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The present proprietor of this vvorlc, having; at
length completed the publication of the numbers
which were deferred by his predecessor, and of the
several indices which had also been omitted, is
now ready to furnish copies of (he entire work,
from its commencement in 1811, of vvhieh a lew
sets, remain in the j^ossessionof the representatives
of HezeUiah Niles, making 50 volumes up to the
period of his editorship, and for which the price
is $!25.
He is also ready to furnish copies from
the commencement of the new series in September
1836, when the work was enlarged in size, and
printed upon type better suited to its readers.
Since that period seven volumes have been published; the eighth is now in progress, and will embrace
the time intervening to the 1st of September next,
at the rate of §2 50 per volume.
Subscriptions to the vi-ork at S-5 per annum will
be received, commencing either at the time of subscribing, or at the pleasure ol the subscriber, with
the current, or any preceding volume. The numbers can be forwarded each week by mail, carefully
packed and directed, or they can be retained until
the volume is completed, and then forwarded,
bound, or unbound, at the option of the subscriber;
the binding, of course, being an additional charge.
To those who are familiar with the history of tlie
last thirty years, it would be unnecessary to speak
Suffice it to say
in commendation of this work.
that it is recognised by all public men as an authentic record of the times; it is used as such by
public authority in all diplomatic and legislative
proceedings, and is admitted as authority b)- the
courts of law.
It is chiefly as a standard National Register of
passing events, and depository of valuable documents and slalistics, that the present |)roprietor is
desirous of having tlie ^vork recogtiised. Benefiting by the example of his predecessors, it is his
determination to build upon their superstructure
such a publication as will become the age in which
we live, and tite progressive improvement ol tiie
press in this country.

almost indispensable to such as have occasion to
it proposes to
be essentially a matter of fact record, where im- rci'erto public documents orpublic proceedings, lor
may be found in reference to the men important statistical facts.
and measures of the day. More matter, interesting
From tlie Ballimore Chronicle.
to this class of readers, is contained in the sixteen
Niks' Register. Asa faithful chroniclerof events,
closely printed pages of the Register, issued each the Register stands pre-eininenfly and deservedly
daily
newscolunmsofalmostany
week, than in the
high; indeed, no other publication in Ihe country
paper, in the same time, and with this decided ad- furnishes equal facilities I'orreference to things past.
vantage, that it is furnished in a form suitable for
From the Ohio Republican.
preservation and convenient for reference, and that
Niles' Register. As a record of documents, facts,
too, at considerably less than half the cost of a daily
and news of the day, this work has no equaf in the
paper, if postage be included in the calculation.
United States. Us pages abound with valuable inThe general scope of each number of the Register formation of all kinds, but more j)articularly with
embraces
facts and incidents connected with the history of our
l,Ora general charac- country, and is essentially useful as a book of refer1st. FoHEiGN ARTICLES.
ter, as otEurope, See; 2, British affairs; 3, French; ence, and is now a standard work of all the princi4, Germany; 5, Belgium; 6, Prussia; 7, Poland; 8, pal libraries in Ihe United States.
recommend
Russia and Ihe Northern Powers; 9, Spain and it with pleasure to ail wishing a faithful record of
Portugal; 10, Italy and Greece; ll,Tuikey and the times
the price pur annum is five dollars.
Egypt; 12, Africa and Liberia; 13, Asia; 14, the
From the New Yoik Evening Post.
Pacific; 15, South America and the West Indies;
Niles' Register,
As a record ol fads and docu16, Texas; 17, Canada.
ments, and of the news ofthe day, this journal stands
2d. N.\TiON.iL CONCERNS.
1, Of a general charamong the foremost, and some improvements in
acter; 2, Foreign relations; Trade and Commerce; contemplation
will still further enhance its value to
4, Tariff, American System, isc; 5, Public Lands; its subscribers.
6, Post OHice; 7, Army; 8, Navy; 9, Frontier and
From Freedom's Sentinel, Schenectady, N. Y.
Indian affairs, the War in Florida, Sio.
Niles' Register.
This old, faithful and valuable
3d. Affairs of the States or the Union
Arranged geographically, Maine, Vermont, Mas- paper is so well known, as well in Eurojie as the
United Slates, lliat Ihe Register is chiefly compiled
sachusells, &,c.
Local affairs, of places, of all the important public documents, and political
4th. Passing incidents.
and statistical details which are recorded with the
persons state of the markets.
utmost accuracy and impartiality^that it is scarceTrials and legal
5th. L.A.W and CASES IN Court.
ly necessary to add one word in ils commendation.
decisions.
We hope that the proprietor will he atnply compenCth. Political.
Party movements and parly prinsaied for his efforts to render Ibe Register stiil more
ciples, an impartial record of.

which are so abundant elsewhere,
parlial truth

We

—

—

—

—

—

Inventions, Improveivients, THE Arts and valuable.
From the Charleston (S. C.) Mercury.
Literature.
Niles' Register.
We take this opporlunily of sayCongressional proceedings.
A Chronicle, Alphabetically arranged, will ing something of the character of this ])ublication,

7lii.

Sth.
9th.

and ils claims to the patronage of the community.
occupy the last page.
To each volume will be attached a title page and As a polilical journal, the Registerstands quite alone
it has no partisan character
its object is not to
comprehensive index, of which Mi's is furnished as
To accomplish this objecl, he asks (hat coun- our first specimen and is, we are aware, suscepti- propagate the opinions of one man, or advocate the
tenance and support which alone can effect it; he ble of improvements, which experience will suggest. advancement of any one parly, but to |)resent from
week lo week, a judicious collection of facts and
appeals to the public to enable him to make of" the
J. HUGHES.
documents connected willi, and tendingto elucidate
Eegisteii, a standard publication, without
Ballimore, iUiy, 1840.
the political history and condition ol the country.—
which the library of no enlightened citizen of this
Too much praise cannot be given to the nniforni
republic would be compleie, embracing as it will, a
judgment, and good sense, which have governed
comprehensive record of the present period, and of
the conductor of the Register in the selection ofitsi
faring to the owner an authentic booli offuels, to the
From the National Intelligencr.
pages of which he can confidently ajipeal when
NUcs' Rfs:>ster. It is not necessary, we are sure, arlicles. The citizen will find in it every Ihing neever interest, inclination, or pleasure sliall induce for us to say a word in commenddtion of that valua- cessary lo give him a complete acquaintance with
him to recur to the passage of those events, "much ble repository of facts and documents which is al- the S)iirit of the polilical world, and to the future
of which he saw and part of which he was," ready almost the only authority that can easily be historian, the Register will be an inestimable Ireaand to the perusal of which, he can safely i-e- referred to, and entirely relied upon, for an impor- sury of the most authentic and ample materials for
the history of this country.
commend those, the progress of whose intelleclnal tant portion of our country's history.
The great popularity,
and indeed authority which it has attained, both in
culture and historical information. Providence may
From ihe N. YorJc Jlmerican.
have placed wilhin his influence. In short, the pubNiks' Be^ister, long known, and where known, this country and in Europe, attest that this is no
lisher of the Register is desirous to rescue from most valued as a careful and comprehensive regis- exaggerated praise, and the unobtrusive char,icter
oblivion, and preserve in a convenient form lor re- ter of all the important public documents and poli- of its conductor is another proof if any other were
ference, all the most important and authentic ar- tical and statistical details.
needed, that its reputation depends exclusively upticles wiiich app^'ar in the newspapers of the day,
on its merits. We sincerely wish it, both for the
From the Richmond (Va.) Enquirer.
benefit of Ihe cdilc- ap Ihe community, a universal
and most of which, but for sucii a deposiloiy, would
It is the best general collection
Niles'

—

—

—

—

I

be but evanescent, and alter a short perioW, inquired for in vain.
large portion of American readers feel no interest in the commercial, shipping
anil advertising columns of a newspaper, still less
do they desire to participate in the bitter animosities
eiigendereil by conflicting political opinions, and
the every-day tales of thousand ton:;:ied rumor
to
such readers the National Register fairly commends
itself.
In its pages are admitted only so much uf
what is styled the politics of the dav, as fiiiHy belongs to iUe history of the liir!»?, and (urnishes' a
full and impartial development of the principles
avowed by, or attributed to, each pirty, as it rises
or falls. DiccarUiog the light literjfrire and fictions

A

—

R,'s>sler.

of historical facts and references, that is published
in the United Slates with a fable of contents.

From

New Hampshire

Patriot.
a record of facts, notwilhsfanding a sliglit tirige of wliig coloring is generally
.ipp-irenf, |lie^';'>::ist.>r stands among Ihe hist publications in the country.
the

Niles' Register.

As

From liie New Hampshire Slales?nan.
As a r-'^rord of facts, rttil documents, anrl events,
legislaiiv, '•"i_;ra:ih!C.- 1, liis'o'ic?!, and statistical,
there is no work in the Unitrti Slates securing so
full anil fj;;i:iui a;i acco.:i,l; i:i i.ict it is not only a
gmTtaid

'o

every

!"i5ine.ss

i":-.r,

I'ut

Ins

kecotnc

ciiciilatioii.

From
Niles'

the St.

Register.

Louis (Mo.) Republican.
There is no periodical in the

union, probably in the civilized world, that has won
for itself so lasting and so enviable a reputation as
this.
Every where, at home and abroad, by the public men of our own and of other countries, without
distinction of party, it is regarded as a strictly correct registrrnf'ps=s\i-\giivcnt3, and upon all occasions,
its p.ig°3 are cited sv.d respected as authorily, and
although the editor has never snrrendererl the integrity of his own opinions, he has won from those,
of opposite sentiments their respect and confidence.
Til" many fcsliraonials given by congress and other

—
NATIONAL REGISTER.

NILES'
public functionaries,

is

a certain evidence of

ttie

1

integrity and ability with which facts pertaining to
the history of the country have been presented and

preserved.

From the Boston Jllas.
As a work of reference, the lleNiles' Register.
It has been conducted with
gister is invaluable.
judf,ment, and presents a mass of political and histo be found in no other pubwhich
is
torical matter
licatioD.

From

the

Lynchburg Virginian.

From the Charlesloion (Va.) Free P7-ess.
Niles' Register.
The Register presents a faithful
political and other im-

documentary record of the

portant events of the country, and should be cherished by the public with atfection and liberality.

From the Cleveland (O.) Daily advertiser.
Niles' Register.
As a magazine of facts and dofor reference, we know of no periodical
in the country more worthy the patronage of the
The editor's political opinions differ in
public.
some respects from our own, so that we do not recommend the Register from party bias, but as a
cuments

As a record of facta and docuepository of useful matters— of documents and
decidedly the best publication of the
ments,
statistics which should be universally known and
day, whilst an ample portion of its pages is devoted permanently preserved. Without professing neuThe back
to the publication of the current news.
trality, the Register presents the most valuable
volumes of the Register are now uniformly appeal- chara"c-teristic of a neutral paper, the leading facts
ed to, whenever it is necessary to recur to past on which opinions may be formed and arguments
events— furnishino;, as they do, a complete docu- founded. The news department of the Register
mentary and of course authentic liistory of the times.
is likewise worthy of commendation: without any
cordially recommend it to public patronage.
attempts to gather up the fictitious novelties of the
day, the most important items of domestic and foFrom the ZnncsriUe (O.) Gazette.
The
publishbeen
Register
has
reign news are dulj- selected and chronicled.
The
Register.
Niles'
ed for 29 years, and is well known to be the best Register may be denominated the contemporary
record of the events of the day that is published in history of the politics and facts of the day.
Niles' Register.
it is

We

the United States.

From

the

Fromthe Buffalo (N. Y.) Journal.

Lexington (Ky.) Intelligencer.

As a channel of authenNiles' Weekly Register.
tic intelligence to the great public, of political and
other events, it is without a rival in America for its
accuracy as to facts; and so far as political speculations are concerned, it is marked by a calmness,
correctness of discrimination, soundness of judgment, and a courtesy to contemporary writes, which
being already well known can receive little addi-

The Registional celebrity from our approbation.
ter has for many years been a depository of all the
most important public documents elicited by the
Ftom lite United Slates Gazette, Philadelphia.
Niles' Register may now be deemed one of the
political, statisrepositories of facts
tical, geographical, historical, religious and miscellaneous. It is when we tieed such information that
we learn to know the value ol Niles' Register.—
observed, while at Harrisburg a few week since,
that "Niles' Register" was a text book for those
that dealt in fads and wished to chasten the little

—

We

extravagancies

odbe fancy members.

—

prosperity.

to

The Potomac Advocate, Georgetown, D. C.
Speaking of Niles's National Register, says— "Its
and fidelity as an impartial record of facts,
usefulness
and
United States, for the last twenty-six years—
public documents, and the current news of the day,
which may in vain be looked for in any other publicais too generally known to need commendation. Mr.
justice
but
it
is
price;
and
beyond
all
is
that
tion
Niles, sen. had, by his long, arduous, and faithful
to add, that since it has passed into the hands of
efforts, long since, secured to it a reputation which
the present editor, that reputation has been fully
it has not lost since under the management of its
sustained.
present proprietor. A work, such as it professes to

—

From

Independent Chrouicle, Boston.
be, not partaking of a party or sectional character,
This is a useful depository of but presenting to all parties in all parts of the counof iiolitical and statistical docu- try, seeking after truth, a faithful record of things
ments, and miscellaneous information and discus- and policy, (as they transpire), in these days of
sion.
strong political bias and excitement, is much needed, and we hope it will meet with such encourageFrom the Pittsburg (Pa.) Gazette.
editor to trans"This valuable work has been for years before ment and support as may enable its
mit its usefulness to future generations."
repuenviable
most
obtained
a
the public, and has
The editor intends From the Southern Telegragh, Greensborough, N. C.
tation with men of all parties.
Niles' Register, is a very useful and interesting
making improvements in his plan of publication,
public patronage,
which will render it still more valuable, while the journal, and'is eminently worthy of
the best papers in our
terms are to remain as heretofore five dollars per ranking as it does, among
piopiietor.
the
Success
to
country.
advance."
annum, payable in
the

Niles' Register.

historical

sessions of congress.

most valuable

It is unnecessary, at this day,
Niles' Register.
speak in terms of praise of this paper. It enjoys a reputation, as an impartial record of all the
important matters connected with the history of the

From the Delaware Journal.
We have frequently heretofore
Ntles' Register.
expressed our opinion of the Register with which
we have so long been familiar. It is in our judgment
decidedly the most useful and valuable book of reference published in the country, lor one who has
occasion to refer to public documents, congressional
debates and transactions, and passing events and
who has not? For nearly thirty years in which the
Register has been published, it constitutes the fullest, and most authentic history of the country, which
is to be found any where else within the same compass. We heartily wish it a prosperous continuance.
From the Alexandria (D. C.) Gazette.
As a record of facts and documents, and of ths
news of the day, Niles' Register is unrivalled.
From the Wheeling (Va.) Gazette.
We know of no work more deNiles' Register.
serving of the patronage of an enlighted people
than this, giving as it does a concise history of all
that can interest the searcher after political truth,
or the liberal republican. The gleanings of the
past and present are embodied in its pages for the eye
of futurity, with an unerring accuracy, and unfaltering assiduity; affording to the candid reader what
is most needed among the people of this country
a key to past experience, and a guide to national

facts,

—

1

INDEX TO VOLUME

LVII.

—

A.
America Vespucci cleaves Boston 208; writing on
416
Abduction, of Sidney O. Francis, a colored boy 99 America
American Almanac the, of 1340, notice of
Abolition petitions
Mr. Wise's resolution reiaiive
American Colonization society
240
to 301; Mr. Garland's ib.\ Mr. Cole's 303; Mr. Grangor's
American consuls see appoint?nent^.
t(i.:Mr. Cliinu'si6.: Mr. Black i6.: debate on Mr.ThompAmerican ingenuity, in evading laws 37; furnishing
son's resolution 351, 365, 367; yeas and nays on adopting it 367; Mr. Botts' letter respecting his vote 373; re- locomotive engines lor European rail roads 48; Harris'
378 sieam boat paddles
solutions in the Onio legislature
98
Abolitionists convention of, and resolutions 224
American lyceum, discussions proposed on educanominate candidates for president and vice-presiden tion
194
320
American Institute, fair of the
of the United States '240; who decline
16, 20, 50
148-9
Abyssinia ^Egyptian expedition lo
American manul'aciures, mistaken for British 50; calico prints at Mulliauien works, Southwark 64; that esAdams, J. Q. on the license law of Mass. 4;

—

—

—

—

liorticulturist

13;

addresses the

members upon

the

New Jersey case 237; is conducted to the chair 23S.
pronounces the exclusion of the whig representatives
from qualifying, unconsiitutional 241-4; explanation
247; decision i.43, 257; answer on the vote for speaker
266, 271; Smithsonian bequest 300; on abolition petitions 301-2-3, 335; oudines of his Smithsonian bill 338;
rule on [Presenting petitions 351, 365-7, 331-2; correct399.415,429
ing the journal
Administration convention of the Van Buren con304
gressmen
Africa and Africans; see Amislad; Wilson's account
of a sovereign of 24; military posts occupied by the
British army in 52; information from, by the arrival of
the Euphrates, captured by the Britisli on the coast of,
and sent in to be tried here as an American slaver 84;
termination of the war in Little Bassa 84; letter of go-

—

vernor Buchanan relative to said war, the slave trade
and colonizauon 107;sloop of war to be ordered to the
coast of 144; Egyptian expedition lo Nigretia or Abyssinia 148-9; population of the French pos.=essions in 149;
slave irade— see slavers sickness of the French army
Egyptian
in 241; the French defeated near Algiers
army victoruius in Arabia i6.,' slave trade extensively
carried on 353; items, Liberia, &c. ib.; various items
386
from Algiers

—

Age

navy

of

—

43

officers

—

Agricultural survey of Rhode Island 134; Rohan
potatoes 152; judge Buel ib.; use of morns multicaulis
in destroying coco grass 194; toasts 203; respiration
of plants chestnut grafted upon oak maclara aurantiaca 221; pumpkin '272; agricultural school 288; South

—

—

Carolina agricultural convention ib.; fruit trees 336;
beet root sugar
384
Agricultural resources of Pennsylvania 57; cultivation of ticus elastitia in Cuba 64; see wheat.
Aiken, South Carolina, fire at, 4Ui Oct.
112, 192
Alabama law of, for enslaving free people of color
that remain in the state 64; three awful fires at Mobile

—

117, 137, 153, 167, 181; fever at Mobile*; banks 167; decision in cases of unincorporated banking associations
in 153, 167, 183; trade— John Bradford shot 202; crops,
a cau;;e of hard times whio convention 216; gold
mine 256; meeting of the legislature 272, 283; synopsis
of the governor's message 273; administration state
convention nominate M. V^an Buren for president, and
R. King for vice-president 311; items ib ; the
governor's message :he banks 323. 336; losses of the
banks 352; messai^e of governor Bagley 356; state debt,
legislation on banks 377; relief law
420
Albany articles of association signed by citizens of
363
in 1775 87; mayor of 320; city finances
194
Albion coal mines, lire in the
Alcohol, Dr. Chrisiison's statement of the quantity of,
71
in wines
235, 319, 3*)-I, 367
Allbrd, Mr.
Algiers population of SO; more French troops to be
Bent 10 120; see France Africa.
Aliens— can citizens abroad be sued as? decision

—

Wm.

—

—

—

—

—

of court

183

240
All Saints day
Allen, Mr. 243, 253, 234, 317; boundary 332-3, 347.
397, 423
160
Alton, fire at
318
Alvord, A. C. death of, announced
Amalgamation, items 152; specimen of, in evidence
134
Ambassador from Texas to France, arrested in New
York for debts court order discharge
256, 257
13
Amburg, Mr. and his managerie
America military posts occupied by the Brifish army
in 52; discoveries of Thomas Simpson on the northern
coast of
95
-

—

—

^

officers

abroad

—

prospects of another Indian war 195; lieutenant colonel J. B. Brant's resignation 208; items i6.;
210; inquiries relative to defences 225; general order
No. 60, &,c. 226; colonel Karney's expedition among
the Chcrokees 241; appointments
colonel Worth 258;
death of colonel Foster 272; death, &c. 288; R. A.
Forsyth, paymaster default 283; general order No. 67,
303; apprehended loss of the brig Virginia with troops
320; mourning for general Bernard 336; arrival of the
^'irginia ib.; recruits 352; report of the secretary of war
relative to superanuating ariny officers 355; third regiment of infantry 334; equalization of the pay of 284,
299; appropriation bill reported 351; the dragoons in

—

Arkansas
Armj' see

tablishment burnt down 67; superior locomotives
American system, efi'ects of the

American
American

ments

—

210

siock=, important Suggestions relative to,
by the Barrings 177; prices
209
American ininislers, notice of Mr. Muhlenberg, at
Vienna
51
Ameri(;an revolution, table showing the date and
places of the battles fought during the, commanders,
respective losses, &c. 23; capture of Vmcennesin 1779
by gen. Clarke 86; articles of association signed by citizens of Albany city and county in 1775
87
'
Amherst college catalogue
256
Amisiad, a suspicious vessel reported 1; capture and
arrival with Alricans on board 28; further particulars
29; death of one of the Africans 48; Spanish minister
demands her 48; some account ot the Africans 50; trial
hi U. S. circuit court 73; decision of judge Thompson
75; relative to the Africans of the 99, 105; death ot one
of the Africans 176; proceedings in the case of the
222, 336; judge Judson's decision 352, 334; British

416
British.

Army of Sweden
Army and Navy Chronicle

148
272
241

Armies of European powers

Aroostook timber 22: see hotuulary\ region 212; expenses of the expedition to ihe
368
Arson, respectable men charged of
207
Artesian well, at Gienelle
173
Arts, exhibition of the, in France
89
Asia mihtary posts occupied by the British army in
52; Balochee fort taken by storm 53; conspiracy to
overthrow the British power in,- discovered
337
Atherlon, Mr.
232
Atmospheric resistance of railway trains in motion
172
Attachment, law of
207
Auction, a bargain bought at
96
Augusta, Georgia, yellow fever at 16, 32, 137; subsides
192
Aurora islands discovery of, by the American exfeelmg
417 ploring expedition
145
Anatomy, a female lecturing on
205
Austin, capital of Texas 176; description of, &c. 306
Ancient city of Palenque
1
Austria see Vienna,- prince Matternich sick 63; reAnderson, Mr.
235, 350
turn of the envoy of, to Washington 65; commercial
Anderson, Alexander, elected United States senator relations with
165; de Gerstner the engineer
192
from Tennessee 400; qualifies
423
Aycrigg, Mr. 234; denied the right to vote for
Andre and Arnold, authentic incidents related by S- speaker
241
Cassidy
239
Azores, emigration from the
113
Andrews, Mr.
334, 399
Annapolis and Elk Ridge rail road, progress of
the
180
Anniversary of the 8th January
320
Baker, Mr. Osmyn
334
Antarctic expedition by the Briiish, about to sail 145
Bakers tried at Paris, for selling light bread
208
Anthracite furnace 176, 239, 313; dinner, Mr. BidBallot for speaker
266
die's speech
386
Bidlimore relative to the mob against a convent in 3:
Anthracite iron
256
number of passengers arrived at 16; new public store
Anthracite region
256 at 17:
correspondence between the mayor and CathoAnti-slavery society
160 lics of, relative to the
nunnery aflair 56; attempt to
Andocrp— arrivals at, froin 1832 to 1338
34
burn the Washington fire company's engine house 80;
Apache Indians
18
tonnage commerce 288; city councils
320
Appendix to a duel
368
Baltimore and Oiiio rail road Mr. McLane's negoAppleby, captain, at large
IIJO
tiation v\'ith the Barrings 167; thirteenth annual reApples
240
port
309
Appointments by the president 132, 165, 194, 225,
Bauda Oriental
2
257, 307, .321, 338, 354, 372, 386, 400, 401, 418, 432
Bank of the United Slates, of Pennsi/hania—dmhs
Appropriation bill
317-18
Appropriations by the British parhament
70 on Hotlinguer >fe Co. returned Mr. Jaudon's arrangeArabian Nights, the author of
164 ment with the Barrings 119; affair with Holtinguer 121;
Arago, M. on preventing hailstorms
128 with New York l'22-3; remarks of various public jourArgentine republic the French petition for a force nals 122-3; condition of the 139, 140; items 144; Messrs.
Co. 147; arrangement affected with the
to suppress Rosas
417 Holtinguer
Arkansas sale of the state bonds of, in the city of Rothschilds 160; the infirmafton confirmed, particuLondon 98; Red river raft 137; a port of entry 299'; go- lars 161; the state and bank 166; items 208; monthly
vernor Conway declines re-election 154; Notrebes siatement, dividends, extracts from public journals 214;
acquitted of Desha's murder 184; stock of, adver- negotiations of Mr. Jaudon 225; the Barrings and the,
tised in New York 213; cotton crop
slocks route (from the N. Y. Courier) 277.78; price of stock improves in London 305; election of directors 307; Mr.
to Mexico 216; colonel B. H. Martin 304; outrage
on the fr-inlier 354; coal in
416 Jaudon's negotiation with the Rothschilds 321; annual
4rmy— intelligence 22; Trenton encampment 22; report 321; London price of stock and bonds 353, 369;
movement of troops 32; monuments proposed to lieiit. circular of the Barrings ib.; sale of bills of, at auction
419
D. E- Hale 32; monument to col. R. A. Thompson 35; 384; comptroller's stalement
b'jard of examiners for admission into the 36; a nationBanks the state security banks of N. York 12: conal iiiilitary convention proposed 36; camp Washington,
dition of the, of England 12; assets and liabilities of
review at Trenton 55; valuable statistical publication the, of England 16: of Indiana declining specie paypresented by the medical department of the British ments 16: in Mi-ssissippi 18: proceedings of the safely
navy, to the U. S. surgeon general, the correspondence fund banking convention 33: the noriliern banks of
72; gen. Scott at Trenton encampment
96 England dissolved 53: condiiion of the Bank of EngArniy movements 118; general orders 51, 119; camp land 54: agency of the Bank of the United States of
Washington in New Jersey evacuated 128; rumor ib.: Pennsylvania transferred to the Barrings 65: the Penndeath of captain Griffin, assistant adjutant general, sylvania loan negotiation 65; the, in N. York 65: inmovement ol troops 133; rumor of other movements crease of, in Mississippi from 1830 to 1839 69: estimate
139; general order No. 56, No. 59, 195; various move- of specie in the union 70: statement of condition ofib.;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

&

—

—

—

—

4

INDEX.
arrangement of the Bank of England, to draw on ihc
bankers ot' Paris 70; exigencies of that bank li.'drat'ts
tile United Stales bank protested in France, and
suspensions of specie payHLJtes in JSew York
ments at Pliiladelphia 97: relative to the, of Georgia '.18:
half yearly dividends at Boston 112; at N. York, continue to sustain specie payments 117; the banks of Providence stop 119, 121; Boston, tirm ili.; at Providence resume 119; the Wool Growers' ol N. York suspend 119;
the south and west of Pliiladelphia generally suspend
121: and of N. York and N. Jersey embarrassed 121;
the United States Gazette vindicates the United States
bank 122; of Massachusetts 131; instructions adopted
at a pohtical meeting in New York respecting 135; a
of

—

its

new bank at Bull'alo 134; circular relative to acceptances 135; in Virginia 133; robbery at New Orleans
137; of the, at Columbia 137; monetary affairs 139;
proceedings of the, of Boston 111; uf the bank
commissioners of Rhode Island HI; in the south
and west ib.; Virginia 142; Charieston, Pittsburg,
Cincinnati, &-c. 142; items respectiiig 141; Vermont
jiroceedings on 152; suits against the, in Pennsylvania
lo3; suspension in New Orleans and Tennessee 154;
intimation to the, of Indiana 154; publication of the
Philadelphia banks, in explanation of the suspension
155; extract from Tucker's theory of money and banks
ib.; resolutions of the, of New York ItJO; circulauon
of the safety fund banks ib.; proceedings on suspensions by the, of Rhode Island 166; laws of New York
on banking ib.; Pennsylvania and United States bank
ib.; anecdote 166-7; report of the, of Kentucky 167; of
Ohio 167; Illinois ib.; of Michigan 168; has pay day
come? 169; the, of New York and Philadelphia 170;
general view ib.; 171; counterfeits 175; items 173; the
general banking law of New York pronounced unconstitutional 176; condition of the, of Vermont ib.; measure adopted by Vermont lei^islature 179; replies of the

and joint stock hanks in England 209, 273; of Stockholm 274; London banker's circular
369
Banks, Mr.
318, 382, 429, 431
Bankruptcy at Paris
64
Bankruptcy bill, Mr. Webster's ouilines
428
Baptist education society, in Tennessee
304
Baptisms
320
Barbadoes intelligence from and trade of 26: earthquake at 50; draught at 128: earthquake
ISO
Barbour, gov. J. elected president of the whig national convention
249
Barings, appointed agents of the Bank of the United

—

Stales
Baring's, Brother,?

—bankers, notice respecting

65
117;

arrangement with Mr. Jaudon 119; negotiations with
Mr. McLane 167;^ suggestions relative to .American
slocks by 177; editorial notice ot the publication of the
Globe, thereon 193; correspondence with Mr. Webster
respecting stale stocks 273; the, and the United States
bank of Pennsylvania 277-8; circular respecting U.S.
bank bonds
359
Barnard, Mr. 235; declining to answer 264, 413-14
Barnstable, speech of governor Everett at the centenial celebration of

62
Balavia, operations at
124
Battles preparations for celebrating the, of North
Point 22; celebration qf the defence of Sandusky 22;
com. Elliott in the, of Lake Erie 22; table of respective
losses, commanders, place and date of, during the American revolution.
,.,,
23

—

Bayard, Richard H. appointed chief justice of Dela65
Beatty, Mr point of order
271, 383, 415, 429
Beds, exhibitions of
90
Beet root sugar, quantity produced in France, in Michigan
3S4
Belgium 19: claims on 49; items 164; exportation of
New York bank= :is to suspending ib.; the Virginia corn prohibited
289
banks ISO; the, of Charlesion S. C. ISl; the, of MissisBell
Grant, brokers of London, resume
80
sippi ib.; of Ohio ib.; unincorporated associations in
Bell, Mr. of Tennessee 264, 287, 301-2 3; resolution
Alabama non-suited 183; the, of Ohio resuming specie on the New Jersev case 318-19, 333, 383, 399, 413-1415,
payments 192; in Illinois refuse to suspend ib.; C. F.
429, 431
Mercer chosen cashii-r of the, of Florida and accepts
Benton, T. H. arrivesin Washington 176;letterto the
194; statistics of the, of Philadelphia ib.; of New Or- St. Louis cominittee 207; resolutions 226. 241-3, 258-9,
leans 195; of Louisiana it.; proceedings in the Vermont 279; relative to bond.s, po.stnotcs, &.c. 298; relative to the
legislature on 197; in Rhode Island ib.; circular of the debts of the states 299, 317; .salt dutv 300, 317;
on armed
bank convention of New York 198; rumor of resump- occupaiion of Florida 318, 333, 347,"354; summary of his
tion by the Philadelphia 201; executive of Virginia rela- Florida bill 373, 379, -380; on employing bloodhounds
tive to ib.; the, of Charleston, S. C. ib,; respecting the
397-8, 411-l.y
suspension of Louisiana 202; suspend ptyments in
ISermuda, yellow fever al 50; items
370
Michigan 204; answer of the, of that state 205; general
Bernadotte, king of Sweedeu
147
.banking law of Georgia repealed 203; returns of speBernard— death of the French gen. 225; American
cie in the, of Boston 213; resolutions relative to the army in mourning for
336
charters of, in Vermont legislature 213; of Buffalo ib.;
Berths, Mr. Guiness' contrivance of
172
tone of Pennsylvania journals 214; of Georgia 215; of
Betting on elections, sentence of court in a case of 96
Ti^nnessce 216; statement of the, of Kentucky 216;
Bibles, among sailors 34; number of, in the U. S. SO
Mr. Calhoun on banks and banking 213; professor
Bible society, income of the English
176
Dew on 218; the western 224; the Virginia ib.; 243 Biddle, Mr. on the New .lersey question 229, 244,
excitement relative to, at St. Louis 224; five real estate,
260, 335, 349, 350, 332, 415, 430
&c. chartered in Vermont 242; the, of Rhode Island
Biddle, Mr. speech at the anthracite dinner
386
ib.; Pennsylvania state treasurer on the 243; of South
Bigomv, extraordinary case of
223
Carolina ib.; remarks of the governor of South CaBiggs, Mr. 232-8, 244, 286, 300-2-3, 351, 336-7, 381-3,
rolina on, of Ohio resuming payments ib.; fraud by
415,429,431
the lale cashier of the Schuylkill hank, discovered 257;
Birmingham, attempt of the chartists to fire
14
Mr. Levis the cashier "absquatulated" 272; legislative
Black, judge, of Delaware, death of
32
ineasuresof Virginia 272; eflect of our suspension upon
Black, Mr.
303, 335, 365, 330-1-2, 413
France 274; governor of Alabama remarks on 278,
Blind, institution for the, in Ohio 182; in Virginia
governor of Ohio remarks on 279; remarks in relation
215
to, in the president's message 280, &.C.; of Georgia 28S;
Blockade of Canton
161
Rhode Island, the Schuylkill i/'.; governor of MaryBloodhounds— importation of 301; arrival of 352; inland's remarks on 292; capital ol the, of Phdadelphia, quiry as to government employing 351; arrival
of 368;
the .Schuylkill bank 304; proceedings in the legislature letter respecting the use of 335; debalein the senate on
of Tennessee on 311; of Ohio 311; of Indiana 312; of 397-8; Mr. Wise's call on the secretary of warfor inforIllinois ib,; of the District of Columbia 317; message mation thereon 399; petitions 428;
inquiry as to governof the president relative to the su-pension of 318; com- ment useing 317; ari-ival of 368; erroneous opinions on
mittee thereon discharged 333; planner of paying spe416
cie by the, of Ohio 320; legislation of Georgia relative
Bodtsco, Mr. Russian ininister, returns to Washingto 322; governor of Alabama relative to 323; Ohio leton
82
piiladin ib.; Illinois legislation ib.; of Massachusetts
Bolivar's method of abolishing slavery in Columbia
33i); of Alabama ib.; aggregate loss susiained by the,
352
of Alabama 352; Agricultural bank of Mississippi 352;
Bonaparte, Mrs. .Terome, in France 123; Louis NaIllinois state bank, the .South Carohna ib.; Virginia poleon in France 164; Joseph
leaves Bordentown for
absolutioii nf 356; the. of Alabama 356; 'Citizens' Europe 176; memoirs of Baron
337
Meneval
bank,'' ol Alabama 357; of Illinois 357; unsuccessful
Bond, Mr.
287
attempt to repeal the private banking law in Georgia
Bond.s, of the state of Maryland
215
308; iho Schuylkill bank meeting ib.; report of the
Bonds of the slates, a letter
432
comptroller on the operations of the New York geBos/on— commercial pio:;ress of 6: toasts at S; meneral banking law 371; bill relating to, rep.'irted in the chanics fair at 50; bank dividends at 112; banks
of,
legislature of Pennsylvania, governur Porter's message, firm 117; represcntaiion in Irgi.olature
128; proceed-

ware

&

&c. 375: Alabama legislation 377; the Brandon bank
iisk the legislature of Mississippi to take back its charter 377; l\;nnos3ce legislation on ib.; letter relative to
the Schuylkill bank fraud ib.; Ohio loaislation on, and
annual report of the bank c inrnisjioncis of that siaic
377; of Illinois, of .Michiyr.u 37-1; resoluiion ir,,„ii„,M
the, of Tennessee to rcsuni'j firtliwiili H-t.".; :\Iirliiniin
resolution ib.; the, of the west anil sniiili irl Nr'w York

informatiop 333; governor Fairfield's message 354; his
correspondence wiih general Harvev 354-5;~prei5ideni'a
communication relative to 363; substance thereof 372;
the correspondence 388; border operation 400; further
correspondence
401
Boundaries see Missouri and Iowa.
Bjyer, president of Hayti, arbitrary proceedings of
193
Boyhood of James Watts,
83
Brandinr', the savage practice
256
Brandt, lieut. col. resignation of, accepted 195; i-eport
on his case
332
Brandywine, U. S. ship, capt. Bolton assumes command of the 16; sailed for the Medetenanean, list of
oiiieers
112
Brauns, Ludwig, recognized as Prussian consul at
Baltimore
80

—

Brazil— a cargo of rice from 16: decree of the government of, duty on wines 50; report that the frigate United
and sloop of war Marion is to relieve the Independence and Fairfield at 64; items from 176; presiStates

dent's reference to relations with 2S0; items

352
Bread and butter, fair pl.ay
192
Bread stuffs, prices declining, large quantities in marof, on the Wabash, in Missouri 96; British duly on
241
Bridge, at the Muscle Shoals 16: fall of the 137; on
the Potomac injuied 416; at St. Louis 16, 80: broken
at Washington 25: broken by a caravan at Cayuga
ket 82: prices

64: across

ilie

Mohawk,

destroyed

64

—

Brilish affairs commissioners to ascertain boundary of Maine 3: law of usury 6: expense of the coronation of queen Victoria 33: dispute of com. Hull with au
admiral relative to rank 36: passage of the slave trade,
suspension bill, and protest entered 45: military stations
occupied by the army of 52: arrangements of the Bank
of England to draw on Paris capiialists 71: see national
courtesy 72: experiments to ascertain in how siiort a
time steamers can be built 80; see Great Britain.
Brilish India
population of, &,c.
124
British (Jtieen (steamer), arrival of, &c. 62: application for a figure head for the 64: log book
68
British royal mail steam packet company
146

—

Brougham,

lord, reported death of
209
Bronze work, exhibition of
90
Brooklyn, dimensions of the war steamer building at
68; file at
J04
Brown, Mr. of Tennessee, single presidential term

318, 379, 397

Brown

university

24t)

Buchanan, Mr. of Pa. 332, 346-7-8, 362-4, 379, 397,
on the sub-treasury bUl 420, 428; spe-

411-12-13; speech
cie basis

423

Buchanan, Tho?. governor of Liberia, letter from 107
Buckingham, James S- tribute of respect to
288
Buel, judge, of .^lijanj', death announceti 112; notice
of 152; notice of the death of
156

Buenos Ai/res

—information from

2:

mob

in the senate

chamber and death of the president in his chair 56;
French c-mtinue to blockade, various items 132; severe
gale at 150; iiems, markets, &c.
275, 416
Bufliilo
trade of 48; attempt to rob the bank 416;
the city bank of
416
Bulwer'snew play, the sea captain 272; third edilion

—

ofCheveley
Burke, Fanny, a fugitive from labour, law case
Burr, jared, murder of
Butler, Mr.
Buiter, consumption 01, in London, &.c.
Bynum, Mr. 231-2; on the New Jersey protest

337
157
152
351

219

563,
206, 285-7, 303, 365-6

C.
Cairo, in Illinois, project, &c.
Caldwell, Timothy, e.xaniined

368
180
Calhoun, John C. illness of his family 176; on banks
and banking218; rumor of his favoring a hiehcr taiiti"
refuted 240; on the currciiev ib., 279. 300; referring his
public land bill 316-17, 333, 330, 42S; ouilines of his public laud bill 333; letter to the editor of the Charleston

Mercury 353; coininents thereon ib.; Rhode island
land resolutions
412
Calhoun, Mr. on the death of A. C. Alvord
318
Call, governor of Florida, inquiry as to the removal
of
3(0, 380
Camanchc Indians
18
Campbell, Mr. of Tennessee 241, 262, 271, 287,318-19,

ings at, relative to specie payments 141, 114; import of
366, 415, 430
cotton 166; returns of specie in the banks of 213; small
Campbell, Mr. of S. C.
335, 349, 4 1
pox 210, 304; T. Brown
Co. 212; storm 276; irimurtler of prisoners
buic to J. S. Buckingham 2SH; storm 2:i9: election
rnor nf 53: cost of to Eii.l,
mayor 320; exports of refined sugar 336; public of 39: rcpi'rt that i'oulett 'i'licmp.son is to he ihc new
ol
meeling, the Lexington
400 governor 8t>-shipmentofi-oiuleiiiiuHl piisoiuis to Bota-

&

commerce and revenue of
Mr. 319, 333.4, 319, 365; ill's

1

—

Boston,

98 ny Bay 82; sir Kichard Jackson iippoiuuil commander, card of the lale prisoners 133; iienis208,2l0; lands
373 of niiicieen persons convicted of treason, advertised by
,,;
ihe, of
JJiiiinrfiiru iinc— commissioners to mark the, between
govcriimeni 272; governor Thomas' message suggest/
imipiion U. S. and Texas 1, 65; to ascertain the, of Maine 3; the
ing ilie union of the two Cnnadas 275; attack appreIiieetiiig in riiiliul.ilphia ib.; iy^i,,.i ,,i ;,,
:.,,iv York
governor of Maine writes to R. Mclmirc, esq. apprizing hended 3114; le.soliiiions for the union adonied 307;
commissioners on the safely fund banks 1(12; altiuiiiit him of depredations upon the dis|)Uted territory,
und govirnor Arihur nsiL'ns 368; successor installed 400;
to rob the, at BulKilo416; City bank of Hiilliilo ib.; in- tidvising linn to forewarn, &c. 82; he publishes
400
a cau- Jesnils islat,-, imkinnily
torosting report of the comptroller of Peniisvlvania on tion aceordiiii^ly
h2
Ciinals
from the I'our Lakes In the Wisconsin 20:
the, of that state 419; Virginia act 420; Alaliama relief
Bouiid.ini 7i/.>,«/ran— refurii of the British exploring lollsoflhe, ofNcw York, from ISSSto 1839,4.8: busilaw iV).; Hiale bank of Illinois accepts their charter ib.; commissi, mers l.ll, 177; ir.iiiblrs bitvveeii Missmiriniid ness on the Welland canal 04: rclaiivc to loconioiivca
juuciTdiiigs relative to the, at Paulding, Mississippi ib.; Iowa U.7, !,'<:!, -217, 31)||.:;, 320; iiein as 10 the
nortli- nn the bonks of, 10 propel boats 96: governor Porter
the Schuvlkill
432 cas'cru 177, l'J7; cxpioiaiion tour of the liriiish eoiii- docHiifs to approve llie act for enlarging the Union
l!anh;~o( Franco 147, 274; of Enoland 147, 193, missidiiers 212; renewal of diliicullics 25^: presideniV canal 9li: tolls nf, in New York 123; verdict assessing
809,296; Me.wr.s. Ilotliiiguer
Co. 14f,- relative to the, remarks in his annuul me.ssnge on the di-sputnl 279,
the tide water, set aside 16.; propelling boats
ol England ICI; as proposed in Greece 161; private 280; message relative to the 318; rumor 320: call lor
,hyl
upon railways 16.; tolls of Ohio 138;

heavy

deficien'iy in the Miiini.i'
,.
400; Siule bank of Illinois iV; 1,.
the cityof N.York reduced ten hi ,..
city,

mm,

i.

ijiiioiis

uf

Botts,

letter respoctinff

a vote

1

—

&

I

INDEX.
experiment of wire ponies, as a motive power on 172;
tile Pennsylvania and Ohio cross cut ISO; tolls of the
Pennsylvania Si.; trade on the Chesapeake and Ohio
ib.i navigation of in Pennsylvania continued. New
York to suspend 192; toll of the Pennsylvania 200;
breach of, and trade on the Chesapeake and Ohii>201,
203,215; navigation of the Erie inlerrupied 213, 221; tolls
of the Ohio 216; the Erie re-opened 356; tolls of the
New York 320; water drawn oft' the Pennsylvania 336;
416
the tide water 400; the, of Ohio
Candidates for representatives in congress, in South
117
Carolina 117; Massachusetts
Cannon, large one cast at Alger's foundary 64: its dimensions SO; see mortar.
Canton changes of trade with 36: interruption of the
opium trade with 50, 53; affair between captain Elliott

—

and

the authorities of 56, 64: captain Elliott orders the
British residents to leave 66; correspondence of Mr.
Snow, American consul, with the imperial commissioner 67; further intelligence from 101: change of our trade
with 112; estimate of the American interest in the
opium trade 112; blockade of 161; shipment of tea from
192; various items 290; letter from 353; oflicial notice
of the blockade, American protest, revocation of the

418
blockade decree
289
Cnpe Ann, tremendous storm at 276; another
312
Carbonic acid gass, solidification of
_ Carey, Mathew, accident to 32; death of 49: expression of regret from the managers of the state temperance
society of Pennsylvania 83; notice of a letter written
by
118
90
Carpets, exhibition of
415
Carter, IVIr. of Tennessee
Cases in court, see law cases.
Catholics, correspondence with gov. Seward 25; with
ihe mayor of Baltimore relative to the nunnery affair 56
OrCatliohc chapels in England 304; fair at

New

leans

33<3

210
Catlin collection, sails for England
112
Cattle, sale of at Philadelphia
Census, repoft relative to the 298; message 303; bill
333
34
Centejiary of Metliodism, col. Preston's subscription
explained 16; mee'.ing and contributions to, at Wash-

reported

Census of South Carolina

96
ington
Centenary, the fund of Methodism 160; notice of
175
280
Central America see president's message and
Corography, a new method of engraving

—

Chairman,

J.

Q.

Adams

chosen, of the representa-

266

tives

Chaplains, proposition respecting 279, 300; rev. Mr.
Danforth elected by tlie senate 332; i\Ir. Bates by the
house
332
Chapman, Mr.
271
Charleston and Cincinnati rail road, proceeding refipectiog the part of a route already completed
67
Charleston, S. C. fever at 6, 32, 49: tribute to the memory of gen. Hayne 104; hue of packets 123; deaths at
137; strangers fever
233
Charter of incorporation, the legislature of Ohio resolve that they have Ihe power to repeal any
385
Chartist riots 14, .38: their national conventions 11)3;
jsuppiessed 144; new disturbance
239
Cliauncey, commodore Isaac, mourning ordered for

373
Ckewkcc- /n(Zia;.s~^."onflicting parties of Ridge and

Ross

3:

notice of 22, 42: further particulars 43;

becom-

ing quiet 50: statement of .lohn A. Beall and Stand
Watie, relative to 85: decree of the convention 85: oath

of renunciation of die treaty and allegiance, presented
by Ross's council 86, 128; demand for the murderers

Vll

Clarke, Daniel, vast estate of, claimed by the wife of
general Gaines
70
Clarke, governor, of Kentucky, death of
23
Clarke, gen. G. R. account of the capture of Vincennes by, in 1779.
86
Clark, Mr.
335
Clay, Mr. of Alabama 226,259, 299, 300, 317-18; Iowa
boundary 332-3, 346, 348, 364, 379, 380; higher miniprices for public lands 397-8; on the sub-treasury
bill
403, 413, 427-8

Niles nominated foir governor, election at Jfew Haven,
&c. oyster day 213; British story of divorces in 242J

Howard

university
Conservatives, Mr.

342
Talmadge 135; address of the.
York convention of
187
Consuls recognised 17: rcTiarks relative to the, at
Hayti 23; sundry recognised 32: L. Brauns, as Pru.ssian,
at Baltimore 80: Mr. M. E. Hersant, for the Belevaric
mum
islands 112; Don Juande la Granja, Mexican, at New
York 112; of Ecuador, of France 150; chevalier de
Clay, Henry— tour to the north, reception at New Mariuscelli, of the Two Sicilies recognised 194; resigYork 8: at Philadelphia 9; at Baltimore 10; at Farquier nation of John Vaughan
307
Constantinople loss by fire at
Springs 25: compliment to, by the American Sentinel
119
Constitution, U. S. ship, commodore Claxton, arrives
98: invitation to visit Tennessee, and his reply 102;
at
Rio
27ih
August
112
on copy right 300; on referring Mr. Calhoun's bill,
Constitution, vote on adopting a, for Florida
granting the public lands to the states in which they
43 ,
Constitution of the United Slates— Mr. Brown's re--'f
fay 316-17, 316-7, 363, 379, 380, 412; on Rhode Island resolutions ib.; on assuming the state debts 413; solurion to amend the, so as to make the president eligible
for
only
one
term
318
visit to Virginia
416
Constitution of Connecticut, a mendments ratified
Clayton, judge, resignation of
17
198
Clavlon.Mr.
364 as to qualification of electors
Contested seats, for delegates from Iowa
CiRrk, H. A. Garland elected
285
154
Convent,
relative to the mob against the, in BaltiCleveland, wheat arrivals at
167
Clifford, Mr. on the New Jersey case 333-4, 415, 430 more
3
Conventions of national silk growers 133; whif
Clocks and watches, exhibition of, in France
89
Clopper, Mr.
334, 349, 399 convention in Vermont 135; democratic republican slate
convention
N.
York,
at
Utica
Cloth, a new water proof article of 221; a, without
135; whig, of Illinois
spinning, (fcc. or weaving
221 138, 154; delegates to the whig, at Harrisburg, from N.
Coach wheels. Tollers
48 Hampshire 166; public meeting at Frederick, MaryCoal mines, fire in the Albion mines, Pictou 194; in land, to propose a national education convention 178
-Arkansas
416 210, 225; proceedings of the cotton planters and merCoal trade, Pennylvania 153, 180; the Lehigh 180; chants at Macon 184; address of the conservatives conthe Pennsylvania
260-1, 240, 256, 288, 304 vention New York 187; whig state convention of Rhode
Coast survey, Mr. Hassler's eighth annual report Island 197; whig stale convention of Missouri 167354 whig convention ofN. Jersey 199; whig national presidential convention at Harrisburg 210, 225, 248, icwhig
Cobbelt, William, amount of his estate, the reputed
of Delaware 215; of Alabama 216; of Indiana 217bones of Thomas Paine
432
Coco grass, use of morus multicaulis in destroying American silk culture convention 225; abolition presidential convention 240; of Van Buren congressmen
194
304; national medical convention 307; administralion
Cocoonery, Dr. Physic's
208
convention of Ohio 336, 368; of Indiana 3S4; of whios
Codfisheries
22i
in Indiana 352; in Ohio 384; in Rhode Island
3'84'
Coffee, importation of, direct to Louisville
112
Cooper, writing the Path-Finder
144
Coffin, sir Isaac, reminiscences of
23, 25
Cooper, Mr. 264; mail resolution
319, 335, 348, 365
Coinage
320
Copper ore, found in Baltimore county, Maryland 224;
Colegiate, Dr. Cox president of Middleberry college
in Missouri
400
134
Copy right— case commenced 32; Mr. Clay, notice
Coles, Mr.
303, 335, 399
of a bill 300; value of, to authors
384
Cold, weather
363
Corn laws, item on
iy2
Collector, perquisites of the, at N. York estimated 96
Corn oil, a new article
224
Colonization colleclion by Elliott Cressen, for 32:
Corn, on toppinp; and galhcring
32
letter from gov. Buchanan, of Liberia 107; expedition
Corn crops, in the Wabash valley, in Missouri
86
by the Maryland society 180; meeting at Philadelphia
Coronation expenses of queen Victoria
33
200; at Baltimore 243; emigrants sail from New York
Corsican, the steamboat, fever on board of
128
for Liberia
304
Corwin, Mr.
414
Colored population emigrating to Trinidad 165; coCotton— trade wilh England 5: the twin orokra cotlonization society of Maryland expedition 180; emiton 24; esumale of the loss on, at New Orleans 43, cotgrants sail from Norfolk 352; at Trinidad 386; see abmarket
ton
in England 65: quantity of, at the southern
duction.
maris 64: letter ofMr. McDuffie on the cotton circular
Colonial emancipadon, statement
103
"' relating to
and 91: prices of, in England 97, 160, 161, 163; import
Colquett, Mr.
349. 350
of, at Boston 164; proceedingsof the cotton convention
Columbia, U. S. frigate, at Macao, E. 1. 27th April 82,
at Macon 184; prospects of the crop 192; American
96, 132; dealhs on board of
176
items 203; Georgia market 215; crop in
Columbia college, application for the crown that for- history of 205;
Alabama, in Arkansas216; crops of the United States
merly was on the dome of
64
219; consumption of ib.; New York market 224; BriColumbia, S. A. Bolivar's method whereby slavery
ush market *.; items 240; efforts in England to superha.^ been abolished in
352
sede American 256; Egypdan cotton *.,• of Louisiana
Columbia river, iiems from
149
ib.; English market 273; crop of South Carolina 288;
Columbiad, a big gun
238
brighter prospects in England 305; crop of the United
Commerce, of Boston 6, 93: of Philadelphia 21, of the Slates 307; consumption of annual exports and aveU. .S. 23; arrivals at New York 32: arrivals at Antwerp rage annual price 3()3; London market 353,
369; great
from 1832 to 1838, 34: with Hayti 37: exports from the cargo of 368; market 334; London market
385, 417;
U. f3. from 1815 to 1238, 40; of Buffalo 48: partial duty Americans employed to go to India to
improve the
on goods imported into Sweden in American vessels culiureof 416; French market
417
repealed 82: measurement goods in Holland and the
Cotion circular, letters of Humphries and Biddle,
north of Europe 112: change of trade with Canton, John Ingersoll, &:c.
27
Calcutta, &c. 112: number of vessels built in Maine
Counterfeit coin
16
112; direct importation of coffee to Louisville 112; of
Coujiterfeit notes, of the bank of Auburn
152
Baliimore 238; secretary of treasury's report on foCountess of Ida, Fay's new novel
240
reign, communicated 299; of St. Louis
400
Court of inquiry, report of the, in the case of comCommercial relations, with Austria and Sardinia modore Ellioit, made
33
165
Courts martial, naval, atPensacola
16
Committees, the standing of the senate 259; of the
Court martial brevet hem. colonel C. R. Broom sus301 pended, lieutenant A. C. -Maury
house
acquitted 179; com-
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of .John Ro3.s 150; civil war 165; apprehended difiiculand riiilitary precautions 177; quieted 208; soldier
i6.,- items 224; colonel Karney's
expedition 241;
appearances of war dissipated 257; items
352
Chesapeake and Ohio canal, riots on the 37: state of
Maryland bonds pledged by the, to a bank in Baltimore, advertised at auction 81: description of the, by T.
Fillebrown 104; trade on the 180, 201; breach it., 208,
243; sale of the state bonds
310
Chicago, nmior Long's account of, in 1S23 36; fire at
183; shipwreck and loss of life
217
Common schools, number of scholars, &c. estimat- modore Ellicolt 241; notice of a naval, said to be or133 dered 276; contradicted
C7iina—information from 128; proTress of the opium ed
238
quarrel, destruction of the opium, disputes respecting
Congress death of Albert G. Harrison, representaCrabb, Mr.
261-5, 300-2-3, 431
measurements, British and Americans leave Canton live from Missouri 49; election to, in Maryland 81; vaCraig, Mr.
231, 245, 267, 332, 398, 414
131; impeiial edict, price current, &c. 132; blockade cancies in 97; candidate for, in Soiuh Carolina 117;
Craven, lieut. T. T. official commendation of
276
of Canton ICi; Britishinterference with 209,241; items whig majority for, ill Maryland 153; cantiidate for reCrary, Mr.
383, 414
209; Mr. Lawrence's proposition relative to, referred presentative
Missouri 154; contested seat for deleCreek Indians, Paddy .Soutt
151
319, blockade of Canton, revoked, Endish expelled eaie of Missouri ib.; notice of assembling 191; Mr.
Cressen, Elliott, see colonization.
Macao, and their trade totally suspended, opium trade Butler elected to, from South Carolina 201; listof memCriminal humane institudon of New York
15
continued elsewhere, irritation and occasional conflicts, bers and party classification 211-12; gen. McCullough
Criminals, sent from Germany as emigrants
177
American trade unmolested and encouraged, duly on elected in Pennsylvania 224; F. Grundy elecled senaCrittenden, iMr.
318, 363 397, 428
tea, &c. S70; Mr. Pickens' call for information 393; tor from Tennessee ib.; meeting of the twenty-sixth
Crockett, Mr.
319, 399
communicated 430; British affairs in 417; decree see 226; public interest in the proceedings of 257; nomiCrops, in England 38, 53, 64,70, 129, 209: in N. EngCanton] and
418 nation of adminislradon candidates for, in Georgia 31 1; land 6C, 123; in Scotland 130; failure of, in France ib.;
Cliinn, Mr. relative to abolition peiilions
303, 335 table classifying parties in the house of representatives Virginia 136; Michigan 138: England 146-7; in Ireland
Chesnut, grafted on oak
336-7-8 147, 162; in England 162-3; in France 163-4; in Turkey
221 according to the vote for speaker
Chippewa, the heroes of
S3
411 ib.; of Yazoo, Mississippi 181; of cotton 192; of S. CaroCongress of nations, petitions .'bra
Chippeways, see Indians.
Congressmen starting for Washington 202; list of se- lina 201 of cotton in United States 219; in France and
Chittenden, Mr. 226; on sub-treasury bill
317 nators and representatives and party designation 211 Mediterranean 241; in Louisiana 256; of cotton in
Cholera at Pottedam, in Prusia
148 212; voles for, in Massachusetts, new election ordered Egypt ib„ &.C. South Carolina 238; of cotton in the U.
Cincinnati, seizure of woollen goods at 80; new build- 24-2; convention qf the adniinistrattion iiiembers 304; States 307; Jamaica 360: in England
369,
mgs at 80: mob against the negro doctor John Wood- period of Vffcffi'e of certain ii.; A'ir. IVicOtirty elecled
Qrciss, Mr..
413
-ward, 83; population of
304 reprpsenlative from Vlfginia 384; A. -'\nderfeoil elected
Croup, receipt to cur« ihe
336.
Circassia, Russian victories in 53; Russia and
290 senatorfrom Tennessee' 400; -Augustus A. Porter cleciCruelty 10 bruies, a dog
32'.
Claims—ielative to, against the United States, board
403
d r,e'nator from Michigaii,
C't.j>aT— ^uhivatior. of ficus elasiitia in 64; superjnten-of commissioners proposed 259; inquiry as to cost of
Connecticut state constitution amended, as to qua- dant reinstated^ fine season 150; law against deadly
^33; bill dsfeWed 334-5; bill passed
3S5 lification of elf ctors 198; attiiohmcnt hi
207: J. M. weapons 183; change of governor?
38ti.
lies
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New

.Tersey question 234, 244,
Dromgoole, Mr. on the
262-3-4, 267; reply to Mr. Sergeant 270-1, 351, 367,
382, 413, 429; 430-1
Drought, in Kentucky 16; in the west 48; in GeorCurrency. Russian edict on 6, 9S; Mr. Calhnnnand
gia 60; severe in the southern states 119; at Barbadoes
&c.
280,
message
president's
p.
the 240; reference to, see
224
the south and west
350,367,382,398-9,415 128; in Virginia 136
Curiis, Mr.
23
Ducatel, Dr. in Patagonia
Gushing, Mr. 233-4, 263, 285, 335, 332: respecrinc
Due D'Engbien.exhonerating Napoleon of the death
399, 430 176.
the northwestern Ironiier
°
337
of,
buiidin
now
those
cost
of
Custom houses, esiiraated
Duel— general Reid and colonel Alston 272; appen^^
176; Seizures
368
dage thereto
^1
Cuthbert, Mr.
4
Dumont discovery
Duncan, Mr. 248, 262, 268; resolution to admit the
Jersey administration claimants to qualify 302,
318-19; song 334, 366. 367, 415
Dade institute
Da^uerrotype, process and relative to the invenDunlap, Mr. Texian minister, arrives at WashingS2
.,„.. 64,
.-, Leii,.mann, a Prussian artist's invention ton
tion
.., 73;
312
York 166; on sugar in
Duties— collected at
172; arrival of M. Gourraud with samples of, &c.
Dale, commodore, anecdote of the sword worn France 173; table of on breadstuffs in England 241; in
166 Phil.idelphia 243; relative to the, on salt 300; a further
by
176 reduction of, under the compromise act
307
Dallas, A. J. minister to Russia, reaches home

Cumberland road— inquiry as to an appropriation to
2S0; report of esiimales 364; inquiry 380; yeas and
398, 413
nays thereon 397; debate on ilie

m

New

New

3S3
Danna, Mr.
'92
Darkness at Quebec
."^
Dartmouth collef^e
-ri
DemDavis, col. S. B. sword lo, from the state of
243
ware 80; swcrd presented to
Davis, Mr. 243: inquiry relating to fisheries 259, 284,

Dynamometer, a new invention

for

measuring power
312

Dyott, Dr. case of 18;
119; writ or error

a convict in the penitentiary

224

,

299, 347, 363, 364, 379, 331, 398. 412-13
Davis, Mr. of Indiana 366, 367; on priming 380, 383,
415, 428, 430
381
Davce, Mr.

E.
Earthquake,

at

Martinique 35; at Barbadoes, Grana-

50; in the West Indies
368; at St. Louis
Eastern mail, "smuggling"

da,

&c.

2d August 150;

New

England— cost of Canada
|

to 31:

news

from, by the

Great Western 38; rumor of negociation with Te.xas,
Thames tunnel nearly completed, money conceis, penny postage bill, crops and prospecis .of harvest, steam
communication with America and West Indies 38:
chartists, state of the country 38: arrival of specie in
48: inielligence from by the British Queen sieamer.
crops, harvest, markets, weather, money market siiU
oppressed 52: price of slocks, afiray at Egham, norlhern banks of England dissolved 53; queen's speech
proroguing parliament, partial changes in the ministry,
new governor of Canada, tournament 53: weather and
prospect of crops, money market, condition of the Bank
of England 54: cotton market 65: crops, weather, &c.
70: appropriations by parliament 7(J: exigences and
expedients of the Bank of England 71: cliartist riots
l-ll
see Great Britain and
Episcopal bishop, of S. Carolina, Dr. C. E. Godsden

.

—

432

elected
.

Erie canal, enlargement loan 134; navigation closed
213, 224

Europe, magnificent project for rail roads in 51: mioccupied by the British army in 52: intelli52, 97
;ence from, by arrival of the British Queen
Jersey
Evans, Mr. 237; resolution to admit the
284, 319. 381, 415, 430
representatives negatived
Everett, gov. speech of, at the Barnstable centennial
*^'2
celebration
231-3-4, 267, 285, 302
Everett, Mr.
Exchange see money marlcet and 176, 240, 272, 288
Exchanges, columns for the building at N. Y'ork 64
420
Expelled, not quite
165
Expense of collecting the revenue
40
Exports of the United Stales from 1815 to 1838
litary posis

New

—

416
305
stormed and taken
63
Dawson, Mr.
by
fire
suflerers
to
the
Eastport, contributions from,
Dayton, A. O. esq. oration at Princeton, notice ot 99
20
183 at St. Johns
Deadly weapons, law in Cuba against
Exploring expedition nature of the 2: instance of
Eaton, Mr. American minister at Madrid, felicitates
Deaf and dumb institute of Virgmia 136, 215; J. Ty177 international courtesy 17: intelhgeiice from. Sea Gull
153 the queen on her victories, &,c.
ler appointed president of the
supposed to he lost 64; various iiems from, apprehenEcuador, republic of, recognises the tlnited States
Deaths— of Mallhew Carey 49: of Waller, archbisions of the loss of the Sea Gull 133; rediscovery of
amongst the most favored of
shop of Sweden 61; sir James Stewart, sir Robert Clay- as a sister repiibhc and
Islands 145; letter from an officer of the
353 the Aurora
nations
ton, sir Thomas Dallas, at Philadelphia 64; ol Albert
196, 258; court martial notice 276; official commendanoRegister
114;
National
Editors, change of, of the
Triplet, at Montevideo 65; of E. Kirby and T. Holland,
tion to licuienant T. T. Craven 276; letter from comtice of a publicaiion in the Globe 193; notice relative
400
at Mobile 66; uf Wm. Chequer 80; John C. Poole
373-4; on its way south
337 mandant Wilkes
&c.
173
crushed between two rail road cars 80; of si.\ persons to the back numbers, indexes,
Expresses, new invention for
4
Ediloislip, lord Lyndhurst's remarks on
in the New Orleans mint by yellow fever 80; Richard
Expunging, proposed in Pennsylvania legislature 214
194
on
Education, lyceum discussion
243
Reynold Keene SO; of general Robert Y. Hayne, of
ear Infirmary, in Massachusetts
Eye
and
Education convention a pubhc meeting at FredeSouth Carolina 81; Wilham Dunlap, at New York 96;
national 178; proceedings in
D ivid S. Burnel, at Natchitoches 96; Wm. Burnell 96; rick, Md. proposethea governor
of Maryland declines
of judge Buel 112; Ondayaka, chief of the Onondagas Philadelphia 194;
336
his letter 194; proceedings of the
Fair, proceeds of a Catholic, at New Orleans
112; at N. York i6.; of capt. Griffin, assis:ant adj. pen. to name delegates to,
210, 225
16, 20
Fair of the American insutute
133; Thomas Dugan 136; Amaziah Morgan 138; judge
219
of
consumption
Fairfield, United Stales ship, loss of two men in a
number
and
Eggs,
Buel
of
judge
esq.
153;
Thomas
Dusan,
C.)
L e (S.
150
.EgyP'— victory of the army of, over the Turkish gale at Buenos Ayres
156; in Te-vas 164; Anthony Latour 175; Theodore
203
Farmers, items
Sedgewick 179; Joseph M. White 183; Luke Tiernan army 14; Mehemet Ali, pasha of 31; affair with 'Tur240
Fashions, winter
192; John Bradford 202; at St. Augustine 208; Eler- key 39; various items from 120; expedition to NigreFeathcrstonhaugh, Mr. tour, one of the British bounniann ih.; baron Van Brienen 210; John G. Dean 212; tia, in Ihe heart of Africa 148-9; cotton crop 256; items
242
commissioners
Mathias Morris 213; Wm. B. Conway 217; of the 275; victory of the army in Arabia, rumor of peace dary
306
Festival of the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics'
French general Bernard 225, colonel Joshua Gist 239; with Turkey
106
association
Egyptian sarcaphogus, see Girard College.
lady Hester Stanhope ib.; colonel Foster. United Slates
Ficuselasliiia, cultivation of in the island of Cuba 6-1
army 272; John Harris' Frank, of Harrisburg 272; Dr.
Elections— result of the, in New Jersey 117, 136, 213;
285-7, 415, 423-9, 431
Fillmore, Mr.
Peck ih ; Adam Bantz 304; Natchez *.; Albert Gal- notice of. in Pennsylvania 117; in Georgia ib., 215;
latin Harrison, member elect 318; A. C. Alvord, mem- Ohio, 118, 138; in Georgia 137; special eleclion relaFinances of Indiana 182; of the union see presidents
ber elect ib.; average rate of mortality 320; king of tive to the, ordered in Missouri 138; whig majorities message 280, &c. report of the secretary of the Ireasurv,
353
293
Denmark
in Maryland 153; relurns for governor in Tennessee U. S.
Debts, of the several slates 4; marrying a widow so as 1:)4; of congressmen in Rhode Island 1C6; of New
Fire at Si. Johns 16; New Orleans 16; at St. Louis
to avoid paying her 7; of Indiana 36; ot Spain 148; of York 166; "in New York 179, ISO; returns of the 34; the national theatre and three churches at New
Tennessee 167; the suggestion of the Barrings, as to the, Georgia 181; of Tennessee congressional districts 181; York 69; extensive at Natchez 69; extensive at Philaof ihe stales 177; editorial notice of the Globe's publi- a special, in Pennsylvania 192, 243; in Massachusetts delphia 81, 102; at New York 5ih October 103; at Brookcation thereof 193; amount of the, of the several slates 197, 212, 224, 242, 304; of N. York 198; in Mississippi lyn 104; the Waterloo sieamer 112; at Aiken, S. Ca304; Mr. Lumpkin's resolutions 317, 318; of Ohio 357; 202, 208, 257; in Michigan 208, 254; at New Haven roUna 112; three successive at Mobile 117; loss by, at
400 and Bridgeport 213; Pennsylvania 224; vole of New Constantinople 119; factory at West Baylslon 134; at
of Illinois i6..- of Alabama 377; of Pennsylvania
Debt— of the slates, Mr. Benton's resolutions relative York in 1S38, and 1839, 243; at Norfolk 272, 288; re- Norfolk 144, at Konigsburg, in Prus.=ia 148; the ciiy of
to the 299; recommitted and again reported 379; de- specting mayors, in New York 288; a special, in Quibdo, in the province of Clioca S. A. destroyed
bate 380, 397; Mr. Grundy's report 407; Mr. Clay413_; Massachusetts 283; mayor of Boston 320; a special, in 149; iwenty-fuur different places 151; at Natchez 167;
427 Virginia ib.; governor and lieutenant governor of Mas- Garrett's cotton and woollen factory 180; at Chicago
yeas and nays on postponing indefinitely
Deeds, acknowledgmenls of, before French con- sachusetts 352, 368; Mayor of Pittsburg 352; Loudon 183; number of, and value of property destroyed 192;
.!:...;_.
119 district
334 a post office ib.; in the Albiaii coal mines-194; at Humsuls
Decisions, of court, in a case of liability of stage own
Eleclion relurns, of Indiana 21: Rhode Island 21: of melstown, on tlie Pennsylvania railroad 214; at New2S
ton, Massachusetts 242; New York 272; Milton, Pa.
congressmen in Indiana 50; of Vermont 65: in Ma
"
64
steamer
a
a,
and
beer, race between
81, lOO 304; Yazoo city 304; at Natchez 320; at Jamaica 321;
land
Defaulters, Mr. Friiz, collector of tolls of Pa. 166; R.
and
vice-president whig nomi- sleamlioat Lexington 336, 338; sieambout Belle 336; in
president
Electors
of
283
A. Forsyth, paymaster
the whig ticket of Illinois New Yoi-k 336; VVilmiiigion 368; loss at New York
21 nations of, in Kentucky 21;
breakwater
Delaware
nominated 138; governor Polk's recommendation to by 400; at Springfield Ohio, 416, 432; the Exchange
432
Delaware, slate— death of judge Black, of 32; Richard ihe legislature of' Teniiesse relative to 167; nomina- at New Orleans
96
Fire department, Basil Hall's remarks on the
II. Bayard, appointed in bis place 65; sword to be pre- tion of administration candidates for Georgia 311; the
16
Fire engine, use oi, to displace gass from a well
Benied'by, to col. S. B. Davis 80; whig state convention period of electing the, in Pennsylvania, changed
116
243
information
Davis
Fiscal
relations,
call
for
relative
lo
the,
colonel
brave
S.
B.
215; honor to the
Electro magnetism, Clinton Roosevelt, announce259
Ucmocratic anti-Van Buren convention of Pcnn- ment
172 of other counlries
190
343-9, 330, 431
Fisher, Mr. relative lo the printing
sylvania, address
221
Electrical lady
Fisheries
the mackerel 272; president coinniuni353
208
Klernian, death of
/)enmarA— death of the king
303
352 calcs papers relating to the
Electricity
new developments in
Desha, Marcus B.— Arkansas state vs the Notrcbcs,
1S4
176
Fishermen, inquiries respecting seizures of 133; Mr.
Elephants, number of
trial fur murdering
239
Elliott, commodore, in the bailie of Lake Erie' 22; Davis' inquiry relating to
Dew, professor, on banks, banking, sub-treasury
64
Fishing sport ut cape Cod
correspondence with the cumniillee of Girard college
&c.
24
Filch, ihe invenlor of steamboats
31; report of the court of inquiry on, handed in 33, 98
Diamond, an East India
399
court marlial 211,270; call Ibr ihe papers
Dickens, Mr.
Florida movenienlsof col. Harney, protest of the inSO habitants of St. Augustine against Fioriila being a single
Elopcnieiu liom ihe sullana's baram
]>isasler near Lynchburg
176 slate40; iiem.* of ilie war 44; a majurity for adopting a
F.lin live at Woburlon
Dislrirl of Cul-wMn, relative to circulation of
32 consiituiion for 48; Indians attack a parly of volunteers
Einbriiidery, French
njics in 183,224; icportoflhc banks of the
Einigranls, see yw.isew^crs: number of this year at on Orange lake 27ih August, fighl at Fort Andrews 80;
Divorces, a British account of, in Connecticut
Dixon, Mr. Rhode Island resolutions on public land: Quebec 61; from Prussia 128, 168; at Quebec 160; fight of a parly on the Suwannee, whilst building a
from England 1G5; colored people to Trinidad 165; to bridge 82; ihc liosinges detained liy col. Harney, when
Don Carlos, rumour that ho is lalicn in'isoner 63; see Wisconsin 1C8; deportation of criminals as, from Ham- dscharged, prefer remaining i6.; posture of Indian aflit' Jjurg, Hesse Castle 177; similar disuositions in Saxony fairs in 99; governingtooinuch, instanced in the numSpain claims a refuge in France
Doorkeeper— P>. Beale ele.tcd by the senate 211; ih.; to Missouri 182, 204; suller uy fever in Texas ber of laws enacted in, &c. 112; force lo be sent lo 118;
193; general rcflcclinns on 193; westward 224; Rus- division of, into iwo territories urged 128; renewed acta
Mr. Fullansbee, by the hoiii=e
sin 272; ditto from Norway 304; of liosliliiy 13H, l.'il; massacre at the war dance near
Hi;iii huiiilirs lo Wisi
Doi--cy, Rodrick, clecied sergeant at arms
In Libitlii, hoiii Noiliilx 301, 332; to Texas 337; en- Fort Lauderdale 154; Mems 155; leiler fiom Fort LauDoity. Mr,
38G derdale 168; general Taylor's conduct approved, &.c.
Dcjwnie, commodore, relnlive lo a mnnument lo ni) couraging, fioin Trinidad
337 178; fVilure operations suggested |7>.; sickness at Penthe
British Islands
from
Eniigrttlion,
240
Drama, soldiers in ihe Choctaw nation, west
192 sacoln, dentil of Joseph M.''W'hile 193; railroad, Dnde
'-23
Engiiifcr.s dc Gcrstner
decision imporlant to

York

399

Davis, Mr. of Pa.

287,335,429
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insiiiule, the territory of, Indian operations, frost, fever,
union bank of, the war 205; more Indian murders 203;
operations in, observations respecting the war 217;
sickness at St. Augustine 224; war items 225; Mr. Benton's bill for the armed occupation of 243; R. D. Reid,
appointed governor 257; Mr. Benton's call for inforniatiiin 258; items from 272; bloodhounds announced
304: debate on Mr. Benton's armed occupation bill
313,- recommitted 333; engrossed 347; petiiinn for a
division of 333; J. S. 'I'aylor's house burned 336; yeas
and nays on Mr. Benton's bill 347; inquiries as to go-

Garland, H. A. clerk of the house of representatives
Great Western, steamer, arrival of
33
285, 335, 383, 413
Greece— return of the king and queen of Athens 67Gass, lire engine used to displace, from a well
16 the king
summonses the heroes of Condouriotti and
Gass, produced from water and tar
384 Zaimi to
his councils 67; king Otho on a visit to PrusGasometer, a newly contrived
221 sia 148; bank
proposed for, items 164; extract from
Gentry, Mr. relative to debts of the states
350 Castanis'
history of the regeneration of
275
Geological and agricultural survey of Rhode Island
Greek
girls, exhibiting wonders
67
134; of Iowa 138; third annual report of Dr. Jackson,
Green, Duft; his letter to Mr. Mitchell
348-9
of Maine 151; complete set of specimens ib.; and maps
Grenelle, artesian well at
173
152; resolutions for survey ol Vermont
197
Grinnell, Mr.
43j
Georgia drought in 80; relative to obtaining a loan
Griscom, professor, cho.sen president of the national
vernment employing bloodhounds in the war 351; m- for, in
Europe 96; relative to the soundness of the education convention
ojq
quiry as to the removal of governor Call 365; report of
banks of 98; election returns 117, 137, 181; bank disGrundy, Felix elected U. S. senator 224; resi»n= and
the killed, and destruction of property by the war 365;
putes yellow fever 137; rail road 153; murderer found IS re-elected
300, 311, 317, 333, 347, 363, 379; report on
arrival of bloodhounds 368; disappearance of a lake
guilty 167; legislature meet
notice of New York re- assuming the debts of the states
363; summary of Mr. Benton's occupation bill 373;
407 428
quisitions for specie payment 181; cotton convention at
Guotemak—intelligence from 34; Mr. Stephen's exitems 334; letter respecting the use of bloodhounds 335;
Macon 184; gov. Gilmer's message 202; general bank- ploration
debate in the senate thereon 397-8; more Indian ing law
337
repealed 208; gov. McDonald's inaugural adGun powder plot, Haldeman's powder house
massacres, twelve wagons attacked, &e.
419 dress the legislature votes
160
for governor
cotton Mr.
Guns, see cannon.
Flour— market of 128; bv the Hudson canal 134; Forsyth's letter
215; banks 288; legislature nominate M.
exports of, from Philadelphia 176; Pennsylvania rail
Van Buren forpresident and John Forsyth for vice preroads, &C.200; on the fludson 213; prices of. &c. 224,
H.
sident 304; administration nominations for electors and
240, 256; a mammoth barrel of 256; items 272; Ruscongressmen 311; superfices of the stale 320; legislaHale, lieut. David E. monument proposed to
32
sian ports open for 272; British market 273; in detion— the banks resolutions of the whig state rights
Hail storms, M. Arago, on preventing
123
mand for shipment 368; prices in England 335; Ire- party 322;
superficies of counties 352; unsuccessful ef
H^f.M'-383
land ib.; duty on, at Jamaica 386, French market
fort to repeal the private banking law 363; the Georgia
Halsted, Mr.
228
413 rail road
Hamburg, state of money market at
377^ 400
55
Flour inspected during the year at Richmond
96
Hand, Mr.
Germany, criminals shipped from, to America as
365, 382, 413, 431
Foreign news generally commenced on the lirst page
Hanover,
the
Germanic
grants
diet
of, appeal from the pro177; emigrants from, in Texas 194; American
of each weekly number, items thereof occasionally
'120
trade with
276 ceedings of the king
the page of chronicle, the last page of each number.
Hard times, prominent cause for
Giddings, Mr.
2S6-7, 300, 333, 366, 430
216
Foreign ministers, notice of
82
Harpers' Ferry and Williamsport railroad
215
Gilmer, gov. m3SSage to the legislature of Georgia 202
Forgery, Scherpf indicted for, not appearing, recogniHarrisburg,
supply
of
water
at
48; see wJtig convenGiraffe, impcrted from Africa
zance forfeited 64; by a member of the Ohio legislation.
Girard college correspondence of the committee
ture
420
Harrison, Albert G. representative in congress from
Forests, for the navy
179 the, with commodore Elliott, relative to the sarcoph
Missouri, death of
45 jjg
Forrest, Edwin, purchases Leggstt's library
gus 31; description of
1 IS
Harrison, general William IT. nominated .as a canForsyth, secretary of stale visit to Georgia 153; inGirard estate, commississioners respecting the
180 didate for president of the United States, by the whig
vitation and answer 215; arrives at Washington 221,
Gist, col. Joshua, a revolutionary patriot, death of 239
national convention 248; his letter accepting the nomile^slature of Georgia nominates for vice-president 3U4
°
Globe, debate on an article which appeared in the nation
3-79
Foster, Ephraiiri H. United States senator, letter to relative to printing
343
Hartford, vole on temperance question
336
the legislature of Tennessee, resigning under instrucGoethe, Charlemagne, an unpublished poem hy, disHarvard university, triennial catalogue
80
tions
252 covered
304
Hastings, Mr.
332
Fo.v, Mr. British minister, at Washington
Gold, a preserver of beauty
82
48
Havre quaiantine laws at, decree
82, 112
France— see legulion to, embroideries of 32; French
Gold mine, in Alabama 256; of Virginia 136; call for
Hawks,
rev. Dr. collocation
SO
steamboats 34; rail road from Paris to Verseilles, opened information as to the, of the U. S.
253
Hayne, gen. R.Y. death of 81; meeting at Charleston,
64; bankruptcy at Paris 64; reporteii negocialion with
Gold and silver, the quantity manufactured at Bir- and tribute to his memory
104; meeting &c. at PhilaTexas 66; arrangements of the Bank of England to mingham
iq.l
delphia 105; relative to a scite for the monument to
draw on the capitalists of 71; quarantine law at Havre,
Goode, Mr.
414 118; general McDuffie selected to deliver the eulocy
a decree 82; exhibition of arts in 89; tr.iops to be
Gone 'coon
on
16b
setit to Algiers— rumor of a treaty with Texas 120;
Grafting cliesnut upon oak
Hayti— remarks relative to the consul at 23; comfailure ol the crops and consequent riots 130; loss
Graham, Mr.
430 merce with 37; arbitrary movements of Boyer
193
of a ship ol war ib., 144; naval force of 131; items
Granger, Mr. 245; resolution
abolition petitions
Hazen's
panorama
of
trades
and
piofesstons,
notice
from, disturbances at Mans, Mamers, &.c. the Hot
303, 334, 429, 431 of
304
tinguers, Texas, French trade, sugar in 147; short,
Grason, gov. letter of, decl......^ to nominate candiHemp, a preparation of, used as a substitute Ibr
ness of crops, disturbances 16.S-4; payment of indemdates to the natiimal education convention
241
194 opium
nity by Mexico 161; extraordinary trial at Paris
207;
Graves, Mr. 235-7, 248, 267, 286, 349, 350 367, 331-2
Henderson, J. Pinkney, minister from Texas to
crazy woman assaults the royal carriage 209; bank399, 415, 429, 430 France, arrested at JS'cw York for debt and discharged
ruptcies, exports of, trade, crops barely equal to con257
Great Britain—vmety of intelligenoe from 119; pro- by order of court
sumption, death of general Bernard 225; appearances
Henderson, Mr. amendment of sub-treasury hill 347;
test ol the bills of the United Slates bank and
of the grain market of 211; American stocks and
.Mr.
cre- Jaudon's
347^ 353
aiTiingement with the Bai-rings ib.; popula- land claims
dit low, failures in Paris ib.; M. de Saligny,
minister tion, &c.
Henry,
Mr.
333
of British India 124; various items— prospects
from, arrives at Texas 256; Texian ambassador to, arHersant, M. E. consol for the Beleavio islands
of crops
penny postage markets Anlanic expedi112
rested in New York for debts discharged by order of
Hid.len treasures discovered
96, 320
court 25G; arrival of packet ship Ville de Lyons, vin- tion 129; the harvest in Scotland 130; naval force 131:
Hoflinan, Mr. on the New Jersey case 223, 246 259
tage in ib.; effects of American bank suspension, na- disputes with China— see China; inquiries respecting
265,
234-6,
300,
seizure of fishermen in Nova Scotia 133; seeboundary
318, 335, 351, 365, 399
^jy supplies, banking in, prison discipline 274; items line;
Hogs, weight of two, in liy.
Antartso expedition about to sail 145; thirteen
64
239, 290; communication from the president relative to
Hogs, fed with apples
134
Atlantic steamers-Royal Mail Steam packet arrangeintercourse with colonies of 303; reverses at Algiers,
ments
146; navy— fourteen performers arrested at Driiry
//o/fan<i—
commercial
treaty
with
57; population of
prince de Joinville, supply of water in Paris, execution
of Pej'tel, new levy of troops, more reverses 306; an- Lane Wellington festival proposed marriage of the 130; funds, prices, &c. 164; death of baron Von Brinual report of the navy of 352; army hard pressed in queen public income and expenditure morals of Lon- enen 210; money pressure 225; operations in Asia 241:
don— crops in England 146; and in Ireland 147; lianksof items
417
Africa 353;
227; elected
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jealousy, aries:s 354; various items, distress of 369; quantity ofbfet root sugar produced in
384;
aflairs in Africa 335-6; funds
budget rejCL-ted 336;
Items, reply of the peers, ministers triumphant,
severe
fighting with the Arabs, ailedged insults at Newpor',

—

&.C. treaty with Holland, reinforcements to Algiers,
Lyon's looms idle, Arganune republic, trade, bankruptcies, markets
417

Francis' life boat, dimensions of the, on board of the
United States frigate
352
Francis, Sidney O. see ahduction.
Fraiildin, proposing prayer in the constitutional con36
Franklin Institute, journal of the
256, 304
Freak of wealth, incidents at Amsterdam
37
Frederick, Md. proceedhigs of a public meeting at,
proposing a national education convention
ITS
Fruit trees, new method of raising 43; propagation
' 336
of
Fuel, price of, in New York
203
Ftigitives, case of Fanny Burke 157; between Virginia and New York
272

vention

Fulton, Mr. 299, 317; sundry calls 333, 379,

330,
397, 423

Furnaces

ar.d

consumption of iron

Furnaces, number

of, &.c.

in

16

England 256; see an-

thracite.

G.
Gaines, general, vast estate claimed
heir of Daniel Clarke
Grilbaith.

Mr.

Galena, land sales at
Gales, course of north east

by the wife

of,

as

70

231,286
204
36

Galvanic telegraph, a new in'vention
174
Galvanism, e.xperiments
320
Galveston, yellow fever at 176; improvement of 337
Gnriand, Mr. Rice, of Li. 237, 331-2, 267; relative
to aboliuon petitions 301-2-3, 350 1; appointed iudge
400,415, 4-39, 431;), 431
V

&c.

—

—

—

British slavers 149; money market 161-2-3;
harvest, crops, securities, various items 162 3; corn trade
Louis Napoleon's arrival and reception 164; Mr. Patterson ib.; proposed emigration from England to theU.
S. 165; Bible society income 176; trade of 203; Prince
16.;

—

—

Holleman, Mr.
430-1
Holmes, Mr. 264; on the printing
348, 430
Honorary, see monuments: diplomas from the academy of Acadia to the poets Rogers and Moore SO: description of sword to be presented by the stale of Delaprivate ware to col. S. B. Davis 80; tribute to the memory of

Albert guest of Victoria— Bank of England
banks— money market items reported death of general Hayne
104, 105
lord Biougham
cotton market explosion
Hopkins, Sir.
236, 300, 331
American
securities— crops interference with China 209; the BriHopkiiison, judge, remarks on the character of mertish American ship United Kingdom 221; money mar- chants
223
ket
Horned frog, living specimen of
U. S. bank negotiation cotton bread slufl'o
304
queen and prince Albert 225; marriage of the queen
Hornet, sloop of war. relative to the loss of
2
settled 240; table of duties on bre.ad stuffs 241; sickHorse collars, improvement in, by inflating
32
ness in the army in Alrica ib.\ exploration tour of their
Horse, rode by Napoleon at the battle of Waterloo 64
Maine boundary commissioners 242; effjris to superHottinguer, bankers, and the United States hank
cede American cotton 236; iron trade, number of fur119, 121
naces, &c. 256; wollens rcshipped t.)272; London moHoward, gen. B. C. address of, on laying the corner
ney market time of the queen's marriage fixed— ope- stone of the North Point monument
59
rations in China— cotton market
Howaril, Mr. of Indiana
335, 351, 3J9
flout
stocics— Mr.
Webster's letter to the Barrings relative to state securiHoward university, library apparatus
243
ties 273; failures— Wellington banquet 274; the queen's
House of represenlatii-es—ihe members assemble and
announcement of her intended alliance— chartists— ac- proceed to qualify, interrupted bv J. C. Iifersol claimcounts from New York Canton— cotton— corn mar- ing the seat held hy Mr. Naylor226;
the clerk objec:t.s
ket 289, 290; Bank of England ib.; crops— markets- to call New Jersey members,
proceedings thereupon
cotton improving manufacturers employed
larwe re- 226,241,244; see New Jersey; J. Q.Adams chosen
mittances— .American stocks— various items 305: Shak- chairman of the attending representation 238;
aspeaker
spearChff tunnel 306; Mr. Jaudon's arrangement with elected, takes his seat
260
the Rothschilds— cotton-lord John Russel's circularHoyt. Jesse, collector at New York
304
Indian afl'airs 321; conspiracy to oveithrow the power
Hubbard, Mi-. 259, 299, 301-2, 363-4-G, 379, 330, 399,
of, in India— Lmdon post office— emigration Iroin
413,427-8 9
i:ems 337; corn law— U- S. Bank. bonds 353; marketsHudson canal, flour and wheat by the
131
cotton specie— circular of the Earrings, brokersHudson river, number of streams on the
16
money market, &,c. 369; final adjustment of American
Hughes, .Teicniinh, his address oh assuming editorclamis for slaves, &c. 373; markets— levy of seamen ship of Nilos National Register
114
Guina various items 385; p-iyment for American
Hull, commodore, dispute with British admiral reslaves liberated at Bermuda 339; rumor of ministerial specting rank
36
changes— corn reduced— m?noy easier cotton advancHumane criminal insiitulion of N. Y.
15
ed marriage preparations —specie expected— interposHunt, Mr.
231-6, 265, 285, 349, 351, 365
ing in the Amistiil case 417; see British f'.ngiand.
Hunter's Lodges
23
stock
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congress on a lelter of the delegate of 332; official re- tion on highway, Arkansas
state vs. the Notrebes for
ports presented 346; boundary question 357; legislature murdei-ing
Marcus B. Desha, acquiial, Ohio state vs.
adjourn
403 Mrs. Eleanor Knowles 184; case of Ruiz and Montez, of
/re/aHi7— temperance reform in
432
.^''°' extraordinary trial at Paris, Hunting
n^IT'*"'
/ro;;— native, in Mis.souri 217; anthracite iron 256, ^
I.
b, Miller anu others, for arson 207; attachment law,
313; number of forges, &c. in England 256; manufac- special verdict
16.; United Stales vs. S. Steilinus agent
24 tured
Ice mountain and hanging rock in Va.
at Pottsville 313; letter of secretary of treasury 01 the
Bahimore and Ohio rail road company 222;
Illinois
relative to the ollice of secretary of state of
relative to the importation of, for r:,il roads 401; moun- slaves
of the Amislad, Baldwin's plea, &c. 222; post7: votes polled in, population 32; praries of 51; large
tain of, in Kentucky 416; rails 432; iron steamboats,
ponement
of
the
case 223; the Butterfly as a slaver t6.; J.
negotiated
96:
96;
the
loan
legislaquantity of pork in
compared with wooden 220; the Valley Forge
258 K. Hassenger as insolvent, extraordinary case of bigature to be convened 117; slate loan, winter wheat, whig
my, trespass of a drayman ih.; Mrs. Decatur vs. secreticket of presidential electors 138; whig state convenJ.
tary of the navy, mandamus 224. 304; a foreign ministion 154; bank suspensions in, special election ordered
Jackson, general, visit to, and reception at New Or- ter arrested for debt in New York, and discharged by
167; legislature to convene, important resolution to
the court 257; bonds of whale ship, a decision 336;
non-rcsiden: land holders JS2; fire at Chicago 183; le»?^
368, 334
./amaico— intelligence from 2, 23, 34; destructive fire judge Judson's decision in the Amistad case 352; morua
banks maintain specie payments 192; (5alena, land
multicaulis contract ih.; decision against steamboat
sales 204; loan negotiation, state senator, shipwrecks at 321; various items
3^5
Chicago 217; loan 224; port of entry at Cairo 29U; goJameson, Mr. 301-2; death of A. G. Harrison 318 detaining passengers for their fan- 368; Bill Jolmson
sentenced
vernor Carliii's message 312; legislation on banlcs, i&c.
334
367
'
T ,^
Laws of congress, proposal to increase the number of
323, 352; public debt, finances, banks, (fcc. 357; imJenifer, Mr.
227, 232-4, 302-3
copies furnished to the slates
provement of Cairo 368; legislation on banks, sus259
.Tews, in Russia 148; Jewish day atonement of
176
Lawrence, Mr. relative to China
pending all public works, and new board of public
319, 366
.lohn Adams, United States corvette, at Macao,
E. I
Leadbetter, Mr.
works 378,- state bank of 400; charter revived 403; 4th May
382-3
82 132
Lead mines, bill to reserve the, to the United Slates
and accepted 420; abandoning public works
420
Johnson, William Cost 227-9, 234, 264; point of or279
Iowa land sale in,20; proclamation of the governor der on the oath of oflice 267, 271; on petitions 303, 334,
Lead
trade
of
Missouri
183
351,366-7,382;
of Missouri relative totlie boundary line
resolution respecting public lands
399
72
Legation, relative to the secretary to the, to France
Johnson, Cave 234, 285-7,300, 382,399,413-14.15
Importation of wheat
1Q5
7,44
Importations, of goods into New York for Philadel''29. 430-1
T V,
nil
,
Johnson,
Leggett's library sold to Forrest
Bill, sentenced
phia markets, official correspondence
112
418
314
Jones. Mr. 319, 334, 349, 350-1, 366, 383, 398, 414-15,
Legislating, instance of governing too much
Imports and exports
112
]G9
Leet, Mr.
Impnsonm.>nt for debt, Indiana legislation
350
363
429, 431)
Jones, ijam, Seminole chief, notices of
Levis, H. J. late cashier of Schuylkill bank, fraud
Income and expenditure, the British
99
116
Judge, death of Black, chief justice of Delaware 32: discovered
Independent sub-treasury bill, as passed by the se257
Lewis, Mr.
hayard appiDJiited
nate 395; see sub-treasury.
381
q^
Jurors, judge Shaw on the scruples of
Index of the first seven nuiubers of this volume 114
Lexington— the steamboat, destruction of 336-8-9. the
5
widows mite 370; captain Hillard's testimony 370-1;
/jifZin— conspiracy to overthrow the British power
coroner's
K.
inquest 372; meeting at Boston
discovered 337; Americans
to, to improve the
400
culture of cotton 416; see Ch
Liberia pleasing intelligence from, lelter of rev. J.
Keim, Mr.
303, 350, 305
India rubber, new use of
Seys 11th July 67; various items from 149, 160; emi96
Keeney, Daniel, the pilot, manoBuvre of
26
grants
sail from Norfolk for 304, 352; items from AfriIndiana bank of, declining specie payments 16:
Kelp, quantities thrown upon the breach at Nanca, slave trade extensively persisted in, Liberia Herald
rumor of loss by the fund commissioners of 21: elec- tucket
(54
tion returns 21: debt and resources of 36: number
AVn(!icA-y— drought in 10; whig nomination of presi353
T
Licence law, J. Q. Adams on the, of Mass.
of votes for congressmen fjr IS37 and 1839 50: as dential electors 21; death of the governor, Clarke 234
Life-boat, on board the United Slates frigate
Bcrtions respecting the politics of judge Wick of 50; presenttnents at Pairs in 32; Charles A. WickhfTe
352
asLightning, velosity of
death of Amaziah Morgan, of 133; innmaiion to the sumes the duties of governor of 33; weight of two
176
Lime, in New York
banks of 151; thanksgivino:, candidate for United hogs
64; gubernatorial wedding, misterious disap134
Lincoln, Mr.
Slates senator, Methodism, Marion county 204; state perirance 144; the banks of, report to governor
414,430
WickLindhurst, lord, his remarks on editorship
finances and improvements 182; salt monopoly resolu- hife 167; school fund of 181; internal improvements
Lion, a man rescued fiom a tiger by a
tions, whig state convention 217; increase of Melho- 20J; statement of the banks of 216; legislature
184
meets
Liverpool steamer, Ic^g book of the
disis in 256; statistics of 311- 12; administration slate 243,311; agncultural school 238; governor
5
Wicklifl^u's
Loafers, use made of; at Natchez
convention, nommations 352; bill abolishing imprison- me.-^sage, nonce of his message, internal improvements
203
Loans,
litile
prospect
ment for debt 363; administration convention and no- ol, &c. 311; bill to issue state bonds for public improveof negotiating, in Europe at
minations
334 ments 337; lelter respeoiing the Schuylkill bank fraud present 96; ihat of Illinois obtained 96; the slate of New
138, 217, 224
/ndiaiis— relative to the, of Florida, see Florida: con- 3/ /; iron mountain in 416: mammoth cave
238 York 135; of Illinois
Lock, an ingenious one at the Mechanic's Insumte 43
Kidnapping, a case of, at Louisville 192; Abraham
flicting parties of Cherokees 3: respecting massacre
Locomotives, orders from Europe for 48; the, for the
oqs
of Cliinpewavs by the Sioux near Fort Snelling 3: ru- Diimahat
King, William R. nominated for vice president by great western rail road 51; great performance of a 33S
mor of the disturbances at Fort Gibson contradicted
16: Mexican mode of warfare ngaiiTst the Caman- the Van Buren slate convention of Alabama
London morals in 51; population of 130; morals of
311
King. Mr.
364, 379, 397-8, 427 146; circulation of the press 304; post office
ches and Apaches 19: noiice of the Cherokees 22:
337
Knight, Mr.
425
Longevity, Maria Geane Robin 16; Ezekiel Mathews
removal of the Ottoways 22; the Senecas 22: CheroKnower, Benjamin, death of
16 and wife 83; Henry and Catherine Nulff
kees becoming quiet 50: removal of the Oimunys
83
Kno«lt'dgeJs power, illustrated
112: death of Ondayaka, chief of the Onnnda'^as 112;
20
I.oi/i.!iann— items 137; sugar crop 167; statements of
Kremlin, at Moscow, rebuilding
see Florida viar; visit to the Pawnee 121; Ti.diilnc
143 the banks of 195; governor Romain, ap])oinimenis,
conamongst the Cherokees 123; death of Big Kelile ik; ?p:>
gressman, respecting banks suspension 202; crops 256;
cie stollen ih.; the secretary of war orohihi's takin»
sale of state bonds 336; Rice Garland
400
of for exhibition 150; ouifil for the I'fiO; trouble, \va7
Laborere, religious instructions to, on rail roads
Louisville— agreement 10 import coffee direct to 112;
SO
amongst the Cherokees 165; military movements in anLike Nicaragua, company formed that propose a colk
'Hector at 119; postmaster displaced
320
ticipation of difiiculiies with the Cherokees 177; fron- route
of communicaiion from Loudon to the Pacific
1
Lowell
and
184
tier of the Sacs and Winnebagoes 225; kin" David
East Indies, iiy way of
n2
the Montauk, burned to death 256; Cherokees (luieled
Lakes, magniiude and depihof
]Oo
236; Frank's tradiiinn of Logan 272; reference to, in
Lamps, exhibition of
90
the presidenl's message 291; bills reported 3«; sec CheLand see public lands.

Hunter, Robert M. T. elected speaker 265; his ad266
112
Hussen and seven daughters, a firm
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Land

Indian ju^lers secret

221

Ingersoll, J. C. claims

Mr. Naylor's seat 227; a vole

taken

241

Ink, prize offered for an indelible article of
Inquesis, number of, at
York
Iron, furnaces, and consumption of

172

New

Insecls. shower nf
Jnsiiluiion for the

1

12
1

law,

m

—

Illinois

]S2

I,and sales in Iowa 20; kinds of money received for
public, different at different places 21; sale of
Maine
lands on the Penob.scot river 96: at Chicairo 160: al
Springfield 16.; at Galena 204; at Milwaukie
2j6

Jmw ca.<es— copy right case commenced 32; ofScherpf
indicied f-ir f irgery not appearing, recognizance f
iragainst b. R. Woods for jicijury p.istponement

leilc'd 01;

jg.j

proposed and argued 64; a singular, decided bv ihc
tribunal de premere 68; the scbo.uicr Amislad 73; jud.oe
Thompson's decision thereon 75; ilie trial of Webb lijr
libel on Cooper, poslponi'd SO; case of a male left on the
coast of Asia Minor for disobedience to his captain's orders S3; case of Sparks police officer New York, dismissed for raalpr.iclices 83; important decisions of the
supreme court of N. Jcrseyina case of usury S3; damam-r
353 ges for seduction 84;,|riallbrrioht
of alimony in N.York
liisurance companies, loss of the, bv the file in New
"
%: ponlence in a case of belling on elections 96; Jacob
YoikS'.h Ovt.
101 Swope vs. Fanny Burke,
a fugulive from labor 157;
Insniance, in Prussia
4,';2
judge Purler's decision ib.; case of the schooner CaihaJntempcranee, a victim of
] 12
riiie, as a slaver 159; number of in England,
a French
Iriirinal improvements, ol Kentucky 201; the co=t
decision on gambling, counierfciler, Dr. Dyott, Moiide
the coiiseiiuenCDS of the, in the Un'ited States 220
vs. Tap|):in, Van Renselear's senlouce, Barney Cor.=e,
Intcijuiiio!i:il courtesv, inslanrc of
17 Thomas H. Christmas,
Chase vs. Delaroche, John N.
InvfiilMiis While's nielhod of lowing b,- His by walerpownOl; :i new kilitl of raiKv:iv 8U; War is' p,addle« Malloy convicted of perjury, Webb vs. Mackinley 173;
Babad
Co. vs. Busby, J. B. Mahan for receiving
forstr:inil.n:,rs9Si Solllhworllr:iiidc and c
negroes, E. Raymond for violating lutlery law, Ruiz
tor whtil 9S; Parson's upright vibratory single niannd Moniez ads. Singweh, reach of the nvrniie laus,
cliiiie
<)^
chancellor Kent's opinion os lu fnlluwing goods iilior
,.., „.,,
luvcniions. improvements, &c.
1 (-, ,iLl
passing from the custody of iho officers 174;' ihc gciicfnm— !b^cilvur,s.nl.-^,>rh.'Miii I23;groh,ni, il Riirvcy ral banking law
of New York piouo.iuc, ,1 uiioousuiu-'- ('
of the stale I'!-^;
:,'
.',!,.
i".
-.iin,Kil|-6;Tiiiied Statessvs
M
i|i
;
151; bounil;p\
n
' .1 law au'ainM deadly w poi
,ti
h':
(roroiisi;ro«!li '
;-, Dis.ii.i
of r.iliimbia
blein20.^; dr.itli
\V ',,;,; I:, r, „,,,,,, ;,, u..i; uf: Alabaoia, Miv,
irv
Iciiitorv 217; ixmIvo aijai.isl u;ip!vin:; 'to li,-_
„
Bliitii 272; c>iiiiiniuiiioaliim from the
incsidcnl rclaiivc nnd oi
to lie d;;<puied boundary 300-3, .IJO: pi-(mcdin"3 inlvcynrs]
blind, in

Ohio 132; of Virginia

Instruction of United Slates senators—bvTenni
151, 203. 216; Mr. Foster's letter on resi^nin^
judge While resigns 333; other instructions from the
fame stale relative to the public lands 357;
White's letter to the legislature of Tennessee on re:
i
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the corresponcence 3S9, 401; current expenses or
432
niiieiit paid in post noies
192
nmmolii, bones of a, discovered in Missouri
jndamus case, Mrs. Decatur vs. secretary of navy
304
non-suited
Chester corporation, suit against Clark's cotton

&c.

New York, large

inhattan.bank of

108
deficiency dis-

400

;d

nufacturers, in Philadelphia 214; in Virgnia 242;

XI

of Texas IIS; items from i6.; French views of relation
Morris, Mathias, death of
215
v/ith Texas 132; correspondence between Bustaniente
Mortaliiy, one death every moment
320
and Turnel 150; relations with Te.xas ib.; payment of
Mortar cannon, experiments relative to the use of,
indemniiy to France 164; Arkansas route to 216; items, by steam ships
87
population of the city of, instalment to France 224; preMorus multicaulis, sales of, &c. 69, 128, 175, 176. 192,
sident in his message referring to our relaiions wiih 240; a new use for, in destroying coco grass 194; law
280; fall of Matamoras 327; contradicted 370; unfa- case
352
353
vorable account from
Moscow, the Krimlin rebuilding at
143

—

Michigan Van Buren nomination for gov. and lieut.
governor 80; crops 138; bank suspensions 168. 204; a

Mother Carey's chickens

32

Muhlenburg, Mr. American minister at Vienna, no51
sub-treasury, debts due the banks 205; elec- tice of
64
punishment of a
Murders 144, 162; Henry .Tones 167; in Ohio ib.\ Cbas.
tion 208, 224; whig dinner at Detroit 256; story about
41
irion, (Ohio), disgraceful riot at
Rhyiner
217
wild child 272; legislature meet, heutenant governor
irrying a widow so as to avoid paying her debt 7 governor 357;
Muscle
Shoala,
bridge
at
16
A. A. Porter elected Urnted Siates'.sena175
irshall, judge, notice of
Musical iiisirumenis, exhibition of in France
89
tor 368; legislature organized ib.; governor Wood'.riinique
earthquake at
35, 150
briflge's message 378; quantity of beet root sugar proirtusceUi, chevalier de, consul general of the Two
duced in 384; hank resolution 385; report on internal
194
3S recognised
improvements 403; Augustus A. Porter elected United
413, 430 Slates
irvin, Mr.
Names, number of certain in the
403
York direcsenator
ryland election, general result of the, in 81; re98 tory 48; singular firm
112
Militia, efficiency of
Nantucket, effects of the storm at 363; marine, see
of election 100; state stock advertised at auction
52
Military slations occupied by tiie British army
sheep.
hig inajoriues for lepresentatives to congress 153;
Military convention (national) proposed 36; proceedrioters condemned, whig majorities fur congress- ings of a state, of Vermont
42
Naples, Russian views on
274-5
the Barings
Ib.] Mr. McLane's negodation with
Military academy, visit of llie secretary of war to the,
Napoleon, horse rude by, at Waterloo 64; music and
Bahiniore and Ohio rail road company 167; &c. 125; state academy ot Virginia
;
136 96; claim of Jerome and Joseph as heirs, for pay due
of Luke Tiernan 192; governor Grason's letter
Military review, in
141 10, on his return from Egypt 103; the heirs of, non-suitYork
ting the national education convention 194;
Mingo, death of the horse
203 ed
100
h and trade on the Chesapeake &, Ohio canal 201,
Mint at New Orleans 17; appointment of treasurer
Natchez yellow fever at 49, 137; extensive fire 6th
tire bonds ofi mails ib.\. Episcopal convention,
32 September
at rhe
69; incendiary attempt 144; fire at 167; use
ance society, governor's annual message 290-1Mint of the United States, operations since its first of loafers at 202, number of deaths at 304; another fire
)ay the interest on bonds in specie 336; treasurer's establishment 257; coinage at the
320 320; deaths by the fever
432
d report 35S; Tide Water canal 400; state stock
Mineral sources of Pennsylvania
57
National courtesy correspondence on presentation
ving
416
Mirage observed at Boston
32
by the medical department ol the British army, of a vason, John G. administration candidate for United
3/(.v.</ssi;j/)i— banking in 18; S. S. Prentice accepts luable statistical publication, to the surgeon general U.
senate in Virginia
243
Ihe whig nomination as candidate for U. S. senate 21; States
72
ion, Mr.
399
hi< letter to that viVecl 7S; increase of banks in, from
69
National theatre at
York, burnt
ssachvsclls
railways of 19; arrivals of rails for the 1830 to 1839 09; fever at Natchez 137; items from
Naval
dcalli
of
com.
D.
Patterson,
affairs
genern rail road 96; candidates for congress from 117; Natchez 144; sheriff's sales advertised 154; banks of,
E. McKinney 2:
rn rail road opened 12S; bank circulation 134; &c. Yazoo soil and crops, fever 181; election returns, ral orders 1, 2: death of com.
proceedings 140; items 152; value of property de- loafers a; Natchez 202; election returns 208; signs of relative lo the loss of the Hornet 2: exploring exiJedid at West Boylston 192; election returns, tt,c. the limes, a sherifTs e.xpetlient, wooden pavements 216; tion 2; East India squadron 2; captain Bolton assumes
command of the Brandy wine 16: court mtiriial at Penreturn of specie in the Boston banks 213; election returns 257; the two per cent, land fund 300,
sacola 16: commodore Ridgely a member of the yaicli
in returns 224, 242; eye and ear infirmary ib.; tire 31"; boundary
320; agricultural bank of 352; Robert
wton, J. Brown
Co. ib.; temperance siatisiics J. Walker elected United States senator, new consti- club 16; home squadron recommended 17:manaeuvre of
Kceney, the pilot, 24: li^ht boat abandoned 32; report
pecial election 2.Sd, 311; election returns 304; le- tution prohibits the introduction of slaves as merchanof court of enquiry in the case of commodore Elliolt
ire meet 311; report on governor's election 322;
dise 363; governor inagurated, Brandon bank charter, handed in 33, 98; dispute between commodore Hull
.nks 336; rail roads ib.; Mr. Webster's recepiion afTray, e.\-mvernor Runnels and Mr. Kearney 377; reand the British admiral at Naples respecting rank 36:
[Europe 333; Mr. Morton elected governor 352; solution relative to the bank at Paulding 420; election
naval intelligence 48: operations at the navy yard,
tion of votes for lieutenant governor, state of par202 Philade!pliia48: age of navyonicers43; reported change
returns
Ihe legirfature 336; corfirmalion 363; gov. MorMissions— contriiiution to religious 123; family to in command of navy yard at Wasliington and in navy
peech
374
Oregon 175; rev. Mr. Wolf 256; contributions received board 64; orders to fit out frigate United Slates and
ssacliusetts charitable mechanics associadon, fesby the Protestant societies for foreign and domestic 51; sloop of war Marion at Charleston 6i; punishment of
106
see Methodist.
a marine 64; dimensions of tlie war steamer buildipg
swell, Mr. 227, 231; denied the right to vote for
Mississippi river attempt=: at deepening Ihe mouth
t Brooklyn 68; notice of
the late commodore Patterson
n241
of the 128; geological fact 137; low water 182; survey 71; intelligence ol die Lc-'vington and Falmouth 89; in,'0, captain, cruise in the steamboat Poinsett
241
363
of, report
formation from Ihe Cohim'iia frigate and John Adams
Jarty, Mr.
366, 3S4
84 corvette 82; drawings for sleam vessels of war, &c. by
Missing Vessels
,^
Clean, judge, degree of L. L. D. to
32
Missouii deaih of A. G. Harrison, representative in captain Stockton 93; the Constitution and Brandywine
3onal J, governor Charles J. of Georgia inangu112; see exploring erpediiian; grog dispensed
Jiefs
215 congress from 49; proclamation ol the governor relative reported
with in the Texan navy IG; tobacco and rum Mr die
Duffie, George, letter from, on the cotton trade to the Iowa boundary 72; relative to the special elecBritish navy 16; two Ru-5sian ships of the line and
olion circular 91; selected to deliver eulogy on tion for congress ordered in 138; specie shipped 141;
two frigates lost in a storm 53; British naval contracis
[ayne
160 Van Buren candidate for congress, reported death of
dimensions of the Syclops steam frigate 30; relakay, i\Ir.
257 Dr. David D.Owen contradicted 15-1; boundary trou- 61;
tive to the use of tnoriar cannon on board of steam friKiniiey, com.
E. deaih of
2 bles with Iowa, whig state conventon 167; candidates
gaies 87; sloop of war Dade, launched 128; comparaIhanics proceedings of in Philadelphia, relalivc 163; emigration to, the river, trade, lead trade, &c. 182;
tive force of the French and Eiighsh navy 131; various
im frigate, engine 12; fair held at Boston
50 dispute with lovva respecting boundary 183; emigrants
native items tVoinsquadro;!, &,c. apprehension of the loss of die
307 to 204; border difTiculties. specie. Same Fe,
Ijical convention, the national
murder of Charles Rhyiner, dispute with Iowa Sea Gull, list of her officers 133; sloop of war to be orlical staristics, valuable publication of, presented iron,
dered 10 Ihe coast of Africa 144; the Fairfield loses
217; bank e.\citeinent at St. Louis 224; communicaijiish authority to the United States surgeon getwo men in a gale at Buenos Ayres 150; sword worn
tion relative to the Iowa boundary 300, 303, 357; copper
nominated 154; by commodore Dale 166; various ilenis, lieutenant
ical students, in Pennsylvania university
36S mines 400; adminisiraiion candidate
information as to the colonel Brown of marine corps suspended, lieuienant
iterranean, pirates in the
33 payment of volunteers call for
A. C. Maury acquilled, the United Slates ship North
smet Ali, pasha of E»ypt 31; resolves to main- Iowa boundary of 259; message received, petitions 259, Carolina, forests for the navy 179; the Levant 192;
299
advantage over the 'f'urks
S3
navy orders, ilenis, steam ship Fulton, traiisportaiion
Mislcrioiis, disappearance of Brown and Willey 123
Bnphis, toasted as the future capital of the union
proposals, sloops of war Eiie and Levant, Marion, OtMitchell, Mr. 333; relative to the printing conlraet
112
Ji. Gaines
343-9, 350 sego, dc.Tili of purser Slacuni, the Ontario's cruise 195,
|neval, baron, interesting memories of Wapolem
Mob, in Cincinnati against ihe negro doctor Jolri the Vandalia cruise and ollicers, letter 'rom ihe ex337
1
83 ploring ex|H'diiion, correspondence relali\e to engiiics
:er, hon. Charles Fenton, apoointed
cashier of Woodward
Mobile—sickne-ss al 32, 66, 81, 117, 137, 153. 181; suc- for the s'eam ships al Philadelphia 196; frigate Uniied
Ink ot Florida 194,227,229,244,263-6 8; address
States, Fiilinn, Marion, Brazil squadron, marine corps
Orleans
from
at
relief
N.
psive
and
awful
fires
137;
Iconstiiuenis 243; resigns 300; age of 304; pub210; new iriL-a'c at Philadelphia 211; navy orders,
great e.tciiement at 153; value of property destroy|ner to, correspondence
357
sub':''''"": ''"''.,/''.'.': ;""'..'"':''"";'
'".•;
Ichant.judije Ilupkinson's character of a
223 ed by fire at 192; ihe fever ceases 203; amount of
,:
363 IndiittKtk, Mr. 227, 279, 299, 333, 347, 363; on the siib- scriptions for relief of
(
:[
ilenis 'J-ii':
303, 364-5, 379, 330, 398, 412, -123
Monei/ affairs at
York, Boston. Cincinnaii IS; ihePoli,. -;'--:.,..-. J:l; n,-,
:.,- ,,:-,,-,, .-..l':.
y bill
^.
several received from the president 253, disparity in, received for public land 21; in En.qland 27, sloop ol war U:i!.<, scImoiim; Fliri,_ Inter from an
[sages
York Oilicer of the exploring expedition 258; Oniario 272;
3-1, 54; in Hamburg 55; at Philadelphia and
is annual 279, 293, 293; relative lo Iowa bounYork 65; editorial notice of a court martial 276; official leilcr of
pO, relative to ihe papers of lishing vessels 303; 65; shipment of specie from Missouri to
continued depression in 81; rumor of arrangement beib.; to the trade with French colonies ib.; relalUiendation to lieutenant T. T. Craven, conipiiYork and Bos- ment to commodore Ridgely 276; tesiimony ol iIk-sg
employing steam vessels in the revenue service tween the banks of Philadelphia,
ton SI; Maryland sill le stock at auction 81; rumor of who were enemies 277; packets vs. frig."i!es ib.; icieilative to the disputed boundary, relative to the
[.merican,
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asking support for the pubhc
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JSors,

observations

0:1

in Indiana
?rnich, prince, sick
odist, increase of 160; centenary notice
ed in tSpain 176; increase 256; college
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odist mission at
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— tobacco in

Oregon, intelligence from

«•*
400
204
53
175;

336
2d
68

to

operations between N. Orleans and U. S. bank contr.idicied 81; market at New York 116; general 139, 140;
t Boston 152; e.\tract from Tucker's theory of money
and banks 155; ihe European market 160, 161-2-4; the
American 169, 170; Enidisli 209, 225; France and Holland 225; English 273, 303, 384 5; reduction of New
400
York circulation and discounts

Monroe, Mr.
jVoii^euia'o,

items

Monument— proposed

to lieut.

236, 319, 351, 39S
132, 149, 416
D. E. Hale 32; cere-

theinnethod of wnrfnre against mony of laying the corner stone, at North Point 32,
( nianche
and Apache Indians IP; affairs vviili 58; general Howard's address on the occasion 59; to
'19; marshal Souit, in relation to 19; pnpulaiion col. R. A. Thompson 35; to lady Flora Hastings, by
a elative to American property seized ai Tainpico Ihe ladies of England 96: relative to the, to general
176
1I-. O'Connell's notice
iti parliament, of intended
Iliivne 118;' of com. Downie
SO
I to o!>tain
Moore, the poet, honorary diploma to
an assylnni for free people uf color
51,1-40
ion Juan de la Grana, vice consul of, at New
Morals in London
I
364
Mormons 320; petitions presented
recognized independence
i 12; rumor of having
lico

4:

rence to, in the presideni's message 2->l; romor of
court martial contradicted, frigate United S.aii's unscaworlhy. Dolphin 233; Poinsett ib.: bills relmive lo die
299; enlisting .seamen for the Texan 304; Dolpiiin 320;
report of the ships in commission and their stations
322; annual report of the secretary of the 3.30; Dr.
liamson 333; ri'porl of the seeietary, a plan lor leinization of ihe department 343; annual ri|"irt cf
Ihe, of France 332; lilb boat on board ih? Iri.-tr I'lf
':''''.
:;
States 352; report of appropriations
r
mourning ordered for coiinr.odore Cli ..''
.J
from the coinm.'iiidcr of ihe exploring txp- i!,.:,
exploring squadron bearing south 400; liiga'e I'niird
Siales arrives al Norfolk, the Poiomac, commodo'o
419
Warrington, Ytirktowii
19
Navigation by steam in w-ood or iron ships
Navigation, underwriicrs* notice to ship owners 152;
!

'i..

i

:

,

;

^

the Briii-sh

American

.=hip

United Kingdom

'221

INDEX.

xii

— (Soudan), Egyptian

expedition to 148, 149
248
Niles, William Ogden, his valadictory address to the
114
160 subscribers to the Register
2S0
Norfolk— fire at
144
fire
North Carolina (U. S. ship) article respecting the 179
192
North Carolina Wilmington and Kaleigh rail road
at
215
New Brunswick, legislature summoned 64; their
North Point, preparation to celebrate the battle of
meeting
22; ceremony of laying the corner stone of the monuNewburvport, storm at
ment 33, 5S; general B. C. Howard's address on the ocNew Eiigland, crops in
59
New Hampshire wheat crop of 134; v^liig delegates casion
Norvell, Mr. 227, 259, 293, 299, 317: boundary ques166
to the Harrisburg convention
332, 364, 397, 393, 413, 427
tion
result
of the elecrion 117; list of memNew Jersey
Norway, emigrants from, to Wisconsin
304
bers elected, state of parlies, legislature meet 136; olBNova Scotia, inquiry respecting seizure of fishercers chosen, &.c. 152; extract from governor Penningmen
133
ton's message 152-3; property destroyed by fire at NewNunnery, see Catholics,
ark 192; Governor Pennington's message, legislature
adjourn 199, 213; appointments, the popular vote of,
theological seminary at New Brunswick 213; tlie clerli

Navlor, Mr. liis seat claimed by Mr. IngersoU
qualifies 241; challenge
Nelson, monumenial columns to, in London
Netherlands, treaty with, (president's message)
Newark, New Jersey, property destroyed by

Nigretia

227;

—

—

—

refuses to call represeniatives of, to qualify 227: prO'
ceedings thereon I'A., 233; decision asrainst allowing ihc
whig claimants to vote for speaker 241; discussion 244
to 249, 259, 271; the house decide that the clalntants
shall not qualify 247; protest 263; the members demand
their vote for speaker 266; and are refused ib.: demand
to be sworn 267, 263; Mr. Evan's resolution to admir
negatived 2S4; Mr. Duncan's resolution to admit ihi
administration claimants 302; proceedings thereon ih
303; items 318, 333, 334; Mr. Bell's resolution 319; de
bate ih.: remonstrance of the whig repretentaiives 345;
correspondence of the governor with the speaker of the
3S9
house of representatives

Nan Orleans— yeWow fever at

5, 32, 33, 49, 65, 80, 81;

fire 16; life in 24; estimate of loss on cotton at 48; arrival
of specie at 96; bank robbery, assiftance to Mobile
Sufferers, dea'hs and sickness 137, 154; suspension of
specie payments 156; decline of trade ih.; sfatemenls
of the banks of 195; return of thousands to 2j6; Catholic fair 336; sherift'*s ofiice 336; general Jackson's visit
432
363, 384; e.'schange burnt

New

York, city

—value of the property of the corpora-

humane

criminal institute 15; arrivals at 32:
65; a theatre and three
churches burnt 69; collector Hoyt, his profit this year
estimated 96; nniriberof certain names in the directory
of 43; columns for tlie exchange 64; calamitnus fire 6ih
Oclobcr 103; loss of insurance companies thereby 104
eslimateof iossby the fire 112; number of deaths at 112;
nimiber of inquests 11'2; money market 116; lianks of,
sustain specie payments 117; the Woil Grower's bank
suspends 119, 134; movement of the banks relative to
suspending specie payments 121, 122; grand military
review 144; deaths ib.: nominations for the legislaturt
tion 4;

banks and stock exchange of

bank

151;

resolutions

duties collected

160;

at

166;

incendiarism 179; replies of the banks as to suspend
ing 179: value of property destroyed by fire at 192;
election returns 193; tremend>U5 crash, whig state
convention, delegates to the national convention, &c.
199; price of fiiel 203; issue of boiids by the corporation 243; arrivals of flour 272; fire ih.: storm 276; nut
ber of emigrants that have landed at 337; destructi
fire 356; expenilitiirea and finances of 363; bu.'^inc.ss
of the banks of 400; default in the Manhattan bank,
bank resolution ib: loss of by fires 400; operations of
the banks of, reduced ten millions ih.: business cnn-

ccrns

416

—

York, state secuiity banks of 12; correspondence of governor Seward with the Colliolics of Ogdensbufg'25; proposal to change the name ot'. to Ontario 32; proceedings of the safety funti banking convention 33; canal tolls of, from 1835 to 1S39 40; governor Si-ward's letter on internal improveineuts, rail
roads, &r. (33; tliaiiksgiving in, redui-iioii of e.ioid
estimates, tolls, new baitks, flour aad uiirm, Ivje
enlargement loan 131; dciniKTaiir re|"iM;.i!i wiiii;
'Wate convention at Ulica, Mr. r.illni
.i
relative to banks, circular resprriiiu n,
,;
JVcio

i

.

I

;

'

;.

m

:

i

r<'lauvc to the banking laws i.l Ti i;
..i
mi141, 144; prison returns, Sing Siiii; l.>J; uiii'.;i',.^:iy,
notice to ship owners, amalgamation i6..* coutiteilen
j

\

,

,i

i

notes, packet ship Patrick Henry, banks maintain p:ivniems 152; circular I'f the safety fund banks 160;
returns 166; trade with the west, rei-ripis ol
wheat, laws on banking, safely fund act lli6; ilie
fjeneral batiking law.s of. nnmounccd UMCotisiiiutioMiil
176; election 179; residl 180; address of ilie ciiii^ervalive conventi.m of 137; election returns 103; Mr. 'l';i!linad;»e, wheal and flour, flour at I'.liek R.u.-k ih.:

election

banks

in

Bufl^ilo,

Arkansas s'ncks

md win .a on the Hudson
21:;

.i

.ui-

fl
;,

i

-

,1

Ih,

Ml'

1339

ailvirti^.J,

Ciiii:il. ii:uij:i;i

llKll

Vii

five in 272; chauL'"

of

Ice. 233; canal lulls 320; cliissificulion of senators', legislnlivG proccodinffs 322; governor Seward's annual
ino.os'agc 323;

Nalhaniel P. Tnllmnd.'c leeleced

Oats, transformation of, into rye
221 3'22; water drawn otfofthe canals 336; Daniel Star,
in
O'Connell, Daniel gives notice in parliament of in- elected tlnited States senator 336; lunatic asyluniijl
move to obtain an asylum or free state on the vetoed i?>.: governor Porter's annual message 340; nli.
north frontier of Mexico for persons of color
SO cal students 363; legislation relative to banks and si
Ogle, Mr.
399 payments, amountof state debt and public proper!)^
Ohio state of, ruinorof a suspension of public works vernor Porter's message respecting payments, the Ite
of 16; disgraceful riot at Marion, concerning a supposed loan, regulation respecting slate petitioners, Mr.
slave 41; election returns 118, 138; extent, proaress of, rose's tarifTresolntion 375; annual report of the Phila^
canal tolls 138; banks suspended, &c. trial formurder phia board of trade 376-7; Mr. Biddle's speech atihih167; banks, products, deep well, distances of towns thracite dinner 336: a vindication of the public jli
and villages, aiid population on the national road, in- of New York and in reply to the calumny of ihe ] nstitution fur the blind 182; banks of, resuming specie don Times 391-2-3-4-5; state debt, resumption nit.
f)ayments 192: various items, list of members of the ing at Philadelphia 400; governor Porter's messag eegislature '204; canal tolls 216; legislature meet, banks specting further deficiencies 402; legislafive proc Jresume 243; abstract of the governor's message 278; ings thereon 403: occupations of the members of le
bank capital, &c. public works, revenue lolls, scliools, legislature ib.: period of electing presidential eieirs
penitentiary, state debt 311: legislation on banks, &c. changed 416; comptroller's report on the banks fci
323; administration convention, nomination 336, 36S; elecfion 2'24; contested seat; see Naylor and Ingei f
public instruction convention, nomination 336, 368, iron rails
I
usury bill ib.: public debt and finances of 357; census
Pennington, governor, of New Jersey, message L
of 363; legislation on banks, bank reform, first annual 153; special message
|
report of the bank comrnissioners, resolutions relative
Penny postage bill 33; summary of the act
1
to slavery and abolition 378; whig slate convention 3S4;
Penrose, Mr. res'olutions on the tariflT
S
legislature resolve that they have the right to repeal
Pensacola remarkable health of 43; sickness at
aiiy act of incorporation 335; public works, state debt,
ocupation of members of the legislature 403; the caPensions, payment of, suspended
nals 416; fire at Springfield 416,'432; curious cafe, a
Pension, Mr. Linn's resoluiioa
forger, not expelled
420
People of color law of Alabama for enslaving
Ohio river
203, 224, 240, 256, 400
Ohio, U. S. ship, reported
179 of the free, as shall remain in that stale 64; O'Cor
Old members of congress
304 gives notice of a motion in parliament to obtain an
Onondagas death ufOndayaka, chief of the
112 lum or free slate on the northern frontier of Me,
Opium, a preparation of hemp used as a subsfilute
Perpetual motion, attempted by means of the 1
fur 241; see Caulon.
Opihalmia, prevailing in the Philadelphia alms house tracfion and expansion of mercury
Peru, intelligence from 2; treaty with 49; tranguili
256
Ore^oji— information from the Methodist minister at, 49; items from
Pennons see abolition, and
to 2d March 68; mission family sailed for 175; expePetrikin, Mr.
233, 287, 366, 381-2.3, 399, 415,
dition from Portland for 256; Mr. Lynn's resolutions
relating to 259; petition of citizens of, for protection
Phelps, Mr.
243, 346-7, 379, 330, 397,
333; on printing Mr. Greenhov.'s report on, &c.
397
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Nowspnpers,
Nincra h\U
Nicliolos, .Mr

trial fjr selling

on Sunday

37
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317, 379, 33U, 397,
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Oriental politics, speculations concerning the Turkish

empire

09
320
22
148
112
213
240

Oriental literature

—

Otaway Indians removal of
Otho, king of Greece, visits Prussia
Ottawas— removal of the
Oyster day, in Connecticut
Oysters, imported from England
p.

Packets

Paddy

t's. frigates
Scott, arrested

Pagentry of republics
Paine, Thomas, his bones
Palenque, ancient city of
Paris, statistics of 99; population of
130
Parliament, the queen's speech on proroguing 53; appropriations by 71); ceremony of proroginng
8*

Parmenter, Mr.
Passengers arrived at Oallimore
Passengers by the Gie.it Western

367, 333

Philadelphia

—proceedings

of mechanics

of, rela

to engitie of steam frigate 12; commerce of 21; e.xpei|
in npening streets in 33; operations at the navy yan

43; deaths 64; extensive fire 81; superior locomat
manufactured at 96; suspension of specie payments
Ihe banks of 97; disastrous fire at, 4ih of October
sale of catile at 1 1'2; colonel Swift elected mayor of:
drunkenness 153; publication of the banks of, on 1
pending 155; exports of flour from 176; value of bi
ings, &,c. destroyed by fire al 192; cducaiion conv
lion proceedings 194; statistics of the banks of 1
colonization meeting, improvement of the city !
duties collected at 243; opihalmia in the almshouse i

tobacco inspected al 256; fraud of H. J. Levis in
Schuylkill bank 257: ships loading at 27'2; city incoi
buildin2s 288; capitol of the banks of 304; appo
ments 320; table of taxes levied annually since 18
352; annual report of the board of trade 376; resut
lion meeting at 400; ofii,-ial correspondence relai

goods imported into New York for
Phdosophical instruments, exhibition of, in France

to

Path-Finder, Coopei'.-' novel, noticed
Paiigonia, Dr. Ducaiel in
Patroons, nflairs of the, in New York
Patterson, com. 13. death of, &c. 1; iiuticcof
Patterson, N. J. iwenty-two niaimfactuies

144
23

242
at,

71
sus-

Pholograpliie plate
Pickens. Mr. on the
Jersey case 264 5, 21
printer '236; China
398-9,
Pictou coal niiiieP, on fire
Pierce, Mr. '284, '299, 308, 347, 379, 380 396, 411-

New

pended
Paul Jones, sword presented 10
160
Paulding,
a new novel promi.'-ed
-d from
176
..(
t awiipe Indian^), visit lo the
1-24
Puyiel, executed in Kraiico
301
Peck, Mr.
334_ set
Peniieniiury, of Tencs-sce 138; of Ohio
27!
I'enusylvania—\onni\ internal improvement tolls 4

-r

powder

:iraorditiarvdi'<cl,w.ir,<..f a
""

iTif 1,111

lakeii

11111,111

Vanl
do.l,
,

iKil,

plot, said 10 liav(
K aflair'27; loaniio
and harmony ami-

-

-

tlicl.,un 65; gov.

enlaigiiig

,

obscrvali ins Ihereupon 96;

i-lt,ciiiiu«,

JC6;

Poland, in
Polk,

reliilion to

Janus K, (governor) noininaled by Tennes

f„r viee-presideni 150; notice of his message
to ihe
gislatuiv ol Tcnnussee 167; iiicssa,'e
I'opc, Mr.
231,3812,415,,

1'

Population, of Mexico 61; of Algiers 80; see cola
Union ca.
noice of 117; pop„h,lion—o( Uriii^h India 1'24; of Holland, Pa
Porter's circii- London 130; of villa^.ps and mwns in Oliio 182; of

legislaiiire.

Mr.

.Mr.

Krilz'

defunh

in,

bank anecdote

'-'• '"' '''''" '"-fi^ec '2-38; of Cineinr>
'.;n'i'"ri\!'''^".;"
304;
of Ohio 363, increase of in Texas

Porcelaine. .xliibiiioii of

Pork, in lllmoib

91;,

I'niz 176; ipiicksilver mine 176: tolls li;
packing
CuMwell, cro.ss cut canal, cinssilicalion of
Porlcr, commodore,
sonniors, Gerurd commi«sioner9, 8lut» tolls, coal
| out

marke:

192,

I'liiiolliy

late

7;

ilie

gov er.ior reaches Pliiladelpl.ia 113; l'ov.
l.ir lelatves lui-pecie
paymenls 123; suits apniiisl the
banks, conl nude 153; 0. Slates bank and 166; meeting at York lo solicil the sovernor lo convene
-he

Pierpont, the reverend, recalled to Boston
Pirnie, see Amislad; capture of Lionel Watson
the Mediterranean
Pittsburg, election of mayor
Planets, seen in broad day light
Plants, respiraiion of
Poisoned, family of Mr. Gigon

!

,f

.';

'

1

1

tention to

Ujiil-

Sia'cs senator 336; Svtacusc and Ut^c.i rail road
336; legislu'uro tneel 356; enrlhquake 363; n)iiij);r.,ll.is
report on the operatioiii of the cLnirid b.iiikiiii; la'.v
,',
374; a vindication of tlir |,ii'.!ir fii-'i m!,
•!
to the calumnies of
I.
I' -.i
,,;
'
rfport of the comiiii-- 'm
ii.
.1
1^
\\
•!.
1.. I412; all mayors of elii-- m.
!n
llip people niiminlly 419: rrpni ,if arins, ii-.n-iiMiu-Mvi-.
acl, ilis>approvo of the sub-treasury bill, ackiiow.
lud|{monia ofdieda
419
r.H

trade, 180; address of the democratic anti-Van B |n
convention of 190; special election ordered 192-4; fi |n
the Pictou coal mines 194; legislature assembled, p.
didates for United States senator, bridge atNorUEberland 199; governor Porter's letter lo the York h-'
mittee, state debt, revenue, auditor, express letle fe.
specting the banks, coal region, flour and whe Jat
Philadelphia 200; Schuylkill trade, canal and rail ad
tolls 201; rumor of resumption by the banks i6.. jovernor Ritner, rail roads, expunging, fire at Hiimijs.
town, on the rail road, Harrisburg and Pittsburoy
road, monthly statement of U. S. bank, banks tl£!
tened, bank dividends, pay of the troops, manufac ta
214; death of Mathias RIorris 215; returns of sp jal
election, governor Porter's proclamation declaring tj.
gersoll elected to congress 224; coal trade 240; fe.
cial election, duties at Philadelphia, Chambersfg
jail empty, the secretary of state rejects bank chits
243; list of members of the legislature 311; Poti;jle
iron experiments 313; toll3'20; meeting of the legislate

letter fioni,al

210,

•27'2;

Smjrna

cost

50; arri'

INDEX.
Porler, governor of Pennsylvania, circular of, relative
banks 123; indisposed 170; letter to the York com-

I

200; recovery of 203; proclamation declaring
igersoll elected to congress 224; veto 336; inessages
340, 376, 402
Porter, A. S. United States senator from Michigan
368, 403
Portsmouth and Roanoke rail road, receipts of the
16
Portugal affairs of 33: the chevalier Antonio Cordido
i Faria, presented
and received as charge de aflairs
14S
om 82; slave trade, a declaration
Postage remarlis in favorof reducing 67; to Texas
)1; nismorial to congress for reduction of 210; ships
272
ad "liners"
38
Postage bill, the British penny postage bill
17
Postmasters, instructions to
320
Postmaster at Louisville
Postmaster general and the rail road company 341;
342
annual
s
report
176
Post notes, items
Post otfice, a, burned 192; reference to, in the pre^imt's message 231; the, building 320; the London 337;
ble of the progress, receipts, expenditures, &c. of the
littee

—

—

merican

373
320
35
100

Poulson, Zachariah, printer
Poudre in the north west
Powder mill explosion of, nearWestfield.

Powder

plot,

see Pennsi/lvania.

Precious metals, the quantity manufactured of
192
Praries of Illinois
61
Prentiss, S. S. accepts nomination as candidate for
78
S. senator 21; his letter accepiing
IPrenliss, iVIr. 243, 259; proposes a board of commisiners of claims 259, 234, 298, 299, 317, 347, 364, 380,
397, 428
[Presidential, nomination of whig electors in Kentuc^21; proceedings of the union and harmony anti- Van
46
;ren state convention of Pennsylvania
President of the United States returns to the capil 118; Tennessee nominates M. Van Buren 151; candate nominated by the aboUtion convention for 240;
sssage anticipated ib.; proceedings of the whig nainai convention for nominating candidate for 24S;
b annual message 279; delay in transmitting it 2-S9;
eorgia legislature nomination 304; Alabama adminisItion nomination 311; Mr. Brown's proposed amendfent to the constitution, to confine the, to a single
I'm 318; the resolution of slale rights members of the
(orgia legislature 322; William flenry Harrison
jaiinated as a candidate for, by the national whig
pveniiou at Harrisburg 249; his letter of accepice
379
Press, circulation of the, of Londoii
304
?reston, col. his centenary subscription explained 16
Preston, Mr. 279 317, 318, 333, 364, 379; inquiry reading the Cumberland road 380, 397; on using
393
lodhounds
Princeton college, notice of commencement, and A.
Dayton's oration
100
Printer, proceedings relative to choosing 285, 286,
I; debate respecting a publication in the Globe 347,
f; Mr. Davis' resolution 367; Mr. Geddings' resoluh, Mr. Graves' resolution, debate 380; election re381
,t
Printing, a new invention in 173; debate in congress
',

—

343-9

Itive to contracting for the

'rioting machine, a new invented
'risoners, murderof, in Canada, by col.

312
52
Prince
Mr. 233; on reconsidering Mr. Wise's 6ubUle 266, 285; inquiry relative to using bloodhounds
351,399,413,429,430-1
'romissory notes, decision relative to endorsements
S3
'roffit,

New

'rotest of the
Jersey representatives 263; pro263
Idings relative to entering it on the journal
243
rrotestant Episcopal convention of Maryland
Ifrovidence, banks of, stop specie payments 117,
it resume
119
240
provisions, price of
32
provinces, cost of Canada to England
Prussia emigrants from 128; relative to religious
plications in 130; conflagration at Konigsburg 143;
|lera at Pottsdam ib.: arrival of the minister from,
I

—

Jiotiation

with 165; emigrants to

Wisconsin

168;

432
lirance in
Imblic faith, the, of
York and Pennsylvania,
micated from the calumnies of the London Times
391, &c.
IPublic lands, receipts for, at Galena 151; relative to
Idisposition of the 165: sales 169: proceedings in the
felature of Vermont relative to 213: Mr. Clay and
i Calhoun relative to the bill on 3uO: Mr. Calhoun
iprta tlie bill 316: debate thereon ib.: Mr. Clay, of
sbama, reports a bill for disposing of the 317; outof Mr. Calhoun's bill 333: instructions to the
ite
lators of Tennessee to vote for distributing the 357:
Clay, of Alabama, resolution relative to raising
f,
Uminimum price of 397: W. Cost Johnson's resolu399: resolutions of Rhode Island
li respecting the

New

If

412

new, at Baltimore
umpkin weighing 213 pounds
ublic store, the

17
240, 272

Q.
uarantine law at Havre S2; regulations in Russia
130
luebec, darkness at 192; number of emigrants this

64

i^ at

lueen Victoria— see Orial Britain.
luickEtilver

mine

178

R.

Russia

—

Rail roads receipts of the Portsmouth and Roanoke
U. S. 16; the, of Massachusetts 19; accident
on, between Camden and Ainboy 41; locomotive llir
the Great Western rail road 51; magnificent project for
rail roads in Europe 51; the, from Paris to Verseilles
opened 64; part completed of the Mississippi and Pearl
river rail road 64; proceedings relative to the location of
the, from Charleston to Cincinnati, part of the route already nearly completed 67; religious instruction to laborers constructing 80; a new kind of railway 80; governor Seward's views on 88; rails for the W'estern rail road
16; in the

tolls on several,
c&c. 99; new, proposed 99; the western (IVIass). opened
128; items 144; the, of the U. S. 165; progress of the Annapolis and Elkridge 180; the Charleston and
burg 181; trade on the Pennsylvania 200; tolls on do.

(Massachusetts), arrive 96; receipts for

Ham-

201; of

—edict on

currency 6, 98; conspiracy in the
53; victories in Circassia 53; loss of
the line and two frigates, in a storm on that
coast 53; offer of the emperor of, to purchase the Great
Western and British Queen steamers 68; Mr. Bodisco,
minister 82; conspiracy discovered, review at Borodino
121, 130, 14S; quarantine regulations 1.30, 148; undulation or earthquake at, Fedorovvka, rebuilding of the
Kremlin, Jews in 148; J. A. Dallas, our minister to,
reaches home 176; illness of the empress, anecdote on
the marriage of the hereditary grand duke of 210; emi-

army of, discovered
two ships of

to Wisconsin 272;
ports opened for
wheat and ftoiir 272; the emperor and the Napoleonilea
274; Circassia and 290; extent of the empire 320; illness of the empenor, difference withKhievaor Chiva,
and expedition
417
Rye, oats transformed into
221

gration from,

West

Florida 205; travelHng on 203; convention in Pennsylvania 214; fire on the Harrisburg and
Pittsbur» 214; Harper's Ferry and Williamsport, 215;
the Wilmington and Raleigh, 215; exploit on the
Reading 256; the Nashville and New Orleans 238; the
Boston and Portland 336; performance of a locomotive
336; the Syracuse and Utica 336; post office smu"glincr
on 305, 341; South Carolina 356; the Georgia 377^ 400;
letter of the secretary of the treasury relative to iron
imported for 401; rails for, cast in Pennsylvania
432
Railway carriages, improvement in
5
Railways experiment of moving canal boats by locomotives on 129; atmospheric resistance on trains in
-^
motion on
172
Raleigh—jrood health at
400

—

Safety fund banking convention, proceedings of
Sailors, Bibles among

33
34

Sailors Magazine
34
Salaries at Galveston
96
Salem, storm at
276
Saltonslall, Mr.
285
Salt, resolutions relative to the tax on
217
Sandwich Islands, culture of silk at 149; king Charles'

patent decree

1.19

Sandusky, anniversary of the defence of
Santa Fee, traders to 118, 133; arrival from

22
217

Santurio, a singular veteran residing near St. Louis

—

Sardinia treaty with 6; commercial relations with
285, 318, 360
Randolph, Mr. 231-4, 262; reads the New Jersey pro- 165; treaty with, president's message respecting the 230
Sarcaphagus, correspondence of^coni. EUiott with the
263,302,319,333,382-3-4
Rank, dispute between com. Hull and the British ad- building committee of Girard college
32
Saturn discovered to have three rings
miral at Naples, respecting
36
320
Savannah fever at
137
Rariden, Mr.
381, 430

Ramsey, Mr.

test

—

Rathbun, Lyman, death of
Rayner, Mr.

Red River

32
271
137, 319

raft

Redfield's theory of storms, notice of
100
Red River, health restored
256
Reid, R. D. appointed governor of Florida
257
Reid,Gen. duel with co!. AUston 372; appendage 368
Religious-^ynod of N. Jersey met 136; of London 146
Religious instructions to laborers on rail roads
80
Religious test7; number of Bibles in the U. States 80
Reminiscences of western warfare, capture of Vincennes by gen. Clarke
86
Remonstrance of the
Jersey whig congressmen
3 15

New

.

—

Charles Fenton Mercer, representaJohn Vaughn, consulship, 307; JVTr. Foster, U.'
S. senator from Tennessee 252; judge White, U. S.
senator from Tennessee
333
Resignations

tive 300;

Respiration of plants
221
Revenue
annual expense of collecting the 165;
chancellor Kent's opinion as to following goods after
passing from the custody of the revenue ofRcer 174;
item respecting goods in public stores and the
177
Revenue collected at Boston
98

—

Revolutionary heroes
col.

Joshua Gist 239;

— death of Anthony Latour 175;
Bantz
304
—Andre and Arnold 239

Adam

Revolutionary incidents
Reynolds, Mr.
Rhett, Mr.

Rhode Island

414

238, 241-4-8, 257, 261, 271, 367, 414

—election returns 21; geological and ag-

ricultural survey of 134; circular of bank commissioners
141; vote for congressmen, report on suspension of specie payments 166; legislature adjourns 179; thanksgiving, legislature adjourn, banks, resumption, centenary
anniversary' of Baptist church, state whig convention

197; bank, statement of 242; whig sitite convention and
400
nomination 381; sub-treasury resolutions rejected
Rice, a cargo of, imported into Havana from Brazil

16

Richmond, Va. flour inspected
trade, &c. at
Ricige, Cherokee chief

during the year

at 96;

180-1
3,

42

Ridgely, com. Chas. G. appointed to the Brazilian
comphmeniary letter to, and reply
276

station,

Rio

Janiei-o, disposition of, relative to slave trade 50;

Items
Riots

353

—on the Chesapeake and Ohio canal 37; at Ma-

Ohio 41; examination of the Chesapeake and Ohio
canal rioters
68
Ritner, gov. of Pennsylvania
214
Rives, W. C. speech at Louisa court house 92; concluded
109
Rives, Mr.
227, 319, 333, 413, 415, 430-1
Roane, Mr.
259, 299, 330
Robinson, Mr.
397
Rocks, process of blowing by saw dust
172
rion,

"Rock

Islai:d,"

cription of

Black Hawk's favorite

position, des-

Schools,

fund

for in

number of scholars

Schuylkill

banks

—

ments of
Sea Gull, U.

solution adopted
RuEsell, Mr.

?85, 300
399, 415-4, 428 9, 430

—see

a<Jri-

283
ba7iks.

304

move-

195^ 241
S. ship, see exploring expedition; and 1 12;
tlie loss of the 133; list of her officers

apprehensions of

134

Seamen,
wages 304;

enlisting for the Texan
the numopr of, registered

navy 304; good

352
seen 35; items
192
Secretary of stale, recovery of the 17; e.tcursion of in
Boston harbor
65
Secretary of the senate, Mr. Dickens elected
244
Secretary of the treasury, report of the, communicated 287; his annual report 293 to 8; report of the prices
of stocks, &c. 3.32; reports of receipts and expenditures
334; respecting importation of iron 401; report of returned 287; the report 293; reports of
299, 347
Secretary of the navy, annual report 330; plan for a
reorganization of the department 343; report of appropriations
364
Secretary of state, report of the number of clerk.i,
&c.
332
Secretary of war, visit of the military academv, &c.
125; annua! report 313; his report on the propriety of
superanuating army officers 355; on the Cumberland
road
3C4
Sedgwick, Theodore, death of
179
Seminole war see Florida.
Sena'e of United Slates, S. S. Prentiss accepts the
noniinaiion as a candidate for the, in Mississippi 21, 78;
respeciing the, of Tennessee 22; of the 26th congress,
assemble and organize
226
Senators, classification of the Pennsylvania under
the new constitution ISO; resolutions instructins the U.
.Sea serpent,

—

Slates by Tennessee legislature 203; list of the 211; Mr.
Foster's letter on resigning as United States from Tennessee under instruciions 252; N. P. Tallmadge elected
from N. York, D. Sturgeon elecled from Pennsylvania
336; balloting for a, in Virginia 377; A. Anderson elected from Tennessee 400; Aug. A. Porter electetl a, from

Michigan

403

Seneca Indians, removal of
22
Sergeant-at-nrms, Mr. Hai^ht elected by the senate
244; Roderick Dorsey by the house
285
Sergeant, Mr. on the New Jersey question 230, 268-9,
302

3,

365-6, 414, 429, 43t)

Mr.
259, 299, 333, 347, 364, 397, 427
Seward, gov. correspondence with the Catholics of
Ogdensbnrg 25; letter in reply to an invitation to dinner
at Bath, giving his views on internal improvement, the
Erie rail road, &c.
88
Shephard, Mr. Charles
271
Slierifl?", of New Orleans, profitable office
336
Shippers, see commercial; and
112
Sevier,

.37

Rohen potatoes
152, 176
Rothchilds, arrangement of the U. S. band of Pa.
160
with the
Ross, Cherokee chief
3,42
Ruegles, Mr.
234, 346, 413
Rules, resolution to odopt, laid on the table 267; re

estimated 133; school

Scotland capital invested in steamboats in
Scott, niaj. gen. hero of Chippewa 83; armv

Shipping,

number of

Rock

Island retained as a military post
333
80
Rogers, the poet, honorary diploma to
Rogues, account of a gang of^ English, in the United
30
States

in,

Tennessee 167; of Kentucky 181; an

culuiral

vessels built in

Maine

last

year

112
Shipwrecks, brig Tilton 32; schooner Groton 56; four
Ru.ssian men-of-war on the coast of Circassia
63
Shipwreck, the Cadwallader of St. Andrews 119;
the Eagle *.; French ship of war Active 130, 144; the
ship Equator 160; ship Orinoco 160; the Two Partners ib.; at Chicago '217; brig Neptune on the lake 272,
336; on the eastern coast 320; brig Herald
368
Shoes, shipment and arrival of
16
Siamese twins, farming in North Carolina
193
Sicilies, the cha'/alier de Martu^celli consul general

of recognised

19-1

—

.

INDEX.
Silk— nalional convenlion of the growers of 133, 225;

Stockton, capt. drawing for eteam vessels of v; ij
payments of, of Providence suspend 117; sensible remarks respecting 118: suspensions of, at Philadelphia
and south and west lliereof 121: affairs of United Stales
Storm on the coast 2d September 21: gallant lo
bank of Pennsylvania, money pre-ssure in New York, duct in a 35; course of northeast gales 36: four Ri
general stale of money aflairs 139,140-1-2-3: e.tports ships of war lost on the coast of Circassia 53: sei b
suspension
at
of
discounts,
allowances
imports
of,
and
wrecks: relative lo Redfield's theory of 100; prut
New Orleans 154: Tennessee ift.; report on the suspen- Espy and Olmsted discussing 240, 304; the, of
sion of payments in R. Island 1G6: interesting article December 276: 27th December 289, 330: in the
relative to payments of 169: items 176: reported de- terranean 353: at Nantucket
mand of New Yorker's on Georgian's for 181: items
Strange, Mr.
243, 333, 346192: at low ebb in the bank of England 193: returns
Stuart, Mr.
of, in the Bo.ston banks 213, table of imports and exSturgeon, Mr. elected senator from Peunsv
ports of 219: items 224, 240, 256: Mr. Benton's bill for
336, 364, 397, 41
report of the import and export of 258: items 288. shipSt)'ron, Amasa, gallant conduct of
ped per the steamer Liverpool 304: the London marS". j-treasury, the original proposition of a
369
kets for, somewhat relieved
Sub-treasury professor Dew on the 218; Mr. V
Sperm oil, items
175 announces that he will bring forward the bill for o
Spence, Mr.
227 272: recommended in the president's message 23'
Sport, fishing at Cape Cod 64; squirrelling
64 reported by Mr. Wright 317: debated 333: yea:
Stage owners, liability of
28 nays on the specie clause 346: yeas and nays oi

—

it

346

tilionb for protection

Simpson, Thomas, discoveries
coast of America
Sioux, see /'"^wn«.
Sine Sina prison, returns

slais

of,

on the northern
9"
l^i,

223, 230-1-2, 264, 2S7, 350

Jkfr

Slave lrade49; capiain of aslaver Svvariwouted 43;
the schooner Euphrates captured by the British, sent to
America to be tried as a slaver 84; letter from gov. Bu107
chanan relative to the
Slave trade— suspension bill, passed by the British
parliament, jirotest against 43; disposition of Rio rela-

SO

tive to

—

Slaves see Amistarl; law passed in Alabama to enslave all such free persons of color as shall remain in
that state 54; law case, case of Fanny Burke, a fugative,
judge Porter's decision 157-8-9: the new constitution of
Mississippi prohibits the introduction of, as merchandise 368; final payment of the American claims on

England

for the, liberated at

373, 339

Nassau

—

Two

Friends formerly the Gilbert of Baltimore captain Durkee, seized 176; the brig Eagle sails vyitli the
Andromache and Buzzard, the Hound, ilie Union 192;
Friends, detained at
items respecting 20S; the
Santa Gruiz as, notice of such detention 210; case
of the Butterfly 223; ihe schooner Ann seized 272; nuBoy, &c.
merous on the coast of Africa, schooner
3S6
353; Portuguese brig Ulysas

Two

My

—

Slavery see aholilion; Bolivar's method whereby it
abolished in Columbia 352; resolutions relative to,

was

378
adopted by Ohio legislature
123
Sloop of war, the Dale, launched
96
Small pox, prevailing in Maine
Small pox, in Boston
240, 304
Smith, Gideon B. service of plate presented to
175
248, 286-7, 333-4,
SlTiith, Mr. of Maine, challenge
415
Smith, Mr. of Connecticut 259, 415; contract for sta431
tionary, &.C.
Smith, Mr. of Indiana 2S4, 299; on the sub-treasury
363, 379, 397-8
Adams 300;
333
bill reported and referred 302; outlines of the bill
Smuggling, seizure of goods for 21; at Cincinnati 80;
the importers of, demand appraisers under the act of
83
1793,83; notice respecting the seizures
67
Smyrna, arrival of com. Porter at

hill

Smithsonian bequest, notice by

Snow, Mr. American consul

at

J.

Q.

Canton, which

Snow
and

—

Standing committees of the senate 259: of the house Benton's motion
301

see.

239

marshal, in relation

Belgium, Poland, Tunis

to

18

iVIexico

Southard, Samuel L. accepts invitation

to lecture,
128, 299, 379, 412

&,c.

South America- aflairs

treaty

of,

tranquillzed

with Peru, Peru
49

Soulh Carolina— atale census of 34; death of general
Ilayne of 80; candidates for congress in 117; sinking fund proposed, rail roads, health of Charleston,
South CaroUna, frost 137; deaih of judge Lee, of T.
iJugan 153; the bank at Charleston, Charleston and
llamburg rail road, new route to N. Orleans 181; Builer
elected to congress, crops, agriculttiral convention,
banks of Charledton, circular 201; legislature meet, governor's message, tiiiaiice.s, banks 243; agricultural convention sickness at Charleston 2^3; legislature adjourned 311; results of the session 322; condition of tho banKs
356
302; assistance to rail road company

Lumpkin's resolution 317: Mr. Grundy's report on the

Steam, progress of 5; navigation by, in wood and
iron ships 19: communication between England, Ame-

West

rica antl

Steamboats

33

Indies

— fever on

board the Corsican 128:

the

I

I

>

I

'

1

'

li

to 411: number of in the United States 432; deon detaining passengers tor fair in 368: Mr.
Webster's resolutions respecting
380

.S/eomeis— number of on the

Hudson

16: Fitch, Ilie

m

333

R.

M. T.

from

Now

loting,

liousc of representatives soo 'congo into eltclionof n 266; the balHunter elected, his address ib.: on a
Jersey J32 3; the correspondence 389

—

ilie

t

—

Mr.

Tallmadge, Mr. at the Utica convention 135; re
ed U. S. senator
336, 380, 397, 415

—

inventor ol 24: numberof, lost on the western waters
Tanqtico relative to seizure of American pro
French 34: race of the Great Western and British at
33: loss of the Great Western on Lake Erie 41:
Tappan, Mr. 2-13, 279, 299, 318, 333, 357, 363.4^
of that will be in operation in 1841, 51: speed of
the Rochester 64: a miniiure boat afloat ib.: iron ships
Target shooting, fatal temerity
ih.: application for a figure head for the British Queen
Tfiri/T— extracts from various public journals o'
ih.: dimensions of the war ship building at Brouklyn
63: offer of the empen.r of Russia to purchase the 170, 172; Mr. Calhoun and the 240; fui'-ther redui
Great Western and British Queen ib.: British experi- of duties, under the compromise act 307; Mr. Peur
resolutions
on the
ment ill rapid building of 80: dimensionsof the Syclops
Tax on salt, resolulions adopted in Indiana rel
steam frigate ib.: frame of an iron, arrives at Mobile

Queen

list

ih.:

company formed

ill

London

to

open communica-

tion from thence by way of the isthmus of Darian, with
the Pacific and East Indies 82: dimensions of the
steam frigate building at Philadelphia 84; notice of the
one at
York ih.: extract from the Foreign Quar-

New

terly

Review

relative to tho use

Steam ships and "liners''
Sieamship President
Stephens, Mr- our charge

272
320
at Guateniala
337
Stevenson, Mr. minister at London
193
St. .•Vugusiiue, protest of citizens of 40; sickness and
deaths at
224

to the

Ta.xes, levied by Philadelphia since 1826
Tea, prices of 132; aninial consumption of 416;

Si. .Tohns, fire

I

ment

of, from Canton
Telegraph, a galvanic

'

m

Temperance— London 146; drunkenness in Rl
dclphia 153; at Boston 176; rev- Mr- Pierpoiiil 240a,
r^land stale society 243; "Tennessee report on i6.(
tistics of Massachusetts and New York 256; iiro^
ings in the Tennessee legislature 311; vote of lla
336; in Ireland

—seeiiceasc; prog dispensed with!

Temperance
Texan navy 16:

see

Mathew Carey.

Tenci.Jc, item

Tennessfc— respecling U. S. senatora 22; drpuft
from a convention lo invite Henry Clay lo visil
bis reply 102; meeting of the legisfatnre, &c.
IS
bridge, banks, governor's message 137; pcnite
sj'Stcni of 133; proceedings on nominating cand
for president and vice president 151; s'lispcns
bank payments, votes for governor 151; value of
1

hie property in, instructions to United- States set
20 154; noiieo of governor Polk's message ri the le^is
public debt of, school fund, itc. iV...- bank
at 16; fire and loss of 167;
election returns of congres-sioiiol districts 181: Ic^
life at 31; appropriiitiiin of ihu citv fur a survev
for tliai
object 80; clKturliiiiice at, respooiuig banks 224; coin- lure classified 192; governor Polk's messase 20"; I
lotions
inslructint; United States senators 203; piDol
nif ree ol 400: earthquake
416

at 16:

contributions to the sufTerers

from Eastport
St. Liiii.s

Si.

wirehHdgo proposed

Vincent, information from

.S(oi-As— relative lo, issued

by several

26 ings thereon,

stales 177,193:
house of roprcBcniaiivcs since 1789 amount ol, is-siicd by
the several slatus, amount expend419 ed, and nnioimt now
on sale 191: Maryland lionds215:
Special verdict
207 Arkansas ndvenised nl Now York 21G: market 210
Specie arrival of in Englnnd 45; shipped for New 242 ass. 272: Mr. Webster's corre-pondeiiee with ibe
Yorli fr.<r.i i\Ii*"OMri 65; inip.Ti.i niid rxporl." of, from Harrings respeetinii the, of the states 273: items 2SS:
1821 I.. 1S33C9; IS i.iian.HinriCTrd to 70; quantity in ihr priees ••(. r pi.ri.-il by iho .scer^ tary of the trcaiiir,
Ihe hanks i/i.; arrival of, at New Orleans 96; suspen- 332: Maryland, iiii|ii.iviiig
4i(j
sion of paynienia of, by the hankt of Philadelphia 97;
Riock of Ihe stale of Marvland at miction
fil
ihii bankt 'if thn sioto.i of N
York and Ifo^'Oii iiisliiin
Stock cichange uij^vw Vork
5ft

Sjiealicrs of

eight annui

river,

T.
Taliaferro,

,

jesty 82; mipurtant inovcineiit.". Dun Carlos refirns to
France, .Kupposed tcnniiiaiion of the civil war 120; further pnrticulnis thereof 130 1; public debt of 14S; rejoicing in, military movements 161; Methodists prohibited
176; major Cuton American minister expresses
he congratulations of the corps diplomatic to ihetiueeii
177; reply ib : dilHcultics ycl in 275; dissolution of the
cortes, &.C. 239; ministers in majority, couiUd'C^pagite
rlill alive 306; ministers dismissed, Cabrera, gale at

letter

Mr. Hassler's

breaking up of ice
Swearing, general Washington's orders against

.

—

coast,

Susquehanna

32:

:

til

—

Survey of the
port

accident

I

Benx'lonn

association, a pleasaiit sight

Superannuating army officers, report of the sect
war on the expediency of
Survey see ideological.

—

.1

Speaker of tho
gress— itrnnnaiiuin

Sunday school
of

—

1

.

I

Sulphate of quinine, use of in yellow fever
Sultana Valide, mother of Abdul Medjid
Sunday, trial for selling newspapers on

:

of mortar cannon on
hoard of 87: Harris' invention of paddles fur 93; capt.
drawings for, of war, &c. ih.: iron versus
timber steamers 99; distniciion of Waterloo steamer by
fire 112: explosion of the boilers of the Adventure on the
''''•
,ii
Ill
'i
^
f ir i!.'
r
Africans taken on Arkansas
n-2
Mti;:
iiniis in Valentiu, rub";i;
Steam frigate, proceedings of mechanics of Philadelni'ii
'ii.r 54; Uon Angel
\'.,.- i,ii|i;
' ;ii;ivi. of, lakes leave of phia, relative to the engine of a 12; the Fulton 196: corl:i
Call
respondence relative to the machinery of the, at Philathe fn-hidniit, and |i<.ii I'lilio di- Alcantara Argais piedelphia
136
scnti'd as iiiiiiistcr plenipotentiary from her Catholic mai

Mr. Walker's ameno

Waterloo (British), burnt ii.: Liverpool 144: the Gallatin snagged ih.: various items 176: iron boats compared fane
with wooden 220; another new invention in 221: acciSweden death of Wallen, archbishop of 64
dents 224: the British Queen 240: the Wilmington
lial duty on goods imported in American vessels
burnt lb the Poinsett, cruise 241, 288: items 256; the iron
off 83; bank of Stockholm 274; condition and
boat Valley Forge 256, 283, 320: fined 304: capital inpects of 147; army
vested in, in Scotland 301: message from the president
Sieitzerland revolution in the Canton Zurich
in relation to employing, in the revenue services 317:
Sword see honorary.
destruction of the Lexington 336: the Belle, of Missouri,
Sword fish, power of
burnt 336: the SomerviUe snagged 400; communication
from the board of trade of Great Britain, respecting

f^tocktoii's

—

:

out the clause autho

Sugar beet

407

debts of the

Statistics, of Paris 99; of "luxuries" from Aleot's library of health
103
Stationary, &,c. resolutions respecting the contract for,
431
&c.
2-SS
Statistics, of Tennessee

Siiuin see Auiistatl, a schooner, arrival of the minister fiom 17; nfriirs of 39; demand of tho minister of,
'

ib.:

—

192

Southern, ulTlictions of the season

I

to strike

paper

in legal

ib.:

cision

320

I

payment

yeas and nays on Mr. Henderson's amendme
347; debate 347-f
367, Mr. Chittenden's amendment
398 yeas and nays on the passage of the bill 363: the
passed by the senate 395: Rhode Island legis
333
Starkweather, Mr.
against the 400; speech of Henry Clay on 403:
States of the union items respecting the several, are latere of New York passed resolutions disappr
generally geographically arranged in each number
of the bill almost unanimously 419; Mr.Buclia
debts of the several 4; protest against Florida being speech on the
constituted a simile state 40; relative to stocks is?ued
Sugar, in France 147; crop in Louisiana 16'
by the several 177, 193-4: Mr. Benton's resolution reon, in France 175; lefined exported from Boston
lative to the debts of the 209: debts of the 304: Mr.
Jamaica crop 352; of beetroot
Sianliope, Ladv Hester, death and notice of
Stanley, Mr. 236, 244, 271, 2-S5, 300, 334, 349,

I

Slavers the schooner Catharine of Baltimore, arrive
New York 119; notice 123; a Portuguese 148; traffic
under the American flig 149; British slavers, Portuguese ib.: case of the schooner Catharine 159; the
at

Siiult,

il

iidnienis,

blinks of t6.: AIi

temperance 2

i-:

i

I'd
\

&c.

21i);

senator 224; npii

letter

on

resign;

instructions '..'."e:; ,f
'3; Baptist edu
ciety 301; legislati.
.
dings
^_ ill relation to
_ b
ite. on the nnii-liqiior law, Mr."Griintiy resigns le-elecicu United States senator 311; iiid^e Wlii
.Slaves fcnaiur pre-jen'- instrucMon-i .^;:ii
lli^ Idler lo the
L j hi'ure ?.5'.>: I, siO,..:
lo senators to vote lor disiiibulinjt the public bind
banks ,177; resohilion rcqiiiring banks to resuino
with fjo; .\. Anderson il"cleil U. Sta'cs senaiol

INDEX.
Tivcas— commissionera to mark the boundary beUnited States, frigate, just refitted, pronounced untween the U. S. and 1, 65: grog dispensed with in the aeawonhy,
283
navy of 16: aHairs with Mexico 18: intelligence from
United States mint, see mint.
33: rumors of negotiation relative to, with England 3S:
United States senators, instruction of, in Tennessee
price of board in 4S: reported negotiation witli France
154; Mr. Grundy elected a, in Tennessee 224; see se66.- Mr. Diinlap, minister of, arrives at Wasliington 82:
nators.
a government certificate of, lost 'J6; rumor of recogT^niversity of Virginia, item
nition by Mexico 118; rumor of a treaty with France
201
Usury, bill in Ohio lesgislature
120; loan negotiated 121; various items, probability of
336
Usury, British law of 6; important decision of New
annexing Mexico to 132; Santa Fee traders 133; negotiations with France 147; relations with Mexico 150; Jersey supreme court, respecting
83
postage to 151; deaths, massacre by Indians, items 164;
Austin 176; land grants for marrying 192; violence of
V.
yellow fever, Texas Sentinal, emigrants, movements on
Valuation of taxable property in Tennessee
154
the western frontier of 193; arrival of M. de Saligny,
Vampire, a live one in England
24
French minister to, emigration, their ambassador to
Van Ainburg, item 144; wounded by a lion 163; outFrance arrested for debt in New York, court order his
done by Carter
184
discharge 256, 257; reference to, in the president's mesVan
Buren.for
the
party
aivocnAea
oi,
see
adminissage 280; enlisting seamen for the

na^y 304; Austin,

various items 306; executive appointments 307; items,
Matamoras taken 321; immense emigration to 337;
Gayelston improving ib.; law against gambliiig, Bible
society, cliiirches, &o. 338; loan bill enacted, Lemar's
administration popular, bud^t, proclamation, various
items 354; col. Bee appointed minister from, to the U.
States 368; conflict with Indians, death of col. Ross,
coneres? adjourns, emigrants, fraud in sail of lands, arrival of treaty with England, Austin 370; increase of
population
416

Thanksgiving
133; in

day—in N. York

131; in

Maine

Wisconsin
15], 196

tration.

Vandorpoel, Mr. on the

New

Jer.=iey

233-6, 244, 259, 263, 285-6-7, 335, 349, 367, 429, 430-1

Vasser, Matthew, liberality of
Vaughan, John, resigns consulship

33.JI

160, 192, 208, 320

Treasury of the United States, message, asking
port to the

sup-

411^ 414

Treasury notes— September .itafeTO-ji* of 17; October
statement 81; monthly report of
240, 257, 307, 401
Treaty, with Sardinia 6; with Holland
57
Treaties, with Sardinia and Netherlands (president's
message;
o'yO
Trenton encampment
22, 96
Trial see Amistad: for selling newspapers on Sunday 37; of Jalbert at Montreal 48; of the hero of the
Thotisand Islands, of Van Rensselaer
144

—

TViniAzd- emigration of colored people
couraging news from emigrants
Triplett, Mr.
Trist, Mr. (consul)— notice

H.

Everett appointed

&c.

to

to 165; en-

336
415

respecting 128, 225; A.

proceed

to

Cuba

to ascertain,

432

Trotting match. Bob Logic
305
Tucker's theory of money and banks, extract from

Tunis

19

Tunnel under the Thames, nearly completed
38
Turks defeat of the, by the pasha of Egypt and deFlruction of the army 14; speculations respecting the

—

Turkish empire 29; Mehemet Ali, pasha of^ Eo-vpt 31;
affairs 38; the sultana Valide mother of Abdul Medjid 51:
flat refusal to deliver the Turkish fleet to the
five ChrisUan powers 53; Mehemet Ali resolves to maintain his

Allen elected 288; special election 320; legislature 336;
absolve the banks 356; balloting for United^Siates senator, no choice 377; Mr. McCany elecletl representative
of iheLoudon district 384; flood on James river 384;
tobacco crop 334,400; D. A. Wilson elected judge ih.\
T. W. Gilmer elected governor 416; act relating to
banks, state loan converted into stock, time of meeting
of the legislature
420

Voting and fighting, the people must do their
Voting, item relative to

Voyagers

to the

N.

W. lakes, return

of

own

134;

two and
80

new specimen

of,

New York

opened

convention at Utica 135; their address 187; stale convention of lihnois 138, 154; of Missouri 167; of Pennsylvania, address 190; of Rhode Island 197; of
Jersey 199: nanonal conveniion at Harrisburg210, 225,
243: of Delaware 215: of Alabama 216: of Indiana 217:
dinner at Detroit 256: of Arkansas
304
While, Joseph M. of Florida, death of 183: a notice

New

°'

193
White, judge 317; see Tennessee: presents instruc-

tions

and resigns

333; public dinner
the legislature of

letter to

resigning

correspon-

to,

Tennessee on

359
White. Mr. on Winebago payments
380
White, Mr. of Indiana
261, 3C4, 415
White, Mr. of Kentucky, onthe New Jersey question
231-3
--„. ,
,
White lead, mineral discovered
239

at

—

15; product of

oa
canal 213; in Ohio 272; Russian porta
for 272; market
336, 334
Whigs, Virginia state convention of 125-6-7; state

the

238
307

in 16; proceedings of the
Norwich 42; election returns 65; meeting of the legislature, officers chosen,
election returns 134; proceedings relative to banking
152; condition of the banks of 176; resolutions relative
to banks adopted by the legislature 179; estimate of wool
raised in 192; geological survey, veto of a corporation
bill, business resolutions, resolutions relarive to banks,
of,

from a grain of

in Illinois 138; prices of 144; importation of 165; at Buffalo 166; at Cleveland 167; at Newark, Ohio 208;

Fermon(— wool growing

military convention

yield

Wheat— in New Hampshire

.

dence 353;
question 227,

Thames tunnel, nearly completed
80
Theatres, number of in Paris 96; seizure of fourteen fall of a meeting house 197; resolutions relative to bank
charters, &c. 213; proceedings on the resolutions relnlive
performers at Drury Lane
146
to the public lands ii, 379; legislature adjourn, revised
Theological seminary at New Brunswick
213 code, five real estate banks chartered
242
Thomas, col. R. A. monument to
35
Vice President U. S. proceedings relative to nomiThomas, Mr. F.
246, 264, 268, 300, 332
Thompson, Mr. W. of S. C. 244; resolutions on the nating, in Tennessee 151;R. M.Johnson the, in Arkan224; legislature of Georgia nominate John Forsyth
New Jersey case 264, 285-6, 301, 318, 335, 349, 351, sas
for 304; the Van Buren state convention of Alabama
365-7, 382, 415, 430
nominate William R. King for 311; John Tyler nomiTide, uncommonly high
320 nated as a candidate for by the national whig
convenTide water canal, verdict giving damages set aside tion 249;
his letter of acceptance
379
128
Victoria, queen of England, expenses of the coronaTiger, a man rescued from a, by a lion
184 tion of 33; proposed marriage of 146; annoyed by a Mr,
Tillinghast, Mr. 227, 238, 285, 349, 383, 414-15, 430 Bryan
]C1
Toasts, at Boston 8; at Farquier Springs 25; MemVienna notice of the American minister at
51
phis, as the future capital of the union 112, 128, 175 6,
Vincennes, account of the capture of, from the Bri208, 358 tish in 1779, by gen. Clarke
86
Tobacco, in Mexico 4; for the British navy 16; inVirginia— ice mountain and hanging rock 23; crop of
formation from 26; cropsof, in Virginia 64; stock at
tobacco in 64; proceedings of the whig state convention
Bremen 240; inspected at Philaladelphia 256; in Eu- at Staunton
125.6-7; benevolent institutions, gold mines,
rope 319; Virginia crop
334, 400 crops, state military academy, banks
136; proceedings
Tolls, received on New York canal
134 of banks, itc. relative to suspension 141-2;
appointment
Toller's suspension coach wheels
43 153; relative to the banks of 180; trade at
Richmond
Tonnage, of Baltimore
288 &c. lSO-1; relative to
the banks, e-xecutive determinaTournament at Eglinton castle
13, 53 tion, university
201; state of parties in the legislature,
Trade— .see commerce: changes of, between the U. S. institution of the Mind, deaf and dumb, Harper's Ferry
and Canton 36; of Buffalo 48; duly laid by the Brazilian and Williamsport rail road 215; banks 224; legislature
government on wines 50; of France 147; of Great Bri- meet, message, banks, contested seat, C. F. Mercer's
tain 20S; import and export of specie 219; of France address, money pressure
243; legislative recess, dispute
225; with Germany 276; see cotton, four, ifc.
\yith New York relative to a f ugative 272; Norfolk elecTransylvania university, R. J. Brackenridge elected tion, Mr. Gilmer, bill for relief of the banks 272; Mr.
president
Travelling, expeditious

Wheat,

a half bushels rock wheat

Wick, judge, assertions respecting
Wicklifle, C. A. assumes the duties of governor of
Kentucky
Wild child, a Wolverene story
272
Williams, Mr. Sherrod
285 318
Williams, Mr.
379, 380, 399^ 428
'

1

Williams, Lewis, 238, 267, 285-6

9, 300-2-3, 333-5
346-7, 365, 380-2, 413, 429, 4.30

Wilmington, fire at
368
Wilmington and Raleigh rail road
215
Wine, consumption of 219: vintage in France
2.56
Wines, duly laid by the Brazilian government on 50:
Dr. Christisun's statement of the alcoholics strength of 71
Wire ponies, experiment as motive power on canals

172
WlsTionsin, thanksgiving 138: emigration of Russian
families to 272: from Norway 304: resolve inexpedient
to ap|)ly for admission 403; canal from the four lakes
to
the 20; Josiah A. Noonan appointed auditor of 32:
wheat and corn crops of
32
Wise, Mr. on the N. Jersey case 227, 232-6-8, 245-8,
262 3-4 5-6-7-8: resolution on the New Jersey case 271,

285-6, 300-1; resolution relative to abolition petitions
301-2-3, 334-7, 381-3, bloodhounds 299, 413-13, letter
of

358

Woburn,
Wolf,

great elm tree at

rev.

Mr.

176

the Jewish, missionary, locates 256:

resigns

Wood, W. B. accident
Wooden pavements
Wool, raised

in

337
32
320

to

Vermont

16; estimated

Wool Growers' bank, stopped payment

192
119, 134

Woollen goods, see smuggling of.
Woollen goods, reshipment of large quantities to
England
272 320
Worcester, abduction of S. O. Frances at 99: see

abduction.

Worth,

col. a

hero of Chippewa

Wright, Silas, invitation to dinner 240, announces
will report the sub-treasurv bill 259, 234,
reports the

83
he

bill

Wyoming,

317, 333, 346-7, 354, 379, 397,412, 427-8
the tragedy of, from N. York Commer-

cial

105

l!i2

144
43

Yankee seamanship, .Tacob Perkins
Yatch

W.

club,

176

com. Ridgely elected a member of the

Yazoo—luxury of the

soil

17
of 181; the city in ruins 304

Walker, Mr. 22G, 259, 281. 317, 333, 346-7; on subYeas and nays—on Mr. Wise's substitute on the N.
317-3,361,397-8,411-13,427 Jersey question 265; on Mr. Evans'
resolution to admit
Wall, Mr.
279, 234, 300, 333, 397-8, 412, 428 the N. Jersey members
284; on the reference of Mr. CalWar, see Florida.
houn's land bill 300; on Mr. Preston's motion to lay Mr.
War department, prohibition of embarking Indians Benton's resolutions relative to state debts, on the table
for exhibition 130; payment of pensions suspended ih. 313; on Mr. Benton's amendment to the
sub-treasury
Washington, general, his eloquence at Newberg 36; t>"i 346; on Mr. Henderson's amendments to it 347;
see 48; on profane swearing
363 on Mr. Crittenden's amendment ib.; on the passai'e of
Mr.
Benton's
Florida
occupation bill 347; on the°pasWashington city of, bridge across the canal in, broken, and life lost 24; Methodist cenlenaiy meeting and sage of t!ie sub-trtasury bill in senate 363; on the bill
contributions at
96 to establish a board of commissioners to hear and determine
private claims 365; on Mr. Thompson's resoluWater-proof cloth, a new invention
221
tions relative to abolition petitions 367; on Mr.
PresWatterson, Mr.
349
ton's motion to lay the report on assuming the debts
Watts, James, boyhood of
of
83
the stale upon the table 350; on printing 30,000
copies
Weather 192, 283, 320, 332; extreme cold
368, 384
tiiereof 330; on the resolution relative to°raising the
miWebster, Mr. visit to the continent of Europe 192, nimum price of
public lands 397; on the call for infortreasury

—

advantages over the 53; elopement from the sultan's 224; correspondence with the Barrings 273; his recepharam SO; variety of intelligence from, pretender to the tion at Boston, from Europe 333; letter to the duke of
&c. 120; the young sultan 148; sundry items, Rutland 353; account of his tour 359; his notes on the
fauure of crop.q, &e. 164; items 275; president's refer- compromise act 359; relative to steam navigation 364.
ence to our relations with 230; items 239; Ei^ypt and 379 330, 397-8, 412, 428; on bankruptcy
423
=
Turkey
Well, fire engine used to displace gas from a
305
Welland canal, business on the
Turney, Mr. 265-8, 271, 236, 302, 383, 399, 415, 430
AVelliogton festival, 1-16; banquet
274
Tyler, John, nominated as a candidate f^r vice' president of the United States by tiie national whig
West Indies, draught at Barbadoes
128
convention 219; his letter of acceptance
West India islands information from 2, 26; from Ja379
maica 34: earthquake at Martinique 35; steam communication with England 33; lelating to colonial
U.
mancipation
103
Umbrella for an African king
160
Whales, sixty-four ashore
32
Umbrellas, petition from manufacturers of
411
Whale fisheries 240; decisions relative to bonds of
Underwood, Mr. 236-3, iSo, SHI 2, 333, 39», 415, 423
esscis engaged in
3^3
throne,

.

—

madon ,ts to the Cumberland road appropriation
posiponing indefinitely the stale debt report
Yellow

fever, at

Now

Orleans

5,

32,

Charleston 6, 32, 49; at Augusta 13,
bile 49, 66, 81: at Natchez 49: at
at

ib.;

on

427
49,65,80 81;

16, 32: at

Mo-

Burmuda 60: reminiscences of the fever in the year 1793 in Philadelphia 84:
at Mobile 137, 141, 153, 181, 208; on board the
Cors;r:i.-i steamboat 123; at Chariesion,
S. CaroliTa 137,
23;;

:it Au.-:ustn 137. 192; at Savanna 337:
at Natchez
137, 301, 432;
Orleans 137, 181; at Galv-e=^to:i 176;
at Peiisticola 183, 192; at Texas 193; at St. Augustine

New

22!; important disc-ovory of the use of suiph;iic- of quinine in cases of
isg
Yoike, Mr. demands his vote
26fi
Young, Mr. 279, 299, 317, 364, 379, 380, 397-3 411
412-13, V?7-i3
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governjnent, and an unusual number ol general and
other officers of the army, and several commodores,
captains, and other officers of the navy, and of the

marine corps.

Commodore W. E. McKinney, of the United
States navy, died on Saturday last, after a severe
and protracted illness. His funeral took place on
Monday afternoon froEU the residence of Noah Waterman, esq. Williamsburg, Long Island.

war Hornet.

OF

For some time

past he newspapers have been occupied with discussions about the loss of this unfortunate ship, in
I

consequence of a statement which appeared from an
individual, who falsely .stated he was Ihe ordy surviBut if the following has not been got up for
vor.
the occasion it may shed some light upon her fate

"The Galveston Gazette of 2d inst. contains this
note, found in a bollle, corked and sealed, and all
covered with barnacles, on Point Bolivar, by a Mr.
Dunman, who lives there. The MS. has been forwarded to Washington, with an expectation that the
hand-writing might possibly be idenlified."
On board sloop Hornet, U. S. Zlst August, 1829.
We are all lost a tremendous gale has foundered
the vessel off Galveston Island about sixty or seven-

—

ty miles distant.

Exploring squadron. The National Intelligencer of Tuesday, says, that letters h.ive been received from the United States exploiing expedition,
which, after having spent considerable time in pushing its exploration to the south, reached Valparaiso,
on Ihe Pacific ocean, about Ihe middle of May, the
officers and crews of the vessels composing the
squadron being generally in excellent health and spirits, notwithstanding the fatigues which they had
undergone.

It

is iidiled

that the expedition forced

its way to a point further south Ihan even American
enterprize has ever before reached, leaving considerably asttrn the discoveries of the Fiench and
Russian exploring expeditions, including the latest.
This is a feather in the cap of our navy.

East India squadron.

—
—

A correspondent of the

and Navy Chronicle an officer on board the
U. S. ship John Adams writes from Singapore
under date of March 28, that the squadron was on
the eve of sailing for Canton, by way of Manilla.
In order to avoid the N. E. monsoon, the squadron
remained at Singapore nearly two mouths, and Ihe
propriety of the delay was further confirineil by Ihe
circumstance that the dysentery had made its appearance among the crews, which rendered it desirable to procure accommodations for the sick on
shore, where a hospital for them was established.

Army

The

have been so unfortunate as to have buried
nine of our number in Singapore, most of whom
have fallen victims lo Ihe dysentery. Of these nine,
six belonged to the Columbia, and three to the John
Adams. Among those who died from our ship was
the boatswain, Mr John Ball, an officer who had
spent the greater part of his life in the service, had
distinguished himself in some of the hardest fought
actions o( the late war with Great Britain, and stood
high ill the navy for his seamanlike qualilies. He
was interred in the English ground, and Ihe place
where he lies is marked by a neat inounment, erected by Ihe officers of this ship.
The writer says that during Ihe slay at Singapore
he saw a great deal of the American missionaries
and their lailies, of whom he speaks in the following

terms:

judge from what

we saw

of these gentlemen,

they are intelligent, upright
I can confidently say
men, without a single thought apart from the grand

all good works.
object of their labors, and zealous of
The wives of the inissionaiies are charming women,
and it is with feelings of no small regret that we

Their enllmsiasm in
quit their agreeable society.
embarked, is irrepressithe cause in which they are
could not look willi
skeptical
most
the
even
ble; and
heroism with
iiid'ilference on the meek and gentle
they sustain innumerable privations and hard-

Which

Tlie love of uonian is a fearful tiling, says
ihe proverb; but how mucli more inetl'able is her
perfect holiness, when the native modesty and grace
of her character is illnmiiiated by the fire of divine
inspiration.
They are so mild, so singlcminded, so
devoted to their work, so full of sweetness, charity,

and all that is lovely, that apathy itself would be
roused from its coldness at the sight of their labors,
and wanned into something like life. The zeal of
an is like the eruption of a volcano, sudden and
The zeal of woman is a
tierce, but soon quenched.
pure and steady (iaine, constantly fed b}' the oil of
her deep atfeclions, iliat burns and burns without
abatement, and shines more and more unio the perThe foimer will triumph over a sudden
fect day.
obstacle in fury and in wrath; the laller will attain
the same end by perseverance and meekness; the
former may be repressed; the latler is indomitable.

Very LATE from Jamaica. New York, Auhave copious files of the Jamica Dest 22.
spatch, Gazette, and Morning Journal, coming
down to the 2d instant, but uulbrlunately very litll-'
time to examine them, or room for (heir conterds.
must, therefore, satisfy ourselves to-day wiih a
few brief notices of passing events in that now interesiing region.
The debates on the Jamaica bill, in the Brilish
parliament, of course excite much discussion in the
Island papers.
The Despatch wages fierce war
upon the bill on its own account; the Morniu:; Journal lakes broader ground, and denies the right of
the liritish parliament to legislate for Jamaica at

We

every day; but, as yet, the Frfncti have
not done any tiling beyond tlie blockade ol lliecily
and coast, except the burning of «onie coaslin;; vesthis city

aboul halfthis lo Point Indigo; and they would not
have taken this hostile step but for the belief that,
among twenty-three vessels at that time there, some
were fitting out for privateers, which was not the
case, as all were vessels that had run the blockade
and landed their cargoes. This trade had been continued for the year past from Montevideo, but this
step, and some confiscations of the Montevideo government, have entirely stopped the intercourse
with Montevideo. We have Irequent arrivals of
iinall vessels of light draught of water, which run
iito the sm ill rivers, and clear out again lo Brazil.
The late arrival at Montevideo of several vessels of
war from Fiance, with sailors and Iroop-^, and the
recent more vigilant look-out kept by the French,

sels at the Altalaya, a small Viver ttiat is

way from

rather tend to the belief that the past ienient blocke is to

be abandoned.

The present governor of Buenos .\yres has under
command 13,000 troops, hesid-s militia, and any

his

attempt to invade the country will be useless. The
tr.mpsare all horsemen, yet can serve on fool; and a
hostile army marching across the country, all the
cattle will be driven out of their way, and they are
only possessors of the extent of soil they occupy for
Ihe time, and are as far from conquering the country at their journey's end, as when theybeijan their
inarch.
A boiubard nent of the city may allow
them to take possession otthat, but even then they
cannot do any thin; with the country around, which
all.
is a vast plain, without hills, trees, or fences, forsix
The removal of sir Lionel Smith does not appear humlred miles in every direction, west and souih.
to have been know at the date of these papers, but The men-of-war must all lay six miles from shore,
as anticipated. The Despatch rejoices, and Ihe and no v ssels that they now have can approach
much nearer. And to bombard the town they must
Journal protests and grievns,
A very severe shock of earthquake was fell at King- build vessis drawing three or four feet water, which
ston on the morning of July 29th, which occasion-, will at least require four months lime. II has been
ed great alarm, but it was not known that any da- hoped there would be a revolution here, and the
mage had been caused by it.
peace then take place; but the present government
The Despatch chronicles with great delight Ihe is too strongly seated. A recent attempt lo create
conviction of several Baptist missionaries, Messrs. one was at once quelled by the marching of 3,000
Oiighter, Pliilippo, Palmer, Castello, and others, in well-armed troops into the town, and the conspiraactions for slander, brought by various persons; the tors did not assemble, and their movements were
defendants had verdicts r.-ndered against them lor not noticed, or any of them arrested.
heavy damages, some £2,1100, some JE 1,000, some
A revolution took place in Montevideo some

We

£2, .500. The alleged slanders, we believe, were months sir:ce, and the governor (Oiibe) was obligsome way connected with the slavery question. ed to fly to this: but ne will shortly, with 4,000
There had been disturbances in Spring Hill pa- troops, inarch Irom this country into Banda Orien-

in

which we have not before
us; but it seems that a detachment of 50 men from
the 2d West India regiment was sent to the place,
to CO operate wilh Ihe civil authorities, by whom
six of the rioters were apprehended.
They were
rish, Ihe particulars ol

subsequently tried and convicted of an outrageous
assault on the magi.^trates; three were sentenced to
two years and the other three to twenty months'
imprisonment anil hard labor. From the account
in the Journal and Despatch, the riot seems to have
been a serious one.
Some commotion was excited at Kingston, on the
1st of August, by the appearance of a Haytien sloop
of war in the harbor the day being Ihe anniversary of the final emancipation.
[Coin. Adv.

—

tal, and I have not much doubt legain possession,
as he has yet a strong party there.

The only hope of peace that we have is from the
intervention of England, and the settlement of the
Mexican business alfords the hope that this will
For Ihat [lurposea minister was sent from
follow.
this, who arrived in England early in April, and by
the next English mail packet accounts will be received lioin him. With that hope, produce of every
kind fully maintains its former prices, though, as
the country is very quiet, and arrivals by troops of
carts are daily coming in, the stocks are accumuHides are worth threepence-halfpenny
lating.
stock estimated at 550,000 for
sterling per pound
Europe and United States markets.

—

The revolution which broke out in the province
Peru. Private letters have been received in
Washington from Lima, dated 16th of May. The of Corrientes some time since in connexion «ith
Chilian troops still continue to occupy that city and the present government in Banda Oriental (Montethe fortress of Callao.
They have refused to' quit video) has been entirely quelled, and the army
the country

unlil they have been paid a contribu$800, 00(1. This sum has been raised by
quota contributions among the wealthier classes.

tion of

wriler says

We

To
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ships.

general's nffice,
Washington, Aug. 27, 1S39.
The officers of the army on duly near the war <Ihpartinent, and those who may be now at the seat of
government, are requested to attend (in uniform)
the funeral of the late commodore Daniel T. Patterson, commandant of the Washington navy yard,
instant.
at 4 o'clock on Wednesday, the 2Sth
R. Jones, aiijutuiU general.
The funeral of commodore Patterson took place
on Wednesday last. He was buried, a; we learn
from the Intelligencer, with military honors; and
his remains were attended to the grave by a great
concourse of people, besides the civil officers of the
.fldjiiUint

The SLOOP

31,

The administration of general Gamarra, whom
the Chilians forced upon the Peruvians as president, has become odious to the people.
When the
Chilians shall have retired, a counter revolution is
expected in favor of gen. Santa Cruz.

Latest from duenos ayres and Montevideo.— By an arrival at Boston, Buenos" Ayres panels lo the 20th June, and a letter to Ihe 23d, have
been received. ,\lso, a letter from Montevideo of
the 24lh. These letters detail Ihe progress of events
ill those countries much more intelligibly, and even
fully, than the newspapers.
So critical was the
state of things at Buenos Ayres, that the papers had
become extremely cautious.
The U. S. sloop Independence sMeA from Monte,

June 23, for Rio Janeiro, and the Fairfield
Buenos Ayres on the 25th, all well.

vi leo
for

By

order

ol

general Lopez, governor of Cordova,

the Unitarian chief, Pedro Nolasco Rodriguez, Ibrmerly provincial governor of the same state, was
shot at Conception on Ihe 21st of May, under a
charge of high treason. It will be seen, also, Ihat
Domingo Cullen has probably shared the same fate.

[journal of Commerce.

Buenos

Ai/res. .Tune 23,

IS.'W.

— We

of the removal of the blockade and

have rumors

bombardment of

there are to inarch and join the one froui
invade Banda Oriental.

this, to

removal of Ihe blockade depends upon the
neguciations in England, you will probably know
At any rate, the
nf Ihe result before we shall.
French may continue it here a year longer, and be
no nearer the termination ol it. The issues of money by government, for the present, supply Ihe
wauls of Ihe troops, who are punctually paid, and
the cost of beel and bread is so low that their money will buy more than formerly, though Ihe dejireciation in value of a paper dollar from thirteen
cents to seven in one year would argue the contrary.
And whatever foreign articlns are wanted,
arrive freely in vessels that run into Ihe small rivers
on Ihe sea coast from Rio de Janeiro and other
Among others, the schooner. brig
Br.izilian ports.
"Sciot," of Salem, with a lull and valuable cargo,
(which made its appearance in a troop ol sixty large
ox carts a day or two since), landed on Ih- coast
near cape St. Antonio. There is not much distre.ss
in this city among Ihe lower classes, as all can find
employment in nicking wool, cleansing it from burr
and dirt by hanil, and earn in one day sufficient to
support them two, and thousands of women and
children are constanlly employed in that way.
With cattleat two dollars, silver, sheep one quarter
of a dollar, and other srticles iii proportion, we cannot be starved out; ami a coast four miles olf, with
only six feet water, it will take some lime to build

As

all

—

!

i
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vessels 10 enable any liirce to l.md, or approach
near cnoii;;!) lo boinbard the city.
Ttiere liuve b-'eu tvo privateer coinjnissioiis issued by tliis (;;overjiuieiit, and one vessel, a schooner with 40 men, has been armed and fitted out from
the waters of this R.'public to cruise on the high
seas and capture any vessels under the French tiag.

This you may rely upon.

Latest from flokida.
From

15/A.

tlie

ter United Slates

St.

Augustine, August

Major Bennett, paymasArmy, arrived here on Wednes-

Soulk.

day from Key Biscayne,
nati,

in the steamboat Cincinwiio informs ni that lieutenant colonel Harney

had reached l/iat place, after makin"; his escape from
being massacred by the Indians at Caloosahalchie,
W'lh the soldiery, and Mr. Dallam and citizens under his employ, amounting to seventeen or eighteen
in

all.

Colonel Harney was landed at that place, on his
return from Tampa Bay, but a few days previous to
He had been hunting wild hogs for
the attack.
provisions, and returned late at night very much fatigued, and immediately retired to rest, and believes
the Indians were not apprised of his return. About
the break of day, he was arousf d by the firing ofgiins,
anil, on going out of his tent, ionnd that the Indians
had killed a number of men, and were pursuing
others who had fled to the water, firing at them;
he soon discovered any altem[>t on his part would
be fruitless, and elfected his escape with one man
by the means of a canoe some distance from the
camp. The soldiers who took to the water made
their escape by SA'imming to a small boat some disColonel H. met with them,
tance from the sliore.
and returned to the coast that night, and procured
some bread left by the Indians, which enabled them
to subsist.
Having met with a boat that conveyed
him lo Key Biscayne, he sent a part of his men to
Tampa Bay to report to gen. Taylor.
Major Bennett also informs us that Chitto Tustenusfgee, with his family, were at Key Biscayne, together with a number of Indians, who were detained by col. Harney, who sent Chitto Tustenuggee
for Sim Jones to m^et him; that Sam Jonos came to
Fort Lauderdale, and that both Chitto Tustenuggee
and Sam Jones denied having any participation in
that affair, or even a knoivledge of the intention to
make an attack, (saying they were the Spanish In.
dians,) and expressed their willingness, in the preeence of the commanding officer at Fort Lauderdale
and ni.ijor Bennett, to go and fi^ht them. Both
Sain Jones and Chitto Tusrenugsee declare that it
is their wish to comply with the treaty, and Sam
offers to give up his son as an evidence of his sin
C.)l. Hirney arrived at Fort Lauderdaf
cerity.
just as major B ^nnett Icit, whose intention was lo
make some arrangement with these chiefs to gc
against the Indians who made the attack; no arrange
ment, however, was made previous to major B.'i
departure from Fort Lauderdale, as he came directly on in the Cincinnati, the boat, which brought col.
Harney to that place; the colonel detained the si
boat Santee at Fort Lauderdale to aid him in his
operations.

Major

Chillis detained

dians, one male and

at

Fort Pierce three In

two females, and sent them

t
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of part of the
naking a topograpliical examina
"
tht^ use and intonnalion of
and sir Jolin Harvey dare
not allow myself to entertain any doubt that the
executive of Maine will willingly co-operate with
that of this province in doing what may depend upon
them respectively, not only to prevent any interruption being offered to proceedings of a character
so entirely amicable, and so purely scientific, but
also to ensure for it any assistance which may be required by a commission, the result of whose inquiries may have so material influence in expediting the
decision of the pending negotial on, and which must
therefore be regarded with an equal degree of interest by both parlies.
The commissioners who are now here purpose lo
commence their journey about the 20lh instant, and
lo proceed in the first instance to the Great Falls,
and thence perhaps in a westerly direction.
disputed territory lor

inajestv's governiuenl

I

I

—

Executive department, Saco, Aug. 16, 1839.
Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt
of your excellency's note of tlie 10th instant, informing me of the appointment, by the British government, of Messrs. Mudge ami Featherstonhaugh
"for the purpose of making a topographical examination of part of the disputed territory, for the use

and information of her majesty's government,"

Stc.

&,c.

Being

fully

convinced, that the

difficulties

suppo-

sed by the British government to be involved in the
pending question of boundary would vanish before
a correct topographical knowledge of the territory,
I shall not only offer "no iiiterruplion to the proceedings of the commissioners" wiiich you describe
as "entirely amicable" and "purely scientific," and
the result of which you apprehend may have "a
material influence in expediting the decision of the
will, with jreat pleasure,
all reasonable facilities in
my power, for the prosecution of their design.

pending negotiation," but
alford the coinmissioiiers

I have tile honor to be, very respectfully, your
excellency 'd obedient servant,
JoH.M Fairfield, gov. of Maine.
His excellency, maj. gen. sir John Harvey,
LI. gov. province of N. B.

The Indian frontier. The Little Rock, Ark
Times of the 22d, contains the following:— "Rumor, ivith her 10,000 tongues, has been busy for
the last few days in spreading reports'concerning
among the Indians, threatened attack
upon the arsenal at Fort Gibson, &c. See. By passengers who arrived here in the steamer Cherokee,
yesterday morning, however, we learn that there is
a strong probability of a fight between the 2 parties
of Cherokees, on account of the late murder of
Ridge, the chief of the etnijranls. Ross's parly
lately held a council, proposed terms of peace and
unity, which the Ridge, or Brown (the present
chief) party would not accept, and they were to
hold a council to day, which Ross had forbidden;
and it was expected he would interrupt their deliberations; in which case, a resort to arms would
immediately follow. It is said several of the chief
men of the Brown parly have declared that peace
It is also
shall not be resorted until Ross is killed.
stated that gen. Arhuckle has called on col. Drennen, of Van Buren, to have his company of 75 vo
hostilities

Augustine in tlie Cincinnati.
Captain Mayo, with the steamer Poinsett, was at
Key Biscayne, having received his supply of men lunteers in readiness at a moment's warning, on
with boats and provisions. He left that place on which account col. Drennen has sent to this place
Manday, the 12lh instant, for K'^y West, intending for a quantity of arms, ammunition, 8tc. Another
to establish a post at Caloosahalchie, to prevent sup
rumor is, that the ladies have all been requested to
plies being taken to the Indians, and he intended leave Fort Gibson, in order to prepare for the worst.
cruising around as far as Tampa Bay.
The last, and the most improbable of all is, that
the Brown party, or old emigrants have threatened
The boundabt. From the Maine Democrat, of to break open the arsenel at Fort Gibson, in order
We understand that Mr. Forsyth, se lo furnish themselves with arms and ammunition
ilte 20th iiist.
crefary of slate, has transmitted to governor Fair
for their protection against the Ross party; making
field, the communication of Mr. Fox to the govern- as an excuse, that the United States were bound to
ment of the United States, relating to the mission of protect them.
col. Mudge and Mr. Frtatheistonliaugh, by which it
This, be it remembered, is all rumor, and we give
would seem that the object is substantially what has it to our readers as we gel it.
been alleged in the Easlish papers.
The British
government apprehending that the negotiations reThe late massacre in the west. The acspecting the establishment of a joint commission count of the Indian massacre in the upper country
for running the line might not be terminated until is confirmed by the arrival of the Malta from St.
near the close of the present year, it was thought Peter'.'!. Our' fellow citizens, colonel Nealley and
the mean time might be profitably spent bv that gu- Jeremiah Lamson and lady, visited the battle
verninentin making a topographic.il survey, and in ground a few days after the fight, and have furnishacquiring a more intimate knowledge of the territo- ed us with the following additional particulars,
ry in dispute.
which, in their details, do not essentially vary from
Still further
since writing the foregoing, we have what was before stated. It apjiears that three or
obtained copies of the lollowing correspoiWence four hundred Sioux were encamped near Fort
which has taken place between sir John Harvey and Snelling, and, while there, about the same number
governor Fairfield:
of Chippewas came to the fort on business. DurGovernment house, Fredericlon, N. B. Aug. 10, 1S39. ing the time they were thus near each other, it was
Major general sir John Harvey, has the honor to proposed that they should enter into a treaty of
acquaint governor Fairfield that colonel Mudge. of peace, one condition of which was that all hostilithe royal engineers and W. G. Featherstonhaugh ties between these two tribes should cease for one
eSq. haVe b'eea ^entffo'm Ertgland for tlie purp'd^e 6{ year.
To show their g'cfod will, the ChiiJifeVa's
St.

—

made

a least, to wliich they invited tne Sioux; at
this feast a number of their favorite dogs were served up, which, although it may not be considered a
very palatable dish to the white man, is nevertheless
looked upon as a mark of the highest respect and
confidence on the part of the natives of the forest,
and is set down as one of their greatest luxuries.
After smoking the pipe of peace, and having settled

their business, the

Chippewas made preparations

The Sioux then escorted them a few
miles, and, before separating, some of the chiefs of
the Chippewa tribe informed a few of the head men
of the Sioux that they had a few bad men in their
tribe, for whose conduct they could not be responto leave.

sible.

Soon

They
after,

separated

rear.

On

in

apparently good

one of these bad men, or

they are called,

in

the

Chippewa

faith.

pilferers, as

tribe, fell in the

the prairie he discovered a Sioux,

who

was hunting with a boy; the boy was oy some
means unperceived by the Chippewa; the latter
then took aim and shot down the Sioux, and immediately ran up and scalped his victim. In the
mean time the boy hid himself in the grass, but,
after the Chippewa had gone, he ran to the fort and
gave the alarm. The Sioux then mustered and
pursued the main body of the Chippewas. They
soon came upon their rear, which consisted mostly
the warriors being on a
of women and chiluren
hunting excursion, considerably in advance and
This was near
the work of death commenced.
Rum river, about twenty miles from Fort Snelling.
At this place they killed about 170, without much
In the mean time they had sent an exresistance.
press to Crow's Village, about nine miles below
Fort Snelling, where there were about 70 Sioux
warriors, with orders for them to pursue a smaller
band of Chippewas who had gone toward the head
of Lake St. Croix, which is about twenty-five
miles length. This party arrived at the head of the
lake that evening, but, perceiving two white men
among the Chippewas, they concluded not to make
an attack until morning, at which time they hoped
to show the white men that it was not tliey whose
blood they craved. In the morning, having ascertained at which end of the camp the white men
were stationed, they commenced their attack at the
The white men immediately ran
opposite end.
out of the range of the slaughter, and became pasHere the Sioiix met
sive spectators of the fight.
with greater resistance than was experienced by
their other party at Rum river, having to carry off
the ijround about 15 or 20 of their warriors who
The
had been killed or wounded in the affray.
loss of the Chippewas at this place amounted to
about 30. The Sioiix are now making preparations to receive a visit from the Chippewas of a
Should these tribes come into
warlike nature.
general collision as combatants, the conflict will be
dreadful, as they are both powerful, although the
Chippewas, including the Canada tribes, are far
more numerous and powerful than the Sioux.
The description of the appearance of the "battle
field," eight days after the slaughter, is, as all such

—

—

descriptions must be, most revolting to the sensiAlthough the fox, and the
bilities of humanity.
crow, and the vulture, had all their glut of human
fl.-sh, the blood, and the split skulls, and the carManj'
casses were there to tell the terrific story.
of the ornaments, tomahawks, &c. of the slain were
brought away from this scene of carnage by those
who visited the place.

We

take great
The mayor of Baltimore.
pleasure in copying from the American of Thursday
morning the subjoined well deserved tribute to the
mayor oflhis city. There is, perhaps, no officer in
whom the qualities of personal courage, promptness
and energy are so requisite as the mayor of a large
city.
It is in times of tumult, when the peace of
the public

round one

is

in

endangered, and

men seek

whose courage and conduct

to rally
all

have

confidence, that the value of such an officer is felt.
How soon, alas! does the sunshine of security and
calmness dissipate the feelings which have been
engendered in the hour of difficulty and trial.
[Bait. Chronicle.
"Now that all excitement has in a measure subsided concerning the late event in Aisquith street,
we may notice the prudent, yet active and energe.
tic measures of the mayor on that occasion Hilh the
commendation they deserve. That the city is mainly
indebted to this officer for preservation from the
spirit of disorder and lawlessness which threatened
to confound all rights, both of conscience and of
property, few will be disposed to deny who have
observed the manner in which riots are generated.
The process is gradual: groups gather on the scene
of excitement to gratify curiosity, in the first place
by inspecting the spot, and secondly to see what
others intend to do. The collection of a few invites
a ctincyurse df many; eafcb night tWe gathering Be-

—

—
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coines laiger; the iijatlnr is tallccd over uilh all its
exaggerations; llie love ol excitement grows stronger, and hundreds, who would shrink from ottering
violeijce themselves, find that they are not averse to
witness it in others. A single missile, thrown in
wantonness, perhaps, by a boy, may now serve to
provoke loud huzzas, and be the signal of general

From
of

lulls

same paper we
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learn

tliat

received on the caiuils and

rail

the

tlie

amount

roads of the

certed and determined resistance against

$109,413 66
1837 was $975,340
44, and for last year $991,242 42, being an excess
on to the wildest excesses. Prompt and decisive over the previousyearof $15,901 93, notwithstandmeasures, such as have beeii those of mayor Leakin ing the breach at Hollidaysburg. The tolls of (he
on this occasion, iftaken at the opening stage of the present year, it is supposed, may reach $1,300,000.
disorder, evincing a determination to sustain the Next year, under the influence of the completion ol
laws, will have the elTect of intimidating the few the Tide Water canal, the tolls will be greatly inwho are really vicious, of fixing the doubtful, of creased, and returns will then begin to be received
confirming tne neutral, and of giving confidence and on the cost of the North and West Branch canals,
energy to the friends of order. We are sure that in the coal regions bordering on which will be opened
this community, at least, there will not be wanting to an Atlantic market.
men enough and to spare, in any such hour of danger, to fly to the standard of the laws, whenever
Editorship. At a dinner recently given by the
the appeal is roade from the propersource in a voice NevN'spaperPresg B"nevolerit Association, in Lonthat bespeaks a determined and courageous spirit." don, lord Lyndhiirst in the course of an excellent
speech made the following remarks concerning the
The debts or the several states A valu- office of an editor.
able table upon this subject, as presented by Mr.
"It had by degrees, and in the progress of time,
Flagg, the late comptroller of New York, was some- become a great and an important profession it
time since published in the Albany Argus. The united within itself numerous individuals of great
subjoined statistical table comprises its leading fea- acquirements, of great vigour of intellect, and of
tures:
great and commanding talent.
He knew that many
Maine
$554,976
persons entertained a ditlerent opinion; he knew
Massachusetts,
.
4,2(10,000
that many thought that a moderate share of talent
New York,
18,262,406
was sufficient; that opinion would only result from
Pennsylvania,
27,306,870
an ignorance of what the profession really was; and
Maryland,
11,492,980
he would say to the person who so thought, al
Virginia,
6,662,089
though the individual might himself be enlighted,
South Carolina,
5,753,670
although he might have some portion of literary
Alabama,
10,800,000
attainments, he would say to him, 'try your hand.'
Louisiana,
23,735,000
(cheers.)
He would say, 'write, or attempt to
Tennessee,
7,148,166
write, on some important and popular subject of
Kentucky
7,360,000
the day a leading article for a leading newspaper,*
Ohio,
6,101,000
and he (lord L.) was satisfied that, ifsuch a person
Indiana,
11,890,000
made the attempt, whatever his impressions might
Illinois,
11,600,000
previously have been, his notion would be correctMissouri
2,500,000
ed.
Still, it was supposed by some that a person
Mississippi
7.000,000
of ordinary literary attainments was competent to
Arkansas,
3,000,000
fill any office on the press,
l^pver was an opinion
Michigan,
5,340,000
uiore unfounded or more fallacious,
if they took
the department to which he had already adverted
Total,
$170,086,179
the leading article
required a combination of
it
The objects for which the above loans were au- qualifications that was extraordinary; the writer
thorised, are thus classified in another table:
must be acquainted with the law ami with the conFor banking,
.
$53,640,000
stitution ol this country in no moderate degree; he
For canals,
.
60,201,541
must be well informed in the history of his country;
For rail roads,
.
42,871,084
he must know something of the constitution of the
For turnpikes and roads, .
6,213,958
different states of Europe; he must be conversant
For miscellaneous objects,
8,474,633
with the history of the world; he must possess a
ready apprehension, great facility of argument, and
Value of the propertv of tee New York cor- a style clear, vigorous and manly, with 'words that
poration. From the Evening Star.
burn,'
order successfully
uisoider, which, once begun, grows by what it feeds
on, spreads throughout (he multitude, and hurries

Increase,

The whole amount

of

tolls for

—

—

.

.

.

.

,

.

.....
....
....
....
....
.

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

No.
l.A( Brooklyn, under

Income.

00
00
00
00

2,744 49
190 00

1,274,250 00
Ci(y lo(s in use of

25,576 25

lease 16 years

At Wilmingsburg,

2.

Value.

HalleK's Cove,
4.86ihs(reet,
5. City lots in lower
wards, most of (hem
3.

72.500
4.000
4,000
4,000

90 00

_

Pr.

3

ct.

—
—
_

leased, to run from
3 to 20 years, and lo

be renewed,
6.

the fire depar(ment,

markeo

7.

Public

8.

Wharves,

130,5.50

00

2

—

1,167,820 00

33,600 60

2 8-10

1,763,000 00
Properly from 23d
42d s(rce(
1,6S0,350 00
Do. north of 42d
street,
1,160,500 00

91,003 80

6

piers

&

slips

E-ist river, 1,098,000

North

river,

665,000

9.

—
_

_
_

9,876 UO

469 92

4 1-2

6,773 20

33S 66

5

to

10.
11.

Valueof quit ren(s

of city lota
12. Di). do. of

common

lands
13. Properly Halls of

376,000 00

Jusiicc
14. L)o.

and

public
places

lands

Value of quit rents
of water grants

7,865,000 00

15.

245,293 00

12,264 00

J15 563,912 20 S166,I92 82
The title to most of the above properly ut the corpora on is for piiblic use only; therefore lliey can give no
ml.- (o such part of ii.

Pennsylvania. The Harrisburg Reporter of
Friday says that no offer was made for the Pennsylvania state loan of two million and fifty lour thousand dollars, auihori«ed by the act ol the legislature,
receivable on that day, and for the purpose ol car'
rying on the works authorised by the internal improrvement law of last aeaaion.

B-it the law, inslead of being generally &aIiSiactohas given rise to great di.'^content amoiig the

ry,

commonwealth si..ce the opening of navii'ation up people, and two evil consequences have already
to August 15, 1S39, was
$671,215 39 manifested themselves in Ihe very short time since
it went into operation.
The first a spirit of conReceived in 1338, up to August 13, 561,801

in
to hold his situation
(Cheers.)
Weie these qualifications of an ordinary character! Of this he was jiersuaded, that if the
proprietors of a newspaper lost the individuals who
was accustomed to write the leading article, nothing was so difficult as to supply the deficiency.
Encouragements were not wanting, but the individual could not easily be found."

its

execu-

tion.
The second a concerted effort to turn the dissatisfaction ofthe people with this law, into a political

engine against the administration ofthe state.
to the constitutional powers of the

With regard

legislature to enaci the law, I must reler you to the
tribunals provided by the conslilution its.'lf, for the

decision of all such questions.
I see no occasion in
this case, for dilfering from them, and il I did,
should deem it the duty of a good citizen to abide

by their jurlgment

in

preference to

my own.

There is, indeed, no duty more impressive upon
the legislature, than that of accoinmod.iting the exercise of his power to the spirit of those over whom
il is to operate
Abstract right, d' serving as it is of
the proloiind reverence of every ruler over men, is
yet not the principle, which must guide and govern

—

his conduct;

and whoever undertakes

to

make

it

ex-

clusively his guide, will soon find in the community
a resistance, that will overrule him and his principle.

The Supreme Ruler ofthe Universe declares him(hat in dealing with the
prevarications of his chosen people, he sometimes
gave them statutes that were not i^ood.
Observiuir the excitement occasioned by this law
last summer, after its enactment, acid before it went
into operation, I enter'aiiieii Ihe hope (hat at the
self in the holy scriptures,

late session ofthe legislature, it would have undergone some modification satisf'aclory to Ihe zealous
promoters of temperance, anil more acceptable to

those who felt aggrieved by its restrictions. I regret
that the repeated and continued eflbrts to that effect
were not successful. I trust they will be more so at
the ensuing session of the legi^lature, without giving to inteinper.nnce the triumph which should be
exclusively reserved lor liberty.
These opinions has been freely given because it
I desire not
has been your pleasure to ask them.
lo intrude them upon the public, and as lillle to withhold them, if they may be deemed in any manner,
serviceable lo the community.
I am very respectfully, sir,

your obedient

serv't.

John Quincy Adams.
Tobacco in Mexico.

If

may

not be generally

known that in Mexico tobacco is one of those articles the sale of which is monopolized by the government.
This exclusive privilege it usually
rents out to a company of speculators, who agree
to admnce a very considerable item of the stipulated amount. In our files of papers, kindly transmitteii
by a military friend of liiuh standing in
the Mexican army, we observe a copy of the "contract" for the sale of this aiticle lor the next five

m

The lessees are to p.iy the governnient six
hundred thousand dollais lor the first three years,
and seven hundred thousand lor the last two. The
cultivation of tobacco shall be permitted only in
those territories designated by the law ol 15th April
1837.
In Yucatan, by an agreeineiil, the cuftivation and sale of it shall be free, with liberty to exMb. Adams and the Massachusetts license port it abroad; but not to be introduced into any
law. We copy from the first number of the LHht- other department of the republic w iilioul the conal, a journal recently established in Boston, the fol- sent of the company, and in the quantities desigacciuius fr.unlhe
..-iv,leduties t>,.v,>>.iii^.
The
Allc utnirJ
lowing interesting letter of Mr. Adams, on the li- IJrtlCU
nated Uy
by them.
LIICIU.
cense law. It contains sentimenls which cannot but gaf inlrodiiction of foieign tobacco are lo be paid
commend themselves to moderate and liberal men to them; (hey are to have the national tobacco
of all parlies in the state, and v\'e cannot but hope stores ill all the dep.irtments ol the republic rent
that the imporlnnate controversy on this subject will free; and any losses that may be sustained owing
be ultimately adjusted in the spirit indicated by Mr. to political commotions, the one-half is to be borne
[iV. Orleans Bui.
Adams:
by the government.
Qiii'ncji, 22d June, 1839.
Henry Williams, esq. Boston.
A DISCOVERY. We noticed some time since a
Sir Your letter ofthe 22d inst. has been receiv- discovery made in France, by a Mr. Diimont, a
ed with respectful consideration. The supposition printer, liy means of which copies of books ai il enthat my opinion upon topics which are warmly con- gravings could be multiplied loan indefinite extent.
troverted throughout the coinmonweallli, and which The process consisted in spreading a particular
divide at once, the senliinent and intellect of Ihe composition over the page or sheet to be reproducwhole people, may be of any weight, is so flattering ed, and then spreading it upon a lithographic stone,
that it claims from me, and meets only the kindest which makes an impression of the print, from
anil most gralel'iil return.
which thousands of copies may be pressed upon
But to form and express an opinion upon Ihe con- paper. This discovery it appears is not new.
stitutionality and expediency of a measure which
The New Bedlnrd Register says:
after long deliberation and ample iliscussion, has re"We claim for an American the property of the
ceived the eanclion of two successive legislaliires of discovery. Though it may have been original wilh
the commonwealth, would require a more searching Mr. Diipont, it is certain that Ihe process was
examination bolh of principles and of facts, than il known lo one individual in this connliy some five
has been, oris in my power at this time to apply.
With that iiidividnal, who now
or six years ago.
I see that the purpose ofthe le(;isla(ure in Ihe enresides" at Taunton, we have enjoyed a long acactment of this law, is in (he highest degree pure, quaintance; and oltcn has he expressed to us Ihe
patriotic and benevolent.
It is to pioinole among
unbounded delight with which, alter five yeais of
the people of Ihe commnnweallh, one of Ihe virtues, incessant study, he examined the lesult ol his fiist
most honorable and iiio.sl extensively useful lo the successful experiment.
The picture repri'dueed
human character— a virtue in which is laid the foun- was a bank note, but notwilhtanding li' fineness
daligQ of all the rest.
of the engraving, it was perlect in all its (mrts
years.

—

—

—
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every line was dislinct, and the signatures so natural, that file authors would have sworn them their
own. We do not Icuow th.it he has applied the process to the reproduction of books, but can perceive
no reason why it would not be equally successful.
The means employed have been kept perfectly secret, "lest," to use the language of the discoverer,
•*the world should become rogues."
"Tile saiiii' person is also the discoverer of a

method of bank note printing, which defies the art
of the counterleiter.
Some'years since, he petitioned the legislature of Massachusetts for an act
granting him tiie right of printing to the banks.
He went before a committee of the honorable body
showed tliat he could in half an hour reproduce
the notes ol any bank, and also that the notes,
printed according to his method could neither be
reproduced nor counterfeited.
All were satisfied.
One of the couimmee, however, at length enquired
of the ingenious discoverer, if he had disclosed to
any one the process of reproduction
Being answered in the negative, the noble minded legislator
remarked, that "as the petiiioner alone was acquainted with the art, the government, should counterleit money become abundant, would know where
to look for its author!"
In this liberal sentiment
the committee agreed, and the petition was dismissed."

—

To which

"We

the Taunton, Mass. Democrat, adds:
recently witnessed the operation of Mr.

Joseph Dixon, the gentleman above referred to, by
which old books and engravings may be reproduced.
Mr. D. tore a leal Irom an old book, and in about
five minutes produced an exact copy of the same.
Without injuring llie original. The .«ame was done
with a picture taken from an old almanac. We
commend this subject to the attention of our bankers.
Mr. Dixon obtained a patent in 1822, by
which bank notes and business pa[)er mi^ht he

made secure against this successful mode ol^counterfeiting, but we believe the protection offered,
has never been adopted by any of the banks."
ScBUPLES. At a recent trial for an important
we think it was a charge of murder, near
Boston, several of the persons called to the' jury
box Were excused on Iheir plea that they could not
conscientiously convict a person of crime that involved capital punishment. In the charge to the
jury, after the testimony and arguments in the same
case, judge Shaw took occasion to refer to the circumstance of the juror's plea and their having
been excused on that ground. The Boston Times
says-IBalt. Chron.
The general course of his argument wa.s, that
the laws are made by the community, through the
legisliiture, and upon questions of this kind
must
-be prL-su.ned to be right, by the individuals
of
which the community is composed. Should they
appear afterwards to be wrong, the legislature can
speedily alter and correct them; but so long as they
exist, it is the duty of all to obey, and the
proper
officers of tlie law to enlbre them.
If, in a case of
capital penishment, a juror has a right to say
h
will not enlorce the law, although the crime
ma'
have been cleaiiy committed, then it follows that
the judge may do so; or the sheriff may refuse
to
arrest or i.nprison the murderer, upon the
same
conscientious scruple.
Further than this, if a
juror has a right to set aside any one law, because
he disapproves of the principle on which it is
founded, or the punishment to which it would lead
he must have the right to set aside any other or ali
case,

laws. If the right exists, it exists without the limitation; and tiie general exercise of such
a rio-lit
by jurors would nullify all law, and make void ?he
proceedings of courts of justice. The rocognition
ol such a course of proceeding by jurors,
would
cause much confusion in the minds of men, in relation to the expediency and propriety of many laws,
that it woulil be difficult to einpannel a jury or procure a conviction.
The jurors, he said, were not liable for the errors of the law, or for its existence at all.
They
do not make and cannot alter it. The legislature

must do that, when occasion may require. The
duly of a man, as an individual, was to endeavor to
have the laws made perfect, and to obey all the
laws in existence, as a good citizen, and as a juror
or officer, to enforce them, he not being answerable
for the consequences that may ensue.
The weight
of obligation in executing important laws, re~sts
not upon the court or jury, but upon the legislature which enacted, and the community which,
aware of the impropriety, allows them to continue
in existence.
He said he regretted that he had allowed the jurors to be questioned upon the point whether they

punishments.

He

should never allow such
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now the fastest vessel afloat. We were told ther. Heavy head sea.
by a gentleman who was on board at one of her
11th— S. S. W. 200 miles, lat. 47 22 N. long. 41
and who had previously been prejudiced 20 W. Moderate breeze with dense fog, theragainst her shape, that she performed, without hav- mometer fell suddenly from 59 to 52.
ing set a stitch of canvass, the measured distance,
]2lh— S. W. to W. 180 miles, lat. 46 28 N. long.
in rather fresh weather,
15J miles in 64 minutes, 45 W. Dense fog— daylight cleared a little, spoke
being about 15 miles an hour through the water. the Rainbow, 21 days from Bristol, for Quebec
And the same vessel has since gone from Liver- she reported having met with very severe weather
pool to Greenock, and from Greenock to Liverpool
13th— W. N. W.' 200 miles, lat. 45 01 N. long
each way, in le-^s than 15 hours, each way without 49 20 W. Thick foggy weather, spoke barque
canvass in fresh blowing weather, being about a Cumberland, from Liverpool, 14th July.
rate of fifteen miles an hour.
14th— W. N. W. N. W. 225 miles, lat. 43 43 N.
This vessel we saw
lying alongside the British Queen, and although long. 53 57 W. Thick and foggy, spoke Americaii
she seemed very diminutive in comparison, yet she ship General Washington, from Liverpool, I7tti
appears elegantly shaped, and the part of her above July.
water has the form of an excellent sea boat. We
15th— N. W. by W. 243 miles, lat. 42 45 JV. long.
are told she has great capacity for carrying cargo, 58 58 W.
Light winds and clear weather.
and would have been rep-atedly bought as a mer16th— S. and G. 212 miles, lat 42 05 N. Jong. 64
chant steamer, had not the owner wished to retain W. Moderate breeze and clear weather meridian
her as a yacht.
strong gale with heavy rain.
We were also shown a large steam ship at Green17th— S. E. and N. W. by W. 220 miles; lat. 40
ock for the Indian Steam Navigation company by 20 N. long. 67 11 W. Strong breezes, with heavy
the cape of Good Hope, and several large steam rain, and cleared off, wind shifting to N. W. by
frigates filling up for government, besi'les preparaISth— W. by S. 245 miles, lat. 40 20.
tions for large steam ships for the Halifax and London mail communications. But 1 must not extend
Cotton. From the London Morning Chronicle of
further the notice of these preparations.
Saturday, July 20. It has constantly been asserted
[Glasgow Jlrgus, July I.
by many|of our contemporaries both in the country
and in London, that the Bank of the United States
Important improve.ment iw bailway car- had monopolized the whole cotton trade, by making
riages. We observed in the Courier and Enquir- advances upon the article in America, and transer of the 23d inst. a communication from the pen of mitting it to their supposed agents at Liverpool,
Mr. Robert Grant, of Baltimore, on the subject of Messrs. Humphreys and Biddle. We have now
rail road carriages.
The article contains much va- an opportunity of furnishing a list of the names of
luable information on the subject of rail roads and all the persons who have received shipments of cotcarriages for steam power, pointing out their de- ton, with the amount in bales.
The statement is
fects, and proposing a remedy which must strike from January 1 to July 1, the half year, and refers
sel is

trials,

—

W

every one, who is in the least acquainted with the to Liverpool exclusively.
principles of mechanics, as being full and effective.
It will be seen that the gross amount of imports
have been aware, for some time past, of the during that period was 5.59,309 bales, of which
existence of serious diffieulties attendant upon the 33,149 bales only were received by Messrs. Humpresent system of rail road carriages.
Any one phreys and Biddle; but the item of shipments to
who has ridden on a rail road at the rate of twenty order amounts to 96,664 bales, a large portion of

We

would render a verdict, or not, according to the
iconscientious scruples upon the propriety of capital
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questions to be asked again. Every citizen was miles an hour, must have felt the disagreeable jar,
tiound to perform the duty of a juror, when requir- and short twitching vibration, caused by the lateral
ed to do so according to law, and that duty only re- motion of the car wheels upon the rails; also, the
quired him to say, guilty or not guilty, according contracted width, and immense length of the cars,
to the existing law and the evidence.
No power must have been observed, dependant upon the narcould be assumed by a juror to make or alter a law, row track. It is impossible to remedy these denor to assume the executive prerogative of pardon. fects while the present system is adhered to; and
The duties of the legislative, judicial and execu- apart from all advantage to stockholders, the pubtive branches of the government, being clearly de- lic, who have that interest in rail roads which
confined, one could not usurp the powers of the other. venience and comfort require, demand the
adoption
of some safe and commodious principle, if it is ofPhogkess of steam. The whole river Clyde fered upon reasonable terms, to the directors and
is indeed at this momenta scene replete with interengineers of the ditterent rail roads in our country.
est to the man who is interested in the progress of
The principle Mr. Grant has perfected. Mr.
steam navigation. We were shown a large ship Daniel Dodge, at Lovejoy's hotel, in this city, or
called the Achilles, of about 1,000 tons, floating in the inventor at Hoboken, in New Jersey, are
prethe basin of a Mr. Steel, of Greenock, which is to pared to show the effective operation of this procontain engines of about the size of the British posed new arrangement of tiacks and railways.
Queen, and which we were also shown in the es- Mr. Grant has been at the expense of building a
tablishment of Messrs. Laird
Co.
circular railway in Hoboken, and placing on it a
The Achilles is a noble and symmetrical vessel, section of cars, to illustrate more fully the operarising to a great height out of the water, yetstand- tion of his plan.
Curves of any radii can be turning as stiff as a castle, and her engines are framed ed by this combination, and the lateral motion is enin a colonnade of eight Grecian doric columns of tirely overcome.
tract of any width can be
gigantic proportions, carrying an entablature which made, and large roomy cars substituted for the conconnects the <wo engines with much elegance. I tracted and inconvenient ones now in use.
should have imagined that this vessel was design[Sunday Morning Newt.
ed to cross the Atlantic or Indian ocean at least;
but, to my astonishment, I found her merely built
The Liverpool. The following extracts from
as one of the magnificent line of packets between the log book of the steamer Liverpool furnish some
Liverpool, Greenock and Glasgow, to ply in con- of the particulars of her voyage:
cert with almost equally fine vessels called the
August 1st— Wind N. S". W. 2 P. M. cast off
Action, Eagle, Commodore, l<tc. vessels so large moorings and proceeded down the river.
that the dock gates of Liverpool (to the shame be
2d
W. N. W. 185 miles; fresh breezes and
it said)
cannot admit the largest; and barely the cloudy; W. with heavy rain.
others.
The Achilles will form a most interesting
3d— W. S. W. 186 miles, lat. 51 25 N. Ion. 9 16
experiment in regard to power. The proportion of W. strong breezes and cloudy, W. with a heavy
500 horses to 1,000 tons is a proportion unequalled westerly swell.
in the world, and will decide some important ques4th— W. N. W. 170 miles, lat. 51 24 N. Ion. 14 6
tions of general interest.
W. strong breezes from W. spoke the Gansbrooke,
There is another experiment of equal interest at for Belfast.
present in progess in the Clyde. The Fire King is
5th— W. N. N. W. 170 miles, lat. 50 45 N. long.
a vessel of very peculiar construction, built for 18 20 W. fresh breezes and cloudy, with heavy
Mr. Ashton Smith, of Wales, as a steam yacht. cross-sea.
The midship of the vessel is very peculiar, being a
6th— N. by W. 165 miles, lat. 50 18 N. long. 21
plan of Mr. Smith's invention, and the water lines 33 W. do. weather, with continued heavy rain.
adopted are those of which you have repeatedly
7th— W. N. W. 180 miles, lat. 49 31 N. long. 25
given diagrams, in your accounts of the British 54 W. heavy gales from W. S. W. Midnight, treassociation, as having been proposed by Mr. Scott mendous gale from S. W. with rising sea.
Russell to admit of vessels passing through the
8tli— S. W. to N. W. 140 miles, lat. 48 54 N. Ion".
water with least resistance. This experiment is 29 25 W. hard gale with tremendous sea. Passed
the fourth which has been made avowedly upon a vessel under close reefed main topsail and reefed
this form of water line
the two first having been foresail; barometer fell from 30° 20° to 29° 25°
made by Mr. Russell himself in 1S34-5. This is
9th— W. by S. W. 150 miles, lat. 48 23 N. Ion".
the largest yet tried, the vessel being 660 tons, and 32 05 W.
More moderate weather, with heavy
the engines 200 horses power; and although the sea; passed a large ship standing E.
proportional power is much less than we find to be
10th— W. S. W. 180 miles, lat. 47 43 N. Ion".
in general use on the Clyde, yet this singular ves- 36 45 W.
Fresh breezes, and thick, gloomy wea-
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admit, was

periiaps
wliicb, we are quite ready to
sent to tliat firm. However, it is quite clear that
less
than
sixtyno
lor
monopoly,
there has been no
four other estrtblishinents are set down at more than
Messrs. Humphreys and Biddle. The annexed is
the statement in detail, which is of general use and
interest, unconnected with the point in question:
Bales,

Messrs.

'
•'

W. & J. Brown & Co.
iMolyneux, Witherby k Co.
Humphreys & Biddle
Roskell. Ogilen
Co.
Purton, Parker &. Co.
J. Holtbrd 8c Co.
Co.
Tod. I, Jackson
Dcnnestoun & Co.

&

"

&

"
"
"

Collrnan &. Stolterforth

"

Barinsc, Brothers
Co.
J. iMaiiry

&

"

F. de Lizardi

8c

Co.

Waddington, Holt & Co.
Taleur, Son Sc Co.
Rathbone, Brothers
Wildes, Pickersgill &, Co.
Reid, Irving &. Co.
Fountain Sc Prince

•'

"

'•

Mure

8c

Co.

"

Hagan, Magee 8c Co.
Magniac. Smith 8c Co.
"
George Green 8c Son
Mr. Pontz
Messrs. McCalmont, Brothers

"

Wilson, Hallett
£c Co.

"

8c

Co.

Dawson

Crook
Mr J. Oxley
Messrs. Wainwright
Mr. W. Gilliat

Mr.

J.

8c

Co.

Messrs. Zwilchenbarl 8c Co.

Mr.

J. J.

Palmer

Messrs. Evans 8c Trokes
Mr. A. Taylor
Messrs. Ewart, Myers 8c Co.

Mr.

J.

Turner

44,568
40,61

reckoned at 350 copecs

till

the
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1st of

January,

1840.
All government accounts, and those between
private individuals, as well as all contracts and
dealing, will be reduced to the silver valuation.
The latest term for this reduction, throughout the
whole empire, is (ixed for the first of January, 1840.
6. Russian gold coins will be received and paid
in all government officers with an agio of 3 percent.
Thus the imperial of 10 rubles in gold is to be calculated as worth 10 rubles and 30 iopecs in silver.
7. Foreign exchanges and prices of merchandize
will henceforth be quoted in silver only.
It has been farther resolved, that, from the first
of Janiiry, 1840, a bank for deposite {caisse rff depot) shall be established, where silver may be paid
5.

35,149
31,528
28,623
26.452
21.609
21.205
18,326 in, and certificates to a corresponding amount given
16,156 in exchange, which will always he payable on de15,295 mand. To this establishment merchants will be
11,942 attached.
The next mail from St. Petersburgh will already
10,181
10,166 biing the exchange lists, with the quotations on the
10,062 new principle, namely, so many silver copecs for
8,600 the pound sterling, franc, mark, banco, 8cc.
^London Courier of July 31.
8,240
5,992
Usury laws. Example being more prevailing
4,656
4,503 than precept, we ask attention to the annexed law,
4,391 recently re-eiiacted by the Briti-h parliament, vir3,977 tually repealing the usury laws on all money trans3,770 actions o'her than on loans secured by real estate3,656 This exception, we suppose to be, a sacrifice to
3,400 lingering prejudice, which time, and the experi2,900 ence of the benefits of this law, will do away.
2,908 When will "the most intelligent people under the
2,690 sun," as we are sometimes pleased with being call2,347 ed, follow so wise an example.
[N. ¥. .American.
2,172
2,029 Ji bill instituted an act to amend, and extend until
until it\e Jit'st day of January one tfiousand eigtit
1,987
hundred and forty-two, the provisions of an act
1.876
of the first year of her present majesty, for ex
1,764
empting certain bills of exchange and promts
1.699
sory notes from the operation of the laws relating
1,671

to usury.
1,506
Whereas, by an act passed in tlie first year of the
1,499
1,325 reign of tier jiresent majesty, entitled, on act to ex
1,314 einpt certain bills of exchange and promissory notes
1,236 from the operation of the laws relating to itsury, it
1,173 was enacted, that bills of exchange payable at or
1,14S within twelve months should not be liable, for a
983 limited time, to the laws lor the prevention of usury;
952 and whereas the duration of the said act was limited
8c
Pravo!<t
Co.
Messrs. Metley,
to the first day of January, one thnusaud eight him
Health of New Orleans. From the 1st to dred and forty; and it is expedient that the provi
sions
of the said act should be extended; be it therewere
hurialsin
there
2S1
the I7lh August inclusive
fore enacted by the queen's most excellent majesty,
the Potter's Field, of whom 14-3 are reported to
by
and
with the advice and consent ol the lords spirProtestant
eethe
fever.
In
yellow
of
died
have
me^ery there were 9 burials from the 1st to the 17lh itual and temporal, and commons in thispresent parIn the Catholic cemeteries liament assembled, and by the authority of the same,
all of yellow fever.
that from and after the passing of this act no bill of
o(
tliere were 24 burials during the same period
exchange or piomissary note made payable at or
which only one was a case of yellow ii'ver.
The council of the tirst municipality have ap within twelve months after the date thereof, or not
pointed two physicians and two druggists in each having more than twelve months to run, nor any
ward, who are to attend gratuitously on indigent contract for the loan or forbearance of money,
bove the sum often pounds sterling, shall, by reapeople, attacked by the yellow fever now so preson of any interest taken thereon or secured therevalent in that city.
by, or any agreement to pay or receive or allow inHr.ALTH or CHAnLESTON S. C. From the Cou- terest in discounting, negotiating, or transferring
any such bill ofexchange orpromissory note be void,
rier of the 22d inst. we learn that out of seveniy-orie
cases of yellow fever, brought to the hospital of that nor shall the liability of any party to any such bill of
exchange or pioinissory note, nor the liability of any
city from the 1st of June to tlie20lh of August, only
sixteen cases terminated fatally; and two only dieil, person borrowing any sum of money as aforesaid be
aHectcd by reason of any statute or law in lorce for
the
hospital
so
to
early
hrouglit
were
who
of those
the other fourteen the prevention of usury; nor shall any person or body
«9 the second day of the disease
having been sick from three to four days before they corporate, drawing, accepting, endorsing, or signwere "aken to the hospital. These facts are strong- ing any such bill or note, or leiiding or advancing
or forbearing any money as aforesaid, or taking
ly in favor of the general man.igement at that hospital, as well as in favor of promptitude of action, in more than the present rate oflegal interest In Great
Britain and Ireland respectively, for the loan or
case of attack by the disease.
forbearance of money as aforesaid, be subject to
Russia. An important change in the currency any penalties under any statute or law relating to
usury ,or any other penally or forfeiture: any thing in
of Russia has just been effected by two edict.s of
any law or .statute rel.itingto usury, or any other law
the empetor.
whatsoever in tbrce in any part of the Uiiiled Kingas
fractional
parts,
its
and
ruble,
silver
The
1.
now in circulation, are hencelbrth to be recognized dom, to the contrary notwithstanding: providi-d al
ways, that tiothing herein contained shall extend to
as the only legal measure of value for the whole
empire. All taxes are to be paid in this currency, the loan or forbearance of any money upon seand all the expenses of the treasury are to be cal- curity of any lands, tenements, or heredilanients
or any estate or interest therein.
Provided alwiys,
culated therein:
That it be enacted, that nothing in this act conlain2. The existing bank notes return to their origied shall be construed to enable any person or pernal destination: that is to say, they will hencelbrth
serve as a representative of value, and as a means sons to claim in any court of law or equity more
their value, than five \mt cent, intere.-it on any account or on
for facilitating commercial intercourse;
however, is permanently fixed at the invariable any contract or engagement, notwithstanding they
may be relieved Iron) the penalties against usury,
silver
copccs.
for
100
copers
paper
price of 350
the unless it shall appear to the court that any dilfer3. In all payments, the person paying has
choice of paying in silver, or in paper at the rate of ent rale of interest was agreed to between the

Messrs. B. Smith 8c Co.
"
Magniac, Smith

8c

Co.

Mr. W. Forde
Messrs. Tennant, Clow 8c Co.
T. 8c S. Cas.^in
"
Carmon, Miller 8c Co.
Mr. W. Stuart
Mr. J. 0. Johnson

—

—

parties.

850 copecs,
In th"
tion duties,
4.

payment of impnrl^ilion and exportatli« silver rubU wUl continu* to ba

—

—

1

11.
thiiij;

I'n.vi.le.l alwavs, and be it enacted, that noherein cuutained shall vxteud or b» coostiusd

extend *o repeal or aifect any statute relating to
pawnbrokers, but that all laws touching and concerning pawnbrokers shall remain in full force and
etiect, to all intents and purposes whatsoever, as if
this act had not been passed.
III. And be it enacted, that this act shall continue
in force until the first day of January, one thousand
eight hundred and I'orty-two.
IV. And be it enacted, that this act tray be
lended or repealed by any act to be passed in this
session of parliament.
to

Treaty with
pondent of the

Sardini.a. The Paris corresHerald writ.-s that Mr.

New York

Niles has concludi"d, at Turin, a treaty between the
United States and Sardinia, which promises beneThe
ficial results to the commerce of this country.
writer «ays

By this treaty, American shipments, such as cotton, tobacco, and colonial produce, which hitherto
have only found theirway into Italy through the circuitous routes of the English, Dutch and French
markets, can now be imported direct from our ports.
Thus a cause of unavoidable expense and extra
charges, to say nothing of the share of profit retained by each intermediary, will be removed; and the
difference in freight alone, will suffice to create an
additional consiiinption. For the minor ports being,
by the treaty, opened to our trade, supplies can be
sent direct to places hitherto dependent on the
Genoa market; and it is worthy of notice, that these
benefits are not limited to the Sardinian dominions,
but will open a communication with all the neighboring states and territories bordering the Mediterranean.
The 14th article of the treaty is wholly new in its
provisions; it secures to our products, and to those
of other countries imported from the United States,
the advantage otfree transit from Genoa, to all countries beyond the Sardinian frontier; and further, a
free transit to Genoa lor the productions of those
countries which are destined for the United States.
Thus every obstacle is removed loan unfettered

—

trade with Srtitzerlan.l and tlie soulli ol Germany
every facility is afforded for free purchase and sale,
the only condition on which a intilually profitable
and the productituis of the
trade can be carried on,
respective countries can reach their destined mar-

—

kets, wholly untaxed.

Thiswise and liberal concession, on the part of
the Sardinian government, not only opens a new
field Ibr our industry and commercial enterprise in
the interior of Europe; it has also eiiectually established the commercial independence of Switzerland
The prohibitions, transit
^nd southern Germany.
various embarrassments which have
luties, and
hitherto placed the foreign trade of those countries
at the mercy of intervening powers, must now be
abolished on all sides, or Genoa will exclusively enjoy the carrying trade between Swilzerland, Germany and upper Italy, and foreign nations.
Patis broker has already given orders for the
direct importation of a few cargoes of tobacco from

A

New

Orleans to Genoa, to be carii.-d in transitu,
under the provisions of the treaty, to countries bi
yond Sardinia. This is a prompt and promi-ing result for the planters, and orders for cotton and sugar
will soon follow.

Commercial rnooBESs in Boston. There is
number of Hunt's Merchants' Magazine.
an interesting historical and commercial skeichs ol
Boston. It is from the pen of Allien Bradford, the
He says the establishments of th(
veteran historian.
federal government proved highly propitious to the
commercial pur-^uils, and nautical enterprizes wen
by her ship ow nets. A la
greatly
rcatly extended
exle
in the last
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tiou near New London— and also grandson of the
nraise thee
i..=c, ^ God, we bless thee and magr,
>. c (jiaiac
n ..„„uhr,ic» Livingston,
T.ivino-atnn formerly
((inner V one of
ot the asseem to be forever the loud shoutin^ late Brockholst
niiy
11,1
thee,'
I.. cr,
J.
sociate justices of the supreme court of the United
of their glad worship, as day and night they send
understand this appointment was made
up their unsullied hymns of joy. No cares and States. "We
est
solicitation of gen. Cass, the minister
anxieties of life; no sorrows, nor troubles, nor fears; at the earnest
was 77,(100; New Bedford, 70,000; Baltimore and
[^. Y- Gazelle.
no earthly hopes or impure feelings may here in- at Paris.
Portland, each, 47,001). The imports into Massaabthe
in
lost
and
up
wrapt
is
soul
trude, for the
fit
chusetts, chiefly Boston, in 1821, were nearly
yesterday mornpirate.
a
Capture
of
spirit
and a sorbing contemplation of that all-powerful
teen mdlions; into New York, twenty-three
of the arrest of captain J. D.
himself in such fearful and terrible ing, gave an account
In 18:53 it was twenty mil- who reveals
half millions of dollars.
Parkhill, and of his exGeneral
of
the
ship
Wilson,
than
Jegreater
temple
New grandeur. I would that a
lions ill Massachusetts, and eighty millions in'o
amination and discharge, upon a charge of cruelty
all the
lusalem'.s pride might here arise, to which
York.
l^- y- Express.
toward his black cook, on a recent voyage from Linations of the earth might come up, and the great
It appears that the cook made a similar
verpool.
chanted
be
Deiim of the congregated universe,
Illinois. The supreme court of Illinois has Te
complaint before the authorities at Liverpool, which
exalted by such an exhibi
and
purified
hearts
by
has
past,
time
some
just decided a case, which, for
dismissed lor want oi jurisdiction in the
there
was
Humble
limit
no
knows
of a power which
created great political excitement in that state.
being that I am premises. The adventures of captain Wilson on
lature. thankfulness pervades my whole
During the last session of the Illinois
er- h- yo_y_a«e_'_o_^L'-r„?,';,ri.^iand
deep
gratitude,
anff
it;
bihold
permitted
to
perm;
the
Id!
.^.^^^ TJ^,-, '1 IL'
gov. Carlin, thinking to turn Mr. A. P. Field,
iin
lated, prove of no inconsiderable interest to our reato that beneficent creator who had
o"ut of office, nominated in his vent, arises
ders, inasmuch as they will probably result in the
trial of one of the ship's officers for a capital offence,
alleged to have been committed on board, and who
was yesterday arrested and committed to prison to
answer to the charge preferred against him.
troversy
and
The ship General Parkhill sailed from this port
tribes of the eartti, they should sta^:d with me
lency, and was kept up during the rest ot the sesto early in January last, having on board a company of
"glory
shout
of
loud
the
Niagara
till
upon
gaze
After the adjournment, the governor again
sion.
destined for the army in Florida. She arand
troops,
heart,
should burst from every swelling
assumed the prerogative of appointing Mr. McCler- God"
St. Marks, and wuile lying in the roadIt is the tracery of rived at
rend the veil of the heavens.
nand to the secretaryship, and that individual atset stead, preparatory to her sailing for Liverpool, on
has
he
choir
the
is
it
fingers—
Almighty's
tempted to take possession of the keys and papers, the
of the 31st of Januaiy, captain Wilson
ni"-ht
goodness the
case upon the earth ever to praise him for his
but Mr. Field refused to give them up. The
beautiful a went ashore, and left the ship in charge of the chief
in erecting so joyous and
was brought before the circuit court, which, being and mercy
Barney.
Mr.
mate,
everlasting
the
set
was world. Amid its foam has he
a loco-foco concern, decided that McClernand
On returning on board the next morning, what
bow of promise, bright with one stream of radiance
actually the secretary. Field a|ipealed to the sucapt. W.'s surprise to find no one in sight on
may
was
we
which
and
throne,
his
surrounds
preme court, and that tribunal, tiie highest in the such as
not to deck, and making search, he found that Mr. Barney
lower look upon, and remember that his word falls
stale, has now reversed Ihe decision ol the
several of the crew, were secured below, in the
man. No impress of sin is upon it— it is white and and
court, and decided Ihal Field is Ike secretary.
he lore-castle, and the second officer, named Lionel
when
onward,
as
pure, ever rushing onward and
[Louisoille Journal.
Watson, with six of the ship's crew were missing.
poured it out from before his presence
Wilson soon learned, that shortly after hid
This is the Sabbath the holy Sabbath of rest, and Captain
.^
.
-.u
Religious test. From the National Gazette.
upon
leaving a mutiny had broken out among the crew,
gazing
objection to Ihave s, nt its peaceable hours
It has been considered by some as an
sure I am that and that the mutineers had proceeded not only to
and
spectacle;
spe
sublime
this
awfully
Ily
conthat
it
the constitution of the United States,
acts of violence upon the first
of
commission
the
the
offered
by
worship
no
no seiinon from man,
tains no express recognition of the Ciirislian systhose ofthe crew who remained faithful,
voices of created mortals, could so effectually have officer, and
tem, and there is, we believe, a portion of a highly
elevated but after driving tJiem below as before described,
banislied the world with its frivolities, and
respectable and intelligent religious sect, (the
open the cabin, which they rifled of a
chabroke
they
supreme
lofty contemplation of the
Scotch Covenanters), who decline becoming citizens me to the
provisions, and every
have written on in, perhaps, an watch, some fije arms, clothes,
this'.
I
because of this omission. Soon after the establish- racter, as
it contained, amounting in total to
value
of
lanarticle
any
powerover
have
no
but
style,
I
ment of the government, an eastern presbytery, in incoherent
completed,
they then
piracy
Their
the
some $900
guage, either my own or another, to give you
an address to general Washington, speaking ol the
with which they made their esindistinct conception of the scene took the stern boat,
amendments to the constitution, said that '-among faintest and most
"come
ca(ie.
say
but
can
emotions. I
them they never considered the want of a religious itself, or my own
how utterly imNothing more was heard of the mutineers or the
in every ty- and see," and then you will know
test, that great engine of persecution
have boat till the ship arrived at Apalachicola, where the
possible it is to convey to another what you
rant's hand, but they would have rejoiced to have
boat was found, it having been brought there and
witnessed.
seen somewhere an explicit acknowledgment of the felt and
sold a short time previous.
true God and Saviour." To this suggestion, the
piece of wood
Power of a sword fish.
Capt. Wilson also learned that a few days previous
ureaideiit after a cordial acknowledgment of the
one
of the fore planks of a vessel, the to this time the crew of a schooner had risen upon
of
out
was
cut
answered
him,
towards
expressed
kind feelings
port of LiPrisciUa from Pernambuco, now in the
and murdered their officers, and started upon a pithus:
eighteen
about
that the mutineers
which was stuck
ratical expedition, and supposed
••The tribute of thanksgiving you offered to the verpool, through
it came there needs
sword fish.
from his vessel had also joined the pirate.
gracious Father of lights for His inspiration of our inches ofthe
The force with which it must
explained.
Capt. Wilson then sailed for Liverpool, and compublic councils witirwisdora and firmness to com- not to be
driven in affords a striking exemplifica- pleting his voyage returned to this city without havplete our national constitution is worthy of men have been
power and ferocity ofthe fish. The spot ing ever hearil further from the piratical gang, till
devoted to the pious purpose of religion, who de- tion ofthe
about half way
of the in which the vessel was struck was
yesterday afternoon as he was crossing the Park
sire the acconiplishineni, Ijy such means,
commencement of the coppering and near the post oflice, who should he meet but the vetemporal happiness of their fellow men. xVnd here between the
the sword had
copper,
the
former second officer.
Penetrating
ritable Lionel Watson, his
permit ine to observe, that the path of true piety the keel.
Scotch
ot
outer plank
Watson, and procurpolitical direction. made its way first through the
Capt. W. instantly seized upon
is so plain as to require but little
in thickness, then,
half
him off to the pomarched
anda
inches
aid
three
larch,
necessary
absence
the
ing the
To this consideration we are to ascribe
inches, it
an open space often or twelve
was temporarily committed by justice
He
lice.
of all regulation respecting religion from the magna traversing
another plank of oak, and about Bloodgood, until capt. W. had time to make aflSdaencountered
mihad
the
of
the
guidance
To
nation.
charta of the
also pierced,
the piracy, before the U.
in thickness, which was
vit of the facts relative to
nisters of the gospel this important object is perhaps four inches
sword coming clean through to the S district attorney when he was fully committed
more properly committed. It will be your care to the point of the
this feat the more surprisproper authorities.
renders
the
What
before
side.
and
other
devious,
examination
the
for
instruct the ignorant and reclaim
vessel, this
that the Priscilla is quite a new
in the progress of morality and science to which ing is,
of ignorance. Among the
her first voyage. Capt. Taylor, her
absukdities
been
having
we
furtherance,
every
give
will
government
our
Azores, as he
among the ignorant,
lander states that when near the
ridiculous opinions prevailing
may confidently expect the advancement of true
few, is that
night, a shock was
virtue was walking the quarter deck at
though now confined, we trust, to very
I pray the munificent Rewarder of
relij-ion.
under the
without her clothes on, her
married
all hands from below,
brought
be
which
felt
woman
receive
its
if
a
good
may
work
that^your agency in this
rock.
upon
a
This
is as well
debts.
touched
her
for
had
ship
liable
pression that the
husband is not
reward here and hereafter."
occurrence
ot the very
This was, no doubt, the time when the
founded as a belief among a portion
whales had been i^rnorant in England that a husband may sell bis
of
number
great
took
place.
correspondent of the National InNiAGiRA.
the vessel the day before, and it wile; that is, it has not, and never had any legal
telligencer thus gives expression to his feelings on seen playing about
fish, which is a deadly
is probable That the sword
foundation.
beholding the mighty cataract:
had mistaken the Priscilla for
whale,
the
enemy to
On Tuesday evening, a widower applied to an
I am at Niagara, and no language has power sufin other
objects to which it was in chase;
county, to marry him to a widow.
ficient to give you any conception of its sublimity, one ofthe
On alderman in thisundertaking
her "very like a whale.
thought
to act as matrimonial
had
words,
it
canheart.
I
own
excited
in
my
orof the emotions
The alderman,
home the vessel was observed to leak a blacksmith, accompanied the applicant to the house
not attempt any description. Profound and speech- the passai-e
her
discharging
Introduced
deal, on which account, after
to be riveted.
great
were
someadmiration,
but
chains
no,
not
admiration,
the
the
is
where
less
was hauled into the graving dock, and
rtment where he was to officiate, he saw
thing more lofty, more holy, more elevating than Sargo, she
akin to the emotions which naving undergone an
drested and pretty women holding a bU„^-

We

Acthree hull lied to six hiin.lied tons burthen.
1832,
corJiii" to PitUin, the toiiiirtge of Boston, in
highthe
New
York,
next
to
amouirted to 171,043;
that tune,
in tlie Unitfd States. Pliiladelphia, at
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admiration something
entrance the freed spirit when it is first released
from its mortal tenement, and stands in the unveilwhich swells
ed presence of the great Jehovah
and throbs in my lull heart as I stand anddiear the
everlasting roar of its mighty waters, and look upon
its heavenward foainings as they seem to rise in
pure and snowy incense to the throne of the eterUpward they go in an unceasing and magnifiIial.
cent strain of glad adoration to "Him who holds the
waters in the hollow of his hand," and the soft
chorus of th(? angel-longiied solitudes around join
in an anthem of praise in which no note of discord,
no voice of discontent may be heard.

—

,^''f'"'"»''°"- '''%i'f T'/j
what had happened. The plank
though
'•-'"'
"'="- """'^'^
so
=" that,
well as pierced,
aperture it had made, it
the sword remained in the
the water,
was not sufficient entirely to keep out
[iiuerjooci/ Conner.

was made
had been

as to

split as
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The new seceetaby
The

of legation to Paris.

within a
question has been repeatedly asked

few days past,

"who

is

the

new

secretary?

We

of this city, of libeis a young gentleman
respectaeducation, fair' attainments and highly
of the celebra
grandson
the
He
is
connexions.
ble
revoluthe
in
fell
who
"allant col. Ledyard,

reply, he
ral

«d asd

wo weM
'""
™

j^

.^„^^^ ^ Corner. Above it were visible
the latter very fair, and quite
a head and shoulders,
As this is the fashion, the
euiltless of clothing.
prised; but being very posui
not
llderman was
lor fear of emand therefore looking down
lite
two little feet peepbarrassing the lady, he saw
and as bare
white
as
blanket,
ins from beneath the
Thinking that he had got
as the shoulders above.
at an unseasonable hour,
apartment
wrong
into the
the supposed intrusion and
he be.'eed pardon for
But before he reached the door,
beat a retreat.
him to »tay. for th«r»
told
bride-msid"
the

two
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was the bride behind the blanket, waiting to be
married.
More astonished than ever, indeed struck quite
in a heap, he requested the bridet^rooin to explain.
Thus appealed to, the swain said that the lady behind the blanket, in the costume of Venus just risen from the sea, or of the Venus de Medici without
the gauze wrapper that some mode.«t people among
us put over it when they stick it up in the parlor,
was the widow. The widow who? inquired the alderman. The widow that is waiting lor me to marry
her.
But why does she choose that dress for the
occasion? asked the forger of hyraenial manacles.
Her late husband died about one hundred and lilty
dollars in debt, and if slie marries again without
any clothes on her, her new husband is not legally
bound to pay the debt. Therefore while she stands
behind the blanket, and reaches her hand over, I
can stand before it and hold her hand, and you can
aay the word, and make us one.
The alderman, alter a hearty laugh at this learned exposition of the law, told the bridegroom that
if he loarried the wiilow even withoul her skin, the
precaution would not save him from his predecessor's debts, but that according to law, he must take
her cum onere with all her burdens. Thus advised
the widow Venus went up stairs, put off the costume of a goddess, and soon descended in the habiliments appropriate to a modern wedding among
the civilized, and covering over her face to conceal
her blushes, was joined for better and worse to the
widower.
[Philadelphia World.

Toasts. In the way of toasts, the Boston folks
seem to us to succeed uniformly better than any
other people.
At the dinner at Fanenil Hall, which followed
the annual examination of the common schools of
Boston, the following, among other toasts then
drank, will bear out, we think, our opinion:
Regular toasts at the school dinner, Jing. 14, 1S39.
1. The occasion
One which should remind men
that they have been boys, and boys that they will

—

be men.
2. Education
Moral, scientific and civil The
tri- mountain upon which the peace and prosperity
of our city have been founded.

—

—

—

3. The common schools of Boston
Common in
every thing but the excellence of the education
which they afford.
4. The people of Massachusetts
Distinguished
alike for their patronage of schools, and their promotion of scholars. They have raised, with pride,
to the head of their republic of laws, one who has
raised himself to the head of their republic of let-

—

ters.
5.

The

first class

constitution of the United States— The
book of every American.

To

the 4th toast, governor Everett made a reply
acknowledging the compliment, and in turn gave
this toast:

—

The calling of the schoolmaster May it be every where as duly considered, and as amply rewarded, as in the city of Boston; and while the public
are benefited by the labors of the schoolmaster
abroad, may they take care that he is made comfortable at

home.

PROGRESS OF MR.
From the. N. Y. Commercial
Wb know from Mr, Clay's own

CI,AY.
Jdvcrtiner.

lips, his declarations b,-ing iittereil in all sincerity, that it was his
desire to make his present journey in a private and
unostentatious manner. His object was health and
recreation, and nothing was larther from his thoughts
than the displays of popular enthusiasm in his be-

31,

1839— PROGRESS OF MR. CLAY.

dent on the Saturday before, fie was escorted from
Washington square to the Park, shortly after one
o'clock, where he was presented to our citizens by
Geo. Gould, esq. of this city. He was received amid
a burst ol acclamation, which gave sufTicient evidence that it came deep from the hearts of those
who caused it. Mr. Gould then addressed him in
311 eloquent speech on the part of our citizens
ad-

—

verted ill a feeling manner to the distinguished part
he had taken in matters bnthof internafand foreign
policy, and closed by welcoming him to the hospitalities of the city."
Being thus caught, what could Mr. Clay do but
reply?
He did so, and as we are assured, by letters
and the newspapers, most eloquently and effectively.
The number present is computed at two thousand.

"He touched in an appropriate manner upon his
services in the coi.gress of the nation, in the cabinet, and other public stations which have been assigned him by the government and the people, at
dill'erentperiodsof his life, and asked if it was necessary for him to explain his position in regard to
public measures, or if there was a man present who
did not lully understand his own opinions upon all
measures and questions ol public concernment? To
which a thundering 'no' burst from the dense mass
of human beings before him, congregated for the
purpose of listening to the accents of the champion
of this country atid the pride of the people.
He exhorted the whigi to union, perseverance, and activity—to regard measures, not
to concentrate
their strength upon the candidates who have the
greatest hold upon the affections of the people. He
adverted to the manner in which his name had been
used in connexion with the highest office in the gift
of the people, and saiil, if it presented the slightest
obstacle to that proper concentration of the whigs
which he so heartily desired, he would implore
them to blot it from the list of persons whose claims
have been placed before the people for the station "
During the day, the hon. N. P. Tallmage had arrived from Saratoga, on his way to Pnughkeepsie.
As soon as it was ascertained "that he was at the
Troy House, a large number of the citizens called
to pay him their respects and testify their admiration of his course. Hundreds of hardy citizens gave
him their hands "hands with hearts in them!"—
Mr. Tallmage left Troy in the evening boat.
After dinner at the hotel, Mr. Clay crossed by
the rail road bridge into the county of Albany,
where he was met by a committee from the whi^s
°
of the capital.
.^t West Troy a large number of carriages and
citizens on horseback joined.
The balcony of a
public house in Gibbonsville was thronged with ladies, by whom, as the procession passed, a shower
of garlands, wreaths ami boquets, was thrown into
Mr. Clay's carriage, amid the waving of handkerchiefs and the acclamations of the people.
All the way from Troy, the procession kept aug.
menting its numbers of horsemen and carriages, until, when
its advance reached
the patroou's, the
line extended almost back to the gate, or nearly
two
miles.
At the patroon's Mr. Clay was greeted by the citizens in waiting with three hearty cheers;
and

men—

—

from thence to his lodgings at the Eagle, the scene
was one of genuine, spontaneous, heart-felt enthusiasm.
The procession acquired volumes as it progressed, and from the Mansion House to the Ea»le,

Market

street

was wedged

the air with acclamations.
were the ladies unininilfiil

full

of people,

Nor on

who

rT-nt

this occasion

boat Erie, captain Benson, at 7 o'clock in the evenThe descent of the river yesterday is repre-

ing.
'

.

|

!

i

sented

as having been more like a conqueror's
voyage of triumph, than like the passage ol a private citizen, having no rewards to bestow upon
his friends, or vengeance to breathe against his foes,
Salutes were fired as he p.is.9ed the driierent towns'
and he was cheered by loud huzzas of the people at
the landings.
As he had engaged to visit Poughkeepsie, the steamer R. L. Stevens was put in requisition to meet him at Kingston, and take him
from the Erie. As a large committt-e from Ulster
county were bent upon waylaying him, it is probable that he landed at Kingston for a short time.—
He was to pass Jast nijht in Poughkeepsie, and this
day— unhappily attended by a drenchins rain— hB
is to devote to a visit to the ereat
manufacturing
establishments in Fislikill, Matteawan and Glenham. From thence, this afternoon, he is to pass
over to Newburg, and to morrow will descend from
thence to tiiis city, w here he will be received in acconlance with the arrangements advertised in another column.

Now, we

repeat, to all these public proceedings
is utterly opposed.
But what can he do?
people will have it so. and what must be, must.
If the people are all on one side, it follows that nobody can do nothing against them.

Mr. Clay

The

RECEPTION

I.V

NEW

YORK.

From

the N. Y. Courierand Enquirer.
following sketch of the remarks of JWr. Selden, in the Park, on the occasion of Mr. Clay's reception in the city of New York, and of the r^ply
of Mr. Clay, belongs of right to the history of that
great occasion, and, as they were heard but by a
few of the assembled multitude, they cannot fail
to be read with universal interest.
Our reporter
occupied a position where he was enabled to catch
nearly every word that fell from the speakers: and,
although the language is not literally accurate, the
sentiment and spirit of the address we believe to be
preserved throughout.

The

Mr. Selden, on behalf of the
Mr. Clay as follows:
Sir:

New

it is

citizens, addressed

with great pleasure that the citizens of

York welcome your arrival here. They feel
you are entitled to their gratitude and thanks
performance ol those duties which
every statesman owes, but which so lew render to
their country.
They welcome you as the campion
of freedom wherever its f5ag is unfurled—
as an
American senator who, amidst, the conflict of
party, has steadily kept in view the honor and
welfare of the nation— as the peace-maker, who
abroad
and at home, has compromised our difficulties,
that

for the faithlul

while he has protected our interests, our
character'
and our union. We welcome you as the repiesentative of Kentucky— devoted, steadfast
Kentucky—
ol that slate which, amidst the backslidings
on her
borders, preserves her integrity, and will
remain a
sure and siiccessliil guide for her neighbors
in the
dayoi final trial— that day when the qtiestion
may
be ultimately settled on this continent between
the
public servants on tlie one side and public
opinion
on the other- between the people and (he crown
between rulers using the treasures and offices of
the
nation to perpetuate their dynasty, and
an opposj.
lion which relies for success on the good
sense and
reflection of the countrv.

It is

a

fearlul conflict-

passion and jealousy are invoked against
experience and reason— the former loo often Iriiimpb

of the homage which We call upon you lo stand at voiir post. Although
the labor of nearly forty years may have
beauty renders to virtue. They waved their
somewhat
gracetempered your ardor, it has not "diminished
ful welcome from every window.
your
half, which have every where marked his progress.
strength or your usefulness.
Arriving in front of the Eagle, Mr. Clay, in
We will cheer you in
a
But the people and they are sovereign in this''mot- brief, but most feeling and eloquent
your
duty.
The approbation, the unpurchased ap.
manner, tenter
will not allow him to travel as he had intend- dered his grateful
acknowledgments for the enthu- probation of freemen, is a more glorious reward
ed.
At every stage of his journey he is met by siastic and gratifying demonstrations
of respect than a diadem or a Roman triumph.
respectable committees, and he can no sooner rid from the citizens of the
capital of the empire state,
In passing from Buffalo to this place, we hone
himself of the presence ol one, than he finds hiiu- which were resjionded
lo by loud and reiterated ac- you have received those attentions from the
people
»ell in the hands of another.
Especially in those clainalions.
ol this slate which exalted merit
deserves and
towns and cities where /oici-d receptions of the preUpon these proceedings, the Evening Journal, should command. If the pleasure of
greeting yon
sident have been arranged by the obsequious tribe (from which we derive
the particulars of the Alba- has interrtipfed the quiet course of
your journey or
of office holders, and tlie suppliant .tqiiadrons of ny reception), remarks:
rendered it fatiiruing or oppressive, we
trust that
office seekers, do the people seem determined to
"Those who saw both the reception jiven to Mr on your return to Ashland you will
find repose, and
show what can be done spontaneouUij by way of Van Buri-n and that given to I\Ir. Clay,
again
gather
strength to battle for the cause ol
will be at
testifying their regard for one of the most exalted no loss to determine
how each stands with the citi- stitutmnal liberty, unmoved by the frowns conof the
of their real friends.
zens of Albany. The former was given to the pre- palace or the outpourings of
a pensioned press.
It has heretofore been staled in this journal, that ."idenl of the
United Stales— the latter to a citizen
In travelling through this slate,
it was Mr. Clay's intention to leave the S|.rings
you
have
no
on of Kentucky. The former was in the course of predoubt examined our public works, those
Friday evening and arrive in Troy on Saturday.— paration for four weeks—
artificial
the latter was the result channels of
commerce and intercourse whereby we
But he made it a positive comiition that there of one ilay's notice. The former
was an official have reached the waters of the
should be no public reception and no speaking.
areat
lake...- andif in
and military pageaiit— the latter an uprising of the
them you have seen any thing lo .-idmiie or lo
Yet those stipulations were of no avail. "Without people. The one Wiis
imiartificial— ihe other wa.s mi- tate, tell the
people of the western country that thev
the slightest effort on the part of the whigs localise /»iai— The one was
all/oim— the other
feeling.
were
neither
designed
nor
constructed by the aid of
• gathering of the people, either from the country The one was cold and tieaitless—
the other cordial, that system of
politics which has recently been
or the city, upon his arrival there was an immediate
pontaneniis and enlliu
and spontaneous assemblage of the citizens, in numHaving passed the Sabbath in Albany, Mr.
^"'''"''''?-:^!.'
l'hrm'rv''wrn^XerTl':t,!"l
bers far greater than that which received the presi- ^
Clay took hi, departure Irom that city i„ „.e'.t..m.
uod'r
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no nionuinent in this gieat ments of arbitrary power? Yet we cannot but obslate oJ" ihnr public services, no record ol" acts done serve that the recent tendencies of our government
by them useful to our people; that the only evidence have been to transfer to the executive those powers
they have leil behind Iheni is that parly machinery which were delegated to the legislative and judiby which they assume to control the north, while cial departments, as the especial guardians of the
they pledged their adhesion to principles by which rights and interests of Ihe people.
Fellow-citizens, our difficulties are great and our
they expect to carry the south. Tell them that we
have repudiated the first, and that, if ever vre shall dangers are threatening; yet, with you are the means
claim the appellation of the empire state, we hope of relief. As I recently passed over your illustrious
battle field*, my mind was carried back to the times
it will not be by the force of onr combined numbers,
but by the wisdom of our measures, Ihe justice ol of the revolution. I recalled the series of disasters
our coniluct, and the character of our citizens. As and defeats which followed the American arms in
to the last, that, whatever party may be in the as- Ihe early davs of thai eventful struggle. I recurred
cendant, New York will be found united with the to that period when even hope had almost deserted
southern country in sustaining every rea.sonabie our lathers. I directed my attention to events now
measure necessary for their safety or conducive to passing before us, and I rejoiced when I said thai,
their interests.
He who promises more, promises as in times past, so now, the country may be saved,
and her liberties be secured on Hie same plains
what it would be unjust to execute or require.
Sir, we are not informed of your future move- where they were originally won. From Ihe moment
ments, but we desire you to remain with us at that Biiriroyne surrendered his arms and his armv
least long enough to view out large but prostrate in New York, a new light dawned upon the forcity
to examine our public and private im[)rove- tunes of our country; and whatever may have been
nients now in part suspended— that you may see our temporary reverses or partial defeats in other
how many of our people are surt'ering for want of sections, they were all lost in Ihe victory won on
employment from the unwise and iranracticeible the plains of Saratoga.
schemes of our rulers. We rt-quire a disinterested
I feel most gratelul for the cheering salutations
witness in the west to testily that their brethren with which the name of Kentucky has been rethat, in ceived by this assembly; and although she may nut
here are not complaining without caiisi
the iuidst ol plenty, they are without implements compare with your own state in numbers, she will
be ever found, with her, sustaining the principl-s
to gather the harvest.
upon which our government has been established.
If, ill the current of events, the staff of office
should be placed in your hands, I believe I speak In discussing Ihe great questions which now agithe sentiments of this assemblage when I say that tate the people, I assume the right which I trust
they wish for nothing but good government, ad- every freeman will assume, of speaking my conministered upon Ihe soundest principles of the con- scientious opinions, however they may differ from
stitution, to extinguish that desolating party spirit those of many whom I have the honor to address.
While acting in the councils of my na'ion, I have
which is poisoning Ihe hapfunessof domestic life
to terminate that course of proscription whereby deemed it my duty lo resist many of the leading
our great men are assailed and our wise men deter- measures of the administration. I have sincerely
red from public employment
We do not advert to believed that the tendency of those measures was to
capitui; that yoii

can

fimi

—

—

the leading lo[)ic3 which
mind; the currency the
waste of the public funds

—

—

now occupy

Ihe peculation of official agents.

we know your
course.

We

are

the public

national domain — the
— the abuse of patronage

opinions, and have

Upon

all

these

marked your

sat:slii-d, Icdly satisfied.

We

are

proud to say that we honor and sincerely thank you
for your public services.
Mr. Clay replied to ihe following effect:
Fellow citizens: I thuuk you for the kindness with which I have this day been received in
the city of New York, and on this occasion I cannot but recur to Ihe great civilities and attention
which have been shown to me in every part of this
state, while journeying from Buffalo to this place.
When I survey the immense assembly which has
here collected, however

much

\

may

feel personally

gratified, I know, I feel conscious, that it is not lor
me, but for Ihe cause which I have advocated, for
the country and inslitutions which we all so much
love, that I am greeted with so many evidences of

kindness and respect.
My strenjth will not permit, and, were I in full
it would be impossible that my voice should
reach all, or any considerable portion of this vast
mnltitude. I should rejoice at the opportunity of
conferring with my fellow citizens upon the preseni
condition of the country, and of laying before Ihem
my views of the grievances under which we labor,
but the present is not the time nor the place lor entering into such a discussion.
In returning my acknowledgments to my fellow
citizens, let me, in an especial manner, thank them
for the selection of the organ of their congratulations.
For in him 1 recognize one who, on the
floor of congress, dared to break from the shackles
of party, and to abandon personal and political associations, in obedience to a sense of duty and the
call of his country.
Before my recent arrival in this state, I supposed that I possessed a somewhat accurate knowledge of its resources; but when I reached Buffalo,
that beautiful city in the west; when I surveyed
those mighty lakes, bearing upon their waters the
(iroducls of the western world; when I travelled
along the line of your canals, the great outlet lor
those products; when I viewed Ontario and the St.
Lawrence, and Ihe hundreds of lakes and slreams
which beautify and enrich every section of this
mighty state; when I viewed the thousand fields of
agriculture, and Ihe thousand busy sects of manuI confacturing industry springing upon all side.s
fess that I was struck with surprise and admiration,
and thought within myself to what an extent, un
dcr good government, wealth and improvement
might be carried, to what countless numbers Ihe
blessings of our institutions might be extentled! I
said, is it possible that a people enjoying the blessings of civil libertv can ever be induced or ever
forced to surrender them, either to Ihe mad transports of partisan and factious zeal, or the encroachvigor,

—

unsettle

the coustilnlional relations of Ihe various

departments of the government; that those powers

which were vested

in the legislature were in the
of being surrendered; that the public money,
countries subject to the vigilance of the
people's immediate representatives, had been illegally seized by the executive; that the public do
main, the rich inheritance of unborn generations, is
exposed to waste in the struggle to retain political power; that Ihe patronage of Ihe government,
instead of being the reward of merit, is employed
in the purchase of mercenary partizanship; Ihat't^'e
project of Ihe sub-lreasury, while it deranged the
business of the country, was calculated, if not intended, to place in the hands of the president Ihe
means of corruption. On these grounds I have been
found for years past in opposition to Ihe executive.
I have struggled with zeal, if not with success, lo
rouse the country to a true sense of its difficulties
and perils; having the fullest confidence in Ihe justice of iny views, I shall continue that struggle
while I retain a seat in our national councils, unrfer
every embarrassment, in opposition lo every difli
culty, with a perfect conviction that my fellow-cilizers will ultimately understand and overcome those
difficulties and perils.
I may be charged wilh im
proper motives; with being actuated by ambition; I
may be assailed by the public press; but while I
have strength lo raise my voice 1 will send fbrtli the
words of warning; and whether tfiey, in their effect,
produce a change in the management of luir public
affairs, or a change of ou' public men, in either case
Ihe interests of the country will be promoted.

way

in all free
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and the crowd at the depot received large accessions from various quarters.
At length notice
was given of the appioach of the cars,"anu they
swept along in fine style lo Ihe place where Ihe locomotive is detached; when the liont cars had been
val,

down the rail road Ihe rear train in which was
Mr. Clay with Ihe commiltee, was brought out
upon Ihe main track.
When Mr. Clay presented himself in front, he
was received with a loud and general clieer, but
those accustomed to his looks saw that all was not
well with him— that he was suffering much from
some cause. Mr. Clay was conducted from Ihe car
up to the barouche drawn by lour fine grey horses.
In bis carria:;e was the venerable Mathew Carey
sent

and Matthew

New kirk,

esq.

The proce-ssion was then formed by the principal
marshal, John Swift, esq. assisted by a number of
citizens as assistant marshals.
A fine bnnd of music preceded the carriages, following the barouche in which was Mr. Clay, were
carriages confaining Ihe committees; to these succeeded a li-ain of carriages, and these werelbliowed
by a long train of citizens on hoiseback, and the
numerous mullitude moved toward towards Ihe
city.

On the route, the side walks were lull of persons
who came forth to greet the statesman of Ihe west.
The windows were lined wilh beauty and fashion,
and loud huzzas and cheerings were continually offered.
It was the intention of the commiltee of arrangements that Mr. Joseph R. Ingersoll should, in behalf of the whigs of Philadelphia, receive Mr. Clay
in Independence Square with an address, and for
this purpose Ihe customary staging had been erected, but when Mr. Clay alighted from Ihe carriage it
was evident that he was too much overcome to undertake any thing further.
The committee, therelore, conducted him to tlie Marshall House, and a
gentleman was sent lo inform tlie thousands assembled in Independence Square of Ihe disappointment
that awaited them.
Immense crowds were collected in front of the
Marshall House. Mr. C. once or twice presented
himself in acknowledgment of their cheerings, and
al length ad.ressed a lew words, expressive of his
regret at being unable lospeak to themal length.
The members ol Ihe cily corporation had also assembled lo wait upon Mr. Clay, but postponed their
visit in consequence of his indisposition.
In the course of Ihe evening Mr. Ciay visited
Chesnut street theatre for a short time.
His entrance, we are informed, was greeted by the hearty

cheerings of the audience.
None who did not witness Ihe feelings manifestwhen Mr. Clay alighted in Chesnut street can
judge of the hearty arfection displayed towards
him by the numerous crowd collected.
A committee from Hie whigs of Baltimore arrived
in this city yesterday morning to receive Mr. Clay,
and attend on him to the monumental cily, where
arrangements have been made to give him a hearty
welcome and hospitable entertainment.
The Baltimore committee represented lo Mr.
Clay that they had made all arrangements to receive hiin this da) ; and latigued, sick, we may say,
as he is, our guest was taken Iroiii us this morning,
at half-past six o'clock
so that those v\ ho calculated to pay their respects to him to-day will be
disappointed.
The constant state of excitement in which Mr.
Clay has been kepi for the last few weeks has been
enough lo wear down almost any man; but we beHECEPTr0^f IN PHILADELPHtA.
lieve he would ha\e sustained himself, if it had not
From the Philaldel/ihia U. S. Gazette.
been for the amount of public speaking which
The hon. Henry Clay letl New York on Satur- seemed required ot him, and the frequent, and we
day morning at 9 o'clock, taking Ihe train of cars may add. prolracled speaking in the open air, tias
that comes through Elizabethtown and Trenton, exhausted him 'o such a degree that we lound that
and crossed the Delaware by Trenton bridge. The he sustained even pri\'ale conversation wilh diiiioccasion of the distinguished senator's passing cully.
through New Jersy, although with Ihe rapidity of
Ovving lo this state of his health, Mr. Clay posia locomotive, was used by his enthusiastic Irie'nds tively declined receiving any public demonstration
in that state to grtfet him, and accordingly, at se- of feeling, when addressed by the Philadelphia
veral of the landing places, committees met Mr. committee.
We subjoin his reply. But the fieelClay, and addressed him in behalf of the whigs of ings of the conimuiiily, though, peihaps, restrained,
New Jersey, lo whom Mr. Clay made brief but elo- were not to be suppressed.
quent responses. Mr. Clay was accompained by a
New York. 22ii Jlvgusl, 1839.
committee from New York.
At Bristol Ihe comGentle.men: I have received the letter which,
mittee of five appointed on the part of the whigs in behalf of the ileinocralic whig young men's geof Philadelphia met Mr. Clay.
neral committee of the city of Ptiiladel|)liia, you
At an early hour on Saturday afternoon, people have done me the honor to address to me, inviting
of all ages were seen wending their way towards me to take that cily in my route lo Kentucky, and
the rail road depot, about two and a half miles from lo accept of its hospitalities.
Market street, and al half past two o'clock, P. M.
I am very thankfiil and grateful for this testimothe road, lanes and streets in that vicinity were ny, and for the too flattering sentiments and excrowded with carriages, omnibuses, coaches, gigs, pressions by which it is accompanied. On mj' rewagons, horsemen and l<)ol, awaiting the arrival of turn home, I shall pass Philadelphia, as being on
the expected visitant. The several greetings which the most convenient route; but I regret MiaJ I am
Mr. Clay received in New Jersey detained the cais not able to accept your obliging invitation. Consimore than an hour beyond their usual time of arri- dering the heat of the weather, the fatigues and the
ed

—
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haply, of the country, has been equally striking,
obi.'Ci's of niv present jounii-y, and the obligation
and not less strongly marked. Without alluding to
which I a ,\ under to reach home bv a fixed day, I
the out-cry raised against Ihe former admiNistration,
allow
to
ino3t earneslly erjtreat iny fellow citizens
and without adverting to the manner in which these
me to pass from this city quietly and unceremoni.
It "searching operalions" have been carried out in
of thousands who heard it.
minds
siou
upon
the
of
any
pooccasion
the
me
ou»lv without makin''
practise, it will be enough to look at the result.
be
will
not
and
good
ground,
sown
in
pulir demonstralion whatever. I uije this request was as seed
And if you search the searchers, (said Mr. Clay),
lost.
in all truth and sincerity, and I hope that the mo.
.k
.
»
rrii
vasof
friendly
you will probably find, in their /u// /wcAref.', an exthe
state
to
illusions
His
playful
gov.
rned
which
i
am
tives and circumstances bv
salage to the various committees of Ins friends, un- planation for the empline^s of their professioi-s.
will be iusllv appreciated. 'I am, with great respect,
The ten years administration of the letbrraers,
der which he had lived for some weeks past and
H. CLAY.
vour In nd and obedient servant,
season into the domi- had been evidently promotive of any thing but real
Messrs C J. Reppher,fI.Hetmutli. John B.Kennei/.Ao his (iiverston for a short
and healthful reform to the country or its instituWe liave no space now, nor, indeed, is it neces- nions of the virgin queen, as a means ol temporary
Comparing Ihe present with the past, it was
well meant kindness, tions.
sary to make any comment on the worth of the man relief from the pressure of
The spnn- were exceedingly happy, and drew the most mark- impossible not to see and be struck with the inauto whom these honors have been paid.
Under the administration of the
liearers.
In spicious change.
taneous burst of public fet ling, however, show what ed anil approbatory responses from his
another vein, his remarks on the state ol the coiin- reformers, Ihe embezzlements, and defalcations of
is due, and what is felt, and what is deserveil.
to a larger
We understand that the K-iitncky merchants in try, under the misrule of the existing adminislra- the government agents had amounted
sum, in the aggregate, than all the moneys lost to
the hearts of the assembia.
this cilv paid their respects to their great statesman, tion, went home to
previous
for
the
high
the
country,
similar
manner,
earnest
in
a
and
fervently
trust,
the
did
also,
we
We think a word of commendation is due to those
forty years, or since the adoptioii ol constitulional
who mana-ed the procession on Saturday. The ap- soiiled counsels of the orator on behalf of union
Whence
did it
why
was
this?
And
tliat must lead government!
cordial,
thorough
and
of
that
union,
until
made
was
not
mar-hal
chief
pointment of
happen, that the '-reform" peculations of the last
near eleven o'clock on Saturday, and then all the to victory.
In glancing at the general aspect of the country, ten years, exceeded the aggregate of the previdetails and preparations were to be considered and
There was but one way to acas affected by the -reform'' administrations of the ous forty years?
made.
count for it. The conclusion was inevitable, that
la.st ten years, Mr. Clay adverted forcibly to the
moral revolution which had been wrought out or in the matter of plain every day honesty and inteRECEPTION IN BALTIIVIORE.
was at least in rapid progress, by that agency. In grity of character, Ihe official corps were not a fair
From the Palriot of Tuesday.
Mr. Clay, accompanied bv the committee of es- the good old times of Jelfersonian republitanism, it sample of tlie people at large.
The remarks of iV)r. Clay upon the policy of
was the usage of the popular administrations of
that
purPhiladelphia
for
cort who liad proceeded to
ilown the napose, reached the outerdepot, in the rail road c.irs. at those days to follow public opinion instead of at- thi- reform administration in putting
Here he found wailing tempting to dictate to it. The practice of .Telfer. tional bank, and thus giving lull control of our mo1 o'clock, P. \I. yest'-rday.
nation, were
netary
bank
foreign
affairs
the
of
a
American
democracy,
to
of
son,
himself,
the
father
to^'ether
his arrival, the committee of reception,
attention.
with a vast assemblage of citizens in carnages, on was appealed to with effect, in support of this state- lo the point, were heard wi h raaiked
The embargo, non-intercourse and other The chaiacterislic dilference between the two
horse back and on foot, who had many of them left ment.
was striking. One, they had indeed
the city an hour or two before, with a view of wel- restrictive measures of that popular administration, money powers
called a "monster;" but if it were a monster, it
co.nirig by their presence the approach of the dis- in reference to England, were abandoned, after a
hould always be recollected that we the people,
tinguished statesman ol the west. General Leakin, lair trial, when they were found to be unsupported
It was bound in the
mayor of the city, in a short but appropriate ad- by public opinion, or as running counter to the po- had Ihe control of its cage!
on meshes of a charter, granted by the national ledress, welcomed iiiin to the hospitalities of the city, pular will; and war, Ihe honorable and righteous
under
constant control
therefore
the
much
islature,
and
emerged
with
so
which
war,
from
our
country
and :;eneral M-dtart, as chairman of the committee
subject, in its fiscal admiof reception, assured the distinguished visitant of credit to her firmness, her justice and her arms, of our laws, as well as
the wants and
operated
upon
by
our
rights
nistration
to
be
in
support
of
afterwards
resorted
to
was
gave
to
the
arrival
his
which
the great satisfaction
American people.
jipople of Baltimore, and tendered hiin an escort to and in strict obedience to the high resolves of the wishes and sympathies of the
The Jetfersonian But how was it with the foreign "monster" which
people.
But lo the contrast!
li:.s lodgings.
The procession was then formed in line, by the democracy counselled obedience to public opinion. by destroying the U. S. Bank has now got control
market of the world, reacting most
e'lief marshal and his assistants, in the following The pretended democracy of those now in power, of tlie money
teaches that the administration is the loiintain of sensibly upon onr own? What cares the Bank of
Citizens on horseback; Mr. Clay, in an open ba- wisdom, as it is unfortunately of official power; and England for the wants and wishes of the people of
Her interest is often, in fact,
rouche, accompanied by the several committees in that instead of being governed or swayed in its the United Stales?
open barouches, citizens in vehicles of various measures by the will of the people, public opinion, antagonistical to the commercial prosperity of this
throughout the country must be regulated and go- country. So far from sympathising with the wants
ki:ids; citizens on foot.
and wishes of our people, it is often an important
About two o'clock the extended line got into verned by edicts from Washington.
If the democratic conduct of Ihe Jefferson ad- game with the foreign "monster," which the reformotion, and passed up from Canton along Piatt
on mers have substituted for our own, to increase the
street to Eutaw; up Eiitaw to Baltimore; down ministration was well illustrated by its course
Baltimore to Calvert street, and thence to the City the restrictive measures previous to the war, the pressure there and elsewhere, for the very purpose
flour, the great
Hotel, where appartmenls had been prepared for anti-democratic conduct of those now in power, is of lowering the prices of cotton and
so as to bring each into conthe guest, and where it arrived about a quarter past not less forcibly illustrated, in the matter of Ihe staples of our country
cheap
terms.
Is cotton
peoEngland
upon
the
sumption
in
have
treasury
question.
Three
times
sub
of
the
three P. M.
Some idea may be formed
it
must come
he might (said high? says Ihe Bank of England
length of the possession when we .state that the ple and the people's representatives
barouche in which rode Mr. Clay, hail turned into Mr. Clay) almost say three times three repudiat- down! so that our manufacturers may getit on their
It, too, must come
Is flour high?
Calvert street and brought up at the front of the ed and condemned this specious scheme of the ad- own terms.
as it is the interest of England to buy as
hotel, before the rear of the line had wheeled from ministration, to put money in tlie purses of its my- down
her
interest, theiefore,
as
further
does
the
adminischeap
she
can.
To
agents.
But
officers
and
riad
of
therefore,
evident,
It
street!
is
Pratt into Eutaw
England puts the screws upon the
to those acquainted with the localities, that the tration desist from urging this scheme upon Ihe the Bank of
extent of the procession could not have been less country, in accordance with those unequivocal in- money market, and so reduces the prices of AmeriNo! can staples, utterly regardless of the aih'erse effect
licalions of the public viill, in opposition?
than a mile.
On reaching the City Hotel, Mr. Clay left the So far from acquiescing in the conclusions of the upon this side of the Allanlic! Such is evidently
boriiuche and entered the hotel, at one of the case- fmbiic mind, upon this exciting measure, the ad- the operation and effects of one of the reforms
ments of which, fronting Monument Sqn-ire, he ministration is but the more tenacious to its purpose brought about, by the reformers, namely, the reAnd here, in pre- and intent upon forcing it upon the country, with form which took ihe principal control of regulation
shortly allerwaids appeareil.
sence of a vast and enthusiastic crowd of citizens all its attendant evils, utterly regardless of all the of our monetary exchanges from a national instituwho occupied to overflowing all the open space in bearings of public opinion, and "in spile of the lion of our own creation, and placed it in Ihe hands
Nothing, in
of a foreign bank which cares not for us, and has
front of the hotel fioin the monument In Baltimore lamentations here and elsewliere!"
deed, could be plainer or more striking than th
no sympathies with our people.
etreet, Mr. Clay was addressed by G. R. Richard
His allusion to the glorious part heretofore pl.ayeon, esq. on behalf of the whigs of Baltimore. Mr. contrast thus put forth by Ihe speaker, between
democracy.
Jefferson
and
Van
Buren
ed
eloquence;
and
bv the "Maryland line" in a conjuncture fraught
and
feelinu
with
much
R. spoke
The much vaunted "reforms" of the "predeces- with the fate of nations, touched a cord in many a
alter adverting in a summary manner, but with
much power and effect to the various passages in sor," were also alluded to w ilh elli'ct, by the elo- bosom, that will only yield lull response at the bal.
Mr Clay'.s public career, wdiich had disiiu^uisheil quent speaker. The r'-trenchers and reformers lot boxes in October. Then, as formerly, we trust
be found to
him, e.sp-ciilly as an enlightened statesman and a were exceedingly lavish in their jiromises. En- that the "Maryland line" will indeed
When Ihe speaker ceased, a round of
true patriot, and had therefore served to endear him larging upon the abuses and extravagances of an do its duty!
And,
applause arose that made the welkin ring.
to the liearls of Ids fellow citizens, .Mr. Richardson, administration under whos» lavish rule, the expeii
we may safely
in the name and by the authority of the vast as- ditiires of the government had almost reached thir- in view of the w hole proceerling,
if ever man was cordially and
teen
millions
year,
the
pledge
themand
freely
add,
that
words,
a
reformers
his
scconiled
and
present
who
were
semblaje
welcomed selves to the utmost economy in theirexpenditures, enthusiastically welcomed on his arrival in a friendl)V every token of sincerity and applause,
and to the most searching operations in laying bare ly community, then was Henry Clay so welcomed
Mr. Clay to the monumental city.
so the official abuses of the preceding administration. in Baltimore yesterday.
sentiment
involving
womIji,
a
His concluding
Until a late hour in the evening Mr. Clay's rooms
The people, confiding
grateful to the assemblage preBent. was responded But lo, again, the result!
When this had in partly in the accusations of past abuses, and were crowded by the people, and occasional cheers
to by a deafninj; acclamation.
some measure ceased, Mr. Clay commenced a reply partly in their promises of reform, wdiich were gave evidence of the enthusiaslic esteem with
dealt out so profusely, put the "reform" adminis- which they regarded him.
tn Ihe welcoinethns accorded through Mr. Richard
This morning he left in the ears for Washington,
And such has been their admirason. His address, though not occupying more than tration in power.
such their whence he will pursue his way, by the White Sulhalf an hour, if so long, was characterised by much ble handiwork in rediicingexpenditures
of the varied ability— tile playfulness, the humor, power and their will in reforming extravagances, phur springs, homeward.
that the public expemliliires have grown under the
tlie lii,'h patriotic feeling, and the fervid eloquenc
ROGUE.
uhiL-ircninliine to produce in him, one of the most hands of these "retrenchers" liom almost thirteen,
The Boston Alias states that a notorious English
flplenilid and edicieut orators of his age. We should to nearly tliiily-niiie millions of dollars per annum!
pickpocket and burglar, named James Smith, alias
vainly attempt to do justice to this address 'ly any 0, woiiilcrfii! retrenchment!
In the seaiching operation of discovering and Jirmfs Broum, was sentenced by the municipal court
oil-hand sketch, in our power, under the circumins'aut to three years' hanl
slaiices, and shall, therefore, make no such attempt. correcting-oflicial abuses under the preceding ad- of that city on the r2th
But w* in»y give a luoimary of th» points iiiaUe, miniitialion, the success of Ihe "reformers," find labarinthe state prison, lor robblnjr Mr. Charles
ral her than the language used, in particular portions of it, and may say in general, that the argumer.t and tlie eloquence ol the speaker went home
to their bosoms, and ma.le a mo3t powerful "npres-
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rail road,
God.lard. at the depot of the Providence
ot Ttioand Phineas J. Sioiie, at the auction room

Sears, in Boston.
Smith is said 10 be a rogue of the first masnitude.
He was one of the three (lersoMS concerned in the
srt.ne ten
robbery of the Cily Bank ol" New York
convicted,
years ago, for which he was arrested,
a petor
Sing
Sin;
at
prison
and seni to the state
hi« term o! impririod of five years. He served out
the
cily, and as is the
in
reappeared
then
sonment,
old offenders, commenced anew his career

mas W.

case ivith
connectof successful villany. The circumstances
are raed with the depredation upon tlieCity Bank
to be
ther curious, and possess sufficient interest
given to the public.
The amount stolen was ^287,000. The accomnamed Murray,
plice"! of Smith were a Scotchman
and an Englishman named Phillips. They entered
ot false
the bank on a Sund.iy eveninR by means
Smith s house.
keys, and removed the depositesto
doors
the
open
not
did
bank
As the officers ot the
discovery ol the
until 9 o'clock the next morning,

31,

'

1839-THE LAST ERUPTION OF VESUVIUS.

tetul-ned, they proceeded to his room, young Hays
opening it wilh his skeleton keys. The large trunk
which stood in the corner of the room was instantly
thrown open, and under the cover of a few shuts.
Hays exposed to their astonished eyes the thousands
of dollars which had so long been the object of their
anxious solicitude and search.
The trunk was then relocked, the room closed,
and the officers went below to await the return of
He came in about an hour, was tathe stranger.
ken possession of by Hays, and with the booty,

The amount found
safe until mornmg.
trunk was about $2iHl,0()0.
was ascertained afterward that the original
plan of the robbers was to take the morning boat
lor Philadelphia, and conceal the money there.
Murray proceeded, but Smith did not reach the
wharf in time. Disappointed in that respect, he decided upontheCour.se which he pursued, and which
was held
in the
It

d make such excavations as might be
the place
necessary, but was aided by the subscription of a
considerable sum of uioney, amounling it is believed, to several thousand dollars, to enable him to
cany his investigations into etiect; it being understood that those whosubsciibed the necessary funds
should be put in possession of his drawings and
researches, that they might be able to re-imburse
themselves by their publication.
The English nation, it is believed, did not subscribe to or countenance the exploration, but the
French took it up warmly, and sent a vessel lo Vera
Cruz lor the purpose of conveying M. Waldeck as
They also
far up the Rio Formosa as possible.
contributed a considerable sura of money towards
defraying the expenses, and sent out two draughtsmen, an astronomer, a naturalist, and several laM.
borers to assist in the necessary excavations.
Walileck joined this corps, and Ihe writer of the
present article was with them, and took leave of
on the morning of Monday, 2d April, 18.32,
when they cleared out of the poitof Vera Cruz,

-—

eventualed in his discovery and apprehension
Hays always said that, if Murray had been allowed
the custody of the booty, he would not have been
From that
But as he would sometimes. indulge in to proceed on their proposed labors.
detected.
robbery was not made until that time. When it betime to the present he has never been able to proa drop too much, his accowptice dared not trust
a
in
mouproar
came known, Wall street was in an
vague remere
except
a
tidings
of
them,
cure
any
the
to
led
Smith
given
by
him. The information
ment. Information was promptiy transmitted to
port (but from whom he cannot recoUect) ttiat the
immedi- apprehension of Murray afterwards, and the bank
the police office, and a reward of $10,01)0
corps had made its first report lo Paris, arid that the
its vaults neaily
to
restoring
in
succeeded
last
at
and
villains
ately olfered for the apprehension of the
first number of the livraisonof that rejiort had been
officers the whole of the very large sum abstracted.
the recovery of the money. The lynx-eyed
The rewaid of iji0,000, otl'ered by the bank, was published (here several years ago, illustrated with
of the police were immediately in motion, and they
engravings so large and highly finished that the
olpolice
where
the
court,
chancery
paid into the
scoured every nook and corner where they thought
girl c-osl of this first p».rt was 160 francs, a price so
give them ficers, boarding house keepers, and the servant
they could gather inlormation that would
high that it met but lew purchasers, and therefore
award
court
The
spoils.
the
battle
for
sharp
had
a
deed.
daring
a scent of those who had committed the
was statand it was a righteous judgment the whole to never got fairly before the world. But it
One day passed away, and another, and another, but ed servant
ed that the discoveries disclosed exceeded th< most
girl.
the
thiefrenowned
that
Even
nothing came to light.
first place of lour. sanguine hopes and expectations of those oiigi(he
in
composed
was
gang
The
catcher, old Hays, was "at fault, and cnuld'nt folMurray' kept house, and there they arranged their na-lly embarked iit the expedition.
low." A week elapsed, and no doubt bfgan to be
The writer (long since an inhabitant of this
plans and made the instruments and keys wilh
entertained that the rogues had been as successful
They con- country) has made inquiries at some of the princidetection as they had which they accomplished the robbery.
in laying their plans to avoid
of the cities of the Uniled
fessed that they were about three months in tlie pal public libraries
robbery.
the
been in accomplishing
work of preparation. Phillips was successful in Stales in hopes ol finding this first report, and has
But justice, tliough slow sometimes in her movereviews and periodicals,
loreign
searched
the
and
also
Sing
making his escape; Murray went to Sing
ments, is pretty generally suie to overtake the
its publication, but
there; and Smith having served out his term hoping to find some notice of
So it proved eventually in this case, as the died
guilty.
much importance to
of
so
Discoveries
but
in
vain
liberly,
his
to
restored
of imprisonment, was
sequel discloses.
too hardened in iniquity to lead an the early history of Americaought not to be passed
become
had
robbery,
a
the
succeeding
Monday
Early on the
present notice is
honest lile. He now goes to the stale prison at over slightly-, and Ihe object of the
well-dressed man made application at a respectable
Charleslown for a period of three years, and if he to ask your numerous readers whether they have
boarding house in the upp'Tpart of the cily lor acIf Ihe work
that the way of the transgres- seen or heard of such a publication.
learned
yet
not
was
has
request
His
days.
commodation for a few
printed in Paris, and has been checked in its ciris haid, there is rio-t much reason to think he is
granted. He stated that he was engaged in the sor
culation by its great cost, it is believed that some
wilJ.
ever
wasobiighe
and
that
work,
literary
of
a
preparation
of our many periodical publications would confer a
wilhuithe
eJ to devote all his time (o have it ready
favor on their readers by giving an abstract of its
ANCIENT CITY OF P VLENQUE, IN
period he contracted for, he should want a separate
contents, and some account of the discoveries that
AMERICA.'
he
was
As
undisturbed.
would
be
room, where he
Compiler.
Richmond
have been made, and no one perhaps would feel
ihe
editors
the
To
of
a stranger, he tendered the week's board in advance,
Dear sirs; The interest you appear to take in more gratified by this information than vour friend
which was received. He then inquired if it would
antiquities, as exhi
J. MSLLINGTON,
and constant reader,
Auierican
of
prosecution
the
housekeeper
the
comport vrith (he convenience of
Tuesday
Professor of chemistry and natiirnl philosophi/
provided he bited in the remarks you published on
to furnish his meals in his own room,
in IVilliam and Mary college.
last, (July 30th), respecting the discovery of the
was
This
trouble.
the
for
allowance
made an extra
WiUiB.msburg, Va. Augvst 2, 1S39.
immics at Durango, in Mexico, induces me to
possession
readily agieed to, and the stranger took
uble you with a few remarks and queries, which
of the apartment assigned him, bag and baggage.—
LAST ERUPTION OF VESUVIUS.
IshaJI be glad to have published in your pap r,
manilandlady
good
the
Meanwhile time rolled on,
TR.\NSLATED KROM THE GERMAN.
same copied into other
lor his with the reqiiest to have the
festing every disposition to do every thing
If the last eruption ol Vesuvius, at the beginning
papers, with the view of eliciling information on a
destranger
the
that
accommodation
comfort and
subject that appears to me of sufficient importance of this year, was of the greatest interest linr the geologists as well as the artists, ami afforded, even tc
to demand such publicity.
There was but one domestic in the house, and
Antecedent to Ihe year 1832, a Mr. F. Waldeck, the eye of a simple spectalor, an inexpressibly beauShe,
of
age.
of
years
twenty
that a female, about
in the city tiufiil sight, it exiiibiteil at the same lime meteoroloresident
then
a
Germany,
but
of
native
a
course, as well as the landlady, had heard all about
ot Mexico, and who had formeily been attached lo gical phenomena of ihe greatest importance. It will
the great robbery, which was a topic of a irood deal
the emperor Napoleon's expedition into Egypt, had therelore, not be without interest lo our readers tt
of conversation between them. The curiosity of
mys- possession of a number of plants, drawings ol recei\e a short extract fmm the observations of oik
this domestic was not a little excited about the
tjuildings, hieroglyphics, and olher docuiui-iits re- of our natu.-al philosophers, such as they have beei
house.
of
the
inmate
the
wlio
was
terious stranger
lating to. or said lo be louiid in, a city called Pa- coininunicated by him to the royal academy o
Once excited, she kept her eyes open when she enknque, believed to be one of the largest, most mag- sciences, (supposed to be that of B.erlin).
tered his room daily for the purpose ol arranging
From actual measurements, then instituted, it ap
nificent and ancient cities of the western world.
her
to
communicated
it, and every now and then
or fire-columns in the night
She watclied From these documents it appeared that Palenque pears that the flames
m'istress that all did not look right.
situated on the banks of the Rio Hermosa, or lioui the 2d to the 3d of January, with an expansioi
was
thought
twice
or
once
and
hole,
keyhim through the
imme4,01)0 to 5,000 feet diameter, rose to thi
of
CUiapa,
of
from
district
stale
or
the
Tabasco,
in
she was able to distinguish him counting on the lasouth of hat of Tabasco; and that its lati- height of 1,100 feet, (from the brink of ihe crater
We a large pile of bank bills. The door, too, was diately
tude was about 17 degrees north, and its lon.;itude consequently of one-third of the whole mountain)
always kept locked, and only opened when she pre91 degrees 50 minutes west. The while Ihe red hot stones and masses of rock wert
Greenwich,
from
sented herself with his meal^. At last she ventured
was no city ilsell was so completely covered with soft al- hurled still 4.000 to 5,000 feet higher, which, ii
to intimate her suspicions that the stranger
vegitatiori over it so luxuriant, coming down, jiroduced a dreadful crashing noise
the
soil,
and
luvial
the
man
be
better than he ought to be, and might
and covered the whole cone. The surface of th
it was wilh difficulty any traces of it could be
who had robbed th.- bank. The mistress demurred, that
(bund; but small excavations had been made to a crater has risen, during these three day.s, .J5 fij.'l
day,
every
increased
discoveries
girl's
but as the
notwithstanding the descending lava carried aloii;
thai
prove
its circumference exextent
to
sufficient
to
the good lady at last thought it to be her duty
Tliey had also laid open seve- with It a great part of the ejected matter; on th
ceeded six miles.
communicate the wliole story to her husband, and
ral stone buildings of vast extent and magnificence, olher hand, Ihe point called del Palo has low-ere
should
what
determine
they took counsel together to
and several columns, statutes and other works of nine feet. The volcanic phenomena readied, in Ih
be done.
^^
art hail been partially brought to light; all of wdiich night, from the 3d to the till, an awful violence; the
In the midst of their consultation, one night, about
apjieared to indicate so close a semblance to the counted, in half an hour's lime, lioin Uh. 21m. t
his
out
of
12 o'clock, they heard the stranger come
temples and idols of ancient Egypt, as to almost llh. 50m. 219 electric sparks or discharges of iin
room, lock the door, take out the key, descend the
induce a supposition that these distant spots must mense e.vtenl and the greatest beauty, of Ihe inos
promptly
They
house.
the
ol
out
stsirs. and walk
M. Wal- vivid and fiery light, like lightning of a zigzag forn
formerly have had intercourse together.
decided to have an examination, and such an exadeck being a man of greatpeisevereiice,and having without, however, causing the least thunder or otlie
mination as would settle all doubts. The husband
the study of antiquities, and noise. They started all liom the extreme points c
to
much
time
devoted
him
called
Hays,
hastened, or rather ran for old
the ancient Indian languages, and hieroglyphics, the fierv columns, or from the edge of Ihe lavf
from his bed, and coinmtinicated his suspicions.
the documents and information he had where it flowed from the crater, and all took th
The sagacious minister of justice made particular siibmilled
obtained not only to the principal merchants and same direction upwards. In the nig!its from the 2
inquiry about the personal appearance of the strancitizens of Mexico, but likewise to the government to the 3d, and from the Gth to the 7lh, there wer
ger rolled uo his eyes with a sort of half laugh, anr
of shooting stars of in:
In a authorities of tliat countiv, and to those of France Qbserved a great quantity
-t know him."
the fell
exclaimed, "tha
free- -.
di-'
coioinon size and diiii light, wli ch, in an alino-^t he
England; •and he^ not only obtained- ."a •;
and i^i<^ia'"',
attended by
nv .m"
..! to Ihe
hon-e. airenii^u
linn-e.
Ih
he ren.iireil
fi-w
minutps lie
fi'W minutPS
pensation from the sovernment ol Mexico to v.si rizoutal ilirection, threw tli«ms«lve.s into the flamti
bis son. and on finding that the stranger had not yet 1
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behind

leavinR
as if atlracteil bv a magnetical force,
visible soine liine
Iheiij a iiiilkv streak which was
.-j^cii.... »i ashes
The
vanish^,!
afier the s:aV had
eoii'iderable, ami
to the ^oulheast si.ie was very
wiiole terriloTorre deLlnnun ZMa, as well as the
ry for

many

miles in

circumlerence, was and

nt to the

13 st.ll

road.

iMEN.

mechanics and

At a numerous asseii-.bl.ige ol the
Piid..del|)hia,
woikiiii men ol the city and couciiy of
.vlonday aflernoon.
held in Uie countv court house on
opiAn". 19lh, lor the puipo-e of expressing their
Pnilailelphia
nions rel itive to the conslructioii, by
m.chinists, of the engine int.-n.led lor the national
b^iill at the Philadelphia
to
be
about
frigate,
steam
navy yard, tlie following officers were selected:
For piesident— G.-orge Siniih of the city.
For vice presidents— Anthony D.ivis, ol K-nsin,'Bonsall.ol Sonihto i; Diiiiel Lirge,of do.; William
J.ihn Ni<lee, of Northern Liberties; Geoige

Millar, ol Spring Garden; and

veiiiiy, of

Charles S. De-

Kensington.

—

r^

^

i,

Foi secretaries Enoch E. Camp, John C. Gill
and Tiios. G. B.giiall.
motion the following gentlemen were selected
the sense ol the
to draft resolutions expressive of

O

1

meeiingAllied M. Clarke, of Hollnway's foundry.
Will. Clark, of Merrick Si Town's loiindry.
co"s foundry.
Hiiliy, of Baldwin
Gt-o.
J. R. Morion, of Park & Tl.-rs' loundry.

W

Joiin

&

Alexander, of Norris's foiimlrj

of our machinists, they will ever couconstruction of her propelling power at

anv other place.

MEETING OF MECHANICS AND WORKING

W.

.

John C. Doyle, of Agriew's foundry
J.is. Tull, of Rush & Miihleiibi-rg's foundry.
John S nith, of Morris & co's foundry.

The

E«ra Anderton, and
The ineeliiig was then eloquently addressed by
( i.irles Navlor, esq. col John Thompson, Wm. L.
11 rst, esq. George W. Mellar and Thos. Connell.
Alter which the following resolutions were reporied, and unanimously adopted:
Whereas, at the last session of congress, an appropriation was made for building a steam frigate at
and as we consider it
the Philadelphia navy yard
incumbent upon the secretary of the navy and tlie
the
constiuction of her
f.ir
contract
board
to
navy
engines, wh.'.re they can be besl made, at the least
expense, consistent with such efficiency, as well a<i
wh'ue the acknowledged reputation of the inachi-

—

nisls for skill and capability, founded upon tesleil
work, will atlbrd a sufficient guarantee to the nation
of their fidelity to construct "iich machinery, and

capital nor sufficient secuiily for (he
perlormance of the contract, are wanting:
Therefore, resoloed, Tiiat the acknowledged reputation of Pniladelphia sleain engines, Ihroushoiil the
United Slates, for speed, strength, durability and
safety, acquired in theupace of upwards of twenty
year.s, during which time not a life was ever known
to have been lost, by any accident or explosion,
arising from any delect in their construction, firmly
convinces «J, that as good, if not belter work, in

in

Jiesotved, Tiiat the fuel lilone, that this sleain frieate is to be built at our navy yard, alfoids a varie
tyof sound reasons, apparent' to every discerning
mind, that her engines should also be coiislrncled

here, provided

they can be as well
as reasonable a sum.

mide

as else-

wh re. and at
Resohed, that in the selection by the secretary
of the navy, and (he navy board, of an eslablishmeni
engines, they can only
in this city, to erect these
be sati>fi-d of its
d.-sire. for the national iiilerests, to
capubluty. cipilui and iecuritij to perform the conwith regard to exceltr.icl on as reasonable terms,
workmanship, as can elselenc-- of materials and
where bo done. We, theretore, judging from an
experience in, and thorough knowledge of the ca
esiahhsliments
pabilitles of the various steam engine
ns have been more
of the union— In which many of

s.itisfied that the maor I-S3 employed— are fully
that gave
chiiiislsof that city and cominonweallh,
hroiight steam
birth to a Fitch and a Fulton— who
power— lack neither ol
10 perlVctioii as a propelling
the engines of a Phithe above requi»ite,s to prevent

ladelpliia

CO

b

lilt

steam

Irigale

from being elsewhere

istriicled.

the
Ruolocd. That the secretary ol th« navy and
as one of the
navy hoar I, in selecting Philadelphia,
he
should
frigate
steam
national
at which a

ports

gave evidence of their approb.ilion ol Ihe
and capahility of our ship builders lor this ta-k
—and we cannot believe, that with Ibeir knowled|;e

lireetod,
skill

Corning,

American Exchange bank,

43,350
53,300
32,000
404,000
5S,550
76,200

...

Resolved.

chanics on earth, the sweetness and freslmess of its
water and its distance from the ocean, secuimg it
from attack during war, renders it as a building station lor steam vessels far superior to any other in
Ihe whole country; and that as such it deserves to
be imm.-dialely clistinaui.shed by the goveriimenl.
On motion ol Wm. L. Hirst, esq it was
Resolved, That a committee of ten machinists be

ppointed to wait upon, or address the secretary

id

the navy, and the naval board, and adopt such meaures as they may deem necessary for furthering the
obji-cts of this

Resolved,

meeting.

That the

officers of the

meeting select

such coiniuittee within the space ol five days, and
report the same through the newspapers of our city.
Resoloed, That copies of Ihese proceedings be forwarded to the president of the United Siales, to the
secrelarv of the navy, and the navy board, and that
the editors of the city papers are respectfully requested to give them a place in their respective

GEORGE SMITH, president.
Davis,

Daniel Large,
William Bons.a.il,
John Naglee,
Geo. W. Metl-ar,
Chas. S. Devenny,

vicepr

J

Enoch E. Camp, ^

John

C

\

Gill,

Thos. C. Bignall,

secretaries.

>

THE STATE SECURITY BANKS.
From

the

Mbamj Evening

Journal

In reply to an attack upon the comptroller, in Sahirday's Argus, there can be no better answer than
the ilatemcnl which follows, showing the number ol
banks formed under the general law, the amount ol
securities deposited with the comptroller, and the
amount of notes delivered to the banks for clrcula-

o
Securities.
-,-

faithful

steam machinery can be inanufaclured in this city.
the same rates, as In any oilier part ofihe nation.

ol

New York banking company, 116.000
Rochester, 101,200
That the situation of Philadelphia, the Counnerciiil bank ol
45,400
Middletown bank,
matenecessary
the
cheapness and abundance ol al
48,000
and Delaware bank,
rials, its extensive and industrious population,
14,000
Bank of Waterville,
the great numbers ol the best and most skilful meth(.

where neither

Sit

of Waterville,

Bank of Wliiteslown,
the opinion of this meeting, Pine Plain bank,
1:32,700
Canal bank of Lockoort,
measure
great
a
in
ultimately,
will
b.ilteries
steam
Bankingcomsupercede all other means of coast and harbor de- Howard Trustand
48,2.30
pany, Troy,
fence.
That our country will be/oiced to rcsorf to
37.550
Washington county bank,
tliem as the only efficient method of repelling at300,000
ol Commene,
tacks from hostile steam ships, and that the uiulli- Bank
15,0110
Commercial bank of Troy,
plication of these latter in tlie navys of England,
79,319
of Vernon,
Fiance, and other Euiopean countries, strongly ad- Bank
21.950
monish our government ol the necessity of imme- Biiighampton bank,
46,700
Mohawk Valley bank,
diately coiouienciiig and prosecuting the building of

Wm.

Eardman.

Bank
Bank

following resolulions were offered by Charles

Resolred. That,

1

U

BankofLowville,

N.iylor, esq.

J n s Slater, of Large's foundry.
journals.
Johnson's foundry.
S. Biadley, ol Parrish
Anthony
Curry,
Tliom.is Connell, Daniel B Griffin,
D.iniel

BANK OF ENGLAND.

1839— THE

work

of the

lor a
covered witii two to three feet of ashes, which
the mam
time interrnpted the coiDmunicalioii on

wa!k;

31,

.

$83,600
Staten Island bank,
Agricultural bank of Herkimer, 37.751)
Bank of the U. States. N. York, 200,000
Bank of Western N. York, Ro100,000
chester.
Farmers' bank of Seneca county, 14,600
Mechanics' banking association, 189,000
North American Trust

8c

^tjtts

$68,725
l»,O0l)

176,0110

92,792
12,775
175,200

Bank-

371,900
ing company,
15S.e:J0
Fanners' bank of Orleans,
183,960
Lock|,nrt Bank and Trust co.
New York State Stock Security
27,200
bank,
MerclKinls' and Farmers' bank,
Ithaca,

Circulaling

290,040
122,210
166,800
27,096

Farmers' and Mechanics' bank.

-
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chaMit's an^i tlnciiidlioris in Ihe circulation

31,

1839— FOREIGN EXTRACTS.

13

alter a short Iri.il ol some uody
Tlie renown ol tlie EXprcled loan:;
Hiul t 10 old
inlothi other, to be held in Scoiland has r.aclied Fa IS, anil credepartments by re-instalin^ ol
office
sn he ates a certain interest
a people
el,- brat
found new ones deficient, the country vvould have ed ior their belles joules el hauls fails d'aimes.
It
been a gainer by it. But we have strayed a long is said that lord Eglinlouii descends in a direct line
way from (Jiiii.cy.
from Roger de Mundesuinbrie, (the which name
The nursery of young trees <it Qiiincy, is contain- has degenerated inlo Montgomery ), who lollowed
ed in a strip of land fenced olf from the orchanl, the duke of Normandy to England at the time of
about a Uiousand feet in h-ngtb, and 40 or 50 wide. the conquest. A member of this (amih retuined
It contains an immense variety of young and ilirilly
to setile III France in Ihe bi-ginning of the reign of
trees, fonie raised from seed, and we believ,' all were Fiaiicis the first, and his son John de Montgomery,
planted by the pioprieior himself
beier known under the name of caplain de Lor-cs,
Varieties innumerable have been produced by was renouned for his adilie^s in all bodily exergrafting and budding.
Among them are many va- cises, which however did not prevent his woundrieties of English and American oaks and lofest ing Francis the first in a sort of mock fi^hl, on the
trees
fruit trees of all possible descriptions, rose forehead, with a lighted brand.
The son of this
bushes, curranis, walnuts, filberts, and a great va- gentleman, Gabriel de Montgomery, also a great
riety of other shrubs and plants.
AH are in a thrifty lover of all tilts and lournanients, had ihe inisforstate which argiiesa rare knowledge ofarboriculture, tnne, in an alfair of this kind, to wound
mortally
included within the cyclopedia of the proprietor's Henry the second, who tilted with liim.
After
attainments and precincts.
several anxious and restless years, the consequence
The orchard proper and garden, contain some de- of his involuntary regicide, he was laken in 1574,
scriptions of fruit no where else to be found in the and imprisoned in one of the towers of the Concountry.
Pear trees, over a hundred years old, are ciergerie, which lor a long time boie his name, and
still prolific, and load^d with fruit.
New inscrip- wa.s beheaded by order of Catharine de Medicis,
tions of apples, pears, &c. have been introduced by w ho thus revengt-d the death of her husband, twenly-lour years alfer his death. It is singular eiionijh,
grafting as soon as known in this country,
that is
such as were worth the culture. In the garilen, that after more than two centuries and a half whrdi
there is a large and handsome walnut tree, which is have elapsed since this event, a de.«cendani of Gabriel de Montgomery should have thus preserved
thirty years old, beautifully formed, and in a vigorou
state of growth, which was raised from tlie seed this taste for tournaments and chivalric sports.
It
is said that a high personage intends lo leave
planted by the president's own hand.
France,
The possessor of such a homestead, with the taste if possible, to be jiresenl; if so, it is to be desiied
and information to enjoy it; a library lo relreat to that Ihe descendant of the Montgomerys may not
within doors; a correspondence wider than that ol have inherited the awkwardness of his' anceslorsany other man in the country in office or out; and and the prince Louis Napoleon would also do well
an active mind with thousands of reminiscences ol to look to himself, seeing his pretensions lo Ihe
the past, incessant employment in the present, and ihrone of France, the Montgomerys being rather
shrewd perception of the future; afford the means ol unlucky in their tilts with and before kings.
enjoyment, which no political chai ges, can take
Each knight is to choose a lady, wlio.ve colnrs he
is to wear, and whose superiority he is lo
away.
[Boston Ev. Gazette.
maintain
before all lovers, native or loreign, known or
unknown, proving the old adage, that
JOREIGN EXTRACTS.
i

will appear tVoin the fbllowiiifi^ slalement:
In the inonlh eniliiig tlie 13lli of Noveniber,ap conipared with the uionlh
ending the 2l3t of August, 183S,
there is a decrease oC
£1,377,000
In the month ending the 5lh of February, 1839, as compared with the
month ending the 13th of November, 1838, there is an increase of
153,000
In the month ending the 30lh of April,
as compared with the month ending
the 5lh of February, theie is a decrease of
63,000
And in the mon'h ending the iSd inst.
as compared with the month ending
the 30th of April, there is a decrease
of
156.000

...

Which

leaves upon balance a decrease of
£1.443,000
The following are the changes and fluctuations
that have taicen place in the depo.'^ites:
In the month ending the 13lh of November, as compared with themo:lh
ending the 21sl of August, 1838,
there IS a decrease of
£1,134,000
In the month ending the 51h of February 1839, as compared with the
month ending the 13th of November, 1833, there is a decrease of
138,000
In the month ending llie 30th o( April,
as compared with the month ending the 5th nf February, there is a
decrease of
2,673,000
And in the month ending the 23d inst.
as compared with the month ending
the 30lh of April, there is an iiicreaseof
1,164,000

Which

leaves upon balance a decrease of
£2.781,000
tbilowing are the average amounts of the circulation, the deposites, and the stock of b dlion
during the period from the 2l3t of August, 183S, to
the 23il instant, inclusive:
Circulation,
£18.383,000
Deposites,
8,820,000
Bullion,
7,016,000
From the above return, it appears that while, by
comparing the month ending tlie 23d instant wilh
the month endinir the 30lh of April, there is a decrease of
1,677,000 in the slock of bullion, there
Is, nevertheless, an increase of £1,008.000 in the
liabilities; and, Iherefoie, in the interval from April
to Julv, the bank directors must have manulactured
£2.685,000 of paper money by increasing their securities to the same amount.
In like manner, by coinparing the month ending
the 23d inst^int with the month ending the 21si of
August, 1838, it appears that while the decrease in
the stock ol bullion is £6,372.000, the decrease in
the liabilities is only £4 224.000; and, therefore, lo
all the extent of the difference, (£2,148.000) the

The

£

geritleman curried out the same

i

I

'

—

—

Grand

tournamei.t

til

Eglinloun

castle.

The

at Eglintoun castle will take place on
the 28lh of August, and we uiidersiand lliat the
list of knights and esquires exceeds the number
originally intended.
The tilting and other chivalrous sports will occupy three days. The proces
'ion to Ihe lists leaves the castle about noon of each
laj', and will comprise the nights, their esquires
and retainers, the kins ol the lists tnd the lord ol
the tournament, the queen of beaiily, and the other
principal personages who will figure in this revival
of the glories of othei days. The encampments ol
the knights, strictly copied from ancient authorities, and painted in the colors, and decked willi
the emblazoned banners and crests of their martial
occupants, will be an interesting sinht; nd when
the gothic galleries suironding Ihe lists are crowded with the beauty and fashion of the three kinirdoiiis, and the sleel-clad champions rush to tlie
encounter, we can easily imagine the splendor ol
the spectacle.
The sports will be concluded with

—

—

Among these

were some valuable

fov

their novelly,

nothing else— beiiii; specimens of the cork tree.
What is amusing enoiijih tliough it might have been

—

irritating at the time,

is

the lict that Ihe old

Roman

"appointment-'" of his predecessor.
The cork trees were exterminated the
**be90in of reform," reached over to the grounds, and
a forest of beautiful trees were levelled.
It was,
however carried even farther than this. Mr. Adam's
COOK the best in Wa-^hington, was not of the right
politics, and was dismissed accordingly.
He did
not suit Ihe kitchen cabinet probably who wished
none of Mr. A's friends lo inlerlere with the roast.
No one else could be found lo do the duly better
however and the cook, who may. for aught we
know, be in Washington still, may boast ol what no
other man can. He was reiur,lated by the general,
coulil not abide these

—

in

but the brave deserve the

Constuntiiiople.

Among

fair."

the

many

in-

cramed

v\ilh

Tuiks, who,

in spite ol their habitual
(here contentedly till miilnight.
is Edelina Frilsch, said lo be
an
excellent singer and complete mistress of the Turkish language, which she learned in Odessa and
Wallachia.
She teaches the young Turks to sing, and
goes through the streets borne in a palanquin by
four blacks, and preceded by ei"ht others.

early

hoiir.s,

Their

puma donna

loll

The

grand seignor himself has visited°lhe opera,
which
will, perhaps, do as much as his absolute
commands
to amalgamate his people with those
of Western

Europe

Mr. Van Jmhvrgh and his managirie. On
Monday last this gentleman made his debut at the Clilton
Zoological gatdnns, and fully realized the
great
expeclalions which had been formed of his
leals
During the exhibition of Tuesday, the spectah.rs
attraction of the spectacle.
ot Mr. Van Amburgh's interesting'
prelbrmance
The most splendid and magnificent specimen of were
ch scandalized, by several attfinpts on
the
ancient armor, to be worn on this interesting occa
part ol the leoparde.^s, (in the division
with the
sion, is generally considered to be that recently
noble Barbary lion and lioness), to estranu-e
his
brought Irom the armory of the baronial hall of majesty's affections Irom his royal
consort." The
Hyllon castle, near Sunderland, Durham. This mortified vanity of the fair wearer of
the spoiled
princely and gorgeous suit is made of pure Milan robe at length sought relief in a rash
attack upon
steel, burnished blue, decorated with gold studs or the king ot the forest, whose
face soon streamed
'

'

a systematic devotion ol all their lime to different
pursuits, are alone aware how much a man can find
time to accomplish.
JVlr.
Adam's nursery and
groiinils in Qiiincy, would be deemed by many gentlemen a sufficient source of employment without
politics, authorship, lectures, or poetry.
While in
the presidential chair, he carried his taste with him,
and imported a number oi young trees to adorn the
grounds around Ihe white house.
if (or

Opera

novations which have been made of late years
in
the east, certainly the establishment ol an Italian
opeia at Constantinople is not the least reii.orkaLle.
The Turkish fashionables are so carried away by
theii rage lor ihe opera, that, unable to wail
till
the erection of the theatre in Pi-ra, for which
two
exp'-riencid Friiiich aichiltcls are eigaged, they
have had a large hotel in the square called Almeidan, filled up lor the purpose, and have
operas
three or four limes a week.
Notwithstanding the
high price ol ihe jilaces, (from two to ten heavy
piastres, or from 8s. lo 2/.) the theatre is always

i

bank directors must have manufactured paper money by increasing their securities to the same banquets, balls and masques, given to the as
seinbled elite by the noble holder of Ihe festival.
amount.
Their royal highnesses the duke and duchess ol
A DISTINGUISHED HOllTICULTURIST. Cambridge are likewise expected to be guests ol
The public labors of ex-president Adauis, give lord Eglintoun during the tournament, with many
the public some idea of the variety of his pursuits amongst Ihe most distinguished of our own foreign
and studies but a visit to his residence only, can noblesse, in gorgeous cosliinies of the middle ages.
show how the venerable ex- president spends his Ayrshire archers, headed by theircaplain, Claude
Leisure, one might at first thought fancy, Alexander, esq. clad in a brilliant and characteristic
leisure.
he could know nolhing of but those accustomed to costume, will muster in great force, and add to the

—

"None

grand

tournament

—

rivets, curiously inlade with the same costly metal,
and elaboralely wrought in arabesque. The casque
or helmet alone weighs nearly 40lbs. and tlie bars
of the vizor are of solid gold- This warlike spen of the olden time is in beautiful preservation,
and is said to have cost 1,000 guineas nearly 500
years ago, when it was worn by the then baron of
Hylton, at the victorious battle of Cressy. The
total expenses of this grand and chivalric display

supposed, exceed £50,000.
The chief knights at present are lords Eglintoun,
Craven, Hillsborough. Alford. Cossilis, the marquis
of Waterford, sir Frances Hopkins, the hon. Mr.
Gage, the hon. captain Maynard, the hon. Edward
Jt'rningham. Among the esquires are the hon
captain Macdonald, captain Bereslord. and captain
Purvis. Prince Louis Napoleon will also enter the
will,

with blood. Roused at length, the noble
animal
seemed determined to destroy his assailant, when
Mr. Van Amburgh rushed into the den, and
bv a
hf-avy blow on the lion saved the poor
leopar.lVss
from destruction. On the same evening
durins
the performances, Mr. Van Amburgh
met' with an
accident; which has incapacitated him from
appear-

ing since, before the public.
As the occurrence
has been exaggerated into a statement
that fie received a severe and dangerous laceration
in repelling an attack of one of the lions, we
think it ri"-|it
to state from good authority, that the
lion's cPavir
accidently pierced the palm of Mr. V. A's
hand

it is

I

I

lists.
I

and some leriile irritation having ensued, it
was
thought advisable thai for some days he should
not
expose himself to the extreme "persmialexeiiou
which his peribrmances d mand. This advenlurous hero is, we are happy to say, fast recovering
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ertects of his accident.

tile

He

mil,

we

hear,

Ilia ejdraordinary peiTormahcis in a few
[Brisltl pujier.
days
PopxUalionnf Algiers. The European |io|)iilalion
ol tile Flench possessions in Norlh Alrica, exclusive of the troops, was calculated on tlie first nf
July at 22,6117 individuals. Of these, 9,703 were
French, 2.533 English, 6,969 Spaniards, 2,304 Italians, and 1,093 Germans, Russians, Greeks, Porlugues, &c.

resume

AFFAIRS IN THE EAST
correspondent of the New York

The Pans

rier furnishes the lollowing

interestiiif;

Cou

letters

on

the subject of recent important events which have
taken place in Turkish atiairs:
The death of the sultan Mahmoud, took place
at Constantinople on the ni^it of the 30th June
and 1st July. This event being Ibreseen some
persons say broui^ht about orders were sent on the
ailh June to the seraskier Haliz pasha to suspend

—

—

lioatililies.

The sailing of the Turkish fleet from the DardaThe Egvpt.an
nelles had been equally prevented.
fleet was still, on the 27th June, cruizing olf AlexThe British and Fiench tl -els respectively
andria.
had sailed to prevent a collision of those of the
sultrin and viceroy, so that only one circumstance
seemed to threaten serious hostilities an order ile
sp. itched by Mehemit .Ali to his son Ibrahim, to
d.ive b.tck the I'urks from the E.;yptian territory.
All danger of a general war growing out of the
quarrel of the sultan and Mehemit All, Sf^ems to be
thus completely removed; for the successor of Mah-

—

—

—

—

moud ni3 son Abdul Medjid -a youth 17 years
only, but who was immediately, on his father's
ilealli, declared of age by the divan, and proclaimed
Was entirely lu the hands of the lour great
European powers having an interest in preserva-

—

tion ol llie Ottoman empire,
ly accept their mediation.

and would consequent-

The lorinal and irrevocable recognition ol Mehemit All's soi'ereignty in Egypt and Syria would unquesiionably be one of the leading points in the act
of mediation and settlement; and thus the greatest
benefit, except permission to him to conquer and
usurp the Ottoman throne, that could be conferred
on him, would be conferred and possibly guaranteed
by Great Britain, France, Austria anil Russia.
Had Mehemit Ali died without this recognition of
his independence, and this security to his heirs, the
whole of his possessions would have reverted to the
porte, in the course of the dissensions and quarrels
that is generally believed will occur between his
The danger of a
sons, immediately on his demise.
general war alone, at one time imminent, has thus
passed away, but it was siill possible that in the
course of the negotiations that would be entered
upon, for the final adjustment of the alfair, something might occur to renew the apptehensions now
so happilv removed.
On the 22d ult. t legraphic deParis, 'jiilij 1i.
spatches were received in Pans, annoiincing that
Ibrahim pasha had attacked and completely routed
the Turkish army, commanded by the Seraskier
Hafiz paslia, at Nezeb, situate beyond Aleppo, that
he nad sent three regiments of cavalry and ihree of
infantry in pursuit of

tile

fugitives, in the direction

of Oria and Diarbekir, and that lie wrote his despatch from the tent of the Turkish general inSnbseqienl despatches brought some details
r.liief.

which showed that Ibrahim commovement on the 20tli June,
iiisht of the 24th ami morning of
the 25lh, he attacked the Turkish army, which gave
way alter a cannomide of two hours, and literally
wiUiout resistance. Ibrahim had relurned to Antab
Later accounts reached Pans on Friday, 26ih nit.

of the

ailairs,

menced

his oifeiuive

and that on the

stating that the capilaii pallia, had, In anticipation

of the demise of sultan Mahniond, received orders
to return with the Oitoman lleet uiidei his orders,
from Galipoli to the Bosphorus; but that instead of
compliance, he laiiibd the 10,01)1) troops he had
taken on board lor the coast of Syria, to cooperate
with the army of the seraskier, and sailed for
R'lodes with an intenlion to deliver up the fieet to
Mehemit .\\i, lo whom he had wrilten to that elfect.
The latter replied in a special letter, but unfortunately the nalure of it remained unknown in Paris
up lo the moment when I ain obliged to close this
letter.
It would appear that the French admiral Lalande
had made no hostile atieinpt lo impede the voyage

of the

traitor,

Ahmed

Fethi, (the capital! paslia).

was even reported that he h id saluted his flag.
Oddly enough, these circumstances were seized by
It

the 9peculu?ors as a

proof of the bearing of the

French government towards Mehemit Ali at the
Very mo nenl when it was professing the most profouud regard for the yoiilhtul siillan, Abduel MedThis s'unnise, impfying a charge of dupilicity
iTd,

we
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Egypliau, direcled by European olhcers, and seconded by well-timea charges of cavali-y, threw his
ranks iii'o disorder.
His wings were at the sama
|tlni-ioo extended, and his troops excited by the
ardor of puisuit, had not preserved any regular order of battle, they could make scarcely any resistance, and at this period some corps of Arabs,
which Ibrahim in his retreat left in ambush on the
brought on or aggravated his illness by allowing right and left, fell upon the Turkish rear, and thus
him to swallow constant and large doses of alcohol, completely put the Ottoman troops to the rout.
were dismissed, and an English physician. Dr. The disorder became so great that the Turkish solMillingen, (the friend of lord Byron), was ap- diers threw away their arms and fled in the utmost
pointed physician to tiie young sultan. The divan conlusion. Part of the troops endeavored to regain
was in the interim actively engaged in filling up the the entrenched carap, while others made for the
ministry, of which I will, if I nave space, give a most lormiilable points of the Euphrates.
It aplist elsewhere.
An order was sent (as I have pears that a large portion of the fugitives succeedalready stated) to Hafiz pasha, to suspend hostili- ed in escaping, and that the massacre was not so
ties; but the fatal batlle of Nezeb had been fought great as might have been expected.
But the camp",
The order to return sent to artillery, baggage and even the muskets of the
before it reached him.
the cajiitan pasha was, as I have shewn, disregard- Turkish army fell into the hands of the Egyptians.
The seraskier, carried away in the general rout,
ed; but the divan did not stop there.
It despatched a special envoy to Mehemit Ali, with presents crossed the Euphrates.
His horse wotinded by a
of immense value, calling upon him to concur ball in the shoulder, fell from loss of blood in the
with the sultan and his government to reconstitute middle of the river, and vvouUI have been carried
recognising his hereditary away with his rider, when a young Albanian, on a
the Oitoman empire
sovereignty over Egy()t, on payment of a tribute, small Epirote hors^, seized the Serakier by the
but requiring the restituiion of Syria.
In conclu- middle, and contrived to get him safe lo the other
sion, he was invited to proceed to Constantinople, bank.
Three hours afterwards Ibrahim was repoto confer with the divan on the measures to be taken sing under the tent of the seraskier."
The envoy, the
with the objects just named.
bearer of these despatches, had arrived in Alexan- CHARTIST RIOTS— ATTE.MPT TO FIRE
wliicii

will,

are c-.jnvincetl, turn out -to be un-

warianted, was probably suggested by articles in
some of the Paris jontnals, recommending the readopMon of Napoleon's views on Egypt.
VVhile this was passing at a distance from the
Turkish ca|jital, all was busile in that city. The
remains of Mahmoud had been interred with pomp.
All his German doctors, who had, it was charged,

I

'

—

but here again
am left in painful anxiety.
nature of Mehemit All's reply was not known.
it would be unlavorable is in Paris the general belief, and indeed that it was known to the
French government to have been such, appears by
a letter from Toulon, of 24th July, which stated
that new and pressing orders had been received by
telegraph, to fit and prepare for sea immediately the
remaining ships ol the line in that harbor.
Thus it will be seen tliat doubts and fears still
The dirested on this vt^ry important question.
rection taken by the troops sent forward by Ibrahim, after the battle of Nezeb, was held to prove
that he projected extending the boundary of Syria,
(his intended portion of his lather's dominions) to
the Persian gulf, which would necessarily involve
him with England; but certain concessions lately
made to the English by his wise and talented
father, would argue that to provoke the hostility of
that power did not enter into his policy.
Russia, Austria, Piussia, France and England,
are said lo be determined iyn sustaining the sultan,
but thousands of accidents or occurrences are possible, any one of which would defeat the objects of
this amicable alliance, and set them at variance
Russia is described as making
with each other.
vast, but comparatively secret preparations for
"any emergency," (to march upon Constantinople
was still believed to be her object).
In this state I am comp-IIed to leave the subject,
observing that the French funds have not fallen in
consequence of that which has occurred in the
east
The three per cents, were, on the 29lh July,
at 79,70.
dria;

BIRMINGHAM

I

The

That

From

ihe London Morning Chronicle.
sullen silence of the movement part}^, although they had not indulged in any excesses during the last week, did any thing but allay Ihe fears
of the friends of order and peace.
Still, many,
anxious to repel, if possible from Ihe public mind
any unnecessary apprehensions, unfortunately plac-

The

ed confidence in tiiis outward, but treacherous appearance of peace.
Even the authorities, as if
willing lo coax the psople into a respect lor the
law, withdrew, as much as possible, from the streets
the metropolitan police, and softened down many
acts of the populace which, perhaps, under diilererent circumstances, they might have treated with
severily.
At length, Monday night the crowds
which assembled in the vicinity of the Bullring did
not attract much attention.
In the morning a
meeting was called at Hnllowayhead, but it having
proverl a failure, a second meeting was called for
the evening, and was most numerously attended.
It would appear that, at Ihe close of the meeting,
the crowds which attended it made their way lothe
Bullring, a great portion breaking off at this point
to meet Messrs. Collins and Lovett, whose return
from jail was e.xpected that night. The crowds in
the Bullring having increased considerably about
sevrn o'clock, the police were ordered to disperse
them. Having met with some resistance, they

were compelled to resort to some violence, and
wounded three men, one slightly, and two severely.

The

police

were called
ga/.e

order to avoid all cause ibr irritation
into the police office yard, out of the

in

of the people.

The

latter,

about 8 o'clock,

became exceedingly tumultuous, and commenced

THE EGVPriAN VICTORY.

breaking the windoivs of the office, and flinging
stones into the yard where the police weie drawn
From the Guzelte de France.
"The Turkish army occupied a strong position up. One fellow actually attempted to cross the
Ibiahim, who had received the pacha's iron railings in front of tile office.
The police all
at Nezeb.
permission to make an atlack, wished to assail this time, remained uninovi d, under the orders of
this position in front, but Soliman bey, (colonel that excellent superintendent. May. who wilh the
Selves) succeeded in restraining his ardor, and it was greatest difficulty, restrained his men from sallying
agreed that the enemy should be drawn by ma- out on the rioiers.
.M about half past eight
iKEuvies from his entrenchinents. The Egyptians o'clock, the latter began breaking the wiurlows and
made a leigned retreat, and the seraskier, H.ifiz large lamps in High street and Spiceall street; and
The then liirned their attention to the houses thempacha, sent out a strong division of cavalry.
selves, into several of which Ihey repeatedly made
first corps it came up with, composed of Bedouins,
Finding tiiat the
dispersed according to the order they had received, attempts to force an entrance.
and the Ser.iskier, imagining that the Egyptians wei'.pons (clubs and sticks) wilh which they were
might be easily routed, advanced with the whole of provided were ineflectivp for Iheir purpose, thoy
Thus he abandoned his strong position rushed at the iron pallisades round the Nelson
his forces.
and two formidable redoubts constructed by. Prus- monument, a portion of which they wrenched from
sian ollicers, from which great advantage was an- the masonry, and then returned lo the work of deNo time had elapsed before they forced
ticipated.
In order to draw the I'urks slill furlher struction.
from llieir entrenchments, Ibrahim and Soliman in Messrs. Bourne's, the extensive tea dealers,
continued to reiire for two hours, hastening to gain wimse prc-inises extend twenty leet fi'ont of the
RJoore street.
The
a field of batlle which the superior judgment of Bullring, and sixty feet in
Selves had previously selected as one of the most shutters and doors yielded lo their continuous atOn reaching this ground the Egyptian tacks which Ihey immediately lore do» n, and confiivorabl.'.
army suddenly faced right about, and, availing it- vertcfl into weapons. They then commenced pillaging Ihe warehouses, and throwing their ronlents,
self of the nature of the posiliim, formed into com
This ocpact masses, the infantry in the centre, the cavalry teas, sugars, spices, &c. into Ihe street.
At about five
and light artillery on each wing, and made vigorous curred about ten minutes 'o nine.
charges on llie 'Turks, who were astounded by this minutes past nine they broke into Mr. Leggetl's
sudden attack. The ranks of the latter were soon premises, upholsterer. Inking nut immense rolls of
The seraskier, however, bedticking, which they spread like carpeting, about
thrown into disorder.
At a quarter past nine Ihe order for
roile up lo Ihe front, and, by his valor and the bra- the Bullring.
very of the corps around him, remedied for a time pnl'ing out the liglils was given, and obeyed hy the
his false step. His heavy artillery, unfortunately for rioters, men and boys climbing up the lamT> posts
Ali was
him, cduld nnt cbine up, and the right guns rfj' Ihe fcft-tlie jAirjfU^B df -putting out the g*s.

J
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.iijpcaiance of business Deuig proceed, il uuh as
"
The whole day has been occupied by the
riif u..e wa^ eui i:oimi usual.
ifnol'mor'ally, uoim..!-.;.
magisirntes iu Ihe |.olice office in disposing ol tlie
llie neck and cut
in
him
siablied
who
dragoon,
by a
rioleis who were apprehended yesthose
At this period the inliabilants of Hi^h street,
of
cases
blood,
even
man's
him drea"dfully in the head. Tne
public office the inagisMoore street, Spieeall slieet, Stc. were ei.gai^ea ill
from near Mr. Heeley s. terday evening. In the
I'he next this day, can be tracked
removing their lamilies ami furniture.
traies who are presiding are Messrs. Lawrence,
disa
Temple-row,
Booth's,
Mur- Union street, to Dr.
while I wasinlormed that
Booth;
and
Shaw
object of destruction was the house of IVlr.
Clarke,
other
hundred yards. The
From thence they went to tance of nearly three
colt, cheesemonger.
in another poition of the same establishment were
was cut down by a police man.
oilier magistrates, consulting
some
the
mayor
and
Mr. Arthur Dakiu's, tea-dealer, whose house they
s
Bourne
Mr.
of
roof
About eleven o'clock the
which they
had, on the previous week attacked,
Leg- as to measures to secure the luture peace of Ihe
in; and, about twelve, that of Mr.
A few stones were thrown at Mr. Al- house fell
battered in.
Strange to say, the latter town. The public office was ceilainly like the
gett met the same fate.
derman Button's house. The mob next demolisha head quarters ot a general, for there were to be
made
house was
also gentleman i.s a liberal, but his
ed the front of Mr. W". Dakin's, tca-d-'aler;
populace in con- seen about it the orderly soldiers of different regiMr. Parkes, mark for the rage of the infuriated
ments, while wiihin tht se was a plentilul display
that of Mr. Horton, silversmith, and
the
impediout
pointing
battered in sequence of the police, in
It la said they actually
I may remark that the freest access
tobacconist.
the Bullring, of fire arms.
house with ment given by the assemblages in
the windows of Ihe latter s;entlem.in'3
ol was allowed to all classes of persons, however they
instance
an
as
house
Leggelt's
Mr.
out
Horton s. In sin-'lini'
which it would be well to see
rule
clad
a
were
the silver candlesticks laken from Mr.
comwere
it,
reach
spread in the'obsuuclion, as, people to
the interim, the bed licKing, which was
whenever a meeting was enlorced in other courts of jusiice.
party, and pelled to lake a circuit
gentleman, a native of Birmingham, has asthe Bullring, was collected by another
A
until
one
playing
continued
held.
The engines
third section was busily engaged in
set on fire.
under, but the houses sured me that nothing possibly can be inoie ditferbaker, o'clock, when the fire was got
batterin.' in the houses of Mr. Allen Bursal,
the ent than the appearance presented by Birmingham
were completely destroyed. Shortly alter one,
&c Mr' Perkins, (headborough of Birmingham), engines again resumed workiii„ on the houses,' and lo-day and yesterday. To-day, commerce seems
brush-maker, Mr. Arnold, pork-shop, Mr. Poiiiit.
hour few be- to be flowing in its usual channel; yesterday, every
till three o'clock, at which
continued
WalMr.
and the greatest terror preney grocer, M- C. Heath, cheesemonger,
riot act was thing was at a stand,
Mr. Bliss, yond the military were to be seen. The
vailed amongst all, and especially the middle and
ton, butcher. Mr. Fincher, leather seller,
read at an early hour.
Spread Ea-'le, an individual who never rendered
richer classes, who feared that the coining night
awlul spec
an
presented
streets
morningthe
This
hn.ises
The
himself obnoxious; his and Mr. Walton's
and chihlren, iii- would bring the terrors of the night belore.
They were about at- tacle, crowded with men, women
were but slightly injured.
All business shops werealinost universally closed; a great numcorner termin-'led with military and police.
tacking Mr. Wainwrighl's, liquor merchant,
ber of special constables were sworn in, and orlaclo
several
even
and
closed,
shops
interrupt- suspended, all
be in readiness at a moiuenl's warning in
of Market street, when cries ot "no, no!"
shall be no more work dered to
ries have declared that there
ed thein; but not before they had demolished a magawlul state ol the dirierent wards; some troops patrolled the streets,
culler, in their factoriss until the present
others were stationed at Ihe (uincipal [loiiits
nificent l.imp rfcently put up. Mis. Martyn's,
while
this
clock
o
three
At
the things shall be changed.
of the town. At eight o'clock
and Mr. Bank's diuggist, had the whole ol
despatched for Ihe War- leadiii" to the centre
other- morning an express was
fronis destroyed, tlieii properly pillaged and
notice it was announced that ihe chartists were allemptto be in readiness.
The immense Iroiitage ol Mr. wickshue yeomanry
ineeiiiig at Holloway-head; and,
get
up
a
wise damaged.
to
ing
who
persons
has been posted, calling upon (hose
Goodeii'3 Nelson hotel was next assailed, Ihe winattend iinmedialely on the receipt of this intelligence, two
have not been s orn in special constables, to
dows and doors being forced in.
have troops of tlie 4th dragoons and a piece of artillery
office to be sworn. The magistrates
in all haste; they were under
At a few minutes past nine, the awful cry of "fire, the police
£100 for the apprehenMon o proceeded to the spot Challtrton.
Scarcely had the words es- offered a reward of
parly of rifles
fire!" struck the ear.
the coininanil of col.
conflagrations o
the
at
engaged
incendiaries
Ihe
the command of Mr. Halslon.
under
also
caped the demons' lips before they carried immense
were
ol
Upwards
Messrs. Bourne and Leggetl's houses.
the dragoons and artillery, the chartheaps of the burning inaierials from the slieets,
taken, and are now un- Upon seeing
been
have
prisoners
ihirty
Lfgget's
forcin"- them into xMessrs. Bourne and
The ists did not attempt to come into collision with
der-oiu" examination before the magistrates
houses. The horror with which those who dared
powei lor the pro- theni, but fled. Towards the police and soldiers
can be autiiorit'iesaredoingall in their
to view the proceeding witnessed this act
violent language was used, and jo such an extreme
it is again asked,
SUM,
peace.
public
the
Wiihin a quarter lection of
easier conceived than described
did it go that 1 heard myself Mr. Halslon declare,
where were the magistrates and military during the
of an hour, the fliines burst out with aw ful violence,
respect to one young man who was made a
in-surrection and deslruclion?— with
of
the
houis
first
from
both
amidst the hellish yell of the rabble
prisoner, that he had ordered one of the rifles to
Every man is hurrying forward to enrol himsell a
houses. Strange to say, during all this perioil, nei
and shoot hiin. About twenty prisoners
fire
at
All, with the exception of Ihe
special constable.
ther the police nor the military made their appearthe were made on the occasion, whose cases were disinsane movement parly, are resolved to die in
ol to-day.
ance. The rioters had the streets to themselves.
posed
intimida.
or
violence
before they yield to
Mr. Belcher and two ladies, supposed to be his last ditch
Upon the mob beingdispersed at Holloway-head,
Things are in an awful state. The future
number of special
daughters, escaped from his house, which adjoins lion
the troops secured the town.
speak for itself. Every preparation is
also palrolled it, and continued to do so
Mr. Leggelt's, by Iddilers. The state of this gen- alone can
constables
the
made for the protection of property and
every thing appeared
tleman's mind almost approached insanity. All his bein=have been taken until twelve o'clock, wdien
men
wounded
Ten
peace.
pubhc
the
property was conveyed to the Neilson hotel at
Not the slightest disturbance sub.sequenlly
No lives have been lost, thank tranquil. during the night. Thus it is that matters
moment that the fire was spreading to his house to the hospital
occurred
two-horse fire-engine ilrove God!
from Mr. Leggelt's.
now remain.
same.
the
From
up, but the firemen were compelled to lash their
had the opportunity of being but a very short
A strano-er arriving in Birmingham, if he had not timeI in the magi3iia<es office to-day, when the exahorses oti', otherwise their lives would have been
read in London the papers of the last two days,
the forfeit. The rioters were, at this time, busily
mination of the prisoners made last night was befirst
vie'
at
nothing,
perceive
I noticed that amongst those
engaged carrying fire to the other houses, especially could certainly
ing proceeded with.
ndicate that it had been Ihe scene ot disturbances
night were identified some who had
the Nelson, but Providence rendered all their efforts
which have occurred. The arrested last
gentleman, galloping up the street, of the serious nature
One of these,
ailing.
rioters on Monday.
unavail
prominent
been
have,
as
which
I
the leading streets
pursued by Ihein amidst cries of "stop, slop!" only thing in
was pu
thai a man named Bird, convicted himself by his own
had the opportunity of noticing, to show
but his horse carried him beyond their reacli. The yet
admission of having been amongst the mob, and a
that
all
seeing
the
be,
is
to
wont
not a? it was
his having seen him fling stones
general cry among the inhahitanis was "where are all is
decorated with large witness swore to
the corners of the streets are
the military? where are the magistrates?"
into Mr. Leyden's windows, and then flourish a
the date of yesterday morning,
All
call on the mob to lollow hiin.
At a quarter to ten, sixty of the metropolitan po. placards, bearing
and
bludgebn,
words
the
letters,
on which are printed, in large
lice, supported by a posse of specials, under the
prisoners that I saw were very young men, varead." I have not yet had ihe
command of Mr. 'Supeiintendent May, rushed upon "Ihe riot act has been
rying from tlie age ol eighteen to twenty or twenwhu
to
view
or
Bullring,
the
visit
sufficient time to
the mob sword in hand. The latter immediately
Holloway-head. ty-tlTree. They were all stout, athletic youn,- men,
As soon as they i< here— the well known ground of
yielded, flying in all directions.
all seeming to be well led, and none indicating the
however, as my time has been here, t have
drove olf the mob to a short distance, they judici- Short,
appearance of having sullered extreme poverty.
that all
supposed
is
very sorry to learn that it
ously retired. The draaoons were now espied by been
None of them have that whitish, sodden and nerveand that another outbreak is likely
which I reinaiked amongst the facthem coming down Moore street, who acknow- is not yet over,
been
told, less appearance
have
motive,
I
great
The
The operaledged their appearance with huzzas and br.indish- to take place.
torv men in Manchester and Ashton.
the hatred of the London police, and the
are certainly a superior set of
ing of swords. Another squadron of dragoons at for this is,
the minds ol tives of Birmmghaui
possesse.s
which
them
of
detestation
the same moment galloped down High street, the
in pliysical strength at least.
men,
principles
ol
great
five
The
orders.
inhabitants welcoming them with plaudits and clap- the lower
Wednesday and Thursday passed off quietly;
to be all merged in the one feeling
ping of hands as their saviours. This occurred pre- chartism appear
evidence given before the magistrates, who
politics are forgotten in but Ihe
In five —hatred of the police; and
cisely at twenty minutes to ten o'clock.
employed in examining and coinmitling capwere
said,
it
is
The cause,
have revenge.
minutes after, about two hundred of tlie rifle bri the desire to
not of a nature to dispel apprenight were not charlisui, tured rioters, was
.Monday
of
outrages
of
the
followed
gade marched down to the Bullring,
It appeared that editions of col. Macethe populace, to show hension.
period, (ten but the wish, on the part of
"street
and house fighting," and the
mediately by a hundred more. At ll
on
book
rone's
Ihe London
that they would not be put down by
minutes to ten), the first engine (the Birmingham)
emi)loyuient of the "new combination arms," had
feeling, 1 could perceive myself, is
circulated, at a penny eacti, with
came down under an escort. In five minutes after, police." The
extensively
been
along
the
passing
and at ten, a very strong against them; for,
it was followed by a district engine,
frontispiece, in which nine "foot lancers" were
New street here, I remarked about ten or twelve aputting as many regular soldieis lo flight, having
third, from the Birmingham office, came under esmilitary style
police men inarching together in the
large quantity of pikes,
corts, followed by engines, one from Norwich and
lour of them!
wounded
Ihey pass through London when proeeed
one from Ihe Birmingham. The watermen imme- in which
poor woman manufactured alter Macerone's patterns, were seizto their different stations.
diately picked the streets, and a plentiful supply of ing
disposition of the mob lo destroy properThe
ed.
them,
for
way
make
to
the pavement
water was procured from the main pipes, with moved off
ty was not concealed; Ihey did not wish to injure
turning round to look after them, she said.
which the engines were well worked by their dif- and then,
any body personally, but would make the rich as
"Are these the London police?" "Yes," said a man poor as themselves.
Reports of popular risings in
ferent superintendents and firemen. The cavalry
gieal
with
n 'em," she said,
was all this time scouring and clearing the streets standing by.
Wolverhampton and Walsall were circuare to cut us down?" Stafford,
that
them
it
"is
bitterness,'
supstyle,
The mob declared
and suburbs, which they did in exrellent
lated, but without foundalion.
yet
it
appear,
may
anecdote
as the
this is
ported by corps of the riflemen. The fire now issu- Insio-nificant
thai thev would "Moscow Birmingham"
the statement which had been
ssrs. Leggett and Bourne'-, siron.'ly confirms
ed from all parts ol
dislike to the metro, an old threat.
the
of
to
me
given
previously
presenting an awfully grand spectacle. The police
According to a correspondent of the Chronicle,
politan police men.
men wire busily engaged in bringing in pi
Ihe actual rmters on Monday niirh. did not exceed
Today, nothing has been done to occasion the
we
It was reported thai two men had been killed; but
including many women and boys.
up to the hour I write, and there is every 200,
Bre happy in being able to slate that no death has, least alarm
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and Albany; 3 be ween New York and ed i.i i/je iniiiafaj-ure of th-3 -puri m* artic.e by Mr.
Ntw York cify humane ami criminal institutions. Newburg; and the rest to the various towns on the Richard Y. Hall, saddler, of 244
Cherry street, who
The k-mrilt pf-niien'iary at BL-lievue, cuniains 71 con- river.
with the uffi.-er above named, went to his lodgings near
victs'.
Tiip female penitentiary ut Biackwcii's island,
A bridge one mile and a lialf long has been built the foot of Pike street, and on searching which they
contains 224.
The male penitentiary at the latter over the Tennessee river
found
the dies, sinks and other apparatus for coining
at the Muscle Shoals.
place cont:.ins 232 convicts.
Tlie house of refuge
The project of a wire susp,.'nslon bridge acros the complete, together wiih a quantity of metal resembling
contains \M bovs and 58 girls total 216. Tlie lunaMississippi at St. Louis, has been suggested by Mr. G. German silver, of which the spurious coin is made".
tic asylum on Blackweli's island contains 200 persons,
He was taken before justice Weyman, who disclaimEllet, civil engineer.
95 men and 105 women. There are in the almshouse
ing any jurisdiction in the matter, handed him over to
Longevity. Maria Geanne Robin, a colored woman,
1.167 natives of this counat Bellevue 2 432 persons
the United States authorities, bv whom he was comThe city prisoti contains died at the residence of her grand daughter in Circus muted lor trial.
try, and 1 'iSo foreigners.
[N. Y. Courier.
123 95 men and 33 woiien 16 of whom are in the street, on Wednesday la.st, at the advanced age of one
The annual fair of the American institute. New
The "nurseries'* at the Long iinntired and seven years and tive months. Up to five
dehior's department.
I-land farm contains 776 persons 516 boys, 172 girls, months since she was able to walk to church, to knit, York, will be held at Niblo's garden, and commence
and attend to the business of housewilery. She never on tiieTth ot October, It will undoubtedly e.xcel any
12 inen and 76 women.
wore specks, nor used any other artificial aid for the former exhibition, and be in all particulars more inteNuvul. The Norfolk Beacon states that capt. Bolsight.
Her doctor's bill through life amounted to jasL resting. The preparations are on a vastly enlarged
ton litjs assumed the command of the friga'e Brandynothing at all, her apuihecary's ditto. She never took scale; two new exhibition rooms, each llO'feet by 25,
wine, now lying off the naval hospital, and bound lor
a dose of medicine, whether cream of tartar or glauber will be in readines.s, and the whole affair will be abunthe .Mediterranean on Saturday morning.
salts, calomel or lobelia.
In the same house with her dantly beyond any former display. A ploughing match,
A general court martial conrened on the 12th inst. lived and still lives there her daughter, who is seven- under the direction of ihe institute, will take place on
at Pensacola, on board the frigate Macedonian, anil
ty years of age; her grand daughter who is fifty years the 5th of September, in which will be exhibileil varfwas composed of the following members:
ol age, and her »reaigrandson who is sixteen years old. ous kinds of improved ploughs.
Capt. Beverley Kennon, presidml.
The mother of the deceased died in this city, aged one
Apotron. The Steubenville Herald says: "a subCommanders William A. fepencer,
hundred and one years
[.V. Orleans Pic.
scriber who has been patronising us for nearly ten
J D. Williamson,
Perilous situation novel use of afire engine, A man years without paying, and whose lovelv wife not long
"
Joseph Sinoot
nr.med Samuel Drew, while digging a well lately near since bronmsticked our collecior out of the house for
W. V. Tavlor,
Ypsilanti, Michigan, struck a vijin of quicksilver, and presentingihe bill, wanted to know of us last week loAy
members.
Lieutenants, Step. B. Wilson,
f
was partially buried. His neighbors endeavored to res- we stopped his paper.''
James Wilson,
cue him, but the well became soiii'pregnated with car•'
A serious drought prevails throughout the northern
Arthur Lievvis,
bonic acid gas that no person could remain long enough
and middle portions of Kentucky, and much injury
Fan-en,
J
below to render any service. The man was speechless
has already been done to the orti crop. In the Green
Judge advocate, Mr. Anderson.
from the gas, when jnire air was pumped into the well by
river CO. ntry, the crops of corn and tobacco are
also
Mr. J. C. Rogers, in the National Intelligencer, a fire engine, which, in a few niiniites, enabled him to s.iid to
have been gieatly injured by the drought.
stales that the rumors of a prospect of Lidian distur- give directions for his
which
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bances at Furl Gibson are incorrect, he having just
Death of Benjamin Knower. The Albany Argus of
heard from that place, from a source eutitled 1o tlie Saturday
morning announces the death of Benjamin

Great yield. Tha Lebanon Courier slates that a single gram of wheat, planted in the garden
of Mr,
Knower, formerly state treasurer, and president of the Geoige Siees, near Mr. Flickinger's store, in Cocalico,
The public works in Ohio. The Zanesviile Republi- Mechanics' and Fanners' bank in that city. He died Lancaster county, which had been found in a bag of
Rio
Coffee,
produced 75 stalks, about five ft-et in length,
can states ihat the contractors on the public works in at his residence in Watervliet, on Friday, at 1 o'clock.
that vicinity, were paid last week, about thirty-three The Albany papers unite in paying a deserved tribute ihe ears ol which average seven and a quarter inches.
The whole amount of grain produced by this one, was
cents in the dollar, on the amouiii of tlicir estimates; to his many virtues and his public services,
7,646,
which
measured one pint and a half gill,
and that paper intimates the probabiliiy that a general
Portsmoidh and Roanoke rail road company. Through
Mr, Eaton Davis, of West Mendon, N. Y. from 9 1-2
cessation of operations on the Ohio pubhc works may
the politeness of captain Dimmock, we are furnished acres, threshed
out 509 bushels of wheat, averauiiv
take place are long, on account of the scarcity of mo- with the annual
report of the cotnpany, by whi.:h we iieariy 54 bushels to
the acre, w hich he sold on" his
ney.
learn that the receipts of the road e,\ceeded the e.XDen- farm ior Slper
'^
bushel, and stated that he was satisfied
ditures bySSnO
highest credit.

Col. Preston.
The Southern Christain Advocate, in
relpreiice to an account of c.pI. Preston's centenary subscnpiion (said to be §1,000) to the Methodist cause,
which is soiiig the rounds of the northern papers, contains tile following:

untrue in every particular, except that on that
occasion col. P. did present liinj^elf among the contribu.ors.
His subscription was made in silence, eicept
only his stating to the secretary, or some gentleman by,
the sum he A'ished set down to his name, and which
was not $1,000.
suppose the story has been fabricated upon the report oi the proceedings of the meeting in tliis paper, and which, ;i3 fai as it concerned
col. Preston, was in the follow-ing words:
"It was giatifying to our (eelmgs to see the lion. W,
C. Preston, of the U. Slates senate, among the first
It IS

We

who came to the altar place, in acknowledgment (as
we were toM) of his indebtedness to Methodism in tlie
person of Mrs. Russell, of blessed tneuiur)', who was
not more di.stinguislied for being the sister of Patrick
Henry than for her own extraordinary piety and parts.
to call her "the elect lady,' (.from
Si. John), and she, it appears, was col, Preston's
grandmother, and with her he iiassed his childhood,"

Bishop Asbury u-ed

than has been received aiiv previous year; ihe expensame time, have been fsi5io33 69.
[Portsmouth Va. Chronicle.

ditures for the

resembling the yellow fever has made its
appearance at Augusta, Geo, and six cases had terniinaied fatally at the last accounts. It is supposed to
have arisen from a quantity of putrid bacon and damaged cottonseed being suffered to remain in ilillerenl
pins of the city. As these nui=ances were imiiiediately removed it was hoped the disease \vould extend

The quarterly average of the assets and liabiiities of
The sugarheet. An interesting fact in relation tothis the Bank if England, from April 30, to July 23, showed the circul.ition to be .£18,049,000,
^':'."".""".. and
»"'
the bullion
valuable root, was communicated a few days since, to
o;!lvi-)'7«"(mo"',L''; °f
? ''''-!' "=
"^
Ihe editor of the Berks and Schuylkill Jou.;nal, naniely,
^'
|
1^,
The 7Indianapohs Journal of the 20ih instant, says:
hat a gentleman of that vicinity, while feeding his „
on the beet last winter, took to market each week 40 lbs, "Tfie state bank of Indiana has declined receiving tlie
of butter. After his Slock of fleets was consumed, the funds of the general government on special deposite,
cattle were led on chopped corn and oats, but the yield on the terms proposed by the secretary of the treasuof butter was but twenty pounds weekly, and of an in- ry."
ferior quality.
[Philad. Enq.
M'ool growing in Vermont. The Rutland Herald
Sugar beet. It may be gratifying to our readers lo says, the growth of the present year is selling at the
know that Mr- Bossen,of Bo.stoi!, sailed last Saturday rate of fifiV cents per pound, and Ihat the aggregate
in the Liverpool, on behalf of a company, to bring oiit proceeds of sales in the state, will amount to one milmachinery and men to carry on the manufacture of lion five hundred thousand dollars.
beet sugar, on an e.xiensive scale, in Boston.
The
Grog. According to the Galvestonian, grog has been
Yankees alwaj-s "go ahead."
[Phila. V. S. Gaz.
di-pensed with in the shipping articles ot the Texan
Counterfeit coin. Counterfeit half dollar pieces, bear
navy, and coflee and tea substituted instead on exing the stamp of the Uiiiied States, dated 1834, and cellent move.
which are said to be very well executed, are in circuThe supply of the article of tobacco and rum for the
lation.
They are much lighter than the genuine coin,
and may be easily detected by an inspection of the use of the seamen of the British navy, for this year,
edges, which after being slightly rubLied shew the ma- amoiinis to forty thousand pounds of the former, and
two hundred and thiny-five liousand gallonsof the latterial 10 be either brass or copper,
[N. Y. Post.
ter. There are 20,000 seamen among whom
The almost univei-sal introduction of rail roads has is to be divided, making neai4y twelve gallonsthe ruin
to each
cau.sed an immense increase in the consumption
of mitn.
iron.
In Scotland there are now fifty-five furnaces,
Coal trade. "The increase in favor of this year over
seven buililing, and twenty-.ieven projected. In South
Wales there are one hundred and twenty-nine fur- the hist in the shipments of coal, up to the present lime,
naces, tliiriy building, ami ninety arc contemplated. for Lehigh, is 13 197 tons, from the Schuylkill regions,
At the collector's oftice on
In 1740, ihc aiinuul produce of iron in the United King- the increase is 36,750 tons.
dom was but 17,350 tons; within five ycar.s, the annual the Columbia rail road, the total amount of raiUvnv and
motive power, since Oct, 31 to Aug, 15, is $159,097 49,
produce of Scotland and South Wales
'

,

,

further.

We

Great fire at St. Johns, N. B.
learn from the
B.iston Transcript that anolhor fire has occurred at St.
.lohns, N. B. which destroyed about one huntjred
buildings.
broke out on Saturday night, tiboui 9
It
o'clock, ill a warehouse in Nelson st, ccciipied by
will, it is comM(;s«ra, Hugh Irvine
Brothers, ship builders, and
puted, exceed 1,400.0(10 toiLS. Tlie ratio of increase in
befiire iis progress wtis arrested it swept away all the
the manufacture of iron in tliis country is supposed
to
buildings on both sides of Nelson street, and on L iwexceed even this.
IBall. Chron.
ton's, Waterbery's, Donaldson's and the North MarThere have arrived at tl>e port of Baltimore within
ket whiirves, together with tho.se on both sides of Dock
street, (from M.irkei square to Union siiect) on the the last three days, the following number of passenRoulh side. Union street from J.
J. Lriwton's, new gers,
"
From
"
Bremen,
Mi rion,
dwellin,' hni.ies to the witer, melujing all huildin"3
45

&

&

lumber on Blaidi's, Crookshaiik's and Walkei's
wharves, and all the bridges on ihe norili .side of Ala r-

pr, Elisc,

anil

kct square.
The lo.ss is estimated at S800.000. The
last great fire which destroyed 115 houses and stores,
occurred two years and seven moiiihs ago.

A

with iliat.
His estimate of the expense of raising is
cents to the bushel, leaving an actualnet
prohi of 62 per cent, on the bushel, or S31S 12 on the
whole quantity.
[Roch. Dem.
thirty-eight

T

,

—

A disease

no

80.
The receipts of the road for the year endin» 20th of
April, 1830, were $60,974 50, being SI 1,049"34 more

Josephine,

pr,

Humphrcv,

111

pr. Alex.-inde'r,
pr. Sanderson,
pr,

Miiry,

pr

Manlda,

pr,

Louise,

165
113
120
56
115
112

Liverpool, pr. Oocola,

91

pr.

New

Orleans on the 18ih instant,
fire occurred at
in the store of madaine Uataillc, Chartrcs s'reet, which
extended lo that of madaine Lefebvre, The loss of
goods
in cnmatcd at $110,000,
burnt
and
itiinred
dry
B, was insured for $60,000.
During tfie oc-

117
114

pr,

Johanna,

Madame

currence of ihe fire, three persons engaged in removing
furniture fell from tlie upper pari of ilie house into the
street.
One of them died soon after.

From

Total,
l"^^
There are one hundred and iweiitv-si.t Btramer« on
Six penny coiner. OlTieer Brailcn, yesterday arrest.
(ineluilint; ferry
hoais,; of w nch 5S eti and brought to the police, n fellow
the Hudson river, (inehiihn!;
fe
named Peter Do.
are employrd in lowing tieighi-lmrgis 12 lor nleiisure lingioii, ehiirged wilh iittenng fahe coin in ihe shape
of
excursions; 17 undcrgoin({ repairs; 8 rumiing between Spaninh nxj)mcea. He was suapected of
being eiigugI

The large cargo of shoes recently noticed as liaving
been shifiped from Rowley, Mass. were designed loc
tN'orfolk market, and their .safe arrival llicrc, is
noted in the Herald of Friday. They were put up in
600 cases, aiKi were valued at $30,000.
the

Rail roads in the United States. It is estimarcd that
there are now more than three Ihoiisand miles of rail
road completed and in operation in the Unit ti Stales
Dt an average cost of about $20,000 the mile; making
sixty millions of dollars already expended in these works
of impioveinent alone.
Brazil

A

cargo of rice has been imported into
Brazil, the qii.\lity of which is said lo bo
best Carolina,
The southern pinnters
must siilimit to n reduction in pnce.«, if ihey expect to
,ee|) the iiuirket.
The climate of Brazil is as well
dapi.'d to the growth of iicc as that of Carolina.
rice.

Havona from
equal

to

the

Commodore Ridgley, of the U, S. navy, says the
B-ooklyn Star, has lieen elected nn honorary member
if ilie loynl yacht club of Great Briiain,
He was inlebtc (I for ihis honor, to the politeness of R.
F. Girville,
a nil iiilier of the club who was last year in litis port,
in his

own

lione hi the

yacht, the Clmrloiio,

hand of commodore

and received

Ridjjley,

utleti-

:
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AND rUBLISHED, EVERT SATURDAV, BY WILLIAM OGDEN NILES, AT $5 PER ANNUM, PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.

NATIONAL REGISTER,
FOR SALE,

Treasury notes. Treasury departme7il, September 2, 1S39. Amount issued under the provision of the act of October
That the estate of the late Hezekiah Niles may
12, 1837, viz:
$10,000,000 00
be speedily settled, it has been deemed advisable Of that issue there has
9,670,960 95
been redeemed
by those who have the management thereof, that the
NILES'

country as "Niles' Register," should be sold;
It is therefore offered for sale, with the stibscription
printing materials and every thing which pro-

perly belongs to the publication.
tion

list

has not for

many

years been larger than at

present, and the subscribt-rs are

most punctual
tains all

in the

^The sxcbsciip-

among

the best and

country; and the olfice con-

necessary type and presses, (one a power
of the most improved kind,

made by Adams)

press

in the best condition.

Presuming

that those desirous of purchasing will

enquiries in person

make

or by letter,

not

is

it

deemed necessary to extend this notice further, than
to express the

conviction, that the estiiblifhmenl

is

one of the most valuable in the cnnntry, as can be satisfactorily proven by an exhibition of the receipts

and expendituies, and that in the hands of a person

The Relief was at Callao on the 16th of May and
then had the anchor and cable ol the English
corvette.
Such expressions of international couitesy always merits a distinguished notice.

slie

[Globe.

New

public store. The new public store at
$329,039 05 the corner ol Gay and Water streets, erected by the
general government for the storage and safe keep-

entire establishment, so well Uiiowii throughout the

list,

[Vol. LVII.— Whole No. 1,468

1839.

FOR THE FUTURE.

Leaving outstanding.
In lieu of those redeemed there has been is-

ing of merchandise while under control of the ofiiceis of the government is now nearly completed.
This large and handsome edifice is built « holly of
incombustible materials, and is remaikable for the
Of that issue there has
wonderful strength of the woik, which (iromists
been redeemed
5,177,287 41
a durability commensurate with the existence of the
532,522 60 materials t'hemsilves. The first story is of granite,
Leaving of that issue outstanding
the pillars or jambs of the doors being 5 feet 2 inches by 3 feet 1() inches, and 9 feet high.
EnorAggregate of first and seccnd issues
outstanding
8611,561 65 mous blocks 5 feet, 6 inches fquare, by 3 feet 10
inches thick, constitute the walls of this story,
The issues under the
The rest of the building'is
vvhicli are 4 feet thick.
provisions of the act
of brick, laid in hydraulic cement, which speedily
of the 2d of March,
hardens and becomes more solid than the bricks
1839, amounts to
3,857,276 21
No other sort are used in front than
themselves.
Of that ijsue there has
the finest quality of pressed biicks of home manu298,900 00
been redeemed
3,658,376 21 facture, which are unrivalled in any part of the
world.
The walls from the second story upwards are 3
Making the aggregate of all the outstanding
$4,519,937 86 feet 10 inches thick, tins extraoidinary thickness
being ri-quisite to support the massive inner woilc
Levi Woodbury, secretary of the treasury.
These latter aie of the best
of arches and floors.
The secretary ofstate, who was for some days brick laid on edge in cement, and are sustained by
detained in Pliiladelphia by a severe indisposition, groin aiches, strengihened throughout, and in eveiy
returned to this city yesterday evening. He was (lirection by iron clamps. The arches receive furunable to leave his house (his morning, although ther support from twenty-lour granite pillars, 011
we under.-tand he tiansacts the business of his de- each floor, those in the cellar being 4 feet square,
which of course are carried up to the roof, dimipartment in his chamber.
[Globe of the 3d insl.
nishing as they ascend.
recollect that in the construction of the cellar
secretary of the navy arrived in Boston on Sunday.
He visited the navy yard on Mon- of this building much difficulty was experienced
day morning, on which occasion a federal salute of from the continued issuing up of the water w/fiirh
made its way into it either from springs or frotn the
thirteen guns was fired.
basin hard by. To stop this, loige quantities of
The HON. John
Clayton has resigned the tempered clay were spread compactly over the botoffice of chief justice of the state of Delaware, tom, upon which were placed large flagstones, imUpon these were
with the view ofresumingthe practice of the law. As beded in hydraulic cement.
a statesman and lawyer he is inferior to few men in laid in cement and with great care, bricks on
the country, and Delaware has just cause to be edge, so as to render the cellar completely water;

sued under actof21st
May, 1838
$5,709,810 01

—

'

with a amall capital, and qualified to conduct it, the
price d.'inanded can be realized in clear profits in
less than three years.

The whole

establishment can be had on reasona-

ble terms, and on an extended credit so as to enable

purcliaser to prosecute the business to advan-

the
tage.

Address the present

editor,

WM. OGDEN

NILES,
PHILIP REIGART,

'

We

The

or

^•^ent of the administratrix of H. A^les, deceased.
OCf-Editors throughout the United States, are re-

spectfully requested to insert the above, and invite

M

;

public attention to

it.

:

consequence of the necessity which exists
work, the present editor will soon
liberty to seek other employment; anil he re-

OCJ-In

for the sale of this

be

at

spectfully offers his services to Ins editorial brethren
in

any of

tlie

of his friends

will inlbrm

him of a suitable

lo-

cation in one of the prosperous towns of the west,

meet with a reasonaHis qualifications may be inferred from
ble reward.
the fact, that for more than fifteen years he was the

where

Ids editorial labors will

assistant editor of

more than

with advantage
self.

He

the

six years he

is

to the

"Register," and

that for

conducted a

paper
to him-

political

whig party and

profit

besides practically acquainted with the

printing business, and fould be generally uselul in

a large newspaper establishment.
For his character and standing as a man and

citi-

zen, he confi{lently refers to any old and respectable

inhabitant of this city.

Baltimore, Aug. 30, 1839.

Minister Faosi Spain. The Chevalier D'Artlie newly appointed minister plenipotentiary
from the court of Spain to the United States, has
arrived in this city, and taken lodgings at Mrs. Ulrich's.
The C he valierD' A rgaiz succeeds Mr. Calderon De La Carca, who is appointed minister plenipotentiary to Mexico. The depaiture of Mr. Calderon De La Bjirca from the U. S. to represent her
most Catholic majesty near a neighboring republic,
will leave a numerous circle of Iriends to regret the
loss of one who is equally distinguished for diplomatic ability and for social virtues.
[ Globe of the bth inst.
gaiz,

JoH.N David Fink has been recognized as consul of the king of Wurtembnrg, to reside in New
Orleaps, and Frederick Fray 39 consul (or the
duke of Baden.
Vst.
SiG. 2

VlL—

ol

him.

proof.

The window frames and sashes of the building:
areof cast iron, the sashes working on hinges. The
doors and window shutters are ot wrought iron,
I.
those on the fir=t floor being of double thickness,
"Postmasters may enclose the money in a letter strongly nvited by iron bolls. This part of the edito the publisher of a newspaper, to pay the subscrip- fice will attract the attention of every one who
tion of a third person, and frank the letter if writ- views it by presenting a combination of great neatten by himsell; hut if the letter be written by any ness in appearance with uncommon strength of
The roof is covered with copper
other person, the postmaster cannot frank it."
workmanship.
sheathing; ihe arches which support it are filled up
Orleans branch mint. We regret to even with the rake of the roof, and the ratters laid
learn that the yellow fever has been committing fa- down upon this bedding are covered with cement
Ihroufh which the bolts pass that secure the sheatal ravages in tliis institution.
James Maxwell, esq. the melter and refiner, died thing. A circular stairway of granite enclosed in
on the ISIh instant.
brick, runs from the first floor to the lantern light
Nathan Clark, forman of the coining depart- on the roof. On each side of the stairway, which
ment, died on the 1st itistant.
gives additional strength to every floor, are the
Owen D. Bird, one of the workmen, died on the apertures and fixtures lor raising goods. The
15th instant.
wheel used for this purpose is placed in the lantern
Charles Scheide, another of the workmen, died on light a structure in form like a cupola, made of
granite pillars, and having iron window sashes and
the 1 7th instant.
John Mooda, another woikman, died about the shutters on every side.
The whole building, thus composed almost entire10th instant.
Several others employed are laboring under the ly of stone, bricks ami iron, is of course completeSeveral plans lor this edifice were
disease, and it has been found necessary to suspend ly fire-poof.
that of John
the operations of that branch mint until the 1st of submitted by distinguished engineers
[Globe.
November next.
F. Boss, esq. was adopted by tlie comissioners with
Mr. Hoss has surpeiinsome trifling alterations.
International courtesy. It will be r-ecel- tended the work from the laying of the first stone
lected that the United States exploring squadron, up to this period of its almost final completion, and
whilst at Cape Horn, met with very boisterous wea- he has succeeded fully in giving to it every charac«
ther.and some of thevesselssuffered damage. The teristic which such a building ought to possess.
[Baltimore jlmerican.
store ship Relief, it is understood, lost all her anShe arrive<l at Valparaiso in
chors at that lime.
HOME SQU.4DR0N. The case of the Spanish
April last, and was of course obliged to lay off and on,
Her Biitannic majes- sc\\oone\- JlmiaUid, captured by the serveying brig
liaving lost all her anchors.
ty's corvette Fly, was lying in the harbor at the time, Washingt-Du, comes in timely aid of the general arand tlie condition of the Relief was inferred from gument in lavorof the establishment and constant
her movements. The commander immediately de- maintenance of a "home squadron" to cruise along
Instruction to postmasters. Extract from

a
recently ad-

which the postmaster general
any dressed to the postmaster rtt Newport, R.

large cities, or will be obliged to

who

proud

letter

New

—

—

A

spatched his boats, viMisn anchor and cable, for the
Relief, which were b^ntoa, and the store ship came
io ancHbr.

and

off

our coast.

Here a. vessel, of which Ihe officers were murdered
ly rc^tilfed siavets—aiid still h'Uving ttn board t*0

—

—
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The Philadelphia Inquirer says
oilier whites, subject hourly to the same late— hns
are happy to announce that the feeling in our
with a
for weeks been oH our coast, without meeting
business walks yesterday was, generally speaking,
single vessel of war; when, it there was in cornraission
character, especially as to the prosa squadron of small vessels— some ot which would of a cheerful
Alihongh stocks are low and
the I'uture.
be consiaiilly at sea, and on the watch, running from pect of
money still exceedingly tight, yet the influx of
port to port, and looking in at out-of the-way bays
the gratifying fact that one
and creeks— not a week would have elapsed witliout western merchan'g and
at least of out banks has begun to expand a little
her having been overhauled and brought in.
combined to produce
We hope this case, which appeals so strongly to in the way of discount havetrust
the rest of our
more operative sometimes even upon the a more healthy tone. We
feelinomay moneyed institutions will be enabled to follow the
acts o7 eovernments than argument or policy
to.
hasten the period when a home squadron will become example we have alluded
as f'.ttled a duty of the navy service as the MediterThe New York Express of Thursday, 2, P. M.
ranean or the Pacific squadron now so properly are. says:
IN. Y. Amer.
The indications are a little more favorable to-day.
Stocks are a little firmer, and although yesterday
MoNKY MATTERS. The Boston Mercantile Jour- was what is called a hard ilay, it passed off with
nal of Monday, says; "Money was worth on Satur- tolerable ease.
The public now begin to consider
day last one and a half to two per cent, per month, the Great Western as near at band, and things apon the best of private notes, and on United States pear to be on a rise.
post notes. Great distress begins to be felt, and
If the grain prospect should be favorable, the momuch alarm is excited."
ney market will improve here if it should be the
The New York Express of Wednesday, 2, P. M. reverse, things would not be much worse. The
says
state of crops and weather in England is the abThe pressure on the money market is not a little sorbing subject of discussion.
In
singular, and is not to be easily accounted lor.
United States bank stock has fallen to 1041 per
Philadelphia it is decidedly greater than it is here,
cent, which is within about three per cent, as low
and lu liiis city greater than in Boston, or at the
as
it stood when the renewal of the chaiter was dein
east.
At the extreme south it is greater than
feated by the president. It then went down to 10 li.
any other section. In the summer and spiing of
decline of this stock is now doubtless caused,
The
banks
our
when
prostrate,
was
1837, when this city
in a great measure, by the general pressure of the
curtailed their business, and when over live hunmoney market, and perhaps by want of confidence.
dred lailures took place, many of whom were saThese, however, are not the only causes, lor durcrificed by the injudicious course of a few of our
ing the last three weeks holders of slock, who have
banks, Philadelphia was not comparatively pressno fears, have changed their securities for the purthe
United
particularly
and
there,
banks
ed. The
pose of making money. These holders have sold
States bank, carried tlieir merchants through.
lar;;ely at about 107 and invested their funds in
The consequence was, that Philadelphia took a post notes at eighteen per cent, per annum discount.
This
York.
New
from
very large portion of trade
By this measure, calculating the dividends at eight,
that city could do, because the banks there look
they would be clear gainers of ten per cent, which
freely the southern and western notes given for
added to 107 would give them equal to 117 per cent,
goods. One great cause of their pressure now
This is an operation which shrewd
in 12 months.
arises trom the fact that the banks there can
cajiitalists well understand.
loi
taken
paper
this
negotiate
Icnger collect, nor
The Philadelphia Inquirer of yesterday soys:
"•oods, and one other reason may be added, while
Yesterday, we had pleasure in stating that one
K'ew York has been standing comparatively still
and has been collecting steadily, the Philadelphi: bank had discounted considerably. 'I'o-day, we
fact of
iiiiuchants have, in many instances, trusted these have slill greater pleasure in recording the
very houses, whereby they have been enabled to no less than Ihree doing large amounts of good paper.
It is believeil that the contracting policy purpay the New Yorkers Iheir old debts.
This course of trade has cramped the Philadel- sued by our great moneyed institutions for several
phia merchants to such a degree, that the banks, to mouths past, has placed them iu a strong position,
it
is expected tliey will be in a
sustain them, have loaned them their own post so much so, that
condition to assist the commernotes, having a year or less to run, in order to save toleiably efficient
Whether this course of policy is cial classes so soon as confidence is restored. We
the merchants.
It is a regret to add that a failure to a large amount occurjudicious we shall not undertake to say.
howvery dilferent course fiom that pursued here. If red in this city on Wednesday. It is stated,
s.ive their merchants from ever, that the creditors of the firm alluded to, will
it shall have the eliecl to
loss, if any.
desirable
sustain
much
most
not
a
accomplished
have
will
it
failin",
The Philadelphia North American of yesterday
and laudable object. In accomplishing this object

We

—

—

—

m

Philathe neighboring cities are made tributary to
These post notes cannot be cashed in

deliihia"^

Philadelphia.
„
They are consrquently throvin into the Ballimore. New York and Boston markets, where the
.

,^

,

.

—

The legislation of
Mississippi.
it will be recollected, has been for
years under the control of the administralion
party
that party which professes to be the enemy
of "rag money."
learn from the circular of
John Crusoe, esq. a candidate for the office of state
treasurer, that in 1830 there was but one chartered
bank, except the United States branch, located in
the state, and that one had a capital of $950,000.
The progress made by the anli-baiik parly may
be galhered from the following statement made up
by that gentleman:

Banking in

Mississippi,

many

—

We

lu 1830. Planters' bank chartered, capital
1833, sundry banks chartered,
1836.
do.
do.
1837
do.
do.
1338, Union bank
do.
1831, Agricultural bank not enumerated,

Total amount of chartered capital, Jan.

&3,OCO,000
7,000,000
2-2,450,000

.10.300.000
15,500,000
2,000.000

1,

860,250,000

1839,

To which add unchartered real esta'e bank15,000,000

ing capital,

§75,260,000
Seveniy-five millions two hundred and

fifty

thousand

dollars'.

character of the currency furnished by these
"democratic" machines may be gatliered from the
fact stated by our collector, Ihat he would not trust
any of them for thirty days at a time, nor can their
paper be sold at a discount of less than 20 per cent.
These are the days of glorious reform.
[ Whig.

The

Money

matters in Cincinnati. In the Cincinnati Gazette of the 29th nil. we find the following notice of the condition of money matteis in that
cilv:

i"or some time past we have intended to publish
occasional reviews of the slate of the money matters in this city. We have been deterred by various
considerations, not the least impoilant of which,
was the peculiar condition in which all parties, city
and country banks and brokeis, have found themWith certain
selves arrayed towards each other.
ends in view, the city banks adopted the plan of
buying up the notes of all the country banks,
This had hitherto
Ihr'ough a broker as their agent.
Rebeen the daily business of the city brokers.
talliation lor a supposed attack on them, induced
an immediate return of every dollar issued by the
city banks here, which the brokers could procure
The result has been
and a demand of coin for it.
that large amounts thus drawn, have been shipped
by the" brokers to New York and Philadelphia,

where it commanded a premium, which covered
The various counthe expense of transporfalion.
try banks too suddenly founil large amounts of their
paper sent home, and coin or eastern exchange, at
banks
^ per cent, demanded of them by the city
brokers.
The paper of the Cinriiinati banks the
became desirable Ihroughout Indiana and Ohio, and
flooded in by the country banks
it has also been

Stocks are without any material change the for redemption on like terms. The result has been
United Slates bank closed at 106.
this: That where six months ago three millions of
In money matters, post notes of the United States
dollars of bank notes were daily deposited before
bank sold at Ij per cent, for small amounts, and
comparatively withdrawn

three o'clock, now it is
is so great, that an enormous
1^ for large.
from circulation. The banks cannot discount, it is
amount of money is raised. Capitalists and moneyMaturity of notes and bills. The New Orleans
ged, as they cannot pay out their own paper
loaned men who employ their means out doors, in
chamber of commerce, at its monthly meeting, without an immediate demand for coin.
that
ing money, invest Ireely. The consequence is,
passed the following resolutions in regard to the
reduced—
greatly
are
bank
the usual balances in
time at which bills of exchanger &.c. mature:
The case of Dr. Dyott. Covit of criminal
the surplus capital is employed, and the banks are
before jwiges Todd, Oonrad
Jiesolved, That the chamber of commerce of New sessions, August term
deprived of their usual large deposites. This, no
Bomier, Saturday, August 31, l'*39. In antigovernand
following
the
rules
as
Orleans
consider
the
here,
pressure
and
great cause of the

confidence in them

—

doubt, is one
Some of the banks in this city are not
in Boston.
only crippled by the loss of llieir deposites, but
then- cupidity has been such that they have invested largely in these post notes.
One bank particularly, has nearly half a million
on hand, on which it cannot n-alize for some
months to come. Other banks have loaned largely
out of their
to the government, and thereby put it
power to discount as Inrnierly. With all these dil
fact,
that wi
extraordinary
most
a
is
ficullies, it
There has not been a failure of
liavc no failures.
any great inagnituile in several months, and it is
generally conceded that our murchiints are in a
have
innre snug and sound condition than they
been lor years. There are even some pro.sperts of
imiirovemcnt. Large crops are at hand. If the
advices from England, relative to the crops, should
a most cheering change
b,' favorable, we may expect

this individual, the
ing the maturity of drafts, notes, bills of exchange, cipation of the
courthouse was jammed by a motley group. The
aiul bank checks or post notes viz:
That all notes, dralt.5, bank checks or post notes wealthy merchant, the respectable gentleman, the
drawn payable in days or mouths after sight or sturdy mechanic and the hat and shoeless loafer
alter date, or drawn payable on a certain specified were joined together with a compactness equal to
subsequent day, are entitled to the usual three that of a parcel of dry goods wdien packed in a box.
days ol grace, unless expressly specified to the con- Cries of "don't push so, let go my coat tail, and
Where's my hat?" echoed troiu among Ihe mass of
trary.
That bills, notes or drafts drawn payable in heads, and it was only with ilifficully Ihat the offimontlis or days after dale subsequent to the dale ot cers could preserve peace and decorum during the
said bill, note or draft, are due on the same day as passing of the sentence.
AboHt half past ten o'clock the case was called
if drawn the same number of days and months after
up by judge Todd, iu the absence of judge Conrad,
date.
Before
who
had not yet made his nppraraiire.
or
certain
numany
bill,
note
draft
drawn
a
That
ber of months after date, and daleil the last d.iy of Ihe case proceeded, Joseph I!. In^ersuli, esq. made
a month having a greater number of days than the a motion to postpone sentence until the action of
month in which it falls due, is due on the last day the supreme court should be known on Ihe subject;
He then reof said month, without any allowance lor the day but Ihe court overruled the molion.
qiicsleil leave to read a Idler, (sworn to by Dr. Dydays short in the nionth.
or
lor the better.
That all dralts or orders for money payable at otl), previous to passing sentence, and that it be filThe Philadelphia Herald says-The court acquiesced in the request, and the
easier, sight are not entitled to days of grace, but are due ed.
'I'he money market seems to be getting
following were its contents as read:
and payable on presentation.
and hohieis of U. S. bank post notes'demand 1^,
subscriber lespectfuliy submits the following
The
lieiolvcd. In order to avoid any future doubt or
These
notes
plenty
at
1}.
are
purchasers,
while
difficulty on the subject, that a committee be ap- remarks in perfect sincerity and truth. He is aware
are now sold without deduction for the three days
pointed to draught a bill in conformity to the pre- that they can have no eflect upon hi.s liability to
grace, as the bank has given assurance that the
He has been pronounced
resolution, and urge the passage ol the same the penalties of the law.
notes will be promptly paid when due without ex- ceding
by the legislature of this state at their next session. guilty by a jury. Successive applications to arrest
tracting the usual grace. Sales ol Girard post notes
Ihe j'lrlgincnt and to set aside the verdict have fail[A'. O. Pi(ni,!n,\
Business paper 2 per cent.
at IJ.

sentence of

—
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sentence of the court is now inevitable.
Ttiis solemn assurance is deliberately made und
no expectation that the sentence can be averted or
its character assuaged.
He is induced by higher
motives to declare, in the face of God and man,
that he is not guilty of the offences with which he
is charged; that he has not in his possession or under his control money or property of any description; that no person whatever, with his knowledge
or according to his belief, has or holds property or
money for his use or benefit; that nothing is concealed or withheld from his creditors by himself or
by any other person with his connivance, consent
or knowledge, or according to his belief; that he has
faithfully surrendered all that he owned or could
claim for the payment of his debts; that he is literally pennyless, and that he has, without reservation or diguise, truly disclosed, in his public examination, all that he knows concerning his property and business that can, in any way whatever) be
of advantage to his creditors or any of them.
(Signed),
T. W. Dyott.
Thomas W. Dyott being duly sworn according to
la^v, declares and says that the foregoing statement
is just and true in all its parts.
(Signed),
T. W. Dyott.
Sworn and subscribed this gflth day of August,
ed.

—

1S39.
George Er£T¥, justice of the peace.
After J. R. Ingersoll had read the letter aloud to
the court, judge Todd asked the prisoner how old
he was. He replied distinctly and audibly, "in my
seventieth year." The judge then, after a few per
tinent and appropriate remarks, passed sentence as
follows: "That you pay a fine of one cent, undergo an imprisoncnent at single and solitary confinement at hard labor in the penitentiary for the eastern district of Pennsylvania for the terra of three
years, that you pay the costs of prosecution, and
that you be fed and clothed and otherwise taken
care of as the law directs, and stand committed until this sentence be complied with."
The prisoner was then taken away and shortly
afterwards taken to the penitentiary.

Mexican mode of warfare against the
Camanche and Apacfie Indians. We find in
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government

in all the states; in the north it is popuand the people of the north have sworn never to
their necks to a few aspirants about the city of
Mexico.
There was no other news of importance."
lar,

bow

We

Texas.
have received Texas papers up to
the leth instant. They contain no news of impoitance.
No intelligence has lately been received from the
Indians of the eastern frontier. The Galveston
Gazette observes that the Indians have retreated
into the United States, and there is no hope of bringing them to another engagement.
It ia stated that the Texian secretary at war intends during the autumn to raise a laige force, with
which to make war upon all the hostile tribes and
bring them to such terms as will quiet any apprehensions from them in case of a re-commencement
of hostilities with Mexico
By the steamer Columbia, which left Galveston
the 23d instant, we have papers from Galveston of
that date and from Houston of the 22d.
The most
important item of intelligence is the following
which shows that the relations between Texas and
Mexico are about to undergo a serious change, exceedingly auspicious to the latter. Should the successor of the three states herein spoken of, really
take place, the fate of Mexico is sealed.
From the Houtlon InUlligencer of ^iig. 16.
From the intelligence received through colonel
Karnes, who has just arrived from Bexar, it would
appear that all is not yet quiet throughout the
northern provinces of Mexico. Our former accounts lead to the belief that the spirit of federalism had been subdued, and that all resistance to the
present constituted authorities of the country had
ceased; but if now appears that letters have been
received by some of our citizens of San Antonia,
and by colonel Karnes himself, from distinguished
and influent persons beyond the Rio Grande, staling
the fact of Tamaulipas, Coahuilla, and Nuevo Leon
having declared their independence of Mexico. It
is also stated that our co-operation is solicited, and
that agents are on their way to this government for
that purpose, among whom is the governor of the
disaffected provinces.

a late file of Mexican papers notice of the jimto, or
society, formed in the department of Chihuahua,
on tlie river del Norte, for repelling the ineursions
Late from Mexico. By the way of
Orof the Apache and other Indians from the side of leans, we have
accounts from the city of Mexico
Texas. This junto is an association of private in- to the 4th inst.
President Biistamente on his redividuals, who have subscribed a certain sum, turn
to the capital, restored to the press all the
monthly, lor the maintenance of a body of two hun- rights and privileges
which it formerly enjoyed.
dred men, who are to pursue the Indians and de- He also
issued a decree annulling a contract made
stroy them in every possible way.
Of these two by Santa Ana with a London company for a loan
linndred men, one hundred and fifty are to be of
130,0n0 sterling; and another relieving general
North .dmerican riflemen, and the other fifty are to Andrade of the penalties incurred
by him by not
be Mexicans.
The command and entire direction returning to Mexico within the time fixed by the
of this force is confined to James Kirker, a German amnesty
of 1S33.
settler at the fort Paso del Norte, on the river of
All the measures adopted by Bustamente since
that name, in latitude 32° ,S0> north.
He has con- his resumption of the presidency, are in direct optracted to furnish men, munitions, and provisions, position
to every thing done by Santa Ana while
for this guerilla war.
he held the reins of government. He has dismissed
The Mexican papers complain that North Ame- the old ministers, and appointed the following
in
rican riflemen are thus admitted into the territory
their places:
ol the republic, and that the command is assigned
Juan de Dios Carnedo, minister of foreign affairs;
to a foreigner.
There can be no doubt that this Luis G. Cuevas, minister ol the interior; Xavier
force will effectively repel the Indians.
Texas is Echeverria, minister of finance.
much interested in this^private warfare against the
Bustamente has appointed general Gaona com-

New

hunger.
The roads have been so neglected, and
are become so insecure, that the means of bringing
supplies from other places do not exist.
The United States schooner Boxer, commodore
Nicholson, belonging to the squadron in the Pacific
ocean, anchored in the port of Mazatland on the
27th of June, from a cruise along the western coast

Mexico.

of

European affairs.

In the chamber of deDiilies on the 12lh of July last, marshal
Soult made
the following replies to questions that had
been
proposed upon the foreign relations of France:

Belgium.
tracted

Camanches and Apaches, her greatest-enemies.
rumored

to carry

ritory,

that the authorities of Florida propose
on the war against the Indians of that terwithout the intervention of the United

States troops.

Mexico and Texas.

IGtobe.

Accounts from Galveston
to the 23d ult. were received at New Orleans
on the
25th, by the steam packet Columbia.
From the Houston Telegraph we learn that the
Mexican federalists have deputed Don Francisco

conder of the castle of Uloa, but Santa Ana was
taking measures to prevent his taking possession.
His brother-in-law, general Coro, was in command
of it, and had declared that Gaona should not take
possession, an
that he had 2,000 men under his
command to oppose him. Santa Ana was eiideavoiing to make an insurrection against Bustamente,
and the first step towards it would probably turn
the castle of Uloa against him.
The papers give some curious statements as to
the Mexican army.
there are only
It appears
12,000 regulars under arms, and yet the war department expends or runs in debt for about thirteen milI

Vedduri, governor of Coaliuila, to make overtures of
between Texas and the states of New Leon,
Tamaulipas, Chihuahua, New Mexico, Durangoand lions of dollars annually. The greatest confusion
the Calilbrnias; and separate from the rest of the
prevails throughout; some battalions have more offiMexican states.
cers than soldiers, and nearly all or badly armed and
The Houston Telegraph says— "Of the probable equipped.
result of this mission no mention is made; but we
The civil affairs of Mexico are said to be in a
we should suppose there are more than one circum- condition equally unfavorable.
In the northern
stance to recommend it to the serious consideration provinces, the armed
bands of the two parties have
of the Texian congress.
Don Vedduri states, that not hesitated to levy contributions on the peaceable
the population of the above mentioned states are inhabitants,
and trade has suffered greatly from the
intelligent and burning with the desire of liberty,
insecurity of the roads.
In the south, a whole state
but thai the more southern states are ignorant and is
undergoing the rigors of famine. Those who
facitious, and can onlv be governed by a despotism.
have read Humboldt's travels will recollect the glowHe also says, that if Texas refuse to come into the ing description he gives of Oaxaca the fertility of
measures, they have determined to declare their in- the soil,
the mildness of the climate, and the numdependence themselves, and he has but little doubt ber of its towns and hamlets.
It now appears that
of the success of the undertaking.
a long drought has parched up the fields from which
"The federalists are by no means discouraged; the inhabitants drew their supplies of grain, and
they have possession of nearly all the towns, but
the cattle have perished in great numbers.
Half a
have girenup tlie idea of establishing the federal million
expr.scd
alliance

—

of inhabitants are no/;

to die

of

in

The debt of Belgium to France, con1S32 and 1833, has not been denied.

The demand

for its liquidation, before the

cognition

its

of

late re-

independence, was not very presBelgium is recognised by all
Europe, the time has come to press the claims of
France.
Polnnd. In relation to the duchy of Varsovie
and Ihe mines of Wieleska, a great question is
pending. The negotiations on this subject have
been resumed at different times.
An imperial
Russian commissioner was sent to Paris some
years ago for this object. There has yet been no
result of these negotiations, but they will be soon
renewed.
Barbary regency of Tunis. Imperious circumstances have required the French government to act
promptly in this case. The Tunisian envoys arrived in Paris a few days ago, and they will immediately return to Tunis with the assurance that
France will not abandon her rights nor her claims
redress from the regency.
Mexico. A copy of the late treaty with Mexico
was demanded by the chamber, but as the ratifications had not been exchanged, marshal Soult opposed the call until after that formality. The F«nch
government, however, considered the Mexican

Now

sing.

that

question as settled.

Admiral Baudin, who commanded the French
forces in the Gulf of Mexico, has been appointed
commander-in-chief of the naval forces in the Mediterranean.

The Madison

papers.

As many of our

read-

ers doubtless feel solicitous for the speedy publication of this highly interesting work, we insert for

their information the following article, which we
have received from an authenlic source:
\_Nat. Int.
The Madison papers. This great national work,
which has been so intensely expected lifting, as it
does, Ihe curtain upon the very souls and inmost
Ihoughts of the great men who

—

£

It is

—

—

—

"Laid the
will,

we

ribs of an eternal slate''
learn, be published early in November.

Much

unexpected dehiy has been occasioned by the
state of the manuscript, and the necessity of explaining many allusions familiarly made, at the time
of writing, by Mr. Madison, but which a lapse of
sixty years had rendered obscure.
Mr. H. D. Gilpin, the accomplished solicitor of the treasury, to
whose^ superintendence the work was fortunately
committed by the committee of congress, has taken
much pains to elucidate these passages, having added some hundreds of notes in explanation of the
text.

ance

Mr. Sparks, also, has lent his valuable assistsame object. The work is all stereomake three volumes instead of two,

for the

typed, and will

announced. It is printed in a large
and handsome type, and will be got up altogether
in a style worthy of the subject.
Speaking of the large type on which this national
work is printed, reminds iisof an anecdote we have
heard resfiecting it of the venerable Asher Robbins.
When the propriety of using a type so large was
discussed in the committee, it was objected toon
the score of expense, and that it would probably extend the work to three volumes; but the appeal of
Mr. Robbins carried the measure unanimously
"Let it be printed," said he, "in large type. This
as originally

IS

A BOOK for the OLD

Let

it

MEN OF THE COUNTBY.

be made so that they can read

it

with com-

become

the political bible of the land;
and we, who recollect those times, who fell the inexpressible transition to the secure and permanent
national happiness all of you have been born to enjoy, achieved by the men whose voices, swayed by
the awful fears ur mighty hopes of the moment, now
come to us from the tomb through that book we
want to ponder over it, to study it, and to catch the
inspiration of their solemn sense of public duty, ere
we leave the life that has been blessed by their lalors.
On behalf, therefore of the old men of the
country, I beg that this book may be printed in
large t3'pe."
fort.

It will

—

The RAILWAYS

OF Massachusetts.

The

Great Western railway between Worcester and
Springfiirld is fast being made ready fci use.
The

NILES'
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rails are laid for the greater part of the

whole

The country

is

broken with deep

]

nex an estiuiate ol cost, which
authority, (Mr. Helmes.)
J2 timber or8 )
iron ships
3

valley.s,

'''J"

which seem to present al- Cost ol each ship
most impassable barriers. Yet the skill of the en- Cost of all the ships
gineer has carried the iron pathway over a surface Outlay at stations
so rugged and dilKcult as to appear impracticable Coala andcontingences
eye iininstrucled by the evidence of actual
construction. The traveller sees the road breaking
through the hills and striding across the ravines,
'vvith equal admiration and astonishment at the
boldness of the design and the success of the execution.
The whole of the work is of the most excellent character; wide excavations through rock
and earth, and long embankments sometimes rising
more than sixty leet above the surface, the solid
masonry and the firm structure bear testimony of
the excellence of the construction, and the power
of human science and labor in overcoming the ob-

is

Joseph C Noves,

taken Iroin good

Wooden ships.
Tons. H. power.

or thrown into ridges

to the
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The amount you sent us has been but in a .-11. all
In the use of steam, but a small portion here is ap"
"••' -exprmltd,
'-i and
-.-t son
=«..-*-'
-'-'
"' rivtr" ""
navigalion,
"
and a3 part
e «r
of «...
our -...-.
cilizerif Is
plieii '-"
lor the purposes ol'
Webesyun n^jiccilully to
in the United States you tjave as yet constructed liibuliriio nplace it.
but Jew vessels to steam on the ocean, the experi- allow us to reiuin it to you; our si.lierings
cli less Ihan youis, that lo do cflieiHi^e would be
ence ol' Englanil in it jnust be ol service to your
machinists.
It appears to be now clearly settled, alike unjust to ourselves and to you.
It is our sincere wish that good tleeds and kind
that the advantages ol iron above timber ships are
so great, that belore the British Queen, Great Wes- feelings may be perjielually recipiocated between
tern, and the President, (now bnildingj, have done us. Truly and respectlully your Iriemis,
J. R. Chadbodrne,
much service, they v^ill be superseded. 1 here an-

dis-

tance, excepting for short intervals where vii;orous
operations aie prosecuted for completiig the grading and superstructure. It is expected that communication will be opened as early as the beginning of October.
The first division of this way, extending from
Worcester to the height of land between the sea
and the Connecticut river in Charlton, about 14
miles westward, has been constructed under the
superintendence of captain J. Barnes, and has
been for some time so far finished as to be traversed
by the car propelled by man power. This portion
exhibits a specimen of the magnitude of the great

work.

—

—

—

Tonx. H. power.
2,617

600
£36,000

3111)

Lore.szo Sabine.
Such reciprocations of good deeds give pleasure.

Iron ships.

£70,000

432,000
15,000
26,000

560,000
2,000
I1,U00

But, after

all, it

is

better lo be well insured than to
to make up losses by

depend upon contributions
fire.

Knowledge

is

power.

Curious illuslration.

At a meeting which took place the oiherevening
purpose of forming a Noith London Mechanic's institution, Mr. Basin Montagu, as an illustration of the maxim that knowledj;e is power,
He was walking
related the lollowing anecdote.
a few months ago in Portlaml place, when he observed a large crowd of people assembled, and
found that ii was in consequence of a large masSeveral
liff dog having a lesser one in his gripe.
persons tried, by splitting the mastiii",s ear, aiul by
biting and pinching its tail, to make it let go its
At last arielicale and dandified
hold, but in vain.
young gentleman came up, and making his way
through the crowd into the circle, r. quested to be
allowed to separate the do^s; assent was tfiven
amid jeers and laughter, when the dandy slowly
drew from his pocket a large sniitt box. anil having
taken a pinch himsell, inserted his fingers auain
into the box, and withdrawing a larger pinch delifor the

|

Annual charge on wear
and tear, &tc.

£473,000

£573,000

£284,000

£354,936

As the capacity of the iron ship, and also the
horse power, so lar exceeds that of the wooden, the
income of the former would of couise be much geater.
The comparative cost of ships of equal size
is

as follow:

Wood

ships 1,500 tons, with
£70,000— £47 per ton
machinery,
Iron ship
do. do. do. £60,000— £3o
do.
In reality an iron ship thus estimated would be
stacles of natural difficulty.
West of the Connecticut river, it is understood 2,001) tons, as the weight of the hull of such an iroi
that the road is under contract, and may be com- ship would be about 500 tons less than the ship con
stnicted of wood.
pleted to the line of the state within two years.
A good deal of interest is now excited by the sucThe Norwich road is rapidly advancing. The
cars now pass from Norwich to Plainfield, about cess that has attendt d the experiment of the Arcliitwelve miles. Workmen are engaged in laying median steamer, moved by the horizontal spiral berately applied it to the mastili's nose. The snuff
the rails from Worcester towanls the south, and screw as applied by Mr. Smith. The application operated so powerfully on tlie animal's liliactory
of this principle is tlitferent from that by which the nerves, that it not only immediately let go its hold,
at intermediate points between the extremities.
The wliole road is graded, and it is said may be Robert F. Stockton is moved now in your waters but made its escape as last as it could. The dandy
and it 13 considered lu be lar superior to it. The was loudly chi'ered, upon whirh he slopp'dlora
opened during the month of October, for travel
performance of the Aicliimedes indicate by log moment, and said, "gentlemen, I have merely given
over the whole extent.
The eastern railway will be extended to Ipswich about 10 miles per hour, and 14 miles with the you a proof that 'knowledge is powe.'"
I understand that she is shoitly to pay you a
in November next, and opened to Portsmouth by title.
visit.
I here annex the dimensions
of the ArchiThe fair of the Mechanics' Institute
[I^alional Aegis.
the 4th of July following.
commenced yesterday at Caslle Gard. n We have
Eastern rail road. This rail road has now been medes:
Length ol vessel
105
feet.
often expressed our convictions ol the iinporlance
opened for public travel one year. The Essex ReBreadth
20 2 10 do.
ol mechanic industry, as holding, next to agriculgister states a number of interesting f<icts, illiisDepth of hold
12 5-10 do.
ture, the most commandinff rank in a republican
traling the success of the enterprise.
It appejrs
Burthen in tons
230
do.
form of government, that It is quite unnecessary
from this statement, that on the commencement of
Length of engine room
38
do.
for us to urge upon our citizens the neeessily of
the work, the estimated number of passengers anThe vessel draw 10 feet water, carries three visiting Ihe present exhibition of products, and to
nually transported on the route was 116,700, of
which it was estimated that 32,000 were c(.nveyed masts, and sails schooner lashion. Power of en- encourage, by every means in their power, the
to and from places beyond Salem, and 84,700 be- gines 90 horses. Length of stroke, S feet; 30 strokes patriotic feeling of independence which, aided by
the proverbial ingenuity of our countrymen, has
tween Boston and Salem, Lynn and Marbleliead, tier minute.
carried the mechanic arts to so liii^h a degree of
and that this number would be doubled by ottering
Can.il fro.m the Four Lakes to the Wis- perfection as we now see them.
are beuinriiiig
the advantages of rail road travel.
The actual number conveyeil on the rail road, in consin. A cursory exaininalion was made last to be entirely free Iroin subjugation lo foreign counthe year from August 28, 1838, to August 28, 18311, week by captain Alexander M. Mitchell, chief en- tries for the luxuries as well as lor the convenieneea
was 287,000, or two and a half times the number gineer of the Milwaukee and Rock river canal, of and common wants of life. In a hasty examinaestimated to be conveyed before the road was the proposed route for a canal Imin the head of the tion of the gatheiings of mechanic geiiius for this
opened, and 55,000 more than it was estimated by Fourth lake to the Wisconsin river. The route, year, we notice a marked improvement in the
the projectors of the rail road that there would be, afterexainination, was decl.ired by captain Mitchell style of execution of all the articles presenled.
when the road should be opened. The greatest to be much more lavorable to the proposed improve- VVe have, at iiresent, only time to p ler to a lew.
nuinher of passengers conveyed in any one day ment than he had previously formed any idea of. The beauty of the fire engines, always a theme of
was 7,006, on the 4lh of .Inly last, and the next From the Fourlh lake to the summit level th
importance in a city distinguished as this is by its
need be only two locks of ordinary lift constructed, brave and high-spirited firemen. The specimens of
The greai
greatest number, 2.100 on the 5lh.
weekly travel was 13,937 in the first week in July, and from the summit to the Wisconsin only Ihe club boat building.in which our naval arc bite els have,
the next greatest 7 631 in the week ending August same amount of lockage would be required. The also, a proud pie-eminence. The "JoA/i Slevens."
whole number of lucks from the lakes to the river four oarsd, is a n;aster piece of Ihe skill oidei, for
24, and 7,531 in the last week in May.
The least weekly travel was 3,220, in the last on Ihe route exainim d, that it would be necessary lightness, simplicity of strncture, and speed; al.so,
week in December, and the next less 3.600 in the to build, wouhi tlitrelore be only four. At the a lour oared skirt, the "Fiolic," built by a young
The work for the exten- summit there is a small lake which could at a very apprentice of the famous Crolius. Ranges of stoves
first week in February.
sion of the road to Newburyport is rapidly advanc- moilerate expense be made a reservoir of about two (cooking and parlor), of every pattern, betokeij
ing, and particularly the tunnel tor carrying it un- miles in extent, and which would hold waterenough approaching winter, and the stronij direction of the
lor all purposes of navigalion that would ever be re- mind to a subject of vital importance to the inhabider the central part of the city of Salem.
quired.
[Mvertiser.
In fact, the route seems as if it was de- tants of this climate.
Braug's imitations of the ansigned by nature for a canal. There is no part of cient monkish MSS, will attract much attention.
Steam navigation. Correspondent 0/ the Jour- the territory where a canal 25 miles long could be
superb map of Mississippi, by Stiles, Sherman
nal of Commerce, London, Jiili^ IS, 1S39. Transat- constructed at so small an expense, as from the and Smilh, of this city. A beaiitiliil study of our
lantic Hteain is still at a high pressure with us, and Fourth lake to the Wisconsin river.
ornilhcdogy, in this neii;liborhooil presented by Mr.
One fdct with leis likely to be so for some time.
Galbiailh, of West Hoboken; in this case are all
[ ri-iiicojisiH Enquirer.
Bppct to the agency of steam, which has not before
our classes, herons, orioles, blue and red humming
been noted, oeserves a statement. By it one is
Refreshing. The inhabitants of Eiislpnrt, birds, &c. fee. The stained glass spccimuns arc
borne so rapidly from England to the United States, which town sulli^red severely some lime since lioin rich; the roses in their deep coh'rs recall the old
given
to the a tleslructive fire, received a contribution from Si, catliedials,
and contrarywise, that an aciiteness is
ureat number of Ihernioineleis, from
observation of the traveller, and he sees diU'erences John. N. B. Since lliat lime Ihe latler place lias Tagliiibii's establishment, most eleganlly finished.
on'i appreciates causes which he would not do were been visited by a siinilnr calamity, and being in Cut glass of every model and pcilection.
Instiuhe to be waOed along by the dull agency of the need of Ihe good oflices of ilie charitable, lias receiv- inenls of all kinds that are useful. A miniature
canvass. One is tranpplanted of a sudden; to day ed the following coinmniiicalion:
steam engine. Paper harping, of a decidedly imibroken
forests
the
of
Ai.ierica;
toamid
u
wo are
Liislparl, Aug. 19, IfSn.
proved workmanship. Inlaid and marble imitalion
Gentlemen:
morrow we are in th« picturcsq'ie Eccnea of Eiighave this iroinetit heard of the centre tables, &,c. Sic. &.c.
[.V. Y. Star.
fire that has desolated a large part of your city.
»team,
sorao curit^m (peculations From recent sullerings in the same way, we are
£|wlkirg of
have before menLand sales in Iowa.
are still in abeyance here, respecting its applica- taught how lo commiserate you.
tioned that very laige tracts of land in Iowa are orYour prompt and generous aid, at Ihe momrnt ol dered to be .sold by the government diiriiig Ihe
tion to the sea, which, perhaps, may be of service
The geogr.iphical pnsi;|on of F.n^laml ln« nur iiiijfiirtune is grati'liiMv remeuib.Ted
to vnu
Umhi present month, ;ii.d :p<.kei of the irijiisiire ol " e
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We

We
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in her

„.rem;uN I..1 h. h, „U|.I l!:..! . o.otniell..,,
steam sliip», which would enable llieiu to uslenlation than true cbairiiy; yet
tUc traidtuivua wuutbur ou licr troastj. 'WCun.
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will
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M tie
win
do what the desire of the president lo allow his friends to
UjHCulutciu kmit), at tUu txjicnac oL lUc wofUiy
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settler, has
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him

to adopt.
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Ttie lands on

setilfrs have lived, tor one, two or three
and on winch iiuprovenienis, in some cases
vjliie to tlie land, have been made, will
J)as3 mlo the hands ot" specnlatnrs, unless by some
means they can raise the money by enorrnons sa
crifices to save them.
The editor of the Burlington Pdiriot, wlio has taken a tonr through the ttrrit'iry, thus speaks on the subject:
Tne ^e ler.d topic of conversation was the approaching laud sales. The stories oi' anticipate<i
sacrifices that were expected to be made to secure
their present homes, were enough to affect a colder
heai't than ours, and move it at least to censure the
unfeeling policy that has tampered with the dearest
interests of those who have borne the brunt and
endured the hardships of settling a new country.

wtiich

ye.irs,

tieble in

Whatever may b;

said to shield the administration

from blame in tliis matter will be of little avail.
The proclamation speaks for itself. It shows that
the sales will take place in accordance with president V.in Bnren's recommendation, and he has the
control of Ihe matter, he will in a measure be held
responsible lor much of the injury that will be
sustained by a ^real portion of the farmers ol Iowa.
We leariien tiiat a large pioporlion ol farmers in
some ol the townships are very willing to part with
one half their larins, including improvements, if
any one will advance sufficient to enter the other
half.
In many inslances the improvements are actually worth twice the cost of the land. One man
who resides a tew miles above the Iowa told us
that he resided three years on .he farm he then cultivated, thai 75acies of his land had been in cultivation lor neaily that length of lime, more than the
whole being enclosed with a substantial "staked
and ridered" fence, and ttiat he had offered this
farm, together with a large quaptityof irrain, building materials. Sec. including eighty acres that had
already been entered lor ,:JSI)U, and would wait two
jjear.s lor half of it.
The soil and timb. r on this
I'a/m aie of first late order, and nothing but sheer
necessity could compel 'his man to sell for such
a price. He had endured much hardship, and suffered great privations in making his farm, and at
the time he settled in that place there was no mill
nearer than sixty miles; and besides the time occupied in going and returning, his meal cost him ath.it time one dollar a bushel.
Amidst other inconvenicences, he was frequently obliged to cross the
Mississippi ami travel iwenty miles to get his
plou,di sharpi-ued or repaired. This is by no means
a solitary case; nor have we begun to recount Ihe
many hardships which were endured by the first
settlers of this ti riilory.
merely give the above
as a specimen, to make more apparent the cruelty
of that policy which will inevitably— if persisted
in
depri\e a large number of Ihe most deserving
tho.se who have alone made the government land
valuable of the fruits of their toil, and drive them
from those improvements and homes which by a
little longer inilulgence they might have secured and
handed down to their children as a valuable legacy.

—

We

—

—

L.\<JD OFFICE MONEV.
The Slate Register,
piibli>hed at Sprinsfi Id, Illinois, states the receiver
of the land office at that place, receives in payment
for land, bills of the Bank of Missouri, Bar k of

Mineral Point, Bank of the United States, and bills
ot Ihe New York and Philadelphia banks. At other
land offices, however, there is another rule.
In
and Iowa, people of other stales
are compelled to (iny specie foi ilieir lands or the
notes of the Bank oi' iVlissouri, or her branches.
Illinois, Mis-.ouri

More smuggled
smuggled goods
Pennsylvania.

goods.

Another seizure

been made by
They were partly

lias

of
the marshal of

obtained from

the upper story of a house occupied as a grocery
store in Frankloid; another portion was discovered
in a private house.
The remainder was found in

the cellar of a tavern in Kensington, and under a
bed up stairs in the same house.
The value of the
whole was between five and six thousand dollais.

Great loss. The Cincinnati Bepnblican notices a rumor that the state of Indiana has recently
lostavery large sum of money by her fund commissione-s, through the agency of a broker in ttte east.
Report says, the fund commissioners placed bonds
of the state to the amount of .$1,000,000 in the
hands of a broker, signed and executed, and the
broker was to obtain the funds.
It seems he did so
and failed, and left the fund commissioners an empty bag to hold.

—

We

Indiana.
are enabled to present complete
returns of the late election for congressmen in Indiana.
The annexed statement includes the full
vote of every county in the state except one in the
4th district, of which only the majority is included.

The
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votes for both Rariden and McCarthy, in the
.5th district, we have ranged in the whig column,
although it is probable that the latter received some
Van tlnren votes. On the coiitr.iry we have conceded the full vote of Wyck to the administration,
although it is known that some of the whigs voted
for him.
The two things, we calculate, will about
balance each other.
Dtisi
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We

Fvom

observe under the liead

intelligence, in the last

Army

ol
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Thus it appears that those who profess to be in
readiness to transport the
favor of emigration are to remain and be made rich
troops to the bailie ground, near Bear creek.
On arriving there the procession will be formed on condition of selling the lands of their brethren,
opposed to going are to be forced to
again and w ill move to the spot selected (or the site who although
destitute.
of the monument, were after laying the corner stone emigrate poor and
Many of these Indians now possess good farms,
at 12 M. a national salute will be fired by a comample
amount of provisions for their
raise
an
and
line
whole
pany ol artillery, to be detailed, and the
own support, and to use their own language, think
will fire three rounds.
it very hard to be dispossessed of their comforts and
the
move
to
will
whole
the
this
after
Immediately
western wilds contrary lo their own
stand erected for the orator and after the oration sent into the
wish of the great body of
and prayer of benediction the troops will be dismiss- w ish and to the known
nation.
the
be
rewill
procession
ed until 3 o'clock, when the
The secretary of war J. R. Poinsett appeared to
formed embark in the boats and return to the city,
with great propriety, and notlanding at South street wharf, when they will pro- conduct the business
avowed wish of the government
ceed up south to Pratt, up Pratt to Eutaw, up Eu- withstanding it is the
remove beyond the Missistaw to Franklin, down Franklin to Howard, down that the Indians should
Baltimore to Gay sippi we are pursuaded that no unfair advantage
to Baltimore, down

be
Ike Albany Dally steamboats will
military

and ^avy Chroni-

item:
cle, the following singular

riragoons-Lieuts. W. Eustis H. S. lurner,
lo France.
it is never"Sin"-ular" as the above may seem,
these officers have
theless^true; and, moreover,
Ville de Lyon for Havre
sailed in the packet ship
mention the object of
did not feel at libeity to
appears '.singular to
the order, but inasmuch as it
that the above
others it may be as well to state
undernamed officers have been sent abroad, it is
the French and
stood, to sludy and examine into
Havtactics.
cavalry
of
systems
European
other
arm of deing had little or no experience in this
confence ourselves, and as dragoons may now be
sidered permanently a component part of our miliwisdom
tary force, it is the dictate of prudence and
of other
to profit so far as we can by the experience
..1st

and P. Kearny have been ordered

in

—

We

—

Howard

will be taken to remove them.
with
The Tennessee U. S- Senators. The Nashwill
arrangements
the members of the committee of
of Tennessee will
marshals, and they will meet at the ville Baiinei siys:— "The whiiis
Foreigners, it is well knovvii, are fre- act as assistant
nations.
certainly demand of judge White and Mr- Foster,
lane,
Paul's
St.
Steuart
in
general
of
major
quarters
quently sent to this country to study our systems
their seats in the
resign
shall
not
that
they
both,
Tuesday morning, 10th September, at 11 o'clock.
of rail roads, canals, and penitentiaries; and it is on
senate, until the Van Buren majority in the legislaG. H. Steuart, chief marshal.
further known that officers of our navy have visited
ture shall, by a clear and distinct expression of
Europe to acquire a practical acquaintance with
with our
From the Cherokees. Extract from a letter opinion, show that they differ in opinion
It need not eretheir modes of steam navigation.
senators in relation lo the measures upon which the
Gibson, July 24, 1839.

we

ate surprise, therefore, that

should desire

street,

field

of action.

[Army and Navy Chron.
One hundred and

Tbenton Encampment.
ty

regulars from Governor's

New

came

as far as
day, on their way to

New

Islaml,

Brunswick,

clay

officers of the lighl division,

dated. Fort

to

l£now something of cavalry tactic?, beyond that
which can be acquired with a very limited force in

a confined

and there dismiss.

The mounted

fif-

Yoik,

before yester-

the encampment at Trenton,
by the morning line; they there left the cars and
march at about 12 o'clock,
of
line
took up their
noon, and probably reached Princeton the same

evening, and unless the stoim prevented, arrived at
Trenton yesterday. The troops now at the encamp-

ment number about 1,0.50. General Scott is also
It was a
there, and on Tuesday reviewed them.
beautiful day, not over warm, and a more imposing
military parade we are informed was rarely if ever

vote.
"There is a prospect at length of a settleraentof latter may be called upon to
"Should it become expedient or necessary,"
Both counthe difficulties among the Cherokees.
adds the Banner, .'for judge White and Mr. Foster
(comemigrants
old
is,
the
session,
that
cils are in
to leave the senate of the United States, our friends
bined with the Ridge party), and the new, headed
abroad may rest assured that good will grow out of
by John Ross. Their intentions appear more paciWith their names placed at the
the contingency.
howmatters,
Should
fic at present, on both sides.
head of an electoral ticket, and the slate thoroughever, come to the worst, T have no doubt myself the
ly and ably canvassed, in every county and every
ground
their
maintain
more
than
would
set
old
neighboihood, as it will be, entire confidence may
against Ihe Ross party, notwithstanding the appabe reposed by our whig friends in the result of the
rent difference in their numerical forces.
There
presidential election in Tennessee in 1840,
one,
but
been
wet
has
a
"The season hertofore
will be such a waking up of the whigs, and such
highly advantageous to the fanner— in all the west
terror and trembling, and chattering of teeth, and
here, our crops of corn are prodigious, particularly
among the spoilers, as have not
among the Creeks, where I have been. But the shaking of knees
many a day before."
dog-days are fairly setting in and the thermometer been seen for
degrees.
95
about
ranges daily at
Defence of Sandcskv. The anniversary of the de"Although our health has been pretty good thus fence of Sandusky during the last war, by col. Croghad the misfortune
far, it may^not remain so.
han and the gallant band he commanded, has been
died
dragoons,
who
lo loselieut. Bowman, of the
reccndy celebrated bv the citizens of the vicinity,
on Sunday last. He has served a long time on the who, tn the number of 1,300, assembled on thai occasouthwestern frontier, and was beloved in the ar- sion to listen to an oration and dine together.
[Arkansas Gazette, Aug. 7.
The presence of col. Croghan was, of course, invitmy."
His reply, which is characterized by modesty and
ed.

We

witnessed in this section of the union. It is understood that general Scott will remain at the encampment for several days. Those who are fond of witnessing military display, probably could not select
stay of
a more suitable occasion than during the
Times.
general Scott for the purpose.
L

Removal of Indians.

The

papers published at good

Louis, mention the arrival at that place, on the
14th ult. of one hundred and fifty Indians, the
remnant of the Ottawa tribe, on their way from their
old homes in Ohio to the head waters of the Osage
Among this band are two chiefs of the Ottaiver.
wa tribe, Auto-kee, the head chief, and PetonoAuto-kee is a son of
quette a much younger man.
St.

Twelfth of September. The committee appointed by the convention to make arrangements
Septemfor the celebration of the approaching 12th
stone of
ber, (when it is proposed to lay the corner
the'inonument near North Point), have selected as
chief marshal, major general Geo. H. Steuart,
and the following is announced as the order of the
light division will form in Gay street", and all the military
corps intending to unite in the celebration will join
the division as it is formed.
At half past eight the military will move to BaltiThe line will be formed with the right
street.

At

8 o'clock in the morning, the

first

1

chief Tushquaquier, «ho was looked

the celebrated
upon by the Oltawas as the father of the tribe. Petonoquette is half French, son of Louiseau, a distinguished chief who was killed when Petonoquette
was a child. Both are represented as well disposed
men, carrying with them many of the habits and
tastes of civilized life.

more

Seneca Indians. From Ihe Hudson {N. Y.)
of
resting on Calvert street, and the other divisions
Perceiving it asserted in
Repttblican Adcerliscr.
the procession will be received on the right, and
some of Ihe papers the difficulties in the way of exorder:
will pass along the line in the following
officers of third ecuting the amended treaty for the sale of the In1. The commanding and other
dian lands in this stale were found at the council
division, Maryland militia, on the right of whom
held the 13th and 14th instant to be less than was
will be placed.
are authorised by one who atanticipated.
Officers and soldiers of the revolution.
tended the council to make the following stateand
Point
North
Officers and soldiers wounded at

We

Fort McHenrv.
Officers and soldier

who

ments.
It appears that the treaty has been fully and fairly explained by the United States commissioner to
Sixteen chiefs
the Indians at a former council.
then came forward in open council and signed it
Sixty-two chiefs in Ihe same council si:;ned a protest against it, witnessed by general Dearborn commissioner for Massachusetts. During the intervals
of that council afterwards held lor weeks in the
busiest season of harvest of last year to the great
iletriment of the Indians in getting in their crops.
The signatures of an additional number of chiefs
were prifatcly obtained to the treaty, by what
means may hereafter appear. The Indians protest
against any thing of importance lo their nation being thus done out of councils. From accounts taken
with apparent accuracy, it appears that nine-tenths
of the Seneca nation are opposed to emigration, and
Of one-tenth, professedly in favor
to Ihe treaty.
of both, a portion are woman and children who
have no voice in the matter, another portion, who
were chiefs, it has been clearly proved, had received
written tngngements from the agents of the pre
emption company, promising them large sums of
money and in many cases life leases for the land
where they reside, on condition that the treaty be
executed and carried into effect

served in defence of Bal-

timore.

,

,

.

r

Officers of the inilllia of Maryland, in uniform.
and officiating
2. The mayor of the city, orator

clergyman.
3. The reverend clergy.
president of the Unit4. The president and vice
ed States, and governor of Maryland.
national government.
department
of
5. Heads of
government.
6. Heads of dejiartments of state
7. Judges of United States.
8.

Judges of Marylnnd.

9.

Senators and

members

ol congress.

Maryland.
10. Senators and delegates of
U. Members of city council, and officers of the
corporation.
12. Strangers of distinction.
13. Officers of the army and navy.
These having passed, will be followed by the miclosed by the citilitary, and the procession will be
street on the left
zen', who will form in B.dtimore
wheeling in the
purpose
of
the
for
of the military,
street
"^The line of march will he down Baltimore

to Caroline,

down

Caroline to Bank,

Bond, and 'down Bond street

down Bank

to the wharf,

to

where

I

taste, is

annexed.

St. Louis, July 29. 1839.
Gentlemen: I have had the honor lo receive your
letter of the 8;h instant, inviting me, on the part of the
citizens of Lower Sandusky, to be present wiih them
on the coining anniversary of the defence of Fort Stephenson,
r n1
It is widr regret that I am, on account of ofhcii-l duties, unable to comply with your kind and flattering incannot
reply,
I
this,
my
vitationIn communicating
forbear te acknowledge with deep gratitude the honor
you confer. To have been with those gallant men who
served with me on the occasion alluded lo, permitted
by a kind Providence to perform a public duty which
has been deemed worthy of especial notice bv niy fellow citizens, is a source of hifh gratification, neigntened too, by the reflection that the then scene of conflict
is now, by the enterprise and industry of the people,
the home of a thriving and intelligent community.
I beg to oft'er to you, gentlemen, and through you to
the citizens of Lower Sandusky, my warmest thanks
,

remembrance which you have

so flatteringly
every feeling of respect and giatiG. Crogran.
Committee of correspondence.

for the

expressed.
tuiJc, yours,

With

A

lecture descriptive of
Commodore Elliott.
the battle of Lake .Erie, delivered before the Rhode
Island Historical society in 1S36, by the honorable

Tristam Burgess, is about to be published at ProMr, Burgess has prepared a preface and
vidence.
appendix lo the lecture. The latter, according to
the Providence Courier, "contains comments on
Cooper's history, and a coll.-etion of interesting
documeiits wtiich place a seal upon the character of
commodore Elliott, that it will be in vain to attempt
Among the docunien.s will be an acto remove."
count of the action, from (he log book of the Lawrence, which is copied by one of her officers into
The positions of
his diary and thereby preserved.
the vessels at various stages of the battle will bo
[Times.
illustrated by three new diagrams.

The AnoosTooic timber. .\ story has been
going the rounds in Ihe newspapers that the land
agent of the state of Maine had sold :tf(30,n00 worth
of the trespass timber and received the cash for it.
The Bangor Whig

says this is entirely untrue, anil
the story was got up for political elfect. The truth
of the matter is, that the land agent advertised a
lot of timber for sale at auction, and fixed the miniOne cent adprice at three dollars pel' ton.
vance was bid by a clerk of one of the Woodstock

mum
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meichants, and the whole was struck olf to him,
no other bid being made. The whole is said to be
a tricic on (he asent, as nobody appears to malce
p;ood the bid.
Tlie administration papers say the
trespass timber under the charge of the agent is

The battles
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of the American eevolutio:?.

A

tabular
bular statement, somevvh.tl
somevvh.-it cnrions.
curious, nf
of rpvolnrinnm-v
revolutionary

23

of ihe name of Wallace.
Tn early life he had attended
th/i
Rf^inhnrrr!, TTi.l
r-...;i:..,j ..„,i
r»_ i:5t__i_
the (>InQ«!pc;
classes nr
at Edinburgli,
and studied
under Dr
Bl
and others. He boasts of being the only remaining li-

battles, disiinguisung victories and reverses, and givingthedelaisofloss,as well asthe namesofthecom- ileal descendant of WilHam Wallace and
still uses
manders, will be found annexed. We take it from the the arms and motto of that hero.
He mentioned to
Philadelphia
North American:
me that
ihni he was once
nncfi in
in an
nn engraver's
anr,r„„„r'c shop
,.h„„ in
...
i.m:_
...worth half a million of dollars, but, unfortunately, rhiladelphia JNorth
Edinhurg, giving the requisite instructions for cutting his
KjtSOOO?dgaicoowffl^^;^3B:)
the larger jiortion cut by the trespassers is on the
seal, when the earl of Buchan, who was
accicfently
St. John, above the Grand falls, on territory, under
present, examined the arms and motto, and said "sir,
the jurisdiction of New Brunswick, and more than
?"'-^ °"® family remaining entitled to tliese,
half of the remainder, is on land belonging to Mas"j^i"*
and
that family is in Virginia."
This confirmation of
sachusetts.
On the whole, it is believed thai the
his innocent and praiseworthy claims
from the lips of a
entire proceeds of all the trespass timber the state
stranger, must have given him great satisfaction.
He
will receive will not be enough to pay the expenses
IS a very cheerful commumcalivo
old gentleman, and
of watching it.
1 was reallv pleased to interchange a friendly grasp
mth a hand the veins of which might be enriched
even with a drop of the Wallace blood.
Commerce of the United States. Messrs.
[English traveller.
Editors: 1 have been at the pains to prepare, from
the last report of the secretary of the treasury, for
"The Hunters' lodges." The Oswego Comthe gratification of your readers, a view of the immercial Herald gives the following history of
these
ports of the United States for one year ending Seporganizations which have been represented as
so
tember 30th, 183S, arranging the countries with
formidable;
reference to the amount we imported from them.
'There is one thing that has led to great error of
It will be seen that the aggregate of imports is over
opinion in Canada in relation to our people, that deone hundred and thirteen millions of dollars. The
serves a brief explanation.
The leading agilator.'t
exports from the United States, during the same
of the Canadian troubles, got up during the last
seaperiod, amount to little over one hundred and eight
son, the 'Hunter's society,' and formed lodces
at
millions of dollars.
Yours, &c.
the principal places on both sides of the line.
Mercator.
These
England,
1
lodges were open to all who wished to join, and
#44,191,851
imS
3
2. France,
mediately became objects of much public
17,771,797
curiosity
3. Spanish West Indies,
and speculation. It being on the eve of an exciting
14,330,904
J 5 " Siw g^- 5 B p I p = 2^5 S<^<
4- China,
and important election they of course attracted the
4,764,536
5. Mexico,
notice of politicians of all parties, and every
3,500,709
body
6- Brazil,
went to see what there was in a 'Hunter's lodge '
3,191,238
7. Hanse Towns,
which was found to he very like the London show
2,847,353
8- Russia,
ol 'a horse wulh his head where
1,893,396
his tail should be.'
9. British West Indies,
They became so public that there were in tact no
1,635,848
10 Danish West Indies,
secrets to be kept. There was no principle
1,617,747
avowed
11. Colombia,
in these lodges, no particular object
1,615,249
and
S§ the obligation imposed nothing more appeared,
12. British American colonies
1,555,570
than secrecy
13. Hayti,
aiid that the candidate should be true to
1,275,762
the cause
14. Netherlands,
of
liberty
1,180,897
throughout the world, to which every boDeath of governor Clarke, of Kentucky. dy, ol course, was ready to subscribe.
15- Spain,
1,102^536
The spies of
Tlie Frankfort Commonwealth of August 27th says: the Canadian
16. Argentine republic,
1,010,908
government became members, and
"It is our melancholy duty to announce the death of entered the
17. Italy,
944,238
lodges wherever they pleased, and althe hon. James Clarke, governor of Kentucky. He though the
15. Chili,
942,095
proceedings were
without
died this morning about eight o'clock.
We have form or dignity, an officer of the conducted
19. Sweden,
854,771
meeting took down
stopped the press to announce this mournful intelli- the names of
20. British East Indies,
675 531
all who entered, whereby these
spies
gence."
This is melancholy news to us, as it will ascertained the number enrolled
21. Peru, in all the di/ferent
be to a large qircle of friends all over the United lodges between
22. Scotland,
Vermont and Michigan.
Whea
States. He was an honorable man, and a true patriot. they
23. Dutch East Indies,
came to make up the aggregate number
of
The Lexington Observer states that the duties of members, they reported to sir George
24. Africa generally,
Arthur an arthe executive for the unexpired term for which go- my of forty
25. Manilla and Pnilippine islands
or fifty thousand men already raised
for
vernor Clarke was elected, a little upwards of one the invasion
26. Dutch West Indies,
of Canada. The report produced
great
year, will devolve upon lieutenant governor Charles alarm m
27. Trieste,
Canada, and gov. Arthur caused the inforA. Wickliffe.
28. Madeira,
mation to be immediately communicated to
the go29. Sicily,
vernment at Washington, and went to making
corReminiscence. The death of sir Isaac Coffin, responding preparations for defence.
30. French West Indies,
He called out
brings up a recollection of his visit to his native city; the mihtia,
31. Portugal,
and brought into the field an aggregate
Boston, in 1830. This noble-hearted old gentleman force of near forty
32. Tarkey,
thousand men. A greater hoax
was one of the most distinguished admirals in the was never played off than
33. Belgium,
this report to sir George
British navy: during the war of 1812 he begged to be Aithur,which
34. Asia generally,
must have cost the British government
excused from serving on the American coast. He has more than a million
35. British Honduras,
ofdollars, and led the Canadiaa
made many donations from time to time to the Mas. people into the gieat error
36. Texas,
of believing that our
sachuselts agricultural society, of noble animals for who.e population
37. Central America,
were enlisted against them, and
improving the stock of the farmers of his native bent on the conquest of
38. Teneriffe and other Canaries,
Canada.
state, among which are several bulls and stud horses
39. Ireland,
"More than one half of those wiiose
of different breeils.
40. S. Sea and Sandwich islands,
He has also endowed a large enrolled in the Hunter's lodges, nevernames were
attended a
school at Nantucket for the gratuitous education of second meeting,
41. Dutch Guiana,
and all right thinking men aban300 children; and made a liberal donation for the em- doned the lodges the very
42. Spanish West Indies,
moment they discovered
bellishment
of the beautiful city of Boston.
43. British Guiana,
How- the real object to be, to promote illegal
movements
ever I am forgetting my story.
44. Fayal and other Azores,
At the exhibition from this side of the line.
No formidable force
of the puhlic'schools in Boston, in Aiigiist,'1830, could be mustered
45. Australia,
by this as.socialion, as the sequel
sir Isaac was present, but was unable to attend the shows
46. Cape de Verd islands,
that the whole invading force raised
by the
whole examination on account of ill health. At the Hunters which actually
47. Denmark,
crossed at Prescott and
close of the annual dinner, his old school-mate, the Windsor was
48. Gibraltar,
less than 400 men."
rev. Dr. Hanson, of Newton, Massachusetts, rose
49. Cisplatine republic,
and said that sir Issac requested him to express his
50. Malta.
A Baltimorean found. Extract of a letter
his regret at his inability to be present and attend
51. Cape of Good Hope,
the e.xainination of the particular school of which from a young friend of the Boston Transcript
52 Morocco and Barbary states,
' athe had been a member about a half a century previ- tached to the exploring squadron.
53. Prussia,
Jiio Negro, Patagonia, Monday. January
ous; and th.at the admiral desired him to say that he
54. French Guiana,
28 1839
was often reminded of a few lines written in his Captain H. sent us up to the pilot's house with or5.5. Sardinia,
Ainsworth's Latin dictionary, which he used at ders to bring off some of the scientific corns that
56. West Indies generally,
school, and that he was more and more reminded of were understood to be the.e.
67. Uncertain places.
The tide running out
at the rate of four or five miles an hour,
their truth.
These lines were:
would not
permit of our pulling up in a four oared
Total,
Isaac Coffin, his book,
boat so
113,717,406
that we ran upon the starboard shore,
God give him grace therein to look;
Now, Messrs. Editors, while we have one or more
which' is
quite
bold,
and
tracked
her
up.
Not only look but understand
My feet were on
consuls at nearly all the different countries, it
is reshores of Patagonia!
That learning is better than house and land.
The land whose misty
markable that we have no consul at Haytl, which
For when house and land and money is spent.
unknown deserts have been long peopled
stands No. 13 on the catalogue. In addition
bv
to
Then learning is most excellent.
giants— whose southern extremity was for
this, we have a charge d'affairs at )i me
so manycountries,
The admiral, (continued the worthy doctor), at- years surrounded by the early navigator with so
Irom which our imports are less than Hayti, and
a tributes his elevation in life to the observance of the many horrors. Upon landing,
we were greeted bv
minister at one. It is believed that this
country precepts in these lines, joined
to habits of industry one of the fiercest hot winds from the sand hillocks
sutfers to the amount of nearly half a million
of and honesty, and recommeniled the same earnestly around us.
dollars annually, in discriminating duties,
in conse- to
Little
did
I
the pupils; and I will add (said the doctor) that
expect to be scorched in this way in
quence of the refusal of this government to interPatagonia. Upon one of the sand hillocks
honesty which is formed in strict piety and ~change consuls with the government of Hayti,
was a
and rality.
flag staff; further up was that near the
R.
pilot's house
all this because the people with
whom we have so
On gaining one of these bluffs, we saw nothing but
large commercial intercourse are black.
descendant OP
DESCENDANT
a ttesccnt
descent ot
WALLACE. At Baltiof Sand
op William
Haiti
sand hills. When near the house
WILLIAM Wallace.
IJournal of Commerce.
more I met and conversed with an elderly gentleman | which was respectable, with tile roof,
a Gaucher

^ft?

1

A

U

—
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carne Uji n' Til! gdMop, witli his red ctp nnil hi";
picturesque fusUiiiie ol shawl ami wliiie troiiser?,
bcanled lo the eyes. Ah, thought I, not ex
ail
actly, a PaU^joiiian two leet between the eyes, but
pribably a perfect Arab in the way ot' robbing.—
-BiioModias Senur," said I, very civilly, a.=i he came
"Good morning, sir," replied he to my
to a lialt.
utter astonishment; "I am your countryman. Dr.
Ducatel, of Baltimore." "The devil yo'i are!" was
a natural exclamation, and we soon entered into
I

conversation.

The ice .fountain and the hanging rock.
While we were tiavelling last summer, we passed
Hampshire county, in Virginia, and- upon
our return :;ive some notice of that remarkable
mount.iin, and had the peculiar gratification of betlirougli

Some good, and
ing laughed at for our pains.
more poor, jokes and puns were perpetrated at the
expense of ourseil, and our newly discovered land.
We have, however, patiently waited, and at length
we find in a late numberof the National Intelligencer, a notice of Kercheval's History of the Valley
of Virsinia, and containing the Ibllowing extract
from

it':

"The Table

Ice mountain, which Mr. K. thinks
'the most extraordinary and wonderful work of
God's creation, and il.'Serves the highest rank in the
history of the natural curiosities of the country.'
It ii washed on one side by the Capon, and its west
side, for about a mile, is covereil with loose
is from
It
six hunstones of various sizes.
dred to seven hundred feet in lieight, and on the
western side for about one hundred yards, and ascending some thirty feet, wlien the loose stones
are reiiioved, the most perfect, pure and chrystal
looking ice al all seasons uf tin year, is to be found
in blocks of from one or two pounds to fifteen or

7,

1639—MISCELLANEOUS.

Campbell, of Xo\ a Scotia,
has given noiice by proclamation liiat tlie goveininent of the island of Trinidad will pay $25 lor the
passage of each laboring person of Alrican descent,
whether male or leiuale, Ironi Nova Scotia or either
of the neighboring provinces to Tiinidad; and the
same sum for the passage of two children between
7 and 14 years ol age, or for three from 1 to 7 years
of age. This money is to be paid as a tree gift, and
no claim will be made for its repayment in any shape.
The proclamation states, that according to the
rate of wages given on the island, a laborer, whether male or female, may easily earn daily, between
sunrise and sunset, wages equal to four shillings,
ami five shillings Nova Scotia currency, together
with an allowance of one pound of dry codlish.
Such laborers as do not choose to work the whole
day, may be at liberty to work as much time during the day as will entitle Ihera to half Ihe allowance. They will have in addition, the use of a good
cottage, and half an acre of proiluctive ground, free
from rent or any other charge. The soil is stated
to be of great feriility, and land may be procured at
from foui dollars to sixteen dollars an acre, in Ihe
most settled districts.
An industrious laborer, by

Colonization.

—

C-uv.

hit dfs!!C>er

New

We

twenty pounds weight," &c.
Not far distant from this mountain, there is to be
French physician in this city, relates that during
seen on the south branch, what is called the hanghis frequent rides through the ditl'erent streets, his
ing rock, which seemed to us quite as remarkable
attention had almost always been attracted as he
as the Ice mountain.
passed a house v\here a poor family lived
The
Bik-iwell, in his introduction to geology speaks
family consisted of a man and his wile, both rather
of Crich clilf, in Derbyshire, as a remarkable inyoung, and the latter good looking, with a little
stance of the strata of rock, presenting a perfect
infant smiling in beauty, and about ten months old.
arched appearance, as if raised up by tbrce from
He was led to notice them from the ap[)earance ol
beneath, and looking like the side view of Ihe large
content that lived there, and their being frequently
limbers which form the arches of our bridges, the
on the banquette before the house. Atlerthe fever
strata being, however, much more naujerous than
set in. he still saw them for some days, happy as
the pieces of timber. The hanging rock presented
usual, but at length he "missed them from the acas we approached it from Romney, the remarkable
customed place." This he did for two days, until
appearance of three, or perhaps four, such aiches
on the thinl, feeling uneasy for thein stopped his
asthitof
up

who

thus enjoys his banquet

ILondmipcper.

D.ANiEL Keenev.

This is the name of the celebrated pilot of the Uniled Slates ship ol war h iien
comino. ore Decatur commanded liei,and was cruising olf New London during the last war. We saw
recently on his own element this weather-beaten,
solid old sailor, and he related to us with great satisfaction the following circumstance: commodore Decatur had sent into port the Macedonian and Hornet,
while he In the United Slates was closely pursued
by the V^aliant, an English seventy-four. Keeney
was honored wilh the entire confidence of the gallant Decatur, and his minute knowledge of the navigation of the Sound enabled liiin lo run the United
Slates v\itliin afewyaids of a sunken rock, then
varying his course some what, to bring ihe hidden
danger exactly in line between his own ship and the
Valiant, pursuing under a heavy press of canvass,
the adroit pilot had Ihe satisfaction of seeing his enemy strike Ihe rock, and of learning that the Valiant was next day sent to Halfax for repairs.
The
rock has ever since been callcl the Valiant Rock.
[Corsair.

the earnings of a short period, may become the owner of a productive farm.
IBostoit Daily .Adt>.

Life in
Orleans. If in winter we are
the gayest people on this continent, with more variety of lile and manners than any other city presents, in the summer vve are the dullest.
The
monotony of existence caused by the very general
absentees, is only varied by Ihe fever and the expreceed to lienlion
citing scenes it creates.
one, the relation of which caused a chill through
our heaits, and slrtick the "electric chain" by
which we are strongly bound. It surely must have
thiilled the heart of the beholder with sudden horror.
Dr. Lambert, an excellent as well as an eminent

,

undisturbed.

Distressing .\ccident.

We

learn from Ihe

Madlsonian that a divadliil acciilent occurred in
Washington ciiy on Thiiisday last, by the sudden
falling in of the 12th street briilge over the canal,
while the stage conveying passengers from the southern sleamboal was on the same, containing between
30 and 40 passengers. By this casualty an industrious young man, the son of a poor v\iilow, was deprived of life. This bridge, having the appearance
of great strength, was said to be miserably defective in Its plan, as well as in Its timbers which were
found to be rotten. The only wonder is that so trifling a damage was done.

The late John
Herald.

Fitch.

Messrs. Editors:

I

From

ihe

Norristown

was pleased

to

see in

your last paper an extract from judge Hall's notes
on the western state.-*, giving credit to v\hom credit
is due.
Fulton, no doubt, deserves credit for his
improvement on steamboats, but the credit of the
invention is unquestionable due to John Fitch. I
was per.-'onally acquainted w-ith him at the time he
invented Ihe steamboat. He lived in the county,
within sight of my lather's residence, near the line
dividing Bucks and Montgomery counties. I saw
him almost daily. Judge Hall is mistaken in saying that the Idea of wheels had not occurred to Mr.

Filch; but instead of them oars were used.
1 saw
rapped at the door. his first boat on the Delaware, that indeed was
aig before the house; alighted
No one answered; silence was in the mansion. He worked with oars. But he actually showed me a
bridge.
pushed open the door and went in. There lay the draft or model of wheels, and employed me (w-ho
were really very much struck with the apboth dead of the was a lad at that time), to cut out of wood, small
hu.iband and wife on the floor
pearance of the hill, but having then not even Ihe
fever, and the former deca^'iiig.
The child was water wheels, as models by which to have large
smattering of geology which we have since acquiralive, and wilh its Utile arms around the deail wheels made to propel his boat.
But why he never
ed, anil being on our way home, and anxious to
mother's neck, vainly trying to draw the sustaining applied them to his boat, I know not; probably it
reach here, we did not examine it very attentively.
duid from the breast. Dr. L. says that familiar as was for want of pecuneary ability lo get them.
have, however, been .surprised that it has been
he is w ith scenes of death, nothing before has ever He w-as in embarrassed cin umslances
his scheme
90 little noticed; for even Kercheval, we believe,
shocked his feelings to half the extent. Wilh a was considered by most people as visionary, and he
IPiUsburgher.
does not mention it.
praisworthy benevolence he has taken measures to could not obtain any person of caplial to aid him.
have the infant protected. Such is "life in New He no doubt was a very ingenious mechanic. He
TWIN OB okra cotton. Some interesting Orleans."
[N. 0. Times.
was not only a watchmaker, but a silver smith; he
particulars respectin;; this new species of cotton as
made silver spoons, buckles and .shirt bullous for
detailed in a letter Iroin a planlei, published in the
The vampire.
great deal of curiosity was sale, also brass small toothed combs, and crooked
Savannah Georgian, The discovery of it appear.s excited on Friday among the loungers in St. Katha- combs lor ladies to put up their hair. All the progentleman of rine's docks by a leport of the arrival of a real live ceeds for his work he devoted to his favorite
to have be^-n entirely accidental.
Anraiisca, .Vlabama, a few yeais ago bought some vampire.
So many horrible associations of blood scheme of steam navigation. He also learned Ihe
Petit Gulf seeil; in a field sown with this seed, a and lerior are connected wilh the popular ideas of art of surveying while he lived in my neighborhood
single stalk was observed without limbs, and havin^' this extraordinary animal, that when it was known
and look a trip to Kentucky made many aclual
great numbers of bolls adhering immediately to that one had actually arrived, a most intense desire surveys there, and when he relumed made a map
the stalk or in clusters on very short limbs.
Troin was manilested to obtain a peep at it, and accord- of Kentucky, engraved the plate himself, and
these seeds the variety has been propogated.
In ingly the vessel was crowded iluring the day by sliuck otf a number of copies by the use of ma1S37 the aei d sold as hijjh as fifty cents :ipiece; hosis of curious visiters, until its removal to the Siir- chinery of his own cnnslruclion sold those maps
The plant ly Gardens, lo which establishment it was consign- about Ihe coiinlry, and appropriated Ihe proceeds
last fall ijllii) was paid for a bushel.
exhibits a distinct variety; the stalk had rare- ed.
It is the Sumatran species, ami the firsi living lo his favorite scheme.
One of liii maps I still
ly any limbs longer than one joint, sometimes two; specimen ever seen in England.
It is one of the
have in my possession. 1 have also part of his
the bull.1 were two, three, and sometimes seven in most horrible aspect and well deserves Ihe name of surveyor's stalt' in my posst-ssion. The faclsabove
a cluster the stems of all the bolls shooting from Vespcrlilio Spcclmm, given to it by Linnaxus, re- slated are within my own personal know-led;;e.
one place, and at the top of the short limb. The maliung conslanlly suspended lo the roof of his cage,
N. B. BOILE.VU.
cotton is exceedingly fine, being from two lo four by the imiiiensc hooks at the edges of the wings,
cents a pound better than ordinary; the color and his head hanging downwards, and his eyes glistenAfrican sovereign.
The September
staple of the wool Is described as verv superior, ing wilh most vivid brightness.
D'Azara, the cele- number of the Missionary Herald contains part of
ami unequalled by the finest and softest .short sta- bralcd naturalist, stales that the vampire will atlack a journal sent home by the rev. Mr. Wilson, detailAiiollier advantage of this variety is, that horses,
ple.
iniiles,
asses, horned
cattle,
and the ing a sort of exploiing voyage, made last spiing,
It comes to maturity and opens two weeks earlier crest of fowls, who gnnerally die In consequence, as along the Aliican coast, south of Cape Palinas, unthan common; in rich land the stalk grows quite a gangrene is engendered In Ihe wounds. Even man der orders of the board.
The writer jives us,
tsll, reaching as high as six or oiijhl feet; the liixuhimself Is not secure from these insidious assaults, among other novelties, the follow ing graphic sketch
riant growth of the plant in fertile soils may render as D'Aitiira says he can bear very faithful testimony, of a potentate who seems to be a kind ol crude Metopping necessary; its appearance isvery much like having had the ends of his toes four limes phlebo- hemet All, on smaller scale.
the cninmon okra, having a similar stalk, with cot- tomized, gratis, by this noclurnal surgeon, while
"During Ihe next day all hands on board were
If the anticipations indulged respect- sleeping in the collages in the open country.
ton leaves.
The busily engaged in receiving and weighing camvvooJ
ing this lately discovered variety ol the cotton wouinl is not felt at the time of its infliciion, as the that had been purchased by Krako, the man from
plant are ever realized, the success of the cxperi. blood IS withdrawn by the most genlle suction, en- u-lioin Ihe town receives its name, for captain La»-inent must add iininenstdy to the agricullural wealth tirely from Ihe capilliary vessels of Ihe skin, and not lin.
I believe tins town w-as founded by Krako himof Louisiana, Mississippi, and other southern states. from any of the viens or arleiies, and the \lctim Is self, only a few yeais since. He was driven from
[A'. 0. Bulletin.
besides luUed ioto a deepsluiober by the flapping of Rockboka, or thereabouts, by the brutal avarice of
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:grauiude,
'own Willi the act in tenji>oral aliairs, hnv rr.r:
Ahutv hv u,\^U[ cnjov should we C.ithuhcs shuw i -.u,
ilion, rnvc li.;cn t;ie iii.uii lu.-lVum nt in tne h,in>l ol'
nut only the moit h
portant itidii in his own Io*n, but uf all the siii- the Jll S ri.i); Got. m iliis case of g, lining' adiniironiiiliii^ country; and he is in some respects one tance lor our r..-v. p.^tor, In convey the spiriiual
or the most respectahle iialives I have seen on any couilort to iliis uiiliap|>y man, »hicli m our ojiipart ot' the coast. He is spare made, and about six nion was most assential to his salvation.
We conclude this our humble address to your
His com|ilexioii is nearly a jet black,
ieet high.
and his general demeanor sober and dignified. He excellency, hoping that the same iiiolives which
was alA'ays dressed in European clothes, and his actuated you in this case, and which, it seems, has
wardrobe must have been well supplied, lor we always actuated you, may grow up with you, and
never saw him in the same suit more than once, that your course may be prosperous through life,
His last visit to the ve.ssel was the most imposing, and we trust tint every Catholic in this state and
for he had decked himself in his very best, consist- In the entire world, may greet you witli feelings ol
ing of blue Irowsers, a handsome naval coat, and respect, and hail you as the representltive and
a new crimson silk hit; but witnal, b iref)oled.' As friend of the poor and oppressed, as has br-eii your
a native, he is not l^^ss remarkable for his honesty course since your career as a public man comand fair dealing. Captain Liwlin had no tears in menced. We remain, sir, \\ ith the greatest respect
trusting him with goods to the amount of ,'j(,'l,0()l). and esteem, your excellency's ever faithful and deIiis

own

!io|ie

it

ill

He

is alieaily

i

—

He

A.:

pe<3|)U, anil he ibiuideil this

ot ariiassiMu: a lurliiup

security.

lives in belter

style than

tlie

generaliiy of his

townsmen. We found him very hospitable.
His dwelling Is conslructed in native style, but
on a larger scale than usual. It is of an oblong
sqiiare, perhaps about 61) feet long, and 20 or .30
wide. It is pa'-titior.ed o(f into three apartments,
of equal size. The first, through which we passed,
is used as a store room, and was supplied with a
puncheon of rum, a case of muskets, a few teeth of
ivory, Sic.
The next apartment is an open h.ill,
with no furniture evcefit a swinging hammock.
The next is occupied as a sleeping rooai, and we
were forthwith Introduced Into it. In one corner
of this stood a plain pine cupboard, which was well
furnished with decanters of water, rum and wine.
In another corner stood a haniisome Frencli hand
organ, so that we were entertained with music,
Krako, himself acting the part of organist. In the

—

third corner stood a substantial but coarse bedstead
a comfortable matress. Wooden chestsofvarious
Bi/.es were placed around the room, covered with
cotton cloth, for seats. The general style of building here i? very similar to that in the vicinity of
Cape Pdlmas, and the habits of tlie people too are

and

also similar.

Krako's town

is

one of the four

set-

voted servants,
R-v. Patrick Foley,
J. Filzsimons,
Cornelius Leary,

Matthew Murphy,

John McGoey,

Ddinund Bourke,
Joseph Harlney,
Charles McCarty,
D mils Quill,

Peter Kirwiu,

Wm.

James McGlue,

Edward Dempsey,
Patrick Owens,

A.G.

Ciidier,

A. Croysbv,

James

Dnffie,

Mark

Keeley,

John Gorin-n,
James Feeley,

Thomas Dowd,
Eilward Murphy,
Thomas Burk,
Dennis O'Brien,
Thomas Walsh,

Curies O'Doiinell,
Samuel Wilson,
Capt. Collins. Rossie,
nas Dowd,

Tho

P

O'Brien,

ilrick

D

irglii,

Edward

Kelly,
Patrick Green,

Dennis Kief.

James McMullen,
James Dowd,

Huih

Curry,

Jolin Haiilon,

A. MoGoodin,
John Harvey,
B.'rnard K^alon,
John D--fincy.

Pitrick Mackey,

John McAvoy,

PitrickDowd,
Michael Carragher,
John Carragher,
P.iirick Murray.
gover>jor's rkply.

Nicholas Carter,
F. Trudell,
Bernard McFaiil,

lements which are colled ively called, by foreigners,
the Bereby country.
It is situated abmit 70 miles,
Gemtlemev: Had I aniicipated in past years
due east r,f Cape Palmas. There are about 70
houses in the town, and tlie number of Inliabitants that my present responsibilities would fall upon ine,
exceeds :iOO. The country iloes not extend over I should not have b -en until now a stranger in the
10 to 15 miles along the coast. Its trade is in oil northern region of the state. Late as it is I accomplish a Ion,' cherished desire in coming here, to
camwood, and ivory."
learn the resources, the interests, and the exigencies
INTERESTING CORliESPOXDENCE.
of this portion of the state, that I may be more
Tj his exceUency [Via. H. Sewiird, governor of the able hereafter, to contribute to its advancement and
slate uf New Yoi k:
the prosperity of its citizens.
Sir: We, lUe undersigned. Catholics of the vilI have coine amons you neither seekingor ileslr
lage of Ogdensburg, in the name of your fellow ing any public demonstrations of kindness or rebrethren of tiie sa.ne creed, approach your excel- spect.
How iniicli I am granfi'd bv the welcome
lency with feelings of the highest respect and ve- which has been extended lo me by all classes of my
neration, for tne kind manner in which you have fellow citizens, I will not attempt to describe.
1
received and treated our worihy pastor, in a case pray you, however, gentlemen, to be assured that
which, in our opinion, was most essential to one of no incident which has occurred to ine here, and no
our unlortunate fellow brethren, lately convicted in incident which has ever occurred to ine, has affectL-:wis coiinty, and to express our humole grati- ed me more deeply than tliis acknowleilginent ol
tude in a plain but heartfelt manner, to you in this your favorable regard, glowing out oi' my action in
most important case. Miflly and cordially you con- the painful case to which you have referred. I
veyed your sentiments to the authorities of said know that you have overrated the merit of thatac
county, slating in a manner worthy the gentleman, tion, yet I do rejoice in everv occasion to vindicate
the true Am u'lcan and the (jatriot, showing them ihe democratic principles of our government, and
first the laws of God and of humaiiily, and also the I have seen that the principle involved in this last
intention and meaning of those most salutary laws occasion, is one upon which there Is too olten a
ot this republic
cannot but feel that the
a repii pIIc which has ever been tendency to encroacli.
I
an asylum to us Iro.n religious jiersecution in our expressions to which I have listened, proceed from
own unfortunate country, and you have, in a few hearts as generous and unsophisticated, as the exwords, explained the intention of the laws uf this, pressions themselves are ardent and unmeasured.
our adopted country, through wliich explanation The principle of equal toleration of religious
our revered pas or gained adiiiissioii to the unhappy creeds lies at the base ot onr constitution, and side
culprit
in ad.nission which, in our religious opi- by side with it is that of equality of social and po
nion, was most essential in aiding to luture happi- lltical rights.
As I have understood the theory of
ness this, our unfortunate brother.
our government, it was intended not only to secure
You in your goodness state principles and facts to n.itlve citizens lile, liberty and the pursuit of
which must have been dictated by an over-ruling happiness, but to offer an asylum also to the opProvidence, and prove to the world the stability of pressed of all lands.
With refjard to those who avail themselves of the
a republican form of governuient— a form ni government, which, if the people themselves will invitation thus sent abroad throughout the earth, I
only be honest, and guided by that all-seeing Pro- know, as a magistrate, of no rule of action but to
vidence in their seleclion ot men to carry them practice that equality which the laws prescribe, as
out, cannot fail.
Without any attempt at fiittery. a citizen, none but to enquire what would be the
this act of your humanity and kindness onlv adds rights and privileges 1 should think myself entitled
one more to the many you have done. Though to demand, in a country whose instititiitions were
young in years, your hum inity a.id kindness early established for the purpose of atijrding the greatest
showed Itself in glowing colors. When you were nieasiire of social, political and religious liberty to
appointed ageint to the Holland company, in your all who might seek their protection. As an Ameseleclion of officers, your conduct to those settlers, rican citizen, I should certainly expect, in any such
without the distinction of country or creed, gained country, whether Catholic ot Protestant, free tolefor you a title more honorable than king or prince, ration and enjoyment of my religious faith and
and more lasting than either, viz: that of the poor worship. That toleration and enjoyment I would
man^s friend.
secure to you, and to all others who may seek a
In that case, as in your whole life, the real prin- refuge here; and our Institutions are nnworlhy the
ciples of the true American and patriot developed veneration you have so justly expressed, and I enthemselves. Thea if gratitude be due you for tUis tertain for them, if it cannot safely be allowed.

—

—

—

iiMi be ie« anted «i
your lathers and mi

prosperity and liappi

WiVl.

H'.

SEWARD-

MR. CLAY AT THE FAUQUIER SPRINGS.
All accounts agree In representing Ihe recepiion
of Mr. Clay at the Fauquier White Sulphur Springs
as extremely enthusiastic. The dinner was altendid
by 45(J p-rsons, a laige portion of whom were ladies,
who kept their seats lo the last, and then adjourned to the ball room.
We mention one fact v>ilh
pleasure
some ol tlie vice presidents were friends
of ihe administration. Mr. Clay proceeded the next
day to Culpeper, In the stage, on his route to Kentucky, by the way of the Greenbrier While Sulphur.
IMrena.

—

From the Warrenton Times.
The invitation lo partake of a public dinner tendered to this distinguished man, [Mr. Clay], by
the visiters of the F.mquier Wliite Snlphiii SpriiiKS
was delivered to bin in Baltimore by Messrs. J. K.
iMarshall and R- E. Lee, a commlltee appointed lor
the purpose. Mr. Clay, b.-ing desirous ol adheiinnto his oiiginal purpose of travelling as a private
citizen, declined the honor of a public dinner; but,
as the Warrenton Springs were not o it of the way
in his return to the west, he yielded lo the solicitation ol Ihe committee, and adonled that route.
By
express understanding with Messrs. Marshall and
Lee, he was lo have been received without form or
(larade, like any otiier ciiizen.
His purpose was
to have ilined at the Springs, and remained there
until the following day; duiing which time such of
our Citizens as desired to see and converse with
him might be gratified.
This course, marked out by good tasle as well as
personal convenience, was totally frnslrated by the
universal wish which pervades all ranks, and all
parlies, to ilo bono, to this most distinguished citi-

The intelligence that Mr. Clay would reach
the Fauquier Springs on Wednesday at an early
hour, was received on Tuesday evening, and a
meeting of the visiters was imme.liately held, at
which the arraniremenls for his rece|)tioii vi'ere entered imo, which are found below.
On his arrival

z-'ti.

Warrenton, Mr. Clay, contrary to all piior stipulations, luniid himself a prisoner In the hands ol a
zealous and united community. He hail been invited to come amongst us by men of all parties.
in

Men opposed to him In political seiitimenfs, regardless ol the calumny
of the vile obloquy— of
the degrading slanders, w hich a reckless party pn ss
is daily heaping on him, hud united in the invitation; and honorably and most lully did all redeem
their faith.
On his approach, the voice ol party
was hushed in his presence, the meinory of heat-

—

—

ed and viniliclive crimination was Insi!
One leelliig, one spirit animated the brcalhing mass that
surrounded him— it was a feeling of gratitude and
vener-ilion for the high service he had so often
done his country it was a scene that does credit
to the human c!iarartf-r, and illustrates the triumphant power of truth and of exalted worth.

—

A

numerous escort accompanied him to the
his arrival was hailed with encheering by a mixed multitude of our
cilizciis and of visiters.
At the dinnei, jiidje Scott
presided, and was assisted by Dr. T. 1'. Withers
Springs, where
tiiusiastic

Dr. Nelson, gen. Bolts, Jiio. P. Phillips, (in pl.ice'
of judge Field not present), Inman Honer, Ishani
Keith and T. B. P. Ingram, in the place of general
Wallace, who declined to act. The president, on

announcing the filth toast, accompanied it with a
short speech deprecating party and party spirit as
the greatest evil of the day.
His remarks were
just, and delivered in his happiest style.
Mr. Clay
then rose and uttered a speech of about thirty minutes' continuance, which was recelveil with deafening applause by Ihe company. At the close of
his speech he gave Ihe following senliment:
intercourse— '\{3y it never be disturbed
polilical divisions."
following are the regular toasts given at the

'•Social

by religious or

The
dinner:
1st.

Our country —

TOASTS.

"Breathes there a man with soul sorlead,
Who never to himself hath said.
This is my own, my native land.''

The memory of Washington.
The iiatiiot statesman who on all occasions
ready to sacrifice personal or party advanta'^es
for the general peace and welfare of his country.
4th. The American union, the best hope of hu2d.
3d.

is

man

liberty.

5lh. Our distinguished guest,
great pacificator" of the union.
dially to Virginia her

own

—

Henry Clay "The
We welcome cor-

illustrious son.

—
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Ctli. The ni'tnory of G;or^e Wythe, the patron
and poliiical I'dtht-r of our guest.
Till. Thi? ladies wlio noiv adorn our circle, so-

whom Ireeinen may bend the knee
without dishonor.
8lh. KenlucUy, the daughter of Virginia; her
sons do honor to their ancestry.

vereinns before

9th. The sovereignty of the states, the kingpost
that upholds what it seems to load.
lOlh. The presidential chair of the United States,
the most exalted and lionorable station in tlie ^ift

of freemen. May it ever be occupied by dignihed
talent and uncoinpcoinising patriotism.
mil. The county of Fauquier Blessed in tlie
abundance of her resources, and ennobled as the
birth-place of Marshall.
12lii. The cords which bind our union, contrary
to the laws of philosophy, they cannot be strengthened by the application of force.
13th. Old Hanover and her two Henrys.

—

ADMIR.^L SIR ISAAC COFFIN.
From
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The
a third of a biscuit and a gill of water a day.
admiral not only shared all, but he alone kept up the
life of the company, giving them every encouragement, and winding up occasionally with one ol his
"Oh, my lads," he roared out, at one
best songs.
time, "don't look so eagerly at ray old carcase.
Here's a young painter will make a much better
meal!" Fortunately this lasted but a night and a
day. The passengers got into this port not long afThe admiralwent lo the Treinoiit again, just
ter.
Moreover, he sat to the artist,
as if all was not lost.
He also gave captain
anil paid hira double price.
Mackay, who rescued the company, a douceur of
five hundred dollars and a splendid gold watch.
This

He

is

a long story, but it shows the whole man.
Smollet would
saifor of the old school.
in him, but he was too good for Smol-

was a

have gloried
let.

Wilh

all

his little

eccentricities,

and

ill-disci-

plined as he was, there was a sound sense and sterling Yankee spirit at the bottom, which still kept hiin
Yet, to his shrewdness
erect, and sent him ahead.
were added a gallantry and generosity that flinched
from nothing. His impulses were noble, and he
He once comanded a ship when a
yielded to them.

Boston Transcript.
this personage, loo
course lo allow of letting man was knocked overboard in a gale; his comrades
him go down to his grave without a volley. Our hesitated, but not Coffin; in five minutes he had
"Ah,
readers all know that the admiral was a Bosloniaii.
the fellow on deck again, heels over head.
He loved to speak of the time when he was a "dirty you blackguard," he cried, as he shook the water
faced Utile rascal, licking molasses with the boys on out of his tiowsers, "Foii'ye cost me a new hat.*'
Lon" wharf." Tnis was before the revolution.
At another time he had a fire, suddenly discoverwhich we have ed below, which proved to be close to the magazine,
The'^veteran say that his family
always heard was rather of humble condition than and even the old sailors were so frightened that 60
otherwise resided in Providence House Court.
of them swam ashore. The admiral, however, led
Isaac was not destined however, to be always on the rest to the rescue, and the fire was wilh
the

There were some things about

much

out of the

common

—

—

Tnere was a spirit in hiin which
and adventure, and ue hnd him
navy at a very early date. In this
service no man more thoroughly earned that advanceiu-'ut and reputation w'hich are both so hard to
be earned. He went regularly and rigorously, we
believe, through all theoidinaiy grades, till he reached ti\e fourth step from the summit of a list which
is always long enough to discourage the hardiest asDaring this long service he must have lived
pirant.
lickiii" molasses.

yearned

lor activity

jn the Biiliih

over strange scenes. Indeed, we know very well
that he did so, and can only regret that we hear notliHW of a memoir appearing which should embody
the spirit of these things.
At one lime, the duke of Clarence was under hiin
William got greatly
as miilihipinan, we believe.
attached 10 his commander too, who, though "rude
in speecii" sometimes, has yet as the Indians say, a
As duke and king, the
soft heart, and a large one.
middy alierward did all he could for Coffin's promotion, nor was lie content to relinquish his society
It is about three years
after coming to the throne.
since William, inviting him to dine, was informed
by the admiral that the gout, his great enemy, had
w holly disabled him; he was obliged to be trundled

As to liberality, his
eat exertions extinguished.
sec that he has
character is well known.
lately been publicly thanked a^ a leading benefactor
Everybody knows that the
of the "naval school."
Cotfin scliool, consisting chiefly of persons of that
family, has long been flourishing by his beneficence,
at Nantucket, where there are said to be, at least,
500 of the name. The old man loved America best
There was nothing like Boston to him.
after all.
Much more might be added to this gossip, but
hope that some of the admiral's co
enough.
temporaries, who are qualified, will let us hear fron
Meanwhile, as we did before, they'll excuse
tliein.
this "colley."
^,

We

We

—

—

—

m

an easy chair. "Well, then, come wilh
about
your easy chair," was the royal sailor's response to
nis old comiade; and go with his easy chair he did.
Hii h.id long betore this received a splendid medal
on some occasion from his sovereign's hand. This
he carried with him on land and sea, and he had it
when he was cast a drift on the Atlantic ten years
It
a.'O or more, by the burning of the "Boston."
xv'as the only article then saved out of all his chatties, but his hapiiiness was complete when it was
liidd up to him on captain Mackays deck, while the
helpli-as heio l.iy there llat on his back.
This we have from a spectator of the scene. Our
liei'hhoi Osgood the arlisi, was onboard the Bos-

Ue

describes the lire, (lightning in a cotton
The sea ran
tile whole scene, as terrific.
and it seemed doubtful il a boat
could live, yet the admiral never blenched. He was
disabled, and his conipanioiis were very anxious to
were about
ftlr. 0. says that as several
s.ive hiiii.
to go belo.v for that purpose, they encountered the
He having
veteran at tiie head of the cabin stairs.
hoard of the danger had ascended thus far, by the
aisistance of his servant, and with great and painlul
luatlrass was laid in the whale boat
exiTlioii.
On this he was placed,
wlucli was 0:1 the quarter.
with his servant by nis siile, while a man wai staiU at the bows seemed well
tioned at each tackle.
a.vare of the critical situation in which Ihey were
pLiced; but the man at the stern took out his knife,
and when the wave rose to the boat, cut the tackle, so
that when the latter rose again, the other end being
fast, the bjat wa^ half filled with water, and the saiBy this liine
lor at the stern thrown into the deep
tlio bow tackle was unhooked, the boat cleared from
the side, and the old tar taken, half drowned fi^in
Inun
the sea, 10 receive a Jirelty severe repirn
the fearless man whjin he had so unintentionally
iiii.n rsed in a cold bath.
ton.

ship) and

inouiilaiiis high,

A

m

I'lius this scene went on till all were afloat, in
hundred miles from land. One soon
ind of cxliaustion. The rest wore on allowance of

boats, three
•

I

BARBADOES.
From
From

the

this island

New Haven

we have

Herald.
received our usual sup

The Liberal of the
ply of journals to the l.Tth inst.
loth announces that the small pox had been introduced into the island by the barque Glengary, by
His
a sick man who was landed from ttie barque.
disease, on examination, had been declared small

He was on shore upwards of 4U hours, and
pox.
then sent back to the vessel, which was placed un.
der quarantine. The West Indian of the Uth gives
the annexed statement of the produce of the island
for 1833 and 1839, showing a decrease in the present year's crop of upwards of4,0a0 hhds. sugar and
2,500 puncheons molasses.

"
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circumstances \^ould mend,
and although wt can have but one opinion with regard to the bulk of sugar plantations, still it grieves
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MOST EXTRAORDINARY DISCLOSURE.

"Fhiladelpida, October 12, 1837.

D. A. Smith,

ent servants,

esq. Battimore:

Very

truly I

am

youis,

M.

To which

HUMPHREYS."

replied, that I would remove to Natchez, and take cliarge of the agency, and for which
I would expect a return commission of one per
cent.
The reply to which was a letter of credit,
guaranteed by the Bank of the United States.
I

i<'rom that time

till

last

winter jmore than a year)

I

went on inducing consignmentsof cotton, and making advances on them, by means of bills ot exchange.

Whilst these shipments were going on
Humphreys and Biddle's letters to me
frequently boasted of their ability to hold over cotton tor higher prices, ik.c. and urged upon me the
propriety of my making iny Mississippi friends fully to uuderstaiid the eueet upon their interests ol
tneir resolute resistance of the course pursued by
other houses in the American trade, ol which the
following extract is an example:
last Season,

[EXTR.iCT.]
"Speculators as well as the trade appear at length
be aroused to the probabilities of a diminished
crop in the United Slates, and short supplies of new
cotton eaily 111 the season.
Our determined firm
ness in holding on has began to exercise its inllu
ence by inspiring that degree of firmness to busi
ness which we have lor a long lime been striving
to accomplish.
"ft now appears evident that we shall be able to
maintain the market in the healthy condition which
it has at last assumed, with a progressive improvement in the rates, that will eventually bring out all
our friend's consignments with an average profitable result.
Seeing that every engine has been
brought to bear to prostrate our exertions to this
end, such as the influence of a succession of paragraphs in the public prints, the course adopted by
other houses in the American trade, in forcing sales
early in the season, and pressing a market already
gorged, we trust we may rely upon your making
your Iriends in Mississippi to understand fully the
etfect v\hich our resolute resistance to the cuiTi^nt
has had upon their interests.
Had we been led or
driven to a different course, the result would have
been a diminution of at least {jSlO per bale in the
proceeds of his crop to the American planter.
"We remain, very respec lully. your servants,
to

"HUMPHRlSi'^S

&,

BIUDLE.

"/. Ingersoll, esq. Natchez."
tenor ot their correspondence, induced me,
though not specially instructed, to take advantage
of the emergency of a much shoiter crop than they
could possibly have known of in Liverpool, to issue my circular, the receipt of which is thus acknowledged by Humphreys and Biddler
^^Lioerpool, December 24, 1S33.
"Di:.^ii sie: Annexed you have a duplicate of
our last, of the IDlh, with postscript of 2Uth inst,
since when we have received yours of 20th ultimo,
and have given due honor to your bills. No. 140,
£60U; No. 141, £301); No. 142, £500, which we
charge to your account against shi|)ments of cotlon,
which you advise us are coming forsvaid under advices from you, on account of the several persons

The

whom you

name.

'The president of

the United States bank.

The facts disclosed in the subjoined testimony,
on oath, by col. Pleasonton, of Philadelphia, are so
very extraordinary, that nothing short of our knowledge of the high character and personal worth of
the deponent could have induced us to believe the
reality of his narrative.
As it is, however, the
facts which he relates may be safely pronounced,
for alrocily and diabolism of spirit, without precedent or parallel.
[Nat. Int.
From

Harnsburg

Chronicle.

most earnestly call the alteiition of the peoPennsylvania to the horrible disclosures made
below. If a baser conspiracy was ever contemplated, we have yet to hear of it.
The person given
this testimony is no partizan; a man of much reputation and high standing, and was one of gen.
principal officers, when that officer
to Harrisburg to quell the rioters.
Let
the people read and reflect over these horrid disclosures; let them pass judgment at the next election on a parly, the leading member of which would,
for the sake of aiding that party in its wicked purposes, thus contemplate the destruction of human

Patterson's

marched

Natchez."

remak, is dated only eight days
prior to the notice of Humphreys and Biddle, in the
Times of the 1st of January, (ordered by the Bank
of the United States,) in which they say they had
not even considered Ihe circular "worthy of notice."
This

the

We

ple of

HUMPHREYS & BIDDLE.

J. Ingersoll, esq,

"Since your departure I have had some further
conversation with Mr. Jiiddle,* relative to consignments ol cotton from Natchez, through the agency
of Mr. John Ingersoll.
It will be quite agreeable
to my Liverpool house, Humphreys and Biddle, to
open a credit, confirmed by the bank, for Mr. Ingersoll to value ou Bevans and Humphreys, Sic.
"If this understanding is in accordance with the
wishes of your son, I will have the creilit prepared
and sent to him immediately.
Say to what exlent
does Mr. liigeisoU Ihink he will be able to operate.

27

A MOST EXTRAORDINARY DISCLOSURE

We

have observed with pain that your circular!
of the 22d October, addressed to the planters in
your neighborhood, has occasioned an undue exus to see the devastation begun so early.
citement in New York as well as in other Atlantic
cites, and produced a sympathetic effect here.
It
"THE COT TON CIRCULAR."
is right to caution you against making large advances under a pledge like the one you have given in
From the Natchez Free Trader, of Aug. 12.
The lurther aliusion to a circular of mine of the your letter; we would not accept consignments un22d October last, in the iManchester Guardian, and der such a stipulation, upon which more than thirwhich has been republished in this country, indu- ty to thirly-five dollars per bale had been advanced.
cer ine to lay the lollovung letters and e.vtracts be- 'That is enough for a business transaction, and unfore the Mississippi public, and which 1 hope will der it we should be disposed at all times to hold
be satislactory to Iheiu, as far a.s I am concerned.
tton for a reasonable length of time.
But in all
In the tail of 1S37, while at New Orleans, 1 had cases the shippers should give us discretionary orseveral letters addressed me by Mr. D. A. Smith, ders as to sale, as we can certainly judge better
(my father-in-law and friend of Mr. Humphreys), here of the proper time to realize than they can
lelative to my removal to Natchez, to act as agent possibly do so far from the markets of consumplor the new lirm about being established at Liver- tion.
We have no idea that you designed your cirjiool by the Banlc of the United States, when
cular for publication.
We dislike to appear in the
1 hualiy received the following copy of a let- public prints at ail times, and you must consider all
ter fiom Mr. Humphreys to Mr. L). A. Smith:
our communications as confidential. Your obedithis colony, that

letter, I will

by the thousand,
A. J. Pleasonton appeared before the commitlee,
and, being duly sworn according to law, deposed as
life

follows:
Question.

Please to state any conversation you
had with any person connected with Ihe late disturbances at Harrisburg; or a member of either
branch of the legislature in relation to the intention
of the commitlee of safety, or of those who acted
with them, tearing up the rail road, or any other
act, 30 as to prevent the troops under gen. Paterson's command reaching Harrisburg.
Answer. I do not know what the intention of
the committee or those connected with them was;
I had no conversation with any one on the subject
of the intention of those persons; I have iio knowledge of any thing done in Philadelphia, except
such as is derived from common rumor. It w
currently reported every where in Philadelphia,
before the troops left for Harrisburg, that they
would be prevented from marching, or would be
obstructed in their progress to the state capilol,
d the means to accomplish this was said to be
ment.
e removal of some of the rails on the railway.
"In the denial by us of his agency or authorily to There was much excitement in Philadelphia on the
binil our Liverpool friends for the performance of reception of the governor's orders, and the rumors
the stipulations contained in his circular on the 22d assumed the complexion of" Ihe political parties who
October, 1833, it was not our intention to impeach originated them. I had been informed by general
his integrity. We consider it an act of inadvertence Patterson that the persons who were to have removed the rails were prevented from so doing by
only.
BE
& HUMPHREYS.
Subsequent developments have fully saiisfied me the interference of some of the officers of the voand my friends (what I did not at the lime expect) lunteers themselves, who represented to them the
that the game of iMr. Bidule and his cotton house injury that would result to their friends from the
has been to have an irresponsible agency, ( if I may execution of such an intention.
Question by Mr. Barclay. Please to state whether
so term it,) i. e. that they might derive all the benefits with the advantage at any time of disclaim- you had any conversation with any of the Van
ing it; hence the difficulty with me of refuting their Buren members of either branch of the legislature
foul insinuations; though I held two letters of cre- as to what the Van Buren party, or any portion of
dit, one for a limited and the other lor an unlimited it, designed to do in order to prevent the troops
amount, it would have been necessary to publish a under gen. Patterson from reaching Harrisburg?
Answer. On the 20lh of January last I called to
correspondence that would fill a volume, to show
my true relation to them; and to which, many ol see col. McElwee, a member of the house of rethe most important to me were maiie through third presentatives from Bedford, on some public busiHe was unpersons, friends to both parties whom I was loth to ness, at his lodgings in the evening.
dressed, and about to go to bed, but entered into
draw into a disagreeable matter of this kind.
Whilst in Philadelphia recently, Mr. Cabot, the conversation with me on the subject of my busiactive partner of Bevan and Humphreys, acknow- ness; in the course of which he relerred to the chaledged to me that he had opposed, and considered racter ot the volunteer troops from Philadelphia,
their notice of the 7tli December last hasty; that he who had been in service in the preceding month of
had gone out of town a couple of days to avoid its December at this place. He spoke very favorably
publication, but that he had been unable to resist of them, and said that it was well for them that
the influence (the Bank of the United States) that 80 many of them were democrats as otherwise they
required it. He moreover stated to a friend of mine would never have lived to have reached Harrisburg.
that Mr. Nicholas Biddle* wrote the notice himself, He then stated that on the announcement here that
the troops from Philadelphia would obey the order
and insisted upon its publication.
These statements, made to me in private conver- of the governor, and would march for Hanisburg,
by himself and two or three, others
sation, I cannot of course prove, but hold myself it was agreed
whom he did not name, to prevent their arrival
responsible for.
In these remarks, I have endeavored to adhere to at this place at all hazards, supposing at the mofacts as far as possible; and avoid hard words: but ment that, as the troops belonged to Philadelphia,
they were all vvhigs, and favorable to the state
at the same time, by a limited publication of this
To carry out this agreement, he
kind, to give the publication a fair view of the mat- administration.
said it was determined to remo\e a few of the
ter immediately in question.
As to the much controverted subject to the illi- rails on the rail road at the most dangerous part of
it. and also to form a mine under the most exposed
cit connection of Kumphi-eys and Biddle, and the
Bank of the United Stales; of how they got the part, to be filled with gunpowder, so that in the
means to hold 200,000 bales of cotton a whole sea- contusion which would arise from the train of cars
son, when the season before, they were not v/orth containing the troops being overthrown by thus
the 10th part of as many dollars; or whether the running off the track, ihe mine might be sprung, and
Bank of the United States did really purchase cot- the whole body of lliem be blown into the air iogither!
ton or not; these are the subject matters that do not For this purpose, he himself had purchased three
immediately concern this notice, but could be dis- barreh of gunpowder, and said that he had paid
forty dollars out of his own pocket for the purcussed in future, if desired.
chase.
To convince me that he was serious in
INGERSOLL.
what he stated to have been their design, he further
Natchez, Aug. 12, 1339.

following paper handed me by D. A. Smith
is the peace offering of those gentlemen
of its
sufficiency I leave the public to judge.
I expressed myself satisfied with it, though I considered it
at the time a very Jesuitical document, but knew
the miserably subservient "vassalage of the gentlemen," to what they called "an irresistable influence" (the Bank oi' the United States) would not
permit a more free or gentlemanly acknowledgment
of the error:
"Philadelphia, July 2, 1339.
"From conversation with Mr. Dennis A. Smith
and at his request, it affbrd.s us pleasure to state, on
the subject of Mr. John Ingersoll's business trans
actions with Messrs. Humphreys and Biddle of Liverpool, that in his conduct of that business we saw
nothing to induce us to question his strict integrity and zeal to promote the interest of his employ-

The

—

I

VAN

JOHN

*The

president of the United States bank.

said that his associates therein, were men of tried
courage, and, having been officers of the army dur-

—
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linw to execule the [nrject

conceived.

was abandoned by them

conseq TIC 01 inl'ir.nitioii Imnn:; tte^ii rec-iveJ sii!)
s 'qiientlv to the piircha-ie ol tlie s'lnpoAder, that
tne iriii>|)5 llien on thfir route IKjo] P liladclphia
wtr." not all of thi; same |iolitiCdi parly, a lar^e portion ol them belonging to Ihe democratic party, to
I''ii5

-leii^n

in

I

w

licli col. McElAee and his as.sociates in this deHe I'nrlher sani that it wa.-i lo
sign also belonged.
this ciicnnistance alone that the arrival nl' the
troops irorn Philadelphia at Harrisbin-:; williont in
jnry or lo-s was lo be attributed. The de.sijin vva5
aband jned because it would have been icnpooible
to li ive separated the democrat." IVom the wid^s in
its e<ecn i,)n, and protected them from the danger
of the explosion.
J. PLE.\SONTON.

A

C>1. Pteasonlon in ex/jlajialion.
I deem it prjper to state to the com.niltee,
some persons mi^ht suppose that I had been

causing

lest

in-

my

testimony on this subject
to be a Idiic 'd, that 1 have never mentioned tijis
conversation before my examination lo-da/ to any,
buttooie ^enlleman from a nei:ihhorin^ state, who
WIS casually here in attend.ince on public business,
and will! wlio.n I was in the habit ol daily interstrn nejital in

course.

When

on the eve of his departure from Harrissubstance of this
member of the senate, and men-

burn;, lie incaulioiisly repealed the

conversation to a

my name

as that of his authority lor his
That senator caused me to be subprewitness b dbre this commiitee.
VVli -n t
learned for what object I had been thus subpce
naed, I declined to f;ive my testimony iiniil I had
s'lted ihese circumstances to colonel .VIi;Elwee.
This I did Ihis mornino;. Colonel MeEl.vee made
no object ions to my ^iveii his conversaiion in evidence, and accordiufrly I have answered the question which the co.nmittee have proposed lo ine.
tio led

stalement.
nae.l

.vs

a

A.

J.

Pi.EASO.VrON.

LIABILITIES OF STAGE OWNERS.
At tne late term of the supreme couit of the
Uu.ied Slates, a case was decided of great public
int.-rest, and with the permission of M.. P.^teis, the
reponer, we publish the points decided, and wiiich
in isl nerealier rule the conduct of t le proprietors ol
sl.ii;? co.iches.
[Phil. Nat. Gaz.
iVuliuin B. Stokes, plaintitf in error, vi. Francis

W

Sultonslall.

In S'piember, 1S37, tne defendant in error, Mr.
SillHistdd, iusiiiuled an aclion in the circuit conrl
ot Marjlaud, lor the recovery ot damages again-1
thj det'eiid ml, the owner of a line of stages lor cirrying passen.5er3 from Baltimore to Whadin^,
On
tne li.n of December, 1S36, Mr. Salionsl.ill and Ids
wife were passengeis in the stage, and by the carelessness, unskill'ul.iess and default of the driver, the
Btag.i wjsiipsel and Mrs. Sjllonslall mos iever.dy
injured.
The jury found a verdict for the plaintiii
for .scop/i Ihousand dollars, and exceptions having
been taken to tlie charge ol the court, the defendant,
Mr. Siokes, prosecuted a writ of error to the su
pteuie court.
After lull argument by very able counsel, the follo.ving principles were sustained by the unanimous
op.niou of the court, delivered by iMi. Justice i3arbour.
I. In an aclion against the owners of a stage coach
used lor carrying passengers, lor an injury suslainvi[ by
the wife ol one ol the p.iasengeis by the upSelling of the coach, the owner is not liable, unless
the lujiiiy wai occasioned by Ihe negligence or want
of proper skill or care In the driver ol the carriage,
in vv 11 h he and his wife were passengers, and the
facts mat the carnage was upset and l.ie plainlill's
wiie injured, are prima facie evidence that Iher.wis oa.ele.s.-.:iess, or negligence, or want of skill on
the pirt of the driver, ami throws upon the defendant the burden of pioving that the accident was not
ocoano.ied hy Ihe driver's lault.
a It lieing adiUiited that the carri.ige was upset
and 111': plainlill's wile injured, it was incuinbeni on
111.; d-dendant to prove that the driver was a person
of co.upeteni skill, of good habits ami in eveiy respect qualified and siiilably prepared for the business
in which he was engagul, and that he aided on this
occasion with reasonable skill and with Ihe inmost
prudence and caution, and il Ihe disaaier in question
w,i9 occasioned by the least negligence, or want ol
skill or prud.nce on his part, then the defendant is
liable in this action.

rare,
:l. If there was no want of proper skill, or
or caution on the pari of the driver, and ihe stage
was upset by the act of Ihe plainlill mhis wile, in
r.nhly and improperly spiinging from il, then the

delendant is not liable lo this action; but if the want
proper skill or care of Ihe diiver placed the passengers in a state of peril, and they h.id at thai lime

ol

a ruason.ible

ground

lor

nupposiiii; that

llir

stage
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uo'dl upset, or that the driver was incapable of

LOOKING SCHOONER."

nshore, bnl tie tide drilled tin ni i:p Ihe
in.inaging his horses, the plaintilf i.s eiditl.-ri lo re- bay, and lliev ;,i;clioied where ih>v were loin d by
cover; allhoui;h the jury may believe, from the po- the brig Washiiieion, ort Ciiilodin'Poini.
The nesition in which the slai^e was placed by the iiegli- groes weie lotiiid in comniijiiicalion v\itli Ihe shore,
g-nce of the driver, the altempt of the plaintilf cr where Ihey laid in a lush snjiplj ol wales, and were
his wife lo escape may have increased Ihe peril, or on the point ol sailing again lor the coast ol Alrica.
even canseil the stage to upset; and alt ongh Ihey They had a good supply ol money wilh lliem, some
may aUo find thai the plainlill and his wife wonlu of which, it is likely, was taken by Ihe people on
probably have sustained little or no injury il Ihey the beach. Alter the}" were disarmed, and sent on
ii.id remained in ihe stage.
board liom Ihe beach, the linjjleader jumped over4. If the driver was a person of competent skill,
board with three hundied doubloons about him, Ihe
and in every respect qualified and suitably prepared properly of the captain, all of wl ich he succeeded
for the business in which he was engaged, and the in losing from his person, and then permilled himacciilent was occasioned by no fault, or want of skill sell to be captured. The schooner was taken in tow
or care on his part, or that of the defendant or his by Ihe brig, and carried into New London."
agents, but by physical disability, arising from exTuesday, 12 o'clock Ji.
have just returntreme and unusual cold, which rendered tiiin inca- ed from a visit to tlie M'ashinglon and her prize,
pable, for the time, to do his duty, then the owner which aie riding at anchor in the bay near the foit.
of the stage is not liable in an action for damages On boaid the former, we saw and c-Miversed with
lor an injury to one of the passengers.
Ihe two Spanish gentli men w ho were passengers on
board the schooner, as wfdl as owners ol the iieg.-ces
"SUSPICIOUS
and most of the cargo. One of thein, Jose Ruiz, is
a very genllemanly and inielligent young man, and
from the New London Gazette.
speaks English tluenlly. He was the owner ol most
subjoin the official account ol the capture, ot Ihe slaves and cargo, which he was conve)ing to
very politely funiisheil lo us by one of the officers; his estate on Ihe i-hiiid ol Cuba. The od.er, Pedro
' United Slates brig Washington,
Montez, is about fil y ) eais of age, and is the owner
'•New London, Jlusiust 2li, \S39.
He was loriio rly a ship masof tl. ee of ihe slaves.
"Whilst this vessel was sounding this day between ter, and has na\ igated the vessel since her seizure
Gardner's and Montauk Points, a schooner was seen by Ihe blacks. Both of Ihern, as may be iiatiirally
lying in shore olf Culloden Point, under circum- supposed, aie most nnfeignedly thankful for their
stances so suspicious as to authorise lieut. com. deliveiance. Jo-e Ruiz is the most striking inGedney to stand in to see what was her character. stance of complacency and unalloyed delight we
Seeing a number of people on tlie beach with caits ever witnessed, and il is not strange, sinceoiily yesand horses, and a boat passing to and fro, a boat was terday his sentei'Ce was pionounced l.y the chief of
armed and despalched with an officer lo board her. Ihe buccaniers. and his death ^ong cliaiiled by ttie
Oil coming along-ide, a niimb-TCf negroes were dis- grim crew, wl o
gallwrtd, with nplilled sabres
covered on her deck, and twenty or thirty more on around his devoted head, which as well as his arms,
the beach.
wdiite men
came forv\'ard and bear Ihe scais ol several uoniids inllicled at the time
claimed Ihe protection of Ihe officer.
of Ihe murder ol the ,11- filed captain and crew. He sat
••Tile schooner proved to be the 'Araistad,' capl. smoking his Havana on ihe deck, and, to judge from
Rainontines, trom ihe Havana bound to the Giiana- the martyr like.-ereiiily ol his countenance, his emoja. Port Principe, witli 54 blacks and two passengeis
tions are such as larely stir the heait of uian. When
on bo.iid. The Ibrmer, four nights after they were Mr. Porter, the prize master, assured him of his
out, rose anrl murdered the captain and liiree of Ihe safety, he threw his aims aroirud bis neck, wdiile
crew; Ihey then took possession of the vessel, with gushing tears, coirrsing down his Inirowed cheek,
ilie intention of relnriiing to the coast of Alrica.
bespoke the overflowing trarspoits ol his soulP.-dro Montez, p.issenger, and Jose Ruiz, owner of Every now and then he clasps his hands, and, with
Ihe slaves and part of the cargo, were only saved lo nplilled eyes, gives thanks to "ihe Holy Virgin,"
navigate the vessel.
Alter boxing about for four who had led liinr out of all Ids troubles. Senor Ruiz
days 111 the Bahama channel, the vessel was steered has given iis Iwo tellers for his agtn's, Messrs.
lor the island ol St. Andrews, near New Providence; hheflon, Brothers,
Co. of Boston, and Peter A.
from thence she went to Green Kev, where the Harmony fi Co ol New York. It appears that the
blacks laid in a supply of water.
Alter leaving this slaves, the greater portion of whom were his, were
nlace, the vessel was steered by Pedro Montez for very much attached lo him, and had determined,
N-;w Providence, the negroes being under the im- after reacliini; the coast of Alrica, to allow him to
pression that she was steering for the coast of Afri- seek his home what way he could, vslrile bis poor
ca; Ihey would not, however, permit her to enter companion was to be saciified.
Ihe port, but anchored every night olf the coast.
With capt. Gedirey, the surgeon of the port, and
The situation of the two whiles was all this time others, we visited the schooner, which is anchored
Iruly deplorable, being treated with the greatest se- within musket shot of the Washinglon, and there
venty; and Pedro Montez, wdio had charge of the we saw such a sight as ue rie\er saw beibre, and
navigaiion, was suHeiing from two severe wounds
never wish to see again. The bollom and sides of
one 111 the head and one in Ihe arm their lives this vessel are coveiedwilh barnacles and sea-grass,
ihieatened every inslant. He was ordered to change while her liggiiig and sails present arr appearance
the course again lor the coast of Africa, the negroes worthy of the FIviirg Dutchman, alter her liibled
Ihemselves steering by the sun in the day li
She is a Baliinrore brrilt vessel, of matchcruise.
whilst at niglit he would alter their course so as to less model for speed, about 120 tons burden, and
bring them back to their original place of destina- aborrt six years old. On her deck were grouped,
tion.
They remained three days off Long Island, amid vai ions goods and arms, the remnant of her
to Ihe eastward of Providence, after whiclnime they Elliiop crew, some decked in the most faiilaslic manwere two months on the ocean, sometimes steering ner in the silks and finery pilfered liom the cargo,
to the eastward, and, whenever an occasion would while olhers, in a state of nudity, emaciated to mere
permit, the whites would alter Ihe course to the skeletons, lay coiled on the dicks
Heie could be
northward and westward, always in hopes of falling seen a neeio with white pantaloons ainl the sable
in with some vessels ol war, or being enabled to shirt which nature gave him, and a planter's broadruninlosome poil, when they would be relieved briirrrnedlr.it upon his head, with a siring of gewliom their horrid situation. Several times they were gaws around his neck; and another with a linen
boarded by vessels once by an American schooner cambric shirt, whose bosom was worked by the
from Kingston; on these occasions the whiles were hand of some daikejed daughter of Spain, while
lered below, wdiile the negroes coininunicalod his nether |iroportions were enveloped in a shawl
and traded with the vessel; the schooner Irom King- o( gauze of Canton crape. Aioirnd the windlass
ston supplied Ihein with one demijohn of water for were gathered the three liltle girls, Irom 8 to 13
the inoder.ale sum of one doubloon'.
This schooner, }'ears of a^ie, lire very images of liealih and gladness.
whose name was not ascertained, finding that Ihe
Over the deck weie scattered, in lire most wanton
negroes had plenty of money, remained lashed and disorder Iv tnolusion, raisins, vermicelli, bread,
alongside the 'Amlstad" for twenty-four hours, rice, silk and cotton goods.
In the cabin and bold
i-h Ihey must have been aware that all was not were the marks of Ihe same wasteful di strnclion.
right on board, and probably suspected the character Her cargo appeal's to consist of silks, crapes, caliol the vessel.
This was on the ISlli of the present coes, cotton and fancy goods of various descriptions,
month. The vessel was steered to the northward glass arrd hardware, bridles, saddles, holsters, picand westward, and on Ihe 2llth inslant, distant Irom tures, looking glasses, books, Iruils, olives and olive
New York 2.') miles, the pilot boat No. 3 came oil, and •'oilier things loo numerous to mention'*
alongside, and gave Ihe negroes some apples.
Sin- which are now all mixed up in a strange and fanwas also hailed by No. 4. When the latter boat tastic medley. On 'he forward lialcli, we unconcame near, the negroes armed Iheinselvrs, and would sciously rested our hand on a cold object, which we
not permit her to board li.em.
They were so exas- soon discovered to be a nakr'il corpse, enveloped in
perated wilh the two whites for bringing them so a pall of black bonibasiu.
On removing its folds,
much out of their way that ihey expected every mo- we beheld the rigid countenance and glazed eye of
ment to be murdered'. On Ihe 24tli they made Mon- a poor negro who died last night. His mouth was
luuk light, and steered for it in the bojic n{ running iincloserj, and still i\ore the ghastly expression of Iris
llip l"esse!
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some watching character equal to those of any other nation, at the the 4.'l slaves, just arrived from the coast of Atiica,
fiend, sat llie most lionible cifaliiie we tvpr saw in same time jirovidiiig for a laige class of indigent and that the slaves of Ruiz and Montez weie ad
human shape an obj-ct of tenor to the vtry blacks, boys, who otherwise would become the inmates of Congolese slaves, only six weeks lioni the coast of
wjio said that he was a cannibcil. His teeth pro- our prisons.
Africa.
The slaves of Montez were all children
jected at almost right angles iVom his mouth, while
The advantage of the surveying squadron to our 7 to' 12 years ol age and three of them were leNoar by him,

last slnijjgle.

like

—

—

—

his eyes tiad a

most

sa\

age aiiddeuiOiiiacex])ression.
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fullowiiig Iftter

iVo.ii

don Gazette office, gives luilher parconcerning the Spanish schooner, and as
I^oi

every thing relating

lo this subject is read \^ith great
before our re ders.
Gazelle office, Jliig. 3(1, 1S39.
regret to see in some of your pajjers complaints that they were not duly supplied with the
particulars concerning the cu|>iuie of the Amistad.
As one of the conductors of the press in your city,
from whom we have received repeated marks of
editorial courtesy, expresses some surprise that we
had not furnished him with the earliest intelligence
on this subject, we deem it due lo oiirselves to

interest,

we

lay

it

New London

We

preventing smuggling is also proved. In
fact, we have long been ot the opinion thai it would
be well lor the service and for our coinrnerce, if the
revenue cutlers were placed in charge of the junior
officers of the navy, who would be thus quaiifjing
themselves for more important duties.
We have no
doubt that they would prove equally as efficient as
those who now make a sinecure of what was oiiginally intended as a safeguapl against frauds on the
revenue.
You have doubtless received ere this a report of
the investigation in presence ol judge Jndson. Seiior
Montez is wrilim; a history of his siitferings, which
a friend has kindly olfeied to translate for us, and
should it develope any ailditional facts ol importance
they shall be Iransmilted lo yon at once.
The negroes have been taken to New Haven, where they
will awail in jail, their trial, which is to take place at
Hartford, on the ITIh day of September next. The
schooner is discharging at New London, where probably both ve.-sel and cargo will be .--old at auction.
II the
Washington had not fallen in wilh the
Amistad at the time, and under the circumstances
she di , the lives ol the two passengers must inevitably have been sacrificed, and the cargo and vessel
destroyed.
They had supplied themselves wilh
Cingues
water, and were going to sea thai night.
had always declared thai in case they were likely
to be laliiui, he should kill the passengers, and that
he woulu die sooner than be taken, and he enjoined
upon his comr.ide.5 to take his ki.ile and aveii;.^H his
deaih
thai they had better die in self defence than
be hung as they would be if taken.
The old gentleman says lie never sliall recover
from the edecis of his trouble, and that if he had
been chained for ten years in a dungeon, it would
not thus have broken him down.
For some time
previous to their deliverance, their only drink was
the water of the sea.
For more minute particulars
I would refer you to the Sun, of your city.
The schoonor is of laultless model, and foul as
her bottom is ot present, she would have been
able to work to windward of almost any of our

revenue

in

when v\ewere called on by capt.iin Gedat 12 o'clock on the nisht of the "26ih, the first
thing we did, aftei de^p.ilciiini; an express lor the
marshal, was to write a miiiute account to one ol
ynu^ daily p?iper3, v\ilh a request that yourself and
others, snould be supplied iinmidiately with a copy
of the same.
As we have seen no publication of
this, it, probably owing to the taidiness and iriegiilarity of the mail, was not received till alter the
piibhcalion of the Giietle.
In addition lo this, the
first papers that were print, d at this office on the
eveidng of the 28th, were sent by priva'e conveyance to Stoniiigtnii to the agents of the ^ew Vnik
boats, who delivered them pioinptly the next morning.
This much lo exonerate oiiiseUes Irom any
im|>ulation of a want ol professional courtesy.
It is a S'^urce of regiet that seveiiil of your papers,
with no other authority than mere iiimor, have published accounts, which, if credited, must deprive
those to whom it is due, of llu-ir just share of credit
in this capture.
It has bfen stated that capt. Gedney was not on boanl the Wasliingion at the time
the schooner was seized.
The tiiith is that he was
oil board, and was at tne time tlie schooner was discovered, engaged in running a line of soundings.
The Amistad was fust ooserved by lieut. R. W.
Meade, who at that lime had charge of the deck.
cutlers.
Capt. Gediiey scrutinized her witli hisgla=s, and obNames of the slaves as furnished by lieutenant
serving wagons and people on the shore, concluded Meade:
that she was a smuggler, and accordingly despatchCingues, the chief.
ed a boat, with six men, and arms, in charge ol
Quash, his brother.
lieut. Meade, ami pas-ed midshiprna i, D D. Porter,
Fui/uorna, assisted in killing the captain.
for the purpose of seizing her.
On approaching the
Qiiiniboo, also one of the murderers.
schooner, the two Spanish gentlemen mode their
Maum, helped to kill the captain and cook.
appearance on ileck, and exclaimed, "bless the Holy
Ftta, concerned also in murder.
Virgin, you are our preservers." The boat laid
Gub.w, one of the ringleaders, fat and short.
aboard the prize, and lieut. Meade and Mr. Porter,
Funny, cook, apparently amiable.
followed by two ol the men, lumped on deck, and
Pana alias Juaii, speaks little English.
drove the Africans below. Lieut. Meade then deLlamani, very severe wilh passengers and cabin
manded in Spanish who was their captain, and boy.
where were theircolors; when a lorn Spanisli ensign
Guana, Sissi, Con, Sua, (sick) Zabry.
was produced, and by his orders it was set in the
Paulo Duma, great friend of cabin boy saved his
state, that

ney

—

—

main rigging,
to send

as a signal ofdistress to capt. Gedney
alongside.
Tne joy of the

another boat

two passengers was unbounded.

One

of them, Senor Montez. the eider, who had been threatened
every day during his raplivity wilii death, threw his

arms aiouiid Mr. Meade, who, under tlie circumstances, and from tlie by no means gentle nature of
the embrace, being led lo tliink that his intention
was any thing but amicabl.", presented a pisiol at
his face, wilh a threat that unless he relaxed his
hold he would shoot him.
He was, however, soon
convinced of the sincerity of his intentions by the
tears of delight and thankfulness of the poor old

man. Mi. Meade and two men remained in charge
ol the prize, while Mr. Porter, wilh lour others
went ashore to arrest the leader and his accomplices,
who were on the beach. On their approach the
blacks leapt into tlieir boat, and pulled towards the
schooner, when Mr. P.jrter discliarged a pistol and
they hove to. Tney were taken on board the brig,
when Cingues, watching a convenient opportunity,
leapt overboard, diving and swimming like a fish,
till he was caught with
a boat hook.
Meantime
capt.

Gedney came

tip

witli the

Washington, and

males. Jo.-.eph Cingues, leader of the revolt, ••is
tile son of an African chief"
Cingues, and 38
ollieis ol the revollers, stand commilted lor tinil, lor
murder and [nracy, and the three girls are under
bonds lo appear and testify. The questions aiising,
as Ihey are pin by a correspondent of the Commercial .V Iveriiser, aie the fullowiiig;
1.

Do

not the laws of Spain

prohibit the slave

tra.le?
2.

If imported into

Cuba

in the

month of June

and that fact, now admitted, had been established then, would they not under the laws ol Spain,
last,

have ceased

lo

be slaves^

3.
Aie there any tieaty obligations, or iloes the
comity of nations require, or are there moral rights,
wh'Ch wonlil justily the delivery of these gnh, or
of any arquilled males, to the persons pietending lo

own them

as slaves?

ORIENTAL POLITICS.
The

imporlant events which have lately occurred
and the political changes which they
iiiiiat elfect, give much interest lo the debates upon
this subj-ct, which have taken place in the French
We extract from the Nachamber "I deputies.
tional of P.iris a resume of the speech of Mr. de La
Ma, tine, the distinguished poet and oriental Iravel[Globe.
lei:
In relation to this question, three .systems pieS'Ut
IheM.selves, the Turkish, the Arabic, and the statu
Tnislast is that adopted bj the cliiel ol the
quo.
cabinet, (marshal Snult). I should preler the Tnikish system, had I not touched wilh my own hands
that inert holy, called the Ottoman empire.
in the

east,

Does that empire in reality exist: I must frankly
say that Turkey does not any longer exist. Where
is the cause of this, and what is the fault? The |Hincipal laiilt IS, that the religious and political prinThe naciples ol government aretheie identified.
tural consequence is, that as the religious principle
and lanticism have declined, the whole structure is
falling.

The reconstruction of the Turkish empire has
been recoiiiineiided lo us. Where is Ih.d nnpir»?
Is il oil the shores ol the Enxine? in the Crimea?
in the vaivodales of Wallachia and Moldavia where
a

Turk

IS

not peuiiilled to entei?

Is

il

in

Seivia?

We

have there seen prince Milosch, that Euiopean
Washington, destroyed for fidelity to the snitaii, by

whom I am not here to menliou. Is it in the
Einius or the Peloponnesus, lo which you have just
paid the piice of its independence and of its rebellion?
Is il Egy|il, v\hich J oil yourselves have lorn
those

lioin the slates of the sultan?

What, then, remains of the Ottoman empire.'
There remains, Conslanlinople. exposetl on the one
side lo ihe Rus.-ian fleet in ihe Black sea; and on Ihe
other 'o the English and French fleets in the Dardanelles, ready lo demand a reason Irom Ihe sultan

lor wishing lo reconstruct his empire and to reduce
Conorno, cannibal, with six large tusks projecting a rebellious pasha.
This, then, IS the Turkish empire, feebler at this
mouth.
Jaoni, Pie, Naquai, Cuba. Baa, Berry, Prummuci, innment than the Greek empire when Constantine
Falia, Huebo, Fuerre, Is/. Furrre 2d. Saa. Faifu.tiia, Paleoliigiis met Ihe last assaults of Mahoinmed the
Chockamaw, Fasoina, Panguna, Kinna, Carri, Cu- second, (1465). Do you propose, with this eropiio,
lo op|)0»e a power w Inch counts its subjects by sixty
peri.
milhons, and its soldiers by million.-? 1 have exAntonio Gonzalez, cabin boy.
amined ttie subject of the Ottoman empire, and I do
Cane, boy, 9 years old.
Females Feme, Kene, Margra about 13 years ol nut believe it can he resuscitated.
M. de Came has spoken of Arab -naiionality. You
hiive in Egvpt a great man. a great race; il belongs
New London, .dug. 29, 1839. A card. The to that Arab race to revive neighboring nations, even
Had you "not arrested Ibrahim
subscribers, Don Jose Ruiz and Don Pedro Montez, by their conquest.
in gratitude for their most unhoped for and provi- pasha, he would have entered Constantinople in 20
The Arab empire would then have been esilential rescue from the liands of a ruthless gan-i ol days.
.'Vfrican buccaneers, and an awful death, would take Idblished in the place of Ihe Ottoman.
Tothislbeg toreply, by a simple remaik. In
this means of expressing, in some slight degree,
Iheir thankfulness and obligation to lieut. T. R. treating of eastern alhiirs, we must be caielul not lo
fstablish
analogies wilh what pasfes in Ihe west. In
ol
the
S.
sur
U.
Gedney, and the officers and crew
veying' brig Wasliington, for their decision in seizing Eiiiope, a great man is always Ihe representative,
the Amistad, and their unremitting kindness and the rcsiiMC of the civilization of his country. In Ihe
There, all society is re|nesciithospitality in providing for their comfort on board east, this is not so.
that of one master and his slaves.
their vessel, as well as the means they had taken lor ed by one idea
up,
rise
at his death all dies v\iih
a
great
man
If
property.
the protection of their
We also must express our indebtedness to that him. He has given lo the condition of things but a
Heeling energy; he is a metcor,'that leaves no trace.
nation whose Hag they so worthily bear, with an as
siirance that this act will be duly appreciated by our To use a poetic comparison, the Arab folds up his
most gracious sovereign her majesty the queen ol tent in the evening, and leaves the soil as naked
and as sterile as he found il in the morning.
JOSE RUIZ.
Spain.
Mehemet All and his son Ibrahim pasha, are
Mehemet AM is great by
doublless great men.
The New York Express says: The trial of the his perseverance in his plans, and by his untiring
He is a man ulio iindirstands adiniiiibly
black prisoners brought into New London is likelv patience.
lie
/iiig a population, and of rxliaeling
ait III
nil'
il apiieais
lo lead losjuie cniioiis legal qiieslioiis.
life

at riglit angles from his

—

—

took the [irizi in tow for New London.
It has been stated that tne schooner was taken by
boys; this is also incorrecl; she was taken by ablebodied men, who were prepared for the worst, and
who would have been hard customers to deal with
in case of a brush.
On bi'ard the Washington there
are several nav,-\l apprentices, and it is not out of
place here to bear testimony to their neat and healthy appearance as well as their oiderlv deportment.
have cause lo hope that fio n tlie adupiioii of
this .=y.stem, o:ir ii.n-y, w'lii:! il |irjti;c(-i uurcjinmerce throughout the world, will at the same time from the stateinenls published, that

DON
DON PEDRO MONTEZ.

—
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is a man
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a warrior.
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aspires to war,

false

probably known to those of our readers who
wilh our court reports, that the prothe world. He is of that order ol men who pursue are conversant
secuting and police officers of this city have rewar, anil stand not still.
succeeded
in breaking up to some extent one
cently
llie
exertions
by
used,
Meliemet Ali is already
of
ofalori^and brilliant career. Ibrahim himself is of the best organized and most desperate bands
He is rot the son of Me- robbers and burglars that has ever appeared in this
a Cfitain age.

and knows l^ow

to

make

it.

Open

to liim

Asia—

already of
Meheraet
Ali, but of a woman whom
married. His own children are yet young. After
about the
aiise
contest
will
internal
his death an
succession. iVIeheuiet Ali is now 76 years of age.
Ill the presence of this age, and of the crisis of a minority, do you propose to reconstruct llie Arab na-

It

——

—

is

keys which they made, they penetrated the
Merchants' bank, Nevvburyport; but

safe of the

ascertaining that ttie inner lock of the safe had a
secret ^^hich was connected with the lock, the undertaking was abandoned. One of them had also
been in the Uxbridge bank and examined the locks,
for the purpose of attempting that bank at some
future time.
They were also connected with the robbery cf
$ilS,000 belonging to the Taunton bank, from the
VS'ashington Hotel, Boston; and with that of captain Staver's trunk from the eastern stage house.
have mentioned only a part of the company

But there are many particulars repecting these persons and their modus operandi,
not generally known, and we have taken some
pains to ascertain certain fact.s, which we will now
late, withholding some of the sources of our information in order that the operations of the police
above.
lay not be embarrassed hereafter.
iionalily.
Murray, another of the number, was arrested on
On the 7th of Februarv, 1838, a box containing
But where is this Arab nationality? Is it the army of Ibrahim composed of Arabs? Is it the Ethio- ,2,000 of the Powwow river bank, and $4,300 6i board the Gladiator with Collard. He was tried
in New York, and sentenced to the
pians; the Abyssinians; the Druses; the Maronites the Ocean bank of Nevvburyport, was taken from for a robbery
Sing Sing for five years. By the assistof Syria, a Cliristian people who detest the Mussul- Boston by the driver of the Newburyport stage to car- prison at
afterman yoke? Instead of an Arab nationality, you ry lo the last mentioned place. On arriving at Lynn, ance of two of the gang he escaped, but was
city, and is now confined in
have a nation more disjointed and ungovernable than a man by the name of Richard Collard engaged the wards arrested in this
jrasSing.
]iretence
taking
Sing
conversation
on
of
driver
in
Turkey itself.
Ilccd, alias Ryan, was arrested here and tried on
Of these two decayed systems would you make sa'-'e with him, while tiis three accomplices removthe pocket of Henry Dawes, in
one, by uniting then.? This is the proposition of ed the money irom the stage. The driver did not a charge of picking
he
auciion room, lie was caught in the act, and
until
he
reached
Salem,
and
an
his
loss
the government; it is the slalu quo announced by discover
then immediately returned to Boston for the pur- was sent to Ihe slate prison for three years.
mar.ihal Soult.
Harper assisted Murray to escape in New York,
The system of the sialu quo might be more proper- pose of making inquiries. It was ascertained the
containing two persons, and was arrested in Washington street, Boston.
ly termed Russo- Britannic, for it gives all chances next day that two gigs,
towards Lynn on the morning of the He gave bail in the sum of ^'1,000, which he forto Russia and England, to the exclusion of France. had passed
robbery, and soon afterwards one of the gigs, with feited.
I could understand the statu quo before the events
James Broivti, alias Smilh, alias Hunr.eman. was
of 1772, of 17!)0 anil 1792; before the disinembei- two men, returned into the city over the Chelsea
There were some slight circumstances arrested at the Providence depot, and was tried and
ferry.
before
Ihe
emanand
Wallachia;
Moldavia
raent of
on charges of stealing the pocket-books
cipation of Servia, of Greece, of the Peloponesus; about the men calculated to excite suspicion, but, convicted
and Phineas J. Stone. Senbefore Ihe battle of Koniah and the treaties of Ku- after the most thorough search in this city, in New of Charles Goddard
He urged,
slate prison three years.
the
to
tenced
to
in
Baltimore,
the
officers
were
unable
and
York,
the
statu
tahich and Hunkiareskellesi. At this day
in mitigation of sentence, that he did not commit
quo signifies no more than the sad phrase, Polish get sight of them.
At length, on the 4th of March, 1S3S, constable these robberies, but that Seaton did, and paid him
national it}].
This system consists in expending the time, the Clapp met in the streets a suspicious individual, an old debt with the money, which being found
upon him, the other did not care to own it!
and Ihe blood of France, for Ihe benefit of but after passing him he was soon out of sight.
hemet

community.

We

money,

Russia, which has its hand extended over CoiistanIiiiople, ready lo seize its prey at the favorable ino-

we

Arabi I, Syria, and Egypt should ever remain under the
^nord of Mehemet and Ibrahim. We are indeed
io contend, that England may keep Gibraltar, eslahsh herself firmly in the Ionian islands, and take
]'05se5Sion some day of Egypt. I say, then, that the
French nation cannot pay so dearly for a policy,
which is only to benefit Russia, England, or a rei,,cnt.

Or

rather,

are about to contend

tliat

1

volted p.asha.
Ilussia,

whose name

is

sometimes used

lo

encour-

age us, at other limes, to frighten, has sixty millions
of sul'jects, and by the nature of her imperfect civilization, must be in position for conquest and invaOne step nearer to us, and she would make
sion.
me tremble. But that empire is not so consolidated
The force of an empire
as it has been represented.
is not in its extension, but In its greater or less conRussia has had
centration, unity and civiliz.ilion.
a great development, dispniportioned lo its strength,
distinguished st.ucsinan
and in too short a time.
has said, that time respects that alone in which it
has had a part. Time has not had its part in the
formation of Russia. The statue will one day break.
But suppose it does not break, hut shall consolidate

A

itself.

It

is

towards the east that the Russian col-

lossus inclines.

People, like rivers, incline towards Ihe side where
If Russia do not menace the
is the least resistance.
conlineni, but incline to Ihe Black sea and the Bosphorus, would this be a great misforlniie for France
and for humanity? England alone might murmur
Her whole thoughts are
against tins movement.
duected toward? the Indies, and she would sacrifice
all Europe lo oppose Russia in the interests of her

arrested him next day in one
Seaton was arrested at the Providence depot reHis name was Alfred cently on mere suspicion, or, as he termed it, on
of the Providence cais.
Jones, and from the condition of his trunk and other speculation, by constables Coolidge and Clapp. In
circumstances, he was indicted by the grand jury, his travelling bag were found several hundred keys
and, on his p|pa of guilty, was sentenced to three and tools, of the most ingenious character.
Upon
years' confinement in the state prison, where he searching him, the suspicions were strong, and he
now is.
was indicted on two charges; one for stealing the
At this trial several important facts were ascer- pocket-book of one Brigjs, and the other for stealtained.
On the latter he
ing thai of Willard Holbrook.
Collard and one of his associates, named Ponto, was convicted at the present term.
On the former
This informa- he was tried last term, and the jury were unable to
alias Gray, had gone to England.
tion was immediately given lo the London ]ioIice. agree.
singular circumstance about this case is,
Accordingly, in March last, it having been made that every day, when Seaton has been brought into
known to the police of London that Collard had court, two (juite respectable strangers are there
taken passage for this country in the Gladiator, also. These men offered to pay Mr. Briggs, last
they sent the information to the police of New term, .§500 if he would not testify against Beaton.
York, and also, at their request, lord John Riissel This he declined, but he did not appear at Ihe present a despatch to the consul at New York. The sent terra, and Mr. Parker received the ibllowing
intelligence came by the Great Western ten days letter from him:
As soon as the latter
before the Gladiator arrived.
Rochcsler, {N. Y.) July 30, 1839.
came to anchor, the officers went on board and ar"Mr. Pakker: Sik: On returning home from
An executive warrant having been Boston, I saw those two men that I seen iuDedham.
rested Collard.
He pleaded I made a settlement with them, therefore I shall
obtained, be was brought lo Boston,
"iiiUy to the charge of stealing the money, ami not appear against Seaton again.
was sent to the state prison lor one year and three
"I could not make much of them, but took up
months.
with what I lost Ihouglit it belter than to come lo
It appears that Ponto, alias Gray, the other rob- Boston again.
Yours respectfully,

Mr. Clapp, however,

A

He is the most accomber, is a dangerous man.
plished of the gang. He is rich, and associates
with brokers, and deals in foreign and domestic exchanges, and is never with low rogues such as
pickpockets unless by special appointment. He
lives in the best hotels, and keeps, as his accom

"CHARLES

H. BRIGGS."

proper to remark here, that when the offer
to l\lr. Briggs last term, there was but
one indictment against Mr. Seaton that for stealing from Holhrook having been found at Ihe present
ieim.
It should also be stated, that Briggs being
Hence, he has
plices term it, "square company."
out of the commonwealth, Mr. Parker has no
long been engaged in villany, and has hitherto been
means of compelling his attendance here.
robbery,
he left New
unsuspected. Soon alter the
It will thus be seen that Ihe operations of these
York for England. It is said he is about to return
comincrci;.
men have received an etii-ctual check in this quarIn regard to Ihe east, France shonlil neillier be to this country.
Too much praise cannot lie awarded to our
ter.
The fall previous to the robbery above mentioned
Russian nor English. The French and English alpolice, especially constables Coolidge and Clapi
hance, in lelation to the continent, is important; but the same gang succeeded in opening the safe of the
ihe
energv. perseverance and shrewdness of
and
Portland,
wilh
keys,
after
bank,
in
false
France should ever be the rival oi Traders'
in coinincrce,
the attorney of the commonwealth for SulFolk, are
England. Her natural ally should be Austria, if it much labor. All things were in preparalioii for
already too well known to need a word of commencontents,
and
the
execution
of
the
off
the
(nl
carrying
division
Turthe
oppose
to
become necessary
Meanwhile, we desire lo call public attendation.
key), France must claim IVoni a Enropfaii congress plan v\'as delayed only till the steamboat to Boston
Ihat considerable money has been
be commenced "running, by means of which they tion lo the fact
lier part in the division which must one day
expended in hnnling up these rogues, for Ihe repayInformation
was
iminedi
escape.
secure
an
negotiate,
wilh
enmight
act
made. If it be too late to
which
means are by law provided.
ment
of
no
Ihe cashier of the bank
ergy. Remember the policy of Casimer Perier; re- .ately given of the plot lo
fuhject v ill probably be brought before the
and" he, in reply, staled Ihat they had suspected The
collect Ancona!
legislature, and it cannot for a moment be
next
been
entered,
as
the
black
had
not
rooms
that their
then say to the government, take care
I will
key-hole, hut they ne- doubled Ihat some way will be providcil lo amply
lo follow in the wake of England, and destroy the wax was still visible on the
remunerate all who have devoted their time or
ver entertained any idea that their safe had been
lleet ol the sullaii, to preserve a perishable system
money to these important public services.
entered.
I ain far from regretling the pre
lu Egypt.
It is believed that, although these rogues have
Soon after Ihe above information was given, the
believe that the first
I
ol airairs in the east.
Stat
received
a salutary lesson here, their comrades are
letter
postmarked
New
York,
received
a
be
signal
cashier
will
a
noil fired upon this question,
giving him the same carrying on the business extensively elsewhere,
of distress, hut a tocsin to call new nations lo anil signed a "reformed man,"
letter was written by one Hun- and that a large number of tools belonging to them
spheie
inlorinalion.
This
now
a
France
oj.eii
to
tu
and
lizilio.i,
iieinan. (of v\hoin we shall sjieak presently), who are in Ihe cily of Philadelplii j.
ictiou.
In conclusion, we invite Ihe curious to examine
was disappointed in not getting his share of plunder of the Powwow river and Ocean banks, and for the instruments found in the possession of Seaton,
ACCOMPLISHED VILLAINS.
The Boston Daily Advertiser has the following Ihat reason was induced to expose the design on and now in the hands of constable Coolidge. It
will be evident, on a moment's inspection, that Ihe
notice of the di;predatioii3 of a gang of noted Eiig- the Traders' bank.
career of
A paitof the company made four journeys to same ingenuity and industry Ihat have prepared
li^th rogues, and the results lo which their
Xewhurypr.rt in the night, and, Vy means ot two th.rn, if devote'd to honest pursuits in thi; couiit'y.
criuieTiad I'd them:

—

—

It is

was made

—

;
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lame and fortune.

a melancholy truth that men of the highest genius are
sometimes devoted to occupations that inevitably,
sooner or later, lead to disgrace aiid ruin; and that
the noblest talents too often find their grave in our
public prisons.
It is

At
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Greek war broke out, and the for- month in assisting to get in a truly
bountiful harvest,
ces of^ Egypt were put in requisition by the sultan. has interposed
and prevented an earlier reply. I
Ibrahim, who figured so prominently in that war, is regret very
much that my limited knowledge of
an
length the

adopted .son of Mehemst Ali.
After the termination of this war, the Egyptian
military strength rapidly increased.
Mehemet al

ancient history should prevent my giving an exact
detail of inlbrmation connected with the
origin of
the two sarcophagi I brought home with me in
the
lowed Europeans to take rank in his army without frigate Constitution,
one of which, bearing an inreference to creed, and expended vast sums of scription, I
am pleased to learn, the corporate auFrom the New York Whig.
money in military and naval prep.irations.
thorities of Philadelphia have safely
This Egyptian potentate seems to be on the high
lod-^ed in
Down to 1830, Mehemet Ali had rejected all of- Its permanent place of abode, and which is suproad to imperial dominion; and if not arrested in
fers of assistance in throwing ofl' allegiance to the posed to have been the tomb of
his career by some of the great powers, he may
Julia Mamea. The
sultan.
He had paid large tribute to the Turkish second, the juesident of the United Slates has acyet wear the diadem of Constantine.
Plis succesHe now cepted for the Smithsonian institute when esfa
ses against the sultan, in almost every movement, government, and had fought in its behalf.
his splendid despotism, and his studied (ialtery of the determined to take possession of Syria, which had hhshed, of her son Alexander Severus.
third
passions and national feelings of the Egyptians, been promised to hira for his services in the Greek still remains at Beyrout, which is marble of the
In October, 1831, he jiut his army, between darkest color, without decorations, and
nave invested him with a power over their minds, war.
doubtless
40,000 and 50,000 strong, under the command of was the tomb of more subordinate person,
that acts as a charm in the hour of battle.
if the
They
This army advanced into Syria, and, in facts can be reconciled that they were murdered
look upon him as the man of destiny. His uniform Ibrahim.
by
successes their fatalism construes into the special the course of an eventful year, achieved a complete the Gauls, and afterwards transported back to Syconquest
ria,
of
that
province,
doubtless
and
they
opened
have
the
way
their
to
origin with those per.
protection of the prophet. The total defeat of the
The Turkish government was sonages. While at the island of Malta, a learned
Turkish army, the defection of the fleet, and the Constantinople.
It called on Great Britain for aid, professor of a literary institution there,
death ot the sultan, are all propitious for the for- now alarmed.
dean Votunes of Egypt; and the accounts from that quarter but was refused. The Russians were ready to as- lante, accompanied by sir John Stoddart, chief jussist, but the Turks feared the result of such an allitice of the island, made me a visit on board
will continue to be looked for with a
the Congood deal of ance.
stitution,
A
dreadful
engagement
the
result
took
of
place
in
which
Asia
interest.
gave the sarcophagi
Minor between the forces of the sultan and those ail origin of about 200 years jjosterior to the
Since the sultan's death, intelligence has
birtli
been of Ibrahim, in which
the latter were victorious. ol our Savior.
When at Jerusalem, I was struck
received that the Iman of Sana, the sovereign
of Russian aid was
then accepted, and an immense with the antiquity of this species of sepulchre,
the finest and the most flourishing part of
was
the coast Russian force
was brought into the Turkish domi- drawn to it substituting a cistern in which i waof Southern Arabia, after having for six
years suc- nions.
Alter various measures of diplomacy, the tered my horse, and stood without its walls;
cessfully resisted the power of the
the
viceroy of sultan
want
yielded assent to a treaty, which gave to
of a road and the proper apparatus for brino-Egypt, has suddenly thrown himself into the
arms Ibrahim the whole of
Syria.
The troops of Ibra- ing It to the coast, compelled me to abandon an alot his powerlul foe, in whose favor
he has offered
him
tempt
and
of
Russia
at
then
removal.
took
their
departure.
Learning accidentally of the
to renounce his own sovereignty, on
The
condition of interference
of Russia resulted in the formation of discovery made of those at Beyrout, I lost no
receiving a pension and ret:uning his
time
ecclesiastical
dignity.
The viceroy of Egypt has consented to a treaty of mutual protection between Russia and in directing their purchase, and to he transported
Turkey,
and
which
was concluded on the Sth of July,
placed on board the Constitution.
the terms, and sent his officers to receive
On my arposses- 1833.
This treaty, which is called the treaty of rival from Damascus, I perceived the mutilation
sion of the country, which is hereafter
of
to he treated
Unkiar Skelessi, placed Turkey in a situation of a portion ol each, which was practised in former
as a part ot the territory of Mehemet
Ali.
As our readers would doubtless be interested in dependence on Russia, which is humiliating, and ages in removing the valuables interreil with the
which is displeasing to other powers who are jea- deceased. I carefully collected all the fragments
an account of this extraordinary man,
who is at lous of Russia.
which I could find, and which were boxed
this moment attracting the gaze
and
of all the crowned
The rigorous government of Mehemet Ali over landed at Norfolk, with the sarcophagi. Be pleased
heads in Euro|ie, for his daring and successful
ento
preserve in a careful manner, such portions
Syria
produced disquiet, and frequent insuirrecfions
terprises, we have abridged, from a
as
foreign magahave occurred. These are of course encouragin"- may belong to the other sarcophagus, still at Norzine, (the United Service Journal),
and the exc^el" folk.
The head of the eagle belonging to the one
to the sultan, who still aims at recovering Syrili.
ent work ol Stephens on Egypt and
Arabia, the
now
at
Phila.lelphia,
you will find in tire possession
During the spring and summer of last 'year, the
following particulars of the life of the
viceroy
' of Turkish
Egypt.
and E^^ypfian governments seemed to be ot William Rawie, esq. president of the common
Mehemet Ali was born in the year 1769, at Ga- prepairing again for hostile movements. In .\u- council. The notice of the sarcophagi in the London
.\theneum, an extract of whicir accompanies
gust, Mehemet Ali announced his determination to
vala, a small seaport town near Piiilippi.
His fadeclare himself independent of the sultan. Eng- this, and a sight of a previous one to which it rether, who was an inferior officer
of the Turkish pofers, may perhaps throw more light
land, France, Austria and Russia, all opposed this
lice
died, and left him, at tlie age of four
upon the subyears,
ject ot these antiquities than may be
^tally unjirovided for.
expected from
The aga of the place, a declaration, and this opposition irritated the pasha.
Turk named Tousson, was his uncle; and by hi'm Mehemet Ali wishes his power to be hereditary, an unlettered seaman. Amongst the cabinet of
oins
I have asked to be placed in the
Mehemet was received and educated. His educa- and is determined to gain this otiject. Such a decollege, yon
will find a portion during the reign
tion, however, extended only to
of Au'nistiis
horsemanship and termination he made known to tlie powers above Ca;sar,
and bearing the head of his'daughter,°Jnlia
the use of arms.
Reading and writing were left to named.
To the astonishment not only of Egypt, but of Mamea. Some of them were piched up amongst
be learned as they might. The uncle was
murderEurope, in the midst of these threatening events, the ruins where once stooil the ancient city of fJeed lor his wealth, anil the nephew again left
desti
tute.
He then passed some years in the shop of a .Mehemet Ali left his subordinate officers to man- rytus. Very respectfully, your friend and servant
age diplomacy, and set otf on an exploring expeJ. D. ELLIOTT.
tobacco merchant, and here gained some
knowledge
dition of the regions of the Upper Nile. The account
of trade which was afterwards
of great advantage
Extract from the London Alheneum, dated May
to him.
In this situation he acquired a small capi- of this singular expedition has recently been given
5
1838, pog-c
tal, and opened a shop for
himself.
He was sue- in the public prints. That he should undertake MARBLE SARCOPHAGI, 331, A"o. 519.
FOUND NEAR BEYROUT.
cesslul, and became wealthy.
When lYapoIean such a journey at the age of 70 years, through a
AVe learn from the Malta Gazette that
torrid climate, and among a warlike people, is reinvaded Egypt, Mehemet joined the Egyptian
commofordore Elliott of the U. S. navy has collected
ces against hi.n.
many
He distinguished himself by his markable. He returned from the expedition in curious
remains of antiquity during his cruise in
February last. From that time down to the latest acbravery, and in the subsequent difliculties
between
counts, diplomacy had been busy in Constantinople the Levant, amongst the most intei-esting of which
the sultan and the Mamelukes, he received
from the
are
two
marble
sarcophagi, found near Beyrout, on
and at Alexandria for the preservation of peace.
viceroy of Egypt, Mehemet Kn.=ru(f,
the rank of
the spot where once stood the city
general.
of Berytus.
In consequence of some accusations The European powers have a selfish interest in the
made against him by his envious colleao-ues, he was matter, and it is not an easy thing to understand They were discovered sixteen feet under gronndi
while
his ship was lying off that coast in
these complicated relation?.' The parties have presoon dismissed from the service.
Au-'ust
Hp"tli»n joined
Isst, by a countryman who was
pared for war. Should actual conflict he for th
the Mamelukes, against whom he had
planting a mulberry
been fi-^httree, and the commodore lostnn time in
present avoided, it will not probably be Ion" defei
ing, and at length compelled the
purclrasin'opacha, Mehemet
them, and had them immediately conveyed
red.
Kusrufl", to fly to Damietta, where
on
he took him prihoard.
Each sarcophagus is cut out of a solid
soner.
new pasha was appointed by the sultan,
piece of white marble, and each has its cover in
but was soon put to death by the treac'hery
the
of MeSARCOPHAGUS.
form of a sloping roof, also in one piece, with the
hemet Ali. After various stratagems, Mehemet
have been favored by a friend, a member
accomplished his purpose, and in" 18(13 the sultan of the building committee of the Girard college, exception of a fracture at the end of a large one.
They are said to he in a state of perfect [ir'eservadeclared him the pasha of Egypt, appointed
with
copies
of
the
letters,
Stc.
which accompanfed tion, for the sculpture
in
on all siiles is described as
compliance with the wishes of tlie people.
the presentation by commodore Elliott, of the
U.
He now determined to restore Egypt to its rank S. navy, to that institution, of one of the most an- almost as good as when left by the hand of the
among the nations. He attached loTiis interest the tique and interesting objects which the cabinet ol artist. We are well pleased to have it in our power to add that Mr. Guiseppe Hyzler,
a well known
oriental tribes; improved the discipline of his
that, or any other institution in this country, will
solMaltese artist, has, with the permission of commodiery, and took every measure to strengthen
himself ever have an opportunity of exhibiting.
dore Elliott, taken correct drawings of these intein his power.
The sultan became iealous of him,
The sarcophagus was brought to Norfolk in the resting
antiquities—
the more iideresting because
and issued an order deposing him from his office as U. S. frigate Constitution, to which place
a depu- they were brought
away by the commodore as soon
governor of Egypt. But Mehemet Ali resisted the tation was lately sent by the board of managers
of as discovered, and
no time elapsed for their mutilaorder, and the point was yielded.
Girard college, to receive and convey it to'Philation by the country people, nor have they
In 1811 he determined to clearhis cnuntry of the delphia, where it is now deposited in the
sufi(;rcd
institution from the
destructive hammers of curious travellers.
Mamahikes.
He invited their chiels to a feast at to which it has been presented.
From these drawings, exact copies or models might
Cairo, where they were assassinated, while the
Jaimf.s Hutchinson, esq. chairman of the building he cut at a
trifling expense in Malta srone, and an
body was cut ofl' by a general massacre. He then
commillee of Girard College fir orpluins, Phila- idea be thus preserved
of the beauty of design of
Eent out his armies under the command of his
sons
delphia:
two inotiumenls of Roman grandeur, which are
to pursue his conquests in Asia, and in the region
of
Churchtoum, Lanr.asler counhj, Jliig. 3, 1839.
about to leave the old world forever. The admirathe Upper Nile.
Mehemet himself was occupied
Dear sik: The letter you did me the favor to ble skill of the Maltese in such works is
at home in the improvement of his military alfiiirs.
well
address me at Carlisle, at the instance of the build- known, but on this
subject we would willingly reHe introduced French officers; built an arsenal at ing committee
of the Girard college for orphans, fer the reader to an interesting letter wdrich
appearCairo, established a military hospital, provided gunhas been received. Absence from Carlisle, at my ed in No. 519
of
this
journal,
and only e.Ypr»ss a
powder maniifact'iries, &c.
daughter's, where I have been engaged for the last hcpe that (he oppertunify
;',dll not be lost.

MEHEMET ALL

A

A

THE EGYPTIAN
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CHRONICLE.
The honorary dcree ot LLl). has been conferred
bv the Harvard Uinversiiv, on the honorable judge
I\luLaan, uf ihp supreme court of the Unied&.ate?,
and on Janes Graham, of Great Britain, author ol the
History of the United

S

ales.

7,

1839— CHRONICLE.

assault ''in extremis,'' "more honored in the breach
hail the observance," and would have put us decided
ly in the wrong.
Counsellor Gill would not susiuin us
under Lynch law, we well knew jo we didn't kick
the scamp, but we itched to kick him awfully.
[Bo ton Trans.

—

A

i

Also
36 days from Vera Cruz, put in for provisions).
[iV. Y. Star
ten schooners.

Horse

collars.

An

English paper states that a great

this part of a
Tne success
horse's Harness, the collar being inflated.
attending tins iniproveinent has been established by
e.\perimeni, and lias proved a wonderful relief in that
valuable animal, ihe horse.

improvement has recently been miide on

company of United S ates dragoons, about sixty
Beet swar minufuctory. A gentleman sailed in the
LiverpooUteanier'to brini; out macnnicry from Fraiit-e in number, passed ihrough Philadelphia on Thursday
about to be from itie camp at 'I'renton on their way to Fort Leator nil e.\ien-ive beet sugar niaiiuiaciory,
Josiah A. Noonan has been apppinted
venworth.
esiablislied ai Bjsion.
by governor D.idge, auditor of tlie territory ot WisconMore burning to death by spirit gaa The wife of Mr. sin. Mr. N. was loriiierly editor of this paper, and his
Indian com. An exchange paper contains a hisIl5 Mjdis,n street, New "ifork, talents, industry and enterprise, won for him troops of
tory of some ctperimeiils made hi order to asceriain Van Btekerc,>, No.
it apon Wednesday evening, was so terribly burned by her friends among ihe hardy democracy of old Herkimer,
the best method of galliering corn, from which
spirit gas who will be glad to learn that his woiih is duly apprepears that by topping, Ihe cop loaes in weight ab.mt clothes taking fire from the explosion of a
after great suf- ciated in the new and flourishing territory in which he
one fil'ih. 'I'neiB IS no doulit but ihat the sup continues lump, that she e.spired on Fiiday last,
Tne unloriunate laity was trimming a hall is so located.
[Mohawk Courier.
to circulate and nourish the grain much longer tnan fering.
lamp, lighied with spirit gas, when it was by some acis generally supposed.
Wheat in Wiscondn. The Milwaukie Sentinel of
cident brjkeii, and us c. intents thrown over ihe lady's
Tlie value of a province. Canada, within the last
August
20ih
"''I'ne wheat harvest is past and the
says:
within
few
days,
the
second
death,
a
person.
Tliis is
two years, has co-t ihe British government ihe mat that has been brought about by the use of this danger- aniouni is very abundant. We understand that it can
liitle'sum of JEI ,0-53,000 sterhng—.iearly five millions of
be bought heie in quanlilies at fiftii cents per bushel
[jV. Y. Gazette.
ous mixture.
dollars.
The corn crop looks well, and it the present weather
Elliot Cresson.
This indefaiigable philanthropist, is should coiiiinue a short tnne.there will tie a very great
Beer guzzling. The quantity of malt liquor which at Hariford, Connecticut.
correspondent there inA
amount
gathered."
A large part ot ihe forms us iiial his subsciipiion lisi for colonization now
is dra.iU in England is enornixu.-.
scuniy incline of ihe lower classes is expended fu- amotinls lo SIS.OOO.
Health of cities. At New Orleans, on ihe 23tli, there
{Journal of Commerce.
beer and ale, to the great deirinient of their licallli, and
were 33 p.itienis admitted to the charily hospiial 26
And the
Copy right case. Another copy right case, similar to with fever, and there were 6 deaihs. On the '.J9th,
of their moral and intelleciiial faculties.
quantity of beer consumed has t really increased within the one reported a few days since, has been com- there were 24 admiited, 20 with fever, and there were
a few years. It appears by parliaineiiiary ret rns, that menced ill the United States circuit, by IVIontgoinery 5 deaihs. From ihe Id, h to the 28th inclusive, lh> re
up 10 ,ne 5 h of January, HSJ, since ihe pas.sing of ihe R. Bartleit, author of additions to Murray's Englisn were 256 iniermei.ts in Poller's Held, 179 ot which
beer bill in 1S30, no less than 7o'2 new breweries have Reader, against Joshua B. Lippincotl, Franklin Dyer, were reporied j'ellow fever.
The average inierments
been erected in Engl;ind, and dnii 44,015 beer-houses an.l Milton Dyer, copartners, doin^ business under in the same time, in the Catholic a -d Proiestanl cemeCo. The bail dem-ind- teries, were about 3 a day. Tine-hall of which were
have been opened, and one million two hundred and t!ie firm of .1. B. Lippincoit
ed was 15,0U0, the same as in the former case against yellow fever.
fitly thousand quariera more mall consumed.
[JJoston Journal.
Lippincotl it Clark, but was reduced by judge Hop'I'he Charleston Courier of Wednesday says, "the
kmson to 1,U00 dollars. David Paul Brown, counsel moriality from stranger's {ever has been much less this
Pictou Island, which hag long been celebrated for fir the defendanis, applied lo the court for a rule on
year than it was last, although it commenced so much
its valuable and extensive mines of coal, is situaled
the plainlitr lo give spciiriiy for the costs, which is re- earlier t is year,
"i'he number of deaihs from ihis
belween the island of St. .1 ihn and the province ot lurnahle on
jnday next. Tnis application was made cause, for the week ending the 31st nil. as appears by
Nova Scoiia, in latitude 45 46 norm, long. 62 13 west. on the ground mat Mr. Bartlett was not a ciiizen of
the bill of moriality, published this morning, is 16 (the
has
a
port
which
island,
th.s
coal
from
The trade in
this slate, &c.
The suits are brouitht to the October maximuni for the present season) for the week previof the same name, gives employmeni in the otherwise session of this court.
[Phil. North Amer.
ous it was 15. T.ie deaths from stranger's fever, fur
dull season of the year, to an immense aniouni of tonSi.xly-four whales on shore.
The Sr. John, (N. B.) die corresponding weens, last year were 43 and 23-"
na-.'n.
The following from ihe Newbnrypori Herald,
Tne liealih of Augusta, under date of September 1st,
following exult. publishes the
Courier,
of
the
24,
h
mines:
these
imporiancie
of
and
-how the value
\.
gentleman in aniiou ices the occurrence of five deaths by yellow feL'.iw.irds of 300 sail of vessels i»f various descrip- tract of a leiler from a respectable
Tile disease liad
ver during the two preceding days.
Shediac to his friend in that city.
tions were loaded there last year, and it is thought the
Ihe morning of Siindtiy last were found lying on assunjtd a very mild form.
ihe
Properly
n iiher will be double this season.
0,1 the 2J iii'st. four deaths were reported, and those
this parish, 64 whales, die
the
at
Reedish,
in
shore
luiiidred
one
more
than
value
in
viciiiiiy has increased
length, of recent origin yielded readily to medicine.
percent, within a year or two. The nuniDer of houses largest one tweniy-ihree and a half liset in
Tnere were 133 deaths at Mobile during the month
330 barrels of oil. Ot
ooc ip.ed by the miners is about 253 of which lUO were from which were taken about
Tne yellow fever is stud to be on the destale- and as the of August.
erected last jear, and iheyall have a neat and pleasing their species, iStc. I am unable to
crease.
been
uncommonprevious,
had
weather
lor
some
days
ot
number;
one
eight
in
pits
are
appearance. The
Loss of steamboats in the west in 1833.
Tlje Alton
Ihem is over 3u0 ieet deep, and one of the engines ly calm and fine, no opinion can be formed as to the
Telegraph calculates as liiltows, the list of steamboais
O le of tlie chimneys used cause of their having run aground.
u-ieJ IS 70 h.irse py.ver.
height.
W^ashington Irvine proposes calling the state of New lost or considerably injured on the western waters durf .r the purpose of ventilation is over 140 feet
and
last
year,
during
the
sunk
133i.
abstract:
rn-iue
of
pits
iuL'
the
year
copy
an
There is a
York Ontario, and ihe ciiy Manhatian. He also iliinUs
Whole number eighty of which, there were
jUst readv for working. F.iur of ihe. n are for drawing it would be better to call the United States Appulacliia
S
Blown up,
c lal, and the o.her two for the purpose ol ventilating or Alleghania
he prefers the latter name.
Collapsed,
6
the works.''
French embroideries. It is siatcd that the annual vaBursi sieani-pipe,
2
A few weeks since, while ihe lue ofemtiroideries made in France, amounis to twelve
Shooting a rat.
Burnt,
2
Albany a id Worcester rail road was progressing at million of francs, (£430 000), and at N,iniez alone,
37
Snagged,
issachiisetts, the workmen employed there
Pal.ner,
with its neigliborh >od, 23,00J women and girls are
17
Sunk,
were in the habit of placini; the p iwder tiiey used tor engaged in this trade. Paris, Alencon, Lyons, Tarare
2
Collision,
At one and St. Quentin are the principal seals of tlie embroiblasting in a neighboring gristmill fjr safely.
Of these, 13 were lost on the Ohio, 60 on the Lower
time they had two unopened kegs and one with the derin,
Mississippi, 5 on the Upper Mississippi, 2 on the Miscorin
one
standing
e.tposed
he. id oil and the powder
leard thai as our respected souri, 2 on the Illinois, 1 on the Arkansas, 1 on Red
Philadelphia Sept. 6.
ner of the mill. Two men and a b w were also in the
itne.v Carey and W. B. Wood, esqs. River, 1 in thegulph of Mexico, and three in oihtr plafellow citizens,
mill at the time, and discovered a very larje rat, which
grand son of ihe l-itter gentleman, were riding ces.
one of them proposed shoning with a double barreled and a
Of the eight blown up, only one, the Moselle, was on
the commons on Tuesday last, their carriage was
gun. whicn .vas ne.ir them. Tne other? consented and across
of the six collapsed, none of the thirtyoverset, and all three severely, but not dangerously the O.iio
the "un was loaded from the powder kegs, but the rat
bruised. Mr. Carey, we regret to say, received a wound seven snagged, four were on that river.
had hid himself.
the temple, which has much disfigured one of his
Afu-r chii.-,in2 it round ihe building some time, they on
mirage.
A
O.i Tuesday afrernoon a disiinclly
eyes.
nt last lirod anl killed the rai, too't it up and were remarked mnage was observed in the harbor of Boston.
trr-ann". when one of thr p iriy sp jlte ot ihe piwder.
Loss of nine lives.
learn from the Boston papers Vessels, says the Advertiser, of which only the sails
Up Ml looking hack they disniveivd that they h.id hied of Tuesday, iliat the brig Tillon, Greenlaw, of that could be seen in ihe distance, were represented by a
at the rat beliind the powder, and that the wadding port, from Calais for Providence, with n cargo of liim
distant im.ige inverted above the horizon, exhibiting not
was 0.1 fire and on the edge of the open keg. With her and twelve pisseng^rs, went ashore on Marshfield only the sails bin ihe hull.
In some instances images
great courage and presence of mind, the boyolVered to beach, at midnight on Friday, in the gale, and nine of were seen, apparendy of vessels beyond the reach of
g.i a id remove it, whicli he did; buij i.st as he lurned
the passengers, consisting ol an Irish woni-in and tive direct visior
hi^ buck from ii, the whole of the three kegs exploded, children, on ilieir way to New York lo join her hii
Abandonment of an U S.hght bo^t. The new ligh
hi iwing ihe building to pieces, killing one of the men band, and three chidren of a Mr. and Mrs. Hogan,
which was recently buiTt at Georgetown, (D. t.)
on the spot, and wounding the other mid the boy in who were on board perished. After the brig slrSck, boat
1':"- '''e Savannah station, tind sailed thence a few weeks
such a manner that they died shortly after.
Ihe sea quickly beat in her siern, and most of the
since, susiained so much damage in the Ian
[Afui iork Sun.
cabin.
The
vessel
was
washed
out
of
the
&.C.
hing,
clo
gaie, thin she was abandoned, 1st insi off Frying Pan,
bilged, and will not probably be got ofT, no inLstters from Philadelphia say, that a house which has also
Captain Peahody and
entirely unmanageable.
cargo, which is owned in Cilias, is land- being
had rewivcd aid to the amount of over $100,000 in surance. Her
crew have arrived in Charleston.
nearly
all will besaved.
The
bench,
the
and
on
ing
Siates,
had
alter
the
of
U.
post notes, troin the Bank
Waterman
Thomas,
South
charge
of
Mr.
is
in
wreck
says: "The grand
Paris,
Kentucky,
Ciiizen,
The
all, been obliged to give up and stop payment.
Tne name of the woman who peribhcd is jury, at the present term of our circuit court, found 62
Marsiitield.
indiciments and presenimenis, of which, ihiriy-two
II. C. Cam-ick, c'q. has been appointed Ircasnrer of Mrs. Caiharine Duress.
the mint in Sew Orleans, in the place of Fjrstall, esi).
The Cecil Gazette says: "The severe north east gale were for belting on elections, and tweniy-one for gamremoved.
of the Ulih brought inio our county, perhaps for ihe ing."
Lsl'ers from Ti.xis liav,; been received nt Bn<r,il >, first lime, one of tho-=o beautiful iiiile birds so well
The Harrisburg Keystone of Wednesday last says,
announcing the dea'h of Lyman Rathbun, on the Ist known to sailors tiy ihe cognomen of "Mother Carey's "thus far, not an olfl-r lor a single dollar ot Ihe slate
It was shot in a mill dam belonging lo loan h s been made.
chicken.*."
uliimo.
If this loan is noi soon taken ti.e
saw yesterday, a great liib- Mr. Eli Ilurford, near the brick meeting honte, and public works musl slop he coniractora and workmen
Crueltij to hmtet.
has boon carefully preserved by a medical geiuleman ruinously feel tlie pressure and all classes of llie comb.rly boy, with sircngth enough (o drag a well laden
devoted
to
the
subject
of
ornineighborhood,
in
the
munity dirccily or indirectly become the sufHrcrs."
hand can, drivin,' before him n ,dog, of rather sm-"
The eoiiteiu.s of ihology.
Hize, iiarne.«Hcd 10 a box on when'
At the recent election in Indiana, there weie polled
hiped whii
(he box indicalcd the occn|)atiiii
The officers of ihe Isi regiinent of artillery, slniion- 10J,674 voles, being an increase of 18,642 sin-e tl-e
Iches,
a
reol
tri
owned It. He was a vender
cd at I'lntfsbnrg, intend erecting n monnineiu to the eleciion of 1837.
\\ the present raiio of representailimg order,
gular loaler of the in ike believe
memory of the late lieutenant David K. Hale.
tion, Indiana will be eniiiled, under the next nppcrso much
ill
All ihe 111 Itches in the box v.ould
A heavy nrrival of the "home lioiimcni, lo double ker present number of members of
.Vriu York comm
„ i',i" its sidts yet the lazy rascal hod the impi
congress.
nn
landiii!,' all
ihe rain storm i
r lid bound,"
d.iice 10 make ii poor, half slarvi'd dog, cany a ha
ips (liglii nf iheiii from Livei
V.'Inesdny, viz:
The lion. James R. Black, judge of the supcrii r
then which ilic well fed biped mi'.'ht hive borne, m
en luigs,
hngs, (,.;ie tiic
the rieiien
11 .1,1) iiin-e nariiues, sixieeii
Fieiieh orig
bri,
court ot
of ihe siaie
siBie ot
Delaware, diea
died ot bia resitlenco
of Delawnro,
bag or bundle, on his little finger. W,- had a giei
uii Volti^juuf, oujit Bumrdi of m'onty amia and lib ineu, in Now Ciuftfei on TuoSdoy o\'unirt(j luut
wuuld
Imv'o
Uocn
rtiai
but
the
fcltow;
luiud u> kick
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N;LES' NATIONAt. REGISTER,
FOR SALE,

Commodore Ridgely, of the United States was to devise a plan for the redemption of the bills
navy, has' been elected an honorary member of the of the banks under the general
banking law.
British "royal yacht squadron," of which the earl committee consisting of Messrs.
Dwight, Paine,
That the estate of the late Hezekiah Niles may
of Yarborongli is commodore. The first compli- Patchin Wells, Lester, Maxwell,
Leach, Throop,
be speedily settled, it has been deemed advisable ment of the Icind conferred npon an American. Bramard, Bennett
and Williams, reported a plan
by those who have the management thereof, thatth Com. Ridgely was proposed by col. Greirville, who that was unanimously adopted by the
convention!
entire establishment, so well known throughout the was hospitable entertained when here in his own the material feature of which was the appointment
yacht, as bearer of despatches to Canada.
The of a committee of seven, empowered to make
country as "Niles' Register," should be sold:
arclub comprises about four hundred regular members, rangements with some bank or banks
in the city of
It is therefore ottered for sale, with the subscription
and the great annual sailing match takes place on New York, Albany or Troy, for the
purpose of
list, printing materials and every ihing which prothe 20th inst.
[Newark Daiti/ Adv.
taking up the paper of the free banks at
J per cent,
perly belongs to the publication. Qct-Tke subscrip
discount, or at such rate as safety fund notes
are or
Consuls. Joseph B. Brown of Key West, has shall be udeemeu in New York. The committee
Hon list has not for many years been larger than at
been recognized by the ]iresident of the United consists of Messrs. Oliver, Paine, Throop, Wells
present, and the subscribers are among the best and
States as consul of the republic of Texas for Key Williams, Brainard and Grant. It was also
recommost punctual in the country; and the office con West in Florida.
mended that all the safety fund banks receive at
tains all necessary type and presses, (one a power
Thomas Dixon, as consul of the king of the Ne- their counter the bills of the free banks.
press made by Adams), of the most improved kind, therlands at Boston,, for the states of Massachusetts,
[Albany Argus.
Rhode Island, Maine and New Hampshire.
in the best condition.
T. T. Hoogewertf, as counsel of the king of the
Presuming that those desirous of purchasing will
Expenses of opening streets, he. The folNetherlands, at Baltimore, for the state of Maryland
lowing is a statement of the expenses incurred
make enquiries in person or by- letter, it is not and District of Columbia.
in
deemed necessary to extend this notice further, than
Hugo Christian Gildemeiter, as connsul of the opening and widening streets in the city and districts of Philadelphia, during (he period
commencto express the conviction, tliat tt« establishment is king of the Netherlands, at New Orleans, for the
on
(he
ing
3Ist
day
of
December,
states of Louisiana and Mis'sissippi.
1827, and endone of the most valuable in the cimilrij, as can be saJacob R. Valck, as consul of the king of the Ne- ing on the 1st day of January, 1839:
tisfactorily proven by anexhibition' of the receipts therlands, at Charleston, for the states of
City of Philadelphia,
South
$168,539 00
Incorporated
N.
Liberties,
and expenditures,' and-that iii the hands of a person Carolina, North Carolina and Georgia.
39,096 77
Kensington,
Henry Bohlen, as consul of the king of the Ne228,523 94
with a amall capital, and quSlilfed to conduct it, the
Spring Garden,
therlands, at Philadelphia, for thestatesof Pennsyl114,568 15
price demanded can be realiied in clear profits in
Moyamensing,
vania and Delaware.
53,264 94
•
less than Ihree years.
Southwark,
J. C. Zimmerman, as consul of the king of the
243,333 34
The whole establishment can be had on reasona Netherlands, at New York, for (he states of New
Total amount,
ble terms, and on jin extended credit so as to enable York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
fS52,376 14
The above statement does not embrace cases ia
Luiz Frederico De Figaniere, as Brazilian vice
the purchaser to prosecute the business to advanwhich awards were lendere.l in 18.38, nor sums
consul for the port of New York and its district.
retage.
mainii g unpaid of former awards—
these will add
about 9200,000 to the above amount.
Address the present editor,
Health OF
Orleans. The Bee of the
The amount drawn from the county treasury
NILES, or
3d instant says; "The report of admissions into the during the above period,
for the payment of roads,
PHILIP REIGART,
charity hospital for the last week of persons at- jurors, &c. distinct
from the previous entries, has
^gent of the administratrix of H. Niles, deceased. tacked with the prevailing epidemic, exhibits a de- been on an average about
$1,000 a year.
co-Editors throughout the United States, are re- cided improvement over the returns for the preceding week. The number of new cases is 110
spectfully requested to insert the above, and invite
84
last week, 129; the recoveries,
last week, 84;
Coronation expenses. The following were
public attention to it.
and the deaths, 34— last week, 67. The mortality, the expenses incurred at the coronation of queen
it is perceived, has evidently
diminished. If 129 Victoria.
110 should have given
Qtj-In consequence of the necessity which exists new cases gave G7 deaths;
£.
about 58 instead of 34, a palpable proof that the Lord chamberlain's department.
14,024
for the sale of this work, the present editor will soon
disease is less fatal. But while we admit the fact, Master of (he horse.
9,800
be at liberty to seek other employment; and he re- (continues the Bee) we do not feel justified in con- Mistress of the robes.
3,163
spectfully offers his services to his editorial brethren cluding that any amelioration has occurred either Earl marshal's depaitment.
1,485
in the character or progress of the fever.
It is al- Herald's fees.
iii any of the large cities, or will be obliged lo any
307
of his friends who will inform him of a suitable lo- together likely that the disease in the hospitals has Master of the mint, for gold and
assumed a less fatal aspect, purely because the
silver medals,
cation in one of the prosperous towns of the west,
new cases are now brought in while they are vet Commmissioners of
where his editorial labors will meet with a reasona- under the control of remedial measures. The laW'oods, &c. e.xpenble reward.
His qualifications may be inferred from boring classes, which are generally the subjects of
ses of fitting up
Westminster Abthe fact, that for more than fifteen years he was the hospital practice, have become terrified by witnessbey, &c.
ing the dreadful mortality of the epidemic, and are
30,213 2 10
31,037 19
assistant editor of the "Register," and that for
disposed to seek assistance as soon as symptoms of Expenses of illumimore than six years he conducted a political paper illness manifest themselves. The promptitude to nating public buildwith advantage to the whig party and profit to him- place themselves under medical attention readily
ings,
804 16 6
self.
He is besides practically acquainted with the explains the smaller porportion of deaths established Fireworks,
1,492
printing business, and could be generally useful in in last week's report. Diligent inquiry has convinc- Opening theatres & other amusements 3,110
ed us that in private practice the epidemic has sufa large newspaper establishment.
fered no diminution.
The phj'sician's gig rattles
Total,
£69,421
1 10
For his character and standing as a man and citi- incessantly over the stones, and the mournful hearse
zen, he confidently refers to any old and respectable with its lugubrious trappings still frequently arrests
From Texas. The Houston Telegraph of
the attention of the passers-by.
The nearest apinhabitant of this city.
August 14th says;
proximation to accuracy that we can arrive at, in
Baltimore, Aug. 30, 1S39.
A letter has just been received at the war departmaking an estimate of the probable weekly deaths,
ment, from gen. Rusk, bearing date of the 17th
is by inspecting the list of interments at the Bayou
Orj- On the 12th instant the corner stone of the
instant, stating that brigadier general Dyer, of the
monument to be erected in commemoration of the cemetery, where all corpses from the hospital and Red River brigade, was on his march
from Red
poorer classes are buried. For the
battle of North Point was laid with appropriate most of the
week ending on the 1st, the number of interments River, in accordance with the orders of the secreccreraoiiies
a full account of which, with the oraWe presume that in the Catholic and tary of war, lo the Indian settlements on the Sation delivered on the occasion, shall have a place was 186.
bine, with three hundred and fifty men.
This
Piotestant burying grounds, the interments have
in tlie next "Register."
march, in conjunction with a campaign intended by
raged 50 during the same period. Consequentthe secretary of war, against the Upper Trinity,
Kemtucky. On Thursday the 29th ult. the ly the deaths in the city for the past week may with will effectually clear the country
of the Indian
hon. Charles A. Wicklitfe arrived at the seat of go- tolerable certaiiity be set down as between 220 and enemy, by
destroying their last strong holds and
This is bad
vernment and took upon himself the oath of office, 240, or about 32 deaths per day.
resting place.
Our frontier has been advanced by
and entered on the duties which devolved on him enough to be sure, but by no means as calamitous (he late campaign, at
least one liundred miles into
as the last yellow fever season.
as chief magistrate of the state.
(he Indian country.
No distuibances had taken
place on the frontier since the late engagement
Commodore Elliott. It is stated in the New
Safety fund banking convention.
have with the Cherokees.
force of 400 troops has
York Courier that the court of inquiry, appointed before us the proceedings of a convention of the been left in the country lately
occupied by the Cheto investigate the charges against commodore El- safety fund banks, held at Auburn, on the 4th inst. rokees,
under the command of col. Burleson. They
liott, has sent in their report to the secretary. The
W. M. Oliver, esq. in the chair, and Watts Sher- are lo remain until they are relieved by other forces,
majority recommended that he should be tried by a man, esq. secretary. Delegates were present from
and to be so disposed of as to guard every portion
naval court martial— com. Stewart dissentin"-.
thirty-eight banks. The object of the convention of the frontier.
Vol. VII.— Sig. 3
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Latest from Mabanham.

NATIONAL REGISTER— SEPT.
You vagabond pelf hunting
And if il's for worse

.

•

the devil's black curse
Stick close to your skirts and your sleeves.

Wield

Brave

citizens

of rebels

rob, murder, and destroy in the interior, still
continue their threatening anrl unchecked course.—
Notwithstanding the energetic measures taken by
the government, the rebellion has found a new thepowatre for its horrible attempts— Caxias is in the
however,
er of the insurgents!! Be not discouraged,
by this unlocked for event. Great resources still

which

—

it

no more!

Since the glorious anniversary of emancipation,
Auo-ust 1st, the negroes appear to have remained
They
in a state of perfect asphyxia as to work.
say they will not resume, if they are to be chargeil
an
Give
them
grounds.
and
rent for their houses
inch and they ask an ell. The St. Domingo massacre will be the finale. So much for abolition saints.
Mr. Knibb denies all the imputations cast upon
him, and is furious against the Jamaica jury lor
acquitting Mr. Dwyer, and also the Despatch of

remain to us new auxiliaries have been asked from
our brothers of the north and south— every measure
has been taken to preserve the capital, and to sup- alleged libels upon him.
press the anarchy wherever it has manifested itself.
The deficit in the export of sugar, for the year
Worthy inhabitants of Maranham! The moment ending August Ist, is 4,7U0 hogsheads. This is
has arrived to show the patriotism which animates the fruit of free negro idleness. The arrival of the
you. Unite yourselves around your president, and governor sir Charles Metcalfe, was to be celebrated
respond eagerlv to the call which is made upon you by an illumination. Great joy was expressed at
for the defence' of your lives and property.
the news of his appointment, and the results of
Brazilian citizens, of whatever political opinions! recent trial show a better state of things among the
throw aside, in this solemn monienf, the differen- planters.
t-™- Y- Starces which separate you, and unite in one only interest-let all conspire for the salvation of the proYet, another effort, brave citizens of Mavince.
ranham, after so many sacrifices, and legality shall

triumph.

Long
Long
Long
Long

live religion!

live the integrity of the empire!
live

Don Pedro

2d!

Maranham!
Palace of the government of Maranham, \Zlh
live the brave citizens of

July,

1839.

Manoel Felisakdo de Souza
GnATEMALA.

We

e

Mello.

have learned, by late arrivals
that anarchy and disunion

from this republic,
better state of
its political existence.
On the first
things, however, is about to succeed.
of June, the constituent assembly of the state of
Guatemala published an address to its constituents,
which is marked with patriotism and political wisdom. Fernando Davila is president, and Juan Jose
de Aycinena, vice president. The provinces of

A

threatened

Calamitous fire' and loss of life. On
Saturday morning, the Slst ult. between three and
four o'clock, a fire broke out in the warehouse of
Messrs. Blane, Tompkins k Barrett, on Water, between Laurel and Vine streets— in the rear of the
bank. When the fire was first discovered, a dense
mass of smoke was breaking through the roof, and
the whole of the upper story was soon in flames;
and it being a time in the night when persons were
generally asleep, and the fire not being discovered
extent, and
till it had progressed to a considerable
also a scarcity of water, the fire rushed with unrestrained violence, and before the citizens and fire
companies could effect any thing, it had communicated to such an extent, that for a lime, all efforts
to Slav its onward course proved unvailing.
Shortly after the arrival of the engines, an explosion of gunpowder took place in the store where
the fire originated, which, however, did no particular injury except to throw the walls out of plumb,
which occasioned them to fall as hereafter stated.
The fire soon communicated to the adjoining teneOn the south were a number of wooden
ments.
among them
buildings, grocery and drug stores
Alleyne&t, Co's. and O. Cobb's— which were all;
destroyed as far down as as the store of Dennis
Maiks. To Ihe north, the adjoining store of Messrs.
burnt down, beyond
Stettinus 84 Januar)', was

—

We

subjoin

some

items:

The freeholders
Jixtension of right of suffrage.
now in possession of the elective fran
consisting of whites, browns and blacks
amount to 135,000 at least, a number which is daily
on the increase.
boat with 11 men had perished in going round
with £700 worth of provisions for the races at
of Jamaica,
chise

—

A

Annott's bay.
In several parts of the island Ihe negroes have
not returned to labor.
The great agitator, parson Knibb, (Baptist), continues to be the object of severe animadversion.
The Despatch says
This man who seems to make a trade of religion,
asserts in one breath,
•That there is no chance of obtaining Justice in

Jamaica.'

next he says:
And
•I have it from good authority that sir Lionel
Bmith declared that ho would dismiss Ihe very
first magistrate that made use of the law as an engine to oppress Ihe people!'
Some doggrels on the departure of the unpopular
governor, sir Lionel Smith, and his friend and protege Knibbs, run thus
in the

Billy

K-bli,

IJilly

Hoist llio flyini}
If thou wiehest

K-bh,

jib,

to

go with whole bones

For that well leathered follow
Bt— llo.
High lying
Thy bacon can't save from Turn Jones!

—

seriously injured, as

we

could learn.

part of the tale is yet to be
frame building adjoining Blain,
Barrett was occupied by G. M. WilIn this house several persons were cmling 8c Co.
ployed in taking out goods. Mr. B. L. Turnbull,
book merchants, and James Hayden, son of Elijah
Hayden, were engaged in rolling out a cask, when
the gable end ol the stone house of Blain, Tomj)Barrett fell on the frame and crushed them
kins
young man by the name of Brewer,
instantly.
son of Mr. Chas. Brewer, a cooper of this- city, was
In his pocket was found a receipt for
also found.
passage from Louisville to this city, on board Ihe
Several
steamboat Boston, for himself and sister.
other persons are reported to have been buried
also, but we cannot learn certainly of Ihe loss of
but one other. One body was found so much mangled and burnt that no traces could be recognized,
in all four bodies have been recovered from the

The most melancholy

told,

tlie

Tompkins

first
St,

&

A

—

further search is still being made, and it is
probable there arc others not yet found.
The following is a list of those burnt out: Stettinus & January, Blain, Tompkins & Barrett, Oscar Cobb, G. M. Willing, Alleyne &. Co. and Z.
N. Koberts, together w ith several other small estab-

ruins

authorised by the legislature, to provide

Census of ihe free white inhabitants of South Carolina, for the year 1839.
14,006
Abbeville district,
"
12,839
Anderson
"
10,9T8
Barnwell
"
9,349
Chester
5,413
Chesterfield "
"
6,029
Darlington
"
15,069
Edgefield
"
9,152
Fairfield
"
12,586
Greenville
"
3,947
Kershaw
"
5,509
Lancaster
"
12,382
Laurens
5,846
Lexington, "
"
4,119
Marlboro'
8,286
Newberry "
„
.
^ St. Matthews P. 2,116
7,392
Orangeburgh
5 ,76
^ ^^.^^^^ p
11,491
Pickens district,
5,773
"
Richland
Claremont C. 5,583 )
8,916
Sumter
, Clarenden C. 3,333 )
17,847
Spartanburg district,
"
10,873
Union
11,173
"
York
15,661
St. Philip's and St. Michael's,

Costa Rica and Vera Paz, which had separated
themselves from Ihe confederation, will, it is hoped,
rejoin it, and find their strength in union.
Mr. Stephens, our accomplished tourist, will sail
from New York for Guatemala, as soon as the sickly season on the coast may render it prudent for him
His diplomalic characto undertake the journey.
ter will secure hiine\ery protection and facility;
bnt it would be subject of regret, if any internal which, by the exertions of the firemen, the progress
In this store, also an exdissentions should at all obstruct his travels in the of flame was prevented.
the roof entirely
interior, by which the world will hereafter expect plosion took place, which threw
[Globe.
off, scattering the limbers in all directions, and
to be entertained and instructed.
what is most extraordinary is, that although the
were crowded up close to the building at
From Jamaica. We had not space more than firemen
both ends, and also, some twenty persons in Ihe inbarely to notice the arrival of Jamaica dates to
side of tlie building, no one by the explosion was

August 23d.

is

by appointments.

Drive coaches, bake, drum, dig or bore,
But let this lend rest

For surely 'twere blest,
When such vermin infest

State census. AVe are indebted to Ihe politeness of his excellency Ihe governor, for the following statement of the returns lately made to him by
the persons appointed by the legislature, at its last
Failures
session, to take the census of the slate.
have occurred, it will be seen in four instances, for
which he

—

coble go hammer,
shears, awl, or rammer,

Go

i

We have been favored with the following translaMaranham on the
tion of a proclamation issued at
ISalenGazetle.
13th July:
PBOCLAMATION.
of Maranham!— The horde

thieves;

May

tire stand, in

...,-,,
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Be off— one and all.
Be off great and small,

Letters were re-

Maranhain, of
ceived in this city on Tuesday from
that the rebelthe 14th July, from uhich we learn
and that the relion in the interior still continued,
Business, which
bels had met with new successes.
was at an enhad for some time been interrupted,
consequence of the threatening aspect
of affairs.

14

lishments.
Several explosions occurred during the fire from
the bursting of liciuor casks and barrels, but only
Ihe Iwo mentioned from powder.
[SI. Louis Republican.

,

.

679
no return.

John's, Colleton,

St.

Andrew's,
James, Goose Creek,
Christ Church,
St. Thomas and St. Dennis,
St. John's, Berkley*
St.

1,202

St.

no return.
no return.
812
390
283

St. Stephen's,

James, Santee,
Colleton district, St. Paul's P.
St. George, Dorchester,
St.

St.

Bartholomew's,

'
j

5,845

"

no return.

Beaufort,

Georgetown
Horry

777
1,603
3,465

2,014

district,

"

3.»5|

3,930

All Saints,

Marion district,
WiUiamiburgli district,

Sailor's

8,291
2,687
[South Carolinian.

Magazine for August. This num-

ber contains very interesting reports of the efforts
made in behalf of seamen at Charleston, S. C. and
It contains also
of boatmen at Cincinnati, Ohio.
extracts from a letter received in Boston from captain Bowers, dated Antwerp, October 11, 1833.
Among Ihe facts stated in the letter, are the fol-

lowing;

and
'•I have got a statement of all the American
English vessels that have arrived here for Ihe last
seven years. It as follows:

American,
English,
Other nafs.

1831 1832 1S33 1834 1835 1836 1837 1338
74
32
46 47
47 76
65
11

93 174
120 524

89 119
729 579

146 130 179 172
786 814 906 947

ships are generally large, averaging as I should think, fifteen men each: the English
Here is a
ten men each.
about
vessels carrv
port full of a'll kind of temptations to sin in its most
alluring forms, and not one voice to cry out against
reit; and the Sabbath here is a day of rioting and

The American

velling,
I have
T/ie iiifuence of the Bible among sailors.
always found a dill'erence between sailors who had
The one who has
Bibles and those who had none.
a Bible and reads it, is always a dilleienl man; he is
generally free from drunkenness, is less profane, is
better clothed, and is in every respect a belter
man; while those who do not attend to the scriptures are given up_ to work all uncleanness with

greediness."

The magazine contains a card, signed by a committee of the seamen belonging to Ihe United Stales
ship North Carolina, returning thanks to the keepers of the "Sailor's Homes" in New York, for their
attention and kindness.

A

private letter from
French steamboats.
Marseilles, conveys the intelligence that the chief
naval engineer, who had charge of the direction of
steamboats in the Mediterranean, had received orders from the French goveinment,lo prepare a plan

of organization for steam packets between BourMarshal Soult interests
doaux and New York.
himself greatly in Ihe immediate execution of Ibis
plan, which has both a military and a comTTicrciiil

—
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resting on the surface ot the water; then, after a
and conHtruction, that they may readily be convert- space of about eight or ten feet, there followed a
number of protuberances, such as have heretofore
ed into ships of war of eighty gtins.
The largest engines yet employed are of four been described; after which there was a space of
hundred horse power.
It is proposed to give the about fifteen or twenty feet, when some smaller proengines of the French steamers, four hundred and tuberances followed, apparently the tail of the fish.
The whole length of the monster was estimated by
fifty horse power.
The rail road projected between Havre and Paris lieut. B. atfiom 120 to 135 feet in length; and the
has failed. The bill authorising it was lost in the size of the head was neai ly the size of a barrel
thus corresponding with descriptions which have
chamber of deputies on the 8th of July. [G/oif.
sketch of his majesty's
been previously given.
appearance
was taken at the time.
late gale gallant conduct.
"Beneath the head of this extraordinary looking
learn from the Newbern Spectator that 14 vessels
were driven ashore at the bar near that place, dur- fish was a white appearance; but whether this was
or the foam caused
ing the late gale. The crews of three of these ves- owing to the color of the skin,
by the rapid raolion of the animal, or to a glimpse
sels were saved by the extraordinary and unaided
at the horizon between his head and the water, could
elforts of one man, whose conduct on the occasion
is beyond all praise.
The Spectator thus notices not be ascertained.
'Mr. Bubier is an experienced officer, having enhis noble and generous acts:
cannot close our brief notice of the events of tered the service in 1S13, and is familiar with the
the gale witliout paying a well merited tribute of inhabitants of the sea in every quarter of the globe;
admiration and applause to JMr. Amasa Stjron, for yet, in all his 'goings down' to the mighty deep, he
his noble daring in behalf of his suffering fellow has never seen any thing bearing any resemblance
During the latter part of the late gale, to this animal before. He is positive that it could
citizens.
and at a time when others stood aloof from the pe- not have been any species of fish with which he is
There were in the boat with him serilous undertaking, Mr. S. put off alone in an open acquainted.
pilot boat, and succeeded in saving the lives of veral men belonging to the navy, one of whom, with
three crews who were in imminent danger. -The a readiness which bears testimony to his courage
and simplicity, grasped the boat-hook, and stood
first vessel he approached,
the Thomas Winn
was sunlf, and in so exposed a situation, that he ready to grapple with the monster!
"It may not be improper here to state that lieut.
could not get alongside; the gallant Slyron anchor
ed his boat at a short distance from the wreclc, B. had been heretofore incredulous in relation to
plunged into the boiling surge, swam to the vessel, the existence of a sea serpent on our coast."
object.

to be of

such size

A

—

The

We

We

—

—

obtained a "line," and again swam to his boat! The
line having been raaile fast to the boat, the crew of
the wreck warped her alongside, got on board, and
were rescued from a watery grave.
- The intrepid Styron next succeeded in boarding
the Alabama, and talcing olf her exhausted and exposed crew, whom he landed on Portsmouth.
With a perseverance which does him everlasting
honor, the dauntless Slyron again put to sea in his
boat, determined to save the crew of the William
Gray, or perish in the attempt. Her situation was
so exposed,
the breakers making an entire breach
over her that he could not approach nearer than
about twenty yards of her, to leeward, where he
anchored. He leaped among the breakers, encouraged the crew to throw their batjgage overboard
and accompany it, assuring them that, the boat
being to leeward, all would be save. After some
hesitation they complied, reached the boat, and were
saved.
At this time a strong ebb-tide prevented their return to Portsmouth. " Mr. Styron landed them,
through the breakers, on the sea-ward side of Dry
Shoal point, where all remained till the flood-tide
made, when they launched the boat, repassed the
breakers, and reached Portsmouth about 11 o'clock
at night, almost exhausted with fatigue and expo-

—

—

—

—

Eahthquake at Martinique.

A

letter

from

the United States consul at St. Pierre, August 2,
1S39, states that on that morning, at twenty-five
minutes past two o'clock, the inhabitants were
awakened by two very severe shocks of an earthquake, each of which lasted about forty seconds.
gentleman from Baltimore {says the consul) occupied the chamber with me; we immediately rushed into the streets, which we found already filled
with men, women and children, flying in all directions, others on their knees, calling to God to preserve them. It is impossible to describe the sensations caused by such an occurrence; houses rocking to and fro, titles, small stones, and mortar, falling around, women and children screaming, and
with the expectation of seeing the houses fall upon
us, I assure you our situation is far from being enviable.
Rumors have just reached us of several
houses having fallen down at Fort Royal, of the
truth of which there can be no doubt, as many
houses were in a very precarious position, and the
shock was of such force as to have thrown down
those of more solidity.
have not heard of any
deaths, butseveral persons were much hurt in jumping from the windows, &c.

A

We

The sea sehpent. The Boston Mercantile
Journal contains an engraved view of the sea serpent, as seen off Deer island, near Boston harbor,
by lieut. Bubier, U. S. navy. Accompanying the
engraving in the Journal we find the following account of lieut. B"s observations:
"As lieut. John Bubier, of the U. S. navy, was
passing in a .sailboat from Deer island to Nahant, on
Friday last, about one o'clock, P. M. he saw a remarkable fish on tlie water, rapidly crossing the
boat's bow, at the distance of about an eighth of a
mile. The head of the fish was plainly to be seen

1823. Major Long and his party
in 1323, on their route to St. Peter 's
In the narrative of the expedition, Mr
Keating, the writer says:
"We wore much disappointed in Chicago and its
found nothing in it to justify the
vicinity.
great eulogium lavished upon this place by a late
traveller, (Mr. Schoolcraft), who observes "that it is
the most fertile and beautiful that can be imagined.'
"The provisions for the garrison are for the most
part conveyed liom Mackinaw in a schooner, and
sometimes they are brought from St. Louis, a distance of three hundred and eighty six miles, up the
Illinois and Des Plaines rivers.
"The appearance of the country near Chicago
offers but few features upon which the eye of the
There is too
traveller can dwell with pleasure.
much uniformity in the scenery: the extensive water prospect is a waste, uncheckered by islands,
unenlivened by the spreading canvass, and the fa
tiguing monotony of which is increased by the
equally undiversified prospect of the land scenery.
"The village preeejits no cheering prospect, as
notwithstanding its antiquity it consists of but few
huts, inhabited by a miserable race of men, scarcely
equal to the Indians from whom they are descendTheir houses are low, filthy and disgusting,
ed.
displaying not the least trace of comfort. Chicago is
perhaps one of the oldest settlements in the Indian
country; its name signifies either a skunk or a wild

Chicago in

visited

Chicago

river.

We

onion.

"As a place of business it offers no inducement to
the settler; for the whole amount of the trade on the
lake did not exceed the cargo of five or six schooners, even when the garrison received its supplies
from Mackinaw. It is not impossible that at some
distant period, when the banks of the Illinois shall

35

growth of Chicago, which appeared mountain high
in 1823, have been overcome, and in a very few
years Chicago will be a point of communication between the lakes and the Mississippi through which
an immense amount of commercial intercourse will
be transacted.

A POUDRE IN THE NORTHWEST. It 13 Well
known that the surface of the great sandy deserts in
the east are sometimes disturbed by the violence of
the wind
and the sand is put in motion in such
quantities, that whole caravans, consisting of many
thousands of human beings, with their beasts of

—

burden, have been buried beneath thtse arid waves
of the desert. But it may not be equally well
known that the voyageurs, when passing over the
immense plains and forests in the tract of country
in the vicinity of and northjof Lake Superior, have
to contend with difficulties of a nature not altogether dissimilar.
In the winter season, the

snow on a level is usudeep, and the thermometer a
great portion of the time below zero.
When bands
of these voyageurs are jiassing through these tracts
on snow shoes the usual mode of travelling in that
quarter if the sky is overcast, and there appears to
be but little wind, the experienced traveller will
cast a look into the distance, to be early aware of
the approach of a poudre.
And when he sees a
white but dense mist rising to a height of two or
three hundred feet, and extending on each side to a
distance of two or three miles, and evidently advancing towards him, urged onward by some mysterious
current of the atmosphere, he knows that a poudre
is approaching, and that ro time must be lost in
ally five or six feet

—

—

preparing for its approach. Then packs are thrown
and with their snow shoes in lieu of shovels
they go hastily to work, and in a few minutes will
excavate a trench or cave in the snow large enough
to contain the whole number with all their property.
In this trench they snugly ensconce themselves,
covering the aperture with skins of beasts, with
which they are always provided and here they
calmly and fearlessly await the approach of the
poudre. It passes ownvvard, and sometimes piles
the snow over their heads to the depth of several
feet
but they wait with patience in their "narrow
cell," unscathed
and after the danger is over, with
their snow-shoes they dig themselves out, and go
on their way rejoicing. "
These pnudres a])pears to be caused by whirlwinds
acting on the snow; the atmosphere is completely
filled with inconceivably fine particles, as fine as
poudre, or dust, insomuch that there is imminent
danger of suffocation as well as inhumation, if
overtaken by one of those curious phenomena,
without having taken proper precaution. Indeed,
cases have occurred where parties of Canadian
voyageurs have been unexjiectly overtaken by a
poudre, and every man has sunk down to rise no
more.
[Boston Mercantile Journal

—
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—

—
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Monument to col. R. A. Thompson. The
devoted and affectionate widow of this gallant and
lamented officer, with the aid of the Cth regiment
of United States infantry, which he formerly commanded, has erected over his remains in the cemetry at

The

West

Point, a

monument

to

his

memory.

design is chaste and beautiful, and the workmanship perfect; it was planned and executed by
Mr. Robert E. Launitz, sculptor, of the city of New
have been covered with a dense population, and York, and reflects great credit upon him.
The monument is of Grecian architecture, and of
when the low prairies which extend between that
the finest Italian marble; thirteen feet in height.
river and Fort Wayne shall have acquired a populaThe lower structure consists of a solid die, two
tion jiropoitionate to the produce they can yield,
feet high by six feet square, resting on a moulded
that Chicago may become one of the points in the
On the four faces of the die are the inscripdirect line of communication between the northern base.
tions;
a richly ornamented cap surmounts the die.
even
the
intercourse
lakes and the Mississippi; but
which will be carried on through this communica- Finely executed wreaths, composed of honeysuckles, and placed on the fourcorners and the cention will we think be at all times a limited one; the
dangers attending the navigation of the lake, and tre of the two principal faces, give to the whole a
From the centre of
the scarcity of harbors along the shore, must ever rich and chaste appearance.
prove a serious obstacle to the commercial import- the cap rises the obelisk, on the front surface of
which is carved in relief a sword, surrounded by a
ance of Chicago."
The Cleveland Herald remarks that were major wreath of laurel, gracefully arranged. On the opLong and his party to visit Chicago now, sixteen posite face is the name "Thompson," in relieved
years later than the period when they did, they block letters, encircled by two branches of olive inwould find instead of "a few low, and filthy, dis- tertwined.
The following are the inscriptions, prepared by an
gusting huts, displaying not the least trace of comofficer of the army;
fort," a cily with a population of 5 or 6,000; splenI.
did blocks of stores, large and commodious hotels,
Sacred to the remains
and elegant divellings.
of
For the schooner or two which then plied, they
Lt. col. Alex. R. Thompson,
would find steamers of 700 tons, running thence to
U. S. 6th infantry.
Butt'alo every other day, with freight and hundreds
Born Feb. 19, 1793; fell Dec. 23, 1837.
from the west, merchants from the Mississippi, traAt
at the head of his regiment,
vellers on business and travellers for pleasure.
in a successful charge,
the harbor of Chicago he might see scores of fine
Battle of Okeecho-bee,
vessels, and the like prospect would be far less moFlorida.
notonous than it was. All the impediments to the

—
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All of us eight to ten cents per yard, and have been exportand they were graciously answered.
who were engaged in the struggle must have ob- ed to a large amount. They are found, in most

11.

With morals
fourdp;!

His

life vkT.s

cxemplaiy
was glorious

as

ful

such cloths are hence furnished to the celestial em-

And have we now forgotten that powerfriend? or do we imagine we now no longer
need its assistance? I have lived, sir, a long time,
nd the longer I live the more convincing proofs 1
see of this truth that God governs in the affairs of
men. And if a sparrow cannot fall to the ground
without His notice, is it probable that an empire
can rise without his aid? We have been assured,
sir, in the sacred writings, that "except the Lord

III.

The

son of a gallant officer
of the revolutionary army,
vphose remains lie near this spot.
His devotion to country

—

was

the dictate
of principle and example.

IV.
This monument
is

felicity.

cases, a be'ter remittance than dollars, or bills cf
'Wl'on I was in China in 17&0,"said
exchaiig.:.
agenti(-u:a:i largely engaged in the tiade for a long
period, "I ))urchased as part of my adventure home,
cotton shirtings, at four times the cost at which

served frrqnent instances of a =uperintendin<r Providence ill ciir favor. To i:!i;i kind Providence- we
owe this happy opporlunily of consulling in ])eoce
on the means of establishing our luture national

on Chri.=tisn pipty.

as his death

—
—
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build the house, they labor in vain that build it."
I firmly believe this; and I al?o believe that, without His concurring aid, we shall succeed in this political building no better than the builders of Babel;

the joint tribute

of his afl'ectionate vfidow
and admiring regiment.

pire."

Another affair of rank. The Naples corot the New York Star, under date of the

respondent
16th

nit.

thus speaks of the arrival of the U. S. ship

at that port, and of a little disagreement between com. Hull and the British admiral.

Ohio,

It should be made an invariable rule, that, in r.O
case, should an officer be allowed to take his wife
or family in any of our public ships, .is you must be
aware that it does more or less interfere with the
internal arrangement, and very often deters the
commander from carrying sail, and in other words
they are in the way of the officers attending to
The commodore is a great favorite on
their duties.
this station, and never have the officers of any ship
of war received so much marked atteidion as those
of the Ohio from the public authorities and royal

we shall be divided by our little, partial, local interests; our projects will be confounded, and we
ourselves shall become a reproach and a byword
worse, manrican troops were quartered at Newburg, at the down to future ages. And what is
from this unfortunate instance,
close of the revolutionary war, and the soldiers were kind may hereafter,
human wisgovernment
by
establishing
despair
of
by
government
stirred up to rebellion against the
war, and conquest.
the famous anonymous letters, which it has since dom, and leave it to chance,
They were presentfamily while lying at Lisbon.
move
leave
to
therefore
beg
I
general
Armwritten
by
were
ascertained,
been
That henceforth, prayers, imploring the assist- ed to the queen, who teemed delighted with tlie
strong, then a major in the army, general Washingblessing on our delibera- ship, which was crowded with visiters all the time
ton convened the officers, for the purpose of address- ance of heaven, and its
I will mention to you a little cirbe- she was there.
ing them on the subject, and calming the tumult tions, be held in this assembly every morning
cumstance which occurred on the arrival of the Ohio
which was beginning to rage in their bosoms. He fore we proceed to business, and that one or more at that place, when on coming to anchor, and alter
officiate
held a paper in his hand on which the remarks he of the clergy of this city be requested to
firing a salute which was answered by the authoriand then it was, in that service.
intended to make were written
boat came alongside from the
ties of the port.
that finding himself unable to read without assistof admiral of the English squadron, which consisted of
board
understand
that
a
The
army.
spectacles
from
his
drawing
his
was
ance as he
the line and several smaller vessels,
ships
of
three
examinpurpose
of
for
the
pocket this unpremedilated expression broke from officers is now sitting
and invited the commodore on board his vessel. On
him one of the most pathetic that ever fell from hu- ing candidates for admission into the army. The going he was met at the gang-way by an officer, and
man lips "pUow citizens," said he "you perceive I examination is of their general health and apparent ushered into the admiral's quarters, without any of
bat blind in your service." physical ability to endure the fatigues of the proliave nut only grown gray
customary on such occasions,
they have received a fair English the usual formalities
[^rmy and Navy

Anecdote of Washington.

Chronicle.

When

the

Ame-

—

A

We

—
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The

eti'ectof

— no eye was

thisjemark was

electrical.

No bosom

fession,

and that

education. To determine the latter, it is understood that each candidate should show an ability to
read and write well; that he should have a know
Franklin was, believe, the first to discover the ledge of the four ground rules of arithmetic, of
decimal and
fact that the northeasterly gales which sweep the the rule of three, and of the use of
American coast in the autumn always begin in the vulgar fractions; that he should have a general
southwest. The gale of last week, which appears knowledge of geography, of the history of his own
organization of his governto have been one of extreme violence, was an il- country, and of the
[Globe.
lustration of this curious fact, as will be seen by ment as exposed in the constitution.
the following memoranda of the periods of its
convention.
nationmilitary
National
various
points
at
termination,
commencement and
on the coast between Charleston and Portland. al military convention is recommended to be held
on the first Monday in October next, in the city of
They are from the New York Herald:
New York, for the purpose of taking into conside"^
"s
'0
§
J
Places.
^ S-a ration the condition of the militia of the United
^ to
5-H ;S
-J
States, and urging (if thought necessary) upon the
Charleston, 28, 7 p. m. N.E. 29, 6 a.m. N.W. 29, 4 p. m. proper constitutional authority a re-organization of
'
N.E 29,11 "
the same, by an amendment of the present militia
Wilm'gNC"
"
"
30,— "
"
29
Norfolk,
laws.
late state convention, held in Albany, re"
"10" commended the appointment of delegates in the fol
New York, 30 2 a.m. "
"
"
31, 4 a.m.
Providence," 10 "
Each major and brigadier general
lowing
manner.
"
N.Bedford," 2p.m. "
to be a delegate, and each of these to appoint two
"
" 9 "
"
"
Boston,
'I
others; every colonel and commissioned officers of
"
"
"
"
11
"
"
Gloucester,
non-commissioned officers and
"
"
"
"
" —p.m. every regiment; the
Pordand,
privates of every regiment, each to appoint one deDr. Franklin and legislative chaplains. legate. The fall drills are favorable opportunities
Our great American philosopher has not been for makin:; the appointments, and it is to be hoped
usually ranked among those who, among the re- they will be improved.
The newspa[ier3 throughout the union are requestnowned names of the world, can be claimed as a
believer and follower of the Christian religion. ed to copy this.

proof against it.
(Boston Mercantile Journal,

A

•

•

^

U

—

A

"_"
—
—
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is annexed, and which
we do not remember to have seen before, there is
such proof, both ol religious faith and practical wisdom, as to outweigh many vague accusations.

Yet, in the testimony which

[New York
Motion for prayers in

the convention.

.American.

Mr. Presi-

small progress we have made, after four
dent:
or five week's close attendance and continual reasoning with each other, our dilferent sentiments on
almost every question, several of the last producing as many noes as ayes, is, methinks, a melancholy proof of the imperfection of the human un-

The

inilecd, seem to feel our own
wisdom, since we have been runit.
We have gone back
to ancient history for models of government, and
examined the dilferent forms of those republics,
which, having been originally formed with the

derstaniling.

want of
niii"' all

We,

political

about

in

search of

own dissolution, now no longer exist;
and we have viewed modern states all round Ku-

seeds of their

rope, but find none of their constitutions suitable to

our circumstances.
In this situation of this assembly, groping, as it
in the dark to find political trutii, and scarce
able to distinguish it when presented to us, how has
it happened, sir, that we nave not hitherto once
thought of applying humbly to the Father of Lights
In the beginning
to illuminate ourund.Mslandings?
of the contest with Britain, when we were sensible
of danger, we had daily prayers in this room for the
Our prayers, sir, were heard
divine 'protection.

were

and without any salute being fired.
The commodore remained but a short lime, but
before leaving gave the admiral an invitation to
visit him.
So the next day they saw preparations
making for him to leave ship, and he was received
in the Stime way that he received the commodore.
In the afternoon their consul came on board, expressing many regrets that any circumstance should
have transpired to interrupt the good feeling which
had so long existed, and endeavored to explain it
away by saying that the admiral was not aware how
many guns the commodore was entitled to, and begged the commodore would accept an invitation from
So thus
the admiral to dine, which was accepted.
ended the aifair, neither saluting while in port.

Indiana. From the N. Y. Courier and Enquirer,
It has been recently stated that the public improvements in Indiana had been suspended, in consequence ol the difficulty of raising the necessary

—

We

are gratified to
funds for their completion.
The follearn that this suspension is but partial.
lowing statement of the debts and resources of the

with which we have been favored by its intelligent fiind commissioner, presents certainly a most
need nardly say that its accufavorable view.
racy ni.ay be relied on with the most perfect confi-

state,

We

dence.
Statement of the public debt and resources of IndiMessrs. Editors The first debt contracted
ana.
by the state of Indiana, was for the Wabash and Erie
GiRARD college. A Correspondent of the Daily canal, for which loans amounting to if: 1,727,000
Advertiser gives the following description of the have been made; 90 miles of the canal are finished
edifices connected with this institution: "The col- and in use, and fifly-five miles more nearly completthe cost
lege is on an eminence about equi-distant from the ed, from the Ohio state line to Lafavclle
Schuylkill and Delaware rivers. Two buildings of of which, in all, is estimated at g2,00b,000. To pay
the five are erected, and the walls of the large edi- this sum, $220,000 has been received from the sale
The o( lands donated by the United States, .S(:!G7,833 is
fice, which will be in the centre, are un.
buildings are of while marble, and they will be the still due on lands sold, and there are lands owned by
most splendid of any thing in this country. The the state unsold, estimateil by J. L. Williams, esq.
pillars of the largest will cost, it is said, half a chief engineer, of the state, to be worth $1,S0S,390.
million of dollars, the cost of each being $'10,000. The whole will fall but little short of completing the
They are about sixty feet high, and the diameter of canal to Teire Haute, 235 miles, along the richest
their base about ten feet.
The rooms in this build- valley in the western country.
The second loan authorised by the slate of Indiing are, I sliould judge, filly feet square.
The
partitions between the rooms are more than three ana, was for bank capital, made in the years 1834,
leet thick.
From the top of this edifice, where '35 and '36— in all $1,390,000. With this the state
temporary seats have been erected, you have a purchased bank slock in the only bank in the stale,
view of the whole city and the surrounding coun- 111 which her interest is about equal to that of individuals. The clear profits on this slock alter paying
try.
The penitentiary is immediately before you
the interest on the loan, allowing for contingencies,
the Schuylliill and the waterworks on your right
already exceed $300,000; and it is a low estimate
and the Delaware on your left."
that these profits by the end of the charter in 1S59,
Changes of trade. It is curious, snys the which are annually added to a sinking fund for that
writer of "Commercial Sketches of Boston" in purpose, will pay the loan with which the stock was
Hunt's Merchants' Magazine for August, to mark purchased, and leave the principal to be disposed of
Formerly, as the state shall direct.
the changes which time works in trade.
Loans by the stale of Indiana, for several woiks of
a part ol the return cargoes from Canton, were
years internal improvement, have been aulhorised to the
some
cloths.
Now
and
for
coarse cotton
past, cotton cloths are shipped from Boston to Cal- amount of $10,000,000, of which less than 5,000.000
cutta and Canton. They usually cost here from dollars have been actually expended. The interest on

—

—
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this sum, until the profits on the public works beavailable, has been provided for by taxation,
though about $40,01)0 a year is realized lor purpose
out of a part of the United States surplus revenue
More ot this surplus revenue can be made available
ior the same object, and an increase of bank slock
which has been authorised by law, though not yet
etfected, and the completion of the public works
will come in aid of taxation, which as yet has been
increased each year as the state debt has increased
By the above it will be seen that the actual debt of

come

the state of Indiana is but little more than $13,000,000;
that about $2,200,000 can be provided for out
of the landdonaled by the United States; 2,800,000
more by the state bank capital, and profits, and the
public works undertaken must be worth much more
than the remaining debt.
furlher sum of one million dollars will complete
200 miles of Ihe canals, 44 miles of rail road, and 41
miles of iMcAdamized road, all which will yield
more or less income.
morning paper (the Express) has been misinformed as to the return ot Indiana 6 per cent, sterling bonds from England, no bonds of that description having ever been sold.
L. H. Scott,
Fund coin'r of the state of Indiana.
S. Merrill, ^res'Z of state bank.

A

A

Sunday newspapers.

Common

pleas

— before

judge Ulshoeffer. Edward Barnetvs. James F. Par-

The

was the acting agent
and book-keeper of the "Sunday Morning News,"
a newspaper, and the defendants Sunday officer of
ker.

plaintiff in this suit

the third ward, who, having prevented a boy selling the paper in question on a Sunday morning, the
boy resorted to the newspaper office, when the

and was in consequence arrested by the defendant.
The action
was brought to recover damages for this arrest, the
plaintitf alleging that pecuniary gain was not his
object, but simply to test the question whether the
arrest was made in a legal manner, and whether the
sale of newspapers on Sunday could be prevented
by law.
On the circumstances of the case there
was no dispute.
The legal points involved were
long and ably argued. From the charge of the
judge, which is very full, and our limits do not permit us to give it at large, it would appear that the
sale of newspapers in the streets on Sundays was,
plaintitf put himself in his place,

in his opinion illegal, but that the arrest of the
plaintiff witliotit a warrant from a justice of the
peace, was contrary to law, and that therefore the
plaintilfwas entitled to a verdict.
The case was given to the jury at 10 o'clock on
Wednesday night, when they retired to their room.
After an hour's absence, a message was received
that there was no prospect of their agreeing upon a
verdict, when the court instructed them, in case of
an agreement before morning, to bring in a sealed
verdict, and then adjourned."
On the opening of
the court yesterday morning, the jury came into
court and rendered a verdict for the defendant,
notwithstanding the instructions given them in the
charge of the court.
We understand that a motion for a new trial
has been filed by the plaintiff, Mr. Barnett.
INetv York Enquirer.

More seizures. It is stated in the Philadelphia Inquirer of Monday, that the late extensive
seizures of imported cloths, and the probability of
the libelled goods being long excluded from the
market, have caused a rise in the article generally,
of about 10 per cent.
Tonnage on the western rivers. From a
table of the registered, enrolled and licensed tonnage of the United States, the Pittsburgh Advocate
has compiled the following statement of the tonnage of the several principal ports on the western

New

rivers, exclusive of
sea than a river port:

Orleans, which

...

Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati,
St. Louis,
Louisville,
Nashville,

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Wheeling,

-

-

-

Rock Island. A

is

rather a

11,864
10,376
9,373
7,734
5,481
30,534

71

36
00
00
00
.36

correspondent of the Cincinnati

Gazette, gives the following description of this place.
Rock Island is 90 miles below Gelena, and 115

below Dubuque. It is rock bound in its whole circumference, is extremely fertile, is entirely above
high water mark, and as much surpassing in scenic
loveliness, the

as

fai--famed

one can well conceive.

island of Blannerhassett,
The old fort, and the

handsome residence of Mr. Davenport, give to it an
air of great beauty, as you ascend the river.
It was this neighborhood to which Black Hawk
elung wilh so much patriotic affection.

Here, a

14,
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37

way back of Stephenson, stood his celebrated ties passed a law, that all dogs should be muzzled,
Sac village of 400 houses containing 6,000 inhabi- or rather the terms were, "that all dogs should
Here, also are wear a muzzle," or the owner of a dog not wearing
1,500 noble warriors.
the graves of his father and the numerous oifspi ing a muzzle should be brought up and fined; and the
of his ancestors; and nothing now remains of the regulation further stated, that any body convicted
village but their corn hills, the blackberry briars of having "removed the muzzle from off a dog
man, therefore,
which have overspread them, and their large and should also be severely fined."
romantic cemetery. At this point will be built, I tied a muzzle to his dog's tail (the act rot stating
The where the muzzle was to be placed). One of the
predict, the Cincinnati of the Mississippi.
Rock river valley is subservient to it. By this ri- city officers perceiving this dog with his muzzle at
ver, which is navigable for steamboats 220 miles, the wrong end, took possession of the dog, and
and a canal, it will be connected with Milwaukie, brought it to the town-hall. Its master, being well
St. Anthony's Falls are 500 known, was summoned and appeared.
He proved
on Lake Michigan.
miles above, wliich allows a free navigation to the that he complied with the act, in having fixed a
countries on the Wabesipinicoa, Mayuoyuetois, muzzle on the dog, and farther, the city officer
having
taken
the
muzzle
off the dog's tail, he insistTurkey, Upper Iowa and St. Peter's rivers, all coming down from the interior of Iowa, and to the Wis- ed that he should be fined five dollars for so doing.
[Captain Marryall's Diary in ..Smerica.
consin, Big Black, Chippewa, and St. Crox rivers,
of Wisconsin territory. Here is a country more exFreaks of wealth. The wealth which now
tensive than that between Cincinnati and Pittsburg,
and possessing all its advantage. Rock Island must exists in Amsterdam falls much short of what it was
previous to the French revolution, orduring the pebe the manfufacturing point lor all this region.
Persons emigrating to the Upper Mississippi, on riod of Dutch commercial pre-eminence. It is not
Iowa, should bear this in mind, and should view long since strangers, in visiting Amsterdam, were
carefully Ihe Rock river valley, and Ihe country shown the spacious house of a merchant, who, after
along the Cedar, the Wabesipinicon and the Mayu- lavishing much on furniture and paintings, actually
oyuetois rivers. The two latter streams may be caused the floor of one of his apartments to be laid
with Spanish dollars, set on edge. Whims equally
compared to the Great and Little Miamis.
A New England population is overspreading the ridiculous for disposing of an overplus of wealth ap.
country. Illinois is divided into three congression- pear to have been far fiom uncommon in former
Last fall the northern one gave 36,000 times, in Holland. A gentleman of my acquaintal districts.
votes, while the two southern ones, united, gave ance, passing through Arnhem a few years ago, had
only twenty-eight thousand. So that Illinois, north his aitenlion directed to an old fantastical-looking
of the Illinois river, polls almost as many votes as dwelling, concerning which he gathered the followThe original owner was a
the whole state of Missouri! Iowa will be populous ing historical romance.
Jew, and he erected the house out of pure revenge.
enough next May or June to become a state.
Twelve or fifteen boats have been at St. Antho- His coffers were so well replenished, that he was at
ny's Falls this season. Let those who have heard a loss how to employ his superfluous cash; at last he
hit upon a fanciful expedient.
He determined to
much of North River scenery visit these falls.
They will see a blending of the beautiful and grand, make a pavement before his residence of large massive
[ilates of silver, and to surround it with an or.
North
River.
the
not to be found on
The land sales for Rock Island and adjoining namental chain of the same costly metal. Before
counties, will take place at Galena, on the 23d of carrying his plan into effect, it behoved him to obSeptember. Those for Iowa, on the 21st of Octo- tain the sanction of authorities, These worthies,
Persons having money should however, void of sympathy, set their face against a
ber, at Burlington.
proposition which might have compelled them to
not fail to attend.
increase the strength of the town guard. Enraged
Commerce with Hayti. The following offi- at their non-compliance, Moses determined to pucial statement of imports from October 1, 1837, to nish them. He ordered his dwelling, situated in the
September, 30, 1838, being the value of merchandise principal street, immediately to be pulled down, and
imported from each country, is taken from the re- on its site erected the one now standing. It is liteport of the secretary of the treasury, just published. rally covered with diabolical figures, amounting, it
[Ghambert's Continental Tour.
It will be seen that ourimports from the "black re- is said, to 365.
public" exceed those from either Holland, Italy,
Riots on the Chesapeake and Ohio canal.
Sweeden and Norway, Sicily, Portugal, Belgium,
Denmark or Prussia— those ancient and proud mo- The laborers employed on the line of the canal in
narchies with which we interchange consuls, the vicinity of Cumberland have been committing
It will great excesses for some time time past, and rendered
charges des aflairs, or ministers resident!
be seen also that the imports from Hayti fall but it necessary to call out the militia for their suppression.
The troops despatched to the scene of the
little shortof the imports from each of the following;:
Russia, the British West Indies, Columbia while outrages were chiefly from Washington county,
they are greater than the imports from the British and placed under the command of col. Thruston'
from whose official report to gen. Williams, the
East Indies, Scotland, Africa or Ireland
editor of the Hagerstown Torch Light has been
'$1,898,396
1 Russia,
permitted to make the following selection of facts
1,635,843
2 British West Indiess
contained in it.
1,615,249
3 Columbia,
"On Tuesday morning, the 27th August, colonel
1,275,762
4 Havti,
Thruston moved from Cumberland with a lorce of
1,180,897
5 Holland,
about
80 men, composed of captain King's, Haller's
944,238
Italy,
6
and McCulloch's volunteer companies, in the di854,771
7 Sweeden and Norway,
rection of Little Orleans, where he arrived at 12
675,531
8 British East Indies,
o'clock the next day, and found all the laborers at
594,665
9 Scotland,
work, without any suspicion of his approach. He
541,931
10 Africa,
captured all the men on the section, picked out
345,862
Sicily,
11
such as could be identified as rioters, disarmed
396,864
12 Portugal,
them all, destroyed the arms, and moved up the
239,928
13 Belgium,
On reaching the next section above, the
line.
75,162
14 Ireland,
colonel discovered that an express had been sent
27,118
15 Denmark,
up by the workers announcing the arrival of the
6,629
16 Prussia,
During the same period our domestic exports to troops; consequently, those who were conscious of
Hayti exceeded those to either the following guilt had an opportunity to conceal themselves or
countries— Russia, Sweeden and Norway, Italy, to carry off Iheir arms. From this point up, they
Denmark, Portugal, Prussia, Sicily, Greece, Co- were engaged in searching for concealed arms, and
pursuing those who fled. They were joined by
lumbia or China.
The number of American and foreign vessels, col. Hollingswolh's and major Barnes' cavalry dewith their tonnage and crews wdiich entered into stroyed 40 or 50 shantees and shops; took and dethe United States, from Hayti, or which cleared stroyed about 120 guns and pistols, and captured
from the United States for Hayti, during the same 26 of the prominent leaders, who are now in CumThe troops were actively engaged (or
period, exceed that of either of Ihe following: Rus- berland jail.
sia. Prussia, Sweeden, Dutch West Indies, Scot- five days, and performed a march of Si miles. The
land, Ireland, Spain on the Atlantic, Spain on the state of the country along the whole line is described
Mediterranean, Portugal, Italy, Sicily, Mexico, as being in the most unhappy condition. The lives
and property of citizens and contractors are so ut[Jour, of Com.
Venezuela, or China.
terly at the mercy of the ruffians that not one of Ihe
people within their reach was willing to give inforlaw.
the
evading
ingenuity
in
American
The very first object of the Americans, after a law mation, or even to be seen communicating with the
has been passed, is to find out how they can evade troops. A regular organization among the laborers
it.
This exercises their ingenuity; and it is very was forming. They po.ssess, as far as could be asamusing to observe how cleverly they sometimes certained, about 500 stand of arms, and but a few
At Baltimore, in consequence of the days ago they procured a further supply of 50 laro-e
manage it.
prevalence of hydrophobia, the civic authori- duck guns from Baltimore. Tha troops found a
little
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tlie penny postage bill has passed.
number ol copies of printed passwords and coun- sion, except that
Williams, This is the most important act of the session, and
tersio-n« one of which was sent to general
attract
great attention to the postage
naturally
will
_
and handed to u.- by him.
The country will regard
'was beaten at Little Or- tax in the United States.
Mr. Hughes
of
the
point
it with great satisfaction, and all classes will un
at
lying
now
is
leans by the rioters,
lite- doubtedly reap great advantages from its operation.
death; and a German laborer, who had been
now undergoing In a mercantile point of view it is most important,
rally roasted alive by them, is
and we anticipate a considerable increase of trade
severe suffering.
1

|

.

A

Monday evening and commerce in consequence.
There continues to be great anxiety about the
experiencing great fatigue and
crops,
but more promising weather we are now
having leads to the impression, that there will
ged and uninhabited country."
ciop,
but of this, there is doubt in
average
man
be
an
one
that
states
Civilian
Cumberland
The
market.
was accidentally killed he was about to be taken London, wliich has its effect on the money
The chancellor of the exchequer last night inform,
prisoner, and whilst under the arrest of an officer
already
been
there
had
commons
that
of
the
house
pistol,
ed
with
a
armed
of the civil authority, who was
entering the body subscribed at the Bank of England, for the funding
it accidentally went off, the ball
exchequer
of
bills £3,721,000,
£4,000,000
of
the
arrest.
under
of the man
leaving only £279,000 to be subscribed this day.
From the Mediterranean. The following We have no doubt that this sum will be accomplished in the course of the morning.
Ameridistinguished
a
letter
from
is an extract of a
There continues to be great pressure on the
can, now in the Mediterranean, dated June 3d, 1839:
"The Archipelago is swarming with pirates. The money market, but I hope the pressure is passing
over.
Private bank bills have been 5J to (>, and
war
vessels
of
have
Austrian, French and English
of joint stock bank bills have been 6 to 7 per cent, and
to protect their commerce, but although the crew
of bills are up as high as 10 per
other
kinds
with
bis
gentleman
American
having
an
a vessel
downward
wife on board have all been murdered by the pirates cent. The rates, however, now have a
there has not been an American vessel of war up tendency.
cavalry returned here on

The

in

good health,

after

deprivation, in a

—

march of many days over a rug-
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THE CROPS IN ENGLAND.

here for more than a year. The Ameiicans here
complain much of it, and inquire of me what has
become of our Mediterranean squadron."

Correspondence of the New York Express
London, August 23.
I had hoped to be able to
furnish you in the interesting state of your grain
DAY'S LATER.
market, accounts of the crops in all pasts of Europe
so that you could be able to judge of the propriety
ARRIVAL OF THE GREAT WESTERN.
The Great Western was visible by the Telegraph of export, but I am disappointed, inasmuch as the
Tuesday morning, soon after six o'clock, and about doubtful weather in the north of Europe prevents
way to her the lorming of a correct opinion.
10.^ o'clock was off the Battery on the
In the south of Europe the wheat harvest may be
berth at the new pier of the tobacco warehouse.
There is no novelty whatever from the advices in considered as over, but the yield was not so large as
very good harvest has was expected some time ago, though it is good.
the continent.-vl markets.
The advance in price at Leghorn and Trieste is
been got in, in France.
The most important item of political news by no sign of a deficit in the crop, because the nevs-s
the Great Western appears to be the protr<\cted set- of a probable deficit in England had had an effect
there.
tlement of affairs in the east without bloodshed.
In the north of Europe there appears to have been
The disturbed state of England continues, particuIt is apparent the same kind of weather that we have had so much
larly in the manufacturing districts.
supthe
government
force
of
military
A great deal of rain has fallen in the
the
of
in England.
that only
presses a violent attempt at revolution by the chart- Baltic. "The wheat on the Vistula had been essenThe weather by the last dates, how
It is also remarkable that the government, and tially injured.
ists.
the landlords, as well as the merchants and manufac- ever, had been more promising.
The anxiety respecting our crops continues to be
turers express no apprehensions and appear to feel
no alarm, and probably none exists, because the intense, and though the bright weather of the day or
purposes of the charlists are so frantic as to be ridi- two past has brishtened our hopes, yet the'anxiety is
A hungiy, ravenous, uneasy
liardly mitigated.
culous and cleaily they are powerless.
In the manufacturing districts of England, the population already exists on account of a portion of
cotton mills generally were worked on short the crops, and if there be another failure, it will be
quite impossible to keep such a population in check.
Mr. Webster was in Scotland. He was to be at In the southern part of England the crops are known
but in the
to be good because the harvest is over,
the Eglintoun tournament.
The London Times, on the authority of its Paris north the rain and consequent cold weather, I fear,
correspondent, stales that Mr. Christopher Hughes, has materially injured the crops, and it is cerThe character of
our charge d'alfairs to Sweeden, was negotiating tain the harvest will be late.
with the French government the recognition by the crops generally will not be known for four or
France of the independence of Texas, but this was five weeks, and every day of sun, here, for some
time to come will make an up, and every day .of
denied "by authority" in London.
Mr. Brunei has notified the rain a down.
Tlie Th'imes Tunnel.
work is completed to
We find in the
The race of the steam ships out.
lord mayor of London that this
London Sun the following data, furnished by a corwithin five feet on the Middlesex side.
Monetary intelligence— cily, Thursday evening.— respondent of the progress of speed (as per log)
Money continues to be much in demand, yet it is each day of the Great Western and British Queen,
circles and on the after they left New York
easier both in the commercial
Great
stock exchange; but it has had little or no etli!ct upon
Western.
Notwithstanding
the late arrifunds.
British
the
and some portion of
vals of bullion from America
say* 90
August 1
the continent, still we find, as will be seen from the]
"
following official returns, that it is still exported to,
some extent, chiefly to Hamburgh, lor the Russian

TWENTY-FOUR
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From the 15th to the 21st instant
in that city.
the exports of gold coin amounted to 2,030 ounces,
and of bars 6 12 ounces. Of silver, the exports in
coin have been during the same period 50,104 ounces,
[Morning Herald.
and in bars 11,!>9:5 ounces.
Mr. F. T. Baring will be the new chancellor of
the exchequer in the room of Mr. Spring Rice,
whose elevation to the peerage will take place imNew writs for Cambridge and Portsmediately.
mouth will be moved for before the eml of the ses[London Sun.
sion.
mint

Cm-responilmce of
London, .flugusl 23.
rogued on Wednesday.

There
queen is

is

to

New York E.tpress.
Parliament i.s to be pro-

the

.

,

„

,

,

a story originating in the Post that the
to the prince Albert Francis,

be married

second son of the reigning duke of Saxe Cohurgh,

having no new Itiiinilation in
an old story renewed,
any new fact. The Post, however, persists in its
allusion will be made to it
says
and
announcement,
of parliament.
in the prorogation

The passing of the penny postage bill to a law has
*given great satisfaction; and people here seer-

NILES'
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This extensive and
built for this special purpose.
well combined operation embraces every colony,
British and foreign, and the coast of America, from
Surinam to New Orleans; at the same time furnishing all these countries with a connected line of packets for correspondence and passengers with each
other ami with New York and Halifax, as well as
with Europe, by the direct line from this country, to
and fiom the West Indies. The course of post with
the West Indies from London to London again will
be 58 days, with abundance of time at every place
(from three days to fifteen days, as may be Jamaica will have ten days) to reply to letters; and besides their ordinary course of post as just mentioned, Barbadoes, Grenada, St. Thomas, and Porto
Rico, and also a portion of Huyti, will be able to
communicate with London in 43 days.
hear also that it is contemplated to connect
with this plan a line of sailing packets from Panama
to Sydney, by which the course of post between that
place and London might be brought to about five
months.

—

—
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roz was pushing on the siege of Segura, and it was
supposed that Cabrera was m^a^rcMng to the relief of
On the 13th, M. Metaxa, the Greek
that fortress.
ambassador, left Madrid, his government having
On the 18th of August they filled the old pa- thought proper to suppress all legations but those of
trial.
the the courts of London, Paris, Vienna, Berlin and St.
rish church in that town, and also crowded
They had proclaimed theii intention Petersburgh, in order lo save the expense of such
church yard.
of attending the same place on Sunday the 25th, and missions to the country.
From the Spanish frontier the accounts received
had sent a request to the clergyman to preach from
5th James, first six verses— "Go to, now, ye rich are of the 18th August. The whole of the news
they bring is included in the following paragraph,
men," &.c.
Every newspaper one opens which we copy from Galignani's Messenger of
State of the country.

Generally, the clergyman proceeds with his submanner not very gratifying to the chartists,
and this leads to tumult'. At Sheffield 72 persons
arrested,
but two only had been committed for
were

1

ject in a

We

The bargain made for the performance of this most
important and wide extended service is, we hear,
reasonable on the part of the contractors and liberal
on the part of government. It is also but justice to
the latter to stale that they entered into this great
measure with the utmost readiness, and with the
most anxious desire to benefit and to advance the
great commercial and colonial interests of this country; and as the plan and all its combinations become
known, these, we feel convinced, will be acknowledged by all to be the greatest boon ever conferred
by any goveinment upon the colonial and the commercial interests of this country. On the British
colonies in the western world, and all South America, and every place on the gulf of Mexico, it must
confer inestimable and lasting benefits. Placed in
the heart as it were of the great continent of America, the moving power of this mighty combination
and rapid communication will spread its invigorating

of the symptoms of a feverish state ol the
country. If a civil war raged in the land, we could
hardly expect to receive from the seat of hostilities
more alarming accounts than such as the newspapers daily supply from disturbed districts in the
Tumultuary risings— not mobs
north of England.
of an hour or two, easily put down by a magistrate
and half-a dozen constables, but riots of two or three
days' continuance— take place, in defiance of strong
bodies of armed police and dragoons. Mobs have
been charged by infantry with fixed bayonets, yet
have returned to the attack reckless and infuriated.
Attempts have tieen made to rescue prisoners, to set
fire to buildings and to stone magistrates and police
is lull

of men, women and children, have
into factories, stopped their works,
and compelled peaceably disposed persons to "turn
Policemen with their truncheons
out" with them.
are mere sport for the populace becoming familiar
to death.

Gangs

forced their

way

Wednesday.

"Our correspondent in the Basque provinces informs us, on the 17th inst. that Don Carlos left San
Esteban on the 15th for Estello. Just as he was
getting on horseback he addressed the troops and
said
'I have no confidence in my general; I am'going to put myself at the head of the army with my
The soldiers all replied,
son; will you follow me?'
'we will follow you to the death!' with the greatest
enthusiasm. Elio remains with the 9th and part of
the 7th battalions of Navarre, watching the revolters.
All the peasants and troops are said to be read}' to
ri.se in favor of Don Carlos against Maroto; but every
letthing will depend on what is done at Estella.
ter from Bayonne says that all the town was in commotion on the 17th, a false report having arrived of
Elio having actually begun the attack on Vera. According to a lelter from St. Jean de Luz, the infante
Don Sebastian is strongly inclined to side with Ma-

with the bayonets and daggers. And these scenes
have occurred in many large and populous places
and districts— Manchester, Rochester, Bolton, Stockport, Bury, Heywood, Middleton, Macclesfield,
Nottingham and'Sheflield. The judges on the circuit are guarded, not as formerly by worthy farmers,
following their hindlord, the high sheriff, in peaceaSpecial conble procession, but by regular troops.
stables are appointed by thousands, and the yeomanon hussars
reliance
is
main
the
but
out;
called
are
ry
In fact, a large portion of the couninfluence to places and to vast and rich couctries and dragoons.
martial law.
under
virtually
moment
this
at
try
is
inaccessible,
unknown
and
hitherto comparatively
in the world, and Great
Britain in particular, will derive the greatest advanIt will tend to the peaceably consolidation
tages.
of the different states in the new world, by increasing the industry and the wealth of their people; and,
consequently, enabling these states to repay the
heavy debts which they owe to British subjects.
The whole plan will be found to be worthy of this
country, and to confer credit and honor upon the government and the post office establishment thereof,
and also upon every one who has been engaged in

and from which every nation

Where

is

this to

—

A

roto."

PORTUGAL.
TTie slave trade.

[Spectator.

end?

The queen was lo
Prorogation of parliament.
prorogue parliament in person on Tuesday the 27th
day of August. There were reports in London that
the prorogation was to be by commission, in order
that mention might be made of the intended marriage of the queen, but this report, although stated
by the Morning Post, as by authority, proved to be
unfounded, and her majesty is yet to enjoy the sole
advice of

my

lord

The excitement produced in
its being known that the

Lisbon, in consequence of

government was

at length seriously engaged
out its declarations with respect to the
suppression of the Portuguese slave trade, and had
actually carried its bill for that purpose through the
house of commons without opposition, had somewhat subsided, and in the higher circles it had become clear that the warlike outbursts of the government press would not be supported; and the new premier, although raised to his present eminence by
abuse of England, had found out that when words
were to be verified by deeds, he would not be supported by many who had landed and urged him on
as long as the crisis was at a distance; and in short,
appearances were in favor of the Portuguese go-

British

in carrying

vernment succumbing

to necessity.

[Cor.

Mom.

Chron. Aug. 12.

AFFAIRS OF THE EAST.

Melbourne.

The

porte has accepted the mediation of the five
Lord Palmerslon stated in the house of commons, great powers, who have interfered for the settlement
planning and arranging this most important measure. in answer to Mr. Hume, that on Ihe 28th of last of the eastern quarrels, so that there is now no pros[London Sunmonth a note had been presented to the ministers of pect of a war. Vienna, it is thought, will be the seat
By October, 1841, the porte, signed by the representatives of the five of their conference.
Ocean steam, navigation.
there will be thirteen large and splendid steam-ships great powers, technically called "a collective note,"
The French and English fleets of 22 sail were
running across the Atlantic ocean. Not one will be which stated that they were instructed by their re- united off Tenedos.
smaller than the Liverpool, and more than half of spective governments to inform the porte that the
Ibrahim, the conqueror, has halted in his career;
them will be larger than Ihe Great Western. Four five powers were agreed generally as to the affairs
negotiating with the grand seignior;

o£ the thirteen w ill ply between Liverpool, Halifax
and Boston, and the balance will run from Bristol,
London, Liverpool, and the Clyde to New York.
The British Queen and President will be followed
by the United Kingdom, City of New York, the
Clyde steamer, and the United States, in rapid succession. The four Halifax steamers will be ready
There may be twenty or thirty
early in 1841.
steamers running over the Atlantic from different
ports in Europe to America, but we can only speak
gentleman who arrived in
positively of thirteen.
the Liverpool told us that the frame of the President
was up, and that she would be ready to enter the
She is larger than
lists by the first of next May.
[Courier.
the British Queen.

A

The chartists. The rev. J. R. Stephens, one of
the most incendiary of the popular harranguers, had
been tried and convicted of sedition, and was sentenced to 15 months imprisonment in the Knutsford
house of correction, and at the expiration of the
term

£500

Most of
tried

good behavior for five
and two sureties of ,£250

to find sureties for his

years in
each.

for himself,

Mehemet

now pending between Turkey and Egypt,
to

ject of difference arose, of which there
pect whatever at present.

was no

pros

THE CANADAS.
The act for making temporary provision for the
<'overnment of Lower Canada, received the royal
assent on the 17th of August.
The 1st section provides that the special council
shall consist of not le.ss than twenty members, and
no business to be done unless eleven be present.
Section 2, repeals the provision of the act of 1
and 2 Victoria, ch. 9, preventing the making of
All permaneni. laws to be laid
permanent laws.
to being
for thirty days before parliaiient, previous

Ihe leaders of the

chartists

and found guilty, and sentenced

to

have been
imprison-

two years, leaving the party withAlthough
direct their movements.
to

out a head lo
they are still agitating various parts of the north of
England, it is believed that little mischief will be
done. Those men who were concerned in the riot
at Birmingham, and who were sentenced to death,
The
have been reprieved and will be transported.
chartisis in many places are adopting a new and
They assemble in
singular msthod of annoyance.
some public place and proceed in a body to the parish church, excluding thereby all pew holders, &c.
Frequently they send to the clergyman a text, and
if he preaches from it they appear to be satisfied
with his efibrts.

fleet was Ihe first to arrive at TeneWhatever may now be the direction taken by
France must be satisfied that she

and the French
dos.

affairs in the east,

worthily represented on the theatre of events.
of the king's sons has hastened to take part in
Ihe proceedings of her brave navy, and, come what
will, we may be sure that we shall be prepared, as

is

One

already been under circumstances equally
may wait with confidence the reunforeseen.
sult of negociations supported by such antecedents.
[Moniteur Paiisien.

we have

We

Correspondence from Constantinople and Alexandria slates that the hereditary domination of Egypt
under the sovereignis lo be ceded to Mehemet Ali,

confirmed.

ment from one

is

and that
Russia is not making any warlike preparations, and
ask the porte to suspend any the English and French fleets are united at Ihe mouth
negotiations into which it might have entered with of the Dardanelles.
Such is Ihe substance of Ihe last
without
therein
proceed
Mehemet Ali, and not to
news arrived from the east. All this gives assurthe knowledge and concurrence of the five powers. ance for the peace of the world, and is sufficient to
That note has been accepted by the Turkish govern- satisfy Ihe claims of our national patriotism. France
The house might, has contributed to the production of this stale of
ment with great thankfulness.
therefore, be assured that there would be no disturb
things more than any other power. II was a French
ance of the peace of the east, unless some new sub envoy who arrested the victorious march of Ibrahim,
they were directed

Section 3, repeals the provision of the late act proNo new tax to be levied except
hibiting taxation.
governfor public works and objects of municipal
ment, and such taxes not to be appropriated by go-

This step was rendered unavoidaly of the porte.
ble by the treachery of Hafiz pasha, who, with his
staff and 8,000 men,'had gone over to Ibrahim pasha.

vernment.

"uards,

was also reported that 15,000 of the imperial
encamped near Koniah, had revolted and dispersed themselves over the country.

It

Section 4, repeals the provision of the late act
prohibiting the alteration of the acts of parliament,
but no law to be passed affecting the temporal or
spiritual rights of ecclesiastics or the law ol tenure.
Section 5. All laws to have a publication in the

Gazette before going into

Letter of the grand vizier Khosrew to the viceroy of
Egypt- "As was staled in the letter addressed lo
your excellency some days ago, his highness the
most magnificent, the most formidable, and the most
powerful sultan, Abdul Medjid Khan, having ascend-

effect.

FROM SPAIN.
the Spanish capital is up to Aug.
General O'Donnell was carrying on the siege
General Aspiactivity.
greatest
the
of Tales with

The news from

1

ed Ihe imperial throne, which divine predestination
had left vacant, Ihe wisdom with which he is naturally gifted dictated to him, at the moment of his accession, the following language:

—
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Our manoeuvre was successful. In the battle ihe Suivannee: while, with mingled feelings of kindfought yesterday, which endured for four hours and ness and respect, we would say to the middle and
a half, and which was attended with much carnage, WEST, "Is not Ihe whole land before us.' Let there
the Turkish army was routed in the most complete be no strife between us, for we be brethren."
manner. Its artillery, the greatest part of its musResolved, That again, as before, we enter our
kets, the tents and baggage fell into our hands.
public and solemn protest aginst the premature,
I
sion of Mussulman blooil, I mean to lorget all that cannot exactly state the number of prisoners; it is so impracticable, and ruinous scheme of precipitating
is past; I will pardon that governor; confer on him a considerable that our camp is encumbered with the whole of this great territory into Asingle state;
when the people of the east have, with such
decoration similar to that of my other viziers, and them.
concede to him the province of Egypt, and the hereNezib, June 27. Mr. Consul: The day before commendable unanimity, rejected both Ihe state
ditary right thereto to his descendants, on condition yesterday, when I announced to you the result of and THE CONSTITUTION at the ballot box.
Resolved, That the inability, as also the indisposithat he tully conform to his duties of obedience and the battle of Nezib, I could not inform you of the exsubmission."
act number of prisoners: it amounts to 10,000.
We tion of THE EAST to participate in the mere pa"However unworthy I may be of the honor, hav- have picked up already 12,000 muskets, but many geant of A STATE GOVERNMENT, Upheld by DIRECT
ing been raised to the post of grand vizier, and owing more lie scattered on the ground or concealed in the TAXES, is apparent to all; and we should be still
more reluctant lo exchange our territorial indeto the existence of former relations between your ex- river.
pendence for state honors, purchased by the decellency and me, I heard with lively satisfaction the
The whole number of muskets lost by the Otto- grading and humiliating condition that the middle
language of his highness. I immediately wrote to
man army must exceed 15,000.
have taken 184 and westpay
the taxes of the east!
the seraskierof the east, Hafiz pasha, to suspend the
pieces of artillery; but we expect to find some more,
Resolved, That we shall support for office men
march of the imperial army, and the fleet, wiiich was as the army brought into the field
a greater number
who are opposed to forming the Floridas into a
to have left the Dardanelles, has been detained.
of pieces, and cannot I think have saved any.
single state, and opposed to the system of taxes,
'•The decoration conferred on you by the sultan,
General
PASHA.
inseparable to the adoption of a state governand the firman which is to accompany it, are now
ment, and who are the uncompromising advocates
preparing.
CIVIL
OF FLORIDA.
of "DIVISION."
"In the meanwhile, AUiff efiendi, secretary of the Division of the terrilory; or. East Florida a distinct
Resolved, That we respectfully solicit Ihe inhacouncil, and one of the high functionaries of the subterritorial government.
bitants of the towns and counties of the east to
lime porte has been despatched to acquaint you in
At a full meeting of the inhabitants of the city hold similar meetings; and we most respectfully ask
detail with our sovereign's desire.
of St. Augustine, East Florida, held, pursuant to for these proceedings the attention of the honorable
"If God design to assist his highness, all the pro- public notice, at the court house, on Thursday, the Charles Downing, our delegate in congress, vvith
/inces of the empire will enjoy perfect tranquillity 291h day of August, 1839, general Joseph M. the assurance of our undiminished confidence iuhis
inder the protection of his sceptre. Now, as the ac- Hernandez was appointed president, and Major ability and faithfulness to effect the division, so
jomplishment of that hope depends upon the union /. Johi Beard, jr. ami S. Hill Williams secretaries ardently desired by his constituents in the east,
3f Mussulmans, I specially address you this letter, of the meeting.
and vitally important to the welfare of the east.
;n order that, guided by your natural prudence, and
Resolved, That, in petitioning for the division
The object of the meeting was explained, and Ihe
locile to the supreme wish, you forget all the past,
meeting was addressed by major Putnam ami seve- OF THE Floridas, we appeal with confidence lo
fully accomplish your duties as a vassal, withdraw
the wisdom, justice and patriotism of the distinral other gentlemen.
On motion, it was
the troops which are found in your camp, and think
Resolved, That Ihe following gentlemen, viz: guished statesmen who represent our co.mmon
no more hereafter but of accord and union."
Gabriel W. Perpall, esq. general Peter Sken Smith, COUNTRY IN the COUNCILS OF THE NATION at
Letter of Mehemet Ali, communicated to the EuThey can appreciate the importance
colonel John M. Hanson, Bernardo Segui, esq. and Washington.
,x)pean consuls in reply to the communication made
colonel Gad Humphreys be a committee to draught of THE TWO STATES OF FLORIDA to the southem
to him by the amb.issadors of the great powers in
resolutions expressive of the sense of the meeting. portion of the confederac}', and to the u.mon.
Constantinople.
Revived, That these proceedings be signed by
The committee having retired, reported the fol"In the course of two days Akiff effendi will set
the president and secrelaries, and published in the
sut for Constantinople.
He will be the bearer of a lowing resolutions, which were adopted by accla- papers of the city; the Tallehassee Star, Ihe paper
mation, and without a dissenting voice;
fetter of congratulation and submission on my part,
at Jacksonville, the Charleston and Savannah paReolved, That as Floridians as American citito the new sultan, Abdul Medjid.
I intend also adpers, the Globe and the National Intelligencer,
we are gratified at Ihe presence, at this time, Washington.
dressing to Khosrew pasha a letter, in which I will zens
of the same men and Ihe same spirit that were
represent to him
JOSEPH M.
president.
"1. That the late sultan Mahmoud had made me, present in the meeting of the fifth day of February,
J. John Beard, jr. >
,
^"''^""•'"•
I83S, to protest against Ihe calling a convention to
at the time, through the medium of Sarira effendi,
S. Hill W.LLi.AMs.
form a ST.A.TE constitution and against the impropositions of a much moie advantageous nature
position of STATE TAXES— and to organize in favor
than those addressed to me now by his highness, for
of "DIVISION."
he then offered me the hereditary reversion of Egypt,
From Ihe Netv York Express.
Resolved, That we have not, at any time, "yielded:"
Syria,
Sayd
and the Sanjakof Tripoli.
as well as of
The following tables, prepared for the Express
"2. That, under existing circumstances, I demand our preferences, or compromised our principles: we by an eminent compiler of statislics, develope imare, as we were, in that first meeting, "one and all,
the hereditary right to Egypt, as well as to Syria and
portant facts, and lead lo conclusions of a character
opposed to biringerected into a state with the midCandia, that is, to all the dominions I now possess,
which must eventually sway the legislation of this
dle and WEST and one and all for separating
as I previously mentioned.
country. It will be seen that, since the last war,
from the middle and west making the
"3. That, on this condition, and if the port wishes
in 24 years, our imports of foreign goods have not
Suwannee the dividing line."
materially increased.
In 1838, the imports were
to act with good faith towards me, I will be the most
Resolved, That we have organized for "division,^' not larger than in 1818. It is very true
faithful of the servants and vassals of his highness,
that the
and nothing but "division," and for the purpose of value put upon goods has greatly diminished,
and I will defend him when, and against whomsobut
cooperating with our fellow-citizens of
the increase of manufactures in this country has
ever he pleases.
for the DIVISION of this vast territomade up the difference between the consumption of
"I intend writing to Constantinople to the above
ry comprising, as it does, the countrv and the a population of eight millions in 1S15, '16, '17,
and
effect.
capabilities sufficient for
STATES; the of sixteen millions in 1S36, '37, '38.
"I will make no mention, in my letter lo the grand west being nearly equal in size to Massachusetts
The
nominal
balance
of
imports
against
exports
vizier, of the fleet, from a sense of propriety; but I and Maryland combined, and nearly
as large as
sum of /our hundred
beg of you to tell the representatives of the great South Carolina; and the territory lying east of the for 24 years, is the enormous
and twenty-nine millions of dollars. This balance
courts at Constantinople, that I never had the inten- "Suwannee" possessing an area
approaching in ex- has probably been paiil in various ways, say
tion of keeping or using it with a hostile object tent Pennsylvania or New York,
and equal in exBy British and other European investments in
against the sultan; I formally pledge myself, on tlie tent lo Tennessee or Michigan.
this country in stocks, real estate, manufactures,
contrary, to restore it the moment my propositions
Resolved, That a glance at our geographical po- &.C. 8ic.
Millions of foreign capital are invested in
shall have been accepted, in which case all the vessition shows that life natural outlet ol the middle manufactures in this country.
In Lowell, Nashua
sels comnrising the squadron of his highness shall be
and west is to the Gulf of Mexico, while the and other New England towns, a great deal of fosent back to Constantinople.
As regards the Otto- east has its natural
outlet lo Ihe Atlantic coast
reign capital is invested. In this city, in machiman admirals, those who shall be afraid to return to thu8,/;om the beginning,
nature designed the sepa- nery, manufactures. See. 3 great deal of such capital
Turkey will be allowed lo remain in Egypt, which
ration. That, subsequently, the conflicting and is invested.
is part of the same monarchy.
diversified interests of the Floridians (/cmiHifM
By bankruptcies, losses on importations on fo"When the sultan shall have acceded lo my pray- and obtained— and in seeking DIVISION, w.e only reign account, &c.
er, and that the Khosrew pasha shall have been re- seek lo establish the
right of separation that
By the collection of our foreign debts on France,
moved from the direction of affairs, I will not hesi- had its foundation in the Justice and policy
of the Naples, &.C. &.C.
tate on the first invitation of his highness, to proceed Spanish and English governments,
under which the
to Constantinople; but alone, and on board a steam- Floiiidas were formed into two
By the earnings of our manufaclories, shipping,
separate proer, and with the sole view of offering in person my vinces, each having its
own governor; and they sealing vessels. Sec.
homage to my sovereign, and of tendering lo him were so ceded by Spain to the United States.
A great many other methods of I'aying this bamy services.
lance will occur lo mercantile men; but we are, neRrtnlved, That Ihe conslilulion and laws of the
The national debt
verlheless, yet deeply in debt.
"Finally, I declare to you, that if my propositions United Stales
having cslablislied Ihe federal rahas been paid off in this time, but a state debt lo
be not attended to, I shall not wage war, but merely tio OF STATE
repuesentation aiforUj-sevcn thou- thrice the amount has been created.
maintain my present position and wait."
sand seven hundred and as, in Ihe census that
The immigration lo this country has a material
Extract of two letters wrilteii after the battle of preceded Ihe late territorial convention, the aggreNezib, by Soliman pasha to M. Guys, the Erench gate population of the Floridas fell tenthousund effect in settling balances. Every full-grown man
imported is a value lor whom no equivalent is reconsul, at Aleppo:
short of Ihe federal number, we consider a "conturned.
If we put upon a free white European imJune 25. We intended to give battle to the Turk- slilulion" cwionnd'H^'- /rom Ihe representatives of a
ported no higher value than is put upon an African
ish army on our arrival at Mejar, but we found its minority \ dead letter whether approved or renot free, every immigrant over 21 may be set down
position loo strong to be attacked in front; we conse- jected by the territory at large.
as worth #1.(100, who pays his own charges of imquently were obliged lo turn it.
We advanced toResolved, That adhcaring to the principle of "di- portation.
Many of these immigrants come with
wards the left by a Hank inarch, to gel behind it and vision,"
we do maintain the "6iV(A ri^Af" of the money; but the bones and sinews of those who come
fall upon the rear of the right wing.
east to a se})aratc and independent terrilory cast of without are worth a great deal more than the AIriAli pasha, had
acts calculated to indispose my £;lovarious events came to pass and prepaNevertheless, to preserve from
rations were made.
all attempts the welfare of the people intrusted to rae
by Providence, with the sole view to spare the effu-

"The governor of Egypt, Mehemet

committed some

rioiis lather:

We
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cans, for the European creates capital upon the voluntary principle. These immigrants clear the wilderness, and make that valuable. They build rail
roads and canals, and increase the actual value of
are in this way enabled
lands by their labor.
to settle balances, and, though such an amount of
imports against our exports would frighten any
other country, the fact creates no great sensation
here, because American credit presents to the
world the extraordinary spectacle of native Americans levying a conscriplion upon Europe for Us

We

LABORERS, and paying them out of the pockets of
their own CAPITALISTS.

From the New York Express.
COMMERCE of THE UKITED STATES.

The

following table of exports from the United
States to foreign countries, for each year since the
war with Great Britain, while it shows a great
increase of exports of domestic produce the last six
years, exhibits a falling off in our carrying trade, or
last

exports of foreign articles, in 1S3S.
Exports of foreign
Venr<!

<f;6,583,.35l)

ISIfi

17,138,555
19,358,069
19,426,696
19,165,683
18,008,029
21,302,488
22,286,202
27,543,622
25,337,157
32,590.643
24,539,612
23,403,136
21,595,017
16,658,478
14,387,479
20,033,526

1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831

1832
1833

$45,974,403
64,781,896
68,313,500
73,85J,437
50,976,8.38

51,683,640
43,671,894
49,874,079
47,155,408
50,649,500
66,944,745
53,055,710
58,921,691
50,669,669
55,700,193
59,462,029
61,277,027
63,137,470
70,317,698
81,024,162
101,189,082
106,916,680
95,564,414
96,033,821

24,0.39,473

19,822,735
23,812,811
20,504,495
21,746,360
21,854,962
12,452,795

18.34

J835
1836
1837
1833

Enports ofdomestic produce.

merchandise.

1815

$493,59!,373'

fl,567,I49,986t
493,551,373

Total exports,

.$2,060,741,359

Actual consumption of foreign merchandise in the
United States for the last 24 years. (Imports,
deducting exports of foreign articles).
Year.
Amount.
1815
$109,457,924
1816
132,964,445
1817
82,891,931
1818
105,323,304
1819
70,959,317
1820
56,441,971
1821
41,283,236
1822
60,955,339
1823
50,035,645
1824
55,211,850
1S25
63,749,432
1826
60,434,865
1827
56,080,932
1823
66,914,807
1829
57,834,049
1830
56,499,441
1831
83,157,598
1832
76,989,793
1833
88,295,576
1834
102,708,521
1835
129,391,247
1S.';6
163,233,675
1837
119,134,255
1838
101,264,609
'

Total,

$1,996,213,762

Annual average,
83,175,578
RECAPITULATION.
Foreign merchandise consumed in the United
in

24 years,

Exports of the same,

Slates

$1,996,213,762
493,591,373

Total imports since 1813,
Total exports.

2,439,806,315
2,060,741,359

Balance against the United States,

Consumption of foreign articles,
Exports of domestic produce.

429,063,776
1,996,213,762
1,567,149,986

Balance

$429,063,776

as above,

*Annual average, 1620,506,307.
tAnnual average, $55,297,916.
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A DISGRAEFUL OCCURRENCE.
From the Marion ( Ohio)
Tuesday morning last presented

Visiter.

a

scene of con-

fusion and excitement never before witnessed in
our peaceful village. It appears that a negro, well
known by our citizens by the name of Bill, was
sometime since taken up as a runaway slave from
Virginia, and lodged in the jail ot this county for
trial.
On Monday, the day for his trial, we discovered an unsual number of persons assembled to
hear the result the house was crowded to overflowing. The witnesses were examined, and counsel heard, the judge, however, reserved his decision till the following morning.
It being the first day of the sitting of the court
of common pleas, a great mass of people was assembled. At ten o'clock, A. M. the court was called (the house was literally crowed), to hear the
decision of the judge, which occupied at least forty
minutes in delivering, during which, the greatest
order prevailed; but as soon as the hon. O. Bowen
had finished by declaring, the prisoner free, all was
confusion, riot and disorder. As soon as the decision was ended the pretended owners seized the

—

I

THE GREAT WESTERN.

41

cretary read the account of the accident, prepared
on board the boat, which is as follows:
Rail road accident. As the cars were descending
the road near South Amboy, the locomotive left
the train of passenger cars as usual. As the road
descends towards the wharf, the cars proceeded
with increased velocity, until they brought up
against two baggage crates upon a car that came
over by a train before the passenger train, forcing
this car against the crane used for hoisting the
crates on board the boat, shattering it to pieces,
and carrying away the posts that prevented the
cars from running into the dock; forcing a great
mass of materials against the boat. Part of the
crane falling upon the wheel-house, broke it in,
but fortunately did not disable the boat. If the
boat had not been lying there, in all probability the
whole train of cars would have run off the wharf
into the river.
Both ends of all the cars except the
two last in the train were very badly shattered, the
first being damaged the most, and very badly broken.
Most of the passengers in the cars that
were seated at the time of the accident, escaped
unhurt, except some who were slightly bruised

endeavored by being thrown from their seats.
few of the passengers who were standing on
rescue him, declaring him to be free, and desiring them to let him run at large, but the Virgi- the jtlatform, at the end of the cars, were very senians still maintained their position by force, and riously injured, viz: Richard Butler, of PatteVson,
presented pistols, bovvie knives, dirks, &c. threat- New Jersey, thigh broken.
William Cheqiif r, of Washington city, compound
ening the lives of all them who would lay hands on
them or the negro, and all this in open court. Our fracture of the thigh, collar-bone broken, and othercitizens and friends from the country stood out in wise seriously injured; recovery very doubtful.
defence of their trampled and insulted laws which [Since dead.]
.Tames Aiken, from Galway, Ireland, recently
were thus set at defiance.
In the scene of confusion the negro was taken from IVIanayunk, thigh broken, and his head bruised,
down stairs and dragged by his captors through the and severely injured internally.
James Fuller, Skaneateles, New York, calf of
streets.
Those who forced him onward were armAt his leg slightly bruised.
ed with pistols, bowie knives and daggers.
Calvin Burnell, of Northampton, Massachusetts,
this unusual and horrible sight, the populace became enraged and attacked them ^^ith stones, and some bruised but not materially injured.
brakeman who was fending the brake; ankle
whatever missiles they could get hold of they at
length succeeded in getting him into one of our sprained and head bruised.
It appears, by information obtained from the
justice's offices, and there guarded him (as is statbrakeman, that he was the only person havirtg
ed) for a new trial. Before the door of the office
the excited multitude assembled, demanding j\i3- charge of the train of five passenger cars and the
tice and the negro, but all of no avail, the entrance refreshment car at the lime of the accident, and
was guarded with pistols and bowie knives. At that he attempted to stop the train by the brake,
this time the sheriff arrived and begged to be heard, which broke, and he attempted to reach another
and requested the mob to be dispersed, but this brake, but did not succeed in lime to prevent the
was also of no effect. At length the cry for the accident.
The above statement being approved by the
public arms was made, the arsenal broken open,
and the arms obtained, which presented a horrible meeting
Wm. J. Brown, of Indianapolis, Indiana, offered
spectacle. The excited populace under arms still
demanded entrance, which was refused. All the the following resolution:
orders of the sheriff and court to restore order
Resolved, That, in the opinion of this meeting,
Pistols and bowie the proprietors and managers of the Camden and
seemed to be of no effect.
knives were all the law.
Amboy rair road compatiy were guilty of gross and
At length one of the associate judges, (judge unpardonable ncgHgence in not furnishir.g more hands
Anderson) who lelt the bench, and in defiance of to superintend the brakes attached to the cars, and
cocked pistols and flashing steel, forced his way that in our opinion Ihe fatal disaster which hapinto the office, after which others followed, and pened by Ihe concussion of the cars this day would
hurst open the back door, by which means the ne- probably have been obviated had there been a sufgro made his escape. He had run but a short dis- ficient number of persons to superintend the same.
he was overtaken by his pursuer,
tance, when
This resolution was unanimously adopted.
who threatened him with presented pistol, to ,«hoot
[We learn that the wounded passengers were all
him if he did not stop. At tliis time a number of brought to this city (New York) in the
steamboat
the enraged multitude fell upon the pursuer and
Independence.
Captain Schullz bestowed upon
knocked him down; another who came to his as- them every attention in his power. One
or two of
The confusion con- them are so much injured that it is feared
sistance shared the same fate.
they
tinued until orders were given to arrest the rioters.
cannot recover.]
During the arrest of the rioters, the negro made
his escape and has not since been heard of.
ERIE
would further remark that Ihe rioters (we LOSS OF
SHIP
WESTERN.
believe eight in number) were the same day arFrom the Buffalo papers received yesterday mornrested, and recognized to appear from day to day,
ing we learn, says Ihe New York Courier, that this
under the bonds of ,$600 each.
fine new boat was burned to the waters edge while
lying at the dock at Detroit, on Sunday evening last.
ACCIDENT,
RAIL
Passengers arrived .at Buffalo give the followingpari^coni the N. Y. Journal of Commerce.
A serious accident occurred on Wednesday on ticulars of this unfortunate occurrence. The We.'.tthe Camden and Amboy rail roaJ, as the train from ern had been on a trip to the upper lakes, was rethe east was approaching the depot at South Am- turning, and caught fire while crossing Lake SI.
boy. The particulars of the affair, together with Clair. The fire was early discovered, and soon "ot
the proceedings of a meeting of the passengers sub- under, but it would seem, not entirely quenched'
sequently held, have been communicated to us for After the boat reached Detroit, the smothered fire
burst forth, and in an instant the whole vessel was
publication, and are as follows:
At a meeting of the passengers between Phila- one entire sheet of flame. The fire burned with
delphia and New York, on board the steamboat In- such rapidity that very fi w of the passengers securdependence, Thomas Dyer, of Tioga county, Penn- ed their luggase. One gentleman from Orleans
sylvania, was called to the chair, and J. Dennis, jr. counfy was much burned, in attempting to save his
of Portsmouth, Rhode Island, was chosen secretary. valise, which contained a large amount of money.—
Alter a statement, made by the secretary, that the The bar-keeper was on shore, and lost a considerabrakeman informed him that he wa? the only brake- ble sum. In short, but few articles of value were
man on duty at the time, and that the brake he was rescued, so rapid was the conflagration.
The Great Western was a most splendid specimen
tending broke, and that he attempted to reach another brake, but did not in time to prevent the acci- of naval architecture, and one of the finest vessels
dent; as the boat was near the wharf, it was con- ever set afloat on the Western wafers.
Her loss
cfuded to adjourn the meeting to the Exchange ho- will be regretted by the community generally. She
originally cost .f!lob,000, and was' owned in shares
tel. Broad street, New Yoik, at 4 o'clock.
At 4 o'clock the passengers assembled. After by the agents at Buffalo, capf. Augustus Walker,
some remarks from the gentlemen present, the se- and a few enterprising persons at Huron,
prisoner: the bystanders lesisted and
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west of the state of Arkansas. To this single object he and his friends brought to bear all the energies ot their minds and the acts and influence of
They prepared to do this through
their lives.
Since writing the above, we have tlie Detroit pathe means of the Cherokee press; but when they
large
l0i<l
a
pers, which state that the passengers
their views and wishes to Ross and
ade
known
amount of property, principally in cash. One genhis council and committee, the press was muzzled;
tlemin from New Orleans is said to have lost
not
get the privilege of presenting bethey
could
$12,000. The Detroit Advertiser states—
fore the people their true state and condition.
The fire having originated in the firemen's room,
Boudinot was compelled, as an honest man who
to
a
communicated
hold,
the
under the boilers, in
loved his country and people, to resign his situaalmost
great portion of the hold, which rendered it
tion as editor of the Cherokee Phenix, and every
impossible for the firemen to reach it with their hose,
base means was resorted to by Ross and his counpart
that
and great damage was accordingly done to
sellors to destroy Ihe influence of Ridge, Boudinot
of the vessel, though it is believed that her hull may
and their friends. But these men, before they eninjured.
slightly
was
but
engine
The
be repaired.
tered upon this business, knew they were running
Competent persons who have examined her, believe lution:
Resolved, That Ihe members of this convention a dreadful risk; for it was death by their laws for
The entire
that she can be repaired for $'40,000.
rejoice and renew their efforts, from any person to enter into a treaty with the United
reason
to
have
being
There
consumed.
furniture of the boat was
a law which Ridge himself, in October,
the evidence furnished us since the organization of States
about 30 cords of wood in the hold, all of which was
this convention, in members, and the patriotic feel- 1829, bad drawn up, and was enacted while he
on fire, the use of the engines was required until
member
of the national committee council.
its deliberations, recharacterized
was
a
which
has
ing
learn that there was an insurance of
midnight.
minding us that the spirit which actuated our fore- But Ridge, Boudinot, Bell, Rogers and others,
#5,000.
we
pledge our- their associates, who finally united in making the
is not extinct, and that
fathers
misfortunes
heavier
meets
with
Captain Walker
selves to use every honorable means to reform the New Echota treaty, had counted the cost, and had
and meets them better than any man we know of.—
deliberately made up their minds, if need be, lo
law.
When we last saw him yesterday, he was busily su- present military
Resolved, That the thanks of this convention be oH'er up their lives as a sacrifice, to save, if possiheard
we
wreck,
and
perintending the clearing of the
Patriot,
for
ineditor
Vermont
ble, their nation from inevitable extermination and
of
the
tendered to the

A

letter

Resolved, That when this convention adjourn, it
adjourn lo meet at this place on the 4th day of July,
1840, at 10 o'clock, A. M.
Resolved, That the editors of the several newspapers at Montpelier, and all other editors of newspapers friendly to a well organized and well disciplined militia be respectfully requested to publish
the proceedings of this convention.
Col. Wentworth offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the inefficiency of the regular
troops, in supporting the liberties of ourcountry, has
recently been manifested in the late slaughter of col.
Harney's command, and other events connected
with the Florida war.
N. Robinson, esq. offered the following reso-

from the clerk of the boat, states that the

was sound and the engine undamaged, and
she had been towed down to Huron to refit.
hull

that

—

We

him express

his

purpose

to

proceed immediately

to

in his paper the proceedings of Ihe adjourn- ruin if they continued where they were; and proed military convention held at this place on the 4lh vide for them an asylum a home among their
of July last, and that he be requested to insert the brethren in the west, where they would enjoy unmolested their liberties and their law the right of
proceeedings of tills convention in the Patriot.
MILITARY CONVENTION.
The convention was addressed by general Ran- self government in peace, and where, too, they
The adjourned meeting of the military state conmight pursue such measures as were necessary for
N. Robinson, esq. and majoi' J. Davis.
vention, assembled in the village meeting house, at som,
the best interests and prosperity of their people.
When, on motion, the convention adjourned.
Norwich, Vt. on Wednesday, the 21st of August,
Gen. T. B. RANSOM,
I consider Ridge, Boudinot and Bell, and their
1839. The convention was called to order by cappresident pro. tein.
associates, as having acted on the purest principles
General Udell, the president,

the reconstruction of the floating wonder, in
lie had taken so much and such just pride.

which serting

—

—

tain

—

A. Partridge.

of patriotism in negotiating the New Echota treaty;
Y'l-^-'^^'"'''] Secretaries.
Iheir object was to save their country from a war
J. SWETT,
)
of extermination and ruin, and to provide for them
Norwich
held
at
meeting,
The proceedings of the
CHEROKEES.
a quiet and peaceable home which they had no lonon the 4th of July were then read; after which capNOTICE OF JOHN KIPGE, CHIEF OF THE CHERO- ger, and could not obtain in the land of their fathers.
tain Partiidge made some remarks in explanation of
LATELY
MURDERED.
NATION,
Examine the provisions of the treaty it proKEE
the resolution in relation to the ninety-eighth article
Ulica, July 17, 1839.
vides no advantages or privileges for the negotiaOn motion,
of he rules and articles of war.
the editor of the Utica Observer:
To
tors, but what are common to all the people. There
appointed
five
be
committee
of
a
Resohed, That
Sir: 1 have learned from the public papers that is not an article or clause in which they make any
prepare and present resolutions for the action of
John Ridge has probably fallen by the hands of a pecuniary provision for themselves their interest
li
convention, to wit: col. N. B. Cutting, hon. D.
assassin, who waylaid and shot him on are all identified with the common people, whose
dastardly
coloC-jbb, capt. A. Partridge, Dr. Plastridge, and
I peace, prosperity and happiness alone they appearhis return home from the council of his nation.
nel Wentworth.
cannot but lament his untimely end, and the con- ed to study.
reported
having
retired,
and
then
committee
The
may
result from it; for if this inwhich
sequences
Ridge, on his removal west, was determined for
the following resolutions:
telligence is true, the friends of Ridge will, no the present to withdraw from political life, and deMoved, that the resolutions be acted upon sepadoubt, hold John Ross accountable for this foul and vote himself to mercantile business; and when I
rately.
deed; while their brother's blood calls to them saw him in April, he had been to New York to
Whereas, an efficient system of national defence dark
the ground for vengeance upon the head of purchase his goods.
is absolutely necessary for preserving the indepenmurderer.
the
When 1 took leave of Ridge at Washington, D.
highthe
dence of every nation, and whereas, it is of
He was a native, full blood- C. the last of April, he took me by the hand and
I knew Ridge well.
est importance that Ihe system of military defence
ed Cherokee, the son of major Ridge, one of the said; "My brother, we have been laboring long
perfect
be
in
should
States
United
by
the
adopted
the solvation and happifinest men, bravest warriors, and most eloquent together in a good cause
accordance with the republican institutions of the
You, for what you have
orators that the Cherokee nation ever had. John ness of the Cherokees.
country therefore,
Ridge
was
a man of fine talents, of ardent feeling, done, have been abused, misrepresented and slanmembers
be
seven
of
commitlee
Resolved, That a
of high minded, honorable, generous and benevo- dered by your countrymen; and I may yet some
appointed by this convention to propose a general
He was educated at the mission school day die by the hand of some poor infatuated Indian,
lent spirit.
plan for the military defence of the United Slates,
in Cornwall, Connecticut, where he married a deluded by the counsels of Ross and his minions,
subject,
accompanied by a memorial on the same
young lady of very lespectable family, by whom but we have this to console us, we shall have sufand present the same to congress at an early period
Ridge, upon his fered and died in a good cause.
people are
he has a large family of children.
of Ihe next session.
his nation, after completing his education, now free and happy in their new homes, and I am
The commitlee to propose a general plan for the return to
entered with all the zeal and ardor of youth into resigned to my fate, whatever it may be. May
improvement of the militia, were capt. Partridge,
every measure calculated to improve the condition God bless you my friend." These were the last
general Daniel Bnwen, of Wethersnelil, general T.
of his people, and to raise them from their low and words of John Ridge to me. His memory will yet
B. Ransom, general Hopkins of Rutland, John
ignorant state, and lo save them from ruin and ex- be cherished and blessed by Ihe latest generations
and
Clareinount,
of
Cutting,
B.
coh
N.
esq.
Wright,
tinction.
For several years he supported a school of the Cherokee people.
general G. L. Newlon.
his own expense in his neighborhood, for the
Please lo give the above, and the accompanying
Moved, that two be added to the above. Hon. D. at
education of his own children and the benefit of letter from Ridge, Bell and Rogeis, (which was
appointed.
were
B.Hazletine
Cobb and col. S.
those around him. He was ardently attached to drawn up by Ridge), with the accompanying reResolved, That in case any member of this comhis native soil, and the principles of the Cheiokee marks, a place inyour paper, as the saviour and
mittee ilcclines acting, such vacancy shall be filled
government; although neither he or his father were deliverer of his countrymen. I am, with great reby a majority of the remaining members.
members of the convention which framed the Che- spect, your obedient servant,
fifso/ued, 'That it be recommended to the militia
rokee constitution, in July 1827. He was one of
J, F.
or
trainings
the
at
delegates,
of Vermont to elect
tlie best writers and ablest defenders of Ihe rights
musters of the several inihtia corp.s in the
Washiiiglon cilij, ./Ipril 27, 1839.
and privileges of the Cherokecs; and one of the
Ihe month of September next, to assemble in military
arrived in this city on our way
Dear sir:
most violent and bitter opponents lo the encroachconvention at Montpclier on the day preceding the
ments and oppressions of Georgia, which he-resist- from New York, to our new residence, the country
next session of the legislature, (in October), lor Ihe
ed, too, with all his influence and power, as long as to which our nation has been transplanted from the
rcvi
such
legislature
the
to
proposing
of
purpose
As one of the commissionslate as lliei. lie saw or felt there was any good ground of hope east to Ihe far west.
sions of Ihe present military law of this
But when >rs on Ihe part of the United Stales, who negotiatlor a successlul issue to their elforts.
rxperience may dictate to be necessary, anil also to
he saw that all their efforts by petition or remon- ed the Cherokee treaty, and as a friend to the Inconvention
may
said
as
business
other
transact such
strance to the government and congress of the lian race, you certainly must feel great interest in
deem proper.
„
,
United States, and their apjieals to the sympathies Iheir welfare and condition in their new homes.
Resolved, That it be recommended lo the deleof the Aineiican people, and the application to the We are recently from there, and are w ith our counfull
in
the
attend
to
convention
gativs to the proposed
judicial tribunahs of our country, brought them no trymen settled in that region; and we now inform
uniform of th'-ir respective corps.
relief, but every year iticreased their miseries, and you with great pleasure, that we have found the
Rpsolevd, That this convention elect seven deleat especially after the decision of the case of their country to be far better, in point of soil and comgales to attend the proposed military convention
mercial privileges, than the one we had to leave in
in October imprisioned missionaries, when he learned itcould
city of New York on the first Monday
to anil would bring no relief to the t'herokees, thiough Ihe chartered limits of Tennessee, Alabama, North
next, and also that it be earnestly recommended
No one who has the least
delegates at the advice and counsel of such men as the hon. T. Carolina and Georgia.
Ihe mdilary corps in Vermont to elect
repre- I'rHiiighuysen, Edward Everett, John McLean and acquaintance with our history, and the progress of
Iheir trainings and musters in Se|)teniber lo
Boudinot, Coody and Martin, the de- state intrusions upon our rights as a people and
Ridge
others.
sent them in said convention.
legation from the Cherokee nation then at Wash- nation, in our old location, can desire, or could deThe committee appointed were Silas H. Jennison,
W. ington, relumed home determined to prepare the sire, that we should have continued in that awful
rapt. A. Partridge, hon. Nathan Smilie, ^cn. i.
ininds of Ihe people for a treaty and emigration to condition of gradually dying a moral and political
and
Hopkins, colonel Potter, gen. Daniel Kellog,
Ihe country provided for Ihcin by the United Slates, death in the midst uf a white population.
gen. .I.icob Washburn.

being absent, general T. B. Ransom, on motion,
took the chair.
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With other eminent men, you recommended the
emigration of our people as the only alternative
That has been
left to preserve us from extinction.
etfected, through many difficulties and trials too
numerous to recapitulate or mention. The whole
nation is now in the west, and what must be a
source of great thanksgiving to the God of mercy,
the Cherolcees are delighted with their new homes.
They have set down upon the land with a fixed determination to rise to a high standard of civilizaThey are now engaged in building houses
tion.
and opening farms in the forest. Those who moved first are comfortably settled, and possess fine
stocks of horses, cattle and hogs; and the new
comers are equally anxious to avail themselves of
enjoying the same privilege; and are heartily enAll the
gaged in the settlement of the country.
missionaries we had in the east have determined to
follow us we mean all the most useful portion of
them and will soon re-organize their schools

—

among

——

It was the work
of much forethought and deliberation, not only by
the Cherokees, but by the government of the United States, The blessings of the treaty will be felt
to remote generations, when the tongues of the vile
slanderers of it shall moulder in the dust and be
The United States can point to it with
forgotten.
pride as the best monument of their magnanimity
and honor; it was the best that they could do, under
the circumstances, and who could do any better?
The money paid to the Cherokees for the price of

by them with the United States.

—

us.

When all the funds accruing from the treaty shall
be paid, the Cherokee nation will no doubt institute
a system of education by organizing districtschools,
and one of a higher order where Cherokee youth can
finish their English education or prepare for an introduction to the colleges of the United States.
The Cherokees, as a people, are in favor of education; and the leading men, such as the distinguished chief Mr. Aaron Price, will exert all their influence to efiect the object. We have no doubt that
our nation will soon set in motion all the springs
which promoted our welfare in the east before we
were suppressed; and once more become a happy
people.
It has been asked, by some of our citizens, what
security have you got that you will not be expelled

from your new homes, as you were in the east.'
Yes, this is a painful question, and one that is often
We answer that we have the faith of the
asked.
United States pledged to grant the land to us in fee
simple; and where we are sure that we are not surrounded by state lines, and no particular state is
If we are expellinterested to rob us of our lands.
ed again, the sin will be committed by the general
government without an excuse; and we don't believe that they will

commit

it.

"Sufficient to the

day is the evil thereof." At any rate we are glad
our nation is unshackled wilh the chains of state
oppressive legislation, and we believe our people
are happy. Those who were bitterly opposed to
removal, have said, "what erroneous views we
Many of them say they
had of this country!"
wish (hey had emigrated earlier, so that they had
not sufl'ered so long on false hopes and expectations.
We have seen with deep regret, that you have
been aspersed in the newspapers of your country,
as one who has inflicted upon our country and people great wrong in the treaty of New Echota. And
we have been surprised tliat you have been so silent, and not repel the false representations of your
What have you done, that
acts as they deserved.
you should be selected by the newspapers as the
scape-goat to bear the sins of the United States to
the barren heaths and mountains? The treaty you
have made the treaty with the Cherokees— let the
people read it. What is it? It is the only source
of relief to the poor Cherokees. It is their only
ark of safety it has saved them from destruction
it has transplanted them to a country where they
can breathe in freedom saved them from being
cheated out of their moneys by designing meii,
Ihe Cherokees
professing to be chiefs of the nation
are to be removed to save them from destruction.
How is it to be done with comfort to the Indians?
Their expenses are to be defrayed by the treaty.
How are they to be paid for their farms and orchards,
The treaty pays
their horses and all their losses?

—

—

their lands has to be accounted for to a cent; and
the receipts will show how it has been paid to each
Cherokee. This is as it should be. Hitherto the
chiefs got all the money, and the poor Indians, who
were equally entitled to it, had no means to get it

from them.

We

are aware a great deal has been said about
the authority of John Ross, who, it was alleged,
objected to
to have made the treaty.
that authority; and, notwithstanding the treaty

for it.
How are they to subsist when they
reach their new homes? The treaty provides them
subsistence for one year. How are their children
The treaty provides
to be educated in the west?
How will the poor Indian share
for this, also.
privileges in getting payment for their right of soil
which they have left? The treaty gives them an
equal dividend with the rich out of the five million
of dollars. How will the poorer class be clothed
and cured when they are sick oa the road? The
treaty provides blankets, shoes, 8cc. and piiysicians
and medicines for their use. What will they do for
schools and missionaries which they leave upon the
land of their fathers? The treaty transplants them
to their new homes. What will they do for a counThe treaty provides this, also. What will
try?
the poor Indians do that their moneys shall be secured to them from the avidity of their pretended
The treaty secures this, also, that each In
cliiefs?
dian receipt for his own money to the disbursin;
agent of the government.
This is the kind of treaty that you entered into with

them

is

the best e.ver

cordingly got up, and though not two hundred of
the Cherokees had any thing to do with it, it was
held to be binding ujion the whole nation, (of about
15,000).
It was in vain that Ross and the great
bulk of the Cherokees petitioned and remonstrated.
The treaty was successively approved by the president, the senate, and the house of representatives.
body of ten thousand troops was sent into the Cherokee country to enforce the removal, who busied
themselves in forcibly collecting the Cherokees at

ratified, he yet by false promises detained our
people from emigration until they were collected
by the troops of the United States. In this result,
who is the gainer? Congress appropriated one
million and forty thousand dollars for the use of the
Cherokees. John Ross gets §65 for each Indian,
big and little, to remove them to the west, to the
Multiply this certain specified points.
amount of twelve thousand souls.
The Cherokees seemed inclined to offer nothing
sum by sixty-five, and it gives John Ross the conbut a passive resistance. This, however, was found
trol of $780,000 to remove; when, with ordinary
government was inskill and management, the emigration could have so very embarrassing, that the
been effected for a much less sum. The first emi- duced to enter into negociations with Ross, who,
grants on the
additional
and
concessions
some
after
soul
to
emigration were allowed only $20 Ibrea^h
grate to Arkansas, and did do it under that arrrange- part of the United Slates, agreed to accede to (he
ment. Thus has John Ross speciilateil on his false treaty, and himself to take charge of the removal,
popularity, obtained from Indians by the false hopes which was accomplished under his superintendence,
he encouraged them to entertain, that he would re- without further trouble, but not without great sufestablish them on the soil and sovereignty of their fering on the part of the Cherokees, who lost three
thousand of their number in the operation.
forefathers.
There was already, in the tract of country west
Only consider for a moment the wrongs the Cherokees have suffered from lohn Ross' acts in this of Arkansas assigned to the Cherokees, a consimatter, and others in connexion with Cherokee af- derable body of their nation, known as the Cherol.res
years before.
fairs, and the advantage he and his brother Lewis t™s(, who had emigrated some twenty
have derived from it, being furnished this amnurt As a body, they were less civilized than the eastern
of money in par funds, which enabled them also to Cherokees; they lived under their own chiefs, and
some
take advantage of the difference of exchange in the they had adopted a system of lawsditferenf, in
comers.
south for these funds, which of itself was a fortune respects, from those in use among the new
conand
union
a
about
bringing
purpose
of
For
the
Washington,
while
at
John
Ross
(of $60,000).
encouraged the Cherokees to remain, and promised solidation of the whole nation, a joint council of Ihe
them that he should succeed in breaking the treaty, eastern and western Cherokees assembled at Tacanot
and get two years longer time to remain in the toca on the 3d of June last. It was composed
east.
This was a deep laid scheme. If this pro- only of the chiefs and members of the legislativ
mise had not been made they would have prepared councils, but of the whole body of the people.
maintained themselves
to emigrate before his return, and he would have Ridge and his adherents still
administration.
lost the benefit of their opposition to emigration. as a st|iarate party, hostile to Ross'
but while the discuscouncil,
this
attended
all
thei
They
lost
They remained, were taken prisoners,
household furniture, a great many of their livi sions were still going on they suddenly withdrew
This withdrawal was shortly followed by
stock, which they could not sell because they were from it.
Cherokees,
prisoners; and thus was added another miserable the unexpected rejection, by the western
which rejection, it
infliction of misfortune from the counsels of Ross. of the proposed terms of union,
through
about
brought
was
hands,
on
all
vt'as
agreed
speculation.
If
made
the
We have stated how he
The chiefs
Ross had told them the truth in time, they would the influence ol Ridge and his friends.
have sold off their furniture, their horses, cattle, of the western Cherokees even went so far as to rethe eastern
hogs and sheep, and their growing corn; but all fuse holding any further council with
was lost to the poor Indians. But bad as their Cherokees on the subject of a union, and the joint
having
without
June
the
23d
of
on
broke
up
Ihe
council
resources
in
have
full
they
treatment has been,
We accomplished the object for which it had assemthe parties so often censured.

was

—

it

to their designs Boudinot and the Ridges, and
a few others; but this new party was very small
the great mass of the nation still adhering to Ross
and the national council, and remaining as hostile
as ever to the removal project.
At length, however, in consequence of the usurpations and oppressions of the Georgians, who were
surtercd to go on, unopposed and unrestrained by
the general government, it came to be the general
opinion among the Cherokees, that, on the whole,
it would be best to remove; and Ross, the principal
chief, agreed with the federal government to negociate a treaty on that basis.
The terms, however,
upon which he insisted, were not satisfactory to
general Jacksoir, who immediately broke off his treaty wilh Ross, and despatched the rev. Mr. Schermerhorn into the Cherokee country, to get up a
Such a treaty was actreaty with the Ridge party.

over

We

ought

—

the Cherokee nation, and
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made

A

treaty, made by
have" been told that

"by

their fruits

ye

shall

know

bled.

The result

them."
trust the time will come very soon when
your conduct in this delicate Cherokee negotiation
will be pro|ierly estimated by your countrymen.
need not assure you that you have our respect
and friendship, and we shall be happy to see you
will
in our country if you will pay us a visit.

We

of the council having been proclaim-

ed, according to custom, to the assembled people,
they were greatlydissatisfied that no union had been

effected; and it was forthwith ordered that_ a new
joint council should assemble at the Illinois camp
ground, on the Ist of July, for the further consideration of this subject.
excellent
In the mean time, among the eastern Cherokee?,
enjoyed
we
have
that
add, in conclusion,
aroused against
health while we have been in the country, and that a great feeling of indignation was
are Ridge and his associates, who were supposed to
the water vvhere we live is excellent.
malice, and a disposienvy,
by
actuated
been
have
RIDGE.
your friends,
Besides, very great hatred
tion to make mischief.
A. EELL,
was felt against that party for the hand they had had
existed a law of Ihe
There
removal
treaty.
the
in
Schcrmerhorn.

We

We

We
JOHN
JOHN
LOVELY ROGERS.

Rev. John F.

Cherokee nation, pissed at the instance of Ridge
himself, by which any person or persons who un-

The N. V. Journal of Commerce publishes the
substance of a letter dated Illinois Camp Ground,
Cherokee country, July 22d, giving a more intelligible account of the troubles among the Cherokees,
which resulted in the death of Boudinot and the
Ridges, than we have elsewhere seen.
It is well known to our readers that when the
United States government, some ten or twelve years
ago, first proposed to the Cherokees to remove from
Georgia to Arkansas, the whole nation was unani-

to' make treaties in the name of the Cherokees, %vithout authority confeiied upon them for
that p\irpose, were liable lo the penalty of death, to
be inflicted upon them "in any manner most convenient." This penalty Ridge and his friends had in
curred, by their conduct in getting up the Schermerhorn treaty. John Ross had for many years so
decidedly opposed any attempt to carry this law

dertook

against the proposal; and none were more
zealous in their opposition to it than Boudinot and
The agents of the government then
the Ridges.
went to work, by means of intrigue, bribery and
intimidation, to create a party among the Cherokees,
hostile to the established authorities, and i;i favor of

mous

the removal project.

They

into execution, that it was determined to proceed
without his knowledge. About three hundred full
blooded Cherokees— that part of the people who

had been most opposed to the removal projectthemselves to sustain each other to r
pledged
„
tremity, in the enforcement olth
ad.
ferred to, against the Ridges and their principal
succeeded in seducing herents. It is said that every one ot them had 3utI

,

.

.

,

,
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fered some severe loss of relations and of property
in the forcible gathering of the people for removal,
and during their compelled journey. Out of this
body furly were selected to execute the decree of
d«ath against the two Ridges and Boudinot. They
were completely disguised, and still remain unknown and concealed. They acted with such sudden promptitude, having accomplished the whole
within two days after the dissolution of the council,
that the first information John Ross had of their
proceedings was the information of the death of

Boudinot, who lived in his immediate neighborhood,
only about a mile and a half distant. The intelligence was so astonishing to him that he could not
believe it, and he immediately sent a messenger to
Bondinot's house to ascertain if it could be true.
Mrs. Boudinot sent back a friendly message in reply, and warned Ross to take care of himself, as
Boudinol's brother was threatening to take his life.
Soon after, Ross heard of divers other threats against
him, uttered by members of the Ridge party, though
it was well known that he had been no way con
cerned in the death of their leaders.
Under these circumstances, Ross judged it proper
to inform general Arbuckle, at Fort Gibson, of th
state of afi'airs, and that what had taken place was
likely to be made a pretext for further disturbances
In the mean time the threats against Ross had roused the feelings of the nation to a high pitch. The
young men rushed, armed, from all quarters, to discover the danger, and to guard the lileof theirchief.
Ross enjoined upon thera,if they had corneas friends,
carefully to abstain from any aggression, and, as they
valued his favor, not to be guilty of any acts of vi-

olence.
Pretty soon a troop of horse arrived from
Fort Gibson, in answer to Ross's message; but the
Cherokees requested Ross to dismiss this troop, and
To this reto rely for defence entirely upon them.
quest he acceded.
Things continued in ttiis state till the meeting of
the second joint council on the 1st of July.
VVhat
has occurred .«ince that time we are not informed
[BoUon Mtas.

FROM FLORIDA.
We
l.iier

visit from Fort Wacahota to Micanopy, were fired
upon by a party of hostiles from a dense hammock
on the edge of the load; it was raining heavily at the

time, and they luckly escaped to the garrison without injury. It is supposed the attacking party was
one ol the detachments of Tallahassees recently ordered by Tiger Tail, to scatter themselves in bodies
of five over the whole country, massacre all they
met whose combined strength was less than four. On
this the savage chief evinced great generalship and
wise policy. What will government do is a quesWill they give ns protL'ction askeil repeatedly.
tion, exterminate the cuPuiy, or yield the country?
Will Ihe "powers that be" send a su/ficicient force
In drive tils foe to terms of submission, or vi'ill
they sutler the gallant little band that still remains
to guard our frontieis and our posts, to remain supine anil idl", unable to repel continued aggressions
Nous Verrons!
Ol strike a decisive blow?
It is reported at Black Creek, but not officially,
that Fort McClure, a post garrisoned by militia,
about half way between Fort King and Tampa was
attacked by the Indians, who killed one man and
eight horses.
It is only an accident, when a few families are
murdered -those discreet and Quulc-rlikc gentlemen, the senior Indians Ihe fathers of the nation
are "sorry;" but their "young men," they say are
"still foolish." Is the attack on Ihe post mere folly
[St. Jliigustine Herald.
or is it war.

—

We
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happy to learn by advices from Tampa,
parly sent by geii. Taylor, to bury the dead

are

till-
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Miraculous escape. On of the laborers in Mr.
Dallam's employ has arrived at Tampa, with the
following story, which, in addition to his being
a man of credibility, is corroborated by the marks
ol ligatures on his arms, and of burns on his legs.
When the Indians made the attack on col. Harney,
this man was taken alive and tied to a tree with
leather thongs.
The Indians having completed
their horrid work, retired to carouse and dance, and
an old squaw brought a quantity of wood, placed it
round the prisoner, set fire to it, and went away.

A

shower providentially coming up deadened the fire,
and at the same time softened the leather, which
enabled the man with tremendous exertion, to
loosen one arm so as to untie himself^then watch-

MUSEUMS.
In the notices of British naturalists, in the last
of Silliman's Journal, it is stated that Linnseus, wdio died in 1778, did more than any other
man for the general establishment of museums.
Even in England little had been done before his time.
The first on record was formed about 1650, by Tradescant, Dutch gardener to Charles I, wdio sent him
travelling all over Europe and Asia for curious collections and precious knowledge.
Tradescant was
Ihe first also to import exotic plants.
His son inherited his treasures and sold them to Mr. Ashmole,
"the greatest virtuoso ever known in England," who
gave them all to Oxford, where much enlarged, tliey
still remain.

number

ing his opportunity, he dropped on his hands and
knees, and creeped to the beach, where finding a
The next collection was Dr. Woodward's. This
canoe, he put oil'. After reaching what he con- became famous as sir Hans Sloane's, "growing as it
sidered a safe distance, he landed on a point, where rolled," and the whole was bought by parliament in
he subsisted on raw clams, until he got on board of 1753, and is now known as the British museum.
a small vessel that was passing.
The French were beginning about Ihe same time.
[Ibid.
Reamaur, who died in 1757, had a great collection
We are happy to learn by the following, that the of animals, udiich afterwartls formed the basis of the
post at Picolata is reinforced.
royal museum, at Paris; rather a coincidence by the
way, and an illustration of the old mystery how one
Picolata, Jugust 23, 1839.
Sin: I have the honor to report for Ihe informa- thing leads to another.
tion of the lieutenant colonel commanding the disOne of the uiost curious of the collections after
trict, that B, company, 7th infantry, 21 strong,
Sloane's, was sir Ashton Lever's, which was sold in
commanded by 2d lieut. R. F. Baker, 7th infantry, lots, at auction, and dispersed, in 1.S06. The only
arrived here to-day in the steamer Essayons, from account we know of it is gi\'en by JMr. Sdliman, (in
Garey's Ferry. Very respectfully, your obedient his travels), wdio saw it just before it was broken
servant,
B. POOLE.
up. He says it cost near £50,000. In fact the ex-

find in the Savannah Georgian, the following
1st lieut. 3d artillery commanding.
and extracts from Florida papers, shewing Lieut. Randolph Ridgetij, adjt. 3d art. St. Augustine.

the state of things in that territory.
Garey's Ferry, E. F. j}ugust26, 18.S9.
Much doubt was expressed as to the light in
which gen. Taylor would view the recent capture
of the Indians at Fort Mellon, but I take pleasure
in stating that it has his unqualified sanction.
He
never put any confidence in gen. Macomb's treaty,
nor took any part or lotin it. Like the whole army
in Florida, he knew too well the treachery of the
foe he had to conquer. The Seminoles have all left
Fort King, and it is said that a bundle of four
hundieil and fourteen red sticks, indicating a determination to go to war on their part, was found
between the former place and Tampa Bay, a few
.days since. Indians have again made their ap])earance in the neighborhood of the settlements
about Micanopy, and have destroyed considerable
of the crop, that was made at so much risk on the
part of our citizens. Ur. Sloan, of the army, and
another gentleman, returning from a professional

dial

14,

Carloosohatchie, found corporal Haywood and
Fourth artillery.
one dragoon still living, though severely wounded. Capt. W. W. Morris,
Newark, N. J.
They had run in opposite directions, and remained
Fifth infantry.
hid for several days, neither knowing of the proxiLieut. D. Ruggles,
St. Louis.
mity of the other. Their siifl'erings must have been
Lieut. J. H. Whipple,
Jefferson Barracks.
extreme and inde.scribable. The bodies of Mr.
Eighth infantry.
Dallam, and his clerk, Morgan, were brought to
Avon, N. Y.
Tampa for interment. Sandy Ferryman, the in- Capt. E. B. Birdsall,
Ithaca, N. Y.
terpreter of whom we have before spoken, has at- Lieut. G. Lincoln,
Cleveland, O.
toned for his otfences he was found dead on the Lieut. I. V. D. Reeve,
Lieut. D. Ruggles, 5th infantry, arrived at Fort
ground. The other interpreter, Sampson, and one
Crawford on the 14th August, with 25 recruits.
dragoon, were not found.
[Ibid.
[Jlrmy ^ Navy Chronicle.
at

The steamer Satee, captain Miller, arrived this
morning, says the Savannah Georgian of Saturday
the following from our attentive correspondent.
Garey's Ferry, Sept. 3, 1839.
dear sir: I have been silent since the notice
of col. Harney's unfortunate affair at the Trading
House, as there has been little or nothing new since
then.
The Indians in the western part of East
Floiidaand Middle Florida, manifest decided symptoms of hostility, such as killing and mutilating
persons falling in their way, firing into government
steamboats, &,c. From Deadman's Bay we have
accounts of the suicide, by cutting his throat, ol
lieut. Charles J. Hughes, of the 6th infantry. Lieut.
H. was a son of our charge d'affairs to Sweden,
Christopher Hughes, esq. No one knows what
policy the government will adopt in relation to the
war.
Conjecture is at an end.
last, biiriging

My

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE.
Recruiting Stations, September, 1839.

GENERAL SERVICE.
Lieut. J. L. Donaldson, 1st art'y.
Lieut. R. D. A. Wade, 3d
do.

Boston.

Capt.H. Bainbridge, 3d
Lieut. R. H. Ross^th
Lieut. A. C. Myers 4th

New v

Hartford, Conn.

infantry, > ,T
York.
^
do.
j
do.
Albany.

Lieut. R- Allen, 2d artillery,
Lieut. W. G. Freeman, 4th do.
Major W. M.Graham, 4th infantry,
Capt. F. Lee, 7th
do.
Lieut. W. Chapman, .5th
do.
Capt. G. Andrews, 6th
do.
Lieut. J. M. Scott, 1st
do.

i

Utica, N. Y.

Syracuse, N.Y.
Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh.
Baltimore..

Newport. Ky.
Louisville.

REGIMENTAL SERVICE.
Second dragoons.
Lieut. R. B. Lawton,
Boston.
Capt. L. J. Beall,
New York.
Capt. K.D.Bullock,
Albany.
Lieut, (i. A. H- Blake,
Philadelphia.
Capt. E. S. Winder,
Baltimore.
Lieut. 11. C. Ashelon,
Fort McHenry.
Lieut. C. Ker,
New Orleans.
First artiUeri/.
Lieut. B. H. Hill.
Bangor, Me.
Capt. J. Dimick,
Portsmouth, N.
Lieut. W. E. Aisquilh,
Jamaica, L. I.
Lieut. E. A. Capron,
Plattsburg.

Second
Capt. A. Lowd,
Lieut. E.D.Townsend,
Lieut. F. Woodbridgc,

H.

Rochester, N. Y.
Hullalo.

A

One room was devoted wholly

to capt. Cook's cuon his third voyage. Then there
of rare birds. Another was appropriated to monkeys, in all forms, and tricked up with
various occupations, to make them more disgustingly
human. The tailor-monkey sal, cross-legged threading his needle, with his work in his lap, and his
goose, scissors and bodkin by his side. The watchman stood at a corner, with his cane and lanthorn in
his hands.
The house carpenter monkey was drivThe ballad singer,
ing the plane over Ihe bench.
wilh his ballad in his hand, was very gravely composing his muscles to sing. The clerk of the monkey room sat writing at a desk. The shaver had
one of his own species sealed in a chair; his beard
lathered and the razor just beginning to slide over
his face.
The dentist held his patient by the chops,
while he strained the turnkey, and produced all the
grimace and contortion of features, which toothdrawing can extort. The mineral stores too were
extensive.
riosities, collected

was a grand

hall

The professor speaks of immense chrystals from
the Alps, but adds that ho alterwards saw vastly
York, which came from Brazil.
larger ones at
He thinks Ihe largest known is that given to the national convention by the slates of the Valais, during
the French revolution. This weighed 800 lbs. and
was over three feet in diameter.
Of the British museum, the professor thought little thirty-five years ago, but it has since been im-

New

He says it was then inferior
mensely improved.
(meaning in natural history) to col. Gibb's, which
has been since transferred to Yale college.
The elder Peale was, however, the father of the
in this country, and his collection, as it was
the earliest, is still Ihe best. It may not be generally
known tliat Say, the distinguished naturalist, left
most of his collection to the academy of natural
sciences, at Philadelphia, and the best we have.
There is believed
Both, indeed, are quite unique.
to be no Chinese cabinet in any couritiy at all comparable to Mr. Dunn's. The next best are said to
be in Holland.

system

artillery.

Detroit.

pense embarrassed the owner, and induced him to
dispose of it by a lottery of 36,000 tickets, a guinea
each.
Mr. Parkinson drew the prize, while
28,000 slill remained unsold, and that gentleman,
who bought but two tickets, thus became, for two
guineas, the proprietor of the collection.
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Suppose one whose memory gets back

to the lime
not a cotton or a wollen mill existed in Massachusetts.
At that period, the boy, now a man,
used to sit and pick the seeds from a pound or two

when
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of cotton wool, by his mothei's fireside, that she or
"the help" might card it into rolls upon their knees,
by the slow, tcilious process of h?.nd c?.rdingi then
to travel back and lorth by the side of Ihe larg;?
humming wiiL'cl, to spin at host a few skeins of
coarse, uneven thread, or rather yarn, which would
answer to knit, into summer stockings, or perhaps
to form the warp of a coarse domestic cloth.
The same process having been completed with
the wool, and the yarn having been sufficiently immersed in the old stinking blue pot, which graced
the chimney corner, where all the work was accomplished by hand, even to the throwing of the shuttle; and a web at last came out as the result of
months of hard toil, uncomely to look upon, but yet
durable, warm and economical, for these days of
high price and hard work.
Such being the case, with all the surrounding
country, and lo! a woUen mill is erected on the
banks of the Concord river, where Lowell now is.
It was a little, low, wooden building, now insignificant, but then a sightly and important structure.
The boy is placed upon a horse when he is hardly
old enough to hold upon a saddle, with a huge bag
of wool tied on behind liim, to get it carded at this
mill, and thus to save the family that part of the laHaving been knocked twice from his horse,
bor.
by the blowing about of the bag behind him, in a
high wind, he arrives safe at last; and for the first
time, when impressions are indelible, he beholds
He beholds his wool
the machinery of a factory.
taken in little by little at one end of a carding machine, and come out, even beliire he can think of
tracing its progress, in beautiful rolls at the other
and the neatness, as well as the rapidity of the
movement,are equally astonishing, as its intricacy is
incomprehensible.
What, think you, will be that boy's incipient notions of an jlmercan Syslem?
With what interest
and delight will he not hear, as year after year adds
to his knowledge and judgment, of the vast additions to manufacturing capital
of the erection of
gigantic structures
of wonderful iini)rovements in
machinery of the employment of thousands of
persons and of the 2;radual perfecting of various
necessary fabrics? Turning his thoughts constantly from what he sees now around him, to the state
of manufacturing, when h» sat, an urchin, at his
slow toil upon tlie paternal hearth, how can he feel
otherwise than proud of his country and her institutions?
Hovt' can he be otifervvise than proud of
national success and happy in national prosperity?
Such must be his feelings and sentiment, if he has
any claim to the heart or the mind of a man.
[Boston Times.
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following is the protest made again.st the
passage of the bill in the house of lords:

45

have succeeded, for the precise reason that their
preference had not, in the opinion of tliose on whom

|i ^
<|tialifical9.-^Jgainst the third reading of rested the responsibility of aplpc'ir.n.
ticns, cither personal or liu;
ny his aptrill.
pointment.
geniki.
CI,
.....
,-,.
That
a
e'lec!, posDissentient
1. Because no communication has been made to sessing, apart from polilical cuiisiutiaiMii.s, personthis house by message from the queen which can al qualifications of such rare excellence for the
render necessary, or which can alone justify, this office that even the whig press warmly united in
house in agreeing to the proposed enactments on their approval of it and. since Myra places such
stress on these considerations, also a New Yorker,
this bill.
2. Because those enactments authorised mea- and wliose family name makes quite as distinguished a figure in American history as "the desubject
and
operations
of
war
against
the
of
sures
a foreign power, Portugal, and their property, for scendant of the Livingstons;" that the president,
breaches of treaty concluded between her majesty's with whom and the senate, not the "ambassador,"
royal predecessors and Portugal; and for offences rested the appointment, selected a gentleman, his
committed against the laws of Portugal on the personal friend, and, with the delicacy which chahigh seas and on the coast of Africa; and provides racterizes him so eminently, directed the minister
that subjects of Portugal and their property, are to to be made acquainted with his preference, and the
be brought to England or elsewhere in her majes- reasons for declining to make the other appointan intimation never known to be met exty's dominions, to be adjudicated by her majesty's ment
high court of admiralty, or a court of vice admi- cept with deference and respect. That Mr. O'Sullivan, on learning that governor Cass, while exralty.
3. Because the enactments proposed in this bill pressing the utmost cordiality for himself, desired
deprives those foreigners thus to be adjudicated of the appointment of Mr. Ledyard from strong personal and family considerations, procured, on the
all national protection.
4. Because they authorise the detention at sea, instant, what all his friends had failed to accomthe boarding, the demand, search for, and examina- plish, the appointment of that gentleman by withtion of, the papers of all vessels met at sea by her drawing his own name, and urging the substitution
majesty's cruisers, or any person in her majesty's which has taken place, though in acting thus he
service, in direct violation of all the treaties made made sacrifices of personal considerations not infewith each or nearly all the powers of Europe, of rior to any that could possibly have existed with
regulating a mutual right of search by ships of- re.spect to Mr. L. And yet, I believe, all of this
war of merchant vessels, for the suppression of will be found the exact truth of the circumstances.
If these facts had been known to Myra, I think
the traffic called the slave trade.
5. Because the amendments in the first clause you will agree with me that her pleasant little case
of the bill leave the objection to the exercise of the of difficulty with her "loco loco" lover would hardly
right of search exactly where it stood in the bill have been thus exposed; or, at all events, that her
papa could have found nothing to wish for in an albefore it was discussed and altered in committee.
liance, beyond the generous magnanimity of a "lo6. Because vessels sailing under the flag of any
nation maybe detained, boarded, searched, the de- co fbco's" conduct or the delicacy of his personal
mand for papers made (which must be inspected), feelings.
But again, Messrs. Editors:' Suppose that Mr.
before 'he illegal or predatory character of the vessel detained can be established: each of which acts O'Sullivan's political friends in New Yoik lelt disposed to demur utterly and totally to this result,
of detention, boarding, demand, search for and examination of papers, is a violation of treaty as be- and to object that his self-denial should have been
tween her majesty and each or nearly all the pow- permitted to occasion them a disappointment so
ers of Europe, as applied to vessels sailing under heavy as putting another inlo a position which he
was peculiarly qualified to adorn if they did, withtheir flags respectively.
7. Because the exercise of such right of deten- out knowing the circumstances, accuse governor
and if they did deem it a protion, boarding, search for and examination of pa- Cass of selfishness
pers of vessels on the high seas, in time of peace, per case for the interposition of the senatorial veto,
has been declared illegal by the highest judicial and call for its exercise, all this, surely, they had
authority that ever presided over the English court a perfect right to do; nor can it al-fect Mr. O'Sullivan's motives or conduct in the matter in the least.
of admiralty.
I have said nothing of the good tasle of Miss
8. Because the exercise of such right is liable lo
be resented and retaliated by all the powers of the Myra's and the editor's sneer at "Ihe young genSLAVE TRADE.
world, including those with which her majesty is tleman with an Irish name," which is surely quite
Among the bills which have recently passed the bound by treaties; each authorising restricted and as American as the one she admires, if we may
British parliament is one entitled "the slave trade
regulated mutual search of merchant vessels in judge from some half dozen counties and towns
suppression bill." It authorises the government,
to say nothing of an objection
certlan localities, in order to suppress the traffic which bear it
vpnenever it thinks proper, to give instructions to called Ihe slave trade.
like this to a diplomatic appointment, when our
British cruizers to detain and search neutral vessels
list of for.'ign ministers shows such names as Huyler,
REDESDALE,
WELLINGTON,
It is true, the presumption is, such inat sea.
Maxcy, Davezac, Labranche, Kavenagh, De Witt,
FITZGERALD,
structions will only be given in reference to vesKing, Cass and Lfdyard. I am not aware of any
BEVERLY,
sels suspected of being engaged in the slave trade,
objections having been made before to any of these
CANTERBURY,
GLENGALL,
but it is equally true that this country, during the
gentlemen, and fifty others, who, like them, have
administration of Mr. Monroe, positively refused
names of every national complexion, that they were
SECRETARYSHIP OF
to recognise such right of search in British cruizers,
on that account unfit to discharge the duties of their
LEGATION.
applied to the American flag, although the English
situations, or that they were therefore any less
To tlie editors of Ihe National Intelligencer.
government oti'ered to give a reciprocal right to our
American in their feelings or duties.
Washington, September 4, 1839.
The enforcement of this right of search by
flag.
Yours, respectfully,
F.
Gentlemen: I perceive from your paper of this
England, was one of the causes which led to the
last war with that country; but so was also, the ex- morning that the editor of the New York AmeriSince receiving the above communications, we
tension which England gave to the right of block- can ami his fair correspondent "Myra" have deejnWe have seen Mr. Van Buren's administra- ed the recent appointment of a secretary to the have met with the subjoined letter from Mr. O'Sul-
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tion, tacitly submit to the assertion of this latter
by France, in a far greater extent, and we
suppose we shall see it equally quiescent under the
new right of search now assumed by England.
During the debate in the house of lords on the bill
in question, the duke of Wellington, with his usual
strong sense observed, "We were taking a very
dangerous course in insisting upon this right of
search; and we do this when one of the greatest
judges, that ever presided in a court of admiralty,

French legation a

fit

subject for ridicule; and, with

much surprise, 1 observe that the articles of both
the editor and his correspondent are couched in a
somewhat unhandsome spirit towards Mr. O'Sullivan, which, in the latter, (who is, I take it, a near
relative of Mr. Ledyard), is not very becoming,
and which, had Mr. O'Sullivan's character or his
agency in the matter been known to her, would
never have been shown. "Myra" says: "I read
a communication in yesterday's Evening Post,
declared his opinions against the exercise of (he signed 'Democracy,' complaining that a New Yorkright of search in time of peace; and I do think, er, descended from the Livingstons of this state,
then, that we ought to be most cautious upon this had been chosen by ambassador Cass as his secreThere can, my lords, be no doubt that, tary of legation, to the exclusion of a young gentlesubject.
however the public feeling or the public mind may man with an Irish name, who, of course, must have
in the United States be divided on the subject of rendered important services to our country, as 'Deslavery and the slave trade, there is no individual mocracy' visits his being superseded for one of a
in the United States who has not the strongest feel- family so well known in American history with
ing upon the subject the right of search of their such bitter censures. So let that go."
Now, suppose, Messrs. Editors, that the case
merchant vessels by the vessels of this country
and, also, that Ihe exercise of this power must be was exactly reversed, viz: That "ambassador
right

—

under these circumstances, my
It is
lords, that I conclude by recommending to the
noble lords opposite to consider well this subject
before they proceed finally to carry this bill into
execution."
resisted.

livan:

To

the editor of the Evening Post.
Stock-bridge, (Mass.) .August 30, 1839.
sir:
friend having just placed in
hands your paper of the 28th"instant, containing a
communication over the signature of "Democracy"
in relation to myself, I hasten to discharge the du-

Dear

A

my

ty, which it renders imperative, of contradicting
some material mistakes of fact, aflecting other persons, which it contains.
In the first place, the writer (of whose friendly
spirit I am duly sensible at the same time that I

bound to correct his unintentional errors) states
"sometime since it was announced in the papers that Mr. O'Sullivan was appointed secretary
of legation at Paris," &c. No such actual appoiniment, in the strict sense of the word, was ever made,
feel

that

my withdrawal Irorn the editorship of
the Democratic Review, my name was selected lor
the purpose, subject of course to the proper and
necessary condition of the approval of the minister
at Paris, governor Cass.
though, on

Cass" had requested a gentleman to be appointed,
and that the friends of the same gentleman had
In the second place, in answer to the question
used every possible kind of urgent solicitation, why a different appointment has been subsequently
both personal and recommendatory, for months, announced, it is stated Ihat "upon inquiry it is unwithout the slightest elTcct; that they never would derstood Mr. O'Sullivan having written to the
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Resolved, That the rules and regulations of the
the secretaries:— which was
minister, Mr. Cass, in relation to the appointment, their credentials to
house of representatives of Pennsylvania, be adoptreceived I'rom that gentleman such an answer that done accordingly.
On motion of J. Washington Tyson, esq. of the ed for the government of the proceedings of this
he could not alterwards consent to hold the office
convention.
Philadelphia, it was
of secretary of legation under h]m;"and again, that city of
On motion of Joseph Konigmacher, esq. of LanResolved, That a committee, to consist of one from
"the uncourleousness of Mr. Cass towards Mr.
represented in this convention, be ap- caster, the name of D. Elliott, of Lancaster, was
O'Sullivan rendered it impobsible lor that gentle- each county
for
its permanent or- substituted for that of Mr. Kirkpatrick.
officers
nominate
pointed
to
entirely
This
man to receive the appointment."
On motion of C. B. Penrose, esq. of Cumberland,
unfounded statement renders it necessary for me to ganization.
Whereupon the chair announced the following the following resolutions were agreed to:
explain, that, in consequence of the minister havResolved,
That a committee of twenty be appointcommittee:
said
constitute
to
delegates
ing before requested the appointment of another
shall be to prepare an address to
J. W. Tyson, city of Philadelphia; Wra. F. ed, whose duty it
gentleman, 1 addressed him a letter simply to inCobean, of the people, and who shall have power to publish the
Robert
county;
Philadelphia
Hughes,
of
.such
apof
any
known
never
form him that I had
with
the proceedings of this convensame,
together
Dickey,
Jno.
Armstrong;
of
Leech,
plication on his part until I also learned that such Adams; David
Stralford, of Bradford; David tion.
objections were entertained by the government to of Beaver; Levi P.
the committee on the address shall
Resolved,
That
Berks;
Joel
Darling,
of
judge
Bedford;
Mann,
of
as
I
that appointment that it would not at any rate,
Haslett, of Buller;Thn3. have power to adopt and execute such measures as
understood, be made. His reply was so far removed Vezey, of Bucks; William
Houston, of Cen- may be calculated to promote and carry into effect,
from "uncoarteousness" as to be replete with kind- K. Biill, of Chester; gen. William
Jno. Fenlen, of Cam- the views of this convention, and unite the anIi-Van
Columbia;
of
ness and cordiality, and proffered the most friendly tre; David Clark,
Buren party in the approaching presidential elecwelcome in case he could not be gratified in the bria; J. R. Barr, of Clearfield; Edw. Sager, of CrawLevi Mertle, of tion. Whereupon the president appointed the folrequest which had been prompted by personal mo- ford; John B. Quigly, of Clinton;
lowing committee:
Joshua
P.
motives which would, Cumberland; Wm. Clark, of Dauphin;
tives of peculiar urgency
Charles B. Penrose, John C. Montgomery, J.
Scott, of Erie; R. L. Barre
of course, still induce him to press the request, if Eyre, of Delaware; A.
Washington Tyson, George A. Madeira, K. L.
James
Ar__Frankliiri;
Watts,
of
Edw._
Fayette;
any chance of success should still remain open to of
Morehead, of Indiana; Barr, Nerr Middleswarth, Edward Sager, John
Iinmediately on the receipt of this reply, I ad- thur, of Huntingdon; James
Juniata; Joseph Konig- Harper, William E. Conrow, Thomas Chambus,
dressed a note to the secretary of state to withdraw Allen M. Thompson, of
Killinger, of Lebanon; John Williain.son, John Dickey, Thomas K. Bull,
from a position involving a competition \^'ith per- macher, of Lancaster; John
S. Slocura, Luzerne; Jonathan J. Slocum, William Clark, David Mann,
sonal motives, on the paVt of governor Cass, of the col. Geo. Kyper, of Lehigh;J.
John Reynolds, of Michael Day, Joshua P. Eyre, Philip Smyser, AlLycoming;
Dunn,
Joseph
M.
the
appointment,
nature alluded to; and to decline
len M. Thompson.
such withdrawal, governor Cass's renewed Mercer; William Brothers, of Mifflin; Job R. Maif, on
On motion of doctor B. R. Mears, of the county
ther, of Montgomery; J. R, McClintock, of Perry;
solicitations might have a -chance of success."
of
Philadelphia, the following resolution was agreed
FilPeter
Somerset;
of
McGhelian,
Accordingly, sustained by the strongest assurance Michael Dan
M. Clay, of Union;
of the personal qualifications of the gentleman pre- bert, of Schuylkill; Robert P.
Resolved, That a committee of ten be appointed
WestRamsay,
of
John
Wayne;
of
Fields,
Edward
was
acceded
request
his
viously selected by him,
to draft a preamble and resolutions expressive of
James R. Menough, of York.
to; but I can perceive nothing, in this plain state- moreland;
On motion of Mr. Day, of the county of Philadel- the sense of this convention, and report the same
ment of the circumstances, on which can be justly
Whereupon the
to the convention this afternoon.
was
phia,
it
grounded any of the harsh remarks upon governor
were appointed by the
Resolved, That when this convention adjourns, it following named gentlemen
Cass contained in the comnuinication of "Demoat 10 president:
morning
to-moirow
to
meet
adjourn
will
friends
can
have
none
of
my
certainly
And
ciacy."
Benjamin R. Mears. James Moorehead, Caleb J.
reason to entertain any feelings ol dissatisfaction in o'clock, A. M.
Hoops, William Brothies, David Clark, J. WashOn motion the convention then adjourned.
relation to the matter, to which I am myself enington Tyson, Joseph Konigmacher, Preston Brock,
adjournment,
According
to
1839.—
September
5,
tirely a stranger.
10 o'clock, A. M. J. Elisha Phipps, jr. Joshua R. McClintock.
In the third place, the writer remarks: "but that the convention assembled at
On motion of John Williamson, esq. of Huntingcity, chairojan of the
the president should have consented to appoint a Washington Tyson, esq. of the
purpose of selecting don, it was
the
for
licrson possessing not the least claim to the office, committee appointed
Resolved, That when the convention adjourns, it
conand at the same time hostile to his administration, officers for the permanent organization of the
adjourn to meet again at 3 o'clock this afternoon.
In addition to vention, submitted the following report:
is to [liim] a matter of surprise."
Chester.
President John Parker, esq. of
Col. Bull, of Chester, submitted the following
the above sufficient explanation of the appointment
Vice Presidents.— Co\. David Hauck, of Lancas- resolutions, which were twice read, and unanimousthat has been made, I may state in conclusion that
col. M. C. ly agreed to:
governor Cass, who, during several years that he ter: capt. Wm. H. JMexander, of Uizeme;
Beaver;
Resolved, That as tlys convention has ascertained
was attached to his legation had the best opportu- Ctarkson, of Adams; James Patterson of
Philadelphia county; Edward that it is the expectation and the desire of the peonity of judging, vouched in the amplest manner for Jolm Wister, jr. of
of Hunting- ple whom it represents, that a delegation Iroin
the fitness of the gentleman whose appointment he Sap«r, of Crawford; Jb/i!i Trt//ia7nsoji,
Pennsylvania to the national anti-Van Buren conrequested, in both the points of view here indicated; don; J. Rutsel Barr. of Lycoming.
Sfciefancs.— George A. Madeira, of Franklin; vention, to be assembled at Harrisburg in Decemthat is, both urging his personal qualifications,
combined with an experience in the duties of the Joseph Brelsford, of the city of Philadelphia; John ber next, should be chosen by this convention, a
David Clark, of Colum- commitlee of delegates from each congressional disoffice which could not be possessed by a stranger Ramsay, of Westmoreland;
bia.
trict shall be appointed, whose duty it shall be to
to them, and denying in his behalf any ojjposition
On motion of Nerr Middleswarth, esq. of Union, select such delegation, and report the same lor the
or hostility to the administration, or to "democratic
whereupon
adopted,
unanimously
report
was
approbation of the convention; and that said comthe
measures."
principles and
mittee be instructed in making such selection, to
The apparent reference of your correspondent the officers took their seats accordingly.
The objects of the convention were announced have a due regard for any action on this subject,
to information that could only have been derived
remarks
eloquent
brief
but
some
president
in
the
by
which may have already' taken place in any contioin myself compels me reluctantly thus to bring
gressional district, by any portion of the anii-Van
before the public, to whom the matter is not of the a sketch of which is annexed.
Gentlemen of the convention I thank you most Buren party, so that the 'feelings of all may be reslightest consequence, this simple explanation of
an explanation which will, I presume, cordially for the honor you have unexpectedly con- spected and harmony restored.
the facts
preside over the
be entirely satisfactory to all of my political and ferred upon me, in selecting me to
Raolvcd, , That if in any such congressional disemphati
personal friends who may have entertained an deliberations of this convention. This is
trict the people shall prefer the choice of such deleopinion or feeling in relation to it similar to those cally an assemblage of patriotic freemen represent- gate, as such district may be entitled to, by any
expressed in the communication of "Democracy." ing the various parties of our great commonwealth, further or other action of the people, then and in
and composed of all the elements of opposition to
J. L. O'SULLIVAN.
Very respectfully, 8ce.
that case it shall be regular to call upon the antithe miserable and destructive administration that is
Van Buren party in such district to elect delegates
now sapping the foundations of our happiness and from each township to county convenlions, which
DAY.
POLITICS OF
UNION AND II.\RmONY ANTI-VAN DUnEN STATE prosperity.
shall proceed by the appointment of conferees, or
Gentlemen, I appear before you as an nnwaverCONVENTION OF rENNSYLV ANI A.
the usu.al mode practised in such conventions, to
At a meeting of the democratic anti-Van Buren ini' whig, with strong personal attachments to the select a delegate to the national convention, coninemhers of the legislature of this state, held at Har- great statesman of Kentucky; but as one of the re- firming the choice made by this convention, or
risbnr" on the 22d day of June last, of which John presentatives of the whigs of Chester county, I will otherwise, as to the people so assembled in conclaims of the hero of
J. Pearson, esq. was chairman, the following reso- most cheei fully advocate the
vention, it may be deemed expedient. Whereupon
North Bend. 'On this occasion I find myself surlulioii was unanimously adopted:
the following commitlee was appointed by the re"JUnolfcJ, That ouranti-Van Buien citizensand rounded by whigs, anti.nia.sons and conservatives, spective delegations:
pergratification
to
constituents be and they are hereby most earnestly and it allbrds ine the highest
1st district— Miller N. Everly; 2d do. John C.
urged and requested to elect delegates in their re- ceive, from the interchange of sentiments and views Montgoiucry, J. Washington Tyson; 8d do. Henespective counties ami districts, equal in number to since our arrival in this place, that but one spirit ry Simons; '4lh do. Thom.as R. Bull, of Chester, J.
d,iy,
the representatives in the legislature, to meet in animates the breasts of all on this auspicious
Hoops, of Delaware, and David Elliott, of Lancasconvention at llarrisbiirg, on Wednesd.ny, the fourth and that is a spiritof determination to merge all mi- ter; 5th do. Job R. Mather; 6th do. Joel Vezey;
day of September next, then and there to adopt nor dill'erences of opinion in the one grand and pa- 7th do. E. Fields; Sth do. Petcr.Filbert; 9th do. A.
measures to unite the anti-Van Buren party, and triotic object of redeeming our beloved country from H. Heister; 10th do. Benjamin Jordan; Uth do.
secure its succe.'is in our own state, and in the next the grasp of the spoilers.
Jacob Emmetl; 12th do. 'Dr. W. C. McPherson,
The friends of the illustrious Clay and the patri- George A. Madeira; 13th do. John R. McClintock;
presidential election."
will henceforth be seen fighting
In accordance with the recommemlation contain- otic Harrison,
Uth do. James Aithur; Llth do. Jonathan J. Slotheir
country,
battles
of
shoulder
the
to
assembled
shoulder
convention
a
resolution,
nl in the above
cum; IGth do. Nerr Middleswarth; 17th do. J. C.
lS:i9, and the hopes of the enemy based on the anticipatat Harrisliurg on tlie 41h day of September,
ISlli do. David Mann; 19th do. John RamAdams;
now be scattered to
and on motion of Joliii C. Montgomery, esq. of llie ed division in our ranks, will
sey; iOth do. R. L. Barry; 22d do. Harvey Bollcity of Philadelphia, judge Clark, of the county of
man; 2.td do. David Leech; 24th do. John ReyTrusting the .spirit of "union and harmony," eoinDauphin, was called to the chair for the purpose of
nolds; 25lh do. Alexander Elliott.
the proceedings
temporary organization, and John J. Slocuin, of Lu- proniise and conciliation, may guide
On motion of judge Clark, of Dauphin, the folwill again, in concluzerne, and Oeo. A. Madeira, of Franklin, were ap- of this important convention, I
were by the president apsion, gentlemen, return you iny acknowledgments lowing named gentlemen
pointed secretaries.
pointed n committee of finance:
upon
me.
have
conferred
the
honor
you
Cumberland,
for
of
esq.
Penrose,
On motion of C. B.
Joseph KoMiddleswarth,
Clark,
Nerr
William
the
On motion of J. Worlhinglon Tyson, esq. of
that the delegates from their reit was resolved,
nlgm.icluT.
spective counties, tlirongli their chairuiaii, hand city, it was
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confide in the sincerity of the noble sentiOn motion of John Williamson, esq. of Huntingdon, the president of the convention, was re- ment which he has expressed, that "if his name
spectfully requested to furnish a copy of his ad- created any obstacle to cordial union and harmony,"
dress, for publication, with the proceedings of the it should be withdrawn, and that we should "concentrate upon some individual more acceptable to
convention.
all branches of the opposition."
The evidence of
On motion of col. Clarkson, of Adams, it was
Resolved, That when the convention adjourns, it popular opinion, as emphatically designates the
name of that individual, who is acceptable to "all
will adjourn to meet again at 3 o'clock, P. M.
On motion of William F. Hughes, esq. of the branches of the opposition,'' and nothing but blind
county of Philadelphia, the convention then ad- infatuation can close the eyes of intelligent men to
this evidence.
journed.

The convention assembled at 8 o'clock, P. M.
pursuant to adjournment.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read
and approved.
Mr. Penrose, from the committee on the address,
reported that the committee had the subject under
consideration that they were not prepared to report an address; but thai the committee would, in
pursuance of the resolution, prepare and publish
the same with the proceedings of this convention.
Dr. Mears, of the county of Philadelphia, from

—

We are proud to name him. Descended from
one of that illustrious and noble band who signed

—

the magna charta of our liberties the declaration
of independence he received the lesson of wisdom
and the spirit of patriotism from the purest sources
of the revolution. He sat at the feet of the Gamalial, and well
he has approved his illustrious
teachers.

—

4?

Resolved, That general Harrison is eminently
for discharging the high and important
lunctions of chief magistrate of the republic, by his
great intellectual and moral endowments, by his
incorruptible integrity, by long experience in civil
posts of great responsibility, and, above all, by his
uriabating devotion to his country, its honor and
interests which the lapse of time, instead of chilling, only strengthens and confirms.
Resolved, That the most permanent and effectual
corrective of the gross abuses and official proHigacy
which have crept into the administration of our national affairs, will be the immediate and unwaveiing
application of the democratic principle of a single
presidential term, which, by divesting the incumbent of the chief motive to corrupt practices and
party subserviency, will render him an agent independent of extraneous control or influence, and responsible only to the people.
Resolved, That the voluntary and unsolicited declaration by general Harrison, that he will consent
to be a candidate but for one term
were other and
yet more conclusive reasons wanting, should constitute in itself, with every lover of his country, an
abundant motive to his support.
Resolved, That it be earnestly recommended to
the anti-Van Buren party throughout this commonwealth, to commence tVom this auspicious day, the
good work of reforming the state and national administrations; and, regardless of all personal preferences, to arm themselves for the struggle in October next, to unite firmly and efficiently vpon one
ticket in their respective counties, in order that our
own commonwealth may be first redeemed from
the grasp of the spoilers.
Resolved, That it is the deliberate conviction of
this convention, that a large majority of the people
of the United States condemn the destructive course
of the present national administration, and that
union among its opponents is alone requisite, to
hurl it from power, and thus to restore repose and
prosperity to the great agricultural, mechanical and
commercial interests of the nation.
Resolved, That to produce this concentration of
strength, the voice of patriotism cries aloud to every
advocate of democracy, and to every lover of his
country, to merge all miiior dilferences of opinion,
all personal and political predilections, all distinctive and exclusive organization, and to rally ut-.der
the broad banner of •ntnion and harmony," whicii is
this day unfurled to the breeze.
Mr. Montgomery of the city, chairman of the
committee ajipninted to select delegates to the national convention, made the following report, which,
on motion of Mr. Tyson, of the city, was unanimously adopted.
qualified

General William Henry Harrison has devoted his
to the service of his country, and his was a
reward the approbation of his own
the committee on resolutions reported the follow- pure conscience, and the gratitude, admiration, afing, which, on motion of Mr. Everly, were unani- fection and reverence of his countrymen.
mously adopted:
He is indeed in their hearts, and no party bounWhereas, all who are opposed to the present ad- daries can be set to his popularity no party arministration of the general government by Martin rangements or machinery can control or repress
Van Buren, "believe that there is a radical mal-ad- their generous confidence, their earnest determinaministration of the government: that the great in- tion to call him from the virtuous retirement and
terests of the country are trodden down; that new occupation of the plough, to the highest office in the
and dangerous principles and practices have been gift of a free people.
introduced and continues; that a fearful conjunction
We join with the people in this generous preferof the purse and the sword in the same hands, al- ence, our judgment, and our feelings approve their
ready alarmingly strong, is perseveringly attempt- choice. Therefore,
ed; that the constitution has been grossly violated;
Resolved, That while this convention entertain
and that, by the vast accumulation of executive the belief that no other candidate for the presidency
power, actual and meditated, our system is rapidly but general William Henry Harrison, of Ohio, can
tending towards an elective monarchy. These are unite the anti-Van Buren party, and by that union
our convictions, honestly and sincerely entertain- rescue the country from misrule, they feel entire
They prescribe to us the duties which we respect and admiration for the great talents and
ed.
have to perform towards our country. To correci public and private virtues of Henry Clay, of Kenpast evils and to avert impending danger, we see tucky, and (hey cannot believe that he who has alNO EFFECTUAL REMEDY BUT IN A CHANGE OF ready made so many sacrifices for his country, will
ouK RULERS. The opposition constitutes the ma- not permit his name to be used to divide and disunquestionably the majority of the nation tract the anti-Van Buren party, and thus consign
jority
11
great responsibility therefore attaches to it.
to hopeless ruin our republican institutions.
defeated, it will be defeated by its own divisions,
Resolved, That we confide in the known patriotand not by the merit of the principles of its oppo- ism of Henry Clay, and believe that he will not denent. These divisions are, at the same time, our ceive our confident expectation that he will add
weakness and liis strength.
another to his many claims upon the gratitude of
We are then called u jion by the highest of duties his country by magnanimously withdrawing his
to our country, to its free institutions, to posterity, name as a presidential candidate, and thereby enand to the woihl, to rise above all local prejudices sure a certain victory to those "imperishable prinand personal partialities, to discard all collateral ciples" which he has so long and so ably supquestions, to disregard every subordiate point, and, ported.
in a genuine spirit of compromise and concession,
Resolved, That this convention has assembled in
Senatorial delegates John A. Shulze, Joseph
uniting heart and hand to preserve lorourselves the coulbrmity to the recommendation of a meeting of
blessings of a free government, wisely, honestly the democratic members of the legislature, held at Lawrence.
Dist.
and faithfully administered, and, as we have receiv- Harrisburg in June last, for the purpose of re- Dist.
1st Alex. Quinton,
12th James Colhoun,
ed them from our fathers, to transmit them to our chil. uniting and harmonizing all the elements of oppo1.3th Charles B. Penrose,
We should justly subject ourselves to eter- sition in Pennsylvania to the existing federal ad- 2J John Swift,
dren.
Frederick Fraley,
14th John Williamson,
nal reproach if we permitted our differences about ministration.
ISthAningO. Cahoon,
.3d Thomas Rotch,
mere men to bring defeat and disaster upon our
Resolved, That the object of the "opposition
4th Dr. W. Darlington, 16th James Merrill,
cause. Our principles are iuipeiishable, but men members of congress, without distinction of party,"
Edward Darlington, 17th Moses J. Clark,
have a fleeting existence, and are themselves liable in proposing the national convention which will
Eraan'l C. Reigert, 18th Samuel M. Barclay,
to change and corruption during its brief continu- meet at Harrisburg in December next, contemplated
5th Jonathan Roberts,
191h Cyrus P. Markle,
ance.
the union and harmony of all the branches of the
6th Hugh H. Henry, jr 20th Andrew Stewart,
In that party bearing the illustrious name of whig anti-Van Buren party, and hence the exclusion
7th
Peter
Michler,
21st
S.
Dr. R. F. Biddle,
a name consecrated by patriotic recollections, Irom its councils of delegates deputed to represent
Patterson,
and endeared to every loverof freedom, stand Hen- either, would entail dissention in our ranks and 8th William Andenteid 22d
9th Win. Darling,
Benjamin
23d
King,
great
statesman
of
the
west,
whose
the
ry Clay,
conflict with and defeat the designs of its prolife

—

patriot's best

—

,

THE DAY.

—

A

—

—

eloquent language we have adopted, as we cherish
His past politithe sentiments which it expresses.
cal career exemplifies the sincerity of the noble sen'iment he has conveyed in the question, "what is a
public man worth who is not ever ready to sacrifice
himself for the good of his country."
He has again and again made such sacrifice of
his popularity, by his course on questions, now affecting him in this, and then in that portion of the
nation.

His devotion to the public good, in which he has
encountered these prejudices, has commended him
to the support of ardent admirers, among the most
enlightened portion of his countrymen, who cherish
the hope that the period will yet arrive, when the
vast patronage and power of the general government will be no longer in the hands of those who
artfully use it to deceive the people in regard to
his public conduct, and when these prejudices will
have passed away, and the country will confer upon
him the highest evidence of its atf(;ction and gratitude.

This convention, entertaining towards him the
highest regard, are nevertheless constrained to say,
that they have the most conclusive evidence, that
this period has not arrived: and that to use his
name now as a candidate for the presidency, would
be, as unjust to him, as
of patriotism.

it

will be fatal to the

hopes

John A.. Fislier,
24th Thomas Henry,
nth William R. Morris, 25th Charles M Reed,
On motion of Mr. Moo] ehead, of Indiana, it was
loth

jectors.

.

the unanimous sense of this
convention, that general William Henry Harrison
is the only candidate for the presidency, presented
to the people of the United States, whose popularity can secure the end designed to be accomplished, by the organized opposition to Martin Van
Buren, and the pernicious principles and measures
of his administration.
Resolved, That general Harrison is believed to
be the choice of a very large majority of the opponents of Martin Van Buren that the influence of
his great name and virtues, and the hold he possesses upon the confidence and affections of the
people of all parties, justify the belief, that, if nominated by the national convention, he can and will
redeem our ancient and renowned commonwealth
from the inglorious rule of the base, desperate, and
corrupt faction which has oppressed and degraded
her, and that he has claims to the support of his
countrymen, of higher obligations than any which
could arise from party services or affinity.
Resolved, That the patriotic veneration of the
people for the illustrious chief of North Bend, and
their gratitude for his many and signal services,
are feelings kindred in their character and effect,
to those which awakened the popular enthusiasm
for the Hero of New Orleans, and rallied an invincible host in his support.
Resolved,

That

it is

—

Resolved,

That the committee on the address hav

power

to supply vacancies in the delegation to the
national convention.
On motion of Mr. Tyson it was
Resolved, That the thanks of this convention be
presented to the editor of the anti-Van Buren journals of Harrisburg for documents and papers furnished to the convention.

On motion of Mr. Konigmacher, the thanks of the
convention were presented to the president and
other officers of the convention, for the dignity and
impartiality with which they have discharged theii
res|)ective dutie.'i.

On motion of Mr. Brothers, of MifHin, the following resolution was unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That we meet here the friends of general Harrison and the friends of Henry Clay, and we
have united for the sake of union, and agreed to recommend the patriot and statesman, William Henry
Harrison, as our presidential candidate.
On motion of Mr. Dickey, of Beaver, it was
Resolved, That the editors of all the anti- Von
Buren papers be respectfully requested to publish
the proceedings of the convention.
On motion of Mr. Tyson, the convention then
adjourned sine die.

.
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We

CHRONICLE.
Orleans Courier estimates the loss on this
at two milyear's exportation of cotton from that port
moderaie calcudoJ.-irs, according to the most
li .hs jl
inCaacti wheels. Tl is surprising that the attention of
to the improveventors has not before been diiectod
saw at the iair, a pair inyenred by
ment of wheels.
oritruly
an
Toller, of Hartford, Connecncut,
•'auspeiision wheels.'
ginal production; he calls them
rods ot
The hubs are of cast iron— the spokes small to
look
round rolled iron— the rim strap iron formed
Its form gives to it great
like the common feloed rim.
connected with the
is light and elastic, and is

We

Mr E

strenu-lh-

huh by

the small iron rods,

ends.

thc-ir

a true

circle.

Her

learn from the Pensacola Gazette, that the U.
was lo saU in a few days, on a cruize.

destination

is

not known, but

supposed

is

to

i

be

Tampa Bay.
The ship Relief, of the United States exploring squawas at Callao on the 5ih June. The rest of the
squadron were to go to Juan Fernandez.
List of oficers attached to the U. S. ship Le.mngton,
John H. Clark, captain:
at Guai/aquil, July 6, 1S39.

having screws and nuts on

The rim can be adjusted at any time to
The cost and weight will be about the

as the common wheels, and the durabilr^ty as the
[N. 1 Star.
ditierence between iron and wood.

same

.

Gov. Simpson and colonels Bowles and Wigram,
who lel'i Lachine about the end of April last for the
Hudson Bay company's settlement, at Red River, returned to Montreal a few days ago. These gentlemen
were accompanied in tlieir voyage upwards by Mr. and
Mrs. Thorn and servant, Dr. McLaughlin, Mr. linlayson, Mr. McDonell, and Mr. Cowie— P/Irs. Thorn beextraordinain^ the third lady who had undertaken so
away in three
rv'a voyage. The parties were stowed
canoes 10° the head of Lake Superior, and thence to

Red River

1839— CHllONICLE.

S. ship Ontario

The New

laiioiis.

14,

in four.

dron,

Wm.

H.
Burns, heutenant: John P. GiUis, do.
Henry S. Coulter, surgeon: William P. Zantzinger, purser: J. Dickinson Miller, asW. S. Schenck, acting master;
sistant surgeon;
James L. Parker, passed midshipmen: John H. SherP. C.
burne, do: James S. Ridgley, midshipmen:
Van Wyck, do; Edwin F. Olmstead, captain's clerk:
Henry Bacon, sailmaker;
Patrick Dee, carpenter:
M. Cooper,
William Burton, acting gunner;
acting boatswain.
have been perThe U. S. shiji Pennsylvania.
mitted to copy the following extract of a letter from an
officer on board the United States ship Brandy wine, to
a gentleman in this city, dated
Norfolk, Aug. '23,1839.
"The noble line of battle ship Pennsylvania, which
would have done our country so much credit abroad,
having
is ordered to be stripped and laid up here, after
been ready for sea or nearly so. She will require more
repairs after the expiration of three years where she
now lies, than it could have cost to keep her at sea
[Brunswick Adv.
double that time."

Owen

Brown, acting do.

of the Africans of the Amistad, named Antonio
Simon, died on Thursday the oth inst. at New Haven.
He had been in a feeble state from the time ot his leavactive leader
ing the vessel— and is said lohave been an

this is done, the amount is to be drawn for
n monthly instalments. The success of the commisrs in London places Illinois on high ground, and
will enable her to complete her works of internal im^
provement.
learn from the
American mechunical genius.
PhUadelphia U. S. Gazette, that Messrs. Baldwin,
Vail and Hufty of that city, have received by the Great
Western, applications from the extensive rail road companies in E:igland, for a supply of locomotive engines.
This fact speaks volumes, and is the more grautying
from the fact that the gentlemen of that firm have netaken a single step towards inlroducing their enThe apgines in that country, in any way whatever.
phcation is the result of the high character their engines have acquired for their superiority and cfliciency

and when

Wm.

We

in this country.

We

The price of board in Houston and Galveston, Texas,
from $5 to $6 per day. Washing is done at S5 per
dozen pieces.
Gold a preserver of beauty. From the N. Y. Evening
III the revolt.
Post. At a late meeting of the French academy o(
The Alexandria Gazette states that the ship General sciences, barron Larrey, one of the surgeons ot NaWashingion, Marbury, of that port, on her homeward poleon, mentioned an experiment made by himself by
used in prevoyage, was spoken by the steam ship Liverpool, from which it was found that gold leaf could be
New^York, tor Liverpool; and, as soon as the name serving beauty. During the campaign in Egypt, he
General Washingion was announced, the passengers had observed that when the higher classes of the counand crew ascended the side of the steam ship, and hail- try were attacked by the confluent small pox, which
not being modified by vaccination leave deep marks
ed it with loud and hearty cheers!
One

New

method of raising frial

wax
arv, and each end dipped in tallow or shoemaker's
or'piich, and buried in the ground, the buds uppermost,
while the body lies in a horizontal position and two or
three inches deep. It is said they will be ar in three or
{Fredeiick Herald.
tour years from the planting.

We

learn that the Campbell, formerly
Look at this!
sold at Havaa United Stales revenue cutter, has been
na for the slave trade; on her arrival there from New
human flesh,
Orleans, will be sent to Africa for a load ol
further learn
under the star-spangled banner!
vessels under
that since December last, twenty-lhree
in this
the American flag have left Havana to engage
«am' infamous traffic! Can nothing be done by the
United States o-overnment to proteci itself from ihis foul
di-'iace and Africa from such tremendous wrongs?

We

'

[N. ¥. Juur.

Com.

The St. Augustine (Fa.) Herald, of the )5ih
full returns of ihe recent vole in thai terthe adoption of the constitution; by which il
the recent
aijuears that ihe constitution proposed by
convention has hem adopted -the vote in tayor ol it beFlorida.

inst

contains

ritory

the skin, the leeches applied gold leaf to the surface
of the body where pustules appeared. At the suggestion of Larrey, M. Legrand, a French physician,
Iried the e.xperiment upoii a beautiful young English
girl suflering under one of the worst forms ot the dis-

The new method on

trees.

of raisin"' fruit "trees by planting the scions is said to
have maliy advantages over the old method. It is betthan the grafting because it is more expeditious and
They are more easy planted and
reuuiies no stocks.
take but little trouble. To plant them properly, the
scion should be taken any time alter the first of Febru-

°

is

on

aa.

who
dent of the
result.
< i-,
cial proclamation of the
The next step towards the admission of f loiida as a
National Intelligencer,
sfilc into the union, says the
subject.upon
the
act
will be to call on congress to
The Commercial thinits however, that this question

_

•

i

mally demanded the surrender to the Spanish authoriof the Amistad, her cargo and the alleged slaves.

ties,

At
there

New

York fair of the
the
is a case of locks from the

Mechanics'

institute,

factory of Mackrell

and Richardson." Among others it contains one of
RofPs patent locks. A check for S200 is deposited
with one of the managers ot the fair for the benefit of
any person who will pick lliis lock.
Lower Canada. The irial of Jalhert, at Montreal,
was concluded on Friday, so far as the counsel and
The jiu-y had not agreed
witnesses were concerned.
on Monday morning, and were not hkely to agree.
The Montreal Herald says nine were for acquitling and
three for convicting the nine being French Canadians.
On Saturday, application was made to the court by
one of the jurors, for leave to take some refreslimeni,
as he was so faint that he could not longer dispense
with it. After consultation for an hour the court granted his request. The jurors were to have one meal a
day until the close of the term on the 10th, when, if
they still could not agree, they would be discharged.
[N. Y. Com. Adv.
The Harrisburg Reporter states Ihat the town coun-

—

of that borough have finally adopted the plan reE. F. Gay, esq. for the introduction of
an abundant supply of pure water from the Susquehanna river. The cost of the improvement will be
about 1573,000, a sum of no account when its expenA coating of gold leaf was applied to the face by diture
will accomplish an object of so much importance
the medium of a little gum to make it adhere. The
to the health and comfort of the inhabitants.
lady recovereti from her disease without marks exIt is stated in the New York Journal of Commerce
cept on the extremities and ihe central portions of the
that the captain of a slave schooner owned in Matanbody where the gold leaf had not been applied.
zasby an American and Itahan, put into Porto Rico
Canal tolls. The tolls collected on the New York a short time since, sold his load of negroes and Swartto
August,
and
two
weeks
in
last
canals (luring the
wouted » ith the money, about S70,Oi50. The owners
the 1st September in each of the five past years are as
have no redress.
follows, viz:
„
,
c
The Buflalo papers state that the trade of that place
Last two weeks in Aug. Total to 1st &ej)t.
Merchandise is
is assuming a most favorable aspect.
&S63,981
$93,0-11
1835,
said to be pouring in, and every conveyance is lull of
9'25,0G0
121,191
1836,
passengers. The lake companies have ordered on the
648,163
68,210
1837,
line many of the boats which were temporarily laid up.
849,275
101,479
1838,
Three were to depart daily tor the west, one of which
913,322
86,944
1839,
to go no farther than
Thus it appears that the tolls of the last two weeks for the upper lakes the others
This measure became necessary, in conseDetroit.
in August are less than in either of the four preceding
quence of the increase oC travel, and the accumulation
years, except 1837; and thai the tolls to the 1st Sep
of merchaiiciise in the hands of forwarders. The
this year, are $11,733 less than in 1S36.
cil

commended by

—

,

—

icmber,

The wheat and flour delivered at tide water
week in August was as follows, viz:

durin'

1838,
1S39,

7,510

Showing a
Equal

to

bush wheat.
15,836
4,414

Blls. flour.
2<),651

number of emigrants now passing through

is

the last

Herald

it— majority
1 he
iiitr 2 070 to 1,'J''5 against
giving this result have been
lur'iher says, that the reiums
lorwardcd to the presiduly certified by gov. Call, and
to
make offiauthorised
is
convention,

New

York American announces, on good auThe
M. Calderon dcla Barca, who exercises the
functions of Spanish minister, until his successor shall
accredited by the president, has forreceived
and
be

thority, that

11,424
22,051
and
fulling 0(1" of
a falling off of 24,239 barrels of flour.

The Philadelphia navy yard. The ship carpenters
have been actively engaged at this navy yard for some

greater than at any period this season.

that place

They are
The

principally destined tor Cincinnati or St. Louis.
European emigrants, as a body, avoid Michigan

Wisconsin— very

few, other than

New

and

Englanders go

being more congenial to the
eastern emigrant's notions of climate, mineral wealth
there; the latter territory

and

agricultural resources.

Letters fiom

Havana, Aug.

22, state that die

Eng-

ultimo
Health of Pensacola. The Gazette of the 31st
counting the crews
savs we have now a population,
of 5,000, and not a
of ships ill our harbor, of uiiwaids
case of fever is known to exist here.

packet from Vera Cruz tiad arrived with the yellow fever on board, and about ?1,600 000 in specie,
Among the vessels now in progress, vye may wh cli, it is presumed, will soon be in the vaults of ihe
time.
is
laid.
Her
which
keel
of
frigate,
the
mention a steam
IBank of England. Letlers also sjieak of the losses on
length is 206 feet, her stern and stem posts are iieaily the shi|iiiieiit of produce from that place lo England.
ready for rtiising, and a number of her floors are also
A correspondent of the New York Gazette lias deShe will
ready. Also a sloop of war rating 16 guns.
voted sonic of Ins leisure hours to the counting of the
be launched in the course of the present month. The
names of twenlv of the most numerous class in the
U. S. schooner Enterprise has been repaired or refitted,
Directory. The folloH ing is his report:
and is now getting provisioned for a cruise. The Uni- New York
1
ted States sctiooncr E.xpcrinieiit is being titled out lor
vessel
of
war
large
is
also
a
There
a receiving shin.
under one of the sheds, the greater part of the work of
winch is completed.

Nav<d. The V. S. schooner Grampus, licut. com.
coast of Nova Scotia
Paine bound on a cruise to the
Roads.
and liibrtulor, has gone to sea from Hamilton

Perhaps it will be gratifying to many lo see to what
ago our oldest naval olliccrs have lived to ariive at llie
rank (the highest in our navy) of coinm-jdoie. The

in congress, until the poswill not be seriously agitated
the subjecsession ol East Florida shall be quieted by
the contest with whom,
tion or removal of the Indians,
drained dry the
duriii" the last three or four years, has
treasury of the United States.

a list of lheoniccrv|
The
comimindiiif
.lolm Sionc I'ame.heut.
G. Williamson, William Preston Gnffiii,
follov.iiig is

(iabriel

"^Wn^'kosa Gardiner, P. midshipman, doing the duly
of sailing niiister.

Kdward John

Ruttcr, assistant surgeon.

Charles Robinson, pna-scd midshipmnn.
Edward A. Burnet, L. McUugal, midshipmen,
Fmncis Rice; acting gunner.
boatswain.
Wi'liani Collins ocunj.'
of the U.
The Ohio ship-of-ihehne, and a coryctle
Im2Sth July, ol Malta
Slates navy, were, oil the
brought by the I'reiich
inediatily lifter receiving eticrs

Levant pncket, they
Dardanelles.

sailed tor,

it

was

believed,

ilie

suhioiiied

list

will

Commodore

show:

Barron, 75 years; do.

Siev\'art,

66; do.

Hull, 68; do. Chauncey, 81; do. Jones, 72; ilo. Morris,
62; do. Warringlon, 59; ,|u. Crane, 00; do Biddle, 59;
do. Ridgeley, 59; do. Downes. 5'J, do. Elliott, 59; do.
Cassin, 62; do. Reushaw, 60; do. Wadsworili, 56; do.
Reed, 67; do. Ballard, liO; do. Kennedy, 69; ilo. Dallas,
56; do. Nicholson, 62; do. Subrick, 5'J; do. Claxton, 66.

[Norfolk Beacon

The New York Times says—
ex-governor Reynolds and general Raw-

Illinois stateloan.

We learn ihat

have succeeded in iieaotiaiing a sale of ihe stale
bunds of Illinois to ihc am luiit ot four millions of dolon liivorable leniia. Suiue stiiiulaiioiis required in
ihu ne.;;oiiatioii ate lo be coniijlud with on this side.

liiigs

lars

lish

—
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A Montevideo letter of the 2d July, published in
the Journal of Commerce, says:
There are now about 1,000 men, principally perMissouri, died at his residence near entered before ths procession had arrived. The fuFulton, Gajlaway county, on the 7th inst. He was neral service was peribrmed by the rev. Dr. Barron, sons who have been driven from Buenos Ayres, at
much esteemed in private life for his social virtues who gave a short address upon the services perform- the island of Martin Garcia, under the command of
and enjoyed the entire confidence of his political ed and an exhortation to the audience to be ready general Lavalle, who will soon make an attempt to
for the change which had come upon him, whose land, which he would have done ere this, but the
friends.
funeral they were attending.
The body was placed governor of this republic (Banda Oriental) has
withdrawn his aid, and made a separate treaty of
Death of Mathev^ Carey. It is with feel- ill the family vault of the church yard.
ings of r.o ordinary grief that we announce the death
Occasions will present themselves for reference to peace with Rosas, against whom he declared war
of the esteemed philanthropist, Mathew Carey, esq. the virtues of Mr. Carey, and the bright examples about four months since. This leaves the French
He died on Monday evening, between eleven and which his life presents of honorable conduct, firm without the aid they calculated upon from this
place, and I should not be surprised if this place
22 o'clocU, at his residence in Walnut street.
friendship, and enlarged benevolence.
Mr. Carey has filled so large a space in the pubThousands followed I\lr. Carey to tlie grave with should be visited with a blockade also.
lic regard, that notwithstanding his great age, his grief lor his loss, and reverence for his worth; but
Peru tranquilized. The Journal of Comloss will be extremely felt, and generally mourned, more mourned in unobtrusive silence, their friend
merce states on the authority of a letter from Mafor he was loved as well as known.
and benefactor.
[Philadelphia U. S. Gazette.
zatlan, (Pacific) July 31, that peace had been
-Mr. Carey was a native of Ireland, but came to
esthis country and this city shortly after the revolution,
From South America.
Mr. S. Sweetser, tablished in Peru, and that Gamarra would probawhere the use of his talents and his unfailing in- consul of the United States, at Guayaquil, in the re- bly continue president. The exploring squadron
were
at Callao on June 23d, to leave for the
dustry acquired for him respect and wealth. As the public of Ecuador, has arrived in Washington city.
Sandauthor of the "Olive Branch," published during the He is the bearer of the treaty which has been late- wich Islands. The United States brig Boxer was
last war with Great Britain, Air. C. won the re- ly negotiated by J. C. Pickett, esq. the charge at Mazatlan, to sail for New Vork.
spect of the moderate of all parties, and aided in d'affaires of this government near that of Peru. This
Health of cities.
difi'using a spirit of patrotisui and party forbear- treaty will be submitted to the senate at its next
learn from the Charlesance, that \va3 most beneficial to the cause of the session, for their advice and consent to its ratifica- Ion Mercury of the 19th inst. that on the day previous there were 7 deaths by yellow fever reported
nation.
tion.
When the subject of protecting the manufactures
Mr Pickett sailed from Guayaquil on the 6th of —making a total for the week of 23. For the corof the country was made a matter of public consi- July for Lima, the capital of Peru.
He embarked responding week of last year the total of deaths
deration and discussion, Mr.
Carey took sides in the United States corvette Lexington, which had was 92, of which OS were by yellow fever.
In New Orleans on the 13th inst. the interments
warmly with those who would support home in- been despatched for that object. He probably reachHaving then withdrawn from active bu- ed Lima on the 1st of July. Mr. Pickett's health at the Bayou cemetery were 17; from the hospital
dustry.
siness, he devoted all his time, his energies, and had suffered somewhat from the low temperature of 6; yellow lever 9.
At the Catholic cemetery 3 inhis extensive reading to the promotion of the cause Quito, the capital of Ecuador, where he had resided terments
none of yellow fever. At the American
cemetery 2 interments both yellow fever.
in which he had enlisted, and few can imagine the several months.
The New Orleans Bee of the 10th instant stales
large pecuniary expenditures to which hesubjnitted
General Santa Cruz, the late protector of the Peru
in furtherance of the cause of manufactures.
Bolivian confederation, was residing al Guayaquil. that "During the week ending on the 8th instant,
The question of "internal improvement" early General Orbegoso, the late president of north Peru, 140 new cases of yellow fever were admitted. Of
arrested his attention, and seeing at once how much was also there.
There are with these ex-presidents, these, 60 were cured, 56 died, and 29 remained.
Pennsylvania must lose, bj' neglecting to develope fifteen or twenty general officers, who have taken For the week preceding, the admissions were 110;
her resources, and how much siie must profit by ca- refuge at Guayaquil, since the defeat of general San- the recoveries 84, the deaths 34. Compare the two
nals, he entered heart and hand (he neverdid things ta Cruz.
Among the number are generals Miller statements in any manner, and the irresistible conclusion will be that the epidemic has become more
by halves) into the work, wrote pamphlets and es- and Moran.
[Globe.
says, corresponded with citizens of the interior, anPanama, July 15. The congress of New Grena- virulent and wide spread. The number of newr
swered their objections, stirred up the people, and da closed its session on the 29th of May.
Among cases has been greater, the recoveries in less prowas one of the promoters of and delegates to the ihe acts more especially interesting to the Isthmus, portion, and the deaths more numerous than since
convention at Harrisburg, which was a cause of are the following: postponing the payment of im- the announcement of the disease. The fever has
Pennsylvania's becoming a state of rail roads and port, excise and road duties, half for six months, and evidently been making steady progress. But hoscanals.
the remainder for twelve; authorising the president pital practice is no longer a safe and unerring guide
Few projects that had for their object public good of Ihe republic to contract with two topographical to the sanitary condition of the city. The hospitals
lacked the countenance, support and pecuniary con- engineers to make a description of Grenada, draft- are no longer the exclusive receptacles of the inditributions of Mr. Carey
he delighted in doing ing a general chart of the whole of it, and a geogra- gent sick."
The Mobile Register of the 7th contains the folgood, and seemed only happy in the success of ef- phical map of each of its provinces; granting the
forts to promote public benefit or private happiness. privilege of opening a road which shall connect the lowing gloomy notice of the epidemic:
"We are unable to note any change for the betBut large as were Mr. Carey's exertions, and li- canton's of Alange and Bocas del Toro; exempting
beral as were his expenditures for objects of public for four years, vessels, whether national or foreign, ter; on the contrary, sickness and gloom appear on
or social advantage, the streams of private charily which may come to tliis port, from entrance, an- the increase.
Most of the stores are closed, the
were continually flowing from his hand, and his list chorage and tonnage duties; exempting from import, post office is not opened in the afternoon; the banks
of pensioners seemed to have swelled to a number excise and road duties, the natural products of Boli- will continue business only two hours in the day,
that was almost beyond the means of individual via, Peru, Mexico and Central America and also the and some of the papers have concluded to publi.sh
bounty, yet none went empty away. The cry of Ibllowing manufactured goods, viz: straw hats, bai- weekly. Our own force is cut down by sickness,
the poor, the widow, and the orphan, was never in zes, tocuyos, xergas, (coarse friezes) and pellones absence and death, which must account for the
vain at his door; he had a hand open as day to melt- (robes ot skin and fur); exempting from export du- state of our columns.
Since Sunday, the interments number 100; yesterday 23 were reported;
ing charily.
ty, gold in dust, bullion, or manufactured articles;
Mr. Carey regarded with deep interest the efforts and silver in bars, (the form of) pine apples or the day previous 18."
of the young in business, and never failed to lend manufactured articles,
The Natchez Free Trader of the 10th inst. reprovided said metals are
his aid to those who asked his advice, and evinced the product of the provinces of the Isthmus or coun- ports eight interments during the 48 hours by the
deservings of his approval and assistance; and many tries other than New Grenada; erecting a govern- sexton of the city; more than have generally ocwho now mourn his departure, feel that the comforts ment depot at Porto Bello, with the same privileges curred by the month lor a year past. Five of the
which they enjoy have been multiplied by the early, which pertain to other government depots in the interments were from the hospital four decidedly
the confiding generosity of a man who would not republic exempting from postage correspondence yellow fever; three having originated at the landin",
live to himself, who knew nothing of pleasure that passing the Isthmus to friendly governments and and one received from New Orleans.
Only one of
the three, who died under private practice, was a
included not others in its causes.
their diplomatic and consular agents.
case of the yellow fever, and that was from our city.
We enter not the sanctity of domestic bereave[Journal of Commerce.
ment, but we may say that thousands will mourn a
The barque Madonna, captain Wise, arrived at
Claims on Belgium. The Independent, officifriend and benefactor, with a grief scarcely less than New York on Wednesday night, having left Maldoal paper, published at Brussels, has an article relathat which will be felt by his immediate kindred.
nado on the 1st of July.
The funeral of the venerable Mathew Carey look
Captain Wise reports, that on the day before he tive to the claims of indemnity, presented by the
place Wednesday afternoon. We do not rememberto left Maldonado, intelligence was received of an en- United States and other governments, for property
have seen before in this cily, so many persons at- gagement which took place between the partizans destroyed by the burning of the depot at Antwerp
tend a funeral. Not only was the procession of an of general Oribe, the late president, and a party during the seige of that eity in 1830. The Indeunparalleled length, but the streets from Eleventh headed by Rivera, the present president. The for- pendent thinks the claims must be met, but intito Fourth street, w ere crowded with persons of both mer, about two hundred in number, were dispersed, mates that Belgium must look to Holland for insexes and all ages, whose serious deportment gave a few being killed on both sides. Notwithstanding demnity in return, as it was Holland which first
testimony of the high respect in which they held the this success, it was the general opinion, Rivera commenced hostilities
[A''. V. Jour of Com.
The Belgian legation begs to inform the editor of
memory of the good man, whose obsequies were could not long retain possession of the government,
the Globe, and its readers, that the Belgian paper
then to be celebrated.
as he was becoming very unpopular.
Several of the socielies of which Mr. Carey had
Advices from Montevideo July 20, mention the Independent is not an official paper, as was stated in
been a member walked in procession. The "Asso- conclusion of peace between the Oiiental republic the Globe of Saturday evening, in an article referciation of the friends of Ireland," the military com- and Buenos Ayres, after a war of four months, in ring to certain claims.
Philadelphia, September 16, 1839.
pany, the Montgomery Hibernia Greens, the lypo- which we believe one or two lives were lost.
'Vor. VII.— SiG. 4.
The

elect

HON. Albert G. Harrison, a member graphical association, and other societies. St. Mary's
of the house of representatives of the United church was crowded with peojile, most of whom had

States, from
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FroiM Bermuda. Extracts from St. Vincent,
Lucia, and Demerara yiaperg to tlie 3(i instant,
bring nielanclioly accounls ol' the ravages ol the
yellow (ever. At fort Charlotte, in the first mentioned Island, upwards of sixty men have already
died of it, including lieutenant Hawker,.of the 70th
regiment. At Demerara, colonel Dancy, captain
Bruce, lieutenant and adjutant Hopkins, ensign
Phipps and ensign Dickenson, had fallen victims to
the disease, together with a large number of the
soldiers.
So great was the mortality that it was
found necessary to remove the troops from the batracks.
The earthquake felt at Barbadoes on the 2d of
St.

The
|

A

corres-

—

sense that has been written about them is awful.
The sober truth is, that they are just what in the
south would be called a likely lot of young negroes;
very few of them seeming to be much if any thing
over twenty.
They are small, not averaging, I should think,
more than five feet and two or three inches. The
"cannibal," or "man with the tusks," is a good-tempered looking fellow, and I venture to say never ate
a morsel of man's flesh in his life.
His "tusks" are
just slightly projecting front teeth, such as I have
seen, scores of times, in the mouths of while people.
Joseph, or Jinqua, or Sliinquau, or Cinquez,
is of superior appearance to the rest; indeed he may
be called a handsome negro
with a well-formed
head, symmetrical features, and an expression both
intelligent and agreeable.
When conversing with
his fellows, or trying to converse with the white
folks, by signs, his look is extremely animated and
cheerful, and he gesticulates with great rapidity and

—

From Singapore.

the Amistad.

Commercial Advertiser, writing from

ing, to see the captives
i>aying my York shilling,
like an honest man, for the privilege.
The non-

felt at Demerara, Grenada, and at
Vincent; at the latter place it continued from 9
seconds vibration nearly east and west.

to 10
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ilartlord, gives this account ol these captives;
I went with some hunureds of others, this morn-

August, was also
St.

AFBIC.A.NS of

pondent of

I
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The

ship Jessore, captain
Henderson, arrived last evening from Singapore,
27th of April, brings us papers and prices current
to day of sailing one day later than the Singapore
paper brought by the Great Western.
The papers are filled with the proceedings at
Macao, respecting the opium business. The Singapore Free Press (extra) of the 26lh of April, remarks on the intelligence received there, that "notwitlistanding the assurances contained in the imperial commissioner's proclamation, serious doubts are
expressed as to the future security of the lives and
property of foreign residents in Canton, even after
the surrender of all the opium, without the prompt
assistance of the British government."
20,253 chests of opium, estimated at two millions
of pound sterling, had been delivered up to the Chinese.
Opium. Amongst the opium delivered up to the
Cliinese government, were 1,500 chests, ofthe value
of about one million of dollars, surrendered by Mr.
Snow, the American consul; it was owned on British account.
The London Times says that the
British government will not make anj' indemnification for the opium surrendered.
The value of the
whole which has been given up must amount to
$15,000,000. It will all be destroyed by the Chinese government. The annual crop of opium in
the East Indies is, we believe, ofthe value of about
[Providence Jour.
$40,000,000.

—

—

variety.

When notso occupied his expression is serious
even melancholy which, I suppose, is not to be
wondered at. When he was brought into the jail,
yesterday, the others, who had been separated from
him twenty-four hours, set up a great shouting, and
crowded about liiin with vehement rejoicings.
Another ofthe captured Africans, named Bulwa,
(or Woolah) died on Saturday night.
This is the
third who has died in this city, and the thirteenth
since their leaving Havana.
One more remains
sick in this city, and others having been removed
to Hartford on Satuiday, to await their trial on

—

Tuesday, the 17th

instant.
Several are still affected with the white flux, the disease which has proved
fatal to so many of them.
[New Haven Herald.
Judge Thompson granted a writ of habeas corpus on Wednesday afternoon on affidavit of T.
Sedgevvick, jr. esq. directing the marshal to bring
into court the three girls who are detained as witnesses.
The writ was made returnable on the following day.

A

with which Brazil has existing treaties, are exempted from the lorfgoing provisions.
.Article 2d. The entry ol liquids in geiicrsl, and
of wheat flour of foreign produce shall be made according to the prices fixed by a weekly valuation to
be made at each custom house, by a committee composed of capable persons, of whom the collector of
the custom house shall be one.
Candid Baplista de Oliviera, ofthe council of his
imperial majesty, minister and secretary of state for
the foreign affairs, and charged ad interim of Finandes, and the presidency of the tribunal of the national public treasury, will so understand its provisions and cause them to be executed, issuing for
that purpose the necessary orders.
Palace of Rio de Janeiro, May 6th, 1839, 18th
year of the independence ofthe empire.

Pedro de Aranjo Lima,
Candid Baptista de Olivier.a.

New

York, I2th Sepl. 1839.
[Signed], Dionizio de Azevedo de Pecanha,
Consul general.

Indiana. The following shows the number of
votes given in Indiana in 1837 and 1839 in the several congressional districts, and the increase in
each.
Dislricls.
1837.
1839.
Increase
1st.
9,011
11,239
2,228
2d.
10,615
13,233
3,118
3d.
10,107
12,] 19
2,012
4th
11,148
12,1183
935
5th
11,482
15,461
3,979
6lh
17,9.<)9
15,523
2,476
7th
14,106
18,040
3,934

j

'

•

81,992
100,674
18,682
The votes for members of congress was as follows:
In the first district— [or G. H. ProfEt (whig)
6,008, R. D. Owen (ad.) 5,229.
In the seco7id district for J. W. Davis (ad.) 6,516,
S.Ewing (whig) 6,217.
In the third district— for John Carr (ad.) 6,99S,
W. Graham (whig) 5,121.
In Ihe fourth district for G. H. Dunn (w hig)
5,5J2, for H. Smith (ad.) 6,451.
In the fifth district*
for James Rariden (whig)
6,235, McCarty (ad.) 3,869, Thompson (ad.) 5,327.
In the sixth district— (or W. W. Wick (ad.) 9,505,
W. Horord (whi«;; 8,494.
In the seventh district^
for T. A. Howard (ad.)
9,874, T. J. Evans (whig) 8,120.

:
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The slave trade.
confirmation of lord
Brougham's statement, that the cargoes of slave ships
captured by British cruisers are disposed of in Ihe
Brazils, is found in the following extract from a private letter written by an English officer at Rio, and
published in the Times this week.
Judge Wick. The Jacksonville Illinoian (a whig
"Just at present an angry demonstration on the paper) says, that this gentlemen who occupied so
part of the slave speculators 'at Rio, principally Por- many positions in his electioneering campaign, [in
tuguese, who think our cruisers have lately been too Indiana, for a seat in congress,] has now come out
active, has called forth an order from the commo- flat footed, and announced his determination to vote
dore, that when on shore we are to have our loins lor a whig speaker, and against the sub-treasury
girded, so as to repel, sword in hand, I suppose, any bill.
personal or national insult that may be ofl'ered. Into
what follies does John Bull's philanthiophy lead himi
The fair at Castle Garden. The New Era of '
There are nearly a thousand negroes here on board Saturday contains a paragraph in reference to the W
defined in national law, "holies humani generis.
the different vessels captured by our cruisers. German silver and glass ware placed in the saloon at '
All nations derive advantage from the active These poor wretches, of both sexes and all ages, af- Castle Garden as^specimens of American manufacvigilance of these cruisers, and the Americans, it ter having undergone the formality of condemnation ture, which deserves the severest reprehension. It
is hoped, will come in for a share of the honor due in the mixed court, will be allotted to whatever masreads thus:
those who stand forth as the guardians of national ters may require them as apprentices. Once located
"There is quite a display of glass ware and artion the difl'erent estates and intermixed with slaves, cles manufactured from German silver; but as tin se
law.
Canaries, the great fire ship man, is out with a and without any registry by which they can be dis- articles, particularly the glass ware, have the apsmall Greek squadron, and is carrying destruction tinguished, you can easily imagine thevalueof their pearance of having been recently imported from
among the pirates he put into Sulonica the other indentures. The fact is, that when a slave dies an Europe, it is difficult to guess what business they
day with several of their boats in company, and apprentice replaces him; so that the estates are kept have in an American fair, in competition with domany of their men in irons, whom he captured stocked with slaves through the zeal of our aboli- mestic manufactures."
The articles in question, with all due deference to
near Mount Athos, for which he has received the tionists, without putting the.proprietors to Ihe exthe sagacity which discovered marks of ivcent im[Colonial Gazelle.
thanks of the Turkish government, and deserves pense of buying them."
portation on Mr. Delavan's tumblers and teapots,
he is taking them to Greece,
that of all the world
Consulate general of the Brazilian em- were all manufactured in this country, and nearly
to be tried
many of them were put to death at the
pire. The following decree is, by order of the Bra- all in this city, a fact of which the New Era man
[Upland Union.
time of capture.
zilian government, published lor the information of might be convinced by a host of affidavits, were the
all whom it may concern:
game worth the candle.
[New York Times

From Turkey. We take pleasure in publishing the following exttact of a letter from commodore David Porter, to a friend in Chester, dated,
Smyrna, June 26, 1839.
"Dear sir: I know it will be a satisfaction to
you to hear that I have arrived safe, particularly
when I inform you that the Archipelago has been,
and still is swarming with pirates. The English,
French and Austrians have light vessels to protect
their commerce
and thev sail reciprocally under
the protection of these respective flags, apparently
as a matter of national courtesy which is very willingly extended to one another, to protect life and
property from a class of wretches who are properly

—
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Cherokees. The Little Rock (Arkansas) Gadecree
llie 26th ultimo says; "We have received
Raising the duties on wines and liquors of foreign
no news from the Indian nation for the last week;
produce imported into Brazil, and directing the
but every thing appears to be quiet there both
entry of liquids and wheat flour, during the finanparties are in council, though separate; the Ross
cial year of 1839 to 18-10.
party at the head waters of the Illinois river, and
The regent, in the name ofthe emperor, Don Pethe Ridge party at the mouth of the same, a dis- dro, 2d, by virtue ofthe authority conferred on the
tance of some sixty or eighty miles. A wrong government by the twentielh article of the law ol
statement is, we see, going the rounds in the New the 20th October, one thousand eight hundred and
York (lapers, as to the murder of Ridge and Boudi- thirty. eight, number sixty, decrees as follows:
It is stale tliat the
not, which should be corrected.
Jlrlide Ut. During the financial year one thouRoss and Riilge parlies had a desperate fight, in sand eight hundreil and thirty-nine, to one thousand
which Ridge and Bnudlnot were killed, and up- eight hundred and forty, all the wines imported into
wards of 40 of their warriors. This is a mistake. B'-azil, and all liquors of foreign produce, shall pay,
Ridge and Boudinot were way-laid and slairr, and at the custom house, a duty of fitly per centum, inno fight has taken place among them, and none is cluding therein all charges to which such articles
On the contrary, it is thought that the were subjected until the present time, with the exanticipated.
two parties will settle their difficulties without re- ception of those of storage. See additional. All
course to arms."
wines and liquors being the produce of countries
zette of

—

Boston. Boston is awake to all that can adorn
or give value to her city, as the lollowing paragraphs from the Boston Post indicate:
"The preparations for the mechanics' fair are going on vigorously. An arched bridge is thrown
across merchants* row, connecting Faneuil Hail
with Faneuil Hall market. The whole area of these
two buildings will thus be thrown into one range
of spacious halls. Last year the show surpassed
all others in the country.
This year it will surpass

'

itself

"Trinity church now presents the most magnificent interior, perhaps, of any church in the United

•One township,

in which the returns were, made too
gave Rnriden '22, Thonip.son 6, nnd McCarty 2.
vole of one township in Eikhurt county was
excluded in consequence of ihe illcual return, in which
gave T. A. Howard 32 votes and T. J- Evans 14 voles.
late,

tThe

'

—
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sp'.endiilly, in

gothic

atj^s t^i- ,.alN 1.1 bl.icii ai..l 111': celling in rais.'il
mouldings, which baffle the eye, and almost deceive
The pews and galleries are of English
the touch.
oak.
"A powerful locomotive for the Great Western
rail road was drawn from the Lowell to the Worces
ter depot, on Saturday, by a team of eight horses
It was inauufaclnred at Lowell, and is called the
Hampden. The Yankees make these go-aheads bet
ter than the English can."

The penny postage

act.

The

following

is

a

of this important bill:
Every letter of a given weight, to be
Sec. 1.
hereafler determined, one penny; with a proportionParliamentary
ate increase for greater weight.
franking abolished.
Sec. 3. The lords of (he treasury are authorised
to suspend, wholly or in part, any parliamentary or
official privileges of sending or receiving letters by
the post /'ree of postage, and to make any other regulations for the future exercise of otficial franking.
Relates to the two-penny post in LonSec. 4.
don and Dublin, and leaves it to the lords of the
treasury to say whether they shall he continued, or
whether the rates shall be reduced.
Relates to stamp papers.
Sec. 5, G, 7 and 8.
Unimportant.
Sec. 9 and 10.
Authorises tlie lords of the treasury to
Sec. 11
make any reduction they may consider expedient in
the allowance to masters of vessels for letters con-

summary

(

j

veyed by them.
That whenever the word "letter" is
Sec. 12.
used in this act, it shall apply equally to newspapers; but not so as to deprive newspapers of any
iprivilege they now possess of passing free of postlage.

Magnificent project.

It appears by an arin the Foreign Quarterly Review that one of
most stupendous schemes of modern times is a
projected rail road from Venice to Milan, connectiing the seven richest and most populous cities of
Italy with each other, Venice, Padua, Vicenza, Veona, Mantua, Brescia, and Milan; the most giganic portion will be the bridge over the Lagoons, conlecting Venice with the main land.
The lenglhof
he rail road will be 166 Italian (about the same in
English) miles, passing through a population of

I

llicle

the

lalf a million, viz: Venice 120,000, Padua 44,000,
i^icenza 50,000, Verona 46,000, Mantua 34,000,
3rescia 22,000, and Milan 180,000 inhabitants, to
vbich may be added 20,000 foreigners in Venice
aid Milan.
It is calculated the transport, when
ompleted, will average 1,800 persons, 1,500 tons
>f goods, and 1,000 Ions of coals daily.

—

r

The American minister at Vienna.

I

Our

may recollect a letter, four or five months
from Mr. Muhlenberg, American minister at
/lenna, to some friend in Pennsylvania, which reited how he astonished the natives with his Gerlan, how he was caressed by the Austrian grandees,
nd various other matters which, in the fullness and
implicity of his heart, he poured out to his friends

loaders

go,

[[

.

_
...

];

communing, all of which the said
seeking the glorification of the minister, put
the newspapers.
This indiscretion of the
lend not only went nigh to make the minister ridialous
at
home,
might
have been foreseen, it
but,
as
l
as placed him in an awkward predicament abroad.
\ p we infer, at least, from an extract of a letter from
ienna, under date of the 2d of July, which apears in the "Anzeiger des Westens" of St. Louis,
id which, translated, is as follows:
[Nat. Int.
confidential

1
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"The North American envoy, Mr. Muhlenberg,
himself placed in a very unpleasant situation,
account of the awkward expressions of some of
American papers in relation to some high perMIS here, which expressions are ascribed to the inscreet use made of the envoy's private correspon-
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The sultana mother. The

sultana Valide,

other of Abdul Medj id possesses in that character
omense influence. According to the Mahometan
lie, she is almost considered holy, and
every

Even
lussulman has the right of appeal to her.
e wives of the sultan are compelled to treat her
ith veneration, and to kiss the hem of her garent whenever she appears.
She alone has the
ght of appearing unveiled, but no person must
ok at her in the face. She has a deliberative voice
the council of the state, and all true Mussulmen
e accustomed to pay a blind obedience to her.
^e is said to be an ambitious and capricious woan, and to have already interdicted access to her
vlace to 1,200 persons, Rayas, Turks and Franks,
he sultan appears in public almost daily, visiting
preference all the places his father took delight

in.
ail
is

He

is
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very accessable, speaks with kindness t >
iiiiii, whatever be their rank, and

who appioach

highly, popular.

51

Within the same limits there are, among all denominalmris, 660 places of worship, capable of ac-

commodating 517,614 people.

The Constantinople correspondent of the SemaIt is estimated that on the average about threephore gives the following description of a scene of fifths of the seats are occupied. This gives 252,570
oriental splendor not often witnessed even in "the as the whole number of persons attending public
[The Corsair.
city of the sultan."
worship at any one time, and 552,864 as the number
The sultana mother, Valide, wishing to give to of adults who are capable of attending, and are negive to the ladies of IVImes, Duz. the directors of glecting it; a number greater than the whole poputhe mint, a testimony other esteem, invited them to lation, young and old, in the South Sea islands at
the imperial palace, to be present at the entrance present visited.
other son into the seraglio. The ladies were conAgain: within these liniils there are 660 temples
veyed by the private barges of the sultana, and re- of the living God, and nearly
5,000 licensed temples
ceived with kindness very rarely sliovvn by Turkish of drunkenness and debauchery.
From the
chiefs towards their Christian subjects.
Thirty
thousand
persons
are
annually fined as
threshold of the Gynecseum to the principal room,
"drunk and disorderly;" and of these more than
the floor was covered with the richest brocaded
one-third are females.
[Phil. North American.
padisha
for
the
young
cachmeres
stutts and splendid
of the Osmanlis to walk over, to a magnificent
Steam ships. The New York Herald contains
chair or throne embroidered with pearls, rubies and
the following list of steam ships which will be in
emeralds.
The sultana mother approached, and with invo- operation in the course of the year 1841:
Next
Names
Tons. Power. Lenth.
Ports.
cations to God, gave her blessing to her son.
came the sultana Isina, his aunt, who presented Great Western 1340 450 236 Bristol to N. York.
1870
500
276 London
do
him with a young female slave, a gift witli which British Queen
1150
468
223 Liverpool
do
Abdul Medjid appeared to be much gratified, and Liverpool
New York
2000
600
200
do
do
placed the girl upon a seat as nearly as rich as his
United King'm 2000
600
000 London
do
own. A thousand slaves came in turn, and pros- President
2500
600
Liverpool
do
trated themselves at the feet of the sultan. During C. of N. Y. iron 2500
700
Bristol
do
the ceremony, young Circassian girls showered S'mer, Cunard's 1100
420
London to Boston,
such
profuapartment
in
handfnis of sequins in the
1100
do
420
do
do
do
1100
420
do
sion that it became difficult to walk in it, the feel
do
do
do
1100
420
When all the fair
do
do
do
do
slipping from treading on them.
1000
do Br. gov't
300
Glasgow
do
recluses of the harem had paid their tribute of ho1000
do
300
do
do
do
mage to the sultan. Mines. Duz did the same, and
1400
400
do
do
Falmouth or Southafterwards attempted to kiss the feet of her who had
1400
400
do
do
nmpton,
to theWest
become the companion of the grand seignor, but
1400
400
do
do
Indies, to the Gulf
she resisted until the sultana Valide desired her to
1400
400
do
do
of Mexico, to South
accept the act of homage, as being due to her sta1400
400
do
do
America and to the
tion. She then submitted, but with a timidity which
1400
400
do
do
Brazils, also from
400
made the sultan smile. On taking leave of the sul1400
do
do
Havana to N.York,
1400
400
do
do
keeping the entire
tana Valide, Mmes. Duz each received a sal1400
400
do
do
West Iiidia and Aver of silver gilt, with six stands for cups in
1400
400
do
do
niericaii route open
chased gold, enriched with diamonds, and a caso1400
400
do
do
by steam,
The sultana
lette for perfume, of the same metal.
"
1400
"
400
do
do
containing
handkerchief,
all
a
presented
to
also
"
1400
"
400
do
do
1,000 piastres in gold coin, recommending that they
"
1400
"
400
do
do
should be carefully preserved, in commemoration of
1500
500
do
do
From London eithe acccession of their sovereign to the throne."
1.500
500
do
do
ther to Egypt or by
1500
500
do
do
the way of Cape of
500
1500
Good Hope to the
We find the do do
Missionary contributions.
500
1500
do
do
East Indies,
societies
for
the
Protestant
the
by
received
amount
400
do Fren. gov't 1200
Havre to NewYork
support of foreign and domestic missions to be as
400
1200
do
do
do
do
follows:
1200
400
do
do
do
do
American board of commissioners for fo1200
400
do
do
do
do
3100
400
reign missions, for year ending July
do
do
Brest to Brazil,
nOO 350
$241,688
do
do
do
do
31st,
1100
350
do
do
do
do
Baptist board of foreign missions, for year
1100
350
do
do
do
do
110,190
ending in April,
3.50
1100
Bordeaux to V. Cruz,
do
da
Presbyterian board of foreign missions, for
1100
350
do
do
do
do
62,979
year ending in May,
Episcopal board of foreign missions, for
53,260 18,048
42
29,153
year in June,
11,852
Moravians in year 133S,
Illinois prairies. Prairie is a French word,
Methodist Foreign missionary society for
90,348 signifying meadow, and is applied to any descripthe year ending in May,
10,000 tion of soil, destitute of timber, and clothed with
Smaller foreign mission societies,
The great peculiarity of the prairies is the
grass.
American home missionary society for
82,564 absence of timber, in other respects they present all
the past year,
varieties of soil and surface that are found elsethe
45,174
missions,
Methodist domestic
41,759 where; someareof inexhaustible fertility; others are
do.
Presbyterian
38,444 of hopeless sterility; some spread out into the vast,
do.
Episcopal
18,730 unbounded plains, others are undulating or rolling,
do.
Baptist
10,000 perhaps broken by hills. In general, particularly
Minor operations estimated,
in Illinois, they are covered with a luxuriant growth
557,210 of grass.
Total for foreign missions,
236,661
Those strips of prairie that occur along the marTotal for domestic missions,
gins of water courses are commonly denominated
#793,871 alluvial or wet prairies. They are for the most
Amount,
To this amount should of course be added the part of a black, deep and very friable soil of exhaustsums contributed through the medium of Bible and less fertility, and contain evident marks of having
Tract societies, since their funds are applied to a been the most recent deposites of running water.
considerable extent to the spread of Christianity A strip of land along the eastern bank of the Misamong pagan nations through the intervention of sissippi, below the mouth of the Missouri, known
as the American bottom, is perhaps the most rethe missionaries.
For most
It should be remembered that these contributions markable specimen of such a prairie.
may be and undoubtedly are wise even on the score agricultural purposes, these are considered the best
of secular policy. They tried to do away war, that of soils; but are ordinarily too tender for the cultimost expensive of all national enterprizes; to fur- vated grasses. Yet the height and luxuriance of
nish the materials and rouse the spirit of commerce, their native grass impress the beholder with astonishment.
and to multiply the sources of human happiness.
INorlh American.
Another kind of prairie, covered with hazel and
a great variety of flowering shrubbery, is commonly
Morals of London. The population of Lon- termed the healthy or busy prairie. These present
a broken and uneven surface, and abound in springs
don (including the cities of London and Westminof water. They usually are met with along the
ster, and the boroughs of Marylebone, Finshury,
In point of fertility, they
skirts of timber lands.
is
Lambeth)
and
Southwark
Tower Hamlets,
are among the choicest portions of soil. No where
1,610,868.
gayest hue and sweetest fragrance
Of these it is estimated that one-half, or 805,434, are flowers of the
to be found in richer profusion.
are capable of attending public worship.
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Such

tracts

seem

peculiarly adapted to the cul-

ture of the vine.
But by far the most extensive tracts are the dry

or undulating prairie.

iPmirie Beacon.

Murdering prisoners. At the time of the invasion of Canada at Sandwich irom JVlichigan, it
was stated that after the defeat of the "patriots,"
two of the prisoners were shot in cold blood by or-

der of col. Prince, of the Canadian militia. The
cowardly outrage excited much indignation at the
time, but instead of two, it appears that the bloodthirsty colonel actually cansedfioe helpless prisoners to be shot without trial, and ordered seven more
to be shot, but that the execution of the latter was
prevented by the interference of some humane persons present. We have no doubt that the Britisli
government will yet bring this colonel Prince to punishment. The facts have been ascertained by a
committee of the most respectable citizens in the
vicinity of Sandwich, some of whom were eye witnesses of the bloody deeds. This committee has
made a detailed report which has been published in

Canada papers. This report discloses the following astounding facts;
"Before leaving the field, adjutant Cheeseraan of
the 2d Essex, brought up a |irisoner whom he had
taken. He surrendered him to col. Piince, who ordered him to be immediately shot on the spot, which
the

was accordingly done.
"This man," says the Examiner, "was

first shot in
the shoulder, and severely, though not mortally
wounded; a second shot carried away his cheek,
a third wounded him in the neck,alterwhich he was
bayoneted to death! The second prisoner (who was
wounded) was brought into the town of Sandwich
at least two hours after the engagement, and was ordered to be shot on the spot. It was afterwards proposed to give him 'a run for his life,' which barbarous proposition was acceded to. In an instant a
dozen muskets were levelled for his execution. A'
this moment col. Elliot of the 2d Essex exclaimed
n you, you cowardly ra.=!cals, are you going to
<d
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copy the folOF Great Britain.
lowing to shnw our ri-nuers ilie \a?:extentuf ilit puwof the British empire as illustrated by the military
stations of the army in Europe, Asia, Africa and
America.
STATIONS OF THE BRITISH ARMV.
Kegt's 41st Madras, Chatham,
1st Life
guards,
42d Limerick,
Park,
2d Hvde Park,
43d Drummondville, Up.
Royal horse g'rds, WindCa. Dover,
sor,
44th Bengal, Chatham,
1st Drag, g'rds, Canada, 4oth Windsor,
46ih Gibrahar, Devonport,
York,
47th Malta, Jersey,
2d Glasgow,
3d PieisTiill,
48th Gibraltar, Limerick,
4th Birmingham,
49th Bengal, Chatham,
5th Nottingham,
SOihN. S. Wales, Chat6th Manchester,
ha
7th Leeds,
51st Sydney, Chatham,
1st Dragoons, Sheffield.
52d Barbadoes, Tyne2d Balhncolli",
mouth,
3d Bengal, IVIaidstone,
53d Corfu, Nass.
4th Bombay, Maidstone,
54th Madras, Chatham,
55ih Madras, Chatham,
6(h Newbridge,
7th Hussars, Mortreal,
56th Jamaica, Charles fort,
York,
57th Madras, Chatham,
8th Dundalk,
58th Portsmouth, Temple9th Lancers, Ipswich,
more,
10th Hussars, Dorchester, 59ih Mala, Nenagh,
11th Light drag. Canter- 60ih Rifles, (1st battalion)
bury,
Zante, Dubhn,
12th Lancers, Brighton,
Do. (2d batt.) Corfu, Ports13th Light dragoons, Madmouth,
ras,
61st Ceylon, ( or
home ),
14lh Hounslow,
MaidClonmel,
stone,
62d Madra.s, Chatham,
15ih Husrs. Bombay, do.
63d Madras, Chatham,
I6ih Lancers, Bengal, do.
64th Jamaica, LondonderEiviPiRE

[

The British Queen brings 209 passengers, including servjiiis.
In money matters there appears to have been no
improvement of any kind. Cotton was active, but
had declined l-8d. per lb.
Of the harvest in Great Britain, hopes, rot unchiled by fears, prevailed that it would yield more
than an average. There was still, however, uncertainty on the subject; and, while that all important
matter remains uncertain, there can be no general
revival of confidence or business.
From about the 10th of August to the Snth the
weather was generally fine, and the prices of breadOn Saturday the Slst, Sunstufls was declining.
day, Monday and Tuesday, when the Queen sailed
the weather was stormy and cold, and she had similar weather for some days afterwards.
Liverpool paper of the 2d September says:
The weather has, during the week, been with but
few exceptions highly favorable for gathering in the
precious fruits of the eaith. Scarcely a doubt now
exists that the harvest will be abundant in quantity

A

and excellent

in quality.
Liverpool letter of the Slst August says: "The
grain harvest is nearly finished in the south and
midland counties, in this neighborhood they are in
the midst of it. The weather is unsettled, but it is
expected there will be fully an average crop, and
in fair condition. The grain crop controls the tradei
of this countiy.
Another Liverpool letter of the Slst Augush

A

says:

The weather for a week past, has generally beer
favorable for the progress of the harvest, and the
corn markets continues very dull, with a decline o)
17ih DubUn,
ry.
about 10 per cent, on most descriptions of grain.—
Gren adier guards ( 1st batt.) 65ih Sorel, Fethard,
remains at 6s. 5d. per bbl. bu'Poriin. St. B.
66th St. Jean, L.
Can, The duty on flour
next week it will probably be 4s. and remain low
Do. (2d b.) Lnprairie,
Cork,
for a week or two; but Ironr present prospects it wil
Do. (3d batt.) St. John's 67th Barbadoes, Gosporf,
then advance and go to 123. per bbl. or upwards irWood,
6Sth Jamaica, Waterfbrd,
Coldstream g'rds. (1st batt) 69tii Woodstock, N. B. a month or six vfeeks. It was expected that as th(
Wellington barracks.
Younghall,
anxiety for the safety of the harvest subsided, th(
Do. (2d bat.) Quebec,
70th St. Vincent's, Clare money market would gradually become more easy,
Scutch fusileer g'rds. (1st
Castle,
but the pressure in London continues unabated.
batt.) Tower,
71st L'Acadie, Buttevant,
murder your prisoner!' This exclamation for one
A London letter says, under date of Slst August
Do. (2d batt.)St. Georg' s B, 73d Cape of Good Hope,
instant retarded tlie fire of (he party, but in (he next
"We have wet weather again, which if it con
1st Foot (1st batt.) EdinDundee,
the prisoner was brought to tlie ground; he spr
will aflect the harvest, as only about hal
burgh,
73dBrentrord, U.C.Cork, tinucf,
again to his feet and ran round the corner of a fence, Do. (2d batt.)
southern and none of the northern crops are ye
the
Montreal, 74th St. Lucia, Paislev,
where he was met and shot through tlie head.
It will not improve the money inarke
Dev.
75th Cape of G. Hope, received.
"It is to be regretted that tliis painful affair took 2d Bombay, Chatham,
or trade generally. Bank interest is still 6 percent
Dutilin,
place in the most public street, and in the presen
3d Bengal, Chatham,
76th Berbice, Drogheda.
and in many instances more is paid. I am told ha
4ih Madras, Chatham,
77th Malta, Armagh,
of several ladies and children.
the bank is about to issue two pound notes, and
78th Glasgow,
think it will be some relief."
"This man was a British subject, and a resident 3th Corfu, Galway,
6th Bombay, Chatham,
79th Manchester,
Extract of a London letter, dated
of London district.
7th Kilkenny,
80th N. S. Wales, ChatLondon 'Id September, evening.
"Another prisoner named Dennison, wounded and 8th Halifax, (Guernsey,
ham,
"Money
is very scarce to-day, and funds hav<*
unarmed, taken after the action, was brought in dur- 9th Bengal, Chatham,
Slst Gibraltar, Chester,
Consol
fallen 1 per cent, since Saturday Slst.
82d Gibraltar, Sheerness,
in" the morning. Chas. Elliot, esq. who was present 10th Burnley.
when col. Prince ordered this man to be shot, entreat 11th W. Henry, L. C. 83d Kingston, U. C. New- 89 5 8.
Wheat has risen 2s.perqr. since Friday's report'
Chatham,
ton, T.
ed that he might be reserved to be dealt with accord
I2th Mauritius, Newtown, 84th Portsmouth,
owing to the ]>revalence of cold, rainy weather.
ing to the laws of his country; but colonel Prince':
13th Bengal, Chatham,
Soth St. Thomas's U. Can.
Carrespondence of the Courier ^ Enquirer.
reply was, 'd n the rascal, shoot him,' and it was 14th
Barbadoes, Brecon,
PIvmouth,
London, Jugust Slsf, 1S39.
done!!
loth Isle-aux-Nois. De85th Manchester,
the departure of the Great Western stean
Since
reached
Windsor,
he
Prince
was
in
col.
"When
von pt,
87tii Mauritius, Boyle,
\
ship affairs have generally remained in a dull am
formed that one of the 'brigands' lay wounded in the I6th Bengal, Chatham,
88th Templemore,
very unimproving stale. The weather has been no
house of William Johnson. The man, whose le^ 17th Bombay, Chatham,
89ih Trinidad, Gosport,
unfavorable for the harvest, and some portion of th
had been shattered by a ball, had been removed to iSth Ceylon, Portsmouth, 90ih Ceylon, Chatham,
crops has been secured in the southern counties; bu
19th Dublin,
Slst Cape, Aberdeen,
Johnson's for surgical assistance. Col. Prince or
on the average of the kingdom, the reports wonf
20th
and
dragged
immediate
execution,
he
was
Stockport,
92d
Malta,
Birr,
his
dered
lead to the conclusion that only a September of ver
21st Madras, Chatham,
93d Toronto, Buttevant,
out of the house and shot accordingly.'!!
extraordinary heat could repair the etfectsofa stun
22d Dublin,
94th Ceylon, Cork,
regulars
and
Indians
were
in
ad
the
time
this
"At
23d Halifax, N. S. Castle- 93th Ceylon, Belfast,
inerofso much cold and rain and, therefore, tha
vance of col. Prince. The enemy had escaped fron
bar,
9Gth Bolton,
the real chances now are that the whole produce <
Windsor, and only one man was made prisoner, who 24th Montreal, Portsmouth, 97th Dublin,
this year will be not more than equal lo that of 1S3
hands
of Prince, 25th Devonport,
presuming tliat he had fallen into the
98th Hull,
which exhibited adeficiency of about 20 percent
made an earnest appeal for mercy, to which captain 26ih Bengal, Chatham,
99tli Athlonr,
There are however
on all descriptions of grain.
Broderick, an officer of the regulars, nobly replied 27 th Cape of G. Hope, Rifle brig. (1st batt.) Wecverv wide difii;rences in the estimate and conjee
Dover,
don,
'you have fallen into the hands of a British officer!!
tiires from various parts of the three kingdoms28th N. S. Wales, Chat- Do. (2d batt.) Woolwich,
prisoner
of
his
in
charge
a
left
draofficer
"This
some describing the appeaiance of llie crop= n
ham,
Royal staff corps, Hytlie,
goon. Col. Prince soon after came up, 'ordered him 29th Bristol,
abundant and excellent in quality, and others
Colon ial corj)s.
to be taken from his guard andshot, which was done!!' 30th Bermuda, Sunderland 1st West India regt. St. backward and deficient in fullness and weight— 111
"We learn also from the narrative that the party 31st Bengal, Chatham,
Lucia,
ture probability being, that as the summer has bee
of Indians who were sent into the woods, succeeded 32d London, U. C. Farm, 2d Co. Nassau and Hon- so similar to that of the last year, the final result (
duras,
in making seven prisoners. When they brought them 33d Gibraltar, Carlisle,
the harvest will be about the same.
out, a crv was raised bayonet them! but Martin one 34th Amherstburgh, U. C- Ceylon rifle regt. Cevlon,
The money market which was commencing t
Cork,
Ciipe mounted reflenien.
of the Indian braves, replied, no, we are Christians!
exhibit symptoms of improvement at the time c
35th
Cape
Mauritius,
Stirling
Good
Hope,
them!
murder
not
We will
the sailing of the Great Western, has again relajise
Castle,
Royal African colonial
into a condition of pressure and distrust. The put
"When (hese men were delivered to col. Prince, 3Gth Halifax. N. C. Tralee,
corps. Sierra Leone,
assesi
he hail them placed in a wagon, and when it reached 37th Halifax, N. C. Spike Royal Newfoundland ve- lication of the monthly official return of the
island,
teran corps, Newfound- and libilities of the Bank of Englanrl appeared
an open spot opposite the barracks, commanded the
to tli
Friday
last,
and
out
the
iragon
and
shot!
the
night
of
taken
Gazette
of
be
33ih
the
of
Euniskillen,
land,
prisoners to
Malta fencibles, surprise of the monetary world, exhibited atiothf
Roval
"At this critical moment, Charles Elliot and 39ih Madras, Chiitham,
Malta.
large diminution of the bullion, to the amount ofn
Charles Mercer, esqrs. the rev. Mr. Johnson and 40ih Foot, Bombay, do.
less than £520,000 within the preceding month.
Samuel James, rushed forward and entr.-alcd colonel
They have since been largely contracting thei
ARRIVAL OF
BRITISH QUEEN.
Prince not TO co,mm it murder by shooting the prito
leave
them
lo
the
law.i
him
and money consequently has become ejr
of
begged
discounts,
NINE
DAYS
but
LATER
EUROPE.
FROIrt
soners,
appeal Mr. James
The steam ship British Queen arrived at New ceeningly difficult to be obtained, and the rates <
the country. In making (his
Indeet
made use of this emphatic language: 'For God's York yesterday, at 2 o'clock P. M. bringing Lon- interest higher than at any former time.
market is such that Ihj
sake do not let a white man murder what an Indian don papers to the 2d instant inclusive. From the the appeaiance of the corn
wheat are expected (ob»
has spared!' Colonel Prince yielded, remarking that Commercial Advertiser, Courier, Journal of Com- importations of foreign
come, and hence theH<;
he should hold Mr. Elliott responsible for his inter merce and Ameiican, wo make the following se- continued for some time to
lections:
Diand for gold may almost immediately exhaust thj
ference, as his orders were to destroy them all."
i
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present prospect is, therefore, that the pressure for money will not be diminished, unless upon
the slender chance of the harvest being yet so full
and abundant as to bring down the value of corn to
a rate which would occasion the closing of the ports
against a trade in foreign corn.
American slocks were wholly unsaleable as indeed, in any event, we presume they will be for
some time to come.
Price of Amcricun stocks in London, ^ug. 3lst.
Alabama sterling bonds 5 per cent. 1859,85.
Illinois 6 per cents, 1870,84.
E
Indiana 5 per cents, 1864, 72.
Kentucky 6 per cents, 1868, 92.
Louisiana stg. bonds, 5 per c. 1844 to 1832 90 a 94.
Massachusetts sterling 5 percents, 1868, 103.
New York state percents, 1845 to 1860, 90 a 91.
Pennsylvania state 5 per cents, 1854 to 1865, 87.
U. S. Bank shares £22 123. 2d. £22 15s.
New York cily stock 5 percents, 1851 to 1860, 80.
Ohio state 5 per cents, 1S50 to 1S60, 90.
dreadful affray had occurred at Egham, August
20th, between a party of soldiers and the thimbleTwelve soldiers who were left behind
rig gang.
after the main body had retired, were severely beaten.
It docs not appear that any lives were lost.
The norlhein Bank of England was dissolved by
a vote of the proprietors, August 29th.
The outlines of a new bank, to be called the Alliance bank
were submitted to the meeting.
The Paris Commerce publishes a letter from St.
Petersburg, dated the 14th ult. which states that a
conspiracy had been discovered among the officers
of the first corps d\rr>nee, and of the hussars of the
'imperial guard, in consequence of which numerous
arrests had taken place.
The commanders of
both corps were moreover removed and placed on
half pay.
Prorogation of parliamenl.
On Tuesday August 26th the British parliament was prorogued by
the following S))eech iVom the throne:
Her majesUfs speech.
Her majesty then, in
iher own very happy manner, read the following
ispeech:
"My lords and gentlemen,
"The public business having been brought to a
iclose, I have now to perform the satisfactory duty
lof releasing you from your long and laborious atItendance in parliament.
"I rejoice that a definite treaty between Holland
and Belgium, negotiated by the mediation of the
five powers, has settled the differences between the
two countries, and has secured the peace of Euirope from the dangers to which it has so long been
exposed. The same concord which brought these
intricate questions to a peaceful termination prevails with regard to the affairs of the Levant.
The
five powers are alike determined to uphold the independence and integrity of the Ottoman empire,
land I trust that this union will insure a satisfactory
settlement of matters which are of the deepest importance to the whole of Europe.
"It has afforded me the sincerest pleasure to have
been able to assist in effecting a reconciliation between France and Mexico. Intent upon preserving for my subjects the blessings of peace, I am
highly gratified when I can avail myself of an opportunity of removing misunderstandings between
other powers.
"I have recently concluded with the king of the
French a con\'cntion calculated to put an end to differences which have arisen of late years between
the fishermen of Great Britain and France.
This
convention, by removing causes of dispute, will
lend to cement the union between the two countries
which is so advantageous lo both, and so conducive
to the general interest ofEurope.
"1 shall continue to pursue with perseverance the
negotiations in which I am engaged, to per.= uadea!l
the powers of Christendom to unite in a general
league for the entire extinction of the slave trade,
jnd I trust that, with the blessings of Providence,
my efforts in so righteous a cause will be rewarded
A'ith success.
"I regret that the differences which led to the
withdrawal of my minister from the court of Teheran have not yet been satisfactorily adjusted by the
»overnment of Persia.
"In c'derto fulfil the engagements announced to
you at the opening of the present session, the governor general of India has moved an army across
.he Indus, and I have much satisfaction in being
ibie to inform you that the advance of that expedition has been hitherto unopposed, and there is every
reason to hope that the important objects for which
ihese military operations have been undertaken will
fie finally obtained.
"I have observed with much approbation the at.ention which you have bestowed upon the internal
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The right honorable H. Labouchere, received
and condition of the country. I entirely conthe measures which you have framed for the appointment of president of the committee of
council appointed for the consideration of all matters relating to trade and foreign plantations.
Her
majesty was also pleased to appoint the right honorable R. L. Shell, vice-president of the board of

m

cur

The

21,

—

the preservation of order, the repressioii of crime,
and the better administration of justice in this metropolis; and I have given a cordial assent lo the
bills which you have presented to me for the establishment of a more efficient constabulary force in

those towns which peculiarly required it, and for
effecting the important object of generally extending the civil power throughout the country.

trade.

The workmen had reached low water mark on
Thames tunnel.
The tournament. The passage at Arms at Eglin-

the Surry side of the

—

ton castle, did not take place on the 29th of August
"Gentlemen of the liouse of commons,
you for the zeal and readiness with according to appointment, in consequence of a
For the same reason there
which you have voted the supplies for the service driving rain-storm.
was no tilting on the SOth. All was in readiness,
of the year.
"It has been with satisfaction that I have given however, and the array of chivalry assembled is

"I thank

my

reduction of the postage duties. I gorgeously described.
LATE FROM CANTON.
which has passed on this subject
At Canton affairs remained in the same unsatisand encouragement to trade, and
Foreigners were still prisoners, and
that by facilitating intercourse and coi-respondence factory state.
business, of course, at an end, at all events for the
it will be productive of much social advantage and
improvement. 1 have given directions that the pre- present. All communication between Canton and
liminary steps should be taken to give effect to the Macao had been cut off, and the ships were lying
intention of parliament as soon as the inquiries and in Macao roads waiting the result of the commisarrangements required for this purpose shall have sioners' proceedings.
About one-half of the opium had been delivered
been completed.
"The advantageous terms upon which a consi- up at Lintin, and it was expected the delivery
derable amount of the unfunded debt has been con- would be completed by the end of April. It was
verted into stock afforded a satisfactory proof of the believed that the admiral, who had concentrated
reliance placed on the credit and resources of the his whole force at Tiincomalee, only waited fresh
country, as well as on your determination to pre- orders to proceed to Canton.
The Singapore papers of the 23d of May menserve inviolate the national faith.
tion that Ihe Siamese authorities, in imitation, no
"My lords and gentlemen,
"It is with great pain that I have found myself doubt, of the Chinese government, had made a
compelled to enforce the law against those who no seizure of opium.
IMPORTANT FROM THE EAST.
longer concealed their design of resisting by force
The London Morning Post of Sept. 2, contains
the lawful autliorilies, and of subverting the institutions of the country.
The solemn proceedings of the following important annunciation from the
courts of justice, and the fearless administration of Turkish embassy, Saturday morning, 9h. 45m. A. M.
Sir: I am directed by our secretary to give you
the law by all who are engaged in that duty, have
checked the first attempts at insubordination, and I the following substance of a despatch received by
rely securely upon the good sense of my people, a special courier from Paris, where it arrived by
and upon their attachment to the constitution, for telegraph:
"The French officer who was commissioned to
the maintenance of law and order, which are necessary for the protection of the poor as for the claim the Turkish fleet in the name of the five
welfare of the wealthier classes of the commu- great powers, has received a flat refusal from Mehemet Ali, unless all his exorbitant demands are
nity."
The lord chancellor, addressing both house, then complied with, and the expenses he has been put
to defrayed by the sultan."
said
it is her majesty's royal will and pleasure that
I have only to say that our worst anticipations
this parliament be prorogued to Thursday, the 24th
day of October next, to be then and there holden, are realized. In haste, your most obedient servant,
P. YASSAMON, t«(cr.
and this parliament is accordingly ]irorogued to
TURKEV IN EGYPT.
Thursday, the 24th day of October next.
Mehemet Ali is resolved not to relinquish the adChanges in the ministry. The queen held a court
and privy council at Buckingham palace, on Mon- vantages he has obtained without a struggle. He
demurs to the delivery of the Turkish fleet, and inday, the 26th of August.
The right hon. T. S. Rice had an audience of her sists upon Ihe hereditary ]iossession of Syria. The
majesty, and resigned his seal of office as chancellor forts on the Dardanelles have been repaired, and
Many headless
rendered almost impregnable.
of the exchequer.

consent

to a

trust that the act
will be a

relief

—

Mr. F. Baring, by command of the queen was
sworn as a member of the privy council, and took
Mr. Baring also received
his seat at the board.
the seal of office, and had the honor to kiss hands
on being appointed chancellor of the exchequer.
Mr. R. Gordon, of the India board, is appointed
under secretary of the treasury, in the place of Mr.
F. Baring.

Her majesty having been pleased

to

appoint the

lo be lord lieutenant of Shropshire, his grace took the oaths appointed to be taken

duke of Sutherland

duce them

thereupon.

On

the 29fh, lord

trunks floating in the sea of Marmora attest the
despotic cruelty of the government; and it is said,
that Mehemet All's assumption of the chief rule
would be gladly hailed by Ihe people in Constantinople.
At Alexandria the whole Turkish fleet had enThe crews had received their pay,
tered the port.
the pasha having to raise the necessary funds, disposed of a part of his cotton. Mehemet Ali was
showing the most marked attentions to the Turkish oflicers, with a view, it was supposed, to in-

Howich tendered

his resigna-

tion to her majesty as secretary of war, and the resignation was accepted.
In consequence of this movement, Mr. C. Wood,
a relation of lord Howich, resigned the office of under secretary of the admiralify.
In the house of commons, on the 27th, new writs
were ordered for Tipperary in the room of Mr.
Shiel, who has accepted the office of vice-president of the board of trade, and for Manchester, in
the room of Mr. P. Thompson, who has accepted
the office of governor general of Canada.
The Globe of August 30th, announces on authority, that the marquis of Normanby will leave the

to

remain with him,

obliged to return the

in

caseof his being

fleet.

The French and English
ces from Trieste, of

fleets,

August

according

18th,

were

at

to ad-

anchor

off the Dardanelles, and a'number of English ships
of the line were on their way to Tenedos to rein-

force admiral Stopford's quadron, already consistng of ten ships of the line.
The head quarters of the Turkish army were
the Egyptian at
still in Malatia, and those of
Marasch, where Ibrahim pacha was at the latest
dates.

Prince Metternich has been severely sick.
Great solicitude was felt for his recovery, not only
by the court, but by the people of Vienna. He
as convalescent on the 21st of August.
colonial office for the home department, and that
THE WAR IN CIRCASSIA.
lord John Russell retires from the home office, and
It is slated from Constantinople, Aug. 7, that a
marquis of Normaby as colonial
II succeed the
secretary.
The Morning Post, of September 2d, severe battle had taken place in Circassia, in which
contains a column of very severe remarks upon this the Russians, as usual, were victorious, but not
without having paid dearly for their victory,
interchange of offices.
The Russians had lost a ship of the line, and two
New governor of Canada. Another court and
privy council was held on the 28th, at which Mr. frigates, by a severe storm, on the coast of Circassia.
the
Richard Lalor Shell was, by command of
EAST INDIES.
queen, sworn by her majesty's most honorable
Advices from Bombay are to the 1st of June,
privy council, and took his place at the board.
Her majesty having been pleased to appoint the and from Jukkar to the isthof May. An expedihad been attended with
right honorable C, P. Thompson, captain general tion against Balochee fort
storm, after a
and governor-in-chief of the Canadas, the right success. The fort was carried by
had forty-eight
honorable gentleman took the usual oaths appoint- sharp engagement. The Balochees
The company's
ed to be taken by the governors of her majesty's killed and foity-six wounded.
troops suffered but slightly.
colonies.

.
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seems to be drawing to a
Gen. O'Donnell has gained important successes over Calbrera in Valencia. His late exploit

The

|

Carlist rebellion

close.

was the capture of the lort of Tales, after a battle
with the Carlists which was kept up for 16 hours.
He demolished the fortifications, and then returned
to Valencia.

There was a rumor

in

London

that

Don

Carlos

had been taken prisoner, but it was not credited.
From Bell's Weekly Messenger of Aug. 31
The tceaiher and the crops. The weather still
continues unsettled, rain and sunshine alternately
succeed each other; and the consequence to tlie

—

crops is really becoming serious; they are
not only kept in a backward state, but are otherwise seriously injured by being so repeatedly
drenched with rain. Thursday and Friday were
the two best days we have had in succession for
some time past, but the latter day did not pass en[Cumberland Pacquei.
tirely free from rain.
The few days of fine weather which we have had
have enabled the farmers to commence harvest operations in earnest, and we are happv to say that,
notwithstanding the great quantity of wet vvliich
has fallen during the present season, the damage
done to the wheat crop is comparatively triffling.
\_Boslon Herald.
Every thing now depends upon the weather. In
the neighborhood of Carlisle, and in Westmoreland,
the crops in general look well.
[Tyne Mercury.
The wheat harvest in this neighborhood (Chichester) is nearly brought to a close, and the statements we have received from various quarters assure us of an excellent crop.
[Brighton Guardian.
In some few instances little patches of barley
have been cut. But, on the whole, our continued
cloudy, rainy, and close weather, has been most
favorable to the ripening of grain; while, in the
vast majority of instances, the wheats have materially suffered since last week.
Still, generally
speaking, there will be no approach to general harvest, even in the lowlands and good climate, for 14
days; and as for the uplands, utjless the weather become greatly more propitious, harvest need not be
looked for sooner than a month or six weeks, and
then of what value will be the grain?
[Dumfries Times.
There has been a good deal of rain at Glasgow
and on the west coast since Friday, and we regret
to obseive that, in many instances, the crops have
been laid. Notwithstanding the moisture that has
fallen of late, the fields are rapidly assuming their
rich autumnal tints, and harvest will be general
very soon. A few days of warm sunshine this
week would set the reapers to work before its close.
grain

[Scolish Guardian.
The weather during the past week has been highly favorable for the harvest, and a large quantity of
wheat has b»en carried in this country, in good
condition.
have another fine day, and the
glass continues to rise.
Mr. Araphlett. of Dun-

We

near Kidderminster, whose wheat crop
was destroyed by a hail storm, as mentioned in our
journal of June 20, has now a second crop springing up from the old roots, which has a bright and
promising appearance.
[ Worcestor Journal.
As tlie wheat harvest draws to a close in the immediate vicinity ol this city {Sallsbnry) we do not
hear so favorable an account as we anticipated of
the weight of the crop.
[Dorset County Chronicle.
The wheat harvest in this neighborhood (Taunton) is all cleared, and the sickle has not found it
so heavy a crop as had been expected.
A considerable portion of the ears contain many shrivelled
clett farm,

grains.
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Harvest has become very general throughout
Cornwall; and we hear Irom all quarters satisfactory accounts of the crops.
[Sherborne Journal.
The weather having been fine during the past
week, with the exception of a few showers, a
great deal of corn has been housed around Stamford, and the yield of which, it i.i thought, will be
greater than was anticipated. [Stamford Mercury.
The corn harvest has partially conimenccd in thi.s
county, and it will be general in a few days if the
weather permits.
It gives us great pleasure to
state that the papers frnm various parts of the country announce the gratifying Intelligence that the
fine weather of the last few days has wonderfully
improved the appearance of the crops. We learn

thattlirough Northumbrrlanil and the southern parts
of Scotland, the corn crops look remarkably well,
and are much farwarder than the generality of crops
in Yorkshire.
[Derby Mercuri/.
The wheat crop, where ever it has been cut, is
considered to come up to the avei-age of former years
and in this immediate neighhorluio<l the yield will,
in the opinion of s:me of the oldesl farmers, be above
an average.
[Itlaidstonc Gazelle.

harvest has now begun in right earnest, and
although we cannot speak very favorably of the quality ot the wheat, it having been seriously injured
by the rain and by the floods, yet there will not be on
the whole a short supply of "bread stuffs," and
should the weather but continue fine a very large
quantity will in safely and good condition be hous[Lincoln Gazette.
ed.
Though the weather about Dublin has been variable since our last notice, we do not find so much
mischief as has been anticipated. Wheat, however,
has been very seriously damaged in the home counties, yet it is satisfactory to slate, as we do on the
authority of some the best farmers in the north and
we refer particularly to the counsouth of Ireland
that the injury, even
ties of Down and Tipperary
to wheat has been exaggerated, as far as the immediate localities of our correspondents are concerned.
On the whole the accounts received from the
country since uur last have been of a very gratifyWheat nevertheless, will be short, not
ing nature.
more, if so much, than the average of the last har-

—

—

exertion of all kinds which have been made, (first
by the augmentation of the rate of discount, and next
by the large bank sales of public securities), to
produce what is called an action upon the currency.
cannot, in the face of these figures, believe,
that there has ever existed any real wish, on the
part of the bank directors, to effectually diminish
the amount of bank notes in circulation, it being
clear almost to demonstration, from their own returns, that as fast as any notes have been cancelled
by sales of exchequer bills stock or other securi-

We

they have been re-issued.
Amount of the circulation of bank notes and of
bullion in store at the Bank of England at the following period:
Circulation.
Amount of bullion.
1839.

ties,

Januarys,
February 5,

March

.7,

April 2,
April 30,

May

28,

£18,201,000

£9,330,000

18,252,000
18.298,000
18,371,000
18,350,000
18,214,000
18,101,000
18,049,000
17,969,000

8,919.000
8,106,000
7,073,000
6,023.000
5,119,000
4,344,000
3,785,000
3,265,000

June 25,
[Dublin KoeningPost.
weather, though occasionally showery, is July 23,
nevertheless, favorable for securing the harvest, August 20,
London, Saturday evening, Aug. 31. The scarcity
which, we are glad to hear progresses.
of money at the slock exchange has increased, and
[Dublin Pilot.
From the London Morning Chronicle of Sept. 2.
an uneasy feeling prevails all over the city. Such a
Money market and city news. We have long fore- shock as the funds have now had to sustain has not
seen that monetary and commercial matters could been experienced for a very long time, and it is lobe
not maintain their ground, for any length of time, traced in great measure, as was generally anticipated,
and we have done every thing in our power to cau- lo the clumsy manner in which the late conversion
tion, the public on this head.
To all thinking per- of exchequer bills has been carried through, and
sons a crisis Is inevitable, and every day tends more public credit, instead of being sustained, has been
and more to strengthen this conviction.
most injured by it. The market is loaded with stock unmaterial and marked depression has taken place in der a scarcity of money, one of the worst featnres
All the share of the conconsols to day, and exchequer bills have nearly re- which can present itself.
ceded to par. The former have fallen to 90^ for vei-sion taken by the jobbers and speculalors has
money, and 9]h for the account, and the latter have been written up, and the greater portion of it proba^
been marked as low as 4s. premium.
biy delivered. That subscribed for by the bank hai
The temporary support which was given to the not been written up, it is understood, till within thif
English slock market, to enable lord Monteagle to day or two, but the market is now threatened witt
carry through his funding scheme, now has, it that additional weight upon it, the broker who usu
would seem, been entirely w'ithdrawn, anrl matters ally acts for the bank having to-day sold very largely
are falling back to their nalural course.
Why they have been so late in coirpleting tin
Hence, no
doubt, arises much of the depression which consols payments on their subscription is a matter which re
have siistained, but they have chiefly been affected quires explanation, as their policy would be, if the;
by the increasing scarcity of money and the total really held at the time the amount they subscriber
stagnation of confidence and credit.
A short time in exchequer bills, to put them in and take the dis
now must bring things to a fatal point, and there, count. The delay has renewed the suspicion whid
indeed, seems little probability, of any thing occur- was expressed at first, that they then held no exche
ring to give them a favorable turn.
quer bills, but were used as the decoy to the othe
The weather even is against an amelioration of parties in the business, obtaining bills afterward
affairs, and must, on the contrary, tend much to ex- from the treasury for the purpose of completing tb'
The operation must, besides, be
cite alaim; for, although the crops in the south of subscription.
England have no doubt been chiefly housed, yet it considerable loss to them owing to the fall in th
is olhervvise in the north of England and Scotland,
stock, and especially if they persist, as they seen
and the harvest in Ireland, to which this country now inclined to do, in offering any further larg
looks always with much anxiety, must also be "a amount for sale.
matterof uncertainty. Altogether the state of the
The prevalent impres.-ion is, that they must dose
country is quite deplorable, and how an explosion anddispose'gradually of Ihe whole of the £500,000
is to be prevented is quite beyond our comprehenConsols produced by Ihe conversion, as the onl
sion.
means of causing the violent action in Ihe circulatio
It is now, too, quite evident that exchequer bills which they now hold lo be indispensable.
With re
are rapidly falling to a discount, and consequently spect to their own loss, that will be among lb
some farther government measure will be necessary charges which the directors will have In answer J
to rectify the errors and mischief occasioned by the the approaching meeting of proprietors, and to thei
conceit and unbusiness-like proceedingsof lord Mon- it will be, after all, immaterial; but those who hav
teagle.
An additional funding must be effected, or been led by their example into the conversion wi
the rale of interest on the bill^ increased.
The suffer more inconvenience, and may justly reproae
greatest excitement prevails in the city.
There them for what has occurred.
was considerable business transacted in the EngIt would be wrong to infer from Ihe great pressill
material!
lish slock market, and most of the different securi- at the stock exchange that matters are
ties fluctuated a good deal, as will be seen by the worse in the commercial discount market.
The
official list transcribed below.
were nearly as bad there before as Ihey could be, e!
The annexed were the closing quotations con- pecially with regard to second and third-rate hilt
sols for money, 9(lj, ditto for the account 91^; three which are absolutely at Ihe mercy of Ihe mone
per cents reduced, 90;;, ditto three and a half per dealers. The transactions in the funds are nO'
cents, 93J; ditto new, 98,^ to j".
Exchequer bills, merely brought lo a uniformity with them.
43. to 6s. prem.; bank slock, 184 to 185; India stock,
The day has ueen altogether gloomy for the Enp
247 to 249; and long annuitie,^, 14 3-10.
The extensive sales otconJO
lish stock market.
London, Aug. RO.
Stock exchange, Friday after- above referred to depressed Ihe quotations to 90 1noon.
The extensive exchange operations that, to 3-S for money, and to 9 1-8 sellera lor accoun
within a short time, have been entered into by one being a fall of j' per cent, from yesterday.
Exchf
of our leading mercantile houses, have produced quer bills fell lo 4s. lo 6s. prem.
Bank stock, 18
considerable effect upon (he rales of the foreign ex- lo4; India slock, 247 lo 9.
changes, and a marked improvement has been the
London. Aug. 31. The directors of Ihe Bank
consequence. As yet, however, we have not heard England have been as much as possible abridgili
of any re-importation of the bullion, ol which there Ihe resources of the iliscount houses in town, in coi
has existed such a continuous drain, and until such sequence of having found thai it has been chieO
an event occur, the situation of the bank ilirectors through that medium that the jointslock hanks hai
must continue to be one of extreme embarrassment. hitherto ol)lained accommodation, and Ihe object
The circulation of bank notes, according to the the bank is to depress Ihe price of commodities, ar
last report, was £17,969,000. while the average hitherto their efforts have been chiefly counlemcli
auiount of bidlion in hand, during the last three by the credit and resources of the jointslock hani
months, was stated at £3,265,000. Compared with in the provinces. .Money is not more difficult in ll
(he return of the 8lh of .lanuary last, when the metropolis than it has been for the last three week
circulation was 18,201,000/. and the amount of but within Ihe last few ilays there are evident symj
bullion, 9,335,000/. we find a deficiency of 6,071,000/. tomsofihe pressure extending with more severil
in bullion, while the circulation has only been di- than it has hitherto done on the manufacturing ili
minished by 232,000, and this, notwilhstandihg the tricls.
vest.
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The spinners at Manchester have this weelc sold
yain to a considerable amount at prices which they
had previously rejected, and some of the large holders of cotton at Liverpool have been abandoned and
left to their own resources by parties in town who
had promised them support. There is every probability, therefore, judging from present appearances,
that the Banlc of England will triumph in the contestj and that the result will be a series oi banlcruptcies, andj/iaripassM, a decline in the money value
of commodities.
The relatively large diminution of the bullion of
the bank e.Khibited in the last return excited gene-
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particularly
under capt. Sumner— some 90 or 100 men —whom

1839— CAMP

close more activity was perceptible,
as
holders, though firm, made no difficulty in selling at
the current prices of the day.
Havre, August 26. There was to-day a great stir
in our cotton market, and S,03S bales for the most
part from the United Slates, and of inferior and ordinary quality, found buyers at an advance of 1 to 2
cents per 1-4 killo.

CAMP WASHINGTON AT TRENTON.
From

New York

American.
we have not before this time said something to our readers of this
ral surprise in the citj', as it was generally believed camp, which has now been established at Trenton
that the importation of specie from America during for some months, and which, in this happy region,
the past month would more than counterbalance the where neither wars nor rumors of wars disturb its
diminishing export to the coifinent of Europe. We rejiose, presents the scene so rare of the soldier's
have found on enquiry that such was the actual state life in the field.
of the case that the diminution of the bullion of the
Hearing some week or two ago, that there was
bank had chiedy arisen from a demand for a much to be a review of the troops, we ()ut ourselves into
largei proportion of gold than usual in payment ol the mail train that leaves the foot of Liberty street,
the (luarlerly dividend.
at a quarter before five o'clock, and after a rapid
From the London Globe, of Aug. 3 1
whirl of between three and four hours, were
The letteis irom Hamburg report unfavorably of dropped in Trenton, which, because of the next
the moni^y market there; the rate of discount had day's parade, and that the supreme court of the
risen to 7 or 7 1-2 per cent, and the exchange on state was also then to convene, was bustling with
London had fallen to 13, 1 1-4, which is lower than new arrivals.
it has been known for the last 20 years.
The morning's sun rose bright and having some
Hovvever, the price of gold there having fallen in reminiscence of camp life, we resolved to comthe same proportion as the exchange, it will not mence our military day with seeing the new guard
cause a renewal of the exportation of specie from turned otf, and the old one relieved. Accordingly,
The cause of all this derangement is said by eight o'clock we vvere on the way to the field.
this side.
to be the constant drain upon the Bank of Hamburg The camp is formed on the Trenton race course,
for siVuer to be sent to Russia.
At Amsterdam af- distant about a mile from the centre of the town,
fairs are also getting a little into disorder.
and having the Delaware, distant about a mile, on
For many months the rate of discount charged by one side, and the Assanpink on the other. The
the Banlc of Amsterdam was kept steadily at 3 1-2 tents are pitched on the border of a fine grove of
per cent, but thej' have suddenly advanced to 4, young trees, which afford both shade and shelter,
and again, to 5 per cent, in the last fortnight.
and as viewed from the old Quaker road, by which
The directors have, probably, adopted tnis expe- the encampment is approached, it presents a very
dient to guard against the drain which they expect striking spectacle, the white tents brought out and
upon them to replenish the stock of bullion in Eng- finely relieved by a back ground and over-arching
land, as well as for the north of Europe.
canopy of green.
The pressure for money has rather increased again
The strains of the band announced, as we reachto-day, at the stock exchange, where the continua- ed the ground, that the guard was formed; and we
tion on consols for the October account has risen to soon saw the drum-major, with his flourishing staff
1-8 per cent, ofl'ering an interest of more than 7 per
a fine looking fellow, but less ornamented and
cent, for six weeks.
The market is falling, in con- bedizzened than his prototype in Europeanservices
sequence of the heavy amount of stock forced upon
marching at the head of liis forces along the line
it. Foreign securities are also depressed by the same
of the new guard
which was soon after presented
cause, with the exception of Spanish bonds, which to the officer of the day, and after saluting, marchrise, in the faceof all difficulties.
ed to its quarters. An interval of .some two hours
Liverpool cotton market, August 31. The demand was to intervene before the troops were to parade
for cotton has been to a fair extent during this week, for review, and this was diligently and agreeably
but has been very freely supplied by holders of Ame- employed in wandering about the camp, renewing
rican, and the market closes heavily at a decline of old acquaintances
for the 4th artillery, which conl-8d. per lb. from last week's quotations. Egyptian stitutes the main force of the encampment, has,
continues in demand and supports former rates.
ever since the Black Hawk war, been in constant
Brazil is scarce and commands very full prices. Su- active and distant service,
and admiring the rerat is in good ilemand, and has advanced l-8d. per markable order and cleanliness of this linen city of
the woods.
lb on last week's rates.
The sales of the week amount to 33,840 bales, inWe will endeavor to convey to our uninitiated
cluding 1,500 American on speculation, and 2,500 readers some notion of the manner in which the
American, 360 Pornam, 150 iVIaranham and 1,000 camp is laid out.
Surat for export.
One hundred and six bags Sea
The soldiers' tents are pitched facing streets that
island and 500 stained are announced for auction on run at right angels with the line of the encampment

We
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take blame to ourselves that
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example and instruction of their commander
have made into Centaurs, so much did horse and
man, while on parade, seem one animal.
Their
horses are, like those of the artillery, placed some
the

distance in front of the tents.
Next in order come two companies of the 2d artillery—and then the whole 4th artillery— under the
command of col. Fanning, with major Belton and

major Erving

for his field officers.

On

the left of the line, and at a proper interval,
tent of the general commanding,
brigadier general Eustis, a soldier who is as just as
he IS impartial, and who, neglecting no point of duty
himself, suffers not neglect in others.
With these
characteristics, and as an officer of approved merit,
courage and service, he has the entire confidence of
his biother soldiers.
But the drums are beating, and the glittering cohorts are fast assembling.
Looking abroad, moreover, on the field, we see it covered with a multitude of people on foot, on horseback, in vehicles
of all descriptions; the race stand is filling with ladies, and lo! as capt. Ringold, with his filying artilery, sweeps by at speed, the ear is startled with the
earthquake rumble of his death-dispensingcannon.
Soon is he followed at a rapid gallop by the dragoons,
and anon in ordered march and long array, come
up the foot artillery, each occupying the allotted
ground with the precision of veterans.

was the double

—

The line is formed but what buzzing and hardly
suppressed murmur of admiration is that which
reaches us from the assembled multitude? Looking
beyond, we see advancing the reviewing officer, in
full uniform, and mounted on a steed which though
not less than 16 hands high, seemed diminutive beneath its lofty rider. IVIajor general Scott was about
front of the line, and as we
ill
looked upon his imposing and noble form, and associated therewith the perils he had encountered at
his country's call, and the good services he had done
her, it was not difficult to account for that admiring
murmur, which only the sense of what was due at
such a moment to military propriety, was effectual
to take his place

in surpressing.

As the general reached the front, the whole line
saluted, trumpets sounding, banners waving, and
drums beating and yet tile line itself steady and
immovable as if carved out of stone. After acknowledging the salute, and scrutinizing for a brief
space the appearance of the troops, the general
accompained by his aid, rode down the line, and
along the rear lo the front again, when the whole
broke into column, and gave him the marching salute, both at ordinary and quick time.
This was
executed with great precision; and when it was re-

—

membered

that, except for the few weeks they have
been at Trenton, these troops had probably never
been formed before, and manoauvred, as a regiment,
the accuracy of their marchings and evolutions
proved that the time of the encampment had been
well and diligently employed.

The reviewing being accomplished, the troops
performed a variety of evolutions the light artillery rushed across the field, swung their pieces to
unlimbered the men dismounted the
the front
Friday.
so that, to the spectator in front, the sides of the
Three hundred and ten Sea Island, 19d. a 24d.; 40 tents are presented; and those of adjoining compa- horses ranged to the rear, almost of themselves
were discharged, limbered, loaded,
In each t»nt and thecannnon
otaiued do. 8 3-4 a 14; 6,640 Upland, 6 7-S a 8 1-8; nies are, of course back to back.
and off again, almost in a time as short as that oc2,100 IWobile, &c. fi 1-4 a 8 5-8; 15,710 New Or- there are, we believe, seven men. At some disthis paragraph.
reading
cupied
in
1-4 a 14.
tance behind the soldiers' tents, and in a line paleans, 6 3-8 a 9 3-8; 760 Egyptian,
While the eye is following the rapid movement^
The business to-day amounts to 3,000 bales, all to rallel with Ihe front, are the wall tents, as they are
cloud
of cavalry sweeps by in full
a
of
this
corps,
the
captain's
in
the trade, except 200 American for export, and con- called, of the company officers
swords projected, bodies inclined forward
sists of 403 Brazils at 9d. to 10 1.8d. and the re- rear of the right, the lieutenants in rear of the left, charge
and rushing over the ground with hot haste, yet
On another parallel line, in the
uiainder American. There is no change In prices, of the company.
As they pass they uncover
rear, are the tents of the field and staff officers, with unbroken front.
though the market is dull.
Lioerpool ara market, August 3\. The business and in rear of the centre of the line, that of the colo- the foot artillery, performing the evolutions of the
line
forming and displaying column— the square
in wheat, during the same period, has consisted nel.
Where various arms are together, as at Trenton, changing front forward or to the rear and movchiefly of the sales to our local millers and dealers;
and these having jiurchased only for their immediate they are encamped according to an established or- ing, though without music, in accurate time and
wants, such holders as have been desirous to sell der of precedence. The service of most honor, distance.
Altogether the display was gratifying and credithave had to submit to a reduction in price of 3J. to and which, therefore, takes the right on all occaFlour must also be not^d Is. per sions, when different troops are assembled, is the able; and though on a small scale, gave good
4d. per70 lbs.
then the cavalry and then earnest of the skill and efficiency both of officers
light or flying artillery
Back cheaper.
Lwerpojl mirket, Aaguil 31- The sales of tur- the foot artillery according to the numbers of their and men.
Afler the parade, the reviewing general received
With these
and, listly, the infantry.
pentine have b2en confined to 500 to 600 barrels, at regiments
10s. Oil. for ordinary old, to 123. Id. to 12s. for good explanations, we ask the reader to accompany us in the visits of his brother officers, at the tent of general Eustis, and cordial, indeed, seemed the intera walk over the camp.
new.
On the right, attention is first arrested by a fine change of courtesies between them.
There has been rather more inquiry for quercitron
In the evening a ball was given by the officers,
bark and about 60 hhds. have been disposed of, battery of field-pieces six pounders with all the
appenda:ies of limbers, caissons, and spare wheels where those who had been merely .spectators in the
chiellv first quality of Piiiladelphia, at 16s.
Behind morning the bright tyed and beautiful became
to guard against the effect of accident.
Nothing doing in cloverseed or flaxseed.
The sales of tobacco (his month are 317 hhds. of them are encamped the light artillery a detachment the chief actors, and in their turn, asserted domiwhich manufacturers have taken 179; 60 hhds. have of about 70 men, commanded by capt Ringgold, a nion over the plumed and mailed warriors who had
been taken for Ireland, and 73 for exportation; in cavalier and a gentleman, who understands men as carried off the palms of the morning.
Upon the whole, we have rarely spent a more
Immediately in
prices there is bul little alteration. The import of welt as he does guns and horses.
and it was no little addition to our
front of the battery, the horses belonging to the can- agreeable day
new tobacco has this week been considerable.
Hivre cnttori m,Lrket, AdguH 2\. Our cotton pri- non, and to the artillerists, are picketted under a gratification to hear from every quarter, in the city
of Trenton, uniform testimony borne to the departces during the last eight days have not undergone temporary covering erected for them.
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beginningof the week business
languid in the article, but towards its

variation; in the
rattier

On
ry, is

the left of, and in line with, the flying artillea detachment of the 2d regiment of dragoons,

mentand character of the officers, as well bred, well
Such we have
educated, modest and moral men.
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long known to be the character of our little army— premises. The escape of an insane meTiber of their
but we are glad to have our judgment confirmed community, whom her companions liad watched
by the universal voice of all classes of citizens, over with the affection of sisters, and who, every
among whom this portion of them are now sojourn- body will now admit, would have been t'ar happier
with such friends than elsewhere, was made the preing.
There is, we understand, to be another review text for directing upon them the most ruthless and
will hereafter apprise our readers terrible violence, from which, under Providence,
next week.
of the precise time and in this fine autumnal they have been rescued mainly by your promptness
weather, we know of no more agreeable visit than and energy. I rejoice to add that every distinction
that which may be made on such an occasion to of parly and creed was lost in the general determination to maintain the rights of conscience and the
Camp Washington.
supremacy of the laws. And I should be ungrate-

We

—

THE CARMELITE NUNNERY.
C0RRESP0NDE.\CE.
Shepard C. Luakin, mayor of Ballimore.
Sir: We have been appointed a committee to ask
lor publication a copy of the recent correspondence
between the arch-bishop and yourself. As our venerable prelate is understood to have given utterance
therein to feelings entertained, not by himself alone,
but by the whole Catholic body of these United

To

the hon.

did not publicly acknowledge the obligations
which we owe lo the liberal and just course pursued
generally by the press in the midst of those exciting
events.
I am persuaded that the manly and upright
efforts of a portion of it had a powerful influence in
resisting the spirit of persecution and repelling the
calumnies which were industriously circulated in
order to influence the public mind and to urge on the
reckless to deeds of violence.
ful, if I

would extend (his communication unreasonably,
attempted to enumerate the many persons whose
generous exertions came under my own observation.
I must therefore beg you to convey my thanks
to
the citizens generally, and to those more especially
who were personally engaged in the defence of the
convent, for the protection so efficiently afforded in
Christian in the community, you put down the re- the hour of danger.
I have the honor to be, sir,
cent dastardly and wicked attempt against a family very respectfully and gratefully, your obedient serWe have the vant,
of pious and unotfending females.
ECCLESTON,
honor to he, sir, with the highest consideration and
Archbishop of Baltimore.
respect, your very obedient servants,
Gen. S. C. Leakin, mnyor of the city of Baltimore.
States, it afTords us the highest gratification to be the
organ of that request. And, were we not assured
that it has been better done lor us already, we would
avail ourselves of the occasion to express our personal sentiments of gratitude tor the prompt and efficient manner, in which, sustained by the gallantry
or undoubted good wishes of every gentleman and

It

if I

SAMUEL

WILL. GEO. READ,

S. ELDER,
THOS. MEREDITH,
EDW'D BOYLE.

the commissioner would grant him a
conduct under his own seal, with a promise
should not be detained more than twentyfour hours.
This the Hong merchants could not
procure.
Yet they were threatened even with
death, and two of them, Howque and Mowqua, had
a chain hung round their necks, and it was reported
that three were imprisoned.
In the mean time all communication with the coast
and with Wharopoa was cHt otf. Numerous Mandarin boats were stationed in the river to prevent
the escape of any foreigners, and all trade was stopped. No cargo was allowed to leave. The Hong
merchants, to pacify the commissioner, endeavored
to persuade the merchants to give up a quantity of
opium to be destroyed, representing that if at least
1,000 chests were not given up, they should be
executed.
The chamber of commerce at length
to do, unless

safe

that he

to the resolution to give up 1,037 chests. This
was not satisfactory to the commissioner.
Captain Elliott, the British superintendent, arrived from Whampoa, March 22, where he had given orders to the commanders of the ships of war
Hercules, Mermaid and Lance, to hold themselves
On arreadiness to resist any act of violence.
riving at Canton, however, he found himself with-

came
offer

out means of communication w ith his officers. The
river near the factories was cleared of all the boats
usually there, and in their place were stationed
three rows of boats, filled with police and soldiers,

who completely penned in all the foreigners, so as
make it impossible for any of them to escape.

to

TIMOTHY KELLY,
B.\SIL

procure the attendance of Mr. Dent, a British resident on the commissioner. This Mr Dent refused

Mayor's

office,

Sept. 7th, 1S39.

A

strong guard was placed before the company's

Most reverend sir: I have received and read hall. Not a Chinese was to be seen except those
much satisfaction your letter approving of the who were on dutv.
measures pursued tor protecting the Carmelite conOn the 27th ca'pt. Elliott as superintendent of the
with

vent in this city, and its respectable inhabitants, from trade of British subjects in China, addressed a pubthreatened outrage; and feel grateful on behalf ot lic notice lo British subjects, in which, "constrainthose fellow citizens who so cheerfully united in ed by paramount motives affecting the safety of the
Gentleivien: I cheerfully comply, on my part, rendering those measures elfectual, for the kind ex- lives and liberty of all the foreigners present in Canwith the request containcMl in your letter to me of pression of your thanks. It is but just, however, ton," he enjoined and required all British subjects
the 11th inst. as to the publication of the corre.'jpon- lor me to state that we only performed, on that oc- in Canton, forthwith to make a surrender to him,
dence between your venerated archbishop and my- casion, a duty which every citizen of Baltimore, and "for the service of her majesty's government," of
self, if such publication be approved by him; and especially every officer and member of the city po
all the opium under their respective control, to be
herewith enclose to you a copy of my part of the lice, is bound at all times to perform to the best of delivered over to the government of China.
correspondence for that purpose.
This requisision was complied with without dehis judgment and ability.
Accept my thanks for the obliging manner in
The constitution and laws of our stale entitle to lay. The quantity of opium surrendered to hitn
which you are pleased to speak ot the exertions of protection from unlawful violence, persons of every was 20,293 chests, and it remained in his possession
myself and a portion ol our fellow citizens in the description, without distinction as to sex, age, con- at the latest date.
performance of an act of duty, which, it is gratify- dition, religiousdenoraination or political party; and
The restrictions were rendered still more severe;
ing to know, was in accordance with the sentiment in like manner, every owner of propeity, without all the streets were blocked up; Dr. Parker was
and good wishes of the worthy and respectable exception, is entitled to have it protected from de- not permitted to go to his hospital. No one was
Water
throughout our community. I am, gentlemen, very struction or injury.
It is both my duty and my in- allowed to go to the China street market.
respectfully, yours.
S. C. LEAKIN.
clination, as chief officer of this city, impartially, and a quantity of provisions were sent to the conTo Wm. Geo. Head, Tiniolhj Kelly. Basil S. Elder, and with all necessary promptness, to obey, support soo house as a present, but the foreigners refused
T/nmas Meredith and Edward. Boyle, esqrs. com- and enlorce the constitution and the laws, to th? to accept them. Afterwards, on the 31st, provimittee.
utmost extent of the powers and means entrusted to sions were offered, and they were permitted to pay
Ballimorn, Sept. 11, 1839.

Mayor's

office,

Sept. 14, 1339.

me, which [ believe lo be amply sufficient, while 1
Baltimore, Mig. 31, 1839.
am supported, as I feel confident I shall be on all
have lately passed tiirough .scenes which such occasions, by the efficient aid of a very large
caused me no little solicitude for the religious socie- majority of my fellow citizens ol every sect and of
ty under my spiritual jurisdiction, and, as their ec- ever}' party.
clesiastical organ, I take the earliest opportunity,
During the recent scenes which you witnessed,
since my return from New York, to express to you, and so deeply and justly regret, the disposition to
and those who so nobly co-operated with you, my commit acts of violence was so strongly and openly
thanks for the protection ali'orded to the Carmelite manifested, it was obvious that nothing but the conconvent. This duty, we owe perhaps more to our- viction of a powerful resistance, dangerous to the
selves than to you.
For, in the consciousnes* of persons and even to the lives of the assailants, could
having faithfully and fearlessly discharged a high of- have restrained them from proceeding to the comficial obligation and in the helpless sex of those who mission of actual outrage on persons and property.
claimed your protection, you must find the proud Happily, the result on that occasion was such as I
and ample recompense of a generous heart.
hope and trust will satisfy you and the religious soIt is with the deepest grief that I have witnessed ciety under yourspiiiliinl jurisdiction, that tliey may
those scenes of violence which you were called on teel assured of enjoying, in Ballimore, that protecscenes but little in accordance with the tion and security as to their persons and juoperty,
to repel
spirit of the Catholic pilgrims who first landed on and the free exercise of their religion, which in
our shore.s, and offered the open hand of fellowship common and equally with all others they have a
to the persecuted of every creed and clime. In Bal- lawful and just right to expect.
The result will aliimore, especially, I was not prepared to expect so have given a gratifying proof to the friends of
them, where the very name of our city reminds us humanity, that such protection can be surely effected
of the Catholic founder of Maryland, one of the under most ala.'^ming circumstances, without serious
earliest and truest frienils of civil and religious li- injury to the most reckless of the criminal assailYet, it is in this city that we have witnessed ants, and that it may not often be necessary for the
berty.
a cruel and unmanly attack upon the reputations suppoiters of the laws to be the piinishers of those
and peaceful abode of inoll'ensive women, many ol who wantonly disobey them. I am sincerely and
whom are descended from the liisl colonists of Ma- respectfully your obedient servant,
ryland, and who, holding still the frtith of their faS. C. LEAKIN. mayor.
thers, have chosen to enter a religious community
To the most reverend archbishop of Ballimote.
and divide their time between the practices of prayinstruction
and
the
of youth.
er, self-denial
FROM CHINA.
Con
nected, as they are, for the most part, with the oldFrom the Boston Dftity ..Idcertiser.
est and most respectable Catholic families of the
News from Canton to April 1, have been receivstate, and being unrestrained in their communica- ed in London.
The whole foreign trade still retions with their friends and relatives, they have pro- mained suspended, and the imperial commissioner,
tectors out of the convent and out of (he priesthood, Lin, harl insisted on (he surrender of all the opium
able and willing to guard (heir rights and to invoke on board the ships in the river, with a perseverance
lor them, if necessaiy, the prolixtion of the laws of which showed that he was determined to enforce the
tlie state.
But compassion for the inmates of the requisition. The Hong merchants had been threatnunnery was not the motive of the asiailants of the ened with great severity. They were required to
Sir:

We

—

for

them.

On

the

1st

of April a correspondence with the

American and Dutch consuls was published. The
commissioner, in a letter to Mr. Snow, the American consul, says that he cannot understand the
reason why, as he, the consul had informed him
his countrymen should have delivered into capt. Elliott's keeping, some 1,500 chests of opium, rather

than to him. ^e says there must be some double
dealing there. This opium, it is stated, was British property, and as such, had been given over to
captain Elliott.— The Dutch consul declared that
his countrymen had no opium in their possession,
but the commissioner said that he could not make
any exception in favor of Dutch ships.
Captain Elliott h.ul given notice of his intention
to surrender all the opium to the Chinese government, under certain stipulations which he had entered into with them. The quantity delivered up was
estimated to be of the value of about Ji;2, 000,000
sterling.
An expectation seeins to be entertained that the owners would be indemnified for
the loss, .by (he British government; an expectation
which the London papers intimate a probability
they may be disappointed in.

THE LATE SHIPWRECK.
Correspondence of the Boston Times.
Coliasset, .dug. 31, 1889.
Friend Roberts: I have just returned from one
of the most exciting scenes it can lall to the lot of
man to witness. This morning, as I sat at breakfast, our host came with the information that a vesThe storm had
sel was in danger in the offing.
We
rageil furiously for the last Iwenty-lbur honis.
had been under the severity of a northeaster for
forty-eight hours, and I know that, Irom two to four
o'clock this morning, there was a terrible blow, for
the whole house reeled and rocked beneath me; and
the wind alternately howled, as if in deep agony,
or hissed and whistled, as if in mockeiy of all earthWe rose up, and made out, hy Ihe
ly bounds.
U'orriclc's hotel.

•
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glasses, that the vessel was a schooner, with a deck
load of lumber, under a triple reefed foresail, with
her mainsail gone, and her jib flying in ribands.
The sea was raging high and furious, and the
schooner labored in vain to make her way toward
Nantasket beach. The wind was about northeast,
and she was only able, for a full half hour, to hold
her own; while sea and wind both set her steadily to
leeward, toward dreadful rocks and ledges, which
have been fatal to so many mariners. She tried
hard, but in vain.
At one moment she rode upon a
sea in clear view; the next, even her foresail was
hidden in the trough of the sea, at every moment she
came nearer and nearer the fatal rocks.
"If he does not wear ship, and stand out to sea,
all is lost.''
prepared, and rushed down to the
rocks to witness the catastrophe. But the captain
had come to the same conclusion, and when we
came in view of him upon the beach, he was standing out, pitching and rolling and tumbling, like a
plaything that the waves vvere tossing from one to
another. The aspect of the weather was still unfavorable.
It was low tide, and as the wind generally rises with the tide, it might be expected, in
two or three hours, to be as bad as it had been at
night.
What could he do? If he kept out, he

one-legged, but not old tar, wdio threw away his
wooden timber, and shipped into the boat with the
alacrity of a child to its pastime.
The boat was
launched into the surf with ail hands on board determined to reach the schooner, with a line from the
stern to be held on to, as a means of safety, by those
on shore. The oarsmen strained every sinew; a
high surge came yawning over the boat, as if opening its jaws to engulph her; but she eluded the danger, and rose almost perpendicularly over its crest
of foam, while every one on shore rose involuntarily
on tiptoe, by that singular sympathy which prompts
us to aid in feeling, but without thought.
Now the
daring adventurers were hidden in the trough of the
sea
again they rose over a higher sea than betore.
But they toiled in vain. The stern-line, though
fully paid out, had drifted far to leeward, and was
entangled with the drift planks from the schooner.
The signal was given to haul in, and the boat came

might be driven to sea and swamped. There was
no harbor nigh.
Suddenly, he wore ship again, and stood in between the rocks. He had left Black rock on bis
left, and Seal rock on his right, in running out, and
now, with a mere span of sail, and a craft laboring
as if exhausted, but still struggling, he had to make
his way between ledges above and below w'ater, to
touch any one of which would be destruction to the
vessel, and death to every soul on board.
I had watched her, by this time, with the utmost
intensity, for about two hours.
Cohasset had poured down her people, among
whom are some of the hardiest and best sailors in
the world. The beach was thronged; as if men had
leaped out of the rocks; all watching coolly, but in-

Captain Higgins waited for volunteers. The ques"who is going?" met with no ready response.
All waited. At last captain Tower, an elderly retired shipmaster, spoke again, "who is going'"
No
answer. "Then, if no one else will go, I will!" and
off he threw his coat and jacket, and jumped into
the boat.
This stirred the pride of the young men,
who immediately rushed into the boat, far more than
were wanted, and llie old captain was turned out.
The one-legged sailor again threw off his wooden
supporter, and maintained his place at the oar.
All being ready, the boat was once more launched, and, at the word, all hands pulled stoutly; and being unincumbered by the stern-line, after a persevering struggle they reached the anxious mariners on
board.
On the first return they brought away one
man and a boy, and a line io aid them in going back
for the rest, who came off safely the next time.
In
all there were five, wet, worn out, exhausted creatures.
The schooner was the Groton, Yates, of
Waldoboro,' Maine.
She had made a harbor at
cape Ann during the .storm, but diifted out about
midnight, and was thus driven into peril in the
morning. She now lies, supposed to be bilged, on
the beach.
Having seen all hands safe, and well cared for, I
can look back with a deep feeling of satisfaction
that I have been enabled to witness the sublime yet
dreailful scene, and to experience the wilderness of
emotions attendant upon a shipwreck. Sympathy,
curiosity, terror, hope, fear, strong desire to aid, and
a sense of entire impotence, are mingled in my recollections of four hours, so that it were fruitless to
attempt to analyze thein. I shall not attempt it,
but will leave this detail of occurrences with only
the remark that I have seen to-day, evidences of active humanity which make me feel a warmer attachment to mankind. Yours, &c.

We

tently, the

movements of

the schooner.

The

cap-

tain dared not trust himself to sea in such a tempest,
and was making for a small bit of beach, surrounded, on every hand, by rocks visible or sunken, as
the breakers loo plainly showed; and every now
and then, when the great sea came rolling on, water and foam and spray flew up>vards from the rocks

thirty or forty feet; or if a sea struck the ill-fated
vessel, she was covered and hidden mast high with

the lashed up spray of the deep sea.
She came onwards slowly, and steadily but for
the dashing force ot the waves. The captain run
almost upon a rock on his starboard bow ^it was his
only way lo escape falling upon another on the
other hand— it was bravely and well done
men
began to breathe more freely. It was low water,
and if he should touch there, still another rock lie
dreadfully near, upon which he must be dashed.
Diwn she went, and struck,— he's lost; no, a friendly sea again sends him onward, and striking and
rising, like a leaping horse, she is at last thrown up
upon the beach, hard and fast, twisting and writhing
and groaning, with the mad waves dashing high
over her, and the wind howling and whistling
through her useless rigging.
The flood tide began to make, the wind strengthened, the surges grew more and more furious, and
those on shore made active preparations for the safe
landing of the crew.
The schooner's boats had
been washed away.
There was no boat on that
beach (Simond's farm beach) that could live a mo-

—

—

in that surf.
Away went all hands to another
beach at some distance, where a whale boat was
taken and carried to the place of need.
But even
to attempt to go out iu a whale boat was deemed
too ilangerous, without a leading line from the
schooner.
Signals w«re made, and a plank was

ment

sent adrift, with a line made fast to it; but the line
snapped in a surge as if it had been a cobwed;
another was sent out and made fast to a becket, but
neither becket nor rope reached the shore. The
mariners were now clinging to the shrouds, anil
both parties became assured that all that could be
done for the rescue must be done by those on shore;
the crew of the schooner were helpless.
During this delay, (and let any one who can imagine the anxiety of those poor wretches, with death
boiling, plunging, and yaaning around them, and
ever rising up to cover and seize them), many
planks were ilashed from the deck, in spite of their
lashings, and came riding upon the seas to the shore,
dashing against each other and upon the beach with
such fury as to split and break them short off, as
they could be cut by an axe.
Some actually
rode in upright in the waters, and were shivered to
bits as they struck.
Captain Higgins soon found a crew for the whale

—

back

to the shore.

There was disappointment, but not dismay. The
was again put in position, and the error of the
first attempt was rectified by coiling the lire in the
stern of the boat, to be paid out from thence.
But
the tide came in more furiously upon the llood, an<l
no one was so anxious to try the experiment again.
boat

tion,
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The

following notice of the mineral and agricul"Keystone state" will be read
with interest. The article is from the pen of an able
correspondent of the North American:
There are four great sources of wealth which this
state has within herself, three of which will be permanent. I refer to her coal, her iron, her agriculture and her lumber.
The last cannot, from the
very nature of things be permanent.
But her minerals are inexhaustible, and promise to do for her
and for this country what nothing else could do.
There are three great fieliis of coal in Pennsylvania
east of the Alleghanies, ttie northern, middle and
southern. Each of these is about sixty-five miles
long and about five miles wide. They are hedged in
and coveredup with mountains; and yet these mountains are broken up and divided by rivers which
form natural openings for the coal to be carried out.
In one of these coal fields there is no less than six
of these breaks.
The natural outlet ormarket for the norlh field, is
tural resources of the

New

and up into all New York state.
is through the great canal from
Easton, and thence to New York
or Philadelphia, and that of the south down the
Schuylkill river, and also down the Susquehanna to
to

That of
Maiich

York

city,

the middle

Chunk

to

they doing in this district? They have made rail
45 miles are under ground, 193 miles,
^'3,429,180
They employ S31 canal boats, which with
horses, cost
984,375

roads, of which
at a cost of

Large wagons 1,723,

129,000

Collieries 129,

2.=8,000

Steam engines

10,

150,'o00

Acres of coal land 60,000, at $60 pr acre, 3,300,000
Houses for miners, wharves, iStc. &,c.
2,500,000
$10,360,555

.

This is only the capital employed in one district
out of five, in one of the three great coal beds.
I
have no data as to the rest, but probably they at the
present time require no less capital.
In 1S37, Pennsylvania sent 854,731 tons of anthracite coal to market, not including wdiat went from
the north division, which must have been a very
great amount, since SO.OUO tons went from Wyoming valley. It is thought that at least one millioncf
tons will be brought to market this year.
But this
is nothing compared with what we shall do.
Look
at England.
Her coal is eighteen hundred feet below the surface of the earth. As late as the thirteenth century, coal was prohibited by royal proclamation, from being burned in London, because it
was a public nuisance! Now, the quantity used in
that city annually, is not less than 2,500,000 tons for
fuel, and 230,000 tons for gas. Great Britain yeaily
consumes and exports 30,000,000 tons; of this
615,2.'55 tons go to foreign countries, and 40,000
tons to the United States.
Look at the influence which coal is to have on
our manufacturing interests.
Iron.
Coal was first used in England for smelting iron in 1740.
At that time England smelted
only 17,000 tons of pig iron in 59 furnaces. In I8.';0,
she made one million of ions, she employed 200.00 J
men in making pig iron, and 360,000 in manufacturing it into hardware and cutlery at a co«t of
$109,332,233. In the U. States we made in 1831,
191,536 tons of pig iron in 239 furnaces, and this
year we shall probably make 250,000 tons, of which
100,000 tons will be made in Pennsylvania. But
there are two furnaces in Wales which make as

much

as all this stale, and there are a thousand Ions
there every ilay in the year, by means of coal.
In a former letter I stated what is the result of the
experiment at Farrandsville in using bituminous
coal.
It succeeds to admiration.

made

But it is found by .George Crane, in England, that
he can use anthracite coal to still greater advaniiiTe
in smelting iron.
They are now trying it at Poltsville, and it is said it will succeed.
I trust and believe it will.
It is almost universally used by the
smiths of Pennsylvania. I am told it is a fact,—and
an astounding one it is, that at this hour, we have
orders in England, which they cannot answer this
season,for rail road iron to the'amonnt of §20, 000,000!
—This ought not to be so. There is no reason
why we should not make this twenty millions of
dollars circulate among our own people.
We have
every facility, but we have not yet begun to use our
coal in making iron, and till we do, we cinnot pretend to compete with England.

Wool and

cotton.

England early excelled

in the

manufacture of woollen goods. But in HoO she
manufactured only to the amount of £8,C0o 000
In 1831 it amounted to £21,000,000, ard employed
350,000 per.sons in the manufactory.
She did nothing in the way of manufacturing colton previous
to
using coal for such purposes.
Even twenty years
after coal was applied to machinery,
the whole
amount of her cotton manufacturing amounted only
to £200,000.
In 1832 it employed £7,000,000
raw cotton; 800,000 spinners and weavers at a cost
£18,000,000; 100,000 machine makers at a cost <•<
£3,01)0,000; profits, coal and wear £6,000 000
makinganaggregateof£34,00n,000, or 152,222 222
pounds employed in the cotton
manufacturps
in England; and coal is the moving
power. Take
that av\-ay and all this would sink away and
be gone!
What is it not yet to accomplish in thisdepartment'
I may here slate that the English,
by the u^e of
coal aiiiiually manufacture eartkenwrre so as
to u^e
500.000 tons; of this $'1,134,374 worth are exported
into the United States.
This estimate is for' 1831.

—

now too small.
.Agriculture.
It is hardly possible lo estimate the
upon agriculture.
peep into the
sea girt Isle will show this. What commons
have
It is

influence of coal

A

they enclosed,— what marshes drained, what imChesapeake bay. This last great outlet is, in- provement in cattle and dairies, in
sowing anil plantdeed, common to them all. These three great coal ing!
There are in England about SJ^OOO.OOO of
fielils are each divided airain into several mining disacres.
Deduct 3.000,000 for cities and
tricts.
The southern, for example, has five of these They Ihen occupy 3,000,000 for wheat, roads—
3,000,000
districts. Look a moment at one of these
that with lor oats and beans, and 3,000,000
in barley, making
which we are most acquainted at Philadelphia, the 9,000,000 of acres under the highest
possible cultiSchuylkill
district.
The mines are worked by two vation. Now see what a population has
boat, atid the hardy seamen were read\", aiid among
sprung up.
Whal are In 1700 England had but 3,500,000 inhabitants.-—
tliem none was more eager than a weather-beaten. companies, and by individual enterprise.
the

—
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Now, though she has planted colonies and tilled the consuls of the Netherlands in the ports of the Unitleast ed States, shall continue to enjoy all privileges, proearth and the ocean with her people, she has at
as may be usual and neces20,000,000. The increase is almost wholly confined tection and assistance,
sary for the duly exercising of their functions, in reto the coal regions.
r t-.
j
whether
In 1751 the shipping ot England spect also of the deserters from the vessels,
Shipping.
amounting only to 607,000 tons. In 1834 it amount- public or private, of their countries.
employed
Art- 4. The contracting parties agree to consied to 26,055 vessels, 2,718,100 tons, and
employ- der and treat as vessels of the United States and of
163,061 men. No less than 1,600 ships are
all such as being furnished by the
ed in the New Castle coal business! In 1835 Eng- the Netherlands,
authorities with a passport or sea letter,
land had 027 vessels propelled by steam, in which competent
existing lav/3 and regulations,
the
then
to
Philadelphia.
shall
under
regard
fact in
coal was the fuel.
By examining the list of arrivals at Philadelphia, it be recognized as national vessels by the countries
belong.
respectively
fothey
arrive
now
liom
which
to
vessels
more
no
that
is found
Art. 6. In the case of shipwreck or damage at
icjo-n trade than did in 1778. There has been no inBut in 1787 the num- sea, each party shall grant to the vessels, whether
crease (or the last 50 years.
assistance
ber of coiis(Jn? vessels was only 390; in 1838, it was public or private, of the other, the same
and protection which would be atlorded to its own
ei^hl hundred and sixtij-eight!
,

i

A

ten thousand

Just recollect that anthracite coal is pronounced
by the agent of the Great Western to be the best
steam ships on the Atlantic, that the oceans
are to be travelleil, and all our manufacturing d.ine
hereafter by coal; that our iron is to be made, our
whole country warmed in winter by coal; that we
are to cut down our forests and fill our land with inhabitants, and you will see something of the amount
fuel of

Where shall we get it? Here is
of coal needed.
the giant Pennsylvania, all her bowels west ot the
Alleganies, equal to one-third of her whole territory, iilled «ilh biluminous coal; with Ihree greal ine.Khaustible regions of anthracite east of the mountains, wilh openings to every vein of coal, here she
your very
IS saying lo the whole country, "I lie in

centre— [ can reach any and every pari ot the union
—I have within me that which will manufacture all
your cotton— which will fill the ocean with ships,
which will send you through a continent in a few
liours, which will turn your mountains into iron,
which will fill the land with industrious inhabitants;
come to ine, and I will supply you all; God has
made me the repository of uiilold wealth ami blessings,

and

I

will

bestow

it

with a liberal hand, and a

gratel'ul heart."

COMMERCIAL TREATY
BETWEEN HOLLAND AND THE UNITED STATES
The Hague, Juhj 30.
Slaals Couronf of to-day contains a royal ordinance, promulgating the treaty of commerce and
navigation between the Netherlands and the Unit-

The

ed States of America.
The United Stales of America and his majesty
the king of the Netherlands, anxious to regulate the
commerce and navigation carried on between the

mayor of

roline, to

Bank

the city, orator and officiating
clergyman; the reverend clergy; the governor of
Maryland; heads of departments of national government; heads of departments of state government; judges of United States; judges of Maryland; senators and members of congress; senators
and delegates of Maryland; members of city council, and officers of corporation; strangers of distinction; officers of the army and navy; the various
military corps comprising the first light division,
with other corps present, and citizens.
Thus formed and constitufen, the procession was
put in motion about ten o'clock- Its line of march
was down Baltimore street to Caroline; down Castreet;

down Bank

street to

Bond

and thence to the wharf at Fell's Point,
where steamboats were lying in readiness to receive

street;

the constituents of the extended line, and transport
Art. 6. The present treaty shall be in force for them to the spot selected for the site of the monuthe term of ten years, commencing six weeks after ment. The steamboat bearing the venerated name
the exchange of the ratifications, and further, until of Carroll of Carrollton, was appropiiately desigthe end of twelve months after either of the con- nated as that which should carry to the ground the
tracting parties shall have given lo the other notice officers and soldiers who had borne a part in the
Six other steamboats, of
each of the contracting parties re- defence of Baltimore.
of its intention
serving to itself the right of giving such notice to capacious size, received the military and other conThe streets
the other after the expiration of the term of ten stituents of the line of procession.
years; and it is hereby mutually agreed, that in case were lined throughout on either side with people of
of such notice, this treaty, and all the provisions all ages, spectators of the imposing pageant, and
thereof, shall, at the end of the said twelve months, fair faces and bright eyes were turned approvingly
from a thousand windows, upon the line, thus movaltogether cease and determine,
Art- 7. The present treaty shall be ratified, and ing to its patriotic work, or to assist in the attendthe ratification shall be exchanged at Washington ant ceremonies. The embarkation at Fell's Point
within six months of its date, sooner if practicable. was completed about half past eleven o'clock, in
In witness thereof, the respective plenipoten- presence of a mighty concourse of people, a large
tiaries have signed the same, and have affixed there- proportion of whom then proceeded to the ground,
by sail boats, rail road cais, carriages, "on horseback
to the seal of their arms.
Done, in duplicate, at the city of Washington, and on foot" even as best they might to witness
this nineteenth day of January, in the year of our the laying of the corner stone, oi Ihe NorthPoint
Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty-nine monument.
Among the troops from abroad, were captain
[L. s.]
France's company of light infantry from WashingAD. MARTINI.
[L. s.]
ton; the Potomac dragoons, captain Mason from
Georgetown; the light infantry, from Annapolis,
i^ioHi the Baltimore Patriot.
captain Green; Patapsco greys, captain Swain; and
It having been determined, by the military and the Elkton guards
all fine troops, with elegant
citxens of Baltimore, to erect a monument, of ap- uniform and equipments.
propriate size and material, upon the ground on
Upon the ground, we observed the governor of
which the battle was fought, in defence of the city, Maryland, Mr. Woodbnr}-, secretary of the treasuon the 12th of September, 1814, the twenty-fifth ry; Mr. Giundy, attorney general U. States; judges
anniversary of the engagement was fixed upon as a Taney and VVayne, of the supreme couri; JVIr.
suilable period for laying the corner stone of the Dickens, clerk of the U. States senate
the veteran
Yesterday being the designated day general.* Foreman, Stansbiiry, McDonald, and sestructure.

two countries in their respective vessels, have, for
that purpose, named plenipotentiaries; that is to
say, the president of the United States has appointed John Forsyth.secretary of stateof the said United Slates, anil his majesty the king of the Netherlands has appointed Jonkheer Evert Maurius Adrian
Martini, member of the body of nobles of the province of North Brabant, knight of the order of the
Netherlands lion, and his charge d'atlaires in the
United States, who having exchanged their respective full ]iowers, found in good and due form, have

a-reed to the following articles:
'Art. I. Goods and merchandise, whatever their
from, the
ori 'in may be, imported into, or exported
por's of the United States, from or to the porls of
the Netherlands in Europe, in vessels of the Netherlands, shall pay no higher or other duties than shall
be levied on the like goods and merchandise as imported or exported in national vessels. And reciprocally, goods and merchandise, whatever their
origin may be, imported into or expoited from the
ports of the Netherlands in Europe, from or to the
ports of the United States, in vessels of the said
states shall pay no higher or other duties than shall
be levied on the like goods and merchandise so imported or exported in national vessels. The bounlies, drawbacks, or other favors of this nature which
may b^- granled in the states of either of the ci
trading parties on goods imported or exjiorted
national vessels, shall also, and in like manner, lie
granted on goods directly exported or imported in
vessels of the other country to and from the ports
-of the two countries, it being understood that in
the latter, as in the preceding case, the goods shall
haie beiMi loaded in the porls from which such ves-

have been cleared.
Art. 2. Neither party shall impose upon the vescargoes between
sel-) of the other, whether carrying
the United Stales and the ports of the Netherlands
in Europe, or arriving in ballast Irom any other
country, any duties of tonnage, harbor dues, light
houdi's, salvage, pilotage, quarantine, or port charge
of any kind or denomination, which shall not be
imposed in like cases on national vessels.
Art. :!. It is further agreed between the two contrading parties, that the consuls and vice consuls
of the nulled States in the ports of the Netherlands
reciprocally the consuls and vice
ill Ei:ropc, and
sels shall

MONUMENT.

form; the

vessels in like cases.

—

—

—

JOHN FORSYTH,

NORTH POINT MONUMENT.

—

—

arrangment? were made for commencing, with ap
propriate form and solemnity, a work thus sacred
to valor and patriotism, and which, by its enduring
record, should proclaim to the future, the sure reliance which these afforded to our beloved city, in
past exigency. The committee charged with the
general arrangements in connection with the proposed ceremonial, had very properly invited the attendance of all who had been present in arms, or
in any way engaged in the defence of Baltimore,
As compared with the array
in Se[itember, 1814.
of that memorable perioil, it was but a remnant, indeed, that time had sp-.irod of our brave defenders.
Nevertheless, including those from the city and the
neighboring towns, a goodly number were present,

—

a ceremony
witness the interesting ceremony
deeply interesting to this veteran band especially,
to

to lay the first stone, of a monument,
of events, involving the destines of this
the "rough hewing" of which they had
borne a manly part, twenty-five years before!
These remnants of the regiments which took part
in the defence of Baltimore, had each its appropriate banner and designalion; and itis worthy of remark Ihat the flag of the "27th regiment," perforated
by more than one British bullet, was borne by capt.
Lester, the same gentleman who, as ensign and regimental flag officer, gallantly bore it, during the battle.
The morning was auspicious to the grateful. task
The weather was favorable; and at an
In handThe various
early hour the city was in motion.
military corps constituting the first light division,
with such other companies as were in attendance
lo unite in the celebration, marched from different

since
in

it

was

memory

fair city, in

The oliicers
points, and formed upon Gay street.
and soldiers who served in defence of the city, in
1814, look their places in line in north Calvert
street, with theirright reslingon Monument Square
About nine o'clock the military moved upon lialtimore street, with their right resting on Calvert
street, where the line of procession was lorined
(under the orders of major general Steiiart, chief
marshal) in the following order: The commanding
and other officers of the third division, M. M. on
the right of whom weic placed the officers and
soldiers of the revolution; officers and soldiers
Aoiinded at NorthPoint and Kort MrHcnry; oifi
ccrs and soldiers who served in defence of Baltimore; oliicers of (he militia of Maryland, in uni-

others distingushed for great age and long
public service.
For the further record of llie day's proceedings,
we are indebted to the pen of a correspondent, and
will merely add that general Howard, the orator of
the day, fully deserves all that is said of him; and
that the prayer of the rev. Dr. Johns, was sublimely eloquent, and remarkably appropriate to the occasion.
The "star spangled banner" which floated
in triumph at Fort McHenry, during the bombardment, and which was pierced by the shells of the enemy, was suspended from the rostrum, and during his
address the orator alluded to it with electrical effect.
Well— twenty-five years ago, yesterday, was
fought the batlle of North Point or less euphoniously, I/Oiig T^og lane.
Thi,=! was one of those
battles which exhibited the wealth, the morality,
the education and the patriotism of the conntiy, arrayed in opposition to the sixpence-a-day soldiery
of England. I saw the very spot yesterday two
bodies of wood are separated by a narrow field,
some three hundred yards across, through the middle of which and leading from one wood to the
other and passing through both of them was the
North Point road,or Long Log lane. On llie farthest
skirt of the wood, next to Baltimore, was placed
gentlemen by education, perthe American line
sons having an interest in the community, mechanics, v\ho hail left their daily avocalions, ship masters, whose iilleiiess gave Ihein leisure lor the fight,
and on the side of the opposite hill of trees, shone
the polished breast plates, and gleamed the red
Yes, there is the
uniforms, of the British soliliers.
the field on the riehl of the lane has been
spot,
kept clear by (he labors of the husbandman;
that
on the left has been snlfered to grow up in a thick
growth of persimmon, scrub oak and cedar. This
field was separated from the wood by a worm fence,
and behind this fence, the 27lh regiment was posted.
The fence still stands where it stood twentj'five years ajo.
t)u the right side of the road there
was also a fence, but this was pulled down at the
time by the soldiers, for some reason unknown lo
the writer, and in its stead there has recently been
erected a new bright post and rail enclosure. The
site ol the new ninnnment is near to the angle
formed by the road and this new lence; and on the
spot, where, on the day of battle which it is to
coinmcmorate, stood a small tenement and a hay
al

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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were destroyed by

lest

they

aft'ord a cover to the English.
Well, twenty-five years has made but
in the scenery of the battle ground.

little

stack,

fire,

might

change

—

—

—

—

—

—

Mr

—

,

this

was

episodical.

After the Alabama, came the Rappahannock
then the Relief, then the Carroll, then the Virginia,
then the Fredericksburg and the Georgia— all loaded to their utmost ability to receive, with people.
Gay and grave were there the visitor to the spot,
who had been born since the battle the men who
had been partakers in the combat the citizen soldiery who came to imbibe lessons of patriotism,
on the very spot, where the flame had blazed upwards on her altars, at a by-gone day, with a glory
Ihat had not yet faded, and whose hue would,
through the lapse of all time, impart its brilliant
glow to the page of history. Little children came,
who lisped the name of the battle— old men came,
who could scarce so frame their speech as to pronounce "the name aright." The infantry with
their close ranks and measured tread
the artillery
^with "the roll of the rattling gun" the cavalry,
with the clank of the sabre, a'ndlhe clangor of (he
trumpet, and the snort of the war liorse all were
there!
It was a proud and martial sight, and encompassed round about with elements of beauty in
(he deep green of the forest, the far perspi'clive of
the waters, and the gay and gladsome faces of those
who came lo enjoy the pageant of the day. The

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

men grew warm in their recollectjons. Here
I, exclaimed one, "when I was shot." "Here
was Donaldson shot," said another. "Therj came
from the woods the 44th British regiment," were

old

stood

the recollections of a third. Witnesses were thick
around to tell the incident of each of the battles
and full many a tale was told, which, upon the spot
in question, had an interest, that the dry pages of
historv can never expect to imparl to if.
Well the corner stone was laid the last ray of
sun light shone for an instant inlo the cavity where-

—

—

in

was deposited

21,

—

1839— NORTH POINT

the record of the fight

— the

ap-

propriate ceremonies were performed, and the corner stone now rests in peace until either the great
the solid earth shall yield and crumble,
or until, in the long lapse of coining ages, granite
itsell shall pay its tribute to time, and the dishumed
memorials of to-day speak, like the bone of the
Masladon, to a future and wondering generation.
The corner stone was laid and then came the
oration.
It was delivered by one who had been a
witness of the battle and had shared its perils one
whose inheritance was a father's fame, won in the
great baltle of freedom; and who on the occasion
now celebrated had proved the blood had not deteriorated. It was eloquent and appropriate, grapliic
and interesting in a word it was fitting to the day.
The oration done then came the roll of vehicles
then came the battle of the teeth
then popped the
cork and flowed the wine, fi-oin the admirable collation of the major general lo the pell mell of the
ambulatory eating table. And at last when upon
the stomach full of patriotism, was packed the full
allowance of food, and v^'hen evening threw the
broad shadowof the woods across the battle ground,
group after group disappeared, and the plain block
of gray granite whose adjustment had been the
day's object, was left to the silence of the night,
and the field of the fight of twenty- five years since,
to quietness and repr-se.

The day when

forest trees are larger,
the old battle field has in
places a covering of stunted growth, as though the
blood of that day, unlike the blood of battle fields,
nourished not the productions of the soil
but in
all the essential particulars
the spot is the same.
True, recent improvement is apparent in a new
tavern and some half finished sheds on the borders
of a creek that hems in the scite of the conflict to
the westward, and trees with white-washed bodies
give a spectral appearance to the banks of the quiet
and secluded little estuary, which here seeks its
modest course to the interior, as though to find a
placid home for its waters, remote from the windswept and changeful billows of the Chesapeake.
Profit is the god that has presided over these improvements; 'and taste, like Astrea of old, has fled
in disgust from the desecrating and overwhelming
spirit of her all powerful rival.
But, again to repeat it, the battle ground of 1839, is the same as
that of 1814.
Well, sir, to that battle ground did I find my way
with thousands of others, on that same yesterday,
whose doings inspire me with an idea of being their
chronicler; and at an early hour I found myself in
the neighborhood of the place at which the steamboats with their freight ofliving beings from Baltimore were expected. Not one of these walking
giants of the waters had yet made its appearance;
but the iittle creek or bayou, for some distance
down, and until projecting and interlocking headlands interrupted the further view was dotted with
rail boats and oar boats
and its banks resounded
with the merry peal of laughter, and the joyous
shout of astonishment and mirth as some awkward
accident occurred to the unfrequent enjoyers of
aquatic sports.
Presently, however, the chimneys of a steamboat appeared above the tree tops, and a huge
monster, the sea steamer Alabama, rushed around
the most remote headland, crowded with people.
Her appearance in the little bayou, for it was
nothing more, was eminently picturesque, and for
half an hour the efforts made to unload her cargo
of men, women and children, aflbrded constant
amusement to those who had more luckily taken
the land route to reach the battle ground. Gentlemen soused into the water ladies popped into the
mud, and one fine gallant looking dame, whose
well turned and neatly slockinged ancle was darkened with a covering of the alluvion of the banks,
turned the smile which would have been at her
into an approval, as she exclaimed, "well 'tis the
fortune of war, and others, in times gone by, fared
worse at this same landing place than 1 have done."
God bless them all these women. They had little
business, in the melee of the day in question: but
wherever they appear they gild with their beauty,
and they enliven with their wit the scene which
they condescend to grace.
toast, sollo voce,
was afterwards, "the women God bless them."

But

—

—

—

—

—

—

GENERAL B.C HOWARD'S ADDRESS.
The committee of ariangement appoitded to superintend the laying of the corner stone of the newmonument about to be erecte<l on the battle ground
at North Point, addressed Ihe annexed note to gen.
B. C. Howard, soliciting a copy of the address delivered

MONUMENT.

upon the

field,

—

would be an unmiligated curse upon mankind,
and never have been permitted by the benevolent
Ruler of the Universe to afflict our race. But all
evil in the world has its molifying portion of good,
it

if

we know how

tance of time,

by him on that occasion;

5'J

or obliged to drag their crippled limbs from the scene of their patriotic devotion to duty.
Honor be to the memories of the
dead and the persons of (he living! Twen(y-five
years have changed every (hing, except the undying and unalterable spirit which makes us feel that
if our country is worth loving, it is worth defending.
Throughout this vast assemblage, this is now,
whilst I speak, the predominant emotion of every
heart.
The blood which was shed here did not
sink into the ground. I( has led aflame upon the
altar of patriotism, which will never be extinguished.
The ordinary pursuits of life in peace must,
of course, engross much ol our attention, and one
class of virtues only can be displayed.
But when
dangers threaten, when the horrors of war are
brought near to our view, and menace the existence
of all that we hold most dear, a higher order of
merit is drawn forth and exhibited. The political,
like the physical storm, "when the winds whistle
and the tempest's roar," is the period when the loftier virtues of our nature are displayed.
It would
seem to be a decree of Providence, that a nation,
like the waters of the pool spoken of in scripture,
must be troubled before all its virtues are developed.
Our revolutionary ancestors lived at such a
period, and their characters are deeniply imprinted
with courage, sincerity and fidelity. The last war
too left its traces upon the character of the country.
If i( were not that war encvlves some of those high
quahlies of mind which remain dormant in peace,
selves

to extract

tlie

it.

ceremony

in

Even

at

this

dis-

which we are en-

gaged brings with it a conscious increase of our
[copy.]
own love of counti'y, whilst we commemorate the
Baltimore, September 13lh, 1839.
Sir; The undersigned respectfully request, for actions of other days; and should our services be
publication, a copy of the oration delivered by you, required hereafter to perforin a similar duty, there
at the battle ground, on the 12th inst.
Very re- is not a man here who would not feel his bosom
warmed by a remembrance of the celebration in
spectfully, your obedient servants,
which we are now employed, and a powerful inRICHARD LILLY,
centive to (he faithful discharge of his obligalions
chairman of com. ofarr,
JOHN RONEY, secretary. rising up in the midst of his other emotions, and
superior to them all. But although the effect to be
General Benjamin C. Howard.
produced upon our successors by the ceremonies of
To which the lollowing reply was made:
this day may fairly be considered as a motive to
Baltimore, September 14(A, 1839.
Gentlemen; In conformity with the request encourage us, it is due to the citizen soldiers who
contained in your letter of yesterday, a copy of the made tliis grourid classic, that we should commeoration delivered at the battle ground, on the 12tli morate their actions.
It comes so directly witlin
instant, is transmitted with this note.
Very re- Ihe range of my duty to particularize and commci
upon the occurrences of September, 1814, that I
spectfully yours,
BENJ'N. C. HOAVARD.
Messrs. Richard Lilly, chairman, ) Committee of cannot escape from its performance, delicate as I
know it to lie. We are yet loo near to that day to
John Honey, secretary,
) "rrangment.
write its impartial history. The events are spread
out before the eye with a warmth of coloring readdress.
sembling the close view of a pariorama. The specFellow soldiers and fellow citizens
The duty which I have undertaken to perform, tator must recede until the various tints become
to-day, is one which will requiie lor me your great- mellowed into a harmonious whole, before he can
The occasion which has brought venture to criticise with success. Hereafter some
est indulgence.
us together, is calculated to excite, and must ex- well judging chronicler will collect the materials
cite, some of the deepest feelings of our nature. The for a hislory which may be found scattered among
military display around us, the martial music, the the papers and memoranda of (he men who acled
cannon, the musquetry, awakening the echoes which conspicuous parts in the interesting struggle, and
have slept in these woods for a quarter of a century, distribute amongst (he individuals and coips (heir
the solemn invocation lo Heaven, in which we respective portions ol praise. This high olfice it
have just united, the spot where we stand all con- is not for me to fill. The records of the country
cur in creating such a lolty tone of feeling, that I contain the official accounts of those oflicers whose
shrinic from
being the organ of its expression. legitimate duty it was (o execute this delicate task
There are some few situations in life, where lan- by some broad line of distinction, and upon these
guage fails in Ihe attempt to keep peace with the the judgment of the country must rest until a future
The mind is too day. In undertalcing, (herefore, (o add a faint
fervor and rapidity of thought.
The faculty of memory can alone be sketch or (wo to Ihe official documents of Ihe day,
full to listen.
busy. The spectacle which passes before the eye which a severe taste requires to contain only a dry,
serves only as the aliment for thought, and (he im- although perspicuous narrative, 1 must, in advance,
agination on eagles' wings soars to a height and bespeak your indulgence for what you may otherwith a rapidity of movement, which baffies every wise censure ine for leaving unsaid, as well as for
Most gladly would
elfort of an humble speaker lo direct its flight. The much of what may be uttered.
present case is one of these. Even now, when I I have learned (hat (he performance of the duty of
am beginning to address you, I am sure that your the day had been assigned to some other individual
thoughts have already gone back to the year 1814, than myself
The year 1814 will be remarkable in history as
and that you have pictured to yourselves the array
of your fellow citizens, as (hey were drawn up in producing events which changed the face of the
order of batile, standing "between their loved home civilized vvorlil more thoroughly than entire geneNever since (he
and the war's dessolation." Ail the anxieties of radons had done previously.
that day have been brought freshly before your Crusades had so large a part of Europe risen up
thoughts, by an eflx)rt of memory on Ihe part of a with one voice in (he pursuit of a common object.
address and who The development of the policy which Pitt had exI
larsre portion of those whom
participated in the toils and dangers of the day, or hausted his great powers in promoting, was at
by their description to those wlio have grown up to lenglh apparent. Lord Liverpool once in Parliamanhood since that period. With your feelincs ment alluded to (he possibilKy of "marching to
thus strongly excited, what can I say, which will Paris," and was afterwards constantly ridiculed for
But
not be comparatively cold and uninteresting? Many what was considered to be the height of folly.
of you have walked upon the very ground which lo Paris the allied armies went, and a general Euyour footsteps pressed as you stood in your place in ropean peace of course ensued. Our quarrel with
the line, and have recognised the spot where your Great Britain was upon points peculiar to ourselves,
companion fell by your side. Nay more: I see be- and was therefore uriaffi'Cted by the otherwise uniBut the consequence was that
alas, much reduced from versal pacification.
fore me a gallant band,
w ho were stretched them- England, who had been fighting Fiance in front and
their original numbers,
I
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the United States in the rear, now faced about and
devoted her enlire attention to her only remaining
antagonist.
Her large armies were suddenly released from active duty near home, whilst the machinery of goveriiment had been gradually increased in power in proportion to the difficulties
which were to be surmounted, and could easily
With all the material of war
continue its work.
in abundance, with numerous bodies of soldiery
which it would have been hazardous to disband,
and with a system of heavy taxation which it would
have been imprudent hastily to change, the British
government was more formidable as an enemy, than
it bad been at any time before, or has ever been since.
If it be allowed to use a homely illustration, it
might be compared to one of our streams descendini^ from the hills which is damned up for useful
purposes, until some irresistable torrent sweeps
away the impediment, and descends with the added
All the reforce of the accumulated waters above.
sources which England had been collecting for
years, were suddenly let loose upon us, and a spirit
of devastation was officially announced to be her
motive of action. Washington had fallen before an
enemy whose sudden incursions, destructive proceedings, and rapid retreat were more like an invasion of Danes a thousand years ago, than any octhe invading army
currence in modern war.
was not repulsed, it must be for the historian hereafter to decide; but we may venture to express two
opinions which will not be controveited; the first is
that the shores of the Chesapeake bay can only be
thoroughly protected from a sudden attack by a naval armament at its mouth, aided by a strong fortress in the neighborhood; and the second is, that
general Winder possessed a degree of zeal and courHe is one of
age suitable to any military duty.
those officers wlio, twenty-five years ago. had an
important command in the defence of our city, and
who have since passed away from our eyes, leaving
their memory to their friends and their characters
to history.
No one will, at this day, speak of
AVinder in any terms except such as appertain to a
IV irm hearted patriot and zealous soldier, who would
rUeerfully have laid down his life to purchase vie.
lory. But the opportunity was not given him. The
disastrous result at Bladelisburj, combined with
the superior rank and acknowledged experience of
major general Samuel Smith, caused the public
eye to be turned to him as commander-in-chief, and
tlie governor of Maryland called him into the field.
The confidence with which men turned, in the hour
of pressure, for advice and assistance to those who
had distinguished themselves in the revolutionary
war, was founded upon instinct rather than calculation.
In every novel situation they look around
for an experienced guide, and in no case is this necessity felt to be so urgeid, as when they are about
to confide to the judgment of their leader, their
own lives. The officers who were formed in the
school of Washington, studied under a master who
taught them that ditficullies required increased exThere was a passive, as well as active
ertion.
courage in the character of Washington wdiich is
p^rhajisthe most practically useful of the two qualiOn the banks of the
ties, as it is the most rare.
Delaware in 1777, general Smith had learned one
of his lessons. He had fought a much superior
force until he was wounded and could fight no more.
It was no new enemy that he was required now to

Why

meet; an enemy, having made some improvements
in the ait of war, conmanded by officers of more
enterprize than those who led the British armies in
the revolutionary war, but still substantially the
sam?. The principles of strategie also must ever
remain unchanged. A. reoirrence to these princiides, as well as a dictate of natural feeling, prnhabiy induced general Smith to detach a portion of his
command for the purpose of engaging the enemy in

advance of

his

Militia

lent.

main position. The idea was excelbecome more formidable as their

Every skirmish increases their
their duty, and the officer who
freely will soonest train thein to
it is, that a partizan warfare rapirlly developes their capabilities.
It may be remarked as an interesting coincidence,

rawness wears
familiarity

olf.

witti

uses them most
Hence
victory.

that B.iltirnore and New Orleans were both saved by
following the same maxim. No one will dnubt that
the battleof the23d DHcember was the remote cause
of the safety of New Orleans, or that of North Point
In both cases raw
led to the security of Baltimore.
militia were led against disciplined troops, and taught

own powers. Put them in « situ,
nlion where manoiuvres will not be required, and
the question of victory then becomes one of personBut let the reasons which influal courage only.
enced the derision of general Smith, be what they

to estimate their

may,

— ami they cannot now be known from his own
— the sacacily of his course will be ad-

aul'hority,
tnitted

by

all.

Having determined

to

send out a
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party to "feel the enemy," the question of who
should compose that party was speedily settled by
the gallantry of general Strieker, who claimed it as
a right that the brigade which he commanded, consisting entirely of Baltimore militia, should beforemost in defending their homes. The order was accordingly given, and on Sunday the 11th of September, about three o'clock in the afternoon, a large
partofthe third brigade of Maryland militia, marched out Baltimore street upon the Philadelphia road.
The particular corps which constituted the force
are mentioned in gen Strieker's official report, and
need not now be enumerated. The intention of the
general appears to have been a succession of skirmishes than a pitched battle, which is indicated by
the manner in which he drew up his troops when he
expected an attack; and this probably accounts for
his not taking with him a larger detachment of artillery.
He left behind at the entrenchments not
less than thirty pieces of field artillery, and although
part of the regiment had been drawn off to reinforce
the garrison at Kort McHenry, yet a sufficient number remained to work, eifectively, the entire park.
But whatever was his motive for restricting the
number, he carried with him only six pieces. During that night the troops bivouacked in the woods.
The morning of Monday was spent in refreshing
themselves and preparing for the approaching conAlthough there
test, and the line was then formed.
are, of course, many advantages resulting from
placing militia where they are expected to fight,
and thus obviating the necessity of moving them to
and fro in the face of an enemy, it is attended also
with a serious evil. There is none of that excitement of mind which change of position induces, and
The thoughts of a raw soldier
a weariness ensues.
before a battle are not like those of a veteran, because danger is always magnified by ine.xperience.
There is something cheering, also, in making an attack.
To be an assailant carries with it a feeling
something like a consciousness of beingthe stronger
party, and confidence follows. The troops therefore
who were drawn up in order of battie on the 12th of
September. 1814, had all these sinister influences to
overcome, for they were waiting until it was the
a choice
pleasure of their enemy to attack them,
wdiich gave to that side a manifest advantage. Some
such reflections as the.se may probably have passed
through the mind of general Strieker, heightened by
the entire uncertainty in which he was, as to .the
time when his adversary might choose to make an
attack. Uninformed of" the position and occupation
of the British forces, and therefore incapable of even
conjecturing, much less calculating, when their forward movement would be made, and having made
two unsuccessful attempts to acquire this informaHeath, of the
tion, he directed major Richard
oth regiment, to take with him a small detachment
and proceed towards the enemy until he saw where
they were, and what they were doing. This order
was promptly executed. With the force mentioiied
in the official despatch, major Heath pursued his
march under the belief that the information which
he had received was correct, and that his eneray was
two miles ofl^. After proceeding about half a mile,
the major ordered his riflemen to take post u|ion his
flanks, intending, with military precaution, to guard
against an ambush, by scouring the country upon
The order had
either flank as he marched along.
just been given and the riflemen were preparing to
diverge to the right and left, whilst the column was
moving leisurely down ihe road, when, as the head
of it ascended a small eminence, there appeared, at
the distance of about one hundred and fifly yards,
the van guard of the enemy's forces moving up. A
sharp fire was immediately opened upon both sides.
The American infantry occupied the road, whilst
upon the
t!iH riflemen who had taken a position
flanks but not yet left the column, availed themselves of whatever advantages the grounil afforded,
to use their weapons with effect.
An order was
given to move the piece of artillery to the front,
wdiich was obeyed, but it was withdrawn wdtbout
being used. The British liijht troops moved rapidly
and in open order, to the right and left, advancing
into the wood which skirted the American right,
and hastening to gain a copse of wood, standing in
a field upon the American left.
In this state of affairs an officer was distinctly seen to ride around
tlie corner of the road which concealed the main
column of Ihe British from view, and move rapidly
to the front, witlia non-commissioned officer at each
stirrup.
He soon fell, and subsequent information
left no doubt of its being major gensral
Ross, the
commander-in-chief of the j8ritish army, who had
ridden forward see what the obstacle was in his
front, in order that he might make the most prompt
and effectual disposition of his Iroops that the case
required,
A story obtained partial currency at the
time, and perhaps may yet be repeated, that ho was
slain by some person who had climbed a tree, and
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was thus enabled to overlook the ground. Nothing
can be more absurd or ridiculous than this idle tale.
There was neither time nor motive for any one to
adopt such a device. The British general was slain
in fair and open combat by those whose persons
were as much exposed as his own; and it is hoped
that the preposterous and derogatory story will never again be mentioned. Major Heath found his
situation

The

fire

becoming perilous in the highest degree.
began to be opened upon him on each

flank, as well as in front, and he was compelled to
order a retreat. Just after giving the order his horse
had one of his hinder legs broken by a ball, and the
major dismounted. Under an impression that it waa
disgraceful to an officer to lose his arms, he resolv-

ed to extricate his pistols from his holsters, an operation which he accomplished after some time and
trouble as well as hazard, for the Biitish flankers had
ranged along the wood to such a distance that their
lateral fire annoyed the retiring party for a considerable time. This gallant and meritorious officer
no longer fives, and if it were permitted to me on
this occasion, to indulge private friendship, I would
pause to pay a tribute of respect to the memorj' of
But there were other ofa brave and worthy man.
ficers as well as privates who periled their lives
most frankly in that anxious day, to whose memories a well earned tribute of praise would be due,
if this were the occasion to repeat the long list of
those who have since died; and there still survive
numbers who exhibited a fortitude worthy of the
proudest days of any history. Many of them are
aroiind me now, honoring this humble effort with
If I were to venture to recite their
their attention.
names, I should perforin a duty grateful to myself,
it is true, but
assume to myself a responsibility
which has not been confided to my discretion. The
respect and affection of their fellow citizens must
continue to be the rich rewards of the courage which
was here displayed. In order properly to estimate
the degree of credit which ought to be attached to
the officers and men who met their enemy on this
spot, it must be borne in mind that, with the exception of the commanding general* and a portion of
the troops, they were entirely raw; that they were
subject to the disadvantage of waiting for the attack,
which is wearisome to the spirit; and that they were
perfectly aware of being about to encounter veteran
troops, trained in the fiercest contests of Europe.
The dea;h of general Ross no doubt changed the
Had he livplan of operations on the British side.
ed, he would probably have pushed directly on to
the attack of general Strieker's front line, which
consisted only of the 5th and 27th regiments, between which his few pieces of artillery were posted.
In front of the 27th regiment was an extensive
and open field, whilst before the 5th there was not a
greater distance cleared than a small field of less
than 200 yards across, the opposite side of which was
bounded by a thick coppice. The British cofumn
which moved up the large field soon discovered the
The enterprising chaposition of their adversary.
racter of Ross would probably have induced him to
march on to the attack immediatel3% and then general Strieker's plan would have been followed out;
for, anticipating such an attack, he had ordered his
two front regiments to retire by files from the right
of companies, after holding their ground as long as
they could, and thus passing through the 39th'and.
6Ist which were directed to open and afford a passage, the skirmish would have been renewed from
time to time, until the retiring troops reached the
strong ground where the 6th was posle(<, and where
another struggfe was to be made, by the united
But this judicious plan of
force of the brigade.
operation, so well calculated to use his force to the
best advantage and to obtain the double object of
checking his enemy and familiarizing his own
troops to battle, was rendered impracticable by the
cautious proceedini^s of colonel Brooke, who succeeded to the command of the British forces. That
oflicer had just learned that desultory skirtnisheg
were no lijht matteis, and he therefore proceeded

he were opposed to a disciObserving the short extent of genehe halted his attacking columns,
until he could detach the 4th regiment to turn the
General Strieker,
left flank of the American line.
with a promptness and decision which reflect the
according

to rule, as if

plined army.

ral Strieker's front,

*Gen. Strieker was the son of an oflicer who was n
captain in col. Smnllwood's reainienl. in the outbreak
In the battle of Long Island,
of the revolutionary war.
Rmnllwood's regiment suffered lerriblv, and captain
Snicker's company was nlmotl cnliroly destroyed.
The captain, however, survived, and was afierwarda
promoted to a lieutenant colonelcy. His son, John, Bcr\'ed under him for some time as n cadet, niid was then
nppniiiied an ofllcer of nriillrrv. He is believed to hove
lieen present at the battles of Trenton, Princeton, Brandvwine, German Town, Monmouth, and others. At
the cloceof Ihe war, he had riocn to the rank of captain.
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losses, in the battles of Chippeway that a respectable author should have been indiscreet
are not atves.-ible and i>filij|.s I'lniugii lu make sucii a slate me [it, v\ithout a p.ulicle
never been published, mentioning only the ag- of evidence, we are only doing that justice to the
gregate, and the regimental losses on the American reputation of general Smith which Rodgers himself
side must be used as a basis of the comparison, would have been the first to render to his old ami

highest honor upon his character, instantly ctiang-i pailicular
;iiul

tion3

movement

of his adversary; and brought up
regiments which he was keeping in a se-

two
cond line,
the

to

range with and extend his

first.

Co-

vering his solid columns with a cloud of sharpshooters, acting in open order, col.JBrooke then advanced until he reached the proper ground when
the deploy of his columns and withdrawal of his light
troops exhibited the two lines of infantry oppose to
each other, separated by a short interval, which
constantly decreased as the British troops slowly
advanced while they re-loaded their muskets. Immediately in front of the rifle battalion and 5th regiment was an old fence called in America phraseology a worm fence which had been in a great
measure pulled down, because from its irregular
form the line could not be drawn up close to it, and
if suffered to stand it would have intercepted their
own shots as well as those of the enemy. In front
of the 27th was a post and rail fence, which for a
long time afterwards presented to the eye of the
curious spectator, numerous peforations, showing
how thickly the IJritish bullets flew. The protection which general Strieker had intended to give to
his left not being fully afforded by the regiment to
which he had entrusted the duty, his line began to

—
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crumble away from

left to right.
This historical
fact will explain the dilferent amount of loss which
The 5tst for example,
his regiments sustained.
only lost seven men, whilst the 39th sustained a
As the
loss of twenty-six, and the 27th fifty-five.
British line continued to advance, exchanging fires
with the American infantry and receiving that of

the artillery, which was well served throughout the
whole engagement, the action became warmer and
warmer; until general Strieker, having accomplished the purpose which he had in view, ordered a retreat to his reserve, and finally to a position near
the city.
The first remark which occurs from an attentive
perusal of the documents upon botti sides, in which
the commanding generals; upon their official responsibility, give an account of the aflair to their
respective superiors, is this
that although the
American line retreated from a foe near at hand,
and might be expected to incur the heavy loss
which is always inHicteil upon a retiring party, yet
the aggregate loss of the British was greater tlian
that of the American.
The loss, for example, stated in the official reports of the Btitisli officers was
290, exclusive of the naval brigade under captain
Crofton; whilst, on the .-jide of the American, it
was only 213. This may perhaps be accounted for
by the deliberate aim which the Americans took,
thus increasing the destructiveness of their fire
The British musket carries such a large ball, that
ader a few discharges the recoil of the piece becomes painful to the shoulder, and the gun is discharged with less care than the lighter piece used
by the American troops.
The fence, too, in front
of the 27th regiment, was of great service in giving
an accurate direction to their fire; a circumstance
of which the officers and men availed themselves
with great coolness.
The next remark is, the comparative eq\ialityof
loss which was sustained by both the British and
American regiments upon which the weight of the
action fell.
The 21st British regiment, for example, with some other corps, was opposed to the 5th
regiment, weakened by the subtraction of two companies, but aided by the battalion of riflemen; and
whilst the loss of the 5th and rifle battalion together
was only t>), that of the 21st, its chief antagonist,
was 92, nearly double. So, the 44th British regiment constituted the main strength of the column
on the right of the road, opposite to the 27lh and
part of tne 39th; and whilst the 27th ojily lost 55,
the loss of the 44th was 100. The fire of the 39th
American regiment on the left of the 27th was also
fdaying upon the British line, but even adding to the
OSS of the 39th, which was 26, to that of the 27th,
the aggregate amount is much less than of the 44th
regiment alone, without including the loss sustained
by the marines and other corps in the British line.
The result is that each of the American corps inflicted upon its adversary a greater lo.ss than that
which itself sustained, inflicting ;md suffering a loss
nearly proportional to the number of which it was
composed. It may be interesting, also, to compare
what may be called these statistics, with those of
some of the battles fouijht upon the Canadian frontier by the regular army under general Brown, and
observe the difference.
Let us take the battles of
Chippeway and Bridgewater, acknowledged to be
severe engagements, which surrounded the brows of
the soldiers who fought them with laurels yet verdant in evergreen freshness, and compare the losses
sustained by tlie regiments upon which the brunt of
the battle fell, with those of the regiments similarly
situated here.
The British official statements of the
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Chippeway.
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9lh regt.

11th"

57
75
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North Point.
£riH$h

loss.

9th regt.
11th "

123

|

133

loss ni

two regiments.
92
41st regt.

"
"
143 24th "
100
52 22d
"
106
73 25th "
must be recollected that the battles of ChippeI

22d
23d
It

|

I

way and Bridgewater

long time, and
were fought by well disciplined troops; and yet we
see that the losses of two British regimenisupon the
right and left of this road were greater than those of
any American regiment in the severely contested
action of Chippeway, and not much below any in
That
the still more obstinate fight of Bridgewater.
raw troops of militia should have met, in the open
field, and parted upon equal terms, with the choicest
troops of the British army, which had, in the peninsular war, seen some of the hardest fighting
which can be found in (lie annals of the numerous
wars consequent upon the French revolution, must
be admitted to be no slight ground of praise.
But
the terms were not equal, if we judge from the results just stated.
The American troops retreated,
itistiue; but it was part of their plan to do so.
The most rigid calculation cannot make the number
engaged upon the American side, after the withdrawal of the regiment u|ion the left, more than
1,605; and the chimerical iileaof permanently stopping the whole British army, did not for a moment
present itself to the mind of general Strieker.
He
came out to skirmish, and no more. His object was
to inform the British general that the city of Baltimore was a prize not to be had without some struggle; and the severitj' of that struggle he left to be
inferred by his enemy, from the events which passed
under his own observation.
The lesson was well
taught and aptly learned. The musket was laid
asi'le for the mortar and bomb-shell; and the whole
of Tuesilay and Tuesday night was employed in an
the patient resistance of Fort
effort to subdue
McHenry by throwing shells which the garrison was
lasted

for a

unable to return. There was something exceedingly picturesque and beautiful in the silence of that
fort.
Having no weapons which could reach its advei'saiy, carefully keeping beyond the range of cannon shot, its brave defenders were compelled to endure an unrequited and incessant shelling for twenty-four liouis; and with a few brief exceptions, when
the incautious enemy ventured too near, and the sullen silence of the garrison was broken by such a
salute from their heavy artillery as compelled a

prompt

The assertion is now made, under
which belongs to the occasion, that
any authority for a moment entertained
the tliought of capitulation.
Perhaps there might
have been found some fainthearted persons, as there
are such in every community, who suggested the
thought; but if it was so, it could not have been
breathed to any one of the slightest influence without an instant rebuke. Rodgers performed his duty
with zeal, energy and usefulness; and it is deeply to
be lamented that the injudicious zeal of some friend,
has sought to add to the chaplet of renown which
adorns his memory, a wreath torn from the brow of
one whose well earned character it is our sacred
duty, to-day especially, to guard from injury of every

valued fiiend.

Bridgew.4.ter.
Ainerictm

Aiiiericaa loss.

retreat, the intlignant defiance of the fort was
manifested only by the waving of its flag, calmly
floating in the breeze and apparently looking down
from its lofty elevation upon the strife below. The
language addressed to the eye by the continued and
proud waving of that flag, can never be forgotten by
It told every thing at a glance;
those who saw it.
and the feeling which it excited was most happilyexpressed in one of those bursts of genuine poetry,
which is destined to live as long as the histojy of
our nation shall be read or told.
If general Ross had lived, it is possible and indeed probable that he miglit have attempted to force
the entrenchments, or to pass around them with a
view of approaching the city upon a quarter where
the natural advantages of the ground were not as
great.
But the experienced eye of general Smith
had contemplated both these probabilities, and proThe heavy artillery which
vided against them.
was planted in batteries, manned by those who possesied knowledge how to work their guns, and courage to stand by them, and the numerous corps of
infantry which lined the entrenchments, would have
rendered the first a fruitless effort, wliether made by
day or by night. If by day, the destruction of the
assailing force would have been almost certain, and
ample means were provided, if the attack had been
made by night, to throw upon the advancing column
such a blaze of light, that the aim of the defenders
No direct attack could
would have been unerring.
have succeeded. If, on the other hand, a circuitous
route had been taken, the advantages of a knowledge of the country and of numbers would ha\'e
probably turned the scale in favor of the American
troops, a part of which had shown, on the day before, that they could meet the invaders in the field
with a gallantry well calculated to inspire caution
In an enemy.
It it proper to allude here to an opinion expressed
by some author who has written a biographical
sketch of the late commodore Rodgers, and who
hazards the opinion that Baltimore would have capitulated if it had not been for the commodore's firm
opposition. In denying this and expressing surprise

the responsibility

no one

in

kind.

There is one circumstance in the narrative of the
defence of Baltimore upon which the attention can
dwell with peculiar pleasure. Itisthe cheeriulness
and |)roinptness with which our fellow citizens in
the interior of" the country repaired to our assistance.
Three companies from Pennsylvania, from Yoik,
Hanover and Marietta, and one from Hagerstown,
threw themselves into general Strieker's brigade, and
bore an honorable share in the fatigues and dangers
Lage bodies of troops from Virginia
of the day.
and Pennsylvania, as well as from many parts ofour
own state hastened to our relief with a brotherly affection.
Two brigades of Virginia militia, amounting to 2,500 men, constituted a part of gen'l. Winder's Immediate command which hovered over the
right flani/ of the British army during the whole of
its stay before the entrenchments.
In the day of
Tuesday this force was increased by the whole, or
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nearly the whole of gen Strieker's brigade; so that,
Brooke had attempted a circuitous loute to
the city, he would have had in his front a boily of
6,000 men, whilst an equal number would have
marched out from the entrenchments and assailed
him in flank. The number which were collected
enabled general Smith thus to place his tioops in a
position wljich menaced his enemy on every quarter,
and assume an attitude which manifested high military skill.
To those troops who left their peaceful
homes amongst the hills where the sound of the hostile cannon as it reverberated along the sliores of
our inlets would never have reached, and took their
stand by our side, the profoundest gratitude of the
people of Baltimore will ever be due. Large bodies
of men, from Pennsylvania particularly, could not
reach us in time, owing to the distance which they
had to march. But how would It be now, with our
rail roads running out from the city in every direction;
How many men could be found coining to
our help, if another attack were threatened? It is
not an extravagant calculation, that in forty-eight
hours we could add 10,000 men to our own disposable force, and in ten days 40,000. The facility with
which troops can be moved upon rail roads ensures
the safety of all our commercial cities from any assault by land.
Nothing will show the vast change
in the power of defence more clearly than a relerence to the two following pieces of history. Early
in October, 1814, the British fleet was still lying In
the lower waters of the Chesapeake bay, within ten
or twelve hour's sail of the mouth of the Patapsco.
As it was entirely uncertain whether they would not
renew the attack upon Baltimore, a large portion of
the troops concentrated for its defence having been
disbanded, and as the progress of the vess; Is uj) the
bay had been found by experience to be quite as rapid as the motions of a line of videttes along the
winding shoie, the unrelaxlng vigilance of general
Smith was employed in providing for such a fresh
onset.
camp of choice troops from Philadelphia
had been formed at Kennel's square under the command of general Gadwallader, who, with a spirit
highly honorable to his character, offered to take a
station some where near Havre-de-Grace so that he
coulil march to the reliefof Baltimore, if it should be
attacked again, without uncovering Philadelphia, if
that should become the invaded city. The offer was
gratefully accepted by general Smith, and the consent of the secretary of war obtained; but the governor of Pennsyh'ania interposed his authoiily and
forbade the movement under the apjirehension that
it might not be found practicable to reach Phdadelphia in time from the banks of the Susquehanna. It
is not Intended to censure the governor for this great
and perhaps unnecessary scrupulosity in protecting
his own state, but to ask who, at this day, would entertain a doubt of the power of transjioiting 1,000
men or more, in a few hours, from the Susquehanna
to either Philadelphia or Baltimore.
Again: The
secretary of war proposed the establisnment of a
'arge camp in the vicinity of Snowden's, or about

if col.
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the midst of this assemhlv

we

can

feel ito

the

full

as severe as that of the

men who

bore

li.-y

and

whilst the
slioulil iigiiiii be tioiibled; and lo fil.ice
Pennsylvania Iroops wlio were sliil on duty at Balli- heart is throbbing with the prolbundest emotions of
more, general Sniilh strenuously resisted llie plan of gratitude and respect, we can renew, as around the
withdrawing any part of the troops, and satisfied col. altar of our country, our vows of aliectionate alleMonroe by reference to actual experience, that the giance, and pledge in her defence, as our ancestors
fleet could move up the bay, laiid its soldiers and re- did, of old, our lives, our fortunes and our sacred
new the attack upon Ualtimorj before the troops honor!
One thing more remains to be said. It is to excould be put in motion and arrive for its defence.
The purpose was abandoned, and an order which press a hope, that after this monument shall be
erected, no wanton spirit of devastation may mutihad been issued lo carry it into effect, recalled.
now would hesitate about the practicabUity of late the symmetry of its appearance. It is recordmoving a brigade or even a division from that point, ed in the sacretl volume, that after the passage of
with about as much celerity as troops could march the Jordan, Joshua was commanded to take twelve
recent visit stones "out of the place where the priest's feet
from one end of the city to another?
of the light division from Baltimore to Washington, stood firm," and set them up as memorials. And
for the purpose of spending the day, and easy return Joshua said to tlie people, "when your children
on the same evening, without any extraordinary ef- shall ask their fathers in time to come, saying, what
fort of transportatioii, and the presence of many mean these stones, ye shall let your children know
beautiful corps from other places, who have paid us that Israel came over this Jordan on dry land;"
the high compliment of joining in this celebration,
d the historian, at a long subsequent date, adds
Can we
will show conclusively how much the defensive that the stones "are there unto this day."
powers of the country are augmented by these mo- lot diffuse amongst our community a kindred spirit
dern inventions. In August, IS 14, the brigade which of preservation, so that our ciiildren's children at a
marched to Washington under col. Joseph Sterett, far distant period may say that the stones which we
left Baltimore on Sunday afternoon, having been re- set up on the ground where the soldiers' feet stood
Our humble trigularly called into service on the preceding Friday. firm, "are there unto this day."
Tne unfortunate action of Bladensburg did not occur bute of respect, erected to commemorate the valour
until Wednesday morning.
In the interval between of the dead by a company which he who now adFriday and Wednesday, how many troops can now dresses you had the honor to command, has been
be brought from various directions and concentrated partially defaced by carelessness or idleness, or a
u;)on Washington?
Without precisely answering spirit of mischief. Let us teach tlie rising generathe question it may safely be asserted, that enough tion to regard this one with the same feeling which
can be assembled to resist any force that will be like- hallows tlie tombs of the dead; so that the monuThe abundant supplies ment may stand, with unchanged aspect, until graly to bo brought against it.
of arms at Harper's Ferry can be distributed in a titude ceases to be honorable to human nature, or
lew hours or a clay or two to any point not furtlier patriotism a virtue.
than New York. The rail road system too, is becoming rapidly extended; and every additional
FROIVI
mile tliat is laid down, is a partial contribution to
give, this morning, a capital speech of gothe security of our cities from invasion.
Consi- vernor Everett, of Massachusetts, at the great
dered in this point of view alone, apart from all the Barnstable centennial celebration at the head of
advaiita.;e3 of commerce, the rail loads of the counCape Cod. Those who love to read a good, easy,
try are worth all the money which had been ex- pleasant speech, will be delighted with this olfering
pended under their conslruction.
To those who have spent a porof Mr. Everett.
But, although these auxiliary means of defence tion and an earlier portion of their days within the
may tend to guard our towns from a land force, yet influence of such morals, manners and customs,
a new power has arisen in war which, like all im- as Mr. Everett notices, and remember the sand and
portant inventions, will essentially change the ex- rocks, the piny summits, the bleak mountains, and
citing state of things; a power which scorns all de- cold soil of that region, will feel their souls warm
pendence upon the winds for its motion; which is, to a speech that shows the orator capable of judging
upon water, what the fierceness and speed of the correctly of what makes the old colony dear to the
war horse is upon land, and which may bring the hearts that have beat within its atmosphere.
news of its own ap()roach to an unsuspecting com\_U. S. Gazette.
municy, quietly reposing in the tranquillity of night.
Against this new mode of warlare, new liei'eiices
From the Boston Daiii/ Mi'ertiser.
must be found. But fortunately, the bane and antiThe following report of the speech of governor
The fire which sometimes Everett, at the dinner given at Barnstable on the
dote exist together.
pursues the traveller in the western prairies, threat- celebration of the second centennial anniversary of
ening lo overtake and overwhelm him in inevitable the settlement of that town, has been made at our
destruction, affords him also a certain escape from request;
danger, when used in self defence. The power of
Fifth regular toast.
steam is more efficacious as a weapon of proti ction
"Plymouth and Massachusetts colonies. The first
than of annoyance. This is not a proper occasion plaiited in the snows of December, the second in
to lollow out such refleclions, for 1 fear that 1 have the scorching heat of June.
Both united under
It is suHi- one governor in 1G>)2.
already tres.iasied upon your patience.
In the eloquent language
cient for us to know, that as the likelihood of war of the present chief magistrate:
diminislies in tile civilized world by the gradual en"Here on the spot where New England began to
croachment of popular principles upon the ancient be, we come, in our prosperity, to remember their
governments of Europe, so in like proportion will trials, and to learn of our pilgrim fathers a deep
the evils of an existing war bo diminished, at least and lasting lesson of virtue, enterprise, patience,
Popular go- zeal and faith."
as it reg.irds the American nation.
The age h«i3
GovERNon Everett's speech.
vernmencs are essentially pacific.
passed away in which nearly the whole of Eiiiope
Mr. P_resident: I rise, in obedience to your
could be involved in war to decide whether the call, to respond to the toast which has just been
grandson of one crowned head or the brother of proposed. I feel gratified that any language of
another, should be seateil on the throne of an inde- mine has been thought appropriate to express the
jiendent kingdom. That great power, representing feelings which f am sure are common to us all on
this occasion; feelings of veneration and gratitude
t le interests of tlie people at large, which has risen
lip in Europe of late years, and like the primeval for our "pilgrim fathers."
I am sure, also, tliat I
granite in tlie pliysical world, has burst thiough the express the sentiments of evQi-y individual of this
superincumbent strata which laid over it, will not immense company, when I include, in this tribute
Whatever in- of respect and affection, those excellent, nobleBulfer trivial causes to produce wars.
volves the United States in war must be a case of hearted women, the mothers of Plymouth and
clear justice; and when such a case occurs, let us Massachusetts, who bore their full share of the
hope that the united energies of the nation will be hardships and afflictions of the first settlement.
popular go- The sphere of the woman is domestic. She is not
exerted to carry it safely llirough.
vernment, when sustained by the .people, is the commonly called to the performance of the duties
strongest that can be fr.uned, and the memorials, which fi;iire on the page of history. But who can
which oven under a monarchical system, are erected doubt that, amidst the wants and dangers of the peunder the pressure of that exin honor of those who have served the slate, spring riod we celebrate
fro;n, while they appeal to, the popular mind. Thus, tremity of fortune to which the colonists were rethe mouuinenl to Nelson was consecrated by an uni- duced—that grim and gaunt poverty, which more
versal burst of public feeling, rousing the national than once, like one of the famished wolves of the
aensibdity in its deepest recesses, because the people wilderness around them, forced its way over the
might ask, in no spirit of threshold of the pilgrims the task which devolveil
were its originators.
triumph over the fallen enemy, what misjudging upon wives, sisters, and daughters the task of
taile directeil the decoration of the raonumeiit to making a destitute home comfoitable, and a weary
the task of ministering to the sick,
tlie memory of Ross, with the broken Hag staff of life tolerable
and performing the last offices to the departed, was
the emblem of the United Slates.
llie

iieiielaclor.,,

living, or

dL-ad,

llere,

Who

A
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A SPEECH
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happy, sir, in being present at tiiis
celebration.
I cannot for myself, it is true, lay
claim to a direct relationship wilh any part of the
old colony.
My lathers from the first settlement
of Massachusetts proper rest beneath the soil which
they tilled for six generations, in the village of
Dedham, in the nearest adjoining county. But
i teel

uiosl

you

will not wonder if, on this occasion, and e.ipecially before a company graced by so large an
attendance of the ladies of the old colony, I am disposed to boast that a portion of that pure cape blood,
which mantles in so many fair cheeks around this
board, flows in the veins of my better half at home.

If I may presume to go a step further, Mr. President, and, as you have happily called this a family
party, be indulged in another allusion to lamily
matters, I would add, that I have four hopeful scions partaking of a true, honored Barnstable stock,
of which I hope you will not think the worse for
being engrafted upon a sound though humble Massachusetfs trunk.
shall feel most happy, sir,
(
proud as they will be of their old colon}' lineage,
if they shall grow up to the possession of the sterling virtues which have in all times characterized
its sons, and the maidenly charms and matronly
Sure I am, that if, on the
graces of its daughters.
great voyage of life, my children shall take their
departure from the principles ot Plymouth rock,
and steer by the good old Cape Cod compass of industry and probity, come fair weather or foul, they
will lay a straight'course, and, if I may, without impropriety, end the figure as 1 have begun, come to
an anchorage at last at the Cape of Good Hope, in
the divine mercy.
But, sir, I did not need associations of this kind
(though I value them) to give me a deep sympathy
with the feelings awakened by this occasion. I
regard all these historical celebrations as highly interestini; and important.
I have attended many of
them, and always with the highest satisfaction. I
love to see the dust swept from the graves of our
fathers.
I love to see the talent and patriot feeling
of the gifted of this generation employed, as we
have seen them to-day, like old mortality in the
romance, in cutting broader and deeper the inscripI do not
tions on their moss-grown monuments.
know how the faculty of looking before and after,
which belongs to us as rational beings, can be better employed, than in calling up to grateful recollection, on appropriate occasions, the toils and sufferings of those to whom, as a community, we owe
our existei'ce. It is a pious office to the past; and
who is here that can still the fond hope within him,
that, when the sun has again for a hundred times
performed the mighty circuit of the heavens, and
each of us in this thronged and happy assemblage,
from that aged head whose silvery honors demand
our veneration [Dr. Thacher, of Plymouth, was
sealed near the chair] to the most youthful of the
blooming and heaven-lighted countenance before
me, shall alike have for years laid low, like a weary
our chilinfant at even song in its mother's lap
dren's children, in returning to renew these pioii.s
rites at the close of another century, will retrace
witii pleasure the record of these proceedings, and
feel grateful to us that we have this day lighted the
torch of memory at the shrine of our fathers?
Ill the
anticipation oi' that d.-iy, sir, and in the
desire of transmitting a slight but not unpleasant
memorial ol this, 1 have taken steps to have a copy
of the original compact, cliarter, and laws of the
old colony, recently published by order of the legislature, together with a copy of the splendid chart
of the noble harbor where the Mayflower first came
to anchor, lately executed by the engineers of the
United States, suitably prepared for preservation,

—

the hope that they will be contemplated wilh
interest by those who shall be gathered on
third centennial celebration.
I
meant to have had them in readiness lo offer to
you, sir, and throu^'h you to my fellow-citizens of
Barnstaid'', at tlii.^ time; but I have been disappointed by circumstances beyond my control. As
Ihcy will'not be wanted till 'the SA 'of September.
IS.'J!), I suppose there is no great hurry.
will
have them ready before the end of the century.
The sentiment, sir, to which I have been invited
to respond, associates in one retrospect the sufferings of the fathers both of the old colony and Massachusetts the former in the depth of winter, the
All sealatter under the scorching heats of June.
sons I fear, are inclement, all seas boisterous, all
shores inhospitable to the alllicted and heart-stricken fugitive. It is indeed sad to reflect that, of that
portion of governor Winthrop's ]iarly, who passed
the suminerof 1630 in tents on one of the heights
of Charleslown, and of the Plymouth settlers who
were wretchedly housed upon the hill which overlooks the harbor of that place, in the dreadful winin

some

this spot, at the

We

—

—

—
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ter of 1620, the larger half, in the course of the first
six months, sank benpath thpir snlierinsjs. It wonlrt
be out of place to diLite, on tlii> o?ca^iutl, upon the

harilships 01' the founders of Masiacliusetts; but I
think that It can be truelysaid that, from the 121h
of July, 1620, when the first settlers of the old colony passed the night in tears and in prayer at Delft
Haven, in Holland, with Mr. Robinson and the
brethren who were to remain at Leyden, down to
the ripening of the first crop in 1621, they endured
as great an amount of sufl^ering, bodily and mental,
as was ever borne, in an equal s|iace of time, by
the same number of men, women and children.
I
say nothing now of tlie hardships previously endured in the persecution which drove them from
In fact, sir, though we live upon
their native land.
the soil where our fathers landed; though we can
trace them as it were, every mile of the way along
the shore; though we can look out upon the waves
which bore the Mayflower to these uttermost ends
of the earth, (as they were tJiea regarded), we see
not, we know not, we comprehend not the dreary
land and the pathless sea, whose united perils
struck terror into their hearts. Do you think, sir,
as we repose beneath this splendid pavilion, adorned by the hand of taste, blooming with festive garlands, wreathed with the stars and stripes of this
great republic, resounding with strains of heartstirring music, that merely because it stands upon
the soil at Barnstable, we form any idea of the spot
as it appeared to captain Miles Standish and his
companions on the 15th or 16th of November, 1620?
Oh, no, sir. Let us go up for a mo[nent, in imaginations, to yonder hill, which overlooks the village
and the bay, and suppose ourselves standing there,
on some bleak ungenial morning, in the middle of
November of that year. The coast is fringed with
ice.
Dreary forests, inlersperseil with sandy tracts,
fill the back ground.
Nothing of humanity quickens on the spot, save a tew roatnrng savages, who,
ill-provided with what even they deem the necessaries of life, are digging with iheir fingers a scanty repast oirt of the frozen sands.
No friendly
light houses had as yet hung up Iheir cressets upon
your headlands; nor brave pilot-boat was hovering
like a sea-bird on the to|)S of the waves, beyond the
cape, to guide the shattered barque torts harbor; no
charts and soundings made the secret pathways of
the deep as plain as a gravelled road through a lawn:
no comfortable dwellings along the line of the
shore and in your well inhabited streets spoke a
welcome to the pilgrim; no steeple poured the music of Sabbath morn into the ear of the fugitive for
conscience sake. Primeval wildness and native
desolation brooded over sea and land; and from the
9th of November, when after a most calamitous
voyage, the Mayflower first came to anchor in Provincetown harbor, to the end of December, the entire male portion of the company was occupied, for
the greater part of every day, and often by night as
well as day, in exploring the coast and seeking a
place of rest, amidst perils from the savages, from
the unknown shore, and the elements, which it
makes one's heart bleed to think upon.
But this dreary waste, which we thus contemplate imagination, and which they traversed in sad
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no sir, happily for New England, Providence
works not with human i-istrumpnls. Nnt indiiy
land;

wise men

alter the flesh,

not

many

mi-lily.

not
great-

many noble are called. The stars of human
ness that glitter in a court, are not destined to rise
on the lowering horrizon of the despised colony.
The feeble company of pilgrims is not to be marshalled by gartered statesmen nor mitred prelates.
Fleets will not be despatched to convey the little
band, nor armies to protect it.
Had there been
honors to be worn, or pleasures to be enjoyed, or
plunder to be grasped, hungry courtiers, midsummer frieirds, godless adventurers would have
eaten out the heart of the enterprise. Silken Buckinghams and Somersets would have blasted it with
their patronage.
But safe amidst their unenvied
perils, strong in their unolfensive weakness, rich in
their untempting poverty, the patient fugitives are
permitted to pursue unmolested the thorny paths of
tribulation; and landed at last on the unfriendly
shore, the hosts of God, in the frozen mail of December, encamp around the dwellings of the just:
Stern famine guards the solitary coast.
And winter barricades the realms of frost.

While Bacon

is attuning the sweetest strains of
honied eloquence, to sooth the dull ear of a
his great rival, only less obsequious, is oir his knees to depreciate the royal displeasure, the future founders of the new republic

his

crowned pedant, and

beyond the sea are training up for their illustrious
mission, in obscurity, hardship, and weary exile in
a foreign land.

And now

—

for the fulness of

time

is

come

—

let

us

—

—

us, its immediate inheritors, after two hundred
principles of social and moral
shall germinate, in which what seemed years' possession
Utopian dreams of visonary sages are to be growth and improvement, which for ages to come
will not be developed in all their virtue and efficamore than realized.
But let us contemplate, for a moment, the instru- cy. There lay scarcely organized the elements of
ments selected by Pr-oviderrce, for this political and a pure democracy. On that day the first written
moral creation. However unpromising the field of constitution of popular government was drawn up
action, the agents must correspond with the excel- and signed by the people assembled in convention
The time is truly auspicious. for that purpose. Cycles of human history may
lence of the work.
England is well supplied with all the materials of pass before events of equal importance to humani-

principles of social right, institiilions of civil go-

—

vernment

the

a generous enterprise.

She

is

in the full affluence

I meant, sir, to have said a few words on the principlrs and institutions of the fathers of the clj ci.
the direct sources of those blessrngs which

loiiy. as

we have inherited from them. I meant to have
spoken briefly of the two great pillars on which
then rested the temple of liber-ty: freedom in the
churches, as opposed to the domination of a hierarchy; and freedom in the state, founded on the absence of all hereditary privilege, on a recurrence to
the popular will by frequent elections, and on a
system of public education in free schools. This
last object early received the attention of the government of Plymouth colony. Besides requiring
the towns to support schools, the proceeds of the
public fisheries were appropriated to their encouragement. But I leave these fruitful topics to gentlemen around me, who are abundantly able to do
them justice. There is one point only which can
never be wholly overlooked in speaking of the pilgrims: I mean their faults. They were men, and
of course had faults, upon which those who like the
occupation may descant. I do not, and I am sure
there is no one here who does.
This counsel only
I would give to any one who takes in hand to rebuke the errors of the fathers of Plymouth or Massachusetts, viz: to settle with himself, at the outset,
considering what human nature at the best is, whether precisely the kind of virtues, the unyielding,
dauntless, all-enduring, all-daring spirit necessary
to accomplish the great work of founding a new

under

state

every

imaginable

discouragement,

have subsisted, without somrthing of that
austerity and sternness of which it must be admitted there are lamentable memorials in the pilgrim
annals.
could

go up once more in imagination, to yonder hill, and
lookout upon the November scene.
That single
Besides, sir, our poor fathers were pestered with
dark speck just discernible through the pei'spective
troubles, and had to provide against evils, of which,
glass, otr the waste of waters is the fatal vessel.
The storm moans through her tattered canvass as in these latter days, we know nothing. It seems that
she creeps, almost sinking, to her anchorage in it was thought necessary, in the early legislation of
Provincetown harbor, and there she lies with all her Ihe colony, to enact that "no man shall strike his
treasures, not of silver and gold, (for these she had "W'ife, nor any woman her husband, on penally of
none), but of courage, patience, of zeal, of high '•such fine not exceeding ten pounds foroneoH'ence,
spiritual daring.
So often as I dwell, in imagina- "or such suitable corporeal punishment as the court
I see, by the smiling faces of bolh
tion, on this scene; when I consider the condition "may direct."
of the Mayflower utterly incapable as she was of sexes around me, that there is no occasion at the
living through another gale; when I survey the ter- present day in the old colony for any such legisrible front presented by our coast to the navigator, lation as this; that, law or no law, that man is held
who, unacquainted with its channels and roadsteads to be a villian, on Cape Cod. who raises his hand
should approach it, in the stormy season, I dare not towaril a woman, except in kindness; and that, in
call it a mere piece of good fortune that the general return, no man is in danger of being smitten by the
north and south wall of the shores of New England gentler sex with any other weapon than the bright
should be broken by this extraordinary projeclion glance which heals while it wounds. Again, the
of the cape, running out into the ocean a hundred learned an eloquent orator of the day has reminded
miles, as if on purpose to receive and encircle the us that it was deemed necessary to provide, among

precious vessel. As now I see her, freighted w^ilh
the destinies of a continent, barely escaped from
the perils of the deep, approaching the shore precisely where the broad sweep of this most remarkable headland presents almost the only point at
which, for hundreds of miles, she could with any
ease have made a harbor, and this, perhaps, the very
best on the seaboard, I feel my spirit raised above
I see the
the sphere of mere natural agencies.
mountains of New England rising from their rocky
They rush toward into the ocean, settling
thrones.
down as they advance; and there they range themreality, is a chosen land. It is a theatre upon which
heaven-directan all-glorious drama is to be erracted.
On this selves a mighty bulwark around the
Yes, the everlasting God himself,
ed vessel.
frozen soil
driven from the ivy-grown churches of
stretched out the arm of his mercy and his power
mother
their
land, escaped, alas! from those loaththe meek
some prisons which were so touchingly described in substantial manifestation, and gathers
of his worshippers as in the hollow of his
by the eloquent orator of the day the meek fa- company
hand!
thers of a pure church will lay the spiritual baseWithin that poor tempest-tost vessel there lay, on
ments of their temple. Here, on the everlasting
rock of liberty, they will establish the foundation Ihe nth of November, 1620, a moral treasure of
of a free state,
Beneath this ungenial wintry sky, value wholly inappreciable, faintly conceived of by

of her wealth, ol irrtellect and character. The age
of Elizabeth has passed, and has garnered up its treasures. The age of the commonwealth, silent and
unsuspected, is ripening toward its harvest of great
men. The Burleighs and Cecils have sounded the
depths of statesmanship; the Drakes and Raleighs
have run the whole round of chivalry and adventure: the Cokes and Bacons are spreading the lights
of their master mind through the entire universe of
philosophy and law. Out of a generation of which
men like these are the guides and lights, it cannot
be difficult to select the leaders of any lofty undertaking, and through their influence to secure to it
But, alas for New Engthe protection of royalty.

I

63

the
"if,

first

acts of legislation in the old colony, that,
or hereafter, any were elected to the of-

now

"fice of governor, and would rrot stand to the elec"tion, nor hold and execute the office for his year,
"that then he should be amerced in twenty pounds
"sterling fine." All trouble upon this score, I believe, has disappeared; at least since the happy period when the old colony was united with Massachuselts. But I cannotanswer for it, Mr. President,
that this will always be the case, if things continue

be managed as they have been to day; I must
candidly tell you that when I loand myself moving
along to this pavilion in solitary grandeur', excluded
from that part of the procession which was honored
by the presence of the ladies, and when I perceived that my position here, on this elevated platform,
was to be one of like privation, (to say nothing of
the natural misgiving which may well come over
one who finds himself directly in front of his honor
the chief justice and the sherifl), I say, sir, when I
found that these were the consequences of oflicial
dignity, I had some thoughts of taking advantage of
the old colony law, and paying my fine.
to

A

single sentence more, sir, and in the serious
strain which perhaps better becomes the occasion.
In all that concerns the history and character of the
old colcny, the people of Barnstable have a pecuYour shore was pressed by the feet
liar interest.

of the pilgrimsbefore they rested on Plymouth rock.
When the good seed raised around that chosen spot
began to be cast abroad, one of the first handfulls
And what a disaster to the general fell on yoiir genial soil; and from that lime to this,
ty shall recur.
cause of freedom and truth had this vessel and all through two centuries of humble beginnings and
she contained been lost! Embattled navies might rich fruits of trial and hardship of success and
contend and go down foundered galleons might glory, you have grown up a living, leading, integral
pave the green floors of the ocean with ingots of part of that illustrious old colony with whose annals commences, if I may so express mj'self, the
silver and gold, and the next generation be neither
poorer nor the weaker for the loss. But if this new testament of civil and religious liberty.

—

—

—

the

weather-beaten Mayflower and her company had
sunk beneath the waves which so often seemed
opening to engulf her, (decisive as the event would
probably have been, for an indefinite period, of all
further attempts to colonize America), there would
have been inflicted a wound, which might never
have been healed, on the great cause of conscience,
free government, and truth.

With your permission
seat

"The Cape

I

would say,

in taking

— God bless her;

my

the sons and daugh"ters of Barnstable are amongst the fairest jewels
"in her crown of honor; whenever dispersed, there
"is not one of them who will not exclaim,

"Where'er

"My

I

roam, whatever climes I see,

heart untravelled

still

returns to thee."

—
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CHRONICLE.
of llie lasc sess.ji ut' ihe Alabama leffislathe free persons of color who rtmai.i in the
state after the 1st of August next, are liable to be enslaved.

By

a

l.i-.v
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opium was in progress of delivery at Lintin. Other
iia.ters remained in .^talu quo, the commissioner being

—

In the case of Samuel R.
iiiry, in

Woods,

indicted for percustom house,

evvearintj 'n fnl-^ r'-tries a: the

n negociation with the toreign consuls he exacting Mr. Haieht of counsel for the defendant, applied to the
from tiieni a pieuge liiat no more opium should at any district attorney for the distinct specifications of the
time he brought, and they hesitating to enter into so charges upon which the bill of indiciment was foundsweeping a stipulation as beyond their official powers. ed. The application was granted, when Mr. Haight
The Royal Patriotic society of Havana are making
[New York Com. Adv.
moved fur a postponement of the trial to the next term,
great e.-5ertions to introduce the cultivation of he jffcu.s
The archbishop of Sweden, Wallen, died recendy at in order to afford the counsel more time to prepare for
ehstica into ihe Island of Cuba, the soil and climate ot
which are supposed to be peculiarly suited to it. Tiie StockJiolm. He was the author of the translation of the defence.
Mr. Rutler spoke at length in opposition to the moficus elastica, is the tree from which the finest qualities the psalms.
General sir James Stewart died at Cheltenham on the tion, and pending his remarks the court adjourned.
of gum elastic are made.
[New York Courier.
19th of August.
was the oldest officer in the BriHe
other
day
the
Kentucky
sold
in
was
A pair of hogs
tish army, having entered as a cornel in 1761.
have lately had an opAmerican manufactures.
It costs something to go the whole hog in old
for S650:
Sir Robert Clayton died on the 15th of August, aged portunity of inspecting some calico prints from the
Kentuck.
93 years. He was a major in the army in 17S5.
Mulhausen works, in Southwark. below thrnavy yard,
A new invention has been made by Mr. Josiah Lieut, general sir Thomas Dallas died at Bath, on the on the Delaware, that show the excellence which our
While, of Philadelphia, and put in operation, for trial, 12th of August, aged 81 year.
manufacturers have attained in this branch of art.
on the canal at this place, for the purpose of towing
Elections.
The congressional election in Maryland The patterns are fanciful, and the colors remarkably
boats by water power. The construction is simple and
bright, clear, and apparently durable, especially the
works well, and should it be found to answer as good takes place on the first Wednesday in October; in Mis- green, ihe most diflicult to make a solid color. In
4ih and 6th of November. These are
a purpose for a longer distance (and we have no doubt sissippi on the
TKe
the only states which ha\e not already elected their re- these respects they seem equal to any imported.
it will) as it does for ihe half mile under the e.xpeiiment,
proprietor ol these woi;ks has devoted much time and
presentatives in congress.
its advantages will be incalculable.
money to acquire a knowledge of this art, and has at[Mauch Chunk Courier.
Lieut, col. Angerstein has presented to the inuseum tained a desree of perfection which will enable him to
The greatest speed ever known! The ste.nmboat Ro. of the United Service Institution the skeleton of Napo- compete v\'ith the best specimens in the market.
[Ledger.
Chester has eclipsed all other boa's by 45 minutes. She leon's barb horse Marengo, which he rode at the batde
of Waterloo.
left New York last evening at 5 o'clock and arrived in
The agents of the steam ship British Queen have apAlbany at 1 o'clock and 35 minutes— making the pasThe proprietors of the Great Western are about to plied to the government of Columbia college, for the
Eve'g
Jour.
[AU>any
35
minutes.
and
sage in 8 hours
build a ship of iron of 2,000 tons, wilh engines of 1,000 crown which formerly stood upon the dome of that inlearn from the Barnstable horse power.
Sport on Cape Cod.
stituiion.
and which they wish to place upon 'he staPatriot that a flock of Hack fish, some of them twenty
The rail road from Paris to Versailles was opened on tute of Victoria which ornaments the vessel. The renear the shore at NortI
discovered
--eet long, were lately
quest strikes us as a very singiilarone. and it would be
fee..^..t.,
J
2d
of August.
the
Dennis, on the Cape. The alarm was given, and the
much more singular should it be granted. A relic like
The bankruptcies in Paris between the 1st of Janua- that is quite too valuable to be stuck upon the figurewhole posse were surrounded by boats and driven into
[Nat. Gaz.
[Prov. Jour.
shallow water in the harbor, when the work of death ry and the 26th July were 007.
head of a steam ship.
commenced. They were attacked by the hardy fisherdissent from our contemporary as to the "value'*
Fifty-six deaths occurred at Baltimore duiing the
men armed with lances and knives, led on by Henry week ending on the 10th inst.
of the relic referred to. It seems to us quite as good
Hall, who first discovered tiiem, and who is now four
disposition of what is useless and without honor here,
The number of deaths in Philadelphia, last week, that it should pass into hands that v^dll receive it as a
score yearsof age— butVho was as active in capturing
was 106 of which 53 were children under 5 years of compliment, and prize it accordingly. [N. Y. Amer.
and killing them, as any of the boys. The fish killed
were worth twenty dollars a piece, on an average!
Emigrants at Quebec. The number of passengers
Qtiite an ajfair.
While the caravan was crossing the arrived at Quebec to the 8th September, this vear w as
great gun. The Boston Courier of the 7lh inst.
Cayuga bridge, on Monday last, on its way to this vil- 7,060. In the same time last year 2,605.
says that "a gun wasT-ast on Friday afternoon at Ah
lage, and when the elephant had got within some 20 or
ger's foundry, at South Boston, which is supposed to be
The Baguerrotiipe.
have reason to believe that
30 rods of this end, one of the string pieces gave way,
!• is similar to those
tlie largest ever cast in America.
the secret of M. Daguerre's wonderful invention or disIt is stated that seletting the animal into the water.
used by the French in their attack upon Vera Cruz,
chanced to be walking on the ends of covery, by which he is enabled to transfer an exact
and will carry a ball weighing one hundred and si.\ty veral boys, who
tossed up completely over the elephant's transcript of rural scenery, building, &.c. to paper, and
pounds. It is, of course,"of immense size. Fourteen the planks, were
back but all the parlies, we believe, escaped unhurt; fix! the colors permanently, will be known here on the
tons of mehed iron were used to cast it, and it is sup'
In fact, we may say,
hile the noble animal made the best cf its way by arrival of the British Queen.
posed that the gun, when ready for use, will weigh ten
the ,=ecret is already known to one or more individuals
[Auburn Journal.
swimming to the shore.
It \vill remain in the mould, probably, until next
tons.
in this city, but they are restricted from promulgating
hunted
squirFriday.''
Sport.
Twelve persons, six on a side,
it, we understand, until the British Queen arrives. For
last week, on a wager
disclosing the secret, M. Daouerre received from the
Sir John Harvey has summoned the legislature of rels in Miami county two days
One party killed 1,041, and the French government 6,000 francs; and M. Niepce, who
New Brunswick to meet at Frederickton on the lOth of 200 bushels of corn. the
[CUxidand
Her.
two
days.
squirrels
in
1,032
other
cause
Johns
is
one
The late calamitous fire at St.
also made discoveries in the same direction, 4,000
inst.
of the session.
Race between a deer and a steam francs.
Interesting sight.
Tobacco. The Madisonian says that Virginia will
Population of Mexico. The Diario del GoUerno of the engine. While the cars were coming down on Wed23d Jid}; contains the following statement of the popu- nesday, a fine buck made his appearance on the track have raised more tobacco this year than any state in
and had a trial of speed with the locomonve. He kept the union, and it is of grea' vakie. The crop of 183S
lation of Mexico.
run
was
finally
off, or amounted onlv to 26,000 hogsheads
miles,
when
he
141,206
for
two
Cliiapas,
track
the
1,389,520
this year it is esMexico
124,00t) he would have been run over.
The sight must have timated at 45,000 hoarsheads. The entire tobacco crop
Sonora,
679,111
Palisco'
120,500 been deeply exciting and highly interesting as the line of Virginia. KentucUv, Maryland and Ohio, for this
Queieteio,
661,902
Puebla,
lOl.lOS of road is perfectly straight, every inch of the contest year is estimated at 115,000 hogsheads. Last j'eor it
Nuevo Leon,
580,984
Yucatan
100,063 was witnessed by ihe passengers.
513,606
Tamaul.pas,
was only 72,000.
Giianaiuato,
75,340
Coahuila,
500,278
[ Wilmington N. C. Gazette.
Oaiaca,
The Wellaiid canal. The business of this canal dur69,693
497,906
Aiuascalientes,
Michoacnn,
across
Mohawk
noar
Troy
bridge
the
rail
road
The
ing the preserit season is greater than it has ever been
63,530
Tabasco,
321.840
Sn Luis Potosi,
was destroyed by fire on Wednesday. It is supposed before. The receipts of tolls up to August 1, were
57.026
Nuevo
Mexico,
273,575
Zacaiccas,
to have been kindled by a spark from the locomotive. X'5,706 12, nearly double what they were for the same
33,439
Californias,
254,389
VeraCniz,
Loss 6,000 dollars.
Eeriod last year. The whole number of schooners and
27,300
162.618
Tcjas,
Duran»o,
oats passed through this season is 279 of these
147,600
Twenty-five miles of the Mississippi and Pear River
Ciiihuahua,
more than half it is slated were American.
finished
on
the
31st
and
the
cars
were
uU.
147,000
7,014,140
rail
road
Sinoloa,
Nantasket beach is covered with thousands of tons
commenced running that distance on the 1st inst. A
New York exchange. The Commercial Advertiser splendid
edifice is creeling in Natchez for the depot. of kelp, torn up by the storm from the deep sea. and
stales ihal two of the large columns for the principal
constantly drifting in with every tide. The farmers are
It was two stories high, 320 feet Ion?, and 63 feet in
front of this building have been received. The shafis
breadth.
There is also a machine shop which is two busy gaihering it for manure, there being nothing suare each in one entile piece, and are thirty-two feet
stories in height, 80 feet deep by 40 feet front, with a perior to it for that purpose.
eight inches lon^.', and four feet eight inches in diamewing one story high, 85 feet front by 34 deep.
The jury at Montreal in the case of Jalbert, chargwill
weigh
33
They
and
tons
each.
base;
ter at the
Naval. Captain Waterman, of the brig Philip Hone, ed wilh the murder of licit. Weir, went out on the 6th
are the largest that have ever been quarried in ihe
United Slates, and are from the well known quarries arrived at New York on Thursday evening from Val- inst. but had not agreed up to the 9di, nor is li likely
Nine were for acquittal and three
paraiso, reports the United Slates ship Falmouth as that they will agree.
at Quincy, Massachusett--.
The bases and capitals exhibit the finest specimens having left Valparaiso for Callao 13th June; also, the for conviction. There appears to be no doubt that the
of workmanship in granite ever produci d in this conn-_ exploring squadron left about the 7ih. Fears were en- accused committed the act, but the defence is techni"Tliey have been pronounced by scientific gcnlle- terlaincd for the safety of the United Slates schooner cal and palliatory on the ground of a slate of war extry.
men who have travelled abroad, to be equal to any in Sea Gull, (one of the vessels iitlnchcd in the squndroni, isting at the time.
Europe. The remaining si.'aeen columns rcquireil to she having parted company from the Flying Fish, in a
It apiioars from a table published in the Charleston
complete the portico of this truly magnificent building, heavy gale, off Cape Horn.
Courier, that the amount ol cotton received at ihe colIt IS staled in the Alexandria Gazette, that the comarc in a stale of forwardness, and will be completed
ton marts of the south, of the last crop, and up to the
During the corresearly next season. The co.it of these columns when mand of the Washington navy yard will be probably latest dates, was 1.354.529 bales.
completed at the quarry, is about fifteen hundred dollars bestowed on commodore Morns, and that commodore ponding period of 1837 and 183S them were received
Ridgeiy will succeed him at the navy board.
1,804.'296 bales of the crop of THil.
Showing a fallcacli, exclusive of the cap and base.
Orders have been received to fit out the frigate Unit- ing off in the last crop of 452,767.
Considerable alleiilion was attracted by a ncw.'^tenmed States and the new sloop or war Marion, now at
boat which made its niuiearance in our water? on MonCruellij.
learn from the Philadelphia Worid,
navy
yard.
Their
deslinaiion
Charlestown
is bethe
day, i'hc length of the boat, as near a.s we could
attached lo the navy yard,
lieved to be the Brazil station
to relieve the Indepen- that a young man, a marine
judge, was about 12 feet, being such a one as is ordistayed out of the yard a few nights since, wilh his wife
the Fairfield.
In the ceniro dence and
narily propelled with one pair of sculls.
during the night contrary lo the rules of the service.
naval
contracts.
miniature
British
contracts
supscale, which
The
The
for
is a compleie steam engine, on a
He returned ioliis duly in the morning, but although it
appears lo work with as much lacility as that of the plying the British navy this year, nearly double the cu-- was his first oflence, he was putiished oy order of the
The notilicniion fii'iu the admiralty officer on duty, wilh eight [ashes on liis bare back
Great Western, or the Neptune. When we last saw dinary oniounl.
irt at Governor's Island,
9,000
of
and
17,000
llie
f
requites
tierces
beef
tierces
of
round
going
was
her she
\\iih thecal!
ntnboutthcrateofsixmilcsnnhour. \N. Y.Com.Ado. pork. Last year the contract was for 5,000 tierces of
The rules of discipline should be enforced but we
The supreme court of llic IJiiiicd Stales has granted beef and 10,000 of pork. The increase of the navy verily believe this may be done without such acts of
B Slav of proceedings till January next in the case of is, of course, the cause of this very considerable nug- brutal tyruiiny as related above- Corporeal punishment
argument
loa
full
of
the
quesmrnlalion.
preliminary
Dr. Holmes,
should not be recognized by the United States' laws.
tion in that court.
V. S. nrcnit court. The caT of George a Pcherpli It is time that this degrading mode of punishment
China The opium trade. The latest inlclligence we indicted fur forgery, was culled on for trial on the 19ih this system of torturing a man into the performance of
2(i,
of
April
containing
instant, but the defendant failing to appear, ihe court a duty should be abolished under an enlightened gohave is by a Singapore paper
Boston Journal.
vernnient.
odvicea Irom Macao to the lOth. At thai date the ordered that his recognizances he forfeited.
Iiire,

all
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advantage to the bank will be this: As these
be sought with avidity by travellers, they
soon be scattered far and wide, and the bank
In short,
will have the benefit of their circulation.
while it will receive the 5 per cent, on the two
millions
say one hundred thousand dollars annuit will enjoy an
ally for the interest on the loan
equal annual benefit from the circulation of the
small bills. The operation cannot fail therefore to
be equally beneficial to the bank and to the community.

The

regard to the latter should prove well founded,
there is no saying lo what extent the embarrassment of the London money market may reach, yet
we cannot see why it should further affect the state
of things here. There is an end for the present,
Mr. Poinsett, secretary of war, made an excurand probably for a long time to come, of all further
sion down Boston harbor onThiisdayin the revenue
loans in Europe on state stocks, but then there is
cutler Hau>illon, for the pu;po3e of examining the
less probability of a demand here for specie to ship;
fortificatioiis. He was accompanied by gov. Everett,
and, though the consumption of cotton may be
gen. Dearborn, col. Thayer, col. Bomlbrd, major
somewhat diminished, it has become an article of
Tovvnsend, cap(. Cro>snian, lieut. Wright, lieut.
such primary necessity that, notwithstanding the
Osgood, i\Ir. Webber, of the Ordnance department,
and the rev. Dr. Wainwright of New York.
At
This negotiation is an interesting commentary value of it may rule somewhat lower than it has
George's inland the party were entertained by col. on the folly of the government in attempting to done under more auspicious circumstances, there is
no danger, we think, of its not commanding a price
Tliijci vriti. ^ o.i.ij|/tuons repast, and returned to
suppress small bills. That they afford the most
which will fully remunerate the planter for the
the city in the evening.
[Express.
convenient currency hitherto known in the world
is as clear as the noon-day sun.
But while, for cost of its production."
The general Baron Von Marescball, Austrian en- party purposes, the government is disposed to set
Sales at the New York stock exchange Sept. 27.
voy to the United States, and Mr. Seryus, the Bel- their face against them, yet, in the times of pres61 shares United States Bank,
103
gian charge d'aUaires, have returned to this city from sure,
200
do.
do.
and emergency, these bills are found to be indo.
103i
their summer excursion.
They have visited the dispensable, and they will doubtless prove extreme- Sales at the New York stock exchange Sept.
28.
greater part of our southern and western coun210 shares United States Bank,
ly useful for the treasurer of Pennsylvania where103
try, from New Orleans to lake Superior.
[Globe.
405
do.
do.
do.
with to pay off' the laborers on their great works of
103^
internal improvement.
Indeed, say what they will
Sales of stock at Philadelphia, Sept. 27.
Information has been received at the department of these bank rags, they answer the end of gold and
25 shares United States Bank,
104
of state from Robert M. Hamilton, esq. consul silver, for all practical purposes.
Specie.
The Philadelphia Inquirer of yesterday
of the United States at Montevideo, that Albert
Communities of savages have no conception of states that the ship Ohio, and barque B. Mezie,
Triplet, aged about 30 years, late of Alexandria, currency other than of gold and silver; and some
from New Orleans, that arrived there on WednesD. C. departed this life in Montevideo on the 8th ol tribes carry their notions of hard money so far as to
day, brought about $200,000 in specie, principally
July last.
reject every thing but the pillared dollars of Spain. lor the U. S. Bank.
The ship Orient, and barque
These people make out to live after a fashion, from Josephine, that arrived from New Orleans previousThe Texan boundary. The following com- hand to mouth, but are extremely ignorant of the ly, brought about the same amount for the said inpose the commission to run the line between the financial facilities of enlightened nations.
The stitution.
United States and Texas.
On the pait of the tendency of the measures of our exdusively hard
The St. Louis Republican of the 13th instant
United States, the hon. John H. Overton, commis- money statesmen is to cripple commerce and resioner; colonel John R. Conway, surveyor; Mr. duce this enlightened and enterprising country to says: "We learn, that in pursuance of the contract
Clendening, secretary. On the part of Texas, col. the condition of these hard currency savages. But by which the bank of Missouri became the deposithe revenue of the United States, collected
P. B. Dexter, commissioner; Geo. W. Smyth, esq. the period is not remote when the whole system tory of
surveyor; Mr. H. P. Bee, secretary. The commis- will be exploded before the march of experience in this and some of the adjoining slates, she has
shipped, and is now shipping, four hundred and fifty
sioners are to meet at the mouth of the Sabine on
and common sense.
thousand dollars in specie, to New York. The last
the 15th October.
In the New York "Express" of yesterday
shipment was made yesterday, and it has all gone
several of the banks in this city have adopted the forward within a month."
S.
bank
London
U.
agency. The Commer- plan suggested
by a few days since, of drawing on
cial Ailvfrtiser states that the agency of the bank of
England. The United States have been the princithe U. States in London had been transferred to the
Orleans. The Bee of
The fever in
pal if not almost the only bank, that has been the
Barings, and that the bank would hereafter draw
regular drawers for the last year. They put down the 17th instant has the following paragraph in
upon them. The Journal of Commerce says that
the fever:
the rate for 60 day bills at 109i per cent., and this reference to
this information is wholly incorrect.
We may safely announce the fact that the epihad the desired effect. No specie had been shi[)ped
by the public that institution having stopped demic is diminishing. The report of deaths by
Delaware.
learn from the Delaware Jour- drawing.
Specie has begun logo in large amounts, the yellow lever in the different hospitals, and that
cemeteries for the last week,
nal, that the hon. Richard H. Bayard has been apand the indications are that the Queen will take of interments in the
pointed chief justice of that state, to supply the va- largely. This has placed the leading banks in a prove that its mortality has abated very materially.
cancy occasioned by the resignation of the hon. position, either to let their specie go, or to use For the week ending on the 8th, the entire number
John M. Clayton; and the hon. John J. Milligan their credits. They have concluded to take the of deaths in the city was 252. During the last
has been appointed associate judge to (ill the office latter alternative, and the following banks have week the whole number did not exceed 172 a decrease of SO. The diminution is still more appavacated by the decease of the hon. James R. Black. agreed to draw as follows:
These appointments, says the Journal, manifest
rent when wp compare the reports of deaths by the
Merchant's bank,
50,000
the wisdom of the governor, and meet the approbafever for the two weeks. The interments of fatal
50,000
Man!:attan "
tion of the people.
cases of fever during the week preceding the last,
"
State
50,000
were 187 those for the last week are exactly 100
"
50,000
PhcEnix
a decrease of 87, nearly 50 per cent, in a single
Vermont. The Rutland Herald of the 24th in-

Appoinment by THE PRESIDENT.

George D.

Hale, collector of the customs at Gloucester, Massachusetts, in tlie place of William Beach, resigned.

bills will

will

—

—

New

—

We

—

—

stant, presents
state,

returns from

which exhibit

all

the towns in the

this result:

Majority for whig governor
2,194
Whig majority in senate
6
Do.
do.
in house of representatives
9
There is a falling off in the aggregate whig vote,
and a gain of near 3,000 to the administration vote,
throughout the state.

Banks, currency, &c. From the Boston Centinel of the 24th instant, it appears that the Bank of
the United States of Pennsylvania has met the call
of that state for a loan to the amount of two millions of dollars at 5 per cent, per annum, with the
privilege of issuing a like amount in five dollar
bills.
The original charter of the bank restricted
its issues to twenty dollar bills and upwards.
This
privilege will be of great advantage both to the
bank and

to the public at large throughout the United States.
It will supply tlie public, to the amount
of two millions, with small bills, that will serve as
an available currency all over the country with
bills that will pass without difficulty from Maine to
the Floridas, and from the Atlantic to the far west,
and, to a certain extent, be a good substitute for
the same denomination of bills which were suppressed by the policy of Mr. Van Buren. Thus
has the Van Buren state of Pennsylvania enabled
the bank to overcome the reckless system of a Van

—

:

Buren national administration.
\'oL.

VII.— Sic.

5.

5!200,000

of Commerce will probably follow. The
are at 90 days, and are put at 109} percent.

The Bank
bills

The North American Trust drew

at 109J cts. 90
be regretted that tlie rate is not fixed
at 109J, as then the shipment of specie would be
put at rest. As the rate of interest has risen in
England, we doubt much whether the rate now
The trial,'
fixed upon will have the desired effect.
however, will be made.

days.

It is to

The New York Courier and Enquirer, in its comments on the news received by the British Queen,
has the following remarks:

"There

is

one circumstance which evidently adds

to the uneasiness felt in London, which seems
entirely lost sight of; and that is, the high rate of
It cannot
interest prevailing on private securities.
be otherwise than that while private securities of
undoubted solvency command a discount of from 7
to 10 per cent, the public, such as consols and exchequer bills, paying an interest of but about three
per cent, should gradually fall in price, and that
capital should be withdrawn from the latter, and
invested in the former. To the English people,
accustomed to place so high an estimate on their
government stock, the consequent decline in its
value is naturally a source of increased anxiety,

much

to which, is the still existing uncertainty on
If the fears prevalent in
the result of the harvest.

added

—

week.
If we are asked to what cause we may ascribe
this decided improvement in the sanitary condition
of the city, we answer at once to the change in
the weather. This alteration has been marked and
permanent. When it first occurred, fears were entertained that it would e.xert a baneful influence on
the progress and character of the epidemic in consequence of the tendency of our climate to abiupt
But the weather havtransitions of temperature.
ing become cool and pleasant at the beginning of
the week, has continued so to the present time.
The mornings and evenings are remarkably agreeable, and even mid day is not oppressively warm.
This fall ill the temperature of Ihe air has, beyond
a doubt, operated beneficially upon the prevailing
malady. Should it continue, which is likely enough,
as the season is now so far advanced, we may reasonably anticipate a steady melioration in the number and type of the new cases.
Despite these favorable indications, it must still
be confessed that the fever commits very serious
One hundred deaths per week from the
ravages.

—

prevailing epidemic exhibit a heavy mortality, and
thouuh the improvement betvveen the week before
the last and last week is very perceptible, we will
not feel justified in concludii}g that the disease is
disappearing until the return of another week warThe fever may be exhausted for
rant Ihe belief.
want of fuel, or it mav have received but a tempo-

—
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rary cheik, to break out again vmUi renev\ed lury.
liope, liowiver, for the best, and are iiicinied
to believe that the tavorsble eiieuls ut the change
in the weather will continue to be telt in the proLet the strangressive reduction of the malady.

stead of jiaying cut a million and a half of dollars
that is flour grown out ol tlie
(or lureign wheat
stale
will have a sufficiency of graiu to feed all
her people
or if, of necessity, there would be a

ecr, however, avoid peril by remaining at a distance from the locality of the disease until every
vestige of its presence has entirely vanished.
have before us the AdverIn Mobile.
The fever continued to
tiser of the 17th instant.
rage with unabated fury. The Advertiser says:
"The epidemic still continues its frightful rava-

and cities upon her coast which

Wp

We

ges without any symptoms of mitigation. During
the past week some of our most useful and respected citizens have fallen victims to the disease which
has already entered nearly every dwelling in our
city.
In another place v\ill be found the sexton's
report of interments which can be relied upon as
The number of interments in the fiist
correct.
sixteen days of the month, it will be seen, is 249.
For several days past it will be perceived that the
number has diminished, but it is owing to the want
of subjects, rather than to any abatement of the
epidemic, as our population is fast decreasing, from
the constant departure of our citizens, as well as
the

numerous deaths.

We

state the

triends
on the

subject.

The disease, it is now universally admitted, is
purely j^fHow/eff)-, nothing more or less. But all
the physicians with whom we have conversed agree,
that it yields in most cases very readily to medicine, when administered in the incipient stage of
the disease. That such is the fact, every citizen
of Mobile will testify; for numerous cases have
come under the observation of us all. The great

The
is the vraversalily of the disease.
sick is so great, that the physicians cannot
see them all, and there are not healthy persons sufConsequently numbers
ficient to nurse the sick.
The physicians
die for want of proper attention.
others
are worn out, and several are now confined
have been down, but ate now so far recovered as to
be able to attend to the sick. Such is the melancholy truth, which all will agree, is sufficiently apdifficulty

number

—

—

numerous towns
make the market
and fur the numerous army of fishermen, manufacturers and merchantmen, as the consumers, the amount of imports
will not reach the exports of produce raised in
falling olf in

Secondly, the result of the harvest, all things
considered, will prove the agricultural capacity of
New England beyond almost any other period of
time
for the reason that the agricultural resources
have been more fully developed by aiT increased
attention to agriculture, and by the cultivation of
large quantities of land.
What New England is
capable of, however, is a question we shall not now
consider.
There will be a period and that not far
distant
when that power will be known, and being known, it will exceed the sanguine expectations of those who have expected the greatest wonders from the products of the soil.

—

France and Texas.
is

The following paragraph
from the London Times of the )6th:
"In a letter from our Paris correspondent, pub-

lished in the Times of the 1st instant, it was stated
that a negotiation was in progress between the
French government and general Henderson for a
treaty of amity and commerce with the republic of
Texas; and that Mr. Hughes, the charge de affaires from the United States at Stockholm, had

We

acted as mediator.
now learn, from authority,
that a negotiation for such a treaty has been opened in Paris, but not, as our correspondent had been
informed, through the medium of Mr. Hughes, but
of Mr. Pontois, the French minister to the United
States, now in Paris, and of general Cass, the
American minister to the French government."

Texas.
received at

The

of the editors
of the New York Express, who has had occasion
to travel through diti'erent parts of the states of
Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Rhode
Island, says that in each of these states, and also
in Vermont, the harvest will be unusually abunHe thus gives the result of his observations:
dant.
In Maine the wheat crop will be very large
much more so from outward appearances than
during any previous year. The potato crop in
Maine will be large but the quantity may not exceed that of last year, and the quality will be infeThe season has not been a good one for corn,
rior.
and there are but few places in Maine where it is
September, however, has done
a certain crop.
wonders to increase the growth of the kernel and
to ripen it for the harvest.
In New Hampshire we saw hundreds and hundreds uf acies of corn, looking as well almost as
we have everseen it in Virginia. In the interior ol
the state, the crop will be very large, and the quality very superior. Tlie potato crop in New Hampshire will yield a sufficiency to supply all the demands of the people there for home consumption,
and admit also of large exportations. In Maine
and New Hampshire, both, severd vessels had been
chartered, and were loading with potatoes for a
southern market. The farmers generally sold their
crops at prices ranging from 25 to 33 cents according to quality and convenience of location.
Some of a better quality brought more than this.
In Massachusetts and Connecticut the grain
crops all appeared well, and the Massachusetts
farmers, excepting the lew who are never content,
appeared to be sati.'ified with the harvest prospects.
Some injury had been done to the corn in consequence of damp weather, but the bad edbcts would
be counteracted by the abundance of grass.
In Connecticut, corn would yield a tolerable crop
only not so large by one-third or one-fourth as in
a continued warm season. But litth: wheat, exThe morns
cept buckwheat, had been raised,
multicaiilis fever showed itself in various parts ol
the state in the form of fields liberally sprinkled
over with sprouts and trees.
Upon the whole we may draw these conclusions
from the facts stated in regard to the crops. First,

—

—

that the production in New England will nearly, if
The exit does not go beyond consumption there.
Maine, inports will exceed the imports in value.

Orleans.

Houston

The

is

represented to be remarkanot

The Telegraph says, "we have
death lor a week past."

bly healthy.

quietly.

One

Galveston papers to the 14th have been

New

city of

Amongst the list of deaths we observe that of E.
Kirby, esq. junior editor of the Register, and Joseph Holland, a native of Baltimore.
Engl.ind.

—

—

heard of a

New

ot the

Maine.

palling.

Crofs in

consequence

lor the farmer, as the ])roducer,

facts just as

we believe them to exist, that our numerous
who are absent may be correctly informed

—

—

general election passed off at Houston very

Civilian of Sept. 13, states— "We
have little domestic news of importance.
About
eighty men left this city on Monday morning to
serve against the Indians on the frontier, in case they
should be needed. Several hundred men will be
kept regularly in the field, until all appiehensions of
further trouble from the savages have subsided.
The Houston Telegraph states that general Arraya has paid a visit to Texas, for the purpose of negotiating with that government for aid, in establishing a new republic out of a portion of the eastern
states of Mexico, and opposing the power of the

The Galveston

central government.

tiiing

more than usual, and

popular with his

gci\.riiKi.

own people

Rr.s.is

'.-.eis

as

as ever.

Produce at Monte Video came in slowly, and the
prices were kept up.
On the 1st of August a new
duty extra of S per cent, on imports and 5 per cent,
on exports was put in force, as a war tax, in addition to the former duties.
New troubles had broken out in the Banda Oriental.
It was said that 1,500 men had crossed over
to that province from the other side, headed by gen.
Laviblaca, whose object is to put down the present
government, and either to reinstate Oribe, or to take
the reigns himself.

Don Fructuso Rivera
in

(the president) had gone
person to the camp, with the intention of putting

down

the revolutionary movements.
This would
injure the trade at Monte Video, ilnot put a stop to
exports for a time, unless put down at once by the

present government.

Mexico.

The Mexican government, with

its

usual disregard for the rights of (breign citizens who
trade to tliat country, has caused a large amount of
American property to be sequestered at Tampico,
the confiscation of which, it is feared, will follow.
The Mobile Journal has the following lucid statement of the circumstances connected with these proceedings on the part of the Mexican government;
Tampico was, for a season, in the full possession of
Mexia and the Federalists; and the French admiral,
desirous to favor that party, excepted Tampico out
of the general blockade of the Mexican ports. This
led to large and valuable shipments from the United
States, especially from the poit of New Orleans.
The Mexican government retaliated by a decree
dated on the 8th of January, when they were absolutely without power in Tampico or the vicinity,
by which decree, that port was closed, against all
commerce, coastwise or foreign. On the defeat and
death ol Mexia, the consequent triumph of the Centralists, and the occupation of Tampico by Bustamente, the government has proceeded to entbrce rigidly the decree of Jan. Sth, and issued orders to the
collector and military commandant of the place to
seize on all goods imported alter the publication of
that decree, and demand security for all that have
been sold, unless the shippers can piove that they
had not been duly informed of the decree in question.
The value of American pro[)erty in jeopardy
is said to be a million of dollars at least, and the

—

Mexican authorities have sufficient need ol the money to make them very little scrupulous in the
grounds of condemnation.
There is a great deal of
interest felt in this matter in New Orleans, w here a
laige part of the pioperty is owned; and it is loudly^
contended that the actual possession of the port by
the Federalists, with an adequate force to keep it so
long against the power of the government, v\as a
sufficient evidence to foreigners ot their right fo control its commerce; and that accordingly, any attempt
of the Central go\ernraent to enforce the penalties
of decrees, which it was unable to put into effect

The Houston Telegraph states that general Sa- when issued, is a violation of the ri(;hts of American
muel Houston has been elected to congress from San citizens, for which they call for the interposition of
Augustine. In Nacogdoches county, Mr. Kaufman our government.
IS elected, and a tie between Mr. Muse and his comWe suspect, however, that Ihe belter defence for
petitor.
the endangered property is the lact, sufficiently well
Captain Holliday, who returned recently from the ascertained, that the Mexican decree in question
east, states that all was quiet in that quarter, and was never officially notified in this conntry; and that
that no apprehension was entertained from the Che- in consequence, it will be in the power of every
rokees.
American citizen to show that he never had official
The Telegraph states that flour is selling at from knowledge of its existence.
t-O to 75 dollars per barrel.
Fro.m Canton. 'W'e learn from capf. Griswold
Buenos Avres.
The correspondent of the of the ship Niantic, sailed May 12th, that the BpNew York Journal of Commerce, under date of fish residents ai Canton were making preparation!
the 7th ult. stales that a shocking assassination to leave imraediatcly, by order of captain Elliott,
took place at Buenos Ayres on the 2Sth ult. in the through whose agency twenty. two thousand three
senate chamber.
It appears that a mob had collect- hundred and twenty-two chests of opium h-id been
All the
ed, and rushed in upon the senators, and immedi- surrendered to the Chinese authorities.
ately slew the president, Don
Maza, in his ships that were loaded were allowed to leave,
chair, the only victim then soncht for.
Afterwards but no vessels allowed to go up the river at prethey sought out his son, a colonel of a regiment sent. The U. S. ship Columbia was at MacoJ
quartered in the city, whom they shot.
This and the U. S. sloop of war John Adams was mO'
mob consisted of the goverment party, and although mentarily expected from Manilla.
governor Rosas has imprisoned avast number of
Captain GrisHold,on touching at Anger. whenc<
the said mob, yet there are stnwgc w/iispcrings he again sailed on the 25lh Juno, was informed b)
about the affair.
the governor of that settlement, that one of th<
Cullen has been shot, and if is said that some British opium clippers which had left Canton aboo
correspondence was found upon hiui when arrested, the nth May, had informed him that Ihs trade hai
that compromised Maza or Masn and his son, which again been stopped.
may account for their assassinalion.
The above verbal accounts arc later than fhosi
Later.
By the ship Brutus, captain Adams, Ihe contained in the Canton papers we have received
editors of the New York Journal of Commerce have the latest of which is of the 5th May.
received Buenos Ayres papers to July 26th, and
The following is the account they contain of the
Monte Video to .August 5th.
state of things at that date:
The port of Buenos Ayres was still blockaded,
Similaij, 5th Mm/. The deliveries, we understand
and all communication cut olf except by theBiitish are going on at Chunipce, and it is expected IIm
packet. There was nothing to warrant a belief that about 17,(100 clicsts will now be in possession e
the blockade would be taken off for some months the Chinese.
In the meanwhile Ihe guard of coo
to come, as the French admiral was attempting no- lies in front of the factories has been withdrawn
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7tii. Lat. 49 32, Ion. 16 23, course S. 82 W. 133 short lime alter this, Mrs. Douglas disappeared also,
The loss fiom this fire will also fall heavily
upon the persons who were employed, who num- miles distance, wind W. N. W. heavy gales with leaving on Mr. Tonny's hands her chililren and dobered at least one hundred. This manufactory was squalls, and very heavy cross sea; ship laboring very mestics ten persons in all; nor had they since taestablished in 1826, by Paul K. Hubbs, esq. the easy; engines working well; set close reef main top- ken any steps to withdraw either of them or to settle the debt due to Mr. Tonny, which for the bills,
principal proprietor, in connection with several en- sail and storm staysail.
8th. Lat. 49 2, Ion. 18 14, course S. 66 W. dis- for the expenses of the parents, and for the keeping
terprising gentlemen from Mulhausen, in France.
calico
have
tance
W.
strong
gales
with
of
80
miles,
wind
W.
N.
of the children, who had been kindly supported by
yards
ol
millions
Upwards of twelve
him ever since, amounted to the sum mentioned
been printed in it since its establishment, and near- heavy head sea.
.Oth. Lat. 48 2, Ion. 21 24. course S. 65 W. 142 above.
M. Charles Ledru, with whom was M.
ly #200,000 have been paid by the proprietors during that time for wages alone. The only portion miles distance, wind N. W. strong breezes and Enee, and who was the fonde de pouvoirs of the
complaining parties, declared that nothing could
of the machinery saved was a number of engraved squally, ship rolling easy, beam sea.
10th. Lat. 46 45, Ion' 23 24. course S. 65 W. 181 have been more honorable than tlie conduct of M.
copper cylinders used for printing, which were
deposited in a fire proof building adjoining the fac- miles distance, wind W. N. \V. moderate breezes Tonny, who had generously supported the family
and cloudy with heavy swell, ship rolling deep.
of his debtors, and had thereby laid them under a
tory.
A rope walk on the north side of the factory be- 11th. Lat. 45 37, Ion. 29 25, course S. 70 W. 200 sacred obligation to him, which no doirlit they
longing to Joseph Johnson, and occupied by Ban- miles distance, wind W. N. W. fresh breezes with would hasten to discharge. He added, that he considered it part of his duty to make every personal
ner'rhomas, was also very much injured, several passing showers, beam sea.
12th. Lat. 44 45, Ion. 35 2, course S. 77 W. 228 effort with his clients to induce them not to defer
hundred feet of the walk having been destroyed.
miles distance, wind W. N. W. fresh breezes and any longer satisfying the just demands of M.
Tonny; but at the same lime he contended that the
Methodist mission of the Oregon. The line.
13th. Lat. 43 59, Ion. 40 8, course S. 78 W. 225 law did not allow of children being made pledges
board of managers of the missionary society of the
Methodist Episcopal church have just received im- miles distance, wind W. N. W. light breezes and for the debts of their parents. The learned counsel concluded by arguing that M. Tonny was bound
portant intelligence from their mission family in the fine.
14th. Lat. 43 19, Ion. 45, course S. 79 W. 218 to give up the cluldren, and to have recourse to
Oregon.
It caine over land, we believe, by the
S. W. squally with heavy other methods for procuring the payment of his
Hudson's Bay annual express. The communication miles distance, wind

—

W

from the rev. D. Leslie, who is acting as the superintendent in the absence of the rev. Jason Lee,
now in this city the date is March 2, 1839, from
the Williamalette station. Alter describing the manner of holding a protracted meeting, the writer concludes with the following as the result of that meet-

rain and head sea.
loth. Lat. 42 17, Ion. 49 51, course S. 81 W. 220
miles distance, wind N. fresh breezes and squally

ing:

riable.

is

—

with rain.
16th. Lat. 42 17, Ion. 55 4, course S. 82 W. 225
miles distance, wind S. by W. light breezes and va-

17th. Lat.— ,lon.— course W. i S. 242 miles
•'We continued our meetings through the week,
and every day and evening were found to be a gra- distance, wind S. S. W. and N. W. fresh breezes
The work spread in the settlement, and cloudy with heavy rain.
ISth. Lat. 41 50, Ion. 65 32, course S. 37 W. 232
and we have received as the fruit of it four American and one English emigrant, who will rank among miles distance, wind S. W. moderate breezes with
These, thick fog.
the most respectable in this corainunily.
together with 10 native males, 5 females, 2 Hawaians,
19th. Lat. 30 23, Ion. 69 36, course S. C5 W. 207
2 half-breeds, 1 boy who came with Dr. White, and miles distant, wind S. S. W. fresh breezes and
my two eldest daughters, making in all 27, have squally, wilh liujlitning.
joined us in class. They at present give us good
20th. 9 A. M. made Highlands, New York, noon,
evidence as we could expect of a genuine work and passed Sandy Hook, 1 P. M. arrived at quarantine
,

cious season.

determination to persevere in it. Thus we see God
[N. ¥. Com. Adv.
will have a church in Oregon.

ground.

A veteran. In the neighborhood of St. Louis,
The New York Herald states
Mo. Ihere resides an old gentleman, whose advenUnited States "sea steamer," now buildins;

AVar steamer.

that the
at the Brooklyn navy yard, is entirely in "frame,"
and presents a model combining the qualities re-

tures, if correctly narrated,

interesting as

"Anastatius"

might form a work
itself.
His name

as
is

The president, M. Debelleyme, then addressed M. Tonny, and after declaring how honorable he considered his conduct to have been, informed him that the law did not sanction his detaining the children; adding that, as the advocate of
the opposing parties did not deny the justice of his
claims, he hoped those parlies would pay the sum
debts.

The court, therefore,
to him.
titution of the children, saving to
due

decreed the res-

M. Tonny

his

cldim upon the parents.

Canal rioters. We learn from the Cumberland Civilian that twenty-seven persons, arrested
on the charge of being implicated in the late disturbances which have occurred on the line of the
Chesapeake ami Ohio canal, were examined at that
place last week, by a court of three magistrates.
Various charges, with testimony lo support them,
were biought against the parties, and the result of
the proceedings was as follows:
John Atwefl, John O'Donnell, Patrick Reynolds,
Hugh Agan, James Ferguson, Edward Kelly and
Hugh Murray, were charged with a riot on the 11th
Aut>;ust last, and also of robbery at the same time
of Henry Knapp and others, on the line of the canal, and fully committed to jail on both charges, to
await Iheir trial at the next county court, on the
14th October. John O'Donnell was also committed on a charge of committing an assault with inJohn Doudand Timotent to kill Peter Quigly.
thy Manion were committed for an assault with
The evidence
intent to murder James Hughes.
in this case was of the most aggravated character.
Patrick Brady was committed lor arson, the burning of the dwelling house of William Brown in
Washington county, and will be sent to Hagerstown for trial. Peter McNally and Patrick Moran were committed on a charge of attempting to
destroy the dwelling house nf Benjamin Heiskel;
.lohn
Sloan, John Joice, Felix Mallon, Daniel
Guignan and John Kelly, were committed for riot;
James Murray for robbing Stephen Stump; and
Martin Horon and Timothy Kelly for an assault
wilh intent to murder Thomas Maley. John Carr

Santuerio, and he is a native of the Italian side of
the Tyrol.
In his youth he served as a sharp-shooter in the Austrian army, and fought at Marengo.
spects that of combining speed, strength and duraSubsequently he resided at Constantinople, from
that
accomplish
bility, and no pains are spared to
whence he went to Egypt, where he entered the
object. She is to have two powerful engines on the
employment of the pasha, to whom he did some
inclined principle, and purely American.
service in Arabia.
good
When our countryman,
Her general dimensions are as follows, viz:
gen. Easton, undertook the romantic task of restorFeel. In.
ing the bey of Tripoli to his throne, from which he
305
Length of keel,
had been driven by his brother, Santiieuo was em"
220
between perpendiculars,
ployed in the expedition, and in reward for his good
"
extreme, including cutwater, 240
conduct
he was made a colonel in the U. S. army.
39
Breadth of beam, (moulded,)
Like all brave men, he has paid great attention to
"
40
outside of planking,
the fair sex, and, following the wholesome example
"
63
outside of guards,
of the patriarchs, he took to himself various wives
23 6
Depth of hold,
in the ditferent countries in which he has resided,
18 3
Draught of water, (leadline),
some of whom are doubtless now living. He admits
13 9
Height above load line,
to being the father of twenty-seven chililren.
Of
1988
Measurement in tons,
lati>, he has been engaged in writing his life, and
preparing
it for publication; and, to use the language
The steam ships. The Liverpool correspon- of one who is acquainted with him,
was required to give security in the penally of
"it his brain is
dent of the New York Star says, under date of Slst
Six or seven were disthe peace.
as prolific as his person, and his pen bears any pro- §1,000 to keep
August:
portion to his tongue, the woild may expect soon to charged.
that the empesingular fact has just oozed out
see the work appear in twenty-seven volumes!"
ror of Russia has made an offer to the owners of the
Mississippi. One of our exchange
quisite for being advantageously propelled by wind
Her "construction" is to be in all reor steam.

—

A

British Queen and Great Western steam vessels, at
a price equal to 30 per cent, profit on the prime cost
of these vessels, on delivering ihem at Cronstadt, alto take their present trips to New York.
respective trans-Atlantic steam companies are
understood to have declined this very tempting otter,
considering that having atibriled a certain accommodation to the public, they were not authorised to
withdraw or diminish it, and fearing that the loss,
from interruption to their establishments, would far
exceed the profit tendered. In staling this on dil, I
give it in the exact words of a letter from a respectable London house which has been handed
about here.

lowing them

The

Voyage of the British Queen.
lowing

is

The

fol-

an abstract of the log book of the British

Queen during

her last trip:
Sept 4th. Lat. 4D 51, Ion. 4 20, course W. S. W.
120 miles distance, wind W. S. W. fresh gales and
strong breezes, with head sea.
5lh. Lat. 49 33, Ion. 8 42, course W. i S. 169
mill's distance, windW. S. W. fresh gales and squally with heavy rain.
6th. Lat. 49 52, Ion.

12 56, course W. J N. 164
miles distance, strong gales with very heavy head
sea.

Banks

Singular law case. An unusual case in the
annals of jurisprudence was settled on Tuesday by
the Tribunal de Premiere, instance, the question
being lo decide whether the master of an hotel had
the light of detaining as a pledge for payment the
children of a foreigner who had quitted his house
without paying his bill. M. Tonny, who keeps the
hotel Britlanique, Rue Louis le-Grand, was assigned before the court, at the suit of Mr. and Mrs..
Douglas, British subjects, and of Mr. Gordon Urquhart, father of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas, to show
cause why he should not give up five children of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas, whicli had been left with
him by them several years back, while they themselves, the parents, were his debtor.^ to the amount
of 20,onOf. It appeared that Mr. and Mrs. Douglas had been residing at a large hotel in Paris,
which they were obliged to quit from not being
able to pay their account, and that they took rooms
at Tonny's, Jlr. Douclas at the same time prevailing on fiim to sign bills, which enabled hiin to discharge his reckoning at the first hotel. After stopping some time at Mr. Tonny's Mr. Douglas disappeared, leaving Mrs. Doiiglas, his family, and
servants behind; but subsequently wrote a letter to
the master of the hotel, explaining his absence.
A

in

papers furnishes the following didails concerning
the creation of banking capital in Mississippi:
In 1830 there was but a single bank in Mississippi, with the exception of the branch bank of the
During
United States, with a capital of $350,000.
the session of the legislature that year, the Planters'
bank was incorporated wilh a capital of $'3,000,000.
In 1833 were incorporated the Western Feliciana
road and banking company, capital .^1,000,000;
Vicksburg rail road, capital $:3,000,000; and the
GrandGulf railroad, capital $2,000,000. In 1S36
the following institutions were created: Mississippi
rail roail, capital $3,000,000; Commercial bank of
Rodney, $300,000; Commercial bank of Columbus,
#1,000,000; Tombigbv rail road, $2,000,000; Aberdeen and Pontotoc, $1,000,000; Commercial bank
of Manchester, $1,000,000; Agncutuial bank of
Mississippi, $600,000; Commercial bank of Natchez, $3,000,000; Brandon bank, $4,000,000; forming an augmentation ofbankingcapilal of 21, 400, 000
dollars.
In 1837 were incorporated the Port Gibson
rail

the

Vicksburg bank, $3,000,000;
$500,000; Northern bank
$2,000,000; Hernando rail road,
$1,000,000; bank of Grenada, $1,000,000; bank of
Lexington, $1,000,000; Benton and Alanchester
rail
road, $1,000,000; making
an increase of
bank,

$1,000,000;

Vicksbui'i; water-works,

of Mississippi,

9

—

NILES'
$10,500,000.
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was incorporated with

To

Mammoth Union bank

a capital of $15,500,000.

recapiluiate;

Banking

capital in 1830

Increase

m

Do.
Do.
Do.

in

in
in

1333
1836
1837
1838

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

•

-

-

$3,000,000
6,000,000
21,400,000
10,500,000
lS,500,000

60,200,000

Add

to this sum the capital of institutions
not chartered, based upon real estate, 15,000,000

28,

1839—IMPORTS

Total,

$75,000,000

Bank

of the U.
States, the local banks in Mississippi have multiplied prodigiously, and the banking capital has increased more than sixty millions. Those who are
perpetually declaiming against banks and banking
are the very creators of this supertloous capital, and
governor McNutt, who is represented as the quintessence of unadullerateii loco tocoism, voted in favor of the creation of the majority of these banks.

69

cornices, and were slightly damaged, though, from
the faithfulness of their construction, they were
saved from ruin. There were also in the interior
of the block a number of small buildings which
were consumed, and some twenty or thirty houses
in various directions were more or less injured by
their roofs taking fire from the falling cinders.

stored in this warehouse. The loss of Messrs. Caradine
Newman was from 600 to 800 dollars.

National theatre was erected and opened
nine years since as an Italian opera house, at a
cost of $110,000, the ground lot coasting, besides,
.$65,000.
At the time of its destruction, it was
the joint property of Messrs. Mauran and Washington Coster. They were insured in London for
$40,000, and in three several office.s in this city
The loss of property
for an asgregate of $15,000.
to BIr. Wallack, (the lessee), is very gieat, and it
is
more to be regretted as he had not a cent of
insurance.
[His wordrobe alone was valued at
$10,000, and his total loss is estimated as high as
$25,000.]

Large sale of morus multtcaulis.

SPECIE.

warehou.se consumed on Cotton
alley was Mr. Newman's, firm of Caradine &. Newman. Here we are sorry to say that all the fiirniture belonged to the rev. Mr. Bruner, late of the fe-

The

Since general Jackson vetoed the

AND EXPORTS OF

ling house No. 53 was entirely, and a frame house
No. 60 partially, destroyed.
On Frardclin street, besides the two churches
above named, the three large brick dwelling houses,
Nos. 99, 101 and 103, caught fire on the roofs and

The next back

male academy, was totally consumed, having been

k

The next back warehouse above consumed, was
occupied by J. G. Dickerman, whose loss was
chiefly in boots and shoes, to the amount of about
$5,000 the greater part of the loss falling on con-

—

signees.

Running down from the stable on Cotton alley to
Pearl street, the fire consumed the large noble brick
commission store of Stanton, Buckner & Co. with
the cotton shed attached.
The loss of the building
10,000; other losses about 5,000 dollars.
Running up Cotton alley from the stable to Commerce street, the fire was most destructive; it burn-

is

ed the large house on Commerce street, belonging to
the Natchez Insurance company, occupied by Dr.
A. A. Jones, Botanic physician as a drug store, and
by John R. Stockman, as a store and family residence. Dr. Jones saved a few things, but lost about
$2,000 worth of drugs. John R. Stockman esq.
saved scarcely any thing even the most of his
wearing apparel and that of his family having been
consumed, quite happy to have escaped from the

—

The actors, of the company, too, have suffered
many of thera liave lost their entire
stock of wardrobe and properties. Of the stock o(
Mr. J. R.
scenery, wardrobe, properties, &c. in the theatre, devouring element with their lives.
but very few articles of value were saved, except Stockman's loss cannot fail of being $10,000 or
the books and papers in the office, which were all $15,000.
The next store below, to the north of John R.
fortunately uninjured.
The French church was, as we have before stat- Stockman's, was occupied by Cyrus Marsh, esq.
The next building below, corner of Commerce and
ed, one of the most costly and beautiful edifices in
the United States.
It was commenced seven years Franklin streets, was the large boarding house ownsince, and has been completed some two years. ed and kept by Mrs. Cornell, which was wholly conIt is said to have cost over $200,000, was built of sumed, giving time, however, to remove most of the
white marble, and supposed to be entirely fire-proof; furniture and effects.
back warehouse, belonging to Cyrus Marsh,
which, in fact, was the case, if we except some
wooden ornaments about the dome, where the fire esq. of brick, fire proof, and filled with pork, stands
first caught.
The works of the splendid organ unharmed in the midst of the ruins, as an oasis in a
burning desert.
at 30 cts.
$18,000 00 were entirely, and we learn, safely removed.
We have it to say that the various fire companies
Twenty rows, averaging 1,000, say
From the best information we could procure, the
20,000, at 274 cts.
5,500 00 fire originated in the gas room, which is situated (not forgetting the' lately formed Vulcan No. 1), did
in which they
Ten rows, averaging 1,150, say 11,500,
in Ihe northeast corner of the building, beneath the their duty nobly on this occasion
at 35 eta.
4,025 00 stage. The gasman, it appears, left a lighted can- were aided by the most eminent of our citizens.
Fifty-two rows, averaging 1,150, say
dle in the room in which the gas was escaping, Clergymen, and gentlemen from all the learned pro59,800, at 374 ds22,425 00 and the door being closed, the consequence was, fessions, labored in earnest, and few returned home
Fifty-five rows, averaging 1,150, say
that an explosion took place, and the fire was thus after the flames were over, without ostensible certi63,250, at 324 cts.
20,556 25 communicated to the combustible materials around. ficates of mud, water, fire and smoke on faces, hands
Thirty rows, averaging
1,200, say
The Journal of Commerce, of Tuesday after- and dress.
36,000, at 25 cts.
9,000 00 noon, has the following in reference to the losses.
OF SPECIE.
IMPORTS
One row, averaging 1,000, say, 1,000,
The fire yesterday afternoon was more destruclate number of the Commercial and Statistical
at 224 cts.
225 00 tive than any previous fire in this city for some
tabular statements showing the
contains
Register
had
Ten rows, averaging 850, say 8,500, at
that
insurance
ascertained
months.
have
imported into and exported from
174 cts.
1,487 60 been effected in this city, on the property destroy- amount of specie
States in the several years from 1821 to
ed, to at least the following amounts, most or all of the United
These tables establish some
inclusive.
both
1838,
No. of trees 260,050 at 31 23-100
.$81,218 75 which will be a total loss.
$27,500 important facts, to which it may be useful to recur
Terms: $500 and under, cash; $500 to $1,000, On the theatre, in six offices,
23,000 at the present time.
cash 5 per cent, discount; $1,000 to $2,000, two On the Freneh church in four offices,
It is shown that the amount of gold and silver im8,000
years credil; .$2,0110 to .$4,000, four years' credit; On the Dutch church, in one office,
2,500 ported into the United States in the eighteen years,
do.
do.
over $4,000, six years' credit. The credit payment
Lecture room,
1821 to 1838, inclusive, is $162,135,952.
from
8,000
to be secured by bond and mortgage on unincum- On the African church, i.i two offices,
Prior to 1824, there was no distinction made in
1,300
bered real estate, or other approved security, with On a dwelling house,
the custom house returns between gold and silver.
interest at 6 per cent, payable half yearly, or a disThe amount imported since 1824, of
$70,300
count of 5 per cent, lor cash on all bill over $100.
$4,611,740
Gold bullion, is
Another company had $5,000, but we are unable
29,890,146
coin
at
least
FIRE IN
Total insured,
YORK.
to say on what building.
From the New York Courier and Enquirer.
$75,300.
$34,501,886
Total gold
Destruction of the National theatre, three churches
One informant says the African church had in-

The

great sale of morus multicaulis trees, the property
of Mr. Physick, look place at the Hijhfield cocoonery, Geriuantown, on Wednesday last week. Upwards of 3,000 persons were in attendance. The
trees were sold as they stood in Ihe ground, those
under 12 inches to be rejected. Owing to a thin
soil and close planting, Ihe sizes of the trees were
generally small, and the branches few; the average
height, according to estimates made on the ground,
being about 2J feet. The purchasers were generally from a distance
the largest portion being
from Missouri, Illinois and other western states.
The prices, it will be seen, averaged 31 23-100 cts.
per tree; equal to 12^ cts. per foot.
Fifty rows, averaging 1,200, say 60,000

severely, and

—

A

—

AND EXPORTS

A

We

GREAT

NEW

aeveral dwellings.
About half past four o'clock surance to the amount of $12,000. The greatest
8,230,501
Silver bullion
Monday afternoon, our citizens were alarmed loss by any one company is $16,750.
102,870,933
coin
by the cry of hre, which we found to be caused by
a dense smoke seen rising from the roof of the
DESTRUCTIVE FIRE AT NATCHEZ.
$111,101,434
Total silver
National theatre, at the corner of Leonard and
We learn from the Natchez Free Trader of the
The gold being in nearly the proportion of $1 to
Church streets. In a few minutes every part of 6th inst. that an extensive conflagration took place
The fire ori- $3i of silver.
that beautiful edihce was in flames, and so great in that city on the morning previous.
Of the amount of gold imported within the last
was the heat, that the roof of the African Methodist irinated in an old stable on Cotton alley, leading from
church, on the opposite side of Leonard street, was Pearl to Commerce streets, dividing the square east five years, 1834 to 1838, inclusive, viz: 27,429,927
dollars, there were received from
in a few minutes also one sheet of fire. This build- and west, equally between Franklin and Main sts.
$13,951,193
England
On the north side of Cotton alley, the following
ing was with its contents entirely consumed.
8,038,986
France
On the other side of the theatre, the work of warehouses were burned: beginning at Pearl street,
485,614
Mexico
destruction was also in progress.
The cupola of 1st, Jacob Soria St Co"s. a large brick warehouse,
Soria
which
Mr.
the new French Episcopal church of Saint Esprit, filled with goods on commission, to
$22,475,792
at the corner of Franklin street
the handsomest had, but two or three days ago, removed all the
Leaving $4,054,134 from other countries, exclubuilding of its class in America took fire, which goods belonging to the firm individually, as he was
soon spread to the wood work of the interior, which clearing the rooms above his auction room for a fa- sive of 5,561,600 received from the mines in the
was also destroyed. The devouring element was mily residence rough estimate of the loss of pro- United States.
Of the silver during the same period,viz: 45,277,573
not yet stayed in its course. The wooden roof of perty in his warerooms, deposited there on commisthe Reformed Dutch ciiurch in Franklin street took sion, and held as an individual firm, from $25,000 dollars, there were received from
$4,606,937
England
no insurance.
fire, and the entire building was shortly a scene of to $30,000
2,200,000
France
destruction.
Such a sight as the conflagration at
The next back warehouse on Cotton alley that
this time presented has, perhaps, never before been was consumed was occupied by A. L. Gaines & Co.

and
on

—
—

—

—

witnessed. A theatre and three large churches in
a blaze at the same moment, and each not a stone's
throw distant from each other.
The brick dwelling house adjoining the theatre.
No. 47 Leonard street, also took fire and was completely consumed, and the two adjoining buildings,
Nos. 49 and 51, nearly destroyed. On Leonard
street, next adjoining tke African church, the dwel-

—rough estimate $15,000.

$33,746,843
Leaving from the rest of the world $11,530,720.
The next back warehouse on Cotton alley that
The average annual importation of bullion and
burned was occupied by Cannon U Ayres; rough
coin for the eighteen years, is $9,007,507. The
estimate of loss, $2,500.
The next back warehouse above on Cotton alley smallest amount in any one year being $2,958,402
in 1828.
consumed, belonged to Mr. LiUard, occupied by in 1822, and the largest $17,123,579
For the last four or five years, the amount of imJames Wemple amounting on a rough estimate,
portations has been increased by the payment of
at 4,000 or 5,000 dollars.

—
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1839—ENGLISH AFFAIRS.

Mr. Clark also owned one-half of 20,000 acres of
with creilits or
legacy, and pro- tries are j)resunied to be furnished
claims on France, the Smithsonian
land at Terre Boeuf, in conjunction with flie Che[Bult. Mmeriain.
obtained tor inter- bills of exchange.
bably some portion of the loans
valier de la Croix, and possessed, besides, various
and the Neapolitan
nal improvements in En-land,
val'iable tracts of land in Mississippi and Missouri.
make the averclaim, all of which have" tended to
From the Cincinnuti Gazelle of September 18.
Relf has disposed oi Mr. Clark's properly to the
probably it will be
acre above stated, greater than
The public have no doubt observed that general following amount, so far as ascertained:
ot sucnumber
same
the
of
business
in tiie ordinary
Gaines not long since, married a second wile. It Sugar plantation sold in 1813, 15 miles
ceeding years.
has not been generally stated that he has a prospect
$120,000
above New Orleans,
The amount of gold and silver exported from Is.l of obtaining, in her right, an estate estimated at
Seventy or seventy-five negroes sold to de
to 1338, is §-110,578:796.
iioelve millions of dollars.'.'
60,000
la Croix,
or which there was in gold bullion
daughter
legitimate
Mrs. Gaines claims to be the
$9,952,460
Maison Rouge lands sold to Cox in 1819, 100,000
and coin
Clark settled in New
90,271,132 of the late Daniel Clark. Mr.
Fifty thousand acres of land in Ametie
Silver bullion and coin
an
became
and
Spain,
of
domain
the
under
10,355,204 Orleans,
and Couetie rivers, sold to Cox in 1819, 50,000
American gold and silver coins
extensive merchant and speculator, besides distin- Twelve hundred acres on Bayou Teche,
He died in 1813,
politician.
8,650
.•$110,573,796 o-uishing himself as a
sold to Cox in 1819,
and
Clark
of
firm
and Mr. Relf, of the mercantile
100,000
The annual average amount of export being Relf, ot New Orleans, took immediate possession Chew and Relf owed Mr. Clark at least
438,000
Collected of Mr. Clark's debts.
6,143,266 dollars.
in
executed
will
a
under
estates,
immense
29,000
there of his
Land sold to N. Girod in 1820, or 21,
In five years from 1S34 to 1S3S inclusive,
1811. From that period to the present, Mr. Kelt Three of the lots bought of judge Pitot,
were exported of gold and siWcr, to
has controled, conducted and disposed of Mr.
12,000
sold in 1820, or 21,
England
.f2,.524,242
anyone.
to
accountability
Clark's estates, without
8,000
2,615,608
Three lots on Gentility road sold for
France
Gaines clames as Mr. Clark's daughter. Her One hundred and thirty negroes, sold in
Mrs.
result:
following
then have the
80,000
$162,135,952 story is a romantic one.
various sales in 1813.
Imports of foreign gold and silver
Orin
New
In 1802 or 1803, Mr. Clark married
20,000
5,561,6011
Lands on Bayou Boeuf, in 1S13,
American gold from U. S. mines
This
leans, a l;idy, separated from her husband.
1S14, receipts for purchase of place on
separation had taken place in consequence of proofs
15,000
road, sold in 1812 by Clark,
Metain
Total receipts of gold and silver
these
that he had a previous living wife— but before
" 22d of March, mortgage debt sold by
Exports of gold and silver
proofs were effectively obtained. Upon this ac16,000
Relf,
Gaines
Mrs.
private.
$57,113,7o6 count the marriage was kept
June, 1814, and May, 1817, received purLeaving a balance of
was born of this marriage, and named Myra. Dischase moneys for place sold by Clark in
remaining in the country.
wife
his
and
Clark
between
Mr.
arose
agreements
254,132
1807,
So that, notwithstanding great alarm is excited by which resulted in a final separation, in the year
2,400
appears
Received of Johnson,
the shipment of a million or so of specie, it
public acknowledgment of the marriage
1,-500
D. Portu-r,
since 1307, no
persuasion
from the tables and the preceding statement,
the
in
having taken place. The lady
of
specie
gain
of
actucd
an
1821 there has been
marriage with Clark was an illegal one,
her
that
$1,351,672
S57 118,7-36. That the exportation from being, in from his refusing her a public acknowledgment, inis
each of the years 1S21 and 1822 ten millions,
termarried with a gentleman of Philadelphia, who
Relf also sold:
now reduced to three or four millions per annum- took her to France where they resided many years.
grant.
Rouge
Maison
one-fourth
of
In 1814,
while at the same time, the amount of imports has He is now dead, and his widow, claiming to have
•
In 1821, 7,000 acres of Nezpique river,
greatly increased; and from 1825, with the exceponce the wife of Daniel Clark, is living, and In 1829, lands on Bayou Boeuf.
the exports been
tion of 1823 and 1831, (when together
Natchitoches.
at
resides
Oct. 30, 1821, 220 acres lying between Faubourg,
exceeded the imports about two and a half millions),
made
a
In 1813, it is alleged, that Daniel Clark
St. John and Canal Carondelet,
there has been an annual average gain of upwards of new will, written complete in his own handwriting,
In 1817 a sale to B. Lasson."
upwards of fourteen
five millions, and in 1S3S of
by which he recognised the legitimacy of his daughClark was a native of Sligo, in Ireland,
Daniel
millions.
to her.
ter, and devised his immense property
and came to New Orleans upon the invitation of a
have no accurate means (continues the ReIn 1832, Myra Clark became the wife of Wm.
wtio made him his heir. He filled
uncle,
in
the
bachelor
capital
specie
the
ascertaining
^Mr.
up
by
a
gister) of
W. Whitney. She had been brought
in the politics of the country, and
United States. From a general statement of the Davis, in total ignorance of her parents and of her a large space
States,
gave information that fully confirmed the Kentucky
Whitney,
in
of
marriage
the
condition of all the banks in the United
After
alleged rights.
and fastened upon general
conspiracy,
their
Irom
Spanish
treasury
the
made by the secretary of
examining some old papers he first obtained an inprevious to
He Wilkinson a corrupt participation in it. And now
returns nearest to January 1, 1837, just
timation of his wile's parentage, and claims.
IK/io was Daniel C/ac/.-?— and all
question—
ask
the
it appears the
payment,
specie
the
of
.led
to
has
suspension
which
the
commenced an investigation
and
but a comparative few would confess their ignorstated
specie on hand at that time in all the 7-36 banks
lull proof, as it is said, of all the facts here
.5:J7,9!5,340
ance!
branches was
In Ihe hands of general G.iines. no doubt, every ef
imports
excess
of
seTo which add the
tort will be made to elicit all the facts, and to
ENGLISH AFFAIRS.
over exports of specie in 1837 and
ure for his wife Ihe paternal heritage that has
13,779,235
Correspondence of the N. T. Commercial Adverlher.
been wrested from her.
717,100
London, Migu'st 6, 1839.
Aiid also the receipts at the mint,
'The following is a schedule of a portion of Mr.
Which makes an actual amount
The wealher, slate of Ihe crops, SfC.—l have just
Clark's estate at liis death:
knosvn to be in the country at that
returned from a tour of the southern counties, and
cotton estate and lands inherited from
.'J57,411,67o
$200,000 il affords me great pleasure to inform you that I am
time, if the returns are correct of
his uncle, colonel Clark,
The rest must be a matter of opinion, and it is Two cotton plantations devised lo him in
enabled, from actuaf observation, to speak of the
surprising how persons ditier respecting it.
prospect of the w heat harvest in the counties of De1812, bv Mr. Wilkins with 100 negroes
estimate to
200,000
extravagant
an
be
of
them,
probably
each"
on
von, Somerset, Wiltshire, Gloucester, Worcester,
would
It
pockets ami houses of the Debts due from Wade Hampton for HaWarw ick, and Lancashire, and parts of Staflbrd and
fix the amount in the
300,000 Shropshire. Also, on my way yesterday anil to-day
vana Point sugar plantation,
people at that time to be as great as in the banks,
dollars
about
2]of
2,000,000
average
grant,
an
Rouge
be
Maison
The
through Hampshire, Surrey and Middlesex. In all
which would
supposed population of Lands purchased of Louis Bouligny lying
the countiies above named the harvest has commencto each individual in a
ol
10,000 ed, with the exception of Warwick, Lancashire and
in Washita,
17,000,000; but say 30,000.000 in the possession
basis of Sugar plantation on Mississippi, 15 miles
Stalfordshiie, and with a prospect of an abundant
of'the people, which would give a specie
120,000 yield. I have had an opportunity of conversing
above New Orleans,
upwards of 87,000,000,
CO
Mississippi
on
plantations
the
cotton
treasury
of
Two
with many large farmers, whom 1 found all leady
report of the secretary of the
60,000 to admit that, since the first of this mouth, the piosmiles above New Orleans,
condition of the banks, from reports nearest to Jan.
Missison
Simpson,
of
W.
bought
amount
pects are most llattering for the grain, particularly
in
the
Lands
improvement
an
1st 1839, exhibits
20,000 wheat and oats.
show on
sippi river, SO miles above New Orleans,
specie over 1837. 639 banks and branches
specie, whereas in Lots in New Orleans bought in 1812 of
$39,470,063
1839,
January,
The severe rain previous to the 1st has done l
1st
80,000
judge Pitot
only
1837, 788 banks and branches possessed
injury to the hay, and very much in the midi
A square bounded by Grovier street in
northern countries will be destroyed. I pa,--,.;
$37,915,340.
aiid
8.). 000
New Orleans, bought in 1813,
sections of country overllowed for miles in
The following statement will show th-ir condi. Lands on Bayou Tcche,
30,001) through
on
before and since the susthe same inAnner that we have seen meadows
tion atditferent periods,
30.000
"
on Bayou Latouche,
dales:
and I have seen hundreds of tons
Connecticut;
the
to
the
•nenaion nearest
10,000
"
on .\ux dn Plaqueinine,
Specie 10
•
liiiiiks
nI
c
of fine hay submerged, with carts lo.ided, just disBaland
on
of
cotton
acres
thoHsand
Ten
above the waters. In the northern coun500,000 coverable
you Doeuf,
Leicester,
ties, to wit: parts of Stafford, Warwick,
Jan 1 ' 1837. 788 147,185.890 .-57,915,340 1 lo .•i,93 Seven Ihonsand acres of land on Nczpique
"
521 92 :i;(2,167 21,472,367 1 to 4,30
and Durham, a good deal of injury was
Mav'
50,000 Yorkshire
The harvest had been protract'650 106,071,211 26,.'>7.5,082 1 to 3,98
to thfl wheat.
done
110,000 acres of laml on Amitie and Couebut in that section il is soinetwoor three weeks
May 1838, 635 97,379,980 37,209,391 1 to 2,61
1,000,000 ed,
tie rivers, and East Baton Rouge,
later than in the southern counties, and no cm
Jan. 1, 1839 639 100,670,640 39,470.063 1 to 2,55 SO.OOO acres of Cyprus swamp, near Onim|iort3 and exports
of
statcinont
can be made yet. Still. I am inclin
estimate
precoiling
The'
29,000
cheta river.
think that, if the present delightful weather
wnlwaces only the specie which cornea under the Three lots on Gcntilly road three miles
does not inchnle
and
hou«f,
shall be able to make a good lepoit oi
custom
tinups,
I
the
of
notice
20,000
from New Orlpiins,
jiersonal possession of emicountry generally. In the presrnt feverish sl:i:
that which is in the
Relf to Mr. Clark
United Debt due from Chew and
affairs, it will be most lieplorable should there
grants, arriving in or ileparting Irom the
100,000
at his death,
amount
short crop.
It is believed that a much larger
States!
Clark, filed by
removed from the country List of debts duo to Mr.
under
is broii'Mit into, than is
TViC i»i;yfrm//>nWi(i7nc;if.— The house had
120,000
Chew and Relf,
Lord
by them, as the emigrants who leave the l/'nitcd
»S,000 consideration last evening the supply hill.
do
Do
Stales are but few compared with those who arrive,
Morpeth moved a grant of £50.000 fi.r the adreleased and Jischaigcd
(mortgages'!
Debts
many of whom bring large sums to invest in lands,
in Ireland, which
education
of
v.inceiiii-nt
80,000
by Chew and Relf,
and Americans and others who visit foreign counagreed to. The following ilams of the bill \<-'
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officers
Tripolitan coast in the year 1803. With her
captivity in the
and crew he endured the evils of
for about two years.
country
barbarous
that
of
capital
Foiindliiii; liospital, Dublin
ordered to
At the conclusion of that war he was
House of industry
New Orleans with a naval force under commodore
Hospitals
army for
the
with
co-operate
to
Porter, destined
Royal society
against the designs of
the protection of that capital
Public works, Ireland
.suspected of being engaged in
was
who
Burr,
Aaron
expenses
Cliief secretary and his
a plot to dismember the union.
Other expenses of office
At the epoch of the invasion o( Louisiana by the
Non-coralonning dissenting ministers
60,000 portion fo the
1814, the naval forces on this station
lor as much English in
paper
rate
Criminal prosecutions
first
to
allude
33,963 Here we only
under the command of commodore Patterson,
were
per
additional
8
Dublin
Police,
or an
2 per cent, commission,
as
distinguished himself by his zeal,
7,000
greatly
he
roads
and
Eeportins on best plan for rail
been given upon inierior bills^^
annum, has b-"
nt.' per annum
39,000 cent
hs courage, a^d the efficiency with which he aided
Secret service
c - .b%**
[_,i»i^..he publ
'""//'y °'J. uie
are Liii^
forthe
the defence
long alt
luiii:
riow
How
in his plans for
commander-in-chief
cominander-in-chief
Kingthe
United
the
for
entheir purpose,
Stationary and printing
corporation which, when it suits
country. In the memorable night attack on
to an extiava- of the
dom and her colonies
the
0,9'nnn couran-e speculation in every article
the English camp on the 23d December, 1814,
money
make
service
to
rather
Convict
tre=-ree, when they ouaht
..to
commanded in person the schooner
^5,0 u sanl
restrictive mea- commodore
Supporting captured negroes
as suddenly adopt
rithen
down
the
and
dropped
fcarce,
having
S'^"""
Carolina, which vessel
Criminal prosecutions
'^'".;,^^i; ';
lured P^OP'^?"'
attack in the dusk of the evening,
l^'""" sures when they have
°f
that the ver to the point of
Polish refugees
geneially understood
^
appears
her
rehailed
now
character,
her
It
of
aware
not
the enemy,
Compensation for the confiscation ot merhas come to an understanding
she had
87,481 Bank of England
peatedly without receiving an answer. When
a view to improving
chandise by the Danes in 1807
the Bank of France, with
position, the voice ol Patterson
with
proper
the
her
obtained
by
India
and preventing the exSteam coniinunication with
50,000 the state of the exchanges,
was distinctly heard from the shore, shouting to his
Red Sea
from this country; and from
crew— "ffite them this for the honor of America!"
West Indies 58,700 portation of bullion
Strpendlary magistrates in the
details given by the Jour,ial
shot followed,
55,000 what we can learn, the
close and terrible fire of canister
model prison
most correct information.—
They
213,775 des Debais furnish the
which scattered the enemy in all directions.
draw,
to
commissioned
Half- pay officers
are
without being able to return
and,
54.000 Four firms in London
however,
rallied
Superannuation
houses in Pans have artwelve
themselves
as
than
sheltered
less
no
they
and
fire
39.000
the schooner's
Erection of barracks
the bills, which we understand
where they _
1,000,000 ransed to accept
well as they could behind the levee,
Troops in Canada
there is a great demand
will only be drawn when
again disturbed by the advance
were
176,937
they
till
lay
Disembodied militia
just sufficient to prevent the
for bills and at a price
The schooner then ceased firing.
troops.
considered more de- of our
From the London Times.
transmission of bullion being
Four days afterwards commodore Patterson was
some arrangements be- sirable, the object being, it would appear rather o
It is now understood that
in the ship Louisiana, which
lines
abreast of the
Pans capitaof gold than with
and manned
tween the Bank of England and the
prevent any further exportation
had been purchased into the service,
the former will obtain the Tview of bringing back specie too hastily, leaving
lists is made, by which
impre.ssed in the streets of New Orseamen
with
amount
to the natural effect of
bulk
great
to the
advanced
the
of
army
power of drawing on that capital to the
return
British
the
leans and when the
state, ol
from a good harvest and
fire upon
of £2 000,000, or, as some accounts
the exchanges, resulting
of our lines, she opened a ternble
guaranty or oi
plan been adopted attack
them.
repulsing
in
000,000. Under what sort of
aided
average export trade. Had this
materially
and
not clear
recommended it, the de- the columns
the lines, the
what security this is to be effected, does
Ion- since, when we first
Alter this abortive attempt to cany
would not only have
parties themselves are
battely appear, nor is that, if the
sired object of Ihe directors
seamen with their officers were placed at the
of the question
if not the whole of the
much,
when the
but
ained,
January,
of
satisfied, a very material feature
8th
ob
On the
bank been
which the whole rie=i on shore.
The really important view of it is, that the
inconvenience and annoyance
made, commodore Patterson had
was
attack
final
and
inefficien
with us
Irom the
should have lowered its character
country has experienced lately
command of a few heavy guns on the opposite side
driven to this
have been prevented and
play upon the
With foreign countries, by being
plans 6f the bank would
of the river, which were intended to
natura conwould be going on; for here
assault,
course, and that it should also, as a
a brisk export trade
enemy's columns whilst marching to the
market so
for creating it at hand.
elements
the
to make on
threatened
doubt,
sequence, be driven into the exchange
they
no
are
being which every one knew
embarrass all the comlarf ely as a dealer, and thus
amount of orders from the continent
The
strong detachment of Bntish troops
day.
that
carried
fluctuahave not been
boats, and
mercial operations of the country. The
very large, of course they
was transported across the Mississippi in
of calculation on
uncertain state of things
militia under getions there are as much a matter
ntoefiect under such an
havin>' routed the feeble band of
which take place
and while there was a chance
the part of the merchant, as those
Morgan, stationed there tor the
as has existed lately,
°David
M.
neral
commodity, and he is
reduction of prices.
Patterson, havin cotton, silk or any other
of purchasing at a great
defence of the battery, commodore
put out of his na ural
arrest the
From the Morning Herald.
as much interfered with and
the utmost exertions in vain to
that the Bank ing used
an actual exto spike his guns
obliged
have maintained for some time
was
course by the bank, as if it became
fugitives,
of
the
he p themselves^ flight
to
something
goods.
to predo
order
in
must
in
tralTicer
river
the
porter or
,,,,,,
of England
upon an7j retire to tins side of
posbeing made pnsonThe knowledge to a merchant that tiie bank same This afternoon the directors have determined
serve himself and his men from
drawing bills, is the
interest to six per cent, upon
Jackson
general
of
lines
the
sesses this large option of
on
rai ing the rate of
The assault
ers
of goods held by a
Of the policy of this measure -e bein"' repulsed in a most signal manner, the British
as that of an enormous stock
bills ail notes.
able to ho d or diswe have only to tate
bank
capitalist so powerful as to be
do not express an opinion;
evacuated their new position on the opposite
all operain request, and that,
much
resumed
continues
Doseof them at pleasure, and paralyzes
that money
same nic'ht, and commodore Patterson
what course
appeared at a very la e the
it is seen
morning, and continued to antions by inferior men, until
lll^ugh the\nnouncement
next
the
station
his
an
the
With its new arrangement, hour-namely, five minutes to four P.
fire ot his
is taken with them.
noy the British camp with an incessant
part, or nothing, and
th.o"ghout he day and ha
In pubthe bank may either do all, or
c^^a.ion of it was felt
heavy guns till the end of the campaign.
of events must
to fall one-eiL'hth nei
consols
;i;;^;orrespondence, ienera, Jack-';'"
being to be governed by the course
effect of causing
.
the
.,. ....
^nd
r:^^s
transactions naving
subject. What,
money
the
no
commodore,
account,
.^j
the
the
friend,
be in total uncertainty itself on the
for
his
upon
cent,
j^
bank became son^bc^s.owed.^up
merchant who is
^.^^ ^^^
^^^^^ activity and ability
then must be the situation of the
"ken place after the intention ol the
the usual calcu
that trying penod.
during
acted
lookin- on? and how can he make
,
had
known.
he
which
received with
vv.i.v... have been re«i^^^^^^^
commercial transactions are
com
ii-'iuiii3 which
Pat erson has con
actual -lurns
eommodore Patterson
lations" by which all
Rv
By the acinai
^^^ peace, commodore
em Since the
th.it there
that, during he period
parts of the
eoverned> It is not exaggeration to say,
by us to-day, it appear
manded American squadrons in various
of July, silver coin ha
31st
in the city, beyond the in
anof
the
individual'
ar^d
25th
efficiency
an
the
the
scarcely
up
kept
is
hracinand always
does not regard this
amount of 265,260 ounces, elobe,
maintained with jealous exactifluence of the bank-parlor, who
been exported to the
ounces, cient discipline and
and mischievous to the
original educa22,353 ounces; gold cmn 2.280
His
service.
affair as alike humiliating
of
the
and
honor
the
The major portion has been tude
best adapted to the vocacountry.
and in bars 2,390.
tion had been of the kind
aside, the ex- sent to China and the colonies.
and in after years
But pultin'' these considerations
tion for which he was intended,
there has not been much
as a safe
funds
means
any
British
by
by study and obsermind
viewed
the
his
be
to
n
improved
periment is not
Bank of he carefully
lives in the
object, while it is bus nrss,and the announcement that the
all men who pass their
Like
one and certain of attaining its
vation.
rate
the
raise
expensive one, and
direction had determined to
service, he was lull of
Quit'e certain Ihat it must be an
stirring scenes of the naval
a declination in
caused
houses
by
cent,
how to
per
knew
The
he
bank.
six
to
which
the
ff interest
information and anecdote,
attend with Tcat loss to
In other respects
as the ac- consols of one-eighth per cent.
He was of a most
whom the bills are drawn here, as wellhave
detail with tact and propriety.
matenally altered.
left a
a good
has
must
not
and
ile,
Paris,
has
private
in
market
in
negotiators
the
ceptors and
amiable character
interest of
From the Sun.
esq., of New Or(sister to Carlile Pollock,
commission, and then there is the
taken on the part widow
the redrawings
of children lo deplore
family
No doubt the above measure,consequence
numerous
a
and
the money to be advanced, with
leans)
of the
over, and of the bank directors, was in
which are to take place when the crisis is
It^will also his los.
^^^
back to this country. ^p^redL's^metalTbeing still exported
^ ^,^^ ^ ^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^ j^,^„,^ ^„,
the funds are to be remitted
to be decidedly
prove
shall
was_about5Syearsof^ge.
trade
of
balance
If the
at his death
h
thus
millions
four
the
^-in^"
against us, it is not the two or
will be in the United
it; and wdiat then
OF WINES.
most weight it will have
ALC^^^^^^
placed at disposal which can turn
J
Edmthere are various options
It must be recol^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ""'"ber of the
States, on^'which subject
will be the position of the bank?
the ^"'te^
affairs o
bu
the
alone,
on
the following brief
p|;||,|j.aij(,urnal
exchange
The well informed
j^
hi^e
bur
V
lected that it is not the Paris
rate
increased
christison, upon the
^^
that must be turned States express their opinion that the
exchanges,
continental
all the
""-^^^^re^
Having heretofore
upon another until of disconr,ts to six per cent, will "<>*
^Icoh oUc strefig'tl. of ^ines.
before it will be safe, as one ads
we
The effect of Ihe ex- more serious evil in the money ""'\'^''
matter on this subject by other hands,
they obtain the same level.
and a ha" per published
of this wnter, based
to be seen, and it their hearing of the increase to five
statements
remains
the
still
that
however,
Lnceive
neriment,
from
be
above
differing
not
will
and
the
progress
eent.; for, before
upo'nve^^y careful experiments
need not be remarked that its
expec
""Vi" tnt'L
is expect
its full extent,
examination,
whole of the tradin
the panic and mischiel, to
^^^ ^.^^^^^^ _^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^
very anxiously watched by the
{Nat. Craz.
ed to have taken place.
interest.
the alcoho 10
Various accounts have been eiven ot
^^^r,T^ PATTERSOiN.
p
From the Morning Chronicle.
Brande, Julia Fontenelle
Mr.
^.^..^
^y
anthis
for
J"'°"^f
prepared
were in some degree
for some
Ihe Lovisumian.
engaged
From
j
been
has
The author
some ol
^^hers.
'he
nouncement; for, throughout the morning
"^;
Commodore Daniel T. Patterson «a3 "
experiments for determining the proportion
who had probably ref
the leadin" inivate bankers,
of coaimerce,
wines
various
in
paoi
alcohol'contained
any kind
t^t on the of
ceived a hTnt, refused to discount
-rheirih:
cent. 1 ^r;pWuti;hl^''frlgTte
the most approved, under six per

Education

evident that they had reason
£50,000 from^^^^^idTitTs pretty
some turther restrictive
10,000 to exoect or appreliend
the Baud of England.paitof
moXntson
20,000
Bank of England has been 5^
11,000 Since the rate at the
been
in Lombard street has
price
the
cent,
per
5,300
commission, moreover, in some
30,000 from 6 to 7, with a
cent, which is equal to an ad22,328 instances of i per
per annum and, of course,
10,000 difonaTone ^er cent,
will now be raised in pro31,661 the charges for money
advance of the Bank of England.-
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circumstances which occasion a variety
respect.
The present paper is an interim
tlie

in (liis
notice of the results.
The metboil of analysis consisted in the mode by
distillation, which was applied with such contrivances for accuracy that nearly the whole spirit and
water were distilled over without a trace of empyreuma, and without tlie loss of more than between 2
and 6 grains in 2,000. From the quantity and density of the spirit, the weight of absolute alcohol of
the density 793.9, as well as the volume of proof spirit o( the density 920, was calculated from the tables
of Richter founded on those of Gilpin.
The author has been led to the general conclusion that the alcoholic strength of many wines has
been overrated by some experimentalists, and gives
the following table as the result of the investigations
he has hitherto conducted.
The first column gives
the per cenfage of absolute alcohol by weight in the
wine; the second the per centage of proof spirit by

volume.
Ale.

Port

p. c.

— weakest.
Mean

of^ 7 wine.
Strongest,

White

port,

Sherry

—

weakest,
wines, excluding those
very long kept in cask.
15.37
Sherry strongest.
Mean of 9 wines very long kept
in casks in the East Indies,
Madre de Xeres,
C all lone: in i

Mean of 13

—

,

Made

:.?!: (stronges1„„.i.
ikinE
.

weakest,

Indies.
Teneriffe.long in cask'at Calcutta, 13.81

P. sp. p.

c.

try.

months, absolute alcohol of the density 796.
ProWith
Graham of London, some time ago proved the respect, sentiments of the highest consideration and
I have the honor to be your obedient
and
analogous fact, that spirit might be tlius rendered
humbly servant,
TH. LAWSON,
pure alcohol in tlie air-pump vacuum.
vacuum,
Surgeon general U. S. army.
however, is, upon principle, as well as in fact,
not 1 o Joseph. Skey, HI. V. inspector
general of hospinecessary for the process; it merely accelerates
it.
tals in British Jimerica.
The new method is obviously applicable on the great
fessor

A

scale for obtaining absolute alcohol,
may be allowed.

wherever time

NATIONAL COURTESY.
Surgeon general's

Gentlemen: The

office,

Sept.

Hlk, 1839

director general of the meili
:al department of the British
army having present
ed a very valuable medical work to the
surgeon ire
neral of the United States army, the
c'
'
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the river Des Moins to the Missouri river, in the
year 1837, be and the same is hereby declared the
northern line of this state.
§2. This act hall take effect aitd be in force froii
and after its passage.
Which line mentioned in the first section, as ap
pears from the report of said commissioners, filed
among the archives of this state, commencing at the
rapids of the Des Moines, on the parallel of north
latitude 40 deg. 44 min. 06 sec. runs with said paral
lei westwartlly until it strikes the Missouri river.
Now, therefore, I Lilburv "W. Boggs. governor
of the state of Missouri, by virtue of the authority
with which I am invested by the constitution and
laws of this state, and in fulfilment of the obligation
thereby imposed on me "to take care that the laws be
distributed and faithfully executed throughout the
state," do hereby order and command the officers,
civil and military of the counties of this state, adjoining the northern boundary, as the same has been declared and established by the legislature of Missouri,
that they may cause the laws of this stale to be observed and faithfully executed within the limilsoftheirrespective counties, and that if they are prevented or
obstructed in the execution of any process, or tiie exercise of any official function by peisons who claim
not to be citizens of this state, and deny it.s jurisdiction and authority within the limits aforesaid, that
they call to their aid the power of the county within
which they are authorised to act; and ifsaid obstruction arises from any uidawful assemblage of three or
more such persons that they report the fact to some
judge or justice of the peace of this state in order
that a proclamation may be issued, commanding the
persons thus assembled to disperse themselves, and
depart peaceably to their homes and in the event
that such assecriblage refuses to disperse when
thus commanded or are armed, or make forcible resistance to such officers, tlien said officers are hereby commanded to call to their aid either the power
of the county, or a sufficient number of the militia,
or other persons on arms, to disperse said assembly
arrest the offenders, and maintain the authority of
the laws.
And I do further direct and order that the officers
of the militia of the state ol Missouri do hold themselves aud their respective commands in readiness to
render any assistance that may be required of them
by the proper officers, in quelling any disturbance
within the limits of this slate, in enforcing the execution of lawful process, sustaining the civil officers
in the exercise of their official funclions, and in fully
maintaining the dignity of this stale and the supremacy of its laws.
And I do moreover forwani all persons residing
within the limits of the territory embraced by the
present boundaries of the stale of Missouri as they
have been established by the laws thereof, from taking upon themselvesany office or public trust or exercise any povver or do any act not appertaining to
such office or trust without a lawful appointment or
deputation therefor from the proper authorities of

—

this stale.

And I do moreover expressly direct all officers, ciand military of this state, while they are required
execute fully their official duties vvitiiin the aforesaid limits, over which the said territory of Iowa
claims to be entitled to extend its autliuiity, by virtue of a pretended right, and the exercise of an unlawful jurisdiction, so to conduct themselves as to
create no unnecessary excitement, and to use tiieir
utmosi efforts, consistent with (he requisitions of the
laws of this state, to suppress any needless collision,
and to maintain an amicable feeling with tlie citizens
of this state, and the United States residing withjii
the territory of Iowa, and in every respect iu the
discharge of their official funclions to conform slrictly and literally to the laws ol this stale.
In thus fuliiding the duty imposed upon me by the
constitution and laws of the state, which are si) ordered, that no right exists, which enables the executive to interpose its power in order to arrest or even
delay the progress of the civil authorily until such
time as the cause of the present difficulty shall be
removed, and that no alternative is left but to carry
the laws of this state into full and complele execution, I must at the same time express my sincere regret that the peaceful and kind interchange of friendly feelings between the citizens of this state, and the
citizens of the United States residing within the territory of Iowa are likely soon to be haishly suspended, and that a violent severance is about to be applied to, this that should bind a people whose langiMge, habits, pursuits and principles are the same,
and whose mutual interest prompts them to be
neighbors in sentiment as well as locality. In thus
declaring my individual feelings on this subject,
which. I have every reason to believe, are felt generally by the citizens of this state, I entertain the
hope that the enlightened authorities of the territory
of Iowa will permit to be offered no obstruction to the
vil

to
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peaceable and quiet administration of the laws of
Missouri, within the ceded and constitutional limits
of this state.
In testimony whereof, I Lilbiirn W. Boggs
governor ot the state of Missouri, have
hereunto set my hand, and caused .to
be affixed the great seal of the state of
Missouri. Done at the city of Jeffer[L. S.]
son, in said state, this twentj'-third day
of August in the year of our Lord, one
thousand eight hundred and thirtynine, of the independence of the United States the sixty-fourth, and of this

THE AMISTAD.

relative positions of the sun.

73

JVI. Duguerre v^'as devoting himself to the same pursuit as M. Niepce
when he associated himself with that gentleman, and
brought to the discovery an important improvement.
The coating employed by
Niepce had been laid
on by means of a tampon, or dabber, similar to the
process used in printing, and conseqnenlly the coating was neither of a regular thickness nor perfectly
white. M. Daguerre "conceived the idea of using
the residuum which is obtained from lavender
by
distilling it; and, to render it liquid and
applicable
wilh more regularity, he dissolved it in ether. Thus
a more uniform and whiter covering was obtained,
state the twenlieth.
but the object, notwithstanding, was not visible at
LILBURN W. BOGGS.
once, it was necessary to place it over a vase conBy the governor,
taming some kind of essential oil, and then the obJas. L. Minor, secretary offlale.
ject stood forth. This was not all that M. Daguerre
aimed at. The tints were not deep enough, and
this composition was not
The secret of M.Dagueire's wonderful invention, M. Niepce. Three days more sensitive than that of
were still necessaiy to obor discovery, by which he is enabled to transfer an
tain designs.
exact transcript of ruial scenery, buildings, &.c. to
now come to the great discovery in the propaper, and fix the colors permanently, is disclosed in cess
for which M. Daguerre has received a national
the following article, copied from the London Globe.
reward.
If is to the following effect:
A copper
For disclosing the secret, M. Daguerre is said to sheet, plated with silver,
well cleaned with diluted
have received from the French government 6,000 nitric acid, is
exposed to the vapour of iodine, which
francs, and M. Niepce, who also made discoveries forms
Ihe first coating, which is very thin, as it
in the same direction, 4,000 francs.
does not exceed the millionth part of a metre in
From the London Globe of August 23.
thickness.
There are certain indispensable precauIt having been announced that the process em- tions
necessary to render this coating uniform, Ihe
ployed by M. Daguerre for fixing images of objects chief of which
is Ihe using of a rim of metal round
by the camera obscura would be revealed on Mon- the sheet. The
sheet thus prepared, is placed in
day, at the sitting of the academy of sciences, every the camera obscura,
where it is allowed to remain
part of the space reserved for visiters was filled as from
eight to ten minutes.
It is then taken out, but
early as one o'clock, although it was known that the the most
experienced eye can detect no trace of
description of the process would not take place un- the drawing.
The sheet is now exposed to the vapor
til three.
Upwards of two hundred persons who of mercury, and when it has been
heated to a temcould not obtain admittance remained in the court perature of sixty
degrees of Reaumur, or one hunyard of the palace of the Institute. The following dred and sixly-seven
Fahrenheit, the drawino-s
is an analysis of the description given on this occacome forth as if by enchantment. One singular and
sion by M. Arago:
hitherto inexplicable fact in this process is, that the
The influence of light upon colors was known sheet, when exposed to Ihe action
of Ihe vapor.must
long ago.
It had been observed that substance ex- be inclined;
for ifit were placed in a direct position
posed to its action weie affected by it; but beyond over the vapor,
the results would be less satisfactothis lact nothing was known until 1536, when a ry.
The angle used is 4S degrees. The last part
peculiar ore of silver was discovered, to which was of the process
is to place the sheet in the hyposulgiven the name of argent corne, and which had the phile of soda, and
then to wash it in a large quantity
property of becoming black when exposed to the of distilled water.
The description of the process
light.
Photographic science remained at this point appeared to excite great interest
in the auditory,
until it was discovered that this argent corue (rldo- amongst
v\'hoin we observed many distinguished perruret of silver) did not become black under all the sons connected
with science and the fine arts.
rays of light.
It was remarked that the red ray
Unfortunately the locality was not adjusted suitascarcely effected any change, whilst Ihe violet ray ble for the performance
ot M. Daguerre's experiwas that which' produced the greatest influence.
ments, but we understand that arrangemenls, will
M. J. Baptisle Porta then invented the camera ob- be made for a public exhibition of them.
Thiee
scura, and numerous efforts were made to fix tlie
ly curious drawings, obtained in this manner,
pretty miniature objecis which were seen upon the were exhibiled—
one of the Pont Marie, another of
table of it, and the transitory appearance of which M. Daguerre's
atelier, and a third of a room conwas a subject of general regret. All those efforts taining some rich carpeting, all the
minutest threads
were fruitless up to the time of the invention of
of vyhich were represented with the most matheNiepce, which preceded that of M. Daguerre, and matical accuracy, and with
wonderful riciiness of
ltd to the extraordinary result that the latter gentle- efl'ect.
man has obtained.
M. Niepce, after a host of attempts, employed
SLAVES OF
AMISTAD.
sheets of silver, which he covered with bitumen
Reported for the N. Y. Courier and Enquirer.
(bitume de Judee) ihso'iVS'i in oil of lavender, the
DNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.
whole being covered with varnish.
On heating
Hartford, Fridav, September 20.
these sheets, tlie oil disappeared, and there remainTHE CASE OF THE AKRICAN CHILDREN.
ed a whiteish powder adhering to the sheet. Thus
Mr. Sedgwick addressed Ihe court this inornino-,
prepared, it was placed in the camera obscura; but in reply to the marshal's return tothelhabeascoriius
when withdrawn the objects were hardly visible obtained in the case cf the Aliican children, and put
upon it. M. Niepce then resorted to new raecitis on two affidavits made by Africans, proving that the
for rendering the objects more distinct.
For this children were naiive Africans; and a depoliition to
purpose, he jiut his sheets, when removed from the Ihe same effect was offered, that was made
by anocamera obscura, into a mixture of oil of lavender ai,'d ther African now in jail.
oil of petroleum.
How M. Niepce arrived at this
Mr. Ingersoll, on behalf of the Spanish claimants,
discovery was not explained to us; it is sufficient to stated that the persons were libelled in the district
as
state that, after this operation, the objects became property
they were also libelled by the Spanish
as visible as ordinary engravings, and it only re- minister, as the slave property of Spanish
subjects,
mained to wash the sheet with distilled water to and as such, ouKht to be delivered up and Ihey
make the drawings permanent. But as the bitum'e were also libelled by the district attorney; that Ihev
de Jiideejs rather ash -colored than white, M. Niepce might be delivered up to the executive, in order
to
had to liiscover the uu-ans of increasing the shadow^ their being sent to Iheir native country, if it
should
by more de.-ply blackening the lines, (hachures). be found to be riffht thai they should be so sent.
He
For this purpose he employed a new mixture of presumed that under this writ ol habeas corpus, the
siilphuret of potassium and io.line.
But he (M court would not take Ihe case out of the legitimate
Niepce) did not succeed as he expected to do, for jurisdiction of the district court, where it
was now
the iodine spread ilself over the whole surface, and pending, as, if the rieci.sion of that court
should not
rendered the object more confused. The great in- be satisfactory, the matter could be brought
before
convenience, however, of the process was Ihe lillle this court by appeal.
sensitiveness of the coaling, (enduit) for it someMr. Baldwin, of New Heaven, for the African
times required three days for the light to produce children, observed that they were held in
custody
It will easily be conceived, there- as property, a^ mere chattel's, in a case
sufficient effect.
in which they
fore, that this means was not applicable to the ca- were not before the court, and were
awaitin"
" the
obscura,
upon
v\'hieh
mera
it is
essential that the decision of another qiieslion.
object should be instantaneonslv fixed, since the re[The grand jury here came into court, and the
lative positions of the sun and the earth being chang- foreman said they were anxious to have
the direced, the objects formed by it were destroyed.
M. tion of the judge in the case of the African prisonNiepce was therefore without hope of doing more ers who were indicted for murder and piracy, which
than multiplying engraving.", in wjiich the objecis, was under their consideration. Judge Thompson
being stationary, are not eji'sctive by the ditierent told them that this court had the jurisdiction of the
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take them out of such possession.
the African prisoners indicted had no right to
give no opinion In tioii in the case of
pregnant with
ol murder, but he could
Judge Thompson said, It might be full of injustice, and
piracy.
furnished a statement ol for murder and
lo dispose of these imporconsequences,
evil
stavery
the case uidess they would
the
out
of
grew
States
of the United
to address them "the laws
him
a writ of
upon
lor
way
unless
summary
be
this
in
would
questions
,acts-it
The otience charged tant
and piracy The tutes and the laws of nations.
However abhorrent lo our teelings
eeuprally on the crimes of murder
out of two statutes, and would be habeas corpus.
the opinion ol the in this case arose
these human beings as
contemidate
be
to
United
might
it
the
Irand jury had a right to ask
all
in
if triable at
ol the court to tried in this district
the court were not at liberty to indulge
Lurt, and ,t would then he the duty
the courts of the United States have no property,
jurisdiction, and that is all States— but
another ill any sympathies with reference to that matter.
give ail opinion as to its
jurisdiction over offences committed in
only be governed by the law on the
could
subThey
otience, and on that
contended that the country, and if this be an
contended by some that there could
"'Mr' Baidwlnlesumed. He
opinion whether it be an offence at point. It was
of 7, S and 9, were ject I ^ive no
in human llesh, ytt it was impossiproperty
one
ol
no
children who were of the age
courts
be
The
cannot be tried here.
11, it
were free born;
they
been;
ever
had
nor
another; ble to shut our eves to the fact that slavery or the
not 'lave^lountry have nothing to do with those of
to Havana where they
can- right to control tiie persons of oth.-rs, was not onlyill-rallv captured and taken
country
foreign
in
a
committed
otience
nature and hu- and an'
of our
vessel sail- recognized by foreign courts, but by those
we^e s dd contrary to the laws of
another jurisdiction.
ordinances of Spain, in not be tried in
under the
to be own country, and men, human beings,
manity, and the laws and
ing under the papers of another country is
tliese children
slaves, had been returned to claimants,
existence long before the birth of
the
of
of
name
property
territorial
the
illegal, treated as a part ol
the intervention of the constituted repreHe cmitenled that the capture of them was
country to which she belongs, and as this court through
piratical,— ihe learned counsel then
the states to which such claimants
f do'iious and
the alleged ollence if it had been per- sentatives of
of Spain, to whom could not try
as properlti; as in the ca=e of the AnteSpanish
belonged,
read th- d-claralion ol the king
other
any
petrated in Spain or Cuba, or
denouncallegiance,
owed
Wheaton, p, 66— for it was on
th'-ie S lanish claimants
neither for the reason given, couhl lope, reported in 10
the captain and all the settlement, so
board that ground, and that alone, that they were so reing the'trade and subjecting
court try it as having been committed on
to a forleiture of all that
vessel,
slaving
a
of
soil
ol
turned.
oillcers
Spanish vessel, which is identical with the
to the Phllipine is- a
The court has a right to entertain the question,
their -noli and transportation
which she belongs. Under ihe state
the children were the country to
the grounds of the right of prolandsrand he maintained that
his honor, I have no hesita- and to inquire into
therefore the dis- of facts therefore, said
and
property,
not
consequently
jurisdic- perty; and after repeated decisions to this etfect, by
tion in telling you that this court has no
to
its jurisdiclion, and it was
to the s'upreme courts, it will not do for this court
you
trict court was ousted of
before
facts
sufficient
there
are
nor
court to insUtute an inquiry tion,
say "we won't entertain the question of property."
the duty of the higher
bill; there being no other
was one ol limited warrant you in finding a
will technically call it in
on'that pnint— the district court
jury, they and the petit The properly (for so we
grand
the
belore
business
claimed
service
the disinri.dielion. and in this case, the
the present instance) is in the possession of
were accordingly discharged.
by lieut. Gedney was within jury
and we are to inquire whether it IS
to have been rendered
Counsel then resumed their arguments, and Mr. trict court;
of New York, and
Ihe Afthe jurisdiction of the admiralty
court to bring up rightfully in such possession. Persons of
of
the
order
an
prayed
Baldwin
property {so far as it
slave rican race are recognis-d by law as property, and the
he liad no right to take the
Antonio, a colored young man, who was the
else
where
any
or
the
whether
London,
only
New
case
is
gave the fol- question therefore in this
was property 1, to
the captain of the Amistad, and he
Under
the place where he would of
possession by the district court is rightful.
for the sake of selecting
lowing evidence:
all events it
At
honor
case,
his
salvage.
for
of
this
claims
circumstances
his
was
peculiar
prosecute
the
Mtonio, (examined though lieut. Meade)—
it would be a viowere desirous to have another argucould not be entertained here—
slave, and was on board the Amistad said the court
wilhGreat Britain, which bound the captain's
confined entirely to the point
iiion of our treaty
slaves came on board— which they ment of counsel,
abolition of slave when the female
the
her
in
with
about a "wdiether the district court had jurisdiction in this
„s to co-operate
freely, and were not bound, and
humanity. Great Britain had did quite
proposed to counsel to take that quesowners
and
Spanish
case,"
trainc so abhorrentto
the
afterwards,
hour
quarter of an
dollars to Spain, as the price
the court on it
T.iid two millions of
The slaves walked about the deck, tion into consideration, and address
board.
trade, and if the court ?ame on
nf her living up the slave
There were Spanish in the afternoon.
.
as they liked.
r
u
uu
officer .,ow asked or went below
suggested that a brief should be
Ingersoll
Yankee
Mr.
perform"ed wdiat the United States'
a
was
there
port—
taith with and Yankee vessels in
siibmitied to his honor for his decision.
U lo do it would be a violation of good
there were many vessels there alter prepared and
man-of-war—
the
said
judge,
This course was objected to by Mr. Staples and
Ceat brilain. Did the district
He had been with his master ever since
to take these individuaU.' slavers.
Counsel then
uisel issue his warrant
was always treated well by Mr Baldwin, as very inconvenient.
lie was a little boy, and
result at
He could not do so, he would not do so with- his master and mistress.
retired to consult, and were to state the
they were property;
Afrio'clock.
the
two
of
o'i first judicially finding that
ofBahoo.one
The following affidavit
to the marshal was
granted
honor
his
AFTERNOON.
tne warrant
presented to the court, and a native Afriarticles ot personal cans, was
language
totak" Ihe vessel and other
At the afternoon sittins, Mr. Ingersoll, who was
can of the Mandingo tribe who knew the
that a
,„.,l„(„_;hese children were not personal properon oath as to his counsel for the libellants. repealed his wish
,
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become so. They formed
tv and n^vei could
who. born free, were capol'a i,umb>r of persons,
ahject slavery, bound lightly
to
reduced
tured and

part

feet, and who strugto'cther— chained hands and
Who would
liberty.
elnd for and achieved their
case was not to be
Tins
same?
not h ive done the

from the tribunals ol
it should be scouted
people sought and lound
our free country. These
state, Irom whence
an asylum in an neighboring
not as slaves, but as Iree;
thev were brought here,
them slaves, and
make
to
first,
asked
and we are
the Spaniards; but we can only
tlieu "ive them up to
before they can be delivand
properlu.
up
d.dlv?r
proved lobe properli/. 1 he
ered no they mu«; be
are\alued, it seems, at S2,O0O, and the

tolerated;

iUl eil

c

lieut. Gedney canned salw ole number on which
been assessed at one halt the total
re which had
woiih»2.j,no0
considered
were
Vahie
lengthened appeal, the
A tie -a very able and
by Mr. Staples of New
ed counsel was followed
1
r
strain, advocated the
impassioned
an
in
York who
children, observing upon he
^i.isV of these four
Don Pedro Monies, dared to
which
with
dihoo.l
ha
in our Iree country, and
come into a court of justice
Spam to ask
contravention of cur treaty with
,

?n

spoken by Bahoo, was examined
perfect comprehension of its subject matter.
Affidavit of Bahoo
in Africa, being duly
I, Bahoo, of Bandaboo,
cautioned, depose and say, that I knew Marngroo
and Kenyee, two little girh now in prison at Hartin Mandinford; that they were born in Bandaboo
o-oo,'and came over in the same vessel that I did to
Havana, as did Penna and the little boy Carle; that
they tvere about two moons in coming from Africa
than one moon.
to ffavana where they stayed less
Good many in the vessel, and many died— were
together by
chained
two
and
two
together
ti^ht
hands and feet, night and day until near Havana,
when the chains wire taken off— were landed on
the coast at a little place, near sun-set— staid until
night and walked into the city, put them into an
time
old building and fastened thein in— alter some
same
the people now in jail were put on board the
vessel they came here in, in the night, and sailed
away, about the time the gun fired. I know that
these children are the same that came over from
Africa, and that Marngroo and Keneyee were born
wluch w-as Bandaboo, and
ill Ihe same place I was,
BAHOO, his 1x1 mark.
further saith not.

these human beings, when
he d livery up of
us to countenance, won d
V ry act that lie desires
have subiected him
hv his own sovereign's decree,
goods, and to lengthened
Ills
all
?Jfi eZ'e of
Mozambique and he would h.m°,n" lorlationto
become a slave. The claim and Mr.
the

se ? have
preposterous, and the crime
Stinle^ in this case, is
is punishable by our
we an? called upon to sanction
district attorney asks for
'"The'nlea on which the
one-they are first o
children, is an anomalous

the

be made
slaves in order that Ihev may
the earned advof,U-but we have no right, said on hour; hey are
;
in durance
them
detain
cate to
we broalhe. In lie close
affree as the atmosphere

be created

a

with fine sentiment, he said,
of a s^.eech. glowing
property-yes it was,
?li,ws,.o a question of
inherent property of liberty; not a
b fit was the
boxes, they were not dealing
and
bales
of
nu'stion
they were on hnrher ground.
Sd^h such vul-ar traffic,
was
contending for that blessing which
Ui
This was a case ot lelony, and

ye

Iv. In

life itself.

property.-".^ prratis,
'Wony camiot confer
mnn mnlant.

el

la.

liLiilnis c:wln, dominium
the grand jury presented
af ernoou silting
XI
court, upon which they
nent of lads lo the

» M t
whether this court had juusd.c
dcs cd iU opinion,
•

his hobrief should be prepared and submitted to
should be
nor, in which all the cases on the point
at
decision
deliver
his
should
honor
cited, and his
some adjourned session of the court— for, he said
their attenthere had not been sufficient time since
point to protion had been specially called to the

perly consider

it.

(for the Africans
writ
all belore the court on a second
case where
of habeas corpus) observed that in a
stake
at
was
individuals
the liberty of so many
bound to coriie prepared to support their

Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Staples

who were now
they were

own

process.

.

Judge Thompson said the case was a vital one;
to dispose of it.
it was desirable ifpossible
Mr. Staples had made inquiry and he was satis-

but

fied

of the necessity of going on.

JudgeThorapson— "then wemiistgoon.

Ihe facts of the
had
ca^e and contended that the court of admiralty
and itwaa
property,
as
but
them
with
nothing to do
to
incumbent on the party applying to the court,
were so.
prove, as a preliminary measure, that they
jurisdiction
only
had
The marshal in admiralty
shore is not
1S3.9.
over property; and property taken on
filale of Conneclicut, Hartford, Sept. 21),
of the admiralty, (exiept
The anruinents of counsel weie not closed till within the jurisdiction
is not one) so that,
The court then adjourned till to-mor- in certain cases, of which this (which they were
half past 7.
people been property
row morning, when the judge will deliver his opi- had these
no jurisdiction
not) the admiralty would have had
nion in the habeas corpus case.
at the tune ofJ
as to such of them as were on shore
Hartford, Saturday, Sept. 21, 1839.
the jurisdiction
within
were
they
for
capliiie,
judge
Ihe
On Ihe sitting of the court this morning,
on the high
taken
Property
law.
Thompson said he was not prepared to .dispose ol of the common
convenient court,
the couit seas may be libelled in the most
Ihe question that occupied the attention of
disparticular
in
any
waters
in
taken
yesterday, fviallii— and, therefore, nothing that he but property
libelled in the court of Ihe district in
now said should be considered as other than inci- trict must be
all legal proceedings must
and
taken,
was
been
it
that
had
which
arguments
dental remarks upon the
Monte*
The case was brought before be prosecuted in that court. Don Periro
olfered to the court.
the Hlh September,
circumstances, and was one files an admiralty process on
it under very peculiar
they beas
properly,
persons
these
against
court
instant,
the
of very great difficulty— undoubtedly
tried
ing at the lime on land, but they could not be
was much embarrassed as lo how to dispose of it.
common law couit. by a jury— and the
Let it be distinctly understood, however, that the be?ore a
of
support
Ruiz—
in
to
applied
reasoning
stood per- same
p.irly brought up on the habeas corpus
(if "the
of criminal which Ihe learned counsel cited the case
ficlly discharg>-d from the accusation
lor the
much
So
391.]
Wheaton,
[S
done
be
to
sailor."
is
is,
what
The mere question
ollence.
asproperty.
....
»
with them?— and the course wdiich Ihe court pursues claim
Then as to the libel of the district attorney at
habeas corWilli respect lo those brousht up on Ihe
the
other Ihe siiitoi" the Spanish minister- what had
pus, is perhaps that to be adopted as to all Ihe
claimparties
The
minister to do with it?
Africans now in confineineiit. But the simple ques- Spanish
But ihe
the par- ed were neilher fugitives nor criminals.
tion now under consideration was, wdiether
libels tliein
pos-scssion district atlorney does not stop here, but
lies so brought jip were riglitlully in the
custody, and
this courl and prays that' they may be taken into
were,
they
if
and
court;
district
the
of

Mr. Baldwin then recapitulated
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he was on a survey within the state of New York,
it appear sometime herethey had been but he does not say that he actually discovered the
after (no body conld tell when) that
schooner Amislad within that district, and that he
improperly brought into this state, they might be
York.

so Utpt in order that shall

75

of thesj Spaniards should not be investigated. The
court, however, must be governed by the laws of
the United Stales, and not by the laws of the state
of Connecticut.
Our form of government recognis-

the seizure within the district of New
All the evidence before the court is what appears in ed the right to import slaves up to the year 180.9. It
The vessel, it seems, was taken oliMon- is true the constitution does not use that language,
the libel.
tauk Point. The grand jury, in their statement, say bill it recognises the right to a certain period, and
mile distant from the shore. If this be declares that till then it was a lawful importation.
it was a
correct, it was a seizure upon the high seas, and The constitution also provides for the recovery of
the
matter is rightfully belbre the court persons thtit may escape from one state into another,
therefore
very
behalf of the Spanish claimants, and argued
where service is due. It goes even beyond this,
this district.
earnestly in support of the jurisdiction of the dis- for
and interdicts the states I'rom passing laws that opabsence
of absolute certainty on this point,
the
In
trict court.
pose claimants from taking fugitive persotis in the
The district attorney succeeded in support ol his the court can endeavor to ascertain, from the best tree states. Should any slate pass such laws, .they
maps
and
many
examining
cited
by
and
reach,
executive,
evidence
ill their
the
of
behalf
on
libel
must look at things
would be absolutely void.
making
alter
and
charts, the locality of the i>iace;
authorities to sustain his arguments.
The court feel bound, therefore, to say
as they are.
The c.ise closed with the address of Mr. Staples, such an examiiiafion, they are of opinion that tlie that there is no ground upon which they can entertain
be
withui
appear
to
does
not
o'clock
seizure
place
of
until
7
actual
which was not concluded
the motion under the writ of habeus corpus.
The court then adjourned to S o'clock on Mon- the jurisdiction of the district court of New York,
Tliey fear that some misapprehension exists in the
but upon the high seas. The admiralty jurisdiction
day morning, when judgment villi be gived.
public mind as to the etiect and ground on which
Bemark.
water
to
low
extends
upon the ocean
jury,
tween high and low water mark there is alternate the case has been disposed of by the grand
The question
jurisdiction between the admiralty and common law upon the directions of the court.
KECISION OF JUDGE THOMPSON.
prewhat
been
effected
by
has
not
was
now
disposed
of
seizure
then that the
On the opening of the circuit court, Monday, courts. In deciding of
the court, upon the high viously took place. The only matter settled preSeptember 23d, judge Thompson gave his decision made, in the judgment
offence
no
criminal
had
been
was,
that
there
viously
can
ttie
court
dissatisfied,
either
p'arty
is
if
prisoners' seas,
with respect to the application of the
If
Stales.
the institute inquiry to ascertain the exact place, but cognizable by the courts of the United
counsel, to have the Africans discharged under
He the more regular course is lor the party dissatisfied the olfence ot' murder has been committed on board
writ of habeas corpus-— and denied the mation.
foreign
and
with
crew
foreign
vessel,
with
a
court,
foreign
a
of
the
as to to interpose a plea to the jurisdiction
said the question before the court was simply
the
the district court must institute an inquiry papers, this is not an oti'eiice against the laws of
thejiirisidiclion of the district court over this subject and then
It is an oifeiice against the laws of
It is not United Slates.
He regretted that the case had not been to ascertain where the seizure was made.
matter.
The
belonged.
vessel
which
the
then, for this court, at the present time, the country to
held up for further consideration, and that he had competent
cases, no
the district court, has uo jurisdiction in the courts of the United Slates have, in such
so little opportunity to examine the various impor- to say
Consequently this court cannot jiow pa~s jurisdiction; but if the o/l'ence be against the laws of
tant questions that are involved in it, witli that tho- case.
murthe question as lo tlie property— tliat matter nations, this couit v\ould have jurisdiction.
upon
He
desirable.
w.is
that
deliberation
roughness and
captain of the
pecu- belongs to the district court. Should either parly der commilled. as in the case of the
rei'i-etfed this the more, as the case is a very
nations;
of
law
against
the
ciime
Amislad,
is
not
a
decision of that court, an
It was one also difficult be dissatisfied with the
lia" and complicated one.
would not be a crime
in- appeal can be taken to the circuit court, and after- were the crime piracy even, it
to be understood by the public. He could not be
with
wards to the supreme court of the United States.-— against the laws" of nations, connected as it is
sensible to the fact that the feelings of the commuanil he Meantime the parties must be nut to their pleas in the slave trade.
question,
the
in
involved
deeply
nity were
facts. Sic.
there
were
the
all
perceived
in
order
that
they
court,
said
that
as
district
court
real
the
The
the
fea'red there might be misapprehensions of
note-takers present, they hoped they would be careIt is pos- may be put upon record.
questions to be disposed of by the court.
liil to make
a true representation of the decision.
misivpresenIt has been said this is a question ol liberty, and
sible, he said, that there may be some
these
He would, therefore, have preterred that therefore that this court ought to decide the case in The court does not undertake to decide that leaves
tation.
no right to their freedom, but
time shoulrl have been allowed for him to give a a summary and prompt manner. But, in the judg- persons have
subject
court,
district
litigation
the
in
in
matter
in
it
influence
that
thought
to
have
no
ment of tlie court, this ought
written opinion. But the counsel having
And lor reasons assigned deny iAis ?)ioadvisable— he did not say it was not excusable— to the decision. The situation of the prisoners is such to appeal.
now, he that they must be taken care of by somebody,^ tion.
call upon the court to dispose of the case
One of the counsel for the prisoners then asked
was compelled, though much against his wishes, to They did not come here voluntarily. It is not the
case, therefore, of persons coming here of their own the court if they meant to express the opinion thata
dispose of it in the best way he could.
and being taken up by other persons against foreigner coming here with a slave can call upon the
The qaeslion 1o be decided now is not as fo the ul- accord,
If the district court has jurisdiction of United States courts to enforce the claim of the fothe their will.
timate rights of either pari;/— but it is, whether
subject the schooner, they have jurisdiction of the pel sons reigner to the slave. Judje Thom|ison, in reply,
district court can take cognizance of the
these Africans, and they are bound to provide ne- said he did not wish to decide now upon the abstract
matter that grows out of this case. In order to as- of
United cessaries for them. They can provide for them as question. As a judge he did not feel called upon lo
certain this, we must recur to the laws of the
case seems to
The court was then adjourned sine rfic.
decide it.
The case has been placed before the court well as any other persons. The
States.
The district court was opened. The judge said
beings
in been argued on the part of the prisoners' counsel as
human
holding
right
of
abstract
the
on
if the court has no |,g sliouhl direct that the United States attorney
dischaiged
ought
to
be
they
The
if
slavery.
bondage, or on the general question of
This is not so". If it should be decided should repair to Montauk Point, in the revenue cutjurisdiction.
court Fs not called upon here to determine this abthat the district co.irt hrre has no jurisdiction, they ter, with a gentleman on the other side, lo investiIt is suRicieiit to say that the constiact question.
that th'- cause be transfeired fo the gate the facts, ascertain where the seizure was actualso
decide
can
altliongli the term
stitutioii of the United States,
The court would, in ally made, Uc. that the court would be adjourned to
district com t of New York.
slavery is not used, and the laws of the U. States,
vessel and cargo, and every thing meet in this city on the third Tuesday in November
send
the
case,
that
the
conhave
do recognize the right of one man to
The laws of the appertaining, to that court. Tlie prisoneis would next; and that mcai.lime it would be the duly of the
tiu! of the labor of another man.
discharged, but sent also to the district court marshal to see that Uie piisoners were coiiilinrlably
country are founded upon this principle. They re- not be
No benefit would arise to them in situated, provided with clolhes suited to the season,
of New York.
cognise this kind of right. Whatever private moII is that they had siilhci.>ril food, medical attendance, &.C.
their being removed from this to another district.
tives the court may have, or whatever may be
matter
a
of no consequence to the prison- The court would, it is presumed, .allow the prisontheriTore
brought
to
be
not
are
feelings on this subject, they
ers whether the question is tried here or in the dis- ers to be discharged on giving bail, but as it must be.
gi
into view in deciiiing this question. They must
trict of New York
on an appraisement, their counsel would not consent
jLime constructioli to the laws of the laiitl, sitting
The prisoners will probably be reminded ta
It has been said that the subsequent proceedings lo it.
in this state, as they would were they sittin
duty "'
filing these libels and claims here, were without the jail in New Haven.
ginia.
It is the province and the
jurisdiction
not
wMat
it
uilhin
the
case
is
and
But
if
the
are,
authorilv.
Fo determine what thj laws
EGLliVTON CASTLE.
leclings. of the distrht court, otiifr lib.-l< could be filed.
It
might b^ desirable they should be.
From the London Court Journnl.
order
Slid judge Thompson, are personally as abhorrent is true that il original libcU have been filed in
castle, August •2?,lk. 1839.
Eglinlon
here,
jurisdicliun
this
man
of
to bring the matter wMun the
lo the sjstem of slavery as those of any
As you are aware. I started from London on Sunwhat the laws court the proceedings may be inegiilar. If .tiiere ii
hill I must, on my oath, pronounce
last Birmingham train, and arrived
is, as
any irregularity it can be corrected by filing a new day night by the
are on tids subject. The true question then,
j5fter loiLiverpool by eight the next morning.
in
any of the questions in- libVl— the case being in the possession of the distric
t.) the law, and not as to
tering in this town lor five hours, I embarked en
to neter- court, it is bouiid to receive chiims of any body.—
volved in the case. The simple question
board a steamer stationed there for the purpose, and
Spaniard,
Conthese
court
ot
whether
decide
district
cannot
court
This
miue is as lo the right of the
of Tuesday found me in the splendid
have a right to these piusons, or whether they sliouli the uddday
necticut to take cognizance of the matter.
castle of loid Eglintou, from wdioin I received the
be put in the possession of tiie president of the U
Under the laws of the United States, all seizures
attenlicn, and to whose iinroinittiiig
polite
most
regularly
he
now
These questions are not
notice of iu that district Slates.
in a district are to be taken
They must come up hereafter, and kindness I am indebted for every opportunity of
fore the court.
where the seizure is made. The impoitani question
witnessing the details of the tournament, which will
the
Tiie
courts
of
them.
dispos'e
of
must
court
seizure, and the question the
is always as to the place of
next will give you
commence at noon to day.
with- United States have taken cognizance of cases aualaalways turns upon that. If a seizure is made
full particulars of every part of tills imposing cereof the district goustothis. The question of jurisdiction is a prein the limits of a state the jurisdiction
that your publicameanwhile.'knowini;
but
mony;
should
decide
couit
not
limiiiarv question, and the
If it is made on the hign seas, 'in;/
court is local.
The courts of the U. tion must go to press immediately on the receipt ct
the matter.— questioi.s of abstract right.
district court may take cognizance of
this express, I must perforce confine rnysell to a
cases
wdiere
focognizance
of
have
taken
States
It
Willie then was the seizure made in this case?
desciiption of the grand prepeiations which have
both sides reigners claimed the persons of slaves. But this is
s^e.us to be agreed by the counsel on
been made, in order to give proper eclat to the gormade in the district of the first instance where a writ of habeas corpus has
fiat the seizure was actually
geous pageant.
question
never
been
made
for.
has
a
II
applied
New York. If that be the case, this district court been
Lord Eglinton,wilh great good feeling and a proBut if the sei- whether they were instantly free on being brought
has no jurisdiction of it whatever.
The case of the Antelope per considc-ratiou lor the curiosity of the numbers
this district into tlie United States.
zure sv'as ill lact made on the high seas,
Portuguese
The Spanish and
wdio have flocked to Irvine (iom every part of the
had sup- is directly iu point.
court has jurisdiction. Judge T. said he
the siirriaindino- country, had jireviously ordered that
consuls claime<l these subjr'cts as proiierty
posed at first, that the seizure was in fact made in
title.
show
Ih.'ir
his paik sales shoulil be thrown open for the acconimust
they
coiiitsaid
came to exIhd district of New York, but when he
There may be an imjircssiua here, that because modatioii of all strangirs, desirous of witnessing the
Lieut.
amine the matter, he found it was not so.
Very much to
that the right interesting preparations in progress.
Coimeclicut,
tolerated
in
is
not
slavery
says
He
thing.
Geduey, in his libel, states no such

up to the president to be sent baclj to
Mr. B. then closed in an enertheir own country.
He said
getic appeal, praying their discharge.
was right they
ttiey would be taken care of (as it
should be) by the state of Connecticut.
Mr. llunijerford and Mr. Ingersoll followed on
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of visitors, their
th(? creditor the humbler classes
comliict has been unexceptionable, and of a nature
regret
his having
to
reason
no
lordship
to leave his
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1839—TOURNAMENT OF EGLINTON CASTLE.

For the information of your numerous readers, I
have extracted from an interesting work, entitled
Tournament^ or the Days of Chivalry, the following

Of course

there

go where you

tion,

is

no other subject of conversa-

will.

Some who

like

mystery

of this splendid pageant to
description of an "esquire" of old.
a desire on the part of the lord of the tournay to
this letter the
commencing
"At
the age 14 the title of 'esquire' was conferred orter a costly sacrifice at the shrine of some hitherof
moment
the
to
Up
on the youtliful aspirant (to the honor of chivalry). to unknown ladj'e lair. Others feel no surprise
following fashionables had arrived:
Marquis and marchioness of Londonderry, lord He was led to the altar by his father and mother; that one descended from the best blood of NormanFrances
Vane,
each carrying a wax taper in their hands. The of- dy, and since intermarried with the royalty of ScotSeaham.lady
lord
Seymour,
and lady
hon Cecil Forester, lord Archibald Seymour, Mr. ficiating; priest took from the altar a sword and belt land, should have bethought himself to revive the
lord and lady which having previously bestowed his benediction manly amusements of his ancestors, one of whom,
Irvine, Mr. and Mrs. Grant McDonall,
Charle'ville, lord Tullamore, Mr. Purvis, marquis ol upon them, he fastened to the side of the youth, by an unlucky mischance, killed a king of France
Waterford, lord George Beresford, captain Fairlie, who from that moment was authorised to carry in one of the knightly encounters of the olden time.
There were several degrees of esquires; the But I am inclined to suspect that the first idea of
captain Pettat, Mr. Lechmere, sir Hugh Campbell, arms.
and Miss Upton, highest was that of the body, or esquire of honor.
the toiiriiament was given by the casual observation
sir M. Wallace, sir W.Dunn, Mrs.
Mr Mrs. and Miss Margesson, countess Dovva;er He was in constant and close attendance on his of two ladies in Scotland to lord Eglinton, that such
Renmaster,
especially
times
While,
lady
in
of
danger;
carried
his
Mr.
a spectacle would be worthy of his name and galBushe,
Miss
of I.istowel and
dleshara and the Misses Thellusson, lord and lady banner when he went to battle, and sounded his cry lantry, and that in these apathetic days on which
Bdhaven, Mr. and Mrs. C. Wombwell, lord Alford, at arms. His office was to ilress and undress his we have fallen, there would be something grand in
Louis Napo- lord, also to assist him at table.
a representation of the "mimicry of noble war."
lord Craven, hon. F. McDonald, prince
I was a good deal amused on Saturday last at a
'Cursies he was lowlv and serviceable.
leon and aides-de-camp, sir Charles Lamb, lady
and
dulchess
of
little village not a hundred miles from this, where I
dnUe
Lamb,
Mr.
and
And carf before his fader at the table.-"
Mont"-omerie
MoniTose, lord Chelsea, capt. McDonall, sir Fran- And besides 'singing and fluting all day,' we are intended to go to church, but, by mistake, found myand lady Glenlyon
self in the conventicle ol some irregular sect. The
cis Head sir George Head, lord
told that an accomplished squire
preacher employed himself lor an honest threeand the Misses Murray, countess of Mexborough
Could son-is make, and well indite,
quarters of an hour, in endeavoring to persuade his
and lady Sarah Saville, lord and lady Sluarf de
'Just and eke dance, and well pourtray and write.'
lady
Jane
Haand
hearers that togratily their present curiosity by beMr.
Stuart,
Miss
and
Rothsay
Though this kind of squire, skilled in the wonders ing at "this device of the evil one," was neither
milton, lieutenant Crawford, lieut Gordon, captain
of 'spelling, writing and arithmetic,' was a scarcity, more nor less than to sacrifice their hopes for hereStevenson, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon, lord Kelbourne,
In to him pertained the pleasing duty of bearing the after.
captain Cox.
It is lamentable to witness this sort of fanacol. Slanden, Mr. Williamson and
among many frequent messages of love and gallantry. The man ticism in the present day; and one longs to neutraadililinn to these I may state that
earl and also attended his master to battle, guarded his pri- lize its elfect
Craven,
the
of
if it have any
countess
by telling the good
and
earl
the
others
soners; and was allowed to be in readiness with a people of Scotland, excellent Protestants as they
countess of Wilton, the marquis and marchioness
fresh horse and anus whenever they were needed." are, that a similar, though probably more powerful
of Abercorn and the hon. Mr. Jerningham, are exThe rules of chivalry define the actual encoun- anathema, was once launched against tournaments
pected,
ter thus:
by one of the popes— a Clement. I think, though,
The following is a list of the names of the knights,
at this moment I can't recollect the number of his
Jlctions worthy of honor.
esquires, &c.
,-t
j
holiness, on the muster roll.
I suppose that from
X. To break the most lances.
Kinf of the lournament— Themarqnisol Londonderry.
those premises a modern juste milieu man, anxious
2. To break the lance in more places than one.
Esquires— Colonel Wood, Mr. Irvine.
and Popery,
avoid
the
extremes
of
Protestantism
to
Not
to
put
in
rest
3.
until
near
your
opponent.
KNIGHTS.
.
c^"'""^^^-,, ^
( Lord A. Seymour, Mr- Grant,
must, of necessity, patronise the exhibition; but not
4. To meet point to point of the lances.
Earl of Eghnton.
Mr. G. Dundas.
happening to be of the juste milieu myself, I won't
j
5. To strike on the emblazonment of shield.
rSirC. Kent, Mr. F. Cavendish,
be positive on the point.
6. To perforin all the delermined courses.
Mr. L. Ricardo. Pases,
,
^,„
J
The following are some particulars which
Jlctions most worthy of honor.
r larquis of Waterford. <
l,-,^j Jq^., Beresford, Mr.M.
I have gleaned regarding the dresses worn by various
To brake the lance in many pieces.
White.
classes, about the periods indicated by the noble
5 Hon. F. Craven, hon. J. McJtctiona of dishonor.
Chaucer's "Tales in
originator of the tournament.
Lirl Craven.
Donald.
)
J. To break the lance across the opponent.
the Pilgrimage to Canterbury" present a vivid picEarl of Cassillis.
2. To strike or hurt the horse.
His squire, in his
ture of the dresses of his age.
t Hon. M. Gust, Mr. T. O. Gas3. To strike the saddle.
Viscount Alford.
immortal tales, is described as wearing a short gown,
)
CO"..-.
4. To drop the lancer's sword.
Sir D. Dundas, M. J. Balfour.
with "sleeves long and wide." His dress was also
Viscount Glenlyon.
5. To lose the management of the horse at the embroidered,
I Mr. A. Murray, Mr. J. Ferguaffect to trace the origin

1

•,

accorded them this privilege.
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—
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,

.

1

Hon.

capt.

Gage.

>
i

Hon. Mr. Jerningham.

}
(

Captain

Fairlie.

Sir Fred. .Johnstone.

(

\
I

Sir Francis Hopkins.
<

Captain Beresford.

>

son, capt. Tetiat, Mr.

Co.\--

Viscount Drumlanrig, hon. A.
Villiers.

Viscount Maidstone,

Mr.Lum-

lev.

Mr.R.Crauford, Mr.J.Gordon,

Mr. Charles Lamb.
Mr. C. Boothby.
<

Mr. Lechii

son.

Captain Stevenson, Mr. GCampbell.
Captain Purves, Mr. H. Wil-

\

Mr. Corrv. Mr.
Mr. J. 'Fane.

Horlock,

J.

BathnrsI,
dulte of Beaufort, sir FredericU H.
hon. captain
lord Cranston, Mr. Campbell and the
JVlaynard, have declined.
Fro-n this statement you will learn thatsome few
their appearance;
of the challengers have not made
of iinchalleriged,
but, on the other hand, numbers
signifiid theii inor rather of non-challengers, have
lear of plentilul
tention to enter the lists, so that no
conduct
sport need be entertained. The mode of
as follows:
to be observed in the lists is
lists, in a reguthe
entered
having
gallants,
The

The

lady undtr
and interesting order, each having a
matters havprotection, and other prelitninary
subject
courses
their
begin
to
ing been settled, are

lar

his

lo"lhe following rules;

,

,

-,,

.,
j
knight can be permitted to ride without
on the whole of his tilling pieces.
six courses with
2. No Uiiight to ride more than
the same opponent.
by the earl ofEglinton
It is expressly enjoined
:i.
each knight,
and must be distinctly understood by
that he is to strike
course,
upon enga"ing to run a

1.

,

No

hav'in.'

on no other part than the shield, and
the lance brothat an attempt made elsewhere, or
and advantages
l<en across, will be adjudged foul,
in former courses forfeited.
Lances of equal length, substance and quality,
.1
delivered to each
as far as can be seen, will be
Particukni'ht, ami none others will be allowed.
requested to be paid
lar attenlion is most earnestly
good and credit ol
this injunction, for the general
his opponeTit

to

the tournament.
B In default of the lances being splintered in
for the atleint
anv course, the judge will decide
made nearest to the'shicld.
be
At the lotirnay, or barrier, two blows are to
given in passing, and ten at the encounter.

N

encounter.
6. To be unhorsed
the greatest dishonor.
7. All lances broken by striking below the girdle
to be disallowed.
Eglinton castle is a massive square building of
stone having a round tower at each angle, and a
keep of the same form, and of large proportions,
rising majestically from the centre of the pile. The
fnirk is extensive, beautifully laid out, atid contains
some very fine beaches, with abundance of young
wood to fill up the gaps occasioned by decay of
time.
The first object that arrests attention on
Hearing the castle, is the immense extent of a
wooden pavilion in progress of erectioti, to he useil
as a dining and ball room.
This great house is situated immediately behind the castle, and is in the
whole .325 feet long, 16S feet is to be occupied as
the ball room, L36is the dining room, with a saloon
in the centre of 2(J feet.
The whole is to be cover
ed with canvass, made to resemble marquees, the
interior being decorated in the most splenditi manner possible, and hung with rich chandeliers. From
the billiard room of the castle, the great window of
whicli is to be levelled with the floor of this building, the company will walk into the dining room,
and the deception will be so complete that no one
unless they knew, would ever suspect but that
these gorgeous halls were a part and parcel of the
Five hundred persons will dine in this
castle itself.
temporary room with ease. Proceeding 'onward,
and across a beautiful cast iron bridge over the Lugton, you at once perceive the serpentine walk, laui
off as the route of the knights and their train from
the castle to the tilting ground, where a line of
splendid galleries are already erected.
Never since the visit of George IV to Scotland
in 1S22, has any thing taken place wherein the people of Scotland have displayed so great an inlerest
as at present, and, I am sure now, that the earl of
Eglinton is fairly engaged in getting up his grand
national spectacle for the nmiisement of the public
nothing could alford him more sincere pleasure
than seeing it go ofl' well; and nothing being more
conducive to this desirable result than line weather,
that,
I trust the people will not be disappointed In
liuritig every hour immense cartloads of all sorts of
decorative finery are arriving at the castle, the
eronnds arounil which presi-nt a scene of bustle,
with all the various tradesmen at work, many of
whom arc Iroin London, which is quite enlivening

—

—

Alle

full

"As it were a mede,
of fresshe flowers white a rede."

His looks

Were crull as they were laid in prose."
His yeomen were clad in "a cote and hoode of
grene," his horn slung in a green baldiick, a silver
figure of St. Christopher was on his breast, and a
gay handsome bracer on his arm. A sword and
buckler hung on one side of him, and a dagger on
the other; asheal of arrows, with peacock's feathers,
was tucked beneath his girdle, and he bore "a
mighty bow" in his hand. In the "Friar's Tale."
another yeoman is described wearing a couriepy of
gieen, and a hat with black fringes.
The franklin or country gentleman, is merely
stated to have worn an anclace or knife, and a gipeire or purse of silk hanging at his girdle, white
'

as milk.

The merchant is represented in "motley" (i. e.
with a forked beard and a "Flanndrish
beaver hat," his boot clasped -'fayre and felously."
The doctorof physic was clothed "in sanguinand
in perse," (i. e. purple and light blue), lined with
talfata and sendal or cendal.
In the "Testament of
Cresseyde," Chaucer speaks of a physician in a
scarlet gown, and "furred well, as such a one ought
to be;" and he may mean scarlet by "sangnin," as
scarlet and purjded were terms used indifferently
one for the other.
part}' colors),

The sergeant-at law's dress was a medley coat,
with a girdle of silk, ornamented with small bars or
stripes of {iitieient colors.
The reeve or steward, wore a long surcoat, he
had a rusty sword by his side, his beard was closely
shaven, and his hair rounded at the ears and decked
on the top of the crow-n like a priest's.
The miller was clolhed in a white coat and a
blue hood, and was armed with a sword and buckler.
His hose on holidays were of red cloth, when
he also twisted the tippet of his hood about his
head, a fashion amongst flit' gallants.
Hats, caps and high bonnets are worn as well as
chaperons.
The latter have sometimes a single
feather in front.
The hair was worn long and curled with great
care, as we have already" found that of the squire
descrihed. The beard was forked and the mousta-

che in all knightly elligies is long, and drooping on
each side ul the mouth over the camail.
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Having, ibrtunaiely, a "lemale friend at court,"
enabled to send you a description of the dresswhich will be worn by Miss Septon, (one of the
maids of honor to the queen of beauty), who, as
Beatrice of Ferrara, will appear in a lobe of pinlc
gros de Naples of the richest description, having
full trimmings of the same material, with ample
sleeves, halflong, turned back with rich point lace
ruffles in the fashion of the day, with ancient jewelled armlets and bracelets; the whole style of the
dress (in the costume ol Henri Qnatre) sets otf the
wearer to great advantage. This lady has aUo a
ball dress costume ol very rich white satin, with a
silver and crepe lisse trimming, with silver tags,
the berthe and rnfiles of rich point lace, the stomacher covered with silver; the head dress a gohlen
Also a ball dress in the costume
fillet with jewels.
I aia

es

Louis, a jacket of pale blue velvet lined
throughout with white satin, close fitting at the
embroidered with a deep border of sih'er,
blue velvet open sleeves embroidered in silver with
under sleeves of white satin, having deep double
ruffles of ancient point lace; an under dress of rich
white satin with a gothic trimmini; the head dress,
a very small blue velvet cap, embroidered in silver,
andattaciied to the head with a silver arrow. Lastly, a beautiful ball dress of crepe lisse over white
satin, full trimmed with silver lace, over this a tunic
of crepe lisse richly trimmed with .silver; the head
dress and turban embroidered in gold and imitation
This dress was in the Greek costume.
stones.
Several other rich and beautiful dresses will be
noticed as peculiarly adapted to the occasion.
One
lady has a very rich dress of pale blue satin, having a deep border of ancient point lace round the
petticoat, trimmed with knots of blue ribbons, with
bodice and stomacher with point
i close-tilting
lace, slashed open sleeves, with very full under
ileeves of crepe lisse in the costume of Rubens.
A. black velvet hat with large Roman pearls, point
ace, and plume of white ostrich feathers; the same
of St.

waist,

,;ostume.

Another
Marie

will

Sleuart,

appear in a biaclc vehet dress a la
full trimmed
with large Roman

and an ancient corrlelier of the same, having
under dress of white satin, also full trimmed

pearls,
in

gothic bordering, the bodice close fitting
a full point lace rutf, the double sleeves of

vifh a
tith

with white satin, and trimmed
large Roman pearls and point lace ruffles;
ead dress corre.^pont!ing.

ilack velvet lined
fith

"history of this splendid paI observe that the
eant is not likely to be confined to the columns of
he newspaper's.
One of your principal London
irintseller.a is down here, with several artists and
lany thousand prospectuses announcing the impublication of an 'Illuminated History of
'gliuton Tournament;' to be enriched with splerrlid embellishments in colors and gold, from drawigs made on the spot.
Lord Eglmton has granted
very facility to the artists who are engaged, and
,as subscribed for several of the copies in gold, an
xample which has been extensively followed by
The fortunate publishlie nobility at the castle.
jra have met with general support in
their spirited

liediate

jndertaking.

At

'

a late

our this

FIRST bay's PEOCEEDINGS.
hour last night, or rather at an early
morning, were received the following

articulars of the first day's proceeding.s;

•
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'

;

k

i
:
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From an early hour on Wednesday morning peoleon horse, in vehicle, and on loot, began to move
a perpetual stream toward the- castle.
Unfortuitely, however, the day was so exceedingly wet
considerably to impair the effect of tlie pageant.
The dresses of the gentlemen not in plain clothes,
ere chiefly of the 15th and IGth, century, while
e ladies seemed generally to have followed the
istume of the court of the unfortunate Mary.
About 12 o'clock, a party of SO from Dunoon
liefly composed of Glasgow ladies and gentlemen,
:i

r.

le

1

'he
,1,

ir

headed by Mr. William Campbell, walked into
of the stands, attendeil by a band of music.
Highland dress was rather prevalent among

em; but some

very handsome costumes
by the company.

were

ivertheless sported

The

chosen for the tournament was a beautilly situated piece of level ground, about three
inutes walk northeast of the castle, delightfully
:nged with wood.
The tilting yard was an obig square, about 650 feet loui; "and 2-50 wide; in
? centre was the barrier, a firm wooden erection,
t -0 feet long, and four feet six inches in height.
™ fectly opposite the barrier was erected the grand
jnd, a handsome chaste erection in the Gothic
yle.
In the centre of the grand stand, which
(id about 700, was placed an elegant chair for the
'lUeen of love and beauty," surmounted by a gorpus canopy. On each side of the canopy were
(fadsome pilasters, gilt, with the cornices beautisite
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fully carved and gilt, ami folds of blue silk hanging due hoihage to the throne of beauty, was also rebetween the pilasters. The whole front was deco- ceived with a smile, and an acknowledgment of his
rated with gilt ornaments, over a ground of crimsoii gallant conduct.
The seats were also covered with crimson.
cloth.
combat with the two-handed sword here took
The grand stand was flanked on either side by two place between Mr. McJan and a soldier, when Mr.
large stands for the accommodation of 600 persons McJan was declareil victor.
each; while on the opposite side of the lists was
The fifth display of tilting brought once more
placed a small stand for sixty, for the accommoda- upon the list ttie marquis of Waterford and lord
tion of the press. Round the lists stood the knight's Alford, when the marquis was the victor.
The
tents and marquees, covered with striped oil cloth queen having awarded praises to the gallant knight,
ol various colur-s, according to the tastes of the va- the tilting ended for the day.
rious ov\neis.
At a sliort distance from the bairiLady Seymour left the ground as she had entered
ers, on each side, were slances, containing the lan- if, in her carriage.
The departure of the queen
ces for the knights, and at one side of the extremi- was a signal for the knights, &c. also to depart.
ties of the yard there was placed upon a pedestal
The Irvine archers were in attendance at the
the "quintain," a huge model of the human figure stand, during the proceedings, as guard to the
in wood, placed upon a pivot, so as to revolve if queen of the tournament.
They were very handnot struck fairly in the centre of the lances of the somely dressed a la Robin Hood, and presented,
kfiights,
with their bows and arrows, a most imposing apIt was announced that the procession was to pearance.
leave Eglinton castle at one o'clock; but it was
SECOND D.\Y THURSDAY.
nearly two before the whole could be arrayed in
This was, or should have been, the second day
proper order. When it began to rain heavily, the of the tournament; but the morning was ushered in
idea of the queen of beauty, (lady Seymour), pro- by storm, and doubt and anxiety pervaded the
ceeded on horseback, as had been arranged, was minds of thousands. Bitter as the rain was, and
abandoned, and her ladyship, and her attendant wild the wind, numerous parties hied them to Egmaid of honor went to the lists in carriages.
linton as a charmed spot.
Hundreds of visiters,
Lord Eglinton, who sustained the character of too, who h,ad been unable to attend on the first day,
"lord of the tournament," wore a splendid suit of came in from a distance, in spite of wind and
armor, which was covered with gold and richly weather, and among these we notice numerous dechased. His horse, which was a very magnificent partures from Edinburg, Glasgow, Dumfries, &c.
animal, was richly caparisoned in cloth of blue and At an early hour a rumor got abroad, that the vvoik
:old.
The noble earl seemed to take great delight of the tournament would be entirely given up from
in caracoling round the lists, and was received the bitterness of the weather, and this impression
every where with cheers. Lord Londonderry, as was afterwards officially confirmed by an intimation
king of the tournament, wore a robe of black vel- from lord Eglinton, to the regret of thousands,
vet over a lower dress of ermine, and his coronet though all at the same time felt pain that his lordset with variegated plumes.
The marquis of Wa- ship was likely to be baulked by the elements
terford who appeared as the knight of the dragon, in giving a national treat, which the present genehad the oldest armor in the field, being of the reign ration may not view again. If the strangers could
of Richard III.
It was a suit of polished steel, not see the tilting they resolved to see the tilting
fluted.
His horse was caparisoned in blue and ground, and during the forenoon, the grounds and
white. Lord Gleiilyon, the knight of Gael, was lists were covered by some thousands, who feasted
attended by his Alhol "followers," a body of men, their eyes and expressed the hope that a change of
whom it would be difficult to match in this or any weather might yet allow the tourney to be enacted
other country.
in projier style.
The tilling was then commenced. The first
Though all resretfed the event, as we have said,
knights who encountered each other were "the no one could aflix blame; and the result showed,
knight of the swan," the honorable Mr. Jerning- that causes to which all human intentions and acham, and "the knight of the red rose," J. R. Lech- tions sink into abject insignificance, had alone lor
mere, esq. Having taken their place at the ex- a lime, clouded the exyiectations of the mass; for
treme ends of the barrier, the knights advanced the wish to gratify was prominentin every action cf
upon each other, (one running along each side of the lord of the tournament. About mid-day the
Ihe barrier), and met near the centre, when the qjlouds dispersed, and the sun showed his welcome
knight of the swan brought his lance to bear upon countenance: thousands, who had till then kept
the helmet of his opponent, breaking the lance by their chambers, were invited out, and at two
the stroke.
The combalants both rode on to the o'clock, the grounds of Eglinton were nearly as
end of the barrier, opposite to that from which much crowded as before. All this was cheering,
they started, and again took up their position, a and, no doubt, his lordship felt that a certain degree
new lance having been put into Mr. Jerningham'.s of responsibility attached to him in bringing Irom
hand by his esquire.
second rencontre took their homes, near at hand and far away, legions of
place in the same way as before, but nothing de- merchants, tradesmen, shopkeepers, and indeed
cisive occurred; at the end of the barrier the armor every class of the community, and that it was his
which covered the neck and head of the knight of duty to gratify them by hook or by crook. The
the swan's horse flew off upon the ground. This willing mind can compass much, and at once, his
was the only incident worth}- of notice in the first lordship resolved, that the two day touriie\' should
tilt.
take place, come wdiat may, and Friday-, (this day)
Next appeared the earl of Eglinton, lord of the at one o'clock, was fixed for the completion of the
tournament, and the marquis of Waterford, knight tournament, and, from the appeaiance of the weaof the dragon.
In the first encounter, lord Eglin- ther at the time we are writing, we indulge the
ton came tilt upon the shield of his opponent, but hope, that the spectacle will come on in very differwithout producing any effect. A second course ent style from the performances of the unfortunate
followed, when the earl broke his lance over the Wednesday.
head of the marquis. This ended the combat, the
Active and energetic measures were immediately
earl of Eglinton being the victor.
His lordship, taken to counteract and nullify the etiect of the
attended by his esquires and pages, then rode to previous announcement, and the news that Friday
the front of Ihe cauop}^ on the grand stand, and would give a tournament flew with the rapidity of
made a lowl)" obeisance to the queen of beaiifv. the "fiery cross of other days." Lord Eglinton
who kindly awarded praises to the "gentle knight" himself mounted horse, gallopped over the princifor his gallant conduct.
pal part of his gi-ounds and out of them, announcThe next display was made by sir P. Hopkins, ing to ever}^ party whom he encountered, whether
"the knight of the burning tower," and Mr. Lech- amounting lo two or twenty, that "there will be a
mere, "tiie knight of the red rose." In the first tournament to-.morrow at one o'clock." The anencounter, the knight of the red rose snapped his nouncement was every where received with gladspear over the heluiel of his opponent, who rode ness; and it is our impression, that within an hour
on scatheless to the end of the barrier. In the se- after the resolution was formed, the news was in
cond course, the knight of the burning tower per- the possession of twenty thousand people, and
formed what was considered a masterpiece of tilt- numberless persons who had placed themselves
ing, by dislodging part of the helmet of Mr. Lech- under sailing orders, countermanded their intenmere, and making it spin high into the air.
tions, and "resolved to he there to see."
The band
third onset took place, when sir P. Hopkins broke of the 78th was brought to the lawn before the cashis lance over the shield of Mr. Lechmere, and was tle, and played many spirit-stirring airs, while all
the victor.
He then made his obeisance to the assumed the appearance of gladness.
queen of beauty, and received her acknowledgWithin the castle the excitement was not less.
The armour had been early removed to the banments.
Lord Glenlyon, the knight of the gael, was then quet hall, where the rust which Ihe jirevious daymet by lord Alford, the "knight of the black lion." had attached to it w'as removed and all was placed
In the third course, the knight of the gael smote in readiness for another bout. In this room we had
the plumes from the helmet of the black lion; and an opportunity for inspecting the gear in which the
the black lion, in return, broke his lance over the various knights had appeared on the preceding day.
gael.
Lord Alford was the victor, and having paid From the weight of the detached pieces, the entire
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sa iioavv thai owr wonder
lit^L'"
iijii-t iiJi'*'
oi.ly to supKioivs lio.i- llie knights svere able uot
and that
port thL-,n,butlo preserve their a-.lity;
pr.iclice ot
the
which
exertion
cool, thou'^h active
not holyday tinthe lists requires. Their armor is
bona fide sense.
del fabrication, but in a tiueaad
when tournahas braced tlie persons of Icnights
fashion, and periodically practised

sun

i,euiie.-

v.

a?

j-islly holds agjiiis:
trimmed with er^nine, which wa? much prais- sippi
whigs loi
gardless ot the gratitude due to lue
Lady Moritgom.!ry was aitired in black velvet
warfare which 1..-;
ot bold, untiring, and successful
countess
The
gold.
with
trimmed
dress richly
in power— a pa. ly
party
the
against
waged
have
atMexhorough wore an eastern costume, which
destructive
handsome under the baneful in.luence of whose
tracted much attention, as did also a very
.

dress,

ed'

this
Among theories and corrupt practices the prospenty otall.
dress worn by Miss Stuart De Rothsay.
Above
I
best o-reat nation has withered and died.
the kni^'hts the m.irquis of V\"aterfbrd had the
exultation that the
as a remembered with pride and
Ingestrie,
lord
were
retainers
his
In
turn out.
preserved the honor ol
had
Mississippi
ments were in
of
whigs
silk,
Turkish
vener- Turkish doctor, in a dress of damask
Esau like, was
by the noble and princely. Some of it is as
tartan; the state, when the opposite party,
bare heels, and yellow slippers, cap of grey
is more
|)olitical pottage
able as the days of Richard II, and none
character. bargaining it away for a mess of
his beard grisly, in keeping with the
to the immorta,
entitled
are
alone,
they
modern than tlie time of Queen Elizabeth. All in
and
They,
The pope, or holy friar, and Irish gentleinm— one
is patching or rethe first traitorous hlo\j
lact, thai the moderns have done
in a dress ol praise of having warded oil
open; of the best characters present- was
It was beneati
franchise.
paring the rents which lime miy have left
huge keys, cross, beads, aimed at the elective
pii-ces com- brown serge, and bore
and
variousplates
servile tools of thi
the
the
whole,
that
the
but, o^ii
instruments ot their stern reproof
bells, a book, and large candle, the
ro=ing the suit, were firm and sub.-tantial, and
president shrunk abashed, and it was upon tiis'i
The
church.
Popish
the
in
excommunicatiofl
showed liltle marks of decay. It has taken a long
mandate they surrendered the rich jewel they hai
"Pops" was at the head of lord Waterford s
time to make the collection which is now atEj;lina Highland chiel- stolen.
that in- procession, and was followed by
beyoBi
tou castle, and we have reason to know
the whigs have already honored tar
and
black
dress
ot
tain, Mr. Thomas Price, in a
dependently of what has been gathered in Engmy humble deserts; and, in retiring from pnliticj
on the white, trimmed with silver.
succeede
land, extensive purchases have been made
contests, I did not doubt that I should be
John
IJelord
were
marquis
the
The esquires of
continent— at Liege, in Spain, Italy and elsewhere.
by those who would, with equal zeal and ample
sir Charles Kent, Mr. Mark Whyte, capAs the day brightened, various members ol the resford,
capacity, fight the great battle of principle.
Lumley, captain Lewis Ricardo, Mr. Maidreceiving your comaiij
company in the castle repaired to the ball-room for tain
I hesitateil, therefore, on
ministrels
the
and
a cen- stone and Ml. J. W. Beresford;
became
soon
it
and
question of my duly in sa
promenade,
or
loun"e
a
Sir Charles Lamb iiicalion, not from any
firms who, for a were an Irish piper and harper.
personal considerations to th
tre of attraction from the beautiful
figure. Mr. crificin"- private and
ancient
an
of
dress
"reeii
lovely
Whatever wore a
space enlightened it by their i>resence.
success'of the good cause, but from fears lest th
be Giimour had a'beautiful green velvet surcoat, trimhad betraye
mi'ht be the state of the weaiher, it is not to
partialities of my f: lends in Madison
med with sable, long black boots ot the old fashion,
supposed that tedium could afflict the company; for
them into an injudicious selection. From the sut
front,
in
dagger
gilt
a
velvet,
and a cap of black
in other parts of t^
whigs
the
of
doubtless there were many present who like, Chauaction
seqnent
with ivory handle. To describe the dresses partiforced to the conckisjc
cer's squirJ,
are state, however, I have been
cukirly would occupy a greater space than we
whether judiciously or not, they are desiroi
"CouMson^s make and well inilite,
prepared for; let it suffice to say, that all the fancy thiit,
Being convinced.
write,
and
pourtray
nomination.
well
in
of placiu"- me
Jast, and eke dance, and
the richest description, and seemed
of various publ
with- dresses were of
of the the fart from tiie proceedings
and no doubt thev lent their powers to enliven
to have sulfered little bv the inclemency
expression ol H
general
time
a
the
was
as
well
enjoyment
as
meetin»-s,
or
in door.s when exercise
Wednesday. The tilting went on with
any longer in phcJ|
however, weather on
the whi' press, I do not hesitate
denied uilhout. Some animating work,
spirit, and there was a splendid ball in
great
myself in Ihe hands of our iiolitical friends, wi
went on in the bill-room, and not the least exciting castle in the evening.
inasmuch as I ^
the distinct understanding, that,
was a series of lilts on foot, made by Prince Louis
armour,
ceede to their wishes, not fiom motives of perso
MISS.
Naoo'leon and Mr. Lamb, wlio were both in
OF S. S. PRENTISS,
sincere desire to
with
from
a
run
but
was
course
aggrandizement,
mimic
al
the
S.
S.
and between who.'u
ACCErrING THE NOMINATION FOR D.
my duty to the country, so my name shall at ntt
Vk'n-iburg, Jugiist 10, 1839.
much spirit. At the same tira^ every exertion was
nomina'ion, should subseqiie
made to banish moisture from the ballroom, in
Gentlemen: I have been honored by the re- be witlidrawn from
will, sol
throng
glittering
June, transmit- observation indicate, as it very probably
which it had been arranged th\t a
cei[it of your letter of the 29th of
.,,
would a?3.^.nble the same evening, and make up for tin.' to me a copy of the proceedings of the whigs more appropriate candidate.
of an epistle will hard
liscence
reasonable
The
Wednesday.
held
by
meeting
of
public
tha intermission
oi' Madison county, at a
political dc
admit of an extended exposition of
THIRD DAY FHID.iY.
th'Mn "for the purpose of recommending a candiSttiirdai;.
indeed, do I consider it the most desii
?"/ ini the Glasgow Cotiricr of
succeed the hon. R. J. Walker in the senate trines, nor.
Neither dy
gave date to
bl» channel for their inculcation.
Sireaki of azure, far above the using clouds,
of the United Stales."
me, on the present occasion,
token that the heavy vapors were dispelling belore
nomination for that office of high honor deem it requisite for
own
My
the
disquisition upon subjects whi
midd.ay
labored
By
any
sun.
info
grago
advancing
once
and
at
the
the rays of
was entirely unexpected,
The and trust perplexed me. I am not insensible to I have had the "ood fortune to discuss belore t
vault of heaven never looked more lovely.
tified and
of the sta
lustre,
opinion of people at large,''in almost every county
orb of dav had now bedecked, in golden
that ambition which seeks the good
to
gladness
and
joy
inspiring
need only say that my Opinions in relation
every obj.-ct in nature,
others, and is gratified by its exhibition, even when I
have b(
measures
administration and its
Nov.- did we look lor
in the hearts of all around.
colored by kind partiality and friendly prejudice. present
observation and experiei
as in the
the
tnurnamsnt
fortified
bv
I'reatlv
ocof
worthy
of
splendor
me
and
deem
bustle
the
That the whigs of Madison
which lia
Irvine
the'last year. 'The developments
olden tim», and we were not disappointed.
cupying a seat in the highest deliberative body on Sf
the conduct ol the liiii
was all a"on-, as if weakened from a drowsy slum- earth has not failed to awaken the most grateful hern made in relation to
have astonish.d
ment
and
'.'oven.
Innkeepers
the
of
duty.—
allairs
courso
cial
cheerful
to
the
ber to active anri
emotions. But [ was perplexed as
no
the whole nation. It is now a matter
waiters, were hurrying—
hostler.!, grooms and
proper for me to pursue. I had never indulged the shocked
all
surmise or partisan invective, but ot sole
coaches, cahi and carts were in requisition on
vanity of supposing that my services could be of
undenia
and
admitted
upon
streamand
based
town,
continuance in demonstration,
ha, i,ls— strangers poured into the
suffic'ient importance to require my
vouched for, and pnblis!u-.l
ed in humlreds along the level road to Eglinton political life any longer than my inclinations prompt- facts investigated,
the popular hrancl
Ayr and the neigborI had der the dtliberate sanction of
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From Kilmarnock,

castle.

Accordingly, after mature reflection,
earliest
long since determined to abandon, at the
private
opiKirtunity, all participation, except as a
which
citizen, in political alfairs; in the conduct of
even mv limited observation hnd discovered imbecilhypocrisy lor
ity too 'frequently pass for capacity,
candor, and cold hearted selfishness for ardent and
Political science has bedie-interested patriotism.
come, for the most p.art, the science of deception.
Not only are the dictates of reason and experience

ed.

lolling
in" towns, came rich mercliaiils and nobljs,
Kyle
inlheir carriages. The farmers from Carrick,
Iroin
landlords
(urthy
and Cunninghame, and the
forward
villages deserted by the inhabitants, drove
and
flowers
with
decorated
horses
their
carts,
ill
mnslinbushes, while laughing Scotch girls, the
sewers of Kilwinning, Dairy and the districts adrejicent, threaded al(»ng barefoot, their shoes and

Vreshinents bundled in their napkins or plaids.
''When iosdin" forward on the western road,
sicam,
[U-'.:\ 0:1 lhc7oll; in ruful whirling
So niim'r nn, that th' approaches, long and broad,
One waving field of gowns and hoai tails seem.
load
.
wiih
Tiic f.u man pulling noes, oppressed
Of cunihrous flesh and corpulence extreine;
liis loes
with
and
along,
bounds
man
lean
The
slow bcloro him goes.
S.iiite on the fat man's lioels, that
the essturdy band of cotters and laborers on
o' Montgomery
CastUi
"the
tate of CiiUfield,
and plaid, in the
had arrived, each attired in bonnet
walked up to he
old Scotch fashion, and these
and the
grounds in order, headed by the gardener,
seen, brought up
miller, dusty as ever miller was
expected,
was
time
this
at
touriny
the
As
the rear.
ground was at
the anxiety to obtain places on the
The lists presented a scene of
its highest pitch.
occupied as
was
stand
grand
the
daz/.ling splendor;
am
and the general elf.'ct of the lovely l.ices
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wickedly and
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Iv for the most sinister
ascended the chair of state, it has
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richly

and richly embroison robe trimmed with ermine,
lady in waiting on
dered gauntlets; Miss McDonald,
criuisou and black velvet
rich
a
wore
queen,
the

plans of future life, and admonis'ied me of the
1
withdrawn the eyes of the people from
ness of a"-aiii plunging among the wild breakers of gree,
enormities, and directed them with m;
public opinion, where the b,irquo that moves 'ne-Al
private sulfen
own
their
to
earnestness,
swamped,
choly
be
straightlbrward is almost sure to
hes
the rude blow which the robber
while the lacking and veering craft, by .adapting it- Thus
inoi
wave, gains with one hand diverts the attention for a
self to each sudden change of wind and
Ihe other.
with
commitling
he
is
theft
Ihe
On the other hand, I could not from
the port in safety.
reini
But corruption is by no -.ni-nns the only
our helovrd
for-'et the obligations which biml me to
O
charact.ni,tic of ihe party in power.
staU,— obligations that shall never call upon inc in ble
upoi
brought
have
measures
the vciy ruin its
vain, when they point out a made by which I can
contrive to extract political ca
any portion of the heavy claim Missis- country dors it
'

order
procession moved in nearly the same
The cpieen of beauty and her
as on the fir,t day.
dresses, tnmguard of laily archers in gieen velvet
Ihe
iiallreys
meil with ermine, now rode Iheir
caul of gold netniieen herself wore a coronet and
crimgilt, over the neck and breast, a

The

work

defied.

set at naught, but facts themselves
Pliysical truths, no less than moral, which have Images been considered impregnabl", fall like belea-
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lor
its high functions, not
country, but of party— not honei

power, and exercises

any government. The correspo|ulc
ci ea
chiel and his subordinates is
to the iiiti Uigf
to the moral sense, and insulting
unblushing i>roU
of the people. Its open and
would have shocked even the loose notion
guered cities belore the cunning devices of modern cy
ministers, sir Robert \valr
The mausoleum of history af- that must venal of
political warfare.
man
politic.vl maxim was "that every
whose
past.
the
of
remains
the
fords no protection for
has been traced, not me
Corruption
which bis price."
Political sorcery evokes from them foul spirits
recesses ol the
and
to the doors, but into the very
existence;
their
coutrolle.l
or
actuated
never
By the fbotaiirints upon the floor we have
b.-ar nle
the events of a former age are compelled to
tiic
What happened covered, as did the Chaldeans of old, that
false witnass before the present.
shrine
laid by the people upon the
offerings
truth
is
plaiii.inodest
and
day,
to.
yesterday is denied
not by the.
eonsuuied,
and
away
carried
mendaci- been
stared out of countenance by audacious
priests.
The conclusion, therefore, is not to be won- but by the /'i?g/mjcircuiiislanoes, and in oruii
ty.
Under ordinary
times,
il.Tcd at, that, in these dark and corrupt
allude w
the developements to which 1
private happiness and public service are incompa- times,
have prostrated any administration, howov.-r J
I'l)'--'r u J
distress wl.ic.i
deep
the
Unforlunalely
forbade
mc
lul.
Bolh inclination and private mierest
and
maturing perv.a led the country, and spread dismay
to abanilon my cherish--d and rapidly
has. some
rash- through all the avenues of business,
arc

,

is rotter
con<'ress, that the treasury department
to the execul
the core; that it is but the pand.-i-

I

I

'

liquidate

i
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nnblusl.,,,? efiio,.tpry its partisans assert that
not accuu.it'ble for the- results of its own action;
tlut tlie distresses of llie country have been pro
duced by the operation of whig principles, and all
the responsibility lies at the door of the opposition.
The unfortunate patient, who, from a state of perfect health, has been reduced by the nostrums of

W.lh

I

it is
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ducted denounced

in
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diverted, and now creep lazily along through choked and tortuous channels.
During the existence of a United States Bank,
the mixed currency of paper and precious metals
performed to admiration all its appropriate functions.
At present it is totally inadequate to the
fulfilment of its duty as a medium of domestic commerce, or for the transactions of the most ordinary

^

but,

in

conjunction

PRENTISS, OF MISS.
hes,

I'""^/-",

I';.'^^^'"''^'
,^„
,^^ Ian
aUo, ,„ the
not only as anti-repuhlican, b.it
as aiingua"-e of one of their distinguished leaders,
morality and at public
in=-'^'a fatal blow at private
of all
virtue, and, as a consequence, destructive

pure and sincere religion."
On the other hand, the whigs are desirous of renot oi deslroyins, the paper money system.
formine,
the quack to the point of death, is gravely told by
They believe the plan of an exclusive gold and
the ignorant pretender that his miserable condition is
not only absurd, but in this country
currency
silver
has
taken,
but
is
doses
he
nauseous
not owing to the
impracticable. They advocate a mixed currency
entirely attributable to his former physician, whose
bank paper convertible into coin at the
prescription he has discarded for years. A grosser of coin and
They believe the present state
will of the holder.
insult was never offered to the good sense ol an inI;
bank system incapable of producing such a i-esu

telligent people.
The party in power is solely responsible for the
sufferings under which the country is still laboring.
Its mad and licentious schemes destroyed the best
currency in the world, and gave us, instead, the
present bloated miserable system, whose sickly and
convulsive action impedes eveiy step of enterprise,
and paralyzes the hand of industry. One of those
schemes has been a systematic and diabolical attempt to destroy all confidence, public or private.
The vilest slanders against the institutions and capacities of the country have been every where promulgated, until the lowering eye of distrustful suspicion is glaring with baneful influence over the
whole land. Credit, the child of confidence and
the nurse of enterprise, has shared the fate of its
parent. The currents of business have been rudely

S. S.

with a United States Bank,

and so

it

wouUl

jirnve ai

bank, independent of executive influrepreence but under strict accountability to the
favor of such
sentatives of the people. They are in
see no other
they
because
simply
institution
an
mode of attaining their object, which is a sound

a

national

and uniform currency.
The sub-treasury scheme, which is set up as the
not
ntao-onist of the United States Bank, does
even'propose to produce such a result, but modestand
collection
the
be,
to
ly assumes its sole functinns
disbursement ofthe public revenues.
its adoption
If this be the extent ot the measure,
of a
by no means dispenses with the necessity
disbursement
national bank, for the collection and
porsmall
but
a
constitute
of the revenues would
If, on
institution.
tion of the functions of such an
it doubtless is,
as
intended,
is
hand,
it
the other
papercurrency,
that the sub-treasury shall furnish a
checks, then it will
in the sha|)e of its drafts and
a governpurposes,
and
to all intents

lln- sa'.ie

time dangerous to the government and iataftoliie
But, though the expeliberties of the peopfe.
rience of the past ought to quiet all honest appreeven suppusing them
yet,
hensions of this sort,
reasonable, I would ask, are not the same dangers
more impending under the present system? The
state banks now present the spectacfe of a large
number of petty independent chiefs waging war
The stronger overcome the
upon each other.
weaker, and the contest goes on until some one,
vidser and more powerful than the rest, reduces all
to subjection, and rules over them with ^lespotic
sway. The state banks even now are anxious to
place themselves under the protection of some institution sufficiently powerful to sustain them.

know its entire competency for the purpose,
have already sworn allegiance to
the whigs are, therefore, in favor of establishing Many Pennsylvania. Others are ready

they

79

bank of
the example; but the greater portion

the great
to

follow

are anxiously

the people
whether they shall submit to the control of a naAround Ihe
tional or a mere state institution.

awaiting

the

final

determination of

former they wouid alf rafly, and, acting with confinee and conceit, the immediate result would be
a sound and uniform currency, and a restored and
healthy credit. It is worthy of observation, that
some of the very states whicli object to the chartering by congress of a national bank, lest it should
prove too powerful lor the country, very modestly
'

propose to charter simiiar institutions at home for
the purpose of affording a currency, not only lor
themselves, but for their neighbors. This has been
already accomplished by Pennsylvania. Her mammoth institution is in' full operation, beyond our
reach or control, and yet with all the capacity for

could be attributed to a national bank by
Its issues, at this very
bitter opponent.
a premium in this stale over
executive;
ment bank, under the control of the
Our exchanges, such as they are,
abhor, o-old and silver.
and
fear
most
things
all
of
whigs
what the
What could preaffairs of business.
re principally under its controf.
sub-treasury scheme,
I am therefore opposed to the
When gen. Jackson determined upon the deent this institution, with her immense credit and
account of its intrinsic and essential destruction of that bank, he did not, nor did his par- not only on
capital, from saturating the whole counlry, if she
it pro
because
...-.--also
but
>..-system,
.^.u,
financial »j. =
^^.
fects as a iinan^ia.
lects
circulat
sound circulatafforded a souna
tisans, then deny that it aftordeil
tisaiis,
pleased, with her issues? She could emit her hunselfish policy, to protect tiie ^°'--'
in» medium, and constituted a cheap and efficient poses, in its
of millions, and all would be grasped at; she
people, and professes to confine dreds
channel throiL^h which to conduct the exchanges ment an,l not the
could then contract this unnatural expansion, call
former.
..". .entirely [o
1" l.lie
ueiieiiiE ciniiciji
ofthe country. He promised, however, that all its_ benefits
paper, and according to the argument of
the United States require in the
I believe the people of
these functions could be as well fulfilled by the
sound those opposed lo a nalioual bank, purchase at half
entitled, from some source, to a gooil,
state banks, which he said were entirely adequate and are
a bankrupt community the properly of
from
price
believe gold and
He proposed to dispense with and convenient currency. I do not not believe the the country. If such a power must exisi, let it b'i
to that purpose.
can furnisii it. I no
this great wheel on the express ground that it silver alone
control and supervision of the wliofj
the
under
the
befieve
do
I
state banks alone can furnish it.
But this is the
added neither power nor certainty to the machine
na- people, and not of a single state.
can be accomplished by the charter ol a
that the system was perfect without it. Experience object
Other states, emulous of this
boinning only.
constitutional
Ihe
has
congress
that
and
has exposed, what reason strove in vain to do, the tional bank,
for struggfe to participation.
preparing
are
power,
the
later,
grant such a cliarter. Sooner or
rail road bank,
utter faflacy of gen. Jackson's views on this sub- power to
present sys- Look at the great South Carolina
people will compel them to do it. The
It was always strenuously opposed by the
ject.
chartered in several states, and determined,
cannot be submitted to much longer. already
regulation of the
and
whigs, and is at length entirely abandoned by the tem of thin-rs
control
the
seize
to
no
doubt,
banks and credit may for a moment
Look at the idea, long
other party. The whigs predicted that in the ab- Tirades against
currency of the south.
they alford no relief to the sufsence of a national bank each state would endeavor, lickle the ear, but
since thrown out, and now ripe for action, of a
outraged and betrayed community.
Is
through its own incorporations, to seize the largest ferings of an
the
city of New York.
in
bank
been wailing long enough f.jr re- fifty million
control of the currency; and thus a great number The people have
the currency of Mississippi aiready at the mermeasures of the dominant party. They not
to groan uncontinue
we
of weak and jealous systems would be thrown into lief from the
Shall
states?
other
of
cy
another quarter. They demand
rude collision, and the common good of the people are now looking in
degrading vassalage? Which will Missisargument against a national bank than der this
entirely lost sight of in the clashing interests of some better
as the regnlafor of her currency and
of the advocates of the sippi prefer,
a thousand inslitufions, mutually hostile to each the pious apprehensions model for the conduct ol exchann-es a bank chartered by a single state, in
a better
she has
other, incapable of aggregate action, and indivi- sub-treasury; and
the coiTstruction and limitations of which
colonial
that
Cuba,
Island
of
their alfairs, than the
dually incompetent for any but local purposes.
no voice, and in the supervision and control of
governed nation on the earth
chartered by conOur predictions have been verified to the letter. vassal of the worst
de- which she has no power, or one
were
thing
the
even
if
talk,
to
vain
It is in
her voice will
of
So far the state bank system has proved a failure.
-• which
trii-ij
every provision
j,,^...--.^
iii
gress, in
^;le^^,
eradicating all the stale hanks; it could
All now admit its total incompetency, under its sirable, of
in every Iwiitafion her suggestions consiby a surrender, on the part of all be heard,
present organization and mode of operation, for be effected only
dered, and over the "ndiict and operations of whic'i
institution.^
such
charter
to
power
the
furnishing a sound and uniform currency, or for the state;, of
she will, in common with the other states, exercise
To suppose this surrender will be made, is absurd. a continual supervision and control? The question
carrying on the exchanges of the country.
the present generation could not
But Its original advocates as a national system, Even should it be,
now submitted to the people is, whether the curol
portion
larger
The
proposed object.
restored and regulatinstead of honestly acknowledging their error, and attain the
are rency of the country shall be
in existence in the United States
of all
returning with us to the excellent path from whence the hanks now
ed through the action of the representatives
by
andshieided
contract
of
sanctity
the
fegislative power of a single
in an evil hour they strayed, with their character- protected by
the
or
by
states,
the
of
majority
arm of the constitution.
communicathis
of
istic modesty, deny that they ever advocated the the strong'
limits
I regret that the
got rid of without their own con- slate?
system, and not only repudiate their own paternity, them cannot be
not""permit me to enter more at large upon
people see fit to follow the ad- tion will
I trust, howbut boldly lay their illegitimate offspiing at the sent unless the
the financial question.
and miserable partisans of this view of
desperate
certain
vice'of
the subdoor of the whigs.
ever, I have thrown out sufficient hints on
physical
by
them
suppress
and
a starting
In other countries ministers are responsible for Ihe administration,
ject to aMract attention, and to constitute
exceeded
already
have
I
measures, and upon their success depends the staBut
reflection.
for
that my countrymen will fol- point
I do not apprehend
Here it seems those
bility of the administration.
boundaries I had prescribed. If the people
wicked counsel. I take it then for grant- Ihe
representalives, to eleout ol power are held amenable for the malprac- low such
banking system shall see fit, through their
in some shape or other the
that
and
we
ed
wield
it;
who
those
station towards
of
failures
tices and
"va'e me to the high and arduous
continue to exist, at least during our Senerapartialities have pointed, I can
are charged not only with their unwise acts, but will
kind
your
wdiich
establish
to
refusai
This being the case, the
future service,
of
my
fidelity
with their worn out and discarded opinions. At fion
Ihe
for
tliat,
country from only say
national bank will not relieve the
my fefall events, both parties acknowledge the inefficiency a
paper I oiler them the guaranty of the past. To
as some are pleased to term it, of a
reprc^icnt, as
you
whom
Madison,
of the present system, and the necessity of a change. the curse
of
citizens
low
be
prethe evils which can possibly
AH
currency.
slate
intention
its
the
indicates
of
clearly
power
sections
party
in
other
The
well as to the whigs of
upon a national hank, with many more, are
their unexpected and
to wage a war of extermination against its old al- dicated
system, while the who have honored me with
likely to result from the present
express my most
to
me
allow
lies, the state banks, and aims at the establishment
confidence,
unsought
of affording, but in a very small
That I
upon their ruins of the sub-treasury system. In latter is incapable
former. sincere and grateful acknowledgments.
the faciiities and advantages of the
our own state this is openly avowed. Taking ad- decree,
may ever prove worthv of their good opinion is my
The most frequently urged and most popular ob- highest desire; that I may be able, in eventhe
vantage of the wefl-founded indignation ofthe peois deduced
a national bank is that which
principle against the miserable system, which they them- jection to
smallest degree, to advance our common
power. It is said that a mammolh instituTo yourselves, gentleselves fostered into existence, and which is now from its
.SoO.nOO.OOn, ples, is mv sole ambition.
this sort, with a capital of
tirof
together
wi;h
friends
state,
the
hanks,
upon
the
incubus
an
pressing like
currency.but, men, permit me to present my
be able not only to control the
inidvidual prosperity.
of the administration have long since commenced would
and my best wishes for your
that, to regulate, by its expansions
your
a fierce crusade against all sorts of banking, state throuirh
Very respectfully,
the prices both of labor and property:
"''«'''''^*^"^|iE-j^TISS.
or national. All bank paper currency is repudiat- contractions,
involved
the whole community would be
ed by them, and banks, no matter how honestly con- that thus
constitute,

evil that
its

most

moment, command

,
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academy of Arcadia, on

the proposition of M. ed in taking them the whole
distance of the line at the
The United Slates ship Lexington, capt. Claris, was at de Berardi, who had recendy arrived from London
rate ot 8 miles an hour.
The company having ascerGuayaquil July 6th, all wi'll, to sail next day for Callao, with the diploma of the royal society
of London, with tained the full success of the e.xperiment, will construcliaving on board the honorable J. C. Pickett, Ameriuan which he was charged for the
grand duke Leopold of a train way along the ftanal bank, and will be able
to
cliaige d' affau-es to Peru.
I uscany, has unanimously elected the
poets Rogers
their passage boats in luture at the rate of eighTne United States ship Falmouth was at Callao June and Moore as members of the academy, and ordered take
teen miles an hour.
23d, all well.
that their diplomas printed in gold, shall be forwarded
sword.
Messrs. Metchen and Bailey, in Chesnut
Indian nems. The St. Augustine (Florida) News of to them in London.
[Alhenmum.
street, have at their establishment
the I3:h instant, says that oa the ^Th ult. the Indians
a splendid sword,
Population of Algiers- The European population of which
they have just finished; it is straight, and gold
attacked a party of volunteers on Orange lake, killed the
French possessions in northern Atrica, exclusive of mounted, with
a richly chased handle and guard—
and took prisoners the whole party. Seventeen me:i of the troops, was
calculated on the 1st of the present helmet, surmounted
by the American eagle, holding in
Fort Aixirews had a fight with 40 Indians loss, whites, month
at 22,607 individuals.
Of these 9,708 were his beak a rich chain, is attached to the guard.
2 killed, 5 wounded.
wounded Indian went into French, 2.533 English,
6,969 Spaniards. 2,304 Itahans,
The blade of the sword is elegantly ornamented with
Fort Pierce for assistance. He is under the care of the and
1,093 Germans, Russians, Greeks, Portugues, &c. an etcning
of the battle of Lewistown, on one side,
Drought in Georgia.
letter dated Macon, Sept. and on the other with the arms of Delaware state.
The trial of eol. Webb, for a libel on J. Fennimore »th, says:
The scabbard is ornamented with rich chasings, and
have had no rain here for six weeks.
Cooper, has been postponed to next April.
1 he wells are all drying up, and the water courses, all bears this inscription:
The city counsil of St. Liaislnve appropriated mo- over the country are also dry, and but one grist mill
"Presented to col. S. B. Davis, for his gallant conduct
within
in
defence of Lewistown, on the 6th and 7th of April,
hearing
ney for surveys and preliminary examinations in regard
of this place, that can do any grinding.
to the location of the wire siispt:n5ion bridg.3 proposed The fine cotton prospect in this section is ruined."
The arms of the state of Delaware are also engraved
by Mr. Ellett. That gentleman is accordingly busied
big gun. The following dimensions of the gun
cas on tiie shield on the hilt, and
in inaking the necessary observations preparatory to at
on the opposite side is the
.'^outh Boston, are given by the Boston papers:
family crest ot col. Davis, with the motto.
drafts, estimates of expense, &.c.

A

—

A

A

"We

A

The

Michigan.

friends of the administration in this

state have nominated Elon Farnsworlh for governor,
and Thomas Fitzgerald for lieuienant governor. Mr.
Farnsworth is chancellor of the state, and Mr. Fitzgerald one of the bank commissioners.
Rock ivhsat. Some time since the Virginia Free Press
noticed a parcel of this new kind of wheat grown on
the farm oi Mr. John Wysong, near Shepherdstown,
Va. The product on 2 1-2 acres was expected to be

The Free Press of Wednesday states
wheat has since been thra.shed, and the product

125 bushels.
that the

found to exceed that estimate. The quatitiiy cf seed
3-4 bushels, and the yield is found to be
131 bushel-;, which is within a frajtion of fifty-three
bushels to the acre.
And the weight is not less extraordinary than the yield, being upwards of 67 pounds
to the bushel!
Truly this "rock wheat" idea deserves
to be favorably entertained by our ai,'rifulturists.
is

aowo was 2

William Cl-iequer lias died from the injuries he received from the carelessness of the agents of the Camden and Ambov rail road.

The

M'Jiitreal Courier

received from "people

mentions that
liliely

to

letters

know,"

had been

stating that

Thompson IS to be the new governor general
of Canada.
Mr. Thompson is now president of the
board of trade in England.

Po'.ilctt

We

Seizures out west.
learn from the Cincinnati
Whg, that on the 4lh instant, in consequence of in
formation and direction from the secretary of the trea
sury, the port warden of Cincinnati, with the deputy
marshals of the U. States, proceeded to take possession
of a large amount of goods in one of the houses in
Pearl street, on the supposition th it certain dutiable
goods had passed scot free, to the great wrong and injury of Uncle Sam. Of the nature of the information
upjn which the seizure was founded nothing has been

made

public.
It is but lair to state, that the owners
and representatives of the house in question anxiously
demand and have profiered every assistance in arriv-

ing

at a full investigation.
It is'also proper tostate,
that the house in question is not American.

Oa Tuesday last Mr. John C. Poole, a conductor of
the Baltimore and Ohio rail road, was killed by being
crushed beiween two cars which he was connecting
together.
Mr P. has left a family to deplore his loss. °
The president of the United States has officially recognized Ferdinand Ludwig Brauns, as consul for his
majesty the king of Prussia, for the port ot Baltimore.
Great morlalili/. Rufus Tyltr, esq. chief coiner at
the branch in New Orleans, died in that city on the
7th inst.
This is the sixth individual attached to the
mint, who has fallen a victim to the yellow fijver.
'->

'

li./.
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I

IV'ori.

asteamcr of very large tonnage

'1111,

>

The English government

tor

to

has lately
be built at

the purpose of ascertaining the shortest
which a vessel can be completed. It

''Iriinie in

|i

Whole length of gun from end of cascable,
Length ot bore, including chamber,
Length from rear of base ring to muzzle,
Diameter at the base ring,
"

at the tulips,
at the muzzle,

"
"

The whole of this elegant present is completed by a
finely ornamented belt, and this with the
sword and
scabbard, placed in a morocco case.
Credit is won to
our city artists when such works are referable to iheir
ingenuity and taste.
r[7. s. Gaz.

111

90
31.25
26.51

The Thames

20.05

new

buildings in

Cincinnati during the

^\.^'' '^""'s. Missouri, whither he had recent^'^f
gone
froni New Orleans on a ^-isit, colonel Richard
R.
Keene. The deceased formerly made a figure in the

of
of

Weight of powder

15,500 lbs.
19,645 "

ball,

shell.

for a full load or largest

charge.

The gun was made by

of war,

and under

The patterii from which it was cast, will be exhibited
at tne fair of the mechanic association, next
week.

young

European, as a

Constanfinople

letter

has recently carried off the most beaiiiiful of the
slaves in the harem of the sultana Esme. The
female
fugitive took with her jewels belonging to her
mistress,
worth a million of francs. They liave not been traced,
but if found will inevitably be put to death.
states,

political world as attorney of the United
States for the
Orleans territory, and a conspicuous character in the
disputes which grew out of the Burr conspiracy.
He
afterwards resided several years in Spain, where, during the war with Napolean, he bore the rank
of^ colonel
in
the
Spanish
service.
He received a good educaThe Cyclops steam frigate. This magnificent vestion at the college of Princeton, and was a scholar
sel, the largest steamer man-of-war in the
of
world, was
launched from Pembroke dockyard a few date ago. respectable attainments. He was born in Dorchester
county,
on
the
eastern
shore
of Maryland. His first
Her dimensions are as follows: Length, 235 (t beam
wife
was
a
daughter of the celebrated Luther Martin,
between paddles 33 ft.; depth of hold, 21 ft. Her tonnage IS about 1,300, being 200 tons larger than the of Baltimore; his second, who survives him, is a native
Gorgon, launched from the same slip about IS months ot bpain. The life of poor Keene was chequered by
many
and
singular turns of adverse and prosperous
since.
Her equipment as a man-of war, will be the
same i.n all respects as a frigate, having a complete "un fortune, and he closed his career possessed of little of
this world s wealth, but rich in the
or main deck, as well as an upper or quarter
afibctions of the
decK. amiable
and mterestmg lady to whom he was united.
Un the main deck she will carrv 18 long 36 pounders,
and on the upper deck four 48' pounders, and two 96
[Louisianiart.
pounders, on swivels, carryinn: a ball of 19 inches diare happy to learn that Messrs. Bell and Grant,
ameter, and sweeping round the horizon 210 degrees.
brokers in London connected with American business,
who
were compelled to suspend their payments in the
[English paper.
Bibles in the United States.
The first Bible printed great revulsion of 1837. have recently issued a circular
announcing that their liabilities have all been paid in
on the continent of .4merica wasin native Indian—
the full,
and
that they have resumed business, as formerly.
new- testament in 1661, and the old one in 1663,
both
by the rev. John Eliot. They were published at Cam- 1 he house has always been one of great respectability,
bridge, Mass.
The second was in German, a quarto and we recollect that the news of their suspension was
received here with peculiar regret. [N. Y. Jour. Cum.
edition, published at Germantown, near Philadeluhia
:

We

by Christopher Sowers,

'

Harvard

in 1776.

u7iicersiti/.

year.

Rail road laborers.
On the London and Brighton
railway in England, three clergymen are employed by
the stockholders to impart reUgious instruction to the

fitle

^i'?,^'?,'","',P','"-

page of the English copy, includinu-the
'^'"^ '"''" PJiiion was by Robert
Aiken

of Philadelphia, in 1781-2.

The Mobile packet

ship Ed wina, arrived at
Orleans Sept. 12th from Liverpool with $200,000 in
specie for one of the Mobile banks.
The Edwiiia

New

the triennial

Blowers, of the class of 1753, or seventy-six years since,
IS the eldest graduate now living.
The largest class
that ever graduated at Cambridge was in 1818,
consisting of eijrhty.
The average annual number for

one hundred and ninety-seven years would be
two graduates, including all who have received

the

thirty-

diplo-

[Boston Traveller.
"It

is

said that the rev. Dr.

Hawks

is

the rectorship of St. Thomas' church,
This and reiire to Hushing, to engage in ilie education of
river to Pittsburg, where yciung men being
afflicted with bronchitis."
he put together, receive her engines", and reThe above, from a New Jersey paper, gives the iin-

New

Orleans, via

lake

Ponehartrain.

steamer has been sent up the
she

will
to

A

her station.

new movement.

when

It

has often been remarked that

valuable discoveries are made public, almost
every body wonders why they were not thought of be.\n aitlempt was made on Saturday night to fire the fore— so obvious, generallv,
is the utility of (tie new
Wa-hiiigton fire company's engine house; and on project, and so simple are the
means of its application,
.Sunday an ailempt was made to set fire to an unle- buch IS the case with the
plan announced in the folnun'ed store in 1 rait street.
lowing paragraph, 'vhich we copy from a paper printed in Scotland. 'I he combinaiion of canal and
It appears from an English paper that Mr.
rail
O'Conroad which it proposes is so ovidenilv p.racticable
ncll has given notice of his intention to pioposean
and
address to the queen, early next session, praying that she advantageous, that one can hardly uiidersiand why it
would direct her ministers to make an agreement with was not adopted much e irlier in the age of rail road
ny. y^ Com
the government of Mexico to place at the disposal of operations.
On Monday and Tuesday the following novel exiicEngland a portion of the unoccupied territory on the
northern froniier of Me.\ico, to be set apart as an inde- nnient of locomotive steam power was tried on the
pendent asylum or free stale for persons of color. It forth and Clyde canal. Mr. John McNeil, the cidojs not appear from what quarter those colored set- vil engineer of the Clyde navigaiion, has had consiructod on the banks of the canal a railway
tlers are to come.
upon
blocks, on which a locomoiivu engine has
been put,
Conlinnilal honors to tlie poets /? oifcr.i and Moore,
Ac- which was used on die above named days
instead of
cording to letters from Rome, quoted in the daily pahor,»ei, to draw the canal passage
boui.sand lucccndlaborers.

From

catalogue
The first American edition of the Bible in English just published, we learn that the whole
number of grawas printed by Kneeland & Green, at Boston, in 1752 duates from 1642 to 1839
is six thousand three hundred
in small quarto, 7 or 800 copies.
It was published by and eleven; of whom three thousand
nine hundred and
Hinchman, a bookseller, but to avoid a prosecution by fourteen are deceased; and
supersunt adhuc two thouthose who had a patent from the king, they reprinted sand three hundred
and tiinely-seven. Samson Salter
the whole

and

present

this

A

"

was c.vpecied to have been finished in abouut eight brought out, m sections, an iron steamer, 180 feet lone, '""«•
23 feet beam, 8 feet depth of hold, and weighiiii- sixtyweeks alter the keel was laid.
Collocation.
Upwards of a million of dollars has been invested five tons, intended to ply as a packet between 5iloliile about to resign
in

The workmen employed in

the direction of the secretary
the superintendence of col. George
imford, of the I.'nited Slates ordnance department.

"

B

tumiel.

great undertaking have succeeded in reaching low water mark, the accomplishment of which
task causes all
fear ot another irruption taking place to
become alayed. 1 he length of the lunnel is now 920 feet
being
httle short of three-quarters of the whole
distance which
It will
be necessary to effect to reach the Middlesex
shore— there being about 380 feet more to complete the
entire length.
The average distance which the workmen weekly accomplish is nine feet; it is therefore expected that the tunnel will be opened for passengers towards the latter end of next year.

of trunions,
"
of bore.
Estimated weight of gun, finished,
"
metal used in casting

e.\pecled information that, to the accomplishments
wtiich have made Dr. Hawks so widely known as
an
eloquent preacher and powerful writer, the
reverned
gentleman adds skill in curing the bronchitis!
lunar rainbow was seen at New York on Wed-

A

nesday night, about nine o'clock. The Commercial
Advertiser thus describes it.
The moon was shining brightly in the east, and her
beaiii.s, rillt'cied Irom the falling rain
drops of a shower
in the weft, loriiicd a large anil perfect arch, in
which
we could di.siinctly make out two of theprismoiic colors
—the red and green— and at times when the light from
the moon was clearest, the violet als-o, but more faintly.
At fii-sl only a segment of the arch was visible, in the
souihwcst, but as the shower passed northwardly this
segment wa.s gradually prolonged until at la't the entire
arch ('.xistcd in all iis beauty— remaining visible for several minutes. The lunar rainbow, is but rarely
seen. But
once before has it fallen under our observation, in 1826
—and it IS very probable that if we should live for half
a century we may never see another.

—

I
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done, has, perhaps, never been equalled in Philadelphia. Not less than fifteen of the most extensive
wholesale houses have been totally destroyed. Tlie
fire was raging with unabated fury at two o'clock,
and property to the amount of several hundred thousand dollars has been destroyed.

be comparatively light. Added to this, the crops
are coming forward, not only the cotton crops, but
the grain crops, the latter in such abundance as to

defy

precedent.
lollowing appeared in the Baltimore papers
"^

all

The

on the 28th

ult:

—

Public sale of six per cent, state of Maryland stock
By virtue of an agreement between the
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal company and the ComIn lieu of those remercial and Farmers bank of Baltimore, and as audeemed there has
thorised thereby, there will be offered Rt public aucbeen issued under
tion at the Exchange, in the city of Baltimore, on
act of 21st May,
Wednesday, the 9th of October 1839, at 1 o'clock
183S,
$3,709,810 01
M. for cash, eight bonds of six per cent, loan of
The money market. From the N. York Cou- P.
Of that issue there
the state of Maryland Nos. 93 to 100 inclusive, for
rier and Enquirer
We lament the
of Wednesday.
has been redeemsum of five thousand dollars each, amounting
that on the departure of a steam ship for Europe, it
ed
5,488,373 15
in the whole to forty thousand dollars, with
interest
is not in our power to announce any improvement
Leaving of that isfrom
the first of April 1838.
in the embarrassed state of the money market, and
sue outstanding
Jacob Albert, president.
the only novel occurrence connected with it, since
We have observed in some of the New York pathe departure of the Great Western, is the deter
Aggregate of first and second issues
mination to which some of our city banks have come pers a statement that .$.500,000 in post notes of the
outstanding
United States bank had been received by the Mer(o
furnish
bills
on
London,
but
we
fear
the
rate
at
The issues under
which they are willing to draw is too high to pre- chants' bank of New Orleans on the 16th ultimo,
the provisons of
vent the shipment of specie, the object, we presume, and that the specie received by the United States
the act of the 2d
they have in view. We certainly live in strange bank lately was the proceeds of its post notes sold
of March, 1839,
This is, we learn, utterly devoid
times, and not the least stiange is it, that notwith- in New Orleans.
amount to
3,857,276 21
standing the severe pressure we have experienced of foundation, and to the minds of all thinking men,
Of that issue, there
for this year or two past, the consumption of fo- the state of the New Orleans money market is a
has been redeemreign goods in this country has continued so large as sufficient contradiction of the assertion.
ed
661,750 00
[PAiV. Com. Herald.
to more than absorb our exports, at least, judging
3,195,526 21
from the rates of exchange this wouhl seem to be
Making the aggregate of all outthe case. The rise ot the rate of interest in EngHealth
of
the
southern
cities. New Orstanding
p,707,384 52
land and here, has besides added an additional in- leans. During the week ending on the 22d ult. the
ducement to ship specie; and (o prevent if, we are deaths in New Orleans were 167; of which 83 were
Levi Woodbury, sec'y. of the treasury.
convinced the rate of exchange on London must be by yellow fever.
Mobile. Respecting the health of this city, the
Maryland election. The follovping is the at least two per cent, below the actual par. An inresult of the election held in Maryland on Wednes- dividual now drawing on England at 60 days sight Chronicle of the 21st ult. has the following
" stateat
ment:
par,
and
shipping
specie
with
the
proceeds
of
his
day last, for member} of congress and delegates to
Another week has passed, and we are not yet authe generaLasserably. A detailed statement of the drafts to meet them, would gain sixty days interest,
vote in each county shall have a place in the next as the specie would of course be cash on arrival, thorised to speak more favorably oi the health of the
and his drafts have sixty days to run after presen- city. The mortality continues most appalling, conRegister.
tation; but individuals drawing here for par at 90 sidering the paucity of our present population, the
for congress.
In the first district. John Dennis, (whig) re- days sight on a credit, as we are told the banks do, interments it will be perceived elsewhere amount to
293 for the month of September, including yesterwill gain the interest of ninety days in New York
elected.
Second district. Philip F. Thomas, (ad.) in place and that at the present price paid here for the use day. As large as the number of interments are,
of money, is no trifle
as in the very worst event, they hardly convey an adequate idea of the amount
of James A Pearce, (whig).
Third district. J. T. H. Woithington, (ad.) re- that of the rate of exchange falling as the cotton of sickness for we differ from some in respect to
crop goes forward, and they have to ship specie to the general result of the disease, we believe that unelected.
Fourth district. Messrs. Carroll and Hillen, (ad.) meet their drafts, it will not be necessary to do it der the skilful management of our physicians to
We wish whom the epidemic is perfectly familiar, presenting
elected over Messrs. Kennedy and Pitts, (whigs.) till ninety days after they have drawn.
Fifth district.
William C. Johnson, (whig) re- to call the attention of the drawing banks to this no unknown feature or characteristic, a very large
fact, who if they do not lower the rate they are ask- proportion of cases recover, we should say from our
elected.
Sixth district. Francis Thomas, (ad.) re-elected. ing for their bills, will fail in the object they profess observation, that they have been most happy in their
Seventh district.
Daniel Jenifer, (whig) re- to have in view, and besides appear to have attempt- practice, and whether they receive it or not, are entilled to the warmest gratitude, for the skill,
ed to practice an extortion.
elected.
humaWere there a regular rale of exchange in London nity, and unceasing devotion to duty,which have so
In the last congress there were five whigs and
three friends of the administration.
The strength on New York, and exchange transactions there with nobly characterized their conduct. The great misof the parties in the recent election has been re- this country placed on the same looting as they are fortune as we have several times lemarked, has been
with other commercial countries, the ditficulty al- the very limited number of the faculty, entirely inversed.
luded to would be obviated, for the operation of sufficient to meet the emergency. We have witHOUSE OF DELEGATES.
drawing
on this country and shipping specie in tijne nessed, and are knowing to a due portion of cases,
Counties.
Administration.
Whig
to meet the drafts, would then also be undertaken and have generally observed the disease to yield
Allegany,
to'
there, and thus the specie would return as fast as timely ad\'ice.
Anne Arundel,
Hereafter it may not be amiss to institute some init left us, and probably faster, in consequence of the
City of Annapolis,
higher price paid here for the use of money. Can quiries into the remarkable malignancy of our preBaltimore county,
any one assign a reason why the English merchant sent atmosphere. In the mean tune we would state
Baltimore city,
should not draw on this country for the goods he that we find nothing provocative of it in the police
Calvert,
a tie.
sends here, as well as the American merchant of the city. We never were in a cleaner condition,
Carroll,
draws on England for the goods he sends to that and although we have at various limes assumed the
Caroline,
country.'
task of rebuking our city officers, it never has afibrdCecil,
Charles,
From the Philadelphia Inquirer. It is rumored ed us any pleasure, such as we experience in awardFrederick,
that an amicable arrangement has been entered into ing to them the praise of a judicious, zealous and
Dorchester,
by the banks of Philadelphia, New York, and Bos- faithful attention to this portion of their duties, since
Harford,
ton, by which the vexatious drafts for specie, which the appearance of the epidemic amongst us.
Kent,
have passed between them so frequently of late,
Montgomery,
Death of general Hayne. From the South,
will be avoided for the future.
We trust most sinPrince George*s
cerely, that this report may be well founded.
em Patriot of Saturday last. It is with feelings
Queen Ann's,
Much of the uneasiness in our money market should of inexpressible pain we have to state that general
St. Mary's,
be attributed to the want of harmony between the Robert Y. Hayne one whom both the state of
Somerset,
institutions alluded to.
A fair, honorable and libe- South Carolina and the city of Charleston delightTalbot,
ral understanding, once established between them, ed to honor, and cherished with a warmth of
affecWashington,
and the result will be speedily beneficial.
The tion that never knew abatement died at Asheville
Worcester,
truth is
that the greatest of the difficulty
the N. C. on Tuesday last, after a few days' illness, of
General Hayne was in bis 49tl]
crisis as it may be termed, so far as relates to the billions fever.
pressure, has gone by, and unless all the signs fail, year. Thus has perished, in the ripeness of his
46
the future cannot but brighten, gradually but cer- faculties and the maturity of his usefulne.ss, a citiGreat fire in Philedelphia. The Philadel- tainly. Thus, the heavy payments for August and zen who was identified, through a long and prosphia Herald of this morning says: "Last night September, have either been made or satisfactorily perous public career, with almost every scheme
lor
about 11 o'clock, a fire broke out in Front, above arranged. Business has been curtailed in almost the advancement of the commercial prosperity
of
Chesnut street, which for the extent of the damage all its branches, Eo that the demand for money will our city and the political elevation of our state.
Vol. VII.— Sig. G.

Leaving outstanding

"P. S. Three o'clock The fire is still raging,
and, within the last hour, has spread to such an
alarming extent, that at the present time not less
than 45 houses have been laid in ruins. One million of dollars will not cover the loss already sustained."

—

or bonds.
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1839— MISCELLANEOUS.

In the various offices, whicli lie filled succes- the earnest but respectful remonstrances of the exeAnd it is represented by those
sively, of member of the house of representatives cutive of this state.
and attorney general of the state, senator in con- in the immediate command on the Aroostook that it
gress, governor ol the state, and mayor of the will be impossible for them to execute the several
city, he gathered increasing respect from the peo- resolves of the last legi.-lature providing for the preple, and has, in descending to the tomb, left the vention of trespassers, if Massachusetts persists in
rich legacy of his virtues to ennoble a name already granting these permits, thereby opening a door for
illustrious in the annals of South Carolina. As few admission into the territory of foreigners, without
individuals in public life have enjoyed in a higher limit, to surround and render ineffectual the efforts
degree the happy destiny of experiencing no ebb of the small force which this state is compelled to
no lapse of po- keep there to save our noble forests from entire dein the current of public affection
pular confidence ^so there were none who bore struction; and, inasmuch as many of these permits,
their faculties more meekly than general Hayne, it is said, will probably be obtained as a mere legal
at each step of his elevation, and adorned the lustre pretence and cover for the most extensive depredaof his station with more winning and courteous tions, I trust that, under these circumstances, the utmanners. He was the Iricnd and idol of the peo- most rightful power will be exerted on your part to
ple, without being their suppliant and flatterer.— prevent any lumbering operations upon the disputed
With a zeal in the public service that knew no territory for the present, under any pretence of auabatement an energy that no implements could thority whatever. Should the authority prove insufa disinterestedness the purity of which ficient, the power of the state, in its legislative carepress
suspicion never blemished, general Hayne exhibit- pacity, may soon be brought to bear upon the subed a rare combination of qualities that enable the ject by a legitimate exercise of the sovereignty of
possessor to win public honors and wear them the state over its public streams.
*'You had better, therefore, forewarn those who
His clearness of judgment empowered
fracefully.
im at all times to choose the time, the season, and have obtained these permits that, even if they should
the instruments that promised, if they did not al- be successful in their operations of cutting, it is not
ways realize success. His mind was pre-eminent- improbable that the timber would be rendered enIv characteristic of that practical power which is tirely unavailable to them from the course which the
marked by judicious adaptation of means to ends, state would find it necessary to take for the maintewhile his oratory was of that order which was in nance of its rights and the preservation of its inteIt is sincerely to be hoped, therefore, that if
admirable harmony with his strong natural sense, rests.
which it illustrated and enforced. Always persua- none of the high considerations which the case presents to the authorities of Massachusetts are suffiinvariably practical
at times energetic
sive
never onerate always for use never for ostenta- cient to prevent thi issuing of those permits, no citizen of Maine, at least, will attempt to exercise
tious display.

—

—

—

—

—

—
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any supposed rights under them, when

Indian news.
News, of the 13th

The

St.

Augustine (Florida)

instant, says that on the 27th ult.
the Indians attacked a parly of volunteers on Orange
Lake, killed and took prisoners the whole party.

Seventeen men of Fort Andrews had a fight with
forty Indians— loss, whiles. 2 killed, 5 wounded. A
wounded Indian went into Fort Pierce for assistance.

He is under the care of the surgeon.
On the 28th ult. while a party of regulars

attach-

a post near the Suwannee river. Middle Floriin building a bridge about two
miles from the fort, they were fired on by a party of
They were
Indians, and sixof their number killed.
under the command of a sergeant, who was among
the slain. They were rallied by a private, and although inferior in point of numbers to their savage
foe, succeeded in beating the Indians back, and seSix of their numcuring their dead and wounded.
ber sliouhlered each a dead man and retreated, the
Indians pursuing and firing upon them. They sueceeJed, however, in getting to the fort, promptly
returning the fire of the Indians the wliole distance.
Three or four Indians were seen to fall, being borne
off by their companions.
The Indians sent to Key Biscayne, by col. Harney, to be detained as hostages until the parlies concerned in the massacre at Coloosahatchee should be
given up, are now remaining at the formei' place
Colonel Harney, in consequence of
voluntarily.
being convinced Ihat their friends had no hand in
the slaughter, had given them permi.ssion to depart,
[Phil. Gaz.
but they preferred remaining,

ed

to

da,

were engaged

—

it

would ma-

nifestly prove so

pernicious to the best interests of
the state, and especially at so important a crisis as
the present may fairly be considered in regard to the
great question of boundary.
Very respectfully,
your obedient servant.

"John T ai-rfielv, gnvemor."
Agreeably to the governor's suggestion, public
notice has been given oy Mr. Mclntyre, cautioning
all persons against cutting timber on the disputed
territory, whether with or without permits from the
land agent of Massachusetts.
[Jour, of Com.

Don Angel Caldero.v de la Barca, who

has
some time past resided here as the <liploinarepresentative of Spain, and who has been recently appointed to Mexico, was received by the
president of the United States, at Albany, on the
27th ult. for the purpose of presenting his letter of
recall and taking leave.
His successor, Don Pedro de Alcantara Argaiz,
delivered his credentials at the same time, and was
received by the president as envoy extraordinary
and minister plenipotentiary of her Catholic majesty
near the government of the United States.
The Chevalier Antonio Cardido de Faria today
presented his letters of credence to the secretary of
state, and was received as charge d'affairs of her
most faithful majesty near this government, in the
room of the commander Ciesar de Figaniere de Morao, the late diplomatic representative of Portugal,
who has been transferred to Brazil.
Mr. Bodisco. the Itussian minister, has returned
to his residence in Georgetown, from an extensive
Naval. The U. S. frigate Columbia, commo- tour in the north. Mr. Fox, the British minister,
dore Read, arrived at Macao about the 27th of April, has remained in Washington diirinj; the past sumexchanged the customary s;date with the forts there, mer. TheTexian minister, Mr. Dnnlap, has arand the commodore is said to have paid a visit to rived here and taken apartments. The Chevalier
Canton dates of May 4, report also Martini, charge d'affairs of Holland, and Senor
the governor.
the arrival of the U. S. corvette John Adams at Don Francisco Pizarro Mitinez, envoy from Mexico, are at their residences in Georgetown.
Macao. The N. Y. Journal of Commerce says:
find no mention of any interference on the part
[ Globe.
of these ships in the controversy between the foreign
Bread stuffs. The New York Express of
merchants and the Chinese government.
for
tic

We

Thursday

The

disputed territory. Governor

Fairfield,

says:
notice a decline in the price of bread stuffs in
all parts of the country.
The grain crops have
every where been so abundant that high prices cannot be sustained.
In many parts of the west, corn
can be contracted for at 12ii to 18j cents a bushel,
and wheat is selling at 30 to 50 cents a bushel.
Immense quantities of wheat are on their way to
this market.
In the first two weeks in September,

We

are beginning to be quite large, while the demand
for export is small.
The amount required for the
supply of the eastern states will be unusually small
with this state of things, unless a demand for export should spring up, prices must fall considerably
below what they are now.

—

of

Quarantine laws of Havre. To
the New York American: New York,

the editor

Sept.

16,

Sir: I have the honor of sending you the
enclosed official document, which I have just received from the president of the French cabinet, in
relation to the passport and quarantine laws of
Havre. I remain, sir, your very obedient servant,
De L.\forest, consul general of France.
Department of foreign affairs, Paris, July 26, 1839.
To the consul general of France, New York:
Sir: Tile great inconvenience experienced by
the sanitary and police departments, from the neglect, in the port of Havre, of the laws relative to
passports without individual bills of health, with
which the passengers in the New York packets ought
to be provided, has compelled the minister of agriculture and commerce to issue the strictest orders
on the subject, in conformity with which he has
directed tlie health officer of Havre henceforth to
require a bill of health from each passenger arriving
from North America; and in order to insure the execution of the measure, he has further orJeied:
1st. To place in quarantine every packet arriving
from New York, which shall have on board any passenger unprovided with a bill of health.
2il. To summon the captain before the court, to
answer for the infringement of the 19th article of
the ordinance of the 17th August, 1822, passed in
conformity with the law of the 3d March, 1822, relative to the sanitary police.
You are aware, sir, that according to the terms of
the 7th article of the above ordinance, vessels are
subjected to a quarantine of gieateror less duration,
according to the state of health on board. The penalty against the capiain is determined by the Hth
article of the law of the 3d March, 1832, which
runs thus:
"Whoever shall violate the quarantine laws, or
the general or local regulations or ordinances of the
competent authorities, shall be subjected to imprisonment from three to five days, and to a fine not
less than five, nor exceeding fifty francs."
As the minister of agriculture and commerce
thinks that it would be too severe to require the immediate application of a measure which has not
liilberlo been enforced, he has decided, in order that
the captains of the American packets may be duly
forewarned, that the above quarantine regulations
shall not take place till the 1st of September next,
1839.

(18.39).
You will please, sir, give the necessary notificaYork. The
of this to the merchants of
minister of the interior will give similar orders to
the authorities of Havre, relative to the passports

New

tion

which you have not
(Signed)

The

certified.

Marechal Ouc DeDalmatia.
De Laforest.

consul general of France,

A GR.4ND entekprize. We learned from at late
English paper that a company has been formed in
London tor the purpose of opening a communication between that city and South America and the
East Indies (by means of steam sliips and rail road)
by the way of the Isthmus of Darien. With this
view, steam ships are to run to Lake Nicaragua,
on the Isthmus, from thence, by rail road, a distance
of nine miles, to the Cliarges, which empties into
the Pacific, and from thence, by steam, or any other
kind of navigation, to South America or the East
Indies.

The waters of Lake Nicaragua and the river
Charges are sufficient for the anchorage and navigation of line of battle ships.
If this enterprise should be successful, the passage around Cape Horn, the most dangerous and te[ World,
dious of all voyages, will be avoided.

of Maine, has addressed a letter to the land agent ol
that state, Rufus Mclntyre, esq. apprising him that
very extensive preparations are being made by a set
Lower Canada. The Montreal Herald of Friof lawless men in the province of New Brunswick
day week informs us that on Thursday, fifty-eight
for the cutting of timber the a[iproaching season
of the Canadians under sentenoe of death were
on what is called the disputed territoiy, and requestshippe on board the steamer British Americ s to be
ing him to give notice to said persons, and to all
others, that no exertions of the executive of Maine upwards of 60,000 bushels ol wheat and 5,000 bar- re-shipped on board the transport Biillalo, in which
will be remitted to break up this atrocious system of rels of flour were shipped at Buffalo on the way to they will be triinsported to Botany B.ny for life.
plundering, and to bring those engaged in it and New York. At Oswego large quantities of wheat They were chained in couples, and escorted to the
He thinks a are arriving daily from Ohio and Michigan, and in steamer by a guard of the itlli regiment. "The
their abettors, to condign punishment.
His all the ports on the lakes great activity prevails in Upper Canada rebels and brigaiuis," the Herald
lenient course has been pursued long enough.
hastening off the surplus crop before the navigation says, "whose sentences of death were commuted to
excellency adds:
transportation for life, arrived on Thursday evenin"
"Information has also been received that a large closes.
By the way of New Orleans the supplies arc likely by the Lachine canal, and were shipped on boara
number of 'permits.' as they are called, have boen
At Cincinnati, Pittsburg Wheel- the steamer St. George, and are destined to share
sold and issued by the land agent of Massachusetts to be very large.
Both steamboats sailed
to the citizens of New Brunswick and others, to cut ing, and all the towns on the western rivers, flour the fate of the other rebels.
Twentytimber on lands claimed by that conunonweallh. ly- anil wheat are both abundant, and as soon as the as soon as they received their cargoes."
ing within the disputed territory, and bordering on state of the water will admit of free navigation, large five prisoners are to be released on giving satisfactoboth sides of the Aroostook river, notwithstanding quantities will be shipped oil. The arrivals here ry security that they will leave tiie province wilhia
1

—

——
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forty-eiglit

hours after their liberation, and never were

return to

again.

it

Two

others,

Sweden. We learn from the Boston Daily Advertiser, that througli the exertions of Messrs. Alexander Barclay & Co. of Gottenbtirg, the late additional duty of 15 per cenl. on goods imported by
American vessels has been taken off, and that
American vessels now can import goods from any
part of the world into Sweeden on the same terms
as

Sweedish

vessels.

Custom house seizures.
Express says:

We

The New York

understand that in a case of re-

made by the collector, the importers
have demanded an appraiser under the act of 1799,

cent seizure

a ri^ht which every importer has in case oi seizure
This fact attracts some attejition
or detention.
just now, the seizures having been so large, and the
United States court in its decisions leaning to the
throwing of the whole burthen of proof of a fair
invocc upon the claimants.

1&39—MISCELLANEOUS.

destroyed, and the weather-boarding cut
off.
member of the city council went
and endeavored to arrest their proceedings, but all to no purpose. The rioters acted with
concert and unanimity, and with so much coolness,
it is said, that their plans must have been previously
matured. They offered no violence to the property
of any except the doctor. They then commenced
smashing the windows of an unfinished building to
Woodward, but upon being told that the workmen
had not been paid, they desisted and retired
On Friday morning Woodward was let out of jail
on bail. He returned in the afternoon some say
in the evening, and desired to be re-adniitted, having got wind, we suppose, that violent proceedings
against him would be enforced. His application
was refused, and it is believed that he has left the

named Levesque and

and Prieur, are to enter into a similar arrangement
with this difference, that they are to remove six
hundred miles from the province,

5,

—

all

torn

A

to the spot

—
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out within three weeks of each other. Their names
were Henry and Catharine Niilff. Mr. Nulff's age,
at the time of his death was 105 years; Mrs. Nulff's
103.
They had been man and wife lor 80 yea:s;
and had su|iporled themselves with the labor of their
own hands, until within one year of their decease.
Their sons and daughters were aged people, and
they saw their descendants of the fifth generation.
We know of no instance of longevity in modern times so remarkable as these; and w'e think it
questionable whether a man and wife, both centenarians, could be found in the world.
Yet here
were two such couples almost within sight of the
smoke of each other's cottages.

The late Mathew Caret. At

a meeting of

city.

the managers of the Pennsylvania state temperance
society, held 19th September, 1839, it was on mo-

The public mind, it appears, had become greatly
excited against the individual referred to, in consequence of his cruel treatmentof two female patients

Resolved, That doctors F. A. Vandyke, L. P.
Gebhard and G. H. Burgin, be a committee to draft

who were under

tion.

an expression of the regrets of this society, in the
loss of their worthy vice president, Mathew Carey,
and that a copy of the same be presented to his
bereaved family.
David McClure, sec'y.
In compliance with the above resolution, the com-

his care.

The New York

Rights of shipmasters.

esq.

American states that a case was tried in the district court of the United States on Friday, wherein
the mate of the ship George prosecuted his cap- mittee drafted the following letter, which was ortain for having set him ashore and abandoned him dered to be published.
To the family of Mathew Carey, esq. deceased.
rumors ailoat, that the testimony is believed to be on the coast of jlsia Minor. The facts were, that
Respected friends:
In addressing lo you an exconclusive in the cases alluded to. The officers have the mate and captain having a controver.'iy, arising
been acling under the law throughout, and exerting from the former having beaten the captain's dog for pression of the deep sense of the loss sustained by
iheraselves to the utmost to avoid any act that might biting, the captain ordered the mate forward.
He the temperance cause in the death of our lamented
ieem harsh. Even now, the Inquirer is assured, refused to go. The captain persisted, saying he vice president, Mathew Carey, esq. which is felt
:he offenders will be dealt with as tenderly as possiThe mate still by the board of managers of the Pennsylvania state
ust either go forward or ashore.
temperance society, we feel sensible that we cannot
ble, so that the rights of justice may not be violated. resisting, the captain ordered out a boat, and had
him put ashore, at a short distance from Smyrna, do justice to his merit or our own feelings.
were reminded which the mate soon reached. The court very
His name stands enrolled as the first president of
The hero of Chippewa.
)f other times to-day, in observing major general properly dismissed the complaint, on the ground the society, among the earliest friends and supportScott, accompanied by col. Worth, in our streets.
His effort was given to bis excelthat the captain had a perfect right to act as he did, ers of the cause.
rwenty-six years ago these gallant ofHcers were if the mate refused obedience.
lent purposes in connection with a banded few at a
vounded upon the Niagara frontier. The general
period, when its claims were unacknowledged by
vholly disabled, accompained by his youthful aid,
The case of Mr. Sparks. Mr. Sparks, the the many, and its interests derived no enchantment
lent. Worth, was borne in a litter, upon the should- police officer whose case has been under examina- from the influence of success.
From that period to
ers of the people, from tosvu to town, through the
tion in the sessions of New York, has, after an in- the hour which closed his useful life, a life distintate.
saw the "wounded soldier" thus brought vestigation, had his name stricken out from the list guished hy an untiring devotion to the cause of phiof officers appointed to attend on the court, for mal- lanthropy, the managers of the Pennsylvania state
>y grateful people into the village of Utica.
How strangely has the scene changed within that practices in his office. The following are the temperance society enjoyed his ready co-operation
eeming brief period! Then the fertile and teeming charges of which he was proved guilty:
in the execution (jf all ils designs.
Then the
1. Threatening a person then attending the grand
feel sensibly our own loss
vest was an almost unbroken forest.
and in doing so
nerchandise for the entire west was transported in jury, for the purpose of detecting felony and recov- sympathize with you in the bereavement of heart
ix horse wagons, driven by Thaddeus Joy, Robert ing stolen property; to keep his complaint so that this stroke has inflicted.
lunler, &c. or on the Mohawk in Durham boats, the felons might remain undiscovered and at large.
If in the grief thus occasioned, the assurance of
2.
Telling to the couit palpable untruths, he our mingled regret, and of the liigh estimation in
y Horace Meech, and others, who now, as canal
roprietors, despatch more goods in one day than knowing that they were false, for the purpose ol which we held our worthy fellow member, as the
hey then carried in a whole year! Then, west of preventing an examination by the court which would patron of the arts the friend of science the liberal
Itica, there was a lumberingstage which drew "its lead to the detection of felons and the recovery of and fearless supporter of the poor and unfortunate in
low length along" every other day. But now, a stolen goods.
own country, and the staunch and unwavering
lagic wand has passed over the west, and lo! we
For not arresting, or causing to be arrested friend of suffering humanity under every clime and
ave cities and villages and canals and rail roads.
five feloas against whom he knew where the evi- in every land, can afford any consolation, such assurance is offered in behalfof the Pennsylvania state
IJllbany Evening Journal.
dence was which would lead to their conviction.
This retrospect, says the New York American,
Permitting five felons to remain at large upon society, by your friends and humble servants,
oth as regards the distinguished individuals named an understanding with them that they were to reF. A. Vandyke,
nd the condition of the vast and fertile region of store through him the stolen property.
L. P. Gebhard,
le west, is well timed and natural
G. H. BUKGIN.
and as by pourThe Courier's report has the following exposition;
ig out their blood in the first instance, the two
If the case before the court is a fair example of
Philadelphia, Sept. 25/A, 1839.
allant soldiers averted the horrors of war from that the system and practice of stool pigeoning, then is
^gion.
James Watt's boyhood. A friend of Mr.
So, more recently, by their joint efforts as that system prejudicial in the extreme in this comicificators, they have again been largely instru- munity: the effect in this instance, had not the court Watt one day came upon the young James, stretchlental in preserving to it, and to the nation, the interfered, would have been thus:
Twitchell was ed upon the ground, tracing with chalk all sorts of
essings of uninterrupted and honorable peace.
robbed of (not considering his papers which were cross lines. "Why do you suffer the child thus to
he nation will not be unmindful of the service.
valuable), $2,000 in Texas money, and $60 in mo- trifle away his time?" exclaimed the visiter, "send
ney of the United Slates. He would have received him to school." "You will do well to delay your
'One of the beauties of the law.
yes- $150 in Texas money, and $60 in money of the U. judgment," said the father, "before condemning
rday recorded the death of Mr. Burnell, of North- Slates. Mr. Sparks received from Twitchell $10
';n, be good enough to find out his occupation."
npton, Mass. the second who died of the accidnt for his services, and the thieves retained $50 in The harsii judgment was speedily reversed.
The
used by the want ofbrakemen on the Camden and Texas money, and $22 in the U. States money for child of six, was solving a problem in geometry.
mboy rail road. On opening him it was found their services: or, in other words Twitchell's $200
James," said Mrs. Miiirhead, one day to her neat a bone was broken internally, in the region of would have been divided as follows: Sparks $10; phew, "I never saw any bo}' more given to triffing
e thighs.
Surgical aid, we understand, had the Twitchell $17S; and the thieves would have been than you are; can't you fake a book and employ
There you have been silting a
al nature of the case been known, would have been at large committing other depredations, requiring yourself usefully?
lavailing.
The friends of Mr. Burnell, we are the services of Mr. Sparks or some other officer lo whole hour without speaking a word. Do you know
Id, consulted the lawyers upon the subject of aleYou have
recover, (for consideration), the property, or por- what you have been about all this time?
done nothing but shut and open and shut the lid of
remedy, but they are informed, it is so stated, tions of it, that they might steal.
at as Mr. B. has no family, and is of age, there is
the tea kettle: and first you have put the saucer in
Remarkable instances of longevity. In the steam from the spout, and then you have held
remedy, whereas if he had lived the remedy was
'Od for damages.
Thus you may kill a man and the year 1809, says the Pittsburgh Advocate, there the silver teaspoon in if, and then you have done
were living on the banks of the Redbank creek, in nothing but pore over them, and bring together the
e law is silent, but if you maim him, look out.
the adjoining county of Armstrong, a man named drops formed by condensation, on tile surface of
IN. Y. Express.
Ezekiel Mathews, and his wife, both of whom had the china or the clear spoon. Arn't you ashamed
The Cincinnati paper.s state that a passed their hundredth year. Mr. Mathews' age of spending your time in that way?"
\K mob.
ob assembled in that city on the night of the 27th was then 102; his wife about one year younger.
[M. Arago's Eloge.
t.
and destroye<l the property of a negro man They both retained their mental and physical facul.raed John Woodward, known as the "negro doc- ties to a remarkable degree.
The old gentleman
Important decision. From the Newark Daily
r."
The Republican has the following paragraph employed himself in reading and walking about, and Advertiser. At the late term of the supreme court
the old lady in twirling her lavorite spinning wheel. of New Jersey, an important decision was made,
the subject:
About 10 o'clock on Friday night last, some thirty How much longer they survived our informant does in the case of Brittin vs. Freemen, affecting usuforty persons, all in disguise, attacked his house not know.
rious transactions with promissory notes, and the
d broke open his doors
Within less than three miles of the spot occupied admissibility of endorsers as witnesses. As this
they then entered and
oke the furniture to pieces, the beds were carried by this aged couple, there lived another pair, thus decision is of importance to the public, we have
to the street, ripped open, and with other articles far advanced in years, but who continued in life and obtained the following summary of the points det on fire.
The doors and windows of the house \ companionship until 1837, when their candle went cided for publication. It was decided

The recent

seizures in Philadelphia. The
Philadelphia Inquirer states, in answer to several
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1st. That the endorser of a note, or other negotiable instrument, in a suit between other parties
thereto, is a competent witness to prove that the

instrument, or the endorsement thereof, was made
on a usurious or otiier corrupter uiilawlul agreement; or to prove any other matter tending to defeat the

plaintiff's

recovery.

And,

2d. That if the holder of a promissory note, valid
in its creation between the original parties, endorsed it to another by a general endorsment, for a less
sum than the amount due upon it, after deducting
legal interest, the transaction will be usurious,
unless the excess retained by the endorsee was
allowed to him to cover the expense of remittance or the difference of exchange between the
place of the transaction, and the place where the
is jiayable; but such allowance must not be
used as a mere cover for taking more than legal in-

note

terest.

1839—THE

5,

MADISON PAPERS.

mate, has left a family in this city; Henry Robert,",
of value found in the slaves* factory, and ordered Christopher Hauldson, John Williams, C. P. Frost,
The men are to an.l Janus Hayes, seamen. Theie is still some
the buildmgs to be burnrd down.
be sent to the United Slates in the schooner Eu- hope that these vessels have been fallen in with,
\_N. Y. Jour, of Com.
His excellency and their crews saved.
phrates, to sail in a day or two.
sends her as a prize to the United States governCircuit court exemplary damages. The
ment.
May similar success attend every eflbrt
made through the citizens of this commonwealth, circuit court, judge Moseley presiding, is now in
by their chief, to banish the accursed traffic from session in this village. During the past week came
on the trial of Oliver A. Kingsley at the suit of Bethese shores.
noni Danks, for the seduction of his daughter. There
expressed
writer was no defence in this suit, and the jury
Reminiscences of yellow fever.
their sense of Ihe character of the offence by returnin the Philadelphia U. S. Gazette, says;
thousand
dollars.
two
verdict
for
damages
of
ing
a
It is now forty-six years since the city of PhilaAnother suit for breach of promise and seduction,
delphia was visited by a plague, (generally termed
Semantha Pitts, plaintiff, vs. Nelson Potter, dtfandthe fever of '93) equal to its horrors and ravages to
verdict for §450 was renderAt a general meeting of the citi- ant was also tried.
any on record.
ed in this case.
zens, September 14, 1793, a committee was appointthe parties in the above suits are residents of
All
the
which
ed to take charge of the city, &c. (of
[Western (Syracuse) Slute Jour.
the this county.

The governor brought up with him

all

the goods

—

A

A

3rl. That such usurious endorsee cannot recover late lamented Mr. Carey was one) which met
upon the note against his immediate endorser, nor sacne day at the City Hall, and organized. Four
never attended to the appointment.
against any prior party to the note.
The services of the committee werethenduly es4th. That if the holder of a note transfer it by
delivery, or by endorsement without recourse lo timated, but the memory of those times, with the
him, it is a sale, and not a discount, of the note, actors, have been fast fading away. To use Mr.
and consequently not usurious, though the vender Carey's own language, "it is honorable to this comgets much less for it than it is actually worth- mittee, that they have conducted their business with
provided such transaction was not resorted to fo: more harmony than is generally to be met with in
Probably there
the purpose of eliecting a loan at a greater interest public bodies of equal numbers.
never was one of which the members were so reguthan is allowed by law.
lar in their attendance; the meetings at the worst of
times those times which, to use Paine's emphatic
Late fbom Africa. The schooner Euphra- language, 'tried men's souls' were coinposecl in
tes, arrived in Philadelphia in thirty-lour days from general, of twelve, thirteen and fourteen members."
Africa, brings the following intelligence which has
"Never, perhaps, was there a city in the situation
been furnished by captain iVIcNeil to Mr. CoH'ee of Philadelpliia, at this period. The president of
of the Exchange, together with files of papers lo the United States, according to his annual custom,
the 16th of August:
had removed to Mount Vernon with his household.
The Euphrates is sent here by the United Slates Most, if not all of the other officers of the ffderal
consul a prize to the United States government, government were absent.
The governor, who had
having been captured on the coast of Africa by his been sick, had gone by direction of his physician,
Britanic majestyV brig Harlequin as a slaver, and to his
country seat near the falls of Schuylkill, and
surrendered to governor Buchanan, United .States nearly all the officers of the state had likewise reconsul at Liberia. Captain McNeil, late mate of tired.
The magistrates of the city, except the
the schooner Fabius, and the crew formerly be
mayor and John Barclay, esq. were away, as most
longing to the wrecked ship Emperor, of New of those of the Liberties. In tact, government of
York, were put on board by the United States con every kind was almost wholly vacated, and seemed,
sul to bring her home, together with two natives, by tacit, but universal consent, to be vested in the
(Kroomen), whom the captain brought to assist in committee!"
working the vessel, his crew being all in a weakly
Mr. Carey, in-'the last edition of the account of
The schooner is a sharp- built Chesapeake the yellow lever, states five of the committee lo be
state.
craft, of about 70 tons, hails from Baltimore, and living, since which time,
no doubt exists, from matters and things found on Stephen Girarcl, died Dec. 26lh, 1831, aged 82.
She was fitted out at
board, of their intentions.
"
89.
James Sharswood, " Sept. 14lh, 1836,
Havana, and had been on and cruising off the coa.st Malhew Carey,
"
SO
"
Sept. 16th, 1839,
of Africa for nine months, and at length strong
John Letchworth and Thomas Wistar, are still
to
her
capture.
led
The
circumstances
picious
living.
case will now be tried, no doubt, by our gove

—

ment. She is and was under American colors, with
an American captain, and the crew, nine (we learn)
in number, were Spaniards. The captain of her
took passage in the schooner Fabius, that sailed
The
for Providence a day belore the Euphrates.
Euphrates has on board the apparatus, &.c. that
caused her seizure, and now lays in our harbor.
Temination of the var in Lillle Bassa.
From the Jlfrican Luminary, Jlugusl 16. We are
hap])y to be able to state that the recent war with
the natives at Little Bassa has entirely ended, with
a complete victory on the part of Ihe colonists.
We stated in our last the departure of his excellency governor Buchanan for the scene of action,
with more men, aims and ammunition. We were
kept lor several days in a state of suspense as to
the final issue of the

affair,

until the return of the

governor on Friday night, 2d instant. With universal joy, the news spread throughout our town

—

not a man killed.
that the Americans were all safe
It was truly affecting lo see the exhibition of feelon the return of
could
restrain,
nothing
which
ing,

Mothers, wives and sisters all sallied
meet their friends, and surely that Sabbath,
although lew met in jivblic to pour forth their gratitude to God, yet many, many devoted hearts pre-

the'warriors.
forth to

sented their tribute of praise to Him who liatl returned their friends safely to their homes.
Not a shot was fired alter the governor went
down the last time, the natives being completely
cooled of their great desire to fight. A palaver was
liy representatives from
lielil on the beach, attended
both parties, and matters very amicably settled; the
natives acceding to the terms presciibed by governor
Buchanan without any hesitation.
Four of the slaves were given up to the governor,
and the rest are to follow. The headmen. Prince
and Bargay, have pledged themselves to aid and
abet the slave-trade no more, in any manner whatever, whether directly or indirectly; and, after the
drubbing they have had, we have no douht that fear
of a second one will keep them faithful to
pled]

—

THE MADISON PAPERS.
To

the Editors

of

Gentlemen:

ihe

*,

National Intelligencer.

have just seen an

'[

your
newspaper of the 20'h instant, commenting upon
one that previously appeared there in relation to the
publication of these papers, placed by direction of
the joint library committee of congress under my
superintendence. Both your correspondents have
mistaken the extent of ray agency, and err in supposing that 1 would sutler any commentary or exI

article in

planatory note to accompany a work which gives
evidence, on every page, of the care with which it
In the performance of my part,
has been prepared.
(in which I have no interest whatever, except, to
discharge a trust regarded by ine as most glorifying
and honorable), I have considered it a paramount
obligation to preserve the work as left by i(s illusThe manuscript deposited by Mrs.
trious author.
Madison in the department of state, after being revised by her in one or two passages, was deliveied
to the publishers, and it has been deemed a primary
and indispensable duty to follow it without the admission of a noie commentary, even explanatory.
Those that will be found on its pages exist in the
I regret that it could be, for
original manuscript.

moment, supposed that I would annex to such
work any coinmenlary or explanation of my own,
much more any thing having, in the slightest de-

a
A

Could I have entergree, a political character.
tained such a notion at any time, it would have
been suppressed by the perusal ot the work itself,
which is distinguished by Mrs. Madison's own remarkable discretion in this respect; and is as beautiful from its candor and truth, as it is valuable for
the exceeding interest of

its

historical

and political

facts.

has been misconceived
by both your correspondents is probably this:
The steaivi frigate. The keel and floor tim The
work consists of a diary and correspondence,
are laid.
ber of the steam frigate at our navy yard
all written more than filly, and much ot it nearly
,
,,
,i,
j stern
,
timbers
set, up.
She is ,n
10
and the stem and
Since that lime, numerous letters
sixty years ago.
'"' '""Ser than the ship Pennsylvania— her other
and facts, bot'h expressly and incidentally referred
dimensions are as follows:to in it, have been published in the writings and
nches.
feel.
lives of Washington, Franklin, Jeli'erson, Lee, Jay,
Length of keel,
Morris, and others; in the diplomatic correspon" between perpendiculars,
220
dence printed by oider of congress; in the journals
" extreme including cut water. 240
of congress and of the state legislatures, and in
Breadth of beam, (moulded),
39
other works. Many of tlie letters, since published
'*
oul.side of planking,
in these works, are the immediate subjects of Mr.
" outside of guards.
Madison's remarks, as are legislative and other ofDepth of bold,
23
There are also
ficial proceedings and documents.
Draught of water, (load line)
IS
3
allusions, in the course of correspondence and deHeight above load line,
9
13
bate, to pamphlets, articles in the newspapers, and
Measurement of tons,
1,988 tons.
occasional publications, which are not of easy or
The one building in New York is of similar diconvenient reference to general readers, nor to be
mensions, and the moulds for her construction were
now found without some inquiry. The luimherof
sent from our navy yard. There are only about
volumes through which these letters and facts are
twenty hands at work upon her, while we underspread, cannot fall short of one hundre.l; most of
stand thai upwards of one hundred are engaged on
without indices; and the places where
the one at New York.
From present appearances them are
some of them aie to be found are not generally
however, Ihe hulls of both will be finished long be-

The circumstance which

—

c

,

-

—

fore their

engines are ready lor them.
[Phil. North

.liner.

known.
It was thought that, under these circumstances,
was not only proper, but indispensable, to annex

it

a

Missing vessels.

The

brig

Plaiiter,

capt.

Smith, sailed from Charleston 26th ult. for this port.
The brig Star, capt. Hull, sailed from this port for
Charleston, on the 19th ult. since which nothing has
been heard from either of these vessels. They both
belong to Mr. Geo. BulUley's line of Charleston
packets, and were insured here. The former had
not much cargo, the latter had a valuable cargo of
merchandise, most of which was insured here.
The crew of the Planter, weie Geo. Smith, master,
who has a family in Southport, Conn. Mr. Bennett,
male, has a family in this city; James Burk, John
Johnson, W. Patterson, and Thomas Kosindale,
seamen, and two others, names unknown. The crew
their of the brig George, were Wakeman Hull, master,
has left a family in Southport, Conn. Mr. Bailey,

few pages

at llie

end of the volumes, containing

brief references to some of the principal of Ihese
passages, but in such a manner as not, in the slightest degree, or even in appearance, to connect thmi.

or interfere with Ihe text or work of Mi. Madison
himself. They are not so nuineious as they might
have been made, perhaps with additional advantage; and so anxious was I lo abstain liom Ihe least
attempt at commentary, remark or explanation,
that I avoided even notes on historical facts developed by subsequent publications, and confined myself to a simple reference.

I

may add

also,

that,

from the same motives, I sought to limit Ihese references to works containing contemporaneous and

documents.
This task was undertaken solely

original
it

was a proper service

to the

in the belief that

reader and the pub-

.

i
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it

in

Washington county, Arkansas.

He

niglit at the house of l\lr. Ambrose
forty miles south of his son's residence.

H. D. GILPIN.

Friday

stayed on

Harnage,
He was

waylaid about 10 o'clock on the same morning, by a
partv of Indians, five miles west of Cane-hill, and
shot" from a high precijiice which commanded the
road.
It is reported that about 10 or 12 guns were
fired at him; only five rifle balls, however, penetrated him body and head. Thus was this aged chief
murdered from an ambush, without knowing the
dastardly hands who sought his life. This murder
occurred in Washington county. About the same
hour, four Indians came to Mr. Boudiiiot, and after
a friendly salutation, asked Mr. Boudinot to walk
from where his hands were at work, and give them
some medicine. Mr. B. who was ever found foremost

THE CHEROKEES.
From

1839—THE CHEROKEES.

part of the Cherokee nation, and having surrounded
the house with their rifles, three of them forced his
doors, drew him from his bed amidst the screams of
his wife and children, and having given him 25
Maj.
stabs in his body, left him dead in his yard.
Ridge had started on the previous day, to Vineyard,

though not unattended with considerable labor,
was yet so unambitious in its character that I
could not have expected it to lead to any notice,
either of censure or approbation; and certainly, if
any one motive governed me, [nore than another, in
the mode ot execution, it was a desire to avoid that
Very
of which your correspondents accuse me.

lie;

respectfully, youi-s,
September 23, 1839.

5,

Gazette.
are unv\'illing that the history of the recent
transactions in the Cherokee nation should go forth
the Jlrkansas

We

world, upon the partial and somewhat contradictory statements which have been given to the
public, by those who have only gleaned from thouto the

sand tongued rumor.
The causes which led to the New Echota treaty,
December, 1S;J5, and the consequent emigration
of the whole of the Cherokee nation east, are too
well icnovvn to the American public to need recapitulation in an article of newspaper length. The his- in acts of charity, obeyed the summons. Shortly after
tory of our calamities is written upon hundreds of he left the workmen he was struck by these Indians
imperishable American state papers, and will be in the back and head, and brought to the earth, with
handed down to the rising generations, upon the tomahawks, and then stabbed several times in the
pages of the decisions of the most enlightened judi- back with a bowie knife. His head was cleft with

in

ciaries that ever (l_ecided the great principles of natural and constitul'ional liberlj' in any country.
Echota treaty, suffice it
Of the merits of the

the

tomahawk

in five or six places.

These are

the

circumstances attending the deaths of these indivi-

New

duals.

it was
made in good faith, by the conIt is notorious, that although the Ridges and Boutrading parties; it withstood the charges of fraud, dinot resided at the distance of seventy miles apart,
and the malignant assaults of John Ross and his par- yet report of John Ridire's murder was circulating
tizans, and received the ratification of an enlighten- all through the rank of Ross's party, before B's
ed American senate. During two succeeding ses- death was known to his immediate friends. This
sions of congress, did this disappointed demagogue can perhaps be best explained by the fact that Bouhang upon the American congress, and ask investi- dinot and Ross residing about one mile apart. It is
gation into what he called the "unauthorised acts of equally true that a strong guard were collected around
a faction at home." At last, however, some magic Ross and Gunter on the same morning; and Ross has
sanative operated most potently upon this patriotic kept a guard of from 200 to 600 persons about his
"lover of the land of his fathers," and under a con- person ever since. It is worthy of remark that Ross
tract most lucrative to this man and his relations, he promises this guard at the rate of 25 dollars each per
and his partizans look up their line of march to the month, and gives his due bills to individuals, payahome assigned them in the New Echola treaty. It ble on the faith of the national treasury. These due
was to be hoped that, stilled by the influence of the bills are bought up by his son-in-law and brother
As soon as the undersigtied, and some
large sums of money which this man had the grali/i- with goods.
cation of expending (to say the least of it), his com- others of the proscribed, could pay the duties of inplaints would for a time have been hushed, and more terment to the bodies of Iheir friends, they repaired
especially, after it was generally understood, that to Fort Gibson, where they remained for ten days.
They there learned upon good authority that they
Ills partizaus had universally expressed themselves
were unsafe while in the power of Ross and his parsatisfied with the country which they had found.
improving
commenced
people
immediately
Since that time they have been generally
tizaus.
The
their farms, and purchasing stock, and every thing embodied, for their self protection.
The convention ol John Ross assembled, or rather
bade fair for peace and happiness. But the people
were suddenly disturbed in Iheir tranquillity by a his guard increased, on the first of July, as anticicall from John Ross, who immediately arrogated to pated. The subjoinedmanifestoor decree will show
himself the title of "principal chief of the Cherokee how far their proceedings were intended to affect
nation," for a general council, to be held on the first the remaining victims of'their malice. At the same
Monday in June. The old settlers or western Chero- time that these papers were drawn up, a resolution
kees, the Ross party, and a considerable number of was passed.freely pardoning the murderers of Messrs.
The Ridges and Boudinot; and all this, too, after Mr.
the Ridge or treaty party, met at this council.
treaty party were however, only spectators, and did Ross's denial of any knowledge or participation in
not participate in any attempts of the council at ef- the matter, and his promise to aid in securing the
Of the documents every one will judge
murderers.
feeling national regulations.
Upon the arrival of the eastern Cherokees in the for himself; but to us they sound very much like the
country, they had found a government regularly or- language of an usurper, who first seizes upon the
John Brown was principal chief, and throne, and then requires all the people wlio have
ganized.
others held subordinate offices under their constitu- rightly opposed him to swear allegiance to his preWith these regulations the treaty tensions. How far the Cherokees west united with
tion and laws.
party were satisfied, nor can they yet see any rule, the assumptions of Ross and his faction, they will
If Mr. Ross
civil or political by which the emigrants into a new in due time disclose for themselves.
country have a right to take upon themselves, the expects us to purchase our lives by swearing to the
our
mouths,
put
in
he
would
change
which
atfairs,
until
a
of
laws
infamous
oath
intenal
of
its
regulation
or rulers is called for by the constitution and laws he very much inisiakes the blood which runs in our
of Ihecountry. But such were not the views of Mr. veins. Sooner let us fall by the hand of the midnight
Ross. At this council he proposed that he, John assassin, than have our names loaded with infamy,
Ross, should be appointed principal chief of the and handed down to posterity as traitors, who had
Cherokee nation, George Lowry should be appoint- "saved their country from total destruction, by maked second, and Ned Greer should be appointed third ing the best treaty ever made for any Indians!"
chiet of the whole Cherokee nation; and that when The historian will do justice to the memories of the
thus organised, they would proceed to business in fallen. We will never cause their blood to rise in
connection with the rightful Cherokees west. Of judgment against us, by casting obloquy on their
course, John Biosvn, and the great mass of the old characters. Eight of our friends have abandoned
Be the matter with them and their God. AVe
seltlers, opposed a measure which went to the total us.
After are conscious that we have gained many where we
annihilation of their government and laws.
the council had been one week in session, and there have lost one. The threatened denunciation still
being no prospect of any arrangements being effect- hangs over us. Well, if the impending vengeance
ed, Idessrs. Ridges, Boudinots, and Iheir friends, must fall, let it come upon us with clear consciences.
JOHN A. BELL,
The old settlers remained
left the council ground.
STAND WATIE.
ten days longer at the council ground, when it be-
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communities was appointed for that purpose, by the
joint call of their respective authorities, which met
accordingly at Ta-ka-to-kah, on Monday, the third
day of June, 1S39; and whereas the representative
branch of said general council having been unsuccessful in effecting the objects for which the general
council was convened, the people who formed a constituent branch of said general council, called a national convention of the people of the eastern and

western Cherokees, to meet at Illinois campground,
July 1st, 1839, to take these important matters into
consideration, which convention has assembled accordingly, and is now in session; and whereas, in
the interval between the call and the meeting of the
unhappy fact of major
national convention, the
Ridge, John Ridge and Elias Boudinot, being killed, occurred, in consequence of which, violent
threats against the lives of innocent and peaceable
citizens were made by some of the friends of the deceased, by which the tranquillity of the community
has been interrupted, and a state of excitement and
alarm produced, dangerous to the public safety and
destructive to domestic and social order; and whereas the unfortunate persons deceased, togetlier with
others in connection with them, had, by their acts,
unhappilv exposed and laid themselves liable to the
pains and penalties and forfeitures of outlawry:
Therefore,

in

order to stop the further effusion of

blood, to calm the present unhappy excitement, and
to restore peace and harmony and confidence to the
community, we the people of the eastern and western
Cherokees, in general council assembled, in our owr.
name, and by the authority and in the exercise of our

plenary power, do ordain and decree, and by these
presents it is ordained and decreed accordingly, that
a full and free pardon and amnesty be, and is hereby granted to all those persons who are liable as
aforesaid, to the pains and penalties and forfeitures
of outlawry, and that they be fully exempted, released, and discharged from all liabilities to prosecution
or punishment ol any kind whatever on the aforesaid
account; and that they be restored lo the protection
of the community, and the enjoyment of the benefits
of the laws, to all intents and purpose as if the acts
which rendered them liable to the penalties aforehad not been cominitted; excepting, that they

said,

shall not

be eligible to any

office ol

profit, trust or

honor, in the eastern or western Cherokee community, or under any union or modification of said communities which may be affected; nevertheless, the
general council shall have power after the lapse of

opinion the good conduct, of
this decree, shall
render it proper to revoke, with regard to such person or persons, that portion thereof which declares
them ineligible to office, and thereby restore them
to the enjoyment and exercise of all the immunities
and franchises of the community: Provided, however,
that in order to guard the public peace, and the personal security of the citizens, from being endangered by the operation of this decree, the benefits ot its
provisions shall be available to those persons, only,
who shall, within eight days after the passage of this
decree, appear before this general council, and shall
five years, if in their

any person or persons affected by

disavow any threatenings, which may have
been made by themselves or their friends, against
the life or lives of any citizen or citizens of the eastern or western Cherokee nations, or against that of
any other persons, in revenge or as retaliation, for
retract or

the death of the unfortunate persons deceased, or for
any other cause, and shall give satisfactory assurances that for the time to come they will demean
themselves as good and peaceable members of the
community. That in order effectually to carry out
the intentions of this decree,to suppress rfi's/itrftaTices,
to remove public nuisances, and to preserve good
order and tranquillity, eight auxilliary police companies, shall be organized thioughout the country by
voluntary association, each company to be commanded by a captain and lieutenant, and such subordinate officers as may be required, who shall be
elected by the people, any of whom may also be removed by the peojile, whenever they deem it expeThe whole of these companies to be under
dient.
the general command of Jesse Bushyhead, 1st, and
Loony Price, 2d in command: Provided, always, that
the general council shall have power by law to control, modify, suspend, or discontinue these police
companies, as the welfare or safely of the country

may

require.

Given under our hands at Illinois camp ground,
JiJySth, 1839.
ing understood that nothing could be accomplished,
this 7th day of July, 1S39, by order and on behalf of
they likewise lelt. For what pui pose Mr. Ross and
this general council of the eastern and western
[Decree referred to.']
his parlizans remained three days longer together,
Whereas tbe^-emoval of the eastern Cherokees to Cherokees, in national convention assembled.
after the adjournment of the national council, the
Ordered by the Cherokee people, in general conbranches
two
the
has
brought
together
however,
country,
this
sequel willbestdevelope. They remained,
assembled, that, inasmuch as information
three days in conclave, and broke up with the order of the ancient Cherokee family, and rendered it ex- vention
concerning the decree of amnesty passed on the 7th
that there must be a general convention (as they pedient that a union of the two communities should
not reached some of the persons affected by
had
matured
inst.
and
government
system
of
be formed, and a
were pleased to style it), on the first day of July.
the time specified for their givOn Saturday of the same week, it being the 22d established, applicable to their present condition, its provisions, that the future maintenance of the
assurances for
general
ing
a
whereas
all
parties;
and
satisfactory
to
proceeded
to
the
and
Indians
party
23
of
20
or
of June, a
until further provisions shall be
extended
pelice,
be
both
house of John Ridge, on Honey creek, in the north council of the representatives and people of
j

I
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made by

the convention for that purpose, tlie intention of the said decree being solely to obtain assurances for the preservation of the peace, and not to
endanger the safely of any person whatever.
Given under our hands, by order of the general
convention, this 13th day of July, 1839.
(Signed), Gkorge howRv, pres't. convention.

Jessee Biishyhead,
Young Wolf,

George Guess,
Jack Spears,
George Gunter,
Charles Coody,
George Hicks,
Thomas Candy,
Daniel IMcCoy,
Riley Keys,

iVloses Parris,

Richard Taylor,
Edward Gunter,

Lewis Riley,
Thomas Foreman.

Oath of renunciation of the

treaty,

and

of allegiance,

presented by Rosses council.

Whereas, by a decree of the general council of the
eastern and western Cherokees, in national convention assenibled, at Illinois camp ground, July 7th,
1839, it is provided that a "full and free pardon and
amnesty be granted to certain persons, who, by their
acts, had exposed and laid themselves liable to the

pains and penalties and forfeitures of outlawry, and
that they be fully exempted, released and discharged
from all liability to prosecution or punishmentof any
kind wliatever, on the aforesaid account, and that
Ihey be restored to the protection of the community
and to the enjoyment of the benefits of the laws:
Provided, however, that the benefits of this decree
shall be available to (hose persons only who shall
retract or disavow any threatenings which may have
been made by themselves or their friends, against
the life or lives of any citizen or citizens of the eastern or western Cherokee nations, or that of any
other person, in revenge for the death of major Ridge,
John Ridge, and EliasBoudinot, and shall give satisfactory .-issurance^that for the time to come they
will demean themselves as good and peaceable members of the community:"
Now, we, the undeisigned, gratefully accepting
the clemency of our people, humanely provided for
our benefit and relief, do, in the presence of the Supreme Judge and Searcher of all hearts, and in the
presence of tiiis great assembly, hereby sincerely
acknowledge our error, and express our deep contrition lor the same; and we do also declare our readiness to submit to our people, and to make all the
reparation in our power for the injury we have done;
and we do hereby recall and retract any threatenings
made by ourselves or any of our friends, against the
life of any person whatever; and we do disavow any
such threats made by any of our friends in revenge
or retaliation, for the death of the persons aforesaid,
or for any other cause, and in conformity with the
requirements of the ordinance and decree aforesaid,
we do, in the presence of the Supreme Judge, and
of this ijeneral council, solemnly pledge ourselves to
abstain from all acts which may in any manner disturb the peace and endanger the security of the
community or of any individual thereof; but for thetime to come, we will sacredly regard these our solemn assurances, and in good faith demean ourselves
as good and peaceaDle cilizfns, in fulfilment of the
obligations involved in this pledge, and in the inten
tions of the ordinance and decree.
Given under our hands, at Illinois camp ground,
in the presence of the national convention, this 10th
day of July, 18.39.

We

would just ask why these instruments
N. B.
specify no crime, no act, nor the names of any individuals?
Is it because of the protection promised in
J. A. F
the treaty to its signers!
S.

REMINISCENCES OF WESTERN
FARE.

W.

WAR

From the Louisville Jonrnal.
CAPTURE OF VINCENNES BY GENER/VL CLARIC
In the Jonrn.Tl of Wednesilay we noticed briefly
iudge Law's address, before the Historical and An
We give below his
tiquarian society of Vincermes.
account of the capture of licut. gov. Hamilton with
the British forces under his command at that post,
We nave
in 1779, by gen. George Rogers Clark.
cited this passage, not because the events are whol
for some of the
ly new to our Kentucky readers
brave associates of this gallant achievement still
survive, to tell the heroic deeds of their youth, and
the pages of IMarshall and Butler have chronicled
them but because the form in which they are pre
seiited, coming to us mostly, in original documents
the relics of that lime, and penned on the scene of
action, gives to them an air of freshness, and, as it
were, carries us back to the period of (heir occurrence. The "unpublished journal," referred to by
judge Law, was kept by major Bowman, who held
This, (oa captain's command in the expedition.
gethec with all the original documents extant re-
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specting the campaigns of Clark, is in the posses- And those, if any there are, that are friends to the
sion of a gentleman of this city, who has been en- king, will instantly repair to the fort, and join Haitgaged for some time in preparing a biography of Buyee general, and fight like men. And if any
such as do not go to the fort, shall be discovered afthat renowned warrior.
terwards, they may depend on severe punishment,
It was on the 5lh February, 1779, that a Spartan On the contrary, those who are true friends to liberband of 170 men, headed by as gallant a leader as ty, will be well treated.
G. R. CLARK."
ever led men to battle, crossed the Kaskaskia river,
In order to give effect to this letter, by having it
on their march to this place. The incidents of this
campaign, their perils, their sufferings, their con- communicated to the French inhabitants, the army
stancy, their courage, their success would be in- encamped until about sun down, when they comcredible, were they not matters of history.
In my menced their march, wading in water about breast
opinion, as I have before remarked, no campaign high, to the rising ground on which the town is
One portion of the army marchetl up dieither in ancient or modern warfare, taking into situated.
consideration the force employed, the want of ma- rectly along where the levee is now raised, and
While another party
terial, the country passed over, the destitution of came in by the steam-mill.
even the necessaries of life, the object to be ac- under lieutenant Bradley, deployed from the main
complished, and the glorious results flowing from body, and came in the present Princeton road. An
it, is to be compared to it.
And what is yet more entrenchment was thrown up in front of the fort,
astonishing, is the fact, that a battle which decided and the battle commenced from the British side by
the fate of an empire, a campaign which added to the discharge, though without effect, of their canour possessions a country more than equal in extent non, and the return on our side of riflle shot the
to the United Kingdoms of Great Britain, Scotland only arms which the Americans possessed.
On
and Ireland, has scarcely even a page of our revo- the morning of the 24th, about 9 o'clock, colonel
lutionary annals devoted to its details, or making Clark sent in a flag of truce, with a letter to the
even horiorable mention of the brave and gallant British commander, during which time there was a
men who so nobly and successfully conducted it. cessation of hostilities, and the men were provided
Time would fail me, and your patience would be with a breakfast the first meal which they hart
perhaps exhausted, were I to follow step by step, since the 18th, six days before. The letter of Clark
and day by day, this small, but brave, devoted, is so characteristic of the man, so laconic, and under
patriotic and chivalrous corps, through the wilder- such trying circumstances, shows so much tact,
ness from Kaskaskia to this place.
It would be self-possession and firmness, that I will read it.
"Sir: In order to save yourself from the impendbut a repetition of daily sufferings, of fatigue, of
peril, of constancy, of perseverance, and of hope. ing storm that now ttireatens, I order you iminedi'
Day after day, without provisions, wading in ice ately\o surrender yourself, with all your garrison,
and water to their necks, through the overflowed stores, &c. fee. For if I am obliged to storm, you
bottoms of the Wabash, carrying their rifles above may depend on such treatment as is justly due to a
their heads, their gallant chief taking the lead, murderer. Beware of destroying stores of any kind,
foremost in difficulty and in danger, did those patri- or any papers or letters that are in your possession,
For, by Heavens, if
otic soldiers struggle on, faint, weary, cold and or hurt'ng one house in town.
ftarving, until the prize was in view, and their ob- you do, there shall be no mercy shown you.
"G. R. CLARK.
ject was accomplished.
Look around you, my
"To gov. Hamilton."
friends, and see what this portion of our beloved
Since the days of Charles XII, of Sweden, I
union is now. Look ahead, and tell me if you
can, what it is to be a half century hence, sup- doubt whether ever such a cartel, under such cirposing the improvements to progress as they have cumstances, was sent to an ardagonist. Prudence
and the advancement will as Clark well knew would, indeed, have been a
the last twenty years
be geometrical
and then go back with me sixty rascally virtue on such an occasion. Hemmed in
years since, this very day, and learn from an actor on one side by ice and water, with a fortified post
in the scene
one holding command, and from bristling with artillery in front, with one hundred
whose unpublished journal, I make the extract, and seventy soldiers part Americans, part Creoles,
what the country was, and the diHiculties and dan- without food, worn out and armed only with rifles;
gers, the perils and sulferings those endured who it was, as Clark knew, only by acting (he victor
conquered it for you and yours: and should you, or iristead of the vanquished, (as was the real state of
those who are to come after you, to the latest gene- the case, if Hamilton had only known the fact)
He acted wisely
ration forget them, "may your right hands forget that he could hope to succeed.
and he acted bravely; any other course, and he
their cunning."
"February 22d, 1779. Colonel Clark* encou would have been a prisoner instead of a conqueror.
The very reply of Hamilton to this singular epistle
raged his men, which gave them great spirits.
Marched on in the water; those that were weak shows he was already quailing:
"Governor Hamilton begs leave to acquaint coloand famished fiom so much fatigue, went in the
canoes.
came three miles farther to some su- nel Clark, that he and his garri.son are not disposed
gar camps, where we stayed all night.
Heard the to be mved into any action unworthy British subevening and morning guns at the fort. No pro- jects."
The battle was renewed; the skill of our westvisions yet.
The Lord help us.
"23d. Set oH' to cross a plain called Horse Shoe ern riflemen, celebrated even in our days, wounded
plain, about four miles long, all covered with water several of the men in the fort through the port
breast high.
Here we expected some of our brave holes, the only place where a shot could be made
men must certainly perish, the water having frozen effective. Clark with the skill of a practical comin the night and so long fasting.
Having no other mander, must have seen and felt from the answer
resource but wading this lake of frozen water, we returned to his communication, that another mesplunged in with courage, colonel Clark being first sage would soon be delivered to him from the same
We took care to have boats by, to take those who quarter; and he was not long in receiving it. The
flag of truce brought him as follows:
were weak and benumbed with the cold in them.
"Governor Hamilton proposes to colonel Clark «
Never were men so animated with the thought of
avenging the ravages done to their back settle- truce for three days, during which lime he promises,
ments, as this small army was. About 1 o'clock that there shall be no defensive work carried oil in
halted on a the garrison, on condition, that colonel C. will obwe came in sight of the town.
small hill of dry land, called "Warren's island," serve on his part a like cessation of offensive work;
wliere we took a prisoner hunting ducks, who in- that is he wishes to confer with colonel Clark, as
formed u.' that no person suspected our coining in soon as can be, and promises that whatever may
Colonel Clark wrote a pass between them two, and another person, mututhat season of the year.
ally agreed on to be present, shall remain secret till
letter by him to the inhabitants as follows:
matters be finished, as he wishes, that whatever the
"To the inhabitants of Post Vincennes,
Gentlemen: Being now within two miles of result of the conference may be, it may tend to the
your village witli my army, determined to ta'ce honor and credit of each party. If colonel Clark
makes a difficulty of corning into the fort, lieutenyour fort this night, and not being willing to su
prise you; 1 take this method of requesting such of ant governor Hamilton will speak with him by the
HA.MILTON.
you, as are true citizens, and willing to enjoy the gate.
February 24lli, '79.
liberty I bring you, to remain still in your houses
If governor Hamilton had known the man he
* I am indebted, and much indebted, to my friend
was dealing with, he would have found 'ere this,
professor Bliss, of Louisville. Kenlucky, far the letters that he would have made light of any difliculties
of general Clark, and the exlrnct from innjor Bow- 'in getting into the fort;' and if not already conman's journal of ihe cnptiiro of Vincennes, now for vinced of the daring of the foe he was contending
the first time published.
Professor Blis.s is now pre- with, one would have supposed Clark's answer
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We

HENRY

paring for puhlicntion a "Life of general Clark." VVitb
the talent and re.'jenrch which he possesses, and with
the materinls which he has already collected, I have
no hesitation in saying thai it will be one of the most
interesting works which has ever been issued from the
American press.

would have

set

him

right:

"Colonel Clark's compliment's fo governor Hamilton, and begs leave tosay that he will not agree
fo any terms, other than Mr. Hamilton surrendering
himself and garrison prisoners at discretion.
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shores, if desirable; while vessels of war must
be dependent on the wind, and consequently stand
out often far to sea. But steamers could not be emHelm."
ployed in permanent blockade, from the quantity of
Laconic enousih surely, and easily underslooiij
fuel they require, and the little scope they aftord for
end so it was; for in less than one hour afterwards,
city and county of Al- movement and space, alter allowance for machinethe
inhabitants
of
and
ders,
Clark dictated himself the following terms, which
alarmed at the avowed design ry. The fire, too, increases the danger to the mawere accepted, a meeting having taken place at the bany, being greatly
of the ministry to raise a revenue in America, and gazine. But, though inefficient for a blockade, they
church:
shocked by the bloody scene now acting in the would be of infinite service against it; for a single
1st. Lieutenant governor Hamilton agrees to deMassachusetts bay, do in the most solemn manner steamer might issue from a blockaded port at night,
liver up to colonel Clarke "fort Sackville," as it
resolve never to become slaves; and do associate, in fair weather, towing gunboats, and bearing a gun
49 at present, with ail its stories, &c.
lortar cannon carrying a shell of sixty-eight
under all the ties of religion, honor and love to
2d. The garrison are to deliver themselves as
Against this assault a ship of the line
adopt, and endeavor to carry into pounds.
prisoners of war, and march out with their arms our country, to
measures may be recommend- could oHer little defence; for as tile steamer lies low
whatever
execution,
tnd accoutrements.
ed by the continental congress, or resolved upon by n the water, she would scarcely afford a mark,
3d. The garrison to be delivered up to-morrow
our provincial convention, lor the purpose of pre- while the high hull and tall masts of her antagonist
at ten o'clock.
serving our constitution, and opposing the execu- would offer a target for every shot.
4th. Three days' time to be allowed the garrison
As proofs of the destructiveness of the new systion of the several arbitrary and oppressive acts of
to settle their accounts with the inhabitants and
the British parliament, until a reconciliation be- tem, we extract from the rejiorts of two experiments
traders.
ade
at Brest, with M. Paixhans's mortar cannon,
constitutional
America
on
and
tween Great Britain
5th. The officers of the garrison to be allowed
principles (which we most ardently desire) can be on the Pacificateur of SOguns, some years since.
their necessary baggage, 8tc.
obtained; and that we will in all things follow the It is stated that
Signed at fort St. Vincenle, this 24lh of February, advice of our general committee respecting the purWhatever ideas might have been formed of the
1779; agreed for the following reasons:
poses aforesaid, the preservation of peace and good eff'ects of this arm, those which have been obtained
Ist. The remoteness from succor. 2d. The slate
order, and the safety of individuals and private pro- have surpassed them; that the discharges have proand quantity of piovisions. 3d. The nnanimity of perty.
duced in the line-of-battle ship a destruction and raJohn Barclay, chairman.
the officers and men in its expediency. 4th. The Walter Livingston,
ge which would certainly have prevented her
Robert Yates,
honorable terms allowed and lastly, the confidence
from continuing the action, and perhaps led to her
Bogert,
Henry I.
John Bay,
in a generous enemy.
immediate ruin; that extremely remarkable ranges
Ahrm. Cuyler,
James Magee,
were obtained; that the results, so surprising, might
Robert McClallan,
Tynsen Colborn,
Lieut, governor and superintendent."
serve greatly to modify, in extending its efli^cts, the
Henry Wendell,
Jo. Young,
It was on the twenty-fifth of February, 1799, Richard Esselstyn,
use oflirtillery by sea and land; that M. Paixhans is
Corns. Van Santvoort,
highly praiseworthy for having introduced them;
about two o'clock in the forenoon, that the British Othniel Gardner,
Rr. Bleecker,
and that he cannot be too much congratulated; that
troops marched out, and the Americans entered that Baret Dyne,
Henry Bleecker,
experience has confirmed his theory; that if such
fort, acquired with the tact, skill, judgment, bravery, Isaac Van Aernum,
John H. Ten Eyck,
effects have been produced with anSO-ponnder gun,
peril and su/fering, which I have so briefly at- Gisbert Marselis,
Jacob Bleecker, jr.
one can hardly imagine those which might be protempted to describe. The British ensign was hauled Phi. D. Schuyler,
Jno. T. Beeckman,
duced by 150-pounder guns, which M. Paixhans
down, and the American flag waved above it in George White,
Har. Wendell,
triumph; that flag,
equally proposed."
Matthew Adgate,
John McClung,
The report terminates thus: "From this time your
Abm. Yates, jr.
"Wilhin whose folds
Guthron Woodworth,
committee
is unanimous on the immense advantages
our
hearts,
the
treasures
of
wrapped
Taylor,
Are
John
Bustejean T. Vescher,
which would be produced by the adoption of this
Where e'er its waving sheet is fanned,
Rutger Lansingh,
Flous Bancker,
By breezes of the sea or land.''
species of ordnance, which, employed for the deJohn Knickerbacker, jr. Henry Quackenboss,
fence of coasts, in gun-boats, floating batteries, at
Time would not permit me, my friends, to dwell Barent Vanderpoel,
John M. Beeckman,
the entrance of roadsteads, &.C. would render imposon the important results growing out of this con- William Vanhergen,
John D. Fonda,
volume would John Abbott,
sible the success of any enterprise attempted against
quest to our common country.
John Van Rensselaer, jr.

"If Mr. Hamilton wants to talk with colonel
Clark, he will meet him at the church with captain

firm union of its inhabitants, in a vigorous prosecution of the measures nacessary for its safety; and
convinced of the necessity of preventing the anarchy and confusion which attend a dissolution of the
powers of government, WE, the freemen, freehol-

own

—

HENRY HAMILTON,

A

be required to delineate fully, all the advantages
which have been derived from it to that union, a
portion of which we now constitute. Calculate, if
you can, the revenue which the government already has, and will continue to derive from its public domain within the territory thus acquired.
Bounded by the lakes and the Miami on one side,
and the Ohio and the Mississippi on the other, embracing three large states, with a population now
of upwards of two millions, with a representation
of six senators in one branch of our national councils, and eleven representatives in the other; and
which, within thelast half century, was represented
by a single delegate, but in the next half century
to come, will have filly representatives; mild in its
climate, rich in its soil, yielding in the abundance,
variety, and excellence of its products, perhaps, a
greater quantity than the same space of territory in
the civilized world; inhabited, and to be inhabited
by a race of industrious, hard-working, intelligent,
highraimled and patriotic people, attached to the
institutions of their country; loversof order, liberty
and law; republicans in precepts and in practice;
trained from their earliest infancy to revere and
venerate, to love and to idolize the constitution
adopted by their lathers, for the government of
themselves and tlieir posterity: calculate if you
can, the increase within this territory, of just such
a population as I have described, within sixty years
to come— its wealth, its influence, its power, its
improvements, morally and socially and when
your minds are wearied in the immensity of the
speculation, ask yourselves to whom all these blessings are to be attributed; and whether national gratitude, in the fulness of national wealth and prosperity, can find treasures enough to repay those
gallant men, and those who aided them in their

—

—

Jacobus Williamson,
Saml. Van Vechten,
Peter Becker,
Ebenezer Allen,
Simeon Covell,
.\sa Flint,

James

Parrot,
his

Henry

X

John Price,
Anthony Van Schaick,
Dirck Ten Broeck,
Reilzert Bronker,
Frederick Beringer,
Reyneer Van Aalsteyn,
Philip Van Veghten,
Joshua Losee,
Anthony Van Bergen,
Albertus Van Loon,
Mynd. Ro.=eboom,
John Van Loon,

L. Leake,
mark.
Andries Watbeck,
Mat. Visscher,
Ab. Ten Eyck,
Saml. Stringer,
Henry Van Veghten.
Gerrit Lansing, jr.
John Ten Broeck,
Mopted January 24, 1775.
[The above resolve, or article of association, was
the form adopted by the provincial general committee in the city of New York, and sent out to all
parts of the state for the signatures of such of the
people as chose to sign them, and the names (to be
written on the back) of such as refused. They
were very generally returned to the committee, and
there is now in the executive office at Albany a
large volume containing the forms returned, with
the original signatures and the names of the refusers.
Mr. Force, our antiquarian fellow townsman, possesses a transcript of the volume in his extensive
collection of revolutionary and anti-revolutionary
papers. The date of the above should be June in[_Nat. Intel.
stead of January.]

STEAM VESSELS AND MORTAR CANNON.
The

following extract

is

the conclusion of an ar-

which

I

—

Wo

extract from the second report as follows:
"The commission, which twice assured itself, bypersonal inspection, of the prodigious damage done
on board the Pacifiu-ateur by the shells, has, after a
full discussion, formed the opinion that the Paixhan.s
cannon throw shells horizontally, or at the same angle as ordinary guns.
"That the eflTect of them is so terrible that it would
probably suffice for one or two shells of this kind to
burst between the decks of a ship, to compromise
the defence of the vessel attacked.
"That these shells may produce, by their force
and explosion among the timbers, if they should
burst there, a degree of damage which, if if took
place near the water-line, would expose a line-ofbattle ship to be sunk, of which a judgment might
be formed from the effect of the shell No. 8, which,
water-line, had comproif it had taken place at the
mised the safety of the ship, &c.
"Respecting the question of admitting mortar
cannon into the ships of the line, the commission,

last number of the Foreign Quarterly
Review on the tangled relations, peaceful and belli- considering
It contains some in- at once too
gerent, of Europe and Asia.
ticle in the

formation of great interest on a subject that is now
attracting general attention among maritime nations.
[Ballimore American.
RELIC.
have avowed our little apprehension of the
From the .Albany evening Journal.
Russian fleets. That of France is far more formidainteresting
document,
prepared
following
and
The
ble, and her naval power, by the invention of steam,
signed by the Albany "committees of safely," during may bid defiance to the boldest in Europe. On this
the "time.s that tried men's souls," is copied from the head she deserves the utmost attention.
it
was
volume
in
which
originally
remanuscript
The system of large vessels, regular ships of the
corded, with the names of the "signers" in their line, must now be materially altered; and though we
own hand-writing. This old book, which abounds undoubtedly ought to keep up a force ofthese equal
in revolutionary interest, has bef^n preserved in the to any thing that might be brought against us, so
family of the late col. Sebastian Visscher:
long as the present system is retained by other naOur naval
general associnlion, agreed to and subscribed by the tions, yet it must undergo modification.
members of the several commiltecs of the city and superiority in the last war, (or instance, cannot be
county of Mhany.
maintained by the same means; the system of blockPersuaded, That the salvation of the rights and ade would be impracticable; steamers might at any
liberties of America depends, under God, on the 1 time tow vessels of war and transports along their

glorious struggle,
freely to describe.

them by a squadron, whatever might be its force.
Your committee is equally convinced that thiough
new experiments on the useof this arm on board
ships of the line, we may arrive, either by the different arrangement of which its fitting is susceptible, or by modification of the construction of the
vessels themselves, at bringing this gun into use
without danger, of which the effects would evidently be to establish a sort of equilibrium between vesa result
sels of different sorts and difl'erent sizes
which would be all to the advantage of the power
which had the fewest great ships of the line, and the
largest population, and consequently to the advantage of France over England."

have thus attempted

REVOLUTIONARY

We

A

I

the danger and difficulty of employing
great a number of loaded hollow projec'does not think that the battery of a line-ofbattle ship ought to be wholly armed with them;
but it is nearly unanimous that two or four of the.se
guns might be placed in the lower battery, especially
at one of the extremities, with the precaution of
For the
having a store-room apart for the shells '
tiles,

rest upon this point, the commission thinks -that it
would be convenient, before the adoption of this arm
on board of ships of the line, to have experiments
made upon them at sea, recommending that the trials
should be made under all circumstances,' &c.
"And as to the use of mortar cannon in other vessels than ships of the line, as well as upon the coast,
&c. the commission was unanimously satisfied
'that this arm would have a marvellous effect in
No ship, whatever might be its
coast batteries.
force, if it was from 300 to 600 fathoms distant, could
stand against such battery; that it would be very ad-

NILES*
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new

artillery, either

vantageoiis to arm, with this
floating batteries or gunboats, or vessels or steamvessels; and it is of opinion that, lor the defence of
roadsteads, coasts, or aftaclc of lineof-batlle ships
becalmed or embayed, the success of mortar cannon

would be

infallible.'

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENrS— NEW YORK

AND ERIE RAIL ROAD.

We

Broome County Republican,

the
following letter from governor Seward, written in
reply to a committee trom Bath, Steuben county,
who had invited him to a public dinner.
It holds the right and sound doctrine on the adfind in the

vantages of internal improvements, and pronounces a very decided concurrence in the assembly's
bill of last year, for making the New York and
Erie rail road a state work.
Bath, Sept. 5th, 1839.
Gentlemen: Having had many occasions to regret the want of an adequate knowledge of the
physical formation, the actual condition, and the
capabilities of improvement of the regions of the
state lying along its boundaries, I have visited the
shores of our northern lakes and rivers, and after
a journey of several weeks have arrived here on
my tour through the region of the sources of the
With the exception of a
great rivers of Ihe south.
week spent with my friends in Chautauque county,
pleasure of intercourse
the
myself
denied
have
I
with my fellow citizens in any form which would
delay my progress. I shall, nevertheless, be compelled by previous engagements to relinquish for
the present my purpose of visiting the southern
You will please
tier of counties east of Tioga.
accept this explanation as ray apology for declining

your

polite invitation to a public diimer, as well as
haste in which I shall leave the county of

for the

Steuben.
It

were

to be desired that

every citizen of the

state could be intimately acquainted with all the
When he should
different portions of its territory.
obtain a personal knowledge of the immense mineral resources and manufacturing facilities of the

north, the agricultural and commercial advantages
of the west and south, he would have a more just
conception of the greatness and power of the whole
.state, and the union and harmony of its varied inHe would no longer regard the slate as
terests.
weak and impoverished, or any portion of it as unworthy the fostering care of the legislature. He
would no longer fear that the improvement of one
section could impair the prosperity of another; nor
longer doubt the ability of the state, with judicious and well directed etforts, to accomplish the
If he were a
desired improvements ol the whole.
republican, and understood the operation of equal
sutfrat'e, he would learn how impossible it is to
retain' one section in a condition of inferiority to
others which are enriched by the aid of Ihe state;
and how idle it is to believe that while canals waft
with certainty and rapidity towards the commerproductions and
cial emporium of the state, the
manufactures of the west, those of the north and

south shall continue to bear the consuming expenses of conveyance upon common roads and of the
dilatory anil precarious transportation upon the St.
Lawrence, the Alleghany, the Susquehanna and
Delaware to more distant and less proiitable marHe would learn that while the central and
kets.

3,
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more could be accomplished than was found to be
practicable.
But no useful improvement or invention was ever made by one whose prudence exceeded his enterprise.
There is nothing mysteIt has
rious in the matter of canals and rail roads.
also been known that burdens are more easily carried upon the water than upon the land.
It has
recently been discovered, (or at least the invention
has but recently been applied to practical purposes), that burdens are more easily and therefore
morecheaply transported upon iron rails on graded
plains than over the unequal and rough surfaces of
common roads. Canals and rail roads like turnpikes and McAdam roads, are but improved roads,
roads adapted to the increased business of the community and the enterprise of the times. I can no
more yield my assent to the arguments of those
who oppose the construction of such rail roads as
the exigencies of the community require, than I
can admit that the expenditures heretofore made in
the construction of common roads, turnpikes and
McAdam roads were wasteful or injurious to the
public welfare or the public morals or dangerous
to

democratic government.
is this advantage in these improve-

But there

common roads. The increased amount
of transportation and the diminution of its expenses
render them capable, as a whole system, of defraying the cost of their construction and maintenance
without resort to taxation. The experience of this
state, and the most careful investigation of its financial resources, warrant the conviction that every
improvement hitherto admitted as a part of the
system, can be constructed without taxation, orthe
creation of a debt which will now or hereafter render taxation necessary.
The only questions are
whether our canals shall, by judicious means, be
rendered as productive as possible, and whether
their income shall be expended for the public welfare and the further imjirovement of the state.
I am not now, gentlemen, for the first time, to
express my views in relation to the New York and
Erie rail road
At the time of the passage of the
act incorporating the New York and Erie railroad
company, I was of opinion that it was an enterprize loo large, and if accomplished, likel}' to produce an influence too great to be conlerred by the
Other views,
legislature upon any corporation.
however, prevailed, and I have since that time cordially acquiesced in the policy which has been
adopted, of affording legislative aid to this and
other companies.
I have observed, however, with
regret, that the company have not been able to
prosecute the work with that energy necessary to
secure its construction. Both houses of the legislature seem to have come to the same conclusion.
It belongs of right to the legislature, and is foreign
to the duties of the executive to assume to direct
in regard lo the manner of raising and appropriating public moneys. But there can be no impropriety in my saying, what has doubtless been well
understood throughout the state, that the bill which
was passed by the assembly last session, providing
for the construction of the New York and Erie
rail road, had niy decided approbation, and that I
should have signed it with the greatest satisfaction
had it passed the senate, not only as a measure justly due to the people of the southern counties, and
wisely calculated to advance the prosperity of the
state, but also as one which would honorably distinguish the period of my connection with the administration of public affairs.
These views are confirmed by a more intimate
acquaintance with the region more particularly inments over

eastern regions of the state enjoy the advantages
of mails twice a day conveyed by steam upon rivers and rail roads, the citizens of the north and
south will not and ought not to be content to receive their agricultural, commercial, social and terested in the improvement, and I am satisfiedthat
political intelligence one, two, three or four days the expense of Ihe work has been greatly and unfellow citizens liv- necessarily exaiigerated, while its usefulness has
later than that enjoyed by their
capitols of the betn but imperfectly conceived.
in" at the same distance from the
He would acknowledge that
Entertaining these opinions, I shall be at all
state and the union.
internal improvements, instead of being a demon times ready and willing lo co operate in the same
come to spread desolation over the land, is a bene- manner, and yield, as 1 have heretofore done, my
invoke until it best exertions for the accomplishment of this great
ficent spirit whose sway he would
enjoyments ot social improvement.
shall bring the comforts and
the state. That instead ol
pray you, gentlemen, to receive and make
1
life lo every family in
wealth, in- known to the citizens of Steuben county, whom
raisin" a few to unequal and inordinate

ternarimprovement distributes among the

cultiva-

from every region
tors of the soil an<l the laborers
Europe.
the hoarded treasures of our cities and ol
government to
splendid
a
Instead of establishing
oppress the people and exiwust their substance, it
wealth ol
increases the in<lividual knowledge and
the influence
the agricultural class and diminishes
central and comand power of those who enjoy
Champlain
mercial locations. The Erie canal, the

you represent, my grateful acknowledgments for
the kindness extended to me during my brief visit
here,

the highest respect and esteem,
I remain, with
your obedient servant and fellow citizen,
WILLIAM H. SEWARD.
To W. W. McCay, Z. Ji. Leland, ijc.

THE CEREMONIES OF THE PROROGA-

THE PROROGATION.

The

state procession was formed at Buckingham
carriage, drawn
palace in the following order:
by six grays, conveying colonel Master, Mr. Blackwood, and the honorable Heneage Legge, gentlemen ushers, and Mr. Seymour Sadler, exon of the
yeoman of the guard. A carriage drawn by six
bays, conveying captain Seymour, groom of the
robes, master Chichester, and master Wemyss,
pages of honor and silver stick.
carriage, drawn
by a set of bays, containing the hon. colonel Cavendish, the clerk marshal, the hon. Wm. Cowper,
groom in waiting, colonel Buckley, equerry in
waiting, and master Cavendish, page of honor.
carriage, <irawn by a set of bays, conveying lord
Hill, gold stick in waiting, the earl of Ilchester,
captain of the yeoman of the guard, the earl of
Surrey, treasury of the household, and maj. general
sir Henry Wheatly, keeper of the private purse.
carriage drawn by six black horses, conveying
lady Littleton, lady in waiting, the duke of Argyle,
lord steward, and lord Lilford lord in waiting.—
The queen's marshalmen, twoand two; the queen'a
footmen, in state liveries, two and two; a part of
the yeomen of the guard, in their coronation costume. The state coach, drawn by eight creamcolored horses.
Her majesty, taking the arm of the lord chamberlain, left the state apartments, her train being
carried by master Cavendish and master Chichester, the pages of honor in waiting, and descended
the grand staircase, preceded by the master of the
horse, the lord in waiting, and the master of the
household. Her majesty entered Ibe state coach at
20 minutes before 2 o'clock. Her majesty wore a
splendid circlet necklace, and earrings of diamonds.
The duchess of Sutherland, mistress of the robes,
and the earl of Albemarle, master of the horse, sat
opposite to the queen. The band of the queen's
guard, who were on duty on the palace lawn, played "God save the queen," and continued playing
until the royal cortege had passed under the marble
arch.
party of the life guards escorted the pro-

A

A

A

A

A

cession.
St. James' palace
house of lords in one ot the royal carriages,
charge of Mr. Martin, gentleman usher in wait-

The crown was conveyed from
to tho
in

ing.

The house met
forwarding some

11 o'clock, for the purpose of
which had not passed their

bills

At 12 o'clock the doors were opened for the admission of peers and peeresses, and such ladies as
were favored by tickets from the office of the lord
great chamberlain. For the first hour, although
the gallery was crowded, there were very few persons in the body of the house.
Atone o'clock a regiment of the horse guards
look up their station in palace yard, and from that
time the benches in the house filled rapidly, although there were not many peers present.^
Among them we remarked the duke of Norfolk,
the duke of Somerset, the duke of Devonshire, (who
was warmly greeted on his return from his long
tour), the marquis of Normandy, Ihe earl of
Christie, the earl of Shaftesbury, the earl of Mun-"
ster, the earl of Minto, viscount Hawarden, viscount Melt>ourne and lord Sealord. Among the
peeresses were the duchess of Somerset, the marchioness of Westminister, the countess of Albemarlr, the countess of Essex, lady Coltenham, and
lady Lyndhurst.
In the galleries and in the house we noticed also
lady Eleanor Lowther, lady Shelly, the hon. Miss
Noel, lady Leicester Stanhope, the children of Ihe
viscount Hawarden and Mrs. Lane Fox. In the
side gallery also was the duke of Brunswick.
At half past one o'clock prince Esterhazy, the
Prussian, Russian, Btlgian, Spanish, Dutch and
other ambassadors, made their appearance, and took
their seats as usual on the reserved benches behind
the bishop's bench, and to the right of the throne;
prince Paul, of Wurtemburg, was also present.
At a quarter before two o'clock the duchess of
Kent, accompanied by Ihe duke Ferdinand and the
princess Victorie of Saxe-Coburgh, and atteniled
by lady Charlotte Dundas and general Upton, entered the house, Ihe peers and peeresses standing
to receive her. Her royal highness and the princess
took their seats at the back of the woolsack, facing
Ihe throne, and dos a-dos lo the chancellor; the
duke Ferdinand stood in front of the ambassador's
box. The duchess of Kent wore a while blonde
dress and white and silver scarf, with white hat
and light blue feathers, arid looked exceedingly
well.
The princess wore a plain while satin dress,
with a pink riband over the shoulder, and wore
her hair with feathers.
The duke of Cambridge followed soon after, and
look his seat on the duke's benches. The jmlges
were absent, and the only masters in chancery pre-

TION.
rail roads, were
all other canals and our
From English papers.
made'nnder the influence of those who were called
On
the Tuesday announced for the prorogation
abandoning
about
said
is
as
Much
enthusiasts.
her majesty, in person, the streets
our public works already constiucted, we have yet of parliament by
people are willing loading to the houses of parliament were early
to learn which one of them the
have
filled by an immense concourse of people.
inventions
The
and
Improvements
to relinquish.
sent were
oUen been effected by those who believed that weather was most propitious.
canal and

at

last stage.

sir

Wm. Home

and Mr.

W. Brougham.

—
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At five minutes past two o'clock the roar of cannon announced the arrival of her majesty in palace
yard, and the lord chancellor left the house to meet
hef.

The house was now

quite full, and presented a
The costumes of the
ambassadors, the bright scarlet of the peers'
robes, and the white dress and feathers of the ladies,
blended most harmoniously, and all was animation
in that apartment,

most imposing; appearance.
foreig^n

"Where high-bom men were proud
Where beauty watched to imitate

to wait;

Her

gentle voice, her lovely mient
And gather from her air that gait,
The graces of their queen.*'

At a quarter past two o'clock her majesty, attlie duchess of Sutherland, mistress of
the robes, and lady Littleton, lady in waitina:, entered the house, preceded by the gfeat officers of
state, and took her seat upon the throne.
Her
majesty wore under her robes a dress of white and
gold.
It was made somewhat lower than usual,
and elegantly displayed her majesty's bust. The
ornaments worn were a stomacher and earrings of
diamonds and a pearl necklace. Her majesty seemed in excellent health and spirits.
On the right of the throne stood the earl of
Shaftesbury, with the cap of maintenance, the
lord chancellor, viscount Duncannon, and the duke
of Norfolk, earl marshal; and on the left, viscount
Melbourne, the lord Willoiighby D'Eresby, lord
great chamberlain. Lord Hill, gold stick in waiting.
The earl of Surrey, treasury of the household, colonel Cavendisli, &.c.
Her majesty commanded the peers to be seated,
and ordered the usher of the black rod, (sir Augustended by

tus ClifTord) to

The speaker

summon

the

commons.

of the house of commons, attended
number of members, then appeared
at the bar when the speaker addressed hei majesty
in a speech recapitulating the business of the session.
The right honorable gentleman alluded more
particularly to the metropolitan police bill, by
which increase security had been giver, to person
and property without in any way infringing upon
the liberty of the subject. He e.xpressed regret
that the finances of the country had not been in a
condition to allow of any very material reduction
of taxes, but was happy in being able to announce
that an important modification had been made in
that part of her majesty's revenue derived from the
post office, and trusted that a new and uniform rate
of postage would be attended by great social advantage, and more particularly so to the poorer
classes.
He alluded, also, to the slave trade suppression bill, by which increased protection was
given to her majesty's naval officers engaged on
that service, and hoped that it might be reserved
for her majesty's reign, under Divine Providence,
to behold the total suppression of that inhuman
traffic.
He concluded by presenting for her majesty's acceptance two bills— one to supply a sum
from the consolidated fund to the ways and means
for the year 1S39, and one to authorise tile emission
of £12,026,050 in exchequer bills for the service
of the year 1839.
Her majesty then gave her royal assent to the
above two bills, and to llie following: bill for funding exchequer bills, duke of Marlborough's pen.sion
bill, district constabulary bill, revenue laws, (Ireland) bill, and Bolton police bill.
The lord chancellor then handed to her majesty
the speech, which was read in tones of the greatest
sweetness. We have before had occasion to notice
the clear, flexible, and musical character of her
majesty's voice, and her distinct and deliberate
enunciation; those qualities of her delivery were,
if possible, more marked than on any former occasion; her complete self-possession may have partly contributed to this, but nothing could exceed
the grace and elegance displayed ttiis day. The most
breathless silence pervadi:d the house, and every
word reached its furthest corner. The sentence
which referred to the perseverance with which her
majesty pursued the negotiation to persuade all the
powers of Christendom to unite in a general league
for the entire extinction of the slave trade, was distinguished by much emphasis and heartfelt sympathy
with the words. There was no cold assent to a
mere common place paragraph; she within the
**heart joined chorus"
She raised her voice without the least strain, but with much effi^ct, when addressing the "gentlemen of the house of commons;" and when she came to the sentence which
told of her great pain at finding herself compelled
to enforce the laws against those who were resisting the laws, and her reliance on the good sense of
her people, the pathetic and touching manner of
the delivery and the modurated but yet earnest
tone of the voice caused a tear to start from more
thau one eye.

by a very

large

THE AKTS
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ARTS IN FRANCE.

IN FRANCE.

improved movement, some specimen of ingenuity,

take from a Paris journal the following description, in part of a recent exhibition of French

manufactures. It embraces the most interesting
portion of the contents of one great gallery. There
were four others filled with the works of mechanics
and artists. Any one of these apartments, says a
writer, had alone materials for a magnificent display of tasteful and ingenious productions. The
one here reviewed, however, had the most splendid
and curious specimens of workmanship, in particular departments of manufacture, and we conceive a
notice of them may be interesting to many of our
readers.
[Nat. Gaz.
Musical instruments.
Dividing the remaining objects of our examination according to their nature rather than position,

we find in the fourth principal gallery the collection
of musical instruments.
Objects of this kind are
to be judged of from their tone, not from their
looks; and, unfortunately, a crowded and noisy exhibition room is not favorable for experiments of
this kind; we hardly heard a single instrument here
in perfection.
The piano-fortes form the largest
and the most remarkable class of these instruments;
and at the head of the manufacturers stand the
great houses of Erard, Pleyel and Pape.
In external appearance the first of these three contributed
the most beautiful instrument that we ever saw or
heard of a long piano « queue, in native walnut,
carved in the most exquisite and masterly manner,
to the style of the Renaissance, while the pannel.=
were all painted with the delicacy and finish of
miniatures. The sound, and internal merits of this
instrument, we understand, are quite as remarkable
as its external beauty; it is, altogether, a work of
art of the highest kind; but its price is said to be so
elevated that no purchaser has as yet been found
for it.
Pleyel sent some beautiful instruments,
valued at from 2,000fr. to 2,600fr. which, for first
rate piano fortes, is certainly a moderate price.
Pape's principal wonder was a large square piano
Ibrte, all ivory, richly inlaid with mother-of-pearl,
precious woods, Stc. quite a chef d'muvre as far as
its rase was concerned.
All his piano fortes can
not but be excellent.
Of the other manufacturers,
Messrs. Bell and Son, English makers, exhibited a
curious instrument, as nearly as possible square,
and of peculiarly fine tone. "The names of Hintermayer, Schoen, Soufflet and Mercier, occur to us
as those whose piccolo and cabinet pianos seemed
remarkably good in all respects. Messrs, Roller
and Blanchet exhibited a curious instrument of
this kind, so constructed that the tuning was effected by the eye, not by the ear. M. Monval, who is
blind, exhibited some excellent instruments of his
own special manufacturing. Of the orn-an makers
the first in the size and merit of their instruments
are John Abbey and Son, of the Rue St. Denis;
they had a powerful instrument at the bottom of
the gallery that did thera great credit.
M. Lefe,
of Mirecourt, had two good church organs in the
same gallery, and a very agreeable chamber organ
was sent by Muller, of Paris. Several other manufacturers of established credit had their products
here also.
curious invention by the abbe Laroque, called
the Orgue Milacor, was placed among the rest, by
which partly from a new method of musical notation, introducing numbers and colors, and partly
from ati improved construction of the key-board,
persons with little or no knowledge of music are
readily enabled to play accompaniments to others
in sacred music, slow movements, &c.
It is expected to be much used in communal schools for
teaching the pupils music.
have heard several
other musical instruments, especially the violoncelos, well spoken of; and among other ingenious contrivances for musical performers, we have remarked
several new kinds of music stands.
The great lion, however,ol this division of the exhibition was undoubtedly the Mclophone,!i newinstrnment invented and exhibited by M. Leclerc, which
while partaking of the nature of the accoideon, produces the sweetness of the flute and the full swell of
The crowds that every day used to
a small organ.
throng round this instrument to hear it played, bore
ample testimony to its merit; and several members
of the academic des beaux arts have expressed
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themselves warmly in its favor. It resembles a
guitar, or rather hurdy-gurdy, in size and shape.
The left hand plays notes on a guitar key-board,
and the right hand works a kind of bellows at the
opposite extremity of the instrument.
Clocks

and watches.

The watch and

clock department formed one of
most interesting subdivisions of this gallery;
anil being a peculiarly Parisian inaiiufacfure, was
well worthy ol notice from all visiters of the capithe

tal.

The number

large,

and almost

of exhibitors in this line was very
all had some new device, some

characterise his products. Of the finer clock
and chronometer makers, we particularly remarked
Campbell's beautiful chronometers, Duchemin's
improved mercury pendulums, Rieussec's chronographic watches, Boulanger's, Andre's and Calto

chronometers— all of them exquisite specimens of first rate workmanship. In general the
prices of the chronometers were modeKMe,
varying
from 800f. to l,50()f. A new chronometer by Winlauil's

nerl, with a double set of hands so
contrived as to
allow of one set being stopped at the commencement
of an observation, and then of the double set
"-oin"on together, and marking the exact angular distance
at the end ol the observation, was exceedingly
ingenious. We recommend this to the notice
of all
our scientific friends.
Bourdin's small square,
travelling clocks, and his fine watches, struck
us as
pecniarly good.
Messrs. Le Roy exhibited a very
beautiful small square clock, at 4,nn0f. a
chiefd'renvre of workmanship; Lepautre had also some
of his standard productions here, and one
exhibitor
Garnier showed a marvellous clock, with an elephant above it, glass waterfall beneath, music inside and other apparatus— all for the
bogaletle of
20,000 francs! Some of the pendules mi/stcricuses
with glass faces far removeil from the works, ami
no machinery allached to the hands, going for
fifteen days without any visible moving force' used
to
collect throngs of the curious.
A glass plate behind, the front one moves without being
perceived
and so works upon the bands. Some very simple
and cheap watch and clock movements liom
the
manufactory of M. Pons, at St. Nicholas, in
the
Seine Iiifisrieiire, attracted a great deal of attention
and deservedly; while the products of the Versailles'
manufactory of movements (No. 2,463 in the catalogue) were scarcely less admired. The little
pendules bijous, something like doll's clocks,
but which
are, nevertheless, said to go more or less
correctly,
and which may be seen any day in the passage Vivienne, used to attract numbers of gazers,
especially

among our
Next

British fiieiids.
Philisephical instruments.

to the

clocks and watches comes the philosophical instruments, a class of products very
difficult to be appreciated except by the
manufacturers
themselves and the scientific world.
What has
mostly struck the generality of visitors of this
exhibition has been the beautiful finish, and
the improved elegance and portability of Icirm which
have
been given to instruments of all kinds, but especially to telescopes, barometers, &c.
At the head of
the instrumental exhibitors stands the
great hou.-n
ol Lerebours, one of the first in scientic
repute in
Europe. At his standing in the long gallery, we
remarked the polariscope, and the apparatus for
measuring lenses by M. Arago; the sropeoscope,
by the same great savant; and a magnificent astronomical telescope with an achromalic objective
glass of about 12 inches diameter, and about
14
feet focal length.
Bodcur of the Place Duphine,
exhibited some very ingenious barro-theruioineters!
both circular and upright, at very low prices;
and

Bunten of

the Quai Pelletier, some improved' geological and surveying barometers for measuring
the
heishts of mountains, equally cheap and beautiful,
ly finished.
The dyalytic telescopes of Rossiii, in
the Rue de Bac struck us as particularly
ingenious
and useful; and we need hardly say that all^the
articles sent by Chevalier were of first rale
excellence.
Several fine specimens of flint and crown

prepared with a care that the public in n-ecan have no conception of, and intended
for
were among some of the more remarkable
products which Chevalier exhibited. The improved double opera glasses, which have so
much repute in the lashionahle world were also represented
here by several beautiful varieties. Some
e.vccedingly clever surveying and observing
instruments
were exhibited in this division of the galleries,
and
among thsm, oi'e in particular, invented by' Mr
Jump, and combining every thing requisite lor
as-'
tronomical, trigonometrical and surveying
obser""'lons, all in one small and cheap
"instrument,
ick us as most peculiarly ingenioiis.
A very
fine micromelric srrew, giving divisions
for philolophical instruments accurate to a 40,nooth
part of
metre was sent to the galleries by Richer,
of the
Rue du Harlay; and some exceedingly fine balances
for chemical purposes, vibrating fo
the 10,0(10th part
of a gramme, by Chemin.of the Ruedela
Ferronnerie, attracted a good deal of notice.
An invention,
the results of which have long been before
the public, and which we have often
mentioned, the dia.
graph and the improved pantograph, by Gavard,
were exhibited in the.se galleries on a large scale.
It
is impossible for iis to go into any
description of the
first of these instruments, one of the
most useful
and honorable inventions of our times, by which the
slightest motion of the eye produces a maik
on the
;lass.

leial

lenses,

1
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anil by means of which the inogt comphcated
may be rendered with mathematical and
microscopic accuracy. We will, however, mention
that the drawing of the bed-room of Louis XIV at
Versailles, executed by this machine, and ready lor
copying and engraving by the pantograph, was one
the most extraordinary things we have ever seen.
Lumpft.
France, or rather Paris, has long been known for
the excellence of her lamps, and accordiiigly the
exhibition contained a great number of arlii-les of
The
this kind of every possible device and form.
ingenious princijde first started by Carcel, of forcing the oil up in a constant supply to the wick by
small pumps worked by clock movements, seemed
to prevail in most of the lamps we examined, and
for simplicity, as well as for the great advantage of
keeping the oil pure, seems to have been brought
The most striking products of
to great perfection.
this kind were exhibited by M. Robert, who by enlarging the pumps of his lamps, and otherwi.ae improving his machinery, has succeeded in forming
what may be called one immense lamp, that would
serve for a whole cotton factory. A depot of oil is
placed in the middle of tlie building, and by brandies
thrown out into all parts of the rooms, no matter what

paper,
design

the length or inflections, the oil circulates like the
blood in the animal frame, passes through the various wicks, is there partially burnt, and so returns,
on the Carcel principle, to the central reservoir.
This excited universal curiosity and admiration.
Bronze itnd chased work.
peculiar branch of manufacture, in which Parisian art stands quite at the head of Europe, th.it
of bronz! ami chased work, not only for statuettes,
animals. Sec. but also for all kinds of ornamental
purposes, such as candelabras, vases, clocks, &cc.
formed as a most beautiful and important division
of the exhibition. The house of Deniere, in the
Rue Vivienne, had its standing in the last gallery,
in quite a blaze of rich golden light, from the beauclocks, candlesticks, 84c. &c. which were
tiful
placed on it. Some exquisite small cabinets, some
surtouts, and some groups, all either in richly
t.i'i!
o'li ir variously tinted bronze, were especially reThe exquisite taste and first rate finish
liable.
in
bestowed on the articles of this establishment are
exceedingly great. Thomire, of the Rue Blanche,
surtout
also exhibited some fine works of art.
for a dinner table, in which little genii of hunting,
fishing. Sic. stood round a plateau, accompanied with
groups of dead game, fruit. Sec. was one of the most
exquisite works of this kind we ever witnessed.
The great bronze founders Soyez and Inge, who
have been entrusted with the execution of the
column of July in the Place de la Bastille, had a
very valuable display of statuettes and groups of
various well known subjects, including Canova's
Magdalene: M. Richard exhibited a compartment
of one of the great bronze doors of the Madeleine,
and a fine bas-relief in bronze of Thomas More and
liis family.
FdC similes in wood or plaster.
There is one invention which, as shown by its
products in this exhibition, is of particular merit,
and is most intimately connected with the arts, we
allude to a method discovered by M. Colas of reducing or enlargin; all kinds of hard objects in exact lac simile, and in any substance, but particularThus, the
ly in wood and plaster, or soft stone.
beautiful Venus of Milo, in the Louvie, has been
copied in small, by this method, with (he greatest
delicacy and exactituilc; several celebrated gems
have been copied in large; and various other products of the same ingenious artist were, together
with the statute just mentioned, exhibited at the
end of the long gallery. While we are upon (he
subject of those inventiois that are made subservient to the arts, we may specify the carton pierre,
which is now coming so extensively into use for all
purposes of the internal ornamentation of houses,
where plaster and stucco used formerly to be emIlichlv chased mouldings, picture frames,
ployed.
capitals of gotliic pillars, small statuettes, ancient
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imitative of precious stones of all kinds has, however, been much develojied, and plating of all sorts
has become greatly extended in Parisian workshops.
Lebrun of the Quai des Orfevres, had a beautiful
table service, in solid silver, for the marquis de
Latoiir du Pin, at the further end of the transversal
gallery; and close by was a toilet service, in solid
silver, by Berthel and Peret, of the Rue de Montmorency, valued at 13,000fr. and of exquisite workmanship. One manufacturer showed a curious application of plating to earthenware, and had a large
collection of cups, under the number 746 in the catalogue, said to be very strong and durable, and
not to be distinguished from plated goods except
by their lightness and cheapness. The great wonder in the way of jewellery was a coronet or rather
garland, of diamonds, of the most beautiful design,
and so contrived as to take into SO dili'erent pieces,
which admit ol being recomposed into a complete
set of ornaments for a lady's person, including
necklace, bracelets, ear rings, ceinfure, &c. 8tc.
Other exquisite specimens of goldsmiths' work
consisted in a Livre d'Heures, for the duke of Orleans, sculptured in the finest style of the middle
ages, and inlaid with damascened work and precious stones.
beautiful goblet, an ostensoir, and
a large vase in dead silver, sculptured a la Benve-
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armor, ornaments for ceilings, in fact almost every
thing that ad, nils of being moulded, may now be
m:ida in the carton pierre. The chief exhibitor of
arlicles formed of this substance was M. Romagnesi,
of the Rue Paiadis Poissonniere.
JewcUcnj, gold, silver and plated goods.
Jewellery, goldsmiths' and silversmiths' work,
plaleil goodi, Stc. occupied a prominent place in
the g;illerie.», ami attracted universal attention at
We do not
least from the visiters of the fair sex.
know that any great improvement in the manual
operations of this art has been made for some years
past, further than is evidenced by the beautiful designs which now cover all the larger articles of silver, and the more complicated labor v\diich Is
shown in the delicate ornaments for females now
generally used. The art of making substances

nuto Cellini, accompanied this book, and were all
executed by Mention and Wagner.
Two well known establishments in Paris, those
of Giroux in the Rue du Coq St. Honore, and of
Susse, on the Place de la Bourse, made a fine show
in the exhibition with their various products, the
choicest specimens of which appeared to have been
sent here; hut they are so well known to the public
that we need not give description of them.
may say the same of M. Aucoq's house, in the Rue
de la Paix. Some large and complete suits of
plate-armour, made expressly by Granger, of the
Rue de Bondy, for gentlemen who are to appear at
lord Eglinton's tournament, attracted a good deal
of notice, and very deservedly so.
It might have
been supposed that if any branch of art were extinct, tliat of making plate-armour must certainly
have become so; this, it appears, is not the case,
and we are sure that the suits in question will produce much sensation when they come to be seen
by the noble guests at the intended festival. We
may remark that, generally, the steel-work of this
exiiibilion, and the finer cutlery of all kinds, has
been exceedingly good. The number of exhibitors
of such products was very large, and, on the
whole, France has, we think, made no small progress ill this peculiar line within the last few
years.
Porcelaine, glass and crystal.
The procelaine glass and crystal exhibitors took
up a good deal of room in the galleries, particularly
in the long cross one; not but that they had a good
title to do so from the beauty and infinite variety of
their products.
Among others the household porcelaine, or what in England goes by the name of
crockery ware, of M. David Jolinson, of Bordeaux,
met with well-merited approbation. The productions of this manufacturer, which are much more
chaste in their forms than English waies, and equally good in color, have introduced the designs from
copper-plates, and from lithographic drawings, as
applied to porcelaine, into general use in the southwest of France, and even in Paris considerable demand exists for crockeryware of this kind, which
Tiiiet,
is so useful for all housekeeping purposes.
of the Rue de Bac, had a grand display here of his
imitation of old japan and china porcelaine, and in
our humble opinion leaves little to be desired from
the great beauty and accuracy of his imitation.
The low prices at which porcelaine of this kind
can be sold struck us as a great excellence. Jacob
Petit, a clever manufacturer, who has introduced
into France the beautiful raised flower work, encrusted on porcelaine, for which the Colehrook-dale
manufactories are so celebrated in England, and
those of Dresden, in Germany, had one of the most
attractive standings in this part of the gallery.
At No. 44fi, M. Disery, of the Rue Popincourt,
exhibited a grand dinner service, in blue, for the
duke of Orleans, which was a good specimen of
what the general average of French manufacturers
can produce in the present day. The royal estab
lishment of Sevres did not of course send any products lo the exhibition, as not entering into any
competition; and, in fact this establishment is so
superior in what it turns otit, owing to the national
protection given to it, and it is so constantly open
to public inspection, that its articles would have
been misplaced in these galleries. Several very
fine specimens of the half plain, half-colored glass
vases, and cups, fic. after the Bohemian fashion,
were exhibited on the standings in this division ol
the galleries.
M. Bacarafg products are really
superb; they form quite a new class of ornamental

We

and useful articles, and ought to be seen on every
table thai pretends to be well arranged.
dessert
service in this kind of glass would be splendid.
Many beautiful articles in richly cut crystal, mounted in ormulu, were to be seen at the same part of
the exhibition.
Of the plate glass products, those
that were exhibited were very large, and of a very
fine kind, both for evenness of surface and purity
of color. In fact, plates of such enormous dimen*
sions as those of the St. Gohain manufactory were
never we believe, seen before. Twenty years ago
it would have
been totally impossible to procure
any thing like them and, what is one of the most
extraordinary points connected with them, they are

A
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very reduced prices.

Stained glass windows.
stained glass windows of the establishment
Choisy-le-Roi, under the management of Messrs.
Boutemps and Jones, were placed at the western
end of the great gallery, and made a grand display.
Two figures of evangelists, and several smaller subjects, were here exhibited; they were remarkable
not only for the intensity of color and purity of design which pervaded them, but also for the skilful
manner which the leaden fastenings were arranged, and which to a common eye escaped all detection.
There was an immense distance between
these specimens and those of the other establishments placed in the various windows of the galleries, not but that they all had considerable merit.
One of the most extraordinary applications of
stained glass, and indeed of glass in any shape,
and to have effected which two hundred years ago
would have led the unfortunate manufacturer to the
stake as a necromancer, are the glass stuffs, for
furniture, curtains, hangings, &c. and even for
dress.
These beautiful and marvellous productions, according as the glass, (which is sometimes
woven plain, sometimes with silk), is colored yellow, or is left white, have all the effect of the
richest gold and silver brocade, and possesses the
advantage of never tarnishing or altering by exposure to the air. Nothing can be more rich or
sumptuous than the efiect they produce; the only
drawback that we know of against their coming
into extensive use is their price, which, from the
invention being comparatively new, is still high.
They vary from 25f. to 42f. the aune.

The

at

Billiard tables.

The

billiard tables, like the procelaine standings,

took a vast deal of room in the long gallery, and
we think rather unjustly; there were live or six
enormous tables, none of them containing any new
principle, although they were magnificent productions of art.
One of them, all in ebony, sculptured
iu the style of the Renaissance, and inlaid with
mother-of-pearl, tortoise-shell, and variously tinted
copper, made by Cosson, was as fine an object of
furniture as any thing in the exhibition: another,
with the slab of the table in slate was very good;
and a third, presented the absurd idea of large glass
globes forming part of its legs, filled with water
and containing golden fish!
Carpets.
The carpets were hung, not merely in the long
gallery, but, as we have before observed in several,
or rather in most of the others, and by their rich
tints displayed against the walls, contributed greatThe
ly to the general effect of (he exhibition.
progress of France in this kind of woollen products
has been really immense within a short period,
second in fact only to that in sh;iwls and cotton
goods. The Gobelins and the royal manufactory
of Beauvais sent nothing to these galleries: they
are precluded from competition; but, of those manufactories that did send, the Aubusson were by far
There were numerous magnificent spethe best.
cimens in various parts of the galleries: but the
best was one in the long gallery, with a peacock,
tail expanded, for its central compartment.
It was
cheap .at fi.OOOfr. In one of the galleries there
was an immense liir carpet, made of cats' skins,
bear skins, fox, squirrel, &c. about 20 feet square,
valued at 3,000fr.

—

Beds.
We have already taken notice of some of (he
beds exhibited here; but we must beg leave to return upon our notice for two of peculiar merit: one
was a most magnificent piece of furniture in iron,
of M. Gandillot's manufacture, richly moulded »
la moyen age, colored like Florentine bronze and
in great part gill: value S.OOmV.
It is intended for
the prince of Otide.
The other was an ingenious
contrivance of Mr. Bonnie, forming a sofa, or a
bed, of the most elegant kind with the least possible trouble, and at a comparatively low price. Numerous varieties of invalid beds were also exhibited
in several parts of the galleries.
Imitation marble tables. Sec.
I

There were some alabiister tables beautifully
some tables in curiously beautiful

painted, and also
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hen. That the notes should be discounted at 90 tions of purchasing, shipping and drawing rapid
days, with an understanding, that if the proprietor ly, can soon have in his possession cotton to the
of the cotton determined not to have it shipped to amount of $200,000; resting on no other basis than
While trade is
rnineralogical distinction, but the forms of the veins, Euro])e in that time, the note must be punctually the original bank loan of $'20,000.
the accidents of the marble, were imitated to per- paid at its maturity, or the bank be authorised to seemingly prospeious, moiiey abundant, and loans
fection.
Upon the stucco, or other substance, of nave the cotton sold, holding the surplus, after pay- easily obtained, this accumulation of cotton in the
which these tables are formed, M. Ciceri paints "ng the note, as a deposite to the credit of the pro- hands of speculators and brokers, undoubtedly tends
to enchance the price.
But the moment there oclandscapes and other devices, which, when the prietor.
But if the proprietor determined to ship his cot- curs a pressure in the money market, and the
marble polish comes to be applied, look themselves
presumed
would
be
the
case,
in
banks
have
to
call
in
their
marble
is
debts and curtail their
which
it
imitations
of
ton,
slab.
Various
of
the
like part
in colored bitumen for tables, chimney-pieces, most Instances, the bank should be authorised, at discounts, the whole of his accumulated mass of
floors, &c. formed a beautiful subdivision of the the end of the ninety days, to draw a ninety-day cotton is neces.=arily forced upon the market at
exhibition^ and some marble chimney-pieces, mould- bill upon Europe against the cotton, having been at once, in quantity, three or lour tiroes exceeding the
ed by machinery, might justly be considered as the the time of the shipment, placed in possession of existing demand lor it; unavoidably producing an
extreme and unnatural depression in the price. It
all the documents necessary to make that authority
acme of this class of manufactured productions.
observed some curiously painted butterflies, affective, the planter or proprietor, retaining the is much more the interest of the cotton planters and
executed upon muslin, silk and other stuff, by M. control over the times and terms of selling the cot- regular merchants, that the price ot cotton should
Bemy, of no small merit, and fit either for articles ton, provided it be sold in time to discharge the be steady and uniform, than that it should be occasionally very high.
But mere cotton speculators
of dress, or for objects of furniture. The japan bill drawn against it, at its maturity.
This is the whole sum and substance of the plan, have the same interest in the fluctuations in the
work of this artist was remarkable for its good
in
it.
of
cotton,
as
money
brokers have in the deany
agency
In
setting
pi
ice
have
had
so
far
as
I
beautiful
comparttaste.
M. Marchese's highly
ments in wood inlaid for floors, and panels, See. at- down ninety days as the time that the notes dis- rangement and fluctuations of the currency.
1 was very much surprised, Iherelore, when I
The good taste that counted, and bills drawn should have to run, I have
tracted universal attention.
composed the patterns, the excellent choice uf merely adopted what I suppose would be conveni- saw that your intelligent correspondent, "a cotton
colors, and the very moderate prices of these arti- ent periods, subject of course to such modifications planhr" so very widely mistook the matter, as to
ascribe to the "cotton circular," a design to ibrce a
cles, must ultimately ensure tlieir admission into as experience may suggest.
This is a very simple plan, entirely unincumber- confederacy between the banks and the speculators!
ought not to forget to slate that
every house.
an invention by Vinant, for taking casts in plaster, ed with new or experimental machinery; and though Heaven forbid the bands of such a union. Your
without the seams usually apparent on them in it aims to work no miracles, I will point out in a correspondent would have come much nearer the
their rough state, evinced no small degree of inge- few words, what I consider the plain results and mark, if he had supposed that about nine-tenths of
obvious benefits it would produce, to our banks, the assaults made upon that paper, have proceednuity.
ed directly or indirectly from this latter class of
and our cotton planters, and our merchants.
Miscellaneous arlicks.
It would place our banks on a more solid founda- persons.
As a detached object, and one quite hors de ligtie,
banks
in the United States, by
No banking operatiotis can be more legitimate
any
other
tion
than
we may mention an exquisite Prie diett, in oak,
them a constant supply of foreign exchange. than that proposed by the circular. Besides the
sculptured by Beudin,of Gisors. We did not think giving
example,
I send my cotton to Charleston, at stability and security it will imjiart to the banks, it
For
have
wood
work
could
that so fine a piece of gothic
periods. 1 apply to one of our prescribes a safe, practical limit upon bank circulabeen produced in the 19lh century; and we hail it any convenient
banks, to discount my note at 90 days, upon the tion. A currency never ran become redundant,
as a good sign of what may be hereafter expected
security of that portion of my cotton actually in which is issued upon the principle proposed, for
in a similar line.
the warehouse, instead of personal security; the every dollar of circulation thus issued, would reSome other objects, not less interesting and beau- bank having the cotton inspected, its current value present the actual annual income of the country
tiful than any in the whole collection, formed a set
This would not be a mere nominal representation,
estimated By competent judges, and disc
of cork models, executed by M. Pelet, of Nismes; my note for such an amount as will render the as is the case when it is said that bank bills repreof all the Roman buildings in the south of France. transaction perfectly safe. At the end of the !)0 sent specie. The cotton is actually there to the
The vast amphitheatre, the elegant Maison Cai
days, I pay off' ray note, not in the bills of the bank full amount of the bills issued and advanced upon
and the Tour Magne of Nismes; the theatre and itself, which il cannot convert into specie, but in it, when every body knows that the specie in the
the triumphal arch of Orange; the triumphal arch
an unquestionable bill of exchange on London, vaults of all the banks does not amount to oneand tomb of St. llemy; the Pont du Gard; the am- which I authorise it to draw, payable ninety days fourth of their aggregate circulation. So that in
phitheatre of Aries, &.c. were represented with the
after sight, on Baring, Brothers and company, with fad, every paper dollar represents only twenty-five
utmost accuracy and delicacy of detail. Their co- whose house in Liverpool, I have in the mean time, cents in specie. I shall be very naturally asked,
lor was tolerably well rendered; and altogether
caused my cotton to be deposited, subject to the "if these are your views ol our system of banking,
place
in
they are well worthy of a distinguished
Now, every well informed banker how is it that you signed a paper proposing the islien of the bank.
one of the national museums. We hail their ap- knows that, a bill of exchange upon London, is to sue of post notes payable at remote periods?" I
pearance as a good sign of the attention now
a bank here, precisely equivalent to so much specie answer, that my name was signed to the circulai,
awakening in France to the preservation and deFor all practical purposes, therefore, by a friend, several weeks after I left New York,
in its vaults.
scription of national monuments of all kinds and
upon the implied authority, derived Irom a very
It follows
I pay off my note to the bank in specie.
epochs.
that a bank that would go largely into this business, strong and intimate personal friendship, and from
would have a constant su]iply of sterling exchange, my known concurrence in the general principles and
MR. McDUFFIE,
of the most unquestionable kind, that would render objects developed in that document. The issue of
To the editor of the South- Carolinian:
So much lor the imme post notes, he no doubt considered a niatter of deit perfectly impregnable.
Sir: The numerous and incessant denunciations, diate benefits this plan would conferonoursouthern tail, which the convention would ailopt or reject as
I am very
to which the "cotton circular" has been exposed, banks.
its deliberate judgment should dictate.
ever since its publication, and the misapprehenThe benefits which the planter wrnld derive from sorry it was suggested in the circular, as it has
sions in which those denunciations seem to have it would be, in the first place, the prompt conver- given rise to much of the opposition to a call of a
originated, render it in some sort, my duty, to explain tion of a large proportion of his cotton into cash, convention, and is a measure to which I should, as
J do not
the true object of that paper, so far as I understand as soon as ft reached the market, without selling it, at present advised, be decidedly opposed.
it, and to state moreover, the exact relation that I
and without asking any costly favors of his factor think the proposed post notes could possibly be
bear to it.
or any body else; for the transaction with tlie bank, made to answer the purpose of a currency, and as a
While remaining a few days in New York, on however, beneficial to the planter, would be con- cotton planter, I am sure they would not answer my
my return from Europe, I met with two of my ferring a favor instead of receiving it. In the next purpose.
friends, who were cotton planters; and the extraor- place, the planter would have six months and a half
As to the sixty million cotton bank, which some
dinary and artificial state of the cotton trade, and or seven months, from the time he received the ad- lively ima?ination has foisted into the circular, the
its consequent exposure to the mercy of adverse vance upon his
cotton, to avail himself of any people of South Carolina do not require to be incombinations, on the other side of the water, and favorable changes in the market, if heshould choose formed, that I am the very last man in the state,
of every great pressure in the money markets, either to ship it to Euro|)e.
who would give it the slightest countenance. They
bill drawn on England at
of London or New York, became the subject of 90 days sight, could never be presented in less than cannot but recollect, lliat in my last annual mesWe concurred 15 days, and often in not less than thirty, after its sage as chief magistrate of South Carolina, I used
frequent conversation between us.
fully in cei'tain leading features of a plan for re- sale here; so that this much would be added to the the very strongest language in opposition to the
storing the trade in that staple, which is the actual two fixed periods of 90 days each, which the note chartering of a gic^antic bank then projected, urging
currency of our foreign commerce, to something like and the bill had to run.
in opposition to it ttie general redundancy of" the
the stability and uniformity which should belong
But another advantage would result to the plant- currency, and predicting the commercial explosion
to an article performing a function so highly import
er, from the proposed plan, less direct, but not less which took place a few months afterwards, to those
ant a plan which would, at the same time pro
important an advantage, in which every class, on who were utterly deaf to the warning. That bank
mote the interest of the cotton planters, give to our both sides of the water, would largely participate. was chartered by an overwhelming majority; those
southern banks that control over the foreign ex
That advantage is, its strong tendency to prevent wdio are now for a United States bank, and those
tc
changes, that naturally and rightfully belon!;s
the extravagant fluctuations in the price of cotton, who are for a sub treasury system, seeming to vie
the states, which prorluce the staple upon which we have heretofore experienced, so ruinous to all with each other, « ho should contribute most, to
nearly all the foreign bills of the United States are concerned, by taking the cotton trade, to a very swell the torrent in its favor, while I should have
di'avvn; and by this means give a powerful aid, to great extent, out of the hands of mere speculators, stood "solitary and alone," if the venerable judge
the direct trade of importation and exportation, who generally, have very little capital, and rely al- Colcock, whose loss South Carolina has so much
through our southern cities, in which all parties most entirely on bank credits for the means of ope- cause to deplore, and a few others, had not stood
among us take so deep an interest.
The people have no idea how large a pro- firmly by my si(le. It would be extraordinary inrating.
accumulates every year, deed, if under these circumstances, I should be in
I will now, very briefly, state the outlines of the portion of our cotton crop
in the hands of speculators, on both sides of the favor of such a bank as has been recently suggestplan, to which I have alluded, so far as my view
informed
by one of the first bank- ed. 1 am one of those who believe, that the issue
was
I
Atlantic.
in
it.
involved
are
opinions
and
ers in England, that it was a common occurrence, of one hundred millions of bank paper, in addition
I propose that the existing banks, in the cotton
adding one
growing states, should discount the notes of cotton for a cotton broker, with a capital of £20,000 to to the present circulation, so far from
cent to the wealth or capital of the countrj-, would
planters and others, upon the security of cotton, have on hand cotton to the amount of £200,000
A spe be the greatest evil that could be inflicted on il;
actually deposited in a neighboring warehouse, The matter is even worse in this country.
an insidious transfer of that vast sum,
every paper being put in possession of the bank, cnlator, who can by any means, get a credit in one operating as
pockets of the people at large, to Ihe cornecessary to the completeness and security of its of our banks, for $20,000, by repeating the opera from the

imitations of marble, the latter by

These were very peculiar products,
were the colors chosen with close
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poration issuing the paper. I believe our currency this efTort of the planters to place their property out
by preventing
is now redundant, and that no remedy can ever cure of the reach of foreign combinations,
its accumulation in the hands of speculators, withits diseased condition, whether it be the sub-treasuof
ry scheme, or national bank, that does not reduce out capital, as a gross violation of the principles
our bank circulation to its proper limits. To sup- free trade! Verily, these are new lights shed upon
planters
choose
the
forsooth,
the
that
it
is
within
the
world!
Because,
do,
vainly
pose, as multitudes
compass ot human power to relieve the embarrass- to select their own agents, their own manner, and
bringing own cotton to
tor
ed, by making money plenty, and by the same agen- their own time
cy, to reform the currency, by malcing it scarce, is market, a tremendous hubbub is forthwith raised,
torne down.
to suppose a miracle, such as divine power has ne- as if the constitution were about to be
The planters, quiet and dispersed as they are, have
ver performed.
sheared, that those
It is very remote from my intention, therefore, to been so long and so habitu.vlly
do any thing to promote the interest of mere .specu- who have enjoyed the golden fleece, seem now to
It is high time to break
lators in bank charters, or in any thing else; my regard it as a vested right.
views are of a more homely and practical kind, the illusion ol this jiroscriptive right, and teach all
looking to the restoration of our trade to its ancient such, that if the planters have been picked and
And if
In this view, the encouragement of our fleeced, they are neither geese nor sheep.
channels.
importing merchants, is a matter of vital interest at any class in our southern communities chose to
the present moment; and I know of nothing that take sides against us, arid even become the advowould place it more completely in the power of cates of the foreign manufacturers, as the extraorour banks to atford that encouragement, than the dinary course of some of our journals on the sea
plan proposed. Having alwaysa supply of sterling coast and the gulf would almost warrant us in susexchan"e, they would be enabled to meet the wants pecting they must be tanglit that the planters conof our importing merchants; and having in like stitute the first estate in the empire of southern
manner a large credit in Europe, they would be at commerce, and are not to be driven or flattered or
liy the combined
all times able to give these merchants a credit there, wheeled from their just purposes,
forces of speculators and editors.
better for them than bills of exchange.
I trust, tlierefore, that the proposed convention
Indeed, our banks having the control of the foreign exchange, would, by that means, acquire the will assemble at Macon, and that the planters at
control of the domestic also, and the exchange be- least will be fully represented, by the very ablest
tween the north and south would be equalized, or men they can select. It is no ordinary occasion, but
far more important to the south anil south west,
turned in our favor.
After this brief exposition of the proposed plan of than all the presidential conventions ever brought

—

of my constituents, stigmatized as a traitor and for
refusing to put oif old, and to assume the livery of
new professions and doctrines, at the arbitrary bidding of power and of party, you saw me attempted
to be branded as a turn-coat and deserter: and
moved by the spectacle of injustice exhibited in
these revolting accusations, you have fearlessly, in
the integrity of your hearts, come forward to cheer
me by the assurances of your approbation and applause. I beg you to be assured gentlemen, that I
appreciate this noble conduct of yours as I ought
to do, that I value this testimony of your good
opinion, as I ever prize the unbought and spontaneous voice of a virtuous and intelligent people;

and that I accepted it, with sensibility and pride, as
an ample set olf to all the fierce denunciations of
party resentment with which I have been pursued.
I have called on my accusers, fellow citizens, to
say wherein have I offended, what heinous sin kave
crime against the liberties
I committed, of what
and happiness of my country have I been guilty,
that I have been thus ferociously pursued and denounced. Have [ abandoned any principle of the
old republican creed of Virginia, which it has ever
been my pride to profess, and to make the guide of
iny political conduct? I desire nothing more than
to be judged by the recognized principles of that
creed.
Have I become tile advocate of a latitudinoiis construction of the constitution -of a national
bank of a protective tariff— of a system of interNo
nal improvements by the general government?
man can or will assert it. In all these respects, I
challenge the strictest comparison ol my acts and
opinions with those even of the most orthodox in
McDUFFIE.
together.
power. Have I betrayed any interest of the state,
or misrepresented her sentiments and opinions on
MR. RIVES' SPEECH.
any of the great questions of national policy, in
Louisa Court House, September 9, 1839.
which, as one of her representative.^, I have been
To the honorable W. C. Rives:
Sir: The undersigned in accordance with the called to take a part? No fellow citizens, no. It
wishes of many of your friends and fellow citizens is my refusal, on the contrary, to otfcr up what I
of the county of Louisia, have to request you to considered your highest interests as a sacrifice on
furnish them with a copj (or something of that the altar of party, ttiat constitutes my great offence;
character) of your speech delivered to a large as- and I am yet to see the candid man of any party
sembly of the good citizens of the county, on the who will not promptly admit that, in iny opposition

—

'restoring the cotton trade to its natural channels, I
will notice a lew of the objections urged against it.
great apprehension is expressed, that this

A

movement on our

side will produce counter-com-

Most assuredly, the charbinations on the other.
ges made against the "circular," and the tone of
the articles published in some of our own journals
are calculated to encourage and invite such comThey charge upon us hostile and offmbinations.
sioe comhinalioiu, when we propose only to assume
a defenceless position, to resist such combinations
Toad, and to avoid the necessity of glutting the
nkets in moments of panic or temporary and unThey proclaim our weakness,
h aural depression.
and exaggerate the powerof the adversary, as much
as to say "to the European manufacturers, now notoriously combined to force down the piice of cotton, in the face of the most deficient crop ever
made, "go on gentlemen, regulate the price of
II

1

I

—

cotton as you please, any effort made to resist you
by the poor dispersed planters, will be impotent and
ridiculous." If there be cither nationality, patriotism, or truth in these statements and sentiments,
If it u-ere to come to a
it escapes my perception.

war of combinations, which God

forbid,

it

is

GEORGE

In making this request we are aware
7th instant.
of the trouble to which we subject you, (for it is
no little labor to write out an address like the one
to which we allude), but we trust the anxiety which
we feel on the occasion, in common with many
others, is a sufficient apology.
Wo are respectfully your friends and fellow citizens,
Chas. B. Hopkins,
P. Hackett,
B. W. Bramham,
Jos. K. Pendleton,
Win. M. Ambler,
Jno. R. Quarles,
Dan'l. E. Hickman,
Jno. Ellis,
F. Johnson.
Nath. Mills,

Wm.

A

—

SPEECH OF W.

C. BIVES,
a public dinner given him at Louisa court house,
Virginia, on the Tlh September, 1839.
The following toast having been proposed and
drank with great enthusiasm— "Our distinguished
guest, W. C. Rives
like Fahricious at the tent of
Pyrrhus unseduced by the allurements of yester
day, unterrified by the threats of to-day, his devo
tion to his party has not been sulficient to induci
him to forget his country. In his opiiosition to the
will of the executive, he has exhibited firmness and
abilities which should inspire his countrymen with
increased confidence in the man, who has too much

,dt

—

—

virtue to surrender his principles for his party."
Mr. Rives addressed the company in substance
as follows

Fellow citizens of the county of Louisa:
I rise to return you my sincere and heartfelt ac
their ov\n property, which
every body else has been too long in the habit knowledgments for the honor you have done me.—
any claim on your kindness derived froii
Without
purposes.
own
for
their
using
and
of conliolling
As to combinations abroad, they exist already, former political relations, a tie which never fails to
sympathies, and with even. but
niid have recently carried their power to the utmost create the warmest
They have had to give way, and a re-ac- a very limited personal acqtiaintance among you,
s'lelch.
The idea that other you have yet been pleased to manifest towards me
tion is already commenced.
cotton countries will rival and supplant n.s, is ut- the cordial interest of old constituents and friends.
Occupying the unambitious station of a privaft
I said to an intelligent merchant
terly visionary.
glare or consequence of public
of liondun, intimately acquainted witli the Eist In- citizen without the
olfice, enjoying none even of that adventitious
never
been
has
England
that
is
it'
"how
trade,
dia
systematic connection with a party
able to obtain a larger supply of cotton from her fiuence which a
He replied, "the dill'er- ever gives to individuals, hut standing upon th
East India possessions!"
wlialsoever Un-y may have
ence of freight alone, tosay nothing of other causes humble merit alone, for
been intrinsically worth, of past eflbrts in the cause
is sulficient to account for it."
But tile CO nbination of slave labor with highly of the country, you have yet, notwithstanding these
circumstances, sought me out in the
intelligent proprietors, present, to direct their ope- unattractive
retreat, and made me the object of
rations
a combination which exists no where else obscurity of my
and flattering demonstration oi' you
in the world, is the great and sufHcient cause o( this public
regard.
Nothing but the magnani
that superiority in our cotton planting, which will confidence and
animate the bosom of a
forever ilely all competition until fanaticism shall mous sentiments, which
reduce us to the condition of St. Domingo and free people, could have led to this generous proceJamaica. I will notice but one or two more objcc dure on your part. You saw me, gentlemen, for
consistent adherence to principle, denounced as a'
tion«.

means of conlroljng

i

One
itself!"

writer exclaims "let trade alone to regulate
and another is very absurd as to consider

to the financial policy of the administration and its
associated projects, 1 have fiithfully reflected the

actual opinions of a decided majority of the people
of Virginia.
Have I violated any pledge, or failed to fulfil any
just and reasonable expectation as to ray course?
And here, fellow citizens, you will excuse me for
bestowing a very brief notice on a miserable attempt
which has been made, by a sheer falsification of the
record, to hold me up as advocating, in a speech
which I made on the removal of the deposited, in
January, 1834, an exclusive metallic currency, and
pledging myself to bring forward a scheme of that

Let the speech,

sort.

utter-

we

should be powerless in such a
We possess the locks of Sampson. Our
contest.
cotton is absolutely indispensable to the manufacturing and commercial nations of Europe, and by
withholding a single crop, we could spread starvation and rebellion over all the manufacturing portions of Europe, and cause the lordly capitalists, so
pretty story
much dreaded to cry out for quaters
to proclaim abroad, that the producers of our annual export of .'5;80,0()0,0()0 of a staple, admitted to
be cquSl to so much bullion a staple too, which
sustains nearly one-half of the entire commerce of
Eno-'aiid, are too impotent to guard their own inIf with such resources, our planters have
terests.
been feebli?, because, as your correspondent justly
says, they ara widely dispersed— it is the very reason why should assemble together, to devise the
ly untrue, that

—

—

apostate
incuts,

— for a

faithful

representation of the senti
to execute the will

and an honest endeavor

swer

for itself

unmutilated text, anyou, fellow citizens, what

in its

I will tell

and what I afterwards did; and then you will
judge whether I have renounced any opinion, or
I was comfailed in the redemption of any pledge.
batting on the occasion referred to, the old argument
that a Bank of the United States was necessary, as
a regulator, to preserve the soundness of the currency; and I expressed the opinion, in the words which
follow, that "whatever influence such an institution
may be supposed to exert in preserving the soundness of the currency, that object would be much
more efFeclually promoted by a return, as far as
I

said

Now, felpracticable, to a metallic circulation."
low citizens, will you believe it, that certain newspaper writers, whose productions were much lauded
and blazoned forth by the party press on the eve of
the la*e elections, (in their unscrupulous eagerness
to convict meol someajipearance of inconsistency),
while professing to quote (ifcraHi; with the usual accompaniment of inverted commas, the above extract
from my speech, actually suppressed the important
qualifying phrase "as far os practicable," so as to
make it appear that 1 have advocated an absolute
return to an exclusive metallic currency. But, gentlemen, this is not all. In the same paragraph of
my speech, and immediately alter the passage above
quoted, I proceeded to define exactly what I meant
"by a return, as far as practicable, to a metallic circulation." I said, the iirsl step in the process of reform I contemplated, was "to let the Bank of the
United States go down" the next was "to correct
the iind rviiluation of the gold coins at the mint"
and the Inst, and certainly not the least, was "to
take measures to discharge and suppress the circulation of bank notes under the denomination of ten
or twenty dollars, of which the effect would be to
supply the "ordinari/ channels of circulation with
gold and silver." When by mean? of the prerioiK

—

—

of bank notes vndcr the denomination of
ordinary channels of circushould be supplied with gold and silver, I
added, the government would then, {but certainly not
till then),
"be prepared without hardship to the
snppressioT,

ten or twenty dollars, the

lation

—
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public debtors, to require the payment of its dues
in specie."
I di'^tinctly indicated the suppression
of bank notes under ten or twenty dollars as the
limit of "the return, as far as practicable, to a metallic circulation," which I contemplated, and the
previous accomplishment of that suppression as the
indispensable condition precedent of any attempt
on the part of the government to require the payment of its dues in specie.* And yet the whole of
this explanatory and qualifying matter has been
carefully omitted, in their quotations, by the party
writers referred to; and they have seized upon a
few general phrases here and there, rudely torn
from the context, which plainly limited and explained their meaning, to produce the false impression that in 1834 I had advocated an exclusive hard
money currency, and pledged myself to bring forward, at some future day, a proposition having that
object in view.
I have shown you fellow citizens the true scheme
of currency reform which I have invariably advocated. It was this scheme which I distinctly set
forth in the speech I made on the removal of the
deposites in IS34, and it has ever since been the
chart by which my whole course on the subject of
the currency, and the collection of the revenue, has

5,
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However this may be, fellow citizens, I think
you will not hesitate to say, upon this simple recital of facts, that I had faithfully and to the letter
pursued the views I had expressed in 1834 that I
did all it was in my power to do, to carry out the

—

93

now, when I have experienced it all. But, in the
high trust with which the generous confidniice of my
had clothed me, I did not ieel myself at liberty
to take counsel either of my interests or my feais
Without j)resuming to ap[)ropriate to myself the instructive historical allusion in the toast with which
you have honored me, in any other way than as a
high example which we should alt endeavor, at
it

state

—

policy and system of measures I then advocated;
and if they were not conducted to a successful contion, the fault, most assuredly, was not mine.
But I was not satisfied with this single effort to least, to approximate, I thought it would as little
carry out the views announced by me in 1834. At become a Virginia senator as a Roman consul to
the special session of congress convened by presi- permit either the gold or the elephants, the bribes or
dent Van Buren in September 1837, I again the threats, of Pyrrhus, or the offer even of the first
brought forward, in persevering conformity to those place in the king's court, to swerve him from his
views, the identical proposition T had offered dur- duty to his country, or to turn him from the path of
I had received no mission
ing the session of 1S36-7, when I had been sup- rectitude and honor.
ported in it by the whole administration party in from the state of Virginia to yield a blind obedithe senate, with the exception of four or five dis- ence to the will, or an indiscriminate support to
On this occasion, however, the the measures of the president. My business was
sentients only.
president having in the meantime recommended his to represent her to look to her opinions and sentihard money sub-treasury project the whole admi- ments her rights and interests
and freely to opnistration party, with very few exceptions, aban- pose or support the measures of the president, acdoned me in (he position I still continued to main- cording as in my best judgment, (when unenlightthe same proposition which, only six ened by instructions), they should conllict or cortain; and
months before, had received the nearly unanimous respond with those great principles. As senator
vote of the senate, was now in consequence of this of the United States, I had taken an oath "/o supsudden change of front by the body of the admi- port the constitution^^ of my country, but none to
been steadily directed. It is the scheme to which nistration party, negatived by a decided majority. support the president, right or wrong. On other
I then pledged mysell; and a few plain matters of Still, however, I determined to make one more ef- occasions, when honored with other tiusts, 1 have
fact will now enable you to decide whether I have fort; and during Ihe succeeding regular session of sworn fidelity to our ancient and beloved commonnot faithfully, and to the letter, pursued and endea- 1837- '38, I submitted, for the third time, with very wcnllh; but I have never taken, and so long as I remain an American freeman, I never will, take an
vored to carry it out. Very shor'ly after the speech slight modifications, as part of a more extensiv
made by me on the removal of the deposites, cir- measure, the same proposition which had, at a very oath of fealty, secret or open, to any party chiefcumstances occurred, as you doubtless well remem- recent date, been sanctioned by the almost unani- tain.
But the maledictions
It was under these circumstances, and with these
ber, which made it proper and necessary, as I con- mous approvalof the senate.
ceived, that I should resign my seat in the senate of of party had been shed upon it, and it was again views of my official (rust, that I entered upon the
Having done all that discharge of my duties at the commencement of
the United States. I was, two years after, reelect- rejected. There let it rest.
ed to the senate, and again took my seat in that an honorable fidelity to principle could demand, I Mr. Van Buren's administration, f was not only
cjrdially disposed but even luost aiixious, to give
body towards the close of the session of 1S35-G, leave the responsibility where the power is.
So much for a charge which, though resting on a his administration my support. I have accordingly
when it was too iate to introduce any new measure
of legislation. Very early, however, in the suc- gross and wanton mutilation of a printed context, supported his measures, whenever I could do so,
ceeding session of 1S36-7, I brought forward a and sustained only by a total ignorance or misre- consistently with a sense of paramount duty to the
proposition in exact pursuance and fulfilment of presentation of facts, has yet been so often the country, and a proper regard to old and long cheBut when in the face of the rethe views I had expressed, on the occasion of the theme of a distorting partizan malevolence, that I rished principles.
removal of the deposites in 1834. In the interval could not, in justice loan occasion, doubtless, in- corded principles and policy of (he whole party by
between my retirement from and return to the se- tended by you to afford me the oppnrtuidty of de- which he was elected, the president came forward
and urged upon Ihe country a measure which, in
nate, two of the steps indicated in the progressive fending myself against the various accusations di
scheme of currency reform, which I had advocated, reefed against me, pass it over altogether without my conscience, I believed to be fratight with the
had been already taken. The Bank of the U. States notice. I ask then again, fellow citizens, what greatest tlangers to its liberty and happiness. I could
had gone down by the expiration and non-renewal have I done to merit all Ihe obloquy and denuncia- recognise nothing either of autliority or of infalliof its charter, and a law had been passed to correct tion with which I have been so copiously visited? bility ill the executive will, to require me to surWhat then, 1 have firmly adhered to, and to the best of my render to it the solemn convictions of my own unthe under valuation of the gold coins.
remained to be done, in com|iletion of the plan of ability zealously maintained, all the old republican derstanding and the highest interests of my constituents.
Gentlemen, you all recollect tiie history of
I have faithfully representpolicy indicated in 1S34, was to bring forward some doctrines of Virginia
measure "for the discouragement and suppression ed her opinions, and sought to guard her rights and this sinister measure, (I refer, of course, to the subof the small notes under the denomination of ten interests in all the great questions of national poli- treasury project), which for the last two years,
or twenty dollars." The measure I brought for- cy on which I have been called as her representa- since it has so strangely won the presidential regard,
ward had this object in view, proposins, after cer- tive to act and I have steadily pursued and pcr- has been hanging like an avalanche of terror and
tain designated periods, to receive in payment of severingly endeavored to carry out, umler circum- ilesolation over the country. You all remember that
the public revenue only the notes of such banks as, stances of the greatest discouragement, while aban- when it was brought forward in 1834-5, it stood
from and after those periods respectively, should doned by former friends, every principle I had laid condemned by the recorded votes of the entire adcease to issue bills of the smaller denomination?, down for the guidance of my public course. What ministration party, (withasolifary exception only),
extending the restriction ultimately but gradually crime, then, have I committed? I will tell you, fel- of that day. It was denounced, in the name and
to all notes under the denomination of twenty dol- low citizens: I have refused, as the representative under the authority of gen. Jackson's adtninistralars
a policy which, if heartily adopted by the of this old "unterrified" commonwealth of ours, tion, by the official organ of the government, as angeneral government in its fiscal regulations, it was to become the supple and pliant tool of power; I ti-republican, denwralising, corrupting, disorganising,
et'oliilionnry.
It was held up to public reprobation,
then believed would be finally embraced and ren- have not bowed the knee to Baal, and fallen down
nd worshipped the brazen image of executive in- as a scheme fraught with the most alarmine danger
dered etficient by the co-operation of the states.
This measure afterwards became well known under fallibility. While in my conscience believing the to the public liberty "by enlarging executive power
the name of the currency bill. It was passed by leading measures of Mr. Van Buren's administra- and putting in its hands the means of corruption,"
overwhelming majorities of both houses of congress, tion to be fraught with the greatest dangers to the as transferring the pulic money "directly into the
but being presented to the president, general Jack- liberties and happiness of my country, I have not palms of executive agents, the creatures and partison, within the last ten days of tlie session of con- been willing to utter with my lips the slavish and zans of Ihe president, instead of keeping it on degress and of his own administration, it was with- treasonable declaration that I would "sink or swim" posite in banks, whence it could not be drawn for
held by him, and by that means only, prevented with the author and persevering patron of thrse other than public purposes without instant detecfrom becoming a law, for if he had returned it with measures. This is my crime, and the source of all tion" and thus "exposing it to be plundered by a
his objections, it was well known, there was much the bitter and vindictive denunciations to which 1 hundred hands, where one cannot now reach itl"
These sentiments were echoed by the republican
more than the constitutional majority of two-thirds have been exposed.
No one, fellow citizens, could have had more or press throughout the country, and formed Ihe acin each house to overrule his veto.
"Why a measure which was designed to carry out a policy stronger motives of a personal nature to adhere to knovvledffpd and universal creed of the republican
which general Jackson himself had rejieatedly re- and support Mr. Van Buren's administration than I patty. Resting, as (hey did, on the impregnable
commended, was thus violently strangled, I have have had. I had voted for and cordially sustained foundations of truth and reason, they commanded
never been able to devise, unless it were that, his election to his present elevated station, in the my most hearty assent. The more too, I reflected
among its other provisions, it contained one over- honest belief that he would conduct the affairs of on the practical operations of this scheme, with its
laying the fa\'orite executive bantling of the cele- the country with prudence, and in conformity to stern and monopolising exaction of specie for Ihe
sound republican principles. I naturally wished, government and its stipendiaiies, the more thobrated specie circular.
therefore, to justify the correctness of my choice roucrhly was I convinced of its ruinous effects on
* Both on these important limitations were distincflv
by finding cause to uphold, as far as I could, the the general prosperity and business concerns of the
reiterated and fully developed by me in a speech which
wisdom of his measures. Other inducements of a whole community and that, with the additional
I made professedly on the "currency and collection of
more positive character were not wanting to make apparatus with which it was proposed to arm it, of
public
revenue,"
in
the
(beini
support of a proposition
might pos- treasury notes, of certificates of deposite, touncled
I
it the interest of whatever ambition
I had offered relatin*^ to those subjects), in the senate
There was no- on the government hoards of specie, to serve as a
of the United States on the lOih January, 1837, eight sess, to support his administration.
months before the hard luoney sub-treasury project thing in the way of official advancement, that I general currency, of buying and selling bills of exwas broached by the president. In that speech it will could have desired, which was not placed at my change, and of making transfers, through its own
be seen, I declared in express terms that "anv attempt disposal or within my reach. On the other hand, I instrumentality, of large sums of money from the
by the government to collect ii.s revenues in specie knew well from the history of political proscrip- places of collection to the places of disbursement,
alone, before a previous suppression of the smaller notes tions in all countries, and especially in our own, separated by the immense distances of our conti(under twenty dollars) had tahen place, would be at- that, if yielding to an imperious sense of duty to nent, it would, inevitably, work itself into a great
tended with great hardship to the public debtor, dangerray country, I should fearlessly oppose any favorite gorernment bank the realization of the most fearful
ous runs upon the banks, and extensive distress and emthe administration, what a storm of ven- conjunction of the moneyed and political power of
barrassment to the whole community^^ The reader is measure of
denunciation I should draw down upon the country, which the imagination can conceive!
respectfully referred to both that speech and the speech geance and
With these views of the character and tendencies of
head.
1 knew all this, as well then as I know
my
own
of 1834.

—
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the executive scheme, honestly ami thoroughly enviews, too, which had the liigh sanction,
tertained
at a very recent date, of the unanimous concurrence
of the whole republican party should I not, fellow citizens, have been a traitor indeed, (a traitor
lo my counlni), if I had permitted any slavish and
demoralising notion of personal or party allegiance
to the president to draw me into its support?
I will not, fellow citizens, at this time of day and
upon an occasion like this, weary you by a formal
aro-ument on the character and tendencies of the
sub-treasury project. Discussion, in every variety
of form, has well-nigh exhausted the theme, and I
could hardly iiromise myself that it would be in my
power to present it to you in any new or important
Experience, however, the best of teachers,
lio-hts.
is daily throwing a blaze of lisjlit on its fatal tendencies, and adding fresh testimony to the truth
and force of the objections which have been so often,
but so unavailingly, (so far as the authors of the
measures are concerned), urged against if. The
system has already been in operation on a very limited scale and in a modified form, in respect to the
custody alone of the public moneys; and what have
scene of public plunder and of
been its fruiis?

—

—

A

wide-spread official delinquency, which must cause
every honest citizen, whether he regard the honor
and public morals of his country, or the safety of
its treasure, to hang his head in indignant humiliaVrom the "one fell swoop" of a million and
tion.
a quarter of dollars, by the New York collector, to
the petty larcenies of some village delinquent, what
have we seen, since the ailoption of this system by
the executive but a continued and mortifying spectacle of official peculation, and dilapidation of the
public funds! Hardly a dav passes that does not
add some new defaulter to this already swollen list
of infidelity, and public robbery.
"The ear is pained,
The soul is sick wiih every day's report
Of wrong and fraud with which the land is filled."
But painful and provoking as are these fruits of
the sub-treasury policy, while yet in "the green
tree" loo, and but very partially put in practice,
they hardly deserve amomeut'.-i consideration, compared with those extensive and desolating inroads
npon the public prosperity and liberty, which must
inevitably result from ils operation, when the entire system shall be fully organised, and set in moIf you desire, fellow citizens, to see
tion by law.
these ruinous consequences ponrlrayed with a pencil of lifht, and from a source of the highest authority and impartiality, let me recommend to your
calm consideration a most able letter upon the subject written by president Dew, of William &. Mary
college, to a friend in Alabama, and which, though
not intended for publication, has happily, for the
cause of truth and the public instruction, found its
way to the press. That profound and distinguished political economist, whose opinions on this subject will surely not receive the less consideration
from the fact that he is removed from the arena,
and exempt from the bias of party politics, has
analysed and laid bare, in the letter to which I
have referred, the operations of this fatal system,
with a force of logic and learning combined, which
c^innot, as it seems to me, be resisted by any canHe has shewn that the system is indid mind.
compatible "with the civilization of the age in
which we live" that "it is a decided movement
backward towards the ages of barbarism" that it
is "an open declaration of war against the established credit system of the country," whose overthrow cannot be accomplished without laying in
ruins, by the same blow, the most important inteand that so far from exerting a
rests of society
salutary influence, as has been pretended, on the
currency and the commerce of the country, it would
involve the one in "constant fluctuation and insecurity" and subject the other to "violent convulsions and embarrassments," enhancing, at the same
time, the weight of public taxation, and putting in
the hanils of the execniwe a moneyed engine of the
On this last point, he
most Ibrnddable power.
uses the followin2 emphatic language: "Give the
president of the United Slates the sub treasury,
hemmed in and guarded by all the devices which
the wisdom of man can coutiivc, and I will venture the prophecy that not one generation will pais
awav, before the trammels will be removed, every
obstacle be overcome, and your sub treasury will
stand forth, confessed to the world a colossal banking institution, controlled and iliiected by the exe-

—

—

—

cutive and his minions," and "wo to that country
which shall ever witness the consummation of so
monstrous an alliance!" Shall we, fellow citizens,
headlong career of a senseless party spirit,
ill the
turn a deaf ear to these warnings of a far-seeing
and patriot philosophy, coming in aid of the inBliiictive sugg''stions of our own common sense?
And yet my refusal to blindly follow the lend of
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the president, in support of a system so characterised by the united voice of reason and philoso]ihy
and condemned in advance by the unanimous de-

value for "money in hand" only, it was agreed between the government and the bank that the
amount was to be paid in instalments, "not exceedone of ing gSOO.OOO a month," requiring a period of five

nunciations of his own political friends, is
the high crimes and misdemeanors for which I am
this day arraigned before you as a traitor and
apostatel
I say one, gentlemen, for there are other counts in
the indictment against me, to which I will now proceed. The next offence, in point of time, forwhich
I have been arraigned by my accusers, is that at
the commencement of the late session of congress,
finding the country filled with rumors in regard to
a renewed and illicit fiscal connection between the
government and the Bank of the United States, I
had the hardihood to offer certain resolutions of
enquiry calling upon the executive for information
in regard to the existence and particulars of that
You all recollect, gentlemen, the
connection.
"long agony" through which the country had passed, in o^derto dissolve the former fiscal connection
with that institution. I speak of the Bank of the

—

months to accomplish the whole payment in! I
see around me gentlemen of practical experience
in such matters, to whom I might appeal for the
construction of such a transaction as this; but surely it requires nothing but a common understanding
of a few plain English words to decide that this
was not a sale for "money in hand," but for money
to be paid at future stipulated periods, and in manifest violation therefore, of the law under which it

was made.

In regard to the other bond of the bank, the payment of which was anticipated, the transaction entered into by the government with the bank was
Like all the bonds executed by
alike indefensible.
the Biuk of the U. S. for their portion of the stock
of the old bank it bore interest from its date to the
4th of March, 1836.
The bond in question was
payable on the 30th Sept. 1838, and was for about
U. States, under its national and state charter, as $2,300,000, (two million three hundred thousand
virtually one and the same institution; for its capi- dollars), principal and iiderest.
On the 13fh of
tal was the same, its stockholders were the same August preceding, (but six weeks before its ma(with the single exception of the shares formerly turity), the government entered into an agreement
held by the U. States), its principal officers were with the bank for discharging this bond by succesthe same, its spirit and adminisiration were the sive instalments to be carried to the credit of the
same. It had been so expressly declared to be by treasurer on the books nf the bank on the 15th of Authe president of the U. States himself and all his gust, the 15th of September and the 15th of Octoleading supporters; and by him and them, an "un- ber respectively. These instalments were to be
com|iromising hostility" had been solemnly de- entered to the credit of the treasurer on the books of
nounced against it. What, therefoie, was the just the bank only, on the respective days mentioned,
On the contrary
surprise of the country to learn that these relations but were not then to be paid out.
had been all at once, suddenly changed, and that the agreement was, that they were to lemain ondethe very administration, which had denounced "un- posite in the bank, and to be paid out, from time to
compromising hostility" against the bank, had time, as occasion might require, "on drafts to be
again made it to a great extent, the fiscal agent and given in favor of the public creditors." And yet it
depository of the government, and had deliberately was expressly agreed by the secretary of the trearenewed a connection, which the whole country sury that "interest should cease on each of these inhad been so recently convulsed to dissolve!
I lookstalments," not from the time when they were paid
ed, with anxiety, into the annual report of the se- out, or drawn for, hut from the day on which they
cretary of the treasury, presented to us at the com- were carried to the credit of the treasurer on the
mencement of the session of congress, for a full books of the bank. Now gentlemen, I think, you
disclosure anil explanation of these transaclions will say it was nothing short of downright sporling
with the bank, in relation to which the public feel- with the public funds committed to his charge, for
ing and curiosity had been so strongly aroused. the secretary of the treasury, without warrant of
studied reserve and am- law, and without necessity, (for who can allege
But I looked in vain.
biguity were maintained on the subject, and no- that, with an authority in the secretary's hands, at
thing appeared but the fact, sufficiently significant the time, to issue treasury notes to the full amount
however, and that shewn, not by the body of the of the bond, there was any necessity to anticipate
report, but by a small document annexed to it, that its payment, only six and two weeks before it
as sensible
near two millions of the public money were even became payable by its own limitation)
at that time, on deposits in the Bank of the United and unsophisticated men, I say, gentlemen, you
StatesI
But, soon after the secretary's report, the cannot but demand what right or justification
president of the bank himself ostentatiously ad- the secretary had thus to make an arrangement
dressed a letter, through the medium of the news- with the bank for stopping interest upon a public
papers, to ex-president Adams, throwing oft' all debt, bearing interest, befo."e it was paid or even
reserve, and evidently written in the exulting con- drawn for!
sciousness of successful achievement, announcing
Such fellow citizens, in detail was the illegal, unto the country that his differences with his old an- authorised and gratuitous character, of the transactagonist had been satisfactorily terminated
that he tions between the government and the Bank of the
"no longer had controversies with the government United Slates.
But it was the general scope, deof the union" that 'arrangements had been made sign and result of these transactions, all aiming at
which had brought the government into efficient and terminating in making the Bank of the United
co-operation with /A(! 6ff!ifc for the re- establishment States, (in despite of Ibrmer declarations of uncomof t/ie currency" that "in the month of July pre- promising hostility) the leading depository and fisand the dangerous
ceding, the government had agreed to receive an cal agent of the government
anticipated payment of the bonds of the bank, to consequences and evil example of an alliance thus
the amount of between four and five millions of brought about between the executive and the most
dollars, in a credit to the treasurer on the books of powerful banking institution of the country, that
the bank"
and that "arrangements were made mainly attracted and aroused my attention. In all
with the government for the more distant public the negotiations respecting the sale or anticipation
disbursements in the notes of the bank!" Here, of the bonds of the bank, it was a fundamental stithen, seemed to be "confirmation strong" from one pulation that the proceeds were lo remain ondeposite
of the high contracting parties, of all that rumor in the bank till called for by the public necessilies,
had alleged in regard to the renewed fiscal connec- and that they were to be administered and applied
tion between the government, and the Bank of the by the bank, as the fiscal agent of the government,
enough, most assuredly, to justify, and at whalever points, however remote, the public serU. States
even to demand enquiry.
In advice should require payment to be made at.
Now, fellow cilizens, I ask you in all candor to dition to the proceeds of these bonds, a sum of
say if, with these facts and revelations before me, .•$300,000, received from the Bank of Kentucky, had
disclosing transactions in direct violation of a law been placed and left on deposite with the Bank of
contempt of former profes- the United States, clearly manifesling thai it was
of" congress, in open
sions, and of the plain dealing an sincerity of the not the intention of the administration, at the time
American character, I had held back, from any to limit its new relations with the bank to the avails
fear of the denunciations of power, and failed to of its own bonds only.
In virtue of these different
unravel to the public view pioceedings which arrangements, public moneys to the amount of fire
seemed to me of such evil example, as well as millions of dollars had been deposited in the Bank
wholly indefensible in themselves, should I not of the United Slates, and that, at a time, too, when
have shewn myself a craven son of the "Old Do- all the rest of the money belonging to the treasury,
minion," utterly unworthy of the high trust of re- with the exception of what \vas Im the mint, was
presenting her honor and her rights? I so fell and stated by the secretary of the treasury himself "lo
thought, gentlemen, and I did not hesitate, there- be soui'elimes less than .'J'200,000, (two hundred
fore, at once, to present resolutions, calling upon thousand dollars).
Besides the advantages of these
the executive for full information in regard to these large deposites of the public money, the bank had
illegitimafe transactions.
And what was shewn liy secured to itself by ils arrangemenis with the gothe governtncnt's own answer to the call?
Why, vernmenf, an incalculable benefit in the stipulation
that in the sale at par of oire of its bonds for tvvo that its payments were to be made not at the counter
and a quarter millions of dollars to the bank, which of the bank in Philadelphia, but at remole places,
the act of coni;res3 authorised to be sold at its par chiefly in the south and west, the difTerence of ex-
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change between which and Philadelphia enabled it
to realize an enormous gain. In tliese ramified financial operations on behalf of the government, extending from Boston to New Orleans and from Norfolk to St. Louis, the bank was seen and felt, every
where to be re-instaled in its ancient connection
with the government, without any fiat of law, and
stood confessed to the view of the nation the accredited fiscal assent and representative of the administration.
So sudden and extraordinary a revolution in the relations of these recently antagonist and
warring powers, brought about not only without the
concurrence, but in despite of the legislative authority of the country, seemed to me a political
tlie gravest character.
Viewed in
connection with a new and most alarming doctrine
brought forward in the president's message at the
commencement of the session of congress a doc-

phenomenon of

—

trine

which seemed designed,

in

advance, to

palli-

ate and excuse this monstrous alliance with the
bank it not only demanded enquiry and exposure
but appealed, in the most impressive manner, to
the anxious reflections of every patriot and freeman
in the land.

—

What, fellow citizens, was this doctrine? Why,
that while the sub-treasury scheme should be the
law of the land, (for the president again recommended it to the adoption of congress), the exccirfiBC

'
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executive power, deserves a farther development.
By the sub-treasury project the executive acquires
the possession and control of the public moneys
by
the discretionary employment of banks, in the keeping and administration of the public moneys, the
erecutive obtains a control ever the moneyed institutions of the country.
At first view these two
schemes might seem to be incompatible. But by
the simple contrivance of depositing the public moneys in bank to the creditor of the collector or receiver who is the sub-treasurer, both objects are at
once, reconciled, and become, indeed, mutually
auxiliary to each other. The sub-treasurer or executive agent has still a perfect control and virtual
custody of the money, because, standing to Ins credit in the bank, he can draw it out at any time by
his check, and reduce it into his own personal po.«session; and, at the same time, having the full and
unlimited discretion to leave it in bank or to draw
it out
to continue it in the same bank or to transfer it to some other, according to his own interest
or caprice, or the directions of his official head
the
important object of executive influence and control
oyer the moneyed institutions of the country is attained.
Now, fellow citizens, this system of complicated evil and insecurity, and of accumulated and
corrupting executive influence is the very system,
which is, at this moment in full operation at New
York, the great central depot of the public moneys,
where, as we are told by the secretary of the treasury, "near two-thirds of the whole amount of the
public revenue, arising from duties, is collected."
Its workings are fully developed and exposed by
the examination and testimony of the collector himself, (Mr. Jesse Hoyt), contained in a document
most instructive for its facts, (the report of the investigating committee on the Swartwout defaica
tion), which I sincerely wish could be in the hands
of every citizen of this wide-spread republic.
Now, fellow citizens, you could hardly believe it,
if it were not vouched 'by the extorted and reluctant
testimony of the party himself, that all this immense
portion of the public treasure, amounting annually
to some fifteen millions of dollars, is kept by Mr.
Hoyt as a part of his private funds! He employs
two banks, (the Bank of the" State of New York,
and the City Bank of New York), "as his own
agents," (to use his own language), and not as "the
agents of the government." He deposites the immense sums of public money collected by him, to
his individual account in those banks, and not even

—

—

—
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temptation arising from the possession or control of
large sums of public money.
These occurrences,
involving both a heavy pecuniary loss to the state,'
and a melancholy sacrifice of individual character
and happiness, called upon the legislature to apply
a remedy; and the wisdom and experience of
our
ablest practical men were tasked in devising it.
system was at length matured and adopted^which,
in ten years of successful experience,
has been
found to confer the most absolute security, and
is
believed to be as perfect as the ingenuity of
man
can devise. The fumlamental and pervading
principle of it is, that public moneys should,
under no
circumstances, pass into the hands of, or be touched
at all by the treasurer, but that they
should be paid
directly into bank to the credit of the commonwealth and upon the production of the cashier's
receipt for the payment, the treasurer grants a discharge to the public debtor. So as to payments Ay
the treasurer the sum to be paid is first ascertained
and settled by the auditor of public accoun's, who
draws his warrant for the amount upon the treasurer, and the treasurer then endorses on the
warrant
an order of payment, addressed to the cashier of
the bank where the public moneys are deposited,
by
w'hora the money Is actually paid to the public creditor. Thus, both in the receipts and
payments
of the public money, not a dollar is even touched
by or left under the individual control of the trea-

A

;

:

should "be left at libertf to "use banks or not" as
the fiscal agent of the government, according as he
surer.
or his secretary of the treasury might think it useThis was the system, gentlemen, whic!], under
the high authority of the experience of Virginia,
A doctrine
ful or politic, or convenient to do so.
more directly at war with every principle of a
respectfully tendered to the friends of the adminislimiled government and more dangerous to the pubtration, a.T affording a practical and efficient
security
lic liberty, the mind of man cannot conceive.
for the public moneys.
You
The bill which I ottered,
all recollect, gentlemen, how often and how earpursuing the very lansuage of our statute, with sucli
nestly Mr. JelFerson, the great patriarch of the remodifications as a difference of circumstances republican party, called upon congress to tie up the
quired, provided that the public dues, instead of behands of "executive discretion" by legal regulation
ing paid into the hands of the executive agents,
and especially to "circumscribe discretionary powshould, wherever practicable, be paid directly into
er over the public money."* General Jackson, too,
the banks employed as depositories of the public
in "whose footsteps" the president was pledged to
moneys, and there placed at once to the credit of the
tread in calling the attention of congress to the re.
treasurer of the United States. Being paid direcllv
eulation of the public deposites in banks by law,
into bank, they would be secured asainst the risks
had emphatically declared that "as little power as
which experience had so fully demonsfrateii to be
possible should be left to the president or secretary
inseparable'from the personal custody of the collectors and receivers, and being placed there to the
of the treasury over those institutions," and again,
credit of the treasurer of the United States, they
in more general terms, that in every thing relating
could
no longer be drawn out or controlled, in any manto "the custody and control of the public moneys,
ner, by the subordinate agents of the executive,
executive discretion should be restrained and limitbut
could be reached only by the treasurer, under a .sysed in the strictest possible manner. f" Yet iMr. Van
Buren, strangely forgetting these great maxims of to his credit as collector, making "no distinc- tem of checks and counter-checks prescribed by
his republican predecessors, gravely asked to be tion whatever" as he says, "in such deposites be- law, in a warrant to be drawn by the secretary
of the
emancipated, in this delicate and important branch tween the public money, his own private funds, or treasury, to be countersigned by the comptroller, and
of the public interests, from all legislative restraint, the funds of his clients," for Mi. Hoyt unites in to be recorded by the register, which had been found
and to be "left at liberty" to "use banks or not" as himself the triple capacity of lawyer, collector and to furnish complete security to the public moneys,
What, then, is to prevent Mr. when standing to the credit of the treasurer. But
the fiscal agents of the government, acccording as private citizen.
he or his secretary of the treasury might determine Hoyt, at any time, from rlrawing out by his own recommended as this system was by the ample and
signal success which had attended its operation in
it to be "useful or politic or convenient to do so." private check, not a million and a quarter of dollars,
What would this be, gentlemen, but to place all after the example of his predecessor, but two or! Virginia, as well as sustaineil by the most obvious
moneyed institutions of the country at the absolute three or moi-e millions of the public money, accord- suggestions of a practical common sense, it fell be.
to the state of this "private account" of his, and neath a seme\ess party
devotion of the executive?
No rule of law being
calch-word, (-'the divorce of
established on the subject, prescribing the number invest it in his private speculations, expend it upon bank and state ),'' and was unceremoniously rejected,
of banks to be employed, the nature of the services some great political contest, involving the fate of because it was said, forsooth, to draw the connechis
patrons,
or
take a trip of pleasure with it across tion closer than ever with the banks— or, in
to be performed by them, defining the manner of
other
Nothing absolutely nothing, but words, fellow citizens, because it removed the pubtheir selection, or specifying the causes for which the Atlantic?
alone, when once employed, they should be discon- that official integrity, which the president himself lie moneys farther than ever from the possession and
tinued as fiscal agents, the president would be "left has told us, and which the recent experience of the control of the executive and its agents!
The proat liberty" to employ them when or where, in what country but too mournfully confirms, "is not at all position I had offered thus failing, my sagacious and
number or manner he pleased, to impose what con- times proof against temptation." Yet such is the patriotic friend, Mr. Tallmadge", a stern and bold
ditions he chose, dismissing one to-day, employing notable executive system for the safe-keeping of defender of the people's rights, as of his own dignianother to-morrow, and thus wielding the public the public moneys of this great, hard-working and ty and independence, submitted one which proved
moneys alternately as a lure, or a terror to the sensible nation of ours! In regard to the other an experimentum crusis in testing the views of the
banks, bring them at la^t into virtual subjection, branch of the system, which makes the people's mo- party. Without requiring the public dues to be
and close alliance with the executive. Could there ney, or, speaking in a more practical sense, the paid or deposited in banks, it simply provided that
be a more striking illustration or a more seasonable "streams of executive bounty," flow from one bank whenever this should be done by the free will and
warning of the formidable character of this sweep- into another, "turned by the nod" of Mr. Hoyt, as pleasure of the executive or its agents, the public
ing discretionary power over the moneyed institu- the treasury vice-roy, and which enables him to moneys so paid or deposited should be passed at once
tions of the country, which the president modestly speak of the banks used for the deposite of the pub- to the credit of the treasurer of the United Slates, incraved for himself, than in the ominous alliance lic moneys as "Ai's deposite banks," "Ai.' agents," stead of the credit of the collector or receiver. This
which, in spite of the most protracted and embitter- 8cc. if it has not yet developed its baneful political proposition, most unquestionably just in itself, and
ed hostilities, and the most solemn vows of "un- influence on the moneyed institutions which sur- even liberal to the views of the executive, shared
compromising" enmity, on one side at least, its exer- round him, most assuredly the day is not far distant the same fate with my own, and was immediately
cise had just effected between the administration when it will be seen and felt in all the maturity of and decisively rejected.
Does not this prove, gentleman, to demonstration, that the policy of the adand the most powerful banking institution in the its mischiefs.
Seeing, fellow citizens, the wide-spread devasta- ministration and its friends is, underall
union.
It was for the sake of this moral, deeply incircumstanteresting to the public liberties, and the best com- tion of the public funds by the infidelity of execu- ces, lo keep the public money in such a situation
mentary I could offer on the new and alarming doc- tive agents, to whose custody they were committed, that it will be subject to the absolute disposition and
and
especially
the
immense
stake of the national control of the executive and its agents; and that if
trines of the president's message, that I felt myself
especially called onto hold up thisstartlingand un- treasure left absolutely at the mercy of one man in banks be employed, its object is to employ them in
natural alliance to the sober and earnest reflection the city of New York, I felt that some one should such a manner, (leaving the public deposites in
assume
the responsibility of proposing a practical them liable to be drawn out at any time,
of the country.
by the offiBut this new and most dangerous system of the remedy for so loose and dangerous a state of things. cers making those deposites), as to bring the mopresident a system compounded of the sub-trea- The experience of our own state having been full neyeil institutions of the country under almost dansury scheme and a discretionary employment of of instruction on this subject, I thought it incum- gerous dependance on executive discretion. Such
banks, both aiming at a fearful enlargement of the bent on me, if no one else did, to bring forward such is the two-fold and alarming policy plainly indicatapian. You all recollect, gentlemen, the succes- ed in the president's message at the commencement
*See particularly his first message to congress in De- sive and mortifying defalcations of two of our state of the late session of congress, and which his party
treasurers, men in whose probity the most unlimit- have hitherto pursued with a faithful and unerring
cember, 1801.
tSee his annual message to congress, of Dec. 1834 ed confidence had been reposed, but who were un- instinct.
and Dec. 1335.
able, as so many others have been, to resist the
[to be concluded in our next.]
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Trenton. Sept. 27. Maj.
Tlie Tren'on encampment.
general Scurt arrived yesterday, and it is undersiooa,
It is exwill finally review the troops on Saturday.
pected that orders ivill be given immediately fur breakine;

up the encampment.

to the feeiinirs of the
ourselves, did we fail to express on this
occasion the regret vvith which we shall part with the
have observed with
officers of the encampment.
admiration gentlemen of finished education, and minds
as well drilled as their arms, of polished manners, and
talents qualifying them to ^ain and adorn any civil station, enduring with patientlong sufferance, the toils and
discomforts' of subaltern rank. The hope ol promotion
long deferred, and probably to be hereafter often disappointed, would seem an insufficient cause for such endurance, which must be deduced from a higher source
and less selfish principle ti'om a lofty espirit du corps
and a cherished enthusiasm in the service of the coun[State Gazette.
try.

vVc should

be doinsr violence

communiiy and

We

—

hoisers of Nottingham and Leicester are making gloves and stockings having bands of India rubber web knitted in at the wrist, and under the knees
instead of garters, a patent has been obtained for the
invention, and licenses at X6 a year each are sold to
[Nottingham Reviewthe framework knitters

The

—

Corn. A Galena corrcspoident of the Boston Atlas
mentions the valley of the Wabash as the greatest corn
country of the United Slates, and states that contracts

may

be made at this time to deliver
12 1-2 cents per bushel.

it

in the

autumn

at

The Springfield, Missouri,
Corn ill Mi-isouri.
Standard of a late date says: "We do not reciollect
ever to have seen finer corn crops than there are in this
and

the adjoining counties.
corn in this county, which,

There are
it is

fields of

Baden

confidently believed by

many, will produce one hundred bushels to the acresome stalks contain thirteen years. Common corn in
the same proportion.''
The Western rail road. We understand that the
of the Western rail road from Worcester to
Springfield are all laid, and that some of the directors
have passed over it with a locomotive. There is no
doubt that it will be ready to be opened for the public
travel on Tuesday, the first of October, from which day
the trains will run regularly twice a day over that part
of the Boston and Worcester road from Boston to
Springfield, and from Springfield to Boston.
The route between Boston and Springfield, 99 miles,

rails
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The

Springfield Journal of the 13th
instant says that an increased supply of pork will be
furnished from that quarter this season, of a superior
Illinois pork.

quality.

Twenty- two theatres are daily opened within the
gates of Paris, and eight at the gates. In July twentyfive new plays were brought in.

A New

York correspondent of tlie Boston Atlas, expresses his opinion that the profits of collector Hoyt, of
New York, this year, will amount to 8100,000.

to all the

Of

inst.

The sum

an error

lately

been

to say that the new experiment, which
tried on a canal in Scotland, in relation

to the use of a locomotive steam engine on its banks,
purpose of propelling passenger and freight
underboats, has never been thought of before.
stand that it has frequently been the subject of attention with gentlemen connected with the Chesapeake
and Ohio canal, who have consulted together with regard to the matter, although no actual practical efforts
have ever been inade in this country to test the business.
It must strike every one, however, that if the
e.tperimen.s, recently tried, fully succeed, and the use
of locomotives should be adopted along the towing
paths of canals, no where could they be used to greater
advantage than along the fine of the Alexandria canal
which is without a single lock to impede or delay the
trust that this subject will not be lost sight
engine.

for the

We

Georgia loan. I\Ir. Joel Crawford, the agent of the
Betting on elections. The following extract from the
of Georgia, appointed to negotiate a loan for that Harrisburg Chronicle of a recent date is what may be
in Europe, writing to governor Gilmer, under denominated "a caution to folks."
'The incidental exdate of Liverpool, August 6, says "A sale of any penses of betting are not so small as sporting gendeAmerican stocks, in this kingdom, without a ruinous men think they might be:
sacrifice, is just now impossible.
The Bank of Eng- Commonwealth ) Betting on the result of last goland is discounting the best paper, on short time, a; 6
vs.
vernor's election.
I
per cent, and but lor a heavy loan taken recently from
Henry Moyer, ) True bill found.
.
the Bank of France must before this day have suspendSentence of the court; Defendant pay a fine oione
ed specie payment. Brokers have plenty of good bu Ituttdred dollars and costs of prosecution.
siness at 8 per cent.
must rely on our own re§100 00
Fine,
sources for money, foreign loans being out of the quesAttorney's fees,
3 00
state
state

—

We

tion.

Sheriff's

In the vice chancellor's court of New York, on Tuesday the 24th instant, was tried a case which involved
the right of a wife to alimony, if her husband should
abandon her without the means of support. The parties in the case were Mrs. Eliza Joseph, by her next
friend vs. Simeon Joseph, otherwise called George Frederick Hamilton. The defendant carries on the business of a broker, at 156 Broadway, and is a partner of
Elias J. Silvester. The husband alleged that he was
not worth over two or three thousand dollars, and that
Tiie
his income was less than 1,000 dollars per year.
wife not being able to prove that he had a larger f
tune or income, the court ordered the defendant to pay
By this
the wife S6 per week, until further ordered.
decision it is settled that the courts of chancery will
interfere in such cases to protect the wife.

Clerk's

During the year ending the 30ih Sp-tember, 1839,
there were inspected at Richmond 231,496 barrels and
6,521 half barrels of flour being an excess of 134,000
barrels over the year ending on the 30th Sept. 1833.

—

We

were grieved

to

learn this morning by letters

a native of
Mr. B. was passing along the river on the 4ih ult. and
seeing a negro in the act of drowning, nobly jumped in
The nep;ro seized him around the waist
to his relief.
and they both went down together and perished. The
body was recovered within 45 minutes, but the vital
spark was extinguished. Mr. B. was only 27 years of
age, and gave good promise of a life of active usefulness.
He was to have been married within a few days of
the melancholy event, which has deeply afflicted a numerous circle of friends. Alas, for luiman hope and
[Newark Daily Advertiser.
prospects.

of Methodism was

We

We

We

"

The New York
Duulnp, an

papers announce llic dealh of Wm.
considerable merit, and a historical

artist ol

writer of much distinction.

The

—

celebrated in this
Tlie centenary
city last Monday evening at Wesley chapel by one of
the most crowded congregations ever witnessed withThe ccreuunies, as we are informed,
in its walls.
were oi the most interesting character. The venerable Stephen G. Roszel addressed the meeting, stating
point
of
imp
:)rtant
in
every
consider
it
we
ot'. because
that he had been a minister of the Methodist Episcopal
have not the smallest doubt but that, ultiview.
church for fifty-one years. His reminiscences of early
mately, canal navigation, even in point of expedition
Methodism were very appropriate and interesting. Mr.
and celerity, will surpass rail road transportation.
Roszel was succeded in his address by the rev. G. G.
[Alexandria Gazette.
Cookman, who spoke in his usual felicitous manner.
Pennsylmnia. It is stated in the Harrisburg Chro- After these addresses had been delivered, sub5cripnicle that governor Porter has declined to approve the tioiis exceeding S2,0a0 were made for the centenary
bill passed at the last session of the Pennsylvania
fund. One lady contributed a donation of 200 acres
legislature in favor of the enlargement of the Union of land, situared in Texas, supposed to be worth S5
canal. It contained, if we reoolTeci aright, an appro- per acre.
priation of §400,000 for the object in question.
The performances of the choir were excellent. The
'fhe editor expresses great disappointment on the anthems selected were extremely well adapted to the
[Nat. Int.
occasion, and adds
occasion.
therefore say to Schuylkill county, Lebanon
The citizens of Illinois have it seems,
Illinois loans.
Berks, and to Montgomery counties, especially to the obtained their loans in London, notwiihstanding the
ci:y and county of Philadelphia, that the present gopressure there and elsewhere. The Louisville Journal
vernor wouhl suit Maryland belter than tliem, since of Thursday says: I-i addition to the state loan, we
he does, and will continue to forbid the opening of the now learn that the Grand Cairo city company have
that
means
conby
and
Philadelphia,
canal
to
Union
succeeded in obtaining one, which will enable them to
nect the state canals with Baliiinorc. The tide canal,
p roceed with their enterprise.
and the rail road from Wiigliisville to Baltimore, by
Lost certificate. The following oflii^ial note, from
York, are to be kept without a rival work in Punnsylyania to take the western and Susquehanna trade the department of slate, is in the last Globe:
Washington, Sept. 26, 1S39.
from the E.islcrn termination of the slate canal.
A paper, delivered by Mr. Labrnnche, charge d'afThe Philadelphia locomotives are continually gainas the following faires ol the United Slates to Texas, to Daniel SoniiiiL' admiration and favor in Kiigland,
latter would he entitled to rethat
the
certifying
exMict of a letter written by an English gentleman to 11103,
ceive from the government of Texas fil'teen hundred
his Irieiid will show:
"Your people have lately sent over a locomotive en- dollars, with interest tor one year, at six per cent, is
represented to have been lost. II the same shall not
gine from Pliiladehihia, (made there), which has exbe presented at the department of slate at ^yashingIt is much smidler than
cited a great deal of attention.
within three months from the date of this adverours, and is a vast deiil more powerful. The workman- ton,
any third person who may claim the
ship is licaufiful; and it is so much liked by the direc- tisement, by
by proof of his liile to the moluisofilie North Midland railway, that they have or- amount, accompanied
ctpiraiion of that lime, be paid to
it will, at the
ney,
dirid ii'ii more of tlicin."

—

in the palvic cavity.

New

this

performed in from six to six and-a-quarter hours, from Natchitoches of the sudden and melancholy death
the stops at Worcester and seventeen other stations in- of Mr. David S, Burnet, late sheriff ofthat county, and
[Boston Daily Advertiser.
cluded.
this city, where his family friends reside.
It is

organs contained

of $329,273 in gold and silver was lungs, stomach, and upper part of the intestines preOrleans between the 12th and 14th sented no diseased appearance not having received
sum, $177,350 came from Liverpool; any injury at the time of the accident.
$46,923 from Havre; and the balance from St. Louis.
[N. Y. Evening Star.
Specie.

received at

will be

has

Mr. Burnell, one of the gentlemen who was injured
by the accident at the Camden and Amboy rail road
on the lUh -jlt. died on the 25th, at No. 39 Warren
street.
A post mortem examination was made by Dr.
Minturn Post, the attending physician, in the presence
of Drs. Hoffinan and Parkinson. An extensive fracture of the pelvis was discovered, involving the body
and ramus of the pubis; a large abscess was found
near the neck of the bladder, together wilh extensive
extravasarion of blood under the adjacent facia; the
urelhra was also lacerated, and extensive injury done

the said

The
ment

Snmmos.

ladies of Enijland aro about erecting a

to

lady Flora Bastings.

monu-

Justice's fees,

1 00
2 12 1-2
4 00
1 65

Witnesses'

14 71

Jury

do.
do.

for the

commonwealth,

bill,

SI26 48 1-2
Received, September 9. 1839, from Henry Moyer,
(by the hands of John R. Ridge,) the sum of one hundred and eleven dollars and seventy-seven cents in full,
as slated in this

bill

of costs.

Wm.
Maine

lands.

The Bangor Whig

Cochkan,

sheriff.

says that the land

agents of Massachusetts and Maine have just sold two
and a half townships pi timber land, situate on the
Penobscot, at the price of from SI, 50 to S2 an acre.
The whole amount of sales is upwards of S90,000;
one-fifth of which was paid down.

Napoleon arid music. When he was cross he walked
abou', with his hands behind him, humming a tune as
falsely as possible, and then few dared approach him.
"If you have any thing to ask of the general," said Junot to M. Arnault one day, "I advise you not to go
near him just now, for he is singing."

Hidden treasure. We learn that a young man named
Lewis Brigham, in Norihborough, (Mass.) about ten
days since in digging for woodchucks, unearthed a
mettal kettle, containing near three pecks, by measure,
of old coin, of various denominations, about one-third
of which was gold, and the remainder silver. The
vessel was so completely decomposed as to be ol no
strength, and barely to retain its form.
do not understand whether the exact amount of the money ha3
been ascertained or not.

We

A great bargain. At an auction sale at Brooklyn,
week, a wash-hand stand, and contents, was
knocked down at eighteen shillings.
The buyer on
examining his purchase, found in a drawer among a
parcel of rubbish, a roll of bank notes amounting to
$5 000, and doubloons worth $1,000 more.
The snirogate took possession of the money, in behalf of the
estate to which the stand belongs, but the finder intends to test his claims to the money.
last

The

city attorney,

$1,000 per
$1,400 per

Texas, receives
the city cart driver receives

of Galveston,

annum — and

annum.

The fire department. Captain Basil Hall, in his work
on Anierica, speaks of the noise and uproar of our firemen ongoing to a fire as worse than the confusion of
Babel
I^is, indeed, any thing but aii indication of
The following is one of
discipline and good order.
the

articles

regulating the

new

Boston

fire

depart-

ment:

The utmost

and decorum
will be preserved in going to, worJ\ing at, and returning from a fire, and the use of ratUes, horns, and all
unnecessary noises, and the smoking of pipes and
cigars are strictly prohibited, and on no occasion will
the engines and other apparatus be conveyed on the
sidewalk without the sjiccial permission of an engineer;
nor will any company be permitted to run their engines
Article 14.

order, silence

or other carriage in returning from a

fire

or alarm, or

by each other.

The

now

spreading in the state of Maine
is of all grades of the disease from varioloid to the most
malignant and frightful kind of distinct small pox. In
one part of the town ol Wiscas.set, there were twenty
cases in the eruptive stage, and the disease was rapidl.v
small pox

increasing.

"The discoveries of Mr. Thomas Simpson, the indeupon the northern coast ol the American continent, have enabled geographers to complete
tlie delineation of the line of coast from Bhering's straits
to the lOfiih de^jree of longitude, embracing an extent
of 60 dei,Tees.
i\Ir. S. has received an honorary medal
from the London geographical society.
fatigable traveller

—

—

—

—
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Later from Europe.

The

British

Queen

ar-

on Thursday morning last. We
room for more than the iollowing summary of the news brought by her. which we find in
the New York American.
Cotton was lower in price, although of ready sale;
money was as scarce as ever; the harvest, owin,
bad weather, was not looked upon as an average
one, and the bullion in the Bank of England was reduced to £2,000,000 sterling.
rived at

cannot

New York

find

'

In addition to these sufficiently dark prospects,
bills of the Bank of the United States on Hottinguer
Co. in Paris, had been protested for non
acceptance. Subsequently, however, arrangements

some

&

were made by Mr. Jaudon, whereby Messrs. Roths-

the Farmers' bank of Reading yesterday refused
payment of its notes in specie.
As for Philadelphia to pursue this course was her
only available measure of salvation. To postpone
it, would have been to drain her of her silver in a
few months for the benefit of New York. Two
millions of specie must inevitably have gone by the
1st of November, as one million did go, from one
only of our institutions within a month past.
Of
course the fractional parts of dollars under five, and
the change under one dollar, will continue to be
paid in silver.
This is fairly presumable, there
being no notes under the first denomination, allow-

ed by statute.

The

Philadelphia Inquirer says:

We

From the N.
The Bank

Y. .American, Wednesday afternoon.
of the United States in New York
morning, that it would no longer
redeem the notes of the United States bank of
Pennsylvania. It also refused the payments of some
post notes of the United States bank, payable here,

gave notice

this

and due to-day.

The effect of these proceedings is alleviating to
our money market, since it puts an end to the negotiation here of the post notes and other securities
of the Bank of the United States
the sale whereof, heretofore, has been the means o f absorbing portions of
York capital and thereby

—

New

—

cramping our money market, and incidentally our
learn that

banks.

child & Co. together with Messrs. Hottinguer&, Co. U. S. Bank notes were sold yesterday at 1 per cent,
It is satisfactory to add, as aller diligent inquiry
The day before they were sold at 1^.
agreed to protect these bills. We are assured, more- a month.
we are enabled to do with entire confidence, that
over, that specie enough went forward some weeks Business paper that on Tuesday was sold at 2^ the banks of this city have been preparinp; for anywas
sold yesterday at 2.
A decided change for the emergency, and that their condition is impregnaa{;o from this side to cover them.
better.
ble.
It may, therefore, be taken (or granted, that none
The Philadelphia U. S. Gazette says: The sales
The New York Post of Wednesday afternoon afof these bills will be returned here. The very
of stocks yesterday at the first board were small, but ter mentioning the facts stated above
pause, however, in regard to such an institution as
adds
the demand increased at the second board, and
We have been informed since the above was
the Bank of the United States, paralyzes, for some
there was an advance on almost every kind.
The
written, that the banks in Philadelphia have detertime to come, the credit in Europe of most American
Wilmington, Philadelphia and Baltimore rail road mined to suspend specie payments, and that
securities, and the suspension in Philadelphia will
the
stock advanced considerably
18 was asked after banks of this city, alter the receipt of this
greatly add to the distrust.
intellithe close of the boards.
gence, have unanimously resolved not to follow the
The peculiar state of the monetary affairs of the example. This is the understanding oiit of doors;
Suspension or specie payments. The banks city had not operated much on the public mind; in and there is
to be a convention of the* banks this
in Philadelphia suspended specie payments on a day or two order and quiet will be restored, and
afternoon to take measures for sustaining themWednesday last, and on Thursday the banks in Bal- money being easier, we shall see a great or degree selves, which
we are told they can easily do.
timore followed their example; and the suspension ol comfort among the business men.
The New York correspondent of the U. S. Gawill, doubtless, be general throughout the country.
Suspension. The Philadelphia Sentinel says;
zette
writes,
under
date of Wednesday, P. M.
Some of the reasons assigned for the course of the We announced, yesterday morning, the fact that
The mercantile community are, no doubt, in faPhiladelphia banks are extremely absurd: but the the banks of the city and county of Philadelphia
vor
of
a
general
suspension,
and it is now looked
following extracts will, perhaps, afford our readers had refused to redeem their notes. We omitted to
for with much more confidence, since the United
something like a correct view of the procedure.
state in connection with this announcement, that
States Bank has been compelled (if such is the
some
of
them
continued
specie
payments
during
The Philadelphia National Gazette, of Wednesa
case) to lead the way.

—

day, has the following:
"It is stated in the American of this morning, on
the authority of a gentleman who arrived last night
from Philadelphia, that on Tuesday afternoon large
drafts on the Philadelphia banks for specie were received from New York. On that night a meeting
of the bank officers was held, and it was determined that the drafts should be paid. The fact that
this meeting was held became known, however, in
various parts of the city, and yesterday morning,
when the banks were opened, there was a regular
run upon them for specie. One of the banks soon
ceased paying, and this fact, it is saiil, determined
some ot the others, and in the course of the day
mv.?t, if not all of them, ceased further payments of
specie."

part of yesterday, but the

same necessity which

induced the other banks to suspend, CDmpelled From the N. York Commercial Mvocale, Oct. 9, P. M,
pressure in the money market has not
them, in a few liours alterwards, to follow suit.
The oiiinion has been gaining ground, for some abated, and the following notice, issued this mornweeks past, that it was expedient to resort to this ing by the Bank of the United States in New York,
measure, in order to prevent extensive failures on has tended to increase the tightness in Wall street.
the part of our merchants and traders, which would
Bank of the United States in New York.
ultimately prove disastrous to the community as New York, Wednesday morning, Oct. 9, 10 .4. M.
well as to the banks.
"Notice is hereby given that notes of the United
Experience seems to have shown the correct- States Bank of Pennsyleania will no longer be reness of the opinion entertained by the directors of ceived at the Bank of the United States in New
several of our banks, that the resumption of specie York."
payments was premature, and that ttie country was
The Bank of the United States in this city has
not prepared for it. The consequence has been this day refused to redeem the notes of the Bank ot
anottier suspension in Philadelphia, which will pro- the United States of Pennsylvania, even in cases in
bably be followed by all the banks in the union. which they were by their tenor made payable here.
As a substitute for small notes, we understand, that This has occasioned no small excitement. In this
From the Philadelphia Gazelle.
"This necessity [the suspension] has its chief one or two of the banks are using checks to the state of things it is satisfactory to be able to say, on
cause iu the revulsion of the opium trade with the amount of one dollar, in their receipts and pay- good authority, that the banks of this city which
Chinese, a trade of, s^y fifty millions! The instru- ments. We trust, that the citizens will, one and have been for a long time strengthening themselves,
ment of this trade is Icnuwn to be opium. This all, set their faces against the introduction of the are in a position to maintain specie payments under
drug can no longer be employed as an article of ex- sliinplaster currercy with which the country was any circumstances.
deluged during the former suspension.
The drain of money by the negociation of the
change with that people.
Specie, therefore, must
The Philadelphia National Gazette says: "We post notes of the Bank of the United States will now
take the place of it.
The Bank of England fairly reeled under these are requested to state that the Commercial bank of cease, and the money market, we may safely conthis city has not united in suspending specie pay- clude, will in a few days be more easy than it has
tidings from China
and was lorced to make a loan
been for some months past.
of the Banli of France, and into the issue of two ments."
In Baltimore on Thursday morning, before the
In the mean time it seems to us worse than usepound notes.
The balance of trade bein" ao-ainst
regular hour for opening the banks, a meeting of less to run upon the banks for specie, or do any
us, demands came over here tor specie, and every
the
executive
institutions
officers
of
those
was
that can impede their efforts to sustain themthing
packet ship went out carrying away from a half to
held, and the following resolution adopted:
The efi'ect can only be hurtful to the comselves.
a million of dollars.
"Whereas information has reached this city that munity, as well as give the banks unnecessary
This was the great cause of the late stricture in
the banks of Philadelphia have suspended specie trouble, and excite alarm for which there is no adeour banks' discounts— the banks could not discount
payments— therefore resolved, that under the cir- quate cause.
paper, because their issues came back upon them
cumstances this meeting deems it advisable that
The New York American of Thursday afternoon
directly for specie. The merchants were bleeding
the banks of this city forthwith suspend specie says, "New York and the east will maintain specie
at every pore. Trade and commerce were literally
jiayments for the present, and recommend the same payments. The feelings of the community here
stopped.
To aid, as far as possible, the banks (or to the boards of the several banks."
are all one way."
some of them) gave their credit to the merchants
The determination of the Baltimore banks did
In the next "Register" we will publish all the
under the form of post notes, payable four, or six, not
cause much excitement, and all parties seem to
proceedings of the banks in Philadelphia,
official
or eight months ahead, hoping by the time they
concur in its necessity.
Boston, &c. in relation to this procedure, that a
arrived at maturity that the pressure might become
In New York no positive accounts of the sushistory of the case may be presented.
relaxed.
pension of the Philadelphia banks had reached New
But this did not afford the relief. The merchants, York
up to four o'clock on Wednesday afternoon,
manufacturers and mechanics, were yet suffering.
Twenty-sixth congress. There are two vaalthough a suspension was generally looked for on
This suffering was not confined to this city. New
the part of the Pennsylvania United States bank. cancies in the congressional delegation from MassaYork felt it under all forms of severity, as indeed A
notice issued by the Bank of the United States in chusetts, one occasioned by the resignation of Mr.
did all our cities, and the whole country.
New York, that it would no longer redeem the notes Fletcher, of Boston, the other by the death of James
The Philadelphia Gazette has also the following of the United States bank of Pennsylvania, creat- C. Alvord, of Franklin county. Also two vacancies
paragraph:
ed no little sensation in Wall street on Wednesday. in South Carolina, occasioned by the resignation of
It seems that the suspension of specie payments The sales of the stock of the latter closed at 97|. Messrs. Elmore and Richardson, and one in Misin this state so far as it has moved, commenced in The following articles are copied in order to show souri, occasioned by the death of Albert G. Harrithe interior.
We learn from good authority that how the proceeding was viewed there:
Total, say five vacancies.
son.

—

—
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Arkansas bonds. Five hundred thousand dollars of the bonds of this state, issued to the state
bank, have recently been sold in London at par.
They were a portion of those sold by the commissioners to the North American Trust and Banking
company, of New York. This fact shows that
confidence in American securities remains unimpaired in the great mart of the world, and gives
good grouud to hope that an opportunity for disposing of the remaining bonds of the slate of Arkansas will soon occur. Those remaining now unsold are $500,000 of the bonds originally issued for
the Real Estate Bank, §;500,000 for the western
branch of ihat instilution, and $300,000 issued for
the Washington branch of the state bank.
[Arkansas Gaz.
The Journal de St. Petersinstituling an
connected with the Imperial Bank of Commerce, for the deposit of sums in silver, which are
to remain in fact under the guarantee of the bank,
and are not to be applied to any other purpose than
the reimbursements of deposites.,^Notes to be called
notes of the deposite bank are to be issued for 3, 5,
10, and 25 silver roubles, and may ultimately be for
100 roubles each, which are to be current throughout the empire, and received in payment for their
full value by the government as well as individuals.
The bank is to be opened on the first ol January.
Russian currency.

burgh publishes an imperial ukase,
office

Revenue.

We find

that well conducted
Post:

the following statement in
paper, the Boston Morning

Commerce and revenue
cial

of Boston, for the finanyears of 1838 and 1839.

of foreign arrivals from January 1st
The number of
to September 30th, 1838, was 975.
foreign arrivals from January 1st to September 3flth,
Increase of foreign arrival, 199.
1339, was 1,174.
The number of foreign clearances from January 1st

The number

The number of
to September 30th, 1838, was 839.
foreign clearances from January 1st to September
30th, 1839, 1,055. Increase of foreign clearances,
216.
Revenue,

Fourth quarter, 1337,
First quarter, 1838,
Seconil quarter, do.
Third quarter, do.

379,967
480,300
465,765
949,466

70
29
84
09

1,275,500 22

Fourt
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cost, witliout

any com-

snission from our government, devoted his enquiring
jnind to the subject of steam vessels of war, and
ithathe brought with him on Ids return to this country, ample drawings and a costly and beautiful model of a steam liigate on a new construction and
combination of principles, which, in the opinion of
experienced officers of the navy, promises to excel
and supersede any plan of building steam vessels of
war hitherto adopted by any nation. The structure
and arrangement of force proposed by capt. Stockton are said to admit of the use of sails in ordinary
weather, without any loss of speed, thus leaving the
fuel and steam power to be employed in calms or
His plan, in short, preagainst an enemy's (orce.
serves the frigate model and the speed of motion
which that only can give, and adds all the advantages of steatn as occasion may demand. His plan is
said to promise the most important results in naval
warfare.
It would be but just, should his zeal and
science accomplish all that is anticipated, that the
first man-of-war steamer should bear the name of
and be commanded by her architect.
IBalt. Amer.

Rail road receipts. In the August number
of that valuable work, the Rail Road Journal, we find
it stated, that receipts on the Birmingham railway
in England are now at the rate of j£ 700,000 sterThe dense populing, or $3,3SS,000 per annum.
lation of rail roads for general Iramporiaiion, gives
On our main lines in the
these enormous receipts.
United States the travel on rail roads is rapidly on the
increase.

The sanguine calculation of the most sanguine,
estimated for incume the number to pass over "the
rail road" in Massachuseets at 116,700 for
This period ended the 2Sth ult. and
the first year.
gave the actual number 2S7,000 twice and a half the

Eastern

The rail roads in IVTassachusetts, that are
completed, generally exceed 7 per cent, net income
and are held above par.
estimate.

The receipts on the Philadelphia, Wilmington and
rail road, for June, July and August, was
$127,000, and constantly on the increase.
The following statement of the receipts on the
Syracuse and UUca rail road, which we understand
cost $13,000 per mile for 53 miles, gives 9 per cent,
gross in 74 days on the cost of this road:
Delaware

Ending July

6,

$2,594 41

(4 days,)

5,356
5,854
5,537
5,300
5,744
5 953
5,444
6,189
6,330
6,507

13

20
27
3
10
17

"

Aug.

"

24
31
Sept.
7

"
"

14

11

30
15
11

87
35
89
42
17

37

,$61,312 15

Average per day $840— all for passengers.
perceive that books are to be opened on the
14th ot October, to e,xtend this road to Oswego, on
Lake Ontario. This will be a favorite route to the
Canadas, the Falls, and the west. The gain in
time and rest to the business man will be great. He
sleeps on the north river, dines i(\ Utica, takes tea
in Oswego, or on board a fine steamer, and the next
morning arrives in Lewistown, in time if required
to take ills breakfast in Bulfalo by the rail load now
All this may be accomplished within
in daily use.

We

.

forty hours

any

from

New York, without fiiligue or losing

rest.

From Syracuse to Auburn, 26 miles, there is a
very superior rail road completed at an expense of
about $18,000 per mile, and doing a good business.
Mr. Higham, the engineer in chief of the Auburn
and Rochester rail road, tells us that the entire line
is under contract, and will be completed within two
years.
The Rochester and Tonawanda rail road is
completed, and in use 33 miles, to Batavia, leaving
a like distance to BuHalo to be completed. This
part of the route is in the hands of a company, who
Lave taken steps to procure the requisite funds to
complete the only link in the chain from Albany to
I

[

:

'

]

I

I

Suflalo.

The population in our state tribunary to this line
continued through the east parts of Columbia and
Dutchess counties to this city exceeds one million
of souls. Tlie day is not distant when rail road
lines will be extended to the Mississippi river, and
the number of passengers passing through the valley of the Mohawk will equal 2,500 per "day, or say
$750,000 per annum, and yield a gross income of
from 7 to $10,000,000, particularly if the state will

—

—

allow this line to carry freight free of canal tolls.
[N. Y. Express.

The
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Augustine Herald of the 26th experimental trip in a week or so from the present
ult. has the following remarks on the existing condi- date.
Her length of deck is as near as may be 200
tion of Indian matters in the territory.
feet, and forms as beautiful a promenade as can be
Our own deductions from all we can gather re- well imagined; burther per register, including the
specting the Indians, amounts to this. A large body, space occupied by machinery, 300 tons, but in reacomprising probably half the warriors in the terri- lity nearly 700; engine power, according to the usual
tory, reside habitually with Sam Jones, near the calculation, equal to the muscular strength of 250
head of New river, and have continued during the horses. At the present she draws scrimply five, and
summer in friendly communication with the two when loaded with 100 tons goods, the draught will
posts in that vicinity.
A part of them went over to not exceed seven feet of Water.
Carloosa, and were parties in the massacre of col.
With the exception of the deck, bulwarks, paddleHarney's detachment, but it suits their convenience boxes, rosewood linings of the principal cabin, &c.
to make scape-goats of the "Spanish Indians," and the entire frame-work of the beautiful ship describto make the negro interpreters, who, in all proba- ed, is composed of sheet-iron, three-eighths of an
bility, were privy to the whole, the sole instigators inch in thicknesss, and strongly rivetted inside by
of the plot.
As to "Spanish Indians," there are bars or fastenings, which take tiie foun diagonal, the
none, but it suits Sam to make a bugbear of a small strongest of all. With a view to safety in the case
band that has hibitually resided at the extreme of a sunken rock or lee shore, the extreme length,
stem to stern, is divided into five compartments, and
south, and seldom come north for any purpose.
This band is probably less hostile than his own, the largest is not so much the hold, which can be
but Sam is perfectly satisfied with the existing state dealt with as is deemed most expedient, as the gap
of things, and uses their name as a palliative to gain filled with double engine, furnaces, cylinders, and
time and do nothing. If there be any differences the other appurtenances that manufacture the probetween these parties, it can only be because Sam's pelling power.
Should a hole, therefore, be stove in the vessel's
party wisliing to monopolize the favor of the whites,
will not allow the other party to come to the posts. sides by collision with a rock or any other antagonist
No dipomatist is equal to an Indian Sam is an adept body, water can only^rush into one apartment, to the
one day he is too drunk to come to any definate extent of a foot, or possibly less, and so long as the
point
the next day too sick; and then what with others remain perfectly dry, suificient buoyancy reSpanish Indians, Coacoochie's wrong headedness, mains behind to enable the crew to apply the pump
Sandy's treachery and the folly of young men who and repair the leak. The Royal George is the fifwill not come in, he amuses away month after month, teenth iron steamer which Messrs. Todd and McGrewhile his people are enjoying precisely the sort of gor have now built, and their joint opinion decidedly is, that what are called wooden walls for naval
life they wish to enjoy all their lives.
Of the remaining Indians we know less, because purposes, will soon be at a discount, and iron ones
there is no communication with thein.
Coa-coochie at a premium. Between the cost of the one material
with his party probably reside habitually somewhere and the other the difference is trifling, and the great
between Fort Mellon and the Cove of the Withla- advantage of iron is, that it lessens very consideracoochie, not very far south of Fort King.
A chief bly the draught of water a recommendation, it may
told a friend of ours at gen. Macomb's talk, that he be added, beyond price in river navigation.
But a
had corn planted not ten miles from that post.
Ti- short period has elapsed since the Clyde foundry engertail's party probably reside habitually west of the gineers received an order for an iron sail ship of 500
Suwannee, but both these band evidently roam in tons burthen, destined for the American trade, and
hunting parties over the whole countiy from lake which a year or two hence will be seen careering in
George to the St. Marks, keeping south of the set- the wake of the British Queen, and the other great
tlements, and crossing the Suwannee near Fort arches that span so beneficially the waters of the
Fanning. Their purpose does not appear to be war; mighty Atlantic.
In 1835 Messrs. Todd and McGregor built for a
but they omit no opportunity to commit murder,
when it comes in their way; of these murders we Waterford company, who have steamers of different
materials afloat, that ply regularly between Ireland
have recorded fifty or sLcly since May,
and Liverpool, an iron boat; and, during the four
The captcred Africans. After the adjourn- years that have intervened, the said craft has neither
ment of the court at Hartford, the Africans were required nor received the slightest repair, while the
taken back to New Haven where they are treated whole of her wooden consorts have been repeatedly
with every proper indulgence and kindness. Cin- caulked, and otherwise refitted, at an expense varying from £400 to £500 annually. This is another
quez is not kept in close confinement as before,
the court having decided that he has committed no decided recommendation, which alone ranks second
to lightness of draught, and how long an iron ship,
crime against the laws of the United Slates.
Since their return to New Haven, farther efTorts with fair play, will last, is a problem as yet undehave been made to find persons who can converse cided, and which possibly enough may not be solved
with them in their native tongue, and who also un- lor the next twenty or thirty years. The oil and
derstand the English language. These endeavors grease which are so plentifully used in the engine
we are happy to say, have been crowned with suc- house below, difl'use a moistening influence which
cess.
Two native Africans, belonging to the crew extends in some way to every part of the ship, and
of the Br. brig Buzzard, now in this harbor, from a the balance of opinion, as to naval tear and wear, so
cruise on the coast of Africa, having been sent to far as experience has yet gone, is in favor of iron
New Haven by the committee on behalf of the Af- and against wood, almost in the ratio of three to one.
ricans, with the consent of the captain (Fitzgerald,)
[Dumfries Courier.
were found to speak exactly the same language as
Extraordinary abduction. From the Bosthe prisoners.
Professor Gibbs, in a letter commuThe National ^gis says
nicating this intellio;ence, says:
"It would have ton Mercantile Journal.
done your heart good to see the joy of the Africans that a few days since, Sidney O. Francis, a colored
on finding themselves able to converse with the boy, about eight years of age, son of John Foster

Flobiha.

—

St.

—

—

—

men."

Francis, a resident of Worcester, was fraudulently
And another gentleman writes, "We called with seduced away from his parents, and there is reason
them (the interpreters) at the prison this morning; to believe has been sold into slavery in Virginia.
as the African captives were at breakfast.
The The agents in this nefarious act appear to have
marshal objected to the entrance of the interpreters been Perley Shearer and John Dickenson, of Paluntil the breakfast was over, but one of the captives mer, who on the 12th inst. obtained permission of
coining to the door and finding a countrymen who the parents of the lad for him to live with them, to
could talk in their own language, took hold of him, do light work. But it appears from the fbllowin"'
and literally dragged him in. Such a scene ensued letter, received on Monday by the authorities of
as you may better conceive than I describe. Break- Worcester, that he has been carried into Virginia
fast was forgotten; all crowded around the two men, and sold as a slave.
Fredericksburg, Va. Sept. 19, 1839.
and all talking as fast as possible. The children
hugged one another with transport." The captives To the mayor of the town of Worcester, Mass.
Sir: On the 15th inst. a man calling himself
confarin all that had been previously learned from
John Ferry, the native of Kissi, who was able to Dickenson Shearer arrived here, and had with him
a negro boy, whose name he called Franklin, and
converse a little with some of them.
whom he called his slave. He parted with this
[Journal of Commerce.
boy last night, and it is feared sold him to a trader.
Iron versus timber steamers. While at the The circumstances were so suspicious as to lead to
Broomielaw the other day, the writer by the merest inquiries and to his arrest. On his examination he
accident stepped on board a splendid new steamer, admitted the boy to be free, that he came with him
which had been christened the "Royal George," and from Worcester, where his father and mother re"Royal Sove- sided, that he did not know their names, had never
is destined to act as consort to the
reign," at present one of the swiftest boats afloat on seen them but once, and then for an hour only, and
He
the station stretching between the Clyde and the they permitted this boy to come with him.
Mersey. The Royal George has been for some time admitted that he did not tell them he was bringing
The story is so absurd as to
afloat; and as her engine and other gearing are well the boy to Virginia.
nigh complete, she will leave the Broomielaw on an create a strong impression that he is a kidnapper.

—
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Magnitude of the lakes. Lake Superior is gether with those of col. Reid, who maintains simiand information is sent to you that proper inquiries
be made, and, if possible, evidence sent here to 400 miles long, 80 miles wide, 900 feet deep, and lar views, have received honorable notice from the
prove the boy's freedom, and to identify him. This contains 32,000 square miles. It is 596 feet above British reviews.
[jBa//. American.
of course must be some white person, and the abo- the level of tide water.
Lake Michigan is 220 miles long, 70 miles wide,
litionists, if there be any among you, have now an
Statistics of Paris. The prefect of the Seine
opportunity of displaying their humane feelings. 1,000 feet deep, and 578 feet above tide water. It delivered a few days since to the commercial notables of Paris his usual annual address on the comThis man says he came from Pelham, Mass. and contains 22,000 square miles.
Lake Huron is 240 miles long, 80 miles wide, mercial condition of the capital for 1838. It appears
has a brother, a Dr. Shearer, residing there. Inquiries of the truth of this statement may be ma- 1,000 feet deep, and contains 20,000 square miles. that at the end of last year there were 67,759 licensAll that humanity requires will be done It is 578 feet above tide water.
terial.
ed traders, and the number of commercial notables
Green Bay is 100 miles long, 20 miles wide, and was 920. In 1831, the licensed traders were 44,746,
here to recover the unfortunate boy. A messenger
will be despatched to-night in pursuit, and the contains 2,000 square miles.
and the commercial notables 784. At the end of
invited
authorities
to
aid
him.
This
constituted
Lake Erie is 240 miles long, 40 miles wide, 840 1838 out of 28,248,000 fr. the amount of the four
man is in custody, but cannot be long detained feet deep, and contains 9,600 square miles. It is direct taxes for the year, 26,989,000 fr. were paid
without evidence. You will, therefore, reply by 565 feet above tide water.
up. The consumption of Paris had increased durLake Ontario is 180 miles long, 35 miles wide, ing 1838, and the produce of the entrance duties
return mail, and let the statements be made on oath,
and let the person to identify be sent immediately. 500 feet deep, and contains 6,300 square miles. It was higher than since the revolution of July, being
is 232 feet above tide water.
1 am, sir, respectfully your obt. servt.
31,862,000 fr. or upwards of 1,000,000 fr. more than
Benj. Clark, mayor.
Lake St. Clair is 2D miles long, 14 miles wide, ill 1837. New erections had continued to increase;
20 feet deep, and contains 360 square miles. It is and during the year 2,519 permissions for building
A true copy attest,
570 feet above tide water.
trEO. M. Rice.
were granted, of which 403 were for entirely new
The American lakes are computed to contain houses and premises. The exportations declared at
The character of this letter is highly honorable
The M^'is says 1,400 cubic miles of water more than one-half the custom house of Paris amounted in 1838 to
to the mayor of Fredericksburg.
have
proceeded
Fredericksto
the fresh water on the globe.
that "two persons
99,128,144 francs, of which 63,(520,775 fr. were for
ordinary exports, and 39,113,010 francs for exports
burg to identify and reclaim the boy, if he shall
Princeton college. The commencement ex- entitled to premiums. The entire exports in 1837
have been recovered, and to furnish such evidence
as may be necessary for the detention of the person ercises of the college of New Jersey, at Princeton, were 5,052,964 fr. less than in 1838. Last year
arrested, that he may be brought before the proper on Tuesday and Wednesday of last week, were upwards of 35,000 children, and more than 6,000
Should the fact of the abduction of a more than ordinarily interesting, so large a company adults, were admitted into the primary schools of
tribunals.
free colored person for the purpose of selling him of the Alumni and friends of the institution not hav- Paris, and for which they paid 800,000 fr. as fees. In
the present year, 1S39, the number of pupils in the
into slavery be substantiated, it is probable appli- ing met together in many years.
The public services of the literary societies, on primary schools exceeds those in 1833 by 17,000.
cation will be made to the executive of this commonwealth to demand the surrender of an inhabi- Tuesday afternoon, were attended by a crowded and

i

'
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tant of Massachusetts to the jurisdiction of our fashionable assembly, and the fixed altention of the
own laws, to answer to the charge of committing a audience was well rewarded by the anniversary dishigh-handed outrage upon human rights."
course of Aaron Ogden Dayton, esq. of Washington
The New York Commercial says, the above city. After a beautiful exordium,giving just expresnamed boy, has reached the city of New York, on sion to the natural feelings and fancies which the ocHe is a bright casion is so well calculated to inspire, and recurring
his way to his home at Worcester.
intelligent little fellow, about eight years of age, to the responsibilities which are inseparable from the
and the son of a very respectable mechanic at opportunities there enjoyed, the orator turned to the
Worcester. The gentleman who went to Virginia example of some of the eminent men whose lives
in search of him is a Mr. Rice; he deserves much and services have illustrated the benefits, and reflectcredit for the skill and promptitude with which he ed honor upon the character of their alma mater.
Shearer, the kideffected his benevolent object.
The history and personal qualities of Mr. Madinapper, was left in jail at Fredericksburg, awaiting son, chief justice kirkpatrick, Richard Stockton,
a requisition from the governor of Massachusetts. bishop Hobart, and Aaron Ogden, the first five preHe had two or three accomplices, and there is sidents of the Alumni association, three of whom
strong reason to believe, from what came out on were Jerseymen, were sketched with a fidelity and
the examination, that three or four other colored feeling that evinced careful study, and a just appreboys have been kidnapped and sold by him and his ciation of the varied virtues which adorn their reconfederates. Sydney, the boy now rescued, was spective characters. The address we presume and
It comprises a series of
sold by Shearer for four hundred and fifty dollars. hope will be published.
beautiful portraits, some of which, at least, are not
Great EXPLOSIO^f. The Westfield Spectator, to be obtained elsewhere.
At a meeting of the Alumni on Wednesday morn
a Massacusetts print, gives an account of an accident, which occurred near the village of Westfield, ing the rev. Dr. Green, formerly and for many years
Three powder mills were blown president of the college, was elected president of the
on the 23d ult.
dwelling
with
them
one
house,
one association, in place of the late colonel Ogden, and
up, carrying
barn and two out buildings, which were shivered to Mr. N. Biddle was called to fill the vice presidency
fragments. Yet the most remarkable part of the vacated by Dr. G. The venerable president, on
story is that no lives were lost. The following is an taking the chair, briefly addressed the association
account given by the Westfield paper:
with the feeling and wisdom of a patriarch, and in
On Monday morning last, about half past ten terms which proved that he retains much of the Mai
o'clock, the powder mills belonging to Messrs. and energy of youth.
Foot and Gillett, standing about two miles west of
The senior class was one of the largest which ha
There were three dis- graduated at the institution, being upwards of 70 in
this village were blown up.
tinct explosions at intervals of twenty or thirty se- number.
The honorary degree of A. M. was conconds.
ferred upon the hon. Henry Goldtbwaite, of AlabaThe first was the cylinder mill, which was a ma, the degree of D. D. upon rev. JohnC. Young,
short time before put in operation; and the workmen president of Centre college, Danville, Kentucky,
had left but about five minutes previous and who and that of LL. D. upon the hon. Isaac H. William
were at the time working in the corning mill, about son, of Elizabelhtown, N. J.
and which blew up within twenfive rods distant,
Theories of storms, &c. Mr. Redfield, well
ty seconds, giving the men barely time to leave the
mill, and throw themselves into the bush within known as a writer on the subject of hurricanes, has
And strange as it may appear, published a pamphlet, a copy of which is before us,
twenty feet of it.
they escaped slightly injured, one without a mark in support of his own theory and in opposition to
of injury except from being blacked by the powder, that of Mr. Espy.
can do little more than
state the chief point of difference between these gen
the other received a billet of wood in his breast.
They had scarcely arose from their hiding place, tlemen which is, that the theory of Mr. Redfield
than the packing house which contained four or five supposes a rotary, whirling motion of the wind in
hundred barrels of powder exploded, protrasting the formation of hurricanes and tornadoes, whereas
them again, and leaving not a vestige to mark the Mr. Espy contends that all the phenomena attepd
spot on which it stood.
ing those violent outbreaks of nature, are caused t)y
The ground for several feet arnund was swept a centripetal motion of the air.
theory to be
dwelling house standing true must, of course, be evolved from accumulated
clean of every thing.
near it was unroofed two sides were blown in, facts, rightly interpreted. Ingenuity and dexterity
The plastering in supporting a previously formed hypothesis,
and not even a joist left standing.
of the standing walls were shaken from them. The whereby some phenomena are strongly set forth,
beds were while others are kept back or distorted from their
partitions broken to pieces, feather
"shook up," and not a person of the six or seven true bearing, should have no place in the mind of
the philosopher who consults nature in search of
in the house injured.
The concussion was so great that buildings in wisdom. The difficulty therefore which we labor
the villages received considerable injury from it.
under in examining the statements of these rival
One bulding at least a mile and a half from the philosophers of the clouds, is that we find the phemills had twenty or thirty lights broken out, and nomena of storms set down differently by them, and
totally
demolished,
window
one
the
casanother had
W8 have nomeansof ascertaining which is right, unAbout ten less we turn metrologists ourselves, which we have
ino being carried across the room.
thousand pounds of powder ready for sale and near- not time for at present. It is proper to sav of Mr.
manufacturing
was
quantity
burnt.
ly the same
Redfield that his publications on this subject, to-

—
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FIRST CONGRESSION.^L DISTRICT.
Whig.
jldmhiistration.
J.A.Stewart. J. Dennis. W. Donaho.
963
1,112
3
Dorchester,
1,001
27
963
Somerset,
1,077
6
875
Worcester,

Whig

i

36

3,190

2,801
Dennis' maj. over Stewart,

389

majority in the district,

425

SECOND DISTRICT.

Cecil,

Administraiion.
P. F. Thomas.
1,333

"

Whig.
A. Pearce.
1,144

615
643
583
663

3,836

3.648

Queen Anne's,
Carolina,
Talbot,

Adm.

J.

475
716
607
705

Kent,

188
THIRD DISTRICT.
Independent.
Mminisiralion.
James Turner.
J.T. H. Worthington.
938
1,236
Harford,
majority,

705

421

3,934
2,376

2,376

Carroll,

Adm.

1,017

1,983

Baltimore,

majority,

1,548

FOURTH (a double) DISTRICT.
Administration.
Hillen.
Carroll.
6,598
Baltimore city, 6,608
1,256
Anne Arundel, 1,254

Whig.
Kennedy. Pitts.

159

154

156

Annapolis,

6,218
1,274
150

6,188
1,289

7,642
7,631
8,013
8,018
Average administration majority in the district, 379.

FIFTH DISTRICT.

—

A

'

Whig.

Administration.

Washington Duvall.
699
Montgomery,
1,167

Frederick,
Carroll,

W.

C. Johnson.

712
1,592

669

830

2,535

3,125
2,535

A

—

Whig

590

majority,

SIXTH DISTRICT.
Administration.

F. Thomas.
Frederick, (part), J, 297
2,045
Washington,
989
Allegany,

Whig.

W.

Price.

908
1,927

931
3,766

Adm.

majority,

565

I
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The whole amount of teas exported to the United
States in the season of 1838-39, is,
Black teas, 11,761 peculs, 20,709 chests.
79,707
do.
Green, do.
52,949 do.
100,416
64,710
Total,
Mr. Elliotl, the British superintendent, has issued
the followint;:
Public notice to British subjects.
The chief superintendent yesterday received an
edict, of which the annexed is a copy, to the joint
address of the consul of the king of Holland, the
consul of the United States, and himself.
By this law the ships and crews of all nations,
henceforward arriving in China, are liable to the penalties, the first of confiscation, and the last, of
death, upon the determination of this government
that they have introduced opium.
The danger of confiding to this government, the
administration of any judicial process concerning
foreigners can scarcely be more strikingly manifested than in the hst of names lately proscribed by the
Evidence that has been good
high commissioner.
to satisfy his excellency that these sixteen persons
are principal parties concerned in introducing opium, and therefore to justify their detention as hostages, would, of course, be equally good for other
conviction of the like nature.
It may be taken to be certain, however, that the
list contains the names of persons who have never
been engaged in such pursuits, or, let it be added, in
any other contraband practice.
In investigation upon such subjects, the Chinese
authorities would probably be guiltless of any deliberate intention to commit acts of judicial spoliation
and murder. But it is plain that in the present
state of the intercourse there would be excessive
risk of such consequences, and therefore the pre
sent law is incompatible with safe or honorable con
tinuance at Canton,

if nothing else had happened to
establish the same conclusion.
It places, in point of fact, the lives, liberty and

property, of the whole foreign community here, at
the mercy of any reckless loreigners outside, and
more immediately at the disposal of the Hong merchants, Linguists, Compradores and their retainers.
The chief superintendent by no means ascribes
general wickedness to those parties, but that Iheir
situation and liabilities make them very unsafe reporters, and yet it is mainly upon their reports that
the judgment of the government will be taken.
It will be particularly observed that persons remaining are understood by the government to assent
to the reasonableness of the law.
ELLIOT, cliief superintendent
of the trade of British subjects in China.
Canton, lith May, 1839.
The edict giving permission to foreigners to de
part, is in these wortls:

CHARLES
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put a stop to? While now, all your superintendents
and consuls aforesaid are aware that the prohibitory
enactments of thejcelestial court may not be opposed, you are yet anxious in regard to points of difficulty as relate to your own countries, and request
that, at the head of the people and vessels ol your
several countries, you may all together take your
departure to return home.
"Those of the foreigners whose names are prominent as having been habitual sellers of opium, have
already ere this been ordered away. But besides
Jardine and others, who have gone away back to
their countries, there yet remain many lingering behind. If indeed all leave China forever, there will
of course no opium gain entrance into the inner
land, and this evil may be removed.
"After then the full completion of the present deliveries, let it be even as requested.
It shall be left
to you entirely lo return to your countries.
Only
you will not be allowed to make pretexts forpiocrastinating and delaying.
And alter you have thus returned, you will not be allowed to come again. Let
there be no turning backwards and forwards, no inconstancy, whereby investigation and proceedings
thereon will be involved.
"Having reference to the great numbers of the
foreigners of various nations, and the openness of
communication by sea in every part, and considering that the laws and enactments of the celestial
court are extremely strict, it is still requisite that

pleased to charge the undersigned with on their return to their constituents.

The undersigned will not disguise their individusatisfaction that they have been charged with this
agreeable duty; nor can they withhold the expression of their earnest expectations upon the results
of their mission. Tendering the assurance of their
profound personal respect and political confidence,
thev have the honor to subscribe themselves your
McNAIRY,
obedient friends,
al

BOYD
S.

V. D.

B. S.
J. A.
J. J.

STOUT,

WELLER,
BATTLE,

HINTON,
W. H. HORN,
W. BROWN,
W. F. TANNEHILL,

J. P.

To which Mr. Clay

C. C. NORVELL.
returned the following re-

ply:

Ashland, September 23, 1839.
Gentlemen: In acknowledging the receipt o6
the note which you did me the honor to address ti»
me the 21st instant, transmitting a copy of the proceedings of a large meeting of my fellow citizens
of Tennessee, assembled at Nashville on the 9th
instant, tendering the hospitalities of that city, and
inviting me to visit Tennessee this fall, I assure
you, with the most perfect truth and sincerity, that
I have never received a similar compliment with
more heartfelt satisfaction. Considering the place
whence this gratifying testimony proceeds, the
high character of those who have concurred in rendering it, and the distinguished manner in which
by personal and political
it has been borne to me
friends, it demands the expression of my profound'
and grateful acknowledgments. It occasions me
paiiiful and inexpressible regret not to be able at-

the punishment altaching to the prohibition against
the importation of opium should be plainly proclaimed.
All you foreigners of every nation should
you not come hither, there the matter rests; but
should you come to the territory of the celestial
court, be you people of any country whatsoever, so
often as opium is brought, in all cases, in accordance with the new law, the parties shall be capitally
executed, and the property entirely confiscated.
once and without hesitation lo accept an invitation
Say not that it was not told beforehand!
which has come to me under such flattering and
"We proceed lo issue these orders, commanding friendly auspices. But I have just terminated a
the prefect immediately to enjoin the orders on the long and arduous journey, and my health is not
original Hong merchants, and on the several senior good, as you must yourselves have perceived.
and other Hong merchants, that they may plainly private affairs, too, and the preparations for another
enjoin the same on the several superintending offi- journey which I must shortly undertake to Washcers aforesaid, that they having knowledge thereof, ington, require the coiistant application of all ray
Under
may offer no ojiposition."
attention during the intermediate time.
This having been received by the prefect, he pro- these circumstances, I cannot venture to make a
ceeds to issue these commands; when these reach positive engagement to visit Tennessee the present
the said superintending officers, let them having autumn.
All, upon that subject, that I dare proknowledge thereof, offer no opposition.
special mise is, that if, contrary to my expectations, I
command.
should be able to make the necessary arrangements'

—

My

A

[L. S.J

(True

(8th

May,

1839,)

translation.)

J.

ROUT. MORRISON,

Chinese secretary and interpreter.

INVITATION TO MR. CLAY.

The committee which was lately deputed, by a
From the Kwangchow Foo, communicating the large convention of the citizens of Tennessee asorders of the commissioner, governor and lieutenant sembled at Nashville, to proceed to Ashland and
governor, regarding the punishment of foreigners invite Mr. Clay to visit Nashville, performed that
for dealing in opium.
duty by repairing lo Lexington and addressing to
Choo, by special appointment, prefect of Kwang- him the following note:
Phenix hotel, Lexington, September 21, 1839.
chow Foo, issues commands to the English superintendent, Elliot; the American superintending offiSir: The undersigned, representing a large concer. Snow; and the Dutch superintending officer. vention of your fellow citizens of Tennessee, asVan Basel, for their full inlbrmalion.
sembled in the city of Nashville on the 9th instant,
He has now received from Lin, the high imperial reached this place last evening, and, in discharge of
commissioner, fee. Tang, governor of the two an agreeable duty, have now the honor to enclose
Kwang, and E, the lieutenant governor of Kwang- you the accompanying record of the proceedings,
tung, the following orders:
under the instructions of which they have been
"It appears that the English superintendent, Elliot; delegated to act.
the American superintending officer. Snow; and
Considering the point whence the expression emathe Dutch superintending officer. Van Basel, have nates, the undersigned can readily imagine the
presented addresses, requesting that they all should emotions which this spontaneous effusion of public
return home at the head of the people and the ves- confidence must excite in your breast; and they can
faithfully enhance the value of the attribute by
sels of their several nations.
"These addresses coming before us, the commis- bearing witness to its sincerity. It is, sir, the sosioner and the governor, and being duly authenticat- ber second verdict of honest men, rendered upon a
patient reconsideration of all the testimony, and
ed, we reply:
"China has indeed no need of commercial inter- will serve to strengthen the reliance of a suffering
course with outer barbarians. But because you patriot upon the slow but certain verdict of the real
have come from far over the seas, it cannot bear to people.
The undersigned would but half acquit their task
push you utterly away; you have enjoyed the overshadowing, the comprehensive ami deep benevolence if they did not leslify to the character and numbers
of the great emperor, who has given sancti(m to the of their constituents, and to the zeal and unanimity
You who have come to the with which the distinguished compliments they
trade with Kwaiigtung.
territory of the celestial empire, have not only eat bear you were adopted.
The public feeling that
gave them birth is not limited to Nashville and its
of herbage and trod the soil equally with the peoph
of the land, but have also by your buying and selling vicinity, nor to any chosen body of your fellow
acquired very rich advantages. It is naturally your citizens of Tennessee. It pervades the community
duty to rest in your stations, observing the laws. every where, and the particular objects of this comBut for ten years past, you have, on the contrary, munication were originally favored and principally
employed a thing hurtful to men, as a means of gain- brought about by that great and disinterested diing and possessing yourselves of the people's vision of society who have no views upon office,
and look alone lo the success of principle and the
wealth.
"The great emperor, anxiously regardful of the general good of the counlry. This last considerageneral well-being hasileclared his pleasure that this tion must suggest persuasions you would not wil.\r\il if the laws be
lingly slight or disregard, and cannot be without its
should be severely prohibited,
not plainly declared, how shall the future ingress be favorable influence over the answer you may be

for

my

journey lo Washington, and

I

should

find

my

health sufficiently re-established, I will, with
the greatest pleasure visit Tennessee prior lo the
But, if I should
approaching session of congress.
not be able to do so, I will certainly, if my life and
health are spared, after my return for congress,
avail myself of that opportunity of making your
state a visit.

request, gentlemen, that you will convey t«
fellow citizens of Tennessee whom you repremy deep sense of the kind expression with
which they have been pleased to honor me. Nowhere, during a long public career, have I been
more misunderstood or misrepresented than in your j
From no state therefore could such healing!
state.
language come to me with more sincere satisfacI am truly thankful for being permided to
lion.
live down the calumnies of which there and elsewhere I have been the object. And it should be
encouraging atid consoling to public men, who
strive honestly and faithfully to serve their country,
that if a wrong verdict is sometimes precipitately
rendered with erroneous views, and under the operation of passion or prejudice, public justice is
finally administered with absolute certainty.
I hope, gentlemen, that you will assist me in
making acceptable the reasons which conslrain me
to forego the pleasure of an immediate acceptance
of the invitation which you have had the goodness
I

my

sent,

And I cannot conclude without tenderto deliver.
ing to you, collectively and individually, my respectfuV thanks and my great obligations for the kind
and friendly manner in which yon have executed »
commission involving necessarily much personal
inconvenience. I add, also, assurances of the cordial esteem and regard with which I am, youi
H. CLAY.
friend and obedient servant,
To Messrs. Boyd McNairy, B. S. Welter, Ijc. SfC

EXTENSIVE CONFLAGRATIONS.
From the PhUadelphia Public Ledger.
of llie most disastrous conflagrations thai
ever occurred in Philadelphia, broke out about h»l:
past ten o'clock on Friday night last, and raged will
unmitigated Iniy until day light, in despite of Ihi
unceasing exertions of the firemen. The fire com
menced in the extensive four storied store. No. !
South wharves, which extends through and include
No. 19 south Water street. This store was occupi

One
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About this time, (5 o'clock in the morning), anoed by Messrs. David W. Piescott and Wm. J.Stroup
as a wholesale fish and provision store.
The fire ther fire broke out in Taylor's alley, caused by the
bad got great headway when it was first discovered, sparks which came from the other fire, and fell in
the whole interior of the first and second stories showers about the streets, in an old two story brick
through into Water street being in flames. The building, in the occupancy of Mr. Sweetser, as a
alarm having been given, some of the fire apparatus commission warehouse, which was gutted. It also
were on the spot in an incredible short space of communicated to the large brick building in which
time after, but the flames spread and communicated formerly used to be kept a dance, and in which,
to the adjoining store. No. 15 Water street, which also, a Thespian society had their meetings, the upstood at the corner of an alley, and was occupied per story being fitted up as a theatre. The upper
as a grocery hy C. Cheeseborough, and swept part of this building was destroyed; the flames were
through with a rapidity that threatened to destroy then conquered, and the engines, which had left the
scene of operations in Front street, returned again
all the houses to Front and Chesnut street.
strong wind was blowing from the north east in to render the assistance so much needed in that
that direction.
The heat had by this time become quarter. Here they struggled with the devouring
intense, the fire having communicated to some oil element until 10 o'clock, A. M. when the fire havin one of the stores, the flames leaped across the ing been so much subdued that no further danger
street and caught to the house on the western side was apprehended, many of the companies left the
of Water street. The houses on each side of the ground, completely wearied out with their extraorThe scene all around during the
large five storipd fire proof store of Clieeny Hick- dinary exertions.
man began to burn, and were soon, in spite of every fire was one of the wildest confusion persons hureffort to save them, in a complete blaze.
The store rying to and fro, goods and furniture piled up along
oT Mr. Hickman stood throughout, having received all the streets for squares distant from the fire, the
families that owned the latter sitting shivering by
but little injury.
The houses consumed to the north of this were 3 its side, showers of sparks falling around upon the
three storied bricks, one occupied as a tavern by heads of persons and the roofs of houses, many of
Felix O'Leary, and another by James Davis, sus- which caught fire. The roof of Mr. Webb's store
pender maker, and the other by Mifflin, dry goods at Second and Dock, caught in this way, but was
Next to Hickman's store came No. 41, soon extinguished, and for many squares persons
store.
Thompson and Co.'s tea warehouse, which stood were obliged to be out upon the tops of their houses
the fire for a long time, but finally yielded, followed throwing water upon the roofs, large flakes of fire
by Lahey's tavern, Edgar's tavern, a tobacconist having been carried by the wind down below south
establishment, kept by John Loyd, a three story street.
The wall of the building at the southeast corner
brick next door, when the flames reached C. Bunting's store, which being fire proof, was saved, though of Chesnut and Front streets, fell about nine o'clock,
several times on fire. The part fronting on Water and, it is said, bi\ried a number of persons; one, a
street was occupied by Gaskil and Barnes, tailors. memberof the Good Will engine, was killed instantOpposite, on the west side of Front street, the ly, his face horribly lacerated. Several others were
large store next to Richards and Bispham's hart the seriously injured during the night, by furniture beroof destroyed, and the belief was that the whole of ing thrown upon them. A young man, named Timthe row to the corner would go, but carpets and mins, had his face and hands badly burned in atblankets were laid upon the roof and kept saturated tempting to save the books of Mr. Prescott.
We
with water, which saved them. In the mean time expect that many more accidents will become known
the fire had continued down the stores along the to us as soon as the confusion abates. The firemen
south wharves, and the eastern side of Water street have done nobly, risking their lives and working
incessantly for the benefit of their fellow citizens.
to Chesnut.
The Fulton hotel, C. King and Co.'s store. No. The name of the Good Will member killed was Wm.
19, George Neale's tavern, Adam Hinckle's chan- Moreland, and we learn that he had been married
dlery, Newbold and Haverstick's counting house, but about three weeks.
A member of the Weccacoe engine, named Roin the second story; Shober and Bunting's store,
and Smith and Johnson's warehouse, at the corner bert Reynolds, was seriously injured internally, by
of Chesnut street and the wharf, formerly used by a bale of cotton which had been thrown from the
the Baltimore steamboat company; the warehouses window of an upper story. Charles Herman, anopfH. andW. While, and John Harding, jr. above ther member of the same company, was also injured
the hotel on Water street. The walls of the build- in the same way, and is now lying unable to move
ings along Chesnut street fell with a tremendous
The most painful portion of this recital yet recrash, and it is reported that five or six persons were
injured, or killed.
We sincerely hope, however, mains. Several, we know not how many, have
been killed or severely wounded. At eight o'clock
that this rumor may prove untrue.
There were two individuals standing on the roof this morning the wall of Enoch Allen's house fell
of a store on the wharf to the north of this, where in with a tremendous crash, and buried in the ruins,
there was aloud crashof falling walls and one rushed as we learn positively, a fireman named W. Morewith wild disorder to the edge of the building. The land, a member of the Good Will engine. He was
cry was immediately that one had fallen beneath instantly killed. Others, it is feared, were also morthe ruins and a thrill of horror ran through the spec- tally hurt. Two of the wounded were carried to
tators.
A ladder was placed against the building the hospital.
William Field, a fireman, was severely injured.
and presently we saw an individual lowered out
James Smiley, a member of the Diligent hose
with a rope which wag lied under his arms; whether
he was the one supposed to be lost, we could not company, fell into a burning cellar, and had his
ascertain.
At the period of the falling of the wall head much cut and his hands burned.
James Barber and John Douglass, members of the
on the north side of Chesnut street, the fire had attained a height that defied all efforts to subdue it.
Good Will engine company, and a member of the
It seemed to run across the pavements, and flare up Hope hose company, whose name we did not learn,
the sides of the houses on the south side. The are missing, and the worst is feared concerning them.
steamboat hotel, a two story building occupied by
Bernard I'immons, also of the latter company, is
Mr. O'Connor caught and was soon consumed; Al- severely burnt. Jocob Kugler, fireman, badly burnt.
len's clothing store on the opposite side of Water
We have just learned that Thomas not James Barstreet followed; next the building at the southeast ber, was an engineer at the mint and not a fireman.
corner of Front and Chesnut, then down Front and He was taken to the hospital and died in about three
Water street, the destruction continued until it hours, leaving a wife and three children.
reached Mr. Mcllvain's wine store
Robert Reynolds and Charles Herman, members
Great fears were entertained lest it would take in of the Weccacoe engine, were both seriously injurthe whole block. The shipping began to move out ed by a bale of cotton thrown from the upper winfrom the wharves for safety, the goods were hastily dow of one of the stores.
removed from a number of the store.". The block
Many poor families have been thus turned from
north of Ciiesnut street being entirely consumed, their homes, and have lost a great portionof their furand the wind blowing still to the south, most of the niture and clothing. There was generally insurance
firemen left the burrnng ruins to render assistance to on the property as far as we have been able to asthe stores along Water and Front streets, south of certain, but the particulars on this head we cannot
Chesnut street.
Notwithstanding their exertions yet state with accuracy. It is proper to mention,
had been unceasing from the time the fire broke out however, that the disaster will nof cause any failures.
until five o'clock in the morning, they commenced There are various surmises concerning the cause of
with renewed energy to prevent the flames reach- the fire, which many suppose was the work of an
ing Mcllvain's wine store, and succeeded.
incendiary. The firemen are now twelve o'clock,
The stores and dwellings along Front street, be- M. leaving the scene of the conflagration with their
low Chesnut, which were destroyed, were the bar- apparatus.
ber shop at the south east corner, occupied by Mr.
This, we believe, is the most destructive fire
Gorgas, two three story brick houses next below, which has ever occurred in Philapelphia. Of fiftyand the large four story store of Messegeas and two buildings which were on fire, forty are in total
Unkart. At the next store, Mcllvain's, the fire rnin, many of them large new warehouses.
was arrested.
[Nalional Gaz.
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CALAMITOUS FIRE IN NEW YORK.
From the New York American.
Scarcely had the report of the destructive fire in
Philadelphia reached the bounds of our city; when
the alarm was through our own streets, and a succession of fires, increasing in destructiveness, for
a time swallowed up sympathy in the contemplation
of our own losses.
At about six o'clock in the evening of Saturday,
a fire first broke out from the two story frame house
No. 6 Albany street, and before it could be got under, destroyed the adjoining frame buildings, Nos.
4 and 8, on either side. They were all occupied by
poor families, several of whom were blacks, and
many of whom were left without a shelter. Qliiet
had not yet been obtained before another alarm was
given of a fire in Eldridge street. It was first discovered in a carpenter's shop in No. 127, occupied
by Sutton &. Carpenter, which was entirely destroyed. Insured for ;$1,000, 125 and 129, dwelling
houses, were also consumed.
131 was much injured.
Several houses on the back parts of the lots
on Eldridge and Forsyth streets were also much
damaged. There is reason to suppose this last fire
the work of an incendiary.
The third and greatest conflagration broke out
while the engines were yet in Eldridge street. It
is supposed to have commenced in the store
of Mr.
S. A. Halsey, No. 189 Water street, and spread
with a violence and rapidity seldom witnessed. The
reservoirs already exhausted by previous draining
supplied but small means for extinguishing the beginning of the evil, which, it said, might have been
overcome by a timely and judicious application of
three or four steady streams of water. The wind
now freshened and drove the fire both to windward,
and to leeward, by the eddy. No barrier being
now opposed to its spread, the entire square, or
block of buildings, bounded by Water and Front,
Fulton street and Burling Slip, was a mass of
burning ruins. The flying cinders threatened the
destruction of several other houses, some at a distance.
The Tontine was at one time in great danger,
and nothing but the most active exertions of its
inmates saved the United States' hotel. Lines of
hose and engines were by this time formed to the
river, and a lull of the wind, seconding the efforts
of the firemen, the further progress of the flames
was arrested. The following list of the buildings
destroyed, and the names of their occupants, we believe to be correct, so far as can at present be ascertained:

On Water street between Burling Slip and Fletcher street, west side.
No. 162, a new store, unoccupied, damaged; No. 164, the same, entirely destroyed; No. 166, J.
L. Brewster, hatters, the same;
No. 168, Eli White, fur merchant, entirely destroy,
ed; No. 170, R. 8c H. Haight
co. merchants.
Stock in store estimated at $120,000. Insurance

—

&

&

on stock $110,000. Stock saved about
$40,000. No. 172, Alex. M. White, fur dealer,
totally destroyed; No. 174, John Hunt, jr. dry goods,
same; No. 176, A. Seton, fur dealer, much damaged.
Stock insured in Hartford and this city. East
side— No. 16.3, P. G. Wilmarth, furs; W. G. Rule,
commission merchant; Augustus Marckwald, fur
dealer. Building much injured.
Loss about $3,000No. 165, J. Watkiss, carpenter. Burned down.
Loss $2,000; No. 164 was owned by William Post;
166, 168 and 170, owned by Eli White; 172, owned
by R. &, E. I. Hoyt; 174 and 176, owned by Wm.
Howard, president of the Union bank, who, it is
said, had no insurance on them.
On Water street, between Burling Slip and Fulton
Crossing Burling slip, 182 on the corner,
street.
occupied by William Halsey &c co. druggist, buildinsured; 184, H.Hughes,
ing and stock damaged
saddler, and Z. B. Gardner, saddler, walls left standing; 186, Stephen King, cork cutter, do. do. 188, I.
A. Kissam, tin ware manufaturer, do. 190, A. Megray, navigation warehouse, much injured.
effijcted

—

—

—

—

On the opposite side. 181, John Hunt 8t co. furs
caps, ftc. building totally destroyed, stock damaged to amount of $20,000, insured; 18,3, H. Shackoverhead Edward A. Ludlow, saddle and
harness maker, totally consumed; 185, J. W. Brody,
caps and dressed furs, damage to stock $30,000,
10,000 insurance, building entirely destroyed; 187,
A. H. Centre & Son, hatters' furs, totally destroyed; 189, S. A. Halsey, furs. See. stock worth
$150,000; 191, Gilbert & Jessup, drugs and dye
stuffs, totally destroyed; 193, S. Dunn, agricultural
warehouse, totally consumed; 195, J. Sparkraan,
cork cutter, up stairs, U.H. Levy, drug, broker, entirely destroyed; 19^, Alve Holchkiss, clocks, &c.
and Dewey &. Everett, crockery, all burned down.
Fulton street. Nos. 20 and 30, Silas Carle and
Nephew, dye stuffs and paints, considerably injured; 22, 24, 26, John W. Burgess, grocery, victualling house and bakery; stock destroyed, builderly, furs,

—
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ing injured; 22 1-2, N. k L. Bradford, brooms,
baskets, &c. building entirely destroyed, stock
partly saved; 20 and 18, buildings and stock partly
destroyed.

On Front street between Fulton street and Burling
Slip.— No. 19S, office of Hope Mills, building da
maged; stock in coffee, &c. damaged to the amount
of $10,000 insured; No. 196, M. Bennett, fruits,
wines, &c, stock damaged $2,000, building burned
down; 194, John Wait, fruit store; and upstairs.
Grain & Polly, gin and alcohol, much injured;

—

E. & J. F. Craft, entirely destroyed; 190,
Neilson, groceries: damage to stocli
Mitchell
about $15,000 insured, building entirely destroyed;
188, occupied by S. L. Mitchell for cotton storage;
186, P. Balen & co. fruits and wines; upstairs, R.
M. Demill, Darren packet office, entirely destroyed;
184, C. C. Fowler, oil and candles, and Jewett,
Son
CO. whitelead, entirely destroyed; 182, on
the corner of Burlington Slip, R. Hicks &. Son,
merchants.
On Burling Slip, between Front and Water. No.
15, tin shop, dwellini; house, and cooperage, entirely destroyed; 17, Thomas StMcConnell, coopers,
and Stephen West, dwelling, same; 19, David Keese,

W.

&

&

—

No. 22, Andrew Hawkes, boarding house, destroyed; 20, Ross, Duffy &. Son, coopers, totally destroyed; IS, Charles Tallman &. co. coopers, same.
The whole number of buildings destroyed is forty-six, and the whole loss cannot fall much short of
one millions of dollars.
Fire at Brooklvk. Last night about 6 o'clock,
a fire broke out in a plaining mill belonging to Mr.
Th!>tcher, and situated on Front street, between

—

The

Jay and Bridge streets.

fire

was communicat-

ed to a three story dwelling house adjoining, which

was
told,

also

was

The

consumed.

plaining mill,

we were

fully insured.

The following statement is given in Monday's
second edition of the Journal of Commerce, as being as correct as can be made at present, of the insurance which had been effected at the different
offices in New York, on the property destroyed by
the great fire on Sunday morning. The table also
includes several foreign companies. The amount
slated is understood to be the amount of insurance
effected.
In some cases the losses are total -in
others not.
Most or all the companies were in excellent condition prior to this loss; and in fact we
may say they are so still the loss, in many cases,
not having equalled their surplus.

—

—

Amount

Names.
Mutual,

$11,000
25,000
25,000
34,000
5,000
14,000
24,000
6,000
16,500
30,000
11,500
46,000
19,000
10,000
20,000
10,000
15,000
11,000
20,000
67,500

Eagle,
Merchants',

Manhattan,
North River,
Equitable,
ContributioDsbip,
Jefferson,
U. States,

^tna,
Firemen's,

Howard,

New

York,

City,

Bowery,
N. American,
Trust,
Guardian,
Globe,

Mutual

insured.

safety,

L. Island,
Brooklyn,

at

350,000
500,000
500,000
250,000
350,000
300,000
300,000
200,000
250,000
200,000
300,000
300,000
200,000
210,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
300,000
600,000

$517,000
Brooklyn,
6,000
do.
8,000

102,000

18,000
15,000
14,000
21,000
20,000
2,500
10,000

1,000,000
1,000,000

iEtna, Hartford,
Hartford co. do.
do.

Protection,

Capital.

American, Boston,
Merchants' do.
Charleston Ins. co.
Georgia,

$631,500

The Long

Island insurance

company

lost .$5,000

by the Brooklyn fire, and the Brooklyn insurance
company the same amount.
The Journal adds: We see no reason to change

—

our estimate, that the entire loss by the fire in question, must have amounted to nearly or quite a million dollars.

A New

York

letter says:

— "The book safes

built

proved themselves of the same value as
nothing but a decoy. The contents
of these things were, I presume, in every instance,
destroyed. The only safe place for books on such
an occasion, is at a distance from the fire."
in the walls
before, that

is,

The
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TO DEPARTED WORTH.

Philadelphia, in merchandi
From the southern portal the longitudinal perforaand real estate, is estimated, according to a letter of tion exceeds 800 feet. The passage through this
a respectable house in that city, at $1,400,000.
mountain saves the distance of five miles of heavy
rock excavation, the cost of which was estimated to
OHIO
equal that of the tunnel. It is now considered more
From the National Intelligencer.
than half accomplished.
In the "American Almanac and Repository of
At Cumberland a spacious basin is in the course
Useful Knowledge," for the year 1840, which has of construction, to be filled from the river by dam
just reached us, among the numerous valuable arti- No. 8, located at the lower end of the town.
This
cles, statistical, scientific and miscellaneous, which basin is intended for the convenience of the coal
are condensed into its well filled pages, we find a trade, the coal region commencing a few miles from
brief but comprehensive description of the Chesa- the river, and extending inland to an undetermined
peake and Ohio canal, comprising its extent, cha- distance.
racter, dimensions, &.c. &c. compiled by one of the
The middle section will leave the river at this
gentlemen of the company's office, and doubtless point, by the valley of Wills creek, whence it crosses
entirely correct.
As it conveys information inte- the Savage mountain, by a tunnel 4 miles in length,
resting to the friends of internal improvement every and strikes the head waters of the Youghiogeny riwhere, as well as to those who are particularly in- ver, at which point the middle section will probably
terested in this great work, we take the liberty of terminate; the western section passes thence down
transferring the article to our columns.
the valley of the Youghiogeny to its confluence
with the Monongahela river, and from thence by
Communicated by T. Fillebrown, esq. of the office of the valley of the Monongahela to Pittsburg, in the
the Chesapeake and Ohio canal company. Wash
state of Pennsylvania, the head of steamboat naviing ton.
gation on the river Ohio.
The Chesapeake and Ohio canal company de
The aggregate expenditure on account of the
rives its power from a charter granted by tne legiS'
canal, from its commencement to May 31, 1839, the
latures of the states of Maryland, Pennsylvania and close of the fiscal year, has been $8,591,768 37. It
Virginia, assented to by the congress of the United is estimated that the additional sum of $3,000,000
Stales. Its object is, to connect the waters of Chesa- will complete it to Cumberland; and that, on the
peake bay with those of the river Ohio. The capi- opening of navigation in the spring of 1841, there
tal of the company is iinlimited, and is made up of will be a direct and continuous canal from the capiindividual, state and other corporate subscriptions. tal of the United States to the vast and inexhaustiOf this, the United States have taken $1,000,000, ble coal region of Allegany county, in the state of
the city of Washington $1,000,000, the cities of Maryland.
Georgetown and Alexandria $250,000 each, the
state of Maryland $5,000,000, the state of Virginia
The Charleston Courier of Friday contains the
$250,000. The funds of the company have been
increased from time to time, by loans, of greater or proceedings at a large meeting of the citizens of that
place which was held in the city hall, to pay a tribute
less amount, as exigencies have required.
The canal is arranged into three grand divisions, of respect to the memory of general Hayne. It was
denominated the eastern, middle and western sec- determined to have an elogium pronounced, and to
tions.
The first extends from Georgetown, in the erect a monument to his memory. The mayor, (the
hon. H. L. Pinckney) in his address to this meeting
District of Columbia, to Cumberland, in the state of
enlarged with much feeling and eloquence upon the
Maryland; following the left bank of the Potomac
worth and excellence of the lamented deceased.
river, with such occasional divergencies therefrom
General Hayne possessed a strong hold upon the afas the face of the country and facilities of construcfor
fections of his fellow citizens; and deservedly
and
middle
westtion require.
of
the
The survey
High minded
his life was devoted to their service.
ern sections has not been definitely made; conseand generous, he sought not private ends, but with
quently the precise location and distance are not
equal grace and zeal fulfitled the duties of high stacorrectly ascertained.
tions, or sought the general good in the sphere of
Operations were first commenced on the eastern private usefulness. When such a man falls the
section on the 4th of July 1828, when ground was links of a thousand associations are broken
for his
broken by John Quincy Adams, then president of thoughts and feelings blended with high pursuits
the United States, in presence of a large concourse which affect the well being of multitudes, pervade
of citizens, assembled to witness the ceremony. the general mind and constitute by their sympathy
Since that period, the canal has been completed with each one's interest a part of the common soul
from Georgetown to dam No. 6, a point above the of society. His death is felt to be every man's loss.
town of Hancock, a distance of 136 miles from tide Not that it is a sordid regret for the privation of exwater. On this portion there are 53 locks, 100 feet pected benefits. When such self devotion marks
in length between the gates, by 15 feet in breadth, the character of a public man it never fails to exand averaging 8 feet lift; 150 culverts, of various cite feelings ot love and admiration and from these
loss
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dimensions, many of them sufficiently spacious to wounded and torn by sudden parting, comes the
admit the passage of wagons, and 7 aqueducts, as expression of heartfelt sorrow. It is an emotion of
follows:
this kind which runs throughout the mayor's ad3 arches of 30 ft. span each.
No. 1 over Seneca creek,
dress to his fellow citizens, giving it a touching pa"
" 2 " Monocacy river, 7
"
of 54
thos.
"Was there ever," said he, "a citizen of this
" 3 " Catoctin creek, 3
" 2 of20and lof28f>.
" 4 " Antietam creek, 3
" 2 of 24 and I of48 ft. or any other place, who was more thoroughly iden" 5 " Conococh'guecr.3
"
60 ft. span each. tified with every thing relating to its honor and to
What office is there that he had not
its interests!
" 6 " Licking creek,
"
1
90
"
filled!
What service that he had not rendered!
" 7 " Gt. Tonolowa cr. 1
"
62
This extent of the canal is fed from the Potomac What useful or honorable undertaking did he not
What labor
by 6 dams across the river, of from 500 to 800 feet exert his utmost efforts to promote!
The did he avoid, or what sacrifice did he ever hesitate
in length, and from 4 to 20 feet elevation.
How shall this city
breadth of water surface is 60 feet for the first 60 to make for the public good!
miles above Georgetown; for the remaining distance supply the vacancy which his death has caused?
50 feet, and 6 feet riepth throughout the entire line. where shall we (intl his exalted patriotism, his noThe aqueducts, locks and culverts are constructed ble public spirit, his generous and disinterested zeal
in the service of his fellow citizens, his enlarged and
of stone, laid in hydraulic cement.
That portion of the canal now under contract ex- comprehensive mind, his ardent and persuasive
tends from dam No. 6 to Cumberland, (the western eloquence, his perfect adaptation for any kind of
terminus of the eastern section), a distance of 50 business on any department of public service, his
miles.
On this line there will be 22 locks, 40 cul- remarkable sweetness of temper and amenity of
manner, or that rare and extraordinary combination
verts, 2 dams and 4 aqueducts, as follows:
No. 8 over Sideling Hill creek, 1 arch of 70 feet span. of excellent qualifies both of head and heart, by
which he wasdislinguished? When wasthereever
"
9 " Fifteen Mile creek, 1
50
"
1
60
a public meeting held at which we did not hear his
10 " Town creek,
"
"
1
70
11 " Evill's creek,
voice, delineating the path of public interest or duAbout midway of this distance is a tunnel, through ty, and urging his fellow citizens to walk therein?
the spur ofa mountain, called the "Pawpaw Ridge." When diti a public calamity ever befal us, that he
This tunnel is 3,118 feet in length, from the north- did not come forward to cheer us with his .sympaern to the southern portal, and 24 feet in diame- thy, to reanimate our fortitude, to revive our enerter, with an elevation of 17 feet in the clear above gies, and to point out the mode by which the miswater surface, through solid, blue, argillaceous fortune might be repaired, and even converted into
Who has forgotten or can ever forlate rock as far as the excavation has been made. a public good?
Two perpendicular shafts are in operation, one 188 get the noble and inspiring manner in which he adfeet, the other 122 feet in depth; from the bottom of dressed us on.the subject of the'great conflagration of
these shafts the drilling and blasting proceeds hori- April '38, or the memorial he introiluced to the gozontally north and south, the core being elevated to vernor and the legislature, or that it was to his exThe highest point of ertions, more than to those of any other individual,
the surface by machinery.
the mountain above the tunnel bottom is 378 feet. that we were indebted for that prompt and efficient
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Notwithstanding the remoteness of its position,
with them, using
difficulty in communicating
exposure to the attacks of the eneCharleston has not only bei^n little
conversing with deat and its neculiar
and the si-ns employed in
rendered more perilousfrom its contiguity to the
my,
in a style of elegance
tanand
visible
to
„utes-that is, the signs relating
admiand
Nations, and the readiness with
Six
the
astonishment
of
territory
signs, representing
splendor that excites the
Pible objects; the conventional
made upon them by the
It was in this hall he
their com- which a descent could be
ration of all who behold it?
words, are, of course beyond
the people were prompt to
to instruct us letters ahd
Susquehanna,
the
eloquence,
way
of
his
with
us
ascertain
delight
to
was
to
used
His object on Friday
prehension]
to
and, as early as
souls
country,
their
very
of
cause
our
the
espouse
Supreme
with his wisdom, and to cause
ha.l any distinct idea of a
in town meeting, they votinspiration ot his Whether they
or punisher oi the first of August, 177.5,
burn within us as we causht the
Being, as the judge and rewarder
join our brethren of
unanimously
wewill
"that
ed
feelings."
dii-ecting
and
sentiments
by
noble
end he began
emi- human actions.' To this
of defending our
The expression of regret for the loss of this are their attention to various natural objects--an elephant America in the common cause in the following
character,
In the month of August
nent man, and of admiration of his
inoon-stars-the wind rain, See country."
citi- -the sun-the
be railed upon to
The
people
"that
the
voted
Charleston.
was
year
it
of
he
city
him,
the
not confined to
that they [lerfectly understood
Philadelphia have When he found
work on the forts, without either fee or reward from
zens of South Carolina, now in
by signs, whether they knew ol any
indicative ot their asked them,
And, in 1777, the people passed a vote
the town."
anrt ^e
&c.
stars,
lately met and passed resolutions
moon,
memory ot thing higher than the sun, succession that they did empowering a committee of inspectors "to supply
feelings, and highly honorable to the
in
Blanding, vera? of them answered
By far her the soldiers' wives, and the soldiers' widows, and
general Hayne. The name of colonel
things
-that Goaty was above all these
These
life."
Carolina, rehimself that their families with the necessaries of
another distinguished citizen of South
questioning IVlr. Gallandet satisfiel
resolutions
precious records of the isolated
the
in
his
with
then he P™^«;j- old and curious and
cently deceased, is joined
Gooly was"their name lor God; and
Wyoming weie shown to
iBall. American.
that Gooly and patriotic democracy of
believed
passed by the meeting.
they
whether
ed to inquire
of whom
made signs re- us by our estimable friend Charles Miner,
would punish improper actions. He
say hereafter.
of striking, and we shall have more to
From the Philadelphia National Gazelle.
presenting the act of stealing-that
But the unanimity asserted in the first resolution
TRIBUTE OF RESPECTTO COLONEL BLANDING AND Stber wrongful doings; and asked i Goohj would
GENERAL ROBERT Y. HAYNE.
This also several cited above must have been a figurative expression,
whip or punish for such things.
number of respectable gentlemen of South of the negroes answered in the affirmative; clearly since, unhappily, there were loyalists in Wyoming
this day
looks and as elsewhere. The civil wars moreover, at which a
intelligent
Carolina assembled at the Mansion House
their
by
time,
honor to the showing, all the
at 11 o'clock, for the purpose of doing
motions, that they not on- rapid glance was cast in our last number, had left
their close attention to his
his pro- many bitter feelings to rankle in the bosoms of those
memories of colonel Blanding and general Robert
interested
much
were
but
understood
ly
who had been actively enjaged in those feuds. AddY. Hayne.
,
^ ^,
On motion, Joshua W. Toomer, esq. of Charles- "At"lfn'-th, however, Mr. Gallaudel, still rising in ed to which, in the exuberance of their patriotism,
Trotti,
W.
the idea o
between twenty and thirty suspected citizens were
them
ton, was called to the chair, and S.
to
conveyed
inquiries,
as secre- his scale of
if Gooly seized by the whigs, and dragged over the woods
esq. of Barnwell, was appointed to act
murder by cutting the throat, and asked
the moment the ne- and mountains into Connecticut for imprisonment.—
But
thts also.
for
whip
would
The chirman having declared the object of the groes caught his meaning they cast down their eyes These men were ultimately discharged, and speediaddressed
one ot them to ly thereafler found their way into the ranks of the
meeting, colonel James Lynah rose and
and were silent; nor could he induce
larHis remarks were brief, but eloquent
enemy in Canada, among the tory rangers of sii John
the chair.
conversation, or indeed to hold any
to be resume the
lo him Johnson and colonel John Butler. These points are
occurred
and impressive. He alluded in a manner not
It
him.
with
ther communication
eminent
the
to
him,
heard
minds
who
their
forgotten by those
stated thus minutely because they are essential to a
suspicion had entered
distin- immediately that a
hispublic services and private virtues of the
their Spanish master, just understanding of the darker features of the
of his being an emissary of
guished dead, and to the loss which South Carolina
'h™
tory that is to follow.
and that he was seeking to ent"P
''"V""/
Amisand our whole country has sustained by the afflict- confession of what took place on board the
Indians of the Six Nations were not brought
The
removing dispensation of Providence, which has
actively into the field against the colonies until the
patriointerpreter Fer- summer of 1777.
ed from the sphere of their usefulness these
From that moment, the whole ex'^Fortunately, just at this time the
Colonel L. then odered the
request explain- tended frontiers of the colonies, reaching from Lake
tic and gifted men.
and
at Mr. Gallau.lefs
in,
came
ry
Dr.
enteitained
and
subjoined resolutions, which were seconded by
Iriend,
their
the northwest and south, to the
round
was
plain,
he
Cham
appropri- e'd to them that
There
as they suspect- Floridas, were haiassed by the sav.nge foe.
Philip Tidyman of Santee, in a strain of
a-ainst them no such hostile <lesign
ate and feeling remarks:
this was quickly inade was a conventional understanding with the people
of
effect
good
the
and
ed;
RESOLUTIONS.
to s ake
among
succession
enlisted
troops
in
up
regular
the
that
of Wyoming,
apparent by their coming
That no distance either of time or of p ace hands with Mr. Gallaudet, and then very readily re- them should be stationed there, for the defence of
1
can diminish the ardent attachment that we feel for
the valley; but the exigencies of the service required
suming the conversation
the welfare of South Carolina and the happiness of
their action elsewhere, and not only were they orOF WYOMING.
her people.
dered away, but other enlistments were made, to
lo
His
Advertiser.
2. That while we bow with sunraission
the Nexo York Commercial
From
the number, in all, of about three hundred. The
and
decree "in whose hanil are all the issues of life
tell us all about the war.
only means of defence lemaining consisted of militia
Now
ot
expression
this
death," we cannot still refrain
what they fought each other tor.
And
men, the greater proportion of whom were too old
most
this
that
body
our profound grief at the death of two of our
any
telling
of
or too young for the regular service. And yet, upon
There is no need
eminent citizens, who have been snatched from the couplet is from Southey's touching ballad 'the ba tie these men devolved "the duties of cultivating the.
at
a
and
state in the full career of their usefulness,
resided upo" the lands to obtain subsistence for the settlements, and
of Blenheim." Had old Kaspar
moment when their services were of such inestima- banks of the Susquehanna, however, instead ol those likewise of performing regular garrison duty in the
ble value.
probably have foun.l less little stockade defences which were dignified by the
would
he
Danube,
the
of
lellow
3. That we deeply sympathise with our
the artless inquiries of litie name of forts, and of patrolling the outskirts ot the
Abraham difficulty in answering
case with settlements, and exploring the thickets, in order to
citizens at home, in the loss of colonel
Wilhemine, than seems to have been the
which the guard against surprise from the wily Indians, and
Blanding and of general Robert Y. Hayne; and that
the cause of the war in
touching
him
we feel and acknowledge witli them that our be- great Marlborough "put the i rench to route. 1 he their yet more vindictive toiy allies.
these
loved state has received a blow in the death of
American revolution were plain ana
There were some half a dozen of those defences
long causes of the
two virtuous and gifted men, which she will
The first consequence was, that called forts, but consisting only of stockades, or logs
the palpable to all.
in the conflict
and sensibly experience in every department of
planted upright in the earth, and about fourteen feet
every man became a volunteer party
part
o
service.
no
public
desultory sketches like these, it is
high, the enclosures within which served also as
co-operate in any mea- But in
4. That we will cordially
Come w-e then at places of retreat for the women and children in seainto causes.
ex- our duty to inquire
sures that may be adopted hereafter at home,
of which was,
once to effectsl-one of the saddest
sons of alarm. They had no artillery, save a single
deep
the
of
and
sympathy
general
pressive of the
natural paradise we were contem- four pounder, kept at Wilkesbarre as an alarm gun,
ex- that the beautiful
sense of gratitude felt by South Carolina for the
doomed to become
plating in our last number was
and their only means of defence, therefore, consisted
tragedies
darkest
alted worth of these lamented citizens.
ever
one of the deepest and
of small arms, not always in the best order, as is
to the the sc?ne of
5 That we tender our heartfelt sorrow
revolution.
momentous
that
Thus weakened by the abattending
the case with militia.
mourn with
of the war of
families of the deceased, and that we
For a season after the breaking out
sence of its most efficient men, and otherwise exposbebereavement—
private
a
great
this
alover
was
them
the Wyoming
the revolution, the valley of
Wyoming presented a point of attack too favorreavement which, in piercing the bosom of the wiThe govern- ed.
and Inlowed a state of comparative repose
lo escape the attention of the British
dowed mothers has also taken from the children the ment of Pennsylvania was changed by the removal able
commanders in the country of the Six Nations
dian
fathers.
their
of
both
bright example
proprietaries, or successors of Penn, and
also, beyond doubt,
were
the
They
of
Canada.
in
and
transmitbe
C. That a copy of these resolutions
Pennsylvania had other and more stimulated to undertake an expedition against it by
chairman Connecticut and
the disted to the families of the deceased, by the
with a
important demands upon their attention than
the absconding loyalists, who were burning
sequesterof this meeting.
putes of rival claimants for a remote and
much stronger desire to avenge what they conceived
the whole
and
Friduy October 4, 1S39.
taken,
was
serve
to
census
ardor
with
than
ed territory.
to be their" own wrongs,
valley now
population of the several towns of the
their king.
INCIDENT.
pirisdiction of Connecticut was
the
Acknowledged
ever-memorable
the
Advertiser.
Under these circumstances,
From, the New York Commercial
it is
tory
computed at about five thousand souls. Thus
expedition of col. John Butler, with his own
The Africans now in the jail at Hartford are very
Chapman's history and by Marshall; but,
royal
and lack of stated
a detarhment of sir John Johnson's
far indeed from exhibiting the stolidity
legislature by a committee rangers,
the
to
appeal
recent
Senea
in
southgreens, and a large body of Indians, chiefly
intelligence so generally characteristic of the
allowed.—
is
number
tliat
half
only
On the contrary they are, almost with- from Wyoming, seems by far too small, inasmuch cas, was undertaken against Wyoming, early in the
ern negro.
animated But this estimate
but too successful.
out exception, quick in their movements,
numbered eleven summer of 177S, and, alas! was
estimated by .=ome
judged by as the Wyoming militia, in 1776,
in conversation, and, so far as can be
whicn The forces of the invaders were
hundred men capable of bearing arms, from
hundred of whom
seven
hundred,
eleven
at
authorities
those who do not understand their language, they
of regular troops were raiscompanies
two
number
the Indians
compute
Indians,
our
accounts
those
of
Other
have intellects quite as acute as
commanded by captains Ran- were Indians.
Opposed to those forces were a
A little circumstance ed, under resolutions,
at four hundred.
or of any uncivilized people.
These
each.
men
eighty-two
under capt.
illus- som and Durkee, of
regulars,
good
fifty
afforded
a
or
forty
which
some
of
last,
Friday
company
on
occurred
as part of the
companies were mustered and counted
the militia, heretofore
tration of their promptitude in "jumping at a conConnecticut Hewett, and such numbers of
expeConnecticut levies, and attached to the
as could be hastily collected. The
described,
clusion."
having
soldiers,
r J
r
across the
They were, inorever, efficient
dition of the enemy moved from Niagara,
Mr. Gallaudet, the well known instructor ot deat line
brilliant affair of Millstone, the
the
in
lioga
to
enn-a^-ed
been
Chemung
jail,
mutes, has passed some hours every day in the
Brandywine and Genesee country, and down the
bloody and untoward battles of
the SusquehanPoint whence they embarked upon
conversing with the Africans by signs, and endeaand in the terrible cannonade of Mud
Wyoming
Germantown,
above
miles
language.
their
twenty
of
about
vocabulary
na, and landed
voring to make up a
[We may here observe by the way, that he finds bank.
state action, by which
re-built, but re-built
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^entering the valley through a notch from the west
about a mile below the head of the valley, and talcing possession of a small defence called Fort Wintennoot, alter the name of its proprietor, an opulent
loyalist of that town.
Col. John Butler established
his head quarters at this place, and from thence, for
several days, scouts and foraging parties were sent
out, for observation, and to collect provisions.
The
enemy's arrival at Fort Wintermoot, which was on

the bank of the river, was on the 2d of July.
The ilark and threatening sayings of a drunken
squaw, who with a small party of Indians had been
straying around the settlements, had awakened some
suspicions that an attack was meditated by the enemy in the course of the season, and a message had
been sent to the head quarters of the conti'nental
army, early in June, praying for a detachment of
troops for their protection.
To this request no answer had been received. To fly, however, with
their women and children, with an agile enemy upon
thpir very heels was impossible, even had the
thought been entertained. But it was not. Tlie
men of Wyoming, and the boys likewise, were
brave, and they trad strong confiilence that they
should be able to repel the invader. No sooner was
his presence known, therefore, than the militia rapidly assembled at a defence called "Fort Forty,"
from the circumslance that forty of the settlers had
originally joined their eiforts in its erection, situated
immediately on the west bank of the river, some
three miles north of Fort Wyoming.
Small garrisons of at;ed men were left in the other feeble Ibrts of
the colonisis, for the protection of the women and
children assembled therein, while the major part of
those capable of bearing arms, old men 'and boys,
fathers, grand-fathers, and grand-sons, assembled at
Fort Forty to the number of nearly four hundred.
Col. Zebulon Butler, heretofoie mentioned as a
soldier
the French war, and as being placed in the
commission of the peace, was now an officer in the
continental army, and, happening to be at home at
the time of the invasion, on the invitation of the
people, he accepted the command.
council of
w.ir was called on the morning of the 3d, to deteririine upon the expediency of marching out, and givi; the enemy battle, or of awaitin» his advance.
Tiiere were some who preferred delay, in the hope
that a reinforcement would arrive from the camp of
gen. Washington.
Others maintained that, as no
advices had been received from thence in reply to
their application, the messenger had probably been
cut o(f; and as the enemy's force was constantly increasing, they thought it best to meet and repel him

m

A

i

at

once

if possible.

The

debates were warm; and

before they were ended, five commissioned officers,
who, hearing of the anticipated invasion, had obtained permission to return for the defence of their
families, joined them.

—

Their arrival extinguished
the hope of present succor, and the result of the
council was a determination for an immediate attack.
As soon as the proper dispositions could be made,
col. Zebulon Butler placed himself at the head of
the undisciplined force and led them forward, the
design being to take the enemy by surprise.
And
such would probably have been the issue but for
the occurrence of one of those untoward incidents
against which human wisdom cannot guard. A scout,
liaving been sent forward to reconnoitre, found the
enemy at dinner, not aniicipating an attack, and in
high and frolicsome glee.
But, on its return to report the fact, the scout was fired upon by a straggling Indian, which gave the alarm. The consequence was, that, on the approach of the Americans,

for

12,
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The misconception was

an order to retreat.

—

fa

tal.
The confusion instantly became so great that
restoration to order was impossible.
The enemy,
not more brave, but better skilled in the horrid trade
of savage war, and far more numerous withal, sprang
forward, and, as they made the air resound with
their frightful yells, rushed upon the Americans,
hand to hand, tomahawk and spear.
But the handful of regulars, and those who were not at first
thrown into confusion, did all Ihat men could do to
retrieve the fortunes of the day.
Observing one of
his men to yield a little ground, col. Dorrance called
to him, with the utmost coolness, "sland up to your
work, sir!" The colonel immediately fell.
As the
enemy obtained the rear; an officer notified captain
Hewett of the fact, and enquired, "shall we retreat,
sir?"
"I'll bed
d if I do, "was his reply, and he
fell instantly dead at the head of his little command.
The retreat now became a flight, attended with horrible carnage.
are nearly alone," said an officer named \Vestbrook, "shall we go?" "I'll have
one more shot," said a Mr. Cooper, in reply.
At
the same instant a savage sprang towards him with
his spear, but he was brought to the ground in his
leap, and Cooper deliberately re-loaded his piece before he moved.
Oii the first discovery of the confusion on the left, colonel Zebulon Butler rode into
the thickest of the melee, exclaiming, "don't leave
me, my children! The victory will yet be ours."
But numbers and discipline, and the Indians to boot,
were against the Americans, and their rout was

—

"We

complete.

During the flight to Fort Forty, the scene was that
of horrible slaughter. Nor did the darkness put an
end to the work of death. No assault was made
upon the fort that night, but many of the prisoners
taken were put to death by torture. The place of
Ihese murders was about two miles north of Fort
Forty, upon a rock, around which the Indians formed themselves in a circle.
The prisoners were
placed upon the rock, and the squaws struck their
heads open with the tomahawk. It has been said,
both in tradition and in print, that the priestess of
this bloody sacrifice was the celebrated Catharine
Montour, sometimes called queen Esther, whose residence was at Catharinestown, at the head of Seneca lake.
But we cannot believe the tale.
Catharine Montour was a half-breed, who had been
well educateil in Canada.
Her reputed father was
one of the French governors, probably count Frontignac, and she herself was a lady of comparative
refinement.
She was much caressed in Philadelphia, and mingled in the best society.
Hence we
have not the remotest belief that she was the Hecate
of that fell night a night, indeed, of terror, for

—
—"Sounds thai mingled laugh, and shout, and stream,

To freeze the blood in one discordant jar,
Rung the pealing thunderbolts of war.
Wlioojp after whoop with rack the ear assailed,
As if unearthly fiends had burst their bar;
While rapidly tlie marksman's shot prevailed;
And aje, as if for death, some lonely trumpet wailed!''
When the numbers are taken into the account,
the slaughter on this occasion was dreadful.
The
five officers who arrived from the continental army
on the morning of the battle were all slain.
Capt.
Hewett, who fell, had a son in the battle with him,
aged eighteen. Captain Aholiah Buck, and his son,
aged only fourteen, were both slain.
Anderson
Dana, the representative of the valley in the Connecticut legislature, had returned from the session
just in season to fight and fall.
His son-in-law,

men and children were gathered, waiting the dread
The appalling -all is lost' proclaimed their
utter destitution.
They fly to the mountains evening is approaching the dreary swamp and shades
issue.

—

—

—

of death before them
the victorious hell-hounds
are opening on their track.
Behold that aged sire
climbing the hill, a little boy clinging to his side.
See that mother following his uncertain steps, an infant on her bosom, and leading a little girl by the
hand; they have neither bread nor shelter. She
looks back on the valley
all around the flames of
desolation are kindling; she casts her «ye in the
range of the battle field; numerous fires speak their
own horrid purpose. She listens! The exultingyell
of the savage strikes h»r ear!
Again a shriek of
agonizing wo! Who it the sufferer? It is her husband! the father of her children!!"

—

—

*'0

Be

God, who

art the

widow's

friend.

thou her comforter."

MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION.

The
ritable

From the Boston Atlas, of October 4.
trienniel festival of the Massachusetts

ChaMechanic Association was celebrated yester-

day by public services

at the Odeoii,

and a dinner

The oration was delivered by the hon.
James T. Austin, and was a production of unusual interest and usefulness.
A large number of
at Faneuil.

distinguished invited guests joined in the procession, and numerous delegates were present •from
other associations of a similar character. His excellency the governor was absent Irom the city, anil
the association were unfortunately deprived of the
preasure of his company.
The festivities at the table were of the most interesting character.
The entire lower floor of the
hall, and a large portion of the galleries, were occupied by the tables, and nearly every seat was filled.
The hall was decorated with banners and emblems
in beautiful style.
On the opposi;e side of the galleries, were the names of the past presidents of the
association, in large ornamented letters; on the western end, a superb arch bearing the name of the association, the year of its origin, and the names of
the vice presidents, secretaries and treasurers; on
the eastern end, the words agriculture, mechanic

and commerce, with suitable emblems over each
word, selected from thearticles exhibited in the fair.
arts

On the right of the president's chair was the name
of Fulton, and on the left that of Franklin, each
painted in large letters, and encircled with appro,
priate emblems. The dome of the hall was also decorated with festooned banners, and a profusion of
beautiful flowers, from Winship's gardens, adorned
the tables.
The

dinner was provided by Mr. John Wright of

the Tontine restorature, and it was indeed a feast
worthy of the occasion. The tables were set in
splendid style, and were provided with every delicacy that the market and the season can afford.
Every thing was prepared to the entire satisfaction
of the company, and we mean no empty compliment
when we say, that it was really the most successful
public dinner that has ever been provided in that
The superior management
hall, on any ocasioti.
and perfect good taste manifested by Mr. Wright,
must establish his fame, as a caterer, on a firm foundation; and we trust that he will reap a rich and
substantial reward.
The regular toasts were announced by George
Darracolt, the president of the association.
Stephen Whiting, who had been married to his
The first toast made honorable mention of the hon.
they found the enemy in line, ready for their recep- daughter but a few months before, went into the
John Qiiincy Adams, and the announcement of his
tion.
Col. Z. Butler commanded the right of the battle with him, and was also slain.
There was a name was received with great enthusiasm by the asAmericans, aided by major Garratt. The left was large family named Gore, one of whom wag with the
sembly. The venerable ex-president was present,
commanded by col. Dennison. of the Wyoming mi- continental army. Those at home, five brothers and when he stood up to respond to the call, every
litia, assisted by lieut col. Dorrance.
Opposed to and two biothers-in-law, went into the battle, and of person presetit rose, almost simultaneously, and
the right of the Americans, and also resting upon Ihese, five were dead upon the field at night, a sixth
greeted him with three hearty cheers.
the bank of the river, was col. John Butler, with his was wounded, and only one escaped unhurt.
Of the
It was so late an hour when the assembly broke
rangers.
The right of the enemy resting upon, or family of Mr. Weeks, seven went into the battle, up that we had neither time nor space lo give any
rather extending into a marsh, was composed prin- viz: live sons and .ions-in-law, and two inmates.
of the remarks made on this occasion, at length, alcipally of Indians and tories, led by a celebrated Se- Not one of the number escaped.
These are but a though wc took full notes of what was said by every
neca chief nameil Gi-eii-gwa/i-toh, o\; He who-goes- few instances of many, which we have selected for
must content ourselves by saying that
speaker.
in Ihe-siiwkc.
The field of battle was a plain, parlly the purpose of showing how general was the rush the addresses were all remarkably happy and spiritimproved and partly covered with scrub oaks and io the field, and how direful the carnage.
ed.
Every body was full of thought and feeling,
yellow pine. The action began soon after 4 o'clock
Our friend Charles Miner has thus eloquently de- and the generous impulse of each heart poured forth
in the aflernoon. and was for a time kept up on both scribed the closing scene of that day, as toward
in words as naturally as the rill flows from the mounsides with great spirit. The right of the Americans nightlall the fugitives came flying for shelter to the
tain side.
advanced bravely as they fired, and the best troops little forts. "The ravenous vulture was seen wheelMr. Adams spoke with much feeling. He alluded
of the enemy were compelled to give back.
But ing alofl, ready to pounce on the nest of the peace- very happily to the progress made in the mechanic
while the advantages were thus with the Americans ful dove. The war-whoop and the scalp-yell of the arts, within lilt period of his recollection,
and conon lUti right, far didijrent was the case on the left. savage Mohawk resounded through tlie valley. cluded by olfering the following sentiment:
Penetrating the thicket of the swamp, a lieavy body These were fiends who rip up with merciless cruelThe union of the arts and charily The arts, the
of the Indians were enabled, unperceived, to out- ty, the teeming mother who strike the gray-haired pride of the human intellect; charity, the glory
of
flank colonel Dennison, and suddenly, like a dark father to the earth, and d.tsh out the infant'.s brains
the human head.
cloud, lo fall upon his rear.
The Americans thus on the door-post. This was the terrible enemy Ihat
Signer De Begnis, by request of the president,
standing belween two fires, fell fast before the rillcs came down upon us in overwhelming numbers. then favored the company with a humorous song,
of the Indians and tories; but yet they faltered not, The battle was lost.
Naked, panting and bloody
which was received with much applause.
unlil an order from col. Dennison lo"l'all back," for a few who had escaped came rushing
into WilkesThe second regular toast alluded to governor Evethe purpose only of changing position, was mistaken barre Fori, where, trembling with anxiety, the
wo- rett. It declared that the mechanici of Massachu-
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John Bull and Brother Jonathan So long as the in landing and reaching the baracoon in safety
were proud to exliibit such a specimen of a
woikingman,and challenged competition to produce old gentleman sends us such specimens of taste, re- not a man was hurt. The men in the baracoon had
a better article. It was regretted that his excellen- finement and eloquence, his nephews will be sure been hotly pressed all the morning, and their small
to run through "High-ways and By-ways" to bid stock of ammunition was nearly expended, when
cy was not present -to respond to the sentiment.
The third toast was on the subject of uriiversal him welcome.
a good supply was thus providentially afforded
setts

education, and called out the hon. Josiah Quincy.
He made a good speech, and gave the following eX'
cellent sentiment:
The elements of social greatness and successLabor, ingenuity and enterprise May their honors
be abundant, and their rewards transcendent.
The president then called upon H. J. Finn, esq.
one of the invited guests, for a song. Mr. Finn, he
said, was the distinguished gentleman who had invented the rowlocks. Mr. Finn rose and said he
was much obliged to the gentleman for pulling in

—

fiU octr

—
so handsomely — and sung a most capital

ori-

ginal song, full of wit and puns; and sat down amidst
the loud and prolonged applause of (he assembly.
endeavored to obtain a copy of it, but it had
been handed to some other member of the press before we applied.
The next regular toast was complimentary to the
city, and the mechanics of Boston.
His honor the
mayor, responded to this sentiment in his usual felicitous style. He spoke particularly of the wonderful improvements made in the mechanic arts, within
a few years, as manifested by the articles exhibited
He gave the following:
at the fair.

We

The

—

of improvement Moral, intellectual
and physical the improvement of Boston mechaspirit

—

nics.

Mr. Seguin was then

called upon for a song, and
gave one of his beautiful melodies, which was much
admired.
The orator of the day was next toasted. Mr. Austin responded to the compliment in a brief but forcible and energetic speech, which we should be
very glad to give entire if time would permit. He
gave a sentiment which we were unable to hear.
A comic duett was then sung by Signor De Begnis and Mr. Seguin, which was received with rapturous applause. J\lr. Chickering presided at the
piano forte.
The subject of the next toast was the original
members of the association. The president introduced this toast by giving a sketch of the origin
and history of the .Mechanic association throwing
in some reminiscences of past times
and without
designing to do so, made one of the best speeches
that was delivered on the occasion.
The venerable major Russell, one of the original
members of the association, was called out by a
toast, and made some remarks that we could not
hear. He gave the following characteristic sentiment:
The mechanics of small days and small thingt
say to the mechanics of these days, *'be sure you're
right, then go a head."
Mr. Andrews, by request, then sung an amusing

—

—

commencing "When I was bound apprentice," in capital style, and put the whole as-

original song,

sembly into most admirable humor.
A (oast highly complimentary to the hon. Thomas
H. Perkins was introduced, by presenting to the
members of the association two baskets of splendid
grapes from that gentleman's conservatory. Mr.
Perkins was prevented from joining in the festivities of the day by ill health.
The next toast was directed to the representatives
in congress from Massachusetts.
The hon. Caleb
Gushing responded to this sentiment in behalf of his
colleagues, in a speech of great force and brillancy,
and was repeatedly interrupted by bursts of applause. Mr. Gushing gave as a sentiment:
Agriculture, mechanic arts and commerce The
golden tripod which sustains the meterial prosperity
of Massachusetts,
William Stnrgis, esq. responded to a toast complimentary to the merchant, in his usual frank and
hearty style, and gave the following:
Equal rights The right of the employer to have
his work faithfully done, and the right of the employed to have it promptly paid for.
Our mother country was next toasted. The sentiment was, that united by steam, nothing would
ever divide us. The band played "God save the
queen," and "Yankee Doodle."

—

—

Golly Grattari, esq. the distinguished author of
"High-ways and By-ways," and at present the British consul at this port, was present, and responded
to this toast in a very neat and appropriate speech,
which was received with the greatest enthnsiasm.

The assembly
ed, and gave

rose

him

up when

his

three cheers

name was announcwhen he commenc-

ed speaking and when he closed.

Mr. Grattan gave
the following sentiment:
The fair of Boston, in the most comprehensive
sense of the term— The fair, the triumph of art, and
the fair sex, the master piece of nature.
Mr. J.T. Buckingham then ottered the following:

The speaker of the Massachusetts house of representatives was complimented in a very delicate
nd ingenious manner in the next regular toast; and
Mr. Winthrop met this call with that promptness
for which he is so much distinguished.
He made
a brief .speech
the annexed.

— grave and

gay by turns

— and gave

The combination of intelligent and thinking mind,
with the laborious erm: t!ie grest result of the triumphs of liberty, the great cause of the triumphs of
labor.

COLONIZATION AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
Colonization has often been charged with being
the handmaid of slavery, and the colonies with secretly abetting the slave trade. The annexed very
interesting letter from governor Buchanan, of Liberia, to rev. Dr. Proudfit, corresponding secretary of
the N. York, Colonization society, places the subLet the African coast be ocject in its true light.
cupied with colonies like those of Liberia and Cape
Palmas, and the slave trade would be forever annidoubt if it can be done in any other
hilated.
way, ^at least for many years to come.
In spite of the most vigilant efforts of the British cruisers for many years past, it is said the
abominable trafhc is carried on now to a greater
extent than at any former period. Annexed is gov.

We

—

Buchanan's

letter,

above alluded

to.

—

—

—

[A^. Y. Journal Com.
Monrovia, 13ih August, 1S39.

Reverend and dear friehd. You are already
aware of my early steps against the slave trade
the manifestos and proclamations with which I attempted to drive the slavers from our Waters, and
put an end to every kind of intercourse between
them and our citizens; but I have now to inform
you of more serious measures and more successful
results
I mean more successfully only as regards

—

—

them. The fight continued with little remission
throughout the day, hut we did not act only on the
defensive.
Several successful charges were made
in the woods
by which the natives were driven
back and suffered severely. The next morning the
battle was renewed by the natives, but withlcss
vigor than before; our men returned the fire with
interest, and soon made them retreat deeper into
the woods, whence they returned occasionally,
keeping carefully under cover of the skirt of the
wood, and fired into the baracoon.
Finding the war likely to be protracted, and being threatened with additional enemies from the
leeward, I returned to Monrovia in the schooner
and brought down a re-enforcement with two field
pieces and a large supply of ammunition, but by
this time the natives had grown heartly tired of
fighting "Merica man" and had drawn off to their
towns. I then despatched messages to king Bah
Gay and Prince, the authors of the war, demandinothe immediate surrender of the slaves taken from
the baracoon, as the only condition on which I
would grant them peace and threatening in case
of their non-compliance, to carry war into the
heart of their country and punisli them effectually
for their attack on us.
These messages produced
the desired result, and the next day I had the pleasure of receiving four slaves from Bah Gay, and
dictating to him a treaty, by which he bound' himself to deal no more in slaves
to regard the authority and laws of the colony as supreme in the territory
of Little Bassa to make no more war without our
permission and lo compensatesuchof the colonists
as had property destroyed by his people duringthc
war. Prince did not come down, though he sent
his principal chief and a party of men, who gave
the most solemn ass\irances that Prince would be
there before the next morning with the remainder
of the slaves. He did not come however, but sent
word that he would deliver up the slaves as soon as
they could be collected from their several places of
concealment.
Having thus put an end to the war, and effectually broken up the slave trade, we returned in triumph home not exactly in the Roman style, with
captives in our train, but with four young freedmen, released by us from the middle passage and
the miseries of a hopeless bondage. During the

—

with the colonists, the simple prohibi
the slavers
tion has been all sufficient.
slaver, who had established himself at Little
Bassa, and continued his wicked business in defi-

A

ance of repealed orders from my predecessor to remove, was formally notified soon alter my arrival
here, lo leave, under penalty of the confiscation of
his property.

At the same time, he was distinctly informed
that Little Bassa was within our territorial juriswhere, by the laws of the colony, all slave
dealing was prohibited. At first, he seemed quite
ready to comply with this reasonable order, and beg

<liction,

—

—

—

whole of this contest, we lost not a single man
and had but five or six wounded one, a native laborer, mortally; while the loss of the enemy, according to their own account, which is no doubt
much underrateil was ten killed, and Iwenii/ wovmU
ed.
But the Lord of Hosts was on our side, and
His right arm was bared in our defence otherwise
we could not thus have triumphed over such vast
numbers as were gathered against us, and come off
from the fight without losinc any of our people.
Verily the victory is His to Him be all the glory
and praise.
To the pious heart it is always gratifying to observe the faith.of God's people in times of peculiar
danger and trial. A day of fasting and prayer was
observed in this place for our success and safe return, while we were engaged in fighting
and if
was observed at the time as a remarltable circumstance, that in nearly every prayer publicly offered,
the strongest confidence was expressed that none of
us would be killed in our righteous warfare.
How

—

—

ged permission to remain only until he could pro
cure the means of removing his property. This
was granted, on condition that while he remained,
he should not deal with the natives except so far as
to procure articles of food for his family.
Instead, however, of removing, he set himself
about enlarging and fortifying his place increasing the means of his business and engaging the na.
five princes to defend and protect him.
To my
subsequent orders he paid no attention, feeling
himself now too strong to regard my threats, and
continued purchasing and shipping slaves as before.
After waiting a sufficient time to see that
mere words, or even threats, were without effect, I
despatched an armed force under the direction of
the marshal of the colony, to seize his property,
destroy the baracoon, and release the slaves. Strict
orders were ijiven lo the marshal, to use no vio- wonderfully was the
lence in the execution of his duty, unless opposed tians rewanled!

—

force.

The

On

the approach of the expedition, the
slaver ran away, taking his slaves, about 14 in
number, and the baracoon was taken possession
It was soon found, howof without resistance.
ever, that the slaver had no intention of quietly
yielding his property and abandoning his profitable
business.
After getting the slaves out of the way,
his allies, the natives, came up in great numbers,
and commenced a furious attack on all sides of the

by

—

baracoon.
In the meantime two small colonial vessels that

I

had despatched with an extra supply of ammi
tion, SiC. were compelled to put back through stress
of weather, without reaching their destination.
But by a remarkable Providence, an American
slave vessel fell into my hands the same day, in
which I immediately embarked with a small suite
and a quantity of ammunition, and proceeded to
Little Bassa, where I arrived on Friday morning
almost at the moment the attack comincnced. We
landed in the face of the enemy, who occupied tl
beach and the wood skirting the path which Ictl to
the baracoon. It was apparently a hazardous attempt, but by a judicious sortie from the baracoon
and a well timed fire from our boats, we succeeded

—

—

—

faith

of these praying Chris-

vessel I spoke of having so opportunely got

possession of, was the Euphrates, of Baltimore,
which has been engaged in the slave trade on this
coast under American colors since early in February

I

ast.

She was brought

in here by sir Francis Russell,
brig Harlequin, and delivered to me, as on account of her being American,
she was beyond his jurisdiction. I am about to
send her to the United States for trial, and though
she had no slaves on board when captured, there
can be no doubt of her condemnation, as the proof
of her being a slaver is indubitable. Too long have
a set of renegadoesand outlaws of all nations been
permitteil with impunity to use the name and authority of the United States on this coast for the
prosecution of the slave trade. My heart is pained
at the atrocities committed here under the sanction
of iny country's flag.
cheek burns with shame
when I hear the just reproaches cast upon the
proud name of America for the deeds of villany and
blood committed under color of her authority and
protection; and shall I be blamed for daring to vindicate the honor of my country and defending the
rights of wretched Africa?

commanding H. B. M.

My

—
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of affairs at Bassa Cove,
to be

Every thing appears

little.

going on much as when 1 last wrote. The people
are industriously engaged on their farms, but owing to the untoward circumstances of the past year
they are exposed to great difficulties in a pecuniary
point of view. They preserve their spirits however, and look forward with confidence to better
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French courts for the sum, and, after a long examination, it was decided against them, on the
ground that by the 9th article of the treaty of Fontainbleau, in 1814, Napoleon surrendered to the
government of France his "extraordinary and j)rivate domains.

STATISTICS OF LUXURIES.

Fro7n the Boston Transcript.
times.
Under this caption we find some elaborate tables
Present my very kind regards to Mrs. P. and the
other members of your family; also to the gentle- and calculations in the last number of Dr. Alcott's
men of the board, and believe me, dear sir, most af- "Library of Health," which, though mixed in with
fectionately and respectfully your Christian friend, theories, regarded by most people as apocryphal, and
by some as absurd, are neverthele.s3 valuable, to a
(Signed)
certain extent, in themselves, though their currency
Rev.
Proudfil, D. D. cor. sec. ifc. New York.
may be itjjured by the stamp which theorists make
From the Commercial Advertiser.
Messrs. Editors: In noticing the arrival of the on their surface. The doctor's theories are not ours,
captured slave schooner Euphrates at Philadelphia, but that is no reason why his statistics should not be
can melt them down.
you say that she was given up to governor Buchan- made available.
His list of luxuries will be dissented from, to beMr.
an, United States consul at Monrovia, &c.
Buchanan is not consul, but agent for recaptured gin with. These are not oidy tea, coffee, tobacco,
Afi'icansin Liberia, appointed bv the president un- spirits, wine, beer, but also sugar, molasses and salt.
der the act of March 3, 1819. This act authorises He hints himself that these last three, "in the prethe sending to Liberia of Africans captured by our sent dearth of true light on the subject," may hardly
This,
cruisers under the laws for the suppression of the deserve to come Ufjder this enumeration.
slave trade, or those illegally introduced into the however, doesn't affect the question of the amount
of consumption, which is stated for account of the
United States.
The most prosperous settlement in Liberia is three countries Great Britain, France and the
then have this table of the procomposed in part of Africans so restored. Piinci- United States.
pally Eboes and Congoes. They number about 300 portion consumed by each million of the population
leave out the French coand are making rapid progress in civilization. Near- in these countries.
ly one-fifth of them have been converted, and are lumn:
G. Britain.
V. States.
orderly members of churches.
Tea,
1,000,000
1,137,000
In the last expedition of the Saluda were seven
Cotfee,
405,000
6,000,000
men natives of the Mozambique coast, taken by the
Tobacco,
845,000
1,000,000
marshal of Florida under the act referred to, and
Spirits and beer,
21,000,000
3,700,000
sent to join this settlement. Land is allotted to
Wine,
310,000
334,000
them the same as to our own people, and the same
Sugar,
22,400,000
13,334,000
Yours, ttc.
attention is paid to their comfort.
Molasses,
1,167,000
1,667,000
S. WILKESON,
Salt,
750,000
800,000
General agent American colonization society.
In tea, it will be seen the disparity is not very
great between these two countries, though the price
FOREIGN EXTRACTS.
Chartist nntio^ial convention. This imposing as- with the English is much higher
say, a dollar the
In Great Britain, tea is not
sembly resumed its sittings on Wednesday, (Aug. pound on an average.
2Sth), at the Arundel coffee house, instead of their drank at all by the great mass of the population, as
former rendezvous, the Dr. Johnson's tavern; the it is here. It is too dear for them. It is a luxury.
landlord of the latter having compelled tliem to In France, they have other tastes. The whole conevacuate, in consequence of arrears of rent, as well sumption in that great country is rated at 6,500 lbs.
as of the discredit into which their proceedings had to a million of inhabitants?
Of coffee, the share of the United States is imbrought his house. It seems, however, that even
in their new location they are scarcely able to mus- mensely out of proportion, showing again the greater
a number insufficient to ability of the population to consult their comfort.
ter half a dozen members
proceed with the ordinary business; and these are Six pounds are allowed to each of us, while in Great
linked by so slender a thread that a few days may Britain it is less than half a pound, and even in
probably see them dispersed. They now deliberate France not three-quarters.
France brings up the
determination is still pro- arrears in wine to a strange degree, being allowed
w"ithin closed doors!
lessed to raise recruits for the re-embodimeut of twenty-three gallons a head, to a third of a gallon for
this "convention," and especially by Feargus us Americans, and a little less for the population ol
Great Britain. In sugar, and of spirits and beer,
O'Connor.
Manchester corporation.
levy for £23,000. the British lake a long lead; but more especially in
On Wednesday evening last, a sheriff's officer, ac- beer alone, in the use of which their population to
companied by Mr, George Gill, the high constable the French is as 420 to 155,and to the Americans as
of the borough, proceeded to the warehouse and 420 to 5. In spirits separately we are ahead in the
cotton mill of Mr. George Clark, the senior church ratio of 50 to 28 as compared with the British, and
warden, and took possession of the warehouse, by of 50 to 8 with the French.
Of molasses and salt alone among these articles
virtue of a warrant of distress issuing from the borough court for the sum of £23,000. To enable it would be seen the three nations take about equalour readers to undei'stand the merits of this extra- ly. It has been lately stated that we use much less
ordinary case, some explanation is necessary. By salt than the English, but by these tables we use
the general municipal act of 1834, it is imperative more more, that is, than the British population at
on the church wardens and overseers to levy a bo- large. This, however, is human consumption. Imrough rate within a certain period after the receipt mense quantities are given to stock there—-it is said
of the mayor's demand on behalf of the corporation. 15 millions of bushels yeariy, while the whole conThe church wardens and overseers had refused to sumption in the United Slates is not more than 12.
The doctor makes it out thai his nine luxuries, in
lay any rate at all for borough ])urposes, alleging
The remedy in such the three countries, cost over 800 millions of dolthat the charter is involved.
cases is most summary against refractory officials, lars a' year; and we suspect he has not exaggerated,
viz: a warrant of distress on their own goods and for coffee he puts down at less than 15 millions of
This has, therefore, after every other dollars in all, whereas the North American Review
chattels.
means has been tried to obtain the money, been allows 2') to our own country alone. This grand
done, and there is no doubt but that his property total is equal to an average of $12 62 for each indidual of the 65 millions allowed for the three counwill be sold if the money is not paid forthwith.
The docSirice the above was written, we learn Mr. Clark tries, or of $62 for each family of five.
intends to replevy, and to bring the matter to issue tor knows, he says, that some use less than tins, but
The officer is not in possession of others use much more. Of these 800 millions,
at the assizes.
the mill, to prevent which Mr. Clark has completely about 102 are allowed for sugar, molasses and salt.
closed it, and the hands to the number of some hun- On the other hand no mention is made of some
dreds, are thus temporarily thrown out of employ- smaller articles, accounted luxuries by many. The
yeariy cost of the spices used in the United Slates,
ment.
The Nnpolcon claim. This was a claim set up to those who consume them, cajinot be less, our
by the family of Napoleon for the amount of pay writer thinks, than $'1, 500,000; fruits, #1,.500,000;
due to him on his return from Egypt, which, being chocolate anil cocoa, $750,000; making a total of
These, too, are "luxuries"
the trilling sum of 7.50 francs, he had never thought nearly #4,000,000.
proper to demand of the government, though stand- with him; the reader may call them what he pleases.
ing to his credit on their books. This small sum, The calculation of the cider is given up in despair.
in July, 1839, amounted, by accumulation, to
COLONIAL EiMANCIl'ATION.
15,000,000 francs! equivalent to nearly .^^3,000,000,
From the New Orleans Bee.
Conseand was thought worth contending for.
In 1S34 the act of servile emancipation in the
quently Jerome and Joseph Bonaparte, as the only
surviving heirs of Napoleon, brought a suit in the West India possessions was adopted ty the parlia-
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ment of Great Britain. Until that period the island of Jamaica had enjoyed uninterrupted prosperity.
By the provisions of the act the slaves were
converted into apprentices and their freedom was to
be gradually moted out to them. The recompense
for the emancipation of 800,000 slaves
the number
computed to exist on the island— was £20,000,000,
or about $100,000,000; a very considerable amount,
but yet a very inadequate remuneration for the prodigious value of the property thus wrested atone
fell swoop from the control of its possessors.
And
if we regard the losses which have since followed
the insane policy of Great Britain, the appropriation of $100,000,000 will appear but as a miserable
pittance doled out to preserve from actual starvation,
the ntimbers who were by the act of emancipation
pilaged and impoverished.
The sum allotted for
each slave restored to freedom will not exceed $125
apiece; an amount not above a fifth of the actual
value of this species of property at the time.
If the loss of absolute ownership constituted the
sum total of the injury suffered by the planters, the
pseudo philanthropy of the British government
might not lack specious apologists. But the calamity consequent upon the abolilion of slavery has
been immeasurable.
Coloiiial property is comparatively valueless, because it can no longer be worked by slave labor. Plantations have gone to ruin;
the rich and fertile soil brings forth little else than
weeds and thistles; the price of labor has become
so exhorbitant that its products scarcely do more
than pay the cost of employment. As a consequence, nearly all the larger plantations are deseited.
Those whose means enabled them to abandon the
island have sold out every thing, and gone elsewhere. Those who remain, have parcelled out their
lands and disposed of them in small lots.
The
dearness of labor and the incorrigible indolence of
the black population have reduced the cultivation of
the staple products of the island to a mere trifle.
This is readily established by a reference to the report upon the subject presented in parliament, from
which we make the following extract:

—

COMPARATIVE ST.^TEMENT.
Lbs. of coffee. Pun. of rum20,953,705
34,854
9,866,000
33,215
17,725,000
30,475
77,801
10,593,018
26,434
71,017
61,604
13,446,033
19,938
The official documents for the years 1837 and
1838 had not been submitted to parliament. There
was, however, no doubt that the progressive decrease was still moje rapid for the last two years.
The sugar crop of 1838 did not reach 40,000 hhds.;
and that of 1839 will not amount to more than oneThe other prohalf that of the year preceding.
ducts diminish in like proportion.

1832
1833
1834
1K35
1836

Hds. of sugar.
92,159
78,315

This result might have been foreseen. Wherever
voluntary labor has been substituted in the West
Indies, for servile toil, the same consequences have
been noted. Before the insurrection in St. Domingo that island exported 700,000,000 lbs. of sugar;
that is, more than one-half the sugar crop of the
whole world at that epoch. St. Domingo under the
voluntary system, and cultivated by the contracted
intelligence of an emancipated negro race, scarcely
produces enough for her own consumption.
The Spanish colonies have profiltedby the experience of the suicidal policy of British colonial emancipation. Twelve years ago, Porto Rico exported
no sugar; in 1833 this colony exported 38,750 Ions.
In 1816, the exportation of sugar from Cuba
amounted to 51,000 tons; it now exceeds 120,000
tons, and increases every year.
In Brazil, the same
From 25,000
augmentation may be remarked.
tons, the amount of her sugar crop in 1816, it had,
in 1S3.'J, increased to 70,000 tons; which proportion
has doubtless been materially enhanced, within the
last six years.

Fads speak trumpet tongued against the false
and ruinous policy of Great Britain in regard to
her colonial jiossessions. The contemplation of a
country upon which nature has bounteously lavished her choicest gifts, now ruined and desolate,
through the pernicious errors of false legislation,
will, we trust, constitute an impressive lesson for
those misguided philanthropists who are desirous of
practically applying similar principles to the southern and slaveholding portion of the confederacy.

THE ORIGINAL SUBTREASURY PROPOSITION.

From the National Intelligencer.
In compliance with the request of two of our resiiectcd contemporaries in New York, we give from
the records an exact copy of the plan introduced
into the house of representatives in 1835, by Mr.
Gordon, of Virginia, for the collection, custody and
disbursement of the public revenue, together with
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the vote of the house on the proposition. Our New
York friends will perceive by the yeas and nays,
that the administration members from that state
voted unanimously against the scheme, concurring
doubtless with the Globe, that it was "disorganizing
and revolutionary," and with the Richmond Enquirer, that it "was dangerous to a republic."
In the house of representatives, February 10,
1835, the house having under consideration the bill
to "regulate the deposites of the public moneys in
certain local banks," Mr. Gordon, of Virginia, moved the following amendment:
Be it enacted bij the senate and house of representatives of the United Slates of America
congress assembled. That, from and after the
day of
in the year
collectors of
, the
the public revenue, at places where the sums collected shall not exceed the sum of
dollars
per annum, shall be the agents of the treasurer to
keep and disburse the same, and be subject to such
rules and regulations, and give such bond and security, as he shall prescribe for the faithful execution of their office, and shall receive, in addition to
the compensation now allowed by law,
per
centum on the sums disbursed, so that it does not
exceed the sum of
dollars per annum.
Sec. 2. ^nd be it further enacted, That at places
Where the amount of public revenue collected shall
dollars ])er annum, there
exceed the sum of
shall be appointed by the president, by and with the
advice and consent of the senate, receivers of the
public revenue, to be agents of the treasurer, who
shall give such bond and security to keep and disburse the public revenue, and be subject to such
rules and regulations, as the treasurer shall prescribe, and shall receive for their services
per centum per annum on the sums disbursed, provided it does not exceed the sum of
dollars
:

m

,
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indictment for high crimes and misdemeanors
which has been filed against me.
1 have been
charged fellow citizens, with supporting and voting
for a gaglaiD.'.
If 1 have supported ^gag-taw,!
have to tell you then, gentlemen, that Mr. Jefi'er.son
supported a ^ag-law, for the very proposition which
I otiereil and supportod was, as I shall presently
show you, in the very words of that republican
statesman.
Mr. Crittenden of
But to the facts.
Kentucky had introduced a bill "to prevent the inin the

terference of federal officeholders in elections."
The bill was referred to the judiciary committee
of the senate, of which Mr. Wall of New Jer-

sey was chairman.
The committee after holding
the bill under their consideration. for several weeks,
at length made a very elaborate report, discussing
very much at large the general question of the
rights and duties of federal officeholders in regard
The doctrines of the report
to popular elections.
were to my mind of the most startling and extraordinary character, utterly at war with every principle of free representative government, and most
dangerous to the liberties of the people. It boldly
contended that it was not merely the right but the
duty of officeholders to busy themselves in elections, to shape public ojiinion, and to influence and
direct the people in the choice of their representatives.
In its whole spirit and reasoning, it was not
only a justification of the interference of officeholders with this great and vital function of popular sovereignty, but it was plainly an incitement to
the whole corps of official dependents to exert their
electioneeiing activity in the political contests, on
which the fate of their employers depended. They
were told, in so many words, that if they "withdrew
themselves from this high responsibility," they
would deserve to be declared "infamous" and to be
stigmatised as "idiots and mutes."
Now such
monstrous doctrines as these, and the bold and unblushing avowal of them, received as they were with
the most marked approbation by the whole administration party in the senate in an order instantaneously moved and adopted for the printing ten thousand copies of the report, seemed to me to call upon
every jealous friend of popular freedom and of our
republican institutions, for an energetic and indignant repudiation of them.
I undertook, gentlemen, to analyse and examine
this daring report, to follow it, step by step in its
show of reasoning, to exhibit the true character of
its doctrines, to expose its sophistries, to develope
its most mischievous and fatal tendencies. I shewed

per annum.
Sec. 3. jlnd be it further enacted. That from and
after the
day of
the whole revenue
of the United States derived from customs, lands or
others sources, shall be paid in the current coins of
the United States.
The subject was debated on the 10th, 11th and
12th of February, and, on the last named day, the
question being taken on Mr. Gordon's amendment,
the yeas and nays were as follows:
Messrs. John Q. Adams, Heman Allen, John J. Allen, Chilton Allan, Archer, Barber,
Beale, Beaty, Campbell, Claiborne, Wm. Clark,
Clayton, Amos Davis, Davenport, Deberry, Foster,
Gamble, Gholson, Gordoii, Grilfin, Heath, Letcher, that, in all countries where free government was
Lewis, Martindale, McComes, Pickins, Robert- known or had existed, it had been held to be a funson, Spangler, Steele, Wm. P. Taylor, Wilde, Wil- damental cannon of liberty that the agents of execuliams, Wise
33.
tive power should not be permitted to interfere with
Messrs. John Adams, Wm. Allen, Ash- the free choice of their representatives by the peoley, Banks, Barringer, Baylies, Bean, Beaumont, ple! that in the language of the immortal Locke,
Bell, Binney, Bockee, Boon, Bouldin, Briggs, the people having reserved to themselves the choice
Brown, Bunch, Burns, Bynum, Cage, Cambre- of their representatives, as a fence to their properleng, Carmichael, Carr, Casey, Chaney, Chdton, ties and liberties, could do it for no other end but
Chinn, Samuel Clark, Clay, Coti'ee, Cramer, Crane, that they might always be freely chosen, and that
Darlington, Day, Denny, Dickerson, Dickinson, any attempt of executive officeholders, to influence
Dunlap, Evans, Edward Everett, Ewiug, Ferris, or control the people iti this choice, "what is it," to
Fillmore, Forrester, Fowler, W. K. Fuller, Fulton, use again the noble language of this same great au
Galbreth, Garland, Gillet, Gilmer, Gorham, Gra- thorily, but to cut up the government by the rants, and
ham, Grayson, Grennell, Joseph Hall, H. Hall, T. to poison the very fountain of public security?
H. Hall, Halsey.Hamer, Hannegan, Hard, Hardin, shewed that hitherto, in our own country, Ih
Jas. Harper, Harrison, Hathaway, Hawkins, Hen- great principles of liberty had been universally
derson, Hiester, Howell, Hubbard, Huntington, professed and acknowledged, in theory at least, by
Inge, William Jackson, Ebenezer Jackson, Janes, all parties that general Jackson particularly, in
Jarvis, Richard M. John,son, Noadiah Johnson, his first inaugural address, when assuming the exBenjamin Jones, Kavanagh, Kilgore, King, Kin- ecutive chair, solemnly announced to the nation, as
nard. Lane, Lansing, Laporte, Luke Lea, Thos. a prominent and guiding principle of his adminisLee, Lincoln, Love, Loyall, Lucas, Lyon, Lytle, tration, the correction of those abuses that have
Abijah Mann, Joel K. Mann, Mar.ohall, Mardis, brought the patronage of the federal gouermnent
John Y. Mason, Moses Mason, May, McCarty, into conflict with the freedom of elections that abovt
Mclutire, McKay, McKennan, McKim, McKin- all, Mr. Jeflierson, "the great apostle of democra
ley, McLene, McVean, Miller, Milligan, Miner, cy," as the report itself styled him, had on repeated
H. Mitchell, Robert Mitchell, Moore. Morgan, occasions, and in the most emphatic manner, borne
Muhlenberg, Murphy, Osgood, Page, Parks, Par- his testimony against the dangerous and anti-re
ker, Patton, Patterson, Dutte J. Pierce, Philips, publican doctrines now boldly avowed, that in i
Pierce, Pierson, Pinckney, Plummer, Polk, Pope, letter addressed to gov. McKean, of Pennsylvania
Potts, Ramsay, Reed, Reynolds, Schenck, Schley, on the eve of his election to the presidency, he exWm. B. Shepard, Augustine H. Shepperd, Shinn, plicitly declared "interferences with elections,
Slade, Smith, Speight, Standefer, William Taylor, whether of the state or general government, by ofF.Thomas, Thompson, Trumbull, Turril, Tweedy, ficers of the latter, should be deemed cause of reVance, Van Houton, Wagener, Ward, Wardwell, moval, for," said he, "the constitutional remedy by
the elective principle becomes nothing, it it may
Watmough, Webster, Whallon, White, Wilson
be smothered by the enormous patronage of the ge161.
So the amendment was rejected yeas 33, nays neral government," and that, in fulfilment of this
declaration, immediately after his installation in of161.
fice, he caused a circular to be issued by the heads
MR. RIVES' SPEECH.
of departments, announcing to all the classes and
[concluded from page 95.]
grades of federal officers as the rule of their conduct,
But interesting and important, as these subjects that while it was not intended to restrain the right
are to all of us, and meriting a much fuller develop- of an officer to give his own vote in elections, (a
ment, if the occasion admitted it, I must not abuse right conceded by all), it was deemed highly imyour patience by dwelling on them longer. I hasten proper and inconsistent with the spirit of the connow to the next, and I am happy to tell you, stitution, and their duties under it, for officers degentlemen, the last count, so far as I am informed. pending on the executive of the union to attempt to
,
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control or influence the free exercise of the elective
right by others.
It was these vital republican doctrines of Mr.
Jefferson, and of the apostles of liberty, in every
land where the voice of freedom has been heard,
that I maintained and enforced to the best of my
ability, in the speech I made in answer to Mr.
Wall's daring and portentous report.
These are
the doctrines, fellow citizens, lying at the very
foundation of free representative government,
which constitute the gag-law I supported. If there
be treason in them my accusers may makethe most
it.
There is nothing which I said on that occasion, which has not the sanction of
most deliberate judgment, and which "I do not believe with

of

my

my

If I am to fall beneath the furious
denunciations of party, let me fall, I say, for endeavoring to uphold the principles of Locke and
Jefferson against the daring assaults of such modern PROFESSORS of democracy as Mr. Wall and

whole heart."

his political friends.

In regard to Mr. Crittenden's bill, I did not vote
it.
I objected to if, because of what I conceived
be its too vague definition of the off'ence of interference, and also of its penalties, (a pecuniary
amercement of $300 and a perpetual disqualification for holding office in future), which I thought
were not in harmony with the mild spirit of our
system. It is but justice to that high-minded and
distinguished senator to say that he became sensible
himself of the force of these objections to a measure, which he had brought forward in haste and
without consultation, and that he wished and proposed to obviate them in a great degree by such a
modification of his bill as would make the punishment of the offence a simple removal from office,
(without fine or permanent disqualification): but
the dtspotism of a party majority refused to do him
what has hitherto been considered an established
parliamentary courtesy that of permitting the
mover of a measure to put it in a shape the most
agreeable to himself, before the sense of the body
is taken upon it.
I offered, gentlemen, a proposition of my own, as a substitute for Mr. Crittenden's
bill.
I took care to couch it in the very language of
Mr. Jefferson, (taken trom his letter to governor
McKean and his memorable circular already quoted), so as to afford the gentlemen of the administration ]>arty, who so often make use of his great
name, and profess to be his true disciples, an opportunity of shewing the sincerity of tneir faith by
voting upon the words of "the great apostle of democracy." They met the trial, gentlemen, in the
genuine spirit of modern party heroism; and in despite of all their professions, did not hesitate to
vote down the words and principles of Thomas Jefferson!
They thus installed in triumph, the doctrines of Mr. Wall's report, as the acknowledged
creed of the new democratic party.
have seen,
gentlemen, since this high and deliberate sanction
given to these doctrines, how ready the president
has been to act them out by removals from office, of
men, whose honorable and satisfactory discharge of
their public duties has not and cannot be impeached, and against whom nothing can be alleged, except that they have declined to take part in those
electioneering services, which are henceforward to
be considered as the indispensable return for office,
as well as the original price of its acquisition. With
the double stimulus thus administered to partisan
servility among the candidates for public employment, and to electioneering activity on the part of
those who are already in the possession and enjoyment of the patkonage of the government, what
are we to expect, fellow citizens, but a venal and
sordid party despotism, in which the Pra<etorian
cohorts at the capitol, and legionary armies in the
provinces of officeholders and officeseekers, will
dispose, at will, of the highest trustof the nation?
1 have now, fellow Citizens, answered all the
cou7its of the indictment against me; and I call upon
you as honest and conscientious men to decide between me and my accusers. Who, fellow citizens,
has apostatized from the genuine doctrines of the
parly, as it was a few years ago,
for strange as it
may seem, it is the charge of apostacy that is most
frequently and shamelessly urged against me.
In
relation to the sub-treasury scheme what were the
doctrines of the party in iS34-5?
have seen
that the whole party was then most vehemently opposed to it, as a measure fraught with incaculable
mischiefs to the country. As the party were then,
so am I now, firmly and inflexibly opposed to it.
But where now are Mr. Van Buren and his supporters?
In favor of it, and straining every nerve
to force it upon the country.
Who then has apostatized
As to the Bank of the
1, or my accusers?
United States, you well remember, gentlemen, the
earnest and powerful opposition of the whole party
under general Jackson's administration, to this institution, and^the agitations and convulsions through
for
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whicli the country was cairied to dissolve the conuexion between it and the government? Who, in
spite of the most solemn vows of "uncompromising
Let the
liostility" has renewed that connection?
president and his secretaries answer. Who, true to
the Ibriner professions of the party, has had the temerity in the face of power, to expose the illicit
and dangerous character of that connection? I need
not tell you, gentlemen, for my accusers have told
you. But I ask who is it that has changed the per-

1

1
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right and the duly of executive officeholders to]
busy themselves in, and to influence and control popular elections but to absorb from the people them
selves the vital attribute of their sovereignty, and
virtually to invest it in this single head the executive; for "the elective principle," as Mr. Jefferson

—

ing virtually surrendered to the president as the
head of a party, he proudly gives law to the
people.
It depends upon you, fellow citizens, and your
compatriots, to say whether this fatal and pernicious system, which is taking such deep root in the
public bodies of the country, and if not checked,
will silently work a fundamental revolution in the
government, shall spread itself through the great
have now and then
mass of the community.
seen melancholy indications of its insiduous and
progressive encroachments on the great spirit of
have seen, for
popular independence itself.
example, honorable and intelligent men, expressing
their deepest convictions of the ruinous and destructive tendencies of the sub-treasury scheme,
and yet practically surrendering these convictions
at the bidding of party by co-operating in the
choice of candidates for public stations, who are
the known and zealous advocates of that measure;
and this, forsooth, because they must go with what
they cull their parly!
Is then, principle, the highest
interests of ihe country, every thing, to be sacrificed
I am
to this bloody moloch of party ascendency?

has told us, "becomes absolutely nothing if it may
be smothered by the enormous patronage of the
general government?" Mr. Van Buren himself,
then, being witness and judge, I ask, gentlemen,
son accused or Ihe accusers? In reference to the on which side of the old and true line of parly dinew and alarming doctrine broached by the presi- vision, as marked and delineated by his own hand,
he and the advocates and supporters of his meadent in hia message to congress at the last session,
Are they on the republican side "laboring
that the executive should have a discrelionanj pow- sures?
er to employ banks or not at its pleasure, as fiscal to resist the encroachments, and to limit the extent of
agents of Ihe government, what were the principles executive authority?" or are they on Ibe federal side,
seeking to absorb power from its legitimate sources
repeatedly inculcated by general Jackson, and proWhy and to condense into a single head," which head he
fessed and avowed by his political friends?
It is almost a mockery to ask; for with the
that, on this subject, executive discretion should be now is?
strictly limited and restrained by clear and positive power over the public money, the power over ihe moyed institutions of the country, and the power over
enactments of law. Who still maintains this creed
and who is it that has renounced it for a new one, popular elections, which his different measures are
alculated "to absorb from the legitimate source"
better suited to the purpose of power? Let the record answer; and then say, gentlemen, who has in- of the people and their representatives, and "to concurred the sin of apostacy the accused or the accu- dense into the single head" of the executive, it is far from saying that party, founded upon principle
Lastly, in regard to the doctrine now open- difficult to conceive what other powers would re- and looking steadily to the good of the country as
sers?
deprecated by
ly proclaimed and practised, as we have seen, and main to be absorbed, or could be condensed into a its sole end and aim, is a thing to be
threatening to sap the very foundation of represen- single recipient, by any art of political distillation. sober minded and reflecting men. Shew me a party, according to the definition of a celebrated "potative government, that federal officeholders may
Rights submitted would leave him none to seize."
litical writer, united for promoting, by their joint
of right, and are in duty bound to interfere and
Truly, then, in the language of the president, has endeavors, the national interest upon principles in
busy themselves in popular elections, what did the
between the "monarchical, which they all agree," and pursuing this lofty and
it become a question
party through its highest and most accredited orand the democratical spirit of society."
patriotic aim, with a faithful regard to their progan, general Jackson, at the moment of his instalBut one more power could be wanting to estab- fessed principles, asking and expecting no co-opeWhy, that "the patronage of
lation in olfice say?
the federal government out not and should not be lish an absolute and desjiotic supremacy in the ex- ration which is not the result of a perfect freedom
brought into conflict with the freedom of elections." eailivc a power over the freedom of individual of opinion, and to that extent and in that sense, I
In relation to this vital and fundamental article in opinion and conscience and is not that power, fel- am, as I have been, a party man. But when men
principle,
the creed of the party, who then has apostatized? I low citizens, already supplied lhrough,the medium are banded together, without regard to
of that slavish system oi party discipline which has and for the sole purpose of keeping power in their
is
call upon you to say, gentlemen, who is guilty
received so fearful and portentious a development own hands; or when united originally on principles
it the accused or the accusers?
But there is another and higher view of the issue under the auspices of the present administration? professed by them in common, and with the honest
between me and those who have arraigned me on Has it not come to be recognized as a fundamental view of promoting the general good by carrying
they shall afterthis charge of apostacy, to which I beg leave to maxim of political morality, that a man must go out those principles in practice,
ask your attention, gentlemen, for a moment. WIjo with his party, right or wrong, at the sacrifice of wards abandon their principles or lose sight of the
merely from the the most solemn convictions of his own judgment, public good, in either case such a party, or rathe
is it that has apostatized, not
doctrines of the party, as it was a few years ago, and even at the humiliation of belying and going party leaders, (for the great body of every party is
have no claim on
but from the great and fundamental principles counter to his recorded opinions, deliberately pro- honest and well intentioned) can
which have ever been considered as forming the claimed to all the worlrl? Have we not seen this the support of any good man or patriotic citizen.
distinguished creed of the republican party? And principle of party obedience enforced by the rack And if lor the desperate purpose of maintaining its
here, fellow citizens, Mr. Van Buren himself shall and the gibbet, the denunciations of the press, the ascendancy, after it had fallen from its principles,
be witness and judge. That gentleman, in a speech deprivation of office, and the interdiction even of it should arrogate to itself a dictatorial authority
made by him in February, 1828, on the question social communion, by affixing to the doomed of- over the consciences and opinions of its members,
which had arisen in the senate on the powers of fender the foulest epithets of moral and political it would become an unhallowed despotism, which
the vice-president as presiding officer of that body, disgrace? And who and what, fellow citizens, are every good man and patriot should resist, to the
took occasion to go info a very wide survey of the ibe party? I will tell you. The president, and the last extremity, as he values his own moral responsihappiness
history of parties in this country, and of the jirin- president alone, is the party. He, in the mysterious bility and freedom, or the liberties and
ciples which had separated and still divided them. solitude of his own will, determines what measures of his country.
intimately
connected
proposed,
party
are
to
be
another
topic,
are
to
be
and
which
the
There
is
been
made
He referred to the "attempt which had
by the then president, (Mr. Adams), in his inaugu- required to support. These measures are then with this, fellow citizens, to which I desire to invite
It is the attempt which
ral address, to trace the origin of the two great po- brought forwarti by one or two accredited organs, your serious consideration.
on every occasion, Ihi: prelitical parlies which have divided the country, from whose introduction of them is considered a warrant is now made to hold up,
exclusive test of
the adoption of the constitution to the present day," that they have received the presidential sanction. sidential election as the sole and
Under the drill of party maIf any member of the party should exhibit signs of political orthodoxy.
to cause more or less, of a temporary character.
He contended, on the other hand, that these party thinking for himself, and of exercising his own nagers, the moment a candidate for the suffrages of
udgment on the merits of the measure jtroposed, it the people presents himself, the demand made of
divisions of federalists and republicans were foundquestions
ed in Ihe very nature of things, and arose from the is immediately intimated to him that Ihe president him is not what are his opinins upon the
have
constant struggle of two great antagonist principles means fo stand or fall by it and with most of those of public policy on which, if elected, he will
always in operation, and which he described as fol- lo whom this appeal is made, all incipient scruples to act, but "who are you for as president are you
What
is this, fi How
great
interest
Buren
or
for
Clay?"
once
merged
in
the
one
of
susfor
Van
are
at
as
he
principles
allows "the one," (the federal
usefulness
ledged), "seeking to absorb as far as practicable, taining the president, and preserving the unity of citizens, but to destroy the dignity and
If, however, enough of the recusants, of the representative bi-anch of the government,
all power from its legitimate sources and to condense the party.
interests
of
rights
and
the
solemn
their
responsibility
to
the
peculiar
guardian
of
under
a
sense
of
the
ii into a single /iea(i"^^"lhe other" (the republican
miserable subprinciple) "laboiing assiduously to resist the en- country and their own consciences, should persist the people, and to degrade it into a
croachments, and limit the extent of executive autho- in their opposition to defeat Ihe measure, Ihe presi- serviency and vassalage to executive power? The
"The former," he said, "is essentially Ihe dent has nothing to do but to hold on and recom- practice is at war with the fundamental end and
rily."
to say
monarchical, the latter the democratical spirit of so- mend it again and again, till finally the whole party, design of representative government. If is
with the exception of a few unterrified outlaws, to your representatives, in the very act of choosing
ciety."
Now, gentlemen, let us see on which side of this come in and surrender their opinions to the su- thein, we send you to congress or to the legislawill.
This is no fancy ture, not to lake care of our interests, to guard our
line of purly-division, as traced by Mr. Van Biiren pre«iiacy of the executive
I wish for the honor and
rights, to see to the general good, as independent
himself, stand he and his supporters in the system sketch, fellow citizens.
I could appeal
arid res))onsible agents of the people, but we send
of measures they have hitherto pursued. Who is happiness of Ihe country it were.
of
"seeking to absorb power from its legitimate to my honorable and able friend, and your former you thei-e as the avowed and pledged partizans
representative,
who
sits
near
me,
Patlon),
(Mr.
some polilical chieftain, to direct your counsels
and
representatives,
their
sources," the people and
his ele\ation
"to condense it into a single head" the executive? whose lofty independence of characler, no less than and labors lo Ihe one great object of
What is the sub-treasury scheme but to take the his eminent abilities, commended him to your con- or maintenance in jiower. Anil is there any warpeople's money from the rightlul control of their fidence and support, to say if what we have both i-ant for this perversion and degradation of the reasrepresentatives and to give the possession and un- seen, in the hiij^hest councils of the nation, does presentative trust, (which party tactics is so
mournfully verily Ihe picture I have pre- siduously laboring lo produce) in the actual provilimited control of it to "(his single head" the ex- not too
you.
cite
to
charter?
Absolutely
sented
to
I
could
you
the
eloquent
and
sions
constitutional
of
our
president,
the
of
doctrine
What is the new
ecutive?
recorded testimony of another gentleman, Mr. Le- none, gentlemen. The people have most wisely
that the executive should be left at liberty to empolitical
ploy banks or not, as (iscal agents, as it may see fit, gare of South Carolina, who has so graphically de- and properly, in the estnDlishment of our
operations of litis system oi party disci- system, reserved the choice of president in their
but to absorb a most important power, essentially scribed the
There is but a single contingency,
legislative in its character, from its legiliniate and pline in the body of which he was a proud and re- own hands.
a system under which, to use and that of the most remote and improbable occurIhe reiiresentatives of the deeming ornament
constitutional depository
people— tiiii\ to condense it into a single head, Ihe his expressive language, "a few leaders dictate, no rence, in which any portion of their representamultitudes of dissenting dissa- tives can be called, as such, to take part in the
executive, thereby giving to that single head a dan- one knows how, to
course, to the degerous dominion over the whole moneyed institutions tisfied, and yet complyini; followers the whole body electioir of president, (I refer, of
every member of it disapproves." volving of the election on the house of representaof the country? What, linally, is the bold and doing what almost
alarming doctrine, recently proclaimed, and sanc- And is this, gentlemen, n'prescntalive government, tives, iir the failrrre of a choice by the electoral coluniversally actioned, both in theory and jiractice, by the highest in which the will of the people prevails, or is it a leges), and in that case, it is the
of the govenimciit,— that it is both the monstrous party despotism, in which all power be- knowledged rule of action, that the representative.
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whatever be his personal preferences, is
vote which his con»titueut3 had given

to give the
at the pre-

sidential polls.

The

representatives of the people, then, having
no participation as such, in the election of president and some of them, (the members of both
houses of congress), being moreover excluded, by a
positive constitutional prohibition, from being e/eciors of president, is it not an obvious violation of
the spirit of the constitution, as well as a gross and
most mischievious perversion of the representative trust, that they should be imperiously suramoned, under the mandate of this new system of
party tactics, to pledge themselves to the support of
this or that candidate for the presidency?
The
wide sphere of their constitutional duties, on the
other hand presents questions of the utmost importance, touching the public policy of the country
and the vital interests of the people, in regard to
which their opinions and principles should be
known and unreservedly declared. On their iio/es,
as representatives, for example, may depend the
success or defeat of schemes (seeking the legislative sanction), for the dangerous enlargement of
executive power for the increase of public expenfor unconstituditure and consequently taxation
tional encroachments on the riglits of the people
and the states for a system, yesterday of artificial
protection, tn-day of unnaiwal and destructive warfare upon the interests of industry and trade measures all involving the most important consequences to the public prosperity and the public liberty,
and depending all, for their consummation or defeat, on the representatives of the people.
Such
questions as these, especially those which are actually pending before the public councils of the
country, are the legitimate and appropriate tests in
the election of representatives.
But no, fellow
citizens; the tactitians of party will not have it so.
All these great questions are unceremoniously shoved aside; and we are magisterially told that the only
issue is "are you for Van Buren or Clay as president." This is Aaron's serpant in the hands of the
political magicians, swallowing up all the rest.
And what, fellow citizens, has been the etfect of
this party -jugglery of the Richmond Enquirer, and
its school of political casuisls, in regard to the only
teal practical issu£ which is at this time before the
country I mean, of course, the sub-treasury
scheme and its dependent train of measures? Why,
that while a decided majority of the people are
confessedly ojiposed to this odious scheme, it is
altogether possible that a majority of their representatives are in favor of it, and may yet put it
upon the country! How has this happened? you
thus by
will naturally ask, fellow citizens.
systematically holding up the issue which they
have made of "Van Buren or Clay," in those portions of the country where the former seemed to
be preferred, while his policy was condemned,
many persons, warmly opposed to the sub -treasury
scheme, have yet voted for candidates, in favor of
that measure, because those candidates happened
to be Van Buren men, and it was necessary, they
said, to support Mr. Van Buren for the presidency!

—

principles, let

it.

Ill

I

—

co-extensive with that of the congress just electNeither would the darling object of the reelection of Mr. Van Buren, to which some )>ersons seem prepared to sacritice every other consideration, have been put in any more jeopardy by
this natural and constitutional course of precedure,
if the people really desired his re-election; for having retained the decision of the presidential election in their own hands, they would be free to cast
their votes upon him, provided they willed it, when
that election came on in the autumn of 1840.
Profoundly impressed with the conviction that
this practice of holding up the claims of competing
candidates for the presidency as the sole test in the
choice of popular representatives, and requiring
them unconditionally to enlist under the banner of
one or the other of the rival chieftains, is a practice
fraught with infinite danger to the liberties and
public morals of the country, and must inevitably
terminate in chaining the representative branch of
the government to the car of executive supremacy.
I beg leave, in aid of my own feeble warnings, to
recal to you, fellow citizens, the solemn admonition
of one whose voice was wont to be heard with respect by the republicans of the land. I mean John
Taylor, of Caroline, the co-laborer of Madison in
the great struggle of '98 and '99, and of ivhom Mr.
Jefferson has said that "every act of his life and
every word he ever wrote" proved him to be a re-

—

—

—
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envy them able and worthy friend, your "unterrified" senator,
not their triumph, nor the moral feeling that can (Mr. Fontaine), with whom I am proud to share
enjey it.
this testimony of your confidence and good opinion,
Had the recent elections, which have developed will bear me witness that, in a conversation I had
the danger, to which I have called your attention, with him before the meeting either of congress or
of the possible passage of the sub-treasury scheme, the legislature, I declared to him as the result of
been conducted on their only true and constitution- deliberate reflection on the subject, my determinaal basis
to wit, opposition to or support of a great
founded on principle, to give no pledges of supleading measure of public policy most persevering- port to any candidate for the presidency in order to
ly and pertinaciously urged upon the public coun- secure my re-election.
Highly as I valued the hosels —-the country would have been relieved from nor of representing this ancient commonwealth, I
would not purchase even it, by the sacrifice of a
all apprehension of the calamitous visitation with
which it is now threatened. A decided majority principle, which I believed to be intimately conof the people being confessedly opposed to it, they nected with the preservation and vindication of our
would have returned representatives opposed to it. free institutions. I had faithfully represented the
And while the defeat of the sub-treasury scheme opinions and interests of my state. I had been true
would have been thus placed beyond all doubt, to her requblican creed. But this was not enough.
there would have been no danger of the bug-bear I must give a pledge to support the re-election of
alternative of the fifty million bank; first, because Mr. Van Buren; and on that condition alone, we
there were men enough to be found as representa- have been repeatedly told by the organ of the party,
tives who are, at the same time, opposed to the I could have commanded my re-election.
I refused
sub-treasury scheme and a national bank; and se- to give the pledge, and you know the result. In
condly, because the president stood solemnly pledg- that result, I feel there is nothing of shame or reed to veto a national bank during his term, which gret for me. I can live, gentlemen, as you very

their

—

Why

own

18,

well

ed.

fully, I trust.

This distinguished republican statesman, in his book "on the principles and policy of
the government of the United States," speaking of
the practice of "legislatures, parties and individuals
enlisting under candidates for the presidency," uses
"Reprethis instructive and impressive language
sentation," says he, "limited to the alternative of
enlisting under one of these parties, ceases to be an
instrument of national self-government, and dwindles into an instrument of ojjpression for the prime
minister or his antagonist. AVe see and despise the
old whig and tory force, or the new farce of ins and
outs in England; we hold in detestation the corruption which enlists the representatives of a rich and
wise nation under the miriister of executive power,
or his expected successor; v\"e deplore the contempt
for public character, the apathy towards public interest, and the surrender of the mind of selfishness,
which this foolish imposition generates; and yet we
insist that our representatives shall sacrifice honesty
and independence at the same shrine, and make therapublican.

—

—

our own state, every where seen
decided opponents of the sub-treasury scheme, under the influence of this deceptive issue, thus
strangely voting against their own opinions on this
great question of national policy?
Is it not a
mockery, gentlemen, to call a system of political
management, under which so extraordinary a result is worked out by party tactics, a free representative system, in which the opinions of the people
shape and decide the course of public measures?
On the contrary, is it not a mixed system of fraud
and duress, by which, under the forms of representative government, and by means of false issuesand fabricated alternatives, the followers of party
are induced to surrender their most deliberate and
solemn convictions to the will of the president, and
Should this odious and most
he dictates the law.
dangerous measure become the law of the land, as
not, in

know without office, happily, contentedly, useBut, as an American freeman, I cannot live without the vital airotliberly we all breathe.
It is personally a matter of no importance to me,
that I should be a senatorof the United States, proud
as I esteem that honor, above all others; but it is a
matter of the deepest imporlance to me and
children, that our free institutions should be preserved as a common inheritance to us all, and especially that they should recsive no wound from
hand, by my conduct, or my example.
It' the people be true to themselves, these institu-

is

my

my

tions will yet be triumphantly vindicated and preLet them assert their rightful supremacy.
Let them say to the arrogance of executive power,

served.

come but no further, and here
proud waves be stayed." Let them, in-

"hitherto shalt thou
shall thy

stead of surrendering their opinions to the president,
require him to surrender his to them. Let them
imitate the conduct of the Roman people to the Grecian king, referred to in the toast you have done me
the honor to drink.
When that bold and victorious
invader had pushed his enterjirises to the very gates
of Rome and in the midst of his success, sent an
embassy to propose to the Roman people a treaty
of alliance and friendship with them, not doubting
their eager acceptance of such favorable terras, what
was the answer of that noble race of freemen?
"Pyrrhus must lay down his arms and draw his forces out of Italy, before we will hear any proposals
from him." And by the indomitable energies of patriotism and valor, which still slumbered in the Roman arm, they made good their answer. Let such
be the answer and conduct of American freemen
towards their president, who, by dint of party tacticts, has well nigh achieved a fatal conquest over
their rights and opinions.
Let them say to him,
ase your war upon our well known opinionsshew your obedience to the public will, by your acts
as well as your words
withdraw your sub-treasury
scheme and all its kindred projects for the dangerous enlargement of'e.xecutive power, and Ihen, and

—

—

NOT TILL THEN,

will We hear what claim you have
advance to our future confidence and support."
Let them frown upon the servile doctrine that they
and their representatives must wear the livery of
some political chieftain. Let them announce to the
men, whom they honor with their confidence, that
it is no part of the mission entrusted to them to be
to

the systematic supporters, the "sink or swim" parselves knavei, in order to render us dupes." The tizans, of this or that candidate for the presidency;
history of every free people that has ever existed, but that their duty is faithfully to represent the opireads to us the same monitory lesson. In Rome, nions of their constituents, to take care of their infor example, when the citizens of that once proud terests, to guard their riglits, and fearlessly to rerepublic, forgetting their dignity as freemen and buke the abuses and encroachments of power, whentheir duty as patriots, ranged themselves into fol- ever they occur. Let them encourage a manly indelowers of Mariiis or Sylla, of Casar or Pornpey, the pendence in the representative character, and shew
republic was virtually at an end; for in the language by a discriminating bestowal of their confidence,
of a celebrated English writer, profoundly versed that it is fidelity to the people, and not servility to
in the history of ancient and modern governments, power which merits and will command their confiI feel it my duty, fellow citizens, to warn you in
It is, in this way that the people will assert
time, there is now serious danger it will, (unless "the spirit of liberty was then extinct, and the spirit dence.
the people put forth all their energy and decision to offaction had taken its place." The same eloquent their rightful supremacy, and exercise a legitimate
arrest it), a heavy responsibility will rest some- writer, speaking of the universal prevalence of the control over every grade of" public functionaries, the
where. It will not be upon ns, gentlemen, who spirit of faction and parlizanship which speedily president as well as others, teaching the highest,
have adopted the only means of rendering our op- ensued, says that ^*Octavius then had his party, Jln- equally with the lowest, the duty of obedience to
position to it effectual, by sustaining representatives thony had his party, but the commonwealth had none." the public will, and thus bring back the governwho are opposed to it. But it will be upon those I humbly trust, fellow citizens, that we shall profit ment, in practice what it was designed, by its glodrummers of party who, while they have professed by these instructive warnings and examples, and not rious and immortal founders to be, a government of
In pursuance of these principles, I now
the most vehement opposition to the sub-treasury, let it be said of our young and glorious republic that the people.
ad dangerous to liberty by increasing the power of this man has his party
that man has his party— but beg leave, gentlemen, to offer you the following
'"
sentiment:
the executive, "already "too great for a republic
our country has none.
Popular representation The instrument of naand incompatible alike with ii limited exeattive zind
It was my deep conviction fellow citizens, of the
a yarded exchequer, have yet thrown up their caps, fatal tendencies of this system pledged partizanship, tional self-government; designed to be the vigilant
with loud huzzas, whenever a sub- treasury man in relation to candidates for the presidency, that de- sentinel of the people's rights, and a watchful guard
has been elected, and have, at the same time, termined my course during the last winter, when upon the abuses and encroachments of power. Let
the people cherish its independence as the right
done alt they could to promote the election of
my name was presented by my friends for re-ele
If they can rejoice at a victory thus obtained over\{ion to the senate of the United States.
honoi
arm ol their sovereignty.
,
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Destruction of an English steam vessel hy fire.

A

pleasant sight.
The Advertiser says; "both sides Spanish government having been informed that the
of state street were monopohzed yesterday afternoon British steamer Waterloo was to sail from London
for nearly an hour, by a procession of the httle children with 10,000 stand of arms, uniforms and ammunidon
attached to the diflerent Sunday schools in this city. It for the Carlists, had ordered four vessels to cruise conwas the anniversary celebration of the Sunday school tinually along the coast to prevent this convoy reaching
association, and the heavens themselves seemed to its destination. The vessel did not reach her destinasmile upon the thousands whom this interesting occa- tion, as she took fire on Monday, off the Isle of Wight,
and went down after burning to the water's edge. She
sion had called together iii the Capitol yard."
had 6,000 stand of arms on board. The whole of her
There was a sale of high bred, improved short horned crew, consisting of eleven men and one passenger,
cattle at Philadelphia, last week, at which tile prices
were obliged to abandon her, and take refuge in the
annexed were paid:
Nab Light vessel. They lost all their clothes, but
cows.
f 500 were treated, when afterwards brought to shore, with
Grace Darling 3 years old,
great
[London paper.
kindness.
410
Miss Kirby— 2 1-2 years old,
By an order of the French government, the health
Estelle ^a beautiful roan, of high descent, 2 1-2
540
officer
Havre
after
the
of
is
directed,
first of Septemyears old,
200 ber, to require of every passenger arriving in the New
calf, 10 days old,
510 York packets a bill ol^ health, in failure of which in
Nell— red and while, nearly 5 years old
460 the case of any passenger, the ship will be subjected to
Clara 4 1-2 years old, roan,
500 quarantine, and the captain summoned before the
Atkinville red, nearly 4 years old,
450 court to answer for a violation of the law.
Misletoe roan,
BULL.
There are 17 counties and 70 post towns in the Unit©700 ed States, bearing the name of "Franklin," and 8
Sir Robert—light roan, 2 1-2 years old.
A gone \oon. "I'm a gone Voon'' implies I am dis- other towns with a "ville" or other fnale attached to
I once a.sked the orimn of the name; and there are 12 counties and 43 towns
tressed, or ruined or lost.
this expression, and was very gravely told as follows: which bear the name of La Fayette, or Fayette. There
There is a captain Martin Scott in the U. S. army, who are 4 Adams counties, and 23 towns, villes, &c.; 14
He was raised I be- Monroe counties and 48 towns; 9 Marion counties and
is a remarkable shot with a rifle.
His fame was so considerable 27 towns; 12 Madison counties and 34 towns, &c.; 17
lieve, in Vermont.
through the state that even the animals were aware of Jefferson counties and 52 towns, villes, &,c.; 13 Jackwith
morning
his rifle, and spy- son counties, 5S) towns, and 38 hills, corners, &c.; 55
went
out
one
He
it.
ing a racoon upon the upper branches of a high tree, Liberty towns and counties; 184 Union counties and
brought his gun up to his shoulder; when the racoon, towns; 405 towns with New attached to their names;
perceiving it, raised his paw up for a parley. "I beg 170 Mount somethings; 97 Middle somethings; 78 Lityour pardon, mister,'' said the racoon, very politely; tle somethings; 139 North somethings; 103 South some"Yes," re- things; and 84 Pleasant somethings.
"but may I ask if your name is Scott?"
"Martin Scott? continued the raplied the captain.
The number of vessels built in Maine durinfy the year
coon. "Yes," replied the captain. "Captain Martin ending the 30th September, 1838, is 144—21 ships, 42
Scott?" still continued the animal. "Yes," replied the brigs, 78 schooners, 2 sloops, 1 steamboat (at Bath).
Scott."
"Oli!
then," says Their tonnage
captain, "captain Martin
24,322 06-95ths. Of these vessels there
the animal, "I may just as well come down, for I'm a were built at Passamaquoddy 1 ship, 1 brig tonnage
[Capain Marryat's America.
gone^coan.
416 23; at Machias, 1 brig, 5 schrs— tonnage 788 30;
shippers
Holland
to
and north of Eu- at Frenchman's Bay, 5 brigs, 13 schooners tonnage
Infonnution to
merchant lately ship- 1,725 88; Penobscot, 7 scnooners tonnage 812 04;
rope on measurement goods.
ped on board a foreign vessel 31 tons wood as per Belfast, Iship, 4brigs, 10 schooner-s tonnage 2,268 04;
inspection measurement, or 42 tons freight measure Waldoborough, 5 ships, 11 brigs, 21 schooners tonnage
per sworn inspector. On the margin of the bill of lad- 6,310 02; Wiscasset, 1 ship, 2 brigs, 7 schooners toning tons 68 3-4 was marked by the consignee of the nage 1,092 69; Bath, 7 ships, 8 brigs, 4 schooners, 1
This measurement was objected to by tlie sloop, 1 steamboat tonnage 5,516 07; Portland, 3 ships,
vessel.
shipper, and the answer he received was, that the mea- 9 brigs, 7 schooners, 1 sloop
tonnage 3,317 49; Saco,
surement not beinw written in the body of the bill of 1 ship tonnage 617 02; Kennebunk, 2 ships, 1 brig, 4
Jading, of course if objected to by the consignees, the schooners
tonnage 1,408 13.
goods could be measured at the port of landmg. The
Singular firm.
were yesterday shown a letter
consignees writes that neither the captain nor owners
from Nancy, (France), signed "Ilusson and Seven
would allow a measurement, nor could they be forced
Daughters," who, it appears, are all active partners in
by law, and state that the shipper here ought to have an
embroidery
establishment
in that place.
The fasent out a protest by the vessel. For want of which
ther, we untJerstand, attends to the correspondence,
document the shipper loses more than $300.
and makes sales of the goods one of the daughters
[New York Courier.
keeps the books, and the others are engaged in the vaLeggett's Wrrary. It is staled in a New York paper rious departments
of the establishment, each having a
that the lamented Leggett left a library valued by a particular portion or duly assigned them.
Some of
competent appraiser at $7,000, and that Forrest bought their goods have been shipped to this market,
and are
it at that valuation.
said to be of superior quality.
[Charleston Courier.
Changes of trarle. It is curious, says the writer of
The Philadelphia Gazette stales that M. E. Hersant,
"Commercial Sketches of Boston,'' in Hunt's IVIer
esq. who has for many years resided in this country as
chants' Magazine for August, to mark the changes
consul of France, is on the eve of leaving Philadelphia
which time works in trade. I'ormerly, a part of the for Palma,
in the Mediterranean, having been recently
return cargoes from Canton were coarse cotton cloths.
appointed by his government, consul for the Belearic
Now, and for some years past, cotton cloths are ship- islands. The Gazette
pays a high and well merited
They
ped from Boston for Calcutta and Canton.
compliment
to the character of Mr. H.
He will be
usually cost here from eight to ten cents per yard, and
exported to a large amount. "I'hey are succeeded by baron d'Hauterive.
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Steamboat eiplosion.
The New Orleans papers anfound, in most cases, a better remittance than dol"When 1 was in China in nounce the explosion of the boiler of the steamboat
lar.^, or bills of exchange.
J790," said a gentleman largaly engaged in the trade Adventure, at Van Buren, Ark. by which one man was
Nearly a year ago this vessel was condemned
for a long period, "I purchased as part of my adven- killed.
ture hoiTie, cotton shirting.=, at four limes the cost at at Cincinnati, but removing her quarters, the owners
which such cloths are hence furnished to the celestial persifed in running her until human life has been lost
by the adventure. Are not the owners murderers in
empire.''
every sense of the term?
And will the United Stales
The Oltowas. The remainder of this tribe, 105 in
authorities prosecute?
It is time an example was made
number, arrived here in the Monsoon, yesterday, on
of
some of those who evince such a total disregard of
their way from their old home, Maumee, Ohio, to the
laws, and are so reckless of the safely of human life.
head Wiilers of the Osage, where most of the tribe
[Bait. Chron.
emigrated some years since. They an; under the
Future capital of the United Slate.':. The following
Forsylh, who intend making
D.
charges of R- A.
Among this was the toast read by gen. Gaines, at a dinner giveii
the remainder of the journey by land.
band are two chiefs of the Ottowa tribe, Auto-kee, the him at Memphis:
The cil If of Memphis— May she speedily.be to the
head chief, and Petonoquette, a much younger man.
Auto-kee is a son of the celebrated chief Tushquaquier, United States, what her peculiariy favorable location
who was looked upon by the Oitawas as the father of indicates will be her destiny the scat of the federal gothe tribe. Petonocjuette is half French, son of Loui- vernment.
seau, a distinguished chief, and who was killed when
Judge Biiel, of Albany, formerly editor of the Ar"us,
Petonoquette was a mere child, by that most barbarous so widely known for his great services to the agriculand ferocious of all warriors, Kcesh-kaw-ko, chief of ture of ourcountrv, died at Danbuiya, Ct. on Sunday.
Keesh-kaw-ko afterwards committed He was arrested there by sickness, some ten days
the tSaginaws.
ago,
suicide, in die Detriot jail, in which he was confined on his way to New Haven, for the purpose of addressAuto-kee and Petonoquette are represent- ing an agricultural society there.
for murder.
informcti,
not
men;
well
and
much
good
iiivery
as
ed
A writer in the Boston Transcript says that the
[St. Louis Repuh.
cHned to barbarity.
American interest in the opium affair at Canton, is
^

&
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Great fire at Aiken, S. C.
destructive conflagration broke out in the flourishing town of Aiken, fS. C.)
on the morning of the 4tli inst. which destroyed from
forty to fifty buildings, of various kinds, before its progress could be stayed. The aggregate loss is estimated
at $70,000, of wliich a considerable portion is covered

by insurance.
Naval.
The ship Azelia, S. B. Fisk, arrived at
Charleston on Monday, in 33 days from Rio de Janeiro,
reports that the U. S. ship Constitution, com. Claxton,
arrived at Rio on the 27th of August, all well. The
St. Louis arrived the same day.
The Independence,
cant. Nicholson, wa5 also there.
The. U. S. frigate Braiidywine, captain Bolton, sailed

from Hampton Rhodes on Monday evening last, bound
Mediterranean.
The following is a list of her

for the

offieei's:

Captain William Compton Bolton, commanding.
Lieutenants
John Kelly, Richard S. Pinckney,
Fras. B. Ellison, Gurden B. Asldon, Henry R. Thatcher, James H. Rowan, Alexander H. Marbury.

—

Marine

officers.

—Lieutenant Addison Garland, com-

manding marine guard,
se.iger to join the

Ohio

Joseph Watson, (pasof battle ship), on tempo-

lieut.

line

rary duly.

—James M. Green.
Assistant surgeons. — Ninian
Sinclair.
Surgeon.

Pinkney, William B.

—Greenville C. Cooper.
—Charles S. Stewart.
Acting master. — Passed midshipman
Purser.

Chaplain.

Lockert.
Professor of mathematics.

—

James

M.

—B. McGowan.

Passed midshipmen. George W. Chapman, James
F. Armstrong, Roger N. Siembel, B. R. Nichols. William H. Adams, John B. Randolph, J. W. Read, H.
Cadwallader.
Midshipmen.— Francis Alexander, George W. Rodgers, Martin Duralde, Chas. H. Baldwin, James R. H.
I'aylor, Abner Read, T. G. Corbin, J. F. Abott, Reginald Fairfax, R. P. Mason, S Nicholson, A. W.
Stebbins, A. J. Dallas, Madison Rush.
Boatswain. Charles Matthews.
Gunner Lewis
Parker. Carpenter Henry P. Leslie. SaUmaker—

—

Wilham

Bennett.
Captain's clerk.

A

—
—C.

S.

i

'

Steward.

A

victim.
grandson of the patriot statesman governor Hancock, was brought up to the Boston police'
court on Tuesday as a common drunkard. He had on
a tattered frock coat, out at the elbows and rusty with
age, coarse trowsers, dirty and ragged, old pumps, so
broken that his unwashed stockings were seen through
them, and without vest or cravat. The Times says
"His prospects once were brighter than those of any
other young man in town; but now the viper, iniemperance, has fastened upon him, and his blood is poisoned with its_ sring. His parents would have done any
thing for him, being abundantly able; but now it is too.
late.
His name blots the pohce records, and there his
histoiy is in part written."^
Tlte world is governed too much.
The legislature of
Florida which has met annually for 17 vears, has pa.-s;ed something more than a thousand laws tor the government of a country whose white population has yet
only reached about 25,000.
137
Acts of incorporation granting charters,
SO
Amendments to the acts of incorporation,
73
Acts granting exclusive privileges,
23
Divorces,
Laws of a general nature, many of them for in700'
dividual purposes,
[St. Augustine Herald,

•

'

•

Death of an Indian chief. Died on the 20th Sept.'.
near the Oneida Castle, Ondayaka, head chief of the'
Onondagas, aged about ninety- ix years. At the timeof his death Ondayaka with the subordinate chiefs'

and principal men of his nation, was on his way to'join in the ceremony of electing a head chief of the*
Oneidas. Within a few miles of the council house of
the latter tribe, Ondayaka placed himself at the head
of the deputation of the Onondagas, and commenced
the performance of the ceremonies observed on such
occasions, when ho was suddenly seized with the
Calling the ne.xt chief in authority to
bilious cbolic.
fill
his station, he withdrew to the road side, when he
soon after expressed a consciousness that "it was the
will of tho (Jreat Spirit that he should live no longer
upon ihc earth." He sent for his people and took leave
of them, after counselling them to cultivate and practice temperance and brodierly love in their councils
and among the people of the nation, and friendship

Ho soon after became unable
inlcgrily witii all.
speak, anil in a few hours his spirit was gathered to
[Oneida Whig.
who gave it.

and
to

the Great Spirit

Deaths, during the last

week

at

New

which 24 were of consumption.
Tho Boston banks divide $528,000

York,

164; of

for the last half

year, 3 1-2 per cent, being the highest rate.

Coroner'.t return—-Ncm York.
From the coroner's
Tlie New York correspondent of the U. S. Gazette $1,250,000.
return, for the quarter ending 1st October, it appears
says: "The loss of property by the late destructive fire
Two or
that within that period he held 177 inquests.
president
The
has
recogn'zed
senor
Don
Juan
de
la
ante mortem Inquests. In the rein our city, is to-day, estimated at, as near as may be,
Granja, as vice consul of Mexico, for the port of Now three of them were
to one million of dollars, of which about 8650,000 was
maining cases, the deaths were attributed to ilie followYork.
covered by insurance; say $600,000 in this city, end
ing causes: accidents 39, visitation of God 6, deleriuin
Importation of coffee. Several merchants at Louis
§150,000 at the eastward; $50,000 of which falls on the
tremens 4, from wounds received in aflVays 2, natural
From this sum, however, ville, have united in charlering a vessel at Uio, and in- diseases 30, drinking cold water 1, drowned 34, muryEin'a office, at Hartford.
may be deducted about $200,000, tho value of the pro- tend imporung, direct to Louisville, six thousand bags Idcred 4,inlemperaiico 3, cause unknown 41, suicide 10.
of collee.
[Jour, of Com.
perly saved."
I
1

,

—

|

,
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19,

14
Clarke, Daniel, vast estate of, claimed by the wife of
Birmingham, attempt of the Chartists to fire
70
Batiles— preparations for celebrating tlic, of North gen. Gaines
17
Clayton, judge, resignation of
Point 22; celebration of the defence of Sandusky 22;
23
ot
respective
table
Clarke, governor of Kentucky, death of
com. Elliott in the, of Lake Erie 22;
112
Coffee, importation of, direct to Louisville
losses, commanders, place and date of during the Ame23
Clarke, gen. G. R. account of the capture of Vinrican revolution
.
86
a case of 96 cennes by, in 1779
Belting on elections, sentence of court
53
90
Circassia, Russian victories in
Beds, exhibitions of
80
Cincinnati, seizure of woollen goods at 80; new buildGrant, brokers of London, resume
Bell
80 ings at 80; mob against the negro doctor John WoodBibles, among sailors 34; number of in the U. S.
83
Bodisco, Mr. Russian minister, returns to Washinj!- ward
82
Columbia U. S. frigate, at Macao, E. I. 27th April 82
ton
48
83
Coach wheels. Toilers
Boyhood of James Watls
Commerce, of Boston 6, 98; of Philadelphia 21, of the
Boundary line commissioners to mark the, between
U.S. and Texas 1,65; to ascertain the, of Maine 3; the U. S. 23; arrivals at New York 32; arrivals at Antwerp
governor of Maine writes to R. Mclntire, esq. apprizing from 1832 to 1838, 34; with Hayti 37; exports from the
im of depredations upon the disputed territory, and ad- U. S. from 1815 to 1838, 40; of Buffalo 48; partial duty
vising him to forewarn, &.c. 82; he publishes a caution on goods imported into Sweden in American vessels
repealed 82; measurement goods in Holland and
accordingly, ih.
98 the north of Europe 112; change of trade with
Boston, commerce and revenue of
&c. 112; number of vessels
Brazil, decree of the government of, duty on wines 50 Canton, Calcutta,
Brandywine frigate, capt. Bolton, sailed for the Mt- built in Maine 112; direct importation of coffee to
112 LouisvilJe
112
deterranean, list of officers
90
Consuls recognised 17; remarks relative to the, at
Bronze work, exhibition of
Brauns Ludwig, recognized as Prussian consul at Hayti 23; sundry recognised 32;L. Brauns, as Prussian,
80 at Baltimore 80; Mr. M. E. Hersant, for the Belevaric
Baltimore
Brooklyn, dimentions of the war steamer building at islands 112; Don Juan de la Granja, Mexican, at New
104 York
112
68; fire at
Convent, relative to the mob against the, in BaltiBritish affairs commissioners to ascertains bounda3
ry of Maine 3; law of usury 6; exjiense of the corona- more
tion of queen Victoria 33; dispute of com. Hull with an
Cotton trade, with England 5; the twin or okra cotadmiral relative to rank 36; passage of the slave trade ton 24; estimate of the loss on, at New Orleans 48; cotsuspension bill, and protest entered 45; military stations ton market in Englantl 55; quantity of, at the southern
occupied by the army of 52; arrangements of the Bank marts 64; letter of Mr. McDuffie on the cotton circular
of England to draw on Paris capitalists 71; see na- and 91; prices of, in England
97
tional courtesy 72; experiments to ascertain in how
Cotton circular, letters of Humphries and Biddle,
80 John Ingersoll, &c.
short a time steamers can be built
27
British Queen (steamer), arrival of, &,c. 52; applicaConstitution, U. S. ship, commodore Claxton, arrives
68 at Rio 27th August
tion for a figure head for the 64; log book
IVl
Brandywine U. S. ship; capt. Bolton assumes comCorn crops, in the Wabash valley, in Missouri
mand of the
16
^o
Courts martial, naval, at Pensacola
Bridge at the Muscle Shoals 16; at St. Louis 16, 80;
commocase
of
Court of inquiry, report of the, in the
broken at Washington 25; broken by a caravan at dore Ellioit, made
33
64
Cayuga 64; across the Mohawk, destroyed
103
Colonial emancipation, statement relating to
Brazil, a cargo of rice from 16; report that the frigate
Collector, perquisites of the, at New York estimated
U. States and sloop of war Marion is to relieve the In96
and
Fairfield
at
64
dependence

Election returns of Indiana 21; Rhode Island 21; of
in Indiana 50; of Vermont 65; in Mary81, 100
Electors of president, and vice president, whig nomi21
nations of in Kentucky
Elliott, commodore, in the batde of Lake Erie 22; correspondence ,with tile committee of Girrard college
31; report of the court of inquiry on, handed in 33, 98
80
Elopement from the sultanas haram
Emegrants, see passengers; number of this year at

congressmen
land

m

&

—

—

,

—

.

Columbia college, application for the crown that
Bread stuffs, prices declining, large quantities in mar64
formerly was on the dome of
ket 82; prices of on the Wabash, in Missouri
96
33
Coronation expen.ses of queen Victoria
48
Buffalo, trade of
16
Counterfeit coin
Buenos Ayres, information ft-om 2; mob in the senate
23, 25
Coffin, sir Isaac, reminiscences of
66
chamber and death of the president in his chair
32
Corn, on topping and gathering
Buchanan, Thos. governor of Liberia, letter from 107
Colonization, collection by Elliott Cressen, for 32; let112
Buel,judge, of Albany, death announced
107
Buchanan, ot Liberia
Canada, murder of prisoners in, by col. Prince 52; ter from gov.
32
Copy right, case commenced
new governor of 53; cost ot to England 33; govern48
Constitution, vote on adopting a, for Florida
ment of 39; report that Poulett Thompson is to be the
Colored population, see abduction.
new governor 80; shipment of condemned prisoners "to
15
York
Criminal humane institution of
82
Botany Bay
Cressen, Elliott, see colonization.
112
Cattle, sale of, at Philadelphia
32
Cruelty to brutes, a dog
Cases in court, see law cases.
Congress, death of Albert G. Harrison, representaCanton, changes of trade with 36; interruption of the tive from Missouri 49; election to, in Maryland 81; vaopium trade with 50, 53; affair between captain cancies in
97
Elliott and the authorities of 56, 64; captain Elliott orEngland 66
Crops in England 38, 53, 54, 70; in
ders the British residents to leave 66; correspondence of
64
Cuba, cultivation of ficus elastitla in
Mr. Snow, American consul, with the imperial com6, 98
Currency, Russian eaict on
missioner 67; further intelligence from 101; change of
Davis, col. S. B. sword to, from the state of Delaour trade with 112; estimate of the American interest
80
are
112
in the opium trade
Daguerrotype, process and relative to the inven-

New

New

64
32

Quebec
Embroidery, French

England— cost

of

Canada

to 31;

news from by

the

Great Western 38; rumour of negotiation with Texas,
Thames tunnel nearly completed, money concerns,
penny postage bill, crops and prospect of harvest, steam
communication with .'America and West Indies 38;
charrists, slate of the country 38; arrival of specie in
48; intelligence from by the British Queen steamer,
crops, harvest, markets, weather, money market still
oppressed 52; price of stocks, affray at Egham, northern banks of England dissolved 53; Queen's speech
proroging parliament, partial changes in the ministry,
new governor of Canada, tournament 63; weather and
prospect of crops, money market, condition of the Bank
of England 54; cotton market 55; crops, weather,
&-C. 70; appropriations by parliament 70; exigences
and expedients of the Bank of England 71; charlis*
141
Barnstable centenial

riots in

Everett gov. speech
celebration

of, at

the

62
Europe, magnificent project for rail roads in 51; mioccupied by the British army in 52; intelli52, 97
gence from, by arrival of the British Queen
64
Exchanges, columns for the buildins at N. Y.
40
Exports of the United States from 1815 to 1838
Exploring expedition, nature of the 2; instance of
litary posts

international courtecy 17; inteUigence from.

supposed

to

be

lost

Sea Gull

;

64

:

16,20
Fair of the American institute
Festiva Is, of the Manchester charitable mechanics
association
106
Florida movements of col. Harney, protest of die
inhabitants of St. Augustine against Florida being a
single state 40; items of the war 44; a majority for
adopting a constitution for 48; Indians attack a party
of volunteers on Orange lake, 27ih August, fight at
Fort Andrews 80; fight of a parly on the Suwannee,
hilst building a bridge 82; the hostages detained by
coi. Harney, when discharged, prefer remaining, ib.;
posture of Indian affairs in 99; governing too much, in112
stanced in the number of laws enacted m, &.C.
112
Forrest, Edwin purchases Leggett's library
95
Flour inspected during the year at Richmond
64
Fishing sport at cape Cod
Ficus elaslitia, cultivation of, in the island of Cuba 64
24
Fitch, the inventor of steamboats
Fire, at St. John's 16; New Orleans 16; at St. Louis
34; the national Theatre and three churches at
York 69; extensive file at Natchez 69; extensive at
York 5th October 103; at
Philadelphia 81, 102; at
Brooklyn 104; the Waterloo steamer 112; at Aiken,

—

New

New

1 12
Georgia
96
Fire department, Basil Halls remarks on the
Fire engine, use of, to displace gass from a well 16
Forgery, Scherpf indicted for, not appearing, recog•"'*
nizance forfeited
8S
Fox, Mr. British minister at Washington
82
Foreign ministers, notice of
Francis, Sidney O. see abduction.
conFranklin proposing prayer in the constitutional
36
vention
37
Freak of wealth, incidents at Amsterdam
France see legation to, embroidaries of 32; French
opened
steamboats 34; rail road from Paris to Verseilles,
64; bankruptcy at Paris 64; reported negotiation with
Texas 66; arrangements of the Bank of Eagland to
draw on the capitalists of, 71; quarantine law at Havre,

Canal, from the Four Lakes to the Wisconsin 20; tolls
64, 73
tion
the, of N. York, from 1835 to 1839, 48; business on
Dayton, A. O. esq. oration at Princeton, notice of 99
Welland canal 64; relative to locomotives on the
Decisions of court, in a case of liability of stage
banks of, to propel boats 96; gov. Porter declines to ap28
96 owners
l)rove the act for enlarging the Union canal
64
Deer, race between a, and a steamer
Cannon, large one ca-tat Alger's foundary 64; its diDebts, of the several states 4; marrying a widow so
mensions 80; see mortar.
36
Carey, Mathew, accident to 32; death of 49; expres- as to avoid paying her, 7; of Indiana
21
Delaware bieakwater
sion of regret from the managers of the state tempeDelaware state— death of judge Black, of 32; Rich'd. a decree 82; exhibition of arts in
89
rance society of Penn.
83
to be pre48
Fruit trees, new method of raising
Catholics, correspondence with gov. Seward 25; with II. Bayard appointed in his place 65; sword
80
16
Furnaces and consumption of iron
the mayor of Baltimore relative to the nunnery affair 56 sented by, to col. S. B. Davis
Deaths of Mathew Carey 49; of Waller, archbi16
Gass, fire engine used to displace from a well
Centenary of Methodism, col. Preston's subscription
.Stewart, sir Robert
36
Gales, course of north east
e.\plained 16; meeting and contributions to, at Wash- shop of Sweden 64; sir James
Philadelphia 64; of AlGaines, general, vast estate claimed by the wife of,
ington
96 Clayton; sir Thomas Dallas, at
65; of E. Kirby and T. Hol7U \
Chartist riots 14, 38; their national conventions
as heir of Daniel Clarke
108 bert Triplet, at Montevido
C.Poole
Girard college correspondence of the committee of
Charleston, S. C. fever at 6, 32, 49; tribute to the me- land; at Mobile 66;of Wm. Chequer 80; John
persons
104 crushed between two rail road cars 80; of six
the, with commodore Elliott, relative to the sarcophamory of gen. Hayne
Richard gus 31; description of
36.
Carpets, exhibition of
90 in the New Orleans mint by yellow fever 80;
Renold Keene 80; of sen. Robert Y. Hayne, of South
Georgia, draueht in 80; relative to obtaining a loan
Camanche Indians
18
Carolina 81; Wilhani Dunlap, at New York 96; Da- for, in Europe 96; relative to the banks of
98
China, see Canton.
of
Burnell
vid
Burnel,
96;
S.
at
Natchetoches
96;
Wm.
48
Gold, a preserver of beauty
Cherokee Indians conflicting parties of Rido;e and
1181
Gone 'coon
Ross 3; notii e of 22, 42, further particulars 43; becom- judge Buel 112; Ondayaka, chief of the Onondagas 112;
at New York *.
Greece, return of the kino and queen of A'heiis Sti'
ins quiet 50; statement of John A. Bell and Stand
Don Carios, rumour that he is taken prisoner
53 the king summonses the heroes of Condouriotti airfd;
Walie, relative to 85; decree of the convention 85; oath
Draught in Kentucky 10; in the west 48; in Geor- Zaimi to his councils
67'
of renunciation of the treaty and allegiance, presented
°0
St'
Greek girls, exhibiting wonders
86 gia
by Ross's council
38<
Great western steamer, arrival of
Dunlap, Mr. Texian minister, arrives at WasliingChippewaps, see Indians.

of

the

—

_

—

—
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Chicago, major Long's account

<

of, in

1823

35

Chesapeake and Ohio canal, riots on the 37; state of
Maryland bonds pledged by the, to a bank in Baltimore, advertised at auction 81; description of the, by T,
Fillebrown
104
Charleston and Cincinnati rail road, proceeding respecting the part of n route already completed
67
Census of South Carolina
34
Clay, Henry^tour to the north, reception at New
8; at Philadelphia 9; at Baltimore 10; at Fari|uicr
Springs 25; compliment to, by the American Sentinel
102
98; invitation to visit Tennessee, and his reply
Chippewa, the heroes of
83
Clocks and watches, exhibition of, in France
89

York

ton
Dyott, Dr. case of

Dumont

discovery
Ducalcl Dr. in Pategonia

82
18
4

23
Martinique 35; at Barbadoes, Grana50
53
East Indies, Balochee fori stormed and taken
4
Editorship, lord Lyndhursi's remarks on

Earthquake

at

da, &,c.

Eastport, cftjiuributions from, to the suffers by

fire at

20
Johns
Egypt, victory of the army of, over the Turkish army 14; Maheniet Ah, pasha of 31; allair with Tur39
key
Egyptian sarcnphogus, see Giirard college

St.

S4*
Guatemala, intelligence from
ifl
Guns, see canny".
Hayne, gen. R. Y. death of SI; meeting at Charleston, and tribute to his memory 104; meeting &,c. at

Wf

Philadelphia

55
Hamburg, state of money market al
Harrison, Albert G. representative in congress from
45
Missouri, death of
49,
Harrisburg, supply of water at
35
Hale, lieui. David E. monument proposed to
80
Hawks, rev. Dr. collocation
Ilavti, remarks relative to the consul at 23; commerce
with
,
I
<>'
Harvard University, inennial catalogue
:

.

,
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82; 112
Havre, quarantine laws at, decree
1 12
Hersant, M. E. consol for ihe Beleavio islands
9fi
Hidden treasure discovered
Honory, see monuments; diplomas from the academy
descripMoore
80;
f Acadia to the poets Rogers and
pn of sword to be presented by the state of Delaware
col. S. B. Davis 80; tribute to tbe memory of general
104, 105
[ayne
Horse rode by Napoleonat the battle of Waterloo 64
64
Hogs, weight of two in Ky.
67
Holland, commercial treaty with

I

I

,

I

19,

1839—INDEX.

SO and the British admiral at Naples respecting rank 36;
boundary 3; naval intelligence 48; operations at the navy yard,
to ascertain
Aroostook timber 22; governor Fairfield apprising R. Philadelphia 48; age of navy officers 48; reported change
McTntire, esq. on the subject of depredations upon the in command of navy yard at Washington and in navy
disputed territory 82; sale of lands of the state on Pe- board 64; orders to fit out frigate United States and
nobscot river 96; small pox prevailing 96, number of sloop of war Marion at Charleston 64; punishment of
vessels built in, last year
112 a marine 64; dimensions of the war steamer building
Massachusetts, railways of, 19; arrivals of rails for the at Brooklyn 68; notice of the late commodore Patterson
western rail road
96 71; intelligence of the Lexington and Falmouth 80; inMassachusetts charitable mechanics association, fes- formation from the Columbia frigate and John Adams,
tival
106 corvette 82; drawings for steam vessels of war,&c. by
Maryland elecrion, general result 81; returns of elec- captain Stockton 98; the Constitution and Brandywine

—

32
'Horse collars, improvement in by inflating
2 tion 100: state stock advertised at auction
81
Hornet, sloop of war, relative to the loss of
Madison papers; in relation to 19; H. D. Gilpin's letter
Howard, gen. B. C. address of, on laymg the corner
59 to the National Intellgencer
84
Dne of thel^orth Point monument
15
Mehemet Ali, pasha of Egypt 31; resolves to mainHumane criminal institution of N. Y.
16 tain his advantage over the Turks
53
Hudson river, number of streams on the
Mahmoud, sultan, death of
14
23
Hunters Lodge
Marrying a widow so as to avoid paying her debts?
Hull, commodore, dispute with British admiral re36
McDuffie, George, letter from, on the cotton trade
.ecdng rank
112
and
cotton
circular
91
daughters,
a
firm
Hussen and seven
24
2
McKinney, com. W. E. death of
|Ice mountain and hanging rock in Va.
112
McClean, judge, degree of L. L. D. to
32
Intemperance, a victim of
Martinique, earthcjuake at
35
Illinois, relative to the office of secretary of state of
Marion, (Ohio), digraceful riot at
41
'votes polled in, population 32; praries of 61; large
96
Machines, see inventions.
laatity of p6rk in 96; loan negociated
17
64
Marine, punishment of a
International courtecy, instance of
Manufacturers, see American.
Indiana, bank of, declining specie payments 16; rucommissioners
of
election
Manchester
corporation, suit against Clark's cotton
the
fund
21;
loss
by
j)r of
108
lurns 21; debt and resources of 36; number of votes mill, &c.
Uledical statistics, valuable publication of. presented
congressmen for 1837 and 1839 60; assertions re50 by British authority to the U. b. surgeon general
72
!?cting the pohtics of judge Wick of
53
Metternich, prince, sick
Indians, relative to the of Florida, see Florida; conMechanics, proceedings of in Philadelphia, relative
J:ting parties of Cherokees 3; respecting massacre of
50
lippeways by the Sioux near Fort Snelling 3; rumor to steam frigate engine 12; fair held at Boston
38
Mediterranean, pirates in the
cthe disturbances at Fort Gibson contradicted 16;
Mexico tobacco in 4; their method of warfare against
h.\iean mode of warfare ag;ainst the Camanches and
/laches 18; noticeof the Cherokees 22; removal of the iheCamanche and Apache Indians 18; affairs with
Caways 22; the Senecas 22: Cherokees becoming quiet Texas 18; martial Soult, in relation to 19; population of
64; relative to American property seized at Tampico
£ removal of the Ottowas 112; death of Oiidayaka,
112 66: O'Connell's notice in parliament, of intended motef of the Onondagas
nsurance companies, loss of, the by the fire in New tion to obtain an assylum or free state on the northern
104 frontier of, for people of color SO; don Juan de la GranVr 5th Oct.
112
96 ja, vice counsel of, at New York
ndian rubber, new use of
16
Memphis, toasted as the future capital of the union
ron, furnaces, and consumption of
112
owa, land sale in 20; proclamation of the governor by gen. Gaines
oHissouri relative to the boundary line
72
Methodist mission at Oregon, intelligence from to 2d
68
nvcntions, Wliiie's method of towing boats by wa- March
ttpower 64; a new kind of railway 80; Harris' paddles
Mineral, resources of Pennsylvania
57
^steamboats 93; Southwordi's tide and current waMichigan,, Van Buren nomination for governor and
t< wheel 98; Parson's
upright vibratory single ma- li eutenant governor
80
93
Militia, efficiency of
98
cie
1 12
Military stations occupied by the British army
52
iquests, number of at New York
Military convention (national) proposed 36; proceedamaica, intelligence from
2, 26, 34
42
jhn Adams, United States corvette, at Macao, E. injrs of a state, of Vermont
82
Mirage observed at Boston
32
XthMay
99
Mint, at New Orleans 17; appointment of treasurer
jnes, bam, Seminole chief, notices of
32
udge, death of Black, chief jus'ice of Delaware 32; at the
r
65
banking in 18; S. S. Prentice accepts
Mississippi
E'ard appointed
6 the wliig nomination as candidate for U. S. senate 21;
irors, judge Shaw on the scruples of
enlucky drought in 16; whig nomination of presi- his letter to that effect 73; increase of banks in, from
69
i;3<iial electors 21; death of the governor,
Clarke 23; 1830 to 1839
-pientmenis at Paris in 32; C. A. WicklifTe assumes
Missouri death of A. G. Harrison, representative in
64 congress from 49; proclamation of the governor rela!hdulies of governor 33; weight of two hogs in
26 tive to the Iowa boundary
eeney, Daniel, the pilot manffivre of
72
elp, quantiues thrown upon the beach at NanMissioiYs contributions received by the Protestant
64 societies for foreign and domestic 51; see Methodist.
u et
16
Missing vessels
84
newer, Benjamin, death of
20
nowldge is power, illustrated
Money affairs at New York, Boston, Cincinnati 18;
;
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and sales in Io\\'a20; kinds of money received for
nic, different at different places 21; sale of Maine

'

96
100
ikes, magnitude and depth of
90
imps, exhibition of
ike Nicaragua, company formed tk^t propose a

'as on the Penobscot river

of communication from London to the Pacific and
82
ii Indies, by way of
^
80
iborers, reUgious instructions to, on rail roads
tw cases-copy right case commenced 32; of Scherpf
iited for forgery not appearing, recognizance for;il 64; against S. R. Woods for perjury postponement
n^sed and argued 64; a singular, decided by the
"ilnal de premiere 63; the schooner Amisted
73;
It;
"Thompson's decision thereon 75; the trial of
Vib for libel on Cooper postponed SO; case of a
It left on the coast of Asia
Minor for disobedience
>
captain'.s orders 83; case of Sparks police officer
h York, dismissed for malpractices 83; iinportant
Jersey in a case
•et ions of the supreme court of
:! ury 83; damages for seduction 84; trial for ri^ht of
llbmy in
York 96; sentence in a case of bet96
-.rn,m elections
Jgatioa, relative to tlie secretary to the, to France
0!)

.

-'

\

New

New

7,

Jggett's library sold Forrest
.'

-

.

of governing too much
Q. Adams on the, of Mass.

44
112
112

'

1 12;

see exploring expedition.

Navigation by steam in wood or iron ships
19
Names, of singular towns, counties, »fec. in the Unit-

ed States 112, singular firm

II

—

New York state security banks of 12; correspondence of governor Seward with the Catholics of Ogdensburg 25; proposal to change the name of to Ontario 32; proceedings of the safety fund banking convention 33; canal tolls of, from 1835 to 1839 40; governor
Seward's letter on internal improvmeents, rail roads,
88
&c.
New York city—value

of the property of the corporacriminal institute 15; arrivals at 32;
65; a theatre and three
churches burnt69; collector Hoyt, his profit this year estimated 96; number of certain names in the directory
of 48; columns for the exchange 64; calamitous fire
5th October 103; loss of insurance companies thereby
104; estimate of the loss by the fire 112; number of
deaths at 112; number of inquests
112
New Orleans, yellow fever at 5, 32, 33, 49, 65, 80, 81;
fire 16; life in 24; estimate of the loss on cotton at 48;
arrival of specie at
96
New England, crops in
66

humane

tion 4;

banks and stock exchange of

New

Brunswick,

legislature

summoned

64; their

67
37

raeeeting

Newspapers,

trial for selling

Names, number of

on Sunday

certain in the

New York

direc-

48
Natchez, yellow fever at 49; extensive fire 6th September
69
Napoleon, horse rode by, at Waterloo 64; music and
96; claim of Jerome and Joseph as heirs, for pay due
108
to, on 'his return from Egypt
Nantucket, see sheep.
69
National theatre at New York burnt
National courtesy correspondence on presentation
by the medical department of the British army, of a
valuable statistical publication, to the surgeon general
United States
72
North Point, preparation to celebrate the battle of
tory

—

ceremony of laying the corner stone of the monument 33, 58; general B. C. Howard's address on the oc22;

59
7

casion

Niagra

falls

Nunnery, see

Catholics.

O'Connell, Daniel gives notice in parliament of intention to move to obtain an asylum or free state on the
north frontier of Mexico for persons of color
80

—state

of, rumor of a suspension of public works
riot at Marion
41
trade see Canton.
pohtics,
speculations concerning the Turkish
Oriental

Ohio

of 16; disgraceful

—

Opium

empire
Ottawas

—removal of tho
—
—
2d March
Otaway Indians — removal of

29
1

12

Onondagas death of Ondayaka, chief of the
112
Oregon information from the Methodist minister at

New
New

n

New

New

—

—

—

—

Naval grog dispensed with in the Texan navy 16;
Penny postage bill 38; summary of the act
51
tobacco and rum for the British navy 16; two Russian
Pensacola, remarkable health of
48
of the line and two frigates lost in a storm 53;
People of color—law of Alabama for enslaving such
British naval contracts 64; dimensions of the Syclops of the free, as shall remain in that state 64; O'Connell
steam frigate 80; relative to the use of mortar cannon gives notice of a motion in pariiament to obtain an asy87
on board of steam frigates
or free state on the northern frontier of Mexico
Naval, American death of com. D. Patterson, ge- f"""
80
neral orders 1, 2; death of com. W. E. McKinney 2;
Philosophical instruments, exhibition of, in France 89
relative to the loss of the Hornet 2; exploring expediPirate, see Amistad; capture of Lionel Watson 7; in
tion 2; East India squadron 2; captain Bolton assumes the Mediterrinean
3s
command of the Brandywine 16; court martial at PenPostmasters, instructions to
17
sacola 16; commodore Ridgely a member of the yatch
Postage bill, the British penny postage bill
38
club 16; home squadron recommended 17; manoeuvre of
Postage, remarks in favor of reducing
67
fins, little prospect of negotiating, in Europe at Keeney, the pilot, 24; light boat abandoned 32; report
Population, of Me.\ico 64; of Algiers 80; see colored
96 of court of enquiry in the case of commodore Elliott population.
reat 96; that of Illinois obtained
103 handed in 33, 98; dispute between comraodora Hull
Isuries, statistics of by Dr. Alcott
Powder mill e.xploaion of, near Westfield
100
Igislating, instance

4
1-ence law, J.
4
1 idhursi, lord his remarks on editorship
5
I'erpool steamer, log book of the
Iteria
pleasing intelligence from, letter of rev. J.
5' 11th July
67
Ick, an ingenious one at the Mechanics Institute 48
I;omotives, orders from Europe for 48; the, for the
61
e western rail road
Iiiisviile
agreement to import coffee direct to 112
Iigevity, Maria Geane Robin 16; Ezekiel Mathews
83
Kiite 83; Henry and Catherine Nulff
51
Indon morals in

—

-

reported

disparity in, received for public land, 21; in England to
68
38, 54; in Hamburg 55; at Philadelphia and
York
22
shipment of specie from Missouri to
York 65;
Patterson, com. D. death of &c. 1; notice of
71
condnued depression in 81; rumor of arrangement bePalenque, ancient city of
tween the bankS'of Philadelphia,
York and BosPatigonia, Dr. Ducatel in
23
ton 81; Maryland state stock at auction 81; rumor of
Paris, statistics of
gg
operations between
Orleans and U. S. bank conParliament, the queen's speech on proroguing 53; aptradicted ib.
propriations by 70; ceremony of proroguing
83
Motlier Carey's chickens
32
Passengers arrived at Baltimore
16
Mobile, yellow fever at
32,66,81
Peru, intelhgcnce from 2; treaty with 49; tranquilized
Monument proposed to lieut. D. E. Hale 32; cere49
mony of laying the corner stone of, at North Point 32,
Pennsylvania loan 4; internal improvement tolls 453; general Howard's address on the occasion 59; to extraordinary disclosure of a
powder plot, said to have'
col. R. A. Thompson 35; to lady Flora Hastings, by the
been connected with the Harrisburg affair 27; loan not
ladies of England
96 taken 32; proceedings of the union and
harmony anUMob, in Cincinnati against the negro doctor John Van Buren convention of 46; mineral and
agricultural
Woodward
83 resources of 57; negotiation of the loan
65; gov. Porter
Morals in London
51 declines to approve the act for enlarging
the Union caMorus multicaulis, sale of by Dr. Phisick
69 nal, observations thereupon
95
Moore the poet, honorary diploma to
80
Philadelphia proceedings of mechanics of, relative
Mortar cannon, expeiments relative to the use of, by toengine of steam frigate 12; commerce
of 21;expenses
87 in opening streets in 33; operations at
steam ships
_
the navy yard of
Musical instruments, exhibition of in France
89 43; deaths 64; extensive fire 81;
superior locomotives
Muhlenburg, Mr. American minister at Vienna, no- manufactured at 96; suspension of
specie payments by
tice of
5
the banks of 97; disastrous fire 4th Oct. 102; sale of cat16 tle at
Muscle Shoals, bridge at
112
65;

ships

—

'

115

Lunar rainbow
Maine commissioners

—

—

km

.

.

.
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in Illinois

=9

Porcelaine, exliibirion of
Poudre in the north west
Powder plot, see Pennsylvania.

3j

Poland, in relation to
. }'
.,
,
Portsmouth and Roanoke rad road, receipts ot the
.

16

Antonio Cordido
de Faria, presented and received as charge de affairs
-^^
ftom
,„
,
„
Portugal, affairs of 39; the chevalier

Porter,

commodore, letter from,

-ut

at

Smyrna 50; arrival

,

Promissory notes, decision

relative to

^^
^
endorsements

of
Preston, col. his centennary subscription explained
16
Prentiss, S. S. accepts nomination as candidate for
78
U. S. senators); his letter accepting
32
Provinces, cost of Canada to England
Presidential, nomination of whig electors in Kentuc21; proceedings of the union and harniony anti-

ky

46
stale convention of Pennsylvania
Prariea of Illinois
53
Prisoners, murder of, in Canada, by col. Prince
Princeton college, notice of commencement, and A.
^^^
O. Dayton's oration
17
Public store, the new, at Baltimore

19,

1839—INDEX.

Slaves, see Amisted; law passed in Alabama to enive all such free persons of colour as shall remain in
54
that state
Slave trade suspension bill, passed by the British
parliament, protest against 45; disposition of Rio relative
50
to
Smugling, seizure of goods for 21 at Cincinnatti 80;
the importers of demand appraisers under the act of
83
17,99,83; notice respecting the seizures
67
Smyrna, arrival ol com. Porter at
96
Small pox, prevaihng in Maine
Snow, Mr. American consul at Canton, which see.
South Carolina, state census of 34; death of general
80
Hayneof
Simpson, Thomas, discoveries of, on the northern
9*^
coast of America
South America, affairs of, treaty with Peru, Peru
49
tranquihzed
.

;

Toasts, at Boston 8; at Fauquier Springs 23; Memphis'
112
as the future capital of the union
Tobacco in Mexico 4; for the British navy 16; crops
64
of, in Virginia
13, 53
Tournament at Eglinton castle
Trial see Amistad; for selling newspapers on Sun4f
day 37; of Jalbert at Montreal
Trade see commerce; changes of, between the U. S
and Canton 36; of Buffalo 48; duty laid by the Brazi-

—
—

ban government on wines
Treaty, with Sardinia

Treasury notes

6;

5(

with Holland

6';

—September statement of 17;Octobe:

statement

8,

22, 9i
Trenton encampment
Turks defeat of the, by the pasha of Egypt and de
struetion of the army 14; speculations respecting tb
Turkish emptre 29; Mehimet All, pasha of Egypt 31; al
fairs 38; the sultana Valide mother of Abdul Medjid 5]
flat refusal to deliver the Turkish fleet to the five Chrif
Sport; fishing at Cape Cod 64; squirrelling ih.
Ali resolves to maintain hi
Specie, arrival of in England 48; shipped tbrN. York tian powers 53; Mehomet
from Missouri 65; imports and exports of, from 1821 to advantages over the 63; elopement from the sultan'
8
1838
in regard to 70; quantity in the banks haram

—

69; estimates
1
Tunis
arrival of, at New Orleans 96; suspension of pay3
97
Tunnel under the Thames, nearly completed
Usury, British law of 6; important decision of Ne'
Spain, see Amistad, a schooner; arrival of the minisS
ter from 17; afi'airs of 39; demand of the minister of Jersey supreme court respecting
Virginia, ice mountain and hanging rock in 23; cro
lor the schooner Amistad and the Africans taken on
(•
ru- of tobacco in
Valeutia,
in
victorious
board
O'Donnell
64
general
48;
this
at
year
emigrants
Quebec, number of
i\
Vampire, a live one in England
82 mors that Don Carlos is taken prisoner 54; Don Angel
Quarantine law at Havre
Vermont, wool growing in IG; proceedings of the m
5 Caldoron de la Barca, representative of, takes leave of
Railway carriages, improvement in
Alcantara Argais Utary convention of, at Norwich 42; election returns (
Rail roads receipts of the Portsmouth and Roanoke the president, and Don Pedro de
Victoria, queen, expenses of the coronalion of
presented and received as minister plenipotentiary from
16; in the U. S. 16; the, of Massachusetts 19; accident
Vienna, notice of the American minister at
.82
on, between Camden and Amboy 41; locomotive for her Catholic majesty
Vincennes, account ol the capture of, from the B
States, debts of the several 4; protest against Florida
the Great Western rail road 51; magnificent project for
40 tish in 1779, by gen. Clarke
sinde state
rail roads in Europe 51; the, from Paris to Verseilles being constituted a
81
Voyagers to the N. W. lakes, return of
auction
at
state
ofMaryland
of
the
Pearl
Slock
Mississippi
and
the
opened 64; partcompleated of
Washington, general, his eloquence at Newberg i
65
Stock exchange at New York
river rail road 64; proceedings relative to tlie location of
48.
Statistics, of Paris 99; of "luxuries" from Alcott's li- see
the, from Charleston to Cincinnati, part of the route
War, see Florida.
1^8
already nearly complcated 67; religious instruction to brary of health
James, boyhood of
Watts,
.28
liability
of
Stage
owners,
goof
railway
80;
laborers constructing 80; a new kind
Washington, ciiy of, bridge across the canal in, bi
Steam, progress of 5; navigation by, in wood and iron
vernor Seward's views on 88; rails for the Western rail
America ken, ami life lost 24; Methodist centenary meeting a
road, (Massachusetts), arrive 96; receipis for tolls on se- ships 19; communication between England,
.33 contributions at
and West Indies
veral, &c. 99; new, proposed ib.
Well, fire engine used to displace gass from a
Steamers, number of on the Hudson 16; Fitch, theinRank, dispute between com. Hull and the British adWeiland canal, business on the
36 venter of 24; number of, lost on the western waters
miral at Naples, respecting
Whales, sixty-four ashore
32 32; French 34; race of the Great Western and British
Rathbun, Lyman, death of
Wheat, yield from a grain of 16; product of 2i ha.
Religious test 7; number of bibles in the U. States 80 Queen 38; loss of the Great Western on Lake Erie 41;
80 list of that will be in operatoin in 1841, 51; speed ol els rock wlieat
Reliyious instruction to laborers on rail roads
West India islands, information from 2, 26; from
ships
iron
93 the Rochester 64; a mimture boat afloat 64;
Revenue collected at Boston
earthquake at Martinique 35; steam coinn
Reminescences of western warfare, capture of Viii- 64; application for a figure head for the British Queen maica 34;
86 64; dimentions of the war ship building at Brooklyn nication with England 38; relating to colonial einai
cennes by gen. Clarke
paiion
the
purchase
Russia
to
of
the
eniperor
of
68;
offer
100
Redfield's theory of storms, notice of
Wisconsin, canal Irom the four lakes to the 20;
Great Western and British Queen 68; British experiRhode Island, election returns
Noonan appointed auditor of 32; wheat and c
3, 42 ment in rapid building of 80; dimentions of the Syclops siah A.
Ridge, Cherokee chief
Mobile crops of
Rice, a car^o of, imported into Havanna from Bra- steam frigate 80; frame of an iron, arrives at
duty laid by the Brazilian government on
Wines,
communicaopen
London
to
15
company
formed
in
80;
zil
with Dr. Christison's statement of the alcolioUc sireggih o
3, 42 tion from thence by way of the isthmus of Darian,
Ross, Cherokee chief
Wickliffe, C. A. assumes the dudes of governoi
Pacific and East Indies 82; dimensions of the
of English,

Van Buren

ib.!

ments of by the banks of Philadelphia

—

'•

.'

.

>

'

Rogues, account of a gang

in the United the
30 steam frigate building at Philadelphia 84; notice of the Kentucky
Wick, judge, assertions respecting
York ib.; extract from the Foreign QuarterIsland," Blackhawk's favorite position, des- one at
Worth, col. a hero of Chippewa
-^7
ly Review relative to the use of mortar cannon on
cription of
Wool in Vermont
80 board of 87; Harris' invention of paddles for 98; capt.
Rogers, the poet, honorary diploma to
Woollen goods, see smuggling of.
Riois— on tne Chesapeake and Ohio canal 37; at Stockton's drawings for, of war, &c. 98; iron versus
Wood, W. B. accident to
Marion, Ohio, 41; e.\aimnation of the Chesapeake and timber steamers 99; distraction of the Waterloo steamWorcester, abducnon of S. 0. Frances at 99; set
68 er by fire 1 12; explosion of the boilers of the Adventure
Ohio canal rioters
112 duction.
Rio Janeiro, disposition of, relative to slave trade 50 on the Arkansas
Wyoming, the tragedy of, from N. York Comi
96
Steam frigate, proceedings of mechanics of Pliiladel
R'chmond, flour inspected during the year at
12 cial
Rives, W.C. speech at Louisa court house 92; con- phia, relative to the engine of a
Yatch club, com. Ridgly elected a member ol
St. Johns, fire at 16; contributions to the sufferers
109
cluded
20
Russian edict on currency 6, 98; conspiracy in the from Eastport
Orleans 5, 32, 49, 65, 80
Yellow fever, at
appropriation
oi
at
in
Circassia
loss
Louis,
wirebridge
proposed
16;
victories
53;
St.
53;
discovered
of,
army
80 Charleston 6, 32, 49; at Augusta 13, 16, 32: at
two ships of the hne and two frigates, in a storm on of ihe city for a survey for tnat object
26 bile 49, 66, 81; at Natchez 49; at Burmuda 50;
St. Vincent, information from
that coast 53; offer of the emperor of, to purchase the
34 niscences of the fever of 1793 in Philadelphia
St. Louis, fire and loss of life at
Great Western and British Queen steamers 68; Mr
40
8:
St. Augustine, protest of citizens of
Bodino, minister of, returns to Washington
Stockton, capt. drawing for steam vessels of war
Santurio, a singular veteran residing near St. Lou
York stock and money m.^rket. I

States

New

"Rock

.

-

.

New

:

'•

i-

i

28
Storm, on the coast 2d September 21; pliant con34 duct in a 35; course of north east gales 3b; four Rus34 sian ships of war lost on the coast of Circassia 53; see
100
Safety fund banking convention, proceedings of 33 shipwrecks; relative to Redfield's theory of
35
Siyron, Amasa, gallant conduct of
Sarcaphagus, correspondence of^ com. Elliott with
lOi
31
Sub-treasury, the original proposition of a
building committee of Girrard college
68

I

by

Salaries at Galveston
Sailors, bibles among
Sailors Magazine

the
6
Sardinia, treaty with
22
Sandusky, anniversar)^ of the defence of
Soult, marshal, in relation to Belgium, Poland, Tunis
18
and Mexico

Sunday school association, a pleasant sight
Sultana Valide, mother of Abdul Medjid
Sugar beet

'*

New

nesday, evening, Oct. 16.

The appearance

'•

of

1-

t
and
Wall street, become
every day, and those who have hitherto entert; J
fears that our banks would not be able to con iB
specie payments during the suspension of !«
south of us, are now confident of a happier n
112 Specie continues coming in even from Canad lo
51

brigliter

ters in

bri;

'

II.

usually a drain, which is pro Ij
1^ to be attributed to the British commissirat v,
37
Sunday; trial (or selling newspapers on
having been supplied with dollars from Mexi
pararchbishop
of
16
Wallen,
64;
arrival
of
of
Sweeden, death
Shoes, shipment and
Again, an opinion is gaining ground and we ve
Shipwrecks; brig Tilion 32; schooner Groton 50; four tial duty on goods imported in American vessels taken
that our banks af
it is correct,
believe
to
reason
83
53 off
Russian men-of-war on the coast of Circassia
ely upon the assistance of the general goveri
Sword, see honorary.
Shipping, number of vessels built in Maine last
A wise measure called by
7 should they need it.
112
Sword fish, power of
year
ear
ell
112
Tampico relative to seizure of American property the interests of the United Slates treasury, as
Shippers, see commercial
>*'
83 at
as by those of the country, and lastly, the
Scott maj. gen. hereof Chippewa
112
Tennessee respecting U. S. senators 22; deputation Bank and Bank of America are offering to dr
Sea Gulll, see exploring expidition
35 from a convention to invite Henry Clay to visit, and his England at
.Sea serpant, seen
9J per cent, ami their drafts we
epiy
Senaca Indians, removal of
are not founded on shipments of specie, but oii)
Temperance see licence; grog dispensed with in the credits.
Secretary of stale, recovery of the 17; e.xcursion of
65 Texan navy 16; see Matthew Carey.
in Boston harbor
In the discount charged on uncurrent n
Texas commissioners to mark the boundary beSenate of United States, S. S. Prentiss accepts the
Eastern remains the if
nomination as a candidate for the, in Mississippi 21, 78; tween the U. S. and 1, 65; grog dispensed with in the there is little variation.
22 navy of 16; affairs with Mexico 18; intelligence from except Norwich, Conn, which Ihe brokers lij
respecting the, of Tennessee
Seward, gov. correspondence with the Catholics of 33; rumors of negotiation relative to, with England 38; By the Providence boat arrived yesterday me "'
Ogdcnsburg '25; letter in reply to an invitation to din- price of board in 48; reported negotiatiim with France we learn the banks there are redeeming all
ner at Bath giving his views on internal improvement, 66; Mr. Dunlap, minister of, arrives al Washington 82; notes, up to those of the amount of one
88
el
government certificate of, lost
the Erie rail road &c.
qp dollars in specie, and (hat there is no lunupor
Theatres, number of in Paris
Sioux, sec Indians.
II
States Bank of Pennsylvania notes
35 United
Thompson, col. R. A. monument to
Slave trade 48; captain of a slaver Swortwoutcd 48;
per cent, discount, Ballimore bank notes
30
captured
Euphrates
by
the
British, sent
Thames tunnel, nearly completed
the schooner
street on the best papi P
the
Discount
in
cent.
48
Toller's suspension coach wheels
lo America to be tried as a slaver 84; letter from gov.
26) cent, a month.
107
Tobago—information from
Buchanan relative to the

which theie

is

t

—

—

iil

—
—

.
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19,

1S39—MISCELLANEOUS.
By

Stocks at the first board again advanced.
U. S. sent, not to think of returning to the city, until
ank shares and North American trust and banli- they can be satisfied that the cause of the disease
Delaware itself is removed. We think there will be but little
ig company, from 1 l-'2 a 2 per cent.
id Hudson and Kentucky, about 1 per cent.
At suffering more from sickness, if we can keep peole second board there was, as is usual, a slight de- ple abroad from coming to the city, for a few weeks
ine.
Sales were made United Slates bank stock longer."
Delaware and Hudson, 56^; North Amerit 80:i;
THREE SOCCESSIVE FIRES AT MOBILE!
m tru.^t, 84^; and Harlem at 41.
On board the United States Liverpool packetship From the Mobile Mercantile Advertiser of Oct. 8.
hich sailed yesterday, there was
ig in .specie.
The Havre packet
-day.

The American

£11,800
is

ster-

detained

till

of the 16th has the following ar-

•,le:

—

The question settled even for the doubters, The
.mk ol the State of New York, and Bank of Ameia, are drawing bills on England at from 9} a 10
J cent. This .settles the question against the exirtation ot specie to any considerable amount by
Is Liverpool
and consequently removes one of
(3 scare-crows that alarm the timid, about the soIjty of our banks.
There will be more bills on
Jigland than buyers— and this will continue to be
b case, as those drawn on the crops going forward,

—

(Dear in the market.
I

The tone of confidence in the street to-day is
nifestly stronger, and nothing, it may be affirmed
re-affirmed, can shake the impregnability of

bI

banks.

0-

/rom the eastward says the Boston Courier of

we have no signs of suspension.
The Commercial Advertiser of Wednesday

yjterday,

af-

tiioon has the following:

We

understand that the accredited
of Baring, Brothers, now in this city, has
to our banks the credit of that house to the
Bjunt of one million if needed, as a fund to draw
u-n, so as to obviate the possible necessity of
sl)ping specie.
It is believed, however, that the
ibments of grain and flour will be to an extent
lyly sufficient to cover ail the exchange required;
the offer of the Messrs. Baring, by their
11, that
It will remain as a
ifnt, will not be acted upon.
3tid-by, in case of unforeseen difficulties.
fhe following notice has been issued from the
'Exchange.

a nt

Dred

Exchange bank:
York, Oct. 12, 1839. Payments of notes
acceptances, lodged for collection in this bank,
pi,ible out of this city, will be required in specie,
ai ss the depositors shall elect to receive payment
:notes current where said paper is payable; and
Dise of payment, this bank will give to the said
lositor, if required, a check for the same payable
itie place of collection, in notes there current, or
A-erican
'ew

M

niecie as the same may have been paid.
otice is also given to those who have had palediscounted payable out of the city, that paynit of tlie same will be demanded in specie, unejjthe discounter select to have the same receividi notes current where the same is payable, and
jlly to this institution the difference of exchange.

John J. Fisk, cashier.
It affords us pleasure to be able to
several of our banks are drawing on ^f^g
ar
Among them are the Bank of America and
heSank of the State of
York. The former is
riingat 60 days at 10 per cent.
The latter at 60
ajat 9^, and 90 days at 9.
;,e

o'clock.

—

ta that

New

':ie

'le

—

Express of Wednesday, 2, P. M. says
banks at Providence, we learn, have posi-

.V(rstopped.
'je Boston banks remain as firm as our own.
'hGazette of Tuesday says that all was quiet in
leioney markets there.
Dumber of the hanks
adiscounted freely, and others, it was thought,
fod do the same, in their turn of discount days.
.Ilersons appeared to exert themselves in aiding
icother, and with a determiuation, tliat not only
leanks, but all the business community, should

A

stained.

i

i/u
Bih,
•'l|ia,

Hampshire banks. The Journal,
N. H. referring to the suspension
says that

it

will not probably

at Portsat Phila-

affect

the

in New England.
Should, however, every
bank in the country be compelled to suspend
payments, our banks in Portsmouth would
»tB affected, as they have the means of redeemgi'ery dollar of their issue, and would be under

in,!

h-

'55

'

1

icessity to

suspend.

Eath of Mobile.

The same

slip

says:

number of interments the past week has
ieonly thirty-five.
To all appearances this is an
'a nent of the epidemic, though it is the opinion
uny that it is only for the want of subjects. The
u of disease [lo doubt still exists, and can only

fl,

inovod by a frost; and should strangers now
e.'mptuously come to the city, and absent citin eturn, there is not the least doubt but the sicks!.vould again return upon us with renewed
rtice.
therefore admonish all who are ab-

We

this

117

awful calamity, probably two hundred
many of whom

families are turned into the streets,
are poor and pennyless, and will

depend entirely
upon public charity for a place to rest their heads,
and for bread to appease their hunger. The flames
extended with such rapidity, that but little property could be saved, and many, very many, have lost
their all.
We are unable this morning to descend
to particulars.
It is impossible to convey any idea
Destructive fire.
On Wednesday night last, at of the distress produced. The removal of the sick
about half past 10 o'clock, a fire broke out in the and consequent exposure, excitement and alarm,
work shop attached to the furniture store of Messrs. we fear will in many instances be productive of
Gwinn &. Brant, on Dauphin street, destroying that fatal results.
building, then extendin:; southward to the outThe origin ol the fire is attributed to incendiabuildings of the City Hotel, and the warehouse of ries: and we understand that two persons were
B. &. J. Newhouse, and northward to the furniture seized on suspiciori and lodged in jail. Can it be
store of Gwinn Sc Brant, the grocery store of Geo, possible there can be found in human shape, such
Davis, jr. and the drug store of Owen &c Gould on base fiendish monsters? Mobile seems indeed a
Dauphin street, all of which were entirely destroy- doomed city. Have we not drank deep enough of
ed.
Here the progress of the flames was arrested, the bitter cup of adversity and affliction? When
and the people began to disperse for their homes, and where will our calamities end?
Alas, heaven
when suddenly the flames were discovered burst- only knows!
ing from the roof of the City Hotel, on Royal
A7id still another dreadful fire in Mobile!
We
street, and all efforts to save proved unavailing. The have been favored with the following postscript of
printing office of the Commercial Register was in a letter received by a gentleman in this city from his
imminent danger, and was only saved fay the libe- correspondent in Mobile.
[Patriot.
ral application of water from the engines.
The
Wednesday morning 10 o'clock, (9th.)
Register gives the following list of sufferers:
I open my letter in town to say that another awGwinn & Brant, cabinet makers, store and work ful fire took place last night.
shop owned by John Clark insurance $8,000.
The mansion house, government hotel, (unfinishB. &. J. Newhouse, warehouse, insured.
ed). Planters and Merchants bank, and many brick
George Davis, jr. grocery store, insurance $8,000, buildings of value, the market house, are all a
owned hy Mr. Plan.
heap of ruins.
Owen fc Gould, drug store, owned by G. Chieghasola, stock valued at $40,000— insurance $10,000.
New Jersey election. The following is the
City Hotel, owned by Mrs. Robb, occuped by result of the recent election in New Jersey.
Mr. Field; building insured for $25,000; furniture
Whig.
Majority.
Council.
Assembly,
.$7,000.
In the basement story, there was a bar
Essex,
1,00
I
5
room kept by Mr. Gosling; a barber shop, by Elam
Middlesex,
120
1
3
Page, and the music store of Bromberg 8i Koone;
Somerset,
163
1
3
all of which, and the outbuildings, were totally deMorris,
153
1
5
stroyed.
Mercer,
280
1
2
The total loss is estimated at about 120,000 dolPassaic,
144
1
2
lars, 72,000 of which is covered by insurance,
Burlington,
300
1
5
which is divided among the following offices: AlaGloucester,
250
1
4
bama Life and Trust company, $17,000; Mobile,
Cumberland,
60
1
3
$10,000; Fireman's, $4,000; Merchants, $1,500;
Cape may,
no op.
1
1
all in this city.
New Orleans Ocean, $10,000;
Georgia Insurance and Trust, at Augusta, $16,000;
Total
10
33
Charleston Life and Trust, $.^,000; Howard, New- Administration.
Majority.
Council.
Assembly.
York, $5,000; and Hudson, New York, $3,500.
Bergen,
350
1
3
The fire was, without doubt, the work of incenMonmouth,
140
1
4
diaries.
It continued during nearly the whole
Atlantic,
105
1
1
night, all of which time refreshments were liberally
Hunterdon,
no op.
1
5
furnished by Mr. James F. McBride, at his resiSussex,
no op.
1
2
dence on Dauphin street.
Warren,
no op.
1
3
Awful conflagration. Eleven squares deSalem,
120
1
2
stroyed by fire!
We have only time this morning,
before going to press, to announce the occurrence
Total,
20
of the most awful and destiuctive fire which ever
Whig majority.
occurred in our unfortunate and ill-starred city.
Last night about eight o'clock, when the wind
Pennsylvania
elections.
The senate will
was blowing almost a gale from the south east,
consist, says the Pennsylvania Reporter of the 1 1th,
the fire broke out in an old wooden building in the
of IS administration and 15 of all other denominarear of the house on the south east corner of Dautions.
The hou.se, of 63 administration, 8 whigs,
phin and Conceiition streets, owned by Mr. Pinto.
21 anti-masons and 3 abolitionists.
The adjoining buildings, being all of wood, the
fire was soon communicated to them, and in a few
Georgia election. Returns are received from
minutes crossed Conception street. Here it had
full sweep
the buildings being very compact, and 24 counties, which give 8,783 votes for Daugherty,
he whig candidate for governor, and 6,560 for the
all of wood, and the wind soutfieast
the fire swept
Compared with the vote
over the two squares west of Conception, from administration candidate.
Conti, on the south, to St. Francis, on the north, in 1837 ill the same counties, there is an administraThe whig majority in the
with unexampled and terrific rapidity. Proceeding tion gain of 338 votes.
west, it crossed St. Joachim street
then Jackson state, in 1837, was 762.
here it extended one square further north, to St.
Michael street and then, three solid squares
South Carolina vacancies. S. H. Butler
abreast, all in one grand terrific flame, it swept on- and H. J. Caughman, candidates for
congress in
ward to Claiborne street and crossed it, sweeping Richland district, vacant by the resignation of Mr.
every thing, to Franklin. Here, at about twelve Elmore, have both declared themselves in favor of
o'clock, the wind fortunately abated; inconsequence the sub-treasury scheme,
opposed to a national
of which, and the blowing up of several buildings bank and the tariff', and in favor of an ad valorem
on the west side of Franklin street, the progress of duty on all arlicles of import, without distrincthe devouring element was stayed.
Not, however, tion.
until six or eight buildings on the west side of
Franklin had been destroyed. The dwelling of
Abbot Lawrence has been nominated by the
Duke Goodman, esq. on the corner of Dauphin and
whig county and ward convention as the candidate
Franklin, was blown up.
to congress from Suffbll:, Mass. to supply tfie vaThus all the buildings on the north side of Conti,
cancy occasioned by the resignation of JVIr. Fletcher.
from Conception to Franklin, a distance of four
Mr. Lawrence's election will be the subject of consquares all on both sides of Dauphin, to the same
gratulation among the whigs of the union.
He is
extent on both sides of St. Francis to same exone of the most worthy, and among the most intellitent, with the exception
of three buildings on each
gent of the sons of New England.
[N.
Express.
V.
side at the corner of Conception
all the buildings
on the south side of St. Michael, from Jackson to
Illinois. The St. Louis Republican of the 5th
Franklin all on the cross streets of Conception,
St. Joachim, Jackson, Claiborne and Franklin, and states that governor Carlin, of Illinois, contemplates
probably twenty or thirty buildings besides in the convening the legislature of Illinois to take some
vicinity, within the limits described above, num- measures in relation to the internal improvements
bering it is supposed, about five hundred build- of the state, and that probably the first of next December will be appointed for the day of meeting.
ings, have suddenly been reduced to ashes!
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1839—MISCELLANEOUS.

taking with them a large sura of money,
22 administration and 9 w hi» senators are elected, which had been levied by forced contributions.
Of the 72 representatives,
and 5 to be heard from.
General Santa Cruz, late president of the Peru40 administration and 11 whigs are elected, and 21 Bolivian confederation, it was understood was about
to proceed to Europe, by way of the U. States.
to be heard from
In such event, we may expect to see this distinTennessee legislature. This body met on guished person at Washington this winter.
Monday, the 7th instant.
General Bolivian, by the latest intelligence, had
In the senate, general T. S. Love, (adm.) of eifected a military revolution in Bolivia in favor of
Henry, was elected speaker, colonel W. K. Hill, general Santa Cruz, but had retired from that posiclerk, general William Martin, assistant clerk, and tion, and is to proceed to Spain as minister plenipoMr. Casey, doorkeeper. The vote stood: adminis- tentiary. Gen. Velasco has been elected president
tration 13, whig 10.
of Bolivia.
In the other house, Jonas E.Thomas, of Manry,
The British treaty which had been concluded
was elected speaker, Granville S. Crockett, of Ru- with the late Peru-Bolivian confederation was betherford, clerk, and Lycurgus Winchester, of Madi- ing discussed in the public journals.
One party
son, assistant clerk. The vote stood administration contended that it was not binding upon Peru since
42,

whig

far as returns are received,

33.

raiso,

the dissolution of the confederation.
Her Britannic majesty's charge d'affaires, Belford Hinton

state of things, but the

common

level will be founi

at last.

The late Mathew Carey. From the Nation
al

Intelligencer.

Messrs. GalEs

&,

Seaton:—

Premature death, by untoward accident or violence
is always doubly afflicting to the feelings of friends
however full in years, and overflowing in measure
of beneficence may have been the lite of the de
ceased.

The sudden demise of the venerable philanthro
Mathew Carey, from upsetting of his carriage
(without imputing blame to his coachman), add
another to the countless admonitions that dail
transpire, how generally our lives are in the hand
of others, whose education and habits render theu
incompetent to appreciate the magnitude of th
tru.st, or the necessity of continual watchfulness an
pist,

caution.

Philadelphia. Col. John Swifl was unani- Wilson, esq. had published a defence marked with
Though at the advanced age of fourscore years
mously elected mayor of the city on the 15th inst. great ability.
Mr. Carey was cut off in the full tide of his publi
[Globe.
by the .select and common council.
benefactions and literary labors, while his heart W8
Azores. The emigration from the Azores to yet as sensitive as ever to the misfortunes of larj
Pennsylvania. Governor Porter reached Phi- the Brazils, has become so great as to threaten the portions of our fellow beings, and to the hopeles
ladelphia on the 12th inst.
He was received at the depopulation of those islands; and the Portugues wickedness of others.
rail road depot by a committee appointed for the government has accordingly resolved upon taking
The following extract from a letter written by
li

purpose, and a large concourse of citizens, escorted
him to Sanderson's Hotel.

own

firm hand but a day or two before his misfo
tune cannot but be interesting to some of yourrei
The president of the United States on ders; the despondency expressed for the state
Texas and Mexico. The Gladiator, of Ver- his return from his native state to the capital, reach- public morals, his solemn premonitions ofapproaci
millionville, (Lou.) states that a traveller, who pas- ed Philadelphiaon Mon<lay evening, at which place ing dissolution, and the pious feelings that pervad(
sed through that town on the 20th ult. from Houston, the authorities of the city had made preparations to the whole, with an occasional flash of pleasanti
reported that the Morning Star of Houston had an- receive and entertain hira. A procession, civil and and cheerfulness, so characteristic of the man, ma
nounced that Mexico had recognized the indepen- military, met and conducted him to Sanderson's not unaptly be esteemed a concentrated miniatu
dence of Texas, and that the event was celebrating Hotel, where he lodged.
of his life. Yours, very respectfully.
when he lell, by the firing of cannon from the arseOn Tuesday he reached Baltimore in the rail
Washington, Sept. 20, 1839.
nal.
road cars, and was conducted by a deputation of
his friends to Barnum's Hotel, where he was called
"Dear sir: I send you, by this mail, a copy coi
xico. a letter from Berlin of the 12th inst. upon in the course of the evening by many gentle- plete of the Querist, as far as it has gone 1, 2, and
"I am greatly below par. I am fearful that t
slates that M. Renne, the Prussian minister at men, and after night he was regaled with a sight of
Washington, now in Berlin, would be charged by the parade and procession of the administration state of the country is hopeless. Public morals a
his government to mediate between Mexico and party, celebrating their recent triumph in the Mary- at the lowest ebb, and private share a portion oft!
Regard for self appears to be the pi
the United States— the latter having letl the atfair land election, with music, banners and transparen- same fate.
cies.
dominant feeling. Every man for himself, ast
to the arbitration of the king of Prussia.
On Wednesday the president returned to the Dutchman said when he had seized all he could
his hands on.
Prospects have heretofore been vc
Late fbom Mexico. The arrival of the schoon- seat of government.
gloomy; perhaps almost as gloomy in some points
er. Wetter, at New Orleans, has put the editors of
Florida.
have information which states view as at present, but we could always heretofc,
the Louisianian in possession of regular files of
that seven thousand regulars are to be sent to Flo- see a little cherub smiling aloft, to cheer us on*]
Tampico papers to the 7th September, and papers rida, among them the
eighth infantry and a large way, but no telescope can enable us to see a cherij
of the city of Mexico to the 31st Aug. inclusive, toportion of the artillery, are to go to the northern aloft at present.
gether with several letters from private corresponfrontier, and likewise the second regiment of dra"My general beallh is as good as usual. But K
dents.
goons. General Taylor has
feebleness of my limbs rather increases.
And t
The most interesting intelligence is that which to Cuba for a large number ofbeen authorized to send remaining eye cannot perform its functions byM
blood-hounds.
announces the probability that the Mexican goIndian depredations still continue in Florida. The 'light ol' the lamp,' as it was wont to do. I thii!
vernment will retract its unjust decree against merTallahassee Star of the 2d inst. states that on Fri- much on 'Mrs. Thrale's Three Warnings.' I
chandise imported into Tampico, during the tenure
day, the 27th ult. a party of Indians attacked the have my three warnings; not, however, exactly
of that town by the federal forces.
house of Mr. Bunch on the Wakulla, murdered same as hers. I am in a great measure toothles»i
leara, by way of Matamoras, that the army
Mrs. Bunch and one child and burned the house; cripple, and half blind. But I find no decay inii
of the federal general Lemus, was defeated by gealso fired on, and wounded badly, Mr. Whiteacer intellectual powers; on the contrary I agree fl
f
neral Canaliza in the neighborhood of Montere.
It
neighbor to Mr. Bunch.
detachment of the the poet, (Pope).
is added that he lost all his artillery, baggage, &c.
'minute men,' started on Monday morning in pur- 'The soul's dark cottage, batter'd and decay'd,
&c. 200 prisoners, and that the two I, emus' had
Lets in new light through chinks which time
[Nat. Gaz.
A despatch to this suit of the Indians.
fled in the direction of Texas.
made.'
effect is published in a supplement to the Desenga"Yours very respectfully,
Army
iwove.ments. The 4th regiment of arTaraaulipas
of
the 5th September.
no de
Mathew Carei
tillery, from the Trenton encampment, arrived last
There is nothing very important from the city of
|'
"Philadelphia,
Aug. 30, 1S39.''
night.
The whole, 450 in number, appeared to be
Mexico. The administration of Bustamente was
in excellent health.
This morning the Cleveland
becoming more popular.
caii „'
Monu.ment of general Hayne.
was chartered for $300 to carry to Detroit such of
A document was published at Mexico towards the regiment as are destined to western posts.
agree with the Courier in its views as to the silfl
the end of August, which produced some sensation
the proposed monument of General Hayne.
[Buffalo Com. ^dv.
there, and which appears to be a death-blow to the
place such a monuineut of our first citizen in(| "
reputation of Santa Anna as a warrior. An officer
Paying in specie. The following sensible re- the limits of the city, as the Courier suggests,)!
of the Mexican army, who was present at the skir- marks, on the subject
now uppermost in the minds public will never consent, whatever cbaractet
mish at Vera Cruz on the 5th of December, has de- of many persons, are given iu the
Norfolk Beacon popularity it would give to the new cemetery.
clared in the Cosmopolita, that in the atfair just
The monument will not, as the Courier suppi >
of Saturday. The suspension is a great inconvementioned Santa Ana behaved like a coward, and nience, and
be a "sepulchral" monument but a proud mt'
in the actual posture of things, a great
he sustains bis assertions by a number of facts of evil; but it is well to take a practical view of the rial, like the Nelson monument; and the assr
J
eye-witness,
and which were also
which he was an
matter, and scan the subject in all its bearings. tions which it kindles will never be out of kee I
seen by part of the detachment that was then and The Beacon says:
with the virtuous feelings of any visiter of at I '
there engaged.
walks.
strikes
our
public
The
square
'
city
It is a common error to suppose that the solvency
J^''
The Wetter brought $55,765 70 in specie, con- of a bank depends on the amount of specie in its the most appropriate spot. Let the public test
signed to various houses in New Orleans.
the
the
nial
in
most
public
place,
either
on
rise
vaults: but such a test can no more apply to a bank
than an indivictnal. The farmer has his lands and tery or the square, but we prefer the latter, a
Latest from Peru. Private letters have been negroes, tlie townsman has his houses and lots, and ing in the heart of our city. The apprehensi*
received hum Callao to the 29th of July. The ex- yet neither may have a hundred dollars in specie. the Courier that, by establishing the precedent
we
ploring expedition had sailed from that |iort. The Money is profitable only when invested, a^id few square might be ultimately "crowded," is,
United States ship Falmouth, commanded by cap- people care to have idle money about them when it nay, we know, unfounded. It is not every ag«i
In the difficult and can be made useful.
tain McKeever, was still there.
bank then like an indivi- produces a Hayne. It cannot be said that

coercive measures to put a stop to

it.
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delicate circumstances which have arisen out of the
distracted condition of Peru, captain McKeever
has evinced much judgment and elevated patrio-

may have liens on the safest and most valuable
property in the state, and yet have very little specie.
It is not necessary to the safety of a bank
that she should have any specie at all; and the
ism.
Mr. Pickett had not arrived from Guayaquil at laws formed to compel the banks to keep a certain portion of specie, operate mainly in keepthe date of our letter.
congress of deputies was about to assemble at ing specie perpetually floating between one counHuancayo. The election of a president would be try and another, and different parts of the same
one of its first acts. General Gomarra, who assum- country. The great object of specie is to pay baed the presidency after the Chilian invasion, is lances, and, like cotton and tobacco, it will find its
said to have a strong parly among the deputies. level of itself.
Laws and combinations may emTwo thousand Chilian troops had sailed (or Valpa- barrass trade, and keep up for a while a fictitious

A

dual,

"Sparta hath many a worthier son (ban he."
Will any of the living generation ol citizei
accorded an equal honor by common consent?
possible that the site could be
it were
crowded with monuments to such men, we
conceive of nothing more ennobling to out
than such a crowd. The obelisk or column er
will not be subject to any objection that wouli
in a few short years, equally apply to a "triuo,
if

arch" or other trophy. The glory of this
passeth away, and all works that aifection or
can build, become in time memorials of the

•

j

—
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such as general Hayne
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may hereafter have many
remember.
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1839—FOREIGN NEWS.

Capt. Evans has left
ferent vessels in the harbor.
a wife and daughter, to mourn their irreparable loss.
Mr. Dawley has left a wife and four children in a

|

lestiiute situation.

Slavek captttred. Among the vessels which
arrived at New York on Sunday, was the schooner
Catherine, captain Duiidas, of Baltimore, thirtynine days from Sierra Leone, a prize to H. B. M.
brig Dolphin. The Journal of Commerce says:
She was seized on charge of being engaged in the
slave trade, and is brought to this country out of
respect to the American government, instead of being adjudicated upon at Sierra Leone, as she
would have been if belonging to any nation with
which the British government has a treaty for the
suppression of the slave trade. Four of the origiThe renal crew of the Catherine are on board.
mainder, about thirty, were discharged on the coast.
understand she has an American register on
board, and she is said to be owned in Baltimore.—

Drought. The present is probably the severest
drought ever experienced in the southern country.
As an eviIt extends through the whole south.
dence of its elfects in this state, we were yesterday
shown a letter from Stokes county, (which our

We

She was

fitted

readers know is in the grain growing region) ordering a barrel of flour to be sent there from this
town, as it was impossible to get grinding done at
An individual in Moore
the mills in that county.
county has been mentioned to ua, who had to send
We are informed
31) miles to have corn ground.
by a gentleman who had long paid attention to our
And yet
river, that he has never known it so low.
our enterprising boat owners manage to get goods

up somehow or other.

The

out at Havana, where she took up

by

her cargo.

Constantinople.

The

crop of cotton must be materially shortened
Fortunately, the grain was gene-

this drought.

rally

beyond the reach of injury.
[Fayetteville

of property by

loss

the great fire in Constantinople, a few weeks since,
is estimated at 120,000,000 of francs, or about
£4,800,000. Some accounts say that 5,000 houses
are consumed.

Banks. The Wool Growers' bank in New
York city, one of the new institutions chartered
under the free banking law, has suspended.
Providence, R. I. The banks of this place
hesitated on the llth to pay specie, waiting to hear

New York and Boston, but resumed again on
ascertaining that the banks of those cities continued
to pay specie.

from

(N. C.) Obs.

Army.

He

is

now

LAND.

Adjutant gene-

R. Jones, adjutant general.

Shipwreck.

Capt. Rallo, of the Sicilian brig
Filomena, arrived at New York on Simday, reports
having fallen in with, in latitude 38 37, longitude 66
Took from it
17, part of the wreck of a vessel.
captain Murry and five seamen.
Capt. M. reports
that his brig, the Cadwallader, belonged to St. Andrews; he sailed from St. Stephens for Barbailoes,
lumber loaded, on the 6lh August. In the gale of
the l.jth Sept. the vessel was knocked down, filled,
and went to pieces, and William Brett and William
Richardson were drowned.
Capt. M. and five others clung to the keel, with
part of the stern and stem, which was the largest
part of the wreck left, where they remained five
days, the sea making a continued breach over them,
without any thing to eat or drink; when taken off
they were nearly exhausted and could not have lasted another day; some of them were delirious, and
tlieir clothes nearly all washed from their backs; but
by the kind attention of captain Rallo, who supplied
tl'iem with clothes and every thing that he couid to
make them comfortable, they have all recovered.
Since they have been on board the F. iheir .skins
have all come off, from being so long washed by the
sea.

The

brig Eagle, capt. John C. Evans, ot East
sailed from that port on the 291h of May
the Straits of Belleisle, on a fishing voyage.
the 3d of July, capt. E. and two of his seamen,

Greenwich,
last, for

Ebenezer Dawley and Thos. Hill, of the Eagle, and
Mr. Waite, mate, and Mr. Bicknell, seaman, belonging to the schr. Counsellor, of East Greenwich,
w(Mit with the boat between Lazy Island and the
I\lain, for bait; the boat was unfortunately capsized
and all of them, with the exception of
Hill, of the Eagle, who saved himself by
the greatest exertions, were drowned; on reaching
the Eagle he communicated the melancholy fate of
his companions.
Search having been made on the
following day, capt. Evans, of the Eagle, and Bicknell, of the Counsellor, were found; and on the 4th
July, their bodies were committed to the silent
grave, attended by the officers and crews of the dif-

Thomas

j

i

I

.

exportation of the precious metals from the
port ofLondon, for the week endingon Sept. 4, was:

The

in bars, to

Macomb:

in the surf,

The unexpected arrival of large quantifies of
specie from the United States has produced a favorable affect on the aspect of our fiscal relations

gold, in bars to

ments serving in Florida, now awaiting orders, or
absent on temporary service or with leave, will
repair to their respective posts and join the army of
the south without delay. By order of major ge-

On

alone.

hearing that the packet steam ship Liverpool was
in the Tower bay, and about 8 o'clock our faithful
collector was at our elbow with our bag of
papers.
Our London dates are to the evening of
September 20, and Liverpool to the 21st, with the
latest commercial advices from the various ports of
England and the continent.

The several's office, Washinglon, Oct. 15, 1839.
ral field and com|>any oflicers belonging to the regi-

neral

'

From the New York Commercial Mveriiser, Oct. 10,
At 7 o'clock this morning we had the pleasure of

GREAT BRITAIN.

a convict in the

General orders. No. &l.

'

'

with England-

EIGHTEEN DAYS LATER FROM ENG-

Elections were in progress, or taken place, in
At Manchester, sir
several parts of the kingdom.
George Murray, the tory candidate was defeated by
Philadelphia penicentiary, and employed at weav- a majority of 265. At Cambridge, Mr. Gibson, the
Mr. Wyse,
liberal candidate was unsuccessful.
liberal was elected at Waterford, without opposiLouisville. Mr. W. P. Porter has received tion. Also, Mr. Shiel re-elected at Tipperary.
The frigate Pique sailed from Portsmouth, for
the appointment of port collector and surveyor of
Quebec, tile 13th September, having on board Mr.
tile port of Louisville, and is now perlorming the
Poulett Thompson and suite, and sir Richard Jackduties of his office.

Doctor Dyott.

119

ing the rains, came out^bright,^and the pageant was
-""
Mr. Jerning10,000 spectators.
atfended''by about •"
ham was slightlv wounded in the wrist. In the
previous sword fights on foot, prince Louis NapoAbout 400 sat down to
leon exhibited great skill.
Lord Eglintoun made a speech, hopthe banquet.
ing these pageants will be renewed. It was receivd with great applause. The marquis of Waterford
it is said, will give the next.
The Bankof England gave no assistance whatver to Mr. Jaundon, agent of tbe United States
Bank, in his arrangements with the house of Rothschild, to liquidate the bills dishonored by Hottinguer &. Co. at Paris.'
The Liverpool Mail of the 21st has a savage article on the United States Bank, Mr. Biddle and
American planters and merchants.
The Liverpool brings out, besides her full complement of 94 passengers, 60 cases of figured silks,
each valued at £1,000— a total of £60,000 in silks

son and his suite.
The Marquis of Hastings has published a very
long communication, fortified by letters, extracts
and other documents, disclosing all the facts relatIt discloses noing to the calumny upon his sister.
thing of interest that was not known belore, except
that the marquis had challenged lord Melbourne.
The blame of the affair seems to be thrown pretty
clearly on lady Portman and sir JamesClark.
The government had instituted an inquiry into
the conduct of the Birmingham magistrates during
the riots.
The investigation commenced on the
18th of September.

papers announce the death of the
Lauderdale, in the 81st year of his age.

The London
earl of

Ayonng woman, named Margaret Moyes,

killed

herself on the 19th of September, by leaping from
Of course she was
the top of the monument.
dashed to pieces. Pecuniary distress and apprehension were the causes, as supposed. Oidy one
other instance of suicide in this manner has occurred; it was in 1810, when a diamond merchant,
named Levi threw himself from the top of the

Hamburg, 500

oz.; ditto in coin, to

St Petersburg, 1,230 oz.; Mauritius, 800 oz.; silver
Hamburgh, 3,700 oz.; Calcutta 20,000
oz.; ditto in coin, to Mauritius, 48,000 oz.; Hamburgh, 114,440 oz.; New York, 23,250 oz.; British
West Indies, 962 oz. This return exhibits a large
increase in the exportation of silver, both in coin

and

bars.

From the Morning Post of September 20.
The information we were enabled to give yesterday with respect to the movements of Mr. Jaudon at
Paris, will have prepared our readers for the result
we have now to communicate. It appears that the
seven
bills which the U. States bank had drawn for
millions of francs on Messrs. HottinguerandCo. of
Paris and Havre, but which these gentlemen did not

warranted, in justice to themselves, to accept,
will be provided for at maturity by Messrs. Rothsthe agencies have been
child and Sons, to
transferred. It has been rumored that they will likewise undertake the agency of the bank in this counfeel

whom

on the retirement of Mr. Jaudon.
This requires confirmation. It is well known

try,

that arrangements were in progress for again placing
the account in the hands of Messrs. Baring, Brothers
and Co. but that they were never completed, in
consequence of certain conditions exacted by that
eminent firm as indispensable for their guidance
and security, and to which the United States bank
had neither acceded nor the contrary, the determi-

nation of the president having never been declared
upon the subject. Messrs. Baring, Brothers and
Co. have doubtless expressed their disapprobation
of an unlimited issue of post notes, or possibly declared themselves to the effect that this novel medium of remittance should be discontinued entirely.
that Messrs.
If such be the fact, we are of opinion
was dicBariu"- and Co. have done no more than

no more
tated by a proper sense of prudence, and
them to do, as a house
it was incumbent upon
than
to

which, from

its

high character and longstanding,

apt to look
the whole of the commercial world are
as a precedent and a beacon.
are unable to say any thing conclusive as to
should the matthe London agency at present, but,

We
shattered to fragments.
Mr. O'Connel was in retirement at Darrynane,
this afternoon reter turn out to be as has been
arranging his measures for a fresh repeal agitation.
on every account, that
The king and queen of Belgium left London for ported, we should hope,
an equal cauobserved
have
Rothschild
Their Messrs.
their own kingdom on the 20th September.
We are the less disposed to believe that any
visit does not appear to have resulted in atiy ar- tion.
upon the subject, as
known
can
be
positive
thing
at
rangement for the marriage of queen Victoria
appointment of Mr. Jaudon's successor or sucleast the papers make .no allusion to any such
cessors in London may be presumed not to rest
event.
Be the event as it may, there can
himself.
with
the
The uncertainly that hung over the state of
but the Philadelphia bank will be
English harvest when the British Queen left Eng- be no question
henceforth to pursue a very different syscompelled
the
arrival
of
the
by
land is not entirely removed
it has pursued since the failure
which
that
Liverpool. The weather had been extensively un- tem from
three great English houses; otherwise it may
favorable, and it is not to be concealed that the tone of the
the same difficulties that they
into
fall
end
the
in
even
of
of the advices is adverse to the expectation
If the president of the establishment had only
an average crop: but still there was room for hope. did
specie to take up his drafts to the extent proIn Ireland, however, the question was considered sent
and which it was as much his duty to do as
posed,
settled.
The crops there, ot grain as well as potaEngland to pay its notes in
It is that of the Bank of
toes, were unquestionably far below the average.
interposition of Messrs. Rothschild and
the
gold,
potatoes.
The weather had been fatal to the
to his signature in
protection
give
order
to
Cotton was a shade lower than at our former ad- Sons', in
unnecessary.
the French cities, would have been
vices, and confidence was felt that it had not reacha foreign bank
It seems a little too much that
ed its minimum.
us, to interamong
permanently
planted
Wejregret to learn that bills to a large amount, should be
own national
the proper functions of our
with
fere
protestbeen
had
States
Ban1c,
drawn by the United
injurious monopoly of
an
maintain
to
and
ed in France; but it will be seen that an arrange- bank,
interference of Messrs.
foreign imports. Perhaps the
ment had been made for their pavment.
Sons is to be confined to the duty
The national convention of the chartists was Rothschild and
United States bank
the
of
affairs
the
of windin<' up
formally dissolved on Sept. 14.
markets are glutted with AmeriThe tournament at Eglintoun castle, after all, in Europe. TheAmerican stocks of all kinds, and,
and
cottons
can
ended brilliantly. The sun, in the week succeedmonument and was

—
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"Bijonne, Sept. 15, (arrivedihe i6th).
no longer any deraaml for either, we do not
see what else they can have to do. Mr. Jaudon is "The sub-prefect to the minister of the interior.
"Learning, on the evening of the 13th, the arrival
understood to have returned to town in the course
of the pretender at Urdax, I went to Ainho, and
of the afternoon.
rBANCE.
pointed out to him what he should do; namely, that
There is not much news of interest from this being shut in by the Christinos and our troops on
kingdom. It is confidently asserted that a consider- three leagues of frontier, he should pass into France,
able movement of troops will speedily take place and then it would be easy for me to interfere for a
in Algiers, under the command of the duke of Or- capitulation to guaranty the fate of his family.
leans.
The object is probably nothing more than
"At noon the intendant-general announced that
to strengthen the administration of the colony, as the pretender was about to enter.
no resistance from the natives is expected, and,
"M. de la Land informed me, at 2 o'clock, that
consequently, no war. The march of the troops Don Carlos was still undecided. I then closed alwas to be from Algiers to Constantina, thence to together the frontier, and at 3 o'clock it was anPhillippeville and Bona.
nounced to me that Don Carlos was about to enter.
The Paris papers allege that a treaty of commerce
"As tiring was heard, a thousand refugees, nonwith Texas has been actually negotiated including, codibatants, entered, and at half parts 3 o'clock Don
of course, the independence of the republic. It had Carlos and his family appeared. I had them instantnot been signed, however, in consequence of the ly conducted to a place of safety, and I returned to
omission of a clause insuring liberty of conscience the frontier again to direct the refugees, who, to
the Texian negotiators doubtless looking upon the number of 2,000, were driven in by Espartero.
such a clause as altogether superfluous.
"I sawgen. Espartero, who expressed to me and
SPAIN.
the colonel of the 37lh his perfect satisfaction."
Termination of the civil war. This event, so deThe despatch omits, as you will observe, all mensirable for the interests of humanity, has been at tion of Don Sebastian, and it is still doubtful if he
length elfected, principally by the defection of the is included in the term "family of Don Carlos."
Carlist general-in-chief, Maroto, with the principal Whether he be or not is a matter of little moment,
part of the army under his command. He had been as the war is quite at an end in the north
Elio,
for some time negotiating with Espartero and lord who has crossed the frontier, being the sole officer
John Hay for a cessation of hostilities, on the basis capable of heading the troops.
of a marriage between the young queen and the son
It is finally determined by the French governof Don Carlos, and the recognition of the privileges ment to send Don Carlos and his suite to the chaclaimed by the Biscayans. Espartero refused the teau of Bourges, in the province of Berri, about 50
marriage point-blank, and on the 27th of August leagues south of Paris.
marched in force against Maroto.
The frontier letters say that the count d'Espange
In the mean time, on the 25th, Maroto had come has also submitted, and retires again into France.
to an open rupture with Don Carlos, and the latter,
London, Sept. 20
The Paris RIoniteur publishes
on the approach of Espartero, fled toward Estella. the two following telegraphic despatches from the
Marolo retired, leaving to Espartero a free entrance Spanish frontier:
into Guipuzcoa, and soon after entered into direct
"Bayonne, Sept. 16, 10 o'clock, A. M.
communication with the queen's general, the result "The general commanding the 20/A viilitary division,
of which was his desertion from the cause of the
to the minister of war.
pretender, and junction with the forces of the queen.
"Four Navarese battalions have taken refuge on
A treaty between the two generals was concluded our territory, at Sane. There are still eight reon the 29th, subject to the approbation of the maining in Navarre. Espartero was to leave Urdax
as there

is

—

—

of Gairo and Alexandria a loan of 400,000 talaries,
and obtained nearly the whole of it. His troops and
sailors were exercised daily, and in every way he
was strengthening himself for a war which he seemed to consider inevitable.
It may be as well to state that his demands are
now confined to the hereditary of Egypt and Syria,
and the dismissal of Khosrew pasha from the premiership of Turkey. The porte refuses to dismiss
Khosrew, and refuses also the hereditary sovereignty of Syria.
In the mean time another pretender has sprung
up to the throne of Mahmoud, in the person of
Nadir bey, who claims to be a son of Mustapha
IV, the elder brother and predecessorof Mahmoud,
by one of the ladies of his harem, who escaped
when the women of Mustapha's seraglio were put
to death, being pregnant at the time, and afterwards
gave birth to this same Nadir. His history is thus
described in brief:
After his birth his mother proceeded to the Crimea, where she died, confiding her son to the
care of an old man, named Joanniza, who was
charged to take him to Constantinople. Joanniza
died before he could perform this mission; and Nadir
bey, when 11 years of age, went with a Greek into
the Morea.
He subsequently entered the army,
and served ultimately in Moldavia, Russia and Poland, until the war broke out between Russia and
Turkey, when he went to Constantinople, and
Khosrew pasha, having conceived an affection for
him, gave him the command of a regiment of cavalry.
He was lodged in the palace of the Serasker,
but had also an appointment in Pera, where he was
supposed to bear some resemblance to a Poli.sh
count, named Moginski, and, in spite of himself,
this name was given to him.
On the revolution of Poland breaking out, he
was sent to that country oii a mission by Khosrew
pasha, and on his return to Constantinople is said
to have escaped, from some act of treason of Khosrew pasha, into Egypt, where he was appointed
inspector of cavalry and aide-de-camp to Ibraham
pasha.
Being unwillinff to continue in the service
of a man who was making war upon his country,
he quitted Egypt and returned to Constantinople,
to-day in pursuit of them."
"The prefect of the Lower Pi/rennes, to the minister where, through the influence of Redschid pasha,
he was appointed commander ofthe troops of Silisof the interior.
Bayonne, Sept. 17.
tra.
From Silistra he returned to Constantinople,
"Don Carlos left yesterday evening at 8 o'clock and ultimately to Malta whence he resolved to write
to his uncle, and reveal the secret of his birth and
for his destination.
claim his rights; but Mahmoud having died, he has
"Everything passed with the greatest order."
The Moniteur next announces that Baron de Ti- written to the reigning sultan, and is waiting for an
nan, chief of the squadron of the staff and aidde- answer.
HANOVER.
camp of marshal Soult, was sent on Sunday evening
The Germanic diet, to which the Hanoverians
to meet Don Carlos, and conduct him to Bourges.
The same official journal mentions that king had appealed against the unconstitutional proceedLouis Phillippe had conferred the grand cordon of ings ofthe king, had decided in his favor by a majority ofone.
That is, the diet had decided not to
the legion of honor on general Espartero.
interfere, on the ground that the matter in dispute is
TURKEY AND EGYPT.
No great )irogress seems to have been made to- not one affecting the interests or the rights of the
wards an adjustment of the difficulties between the confederacy. The king had thereupon announced
pasha and the porte. The sultan, or rather his mi- the formation of a commission for the purpose of
nisters, had adciressed a letter to the representatives laying before his people the propositions which he
ofthe mediating powers, urging an immediate set- deemed essential to their welfare. No hope was entlement, and expressing a desire that conferences tertained that his majesty would relax in his pretenmight be opened at Constantinople. His note was sions, unless forced to do it by a general insurrecconsidered by some as a renunciation of the treaty tion.
In the diet the claims of the Hanoverians were
of Unkiar SUelessi, which constituted Russia the
supported by the representatives of Wirtembuigh,
sole protector of Turkey.
Lord Ponsonby and Admiral Roussin are said to Bavaria, Saxony, and Baden, and opposed by those
have demanded permission for the squadrons of of Austria, Prussia, Electoral Hesse, and Hesse
France and England to enter the Dardanelles; and Harmstadt.
SWITZERLAND.
it is further said that the Russian minister gave norevolution has been carried into effect in the
tice to the porte that, if the demand were complied
with, he should call for his passports. The demand Canton of Zurich resulting in the overthrow and
was not complied with, and, on the contrary, tiie expulsion ofthe executive and grand councils. The
British and French envoys were requested to with- trouble was of a religious character, and roinraenced
draw the squadrons to a greater distance. The an- in the appointment of professor Strauss to the chair
swers of lord Ponsonby and admiral Roussin to this of theology, his opinions being considered heterodox.
request are said to have been couched in very ener- Some of our readers perhaps are acquainted with his
getic terms.
works, which have made no little sensation for some
The Paris Ilevue des deux Mondes alleges that years past.
In one of them he argued at great
Russia and Prussia have refused to enter into any length, not only against the divinity, but against the
verv exislence ofthe Saviour.
thing like a conference on the eastern question.
Well, upon his appointment followed petitions and
In the mean time, the pasha, calculating perhaps
on a disagreement between the five powers Eng- remonstrances, but they were unheeded. Next came
land, France and Austraon the one side, and Rus- a project of a law lor national education, in which
sia and Prussia on the other
had refused to give infidel principles were alleged to be distinctly emMore petitions followed the executive
up the Turkish fleet until all his demands should bodied.
be complied with. It is affirmed that a strong de- council prohibited the assembling of the people to
Prosecutions were commenced
sire for Egyptian sway exists in Turkey
that nu- sign petitions.
merous bodies of troops had joined the army of delegates were arrested troops were assembled
Ibraham, and that he had been repeatedly urged to and finally the exasperation ofthe people broke out
in violence.
On the night of September 5th the
march into the Turuish territory.
It is said that the emperor of Russia has declared people of Zurich were under arms, and a sharp conhis readiness to fulfil his stipulations in the treaty flict ensued on the next morning, in which 10 were
of Unkiar Skelessi, by marching an army to the killed and 30 wounded— among the latter, one of the
assistance of the sultan whenever called upon to do executive council, whose hurt proved mortal.
Reinforcements joined the people and, to make
so.
The pasha was increasing his military preparations.
He bad demanded from the merchants short the story, the government was fbrced to re-

—

corles.

Subsequently, the hopes of Don Corlos continued
and daily disappointments in the
desertion of the few troops that did not abandon
him with Maroto about 8,000 in number the
open and unanimous declaration of Biscay and
Guipuzcoa lor the queen, and the successive surrender of the Carlist fortress in Navarre, with their
garrisons. Tolosa was occu|iied by the queen'.^
troops on the 6th of September; and the court and
cabinet of Don Carlos dispersed, most of the members taking refuge in France.
Finally on the I4th September, Don Carlos entered the territory of France, with his family, and
was quickly followed by Eguia, Elio, Negri, and
other generals, with several battalions of troops,
who were disarmed, and their arms were given up
to Espartero, who had followed hard upon the futo receive great

—

—

gitives.

On the 17th of September, Don Carlos set off
from Bayonne for Bordeaux, intending, it was said,
to pass onward into Italy, and there take up his
residence, abandoning all his pretensions to the
crown of Spain.
These events of course caused great rejoicings at
Madrid. The cortes assembled on the 1st September, and having been legally constituted on the 10th,
proceeded at once to consider the treaty entered into by Espartero and Maroto, which would no doubt
be ratified.
All the Carlist leaders of any note had surrendered or fled, except Cabrera, who still continued hostile demonstrations in the south, and was resolute,
it was said, to carry on the war on his account.
But the overwhelming force at the disposal of Espartero would doubtless soon drive him to flight or
submission.
splendid dinner was given by the queen regent
on the 8th, in celebration of the happy events above
described.
And she was formally congratulated on
the 8th by the whole diplomatic body, Mr. Eaton,
the American minister, reading the address.
London, Scpl.W. The Paris papers of Tuesday,
since our ordinary express, contain the following

A

—

telegraphic despatches:

Bayoime, Sept. 15, (arrived tlieldth).

"The general commanding

the

2mh

military division

to the prcndent of the council.
"Yesterday, six Alavese battalions, two Navarese,
and all the Carlist staff, with the generals Elio and
Negri, took refuge in our territory, where they have
been disarmed
"Espartero arrived at Urdax instantly, and put
himself into communication with our troops. The
arms of the Carlists have been delivered to him, and
we have given bread to his troops."

A

—

—
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A
office, dated 3,
Norfolk.
make them fearful of discounting largely, they
After P. M. on Friday, says:
at once to suspend specie payments.
Immediately after the news reached here this
statement he withdrew, and the representatives
In the Valaisalso there had been popular commo- of the different banks who were present discussed morning, of the suspension of the Philadelphia
Finally, a and Baltimore banks, the directors of the several
tions, the cause of which we cannot distinctly trace. at length the matter presented to them.
Several persons were wounded, and one of the gend- motion was made (and carried) that under existing banks in this place convened their respective
armes was killed. The trouble arose in some way circumstances it was inexpedient to suspend specie boards of directors, to deliberate on the best course
from the promulgation of a new constitution, under payments; and, upon this motion the banks, through to be pursued in so perilous an emergency, and the
the sanction of the diet, which was opposed by the their delegates, voted as follows: In the affirmative, result is, that the Virginia bank and the Farmers'
the banks of North America, Pennsylvania, Com- bank, resolved to suspend specie payments. The
aristocrats and priests.
mercial, Penn Township, Philadelphia, Manufactu- Exchange bank of Virginia, a new institution with
RUSSIA.
widely extended conspiracy is said to have been rers' and Mechanics', Northern Liberties, Mecha- $300,000 of state stock in possession besides the
discovered in a Russian corps on its march to Po- nics', and Farmers' and Mechanics', 9; and in the specie in its vaults, has decided logo on.
Providence. The New York Commercial of Saland.
Five hundred officers are declared to have negative the United States, Girard, Southwark, Wesbeen arrested at one blow, and others subsequently. tern, and Schuylkill, -5; and then the meeting ad- turday afternoon says that a meeting of bank directors was held on Friday in Providence, at which a
Two hundred of them were confined in the dun- journed indefinitely.
"Yesterday morning, notwithstanding the resolu- susjiension of specie payments was readily agreed
geons of Warsaw and other places, and the rest were
degraded to the ranks. The object of the conspi- tion of the previous evening, several of the banks im- upon.
The banks of New Jersey continue to maintain
upon opening, declined to redeem their
mediately,
in
Polahd,
racy was to seize a number of fortresses
and stir up the Poles to a general insurrection, while notes in specie, and as soon as the fact became known specie payments.
Al New i^ork. The correspondent of the Naa large portion of the Russian armies was employed to the others a general suspension took place."
"The susJll Ballimore. The following notice was issued in tional Intelligencer writes on the 10th.
at the grand review at Borodino.
pension of the Philadelphia banks and the arrival
This same review appears to have been closely the morning papers of the loth:
"Whereas inlormation has reached this city that of the Liverpool, which came in this morning, crewatched by the European politicians, and with a
good deal of interest. The number of troops assem- the hanks of Philadelphia have suspended specie ate a profound sensation. Wall street and its purNever was there more
bled was nearly 140,000, and the command was as- payments, therefore. Resolved, That under the cir- lieus abound with people.
sumed by the emperor in person, and subordinate cumstances this meeting deems it advisable that the news than now.
"The rumor of the intended suspension of the
commands were given to the lieir-apparent and the banks of this city forthwith suspend specie payduke of Leuchtenberg. Doubts were entertained ments for the present, and recommend the same to Philadelpliia banks broke in upon us 3festerday, and
when the branch of the Philadelphia United States
whether this great body of men was brought toge- the boards of the several banks."
Remarking on this resolution of the banks, the bank here refused to pay its post notes duo here,
ther merely for display; and it was rumored that orand
to receive Philadelphia bank notes, the rumor
was
yesterday
says:
"It
of
Baltimore
American
portion
of
large
ders had been given for marching a
them to the southward. If these rumors were cor- adopted before the regular hour for opening the was strengthened, but the fact was not settled till
when the mail arrived, at which hour
rect, however, it is probable that the orders were banks, and its propriety is shown by the fact that midnight,
occasioned by the necessity of reinforcing the armies wfien the doors were opened, drafts and demands many persons were up waiting for the Philadelphia
during the evening,
in Circassia, where the war was carried on by the for specie were presented by several brokers from newspapers. In the mean time,
the eastern cities, who had arrived the night before many of the bank officers here were called to a
insurgents with unabated courage and activity.
by the late rail road train. The city yesterday was convention at the mansion of the honorable CorneSUSPENSION OF SPECIE PAYMENTS.
exceedingly quiet; here and there, some two or lius W. Lawrence, where they resolved not to
The banks of Philadelphia suspended payment three or more were to be seen talking over the news think of suspending, and to stand by each other to
which resolution they are manfully carryof the morning, but at the bank counters there was the last
on Wednesday the 9th of October.
The banks of Baltimore on the 10th, Those of perhaps fess than the ordinary business transacted ing out to-day.
as
Bad
this news was for New York
and it is
measure
of
regarding
the
generally
the
citizens
Delaware on the same day.
The banks of the District of Columbia, except suspension here as an inevitable consequence of bad enough worse, if possible, soon came by the
steamship, announcing the dishonor of the bills of
that event in Philadelphia"
the Patriotic bank, on the 11th.
Wushinglon and Gcorgelown. The suspension the Philadelphia United States bank by the house
The banks at Richmond, Va. on the 12th.
of Hottinguer and Co. Paris; the difficulties of Mr.
At Norfolk the Virginia bank and the Farmer's of the banks in those places is thus announced:
At a meeting of delegates from the banks of Jaudon in England; the bad weather in England,
bank, suspended on the 11th. The Exchange bank
of Virginia, a new institution with $300,000 of Washington and Georgetown, October 11, 1839, the Ireland, and Scotland; the consequent unpromising
state of the crops; the total annihilation of all prosstate stocks in possession, besides specie in its following resolution was adopted, viz:
Whereas information is received that the banks pect for disposing of American securities; nothing
vaults, resolved to go on.
The banks in the interior of Pennsylvania and of in Baltimore and Philadelphia have suspended fa\'orable in the money market, or among the maeach of the states south and west thereof, so far as specie payments for the present, and it being the nufactories that work off our cotton. This news all
we have yet accounts from, have almost without opinion of the delegates of the several banks in the adds to the hurly-burly of the day, and furnishes
exception, suspended immediately upon learning city of Washington and Georgetown here repre- matter enough for the country to talk of for
that that measure had been adopted by the Phila- sented, that the safety of the banks and the interest months.
The amount of bills dishonored or not accepted
of the community will not be promoted by an atdelphia banks.
The banks at Harrisburg suspended on Friday tempt to sustain specie payments while a suspen- by Hottinguer and Co. is, as stated, about a quarter
of a million sterling. Of what was the cause
and
continue;
shall
banks
the
northern
sion of
except so far as to pay their notes of §5.
In its notice of the suspension whereas, although the banks here represented have of this dishonor we have no satisfactory explanaJll Philadelphia.
by the Philadelphia banks, the Philadelphia Senti- abundant means to meet all their liabilities, yet as tion, but the fall in cotton and the non-availability
The fact
nel, an administration paper, makes the following a considerable part of their means have become un- of American stocks led to it probably.
available fertile present as specie funds by the sus- produced great sensation in Paris, Havre, London,
remarks:
Jaudon
and
As
soon
as
Mr.
heard
Liverpool.
of it,
Baltimore:
and
Philadelphia
for
some
banks
in
gaining
ground,
pension
of
the
opinion
has
been
"The
weeks past, that it was expedient to resort to this Be il therefore resolved, That it be, and is hereby, he left London for Paris, and rumors in the English
measure, in order to prevent extensive failures on recommended to the several banks here represented papers, and letters received here, positively state
the part of our merchants and traders, which would to suspend specie payments for the present, with a that he has been able to make some arrangement
ultimately prove disastrous to the community as pledge on the part of said banks to resume such with the house of Rothschild in Paris, so that no
well as to the banks. Experience seems to have payments as soon as the banfcs in Philadelphia and bills will come back to the United Stales. This
last piece of news, which there is reason to believe,
shown the correctness of the opinion entertained by Baltimore shall do so.
The resolution is general in its terms, but we un- is very agreeable to the public here, as the return
the directors of several of our banks, that the reof
these bills would but add to the common cathe
that
Intelligencer)
and
the
National
p/cmoZwe,
derstand
(says
specie
payments
was
sumption of
sign,

and a provincial council of

after

which the people
was restored.

quiet

retired

to

state

their

was formed,

as to

slip

from the Herald

homes, and ought
this
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The conthat the country was not prepared for it.
sequence has been another suspension in Philadelphia, which will probably be followed by all the
banks in the union." "The situation of these corThey had no
porations is truly embarrassing.
course left but to ruin many of their customers, and
oppress the whole mercantile community, or suspend specie payments and throw themselves on the
mercy of the legislature. They have chosen the
latter alternative, and if they act in the spirit of liberality, they may rest satisfied that while the representatives of the people will assuredly embrace
the opportunity now presented radically to reform
the banking system, and correct existing abuses,
they will not wantonly do any thing to injure fair
and well-conducted institutions."
The Philadelphia Ledger has the following statement reEi)ectiijg the suspension in that city:

a meeting, (of the banks on Tuesday night)
officers of the board of trade stated that a
had arrived which required that something
should be done for the relief of the commercial community, that, unless the banks extended their accommodations, serious distress would inevitably follow,
and that matters had now assumed such a shape that
either the banks must enlarge their facilities, or that
In this contingency, he
trade must be prostrated.
said, the board he represented were clearly of opinion
that if the foreign drafts upon the banks were such

"At

one of the
crisis

—

—

Palriolic bank did not concur in the resolution, or
of the course proposed by it.
memorandum on the margin of the
Richmond.
Richmond Compiler received by Saturday's mail,

lamity.

The New York Commercial of Friday says:
The stocks have had a terrible fall to-day. The
United States bank has fallen off 22 J per cent, from
the closing sales of Monday, and 13^ from those of
says; "Our banks have suspended."
yesterday. This may appear alarming to some, but
The Compiler of Saturday, referring to the su:
as we understand it, the effect must be advantageous
pension in Richmond, says
The course of our banks, was one unavoidable; to our banks, and of course to our city.
The only remaining mode by which our instituand ado|)ted in justice to the banks themselves, to
the trade and interests of Richmond, and to. the tions could be injured was the withdrawal of capital from New York by the sale of Philadelphia sestate: which is a large stockholder in them all.
For some time our banks have had to supply heavy curities. The post note drain was gone the drain
demands upon them from the north for specie; and by bills on Europe was gone and now the drain
there were in this city yesterday morning, several by sale of stocks is gone after them, these stocks
northern brokers, awaiting the hour of 9 o'clock, to being unsaleable, as the fall of prices shows.
Henceforth our banks will have only the wants of
make large drafts upon them.
But the directors wisely closed the vaults against our own business to provide for, and to that they
them; for it would have been suicidal to pay out are amply competent.
We have heard it suggested as another possible
when there are no longer means of replenishing
The alternative was presented of sus- cause of alarm lliat the Bank of England may be
lelt them.
pending immediately, or of submitting to a drain driven to a suspension. Nothing could be more
through the brokers, which would in a lew weeks fortunate for us than such an event. It would put
either compel them to stop business or suspend an immediate stop to the exportation of specie, and
specie payments. In the former case our trade our banks would be at liberty to fill their vaults
would have stopped, and our merchants would have with gold and silver, almost without check or combeen ruined in the latter the banks would have petition.
A letter from Philadelphia states that specie was
weakened themselves in a manner that would have
made resumption still tlie more difficult with them at 7j7ii per cent, premium, and that post notes wers*
at lali per cent, discount.
when the time might arrive.

A

—

—

—

—
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Some of our brokers are offering to buy Philadelphia money at 10 per cent, discount tiiis morning.
The Express ot Friday, 2 P. M. says:
Wall street is perfectly quiet this morning.
is not the slightest run on the banks by the
indeed the amount of bills in circulation
Those banks that discomparatively small.
counted today let out considerable. Notwithstanding our citizens have full and entire confidence, and
drew out nothing. Yet there has been a consideraa large sum
ble demand for specie from the south
for that quarter has been taken.
Although the appearance of things in the street
is calm and quiet, yet the state of the stock market
is most appalling.
The stock of the Bank of the
United States fell over twenty per cent, and other
stocks have also fallen where holders are obliged to
come into market and force sales on a falling
market.
Our banks being determined to pay specie, every
thing must corae to a specie basis. Letters from
the highest sources in Boston state that the banks
there will stand firm, and meet their engagements

There

citizens

—

is

—

'Our banks have refused to buy

all southern pafund, eastern and other
JNew York state banks, are taken freely.
The New York Courier of Saturday has the fol-

Bills of the safety

lowing paragraph:
Our cily hanJcs We are very happy to have it in
our power to announce, that such is the good feeling evinced on the part of all classes of our citizens
towards our banks, and such their actual strength
and the confidence of the community in their solvency, that all danger of their being compelled to
suspend specie payments is at an end. Thus will
the honor and the credit of New York be saved;
and what is of far greater importance, the whole
country will thus, at a much earlier day, be restored to a sounder and healthier state by the ability of
the banks in this city to sustain themselves.
So long as they continue to do their business as
usual, here is at all times a regulator of the the value of the circulating medium of the country, and
a neucleus around which all solvent banks may ralIv, and, ultimately, and at a much earlier day than
inrwise, resume specie payments.
Daring tlie whole of yesterday and the day previous. Wall street was perlectly qniec, and not the
slightest disposition evinced to disturb or distrust
the banks.
The Journal of Commerce, Saturday, 2 P. M. has
'

(

the following:
Affairs to-day.

There is a good deal of excitement one way or another. Nothing ha.s done more
mischief than letter announcing that the Suffolk
bank had wavered in taking country money, and
refused to lake it except in small sums.
It is also reported pretty currently, but as we
know without foundation, that the Providence banks
These
determined yesterday to suspend to-day.
two things have caiised the brokers to refuse eastern money, except at l|a2dis. New York free
bardc money is sold at 4 per cent, though without
any doubt of its goodness at the counters whence it
Philadelphia funds are 9 per cent. dis.
is issued.
buyers.
The N. Y. American of Saturday afternoon, says:
The stocks to-day have been rather stationary,
except Bank of the United States, which has fallen
7 per

cent, since yesterday.

The feeling of confidence in our banks
The Wellington, for London, has on

unabated.
board some
is

three htindred thousand dollars in specie.
Exchange on London is at 10^.
The sloppage of the Baltimore banks occasioned
no sensation. It wasex|)ected aa a matter of course.
The premium on half dollars may be quoted here
at

1

a
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R

sent for consideration questions too complex for
hasty exposition. It is apparent that there are
among certain men of extensive means, and the
advanced J, and Boston and Providence R. R. and chartered institutions, antagonizing influences in
Vicksburg bank ^ per cent.
active and violent operation, which, connected with
draft upon Philadelphia for $2,500 was sold at the course of tlie federal government and state of
the stock exchange this morning at 91 cents on the popular feeling, make all conjectures of the result
dollar.
have information, howextremely hazardous.
The Providence papers of yesterday morning, in ever, which may be received as the ground at least
announcing the suspension of the Philadelphia of reasonable conjecture on some points.
The
banks, express the utmost confidence that in Rhode stock of the United States bank has already fallen
Island the example will not be followed, and speak thirty per cent below par in New York. This can
of the institutions in that state as perfectly im- only be the effect of an improper panic excited by
pregnable.
fictitious operations on the part of interested oppoNevertheless we learn that a meeting of bank di- nents of the Philadelphia institutions. The crisis
rectors was held yesterday in Providence, at which of a suspension of specie payments is seized to dea suspension ot specie payments was readily agreed preciate stocks to a degree which calm reflection
upon. Stand fast, Boston and New York. The must prove, is not warranted by any prospective
brunt of the battle falls on you; and we have no deficiency of means.
would urge upon holders
fears that you will prove unequal to it.
to retain the shares in their hands, as a sale at preAll the banks in Pennslyvania, so far as heard sent quotations would be a sheer and unvvariantable
from, have gone down like their Philadelphia sacrifice. In confirmation, in part, of this expresleaders.
sion, we quote from a letter handed us by a friend,
Uncurrent money.
omit, in the present pub- an experienced merchant of this city. It is dated
lication, the bank note table which we usually pub- yesterday at New York.
lish on Saturdays', as it is impossible to ascertain,
"I have delayed here a day or two longer than I
with any degree of accuracy, the rates at which intended, with a view to hear and learn what is
brokers are buying the notes of banks located out
likely to grow out of the excitement now prevailing
of the city.
throughout the city, produced by the suspension of
The Washington Globe has the following para- the Philadelphia and Baltimore banks. The latter
graph:
creates but little sensation; the attack and vindic"The dishonor of the bank's bills by the Hottin- tive feding appear to centre on Philadelphia, and
geurs, at Paris, was not only proper as regarded
more particularly on the United States tiank; the
those bankers themselves, but it was necessary as
stock, it is said, is already below seventy. I am
a caution to the public at home and abroad.
The amused at the influence of a few individuals, who
act of drawing the bills, under the circumstances,
appear to have entire control over the opinion of all
was a gross fraud on those who purchase tham here, others. No one stops to think for himself, or to inand on those who negotiated them in England.
quire into the motives of these individuals. But I
have the best authority for saying, that the bank not
ieel satisfied that two or three weeks will develope
only had no authority to draw on Hottingeur, but
After the banks have lost about two
the truth.
that he had expressly written to them, saying he could
millions of their specie, through the ingenious manot accept their bills
that the receipt of this letter
nagement of these patriots, devoted to the protection
had been acknowleged by the bank, and that the bills of the credit of their banks, crying out let us be
had been drawn xuithout any explanation."
honest. Sec. it will be found that all further resistOn the above article, the Baltimore Chronicle ance is unavailing, and that no resource is left but

A

We

We

We

firmly.

per.

19,

ton Co. of i, Utica
R. of i, and Bank of Commerce ^ per cent, upon the prices quoted in yesterdays's paper; while North American Trust Co.

H

percent.

It is slated

lo-day, that the

Bank of Providence

refused yesterday to redeem large bills in specie.
Of the Boston banks, no apprehension seems to
be entertained.
The N. y. Express, of Saturday, 2 P. M. says:
Exchange on Phil.idelphia and Baltimore is from
8 to in per cent, discount. Nothing fnrllier south
It will lake a week for the rates of
will sell at all.
exchange to become at all settled; and when Ihey
are, rates of discount will, no doubt, be very great,
much greater than they have been at any time yet.
The New York Commercial of Saturday says:
So little business is doing in bills of exchange
that it is useless to publish quotations, as tliey could
furnish no guide to a knowledge of the market.
The business transacted at the stock exchange
this mornin<^ was to a large amount, and although
there was an improvement in some of the stocks,
the general tendency of prices was downward
The Unitcil States Bhiik closed at a decline of 7J,
American Exchange bank of 2, Mohawk of 1,

Delaware and Hudson

5,

Harlem R. R. and Can-

'

I

—

We

—

remarks:
to declare frankly they have done all that men can
The fact that Mr. Jaudon was enabled at a day's do to sustain themselves, and now the blame must
notice to place satisfactory securities to the amount
rest on the United States bank. Then you will find
of seven millions of francs in the hands of Rothsthese parties have good exchange in one of the best
child, must be received as powerful evidence ot the
houses in London at twenty per cent, and when
resources of the institution. There is no doubt
that is done, and the United Slates bank stock down
that the bank has dealt too largely in the securities
as low as they can get it, and have secured a goodly
of the states, and that its desire to aid the internal
quantity, the gulled will then open their eyes, and
improvements of the country has led it to invest
Thank God, we have no such innot until then.
means in a description of securities not fluence in the south.
its
available at a season of great pecuniary pressure.
"P.
S. I should not be surprised if the parties alThe bank ewes it to itself that it should make
luded to above, would clear by their management
an exhibit of this part of its management.
hundred thousand dollars in less than
have heard it stated that it had sold six per cent, from Jive to six
days; the stock which they will, in all probastocks of the slate of Maryland at $S5 a sacrifice forty
be again above par. If
which cannot be iustified, more particularly if, as bility, secure at sixty, will
we have also heard, the work of internal improv- you have the funds to spare, send on here and take
panic."
ment, (the Susquehanna tide water canal compa- advantage of the
Upon these statements we make no farther comny) will suffer loss by the transaction the bank
having only made an advance upon the bonds, and ment than to express our confidence that they are
well founded upon tlie actual proceedings of the
not having purchased them.
The Philadelphia U. S. Gazette of Saturday has the parties referred to. Whether the course alreathe following explanatory paragraph respecting tlie dy begun will be pursued to its indicated results,
The whole matter
refusal of the Paris bankers to accept the bills we cannot be prepared to say.
Those immediately
is a labyrinth of difficulties.
drawn by the U. S. Bank.

We

—

—

Hollin^uer and the U. S. Bank. We yester('ay
put our readers in possession of all the facts in our
power, relative to the refusal of Hottinguer St Co.
to accept the bills drawn on them by the Bank of
the United States.
It was an im]iorlant part of the
information, that the bills thus refused were promptly honored by the house of Rothschild; and all the
paper sent by the Bank of the United States to
Europe, has been duly honored; or if, in a single
instance, as in the case of Hottinguer 8c Go's refusal, one draft has come back, that has been immediately paid in New York.
It may be proper to look for a moment at the
conduct of Messrs. Hottinguer St Co. towards the
United States Bank.
That course was under
agreement (o accept the very drafts which it refused, and had in its hands the security necessary lo
guarantee it from loss; and, in a moment of nervous
excitement, a sort of panic most w((?rfs/c(Wi/ brought
about, it violated its own faith, and bioke one of
those

mercantile regulations that are
most sacred by gentlemen who occupy the

rules

deemed

for

place to which that house aspires.

The promptness

with which Mr. Jaudon met the
supplied the want for 7,000,000
the resources of such a man, and the
strength of the Bank of the United States.
The Philadelphia National Gazette of the 12th
says;
The situation of the banks, and the general condition of monetary affairs in the country, pre-

exigency, and
francs,

show

concerned may,

at

any moment, take

a

new and un-

anticipated turn, and hence any positive predictions
must be delusive. For our own part, we leave the
subject, for the present moment, in hopes that another day will bring better lights upon it.

The banks north and east of Philadelphia, have
to our latest accounts, maintained specie payments. The publishers of New York and Boston
generally insist that the banks of their respective
cities can, and will, continue to redeem their notes
on demand. Whether they can or not, remains to
be tested. Some of their papers already ar^ue that
The Courier and Enquirer,
it will be impossible.
up

for instance, says:

"We

cannot see any advantage can be gained by
as truths positions which are evidently
Such we take to be those contained in
the leading article of the American of yesterday aflaying

down

unsound.

ternoon, and particularly the following:
"It is well known that New York, universally is
a creditor citv, and consequently, cannot be drawn
upon from elsewhere. There can, therefore, be no
danger of any drain of specie from our banks to satisfy debts in other places.
"Nevertheless, we hear people talk of drafts for
specie from Philadelphia, as though we were the
ilebtors instead of the creditors. This is frightening
one's self with shadows."

The
cily

is

New York is universally a creditor
admitted, but that she therefore cannot be
for specie, is certainly an erroneous in-

fact that

drawn upon

—

—
•
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ference. Those whom We owe, we are compelled every part of its machinery work light and easily
The officers of the revenue
to pay in specie, whilst those who owe us, will only- for the money market.
pay in notes of non-specie paying banks. We can- in all sections of the country, so far from countenot set oiithe debt of one individual at the south to naiicing'n war upon the currency' of the banks, have
another here, by the debtof another individual here done nothing to discredit it; and the Globe has conto another at the south. We cannot, in short, strike tinually exerted whatever influence it commands, to
a balance on the aggregate indebtedness. This is repress runs on the banks, and to discourage the rua sad reality, and is not "frightening one's self with mors which the agents of the Bank of the United
States have secretly and diligently propagated, for
shadows."
the purpose of making that inevitable to all, which it
The Boston Daily Advertiser of the 12th says:
The accounts from Philadelphia confirm the me- could not shun. The articles from the New York
lancholy anticipations of yesterday, of a general and Philadelphia papers, which we quote, will, howsuspension of specie payments by the banks of ever, enable our readers to judge for themselves of
that city, and it is said that the example has been the injustice and falsehood of the charge that the

opportunity of palming off on the community large
nominal amounts of small notes, during the suspension of specie payments by the banks, because they
have little to risk, in setting the laws at defiance,
and can obtain a circulation for their spurious money,
as a substitute for the specie that is withheld from
circulation. In the end the imposition is discovered,
or the resumption of specie payments takes place,
and the citizens, often those least able to bear it, are
the sufferers.
Similar inconveniences, though not
in so great a degree, are experienced by the public,
even when the small notes are issued by corpora-

followed at Baltimore. It is anticipated also, that treasury department has, in the remotest manner,
the same course will be pursued at tlie more remote operated to produce the new catastrophe."
southern and western cities. Strong assurances
From the Evening Post.
are given that the example will not be followed in
Now that the catastrophe hinted at by Langdon
New York, and we trust there will be no thoughts Cheves, the former president of the United States
of such a course here.
bank, has arrived, we hope that the democratic leIt must be a mistake to suppose that a suspen- gislature of Pennsylvania will repeal the charters of
sion at the south creates a necessity for suspension the banks which have been engaged in this great
here.
It may indeed subject merchants and bank- fraud, put their afliairs into the hands of commissioners here to embarrassments and losses, some few ers, and lay open their proceedings to the light.
It
of which would be avoided by following the ex- will then appear that we had good reason to remark,
ample set them, and by violating their own faith. when Mr. Biddle abandoned the direction of the
But to follow that example, instead of obviating or bank, that he did it because he knew that the bank
diminishing the evil, is to increase it, and to render could not long go on.

fi'om the place

and individuals perfectly solvent and willing to
They become worthless a few miles
where they are issued, or must be
passed at a great sacrifice are soon muUipUed to
such a degree as to expel most of the better money
from circulation, and so debase and taint the curreny of the country, as to render its purification and reform extremely difficult, if not impracticable.
Considering the subject in these aspects, I think
here will be no diiferencp^of opinion as to the measures to be adopted.
It would be idle henceforth,
as it has been hitherto, to leave the enforcement of
these laws to irregular, accidental, individual interFew would bewilling-to undertake the
fiosition.
abor, and, perhaps fewer, the responsibility of
tions

redeem them.

—

bringing the offenders to justice.

The

truth of the

homely adage will be again realized, that, "what is
Of this we believe our comit more permanent.
The Richmond Whig appropriately brings to
munity are satisfied, and we have reason to believe mind the remarks of T. H. Benton, in a letter, that everybody's business, is nobody's." The violators
of the law will escape, while the public is consitlerthat they would not submit to the expedient of
"another suspension by the banks may be necessary

—

another suspension.
meaning the
to carry through tfiis great measure,''
The Providence Journal of the 12th makes no sub-treasury.
This has been the whole and sole
mention of the reported bank suspensions in that
"Give us a suspension,"
desire of the government.
city.
We find in it the following paragraph:
say they, "and we can carry the sub-treasury."
On the receipt ol the intelligence at Boston on They have succeeded in their efforts and perhaps
Thursday, that payment was refused at N. York,
will succeed in obtaining their darling measure.
for liabilities of the U. S. bank, a run was made on
We shall at any rate see how far they can succeed
some of the banks in State street, and about SO, 000
in repairing the mischief they have accomplished.
dollars drawn out.
concreated
Yesterday's news
The people of all parties will look anxiously for the
siderable sensation, but as far as we learned, confi[jBo/i. Patriot.
result.
dence in their own banks was unshaken, and very
The Albany Journal says:
little, if any, demand was made on them for specie.
"The government of the United States and the
United Slates bank of Pennsijivnnia. Comparative
Bank of the Unted States have been, for the last two
sale of stock of the bank in (lie New York market:
years, issuing millions of treasury and post notes.
Oct. 7lh.
10th.
11th,
14th,
loth,
12th,
This species of "iredeemable" paper money origi70
74
80
lOOJ
93i77J
with the government, to pay for the Florida
The price of specie in New York is thus quoted, ginated
war. The Uiiited States bank followed with its
gold 14; half dollars 1; jMexican dollars 2; Spanish
post notes to sustain cotton and other improper
dollars 5 per cent, premium.
operations.
The course of the government and
The New York Courier o( the 15th says:
the bank has been deeply injurious to the country.
AVe can perceive no material alteration in the
government has loaded the nation with debt.
The
state of the money market.
A severe pressure still The bank has closed its career by a suspension.
exists in every department of business, and the contraction of bank credits is strongly felt by all. Our
CIRCULAR OF GOV. PORTER OF PENN.
city bank note circulation seems fast disappearing
From the Hurrisbiirg Keystone.
from the city at least, and country red back notes Jlttorncy general's
Oct. )0, 1339.
office, Harrisburg,
and notes of eastern cities, now constitute almost
the several deputy attorneys general, of the reTo
exclusively our circulating medium.
spective counties of the commonwealth of PennThe former closed at 5 per cent, discount, though
sylvania:
early in the day they were bought at one per cent,
I received the subjoined letter from his excellenless.
Boston banks and some other eastern were
cy the governor of the commonwealth, this mornexchanged for city bank paper at 2 per cent, dising, and hasten to comply with the directions therecount, but brokere were shy of many other eastern
For the purpose of facilitating referin contained.
banks. Providence was refused entirely. There
ence to the acts of the assembly, furnishing our
has been no run on the banks for specie, though
guide on the subject under consideration, I have apsome demand. Philadelphia notes sold at from S)^ pended copies of these acts to this circular, and ina 10 per cent.
vite your attention to their several provisions, for
There is nothing doing in foreign exchanges, and detailed instructions on the mode of proceeding to
probably will not be till the departure of the Liverbe adopted, in carrying out the views of the goverpool steam ship is close at hand.

—

—

nor.

Something of the political aspect given to the
suspension by the leading journals of the respective parties, will be seen by the following extracts
The National Intelligencer of the 1.5th says:
Surely never was war more successful than that
has been which was commenced by general Jackson on the currency through its great conservative institution
and unrelentingly waged by him
thoughout his administration; and when he now
surveys the prostrate condition of the banking inthe
stitutions of the country
its trade in ruins
domestic exchanges boken up the currency (the
best that any country was ever blessed with) destroj-ed, and all the elements of national prosperity
scattered in fragments
he may look on and pronounce his victory the most complete that conqueror ever won.

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Globe referring to an article in the Intelligencer, says:
"What step has the American government taken
to drive specie out of the country, or Increase the
pressure on the banks?
So far from operating in this
way, it has constantly extended credit to the specie
paying banks, and indulged those indebted to it.
The treasury notes have been employed as facilities
by the merchants in the payment of their duties, and
the government has used its own credit through them
It has
to add to the stock of specie in circulation.
pressed neither banks nor individuals. It has made

It will be readily perceived that these acts of assembly, although they seem at a cursory glance to
contemplate, in the first instance, a private and
civil proceeding, in case their proceedings aie violated, are yet highly penal in their character, and
are expressly designed to operate penally upon ofThe evil which they intended to correct
fenders.
had been experienced with great severity by the
people of Pennsylvania. Ko citizen, whatever his
circumstances might be could claim exemption from
Frauds in a thouits inconveniences and losses.
sand forms had been its offspring; public credit had
been blighted, and both public and private morals
deeply debased by its influence. That these things

were the direct result of the indiscriminate issue,
by private individuals and corporations, of notes,
bills, checks, tickets, he. &.c. of small denominaform, and for the purpose of a circulating medium, is clearly shown in the history of the
times at the passage of the first law on the subject,
and by our own fresh recollection of the events of
the last three years. No species of speculation holds
out such strong temptations io violate the law, as
that of manufacturing at will, and paying out bills,

ing who shall prosecute, and the country will be
again flooded with spurious notes in open defiance
of the law.
I can perceive but one efficient mode of accomplishing the laudable desires of the governor on this
subject, and that is to assume at once the duty of
resisting an ijifringemeiit of the acts of assembly.
You are therefore hereby instructed to institute
promptly, if not done by any other person, the proper proceeding pointed out by the provisions of the
several acts of assembly, against all individuals, or
corporate bodies in your respective counties who
violate all or any of the provisions of the acts of assembly, prohibiting the issuing and circulating of
notes, &C. of a less denomination than five dollars.
You are further hereby instructed, to be vigilant
in ascertaining any such violations of the said acts
of assembly; and unflinching in the prosecution of
the same, wherever, and as often as such violations
are committed or repeated.
You are further instructed, after deducting from
the portion of the fines or penalties accruing under
said acts of assembly to the person instituting proceedings, such reasonable compensation as I may
approve, to pay over the remainder of" said fines or
penalties to the use of the poor, or to such persons
as by said act of assembly, are entitled to one moiety thereof.

As
to

the design of the proceedings herein directed
be adopted by the several deputy attorneys ge-

neral, in the commonwealih^of Pennsylvania, is the
total and entire suppression of all illegal notes of a
less denomination than five dollars, and the faithful

execution of the laws, I shall expect, on the part of
every gentleman who holds this official relation to
me, a ready and thorough compliance with these
instructions.

Nothing, I am sure, is wanted in this crisis of our
monetary affairs, to extricate the public from embarrassment and difficulty, but coolness, deliberation,
firmness, and a steady adherence to the laws, on the
Let no
part of the government, and of the citizens.
Let us not
step be taken without due reflection.
forget that ample redress is guaranteed for all existing derangements of the currency, by the laws
and that in the hands of the legislature is placed the
only power of alleviating the difficulties under which
the public labors, so far as the operation of the laws
may be supposed to extend, and of preventing the
recurrence of similar evils in future. It is not my
desire or intention, in the instructions hereby given,
to advise or countenance vexatious and harrassing
proceedings against the banks or individuals in this
emergency, but merely to ensure the execution of
these wise and salutary laws, enacted to protect the
people from fraud and deception.
I am. respectfully, yours, &c.
OVID F. JOHNSON, attorney genernl.

tions, in the

tickets, or something that resembles and
passes for money. The master motive of human ac-

notes,

tion is appealed to, and the honor and the honesty
of too many are found to yield. It i? generally those
of desperate conditions, that avail themselves of the

Executive chamber, Harrisburg, Oct. 10, 1839.
F. Johnson, esq. attorney general of the
commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Sir:
The suspension of specie payments by
most, if not all the banks of this commonwealth,
seems likely to produce the same debasement and
derangement of the currency of the country, that
have attended the same occurrences on former occa-

To Ovid

—

sions.

The several acts of assembly prohibiting the issuing and circulating of notes, tickets and other pa-
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peri in the similitude of bank notes, under tlie denojnination of five dollars, afford ampla protection
from this
to the community against the evils arising
enforced.
illegal and spurious currency, if properly
The only defect in these laws is, the omission to enjoin the duty of enforcing them, upon
lar officers of the commonwealth.

some

particu-

omission it is probably owing, that these
salutary laws have been practically disregarded, and
As the executive of
treated as a mere dead letter.
the commonwealth, bound to "take care that the
feel
it to be my duty
executed,"!
faithfully
laws be
in this emergency, to prevent as far as possible the
I owe it to the people of
violation of these laws.
Pennsylvania, whose dearest interests are involved,
It
not to shrink from the performance of this duty.
proper ofliis my desire, therefore, that you, as the
cer, should immediately adopt such measures as
you may deem best suited to the attainment of tlie
object in view, to wit: the entire suppression of all
notes, bills, checks, tickets, or other papers, of the
similitude of bank notes, or promises to pay money
or other things under the deiionination of five dolthis
lars, from being issued or circulated within
commonwealth, sa far as the laws in relation to the
subject furnish adequate powers for that purpose.
It is proper I should state that, in directing this
proceeding, I do not intend or believe that it will
operate to shake the confidence of the public in the
ultimate ability of most, if not all of the banks of

To

this

this

commonwealth to meet all
redeem their faith plighted

their obligations,

to the community;
throw any obstacles in the
way of their doing so; on the contrary, I firmly believe the exclusion of small notes from circulation,
will tend more directly than any other measure that
can be now devised, to protect the public from
frauds and imposition, and to enable the banks to
lulfil their respective engagements.
The circumstances by which we are surrounded

and

to

nor do

I

think

it

will

19,
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TO THE PAWNEE INDIANS.

charo-e only one cent a mile for passengers to our
/MYjIheir profits are five per cent, per annum. Ours
are five and a half, but rapidly increasing. We have
3,000 miles of road completed; next January there
ill be over 4,000.
The post office table presents some notable items.
The total nett amount of postage for last year was
very nearly 93,000,000. The share of New York
n this is $66.5,000; Pennsylvania #331,000; MasVirginia
sachusetts ^218,000; Ohio $185,000;
$138,000; Louisiana $131,000. 01 this last sum
New Orleans pays g94,000, being just about the
levy upon Boston. New York city pays a much as
Boston nearly equals New
Pennsylvania.
all

stance which would carry the appearance of ingratitude, if a people, when arrived at that point in
their social education which is necessary for independence, did not do the same as the son who has
attained the age of manhood; they emancipate
themselves, and leave the quiet home for the raging storms of the world; such is human nature; so
also will the Hindoo act, when he has gained that
degree of enlightenment which forms the maturity
of seciety."
The ascendency of British power in India has
been generally regarded as an unspeakable advanIt has opened the door to
tage to southern Asia.
civilization and Christianity; and, although the
East India company has been oppressive and selfish, its commercial intercourse with the Hindoos
will probably prove to have been, on the whole,
productive ol much more good than evil.
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Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode Island together.
Delaware comes in for $8,000; it is the least of the
states.
Of the territories, Iowa pays $288, and
Wisconsin $10,000. Districtof Columbia $22,818.
The following is an estimate of the wheat im-
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ported within the last eight years, viz:
A VISIT TO THE
620 bushels— in 1832, 1,168 bushels— 1833, 1,600
Fi-om Murray's Traveh in North ^imerica.
bushels— 1834,1,225— 1835,238,769— 1836,583,898
We pushed lorward, and in about six hours came
—1837, 3,921,259—1838, 834,536. The amount in up with the rear guard, among whom were the
1837 was never before equalled, and, we trust, ne- great chief of the Grand Pawnees, the great chief
ver will be again. There will be this year a large of the Tapages Pawnees, and the great chief of the
republicans, called by the French Capot-bleu.
surplus.
The governors' salaries are given. There is a
A circle was made, consisting of all the chiefs,
queer diversity among them. In Rhode Island when we were formally introduced by the interprethey pay $400, in Louisiana $7,500.
ter, shook hands with them all, and were presented
Then there are tables of religious sects. The with the pipe of hospitality. I remarked the wonMethodists outnumber all. Communicants 680,000; derful self-possession of these men, who are in fact
Baptists proper 652,000; Presbyterians 274,000; the most curious and inquisitive in the world; and
150,000; yet, on the return of their parly from the settleCongregationalists
160,000; Catholics
Episcopalians not given under this head. Churches ments, laden with all the articles, which they prize
600,000.
population
950—
most highly, not the slightest expression of surprise,

In the notice of European sovereigns, we are re- pleasure, or interest, is apparent; brother met brothat Mehemet Ali of Egypt was born in ther, and lather met son, with the well known short
Every body, as the and simple universal Indian greeting, which no
1769, a memorable year.
French say, was born then Soult, Wellington, language can give in writing, and no observer could
Scott; we think the great emperor himself, and we have known that their absence had been of two
do not know how many more. Mehemet is a new days' duration.
will doubtless lead to the cultivation of a spirit of lion for the list.
In return for their friendly reception, and in conmutual forbearance and moderation on all sides, as
sumation of the alliance, [ gave them a weak glass
souuct
and
a
restore
adapted
to
best
the course
BRITISH INDIA.
of brandy and water all round; they seemed quite
Every attempt to aghealthy condition of affairs.
From the North .American.
pleased, though I could not help thinking what a
unnecessarily,
gravate existing embarrassments
would have
late number of the London Literary Gazette wry face Jack, on board H. M. S.
.•ijoiild be discountenanced by all cool and reflectcontains an article on "the British empire in the made, if the said ten-water grog had been served
ing citizens.
east," written by the Swedish ambassador at the out to him in a cup holding less than a quarter of a
There is, beyond question, abundance of specie court of Great Britain, which communicates much pint. It is so well known that as soon as any Indomestic interesting information respecting the East Indies dian tribe becomes accustomed to whiskey, their
in the country to fill all the channels of
n every physical and
circulation, without distressing its private holders or The writer remarks that the British empire in the speedy and total degredat
the banks; and as the suspension of specie pay- east may be reckoned among the greatest pheno- moral quality is a sure consequence,' that the Unitments by these institutions, cuts o:f a great portion raena in the history of the world. It controls one ed States have very properly forbidden all their
of the foreign diain upon it, it must readily find its hundred millions of subjects, besides having a large troops and traders to sell them spirituous liquois
way inio the hands of the people. Respectfully population indirectly dependent upon it, governed under a heavy penalty; in spite of this law, howR. PORTER.
The poj)ulation ever, a great quantity of whiskey finds its way to
at present by subsidiary jirinces.
youis, &.C.
of the districts is thus estimated:
those Indians who have much commerce with the
40,000,000
Presidency of Bengal,
whites; the temptation is too strong for the traders,
38,000,000
Agra,
From the New York Journal of Commerce.
many of whom are Canadian French, and men
15,000,000
Madras,
without either principle or education; they frequentThe volume for 1840 has reached us, comprising
7,000,000
Bombay,
It is the Uch from the
ly get opportunities of selling a pint of spirits for
3.34 pages, large 12mo.
fifty or a hundred times its value in beaver and
origin of the work, and commences a new series.
100,000,000
Total,
other skins; the craving of the savages increase in
The present publisher is David H. Williams, BosThe empire is supposed to cover 1,250,000 proportion to their acquaintance with this fatal liton.
The astronomical part, as in former years, has square miles. "Who, then," inquires the author, quor, and they will part with any thing they have
the conqueror, who the ruler of this immense for a dram.
been prepared by Mr. R. T. Paine, and, of course, "IS
in empire, over which the sun extends so gloriously
I found that very few of the Pawnees had ever
is well done, though not quite so copious as
his glittering rays, that has risen on tfie continent tasted whiskey, and still fewer expressed any strong
some of the former volumes.
in
if
enchantment,
and
now
emulates
Asia
as
by
of
desire
or liking for it; I therefore felt it my duty,
the
misOne of the most interesting articles in
greatness that of Alexander, Tamerlane, or Nadir both towards myself and the authorities of the Unitcellaneous department is an elaborate list of menShah? Why, on a little islainl in another part of ed States, under whose protection I was making
and
genciation,
living
the
exclusive
of
can authors,
the world, in a narrow street where the rays of the my tour, not to be in the smallest degree instrumenunderslanding, by that term, the makers of volunus,
sun are seldom able to penetrate the thick smoke, tal in giving the Pawnees a relish for a liquor which
greater or less, in distinction lioin mere pamphlea company of peaceable merchants meet; these are becomes in their hands nothing less than a poison.
to
allowed
though
names,
It comprises 776
teers.
the conquerors of India, these the despotic rulers Accordingly, whenever I gave a brandy and water
be incomplete. It includes a few also who wrote
of this splendid empire."
draught to any of the chiefs, which I did very rarewho
was
Murray,
Lindley
as
such
abroad—
chiefly
Among the numerous pensioned princes, the fol ly, I took care to make it so extremely weak that
who
a New Yorker by birth, and count Rumfbrd,
lowing are mentioned, with the amount of their the spirit could scarely be tasted, and they were sufbegan his career at Woburn, near Boston. Ofthese
yearly pensions, given in round numbers in our ficiently pleased with the honor of drinking the
776 men and women, a friend of ours has had the
currency;
white man's liquor.
patience to ascertain cursorily that about 280 hail
$1,250,000
Nabob of Bengal,
It was not a Utile amusing to see how readily the
from the single state ol Massachusetts, including
1,0011,000
Nabob
in Carnatic,
Pawnee-French interpreter entered into my views
it
proportion,
fair
pretty
about 110 from Boston— a
800,000
Emperor of Delhi,
on this subject. I once or twice lent him my small
must be allowed. From Connecticut came some
600,000
Rajah of Tanjore,
pocket-flask, and allowed him to serve out the
Pennsylvania,
60; the same from New York; (roni
250,000
Rajah of Benares,
weak toddy to the chiefs; he talked most gravely of
mostly Philadelphia, 80 more. The rest are dividThe standing army of British India is not far the pernicious effects of spirits among "/ossotiag-fs,"
ed about the country in a strage way.
and
is larger than that of Austria. carefully mixed lor them at least nine proportions
from
300,000,
it is renavigation
on
steam
essay
valuable
In a
with equal
marked that "the first locomotive in the United The Swedish writer makes the following striking of water for one of brandy, and then,
subject of a great foreign nation; gravity, helped himself to a dram, in which he exStates, it is believed, was in the state of Delaware, remarks on the
propoitions.
actly
reversed
aforesaid
hardly
have
added
the
would
the
last
Englishman
Maryan
in
second
road;
the
rail
on the Newcastle
As soon as this introductory feast was concluded,
land on the Baltimore and Ohio rail road; and the sentences:
"England had given to North America all those we accompanied the chiefs to the village, which
third between New Orleans and lake Poncharlrain,
have
laid
was
about twelve miles ahead of us; at length we
which
the
foundation
institutions
in
political
fried
They had been
in the slate of Louisiana.
personal strength and freedom; given it the came in sight of it, and a more interesting oi picthis country by Oliver Evans as early as 1804, and for its
Upon an extensive
constitution, of a turesque scene I never beheld.
representative
advantages
of
a
1805."
early
as
as
in England
The chevalier do Gerstner's late able document commercial government, a jury, freedom of the pairie gently sloping down to a creek, the winding
broken line of
on American rail roads, who has just been examin- press, religious freedom, and of personal liberty, course of which was marked by a
advantages could not, wood, here and there Interpersed with a fine clump
ing lor llie Belgian government, is inserted entire. (habeas corpus, &cc). These
Our roads cost $20,000 a mile, on an average; the however, in the opinion of the Americans, over- of trees, were about five thousand savages incluunBelgian more than double; but the lalter do much balance the tax of a few pence imposed, as they sive of women and children; some were sitting
pipes;
more business than the former; and though they coniiidered unjustly, on tea and paper a circum- der their buSalo lodges, lazily smoking their
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women were

stooping over their fires,
busily employed iti preparing meat and maize for
these indolent lords of creation. Far as the ej'e
could reach, were scattered herds of horses, watched (or, as we would say in Scotland, "tented") by
urchins, whose whole dress and equipment was the
sligh bow and arrow, with which they exercised
their infant archery upon the heads of the taller
flowers, or upon any luctcless blackbird perched
near them. Here and there might be seen some
gay young warrior ambling along the heights, his
painted foi'm partially exposed to view as his bright
scarlet blanket waved in the breeze; while his small
fretful horse was scarcely to be recognized under
the variety of trappings with which the vanity of
his rider has tricked him out; near him might be
seen another naked savage, without a saddle, and his
only bridle a thong round the horse's head, galloping at full spead, and waving in his extended right
band a "laryette," with which he was chasing some
refractory mule or runaway steed, that had escaped
from his gang; while the banks of the stream were
alive with the garrulous voices of women, some,
washing themselves, their clothes, or their infants,
others carrying water to the camp, and others bearing on their backs a load of wood, the portage of
which no London coal-heaver would have envied

wliile the

them.

Our approach excited some curiosity and interThe families of some of those who had been
to the fort placed themselves in or nearour path; and,
as the husband, father or brother came near, the little
kindred group would withdraw to a retired spot,
and indulge those feelings of curiosity and affection
which nature has implanted as strongly in the bosom
of the savage as of the civilized man. I regarded with
much pleasure the meeting of my old chief, Sa-nitsharish, with his wives and children, which took
place under a knot of fine trees, a little to the right of
our path. I could read in the glistening eyes of the
women, and in the glad faces, of the children, that
the old man was a kind husband and father; and, if
the features ot the parties had not been so totally
devoid of any thing like beauty, the family picture
est.

would have been

as picturesque as

it

was

interest-

ing.

As soon as our arrival was known in the village,
we were invited to six or seven feasts in succession; and here we tasted the buffalo meat for the
first time.
No cows have yet been seen, and the
bull-beef was as haid, tough and stringy (besides
being only quarter-dressed) as ever it fell to the lot
of human jaw to masticate.

MILITARY ACADEMY.
From
VISIT OF

ike

Jinny and Navy Chronicle.

THE SECRETARY OF WAR, AND PHESENTATION OF A SET OF COLORS.

Wut Point, Jlug. 12, 1S39.
secretary ot war visited West
Point on the 5th and 6!h instant, inspected the raili
tary academy, and made himself personally aC'
quainted with its present condition in each and eve^
ry department.
The corps of cadets was at the time in camp, as
is customary for about three months at this season
of the year. The exercises on this occasion were
principally confined to an exhibition of their proficiency in camp duty, infantry and artillery drills, mortars, howitzers, field and seige artillery target practice, and the duties of the laboratory, where we noticed the cadets preparing various kinds of ammunition and fire-works used and known in the art of war.
On the morning of the 6th, a very interesting ceremony was witnessed hy the many strangers and visiters then at the Point, in the presentation of a ne
set of colors to the corps of cadets by the secretary
of war.
These colors were presented to the cadets under
arms as a battalion of infantry, formed on three sides
of a square, the secretary, accompanied by the academic and military stafl'of the institution, taking a
position in the centre of the other side.
Attei the
salutes and usual military compliments were paid to
the secretary and the new standard, (at the moment
in the hands of several young ladies, who bore them
from the superintendant's quarters to the parade
ground, escorted by cadets), the secretary addressed
the cadets, giving them excellent counsel and advice, calculated to impress upon their minds their
present duty, the great advantages they are deriving
under the Ibstering care of the nation, and what
hereafter will be expected in return from them.
The interest this address excited induced us to obtain a copy for your Chronicle, supposing it would
be of interest to your readers.
The allegorical painting on the color of the corps
of cadets is the figure of liberty, in the back ground,
clothed in a blue mantle, studded with stars, witnessing the goddess of wisdom presenting the olive
branch to the god of battles. The other standard
Mr. Editor: The
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the arms of the United States; in painting which, in presenting your colors, content myself with exthe artist has placed the shield on the side of the pressing the earnest hope that you may profit by the
bird, thus enatiling him to exhibit the beauty of the instructive allegory that adorns them: teaching that
eagle.
liberty and peace are to be secured by wisdom and vaThe execution of these colors is said to be one of lor. And that, while here, you will seek diligently
the finest specimens of the art, and they were paint- to acquire knowledge and wisdom, the true and only
is

ed by Mr. Weir, from the device of Mr. Poinsett.
Cadets: In presenting you these colors, I am
debarred from referiing to topics usually urged on
such occasions. These are not the banners to be
hung out **on the outward walls,'* round which you
may be called at some future day to rally in defence
of your country's rights, or to vindicate 5'oiir country's honor.
When that time shall come, I am sure,
from your high bearing and honorable conduct as cadets, that you will require no exhortation to do your
duty, and that you will then, by your constancy and
valor, redeem the well grounded expectations of
your fellow citizens. The colors which I am about
to present to you are banners of peace, round which
all who thirst for knowledge, and desire to prepare
themselves for future usefulness, will rally, and, under their folds, march steadily onward to honorable

on which to rest your future usefulness
and your future reputation. I deliver them into
your hands, in the confident expectation that you
will never tarnish them by any act of negligence, imsolid basis

morality, or insubordination.

VIRGINIA WHIG STATE CONVENTION.

Slawdon, Wednesday, Sept. 25, 1839.
This being the day appointed by the central committee of Virginia for the meeting of the whig
state convention, delegates from various counties of
the commonwealth assembled at the Presbyterian
hurch in Staunton.
At half past 12 o'clock the convention was called
to order by Allen Wilson, esq. a delegate from the
county of Cumberland, on whose motion capt. Philip Slaughter, of Culpepper county, (an officer of
distinction.
the revolution), was appointed president pro temdistinguished station in the profession you have pore; and Richard H. Toler, of Campbellcounty, sechosen cannot be obtained without laborious prepa- cretary pro tempore.
ration and continued application; but you will find a
The following resolution, offered by general
rong incitement to exertion in the reflection that Samuel II. Lewis, of Rockingham, was unanimouson your character and acquirements much of the ly agieed to;
safety and honor of your country may rest. Tiie fate
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to wait
of battles does not depend alone upon the exertion upon gen. Robert Porterfield, a distinguished officer
of courage; tliat quality is the birthright of every of the army of the revolution, now in this town,
American soldier; but upon that self-possession in and to tender to him, as a mark of the respect which
the hour of danger, to be acquired only by a thorough this convention entertains for his private virtues
knowledge of the art of war, that inspires the officer and public services, an invitation to take a seat in
with confidence in his own resources, and enables tills convention, as an honorary member thereof.
hiin to exert all his skill amidst the din of battle and
And general Samuel H. Lewis, of Rockingham,
surrounded by appalling dangers. An ignorant offi- William S. Archer, of Amelia, and Alexander H.
cer, were he the bravest among the trave, might H. Stuart, of Ohio, were appointed said commitlead his fellow soldiers to useless slaughter, cover tee.
his bleeding country with mourning and disgrace,
On motion of Mr. Witcher, of Pittsylvania, the
and peril its liberty and safety. An accomplished secretary proceeded to call the roll of members, and
soldier, such as the means of education here afforded the following delegates answered to their names, to
will make you, if you profit by them, may save his wit:
country in the hour of danger, clothe the land with
-dccomac—J. W. Custis,E. P.Pitts, Southey Grigladness, and merit the lasting gratitude of his fel- nalds.
low citizens. Under these peaceful banners, and
Jllbemarle
Isaac A. Coles, Wra. S. Dabney,
within these peaceful halls, you will not only learn John T. Bowcocke, Dr. Hardin Massie.
to serve your countiy in the field, but receive such
Jlmelia
William S. Archer, Richard Booker.
religious instruction and moral culture as will, when
Jlmherst Joseph K. Irving, John Dudley Davis.
blended with scientific attainments, enable you to
Jugusla Wm. Kinney, John McCue, Jas. Bell,
become accomplished officers. Here you will be John B. Breckinridge.
taught to put your trust in God, without which there
Bath Andrew W. Cameron, Kenton Harper.
is no true wisdom; to obey, that you may know
Bedford— Ben}. A. Donald, Wm. Radford, W. M.
how to command; to be temperate, that you may Burwell, Wm. T. Campbell.
avoid a vice most pernicious and disgraceful to any
Berkeley— TMoUon Fryatt, Geo. W. Ranson, Edcitizen, but criminal and unpardonable in an officer; mund Pendleton, Edmund P. Hunter.
for, when brutally deprived of his reason, he may
Botetourt Dr. Micajah Pendleton, Edward Johnexpose his fellow soldiers to destruction, and fatally son.
couiinit the charactei and peace of his country; to
iSrimstricfc— John Tucker, Chapman Johnson, jr.
administer strict and impartial justice to all; ami to Thos. J. xVIichie, Robert S. Brooke.
treat yonr inferiors and superiors with kindness,
Euckingh.un—Thos. M. Bondurant, Robert K. Ircourtesy and respect. Arrogance to inferiors or
ing, Geo. M. Payne.
disrespect to superiors is equally unotficerlike and
Cufcc//— Nicholas C. Kinney, David W. Patterreprehensible; your superior officers and teachers are son.
entitled to respectful and ready obedience; your felCampbell Richard H, Toler, Frederick Spence,
low soldiers to kind and courteous treatment. It has Bowling Clark, Bryan W. Newlin.
been said that military institutions are essentially
Caroline
Foster Dickinson.
anti-republican; that they cannot be administered
Charles city and New Kent Hill Carter, Clayton
on any principle that is not destructive of freedom; G. Coleman, Jas. E. Roane.
that the discipline of armies must, from the nature
C/iar/o/fe— Thomas E. Watkins, William T.
of things, be relaxed in a democracy, or the demo- Scott.
cratic principle be violated by an arbitrary exercise
Samuel Taylor.
Chesterfield
of power.
This is altogether a mistake. There is
Clarke and Warren Edward J. Smith, John E.
nothing more arbitrary in the administration of the Page, Dr. Benj. R. Lacy.
rules and regulations of the army than in that of the
Culpepper Captain Philip Slaughter, Jones
law's of our own country.
They are intended to Green.
protect and direct both the soldier and the officer;
Cumberland Allen Wilson, Henry Irving.
and if strictly adhered to and rightly executed, and
Dinwiddle Thomas Whitworth, John Ambler
the officer and soldier made to feel that so long as Smith.
Elizabeth city and Warwick Dr. Samuel Colton,
they exist on the statute book they cannot be evaded or violateil, but that they will Ije carried into ef- David W. Patteson.
Essex James Semple.
ti^ct without fail, and with equal justice to all, they
Obeinfringe no one principle of free government.
Fairfax J.B. Hunter, Henry Fairfax.
Fayette nnd Nicholas Kenton Harper, A. H. H.
dience to the rules and regulations of this institution, and of the service generally, on the part of the Stuart.
Fluvanna Horatio H. Magruder.
soldier, the cadet, and the olficer, and the rigid exRobert Y. Conrad.
Frederick
action and inflexible enforcement, with a due regard
Goochland William Boiling, John H. Pleafor the right of all, comprehend the whole discipline
of the army, and cannot be regarded either arbitrary sants.
Charles A. Stuarr, Robert Steplien.
Greenbrier
Here, too, you will acquire habits of
or unjust.
//a/z/u-r— Thomas S. Flournoy.W. Leigh.
studious application, so essential to your future useHampshire Angus W. McDonald, Christopher
fulness.
The knowdedge attained at this academy
will be but the foundation of the superstructure Heiskell, Wm. Harper.
Hanover William F. Wickham, Joseph F.
which your own exertions must hereafter erect;
what is learned here will nut enable you to become Price.
Henrico Dr. Lewis W. Camberlayne, Sherwin
accomplished officers unless you continue your stu-
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dies in the field and in garrison,

and

profit

by

all

the

opportunities you may hereafter enjoy to acquire a
thoroughly practical knowledge of your profession
I will detain you no longer, my young friends, but;

McRae.
Baldwin, A, H, H. Stuart.
York and Wtltiamsburg— Robert Mc-

Henry— B. G.
James

city,

Candlish.
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Jefferson— Hemy Berry, George B. Stephenson, Johnston, of Botetourt, Patrick, of Kanawha,]
Baldwin, of Augusta, Gooding, of Ohio, Johnson,
Adam S. Dandridge.
of Richmond city, and Taylor, of Chesterfield.
Kanawha Dr. Spicer Patrick.
On motion of Mr. Leigh, it was ordered that
King and Queen B. G. Baldwin.
when this convention adjourn it will adjourn until
King George Robert Wallace.
Lancaster and Richmond— 3 ohn Chowning, Robt. to-morrow morning, 11 o'clock.
And then the convention, on motion of Mr.
W. Carter.
ioudoim— Richard H. Henderson, Noble S. Bra- Witcher, adjourned.
Thursday morning, September 26.
den, Sanford J. Ramey, Thomas M. Colston.
Mr. Leigh from the select committee of 23, reM. Ambler.
Louisa Frederick Harris,
ported the following preamble and resolutions for
Lunenburg— John A. Smith, J. J. Jones.
the adoption of the convention:
Madison— Presley N. Smith.
Whereas, it is the deliberate and conscientious
Mecklenburg Erasmus Kennon, J. J. Williamopinion of this convention that the leading meason.
sures of the present chief magistrate of the United
Monroe James A. Dunlap, Allen T. Caperton.
States, and of his immediate predecessor, and the
3Iontgomery James F. Preston.
principles introduced by the one into the adminiNansemond Wm. D.Hodges, John S. Stubbs.
stration of the federal government, and on which
Nelson Charles Perrow, Wm. Massie.
the other has acted, is still acting, and seems, inNorfolk borough Edward Valiiitine.
Norfolk county— n. W. Leigh, A. H. H. Stuart. deed, under a moral necessity of continuing to act,
Noithampton—Dr. Geo.T. Yerby, Wm.Lyttleton have wrought a practical change in the political institutions of the country most pernicious in itself,
Savage.
and fraught, unless it be timely counteracted, with
Northumberland—?,. A.M. Leland.
the utmost danger to the very being of a republican
Stuart.
H.
H.
A.
Gooding,
Jacob
0/;io—
Orange and Green Reynold Chapman, Oliver government; we, therefore, regard it as a solemn
duty, imposed upon us by every consideration that
Finks.
hould move republicans and patriots to exertion,
Pen(i/e(on— Thomas Jones, P. Hull.
Pe/crs6u;g— Robert B. Bowling, William Robert- to endeavor, by all fair, honorable and constitutional means, to prevent the re-election of Martin Van
son, jr.
Pi/(s!//i)a;iJa— Vincent Witcher, David H. Clark, Buren to the office of presidentoftheUnited States,
and to raise to that high station some able, honest
Robert W. Williams, Wm. L. Pannell.
and magnanimous statesman, who will bring virtue
Powhatan Thomas Miller.
and wisdom to our executive councils, and conform
Prince George Dr. Alex. Bryant.
Prince PKJ//iam— William T. French, Nicholas the administration with the true republican princi-

John Quigley,
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Cleary.

—

ples of the constitution.

—

We have seen the patronage of the executive
Rappahannock John S. Pendleton.
Richmond city— Beni. Watkins Leigh, Chapman abused and perverted to the mere purpose of sus-

Johnson.

— Edward Watts, John B. J. Loan.
Rockbridge — Charles P. Dorman, David E. Moore,
Robert White, John Moffit.
Rockingham — Augustus Waterman, Samuel H.
Lewis, A. C. Bryan, A. S. Gray.
Shenandoah —Dr. Sutton, J. Harris, Samuel AnRoanoke

taining the president in the exercise of a controling influence over all the otiier constituted authoAVe have seen men aprities of the government.

pointed to offices of trii.^t and emolument without
any merit or pretence of merit, but a blind and indiscriminating support of the measures of the administration, however inconsistent with the professions which recommended the administration to
derson.
power.
We have seen officers removed from place
Souihampion-CMX Bowers, John B. Urquhart.
without the imputation of any fault but occasional
Robert B. Seniple.
Spottsylvania
independence of opinion and conduct, or want of
Stafford— John M. Forbes.
influence or of zeal and activity in the partizan
Susfex—B. W. Leigh.
service exacted of them; such abuses of the power
Westmoreland Willoughby Newton.
Tlie lollowing resolution was then .submitted by of removal from office as, in the opinion of the first
congress, by whom in truth that power was conMr. Witcher, and unanimously adopted:
have
"Resolved, That a committee of nine be appoint- ferred, amount to impeachable otlences.
ed, whose duty it shall be torcpoit to the convention seen officers, in several instances, misapplying unthe ollicers necessary to be appointed, and that said accounted thousands of public treasure to their private use, and audaciously persisting in their refusal
committee nominate said olficers."
The following gentlemen were ordered to consti- to pay public moneys into the treasury; yet still
tute said committee: Messrs. Wilcher, of Pittsyl- wilfully retained in office, in consideration of their
vania, McCatidlish, ot Williamsburg, Henderson, ol' ability and influence as partizansto support the adhave seen olficers
Loudoun, Taylor, of Chesterfield, Patrick, of Ka- ministration and its friends.
nawha, Newton, of Westmoreland, Miller, of Pow- of government contributing ratable proportions of
hatan, Conrad, of Frederick, and Bowcocke, of Al- their salaries to a fund to be employed in influencing popular elections; thus corrupting the governbemarle.
On motion of Mr. Wilcher, it was then ordered ment in its very sources, and depraving public mothat the chair be vacated until this afternoon, 4 rals; and though the facts have been proved to the
administration and to the world, yet, by the wilful
o'clock.
neglect of the executive to remove those officers
AFTERNOON SESSION,
At 4 o'clock the chair was resumed by the presi- from place, they have been countenanced and encouraged
in their criminal practices.
have seen
tern.
dent pro
The committee of nine, appointed this morning, men, rejected or discarded by the people Iroin pubthrough Mr. Witcher, its chairman, made a lepoit lic trusts soughtat their hands, immediately indemrecommending "that a president and two secreta- nified by the executive for their disappointment, by
ries be appointed; and nominating Edward Watts, offices conferred on them of honor, trust and emoesq. of the county of Roanoke, as president, and lument.
have seen the executive patronage enlarged
John H. Pleasants and Richard H. Toler, esqs. as
and extended by such an extravagant and wast
secretaries.
Which recommendation was unanimously con- ful expenditure as no man had imagined the possibility of; and, by tlie conupt and corrupting influcurred in by the convention.
The president elect was then conducted to the ence of that patronage, we now find the executive
chair, and returned his acknowledgments to the con- exalted above the legislature; all the powers of go
vention for the honor conferred upon him in an elo- vernmeiit, in elfect, concentrated in the president;
and the just powers of congress of the representa
quent address.
On motion of Mr. Witcher, the rules usually fives of the people, and especially of the represen
adopted by the house of delegates of Virginia, so tatives of the states reduced to insignificance and
far as said rules are applicable, were adopted for the contempt.
We have seen the executive veto, designed by
government of this convention.
the constitution only as a check upon hasty and unOn motion of Mr. Leigh, of Richmond city,
twen
of
advised
legislation of congress, exercised on so
to
consist
committee,
That
a
"Resolved,
ty-three menibers, be appointed to con9iiler,digest many occasions, and in so many forms, as would
and report proper measures to be adopted by thi.i have shaken a British monarch from his throne; so
exercised, that it has ceased to be a passive, and
convention."
The said committee was ordered to consist of the has become an active legislative j)ower; so exercisfollowing gentlemen, Messrs. Leigh, of Richmond, ed, that it haa become avast, various and overHodge, of Nansemond, Bowers, of Southampton, whelming branch of prerojjative; so exercised, that
Archer, of Amelia, Tucker, of Brunswick, Bon- the president, by continually defeating the will of
durant, of Buckingham, Witcher, of Pittsylvania, congress, has, in ell'ect, constituted himself the suRadford, of Bedford, McCandlish, of Williamsburg, preme lawgiver of the land.
We have seen the president proposing measures
Semple, of Essex, Carter, of Richmond county,
Coles, of Albemarle, Pendlelon, of Rappahannock, for regulating the whole financial system of the
Henderson, of Loudoun, Conrad, of Frederick, governmenl; such measures as it belongs in a pecuLewis, of Rockingham, Dorman, of Rockbridge, liarmanner to congress to devise and provide, and

—

—

We

We

We

We

—

—

which the president

at most has only a right to repersisting, for years, in pressing the
adoption of those measures upon the legislature, in
spite of the disapprobation and resistance of a majority of the representatives of the people, and of a
majority of the people themselves; and still depending upon the power and influence of the exe-

commend;

utive to overcome that resistance at last.
see a design on foot, and we fear in the progress of accomplishment, suggested and recomnded by the executive, to abandon and throw
away (under color of a graduation of prices of rewhich is only the beginning)
fuse public lands
the vast public domain that belongs to the whole
nation; to deprive all participation in the benefit of
that domain the old slates of the union, with whose
treasures a part of it was purchased, and the residue vested in the federal government by their free
grant, and a large portion of it by the cession of Virginia, upon the express trust that "should it be considered as a common fund for the use and benefit of
such of the United States as had become or should
become members of the confederation or federal
alliance of the said states, Virginia inclusive, according to their usual respective proportions in the
general charge and expenditure, and should be
faithfully and bomijide disposed of for that purpose,
and for no other use or iiurjjose whatsoever." And
if it be the object of this scheme, as apparently it
is, and as we believe it to be, to conciliate the favor
of the i\ew states, for the re-election of the present
president to office, and for aspirants to the succession; and if the old states shall stand patiently by,
and let the first step of the operation be achieved;
then we shall see accomplished a stupendous scheme
of corruption, of which no example is to be found
in the history of mankind.
have seen a claim asserted by the president
to a constitutional right to the custody of all public
treasure and public property, independent of and
imprescriptible by law, interred from a pretended
constitutional right asserted by him, not only to appoint, but to remove at his will and pleasure, every,
officer to whose care any public treasure or pro-perty may be confided; and we see this monstrous
pretension now, through the prevalence of the executive power, regarded as settled doctrines.
have seen the principle asserted by the president that the executive administration is a unit,
and this practical consequence deduced from that
odd and noval dogma that all executive officers
are the mere servants or agents of the president, responsible to the nation for their conduct; a doctrine
which, if admitted, and carried out in practice, will
destroy all responsibility, and abrogate the power
of impeachment of officers of government for official misconduct or crimes, since, to impeach the
president, the leader and head of the dominant party
lor the time being, is, in every practical view, impossible.
have seen the president openly and daringly
interposing to defeat investigations of a committee
of congress into public abuses, and to shield his
officers from inquiry, unless specific charges should
be first preferred against them; such specific
charges as, without such inquiry as he determined to prevent, it was manifestly impossible to
frame and prefer; and thus the function of the house
of representatives, as the grand inquest of the nation, has been for the time, and, if the dominant
party shall continue in power, will be permanently
and forever, annihilated.
have seen the share of the power of appointment to office, confided by the constitution to the
senate, rendered wholly nugatory by the practice
of the president, whenever the senate has declined
to confirm his iiomination of an officer, to leave the
office vacant, and the public duties belonging to it
unexecuted, till the senate had conformed to

We

—

We

We

—

We

We

his will.

We

have seen

cfTorts

made by

the executive and

friends, and persisted in, to divide the people
into two distinct and hostile classes, to array the
poor against the rich, and to represent all individual wealth as a just object of jealousy to the
great body of the community; as if there really
were any such distinct classes known in our counits

under our laws, capable of being created
and fslublished; as if", according as the exertions of
honest industry and enterprise succeed or fail, the
poor were not d.iiiy growing rich, and the rich sinktry, or,

ing into poverty; as if individual wealth were not
the inevitable result of the security of private property, and the security of honest acquisition a
blessing to the poor as well as the rich; and as if
national wealth were any thing more than the aggregate of individual wealth. The present president of the United States has, in a solemn message
to congress, denounced "the dangerous influences
that arise in periods of excessive prosperity, and
the anti- republican teiulcncics of associated wealth;"
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in other words, that

accumulation of capital by the
contribution of many individuals, which, though

large,

the contributors look to their own advantage, is necessary in all countries, and especially in this
country, to render industry active and successful,
and indispensable to the accomplishment of those
vast works of internal improvement now happily
in progress throughout the country, the advantage

Resolved, That whether we have regard to the
opinions and wishes of the constituents we represent
or to the talents, long experience in public affairs,
and tried virtue, which combine to constitute the
wisdom of a great statesman, Henry Clay, of Kentucky is, in our opinion, the man who ought to be
nominated and supported for the office of president
of the United Slates; and that N. P. Tallmadge, of
New Vork ought to be nominated and supported for
the office of vice president: nevertheless, if other
citizens, concurring with us in opposition to the
measures and principles of the existing administration, shall be preferred by the national convention
at Harrisburg as proper candidates to be nominated
for those high offices respectively, we hereby pledge
ourselves to give our hearty and zealous support to
the candidates who shall be so preferred and nominated.
Resolved, That for the purpose of disseminating
true information among the people, of counteracting misrepresentations, of communication of views,
of representing to the whig party the necessity of
active exertions, and of giving to those exertions
the most perfect concert as well as energy, there be
appointed by the convention a central committee to
consist of twenty-one citizens devoted to the cause,
residing at or in the neighborhood of the city oi
Richmond: and that it be, and is hereby, earnestly
recommended to the whig party for each and every
county, city, borough and town in the commonwealth, to appoint committees of vigilance, to communicate, as occasion shall occur, with the central
committee, and generally to effectuate the other
purposes in this resolution mentioned.
Resolved, That it shall be the duty of the said
central committee to take early measures to ascertain whether the delegates chosen and deputed by
this convention to the national convention at Harrisburg will be able to attend that convention or not;
and if any of them shall, for any cause, decline the
service, or in case of the death of any of them, or of
any inability of any of them to attend the central
committee at Richmond be, and are hereby, au-

of which must redound to each and every individual citizen, and which will tend (above all things,
except a wise, just, and prudent administration of
the federal government) to promote and to preserve the harmony, the prosperity, and the integrity
of the union.
It is true that, while the executive government of
the United States has thus been advancing by hasty
ond enormous strides to a simple elective monarchy, the ministers of that government, from the
highest to the lowest, and their leading partisans,
have been continually making the loudest professions of zeal lor democracy.
But of those professions we are compelled to distrust the sincerity;
because we can recollect no pledge given by the
men in power, as a motive to the people to elevate
them to office, that has been redeemed; no one promise that has been fulfilled; no profession of opinion, principle, or feeling which they have not utterly disregarded; and because the history of the
transition of republican governments into monarchies, in all countries ajul in

all

times, evinces that

monarchy has always advanced and got possession
under the mask of ultra-democracy. Monarchical
principles and practices, the arts of corruption, the
doctries of agrarianism, and all the countless vices
and follies they must in the end engender and mature, cannot be endured without danger to the republic; without drying up the sources of national
piosperty, overturning the foundations of civil liberty and social happiness, and introducing discord,
confusion, violence and misery in place of that har-

mony, order, peace and freedom which it was the
object of our benignant institutions to promote and
to secure.

For the truth of all the general charges which
have been here preferred against the present chief
magistrate and his immediate predecessor, we refer
our fellow citizens to the history of their adminis-

—

We

tration
to notorious and recorded facts.
challenge inquiry, and defy refutation.
It is the deliberate and undoubting conviction of
this convention, that a majority of the people of the
United States, and especially a majority of the people of this state, are sensible of the vices of the
existing administration of the federal government,
and of the evils those vices portend, and consequently of the necessity of discarding Mr. Van
Buren from public confidence and office.
At the
same time, we are painfully aware that there are
divisions of opinion among ns on points in themselves of trival importancecompared with the great

objects as to which we all agree, which, if we shall
perversely continue to regard and foster, will render the will of the majority v\holly inefficient, however great that majority may be, and leave the
election of the president to the united, combined,

We

disciplined exertions of a minority.
see in the
conduct of the partisans of the president, in their
continual efforts to sow or to inflame divisions
among us, and their care to note and exhibit to the
peo])le every diversity of sentiment which independence of thought and individuality of character have produced, the conviction they entertain
that their hopes of success rest on our divisions

and

their

own

unanimity.

If it shall turn out in the sequel that the vast and
all-pervading power of the executive is alone competent to organize, combine, and direct a party to
decide the election of a president, then the same
influence which will enable Mr. Van Buren to accomplish his own re-election will also enable him
to dictate the election of his successor; and we
cannot but look with horror and dismay to the dynasty to which he may transmit his power.
In fine, this convention, while it knows that concert and co-operation among those who are opposed
to the re-election of Mr. Van Buren to the presidency are absolutely necessary to their success, is
happy in the conviction that such concert and cooperation will prove sufficient to remove him from
office, and to elect a trust-worthy successor.
Risolecd, therefore. That it is expedient that as
many delegates as Virginia is entitled to electors in
the presidential election shall be chosen and deputed by this convention to the national convention
proposed to be held at Harrisburgh in December
next, to represent the whig party of Virginia in the
selection, nomination and recommendation of proper candidates to be supported by the whole party
throughout the union Ibr the offices of president
and vice president of the United States; and that
two of those delegates be selected from the state at

and one from each congressional

district of

the stale.
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— Gen. Briscoe G. Baldwin, of Staunton.
ISth— Gen. Peter C. Johnston, of Scott.
19th — George W. Summers, of Kanawha.
20th — Gideon Draper Camden, of Harrison.
2lst — Jesse Edgington, of Brooke.
17th

Which report was unnanimously concurred in by
the convention.
In pursuance of the recommendation of the committe of 23, the following gentlemen were appointed a central committee for the state of Virginia,
William H. Macfarland, gen. J. B. Harvie,
Sidney, S. Baxter, James Lyons, John M. Botts.
Holden Rhodes, een. Bernard Peyton, Wyndham
Robertson, James M. Wickham, Peachy R. Grattan, Lewis W. Chamberlayne, Henry L. Brooke,
Francis B. Deane, jr. col. George M. Carrington,
Sherwin McRae, John B. Young, Isaac A. Gooddin, Dr. Micajah Clark, Samuel Taylor and John
viz:

Hampden Pleasants.
On motion of M. Dorman,
Resolved, That each member

of this convention
contribute the sum of five dollars towards advancing the objects for which it has assembled, and
that the same be paid to Kenton Harper, to be
transmitted to the central committee, after defraying the necessary expenses incurred here.
Mr. Newton, of Westmoreland, now rose, and
observing that the report of the committee of twenty-three had been limited to a preamble and resolutions, without presenting an address to the people
of Virginia, read in his place an able address, the
adoption of which he asked, as carrying out only
more at large the same views presented in the pre-

amble and resolutions.
Gen. Lewis, of Rockingham and Mr. Chapman
Johnson, while they most cordially subscribed to
the sentiments of the paper oftered by the gentleman from Westmoreland, suggested the impropriety

of adopting t%vo papers containing the same sentiments, and varying only in form.
Mr. Newton replied at some length, urging the
entire agreement and coincidence of the preamble and the address, and the consistency of adopting both.
Mr. Leigh entered into a variety of views to
thorised to fill any such vacancy.
show the incongruity of adopting the address under
Resolved, That a committee to consist of twenty- the circumstances of the case, whilst he fully asone members, (namely, one for each congressional sented to its principles.
district) be appointed to nominate the delegates
Mr. Archer, of Amelia, expressing his high approposed to be sent to the national convention by probation of the address, nevertheless urged the
the first of the above resolutions.
same views, and, appealing to Mr. Newton to withThe resolutions were then successively pro- draw it. Mr. Newton did so accordingly.
pounded from the chair, and unanimously adopted
Mr. Miller, of Powhatan, expressing his satisfacexcept that the second resolution was opposed by tion at this result, now ottered the following resoluone negative voice.
tions, which were unanimously adopted, to wit: A
Mr. Dabney, of Albemarle, the member who had resolution of thanks to the president and secretaries
voted against the second resolution, explained that and to the citizens of Staunton, for their attention,
the vote was not given in consequence of any dis- kindness and hospitality.
sent from the preference expressed for Mr. Clay
The president of the convention, in a brief adand Mr. Talmadge, whose nomination he cordial- dress, returned his thanks for the resolution just
ly aiiproved, and would heartily support.
passed, and again, and in the most earnest manner,
The chair then announced the following com- invited the whig party to "sink or swin" with their
mittee to select representatives to the Harrisburg principles, but never with men, and congratulated
convention, viz: Messrs. Miller, of Powhatan, Col- the convention on the cheering prospects which saton, of Elizabeth city. Boiling, of Petersburg, Ken- luted the whig party.
non, of Mecklenburg, Wilson, of Cumberland,
And then, on motion of Mr. Dorman, the conPannell, of Pittsylvania, Donald, of Bedford, Yer- vention adjourned sbie die.
by, of Northampton, Dickinson, of Caroline, French,
of Prince William, Wickham, of Hanover, Harris,
A correspondent of the.Richmond Whig, in noticof Louisa, Chapman, of Orange, Colston, of Lou- ing the proceedings of the convention observes:
don, Dandridge, of Jelitirson, Jones, of Pendleton,
The speeches of Messrs. Leigh, Johnson, ArchKinney, of Augusta, Preston, of Montgomery, Stu- er and Newton, when they touched upon the iniart, of Greenbrier, McDonald, of Hampshire, Good- quities of our rulers and tlie state of public affairs,
ing, of Ohio.
were received with loud cheers. When Mr. Leigh
The convention then adjourned to meet at four proclaimed war war to the knife the spacious
o'clock.
church rang with applause. But few assemblies
That hour having an ived, and the convention re- have congregated in our country of superior intelassembled.
ligence
not one, I venture to say more disintested
Mr. Miller, from the committee to select repre- in its patriotism One spirit of zeal in the cause,
sentatives to Harrisburg, reporteil that the commit- determination to make it succeed, and cheerful
confidence in the issue, pervaded the entire mass.
tee had nominated the following gentlemen, viz:
Benjamin W. Leigh, of Richmond city and James Various individuals exchanged pledges to devote
Barbour, of Orange county, delegates from the their energies to the triumph of a cause which
they believe involves the happiness and liberty of
state at large.
Dr. Francis Mallory, of Elizabeth their country. Let this spirit but diffuse itself over
1st district
let every man but do his part vithe community
city.
gorously and faithfully in his sphere let but light
2d James W. Pegram, of Petersburg.
be diffused among those whose situation cuts them
William S. Archer, of Amelia.
3d
off from an habitual acquaintance with public af4th
Richard Kidder Meade, of Dinwiddle.
fairs
and not a doubt need be entertained of the
5th
George Morton Payne, of Buckingham.
regeneratitrfi of Virginia by a large majority.
It
6th Vincent Witcher, of Pittsylvania.
is a great mistake to suppose the mass of the people
7th— William Martin, of Henry.
corrupted. They are now what they have been,
8th
John Tyler, of Williamsburg.
having no end but the public good. Corruption
9th James M. Garnett, of Essex.
stalks abroad in the great cities, and around the
10th
Willoughby Newton, of Westmoreland.
wdierever patronage comes in direct
land offices
nth— Gen. J. B. Harvie, of Henrico.
But the mass,
contact with the community.
Col. Isaac A. Coles, of Albemarle.
12th
Conthe yeomanry, are yet uncontaminated.
13th Jones Green, of Culpeper.
vince them where there interest and the honor of
14th
John Janney, ofLoudoun.
their country lie, and they will be found steadily
15th— Henry Berry, of Jefierson.
pursuing them.
16th— Augustus Waterman, of Rockingham.
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evacuted on

Wed-

The

4ih regiment of artillery
went otr tliat day, about 1 o'clock, in a train specially
BrunsBent tor the purpose of carrying them to
wick- The privates occupied thirty-three cars, drawn
by one locomotive. Another locomotive with three
cars, and the officers of the regiment followed after.
The privates were in fine spirits, and as thelar^e train,
consistina of cars of all kinds, moved off, they rent
the air with shouts of e.xultation.
At New Brunswick, they took boats for Albany,
whence they will proceed to Buffalo, Cleveland and
Detroit, a part being stationed, we believe, at each of
[jV. Jersey State Gazelle.
these places."
The New York Star states that the secretary of war,
together with general Macomb and general Scott,
have held a consultation on the best mode of carrying
on the campaign the ensuing winter in Florida, and, if
Gen. Scott may possipossible, terminating the war.
bly assume the command.

3d

llie

inst.

New

'

M. Arago

the

French philosopher, gives notice

that

he has discovered a mode of preventing the occurrence
His plan is to discharge
ol hail and thunder storms.
the electric fluid of clouds by means of a balloon, furnished with small lightening roads, which are to communicate with the ground.
Boston. The city councils of Boston have agreed to
fifty-six representatives to the lower house of the
stale legislature, the number to which that city is entitled by the new arrangement that curtailed tile repre-

send

sentation.

A line of

Charleston, S. C.

packet ships

is

about

to

go into operation at Ch..rleston, to run monthly between that port and Liverpool. The Courier states
that the merchants, who have the honor ol originating
tills patriotic and public spirited enterprise, are Messrs.
Jonathan Lucas, James Robertson & Co. and Higham, Fife & Co.
Canal

A

lolls.

ceived on the

New

comparative statement of

May,

re-

state canals, as follows:
1839.
183S.

$103,019 40
301,633 80
198,972 09
153,792 41
150,899 65

160,685 04
171,938 03

July,
Aiifust,

tolls

York

$127,670 40
213,355 23
173,096 00

April,

June,

913,322 35
846,744 81

J16,744 81

§66,577 54

Increase,

Crops in Maine. The first frost was on Sept. 29th,
but the corn crops, fortunately were beyond its reach.
There will be but two-thirds of a crop ot the famoiis
potatoes which the peculiar climate and soil of this
stale, analogous to that of Nova Scotia, produce. Fortunately, however, a much greater quantity than usual

was

planted.

Cherohees. The Little Rock, (Ark.) Times of the
29th July states that there had been some fighting
among the Cherokee Indians on tlie western frontier,
but no desire was manifested to trouble the whites.

barque Ariel, which sailed for Macao May 29ih, and luxuriant growth. 100,000 trees were offered at the
pas,sed Anjier July 6ih, to carry despatches for the same time by the foot; but there was no bid.
[Richmond Compiler, Oct. 11.
British government to a port on the Red Sea, (Cossier)
where sne was to remain till they could be forwarded
Much apprehension is
Mysterious disappearance.
to London, and an answer obtained from thence, felt at Paris, Henry county, Tenn. for the safely of

which

same

was to bring back to Macao.
hundred of the Prussian emi-

Messrs. Brown and Willey, of that place, who left there
on the 6ih of July last, and have not since been heard
Thev were hatters and engaged in a flourishing
congregating here, left this from.
morning for Milwaukie in the Wayne. $1,500 was business. One of ihem was bound lo the east to purchase materials, and had in his possession a consider[Buffalo Advocate.
paid for their passage.
able amount of money in specie; the other accompaFlorida. The subject of a division of the territory
d him to Sniichland, where he was to meet a gentlelarge
is becoming one of considerable interest,
man with whom he had some business to transact.
portion of the inhabitants of East Florida are favorable
traced as far as that point, nor can any
and we understand that They have been
to a division at the Suwanee
thing further be heard of them. The gentleman who
not a small portion of the inhabitants of Middle Floriwas to meet them at Smithfield was there at the apda, since the rejection of the constitution, are willing to
It is supposed
pointed time, but saw neither of them.
exscind East Florida, as a worthless limb, from the
that they have been murdered, as they were not in embody corporate. Our delegate, though personally fabarrassed circumstances, and no cause can be assignvorable to the division, is pledged aj-dinst the division,
meeting of the citied for their failure to appear.
unless expressly sanctioned by the people of Florida.
zens of Paris had been called by the mayor to adopt
hope he will not consider his election as giving
some measures to ascertaiir their fate.
such sanction. If the integrity of the union be disRailway.
An experiment has been made in Scotsolved, West Florida will insist upon being joined to
Alabama; when that time comes. South Florida will land, by buildin» a railway along side of the Forth and
speak her sentiments upon the subject, and though she Clyde canal, and propelling boats by means of a locomay speak with a small voice, and a modest and diffi- moiive, instead of horses. Itsuoceeded in taking them
dent air, yet the justice of her claim to a distinct and tlie whole distance of the line, at the rate of eighteen
separate empire must prevail. South Florida can sup- miles an hour.
port a government by herself, that will be respectable.
Religious.
Within the year ending July 31st, 1839,
Joined to the rest of Florida, she is only tributary to
the various Protestant missionary societies have rethe advancement of this silly faction or that,
ceived, for foreign missions $547,210, and for domestic
[Key West Floridian.
missions $236,661; making a total of $793,831, to which
Flour.
The total amount of wheat and flour arriv- is to be added the yet unascertained avails of ihe Bible
ing at the Hudson river through the Erie canal, from and Tract societies, whose funds are applied to a great
the openinc' of the navigation to the 1st October in extent, to the spread of Christianity among the heathen
through the medium of missionaries.
each of ihe years 1838 and 1839, was as follows:
579,698 barrels.
1833
equal to
The opening of the western rail road as far as
1839
to
514,544 barrels.
do.
Springfield, Massachusetts, took place on the first of
this month, and was celebrated by the citizens of that
Showing a falling off equal to 165,154 barrels, or
place in a very spirited manner. This is a continuaabout 25 per cent.
tion of the Boston road towards the Hudson, where it
What ihe amount coming in at Buffalo from Ohio is intended to unite with the New York improvements.
and Michigan is we have not the means of stating.
Santa Fe traders. The St. Louis Republican of the
One thing, however, is certain, that the enormous
learn by a gendeman from Jack4th instant says:
quantities which were calculated upon from those states
son county, that the annual Santa Fe caravan of traders
this year have not been received, or if they have, that
arrived upon the borders of the state of Missouri,
has
they have been stopped and consumed in our own
return for their labors.
state.
Not only so, but our own production has fallen bringing with them a rich
They have with them, it is said, a very considerable
off 25 per cent,
amount of specie, an article just now in much demand
Iowa. The sale of lots in Iowa city, the seat of goin this quarter.
vernment for the territory of Iowa, has been quite large
The slavers brought into New York recently by H.
fully equal to expectation, notwitlistanding the hard
Buzzard, are, it is reported, to protimes.
Thirty lots sold on the first day brought about B. M, brig-of-war
to Jamaica, our government decUned iiiler$5,000, and the proceeds of the three days' sales, it ceed again
was believed, would not fall short of ©I5,(X)0. Lots iering in the matter.
fronting on the public square, the proposed site for the
Sleamhoat humt. The Spanish government having
slate house, brought from $400 to $600.
been informed ihat the Brilish steamer Waterloo was
with 10,000 stand of arms, uniIndians. Death of an Indian chief. Big Kettle, one to sail from London
forms, and amunition for the Carlists, had ordered four
of the chiefs of the Seneca nation, died at "the Reserva
tion yesterday, aged 55 years.
He was one of those vessels U) cruise continually along the coast to prevent
reaching
its destination.
The vessel did
convoy
this
who strenuously opposed the treaty held out to them on
not reach her destination, as she took fire on Monday,
the part of the government, and up to the hour of his
off the Isle of Wright, and went down after burning
death, persisted in opposing every effort to remove him
His loss will to the water's edge. She had 6,000 stand of arms on
from the hunting grounds of his lathers.
board. The whole of her crew, consisting of eleven
be seriously felt by the nation.
the

Emigrants.

grants,

vessel

Two

who have been
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Cyajie.
The Smyrna Journal states that the American corvette Cyanc arrived in the Smyrna roads on the
Lo! thepoor Indian. A box containing $1,000 in
20.h ult. and left on ihe 24th for Marseilles, calling at
Malta. All the vessels of the United States navy in specie, was stolen from Dan Two Guns, a Seneca
the Levant, with the exception of the Brandywine fri- cnief, on Monday night last. The money was to have
gate, are about to take their departure for the coast of been paid to the Indians as their annuity.
France.
[Buffalo Commercial.

The
"By a

Louis Republican of
Literary. Samuel L. Southard, the distinguished
who came up senator from New Jersey, has accepted an invitation
to deliver the introductory lecture before the Boston
making fearful
lyceum, in a few weeks.
hands on board this boat. She left New Orleans with
A sloop of war launched. The beautiful sloop of
tifty passengers, some of whom died on the passage to
the mouth of the Ohio. There, three died and were war "Dale'' was launched yestertiay from our navy
buried, and twelve or fifteen more were lying at the yard. She glided from the stocks into her adopted
point of death when she left for this port. About ten element in grand style, in the presence of a large con[Phil. Inq.
miles below cape Girardeau, the Corsican grounded, course of spectators.
Corsican steamioat.

the 17th
in the

uldmo

says:

New York

St.

passenger,

we
ravages among
last night,

—
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"Camp Washington was

Army.
nesday,

19,

learn that the fever is
the passeni^ers and

where she lay when the New York passed; three or
Mississippi river.
Some effwts have lately been
mure dealhs had occurred after iheir departure from made to increase the depth of water at the mouth of
Mr. McAlisler, the clerk of the Corsican, the Mississippi. The New Orleans Bee complains lliat
the mou'-h.
was in command, and was well. Capt. Lockwood re- the worn was abandoned after ten days labor. The
mained at home this trip."
sum of $230,000 was expended in the procuring of maThe tide vmter canal cases. Hartford county court, chinery and in prosecuting the work for that period;
judges Purviance and Magruder silting, have set aside the chunnel cut was then abandoned to the waves and
the inquisition of the jury in the case of Mrs. Archer
against the Susquehanna tide water canal. The effect
of this decision is to bring the case before a new jury.

The damages awarded to Mrs, Archer by
jury aniounled to upwards of §122,000,

the former

sand. The labor of another ten days, accordi'ng to the
statement of the Bee, will be required to restore the
channel to the condition in which it was left.
The
further proseculion of the work is urged.

Mrs. Jerom£ Bonaparte.
The Paris correspondent
From China. The ship Panama, at New York, of Ihe New York Courier writes, under date of 17th
September, as follows:
brings advices to the 1st June, of which the following
Mrs. Jerome Bonaparte, (Mrs. Patterson), has arrivis Ihe subsiance: The Chinese government still pcred in our capital, with the intention of settling delinitcaistcd is demanding the bond, as it was termed, of foIv in France.
Her son, who was compelled to quit
reigners, on securing with liie Hong merchants ships
Paris, is now residing in Switzerland, where he is waitentering the port, and consequently no foreign vessels
were brought into the river under a conviction that the ing until the ministers of France and Austria go security for his good behavior, in the pope's states, lo be autrade could not go on till the government should abandon the attempt to enforce the new regulations, of thorised lo repair to Rome to receive a sum of 4-50,000
which it showed no inienlion. Nearly all the foreign fiancs, left him by his grand uncle, cardinal Fesch.

men and one

passenger, were obliged to abandon her,

and take refuge
their clothes, but
to

in the Nab light vessel.
They lost all
were treated, when afterwards brought

[London paper.

shore with great kindness.

Mr. Consul Trist.
sident had recalled

We stated yesterday that the preWe have since

this functionary.

seen the proceedings of the committee which wailed
upon the president on the subject, and must say that
his excellency has proved himself somewhat "noncomtnitial" in the matter. The substance of his replies to the committee was to this purpose: He assured
the committee that he should lake active and decisive
measures to sift the matter between consul Trist and
The president also assured the comcapt. Wendell.
mittee that consul Trist had already been written to on
the subject, and that no doubt but Mr. Trist would be
in Now York very soon, where he trusted that he
would be able to clear up his character. The committee
do not appear to be altogether satisfied with the assurances of the president, but say they will delay further action unlil the first day of November but no
longer. The gallant tars will not be trampled on with
[Ball. Chron.
impunity.

Terns loan. The New York Gazelle says that gen.
Hamilton, the Texian commissioner, who returned ill
Ihe Liverpool, had placed his negotiation for the Texian
loan, in Europe, in a successlul train, with every prospeel of a final success.
Toa.fl.
Philip Hone, esq. at the dinner given a few
days since by ihe Hnrlcm rail road company to a party
of guests, gave the following toast:
Philip
Hone
The locomotive ihe only good moBy
tive for riding a man upon n rail.

—

West

hidies.
Files cf the Barbadian to the 7th of
Sept. inclusive have been received at the N. York Exchanfje rending room. The paper of that date complains
bilierly of the parching drought with which the land
was iiffiicted, said to be ihe severest ever known at that
lime of year. Its ofTect was injurious in the extreme
upon the cane crop, the Indian corn, and ground propostscript, however, aiin-junces
visions genernlly.

Moras multicaulis.
commercial houses had completely brolten up their es
An auction sale of 5,000 moms
tablishmcnts in Canton, and retired to Macao or else- mullicauris trees, at Messrs. Tcmplemen and Dickinwiierc, and very few foreigners of any nation remain- son's, was made yesterday at ten cents per tree, to be
ed. All the foreign consuls were at Macao. The paid on the delivery of the trees in November.
None
chief superintendent of Brilish trade hud chartered the of the trees were under five feel high, and they were of the vtelcome

A

fall

of rain in heavy showers.
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outstanding crops of wheat and oats in Ireland, tiave aUosufterert, particularly the former. The
ruin appears to have been even heavier there than on
this side of the channel, and we fear that provisions
will afjain be very high during the approaching
winter in that country. Shipments of wheat flour
and oat meal had been received there from England, and it was calculated that further supplies of
those articles would be required from us.
There has been an increased enquiry for good
sound qualities of foreign wheat as the week has
advanced, the damp condition of the new English
making it a matter of much difficully to grind such
withou: a large admi.xlure of old, and as the quantity of English of last year's crop left over is
very small, attention is naturally directed to ib

26,
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FRANCE.

knowledge and morality among

From the New York Courier and Enquirer.
be sure of
From Havre. The packet ship Duchesse d' Or- kingdom.

Richardson, arrived here yesterday,
bringing us papers to the 20th ult. from Havre, and
19th from Paris, being a few hours later than our
accounts by the last steam vessel we find little in
them of any importance. A somewhat serious distuibance had occurred at Mans, in the department
of Vienne, caused by the high price of grain, of
which we annex an account. The king, by an
ordonnaiice, has dismissed the prefect of the department from his olMce.
The Journal du Havre of the 20th September,
under the head of "Bourse de Paris, 19th, quotes 5
per cent, stocks 110,6^, 110,55, 3 per cent. 81,
reign.
Bank of France 2,795, 2,780, and adds, business
At Wednesday's market the holders already ex- was calm this day. It was announced that the
hibited more tirmness, and refused to sell except at principal banking houses, wishing to prevent the
fully previous rates, whilst on Friday there was a embarrassment which would result from the returns
lively trade and Monday's currency was realized of the bills of exchange drawn by the Bank of the
for all good qulities.
In addition to tlie demand United States, were desirous of acting in concert
from our own millers there were on the latter day vvilh the houses of Rothschild."
some country purchases, and a lew orders from ScotSales of cotton at Havre 19th September; 297
land; on the whole therefore the trade enjoyed more bales Louisiana cotton 97all6f.; 30 Georgia upactivity than on any previous market day ibr a con- lands 102f. 59c.
siderable time past.
Corn riots in France. There had been great disThere was likewise some enquiry for bonded turbances occasioned
by the export of corn in the
wheat, and a few cargoes changed hands at prices department
of the Sarthe, which were not confined
which could not have been obtained earlier in the to Conner alone.
week. The duly did not alter on Thursday and it
On the 14lh, the inhabitants ofLa Ferte Bernard
is still uncertain whether it will come below the
also stopped a number of wagons laden with wheat,
present point.
on their way to Cliartres.
Crops in Italy. The Monileur publishes a letter
The prefect having arrived with a body of cavalry,
from Milan, which mentions that the wheat crop succeeded
in rescuing the wagons, and sent them
had been extremely abundant throughout Lombar- on to their
destination.
They had not, however,
dy, but that there had been a considerable deficit in
proceeded very far, when they were again stopped,
the other grains on the account of the excessive
and compelled to retrograde to Mans, where the
ISO,
heat.
000 Ib, of silk had been sold at the fair
populace gathered round them, and obliged the
of Bresca. Several capitalists of Milan, considerdrivers to unload them in the market.
public
ing the immense advantage to be derived from the
functionary having interfered, was ill-treated by
spinning of flax in a country which annually prothe mob, and would have been killed but for the
duced 160,000 quintals, had formed a society for timely arrival
of the attorney-general with a dethe purpose, with a capital of £27,000.
Two tachment of troops,
who escorted him to the preother societies were also in progress of organizafecture amidst a shower of stones some of which
tion.
struck the attorney-general. The military remainThe harvest. The season has now advanced so ed
on foot for the protection of Ihe market until
far that considerable anxiety begins to be felt for the
o'clock at night. On one point the mob attempted
safely of the crops, and not without good cause. AVe
to construct a barricade, and a soldier who happened
have had one or two fine days, but on the alternate to
pass by was beaten with sticks and left for dead
»!a3's a i^reat quantity of rain has fallen.
The crops
spot. Thirty of the rioters were arrested, and
are nearly all ripe, and a few tine days would be
several companies of infantry had arrived in Mans
sufficient to cut and house nearly all the wheat
to reinforce the garrison.
crop, which, in some places, is seriously damaged
The Sun of Marseilles states that the price of
by the rain. Of the weather and crops in general corn was still rising
in the south of France.
we have received the following account from a re"The general dearth of grain (it says) at a period
.spected correspondent:
"I have been through tile
when the crops have scarcely been gathered in, is
counties of Essex, Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge
very ominous. This state of things, which has not
and Lincolnshire; in the four first named the corn been produced by any orders from
England, and
is principally carried, ami from all the accounts I
which proceeds entirely from domestic circumlieard 1 believe the quantity is rather more than an
stances, might become more serious if the United
average crop though I fear the quality will prove Kingdom,
with whose prospects we are yet unacto be generally below the usual standard of English
quainted, should call upon us for supplies. The
wheat. In the county of Lincoln the corn is yet arrivals
expected from the Black Sea are inconvery
little
present
being
generally out,
at
cut; and
siderable, and we shall have to provide for an extenwhere standing is rather injured by the late rains." sive tract of country.
Ii is to be hoped that the

—
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ISheffield Iris.
Scotland. It is now nearly four weeks since grain
partially cut in this quarter; but beyond a few
solitary stacks in the earliest situation, where the
greatest care was used, leading, generally speaking,
has been at a stand still during the whole of that
Messrs. Laurie, Smith, McHarg, Wilson,
period.
Coi belly, and several others, ?ecured on Thursday
night, limited quantities of wheal, barley and oats;
but the breadth, upon the whole, was trilling in the
extreme, compared to the immense mass of grain
cxposed;and never, during Iho last quarter of a century, were the barn-yarrls leaner beyond the middle
of a month which should see every thing snug under
thatch and rope.
Last week we had three favorable days; on Friday it rained heavily at mid-day, but reaping in the
evening was eagerly resumed, and iluring that interval, short as it was, an immense quanlily of corn
was cut. All wasanxiely on the paitol the husbandDiPii, and had the weather remained dry on Saturday, leading and .^tacking would have gone briskly
forward in every (larish over the country. But the
rain, alas! returned, and this dashed the hopes of
thousands; even the reaping hook was a::ain arrested, aiirl beyond cutting, the week all but lost to the

was

yeoman of our own and adjoining

roiinties.

[Dumfries Courier of Tuesday.
The Fylde. The weather has been very variable,
and on the whole exceedingly unfavorable Ibr the
Wheat will bo below an average, and a
harvest.
large portion of it defective in quality.
Oats and
beans are an abundant crop. Potatoes are also full
average; turnips and winter crops promise well.
ll'rcston Chronicle.

his people

favor from the present

leans, captain

seems

monarch of

to
that

RUSSIA.
Pete-sburg, Sept.6.
The Invalide Russe puban account of the reviews at Borodino. The
emperor successively reviewed the several corps on
the 29th of August, and was received by the troops
with the loudest expressions of joy at being honored by his majesty's presence. The emperor, being
peifectly satisfied with Ihe organization of the camp,
which is 15 werst (10 miles) in extent, was pleased
to express his sincere thanks to the commander-inchief, and testified his satisfaction to all the commanders of corps.
From the camp Ihe emperor
went to Ihe spot on which is the monument erected
in memory of the battle of Borodino, and afterwards
visited the plain where that famous battle was fought
on the 7th of September, 1812. The duke of Leuchtenberg arrived on the 30lh in Ihe morning. Alter
an interview with him, the emperor went to inspect
the second corps of infantry, drawn up in four lines
along the banks of the Moskwa. "Without the reserve, it consisted of 48 battalions, and 3J squadions, and 12 batteries of artillery.
There were 13
generals, 92 superior officers, 859 inferior officers,
3,779 suballerns, 1,951 musicians, and 37,819 privates
in all, 44,512.
The emperor was perfectly
satisfied with the condition and appearance of the
St.

lishes

—

troops.

liussian quarantine regulations.
The envoy of
the empeior of Russia has communicated to the department of stale, the following notice to vessels
trading to the Russian ports on Ihe Baltic.

The imperial government having received the
most satisfactory information with regard to the
means employed for the purification of vessels and
goods in the English quarantine establishments at
Stangate Creek, Milford Haven, and Mother Bank,
near Portsmouth has determined that henceforward
all vessels with their
cargoes of suspected goods
which may have been purified in either of those
three establishments, should be admitted into the
Russian ports on the Bailie, on presenting a cerlificafe proving that they have been there purified,
without undergoing any other quarantine. They
will, however, continue to obtain an attestation to
the same effect from the Danish quarantine establishments.
SPAIN.
Entrance of Don Carlos into France. Paris, Sunday night, half past 8. At length all doubis are at
end Don Carlos is in France. A telegraphic des-

—

i

',

(

,

I

patch just published in the Moniteur Parisien, thus
announces the fact:
Bayonne, Sept. 14, at nine in the evening,
and Aenhoa, the same day,
(Arrived this day, the 15lh, at noon.)

"The

sub-prefect of Bayonne to the minister of the

interior:

"Don

He

Carlos has claimed hospitality and a refuge.
has entered France with his family."

(In the original.)

"Don

Carlos a reclame I'hospilalite et nn lefuge.
II vient d'entrer en France avec sa famille."
Letters from Bayonne, of the 15th instant, bring
good harmony between the powers will not be dis- the particulars of
Ihe arrival of Don Carlos in France.
turbed at Constantinople, that the passage of the
The Carlist corps which occupied the Bastan, had
Dardanelles may remain open ami also that the
been divided into two by a manceu\re of gen. Eswinlermay not prove more rigorous than the last, so partcro; and Don Carlos, finding himself separated
as to enable us to export corn from the Black Sea
from the main body of his army and driven into Urduring this season.
dax, was obliged to retire on the French territory.
Loss of a French ship ofioar.
letter to the ediThe famous Cure, Merino, and general Negri had altors of the Journal of Commerce, dated Monteready arrived in Bayonne. Don Carlos was accomvideo, August l;ith, says— "The French ship of
panied by the princess of Beira, his son the prince
war Active has been recently lost on the Island of of Asturias, and the infant Don Sebastian.
About
Lobos; crew all saved."
3,000 soldiers of the Carlist army had laid down their
HOLLAND.
arms on the French frontier.
Population of Holland, Paris and London.
The French ministry appropriates to itself,
The populalion of Holland, according to a recent
census, is 2,597.000. The populalion of Paris has in a great degree, through its official organ, the
merit
of having pacified Spain:—
increased from 795,000 (in 1814) to 1,200,000.
In

;!

|

'
'

;

A

the same time the population of London has increased from 820,000 to 1,700,000. The population of
these two capitals exceeds the population of all the
other capitals of Europe.
PBUSSIA.
It is slated from some foreign journal, that the
king of Piussia has given orders that all periodcals
on the subject of evangelical missions among Ihe
heathen, shall for the future, be exempted from
postage all over Ihe kingdom. In 1833 this monarch

A

did the same for a book of hymns.
distinguished
pastor who published in 1837 a remarkably valuable
work on the sanctificatinn of the Sabbath, has also
just received the king's invitation to publish ten
thousand copies of a popular work on spirituous li<|Uors, to be distributed gratuitously throughout the
Prussian monarchy.
The provisions ol the copy
right law in Prussia are of a very liberal character.
and indeed every thing which may lend to advance

'

"It is no violation of truth," fays the Monileur,
"to attiibute a portion of this happy result to the )iolicyofthe cabinet of the 12tli of May. The attitude
assumed by this cabinet in the affairs of Spain its

—

—

Ihe onlers which it gave
declarations at Ihe tribune
on the frontier.s its instructions to the French navy
on the coast of the Peninsula and its negolialions
in concert with England, our ally, have, without
doubt, conlrihiiloil to bring about a denouement,
which although unexpected a few months ago, is
now nearly accomplished. Spain has not misunderlood the aid which the present cabinet so eagerly
iHbrded her. It has been received with joy and
gratitude by Ihe friends of constitutional order and
has served to convince Ihe abettorsof the counterreThe consevolution of the futility of their hopes.
quences of the conduct of the French cabinet have
been prompt and decisive, and the governnient have
a right to take credit for the success of its policy.

—

—
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prescrib- that the viceroy forwarded to the consuls at Alex- part he had taken throughout, and urging the recoghas been andria, on the 20lh ult. a note, in which he announc- nition and fulfilment of his condilional pledge that

Vhich, although never exceedino; the limits
ed by priidence and the national interest,
imply sufficient forthe object in view."
The warlike preparations in Russia have excited
At the grand review at Borodino, troops
ilarm.
Uerc assembled to the number of 110,000, and the
rommand was assumed by the emperor in person.
Subordinate commands were given to the heir ap-

Doubts
and the duke of Leuchtenburg.
Uere entertained whether this great body of men
livas brought together merely for display, and it was
rumored that orders had been given for marching a
large portion of them southward.
[parent

entire discomfiture of Don Carlos in Spain
have been brought about by the treachery
Maroto, his chief general. This officer went
over to the queen in consequence of having discovered the existence of some design to supersede
The pacification
him, entered into by Don Carlos.
in Spain is hailett by Great Britain as the harbinger

The

lis

said to

i)f

'of

a pro.'perous trade

between the two countries.

We

are indebted for some of these particulars to
1 little work published some time since by a member of the stock exchange, to which we have added the result of our own inquiries.
From late British Journals received at litis office.
French and English fleets. The following is the
comparative force of the English and French fleets
at the enterance of the Dardanells:
f/-«ncA— Montebello, (rear admiral Lalande) 120
guns; Hurcule, 109 guns; Jena, (rear admiral Lassusse) 90 guns; Santi-Petri, 90 guns; Diademe, 90
guns; Jupiter, 90 guns; Trident, S6 guns; Triton, 86
guns; GeneretJX. 86 guns Total, 847.
English Princess Charlotte, (admiral sir R. Stopford) 104 guns; Rodney, 92 guns; Asia, 84 guns;
Powerful, 84 guns; Bclierophon, SO guns; Vanguard,
90 guns; Talavera,74 guns; Minden, 74 guns; Pembroke, 74 guns Total, 736.
'

—
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TURKEY AND EGYPT.
condition of eastern alfairs seems to be no
The sultan declines to
less perplexed than before.
comply with the demands of Mehemet Ali touching the hereditary possession of Egypt and Syria;
anil the Egyptian pasha is equally obstinate in reIt is manifest that
!fusing to abate his pretensions.
the great pow'ers, who seeined so unanimous in
proffering the terms of an amicable settlement, are
lu reality divided by contrary interests. To attempt
the coercion of Mehemet Ali by crippling his power and destroying the Turkish and Egyptian tieets
'now in his possession, would be a repetition of the
mistaken policy which led lo the battle of Navarino,
cannot
'and resulted so favorably to Russia.
but think that the aspect of atiairs in this quarter
forebodes some serious disturbance to the peace of
Europe, especially when the distressed condition of
Great Britain is considered, whereby that nation is
rendered less capable of opposing the full developraetit of Russian policy.
France, too, has her designs upon Egypt, and it would be no unparalleled
coalition that should unite France and Russia in the
project of a complete dismemberment of the JMa

The

We

hometan empire.

The last accounts from Constantinople, received
in the Austrian capital, were destitute of import
ance. The ambassadors of England, France and
Prussia, in Vienna, had been invested with special
flowers, as respected eastern affairs, and were sfiort
y to hold conferences with count Fiquelmont, who
had been appointed to represent prince Metternich
during his absence.
[He had gone to Johannis
berg.]
The Russian minister was left without powers.

According to a letter from Constantinople of the
2Sth ult. published by the Jugsburg Gazette, oHhe
14th inst the divan had held a meeting, at w hich it
was resolved to anathemise Mehemet Ali, should
he persist in requiring more than the hereditary
possession of Egypt, which the young sultan again
The mufti, the three kadieoffered to grant him.
skeirs, and other ulemas, voted in favor of the mea
The same journal also adds, that the last note
sure.
sent in by the porte to the conference, forthe pur
pose of demanding anew the intervention of the
powers, had been addressed to their respective
courts by the ambassadors, with the exception only
of M. Boutenieff. Some agitation prevailed in Con.
stantinople, in consequence of rumours of revolts
in Asia Minor, circulated by Egyptian emmissaries
It was also said that an insurrection, fomented by
Mehemet Ali, had broken out in Albania, and that
the insurgents had made themselves masters of
Vlank, and of the principal defiles leading to Janina
The government however, have received no official
intimation of those events.
Other letters from the Ottoman capital of th
same date, contained in the Carlsnihe Gazette, of
the 15th inst. mention that the negotiations between
the ambassadors of the European powers and Me
hemet Ali had of late assumed a pacific turn, and

ed his readiness to acquiesce in the conditions of the claims of the resident foreigners lor indemnifithe powers, provided they were equitable. In Pera, cation and redressshould be enforced by the British
;overnment.
however, the sincerity of Mehemet Ali, as well as
the harmony said to exist between the powers, were
The surrender of the opium 20,28:3 chests was
both questioned, and it was not thought that the difompleted on the 21st of May. The manner of its
ferences could be adjusted without a war.
disposition was not yet deter'mined
whether to
Great fire at Constantinople. The ministerial burn it, throw it into the sea, or forward it all to
Evening Journal announces that government has Pekin. The latest proposition was to dig large
received intelligence from Constantinople of the pits, in which it was to be thrown, with quant.
vf. of oil, salt water, and other ingredients to make
10th ult. stating that on the preceding morning, at
t liquid, and then let it run into the
river forthe
ten o'clock, a fire broke out at Pera and Galata,
which at first appeared to be of slight importance, benefit of the fishes.
As may be supposed Ihe foreign business at Canbut afterwards spread so widely, that by four in the
As soon as ton was pretty much broken up for the time, and
afternoon, 200 houses were destroyed.
he few foreigners remaining were chiefly Amerithe princede Joinville was aware of the occurrence,
he hastened with the officers who accompanied him cans.
to Constantinople, and the crew of the steam ship
The prospect of a renewal of trade was very
All the doubtful, because the Chinese authorities not satisPapin, to the scene of conHa;ration.
French at Pera and Galata joined his royal highness, fied with the bond given by the resident merchants,
and placed themselves under his orders, which stipulating that they would not deal in opium,

—

—

were given with judgment and effect. The Argus, further demanded a similar bond from the capwas directed by the ambas- tain and consignee of every vessel that should arrive,
sador to run down to Galata for the double purpose agreeing to the confiscation of vessel and cargo, if
of lending the assistance of her crew, and of receiv- any opium should be found on board, and that all paring on board the wives and children of such fami- ties connected with the vessel should suffer death.
Baflled by the On this condition foreign vessels were allowed to
lies as might require an asylum.
winds and currents, the Argus did not arrive before come up to Whampoa, but none had availed themone o'clock in the morning, but the captain, with selvesofthe permission. Indeed, capt. Elliott, on
many of his men, got into their boats and joined tfie I9lh of May, issued a formal notice, forbidding
the prince in stopping the progress of the flames. the entrance of all British vessels until he should
They were not, however, extinguisheil till one in publish a declaration that it would be safe.
the morning, when his royal highness, covered with
Lin, the commissioner, having so successfully
smoke and ashes, retired to his residence at Pera, completed his undertaking against the opium, had
which fortunately remained untouched. "The peo- been promoted to the government of the provinces
ple," this joiirnal adds, "are unanimous in attribut- Chekeang and Keange, the second of the empire ia
ing to the prince and the crews of the French ships, rank and importance.
the salvation of Pera from total destruction, and
In the mean time, however, a new trouble had
are consequently loud in the expression of their sprung up in regard to the measurement of foreign
gratitude. Happily, too, the north winddiil not pre- vessels.
The commissioner had ordered all the
vail as usual at this season, or the disasters of 1831 ships arriving with cargo to be examined by the
would have been renewed, and Pera and Galata sub-prefect, and their dimensions, tonnage and
would have been reduced to a heapof ashes. The draught of water to be reported, and with 13 vessels
number of dwellings burnt are estimated at about a lying at Macao, this was done. But one American
thousand, but few of the French inhabitants have ship, the Peih-ta-le, Robert Fulton, made sail and
suffered as the quarters destroyed were principally would not stay to be measured; whereupon ensued
It is not a long series of clear reports and special edicts,
those of the Turks, .Armenians and Jews.
believed Ihat the fire was wilful. The local autho- the substance of which appears in the following exrities displayed their usual apathy, although Ali tracts:
pasha, Ihe seiaskier of Constantinople, was on the
The ship Peih-ta-le, which refused to be measurspot.
The prince de Joinville, notwithstanding the ed, and presumed to sail away eastward, has evifatigue he has undergone, continues to enjoy the dently done so for evil.
We have sent a comstationed offTherapia,

most perfect health.

munication to the hoppo that he convey commands
to the hong merchants not to trade with her, but to
Commercial Advertiser.
The
hasten her departure back to her country.
By the arrival of the ship Panama, capt. Benja- said sub-pi'efect, Stc. will give direct commands to
min, we have advices from Canton to the 2d of the cruisers to take with them linguists and pilots,
June, and from Macao to the 4th inclusive, at which and ascertain plainly where Peih-ta-le has gone;
date the opium affair had reached its local catastro
and finding her track, convey to her the commands;
phe; all that now remains is the action of the Bri- that having been unwilling to be measured, it is
tish government, of which we shall probably have evident that she has brought contraband goods, and
specific information by the next steam packet.
has dared to show opposition; that while orders
The threatened proclamation of captain Elliott, have been given for the others to enter the port of
which was to work such wonders "make Canton Whampoa, she is not allowed to trade, but must
had appeared, and like sail back to her country, and not loiter about. If
too hot lor all foreigners"
the other proclamations of that official, proved she dares to sail to other places on the high seas,
much less formidable in fulfilment than in jiromise. where it is unlawful for her to go, to form connexHe left Canton lor Macao on the 24th of May, ac- ions with the ships of Chinese marauders, and traffic
companied by all the British residents, and by some in opium, the cruisers will all unite in attacking her,
of other nations.
All the foreign consuls had also when repentance will be too late. As soon as any
]>roceeded to Macao.
real traces of the said vessel are found, let the same
The notice of captain Elliott was issued on the beclea;ly reported to us by express.
22d of May, two days before fiis departure for MaFrom the New York Courier.
cao.
It is not explicit, and in fact amounis to litThe ship Horatio, capt. Howland, arrived on Satle beyond a repetition of what is said in his former turday night from Canton, whence she sailed on the
proclamations to wit: that no confidence is to be 14th June. Owing probably to the peculiar circumplaced in the Chinese government that the su
stances now existing there, we have not received by
render of the opium was compul-:ory and nnjnsther either papers or letlers from our regular corresthat further commercial intercourse with China pondent.
We have, however, collected from pasand
engaging
in
it
must be at the risk of those
sengers the following information, received a letter
that British subjects, before leaving the coun
from a casual correspondent at Macao, and a Canton
try, must
make up sealed statements of their paper of the 4lh June, which is but little later than
claims, ftc. As to the course of the British go- we already had in our possession, still we make from
vernment, no more distinct information is given it some extracts.
than the following:
All the opium which had been seized, has at least
And he has once more to warn her majesty's sub been apparently destroyed. We very much doubt
whether
it actually has been. The British and Amestrong
sudden
and
that
such
terms,
jects, in anxious
measures as it may be found necessary to adopt on rican residents had left Canton and were at Macao.
Our correspondent at Macao writes that the imthe part of the competent authorities, for the honor
and interests of the British crown, cannot be preju perial commissioner was expected at Macao, that be
diced by their continued residence in Canto:i beyonc has demanded of the Portuguese the surrender of
opium, with which demand they
the period of his own stay, upontheirown responsi- 8,000 chests of
unable to comply, having sent all they had
bilities, and in spite of the solemn injunction of her were
away on the commencement of the difficulties. That
majesty's officer.
On the 23d of May an address to lord Palmerston he had threatened to attack Macao, and that prepawas drawn up and signed by the resident British rations were making for defence, the American comgovernor twenty
and Parsee merchants, settirig forth their giievan modore having lent the Portuguese
and promised him every asccs, giving a brief history of the commissioner'! barrels of gunpowder,
required it.
proceedings, complimenting capt. Elliott for the sistance in his power if he

CHINA.

From

ihe

New York

—

—

—

—

—

—
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We

give these accounts as they reach us, without
attaclimg to thein much irnportauce. It is prohable,
as matters stand at Macao, with a number of exasperated foreigners collected there, who entertain the
utmost contempt lor tlie martial prowess of those
who they think have injured them, that they should
it
tallc of battles and so lojth, but we do not think

probable the British resident would countenance any
hostility till he receives instructions from home; and
certainlv the commanders of the American vessels
of war have no authoriiy to act in the present emerIt is not likely, therefore, they would take
gency.
such responsibility upon themselves.
The U. S. ships Columbia and John Adams, which
were at Macao, we are informed, had lost four or
five men by illness, and that it was rather sickly on
board
It appears that the prohibition of the British resi
dent, against all English sliips proceeding to Canton,

had much aimoyed the Chmese and that even the
obsequious hong merchants expressed their disapprobation at the measure, which is not unnatural, as
it must most materially curtail their bnsinesa.
We make the following extracts from the Canton
Register of the 4tli June:
The following proclamation irom the imperial
commissioner and his colleagues has ended all speculation as to the method of dealing with the extorted and surrendered opium. We have been inlbriued
that the governor, &c. proceeded to the Bogue on Saturday: and it appears from the proclamation that (he
flowery sons of Han are to begin digging the grave
of je2,.5(>0,000 of British government properly today. The very stones, bye and bye, will "prate of
it's whereabout."
Lin, imperial commissioner. Tang, governor general of the two Kwang provinces, E, lieutenant
governor of Canton, issue this proclamation to explain to the understanding cf the people the affair
of the surrender of opiiim from the store ships.
It is known that we, the above named great migovernor and lieutenant governor, have received 20,383 chests opium, surrendered from the
made an immedi .te report by exstore ships.
press,* requesting the imperial will to send the opium to Pekin, there to be striclly examined and de-

nister,

We

stroyed.

On the 17th of the 4th moon we received a despatch from the cabinet council, as follows:
"An iLnperial edict has been received," "Lin
Tsihseu and his colleagues have reported that the
opium on board the store shi|is has been surrendered, and requested Ihat it may be sent to Pekin to
be'destroytd. This affair has been extremely well
managed, and I, the emperor,ceitaiuly have no suspicion that there is any deception or glossing in the
matter; but as to the request that theo])ium shall be
sent to Pekin to be destroyed, ( consider that the
ilistance is great and the roads diliiciilt, and it would
lequire the strength of too many of the people;
therefore, there is no necessity to send itto Pekin.
Lin Tsihseu and his colleagues are to assemble
the C'vil and military officers and destroy the opium
before their eyes, thus manifesting to the natives
ilwellinn- on the sea coast, and the ibreigners of the
liesiiect this.
ciutside°iations an awful warning.

—

Obey

re^pcclfulbj.

We

immediately dispatched

—
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civil

and military

officers to the Bogue, and fixed the 22d of the moon
for them to superintend the excavation of a stone
lined trench, into which the opium is to bo thrown,

and mixed and stirred up with iiuslacked lime and
rock salt, and be thus destroyed before the eyes of
and the dregs be
all 'he civil and military officers,

The

following

is

a

list
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of the foreign merchants at

The

president had been severely indisposed; but

Canton:— Messrs. G. T. Braine, Bell, on the 3rd, had so far recovered as to commence his
Gummell, Wilkinson, Forbes, Delano, Wetmore, journey to Ihe new seat of government.
Cooper, Hathaway, Low, E. King, Bull, Nye,
The Galveston Gazette chavgns the collector and
present in

Sackson, Cryder, F. A. King, and the rev. P. Par- deputy
collector of the custom house in
port
M. D. We believe there are a few Parsees, with being defaulters, and brings a long that
array of
whose names we know not.
facts and figures in support of its accusation.
From the Canton, Price Current of 4th June.
The seatof governmenl, in conformity with the
Tea. The purchase ol teas have been necessarilawcl congress, has been removed to A:istin.
ly few, the only tonnage available to purchasers,
The Houston Telegraph, in commenting upon the
being the Anne Jane. We may, however, generalprobable recognition of Texian independence by
ly quote a reduction of fully 10 per cent, and the
France,
says:
"We have little doubt of the correctteamen are rather desirous of selling.
ness of the above paragraph. Information has reachThe English houses have got through with their ed this city, (but not
official) but what is almost
chases; and the Americans have suspended operaequivalent to it, conveying the same infoimation."
tions, wailing to know on what terms their ships
We have been observing the progress of events in
can be secured if they come into port.
Ibis new republic for a length of lime, and with no
There is a pretty good stock of greens, and hy- little interest. Its great
extent, and lertility offering
son, especially, is likely to decline.
so many inducements, to a people fond of change,
Exchange on London. Sales have been made dur- whether "for better or for worse," as are a majority
ing the past week at 4s. lOii. cash.
of those of the United Slates, emigration irom which,
The holders of Bank of U. S. bills on London, are thither, is fourfold greater than from all other sources,
asking 4s. 9d. Private bills are selling at 4s. lOd. a otter temptations too strong to be resisted, and con5s. and it is said have been sold by some of the sequently the result would be, a peopling of her valhongs at 5s. Id, but as all commerce is entirely sus- leys and hills by a hardy, enterprising, race of citipended, the transactions in exchange have neces- zens from amongst us, who imbibing the chivilrous
sarily been rather limited during the past week, spirit of the suny south, which united with that preandour present quotations may be considered mere- dominant love of liberty which glows brightly in the
ly nominal.
E. I. company bills on Bengal have bosom of every free born American, will lead them
been sold at 323a224, to a considerable extent.
to look further than the present extent of this newly
adopted country. Our impressions in regard to this
SOUTH AMERICA.
Buenos Ayres and Montevideo. The ship Extio, matter, are already looking towards realily, for alcapt. Day, arrived at New York on Saturday, from ready are the citizens of this highly favored land,
Montevideo in 51 days, reports that the French aiming at the addition of a part, or the whole of
fleet in the River Plate, about 43 sail in all, large and Mexico to their republic.
small, continued rigorously to enforce the blockIt seems that a deputation from several of the adade of Buenos Ayres. On the nth August the joining Mexican states have proposed to recognise
French, with about forty launches, attempted to the independence of Texas, providing the latter
land about 900 men, at a place called Leconsis, would treat with them as independent governments.'
thirty miles from Buenos Ayres, and were repulsed This matter caused quite a sensation among the
with heavy loss, when they returned to the island Texians, and two parties rose out of Ihe subject imof Martin Garcia.
mediately. One party opposes the pro|iosition on
A ship of about 450 tons, with painted ports, was the ground that it will definitely fix the boundary,
lying alongside the French admiral's ship, with the between themselves and those stales proposing the
ignition, and in the event of tlie proposition beFrench flag hoisted over the American, and thereaeceded to, will prevent Ihe extension of the refore supposed to have been captured.
Capt. Day
On the other hand tke opposing
had not an opportunity, previous to his departure, to public southward.
party advocate the measni-e, for the reason, that such
learn her name.
The forces raised under the auspices of Buenos a treaty will give them a fooling in those states, and
Ayies, for the purpose of re-establishing the late thus an opening be made for the future conquest of

—

government of Montevideo, 3,000 strong, had

cross-

the

whole of Mexico.

Both parties it will be thus seen, aim at the samS
ed the Parana, and arrived within fifty miles of
Montevideo, under the command of the former go- final, differing only as to the best and surest way of
vernor.
The present governor had marched out of attaining that end so desirable to both. Certain it is,
that Mexico, sooner or later, will become, a part of
the city to meet him, at the head of 1,500 men.
No American ships-of-war were at Montevideo Texas, and that it is an object at which they aim is
also certain; and when all things are taken into conat the time of the departure of the Extio, and the
American residents, both of Buenos Ayres and sideration—their character constitutionally brave,
Montevideo, express their regret that lieut. Mc- and a vast majority of them, rocked in the cradle of
Kenzie had been recalled from that station, where liberty and imbibing a love of it, from the earliest as-

—

sociation
a new impetus added to this inherent
he had sedulously upheld American interests.
Jamaica. Accounts from Jamaica are much more passion, in the success of exertions, directed to the
rearing,
and
establishing another beautiful superchange
for
favorable.
A
the better has taken place
on many of the plantations. The difficulties be- structure of liberty, upon the ruins of anarchy and
tween the government and the promoters of the despotism- their opponents knowing nothing of liberty, only in name, superstitions, fickle and wantmail conveyance by steam, has been removed.
ing in that love office institutions which nerves Ihe
TEXAS.
alt these taken
heart, and gives vigor to Ihe arm
The steam packet Columbia arrived at New Or- into the account, it does not appear to be "forlorn
a
leans on the 11th inst. bringing late dates from
hope," but upon the contrary, leads the thinking
Texas. There is scarcely a viord ot intelligence of
mind to verily believe will become a reality.
The Hons'ton Star of the 2il instant,
,y interest.
There is much in the contiguity offilexico that is
ves the following paragraph, being Ihe only account of any trouble with the Indians they appear tempting to the Texians, besides rich mines, (ertile
valleys, and broad domains, as it lays open, and is
to be tranquil:
By the IJrazos Courier of the 17th nit. we per- of easy access, which will enable hei to wage war
ceive that the Indians are constantly making preda- at a less expense, than that teloiiging to wars in ge«
Again it will give her a vast territory, uutory excursions in the west, annoying the inhabi- neral.
tants, stealing horses, &.c.
party ol about twenty equalled by any iu richness and fertility.

—

—

—

then cast into the sea; for the natives of the sea
coasts, and the foreigners of the outside nations
must be made to know how greatly the anger of
the emperor has been excited; and to learn that
even odure is more valuable as a manure for the
Camanches made a visit to New Labadie, similar
land than for the smoaking mud. A special proclawhich our reailets will
to Ihe one made at Goliad
(May 31)."
mation. 4lh moon, I'JIli day.
recollect seeing in our paper a short time since
yesterday
paper
called
on
the
this
The editor of
and challenged the inhabitanis to come out and fight
seidor hong merchant, and, through him, requested them.
Although there were but six or seven men
the permission of Ihe local government to go to the in town, they were informed their challenge would
Bogue and be a witness to Ihe deslruclion of Ihe be accepted, if they would wait a short time, which
opium, on the plea that if no foreigner of respecta- they refused to do. Having taken a friendly Mexisingular ceremony
for
biliiy were present at the
can, the Indians compelled hiin to show them to Ihe
the interment of the ffowing poison is intended to Caballada, when Ihey scalped him and soul him
be very ceremonious and highly impressive ult home. They then departed, taking with them beChinese,
assertions
of
all
the
foreigneis, tna!t;re
tween one and two hundred horses.
would disbelieve the fact of the opium having been
The remains of some person have lately been
destroyed. The senior hong merchant replied, thai
discovered on Ihe route from Victoria to San P.itrithat
was
afit
an
permission could not be granted,
The body was too much decomposed to render
there would be a great co.
fair ol government, and that
recognition possible; but connecting circumstances
assemblage of officers and troops. We may mento the belief that it is the corpse of the honorlead
tion that the senior hong merchant inquired when
able Win. Bienan, who left Victoria sometime in
the English would return, and observed that he
July last, with a friend, on Iheir way to San Palrico.
considered their leaving Canton a foolish act.
Neither of them had ever been heard of since. It is
siqiposed they were murdered.
'Travelling WW 'c Vf" ''"y-

A

—

—

|

ker,

—

Thus it will be. The Mexican race will disappear
before Ihe face of the Texians, as did those of the
aborigines of N. America, before the "pale faces,**
who now hold sway over a whole country, in which
they first held only a small colony.
When, or how soon this will be accomplished, we
are not sure enough to determine, but this nnicli is
evident already, that the course of events, as exhibited in like cases, demonstrated by history, determine
such a

result,

and whoever

is

in Ihe habit of tracing

come by

the same defitiling to be regretted
the prospects of such a slate of things taking
place? That wars and rumors of wars are to be deprecated and are so by every humane person, is certain; but will not the elleclslhat must flow from such
a cause, overbalance the evils that will immediately
Surely they will.
arise from war and conquest?
That country which is nowburlhencd with a race of
beings sunk in poverty and wretchedness, although
living upon one ol the most fertile soils iu the world.

effects to Iheir causes, will

nite conclusion.
in

Is there

any

I

i

:

.
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son of general Charles Sterett Ridgely, of Anne
Appointments ey the president. Joseph Arundel. His loss is deeply deplored, not only by
anil indnslrions, anil that land, which now is almost
p waste, shall be made "to blossom, as the rose," and M. Kennedy, to be superintendent of the branch the relatives who cherished him with affection, but
frern being a land of slaves, tyrannissd over by d "S- mint of the'United States, at New Orleans, in the by the service of which he was a most useful and
honorable member.
place of David Bradford, removed.
Ipots, will become thatof freemen, and grow fruilful
The following are copies of letters received at the
John L. Riddle, to be melter and refiner at the
under "equal laws and equal rights," known only in a
navy department from the commander of the U. S,
republican lurm of government, anil the land of the same mint.
squadron in the Mediterranean.
Philos B, Tyler, to be coiner at the same mint.
Iiaiigiiuge and instilulions of freem.en.
The president has recognised Albert Schumaclier U. S. ship Ohio, at anchor off .dthens. Jug. 3, 1839.
I Vincennes GazeUe.
Sir: I have the honor to report to he navy deThe annual caravan o( as Consul of the Iree and Hanseatic town of BreThe Santa Fe traders.
partment, that I am now in the execution of its orThey men for the port of Baltimore.
Santa Fe traders has arrived in Missouri.
will ^ive

place to a nobler race

Common schools. The secretary of the American
bring with them about twenty wagons and a large
amount of specie nearly two hundred thousand dol- common school society estimates that there are in
The trade with Santa Fe and other Spanish the United Slates 3,500,0(10 children between the
lars.
settlements has been conducted thus for sorae years, ages of 4 and 16 years.and that 600,000 of the numThis mode of traffic must ber do not enjoy the advantages of a common school
and with good success.
give way, however, in course of time, to some more education. The number of common schools in the

—

rapid system of conveyance; for, in this age of rail
roads and steam engines, caravans cannot long maintain "the even tenor of their way."

There is something associatetl with the name of
taravan that reminds one of primitive times and of
countries.
The images of lurbaned men
come into the fancy Abdallahs, Hamets and Musaplias, with long beards and solemn features
sandy
"deserts, sprinkled here and there with groups of
shade dispensing palm trees and camels slowly
plodding through the waste, or kneeling around the
evening encampment. It caimot but cause astonishment to reflect that in ancient times the immense
tralSc between India and the western world -what
was then the western world, including Egypt and
the countries bordering on the Mediterranean
was
The camel, so
carried on by means of caravans.
filly styled tiie ship of the desert and a type of patience and calm endurance, seems lo have been deSo
signed by ProviiioncG for this particular use.
great was this trade and so lucrative, that mighty
eities grew up and flourished upon the sustenance
eastern

—

—

—

—

—

which

it

afforded.

Perhaps the time is approaciiing when the new
impetus wliich modern improvements have imparted
to the course of things in Europe and America will
be felt also in the regions of the east. Already
steamboats are plying in the Persian gulf. A rail
road across the isthmus of Suez, which Mehemet
Ali is said to have in contemplation, would efft'ct a
communication between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, which might give a new direction to trade
in those quarters of the world.

The annual caravans which go west and south
west fiom St. Lonis—^as it was of those we intended
arfbrd fine opportunities for travellers,
to speak
who may wish for adventure, or wiio are desirous of
exploring the vast countries which expand to an
nrnense extent towards the Pacific. We have lately
met with a narrative of such a journey by Mr. J.

—

—

K. Townsend, of Philadelphia a work of which
but few copis were printed which sets forth with
eingular interest the wild attractions of a western
expedition over the prairies.
Naturalists and other
Bcientifio men often accompany the traders.

—

[Amer.

The

CANADA.
London papers state that lieutenant geRichard Downes Jackson, an officer who

last

neral sir
was distinguished in the peninsula, has had long ex-

perience in staff command, is appointed couunander
of the forces in all Nortii America.
Sir Richard
takes with him, as a military secretary, lieutenant
colonel sir Charles O'Doniiel.
Captain Brooke
T.iylor and ensign Warre, 54tli, are appointed aides-

de-camp.

A

CARD.
The undersigned, late state pr-isoners
England from Canaila, ami lately released in London, tal^e the earliest opportunity in their power, on
their arrival in the United States, of expressing their

in

warmest acknowledgments to their solicitors and
counsel in London, who have been chiefly instiumental in this happy liberation.

To the constitutional learning, untiring zeal and
disinterested and efficient exertions of W. H. Asburst, esq. Iheir solicitor, aided by the abilities and
energies of his partner, Mr. Gainsford, and the very
talented, and able advocacy of Messrs. Hill, Roebuck, Falconer and Fry, their counsel, in sustaining
their case in the courts of law, are they mainly indebted, under Providence, for their restoration to liberty, to their families and their friends.

.

The undersigjred cannot but acknowledge also the
obligations they feel themselves under to W. Wal
ler, esq. solicitor in the office of Messrs. Ashurst
arid Gainsford, and also to the sheriffs and many
ttther kind fi-iends who have interested themselves
in effecting this result.
Jchn G. Parker, Leonard Watson, Finlay MaiRobert Walker, Paul Bedford, Randall Wixsnn
James Brown, Ira jlnderson. Win. Jllves.

ifom,

City of

New

York, Sept.

7,

1839.

United States

is estimated at 80,000.
teachers in these schools, 95,000.

Number

of

der of the 3d of April, 1839, in relation to the
Greek Archipelago.
No case of piracy is known to have occurred in
this neighborhood for some time past, and there are
now, I understand, five culprits awaiting the sentence of the laws to be executed at Athens on the
(ith inst.

Fr-orn this the Ohio will pi'oceed to Smyr-na; the
conven- Cyane will cruise for a time in Hie gulph of SaloniWith great retion lo promote the cultivation and manufacture ol ca, and join this ship at Smyrna.
the honor to be, sir, your obedient sersilk in the United States is to be held in Washing- spect, I have
ISAAC HULL, commander-in-chief
ton, on the 10th of December next, at which it is vant,
nf the U. S. naval force in the Mediterranean.
expected that there will be an attendance of delegales from every congressional district in the union, Hon. James K. Paulding,
secretary of the navy, Washington, D. C.
as well as from the territories and the District of

National convention of

silk

growers.

—A

Columbia.

If.

S. ship Ohio, Vourla,

near Sinyrna, j}vg. 13, 1839.

Sir: I have the honor to report to the navy deare being made to accommodate
many as 1,000 delegates, and for the exhibition partment the arrival of this ship at Vourla, where
the many specimens of American manufactured the water of the ship will be filled up, and in a few

Arrangements
as

of

days she will proceed to sea, in further prosecution
of your order of the 3d of April, 1839.
I have not heard of any piratical acts as yet, and
From Novii Scotia. The revenue cutler Hamil- our commerce appears to be undisturbed.
The officers and crew of this ship are generally in
ton, capt. Sturgis, despatched on the 14lh inst. by
With very great respect, I have the
the secretary of the treasury, to inquire into the good health.
causes of the seizure of fishermen under the l3ag of konor to be, sir, your obedient servant.
ISAAC HULL, commander ill-chief
the United States, returned on Sunday afternoon,
of the U. S. naval force in the Mediterranean.
and immediately made his report to the collector of
this port.
The report will probably be published in Hon. James K. Paulding,
secretary of the navy, IFa-sAwijf/ora, D. C.
Capt. Sturgis slates that there had
a day or two.
been no additional seizures of fishermen. On her
The "Sea Gull." Apprehensions having been
arrival at Yarmouth, N. S. the Hamilton was re- expressed in some of the public prints, respecting
ceived by a salute of twenty-two guns, which was the safety of the "Sea Gull," (lender to the explorreturned.
Capt. S. and his officers received every ing expedition), to allay any uneasine.ss that might
attention from the authorities there.
be felt by the friends of her officers and crew, it is
deemed proper (says the Globe) lo publish the folARMY.
lowing extract from a letter addressed to the navy
Mjutanl general's office,
department by lienlenant Wilkes, commanding the
Washington, Oct. 22, 1839.
The adjutant general regrets to announce to the exploring expedition, bearing date
U. S. flag ship Vincennes,
officers of the department the death of brevet capharbor o) Callio, July I, 1839.
lain George H. Griffin, assistant adjutant general,
who died in Florida, on the 8th of October, after
The "Sea Gull" and "Flying Fish" left Orange
The latter arrived at
an illness of a few days. Captain Griffin had Ion
harbor on the 1st of May.
served with zeal and ability in the staff of the south
Valparaiso on the 16th of May, having parted comem army. Bigadier general T</i//or bears testimony pany with the former off' Cape Horn in a gale of
to his merit, anil in Ids official despatch well re- wind; and, though the "Sea Gull" had not arrived at
mark^: "In his death the army has lost one of its Valparaiso on the 6lh of June, I feel no apprehenmost useful and valuable members, and the coun- sion for her safety, and, taking into consideration
try one of its most failhful public servants."
the constant head winds during our passage, and our
As a testimony of respect for the memory of the slay at Valparaiso, I did not consider her out of
deceased, the officers of the adjutant general de
time.
partment will wear crape on the left arm, and the
Bv w.ay of Jamaica,, we have received advices
from'Callao, to July 31st, and from Panama, to Auhilt of the sword, for the period of thirty days.
R. JONES, aJjn'l gen
gust 1.5th.
The exploringexpfdition sailed from Callao about
From the Cleveland Herald of Oct. 12. United
It was supposed, for the SandCol. Fanning's regiment of artillery lire middle of Jiily.
States troops.

silk to be

brought in competition for the very valuagenerously ofteied by the American

ble prizes so
silk society.

—

wich islands.
the lake this morntng on the Cleveland.
Callao, July 31, 1839.
Captain Monroe's company landed here ami have
The U. S. corvette Lexington, Clack, is expected
The
ii-st
the
Mechanics'
block.
quarters
in
taken
of the troops are to be stationed at Dftroit and Fort here daily from Guyaquil. The Falmouth, McKeeThere were 5 or 600 on board the Cleve- ver, is in this harbor, also the bark Louisa, of BaltiGratiot.
more, and the Swan, of Boston. The Attive sailed
land.
The exthe day before yesterday for Valparaiso.
NAV.^L.
The Smyrna Journal states that the American ploring expedition sailed a fortnight since, supposed
No whalers in.
corvette Cyane, arrived in the Smyrna Roads ou for the Saridvvich islands.
IN. Y. Journal.
20th August, and left on the 24lh for Marseilles,
Exploring, (south sea) expedition. By a
calling at Malta.
The U. S. frigate Brandywine, capt. Boullon, letter dated Unrted States ship Relief, Callao bay,
July 16, 1S39, received at the Philadelphia exwent to sea on Tuesday afternoon.
change, we learn th.il "the United States ship Relief"
[Norfolk Beacon.
The U. S. frigate Constellation, (completely re- was To sail the next day for Whahoo, Sandwich isstoies, and from thence proceeded to
built), was taken out ol the dry dock at the Charles- lands, to land
Sydney, New South Whales, where she would leave
town navy yard on Tuesday,
of the squadron, and then return home
It is stated that lieut. Alexander C. Maury, who tlie remainder
was recently tried by a court martial at New York by the way of St. Helena, and the Cape of Good
expect to touch at St. Helena and
fully
(and
upon charges preferred by commander B. Page, for Hope,
the Cape), and be home about the month of March
neglect of duty, has been honorably acquitted.
United States ship Peacock,
The
next.
or
April
AmeYork
the
following
from
the
New
We copy
and schr. Flying Fish, all
rican for the benefit of such of our readers as may Vincennes, brig Consort,
of the expedition, sailed from this place July 14, for
have fr-iends in any of the squadrons:
Sic.
W.
coast,
and
N.
islands
the
the
U.
care
of
Letters, post paid, addressed to the
I am sore afraid that the United States schooner
S. naval lyceum. New York, for the undermentionRied and Bacon, comed U. S. squadrons, will be forwarded in about ten Sea Gull, passed midshipman
Sire has not been heard of
days, per store ship Konohasset, via Valparaiso, viz: manders, is no more.
As there has been so
these three months past.
U. S. squadron. Pacific station,
''
much changing about I will give you a list of offiEast India squadron, and
"
cers, viz:
exploring squadron.
United States ship Peacock— Lieut.com. Wm. L.
Died, on the 14th inst. in the 27lh year of his age,
WuUcer, O. II. Perry, G. F.
lieutenant Charles S. Ridgely, of tlie U. S. navy, Hudson; lieuts. W.

came up

—
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master, Mr. Baldwin; passed
midshipmen, J. B. Lewis, A. B. Davis, Geo. Coi-

Emmory, F. A. BuiW;

For

lieut.

24,608— elected.

O. C. Merrill,

22,266
23

Henry F. James,

Wm.

Daniel Baldwin,

J.

Palii;er,

S.

Speiden.
United States ship Relief— Lieut, comd't. A. K.
Long; lieut's. G. W. L. Claiborne, H. J. Hartstene,
W. Dale, D. Sickels; boatswain, W. Black; gunner,
J. D. Anderson, ca)»tain N. Laighton; sailinakcr, J.
Irvin; passengers, Mr. N. Bright, My. Percival, and
JVlr. Ellis; master's male, purser steward, W. H.
Insley.

—

Schooner Flying Fish Lieut, com't. R. F.
Pinckney; sailing master, Knorr; passed midsbip-

man, H. Harrison.
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David M. Camp,

Holmes; midshipmen,
Helmsley, Hudson; boatswain, T. G. Bell; Gunner,
T. Lewis; carpenter, Jno. W. Dibble; sail malcer, J.
D. Freeman; captain's clerk, F. Stewart; purser,
rocoressis,

20,

gorvernm.

Scattering,

For

treasurer.

24,520
22,271

Scattering,

to enforce the license law.

— elected.

11

The

editors of the Journal, in giving these results
"we have the pleasure to-day of
nnouncing to our friends that the vvhigs are triumphant in the house, by a handsome innjority, notithstanding all the bluster of the locos. The house
gives us 7 whig majority, and the senate 6 majority in joint ballot 13.
The official canvass for the
state ticket is better than was anticipated, showing
to the public, say,

—

an average majority over the loco foco ticket ol 2,.315.
All right! The loco locos have succeeded in scaring
us just enough to secure a fine whig rally and a
thumping whig majority at the next election."

STATES OF THE UNION.
MAINE.
The ftoundary.— The Woodstock (N B.) Times,
of the 12th instant, informs us that colonel Mudge
and Mr. Featherstonaugh have concluded their tour
of exploration through the disputed territory, and
have proceeded to Quebec. The party attached to
the expedition have returned.
Nothing has transpired, says the Times, that can
be fully depended on as to the result of their investigation; but adds as the rumor that no highlands
corresponding to the terms of the treaty have been
discovered, except at the sources of the Penobscot,
where they are said to be *'decidedly and distinctly

The

administration paper in announcing this re-

sult says:

The legislature of this state met on the llth instant, when the house of representatives was organised by the choice of Carlos Coolidge as speaker.
His majority over Paul Dillingham, the democratic

candidate, was seven.
"This meagre majority,"
says the Albany Argus, "in which the whigs maintain their ascendancy in the house, shows a loss
since last year of nearly sixty members they affect to regard as a triumph.
It is so, perhaps, in
one sense such has been the progress of 'the sober
marked." No doubt!
second thought' among the green mountain boys,
Maine sUk. We have before us a specimen of that the federalists are glad to escape with majoa
sewing silk of excellent quality, made by worms rity of seven now, where
last year they counted upfed with the native mulberry, by Mr. Finch, of the
wards of sixty."
can
town of Washington, in Lincoln county.
Lnst year the whole number of votes was 43,932
make silk iii Maine as well as in any other state. -rThe winter may kill the tops of the multicaiilis and Jennison's majonty was then 5,544. His majority
some other varieties, but there are other kinds of now is only 2,320. The democratic vote last year
mulberry which will grow well here. The native was only 19,194; it is now 22,257. Democratic
nett gain, three thousand one hundred and eightytree is uninjured by winter, and we have now in our
seven votes.
garden, trees of the white Italian, now four years
Charles Davis, of Danville, has been
Officers.
old, we believe, which are 7 or S feet high, and
elected auditor in the treasury department of Verspread out broadly near the ground.
mont; Charles K. Williams, chief justice of the su[Kennebec Jour.
preme court; Stephen Royce, first assistant judge;
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
The quaiitity of wheat raised the past year in Jacob Collamer, second assistant judge; Isaac F.
New Hampshire, is estimated at ^bushel and a ha!/ Redfield, third assistant judge; and Milo E. Bennet, fourth assistant judge; Milton Brown, superinlor each inhabitant.
tendent of the state prison; Charles Hopkins, A. G.
VERMONT.
We learn, from Walton's Whitlemore and Leonard Sargent, of deaf, dumb
Vermont legislature.
Daily Journal, that the members of the .senate and and blind; C. L. Knapp, secretary of state; David
house of representatives of Vermont, met at the Pearce, auditor of accounts against the state; and
state house in Montpelieron Thursday the IDth in- Edward J. H. Prentiss, serjeant-at-arms.
The orstant, pursuant to the laws of the state.
Collegiate.
Dr. Cox, late one of the professors in
ganization of both houses was commenced at nine the Auburn Thrological seminary, and now pastor

—

—

—

We

—

o'clock, A. M.
In the senate, the hon. David M. Camp, lieutenant governor, called to order, when, on motion, the
senate proceed to the election of secretaries and
chaplain. Norman Williams was elected secretary,

William Weston,

and

assistant secret.iry,

rev.

Buel

W.

Smith, chaplain.
In the house of representatives, the secretary of

state, C. L.

Knapp,

esq. called to order,

when

the

usual oath was admiruslcred to 225 members. The
house then pioceeded to the election of speaker.
Mr. Patridge nominated Paul Dillingham, jr. (L. F.)
of Watcrbury, and Mr. Fullam nominated the hon.
Carlos Coolidge, of Windsor. The latter gentleman
was elected by the following vote:
116
Carlos Coolidge, whig,
1U9
Paul Dillingham, jr. loco foco,

225

Whole number of votes,

7
Majority for Carlos Coolidge,
The house then pioceeded to ballot for clerk, when
Ferrand F. Merrill, whig, was chosen. After the
due organization of the house, Mr. Brown, of St.
Albans, introduced a resolution providing for a committee of three to join the senate, to be appointed
by the house, to investigate and report as to the management and condition of the Bank of Windsor and

—

the Essex bank also into the state of the safety
fund, so far as to ascertain whetlier that fund can
prevent losses on the bills of the above banks said
committee to have power to send for persons and
papers; which, after a few remarks by Messrs.
Brown and Fairbanks, was unanimously adopted.
At 4 o'clock, P. M. the two houses met in joint
assembly to receive the report of the canvassing
committee. The following is a statement of the
votes cast at the general election:
For govenior.
21,611— elected.
Silas H. Jenlson,

—

Nathan

Srnilie.

Scattering,

WIiiIp number,

22,2.57

34
4r.,902

Three men at Chelsea, Mass. have been arrested
on suspicion of having tarred and feathered a Mr.
Asa M. Savels, on account of his active exertions

—

Fire.
A cotton factory at West Boyalston,
Mass. has been destroyed by fire. Loss $30,000—
insurance 30,000.
Mr, Phinney, of I>fffngton, in Mass. makes 3 or
$•4,000 annually by raising pork, and he uses sweet
apples as the principal article of food.
He calculates that whatever he gets for his pork is clear profit, as he makes his hogs pay the cost of their keeping, by the manure he gets from iiis piggery.

—

RHODE ISLAND.
The geological and agriciillurat surrey. Dr. Jackson has already made considerable progress in his
labors, and it most not be forgotten, that in order to
make the result of his exertions valuable, he must
receive the assistance of the people in the various
towns, more particularly of the farmers, who will,
to a greater extent than any other class, receive the
immediate benefit of the undertaking.
circular
has been addressed to many of the farmers in all
parts of the stale, asking for intormation concerning the nature of the soil, modes of cullivatioD,
kinds of crops, amount and breeds of cattle, and
many other particulars, which, if replied to generally, will give a great deal of very valuable statistical information.
It will be but little trouble to each
individual to reply to the queries contained in Ibis
circular, and every one who does so will be adding
to the general slock of information, which it is one
object of this survey to collect and embody.
[Prov. Jour.
NEW YORIC.
Governor Seward has appointed Thursday, the
28th day of November next, to be observed throughout the stale of New York, as a day of public worship, thanksgiving and prayer.
The New York canal commissioners have directed the state engineers to reduce their estimate to
contractors for work on the Erie canal, sixty per

A

cent.

A New

York paper says

— "Nearly three millions

of dollars will be realized this year from the quarries of lime and flagging stone in four counties in

i

•

i

i

this state."

of tolls received on the New York
canals, during the first week of October, is stated
at $65,751 48.
In the corresponding week of last
year the amount was $61,774 47. Increase for one
week about $4,000.
The Journal of Commerce states that the Wool
Growers bank one of the free banks has stopped
payment of its bills. The bill holders are, however,
considered safe, as it never had more than ,§20,00(1
from the comptroller, and is supposed now not to
of a church in Brooklyn, has been appointed presi- have more than ,$5,000 in circulation.
dent of tile Middlebury (Vt.) college, Dr. Bates
bank.
learn that articles of association

—

New

having resignetl.

Whig

The amount

A

were

filed last

—

We

week

(or the

Union bank

at Buffalo,

convention was held and that the bank commences operations immediby the whigs of Vermont, on the 16th inst. to ap- ately. We also learn that J. Saltar, has been electpoint delegates to the national convention.
The ed president, and S. I. Powers, cashier, and that H.
following resolution, which takes the true ground, H. Sizer, and others compose the association.
was adopted:
Flour and wheat. The quantity of wheat and
Re.'iohed, That wo entirely concur in the neces- flour delivered at the Hudson river from the Erie
sity for the proposed national convention at Harris- canal in the first two weeks in June, in the last and
burg, on the first V/cdnesday in December next, for present year, is as follows, vi«:
the purpose of selecting a candidate for the office of
Bnrrch.
president of the United States: and that we enter1839
76,018
J
tain full confidence that, in the sacrifice of personal
1S38
66,799
I
preferences for the promotion of the public good,
*
which, we trust, will mark the proceedings of that
Increase,
D,219
convention, a candidate will be selected who will
The total amount in each year to the 22d June, is
cominanil the confidence of all the democratic whigs as follows:
in the United Slates; and that there will be thus
Barrels.
secured the election of a successor to the present
1839
261,089
i
chief magistrate, who will be content to be the con1838
251,864
1
stitutional president of the United Slates, instead of
the head of a party, and in whose administration
Increase,
9,225
full and trininpliantelfect shall be given totlie great
Erie enlargement loan. The loan for which the
and noble principles for which the democrat whigs commissioners of the canal fund advertised
to reof tlie United Slates are conlenditig.
ceive proposals, of one million five hundred thousand
The Montpelier Journal, in reference to the con- dollars, to carry on the work of the enlargement of
vention, says: "Its proceedings were marked with the Erie canal, was taken yesterday by Messrs.
good feeling, unanimity and zeal for the great cause Prime, Ward & King, of New York, who" offered to
of democratic whig pVinciples.
The reader will take the whole amount, paying a dollar in money for
observe that no person was named as the preference every dollar of stock, on the terms specified in the
o( Vermont for the presidency; the necessity of advertisement.
It is understood that these gentleany such avowal is superceded by the known and man acted in behalf of a number of banks, who puruniversal determination of the whigs of the state
chase the bills to be drawn on England against the
a determination to prefer and zealously to support slock, aiul thus prevent the exportation of specie to
that candidate who will command the most strength the amount of such bills.
This operation relieves
in thecampaign. The whigs ot" Vermont confident- our moneyed institutions in the city of New York,
ly expect that the convention at Harrisburg will from impending danger with which Ihey were threatnominate such a candidate."
ened by a run for specie, removes all apprehensions
oftheir stability, enables llieni to aid the banks in
MASSACHUSETTS.
The banks in Boston have a circul.ation of three the interior by exlemlingevery possible accommodamillions, and specie to the amount of filteen hun- tion to them, preserves the currency of the state
sound and heallhy. and at the same time allbrds the
dred thousand dollars.
convention.

slate

,

—
—
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A

committee of two from each senate district,
as appointed to report, in the afternoon, the names
of suitable officers to preside over the deliberations
[Albany Journal.
In relation to this loan the Courier and Enquirer of the convention.
T.he delegates from the several counties, were
of the 21st says;
The state loan. The Ar^us is very much trou- directed to report their names, residence and near-

meJium
ing

tlie

of continuing the public works and retainlaborers who are employed on them.

bled because the five per cent, state loan of 1,500,000
dollars has been taken at par, by the banks of this
city, with the view of disposing of the stoclc in London. When we consider the sliifis to which the loco
ibco corporation has been reduced to raise the \A'ind
for the water works, we are not sui prised that the
Ar^us should manifest this disposition; but we are
persuaded that it will find nosympathy with the inlellijent people of New York.
The Argus complains that this loan has been negociated in violation of the law, which requires two
weeks notice, and publication of the proposals. To
this complaint the Evening Journal makes the fol-

post office, to the secretaries, at the afternoon

t

ssion.

We

should judge that between forty and fifty
represented, some of them by large
We notice from some of the counties,
old, tried and familiar names among the democracy.
There must be several hundred participating in the
proceedings. The highest degree of enthusiasm
and confidence prevails.
At 3 o'clock, the convention
j-lfteriioon session.
re-assembled. The committee to select officers of
the convention, reported the names of the following:

lUnties were
delegatiojis.

OJj^cers

lowing reply:
Until within a very few-days, there was little prospect of obtaining a stale loan on any terms. But the
suspension of the Pennsylvania banks, and the consequent apprehension of a run upon our own banks
in New Vork brought the latter to perceive tlie advantage of having some state stock remitted to England, and rendered them willing to purchase small
bills, or obtain credit on the strength of such stock.
The moment for elfecting a loan having thus arrived, somewhat unexpectedly, it became absolutely
necessary to improve it at once, or the opportunity
would be lost lor the present season. To answer
the purpose of sustaining the banks, it was indisjiensal)!e that (he stock should be remitted to England in the Liverpool steamer, which sails this day
(rom New York. In this emergency, the longest
It was pubpossible notice of the loan was given.
fished in two papers of the city of New York on the
16th instant, in the Daily Advertiser of this city and
intliis paperoflhe 17th instant, and would have been
in the Argus of that day if the paper had not went
to ^ress before the arrival of the sleambaat mail.
The commissioners of the canal fund had on tlie 3d
instant directed proposals for this loan to be issued,
but for the reasons before slated, were compelled to
postpone a specification of the terms until the best
terms coiild be ascertained, anil of course to delay
the publication of the proposals until that time. The
spirit and intent of the law has been fully complied
with, for the most abundant notice has been given
to all who could or would avail Iheinsehes of it.
Similar instances of departure from the directions
of a statute requiring notice, are frequent in the
The law repractice of the former state officers.
quires that all work done on the canals shall be nn«ier a written contract, to be filed with the comptroller, and which contract can be made only after
previous public notice "vvhicli shall be published
for three weeks in succession in the state paper, and
in one or more of the newspapers in each county in
which the work to be proposed, or any part thereof,
And y«t it is notorious ttiat conis to be made."
tracts to large amounts have been made by the canal
commissioners, without any previous notice whatever, which have been paid by Messrs. Flagg &.
Dix and their associates. Exigencies arose, which
did not admit of the required notice. And so in this
icase.
The departure of the Liverpool wilhout the
stock, would have frustiated the whole, and prevented any loan whatever being made.
The people of this state will not complain that a
loan has been effected to such an amount, calculated to produce such auspicious results, although
iburteen days notice was not given, especially when
aio one could be injured by the omission.
The decision of the supreme court in the case of
the People vs. Allen, in the 6th Wendell, 486, contains principles which fully justify a departure from
the provisions of a statute, which are merely directory as to the mode of performing a duly or exereisir.g an authoriiy, and when there are no negative

Richard Keese,

of

the convention.

of Clinton county, chairman.

Joseph Meeks, 1st senate
Chas. H. Bellows, 2d do.
T. L. Thomas,
3d do.
Barnet Vrooman, -Ith do.
5th do.
Ab'ia Van Eps,
6th do.
W'm. H. Bull,

dist.

treasury
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scheme was equally

eftijctive

and con-

clusive.

was understood

that the honorable Hugh S. Legare, the late distinguishe<l conservative member of
It

congress from South Carolina,

who was at

would follow Mr. Tallmage.

It

Syracuse,

was expected,

also,

that the late adjutant general Ilubbelt, (who made
a stirring speech at Auburn, on Tuesday evening),

would address the convention. [Alb. Eve. Jour.
Since the above was in type, we have received a
from Syracuse, dated the aCternoon of the 3d.
contains little additional to the information conin the foregoing extracts; but gives a glowing picture of the ardor and enthusiasm which prevailed among the delegates.
Could you be here to see the joy, enthusiasm and
determination expressed in every countenance, you

lelter
It

veyed

would say
sociates.
dictator,
election.

it is "glory enough" to act with such asI feel that the empire state will spurn the
and wholly disenthral herself at the coming

The number

of delegates \s near five hundred, and
Forty five counties are represented.
for three hours;
his speech was masterly.
Mr. Legare, who was on
his way to Niagara, also addressed us most eloquently and ert'ectively. I will write again to-

'I

more

do,

to arrive.

The honorable N.P. Talmadge spoke

do,

do
do
do
do

Sher. Beardsley, 7th do.
8th do. do,
Rob't Haight,
H. Jackson, Dutches,
G. L. Dox, Albany,
secretaries.
V. W. Smith, Onondaga,
H. A. Carter, Niagara,
The honorable Nathaniel P. T.ilmadge is
now addressing one of the most numerous audiences
that has ever been assembled for a political object
Jas.

morrow.

The following resolutions were adopted at a recent ward meeting of friends to the administration
ill New York.
Resolved, That the legislature of New York has
no constitutional power to charter banks; an{l that
and every other legislature in the union is prohibited from chartering banks by the express letter of

the constitution.
Resolved, That every chartered bank in the state
of New York is an usurpation, existing in direct violation of the constitution of the U. States, which is
imposing politi-cal conventions that ever assembled the supreme law of the land.
in this stale.
It represents the unchanged deniofraResolved, Thatevery democratic legislator in this
cyof New York, and in numbers and character, will state that shall hereafter vote for a new bank charchallenge the admiration of friends and excite the ter, or for the renewal of an old one, or for extendAll but the counties in the extreme ing legislative aid to any bank whose charter shall
terror of foes.
parts of the state are strongly represented by me
expire, or which shall suspend specie payments, will
who have been pillars of the democratic party fro, be a traitor to the democratic cause, and the people
179S. They come together, not to nominate can- of this republic, and to the best interests of the hudidates for office; not 10 distribute the "spoils of man family throughout the world.
victory," but to assert and maintain the principles
Resolved, That the delegates elected this evening
which lay at the root of our government and its in- to represent this ward in the senatorial and county
stitutions.
conventions, be instructed to vote for no candidate,
In 16i33, a Virginia state rights member of con
either for the senate or assembly, who does not deIt clare unequivocally that he isin favor of the
gress first introduced the sub-treasury scheme.
passage
was denounced by general Jackson and the Globe; of a law to prohibit the banks from issuing bills of a
opposed by the entire Jackson party, and voted less denomination than five dollars, and the separatogether.
Jackson
men
In
1833
whigs
and
down by
tion of bank and state.
in the state.

There is now in
Conservative slate convention.
session at Cyracuse, one of the most formidable and

same sub-treasury scheme was introduced by
Mr. Van Buren. The late governor Marcy, with
most ol his leading supporters in this
But they lacked
took their ground against it.
either integrity or firmness to keep their ground

the

Resolved, That as the constitution expressly prothe slates from "coining money
emitting
of credit, or making any thing but gold and
silver coin a tender in payment of debts," and as
no state can properly do indirectly by others what it
The ex-governor, with his office-holders, stifling cannot do directly itself, we consider all state bank
the dictates of conscience, have "wheeled about.'
charters as unconstitutional and de facto void.
supporters
of
a
"disorganizing
the
now
They are
Resolved, That this meeting are in favor of the
and revolutionary" scheme.
gradual suppression of all bank notes under the deBut there was a conservative band of republicans nomination of twenty dollars.
the
power of
who resisted the patronage and defied
Resolved, That our delegates to the general nomiThey assembled last fall at Syra nating committee at Tammany Hall be, and they are
the executive.
cuse and boldly reiterated the sentiinents which hereby instructed, to use their exertions to procure
The result of Ihe nomination of candidates tor the legislature, who
the whole party approved in 1833.
those deliberations told auspiciously on the last fully coincide in the principles set forth in the above
election.
resolutions.

The avowal

of Mr. Van Buren, on his arrival

at

Castle Garden, that the federal sub-treasury sche
was to be again urged upon congress, has called
They meet
the conservatives again into the field!
now with greally augmented members, and with
Hundreds, nay
renewed assurance of success.
thousands, who either neglected to vote last fall, or
voted for Marcy, are now standing, shoulder to

—

hibits
bills

A

New

number of the most
York circul.'vr.
merchants of
York, finding that
the system of accepting drafts as hitherto practised,
has been ruinous to some and injurious to many
liave adopted the following

New

respectable

circular.

New

York, Sept. 14, 1839.

Sir: The system of accepting, hitherto, has been
your "Gideon Lees," your "Judah Hammonds," your "Benjamin Birdsalls," &c. foot only) injurious to the commission merchant,
words re5<raining the act to the mode prescribed.
Upon the whole, we think no one will be dissatisfied &c. whom the state printer thrust out of party with but also to the miller, and for the safety of both,
must be changed. We have, therefore resolved to
at the success of this loan, but those who are deter- the utmost complacence!
unless under the following regulaIt will be seen, in another column, by an extra discontinue it,
mined to be dissatisfied at any thing the Argus
tions:
of the Western State Journal, that the conventioi
junto.
1st. That all purchases of wheat shall be rewas orn-anised by the appointment of staunch demoFrom the Western State Journal.
The delegates generally constitute gulated by the price of flour in the city of New
cratic officers.
Cyracusi, Oct. 3, 3 o'clock, P. M.
DEMOCHATIC aEPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION. the "bone and muscle" of the democracy of the York.
2d. That no wheat shall be taken by you unless
The delegates to the convention began to arrive counties in which they reside. They are acting, in
is actually fixed at the time, so that no adin force in last night's train froEU Utica, wliich con- the convention and at home, with a zeal and energy the price
be paid at any future time.
tained the greatest number of p.issengers that has which gives assurance that our "liberties are des- ditional rise should
Sd. Thatioe shall not accept for any person or
ever passed over the road. The stages, packets tined to endure."
When the cars left Syracuse at 4, P. M. yester- persons, who shall pay, or cause to be paid, any
and cars this morning, have been filled with deleday afternoon, the honorable N. P. Talmadge was higher price for wheat than the board of millers, at
gates coming in from the different counties.
At 11 o'clock, the convention met in the Baptist addressing between two and three thousand people, Rochester, from time to time may fi.x; nor shall we
church, and on motion of H. H. Roineyn, of Ulster, with great eloquence and power. His vindication acccept in any instance, for any person or persons,
was informally organised by the appointment of from the epithets of "apostate" and "traitor" with who shall ship any part of his or their flour for sale,
judge Hamilton, ofSchoharie, chairman, pro. tern, which the collar press abounds, was most trium- (or who shall caused to be shipped) to any eastand Dr. Pill, of Orange, and Mr. McCuUoch, of phant. His exposition of the dangerous and cor- ern port or place, such flour for sale, as the pracrupting features and tendency of the federal sub- itice has been injurious to the millers, and has preJefferson, secretaries.

—
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vented and destroyed ttie competition which for- (raud? or shall we sustain the
right of the democratic
merly existed in our own marUet.
candidates to seals in the next congress?
The people
4th. The city of Rochester being the common have spoken, and the question has been decided
on the
centre of the trade, is considered the best place for side ol jushce.
There can be no longer any doubt as
some uniformity of prices; and we hope the millers to who are right— twice have the people said the dethere, as well as at other places, will act in concert mocraric candidates shall be our representatives.
The result exhibits a gain to the democracy since last
and good faith, allowing the ditference in transpor5'ear of over FotJKTEE.N hundked votes— as exhibited
by
tation, either east or west, to be added or deducted
the following table.
to or i^rom the prices paid at Rochester; and furmaj. 1838
Dem. maj. 1839.
ther, that all contracts for wheat, to be delivered at
Bergen,
228
337
some future lime, is an evasion of the second reguSussex,
1,606
*1,606
lation, and comes within its meaning. Our only obWarren,
861
*864
ject in carrying out the above regulations is to preHunterdon,
899
1,000
vent speculations, and save ourselves from loss, as
Monmouth,
230
494
Atlantic,
well as to see the miller paid a fair compensation
160
*160
Salem,
for his services; and having notified the banks of
150
this rule of action, we hope you will see the pro4,025
4,631
priety of carrying it out, so that both of us can act
4,023
together.
We are respectfully, yours, &c. Sec,
NEW JERSEY.
Democratic gain.
606
Members elect of the New Jersey legislature.
Whig maj.
Whig maj. 1839.
Bergen. Council, Francis Price.
" 1833.
' "
Assembly, John
Essex,
1,591
•1,591
G. Ackerman, Albert G. Doremus. Albert J. Terhune.
Passaic,
234
109
'Passaic. Council, Nathaniel Board.
Assembly,
Morris,
299
152
Elislia B. Clarke, John F. Ryerson.
Somerset,
153
160
'Essex.
Council, Amzi Armstrong.
Assembly,
Middlesex,
184
76
William StLtes, Edward Sanderson, Abm. V. Spear,
Mercer,
284
268
James H. Robmson, Samuel H. Gardner.
IJurlington,
570
350
'Morris.
Council, Jacob W. Miller.
Assemblv,
Gloucester,
500
290
Abraham Britun, Ebenezer F. Smith, Jacob Wise
Cumberland
33
Paul B. De Bow.

Cape May,

Sus.<:ex.
Council, Daniel Haines.
Assembly, Jos.
Greer, Samuel True.x, William H. Nyee.
Warren. Council, Robert H. Kennedy. Assembly,

Snmuel Shoemaker, George

W.

W

bert B. Risley.

Council, John H. Lambert.
Assembly,
David Hurley, John Summerill, jr. Moses Richinau,

}>

'Cumherland. Council, Samuel Barber. Assemblv,
Isaac Ncwcomb, Belford M. Bonham, Ephraim
H.
Whitlaker.

May Council, Amos Corson.
P. Hutrlies,
Parlies in the legislature.
Whig.

1

Passaic,
Morris,
Sussex,

Warren,
Middlesex,
Somerset,
Hunterton,
Mercer,

Monmouth,
Burlington,
Gloucester,
Atlantic,

Salem,
Cumberlarid,

Cape May,
10

and nearly

all Ike othercounlies in the states,
some two
or three counties from which we have no
official we
take reported majorities, but which «ill
probably not
vary 20 votes in the whole.
The seven closely contested counties, and on w hich

hung the destiny of the state, as
parties, stood as follows, viz:

Federal

Somerset,
Middlesex,

Whilst

last year.

in the state,

1,466

We

VOTES.

a whig paper, the

m

New York American

they contended for, as is proved by the
foregoing.
If the locos wanted to have a general election,
why
did not their five congress claimants accept the
offer
niade by the whig congressmen last spring, of
leaving
the question to the people.
I3ul no, they were afraid to trust the people
to decide
It
.. faiHy ..,,,.
openly, they
,,,.-_^ would
,,,,i,iu i.iiiRT
rather sup
J and wp._..,_,,
slip in by
oy a party vote ot
of congress, aided by
hv the Emporium's
Rmnn,-;„m'o cvnher...
'^
ng.

16.

majority.

The freemen of New Jersey have spoken. They
have set their seals of condemnation upon the aci,<!
of
the governor and privy council. They have
told William Pennington and his pliant tools, Booream
and
tuan thijtlhe majority sham, Eui.ri— that the will Fiof
the people expressed through the ballot
box, shall be the
1838, five demoeraric ct-n-

ty of 100 voles,
f he governor and privy council took
upon themselves the responsibility of throwing out
t^^>o
democratic townships, which entirely reversed
the (,x,rres.seu will of the people.
The
nuesiion
came before the people at the la.si rfcc_
sustain the governor

all

1

replies:

New

The legislature of
Jersey met at Trenton on
Post protests against the inference of 1 uesday last.
paper, that the result of the recent election in this
The synod of
Jersey commenced its session at
state IS to be looked upon as confirming the
decision of Trenton on Tli .rsday. The
York synod met on
the governor and council— and insists, that
as the ag- 1 uesday evening last in the Presbyterian
church on
egate vote of the slate is in favor of the administra- Grand
^
street.
tion, tliat decision was, in fact, condemned.
VIRniN'IA.
Lot us look at the facts. At the last election, the
Benevolent institution. The institufion at Staunton.
gross frauds and illegalities by which the Van Buren Virginia.
The Evening

New

New

the education of the deaf, duml> and
be opened for the rereption of pupils on the

fr>r

GLORIOUS NEWS,
Thedanocraticcongressmensustaincdbyfnurlcenhundred

supreme law of the land.
At the October election of

in which there was litthis year, polled only 27,825
votes

last year, the

have gained

The above statement is made up from reported maIn our next we shall give the whole number
of votes polled in the state.
have no doubt the
popular vote will be swelled to nearly two thousand
this logic

no contest

Now

74

jorities.

To

280
56

whigs alone polled in the same'
counties over 17,600 votes; which, by earryin"
out the
Emporium's lopsided way of cyphering, would place
the whigs. this year,
a majority of several thousands
wc do not pretend this, but we do say the whigs

1,392

to democratic majority in last
congressional election.

democracy

or

tle

Added

for the

Assembly.

Salem,
do.
135
1 he remaining ten counties

786
EECAriTULATION.
Democratic majority in 7 counties,
Federal loss in 10 counties,

Maj.

conceded by
' both
CouncU.

"123
152
I6S
126

Passaic,
Morris,

loss,

Democratic gain since

Majority.

^'^^'.S-

3,229

It is, iherefoie, wc submit, a
perfectly logical conclusion, to say that the result of the election
confirms
the course taken by the governor and his
council.
As to the aggregate vote, it proves nothing on

The administration papers thus speak of the resultof
the election:
occasion— for no appeal was
From the Trenton Emporium.
whig vote in several counties

*Wi?ig

five-^thev

have carried all they had last year, and gained
one
more— they have carried ten out of seventeen countiea
elected a majority of sixteen in joint
bal
lot, and a majority in each branch of
the leirislature'
which both parties contend for, and all that either
mrtv
^
could gain.
'
But let us test false pretension, by making
a table
not from guess work only, but from the
official return!
taken trom the clerks offices of each of the
contested

—they have

Mercer (on council)
Cumberland, do.
Loco fucos.

Assembly,
'

20

majority on joint ballot,

tion— sh.all we

We

*200

congress ticket was made to present a nominal majority, occurred chiefly at South
Amboy, in Middlesex
county, and at Milville, in CumbeHatid county—
and
against the clerks of these two counties, who made no
Van Buren.
return
of
these
illegalities,
was
Council. Assembly.
the especial wrath of
the
partisans of power directed.
1
3
In these two counties, then, was the question of the
conduct of the governor and his council put directU- in
issue.
There was the battle ground, and that it was
so understood, is manitest, among other proofs,
by the
pouring out in-o Middlesex, especially, of the sfanfwhangers and penpaieuc patriots of our custom hou^.
Betore the people of these two counties, the
ca=e
between the governorand his council on the one
hand,
and the loco foco claimants of the live seals in
congress on the other, was warmly pleaded, and
what was
the issue?
In both counties, majorities in favor of the
governor and his council were ofetained— and
Milville
especially, bore testimony to the justness of all
that had
been said of the frauds upon the elective franchise
perpetrated there last year, by reducing the loco
loco
majority irom 106 to 56.

Council. Asscmlili/.

Bergen,
E^sex,

Whig

that their would-be congressmen should
be allowed
their seats in the approaching congress.
contend that the recent elections, if it proves
any
thing, proves directly the reverse; as for
example, the
whigs have out of the seven contested counties
car'
ried six, where last year they had but

...is

Sakm.

*Cape

ol one sided tables, that the recent
election
held in New Jersey, is proof positive, that
the locos
have a majonty of the popular vote, and consequenUy

Smythe, John Moore.

Middlesex. Council, David B. Appleget. Assembly, Lewis Golding, David Dunn, Fredericii
Richmond,
Cornelius C. Cruser.
'Somerset. Council, Augustus R. Taylor. Assembly, Daniel Corey, A. V. Suiphen, Henry H.
Wilson.
'Mercer. Council, Charles G. McChesney.
Assembly, Josiah S. Worth, Robert C. Hutchinson.
^"^"'"'io^'Council, James Snyder.
„,
Assembly,
Pliilip Hier, Garret Servis, Joseph
Exton.
Burhngton.
Council, William Irick.
Assembly,
John Emiey, William Black, jr. Bowes R. Brown
Levi Borton, Elihu Mathis.
Monmouth
Council, Benjamin Oliphant. Assembly, James Craig, Thomas
E. Coombs, William T.
I'orman, Garret Siers.
'Gloucester.
Council, Joseph Porter.
Assembly,
Richard
Snowdcn, Joseph Franklin, Charles
Reeves, Elijah Bower.
Atlantic.
Council, Japhet Ireland. Assembly Ro-

Thomas

about being held, as New York, Mississippi,
Mas^^achusetts, c&c. by conveying the fake impression
by the

means

and council

in this

this

blind, will

November. It is designed for the benefit of
and poor; payment being' required of those only

15th of
rich

who are able to afford it.
In six counties of Virginia, the aggregate
gold mines is eighty.
The corn crop of Virginia has proved

number of
to

be as

abundant as the wheat crop. One acre of land in
Hardy county has yielded 178 bushels.
State military academy.
The state of Virginia has
established a military academy. The stale arsenal
at
Lexington Is to be piepared'for ihe reception of the
students. Francis H. Smith, a graduate of West
Point,
superintendent.
TheSiaiinton Spectator, says that the valley section
of Virginia was suffering greatly from drought, no
rain having fallen for seven or eight weeks.
The
flour mills were doing little or nothing for
want of
is

wafer.

Banhs in Virginia. It appears from a notice issued
the ca.shier of the Bank of the Valley, in Vii-irinia
that that institution is prohibited bv the banking
l.aw
of the stale from renewing any note so long as
iT suspends the payment of specie.
by

The condition of a suspension of specie payment.1.
places the banks at the mercy of their debtors. If
they pre.sg the latter, the lalicr, out of revenge,

will
it— and the full harass them for specie and
saddle them with costs nnd
was not pulled
by
e
j many
i damages.
They had better resume, pay out the last
hundreds.
dollar, and wind up.
Let the storm have its way.
Essex, for instance, gave only about ],0D0 wliicr
ma- lieasnn and moderation will return so soon as the
jority, when It can give
1,500, and has given more. So shoe pinches, and not till then.
When capital is deot Burlington and Gloucester- at
a general election preciated lo half it.s present nnminni value—
when real
they would give larger whig majorities.
estate declines in the same ratio- when
labor produces
In other counties, where loco focoism has
the ascen- no reward, and laborers go supperless to bed,
ihen
dency—such, for instance, as Atlantic, Monmouth and \v\\]thc inoplc see and
feel wlial dupes iliey have been
hergen— litde or no eil'ort was made by the whigs; and made, and not till then.
Let diem see it.
It
13 wholly delusive to represent the
majorities obThe banks in Wheeling had not suspended at the
tained in those counties, as presenting
a true view of the last accounts.
meeting of citizens had been
the,
(il
parties there.
held, at which the banks were advised to
suspend,
,1V,
lure, our charge of want of combut they had not determined to do so on the I7th inst.
mon
lil'ialing, under circumstances like

made

to

A

li

II

I

these,

.;iiio

vote,

and not

to the

result es-

tabhsbed
by tl
,,.,.. , li.iice of
^.... ...,;
members of the legislature.
1 he Emporium, Globe, and other loco foco
prin's
are endeavoring,(i9 Usual, to forestall
(he opinion of the
J

public in other stales, particularly

coLuatice.

'Majority of last yenr.

where

elections are

The Exchange Bank
folk,

of Virginia, located at Norsuspended specie payments on Wednesday. It
tliose which considered itself "impiegiia-

was one of
^

SOUTH CAROLJSA.
1 he Columbia, South Carolins, papers announce the
of the hon. Thomas Diigau, who was a member

deaiii

fi

NILES'
of Ihe South Carolina

legislature,
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Mobile. The following we copy from the New Orttt'enty years pnyt.
Tl;,> Charleston Patriot firf>poscs to the slates, the leans Bulletin of the 15ih instant.
letter received in this city has been shown to us,
establishment of sinking funds for the gradual redempsome further particulars respecting the fire
containing
(Maryland has a sinking
tion of their foreign debts.
The plot
in Mobile, that we have not .seen in print.
fund for ihit purpose).
extensive scale. The
The Greenville Mountaineer of the lllh inst. says: for firing the city was laid upon an
to kindle a fire in many places failed, as
"We understand verbally, that at the meeting of the attempts
left by the extinguished
the
marks
was
manifest
by
directors of the Charleston and Cincinnati rail road at
number of buildings, besides those burned,
Flat Rock on Monday last, M.King, esq. was elected flame.
were discovered on fire, and its progress arrested before
president of the road, which office, it is said he will
was too late to save the houses. Quiie a crowd of
hold temporarily until the meeting of the directors at it
characters were arrested. On searching,
suspicious
Columbia in December ne.xt.
their pockets were found filled with matches, and havCharleston.
The Mercury informs us that the city of ing ignitible apparatus about their persons. One of the
Charleston has been much more healthy the past than culprits was caught in the store of E. C. Fergusson.
the season of 1838. From June 17, 1838, to September
The matches that were concealed under his clothes
During the same period of were strong evidence of his guilt. He was lodged in
30, there were 650 deaths.
time in '39, there were but 413. Difference in favor of jail to await his trial.
'39. 237.
person living in Dauphin street, named
A reference to the official annunciation of the board was suspected of being the incendiary who set fire to
of health, and the bill of mortality, published this morn- Pinto's house, from which resuhed the tremendous
ing, shows the gratifying fact that but a single death conflagration on Monday night, that destroyeo fourteen
irom stranger's fever, and but 14 deaths in all, occured squares, turning two hundred families out of a home
during the week ending on the 12ih instant. Coniiect- and shelter. He was thought to be at the head of an
ed with the coolness of the weather, we regard this as extensive gang engaged in the infernal work. His fate
a decisive indication of the restoration of the health of will be determined so soon as the the citizens have
leithe city; and we therefore feel no scruple in inviting sure to bestow on his trial. For the better security
of
Notwithstanding all our trou- the public, it was resolved at a meeting of the inhabithe return of strangers.
bles, business promises to open briskly, and those who tants,
martial
place
the
city
under
law.
The
to
panic
intend taking part in it should be at their posts.
and excitement was beyond all parallel. Much praise
At Columbia, a slight irost was observed on the is due to the presixJent and directors of the state bank.
morning of the 1st instant.
They have come forward to the succor of the poor,
frost was observed at and above Aiken, on Wed- and made a tender of 810,000.
Among all classes of
nesday morning.
those burnt out, great distress prevailed.
GEORGIA.
The number of deaths during the month of SepElection.
The Savannah Georgian of the Hth gives tember was 330. The interments for the first seven
the following aggregate of 75 counties heard from, for days of tlie present month, numbered 35 an
average
governor;
ofSdaily. The Advertiser of ihe 1st of October says:^
McDonald, (ad.) 29,963 Dougherty, (whig), 29,932 "We had indulged the hope that by this day, the Jirst
McDonald's majority, (including reported majori- of October^ we should be able to announce to our disties), in Paulding and Pulaski, 103.
tant friends a preceplible abatement of the dreadful
In 1837 in the same counties, the vote were
epidemic, which for the last si.x weeks has raged with
32,043
Schley,
30,003 Gilmer,
such awful severity in our city. But it is our unpleaAdministration gain, 2,23^.
sant duty still to repeat the painful declaration, that
In the reinaing \b counties to be heard from Schley's there is vo improvement in the health of the citi/. The
majority was
1,.556
number of cases, as well as of deaths have still decreas352
Gilmer's do.
ed during the past week, but this is obliged to be the
Preparations are making by his fiiends in Savannah case, witlioutan increase of subjects. It is the opinion of
to give Mr. For.syth some testimonial of respect when those of the best means of information, thatin
proportion
he arrives in that city, which he is expected to visit to the population 7iou} liable to disease, the new cases and

A

A

A

,

A

—

|

the deaths, are as

numerous as

at

any period

A

this

sea-

large portion of our population have recovered
The state rights party has not had such a drub- son.
bing', as it has in all probability received at this elec- from attacks of greater or less severity, and with the
tion, in some six or eight years before.
It would seem exercise of common prudence are not considered subunderstand that there have
to a stranger to our state politics, and the local influ- ject to a re-attack.
ences bearing upon them, that the state rights party been several cas^s during the past week, extremely
therefore feel it our
was made mince meat of, and was perfectly prostrated. malignant in their character.
It is not so, however.
And principally to correct duty to solemnly warn ihose who are absent, not to
abroad such an impression, for the causes at home are think of ret.u-iiing to the city, until we shall have had a
known perfectly well to every body, we would merely thorough frost.
Since the first appearance of the epidemic among
say, that the state rights party has placed iisdf in its
present position, and that on account, principally, of us, which was early in the month of Ati^iist, the number
dissidcnce of feeling among themselves in relation to of deaths has been Jive hu/idred and thirty! I Vireehunthe agitating question of memoralizing the legislature dred and eighty-three of which have been in the month
On the two first days of the month
to repeal the system of retail license of spiritous liquors. of September!
This matter has defeated the state rights party, w hich there were 22 deaths on the succeeding iveeh 127 the
might be easily shown by referring to the diminution next week 100 the next 80 and the last week, ending
of our vote in our own counties; but this is unnecessa- last night 54. Such is the mournful record.''
JUSSISSIPPI.
ry. The party is now as strong as ever; it has defeated
Natchez. During the month of September there were
itself; certainly it has not been defeated by the strength
The infi-ience of this exciting topic 71 dealhsin Natchez, of which 58 were by yellow fever.
of our opponents.
will soon pass awaj-, and our opponents will, we trust, In the first three days of October there were eleven
on the very next occasion that presents itself for the deaths. The city is nearly deserted, every one who
coukl do so having It-ft it.
test, feel the truth of the rernarks we now offer in exThe fever was on the increase, as late a.^ the lOih inst.
planation of our present position [Millcdgeville liec.
The interments of the week were 37; of the previous
Augusta seems fated to be alwa3'5 in a financial
week 34. Six interments had taken place in the last
quarrel with her neighbors. All last winter her banks
21 hours.
each

— We

We

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

battling
other, and
in Macon, feeling them-

and those of Savannah were

now
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money had been

in

collected.

P. Shan-

non, esq. has generously offered to convey to Mobile, free
of cliarge, all articles which may be coiiiributed by ihe
people of New Orleans. The same liberal offer has
also been made by James W. Breedlove, esq. mail contractor.
Jas. H. Caldwell, esq. has also tendered the
ratuitous use of his theatre for a free benefit for the re.ef of the sufferers althouo;h he is himself a heavy loser
in property connected with the gas works which he
was carrying on in Mobile, and which were destroyed
by the fire of the 8th.
The Bee of the 14th says: "We understand di at the

—

different gentlemen composing the committee for collecting subscriptions, appointed at the Arcade meeting
on Thursday night, have already received nearly fve

thousand

dollars.^'

During the week ending on the 6th instant there
were 95 deaths at New Orleans, of which 39 were by
yellow fever.

Frequent rains fell at New Orleans during the week
ending on the 12di instant, and the health of the ci:y
was steadily improving. Strangers were arriving in
numbers, and some of them, it was supposed, would
fall victims to their premature venture.
Fever either yellow or congestive, prevails at Baton
Rouge, Bayou Sara, Opelousas, Rapides and Frankhn.

Sickness has prevailed to some extent in Opelousas.
persons have been taken down with an ejufever; though few deaths have occurred at the

Many
demic

it was on the decline. Among the
victims
was
W. Bowen, esq. The papers ascribe the
sickness to the extensive and long continued drought;
and its abatement to a violent thunder storm accompanied with wind and rain. Within ten days there
had been one hundred cases of sickness in the town

last dates,

Wm.

and

its

vicinity.

—

|

shortly.

sand dollars

TENNISSEE.

Governor Polk of Tennessee took the oaths of office on
the 14th, at Nashville, in the presence of the two houses
of the general assembly, the ex-president of the United
States, ex-governors Cannon and Carroll, and an immense concourse of citizens, (ladies and genilemeii),
among whom were the members of the Methodist conference,

now

in session in that city.

Tennessee legislature.

This body met on Monday,

the 7th instant. In the senate, T. S. Love, (adm.) was
elecled speaker,
K. Hdl, clerk, and William Martin, assistant clerk.
The vote stood: Van Burcn 13,

W.

whig

10.

In the other house Jonas E.
speaker, Granville S. Crockett

Winchester assistant
42, whig 33.

clerk.

The

Thomas was
clerk,

elected

and Lyciirgus
Van Buien

vote stood:

The Florence Gazette says the great bridge recently
erected over the Tennessee, at iMuscle Shoals, ami
which was nearly two miles in length, fell down on
Sunday last with a tremendous crash. Mr. J. R.
Henry, its projector, was on tlie bridge at the time. He
was thrown off, but not seriously injured.
The branch bank of Tennessee, at Columbia, ^vas
robbed on the 22d of September of $27,961. The
cashier has offered a reward of S5,CC0 for the apprehension of the thieves, and the recovery of the money.
The bank was entered by a false key, and it is supposed must have been done by some one familiar with
the localities.

The lost Nashville papers contain the message of bis
excellency, governor Cannon to the legislature of 'Tennessee.
'The governoi' declines communicating his
vie^vs in detail on any subjects except such as a sense
of official duty requires, but leaves the tiisk to bis successor.
extract the following passage, which, we
take it, was not very palatable to the party, who voted
that diey wanted no prayers:
"At a time when we are favored in an eminent degree with a rich variety of the choicest blessings of divine munilieence, it is miieh to be regretted that anything should he found in the administiaiion of our guvernnicnlalaffairs calculated to mar our prosperiiy and
happiness as a people. But when we contcnipl;:te our
own condition or look abroad among our sisier sialcs
where we must seek a market for our surplus products,

We

,

number of merchants
Red river raft.— The Caddo Free Press of the 25;h
by the manner in which their notes
payable at Augusta are collected, give notice that April, says that the raft is still closed, and about thirteen
they will not trade with any house that sends their pa- hundred yards of drift has to be removed before it will
we find that heavy embarrassment still pervades the
per to that city for collection; and moreover, that they be possible for boats to pass and repass. There were
the raft, and three below, all waitino; to monetary concerns of the counliy.
continue lo be
shall consider their credit sufficiently protected by of- two boats above
freights.
The river had dcsiituie of a general circulating medium of unif irui
fering in liquidation of their debts the notes of specie get up and down, with full
commenced falling, and should the drift continue to ac- value; the want of which afTucts injuriously, not oiilv
paying banks, current at par. [Providence Journal.
cumulate as rapidly as it had done f:'r a week previous, every class of .sociciy at home, but also our credit
Awusta. The Chronicle of the 10th says: "In our a suspension of steam navigation above Sbreveport abroad, thereby depreciating the value of our state
last, we reported the deaths of one hundred and ninetybonds, and grcaily retBidinglhe progress, if it does not
must be the coa.'equence.
five' persons by fever since the first death occurred on
finally prevent the completion of many of our works of
LOtlSIANA.
the 18th August since that lime we have buried fifinternal improvement.
These and other oprr-ssivo
Bank robbery. The N. Orleans Times say=: "That evils, the fruils of a disordered currency, we must pateen whites and five negroe?."
On ilie 16th the board of health of Augusta reported the sum of ®22,000 lins been stolen from the Merchants' tiently endure so tonir as the government shall persist
was
ciiv.
money
taken
$20,000
in
that
The
of
the
week
ending
bank
on
in a course of wild financial e.xpertmenis, which only
butei"ht deaths from fever, during
This exhibits a great decUne, but the epi- bills of $1,009; 1,000 in tens, and the same amount in tend to aggravate the ills they were mainly instrumenthat day.
It is not to be supposed, however,
demic still remains, and absent citizens are advised not fives. It was abstracted from the tin box in which the tal in producing.
teller of the institution kept his surplus cash- that this state of things is to be
"Ourrepaying
17ih
says:
of
the
Sentinel
The
return.
yet to
perpetual. The people
bills not in actual circulation, and done up hold a correclive in
their own hands, and their well
port of deaths this week is favorable, when compared that is, the
amounts."
known
known intelligence, virtue and patriotism forbid the huwith former weeks— but we hope those abroad will in packages of
An important genlo^cal fact. It is stated by a pilot mihiating idea that they will fail to apply it.
not be misled by it, for we can assure them that there
sanare not very few remaining in the city who have not on the Mississippi, who has lived 19 years at the Balize, guine hope may therefore be indulged that by the regubad an attack of the fever, and those few are doily be- that the river at that time pushed its Deha into the Gulf lar operation of our republican system, the country
ing taken down, but thank God, with a less malignant of Mexico two miles and a half, or, in other words, will ere long be delivered from the mal-administration
gained that much upon the sea. The bar has also ad- of its rulers, with i:s pernicious train of experiments,
type, and their cases are easily managed."
Savannah. The board of health ol Savannah report vanced two miles and deepened two feet at the same abuses and spoliations.''
The governor sn)-s that the benefits expected to be
the deaths of 14 white persons in that city, during the time.
New Oilcans, to her praise be it spoken, has been the derived from the important provisions contained in the
week ending 8th inst. 12 of which were of fever. In
of the suffering people of Mobile. act of the last general assembly, entitled, "an .let to
addition there were four deaths of fever in the'pocr house first to move in behalf
committees appointed establish a state bank, to raise a fund for internal imand hospital; nine colored persons also dead, 4 of A public meeting was held, and
on the lOtli, anti on the following day about tv,'0 thou- provement and to aid in the establishment of a system
wliich by fever total number of deaths 27.
a

selves aggrieved

made

We

—

A

—
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of education" have not been realized

Tlie

bank has

|

The whigs of

Illinois

met

in state

failed to eiTect the amelioration in pecuniary alTairg
thai its authors anticipated, and the expeciaiiun.q of the
public have been sadly disappointed: nor has the operation of the act referred to been more salutary and
successful in relation to other interests it was intended
^.
to
orks

26,

—
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1839—THE STATES.

convention on the

MICHIGA.V.

7th instant at Springfield, and quite an animaleti acBounty of nature. In Michigan, says the Free
count of the proceedings is given in the Illinois paPress, they have raised more than twenty bushels
pers.
The object was to provide for a thorough orgato each man, woman and child in the state.
'The
nization of the party, and to perform all other matters
which might conduce to the success of the cause. The banks of earth are the best banks after ail.
foster.
The w
of internal improvement have following gentlemen were appointed
IOWA.
delegates to the
been carried on as fast as possible, taking into conside- national convention: George VV. Ralp,
Mr. Owen, United Stales geologist, at the head
Ezra Baker,
-'
ration the "tightness''
'"
of ""
""^
tl'ie "'"°°
times.
" system of com- William B. Warren, William
Minshall and W. L. of a party, isjiovv engaged in exploring the Iowa
mon school education is recommended, on a better Newberry. Without waiting toA.ascertain
who are to territory. This fine region is said to abound in
basis than the one in existence, as that has not been be the candidates
for president and %-ice president, the coal; iron ore is also believed to be abundant.
The
attended with satisfactory results. The governor ar- convention also
proceeded to the nomination of elec- climate of Iowa and Wisconsin is said to be the
gues rightly, that "upon the intelligence and virtue of tors, who are.; pledged
to the support of the nominees, finest in
America such at least is the opinion of
the peop'e depend the perpetuity of our free institu- be they whom
they may. The following gentlemen
captain Marryaft, who may be allowed to judge of
tions.
Knowledge and hberty are so closely allied that are the candidates for electors of president
and vice the weather, if his
they can only flourish in safety and perfection, when president.
decision be disputed in other
things.
inuiually protected and cherished by each other.''
The same traveller and Mr. Murray, too,
"'" M?,Donough,
Senatorial. \ g- Y^''"'we believe, speak of the grand appearance of the
[Bnil. Chronkk.
( B. b. Morris, of Cook.
The penitentiary system is touched upon, and here a
forests in those territories, in terms indicating some1st Dlst. Samuel Marshall, of Gallatin.
curious suggestion is made. ''It is tound," says the
thing like rapture. The traveller in the oafr open2d
Edwiri B. Webb, of While.
governor, "that the great number of persons viditing
3d
Ab. Lincoln, of Sangamon.
"
ings, moves as it were, among the pillars and cothe institution i'or the mere gratification of curiosity
Thus has Illinois taken the lead, and though success lumns of some mighty temple golhic and sublime
consumes much of the time of its officers, while it suo- will require e.ttraordinaryeffljrt, yet the stake is
worthy
overarched by leafy boughs for such is the asjects the feelings of the unhappy inmates of the prison of every exertion.
The whigs of Illinois take the true pect of the stately trees. In every
direction the
I
respectfully suggest, ground— "uncompromising hostility
to increased mortification.
to the re-election
view extends for hundreds of yards; the majestic
therefore, the propriety of e.-cacling a moderate toirtrom of Martin Van Buren.'* And though
ihey may not
all such visitors, and that the fund thus raised be apget the man of their choice, yet they feel perfectly sa- trunks stand apart from one another, and there is
no undergrowth lo obstruct the sight. The grass
plied to the support and maintenance of the more in- tished to rest the matter with the only
umpire to which
grows thick and verdant as upon a lawn; the surdigent families of the convicts or to such other charita- we can all look, the national whig convention,
entirely
ble objects as the wisdom and benevolence of the le- confident that names will be presented in
every way face is no where hilly, but gently undulating. It ig
This is certainly something worthy of earnest support.
gislature may prescribe.''
easy to fancy the solemn beauty of such a woodland
[Chion.
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new,

has nothing else to

if it

recommend

it.
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Ohio contains a surface of 40,000 square

state of

nearly as large as England.—
This state has been settled but half a centurv, and it
now probably contains not far from l,500.00u inhabiRapid as the progress of Ohio has been, the delanis.
velopment of her resources has but just begun.
Tlie N. Orleans Bee says: Haifa century ago Ohio
was a wilderness, undlrodden save by the foot of the
red man. In the year 1839, that state has a population
miles.

It

is

tlierefo-e

—

of one million five hundred thousand inhabitants; one
large, splendid and densely populated city, and half a
dozen thriving towns; 1,010 post-offices; 5 incorporated
cities; 33 banking companies; 10 colleges and principal
seminaries of learning, together with public institu-

deaf and dumb and the blind.
court of Ohio granted five divorces at

tions lor the insane, the

The supreme
its late eitiiiig.
C'.i.'w.' ;.-)/fc.—

states

The Ohio Statesman

the tolls collected

tliai

May,

In

for the

$90,482 3S
7G,259 63

1833,

£14,222 74

Increase,

Ohio

of the loth instant

on the Ohio canals,

M ly, 1S39, amount to

month of

The Ohio Statesman,

elections.

(adm.) of

l:'>:h inst. says, we give below the whole returns of the
state which we think can be relied on with jjreat cerIt is true some of them are unofficial, and may
tainty.
not positively be correct; but we have set all down to the

whigs where we have not reported information of the
actual result. By this result, we make 25 democratic
eenators, federal 11
democratic majority in the senate
believe 4 is the greatest majority we ever had
14.
in the Ohio senate since the organization of parties in
thisstatc, ihus making 19 majority grealerin this branch
than at any former period. In tne house, according to
the best information we have, we number 49 democrats
and 23 federalist democratic majority in the house 26
much the largest majority ever known in the house;
and on joint ballot the majority will be 401!
The Republican, ;whig) says, in Ohio, the whigs have
been pretty essentially used iip the senate will stand
13 whigs to 23 tories, and the house 30 whigs and 42
thus giving the power to the parly, to gerymantories;
der die stale in such a manner as to secure to diem the
majority, probably, for four years to come.
It is perhaps as well that ihey have the ascendency,
in order that thcj[ may perfect the glorious reform commenced List session, by appointing a few more hungry
expectants to office, at three or five dollars per day, and
increasing the ta.xes some forty or fit'ty per cent, more;
when the prospect is so flattering of being enabled to
pay ihese increased taxes, with wheat at fifty cents per
busliol, and pork at 2 or 4 dollars ptr huuihed.

—

We

—

—

—

—

ILLLNOIS.
It is stated in the Illinois papers that the four million
loan negjtialcd by the cuinmissioners of thai state is to
be advanced in the following manner, viz: $500,1)0(1 in
Co. of London, X.W.OOO
rail road iron, bv Thompson
sterling, or $250,000 in cash; and the residue froin liiiie
to time, ns liic amrjunts may be required.
Th; negoCo. bankers, llentiation was made with Wright

&

Qiiincy
had rereived a

(Illinois)

Whig

slates that gov. Cailin
gov. Reynolds, staling that

from
the cnmiiiissioncrs hail been unable toefliicl any thing
in the sale of the lionds in Europe, and th:it the bonds
ihe
hfi
in
been
hands
of judg; Young, one of the
had
comniis.-i iniT^, in tin' hope that a more favorable change
letter

LVDUNA.

,.

papers announce the death of Amaziah
He was a prominent man in
many years

of that state.

the councils of the state, having been for
at the head of the senate.
IVIISSOURI.

Special election.
The Globe says: Gov. Boggs
has proclaimed a special election on the 28th instant,
for a member of congress to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of the hon. A. G. Harrison.
This promptness on the part of the g.^vernor wi..
enable the representative elected to reach WashingIon in time to participate in the organization of the
house— a circumstance of vast importance at a crisis
when it is knoivn that the federal party have concocted measures, based upon fraud and the most
flagrant violalion of the riglils of the majority, to obtain command of the popular branch of
congress.
Ten days will probably be sufficient to bring together
the returns by express from the polls of the several
counties in Missouri. If so, the member elected
may leave Missouri by the lOlh of November, and,
unless accidents intervene, he will be in Ills seat in
congress on the first Monday of December.

The National Intelligencer says: The leading
whig papers of Missouri, since the decease of Mr.
Harrison, have advised that no candidate be put up
for the vacancy by the whig party.
However, a
considerable number of whig gentloinen being recently called to St. Louis on professional and prfvate
business, met together and recommended for the vacant membership the veteran servant of the state,
John Scott, who served it in congress twenly-odd
years ago, first as delegate of the territory— afterwards as represenlafive of the state. It could hardly find a more faithful one.
The election takes
place on the 28th instant.
Tiie last St. Louis Republican says, that John
Scott, esq. declines being a candidate for
congress
to supply the vacancv occasioned by
the deatli of
Mr. Harrison. He gives his reasons in a long letter
to the Republican,— first that he is
entirely unprepared to take such a step, and secondly, he dues
not believe that any man elected under the proclamation of the governor will be legally entitled to
take a scat in the house of representatives.
Mr.
Scott is an eminent lawyer, well acquainted with
the law! of Missouri, and his opinion of the illegality of the eleclion is entitled to much consideration.
Mr. Scott, at all events, thinks it would be imprudent for the whigs to enter the canvass at all, al tliis
time.
He says—
"I view this matter like fighting regular troops
with undisciplined militia.
have had ample
evidence of the elfecls of the regular organization of
our opponents, he.adeil in this slate by the most
unprincipled man America has been able to
produce.
Until the late movements in reference to
a state
convention, the whigs have never alteinpted any
flung like union of action. The delibeialions of that
convention in regard to the regular elections of Ihe

West Knd, London.

The

Morgan,

We

&

rieiia Hin-ot,

.

The Indiana

OHIO.

The

coming

fall, I trust will do what we
have hillierto
been justly charged for neglecting, and from the
weight the nominations made by that bo<ly, will
' ' '!;i ni iiiey market.
would iM
give the nominees, added lo the time that will' interill iin saysi, "We have seen a
Th.
\
spe- vene between Ihe noininalions
and the election, as
iii' r wheal grown by Mr. Ives, of
cinmi
aiso the oppotlunity that time will afford lo canvass
II,
iv
v.r, o:i new prairie ground, which
Long
inea.sures and soriilinize (lie qualifications
hiiiilirls lo |lip acre, in a tilieen acre field.
of canditurned ..111
This wheat was sold at Chicaga for ir, eeiils a busliel, dates, t should entertain much stronger hopes of
given to iIk' cultivator $3 73 to ilio acre, for the first success,"
He
is
singularly compliinenfarv to Mr. Benton—
crop on laiid that cost SI 25. The American says
any quiiiitity of such land can still be had at goveriii- "tlie most unpiincipled man .-Imeiicd tuis been able to
tiient prire.'witiiiii iifi/ miles of Chicago.
produce.'.'"
I!

ill

I

'

I

I

I

I'

'

scene in the calin.stiliness of a summer's evening,
when the declining sun, with softened splendor,
casts lengthened shadows over glade and sloping
side.

The Burlington (Iowa) Gazette of the 5th inst.
announces the death, by congestive fever, of Mr.
David Dale Owen. He was charged by the government with the examination of the WiscoDsin
^""^ '°"'^

mineral lands.

The Republican
ty at

says the branch of the universiSt. Joseph county, (Mich.),
its numbers the pre-

White Pigeon,

has received great accession to
sent term.

The Davenport (Iowa) Sun, of September 23,
says that Messrs. Barrows and Shepard, of Rockingham, Iowa, with their celebrated pointer dogs.
Miss Clifton and Ellen Tiee, killed upwards of 80
grouse or prairie chickens, on the wing, in less thaa
eight hours.
WISCONSIN.
Thanksgiving. Governor Dodge, of Wisconsin,
has appointed the 24th inst. as a day of thanksgiving and prayer.

The

last

FLORIDA.
number of the Army and Navy Chroni-

from its correspondent under date &f
Fort King, September 0', which says:
"I am sorry to say that the 'Florida war' is far
from being ended; hardly a week passes without our
hearing of some depredalions by the Indians. A few
days ago two or three volunteers from Fort Wheelocfc, (about nine miles from Micanopy ), went bathing in Orange lake; they were attacked by a parly
of Indians, one of them killed, and the others escaj>ed. The volunteers were not armed. An express was
cle, has a letter

sent to Micanopy to apprise the commanding officer
of the fact, when he also was killed on the road and
Two weeks ago the Indians athis hotly mutilated.
tacked the volunteers at Fort McClure, (30 miles
south of Fort King); one of them was uounded in
few drathe leg, and eight of their horses killed.
goons were sent to reinforce that post, and the Indians have been quiet since. I could enumerate a
thousand instances of Indian murtlers. S;c. iince th&
'treaty;' but I presume that they have already been
made public. Our government is blind, to believe
the .assurances of Indians; and when 1 saw them receiving provisions and presents at this post, 1 was
disgusted to think that we were shaking hands with
men, whose blood-stained hands and self-satisficil
looks denoted any thing but peaceable intentions
and it proved so; the very men who were here,
making the most solemn proleslations of peace, are
now overrunning those parts of Florida where there
are but few troops, and those volunteers.
They
wa}lay any small body they come across, and retire
into the neighboring hammocks, where it is almost
impossible to trace them with the few troops in Ihe
vicinity of the murders."

A

—

On the 3d inslani a party of Indiana made a descent upon the cattle at Tampa bay, anil carried oir79
head an.l two horses. A company of dragoons had
been sent in pursuit. Where were the military whilo
the cattle were being carried oil.' There is certainly
something rotten in Florida.

.

i

:

1
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|

St. .,l\ii;ustine, Oct.

4.— Nothing of

Indian

news

this week; and no farther iiiforiiiation has been otflcially received here of the intended operations against
the enemy. The best season of the year will soon

puss by for the favorable movement of troops, and
should a campaign be ordered, much more time will
he expended in preparing for the fii Id.
Another
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Indians in Florida is probably to banks must, and will, do what they can to relieve dark as to the immediate causes of the catastrophe,
open upon us, and the interests of this fine country the pressure, and individuals must aid each other; to venture a decided opinion on the causes which
but the main object, that of keeping their issues produced it, or the consequences which may be exbe suli'ered to languish.
The light house at Key Biscayne, has been or- within their own control, must not be, for a moment, pecled to flow from it.
All the banks in the city of New York, (with a
dered to be repaired, and the troops garrisoning that lost sight of by the banks. Their usefulness and
credit, nay, their very existence, depend on such a couple of trifling exceptions not wortliy of notice),
post are required to detail the necessary guard.
Rumor says that the Istartillery and the regiment coarse. They may rely upon the hearty co-opera- continue to meet their engagements in specie, and
of Sth infantry, under the gallant col. Worth, are to tion of the community, and of the government, both are amply able to meet their circulation, (vN'hich may
be presumed to be much curtailed), and their depostate and general.
[T/ie News.
come forthwith to Florida.
Every reflecting man must perceive the incalcu- sites in specie, if de:nanded. There has, however,
lable importance of preserving a sound standard of been no run upon them for specie, nor, foreign exSUSPENSION OF SPECIE
Pennsylvania Bank of U. S. It appears from an value, whereby to estimate property, and as a ral- changes being in our favor, and the balance of inabstract of the affairs of the bank made to the le- lying point for suspended institutions. Pliiladel- debtedness with other parts of the union being also
gislature of Pennsylvania, on the first of January phia itself is deeply interested that New York in our favor, is it well possible to conceive I'roui
If
last, that the liabilities of the bank consisted prin- should sustain herself, for then Philadelphia has what quarter any such demands would come.
cipally of the following items, viz: notes of the sure aid at hand to promote and facilitate her own it should come, however, our banks, we repeat, are
prepared to meet it in specie from their own reold bank in circulation, 3,901,053; new notes in resumption.
To 13oston and the manufacturing interest it is sources, and should these by any possibility fail,
circulation, 4,.54S,286; post notes issued, 8,944,442;
"Who, indeed, can calculate they will have the support of the federal governbills drawn on Europe, 992,790; balances due abroad, even more desirable.
This latter fact may appear strange in foTotal, 33,180,855. the importance to both New England and New ment.
8,083,026; deposites 7,861,134.
To meet this debt the chief resources were, paper York, of preserving their present position, and reign countries, to which the cry of "divorce of
discounted, 33,604,186; stocks, 17,436,841; balances maintaining, under all circumstances, the sound- bank and state, and sub-treasury,'" has readied;
but it must be recollected that by law the federal
against other banks, 11,752,424; specie, 5,223,476; ness of their currency?
Look but at the two sides of the picture. Un- government is only permitted to receive its dues in
real estate, 1,097,466; other resources, 2,017,103.
doubtedly, the actual state of things produces the specie or the notes of specie paying banks, and if
Total, 66,130.396.
and there would then
severest distress to many, but it is
as we hope and there are none of the latter
The New York Commercial of the 17th says:
Exchange at Philadelphia is at 9 per cent. This believe for a brief space only, but its consequences assuredly neither be specie forthcoming, the gowill be permanent soundness and prosperity, and vernment would be placed in a sorry predicament.
morning $5,000 were sold at 91.
The stock market has rallied again this morning. undoubted credit at home and abroad, while New New York is, therefore, the only sure foothold left
United States opened at 74 and closed at 80; this England and New York become thereby necessa- on whicli the government can collect its revenues.
being an advance of 10 per cent, over the closing rily tlie centre of the trade, foreign and domestic, But while we speak thus confidently, nay advisedly, of the ability of the New York banks, it cannot
price of Saturday. Dry Dock has advanced 2 per of the United States.
North American
On the other hand, if the banks had suspended, be denied that they maintain it at the expense of
cent, over yesterday's sales.
Trust opened at 46j- and closed at 48, whicli is 1} universal confusion and distrust would ensue there the commerce of this city, which is suffering to an
over that of yesterday. Mechanics banking as- would be no standard of value in the country and unparalleled extent. This day has been, on 'change,
Money scarcely to
sociation 1 per cent. Delaware and Hudson left we should immediately witness a lessened consump- one of the severest pressur.;.
off yesterday at 54}, and the closing prices of today tion of manui'actures, a diminution in foreign trade be had on any terms, however unquestionable the
56.
Ohio Life and Trust, 2 per cent. Bank of Ken- and credit, the departure of sound capital and credit security offered. It may be, therelore, asked, i? it
which cannot co-exist with a depreciated cur not possible that our banks, yielding to the necestucky, 2. Harlem 1|J. Mohawk, lA over previous
rency the stoppage of the public works labor sity of the case, will be induced to bring their cresales.
Utica and Schenectady fell off 1 per cent.
the moral sense of the community dit to the support of individual credit, wherebv
learn that about .$300,000 in specie has been unemployed
received in New York this morning, from Balti- deteriorated by such conduct on the part of the they would increase their liabilities to an extent
more and Philadelpliia coming in the regular w.ay banks and an interval, of which no man can mea- which might endanger their continuance of specie
payments? We are very far from being sure that
of trade for the purchase of goods and payment of sure the duration, of inextricable confusion.
Who, in comparing these two views, can hesi- in view of the general interests of the country, it
obligations.
Post notes of the United States bank v^ere sell- tate, however trying and bitter the pressure of the would not be better they encountered tliis risk, but
ing in Philadelphia yesterday at If per month dis- hour, to say to and of the banks, persevere? No there is almost an insuperable obstacle to their dowise, no considerate man surely: and we cannot ing it.
count. Private paper sold at l^-.
By a law of the state of New York, on the susThe confidence of our bank officers in their err in assuming, that it is the genera! sentiment of
ability to maintain specie payments throughout, is this community, and that of Boston, that our banks pension of specie payments by any of our hanks,
increasing daily; and so is the confidence of tlie are right in their course, and that they have the the chancellor may interfere, stop their business,
and appoint a receiver of all their asset.=; and it
piiblic in their soundness and prudent management. strength and the means to carry it through.
As to Boston, we have seen a letter of yesterday, is understood that the chancellor, (nothing loath,
better and more cheerful feeling has prevailed in
the street to-day than at any time since Wednes- from the highest authority in that city, declaring, according to custom), would be very willing to
day.
We are told that the banks have discounted in the fullest maimer, the ability and the purpose take this responsibility upon himself, whicli, putting the inlercsis of the holders of stock in our
to a reasonable extent, and business paper has of the banks there, to maintain specie payments.
banks out of the question, would to the mercanlile
.'eel authorised, therefore, in repeating, with
even been sought tor with some avidity.
at large be still more disastrous lh,-iu
community
confidence,
each
since
to
sure
that
a
which
the
events
of
day,
reason
be
every
short,
there
is
In
New York will go on well. It is not improbable the Philadelphia suspension, have increased, that the course which the banks now pursue.
There is, however, another view to be taken of
that one or two small institutions, which have be- our banks are impregnable.
United Slates bank. To put an end, if possible, our position, and a more favorable one, which is,
come involved, may find it necessary to suspend,
and even wind up, but should this be the case, to the misrepresentations and falsehoods circulating that the banks having felt their way and found that
their circulation is very limited, and even should on the subject, it may be proper to reiterate the fol- tliere is no danger of a demand upon them for specie
from foreign countries, will be able to aflord the
they close their doors, their notes will be paid lowing statements:
1. The U. S. bank o^ Pennsylvania is a state, and same facilities to mercantile enterprise which they
in full.
have iloiie in other times, without endangering their
national
institution.
schooner
Boxer,
not
a
States
the
United
We learn that
That this state of things has ar2. Deriving its charter from only one, out of the actual position.
daily expected, has ou board a large amount of
twenty-six slates, and not from the general govern- rived, or will vei'y speedily arrive, there are many
specie.
ment, it had neither authority nor power to act as indications. Bills on Europe, to day, were offering
From llie New York Ameriean nfthe \9tli.
under par, and could find no buyers. When this
The money pressure. In looking about for the a "great regulator" of exchanges and currency.

spring with

tlie

PAYMENT.
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3. The charter of this great Pennsylvania bank
causes of the pressure which is grinding the commercial community, the chief immediate one would was bestowed by a legislature decidedly loco foco.
The New York Express of the 19th says:
seem to be, the position of the Bank ol the United
The storm is so severe to-day, that all out-door
States of Pennsylvania, as a borrower on the both
business is suspended. The sailing of the Liversides of the water.
Some millions sterling have been taken by it out pool steamer will not be delayed. The impression
of the English market, already severely pressed by is that a much less amount of specie will go in her
Bills on London are selling
and, to meet these and than was anticipated.
the effects of short crops
other engagements, some millions of dollars were at 109al094, and an abundant supply in the market.
Exchange on Philadelphia this morning is fifteen,
abstracted from this market, and that, too, at a time
when the pressure in England had already occa- and on Providence ten per cent. Money is appaJMerchants are comrently as scarce as it can be.
sioned some pressure here.
Under these circumstances, our banks, as an act pelled to sell their southern exchanges at most
of self-preservation, were obliged to contract their ruinous sacrifices to meet their engagements.
October 18.
issues and discounts.
The steamer Liverpool which sails this day, will
The suspension of the Bank of the United States,
although operating as a relief to the bajiks here and convey to Europe the first intelligence of the susto the eastward, necessarily produced a derange- pension of specie payments by the Pennsylvania
ment in the exchanges, which not only aggravated banks, and of many banks south of them, uidess
existing difficulties, but by arousing the fears of the London packet ship Wellington should arrive
many, compelled the banks to keep themselves before her, which is not improbable.
On the departure of the Wellington, the suspenstrong enough to meet the contingency.
It is only just to this community to say, that this sion alluded to, was of such recent occurrence,
state of inconvenience and pressure has been man- that we contented ourselves with simply noticing
and now, with lessened engage- it. Sufficient time had not then elapsed to consider
fully sustained
ments, and a small foreign debt, with the crops this event in all its bearings, to reflect on its many
ready to go forward, we may look, speedily, that important consequences, and its probable effects;
and even now, though we propose to enter more
the exchanges will be turned in our favor.
Under such circumstances, the course for New fully on the subject, we shall jirincipally confine
York, and for New England, is written in letters ourselves to a statement of facts ou which reliance
Persevere, persevere, unto the end. The may be placed, lor we are still too much in the
of light

—

—

—

state of

our forfign exchanges

is

once firmly estab-

we think the banks need be under no appiehension, and that their interest then, as well as
lished,

inclination, will lead

them

to afford that aid to the

mercantile community it so much needs.
The Philadelphia Commercial of the ]9lh says:
A number of notes have been noted for non-payment doling the week, holders residing in oltitr
places have demanded the payment of notes drawn
lure and falling due, in specie, which demand has
been rejected by our business men generally, although they have promptly offered to take them
up with notes current in this city.
The Philadelphia Inquirer of the l,9ih says:
Our money market is easier, but by no means
so easy as could be desired. The out door rates for
per cent,
fair business paper may be put down at
It is stated that several agents are now
a month.
in New York discounting paper in that city at 2a2l
per cent, per month in addition to the exchange
against Philadelphia.
Tlie New York Courier of the 19th, in its article
on money matters, has the following paragraph:
disclaim, in the most pointed manner possible, any pretensions to superior prudence, on the
part of the banks of New York, or better management or sounder capital than the banks of our sis-

H

We

Those who have suspended there will,
ter cities.
we are satisfied, eventually be as able to redee;Ti

we are. The position of the U.
Bank of Pennsylvania will no doubt be look-

their liabilities as

States

—

a
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at with peculiar interest in Europe, and we hesitate not to assert our perfect conviction that all its
liabilities in Europe will be jnuiciually met.
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Probably some three millions of dollars
have been sent to Europe from this port within Ihe
last six ueeks; yet, in tiial same period, the specie
increufexposition of the causes of its suspensions h.is been in the vaults of the cily banks has actuulli)
published in some of the papers, which it has been ed: and now that specie has ceased to be the standassumed comes from an official source. We be- ard in the cities south of us, it will, as a matter of
as that where it has most
lieve no such thing, and we caution those interest- course, seek this market,
exchange
ed against giving to it such importance. The banks value. P^or the same reason, bills of
flour shipments, or
has put forth no statement of the causes which led against the new cotton crop,
All are left to their own conjec- other consignments to Europe, will all centre
to its suspension.
We may therefore venture ours, which is, here, because here they will be sold for sound motures.

ed

heretofore.

An

ney.
In this way, both a supply of bills and of specie
be anticipated, independently of any of the
Moreover, it is hoped
latter drawn from the banks.
and
believed
that some of our banks will, as they
of
amount
immense
an
there
holding
states,
ern
^ebts— in the ordinary course of things the most cin, furnish some bills on England by the Liverpool,
secure— it has converted, as the better allernative, which is to take her departure on Saturday.
Indeed it may be stated as certain, that bills w ill
individual debts into state debis, calculating on
the rate, of
the facility with which the latter were sold in Eu- be forthcoming for money, always
between
rope, but in this it has been diappointed, by the course, must be governed by the relation
unfortunate consequences of the failure of the crops supply and demand.
We conclude, therefore, however some men may
of grain in the north of Europe.— The value of the
bank shares (the debts we repeat are out ol the" croak and hcvwever much it may be desired in PhiYoik should lolquestion) depends thus upon the solvency of our ladelphia, or elsewdiere, that New
southern and western states; and of this no one in low an evil example that the N. York banks are
will
remain, imsaid
and
as
we
have
before
In
lookdoubt.
a
entertains
least,
this country at
pregnable.
in"- at the prices current for all our public securiThey are stronger now by reason of asmallercirview the high
tie's here, foreigners must keep in
culation and alower amount of depi>sites,,than when,
rales of interest now paid for the use of money, and
the iJank of
ill the face of earnest opposition from
that it is to the interest of the capitalists to sell at a
the United States and the southern banks generally,
which
pay
shares,
bank
or
securities
loss even state
they resumed specie payments. How, then, should,
but an interestat most of 7 percent, whenthey can
or can it, be doubtful, that they will maintain them
invest their money here on security as good which
now, when the United States bank is utterly pow
will give thein 2.5 per cent, interest.
erless?
There is not a shadow of doubt.
t'onn the Niw York Courier, Oct. 21.
To which the U. S. Gazette responds:
The scarcity of money on Saturday was intense
Iinpregnabililij.
What does New York mean
—if possible, 'more so th.rn on the day previous.
when she says that her banks are impregnable?
Satiiiday, however, is always a woise day than
York thiity-four banki;;g inThere
are
in
New
made
be
payments
to
the
of
others, on account
stitutions, exclusive ol the Unitcu Stales bank.
then, embracing two days, and to these were then
The highest tsrimate at which their newspaper
added, the notes of a large tea sale arriving at maboasts have placed the amount of specie, previous
turity.
On the whole, it may be said that never wore our to the large export by the Liverpool, was t<jur milconsolalions and half.
Taking this sum as the true stock,
some
is
It
pressed.
sorely
so
merchants
average for each bank
tion lo add that we are assured that the banks will, the result is, that there is an
throughout the present week, enlarge their line of including the United States bank, of $142,357.—
This
is the mighty ammunition and defence which is
discounts.
Another steam ship cannot be expected to leave to render these banks impregnable against the dehere a'jain for a month to come, which will remove mands of circulation and deposile, amounting, as
upon them we have good reason to believe, to ten millions of
all apprehensions of a foreign demand
cither for remittance or coin; as it is to be presum- dollars, besides the large amount of paper deposited
chiefly for collection, and fast hastening to maturity.
funds,
over
make
to
having
ed that those
The New York Bank of the United States, alone,
calculated on these opportunities of communicaAmiiist the prevailing ditncullies, it is gra- if we mistake not, has three millions of the best
tion.
paper,
fast maturing.
custom
house
all
the
that
tifying lo be able to say
The average of the thirty-four banks, excluding
bonds^'falling due last week were regularly paid.
Oi the extreme emt>arrassment of the inoment the United States bank with her stock of specie,
we can at the same time give no stronger proof would at their oxvn estimate, scarce reach one hunper bank.
thr.n the lact, that the packet ship South Ame- dred thousand dollars
But the real fact, according to our information
lica, which sailed on Saturday, took out a large
amount of British dry goods, which were sent and conviction, is this: Specie in the vaults of
thirty. four banks, two millions; which make an
back.
Exchange on Philadelphia closed at 12^; Phila- average of ^57,142. This is the defence which is
delphia bank notes at 1-1 a 13 percent, discount. to render the banks impregnable.
ask for this statement the calm consideration
Exchange on lJ;dlimore l-'JA; Baltimore bank notes
Virginia notes 12 a 15 per cent, dis- of every well judging mind; and let each man for
14 a 15.
molives which account. Exchange on Mobile 12 a 15 per cent.; himself judge what must be the
New Orleans 5 a per cent. Ohio excPiange 10 a tuate the banks of New York in mowing down
such ruthless se15 per cent. At these rates considerable busines- the mercantile community with
verity.
wa» done.
Can il be for a moment supposed, that those who
From the N. Y. Gazelle, Get. 21.
have balances lying in those banks will permit them
All the custom house bonds due here on Satur
by the above exliiday, were paid, without a single exceplion, and to remain, when, as it appears
strength, as given by themthose wliich fell due yesterday (Sunday), werealso bilion of their own
eventual specie payments is
paid on Saturday, except one or t«o, which is pret- selves, Ihe security for
merchants of so sirnder a nature.
ty good evidence that Ihe m.ijority of our
Is it not certain beyond all question, that if the
are^'ahle to meet Iheir engagements.
harrassed and sinking commercial community were
Tlie New York American of the 141h says:
proport»
draw specie lor a third of the amount of their deplain
few
The banks—There .are some
our posites, they would strip these banks of their'elaiin
tions connected with Ihe present condition ol
From what source are Iheir
recall to our lo impregnability;
to
amiss
be
not
may
it
which
banks,
The drain for Europe is invaults to be recruited.
The sources to supcessant, and the stream large.
York, universally, ia
'^''lt'i's'''vvell known that New
drawn
ply
this demand, where arc Ihey?
be
cannot
consequently,
and,
creditor city,
no
From the Neio York American, 15(/i.
upon Irom elsewhere. There can, therefore, be
The Philadelphia banks have made another step
tosadanger of any drain of specie from our banks
one, howevin the downwaid path ol insolvency
tislv debts in other places.
.
,,
r, „ lor
r
er, which we presume, was inevitable after the first
Nevertheless, we hear people talk of dralls
we were the an<l fatal step of stopping specie payments. They
specie limn Philadelphia as though
frightening no longer redeem their five dollar notes, having
delitors instead of the creditors. This is
so the Philadelphia Enquirer expresses it
"lost"
one's self with shadows.
collect our debts since Wednesday the enormous sum of "i(fl56,0l)0
now
cannot
we
said
il
is
Affiin
An odd notion of loss that, which is
They
in
this
way!"
not?
Why
8..C
in I'liil id'elphia. Ballimore,
the dil- occasioned by paying one's debts.
cannot indeed be collected at par, but at
the New York jhnerican, 1(1/4.
they
From
paper
irredeemable
and
specie
rcnuire between
would be
Bank of tlie United States of Penrisijlvunui. The
can he collected. The loss thus incurred
debtor, on auditor general of Pennsylvania has, il is said, called
the subject of after adjustment by the
upon
this inslitulion forthwith to furnish Ihe statefall.
course,
whom it should, of
.„
will dram ments which its charter requires, of Is liabilities and
But Ihe foreign demand, it is urged,
its oondilinii.
It
It has no( bad that ellcci assets, and generally setting forth
banks.
our
of
vaults
the
that

it is

the impossibility of disposing of the large
state securilies which it holds, that has

amount of

embarrassments.
Largely involved as the bank was in our south-

led to

its

may

—

—

—

—

—

.

We

—

,

—
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among the circumstances that aggravate its actuposition, that these statements have long been
withheld, and corisequenlly, that the public have i.o
means of forming an accurate judgment as lo the
manner in which this institution has been conductbe
If, then, all
ed, or of the value of its slock.
right, this requisition of the slate auditor should be
looked upon by the bank, as one of kindness as it
certainly is by the country, as one of clear |)ropriety
and obligation; and the statements which it calls for
It is not to
will he expected with eager anxiety.
be disguised, that serious misgivings, as to the
soundness of the bank, exist among many who have
watched its course, and remember the past.
The suspension of 1S37 found it, as it was generally understood, greatly extended, in every direetion, with many millions due from the south and
the west, and from the insolvent interest here and
elsewhere; with many other millions invested in
various internal improvements, and with the bonds
for the sale of the branches of the old bank for the
most part uncollected, constituting altogether a
large portion of ils capital rendered wholly unavailable.
Hence, as was bilieved, the reluctance
with which, after resisting to the utmost the exhoitations, and finally the example, of New Yerlc,
it came at
in 1838, in resuming specie payments
last into that measure.
But in order lo do so, itf
even then, is reported to have been largely a botrower; and up to the inoment of its recent sus*
pension, it has continued the policy of borrowing
and of extension, in the face of known losses, which
the veiy silence observed concerning them, and
the withholding of all official reports, served, in
some sense, to magnify, and when all knew that ^
large amount of it« means was invested in iacoit.
verlible securities, and consequently out of its own

is

al

—

—

—

control.

very probable that this policy was adopted
expectation i\i?A, owing to the ease thus:
in the money market, and tho consequent
rise of prices, the suspended balaneesand outstanding debts of the bank might be more readily and
II is

in

the

produced

rapidly

coUected^but the

calculation seems

tck

have been unsound, as its consequences have beerx
disastrous.
If by an opposite course, the bank, on resuming,,
had drawn together ils scattered resources, and instead of buying or advancing on, all sorts of stocks
and cotton, and extending itself by new issues, it
had paid off its own debts, and confined itself ta
the legitimate objects of banking, the dealing ia
the regular business of Ihe internal exchanges, and

—

it
seems
of discounting safe mercantile paper
hardly questionable that not only the Bank of the
United States, but all the banks, south and west
would have been in a sale position— that the foreign
exchanges would have been in our favor and the
vast mischief which now surrounds us would have
been avoided.
are well aware that the disjointed slate of
the times, and the unsetiled financial condition
and policy ol the government, have rendered the
management of so vast an inslitulion as the Pennsylvania Bank of the United Slates sulficiently difthe government had
latterlv, even
ficult; but
made common cause with that institution, availed
itself of its credit, and employed it as an agent for
disbursing the public moneys. But Ihis very conhas rather serveil to stimunection
it may be
Under all these cirlate, than restrain its issues.
cumstances It ceases to be matter of surprise, that
the bank has suspended ils payments, ami dragged
into ils vortex so large a number of oilier banks,
that were more or lesss connected with, or dependent upon it.
Still less can it be matter of surprise, that mueli
anxiety is felt among stockholders, lo know its real
condition; hence the answer lo the call of the auditor general of Pennsylvania will be looked for with
interest, as tending to develope, what now is entirely hidden from tho public eye.
The N. York Evening Star of the ISIh says;
The attacks which have been made on the cily of
Philadelphia, in the Jouinal of Commerce and other
papers of equal integrity and reputation, unwarrantable as they are, should not be made chargeable on our merchants and others engaged in trade;
they arise from private and speculative sources, and
embrace iiiivnio objects only. New York has never called on Philadelphia for relief that Ihe call has
In the
not been liberally and piomptly answered.
darkest hours, when committees went on to Philadelphia to ask aid from the United Slates bank,
when attached to Ihe general government, or as a
state institution, they never were met with refusal
or delay.
Mr. Biddle has come on here, issued Ihe
bonds ol the bank, ils post notes, and all its available inean'i,to assist New York; and now an attempt
is made in disrepulable quarlers here, lo get up excitement against Philadelphia, and lo brand her

—
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communicating the opinions of a sagacious and subject to the exanrination of congress, and under
merchants and financiers as knaves, and enemies to
the prosperity of this city. It is not true, and such practical man, well known to the merchants and a duly regulated respoirsibility to the country. For
-''"--"
iu._i
ii .,„.
.u
'" of
be with
a long time it enjoyed the confidence of the country,
srness men
the United States, will not
a course should be scouted at by every honest man
which it returned by a large rendition of its bene[AT. ¥. American.
The United States bank, in addition to causes out interest to our readers.
fits.
That confidence was important to it, and the
Neto York, October 16, 1839.
and pressure from abroad, has been brought into its
consequence of it was no less to the country. It
esq.
Haven,
Fraklin
to
too
much^
attempting
do
from
position
present
was prosperous, and so was the country rrnder its
president of the Merchants' bank, Boslcn.
from efforts to aid every seclion of the union: the
Dear sir: Mr. Winchester called on me this operations. It was profitable to its stockliolders,
agriculture of the south, the trade of the west, the
morning in behalf of your bank, to inquire if I of whom tile people themselves were a large porcommerce of the nortli, the industry of the east.
The bank has not at any time declared, as the pre- would authorise the bank to draw on Messrs. Bar- tion, and therefore it was sound arid safe to the comsident of one of our banks, an administration man, ing, Brothers &. Co. if it should have occasion to muirity. It is as a great public institution solely and
and as such we see no
did yesterday, "I will sustain this bank if I break do so. In reply, I beg to say that I shall be in Bos- simply that we speak of it
every meichant in New York." The U. States ton soon, and will have the pleasure to see you on reason to r-ejoice in any of the results that have atbank pursued a course directly the reverse, and in the subject but I conceive no occasion carr arise, tetrded its catastrophe.
Over this great state bank of Pennsylvania the
efforts to sustain commerce, trade and manufactures, inasmuch as Mr. Quincy is ilrawing in Boston on
went beyond, probably, what was prudent and dis- Messrs. Baring, and the banks here also against governmerrt and people of the United States, on the
other
hand, have no control. It is as irrdependeiit
other
houses
amourrt
and
on
stocks,
for
a
large
compelled
This
may
herself
to
stop.
creet, and was
be a cause of regret, but it dots not justify assaults also; and I think the amount of bills otfereil will of them as it is of the emperor of China. Being
on the reputation of that institution, or allacks on prevent any export of specie of any conseqirerrce, uniler no obligations to the goverrrment of the Unitthe character and motives of Philadelphia merch- and be more than srrlficient to meet the demand ed States, it feels under none to consult any inteWe hope to see such attacks re- The bank, here, generally, are in a position of gn-at rests but its own, or those of the immediate comants generally.
jiudiated and scouted at, as unwarrantable and un- strength, and their engagements so reduced, that munity to which it belongs, and believes itself at
nothirrg carr torrch them witlioirt their own consent, liberty to conduct its concerns just like those of
called for.
The government is in the field, boldly against the and they may not only continue but irrcrease their other state banks, so as to make the largest profit
merchants. The collectors of all the ports are, or discounts and have more specie than is desirable they can under the laws of the states to which they
will be instructed to send in all the specie in their for them to keep; and as I irnderstand the position geiiei-ally pay so liberal a bonus for their charters.
Wiode Island. The Providence Journal of the
possession, and what can be drained in their dis- of the Boston banks, they are equally strong, and
following circular of the bank
tricts, to this city, to be deposited in the adminU- with a good understanding between them may give 18th, contains the
Boston, commissioners of Rhode Island:
traiion banks! while those banks, thus supported and ttre necessary relief to the community.
CIRCULAR.
sustained, will draw from the weaker institutions all too, is getting to be a cr-editor city, arrd need feel
the coin they can get hold of. It is thus that the under no apprehension whatever nothing can To all the incorporated banlcs in Rhode Island.
Man}' of the banking instifutions in the state
general interests ot the country ate to be protected. touch her. Be assured that New York will not only
Mr. Van Buren thinks, that with the specie here continue to pay specie, but that there will be a having suspended specie payments, the bank comDear, sir, missioners deemed it necessary lor them to enjoin
under his control, he can manage the coming ejlec- gradual r-elief to the money market.
upon the banks an observance of the following retions, and get all the facilities necessary to sustain very truly and respectfully yours, T. W. WARD.
condition
the
of grrlations and recommendations.
The
Atlas
of
the
ISth
'sa)'s,
that
Manhattan,
The Bank of America, the
liis cause.
and a few otiiers, having nothing of consequence in money affairs there is by no means easy, arrd there
The banks are required to forbear from any conI

as

i

'
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circulation, are to be the sub-t'-eaaarers.'
BosTO.v. The Boston Gazette of the 12th inst.
says, a meeting of merchants and traders was held
at the Exchange Coffee House, to take into consideration the present financial condition of the community, at which a committee was appointed, to
communicaconfer with the banks of the city.

A

tion was accordingly made with each bank,
severally responded by letter.

who

Last evening, an adjourned meeting was held at
the Exchange ColTee House, Dr. E. H. Robbins in
tlie chair, and IVIr. P. S. Shelton, secretary. Whereupon, Mr. Josiah Bradlee, chairman of the committee to confer with the banks, reported by reading their answers.

These

nearly of the same tenor,
and declareil that while they had each done
all in their power to relieve the community, they
would still persevere in discounting to the utmost
extent of their ability. The City bank offered, if
others would cooperate, to discount, next Thursday, at least 2i per cent, of its capital, say $25,000,
and the Tremont also proposed to discount the
whole of its current receipts this week. Mr. Bradletters

were

all

lee remarked, that at this rate the Tremont would
probably disperse S60,0I'0, and he added that, on
Tuesday last, the Boston bank discounted about

f ^0,000. The Globe discounted ^50,000 on Monday last.
These letters having been read and well received,
Mr. Degrand rose and offered a series of resolutions, the result of which was, that under existing
circumstances, it was most expedient for our banks
to suspend specie payments for bills of five dollars
and upwards. He ga\ e his reason, at some length,
for the adoption of the resolutions.
He was followed by Mr. Amasa Walker on the same side.
On motion of Mr. Tiionuis B. Curtis, the resolutions were laid on the table for the purpose of
considering a substitute, which was then offered by
Mr. Bradl'ee. It was to the effect, that on Thursday (this day) at 10 o'clock, a jneeting of delegates
from all the city banks be held to take into consideration the present crisis, arid that it be recommended to them to discount in the course of the present
week, 5 per cent, of their cipilal. Mr. Peter T
Homer made some remarks in favor of this I'esolu
tion, and it was further sustained by Mr. Nathan
Appleton, and opposed by Messrs. Degrand
Walker. The resolution was finally adopted after
very little discussion, and the meeting adjourned

a pressing demand for money on prime busiWe copy
paper, even at very high prices.
from the Atlas the following report of the proceedings at the bank meeting, field in that city:
Bank meeling At a meeting of delegates from
the different banks in the city of Boston, held at the
hall over the Tremont bank on Thursday, 17ih inst.
hon. Samrrel T. Armstrong was chosen chairman,
and Amasa Walker, secretary.
On motion of Robl. G. Shaw, esq. the roll of the
banks of The city was called, and it appear'ed that

siderable extension of their liabilities to the public,
and from selling or disposingof their specie for any
other pirrpose tiran (he redemption of their ovvn
They ar-e also requii'ed to refrain
bills at par.
from the issue of fractional bills, and are advised to
pay out freely, the smaller denominations of coin,
in such sums as will relieve the community from
Ihe inconvenience which the issue of fractional bills

of 2.5 were represented.
After an airi mated and somewhat protracted discussion, rn which rnirch information was elicited,
and marry interesting facts commrrnicated, in r-elation to the present state of the money market, and
the followthe wants of the community generally
irrg vote, offered by C. W. Cartwrighf, esq. and seconded by Eliphalet Williams, esq. were unanimorrsly adopted.
Resoloed, Tliat afler an interchange of opinions
and a statement of facts in regard to the present
condition of the Buston barrks, we are fully satis
fitd that they are in a sound condition, and in tin
and that
possessioir of an unusal amount of specie
vvithorrt the occirrrence of some irrranlicipated event
have the utmost confidence in being able to maintain specie payments, and atthe same time continrte
or even moderately increase their present line ot
discounts.
It was then voted, that this meeting be
dissolved.

payments, and

is still

rress

21
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SA.MUEL T. ARMSTRONG,
Amasa Walker, secretary.

are also advised in all their transacview an early resrrmption of specie
to do nothing which shall peril so
desii-able an event.
irr

To restrain any immoderate issues of bank pa])er,
and to preserve an uniformity in its value, it is recommended that srrch an arrangement be enterrd
into by tire banks generally, as will provide for the
reception, by each bank, of its bills from other
banks, weekfy or oftener, and for the payment ol a
suitable I'ate of interests on the balances which may
be found against it.
The banks will immediately report to the commissioners at Providence, a statement in the same
form as last required, of their condition as it was at
the close of brrsiness hours on Tuesday, the 15th of
October instant; and they will fbrwarci a similar report of Iheir condition as it may be on Tuesday the
22d of October instant: Thereafter during the suspension or until further notice, they will continue
to make their returns monthly, commencing with
first

Monday

of

November

next.

Hemry Anthony,

i

d„ ;
f Bank com>
The banlc suspension. A correspondent of the
-,,.
Ti
i 7nissioncrs.
William
Peckham.
)
Boston Post, in an article on the suspension of
Providence, October 16, 1339.
cie payments by the southern banks, makes the folSouth and west. The Alexandria Gazette,
lowing remarks in reference to the banks in Boston
speaking of the late suspension."! of the banks, says:
and vicinity;
"Certain it is, that the banks in this section of
earth
on
the
face
of
the
capa
If there are banks
ble of withstanding a run, and which can resist the country had no reason, of themselves, and from
frarrdulent act of a srrspension,

,,
TGeo. G. King,
,-,

our bakks

From
It is a

the

Boston Cenlinel.

great mistake to suppose that the U.

bank of Pennsylvania has any thing

in

S

common, as
former Bank

a ptrblic national institrrtion, with the
It is established in part rrpon
of the United States.
That was a hank in
totally dillerent principles.
which the people of the United States had an inte

of payments. A suspension, under present circumstances, would be a bankruptcy. Public sen- rest, and were in fact large stockholder's. It wai
timent does not require it, and would not justify established by an act of congress, under the proper
control of the government of the United States, who
and uphold it."
In the Boston Daily Advertiser of yesterday, we had a voice potential in the organization of its board
find this letter, which explains itseli, ajrd which. and the management of its concerns, which were

own

.

.

operations, to begin or be a parly to the
Their line of business, it is ailmitteil,
and legitimate one. Tfie necessity
of the case, a necessity seen and acknowledged by
all, a necessity which operated upon them without
their fault, without their connivance, and, contrary
to their interests and wishes, came in such a shape,
that it could not be avoided, and they refnctanlly
acquiesced in a measure which their managers, as
respectable citizens, must have deplored. There
corrld be no cause, therefore, in the south, for comAnd hence, we hear
plaint againt their banks.
trust that, every where, north and south,
none.
the high character of the people, for reason, moderation, and propriety of conduct, already required,
may be preserved and maintained."
The difficulty of maintairring specie payments,
in the common rrnderslanding of the phrase, by a
banking institution when its neighbors have suspended, is iilustiated in the proceedings of the Exchange bank at Norfolk, which we annex:
At~a meeting of the board of directors of the Exchange bank of Virginia, oir Saturday, October tfre
12lh, 1-5:39, the follouing resolutions were adopted:
their

orres.

The resolution of the batrks
week 2:^ per cent, on the capital, over and above

We

intended to remedy.

The banks

tions, to hold

the

chairman.

The public do irot call for specie; the magnatiimity of the rrrass is above an act so suicidal to
He who demands specie at this
their own welfare.
jirncture, it will be proveil in ninety-nine cases on
of a hundred, is a note-shaver, or some prowling des
perate adceuturer, who hopes to profit and corrceaf
Let tht
his bankruptcy by a general suspension.
honest, pruiler'rt man, he who has sometfiing to lose
look to this, and irse his utmost influence to encou
rage the banks to discharge honorably all their ento discount next gagemeirts.

their receipts during the same period, was adopted
in comjriiance with the above recommendation.
The Boston Daily Adver'iser of the 14th says,
"the banks in this city ])roceed in their business as
usual.
perceive no terrdency to a srrspension

is

measure.

was

a safe, fair,

We
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Ist Resolved,

That

in

payment oT debts due

for

curtailments on discounted notes tlie paper of tlie
banlis of Virginia may be received for one lialf,
and specie or Exchange banlc notes, payable here,
for tlie olber half.
2d. Resolved, That in the payment of notes for
collection, none but the notes of the Exchange
bank payable Itere, oi specie, can be received, unless permission be obtained from the depositor, who
will then only be authorised to check for the amount
in the like currency.
3d. Resolved, 'Thi\. for the payment of debts rfue
to this bank, it may be marie as the law directs in
Exchange banknotes or its femncAes, or one-half the
amount will be received in Exchange bank notes
payable here, or specie, and the other half may be
Virginia notes.
4ih. Resolved, That Virginia and North Carolina
notes will be received on deposit, to be checked out
in the same currency, and the former only to be applied to the extent as before provided for, on the
payment of notes tailing due.
5lh. Resolved, That notes hereafter to be discounted must be made payable at the Exchange bank.

two

Norfolk, October 17. Ezchnnge bank of Virginia.
regret to state that the Exchange bank, of this
place, has been compelled to suspend specie pay-

We

ments.
The Portsmouth branch of the Bank of Virginia,
[Beacon.
suspended yesterday.
Charleston banks. The news of the bank suspenOn Monday
sions reached Charleston on Sunday.
morning a meeting of the otiicers of the several
banks was held, v\hen it was resolved that they
should suspend specie payments forthwith. The
measure was announced in the following address
on the part of the banks.
An unexampled crisis has arisen threatening, if

—

not timely provided

lor, to

nity the greatest distress

—

bring u|ion this
it

therefore

commu-

becomes the

imperative, tliough painful duty of those whose interest it is to watch over the monetary concerns and
credit of this state, to adopt such measures as are
called lor by the present emergency.

Your committee leel the deep responsibility
which has devolved upon them, and are anxious to
and to the world, the course of
|)roceeding which may be adoptedon this occasion.
They think it proper to observe that the banks of
this city have in good laith, notwithstanding the
extraordinary pressure of the times, punctually and
cbeerl'ully redeemed their paper; and, at the same
time, afforded such accommodation to a suffering
community as it was in their power to give, and
ihey confidently believe, that but for events altogether beyond their control, would have continued to
do so. It is known to our fellow citizens, that the
banks of Phibdelplda, with the Bank of the United
Stales at their head, and the banks of Baltimore,
have suspended specie payments, which must, from
necessity, be followed by those of New York, and
other commercial cities. The effect would be, if
not preventeil, lo draw for shipment abroad, every
dollar from the banks of this city without the power on their pait of replenishing their coffers, except
at the most ruinous sacrifices, involving, for want of
accommodation to the cilizens, every man at all
connected with the agricultural or commercial
concerns of the country in unparalleled distress.
Your committee stale the fact, that by the last
steamers since the suspension, in the cities before
alluded lo, large dralls and amounts have come on
and are now waiting to know the result of the proceedings of this meeting. And your committee believe lliatthey will, in a few days, be followed by
many others whose object is reckless speculation,
regardless of the multiplied ills which they bring
upon this country. With feelings, therefore, of
great pain and distress, but called for by what Ihey
consider an irresistible necessity, your committee
are satisfied that the measure accompanying this
address, adopted by this meeting, as the only step
which could have been taken at this extraordinary

justify to the state,

juncture.

—

Wkeelvig, October 18. Our banks have not yet
determined to suspend, nor do we know that they
will.
If practicable, however, every one agrees
They
that such a step should be taken by them.
arc both, as we have before said, fully able to redeem every note in circulation, but the interest of
the community demands a suspension on their part.

—

[Gazelle.

—

The AdvoT/ie suspension.
Pillsburg. Oct.^5.
cate of Monday morning contains the news of the
It observes: "In reference to the
late supcnsion.
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their circulation is very small; not,
we learn, exceeding 600,000 dollars, and of course
their deposites are limited.
Under these circumstances they moij continue to redeem their notes,
while thi; eastern banks are suspended, but it must
be at a terrible cost to the merchant and manufacturer, and through them to the workingman. Whether our banks suspend or not, is a question that
concerns themselves and their debtors, and the
holders of their notes.
Our own opinion is fully

business at

—

—

.

all;

made up as lo the result, but we cannot perceive
that any good will follow conjectures on such a subject."
Cincinnati banks
The news of the eastern bank
suspensions reached Cincinnati on the 14th, and
produced no small sensation. On the same day all
the banks in that city suspended, except the Comercial.
The predicament in which the banks in
the state of Ohio are placed by this event is thus
ferred to in the Cincinnati Gazette of the loth

—

Moat of

the charteis expire in 1843.

There

is

no reasonable ground of hope, that they can be renewed on terms of safety tor them to accept. In*
deed the prospect is a dark one, that they can be

renewed at all. The safest policy for them is to
stike at once, for a final close of their business.
This may be made easier and safer at all, than
falling into the power of their enemies, under the
law of last session. Let time be given to the
debtors, upon full securities, with interests, and
let these contracts be transferred to the bank's
creditors and stockholders, in liquidation of their
claims.
I make the suggestion as one deserving
consideration.

We

have talked with gentlemen here

who

are

likely to know the opinions of the members of our
state legislatures
we mean loco foco gantlemen,

—

who say that they are in tavor of the repeal of the
law by which the county courts are invested with
discretion over the forfeiture of charters, and of eninstant:
acting a law compelling the banks to an immediate
Ohio bard^s ruin either way. The suspension of restimption, under pain of forfeiting their charters.
pecie payments, in the Atlantic cities, must be fol^.ouhvilte.
The news of the eastern bank suslowed by a general suspension. The banks that
sion reached Louisville on the 15th inst.
The
continue to pay will be drained of their cuin, in a Journal of the 16th says
The news was known through the city two hours
very short time, by that process. And, in Ohio,
uspension is attended with still more serious con- before banking hours. It excited no surprise or
sequences. By the banking law of last session, curiosity or alarm. Every one knewthat as a matFebruary 16, 1^39, provision is made, that if any ter of course the banks of Kentucky would follow
bank ol the state, suspend specie payments, for a suit.
longer term than thirty days, in any one year, the
At an early hour the directors of the Bank of

—

president judge of the court of C. P. circuit, in Kentucky and the Bank of Louisville resolved unawhich the bank is situated shall issue a writ, for nimously lo refuse specie on opening their doors.
the sequestration of such bank, and, through the The branch of the Northern bank in this city, havsheriit', delivered all its effects, to one or more, of ing received instructions to pay until otherwise dithe bank commissioners,
The commissioner I's re- rected, contined to pay yesterday; but she was only
quired to proceed immediately to collect the debts drawn upon lor a few thousand dollars.
due the bank, and dispose of its property, and apThe Cincinnati banks suspended specie payply the proceeds to the payment of its debts, for ments on Monday. Forthwith several citizens of
which purposes special commissioners may be ap- that place started for Louisville with a considerable
pointed by the principal board.
amount of the bills of our banks, but the news of
believe the provisions of this law are per- the suspension arrived here as soon as they did, and
emptory. The bank commissioner must apply lo our banks respectfully declined being drained of
tile judge who must order the sequestration.
It is their specie.
thus that the Ohio banks are exposed to utter ruin
from the Philadelphia .American Sentinel.
Suspension of specie payments. The step on the
either way.
If they continue to pay specie till their
last dollar is gone, then the sequestration must come. part of the banks of Philadelphia, calls for a full exIf Ihey surrender at once, the commissioner must position of the causes which have rendered that step
pay out the specie to the first that makes demand
necessary.
so that all the specie in our banks is exposed lo disThese causes and their operation will be treated
tribution, in a very short time: and all their debtors in a national point of view, merely, and without speare liable to forced payments, without ilelay.
No- cial reference to either of the political parlies into
thing can save the banks and bank debtors but an which the nation is divided. To this end it will be
ability to continue specie payments, by the banks. necessary lo take a retrospective glance.
From this devastating ruin there seems to be no
The peace of 1815, found the country involved in
other escape.
None but one is practicable, a spe- a national debt of about one hundred and twenty
cial call of the legislature, within the thirty days,
millions of dollars, some of it held abroad, but by
to modify this law.
The wide spread destruction far the greater portion at home. This was regarded
of business and ))roperty, that the law must work,
as a burthen, and the policy of the government was
in Ohio, particularly, is sufficient to vindicate Ibis
long and strenuously directed to its extinguishment.
call, notwithstanding the opinions entertained by
To accomplish this object a surplus revenue, derived
the governor ami the ruling jtowers, on the subject
wholly from the fruits ol foreign commerce and the
of banks. Imagination cannot conceive the waste
proceeds of the public lands, was the sole reliance.
that an immediate bringing to a forced market, the
Credit which has contributed so largely to the admillions of properly necessary to pay our bank debt
vancement of the prosperity of the country, was
must produce in the state!! Nothing like it was ever
greatly' extended, the banking institutions fostered
heard of in the collection of debts.
and the whole policy of the general government
Ohio banks. One or two ol our yesterday's corseemed directed to the expansion of commerce, and
respondents express an opinion, that our banks may
the increase of the tribute which it shall pour into
safely put themselves in the power of the legislaher coffers.
ture, and trust that no advantage will be taken of
The first day of the year 1835, exhibited to the
it.
If the
I am fearful this may prove a mistake.
spectacle of a nation free
temper of our loco foco newspapers is one, with woild the unprecedented
That proud distinction belonged lo these
that of the legislative body, the greatest severity from ilebt.
may be apprehended. The Ohio Statesman takes United Slates. The heavy oblig.ation which had
incurred by the prosecution of two successful
the lead.
Little time was allotted it, after learning been
been extinguished chiefly through the inthe suspension, to speak upon the subject, but in wars had
of the' credit and commerce of the
strumentality
the few words it has uttered, it breathes out threatenrichiirg both the nation and iiulivlduals.
enings and slaughter.
select two or three spe- country
Such an epoch was well calculated to cause a jubicimens:
occasion, as it did, at the metremendous meeting of the people took place lee to be belli on the
dignitaries of the government.
on the occasion, and resolves entered into that they tropolis, by the
extinguishment
of the public debt a nevy
the
longer
system
of
With
would no
countenance or aid a
banking that brought nothing but distress, bank- era was opened, but the accumulation of revenue beruptcy and commercial instability upon the coun- yond the wants of Ihe government did not cease nor
The
try
a system brought forth in iniquity, and end- diminish with the diminution of these wants.
ing in frauds and swindling of the blackest charac- stimulus that h.ad been so abundantly administered,
ter.
It is most fortunate for Pennsylvania, Mary- caused the revenue to continue to increase in an exland and Ohio, that they have just elected legisla- traordinary ratio, when it was no longer called for,
Under the entures that W'ill at once stamp with infamy, every and could not be legitimately used.
attempt to ujihold such outrageous and higli-handed couragement which had thus been given for the purpose of raising revenue from' sales of the public domeasures.
"No one with his eyes open to truth can deny that main and from imports, the amonntderived from the
most of our banks have been any thing of late, but former w.as increased between 1S34 and 1830, from
aids to a legitimate and sound business, and they .«6,m)i),981 to §28,883.192, and the amount of fo-

—

We

—

—

—

—

We

A

—

must expect to be scrutinized and treated according reign imports from $126,521,332 to $189,980,035,
we have hut a few words lo say to their deserts. The people will sull'er every in- and the surplus revenue accruing therefrom in the
nndersloodthat they will endeavor lo convenier,ce rather than submit as slaves to the short space of 2 years amounted to but little less than,
That surplus, congress,
forty millions of dollars.
I\Iark our words."
continue specie payments. They are, it appears, lash!
The extracts referred to, by the Statesman, are with the sanction of the executive, directed to be
as well prepared to meet the difficulty which has
distributed among the stales.
now occurred, as they could be, whilst doing any full of bitterness against the banks.
banks

ol this city

It is generally

—
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In July, 1836, measMres were commenced by the
head of the treasury department to carry the law inOf the manner in which this was
to execution.
done, or of the skilt or judgment exercised on the occasion, it is deemed unnecessary here to offer an
opinion; but with the beginning of the execution of
ttiat law, the previously seeming prosperity that had
existed received a severe and sudden checlv, and
difficulties and embarrassments botii to the government and people rapidly succeeded.
The monetary affairs of the whole country were
convulsed millions ujion millions of coin were in
transitu in every direction, and consequently withdrawn from useful emploj'rnent. Specie was going up
and down the same river, and from and to the south
arid the north and the east and west, at the same time;
millions were withdrawn from their usual and natural
channels, and forced against the current of trade in
literal fulfilment of the distribution law, to points
where public money had previously never been either collected or expended, except to a very limited
extent. Tue consequences were obvious and inevitable.
The duties which were imposed on the
banks, acting as agents of the government at that
time, become so onerous that many of them were
obliged, in the space of a little more than three
months, to appeal to the treasury department for indulgence in the fulfilment of the requisiiions imposed
upon them. The fidelity wilh which the banks periormed the duties enjoined upon them on that occasion, under the most trying circumstances, and the
transfer of nearly sixty millions of dollars of public
money, in the period of a little more than six months,
eliciled from the chief magistrate of the union, in
liis annual message of December, 1836, the award of
the highest encomiums.
It was not these difficulties alone which had befallen the country, and against which the banks had to
contend. The impulse which had been given to enterprise, and which had pi'oduced a spirit of improvident speculation, had led to an excess of foreign imports beyond our exports in the year 1S.35, of
$21,202,16.), and in 1836 of $61,316,(195; making
an aggregate of excess of imports over the exports
This created a direct
in two years of $89,519,160.
demand on the metallic medium of the country, ai'd
a draft on the vaults of the banks. In their operations the ditficulties became so oppressive on the
country, its business and the banks, that the latter
Bought to give relief by a suspension of specie payments in May, 1837, which was nearly simultaneous
throughout the union, without any preconcert of action whatever.
now pass over the interregnum between Ihe
suspension and rcsumplion of specie payments,
which took place, generally, in August, 1838. That
period, it is well known, most of the banks ol Philadelphia believed at the time to be too eaily to underlalce a successful resumption with benefit to the
country. Events have conlirmed the justice of that
view. But public opinion seemed strongly in favor
of the measure, and the banks acquiesced in it,
though but illy prepared, and indebted in large balances to other places which had accumulated during
the period of suspension, and were subject to be called for on the instant, and were so called for to a
large amount on the very day of resumption in specie.
Intimately connected with the subject which has
called for this exposition, are others, the most prominent of which is the system of creating stale debts to
a vast extent, for the purpose of prosecuting public
works. JN'early simultaneously wilh the great increase and accumulation oi' the public revenue, there
arose an extensive spirit for internal improvements.
This was tile signal for the creation of debts by many
of tlie states in the union, in the adoption of the
measures for which parly decisions were forgotten,
and all united in their advocacy. In atldilion, stocks
to a large amount were created by several of the
The
states to provide capital for banking purposes.
stocks thus brought into existence found, for a time,
a ready sale ahead, as an investment by foreign capitalists.
This seemed to encourage (he spirit of enterprise and to augment the number of projects calling for capital to carry them out. To the encouragement thus given to' the states to persevere in this
policy the general government has been a contributor, as well as foreigners and our own citizens, by
the investment of several millions of dollars of trust
funds held for the aborigines, in the stocks most recently issued of some of the newest and least populous of the states.
The policy of these extensive engagements and undertakings, it is not our province
to question or dffend.
That must be. tested by Ihe
productiveness of the improvements, or the burthens
which they impose upon the slates. One thing,
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an institution which, notwithstanding its vast rethat is held abroad.
sources, hacked by the credit of the governmeni, has
Nor is this all. The temptation held out by the had to seek temporary support to jjrevent or posthigh wages allowed on the numerous public works pone her failure, from her great rival across the
at the same time, induced the day laborer to quit Ihe channel.
field of agriculture for more profitable employment.
This export, enormous as it has been, we regard
And what has been the consequences? The protluc- as but the beginning. Already has the demand betion at home of nearly all the necessaries of life has come so great, either for export, or to replace in the
been deficient; the prices enhanced exorbitantly, and banks that which has been taken from them for exinstead of being exporters of them to a large extent, port, that we see the specie leaving the remotest
the custom house books will furnish the evidence of parts of Ihe union, by the waters of the Mississippi
our having been the importers, for our own con- and various other routes, in vast sums, which no
sumption, of wheat, rye, corn, oats, barley, potatoes, sooner reach our seaports, than it is placed on ship
and many other articles of foreign laborers and their board, and transferred to a foreign land.
The position of Philadelphia, at this crisis, was of
fields, during nearly the whole of the two last years.
The connection which this has with the subject we peculiar importance, and must be specially considerare consideringwill be manifest when the fact is stat- ed in reference to the great question of a suspension
ed, that ail those articles purchased from foreign of specie payments at the present time.
Her banks
farmers have been paid for in the specie of the coun- resumed in August, 1S3S, as has already been
try alone.
The present year has been an eventful shown, in obedience to public sentiment, but against
one, and the signs of the times are not without their their own judgment.
It was as obvious then, as it
forebodings of additional evils to swell the catalogue is now, that from her local position, being the great
distributer to the west and south, of the products of
of those which have already occurred.
England, the centre of the commercial world, has our eastern manufactories, and of those from abroad,
experienced, and is now laboring under a great re- imported chiefly at New York, the banks of this
vulsion in her monetary affaiis. The specie in Ihe city could not [>ay specie for all the obligations invaults of her national bank has, since the first of the curred by our merchants here, unless they could reAccordingly, great efyear, sunk from £10,000,000 to £3,000,000 there- ceive it from their debtors.
abouts, the reduction in amount being as has been forts were made to enable the institutions of the
slated by the chancellor of the exchequer, about the south, which were the most enfeebled, to resume
Cash was advanced, and
value of the bread stulfs which that country has been with us simultaneously.
obliged to procure from the continent to supply the credits liberally furnished by some of our banks, to
accomplish
this object.
deficiency in the English crop the last year.
The
In Ihe reduced state of business at that period,
value of money has increased there from its usual
rate (about three per cent.) to six per cent, per an- those credits were readily made available, and the
means
thus furnished went into the coflers of the
num, and prophecies have been sent from thence by
every vessel llcir the last three months, and promul- merchants here and elsewhere, who had debts in the
gated tlirough this countrj', that the Bank of Eng- south and went for their liquidation. But the country had not had time lo recuperate from the |)rostraland was on Ihe eve of suspending cash payments.
This state of things in England has reacted upon tion of 1S37. The obligations given for the means
supplied
by our banks cannot now be met; after a
this country with irresistible force.
The credit ol
our states has been completely paralised; they can short struggle, the institutions of several of the
no longer negotiate loans there; numerous public slates sank again; the increase of business since the
works have consequently been arrested in an unfi- resumption, in the belief by our citizens that the
nished state, and must remain unproductive, while difficulties had been surinounti d, requires th>- means
the interest on the debt already contracted abroad that had been advanced for the above patriotic object, while the debt of the south, which was postmust be paid.
poned in 1S3S, requires a further postponement.
Some of our moneyed institutions, which in hours
At a season of such universal prostration, it will
of difllculty, had furnished the state with the means
be easily seen how this requirement operates upon
ol discharging their obligations to the laborers on the
this city and her institutions.
The grave question
public works, on the faith of reimbursing themselves
was, could they, under all the general disadvantages
from abroad, have founil, from this sudden frustiawhich have been considered in a national point of
tion, their active means unxepectedly diminished.
view, and under those more special, arising from
Anxious to fulfil their legitimate functions, they
their local position, continue lo pay Ihe accumulathad, in some cases, hypothecated the loan certificates
ing demands of the next three months in coin, by
of the states wilh the foreign capitalist, and applied
pursuing any course of policy which could be pointthe money received on them to facilitate the operaed out?
We rejdy they could not; Ihey might, it is
tion of our merchants and manufacturers, when Ihe
true, have protracted the struggle for some lime lonpresent pressure commenced.
But it has gone on
ger, and by a rtlentless course towards their debtors
increasing in both hemispheres, and instead of sales
have ruined our traders, arrested the income from
being efiecled oftlie stock hypothecated, the instituour public works, depopulated our factories of their
tions are called U[)on to refund the money borrowed,
industrious occupants with their families; but had
or to witness a degradation of credit which would be
all this been done it would not have been sufficient
a greater misfortune than any imaginable sacrifice
to have averted the impending catastrophe; nor could
of properly. Thus situated, no alternative remainany sacrifices which the banks had it in their power
ed, but to coerce payment from their debtors at
to make, have deferred it long.
The coniu.Knity,
home, who were already in a state of exhaustion,
we are sure, will bear witness that the banks have
and whose ruin would but have aggravated the exnot shrunk from their duty in striving for months
isting evils.
past to surmount these difficulties, and preserve the
But we cannot even here close the details of ills only true currency, coin, at the risk of sacrificing
against which the country is now struggling, and all these invaluable interests.
will be found to struggle for some time to come.
Finding these ellects inefiectual, and satisfied that
There remains to be added the vast quanlity of fo- the list of preventives had been exhausted, the
banks
reign merchandise, which has been poured in upon resorted lo the
only alternative, a temporary susus for a market, lo swell the amount of our imports pension of specie
payments.
This H'ill give lime
during the present year far beyond the proceeds of lo the people and institutions
of various parts of the
our exports. The amount of these imports h;is country to liquidate
their claims on each other, and
doubtless been much increased by the gradual reduc- prevent, tor Ihe time
being, Ihe foreigner from furtion of our tariff, operating as a check upon the pro- nishing 113 wilh
a larger supply of his fabrics Ihan
ducts of our home manufactories.
The estimated can be paid for by the fruits of our current industry.
proceeds of our exports will be also greatly dimiAs Pennsylvania institutions, deriving Iheir existnished by the decline in the price of our chief staple, ence from the state,
and owing fealty to it, the biinkg
cotton, in foreign markets.
cannot but feel that they have shewn on trying occaThe various disturbing causes above adverted to, sions, a readiness to sustain its credit and promote
have been operating upon the country, and gradual- its welfare, by furnishing means, when all other
ly gaining intensity for the last three or four months. sources failed, for Ihe prosecution of our internal
Immense amounts of the precious metals have al- improvements, and we think may rely with confiready been exporteil within that jieriod; it is believ- dence upon the liberality and protection of the peoed that the port of New York alone has witnessed ple of this cominonweatth and their conslilnted authe departure of probably not less than ten millions thorities.
of dollars, the fruits chiefly of her collections for the
With a rigid adherence on the part of the banks,
sales of foreign goods, here and elsewhere.
Every to a determinalion not to avail themselves of the
packet for Havre has carried large quantities of our non-redemption of their notes in specie, to engage in
silver, to increase Ihe cumbrous amount of useless an undue expansion of Iheir business, and issue of
millions piled up in the Bank of Fiance; the packets their paper, we believe that Ihe currency may be
however, is certain, that mainly through their in- of England departing every five days, all take their preserved in a sound condition, and the business of
strumentality the country has exchanged a national quota: and the great steamers, each wilh her mil- the country be transacled without any of those sedebt at home, requiring five or six millions of dol- lions, vie with each other in excellerafing their rious difficulties which some apprehend, until the
lars annually to pay the interest of it, to state debts speed, to replenish with our means, ere it be too day of resumption shall again arrive, when all interequiring from 10 to 12 millions of dollars annually. late, the exhausted vaults of the Bank of England, rests shall be fully prepared for it.
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We

to

meet the

interest accruing on

that

portion of

it

—
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26,

reward of $800 his trial will come on during the present term of the
[All/any Keening Journal.
Africa. Orders have Lcen "Iven lo prepare a sloop- for the apprehension of the niurdeier or murderers of court.
The Albany Daily Advertiser of Monday soys, thtit
of-war, ami a schooner, with all possible despatch, tor col. Michael N. Ammen, who was murdered for his
cruising on tlie coast of Africa, in execution of the money, on the 6th day of March, 1838, thirteen miles Ore trial of Rensselaer Van Rensselaer, in the circuit
laws of the United Stales against the disgraceful traffic above Baton Rouge, Louisiana, on the road leading to court of the U. States, on a charge of setting on foot a
military expedition in the United States against a foin slaves, and for the protection of our lawful com- Bayou Sara.
reign power, terminated on Saturday evening. The
merce in that quarter.
Nacltez. Another diaholical atieinpi at confiagration:
jurv found the defendant guilty.
Banks. It is slated in letters from New York that Yesterday, at two o'clock, P. M. an alarm of fire was
The grand military revieut on the ISth, of 12,000 of
alarm
at
new
fire
bell,
the
the
given
in
the
deep
tone
of
clauiis
against the
some of the haidvs there, hoKliufj
our infantry, was a splendid affair, and the troops, in
United Siales hank, had determined to issue attach- Methodist church. A .smoke was seen to proceed from citizens dress,
as well as the uniformed corps, acquitted
ment against the bills and notes in possession of the the rear of Mr. Marsh's two story brick building on themselves well. They were reviewed by gov. Sebranch of the United States bank in New York, and Commerce street, north of Franldin street nearly op- ward, and then honored him with a marching salute
Bledsoe.
late
of
Richmond
The
posite
cotton
yard,
the
properly
Stales
of the United
bank of
alleged to be the
as they passed his marque in Washington square. Maj.
stoop or small wooden balchony, leading to the back

Pfiinsvlvania.
The FInladelphia Inquirer of Monday, .^ays: The
it
is understood, have lost, since Wednesday
last, §155,000, redeeming their fives in specie.
'i'he Bank of Pittsburg has resolved to continue the
payment of specie, and, in order to be able to continue
10 do so, has refused all business, declines lo purcliase
exchange, compels her debtors to pay up as their notes
become due, and has commenced suits against all persons who are delinquent.
Only one bill of the United Stales bank has been reinrnod to this country, and that was a bill of ninety
tliousand francs less than twenty thousand dollnra,
which, in the negotiations at Paris, slipped back to
this country, and was instanlly paid by the bank here.
All the other bills have been accepted, and we know
that tho.se on France will be met. Those on England
are accepted, and it is believed they will be paid. Since
the accepianec, over two millions of dollars have been
sent forward to meet them. It is now slated, and by
Co. of Paris, were bound
authority, that Ilottingiier
by ilieir agreement to honor these dralis. If this is
true, their want of good faith has been of incalculable
and
to ihe public.
injury to ihe institution
[N. Y. Express.
York on
The following circular was issued in

banks,

—

&

New

23d insl.
•'Bank of the V. States in New York, Oc!. 23, 1839.
"Sia: In compliance with ihe instructions of the
Bank of the United Stales in Philadelphia, I am directed to noiily j-uu that the payment of your notes due to
their agency in this city will be required at maturity.
"I am furihcr instructed to inform you that from the
of the bank to effect a settlement of these
elaims. tliey will receive from you, in hquidation of the
same, their post-notes bank bills payable on demand,
.irihe capital slock of the bank payable at par, at any
lime previous to the fifth of November.''
United Slates bank stock is quoted at 87 at the Philadelphia exchange on the 25ih insi.

j^fcai desire

Boston.
ujjon the

demand

The Arias of the 24th says: The pressure
money market continues unabated. The

—

for specie

on

the

different

banks

for the

days has prevented them from affording

last

much

few
aid

to the mercantile community.
Our merchants still hold out, hut they make very
great sacrifices lo sustain their credit. There arc no
regular rates lor money, though as high as three per
cent, per monih, 4 months, was paid to-day on first class
business paper.

Exchange on

New York

is

growing quite scarce.

Chartists.
It appears by the last advices from England that the Chartists are no longer in being, except in
name. At one time they looked rather formidable
btrfrir. order to make their opposition lo government
efficient, they wonted education, talent and wisdom.
Mi-re bruie force cannot avail much in the present

We

see it stated on the auFrench man-of-war tost.
ofa letter from Montevideo, dated August 13th,
that the French ship-of-war Active, has been lost on
the island of Lobus; and the crew all saved.

lliority

Grain.
The ships Leila and Emperor, at this port,
are taking in cargoes of flour and grain for England.
Wheats arc on the advance, good to prime reds having
been taken williin a day or two at from SI 24 to SI 30,
[Bait. Sun.
and good white at $1 38 per bushel.
Lieut, governor Morehcad, of Ken(iiihernatoritd.
tucky, had occasion lo go to Columbus, Ohio, on some
bu-iiioss relative to runaway slaves, and while there he
(hlivered hiniiell over into perpetual bondage lo the
[Sun.
ihaeinaiions of a boantiful female buckeye.

TwogenlloKcntncki/. Mt/sterious disripjiearance.
who wci'c engaged in purchasing negroes in Viriiave disappeared with a large sum of money.
they were
weeks
ago,
atiout
three
hist seen,
"vVhe'.
ig the mountains in ll.c south west part of the
meii

expedition for slavrs, and had on their
It is supiinMil ihc'v have been murs ^60,000.
[I.(mi.<vill<,(hy.) Jourmd.
dered and robbed.

stale

,

1

offers a

was discovered to be on fire, and had nearly com- gen. I)oughty commanded.
The deaths in the city of New York during the last
municated the flames through the glass window above
This was done while week numbered 149, being 40 men, 34 women, d&
the door to the room within.
most of our citizens were at dinner any perpetrated on boys and 26 girls.
a dwelling where no person had resided for a number
Norfolk. The loss hy the recent fire in Norfolk is esdoor,

of days.

The

population of Nachez

(all

stantly on the spot.
The president of the

that remain)

were

timated at $20,000 in merchandise, besides the buildin-

iilil.

The

wdiole

was

insured.

&

[Nat. Free Trader, Oct. U.
says: "To-day it is reported that there are thirty cases
of yellow fever in town, but as yet there have been but
courier of the 22d yays There is
no alleviation of the state of the money market, the few deaths; and adds, if we should not have rain soon,
the fever will be as bad here as it has been in Mobile.'"
pressure is as severe as ever. On first rate paper, 3
percenl. per inonlh is offered, and little could be done
Rail roads. The Bufi'alo and Niagara Falls rail road
even at that high rale of discount. In slocks, the trans - company have declared a dividend of seven per cent, on
actions have been light; United States bank closed firm
their capital sio. k, payable in November ne.vi.
at 76, but other stocks were dull and experienced a
Charles F. Osborne, esq. president of^ the Petersburg^
shght decline. Bills on London 108i, Philadelphia notes and Roanoke rail road company, has resigned his ol9 to fO per cent, discount §300,000 in specie received fice, and Henry D. Bird, esq. has been appointed in
from
Orleans, 9,000 barrels of flour sold for ex- his place.
ports.tions at Si6
6,000 of them go to France. P'lour
Specie.
One letter from
York state that the
IS going briskly from the
York ports on Lake Ontario across to the Canadian ports.
On one day there Liverpool carried out S600,000 in specie. The coin
were seven vessels the in harbor of Kingston, discharg- must go, there is no help for it.
see it staled that S800,000 had been shipped
ing large quantities of the article.
Orleans, for the use of the
in consequence of the extreme and increasing scarci- very recently from
ty ol money, a meeting of the merchants and traders of United States bank; and 5250,000 more were ready to
follow
that
sum lo the same destination.
N. Y. was held on the 22d, which was very numerousThe Philadelphia National Gazette says:
feel
ly ittendcd, a committee was appointed who reported
to 1 still more numerous meeting convened on the 23d secure in saying a very large amount of specie, princiYork, by the
at which f I. P. Shenck, esq. precided, F. Emory secre- pally in gold, w'as taken out from
Liverpool,
passengers
of
the
which
no
of
account
has
taiy.
The committee propose that a committee of ten
be appointed to call upon the several banks, to urge the been received from that port.
According to the information afforded us, which we
necessity of extending their discounts, and to receive
in payment for debts, and pay out for notes or bills dis- fully credit, not less than fifty-eight thousand pounds
The remitcounted, the bills of such safety fund hanks of this in sovereigns, was thus sent to England.
tances v\eie most probably made hy merchants of
stite as they may designate.
They also resolved, That unless some effectual mea- Philadelphia.
It is said that the U. S. schooner Bo.xer is daily e.\be immediately adopted, we tee
si res of relief shall
York, from Mazallar, Mexico, with
n ithing that can avert-the prostration' of the mechani- pecled at
$1,500,000— $100,000 for English account, and ihe bacal, manufacturing and commercial classes in this
lance for the
York batiks.
city
The Wheeling Gazette of Friday says that a large
The committee of ten, under the 2d resolution, reported to an adjourned meeting, which look place at amount of specie arrived there on the preceding day
the Cily Hall on Ihe 2 lib, the several letters which they on its way to the east._
The specie drawn from one of our banks on Saturhad received from the banks in reply, Jifleen of the
banks are ready to adopt the measure on condition that day last, in favor of the Manhattan bank. New York,
Eight hanks are not as was returned on Monday, and replaced in its former
the other banks will also do it.
[New York paper.
Some ol depository.
yet prepared to come into this arrangement.

sence.

New

—

The

York.

New

—

New

New

We

New

We

New

New

New

ihem wish for time to consider it. Others have made
up their minds on the subject, and consider it impracncable and inexpedient.
'I'he president of the meeting then observed, we now
have it in writing from almost all the banks within this
city, that they have been doing and will do all they can
to sustain the merchants of New York.
The merchants of New York know whether that
measure of support will answer their purposes. As I
said helbre, perhaps of those eight banks, many of
iheni will change their intentions, when ihey see that
the other fiticen banks are ready to take the safety
fund hills. A large proportion of them will I lliink
adopt ihc some measure.
Tncieporloftliecoinmitlee was then accepted by the
meeting with loud cheers.
Tho chairman said the Bank of Commerce has not
diminisheti iheir d'scouiils to any considerable extent
during the last thirty days, and are disposed to do all
ihey can, consistenl with die safely of tianking inslilutions
and particularly their own to relieve the present
unprecedented pressure of the money markc'-.
On motion of Mr. Tappan, a committee wtis oppointed to request the banks of the city iinnicdiaiily to
hold a bank conveniion, with a view ni i,., :• .i-m liiiir
~ :ii
.,1 lo
discouiusand affording relief They \^
lii
i;- '
ii d.
report on the 26ib to which diiy the ill'
The Courier says, in ri-laiion lo the I. ,:ci i....m ilie
hanks ihai iheir general purport was that they would
do all in ilieir power lo e.\lend tho line of their discounts, for the relief of ilie comnuiuiiy, provided any
general [ilan could be :ii;o-'i .1 upon, but ilio propo.sed
arrangement in reffri nee to the ree, ipt ..I the couiiiiy

—

—

,

This line packet left New York
Liierpool steamer.
on the 19di Oct. at 2 o'clock, P. M.
We have gloomy prospects to
MoUlc, Uth October.
We are informed hy our best physicians that
present.
the epidemic has increa.sed in malignancy, and that
was inadiiiisyabk-. The Mauliaiian bank.
new cases occur daily, of the worst type. On yesler- bank noles
Saturday 7; Friday 6. Bank of America and National bank aecoiiipany tins
ilav, 2 burials were reported;
wiih a dedoraiion that they hold die maintainiiig ol
soinu
.sexton,
iheie
may
bo
the
of
illness
lo
the
Ov'ving
specie payments a paramount duty.
IS in the reports,
U. S. circuit court. This court commenced its seslandth.ii l^oof.

We

ings.

— We

Path-Jinder. Cooper has written a new novel enVnionbank.
learn from our
Jackson correspondant that Gen. Runnels left Jackson tilled the "Path-finder, or our Inland Seas." It will
Blanchard.
on the 2nd insl. for New York it is said to dispose of soon appear from ihe press of Lea
the remainder of the Union banks bonds. R- M. WilPensaeoh. A letter from Pensacola, dated the 9lh
liamson, esq. acts as president pro tern, during liis ab- in.st. to a respectable mercantile house in this city,

ing.

"The

broiiKlit into

understand that the navy agent of

this

city al-

[Philuddphia North Atrterican.

Tho St. Louis Bulletin of the 1st says: The steamboat Naomi, and the Prairie, carried to New Orleans
each the sum of o«e hundred thousand dollars in specie,
all consigned to G. Hall, cashier of the Commercial
bank of New Orleans, from this city.
heard it
staled in a company of gcnllemen in this cily yesterday, that the amount of specie siiipped from St. Louis
for the south and cast, within the last six or cighi weeks
will not liill short of liechc hundred lliousantl dollars.
The high rale of easieni exehani;c has made it an object 10 buy specie, remit il, and draw against it.
The
bank has iieen compelled to do this, and a numlicr of
the brokers also.
The clfcei of all ibis is to sinp us of
the metallic currency, a ilung so much prized by some
of our humbug poliiicians, yet we see no present remedy for it. It is all the result of the glorious reformation of the currency, brought about hy the present ad-

We

ministration.

Steainhoat Gallatin.
The steamer Gallatin, from
Louisville, hound to St. Louis, when near Smithland,
ran ofjainst a snog, brcoking two holts tlirougii her
hull,
liy the exertions of the officers the holes were
stopped before she filled sufficienily to sink.
The
freight was considerably injured, and will, probably be
resHippcd, as the Gallatin is loo much injured to pro-

ceed on her

trip.

Voting. The Baltimore Chronicle in speakingof the
case of .fohn Hack, who was convicted of voting
Iwiec nl the laie election, makes use of the following
jiisi ami .severe remark:
"We look upon the man who
would vote twice at one election as no heller than a
lliief, who being privileged to enter a bank, to obtain
presid-

lliis iiinniin^', judge Thompson
of ihe 'i'liousniid Llaiids," was
court Iw lii^ hail. 'I'lu y weiv iheroupon
discharged ami .loliii.ion wum urdert d by the eouri into
It is c.\pccicd iliat
the cusiodyof Ihc U. S. nuir-ihal.

sion in this ciiv

We

lowed the difference betweeeii the value of bank notes
and specie, in payment of demands against the Uniled
States gove rnment, on Friday last.

tho

change

for five dollars,

li'ero

would

steal ten.''

Van Amhnrgh, the lion lamer, is going with Iris
menagerie to bt. Petereburg, when his engagement si
Paribls Icrmiiialed.

—

rii
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way to another tlime; and on Thursday, or as ture at different latitudes; photometris sensitive pasoon after as possible, her companion, the Erebus, per for experiments on light; bathometers to be obcapt. James Clerk Ross, was appointed to follow, served during storms, white squalls, &c.; glasses
and then proceed on their voyage. Having gone to for sideral observations; drawing utensils; repositotake our farewell, a short description of the vessels, ries for geological, botanical, ami natural history
specimens; actinometers lor finding the forces of
Sie. cannot be unacceptable to our readers.
The Erebus and Terror seem to be twin ships solar and terrestial radiation; hygrometers. Osier's
aneiooneters. rain gauges, electrouietcr?, skeleton
alike in build, in colors, in masts and rigging, and
An inexpe regi-lers of every n.;eilful kind and, in short, such
indeed, in every external appearance.
means to employ, atid so much to be done, that
rieiiced eye could not tell the one from the other
t'.iere will be no gi-eat leisure for our enterprising
and Enyland
HJ The Erebus is about 370 tons; the Terror 310. In countrymen when
all these instruments are put in
15^ each the full complement of officers and men is 64
Buel, Jesse, death of
143
Egyptian affairs, expedition to Nigritia
12S in all. Nothing that the art of the ship A right requisition, and their results are regularly chroni160
Foreign affairs 145: latest news
could accomplish has been omitted to lit Ihein (or cled for the information of the world.
In looking over the vessels about to ileparton so
French affairs geological, schools, prisons, railway, their perilous undertaking. B ;low not only have the
!*''
disturbance at Mans, tr.ide, sugar
deeply interesting an occasion, many slight matters
ribs been strengthened by transversa timbers, but
160
Gunpowder plot
and incidents touch the feelings. In almost every
these again have been interlaced by cross beams at
157
Law cases, judge Porter's opinion in a slave case
resistance to any invad- cabin and berth were tolerable collections of books;
160 certainlmgles so as to offer
Liberia
and captain Ross's amouiited to a (air library of the
150 ing body such as ice, which would require a mighty
Mexico, Buslamente and Tornel
most useful description. In some were sweet reNational afiairs 150; frontier newsiA. losses by fire 151; force to overcome. Thus internally powerful bemembrances of native land, in prints and pictures;
has
hull
outward
the
example,
Tenn. nominations for president and vice presitient 151 yond any former
N. York, proceedings respecungspejie payments 161) also been so shaped (curving from n^ar the centre, and one engraving conspicuous in the gallant comit
was of our
l^f* something like the turning-olf eilgo of a glass or manders' cabifi affected us much
Pageantry of republics
Siviour walking on the waters!! Faith and hope
Portugal slave trade
tea-cup) as to throw the converging ice from the
149
could not have chosen a more beautiful illustration
Prussia, disease in, royal visit to
chain plates, and thus protect the rigging from bein
instruments of the soul,
Russia, notice to vessels trading to the Baltic, grand
crushed or invaded. The deck, too, is double; and of the sailor's mind the
I'l^
review, Jews in
and firmness which without the possession of which what were all that
160 the whole has a compactness
Shipwrecks
the worst elements Ihe philosophy and science of man could provide?
from
security
assurance
of
gives
153
Siavers, the schooner Catharine
be exposed, In tliat engraving alone we read a more certain in14'J to which their gallant crews can ever
South America, from Montevideo
great work, than in the
1 16
A spare rudder which could hi shipped immediate- dex of Ihe success of this
South sea islands, inibrmation from, silk
slowed .multitude of ingenious machines, and the volumes
is
safely
other,
143
the
to
accident
in
case
of
public
debt
of
ly
Spain,
our most eslimable
of
instructions,
by
which
wise
Stales of the union— Maine, geological survey 151; amid-ships; each vessel is provided with eight boats,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, two of them whalers, ami framed to encounter fiiend was surrounded.
New Jersey 152; Pennsylvania, Maryland, S. Carohna, rough seas and weather in separate expeditions, to
Some kind heart had supplied a twelfth cake to be
Georgia, Alabama 153; Mississippi, Louisiana, TennesThe diameter of the
explore passages and lands which the ships cannot opened on the 6th Jan. 1340!
151
see. Arkansas, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Florida
penetrate.
Six guns are borne in each, viz: four globe will then be between the giver and the receiver.
143
Sweden, B^rnadntte dynastv 117; army
Another pleasant circumstance to record is the
guns. The apparatus
150 six- pounders, and two salute
Texas, relations with France
temperature frienilship subsisting between captains Ross and
West Indies, information from Cuba, Martinique ISO for keeping the vessels in an equitable
Crozier.
They have been messmates and intimate
156 is admirable and consists of a square iron tube
Yellow fever, use of quinine in
above a foot in diameter, running all round the sides together. Crozier was a midshipman in the ship
95"Re>iittances by mail. "A postmaster may en- and distributing a comfortable warmth to every where Ross was lieutenant; he was a lieutenant
close money in a letter to the publisher of a nawspaper, berth in the ship. The ventilation is not less attended where Ross was captain, and now he is captain
to pay the subscription of a third person, and frank the to.
There are also stoves in the captain's cabin, where Ross is commodore of the expedition. They
Amos Kendall.
letter, if written by himself"
and the gun room messes which adjoin; and the have served together, known and regardi-d each
Siisne of our subscribers may not be aware that they
cooking conveniences are as ample and as lit for other, and this is an auspicious promise of their
postage
subscription
money,
save
the
on
by
may
reevery purpose aa they could be on shore. There mutual good understanding, and cordial co-operaquesting the postmaster where they reside to frank their
tion to the end; when bound together in their brave
is a large kettle to dissolve ice into fresh water; anoletters containing such money, he being able to sa'isty
for fidi, another barks:
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains nothing ther for dressing salt meat, another
The
mate's
cabaking.
for
ovens
meat,
and
"to reside
for
fresh
[Am.
Fanner.
refers
to
the
subscription.
but wliat
"In thrilling regions of thick-ribbed ice,
bins are well constructed, and those for the officers to
FOREIGN ARTICLES.
"To be imprisoned in the viewless winds,
sleep in, though small, arranged with all a seamen"
"And blow (we trust not) with resdess violence round
The rediscovery of the skill and dexterity in making much of a little.
The .Aurora lilanJs.
about
Aurora islands by the New York exploring expeThe sick berths are forward, and so contrived that
The pendent world."
dition creates considerable interest here, and it aji- the invalids may be kejit apart from the healthy; for
The earlier proceedings of the voyage will lead
pears incredible that six islands in the longitude of their own sake as well as for the general safely.
Rio Janeiro and latitude 53 tieg. 21 min. should Immense ice-saws are ranged along the lower deck them to St. Helena, where lieutenant Eardly Wil.
have reniaincJ to this period, when so many navi- some of them 30 or more feet long, and looking like mot, of the royal engineers, who goes out in the
charge of Ihe new observagators have cruised expressly for them, without the jaws of sharks, competent to cut through any Erebus, will be left in
IVext, at the Cape, will be landed for the like
tory.
being known.
besetting adversary.
another officer. The vessels then make
purpose,
foi
provision?
They were originally discovered in 1769, since
fresh
with
victualled
Theyare
when, months have bean spent in searching for three years; and peininacan and other prepared meals their way across Ihe ocean, touching at and exathem in vain, and they have been excluded from in cases are stowed away in the least possible com minino- Kerguelen's land, Amsterdam, and places
either'unknown or imperfectly reported in that vast
the latest charts.
pass.
at Van Dieman'a Land,
Com. Sullivan, the English naval commar.der on
The provisions of scientific instruments, under expanse of water. Arrived
observatory will be sent
this station, applied to S. E. Burrows, esq. of N. the superintendence of the royal society, is very instruments, &.c. for the
they will cruise to
erecting
is
whilst
it
and,
ashore,
York, the proprietor of the expedition, lor the parti- complete; and double sets to supply the loss of any
scientific pursuits of the
culars of this discovery, which were furnished and which may be broken, or rendered useless, seem various points, where the
forwarded to the British government with a high almost to furnish the commander's cabin. In this expedition are most likely to be advanceil. On
will start de novo in adirectsouthcompliment to th American spirit of enterprise.
respect, tlie adinirality has been mo^t liberal; and, their return they
Com. Sullivan has despatched a government ves- inileed, we may say, that after the first official ilil- ern course between 120 degrees and 160 degrees
towards the antartic pole; and it is a
sel to the Faulkland islands, to proceed to the Au- ficuUies were got over, the government has taken east longitude
fortunate thing (hat in this direction,
roras as soon a5 the season will permit; and hereaf- up the expedition with the most commendable sini'ular and
present season, a ship of Mr. Enderby's
ter the voyager will not b3 exposed to being wreck- spirit, and done every thing thatcan conlributcto its dui-ing the
land on both sides of the longitudes
discovered
has
terrestial
magof
ed without knowing his d.tnger, where death is successful issue. The phenomena
in about 63 and 63 clegrees of
certain, and where many h,ive doublless perished. netism will be independently observed throughout we have indicated,
Tiiese shores have been named
latitude.
[ Glasgow paper.
the voyage; and also in connection with the new south
March ISSD, and Balleny Isle,
seen
Land,
Sabrina
From ihe Lmdon Lilernry Gazelle, Sept. 14.
observations about to b? established, as already
between them, as well
The anUrclic expediliun. By the tiuii this paper staled in the Literary Gazelle, at St. Helena, the seen February, 1339; and
the Erebus and Terror,
meets the public eye, this very interesting expedi- Cape, Van Dieinen's Land, ^c. The declination, as upon them, the etforts of
employed. How far
be
instance
first
the
tion will have left, or b- leavin; the British shores. inclination, and intensity of the imgnet, will thus will in
Had it been possible to complete the extensive phi- form tables of the utmost importance towards they may penetrate is in the hands of Providence.
the pole, and
circumnavigate
afterwards
will
They
instrudeclination
losophical ani other equipments in a shorter space solving this great problem.
The
to reach the highest point, wheof time, it would have been batter, perhaps had it ment,lhe horizontal and the vertical force magne- try in evei'y quarter
discovered in 1832, or
been able to sail six weeks or two months earlier, tometers, are constructed under the direction of ther near Enderby's Land,
reach, about 73 deg.
but still its course is open and the delay will lead to professor Lloyd, of Dublin, and there are, besides, by captain Weddell'b farthest
no other consequence than soin? slight alteration dip circles, transists with azimuth circles, and chro- in 1823.
and Balleny Isle, to
is between Sabrina Land
It
There
construction.
in the projected plan of operations.
approved
nometers of the most
50 degrees and east
On Tuesday, the Terror, captain Crozier, drop- are also pendulums for ascertaining the true figure the northward, in about latitude expected
the south
ped down from off the dock yard, at Chatham, to of the earth, thermometers for determining the tem- longitude 140 degees, that it is
Strange if he who
found.
Gillingham, with all her white canvass spread; and perature of the sea at given depths; other blackened magnetic pole will be
or
so
near
an apnorth
the
that
of
looking like a bird of pass.ige preparing to wing its thermometers to measure the atmospheric tempera- discovered either
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to it as captain James Ross did, stioiikl also
had
ascertain this long sonf;lit plienomenon.
forgotten to mention that the vessels are constructed on tlie plan which divides them into three compartments: 90 that either extremity or the middle
mi^htbe stove in, and yet the remainder be a safe
hold for the crew. The Keidisli Gazette states that
"the wales are doubled with eight inch oak plank,
and the boltojn with plank of three inches; the
ceilings of which are doubled with two thickness
of 2 1-2 inch African teak, crossing each other at
ri^ht angles; the bulkheads in the holds are built in
watertight; so that should
I ke mariner, and made
t:ie bottom be stove in at any part by the sheets of
ice, the safety of the ships will not be endangered.
The pumps fitted are those of Massie's patent. The
weather deck is also doubled with three-inch fir
jilank, with fearnought dijiped in tallow laid between

proach

We

them."

Wherever

the voyagers go,

we have

only to add,

bless and prosper them, and return them
safely to a greatful country and their anxious relatives and fiiends!
BRITISH AFr.A.IRS.
By October, 18-11, there will be thirteen large
and splendid steam ships running across the AtNot one will be smaller than the
lantic ocean
Liverpool, and more than half of them will be

may God

ill

larger than the Great Western.
Tke British "Royal Mail Steam Packet compmy."
routes of the steamers of this new line are
regulated according to the system projected in
do not know what
England some time ago.
date has been fixed on lor the beginning of operaPerhaps the regular running will not comlions.
give some of the
mence until the spring.
routes which relate more particularly to communic.ition with the United States:

The
now

We

We

From Havana

a steamer will proceed to Mobile,

&c.

Havana

to

Jlobile to

Distance. Days.
3
530

Mobile,

Tampico, by Balize,

(mouth of the Mississippi),
to Vera Cruz,
at Vera Cruz,
Vera Cruz to Havana,

Tampico

640
203

3

SlO

4

S'op

1
1

2,185
12
Total,
or Belize land the outward, European,
colonial ami North American mails; and at Tampico and Vera Cniz take in the return mails from
tlM-se places, for Europe, North America and the

At Mobile

colonies.

Another steamer
Vera Cruz, 8tc.

will

preceed from Havana

to

Distance. Dai/s.
1,015
Havana to Tampico, by Vera Cruz,
4J
2
Stop at Vera Cruz, and allowances,
Tampico to Havana, by Belize and
1,170
Mobile,
5J
Total,

The

2,185

steamer Vera Cruz and Tampico will

12
l.ind

outwarti European, North American and colonial mails; and at Belize and Mobile will lake the
return European, North American and colonial
mails.
West India and North American station.
Distance. Days.

the

Havana

to

N. York by Savannah,

Chaileston,

New

York

to Halifax,

Halifax to Havana, by N. York,
Uc. and Matanzas,
Stoppages at N. V. fc Halifax,
Total,

1,200

6

520

3

1,720

9
10

3,440

28

These steamers, twice each month, will be so rethat they will reach Havana from New
Yoik before the outward steamer arrives from Jamaioa, and will leave Havana for New York, 8<.c.
gulated
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7 second rates, of 80 to 92 guns each; 17 third rates,
of 74 to 73 guVis each; 2 fourth rates, of 52 guns
each; 8 fillh rates, of 36 to 46 guns each; 21 sixth
rates, ol 20 to 28 guns each; 40 sloops, (ships ),ol 16
to 20 guns each; 36 brigs, of 3 to 10 guns each; 23
steamers, of 100 to 32U horse power; 11 surveying
vessels, of 4 to 10 guns each; 23 sloops of-vvar,
fitted as packets; and 3 yachts.
Total number of
guns in commission, 4,103, besides those on board
of steam ships; or about exactly double the whole
number ol guns in the American navy, including
vessels not in commission.
are glad to fee that Mr. Paulding, the new
secretary of the United States navy department,
evinces a disposition to "scour up" a little. Our
navy has been too much neglected for some years
past, and we may yet have cause to repent of it.
At present, the political atmosphere appears to be
tolerably calm.
[{f Y.Jonr. Com.
E.ctraordinar-y seizure of fourteen performers and
Last night between nine and
forty of the audience.
ten o'clock ati extraordinary sensation was created
in Parker street, Drnry Lane, in consequence of
the seizure of fourteen perlbrmers and forty of Ihe
audience at that den of infamy, the two-penny
theatre, in the above named str-eet.
The performers are all in their dresses, and are with their companions, snugly lodged in Bow street station; the
lock-ups are crammed; the appearance of the motley group will cieate a scene which would puzzle
Cruikshank himself to portray. The seizure is
made under a clause in the new police act.^

journey to London. The English merely celebrat*
ed in him there the vanquished of Toulouse."
Banquet in ihe Thames tunnel. Friday afternoon

week,

the directors of the

Thames

tunnel company

gave an elegant dinner in the tunnel to the persons
employed in that undertaking, to celebrate their
having reached low water mark. Mr. Hawes, M.
P. was in the chair, and 280 persons set down to
the table.
On a raised platlbrm, about 500 visiters,
the majority of whom were ladies— were provided
with places, to view the gratifying scene.
Marriage of queen Victoria. The Augsburg GaWe
zette contains the following passage respecting Ihe
marriage of the queen of England; "The speech
of queen Victoria on proroguing the parliament
makes no mention of her marriage. Some jourrials
have hence inferred that the matrimonial alliance
with the Coburg family was still tionbtful, we can
affirm on good authority that the meeting of several
members of the house of Saxe Coburg at London is
for the purpose of settling the necessary preliminaries which must precede the marriage— that is to
say, every thing relative to the prerogatives and the
revenue of the intenderi husband. As for the question of the marriage itself, and the mutual affection of the parties; all thi.'! has been some time decided.
The duchess of Kent and the king of the
Belgians have been the most zealous promoters of
This statement is contradictetl in
this alliance.
a very authoritative manner from another quarter.
So Ihe matter rests as doubtful as ever.
Public income and erpendilure. The following
[London 'paper, Sept. 6.
results appear from a return j'lst made to the house
The Wellington festival.
The festival given to of commons on the motion of Mr. Baring;
the duke of Wellington at Dover, August 30, was Net income of the United Kingdom, in the years enda magnificent affair.
ing 5/A Jlpril
The pavillion in which the
1838.
1839.
great captain was lo be feasted stood, including its
1837.
1836
lobbies and covered ways, on 20,520 feet of ground
46,090,543
47,833,118
the area alone occupied for the purposes of the 46,380,246
48,453,063
dinner, b?ing 120 feet by 130. There were conNet expenditure.
48,263,443
sumed in the erection of this pavillion 20,000 cubic 45,003,940 46,590,245
47,510,077
feet of lumber, ami ittook 100 men sixiy days to
complete it. Lord Brougham made a speech, preSurplus of income.
430,325
fatory to the toast proposing the health of the duke
1,428,534
1,862.623
1,376,306
of M''ellington, distinguished for its excessive adu- More than half a million of the increased expendilation.
He concluded as follows:
ture in 1839 was owing to the insurrection in Ca"How couUt a thousand words, or all the names nada. Between 1836 and 1839, the interest and
which could be named, speak so powerfully ay, management of the national debt have been increaseven if I spoke vvilh the tongue of an angel as if I ed by more than half a million, being the amount
were to mention one word, sir Arthur Wellesley, of compensation to the West India planters. The
duke of Wellington (rapturous cheering) the army, the navy, and the ordnance have all been
hero of a hundred fields, in all of which his banner considerably augmented. The estimated income
has waved in triumph
who never, 1 invoke both for the year ending 5lh April. 1840, is jC4S, 128,900,
hemispheres to witness bear witness, Europe
and the'esliinaled expenditure, £47,288,954, exclubear witness, Asia -who never advanced but to sive of about £1,000,000 for Canada.
cover his arms with glory; the captain who never
Morals of London. The population of Londoa
advanced but to be victorious; the mightier captain (including the cities of London and Westminster,
who never retreated but to eclipse the glory of his and the boroughs of Marylebone, Finsbuiy, Tower
advance."
Hamlets, Southwark and Lambeth) is 1,610,863.
The toast was drunk amidst long continued Of these, it is estimated that one-half, or 805,434,
cheering, and the noble duke made an appropriate are capable of attending public worship. Within
reply.
The French journals are very angry with the same limits there are, among all denominaiions,
lord Brougham for his panegyric on the duke, and 660 places of worship, capable of accommodating
remind his grace if he gained many battles, he lost 517,614 people. It is estimated that on Ihe average
This
that of" Toulouse. "You forget in the nomenclature about three-fifths of the seats are occupied.
of battles," says the Courier Francais, addressing o-ives 252,570 as the whole number of persons atlord Brougham, "that of Toulouse, where 25,000 tcniling public worship at any one time; 552,864 as
Frenchmen checked an army of 90,000, and killed the number of adults who are neglecling it; a num18,000 men. And you must not talk of Waterloo, ber greater than the whole population, young and
for Wellington was in full retreat when 60,000 old, ir. the South Sea Islands, at present visited.
Prussians suddenly arrived and convei-ted victory
Temperance in London. The new Metropolitan
into disaster."
The National Is still more indig- police act is now- in operation. One of its provinant at the speech of lord Brougham, and asks if sions prevents the sale of liquor on Sundays before
llie duke is Ihe
model of virtue and intelligence, one o'clock; and it was remarked that, in conse-

£,£.££

—

—

—

—
—
—

—
—

why

his lordship was so long his political adversaThe National is astonished that general Sebasllana. the French ambassador, should have arrived in Dover "expressly for the purpose of adding
to Ihe triumph of the most bitlercnemy of France,
in a dinner hall, set out with the trophies of Waterloo." There is, however, a very material difference between the Courier and the National, in the
view which they take of this dinner, and of the
speech of lord Brougham; lor whilst the Nalional
alfects lo regard it as adisplay of insulting triumph
by the English people over France, the Courier
acquits the people of En2;land of any sympathy
ry?

immediately after her arrival. The stoppages either
alHilifixor New York may be as above stated;
because if the steamers perform Ihe work from the
Havana, to the Havana a','ain within 30 days, they
will alivays meet Ihe arrival at, and departure from
the Havana, of the packets with the mails to and with expressions that are either intended or calcufrom Europe and the colonies, and South America. lated lo offend the Freiich nation.
The Press is
They can take in their coals for the voyage at Ha- less violent than the Nalional, but it is also disposed
to regard Ihe dinner as a nalional display against
lifax.
Of lord Brougham, it says: "His lordship
All these lines communicate with the great line France.
from Jamaica to Europe. The intercourse between distinguished himself by the plenitude of his adula.
This will astonish only those who have ever
the olil world and the new will thus become still tion.
The steamers of the Royal Mail attached any real importance to a man so inconsisiriore intimate.
I'acket company will be built all of the same size, tent and so intei'ested, in his llatteries and his criticisms, as the illustrious representative of the chiand expressly for this service.
The British navy. Whether the British navy is canery of our neighbors." The France observes
reduced to a nonentity, or not, may be gathered that "the dinner was a terrible slap Icirihe glory of
from the fact that on the 1st ultimo, there were in marshal Soult. He may now understand the spirit
commission 6 first rates, of 101 lo 120 guns each; of the orations of which he was the object in his

quence of the regulation, London was more orderly
than usual on Sunday last. On the previous Saturday night, hovvever the rush to lire tjin shops and
public houses to procure a supply for the next mornThe
ing's consumption created some disturbance.
shops were cleared at midnight with difficulty.

Many of the pro|irietors ol gin-places in London
and the suburbs have placed in their windows immense placards, w ith the clause which relates lo the
closing of public houses on Sunday, Christmas
day and Good Friday, until one o'clock, printed in
large letters.
At the foot of the placard appears
the announcement: "As we are prevented by law
from serving until one o'clock, please lo bring your
jugs and hollies on Saturday night."
English crops. The Richmond Whig renr.aiks
that representations of the failure of the wheat
crop in England are to be taken with some grains of
allowance. The party in favor ol a repeal of the
corn laws is dhposed to exaggerate the extent of
the failure, while Ihe other party disseminates those
accounts only which represent the failure as trifling.
The Liverpool Mail of the 21st September,
a violent tory paper, contains the following paragraph;
An intelligent friend, intimately acquainted with
and extensively engaged in the corn trade, and

'
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Pontois in negotiating this treaty

iias

had an influthe important

system, it
over a oolution as to the reform in the prison
la in the habit of travelling
persons ence in procuring his nomination to
has waited for the reports of intelligent
of country, for the purpose ol acquirambassador at Constantinople."
have been despatched to Italy, Germany, post of
who
each
of
prospects
state
and
the
as
to
ing information
The National states that the treaty ol alliance and
Holland, England and the
Belgium,
Switzerland,
successive liarvest, observes:
prithe
studying
between France and Texas is not yet
commerce
of
purpose
United States, for the
"Tlie advocates for the repeal of the corn laws
signed, and that the delay is to be ascribed tO the
:on discipline in those countries.
and the consequent destruction of the agricultural
visit to Rouen, which omission in the draught of the treaty of an article
just
piiid
a
has
Lafltlte
M.
the late uninterest, are in high anticipation that
favor
was reported to have been connected with the pro- ..tipulaling for the freedom of conscience in
favorable weather will assist their agitation.
the valley of the French residents in that republic.
have been ject of a railway from Paris to the sea by

who, moreover,
larg.; district

We

happen to know that bad as appearances
may
with regard to tlie harvest, an average crop
be expected of wheat, that the oats will bi; wholly
will be
saved, and an abundance of that article
found to have been produced. Go where you will
you hear complaints of the state of the weather,
larmbut you will invariably be told by individual
the subers with whom you liold conversation on
securing my
ject, -I have succeeded pretty well in
as I excrops, and they will not turn out so bad
"
pected.*
^
By the arrival of the ship Caledonia,
Ireland.
been
from Liverpool via Londonderry, papers have
the latreceived at the Philadelphia Exchange from
days
of the 21st of September— being two
.

,

,

of the Siene.
Tlie ministerial eveningjournal gives full particuAt
of the disturbances at Mans on the 16tli.
part of a
ten in the morning, a hussar, who formed

|

•

1

patrol,

having dropped behind was ill-treated by

solthe crowd; upon which a detachment of horse
and
diers charged, and dispersed fhe a^'gressors,
then
took three persons into custody. The crowd
increased in the market square and in the street

Barricades were
leadin" to the Alencon road.
IbrmerTin many places. The first, whicli was near
gendarmes barracks, was imm-diately destroyed
comby the gendarmes, but tlie crowd were able to

French trade. Habits of piracy and fraud have
been introduced into French commerce, once famM. Duchatel, when commerce
ed for its honesty.
minister, was obliged to denounce in a public circular the shamefiiT tricks practised by French traday or two ago the
ders in South America.
Bordeaux papers published a letter from Martiin which the flour
way
of
the
complaining
nique,
The English
sent from France was adulterated.
buy our wines at Bordeaux and supplant French
wine meicliaMts, not only abroad, but even in Paris.
Cloth we can no longer sell abroad, since it is
known that French manufacturers send cloth with-

post royal,
plete the principal barricade, near the
the news from the north ot Ireland by materials from some works going on at the river
The Philadelphia side, without obstacle. This barricade became the
brought by the "Liverpool."
central point of the revolt.
Inquirer supplies the following items:
LonThe procureur du Roi and his substitute, who
The harvest in the north of Ireland. The
preceding repeatedly summoned tlie crowd to depart, were redonderry Sentinel says, that during the
been
had
country
the
19th,
ceived with volleys of stones, the rioters declaring
week up to Thursday,
injured.
until
that they would not cease their proceedings
deluged with rain, and the crops greatly
fine,
became
weather
the
however,
day,
those who had been taken into custody on the prethat
On
get in the ceeding evening and morning were set at liberty.—
and strenuous etlbrts were being made to
still out. The
Tlie soldiers received no order to attack the barrioats, nearly the whole of which were
is described
cade, and towards four a detachment of about 30
condition of the grain crops generally,
rational guards, having at their head tlie comas deplorable.
,t
,,
From other sources, we learn that the crops mandant of the national guard of le Mans, presented
of
an
short
far
very
fall
themselves. The commandant having promised
throughout Ireland will
the upon
prisoners,
potatoes,
his responsibility the release of the
average, with the exception ol
of the
Much
de Justus,
better.
promised
never
all the crowil followed him to the palias
north, which
deranged where the municipal council was assembled. The
wheat that has been gathered in is in a
prisoners were released, and their barricades were
state from the rain.
parts ot destroyed.
But when the detachment of hussars
passen<'er informs us, that ill several
been ex- were returning to their barracks they were booted
England, the accounts of bad crops had
had
and assailed by a shower of stones, and fresh barriag'erated-but all the lowlands near rivers
b"n inundated from the heavy rains. It should be cades were thrown up in their way.
remembered, however, that lowlands in England
Towards six, about 400 or 500 persons left the
jenileman reare cenerally grass meadows. The
town for the purpose of destroying a mill worked
the wheat crop
ferred to, gave as his opinion, that
by machinery at I'Auisne; but, finding there the
would be one-third below an average, and that, prefect, a detachment of infantry, the commandant
yield.
rather from damase than a short
of the national guards, some of the national guards,
series ol
Mr. Sherman Crawford is publishing a
they were unable to accomplish their object.—
agricultural populathe
of
condition
the
on
letters,
Whilst these scenes were going on at le Mans, disThey are very popular, and are turbances were also taking place at Mamers, in the
tion of Ireland.
Farmers ot treentitled '-A defence of the Small
same department. More than 200 workmen assemreat the market, opposing themselves to the
there bled
^Oii the l<^th, 19lh and 20lh of September,
of the corn which had been purchased by
London- moval
the
out
taking
and
neighborhood,
were conside.able arrivals of oats in the
the
the millers of
ter port,

later

than

.

A

out solidity, and fraudulent measure. Every where,
and in every branch, French reputation is discredited by greedy men, anxious merely for momentary
France keeps only the commerce of mode
gain.
The speech of the president of the
and fashions.

commerce proves how low commerce is
The dividends in bankruptcies have been
but 15 per cent, on an average, for the last two
years.
In 496 bankruptcies, the primitive capital
was not more than six millions of francs, or £240
whilst the debts incurred amounted
individual;
per
Thus the average that
to forty millions of francs.
each of these persons, with a capital of 6,000 francs,
continued to spend, was 11,300 francs each year,
[Courier Francois.
lor six years.

tribunal of
fallen.

m

A

derry market.

The
Banic of France and Bank of England.
Express publishes the following extract

New York

of France in
letter of a director in the Bank
received by the
Paris to his friend in New York,
finished an examination
last packet: "I have just
that the specie
of the books of the bank, and I find
francs
on hand is two hundred and forty millions of
hundred
while the obligations of the bank are two
abundant,
continues
Money
millions.
thirty
and

fiom a

and interest low."

.

is thus:
lu dollars— the state in round numbers
50,000,n00
Specie
43,000,000
Obligations,

CONDITION OF THE BANK OF ENGLAND.
Liabilities.

17,960,000
7,782,000

Circulation,
Deposites,

25,742,000
2.5,9C:3.000

2,889,000

£

stg. 28.852,000
of France have fifty millions of
forty-eight millions of
dollars on hand, with only
The Bank of En-land have short of
obligations.
while they have
thirteen millions of dollars on hand,
circulation, to
over eighty millions of dollars in
deposites.
the
of
say nothing

Thus

the

but they were not able to prevent them from going
compelling them
to the bakers and innkeepers, and
warehouse ot the
to send all their corn to the public
town. The ministerial journal concludes these deordered from
tails by staling that troops have been
various points to le Mans and other parts of the department of the Sartbe. The general commander
when
of the department being absent from illness
comthe disturbances broke out, general Lalande,
division,
the
of
departments
the
of
mandant of one
has been sent to le Mans to replace him.
The Messafcer says, on the refusal of bills of fhe
Bank of the United States by Messrs. Hottinjuer:
"The house of Messrs. Rotliscliild, which hi Id a
Teat part of the bills presented for acceptance to
MipMessrs. Holtinguer and Co. hrts intervened
portofthe honor of the Araeiican signatures. Tiie
of which only
bills, which amount to ten millions,
two millions and a half have been presented up to
been accepted
this time to Messrs. Hottinguer, have
refusal
by Messrs. Rothschild. It is stated that the
arose from the
to accept by the house of Hottinguer
cotton
the
of
lading
of
bills
the
circumstance of
which was to serve as a guarantee for the bills
drawn by the U. States bank, not having been sent

m

Resources.

Assets,
Bullion,

horses from the carts and wagons which were
laden with corn.
The local authorities of Mamers having no other
armed force at their disposal than a few gendarmes,
endeavored to calm the mutineers by persuasions,

Bank

FRENCH AFFAIRS.

Sugar in France. The Journal de Rouen contains the following letter from Havre, describing
the effects produced in that town by the reduction
of the sugar duty: "The news of the reduction of
the duty on sugar has been received with the
greatest enthusiasm by all classes of our population.
Not only were all the ships in harbor gaily dressed,
and the houses adorned with tri-colored flags, but
class, whose work was diminished
by the smallness of the cargoes of ships from the
colonies, paraded the streets in great numbers, preceded by a tri-colored flag, with a sugar cane surmounted by a nosegay, below which was beet-root

the laboring

covered with crape, 'with
to the beet root.'

this inscription,

'Death

"

SWEDEN.
Little interest appears to be felt in the affairs
of this country, which, however, upon the death
of its present sovereign, will become the theatre of
To gratify such curiosity as
important events.
mny be felt upon the subject, we extract from an
English paper the following statement of the
present condition and future prospects of that

kioKdoin:
Bernadotfe, at the age of seventy-five with wonderful vigor of mind and body for such an age, is
absolutely according
still riilino- the country, almost
He has hitherto managed the
to his own whims.
repr.'sentative assembly, such as it is, with little
and when a difference has arisen, he has

difficulty;

disregarded their opinions. He has gradually formed a ministry of most insignificant persons; and
beino- really the cleverest man in his council, he
pays'not the slightest attention to their opinion or

The nation is becoming very much diswith the management of affairs; but on
account af Bernadotte's military fame, the extreme
kindness of his manners in private as well as his
long as he
old age, the Swedes will probably, as
es refrain from taking any violent measures to
uulain greatly needed relbrms in the representation ill criminal and civil legislation, in education,
For a quarter of a century no sysand in trade.
tem has been followed— nothing but patching up

advice.

satisfied

and getting

rid

of difficulties for the

which respect Swedish
very

moment;

in

and government
Disturbances broke

legislation

much resemble our own.

out last year at Stockholm, in consequence chiefly
of some ministerial tampering with the administrawas so far good,
tion of justice; and the result
from again
that it is likely to deter men in power
the
with letters of advice, which stated simply that
meddling with juries and judges. The prince royHotcotton which was to be consigned to Messrs.
too, from that time seems to have taken his
al
the
Till then, prince Oscar was known only as
tinguer was purchased and would be sent by
parti.
By the arrangement which has taken a good husband, a veracious man, of pleasing manfirst vessels.

and Engmeetin-' of the geologists of France
the philoland is held at Boulogne-sur-mer, where
London and ners and accomplished in literature and the arts.
of the
place, the cotton, which was expected in
sophers are exploring the coal and iron fields
Among the English geolo- Havre, will be consigned to Messrs. Rothschild."
nei"-hboring districts.
Few had any idea of his public principles. He
and had surrounded
and Mr. Murcheson.
gist's presentare Dr. Buckland
the Com- avoided political discussions,
to
according
government,
The French
his father's
An adult school has been recently opened at merce has acknowledged the independence of Tex- himself with persons as insignificant as what
to ex.
the nation could not tell
Bordeaux, and in a few days two thousand workinfo a treaty of friendship and ministers; so
entered
has
and
as,
men applied lor admission, being double the num- commerce, which has been signed at Pans by M.
the friends of the
provided.
among
was
arose
accommodation
alarm
whom
''^Serious
ber for
"It appears
de Pontois and the Texian envoy.
The Paris Moniteur states, that before the adds the Journal, "that the ability shown by M. de Bernadotte dynasty; for it was evident that the
to any definite re-

A

French government could come

—

.•
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Swedes would not endure IVom a youn<; man, the Russo-Tartar architecture.
(lisgjyernment wliicli they tolerate in the present
Prince Oscar, however, is now known as
!he''aullior of two very liberal articles in the gothe only liberal ones which could
.ern:iient paper

kin".

—

2,

Upon
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the roof there

is

be a terem, or large pavillion, in form of a tent,
such as was found in all Ihe places of residence of the
ancient czars, and in wtiich they shut up their women. The interiorof the palace will correspond with
the exterior; the disposition of the apartments, their
form, ornaments, tapestry, and furniture, even to
the most minute details, are to be in the RussoTartar style. Baron de Bode in a letter to the
Morning Chronicle, says the person who superintends the building is his younger brother, one of
the emperor's chamberlains.
An immense conflagration took place at Konigsberg in Prussia, originating in the spontaneous
combustion of a quantity of ilaifip hemp. The fire
has destroyed 21), 000 quarters of corn, besides 7,600
barrels of tar, and large quanfi'ies of hemp, flax,
to

been inserted there. One relates to national
education, the other to a municipal law for the
whole country. When the king was absent last
wiriter for six months in Norway, Oscar, at the
head of the government exhibited much assiduity
and "ood principle. He declared himself strongly
ao-ainit all exceptional laws, the punishment of
death, corporal punishment, and restrictions on
commerce. He has discarded most of his insigniiicant courtiers, and replaced them by men of gooil
The two last
reputation and influence in society.
chamberlains are baron Wrede and count Spare,
men of great learning nnd unblemished character. pitch, and- spirits. Ten farge warehouses have
Sweden therefore indulges in pleasing anticipation been destroyed, and the loss is estimated at
of benefit from the reign of Bernadotte's successor, £100,000.
Review of Russian troops. The review at Boroandihe only fear arises from tlie kjiowleilge that
the fiir promises of a prince heir- apparent are sel- dino was upon a scale of great magnificence. Tlie
number of troops was 140,000.
place for Ihe
dom fulfilled by a king.
Samuel Laing, esq. has emperor and his family and their guests w'as conTiie Sicedislt army.
structed,
containing
hundred
rooms.
two
About a
tour
Sweden.
interesting
in
an
lately published
In speaking of a company of soldiers that he met thousand yaids from the palacft, buildings in imitaWesteraus, he says, "their eveiiing parade tion of a small town were erected, containing in the
at
upon the street before the door struck me very centre a French restaurant, the saloons and apartmuch. Alter the roll was called, and tlie reports ments of which Kere splemlidly furnished. This
and orders delivered, the commanding oliicer callerl was surrounded by Rnsjian and German houses of
one of the soldiers out of llie ranks, it appeared to entertainment. At the distance of 300 yards on
me without turn or selection, and the whole compa- each side were four large buildings, each containny taking off their caps at once, the man repeated ing 89 chambers, intenrled for foreigners and general officers, behind which were dwellings for ilieir
the Lord's prayer, after which they alisanga hymn
servants, with coach-houses and slabling.
On one
very beautifully, and the parade was dismissed.
This morning early, about two o'clock, the compa- side were buildings for blacksmiths, shoemakers,
ny mustered before the door again to inarch to their and tailors; also, two large ovens and slaughternext halting place before the heat of the day set in. houses, where one hundreil oxen, with a proporBetween sleeping and waking I heard the same tionate number of calves, sheep, &c. might be killed
In addition, there were a spacious hospitaf
the Lord's prayer and a morning daily.
service repeated
hymn sung before they marched off. The service and a post-house, with one hundred and fifty horses,
liave

A

—

—
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Spanish consolidated Jive per cents. {.Active). In
1834 a loan of £4,000,000 was laised in London
and Paris for the Spanish government, at 60 per
cent, and at Ihe same time the old cnrtes loans of
1S2] and 1823 were recognised, two-thirds bein"
converted into active debt, ami consolidaled with
this loan.
The dividends are payable on the 1st of
May and the 1st of November, in London, Paris,
and' Madrid.
The bonds are for sums of £42 10s.
£8-5, £170, £2.35, £340, £510, £1,020, respectively.
No dividends have been paid on these for

some time.
Deferred debt. At tile period of the conversion
of the cnrtes bonds in 1834 tlie arrears of interest
amonnteil to 55 per cent, no dividend having been
received for eleven years.
In e.'cchange for the
coupons the holder received deferred bonds, which
were to be gradually converted into active debt,
commencing on Ihe 2d of May, IS3S, when ofietwelfth of the deferreil debt was converted into active; the bonds to be determined by lot; to be continued on the same day in each successive year unfit the 2d of May, 1849.
No interest has. we are
informed, ever been paid on Ihcse bonds.
Passive. Tfiis arose from the conversion of the
cnrtes bonds in 1834, when two-thirds became active, anil one-third passive.
It was arranged that
sufficient passive debts slinnld be converted annually to replace the amount of active cancelled by the
sinking fund, to commence en the 2d May, 1836;
but no conversation has yet taken place, nor have
any dividends been paid.

—

Three per cents. Originated in 1S3I. by theconversion of about £4,000,000 cortes bonds.
The
dividends were payable on the Ist of April and the
1st of October, but there are several now unpaid.

IiAemnity bonds, five per cents.
These
were issued in 1S2S, lo liquidate certain
made upon Spain by British merchants and
The amount is about £600,000, and the

bonds
claims
others.
loan is

liable to redemption, at 60 per cent, at the pleasure of
was not hurried over. It lasted froiu fifteen to to convey passengers to and from Moscow, a dis- the Spanish government. The dividends are payatwenty minutes, an(i was gone through as slowly tance of eight leagues; also, an establishment for
ble on the 1st March and the 1st September. Since
and solemnly as in any religious meeting. This is 100 washerwomen, warm baths, magazines, 8cc.
At each angle of this temporary town lour towers 1837 no dividends have been paid.
a remnant of the military practice of the great
PORTUG-AL.
were
raised,
which
were
illuminated
at
night.
Gustavus Adolphus."
The Portuguese slave trade. Hatred towards the
The cabinet makers sent 1,000 .sofas and 620,000
pnussit.
Lord Howard de
British increases every day.
chairs from Moscow.
The
cost
all these things
of
1st
ult.
says
that
letter
of
the
3
a
dise.ise
Berlin
A
Walden has shown that England is no longer lo be
strongly resembling the Asiatic choler.i had prevail- is said to have exceeded 3,000,000 roubles.
subject of the slave trade,
Russia, at this moment, in poini of military spirit trifled with, either on the
ed for several days, both in that city and Pottsor on that of the British military claims for serdam, froni which several persons had died, after an and rigorous discipline, is like what Persia was vice rendered. Thus the government being no
during the early days of Cyrus or like Rome in
illness of only a few hour.s.
themselves to threaten
the times of Torquatus, who put to death his son longer able to cajole, betake
been
Greece,
has
on
visit
a
to
King Otho, of
the English, and their papers openly advocate asHe travels under the title of count Misso- for disobeying orders or like Prussia under the sassination and confiscation against the British rePruisia.
first Fredeiicics
or like any other nation dislin-

—

—

longho.

RUSSIAN AFFAIRS.
of the emperor of Russia has communicated to the department of stale the following
notice to vessels Imdiiig to the Russian ports on the

The envoy

Baltic.

The imperial government, having received the
most satisfactory information with regard to the
means employed for the purification of vessels and
"ood- TU the English quarantine establishments at
Stanjate creek, iMilford haven, and molhcr bank,
near Portsmoulh, has determined that henceforth
all vessels with their cargoes of sn.spccted goods
which may have peen purified in eitlierof those three
establishments, shonlil be admilteri into the Russian
ports on the Baltic on presenting a ceitificate provjn" that they have been there purified, without undergoing any other q'larantine. They will, howitvcr, continue to oblain an attestation lo the same
elfect from the Danish quarantine establishments.
The Pickwick papers have been translated into
tlie Russian language.

A paper of St. Petersburg gives an account of a
Fedorowka, at the foot of a mountain
on tlie banks of the Wolga, the intiabitants of wliich
on the night of the l.jlli June were awakened by a
n vise resembling that of an earthquake; and on
rushing out fouuil that great part of the village had
b icjme detached from the mountain, and was movThe motion was similar to
iir' towards the river.
that of an immense raft (loafing on an agitated sea.
The unilulations continued lor three successive
days and then subsided: no more than seven houses
w -re destroyed or rendered uninhabitable. Many
pon^s and other pieces of water were covered with
mounds of earth, and where no water had been,
No live.« were lost.—
small pools were formed.
The circumstance is accounted for by the villa^'e
having been built upon an alluvial soil, and the
river.Tiaving undermined the soft earth, had, it is
supposed, at lengtli renden.'d it partially !:ollow, so
as to give way under its own weight.
A letter from Moscow states that the rebuilding
confided to the baron de
of the Kremlin, which is
Bode, one of the crown architects, is proceeding

villa 'e called

with great activity.

It is built in the old style of

—

guished for great conquests which, in its incipient
career, possessed the hard}' virtues.
She presents
a spectacle of unusual interest to the people of this
country for the United States and Russia are the
only two empires of the world that are now eminenlly progressive.
In one liberty prevails, giving
full freedom to individual action
the despotic principle is the soul of the other, wherel)y all personal
activity is concentrated and controlled by the energy
nf a single will.
In the drama of the coming age
these two great powers vvill sustain jirominent
parts.
IBallimore ./Imerican.
The Jews in Russia. Hitherfothetilleof citizens
of the first class could not be held by Ihe Jews in

sidents.

One wild specimen of individual anger may be
quoted; notwithstanding its bombast, it gives a
correct idea of ttie jiopular feeling:
Declaration.
I declare that upon the first insult
which shall be ottered to the Portuguse flag by any
British naval force, from that moment I swear
eternal war to the English, and to ttieir commerce,
offering myself as captain or soldier to the first
1 equally affirm, that
corsair which may be armed.
on the ariival of this information I will burn, in
the public square, all my effects of clothes of English manufactuie; and 1 likewise proclaim eternal
hatred against all those favorable to the English,
will deserve greater execration than the jacoRussia. The emperor has just issuerl an order to w ho
bins of other days.
the minister of the interior, by which this title may
Jo.io Pedro S.^nta Clara de Silva Lemos.
be held for any eminent service remlered to the
TURKEY.
state, either in art, science, manufactures, trade or
According to news from Constantinople, Ihe
otherwise.
young sultan was to appear in public for the first
SPAI?;.
Public debt of S/iain. At the present moment time, on the 11th, in the new costume introduced
Ihe following details respecting the liabilities of the by his father; all the efforts of the Sheik Islam,
Spanish government may be acceptable to a large and the Ulemas to induce him to wear the tuiban
and the ancient costume, having failed.
portion of our reaiiers:
Domestic debt, bearing interest up
The viceroy of Egypt has
Egyptian affairs.
tolS3-l,
£9,130,000 made an expedition to Nigrilia, attended by engiWithout interest, same date,
3^,430,000 neers, scientific men. and severai of Ihe chief offiTtie reports which had been
cers of his court.
ether
•17,560,000 made to him of the fertility of the soil, mildness of
the climate, and value of the minerals of" ihat reForeign debt,
gion, was fully confirmed hy his peisonal inspecCortes loans.
tion.
This province, in the very heart of Africa,
is, in natural gifts, one of the finest countiies in the
Together,
40,040,000 world. The iuhabitants are of the wildest and
In 1834 the unliquidated claims on the Spanish most uncivilized character, with the most piimitive
government amounfeil to £277.000,000.
means of living, in some parts having no beder
The arrears of interest in 1834 on £14,000,000, agricultural implements than a sharp pointed slick,
cnrles binds, since November, 1S23, aie about and, in others, subsisting principally on the bark of
£7,000,000.
a kind of tree.
In 1.S34 the estimated amount required to dis
The inhabitants arc Mahometans, except Ihe
charge the interest on the acknowledged debt was slaves, who are of no religion. The coltoii plant
£3,400,000 annually, while the expenditure, in- grows to an exiraordinary height, and all kinds of
cluding the amount due for interest on (he debt, ex- vegetation flourish in a wonderful degree a single
ceeded £9,000,000 annually.
seed yielding fifty and sixty fold. The vine and
The Spanish securities which have been intro- the fig tree grow wild, and the cultivation of indigo
duced into the London market are ns under:
is carried on extensively.

—

—
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The mines are very rich, and promise to yield an
The viceroy has founded a
immense reieiiue.
city to be called Mehernet Ali, at which every one
The sheiks
is allowed to establish liimsell' treely.
and chiels, who are delighted with the visits and
the presents of the viceroy, promised to bring
twenty-four thousand men to work the mines; as a

2,

—

great portion of the work would require mechanics
and engineers, fifteen hundred other families were
added by the viceroy. The oHicers who are left
there have instructions, not only to work the mines,
but to improve the condition of the inhabilants, by
instructing Ihem in agriculture and the other arts
of civilization, by distributing seeds and implecoast, he says:
ments, and other things necessary for theit use.
Particular attention

is

to be paid to the cultiva-

and the sugar cane, and the
the present, no duty upon
agriculture, with a promise that the duty, when imposed, shall not exceed ten per cent.
The viceroy gave orders also (or the liberation of
slaves, and for the proper administration of justice.
At Cartoum, through which lie passed on his way,
he found several sects of Chiislians, who were desirous of erecting a church fortheii cocnmon use—
and he immediately issued a firman authorising its
The viceroy contemplates penetrating
erection.
the province with a rail road, lor which the country furnishes abundance of iron, and also to connect it with the Nile by a canal. He has also promised to take the sons of the chiels of Egypt and
have them educated in his school, after which they
tion of cotton, indigo,

government exacts,

for

are to be returned to Nigritia. The chiefs accepted the proposition with joy.
The results which may follow the expedition can
This imhardly now be suliiciently estimated.
mense province so rich in climate, soil and production, will be added to the political and commercial
world, and will prove a new clement in tliat "balance of power" which has engaged so much of the
attention of statesmen.
The viceroy received, during his journey, presents from the king of Abyssinia, and sent back

The Cairo
liis messengers with magnilicent gifts.
Journal thus reports the speech of the viceroy to
[Prnvidciice Journal.
the assembled sheiks.
"All the civilized nations of the earth were originally in the state in which yon are at present.
They had the happiness to meet those chosen men,
beloved of heaven, who marked out for them the
paths of civilization and prosperity. May heaven
have selected me as the instrument of your wellare,
and may I draw you from this wretched condition!
I hope at the same time, that you will, on your
You have a fine
part, exert yourselves to leave it.

immense extent, swarming with inhabiyour forests are filled with animals, nay, your
country is the finest in Africa, one of the five qviarters of the world, and the advantages of abundance
and commeice are in your reach. Egypt, which is
but 360 miles long and 240 broad, is everywhere
renowned for the plenleousness of its harvests, but
that plenteousness can only be obtained by labor.
Nigritia, without speaking of the shores of the
White and Blue rivers, has the isle of the Sennaar,
which is ot itself ten times larger than Egypt.
Men cannot thrive without labor."
On saying, these words, his highness did all he
could to make them understand this fundamental
maxim. The viceroy then explained to them, in a
country, of
tants,

manner

suitable to

their

capacity, the utility of

They agreed in their
agriculture and commerce.
answers that they were in a state of absolute ignorance, and expressed a desire of seeing Egpyt.
"Seeing is o:ie thing, and understanding is another," replied his highness; "but if you will send
your children to Egypt, I will feed them, clothe them,
have them instructed in the schools I have founded,
and when they are grown up, and their education
is finished, my greatest satisfaction will be to return them to your arms." All the sheiks promised
to send their children, and the sheiks of this isle
said, "your highness I have no children, but I will

send you my brother's son."
His" highness considers the region of the Nile
to be a very fine country, but thinks that Nigritia
will, in a hundreil years appear like a new America.
The beauty of the country is wonderful; the
air is so pure and favorable, that his highness, the
viceroy, who is 71 years of age, aj)peared to have
become as young as 25.
[There must be some error in the terms of the

The viceroy could hardly have
penetrated to Nigritia, (Soudan), which lies in the
very centre of the continent of Africa, and 2,000
miles, or more, from Cairo.
It is more probable
that the country of Nubia or Abyssinia is meant,
above statement.

especially as the White and Blue rivers rise in and
flow through those countries, and do not approach
within a thousand miles of Nigritia. Cartoum, or
Hartoome, mentioned above, as situated at the
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junction of the White and Blue rivers, (which
'there form the Nile), and is in Nubia, about 100
miles below Sennaar, spoken of as being in Nigritia, but in fact 1,200 miles east of it.
AFRICAN AI'KAIKS.
The European population of the French possessions in North Africa, exclusive of the troops, was
calculated on the 1st .Inly, at 22,607 individuals
Of these 9,70S were French, 2,533 English, 6,969
Spaniards, 2,304 Italians, and 1,093 Germans, Russians, Greeks, Portuguese, &c.
Extract of a letter from Mr. Wilson, missionary at
Cape Palinas, dated Oct. 1S3S. In his remarks on
the Grebo tribe, and some others inhabiting the

140

been stated, during the last year, that 'in these
slave ships hundred of negroes are, during long
voyages crammed into spaces far too small to contain "them, without the greatest degree of bodily
suffering; that the slave traders, when chased are
in the habit of throwing overboard into the sea, those
negroes whose health has been broken down under
the torture of their confinement; and that, in order
to lighten their ship, and facilitate their escape, they
actually drown such of their iwrgo as are not likely
to be profitable for sale in the market to which they
are going.'"

SOUTH SEA tSr.AND AND COLUMBIA RIVER.
The Sandwich Island
From Columbia rirer.
Gazette of the 2d February, announces the arrival
"The will of the people is the law of the land, of the Nereide, from Columbia river, the captain of
and no man can prosper who does not conciliate wliich informs the editor that ptevious to his leavpublic opinion.
If he is more successful than the ing the river the express had arrived from England,
rest of his townsmen in accumulating property, lie but unfortunately in running a rapid on the 22il
becomes the subject of jealousy, and he lilts his October one of the boats filled and npset, by which
head above the common level only to be brought accident Messrs. Banks and Wallace, two English
down. Some charge or other is preferred against gentlemen (botanists) travelling for scientific purhim. He has grown too saucy he has defrauded poses were drowned also Mrs. Wallace, IMr. La
the people— he is guilty of witchcraft— or something Blac and two children; besides three other men ard
of the kind is got up as a juetext for confiscating three of their children. Mr. Tod (chief factor),
his property, and in the course of a few hours he is Mr. John McLaughlin, Mr. Forresr, and Messrs.
reduced from aflliience (the fruits of a long life of Blanchet and Demere (two Catholic priests), all arindustry and economy) to abject poverty."
rived safe at Vancouver on the 24th November.
This' is African agrarianism, and abundantly acThe ship
Silk culture in the Sandwich islands.
counts for the poverty, and misery, and degradation Lausanne, about sailing from New York with misis
found.
Africa
and slavery in which the whole of
sionaries to the Sandwich Islands, lakes out a large
Who wifl labor, or who will eco.iomise and save, number of trees of the morns multicaulis, for the
where all property is held by so precarious a tenure! purpose of forming plantations there. These islands
[See African Repository, No. IG, for Sept. 1339. says the New York Star are very favorably located
Liberia.
We learn from'a letter from the general for the culture of the tree, and the rearing of the
agent of the Colonization society, that the most silk worm; and anew and wide field, will, no doubt,
prosperous settlement in Liberia is composed of be opened there for the sale of multicaulis. Those
Africans captured by our cruisers, under the laws comprising Ihe present shipment were purchased
for the suppression of the slave trade, or those illefrom the plantations of Flushing, at .jj'lOO per hungaily introduced into the United States— principaldred, they being of a large size and carefully seThey number about 300, lected.
ly Ehoes and Congoes.
and are making rapid progress in civilization.
person styling himself "Charles Baron de
Nearly one-fifth of them have been converted, and
Thierry, sovereign chief king of Rahaheva," acting
are orderly members of churches.
"in the name and on behalf of the aborigines of
In the last expedition of the Saluda were seven
New Zealand," has "given" what he has pleased to
men, natives ol the Mozambique coast, taken by
call "a decree" from Mount Isabel, in the province
the marshal ot Florida under tliis act, and sent to
day of March, 1839." King
Land is allotted to them the of Hokianga, the 7th
join the setllement.
Charles gra'ciously declares, that by his permission,
same as to those sent out by the Colonization socieon lands which he may
living
now
"tribes,"
the
ty, and the same attention is paid to their comfort.
to dwell on them;
A corres- hereafter purchase, may continue
Sluce traffic under the Jlmerican flag.
will advertise for sale, every three months,
he
that
writing
from
pondent of the Journal ol Commerce,
dispose
of by aucchoose
to
may
as
he
lands
such
Havana, under date September 24tli, enumerates the
tion; that the minimum price shall be 5s. an acre;
following vessels sailing under American colors, as
the receipts from the sales of
of
cent,
per
that
25
engaged, or about to engage in the trade in slaves,
land shall be devoted to local improvements of vabetween that port and the coast of Africa:
rious sorts, and another 25 per cent, to the imThe schooner Hound, of Baltimo;e, sailed.
provement of the aborigines; that he will not oppose
do.
fitting out.
do.
Nymph,
the purchase of lands by companies or individuals,
Ciitter Campbell, nearly ready.
will not enforce such contracts, unlfss his own
The above vessels are all commanded by Ameri- but
This is the subroyal rights are acknowledged.
cans.
stance of king Charles' very potent decree.
Joursays
the
York"
New
"The brig Union of
SOUTH AMERICA.
nal's correspondent "is almost ready."
The Brazilian slave trade. From oflicial returns
Latest from Montevideo. The barque Lark, capof vessels engaged in the slave trade to the coast ol tain Lowry, arrived at Philadelphia, on Monday,
Brazil, under the Portuguese flags, for the several in fifteen days from Montevitjeo, whence she sailed
months of the year 1S3S, it appears that during that on the 16th' of August; at which time Ihe Frencli
year eighty-four vessels entered the port of Rio de blockade of Buenos Ayres was strictly enforced,
Captain
Janeiro, ai'.d that by them 36,974 slaves were im- with no prospect of a speedy selllement.
ported, and further, that an a|iparent reduction m Lowry informs us that on the 8th of August, all tha
the number compared with 1S37 is accounted lor, smalle.'- vessels of the French blockading squadron,
not by any falling olf in this infamous traffic, but by together with the fleet of the Montevideo vessels,
the fact that several ol the traders have ordered their leit that port to proceed up to Ihe island of Martin
ve^sel5 to discharge at other ports of Brazil, and fit Garcia, to join general La Zaila, (ex-governor of
Buenos Ayres), and to attack Buenos Ayres on the
out from thence.
The following is the draft of a note sent by lord loth of August; but owing to bad weather from Ihe
Palmerston to lonl Howard de Walden, the British I5lh to the 17th of .iVugusI, they have not heard any
minister at Lisbon, to be transmitted to the Portu- account of lllem.
guese government;
Tfie Royal Jamaica Gazette of Ihe Slst of August
"Foreign office, jlpril 20M, 1839.
gives Ihe following account of the destruction by
"The African seas and the Atlantic swarm with fire of the city of Quibdo, on the Spanish Maine:
vessels bearing the flag of Portugal, and loaded deep
"By papers from the Spanish coast, intelligence
with human victims.
has been received of the almost total destruction by
"In 1S37, 48 vessels bearing the Portuguese flag, fire of Ihe city of Quibdo, capital of the province of
entered the port of Havana, after having landed Choco.
The event took place on the 5lh August.
slaves in the neighborhood; and in 1S3S, 44 PortuThe ruin and desolation caused within the short
guese vessels foflnwed in the same course; and reck- space of Ihree or four hours, were tinly deplorable,
oning upon an average 443 slaves for each vessel, thousands of comfortable and wealthy families
the number of slaves landed in Cuba by these Porhaving been in that time reduced to a state of utter
tuguese vessels must have been at least 40,700.
destitution.
"But the number of Portuguese slave vessels
"The fire commenced at half past three o'clock
greatstill
which carry on the trade wilh Brazil, is
morning; and although by rare felicity, no
er.
At Rio de Janeiro above 93 slave vessels, un- in the
life was lost, the most dreadful spectacle was prehaving
as
reported
are
flag,
der the Portuguese
the livid flames, which ascended as if to
by
sented
landed in the province 'to which that capital beIn heaven, and from their contrast wilh Ihe darkness
longs, the enormous number of 41,600 slaves.
night, served only lo exhibit to the wretched
the
of
the
in
landed
vessels
tho"year 1S28, 84 Portuguese
The edifices being
sufli-'rers their dreadful loss.
same province 36,700 slaves.
chiefly built of wood, and thatched with reeds and
"Foreign office, April SOW, 1839.
to the rapidity of Ihe
obstruction
no
gave
straw,
on,
carried
"The cruelty with which the trade is
devouring element, and in a few hours (he capital
has not been lessened in these latter days. It has

—
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of Clioco was reduced to aslies and ruins, amidst
the shrieks and lamentations of the citizens, who,
bi-ing despoiled of all they possessed were themselves preserved fiom the wreck only to be exposed
to a more prolonged life of poverty and wretchedness.
The loss in merchandise alone is estimated
at one million of dollars."
Buenos ^i/res. Accounts from Buenos Ayres, of
the 29th of August, speak of a severe gale in which
the U. S. ship Fairfield lost 2 men; the English brig
Grecian, 2; and a French man-of-war 3. A large
French schooner, of the French blockading squadron, went down at her anchorage with all on board

On

the 21st his excellency

1839-NATIONAL AFFAIRS.

ANASTASIO BUSTAMENTE.

WEST INDIA ISLANDS.
Ouba.

2,

and /or others which I will make known to you
a$
soon as you are restored to health.
In regard to the secretaryship, I have directed
that the chief officer sign all the documents
for the
ordinary mail of to-day; and I also request that you
remain entirely free from all fatigue that may be
prejudicial to your health.
I thank you for the discharge of
your duty during my administration; and you must always rekon
me as a sincere friend, who esteems you, and cordiallj- desires to be of service to you
ed,

TorneVs answer

lo the

Yesterd.iy

hours, for
reinstated in his offices of superintendent of exercise, and to see
my family, who3e society I
the Island of Cuba and intendent of the city of Ha
have not enjoyed for niore than one montli; and,
vana, by a royal order most flatterinc; and grateful notwithstand that I
returned in the evening in good
to his feelings.
He had been some months since health, you advised me to ask to be dismissed from
INVITED by the ministry then in power to retire the ministry on account of my severe
indisposition!
from otfice for a year, for the recovery of his health Being incapable
of mendacity in my official relaThis gentleman's reputation is not confined to Ha- tions, and as incapable of
an act of weakness, I
vana. Both in Europe and the United Slates his make bold to say, that I do
not admit your advice,
talents, experience and exalted character are well and that I remain
in this ministry waiting

was

He has been some 15 years in oflice.
Havana. Advices from Havana to the 6th inst.
have been received by the editors of the New Orleans Bull'^tin.
They announce that the yellow fever has entirely disa'ppeared, and that business is
commencing to assume a very promising appearance. The dates from Vera Cruz are to the 15th,
and from Jamaica to the 25lh ultimo, stating that
matters in general in those two places are pretty
appreciated.

much in statu quo.
"The season in Cuba, (says the correspondent of
the Bulletin) has been an uncommonly line one lor
the agricultural interests. The rains came on seasonably and not with too much force, and both sugar and colfee promise a full remuneration to the
cultivators.
Of the latter the production is diminishing, but the loriner, on the contrary, is every
year on the increase.

—

a little longer delay in this matter, and
will seize what is now offered to Fiance.
are interested in Texas politically as well

as

commercially. The occujiation of a Mexican
province by the Americans is the prelude of a great
which mast one day be accomplished. It
forelels the final e.Tpulsion
of the Spanish race from
Jyorth America.
The Americans first began by
purchasing Louisiana; then the Floridas; aiid now
they have seized Texas. The spirit of conquest
which the Americans have inherited from their
ancestors, will carry them forward to Panama."
event,

NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
"Below will be found a copy of a communication
from the secretary of war to the secretary of the
treasury.
To save the Indians from the degradation
of public exhibition, for gain, is the duty of the government. It shocks the sensibilities to contemplate such a project, and the guardianship which
the United States exercises over these already
unlortunate people requires it of the war department
to protect them against this outrage.
VVe are glad
to see that all the measures likely to prove
effica-

for an cious
have been promptly adopted, and that it will
my exoneration.
have served the ministry, ever since you had not he permitted to expose to the public gaze, in
England and on the continent, the natives of our
the goodness to call me to it, with exemplary,
ac- forests,
to fill the pockets of cupidity, to the greater
tivity and constancy, and with distinguished
fidelideprivation of their habits, and the still further corty to n.y duty and your person.
It is time that
your excellency should distinguish your true friends ruption of their appetites. The idea is as new as
from aspirants; and I trust that you will grant my it is indefensible, and the attempt to execute it
intentions that justice which hitherto has been de- should be, as it has been, checked at once."
nied me.
[Globe.
I am sensible of having lost
lavor with
War department, Oct. 21, 1839.
your excellency, because you are my friend; but 1
Sir: Information has been received at this deam also satified, very well satisfinl, general, that to
partment that an attempt is about to be made byfall in favor with one person, how
respectable sosome persons, associated for that purpose in New
ever he may be, is not to be compared with the
loss
York, to carry out to England, on speculation, a
of favor With the public.
Before them, I will
speak in the firm phrase of truth, because 1 do not number ol Indians of the tribes of Sacs and Foxes.
belong to myself only, but also to my country and The object is understood to be to exhibit these people in Europe for money; and as the legal guardian
my friends.
Waiting your orders in the ministry, I remain of the red men, the president feels bound to protect
them from this degradation.
your obedient servant.
This department, therefore, in conformity with
JOSEPH MARIA TORNEL.
"We have no time nor space to translate his ex- his orders, has taken all the precautions in its power to prevent their abduction from the United
cellency's reply to the above in full.
It contains
States.
As the measures adopted to prevent their
the lollowing knock down: "his excellency
being
under (he necessity of organising a new cabinet, being removed from the Indian country may prove
conformable to circumstances and the actual exi- fruitless v\hen opposed to the love of adventure of
gency of the nation, he is constrained to exonerate the Indians and the cupidity of speculators, I have
you from the said ministry!" Immediately on the to request that the collectors of the ports of New
Orleans and Mobile may be instructed to inform the
receipt of this, Tornel publishes in detail the
pubdistrict attorney if any attempt be made to embark
lic and private correspondence
between himself and
the president.
He commences thus: "i am a friend these Indians at either of these ports, in order that
of Santa Ana, and this is the reason of may fall; he liroper legal measures may be taken to restore them
who doubts this, knows nothing either of our men to their homes in the west, and to punish the offenders.
I have the
honor to be, very respectfully,
or of our affairs."
your ob't serv't,
J. R. POINSETT.
TEXAS.
Hon. secretary of the treasury.
The latest French journals which we have received, announce the propable conclusion
Department of slate, Oct. 17, 1839.
of a
treaty between Texas and France.
Notice is hereby given, that the agent of this deIt is said to
have been negotiated by Mr. Edward Pontois, who partment will pay seven hundred and
forty-two dol-

order for
I

Earthquakes. Aug. 2. An alarming shock was
at Barbadoes.
July 30lh,. there was a slight
at St. Christopher.
Aug. 2d, an earthqu-iku
was felt at Grenada. July 29, a smart shock was
felt at Saint Lucia.
A terrible shock was felt at
Martinique Aug. 2.
From the Martinique Mercury.
We have heard from Fort Royal that many wallsi
had fallen. The roof and part of a house in Grand
Hue fell and wounded two workmen; another man,
who was endeavoring to fly Irom the danger, was
also hurt.
Behold in the short space of six months
two earthquakes, the violence of which were never
before known in this colonyl
Without endeavoring
to seek info the cause, we will confine ourselves by
stating that since the earthquake of 1 1th January, a
continual drought has reigned, the winds almost constantly blowing fiom the south.
During the last fifteen days it has been very (liy, and the wind from
the southeast high, and, notwithstanding, the temperature of the atmosphere has been very hot.
was lately in this city as the envoy
The two last nights were calm with a suffocating of France, and Mr. Henderson, the extraordinary
agent of Texas
heat. Immediately after the earthquake the rain in Paris.
Mr. Pontois visited Paris in July, inbegan and continued to Jail the sky is clouded, tending to return to his
functions here this winter.
and we suffer an almost insupportable heat.
The report of the public journal is, that he has
I\IEXIC0.
been appointed ambassador to the sublime porte
From Mexico. Our advices from Vera Cruz via and that admiral the baron de Uousin,
the actual'
Havana, which came to hand yesterday, contain in French minister at that court,
will take command
full the correspondence between Bustainente and of the
Mediterranean squadron. There would seem
his late minister of war and marine, Tornel, who to be much propriety
in thus confiding the French
was disuiissed from the secretaryship shortly after squadron to the baron de Roussin,
who must have
the return of his excellency from Tainpico. Tornel, acquired an intimate
knowledge of the relative init
will be remembered, accompanied Santa Ana terests of the great parties
to the Oriental question
when he sailed out, contrary to law, to meet the fe- which now agitates the eastern
worid, as well as
deralists under Mejia; and it was he who issued the tlie continent ol' Europe.
barbarous order commanding that every one of that
In relation to Texas, we find the following
reunfortunate band of patriots, who would not make marks in a late French journal:
[Globe.
an unconditional surrender within the space of a
"The efforts of Mexico to retain po.«session'of
few hours, should be put to the sword. VVe highly Texas must be unavailing. The
independence of
approve of Bustainente's conduct in this instance. that country has been achieved.
This youno- reThe nation can well dispense with such a pacifica- public is marching forward with steps which'outtor.
Here is Bustainente's letter /jo;;;^//)^'- the ques- strip the wonderful development of her elder
sister
tion of dismissal, which we have translated from of the north, (Uniled States).
She is happy, too,
the Censor of Vc-ra Cruz.
\_N. O. Bulletin.
in not having at her doors a diplomacy
to sirano-le
°
Mil much esteemed friend and companion: Yes'er- in the cradle her infant struggi
d.iy I had the pleasure to sign your despatch of ge"France hail a favorable opportunity to attach
active
and
brigade,
neral
which was remitted to Texas to her forever, at the time of our
Mexican
you by the chiel officer; and to-day I have the proxpedidon. Our first act should have been to refound sentiment to dictate this letter to say, Ihat cognise promptly the inriepenilence of Texas,
from
the apoplectic fits to which you are subject bein" which we should have derived important
commer30 frequent, I believe it indispensably neccssarj', to cial advantages.
We should at least have gained
avniil a recurrence of them, that you separate your- this important benefit, from
the presence of our
self from the immense toil of the ministry, and de- squadron in the Gulf of Mexico.
When the Spadicate yourself exclu.iively to there-establishment nish colonies had rendered themselves
rff /l/c/o indeof your health, which, as your sincere friend, I pendent. France should at once have
recognised
cannot behold with indifference.
Under such cir- their independence, and thus have secured^ larn-e
cumstances, I hope you will ask your dismissal, markets (or her manufactures and
commerce.—
which I consider necessary for the reason express- Texas presents these advantages on a .smaller
.scale.
felt

shock

"We

above.

Dan Ciaudio
My much respected general and friend:
fee. &c
morning I went to San Angel for a few

Martinez de Tenillos, Conde de Villanueve,

"With
England

lars to the

legal

representatives

of

Hogan

who was a

passenger on board the brig Pocket when
was captured in the spring of 1836 by the
Texian armed schooner Invincible, and who is understood to have since died.
Ihat vessel

It will be seen, says the Troy Morning Mail, by
the following letter iVom the war department, that
the federal government has suspended payment as
well as the banks.

^Var department, pension office, Oct. 11, 1839.
I have to request that you will make no payuntil the fourth of March next, to any pen-

Sih:

ments

whose certificate bears dale since the 3d
September, ultimo. I am, very rcspeclfullv, your
obedient servant,
J. L. EDWARDS.
T. IV. Olcott, pension agent, Albany, N. Y.
sioner,

The president has recognized James I. Fisher as
consul of the republic of Ecuador for the port of
Baltimore.

—

Consuls of France.
The president of the United
States has recognized the SietirFidele Louis Baibe
Francois Moisson as consul of France lor Richmond,
ill the state of Virginia; anil the Sieur Maurice
Bruno Blane de Launalle de Hauteiive as consul of
B'rance for Philadelphia.
Difficulties

on the south western frontier.

— The St.

Louis Bulletin of the 17th inslarit, publishes a correspondence taken from the Ozarh (Arkansas)
Standard ol Ihe 7th. It seems probable that we may
have some serious difficulties with Ihe Cherokees.
General Arbiickle has been ordered by the government to demand of John Ross, the murderers of
the Ridges and Boiiilinol; but it seems that Ross
refuses to give them up.
In obedience of orders
general Arbuckle will of course attempt to take
them by force, wdiich will bo apt to lead to war.
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Paddij Scoll. There are two iiidiviiluals of this Mr. Forsyth will be run on the ticket with Mr.
lame, who enjoy SDtne celebrily in the south. One Van Buren in the different parts of the union. No
pale (acf, above the middle size, ami on the wron;; choice of vice president by the loco foco people
ide of 40, whr,se piratical doings in the bays and will, of course be made, and the senate will have to
ii
niets of the Gulf of Mexico, have made liim no- decide the question, unless, as we hope, the choice
orious.
It is not quite two years since his deeds of N. P. Tallmadge, by the whigs, shall render it
)f attioclty on Fish river, and Mobile bay, furnish- unnecessary for the senate to take any trouble in
the premises. In any event, it is quite certain that
jBd more than one article for the newspapers.
The other Paddy Scott is an eminent chief of tlie the senate will be obliged to drop -col. Johnson, as
Creeli nation of Indians, who during the distur- with his present prospects he cannot be returned as
'bances of 1S35, proved the steadfast friend of the one of the two highest from which the choice is, by
The whigs
whites, and probably did more to save the frontiers the constilution, directed to be made.
He is, will run but one candidate, and if the loco focosrun
of Georgia than generals Scott and Jesup.
although a red skin, well educated, rich and ta- four, Ihe whig candidate, in the worst aspect of the
case, will be the highest, and although the senate
lented.
But to return to our subject, the pirate Paddy. may not choose him, they will, in all probability, be
It appears that he arriveil in this cily, four or five obliged to let the present vice president down the
days ago, from Mobile, and was arrested last night, wind. The whigs can save them all the trouble,
however, and we believe they will do it.
near the levee, in the first municipality.
Naval. Doctor Christopher Columbus Rice, of
\_N. O. Courier.
New York, has been appointed surgeon and purser
Unprecedented destruction of properly by fires.
in the navy, and ordered on the coast of Africa, in
There have been in this country, since the beginone of the government schooners.
ning of this month, no less than twenty-four fires
that we have accoun's of, and the following is a list
UNION.
of them:
MAINE.
Fires in the United States in the first instant:
The governor of Maine has appointed the 28th
Loss.
Buildingt.
Fires.
inst. lo be observed in this state as a day of "public
In New York,
50
$1,200,000 thanksgiving and praise."
Mobile,
1,600,000
6
450
From the National Intelligencer.
Philadelphia,
1,000,000
2
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF MAINE.
Alton, III.
20,000
1
Dr. C. T. Jackson's third annual report on the
Newark, N.J.
25,000 geology of
2
Maine is a volume of 270 pages, to
New Orleans,
20,000 which
1
is appended a catalogue of geological speciNorfolk,
10,600 mens
1
iii the state cabinet at Augusta, collected in
Aiken, S. C.
100,000 Ihe years
1
1836, 1837 and 18SS. This report emYork, Pa.
1
5,000 braces his labors
of 183S, and was made to the leLouisville, Ky.
10,000 gislature,
1
through the governor, duiing the session
West Boylestoi), 1
50,000 of 1839.
Dr. Jackson is one of the most learned and sl-I24
$4,040,000 entific practical geologists in this country, having
Gen. Nelson, it appears has raised and organized originally studied it with great assiduity, and purabout 3.500 volunteers in the Cherokee counties for sued it in the field of observation, for several years,
the Florida war.
By a correspondence published with enthusiasm and untiring industry. His fain the last Feileral Union, it appears that the secre- miliarity with the kindred sciences enables him to
tary of war will not receive more than 300. The make his own chemical analyses of the minerals
expedition will probably be abandoned altogether and soils of the slate. His knowledge of agriculture and the arts enables him to point out their
[Taltahassec Star, Oct. 16.
character and uses, and how they may be rendered
Post office, Ballimore, August 22, 1S3».
available.
While he directs the wealthy where
Persons depositing letters in this office forTexas, they may safely make profitable investments of camust pay the postage to the American line, or di- pital, he instructs the mass of the people, who are
rect the same to the care of a resident of New Or- agriculturists,
in Ihe nature of soils, their compoleans or some other place in the United States; sition, and on what fertilization depends; thus he
otherwise they will noi be forwarded.
shows how the better kinds may be improved, and
P. JVI.
barren waste lands converted into fertile fields,
At Galena, (Upper Miss.) the receipts of the sometimes by the addition of a single element,
yielding the husbandman a bountiful supply of the
public land sales had reached to $54,000.
The United States frigate Constellation, com- fruits of the earth, and cheering him by the return
of a rich reward for his care and industr}'.
pletely rebuilt, was taken out of Ihe dry dock, at the
While he seems to have kept in view the greatest
Charlestown navy yard on Tuesday.
practical pecuniary good of the people of Maine,
The senate of Tennessee were occupied at our he has not overlooked Ihe scientific part of his sublastest dates in discussing resolutions nominating ject; and has even added large contributions to our
Martin Van Buren lor the presiiioncy, and col. knowledge of the topography of the state. HisobPolk, of Tennessee for the vice presidency, at the servations made for calculating the elevation of
next election, on the meeting of the senate in the mountains and places above the level of tlie sea,
afternoon ol the day when the nominating resolu- and ibr sectional profile views, together with their
tions were first introduced. Mr. Brown ottered the relative bearings, cannnot fail to be duly apprefollowing as an amendment to the resolution declar- ciated.
ing James K. Polk a man "eminently qualified" for
Dr. Jackson having already made three reports
the office of vice president.
upon the geology of Maine, and New Hampshire

—

STATES OF THE

JOSHUA VANSANT,

Resolved also, that col. Richard M. Johnson, of being bounded by it, it beco:nes interesting to
is eminently qualiried tor the office of
know that he has recently been appointed to make
vice president, and that we entertain undimi- a geological survey of the latter state also.
Every
nished .confidence in his patriotism, integrity and state in New England has now ordered a geologi-

Kentucky,

ability.

Mr. Terry then moved to strike out the name o(
James K. Polk as a person "eminently qualified"
for the vice presidency, and insert the name of gen.

cal survey
it is

of her territory excepting Vermont, and
will soon see the propriety of such

hoped she

a step.

The following extracts are interesting, and will
William Carroll.
serve to give some idea of the character of the reMr. Yoakum moved to lay the amendment on port:
the table, which motion prevailed by a strict party
"Geology unfolds the structure and composition
vote.
of our globe, and reveals to us the elficient causes
Mr. Jennings moved to lay so much, of the reso- that have been in operation during the successive
lution as nominates James K. Polk for the vice pre- epochs of crea'ion.
It delves into the recesses of
sidency on the table, and make it the order of the the earth, and brings forth its hidden treasures, and,
day fur Tuesday next.
by its lights, the situations in which are found vaMr. Turney contended that the amendment was rious useful mineral substances are fully exposed.
out of order.
Certain rocks abound in netaliierous veins and beds,
Mr. Laughlin, to get rid of the matter, moved others contain combustibles, and the latter are
to lay the amendment on the table, which was car- never found in conjunction with the former. Limeried.

stones of various ages, possessing peculiar proper-

Mr. Brown then moved to strike out col. Polk's ties, are dicovered, and their composition is learned
name and insert that of col. Wiliam R. King, of by chemical analysis, by which we know how
Alabama.
they will work in the arts. Some are found suitaMr. Turney called for a division of the question. ble for making lime for cement, or for agriculture;
The majority refused to strikeout.
others are capable of making lime that will slake,
The preamble and resolutions were then adopted. but frirnisli a valuable hydraulic cement. One class
The Nashville Banner says: "The result of this of limestone is remarkable for the veins of lead
will be that col. Johnson, Mr. Polk, Mr. King and and silver ores it contains; another never contains

—
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any metallic

ores, excepting iron.

151
Coal

is

never

found in that group of rocks called primary, nor in
the older stratified rocks; hence our attention is
turned away from researches in such strata for coal
mines, and directed to those groups of strata in
which they may occur. Iron ores belong lo several distinct species of rocks, and there are also
alluvid deposites of bog-iron ore.
In the ancient
rock formations are found the magnetic and specular iron, while the calciferoiis slate rocks more fi'iqiienlly contain the compact red oxide or hcemalitic
iron ores.
Certain varieties of pyritiferoiis
slate are valuable for the i)Urpose of making alum;
others, containing magnesia, are unsuitable for that
purjiose.
Serpentine rocks are valuable both for
marble and lor manufacture of epsom salts and carbonate of magnesia."

"The state quarries of Maine (equal if not superior to those of Wales) are cable of producing
many millions of dollars revenue to the state. •
*
*
"A tiitling bounty of filty cents per ton on
slates wrought from the quarries of Maine, and as
much per ton on every ton of iron manufactured
from raw materials found in the state, and ten cents
per hundred square feet on glass made in Maine,
would at once set all the wheels of industry in motion, and the resources of the country would ho
longer remain, as they now are, idle and unproductive."
Introduction.
"I beg leave to call your attention to the geological cabinet, which is arranged in the state house
for the information of those who may feel a desire
to know what mineral substances are found in
Maine. That collection now numbers no le.-s than
1,600 handsome specimens of rocks, minerals and
soils of the state, all arranged, labelled, numbered
arid described in a complete catalogue.
"In addition to this collection, we have made ten
others, for

the colleges,

academies and societies,

•
»
«
«
•
provided by law."
"The state cabinet has become one ol the most
interesting objects to citizens and strangers who
visit Augusta, and presents at once the means of
judging respecting the relative value of any important minerals of the state, and become the means of
setlling questions concerning act of incorporation
for working min«3 and quarries, since the committees may be at once referred to specimen, in the
cabinet, by which they will perceive whetlier there
is any well founded leason for granting a charter.
Considered as a source of rational amusement, the
geological collection offers many curious specimens,
showing the history ol the world, while preparing
for the residence of man, as well as many others
illustrating chemical and physical changes which
Those collections
began with creation's dawn.
furnished to colleges and academies will serve to
create a taste for the study of mineralogy and geology ill various parts of the state; and who will
venture to predict the results which may follow
from the development of many accute intellects
that may hereafter enter the field of science?" p. 6.
This is believed to be the only instance where a
state has provided her literary institutions, by law,
with a complete suit of geological specimens. In
this Maine has set a noble example, and one worthy
to be followed by her sister states.
"Wateiville, situated upon the western bank of

the Kennebec river, at Ticonic Falls, in latitude
44d. 32m. 26s. north, and longitude 69d. 37in. 45.«.
west from Greenwich meridian, and 153 feet above
the level of the sea, is an interesting region." *
'After making a general exploration around the
falls, we devoted a day to searching for fossil impressions on the slate strata, and found a number of
specimens on Ihe western side of the river. They
are very laint and shallow impressions of the stems
and leaves of plants allied to the genus of fossil
ferns, called hy Brogniart odontopleris, and are
evidently associated with more abundant remains
of fuel or sea-weeds. From the fact that all the
fern leaf impressions are represented on the strata
in drooping fronds, generally much distorted, and
from their association with marine relics, I am
satisfied that the ferns did not grow on the spot
where we find them, but were brought down by
some ancient river from higher land, at the time
when the present slate rocks formed Ihe clayey bottom of an ancient sea. Hence the strange occurrence of land plants in so ancient a deposile as the
Waterville slate, which does not belong to Ihe coal
formation, but reposes directly on the primary rocks,
and is itself of the elder transition formation. This
conclusion was subsequently proved by our researches further up the great Kennebec section."
p. 13 and 15.
"Hilton's house is situated close to the west
branch of the Penobscot river, which is here a
small brook, the stream taking its rise four and a
half miles from this place, between the 'height of
Measured baland' and Sandy Stream mountain.
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rometrically, the west branch of tlie Penobscot at
Hilton's i.» 1,66U leet above the sea ievel.
"From Hitton's we ascended to the hiijljland
which divides the Canada? iVoni Maine, On the
hill there is a new cottage, formerly kept as a
tavern by a French Creole by the name of De
Lon^e.
large si^n is hei-e erected upon a post,
on the dividing line, the British armorial bearings
being painted on the north side of it, and those of
the United States on the south. From this eminence, there is a most extensive view of the country to the north and south, the eye reaching over
a long visia towards the St. Lawrence, the slope
*
being quite rapid on that side ot the line. *
»
"Calculated from Ihe mean height of the mercurial column, with all the due corrections for temperatui-e, curvature of the eailh in the latitude
given, kc. and comparing with all the lines of stations where observations were made for the survey,
we ascertain that the Canada road, where it crosses
the frontier-, is precisely 2,000 feet above highwater mark iir Portland harbor. The latitude and
longitude of Ihi.s spot were measured by major Giabain and lieutenant Johnson, and found to be
lal.
N. 45deg. 43 min. 31s.; long. 70 deg. 22m. 543.1
west from Greenwich meridian." p. 44.
"Haifa mile north of Parlin Pond, [ten or fifteen
miles south of the frontier line], 1 discovered a
huge bed of fine grauwacke, filled with an irnuiense
number and variety of fossil-shell impressions.
This rock is of a fine siliceous variety, extremely
compact where the shells do not abound, but presenting the most perfect casts of marine shells I
have ever seen. The width of the bed could not
be exactly determined, as it is in part concealed by
the soil; but I measured it for fifty rods, which is
but a small part of its width. Among the fossils I
obtaiired the following genera: terebratulse, spisifelulrunje, and turritelloc; besides which, there
rae,
are several other indistinct or broken fossils, which

A

—

—

|

'

I

it is

more

difticult

tion of this rock,

to determine.
it

From the direcMoose river

evidently crosses

and the head of Moose-head lake, and extends to
the banks of the Aroostook, where we discovered
it last year, and from it came all those numerous
boulders and erratic blocks, containing fossil shells
which we find scattered so profusely over the country, from the line above mentioned to the outer
islands of Penobscot bay, and at the mouth of the
Kennebec liver. The distance to which masses
six or eight inches in diameter have been tninsporled is no less than 126 miles itr a riglit line,
while there are immense numbers of larger size
found scattered over the intervening space, and
they become larger as we approach this their parent
bed." p. 46.
At page 9 he says: "I- have been busily engaged
in drawing up a geological map of the state, on
which the varioirs rocks and mines will be represented by conventional colors, which will be explained by an inilex. The map will show the
ground plan, and, for a more full elucidation of the

—
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Recently several thousand of an old and cancelled
Effects of amalgamation.
Charles Raymond, a i
emission of the notes of that institution have hern black man, has been
committed at New York, for "I
returned for redemption. Their circulation is sup beating and breaking the
bones of a good looking
posed to be owing to the ageiicy of the obsqualulat- young white giil, named Hannah
Hokinson, who
ed cashier.
lived with hiin as his wife.
He had been to ScotBoston, Tuesday, Oct. 22.—[Moneymarl<cl.'\—T:\\e land, as cook on board
a vessel: met with her at
pressure upon the money market continues unabat- Glasgow, and induced
her to elope with him. They
ed.
The demand for specie on the different banks
le to New York about three weeks since, anil
lor the few last days has prevented them from afhis brutal treatment is stated to be the result of jea'

fording much aid to the mercantile community.
lousy.
believe Glasgow is the place whence a
Our incrchanls still hold out, but they make very female abolition sociely'sent loith the notorious
great sacrifices to sustain their credit. There are George Tiiompson,
to enlighten our darkness on
no regular rates lor money, though as high as 3 per the subject of domestic slavery, and teach
us the
cent, per month, 4 months, was paid to-day on first transcendant
beauties of amalgamation. The fate
class business paper.
of this poor deluded girl is doubtless one of the
Exchange on New York is growing quite scarce, beautiful results of their home teachings; her elopeowing in part to the New York merchants not pay- ment being clearly consonant with their doctrines,
ing their notes at maturity, but claiming further
[Balto. Sun.
time.
Look out for counterfeits on the Auburn bank, N.
Exchange on Philadelphia and Baltimore is not
They marie their appearance last night are
Y.
so plenty as it was belore their suspension.
Our new and feel stiff'. These are all the particulars we
banks having disposed of their funds at par, by takcould get.
ing business paper at six months. The present rate
large and beautiful packet ship called the Paon Philadelphia is 11 a 12 per cent, iliscount.
There were some further calls for specie to-day. trick Henry, was launched at New York on Thursday.
S'.)Q \s one tliousand tons burthen, i\nd will take
though to a very small amount.
[Alios.
The suspension of the U. States bank comes with her place in one of the lines to Liverpol to sail on
a heavy hand upon this town.
Many of our manu- 7lh of November, under command of capt. Joseph
Diilano.
facturers have large amounts

We

—

A

—

coming due

at this

time

south, which they are unable to draw, in consequence of the heavy exchange. They want their
luiids to

meet

their liabilitie"s, and unless matters
change for the better, their notes must lie over.
They are curtailing their business and discharging their hands, intending to suspend operations un-

It is stated that the late judge Buel of Albany,
ago, took po.^session of a barren
sand plain a mile or two from Albany, and converted it into one of the most fertile spots on earth.

some two years

A man named Robert Hassard has been arrested
in New York, who per)ietrated a fraud on Mr. J. T.
an impovement in money matters takes place.— Francisciis of St. Louis, in August last, by
selling
people here who are favorable to the warfare him a forged check of .#1,000, drawn in the' name
of
of the government upon the banks, are highly de- the house in %vliich Hassard was clerk.
He will
lighted with its success.
\_Lyrm Freeman.
be sent back to Missouri for trial and punishment.
til

The

CONNECTICUT.
Mr. Jared Burr, young man about twenty-three
years ol age, a resident of Haddam, left there on
the 30th ult. on foot, for Chester cove, where he
A,as to leave in a vessel for New York.
This veslel returned last iveek, and on
making inquiry respecting him, on board the vessel, it was found he
had not been on board, and nothing had been seen
of him, which at once led to the supposition that
he had been murdered. Accordingly search was
made in the woods between Haddani and Chester,
last Sunday, and his body was found
covered over
with dirt and leaves, where the murderers had left
him, having fired two shots through his head.
His
pockets had been rifleil of their contents, including
a watch and about $600 in money.
[Harlford Evening Courier, Oct. 23.
The Middletown Sentinel states that a yoiinn-

man of Middle Haddam, named Gilbert Brooks^
only about 20 years old, has been taken up on suspicion, and an examination of him was
to be held
at Chester on Wednesday.
One rumor is, that the
circumstances are very strong against him; and
structure of the coitntry, sectional profiles, showing another is, that he has
confessed the crime.
the dip and direction ol the rocky strata, and their
Rohan potatoes. Doctor Fuller, of the Connecorder of superposition, are in course of preparation. ticut Retreat, has
gathered from one "true Rohan,"
Beautiful views of scenery, and sketches of pecu- presented him last'spring,
and which weighed oiiiy
liar geological formations, are also in progress, and lour ounces,
7wicty-si.v pounds Jive ounces" One of
all these plans and views must form an atlas (or the
the potatoes weighed 2 lbs. 10 oz.
and the yield
final and complete report."
p
being four hundred to one. Beat the
doctor who
Oclober 16, 1839.
<^'"''
[Hartford (Conn.) Courant.
VERMONT.

The Vermont house of representatives have received, read, and maile the order of the day for subsequent action, a resolution declarative oi the inexpediency of chartering or re-chartering any bankinoinstitutions, except on conditions embracing the
following principles:
1st. Private property of slockhohlers to beholden
for the redemption of bills.
2d. The failure orrefusal of a bank to redeem its
notes in gold and silver to work a forfeiture of its
charter; and on the occurrence of such an event the
governor to make prnclamation of the fact.
3d. On the suspension of a bank, commissioners
to be appointed to take charge of its effects, and
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NEW
Sing Sing return.

mencnig October

Term

4th,

New

The two parties in the city of
York have
nominated their tickets for the legislature. They
are as follows:
Whip:

ticket.

David B. Ogden,
John Delamater,
Abraham R. Lawrence,
Linus W. Stevens,
S. T. McKinney,
John B. Scoles,
Jonathan B. Thompson,

John

I.

Administration
Paul Grout,

Thomas

Ulysses D. Freiich,
Wm. B. Marlay,

Thomas

Labagh,

Alfred Carha'it,

Edward Minium,
Frederick Pentz.

NEW

'^

14
]

none
Total,

Remaining, men,

women,

ticket.

Herlell,

Solomon Townsend,
James J. Roosevelt,
Cornelius H. Bryson,

E.lmund

Peter S. Titus,
J. N. Reynolds,

YOKK.

Died,
Pardoned,

Total,

—

J Porter,
Spoliard,
.

George Weir,
Norman Hickock.
Richard M. Raven,
John I. Morgan.
JERSEY.

The legislature assembled
Return for the period coinand ending the 22d instant:
day, the 22d, and organised

of sentence expired,

do.

The New York Commercial Advertiser in speaking of the resolution of the banks of that city, that
they "must and will maintain specie payments at
alt hazards," says
"the effect in the opinion of
intelligent bankers will be most salutary.
It will
impart confidence to the doubting, and strengthen
that of all.
'I'lie consequence will be, that the specie of the whole country will flow into New York.
And the result may be, that within ninety days our
banks discounting, will desire a stipulation, as was
the fact with the Bank of America in 1816, that the
borrower s/i«//draw the avails of his paper in coin,
either of gold or silver."

at

Trenton, on Tues-

bj' the election of the
following officers.
Vice president of council.
Hon. Joseph Porter,
(whig), 9; Francis Price, (administration), 6; blank,

15
7(;9

44
s,"^

R. E. Heiuer, (whig), of Mercer, cleik.
Speaker <f assembly.
Honorable William Stiles,
(uhig), 33; Combs, (administration), 20; whig majority 13.

Notice to ship owners and others
The underwritersol this city, considering the recent
insecure mode

Coppuck, (whig), of Burlington, cletk.
There was an unusually full attendance on the
faslermg chain bolts, adopted bv some
of the ship first day of the session; eveiy member of the ascarpenters of this city and elsewhere,
hereby cive sembly, and all but one of the council, being at
wind up its atlairs.
lotice, that the New York
inspectors have been .11- their posts.
4th. In case a person loses through the failure of reeled to rate no vessel
On Friday, the legislature went into joint meetbetter than 3d rate, if the
president
ami
the
directors
bank,
a
of such bank to chain bolts are not secured
with a reviled forelock ing, and made the Ibllowing appointments, viz: gobe liable to intlictmeni for swindling, and, if found inside tfio ceiling; and further,
vernor, William Pennington; chief justice of the
th.it on all such vesguilty, to be punished by imprisonment in the slate sels an additional
premium is to be charged altei supreme court, Joseph C. Hornblower.
jirison for from three to ten years.
the first day of November next.
Governor Pennington, in his message to the le5th. All charters lobe unllertho control of future
The iindeiwriteis have also observed an obicc g'slature, recomiuends the extending of the fosterlegislatures.
tionable mode of signing bills of lading
by clerks and ing aid of the state government to the advancement
MASSACHUSETTS.
persons not legally authorised to do
so.
The ma- of its igiiciiltural interests the promotion of eiliiRev. .Mr. Hunt, so ilistinguishe.l as a Ineliirer on rine insurance companies of
an asylum lor the indigent insane
the blind,
the city will not here- calion
temperance, is now delivering discourses on that aller consider bills oflading
valid, without the sig- and various other matters of general interest.
suhitct in Boston. "He is always sure of keeping nature of the master
of the vessel, or some otli?i
Relative to the contested seats in congress, from
his hearers in a good humor, being otie of the most person legally
aiitlioriseil to sign for him.
the state of New Jersey, he says:
facetious of speakers."
'','->'<"' vesidenl board ofundenvriters.
"During the past year it became my dulv to give
..r^y."' I^
Mr. Root, a former cashier of the Amherst (Mass.) Waller
H. Jones, seerctani.
ceitificates of election to the members of tlie twenbank, some time ago Swartwoutert to the far west.
New y'nrlr.lHth Oct. 1839
ty. sixth congress from thi'< slate.
The contest liad
of

—

—
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been unusually warm, the friends of t!ie respective
had made great exertions in their support, and felt a deep interest in their success; and it
could not, therefore, be hoped that anj' decision
would be satisfactory to all, or escape the censure of
those who should be disa]ipointed by the result.
It
would have been agreeable to ray feelings could the
necessity for action on uiy part have been dispensed
with altogelher.
The duty, however, was imperative, and there was no choice but to discharge it according to law. The whale subject was laid before

canditldtes

the members of the legislative council, summoned as a privy council, was discussed at large, and
resulted in a recommendation by a majority of that
body, that the certificates must be granted under the
then existing laws of the slate, to (ho peisons to
whom Ihey were subsequenlly given, and the whole
merits of the controversy left to the decision of
congress. This result not being satisfactory to tliose
persons who did not receive the certificates, they
and their friends have talcen such course as they
thought proper to do respecting it; and whether that
course has been well or ill chosen, all will be permitted to judge according to their habits of thinkEvery review of tlie opinion exing and acting.
pressed at that time has only confirmed me in the
belief that the law was faithfully declared, and beyond that for myself I feel no concern.
In counting the votes, the governor and council are ministerial officers, having no judicial power.
The township oiHcers make their returns to the clerks of the
different counties, and those officers to the governor.
The clerks base their return exclusively upon the

all

returns

made

cers.

They cannot modify

them by

the township election offior alter them in any
in this respect, as
counting officers of a higher grade, must rest also
on the returns made to them by the clerks, and canto

way, and the governor and council

not vary or depart from them.
So far as any difficulty is created by the return itsell, as by mistakes
in addition, misplacing the name of a candidate, the
omission of a letter or by any other irregularity apearing on the face of the return, the facts being
E
efore the governor and his council, may be, and
should always be corrected in such way as to carry
out the clear intention of Ihe voters. In the present
instance every vote was given to the candidates according to such intent, so far as Ihe same could be
ascertained by the returns before us.
We refused
to go out of the returns made by the clerks, from a
conviction that we had no power by law so to do.
Such was the advice given me by iny coiislitutional
advisers, and in their opinion I did then and do now
coincide. Was it ever intended to give to the governor any power over the returns which the clerks
should make? Has he Ihe right to reject any return, or to require or dictate an}' modification of

il?

No

such power ever was, in my opinion, confided
him, and none such, I'trust, will ever be placed in
the hands of one man.
This would be a dangerous
delegation of power, and one which I would resist
in common with every other citizen of the slate.
He must count the votes as the returning officer
sends them, without exercising any controlling influence.
Great importance has been attached to the
words in the law which require the governor and
privy council to determine the six persons forrepreto

sentatives 'who have the greatest number of votes
state.' What votes are here referred
Clearly those contained in the returns of the
clerks.
The act itself so rleclares. What else
could govern the counting officer? Is he to be guid-

from the whole
to?

ed by rumor, by the statements o( individuals, by
certificates of township officers or must he be governed by the returns made by the officers appointed by law? It seems to me there cannot rest a
doubt on the question.
The return made by the
clerk of Cumberland was a general one, in strict
conlbrinity lo the act. giving liie aggiegate vole for
each candidate in the whole county, w ithout speci
fying the townships, and purporting to be a full re
turn of all the voles of the county.
Was this return to be rejected, and, if so, tor what reason?
The return of the clerk of iUiddlesex sjiecified the
townships, and, as to the township of South Amhoy,
declared that no return had been made to him from
that township according to law.
Had the gove,
and council a right to say, your return is false, the
township oificeis of South Ainboy have made a r
turn to you according to law?
It is idle to talk of
any such power; the exercise of it would violate the
whole spirit and intention of the act. It is not per
ceived that such a construction would make the governor and council, who by law are mere counting
officers, the arbiters of the whole election?
And if
they may go this length without the sanction of
Jaw, they ina}', with the same propriety, hold a
grand inquest over the whole election, and sit in
judgment upon the entire canvass. So aibitrary and
illegal an act on the part of your executive officers
would receive tiniversal condemnation.
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It has been further insisted that the governor was
to sriid lo the clerk of Middlesex for a
turn of the votes of the township of South Amboy,
which by his certificate appeared not to have been
made to him according to law. I have searched in
None such exists. The onvain for any such law.
ly case provided for by the statute is when the clerk
In such case
of a county makes no return af all.
the governor has authority to send for his return, and
only in such case. There were returns made by the
clerks from every county before the count was made,
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Philadelphia, as there has been within the last few
inoidhs.
To see a man staggering along the streets
is no unusual sight; and we can remember when it
was a rare circumstance. The increase of intemperance may be simply accounted for by the extension of licenses for tippling shops, and the multiplication of the same under the name of oyster
houses.
Temperance associations, and Christian
teachers may preach in vain, so long as they are
nnsustained by the makers and ministers of the
law
It is necessary for the reputation of Philaand by law we were bound to accept and act upon delphia, that the increase of this monstrous evil
them. The precedents were found, on inquiry, to should be arrested. The ground should be taken
that no dram shops at allaie necessary
be all in conlormity with this view of the case.
a truth
There is not a single instance where any governor which no sober, disinterested person can deny."
and council ever went beyond the clerk's return, or
MARYL.A.NP.
ever acted upon any other evidence than his certifilearn from the Cumberland papers that nine
cate.
On Ihe contrary, there are many cases which of the individuals concerned in perpetrating outSeve- rages along the line of the canal, (below Cumberction the construction which was adopted.
ral of the members of council had been members land), have been tried, convicted and sentenced
lo
two years before, when the very same questions imprisonment in the penitentiary.
arosie in a case from Somerset county, and Ihe rule
John Atwell, for IS years; John O'Donnell, Jas.
considered as seltled by that case.
Reynolds, Huijh Agan. Edward Kelly, Ned KelYou will perceive that I place myself, and those ley, Patrick Devine, Felix Malone, lor 16 years
gentlemen who acted with me, upon the high ground each; James Ferguson, for 10 years.
of having faithfully executed the law.
If we live unThe whig majorities. The majority of Mr. Dender a government of laws, we must follow them im- nis,
in the first district of Maryland', is 410 votes
plicitly, without fear or favor, and all good cilizens
over his Van Buren opponent, and 377 over both
If any
will sustain their public officeis in so doing.
his opponents.
injustice has been done, the remedy is a plain one.
The majority of Mr. W. Cost Johnson, in the
The power is with congress; they alone have the fifth district, is 643; and
right to rectify the error, if any exists.
The majority of Mr. Jenifer, in the seventh disclerks
Middlesex
of
"So far as the conduct of the
trict, is 573.
INat. Int.
and Cumberland is concerned, it does not become
VIRGINIA.
me to speak. That they acted as faithful public ofAppointment.
Rev.
Joseph
Tyler,
of the dcnf
ficers, under a solemn sense of obligation, and wilh
and dumb asylum, in Hartford, has received tlio
a higher regard lor the aulhorily of law than the
appointment of president of the state asylum, repraises or censures of men, I never had a doubt.
cently founded in Staunton, Virginia.
"It is much to be regretted that this question

bound by law

.

—

We

i

should have assumed a mere party aspect. From
that moment all reason and argument ceased, and
were followed ordy by denunciation and passion. If
I could believe that I possessed one secret spring of
action that looked like a desire to usurp either the
personal or political rights of the humblest citizen of
the state, I should hold myself unworthy of further
No, gentlemen; nothingis furpublic confidence.
ther removetl from my wisties or intentions, and I
feel it right thus publicly to assure yon that all the
allegations which have been made, of any interference on my part, either direct or indirect, with the
clerk of any county, as to the nature or form of the
return which he should make, are utterly without
foundation.
"I am led to this explanation in this place, not so
much from a belief that it is at all necessary, as from
an habitual respect for the opinion of my fellow citizens.
No single subject in New Jersey was ever
made a more direct question before 'the people at an
They have rendered
election than this has been.
their judgment, and, while I have reason as a public
officer to feel, as I do feel, highly gratified at the result, I have no desire to a])propriate it to myself as
a personal consideration, but shall always regard it
as the testimony of a noble and intelligent people in
I
favor of the laws and (heir faithful execution.
leave tliis whole subject with a single remark, which
the history of all governments proves to be true
that the rights ami liberties of a people will never
be in danger from any man, however great his power, or exhalted his stalion, who exercises the autho
rily conferred upon him within the prescribed limits
of law, and Itiat (hey are never safe in the hands of
any who transcend those limits."

PENKSYLVANIA.

We

see it stated in the
Sviti against the ba.iks.
PhiUdelphia papers, that repeated suits tiave been

alderman Binns since the suspension of specie, against different banking institutions
of that city, to recover the amount of money set
forth and promised to be paid on the face of their
brought before

notes in specie. The alderman ;is yet in every instance has given judgment in favor of the plaintiffs.
By the following extract from the Philadelphia
Spirit of the Times", it will be seen that some of the
furniture of a five million bank has been seized for

some

five dollar debts.

Bank seizure. We learn that ofiicer Murphy
made a seizure of sundry desks and cases, the property of the Giiad bank, to satisfy the judgments
obtained against it by nole holders. This looks
like settling up.

something

The shipments for the
Schuylkill coal trade.
week ending the 24th instant, were 15,Co.3 tons.
Total this season, 377,283 tons, in 6,976 boats.
Intermeitt-i in Philadelphia lor the week ending
26lh, 89.

The

National Gazette of

makes the following

Wednesday evening

forcible rennarks.

'Our reminiscence does not extend to the time
when there was as much evident drunkenness in

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Death of Judge Lee. The Charleston papers of
the 2.5th announce the death of another eminent
citizen of Soulh Carolina.
The Courier says: "the
hon. Thomas Lee, judge of the district court of the
United Stales lor the district of South Carolina, ami
president of the state bank, closed his virtuous and
useful life, yesterday, in this city, after several days
illness of country fever, aged about seventy years.

Death of Thomas Dugan, esq. The Columbia
(S.C.) papers announce the death of the hon.
a member of (he South
Carolina legislature, house and senate, for twenty

Thomas Dugan, who was
years past.

GEORGIA.

Ten additional miles of new road have just been
added to the Central rail road of Georgia, making a
continuous line of 93 miles. By the firstof January next, 100 miles will be open for travel.
We learn from the "Georgian" of the 17fh instant, that Mr. Secretary Forsyth contemplates a
visit (o the city of Savannah, and a meeting of the
citizens of Chatham county is called to unite in tendering to him, on the occasion, some testimonials of
respect.

alaea:\ia.

The excitement

in JMobile relative to the recent

had measurably subsided by our last accounts
from there, to the 19th. A meeting of the citizens
had been held some few days previous, and resolutions passed for the appointment of various committees, who were invested with high jiowers and
responsible duties.
At this distance, it would seem
that the powers thus devolved on these committees,
fires,

exercised, v, ould set aside the course of the regulaws; but the papers assure us that the only obwas lo assist in enforcing the law, and, so far,
there appears to have been no material depaitiire
from it. No violence had been committed on any
one; and, though several persons were arrested under suspicious circumstances, calculated lo create
if

lar

ject

excitement, they were all lelt to trial and punishment by the regular courts of justice.

The deaths in the week ending on the ISIh inst.
were twenty-tour, and in the month, up to that date,
seventy-three. The names of those who died from
the loth to Ihe 14lh, inclusive, were as follows:
October 10, John Auge, from the United States
steamer; Mr. Moore, 2.
11, Colonel R. Hinton; William J. Ingersoll;
Mrs. Cummennon, Spring Hill; Savanna, Spring
Conly; Andrew Lennard, 0.
12, Sylvester Smith; infant child of Mrs. Banks;
child unknown. Stone streel; Mrs. Roberts; Mrs.
Brown; woman of Dr. Roberts; D. W. Mon(in;
Augnsdis Tucker, S.
13, J. Baslian; Mrs. Gliddon, 2.
14, Win. Sitter; Nicholas Sannantine, 2.
Letters have been received at Mobile, stating
that in Augusta county, Alabama, great alarm and
confusion prevailed. Some ruffians who were con-

Hill, J.

—
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complexion. The sickness prevails in many parts of that county
cealed in the swamps, hail sallied out and killed have assumed a decidedly party
man, who was riding on the road, and wound- majority has for the first lime introduced tiiK pre pecially upon the bottom Ian. Is along the water
rule providing for a com- courses.
The upland prairies were generally
ed anotlii-r. The whole nei^jhboihood was in arms, vioux qtieslion, and a new
I

I

ith dozs, Stc. in search of the rascals, i[itending to
inHict upon them, if found, due chastisement.
[Bali. Pat.
MISSISSIPPI.
late number of the Raymond Times published
contained twenty and
at Hinds county, Mississippi,
a half columns of advertisements of sales by sherilis,
collectors, marshals, three columns and more of notices of insolvents, elections, candidates, kc. and
only seventeen and a half lines of reading matter.

I

A

LOUISIANA.
report of the interments at the three cily cemeteries of New Orleans, from the 7th to the ISth intant, inclusive, gives a total of 93. At the Catholic
and Protestant cemeteries for the week ending 13th,
lB_fever 6. On the I4th there was one interment
none of fever; and at the
at the Catholic cemetery
At the Bayou ceProtestant, none of any disease.
metery on the 14th the interments were 6 of fever
On the same day, the admissions to the Charity
2.
deaths 2.
hospital were 15— yellow fever
The New Orleans Bee of the 16th inst. says:

A

—

—

8—

The lever has subsided almost entirely. The
report of interments proves that the deaths
from t'hiscause have diminished fifty per cent, with-

weekly

in the last eight days. The whole number of deaths
from yellow Tever scarcely exceed twenty; and we
have no doubt whatever that in ten days tiie disease
Strangers are flockwill have totally disappeared.
in" into the city several hundred arrived during
the past week; nor has their jiresence so far tended
to re-produce the epidemic, or rendered it more faIn fact nothing but a Irost is needed to enable
tal.
us to state that the pestilence no longer exists.
Suspension at New Orleans.— V[]e problem, as to

—

On both of these premillee on foreign relations.
positions there was an animated and an interesting
debate, terminating, of course, in their decision, respectively, by a strict party vote.
In convention of the tv^'o branches, the speaker of
the senate and the speaker of the house, pioceeded to
count the votes for governor, when the clerk of the
senate announced that J.nnes K. Polk had received

for governor 54,680 votes, and Newton Cannon
52,114 votes; Polk's precise majority 2,566 (twenthe vote of
ty-five hundred and sixty-six) votes
the county of Shelby being informal but received on
the unofficial information of the senator and representative from that countyThe vote of Shelby stood for Polk 668; Cannon
718.
From reports submitted to the legislature, we
learn that the grand total of the taxable property of
the state, amounts to one hundred and twenty-five
millions, fourteen thousand and fifty-nine dollars,
divided as Ibllows:
$21,212,891
In East Tennessee,
Middle Tennessee,
71,695,668
*
32,105,500
West Tennessee,

—

$125,014,059
Th^; white polls, over 21 and under 45 years,

numbers seventy-eight thousand, seven hundred and
eighty; the voting population, according to the returns of governor, one hundred and six thousand se-

ven hundred and sixty-loiir.

The following resolutions, apparently contemsome action to supercede Mr. Senator White,
were adopted in the senate;
Rewlved, That his excellency the governor be re-

plating

find it practithe action of New Orleans, in regard to suspension, spectfully requested as soon as he may
We learn from the Bulletin of the t9lh cable, to furnish the senate copiesofall orany corresis solved.
passed
between
him and
v\hich
ponilence
may
have
Philadelphia
suspension
at
of
news
inst. that the
reached that city on the preceding evening. On the Ihehoii. Hugh L. White in all the months of Octosame evening, a meeting of the presidents of the se- ber, November and December of the year 1838,
the said Hugh L. White
veral banks, was had, at which resolutions were touching the resignation of
passed, declaring that in view of the measure else- as senator in congress. And that his excellency, in
be especially
correspondence,
communicating
said
payments
by
specie
of
suspension
a
where adoiited,
the senate the copy of
the Ijouisiana banks was inevitable; and therefore, requested to communicate to
resignation which he may
that the immediate adoption by them of that mea- any resignation or letter of
from the said
sure, "is urgently called for by the best interests of have received in the time specified
if any such
the community." The measure of suspension was Hugh L. White as such senator, and that
accordingly recommended to the banks of that state, resignation or letter was ever received by his exfile in the executive departto continue in operation '-until the nor' hern banks cellency and is not on
mislaid, or has otherwise
shall have resumed." In accordance v^ith the views ment, or has been lost or
and recommendations of this meeting, the banks been disposed of by direction of his excellency, and
possession, that he be lequested to
in N. Orleans, with one consent, suspended specie is now out of his
communicate any copy he may have of the same, or
payments on the 18th inst.
The New Orleans papers of the 19th, speak of especially state the contents of said resignation, or
receivtrade as being dull; even cotton, which had been letter of resignation, specifying its date, how
The suspension ed, and when received, and all other information
brisk, has partaken of the decline.
news had been received, and the consequence was, proper to be communicated to the senate relative to
maybe in the possession
as cnight be expected, that the banks there followed said correspondence which
of his excellency.
the example set by Philadelphia, this city, Stc.
Resolved, That the foregoing resolution be forthThe subject of incendiarism was still occupying the
One fellow by the with communicated to his excellency.
attention of the public mind.
ARKANSAS.
name of Wilson had been arrested at Lafayette, and
It is announced in the I^ittle Rock Arkansas Gaa battle of pliosphorus found on his person, which
he accounted for, by s.iying he used it in the capa- zette, that gov. Conway of that state will not be a
city of a juggler. The Attakapas (La.) Gazette candidate for re-election.
gives a suicef picture of the sugar crop all over the
INDIAN.A..
It promises to be very abundant, and of
slate.
The New Albany (Indiana) Argus, recommend
Mr. 'Vinet, from Opelousas, that if the hanks of Indiana refuse to pay specie
excellent quality.
had been murdered in the parish of St. Laudr)>, by while thev have a dollar left, their charters shall be
some unknown hand; and at Grand river a man taken Iro'm them. "We have no hesitation," says
named Farmer h; 9 been murdered by another nam- the Argus, "in making this declaration; and we feel
ed Platte, who struck him on the head with an axe. that we shall be backed in it by every democrat in
At Iberville, a man calling himself .Inhn Wagner the state."
was arrested on a charge of stealing Sf'l.OOO, from a
ILLINOIS.
boat at Baton Rouge. Letters have been receiveti
Illinois whig; state com'enlion. The Sangamo Jourfrom Mobile, in which it was slated that in Augusta nal gives an animated account of the proceedings of
concealed
in
were
who
ruflians,
some
Ala.
county,
7tli
man who this boily which assembled at Springfield on the
a swamp, had sallied out and killed one
inst.
Its object was to provide for a thorough orwas ridin" along the ro.ad, and wounded another.
ganization of the whig party of Illinois, and to name
and
dogs.
At
men
by
them
after
made
Pursuit w"as
delegates for the national convention at Harri-bnrg.
Natchez theepiilemic was in full force. The editor Tiie proceedings of the convention were conducted
was recoof the Courier had been taken down, but
with much harmony, and the following gentlemen
the
among
sickness
by
maile
inroads
verin"; and the
attend the national convention: Geo. W.
throw the liiismess elected to
clerks of the post olfice, as to
Ralph, Ezra Baker, Wm. B. AVarren, Win. A.
the. postmaster;
of
hands
the
on
altogether
nearly
Minshall and W. L. Newberry.
del^ay
in
inconvenient
the consequence was a very
The following is among the resolutions:
[Si»i.
the business of the office.
Resiijred, That we have full and entire confidence
TENNESSEE.
the talents, patriotism and political integrity of
Nashill
of
The Union hank and the Planters hank,
the S;ate bank, at the two distinguished statesmen spoken of as canville. Tenn. have suspemled, but
didates
for the presidency, the hon. Henry Clay of
18lh.
(he
specie
on
iiayiiig
th.it pla e, was still
Kentucky, and nen. Wm. Henry Harrison of Ohio,
Di.John S. You'ng, (al.) has been elected seTennessea, in both favorite '•Harries of the west," and that in opcretary of state, by the legislature of
At the same time, position to Martin Van Buren we will cordially
the place of Luke Lea, (whig).
Many was unanimously re-elected support the nominee of the whig national conven-

A

the Imu. Thomas
iuilu'e of the sixth judicial circuit.
Th Nashville Whig brings lis the preliminary
;

prnee.Mlings ol the

Tennessee

legislature,

which

healthy.

MISSOURI.
Missouri. The Van Buren convention of Missouri has nominated John Jameson as a candidate
to fill the vacancy in congress, occasioned by the
death of Mr. Harrison.
The election was held
on the 28th instant.
For the election next year

John Reynolds has been nominated for governor
and John Miller and John C. Edwards for congress.

The whigs had no

candidate in the field for the

special election.

Dr. Owen. It was announced in the papers of
this city a few days since, that Dr. David Dale
Owen, geologist, &tc. died in Iowa territory, twentyfive miles from Davenport, while on a surveying
tour in the mineral region. This we are happy to
slate, is a mistake.
A gentleman in this city, jnst
from Davenport says that a gentlemen of that place
saw Dr. Owen alive and well after the date of the
Burlington Gazette which announced his death,
and that the story had originated from the fact that
one of his agents employed in the surveying expedition had died of congestive fever at the time and
place mentioned.
[St. Louis Argus.

IOWA.
Another contested sent. The Burlington (Iowa)
Patriot of the 10th inst. says: "The governor has
issued his proclamation, declaring Francis Gehon,
esq. delegate to congress from the territory of
Iowa!! Said Gehon having received 843 votes, W.
W. Chapman 24, and Joseph M. Robinson 13, at
the last August election.
In the late election our
fellow citizens in the southern part of the territory
thought it unnecessary to vote for a delegate, inasmuch as congress did, at the late session, pass a
special act declaring Mr. Chapman entitled to his
seat for two years.
The governor*s proclamation
"s issued in accordance to a law of the last session
of our legislature.
presume as it will then
be fashionable
Mr. Gehon will contest his election at the next meeting of congress, and we shall
then see which law is the strongest the congressional or the territorial."

—

We

—

—

FLORIDA.
It is stated in the East Florida Gazette, of the
19th inst. that a detachment of dragoons, while
crossing the Oscilla river, were fired on by a party
of Indians, and that seven were killed, and others
wounded. From the tone of the resolutions adopted at their public meetings, it appears the East
Floridians are exceedingly anxious for a division of

the teriitory.

The Appalachicola Gazette of the 9th states that
governor Call, at the head of some troops, is in pursuit of the Indians, and had penetrated as far as
Deadman's Bay, and says of the Indians that,
"when they can neithei run nor treat, they will
fight."

Key West,

Oct. 7.

More Indian murders.

By

the sloop Index, captain Fitch, which arrived at
this port on the 3il inst. we have intelligence from
Key Biscayne as late as the 27th September. The
they have
Indians have beco.ue hostile again!
It
killed two soldiers and one black interpretei!
appears that on the 27lh inst. they liad a dance at
New river, within two miles of tlie fort, which is
occupied by lieutenant Tompkins, who has about
thirty men under his command, being a detaf hment
from the steamer Poinsett. All the officers and
men were invited to the dance, which was held in
They all, with the exception of the
the night.
three above mentioned, declined the invitation.
They obtained permission fiom their commanding
officer to attend the dance, leaving the fort about
dark.
Scarcely had they arrived at the place where
the Indians were assembled before they were fallen
upon by these blood thirsty devils, and butchered
in a most horrid manner.
One of the men was pierced with fifty balls!
The other two were most shockinely mangled.
The Indians, being thwarted of their demon-like
design upon all who were in the fort, (who, no
doubt, would have been served in the same manner, had they attended), thus vented their rage
upon these defenceless creatures.
Lieutenant Tompkins sent an expiTSS to colonel
Hainey, at Key Biscayne, for assistance, as he did
not kno^v at what moment he might he attacked by
the Indians.
Lieutenant Sloan of the marine corps

—

was despatched immediately with

a

detachment, by

colonel Harney, to relieve lieutenant Tompkins.
We have not ascertained wd'at party of Indians it
is who committed this depredation, but have no
doubt of their being all combined, although some of
them would deceive the whites, under the pretion.
The Peoria (111.) Register tence of appearing friendly. Such sad and repeated
Sickness at the west.
of Sept. asih states that an unusual degree of proofs of their friendship, we think should (each

•
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properly appreciate and guard asainsi
[Soitlh Floriditin.

them.

From Tampa Bay. On the 3d instant a party of
Indians made a descent upon cattle at Tampa Bay
Captain Fulton, 2d il
nd carried off 79 head.
goons, had gone in pursuit. It had not transpired
whether this act ot' plunder was perpetrated by the
peace or hostile party; a distinction which, it seems
has been created by some whites, in consequence
of the very apparent indignation which Mr. Samuel
^piaka Jones evinced when he was informed of the
treacherous and murderous conduct of hia followers, upon the camp at Calooshatchie.
General Taylor, up to the .5th instant had received
110 instructions from the war depaitment, to his future action; and he was to leave for Nevvnansville,
in order to have mustered into service, on the 12tii
instant, a battalion of mounted volunteers.
'

THE PHILADELPHIA BANKS

IIS'

EXPLA-

N.VTION OF THEIR COURSE.

At

an adjourned meeting of the delefjaies from the
banks in tlie city of Philadelphia and adjoining districts, held on Wednesday evening, Oct. 23d, 1S39,
the committee appointed at a previous meeting to
prepare and report an address to the citizens of Pennsylvania, presented the following, which was read,
unanimously adopted and directed to be signed by
the chairman and secretaries, and published in all the

I
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that the anticipations, under which the
Philadelphia banks gave their reluctant assent to the
measure, were realized. And now, after little mi

was then

It

year of nominal resumption, the southern
nd south western states are more embarrassed than
The Atlantic banks are weakened by their
the coinmerfruitless endeavors to aid those states
ial debt to Europe is larger than at the resumption
-the debt of the states in Europe much larger, and
lie specie means of the countiy much diminished.
Tlie premature resumption of specie payments,
Iherefore, has left the country in a state of exhaustion, whicti has prevented its being able to stand the
new shock which forms the more recent and direct
cause of the present suspension, and drain of specie
ver.

to

—

England.

In our relations with England, she is largely and
Like all other creditors, she
habitually a creditor.
is willing to buy more and to lend more while her
own situation is perfectly easy but when she is herself pressed, she ceases to lend, ceases to buy and

—

Thus in ordiproceeds at once to exact payment.
nary times she receives payment for her goods in
our own produce, or in our own funds, and rarely
But a
requires, because she rarely needs, specie.

That

this

155

exhausted condition they have

encounter a fresh demand for specie, to buy food for
the people of England, which threatens to drain the
last dollar from their vaults.
That every motive of prudence which caused the
suspension of 1837, applies with much greater influence at the present moment; and that the banks of
Philadelpliia have thought themselves justified in
resorting to it, as the only remaining proleclion for
the interes's entrusted to their care.
In adopting it, however, the banks would not cast
the remotest censure on those institutions which
pursue a ditterent course.
They desire only lo explain themselves, not to criminate others.
Thev
think that it was impracticable for them to continue
specie payments without sacrificing the community
around tfiem.
Their own proceedings they thus submit to the
people of Pennsylvania, who are the best judges of
their correctness; but the banks confidently pledge
themselves for the sincerity of their views in adopting it, their honest anxiety lo protect the interests of
the state, and to husband its resources from being
swept away by this current to England, and they
now respectfully but anxiously await the opinion of
the legislature of Pennsylvania.
ill

to

sudden trouble has come upon England, which reJOHN WHITE, cliairma?i.
Her crops have
verses the whole of our relations.
William Welsh, )
,
failed, and she is forced to protect her people against
«"•«'«"«
Jas. S. Newbold. ^
famine by purchasing food, and this not fjom our
daily papers:
own country, which might furnish a market for our
The following extract is from professor Tucker's
TO THE CITIZENS OF PENNSYLVANIA.
crops, but from her neighbors who can furnish it
The banks of Philadelphia having decided to sus- cheper than we can and as these are comparative- "theory of money and banks investigated" as repend for a time the payment of their notes in specie, ly small consumers of her products, she must pay viewed in the October number of the New York Redeem it their duty to explain to the citizens of Penn- with specie for her food. Accordingly, tlie Bank of view.
"This step of our reasoning brings us then to the
This they England alone has been obliged to furnish more than
sylvania, the reasons of that measure.
will do frankly and briefly.
thirty-five millions of dollars in specie, to be ship- conclusion, that banks of some kind or other are'a
In May, 1836, the banks in New York suspended ped abroad
a drain that has threatened that institu- matter both of public convenience and public safely
they give to private credits facility and spciirily.
payments in specie, and the rest of the union fol- tion with suspension.
By the latest statement of
lowed their example.
This just and necessary her affairs, it appears that with immediate demands Had we no banks or bankers in tlie country, we
measure was required by the commercial relations for which she is liable, of £2.5,742,000, the whole should still have credits, and those credits constitutbetween this country and Europe; and all the banks stock of specie is only £2,800,000, and this after ing paper money. Individual securities would supof the United States immediately directed their ef- borrowing from the Bank of France £2,000,000— ply the place ot bank securities, and the only dlH'erforts to assist the country in the honorable discharge so that without this extraordinary aid, her position ence would be, that the nation would have a paper
circulation, less convenient, and less sale
our paper
of its foreign debts, and to prepare foi- the resump- would have been extremely critical.
tion of specie payments.
These operations were
The consequence is that money has risen to twice money would be one of petty localities, of streets
proceeding in a manner easy for the country and sa- or three times its ordinary value that the staples of and neighborhoods, unfit for general circulation, intisfactory to its foreign creditors, when their pro- tliis country are unsaleable except at ruinous sacii- capable ot settling exchanges, and requiring the acgress was disturbed by a premature effort for a ge- fices
that the stocks of this country .sent by the tual transmission of coin in all payments between
The banks states, or by the banks, or by individuals, are whol- places. Undersucha condition of lliings, it is obneral resumption of specie payments.
of New York were unfortunately constrained by law ly incontrovertable, leaving as the safest and the fa- vious that the second step must be taken society
to resume on a given day, whatever miglit be the vorite mode o( payment, the exportation of specie. cannot get on without it. The first was tosubstitiile
promissoiy for an actual payment Ihe second is
state of the country; and they naturally endeavored The demand for this article is still further increased
to induce all the other banks to do voluntarily what by the efforts made in England to produce relief at lo give to those promises a current and unquestioned value, by exchanging that of the individual, for
they were compelled to do. This purpose was home.
effected, aided as it was by the impatience of the
The manufacturer, pressed by some urgent want, hose of associatetl capitalists. Such persons, when
public, by the competition of political parlies empties his warehouse into the packels, and selling associated together for that end, conslilute a bank.
anxious to appropriate to their respective sides the his goods here at a small sacrifice, for notes which Banks, theielbre, are needful associations in some
popularity exjiecied from hastening the restim[)fion, are discounted at a second sacrifice, he ships the form or other ihey belong to the expanding enerand by feelings of local pride, which prevented specie, w hich reaches England in lime to relieve him, gies of a nation's industry, and are part of Ihe nemany from declining to do what in reality they dis- leaving this country flooded with goods without any cessary machinery of commerce banks, therefore,
are but functions of credit, which grow up with the
appioved, and accordingly a day of resumption was regard to its wants or its consumption.
named.
The result is, that the coin of this country is advance of a freely expanding society, andean no
be permanently put down, or cast out of a naThe banks of Philadelphia were quite as ready to wanted in England to send to the continent for food
resume as those who were most anxious to begin, for
that a very large portion of it has already gone, tion's use, when society has come to the stao-e that
they had greatly reduced their liabilities, and one of and that the rest will probably follow.
The banks demands Ihein, than could any oilier force ol laborThe hand ot arbitrary power
their number had no less than $7,357,000 in its of Philadelphia have already contributed many mil- saving machinery.
vaults.
But they believed that the country at large lions one single bank of their number having since may, indeed, put down any thing for a moment, but
had not yet sufficiently recovered from that violent the resumption in August, 183S, paid out no less there are some things that will not stay "put," and
shock to be ready for resumption. They recollected than $8,712,000, in this city alone, and the demand banks are of them; Ihey are an essential part of Ihe
"locomotive" by which the countiy is mo^'iii"- onthat under similar circumstances the Bank of Eng- seems to increase instead of subsiding.
land had continued her suspension for upwards of
Under these circumstances, they have had to adopt ward and, in some form or other, will exist, and,
twenty years, and they avowed their apprehension one of two alternatives either to force the commu- though put down, will grow up, and only Ihe more
that a resumption in the unprepared state of the nity, by sacrifices of its property, to pay its debts to rank and rajiid, from the vain and insane attempts
country must be followed by a relapse.
Overruled the banks, in gold and silver, to be shipped forth- of our rulers lo extirpate them. The only choice,
in this judgment, and obliged at the hazard of great- with to England, or else to resort to a temporary in point ol fact, left to the government, is, whether
er evils to unite in the resumption, they sincerely suspension until the community as well as the banks the banks of the countiy shall be good or bad
sound
Banks or no banks credit or liard
co-operated in it, and, being satisfied that the mea- could have time to recover from the efl'ects of these or unsound.
sure, in order to be useful or permanent, must be foreign troubles.
They have not hesitated lo prefer mnney, is a different question, and a choice not
the nature of man working ungeneral, they made great efforts and large advances the latter, as being the most conducive to the true within llieir power;
to the southern and south western states, who were interests of the stale; and they confidently rely that der lis own unchanging laws, has already settled
Ihe days of hard money and no credit,
thus enabled, almost exclusively by the assistance of their motives will be duly appreciated by the public that question
e days gone by, and will return no more; and
the Philadelphia b,mks, to unite in the resumption. authorities of the commoViweallh. To tliat commonoiigh the nation may be frightened, for a nioinent,
But ttie inefficacy of the measure scon became ob- wealth they owe their existence, and they regard
vious.
The southern and south western states her prosperity as a paramount consideration, to into the ho]ie or fear of its coining back, it is ao-ainst
placed by the resumption too much in advance of which thev have alwavs sacrificed their own merely nature's laws Ihe stream rolls on, and man,'wilh
the crops, which alone could sustain them, gave pecuniary interests. Every loan wanted for the ser- his puny strength, will be found to stop the current
way at the earliest demand for specie, thus breaking vice of the state, every great improvement for the in vain."
The Reviewer commends generally professor T's.
the general line of resum|)tion, and weakening the development of its resources, has always found a
Atlan,tic banks by the amount of the advances made constant and liberal contributor in the banks; nor is theory, but diHers in some of the particulars.
For
to support them.
Nor is this all. The delusive it an exaggerated esiimate that four-fifths of the instance, professor Tucker advocates the establishappearance of tlie resumption worked injuriously funds for the internal improvements of the slate, ment of two or three great banks in the countiy,
while the reviewer contends that if theie were more
on both sides of the Atlantic. In this country it have been contributed by the banks.
caused the belief that all the danger was over, and
On the whole, the views which the banks of Phi- than one, one would embarrass the other. After expressing an opinion, rather equivocal, upon the A'ew
individuals rushed inio new enterprises, and states ladelphia wish to present are these:
undertook new improvements, relying on the enjoyThat they were reluctantly obliged to unite in the York system of free banking, it concludes
"Much, alter all, or rather every thing, depends
ment of the old facilities ol credit. Abroad, the resumption last year, declaring if it were postponed
Under a naextraordinarj' and honorable efibrls made to discharge for further preparation it would be general and per- on our having a national regulator.
bank, competent to regulate the national curtional
its debis, exalted the character of th* country, and
manent.
merchants hastened to sell on credit, and capitalists
That events have proved the resumption to have rency from its magnitude its local position, and its
the law of freedom would be
to lend on the public securities of a people who had been premature, weakening the banks and the coun- privilege of branches
operative only for good it would be powerless for
been thus faithful to their engagements.
try.
.
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least, of actual

iiidecjcl, eiicoiirajje

bankinj;.

swirullers, but

it

It

could not

shelter tliem.
It is, in trutii, one of ttie most conclusive arguments for a national bank, in our country of many le;;islatures— that it, andit alone, will
render nugatory all the dangerous and false banking
schemes of the stales. Whence come the local curfrom u hat issuers many or few charterrencies
sound or unsoun'i all,
ed, or under a general law
whatever Ihey be, under such governing influence,
would operate for good, or operate not at all sound
issuers would go on and till a sphere proporlioned
to their means and credit— speculative ones would
be restrained, unsound ones would be broken down,
and belter substituted in their place. Swindlers
would be turned over to the law -honesty would
the productive indusprosper credit be extended
prices become firm
try of the country developed
and remunerating, and men learn at length the solution of the great financial problem, how bank notes
might become both to the wise man and the fool,
throughout the limits of our land, safe counters of
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THE YELLOW FEVER—AN IMPORTANT
DISCOVERY.
From the Pk'dadelphia Inquirer.
Extract from a letter from New (Orleans to a gentleman in Ihis city, dated 61I1 October, 1839:
*-It will give you pleasure to learn that medical
science, so baifl:d in its attempt to contend with the
yellow fever, has discovered at last a remedy, which,
It is believed hero, will be found as much a specific
for that lalal malady as it has already proved to be
1 scarcely neetl
in all cases of intermittent fever.
add, .that I allude to the Peruvian bark In il's most
It is a cu
energetic form, Ihe sulphate of quinine.
riou," fact that an American plant should furnish a
specific against that dreadful disease, termed the
Jlinericiin lijpkus by the European physicians, and
that it is to an American physician that we are indebted for a discovery of its efficacy in the case of
a malady, in the treatment of which it had been
administered hitherto without success; a discovery
which will insure to New Orleans a rapidity of
growth commensurate with the advantages of its
position, and the wealth of which it is Ihe dcposile.
"Dr. Hunt an eminent physician of this city, had
sought lor several years, I am informed, a new remedy for the yellow fever, but having tried in vain
the most powerful medicine, he was led to reflect on
the causes of the failure of the quinine, ever considered Ihe most etBcacious remedy incases of perniAware that opium in small doses had
cious fevers.
proved equally inetrectual in the graver spasmodic
ali'eclions, such as tetanus, cholora, &c. and that if
was only when given in very large doses, in cases of
that nature, that

it

resumed

lis

characteristic action.

Dr. Hunt, rea>onlng by analogy, attributed the inefliency ol the quinine in the yellow fever to thetimidily with wliich it had always been administered.
"Having satisfied his mind as to the correctness of
his conclusions. Dr. Hunt, without losing sight of
the caution necessary while experimenting on the
liiiman system, gradually increasing the doses of
quinine^ and always with greater etfect in proportion
as his ireatment became more energetic; commencing v\ ith the laigesl doses formerly used by the boldest practitioner-, he kept steadily advancing until he
gave eighty grains in a single dose, considering that
as the largest quantity that can he safely administered at one lime, even in the most malignant.
"Not being a physician, I cannot go into the particulars as to the manner in which Dr. Hunt exhiWhat I have written
bits tlip quinine, in every case.
is the ivbiiU of conversations on Ihe subjecl, (a subject that engrosses public attention here) With physicians who pursue Dr. Hunt's course of treatment
Willi grtat success.
"I Iransmit to you a slip from the New Orleans
B-e of the 1st October, where you will find interesting details in relation to this discovery."

THE
The

(JUINI.NE

TREATMENT.

Lifayelte Ojzetle mentions the salutary

ef-

fect in cases of yellow fever derived from the exhibition of the sulphate of quinine in very large doses.

Several fads coming under oui immedialc knowledge enable us to corrobirale this slateiniuil, and to
add that we believe the "ijuinine lieafinent." as it is
termed, to be most important and incalculably beneficial discovery.
The manner of employing Ihe qninine in fever cases, which has been followed by such astonishing
success, differs allogetlier from the mode in which
remedy is usually administered. The common
praclice of physicians has been to give it in small doThe new pracses during Ihe periods of remission.
tice is based upon a different theory, and varies es-

thai

seiiiially

from the

o\<\.

When

quinine

is

taken

in

largif qnanlitics, medical men have observad that it
piolUic. s hut a slight and inconsiderable sliinulating

effect,

which

is
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succeeded wilbin a few hours by

a

powerful sedative impression, fhat is generally durable.
With this view the medicine is exhibited in
one very large dose of from twenty to sixty or eighty
grains in the very incipiency of the fever, while the
morbid action appears to be in process of formation;
that is, within six or eight hours, immediately after
the appearance of the earliest symloms.
It is all important, if we rightly understand the theory of its
use, that the quinine should be employetl before local irritation or congestion has taken place, or in
other words, while the malady is, confined to the
nervous system, and the organization is as yet unimpared.
When taken under such circumstances, its
first efTects are a veiy slight increase of the ferbrile
symtoins; the pulse perliaps becomes quickened; the
respiration more hurried, and the usual consequences
of stimuli are present. The condilion is, however,
but transient, and is prora})t1y followed by corresfranding depression. All the more violent symtoms
subside; the temperature of the surface is loweied;
pain diminished; the pulse is gentle and sub-dued;
ihe skin is covered with a healthy moisture; in short,
the chain of morbid associations becomes broken;
sleep is superinduced, from which the patient awakes
refreshed and substantially better, and within twenty-four or thirty-six hours is considered in a slate of
convalescence.
The treatment is of course not exclusively confined
to the employment of quinine, though this is the
chief remedial agent. The usual means of obviating
tendencies to local irritation must be resorted to.
The skilful practitioner will modify his curative
measures according to the necessities of the case;
cupping, leecliing, the warm bath, and local applications may be used as circumstances call lor their
emidoymeiit.
The quinine is administered in asingle dose
the object of the ph3'sician is to bring
about the sedative influence of the remedy before
any of the organs, as the head, stomach, &c. become
specially affected by the disease.
If it should fail
to produce the anticipated effect, the case is too far
advanced for a second trial, and it must be treated on
general pathological principles.
Let it, however, be
remembered, that in thirty or forty cases which have
been subjected to this novel curative method, not
one has terminated fatally. The action ofthe quinine has been uniformly most salutary, operating
like a charm, and dissipating the symtoms ol the
malady ere tliey become concentrated on particular

—

organs.

We have been an eye witness of the excellent effects of the quinine Ireatment in several instances,
and can with justice render a tribute to the zeal and
talent displayed by some ofthe members ofthe profession in the employment of Ihis remedy.
We are
not aware Jo whom the merit of the discovery belongs.
Those physicians who have paid particu-

modus operandi, and have employnumber of cases, are Drs. Hunt,
and Mackay. These gentlemen
concur in their views ofthe theory upon which the
treatment is based, as well as in the unexceptionablv
advantageous results whicii accrue fiom its applicalar attention to its

ed

it

in the largest

Beatlie, Farrell

tion.

THE PAGEAiNTRY OF REPUBLICS.
We

invite attention to the following article from
Ihe Cultivator for October, 1839, as well worthy of
the sober consideration of every true friend of

American

liberty.
It speaks of evils which begin
developed even in New England evils which
must be checked in the very bnd, lest in their
growth they become too strong for the safety of our
The article we suppose to be
free institutions.
from the pen of the late Jesse Buel, who now "rests
from his labors."
\^New York Express.
To maintain republican principles and a republican government, it is necessary that we preserve
republican habits and customs.
We affect to be

—

to be

We

enslaved population; and yet we outstrip them in
indiscriminate and fulsome panegyric and partisan
woiship. Our constitution and laws regard public
oflicers as public servants, not elevated for their
own, but for the public good; yet, in our praclice,
we treat them as our masters, and it would bono
wonder, such is human propensily to abuse power,
if they soon assumed to be sucti.
Rome granted
triumphs to her distinguished men, and these dislinguished men became her malers. Elections by the
legitimate auttiorities soon ceased to be voluntary,
and Ccesars were raised up by the tumultuous acclamations of the mob or the array to curse and enslave the republic.

We would by no means withhold'from public ofdue to their stations, nor from distinguished individuals the honor due to their merits.
We would as cordially tender our hand and our respects to merit as any other, yet we verily think
that Ihis respect and this honor would be more
compatible without republican professions, less derogatory to our dignity as freemen, and equally
complimentary lo those whom we would honor, if
processions, cavalcades and military parades were
dispensed with.
It is but too apparent that these
pageants are got up for party, and not for public
benefit; and that, if tolerated, they will increase in
frequency and in mischief. It is not the evils that
have hapened that we so much deprecate^ but the
evils that are likely to grow out of these anti-republican precedents.
It should be a man's virtues, his public services,
and his fidelity to our republican institutions that
should recommend him lo public confidence and
support and these are likely to be known whenever they are lo be developed and nof the number of
partisans which can be drummed up to swell his
cavalcade. A good man needs not these extran.eous anti-republican contrivances, and a bad man is
ficers the respect

—

—

certainly not entitled to them.
intend no political or personal allusions in
consiiler the practice a bad
these remarks.
one, inconsistent with our republican professions,
one that is growing upon us, and one that should be
discountenanced by the sober, reflecting part ofthe

We

We

community.

DEATH OF JESSE BUEL.
From

the Troy Whis, October IG, 1839.
the following melancholy announcement
from the Albany Argus of this morning. By the
death of judge Bdel, the larmers of this state have
lost a fast friend.
No man has done more to foster
the great agricultural interests of our state, and no
man was more ready or willing to devote bis lime ta
further this object.
His sudden decease has cast a
gloom over a most extensive circle ol devoted friends.
The mournful particulars of his death will be found
below.
"We discharge a melancholy office in announcing
the death of another of our most respected and valuable citizens.
Judge Jesse Buel, expired at Danbury, Connecticut, at 3 o'clock on Sunday aflernoon, in the G3d year of bis age. In consonance
with the general sorrow, and as a tribute to the
character ol the first proprietor of this journal, our
columns appear in Ihe habiliments of mourning.
"Having accepted invitations to deliver anniversary addresses before the Hoiticullural and Agricultural societies of Norwich and New Haven, Connecticut, on the 25th and 27lh ult. he left home
about a fortnight since, with Ihat view. At Danbury, he was seized on Sunday sennight with bilious colic, of whicli he was relieved in the course
ol twenty-fnur hours: but bilious fever supervened,
and he sank under it after an illness of more than a
week receiving, during the time, every attention,
and unremitted medical attendance, from Ihe hands
of slr.ingers. It was not until Friday last, however, soon aRer his son had left him on his return lo
Albany to request Ihe attendance of his family physician, that the disorder assumed an alarming asHe was accompanied on his journey by his
pect.
only daughter, of whom he took an aflecting and
final leave, in the full possession of kis mental
laciilties, a few moments before he calmly breathed

We copy

—

free, yet we glory in being the slaves of party.
profess toleration, yet we proscribe as unworlhy of
public confidence the brother who dissents from our
political creed, or who refuses to support our candiare republicans by
date, be he ever so bad.
profession, but arislocratsor sycophaiils in practice.
Oiirnews journals, for the last two months, have his last.
been filled with accounts of pageant processions,
"Intelligence vvas brought yesterday morning by
laudatory adrlresses, and sumptuous entertainments, express, announcing the expected fatal terminalioii
got up ostensibly in honor of distinguished citizens of his illness.
It v\as a melancholy surprise to his
wdiose duties or pleasures have induced them In anxious family on reaching thesleamboat wharf in
travel abroad.
Thousands, many thousands, have th>^ affernoon, on their route to his place of illness,
been expended, a vast deal of time has been wasted to be among the first to leam that his remains had
and some of the more dangerous ofthe human pas- been brought up hy the Columbus, the day boat
sions invoked in gelling up these shows, not so much from New York, which arrived before Ihe deparwe suspect, witli the view of doing real honor lo ture of the alternoon boat. The body had been
the individuals, as of strengthening Ihe interests of brought from Daiifciiry to Poughkeepsie, and thence
party, and subserving the sinister purposes of indi- lo this city.
viiliials.
As republicans, we ridicule the adulatory
"For the last lliirly years, judo;e Buel has occuhomage paid lo Ihe crowned heads and privileged pied a wide space in the political and agricultural
classes of Eniope, bv wdial we term an ignorant and world.
In 181.'!. he removed to this city from HI-

We

—

—
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ster county, and established the Albany Ar^us.
In
the Ibilowing year, lie was appointed printer to the
state and discliarged the duties of that station, and
of the editorsliip of the paper, until 1821, when he
retired to the farm in the suburbs of the city, since
so widely and favorably known as the 'Albany
Nursery.' After his retirement from hia editorial
labors, he represented the city tor successive years
in the popular branch of the legislature, and at Ihe
period of his death was a regent of the university.
His last appearance in political life, wa.i as the
gubernatorial candidate of the opponents of the national administration in 1S36.
"But it is as an agi iculturist, in the great and broad
sense of the word, practically and scientiffically,
that he has built his fame as a public benefactor.—
As such, he was known throughout this continent
and in the old world; and no man has contributed
more, as a writer and in practical life, to elevate,
inform and improve the agriculture of his age.
Nearly six years ago, as an auxiliary in his plan for
the ditfusion ol knowledge on this subject, judge B.
established 'The Cultivator,' a monthly publication of the highest value, and of great and varied
information, and which has attained a Vast circulation throughout the American continent.
"His labors however, were not confined to his
monthly publication, ample as were its pages. His
pen was in constant requisition upon nearly every
subject connected with the cultivation of the soil,
and his correspondtuice, throughout the union, and
abroad, was extensive.
In example, not less than
in precept, he may be said to have conferred blessings that will continue to fructify and ripen into
fruit, long after his
his favorite earth.

"As

body shall have mingled with

a neighbor and a citizen

—
—

—and

in all the re-
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cares of mercantile life, and from the more vexatious plagues of political pursuits, find useful employment, sufficient wealth and delightful enjoyment in agricultural concerns.
Jiiiolher, and yet anolher.
It is but a few weeks
since we were called upon to record the death of
our old ami reverend IViend, Dr. Bancroft. But a
month; a little month, had passed, when Carey followed him; then a Blanding, and now a Hayne.
Thus, within the short space of about two months,
four of our most estimable and oldest friends have
been gathered to the tombs of their fathers, and
society deprived of four as useful citizens as any
that remain.
Bancroft, like late autumnal fruit,
v\ as fully ripe; Carey was enjoying a green old age
in the continued use of his laculties for the public
good, and was hurried away by accident. Blanding, of the age of about sixty years, nearly forty of
which were devoted to a laborious prolession, of
which he was the head, but which did not prevent
him from sustaining many important offices; all of
which he tilled with honor to himself and usefulness to the state. And now Hayne is cut down in
the midst of life and usefulness.
Yes he who was
great and eloquent in debate, of a ripe judgment
and prompt decision whose mild, fascinating manners endL'ared him to all
how much more so to us,
who have known and loved him from his childhood we, who first introduced him to public life.
We s iw the purity of his youth, and liad full confidence in the wisdom of 'his riper years.
He has
more than sustained the good opinion of his early
friends.
No man of his age in the union has been
called to more high and important offices than gen.

i

—

—

—

—

Hayne. Of him and Blanding, we shall have much
more to say when we continue our reminiscences
of South Carolina.

lations of domestic life
he was without reproach.
He was esteemed not less for his integrity than his
intelligence and worth
fortlie irnatfected a/i'ability

LAW

[Cincinnati Eoe. Post.
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JUDGE porter's OPINION,
and simplicity of manner in his intercourse with In the matter of Fanny Burke, a fugitive fro m labor
JACOB SWOPE vs. F.A.NNY BURKE.
his fellow men.
He may be said to have lived for
F. K. Boas, esq. counsel for claimant.
utility; ami to have died in the prosecution of his
Thaddeiis S evens -M- McKinney, Wm. Grimfavorite employment.
His death is a public behaw, C. C. Rawn, esqrs. for defendant.
reavement, which all will mourn as irreparable."
Before James M. Porter, president judge of the 12tli
The Baltimore Ameiican sa3's
judicial district of Pennsylvania.
The death of judge Buel, of Albany, is spoken
In the matter of Fanny Burke, claimed by Jacob
of on all sides as a loss to the country. He was a
distinguished man among a class of men, who, we Swo|ip of Washington county, Maryland, as a fugiare glad to know are becoming numerous in the tive from labor.
The alleged fugitive, was brought before me, on
United States. He was a scientific ngriciiUurist.
The culture of the soil may be a dull, laborious the 23d of August, 1839, by the constable of Harrisbusiness, or an occupation full of intellectual en- burg, by virtue of a warrant issued by William Kline,
joj'nient, according as a man pursues it.
The na- esq. a justice of the peace in and for the county ol
ture of soils, the adaptation of each sort to particu- Daiiphm, in the following words:
iar grains or [ilants, the action of manures in com- State of Pennsylvania,
Dauphin county, ss. The commonwealth of Pennbination with earthy particles, affording vegetable
food, gratting, jilanting, the breeding of fine cattle, sylvania, to John Wise, constable ol Harrishurg,
Whereas, it appears by the oath of Jacob
are all subjects not of mere mechanical routine greeting:
but of a living interest, continually renewing, into Swope of Washington county and state of Maryland,
which the mirid enters and finds delight. All qua- that Fanny Burke was held to labor or service to the
lities of an active intellect may here be exercised, said Jacob Swope, of Washington county, in the state
and a knowledge of many natural sciences is re- of Maryland, and that the said Fanny Burke, has
escaped from the labor and service of the said Jacob
quired.
S\vope you are therefore, commanded to arrest and
It is on record, at least since the days of Horace,
that every one sees charms in some other business seize the body of the said Fanny Burke, if she be
found in your county, and bring her forthwith before
more than in his own
a judge of the court of common pleas, so that ttie
Nemo qiiam sibi sorteni,
truth of the matter may be enquired into, and the
Seu ratio dederit, seu furs objecerit, ilia
vivat.

Whether from this propensity or not, there have
always appeared to us unusual charms in the life
of a farmer. In no other pursuit does man cooperate, so intimately with Providence in the wort
of production. He is a fellow laborer with nature
a partaker in her mysteries. There is a sensf
of permanence a feeling of stability and indepen
dence which the man of acres is conscious of, above
other men, as he stands upon his own ground,
plants his slatf firmly in the soil, and knows that
firmam-Mit above him
liis domain reaches to the
and to the centre of the earth beneath. His affections are preserved fresh and hearty by being
the growing grain, the ver.associated with nature
dant grass, the running waters have a life within

—

—

—

and herds, dumb creatures, dependant
on his care and conscious of kindness, are bound
We
to his heart by a sort of household sympathy.
say are because ihey may be. It is a man's own

them— flocks

fault, not the fault of his vocation, if he inclines to
be a vegetable or animal because his intercourse is
with such. It is his high prerogative to elevate
every thing around him, not to be subdued to the
measure ot an inferior grade. Instead of becoming
liim.scif a clod, he may reanimate nature with new
lift: by imparting of his spirit to quicken her own.
Such men as judge Buel, both by precept and
example, contribute to raise agriculture to its proThere are
per rank of an intellectual pursuit.
many such in the country men of taste and of
science, who, retiring from the fluctuations and

—

lo7

Whereupon

at the instance of the claimant and to
produce further proof, the further hearWednesday ne.xt,
is continued until
the 23th of August, 1839, at eight o'clock A. M. at
t house in the borough of Harrishurg, and
thereupon the said Jacob Swope. and Charles Gleim
of the borough of Harrisburg, innkeeper, are each
bourid to the coinmonweulth in Ihe sum ol .$100, conditioned for t e appearance of the said Jacob Swojie,
at the time and jdace aforesaid, to prosecute his
claim; and bail being required in the sum of §700,
lor the appearance ot the said Fai.my at the said
lime and place, to answer, which she is unable to
procure, she is committed to the common jail of
Dau|)liin county for safe keeping, there to be detained
at the expense of the said Jacob Swope, until the

able

g

ol"

him

to

this case

said day. Sec.
On wtiicli said

day, to wit: the 2Sth of August,
1839, the said Jacob Swope appears with his counsel
and ihe sheriff, who is the keeper of the ccininon
jail, having brought the said Fanny into the said
court house, Mr. McKinney, who apjiearswith Mr.
Grimshaw on her behalf, objects to the case proceeding, until a writ of habeas corpus be issued according to Ilie seventh section of the act of assembly,
passed the 25tli day of March, 182fi. Whereupon, t
awardetl a writ of habeas corpus, returnable Ibithwith, dirccled to the said keeper of the coninion jail,
which is accordingly i?sued by the prothonotary,
and to it the sheriff returns that he has her body before me as commanded, and that he holds herin custody in virtue of iny commitment of the 23d inst.
and lor no other cause.
The counsel tor the claimant thereupon exhibited
in evidence, a certificate from the rigister of wills
of Washington county, Maryland, duly certified, according to the act ot coniiress, whereby it appears
thaton the 29tli of M.ay, 1829, administration upon
the estate otWilliam Fitihugh, jr. deceased, was
granted to David Claggett and Sophia Fitzliiigh.
He also ollered in evidence, a paper dated 30th Au1839, signed by the said David Claggett and
Sophia Fitziiugli, witnessed by Henry Freaner, and
worn to by David Claggett and Sophia Fitzhugli,
on the day of its dale, before an officiating magistrate of Washington county, and duly certified, according to the act of congress, having also first
pioved its execution before me, by the oath of Henry
Freaner, the subscribing witness; which, after obtion, I
"of

admitted in evidence to shew the transfer

any which the decedent or

his administrators

had

the service or labor of the said Fanny.
He also otl'ered and gave in evidence an exiract
im the vendue paper of the personal estate of Wdliam Fitzhngh, jr. dec'd, filed by the administrators

agreeably to law, in the orphans's court of Washington county, Maryland, certified by the register
and presiding judge, according to the act of congress,
w hereby it appears, that on the 19th of June, 1829,
they sold a negro girl, Fanny, to Jack Swope for one
hundred and eighty dollars.
The claimant also called Stewart Herbaat, esq. of
Hagerstown aforesaid, who being duly sworn, deposed; that he had lived in Hagerstown all his life,
that he has known this girl Fanny for nine or ten
years, she belonged to Mr. Swope; that the witnes.s
has his office on the next lot to iVlr. Swope's, and
knew the said Fannv very well; she absconded three
or four months since. The law of Maryland does
said Fanny Burke be dealt with as the constitution not require a bill of sale on selling a slave, where the
Slaves are perof the United States, and the laws of this common- property is given up at the time.
wealth direct. Witness the said W. Kline at Har- sonal property, and amongst n sidents, bills of sale
are not required where the slave is delivered over.
rishurg, the 20th of August, 1339.
When taken to the southern states purchasers are in
W. KLINE. [ L. s.]
And Messrs. Stevens and Grimshavv appeared on Ihe habit of taking bills of sale for their own protecher behalf, and Mr. Boas on behalf of the claimant. tion.
On his cross-examination, he staled that he only
The claimant produced Henry Freaner, ofHagerstown, Washington county, Maryland, as a witness, knows the said Fanny to be Ihe slave ofMr. Swope
w ho being duly sworn deposed that he knows Fanny from her living with him as such. That there aie
Burke, now before me. That he was at Ihe sale of many free colored persms in Hageislown hiieil out.
the personal estate of William Fitzhngh, jr. deceased, Free persons of color take moie liberties than are
when Mr. Swoope bought her of the administrators. perinitleii to slaves. Fanny obeyed her master and
had not the privilege of going out as free colored
She was a small girl then. It was a long time ago
That persons did, so he judged by Ihe observations he
seven, eight, nine, ten or eleven years since.
Ihe said Fanny this day told him that she belonged made of her conduct; that he knew nearly all Ihe
That slaves and free people of color of the place; that he
to Mr. Swope, and that she did not deny it.
there was no threat or intimation used to induce her did not know there was any difference detween the
Also, Samuel Newman, of Hagerstown, treatment of servants for a ierm of years and servants
to say so.
Washington county, Maryland, who being duly for life. He further stated, that he had not seen this
sworn ileposcd that he is a neighbor of Jacob woman living with Mrs. Filzhugh, and that she had
Swope, of Washington county, Maryland, and knows not lived with her since Mr. Swope bought her,
That he knows she has al- and in answer to a question put by me, said "this
the said Fanny Burke.
ways been considered as the property ofMr. Swope. woman, Fanny, has, during all the time I have
That he has known her for six or eight years to be known her, been known and rejiuted as the slave of
Thinks she left him some Mr. Swope. by every person in Hagerstown."
living with Mr. Swope.
The counsel for Fanny then called Dr. John IV.
She told the witness since her arlime in May last.
away,
and
how far she came with- Hammon, of Harrisburg, who being sworn, deposed
she
ran
how
rest
out eating or drinking. That she was determined that he was a native of the stale of Maryland, but
That Mr. had not resided there for eight or nine years past.
not to deny her ma.ster or mistress.
Swope was her master. The sale ofMr. Fitzhugh's That he did not know what the laws of Maryland
required, but as far as sales of slaves had come unproperty took place after his death.

—
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it was usual to give bills of sales.
not usually reconled unless the slave remaiueij with the vendor.

der his observation,

They were

Messrs. Grimshaw and McKinny in their able and
ingenious arguoient onbeliallol' the prisoner, contended.
1. That the warrant on which she was arrested
was illegal, as not b.-ing in conlormity to the act of
1829 in two particulars—/i)s(. That it is directed to
llie constable of the borough o( Harrisburg, when
the act requires that it shall be directed "to the sheriff or any consiuble of the proper city or county," and
Sethat Harrisburg was neither a city nor county.
cond, That tlie warrant directs the constable to
"bring her forthwith before a judge of the court of
common pleas," without adiling the words "of your
proper county," which the act requires, and that
under this warrant, the constable might have taken
her before anyjudgc of any county in the state,
which the act does not permit.
I do not think tliere is any thing in either of these
objections.
A constable of a borough, as well as a
constable of a township, is one of the constables of
the county, and although the w-ords "of the proper
county" are omitted in the warrant when speaking
of the judge, still as the legal command of the warrant was properly understood and executed by the
constable, no injury has resulted to any one.
They also contended that the evidence did not establish the title of the claimant, Mr. Swope, to the services of this

woman.

That no

part of the

documen-

tary evidence admitted, was legal testimony to esThat the certificate of the registablish any fact.
ter, that administration had been granted, was not

That letters of administration,
the best evidence.
or a copy of them should have b /en provided. That
the extract from the vendue paper will not operate
as evidence, a copy of the whule record should be
produced, and that the paper of the 24th of Augu.st,
1839, signed by the administrators is no bill of sale,
but a mere cortificate upon oalli made ex parte ot
what had heretofore been done. Thai the parol evienre did not make her out the slave of William
i'dzhugh, jr. at Ihe time of his decease, and if that
.ct is not made out by the "sati.safctory evidence"
which the act of 182!) requires, no sale of her could
> est
in the purchaser a right which it is not proved
ilie owner possessed.
That it is for the claimant to
mid<e out his case by clear and indubitable evidence,
and if there is any defect of evidence, it is to be visited upon him.
That this is a pait of thai tralPic
which our legislaUire has declared to be inhuman,
and which is now denounced by the laws of nations.
That in cases involving human liberty, every intendraenl is to be made in its favor, and that to decide
upon the question of human liberty in a summary
manner and by a single judge, i.s a virtual infraction
of the provisions in our constitution, which declares
"That the trial by jury shall be as heretofore, and
the right thereof shall remain inviolate" and that a
person accused "cannot be deprived of his life, liberty or property, unless by the judgment of his peers
And 'that as well the fact
or the law of the lanil."
of owning the service and labor as that ol having
tied, must b^ established, to warrant the certificate.
Mr. Rawn also on behalf of the prisoner, urged the
argument of Ihe defect ot proof in regard to the claim
I

1

to her service.
Boas in reply, and awardI declined to hear Mr
ed the required certificate to the claimant, Mr.
Swope, and as this is a case exciting some interest
I shall file my opinion with the clerk, that the
grounds on which I proceedeil may be known.
Slavery or involuntarv servitude, existed in nearif not quite all the British colonies, iti America,
The sl.ive trade had been
prior to the revolution.
pursnetl by the people of Ihe inolher country, and was
encouraged and sustained by Ihe British government.
Ellbrtswere made from time to time by the legislatures of the colonies to put a slop to this traffic; in
tnant of the royal
which they were not successful

ly

/«
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memoirs, and is also published by Mr. Elliott in the
introduction to the 4lh volume of his collection of
debates relative to the federal constitution. This
subject of slavery will be found to have occupied a
prominent place in the di/Bcullies and di.^cussions
which occupied the various sessions of the congressional delegates, from 1776 until the ratification of
the articles of confederation ot" ten states on the 9th
New Jersey subsequently ratified
of July, 1778.
them in November, 1778. Delaware in February,
1779; and Maryland not till March 1, 1781.
The sense of danger which sustained the union
during the revolutionary war, not continuing after
its close, the defects of the existing system of union
became so apparent that the force of public opinion
assembled the convention of 17S7-8, the result of
whose labors was the present constitution of the
United States. The history of Ihe proceedings of
that body teach us that the constitution was a work
of compromise and concession.
That according to
its terms the otherwise free and independent states
of North America, consented to form a perpetual
union, or if the term be better liked, a federal or
general government, of the whole, upon certain terms
conditions, and wilh Ihe powers and authorities
vested in that government, reserving to the states
I

d the people, all the powers and authorities not
granted to the government of the union. T^\\e. people
of the several states agreed to the form of governnent upon the terms ami conditions specified and
ipon no others.
And the citizens of each state in
the union, have a right to require from the citizens
of all the other states, a compliance with the terms
of the social compact thus formed.
Our fathers in
1778, were just as cognizant of the fact that slavery existed at that day, as wo are that it exists at present, although the term slavery is no where found in
Ihe constitution of the United States.
They adopted in that instrument the following provision. (See
article 4, last paragraph of section 2.)
"No person
held to service or labor in one state under the laws
thereof, escaping into another, shall in consequence
of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from
such service or labor, but shall be delivered up, on
the claim of the party to whom such service or labor may be due." To carry into eli'ect this constitutional provision, congress, upon the 12th ol February, 1793, passed an act (see 1. Story's laws U.
State^i, 285) containing the following provisions:
"That when a person held to labor in any of the
United States, or either of the territories on the
north west or south of the river Ohio, under the laws
thereof, shall escape into ancrtlier of the said states
or territories, the person to whom such service or
labor may be due, his agent or attorney is hereby
empowered to seize or arrest such fugitive from labor and to take him or her before any judge of the
circuit or district courts of the United States, residing or being within the state, or before any magistrate of a county, city or town cor|X)rate, wherein
such seizure or arrest shall be made, and upon proof
to the satisfaction of such judge or magistrate, either
by oral teslimony or affidavit taken before and certified by a magistrate of any such state or territory,
that the person so seized or arrested doth, under the
laws of the state or terrilory from which he or she
tied, owe service or labor to the person claiming him
or her, it shall be the duty of such judtre or magistrate to give a certificate thereof to such claimant,
his agent or attorney, which shall be sufficient warrant for removing the said fugitive from labor to the
state or territory from which he or she fled."
The remaining section of the act imposes a penalty of $.'500 on any person who shall knowingly and
willingly obstruct or hinder such claimant, his agent
or atlorney in so seizing or arresting such fugitive
from labor, or rescuing the liigitive when arrested,
or harboring or concealing such person after notice
that he or she is a fugitive from labor.
Under this
constitutional provision or act of congress many fugitives (rom labor had been legally arresteil and delivered over to claimants; and no doubt many. gross
frauds hail been practised by constables and other
kidnappers, in collusion with certain worthless justices of the peace, who lent their aid lo such nefarious purposes, wheieby free colored persons had
been sent into bondage in other states. The legislature of Pennsylvania, actuated by that same philanthropic spirit which has characterised her legislation on this as well as upon other subjects, in the
year 1820, passed a law prohibiting kidnapping of
negroes and mulattoes, either by force or fraud, declaring the olfence felony and prescribing its pu-

and being subjected lo a fine of not less than $5W,
and not more than $1,000. The 4th and last section
of Ihe act enjoins the same duties on judges and recorders of courts, on granting the certificate to the
claimants, to make a record thereof, and file the
same with the clerk of the sessions, us is prescribed
by the lOlh seclion of the subsequent act of 25th
March, 1820, and which has supplied the place of
that section.
This act of the 27th

March, 1820, was found to
throw great and serious obstacles in the way of persons having claims to the service and labor of fugitives who escaped from other states into Pennsylvania, and accordingly a committee of gentlemen
from Maryland, having attended at the seat of government of Pennsylvania, during the sitting of our
legislature, the act of 25th of March, 1326, was passed, as well for the humane purpose of preventing
free persons of color from being improperly removed
from the state under pretext of law, as of giving effect to the constitution and laws of the United'
States, where the master made out the necessary
proof of his title to the labor or service of the person
claimed, as well as of the fact of such person being a
This act in its 1st and 2nd sections defines
and prescribes the punishment of kidnapping, or aid
ing or abetting in kidnapping any negro or mulatto
person.
In the 3rd section it authorises a justice of
the peace to issue a warrant for the apprehension of
any fugitive from labor, to be cariied before a judge
of the county, common pleas, or district court of the
proper county, or the recorder of a city, so that the
truth may be enquired into, and Ihe alleged fugitive
be dealt wilh as the constitution of the United Slates
and the laws of this commonwealth direct. Sections
4, 5, 6, and 7, prescribe the course of proceeding by
the justice on issuing the warrant, and by the judge
in hearing the case.
Section 9 prohibits any justice
of the peace or alderman from granting a certificate
to the owner under the act of congress, in nearly the
words used in Ihe 3rd section of the act of 1820; and
section 10 enjoins it as a duly on Ihe judge or recorder of a court, when he grants or issues a certiiicate or warrant of removal, to make a fair record of
the same, in which he shall enter the name, age,
sex, and a general description of the person of flw
negro or mulatto, &c. together with Ihe name of,
(and) place of residence of the witnesses and party
claiming such negro or mulatto, and to file the same
with the clerk of the quarter sessions of the city or
county.
Further, to prevent the sale and transfer of persons claimed as fugitives from tabor, whilst in this
commonwealth our legislature, on the 17th of April,
1827, passed another act providing that "all sales
that shall hereat'ter be made, within this state, of any
fugitive or fugitives from service or labor, who, at
Ihe time of such sale or sales, shall be within the
limits of this state, sh.dl be utterly null and void;
and if any person or persons, under color or pretence of any such sale or sales, shall seize, arrest, or
by intimidation, seduction, or fraud, shall remove,
or cause to be removed from this slate, any sucli fugitive or fugitives thus sold, or attempted to be sold,
fugitive.

he, she, or they, so offending, shall forfeit
the sura of .$50'0," 8ic.

and pay

In the examination of this clause a singular omission in printing the 7lh section of the act of 23ih
March, 1826, in Purdon's Digest, 51h edition, page
718, was discovered. The following words to follow the 8th line of that section as printed, and lo
come in before the 9lh are let't out, and should be
inserted "the said judge shall think reasonable and
just, and to a day certain when the said."
It ha, ol late years been urged lliat the fugitive
argument has
is entitled to a trial by jury, and the
been suggested, if not urged here. In relation to
this matter, as well as in relation to the power or
authority of slate inagislrates, to carry into eli'ect
the acts of congress we have had various and conflicting decisions by courts in various part of the

Union. (See 1 Wharton 330—1, 5, Martin, Hunter's lesse), Virginia cases 321, commonwealth, vs.
Feely— 6 Halls Law Jour. 113. United States, vs.
the republican government, a law was passed for Ihe
Campbell 17 Johns: 4. United Stales, vs. Lathrop
perpetual prohibition of the importation of slaves,
7 Conn. R. 239, Ely vs. Peck. See also the opinion
and other slates Ib'.lowed the example, and congress,
of judges Bland and Hanson of Maryland, Alineda's
exercising the power committed to them by the concase. 121h Niles' Register, 114,231.
Where ills
stitution, have long since prohibited the importation
held that slate inagislrates and slate courts cannot
of slaves inio any part of the union.
execute authorities ve--ted in them by acts of conThe revolution found ua with slavery existing
gress, in criminal or penal cases at least.
among us, an evil, I believe, ailinitted on all hands,
But this does not seem to be the law of Pennsylbut aiTevil introduced by the cupidity and love of
vania, as recognized by our supreme court. See the
gain of the mother country, and forced upon the co
nishment; and to prevent the inferior magistracy of case of Wright, alias Hall, vs. Deacon 5 S. and R.
lonists against their consent.
After the Declaration of Independence was adopt- the commonwealth from interfering in case of fugi- 62. whore Gibson J. held that "the execution of Ihe
ed, it became necessary to form some |)lan of union tive slaves, the Sd seclion of that act prohibited any federal power has been delegated in some instances
alderman or justice of the peace from exercising ju- to the slate authority. In the case of Ihe revenue
or confederation for common defence and for resist
ing the common enemy. This necessity led to thi risdiction or taking cognizance of Die ca'se of any and post office laws jurisdiction is given to the stale
adoption of the old articles of confederation, an in- fugitive from labor from any of the United Slates or courts, to carry certain parts of those laws inlo exI will not say at present whether, accordterestinn' sketcli of the proceedings, in relation to territories under the before recited act of congress, ecution.
which, coinpileJ by Mr. Jell'crson, is found in liis on pain of being guilty of a misdemeanor in office ing to the constitution, congress can compel the

sanction, to Ihe laws they passed lor the purpose. At
the first session of the legislature of Virginia, under

—
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state courts to execute this borrowed jurisdiction.
Until tile stale governments proliibit tt)eir courts
trora talcing cognizance of questions arising under

these laws, there is no objection to tiiein doing so."
the doctrine has been recogniz.ed by the suStates, to at least this exlent, that congress may vest in the stale courts criminal jurisdiction over cases concuirent with that of
the United States courts; but to vest this jurisdiction the act of congress must expressly authorise it
Serg'l.s. Con'st. law 27S, 5
Wheaton 26—30.
Houston, vs. Moore. In civil suits the state courts
constantly entertains such jurisdiction ib: and 14

And

preme court of the United

—
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Johns: Rep. United States, vs Dodge. See also 1
Jour: of Juris]): 196 Worlhinglon. vs. Masters
11
S.Tg't and R. 196 Buckwalter, U. Slates, 12 Niles'
Reg't 265,exparte: Rhodes' opinion ofjiidge Cheves.
I hold the law then to be, that the judges and magistrates of Pennsjlvaiiia may, if they think fit, execute the provisions of the act of congress relative
to fugitives from labor, unlefs prevented by enactments of the slate legislatuie. That the act of assembly of 25th March, 1836, does prescribe the
manner in which oniy the judicial officers of Pennsylvania may interfere in these cases, and that con.sequently, when application is made to state judges
and magistrates, their proceedings must conform to
the act of assembly mentioned; and that if the party
chooses, he may proceed, as directed by the act of
congress of 1793, and carry the fugitive before a
judge of the United States courts, wliose proceedings will be regulated by that act alone.
There has been a good deal of discussion and several legal adjudications on the subject of the constitutionality of that act of congress
See 2 Pickering's Reporis 11
where the act was held to be con.stitutional, and that the slave might be seized without warrant, and taken before a judge, &c. The
same principle was settled bv the supreme court of
Kew York in the case of Jack and Martin, 12 Wendell 311.
Where it was contended that the act of
congress was unconstitutional, and that the state
law of New York, giving the slave the writ of homine replegiendo .igainst the person claiming his service or his agent, and suspending all proceedings before the judge or magistrate, and the caption or removal of the fugitive under the certificate, until final
judgment shall be given on this writ, was constitutional and valid.
But tiie court held otherwise, and
decided that congress had the right to prescribe the
mode and manner of Ihe "delivering up;" and if the
slate provision on the subject clashed with the provision of the act of congress, the former must yield
to tlie latter, wliich must be considered as a cotemporaneous exposition of Ihe constitution of the U. is not in possession. In this case the proof of Jack
States.
This case was subsequenlly carried up to being the slave of the plaintifl' is full, clear and unIhe court of enors, and is tliere reported in 14 Wen- contradicted.
Jack admitted that he was a slave
dell 507.
The judgment was unanimously affirmed, till thirty years of age, when he alleges he was enchancellor WaKvorlh maintaining the constitution- titled Io his freedom by the will of a former master,
ality of llie slate law, and the unconstilutionalily of Sic.
"Were this a trial between Jack and the plainthe act of congress, but going for the affirmance of tiff on a question of freedom, there could be no doubt
the judgments, because the fact of slavery was ad- on the evidence before yon. ^i bill of sale is not
mitted in the pleadings. Senator Bishop concurring necessary to shciv Ihe property to be in the plaintiff; it
with Ihe supreme court in sustaining the constitu- may be proved by parol or inferred from long possesliouality of the act of congress, and unconstitution- sion.''
ality of Ihe state law. Another case occurred in the
In the present case I lay out of view the acsupreme court of New Jersey, in Ihe case of Herns- knowledgment of Fanny that the claimant was her
ley, vs. Haywood, ihe report of which I have not master and that she would not deny it, not because
seen, but if not already published, it will be in the it is incompetent evidence of the fact, but because
forllicoining volume of Ihe reports of that state.
In there is other and abundant evidence to establish
which the right to arrest and deliver over to the the same thing. Yet such evidence has been uniclaimant on the certificate of the magistrate was af- formly received, and in the case last cited was relied
firmed.
And in Ihe case of Wright, alias Hall, vs. on by the court in their charge to the jury. No less
Deacon in 5 S. & R. 62, a writ o( ho mine replegiendo than three witnesses examined before me, viz: Hy
issued to obtain lor defendant a trial by jury, after Fieancr, Samuel Newman and Stewart Herbert
judge Armstrong had granted the cerlificate to identify Fanny and speak of knowing her lor eight
claimant w-as quashed by the supreme court of Penn- or ten years as the reputed slave of and residing will
sylvania. The true law upon the subject cannot be the claimant, and speak of llieir means of knowledge
But whether a slave or nol
better laid down than has been done by judge Sergeant of her being a slave.
ii»hi3 Ireati.ie on constitutional law, page 398. "From if she owes labor to service for even a term of years,
the whole scope and tenor of the constitution, and the claimant is enlilled to the certificate aulhorised
There has been nothing ad
act of congress, it appears that the fugitive is to be by the act ol congress.
diiced to contradict this proof, and no attempt made
delivered up on a summary proceeding without Ihi
delay of a formal trial in a court of common law. If to question her identity.
As objeclinns were made to the competency of
a certificate be given by a stale judge, agreeably to
the act of congress alter a hearing, such certificate some of the evidence received and as when received,
the counsel were informeil they should have the
is a legal warrant to remove the slave; and no writ
of homine replegiendo afterwards lies on the part of benefit of any exception Iherefo on the argument, it
the slave in a court of the stale, where such a certi- may be proper to notice tfiese matters.
The certificate of Ihe grant of administration was
ficate is given, to try his right to freedom.
Such
writ is a violation of the constitution. If the slave admitted to show the authority by which she was
in such ca>e has a right to freedom, he may try it in sold by David Clagget and Sophia Fitzhugli as adininislralors of Wm. Filzhugh, io the claiuiant, and
the state to which he is removed."
I may here add
that this wdiole subject was discussed very much at is the ordinary and usual, and in most instances, the
large in the late convention for revising and amend- only evidence fhat can be procured from the regising the conslilution of this commonwealth, upon teis' office of the grant of administration. It is not
various attempts being made In insert in that instru- usual to keep a duplicate of the letters of adminisment a provision granting to fugitives from labor tration as a record in the office, although it has been
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repugnant to the constitution of the United Stales, tration were issued to A. and B. in the usual form,
anil this constitutes the only record of the grant of
and consequently void.
Certificates from the land office of
ailmiiiisfrafion.
1 have been thus minute, particular and perhaps
tedious, in bringing info view all the decisions on Pennsylvania are frequently received in evidence by
The certificate therefore was received
the subject, to which I could have access in the short our courts.
time allowed me, since the argument of this cause; and is considered couipetent evidence of the fact of
because, I am aware of the prejudices among the adininistiation having been granted as therein set
people of the northern states on the subject of slave- forth.
The extract from the vendue list, by the technical
ry, and the abhorrence with which this state of vassalage is viewed by many, and I am desirous that all rules of law, would nol be evidence, and was not resuch should have an opportunity of knowing what cei\ed in any other light that as a satisfacloiy conthe law is, as settled by and under the constitution firmation of the parol evidence given by Henry
of the United Slates, which was ordained and estab- Freaner of her having been sold by the administraIn itself, it would not have been received or
lished by the people of the United Slates, as the tors.
preamble emphatically declares. In the language relied upon as evidence.
The paper dated 24lh August, 1S39, signed and
of chief justice Parker, of Massachusetts, "It is difficult in a case like this, for persons who are not in- sworn to by the above named administrators of Wilhabitants of slave holding slates to prevent prejudice liam Fitzhugh, jr. deceased, was only admitted to
from having too strong a hold on their minds. We shew that the interest of the deceased andoflhem
must reflect, however, that the constitution was as hi? administrators in the labor or service of Fanny,
made with some states, in which it would not occur wlas transferred to, and vested in Jacob Swope, the
to the mind to enquire whether slaves were proper- claimant, which fact had also been proved by the
It may however be
ty. It was a very serious que.'rtion when they came parol evidence in the cause.
io make the constitution what should be done with queslioned whether under the language of the act of
They might have kept aloof from the congress of 1793, it was not admissible evidence as
their slaves.
That instrument was a compromise. an affidavit. That act says: proof to the satisfaction
constitution.
We are of such judge, either by oral testimony or affidavit
It was a compact by which all are bound.
to consider then what was the intention of the con- taken, before and certijied by a magistrate of any such
stitution.
Slavery would, still have continued if no stale or teiritory, that the person arrested dolh under
the laws of the stale or territory from which he or she
constitution had been made.'*
The law then is clear, that if the right of the fled, Give service or labor to the person claiming, &,c."
claimant to the services of tlie person arrested as a Our act of assembly it is true says, "upon proof to
fugitive be established, Ihe certificate must be grant- Ihe satisfaction of such judge, that the person so
ed.
Two things undoubtedly must be established seized or arrested doth under the laws ol the stale or
First
That territory from w hich he or slie fled, owe service or
belbre the certificate will be given.
the alledged fugitive owes labor or service to the labor to Ihe person claiming," &.c. leaving the nature
claimant, and second That such fugitive shall have of the proof to the judge, but declaring 'Mhat the
escaped from the state or terriloiy, under Ihe laws oath of the owner or owners or other person interof which such labor or service is due, info this com- ested shall in no case be received in evidence by Ihe
monwealth. The second point has been clearly es judge on the hearing of the case."
Having, therefore, no doubts as to either the law
fablished in this case by the testimony of all three
of the witnesses examined on the part of the claim- or Ihe facts of this case, how much soever I may
ant, and therefore, the only remaining matter of in- personally feel on the subject of involuntary serviquiry is, whether the said Fanny was held to labor tude, I am bound, as well by the positive language
or service in the state of Maryland, under the laws of our act of assembly, as by the act of congress
and the constitution of the United States, which our
thereof.
"On a question of slavery or freedom (says judge own state statutes directs me to carry info execuBaldwin, 1 Baldwin 577 Johnson vs. Tomkins et. tion, to award to Jacob Swope, a certificate that it
al.) the right is to be established by the same rules has been proved to iny satisfaction, that the said
of evidence as in other contests about Ihe right to Fanny dolh owe labor anil service to ttie saiil Jacob
property (7 Cianch 295). Quiet and undislurbed Swope under the laws of Maryland, whence she fied
possession is evidence of ownership, and cannot be into this commonwealth, which shall be sufficient
disturbed by any one who has not tlie right of pro- warrant for removing the said Fanny to the state of
perty, and Ihe burthen of proof lies on the one who Maryland, from which she lied.
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In relation to one of the schooners
captured and sent into New York by the BriBaltimore American of the ISth says:
Case of the schooner Catharine. The attention
of the public has, of late, been so frequently called
to this vessel, and the circumstances under which
she has been captured and sent into New York,
that we are happy to have it in our power to pubThe facts
lish a correct statement of Ihe matter.
are simply these.
The schooner Catharine, Wm. S. Wedge, master,
was despatched from Baltimore earlj' in May last
for Havana, the captain having instructions to value
upon one of the most respectable houses there, and
to sell the vessel, provided a suitable price was ofotherwise, to accept of any good
fered for her;
freight for the United States, giving preference Io a
The consignees
direct employment to Baltimore.
being unsuccessful in their endeavors to procure a
purchaser at the captain's limits, recommended him
to a ship broker, as a person belter suited to enable
him to accomplish a sale. With the aid of a broker,
a bona fide sale was made of the vessel, the contract ratified, the money paid, and remittances regularly forwarded and received by the agents and
owners in Baltimore. Captain \Vedge, having deposited his register with Ihe United States consul,
and received from the consul a receipt for the regular discharge ol his seamen, and the payment of
three months extra wages accoiding to law, returned direct to the United States.
Here ended all connection of the original owners
of the Catharine with this vessel or her subsequent
voyage; and such being the fact, they could have
no agent to act for them in any business in which
they were not in the most indirect mariner conlati-ly

tish, the

—

ceriifd.

Tiie consular and other documents submitted to
our inspection, prove the correctness of what is

here alleged, anil

we

are satisfied that the tranction,

so far as the parlies here are concerned, has been
character, and that
by jury, on the question of re- done by some careful officers. Most generally the one of a correct and mercantile
way rest upon
manding them to the claimanls, and that body held, original bonds arc filed and on them is endorsed a no suspicion or censure should in any
adminisof
them.
letters
by a large majority, that such provision would be memorandum that on auch a day

the right of a

trial

.
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Pennsylvania,
'" tlie great bodyof their coiintryiiii 1 ill
CHRONICLE.
New Orleans
?noie- Ohio, &c, Tlrey have estnbhshed
Anti-davery sockly. The female anti-shvery
ihespian corps, wno
is German theatre, or rather German
wiae
oo
pirnes.
two
into
split
has
in their native tongue. No counannual meeiing last weeK, they Bet up dramatic pieces
iiie breach, that at the
dramatic
iry can present such an exhaustless fund ot
year.
were unable to elect officers for the easuing
works, as the illustrious writers of Germany, tor ages
at Alton, III. has
have furnished.
Alton. The loss by the late fire
len upon J,
been ascertained to be $19,804, and has fa
On Sunday morning last about
Gunpowder plot.
W. Buiram, J. J F.«ter, J''lin Ro«-e, W. A. Wentattempt was discovered to set fire to the
H. Ald- one o'clock, an
worth T &, T L. \Vaples, W. S. Gilinan, L.
Peter Haldeman of this town, conof
house
powder
Bible
Co. the American and Illinois
vich, Fessenden
about 5,01)0 pounds of powder. If the infernal
Ilhnois bunday taining
society the American Tract society,
scheme had succeeded, the loss of hfe and property
all uninSchool Union, Illinois Temperance society—
would have been incalculable. The attempt was made
inWaples,
Messrs.
the
sured, except the bulding of
by settiu" fire to several empty oil casks which the
sured for 1,-iOO.
wretches had stolen, filled with shavings and placed
immediately
Captain Appleby. The BufTalo Commercial Adver- within a few feet of the building and
treAppleby is again against a fence which communicated with it.
tiser, of Wednesday, says, "captain
gentleman inenclous explosion must inevitably have been the conHe arrived here yesterday.
at large.
a few mobut
Apdelayed
been
appear,
had
not
did
discovery
girl
if
the
the
sequence,
snys
from Sandusky
when ments longer, probably the whole town would have been
pleby entered bail in the sum of SS5,000 to appear
cannot conceive of more infamous and diafired.
called upon."
endanger
a bohcal wretches than men who would thus
made
has
Richmond,
Coal mine. Col. Heth, of
of innocent and unconscious citihundreds
hvesof
th6
compacondiiional sale of his valuable coal.mmes to a
malice; or for the
in zens, to gratify, probably, a private
ny in England. An agent of the company came om
dismay
and
pluntler amidst the conlusion
his leport be iavprable, purpose of
ilie Liverpool steamer, and if
Several men were seen
followed.
will be conhrmed. which would have
of wliich there is no doubt, the sale
reward ol
I
]

&

paramount duty of
is compatible with the
maintaining a sound currency.
On motion of Mr. Adams, it was

afforded that

.

ot this
Ilesolved, That the chairman and secretary
copy ot
meeting sign the proceedings, and transmit a
the same to the committee.
.

Wm. M.

C. W.
Vermilye, secretary.

Circular of the safety

fund

Lawrence, chairman.
.

6anfai.

At a mettmg

c

ot

the western

of

the subscribers, officers of several
die cily
City Hotel,
safety fund banks, held at the
York, on the 28th day of October, 1=39, the
of
unanimously
tbilowing preamble and resolutions were

m

New

adopted:
Whereas,

,

.

it

is

found

to

,

be impracticable at

.•

.l-

this time,

arrangement in this city tor ihe
satety
permanent and unitbrm redemption ot country
A
ot nearfund paper, in consequence ol which, ihe bills
A
now selling at ruinous
ly all tlie western banks are
the duty, and, as
rates ot discount; and whereas, it is
wo confidently believe, the wish ol the western banks
We
power to protect the comto make every effort in their
munity from loss on their paper, theretore
convention
Resolved, That we recommend that a
American
of western safety fund banks, be held at the
day ot NoHotel, in Auburn on Friday, the eighth
adopt
vember next, at 10 o'clock A. M. of that day, to
speedy
running from the fire when discovered. A
such measures as will insure the uniform and
Expedition. Four genilr-men arrived at Jewett's E.x- one hundred dollars is olfered for the detection of the
converedemption of their paper, at some ceniral and
last, who nac^
Sunday
on
Norfolk,
from
chano-j ILitel,
perpetrators of this infamous outrage.
nient place at the earliest practicable day.
at G o'clock P. M. and
[Columbia (Pa.) Courant.
abdiiy
left rfavana on Sunday Hih,
Resolved, That we have full confidence m the
thus making
tht-ir
tarried one daj^ in Charleston, S.
Immigrants. The number of passengers arrived at of all the western safety fund banks to redeem
and a half.
hesiihe voyage and journey in five days
Quebec to the 8th September this year .was 7,060; in entire circulation, at an early day, and we do not
tliey will checrlully
The first steamboat Illiiiuis passed from Chicago to the same time last year, 2,605.
tate to assure the community that
Phis
regardless of prosi.xty hours.
efi'ort wilhin their power,
Buffalo, (1,047 miles), last week, in
Indian oulfd.
The steamer Pizaro left St. Louis on make every
the public.
distance on record, which
is the greatest speed, for the
Kansas river, with the tollow- fts, to nieettheirengagemenlswnh
banks
miles and foriy-five hun- the 3rd, tor the mouth of
Resolved, That while the western satety fund
is at the rate of seventeen
their
20
looms
and
wheels,
spinning
carn-o,
20
ini'
viz:
That ,s four huntheir power to protect
dreths of a mile, say 17^ per hour!
$10,00Dinspecie. are making every effort in
mile in ap"pendages, 300 axes, 100 ploughs and
the depreciations ot tlieir
by
loss
trom
community
dred and seventeen mites and one-tenth ot a
the
This outfit is for the Iowa and other Indians.
public whether it
paper, we respectfully suggest to the
every twMty.four hours.'.'
Land sale. Lands to the amount of 890,000 weie IS not just and proper for them to extend towards the
Electors. There arc three of the electors of Thomas
at the sale in that city, which com- country banks, the same confidence which they arc exChicago,
at
Woodward,
of
sold
.lohn
York,
New
in
Jefl-'r^on yet livina
the 2d inst. All the purchasers were actu- tending towards the city banks, in encouring theui to
Ne>v~York city, Pierre Van Gordandt, of Westchester menced on
maintain specie paymenis.
j
u
i
and James Burtt, of Orange. Ah these gentlemen are al settlers.
saicTwenty thousand dollars was received at the land
Resolved, That we earnesdy request that every
staunch and devoted whigs.
state be reoffice in Springfield, Mo, during the recent sales.
fy fund bank in the western part of this
The Liverpool packet ship IndepenForei<'H news.
Chicago American says, that the president ot presented at the proposed convention.
The
at New York on the '2ihh
I'.o, cap'. Nye, arrived
United States, on the peiition of the settlers, has
The postmaster at Baltimore on the
Sep'ember. the
Philadelphia.
vi
ib'er, bringing London dales to the 23th
postponed the sale of such portions of the even numPhiladelphia, wilhout a
The fact that "he Rotlischild; had actually accepted bered sections, within five miles of the Milwaukee ca- 23d, received a lelter from hundred dollars la L nUeil
three
t'M dr.ilts of thsU. S. bank, previously refused by nal as contain improvements, or were settled upon pre- signature, containing
should
notes, and desiring that the money
bank
Co. is olhcially puplished in
States
improved
only
to
the
t;ij Messrs. Hottingucr
applies
It
vious to the 3d inst.
tor it that evenbe given to a person who would call
and there remains no doubt ol ilie fact* land within five miles of the canal.
J .Maniteur
was
money
the
tor,
called
not
was
Septhe 26:h
ing,^ but in case it
()itit apuears notwithstanding, that on
The Liberian packet ship Saluda, is ex- tote remailed to Philadelphia, to Mr. Lewis Brown,
Liberia.
i.iuber, Mr. Jaudon, as agent of the Bank of the Unitpected to arrive at New York about the first ot Decem- which was done.
. .vi States, was compelled to make an application to the
papers that 'lie
will leave Norfolk, on her return to Liberia,
It appears Irom the Philadelphia
Bank of England for a loan, which was granted hnn ber, and 25tli of that month, with passengers and
city was robbed on
the
store of Mr. Lewis Brown of that
under the guarantee of Messrs. Barring, Morrisim, about
is no
agent of the American colonization
nifht of S4oO in bank notes, and there
Monday
Dnnisoi and Huth, to the amount ot JtlOJ.OOa stor- emi nants. The
provide
will
detection,
The claims which this sum is society gives notice that Mr. John McPhail
doubt that" the robber, apprehensive ot
lui4 p ly able in consols.
at Norfolk, and give employ to such
accommodarions
restoring the money to its
of
affair,
and
mode
Pan-:
Ihe
best
ol
the
this
independent
thought
to 111 ei is eniirely
port previous to the time
post notes and bills of cmioran's as may arrive at that
rightful owner.
is Slatted to be for the payment of
Tne charge to emigrants for passage,
for embarking.
Equator, ot
e.'cchange.
Shipwrecks. On the I2th nil. the ship
and six months subsistence aher arriving in Africa, is
reef of the U mbrella Ii.°y,
To the latest hour the accoun:s of the weather are sixtv
Those emigrants for whom provision a New York, was lost on the
dollars.
and
susgrain
a
crops
of
the
to
The crew and passendecidi-dly unfavorable
will draw their farm one of the Bahama islands.
support
and
passage
for
made
li,nglaiid,
of the cargo,
pension of specie payments by the Bank ot
gers were all saved; as also one-fourdi
land, and obtain their deeds immediately on arrival.
She was
51200,000.
of course becomes more probable.
[Amer.
fhe whole being valued at about
3o steerThere is no very important feature in the news trom
bound to New Orleans, and had 2 cabin, and
Episcoscarcity
Melhodist
ol
apprehended
the
increase
of
states that
the
The
Equator
Methodism.
the continent, unlras it be
'I'he mate ot the
a.'e passengers.
the
two
pal church the past year has been 41,309; fur
although doubts have been
grain in France.
™
,
,
,on„
„.
llie Mamllareef does exist,
eastern side ot
London, Sept. IWi, (Tuesday), 1339.
past years over 80,000.
entertained on the subject, and is on the
The Nalchez Free Trader says tliat four gentlemen the Keys, extending several eagues north to Walkei 3
Since the departure of the Liverpool steamship, every
thouAllen's Key,
thiiif re.=pccting the lale occurrence in Pans in con- of the city of Vicksburg have subscribed twenty
thence south to Umbrella Kev, along
Key,
Judge
Harbor
nection wiih the IJaiik of the United Stales, has set- sand dollars to the Methodist centenary fund.
PensacolaKey and Green Turtle Key to Lutle
Tolhegreatsatisfaction Lane giving six thousand of that sum.
reel lies oil from the
The
tled downinioa perfect calm.
terminates.
it
where
island,
England and France, the
w-ith a tew
<.f the merchants, both of
Napolean.
A late French paper says that the heirs
miles, an J consists of coral rocks,
to

make any

definite

C—

i

.

:

&

.
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,

,

,
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Messrs. Roihschild now regularly act tor the Bank ot
the United Slates.
tThe weather since your accounts by the Liverpool
has been o'jain unfavorable with the exception of yesand conrecommenced
rain
t-rdav bu''at iiiMit the
Tile afternoon has been
tin>i-d 'until IJ o'clock to-day.
sjiiili
bri'ditaiid w.irin— butlhe wind being still in the
the present sunan(1 south west, it is not probable that
shine will last iiiiiil Ihe return of night.
unchanged.
The Slate of the money market rcn.ains
,

i

,

The suspension of payment ol the bank ol England
now openly di.scussed in ihe London newspapers—

is

md

think the event inevitaall parties— appearing
:-a :., ,i...,1.^;.,.t tlm
mn p or
of p.'ir
. ._
...„ lio^if
best mode
and arc busied in devisir
asi injurious and durailoubtedly would be to
to

,

hW
1

_

1

I

|iay interest

—

upon

its

a measure which
land, in the last ceiitu

Sim

;Bi

lo

the pub-

highly satisfaciory
V, iir ivcd to b3 at once
check upon
a id at the same lime a very wholeso.ne
the issue of the bank.
u
distress arc begmniiig
In France disturbances and
ot the high
in the provinces, in consequence

1

l,,-,

•

to prevail
price of bread.

The

harvest of that country has proved

London Ihe business has
'^In the cotton market of
India
been more active since, and the prices ot East
since the departure
advanced
slightly
even
have
cotton
been I.CIJO
of the Liverpool steam shi|i. I he sales have
Madras, a. 53.4d. a
bales of Snrat at 5d. a G 5.8d ; 200
1-2 J. per lb.
6d. and 150 bowcda at 6 7.8d. a 7
Germans.

The Germans

of

New

Cleans, notwiih-

population coinpur
siandin" they compose but a small
Anioricans, must be
ed witirthu French, Spanish and
men of taste and refinement quite equal, if not superior

of Napolean have been non-suited in their attempt to
recover a pan of his vast private property; and the sentence of the tribunals has been confirmed by the king,
the emperor having, by the treaty of Fontuinbleau,
made over his property to the state.

A

Nelson.

London,
ed cost

to the

is

magnificent column is to be erected in
memory of lord Nelson. The esumat-

X30,000.

—

New

York. Bank resolutions. At a meeiing of the
officers of the several city banks, held on the evening

W. Lawrence was
M. Vermilye appointed,

Keys six
current
out.
scattering rocks lying a mile larther
south wesi, tw-o niiles pei
sets in over ihe reef to the
feet, though at low wa4
flows
and
ebbs
tide
Ihe
liour;
of water on the reel.
ter, ih TO are but three feet
ot
McDuffie has been appoinled, by the city

A

Gen

general riayiie.
Charleston, to deliver the eulogy on
on the
The ship Orinoco, captain Rogers, stranded
her passa.L'c ti-oin
on
Sepiember,
of
tth
Skaw, on the
Stale sticel to
St Petershuro lo Boston, was insured in
Mercht.nts^$20 [Won
die tunc of S96,300, as tbllows:

m,5M

do.; M'';-'--."""!^,®'^'^"" ^"1=
cargo; Boston
810,000
Wrshinfloii tflO.OOO on ship; United States
on Ireight.
do ; American S10,l)00 do.; Neptune $11,501)
[Boston Transcript of Oct. 11.
The chairman stated that the meeung had been called at the rcqaest of a coaimittcc appointed at a meetThe British brig Two Parincrs, of Yarmouth, N. S.
in'^ of merciianis, manufacturers and mechanics, held
was lost ina gale'on the I'itli of Sept. ihe crew were
at^'iheCiiv Ilolel on the evening of the 2 1th iii.st.
and the captain
.saved wilh the exceplion of one man,
Whereiipoii, the following resolutions ollered by Mr.
trom
has arrived at Norfolk. Tlie schooner Motion,
Kdiniiid><, wiri> adopied; the lir.sl unanimously and the
iho
Charlcsio.i bound lo Jacksonville, was driven on
second wilh two disscnliiig votes.
breakers at the St. John's bar, on the 5lh inst.; a lady,
New
York
city
of
banks
ot
the
Uc.iolocd, That the
her children, passengers and crow
and
Scwart,
Mrs.
must and will retain specie payments; and that it is
as she went to pieces
all saved; the vessel a total loss,
with unlcigned salisfacnon ihey have notired ihe cheer1 he schooner
"
in a short lime aficr getting ashore.
*'
re
*
citizens,
^ in
frllow
:c of their
ing and siisiaining
Mciamora, from Mobile for Galveston, was totally lost
leri'iicc to this mea>
bay, a
the south shoal at the entrance of Gilveston
on
lucnssily of a further dimunition
R.-^.,hr.l, Thai il
few days since. Crew saved. Cargo lost.
of ihrir l-.ans and lis'-i^imlsdocs not now oxisi; but
Um'irvlla.
An umbrella of the extraordinary dimendiat it would Ih; nil' so and imprudent to pledge tiu'incirciitnfcronce, gaily fringed, aiul
selves lo any p iriic ar course which might be rendor- sions of 64 foet in
has been exhibited at Brisevent over which they may have no con- siaiidiu" twelve feet high,
ue by
uy evenis
cd futile
one of the Alrican
troL
And that in the opinion of this meeiing, the tol, flu'dand. It was maile for the
it is
ne.st ship,
out by
views of the several boards of our city banks, as ex- kiii"s and is to be sent
is for the purpose of
umbrella
monster
this
that
said'
of
mercominitiee
replies
to
the
recent
pressed in their
the sun, when m coiisullaiion
chants, mechanics and manufacturers, give the fullest screening the king from

of the 23ih of October, Cornelius
called 10 the chair,

and

Wm.

icretary.

*

nssuraiire to the public that every u.ssis'anoe will be

wilh his iuinisicrs.
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Crookshank,

176 captain T. Haves, G. Hentig, A. L. Johnson, L.
165 Montondon, captain Outin, J. Cunard, Mr. Lee,
161 Mrs. Gibson and infant, Lucy Howell, servant;
Canton, blockade of, threatened
175 Mary Nelson, do.; Grace Govvdens, do.; Edward
Centenary of Methodism
163
Cherokees, trouble amongst the
Paragon, do.; Francis West do.; Maria Carrie, do.;
176
Chro.niclb
Dr. Coiiklin's do.
161
Cotton, prices of
The Great Western, it is said, brings specie to
175
Counterfeits
for the British service
162 3 the amount of $2,000,000
Crops, in England
165 in Canada.
Emigration
The British Queen arrived out, on the 13th Oc161
Foreign articles
She
176 tober, making the trip in 13 days 20 hours.
Foreign exchange
175 was to leave for New York on the 1st November, and
French sugar duties
164 had 200 berths already engaged.
Replies to letters
Greece
164 Irom New York have been received in thirty-two
Holland and Belgium
172 days from their date.
Improvements, inventions, experiments, &.c.
173
Law cases
The final settlement ol the bills drawn on Messrs.
164
Mexico
Co. had been confirmed, and specie to
175 Hottinguer
Miscellaneous articles
an amount sufficient to cover them entirely had been
Missionary family to Oregon
161-2 received in Paris.
Money market in England
176
Morus multicaulus
Cotton remains without alteration, and additional
164
Murat, Lucian notice of
activity in the market.
The apprehension of a
165
National affairs
suspension of specie payments by the Bank of Eng166
Naval anecdote
land was lessening, as the export of bullion was
important
176
York,
decision
New
164 decreasing, and the exchanges with the continent
Patlerson, Mr. notice of
Very
165 were becoming more favorable for England.
Prussia, mcdiatioh of
165 few failures had occurred among mercantile men in
Public lands
165 England, and business there, as here, had been very
Rail roads in the Ur^ited Slates
165 much contracted.
Revenue, expense of collecting the
175
Revolutionary hero, death of a
The arrangements ii.ade by Mr. Jaudon for the
165 Bank of the United States, are very satisfactory, he
Sardinia, commercial relations with
175
Smith, Gideon B. compliment to
having negotiated a loan ill London for four midions
164
Spain
of dollars and having a prospect of concluding a
Specie, items relating to
176
loan to a similar amount with the house of Hope
States of the union ^ew Hampshire, Rhode Island,
Co.
of Holland.
New York, Pennsylvania 163; Alaryland, Georgia,
This of course puts an end to any alarms, which
Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky, Mississippi. Louisiahave been felt on this side, relate to the bills of the
na, Ohio, Illinois, Missouri 167; Michigan, Wisconsin
Iowa, Florida
The loan is redeemable in the month of
168 bank.
Suspension of specie pavments— relating to the, from l\Iay 1841 and 1842.
the New Era 169; from the National Gazette
170
Some discussion had taken place in the Bank of
Tariff; sundry articles relating to the
170 England parlor in regard to the propriety of raising
Texas
164 the rate of interest to 7 per cent, but it still remained
Vermont banks
176
fixed at 6.
Wlieat, importation of
165
TJie London money market
Mr. Jaudon and the
Yankee seamanship
176
loanoffuur millions. Tlie London Morning Chroni!Kr Remittances by MiiL. "A postmaster may en- cle of the 14ih October announces the final arrangeclose money in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper, ment of the loan made by Mr. Jaudon, which gave
to pay the subscription of a third person, and (rank the him the command of eight hundred thousand pounds,
letter, if written by himself."
Amos Kendall.
at that lime.
For this loan he had issued bonds at
Some of our subscribers may not be aware that they 18 and 36 months, seemed by ilepositsol Pennsylvamay save the postage on subscription money, by re- nia state stocks, placed in the hands of trustees.
questing the postmaster where theyresitie to frank their
learn from the same source that on the 11th ult. two
letters containing such money, he being able to sa'isfy
thousand shares U. S. bank stock had changed hands
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains nolhino
at twenty pounds per share.
but what refers to the subscription.
[Am. Farmer.
The Mornin.; Chronicle of the lOtli ult. says, that
the agency of the U.S. bank is placed on a footing
ARTICLES.
The steamboat Great IVestern made her last pas- of independence; that Mr. Jaudon had been anxious
sage, from New York (o Bristol, in 13 days.
She to retire from business, hut was prevented solely by
arrived at New York aijain, on the 2d instant, mak- a desire to sacrifice his personal views to the intering the passage in 13 days and twenty hours, bring- ests of his principals, "while under circumstances ol
ing 128 passengers, whose names we subjoin.
peculiar difficulty.
He had struggldd with success,
Mr. McKee, Mrs. McKee and 2 children, Mrs. through obstacles of the most trying nature, and desG. H. Newbould, Miss M. Newbould, Dr. Lime, pite of the opposition of enemies, who were not
colonel March, L. Lamb, L. McLane, J. Kil^our scrupulous as to the means they employed."
We find by the London Morning Chronicle of the
C. Peters, L. Voltz, J. Starr, A, Robertson, Mrs!
Robertson and infant, Mr. Bowman, Mrs. Bowman, 16lh ult. that Mr. Jaudon had deposited £100,000
The
J. Briggs, Briggs, jr. Mrs. J. Brigss, Miss Briggsi on that day, for interest on U. S. bank shares.
Mr. and Mrs. Stoyt, Mr. and Mrs.llussell, Mr. and bonds for the loanofeiglit hundred thousand pounds,
Mrs. Cocker, J. Gibson and 3 children, Mr. Nicliol- were selling in the London market on that day, at
one and a half premium.
Bon, Dr. J. L. Rogers, S. H. Rensom,
Antliiiicite

furnace

^

Austria, commercial relations with

&

—

&

—
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We

FOREIGN

W. H. Rope,
Patlinson, bishop of Toronto, E. Mallard, Miss
McBride, Miss. Pratt, A. Vanderpoei, Mrs. Vanderpoel, major A. Van Buren, M.-s. Van Buren, A.
S. WiUington, Mrs. Willington, J. Young, Mrs
Young, A. Gregg, A. H. Armour, A. F. Rondeau,
H. Daggers, C. Eagler, Mrs. Eagler, J. B. Howell,
R. Leech, Baron de Roenne, F. A. Hamilton, p'
Wetherby, C. Haselton, doctor B. Hayer, C.'e!
Vandaume, lieutenant Lyons, Mister and Missfs
Alsop, R. Tighe, Misses Tighe, C. W. Shepperd,
W. Chapman, A. Atkinson, S. Tappan, J. H. Davis, T. Warrall, Mister Qiiesnel, W. S. Driver,
.1.
T. Bailey, J. Beaumont, G. Brock, A. Maus, H.
Brock, J. F. Vogeler, J. T. Gibson, Dr. T. Sinilh
Mister Thebaudier, J. Gibbs, H. Cunningham, j!
G. Russell, C. Bendon, A. Follian, J. H.°Alexan-^
der, J. Anderson, Mr. Orr, J. Drizzler, C. Coateg
A.FIask, M.B.Batceam, Mr. Workman, R. Heath'
S. Tobias, Geo. Haywood, C. Welford, T. Walton!
M. D. Pinna, lieutenant Henry, L. M. Wilkins'
Vol, VII.— Sig. 11.
H.

The London Courier
enabled

ments

to

says:

— "We

are triad to be

Jaudon has made arrangeengagements of the United

to state thatlNIr.

meet

all

the
that

States bank, and
Messrs. Barings will be the
agents for that establishment.
may also mention that that gentleman has succeeded in getting
his list filled for a new loan of £800,000 sterling for
three years, secured on Pennsylvania six per cent,
stock at 94."

We

We

copy from Bell's London Weekly Messenger

of the 12lh, the following par.igrajih:
"The uneasiness which has been for same time
past exhibited in the city, especially among the
merchants interested in the American trade, has at
It is stated
length been almost entirely removedwith confidence, that Mr. Jaudon has been able to

make such arrangement with

the Messrs. Baring

k

Co. as to leave no question that the engagements
of the United States bank will be fully cleared otf.
This IS to be done by the issue of new bonds at £94

for each

£ 100.

The

state

stock of Pennsylvania

which the bank holds
dollars being lodged

new bonds

to the extent of 4,000,000 of
as security, or exchanged for

option of the holders.

at the

By

this

bank will be relieved from the pressure
by the falling due of the post notes now out,
and the arrangements will be completed without the
necessity of any advance of capital by the parties consenting to the plan.
This is understood to be the
outline of the arrangement, and as the firm of Messrs.
Baring will be entrusted with the management of the
course, the

upon

it

operation, there is a pretty safe guarantee that it will
be carried into beneficial operation. The holders of
the new property will derive interest at the rate of
about 7| to 8 per cent. At present no official information has been given of the actual nature of the

arrangement."

The London Sun

of the 16th says:

"At about two o'clock yesterday afternoon, the
Queen steamer arrived at Portsmouth, havitig made the voyage from New York, whence she
British

on the 2nd instant, in the short space of thirShe brings in speteen days and twenty-two hours.
cie 700,000 dollars, and remittances to the amount
of a million sterling."
started

The same paper adds:
"The news received this morning by the British
Queen steamer, from New York, is considered by
our commercial men less unsatisfactory than was to
have been expected, considering the discouraging
tendency of the accounts recently obtained from
that city.
It is to be borne in mind, however, that
at the time of the British Queen's departure, nothing was yet known of the unpleasant events that
have occurred on this siile of the water, and which
would be first communicated by letters transmitted
on board the Liverpool steamer, the arrival of
which was looked for about a week subsequently."
London, Friday, Oct. 18, 3 o'clock. Money continues easy in the house at from 5 to 5^ per cent,
for a short period; among the bankers at 6 per cent.
Consols continue steady at 90j for the accouni;

money 90|,

|, same as in the early part of the mornexchequer bills 2 4 disc; India bonds, 1 prem.;
bank stock, 179; for account 180i.
Gold, it appears, is returning from the continent
to this country; a remittance was received yesterday
at the Bank of England of seventy-five to one hundred thousand pounds in specie, in addition to the
above, within a short period, some large amounts in
specie have been received from Mexico and the U.
States, and further large remittances are expected
These supdaily from other quarters of the Globe.

ing;

plies will greatly

add

to

specie in the cofiers of the

Bank

of England, and the issuing of one and two
pound notes will no more be thought of.
[Sw7^.
The report which
Latest London money market.
prevailed, tluit the directors of the Bank of England
had refused to discount certain bills sent up from the
country, does not agree with what took place on
Tuesday. It is stated that the bank directors, in the

course of that day, discounted bills of every class,
and having every kind of endorsement.
A Bristol paper
.Anticipated blockade of Canton.
states that it was the intention of the British government to blockade Canton. It will be remembered
that the opium peized, was chiefly on board of British ships at the time, and that the whole of it was
afterwards destroyed. It was probable that payment
will be demanded lor the opium, and that a blockade
will only lake place in the event of a positive refusal.
An outrage on the queen. Some senseless scoundrel threw two large stones at the head of the
queen, in her state apartments at Windsor. The
atfair had created great sensation, but the perpetraThe papers talked of "hushing it
tor h,id escaped.

up."

The queen had been much annoyed by

a man
insisted on marrying her.
Correspondence of the Courier and Enquirer.
London, Oct. 18lh, 1839. I send you, bythe Great
Western steam ship, the intelligence from London
to the latest hour ol this evening, which is permitted
by the departure of the British mail.
The money market of London remains without
improvement of any realor substantial kind. Capital
is still held in a very cautious and alarmed manner;
discounts remain at the same high rates, and the
same uncertainty exists as to the prospect of a suspension of cash payments by the Bank of England,
or the probability of an early issue of one and two

named Bryan, who

—

—
NILES'
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notes. Exchequer bills are still with difficulty maintained at par, and lhouj;h the funds have been
rather better sustained within the last few days,
shares and other similar proiieity of every description are very much reduced in value and riitiicully of
sale unless at a very huge reduction Irom the nomiThe payment of the
nal rates of the presenl week.
quarterly dividends commenced at the Bank of England on Saturday last, and as the entire amount to
be receiveil by the public is very little less han

pound

1

|

I

£4,000,000 sterling, it will probably be determined
by these payments whether Ihe bank will be enabled
to proceed ill its payments of gold; for should gold
be demanded to an unusual extent by the annuilants,
it is very obvious that, w ith not more than 3,000,000
pounds in the vaults of the institution, a suspension
of cash payments must be expected to take place in
the course of a few days from the present time. But
as a very large portion of the dividends is received
by the London bankers, for themselves or their connexions in various parts of the kingdom, it may be in
the power of the directors of the Bank of England
to arrange, that there shall be no objection to these

Bank of England notes
hand, there are Ihe London and

payments being taken

in

but on Ihe other
northern and Scotch joint stock bankers, with whom
a most imprudent and untimely dispute has been
commenced by the directors of the Bank of England, the latter refusing to discount any bills, however unexceptionable, of these joint stock banks,
who issue their own notes, and who do not think properlo arrange for the circulation ofthose of the Bank
of England alone. These northern joint stock bankers in general have always been opjiosed to and by
the Bank of England, and should a combination be
made among them, there would be no difficulty in
their now driving the Bank of England into difficulty and discredit of a most serious description; and if
such proceedings be not taken by the joint stock
bankers it will be, not because they do not understand their power, but because it is not desirable to
involve in the stoppage of the Bank of England, the
supposed consequent alarm and derangement of all
monetary atiairs and of the general trade of the world.
Besides the payment of the quarterly dividends,
there is a renewed demand upon the Bank of England for bullion for exportation to the continental
nations, the amount exported in the week, ending
on Saturday last, having been 220,000 ounces of silver and 8,000 ounces of gold; and the foreign exchanges have all fallen, and became, thereibre, unfavorable on Tuesday and to-day, which were the

9,
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The hereditarial grand duke of Russia, is to marThis, if even appi
ching to a correct opinion on
ry the princess Marv, of Hesse Dnrni.'=lac!t.
the result of Ihe han
t of Ireland,
is a very painful
Lockhaif is 10 many Ihe licl, Miss Coulls.
account of Ihe [irofnecls ot that uiihirluiiale counLonis Phillippe still iiiinks ol uiaiiying one of his
try, and indiieclly must influence largely tl emaiki t
Tl.rouglion.- lo Ihe queen of Spain.
ol England for tlie next twelve months.
The Impeiiat Bank of Manchester has stopped
ut Ihe Baltic nations, Ihe harvest has not beeiinioie
than the usual average, even from the most favorable payment.
The Sheridan took out Ihe news of the burning of
representatioiib
and in the important wheat country
on the Black Sea, a drought has prevailed through- the National theatre.
Peter Bacon, stockbroker, has left London univerout the summer and autumn, and Ihe crops, according to the latest letters from Odessa, have been so sity $120,000.
A lad aged sixteen threw him.=elf off the monudeficient that scarcely any exportation of wheat is
expected to be supplied from that usually very active ment, on the 15th of October, and was dashed to
The slock of old English grain of every de- pieces.
port.
The Royal Exchange is to be commenced immescription is consumed, almost to entire exhaustion
and the slock vt bonded corn, according lo the last diately, and finished in Ihree jeais.
Earl Durham is to be sent ambassador extraordireturns, was not equal to the consumption of Ihe
kingdom for even a single day, as estimated for the nary to Turkey.
Mr. de Pontois has been elevated to the Frencti
support of man and beast for the whole quantity in
bond in September was wheat, 3G0.638 quarters; peerage, and will be sent ambassador extraordinary

—

—
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barley, 7,073; oats, 64,764; rye, 78S; beans, 29,659;
From all this it
peas, 28,426; flour, 85,250 cwt.
may not be unreasonably concluded that Ihe harvest
is equally or more deficient than that of 1838: that
Ihe exhaustion of England is considerably more com
plete than at the same time last year; that there is
not one-third part of Ihe stock of foreign coin in
bond; that the harvest of Europe generally will yield
less than in 1838, and therefore that it is almost certain that the same, or a much more calamitous state
of all our afi'airs must be anticipated for the whole of

in England.
The intelligence on this
is much more favorable than at the last dates.
The fine weather at the end of thn
The harvest.
last and commencement of Ihe present week, ha9
erjabled Ihe farmers to draw to a conclusion one of
the most critical and anxious harvests in Ihe history
of Ihe country. In the months of July, August
and September, the three principal harvest months,
a very unusual quantity of rain fell, and the pros-

point

the ensuing year.

The

duty on foreign wheat is 10s. 8d. perquarter,
and on flour 6s. 5d. per barrel, of 196 lbs.; these
duties being maintained principally in consequence

low rates at which the inferior new wheat is
The low intrinsic value of much of th
the only possible circumstance to prevent
the early opening of the ports, and even with that
counteracting consideration, there is very little doubt
that the trade will be free in the couise of a few
weeks; but though the duty should not be lower than

of Ihe
sold.

heat

is

present time, yet 6s. 5d. per barrel is not a
material consideration, and need not impede its exthe
portation from the ports of the United Stales
reason being that Ihe quality of American flour will

at the

—

be very fine, and all that may come to England in
superior condition is certain to be sold at high prices;
because from the inleriorily of the English wheat,
better qualities are expected to be in the most de-

mand.
The market for American securities n;ay be suptwo days of the foreign post.
posed to have not been exempted from the depresThe whole state of monetary affairs would lead to sion which continues in every depaitment of Ihe
mothe supposition that the Bank of England cannot

last of the

very long hohl out in the efforts to avoid a suspension of cash payments, and though the fine weather
of October has caused more exhilirating views to be
observable on the stock exchange, it is more than
probable that, with the gloomy weather of November,
these views will be changed, and that the real result
of the harvest will lead to that suspension of payments, the consequences of which are undoubtedly
viewed with too much alarm, and which would be
really and truly the most beneficial change which
could occur at the present time.
Connected so directly with the prospects of the
money market, is the state and result of the harvest
of the present year. On this subject you will find a
great variety of opinions and reports in the English
journals which the Great Western will take out; but
the real stale of the country is probably tiiesamc.or
in some degree worse than at the conclusion of Ihe
harvest of 1838. As governed by the temperature
of Ihe summer and autumn, the crops of grain must
be taken as certainly not better than those of the
preceding year, but they, in all probabilily, are inclining to Ihe favorable views which have been endeavored to be propagated on the stock exchange;
for whilst in 183S, the autumn became at length
warm and favorable, and every description of grain
was secured, though found to be afterwards deficient
in the yield; on the other hand, there are reports from
numerous districts, particularly those tending to
mountainous, that large quantities of grain are even
now little more than green; and Irom other belter
sitiialed counties, it is reported that a large quantity
of the wheat and barley will be sproulcd and unsound, and useless for grinding unless with a large
proportion of superior foreign grain. The accounts
from Ireland are unfortunately more uiifa\'orable
than from any part of the three kingdoms; for in that
country the weather even throughout October has
been rainy and cold, and according to our principal
Dublin journal received in London yesterday, "llie
harvest of Ireland will be deficient at least one-half;
and instead of the usual annual exporlalion to England of 700,000 quarters of wheat and 1,200,000
quarters of oats, not another bushel of either of these
grains can be exported from Ireland for the next 12

months."

The difficulties of the Bank of the
United Slates if difficullies the malicious intrigues
and slanders against the establishuient could properly be called, have all been finally overcome by the
very skilful arrangemonis of Mr. Jaudon. This
gentleman has raised a loan of £800,000 for one
and two years, at the rate of 94, and the interest 8
netary affairs.

—

per cent.

The

contractors for Ibis loan are princi-

the banking houses of Jones, Lloyd Ji Co.
Smith, Paine &. Smith and Denison, Heyward St Co.
and the great Lombard street bill house of Guriiey,
Overend fi Co. The debentures have already been
solil at 1 and li premium, and even amidst all the
increased pressure for money this morning, Ihey
have been sold at a premium of ^ per cent. That
the interest lor this money is large, must he consi
dereil as nnimporlant, when Ihe immense difficulties
of the money market are taken into view, and whei
the money is certain of possession for the long pe
and raised for that ex
riod of one and two years
tended lime at a moment when an interest of 7 pe
cent, can be obtained for very short periods upon
Ihe deposile of even the best securilies of the Engpally

—

government— as consols or exchequer bills.
lish
This operation is altogether a most important and
fortunate one lor Ihe general American interests in
and, indeed, thioughout the
this part of the world
United Slates for it both raises the confidence of
English capitalists, who percpive that the most gracious and powerful bankers of London are satisfied
with the securities of Mr. Jaudon, and at the lime
lliis ample provision for engagements of Ihe bank in
Europe, will diminish, undoubtedly, the pressure
in Ihe money markels of Pniladelphia ami New
York, by rendeiing it no longer indispensihie for the
Bank of the United Slates to force forward extraordinary resources to the assistance of Mr. Jaudon.
The shares of the Bank ol the United Slates is
now to be sold to any amount at £20, and Ihe debentures this afternoon have been 94j a 95. In
other securilies there have been transactions, but at
very reduced and indeed almost ruinous rates.

—

—

Tuikey.
The harvest

to

pect of a ruined harvest frequently presented itself;
but in the south, where the danger seemed imminent there came a fortnight of fine harvest weather
at ihe end of July and the beginning of August, and
a great quantity of grain in the corn gi owing counties, peculiarly so called, was secured in good condition, though some of it not without injury. From
the middle of August to the middle ol September,
the weather was again very unlavorable for harvest
operations, but within that period a great proportion
of Ihe corn ir. Ihe north of England was cut, or
had become ready for the reaper, and Ihe weather
ever since that time has been such as to enable the
northern farmers to carry their own corn in very fair
ndition, though not without some considerable
exceptions.
On the whole, however, the corn in
Ihe south
the two opposite divisions of the kingdom
and Ihe north has been secured tolerably well,
Ihiough the providential interposition of these two
favoi'able seasons, and we should say that the midland counties have fared the worst during the present harvest.
The accounts from Scotland are less favorable
than that from Ihe English counties; but though cur
information from that part of the kingdom is somewhat conflicting, we believe that the apprehensions
ol the corn growers and corn consumers for the safely of their crops, have by no mcins been realized
In the eastern counties of Scotto their full extent.
land, it is said that the crops were extremely rich
and well secured. The failure of tlie harvest in
Ireland has been more extensive, owing to the wet
weather, than in either England or Scotland, and
our supplies from that country will be less than last
year, while the native inhabilants, we fear, will be
Bread, we believe,
subject lo severe privations.
will not be cheap from this lime to the next harvest
in these islands, nor shall we be as free as usual in
an average of years from unsound grain; but the
prices will not be famine prices, nor the quality of
Ihe food such as to proiluce the pestilence that followed the two deficient yeaisof ISOO and 1801.
This opinion we express not without diffidence, but
yet under a strong persuasion that it will be borne
out by the facts in the yeai now before us.

—

—

[Leeds Mercury.
Lancashire. Since our last the weather has, on
the whole, been exceedingly lavorable lo the harvest,
and an immense quantity of corn of all descriptions
has been led. All accounts received from the ditlerent corn districts of this neighborhood concur in
staling the result of the harvest as above an average
as 10 quantity, and fully an average as lo quality.
Appiehensionson the subject appear to be fast dying away, as the market quotations substantially
testify.

Our Ponllon correspondent says, we, in our neighborhood, are about concluding the harvest; Ihe auspicious change in the weather has caused Ihe fanners to make'grcat progress in hou.=irig their grain,
which, upon Ihe whole, proves a heller yield than
was anticipated. The present beautiful weather is
now enabling the farmers to sow their wheat in tolerable order.

Potatoes, in gener.d, we are glad to
[Preston Chronicle.

say. promise abundantly.

Scotland.

Between Edinburg and Penicuik reap-

ing is nearly over, the greater part of the crops is
Mr. McLane returns home to-morrow with the lodged in the barn yard; what remains to be cut is
Great Western steam ship.
fully ripe, and with the exception of a few green
The ship Ayres, 600 tons, has left London for plots on the acclivities of Ihe Pentlands, a few days
good weather may suffice lo gather in the last
board.
of
Texas with a great many finigrants on

—
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In the bleak
Blieaf of a tolerably good harvest.
meorla::-! cou.-itn; '-' th.> =ni.th of Penicuik the crops
are Ihi.. auii Liie, and tliere is iiUii; |i,ou<ioililj ol
the scanty produce being brought home in good
condition. In the vale ot the Eddleslone, the ciops
are bulky in quantity, and excellent in quality, and
may be all housed in the course of the present
week. Along the banks of the Tweed, from Peebles to Glenoru)iston,the harvest is all but over, and
respectais, on the whole reckoned a good one.
ble farmer informed us that he had rarely hail a better crop, and that the damage sustained Ihroughout
the country by the late floods, though great would

A

ultimately be found much less than was at first conjectured.
IScolsinai
Ireland.
The accounts received since our last
regarding the harvest, are generally favorable, and
altogether the prospects, are much less gloomy
than they were a week or two ago.
Up to Wednesday night the weather continued very fine, and
great progress had been made in securing the out
standing crops. Yesterday morning, however, the
rain again began to descend, anrl has since continu
considerable
ed to fall, with little intermission.
breadth of oats still remains out, especially ir. mountain districts, but that grain suffers less from
bad weather than any other crop. The bulk of the
potatoes are still in the ground, and many fine days
will still be necessary before they be securely
placed in the pits. But, above all, the saving of
turf will require dry weather during Ihe remainder
of the present month; and it is certainly a source of
deep regret that little or nothing has yet been done
towards obtaing a supply of this fuel for the coming
However, the glass is again rising, and we
winter.
may indulge the hope of a speedy return of sun[DuWift Evenim; Post.
shine.
From the London Times, October 17.
It has been affirmed by parties in the city, who
have opportunities of noticing the amount of exchequer bills afloat, and the purposes for which
they are issued that no less than £2, .'500, 000 has
been advanced towards the erection of the various
union work houses, formed under the new poor law,
in different parts of the country.
At the outset of
this unpopular and odious measure the estimate
was, that not more than £800,000 would be required from the government in aid of such buildings.
The history of these and other advances for
public works, with a list of the uncertain debts,
and of the losses actually incurred, should it ever
be fairly brought to light, will form one of the
most curious and instructive portions of the financial administration of the present day. On the plan
now in use for keeping the public accounts, no sort
of clue is afforded to it exchequer bills are put
down as issued, and as paid off Irom time to time,
but the old accounts in arrear are seldom brought
forward, and, when they are exhibited, there is no
possibility of coilecling what the quality of the security is upon whicli ultimate payment depends.
Even among the union work houses, it is believed
by many well informed persons, that the security,
in some cases, is by no means of the best kind.
Mr. Jaudon is said to have retorted the other day
on one of the bank of England directors, who expressed his aslonishment at the ruinous rate at
which the United Slates bank was borrowing money in America, that it did not become them to assume that tone, as they had begun to be borrowers
themselves, and could by no means he certain that
they would not have to submit to an equally high
rate before they had brought themselves back to
their old position.
This is perfectly just, and if
Mr. Jaudon is to be tried, it must be by a more
competent tribunal than this. There is said by the
way, to have been a final arrangement at length
made with respect to Mr. Jaudon*s new bonds, and
it is even affirmed that they sell in the open market
at an advance on the price at which they were is-

A

—

Messrs. Dennison Sc Co, have been mensued.tioned as holding the guarantee stock on behalf of
the subscribers to the bonils, but in what manner
they are connected with each other, so as to be made
available in case of need, does not appear.
There
is no reason to doubt at the same time, that all due
protection is afforded to the parties interested, of
which indeed the character of the house referred
to would be a sufficient assurance.
If the object
is, however, to obtain lor the bonils a free circulation in the city, the more clearly this is explained
the belter, as men of business are not apt in such
cases to take any thing for granted.
The corn trade and the crops. Messrs. Sturge, of
Birmingham, in their morithly circular issued on
October 16th, says— "The accounts from many
parts of the kingdom concur in stating a serious deficiency in the crops, especially in the northern
In a few coundistricts of England and Ireland.
ties it appears likely to prove near an average, and
on the whole the yield will probably be better than,

9,
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from the condition of the weather, could have been
expected, but the hulk of straw is less tUnn was
supposed beloitf harvest. We h.ive had litile variation in the price of wheat during the past month,
but there has been a general indisposition on the
part of millers to purchase beyond their immediate
wants, parlly owing to the continued pressure on
the money market, and partly to the low price of
flour, compared with wheat, the last few weeks.
There is now no probability of the duty coming to
2s. 8d. at present, and we think it may go to 16s.
8d. by the end of the present month."
We subjoin from the London papers, the latest
received upon business and its means:

From

the

London Chronicle, October

17.
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London, Oct. \Sth, 1839. Although the weather
has been more favorshle during the last fortnight, it

now prelty .veil ascertained that Ihe harvest will
not exceed an average, and that a large' portion of
the wheat was housed in a wet state, and will require the intermixture of dry grain before it can be
used. Under these circumstances large orders for
grain have already been given, and considerable
tonnage chartered to bring it home from the continent.
To meet the drain these importations must
produce, the bank certainly has not in its coffers
two millions in gold. The consequence, therefore,
if these premises be correct, appears evident.
She
will be brought to a stand slill, and will have recourse to the issue of one and two pounds notes.
is

In the English stock market few transactions This, however, is only a palliative, and will not
have taken place, and prices generally were lower cure the disease; and I am afraid the only effectual
than yesterday.
Money was, however, considered remedy will be found in the snspen^on of cash payrather easier, but in Lombard street the rate of inte
ments.
This is a gloomy view; but I cannot help
rest was still the same.
The meeting at the bank entertaining it; and if the winter be a severe one,
parlor to-day, was of short duration.
The notice the suffering amons the lower classes must necesof the ."ith of September, allowing the advance of sarily be very great. The raanufaeturing laborers
loans on bills of exchange, expires to-morrow, but have for some time past been employed only three
it is understood that the bulk of the advances has
days in the week.
been already repaid to the bank. We understand
Van Amburg was wounded by a young lion,
that the bills of some country banks of issue drawn with which he was going through the usual perby them on their London bankers, were sent in formance, at the Porte St. Martin theatre, in Paris.
yesterday by the holders, for discount, to the Bank He accidentally hurt the animal, which turned
of England, and not rejected.
upon him, and clawed or bit his teg. NevertheLiverpool cotton market, October 14.
We con less, Van Amburg went through the performance,
tinue to have a good inquiry for export, for which and put his head in the same lion's mouth.
account 1,300 bales American have been purchased
In England on the 16th of October, they were
to-day.
expecting that the Philadelphia banks would susThe total sales amounted to 4,000 bales, all Ame pend.
rican, except about 120 Brazils, lOJ to lljd.; 200
Mr. Blanqui, a gentleman of good family who is
Egyptians 11^ to 13d.; and 509 Surats ad. to 6d.
charged with being a party to the insurtection at
Oct. 15
Our cotton market remains perfectly Paris in May last, v\as arrested in that capital, on
steady, and a fair amount of business was transact- his return from London.
ed to-day.
The entire sales consist or 3,500 bags,
FRANCE.
including 200 American taken for export.
Correspondence of the Courier and Enquirer.
100
Egyptian 11 1-8 a 12Jd ; 90 Pernam,
Paris, I6lh October, 1839.
a ll^d.;
Since my last, by the
400 Surat 5^ a 2id.; 2,920 American, 6id. a 3d.; Liverpool, the returns of the nature and amount of
total 3,500.
the late harvest have reached the proper officers in
Oct. 16— We had a fair demand for cotton to-day, Paris.
They alter in no respect, (in no maleiial
and the sales of all kinds amount to 3,500 bags, in- respect at all events), the opinion I have already
cluding 1,000 American for export. There is no communicated to you. The quality of the grain is
alteration in prices.
not so good as it promised.
The quantity is also
Oct. 17 There has been a moderate demand for less than was hoped for.
On the whole the crop
cotton to-day, which has led to the disposal of 4,500 may be considered as sufficient for the consumption
bags.
Our market is flat, and prices have rather of the country, but nothing beyond that. The price
a tendency to decline.
Exporters have taken 1,500 of bread has in Paris risen to 18 sous for the four
American.
pound loaf. A diminution of this (for Paris) very
Oct. 18 We have had a fair demand for cotton high charge is predicted and may take place but it
to-day and prices are fully maintained. The sales will not be to any important extent, and will have
were 4,000 bags, including 500 for export.
been effected by the management of the governImperial weekly average Wheat 673. 2d.; bar- ment, rather than by the natural operation of the
ley 41s. 2d.; oats 25s. 7d.; rye 37s. 9d.; beans 463. supply.
Id.; peas 45s. lid.
"Let me have no disturbances in Paris." said NaAggregate average of the 6
weeks which regulates duly wheat 7()s. Od.; bar- poleon to his minister of police. The present ruler
ley 4l)s. Id.
of France is, on the contrary, accused of having diState of trade.
Oct. ISIh— Manchester— Ex- rected that disturbances should be provoked, in orceedingly gloomy market yesterday, goods and der to be able under cover of them to carry strong,
yarns of all descriptions quoted lower than on the violent and unconstitutional measures. He is, howpreceding Tuesday. A number of individual spin- ever, too clever and too clear sighted a man to incur
ners and manufacturers in various parts of the willingly disturbances, Ihe result of a scarcity of
neighborhood have already ceased to light up their bread, and is therefore laboring to remove the alarm
factories.
Several meetings for the purpose of which had begun to extend itself, and to ensure
considering the subject, are in contemplation.
such a supply to the metropolitan markets as may
Rochdale flannel market, Monday, Oct. 13— We keep down the prices of provisions. But this is not
had an indifferent market to-day, demand slackened, all. To a man who has no money and no means
number of pieces sold limited. Prices the same as of procuring any, it is immaterial whether bread be
those of last week.
one sous or five sous the pound; (it is at present as
Liverpool cotton market, Oct. 17 We have had I have said, four and a half sous the pound;.
a fair demand for cotton to-day, and prices are fufly
The chambers have placed at the disposal of gomaintained. The sales were 4,000 bags, including vernment very large sums to be applied to public
500 for export.
vvorks.
These (and more by anticipation) are orThe Liverpool papers received by this arrival dered lo be expended. It is to be hoped that all
state that the accounts received of the state of trade these precautions and the undiminished solicitude
in the manufacturing districts are most unfavorable. of government will obviate the dangers with which
At Manchester on the last market day, neither cot- we were threatened; but I can assure you that the
ton piece goods nor yarns could be sold except at ministry itself is not divested of its very serious aplow prices, and the demand was extremely limited prehensions for the winter about tn set in. Already
and so discouraging are the present prospect, that are the walls of Paris covered with appeals to the
many spinners have determined again to resort to passions of the multitude, reminding them of the
the expedient of working a short time, unless a de- extremely high price of bread, of the paucity of emcided change takes place for the better.
ployment, and of the misery in which they are
Liverpool cotton market, Oct. 15 There has plunged. As yet those appeals have produced little
been a fair demand for export to-day, and about actual mischiel in the metropolis, but they have not
1,200 bags of American have been taken on that been wholly fruitless.
In the departments, (in that
account, mostly of the middling quality, 6:^d. a 7d.; of La Sarthe in particular), there have been very
in other respects we have had a quiet day, the to- grave disorders occasioned by the fear of scarcity
tal sales not exceeding 3,500 bales.
Prices just In every instance those disturbances resulted from
support themselves but no more. 300 Ceara and the purchase of grain in the markets for removal to
Perham, lOJ to lUd.; 100 Bahia, lOid.; 50 Egyp- other points of France or for exportation to foreign
tian, lli d. to 13d.; 200 Surat, 5d. to"5id.; and the countries.
In many cases very large bodies of
remainder Ameiican, OJd. to 7|d.; comprise the troops were required to put an end to the disorsales this day.
ders.
Force prevailed, and now persuasion is reThe subjoined extract of a letter from an intelli- sorted to.
gent correspondent give an account of the state of
Among the means used for allaying apprehenthings in England somewhat different from that sions, are flaming accounts of expected arrivals of
contained in most of the letters we have seen.
wheat and flour from Algiers aud Spain. In both

—
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these countries the harvest haJ been mO!;"ifi<'^n*'
In the first, however, there had been nearly an exhauslion of the stock on hand still tlierc is much
for export.
In Spairj the harvest has been the best
that possibly could be hoped for or collected. The
price is, however, tar beyond that which a Frencii
customer would pay with a view to its sale /or con-

—
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something stronger than complaints, but although and an assurance that peace wonid be
restored to
every body says that the combined fleet must have their country.

some object, it is not
met All is the motive

certain that to attack Meheol their presence at Beshika

bay. The situation of affairs sets speculation at
defiance, and in fact it would appear that the crops
diplomatique themselves are "at sea" upon it.

HOLLAND AND

BELGIU.M.

The private letters received Irt
Holland state
that the people are greatly against the marriage of
the king with a Roman Catholic, in consequence of

m

which he cannot obtain from them those heretofore
sumption in France. That French houses have
Five o'clock, P. M. \%lh October. The accounts voluntary supplies in respect to finances, consebought largely on Spain is stated every day but if from the departments to-day are
not different from quently he is obliged to raise a lone of 20 millions of
they have it is merely on speculation aforeslallin
those received during the week. The harvest is guiders.
of the English, who it is feared will be obliged to still said to be a "sufficient" one.
We have received the Hamburg papers of the 15th
None contend
import this year to an amount equal to the last.
that there will be a redundancy at the end of the of October by the mail, which brings the exchange
Scarcity must be much greater than it threatened to year.
trifling reduction of the price of bread in on London 133; gold, 431d-; inealiqnes, 105^; bank
A
be in France ere the grain so purchased in Spain this
capital look place yesterday, (a farthing on the shares, 1,510.
would bring a remunerating price here conseDutch funds
Amsterdam, Oct. 15. Actual debt
4 pound loaf). This has given satisfaction, but
quently the supply so rated as on the way from will it be
followed up by other and more important 2i per cent. 52 1-4 52 3 4; ditto five per cents 100 3-4
Spain
have
on

—

—

-
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influence
our markets. If diminutions
in the cost of that necessary article?
it were here now and attainable in point of price, it
The answer ought to be I fear that the decrease of
would eflect much good. Grain of excellent quali- price so much
desired cannot be expected soon at
ty only is desired for seed, and excellent grain is so
least.
scarce, and the demand for it for seed so great, that
Trade is not better except in fancy articles
to use the French phrase, seed corn is *'hors de
which the turn of the season bring into demand.
I should observe that a letter from ConstantinoIn a word, there is, possibly, a sufficiency of ple dated 23d ult. announces
that the harvest has
grain in France for her own consumption, but, "a failed generally in
Turkey, and that the prices of
sutficiency" only can hardly be expected to pro- grain in
the markets of the Black Sea are hourly
duce a diminution of price. There is no superflui- rising.
ty for exportation, auci indeed exportation to any
treaty of commerce and navigation has been reconsiderable amount would not in the present temcently concluded between the Oriental slate ol U
per of the public mind be practicable.
guay and France. It was negotiated at Montevideo
The attention of the police is in an especial and signed by the French consul Don Ramon Maria
manner directed to the detection of correspondence Baradere, and the minister for foreign affairs, Don
between prince I.ouis Napoleon, who is in Eng- Francisco Lambi.
land, and his partisans here, but nothing has been
The celebrated orientalist of Vienna, M. Hamdiscovered recently.
proof that the exiled faini- mer Von Purgstall, is slated by the Carlesruhe
Galy is regarded as dangerous, occurred here the zette, to have discovered the true origin of
"The
other day. Mr. (or prince) Lucien IVIurat an Arabian Nights." The author of these tales
was
American citizen as you know suddenly, and a Persian queen not Sheherazade but Hamai.
will

little

—

A

A
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without notice, presented himself to your ambassador, general Cass, who asked him had he had a
passport?
"Yes, to Havre, where I landed. I
thence came to Paris without the formality of having it vise by the authorities."

—

It

was once the opinion of Hammer, who has devoted himself to oriental researches with an assiduity
30 characteristic of German philologists and literati, that these
fables originally came from India,
that they were afterwards transplanted to Persia,
General Cass aware of the awkwardness of the and finally made Arabian by a translation into that
transaction, immediately saw marshal Soult on the language, some time before the reign of the great
subject.
After some negotiation, it was settle that caliph, Haroun al Raschid.
Mr. Murat proceed to Italy on his private affairs
Cours auihentique, Paris, Oct. 16. Five per cents
which was indeed his object in coming hither. He 1181. 55c.; four per cents Ifllf. 40c.; three per cents
reached Florence, but received a notihcation that 81f. 6(lc. 55c. 60c. 55c. 60 bank actions 2,810r;
he must go to Lucca where his relations are, with rente de Naples lOlf. 103f. inc.5c.; Romans 11)3 1-2;
whom his business lay, and there he is. His bro- Spanish actives 32 1-S 1-4 3 3 1-4 1-8 1-4; Spanish
ther, Mr. (or prince) Achille, acted with more pru- dilferes 14 14 14; Spanish passives S 3-4 1-2
3 8;
dence. Befoie coming to Paris, he gave notice to Belgian bank 760f.; Portuguese three per cent. 25
general Cass, who went immediately to the king, 1-2; Haytieu loan 495f. 4y7f. 50c. 498f. 75c.
500f.
and obtained for him the required permission to exchange on London, one month money, 25f. 22£c.;
come to, and reside for a time in Paris.
three months money, 25f. 95c.
;

—

Another American citijen another branch of
the ex-imperial family, has also caused some sensation here, and I am bound to believe some jealuu.sy
of the French government I mean Mr. Patterson.
He, too, is indebted to your minister for the permission granted him to proceed to his father in

—

and where he

now

The Austrian

government, which is not very far Irom its dotage, felt so
much alarmed about him, that passports to go from
Switzerland into Italy through the Austrian states,
were refused him. Gen. Cass therefore obtained
Italy,

is.

from the French-goveriiment pass|iorts for him
proceed to Marseilles, where he embarked.

to

Bourse, Oct. 16, half pa^t 3 o'clock, P. M. last
Five per cents 1 lOf. 60c.; three per cents
8 3-4f. 65c.; rente de Naples lU3f. 15c.; Portuguese
three per cents 25 1-8.
prices.

GREECE.

—

173 1-4 173 1-2; new do. 4 1-2 per
100 1-8 lOl; new do. 1838, 1003-4 101; loan,
1S37, 5 per cents, 97 3 8 98 1 2 exchange on London, one month, 12 12 1-2; two months 11.
4 3-4 per cents

MEXICO.

We

learn from captain Briscoe, of the bark .inn
Eliza, arrived yesterday, that the French brig Naiade
h.id received on board Ihe last instalment of the
$600,000 agreed to be paid to France by the Mexican government. The cor.dncla. conveying specie
10 the above amount, to Vera Cruz from the capital,
not having arrived the day previous, which was that
appointed for its payment, the Fiench consul called
on the governor of Vera Cruz, and threatened to protest the following day in ease payment was not

made. He was answered that there would be no
occasion for such proceeding, as the money was
ready for him. The comrneicial houses in Vera
Cruz, subscribed the amount immediately, and lent
it to government, until the conducta
should arrive,
which was then on the load, about thirty leagneg
distant, from Vera Cruz, and the money was paid to
the Flench consul, on the very day it became due.
No news from the capital. The republic was in a
stale of tranquillity.
The federalists having been
completely put down, the central government was
more firmly established than before. The congress,
however, were proceeding to reform the ronstitntion, agreeably to the expressed wish of the expresident Santa Ana.
[iV. 1'. Courier.

TEXAS.

By the arrival at N. Orleans of the steam packet
Columbia, the editors of the Picayune have received files of Houston ]iapers lo the 21st and Galveston
We copy the following, condensed,
to the 18th ult.
from the Picayune.
The Houston Telegraph of the 16tli, announces
the deaths of Ihe hon. Henry Hnroplireys, chiel justice of that city; the hon. Robert Barr. postmaster
general; aiid Dr. A. A. Anderson, late of Vicksburg. The Houston Intelligencer stales that these
deailis were irom yellow fever.
This disease is said
to bf both at Houston and Galveston.

About the first of this monlh, a party consisting
of thirteen men, one woman and two children,
bank in Greece, have been rejected by the govern- started for a settlement about ten miles below Ihe
ment more favorable terms having been oflered by city of Aiislin, for tlie purpose of making a permasome Greek merchants in Syra. The accounts re- nent location on the San Gabriel river about 60
ceived of the state of Greece are very deplorable. miles above Austin. After having travelled about
Speculatio.i is the rule of the administration in all the twenty miles above Ihe "new city." the party was
public offices, and the king who has no more notion attacked by a body of Indians, and the whole 13
The woman and her two
of the duties ol a representative sovereign than he men killed on Ihe spot.
has of the principles of the Newtonian philosophy, children were not found. The attack was made in
prairie.
open
It appeals that the Indians suran
is daily
the
habit
in
of committing some outrage
rounded and charged upon the party, who fought
against the public liberty of his unforlunate

A letter from Athens, of the 291h ult. states that the
& Co. for the establishment of a

proposals of Wright

have little to say on the subject of eastern affairs, important though the subject be.
No step
has been taken since my last that can throw light
upon it. The much boasted union ol the five
subject.
powers is now discredited, and with reason. The
spAir^.
interests of France, England and Russia are conMadrid papers of the 9lh inst. announce preparaHow then can a perfect coincidence ol tions on an exlensire scale lor the joyful celebration of
flicting.
opinion or system be reckoned on, or unity of ac- the birth day of queen Isabella
H, on Ihe following
Russia looks to Turkey as her day. The cortes were in high glee,
tion be expected.
Ihe senate on the
prey. It is the interest of England and of France 19lh having unanimonsly ailopted
the vole of the dethat the Ottoman government be powerful, but puties forgranlingthe I'ueros.
A
change in (he cabiFrance in particular, wishes to net was confideiity expected,
neither of them
unless Esparlero succoerce the pasha of Rgypt, nr lo break up his em- ceeiled in routing on Ihe first
onslaught, the troops
pire, for such in fact it is.
NegMciations are going of Cabrera. The queen regent
however to testify
on, but words have little value in the eyes of the herrespectforM.de Castro, the
president of the
very wise anil very able Mehemet All. He is said council had presented him with
a copy ofoneof Rabut
doubt
ill,
it.
be
1
His
to
indisposition is leign. phael's pictures, taken
by herself painting being one
ed in order to evade certain propositions made him of the favorite amusements
of her majesty.
by the five powers, who he knows must disagree
On the 91h inst. Espartero's head quarters was
in the long run, his game is therefore procrastinaat Fucntes de Ebro, a small lown in Arrogan, about
tion.
4 leagues Irrm Saragossa, wheie he was prevented
The French and British fleets, (about ten sail of from marching by a violent storm of thunder and
the line each), are still at the mouth of the Darda- lightning, accomjianied with heavy rain.
He exThe
Turkish
nelles.
and most part of the Egyp. pected, however, to set out early
on the following
tian fleets are in the harbor of Alexandria.
AUhe day ill the direction of Moiella, where Cabrera was
date of the latest accounts from thence, (27th ult.) strongly entrenched, awaiting
his approach.
Esthe crews of the Turkish fleet were beginning to parlero, on entering Arragon, issued
a proclamation
murmur at beirrg so long detained from their faini. oliering pardon to all who surrendered themselves.
The appearance of a French and British The people were flocking to him in thousands, throwlies.
naval force off Alexandria might possibly induce ing down their arms and
imploring his protection,
I

101; Amort Synd, 4 1-2 per cents. 91 1-2 94 3-4; do.
3 1-2 per cents 78 1-2 78 3-8; commercial company

last.
The names of the individuals
two Reeses, of Brazoria, John Webster,
Wilson Flesher.ol Va. Martin Wat-

manfully lo the
killed, are

John

Stilhvell,

son, of Scotland. Bazley. Nicholas Boyler. Millon
Hicks, of Ky. William Rice of Va. Albeit Sillsbey.
of Ky. James Morlhon, of Texas, Leusher, a musician, and a neiiro man the propeity of Wilson.
Business at Houston is almost at a stand still
One of the brigs for Ihe navy has arrived at Galveston; she is called "The Brazos," and is a most
perfect specimen of navil architecture.
[She was
built in Baltimore.]

Mortimer Wigginton, esq. formerly of Kentucky,
but late of New Orleans, died in Brazoria county,
on the 2d inst.

The volunteers which lately left Galveston did
not go to San Antonio, as was intended, but have
joined the troops under command of col. Neil, the
whole force amounting to about 450. The loute
of march will be up the Brazos, lo Ihe mouth of
Noland's Fork, and down lo the West Fork of Ihe
Trinity, and thence acioss Ihe Trinity lo operate
against the Cherokees, or other hostile Indians.
C. H. Vanwiiikle, of Galveslon, died on Monday,
He was a native of

the 15lh ult. aged 26 years.

New

York.
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Wayne have issued orders
stores at Fayettean additional supply of arms and ammunition, viz: for Fort Gibson 132 muskets; Fort
Wayne 100 and bayonets, 100 cartridge boxes and
belts, 100 bayonet scabbards and belts, 10,000 musket cartridges, 10,000 nfle cartiidges, and 500 musThe president of the United States has officially ket flints. As the Standard observes, "we wish to
recosnized Cyrus Joy as consul of the republic of create no unnecessary excitement, but give the information as we received it. The matter may be
Texds lor the port of Philadelphia.
Heer Leon Herckenrath, as consul of the settled without any serious difficulty, but we are
Netherlands for the states of North and South Caro- compelled to say, that all the information we have
received favors the contrary opinion." The whole
lina and Georgia.
matter looks very much like a "note of dreadful
It is rumored that count d« Mornay will be appreparation." There are said to be 20,000 Indian
pointed to succeed I\lr. Ponthois, as minister to the
warriors upon our frontier.
United States. This diplomatist is a conneclioa of
Few persons, we imagine
marshal Soult.
Importation of wheal.
It is also said that Mr. De Saliffny, one of the are aware of the vast quantity of wheat which was
It exsecretaries of the French mission in this country imported into the United States in 1837.
ceeded by far alt the importation of that grain since
will be appointed charge d'affaires in Texas.
the settlement of the country.
The following tabu\_Globe.
we find in a work whose accuAmong the passengers in the Great Western is lar statement, which
racy can be relied upon, shows the great disproporbaron Von Roenne, minister from Prussia to the
tion between the receipts of v\*heat in several years.
United Slates. One of the duties specially entrustQuantity of wheat imported into the United
ed to him is mentioned in a late English paper,
tales, during the several years ending ou the 30th
which slates that JMr. Wheaton, the American miSeptember:
nister at Berlin, has brought to a successful terminaYear.
tion the negotiations which have been so long pending respecting the mediation between the United
States and the tepublic of Mexico.
The king of
Prussia at first hesitated to accept the mediation
tendered to him by the two translantic republics,
on account of the extreme complexity and delicacy
of the quesliun in dispute (especially as growing
out of the civil war in Texas); but some of these
disputes having been amicably adjusted between the
parties, his majesty has at last consented to name
M. Von Roenne, the Prussian minister in the
United States, to decide as arbiter in cases of any
difference of opinion which might arise between
the members of the mixed commission which is to
examine the remaining clainis of the two governments or their citizens upon each other.
Appointments

bij

the president.

at

Fort Gibson and Fort

John Henry Young upon the keeper of the military

commissioner for runninj^ the
between the United States and the
republic of Texas.
Charles Evans, of Florida, to be marshal of the
United States lor the district of West Florida.

to be cleric to
boundary line

tlie

ville, for

—

IBallo. jlmerican.

Importation of cotton to Boston.. "One hundred
and four thousand two hundred and sixty-eight
bales of cotton were imported to Boston the present year;

7,632,

bales

over the import of

last

year."

There appears to be no end to emigration and
colonization schemes in Great Britain, from which
we may infer that the number of Englishmen now
seeking homes for themselves and families, far from
the land of their bitth, must be continually augmenting. Among the new schemes of the day, we
observe there is a proposal to establish a "British
colony in one of the western states of the United
States of America," between the 37th and 43d degrees of north latitude.
Each member is to purchase a section of land at least, and to take posses
sion of his [iroperty within one year after the purchase has been concluded with the United States,
otherwise it will be confiscated and applied to the
general purposes of education for the benefit of the
colonists.
It is intended that this British colony
shall occupy at least one entire county, consisting
of 750 sections of one square mile each; but the association shall be considered formed provided two
hundred members agree to purchase that quantity.
The price of a section of land, consisting of 640
acres, at a dollar and a quarter per acre, will amount
to £173 6s. 8d. sterling, or about
130,000 sterling
lor the whole county.
[^Montreal Herald.

£

The

ship Matamoras recently
sailed from New York for Trinidad, with about 20(1
colored emigrants for that island. They were under the superintendence of the agents of the Trinidad planters, who pay their passage money and furnish supplies for the voyage.

Colored emigrants.

Trouble among the Cherokees. "By a letter received last evening from Arkansas," says the Boonville Emigrant of the 17lh, "we learn that the hostility existing between the Ross and Ridge parties,
temporarily snppresseil, has again broken fbith, and
several indivi<iuals have been killed.
The letter
bearing date Evansville, September 23d, states that
on the night previous, about midnight, the Ridge
party crossed the Washington county line, and murdered Beng, and two of the Rjllilfs of the Ross
party.
Beng was sick when they murdered him.
He is said to have been a great man vvith his people.
The murder of these individuals has caused
considerable excitement.
The Ridge party are
Where it will
flying to the whites for protection.
end is uncertain, but it is believed that vengeance
will be the order of the day."
The Oz3ik Standard of the 14th contains advice?
from his Fayetteville correspondent up to Oct. 10
from which it appears that the commanding officers*

:

'

,

1

j
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treaty with Sardinia has some peculiarities which promise great and lasting advantages to our cotton growing anj tob;\cco planting interests of the south and west, as well as to the
navigating and commercial enterprise of the north.
An article has been introduced into the treaty
which insures to our tobacco and all other products
from the United States, a free transit through the

merce.

states oi his Sardinian majesty, to

dy, and

Parma, Lombar

Switzerland, embracing a population of

millions, with whom we can hereafter carry
on a large commerce through this hitherto obstruct

many

9,

Eastman,
Solomon McNeil,
Godfrey Stevens,
Joseph Bell.

Joel

1839— STATES OE

Allan Hackett,
Isaac Spalding,

THE

IJNION.

with n?ne thousand bushels wheat, and eight hundred bar'
rels flour.

Henry S. Tudor,
A. G. Britton.

This

is but a foretaste of the riches of the bountifuJ
est.
That vast granary is just begin'
to unfold itself.
That fertile soil has but jnsi
yielded itself to the harrow and the.cradle. Heretofo/fe
Ohio has been required to furnish Michigan witii bread
slufls,
Now, Michigan is not only supplied from hef
own broad wheat fields, but is sending a Vast surplus
to our metropolis!
The New York Gazette, of Tuesday, soys: "Ws
were informed yesterday by a gentleman from Ro-^
Chester, on whose word we can place confidence, that
the receipts of wheat in that plact were very great, anc
a considerable reduction had taken place in prices.
The arrivals on Friday last were to the large amount
of 1,000 wagon loads— upwards of 30,000 bushels—
for which 75 cents per bushel could not be obtained.

and boundless w

By a

vote of the state convention, by which they
were appointed, the delegates and substitutes in each
district have authority to fill any vacancy which may
occur in their respective districts.

EHODE ISLAND.
The following is the official canvass of the votes
eiven for members of congress at the late election in
Rhode Island
Whole number of votes,
'7,669
Necessary for a choice,
3,835
Robert B. Cranston, has
3,912
Benjamin B. Thraston, has
3,595
Joseph L Tillinghasi, has
4,050
Thomas W. Dorr, has
3,660

ed though natural channel. The article of the
treaty to which we allude is in the following words
and will be found well worthy the careful attention
of our merchants and the growers of our great
staples, cotton and tobacco.
Scattering,
"All articles of commerce, the growth or manu
54
The report of the bank commissioners, under the
facture of the United States of America, and thi
produce of their fisheries, with the exception of resolution of the general assembly, showing the condition of 40 banks in Rhode Island, was
referred 10 a
salt, gun powder and tobacco, manufactured for
committee, and also a resolution offered by Mr. E. R.
use, shall be permitted to pass in transit from the Potter, iri,n
kins such banks as refused to pay specie for
free port of Genoa through the territories of his their bills liabfe to
the payment of 12 per cent, interest
Sardinian majesty, to any point of the inland fron
upon them so long as specie is refused— the cashier fo
tier of the said territories: and, vice versa, all arti- enter the hme of demand upon the bills,
and the refucles of commerce coming from any one ])oint of sal of payment for 60 days to work a forfeiture of the
the Sardinian inland frontier destined for the United charier.
On
Saturday
the
committee
States, shall be permitted to pass the territories of
on the causes of the
his Sardinian majesty to the free port of Genoa, with- suspension reported. The substance of their report is
thus given by the Providence Courier.
out bein^ liable to the payment of any duly whatThe general language of the report attributes the
ever, levied in the name or to the profit of the go':!^vses tor suspension to the vast increase
of trade
vernment, the local authorities, or of any private throughout the
world— the diminution of the precious
establishment whatever, other than such as are re- metals and the
consequent inflation of exchange. It
quired to meet the expenses of the necessary pre- considers the resumption of 1836
premature, brought
cautionary measures against smuggling, which pre- about by the importation of specie from Europe
for selcautionary measures, to be observed in regard to fish purposes, which, by various causes, has been aoain
"
transit to the frontier, shall be the same, vvliether drawn back.
The report also speaks of the continuation of specie
the said articles of commerce are imported by the
paymerits
New York as merely nominal— as sus-veiselsoftheoneorof the other of the high contracttained by all the government specie funds; of
political
ing parties. But if peculiar circum^tarices or conmovements having deranged the currency; and of the
siderations should render the re-establi.shment of
want of a sufficient tariflT. for the protection of our
transit duties necessary on the said articles of comiiianufactures. It speaks of the general pecuniary
merce, directed to any one poir/t of the Sardinian distress. &c.

—

ning

The New York Evening

Post holds the following

language with reference 10 the relations of tlfsr banks
ot that state to the laws of the commonwealth.
tlier any legislative iniervention will take place, we can-

Whe-

not say; but

now seems pretty evident

something
must break the laws, the banks or the merchants.
clamor has been raised by one or two of the papers, on the ground that the chancellor has declared he
could not refuse an injunction against the banks if they
suspend payment; and we have bad a deal of eloquent
declamation against the despotism of the court of
chancery. The despotism that these bankruptcy advocates complain of, is one from which they may find
it bard to escape.
It is the despotism of the people.
It is the /aw that shuts the doors of insolvent corpora-

—

A

tions,

ty

ii

and not

that

the chancellor.

The act of April 2d, 1829, commonly called the safe
fund act, is explicit and absolute on two points.—
bank commissioners

shall, in case of a
suspension of specie payments, apply to the chancellor
for an injunction to arrest their proceedings; and second, that the chancellor shall grant the injunction.
There is no discretion in the matter. These functionaries are, in this question, merely ministerial agents,
and they cannot refrain from acting without the clearest
contempt of their duty and their official oaths.
The advocates of insolvency must bear in mind too,
another instantaneous effect of a suspension of payment. The banks would be overwhelmed by suits.
And finally, the committee presented a bill for the In 1837 it was unpopular, nay, even odious, to proseconsideration of the house, recommending the re-en- cute them; now, we should be glad to see the profesactment of the first section of the suspension law of sional man who would hesitate to put these notes in
JSp, to be in force till the first of Fehiuary, 1840. suit.
The bill also provided that during the suspension, the
In actions against these corporations, too, brought as
banks should receive their own bills on deposite, at the they may be, on a score or a hundreij of small notes,
following rates, viz: In sums not exceeding SlOO, at 6 the costs would be frightful. This alone would be a
per cent, per annum; in sums over $100, not exceeding very formidable difHculiy in the way of the proposed
fifiOO, at 5 per cent, per annum; and in sums over measure.
^1,000 at 3 per cent, per annum. Corporations lo
Far be it from us to create, or to seek to create, any
liave the benefit of the latter provision only.
The bill ieeling against the banks on account of the course they
also provides that no damages shall be assessed
by the are pursuing; we believe them perfectly sound, and we
banks on drafts, &c. which have been accepted, for respect the integrity and firmness that they have thus
Jbirst,

that the

m

Sardinian government, in reserving
to itself the full right to establish such duty, en"^
to notify to the government of the United
States such determination six months before any
such transit duty shall be exacted. It is also understood that all articles of commerce imported
directly from the United Slates of America, shall
be taken and considered as the products of the said
states, and shall be entitled equally and in like manner, with the exceptions above mentioned in the
present article, to a free transit through the territories of his Sardinian majesty."
frontiers, the

gages

"We have here palpable proofs of the talented nun-payment.
An amendment, making the presidents and direcand successful exertions of the negotiator in carrying out the measure which the present administra- "'fs of ihe banks, personally liable fur the payment of
tion are pursuing in foreign countries, for the ad- the bills nn deposite, was adopted. Also an amendvancement and security of those very commercial ment requiring each bank lo receive its own bills in
payment. With these amendments the bill passed—
interests which many of our thoughtless partisan
43 to 25.
merchants are every day assertiiiir, through the opposition presses, that it is the declared inteniion of
the government to prostrate and destroy.
are

We

gratified to have siicJT convincing proofs before us
to refute these reckless charges, and to know that
the government is intently engaged in promoting
the'true interests of the merchants wherever it can."
[^'.

y. Evening Post.

NAVAL.

NEW

YORK.

far

shown.

Our remarks are to those so blind to the signs of the
limes as to suppose that a suspen.sion would be followed
by relief to the commercial classes.

madness

to enteriain

It is the merest
the idea for a niotnent. The

merchants may receive now little help from the banks
in case of a suspension, they will have none at all.

—

If the discount line
to nothing.

is

now

curtailed, then

it

will

be re-

Between injunctions on the one
and innumerable suits on the other an incensed
people on the other these insolvent institutions would
received returns from ihe city of New
be powerless, alike for good or for evil. The truth il is
a lew of the neighbonng counties, which so
far as realways best to know; and the truth maybe said in two
ceived show the following result.
The majority for Tompkins, administration candidate lines: The banks suspend at the peril of their eJ:istenc^^
for senator, is 1,841.
Total number of votes taken—
PENNSVLVANIA.
38,273, being 1,420 less than was taken in 1838.
By the charter of the Pennsylvania bank of the U.
The thirteen iidniinislration candidates for assembly States, that corporation bound itself to ^ir« to the stale
re elected
Majorities not yet ascertained
at various intervals during the next 20 years the sum of

New lori

The election took
Monday, 1 uesday and Wednesday last.
flection.

place on

We

have
York, and from

duced
Iiand,

—

—

Naval anecdote. At the launch of the sloop of
war Dale, at Philadelphia, the ship was christened
Kin^
Jolinson (whig) 503; Hegeman (adm.) $4,500,000; to subscribe $675,000 to the stock of variby commander J. M. Dale, the son of the late com502— both elected
ous internal improvement companies; to purchase state
modore, and a Philadelphia paper relates the folRichmond counti/. The administration carried their stock payable in 1868, to the amount of $6,000,000,
lowing incident

in

connexion with that event:

"Commander Dale wore a sword on
we are informed

the history of which

the occasion,
is

not a

little'

senator

it is supposed by 40
sembly by 20 to 30.

Westchester.

Two

to

was the more flattering, as the French monarch
had never bestowed a sword upon any other officer.
Commodore Dale was the first lieutenant of the
Richard in the action with the Sernpis, and as Paul
Jones attributed much of his success to that officer's gallantry and coolness, he finally presented
the sword to him, from whom it descended to the
gentleman who wore it yesterday.

of duties paid in

ihe district of

New

during the second quarter of the present year,

York

S3,6S8.885 44
2,184,030 30

.Second quarter, 1838,
Increase,

Imports for the same

if the stock bore 4 per cent, interest and 10
per cent, premium, if it bore 5 per cent, and lastly to
advance to the state as a temporary loan $1,000,000 at
4 percent, interest, reimbursable at the pleasure of the

50 majority, and the as- giving par

administration elected, as hereto-

remarkable.
This sword, which is a splendid fore. The administration so far have 17 to 1 whig
asweapon having a hilt of pure gold, and a blade einblymen.
beautifully adorned with emblematical devices, was
The duties accruing on importations which have
given by Louis 16th of France to Paul Jones, as a been made at the port of New York, for the second
token of esteem and admiration for his coniliict in quarter of the present year, are nearly Iwice the amount
the desperate fijht between the Bontl Homme of the duties for the same period last year.
We have
Bichard and the Serapis, in 1781, a conflict unsur- obtained the following statement at the custom
passed in the annals of naval warfare. This honor
Amount

Sl,504,795 14

state.

A meeting has been held in York, Pennsylvania, at
which resolutions vvero passed asking the governor to
convene the legislature at an early day, and recommending to the legislature the creation of a state debt
of two millions of dollars, bearing an interest of i«"o
per cent, per annum; and the banks of the commonwealth be permitted to issue notes of the denomination
of one, two and three dollars, to the amount of said
loan taken by them.
If is stated in a number of the Pennsylvania papers,
that Mr. Fritz, who was appointed by governor Porter
a collector of tolls, has been removed. He is found already to be a defaulter to the state to the amount of

second quarter of the
$33 000.
$22,748,183 00
Yesterday was the usual day for declaring dividends
10,321,859 00
by most of the banks in the city, but with the exception of the Manufacturers' and Mechanics', they all
Imports over exports,
STATES OF
$12,426,324 00
UNION.
declined
to declare any, in conformity with the law of
NEW HA.MrsniRE.
The cause of this increase, we take it, is twofold
[Pliihd. North Amer.
The delegates from New Hampshire to ihe Harris- the actual augmentation of imports, and the stricter the stale upon the subject.
A writer in the Harrisburg Telegraph, on ihe subject
burg national convention, ore:
and juster system of collecting introduced by the preof withholding dividends, some days since made the
Delegates.
sent collector.
Suhslilules.
[AT. Y. Evening Post.
following
remarks;
James Wilson,
Robert Lane,
The Bulliilo Commercial Advertiser, announces,
"There was once a bitter enemy of a certain bank,
Geo. W. Nesmith,
Joseph Low,
""de'.'ff marine head, the arrival at that port of the who, to vent his spite against il, destroyed every one of
Joseph Cilley,
Mark W. Pierce,
Bhip Milwaukie, captain Dickson, from St. Josephs,
"rhis was a very
its notes that he got into his hands,

THE
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purchased property and contracted

wise man in hia own conceit[ and he is only equalled these pfices)
ties upon the credits of their crops, mode improveliie able financiers who now preside over certain
merchants also
portions oi the press, and recommend, among other ments and enlarged their expenses;''
article sudthitigs, as a punishment for the hanits, that they shall bought at these prices, when the value of the
denly fell in Europe, causing a great revulsion which
make no dividendsv
The commonwe.iUh would profit by this course just affecteii all interests in the commonwealth. The susthe banks pension of the banks is alluded to, and it is strenuously
fts the \Vise man above mentioned, while
would be very glad to ado[it it, and that precisely in ureed upon these institutions that the conditions of
proportion as they least deserved the privilege* The their charters and the interests of the community reannual loss to the state treasury, by dividends and tax- quire a speedy resumption of specie payments. In rees on dividends, would amount to $300,003; and this ference to the suspension of the Union and Planters'
fit
for several years, until a resumption can be effected banks, it is suggesteil that the occasion may be a
one to impose upon those institutions such additional
and maintained,
Widows, old men, and orphans, vfho have their all restrictions as the public safely may require, and as exIn banks, would be ruined. The funds of colleges and perience may have shown to be necessary and proper,
tlcademies would be unproductive. The supplies of as the conditions of the continuance of theu: corporate

by

—

common

may

be diminishetl, or cut ofT; and the
system must go down, or taxes be doubled.'*
schools

MARYLAND.

—

—

The BaUimore and Oliio rail road. Mr. McLane.
The friends of our great enterprise, both here and in

the west, will be agreeably surprised to learn that, notwithstanding the peculiar conaition of the London mo-

ney market, Mr. McLane has succeeded
such a negociation with Messrs. Baring as

in

making

will

put the
carry

company in the possession of sufficient means to
on their great work with vi^or, and without, we

trust,

We

further interruption.
no not understand that Mr.
McLane has sold the bonds of the state, but that he has
made such a disposition of them as will place the company in funds, and leave the bonds to await, for their
sale, a more favorable condition of affairs.
The result

what might have been expected from his well-known
ability and high character, both in England and here,
and vindicates the sagacity of those through whose instrumentality he was chosen to undertake the negois

ciation.
trust that, ere long, we shall have brilliant things
to record of the onward progress of the greatest work
of internal improvement in the world.
[Bolt. Chron.

We

—

GEORGIA.

THE UNION.

liabili-

privileges.

The message takes the ground that it is an error to
attribute the revulsion of 1837 to the action of the federal government. The cause is alledged to lie in the
overaction of business in all branches of trade, and in

—
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LOUISIANA.

crop.
The Attakapas Gazette of the 12th
We understand that sonieof the sugar planters of
Mary's will commence rolling their crops this day,
cane being now sweeter than it has been for many
years past, even at a more advanced periotl of the season.
By the first of November, we presume every sugar plantation in this part of the state will be in full operation.
Should the weather continue favorable tho
crops will be abundant, and the sugar of a quality equal
if not superior to any hitherto made in Attakapas.
omo.
The Dayton Journal of late date says: "As far as W6
have heard, the list of suspending banks in this state
comprise the Cincinnatti banks, with the exception of
the Commercial, the Hamilton, Dayton, Xenia, Urbana, and the two Wooster banks.
'Those at Columbus,
Zanesville, Putnam and Cleveland, were paying at the

Sugar

says:
St.

the

—

last

accounts."

The Cleveland Herald

stales that the receipts of wheat
from the 1st to the 29th October, were
336,746 bushels. Sales were making at 95 a 88 cents
per bushel.
At Massillon and Roscoe, in the state of Ohio, wheat
into the United States during the year 1836 amount- has been selling at 50 cents per busiiel.
Two women tried for murder. The trial of Mrs.
ed to sixty millions of dollars above the value of the
The large purchase Knowles and Mrs. Simmons, for the murder of their
exported protiuce of the country.
of public lands, mostly wild and unproductive, are husbands in Wood county, Ohio, has just terminated.
mentioned in the same connection. The only substan- The former escaped, but the proof against the latter
was too conclusive, and she has been sent to the state
tial and permanent relief lor the evil complained of "is
asylum being insane at the time the offence
to be found," says gov. Polk, "in habits of economy lunatic
[Buffalo Com. Ado,
and industry, and in the productive labor of our peo. was committed.
ILLINOIS.
pie.
have purchased at the eastern cities, and
The
newsofthesuspensioneastward,
reached Springbrought into the state a greater amount of merchandise than we have exported produce to pay for, and field, (Ilhnois), on the 20ih ultimo. On the same mornthe consequence is that an unliquidated eastern debt ing, the directors of the State Bank of Illinois, held a
hangs over us. The exports of every country consti- meeting, and resolved to suspend specie payments.
also sent off" to the different branches
tute ihe basis upon which bills of exchange are drawn Expresses were
throughout the state, instructing them to
to pay for its imports. Exchanges will always be at high of the bank
rates and difficult to obtain when we have no produce adopt the same measure. The St. Louis Bulletin of
the 24th says, a demand for a considerable sum in
or other fund upon which to draw.''
at that port,

excessive credits and bank issues, which had stimulated to wild and disastrous speculation; atid particular
importance is attributed lo the fact that the importations

—

—

We

specie was made on the Springfield bank on 'he mornConinction for murder. 'I'he Georgia Journal ?ays
It is mentioned that the bonds of the stale to the
ing afier suspension was resolved on, but that the ditrial of Henry Jones, who, it will be recollected,
amount of two and a half millions of dollars, created by
was demanded by the governor of this state from South act of the legislature, were issued and delivered to the rectors "respectfully declined the favor." The ShawCarohna, and who wassipposed to be engaged in the president and directors of the Bank of Tennessee, in neetown bank of Illinois, has also suspended.
The governor of Illinois has appointed the 25th of
murder of the Jew pediar named Elais Isacks, who was conformity with the provision.^ of the act. The bank
found murdered and concealed in a hollow log near sold and disposed of one million of the bonds, but re- this month as the day on which all special elections to
Clinton last November, came on at Jones superior tained and still holds the remaining million and a half fill vacancies in the legislature are to be held.
MISSOURI.
court last week, and atier an investigation of three days unsold. The message suggets that if the million and
Boundary troubles. Considerable difiiculty appears
was found guilty, but recommended to the mercy a half, now on hand be disposed of, the bank would

"The

of the court. The evidence being entirely circumstantial, he was sentenced to imprisonment in the state penitentiary for and during the term of his natural life."

may

ALABAMA.

The Hiintsvilie Advocate of the 24th ultimo says,
"The branch bank in this place, undismayed by the
suspension elsewhere, redeems every dollar of its notes
presented at its counter for reden>ption. To use the
New York phrase, the bank is 'impregnable,' having
more specie in its vaults than notes in circulation. It
cannot he forced to suspend, nor have the directors, as
we learn, any thought of doing so.''
It is added, liowever, that considerable quantities of
specie have been drawn from the vaults of the Hunlsville bank, "by frightened bill holders, and persons
who wish to sell the specie,'' and that specie circulates,
in that quarter, "only as a merchantable commodity.''
If that

be the case,

month hence,

we

shall be surprised to hear, a

that the Huntsville

'impregnable'' in

its

bank has continued

specie payments.

The committee of the citizens of Mobile, to accept
contributions in aid of the sufferers, on the 25th ultimo,
acknowledge the receipt of $13,5S8 68, besides some
With the exception of $20, all this
flour and bacon.
came from the extreme south. Among the contributors
we notice the officers, seamen and marines of the
frigate Macedonian, and sloops-of-war Erie, Levant
and Vandalia, at Pensacola. They gave SS578 25.
Mobilebanks. The banks in Mobile still continued
pay specie for their obligations at the last date. The
Chronicle of the 26th ult. soys "The slock banks of
this city sull continue paying specie, but their circulation is so limited, as to occasion no pressure upon them.
The condition of all are so perfectly healthy, and public confidence in them so strong, that they would be
sustained by public opinion in suspending and extending their discount lines as near as we can learn, the
branch bank has $800,000 in specie with a circulation
of a million. The two stock banks. Mobile bank and
Planters' and Merchants', have each about $2-50,000
specie, with a mere nominal circulation.''
Health of Mobile. The Mobile Chronicle of the 26th
ult. says in regard to the health of the city, "although
compar.itively amending, we are in a worse condition
than we aniicipated to be at the close of the month of
October. Several cases have occurred the past week of
the worst complexion of the epitiemic, amongst those
too, who have passed through the horrorsof the summer.

to

—

—

Our distant

friends will perceive the necessity of stdl delaying their return.
are apparently as far from frost
03 ever. The interments since our report of the 17th,
have been, to include the24ih 21, making in all in the
month of October, to include the same 91.

We

—

'

''

TEN."Ii;SSEE.

Governor Polk's message to the legislature of Tenwas read before the two houses on the 23d of
The message treats largely upon the
month.
financial difficulties of tlie state, the beginning of whicli
was in 1337; and that ihey are ascribed to the fact
that, the abundant crop of the preceding year bearing
high prices, the "planters made their calctuations upon
nessee,

last

be enabled, by the increase of her available metallic
vvould
capital, safely to afford such additional facilities as
be required to relieve the immediate pressure, until the
yield more
proceeds of sales of the present crop
solid

and durable

relief.

bank notes
denominations above five dollars is recommended,
and it is believed by the governor that if the general ashmiadditional
any
sembly shall think proper to impose
lound
tations upon banking corporations, none will be
to be more important than this.
The subject of internal improvements is dwelt upon,
and the assembly is reminded of the obligation which

The measure

of restricting the issues of

to

to authe state is under of her meeting her subscriptions
half
thorised works now in pr-'gress to the amount of
such purthe capital of each company incorpornted for
poses— provided the sum to be subscribed shall not exceed four millions of dollars. The insutution of a board
of public works is recommended.
The state debt is only $1,763,666 2-3-incIuding the
amounts
internal improvement bonds hitherto issued, it

have arisen in relation to the disputed boundary line
between Missouri and Iowa. It appears from the
Burlington (Missouri! Gazette, that the sheriff ofClark
county, in that state, had attempted to collect the taxes
on the lands in dispute, and having been unsuccessful,
he threatened to return with a force sufficient to compel
payment. The settlers, inconsequence of these threats,
called a public meeting, and determined to make an
armed assistanceThe St. Louis papers of the 23th uk contain various
accounts of the progress of the war between Missouri
andlowain reference to the border diflicuUies between
The Paris (Mo.) Sentinel of
the two "principalities."
the 19th ult. says: "We had hoped for a peaceful antl
to

amicable adjustment of this ditficuliy, but it now appears that the storm thickens and the elements are beto wear a more gloomy aspect.
If the worst
IS yet to come, we are prepared to say that every Missonrian will do his duly.
War! war!!
Since wridng the above, a special
messenger has passed through this place, bearing information to the governor of this state, that an armed
to $2,666,166 2-3.
force from Iowa, had seized upon and forcibly attemptThe amount of the "common school fund'' is not sta- ed to imprison the sheriff of Clark county, who was as
'•perpetualfuiid^' the princi- usual engaged in the legal discharge of his official
It is in Tennessee a
ted.
never be duties.
pal of which, the constitution declares shall
The citizens of Clark, have called upon gen. Wildiminished by legislative appropriation.
The message informs the assembly of the necessily lock, of the 14th division, Missouri militia, for aid, and
of prescribing by law during its present session some the despatch who passed through this morning on his
mode of choosing elector-^ to vote for president and vice way to the capital, is direct from gen- WillocK to the
president of the United States at the next election— governor for orders.
of temporaare sorry that it has come to this, but Missouri
Ihe former act on that subject having been
will and must stand by her rights.
ry bearing.
j j . .i
The Iowa Gazette under the head of"postscript" gives
The lunatic assylum of the state is commended to the
American.
[Bali.
following:
the
attention of the assembly.
"A communication was received last evening by the
KENTUCKY.
governor, from Van Buren county, stating that on
Governor Wickliffe, of Kentucky, immediately upoii
last, the sheriff' of Clark county. Mo. with
Monday
resolved
had
banks
Kentucky
that
the
beintr informed
each some iwo or three others, made his appearance on the
upoiTa suspension of specie paymenis, requested
film with a disputed ground for the purpose of collecting the taxes;
of the presidents of the banks lo furnish
report, and on the refusal of the citizens to pay, departed, givstatement of their condition. He received their
Oommon- ing notice that he would return on next Monday, with
and in a communication lo the Frankfort
It is further addetl,
that 1 am a force sufficient to compel payment.
wealih, says: "It is with great satisfaction
reports, that that a rendezvous of the military was to have taken
able to say from an examination of these
any loss from place at Waterloo some time during the present week,
the country has no cause to apprehend
Monday the ground in dispute will be
Their ability to meet their liabili- and that on next
either of the banks.
await further intellimanifest by the invaded by an armed force.
ties to the community is abundantly
gence with no httle anxiety."
means on hand and at their command. iMo doubt can
Whig state convention The St. Louis Republican
of Kentucky,
be entertained of the capacity of the banks
of the 26ih ult. says— "Several of the delegates from
and the disposition of their directory, to resume the
curren- the whig convention returned to the city yesterday.
payment of specie whenever the commerce and
channels, We learn that ihe convention assembled at Jefferson
cy of the country shall resume their wonted
shall on Monday, there being present one hundred and
and the heavy demands for specie for exportation
twelve delegates, being nearly every county in the state
representeth Considering the time and the occasion,
lalSSISSIFPI.
honora
this is the largest assemblage ever held, and combinetl
ot the
A fire in Natchez burnt the residence Umted
btates as great an amount of the bone and sinew, the really reble Robert J. Walker, candidate for the
spectable portion of the population as any meeting ever
senate— and a fire in Vicksburg has burnt the resilience
held in the state. The convention numbered several
ofhis opponent, the honorable Sergeant S.Prentiss.—
more than the oflrice holder's convention held the week
Neither has the advantage of the other, therefore,
preceding. It was organised by calling Dr. Curd, of
[NashmUe Banner.
ginning

We

.

We

m

this particuhr.
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Callaway, to the chair, Stephen T. Dunklin, of Washington, and Mr. Mellon, of Marion, vice presidents.
John B. Coaller, of St. Charles, and two others, the
names our informant does not recollect, acted as secretaries. The convention closed its labors on Tuesday
evening.
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front as has never before been

witnessed in this state.

"The official proceedings will in due lime appear; at
the hour of writing this they have not arrived in the
The following are the nominations of the next
city.
August election, they will be hailed with pleasure and
supported with entire unanimity by all the friends of
reform throughout the state, and that they will be
elected, we entertain no doubt, if all will now but do
their duty.
For governor,
JoBN R. Clark, of Howard.
For lieutenant governor.
Joseph Bogy, of St. Genevieve.
For congress.
Thoiujton Grimsley, of St. Louia.
Woodson J. Moss, ot Clay.
For electors of president and vice president.
Samuel C. Owens, of Jackson.
Philip Cole, of Washington.
Joseph G. Bbown, of St. Louis.
Stephen Clever, of Ralls.
for delegates to the whig national convention.
Uriel Wrioht, of Marion.
Wm. N. Campbell, of St. Charles.
Logan Hunton, of Louis.
fi. RussEL, of Callaway."

Wm.

MICHIGAN.
banks have suspended, and their examprobably be follov\ed by all the others throughpublished, signed by H. K.
notice
In
a
stale.
out the
Sanger, cashier of the Bank of Michigan, and John

The

Detroit

will

B. Welles, cashier of tlit Farmers' and Mechanics'
bank, in behalf of their respective boards of direction,

I

oanoe me up to the grand balldance, of course, if permitted.
During the day
Cbitle appealed to be in fine spirits, laughing and
talking.
In ihe evening, at dusk, George, ttie interpieter, and two soldiers were sent up with a gallon of whiskey, and to say that the officers would not
come that evening. It was left optional with them
to go or not, but no one entertained suspicions ot
their intentions.
Ten eleven twelve o'clock
came, and neither returned to camp, although they
had been ordered lo be back early. Meanwhile 1
supposed liiey had become intoxicated, or had been
persuaded to remain till morning, or that time flew
faster than they were aware of in their enjoyments,

—

We

We

—

—

—

us,

ordinary business of these banks will be conducted as usual without interruption; and their notes
will be received by each other for all purposes: No distinction will be made between the notes of the branch
,

.

,

country.

talk to the Indians here,

WISCONSIN.
Progress of emigration. We have been shown a
addressed to gov. Dodge, says the Winconsin Free
merchant
of Buhalo, N. V. to whose
Press, from a
care have been consigned 200 families, consisting of
l.OOOpersons, and who proposes placing them in this
territory, provided they can be suitably acconiinodated.
They left their homes, in Russia, on account of certain

—

letter

[N. Y. Star.
rehgious dis.«entions.
that £03 Russian
It is stated in the Peoria Register
famihes. Hying from religious persecution at home, are
Wisconsin.
of
territory
the
in
aboutseliling
The Fntssian emigrants at Buffalo. These emi
grants continue loexcite attention; and their prolonged
stav in our city has led some to think that tliey would
reiiiain during the winter, and becoiue a tax upon us.
No fears of that kind need be entertained. The parly
now here are from Prussian Silesia, and number about
700. In a few days they expect to be joined by 300
more, next spring by 1,200, and during the next summer by perhaps 1,000 or 2,000 of their countryman,
makingin all not less than 3,000. They are Protestnew organization of
ants ol the Lutheran church.
having been afthe religious establishment in Prussia
fecled.lhe king ordered all his subjecis to join it, ihreatening'certain penalties for non-conlbrmiiy. Imprisonment, confiscation of property and prosecution in vato the recusants.
rious forms, were the consequences
Finding lliey could no longer retain their homes in
comfort, numbers of the old school, among whom are
those now here, petitioned his majesty, for permission
After more than a year of fruitto quit the country.
nt last allowed to depart; and
less exertion, they were
with lu-'hter hearts than they had experienced for many
years before, they left their land forever, knowing
another land in which they
that afar off, there was
could worship God according to the diciates of their own

—

A

We

learn

that

merchant of this
nut

ill

them on
ei»ht

Mr.

city,

possession of a
their

momhs,

W.

A. Thonipson, hardware

who acts asilieir agent, has been
sum of money sulTicient to place

lands in Wisconsin, and feed them for
if necessary, independent of the original

purchase of the

soil.

greater part of them willleavc this week for
congratulaic Wisconsin on the proaddiiinn to its populaiion, and
spect of this valuable
of no small moment to have
to our city it is a matter
hardy, industrious settlers.
the west field up with such
[Buffalo Cum. Adv.

The

Milwaimic.

We

—

war

"The

,

—

place almost continually presents the appearance of a and therefore I went to bed.
At four, lieutenant
army witliits prancing steeds and heavy baggage Tompkins became extremely uneasy lieutenant
wagons, notwithstanding the steam ferry-boat is conboat, and at five they both went
are informed by tra- Davis proffered his
tinually thinning its ranks.
Approaching the spot of the Indian
vellers that the leading roads from Ohio and Indiana up the river.
Had camp, they eoukt }ierceive no indication of a fire
are crowded with emigrants, all bound for Iowa.
we no other than selfish feelings, we should bid them or of human presence. "Here," "come here,"
welcome, for their coining will add not only to the nu- "here 1 am," moaned a voice Irom the tlark shaded
merical strength, but to the wealth of the territory. But bank.
On rowing thither, the soldier Hopkins was
we welcome them on another account.
sincerely discovered in the water, where he had concealed
believe that their condition, and the condition of their himself.
"I am wounded," said he, "and they
families, will be bettered.
There is land enough and have killed George and Boyce." The boat hastened
to spare.
back
Hopkins estimated their number at
to camp.
"The whole territory is now full of strangers. Our
300 warriors; (mucli loo high probably.) He lincity has become a perfect Gotham, as emigrants from
every state, and, in fact, from every civilized country gered six hours and then died. The ball had passed from the pit of his stomach through the abdoon the globe, are flocking in clouds to our place."
men, and fodgecf at his left hip, about an inch deep,
FLORIDA.
The following letter to the editor was not written whence it was extracted. On the 2Sffi, the day of
with the least idea of its publication, or with the his death, we folfowed him, arrived at his grave,
knowledge that he, to whom it was addressed, was and listened to the funeral service from the sereditor of the Register
But as it furnishes later in- geant and the "dust to dust," and at the end of
the flag, which liad
telligence from the immediate point where
or the third farewell, discharged
PEACE was to be decided upon, anti contains a faith- hung at half mast, again ascended to the peak.
At breakfast, an expedition up the narrow river
ful aiid practical illustration of the FLOBin.4 war,
but lieuso far as it i;oes, we offer that alone as our apology to recover Ihe bodies lost was suggested
for inserting it; having omitted several paragraphs, tenant Tompkins considered it as yet, imprudent.
Lieutenant Sloane volunteered to go with three
however.
marines; lieulenant Davis replied, if any one went,
Fori Lovderdale, October 5, 1S39.
When not lamenting the
Chitte Tuskennggee.soine time back, said to us, he was the one to go.
"I am now sitting by the great waters pread before fate of a dying soldier, or paying the last tribute to

word

said

—

large

and in its presence I say 1 shall stand by my
at Fort King, if all my people abandon me to
myself."
"I shall never again raise my hand
against the white man," said Sam Jones, "lor 1 am
old now, and what can an old man like ine do."
Yet the other day, when two soldiers and the interand home offices. ,
.,
^
preter visited their camp, Sam Jones' son. Sponge,
"It is not designed ihat this measure shail atiect, unand Chilte's younger brother, Ochee Hadjo, were
favorably, the rates of exchange for bills upon the Atthe first who fired upon them.
I will detail to you
banks
vyill
endeavor
contrary,
the
the
on
lantic cilies;
the cur- a few of the circumstances connected with this rtip.
to afford reasonable facilities for converting
rency, and to promote, by all the means in their power, tuie of the last hope of peace.
On the 7lh of Sept. col. Harney delivered his last
the purchase and shipment of the surplus produce of the

it is

THE UNION.

self in readiness to

The following account
of the vigorous growth of the
^1-.,
.._
_._j its
youngest territory of^ the uniori, and
flattering prospects as regards the future, is copied from the paper
published at Burlington (Iowa) by the original tide of
"the Hawkeye," under date of October 17:

"Our territory. All who feel interested in the pros"Every thing v^ent forward with the utmost harmony, and but one spirit and one fcehng appeared to ani- perity of this infant territory, cannot be otiierwise than
mate the crowd. Every one determined to make one gratitied to see the great number of emigrants who are
vi'^oro us and concerted effort for the regeneration of rushing into it from all quarters. Every steamboat that
ihe stale, and to die in the last ditch before giving up the stems the great father of waters to this and the points
principles lor which they contend. From all the repre- above us comes laden with this kind of produce from
sentations made, we have no doubt but a thorough and other countries, and from other states. They are pourefficient organization of all the whigs will now be made ing in upon us, by the way of northern and eastern Ilthroughout the stale, and that they will present such a linois, in such numbers that the shore opposite this

l)le

—

—
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demanding

life

for life!

i'liey required four days to consider upon it. At the
end of lour days, Chitie Tuskennggee and Plyhelattah came in and delivered tlieir reply.
"Sam
Jones would have come with them but he was
drunk. They required thirty-three sticks [days]
to collect all the Indians around our post, at whicli
[leriod Wild Cat would also be here, and all the
peaceable I::dian9, and they would then all concert
measures against the hostiles."
Col. Harney and capf. Mayo having departed, we
all awaited here patiently the end of the thirty-three
days. Meanwhile the Indians contiimed to visit us
saying that they had a great camp up the
daily
river, where their numbeis were constantly increasing.
On the 26tli lieut. Davis, of Ihe navy, erected
During the evening, afa dag-staff on Ihe beacli.
ter dusk, Chitte and two or three warriors came
down in their canoes to visit us. We sat at the
loot of the flag-staff, and there chaffed and enjoyed
the evening breeze and the sight of Ihe surrounding
Chitte said "Iliey all intended, to-morrow
surf.
night, to have a balldance up at Iheir camp
but
on the next night after, there would be a still great"Sain Jones," said he, "had|gone over lo
er one.
see alter the hostile Indians, and was expected back
shortly." He was going to remain in camp with
us during Ihe night, and wished to give us a slight
dance in our own camp. Accordingly he, with his
half dozen warriors, gave us a dance, during which,
much to liis astonlslitneiit. a rocket was scut up into
They continued their dance as if
Ihe dark sky.
nothing was occurring; Chitte himself, however,
stepped out and stood regarding it akimbo. Another rocket was then sent up, and then a blue light,
afterwards a bras.i four pounder discharged, and as
it grew late I retired lo bed, and shortly after our
camp was all quiet. Alter midnight we were awakened by a war whoop, but Ihe excited youth was
'quickly secured by his Indian comrades, who tied
his hands behind him and hushed him up.
When a

—

—

warrior gives the war whoop, he is considered as
delivered over lo the furies and is about to commit
any freak of hostile feeling. Next day they lepeated
Iheir invitations to all llic officers In visit tlieir camp.
During the day I told llie interpreter to hold hiiu-

remains, we were all day speculating upon Ihe
tragedy of tiie past evening
Hopkins had parhis

believe that the most friendly warwere massacred. I ascended Ihe flag staff
and saw a crow careering in the sky above the
scene. Possibly Chitte was deluded by his own
people and they had kifled him. Possibly he had
been awed into passiveness. Possibly he was one
tially led us lo

riois

of the actors.
No previous incident could be recalled to assure us of any treachery on his part;
be had partaken so liberally of Ihe while man's faors, or bribery, if they would so construe it.
Hush! was that a distant halloo?
It must have
n owl or some bird. "I heard that cry again;'*
said another voice shortly alter.
But nothing certain could be detected, and our commander thought
it far more discreet to keep the men concentrated
During Ihe night of tlie 28th we were all
in camp.
on the alert, slept as belore the peace, with our
arms at our side, and ears open. On the 29lh the
"Did'nt you hear a distant
question was repeated.
detected.
If there
cry?"
It could not be again
had been a halloo, "it miglit have coine from some
refugee friendly Indian," thought Davis but stiU
At 9 o'clock a soldier remarkall was uncertain.
"Let
ed, "what a large alligator is that yonder?"
one have Ihe glass lo see if," said a corporal.
"It looks like a man." And an alligator loo, near
"Ihe soldier's dead bony," culled out another.
it
boat was sent out for it. "Boyce's body is floating down Ihe river" went from mouth lo mouth, and
cry came
lieut. Davis hastened lo recover it.
instantly after, from the other side the thick mangrove swamp, and the naked eye could discern in
rtlief, from its variegated thickets, the form of a
black man. "George is alive!" I hastened into
another boat, and, wilh the sergeant and lieutenant
Sloan, crossed over immediately and took him in.
He was without a wound, but exhausted with excessive fatigue and long peril, and 1 listened wilh
wrapped attention lo his del.iils, which we got in
more connected form on bringing him back to camp.
Boyce's boily was taken up and found without a
wound. He was drowned either by fatigue, by the
his tieail and neck swollen wilh
gra.'S, or by fright.
blood, and bluish purple in color.
At 12 o'clock
we followed his body lo its grave wilh the funeral
march, and, standing armed, listened again to the
"I am the resurrection and Ifie life." Allour feelings assumed the seriousness of tragedy; and the
liability of an attack, or of a treacherous murder,
was considsrcd as again more iinmiiient lo each
life.
No one felt as if Ac luiglil not be clandestinely
scalped.
On Ihe3(llh,all hands were employed it. contracting the opened piquets, so as to form a perfect rectangular enclosure with a block house at three of
the three guns were placed in order lo
its angles

—
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assailable points, and all were left
in a state of precaution and alertness. Geoi^e said
thai he had no suspicion of any treachery when he
went up in the canoe with the twosoldiers. He landed just below the old piquet, shook hands with some
of the Indians, and asked "where is Tuskenut;gee?"
"Go up yonder to that fire." As he passed by the

mosquetoes allowed him no sleep and here he re- dustry and economy. Let
mained all the second night. He hallooed how- the correct assumption.

him back; saying, "Tuskenuggee is up yonder,"
pointing to a "fire. "Have you brought the whiskey?" said one Indian. "Yes," said George. "We
don't want i! now, we can do without it," cried
Tuskenuggee. "Have the otticers come?" said another.
"Yes," replied another voice.
"Yes."

night with the mosquetoes.
At day break looking
up he saw two mocassin snakes hanging over his
head. "I dont mind you" said he, and hearing the
oars of a boat at day break he hallooed again and
again
but their sound died away and he almost
gave himself up to despair. Well said he, if I slay
here these Indians will scalp me, and I'd rather the
The
alliialors to catch me than that they should.
dark rivulet was literally black with them. He
saw one or two right in his palli. Looking to the
right was a monstrous large one, and on the left
several with their fiat mouths crunching some kind
of water reeds. He tied his jacket sleeves around
his body to bear his arms, and putting the handle
of his belt knife in his mouth plunaed in and landone alligator immediately
ed on the opposite side
on his right and another on his left. He then recommenced his labor, and by 10 o'clock having
threaded the rest of the Mangrove Swamp and
crossed in all four black alligator rivulets he reached
our sight. Oh how glad I was to cross over to bring
him back. "Oh God said he, you would not be-

sweep the most

facts

determine which

is

when he first arrived there, as he heard the In the laU of 1834 occurred our "great fire," which
hammers of our camp borne to him by the breeze, caused the destruction ot $18,000,000 of property.
but the noise of the surf drowns all noise for us This was so much out of existence, wasted. Utterly
coming from up the rivei. "The Indian wants scattered to the four winds of heaven. We were
to kill me, the white man does not care for me," scarcely rich enough to have such a vacuum unlelt.
picquel he saw it filled with Indian? stark naked, thought George after hallooing a long time in vain. There were very many whose all was consumed; yet
whispeiing and chatting, all armed, and no women, Changing his position slightly in case the Indian none failed, except insurance offices. Persons in
and as he was about to enter it, one of them pushed might have heard him, he now lounged away the trade who were made bankrupt by this disaster, in-

"Now

ever,

another Indian, and as
George turned his eyps back with his heart giving way, he saw Sam Jones's son Sponge, and
Chitte Tuskenuggee's brother, Ochee Hadjo, each
with his rifle aimed. He caught Hopkins' trowsers, andjbiislily saying, "follow," plunged sideways
into the river.
Hopkins thought that both George
for

it,"

cried

and Boyce were shot, and throwing away his pail
of whiskey as also his knife, so that it mi!;ht not be
used to scalp him, plunged into tlie river, after receiving a mortal wound. Boyce was drowned, and how
know not. A general fire took place
at the instant tlwt they plunged in.
Hopkins and

soon after we

George both represent the whole woods as lighted up and rolling with a semi-circular fire.
They continued it afterwards at random into the
river, so as to assure their deatiis.
George, like an
old Indian, swam vp the river, instead of down, and
reaching a projecting branch on its margin, a short
way above, waited hour after hour with his nose
only above the water. The Indian canoes were
paddling in every direction. He heard Sam Jones'
*
*
•
•
Toice crying out
He heard Tuskenuggee say "that canoe of (heir's, its just what I
wanted."
"I told you," said Tyger, "that you
ought to have put men on the other side of the
river, then we would have had them."
"Why
<lidu't you all wait," said Tuskenuggee, " 'till we
got them clear up into the camp, we might then
have sliced them up to our taste." For t'.\o hours
one or two canoes were employed in ferrying tiiem
over now to the south bank, some ascended the
river, and many, he could not telt how many,
strolled away from the piquet to the north and north
east.
George still was alraid to move. Presently
Chitte came along, with Tiger and one or two
squaws, who had remained on the field with them
till the rest were gone.
The squaws were chatting
and Jaiighing, George trembled for his fate, the canoe approached him, he felt its ripple its paddle
passed an inch or two from his nose. Oneofth
laughing squaws remarked as she was passing,"!
think that interpreter is dead for he fell sideways
into the river as if he was wounded;" and appea
ed to be deliglited at his fate "he was .so swongo"

—

—
—

(proud) said she.
Tigor and Tuskenuggee only went up a short dis
tance to the other side and made a small fire. When
Davis and Tompkins went for Hopkins, they and
the last Indian within his hearing were gone
heard their oars but so indistinctly that he still
thought they were Indians. "Well, oh my Lord
this place will not do for me," said George
so he
swain just before day break one huiidred \ards or
so up the river to a thicket of high grass, whose
extent alforded some further security. Here he remained for two or three hours afterdny break perceiving by hearing and sight no Indian yet he
feared to stir a step.
He now dragged himself for
three hours like a terrapin up the longgulley, which
forms the bed of the long saw grass", until he got
due north from the piquet and at its termination^
he then pulled himself tremblingly and hastily
through the palmettos of the pine barrens, for one
or two hundred yards, till he reached the next gulley of high grass. Dreading detection every instant, he turned his eyes to looic and saw at a consideiable distance an Indian making after him at
full speed.
George plunged into the deepest part
of the intricate gulley, fled as fast as he could until it became more
and more intricate and heard
the Indian coming, "like wild cattle after him."
• Oh
my God, what shall I do?" He do-lged at
right angles to bis line of flight, and raisii'ig his
head above the water, saw the Indian off of his
track.
Pursuing this course three or four times he
eluded him until he came to a rivulet, this he swam
and got now into the Mangrove swamp, through
this he pulled and pulled, on all-fours, impeded at
every inch by bushes, briars, pits, knots, roots,
stumps, vines, branches, he. 8tc. Climing, twisting, turning, hanging, sinking, &c. &,c. till he
reached another rivulet. Here he rested. The al
ligators were too thick.
He dragged himself up
a branch
the water dripping from his clothes, the

—
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—
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lieve what I have passed through."
He remained
exhausted and sick for two days, and is now again
well as ever without a wound.
He thinks the Indians will depose or despise Chitte for not having
got a single scalp.
He thinks they had two hundred or two hundred and filty warriors up there,
and "if you ever catch Chitte gentlemen you must
give him to me, for 1 don't think you can keep my
hands off from shooting him," On the 2Stli early,
two soldiers and two sailors were desp. itched express, per sail boat to Key Biscayne, to put them on
their guard there, and from lieut. Davis, to order
up lieut. Handy of the navy, who arrived here the
next iuorniog.
We have been utterly blocked up by the weather
for two weeks, and 1 know not how long it will
yet continue.
I wrote a letter for George, the interpreter, this morning to his master, and would

give it lo you verbatim but it is too long. The first
Indians who fired the other day, were Arpiueka's
son, who pome lime back received me seemingly
more cordially in their camp than did ar.y other one
of the Indians, and Chitte's brother, Ochee Hadjo.
The man who pursued George so inveterately was
the old fellow whose sick daughter I had visited in
his own camp, at that lime he had but little friendly feelings for us.
Chitte Hadjo was also no doubt
one of the main actors a handsome Greek statue
of a man and who was my guide to his camp.

stead of stopping business, took advantage ol the
universal syrapalliy in their favor, used the credit
they had lelt and plunged into business and into debt
deeper than ever, in the hope of thus making up the
The calamity did not pay their debl.s,
deficiency.
but it postponed the pay-day to a more convenient
season.
Before that day arrived, the unregenerated spirit
Every
of speculation swept across the country.
body was becoming suddenly rich. Villages and
Houses and lots
ciiies sprung up in the wilderness.
became more profitable than fine gold. And wild
and unproductive land becam'e suddenly iiii inexhaustible mine of wealth.
All who had money or
The larcredit plunged headlong into the stream.
luer, the manufacturer and merchant instead ol paying llieir debts bought lands. The country raerchanls
bought lands and paid the city merchant, as well lor
his oldilebts as for his new purchases, in this new
currency, extended his debts both as to time and
amount, upon the strength of valuation, which de-

ceived liiuiselfas inucii as his creditors. How much
property was consumed by this "fire," ho;\' gnat v\a3
the abstraction of means from active pursuits by this
Some faint
destructive el tuenl, no one can tell.
idea ol it, however, can be formed from the following statement of the public lands sold during three
years.
4.6i)S,218 acres for $6,099,981
In 1834
"
12,564,-178
In 1835
15,999,804
In 1836
"
20,074,870
25,167,833

Total— 37,297,546
$47,207,613
V/e could scarcely spare near $50,000,000 from
active business and invest it in lauds which were
then entirely unproductive, and which could not be
made productive, even of interest on the investment
in four or five years, nor of a return ol principle unhad not that surplus
til the next generation.
large vacuum was thus
capital in the country.

Ws

A

our means. It must be supplied in some
manner, and at some time. Pay day must come, and
as the land could not yield the pay, it must be piocured somewhere elseBut this is not all. In our commercial operations
we were scarcely less extravagant.
The lollowing table vyill show our imports and ex-

made

ports for a series of years:

Imports.

—

October 7, 1839.
Nothing new—occasionally a
nocturnal startle amid the hiiily of the rain and
wind. Drenching torrents and high wind from the
east since the first
and the whole coast north and
south whitened with the foam breaking and rolling
sixty feet over the sandy shore. They keep a constant roar, and if any unfortunate vessel is wrecked on t!ie coast, its fate is pitiable, and its crew
meet almost a certain cruel late. The billows look
grand and the sea rages with the storm. Two vesstriig
sels glimmered in the mist off here to-day
gle hard sailors, for if these breakers catch you,
you are gone. The coast is generally lined with a
pnrallel shoal, one-quaiter of a mile off from shore,
where another line of white foam forms and all between the two lines is boiling white.

—

—
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Imports.

1824

fS:i,549,()07

^'75.956,657

1326
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837

96,340,388
84,974,477
79.484,068
88,509.824
74,492,527
70,876.920
103 191 124
101.629,266
108,118,311
126,521,332
149,895,742
189,980.035
140,989,217

99,535,388
77,585,322
82,324,827
72,264,68«
72,358,671
73,849,608
81.310,583
87,I76;943
90,140,433
104,346,973
121,693,577
128,663,040
117,419,376

From

this,

it

appeal

and iniporls were aboi
as

we went

along.

those things which

i

t

Hint lip to 1831 our exports

even.

We

Vi^e produceil

we wanted

paid our debts

enough

to

pay for

buy^of other nations.
We balanced our accounts with the world.
We were independent and happy.
to

But then Hie game began. We imported more
From the New York New Era.
Has pay day yet come? Ever since the bank panic than we exported, and we ran in debt lor the baof 1834, our trade and commerce have been subject- lance, or if we paid it, we abstracted so much capiAl
ed to frequent and most disastrous fluctuations.
one moment every tiling would be prosperous.
At
sailed before the wind with a flowing sheet.
another, we are suddenly "aback," and ruin to some

We

more come like a thief in the night.
All the calculations of legitimate trade were disappointed, and the fair dealer found himself defeated
and ruined, whose every reasonable expectation
piomised success.
anil distress to

A knowledge of the

cause of the evil is necessary,
discover and apply the remedy. On one
side, it has been urged by designing and crafty politicians, that it is justly attributed to the measures
of the general administration, and its overtlirow, the
remedy suggested. On the other side it has been
urged that it is the necess.iry consequence of an inflated and extravagant credit, and that the only remedy was to be tbu.id, in a return lo our former inin oriler to

from the country. This process, in time, would
exhaust our means, unless we bad some Aladdin's
lamp to make good the deficiency. The game went
tal

on.
Our inean-i did become exhausteil; but with the
true spirit of the gambler, we played for deeper
stakes, so that dining the years 1834, 5 and 6, which

were so prolific wilh us of all sorts of speculation,
our imports exceeded exports $111,693,519!
For
that

amount we incurred

So
had

that

when

in the short

a foreign debt.

Ihe spring of 1387 came upon us
space of ihree years

Burned up
Invested in unproductive lands
And incurred a foreign debt of

Making a

total

of

"6,961,137

which had either been abstracted from act
we were in debt

ness or for which

we

$18,000,000
47,267.618
111,693,519

—
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wonderful that in such a state of

should be pressed and crowded for

was strongly
to the views of New York respecting resnmptioii at so early a period as was urged by the
latter. Philadelphia believed the period for resumpIt

We

duce

the natural and obvious and cerworld?
Instead, however, of resorting toil,
tain remedy.
we rushed madly into the creation of new banks and
stocks, subsisting on one species of credit lor

was

state

another, and, in the meantime, by extensions and
compositions, postponing the final settlement.

cannot however, be postponed forever.—
Its advent is as certain as deathHas it already coine? and is that the cause of the
pressure which is now distracting the moneyed world?
How have we prepared to meet it? So far as it was
has
witliin the scope of the government, its duly
been discharged. It extended its lenity to the sufspecie
its
by
arreted,
It
fire.
great
ferers by the
It
circular, their insane investments ill wild lands.
had no power to prohibit exiravagant importations.
But they who had the power— they who incurred
these debts, and pushed their fovourite "credit system" till it burst "like a bubble on the fountain"
how have they discharged their duty? They have
got an extension of their debts and abused the adWhat more could be asked of lliem?
ministration?
Did not gen. Jackson and Mr. Van Buren set hre to
New York? Did they not bring about these judicious investments of $50,000,001) in wild lands? Did
they not compel the merchants to import millions
and thousand of millions more than the country
The "specie circular" of tlie lormer
could pay for?

The day

must come.

it

could not contiol.

.13 to niir believers in this senseless

June

Can

listen-

the
Certainly they can.
country in this horrible position, the great fathers of
this immaculate "credit system" are too anxious to
cast the odium from their own shoulders to intermit
It will continue loud ai.d intheir cry one instant.
cessanl, and the people of our state, who have sulfered more than all others, because the centre of
commercial operations in Ihe new world, will soon

remedy of

be called upon
industry and economy, and to apply all their etforts
to prostrate an administration which has been indefatigable in its endeavors to arrest this mad spirit of
God only knows how successlul this
speculation.

appeal

may

be.

When the cholera was approaching the centre of
Europe, the king of Prussia surrounded his people
with a santary corden of troops. This pestilence
leaped the frail bairier, and while devastating his
dummions, his people witli almost one voice attributed the cause to their government. We may imitate or profit by the example.
Fiom

Ihe

National Gazelle.

We have carefully noticed the proceeding of Ihe
merchants of New York, which have taken place
during the past week in relation to the slate ol the
pecuniary aflairs of that city, as well as the policy
connected
of the banks developed, and their action
are
therewith.
If the merchants of New York
lew
willing to submit to become the victims ol a
who are seeking to acquire fame, even at the cost
conof emolating them, so lar, it is a matter which
Penncerns them alone. But when the state of
the
by
assailed
are
institutions
her
and
sylvania

we shall
citizens or corporations of another state,
duty, to
exercise the right, as well as regard i( our
sjieak out fearlessly and unreservedly.

A war has been waL'ed by New York against
Pennsylvania and her institutions. Tins conflict
cities of
has thus far been confined chiefly to H'e
ol PhiladelN. York and Philadelphia. The banks
specie
suspend
either
phia, finding that they must
be the
paymenls, or, by persevering to pay specie,
ol miscene
a
community
the
on
inflicting
of
cause
parallel, adop ed
sery, distress and ruin, without a

1st,

Jan.

We

New York

and Philadelphia cilieS, according to
the latest returns. The bank of America, with a
capital of 92,000,000, had loans to the amount of
#3,100,000, and •'checks and other cask Hems''
#1,000,000, supposed to be treasury notes, making
an investment of more than #4,000,000! Mecha'
capital ?f2.000,000, loans #3,400,000.
Bank of the state of New Yorkj capital $2,000^00,
loans 3,800,000 dollars; Merchants' bank, capital
#1,300,000, loans #2,900,000; bank of New York,
capital #1,000,000, loans #2,300,000; Union bank,
capital #1,000,000, loans #2,100,000; National
bank, capital #750,000, loans #1,300,000. These
now give some of the
are New York banks.
Philadelphia banks. Bank of Penrwylvania, capital #2,500,000. loans #4,000,000, the Philadelphia

nics' bank,

1st,

Loans

1837.

1838.

36.000,000

36,000,000
5S,000,000
10,000,000
13,000,000
18,000,000

& discounts, 74,000,000

I

We

We

Now

New

We

New

banks was reduced from #24,198,000 in feat and disappointment, if not disgrace.
March, 1837, to about #11,198.000 in April, 1838,
THE TARIFF.
and has now risen again to #19,373,149." They
Ponlson's Philadelphia Advertiser says
also state that "the debt of the banks, which was
This question is attracting serious attention, and
reduced from #79,313,000 in January. 1837, to
about #57,000,000 in May, 18.38, has now risen is likely to excite much discussion. An editor in
the interior well observes, that from the sound,
again to #63,300,000." The amount of circula
tion the commissioners state to be less than it had equal, uniform currency, and a pioper protection
In these to home industry, our siluation is almost one ol
•en in October and November previous.
turns, the loans and the issues of the banks es- colonial vassalage to Great Britain.
The Baltimore Patriot of the 19th ultimo, says
tablished under the free banking law ol New York,
The following short paragraph from Ihe late letpassed since Ihe suspension in May, 1837, are not
If these were added to the loans and ter of D. A. Smith, esq. to Dr. Brockeiibrough, is a
included.
issues of the other banks we do not doubt but each lorcible illustration of the necessity of a tarifl', as a
would at this time exceed the amount at which means of placing a wholesome restraint upon our
they stood at the date of the for.-ner suspension, by consumption of the products and manufactures of
other nations, and of our defenceless condition withsome millions.
From the same report we give the condition of out such larilf. Mr. Smith sajs in his letter: "it
the Pennsylvarda banks at three periods; it fur- has long since been lielil as" a well established
nishes the same items, exclusive of the IJank of maxim, that no nation can remain in prosperity
which shall depend upon foreign labor lor articles
the United States, which we give by itself.
May 1, 1837. May 1838. Nov. 1831. of the first necessity; and its truth is established by
24,000 000 24,000,000 25,000,000 the condition of these United States at the present
Capital
Loans &, discounts, 46,000,000 38,000.000 38,000,000 crisis. We have now a population little short of

of the

Sfipcje

Circulation
Deposiles,

3 000,0(10
14,000.000
13.000,000

3,900,000 3,600,000
12,000,000 11,700,000
10,600,000 10.000,000

The Pennsylvania banks resumed specie payments in August, 1838, and it will be seen that
subsequently, their loans remained stationary,
The New York banks, while their deposites and circulation decreased.
the former allernalive.
however, deem it their duty, or find it more con- This it will be perceived was quite different from
cause,
sonant with their own feelings, from some
the New York banks.
all the couoCThe same report gives the condition of the Bank
to adopt an opposite course, with
to their community which must lollow.
the
May, 1837, it must be remembered that
"i"i--

ol Ihe United States, as follows:
Mav 1837. May 1838. Nov. 1838.
banks were the>-s< to suspend
35 000,000 35,000,000 35,000,000
Capital,
not
^^^^^^ & discounts,
de\nhU fulhwed the example set her. She did
lor the slep
65,200.000 63,0(X).000 64,000.000
and slocks,
niibraid New York on that occasion,
5.200.000
4,UMI,(H)0
dill'ient the gpeeie,
1 500,000
she had been the first to take. Far
7,000,(KM)
6,400,000 4,200,000
pursued by Circulation,
feelings manifested, and the policy now
3,000,000
4,400,000 8,600,000
Dcposiies,
New York towards Philadelphia.

qnences
In

—

1839.
bank, capital #1,800,000, loans #2.270,000; Giraid
36,000,000 bank, capital #5,000,001), loans #.5,6(>0,000, and
68 000,000 #2,000,000 miscellaneous investments; Commercial
6.600,000
3,000.000
Specie
bank, capital #1,000,000, loans #1,500,000; bank
19,000.000
16 000,000
Circulalion
of Norlh America, capital 1,000,000 dollars, loans
18,000000
23,000,000
Deposites,
#1,300,000; Mechanics' bank, capital #1,250,000,
the
specie
addition
to
that
in
remark
would
loans #2,100,000.
reported as on hand in January last, there Is reThe comparative condition of these, Ihe leading
ported as "specie funds" the sum of $2,800,000, banks in the cities of New York and Philadelphia,
which we suppose, are treasury notes, for which in respect to the proportion their loans bear (o their
But if Ihe government capitals, certainly appears vastly in favor of Philaspecie had been given.
has thrown into the hands of the banks holding delphia, the latter appearing far less extended.
them, an equal amount of specie, for the purpose
What the actual comparative condition of Ihe
of enabling them to hold them, (as it is reported) banks in Ihe two cities was, about the period the
they can hardly be regarded as specie funds.
Philadelphia banks suspended, we have not the
we ask the public to look at and examine well the means of ascertaining; but whatever it might have
rendition of the New York banks at the periods of been or is now, we do not doubt that the banks
these returns. Their loans had been augmented collectively, of the state of Pennsylvania, are in a
after their resumption, /en millions of dollurs; atid
far better condition than those of the state of
their circulation six millions, the former within six York.
find it reported now, that the notes of
millions of what they were at the time they susthe rouniry banks ofNew York, embraced under the
pended, and the latter four millions beyond il! safety fund law, and of course, so far as security
Nor can any one believe that, bttweeii the first of and ultimate safety are concerned, standing on the
January last and about the time the Philadelphia same footing as the city banks which come under
banks suspended, either could have been decreased. that law, are selling in the city of
York at a
The rate of foreign exchanges in New York for rate of discount but little less than the notes of the
some time prior to that event, in our opinion the suspended banks of Philadelphia!
currency,
of
Ihe
state
inbarometer
most unerring
With all these facts before lis, we cannot but
dicated that it had been further debased there by view the pertinacity with which the New Yoik
auirmented loans and additional and redundant banks adhere to their resolution to continue specie
payments at all hazards, as a kind of fanaticism, or
The bank commissioners of the state of New to say the least, of rashness, which opposes itself to
York, in their report to the legislature, dated Ja- both reason and experience, and which, after causnuary 24, 1839, state that "the apparent circulation ing the deepest sufferings, must eventuate in de-

Capital

clamor be found?

May

1st,

—

TARIFF.

Now it will be seen, that after resumption, thd
Bank ol the United States both augmented het
specie ahd diminished her circulation, and made
but a small addition to her loans. It were well
that this exposition be contrasted With thtitof the
New York banks;
Is it Hot sufficient that we give these condensed
statements of the condition of the New York and
will refer to
Pennsylvania banks generally.
the condition of some of the individual banks of

items.

Those who have placed

to disregard the palpable

that Philadelphia

which it finally took placej prematuie.-'
Events have proved it was.
That the Philadelphia banks are in quite as good
a condition now to continue specie payments as
the New York banks are, and that the New York
banks are in a condition not much, if any, better
now than they were when they suspended specie
payments in May, 1837, we think we can demonstrate by inconlrovertable proofs.
We have before us, the report of the secretary of
the treasury, made to congress on the 27th of February last, giving the condition of all the banks in
the United States, so far as he had been able to
Trom that report we shall draw
ascertain them.
our statistics.
First, as to the banks of the state of New York,
We give the condition of those banks at three periods; nearest the date of suspension in 1837, shortly after resuming, and according to the latest returns, in some of the principal and most important

and the "sub-treasurer" of the olher, did all this.
They did more— they inflated credit by destroying it.
Such are the facts and the arguments upon which
the administration has been held responsible lor consequences, which

known

tion at

How

It

well

is

money opposed

that— 'pecuniary embarrassments should come upon
ensued?
ns and a universal suspension of payments
had not the ability at once to ra ake
By no mearn!
in
money
enough
not
was
There
tliis deficiency.
was it lobe
the land to pay this large debt.
stricter
paid except by curtailing our expenses, and a
course of industry and economy until we could proenough, to inaUe us once more square with the
'rliis
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New York

1

fifteen millions of souls, clothed almost exclusively
in British manufactures, while England prohibits
the importation of grain or bread stufis from the U.
States."
The Baltimore Republican says
The whig paper are generally joining in urging
the readoplioii ol the famous American System,
with the view as they pretend of preventing excessive importations, and the consequent creation
of a large foreign debt. The excessive importations have resulted from the excessive issue of
bank paper, and Ihe expansion of the credit system. Tlie adoption of some measure to restrain
bank issues, would be much more elt'ectiial in preventing excessive importations than Ihe adoption
of any protective taiitf; and would not have the
pernicious effect of drawing money unnecessarily

———
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1839—THE TARIFF.

The Frederick Examiner says
The propriety of a M^h tarilf is
tract attention. The large amount

bee;inning to atof debt contract-

ed by the people of the U. States ibr English goods
is, unquestionably, one of the proximate causes oi
Ihe Several revulsions in the currency which have
been experienced during the last few year.s. To
check the excessive importation of foreign goods
6nd prevent Ihe contracting of debts abroad which
fcannot be paid, are objects, Ihe policy of which
is not doubted in any quarter.
If the imposition
of high duties can effect these objects without producing countervailing evils, let the people demand
a resort to this remedy. In our humble judgment
a "judicious tariff" would prevent the evil consequences which have resulted, and will continue to
result from the vast importations of articles of
British manufacture.
The Baltimore Patriot observes
In a late number of the Patriot, we intimated the
opinion that "free trade," or the prostration of the
tariff, on imports, which opened the flood gates of
foreign merchandise of all sorts, was one of the
principal causes of difficulty in the business and
money affairs of the United States. And we commended the subject that is, the operation of "free
trade," upon our condition as a nation
to the
earnest attention of American statesmen and lawgivers, to. the utter exclusion, for a time at least,
of party politics." We are glad to see that the
Subject is beginning to attract attention
and especially that it attracts attention unconnected with
party politics. The following article on the sub-

—

—

—

ject, is from the Sun'.
will plainly and briefly state what we conceive to be the cause of the financial and commercial embarrassments which, Ibr several years,
have torn and distracted (he political and .social
quiet of the people of the United States. In our
opinion, Ihe chief cause is the reduction of the
tariff, which has enabled Ihe Englisli lo flooil the

"We

American market nilh English goods, and, by

in-

ducing us to purchase, bring us over head and ears in
to England. Who can doubt this? Let us look
to facts.
Ten years ago, (1829), we bought from
other countries, chiefly from England, $74,492,527
worth of goods; in that same year we produced and
exported $-62,33S,571 worth of American material
and manufacture, consequenlly the produce of our
soil, and the work of our hands paid lor the foreign
goods we bought, except the sum of $12,133,936;
even this was living at an extravagant rate, and,
according to our views, was sending out of the
country upwards of /iteh'e 77i!7/!0)is of dollars more
than ought to have been sent out of it. If this

debt

was
is

bad, let us see

how much worse

at the present time.

During

the matter

this year,

(1839),

we

have bought foreign goods to the amount of
$170,800,000; we have raised and manufactured to
meet this purchase .9196.331,430 worth; of course
we have bought $74,448,550 worth more than our
material and manufactures will pay for; how then
is this enormous balance oi upwards ol' seventy-four
millions of dollars to be paid?
"It is true, that by calculation as nearly as we
can arrive at it, not more than $140,000,000 of
foreign goods will be actually consumed in the

United States during the currentyear; but even this
obliges this country to pay in silver and gold, or
its equivalent, to foreign countries for foreign goods,
the enormous amount of .$44,448,5.50.
At this time
the United States contains, according to the best
estimate, $35,000,000 in specie, from which it will
at once be .seen that it will take about one-half of
all the specie in the coiintry to discharge the existing debt for foreign merchandise.
Can we then
wonder at the constant cry, Ihe specie is going out
of the country? It certainly is going out, and will
continue to go out as long as foreign goods are encouraged to come in. In full illustration of our
proposition, we say that ten years ago we lived at
upwards of twelve millions of dollars beyond our
means, and this year we are living at upwards of
forty milliong beyond our means; now this we consider enongh to beggar any man or any coimtry.
The English do differently: they buy our cotton because they are able to sell it again after they have
manufactured it; they buy our tobacco for a similar
reason; but they never purchase our flour until
their people are starving.
The English, in fact,
look upon America as a rich young spendthrift, and
with ttie cunning and contrivance of an old Shylock, fatten upon the youth's wealth, lolly and extravagance."
The Baltimore Republican says
Protective tariff.
What, we would ask, are the
effects which are expected to result from
the readoption of the lamous American System? It
is pretendeil that it would be the means of prevent-

mighty
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see every where, exthan with abstractions.
cept at home, great national interests built up and
Each country
uslained by protective duties.
created a demand for specie with which to pay it.
But what information does experience afford upon guards its own. We, however, abandon all to the
rse of things, and surrender our ports to foreign
this subject?
Did our former protective tariff preWe take from England and France every
vent an excess of importation? If our memory traders.
serve us right, the complaints on this score were thing they take from us only what they cannot do
ilhout.
as loud during the existence of that tariff as they
The evils which the country suffered during the
have been since; and to that source of complaijit
was added that of a constantly accumulaling sur- last war, by which our dependence on foreign naWere the importations confined to tions was so sensitiveiy felt, first gave birth to the
plus revenue.
It was
the wants of the country, they would be readily protective system in the United States.
met by the exportation of our own products. But seen that we were not a free nation until we could
the evil has resulted from those importations far supply our own wants from our own resources.
exceeding those wants; and a protective tariff would Another sort of experience we are undergoing now,
have had the
have very little effect in codfining those importa- since that system is abandoned.
we now have the experience of
tions to the immediate and necessary wants of the experience of war
country. The existence of a protective tariff would peace. And both teach the same great lesson, that
have the effect to augment the inducements to so long as we are subject to foreign influences,
smuggle; but would not reduce the desire in reck- wiihout Ihe self-protecting guard of duties and restrictions, so long we shall be subject to the fluclualei^s adventurers to grow up rapidly rich by extending their business beyond the bounds of prudence. tion.s of an unstable currency and its consequent
The evil is the result of a too extensive credit sys- sufferings.
The geographical character of this country, the
tem. If men would purchase no more than they
can conveniently |iay tor, or may reasonably hope, relative positions of the different parts, the qualities
all point out the United States
in the regular course of trade, to be able to pay lor, and pursuits of each
without a resort to, or dependence upon extraordi- as a world of itself a region whose various secnary accommodations, there would be no difiiculty tions are bound to each other by the relative deunder the present, or even a reduced tariff, and pendencies of supply and demand. The north with
while so many are unwilling to confine themselves its sterile soil and cold climate being unfit for agriwithin those bounds, no protective tariff could pos- culture, is adapted to manufactures especially
sibly have any effect in preventing a recurrence of when the active and ingenious character of her
people is considered. The south can yield largely
the present eviis.
But is it not monstrnus that any set of men should of the earth's production.^' but is destitute both
urge the adoption of a system, to draw from the of the disposition and the means to manufacture.
Has the reduction ol duties kept up the price of
pockets of the people, large sums of money in the
shape of revenue by means of what they choose to cotton? Or it the price of cotton were high what
We should get rid oi one debt only to plunge
call a protective tarifl', beyond the wants of the go- then?
The high price of cotton only invernment, for the support of which, the revenue is into a greater.
collected, for the mere purpose of compelling men duces us to import more largely, lo buy more proAnd we are thus liat)le to successixe
to confine their business operations within pioper Itisrly.
bounds? This seems to be the professed design of derangements of trade and the currency, whenever,
proposing the adoption of such a tarilf. It would from one cause or another of European origin, Ihe
With Ihe present inbe rationally expected to produce such an eHect; prices of cotlon are alfected.
the end, considering the effect of it upon the labor- diicemf nt and temptation to go in debt to Europe,
ing portions of the coiiimunity, would not juslify occasioned by the facililies of unlimited importathe means. But it would have no such effect. Men tion, there can be little hope of permanence in our
who will not exercise their reason, nor profit by moneyed ad'airs. We shall go from excitement to
with fits and staits and sudden checks
the lessons of experience, in their reckless ellbrts depression
without the ability even to use the experience of
There
to grow rapidly rich, will be reckless still.
For our late will conare no laws or measures of government which can our ills lor future security.
restrain them.
And we know of nothing that can tinue to be in the hands of foreigneis, subject to
be more effectual in correcting the evil than public their cupidity and our own folly. One of the surest
opinion. The best means will be for the public and safest means of curing these great evils and
generally to raise their voice against the bloated of placing our country beyond the reach oftheirrecredit system of the wdiigs and conservatives, and currence, is to manulacture more among ourselves
give their approbation to no system of credit bul and buy less from other nations. A reasonable l.isuch as IS founded upon a safe and substantial basis. rilfof duties, while it would place a wholesoi, i:
When such a credit system, and such only, is pur- check on the present unlimited influx of foreign
sued, we shall be relieved from the danger and the goods, would at the sauie time graduall}' increase
and firmly establish our home manufactures of wool,
evil of those revulsions in our monetary affairs
cotton, iron, silk and oilier articles which enter so
The editor of the Wheeling Times desires
seems, that the duties sliall be increased, not only very largely intolhe consumption of the nation, and
upon foreign goods and other commodities which at no distant period hence the statement of the imcome in competition with the products of our own ports and exports of the United States would exhibit us to be in the truly desirable position of
country, but upon all imported articles. He would
having the yearly balance of trade wiih Europe
it seems, draw money from the pockets of the peo
pie for all the articles of foreign production which some ten or fifteen millions in our favor, instead of,
they consume, when it can be applied to no useful as now and heretofore, a large amount against us.
The shipments of specie would then flow steadily
purpose, and as we think, when it is perfectly clea
t/i(o ihis country, enlarging the basis of a wholeit
can be productive of no beneficial effect. Oil
opinion upon the subject is that, instead of the some credit system, w bile an equally important end
duties being increased, and the burdens of the peo- would be attained in the permanence and prosperiple being thereby augmented, they should be, and ty of our great manufacturing interests, and in the
consequent independence of our people on other
we trust will be, reduced.
nations.
The Ballimore American says
No one, we presume, doubts that the scarcity of
Banic suspensions the tariff. In looking into Ih
causes of the late suspension, and of the commer- specie is caused by reason of our foreign debt,
The purcial distress which preceded it, there is one which which must be paid in gold and silver.
chase of English goods must always create such a
in our view is sirikingly prominent. We mean on
want of prudence and ordinary self-regard in throw debt. How'are we to pay it? Either in cotton or
for England will take nothing else.
ing open our ports almost without restrictions to in specie
Who has control of the cotton market? Any one
importations of British goods. Does England ma
may answer this who knows the relative povvers of
nifest a fair reciprocity? Does she take our produc
She takes our cotton, and Ihis be a creditor and debtor and that England always
tions in return?
Her own hold one relation and we the other. Has the cotton
cause she is constrained of necessity.
crop ever been surticient to cancei our En^^lish
manufactures are sent over in immense qiiantiti
the country is filled debt? The past will tell that it never has been sufthe markets are overstocked
The reduction of duty renders them ficient we may undertake to say, that, if unrewith them.
cheap we buy largely; a heavy debt is created; Ihe stricted importations are allowed, it never will be.
But England must purchase our cotton, whether
time of payment arrives, and if the price of cotton
happens to be low, we must pay the balance which we admit her manufactures or not. This is to .say,
annually stands against us in specie. Not only are the admission of that commodity into her ports is
importations freely made to American orders, but not a reciprocal favor done to us because we receive
English manufacturers themselves, judging by the her manufactures. She follows her own interest in
American orders what sorts of goods will best suit taking our cotton, and whether we receive her
the market, force large quantities into our ports, manufactures or not, the obligation on her part will
and by occasioning low prices, induce larger pur- be the same. We have every reason then to believe
that if proper duties were laid on British goods the
chases than the wants of the country require.
We do not mean to discuss questions of free trade; price of cotlon would surfer little alteration— unless
choosing for the present to deal with facts rather the quantity produced became greatly increased.

from the pockets of the people, and the creation of ing the excessive importations of foreign goods,
which have produced a large foreign debt, and
& large surplus revenue.
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should be obligpd by this to pay more for
maimractured articles, although home competition
would soon bring every thing to a ininiraum price,
the debt at least would not be incurred abroad, and
we should not be liable to feel the influence of

II

we

every vicissitude to which a foreign nalion might
be subject or to which foreign capitalists might
choose to subject us.
In 1835, the excess of foreign imports beyond
our exports was «if21, 202,163. In 1836, the reduc
tion ot import duties still going on, the excess
wjs neaily tlir.-e times as much: it amounted to
$GI,31I>,995.
The suspension of specie payments
followed the next year that is, in the month o!
May, 1837: for here was a debt of more than eighty
millions against us to be paid in specie.
Perhaps it will be said that it is our own fault il
we purciiase too largely; that cheapness of goods
is never considered an evil, aud that the reduction
of duties has the effect only of maldng Ihem cheap.
We are willing to admit that the fault is greatly in
in our extravagance as a people, and our
ourselves
fondnese lor speculation. Yet we ask what preventive can be used? How can the measure of propriety be laid down which shall regulate purchases?
What guard, wliat security can the country have
at any time against extravagant buying, when goods
are thrus! upon us at long credits, and at low prices,
and when eveiy inducement is urged anil every
etfort made to push sales? Each purchaser is tempted to regard the advantageous terms which are offered to /ii«i;— he forgets to think how many others
have been drawn into heavy dealings by the same
allurements; and thus individual purchases are
made without reference to the general slate of the
market and Ihe real wants of the country. Such
must ever be the case; it is next to impossible to
adopt any successful measures of restraint while

—

—

—

every one
his

own

is

thus

interest

lelt

in the

to

the dictates ol

follow

hope of securing personal

protit.

VVb may safely presume that as long as cheap
goods are crowded intoonr ports and warehousesimported by British manulaclurers to be sold by
British agents— while long credits are granted and
small security demanded, so long we shall continue
to go in debt, trusting to we know not what for the
Jutnre power of extricating ourselves. Suspensions
will become periodical events, with a comet-like
regularity at least.
we
are, in a financial respect, defenceless
lay ourselves open to be ravaged at the mercy of
While other nations stand
foreign adventurers.
clad in mail, we throw olf all protective armour.
It we should desire a commercial favor of Great

—

We

we have nothing to offer in exchange for il—
ha/e already given away every thing, without
receiving an equivalent in r-tnrn. If the advantages
of buildiug up a system of domestic manufactures
were enlii'ely lell"out of view, we believe that restrictive duties would slill be salut.iry for the sole
iinrpose of protecting ourselves Irom being inundated with foreign goods, and from being thus exposed
no
to the arts and allurements of those, who, having
sympathy with us, seek to gratify their cupidity at
liriliau,

we

our expense.
We have felt constrained in the present crisis ot
looking
our affairs to speak thus Ireely. For in
troubles we could not
into the causes of the public
are caused
Ourdilficulties
one.
chief
llie
over
pass
to see how
by our foreign debt— it was necessary
We have learned the uianthat debt was created.
.

,„.r— we find that it did nut come
troin ,-oine peculiar circumstances

.

accidentally, or

connected with

causes ol any sori
the times, or from advenlilious
of a system^
but that it was the necessary result
may know
or rather, the want of a system.
the preproduced
which
thalthesamecauseB
loo
and that they
Ecnt exi''ency are still in existence,
as a temporary recoinAv produce it again, so soon
very allows them the means of action.
From the llallimore Republican of 25th October.
The Wheeling Times says: "We rank, anil we
ineasureable repeal of
are sure very de^servedly, the
the evils that now
the tarilf among the sources of
causes ol the genethe
and
currency,
our
in
exists
The wliigs have been wont to chmn
ral di-stress."
credit lor having procured the
for Mr Clay all the
reduction ol the
passage of the act provided lor the
and if to that reduction is to be attributed all

—

We

tariff-

now sulfering, how
the evils which the country is
are now the admirers of tins same
is it that they
so anxiClay, and why is it that they are now
duel magistrate
ous to elevate him to the station of
suppose thai the man who
of the country? Do they
was the chief cause ol tin
as they have alleged,
brought upon our
adoption of a measure which has
the
Ihe evils which it is suffering is

Mr

countrvall

most suitable

over its destinies,
rewards and favors?

to preside

dcierving of
appears to us to be soinetbini; like

in.ist

its

aiid

is

here
iuconsislcucy
1

in this.
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Patriot says: "give the United States

an adequate tariff'; and we shall seldom hear again
of these monetary and business revulsions."
Those who express such opinions, and who have
declared that a national bank would equalize exchanges and prevent those revulsions in business,
must either have forgotten the slate of affairs in
1824 and 1829, or suppose that others have done so.
l?y relereuGC to a speech delivered by Mr. Clay in
congress during the for-mer period, and to an article
opied by us a short time since Irom the Ballimore
Chronicle, published in July 1S29, it may be perceived that a state of things existed at both those
periods, very much resembling the present. There
w-as, it IS true, no suspelision of specie payments
by the banks; but as the complaints respecting the
[iressure for the want of money and the destruction
of business were then as loud and deep as they
have since been, the fact that the banks did not then
suspend specie payments was probably more the
result of their presuming less upon the patience of
the people, and of their being less hardened, than
they have since become, than from any other cause.
There had not then been such strenuous efforts made
in favor of a bloated credit system as there have
since been. Although the evils then resulted from
strainingcredit beyond the point of endurance, there
were but few or none who were so silly and reckless as to attempt to justify and perpetuate it, after
having witnessed the consequences it had [)roduced.
There was then a national bank in existence and a
protective tarilf in operation.
II they are calculated to produce such beneficial effects, why did they
not then produce them? The reason they did not
is that those evils then resulted from other causes,
and the causes which have produced thein now are
Ihe very same that tliey then were. The great cause
of all the evils then and more recently has been over-

(fee.

attempt, and is sufficiently successful to deonstrate Ihe beauty of the art when perfected;
and we add that the success also shows the art to
be quite susceptible of great and immediate improvement.
[Phila. U. S. Gazette.
first

A

Berths.
new mode of coristructing berths on
board of ships has bee,i devised by which a level
position is always preserved, notwithstanding the
rolling of the vessel.
The design is said to be very
simple, and the space required is not greater than
that which ordinary bertfis occupy.
The inventor
of this uselul contrivance is Mr. Arthur Guiness,
a native of Dublin, well known in this country as
an able machinist. If the plan of these new berths
shall be found to succeed fully, the discovery will
be one of no small importance to all passengers
ubject to sea sickness.

It appears from the following from an Edinburg
paper, that a company in that city have possessed
;rnselvesof Mr. Morse's discovery of cerography:
Cerography.
A company in Edinburgh have obtained a patent for a new method of engraving, whicfi
promises to be of the utmost importance in facilitating and cheapening Ihe productions of that art.
It is the invention of a gentleman in London; but,
though it has for some time been
use in America,
it has
never yet been practised to any extent in
this country.
Several specimens of engravings,
executed under the new process, having been
shown us, we can confidently add our testimony to
the value of the invention.
It has a decided improvement upon wood engraving, and possesses almost, if not altogether, the delicacy of that of copper.
The process is an exceedingly sim^de one.
A thin paste is spread over the surface of a sheet
of copper or steel; the lines of the picture to be
copied are drawn upon this paste, and a stereotype
underaction.
The banks have extended their Issues be- pbte immediately taken therefrom.
yond the bounds of prudence. Speculations have stand that good judges are quite sanguine of the
been carried on to the most enormous extent. There success of the invention.
[Scots-man.
has been an immense amount of overtrading. Men
Rival to the daguerreotype. Leipmann, an artist
who were formerly content to live in a inoilerate of Berlin, has invented a machine for obtaining
style, enjoying the ordinary comforts and convenicorrect copies of oil colored pictures, which is said
ences of life, upon the fruits of regular and safe busio be not less ingenious than the dasjuerreotype.
ness, having determined to live in a style resembling
The particulars of the invention are not given.
princes without Ihe means to afford it, have underHe produced with his machine, in one of Ihe rooms
taken to change their business to coriespond with otthe royal
inusenm, and in presence of the directheir different style of living, without the means to
tors, 110 copies of Rembrandt's portrait, painted by
them to sustain the change. This led them into a himself
a picture, the copying of which in the
dependence upon the banks to support them in their
usual way presents the utmost difficulty, according
changed course of business and altered style of livlo the opinion of all painters.
Leipmann's copies
ing.
They obtained accommodations which they re said to be perfect, and to give the utmost deliexpected would not only be perpetual, but would
cate shades of color.
be increased in case occasion called for it. For a
Electro magnetism.
Clinton Roosevelt, esq. antime they floated on as pleasantly, and as they
tiiought as prosperously as did cardinal Woolsey, nounces in the New York Evening Post that he has
when basking in the sunshine of a monarch's smiles nvented a new electro magnetic machine, which
and a monarch's favor. This was the boasted cre- overcomes entirely the difficulties encountered in
dit system of the whigs and conservatives, and those the operation of Davenport's, so that now the elecwho were participating in it considered it a most tro magnetic power may tw increased beyond any
delightful .system
a system by means of which assignable limits.

m

We

—

—

they were enabled to obtain immense fortunes in a
very few years, instead ol being compelled to plod
on in the old fashioned style for a comf>etence and
slowly but regularly increasing store. But the
straining of credit beyond the bounds of prudence,
like the stretching of a chain beyond its strength
at length brought disaster, and they have Ibund thf

A

Wire ponies.
new invention has been made
by Mr. Josiah White, of Philadelphia, and put in
operation for trial, on tlie canal at this place, for
tlie purpose of lowing boats by power.
The construction is simple and woiks well, and should it
be found to answer as good a purpose for a longer
distance, (and we have no doubt but il will) as it
bubble credit as frail as did cardinal Woolsey the does for the half mile under the experiment, its adfavors of his prince, when Ihe latter had no further vantages
will be incalculable.
occasion lor his services. These have been th
[Mauch Chunk Courier.
causes which have produced the present slate of
undeistaml the "wire ponies" mentioneil
affairs, as they did the state ofaff'airs which existed
above, consi.-t of water wheels placed at the different
in 1824 and 1829, and not the want of a protectiv
locks, on which the water, usually running round Ihe
tariff or the want of a national bank.
locks, to feed the lower levels, is suffered lo flow,

We

lliiis a power is created to drive endless wires,
reaching the whole length of each level, supportedj
by rollers at proper disiances. To these wires thel
The French minister of commerce offers a pri
boats passing in either direction are attached, ami]
of 36,000 francs to any person who will deliver fi
thus towed from lock to lock.
Il is expected by!
hundred reams of paper from which common ink having an extra
man at each lock, that Ihe boats
j
cannot be effaced by chemical process. This is for will require only one hand
lo steer them, and thus'
the protection of commerce against the alteration the expense
of Ihe other hands and Ihe animal
of bills of exchange, a frequent species of forgery
power will be saved.
[U. S. Gazette.
A leller from a Mr. Adouard, announcing the dis
Jltmospheric rexislance. Dr. Gardner commiinicovery, has been read to the academy of science
by Mr. Flonrens, the perpetual secretary, but he cated Ihe results of some expeiiments lo ascertain
declines to compete for the prize, as he is not the resistance of the atmosphere lo railway trains
when in motion. There was a uniform tendency
tempted lo become a paper manufacturer for tl
observed in the trains to retard, showing a great
delivery of the article.
quantity of resistance at a high velocity. He had
Blowing rocks. It is said that Mr. Vavnager, a obtained the singular and striking
fact that Ihe
German, in the Brazils, has made the important di
amount against which they had lo contend was
covety that sawdust, particularly of soft wood), l-97th of the whole weight, instead
of l-250lh or
mixed with gunpowder, in equal parts, has thrice l-300th, as had been previously supposed.
It was
the strength of gunpowder alone, when used in satisfactorily ascertained thai
a great portion of lliia
blowing up rocks.
resistance was owing lo the atmosphere
although
Photographic plate. There was, on Tne.^doy, ex- some of it was in consequence of the wheels acting
and hence Ihe ulilily of small wheels
hibilcil to us a photographic plate of flip central as fanner.'j
high school, taken by Joseph Sexton. It is the was proved over large ones.
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A new discovery is just annonncpil. A Mr.
Patlon oliers, lor a pi-piniuiri ot .Sa.ODO, to transport all express mail between New Yorii and NewOrleans in 13 honrs. He proposes to do the job by
a newly invented balloon, with which he says he
can navigate the air in every direclion, at pleasure,
and travel at the rate ot 100 miles an hour.
IN. y. .American.

9,
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tence telegraphed, and that an erasure is intended.
A question such, for iii-^t.iiice, as the following
'How many passengers started from Draylon by the
and the answer, co ild be trans
ten o'clock train?'
milled from the terminus to Drayton and back in
This was proved on Saless than two minutes.
This mode of cominunicalion is only comturday.

—

—

pleted as far as the west Drayton station, which is
about thirteen miles and a halflioiu Paddington.
There are wires (as may be imagined) communicating with each end, thus far coin[deted, passing
through a hollow iron tube, not more than an inch
and a half in diameter, which is fixed about six
inches above 'he ground, running parallel wiHi the
railway, and about wo or Ihiee feet distant from it.
It is the intention of the Great Weslern railway
company to carry the tube along the line as fast as
completion of the rails takes place, and ultimately
The
throughout the whole distance to Bristol.
machinery, and the mode of working it, are so exceedingly simple that achild who could read would,
after an hour or two's instruction, be enabled to
transmit and receive information:"

Artesian well at Grenelle. At the last sitting of
the academy of science, iVI. Arago slated that he
had that morning been making some thermometrical experiments at the Artesian well at Grenelle, in
order to ascertain the temperature at the d.'pth
which had already been attained, viz: 483 inelres,
When the workmen had reached 450
or 1,584 feet.
metres, the chalk was of a green color, indicating
Since then, the chalk had
the proximity of water.
become mixed with clay, and of a dark color, a
still stronger indication that the sheet of water,
which it is intended to reach, is near. M. Arago
used the thermometer of M. Walferdin, and after
having taken all the necessary precautions in order
that the pressure, which, at such a depth, is equal
to 50 atmospheres, might not injure tlie bulb, six
thermometers of the same kind were successively
metres, care having
let down to a depth of 481
been taken not to lower them until '!6 hours had
elapsed, after tlie boring, in order that the heat
which this work had communicated should have
subsided. The thermometers were left in the well
for 36 hours.
The heal at this depth was 27 degrees of Reaumur, or 92^ of Fahrenheit, being
about 23 metres for each degree of temperature.
M. Arago expressed a hope Ihat no water might be
found for 100 metres more, as in Ihat case there
would be a permanent hot .spring at the very gates
of Paris.

A

A
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which indicates

that

when
in

this

key

is

struck a

some part of the sen-

bs fully argued.

[Paulson.

Meade, of

Lieut.

the U. S. brig Washington, has
a suit for slander against Lewis Tappan,

instituted

and lays

his

Ihe suit

is in

damages at $-.30,000. The ground of
Mr. Tappan's assertion that the lieumoney found on board the Amistad,

tenant secreted

Sentence of "general Van Renselaer."
We learn
from the Albany daily Advertiser, that Rensselaer
Van Rensselaer, convicted of setting on foot a military expedition in the United States, against a foreign power, was sentenced to ."ix months imprisonment ill the county jail, and to pay a fine of $250.

In the court of criminal sessions yesterday, 16
cases were disposed of by the petit jury, and 36
bills found by the grand jury, making in all 303 bills
found by the grand jury during Ihe present term.
There seems lo be no suspension ol business in this.
[Phil. Pennsylvanian.
There might be some suspension to some of the
subjects
a suspension withoul resumption.

—

The

of Barney Corse and others, of New
York, who were indicted as accessories after Ihe
robbery of iMr. John P. Darg, of New
Orleans, of some $13,000 in money, and Ihe abductrial

fact, in the

tion of the slave Tom Hughes, who was convicled
of the robbery and is now in the state prison, is at
present going on at New York.
In a former trial of
the same parties, the jury Could not agree.

At

the late term of the

court,

Warren, N. C. superior

Thomas H. Chiistmaswas convicted of the
ol Richanl Davis.
The respect.iblestanding

minder

of the parties and the brutality of the murder excited unusual interest. The plea of insanity urged in
defence of the prisoner was not admitted.

Nichols, the editor of the BuBalonian, has been
liberated from prison, where he had been confined
lor a libel.
He had paid his fine of 150 dollars out
of the proceeds of a benefit given him at the theatre, the net receipts of which were 1,1.50 dollars.

Judge Stryker who sentenced Nichols,
serted, been since indicted for
lars of

has,

it is

as-

embezzling 1,600 dol-

Indian annuity money.

Case of ejectment.

In the case of the heirs of
Delaroche and his wife,
Exce|ilions
have been filed, and the case will be carried lo the
court of appeals. This decision involves Ihe title to
valuable property on Fell's Point.

cipt. Chase, deceased, vs.

a verdict

was rendered

for the plainiills.

Cecil county court commenced its fall session on
the 2l3f instant an Elkton.
Among the impoitant
cases which will come up for trial is a suit brought
Johnson against Ihe Philadelphia and B,dby
tiinori.- rail

road company, in which

claim, we understand,
of $240,000!

is

laid at the

the

plaintiri'a

moderate sum
[.American.

Perjury and false bail. In the city court, on Wednesday, a man named John Nelson Malloy was conMalloy, it appears, oilered himvicted of perjury
self as bail for Ihe

appearance of a counterleiter nam-

ed Brown, who was lying in jail, and having sworn
Ihat he w-as worth gl,O0ll, was accepted.
BroH n
was then released, and absconded, and Malloy was
found to be worth nothing. The court sentenced
him, most justly, to seven years' labor in Ihe penitentiary.

[Bait.

Amer.

and r.ountij of Philadelphia.
Belore judge Stroud.
George Webb, vs. Edwaid
Mackinley, doing business under the firm of Mary
Mackinley. Assumpsit to recover $-497 70.
This was an action brought on a promissory note
signed by Mary Mackinley, and given lor goods
used in her store.
The declaration charged the defendant, as the maker of the note, by and under the
name, style anrl descii()tion of Mary Mackinley.
The second count charged him with having made
the nole by one Mary Mackinley, his then agent in
The only question was, whether tlie
that behalf.
husband of the married woman could be made liable on a promissory note signed by her in her own
name.
The plaintiff proved Ihe execution of the
nole by Mary Mackinley, in her own name, for
.f400 at six months, dated Philadelphia, Apiil 21st,
1835, and that at that time, she was largely engaged
in business at No. 121 Chesnut street, in her own
name.
That her husband, Edward Mackinley, livgambling
in
ihe
pubof
thus presenting the character
ed with her, knew of her purchases, and of her
lic funds.

LAW

mistake has been made

The case of Dr. Dyolt. The following motion was
last by Joseph R. Ingeisoll, esq.
belbre the judges of the court ofcriniinai sessions:
"A rule lo show cause was entered why the indictment in this cise should not be quashed and the
defendant discharged from imprisonment. The rule
was made returnable on the 26lh inst. when it will

made on Saturday

I

discovery of much importance is
Printing.
alluded to in our late English papers.
The Messrs. Dupont, of Paris, have invented a
new process, by which copies of old or new hooks,
engravings, &.c. can be multiplied to any number.
Ttiis is etlecled by spreading a secret composition
over the page or engraving of which copies are
wanted, which is then laid lace downwards, on the
litherographic stone, and by a ]iowerful pressure,
Ihe stone retains, •'with scrupulous precision," the
printed characters of the original page or engraving.
"It is then covered," says Ihe account,
"with the same preparation, and it may then print
thousands of copies, by the ordinary processes of
Five minutes suffice
every sort of lithography.
Perpetual motion.
machine has been invented,
The original engraving may
for both operations.
and is now exhibited by two ingenious gentlemen,
be restored to Ihe portfolio which suppled it, for it
make
in a room over the post office, which, if it
has not been in the slightest degree injured: the
not perpetual motion in the common acceptation of
book, thus wholly reprinted, may undergo another
the phrase, atfords the nearest approach to it, of any
binding, and honorably resume its place in your
thing of Ihe kind, perhaps, ever yet constructed.
The inventors make use of the expansive and library."
The page of a book, newspaper, or an engraving,
contracting power of" mercury, under the vicissi.
while the oily ink is still wet, but o;i/y tlien can be
tudes of temperature during the night. They detransferred to stone, and by this means reproduced
posite in a bulb or reservoir a quantify of the fluid,
This is practised in many places
to any number.
which, as it t-xpands or contracts, rise's or falls in a
by lithographers; but hilherto it has been found
tube inserted at the top. In the mouth of Ihis tube
impracticable to transfer prints alter the ink or oily
is a piston, with which a strong spiral spring is
suustance has evaporated.
connected like a watch spring, and which is wound
The Dumfries Courier, on the other hand, attriup, by every change in the volume of the mercury,
butes the discovery to Mr. Ambrose Blanklock, a
whether it be enlarged or diminished. This spring
surgeon of that place, who, in a letter alluding to
keeps a pendulum in perpetual motion.
the matter, says:
The expansive power of mercury, has. perhaps,
"I believe but my specimens must speak for
neverbeen calculated. It is probably equal to gun- themselves that I had already brought tliis novel
powder. By the use of levers and the distribution and important art to perfection; and it is quite imof power acquired by the changes in a body of possible to foresee its effects upon literature and
mercury, subject to the natural variation of tempe- the fine arts. Foreign works and engravings may,
rature of day and night, we think it highly proba- in this manner, be reprinted on their arrival here,
ble that machinery for light and delicate purposes, without the expense of setting up types orengravsuch as clocks, silk reefers, &c. might be kept in ing plates. In the same way our own books, the
constant motion, so bngas the materials will last, at copyright of which has expired, may be re-issued
a very trifling expense. Indeed, we think it demon- at a rate which the cheapest of our reprints would
etrable, that so long as Ihe present laws of nature en- fail to compete withBibles, Stc. in the Indian
dure, the continuity of motion in a machine of this language, and in others whose characters are so
sort, will be eqiiartothe durability of the metals of outre as to defy the art of the type cutter, might,
which it is made.
believe that some such sug- when once printed by the ordinary process of ligestion, aiid perhaps experiment, has before been thograpliy, be reproduced so readily as lo make the
made, but probably in no instance lias success been want of type a matter of little moment Consideso clear, and we believe the idea is, so far as this rable benetit will in all probability, accrue to our
machine is concerned, original with the proprietors. potteries. At present the number of designs which
\_Cin. Whig.
ornament the wares is very limited, as Ihe engravthe recent impressions are
Galvanic telegraph.
observe (hat the ma- ed plates from which
priced that a
nagers of the Great Western railway have already transferred to the biscuit are so high
adopted the new galvanic mode of communicating great variety of them cannot be kept by the china
desirable as it may be when
But,
manufacturer.
intelligence upon their road.
The following dementioned, I think it will be
scription is from a London paper; and the Liver- applied as above
in reprinting lopool Mercury, in introducing it, states that the rate found of still greater importance
tables, and other sets of calculations, on
garithmic
at which the electric fluid travels has been discowhen applied to naviga^ered, by accurate experiment, to be not less than the accuracy of which,
tion, thousands of lives, and the security of somuch
200,000 miles in a single second of time!
valuable properly, constantly depend."
*'The space occupi'^il by the case containing the
machinery (wliich simply stands upon a table, and
CASES.
can be removed at pleasure to any part of the room
The average uninber of persons committed or bailis little more than that required for a gentleman's
ed
to take their trial before the tribunals of England
hat box. The telegraph is worked by merely
Wales, for the last live years was 22,174- Mapressing small brass keys, (similar to those on a and
against property had decreased 3fl
keyed bugle), wliich, acting (by means of galvanic licious offences
while olfences against property, with viopercent.
power) upon various hands placed upon a dial-plate
and against
lence, had increased seven per cent.
at the other end of the telegraphic line, as far as
with forgery. Sec.
now opened, point not only to each letter of the properly, without violence, together
cent.
nineteen
per
alphabet, as each key mav be struck or pressed,
The tribunal commerce of the Seine has given a
but the nurnericals are indicated by the same
means, as well as the various points, from a comma judgment annulling twelve promisory notes, amounlto a colon, with notes of admiration and interjec- ing to 56,423 francs, on the ground of their having
tion.
There is iikewise a cross (x) upon the dial, been given forditi'erences on operations at Ihe Bourse,
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Wiliiin a few days there have been no less than
SiX convictions for passing counterfeit money in the
criminal court of Philadelptiia.

—

District court of the city

—

—
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a^£i-l0'!

in

put-

case.

The

jury found a verdict for plaintiff, for the
the note and interest.
Counsel lor plaintiff, S. H. Perkins, esq.—
[_North Amer.
Charles Ingersoll, for defendant.

amount of

United Stales circuit court. The court was in
Judges Baldwin and Hopsession on Thursday.
kinson on (he bench.
jury was empannelled in the case of H. Babad
Co. of New York, versus John Busby, of Philadelphia, in suit for balance of $1,753 42, due on

A

&

goods delivered; together with interest, c.ilculated
The original entry of the charge
at six per cent.
was proved upon oath of a cleik, and the case was
committed to the jury, with a remark from judge
Baldwin, that although the plaintilis had calculated
the interest at six per cent, (he legal rate in Pennsylvania, yet to prevent any misapprehension as to
the opinion of the court upon this point, he would
slate that if the plaintiffs had claimed seven per
cent, the legal rate of interest in New York, it
would have been allowed them, on the ground that
the contract was made, and the goods delivered, in
The jury, without retiring, returned a
that state.
verdict for plaintiff for $2,02], principal and interest, at six per cent.
Counsel lor plaintiffs, Troubat; for defendant,
iPh'd. U. S. Gazette.
Gillion.

We

learn from the Maysville Monitor, that the
rev. J. B. Mciti-m, with some others, was last week
tried in Georgetown, Ohio, upon an indictment
charging tlieui with the forcible rescue of a negro,
who had hern taken up as a runaway some two or

A

conviction under the indictthree months since.
ment was the conseq lence, and the judgment of
the court, in reference to Malian, was that he be
fined three hundred dollars and imprisoned for thirty
days.
The Monitor makes Ihe following just remarks
upon the proceeding:
•'The circuit court of Oliio, has recently, in the
punishment of this notorious individual, manifested
its regard for the risrhts ol the people of the south,
a

determination to maintain

1839— LAW CASES.

own name. That away

Xiie ju Ifje then charged Iha jury, thai if they believed, IVoni the evidence, that Edward IVlacl<inley
knew of his wife's so dealins;, and «;ivin^ promissory
notes, that he was liable under the pleadings in the

and

9,

(lie

supremacy of

his right of action against (he defendant for
personal injury, '.Yillinut reference to i'le diqnit-'d
point as to the relalions of master and slave, which
involved (he merits ol the whole con(rovei>y.
The present questions were whedier the affidavits
ol the plaintiff showed that the defendan(s had invaded his personal rights, and whether, if (hat fact
were eslablished, (he amount of bail, one thousand
dollars, had not been fixed too high.
Alter a close
examination of (he affidavils, he saw no(hing in
them which implicated the defendant Montez, in the
slightest degree, in any assault or battery upon, or
imprisonment of the plaintiff. He was merely present at a baKery committed on the plaintiff' by
another person, but there was no allegation of his
having joined in, advised or approved it, either before or after i(s commission.
Montez, could not, therefore, be considered a trespasser, either actually or by implication, and there
was no reason consequently for his detendon.
Bui
(he claim of ownership by Ruiz, and his having
been present at the trespass committed on the plaintiff by another peison, wi(h apparent consent, made
him a co-trespasser, and gave a right of action
against him.
Under all these circumstances of (he
ease, the court concluded, "that the defendant Montez, be discharged from custody, on filing common
or nominal bail; and (hat (he amount of bail, which
the defendant Ruiz is required (o give, be reduced
to two hundred and fifty dollars."
In the supreme court this morning, chief justice
Jones decided the odicr African case Fulah vs.
Ruiz. His decision is based, we understand, upon
the same grounds with that of judge Inglis. He holds
the defendant to bail in (he sum of two hundred and

—

fifty dollars; thus affirming (lie jurisdicdon of (he
cour( and (he rigli( of the plaiiidlf (o have (he question of his freedom and the amount of (he injury
sustained, passed upon by a jury.
The amount of
bail required is, we suppose, of comparatively small
consequence to the plamdli's counsel.
[N. Y. Post.

Reach of ihe revenue Jaws. Much has been publately about seizures made by the custom
house, in differeni and somedmes distant cities
of
goods that had been entered here.
question has
been raised as to the right of the revenue officers to
follow, and, on siispccion, (o seize gooils, affer (hey
have once passed from (he ciis(ody of (he proper officers; and we find, in the Express, the followins:
s(a(emen( of queries propounded on (his general subjec(, (o chancellor Kent, with his opinion.
I( is an impor(an( and in(eres(ing ina(ter, involving, as it does, on the one hand, Ihe righls of individuals, and on (heo(her, the lull efficiency of the law.
Chancellor Kent is clearly of opinion that no authority is given by (he laws of (he Uni(ed States to
seize goods that have been entered, and upon which
lished

—

A

While the judicial
the laws within its own state.
officers of the fr^e states, are thus regardful of what
belongs to ilieir positions as administrators of (he
laws, we of (he slave states have no reason (o fear
that our peculiar righls will not be respected and
sustained, whenever circumstances, unlbrlunately.
render necessary an appeal to their authority. The the dudes charged have been paid, and which have
punishment of such offenders as J, B, Mahan, will been delivered to the owners or consignees.
do more to restore confidence between the north
IN. Y..amer.
and the south, and to allay the jirejudices that have
From the Express.
unfortunately aiisen between the (wo divisions of
The questions submitted (o chancellor Kent for
the union iVoin that exciting question of slavery, his opinion, were as lollow:
than all the soothing and pacifii; appeals to the pa1st. Whether under the act of congress of 1799,
triotism of the public, that could be made from this (he impor(er of goods (oilier than woollens and co(until dooms day."
(ons), has a right to require of the collector the appraisement in the manner anil form set forth in that
In Boston, on Friday, Edward Raymond, broker,
was tried lor a violation of the lottery law of Massa- act, or when tha( act is repealed by any subsequeni
.ict, and where are
his present rights in case of seiclnisetts, which forbids the sale of lottery tickets,
The principal witness against him was Thomas zure or (hreatened seizure? Or does the ac( of 1830,
sec
apply
3,
lo
any
goods other than cotton or woolgoods
dealer
Washinga
dry
in
formerly
Thompson,
ton street, near

Raymond's

.ilfice.

He

testified that

len, fee.

2d. Can the collector under (he 6Sth sec. of Ihe
had bought, from time to time, of (he prisoner,
within a year, a very large number of loKery (ick- act of 1799, seize goods after they have been passed
It also regularly (hroiigh (he c!is(om house, under the iiie(3, a( prices varying from $1 to $]6 each.
appeared thai he' had recendy failed, and that Mr. specdon of (he proper officers, and paid (he duties
William Courtis, to whom he was indebted several (hereon, and can the duties, on said goods, be ri
thousand dollars, on discovering (hat Thompson had vered back from the collector in case of seizure?
3d, Whether the onus probandi lies upon the claimspent so much money for lollery tickets, made (he
Thompson said he ant of goods, according (o (he 71st section ol (he ac(
coinplaiid in the presen( case.
had drawn but few prizes, and those were invested of 1799, unless (he seizure is made in pursuance of
U also appeared that he was in the cus- (hat act, or can the onus probandi lie in any case on
in tickets.
the claimant, unless (he seizure be made in confortom of selling goods below cost to raise money.
The jury returned a verdict of guiKy rendering ini(y (o (he act of 1799, excepting of course woollens
and codons under the ac( of IS30?
(he prisoner liable to a fine ol .#12,000,
lie

—

Has

the collector

any power

nous act for the collection of duties), any right gl'
vep to til,' iirpoilii- ol'eiiojs to require the collector
to cause liieni lo ); a^.piaised by appraisers.
The
act of die 14th of July, 1832, secdon 7, makes it ihe
(iiii// of (he colleclor, where
an ad valorem rate of
duty is imposed on any goods, wares and merchandises, iin]iorted into the United States, (o cause the
actual \alwe thereof, at the time purchased, and
place from which they were imported into the U.
If it be the duly of (he colStates, to be appiaised.
lector, under the act of 1832, (o cause the goods (o
be a])praised. then I think that the importer has,
under that act, a right to call upon him to perlorm
that duly, and the importer ought not to suffer any
injurious consequences wi atever from the neglect

The act ol the 28lh of May, 1830, sec. 2, reit.
lative (o appraisers, applies only (o ardcles of impor(a(ion subject to appraisement, bu( (he subsequent
ac( of 1832 seems to be general and unqualified in
of

its terms as (o (his point, and (o make it imperative
on the collector, in every case, to have Ihe goods

appraised.
2d.
In answer fo the 2d question, I am of opinion that Ihe collector has no right under the 68lh
section, or any olher secdon of (he ac( of 1799, to
seize goods after (hey have been passed regularly
(hrough (he cus(om bouse under the inspecdon of
' e proper officer, and paid (he dudes thereon.
There would be no security in (he purchase of
goods, and no end (o vexadon and (yranny if goods
are not free from arbitrary or discretionary seizure,
when tiie duties have been paid and (he goods fairly
passed through the government officers into (he general mass ol the circuladng commerce oldie coun(ry.
The ae( ol 1799 gives no color for such an act
All Ihe powers conferred
or assumption ol power.
upon the collector under (he 6{)lli, 67(h, 68(h and
Tlst sections of the act of 1799, evidently apply only
(o goods while in transilu, and under (he control of
the custom house department and (he packages unbroken, or ii smuggled \n\o (he coun(ry wiihout paymen( of duties. The right ofseizure is for concealed goods, or goods suspected (o be concealed, and
which are subject to (/u/i/, that is, in cases where the
dudes have not been paid. The power of examining
invoices, and ascer(ainlng(rue en(ries, and (he (rue
cost of goods, is when (he goods are subjudice, or
under (he con(rol of (he custom house, and it is (oo
late after (he examinadons are closed, and dudes
paid, and the ordeal passed, and (he ffoods delivered
over in(o (he hands of the importer or purchaser for
commercial use, logo on and seize on suspicion.
The right of aclion or (he exerciseof die tremendoua
power ofseizure and search, and violadng domicil,
only applies either (o goods smuggled or concealed or
suspected (o be so, wi(liou( payment of dudes, or
while (he goods are still vnder the liands of ihe collector in packages.
I do not see any (hing in ei(her
the 67ll,,6Sth,or 71s( sections of (he act of 1799,
(ha( gives (he inquisitorial power, except in the two
cases I have mendoned.
3d. In answer (o (he third quesdon, I am of opinion, (hat in cases of seizure the onus probandi is
thrown upon Ihe claimant, when the seizure is made
pursuant to the act, and that is when (here is suspicion (and that means a just and bona fide) of fraud
after entry, and the packages unbroken, or where
goods are t-uspected (o be concealed to evade (he
In other cases I do not apprehend that (he,
duty.
onus probandi is cast on the claimant under the 71st
section of the act of 1799, nor ought it in justice to
be in any other cases, and (he reason why i( is cast
on the claimant in these two cases, is because the
conduct of the importer has i-aisedin (he mindofihe
collector reasonable ground for suspicion of fraud, as
(o the en(ry and invoice, or as (o (he concealment.
4(h, In answer (o the 4(h quesdon, I am of opinion
(ha( (he dudes ought to be charged upon the actual
cosf of goods obtained by purchase,
Ifthe (ransac(ion be lair, this is the truest test of value, and what
was intended by the acts of 1799 and 1S32, The
l.5tli secdon
ol the actof Ihe 1-lth of July, 1832,
(the latest act on the subject) explicitly declares
(hat the ad valorem rates of duty upon eoods shall he
esdmaled upon the actual co^l, if actually purchased.
This is Ihe true value meant by (he actual cost,
when the actual cos( can be asceriained, and (he appraisers must (ake it for (he acdial value.
Any
olher (est more against the importer would be unjust
and oppressive, and mosi unreasonable. The jtosi(ive words of the act which I have referred to are
decisive.
The act of 1799, section 66, made (he
actual and- real cost of (he goods at the place of exportation, (he (es( of (he value, and upon (his construcdoii only can (he revenue acts be reconciled and

charge duties
on what he may consider the "actual value" at (he
place of exporlation, iii3(eadof"«c;i(a/ cost" on goods
which are obfained by purchase?
51 h. Can (he judgineni of (he appraisers, unless appointed under Ihe actof 1799, be considered prima
evidence against (he goods so as (o make out (he
weh was or was not (he slave ol lliiiz, a point which facie
case on the part of (he government, and can it be
had been raised by counsel, and which, if decided
sufficient
to go (o the jury?
(ake
away
would
the
made just and consisient,
in favor of Ihe defendant,
Opinion of chancellor Kent.
5lh, In answer (o(he 5lh question, I am of opinion
whole substratum of the plainlilPs aclion, inasmuch
by
remedies
civil
aclion
have
read
no
I
and considered (he annexed questions: that the judgment of appraisers, unless duty appointhave
can
as a slave
In answer (o (he first qiiesdoii I have (o ob- ed, is of no moment; but if duly appoinled, and they
Ist,
He merely assumed at this inagainst his master.
terlocutory 3(age of the jiroceedings, that (he plain- serve, (ha( I do not perceive, in the act of March 2, be duly called upon to appraise 111 e goods, (heir ap(hat would take 1799, cli. 128, (being Ihe original and very volumipraisement would be prima facie evidence of the
tiff suffered under no disability

Singweh.
Judge
Case of Iluix and Monlez
Inglis, of (he court of common pleas, gave his deciwas
on
an
applicaIt
yesterday.
case
this
sion in
or nolion to ilischarge the defendants on common
minal bail, or to have the amount reduced. He did
not under(ake (o decide whedier (he plaintiff Singails.

4lh.

to

i
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piime cost of the purchased goods, and sufficient in
the first instance, and until lebutted, to go as evidence to a jury.
^

am ol'ojjinion finally, in reference to a part of
2d qir"3tion, Uiat il goods be unlawfully and
vvithoul due wairani by law seized by the collector,
the importer has his action of trea[)ass or trover
I

tile

for the

against hiin

violation of properly.

But

if

duly seized, even after the duties have been paid,
and before the packages have been delivered U|>, for
fraud, as in ihe supposed case of false and fradulent
entries and invoices, I do not believe that the imporHis fraud
ter could recover back the duties paid.
JAMES KENT.
would bar him.
New York, Oct. 9, 1839.

A

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES.
HANDSOME COMPLIMENT.

The

skill

and

taste of Mr. Samuel Kirk have again been called in
requisition for the production of a service of silver
plate, comprising a coffee and tea set, designed as a
present to Mr. Gideon B. Smith, by a number of
gentlemen in Virginia, Pennsylvania and N.Jersey,
through Edmund RuHin, esq. editor of Ihe Farmer's
Register, Thomas S. Pleasants and gen. John H.
Cooke, who were appointed a committee to carry
the object of the doners into etfect.
The pieces are chased and embellished with devices in the admirable manner for which Mr. Kirk
is so celebrated, and in which, indeed, we suppose
he has no superior. Each piece bears this inscription, which Mr. Smith may leave to his family as a

testimonial every

way worthy

of being preserved as

an heirloom.

"TO GIDEON

B.

SMITH,

In testimony of his early, disinterested, and efficient services, in promoting the culture of silk in
the United States, and especially in making the peculiar value of the morus mullicaulis, as the most
important means, and inducing its extensive cultivation and use."

Centenakt or Methodism. Yesterday, the
25th insl. was observed throughout the world by
the Methodist connexion, as a day of thansgiving
and praise

God,

great blessings conferinstrumentality of
one hundred years
since that devoted man organized his first society,
and commenced an exposition of the doctrines,
which, from that eventful period, has been so wonderfully owned and blessed by the Great Head of
the church not only in England and the United
States, but also throughout the Christian, and in
many parts of the heathen world. Indeed, so signal has been its success towards the conversion of
the world, even in the hands of humble men, that
to

for the

red upon man through
John Wesley. It is now

the
just

—

no unprejudiced mind will deny it has ever been
supported by the power and iavor of God.

9,
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What won't a Yankee do? According to the
Oregon. This mission is under the care
of the Missionary Society of the Methodist Epis- Toledo Blade, one of the "univ<!rsal Yanl,-or- lation"
copal church, and was established some four yi:ars who has for some time residi
now.
,.
since, ami, from Ihe last and recent advices, it was being inclini'd to emigrate fo 1 \
u
;,!iig a
craft at Toledo of about 20 tons buitiien, wUicU was
in a very prosperous condition.
The rev. Jason Lee, who was the pioneer of this built ten miles from any navigable stream, in the
leart of tiie forest, drawn lo the water by the use
ission over the Rocky Mountains, and who is its
if oxen
and launched.
superintendent, returned some months ago to make
The projector and Ihe
known to the parent board the condition and pros- juilder intend fitting her up in sailing order and
pects of the mission. He now goes back with an start lor Cleveland, where he will unship her spars
addition to the mission family ot fifty persons, viz: and take her rigging off, proceed down the Ohio
Rev. Jason Lse and wile, of the New England canal, into the Ohio river; thence down to the Mississippi river; and down that to New Orleans, from
conference.
Rev. J. H. Frost, wife and child, of the New which place he will sail to some port in Texas.
No one but a genuine Yankee would ever have
York conference.
Rev. Gustavus Hiues, wife and child, of the conceived an idea of building a vessel such a distance from the water, for the transportation of his
Genesee conference.
Rev. William W. Kone and wife, of the North family and himself so great a distance. IBalt. Sun.
bound

to

I

;'

;

Carolina conference.
Rev. Alvan F. Waller, wife and two children, of
Sperm oil. The Pittsburgh Intelligencer estithe Genesee conference.
jates the quantity of sperm oil sold annually in
Rev. J. P. Richmond, M, D. wife and four chil- Pittsburgh to be from 500
to fiOd casks ol 120 galdren, of the Illinois conference.
lons each, amounling to about §:100,000.
The
Mr. Ira L. Babcock, physician, wife and child, editor "remembers the time well when
it was scarceof Aboca, New York.
ly known or k'pt as an article (or sale or use, and
Mr. George Aberiiethy, missionary steward, wife when .spermaceti oil or candles were not
in our li.«t
and two children, New York city.
of 'saleables' or 'comlorts,' and when the common
Mr. William W. Raymond, farmer, and wife, tallow candle or lard lamp was a luxury,
in use from
Ballston Spa, N. Y.
the cabin to the palace."
Mr. Henry B. Brewer, farmer, and wife, WilbraNow we are probably some 20 years the junior
ham, Mass.
of our Pittsburg friend, yet we can well remember
Mr. Lewis H. Judson, cabinet maker, wife and
the time when the "luxury" of "tallow candles and
three children. New Berlin, N. Y.
lard lamps" was hardly known in the lake "dio-Mr. Josiah L. Parrish, blacksmith, wife and three
gins." The pile of oily bark, stripped from the
children. Pike, N. Y.
rough hickories of the forest, and carefully depoMr. James Oily, carpenter, Troy, N. Y.
sited each evening near the cabin fire, was about
Mr. Hamilton Campbell, carpenter, wife and
the only "luxury'" in the light line the western
child, Springfield, III.
pioneers knew of or cared about. How cheerful
Miss Maria T. Ware, teacher, Gillston, N. H.
looked the log cabin, when the crackling bark was
ChloeA. Clark,
do.
East Windsor, Ct.
thrown upon the heaped fire of a winter's nioht,
Elmira Phillips,
do.
Sprinfield, Mass.
every corner illumined with a brightne.S3 more inAlmira Phelps,
do.
do.
tense than reflected from costly chandeliers!
And
Orpha Lankton, stewardess, Hartford, Ct.
then a torch light ramble in the dark, deep forest!
Thos. Adams, Indian boy, Oregon.
Don't talk again about sperm oil and spermaceti
Last evening a farewell meeting of this interestcandles!
ICleveland Herald.
ing family was held in the Greene street church.
At the appointed hour, 7 o'clock, the church was
French sugar duties In a London paper of
ciowded every pew and every aisle being throngAugust 24, we find the substance of the ordonnance
ed.
[N. Y. Com. Mver.
for decreasing the rate ol duty on tlie.impoit of suToasts. A public dinner was recently given gar into France from the colonies and other foreign
According to the ordonnance, Ihe tariff on
to the hon. William J. Graves by the citizens of ports.
Gerrard county, Ky. where he was born. The fol- Ihe importation of sugar, from the 10th of September inst. will be as follows, viz:
lowing were among the sentiments:
Per 100 kilograms, imported in French ships,
Henry Clay Like the majestic oak of his own
native forest, around whose head the lightnings of RAW, not while, horn Bourbon, 26f. 50c. from Amepolitical faction have flashed
he yet stands un- rica, that is, from the French American colonies,
scathed bidding defiance to the minions of power. .':3fr. white, from Bourbon, 33.10; from America,
William Henry Harrison Distinguished in the :39.60. Clayed, of every shade, from Bourbon, 49;
from America, 58.
field and distinguished in the councils of the naRaw, 7io/ white, in French ships from India, 55
tion, we love him only less than our own Clay.
Daniel Webster The able defender of the con- fr.; from other parts out of Europe, 60; from Entrepots,
70.
In foreign ships, 75.
v\ithdrawal
from
stitution; his recent magnanimous
Raw, white and cla}'ed of all colors, in French
the presidential contest entitles him to the warmest
ships from India, 65; from other parts out of Europe,
commendation of the American people.
70; from Entrepots, 80.
In foreign ships, 95.

—

—

—

—

[N. Y. Express.
The first Methodist church in America, was elected 1766, we believe, in John street in this cily, and
At that period there
is still occupied by that body.
were about 1,10« Methodists in the United States.
At the present moment they number upwards of
seven hundred thouRand members. The number of
ministers exceeds 3,000 and local preachers 5,000.
A HINT. If all the interesting anecdotes and
A correspondent of a Newport paper eives the reminiscences of chief justice Marshall were colfollowing notice of the success attending the enter- lected and printed, they would form a good volume;
and, if told with tolerable cleverness, a most valua
prise.
The anniversary of the centenary in England and ble and entertaining one. Yet so much behind the
the United States is most auspicious, as relates to rest of the world Is our state in the art of book
the future progress of Methodism. The means so making, that no one has come forward even to this
Had that
liberally placed within i's control, managed with a (lay to embrace the golden opportunity.
prudence which has ever characterized the sect illustrious man been a native and resident of any
cannot fail of increasing still more wonderfully its one of the New England states, such a volume
In England more than a million of would long ere this have gone through its tenth
future success.
dollars has already and much more will still be rais- edition, and the newspapers would never have tired
ed, as a thank olfering to God, and wholly devoted with anecdotes and eulogies, penned from recollecto the education of pious youlh for the ministry, for tions of the numerous little incidents in his private
snperanuated preachers, their widows and orphans, history, which told of Ihe ennobling traits of his
for missions and other benevolent charitable pur- character, and the simplicity and benevolence of
poses. In our own country, judging from the libe- his heart. A work embodying such examples as
rality manifested in New 'York, Baltimore, Pitts- might be drawn from so pure and instructive a
burg, Boston, Providence, and wherever the subject source as that of the life of jiidge Marshall, would
has been agitated, hundreds of thousands may also be a prize to the present generation and an invalua[^Norfolk Herald.
be expected. With this enormous sum, also judi- ble bequest to posterity.
ciously applied to the same benevolent purposes,
MoHDS MULTicAuLis. A Connecticut paper
aided by the prayers of Ihe seven hundred and forty
Ihouaand that compose the church in the United states that the following sales of morus mullicaulis
States, if actuated by the same spirit and zeal for trees have been made within the last two weeks,
the hundred years to come, as has been manifested viz: 20,000 in East Hartford, at 30 cents a tree;
the hundred years past, who will predict what 50,000 in Wethersfield, at 30 cents; 13,000 in GlasWesleyan Methodism shall be at the commence- tenbury, at 40 cents; 2,000 in Berlin, at 37^ cents;
and a gentleman in Farmington has paid 45 cents a
ment of the third centuary.

—

tree for a lot.

Mission family for Oregon.

It is

perhaps

generally known that the ship Lausanne, captain
Josiah Spaulding, will sail from New York in a
few days for Ihe Columbia river, via Valparaiso
and the Sandwich islands, with the mission family

Moreover, 300,000 trees have actually been sold
Of these,
this season in the vicinity of Hartford.
70,000 have been sold to go to Pennsylvania, 50,000
to Michigan, 20,000 to New Jersey, 50,000 to Massachusetts, and 10,000 to New York.

Uiilil October 10, the reimbursemenis of duties
paid on refined sugars imported, shall be made acconling to the old duties which shall be proved to
have been paid. After that day only, according to

the

new

duties.

Revoldtionaby hero.

Died, in

Ulica,

on

Thursday the 8th inst. at Ihe residence of A. W.
Laloiir, his son, Mr. Anthony Latour, a soldier
of the revolution, aged about 86 years and 6 montlis.
Mr. Latour was a native of France. He came to
this country with the marquis Lafayette, during the
revolutionary war, and with him volunte.'red in Ihe
service of the states.
At Ihe close of the war he
became a citizen of the republic. For many years
past he has resided in that cily.
He was an enemy
to tyranny in every shape; an ardent friend of Ihe
liberty of man; and a uniform supporter of Ihe doctrines and opinions of Jefferson.
Those who knew
hiin while living will long venerate his character,
and hold in remembrance his virtues.

Counterfeit. We learn from the Advocate
twenty dollar notes, purporting to be
on the Bank of Pittsburg, have just made their appearance.
This spurious issue is thus described:
Vignette, a female leaning on an urn of flowers; on
the right hand border, a girl carrying a pilcher;' on
the lefl a cupid, differing from that of the genuine
note of this denomination; dated January 1, 1S39.
Letter C. payable to E. Woods, J. Brown, and probably others; John Snyder, cashier; John Graham,
president,
the whole appearance different from the
genuine notes, but well calculated to deceive persons not familiar with the true notes.
that counterfeit

—

—
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Foreign exchange.

We

lp:irn
f.oin the Millers'
Anlhracile furnace.
Journal, primed at Po:t5ville, Pa. that the e.xperiinents
which liave been matJe fur the purpose of making iron
most successfully,
resulted
with anthracite coal have
and a larite furnace is now in operation, having
thrown out upwards of thirty-live tons of good pig
The furnace is .inder the charge
iron in eight days
of Mr. B. P<:rry, who sometime ago visited Wales
for the purpose of examining the mode pursued there
This gentleman states
in making iron with anthracite.
that the yield of Ameirican iron is much larger than
that of the Welsh, and he is of opinion that when the
necessary proportions of coal and ore are more accurately ascertained, the produce will be still greater. He
expects to make this week from forty to forty-five tons of
meial.
The Philadelphia Inquirer states that an anthracite
furnace is also in lull operation at Mauch Chnnk;.

Austin, the new capital of Texas. This, the future
is growing
seat of government tor a mighty republic
but it has
to be a town.
It is nearlyin the wilderness
already three hundred houses erected, and a thousand
inhabiiants the roads such as they are, leading to it

—
—

—

being thronged with emigrants seeking a new home,
'i'he price of board is from fifteen to twenty dollars per

week, and Indians,

it

is said,

are growing scarce.

slock.

Banks in Tennessee. The Tennessee legislature on
the 18.h inst. had under consideration propositions in
retereiice to the suspension of siiecie payments by the
banks.

— the Globe

states,

Bible society. The income of the Bible society in
for the last year, exceeded Slua.OOO being
the largest since its establishment.

Joseph Bonaparte and suite. The count Survilliers
and family have left Bordentown, for the winter, at
and perhaps longer, lor LIurope. They sail today in the packet ship Piiiladelphia, with capt: Morgan, who is the count's favorite coiuinander, and with
whom he always crosses ihr^ ocean. In the family ol
the count are Messrs. Thibaud and MaillanI, his secret;u-ies, mademoiselle Thibaud, Mrs. Maillard, and
least,

the family physician, with a retinue ot servants.
[N. Y. Express.

New

York on
brig Otrantry arrived at
Capt,
Sunday, in forty-nine days from Rio Grande.
Doiy reporis that the capital of that province was siill
besieged by the revolutionary party, and that several
engagemeiiLs had taken place between them and ihc

The

had been
October capt. Doty
by the commander of H. M. brig Emilius Hunter, that the province ul M.ira.iiham was still in a state of levolution,
government

troops, in

one of

wliitli the latter

O.i the

almost cut to pieces.

made Pernainbuco, and was
and

that business

was

7tli

iiitormed

entirely at a stand.

the North

From

Mr. Calhoun.

We

Carolina Republi-

in the CommerIt appears from a statement
Flour
dnrmg the year ciidiog the 30.h Soptein.
161,629
berlast there were exported from Philadelphia
Ol
this umiiun
barrels Hour, valued at !il,2U,239.
46 00(1 bbls. went to EiiL'liind, 33,000 to the British
West Indies, 28,000 to Brazil, 25,000 to the British
provinces, and the balance to various other
cial List' that

,

American
ports.

Mr
motio'n

Mr.
r.

Frilr.

.ad, f toll!

default

In the

was refused

Frilz,

is

ti

district court
to

W0,000

to

at Philadelphia, a
ol bail of

reduce the amount

d'--l'i"llinS i^ollector

common

stated at $38,000.

on the Columbia
bail.

riiil

The amount

ol

to

bed

[I^orth

se^

Amer.

Wm

The great elm

Woburn.

This venerable relic
of antiquity, which has for the last half century been
the wonder and admiration of the passer by, has at last
yielded to the force of time, and been levelled io the
ground. It stood in the south part of Woburn, near
the great road from Boston to Lowell, and was set out
in 1703, as near as can be ascertained
and consequentIts circumterenee at the base
ly was 136 years old.
was 21 feet, and being cut up, it yielded between 19
and 20 tons of timber, and 8 cords of wood, equal in all
to 18 cords of wood.
Tradition tells us that on the 16th day of June, 1775,
tree in

—

bushels, weighing 70 lbs. to the bushel.

Mr. Robert Lainbdin, of the same county, planted
about the first of May last, five small Rohan potatoes
weighing one pound, from which he dug five bushels
ot very large growth, weighinff 75 lbs. per bushel—
making an aggregate product of 375 pounds from one.
We gather these items from the Easton Gazette they
speak well tor the agricultural capabilities of that fine
region of country.

—

—

The Delaware (Wilmington)

Small change.

Gazette

slates Ihat in order to make chang,e in the market of
the battle of Bunker Hill, a company of that city, on Saturday last, a number of the one dollar
soldiers, then on their way to that memorable place, notes of the new Union bank, were cut in two to make
availed themselves of its shade for rest and refreshment. fifty cent tickets.
Some of this patriotic band, perhaps, there took their
Specie.
$67,000 in specie, were shipped yesterday
last meal, before sacrificing their lives upon the altar of
to
York, per brig Mobile— $58,000 of which v/e
\_Boston Mer. Jour.
their countiy's liberty.
learn was from the branch of the state bank in this
York, to
city, as a loan to the Merchants bank of
Independence square. It
from Wat3on*s

day before

New

appears

New

An-

nals, that many years ago when one of the oldest of
elm trees in this square was cut down, it was purchased by
Ramage, of this city, who had an

the

Adam

assist in sustaining

it

in the present

emergency.

The

United States Gazette (Philad.) of the Sth says:
Inconsequence ol duty bonds falling due, there was
yesterday a large demand for silver, for which as high
as iitieen per cent, premium was paid.

The
from

packet ship George Washington, which sailed

New York

for

Liverpool,

on Monday, carried

Jewish day of atonement. Wednesday last was set out $135,000 in specie.
apart by the Jews throughout the world as a day of
Steamers. The Great Western
atonement to afflict their souls and to humble them-

New

York
will leave
for Bristol, on the I6th inslant, and on her arrival there
selves betore the God of their fathers, against whom
will be laid up until spring.
they have greatly rebelled.
It is the impression of
The British (Jueen will continue to make her tripe
their teachers and guides with that of serious Jews in
general, that century upon which they have entered monthly, leaving each port on the first of every alter(A. M. 5,6(X) according to their computation), and nate month.
which was begun last Monday will be decisive as to
The Liverpool will also make her trips through the
their hopes as a nation
[London paper.
winter.
I'he new ship belonging to the same compaYork, will commence her trips
VAmistad. Another of the Africans of the Amistad ny, named the
early in the coming year.
died on Monday last, atNew Haven; making five who
I'he largest steam frigate in the world is building at
have died since their arrival in this country.

New

—

Lehigh coal trade. The shipments for the week ending the 24th inst. were 6,031 tons. Total this season,
206,367 tons, in 4,900 boats.
Lightning.
It has lately been ascertained by series
of ingenious experiments, that the velocity at which
lightning, or the electric fluid moves, is not less than
200,OUO miles in a single second of time!
Methodist.

An

item in the foreign news gays that
decreed that no Methodist misany part of her kingdom.

the queen of Spain has
sionai'y shall operate in

we learn that Mr. Calhoun, and mostof his family,
The moras muUicaulis market. A sale ot 166,000
have been seriously ill with the country fever at Fort morus multicaulis trees took place at Burlington, New
We are glad to Jersey, on Saturday last. I'liey were sold at twenty
Hill, his residence in South Carolina.
hear however ihat they are all convalescent. [Ghbe.
cents per tree, and were purchased for Texas.
As
U. S. frigate Columbia, commodore Read.
Mr. Robert Sinclair, senr. a few days since, made a
many as SJ deailis from small pox and dysentery had sale at his nursery near the city of Baltimore of four
occurred on board since she left Hampton Roads for thousand Mulberry trees of the above species, at ten
Also several deaihs in the Adams. cents per foot. They are designed tor Indiana.
the East Indies.
Eight of the crew of the Columbia died at Singapore,
Of 80,000 trees advertised to be sold on Monday, at
and were buried in a nutmeg grove.
Burlington, New Jersey, about 10,000 only were sold
Custom houses. The new custom house at N. York, at 7 1-2 cenis for small trees, and 11 1-2 cents for four
the or five feet trees, the sale of the remainder being stopis estimated to cost three millions of dollars, and
one at Bosiun five hundred thousand dollars. The ac- ped.
tual expenditures, however, it is said, will e-xceed these
New York. The supreme court of the slate has deestimates.
cided that Ihc act known by the name of the General
Hon. A J. Dallas, late minister to Russia, visited banking law, under wdiich a number of banks have
whole
family
His
gone into operation, is unconstitutional. 1'hey proWashiifton a few days since.
(which trccompaiiied hiin abroad) have reached their nounce such banks to be corporations, consequently rehome in Philadelphia well, and well pleased with their quiring a vote of two-thirds of the legislature for enact[G(o6e,
ment. When the bill was before the legislature the
sojourn ill Europe.
question was raised, and the opinion of the attorney
Com, Downie. The olTiccrs of the Isi United States general was taken, who pronounced ihat banks under
the
repaired
had
<li'ap'<'J'artillery at PUitsburi have
such act would not be corporations, and the bill passed
ed mounicnt erected to cominodorc Downie, who fell by majorities only.
It is supposed that an appeal will
The monument was be taken from this decision to the court ot errors.
in theachon with Macdonough.
in ScotDownie,
com.
ot
sister-inlaw
by
the
erected
^''"'
secretary
Paulding,
of the navy, it is slated, has
Mr.
^i-^laud,

A

confined

We

can,

correspondent of the Maulmain
Eleiihanli
(East India)' Chronicle, complains bitterly of the great
number of elephants which iiilest the streets. IIo
thinks they are public nuisances— and very much in
the way when driving out for excrcijc!

is

Harrisburg by

at

We

trees.

England,

Brazil.

on England have fallen to
Gov. Porter,
N. York and Piiiladelphia markets. vere sickness,
Bills

arm chair made from its wood and presented to the
Philosophical society of Philadelphia, as a useful and
lasting memorial of that sacred spot and its venerable

has arrived at the city
of Washington— also gov. Miiier, of Missouri.
Col. Benton

the

1
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Specie IS not likely to leave the country in this state of
Quickiilver mines. The Pottsville Twiners' Journal
may expect it to be flowing in again.
the market.
saysi
learn that several genllemenof this borough
On France, bills at 5f. 50.
have discovered a mine of quicksilver, on the north
Flour. Some thousands of barrels were sold this side of the Blue Mountain.
have seen some of
1-2.
week in N. York, at 95 50, small parcels at S5 62
the quicksilver which was obtained from a spring runGalveston. The Houston Intelligencer states that the ning from a rock, which is pronounced by judges to
be
of
an
excellent
quahly.
yellow fever has made its appearance at Galveston,
and that a number of the most distinguished citizens
Rohan potatoes.^Mr.
.Trippe, of Talbot county,
of the place have fallen victims to its ravages.
planted 25 Rohan potatoes, from which he raised 30 1-3

the

United States bank stock is quoted in
the last New York papers at 63 a 66. Sales were made
in Phikidelphia on theSth at 81.

Bank

101, Djb, in

9,

a

new

novel in press.

the prow.
At the recent agricultural
Worcester, ex-governor Lincoln, president
of the day, olfered the following sentiment, which was
replied to by the gallant captain Babbit, who was preseni as an invited guest:
"The navy of the United States: May we not be unmindful, that if seeds of wealth may successlully be
sown on ihe furrows of the earth, harvests of glory have
been garnered up from the billows of the ocean.'*

Pembroke, England, and nearly ready
She is to be called the Cyclops.

for launching.

N. B. and Boston.
The Bosion Transcript states that a splendid steam
packet, built at St. John's, N. B. and iniended to ply
between ihat city and Boston, will soon be put on the
She is called the North America, and is to be
route.
commamlcd by captain Thomas ITo\\'es, formerly of
The North America has
the Eastern steamboat line.
been built as a substantial anti perlectly firm sea boat,
every regard being paid to safety, ewn at the expense
of speed. But she will be a "fast boat,'' notwithstandShe has every accoming, her model being excellent.
modation for three or four hundred passengers, of all
classes, and her cabin arrangements are superb.

Steam packet between

Si. John's,

Temperance meeting. A great temperance meeting
hold at Boston a few days since, and resolutions

was

passed in

litvor

of the 15 gallon law.

Captain Pitiman, of the brig Retrieve, of
Teneriffe.
Baltimore, 25 days from Teneriffe, bound to Baltimore,
arrived in Hampton Roads, reports, as we learn from
the Norfolk papers, that when he left the island, there
were great rejoicings, bonfires and illuminations, on
He did not learn
account of intelligence froin Spain.
the nature of the news, but it was no doubt the departure of Don Carlos from Spain, and the prospect of a
speetly termination of the civil dissentioiis.

Two

Friends, ciiptatn
Capt. P. slates that the brig
Orleans, and formeriy the Gilbert,
Durkee, liom
of Baltimore, was seized at Santa Cruz, by the U. S.
coisul and the Spanish authorities, on suspicion of being a slaver.

New

Tolls.
The Harrisburg Keystone of the 12th ins',
stales ibc amount received on the Pennsylvania improveineiits from ihe opening of navigiilion to ihe oth
of June, 1839, and the 9ih ot June 1838, as follows:
Amouni, incluiling motive power, for 1839, $423,521 37
1838, 376,543 32
dj.
do.
Do.

The plough and

festival, at

Increase in 1839,

$48,978 05

The

condition of the Vermont banks
1839, was as lollows: Circulation $1,956,112; dcposites $209,410; funds in New York
and Bosion $583,256; loans $3,041,502.

Vermont banks.

on the 30ih September,

Yankee seamanship. The ship Jacob Perkins arrived
at Boston a day or two since from Cronstadt.
Off the
coast of Scotland, in longitude of 11 degrees, the/onPost notes continue to be bought at 12 per cent, per mast was carried aumy in a squall close to the deck.
annum, fur the tune they have to run, payable at pur Many good harbors were at hand in Scotland and IreThere is alsoa new fcaiurc. land, but captain Janvrin, with a perseverance and
in Philadelphia muncy.
Some brokers pay the notes which are mature, in U. S. promptitude which reflects the highest credit on his
bunk bills, with tell per cent, premium; that is, for a character as a shipinasier, rigged a jurymasi, aiid propost note of $10,000, piyable in New York, they give ceeded on his voyage, and arrived safe at port in duo
eleven thousand dollars U. S. bank bills.
time, without experiencing any particular inconveni[N. Y. Jour, of Com.
[Boston Journal.
ence.
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Northeastern boundary. Colonel Mudge and Mr.
respecting tiie
177 Featberstonhaugh (the British commissioners) sailnorthern, and with Texas
Cherokees disturbances amongst and with the 177 ed from Quebec on the 25th ult. on board the sloop^^^
Chronicle
They were to be landed at
of-M'ar Ringdove.
181
Cotton convention at Macon, Georgia
Rinionski, about 200 miles down the river, and
Conservative convention of N. Y. address of the 187
thence proceed into the interior, aiming for Lake
convejition
Democratic anti-Van Buren (or Harrison)
termination of the
190 Metis, which is at the northern
of Pennsylvania, address of the
Brunswick
178 boundary line between Maine and
Education, national convention on, proposed
181 where the line strikes the highlands.
York 180; Georgia
Election returns, in
177
paupers
and
Emigrants, introduction of criminals
Survey of the boundary line betweeen the United
178
Florida war, relating to the
are glad that
States and the republic of Texas.
co. 177
Important suggestion, from Baring, Brothers
this unsettled question is about to be adjusted.
184
Insects, shower of
schooner Yew Tree, chartered by Messsrs.
The
183
Law and cases in court
agents for the commissioners
177 Bryan, Austin &. Co.
National atfairs
to carry the survey into elfect, sailed yesterday for
Naval, items
1J9 the Sabine, and took out to that river col. Conway,
177
Revenue, items respecting
177 surveyor on the part of the United States, Mr. Bee,
Spain, American minister in
Slates of the union— Massachusetts, Vermont, Rhode secretary to the Texian commission, eleven attenIsland, N. York 179; Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia dants, stores, and camp equipage for the whole p.^ir180; S. Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Ten- ty.
The commmissioners have already gone on by
nessee, Kentucky, Louisiana, Ohio 181; Indiana, Illi- land.
iNew Orleans Bulletin, Oct. 22.
183
nois, Missouri 182; Iowa, Florida
The Madrid
United Slates minister in Spain.
183
Van Amburg outdone
Gazette of September publishes the address of the
made by the queen rei)3"REMiTrANCEs BY MAIL. "A postmaster may en- diplomatic corps at Madrid,
a letter to the publisher of a newspaper, gent, Christina, on occasion of the convention of

Army, items
Boundary

lines

—

—

New

New

We

&

—

m

close money
to pay tbe subscription of a third person, and trank the
Amos Kendall.
letter, if written by himself."
Some of our subscribers may not be aware thai they
may save the postage on subscription money, by repostmaster
where
they reside to frank their
questing the
letters containing sucb money, he being able to satisfy
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains nothing
[Am. Farmer.
but what refers to tlie subscription.

use strong and energetic measures; and that he wil
Very respectfully
not disgrace his profession.

*«»»««

your ob't. serv't,
Gen. Arbuckle has made a request of gov. Boggs
of the militia of this state, should he
find it necessary to call them out, in carrying into
effect the orders of the war department, to secure
the murderers of Ridge and Boudinot. The gov.
has issued orders to major general Yancey of the
7th, and major gen. Lucas of the 4th division to respond to the call of general Arbuckle, whenever
he may make it with a regiment from each of their
divisons with the proper number of officers (only)
[S/. Louis Bulletin.
attached thereto.
for a portion

Emigrants.

The

practice of importing into this

country from Europe the refuse of her population,
which was adopted some years ago by some of the
authorities of Great Britain for a while, is now renewed by some of the German states, as will be
It is a matter
letter noticed below.
which calls loudly for the inteiference of our govern-

seen by the

ment.

A letter from

the American consul at Hesse Caslearn from the Newburyport Herald,
the government of Hamburg deports
from time to time those criminals who have either
been condemned for life, or a long period. They
give them the choice either to endure their time or
emigrate, in which case the government pays their
pas.sage.
They bring steerage passengers from

sel, as

we

states that

Begara, by which the general of Don Carlos agreed
down his arms, ar.d thus terminate the civil
war. Major Eaton, our minister at Madrid was selected by the corps diplomatic to offer their feliciBremen to the United States, and find them with
tations to the queen regent upon this happy event.
for each grown perHe thus addressed her in the name of his col- good provisions at $1C a head
The consul says:
son.
leagues:
'•This price the Bremen ship owners could only
"Madam: The diplomatic corps near your maafford by always carrying a large number, to obtain
jesty, partaking of the happiness and joy felt by the
SUGGESTION.
interior of
event which has just which, they had their agents over the
Some very useful hints will su^^est themselves to Spanish nation, at the happy kingdom,
beg to pre- Germany, and induced the lower class, which live
this
noith
of
in
the
occurred
statesmen as well as capitalists, upon perusing the
in a very impoverished state, to emigrate, by makof
their
expressions
the
majesty
following suggestions wiiich are irom a source en- present to your
ing them believe that labor was so much demanded
lively satisfaction at the speedy termination of a
titled to the consideration of all.
able bodied men could
a queen and a mo- in the United States that
American stocks. The late loan made by the U. war so painful to tlie bosom of
as soon as landed two dollars a day."
earn
reconciliaand
The character ol clemency
ther.
S. bank lor about two years, and for £800,000 on
A letter from Mr. List, consul at Leipsic says:
royal indulgence has wished to
which
your
tion
Pennsylvania
and
other
states'
stock,
of
at
deposite
"Not only paupers, but even criminals are transgive to the peace that is near at hand, will, we
a price which gives ten per cent, annfial interest to
ported from the interior of this country in order to
hope, whilst it ensures the duration of that peace,
the subscribers, shews what rate of interest must be
majesty will see the be embarked there for the United States."
your
when
the
moment
hasten
paid to obtain any amount of money on the best
A Mr. De Stein, formerly an officer in the serdaughter surrounded by subAmerican securities, and serves therefore as a guide throne of your august
vice of the duke of Save Gotha, has fately made
jects inspired with an equal sentiment of love and
to capitalists here lor their purchases of state stocks.
propositions to the smaller states of Saxony, for
devotion."
We (juote the last prices of the principal securities
transporting their criminals to the United States at
To this address her majesty replied:
at which business has been done, but must add, that
has been accepted by
"The sentiments which the diplomatic corps $75 per head; which offer transport of criminals,
even at these rates, only small and occasional sales
The first
several of them.
sensibly
inoccasion,
this
on
me
to
expressed
The continued fall in their value have
are practicable.
been condemned to
have
part
greater
who
for
the
emotions which late events have
destroys speculation, whilst many years will be re- creased the happy
(among them two notorious robthe more sensible, gentlemen, to hard labor for life,
quired for real investments to absorb all that is at excited. I am
will leave Gotha on the
Albracht),
Pfeiel
and
bers
anticipaby
in
them,
We do not doubt, but that your expressions, that I find
present in our market.
and it is intended by and by to
interest which the allied powers 15th of this month,
such gradual purchases will continue, of the stocks tion a proof of the
empty all the work-houses and jails of the country
to the queen, my daughter, will take in
ol well known states which do not over issue, and friendly
There
is little doubt that several
manner.
this
In
promise to establish her
which faithfully meet their engagements to their cre- the happy events which
other slates will imitate the nefarious practice.
throne, upon the fraternal union of all Spaniards."
ditors, as the confidence in the resources of national
It has of late also become a general practice in
subsequently
invited
were
corps
diplomatic
The
honor of the United States remains undiminished in
and boroughs of Germany, to get rid of
dine with the queen regent, on which occasion the towns
this country, as well as the conviction that by such to
members, by collecting
seat at the right hand of their pauper? and vicious
investments, England employs her annual surplus of major Eaton occupied the
means
for effecting their passage to the Unitetl
the
[Globe.
capital both safely and prolitably, encourages her her majesty.
and by supplying
inhabitants,
States, among the
best customer, and biiuis more closely tiie ties of
The Cherokees. We learn from the Ozark Stan- them from the public funds.
But if dard of the 2tst, that the keeper of the military
mutual ii;terest between the two countries.
Large quantities of goods are
T!ie revenue.'
the whole scheme of internal improvements in the stores at Fayetteville, had received an order from
value of which is very
union is to be carried into effect on the vast scale, Fort Wayne, demanding a six pounder and 200 now in the public stores, the
payment of duties. The
and with the rapidity lately projected, and by the rounds cannister shot fortlie defence of the fort. We great, not entered for the
owners are cermeans of foreign capital, a more comprehensive also observe the follow ing letter to the editors of the reason of this it appears, is that (he
tain that if any attempt is made to enter them the
guarantee than that of individual slates will be re- Standard:
collector will seize tliem.
Fayetteville, Oct. 17, 1839.
quired to raise so large an amount in a short time.
By the laws of the United Slates, if any importer,
national pledge would undoubtedly collect capital
Gentlemen: The latest news we have from the
invoice, he is bound
together from all parts of Europe; but the forced Cherokee nation, was communicated a few days agent or consignee receives an
to enter the goods by it acBales of loans made separately by all the individual since by a highly respectable gentleman from Fort to swear to that fact, and
John Ross, (the cordingly. If he puts the goods higher than the
states in reckless competition, through a number of Gibson, and it is to this elfect:
channels, vender the terms more and more onerous usurper), had replied to the demand of gen. Ar- cost, he commits perjury, for he must swear to the
II he puts them at the actual cost, the
for all, lower the reputation of American credit, and buckle for the delivery of the murderers of the actual cost.
are too low! He
(as reliance is almost exclusively placed on the Ridges and Boudinol, in which he stated that the collector seizes them because they
London market) produce temporary mischief here, murderers were unknown to him and that he had cannot demand an appraisement and pay the duties
by absorbing the floating capital, diverting money no objection to their being brought to justice, and on the appraisement, for that is illegal, although
from regular business, deranging banking operations that gen. Arbuckle might, with the regular troops sometimes done on small invoices by the collector.
and producing an unnatural balance of trade against under his command, enter the Cherokee nation and Besides an appraisement will not fill the coffers of
Many of the importers
It would seem, therefore, as if most take the murders if they could be found:— 6u( if he the custom house officers.
this country.
perjure
of the states must either pause in the execution of should call to his aid any of the Ridge party or volun- say to the collector in substance, "we cannot
to lay

—

IMPORTANT

A

—

works of improvement, or some general teers, he would not answer for the consequences! This
system of combination must be adopted.
reply is considered by all as an insult offered to our
All corporation stocks are neglected, nor do we regular army, and I trust it will be so considered.
hear of any transactions in bank shares, except in What course gen. Arbuckle will take in this matthose of the United States bank.
We have the ho- ter is uidcnown; but from his known firmness and
nor to be, your obedient servants,
determination to carry out the orders of the governBARING, BROTHERS, & CO.
ment in all caaes, there is no doubt but that he will
their

Vol. VII.— Sig.
li

12.

Our invoices exhibit the actual cost.
ourselves.
are willing to pay the additional duty rather than
have trouble." But the collector refuses. He says,
"gentlemen, enter your goods, and I will do as I
please." The revenue of the United States will seriously suffer, as the seizures are at present going

We

on.

They

will stop (and have

now

stopped) almost

—
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Second j-egiment of dragoons.
the entire trade in woollen goods. The revenue of
Albert Loury, of Pennsylvania, to be 2d lieutethe UniteJ States would sutler under such a loss at
nant, 19th October, 1839.
a rate not less than three millions per annum.
[N. ¥. Express.
Fourth regiment of artillery.
Second lieutenant Thomas L. Brent, to be 1st
Amongst the many objects for which conventions lieutenant, 1st August, 1839, vice Ross resigned.
are resorted to, with a view of ejecting extensive
Fifth regiment of artillery.
good, we doubt whether there has been one of more
Spencer Norvell, of JMichigan, to be 2d lieutenant,
real utility, than the one contemplated by the meet20th October, 1839.
in'' at Frederick, of which, we register the proceedJohn C. Robinson, of New York, to be 2d lieut.
and with a
ings as being of national importance
27th October, 1839.
view to attract the attention of the friends of educaSixth regiment of infantry.
tion throughout the union to the subject.
Second lieutenant Langdon C.Easton, to be 1st
Public meeting at Frederick on national education.
At a very large and highly respectable meeting lieutenant, 2.3d July, 1839, vice Harrison resigned.
Second lieutenant Edward Johnson, to be 1st
of the citizens of Frederick city and county, convened pursuant to public notice, at the court house lieutenant, DIh Oct. 1S39, vice Griffin deceased.
Lewis A. Arm isted, of Virginia, to be 2d lieutein Frederick, on Friday eveniiig the Sth of Novem-

—

ber, inst. col.

the chair,

JAMES

M. COALE, was

William Todd,

esq.

called to

was appointed

as-

sistant chairman, and Washington Burgess, secretaUpon taking the chair, colonel Coale briefly
ry.
explained the object cf the meeting, and the secretaiy then read the address of the American lyceum
on the subject of a national convention. The hon.
William Cost Johnson thereupon offered the preamble and resolutions, which will be found below,
which he suppoited in a speech of considerable
He was followed by
lenglh and great ability.
Richard Potts and Nicholas H. Pitts, esq'rs. who
also addressed the meeting at length with much
force and eloquence, upon the important and interesting question of public instruction. At the conclusion of the addresses the question was taken and the
preamble and resolutions were unanimously adopted:
Whereas, It has been recommended by the American lyceum at its annual meeting held in the city of
IV ew York in May last, that a national convention
be held in the Hail of Independence, in the city of
Philadelphia, on the 22d of November instant, for
the purpose of discussing the various topics connected with the subject of elementary education in
And whereas, the governors of
the United States.
the several states in this union, have by a resolution
adopted at the same time, been requested to nominate or invite friends of education in their respecAnd whereas,
tive states to attend said convention.
that a convention
it is the opinion of this meeting,
such as is contemplated, will be" productive of eminent advantage to the cause of education, and to the
physical, moral and intellectual culture of the present and succeeding generations of the American
people. Therefore,
Resolved, That we highly approve of the project
of the contemplated national convention to be held
in the city of Philadelphia on the 22d inst.
Resolved, That the governor ol this state be respectfully requested to nominate delegates to attend
said convention, in contbrmily with the solicitation

nant, 10th July, 1839.

James R. Emory, of Maryland,

to

be 2d lieute-

nant, 21st October, 1839.

Edward S. Osgood, of Maine, to be 2d lieutenant,
4th October, 1839.
Edward H. Fitzgerald, of Virginia, to be 3d lieut.
26th October, 1839.
Seventh regiment of infantry.
Paul D. Giesse, of Pennsylvania, to be 2d lieut.
23d October, 1839.
James R. Scott, of Pennsylvania, to be 2d lieut.
25th October, 1839.
Eighth regiment of infantry.
Calvin Hetzell, of Pennsylvania, to be 2d lieut.
22d October, 1839.
II.

1

CASUALTIES.

Resignations.
First lieutenant Edward C. Ross, 4th artillery,
31st July, 1839.
First lieutenant Joseph P. Harrison, Cth infantry,
22d July, 1839.
Second lieutenant Milton A. Haynes.Sd artillery,
30th September, 1839.
Second lieutenant John Darling, Sth infantry,
15th August, 1839.
Second lieutenant Woodburn Potter, 7th infantry,
31st August, 1839.
Second lieutenant John B. Shepherd, 7th infantry,
17th September, 1839.
Assistant surgeon Zina Pitcher, 31st Aug. 1839.

B. Fort

New

Smyrna, Capt. J.R.Vinton, Lts. Rodney and Shover;
assis'nt surgeon

De Leon.
I.

Fori Dallas,

Capt.M. Burk,

Lieut. Sherman)
assis'nt surgeon

Baldwin.
K, Fort Lauderdale, Lt. Thompkins, Assis'nt surgeon Hughes,
6. Fort Sullivan, Capt. Garner, Surgeon McLa.
ren

E. Fort Cummings, Lieut. Brown, Assis't surgeon
Worrell.

D. Fort Davenport, Lieut. Wyse.
H. Tanipa Bay, Maj.McChntock, Lieut. Board.
Picolata,

Lieut, col.
lieut.

W.

Lieut. B. Poole.
Gates, commanding the regiment;

R. Ridgley, adjutant; head quarters,

bt.

Au-

gustine.
Lieut. Rodney, and quartermaster McCrabb, both
of the U. States army, died at St. Augustine, the
former on the Sth and the latter on the 61h inst.
Florida war. The season for active operations
having returned, and the public mind, in the army
as well as out ol it, being somewhat agitated by the
contradictory nature of the reports in circulation,
we have made enquiry that we might inform our

readers what measures were contemplated in the

approaching campaign.
Gen. Taylor, by the zealous and intelligent discharge of his duties, having given satisfaction to
the liepartment, will continue in command.
The troops now in Florida, are the third regiment of artillery, a portion of the second dragoons,
the first, second, sixth and seventh regiments of

The tiiird artillery having been much
reduced, will be sent to the north, and be relieved*
by the first artillery, which has been recruited, and
is now full. The companies of the second dragoons
that arrived at New York in the spring, being now
full also, will return to Florida, and the regiments
of infantry now there will remain.
It is intended to drive the enemy out of the settleinenls by occupying the country within and
north of a line drawn from Pilatka to the mouth of
the Withlacoochee, including Fort King, thence
along the western coast, to the Apalachicola, and
by maintaining posts as low down as the mouth of
The inhabilanls will be armthe Withlacoochee.
Deaths.
ed, and the defence of their firesides and neighBrevet captain George H. Griffin, assistant adjuborhoods confided to them, with such assistance
tant general, at Tampa, Florida, Sth October, 1839.
from the regulars as occasion may call for. The
Surgeon R. Clarke, at major Gamble's, Florida,
posts on the Atlantic coast and at Tampa Bay will
29th June, 1839.
be continued, with such others as the commanding
Assistant surgeon T. J. C. Monroe, at Fort Niageneral may iind expedient.
gara, 23d October, 1839.
Experience having mournfully proved the imSecond lieutenant Charles J. Hughes, Cth infanpracticability of forcing the Indians from their
try, at Fort Frank Brooke, Florida, 22d Aug. 1839.
and hammocks, so familiar to them but
swamps
Declined.
inacce.'sable to ns, no further attempts will at preAssistant surgeon Erastus B. Wolcoft.
of the address of the committee of the lyceum for
sent be made; leaving to lime and the gradual
Second
lieut. Thomas Hunton, 2d dragoons.
that purpose appointed.
spread of the settlements the accomplishment of
Dismissed.
Resolved, That the chairman of this meeting apan object unattainable by arms.
Second lieutenant A. W. Allen, Sth infantr}', 21st
point eight delegates to represent Frederick county
The report so extensively circulated, of conferOctober, 1839.
ences between the secretary of war and major gein said convention, and that the chaiiman and asIII. The officers promoted and appointed will re- nerals Macomb and Scott, are entirely without
sistant chairman be also membrirs of said delegation.
Resolved, That these proceedings be signed by the port according to their promotions and appoint- foundation; no such conferences have been held.
chairman and assistant chairman and attested by the ments, and join their proper stations, regiments or Equally unfounded is that of sending seven thousand
The second lieutenants troops to Florida, if all our regulars now out of Ihe
secretary, and that a copy thereof be immediately companies, without delay.
transmitted to the governor, and that they also be of dragoons and infantry, and the officers on detach
territory, were taken from their present stations, they
The
])ublished in the several newspapers of the state ed service, or acting under special orders, will re- would not amount to the number named.
port by letter to their respective colonels, and ..orlhern, northwestern and southwestern frontiers
friondiv to the proposed object
r \ a,i
g M.
IVT
r
agreeably to their special instructions.
COALE,
chairman.
are quite as much exposed, and stand as much in
By order of Alexander Macomb, major gene- need of defence, as does the territory of Florida.
Wm. Todd, assistant chairman.
ral commanding-in-chief.
Washington Surgess, secretary.
There has been no design entertained heretofore of
R. JONES, adjutant general.
sending the eighth infantry into Florida, its preIn pursuance of the third resolution the chairman
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE.
sence being considered essential to the maintehas appointed the following gentlemen to represent
nance of neutrality on the borders of Canada. The
Frederick county in the said convention, to wit:
Corps of engineers.
Kichard
esq,
Johnson,
Potts,
Cost
will be stationed between CleveWilliam
Hon.
Leave of absence for three months to lieut. W.H. fourth artillery
land, Ohio and Foit Gratiot; and the second .irtilhon. Outerbridge Horsey, colonel John H. McEl- Wright.
will be divided between Fort Niagara and
kry
fresh, Edward Shriver, esq. colonel Noah Philips,
Topographical engineers.
major SirPralby James and Robert Annan, esq.
Major J. D. Graham appointed to accompany the Bull'alo.
vessels
It is believed that some additional small
ABMV OFFICIAL.
commissioners to determine the boundary line bepurchased, and sent to the coast of
General order. No. 56.
tween the United States and Texas, and to conduct will be built or
Florida, to prevent depredations by the Indians
Jicad quarters of Ihe army, adjutant general's office, the astronomical observations.
vessels and their crews.
Washington, Nov. 1, WM.
Capt. G. W. Hughes, ordered to Tennessee, in upon wrecked
Connected with the foregoing remarks, a retrothe army of charge of the improvement of the Cumberland river.
1. Promotions and appointments in
spect of recent events in Florida will not be inapthe publication of "genesince
First
Lee,
States,
lieut.
T.
assistant
J.
to
major
Graham.
United
the
During the last session of congress an
propriate.
of July 3d, 1839.
First lieut. A. A. Humphreys, on duiy in bureau
ral orders," No 38,
appropriation of .f 5,000 was made "lor Ihe purpose
General staff.
at Washington.
of holding a treaty with the Seminole Indians." In
infantry,
Bliss,
4th
to
S.
W.
W.
First
lieut.
J. E. Blake, assistant to captain WilFirst lieutenant
virtue of this appropriation general Macomb was
be assistant adjutant general, with the brevet rani; liams.
and being the general-in-chiel ol
October, 1839.
Brevet second lieut. George Thorn, assistant to sent to Florida;
of captain of cavalry, 26th
the army, it was thought that his rank would have
surgeon
surgeon,
to
the
captain Canfield.
Adam McLaren, assistant
inlluence with the Indians than a
and
weight
Names of posts garrisoned by Ihe third regiment moiK
30th June, 1839, vice Clarke deceased.
James Simons, of South Carolina, to he assistant of artillery, now serving in Florida, with a list of
remarks were prepared for the Chronicle of
•These
the officers present:
surgeon, Uth July, 1839.
October 24; but since they were wriuen, infornialioii
lo
First regiment of dragoons.
Comp'y.
Post.
Commanders.
Officers.
has been received which renders il ine.\ped;ciit
Second lieutenant Philip Kearney, to be 1st lieu- A. & F. Fort Pierce, Major Childs, Us. Mock, Step- withdraw the Isi oriillcry at present from the Canada
Bowman, deceased.
toe, and Taylor; frontier. The third will therefore remain in I'lniidn.
tenant, 22d July, 1839, vice
nssis'nt surgeon until the c^igencies of the service at other points will
James A. Carleton, of Maine, to be 2d lieutenant,
Conrad.
allow of its being relieved.
18th October, 1839.
•'

JAMES
r.--

infantry.
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civilian could

have. Gen. M. held conferences
with some of the chiefs, and finally entered into an
agnement (there was no written treuli/) with Chitto
1 ustenuggee, the acknowledged successor of Arpi-ucki, or Sam Jones; (the latter, it is understood,
has never held or exercised any militarv command,
but stands in the light of a counsello'r among his
tribe).
One of the stipulations of this agreement
was the establishment of a trading post near the
mouth of Synabe river. The mission of col
Harney, to carry into effect this stipulation, the
surprise of his party, the massacie of
a portion and
the escape of the rest, are familiar
to all.
Sam
Jones and his tribe were at the time in the vicinity
of Fort Lauderdale, distant about 100 miles,
and
have not only denied all participation in or knowledge ol the massacre, but up to the latest
arlvices
continue to manifest a neutral disposition and
an
intention to abide by the agreement made
with een.

Macomb.

The approaching campaign then will partake
more of a defensive than offensive character, as it

Portland, Maine, on the 1st inst. from
Halifax.
Umfecl States schooner Otsego, left Key
West,

,

,

22J

ult. for

Tampa.

at

The
about

Navij orders~Ocl. 22. Passed
midshipman, C.
Hunter, receiving vessel, Philadelphia.

.
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lEvenitig Star, October 21.
Notwithstanding what has been said in regard to
this ship, it is impossible to read the
above e.xiract,
when in possession of the facts below, and retain
any tolerable degree of good humor.
have in
our possession a letter which presents a
different aspect to the case: and some of its prominent
features
we think proper to lay before the public.
The purser of the Ohio was obliged to burn several candles at a time in his room
on the orlop-deck
111 the discharge of his duly, which
occupied nearly
all his time.
The consequence was that Ids candles
consumed that part of the air which was indispensa-

We

will be confined to driving the Indians
from the
settled portions of Florida, where they
have committed depredations almost without check.
It having been found impossible to force
the Indians
from their fastnesses, any further attempt to
effect bfe
to respiration, and his health was
that object would only be attended
seriously imwith a needless paired.
On a representation of his ease by the sursacrihce of life and money.
geon to the caplain, he was accommodated
elsel^rmy and Navij C/iron.
where. Not long after this, all the ward room
offiNAVAL.
cers, with one exception, joined
The United States schooner
in a letter to the

Grampus, arrived

I

16,

ing the rough materials supplied to the service
by
the daily entries of green men and boys—
and fitting
them, by a firm yet moderate discipline, for the discharge of their duty in the ships to which, when
thus
qualified, they are transferred.
Indeed, the slilp
and her equipments, the training of the men and
the education of the boys, the care of the sick,
and
the whole system puisued, might serve as
a model
worthy the imitation of all the naval powers of the
"O'-M.
[N. Y. Commercial.
V. S. ship Ohio, commodore Hull. ^-c.
"A letter
from the commodore, dated Smyrna, August
13lh,
says the officers ami crew were in good liealth."

commodore

m

cating, and

requested

ment.

stating that their qiiarlers were suffoto have a different arrange-

The commodore was

listen to their request,

graciously pleased

and they were

all,

to

with the

exception of the fleet surgeon, transferred to
the two
Oct. 23.
Passed midshipmen, M. Lewis, W. S. upper gun-decks, and Ihe surgeon yet remains upon
the orlop.
The opinion which he expressed to the
Drayton, J. S. Biddle, C. R. P. Kodgers,
schooner
ilirt.
Lieutenants, C. Green and J. C. Bispham, commodore and to the secretary of the navy, before
the ship left our port, is now fully confirmed.
receiving ship North Carolina.
The

,

,

.
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VERMONT.
In

the Vermont legislature a series of
resolutions
on the subject of banks, has
been adopted in tlie
"^*'
lov"'s-

*^"^°''"'^ resolutions reads as

fol-

"That in all future bank charters, the
stockholders shall De required to
pay in one-half of Iheir
capital stock in gold and silver
before they go into
operation; and shall not, either
directly or indirecty, withdraw any portion of the same, or any
portion ot the capital stock
afterward paid in "
Adopted, 192

to 10.

KHODE ISLAND.
fsembly Of Rhode
p,,Tn«?"^"'
^^
in

Kk

^""

ston

NEW

Island adjourn-

" '"''""

°''

^

"''^^'^

YORK.

Incendiarism
The fire commissioners of New
Yofk declare that 12 out of the 17 fires
in that city
in tJctober, were, in their
opinion, the work of incendiaries, and that many of the
stores burnt were
probably entered through Ihe
scuttle

Bankanswers. To the circular of the
merchants
of New York to the banks of
that city, asking for
an enlargement of their discounts,
tiie following
°
answers, in substance, were given.

Bank of New York.
tend

Its

capital

This

institution will

discounts from 5 to 7* per
cent, on
the other banks will do the
same-

If

^^

"anks^do ?o

Phcenixbank

"°"^*'

*' P""'' "'

exits

and

^" ""^ ""!«•

Their

discounts now exceed their
receipts; they desire to increase
their discounts as
soon as they can see it safe so
to do; and will co!
operate with the other banks in
receiving
° safetv
•'
fund money at par.
Bank of the state of New York. This
bank, as a
matter of delicacy, musl follow,
(not lead), the
other banks in relation to safety
fund money. It
will extend Its discounts as
far as possible con-

letter communicating these facts is
dated August
Minor, bris
" 13th, the same day on which the commodore's
is
'^' ^""^ """ '=°»"""a''"
«' specie
dated. But this is not the first instance
a menT
that an erroneous impression has been made upon the
'Union bank—WM not consent
public
to take the safefv
mind by the two superior officers of the Ohio. The fund money at par. Wishes
to extend its disofficers might have been well when the
commodore counts pro rata with other banks
^. C Bowers, F. B. Renshaw, R. L. Tilghman, J
wrote; but the inference is plain as to
Merchants' bank~Vf[\l not take
Smith Patterson and F.E.Baker, receiving
what meansafety fund moship
'^
ing
he
designed should be given to his statement— ney at par; will increase its
Columbus.
discounts 5 per cent
to wit: that the orlop deck arrangement
Oct. 26.
Surgeon, I. Brinckerhoff, receiving ship
was work- on Its capital If (he other banks will do so; w i
ing well— that the officers suliered nothing
afford
all possible relief to the
North Carolina.
from the
merchants, cons slent
Oct. 29.
Passed midshipman, C. F. Mcintosh confinement in their cells— %vhen, in lact, it was do- with Its duty to redeem all its liabilities in specie
ing the worst that had been predicted.
Mechamcs' 6„„/c- Feels great sympathy
receiving ship Norfolk.
for the
We
hope
merchants,
the
secretary of the navy has been made
but does not undertake to do
Marine corps. Brevet lieutenant colonel C. R,
any
thing
"""5
•'
Broom, was lately tried by a cor.rt martial at the acquainted w ith oH the [ixcts— our stoiy is not more definite for them.
than half told.
Manhattan bank~mn do all they can to
navy yard, Brooklyn, New York, upon a charge
[iV. Y. Express.
give
and
relief,
consistent with engagements to the
specifications preferred by his commanding
Forests for our navy.
It appears, by a report of
public to
officer
and found guilty.
The court sentenced him to be' the commissioners of the land revenue in Great Bri- maintain specie payments.
North
American
Trust
suspended from duty for three years, to be mulcted tain, that a 74 gun ship contains about 2,000 tons, or
and Banking company—
Sympathise considerably; agree to do all
in half his pay, and not to be allowed
they can
to wear any 3,000 loads of timber, which would require 2,000
but promise nothing definite.
part of the uniform of the marine corps
during the trees of 75 years growth. It has also been calculat
National
bank—WM go as far as they can withperiod of his suspension. The sentence
was ap- ed that, as not more than 40 oaks, containing a load out stopping
specie payments. The line of
proved on the 25th October,
and a half of timber in each, can stand upon an
their
discounts is up to the limit of the law.
acre, 50 acres are required to produce the oaks
[Army and Navy Chron.
Must conne,
T,,
sult the other banks about taking
Ihe Army and Navy Chronicle says that a gene- cessary for every 74 gun ship!
safety fund moral court martial hold at the navy
This
an
is
estimate
of
some
importance to other
yard. New York
Bank of America— T)o all they can, but
of which commodore C. G. Rid'gely was
We believe that continue
must
president' countries besides Great Britain.
to pay specie.
lieutenant A. C. Maury, of the navy, was
this government has set apart large tracts of
Safety fund money thev
land in
tried on
"
can t touch at present.
charges and specifications preferred against
Florida, covered with valuable live oak timber, to
him by
be
American
Exchange banlc-WM extend ten per
his commanding officer, commander B. Pago,
reserved especially for the use of the navy. 'I'his
jr.
Tlie following is an extract from the sent'enc'e
is well
especially if the timber is properly looked cent, on Its capital; receive safety fund notes, and
of
do any thing the others dare do.
the court: "The court, after mature
deliberation, after, and is not felled by squatters, or stolen for
Bank of United Slates in New Kor/r—
hnd the accused, lieutenant A. C. Maury, not
Had no
guilty other purposes, which we think is not unlikely to be
l)nard of directors; but the cashier
of the charges exiiibited against him by
the case.
thinks they will
commander
B.Page, and they do, therefore, koriyrablii Rcqail
But the white oak timber of New England is also do all they can to give relief.
Leather Manafaclurcrs' Aan/c— Will do
^
llim."
in demand for naval purposes
and it is well known
anv thino°
U. S. ship of the line, the North Carolina. A gen- that this kind of timber, so valuable, indeed so in- the other banks generally do.
Dry Dock bank— No quorum; but the cashier
tleman from England, who has a very intimate dispensable in ship building, is becoming more scarce
knowledge of naval affairs, and lias seen the finest every day, and in a few years, unless some precau- thinks t.icy will do as much as they can, if the others
do the same.
ships in the British, French and Russian navies,
paid tionary measures are taken, will not be procured at
City 4«hA— Willing to relieve, but
a visit on Sunilay last to the United States ship
any price. The government should purchase withmust pay all
of
Ihe line, the North Carolina, now lying in our
out
delay, some good tracts of land, situated at a Its obligations in specie; can't take safety fund
har'
money.
bor, and after examining the ship in every
convenient distance from the navy yards of New
part, reMerchants' Exchange ianfc— Will do all
mained to be present at the muster of the men England, and plant them with oak, locust and other
it can
and boys and at the morning service of prayers by forest trees which are suitable to be used in naval consistent with its obligations to pay specie Can't
the ship's chaplain.
We have reason to know that architecture. The expense of this undertaking say any thing yet about safety fund money.
he expressed his high admiration of this noble ship wouhl be inconsiderable, but the benefits which
North River bank— ViWl extend its line
of disand her equipments, and that he considered her su- would arise from it would be incalculable, and are counts five to ten per cent, on its capital,
if others
do so; thinks it would be safe so to do; will
too obvious to need pointing out.
perior to any line of battle ship of the same class
in
do what
any of the navies of Europe: while he thought the
Look at the white oak parks of Old England, the others do generally about safety fund money
system of training for the men and boys, pursued by which have furnished her with wooden walls for
Commercial «an/c— Will co-operate with
other
banks; but thinks the small banks
caplain Gallaglier, and so ably sustained by his
centuries.
IBoston Mer. Jour.
ofmust do what
the large ones direct.
ficers, to he the best ever yet adopted in any
counSTATES OF
try, for the making able and obedient seamen,
UNION.
£a7i/io/a)m7n(?rc(;— Its directors lived a Ion"
and
way
fitting them for that union of courage, skill and
off, but when they could be got
MASSACHUSETTS.
sutogether, it would
bordination, which constitutes the great perfection
The eastern papers announce the death of the give such an answer as they thought was best.
of a man-of-war's crew.
Captain (Jallagher, unit- hon. T/ieodore Sedgwick, the administration
The Fulton, Seventh Ward, Butchers' and Drocandiing m himsell the example of a thorough bred sea- date for heut.
governor of Massachusetts. He had vers' banks, and Mechanics' Banking
association '
man and gentlemanly officer, and having great de- been making apolitical address
at Pitlsfield, and at were not prepared to give an answer.
cision of character, joined to mildness of manner, the
close was stricken with apoplexy and died in a
New York election. The state election of New
appears to be peculiarly adapted to the task of train-| few hours.
York for the 128 members of the house of
assem-

Oct. 24.

,

Consort.

,

Assistant surgeon, J.

M.

Oct. 25.
Passed midshipmen, C. E. L. Griffin
and C. C. Barton, and midshipman, J.
D. Morrison
receiving ship North Cdioiina. Passed
midshipmen
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ami for 10 members of the senate, took place
week.
For seuators, the following is said to be the re-

biy,
last

sult:

Whig.

District.

.Administration.

M. Tompkins.
John Hunter.
Erastus Root.
Friend Humphrey.
Mitchell Sandford.
J. F. Hopkins.

Sumner Ely— 3.

8

M. Dickenson.
M. H. Sibley.
Ab. Dixon— 7.

This

result

G
7

changes the

political

complexion of

that body, which has heretofore had a majority for
the administration. There will now be a majority
o( 6 whigs in the senate.
For the house of assembly, the following is said
attach tlie state of parties in
to be the result.

We

the last house for the purpose of comparison.
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GEOBGIA.

them \Vere they to pursue any other coufse^hende
think them over-timid.
their great caution.
However hard the limes are, our merchants are

jlugtisla.—The health of this city does not imlever
prove rapidly. There were four deaths by
though
during
the week ending on the 7th inst. and
however
and
solvent— much more so than in 1^37;
cautioned
are
absentees
the em- few new Cases occur,
great the sacrifices they must make under
against returning until a frost shall have occurred.
barrassed state of exchanges, they will meet their
Georeia election.
engagements.
1837.
1839.
The river Is very low yet, although we have had
to
hindrance
the
to
addition
a moderate rain. In
(Mm.)
(VV.)
(Mm.)
{W.)
navigation from the fall drought we have had, the
Dougherty. McDonald. Gilmer. Schley
streams throughout the country are so low as to
delay
will
prevent the mills from grinding; which
the arrivals of country flour considerably, of Which
the stock is very low.
Two thousand five hundred dollars of James river
scrip were sold yesterday at the merchants' coffee
bouse for $87 on the $100, and $1,000 for $S6 50.
The banks here are not drawing on New York, and
drafts on this city are selling at 12 per cent, premium. The brokers give 8 per cent, for specie
We again decline inserting our table of exchange
as there are no settled rates.
The retail trade is generally embariassed for the
want of small change the banks having been compelled to refuse the supply of silver it was at first
thought they would be able to give out. The supply so afforded having been withdrawn from circulation immediately for the purpose of traffic, as we

We

We

bring, under such
the costs of suit."

During the month of October, the deaths
Mobile were 120; in September they were 389;
and in August 139— making an aggregate of 639
for the three months, or about seven deaths daily!
Mobile.

MISSISSIPPI.
late New Orleans paper
Mississippi banks.
gives the following extract of a letter from a gentleman who was at Jackson (Mississippi) when the
news of the suspension of specie payments at Philadelphia and New Orleans arrived at that place.
Union pays silver, and has published a card officially stating that she will continue to pay specie
lor all her bills due, and gives this information for
the public good; so she stands high. I think none

SOUTH CABOLIXA.
Charleston Courier of the 26lh ult. saysunjust complaints are made aoainst the
Charleston bank for its firmness in fulfilling its oba course in which the state
ligations to the public
will sustain it. It is urged that the course of the
Charleston bank ties tlie hands of the suspended
banks that they cannot discount, because if they
did, the power exercised over them by the Charles,
ton bank would place them in the same state as if
they had not suspended in other words that, as
the Bank of the State and the Charleston bank will
not suspend, the others can do nothing to relieve
the merchants, whether they resume or continue
suspended. Why then do they not resume? They
cannot expect to be excused in violating their first
duty to the public, which is the redemption of their
if the relief of the community, their avowed
bills
object, was a mere pretext. The Charleston bank
is not bound to do any thing to embarrass itself in
fulfilling its first and highest duty, of being true to
On accepting
its charter and redeeming its paper.
its charter it bound itself to its present course.
The accommodation of its customers, by lending
them money, and profiling by the loans, is a priviShall we
lege granted it, not a duty assigned it.
urge it to exercise its privilege by violating its duty
and trampling on the express condition on which
Surely not.
it obtained the privilege?
This is a truth too apt to be overlooked by those
who want accommodation from the banks, "as who
of us does not;" but it is truth nevertheless, and we
are altogether wrong when we think that the first
duty of hanks is to lend money.

The

—

—

By the latest New Orleans dates, we
Health.
place in the
learn that no improvement had taken
On the 28th ult.
sanitary condition of Natchez.
One of the deceased,
there were 5 interments.
named T. Warren White, had written a notice of
as was
his own death, a fortnight before it occurred,
was
indicated by a note found about his person. It
reported that the yellow fever had broken out at
Vicksburg, and that several cases of black vomit

—

had occurred.

TENNESSEE.
is
following according to the Southern Sun,
a2?«g«/e of the votes given in the seelection:
eral congressional districts at the late

The

the official
Districls.

A retailer, who must pay for a license to sell,
would be thought mad were he to refuse to pay for
his license on the ground that he wants the money
The city certo increase his stock of vendibles.
tainly would not allow him to go on selling and

—

the cases are precisely parallel.
road. This road
appears to be doing a very fair business in the
transportation of freight. One day last week a
train of 34 cars conveyed to Charleston a load of
500 bales of cotton, and for some weeks past the
quantity transported on it has been from 1,500 to
2,000 bales per week. On Friday last 600 bales
rail

it was found necessary to
preparations for the conveyance of a greater
before been offered.

were brought down, and

The

Administration gain,
vote in the above counties

was

in 1837.

amount of cotton than had

route of travel between Charleston and
way of Brunswick and TallahasThe details
see, is shortly to go into operation.
are thus stated: From New Orleans to St. Josephs,
by steam boats, is 300 miles; from St. Josephs to
St. Marks is S5 miles; from St. Marks to Tallahassee by rail road is 21 miles, from Tallahassee to
Brunswick by stages is 210 miles, and from Brunswick to Charleston by steamboat 150 miles. Thus
between New Orleans and Charleston there are 535
miles by steamboat, which maybe run in 53 hours;
210 miles by stages, which can be passed over
easily in 35 hours; and 20 miles of rail road, say in
two hours, or 90 hours only between New Orleans
and Charleston. From Charleston travellers now
pass to Baltfmorc in 58 hours; and from the latter
place to New York in 13 hours; or ordy 6 days and
17 hours from New Orleans to New Yotk.

Perhaps you may
suspend in Mississippi.
I think Natchez will follow
I am crazy.
Union, and all others will follow Union and Natchez.
t send you .$4,000 in specie.
The ordinary
Luxmiance of the Yazoo soil.
height of cotton on the Yazoo prairies, is six feet.
An
a stalk.
It is common to see thirty pods on
average crop is from one bale and a halt to two
As many as three bales have been
bales an acre.
Other plants grow with a
raised on a single acre.

will

height,
like luxuriance. Corn grows to a prodigious
yielding a double abundance. The Yazoo Union
neighborhood,
that
in
raised
potato,
boasts of a sweet
12
that measured IS inches in circumlerence,and
productions
inches in length. All of the vegetable
Bultelin.
O.
[N.
are on the mammoth order.

—

The new

Orleans by

A

think

Most

New

to cover

at

We

make

terms— possibly enough

ALABAMA.

suppose as the banks decline issupredicted.
ing small notes, we shall have t* await patiently
the meeting of the legislature, which indeed will
take place in a short time.

Hamburg

The Recorder

be (adds the editor) for the property of every debhamtor in Georgia to be forced under the sheriff's
mer (as by such a demand it would be) to be sold
should like to
for specie, to pay their debts!
know what the whole property of the state would

—

Charleston and

181

ridicules the idea of such orders being heeded, and says "that were a Georgia
creditor to attempt to enforce specie payment from
those in his debt in Georgia, he would be either
laufhed at or universally anathematized from one
What a sight it would
end'of the state to the other.
notes.

it

1,790
is

6,292 less than

legislature convened at MilledgeRobert
ville on the 4th inst. at 10 o'clock, A. M.
M. Echols, esq. of the county of Walton, was elected ^resident of the senate, without opposition, and
David J. Bailey, esq. of the county of Butts, secre-

The Georgia

tary, without opposition.
In the house ol representatives, Joseph

Day, esq.

of Jones county, was elected speaker, without opposition, and Joseph Sturgis, esq. of Muscogee,

The vote was as follows:
clerk.
Sturgis, (administration)

H"

84
La Taste, (whig)
The officers in both branches are administration.
The Milledgcville Recorder states that orders have
been received by the banks of that place from Ne
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1S2
make

a bushel of salt of fiily poumls. The water
rises sponlaneouslv to the surlace, and flows at the
rate of 4,000 to 5,000 gallons per day.
Tills new
well is in the vicinity of that owned and worked by
Alessrs. Ewlng and Vinton for some years past.

Table of the towns and villages on the national
road from Wheeling, in Virginia, to Cohimbus, Ohio,
with their relative distances Irom each other, general distance from Wheeling, and individual population.

From

Wheeling, Population.

Brideport, Clermont county,
St. Claibsville, do. do.
Morristown,
do.
do.

10
9

Fairview, Guernsey county,

11

Middletown,
Washington,

2
6
9
10

Cambridge,

New

Concord,

Norwich,

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

Muskimgum,

1

ilo.
do.
Etna,
Keynoldsburgh, Franklin do.

2
13
14
13
2
7
7

Columbus,

11

Zanesville,

do.
do.

Brownsville, Licking county,

Hebron,
Luray,

do.

do.

do.

do.
do.

do.

1

22,600
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appears to have
ing and circulating these notes
combeen admitted. The object of the rail road
ascerpany, through their agent, appears to be to
of the United
tain the constitutionality of the law
small notes
States prohibiting the circulation of
h'ave
Columbia, which law passed
ot the within the District of
due to the worth and distinguished services
The notes
congress.
of
session
last
the
during
ot
deceased.
passed by the agent were issued by the banks
( From tli£ same paper of Od.2'M.)
Delaware.
Fmeral of the hon. J. M. White. The body of
grave yesBanking associations. The Mobile Journal
the lamented White was lollowed to the
court
await the rise.
our citizens.— states that it has been decided in the circuit
appeared active dur- terday evening by a large number of
Business upon the levee has
First of that state, at the late term held in Bibb county,
the
honors,
masonic
with
buried
was
There has been considerable He
Estate banks, and other unchartered
Real
Inff the past week.
the
that
an.l numerous small Presbyterian grave yard.
freieht received from below,
banking associations, that sprung up so abundantly
exchange concannot lawfully
shipments made up stream. Eastern
in Alabama a year or two ago,
CASES IN COURT.
banks selling only lor
they
(inurs high and scarce. The
maintain suit on the notes and bills which
most of those wishU. S. district court. Before judge Belts.
snccie amounts to a denial to
have discounted or purchased. Suit was brought
lacecotton
of
case
one
vs.
the
States
into
trade
United
The
the whole
several bills so held, for
of
amount
in" to buy, and throws
the
recover
to
suit
a
was
This
are thus enabled to charge Hall, Brothers &. Co. claimants.
and banking
halids of the brokers, who
worth the benefit of the Selina "Real Estate
for the forfeiture of one case cotton lace,
[St. iauw Rep. 7th Oct.
What they please.
company," and the plea was interposed that the
these about £400, which had been imported by the
law
to do banking
by
Missouriand Iowa. The dispute between
unauthorised
was
company
some misunder- claimants in 1829, and was entered at the custom
Judge
'powers seems to have arisen from
business, and therefore incompetent to sue.
time that parties house in June last, to obtain the benefit of drawwasstanding about a term-not the first
Shortrid^e sustained the plea, and the verdict
The northern boun- back.
carbeen
ha?
case
The
defendants.
have quarrelled over a word.
the
for
the taken
of the Des
It was seized by the collector, not being in
cf excepdaryofiVIissouri runs along the rapids
ried up to the supreme court on a bill
entered.
originally
been
had
it
there
which
But
in
package
sides.
Moines-this is admilted on both
tions to the charge of the court.
Moines river and also in the The section of the law under which this suit was
are rapids ill the Des
of the Des Moines, prosecuted says, that if any goods entered for drawA singular case. On Friday afternoon last,
Mississippi just below the mouth
Mary
or
quantity
in
disagree
to
found
he
be
name. Hence
back shall
before alderman Johnson of Soulhwark, Mrs.
and both are called by the same
the quality with the package in which they were oriTees was charged, on the oath ol John C. Benchhigher rapids
the
claims
Missouri
difficulty—
been
Sept. last, felohas
of
derangement
7th
the
such
except
on
farther
imported,
having,
o-inally
looks
with
Iowa
key,
Des Moines as the true limit—
caused by unavoidable accident or damage, Stc. neously taken and carried away a bond and mortmark.
south and insists upon the lower
goods shall be for- gage, with the intent of defrauding said complainregretted that force should be re- such goods, or the value of such
It is much to be
The circumstances of
which
feited; such forfeiture however not to be incurred ant of five thousand dollars.
settle a matter
sorted to bv either party to
and which if it is proved to the satisfaction of the collector, the case, in evidence, were, that the defendant,
ne'^otiation might easily aecommodate,
residing in Kensington,
is tried, that such diswoman,
case
where
the
Alter
married
court
last.
the
or
is
a
at
who
means
such
must be deierraincd by
and had become acquainted with Benchkey at a forhostile sentiments aTeement happened by mistake or accident,
stirrin" up bad passions, and fixing
of considearbitration not with an intention to defraud the revenue.
tune teller's, and finding he was a man
mutuaTly in the minds of the disputants,
frequently visited
States,
it was now
United
of
the
part
thing
the
them—
On
rable property in Southwark,
a
must come in to decide between
evidence that when the goods were sent him, and succeeded so far in ingratiating herself
which could be done now as well as some months shown in
we have to the public store with an export entry, for exami- with him, that on her representations and offer to
hence. With the merits of the question
persons
other wrong natio.i, the mark on the case was fresh and almost obtain for him .fo.OOO on mortgage, from
nothing to do. If one is right and the
caused a bond and mortgage to
containing the marks was made
_or if both are wrong, which is the more likely wet, and the figure which had been erased. On in Kensington, he amount, which he placed in her
figure
that
old
inan
for
to
over
commissioners
drawn
be
supposition, the appointinentof
at
might soon perceiving this the inspector refused to pass the hands; but she failed in procuring the money
spect the groiiud and to consult papers,
writings to him, after
drawback.
that time, and returned the
remove all feelings of jealousy and prevent farther goods for a
days.
passseveral
against
objection
possession
of
the
informed
her
in
will
being
them
On
haviii"
misunderstandings. We live in an age which
Mr^B. in the meanwliile being sick and confined
measures when other ing the goods, the claimants, within one hour after,
fiardly sympathise with hostile
cases which originally contained the goods, to his room, was, under the specious guise of friendmeans of deciding controversies are at hand. Figlit- sent the
goods
who, it is said
the
that
requested
and
house,
who to the custom
ship, frequently visited by the lady,
in* for its own sake may be left to the beasts
abstract the saut
Glory is not to be might be put into it— but the collector refused to on the last visit took occasion to
ha"ve not "discourse of reason."
the bureau in his room,
from
goods.
the
mortgage
seized
sensible
so
and
and
and
do
bond
heads;
of
gained now by the breaking
On the part of the claimants it was shown that which she entered while he was sleeping. She
people are willing to acknowledge that if discretion
Mr. B. who
best the goods proved unsaleable in this market, and was watched by the housekeeper ot
be not the better part of valour, it is valour's
take
ordered their custom house clerk to pack them states that she saw her, through the keyhole,
they
guide.
On finding his loss, Mr.
for exportation, and jiut them in the original case out papers of some kind.
lOWA.
clerk could not find the B altempted to get her to restore the papers, which
The
found.
be
could
Gazette,
it
Iowa
if
to
the
According
Iowa marble.
given for
case, and put the goods in another, and she refused to do, alleging that she had
marble of a jet black color, fine grained, and suscep- original
face; which
discovered on the made the marks on it correspond with the marks on them the consideration named on their
tible of a biilliant polish, has been
to the custom assertion, by the way, she again made in her desent
it
and
package,
is
orignal
which
quarry,
the
same
In the
river Des Moines.
making search in
and others of a house. °On the objection being made at the custom fence before the magistrate. On
large, are found masses ol a brown
another search was made for the case which the recorder's office, to his great consternation, Mr.
purple color. It is abundant and easily extracted house,
been duly rehad
mortgage
it was found
goods
and
and
the
bond
contained
the
marble
originally
found
B.
In oilier parts of the stale
jroin the quarry.
to bedetraudquality and sent up as already stated to the custom house. corded, and that he was in a fair way
of various and beautiful colors and excellent
He lorthvvith
that the fact of disagreement cd in a legal way out of #5,000.
charged,
court
The
has been discovered.
charging her
magistrate,
goods
the
which
the
in
package
to
original
complaint
made a
Fire at Chicngo. All extra from the office ol the between the
and the one in which the goods, with larceny, and on a hearing ol all the evidence,
Chicago Democrat, dated Sunday, October ISth, were imjiorted
case has already
The
The
admitted.
trial.
was
house,
for
custom
committed
the
to
the
sent
out
in
were
was
broke
she
afire
states that on that morning
be tried
could only question therefore, for the jury to decide, was, been returned to court, and will probably
store of Brown h Hatch.and before the flames
i^- S- G«=f«fhad the claimants brought themselves within the this week.
be arrested, nineteen buildings were destroyed.
goods
their
exempted
which
law
of
the
Smith
&
provision
as
The siifl'erers are W. H. Taylor, J. A.
Can citizens residing abroad be sued
from the evidence adduced,
If,
forleitute.
the U. S. circuit
Co. S. W. Goss, Eddy &. Co. Ayres &, Hiff, A. G. from
aliens' At the October term of
satisfied that the apparent irregularidisposed ol a case of
Leary, Henry Brown, H. L. Rucker, and J. N. Ba- the jury were
court at Boston, judge Story
ought
in
they
accident,
or
mistake
mercantile community,
J. Johnston, Kendall, Vail &. Co. ty arose from
lestier' lawyers.
very great interest to the
find for the claimants, but if the jury
duties and
O. H. Thompson, T. Whitlock, U. G. Wells, Tre- such case to
a novel question respecting the
must find tor the United involving
merchants residing abroad.
monthouse, Dr. E. Kimberly, C. FoUansbee, Stan- thought otherwise, they
liabilities of American
George Wildes
ton & Black, W. Osbourne, A. FoUansbee, Spring
bill in equity brought by
a
was
It
leaving their seats, gave a
against Theodore
& Goodrich, S. Sawyer. The origin of the fire is The jury, without
and others, merchants of London,
claimants.
Boston, and Wilunknown, but is attributed to incendiaries. Most verdict for the
D. Parker, an insolvent debtor, of
For the claimants, Mr. Lord, for the U. S. Mr.
all or in part.
esq. his assignee.
of the property destroyed is insured in
Deho'n,
liam
^Journal of Commerce.
jjutier.
FLOKIDA.
tormeriy obtained a judgIt seems that Parker
Pensacola. At length this town, proverbially
Deadly weapons. The law against carrying ment in this court against the plaintiffs, describing
healthy from its first settlement 200 years ago, has deadly weapons is very severe in the island of Cuba, them as aliens, whereas in point of fact one ol the
Some short plantitis Mr. Thomas Searle. is a native of Massayielded to this infection constantly brought into it and is enforced with great strictness.
intercourse with the
but has never
for two months past by free
time a^o two American sailors went on shore at chusetts' who resides in London,
neighboring cities of New Orleans and Mobile and Havana, having about them the ordinary jack- been naturalized in England. The defendants in
by the French vesselsof war from Havanaaiid Vera knives worn by seamen; and were immediately ar- this suit pleaded to the jurisdiction of the court on
Cruz. On the 'Jth October, we have suddenly re- rested and sentenced to imprisonment and hard la- the ground that Searie was not an alien, but was a
abroad, was to
ported to us Ihirtij cases, with some deaths.
bor for six years. They are said to be still in con- citizen of the United Slates residing
but was a citizen of
The death of such a man as Joseph M. White, finement.
be considered so far an alien,
was whether
then,
The St. Louis Republiquestion,
The
is theme for public grief.
Small notes. The National Intelligencer Massachusetts.
can of the 2 1st October says:
of the United States residing abroad, was
the agent of the Baltimore and Ohio a citizen
The hon. Josepli M. White, long and extensively states, that Washinglon, was chargeil before jus- to be considered so far an alien that he can sue and
known as one of "the most distinguished politicians rail load in
sued in the courts of the United States.
Coote with having passed and circulated with- be
and ablest jurists of his day, departed this life, at the tice
The case was argued at chambers by I vers J.
county of Washington, in the District of CoDehon for delenresidence of his brother, Dr. White, in this city, on in the
for the plaintiffs, and by
Austin
lumbia, certain notes or' bank bills of a less denoSaturday last, about one o'clock, P. M. The dethan five dollars. The agent entered into
ceased arrived here about two or three weeks ago, mination
Story said he considered the question of
Judce
the
answer
to
appearance
recognizance for his
was well known that
accompanied by his lady. Shortly after his arrival a
court for very great importance, as it
has ter- charge^at the next term of the criminal
residents in
lie was seized with congestive fever, which
of our citizens were actually
county. The Intelligencer states further, thousands
minated ill the loss, to our common country, of one the s'aid
It was also a novel question.
countries.
foreign
passfor
the charge brought against the agent
of her brightest ornaments, and one of whom his that
in an
and acquaintances speak as possessing
suavity ol
eminent degree, all that amiability and
friendof
fervency
manners, with that warmth and
companion.
ship, which endears the friend and
the biography
it to abler hands to write

friends

tends very
to be called upon winch
so Reneraly
much add to the want of money, now
all me
water
ot
stage
The continued low
felt
large port.onot
upper streams, h.s also detained a
from ths
resources
the
and
dealers,
the country
near realized, i- leiRlils
uuarter, as yet, have not been
large drain is
the south are abundant, and a
bills from that quarter,
the
meet
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have to be stored to
iwhile the goods, in many cases,
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In many cases persons residing abroad must be considered as aliens; but wiiether a mere residence out
of the country would enable a person to come into
the United States courts as aliens, he was not prepared to say. On the whole, he desired that the
question should be carried up to the supreme court
at Washington, that it might be finally settled by
the highest tribunal in the country.
In case that court should decide that Mr. Searle>
was a citizen and could not sue in this court, another
question would arise; and that was, whether Parker
could rely on that fact, having alleged in a former
case that the present plaintiUs were aliens. This
was a very important question.
His honor concluded by saying that he was not
prepared to express an opinion on the principal
question, but the more he thought of it the more he
was ihclined to the opinion liiat the court had no
jurisdiction.
He would add that it was not necessary lor the counsel to be present at the argument
ill Washington.
If they sent on printed arguments
the court would act on them, having adopted a rule
to decide cases where one or both sides were presented by a printed argument in the same manner
as if counsel were present.
If the arguments we
sent on early in the term, they would receive early
attention, and the case would undoubtedly be decided at the next term.
[Bost. Daily Jldv.

Obsthuction of highways.

la the supreme
cowl of Massachusetts. City of Lowell vs. Lowell
rail road.
Two persons fell into a deep-cut in one
of the streets of Lowell, made by the rail road, to
which the latter had neglected to place barriers.
The parties injured recovered $3,000, double damages and costs, of the city of Lowell, and the city
sued the rail road to recover it back. The court
decided that the corporation had a right to remove
the barriers when their work required it, but must
replace them every night, and that neglecting to

1889—COTTON CONVENTION.

16,

—

never saw it since, exCOTTON CONVENTION.
in court the Saturday subsequent.
At a meeting of planters and merchants, held in
John C. Smith boarded in the house. Sometime convention at Macon, Georgia, Tuesday October 22,
in the month of March, Mr. Knowles reproved 1839.
Ellen S. for going olfand being away at night, and
On motion of I. G. Seymour, esq. the hon. T. But"
stated that if she kept company with colored men, ler King was called to the chair, and C. A. Higgins
she must leave the house; she replied that there appointed secretary.
was colored men or negroes as good as any white
Members as delegates reported themselves to Iht
men(!!!) Mr. K. spoke in anger she attempted meeting,
to advocate that negroes were as good as whitesFROM GEORGIA.
there was then a serious quarrel
he went so far as
Columbus. D.McDougald,Jas. R. Jones, A. B.
to order her from the house.
There were other Davis, T. Hoxey, Jno. Woolfolk, Jas. Candler, Jno.
and frequent quarrels about doing work in the
Warren, K. Mckenzie.
house, that work was not done according to Mr.
Macon I.G. Seymour, Thomas Hardeman, Wm.
K's. liking, none other that I know of.
Hamilton, C. Collins, J. Cowles, J Lamar, E. Beall,
G. Jewett, C. Cotton, A. Cloplon, J. Goddard, D,
MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES.
Flauders, L. Eckley, J. A. Nisbet, D. Gunn, J.T.
Shower of insects. In of the numbers of the Jour- Rowland, C. A. Higgins, John S. M. Baldwin, J.

saw nothing of the arsenic
cept

—

—

—

—

.

nal de St. Petersburg, we (ind the following interesting account of the fall of a shower of insects during a snow storm in Russia.
On the 17th of October, 1827, there fell in the

—

—

—

—
—
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State

Notkebes.

In the case of the state
of Arkansas vs. the Nolrebes tried at Ihelate sitting
of the circuit court in Arkansas county, on an indictment for the murder of Marcus B. Uesha in
vs.

April last, Mr. Eugene Notrebe was acquitted- and
a nolle prosequi enlereil as to the other defendants.

State

vs.

Mns. Eleanor Knowles.

Revolt-

—
—
—

T. Bethune.
Fort Gaines— John Dill, C. N. Sudduth.
Jones county A. H. Flewellen, D. W. Smith,
district of Rjev, (in the government of Twer), a James Gray, Jonathan Parish.
shower of snow in the space of about ten versts,
Troup county R. A. T. Ridley, Henry Long,
(nearly seven English miles), which contained the Thomas Cooke, Wylie Womack, Wm. M. Roberts,
village of Pakrolf and its environs.
It was accom- John E. Gage.
panied in its fall by a prodigious quantity of worms
Sumter county John W. Cowart, Jos. Scrutchof a black color, ringed, and in lenglh, three-quar- ens, Basil Lamar.
ters of a wershek, (equal to one inch and threeHarris county -Dr. David Cooper, G. D. Bryan,
quarters English). The head of these insects was Martin Crawford.
flat and shining, furnished with antenna;, and tlie
Stewart county— John D. Pitts, J. T. B. Turner,
hair in the form of whiskers, while the body from the N. Robinson.
head to about one-third of their length, resembled a
Monroe county James S. Pinckard, S. W. Burband of black velvet. They had on each side three ney.W. M. Pope, W. S. Norman, B. F. Harris',
feet, by means of which they appeared to crawl very Jesse Pope, Amos W. Hammond.
fast upon the snow, and assembled in groups about
Coweta county Angus H. Stokes, J. E. Robinthe plants, and the holes in trees and buildingsson.
Several having been exposed to the air, in a vessel
E. Wimberlfy, John L. Hodges,
Ticiggs county
filled with snow, lived there till the 26th of October, Wm. Tarver, I. E. Dupree, Peyton Reynolds, Naalthough in that interval the thermometer had fallen than Land, Willis Hodges, James Harrison, Philip
eight degrees below zeio.
Some others which had Cook.
been frozen continued equally Ions in life, for they
Crawford coun/y^Samuel K. Rutherford, J. A.
were not found exactly encrusted with the ice, but Miller.
they had formed round their bodies a space similar
Meriwether county John H. Jossey, W. B. Procto the hollow of a tree.
When they were plunged tor.
into water, they swam about as if they had received
Glynn county T. Butler King.
^
no injury, but those which were carried into a warm
FROM ALABAMA.
place perished in a few minutes.
Russell county M. W. Perry, R. S. Hardaway,
./} man rescued from a tiger by a lion.
Birr cor- Pleasant Phillips.
Barbour county Charles C. Mills.
respondent of the Dublin Post, dating Friday, says:
Mobile John R. Blocker.
"Since I came here I have heard an anecdote of one
Green county John J. Collier.
of Batty's lions, which shows the sagacity of that

replace them made them liable for all injuries that
followed.
The only doubt was, whether, though
responsible to the parties injured, they were so to
the city, both being delinquent; but the court held
that the principal delinquent being the rail road
company, they were liable to the city, though only
for the actual damages; and as the city had not notified the company of the suit in which double
damages were recovered, the latter was only liable
for single damages and no costs.
find the above in the Boston Post, and copy
it for a caution to our city and district authorities,
and a hint to individuals who may suller by the
carelessness of public officers.
In all cases where noble
animal in a remarkable point of view. Those
iiccidents occur to passengers along public streets,
who visited Batty's menagerie, in Dublin, will refrom a want of proper care on the part of olHcers
member that he had two lions and a tiger tamed toof the corporation, a suit for damages can be and
nether in the same cage, and whilst exhibiting at
ought to be sustained. Trenches for hydrants are
Roscre a lew days ago, the keeper of these animals,
sometimes left open, and worse than trenches,
whilst in the cage with them, missed his foot ami
broad and deep, for public culverts, are left open
feel upon the tiger, which was asleep at the moat night, with some slight bar placed across the
ment. The animal, ^become enraged, and, jumping
teriDinalion, serving very well in the day time to
up, caught the unfortunate man by the thigh.
admonish people of the danger; but o( a dark night,
thiill of horror pervaded the hundreds of spectators
horses, gigs and carriages, passengers and others,'
who were visiting the exhibition at the tune, and
are liable to be ingulfed.
In all these cases, the
the man's destruction was deemed inevitable, when,
caution is not manifest, unless lamp lights be placed
to the inexpressible joy, as well as amazement of all
at the point of danger; and, indeed, under some
present, the lion seized the tiger by Ihe neck, and
circumstances, an extra watchman may be recaused it at once to relinquish its hold, whilst the
quired.
[£/. 5. Gazelle.
man was dragged out of his cage, bleeding in a dread[Individuals are of course liable, equally with ful manner.
He was immediately placed under the
corporations, for any injuries sustained by obstruc- care of Dr. Tynam, of
this town, and is now quite
tions, &.C. caused by them in the high-ways.]
recovered.

We

M. Bartlett.
Milledgeville
J. R. Anderson, B.

B. Ross,

—

—
—

—
—
Perry county — L. Upson.

—

FROM FLORIDA.
St. Joseph— J. W. Smith.
Leon county John G. Gamble, William Wyatt.

—

On motion

of Jerry Cowles, esq. Dr.

Thomas

Hoxey, of Columbus, was nominated president of
the convention and unanimously elected.
On motion of Jerry Cowles, Charles A. Higgins
was appointed secretary of the convention.
Dr. Thomas Hoxey, was conducted to the chair;
and after slating the objects of the convention, announced the convention as organized, and ready to
proceed to business.
On motion of Thomas Butler King, the convention then adjourned until to-morrow morning at 10
o'clock.

Adjourned.

Wednesday, Oct. 23, 1839.

The
ble to

convention met at 10 o'clock A.
adjournment.

M.

agreea-

Van Amburgh outdone. The lion emperor, (as we
Dr. Thomas Hoxey, president, in the chair.
On motion of C. C. Mills of Alabama, that Ihe
suppose he must be called, to distinguish him from
Van Amburgh), Mr. Carter, made his first appea- convention be opened at its daily silling, by prayer
rance at Astley's, in a piece entitled. The Miracle, to the Throne of Grace, carried.
The president requested the rev. Mr. Cassels, of
or Afghan, the Lion King."
In the first act of this
piece, Mr. Carter fought with a tiger.
The beast Ihe Presbyterian church, Macon, Ga. to open the
of prey in the outset mastered the man, and dragged meeting by prayer.
Rev. Mr. Cassels performed that duty, and the
him from a platform down a flight of steps, and after a contest for superiority for some time the animal convention proceeded to business.
The
minutes of the convention of yesterday was
is mastered, and is led off tame as a kitten.
All this
takes place on the open stage, without the restraint of read by the secretary and confirmed.
The following gentlemen presented themselves as
a cage— the tiger has the same latitude as his brother

Mrs. Eleanor Knowles is now bein" tried at
Perrysburg, Ohio, for the murder of her "husband.
The following is a sample of the evidence, and of
some revolting developments in practical amal^a°
mation:
pcrlormers, uncontrolled.
In the second act he in- delegates to the convention.
FAlen Silsby, (one of the witnesses). She, (Mrs.
troduces the novel and beautiful display of a lion
GEORGIA.
Knowles), told me that she would poison him, (Mr! in harness,
peaceably and docilely drawing him in a
Savannah A. B. Fannin.
Knowles) be Ihe death of him, some way or other chariot.
The lion is a mngnificeni animal, but meek
JV/acoii—R. H. Randolph, hon. E. A. Nisbcl, I.
three or four or five weeks belbre his death— she
and mild, and seems to manage itself rather than be Scott.
.said it was no more harm to kill him llnin it
was managed. In Ihe third act he brought out a beautiful
Crawford cnunlii—U. B.Troutman.
to kill a snake, and that she could do it with a free
leopard, and playing with il, attached to a le.idingColumbus— K. McKenzio, S. T. Chapman.
will.
She
haled
him as bad as she haled a string,
good
as he would have done a Inpdog.
Longstrcet, J. S. Combs.
./lugusla—V/m.
His
persnake they quarrelled and lil all the while there
forinnnces, of course, comprehended all Ihe experiM. Torrence.
Miiscngcc county
was not a day or an hour but whiil they were quar- ments
of thrusting his arms and legs in Ihe mouths
Milledgeville— I. L. Harris.
She sent mo to get the poi- of
relling and fighting.
the creatures, and all that was done with case, eleIlrnry county- A. R. Moore, A. V. Mann, M.G.
son—told me she wanted it to kill rats with— and gance,
and perfect safely.
When Ihe curtain drop- Dobbins, H. Varner.
told me to tell Mr. Oriswold that slic wanted i( for
ped, the audience called loudly for Ihe Lion King.
Lee county— Wev. John Davis.
gave me a shilling to get it with
that purpose
I
and he presented himself to receive the congratulaALABAMA.
I
told Mr. Griswold so.
enquired for arsenic
tions of Ihe house, leading in his favorite liger, who
Perry county M. Langdon.
home,
gave
it
fetched it
(o her, turned and left
the p;irlook of the repast of piaisc, aa if he had been
SOUTH CAROLINA.
loom, to lay off my things, and when I came out, taught
to expect it.
Jaincs Hamilton.
ing.

—

—

—

—

—
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FLORIDA.

Leon county

— H. AV.

Breeden.

On motion of C. C. Mills, Ala. that Jones Kendrick, of Wilkes, county, Ga. be invited to take a
seat with this convention.
Carried.

On

16,

1839—COTTON CONVENTION.

apprised, that, if it shall become necessary, we can
employ a portion of our labor in the production of
cotton yarns, upon terms which will enable us to
supply the weavers of Europe, as cheaply as can be
done by the British manufacturer. Such a conversion of our labor, however, is not desired by us
nor, unless forced to it in self-defence, will we
have the disposition to break up the commercial
connexion which exists between the cotton planter
and British spinners.
Resolved, That it will be expedient to take measures annually to procure correct information of the
extent of the cotton crops of the United States
and that a committee be appointed to prepare and
report to the convention, a plan for attaining said
object.
On motion, C. C.Mills, Ala. that col. Gamble's
resolution be received, and referred to the committee of 21.
Carried.
The president announced the following gentlemen
to compose the committee of 21.
T. Butler. King, of Glynn county, Ga.
James Hamilton, of S. C.
M. Langdon, John R. Blocker, of Mobile, Ala.
Longstreet, of Augusta, Ga.
L. Upson, of Ala.
Wyatt, of Florida.
A. H. Flewellen, of Jones county, Ga.
J. T. B. Turner, of Stewart county, Ga.
John Woolfolk, of Columbus, Ga.
R. S. Hardaway, of Ala.
J. G. Gamble, of Florida.
D. McDougald, of Columbus, Ga.
A. B. Fannin, of Savannah, Ga.
J. J. Collier, of Green county, Ala.
I. L. Harris, of Milledgeville, Ga.

185

a depressed

or favorable market.
Whenever the
Bank of England refuses to discount the cotton receiver's bill upon his broker, endorsed by
his banker, his banker cannot give him any
further meansbecause, peradventure, the Bank of England
has
set her face against transactions in cotton.
Then the
cotton must be sold at any sacrifice to the
spinner'
who are well advised of the amount of our staple
thus ready for sacrifice, and Ihe
period when it
must be forced upon the market. It moreover
may

motion, T. Butler King, Glynn county, Ga.
C. Prince, of Ala. be requested to
a seat with this convention. Carried.
On motion, T. Butler King, that Henry Shullz,
of Hamburg, S.C. be invited to take a seat with this
convention. Carried.
happen that the bills which the parties
The gentlemen appeared and took seats as memshippin»
the cotton have received may
be good, or good fbr
bers of the convention.
nothing, and what does the planter
and shipper
On motion, E. A. Nisbet, Macon, Ga. that Uriah
trust to when he agrees to take
these bills in return
J.Bullock be requested to act as assistant secretary
for the produce of his industry?
He trusts, first, to
to this convention.
Carried.
ttie authority of the agent to
make the stipulated
On motion, T. Butler King, Glynn county, Ga.
advance, and to draw the necessary
bills on his
that a committee of
be appointed by the preprincipal.
He trusts in the next place, to the insident, to report to this convention the objects of its
clination of the parties abroad— first,
to accept the
assemblage. Carried.
bills; and, secondly, to pay them
at maturity.
But
Ou motion, C. C. Mills, Ala. that the number of
he trusts, finally, to the skill and judgment
of the
the committee be filled with 21. Carried.
foreign house, in the realization of
ihe property
The following report from the authors of the
and to their ability and disposition to hold it
until
"Cotton Circular," issued from New York in July
the most favorable moment for its sale.
The relast, calling this convention, was read and submitWm.
ceiver of the cotton risks nothing but
the diffeted by gen. James Hamilton, S. C. previous to the
rence between the market value and the
price adpresidents appointing a committee of 21.
Wm.
vanced, unless the latter is both extravagant
resolution was adopted by the meeting of southand
speculative, (which one party ought
not to ask,
ern planters and mercliants, held in the city of
nor the other to give), the risk is trifling.
New York on the 5th of July last.
are aware that it may be urged, that
Resolved, That general James Hamilton be authoprobably four-fifths of the produce of the
globe is circurised by this meeting to make preliminary arrangelated by the means of bills of exchange.
It is just
ments with four to five houses in Liverpool, and
as certain that protested bills drawn
against shipwith three or four in Havre, to take the agency of
ments of cotton are sent back by thousands
receiving and disposing of such consignments of
and
hundreds of thousands of dollars, by every
cotton, from the south, as may go forwarded in acpacket
whenever
the
market
is temporarily or permanentl
cordance with such measures as may be adopted by
v
I. G. Seymour, Wm. Hamilton, John Lamar, of depressed.
If the price is high enough
aconvention proposed to be held in Macon, Geor- Macon,
to cover
Ga.
them, they are accepted, if not, the reverse
gia, on the fourth Tuesday in October next.
ineviAnd
E. Wimberly, of Twiggs county, Ga.
tably follows.
that he be requested to lay before said convention,
J. E. Gage, of Troup county, Ga.
We think, from this statement, it
what be may do in the premises subject to its conOn motion, T. Butler King, Glynn county, Ga. gether obvious, that our great staple ismust be altosideration and approval.
without any
That this convention do now adjourn until to-mor- protection whatsoever; to say
nothing of the fact
I beg leave to report to this convention, that
I row morning 10 o'clock.
Adjourned.
that It may sometimes be in the hands
have performed the duty comprehended within the
and at the
mercy
Thursday,
of
those
Od.
24.
The convention assembled
whose interests and sympathies are
restrictions of the above resolution.
On my arrival according to adjournment,
but on receiving the an- with the buyers of the article, rather than with the
in Liverpool, on the 15th of August last, 1 lost no
nouncement that the committee of twenty-one shippers or the producers.
time in conferring with the following houses.
Indeed it is altogether impossible to conceive
Messrs. Humphries &. Biddle, Prince Sc Fontaine, would not be able to report until 12 o'clock, the
a
Molyneux, VVeatherby &, Co. Purton, Parker Sc Co. meeting was detained for a short time by interest- system ot sale so utterly defenceless, for an iming remarks from different gentlemen, and then portant article, which performs such an
Holford &. Co.
essential
office
regulating the exchanges and influenclne
And on the 8th September, with the following adjourned to 12 o'clock, M. to receive the report.
Accordingly, at that hour the committee pre- the currency of our country.
houses in Havre:
sented the following report and resolutions, which
We will now proceed to the second branch.
Messrs. Delanney &Co. Dupasseur& Co. Pitsey,
2d. Having thus demonstrated the
injurioug tenVett & Co. Lewis, Rodgers St Co. Hntfenguir & after a brief discussion, were unanimously adopted.
dency of this system, the qiipslion arises whether
REPORT.
Co.\Vells & Green, Bonnefie, Boisgerand &. Co.
The committee to whom was referred the reso- there exists within ourselves any remedy' The
To all which houses, I explained fully the meaavowed designs of this convention being to devise
sures which had been suggested by the meet- lution instructing them to present the subjects on
some means to protect, in future, a most important
ing of New York on the 5th July last, for the con- which the convention was called upon to delibeAmerican interest, we pass at once to its considesideration of this convention, and the duties which rate and act, beg leave to report:
That, after the full exposition which is contained ration.
it would be expected that they would discharge,
It may not be out of place to advert
to that deunder the proposed agency, that by placing them' in the cotton circular adopted by the planters and
rangement in the monetary system of the United
under no advance in fact, and merely as the accep- merchants, at their meeting in the city of New
States, which, in 1837, led to a suspension
York,
on
the
5th
of
July
last,
they
of specie
deem it in some
tors of bills, drawn by or endorsed by the responsipayments
throughout the American republic. At
ble banks at the south at long sight, it would be degree superfluous minutely to explain or to enthat time our country owed to Great Britain
a large
expected that their attention would be directed to large on the points submitted to the people of the
commercial debt, arisins out of the excess in
the most advantageous sale of the respective con- cotton growing states, in that document.
value
We have therefore convened for the purpose of of Ihe imports over the exports of the U. States in
signments confided to their care, and to acting in
their trade with England.
entire concert together in reference as to the best in- considering;
To
pay
this balance in specie, was
impracticable
terest of those whose property they might hold.
1st. Whether there be any inherent defect in the
An unusually favorable season had given us a crop
It will be perceived that in submitting the above mode and manner of shipping our great staple unof unprecedented abundance in the cotton
list of houses, with the understanding I have had
Towine
der the existing system of a<lvances, made by the
states.
To transmit this property to the country of
respectively with them, that I have discharged that agents of the foreign houses, through whom it has
our great creditor, as fast as possible, as ar
portion of the duty confided on me. Therefore, been hitherto principally exported.'
evidence
that the citizens of the United States
were neither
with the simple expression of my opinion, it mere2d. Whether, if the injurious tendency of the wanting
in the means nor the disposition
(o redeem
ly remains for me to say, that every confidence system be demonstrated,
there exists within our- all their obligations, the
aid of the bankiu' institumay be placed in the ability and disposition of the selves any remedy?
tions was invoked; and to guard a
gentlemen composing these firms, to carry into efWe will now, as succinctly as possible, proceed perly, so transmitted, through their part of the proinstrumentality
fect those measures which now form the subject of to the discussion of these points.
from unnecessary sacrifice in the market
of conthe deliberations of this convention.
It remains
It is well known that, with the exception of the sumption,
the agency of Humphries and
for the convention to make the selections from the very inconsiderable portion of
Biddle
the crop purchased was established at
Liverpool. The result of that
above houses, or to delegate the trust elsewhere, as under direct orders, for the spinners, and for foagency, in winding up the large crop of
18.38 is
they may deem proper all of which is respectfully reign account, the great bulk of our cotton is shipconclusive proof of what may be done
by con^'issubmitted.
Signed,
J. HAMILTON.
ped either by the planter or merchant, or dealer, nee,s thoroughly
devoted to American interests
M'icon, Od. 22, 1839.
under advances made by the agents of foreign
to no necessity by heavy
advances, to glut
On motion of E. A. Nisbet, Macon, Georgia, houses. The mode in which this operation is con- subject
the market by forcing upon it large
stocks in conthat the report just read by general Hamilton be ducted is as follows.
stant and disasleroiis succession.
received and referred to the committee of 21. CarUsually, the banks in the southern states adIn thi.s brief outline is embraced the
whole head
ried
vance the money that moves forward the whole and front of Ihe
offence which has led to so much
John G. Gamble, Florida, submitted the following crop, (or nearly so) on letters of credit, as securianimated discussion and wide-spread
denunciation
resolutions, with the request that they may be re- ty.
The bills founded upon these securities arc in the public prints of both
countries.
ferred to the committee of 21.
usually at 60 days sight. They are forwarded at
Whenever a dispassonate and disinterested
Resolved, That the convention disclaims all inten- once; but the cotton being much more tardy in
judeits
ment shall be pronounced upon the motives
and obtion or wish by its action to obtain for American movement, they frequently mature before
the arri- jects of those who
established this agency, that
cottons, higher prices than such as will naturally val of the cotton, and the cotton has to be
forced judgment will prove
equally honorable to their saresult from the law of supply and demand.
And upon the market; or the acceptor of the bill has to gacity and their patriotism;
and to the gentlemen in
the necessity for the meeting of the convention pledge the cotton to brokers or bankers, to raise
the Liverpool who conducted its
affairs— who are entitwould not have existed but for combinations and money to meet his acceptance. This may be done
led to the abiding confidence of
our people, for the
measures adopted elsewhere for disturbing the ope- when money is plenty, without difTiculty; but the
hdehty and firmness with which they adhered
to the
tatioa of that law.
nent it becomes necessary for the holder of the interests of their
constituents.
Resolved, That while our habits and inclinations cotton, or the banks, to realise the funds advanced
It might naturally have been expected
that when
lead us to prefer agricultural pursuits, we are well on it, then the cotton must be sold,
whether during the causes which had led to
the establishment of
that

—
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If we shall be fully satisfied of the truth of these
propositions, there can remain no doubt of the justice, or the propriety of our adopting such measures
of self protection as shall guard our interests against
such influences in future.

The question arises, what these measures shall
Here we will take occasion to advert to the
be?
gro's misrepresentation of the motives and objects
of those who are responsible for the call of this convention. It has been said, that it was nothing moie
nor les.s than to get up a scheme for giving a speculative excitement to prices, to establish a permanent
monojioly in the cotton market, and to seiliice, by
the temptation of high profits, the banks fiom the
sphere of their legitimate business to turn merchants; and thus to derange the whole commerce of
the country.

These

In the first
nothing would be more injurious to that great desideratum, steadiness in the price
of our staple, than any temporary and unilue excitement in the market, whilst the chiirge of monopoly v\hen the whole crop is open to the competition
It will
of the whole world, is equally unfounded.
be perceived, in the secpiel, that so far from desiring to force, or seduce the banks into the risks of
commercial a'lventiircs, that we do not propose to
lliein to do any thing more than ])erforin their usual
function of lending money with an augmented seIll one word, we propose that the banks of
curity.
the southern states should commence forthwith to
jnake advances on cotton on the pledge, in a practical form of the material iticll, with the ]iersonal security of the persons taking the advance.
place,

allegations are ulteily nnlrue.

we avow

tliat

We are aware that one of the strong objections
urged to this scheme was, the medium of post notes,
through which it was proposed that these advunues

—
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agency lor the defeuceof our great staple had should be paid. Since the call of this convention,
been removed, the trade would Tall back into its old and the period of its assembly, the banks generally
channels, and that the protection for our interests with few exceptions, have suspended specie paywould be ample, with the means at the command of ments throughout the middle and southern states,
and wliich is likely, in spite of the strong efforts by
individuals engaged in it.
No one sought to prevent Ihi.H. The field was the banks of New York, to sustain a redemption x>S
open to the enterprise of all. No embarrassment tlieir notes in coin, « ill become universal, until the
was wantonly thrown in the way of any one. No- country can recover from the great and unprecething has been said or done, by the so called "mono- dented embarrassments into which it is thrown. It
polists," to prevent others from entering into a fair therefore becomes needless to discuss the post note
system, and to shew, that in small sums, and with a
connection with them.
But we have unfortunately been obliged to learn certain fund for their redemption, at maturity, they
by a severe lesson, that other countries, as well as might be made equivalent to the best inland exour own, may at times be destitute of an adequate change, or ordinary note circulation. The crisis is
supply of the precious metals. We have to realize certainly propitious to a lair test of the efficacy of
the painful truth, that after devoting our capital, our the experiment of protecting our staple through the
anxious attention and our labor to produce a good instrumentality of our banks, as the process of excrop, and after witnessing the partial disappoint- changing their notes lor good sterling bills is, to
racnt of our hopes, from the unfavorable influence them, unquestionably a measure, not only of essenof the elements in our own country, the value of tial safety but of sound policy.
We are very far
what we have secured is to be essentially diminish- from saying, that so signal a calamity as the intered by the extent or deficiency, of a ditt'creiit crop in ruption of payments in coin by our banks, is to be
regarded with any other feelings than those of proanother country.
Granting that the calamity of a short harvest in found regret; but we apprehend that this suspension
England being an act of Providence, by which the has resulted from a manifest and unavoidable necesproductive energies of her people are rendered of sity. The truth is, the late resumption was premaless value, has to be and ought to be ultimately ture. Our country had not recovered from theprosshared by all other countries, participating in her tralion ol 1837, and the present crisis has been precommerce, and that submission is consequently no cipitated upon us by^the short harvest of the last auless a matter of necessity than a point oi duty, it tumn in Great Britain, and consequent rise in the
by no means follows that one section of the world rate of interest by the Bank of England which renshould bear the greater part of the burthen of such dered American securities utterly unavailable— deloss, by the depreciation of its own productions in a preciated the value of the cotton ?rop of last year
and entailed upon our shippers the necessity of
disproportionate degree.
This we maintain has been the effect whether it meeting enormous reclamations.
The enquiry therefore arises, whether we cannot
was designed to be so or not, by the course which
has been pursued by the Bank of England in regard use our great staple, as the means of resuscitating our
That par- banks, enabling them to replenish their vaults with
to the cotton crop of the United Slates.
ticular article has been selected from all other arli- the precious metals, and thereby fortify themselves
ticles, as the one which was to be sold at low rates for resumption, whilst they shall subserve the imin England, because food had to be purchased from portant purpose of protecting the great cotton growthis

other countries at high rates, to sustain her people.
are aware that this position will be vehemently
denied. It is, nevertheless, strictly true. Let any
iiian look over a file of English commercial newsjiapcrs for the past eight months and see if he can
discover any other article of merchandise or trade,
in which speculation has been so energetically denounced, or relative to which so many combinations
have been developed, calculated to prevent its
yielding a fair remunerating price, to the producer
Let him review the prices current
or importer.
the articles on
the agreements among ^spinners
the money market the statistics of the crop, and
consumption the advance of the rates of discount
by the Bank of England and then let him say, if
there is one word in them all which depreciates a
rise in the price of sugar, cofl'ee, saltpetre, indigo
Let
or tea, or any other production save cotlon?
bim tlien honestly state his conviction, whether
there has or has not been a combined, extensive and
most influential efforts to depreciate the value of the
cotton crop of the United States!

—
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ing interest of the country.
think we can.
We have not at the south the mines of Mexico or
Peru, but we have growing on the surface of our
fertile plains a staple of equal value at infinitely a
less cost of production, and without any expensive
process of complicated alchemy, of easy convertibility into the precious metals.
Shall we, in the
process of this exchange allow others to reap the
benefit of this conversion, at a moment too when
our banks require a reflux of bullion into their coffers, or its equivalent in foieigii exchange, in order
that, at no distant day, they may redeem their faith
with the public? If the banks in the southern
states advanced on the whole cotlon crop of our
country, it is quite obvious that they would, through
the foreign exchanges, have what would be equivalent to a supply annually, of eighty millions of the
precious metals.
The exchanges of the union
would in this event, be centralized at the south, and
something done towards the accomplishment of that
great desideratum of southern hope and aspiration

—

a direct trade.
And we have no hesitation in saying, that we
believe if the banks of the south come forward
liroinptly and generally, and make advances at safe
rales, to responsible parties on our crop, that the
iiinst stupendously beneficial change will be effected
in the currency made, and exchanges of our section of the union Ihat has ever been consummated.
If at this moment when they want the support of
our great staple most, they should embrace the propitious conjuncture, whenever a resumption of
specie payments should be commenced, by general
accord, they would not only be in a state of vigorous resumption, but be in a condition of impregnable strength, under the system of exchanging, in a
greater or less degree, eighty millions of their currency for eighty millions of foreign or domestic exchange. For with the loriner it is altogether obvious they could have the means of drawing any
amount of bullion they pleased from Europe, alter
selling a surticient sum to meet the inland exchanges of the country.
With these manifest and multiplied blessings
before us, we invite the cordial concurrence of the
southern banks, planters and cotten merchants, in
the measures we are about to submit.
are
aware, however, we shouhl not peiform our duty,
or very inadequately meet public expectation, if
we did not point out, practicdly, the mode by
which these desirable objects are to bo accomplished.
Eirst, it is proposed at all the principal shipping
ports of the cotlon states that parties, whether
planters, cotton merchants or factors, should apply
to tlie banks for such an advance on the cotton they
hold, as may be in conformity with the current
rales and be mutually agreeable to the parties.
In
every case where the bank conceives the advance
asked lor it too high, it is quite competent for the

—
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institution

making the advance,

tion, all the security incident

to require in addian ordinary dis-

to

counted note. It would be altogether impracticable for this convention to fix the standard of what
would or would not be a safe rate of advance, as
this, of course, must depend on the fluctuating questions of production and consumption
the first itifluence by the vicissitudes of the seasons in ourown
country; and the last by the state of trade abroad.
This must, of course, be left to the sound discretion
of the banks themselves. By requiring this se-

—

home, the spirit of reckless speculatioti
would be repressed: and the disastrous embarrassments of uncovered reclamations, to a vast amount
averted.
The party applying for the advance must
produce the warehouse receipt and policy of insurcurity at

ance, duly assigned to the bank; or bill of lading, if
the cotton is on the eve of shipment abroad.
The
bank as its equivalent, after charging the interest
and allowing the difference of exchange, takes the
sterling bill of the shipper, at six months, and ad-

vances its own notes, and by mutual agreement, it
arranged to which of the houses to be hereafter
appointed in Europe to hold these consignments
the cotton is to be shipped, with an explicit understanding, that it is to be hehl for six months from
the period of shipment if so long be necessary, to
secure an advantageous sale.
It will be perceived that by the specific resoluis

tions

annexed

propose

mode by which
measure, is

to this report, the

to carry out this great

we

By

the appointment of a committee in
each of the great cotton markets of the southern
states, to confer with the banks forthwith, in order
that arrangements may be made to commence advancing on cotton on the terms proposed.
Secondly. That the standing committees be authorised to confer with the banks as to the selection
of the houses in Great Britain, and on the continent
of Europe, who shall be empowered to receive and
sell the consignments from each of our shipping
ports.
It may, perhaps, be desirable to the banks
to establish in the foreign markets, as the best
schools for our young merchants, new American
houses, to attend to the transactions of their business.
Your committee in considering the repoit
made to this convention by general Hamilton, in
obedience to the instructions of the New York
meeting, which devolved on him the province of
arranging with sundry European houses, to take
the consignments, and which has been referred to
your committee, are of opinion, that the convention
had better make no designation of the house but
simply to suggest the above reference, however entirely satisfied they may be with the manner in
which this gentleman performed this duty; and of
the undoubted respectability of the houses with
which he conferred.
Thirdly. That in the city of New York there
should be an agency established for each southern
shipping port, to be appointed by the committees
ami banks of said ports, whose duty it should be to
sell such cotton as may be shipped to New York;
and such exchange as may go to that place for neFirst.

gotiation.

Fourthly. That a delegate from each of the committees of the several cotton markets meet on the
first day of August of each year, in the city of
New York, to confer with the New York agencies,
and to devise such measures as may more effectually
promote the objects of this convention.
This is the sum and substance of the plan which
we propose for the protection of our great staple,
and the resuscitation of our currency. In its details
there is neither complication nor mystery. Its object is to borrow the money on our staple at home,
and not abroad, and thus to place it beyond the
reach of sacrifice, whenever the Bank of England
may either, from wise counsels, or unlbunded panic,
raise the rate of interest.
disclaim the stupid
charge of hostility to the manufacturing interests
of England, for the manifest reason, they constitute our best customer.
must, moreover, be allowed to enter our protest against the unfounded allegation, that we desire to fix, by an absolute edict, the price of cotton.
We aim at no object so absurd and unattainable.
We know that the great law of supply and demand
must, after all, regulate price. But it is a legitimate object of trade, by wise provisions, to guard
against gluts in the market and unloiinded panics,
id'ten the result of unworthy and profligate combihave repeatedly seen the most false
nations.
and unblushing stateuienis of the probable amount
ol the cotton crop of the United States, for the purpose of depressing its value. Last year it was asseited that the production would be 2,000,000 bales,
in the face of a jiroduct of 1,350,000; and in the

We

We

We

face of a drought of unexampled intensity this season, it is affirmed with equal truth, that that of the
present year would reach 2,300,000 bags, which, id
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no event, can exceed and average one. No article
of agriculture and tommerce in the whole civilised
world, is exposed to such accumulation of dangers
Even that pestilent drug of
as our great staple.
oriental luxury; the eXpulsiotiof which has recently
convulsed a mighty empire to its centre, seems less
an object of hostile combination among those, at
least, who purchase it, although it dispenses madness and death, than a staple which gives to man
his most healthful raiment; and which rivals the
fleece of the lamb in its softness, and the miraculous results of the industry of the silk worm in the
fineness and beauty of its fibre.
desire no monopoly.
If the agents of foreign
houses are willing to give a higher rate of advance
than the banlcs, let them take with the cotton the
risk ol such adventures.
All that we wish is, to
place a portion at least of the cotton crop beyond
the reacli of coercive sales, under the death warrant
of a 60 day bill, that has run to maturity.
wish,
moreover, to place at least a portion ol the crop beyond the blighting influence of those theories of
finance, which, although they may have emanated
from the highly respectable parlor of the Bank of
England, are not to be found in the philosophy of
Smith 01 Ricardo, which have struck, in the last
summer, a blighting influence, not only on the
American traile, but have prostrated one of tlie greatest branches of the gigantic industry of the British
empire, under the vain and absurd hope of stopping
during an obviously unfavorable state of trade and a
deficient harvest, that stream of gold which was as
certain to flow out of England as the father of our
western waters is to roll his current to the ocean.
These wise men, in their generation, have indeed
done their worst they have prostrated American
interests, and all the interests in their own country
connected with our own, but the fatal fide still flows
on.
And if our banks desire that a portion of this
stream shall be lavished upon our own shores, let
them turn to our great staple, which under a judicious course of trade, will command the precious
metals from every quarter of the globe.
To our associates in an important branch of our
industry, the cotton planters of the country, we would
address a voice of sympathy and warning
we
would tell them that the mode by which the product
of their capital and skill is disposed of in the great
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market of its consumption, is enough to break down
the most valuable staple, ne.xt to the staff of life,
which God has given to man.
They must not rest satisfied with the uncertain
calculations of the product of a crop liable to be cut
short almost to the last moment of its gathering, by
the vicissitudes of the season.
Whether it be a Targe
or a small one, a judicious system for offering it for
sale in the great foreign markets of its consumption,
is equally the part of policy and wisdom.— The fact
is not to be concealed, in spile of the depressed state
of trade in England, if the American houses in Liverpool had held this year, the stock of cotton which
was consigned to Humphries &t Biddle alone, during the last, from fen to fifteen millions of dollars
reclamations would have been saved to the country;
we should have had an effective balance wheel in
giving steadiness to the market. The contagion of
a disgraceful panic would have been suppressed; and
some just relation preserved between even a diminished consumption and a crop of unexampled shortness.

16,

the opinion of this convention, that
a remedy for the evil, as effective of its object, as it
is simple in its character, will be found in the recommendation ol' the circular, "that the cotton of our
country, shall not be sent to market, accompanied
by a bill of exchange, which must coerce its sale, at
a fixed date, whatever may be the state of the market.
Resolved, That the cotton planters and American
shippers, in the southern ports, be earnestly requested to concur in the measures recommenced by this
convention, by which they may be certain of having
their cotton held, and not forced on the market at a
ruinous sacrifice.
Resolved, That the banks in the .southern states
be invited to concur in a general system of advancing
on the crop, as the only certain means of replenishing their stock of specie, and of placing their circulation on a sound basis.

CONSERVATIVE CONVENTION OF NEW
YORK.

ADDRESS
To

the democratic republican eleclors

New
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As

of

the stale

of

York.

Fellow

citizens: Having been delegated to
assemble in convention, at an important crisis in
the history of the republic, we beg leave to present
for your reflection the important questions which
have occupied our deliberations. We are upon the
eve of an election, limited to the choice of officers
of our stale; but other circumstances have extended
its importance, until it is generally believed its
results will involve the future destiny of our form
of government, and the highest hopes of the friends
of human liberty. Other considerations, growing
out of measures of public policy,* and deeply and
vitally affecting the prosperity and happiness of the
people, have been attached to the approaching election, and upon your exercise of the elective franchise will greatly depend your own welfare and the
freedom of your descendants. It is not from any
acts of choice of our own that we are compelled to
look at these momentous results, as coupled with a
focal canvass; and we will endeavor to unfold to
your view the agency by which they have become
involved, as well as (he iniquitous designs of which
you are the intended victims.
But little more than two years have elapsed

187

promptly rescinded; if it were inoperative, the principles of republicanism demanded the obedience of

PRESIDENT to the popular will. The president treated their request with contempt, and neither the murmurings of discontent from an oppressed and injured people, nor the entreaties of
personal friendship, sufficed to awaken his sensibility.
This inauspicious commencement of his
constitutional term of service, produced a general
feeling of disappointment among the friends of the
executive; and they awaited with deep anxiety, the
exhibition of further evidence of the sense in which
he expected to administer the government.
Under the operation of these causes, and in the
month of May, 1837, a general suspension of specie payments took place, to the entire surprise of
the general government, and the general alarm of
our whole people. When this great calamity had
been brought upon the nation, it was reasonably
expecte'l that those charged with the administration, and who had so much agency in producing it,
would have exhibited an earnest desire to alleviate
the public distress, and in their official conduct
conduce to the restoration of the public honor and
individual welfare.
Regarding our constitution as
founded upon the immortal truths, "that all men are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable
rights, that among these are life, liberty and the
pursuil of happiness, and that to secure these rights
governments are instituted," the people expected
from their government a paternal and protecting
policy, as much from considerations of duty as from
sentiments of patriotism.
need not remind
you of the cruel abandonment, on the part of the
administration, of all the constitutional duties which were designed to assist the people in
this appaling crisis.
Several of the executive departments, including those through which the public moneys are collected, carae forward at that period in a spirit savoring of the most revengeful
malice, and added Iheir arbitrary exaction to the
pressure which had overwhelmed our citizens.
Fortunately for the public, the executive departments were still, at that time, so intimately connected with the people, that they could not escape
the consequences of the general revulsion; and after bringing insolvency upon the land, and aggravating its dire effects, in the autumn of 1837, the
federal government declared itself bankrupt, and
summoned the representatives of the people together, to provide farther pay for its own agents.
The first message of president Van Buren filled
the whole country with astonishment and alarm;
and added most powerfully to the manifold evils
under which our citizens were then groaning.
The principles of that message were contained in
his recommendation of
First, The sub-treasurv
the

We

since a highly favored citizen of our own state,
professing to be governed by the principles established by the fathers of the democracy, and then
enjoying in a high degree the confidence of our
citizens in devotion to the honor and interests of
New York, was elevated to the office of chief magistrate of the United States.
Under the administration of his immediate predecessor, the country
had attained an unusual degree of prosperity, and
that distinguished citizen quitted the station with SCHEME
Second, Of a bankrupt law applicable
which he had been twice honored by the popular to corporations and other bankers and ifiird. Of
suffrages, with the exulting declaration that he left withholding from the stale the fourth instalPledged to ment due them under the deposits act. Each of
his country "prosperous and happy."
"follow in the footsteps of his illustrious predeces- these propositions was against the the must palpasor," and having the benefit of his experience as a ble principles of the democratic republican faith,
guide to direct him iu the path of happiness, the and the practice of the nation; and each was most
people looked with confidence to the present in- distinctly and emphatically condemned by the leadcumbent to redeem that pledge, and to remove the ing party journals in all parts of the union. The Alclouds which some ill-judged measures of govern- bany Argus, then regarded as an oracle of sound
ment were then gathering over the nation.
political opinions, with an ingenioiisness not chaSPECIE CIRCULAR, founded upon an edict of the racteristic, expressed its dissent from each of these

—

A

FEDERAL EXECUTIVE, had been maintained in ope- recommendations; and men who had long been
ration by force of His will against the general known as pillars of the democracy, took a

The production of our staple treads so closely on complaints and remonstrances of the people, and
measure of consumption, that of all the articles in defiance of the votes and resolutions of their
of commerce, it requires the utmost care in its sale; REPRESENT.iTivEs, by the operation of which the
yet perhaps it receives the least.
ouglit to re- coin of the country, required for the purposes of
flect, what would be the extent of the calamity which commerce, to adjust balance of trade, and as a basis
would befall our country, if it were to break ilown to of the general circulating medium, had been transa point which would not cover the cost of production. ferred from the points at which it was required,
I'or to the uplands of the south, it is our only remu- and locked up west of the Allegany mountains.
nerating product. An efficient scheme ot protec- Through the culpable neglect, or criminal refusal
tion, for a few years, will make all safe.
The use of congress to make the necessary appropriations
of cotton, as a fabric of human raiment, is just pene- of our evidently increasing revenue, and accumutrating the Rusian empire; and before many years, lating surplus, and through the unwise and injudiwe shall have in the boundless regions of the north cious stimulations by the federal government, of
of Europe, a class of consumers more numerous than the deposite banks to loan out this accumulating
those of the kingdom of Great Britain.
With these surplus among the people, thereby inflating and dereflections on the past, and anticipations of the fu- preciating the general currency and hastening the
ture, we submit, with this report, the following re- approach of a convulsion, the mischievous effects
solutions for the adoption of the convention:
of the specie circular were vastly increased; and
Resolved, That the gentlemen who issued the cir- prudence and patriotism alike demanded its imcular, dated 5th July, in New York, which has mediate repeal, and all the wisdom and fostering
caused the meeting of this convention, are entitled care of the federal government to save the people
to the thanks of every citizen, who is interested in from the calamities thus threatening them.
the cultivation, or export, of the great staple of the
Under these circumstances, the first appeal was
south.
made to Mr. Van liuren for his otticial action. A
fi. Resolved,
That this convention entirely concurs request was made to him by the great body of his
in the opinion expressed in said circular, lliat owing political friends in both houses of the congress
to the circumstances under which the cotton crop is which had then just closed its session, for the imIf it
usually sent to market, tile price of the article is not mediate repeal of the odious specie circular.
left to be regulated by the fair and natural influences was then exerting any practical influence, the pubof the law of supply and demand.
lic interests manifestly required that it should be
the

•

Resolved,

—

stand becominj^ freemen against their pernicious
doctrines and dangerous tendencies.
The elections took place in several of the state.'
sliortly after the delivery of the first message, and
furnished the first response of the people to these
new doctrines. The answer returned from the ballot boxes, proclaimed in a language more powerful
than had ever yet been uttered from that source,

deep and decided condem.nation of the
and those
look upon his message as the production of
a misguided or controlled iriind, anticipated that the
thunders of this popular rebuke would awken him
from his delusion or arouse him to independence.
"Ab.solute acquiescence in the will of the majority is the vital principles of republics," said the immortal Jeffeison, and from a professed follower of
his principles, the people expected the abandon,
mentof his odious sub-treasury scheme and bankrupt law. They expected Mr. Van Buren to conform his actions to the popular opinion, and ilevote
himself to the execution of his tnist for the public
their

APOSTACY OF THE PRESIDENT;
who

benefit.

Public atlenlion was again turned with increased
interest to the regular meeting of congress in the
fall of 1837.
The effect of this popular expression
of opinion upon these proposed measures of the
president remained to be .^een, and the sincerity of
the professions of Mr. Van Buren as a democrat
were to be put to an unerring test. The Jefferso-
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iiian democracy regarded the right of the people
to govern, as paramount; and their will as the law
by which executive servants and representatives
The second message of the
were to be directed.

was received with more astonishment
To the amazement of all parties the
first.
president reiterated the recommendation of the suband evinced a determination to
scheme,
treasury
force his measures upon the country, in spite of the
people and their representatives, declaring that "the
opinions and wishes of the people should ever be
sought for and regarded with the utmost deference;" yet when those "opinions and wishes" were
made known to him in the constitutional manner,
and found to disagree with his predetermined sentiments, the president not only spurned the popular

president

than the

remonstrance, but openly charged the freemen of
New York as being bank bought and corrvpl in the
exercise of their elective franchise. This foul and
infamous libel of your chief magistrate upon your
intergrity as citizens, and your independence as
men, has never been recanted or atoned for; and insult is added to your injuries, by the cool presumption of his making an electioneering tour through
our state while the blithing inftuence of his measures and the burning reproach of his calumny are
yet resting upon us.
In the election of the autumn of 1837, the empire
state had signally repudiated the measures recommended by the president had triumphed over the
combined powers of agrarianism and infidelity
leagued in their support, and the interference of government officers with the freedom ol electionshad sustained her faithful senator and patriotic representatives who maintained their political principles and the public interests against executive dictution, and showed to the world that "New York
alone and single handed, acted out her principles WITHIN HERSELF and FOR HERSELF." Although justly jnoud of the elevation of one of her

—

own sons to the highest office in the gift of the
people, the land of the Clintons and Tompkins'
would not submit to be tamely bartered away for
presidential votes, nor rest in quiet when the public
LIBERTY WAS IN DANGER.
Fellow citizens! we were of the number that
most ardently advocated and supported the election
of Mr. Van Bucen to the presidency. We did so
under the most thorough conviction that his principles were ,democratic republican, and that the honor and glory of his country and the happiness and
prosperity of her people would be the first objects of
his ambition, and the noble ends of his administraLanguage cannot adequately express the
tion.
depth of our disappointment when we found him
blindly or madly hurrying the country into the
abyss of ruin; and in the hour of peril, coldly and
selfishly attempting to withdraw himself liom the
people, uttering the sentiments that "government
had nothing to do but to take care of itself," and that
"the people must take care of themselves."
are equally deficient in power to express the

We

amazement with which we saw his recommendation of the sub-treasury scheme and sjjecial bankWhile Mr. Van Buren was a member of
rupt law.
the administration of his "illustrious predecessor,"
the sub-treasury scheme was introduced in congress by a then nullifying whig. The measure
there received but one solitary vote from the friends
of generalJackson's administration, and so destitute
was it of any apparent claims to merit, that it received no countenance from the opposition members
The organ of the administration witli
ijencrally.
Jackson,
the sanction and authority of president
denounced the measure as "disorganizing and revo
principlei
hitionary, subversive of the fundamental
of our government and its entire practice from 17S9
to enlarge the
to that day," as tending incalculably
powers of "the executive, and place in his hands the
ineans ol corruption," as enilangering the safety of
"plundered
the public money, and exposing it to be
then reach
by an hundred hands when one could not
" In the justice and truth of these declarations
it
Mr. Van Buren and the whole democratic lepublican party at that time concurred. The measure
was not democratic republican then, and the objections then urged against it by the whole p:\rty, show
their principles.
that it is wholly inconsistent with
Yet in 1337, Mr. Van Biiien himself recommends
the funthis same project of the nullifiers, with all
damental objections to it, and its previous condemnation by the jiarty before him, and has avowed his
determination to persist in it, "in spite of all la:r.entations here or elsewhere."

And he is now engaged in a personal electioneerweiglit of his official station
ing tour, bringing the
determination to force this oftento his aid in the
Was Mr. Van
rejected scheme upon the people.
Buren Iwned in concurring in U\e rejectiun o{ the
anil-treasury scheme by gen. Jackson's administrarepublican when
tion in 1331.' Wiis he a democratic
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he opposed the projector the nullifiers then? If bo,
can he be honest in recommending it now?
Can he be now a democratic republican when he
has embiaced the measure of our enemies, and is
supported by the nullifiers.' Are the objections that
it is "subversive of the fundamental principles of
our government," and "incalculably enlarges the
executive powers," such as any sincere republican
or man of integrity can overcome? Mr. Van Buren
has apostatized from the faith he professed, and the
measures of his predecessors in his recommendation
of the sub-treasury scheme. In the president's recommendation of a bankrupt law applicable to corporations and other bankers, his character is exhibited in an equally inconsistent light.
As a member of the senate of the United States, Mr. Van Buren denounced this same feature, of a bankrupt law,
as a most daring violation of the rights of the states,
and a measure never attempted in any civilized
country on the face of the earth. Was this recommendation of a measure thus truly denounced by
him, either honest, republican or patiiotic?
I'ellow citizens! when we behold departures from
principles and truth so glaring and wilful as these,
we could not as faithful democratic republicans deny
our previous sentigients forsake our cause, or join
the renegade standard. Ardently attached as we
had been to Mr. Van Buren, and strengthened as
our bonds of devotion to him were by long, vigorous
and successful struggles for his personal promotion,
we were not prepared to sacrifice our country,
and the glorious institutions of civil liberty, which have made her the home of the free and
the asylum of the oppressed, to gratify his personal
vanity, revenge or ambition.
We adopted the thesis
of that renowned' patriot of the revolution Samuel
Ad.ims, that "it is lawful to resist the chief magistrate, if the commonwealth cannot otherwise be preserved," and when Mr. Van Buben, the head of
the party, vrent over to the nullifying whigs, and
recommended their measures, we remained steadfast
to our principles, resisting those measures and defending our country.
The further acts of Mr. Van Buren's administration have been but further illustrations of his entire abandonment of democratic republican principles, and of his disregard of the pledge upon which
our confiding citizens entrusted him with power.
Under his brief administration the country has been
visited with more social evils than were suffered by
our ancestors from the tyranny and oppression of
the British crown.
These evils have not been
founded in natural causes, .but admittedly grow out

—

of the action of

some

—

part of the artificial machinery

of society. They are universally known and felt,
and if their cause can be ascretained, humanity and
self-preservation demand its speedy removal, and
the direction of such safe-guards as will prevent fuWe have two artificial structures
ture aggressions.
growing out of the state of freedom and civilization
we enjoy, and designed for their protection and perpetuity
at the door of each ol which ditt'erent parties lay the charge of their being the cause of the
existing distresses, and demand their removal as the
only means of restoring the prosperity and happiness
of the people. The opponents of the federal loco
foco administration, charge the origin and continuance of the mischief under which the country now
labors to the active experiments and projects of the
federal administration upon and against the credit
system; on the other hand, the federal loco focos
charge the same evils to the credit system and demand the immediate and entire destruction of the
state banks and the expiration of a paper currency.
The federal executive sustains his friends, the

—

original loco focos, in this charge, and brings the
wliole weight of his official and personal influence,
and the organization of the party, as far as he can
command it, to their support. When the small

band of agrarians in the city of N. York held their
meeting in the Park, in the spring of 1S37, and resolved to have an exclusive metallic currency, adopted the watch word "down with the banks," and
then sallied forth in a body and sacked the flour
stores, as a specimen of the freedom and equality to
whicli their aim was directed, it was not anticipated by any members of the democratic republican
party, that these heresies were to be substituted for
their political principles, or that they were to be
ilragooned into their support
or that the president
of their choice was to present them for the approbation of the people.
But this wonder has been exhibited, and a large
portion of non-concurring and dissenting party
have been tamely led in spite of their remonstrances
of conscience, the dictates of duty, and of a sense
of consistency, to embrace doctrines which they
have for good cause repudiated, and measures which
While we pitty the depravity of
they abhorred.
those into whose souls the party iron h.is sunk so
deep that they will sink the country to save them-

—

we cannot look upon you, the great body of
our fellow citizens, as so dead to every sentiment of
patriotism as to forget, that "you have a country to
save as well as a party to serve."
The weapons of warfare against the credit system are the sub-treasury scheme, and the bankrupt
law applicable to corporations, and other bankers,
and federal loco focos ask you to aid them in atTheir opponents charge
taining these objects.
upon them and their measures the authorship of
our calamities, and demand a change of administration and a restoration of salutary measures of government. Which of these two divisions is in the
right?
It is for you fellow citizens to decide, and
you are to bear the burthens or reap the benefits of

selves,

that decision.
Is the federal loco foco administration right,
will you as a people and a nation be benefitted

and

by

the immediate and total destruction of your vast
credit system, through which your fathers gained
for you freedom and independence, and by which
your private enterprises have been prospered, your
indu.stry rewarded, and your country exalted beyond
any parallel in the history of man? Or are the federal loco focos wrong and would the adoption ol the
sub-treasury scheme and a special bankrupt law
prove destructive to all your remaining private interest, to the form of your republican government,
to your freedom and indepencence as a people, and
your honor and glory as a nation? The issue is dis-

tinctly made up, the prefident has himself given
with the
the battle-cry, the watch-word
bank," resounds through the apostate and renegade ranks, the lictors of his party are lashing up
the laggard and grumbling followers in the ranks,

"down

and all evince their thorough consciousness of the
importance of the stake and the irrevocable consequences of the struggle.
The solemn question to be determined by you is

— who are the authors of the present national

evils?

hath laid the pecuniary blockade upon our
Who hath brought down the agricultural
productions and closed the granary of the farmer
Who hath
for the want of a remunerating price?
caused the mechanic arts to be suspended or slackened, and sent the industrious laborer forth, to
wander in the community without employment and
without bread? Who hath suspended the great

Who

commerce?

works of internal improvement which have caused
the wilderness to bud and blossom as the rose, and
brought into near proximity and fraternal ibtercourse the distant parts of our wide spread territory?
Who hath taken our property from us without
our consent by reducing the value of our possessions, cramping enterprise, and depriving industry
Who is to answer for the miseries
of its reward?
in store for the unemployed poor during the approaching inclement season, when the pressure of
the times has closed the hands that gave employment, and exhausted the coff'ers from whence flowed the blessed streams of the charily and assistance?
Who is to answer for the increased demoralization
and crime produced by the struggle to upturn the
foundation upon which society has rested, which is
polluting the moral atmosphere and filling our prisons with victims of crime consequent upon their
misfortunes. Is it the banks or the federal government?
Fellow citizens! We have had banks under
all the administrations of the federal government.
We have always been accustomed to them in our
We have found them in
cities, towns and villages.
general directed by men in whom their neighbors
repose the utmost confidence aids to commerce,
agriculture and mechanical pursuits; giving to virtuous poverty an equal chance of success with inherited or acquired wealth; and enjoyed from them a
currency equal in safety and value to gold and silver
and greatly more convenient: and neither the banks,
as such, nor those institutions conjoined with any
other administration of the federal government have
ever brought upon the country the curse which now

—

—

it. If the evils now sulfered are innate in the
how skilful must have been the administrations of Jeiferson and Madison, of Monroe, Adams
and Jackson, not to have brought them into action!

afflicts

banks,

And how ileplorably ignorant must have been Mr.
Van Buren to make a shiuwrock with his first touch
Under the
of the helm of the national government!
previous administrations, the federal government
was treated as belonging to the people and as a trust
to be administered for tlieir benefit. The slate banks
have always belonged to the people. In limes of
war the banks sustaineil the government, and in days
of peace the government the banks, and the people
pursued an uniform careerof advancement and prosperity; the nation was honored and the people were
blessed.
But under the administration of Mr. Van
Buren, when the government

is

treated as

the pri-

vate property of the present inciiinbenl, and his
highest care and his most patriotic sentiment is to

—
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look out for himself, and leave the people to look
out for themselveSj^we have experienced a destructive war upon the credit system,
the pares of the
body politic, which before harmonized, now present
jarring and discord— and the nation has sunk from
One abyss of misery to another, until the gulf of affliction seems bottomless, and conjecture abandons
the hopeless attempt to fix its depth.
Under our present system of laws, the people are
the banks, and the banks are the people; and in the
prosecution of their business as well as the facilities
and benefits they confer, all our citizens have equal
rights and privileges.
With as mtich reason and
gaod sense might your fears be excited and your
Hostility aroused against your manufactories, your
mills and your transportation companies, as against
your state banks; and you might as rationally expect to be benetitted by the destruction of your
ploughs and implements of husbandry or instruments
of art as by the destruction of your credit system.
Do you now teel the want of money to facilitate and
transact the vast trade which exists within the limits
of our own state? What causes this distress, and
slops the richly laden car of commerce on the road?
Is it because the banks do not lend the money, and
there has been a gradual withdrawing of the paper
circulating medium?
What, then, has caused the
banks^to discontinue or curtail their transactions, and
withhold the supplies which it i.s their interest as
well as their business, to furnish you? It is because
the whole power, influence, energy, and measures
of this federal loco foco government are waging a
war of extermination against them; and it has sent
forth its decree for their destruction, and for the destruction of your interests and your property in so
far as they are connected with them, that their arm
has been shortened, their assistance diminished, and
the great financialinterestsof the country paralysed?
Can you remedy the existing evils growing out of a
want of a circulating'medium by destroying the liltle
you now have? Will you be better otf with less
when your present misery flows from having too
liltle?
Will you desire no bread because you cannot, from the oppression of your rulers, enjoy the

—

whole loaf?
Fellow citizens,

we

are no advocates, apologists
or defenders of the banks, as associations or incorporations.
look only to the great credit system

We

under which the country prospered, until it was
made the object of attack by the overshadowing
power of the federal government; and we now uphold it as the shield of the people from the total ruin
of

its measures.
mies upon us in

We

feel the

common

—

hard blows otits enewith you, and we point

you to the arm that strikes, and not to
ment through which you feel the stroke,

the instruas the just

object for your imagination.

We

have referred you to the past experience of
successful enterprise and prosperity under our credit
Bystem, and the melancholy reverse produced by the
federal loco foco goveinment warfare upon it, to

show that it is to the conduct of your rulers you are
to look for the sources of your discontent. The measures they have recommended, and the course they
have pursued, exhibit adequate causes for the sufferings of the nation, and point out to you the only sucremedy. The credit system and the business of our citizens have always been based upon

cessful

confidence. The war of the revolution was conducted, and the independence of our nation achieved, upon confidence.
Our constitution of government rests upon confidence. And the great spring
and guide of human action in all relations and situations of life, is "moral probability." When the country was poor, and exhausted by a seven years'
struggle for independence, the credit system, the
hand-maid of liberty, poured forth its ample stores,
gave life to enterprise, increased activity to industry, and wealth an<l happiness to our people. These
blessings continued unlil the war commenced by the
feder,il administration against it, and you now feel
the want occasioned by its partial destruction.
But our rulers are not content with the sum of
misery they have already produced. The fierce, fell
spirit o/destruction is not glutted by the ruin already made. The agrarian band, into whose keeping the president has committed himself, stimulated
by partial success, now more loudly demands the to
tal demolition of that structure upon which your
happiness has been attained aiid your fortunes rest.
The sub-treasury scheme is the instrument which is
to accomplish tiiese fearful objects.
It is a measure which proposes as its foundation
(he subversion of the fundamental principles of our

government. It proposes to place the public revenues
in the hands of the executive, through agents appointed by him and removable at his will. It unites
the "sword and the purse," and deprives the people
of all control over their revenue. It takes the custody of the public money from those who pay, and
places it unreservedly in the bands that spend it. It
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vastly increases the power of the federal executive,
by putting in his hands the means of corruption. It
creates a multitude of new officers, and enables the
executive to send forth swarms of officers "(o harass
our people and eat out their substance."
It unites
in the person of the executive the command of the
army and navy, the execution of the laws and the
keeping and disbursement of the public revenues,
and endoweshim with every attribute which defines
a monarch and creates a tyrant. It brings the whole
banking business and financial interests of the country at the feet of the executive, and enables him to
sport with the liberties and fortunes of our people.
It creates the most odious and terrible of all nation-

1S9

premium

as compared to paper; which would not
be until the drain of the government had broken the
banks!
Then they would come in to some extent,

because the premium they would bear wouhl pay
the expenses of presenting and transporting specie.
that "complexion it would come at last"
the
destruction of the banks— the ruin of the credit
system, and the establishment of a pure metallic
currency. These are the results its frienils promise

—

To

you, and this faint sketch will enable you to perceive the unerring certainty of their accompUshment.
Suppose you to have a metallic currency! How
then will your condition be improved? We have in
al banks
an executive bank possessing all power this country about sixty millions of specie: Our
and not accountable to the people. The agents to present circulation, notwithstanding the severe preswield this "infernal machine" are the servants of the sure of the times, is not less than five hundred milexecutive, and only removable by him, and when he lion.
how much more freely will you breathe,
is freshly seated in the chair of state for a constitu
when the screw of the president shall have brought
tional term, he may again mock at your impotence you down to sixty millions of dollars?
The man
by saying you shall have these corrupt instruments who now gets a dollar per day for his work will then
over you for four yeais, in spite of all lamentations get a shilling!
And think himself fortunate to find
here or elsewhere. It separates the government employment at that!
The man who owns a farm
from the people, and renders the servant superior to and owes one-eighth part of its present value will
his master.
lose his estate and be reduced to want!
The man
Its influence upon the public interests are equally who has now ample means of meeting his engagedirect and dreadful.
It is a vital part of the plan, ments will be reduced to hopeless insolvency!
You
and the only scheme that the president has ever re- can pretty nearly estimate how often any thing called
commended, that the public revenues shall be re- money would be seen among you. There have been
ceived in gold and silver only; and to delude you now about twenty million dollars of treasury notes
into the adoption of this measure, you are told that issued by the federal government and yet who of
it will enlarge
the specie basis, and bring tlie pre- you have ever seen a treasury note?
If twenty milcious metals into more general circulation; that it lion dollars of this money has never been visible to
will create a demand for specie and the supply will you what appearance will sixty million dollars of

—

—

These are fatiil errors and we warn you
against their adoption.
It has always happened,
it always will happen, that the greater ttie demand you create for money the less will be the supply; and the reason is, that money is not a commodity.
It is not subject to the rules of demand and
supply, but in itself governs them.
The action of
the sub-treasury scheme will diminish and absorb
your specie basis bring down your credit system
your lands, productions and labor and inflict upon
you all the untold and incalculable sufferings of a
transitive state of society.
It will do this by its
most obvious operation. The plan is to receive nothing but gold and silver in the payment of the government dues. The disbursements are to be made
in drafts of the treasurer of the U. States upon the
receivers general.
These drafts are to be in the
form of bank notes, and are designed to pass from
hand to hand like bank bills, anil form a medium of
general circulation.
Let us briefly call your attention to the practical operation of this scheme, and
The collector of New York
see where it will land.
begins to receive gold and silver only, and makes
his return to the treasurer of the United States.
will assume that he receives $70,000 per day in
payment of government dues.
This amount is
drawn from the people and locked up in his iron
chest. The treasurer of the United States then issues his drafts in the form of bank bills, upon the
collector of New York, against the money so received, and sends them to the public creditors at
Green Bay, Florida, and in every part of the union.
They pass the drafts in payment of their debts.
They circulate as paper money ever will circulate,
because it is more convenient than gold and silver
while it is believed to be equally as good.
The public well know, that utdess the sub-treasurer has used the money in his speculations, or lent
that there is
it to some fiiend, or run away with it,
dollar for dollar in deposile to meet these drafts; and
they will hold the dralts with as much security as
they would the gold and silver, and as they now do
Tlius the
the notes of their specie paying banks.
drafts of the treasurer become a part of the general
circulation, and are horded as money, and are not
presented to the sub-treasurers, or the specie they
represent returned to the channels of trade. These
drafls represent specie, and the specie, if the subtreasurer is honest, remains under his "bolts and
But what is the effect of this process upon
bars."
In the city of New
the banks and the community?
York where this #69,000 a day is to be w ithdrawn,
there is not over .§5,000,000 of specie, and suppose
the treasurer's drafts against the collections, to remain outstanding, as it is their tendency to do, how
long would it be before every dollar in specie in the
city would be brought into the vault of the collecBut it may be
Only about seventy days!!
tor?
said that the drafts would not remain out until the
would they not?
city would be thus drained!
And when would they first begin to come in? It is
undeniable that they would remain outso long as the
paper currency they furnish, in common wilh the
other paper currency of the country, was equal to
gold and silver, because of theirconvenience. Then,
they would only begin to come in when the paper
money was depreciated, and when specie was at a
come.
and

—

—

We

Why

make?
Fellow citizens! Do you want arguments addressto you to arouse your exertion to avert impending|destruction?
This fatal scheme of the sub-treasury is now suspended over you, like the sword ot
Damocles, by a single hair! It is for you to decide
whether it shall fall upon you or whether you will
strike down the traitorous arm that placed it over
you. We are but common partakers of your suflerings and your happiness; and having warned you of
your dangers we shall await your action, in the confident belief that it will be for freedom and self-preservation.
Shall the people or the e.xecutive
CONTROL THE PUBLIC MEASUKES? Shall this be A
government of the people or a government
oi- THE officeholders?
Shall we have prosperity OR RUIN and misery?
specie

ed

—

The action of the federal loco foco administration
has been treacherous to your interests on another
subject of vast importance.
allude to the design to surrender the interests of the state of New
York in the public lands. When this vast tract, originally belonged to the states, was ceded to the federal government, it was upon the express stipulation,
that these lands should constitute a common property and the proceeds be applieil to the common
benefit.
To purchase the support of the west in
the next presidential contest, the base proposition
has been submitted to give up the interests of New
York an<l the older states in the public domain, and
grant them wholly to the new states. Had the proceeds of these lands been divided as they should
have been, the state of New York would have already received lor her share about $8,000,000, and still
have left a vast fund in the unsold lanils to complete
her valuable system of internal improvement, and
extend its blessings to every part of her borders.
The whole system of the present federal administration has been one of plunder and spoliation.
You
are not only to be robbed of your share of the public
lands, but of your liberties and fortunes, if you shall
sustain its measures.
We have presented to you some of the weighty
measures which summon you to action. There are
objects of great importance to your interests immediately involved in the candidates to be selected by
you. Should the federal loco focos succeed in
obtaining the majority in our state legislaluie, their

We

—

organs have announced

to us,

and

we

cannot do«bt

that their first acts will be, to suppress the circulation of all bills below the denomination often dollars,
and again inflict upon us the curse of as shin-plaster

currency, and to suspend

all works of internal improvement, lose millions already expended in their
construction, and disappoint the long deferred hopes
and expectations of those entitled to a common participation in these public benefit.*^.
If you think
these measures right, you will of course support the
men who will carry them out. If you thnik them
wrong, you will select those friendly to the circulation of small bills and internal improvements.
Fellow citizens!
maintain our stand upon the
great political principles of Jefferson, defending the
rights of man, of which he was the great and elo»
quent champion.
maintain the government as
he administered it the rights of the states, and tire
sovereignty of the people.
select for our sutfra-

We

We

—

We
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nearest to our priuci- often brought upon him without any fault of his own.
ples, and who will best aid u3 in carrying out the Hazardous speculations are substituted for regular
great measures ol' relorm and of bringing the govern- pursuits, and the mechanic and the merchant, the
ment bade to the old republican track, which we have farmer and the manufacturer are each in turn made
undertaken, and we vote without fear, favor, affec- to feel the heavy hand of evil government.
know your
Our currency, without which no class in the comtion, reward, or liope of reward.
general concurrence in our oj)inions, and we ask you munity can be prosperous, is totally deranged
to rise above a slavish subjection to men, and unite and from having been, as it was ten years ago, the
in one common and successful elfort to throw off the best, has become, almost, the worst in the world;
incubus that rests upon us, and restore the prosperi- while they who brought these evils upon us, are making desperate efforts to aggravate them, by inflamty and happiness of the people.
ing the public mind; and driving us upon fresh and
CON- more dangerous experiments, contented to enjoy
OF
their ill-gotten power amiilst tbe groans and sufftirADDRESS
The government itself
ings of a betrayed people.
To thefreemen of the commonweallh of Pennsylvania. is bankrupt ^its treasury is exhausted the reveFellow citizens:
nues of the country are wholly insufficient to appease
The undersigned committee, appointed by the the insatiable appetite of our rulers for the wanton
democratic anti-Van Buren state convention, which expenditure of the people's money, and while these
assembled in Harrisburg, in September last, to pre- rulers use the stale and miserable artifice of pretendpare and publish an address to the people, on the ed hostility to paper money, they are constantly insubject ol the opproachini; presidential election, pro- creasing in quantity, by the issue of treasury notes;
ceed to the discharge of this important duty.
without which their profligate expenditure of public
It is unnecessary to explain or apologise for the money could not be met.
delay which has occurred, hut it is obvious that inInstead of a modest attention to the duties of oftervening political events, to which we may proper- fice, the officers of the general government, swollen
ly refer, fortify the position taken by the convention to an army as formidable as the Roman cohorts, who
of which we are the organ, and demonstrate its per- bought and sold the empire, boldly proclaim the right
fect propriety.
to dictate to the people,
to interfere in elections
Our country, by every true patriot, "best loved and to control existing majorities in particular diswhen worst governed," now demands indeed our tricts, by the introduction of purchased voters in
have the employ and pay of the government and to use
utmost affection, our most anxious care.
reached a crisis in which we solemnly believe the their money and influence, if not the money of the
fate of free government itself is to be decided.
government, in controlling the action of the people.
We, as a nation, shall emerge from it, either re- Such oppression and tyranny would be intolerable
generated, and with the resolution and the ability to from men in other respects irreproachable, men faithrepublic
its
former
simplicity,
to
purity ful and honest in the discharge of their duties. But
restore the
and peace; or with the prevailing evils so fixed upon under such a system, honesty and fidelity is not to
us, that intelligent patriotism will be obliged to de- be expected.
Coining into power with the robber
plore the early prospect of the destruction of the [irinciple avowed, "that to the victors belong the
best interests, and the dearest rights ot the people. spoils," the transition to a loose official morality is
It wouKl not be out of place to discuss these evils, but too easy.
Not satisfied with "the spoils" legitiso numerous, that your patience as well as ours mated by easy legislation for party purposes, they
would be exhausted in the disgusting task, but we have come to consider the public money as their
shall content ourselves with a glance at them, and own, and among "the spoils of victory" which bepass on to what we considered of far more import- long to them.
Many of them living in luxurious
ance; the remedy for them, and which, we believe, debauchery, and engaged in plundering speculations,
is within the grasp of the people who feel and know have found their ample salaries insufficient for their

ge3 the canJiilates

who come

We

—
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—

—

We

—

them.
wants, and have robbed, to meet those wants, the
In glancing at these evils, we cannot do better pu'nlic money committed to their care; not satisfied
thau to use the eloquent language, adopted by the with the plunder of the past, they are actually enconvention, of the ablest of our statesmen, and the gaged in urging upon the people, by false pretences,
most brilliant of our orators:
by delusive arguments, the .adoption of a system,
We "believe that there is a radical mal-adminis- which shall commit to their safi keeping the entire
tration of the

government;" that the great

interests of

the country are trodden down; that new and dangerous principles and practices have been iiilroduced
and coutinued; that a fearful conjunction of the purse
and the sword in the same hands, already alarmingly
stron", is persevering attempted; that the constitution has been grossly violated; and that, by the vast
accumulation ot executive power, actual and meditated, our system is rapidly tending towards an elecThese are our convictions, honestly
tive monarchy.
and sincerely entertained.

money

of the nation.
Such is the truly deplorable but faithfully drawn
picture of the times
such the melancholy condition
of the country.
Is there a remedy? and what is that remedy!
The questions are momentous and we do beseech
you by every consideration which you hold dear to

—

awake

We

to their importance.

see no effectual

remedy, but

in

a change of

our rulers; which will bring with it a change in the
policy of the government.
We ask you to give this

There is, indeed, a "radical mal-adininistration ol subject your sober thoughts.
We appeal to you .as
From a state of unclouded pros- men of sense, as honest men, loving morality, loving
the government,"
perity, which prevailed, ten years ago, throughout your country.
If we were prosperous and happy
the length and breadth of this country, we find our- ten years ago, and we are now the reverse; if we

—

selves reduced, as a nation, to a condition of abject
wrelchedness. Then jieace and order were in all
our borders then busy industry pur3ue<l the noisecontentment
less lenorof her way willisuie ivward
and abundance reigned on all sides then llie credit
of the government was sound and untarnished, with
ample revenues to meet her current expenses with
an annual and growing surplu,-? a full treasury, honestly and vigorously guarded and kept, the nation was
prospcious and happy. Then the officers of the
general government were truly the servants of Ihe
jieople, and not their masters; and they were faithful
Devoting themselves to the honest disservants.
charge of their official duties, they did not presume
to meddle themselves with the elections by the peothen freedom of
ple, to instruct and dictate to them
opinion was tolerated, and rational liberty prevailed.
But how are we changed! Instead of peace and
Disorder
order, we have agitation and turbulence.
is exhibited, a disregard of the laws and constitution
of thi^ country, in the most frightful forms, and an
abject submission to the varying and capricious will
of the general government, prevails in all parts of the
country. The will of party is substituted for the
judgments of the law, and infamy ami dishonor have
become, if not a passport to olfice, certainly no barriThe eyes of the uner in the way of obtaining it.
derstanding are blinded, ami the dictates of conscience
and monility stilled by the blighting influence of

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

party spirit.
Instead of the sure rewards of honest industry
uncertainty hangs over the working man and ruin

have fallen from one calamity, to another, what, as
wise men, what, as honest men, ought we to do?
Ought we not to acknowleilge our errors, and retrace our steps.
Ought we not to go back to the
period of our prosperity, ascertain what was then
the condition of our affairs, and when we have found
it,

to re-eslablish, as fast as possible, the

same

state

of things.
Do not suffer yourselves longer to be deceived by
mere party names.
Tliey are worse than "sounding brass and tinkling cymbal." Washington warned you against tliein, as your worst enemies, and
your own sad experience has proved the justice of
his advice.
When your liberties shall have been trodden down

— when

your rights have been taken from you
and fraudulent monaichy is estabon the luins of your republican goverumeni
when your prosperity is destroyed and you be-

when

a corrupt

lisheil

—

—

come the slaves of corrupt otliceholders what
consolation will it be to you to be called democrats,
be told that your government is a democracy.
that the despotism of Russia or Turkey
less a despotism if it were called a democracy, or that the serfs and vassels of the tyrants
who govern, would be more free or tolerable if you
were to call them federalists or democrats!
Names are not in Initli things, although the folly
of mankind often makes them so.
arid to

Think you
would be
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yet yours, and if those who agree in opinion
of the evils to which we have
themselves to the importance of
the duty they owe to their country, and discard
every other consideration but the good of that suffering country; if they will learn from experience;
if they will act wisely and prudently, and choose
Ihe best instrument to attain their object, our country can and will be saved.
heavy responsibility rests upon those who are
opposed to existing evils.
They have a country to
save, and they have the ability to save it if they
frage

is

as to the existence
referred, will rouse

A

will.

We do not, however, desire to be understood as
undervaluing the magnitude of the work which they
have to do.
Under the most favorable circumstances the contest must be arduous
without prudence
without energy, it will be hopeless.
The men in office are sustained by a powerful
party, the more formidable from the very evils of
which we complain. Their discipline is the discipline of implicit obedience; their organization
their consummate address^their wiley management
to divide and conquer, all make lliem formidable,
more formidable than for their numbers.
They have a regular corps of some forty thousand
officeholders, whose interests and feelings separate
them from the people, and who are as so many sentinels stationed in every part of the country to watch
and control the movements of the people. They
are fired with zeal to preserve the spoils of office,
and to extend the power and influence of their order
over the people.
But in proportion to Ihe difficulties, will be Ihe
honor of those who signalise themselves in the
struggle, and the daiker infamy will rest upon the
head of Ihe whig, who, preferring inglorious ease,
shrinks from his duty to his country.
If we are defeated we shall he defeated by criminal supineness, and if possible, worse than criminal
These divisions have
divisions among ourselves.
been at once our weakness, and the .strength of our

—

—

adversaries.
It will be a reproach, a perpetual reproach, if we
permit these divisions again to occur among us.
We must not be divided.
That distinguished patriot Henry Clay, with
characteristic magnanimity, has said that if fiisi;ame
would not unite "all the branches of the opposition
party," it should be withdrawn.
This question engaged the anxious deliberations
of the convention, and however they fell Ihe highest
regard and the greatest respect for this distinguished
statesman; (and many yielded personal preferences
to the higher obligations of patriotism) they were
constrained lo adinil that the evidence of popular
sentiment, which can never be safely disregarded,
forbade Ihe expectation of uniting "all branches of
the opposition" upon Mr. Cliiy.
Cjlm and prudent enquiry, independent of politi-

which we shall piesenlly refer, show
the justness of this conclusion.
Mr. Clay himself has candidly referred to the fact
that there are "branches" in the opposition party.
It is wise, as well as honest, to admit this truth,
and we may say it is equally true that there are like
branches in the Van Buren party the difference
between the two parties being, that in the latter
these branches more readily submit lo the control of
the parent stem, than they do in the former.
Without noticing minor differences of opinion we
may refer to the known fact, that there are in these
cal results, to

—

branches ahi'liiionists, anti-masons, democrats and
whigs, and that among these, there are very many,
who" were prompted by the glowing feeling of gratitude for arduous military service?, which the history
of mankind in all ages, prove lo have been common
to all nations, to support gen. Jackson lor the presidency.
We do not pretend lo say that Mr. Van Curen
and his friends have been without the support of
iiuiny abolitionists and anfi-masons, in someof the
diflerent parts of our country, where they exist.
On the contrary, it is notoiious, that he and his
friends, while they affect decided lio.=tilily, where
such profession accorils with popularlecling, against
abolitiouisls and anti-masons, in other quarters of
the country as industriously court the support o
abolitionists and anti-masons; and unfortunately in
many instances with too much success.
"i)eci'itl'iil above all things, and desperately wicked" they change their form and shape, and profess
opposite and contradictory opinions to obtain and
secure power.
To the south and among southern men they sig-

—

nalise their zeal against the

mad

fanaticism uf the

term it, while to the north when
important to obtain their votes they rlioo.^e as
But how are we to elfect this desirable change of their candidates for office, known abolitionists. Derulers?
Forliinately it is not yet loo late
ceptive alike to the north, and the south and totally
it is yet
ill your power to be independent.
The right of suf- unworthy of the confidence of either.

—

is

—

—

—

abolitionist, as they

it is

i
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It was then acknowledged on all hands that the
admit that among
those wlio entortain peculiar views on (he subject great popularity of general Harrison had imparted
ot'slavery, although Ihere are many who lend them- much of this unexpected strength to the whig party,
selves directly or indirectly to the re-election of and it was as generally conceded, that if he had
Martin Van Buren; there are a vast number who are been the candidate of the parly in the whole country
decidedly opposed to his mal-administration of the at an earlier period, and with a knowledge of his
fjovernment, and who are willing to aid their whit; strength, which was disclosed by the result, he
brethren in all parts of the counhy to rescue it from would have been triumphantly elected.
misrule.
It cannot be concealed however that the
This result animated the drooping spirits of the
position taken by Mr. Clay on a recent occasion has whig party, in all parts of the country.
They set
created in this branch of the whig party a prejudice to work in earnest, and a succession of brilliant vicwhich cannot be o\'ercome.
tories tore from the arms of the Van Buren party
The coriesponding branch in the Van Buren party state after state, and placed against them a suffiare more readily moulded to party support.
cient number of states, which could give a large
A similar difficulty exists with the anti-masons. majority of presidential electors against Mr. Van
This portion of the whig party, particularly in Buren.
Pennsylvania, although unwilling to support Mr.
I ntoxicated by these successes. In an evil hour, the
Clay, have nevertheless discovered a decided wil- party looking to other causes, which no doubt had
lingness to make concessions to their whig bre- a share of inlluence in them, was induced to forget
thren, by evincing a determination to sujiport ano- the main source and principal cause of their good
ther distinguished whig, general Harrison, and have fortune.
They laid aside the powerful name which
not insisted on a candidate who had adopted their had given them the victory, and again has disaster
peculiar views on the subject of masonry.
upon disaster pressed upon their standard, until
Among the JacUson men now attached to the many have given themselves over to despondency,
whig party, there are not wanting those who retain and seem to be ready, in despair, to surrender the
a lingering recollection of their opposition to Mr. country to the miserable despotism which threaClay, which there is reason to fear mijjht operate tens it.
If it were unwise in the bey day of prosperity to
on their suffrage, if he were the candidate of the

But candour requires

iia

to

whig

party.
the convention remembered that these
"branches of the opposition party" formed so large
a portion of the voters in Vf rmont, Rhode Island,

Wheu

Connecticut,

New

York,

New

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana, not to speak of other states,
or other questions, it was plaiii to them that if they
regarded the welfare of the country as identified
with a change of rulers, would it not do to choose
for a candidate any one, however eminent, who
was not acceptable to these branches; well knowing that a union of the opposition party was essential to success.
To general Harrison no such objections exist.
Born in Virginia the son of one of that illustrious
race of patriots with whom she adorned the annals
of the revolution, and whom she delighted to honor,
HE possessed her love and confidence, as he did
that of our brethren in the south generally, while
his long residence in Ohio, and his eminent public
services had endeared hiin to all classes of his lellow citizens in the northern and western states.
His name subdues all prejudices, and encounters

—

it, it

say,

is

it

is

still

of them fr^sh and recent.

In 1832 Mr. Clay was beaten in Ohio by a main New Jersey by 360^in Indiana
by 6,310, while his popular majority in Maryland
was but 92, and in Delaware 16d. General Jackson obtained at that election in Pennsylvania a majority of 24,269, in Virginia of 18,820, in North
Carolina of 21,124, in Tennessee of 25,000.

criminal to

overcome.

Thus we see in onr own state how strong is the
hold which the veteran Harrison has on the" feelings
of the people, and how little there is in the recent
election to discourage all our efforts to carry the
keystone state

for

him.

may

not be out of place to call attention to the
almost all the counties of our commonwealth, the loco foco party turned out nearly to a
It

fact that in

—

WILLIAM induced the convention
and the enemies of the solution:

steps, raise the invincible standard of

HENRY HARRISON,

people will be put to rout.
In 1833 Mr. Van Buren bad the advantage which
the halo of general Jackson's popularity imparted,
and the fact that the party to which he belonged
had been in the ascendency, and victorious in almost every state in the union.
tion, a

—

Buren party.

Among

m

The brilliant success of general Harrison in the to despond now, examine this melancholy list. He
presidential election of 1836, surprised the whole will find that our disasters at the election wdiich has
means as
It was as unexpected as it was delight- just taken place are not so great, by any
That party had been dis- those of the October election in 1S.'56. Then let us
ful, to the whig party.
refer to the presidential election which occurred in
pirited by repeated and overwhelming defeats.
And never did a party go into an important politi- a little more than a month from that time, and we
cal contest, with so little hope, with so Utile spirit, shall have enough to inspire us with confidence
as they did in 1836, and we may add that no party for the future, should general Harrison be, as we
ever came out of a contest more surprised and de- have no doubt now that he will be, the candidate
lighted at their unexpected strength. Mr. Van Bu- for our party.
In November 1336, general Harrison carried the
ren was elected, to be sure, but by meagre majorities, and with an aggregate popular vote against him. same counties to which we have referred by the

country.

party, who did not admit that if the strength of general Harrison had been anticipated, the small maVan Buren had obtained, would

jority which Mr.
lave been readily

dency now.
The whigs have discovered their error, be believe glorious cause.
in time to repair it.
They have but to retrace their
We have thus dwelt upon the reasons which

the defeats which befel that party at the
state elections in October 1836, none was more
signal than that of Pennsylvania; not only was it
overthrown in counties usually doubtful, or nearly
balanced, but it was equally unfortunate where
previously it had majorities, and in some instances
large majorities.
General Harrison at the presidenlial eleclioii of
The whig party was defeated at that election in
1836, carried Ohio by a majority of 8,720, a greater Adams county, by amajority of 59, in Allegheny by
majority by nearly one half, than general Jackson 156, in Bedford by 300, in Bradford by 16, in Bucks
had in that state. He carried Maryland by a ma- by 227, in Butler by 322, in Cambria by 46, in
jority of 3,674, New Jersey by 543, Delaware by Chester by a small majority, each party having
580, and Indiana by 8,703. He was beaten inPenn- elected a portion of their ticket, in Dauphin by 201,
sylvania by but 4,300, in Connecticut by 535, in in Delaware by 89, in Franklin by 88,
Union by
Rhode Island by 254, which states had been Jack- 256, in Washington by 130, and in Huntingdon part
son states for several years.
Let any one inclined
of each ticket was elected.

—

The despondency which had settled on the party
after the October election, was dispelled by the
brilliant result of the presidential election, and there
w ere in this state but few of political sagacity of any

man, while hundreds and thousands of the whigs,
to their reproach it must be spoken, neglected
whom we were indebt- high and important duty at the recent election. this
more unwise, nay, we should
Give us the certainty of our presidential candigive ourselves up to despon- date give us the inspiration of general
Harrison's
popularity and prosperity will again smile on our

—

many

191

forget the veteran patriot to

ed for

But how is it now? The evils of his administrabankrupt treasury, a wretched currency, the
extravagant expenditure, and the profligate use of
the public money
the insolent interference of the
officers of the general government, are all known
and have been, and are severely felt by the people.
And although for the reason which we have assigned, Mr. Van Buren and his party may have obtained doubtful victories, by small majorities, in
none.
some of the states which had been conquered from
This reasoning was well sustained by political his party; yet how much better
is the condition of
results which had taken place in ditf'erent states,
the whig party now than it was in 1836.
and were fresh in the recollection of every observLet the careful observer compare the political
ing and careful politician.
condition of the country then and now, and he will be
Mr. Clay had been a candidate for the presidency
struck with this truth; and satisfied that we have no
in 1832, and general Harrison in some states only
The (bnner was regularly nominated and reason if we are xvise, to despair. Nay, it is posiin 1836.
tively encouraging, notwithstanding our reverses,
generally supported by the party opjiosed to geneThe latter, within a few months be- which will be readily repaired, if we profit by the
ral Jackson.
lessons of experience.
candidate
election,
was
made
a
in
several
the
fore
Without doing more than invile attention to this
of the states, rather by an impulse among the peosubject, and refer to the striking fact that the whig
ple than by any regular nomination.
party will have a mujorilij in the next house of reelections
evidence
for
Let us then look to Ihese
presentatives of the United States, the best evidence
of the relative strength of the candidates; although
of our strength, we will pass on to a consideration
in doing so we are aware, that, in regard to geneof this question, especially with reference to Pennral Harrison, there was disadvantage of a want of
sylvania. And here we shall find the most remarktime the want of concert of action, and the deable evidence of the great popularity of general
produced
by
the
recollection
of
repeated
pression
Harrison, and the most decided encouragement to
disasters previously incurred by the vfhig party,
effort, should he be the candidate of the anti-Van
jority of 4,707
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following majorities, Adams by 334, Allegheny by
540, Bedford by 334, Bradford by ,58, Bucks by 208,
Butler by 158, Cambria by 104, Chester by 644,
Dauphin by 621, Delaware by 194, Franklin by 420,
Huntingdon by 1,285, Lebanon by 319, Union by
183, Washington by 360. And the majorities against
the whig parties in other counties were greatly reduced, so that in Pennsylvania, where general
Jackson had a majority of twenty-four thousand,
Mr. Van Buren received but four thousand.

to

adopt the following re-

Resoh'ed, That while the convention entertain
the belief that no other candidate lor the presidency, but general William Henry Harrison, of Ohio,
can unite the anti-Van Buren party, and by that
union rescue the cotintry from misrule, they feel entire respect and admiration for the great talents and
public and private virtues of Henry Clay, of Kentucky, and they cannot believe that he who has
already made so many sacrifices for bis country,
will now permit his name to be used to divide and
distract the anti-Van Buren party, and thus consign
to hopeless ruin our republican institutions."
have discussed the question wilhthe candor
which its magnitude demands.
should have
been unfaithful to our trust if we had suffered any
notion of ill-judged delicacy to restrain the argument. The crisis demands truth and boldness, and
they are not inconsistent with respect and kind
feelings to others who may have heretofore differed
in opinion on this subject.
cannot anticipate that personal preferences,
no matter how well deserved, will sway their conduct when they find that such preferences must be
disappointed. Man worship has been the reproach
of the administration party. Whigs will not subject themselves to that reproach.
And who of that
party cannot regard with a glow of satisfaction the
support of general Harrison as the candidate of the
opposition party. His election equally with that
of any other eminent citizen named as our candidate, will secure a reform of existing abuses, and
a restoration of the policy, which, in the days of
Jefferson, Madison and Monroe, made the country
so pros|)erous and liappj'.
In this respect there is
no difference between any of the whig candidates.
can too, proudly refer to a long and well spent
life, devoted to the welfare of his country, in eminent stations, for proof of the distinguished ability
of the venerable Harrison; but still more to prove
that neither this, nor any other nation can boast of
a purer pafiiot, or a more honest statesman.
The
country wants just such a man to purify and restore
the government to its former republican virtue
and simplicity.

We

We

We

We

Let us then "rise above all local prejudices, and
personal partialities, discard all collateral questions,
'disregard every subordinate point, and in a genuine
spirit of compromise and concession, unite heart
and hand, to preserve for ourselves, the blessings of
a free government, wisely, honestly and faithfully
administered, and as we have received them from
our fathers, to transmit them to oiir children."'

CHARLES
John C. Montgomery,
J. Washington Tyson,
George A. Maderia,

B.

PENROSE.

John Dickey,
T. K. Bull,
Jona, J, Slocum,

R, L. Barr,

Wm,

NtT Middleswarth,

David Mann,
Michael Day,
Joshua P. Eyre,
Philip Smyser,
A. M. Thompson.

Edward

Sager,

John Harper,
Wm. E. Conrow,
Thos. Chambers,
John Williamson,
Oclobcr, 17, 1839,

Clark,

—
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as a citizen, public spirited, and ever
"Alciphroji," is the title of a uew poem, announced ready to advance the interests of the city; of a benevolent disposiuon, the poor ever found in him a friend;
as about to appear from the pen of Thomas Moore.
and true objects of charity never presented their claims
have an entire
Avgusia, (Gen.) Nov. 8lh, 1839.
in vain.
It that popularity which has a whole commuchange of weather, of good solid black frost this morn- nity for its basis, which withers not under the breath of
ing.
Our board of health has just issued a bulletin seasons and circumstances, but remains fresh and
all
danger
of
return
to
town
over,
and
announcing
green under the influence of autumnal gales, as amid
have adjourned, subject to the call of the chaii'man the zephyrs of the floral summer, if such popularity
No deaths for three days.
be a test of merit, then was the subject of this notice
Andromache and Buzzard. Among the vessels that emphatically a worthy man. It is not the "customary
put to sea from New York on Friday, were the Bn- suit of solemn black" that doth truly denote the grief
It is a grief "not
tish frigate Andromache and brig Buzzard, with the felt lor the loss of such a man.
brig Eagle, prize to the latter is a slaver. All are bound loud, but deep," not confined to the immediate circle
of friends and relatives, but a solemnizing sense of loss
for Bermuda.
and deprivation, co-extensive with the causes of the
correspondent of the
African slave trade.
York Journal of Commerce, writing from Havana, popularity, which proclaims its object to be a public be[Baltimore Sun.
nefactor.
under date of 24th ult. says:
Engineer. The Pottsville Journal says: "F. A. Che"The Hound, of Baltimore, has sailed under the
ViUier de Gerstner, the distinguished Austrian engineer,
American Hag for Africa. The Nymph, of ditto,
fitting out.
The cutter Campbell is nearly ready. All under whose auspices the first rail road in Europe was
go under the American fiap, and have American cap- commenced in 1824, has been here during the past
tains.
The captain of the latter arrived here about one week, inspecringthe works of art in our vicinity."
month since, in the brig Morris Cooper, of PhiladelElection.
The governor of Pennsylvania has diphia, which I had heard say landed 485 negroes on the
rected a special election
be held on the 20th inst.
He was formerly mate of the to supply the vacancy in to
coast of this island.
congress, occasioned by the
Morris Cooper; his protection says he is a native Ame^ decease of
Mr. Potter.
rican citizen.
Fires.
correspondent of the Philadelphia United
York, is almost ready for
"The brig Union, of
States Gazette, makes the following enumeration of the
sea for the above business."
give this item of information as we find it, still fires which have occuired in the United Slates in the
in the confident expectation it will yet ajpear, that the month of October:
October 4 and 5, in Philadelphia 53 buildings were
sin of our city in this line consists chiefly, if not altogether, in building and selling vessels, \yhich are iifter- destroyed, together with a large quantity of goods, &c.
wards converted to uses which our citizens hold in as the whole estimated at one million of dollars. This was
deep detestation as those of any other city in the union, the largest fire which had occurrred in this ciiy since
[Sun.
the great one in Dock street about forty years ago.
persevering;

We

—

A

New

'

A

New

We

Bread and

butter.
Speaking of a lot of butler rescut from the Canadas to Kentucky, the New
E.fpress asks whether the farmers ol the United
Slates will consent to have the Canadians butler their
bread? Oh yes provided the Canadians will permit
our farmers to bread their butter. Free trade and far-

cently

York

—

[Boston limes.

mer's rights.

Canal navigation. The Harrisburg Reporter says
canal commissioners have directed the canals to
be kept in navigable order, as lung as the weather will
misapprehension e.\isis among the public
permit.
in regard to this tact, caused by a resolution of the
forwarding houses, not to forward goods from Phili
delphia west after the 1st November. They have n
sciiidcd this and will forward until the 15th inst.
The
navigation wih not close, it is presumed, before the
first of December, and may remain open until near
Christmas. The mail line and passenger boats wih
be drawn from the line on the 13ih inst.

The

A

Canol navigation.

The Rochester Democrat

says:

'*Wc learn that our forwarders had a meeting yesterday
and agreed to suspend navigation and lay up their boats
on the tenth of November.

In New York we have read accounts of nine fires
during the month which destroyed about sixty buildings and a vast amount of goods, &,c. estimated at
S!l,300,000.

In Mobile there have been six fires which destroyed
500 buildings and a large amount of other property, estimated at Sil,6UQ,000.
In Aiken, South Carolina, ten large stores have
been destroyed, and other property, the whole estimated
at $100,000.
In West Boylston, Massachusetts, property has been
destroyed to the amount of Si50,000.
In Newark, New Jersey, property has been destroyed to the amount of S26,000; in New Orleans to the
amount of S20.000, in Alton, Illinois, $20,000; in Norfolk, Va. $10,000; in Louisville, Ky. $10,000; in York,
Pa. $5,000, the whole amounting to more than four
millions of dollars.

A

The

iinported from
&. Co. at an imsince, and which was
for a rime on exhibition in this city, died at Newark,
(N. J.) on Friday last. It was probably the effect of the
cold weather which caused the animal's death.
giraffe.

beautiful

Africa by Messrs. Welsh,

girafle,

Weeks

mense expense, some two years

Precious metals.

It is

computed

that at least fifty

thousand pounds sterling worth of gold and
annually employed at Birmingham, England,
ing and plating, and dierefore forever
as buUion.

By

Pensacola.

lost to

silver are
for gild-

the world

the schooner Bolina, arrived yester-

day from Pensacola, we learn that sickness prevails
there to an alarming extent.
A romance, the scene of which is laid in the state of
New York, will shortly appear. It is from the pen of
Charles F. Hotfnian, esq. author of "Wild Scenes in
Forests and Prairie,'' a work which has elicited strong
commendation from transatlantic criucs.

We

Resumption.
learn from the Cincinnati Gazette
that the Ohio lAi'e Insurance and Trust company of
that city resumed specie payments on the 6th instant.
Under the law of Ohio, if any bank suspends specie
payments more than thuty (lays, its charter becomes
forfeited.

The Ohio Statesman thinks that the banks of that
which have stopped, will resume specie payments
within the 30 days required by the law, rather than allow
their afl'airs to go into the hands of commissioners.

state

Bank of Illinois at Shawneetovm. The Shawneetown
Voice and Journal, of the 26ih ult. says: At a meeung
of the directors of this institution, on Wednesday last,
it was determined not to suspend specie payments.

We understand that a draft on one of the
banks was sold in this city a short rime
a premium. Specie was demanded, and the
bank refused it, suffering the draft to be protested. On
informing the bank in Ohio which had drawn the draft,
its officers staled that they had in the bank that thus
refused the payment, an amount of money more than
ten times as great as the draft.
But specie was demanded.
[Pkila. U. S. Gaz.
Specie.

New York

since, at

New

Siamese twins. The
York Gazette states that
the Siamese t\vins have purchasetl a farm in North
Carolina, and have gone to farming.

Sea serpent. Captain Sawyer, of the schooner Alfred, at Newburyporl, states that off Boon island, on
the 2d instant, he saw the sea serpmtt head ten fiset
above water supposing it to be a boat, he called all
hands; when near ihe vessel it sunk under water.

—

—

The smith. The afflictions of the south and southwest have, during the past summer, exceeded those of
any other season within our remembrance. The north
has had to struggle against financial difficulties, the
scarcity of money, and the consequent paralysis of commercial operations. The south has labored under the
same calamity to an augmented extent, and Itas, in addition, been fearfully visitied by desolating epidemics.
Both have suffered from the fiendish spirit of incendiarism. But in the south the havoc by fire has been
greater, and the loss, from obvious reasons, more irreparable.
The hand of an inscrutable Providence has

We

weighed heavily upon us.
are literally ben and
bowed down beneath the pressure of misfortune. The
Kidnapping.
Three fellows have been brought future annalist will record the summer and fall of 1839
as iheniosl fruitful in wide-spread suflering of any perto apprehend, another seriously short crop in England, up at the Louisville police court, for stealing a mulatto
haps ever k'lt in the southern country.
[N. O. Bee.
the corn laws could hardly stand against the increased girl belonging to colonel Johnson, and carrying her to
clamor which would be raised against them. Should Indiana.
Travelling. An aged lady went down to York by
the British ports be thrown open to foreign grain, die
Mammoth. The St. Louis Gazette of the 10th inst. railway the other day, and could scarcely believe her
demand from this country would be immense and says: that a Mr. Cock, residing 22 miles southwest of eyes when she found herself so suddenly transported
would compensate for the short crop of cotton of the ihtit city, is raising the largest mammoth bones
ever under the walls of the ancient city. When we asked
[Paulson.
past year.
seen in the western country.
From the extremity of what she had section her route, she answered, "All
Cotton crop. The New Orleans Bulletin of the 9th one tusk to that of the other is supposed to measure 15 that I had time to see was a hayslackjli/ing past.''

Corn laws.

Should there be, as there

is

I

every reason

instant says

[Hull paper.

feet.

A

gendeman who has travelled quite extensively over
the cotton growing region during the present season,
gives it as his opinion, lormed upon accurate personal
observation, that the crop of 1839 will be one-third
shorter than the crop of 18a8. The causes assigned for
this deficiency are, first, a protracted drought in the
sjiring that was severely felt through the whole south.
Then the rains which succeeded the drought, fell in
aucli torrents as to cause many of the forms to drop.
The worms also about this period did vast injury in
many parts of the country, if the latter part ol the
season had proved propitious, the harvest might still
have been an average one; but a drought, only equalled by the dry spell of the spring, has, until within a

Morus

In Batavia, 16,000 trees have
seventy-five cents per tree. In
Virginia they have been sold as low as three or four
multicaulis.

been sold at

fifty to

cents per tree.

Teiin£.tsee legislature.
The present Tennessee house
of representatives is composed of forty-six farinei-s
thirteen lawyers seven merchants
five doctors— two
tailors
one sdversmith and one forgeman.

—

—

A

—

—

proposition to instruct the state bank of Tennessee
The market for this article seems to be more flucluand uncertain than that ol any other product we and its branches to resume specie payments forihwitii,
linow of Nor can this uncertainly be owing either to was rejected in the senate of that state on the 29ih ult.
the suspension or the stoppage of ihe opium trade; for it by a vole of 9 to 14.
existed before cither of them. What's the cause of if?
Tea. Ills staled that the shipments of tens in May
Can anyone tell? At Burlington, N. J. the other day, from Canton for Great Britain and her colonies, was
10,000 trees were sold, some at 7 1-2 cents, anci others 90,000 chesli; the whole for 1S39 was 40
imlliona of
at 11 1-2.
About ihe same time at York, Pennsylva- pounds. Also, 116,000 chests to the United Stales.
nia, between 5,000 and 8,000 trees were sold at 2 cents
TcJ:as.
The
congress
of
Texas
have
passed
a law
quite
per tree
a difference.
[Sun.
granting 2,982 acres of good land to every woninn.who
iew days at least, pervaded the south, causing the
Naval. The United States sloop of war .Levant, will marry during the present year, a citizen
weed to shed not only the forms, but the young bolls
of that rewhich
sailed
from
Pensacola
on
a
cruise,
returned
to
As a dry season is favorable to cotton in Louipublic, who was such at file rinio of the declaration of
also.
siana, where ihe land is chiefly alluvial and moist, that city on the 2d inst. the yellow fever having broken their independance.
out among the crew. The schooner Pelican, from Attile product here may not fall much short— bul in every
Voting and fighting. "The people of Ihe U. Slates—
other state the deficiency will be as great as is lepre- takapas bound to Norfolk, was towed into Pensacola
aring

—

leaky,

scnicd.

Darkness at

—singular

Quebec

phenomenon.

The

Quebec Canadian

states that on the lorcniion ol the 18ih
Oclubcr, a darkness settled upon that city, which rendered the use of candles necessary for several hours in
wind blew from the east, but llie
The
the forenoon.
darkened clouds came from the west. The atmosphere was moist. The same phenomenon occurred
on the 17lh of October, 1831; and on the Mihof October, 183j.

—A

A

hands sick.
Onions have been raised this year in Illihundred and sixty bushels to the acre.

all

Pork.
The Cincinnati Post of die 7ih inst. states
that hogs, in numbers, arc selling at Peoria and other
places in Illinois, at two dollars and a half the hundred.
The Sangaino Journal of the 1st inst. says: "No pork
buyers

yet.**

Large droves of hogs have been driven from Ken-

May

ties,

they ever remember, that to preserve their liberthey must do their own voringiind their own light[Urn. H. Harrison.

ing.''

Mr. Webster, with his family, left London for the eonabout the lOih of October. His excureion must
be short, us he had taken his passage lor New York,
tinenl,
in the

Liverpool, which sails on the 19th inslant.

the last dates

Wv:Uhcr.

from him he was

The weather

in

Geneva.

At

'

Montreal was exceedingly
lucky into Indiana, the present season, for the purpose cold all the last week, and snosv began to fall plentifully
of bein" fattened— owing to the drought, and conse- about six o'clock, Thursday morning, continuing till
quent short corn crop in llie first named state.
about ten, when it considerably abated,
A snow eiorm occurred ut BuH'alo on the 27lli of
Pu.'it office burned.
It is stated thai the post ofllcc at
The snow full on the highlands to the
Ilarrodsburg, Kentucky, was burned on the 1st inst. Seiiteinber.
depth
of six or eight inches.
with all its contents, as were also the store of Mr. Jelilie tailor's shops of Mr. Lewi.<i and Mr. Garnet,
Wool. The wool raised in Vermont during the preand Mr. B'igg's hatter's shop. Mr. Jeffrie's goods were sent year, is eslimated to be worth three millions of

Died, on Sunday
public deprivation.
Ueath
at 1 o'clock, in the Hl-t year of his ago Luke
'riernan, esq. one of die olikvt and must opulent and
narespectable inhabitants of the city ol Baltimore.
tive of Ireland, at an early age, he nuide this land the
homo ufhis choice, and through lite entertained a strong
allec'ion for the institutions of his adopted country. As
a inerchniit, he was honest, honorable, upright and saved.

morning

and

0/u'oH.^.

nois, yielding six

dollars.

at

—
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The New Yorkers have for the last week been left the camp of the federal forces, thirty miles beyond the Nueces river, about Ihe 26th instant, we
movements of gene- anxiously looking for the steamer British Queen.
195 Her regular day of departure from England, was learn that Canales, the commander of the Mexican
of sun dry detacliments
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of

I'st

may have

left

—

in fifty-three days.

The complexion

of affairs had not varied from
our previous accounts which were to the 17th.
Specie continued to diminish in the vaults of the

Bank of England.
Mr. Stevenson",

the

American

minister, and

his lady were on a visit to Ihe earl of Fitzwilliam
at his seat in Yorkshire.

Quarterly average of the weekly liabilities and
assets of the Bank of England from the 23d July
to the 15th Oct. 1S39, both inclusive, published
pursuant to the acts 3 and 4, William IV, cap. 98
Asselt.

Liabilities.

Circulation £17,612,000
6,734,000

Deposites

Securities £24,9.39,000

£27,464,000

£24,346,000

Downing

street, Oct. 18,

2,525,000

Bullion

1839.

the proposition contained in the letter of the Messrs.
Barings; and it was from the consideration of that allemative, no less than of the project, from which we
conceived "useful hints" were to be derived by Americans.
protest, absolutely, against the association
in which the Globe has apparently placed us, with the
project for a national debt of three hundred millions!
The Lord preserve us from that and all other wild
"experiments."
are not of the school that considers "a national debt a national blessing'' and we beg
the Globe to do us the justice to correct the erroneous
impression, which alone could have induced their publication of the 20th inst.

We

We

CoL. Joseph M.

—

White.

The Tallahassee

Floridian of the 9th inst. is in mourning on announcing the death of the lamented^JosEPH M.White,
esq. which took place on the' 19th October at the
residence of his brother. Dr. T.White, of St. Louis.
The Floridian says of col. White: "The high order of talents and attainments of col. White displayed
in congress and in the supreme court of the United Stales, and as a writer upon the Spanish and civil
law, was admitted by opponents as well as friends.
In Florida he was a favorite with the people. No
differences of opinion on national politics, or the
continued assaults of political antagonists foryears
could wean or alienate the attachment of his devoted friends here from him. He was chosen five
successive terms as delegate to congress, by flattering votes against various candidates; and on the organization of a state would doubtless have been
selected as one of her first senators. He started in
and his talents and industry caused him
life poor
to attain a high eminence.
He was perhaps as well
known and as generally respected in Europe as any
public man in this country. In private life he was a
generous and high toned gentleman. To his political
friends lie was laithful and devoted, and his loss
will
be deplored by many here and elsewhere. He was
a warm advocate and promoter of schemes of internal improvement, and had the welfare of Florida
deeply at heart. The health of his accomplished
lady compeled him for some years past to be much
absent from the territory, but he contemplated returning here and making his permanent abode al his
beautiful residence iu Jefferson (Cassa Bianca)
in
the spring."
Vol. VII.— Sig. 13.

—

in maintaining the constitutional forms.
Boyer called out his troops, abused the national
guard, roamed over the whole town like a mad man,
and placed a force at the door of the house of representatives, forbidding the entrance of such as
would not yield to him. The orders were, to let in
butone more than half the members, and to be careful not to let the leading men get in.
This violence
had its effect and the house yielded, and five of the
leading opposing members were expelled. A proclamation was issued, forbidding people to talk about
what was passing. Attempts of assassination were
made on the persons of two of the members that had
been so unconstitutionally expelled. [iV. F. Exp.

sisting

TEXAS.
the steamer Columbia, the editors of the New
Orleans Bulletin have received dates to the 8th inst.
from Galveston, and to the 4th from Houston. The
yellow fever had committed frightful ravages in the
towns above mentioned; in consequence, many of
the citizens had fled into the country. The shipping
at Galveston experienced serious injury, from a
heavy gale of wind that occurred the 5th inst. The
storm lasted during three days. Its violence was so
great as to drive ashore all the vessels in port, including three steamboats. Emigrants were pouring
into Texas in large numbers.
Arrivals at Galveston, from New York, recently, had brought upwards
of one hundred families of German setllers, who intend to locale in a colony somewhere in the upper
country.
still larger emigration is expected from
dinner
England the ensuing winter and spring.
was given to president Lamar on his arrival at Austin, the new seat of government.
His reception
there is spoken of as quite flattering.
new town
has recently been laid out on Arkansas bay, called
Preston.
The Texas Sentinel is the title of a new
paper, to be established at Austin.
No Indian disturbances had occurred for a considerable length of
lime.
company of men were recently despatched from Galveston to Austin, to be stationed at some
remote outposts on the Indian border; and measures
were in progress to secure an adequate defence for
all the exposed points on the frontier.
copy from the Houston Telepraph the following intelligence, which may be considered of some

By

A

A

A

A

We

moment:

federalists

now in

the

field,

has concentrated thirteen

hundred of his followers, and was to move the next
day for the Rio Grande. Captain Ross, who recruited a company of some eighty men in this city a
few weeks since and which was designed for the
protection of the Nueces frontier, and the suppression of the driving of cattle and horses from beyond
(hat river, which for some time has been carried on,
had also joined Canales, with about four hundred
Americans. Added to this number, were about one
hundred Indians, belonging to a tribe living on the
Rio Grande, near the village of Mier, and who are
said to be a race of savages, and considerably skilled
in the science of Mexican warfare.
According to
this, Canales had under his command eighteen hundred men—civilized, half civilized and savage all
pretty well armed, with considerable ammunition.
There were, however, no cannon.

—

Oui informant says the greatest enthusiasm and
this heterogeneous
band, and that a perfect confidence of success in
their desperate adventure for the reduction of the
whole Rio Grande country to the standard of fede-

harmony prevailed throughout

ralism,

This return is more unsatisfactory than any
which has preceded itj The bullion continues to flow
outof the bank's coffers, which cannot now contain
{fc^ From the position in which the editors of the more than two millions sterling. The return shows
Globct in their leading editorial of "Wednesday last, a reduction in the circulation of £348,000, in
have placed the extract from our last Register, it might the deposites of £1,047,000; in the securities of
be implied, that we had endorsed ihe suggestions of the £997,000, and in the bullion of £291,000.
Messrs. Baejngs, Brothers &, Co. by placing their
HAYTI.
letter under the caption of "important suggestion," and
Letters from Hayti speak of new tyrannical acLs
calling attention to it, as coming from persons \vh'\
on the part of the president, Boyer, who is taking
from their position as leading foreign capitalists, were
entitled to consideration. Not sol
We meant exactly the "responsibility" with a vengeance. The recent
what we said; that the suggestions made in the letter difficulties have arisen from a dispute between the
were "important," and furnished "useful hints, of which president and the house as to the formation of the
Boyer insisted upon unconstitutionally
our statesmen and capitalists might avail." If called senate.
upon to endorse either of their "suggestions'' on the in- and violently putting into the senate his own ciea
stant, we should select the alternative, in preference to lures, and the repubfican members of the house per-

_

I

November— some conjecture that she
waited for the arrival of the Liverpool,
New York on the 19th ult. Our latest
English dates are to the 21st October, brought by
the packet ship Oxford, Rathbone, arrived at New
York which ship had made the trip out and back
the

which

seemed

every one.

to

The

be impressed upon the mind of
point of attack was to be the

first

village of Mier where were some two hundred centralist troops; thence down to Matamoras.
All the
different places where were stationed government
troops, or which adhered to the central cause, would

probably be laid under contribution. If they do
not receive a repulse in their first engagement, and
in pulling to route the government troops,
we may expect soon to hear of piping times among
the centralists in this part of Mexico.
The federalists now under Canales, are the same who but a
short time since were driven from the other side of
the Rio Grande by Canaliza, the commandant of the
central forces in this part ol Mexico, and took refuge in squads this side, not having been sufficiently supplied with arms and ammunition to hazard a
battle; they therefore have a fearful account to settle with their opponents.
And now that Ihey have
the co-operation of a few Americans, they believe
themselves perfectly invincible and are likely to be
successful even against great odds.

succeed

England, Ireland, Scotland, Germany, France
and Holland, all contributed to our original stock of
settlers; and their descendants, of course, have preserved more or less of the peculiarities belonging to

each country. So far from deeming this a misfortune, we consider it an advantage of no ordinary
kind. The elements are all of the best drawn from
those nations of Europe which have exhibited the
noblest specimens of Ihe human race in modern
times, and all distinguished for the manlier virtues.
When the heterogeneous substances which constitute the great national body shall become fairly settled and blended into consistency, it will, doubtless,
be seen that there has been a mutual giving and receiving of the several peculiarities of each, and that"
the whole is the better for it.
The facilities of intercommunication, now becoming so great, will hasten the process of fusing and blending all elements
together, and will prevent individual sections from
cherishing to exclusion their peculiar or hereditary
prejudices. The descendants of Ihe puritan wilj
mingle with the sons of the cavaliers: and the hoi
spirit of the south becomes tempered by the cooler

—

genius of New England. The steady gravity and
unyielding firmness of the German, harmoBizing
with the ardent and warm-hearted temperamfint af
the Irishman, will constitute the equilibWum of a
noble character. The west, generous andehivalrie,
even in its excess, will impart enerey and a light
spirit to every combination which it animates,
in
truth, amongthemany interesting phenomena which
the state of society presents in this country, the
mingling of races, this interfusion of blood, this amalgamation of national characteristics, is not Ihe least
worthy of consideration. It would seem as though
the antiquated sobrieties of the old world, having individually exhausted their capability and their energy, the human race was about to start afresh, with

new combinations

of elements, from which sprinos
an untried principle of vitality.
[^Richaond Comp,
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uriant crop of trees, from live to ten feet high. In For such no censure or deprecation can be too sefrequently observing them, the notice of the pro- vere. Of course we do not mean to apply this to
prietor was arrested by a fact somewhat remarkable. any of the gentlemen connected with the manageThe whole garden includes an area of about two ment of the works, who did every thinp; that could
The fire companies returned home with
acres, one-fourth of which only is planted with the be done.
mulberry the residue with a variety of vegetables their engine about 4 P. M. the destructive element
and shrubs. Among other herbs that flourisDed on having, by that time, been mastered in all the
the premises, was the noted coco grass, so hateful shafts (which were immediately filled with moist
to the planters. It had invaded the grounds seveial earth) with the exception of two, one in the exIsaac Van Allen, deceased.
previously, and had become firmly established treme rear and the other in the front of the old
years
Henry Naylor to be justice of the peace in the
works.
It was deemed prudent to leave the latter
hope of extirpation.
county ot Washington, in the District of Columbia, beyond the
its wild luxuriant growth had over-run open, lest the lives of those engaged in opening the
Hitherto,
deceased.
in the place of George Naylor,
every spot in the garden. But now there was a water communication with the river should be peCongress. The first session of the 26th conriled by shutting the works entirely up. The river
space in which it no longer made its appearance.
gress will commence on JMonday, the 2d of DeThat was the ground on which the morus muUicau- being introduced in course of the night, the fire was
cember. The Washington papers already announce
gradually overcome under ground, and the great
lis was growing. In every other section of the garAmongst
seats.
their
take
to
of
members
the arrival
den the coco was springing up in rich crops. It banks of coal which had ignited on the surface, and
them we notice the names of Mr. Henry, of Pennwhich
separated
which the utmost exertions of the former day could
wide
walks
the
the
grew also in
sylvania; Mr. Trumbull and Mr. Storrs, of Conbeds where the mulberry was planted. But where- not thoroughly extinguish, were speedily cut across
necticut; and Mr. Peck, of New York.
shaded by the leaves of the to prevent further communication the burning mawas
ground
ver
the
The National Intelligencer of Thursday says: multicaulis, not a sprig of the hateful grass could terials being carried away. The engine vi hich re"It is hardly probable, we thinlf, that the represenbe seen. The fact immediately suggested the idea turned next day was successfully employed in playtatives from Mississippi or Missouri, whoever may
that the morus multicaulis was an enemy to the ing on the remaining shafts, and ultimately succeedhave succeeded in the two elections, will be able to
coco, and might be successfully used as the means ed in extinguishing those also. At our last accounts
opening
of
the
present
at
be
time
to
arrive here in
all apprehensions of any further aggravation of the
of extirpating that plague of the Louisiana soil.
the session.
The importance of the subject has induced the gen- calamity were over, we trust the damage sustained
The last accounts from Michigan left Mr. Crary, tleman to test the theory by strict observation and will be speedily repaired.
very considerable
but
from
illness,
recovering
their representative,
actual experiment. As yet the trial would scarcely number of horses were destroyed in the pits; but as
not yet sufficiently to enable him to leave home.
justify a final conclusion; but there is certainly evi- many were turned loose immediately on being
Charles Feiiton Mercer. This distinguished mem- dence to show that the noxious grass will not grow brought up, the exact number is not ascertained.
ber of congress from Virginia, we saw it stated a with the morus multicaulis. Whether it can be Thirty is considered a probable estimate, though
few days since, has received the appointment from wholly extirjiated in this way, is a question only to we hear a few more are missing.
There were no
the stockholders of the cashiership of the Union be settled by years of experiment. Enough how- houses or other property, excejjt the coals above
learn, from the Alexandria ever
bank of Florida.
is disclosed to encourage the hope that fur- alluded to, destroyed above ground, by the fire or
appointment.
The
Gazette, that he will accept the
ther inquiries and investigations may lead to (he the attendant explosions; neither, we rejoice to say,
Gazette says: "He has not felt himself at liberty to discovery of a sovereign antidote to the coco. Any was there a single human life lost, nor did any sedecline an offer which is personally so advanta- person who wishes to be satisfied of the truth of the rious accident occur amidst all the turmoil of such
geous." Mr. M. will shortly address, through the facts above stated, may be gratified by calling at the a scene. One small house near the shaft from
columns of this paper, his constituents, he says, premises of Mr. A. Pickard, 2d municipality, on which the fire first issued, was pulled down by the
*'to whom no public servant ever was more indebt- Common street. No. 287. To him is due the credit fire company, and not destroyed by the concussion
ed." Mr. M's. departure for Florida is desired by of making the discovery, which promises such im- as reported.
the stockholders of the institution to which be has portant results to the agriculture of the state.
No perfect estimate can at present be formed of
been appointed but, we presume, he will remain
The Pidou coal mines. The Pictou Observer of the total loss occasioned by this unfortunate calong enough to.take his seat at the opening of con- the 22d ult. gives the following account of the fire lamity; but as very exaggerated statements have been
gress, and vote for speaker, clerk. Sec. Sic."
which broke out a few days previous at the Albion circulated, we deem it our duty to repeat, that no
also observe in the Gazette that William M. coal mines:
material delay or deficiency in the supply ot coal
McCarty, esq. of Fairfax county, is recommended
have this week to record the occurrence of a will result; on the contrary we make no question
Mercer.
candidate
to
succeed
Mr.
as the whig
disastrous fire at the Alton colleries, which, though but every etibrt will he made to meet a greatly inAt the annual meeting of the American lyceum, not as destructive as was at first apprehended, will creased demand, before the opening of the next
held in New York in May last, it was resolved that very materially retard the working of the old pits.
spring; and that the company will go on flourishing
it is expedient to hold a national convention for one
Happening at all, however, we are most happy to and prospering as if no untoward event had ever
week in the Hall of Independence at Philadelphia, state, that such a disaster could not possibly occur at occurred to impede their praiseworthy operatiojis.
beginning on the 22J of November, 1839, for the a time when it would be attended with less injurious
State stocks. The following is a table of the
purpose of discussing the various topics connected effects to the operations of the enterprising compaamount of slocks issued by the several slates, the
with elementary education in the United States.
ny whose capital is so largely embarked in the under- amount expended, and the balance not negociated.
At a meeting held in Frederick county, last week, taking. The extensive and beautiful range of new
are atalossfor the source from whence the article
of persons favorable to the objects embraced in the works is so nearly completed that a few days would was derived, having inadvertently oraiilcd to note the
contemplatedjconvention to be held at Philadelphia, suffice to open a greater range of boards than the paper from which we took it
F.xpemJe-l.
On snje.
on the subject of education, a committee was ap- whole of the old pits contained, and beside being
Am''t issued.
22,0(Kt,000
13,262,000
3,738,1X10
pointed with instructions to request the governor of capable of much greater extension, are provided New York,
27,30r,,000
3,734,000
Maryland to appoint delegates to the convention.
with such admirable machinery for underground Pennsylvania, 31,040,000
5,000,1100
630,000
The following is the governor's reply to the com- operations that no possible deficiency could occur Massachusetts, 5,630,000
320,000
820,000
500,000
.Maine,
municatiou of the chairman of the committee:
in the supply, even if the old pits had to be aban11,492,980
8,000,000
3,492,000
Maryland,
Annapolis, Nov. 15, 1839.
doned altogether.
G,662,0s9
6,662,000
4,000,000
Virginia,
Sik: On my return from the Eastern Shore, I
The fire originated, we believe from one of the South Carolina, 5.753,779
1,753,000
5,751,779
received your letter, with a copy of the resolutions bhista or shots by means of which the wrought coal Georgia,
750,000
2,250,000
3,000,000
adopted by the citizens of Frederick in relation to is disengaged from the original mass. Though in- Ohio,
800,000
8,301,000
6,101,000
the national convention, proposed to be held in the stantly discovered, the llaines spread with such Kentucky,
5,000,000
2,369,000
7,369,000
city of Philadelpliia, "for the purpose of discussing amazing rapidity as to overcome every effort to sub- Illinois,
7.000,000
4,600.000
11,606,000
C,5!X),000
4,899,000
11.890,000
the various topics connected with the subject of ele- due them, and by 7 o'clock, P. M. presented a spec- Indiana,
5,600.000
1,618,000
7;MS,000
mentary education.
affording, as the fire bust, Tennessee,
tacle of awful grandeur
7,0(X),000
3,800,000
10,800,000
In the second resolution "the governor of this state in dense columns, with occasional explosions and Alabama,
1,300,000
1.200,000
2,600,000
Missouri
is requested to nominate delegates to attend said
discharges of burning cinders, from the various
1,000,000
6,000,000
7,000,000
Mississippi,
conformity
with
convention, in
the solicitation of shafts, a striking representation of a volcanic
2,735,000
23 735,000
21,000,000
Louisiana,
the committee of the lyceum, for that purpose ap- eruption. Although the high grounds intervening
1,000,000
2,000,000
3^000,000
Arkansas,
pointed."
between
the
mines
in tne line of vision
and town Michigan,
5,340,000
4,000,000
1,340,000
With the sincerest respect for the citizens of Fre- intercepted the view, so hi^h did the flames shoot,
Dank statistics. The following is a table of the afderick, and for the object of their meeting, I am un- and so vivid was the reflection from the clouds, that
fairs of those Philadelphia banks which voted against
der the necessity of declining to comply with their the nature and locality of Uie conflagration was
suspension at the recent meeting on that question, at
request because it would bean impioperassumption readily recognized before any certain intimation
their last return, as compared with that of May, 1837.
of authority on my part to nominate delegates to was received. About 11 o'clock an express arrived
Resonrces.
Buch a convention. I am very resnectfulfy, your confirming the worst apprehensions and soliciting
January, 1838.
May, 1837.
obedient servant,
Wm, Grason.
Iioaiifi.
Specie.
Loans.
Specie.
The ringing
the aid of thePiclou fire companies.
31)5,412 4,020,000 496,823
To T. M. Coale, esq. IfC.
4,904,254
BankofPenn.
awoke
many to a
of the fire bell at that still hour
2,23.1,013 107,816 2,270 618 203,584
Anew use for the morus mullicaulis. The New sense of nearer danger, and when the call for assist- Philad. bank
161,295 1,544,061 81,394
Orleans Bulletin announces the following discove- ance was made known, it was at once responded Commercial b'k 1,501,914
Karin;&Mech. 1,781,402 196,iai £.132,134 163,285
to in a spirit strongly indicative of the deep interest
ry.
Mechanics bank 1,786.500 32,100 1,676,240 91,800
Morus muUicaulis and coco.— 'Every day almost with which the operations of the company are re- H'kolN.Amer. 1,347,314 108,061 1,299,884 121,613
The fire engine and axe M.in.&Mech. b'k 617,214 51,161
discloses new and important uses to which the mo- garded in this iilace.
624 627 57,465
rus multicaulis is adapted. If all the di-scoveries and ladder coiiipanios, with the fire wardens and Western b'k Phil. 934,199
831,161 66,140
6,587
respecting the utility of its various adaptations be other volunteers, left as soon as possible in the Cape B'k otN. Liberties 819,196 135,368
839,615 102,995
arriving
the
cultivation
of
the
plant
and
on
at
mines
applied
might be carried Breton,
themLiatiilitien.
true, the
Circulation. Deposit. Cir'lation. DtposU.
on to considerable profit, without any reference to selves to their respective duties, with an earnestthe production of silk. At least this might be done ness and alacrity beynnil all praise. On our arrival BankofPenn. 1,051,281 1,862,401 882 237 1,0-16,SS8
547,565
398.544
550,998 390,328
Philad. bank
in some districts of Louisiana, if any confidence there, about noon next day, we found them still
393,846
Conunercialb'k 268,579
397,958 259,574
may be placed in the results of an experiment made prosecuting their exertions with a determination Farm.&.Mech. 392,205 649,364 383,275 769,7,06
this
city.
in
Last
indomitable.
would
that
this
tribute
gentleman
March
he
apparently
plantby a
2S0,2.S0
171,700 272,850
Mechanics bank 288,700
ed a square of his gardiin, coveiiiig near one-quar- to thein were applied alike to all others; for we re- r.'kofN.Amer. 292,758
414,311
43.5,854
184,838
The gret to say that an apathy and indifference both Mnn.&Mech. '207,120 159,968 ni,'260 202,342
ter of an acre, with tlie morus multicaulis.
226,483
200,219 116,405
soil being rich and the season favorable, the plants disgraceful and culpable were manifested by some Wosi'n b'k Phil. 182.760
567,369
625,047 248,674
J)»ye nourished and covered the ground with a lux- whose interests were more immediately involved. B'k N. Liberties 2,9:"),567
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chevalier de Martuscelli, consul general of
Sicilies, has been officially recognised, and
was, on Wednesday morning, presented to the pre[Globe.
sident by the acting secretary of state.
Appointments by the president. Charles Weston, of Iowa territory, to be attorney of the United
Stales in and for the said territory, in the place of
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Summary

statement of the situation of the New OrUans^
banks, on the 2Ut October, 1839.
Banks.
Deposites.
Circulation.
Canal and Bankins Co.
3^104,224 31
284,000 00
Carrollton R. R.
B'k'g Co.
75,15178 278,206 00
Citizens' bank of Louisiana 1,392,331 71
428,460 00
City bank of
Orleans
631,164 34
526,770 00
Commercial b'k of N. Orleans 254,193 61
239,620 00
Consolidated association
244,173 61
195,635 00
Exchange and Banldng Co. 179,276 31 357,620 00
Gas Light and Banking Co.
32,786 69
72,980 00
Improvement*, Banking Co. 176,073 19
146,410 00
Bank of Louisiana
237,084 16
292,722 50
Louisiana State bank
722,872 35
291,210 00
Mechanics' &, Traders' bank
84,903 21
178,475 00
Merchants' bank
223,136 93
150,530 00
Bank of Orleans
52,786 20
134,725 00
Union Bank of Louisiana
442,070 71
638,470 00
Atchafalaya bank
72,302 52
129,710 00

&

New

23,
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war of Florida. You are aware of
the deadly feud that existed between the Ross and
Ridge parties of Indians, growing out of the treaty
made through the agency of one Schermerhorn with
the government.
'The infamy of this treaty was
pretty well exposed in congress; since which the unfully protracted

kind feelings of these parties towards each other
have been continually increasing, until at last the
death of Ridge was the consequence. The government made a demand for the surrender of the persons engaged in this murder, which has created a
very strong excitement in the minds of the Indians,
ami this ilame has been fanned so industriously by
some of the Seminoles sent from Florida, that the
greatest apprehensions are entertained lest hostilities
should he commenced and spread among the surrounding tribes, ere they could be checked.
"An express has been received here from Fort GibTotal
$6,415,231 17 4,345,533 50 son, setting forth the state of things, and the exposed condition of the whites to the numerous tribes of
Local bank notes.
Specie.
Canal and Banking Co.
$120,631 80 Indians that the policy of this government has conS57,070 00
Carrollton R. R.
6,962 00
B'n'g Co.
35,803 63 centrated in one spot.
Very serious apprehensions
Citizens' Bank of Louisiana 62,335 00
258,202 00 are entertained by the people, and an express
was
City bank of New Orleans
70,890 00
264,000 81 despatched yesterday to Fort Gibson
with orders to
Commercial B'k of N. Oil's
34,095 00
220,100 38
the commanding officer of that port.
Should all the
Consolidated association
25,745 00
203,874 81
tribes of Indians west of the Mississippi unite
Exchange and Banking Co. 129,555 00
14,665 74
Gas Light and Banking Co.
4,905 00
25,055 73 against the whites, we should then have an Indian
Improvement &, Banking Co. 12,465 00
47,160 69 war more fatal in its consequences than any that
Bank of Louisiana
33,015 00
441,966 58 has been waged for the last half century."
Louisiana State bank
37,241 50
navy ORDERS.
333,461 88
Mechanics'
Traders' bank 24,125 00
56,087 37
November
Lieut. W. W. Bleeker, detached
Merchants' bank
204.297 76
402,463 36 from receiving ship, New York.
Bank of Orleans
17,456 00
44,107 S2
Nov. 7 Assitant surgeon J. O'Cnnner Barclay,
Union Bank of Louisiana
32,770 00
234,299 10 navy yard,
Boston.
Atchafalaya bank
29,775 45
37,120 65
Passed midshipman E. S. Hutter, receiving ship,
Total
^82,702 71 ®2,047,497 95 Boston.
Passed midshipman J. F. Borden, navy yard,
Issue of the city banks
$4,342,533 50 Norfolk.

&
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Deduct notes held by the

difFerent

Actual circulation

banks
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782,702 71

$3,562,830 79

i

15, 1839.

1

By

order of major general

Macomb:
JONES,

R.

We

adjt. gen.

New

learn from the
York Commercial Advertiser that gen. Scott arrived at Buffalo on Thursday,

and on Friday reviewed the troops at that post,
consisting of col.Bankhead's regiment.
The Bufspeak of the review as a brilliant affiiir.
The Commercial adds that the presence of gen. S.
was deemed necessary in that direction, in consequence of some recent intelligence received at the
war department, and also in consequence of late
communications (rom Mr. Fox, the British minister.
have likewise reason to believe that in connexion with these indications, orders for the movement
of certain troops to Florida were countermanded.
Col. Twiggs and adjutant Aslieton, of the 2d regiment U. S. dragoons, arrived at Savannah, via
Charleston, a few days since. Capt. W. W. Fowler,
lieutenants N. B. Lawton and William Hardia, with
companies A, E and H, arrived on Thursday in the
packet ship Hilah, captain Hammond, from Newlast,

falo papers

We

,

school.

New

New

1

j

1

j

Nassau presents rather a pleasing appearance

S. J. Shipley, naval

We

A

superintendence of lieut. McLaughlin, and now
nearly ready for sea.
The United States steam frigate Fulton arrived at
the navy yard, N. York, on Monday from Boston.
The navy commissioners invite proposals for the
transportation, from Norfolk to Mahon, in a single
vessel, of provisions and stores equal in bulk to
about 3,500 barrels.
Pensacola, Nov. 2, 1839.
The Erie and Levant sloops of war went to sea
on Sunday last, and the frigates Macedonian and La

The

following

is a list

of officers attached to the

whose

S. ship Ontario,

our

arrival

we mentioned

in

last:

D. Williamson, esq. commander; lieutenants,
Ebenezer Farrand, William E. Hunt, William J.
H. Robertson, John B. Marchand, (acting); acting
master, G. H. Scott; surgeon, A.G.Gambrill; purser, Joseph Bryan; assistant surgeon. Bannister;
passed midshipmen, William M. E. Adams, J. K.
mand of lieut. Darling.
General Scott passed down the lake this morning Duer, J. M. B. Clitz; midshipmen, W. H. Jamesson, John C. Beatraont, Samuel Edwards, Andrew
on board the steamboat Buffalo.
The rumors of patriotic movements begun or con- Bryson.

:

passage was remarkable for no incident worthy
of record. The beat through Providence channel
was tedious in the extreme, and I at one time
thought that we were about to experience the fata
of the Phantom ship, with the alternative, however,
of bearing up, and pursuing another track.

—

Lawton U.

templated on the frontier are, in our opinion, altogether groundless.
The lessons of Prescolt and
Windsor are not forgotten. Should the standard of
revolt be raised in Canada, by the people of these
provinces, with the least prospect of maintaining it,
then no doubt hundreds from this side would flock
But there will be no more Quixotic expedi
to it.
tions to Canada from this side at present.
[ Cleveland Herald.
Extract of a letter from an officer of the army to

The

York.

Glorie on the day following.
The La Glorie is a
first class frigate, drawing upwards of 22 feet.
The
Companies G, I and K, with the band o( the re- only vessels of war now in port are the Ontario and
giment, were soon to be expected in the ship Tren- the French brig of war Dunois.

and Hardia. with companies A, E and H, left Savannah on Friday afternoon, in the steamer General
Clinch, for Garey's Ferry.
The schooner Napolean which sailed from New
York on Wednesday, for Garey's Ferry, Florida,
carried out one hundred dragoons, under the com-

We

Ulloa.
left this port, as you may recollect, on
the 7th ultimo, reached Key West on the 14th, left
there the 15th, and arrived at Nassau on the 22d.—

E. Munn, trans- from the seaward. The town stretches
irregularly
West India squa- along the line of coast, and over the hill's sides

York.

ton, capt. Bennett, from
York.
Col. Twiggs, capt. Fowler, lieutenants

we were bound to Bordeaux, to investigate the conduct of admiral Baudin in the affair of San Juan de

the whiteness of the housed being agreeably relieved by foliage of luxuriant green, bearing a rich
burden of cocoa-nuts, bananas, plantains, guavas,
Passed midshipman J. Rodgers, command, of alligator pears, and
other fruits of the tropical
schooner Wave.
clime.
November 12 Assistant surgeon R. W. Jaffrey,
were piloted in by a black, whose consequent
passed midshipmen J. B. Carter, J. S. Biddle and tial airs were at once
imitating and ridiculous.
midshipman F. K. Murray, schooner Wave.
An island, lying in front of the town, and from a
Purser T. B. Nalle, steamer Poinsett.
half to three-quarters of a mile off, forms the port,
Passed midshipman R. C. Cogdell, detatched and the deepest water is on the
town side. The
from schooner Wave.
channel may be likened to a serpentine canal, sonarPassed midshipman J. C. Henry, schooner Flirt. row is its width; and though with
a leadinn- breeze,
C. H. Haswell, engineer, detatched from steam it is in no wise difficult to keep
in it, yet to warp
ship Fnlton, to assist the principal engineer, in the up to the anchorage with the
wind ahead requires
drawings of the engines for the two steam vessels much skill and celerity of movement.
Unfortunow building.
[.ir7iiy and Navy Chronicle.
nately for us, the wind came out ahead before we
detachment of hfty seamen, under charge of crossed the bar, and we were immediately
comlieut. Whittle, arrived at Baltimore on the 14th from
pelled to run out kedges, and commence warping.
Norfolk. They are intended for the United States This is a tedious business at any time, and
in this
schooner Flirt, lately built in this port under the case we had a surfeit. First the ship had to
be

Midshipmen A. Harrell and

General orders. Nil. 59. Adjutant general's office,
Washington, Nov. II, 1839. The resignations of
the following officers have been accepted by the
presiilent, to take effect at the dates set opposite
their respective names:
Lieut, col. J. B. Brant, deputy quartermaster general, Nov. 7, 1839.
Lieut. R. E. Temple, ordnaace department, Nov.

;

9—

November
Lieutenant S.
ferred from steamer Poinsett to
dron.

105

takapas bound to Norforlk, was towed into Pensacola leaky, and all bands sick.
The v. S. sloop of war Marion, commanderBelt,
which sailed from this port on Saturday, 1st, is
bound to the coast of Africa, not New York. The
frigate United States, capt. Kearney, which sailed
same day, is bound to New York.
The IJ. S. schooner Otsego, lieut. Shubrick, saiU
ed from Key West about the 25th ult. for Tampa
'
°iy.
By the last southern mail we have news of the
death of William A. Slacum, esq. purser in the
navy, a native of Alexandria in this District, universally esteemed and respected; whose death will
be especially lamented by a large and attached
family circle, by whom he was justly beloved and
cherished.
[Nat. Int.
From the Pennsacola Gazelle.
United States ship Ontario, Oct. 29.
Mr. Editor: I have the pleasure of announcing
to you the safe arrival of the ship from her late
cruise.
[ emphasize safe, for, judging from the
impenetrable veil of mystery in which our destination hence was enveloped, I presumed we were
bent on some emprise of dire intent. 1 overheard
an old sea-cock on the forecastle sagely remark that

J.

The

following

is

a

the U. S. ship Erie:

list

of the officers attached to

got
then to starboard, then ahead, then forced
this hawser to be roused in, and that let go
until at length, darkey like, the pilot's own ideas
got into a complete snarl, and from pomposity he
soon fell to submission and entreaties, and naught
could be heard from him but "do, my good men,
haul; do, my dear men, pull." At length, all difficulties overcome, we succeeded in obtaining our
received a visit from the governor,
berth.
colonel Cockburn, a brother of admiral sir George
Cockburn, of capitol memory. He is an elderly
personage, of dignified demeanor and soldierlike
bearing, and is, I understand, irreproachable in his
public and private relations?
We were also visited
by our consul, George Huyler, esq. who has resided at Nassau in that capacity for the last seven
years, and with the utmost satisfaction to every man
of integrity on the island. At his house wo were
received with that marked welcome and hospitality which those only can appreciate in its full zest
whose avocation necessarily severs them from the
society of kindred and friends. The weather proved very unfavorable during our stay here, (which
was prolonged beyond the contemplated period on
that account) hut the few fair days we experienced
were spent in the company of an agreeable though
limited circle ol friends, to which the politeness of
our worthy consul had made us known. The island
of Nassau, or New Providence, is about thirtyseven miles in circumference, and the tovrn is said
to contain 7,000 inhabitants, white and variegated.
There are also three settlements inland Carmichael, Adelaide, and the name of the third I have
forgotten.
Three forts overlook the town arid entrance, and are garrisoned by blacks captured from
slavers, who, in the spirit of true philosophy, should
be immediately restored to their country; but they
are enrolled into regiments, and serve her majesty
twenty-one years, at the end of which period they
may either retire on the munificent pension the goto port,

astern

—

—

We

William V.Taylor, esq. commander; lieutenants,
A. Lewis, J. A. Russ, J. F. Creen; acting master,
John Mooney; surgeon, T. L. Smith; purser, J. C.
Holland; passed midshipman, William B.Beverley;
assistant surgeon, J. W. Taylor; midshipmen, C.
E. Fleming, J. H. Brown, C. S. Throckmorton, J.
C. Wait, William H. Montgomery, N. C. Bryant,
John Mathews, J. C. Richardson.
the editor of the New York Courier:
The U. S. sloop of war Levant, which sailed
"We are now on the eve of another Indian war, from Pensacola on a cruize, returned to that city on
likely to prove more expensive, as well as destruc- the 2d inst. the yellow fever having broken out
tive to human life, than the mismanaged and shame- among the crew.
The shooner Pelican, from At- vernment

,

—

allots

them, remain

in the service, or

go
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Officers of the Vandalia.
The ordnance is served by a body of
to the d
I.
Commander Uriah P. Levy, esq.
white artillery-men. There is a very capacious
Lieutenants Albert E. Downes, Simon B. BisraiiLje of barracks litre built of iron, and hard by
are "the lime-worn and dilapidated remains of the sell.
Acting lieutenants Edmund Lanier, Horace N.
fort which commodore Hopkins carried by assault
during the revolutionary war. The place has the Harrison.
Surgeon John Vaughan Smith.
usual allowance of churches, and the popular rePurser— Philo White.
ligion is that of the established church, or church
Midshipmen Samuel Smith, Edward C. Anderof England. The blacks have their representative
in the legislative councils, and I have no doubt are son, Charles Wager, Daniel Ammeo, James J. Barfollowing hard in the tracks of their brethren uf Ja- yCaptain's clerk Richard Kennon.
maica, which must eventuate in the overthrow of
Boatswain Robert Whitaker.
colonial prosperity, and reduce Great Britain's once
Gunner Thomas Dewey.
lucrative possessions to beggary, anarchy and conPassenger Daniel F. Dulany, late acting master
fusion.
left the port on the 16th, in gallant style, and of the Levant.
with a leading breeze. Alter clearing the bar and Extracts of letters received from the officers of the
discharging pilot, we filled away, and running the
exploring expedition, received by H. M. ship
English ensign to the fore, fired a parting salute,
Imogene, arrived at Rio Janeiro, the 19th Sepand bade Nassau adieu.
tember.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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cessary to make in this case, you nor those you represent will attribute to it any want of cnnlidence
in the skill of the machinists of Philadelphia, but a
sincere desire to do that which seems the best calculated to promote the public interest.
If the result of the inquiries which the department deems it necessary to make, will authorise th8
construction of these eogines at Philadelphia, consistently with the public interest, such an arrangement will be gratifying to the personal feelings of,
gentlemen, your obedient, humble servant,
,

J.

CHAUNCY,

Acting secretary of the navyHufty, John Alexander, jumes Slater,
Alfred M. Clarke, Thomas. R. Morton, John L.

George

Smith

W.

esq's,

committee.

(copy).
Philadelphia, OCt. 25, 1839.

To

the honorable secretary

of the navy:

Valparaiso, 7ih April, 1839.
The undersigned, a committee lately appointed
The U. S. ship Vandalia, arrived at Norfolk on
arrived here on the 20th ult. in at a meeting of their fellow citizens, to correspond
Dear sirs:
the 10th inst. in twenty-two days from Pensacola,
having sailed thence on the morning of the 19th ult. the Peacock, and expect in a few days to leave for with the department at Washington, relative to the
Having taken a westerly breeze alter leaving that Callao. The Relief left here for Callao last week, erecting of the engines intended for the steam frigate about to be built in this city, by Philadelphia
port, the ship ran down and made the island ol Cuba and we are expecting daily the schooners EnterBut the wind having then prize and Sea Gull. The Vincennes and Porpoise machinists, having recently learned that said conon the third day out.
hauled to the eastward, it became necessary to aban- arrived to-day. The Relief experienced a heavy tract has been tendered to an establishment in this
don the intention of looking in at Matanzas, and the gale off the Straits of Magellan, and had to repair city, and accepted, respectfully request an answer
ship was kept away for the "Florida gulph," the to this place with loss of all her anchors and chain from you as to the correctness of the rumor, as soon
the gale lasted 22 days. The store ship as convenient, and oblige yours,
usual track of vessels bound northward from Hava- cables
"|
Maraposa, capt. Hale, from New York, arrived here
na, &.C.
»
R.
The wind continuing adverse, and at times increas- on the 16th of April, with our stores, and has pro
.=
M. CLARKE,
ing to a gale, the Vandalia was six days beating ceeded to discharge them.
*
SLATER,
through this narrow gulf so difficult, and at times The officers and crew of this ship are all well.
( S

We

—

JOHN ALEXANDER,
THOMAS MORTON,
AFRED
JAMES

—

so dangerous, to navigate for the most experienced
commanders.
Although the old ship rides out a U. S. ship Vincennes, Valparaiso, lOlh May 1839.
storm as gracefully as a sea bird, yet from the temDear sirs: We arrived here yesterday, after an
pestuousness of the weather during the passage
absence from Rio of four months, having been lythrough this channel, she carried away her main ing with the ship near Cape Horn, over two months,
topsail yard and foretopmast head and back stays.
making examinations, surveys, &c. the other ships
spare yard was very soon rigged and sent up,
went south, the farthest point reached 70°, near
however, and that all-esseotial sail again bent; the
where Cook went.
back and head stays, in the meantime, had "stopThe season was too late to get any further, but
pers" clapped on them so that the ship did not long
we shall try it earlier next.
remain crippled in her sailing geer.
found the Peacock here: the Relief has gone
When it is considered that the Vandalia is a con- to the Straits of Magellan, with the scientific
demned ship having been pronounced roilen and lui- corps; we expect them next week. The officers
seaicorihy by experienced officers and mechanics, and crew are all well.
after a thorough survey at Pensacola
it must be
CoMMrxTEE OF MACHINISTS. The Committee
conceded that capt. Levy, his offiers and crew, are of machinists selected at a meeting of mechanics,
entitled to much credit for the nautical skill, the held at the county court house, corner of 6th and
judgment and patient endurance of fatigue, display- Chesnut streets, on Monday, August 19th, lor the
ed in safely working the ship through this channel, purpose of expressing their opinions relative to the
under such adverse circumstances.
good portion construction, by the Philadelphia machinists of the
of her crew having been sent aboard from the sick engines intended for the national steam frigate,
bays of the other vessels of the West India squa- about to be erected at the Philadelphia navy yard,
dron, and from the navy hospital at Pensacola, the respectfully present the following correspondence
principal burden of working the ship devolved upon to the citizens from whom they received their apa few able bodied and effective petty officers and pointment:
seamen. These performed their duty with an ala(copy).
crity and efficiency deserving of great praise, illusPhiladelphia, Aug. 21th, 1839.
trating the advantage of suasive means over brute To the secretary
of the navy and the navy board:
appliances, even with sailors; the "caf'and the "colt"
The committee of machinists selected at a meethaving very seldom been used since captain Levy ing of the mechanics of the city and county of
took command of the ship.
Philadelphia, convened at the county court house
Even after getting to the northward of the Baha- on Monday afternoon, August 19th, 1839, for the
ma banks, the ship experienced a succession of purpose of addressing }'ou relative to the construcsqualls, calms and contrary winds which contributed tion, by the Philadelphia machinists, of the engines
Udterially to the length of her passage.
intended for the steam frigate about to be erected
at the Philadelphia navy yard, most respectfully
It is now nearly five years since the Vandalia last
left this port, (Norfolk), to join the West India represent, that the machinists of Philadelphia are
squadron. She has, during the whole of that period, prepared to build these engines on as liberal terms
been in active service in those seas— a length of in proportion to material and workmanship, as can
time unprecedented, it is believed, for one of our be offered elsewhere, and can also present ample
vessels of war to remain on a foreign station without security for the full and faithful performance ol

A

—

We

—

GEO. W. HUFTY,
JOHN L. SMITH,

During this long cruise, time has worked such contract. The committee, therefore, would
sad mutations among her officers and men. Allsdive be gratified to hear from you as soon as any definite
one individual of her original armament, had, at one measures are decided upon.
M. CLARKE,
time or another, "given up the ship." James Brooks,
esq. her late purser, alone clung to her, up to the
THOS. R.
moment of her departure from Pensacola, when he
GEO. W. HUFTY,
was transferred to the yard and station there, he and
JOHNL. SMITH,
purser White having, at their mutual request, been
SLATER,
permitted to exchange situations.
repairs.

ALFRED
JOHN ALEXANDER,
MORTON,
JAMES

We

were

1

|
"
J

Navy department, 30(A Oct. 1939.
Gentlemen: Your'letter of the 25th instant has
been received. Messrs Merick ScTown, of Philadelphia, having made the lowest offer from that city,
their proposals for the construction of the engina
for the sea steamer, now building at the navy yard
I am, very respectfully,
there, has been accepted.
J. K. PAULDING.
your ob't>serv't,
Alfred M. Clarke, John Alexander, Thomas Uf.
Morton, Geo. W. Hufty, John L. Smith, Jame*
Slater, committee.

—

A

I

STATES OF THE UNION.
MAINE.
Governor FAiRriELD, by proclamation has appointed Thursday the 2Sth instant, as a day of pubThe governor
lic thanksgiving and praise to God.
says Our annual harvest has been gathered in; in
its abundance furnishing to the labors of the husbandman a rich reward; and to all, a large share

—

of the bounties of a kind Providence. Health,
peace and happiness generally prevail throughout
our borders. We are in the full fruition of the
blessings of civil and religious liberty, and of mild
have our dwelling in a porand equal laws.
tion of the earth abounding in natural resources
and advantages, with a soil which amply repays
the labor required for its cultivation, and a climate,
which even by its rigor, promotes health of body,
vigor of intellect, and energy of character. Industry, intelligence and a spirit of enterprise mark the
character of our population. Religion, in its institutions, principle and influences, is respected.
Good order is observed, and the interests of educaHow ration aie fondly cherished among us.
tional
how eminently becoming, while in the enjoyment of these and numberless other blessings,
that, as a people, we should unitcilly lift up our
voices and our hearts in thanksgiven and praise to
our Father in heaven, and the Author of all good.
While enjoing the blessed influences of the gospeJ
may we not neglect to cultivate its spirit and to
In an especial
illustrate its principles in our lives.
manner, we are reminded at this time, of our obligations to cherish and manifest a spirit of ChrisLet us render a promjit and
tian benevolence.
cheerful compliance with these obligations, not only
by remembering the poor, and opening the hand of
charity to supply the wants of the needy, but by
cultivating and exercising a more kindly feeling
towards each other in all the various relations and
intercourse of society. Let the asperities of feeling produced by collisions of opinion, and all uncharitablf ness, however generated, yield to the softening influences of the season; and may unfeigned
gratitude to God, and universal benevolence, love
and good will to man, be the legitimate fruits of our

We

—

cape Henry all day yesterNavy department, September \iih, 1839.
day; but the wind being dead ahead, with a strong
Gentlemen: Your cocnmunication of the 27th ult.
ebbtide, the ship was obliged to come to anchor
stating the ability of the machinists of Philadelphia
outside cape Henry about 3 o'clock, where she rode
to construct steam engines for the steam vessels
out a boisterous night. In heaving up the anchor at
break of day this morning, the wind cojitinuing very building at the navy yard at that place, on as libea
fresh, with
heavy ground swell, the cable parted, ral terms as could he offered elsewhere, has been
and the anchor was lost. The ship was "heat" into duly received.
Although the reputation of the steam engines
the bay against a strong northwester.
builders of Philadelphia is well established by the
The Vandalia was built at Philadelphia; and it engines which they have furnished for steam ves- annual feslival.
argues much for the skill of the workmen, and the sels, yet the engine builders of other places have
The legislature of Maine having "declined taking
faithfulness of her construction, that she should have
also given such evidence of skill and ability, tliat any measures to give satisfaction to the state of
been able to perform a five year's cruise, and return this department would not feel justified in exclud- Georgia for the violation of its constitutional rights,
home, after so boisterous a passage, without going ing thein Irom competition, and I feel persuaded by the refusal of governor Dunlap and gov. Kent to
to pieces!
that in any decision the department may deem ne- deliver up to its authorities upon their demand the
in sight of

.

>

•
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from its justice, Phijbrook and KelleGovernor Gilmer, of Georgia, lays in his
message to the legislature that the latter state will
be justified in declaring by law, that all citizens of
Maine who may come within its jurisdiction on
board of any vessel as owners, officers or mariners,
shall be considered as doing so with the intent to
commit the crime of seducing negro slaves from
their owners, and be dealt with accordingly by the
fugitives

'

ran."

'

I

officers of justice.

Boundary

I

question..

An

intelligent correspondent

\

I

:

;

';

of the Richmond Whig, said to
in a letter received by the Liverpool, says that the
Maine question is still unsettled, and, as he fears,
"Candid
it is likely to remain so for some lime.
Englishmen have admitted to me, (he adds), that
the letter of the treaty of 1783 is with us; but they
say that as Great Britain could not be supposed to
have consented to that boundary which would allow a foreign country to intervene between her
provinces of New Brunswick and Lower Canada,
the equity of the case, growing out of their ignorance of the facts, is with them. But this plea,
however it may furnish ground for further negotiation and a new treaty, does, on princij)le3 of international law, virtually cede the present ground ol
controversy. Though 1 believe that the British
government has no stronger ground to occupy in
this contest, I apprehend it will act as though it
had, and postpone a decision that will so probably
be against them. The present ministry are supported by so small a majority, and they are so
powerfully assailed by their old opponents with
their new recruits, that they will not risk, by the
loss of the disputed territory, giving to their enemies a new point of attack."

Whether any

The Evening Signal, of
York, a neutral paper, the editor of which was in Massachusetts during the election, thus discourses of its result.

New

"We

Resolutions similar to those of the house, relating
banks, were talcen up in the senate on the 71h, and a motion to strike out the section requiring the capital to be paid in gold and silAn amendver was rejected by a large majority.
ment to the section respecting the indebtedness of
stockholders, limiting the amount to $2,000 by any
one stockholder, and the aggregate to 15 per cent,
on the capital actually paid in, and also requiring
every stockholder receiving a loan or discount to
give two good securities, not stockholders, was
adopted, 33 to 7.
[A^. Y. Com.
Serious accident.
Recently, at Norristown, Vermont, the frame of a new meeting house fell, and
29 men were precipitated to the ground, 26 of whom
were badly injured, but no one killed.

MASSACHUSETTS.
governor and members of the
Governor
on the 11th inst.
and
judge Morton was the administration candidate
Many local questions seem to have been mixed up
amongst those the temperance
with'this election
dispute, respecting the fifteen gallon law was one of
the most exciting.
In Boston, last year, Everett had 5,208 votes
Morton 2,921. On this occasion Everett obtained
in Boston only 4,919, Morton 3,625.
Governor Everett received in the state last year
51,642, judge Morton 41,795, and there were 504
scattering votes; governor Everett's plurality was
for

legislature took place

Everett was the whig candidate for re-election

—

make

9,847.

The latest Boston dates we have, leave us in doubt
have afforded good ground for a new treaty? as to the result. Morton, the administration candi
Had they supposed Bunker Hill was the northwest date for governor, has a plurality of votes over Eve
angle of Nova Scotia, should vve have been induc- rett, but whether there are not scattering votes suf
ed from their ignorance to divide with them the ficient to prevent an election, is disputed. It re
land between the points and boundaries respectively quires a majority of the whole to elect.
claimed by both, or to waive our right^and negoThe last Boston Morning Post, (adm.) states the
this

'

.

ii

(

new treaty.
The Maine question

tiate a

is

still

unsettled, and

aggregate vote to be
it is

51,119
50,548

Morton,

feared by the correspondent above, is likely to rehave the same fears,
main so for some time.
we deeply regret to say. Contrary to previous
hopes, we anticipate a report from the British commissioners favorable to their government, one sided,

Everett,

We

571
Administration majority,
Post expresses the confident belief that

The
ton

is

Mor

which are
towns that

party.

"Returns had been received in Boston at 4 o'clock
evening, from 213 towns, in which Morton'a
majority was about 200. Although Everett's election was not given up by some of his friends, bets
were freely offered of two and three to one, in favor
of Morton, and no doubt seemed to be entertained
by his supporters of their entire success.
"Abbott Lawrence, whig, is elected to congress
in the Boston district, by about 1,400 majority.
"Osman Baker is elected in the district vacated
by the death of Mr. Alvord, it is supposed, by about
50 majority."
last

to

take place on

Monday

next, in those
to the

TharJcsgiving.
The acting governor of Rhode Island, in obedience to the resolutions of the general
assembly, has issued his proclamation, appointing
Thursday the 28th instant, to be observed as a day
of thanksgiving and praise.
The legislature of Rhode Island adjourned on the
2d inst. until the 1st of January. They passed a
law during the session protecting the banks from
the penalties of suspension, by preventing the recovery ot costs before justices of the peace, and allowing costs by only one plaintiff at any one term of
This provision to continue in operation uncourt.

A

number of other provitil the first of February.
sions are incorporated in the act, which, in the opinion of the "Pennsylvanian," will have a tendency
to eifect an early resumption of specie payments by
the banks of that state.
Resumption. Providence, Nov. 12. Some three
governor from the/our highest candidates, provided
no candidate has a majority of the whole number of or four of our banks have voted to resume if enough
will join them to make a majority of the banks, and
votes given by the people.
The Bosto7i Journal of Monday, the day of elec- I rather think they will get a majority, but it is yet
tion, says, much interest is manifested in relation to uncertain.
The two hiindreth anniverInteresting ceremony.
great vote will be thrown,
the election to-day.
failed to

elect

on the

first trial,

The senators as yet chosen are nearly balanced.
The house fill the vacancies where they have failed
to elect, and the senate when thus filled, elect the

A

sary of the

not only in Boston, but in the whole commonwealth,
and we doubt not that the result will not only be favorable to the whig cause, but will show that the
cause of temperance still finds favor with the people.
It is difficult to predict the result of the election for

first

Baptist church in this

cit}',

and the

oldest in America, was celebrated yesterday, in a
highly interesting manner. The psalms sung, were,
with appropriate good taste, taken from the quaint
The introductory prayer was by the
old versions.
nerable patriarch, rev. Elisha Williams, the oldest

A

number
senators and representatives in this city.
of tickets arc offered at the polls, among which we
find the regular "whig ticket," regular "democratic
ticket," "anti-license ticket," "liberal whig ticket,"
"temperance whig ticket," "temperance democratic
ticket," and "union temperance ticket."

Baptist minister of Massachusetts.
The closing
prayer was by the rev. Dr. Sharpe. The discourse
was by the rev. William Hague, the minister of the
church; it was replete with historic interest, and vaand contained some polemical disluable research,
An attempt was made to effect a compromise ussion upon the manner in which the church was
among the whigs to the end that the regular nomi- founded. Standing upon the spot where the first
nated whig ticlcet might be elected but it ended as church, of his order, was founded on this continent,
nd himself the successor of the first Baptist minissuch compromises generally do, when the materials
he could not but feel inspired with
are of so discordant a nature as in the present case ter in America,
and the morning whig papers contained a "liberal his (heme and he did it the most ample justice.
[Providence Journal.
whig ticket," which had been adopted at a meeting
Rhode Island state whig convention. This body
of the liberal whigs. The temperance whigs finding they were to be used as tools to aid in electing J met to the number of 300 delegates, at Kingston,

general government and the state government do
obedience to the will of the people of

right, act in

shamefully pro-

—

—

tracted irritation will soon be forever quieted.

\^Bangor Democrat.

VERMONT.

—

—

A

committee of the house of representatives has
reported in favor of making a geological survey of
the state^proposing an appropriation of $2,000 for
that object.

than Mr. Everett received for governor.
Besides
the opposition of the enemies of the new license
law, Mr. Everett had to encounter all the prejudice
engendered by the passage of the bill of last year taking from the members of volunteer military companies an annual fee of five dollars. In many parts of the
state a 'military ticket' was opposed to the regular
opposition nominations, by members of the same

number of 56 members.

to impose upon sovereignty, if the people's servants
regard their reputation and their places. The people feel that they themselves have erred by their
acquiescence, but acquiescence was for the past,
not for the future; they feel that their representatives in congress have come short of the mark,
and expect different conduct hereafter; former legislatures and governors have failed of their duty,
and the people expect that their present servants
Let the
will faithfully fulfil their sacred trusts.

this

questionably cast with reference to the license question,
than for or against an 'independent treasunj.'
That
national politics had very little to do « ith the election of state officers, is evident from the fact that
Mr. Abbott Lawrence, the opposition candidate for
congress, has a much greater majority in Boston

RHODE ISLAND.

would look upon their own as they did upon the the belief that he is elected. They assert that there
conduct of France. Would that Mr. Van Buren are very few scattering votes.
would compel England, as general Jackson did
The political cast of the house of representatives
France, to be honest, and as firmly insist upon which it is said will consist this year of 500 mem
justice, whatever the consequences. He would then hers,
it is supposed wilf be decided by the elections

Maine, and of the union, and

copy," says the Enquirer, "the following paragraph,
with the expression of a perfect confidence in its
correctness, and with the assurance that it will carry
with it more weight than the speculations, however
sincere, of any partizan journal.
"We are not politicians, and we are little disposed
to speak of questions in controversy between political parties; but having been a 'looker on in Vienna,*
while the battle was in progress, we may in this
case venture an opinion.
We think that the result
in Massachusetts is no more attributable to any direct political influence than it is to the stoppage of
the opium trade in China.
There were in Boston
nearly a dozen different tickets, each supported by a
distinct party organization with views as diiferent as
those of Brahmins, Moslems, Romanists or Presbyterians; and hardly one of them predicating its claims
to support upon its advocacy of any known political
The fifteen gallon men and their opponents
creed.
constituted the strong parties, andmore votes were un^ -

elected.

unsatisfactory, opposed to facts, and conceived and
The Atlas on the contrary as confidently expresses
concluded for an object not corresponding with the belief that no choice has been made. They
professions and appearances.
make Morton's majority 244, and say that in 32
The English said, when general Jackson obtain- towns they have ascertained 210 scattering votes.
ed the indemnity, he frightened the French into an
The Boston Transcript, of Tuesday, makes Mor
Would (hat the English ton's majority range from 250 to 350, and expresses
act of common honesty.

indeed "follow in the footsteps of his illustrious
predecessor."
The justly aroused and indignant people of the
state will not permit this immensely important
question to sleep, and they will not be put off with
promises nor be deceived by diplomacy. Such
things have had their day and effect, but a new era
has dawned with new impulses, new views and
new resolutions demand a policy founded in reason
and justice and the rights of the state.
Let not our legislature, nor our delegation in
congress turn a deaf ear to the people, nor attempt

senators and representatives have

in this city; and if so, who they are,
will doubtless be ascertained in a day or two.

been chosen

—

election

197

friends of the license law.

the former providing for an evening session, at which
such members may talk away to their full content
with a condition, however, that they shall talk
only on subjects that have been finally acted upon
by the house.
The house refused to entertain the

The

THE UNION.

opponents of the license law, and none other, to office, came out with a "temperance ticket," which
has probably been supported by many strenuous

Governor Jenison has vetoed a bill creating a perpetual corporation, and exempting it from taxation.
In the house of representatives, on the 5th instant,
Mr. Shattuck offered a resolution with a preamble;
the latter setting forth that much valuable time is
wasted by talking members in profitless debate, and

to the chartering of

Candid Englishmen of the provinces
the same admission in relation to the letter of the
treaty, and put forth the same claims on the ground
of equity; but is the plea of "ignorance of the facts"
Certainly not. From their igto be admitted;
norance had the British supposed by treaty they
had acquired the old province of Massachusetts
bay, and afterwards found out their mistake, would
all
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be prolessor Tucker,
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venerable Kobbios presided. The ing one-fourth of one per cent, towards defraying the as accurately ascertained, we shall register the agresolutions concludes thus:
expenses attending the agency and redemption.
gregate vote.
"In short the whole history of this administration,
The banlcs shall keep up (he system of redemption,
iVeiu York city election.
Official canvass of the
is a history of broken promises to a deceived and in- by exchanging with each other, and adjusting balan- votes for senator and register, at the late election.
ces, as heretofore recommended by the committee
sulted people.
SENATE.
r.EGlSTER.
«>
tjj
"The people, therefore, have nothing to hope from of the safety fund banks.
00
Reaolved, That the banks under the general banktheir rulers; their only remedy lies in themselves,
B
§:
i
I
and must be exercised through the ballot boxes."
ing law, be invited to participate fully in the above
CONNECTICUT.
arrangement, and subject to a proportionate part of
AmendmerU of the constitution. Governor Ells- the expense that in case of a refusal, their notes be
1118
worth has issued his proclamation announcing the sent by the associaled banks to the agency, and reratification by the people of this state, of an amend- turned home for redemption, and that the agent in
ment to the constitution relating to the qualification Albany be authorised to receive from others, and
and admission of electors, which amendment is in send home for redemption, packages of their notes, at
the words following, to wit:
a charge of Jth of one per cent, at the risk of the
"Every white male citizen of the United States, owner.
who shall have resided in this state one year; attainA. D. Patchin, esq. cashier of the New York State
ed the age of twenty-one years, and resided in the bank, having oll'ered to take the agency.
town in which he may offer himself to be admitted
Resolved, That the agent for conducting the busito the privilege ol an elector, at least six months ness contemplated by these proceedings, be the New
preceding; and have a freehold estate of the yearly York State bank in the city of Albany, and that 1-lOth
value of seven dollars, in this state; or having teen of one per cent, upon the amount sent by each bank
enrolled in the militia, shall have performed military for redemption, be allowed for conducting the busiduty therein for the term of one year next preceding ness.
the time he shall oti'er himself for admission; or beAssent, A. D. Patchin, cashier.
ing liable thereto shall have been by authority of
M. OLIVER, chairman.
law excused therefrom; or shall have paid a state
N. T. Williams, secretary.
tax within the year next preceding the lime he shall
Auburn, Nov. 9, 1839.
present himself for admission; and shall sustain a
Sir: The result of the deliberations of the congood moral character; shall, on his taking such oath vention held yesterday at this place, is given above.
as may be prescribed by law, be an elector."
It was adopted with great unanimity, and it is confiNEW YORK.
dently believed, that this will be satisfactory to the
Important circular. The arrangement entered into community. The time given Ihe banks for redeembetwen the safety fund banks contained in the fol- ing their bills under this arrangement at Albany,
lowing circular will prove highly advantageous to instead of their own counters, is less than the risk
the people, and release them from a tax on notes of and expense of returning them home to the banks,
specie paying banks, while it will tend to give per- and about what is equivalent to the expense of the
manency and safety to the operations of those banks: messenger, agency, &c. which the banks incur, by
Circular. At a convenlion of the safety fund Ibis arrangement.
banks, held pursuant to notice, at the American
Messrs Stebbins and Davis, two of the bank comhotel, in the village of Auburn, on Friday, Ihe 8th missioners, were here, and concurred in the arrangeday of November, 1839, hon. Wm. M. Oliver was ment.
appointed chairman, and N. T. Williams, secretary.
The banks represented, most earnestly recommend
The following banlcs were represented:
to all the safety fund banks in western New York a
New York state bank, Albany, by A. D. Patchin
prompt compliance with this arrangement; and the
Bank of Troy
John Paine
banks that do not notify their dissent to this arrangeOtsego county bank
Eobt. Campbell,
ment by letter to A. D. Patchin, esq. cashier, will be
Madison county bank
Wm. K. Lothrop. considered as assenting.
Oct. 31.
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W

H
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WM.

Commercial bank

of

Oswego

Lewis county bank
BankofSalina
Onondaga county bank
Bank of Auburn
Cayuga county bank

Bank of Ithaca
Tompkins county bank
Chemung canal bank

gf ^^uT

Wm. M.

Oliver.

M.W.Bennett.
J.

Wilkinson.

Jas. S.

Seymour.

Geo. B. Throop.
T. P. St. John.
N. T. William.
L. Covell.

Wm.

Yates county bank
county bank
Bank of Orleans
Commercial bank of Buffalo
City bank of Bulfalo
Steuben county bank

M. Oliver.
J. B. Fenton.

Bankof Bnifalo
Bank of Chenango

H.Pratt.

Wayne

F. Clark.
J. Stringham.

Lewis Eaton.

Wm. M.

Oliver.

W. M. Conkey.

On

motion of Mr. Throop, Resolved, That a committee of six be appointed to report a plan for carrying out Ihe object of this meeting.
The chair appointed the following, viz: Messrs.
Throop, Beardsley, Campbell, Eaton, Bennett and
Covin.
The committee reported the following:
Resolved, That G. B. Throop, Robert Campbell,
L. Beardsley, L Eaton, and W. M. Oliver, be a
committee to arrange for and establish with a bank
at Albany or Troy, an agency for the redemption of
the bills of the salety fund banks here represented,
and such others as assent to this arrangement.
That said committee continue the present messenger to make his trips from Albany to Bulialo every

week.
That each bank

WM. M. OLIVER,

^"'^

\ {j;

N. T. Williams,

A

chairman.

secretary.

trememlaas crash.

On

Saturday evening, about
5 o'clock, the two three story houses, nearly completed, erecting on Furman street, against the heights,
came to the ground a heap of ruins, by reason of the
moist state of the rear wall, and the pillars not being
of sufficient strength to bear the weight of the arch.
Although several persons were engaged at work on
the building at the time, it is astonishing to relate
that not one was injured
they heard the cracking
of Ihe walls, and made their escape. The buildings
were owned by Mr. Hoffman, a merchant of New

—

York, and his

loss is presumed to be over .^10,000.
[Long Island Star.
Election.
The election in the state of New York,
it will be recollected, was for the choice of members
of the assembly, 128 in number, to be chosen in 52
counties, and of ten senators, viz: one for each of the
eight senatorial districts, and two additional, to supply vacancies in the third district, occasioned by the

death of Noadiah Johnson, and the resignation of E.
P. Livingston.
County officers were also to be
chosen.
It is remarkable that of the ten members of Ihe
last senate, who are replaced at the presentelection,
nine were administration men, and only one a whig.
Of those who remain of the last senate, 13 are whigs
and nine administration men.
The senate now stands as follows:

Whigs.

Now

— Old members,

...

-13

elected, 3 in the 3d, and 1 each in the 4lh,
6th, 7th, and 8lh districts,
.
.
.

7

alternate

count up, and label the
bills of the several banks sent to the agency bank
in their packages.
assort,

20

Van Buien.

— Old

members.

......

to be established, seal Now elected, 1 each in the 1st, 2d,
and 5th disthe bills and notify each bank by mail, immeditricts,
ately after the arrival of (he messenger, of Ihe amount
of its notes then on hand lor redemption.
The bank so notified, shall redeem its bills so sealed
Whig majority 8.
up at the end of sixteen days from (he time of sealing
It appears that Me. McFadden, one of Ihe whig
by draft or funds, current in Albany.
canilidates, is elected in Cayuga county; this varies
The packages of bills so redeemed, shall be re- the result as given in Ihe last Register making 71
turned to the respective brinks by tlie messenger, whig and 57 administration members in the assembly.
next after such redemption or payment.
Whig majority 14. By leaving the delegation
The day of sealing lip shall always be on Satur- from the city of New York out of the calculation, it
day, and the day of redemption on iMonday alter the appears that the rest of the state have elected more
whig members this year than were elected last Noreturn of the messenger.
Any other bank or individual may deposile bills vember from the state, exclusive of the city.
of the msocialed banks, to be sent home for redempThe aggregate vote of the state exhibits a consialoresaid, at the risk of the depositor, ho pay- derable accession of administration voters. So
tion,

That Ihe agency bank so

up

—

m

soon

Q
f

j
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23,

the people's represenagreeably disap- ject at an early period before
subject of schoofs, and has most
_ ^^
formed ot it. tatives.
1
c
pointed the expectations which were
the people ot
3. Resolved, That the claim of
and
system,
imperlect
Although but a feeble and
proNew Jersey to their proportionate share of themade,
much below the spirit and wants oftheageyethas
early
was
public lands, which
been productive ot the most ceeds of the
be now
It done much good and
and is constantly continued, is too just to
beneficent results.
or indisubject abandoned; and that all attempts, directly
on the „„i,;o.-t
In Morris a deeper interest is felt
ever meet the unre- rectly, to defeat that claim, must
bhe
county.—
other
of education, than in any
true Jerseyman.
every
of
opposition
yielding
expends
and
ceives from the school fund »2,352 00,
and ruinous ef4. Resolved, That the blighting
Randolph township, t;om
and present naS6,4«9 91, exclusive of
ha.e raised fects of the experiments of the late
which no returns are received. They
interests of
great
the
all
upon
administrations
permit them 'o,/^,'f«= fP^^ tional
all that the law would
and persevering efpermitted to raise the country, and their repeated
their complaint is that they are not
expedients to reforts to introduce new and untried
show
interests is strong- "
Essex, medy the evils which they have caused, clearly
for the better protection ol those
On the other hand, in eight townships of sup- that they lack the wisdom to discern, or the patriotthe
,
ly set forth.
u only
_ ,. duty
,
,
has been appropriated for
and happiness,
welfare
which
if 1,595 97
general
the
promote,
difficult
to
the
ism
to
The governor adverts
.
of schools.
,.
upon port
forfeited all claim to the confidence
•^
political condition of the state imposed
in the dis- and have justly
the i.
jL
J*^,i
The whole amount of moneys P-'d$181,0bb
"•'^•"nal elecOU, and support of the people.
is
him in reference to the disputed congression
its
tricts which have made returns,
conduct
this convention, adopting as
That
his
that
Resolved,
and
5.
tion some time ago, and declares
which have been paid by parents
recomwas directed by a Ibur-fiRhs of
maxim, "principles not men," will malce no
in that unwished for exigency
provicandidates for presidency and vice
of
established
mendation
the
to
selecUon
conform
to
the
sincere desire
conventioti for
°'^ TAe'Veiu Jersey state
give a cordial and united supquestion.
convention, met at presidency: but will
sions of the laws applicable to the
of delegates to the Harrisburg
as the national convention,
Some reference is made to certain resolutions Trenton last month, strong in numbers, '" h»P/ port to such candidates
shall deem best qualiconHarrisburg,
session
at
held
former
debe
to
a
at
passed by the legislature
were probably ^bout 500
There
influence.
and
of government from fhe
powers
domain
the
preparatory meeting was fied to rescue
cerning the public lands of the national
legates on the ground.
inhe
faithless party agents who now
and
immense
this
incompetent
in
the
states
which
old
the
of
at
The i Interest
held at the City Hall in the morning,
to be lightly
,
and verified wield them.
ritance is declared to be too valuable
patriotism and
nimes of the delegates were called
6 Resolved, That we admire the
to/-"^<=t
surrendered,
..u
,,
and committees were appointed
the conservatives have withwhich
with
the
that
°«^"^tss
firmness
shows
business
year
of
The Sr.incial account for the
patronage and
convention, and to report the lorm
till
current ex- the
stood the seductions and assaults of
into the treasury applicable to
receipts
f hern in
^_ j^n adjournment was then had
*
. i_ lu«r tii'iia nnn« nnA that
thai the
tn(
'''
P"^'"™
power, and that we will cordially unite with
penses amount to the sum of «f30,000; and
back the adminisfrac o
o?^
bring
to
efforts
short
honorable
was
rather
^
•
kll
disbursements for (he same period fall
the
ying of the convention, it
object,
legitimate
only
its
considerable.
tion of government to
^''
.,
of that amo.int. The state debt is
;"^„i^,d:
.,
.
B
promotion of the general good.
presirfcnf.
The school fund, deducting the present yearly apSouthard
^^ ^^^.^ Condict, of Morris,
Senator
Mr.
that
understood
It being
Parsons, ot
P8">,00U.
propriation
-ropriation of $30,000, amounts to about ff^8">,00U.
of Bergen, Andrew
gouthmavd,
upon the supreme
''°"^"'"
th«
by the
Haggerty, was in Trenton, in attendance
supported Ijy
There are eighteen children s"PP°f'ed
r.»=^*, Uzal C. --==,. -mann, oif^E.^ex,
/jl^,,
Joseph
to ask him to attend
Golding, court, a committee was sent
the deaf and 1^???":,
^°^<^'^^'"-^__l^ of
w^rron Lewis
T.ewis Golding
^'^' ^^'^P^.h.
state of New Jersey at the asylums for
Green, „r Warren,
ef the convention.
^^f
deliberations
the
take part in
dumb in New York and Philadelphia, and ten at in- "[^f^^f^'g^^ Thomas W. Hartwell, of Somerset, andthe interval, the convention was addressed with
Steven- In
stitulions for the blind.
of Monmouth, James
u
Tnsenh Woodward,
wo
„
of Morris, and others.
Miller,
Mr.
by
Joseph
effect
who
sreat
.^^^^^ Bispham, ot BurUngton
The geological report of professor Rogers,
committee, and the entrance
'
probaSloan, ot On the return of the
'j^
had been employed to survey the state, will
!J"a°
„f Atlantic, iames W.
greeting was exJoshua of Mr. Southard, a most cordial
bly be ready in February.
j
WHliam F. Hunt, of Salem.
Woucesier^^^^^^^^
oucester
to which, and to the
q
gentleman,
that
tended to
p_^^^^ ^^ H^^j^^^on,
The number of convicts in the state prison at
^^
the meeting, he
general call upon him to address
than at the °"^
the present time is 161, being two less
the evil
'idenis.
Inswered in a glowing speech; portraying
prison «"ce pres
same period last year. The earnings of the
pennington, of Essex, secretary
men in power,
the
of
practices
doctrines and worse
expenses
the
«
- yearly
.y.^. and
.j,.
j ---.
$«,961 95.
estimated at .jp.7,ju*
to
g Smith, of Salem, Whitefield S. John
are esiiiurtt.ea<iL
his brother whigs of New Jersey
exhorting
and
stated
are
officers,
the
secretaries.
not including the salaries of
men—to abstain Irom
son, of Sussex, assistant
neat lav aside all predilections for
in a very neai
president
president,
74
pledges
the
at $8,901 74.
seat,
no
ask
his
to
delegates
taking
L
»
J
11
On takinz
of all instructions to their
fundvvUI
report from the trustees of the school
S'"*;'f'"|,°;g ^ddVess, explained the objects
fidelity and discreof the and perspicuo
was for —but choosing those on whose
necessity
..^—
--/ there
be forthcoming during the Present session
to Harrisburg to
tt>_^. convention
the
«»- tion they could rely, to send them
-";-"» ' lue gicav
^- oppres
„„„rps^- ^ the
^--'- that
- misrule
message invites the^ a tent,„„ of
. ... .^..-.--o
legislature.,
iegi=.aiui^. fhe
of
rid
get
decide upon the canunited effort to
consult, and there and then to
sysschool
interes
the
in
the
improvement
and
the assembly to the
the country;
voice should be desig"""™J7g„rades
pn«^al
the
by
who.
didates
evil
viz:
"" affected by the
tem suggested in the last report of the trustees,
<.i|sses-for all were
in opposition to martxn yan
wnicn an cias»==—
Dringin„ nated as the candidate
'.""have in bringing
adoped for- educating '^^i^\™,i
"i"«= =should be adopted
some mode
That
iuai !>um<=
"'"'L°„ences of misgovernment-have
^^^^^
^^ Southard said, that strong and devotdischarge ol consequences
teachers and qualifying them for the
were known to be, and emipredilections
his
select eight ed as
qualifications of
their responsible duties.^
'"'"clmite" were then appointed to
nent as he deemed the services and
The messa'^e concludes with a reference to a Helppates to the Harrisburg convention. J. he six the man whom he preferred and whom it was not
to
a
according
house
the
committee appointed during the year
prepared, if the good
:nwer.ng to thelix -embersof
was
yet
he
name,
deti^lel.
to
make certain
by the counties necessary
resolution passed at the last session, to
renresentatives, were selected
required it, to sacrifice him; and being
district of the cause
in the state. of
inquiries in relation to the lunatics
cherished hopes and
congressional .listricfs, each
thus prepared to yield his own
number formTn- the
the two delegates, anbrother
and
Their report will be submitted shortly— the
man,
oin
its
natin"
nom
he felt authorised to call upon his
to be greater than
selected by a com- desires
up all personal preof that unfortunate class is found
to°the two senators, were
swerrg
in like manner, to yield
whigs,
a
them
The
for
bespeaks
state
was supposed. The message
from each county in fhe
about men, to the great, the
one
solicitude
of
mittee
all
ferences,
the legislature which
accepted by the
liberal action on the part of
iiistituUons and prosreported to, and unanimously
noble cause of the country, its
Christian people. names
shall be worthy of a feeling and a
were as follows:
have not yet re- convention,
New Jersey school fund.
Delegates at large.
long and fervent
amidst
down
sat
Southard
''^Mr
the school fund
completed its
ceived the report of the trustees of
Wm. B. Kinney, of Essex.
applause; and the convention, having
highly interestof this state, which is said to be a
Wilson, of Mercer.
adjourned.
James
after
soon
business,
districts.
find the following abstract of
this convenat
in.' document.
proceedings
for the congressional
Delegates
the
The temper of
State Gathe report, however, in the New Jersey
spirit manifested, and
Dudley S. Gregory, of Bergen.
tion the decided and earnest
the benefit ot our
zette, which we publish for
to the cause, rather than
Ephraim Marsh, of Morris.
devotion
whole-souled
the
surest pledge that in the great
John D. Hagar, of Middlesex.
to any man, give the
state, 89 have made
Somerset.
"^^Xn^th'e 139 townships in the
strong for the
Thos. A. Hartwell, of
contest of 1840, New Jersey will be
districts, ot
returns; which 89 embrace 942 school
Moffatt, of Burlington.
Craig
.
whig candidates.
there
which 835 have reported. In these districts
Joshua Brick, of Cumberland.
convention passed resolutions highly approvtTib
lb,
and
of
ages
5
fhe
of, tb;f f°mmitare 64,411 children between
convention of young men, to be
After this business was disposed
In
the ing of a nationat
schools.
resolutions submitted
of May
Monday
first
and
of which only 33,954 attend public
the
address
on
Washington
"after every teronan
annexed, we e held at
view of these facts, fhe reportremarks,
The resoluUons, which are each with en^ next and recommending to the state convention to
forces itself same
separately,
deduction is made, the painful truth
it is supi>os.'d will
which
passed
proposition,
and
up
aken
the
second
a
thousands of
consideration at the Harrisupon our conviction, that there are
The address, which we hope at
tire iinanimitv.
be brought forward for
never go to school.
then read and adopted
the children in the state, who
future toe t? publish, was
burg national convention.
in pro
-—
jj
The number of children attending school, greater
PENNSYLVANIA.
accfamat.on.
by
to be
^^^^;^,.^„^_
portion to the whole number, appears
The legislature of Pennsylvania assembles at
in this
other county. ^h's>
in Burlington, than in any
That the recent elections
ij^otorf.
^e'O
on the "first Tuesday [the 7th] of
at .Piea"^-^
in a
that neither Harrisburl,
1^
the report, says, may be ascribed
some misapprehension api"'"-- have shown
gff libera state ana in i\ew York,
power January, 1840." As
nower
"".,.„•„„.,
he powei
who
the
nor tne
• - ore the
of Friends,
society ".
associations.^nor
iiic »^^.=ij
associations,
lo the
we make the above
sure, t'o
of party
'
inauein.e» "^
,i,„ ^^J^X^nces
J
the influences
me
l^^
to exist upon the subject,
pears
the
hand,
hanr
seduce
other
hr'oth;
„„„.„,,ivp.
can
^n
P-'y-^-rcufi"^
On the
patrons of education. "or
of the new constitution.
words
of hfederae,^^^^^^^^^
nonage
the
pa
from
quotation
JVIercer
schools of Mercer
Sturgeon, the sfato
small number in the public
Darnel
tneir
Dr.
from
> ^^^_.j.,.^|t„„gralulatiou
US. senator.
of many tliepej^ple
congratulation
.—-. - of
..... existence
w the
owing to
uc uvy...^
maj be
,
Essex, maybe
and tssex,
ana
^^^^^^^. and James Clarke,, the president of the
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treasurer, ^__,^
each of those coun- counuy:
govern-nent.
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are
flourishing private schools
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the 6th
Jersey legislature adjourned on
of January.
inst. to meet again on the 14th
legislature of
Gov Pennington's message to the
interests ol
New Jersey. In this document the great are touchaericulture, raaoulactures and commerce
named, the mesed unon. With regard to the first
ascociations lor
sase speaks pointedlv in favor of
knowledge, aiid
the advancement of" agricultural
ot a state
notices with commendation, the institution
state ot
society for that purpose. The depressed
and the
manufactures and commerce is alluded to,
government
general
the
action
by
some
of
necessity
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pose of replacing the old one carried away by the
ice last fall.
understand that a meeting
Colonoisation.
will be held this evening at Dr. Bethune's church
(10th and Filbert streets) in reference to the subject of aiding governor Buchanan and the colonies
of Liberia to act with effect in checking the slave

We

trade agreeably to the resolution passed on

Monday

28,

1839— STATES OF

THE UNION.

extend all the aid in my pow- will be temporarily deprived of her revenue from
er to relieve those who endure the hardships of our the bank stocks held by the commonwealth. This
present situation. I cannot, however bring my mind revenue amounts to a considerable sum. In 183S
to the conclusiou that this object would be promot- the state received from the dividends on bank stock
ed by convening the legislature earlier than the pe- $153,230, and from the tas On bank dividends
riod fixed by the constitution.
$113,826 89; making together $272,056 89. The
On a subject so vitally important to the people as American sentinel intimates the necessity on Ihe
that of the currency, crude and hasty legislation should part of the commonwealth of resorting to further

any citizen can

feel to

evening at the Musical Fund Hall. It is proposed to be sedulously avoided. Expekienck alone is a taxation or loans to meet the deficiency.
The following letter appeared in Ihe Harrisburg
send a vessel to governor Buchanan, and the great SAFE GtJiDE. It would be almost impossible to find
object is to raise the remaining funds required for an instance in the history of governments where Reporter, of Friday, having been written in answef
the purpose. A number of addresses will probably sound and salutary laws have had their origin to one from the editor of that paper.
Auditur general's office, November Ith, 1839.
be delivered, and the occasion cannot be otherwise in panics and agitations. When legislators take
Sin: Yours of this day has just come to hand, in
than one of great interest to all who wish that the counsel from excitement or apprehension, reason
infamous slave trade should be suppressed. Five and experience are seldom consulted. Temporary which you ask the question, "have any monthly
thousand dollars are required a considerable por- expedients are resoited to, which are as likely, in statements been made by the Bank of the United
Com- States since November, 1838, and if not, have yoij
tion has already been raised, and the whole should their ultimate tendency, to increase the evil
be subscribed in the course of the week for the plained of as to correct it; and in the end, the same at any time called on the bank for them, and has
have
been
ac- that been complied with."
might
work
done
that
remains
to
be
[Pennsylvaniaji.
credit of Philadelphia.
No statement having been submitted to ttie de!-'
the beginning.
A meeting was held in Philadelphia on Saturday complished upon due reflection at obvious
that per- partment by that bank since 183S, 1 forward to
last, the object of which is to procure the erection These principles are so plain and
of a dramatic edifice on a magnificent scale to be haps no person can be found in the community to the president of that institution, on the 5th day of
devoted to the performance of operas in the English controvert them, and they have been, and will con- October last, a requisition for a statement of tha
language, and other entertainments at low rales of tinue to be, the principles by which my course is situation of that bank on the several discount days'
subsequent to November, 1838, including the firsf
admission. J. K.Ingersoll, esq presided. A com- regulated.
Without entering into the details of the mode discount day in the month of October, which re'
mittee was appointed to prepare a plan of the promode
of
any
other
quisition has not been complied with, nor has any
resolutions,
or
your
they
had
pointed
out
in
the
spot
that
reported
posed building, who
selected was the lot at the southeast corner of Ches- suggested to supply the existing deficiency of small return on special requisition or monthly statement
nut and Ninth streets. The building will front 240 change, it will be enough to remark, that the sus- been made to this department during the time for
Respectfully yours,
It is pro- pension of specie payments is so recent, the incon- which you inquire.
feet on Chesnut and 147 on Ninth street.
GEO. O. ESPY.
posed that the basement shall be of marble, 15 feet venience we suffer so little undetstood, and so deas
to
render
Wm.
circumstances,
D.
Boar,
fluctuating
esq.
feet
pendent
on
front
by
20
feet
50
of
stores
into
high, divided
Pennsylvania coal.
The Harrisburg Reporter
deep, and that the upper walls shall be ornamented it extremely difficult, if not altogether impracticawith Grecian windows, richly dressed; the whole ble, to form a mere accurate estimate of it than first states that the aggregate shipments of anthracite
coal from the coal regions of Pennsylvania, thus
crowned with a chaste cornice. The stores will impressions only supply.
far of the present season, were equal to 700,000
It may be proper for me to add that I feel exbe fire proof, and the row will be the most elegant
expense,
and
public
tons.
Adding to this, 110,000 tons sent from
the
tremely
unwilling
to
incur
in the city.
We find in the York Gazette the subjoined letter to put the members of the legislature to the personal Honesdale, Wayne county. Pa. direct to New
from governor Porter, in reply to the communica- inconvenience of attending an extra session, unless York, and we have a total of 800,000 tons of antion of the committee who had been appointed, at such means be demanded by the most imperious thracite coal shipped from Pennsylvania the preForthe reasons above sent season.
a late meeting in that borough, to convey to the requisitions of official duty.
The same paper supposes that five millions of
executive a copy of the resolutions adopted by said stated, I do not conceive the present to be an occameeting. These resolutions, it will be recollected, sion calling on me to adopt this course, and I must bushels, or 150,000 tons of bituminous coal, from
suggested to the governor an early call of the legis- therefore with the utmost respect for my fellow the western coal regions of that state, find a marmeeting, de- ket every year, by way of the Ohio river.
lature of Pennsylvania, with a view to the adoption citizens of York, who composed this
Statement o{ the flour and wheat received at Phiof another measure recommended by the meeting, cline to acquiesce in the well meant suggestions.
ladelphia by the Columbia rail road, from the 1st of
namely, the authorising of a state loan of two rail- I am, with great respect, your humble servant,
David R. P.ohter.
January, to the 31st of October, inclusive, in 1837,
lions of dollars at an interest of Iwo per cent, per
annum, and the granting of privilege to the banks To Messrs. Jacob Spangler, Jacob B. Went, and 1838 and 1839.
Flour.
Israel Gartner.
of that state to issue one, two and three dollar notes
Philadelphia. The zealous labors of our city
to the amount that might be taken by them, respecgradual
tively of said loan. The object in view by the councils, as manifested in the beauty and
meeting was two fold: first, to provide small notes improvement of Philadelphia, affords a theme of
Exemplifications of their
as a medium of small business transactions during high praise and regard.
suspension; and secondly, to provide for the com- successful efforts are every where apparent in our
monwealth at a very low interest, the means ol streets, our beautiful squares, fountains, Delaware
meeting her engagements in regard to certain tem- river front, public landings, warehouses, gas-lightporary loans; thus the loan of two millions at two ing, water works, wooden and other pavements,
per cent, would not, in effect, increase the debt of and other works equally admirable. Among the
Pennsylvania, but would as fast as negotiated, be latter we would take occasion to name the new and
made to take the place of certain unfunded debts of improved gutters, lately placed on the crossings at
They are
that commoawealth, bearing five and six per cent, Chesnut and Schuylkill Seventh street.
solid masses of granite, constructed of sufficient di[Baltimore Patriot.
interest.
mensions and weight to resist the influence of frost,
Huntingdon, Oct. 31, 1S39
Gentlemen: I have been honored with the receipt and have been found much superior to the old
of your letter of the 21st instant, inclosing the re.io- method of conveying refuse water, inasmuch as it
lutions adopted at a public meeting held by the now Hows unobstructed; leaving the surface clear,
of stagnant
citizens of the borough of York, on the 16th of Oc- and unincumbered with unsightly pools
The two principal resolutions are, 1st. water in summer, and accumulating ice in winter.
tober.
That the governor be respectfully requested to con- For this excellent improvement, we arc indebted to
vene the legislature at an early day: and 2d. That the suggestions of a member of council, to whom
likewise much beholden, for the
this meeting respectfully suggest to his excellency his constituents are
the propriety of recommending to the legislature intelligence and practical knowledge he unceasingand convenience.
their
advantage
millions
ly
exerts
for
of
two
of
doldebt
the creation of a state
[Paulson's .Advertiser.
lars, bearing an interest of two per cent, per anof Pennsylvania is stated
The
debt
debt.
commonwealth
State
of
the
be
banks
the
that
and
num;
permitted to issue notes of the denomination of one, to be about thirty-two millions of dollars; and bealready comtwo and three dollars to the amount of said loan fore the improvements which are
pleted, this debt will probably be swelled to the
taken by them.
The high respect I entertain for the gentlemen enormous amount ot fifty millions of dollars!
How can we pay this debt? Can any mode be
composing this meeting, some of whom have been
will enable Pennsylvania holong known and honored with places of trust and pointed out which
confidence by their fellow citizens has induced me nestly to liquidate it? Yes!
Pennsylvania,
along with the rest of the old
suggestions
Let
and
recommendations
their
to give to
those who formed the bond of union
thirteen states
the most carelul and deliberate consideration.
insist on their
the difficulties in all which now embraces twenty-six
I am deeply impressed with
public domain. The old thirteen, gave
our financial operations, produced by the sudden share of the
and their blood for our independence
and unexpected suspension of specie payments by their treasure
they gloriously conquered and to them of right
the banks. It cannot be doubted or denied that the
Public Lands.
belong the
act on the part of these institutions, connected with
Some of the ndrainistration party in Pennsylva
recent occurrences of a similar kind, has not only
sides with the United States bank
taking
nia
are
condition,
but
monelary
our
deranged
and
disturbed
vitally connected with state
as a state institution
has shaken in no slight degree tlie confidence of Ihe
therefore proper to be sustained by
people in the banking system itself, or, at least, in interests and
state.
this
people
of
been
the
operations
have
conits
the manner in which
The ordinary revenue of Pennsylvania is set
ducted. Unhappily, the weight of immediate emreport at Sil,9on,000 annubarrassments has mainly fallen on the poor and in- down in the treasurer's
expenditures are reckoned at
dustrious the individuals least able to bear it- ally, while the
upwards. The banks of the city
while those persons possessed either of credit or of $•2,500,000 or
having declined demoney have been subject to little real inconveni- and county of Philadelphia
months, the state
In this slate of things I feel as anxious as daring dividends for the last six
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Arrived at Fail-mount.
Coal
374,444 tons.
Flour
82,256 bbls.
Grain
545,368 bush.
Bacon and lafd
1,894.250 pounds.
Iron, kind not named
32,295,731
bioom
2,394^413
'
"
castings
1,046,520
"
8,659,153
Iron ore
"
5,863,204
Leather
682,667
Kags
357,100
Sundries
"
2,806,313
Lime
27,611 tons.
Limestone
46,616 "
Departed from Fairmount
Flour
7,712 bbls.
Fish
15.389 "
Grain
65,268 bush.
Salt
139,113 "
•

''

Plaster
Iron
Iron ore
Naila

1,991 tons.

8,842,613 pounds.
"
b,661,203
58,900
"
Hides
1,062,271
Rags
"
41,591
"
Sundries
757,596
Whislcey
40,000 gallons.
iPkiladelphia Commercial List.
CaAiil and fail road tolls.
Pennsylvania state
tolls.
The tolls received on the Pennsylvania improvements this season, to October 23d, amount
to
©943,900 99
On the Schuylkill canal to Nov. 2,
455,128 66
Union canal, year ending 1st instant
135,163 73
Lehigh canal, to Ist Oct. about
128,000 00
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to enforce its provisions.
It is estimated by some
of the officers of the university that besides the

wholesome

effects of this law upon the discipline
of the institution and the moral character of the
students generally, it has operated in reducing the
amount of their average expenditures about $200.
The Charlottsville Republican intimates that the
decision of the court will be appealed from, but
without much prospect of success.

SOOTH CAROLINA.

THE UNION.

pending specie payments, offered

201
to the other in-

stitutions the following terms:

To

extend discounts

5 per cent, upon their
respective capitals, (which would be jbout 460,000
dollars), within the next sixty days.
2. That the banks should not call on each other
for balances, until
months after resumption.
3. That such arrangements should be adopted,
for interest on balances, as would be agreeable
amongst themselves— that is, that they, the suspending banks, which are a majority, might fix the rate
of interest.
1.

to

Congressional elections. The election to supply
the vacancy in congress occasioned by the resignation of the hon. F. H. Elmore, has resulted in the
Now, we would ask, if the refusal of these terms,
choice of col. Sampson H. Butler. Butler, 1,512; was made with the view
of forcing the Bank of
Jamison, 1,095; Caughman, 910; all sub-treasury. Charleston to suspend? (It is slated
to be well unBeaufort, (S. C.) Nov. 4.
derstood, that the suspending banks were unwilling
The crops, ^c. 1 am pleased at ascertaining be- to enter into any arrangement
whatever with the
yond a doubt that, so far as the Sea Island crops Bank of Charleston, unless it would suspend
also)!
have been affected, the late drought has not done If so, that bank has only done
its duty, in not
the harm anticipated; but, on the contrary, that in yielding, and the others have
strangely violated and
spite of, or (as I believe) in consequence of the disregarded theirs, in endeavoring
to compel or indrought, heavier crops than usual have been made duce it to such a course; nor
are we able to see
in this [St. Helena] parish and the district gene- why they have declined to
accede to the proposal,
rally; and I learn that the Sea Island crop is equal- in the resolutions offered
by the Bank of Charlesly good in Georgia.
The harvest is so nearly over ton, not to call on each other, during the suspenthat this result is secure.
On one or two planta- sion, or till such time after resumption as they
tions three bales to the hand will be the average of might desire, for balances;
and that they might,
the crops. I hope this news, as far as it goes, will themselves, determine what rate of
interest should
cheer our business men in the city.
be paid on such balances as might occur.
Did not
Agricultural convention.
Orangeburg, Nov. 4, this proposition put it into their power to protect
1839. At a meeting of the citizens of Orange- themselves from being called on for balances,
and
burgh district, convened lor the purpose of nomi- from paying unreasonable interest? What, then,
nating deligates to attend the agricultural conven- had they to fear? The Bank of Charleston,
and the
tion, to be held in Columbia, on the fourth Monday Bank of the State, cannot
issue a bill of their own,
of November, inst. the following persons were ap- without having it returned on them for the
specie,
pointed, to wil;
immediately.
Their only chance, for a discount
S. B. Dwight,
P. Russell, Jacob Stroman, fund, is the circulation of the other, or suspending
John M. Felder, Elisha Tyler, Sanders Glover, D. banks. Is it any injury to them, that they shall
F. Jamison,
L.Lewis, Wm. S. Thompson, provide the whole circulating medium? The peoJacob M. Dantzlerand J. J. Wannamaker, esqrs. ple would take their bills, because they are believed
S. Glover, chairman.
to be .sound; and they would lose neither credit, or
V. D. V. Jamison, secretary.
profit, by supplying the entire circulation, and have
The banks of Charleston. It has been ascertain- no difficulty in resuming, when they deem it expeed through private channels, and the public prints, dient to do so, under the arrangement proposed
by
that a convention of a portion of these banks was the Bank of Charleston.
lately held in their city, to devise and unite on
Why then, we ask, do not the banks in Charlessome general course of action, for the settlement ton meet and agree on some such terms?
of theii own differences, and the aid and relief of waste their own strength and resources in unprothe community, in its present unparalleled diffi- fitable, in ruinous intestine broils with each
other?
culties.
Every body knows, that if the banks, inare the merchants ruined, the people distressstead of uniting all their power to aid the country, ed, and all the business of the country impeded, by
expend their strength in warring upon one another, these disagreements?
that they only increase the distress of the commuIt is somewhat strange, that, notwithstanding the
nity, and make bankruptcies and ruin more cer- facts now developed
notwithstanding that the
tain and numerous.
have procured a copy of Bank of Charleston appears to have been the only
the proceedings of that meeting, which are as fol- one in that city, excepting the Bank nf the State,
lows:
that has done its duly, or manifested any disposiCircular, addressed to the presidents of all the banks tion to relieve the community, and even been
opin Charleston:
posed in it by the others the current of public
Bank of Charleston, S. C. October 23, 1839.
opinion and feeling here, has been strongly, decidSir: I have the honor of submitting to you the edly and generally, against that bank alone, and in
enclosed resolutions, which were this day unani- favor of the suspending banks! Even those genemously adopted, by the board of this bank. In rally looked upon as its friends, at length joined,
doing so, I cannot refrain from expressing the sin- in the general censure, and belief that it alone was
cere gratification that I experience in carrying out accountable for the bank difficulties in Charleston
their views.
and oppressively and unfeelingly, not only refused
I believe that this community is now suffering a to afford relief itself, but obstinately
persisted in
most intense money pressure, that threatens to in- opposing and preventing its being afforded by
vade and destroy all those invaluable principles, others!
was this? Was it, that the Bank of
by which credit is sustained, and commerce foster- Chaileslon, relying on the rectitude of its course,
ed that if protracted longer, it will involve many and the justice of the community, made no effort
valuable citizens in undeserved ruin; and that it is to operate on public opinion; while the others,
in the power of the banks, by concert of action, to sensible of the error of theirs, and that
their only
avert so great a calamity.
security from censure, was in deluding the public,
I beg, therefore, to solicit your earnest attention spared no effort, with all their advantages
of numto the subject, and feel assured that you will fully bers, and par'izan friends, to effect it?
It would
reciprocate the feelings and intentions of the board. seera so.
else are we to account for it?
I am, very respectfully, your ob't servant,
With ro motive but to be impartail, it was with
Ker Boyce, president.
great difficulty that we could avoid joining publicAt a meeting of the following banks, viz: Bank ly in the general censure against the Bank of
of the State of South Carolina, bank of South Ca- Charleston; and should doubtless have done so, but
rolina, South Western Rail Road bank. Slate bank, for our want of room, for some lime past;
and
and Bank of Charleston, S.
held at the Bank of even in our last, with the statements of "Fair
Charleston, S. C. on Friday, the 25th October, Play" and "Reflection" before us, we could
1839, the following was submitted by the Bank of not but believe that there were "faults on both
Charleston, as a proposed basis of action, viz:
sides."
Yet where, now, is any evidence of fault
1st. That the banks of this city will not call on
on the part of the Bank of Charleston? and how
each other for balances, until
months after re- strongly should this caution the public against givsumption; and that such arrangements be adopted, ing away to excitement and censure against any
for interest on balances, as would be agreeable one, on mere unauthenticaled rumors,
however imamong themselves.
contradiijted, for the lime.
The statements refer2d. That each of the banks of this city, will red to, ai e now fully substantiated by the proceeddiscount 5 per cent, upon their respective capitals, ings herein published; as is also the declaration of
within the next 60 days, or sooner if practicable.
Tuesday's Mercury, that they "were authentic,
The first resolution was lost the Bank of and not only have not been, but will not be gainCharleston, and (he Bank of the State, only, voting said."
in the affirmative.
deep responsibility rests on the suspending
The second resolution was lost the Bank of banks, and their partizans, for the general decep-

Wm.

Total

$1,654,193 38

We

estimate the total receipts of toll on our great
li-ne of internal improvements this year at over one
million seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars. [lb.
A rumor was current in this city yesterday, that
it is the intention of the banks to resume cash payments on or before the first day of January next.
Even the rumor is pleasing, and the consummation
"devoutly to be wished," But though we should
account this an unfounded report, we cannot but flatter ourselves that there is good reason to believe
that these institutions are aiming steadily at such a
result, and determined to hasten it forward as speedily as passible.
The community seem disposed to
bear patiently the misfortune into which we have
fallen, and to abstain from complaint and reproaches.
But they will refuse to recognize the slate of things
which now exists, as a natural state, or to rest in it
as one which is to be permanent.
The most earnest our moneyed institutions are seen to be in preparing to redeem their notes, the more calmly and
rationally may the people be expected to set themselves about those precautionary measures which
may guard us against the recurrence of a similar
calamity.
[Phil. N. American.

MARYLAND.

We

Chesapeake and Ohio canal.
understand,
that information was received in town yesterday
that the breach mentioned in the following article
as having been just repaired, immediately on the
water being let into it again broke away, thus
cutting oif all probability of the large quantity of
flour and other produce, now accumulated at VVilliamsport, reaching the District before the canal is
closed by ice.
VVe heave not heard the extent of
the breach, but it is rumored that it is very large.

The

Williamsport (Md*)

[Georgetown Adv.
Banner, of Saturday

says: The trade on the Chesapeake and Ohio canal
at this place, appears to be more active for the last
week. Considerable quantities of produce are arriving, intended for transportation to Baltimore and
the District of Columbia. The breach, which occurred below, some time since, is we are informed,
thoroughly repaired, and it is to be presumed, that
the trade will be uninterrupted during the balance
of the season which admits of navigation.

VIRGINIA.
Refusal.

that the governor of Virconsulted with the treasurer, attor-

It is stated

ginia, having

ney general and executive council, has concluded

Wm.

Why

Why

—

We

—

How

—

How

C—

to issue no proclamation in respect to the banks.
Their indispensibility in carrying on the fiscal business of the state, is the reason assigned.
University of Virginia.
The number of students
at this university is about 230.
The best hopes of
its friends seem likely to be realized in the flourishing progress of this institution.
act passed by
the legislature, prohibiting merchants and others
from giving credit to students for articles purchased, occasioned some litigation before the superior
court at the late term for the county in which Charleston only voting for it.
Charlottsville is situated.
The court maintained
It would seem, from tliese proceedings, that the
the coustitutionalily of the act and felt it their duty Bank of Charleston, not entertaining an idea of sus-

An

—

—

A

community here, and doubtless through,
out the state; and for the great consequent injustice done to the Bank of Charleston.
The general
tion ol the

—
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sense of this, though "not loud, but deep," should
warn them of the consequences, and the propiriety
of seizing every suitable opportunity, of making
the amende kanoraUe, to the injured institution,
and outraged community. They may rest assured,
that their power and influence will not be again,
what it has been. The days ol bank supremacy
are numbered.

The charm

of general confidence,

humble, almost superstitious defeThe hand writing is on the
dissolved.
indelible characters, by their two
in
written
wall—
recent suspensions and so plainly, too, that "he
who runs, may read." Banks will exist and prostheir
per hereafter, only by the correctness of
conduct, and their usefulness to the public, rather
the
'the blind confidence and ignorance of

and

i-j-norant,

rence"

is

—

than by

community— by being

the obliging,

humble and

efficient servants of the people, rather

than their
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tution of the United States, when required to deliver up fugitives from justice, charged with the crime
of violating the right of property in slaves.
This
state must therefore protect by its own authority,
the rights of its citizens in slave propeity against
the disposition of the people of Maine, to violate
them. For this purpose you will be justified in declaring by law, that all citizens of Maine who may
come within the jurisdiction of this state, on board
of any vessel as owners, officers or mariners, shall
be considered as doing so with the intent to commit
the crime of seducing negro slaves from their owners, and be dealt with accordingly by the officers of
justice.
I have not calledaconrentionof Ihe people of the
state to take into consideration the course they ought
to pursue in maintaining their rights in consequence
of the refusal of Maine to do them justice, as directed by the resolutions of the legislature, passed
at its session of 1837, for the reason that the legislature failed to provide for the expenses of such a

]

oppressive masters.
lordly, capricious, and
GEORGIA.
Gilmer to the legislagovernor
of
messao-e
The
and force, opens convention, and because a convention for another
ture, written with much simplicity
object had already been called by the legislature,
with a mention of the claims which the state ot
government
for the and its proceedings submitted to the people lor ratigeneral
the
upon
has
Georgia
paynient of her militia employed in the Florida war. fication.
"Your attention is called to a law which has been
These claims have not been acknowledged by the
passed by the legislature of the state of New York,
United States.
...
.
The legislature is urged to make some modifica- to authorise the arrest and detention of fugitives
crime of murder, and from justice from other stales and the territories of
tion of the law defining the
Pardons have been so the United States, a copy of which the legislature
prescribing its punishment.
unlformly'granted to convicts for murder, whose of New York has caused to be transmitted to the
ol great governors of each of the states, in order that simicircumstances
by
unattended
euilt has been
lar laws may be passed by all the states.
The copy
atrocity, as to prove conclusively that some other
means than sentences of death must bo provided to received at this department accompanies this mesbefore you copies of very interestsecure society against such crimes. It is recom- sage. I also lay
,

,

mended to make two distinct classes of the crimes ing proceedings of
which are now included in the definition of murder, South Carolina and

the legislatures of the state of
the state of
Jersey, in re-

New

to offences of lesser degree the penalty of lation to the controversy
state of Maine."
confinement in the penitentiary.

and award

route of the Western and Atlantic rail road
has been fixed upon throughout; one hundred miles
and masonry are completed, except
grading
the
of
a small distance which will be soon finished. The
entire cost of the road up to the first of October last
has been one million three hundred and twenty
Of
thousand one hundred and forty-eight dollars.
this sum, all except $250,000 was obtained by the
sale of state stocks, according to the acts of 1837

The

between

this state

The message concludes with references

and the

to subjects

of local interest, mentioning some desirable amendments to the constitution, and recommending a revision of the financial system of the state.
The message dwells at some length upon the suspension of specie payments by the banks.
While
it is thought advisable that no forfeiture of charters
should be exacted of these institutions, the governor
recommends the enactment of some additional reand 183S. The legislature is urged to provide lor strictions and conditions by which the operations of
banking may be brought under stricter regulation.
to
the
contractors
due
balance
this
of
the payment
IBali. Ajner.
on the road. The governor recommends the vigorALABAMA.
ous prosecution of this work, and in the present
The committee of citizens of Mobile appointdifficulties of the times, when money can hardly be
procured on the credit of the state abroad, he ad- ed to receive donations for the benefit of the sufby fire at that place, acknowledge the receipt
vises that the legislature authorise the board of com- ferers
missioners to accept of the proposal which has been $21,209.
Mobile. The Advertiser of Ihe 5lh instant says:
made by the contractors now at work on the road,
did not hear yesterday of a single death, nor a
to receive six per cent, stock of the state in paynew case of fever either in town or the vicinity.
ment for its construction.
Various local matters are mentioned. The agent, Absentees are coming in thick upon us, and the
Mr. Howard, who had been sent to England to pro- streets present nearly as thronged and busy appearcure copies of the colonial records relating to the ance as in midwinter. The weather however conunfavorable, and we trust that none will be
early history of Georgia, has placed in the executive tinues
unmindful of the great precautions that are still
office nineteen manuscript volumes as the result of
The survey of the state geologist not necessary.
his labors.
Business was assuming an active character at
having been completed, an additional appropriation
finish a thorough explo- Mobile. Thecropof cotton, it is estimated, will be so
is requested to enable him to
It is announced that the edifice good that the exports of that port this year will exration of the state.
now in progress of erection for a lunatic asylum ceed those of the last by 60,000 to 100,000 bales.
letter from Mount Pleasant, Monroe county,
will be completed before the next session of the legislature. There are at present one hundred and Alabama, to the editor of the Register, furnishes
sixty convicts in the penitentiary. The message the following information respecting the commisadvises some alteration of the rules relative to this sion of a murder near that place:
"On the evening of the 17th instant Mr. John
institution, by which the unrestrained daily commulives below this place, and very near
nication which is now permitted among the convicts Bradford, who
premium
Little river, was shot dead while rising from the
granting
a
law
The
prohibited.
be
may
table, twelve buck shot entered his head,
of filty cents for each pound of silk cocoons raised supper
young man, a carpenter,
impolitic.
The silk killing him instantly.
in the state is thought to be
also at table, whose name is not rememculture is deemed capable of taking care of itself. who was
The annual appropriations from various funds (or bered, was also killed at Ihe time, one buck shot
temple. The latter is supposed
purposes ol general education, amount to about six- having entered his
deemed wholly to have been accidentally killed. It is not known
ty thousand dollars— a sum which is
the deed, although some two or
inadequate to the wants of the state. The governor who perpetrated
of education three persons have been taken up on suspicion,
is of opinion that the present system
discharged. There has been for some time
ehould be thoroughly amended or abandoned alto- but
past an enmity between two families here; this one
me.ssage
the Lambert family. One of the Bradfords
the
and
part
of
important
most
Perliaps Ihe
proceedings between the murdered last August one of the Lamberts a reis that which relates to the
of I'hil- ward is now ottered for his apprehension
it is
states of Gforgia and Maine, in the case
they either did it themselves or had
brook and ICelleran, who were demanded by the probable that
entic- it done."
former slate from the latter, on the charge of
MISSISSIPPI.
their vessel.
ing away certain negro slaves on board
The election for governor and for two represenThe stale of Maine having declined giving them up.
to congress, from this stale, took place on
Referring to the subject governor Gilmer pro- tatives
the first Monday in November.
have the folceeds as follows:
"The conduct of the legislature of Maine, and the lowing returns from Jackson county, by the New
Louisianian of the 9th:
previous conduct of governor Dunlap and governor Orleans
Mminulralion.
op|)osition to the
Whig.
Kent, prove conclusively that the
the people Forgoreivio)-— A. G. McNutt,
216 E.Turner,!
institution of slavery is so great among
Brown,
are
precongress
authorities
Far
public
their
that
of that state,
Thompson,
constivented from obeying the injunctions of the
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the congressional election in April 1838, PrenClaiborne 56
tiss received 10 votes and Word 3
and Davis 44. At the election in the fall previous
Claiborne 147 and Gholson 141 votes Prentiss 7

At

—

—

and Word

I.

From another direction we hare the foUowingreturns from Adams county:
Whig.
^dminisln'iion.
A. G. Brown, .379
A. L. Bingham, 615
537
li. Davis,
J. Thompson, 379
Warren and Wilkinson, and the river counties
generally, are said also to have given large majorities for the whigs, which, however, may be more
than counterbalanced by the heavy votes which the
northern counties will have undoubtedly thrown for
the administration.
Laier The following table shows the canvass for
governor, as far as we have heard;

—

—
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ciated conJition; but the insolvent houses, although
they are debarred from exercising the first right ol
ownership over it that of selling or conveying it
are still the nominal holders, and are privileged to
vote upon it in the whole amount at elections for
directors. This is the root of the evil. These votes
of insolvent owners of stock effect the choice of officers of the banks and control their management
and policy, and accordingly they are conducted in
such a manner as to promote the fancied interests
of those who control them, in defiance of justice
and good faith, to the disgrace of the institutions,
the destruction of their credit and the delapidation
of the funds entrusted to them by the rest of the
stockholders.
Thus all the financial distress of the community
is traced to the siuisterinfluenceof some half dozen
broken firms upon the banks. These broken firms
control the insolvent banks, of whose ruin they at the eastern cities, and brought into the state a
are the principal cause; the insolvent banks control greater amount of merchandise than we have exthe solvent banks through the apprehensions of the ported produce to pay for, and the consequence is
latter that a general resumption of specie payments that an unliquidated eastern debt hangs over us.
The exports of every country constitute the basis
would disable the others from paying their notes.
But if the evil were caused and if it bo continued upon which bills of exchange ai'e drawn to pay for
by the insolvent houses, it is plain that the remedy its imports. Exchanges will always be at high rates
is in the hands of the insolventbanks.
Dissolve all and difficult to obtain when we have no produce or
connexion with institutions that are unable to re- other fund upon which to draw."
It is mentioned that the bonds of the state to the
deem their obligations leave them to their fate,
and go to work each on its proper funds. This is amount of two and a half millions of dollars, created
the first step it is indispensable and without it by the act of the legislature, were issued and delinothing will avail to restore soundness to the cur- vered to the president and directors of the bank of
rency or confidence to the banks. True, it will be Tennessee, in conformity with the provisions of the
The bank sold and disposed of one million of
a searching and terrible application to the wounds act
of some institutions.
But is it not imperative- the bonds, but retained and still holds the remaining
ly demanded by a regard to public welfare, and to million and a half unsold. The message suggests
the true interest of the stockholders? The insol- that if the million and a half, now on hand, be disvent houses will never bring their concerns to a posed of, the bank would be enabled by the increase
close without coercion of some kind, and in the of her available metallic capital.safely to afford such
meantime they are supporting a style of extrava- additional facilities as would be required to relieve
gant living, that is rapidly consuming those assets the immediate pressure, until the proceeds of sales
of the present crop may yield moie .solid and durathat ought to be in the hands of their creditors.
The lots and other real estate, purchased with ble relief.
The measures of restricting the issues of bank
money loaned by the banks yet payable, are daily
decreasing in value, while the interest accumulates notes to denominations above five dollars is recomat a compound ratio
for the notes are renewed mended, and it is believed by the governor that if
with the addition of the interest incurred.
They the general assembly shall think proper to impose
have good debts due to them from planters, but any additional limitations upon banking corporathese, as they are collected, may be appropriated to tions, none will be found to be more important than
any purpose other than the liijuidalion of just this.
The subject of internal improvements is dwelt
claims.
They may be employed in paying notes for upon, and the assembly is reminded of the obligaswamp notes for swamp lots that will never be tion which the state is under of meeting her subworth their stipulated price; and besides, those scriptions to authorised works now in progress to
debts may in almost every case be collected with at the amount of half the capital of each company inprovided the sum to
least as much facility and expedition by the creditors corporated for such purposes
of him to whomthey are due, as by himself. In every be subscribed shall not exceed four millions of dolpoint of view in which the matter may be regarded, lars. The institution of a board of public works is
it is manifestly the dictate of a wise and prudent recommended.
The state debt is only $1,763,666 2-3;— includforesight that the banks should bring those to a settlement, from whose sense of right nothing may be ing the internal improvement bonds hitherto issued,
as the conditions of the continuance of their corporate privileges.
The message takes ground that it is an enor to
attribute the revulsions of 1S37 to the action of the
federal government.
The cause is alleged to lie in
the overaction of business in all branches of trade,
and in excessive credits and bank issues, which had
stimulated to wild and disastrous speculation; and
particular importance is attributed to the fact that
the importations into the U. States during the year
1836 amounted to sixty millions^of dollars above the
value of the exported produce of the country. The
large purchase of public lands, mostly Wild and unproductive, are mentioned in the same connection.
The only substantial and permanent relief for the
evil complained of "is to be found," says gov. Polk,
"ir. habits of economy and industiy, and in the productive labor of our people.
have purchased

—

in the

may

inflict, and the -present admonitions, which
proceed from the last throes and agonies of that expiring power, justify us and demand at the hands of
the general assembly, who should truly be the guardians of the happiness and prosperity of the people,
any effect which can in any wise strengthen the
councils of the nation against the recurrence of similar causes and results, and which may encourage
the administration of the countiy to adhere to its
existing wise and prudent policy in regard to this
great and absorbing subject: and
Whereas the constitution of the United States
contemplates a treasury to be held by the o-overnment wholly free from any necessary connection
with banks, and the present crisis as well as times
past have demonstrated the wisdom of such a measure: this general assembly do most fully approve
the policy heretofore recommended by the president
of the United States in relation to what has been denominated an independent treasury, and believe that
the passage of the measure brought forward in the
last congress, or some similar system, upon this subject, would be not only prudent but is absolutely
demanded by the peculiar and remarkable vicissitudes which have acted powerfully upon the currency and commerce of our country; and further
that such a measure would contribute to the more
permanent siabiiity of our institutions, the independence of the government for all purposes of peace
and war, to check the wild and extravagant spirit of
the age that has come upon us with a reckless fury,
and would ultimately tend to bring us back to sober
reflection, stea<ly pursuits, and the confirm possession of an ample prosperity: and
Whereas this general assembly do believe, that
the public domain of the United States should not
be treated by the general government as a mere
source for the acquisition of money to the public
treasury, but by reducing the price to reasonable
and moderate rates shoulil ratlier be regarded as the
great and extensive means of encouragement to the
augmentation of our population, and the reward of
the laborer, the husbandman, (by the grant of preemption rights) who in times of peril will be a powerful bulwark to the frontier, and the right arm of
safety and defence against the hostile invasion of a
foreign foe: and
Whereas the liberty of speech and the freedom of
the press are considered as invaded directly or by
implication in the provisions of a bill which was
brought before the senate of the United States at the
last session of congress, entitled "a bill to prevent
the interference of certain federal officers in elec-

—

—

—

—

—
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TENNESSEE.
Gov. Polk's message
nessee,

was read before

of last month.

legislature of Tentwo houses on the 22d
treats largely upon the

to the

the

The message

of the state, the beginning of
and they are ascribed to the
abundant crop of the preceding year

financial dilficulties

which was

in 1837;

fact that, the

bearing high prices, the "planters made their calculations upon these prices, purchased property and
contracted liabilities upon the credit of their crops,
made improvements and enlarged their expenses;"'
merchants also bought at these prices, ^vhen the
value of the article suddenly fell in Europe, causing;
n great revulsion which affected all interests in the
commonwealth. The suspension of the banks is alluded to, and it is strenuously urged upon these institutions that the conditions of their charters and
the interests of the community require a speedy resumption of specie payments. In reference to the
su?pen3ion of the Union and Planters' banks, it is
suggested that the occasion may be a fit one to impose upon those institutions such additional restrictions as the public safety may require, and as experience may have shown to be necessary and proper,

amounts

to that source,
in a great de-

gree to be attributed the oppressive calamities under
which we have suffered and through which we are
now actually passing; and whereas during the history of the last few years we have seen this mammoth moneyed power struggling almost with success against the government, and wieWing a jjower
in the production of panic and disaster, that, in
the
language of its boldest advocates, we were pronounced to be in the midst of a revolution, and fhe
terrible evils which we have not only been taught
it

—

reasonably expected hereafter. The lapse of every
day diminishes their means of paying, and lessens
whatever amount the binks or other creditors are
to receive
while the whole community, from this
misplaced and feeble lenity towards half a dozen
individuals, are enduring an unparalleled degree of
distress.
The directors of the solvent banks owe
it to their country, to their friends, to themselves,
to change this condition of things and to remedy
the evils of the times. Should the New York banks
hold out a few weeks longer, no option will be left
them, and they will be forced to resume by the exigency of public opinion, and the imminent danger
of sustaining a greater loss than the amount of all
the rotten bank paper in their possession, that now
appals them and deters them from acting like men
of nerve."
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same vast source of public mischief; and

whereas we do solemnly believe that
the late Bank of the United States, is
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$2,666,166 2-3.
of the "common school fund" is nrt
Tennessee a "perpetual fund," the
principal of which, the constitution declares, shall
never bo diminished by legislative appropriation.
The message informs the assembly of the necessity of prescribing by law during its present ses.sion, tions:" and
some mode of choosing electors to vote for president
Whereas, the people of the United States have
and vice president of the United States at the next long paid a tribute of millions to the monopolists of
election
the former act on that subject having salt, under the tax which has been imposed upon
been of temporary bearing.
the foreign importations of that necessary article,
The lunatic asylum of the state is commended to whereby the quantity which would otherwise have
the attention of the assembly.
been introduced into the United Slates has been diTennessee legislature. From the Nashville Union. minished, and the price to the tonsumer increased:
ResoliUions of inslmction.
The following is a copy and
of the preamble and resolutions introduced into the
Whereas, reviewing the history of our governsenate on Friday, by the hon. Mr Coe, of Fayette. ment for the last ten years, a period which will be
They embody (says the Tennessee administration remarkable through all future time, and looking
paper from which we extract) sentiments to which round upon fhe events now being daily developed,
every true republican in the country, who has given this general assembly have reasons to congratulate
the various subjects of which they treat, candid and the country that its destinies were cast, at the apdisp.issionate consideration, must cordially re.^pond: proach of the great and trying events which have
Whereas the general assembly of the state of within that period rapidly succeeded each other, in
Tennessee have, on various occasions, when in their the hands of our venerable and patriotic fellow citiopinion the great public interests of the country de- zen, Andrew Jackson: and whereas, his policy bemanded it, expressed in the most solemn form their gan the restoration of that system which was hailed
views in regard to questions of a national character in 1800, as the establishment of sound principle,
involving the welfare of the people of the United and was steadily pursued by him, and transmitted
States, and have at all times, when deemed necessa- with the impress of his character, to the hands
ry to give practical effect to the sentiments which of his distingnisiied successoi: and whereas, the
they enteftained, availed themselves of the power firm and patient wisdom of the present chief magiswhich legitimately, and in conformity with long es- trate, pur-suing the same policy, has successfully
tablished republican usage throughout the union, conducted our domestic and foreign relations in the
belonged to them, of instructing tlieir senators and midst of peculiar and very extraordinary difficulties:
requesting their representatives in congress to carry Therefore, be it
out, as to specific measures, their declared wishes;
1. Resolved by the general assembly of the state
of
and whereas the extraordinary circumstances vvhicli Tennessee, That our senators in congress be instruchave existed for the last few years in the financial ted, and our representatives requested to vote against
and commercial interests of the United States, re- the chartering by congress of a national bank.
2. Resolved further. That our senators in congress
main unabated, and under causes of increased excitement and difficulty, originating, as we believe. be instructed, and our representatives requested, to
it

to

The amount

stated.

It is in

—

|
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vote for, and to use all fair and proper exertions lo
procure llie passage of tlie measure brought forward
in the congress of the United States, commonly
called the sub-treasury bill, or the independent treasury bill, the object of which was to separate the collection, keeping and disbursement of the public
money from all banks, so as to make the treasury of
the United States independent of all banks, as recommended by the president of the United States in
his several messages communicated to the last con
gressof the United States.
3. Resolved Jurther, That this general assembly
doth unqualifiedly condemn the provisions of a bill
heretofore before (he senate of the United States at
its last session, entitled "an act lo prevent the interference of certain federal officers
in elections,"
which bill this general assembly doth declare to be
a violation of the constitution of the United States,
which provide that "congiess shall pass no law
abridging the freedom of speech and of the press,"
and they do as unqualifiedly condemn the vote given
in favor of said bill by the senators in congress from
this state, and our said senators in congress are hereby instructed, and our representatives requested, to
vote against, and to use all fair and proper exertions
to prevent the passage of the same, or any similar
bill which may be brought before the next congress.
4. Resolved further. That our senators in congress be instructed and our representatives requested
to vote against the measure heretofore brought before
congress, which had for its object the distribution
among the states of the proceeds of the sales of the
public lands, and that they be further instructed to
vote for and use all fair and proper exertions to procure the passage of a law for the graduation and reduction of the price of the public lands, and for granting pre-emption rights to the settlers thereon.
5. Resolved farther. That our senators in congress
be instructed, and our representatives requested,
vote for and use all fair and proper exertions to procure the passage of a law repealing the duties on im
ported salt.
6. Resolved farilier. That this general assembly
doth heartily approve the leading measures and policy of the administrations of Andrew Jackson and
Martin Van Buren, and our senators in congress are
hereby instructed, and our representatives requested
to support in good faith, the leading measures and
policy brought forward and advocated by (he present
president of the United States, and to use all iair and
proper exertions to carry out, sustain and accomplish
the same.
7. .ind resolved further. That the governor be requested to transmit to each of our senators and representatives in congress a copy of the foregoing preamble and resolutions.

KENTUCKY.
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has been expended
improvements, and what is necessary to the comworks contemplated, will not exceed
SS,0(IO,0()0, and that there would then be nearly
1,000 miles of turnpike road and about 700 miles of
Black- water navigation.

OHIO.

The governor

to be

—

—

—

—

—
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whig.
Clermont Dovvly Utter, adm.
Clinton and Highland— Thos. Patterson, adm.
Columbiana and Carroll Jos. Thompson, adm.
Cuyahoga Richard Lord, whig.
Franklin and Pickawa)- John L. Green, whig.
Guernsey and Monroe William Scott, adm.
Hamilton James J. Faran, adm.

—

—
—

—

—

—
—James Mitchell, adm.
Lucas, Wood,
—John E. Hunt, adm.
Muskingum — James Henderson, whig.
Portage — Simon Perkins,
whig.
Richland— Wm. McLaughlin, adm.
Ross, Pike and Jackson — John Hough, adm.
Jefferson

&.c.

jr.*

—

John H. Blair, adm.
Butler—Absalom DuHD and Jas. B. King, adm.
Carroll
George Downs, adm.
Champaign M. B. Cowan, whig.
Clark— Alexander Waddle, whig.
Clermont— Thomas J. Buchanan, adm.
Clinton,
Amos T. Davis, whig.
Columbiana— John M. Jenkins, Wm.D. Lepper,
and Robert Wilson, adm.
Coshocton James Ravenscroft, adm.
Crawford, Marion and Union Guy C. Worth,
adm. and James H. Goodman, whig.
Cuyahoga Wm. B. Lloyd, whig.
Delaware Andrew H. Patterson, admFairfield and Hocking
Lewis Hite and James
Spencer, adm.
Fayette and Madison Batteal Harrison, whig
Franklin Buckley
ckley Cornstock, whig.
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[Walcffman,

that's good.

A

U. S. senator.
correspondent advocates James
Clark, esq. of Indiana, as a suitable candidate for
the office of United States senator.
Methodism. From the reports made by the several preachers in charge at the late annual conference, which met at Lawrencebnrg, Indiana, it appears that the nelt increase of members of the Methodist church, within the bounds of the Indiana
conference, during the past year, is about 8,700.
It is also stated in the Lawrencebnrg Beacon there
had not been a death among the preachers belonging to that conference, within the past year.
Marion county against the loorld. .i whig turnip.
Squire Tomlinson, a whig farmer of this county,
brought into our ofiSce a few days since, a most
stupenduous turnip, weit;hing 15 1-4 lbs. and measuring 2 feet 7 inches in circumference. It grew
upon the squire's farm. The universe is challenged
to produce another of as ample dimensions.

—

—

—
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of Ohio has appointed the Uth of
observed as a day of thanksgiving and prayer by the people of (hat state in acknowledgment of the meixies bestowed upon them
by a gracious Providence.
The Ohio Life and Trust bank of Cincinnati resumed specie payments on the 6th inst. and the Post
of that city states that the Lafayette and the Franklin banks lijllowed suit next day.
The pork exported from Cincinnati last veai-, is
said to be worth $3,000,000— whiskey !J7,()06,000—
Galli and Lawren
Mille
manufactured article $3,000,000.
flour ®6,noO,000
Geauga John F. Morse and Seabury Ford, whig.
fad. There is a man living not a thousand
Green James Scott, whig.
miles off, who has had 24 children by one wife, all
Guernsey Robert B. Moore, whig.
hale and hearty, 13 of whom are males, capable of
Hamilton Thomas J. Henderson and Robert
bearing arms, "in peace preparn for war," is a good Moore,
adm.
[Huron ( Ohio) Mv.
maxim.
Harrison Joseph Rhea, adm.
esq.
of
Cincinnati,
Pendelton,
has
been apN. G.
Highland Andrew Baskin, adm.
pointed a delegate to the whig national convention,
Holmes James Hoogland, adm.
The Republican
from that congressional district.
Huron and Erie Ebenezer Warner, adm.
states that judge Burnet, ol Cincinnati, will attend
Jellerson—George Mitchell, adm.
as one of the senatorial delegates from Ohio.

December next
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pletion of the
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that the whole amount that
so far in the prosecution of state

—

—
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Kentucla/ internal improvements. At the desire of
Washington, IMorgan and Perry— Colonel Isaac
gov. Wickliffe, a large meeting took place, October Humphreys, adm.
29th, at Louisville, on the subject of a loan from the
Administration 13 whigs 6.
citizens, to carry on the works of internal improveHOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
inent.
The meeting was eloquently addressed by
Ashtabula and Geauga Benjamin Bissell, adm.
the governor, and by ex-governor Morehead, which
Athens and Meigs J. B. Ackley, whig.
latter, deprecating, with the former, the ungroundBelmont- Henry West and Thos. A. Way, adm.
ed apprehensions of creating a dangerous state debt,
Brown, Adams and Scioto Joseph Leedom and
addition,

also said, in
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were well formed heads, averaging sixty grains to
Lucas, Wood, &c. Moses McNelly, adm.
the head
the increase being thus nearly two thouMedina— Jaoses S. Carpenter, whig.
sand fold! The wheat was of the red chaff species
Miami, Dark and Mercer Thomas Shideler and
sown about the 15th October, and harvested the Marshall J. Purviance, adm.
lOlh July.
Mnnroe
Johnson, adm.
The Herald adds: "This same Jackson township
Montgomery Edwin Smith, adm.
a few years since bore o(f the palm at the agriculMorgan John E. Hanna, adm.
tural fair of the best products of corn
being one
Muskingum Abraham Pollock and George W.
hundred and fifty-seven and a fourth bushels to the Adams, whig.
acre.
Jackson though it be called, it is nevertheless
Perry James S. Wilson, adm.
a thorough and sound whi^ township."
Pickaway Augustus L. Peiril, adm.
Members of the legislature.
Portage Rufus P. Spaulding and Ephraim K.
SENATE.
Hubbard, adm.
Senators elected last year.
Preble
Surton Durham, whig.
Butler and Preble John Taylor, administration.
Richland— T. W. Barfly and Daniel Riblet, adm.
Coshocton, Knox and Holmes James Matthews,
Ross, Pike and Jackson Elibu Johnson and
adm.
Samuel Reed, adm.
Delaware, Marion, &c. Benj F. Allen, adm.
Shelby, Hardin, &c. Edwin Fisher, adm.
Fairfield and Hocking
Samuel Spangler, adm.
Stark James Welch and John Smith, adm.
Fayette, Madison and Greene Aaron Harlan,
Seneca and Sandusky John Welch, adm.
whig.
Tuscarawas John Everhard, whig.
Hamilton George W. Holmes, adm.
Trumbull Thomas Howe and Isaac Powers,
Harrison and Tuscarawas John Brady, adm.
whig.
Huron and Erie Josiah Tracy, whig.
Warren
Sellers, whig.
Licking Richard Stadden, adm.
Washington Wm. A. Whittlesey, adm.
Miami, Dark and Mercer William J. Thomas,
Wayne Thomas Shreve and Elzy Wilson, adm.
whig.
The next legislature will stand thus on joint balMontgomery Henry Shideler, adm.
lot:
Medina and Lorain Heman Birch, whig.
Administration in both houses,
73
Portage George Powers, whig.
Whigs,
35
Sandusky and Seneca Wm. B. Craigbill, adm.
Stark Jacob Hostetter, adm.
38
Administration majority,
Trumbull— David Todd, adm.
The next senate will stand thus: 25 administraWarren George J. Smith, whig.
tion, 11 whigs: adm. majority, 14.
Wayne Jacob Ihrig,
INDIANA.
Administration 12 whigs 6.
Governor Wallace of Indiana, has issued a proclamation appointing Thursday the 29th day of
Seiiaiors elected this year.
Ashtabula— John L. Rogers, adm. and L. Lake, November, as a day of thanksgiving and prayer.
Its very doubtful whether we can raise the wind
whig.
for the pumpkin pies bnt if we do not, we will throw
Athens, Meigs and Gallia Simon Nash, whig.
aside our quill, and visit some of our friends in the
Belmont Thomas Shannon, adm.
country, 30 look out to have plenty of
Brown, Adams and Sciota John Glover, adm.
We
Clark, Champaign and Logan Joseph Vance, won't say any particular article, but every thing

,

{Indiana Journal.
ILLINOIS.
Galena. Illinois, at this time, says the Democrat of the 24th, presents a scene of activity and
bustle seldom witnessed in more favorable seasons.
The town is crowded with strangers, mostly settlers,
attending the land sales now in progress. Our two
excellent hotels are filled to overflowing; in fact,
every place for accomodation in town we believe to
be occupied: and those who cannot procure entertainment, are compelled to camp out. It is estimated that there will be left at our land office between
three and four hundred thousand dollars for land
purchased at the .sales.
The Galena Gazette of Oct. 26ih says:
"Ou Friday and Saturday, previous to the land
sale, a large number of settlers entitled to pre-emptions, proved up their rights.
The receiver refused
to take Illinois money except on the branch at Galena.
Of ceurse specie was in great demand. The
settlers sold their Springfield anii Alton money at a
discount of from 5 to 10 per cent, to the amount of
many thousand of dollars. On Monday it was announced by the receiver, that Springfield and Alton
money would be taken! In consequence, this same
monf;/, which was sold at a discount on Saturday,
wa.s all purchased by other settlers at from 5 to 10
per cent, premium, thus enabling speculators to
shave both sides of the face in true 'modern style,' "

—

—

Missouni.

Emigration. The number of emigrants to Missouri this year is computed by the St. Louis BulleKnox Byrom Leonard, adm.
Great product. The Circleville (Ohio) Herald of
tin at 50,000.
This is the greatest number that has
Licking—
George
H.
Flood
and
W.
B.
Morris,
Saturday, notices the product of a single grain of
ever visited them in one year.
adm.
wheat on the ground of IVlr. D. Sinoot, in Jackson
MICHIGAN.
Logan Anthony Casad, whig.
which
county,
is
really
astonishtownship, of that
Siu:pension in Michigan.
The Bank of Michigan
Lorain
.\lbert A. Bliss, whig.
This "solitary" grain of wheat pro'duceil (hiring.
and the Farmers and JNIeohanics bank of Detroit,
ty-lhree stalks of wheat, on thirty-two of which
•Vacancy occasioned by the decease of Mr. Powers. suspended specie payments on the 2Slh ult.

—

—
—
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"The territory of Florida would constitute an emMrs. Holdiidge, wife of Felix
From the boundary line between it
lloldriclge, of Tecuinseh, Lenawee county, JMichi- pire of itself.
gan, lui't liei' home on the Stii ult. lo*;oiijto the and Gtor^ia, to Cape Sable, the distance is four
woods for Mislies, and has not been seen or Iieard of hundred iniles, its mean breadth one hundred and
Four or five hundred persons liad been out fifty. When we reflect that this immense country
since.
is, with very few exceptions, an uncultivated wilin search of her.
Sub-treasury.
The state of Michigan obtained a dernes.", occupied by a people perfectly familiar
few hundred thousand dollars a short time since, by witli all its fastnesses, how preposterous is it to
loan, for the purpose of carrying; on its internal im- suppose that a few thousand men can occupy every
provements, and placed the money in the State bank important point, and thoroughly scour every district.
When the state Add to this the character of the country, which
of Michigan for safe Iveeping.
neeeed the money, the banlc could not pay, and would forbid the success of any such plan. Every
therefore the commonwealth asked the bank what river and creek is bordered with hammocks so
had become of the funds. We copy from a Michi- thick that it is impossible to distinguish any object
beyond five or ten feet. Large belts of scrub- oak
gan paper the following:
The following extracts from the answer of the and palmetta, varying in breadth from five to ten
Michigan S'.ate bank, now on tile in the court of
d fifteen miles, traverse the country to the dischancery, will show where the money has gone to, tance of twenty and thirty miles, so dense and luxand why the bank cannot pay the state the sura left uriant in growth, that an army might pass within
with them. The following distinguished members fifty yards of a large Indian force, and not even susof the loco foco family are indebted as follows, viz: pect their existence. Immense cypress swamps,
Stephen T. Mason, governor,
$4,444 30 boggy and entangled with undergrowth, and almost
2,311 72 impervious to the white man
large lakes, with inJohn T. Mason, governor's father,
Calvin C. Jackson, private secretary,
2,326 82 numerable islands and, lastly, the most formida8,402 64 ble of all, the everglades, a vast region of grass and
Charles W. Whipple, judge,
28,003 71 water wholly unexplored. The facilities for subJames B. Hunt, commissioner,
Levis. Humphrey,
do.
11,705 00 sistence, too, are unparalleled by any country. It
44,090 00 is a land, in the emphatic language of scripture,
Horace H. Comstock, senator,
Conrad Ten Eyck, U. S. marshal,
5,792 93 flowing with milk and honey. The rivers abound
900 00 in fish the lagoons bordering the ocean, along
Lucius Lyon, ex-U. S. senator,
Daniel Goodwin, U. S. district attorney,
2,000 00 nearly the whole eastern coast, supply turtle and
Epaphrodites Ransom,
1,517 84 oysters of the finest de.-vcription— the earth produces
David C. McKinstry, commissioner,
8,823 71 the coonti and cabbage tree, and the forests are
Food is ever
John Nortoii, jr. cashier,
6,456 37 alive with deer and other game.
28,358 37 within reach, and can be procured with the least
Porter & Gibson, commissioners,
Kintzing Pritchelte, bank commissioner, 1,643 18 possible exertion, whilst the climate is so mild that
Justice JJurdick, ex-commissioner,
6,432 98 clothing is rather an inconvenience to the Indiaii.
Thomas B. Clarlc, director,
9,440 00
In addition to all these natural advantages offer3.710 00 ed by the country, the Seminole Indian is remarkaJ. Mott Williams, attorney and direetor,
Anthony Ten Eyck, loco orator,
437 95 ble for cunning and duplicity. He seems to parFrederick H Stevens,
29,850 00 take of the character of his country; to have borrowed f[om its pecular features the sagacity which
John D. Pierce, superintendent public
instruction,
9,737 00 enables him to turn it to the best account; ever
James Beaubien, loco,
1,000 Oo vigilant and active, he hangs, by means of his scouts,
JohnM. Wilson, ex-sheriff,
10,000 00 upon every military post or marching detachment,
Bank Nile.?,
7,387 97 discovers all their movements, and takes his mea•'
Marshal,
30,000 00 sures to secure his safety."
C. & J. Wells, loco,
An arrival at Charleston furnishes the follow8,974 00
Peter Morey, attorney general,
100 97 ing intelligence:
Indian news. On Sunday
John S. Bagg,
St. jlugustine, Nov.8.
479 00
IOWA.
last, the 3d November, a baggage wagon, with an
Trouble in Iowa. The St. Louis Bulletin of the escort of seven men, proceeding from FortMicano'1st instant, says, by a gentleman who arrived yes- py to Fort Wheelock, was fired upon by a party of
terday from Burlington, we are informed that great 50 Indians, killing three mules one horse, and
excitement prevails in the neighborhood of the dis- wounding two others. The teamster was mortally
puted teriitory, and that governor Lucas had de- wounded, and a private named Bossoo, was very
spatched a message to Dubuque, for the United severely so. The firing being heard at Fort Micanopy, a relief was sent out, but before they came to
States marshal.
FLORIDA.
the ground, the Indians had succeeded in plunderWest Florida rail road. The St. Joseph Times ing the wagon of tents, powder, provisions, &c.
announces the completion of the rail road from that and made their escape.
From the south. We learn, by the arrival of the
Flace to lola. The cars had commenced running.
n a few days the road was to be opened perma- schooner Medium, captain Magee, from Key Bisnently. From the same paper we learn that cap- cayne, that the wounded Indian, who some time
tain Guion of the United States army, was about since went into Fort Lauderdale, for medical ascommencing the suivey of the tola and Tallahassee sistance, has informed major Childs that Coacoochee,
A sufficient guard bad been provided has placed the women and children in the pai-hairail road.
okee, or grass water, for security; and that he is
and every facility afforded.
The Dade institute. We notice with pleasure prepared for a vigorous defence of himsell and folOn the accession of troops sufficiently
that this project appears to meet with universal fa- lowers.
vor. At once philanthropic, and designed to com- strong to reinforce those now south, the Indian ofl^ers
memorate the memory of a gallant bajid of Ameri- to take them to Coacoochee's ground of defence.
Commander Mayo, of the U. S- steamer Poinsett,
can officers and soldiers, it merits the good wishes
and the encouraging aid of every citizen in the has gone into the Everglades, with 50 men.
union. We have, through the politeness of capA bottle was found on the 23d ult. about 5 miles
tain Norman, been favored with an opportunity of south of New River, containing a piece of paper,
looking over the testimonials in behalf of such an the writing scarcely legible, but the words "Schr.
A §4 gold piece was
institution, from many of the leading colleges Antarctic" were visible.
found a short distance.
throughout the country. The object is two- fold.
There was a very slight frost yesterday morning,
In the first place, to preserve a gi ateful recollection
of the names and virtues of the many patriotic dead at Macariz, the residence of Thomas Douglas, esq.
who have fallen in Florida, and in the second, to distant two miles from this city.
The fever at present prevailing here, though of
educate their destitute orphans. Pennsylvania, in
common with other states, has lost several of her a decidedly bilious and congestive character, has
few of the
gallant sons, and we sincerely hope that our legis- proved of a mild and manageable type
lature may pass a resolution upon the subject, and seizures terminating fatally, where timely treatthus endeavor to induce congress to receive with ment and appropriate remedies have been resorted
favor the prayer of Florida for a donation of land, to. Of upwards of five hundred cases, not more
and
to carry out a measure of so much usefulness and than thirty or forty have terminated in death;
of these latter, the majority have been traced to
patriotism.
The above we copy from the Philadelphia In neglect of the first symptoms, mistreatment or requirer, and commend with pleasure the benevolent lapse, brought on by the imprudence of the patient
and patriotic object in view, to public favor. Mary in diet or in over exertion, before health had been
land too has lost several of her gallant sons in this completely re-established.
Union bank. Charles Fenton Mercer, esq. for
inglorious and lamentable Florida war, and it would
be consoling to find that something had been done many years a member of congress from Virginia,
vice John
for the memory of the dead, and for the benefit of has been elected cashier of this bank,
Parkhill, resigned. Robert W. Williams and Banks
the living.
The following brief but graphic description of Meacham, esqrs. have been chosen directors, vice
deceased.
this territory is furnished by a correspondent of the E. B. Vass and Joseph McBride,
lost.

—

—
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The Tallahassee Floridian of the 9th imi. says:
On Wednesday last, Mr. Joseph Lee, son ol major J. W. Lee of this county, who resides about
four miles Irom the Sandy Ford in Jefferson county,

while going to superintend his negroes at work, was
attacked by a party of Indians, supposed to be about
a dozen, who fired upon him. Mr. Lee was shot
through the body but we are gratified to learn, will
recover.
He was armed at the time of the attack
and gallantly returned the fire, and although badly
hurt was enabled to get on his horse and ride for
aid.
His negroes fled home immediately except
one valuable slave that is yet missing. Cries were
heard as the others retreated, which induces the
belief that the slave was probably overtaken by
the Indians and shot.
Several citizens rallied as
soon as possible, and started in search of the Indians.
They found the gin house of Mr. Andrew J.
Lee had been set on fire and about forty bales of
cotton destroyed. The Indians were in the act of
attacking the dwelling, but were driven off and one
of their party

it is

believed killed.

We

learn also that some Indians during this week
entered the field of John G. Anderson, esq. near
the Ocilla in Jefferson, in open day light, and were
.seen

gathering and carrying off corn.

These

facts are a beautiful commentary upon the
who would lull our citizens into
quiet and security, by the assertion that there are
no Indians this side of the Suwannee. The blood
of frontier citizens who may be seduced into a
want of vigilance by the expression of such opinions, will stain the hands of those who thus act.
warn them that such is not the case, and that
there is as much, if not more danger from attacks
now, than at any time since the war. The Indians
are, we doubt not, in want of provisions, and they
will soon recommence plundering.
Every planta-

course of those

We

tion should be guarded.

We

deeply regret to learn from some of our
friends who have returned from the north, that a
notion prevails there that the people of Florida
actually desire a continuance of the Indian war, for
the reason as it is supposed, that many Floridians
are making fortunes by it!
more atrocious and
undeserved calumny of the citizens of Florida, than
is contained in this imputation, could not be uttered.
Some few individuals in the commencement
of the war doubtless bettered their condition, but
hundreds have been totally ruined. Our country
has been kept back at least ten years by this war.
It has been raging nearly five years, and it is
scarcely nearer to a close than when it commenced,
and it will lake five years for it to get back to its
flourishing condition at its commencement.
Our

A

citizens have

been murdered and our whole frontier

from within twelve miles of the Capitol to St. AuWe have been reviled and
gustine Haid waste.
slandered as cowards, and now forsooth the story is
hatched up anew that we desire the continuance of
the war. The northern abolitionists and allies of
the savages do not stop at any thing to traduce the
south, or to injure southerners in interest or in repuUnless the national government are more
tation.
just and more effective in affording us protection,
we shall begin to think the value of the union may
"be calculated." But no! we take back that expression: we are now a poor, weak, powerless territory
we have no political vote or influence.
Once a state, with three votes for the presidency
with two senators and one representative in congress, we should have more regard paid to our
Posterity will say, shame on
rights and interests.
the nation for its management of this war.

—

—

We

Anatomy.
see by the Portland, (Maine), papers
Mrs- Gore, the lady (?) who lectures on anatomy,
to "ladies only,'' is engaged in a course in that
city.
She mieht be better engaged in lecturing upon
that

&c-

the duties of the nursery, or niaking

"pumpkin

pies.''

[Sun.

In the year 1770, when the wonderful improvements of an Arkwright, began to be introduced
into the machinery for spinning cotton, the annual consumption of cotton in Briiish manufacture, was under
four millions of pounds weight and that of the whole
of Christendom, was probably not more than ten milIn 1838, tlie consumption of cotton in England
lions.
and Ireland was about two hundred and seventy millions of pounds
and that of Europe and the United States togetlier, four hundred and eighty millions!
Cotton.

—

—

Diamond. The Bengal Hurkaru, of July 15th, states
that "Runjeet Singh has bequeathed the celebrated diamond, the ioA-i-noor, to the temple of Juggernaut, to
adorn the image of the Hindoo deity;" and suggests,
as it was originally taken from Schah Soqjah, the exiled king of Cabul, that a case might be iiiade out for
claiming it "on behalf of the original proprietor, for the
purpose of beingsold to defray a portion of our expenses
in replacing him on the throne of Cabul."
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them to their respective owners. If this
had been done, there would have been no pretext
for holding the master in prison at the suit of his
As it is, it is questionable whether there is
slave.
any relief for these unlortuiiate gentlemen, even by
corpus, during the vacation of the courts,
habeas
the

LAW AND CASES IN COaRT.

deliver

We have
The case of Mr. Ruiz and Monlez.
deemed it proper to place our readers in posproceedings,
session of the annexed account of tlie
the state of
before the judge of one of the courts ot
New York, in the cause of the application lor a
citizens arSpanish
the
by
corpus
habeas
of
writ
the suit
rested upon a feigned issue, as though at
accident
of one or more of their slaves hrought by
We
States.
United
the
of
jurisdiction
within the
make a few
avail ourselves of the opportunity to
particular observalioiis on the general quescitizens of
tion of the duty of the government and
the United States in regard to those Spaniards aiid
their property.
some ol
It has been stated, \f we mistake not, by
Sjjain
the administration presses, that the minister of
forjnal
made
long
since
has
government
near this
application (or the action of theexeculive to restore
slaves brought
to their lawful owners the African
schooner
into the United States in the Spanish
Amistad. Whether such an applicalion has in fact
been made, the official organs have better means of
knov'inn- than we; but that the United States in

B3,

we are uninformed.
[National Intelligencer.
Journal of Commerce of Wed-

of the character of vthich

From

the

New York

nesday.

more

'

the actual case are solemnly bound to make such
delivery without loss of time, every one must admit who is acquainted wilh the provisions of the
ninth article of the treaty of 1795, which seems io
circumstances of this
fit to a hair's breadth the
Putting out of view entirely all the plaincapture.
law,
est and best settled principles of international

treaty; but both,
On the Spanish side there are no words
expressly corresponding wilh the words "or robpirates is
bers" in the English version. The word
alone used.
to be engaged hy
appear
would
it
article,
this
J3V
that the
the United States (to apply U to this case)
should be in the custody of a class of olhcers

case any slaves were brought from Africa after the
prohibited period, the negroes so brought were to
DC set free in the first port of the Spanish dominions at which the vessel might arrive, and that
the vessel should be confiscated.
Counsel for defendants contended that the affidavits on which the defendants had been arrested
were untrue and informal; in proof of which he
referred to the affidavits he had read, and on these
grounds he moved that the defendants should be,set

Common pleas. This matter came before judge at liberty.
Mr. Sedgwick said that his object in bringing
Inglis yesterday at his chambers, in pursuance of
the order he had made in the case.
this case before a jury was, because it was the
The counsel for Montez and Ruiz read an affida- only way in which the question could be passed
be
vit made by Monlez, in which he stated that
on, whether these colored men were free or slaves.
had been arrested at the suit ol Ji»gua, and was re- He was able to prove that slavery, so far as it required to give bail in the sum of $1,000, which he
could not procure, and was therefore obliged to go
to prison; that the said Jiiigua is the property of
deponent, and a suliject of the queen of Spain, and
that the deponent purchased him at Havana, in the
isle of Cuba, where slavery is recognised by the
laws of Spain; and that deponent did not and does
not know that the said Jingua is an African by
birth; that he, deponent, purchased forty other negroes at the same time, and got a license from the
governor of Havana to transport them on board a
ship to his place of residence; and that it is not
true that the said slaves were taken on board at
lught, as they were brought on board before it was
dark.

The

affidavit further states that the slaves

manacled while on board, and that they
(which demand but one course), and regarding were not
had been supplied with sufficient provisions. The
only the express stipulations of the cited article, it
deponent also swears that he believes this suit was
reasonpossible
what
upon
perceive
to
is ditlicult
commenced against him without the concurrence or
in" or views of duty the executive could refuse to
knowledge of the plaintifl; and by Lewis Tappan.
comply with the national engagement, and to preThere was an affidavit of Ruiz also read, corroboWhether
we
faith.
national
the
serve unsuspected
of the affidavit of Montez, and an affidavit
ratory
listen to the dictates ot duty or the suggestions
in relation to the arrest of the defendants, and the
of state policy, there appeal s to us to be no tenable
given in the matter by Mr. Tappan.
assistance
case
justice
in
a
o-round for the refusal of swift
Theodore Sedgwick, jr. on the part of the plaiuupon whose exigencies even the renowned Wouter
tifis in the .suit, read the affidavit on which the decould
notoriety,
Knickerbocker
Twiller,
on
Von
fendants were arrested, and an affidavit of their
scarcely have indulged his accustomed dubitation.
non-residents, and here only transitorily.
We cannot imagine, indeed, any ground for such a being
He also read the affidavits of Joshua Leavitt and
party
expethat
of
indeed
refusal, or delay, unless
Lewis Tappan, stating that they had visited the
diency, the unsanctified motive of ton many of the
We colored men accompanied by interpreters, and that
acts of the late and present administrations.
deponents believed these colored men were natives
have no idea that the president will ultimately reof Africa, and recently from Africa. An affidavit
fuse the delivery of these slaves; that would be
of the deputy sheriff, who arrested the defendants,
expediency,
and
party
disregard
more palpable to
was next read, and in this he deposed that he had
to take too open a part with that association at the
been directed to give the defendants as much prinorth, whose purposes are so odious at the opposite
vilege as he could consistently with his duty, and
justice
i
delay
quarter of the lepublic. But to
that he went wilh them to a place in Grand street
often substantially to deny it; and in this case th
to procure bail; that a person there offered to bedesignated
have
been
to
appear
almost
would
delay
come bail for them, and that the deputy sheriff ofthe
abolition
for the especial purpose of enabling
the land fered to take his bail, but that the defendants would
ists to pervert and prostitute the laws of
vengeance upon two not consent to the arrangement, and went to prison.
to the gratification of their
Mr. Sedgwick then said that, as he had furnished
strano-ers, subjects of a friendly government, thrown
these men bring native Africans, he would
upon^our shores in circumstances of peril and suf- proof of
now
read the treaty made between England and
possession
of
a
crime
is
the
only
fering, and whose
Spain in the year lS171o put down the slave trade.
species of property equally guarantied to them by
Counsel for defendants objected to this document
the laws of their own country and the treatits of
law of Spain, on the
We have already expressed ourselves in re- being read as the common
ours.
ground of informality. He did not think counsel
lation to the mockery of justice exhibited in the
plaintiffs had any riglit to read the book, as
the
for
clear
us
a
seems
to
It
York.
New
proceedings at
The other party might
it might not be genuine.
case of abuse of the process of the court, for which
be held to ac- have got it printed lor this purpose. He would,
all those actively concerned should
examining
gentleman's
consent
the
to
however,
next
thing
The
public.
count at the bar of the
lawyers, of whom there were many in this
which may be expected is a suit by a runaway Spanish
city, as to the common law of Spain.
the
south,
master
of
quondam
his
of
claiming
slave,
Mr. Sedgwick replied that this objection might
whom he meets in New York, compensation or
case came to trial, but as
damages for constraint which may have been exer- he pertinent when tlie
the
case had' been brought to a hearing on a twelve
bondage.
in
held
lawfully
while
him
cised upon
order, it did not furnish quite sufficient time
We proceed to quote thu article of the treaty of hours'
send to Madrid or Cuba for such authority as
1795 between the United States and Spain, (re- to
suhjoct.
newed and confirmed by the treaty of 1S19 wilh the would be decisive on the
Judge Inglis said: I think the same rule applies
same power), to which we have referred. It is in
here as at a trial. I am not bound to know that
words;
these
the laws of Snaiu, unless proved in a
"All ships and merchandise, of what "nature soe- thfse are
hands of aiii; legitimate way. I have no more power here than
ver, which shall be rescued out of the
I would have if it were a trial for assault and batshall
be
brought
seas,
high
on
the
pirates or rubbers,
liut I will let you read
delivered tery that was before me.
into some port of either slate, and skutt be
that port, in ouler to the document, and afterwards shut it out de bene
to the custody of Itie officers of
matter, I am of opinion
the
considering
esse,
if,
on
the
entire
to
be talteiicare o/, u«£i restored
not sufficiently proved. Another
TRUE puorHiETOK, as soon as due and sufficient tliat the law iswhich
must be considered is, that
circumstance
property
thereof,"
the
concerning
made
sltatl
be
proof
that there is some this treaty is between Great Britain and Spain, and
It is observable, by the way,
do not know that it would have any obligatory
variance between the Sjmnish and English sides of I
we believe, are held to be fpice on Spain with any other nation except Engtlie

originals.

——
IN COURT.

land.

Mr. Sedgwick then read the document from a
book which ho obtained from the office of the
British consul, containing various treaties between
Groat Britain and other nations. From this document it appeared that, in conformity wi»i n treaty
entered into between Spain and England, the king
slaves
Spain, in the month of December, 1817, issueil
of
the
pkesihent.—
orders
the
of
under
immediately
sati»fk'd that they were a decree prohibiting all subjects of Spain from reIt was his duty, upon being
gentlemen named at sorting to the coast of Africa for slaves after the
the property of the Spanish
olficcts to 30lh of May, 1S2I), and further nroviding, that, in
the head of this article, to direct those

gards men of color coming from Africa, is no longer
tolerated in Cuba, and that bringing them there,
subjects the person who does it, to severe punishment. The defendants could not but have known
that those men were brought to Cuba in violation
of the laws of Spain; and the least criminal position in which the, defendants stood, was that of
buyers of contraband goods, and aiding and abetting
the slave trade.

The defendants swore that they did not know
men were native born Africans when they
bought them; but such could not be the truth, because the defendants knew that those men apoke
no language but their native African dialect, and
could not even understand any other. This alone
was suliicient to have put the defendants on their
guard, and must have made them aware that they
were violating the laws of Spain.

these

Mr. Staples, counsel for the plaintiffs, then addressed the court, and was replied to by counsel
for defendants.
Judge Inglis deferred giving
day or two.

bis

decision for a

Extraordinary trial at Paris. A suit between M.
de Pontalba and his wife, lately pending in one of the
French courts, is thus sketched in the Moniteur:
"M. de Pontalba is one of the greatest proprietors of
France. His son had been a page of Napolean, and
afterwards a distinguished officer, aid-de-carap to
mashal Ney, and a protege of the duke of Elchingen.
He married the daughter of madame d'Almonaster,
and for some time they lived happily; but on the
death of her mother, madame de Pontalba began to
indulge in such extravagance that even the enormous fortune of the Pontalbas was unequal to it.
This led to some remonstrance on the part of the
husbantl; on the morning after this she disappeared
from the hotel, and neither he nor her children had
any clue to her retreat. At last, after an interval of
some months, arrives a letter from New Orleans, in
which she announces that she means to apply for a
divorce: but for eighteen months nothing more was
heard of her except by her drafts for money. At
last she returned, but only to afflict her family.
Her
son was at the military academy at St. Cyr she induced him to elope, and the boy was plunged in every species of debaucher}' and expense.
This afflicted in the deepest manner the grandf\ither, who revoked the bequest which he had made
him of about £4,000 a year, and seemc-d to apprehend for him nothing but future ruin and disgrace.
The old man, eighty-two years of age, resided in his
chateau at Mont Leveque, whither in October, 1S34,
madame de Pontalba went to attempt a reconciliaThen and there oction with the weallhy senior.
curred the most extraordinary and unaccountable
scene that, though we have read one hundred French
novels, we have ever met with.
On the 19th of October, the day after madame de
Pontnlha's arrival, she found she could make no impression on the father-in-law, and was about to return to Paris, when old M. do Pontalba, at the age
of eighty-two, observing at a moment when she was
alone In her apartment, entered it with a brace of
double-barrelled pistols, locks the door, and approaching his astonished daughter-in-law, desires
her "to recommend herself to God, for that she had
but a few minutes to live;" but he does not even allow her one minute— he fires immediately, and two
balls enter her left breast.
She starts up and flies,
her blood streaming about, to a closet, exclaiming
that she will submit to any terms, if he will spare
her.
"No, no you must diel" and he fires his
second pistol.
She had instinctively covered her heart with her
hand, that hand is miserably fractured by the balls;
She then escapes to another
but saved. her heart.
closet, where a third shot is fired without effect
and at fist she rushes in despair to the door and
while M. de Pontalba is discharging his last barrel at
her, she s'lcceeils in opening it.
The family, alarmed by tlitf firing, arrive, and she is saved. The old
man, on seeing that she is beyond lii.'i reach, returns
to his apartment and blows out his brains.

—

—

—

—

—
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may lead to lis repeal— and the
seems clear that he had resolved to make a sa- part of the people as
of a law that would give all the crediof the short remnant of his own life, in order substitution
IMiddletown. Con. SeaUnel.
son and his grand-son from their uulor- tors an equal chance.
But
Among the persons recentjl hardened criminal.
tunate connexion with madame de Pontalba.
withand
ly tiied and convicted at Cincinnati, was a man who
he failed—noneofher wounds were mortal;
"perfectly was sentenced to 20 years labor in the penitentiary
in a month after, madame de Pontalba,
been
recovered, in high health and spirits, radiant and for the crime of arson. He is supposed to have
crowned with flowers, was to be seen at all the fetes concerned in all or most of the fires that occurred in
Cincinnati during the summer, (except accidental
andconcertsof the capital."
to a
In the meantime a suit for restilulion of conjugal fires), as be is said to have confessed secretly
city during
rights was pending between her and her husband; comrade that he set eleven fires in the
final decree o[ the summer, before the one for which he was cona
October,
of
last
end
the
toward
and
should victed. He is notorious also as having been in the
the court enjoined that madame de Pontalba
the
return under martial authorliy, and should reside in Ohio penitentiary, and escaped, and since in
1

It

crifice

to release his

•
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in Missouri; and I find in all quarters every thing
I find
to gratify and delight the patriot's heart.
the country generally, and the west in particular,

-

doing far better without a national bank than it
ever did with one; and I find the democratic party
every where re-organizing upon its ancient principles, and steadily advancing to the pre-eminence
which it occupied in 1804, at the second election
of Mr. Jefierson. After 1840, it is probable that
the triumph of this party (the only true child of
our constitution) will be complete; and it is to be
hoped that the wisdom of its measures and the harmony of its councils will be such as to perpetuate
its predominance, and to maintain the policy which

the administrations of general Jackson and Mr. Van
Indiana penitentiary 6 years, the last four years of
such of her husband's houses as he should appoint
Buren have marked out, and which so many elecexcepting only witli admirable delicacy^the cha- the time wearing 28 pounds of iron on his legs to tions by the people have ratified and confirmed.
teau de Mont"Leveque, where the bloody scene had keep bim from brealting- away.
In my ride of eleven hundred miles among my
been acted."
Special verdict. In the U. S. circuit court, at constituents, I have found our state rapidly imCourt of common pleas, Oct. 18. Hunting S. Miller, Philadelphia, on Wednesday last, in the case of
and far exceeding any estimate which I
Amos S. Tanner, Stillman Dodge, Horatio Holmes capt. Young, indicted for manslaughter and assault proving,
had formed of its value. Great as my opinion was
and Jasper Dodge, all men of standing, in the town and battery on the high seas, the jury brought in a
of its unrivalled resources and pre-eminent advanof Wales, were arraigned on a charge of arson, and special verdict— not guilty of manslaughter, but
tages, I found that opinion constantly excelled by
entered bail in the sum of $15,000, for their appear- guilty of assault and battery, as charged. The court
the realities which were presented to my view. I
ance at the next oyer and terminer, in January.
considered the verdict equal to one of acquittal, and found her soil, her lead, her iron, her coal, her pasThis is a serious charge, and subjects the parties, recommended a reconsideration; but on returning a
toral advantages, and her navigable facilities far
no
apprehend
however,
We,
if convicted, to death.
second time, the jury could not agree, when the exceeding any estimate I had formed of them; and
such result, as the facts will prove.
court expressed its willingness to receive the ver- sufficient to justify the belief that the seventy
implicated,
It would seem, that one of the persons
dict first rendered; but on this the jury could not thousanil square miles which compose the stale of
charcompany's
and
look up land under the Holland
again agree. The court explained that it had no ju- Missouri comprise more advantages than are to be
induced by the liberater, some years ago, and was
risdiction in common cases of assault and battery, found in any other equal extent of territory upon
liquidation of
iity of the agent to postpone the final
except such as came within the act of congress, and the face of the globe. Our citizens are rapidly imwould
circumstances
his arrears until such time as
again recommended a reconsideration; but the jury, proving this fine country, and a great emigration is
make it easy. In this he was disappointed. Some after being out all night, came into court next morn- pouring in. Multitudes are attracted to our state
all
out
sold
company
three years ago the original
They were then discharged, by the fame of its natural advantages; others by
in", unable to agree.
to certain inditheir right of their immense domain
and capt. Young held to bail in #5,000, to appear its happy exemption thus far, from the evils which
pledges, order
viduals" who, disregarding all former
To the citizens of other
at the next April term of the court.
afflict some other states.
course,
This
of
ed settlement to be made forthwith.
states who are beginning to discover by sad expePOLITICAL.
gave general and well grounded dissatisfaction to
rience the miseries of the paper system, the exgone
had
them
of
many
as
18.39.
22,
St. Louis, Mo.
the settlers, particularly,
hausting effect of state debts, the inutility of grand
every
on to improve and beautify the property, by
Dear sir: The undersigned in behalf of your improvements in new countiies, and the illusions
means within their power.
democratic friends of the county of St. Louis, re- of banking upon state bonds and the paper of other
contract
of
the
holder
In the present instance the
gret that from your uniform refusal to accept of banks; to the citizens who have discovered these
could not meet the demand of the new agent, and public dinners, they are denied that manner of tes- things in our sister states, our fine Missouri is, at
value. As may
joining with
his place was sacrificed for half its
tifying to you their respect and of
present "a city of refuge and a house ol safety."
be supposed, the indignation felt by the farmers was you in congratulations on the bright and brighten- She is an asylum at present, to those who fly from
deep and determined. They saw their neighbor ing prospects of the republican cause. We trust, improvident slate debt and from miserable stale
tyrana
termed
they
what
ousted from his home by
however, that your stay among us will afford your banking. But this advantage is beginning to bei
They applied the case to themselves, friends the opportunity they all anxiously desire, jeoparded, and if things go on as they now tend
nical measure.
and resolved upon force and resistance. The new of renewing and cultivating with you an acquaint- our own proud Missouri must soon be loaded with
the
night,
in
wolf
purchaser came among them like a
ance as our fellow citizen and friend, as well as state debt and covered with paper money. Fortuand like wolves the farmers visited the intruder. He convesing with you on those great topics of nation nately, we are not yet too far gone to avail ourwas warned to leave, but disregarding the notice, al interest on which as an American senator you selves of the experience of other states and to
True to
shut himself up and retired for the night.
have shed so much light and won such imperisha- examine well into their condition before we put
the place,
their promise the people came, attacked
ble renown.
ourselves into the same predicament.
fire.
At
more than any
pulled it partly down, and finally set it on
It is to us, your neighbors, perhaps
Our city of St. Louis is advancing with giant
m-uskets from the
the same time receiving the fire of
others a source of gratification and pride, to mark strides to her proper destiny; she has put on her
inmates.— This we believe is the outline of the af- your career and your fame, and to feel that you "seven league boots," and is stepping up to the place
tell.
will
alone
on
such
How it will result, time
fair.
have deserved it, not more by your course
which belongs to her; the first place among the
[Buffalo Com. Ad.
subjects as the currency and your manly resistance cities of the west, next aller New Orleans!
But
The attachment law. It is known, that in our state, to the bank's assault on the government of the let her not forget, that her gigantic growth has been
if
he
choothe
there is a law which authorises a creditor,
people, than by unambitious labors to secure
upon
the solid rock of hard money, and that she is
of a debtor, withthe
ses so to do, to attach the property
poor man the fruits of his toil, in reclaiming
now making the experiment of floating upon an
liimselt, while
fireside
out the least notice, and thus secure
wilderness, and to dispense comforts at his
ocean of paper. If a storm shall come in that
And m doing
necessary of
the other creditors obtain nothing.
by destroying the monopolies of the
ocean if the Neptunes who preside over the flux
be, and |enerally is,
With great respect we are, sir, your friends and reflux of its waters shall choose to make a
this, the debtor's business may
life.
wasted by the ptoentirely stopped, and his property
obedient servants,
and
storm in it, and thousand are submerged— let it then
the post— the net
ceis of removing it and selling it at
W. C. Anderson, Jno. M. Wimer,
be remembered that it was her own choice to quit
fees, &c. not
Thomas Andrews, Peter Tiernan,
proceeds, after weai- and tear, storage,
the solid rock of specie, to embark upon the flowA. W. Manning,
Win. Chambers,
amounting to much if any over one-quarter what the
ing tides and tempestuous waves of a papei curunJohn Walsh,
Wm. Williams,
property was actually worth in the hands of the
rency.
may
debt
the
too,
when
O'Flatherty,
Thos.
this
And
Thos. Lee,
fortunate debtor.
Our state constitution has provided that we
held by the
Samuel Hawkins,
John O. Agnew,
not be one-twentieth part of the property
should have but one bank, and that bank should
Pilchor,
there
is another state in the
Joshua
not
if
J.Davis,
know
We
Andrew
debtor.
have but five branches, and these established but
his
down
break
to
White,
Thos. J.
L.E. Lawless,
union which allows one man thus
one at a time, and once in two years. All this was
disregard of all
Jos. B. Bowlin,
fellow man, with such impunity, and
J. Langton,
to save us from a multiplicity of banks, and from
up his debI- L- Bean,
equity. The creditor cannot only break
N. Ranney,
Can any
a medley and farrago of paper money.
make
biit can also
John H. Watson,
Peter H. Engle,
tor's business, according to law,
one tell how many banks and bankers we have at
make good all
Thos. B. Hudson,
M.Blair,
the poor debtor pay for it, and besides
preseni? what is the medley of paper money they
conveyin
O'Rourke,
commit
John
may
creditor
sr.
Tlios. Watson,
damage which the
emit? what are Ihe limitations upon them? and
Wm. L. Sublette,
place to another.
John Ruland,
what privilege of banking they do not exercise;
ine the property from one
creditor is encouraged
B.L. TurnbuU,
Robt. Bowlin,
li.s the law now stands, the
except that of making their own paper? a privilege
destrucmost
Wyatt,
and
G.
W.
N. Tiernan,
which the tactics of modern banking discards, and
and induced, to take the harshest
Samuel S. Rayburn, which the use of imported paper supplies! and
He can gratify his
Peter Connoly,
tive mode to secure himself.
expense of the
Robt. W. Apre,
Edward Walsh,
self-interest and revenge, at the sole
irresponsibilitj', as some believe, but as the law dehira
Marrigan,
encouraged
Wm. D.
John B. King,
The coHstitution and the policy of the state
debtor and his other creditors, who
nies.
of wasting las subR- V. Simmons,
The people are to be the
B W. Ayres,
are trampled under foot.
in his exertions to pay, instead
Peter A. Walsh,
, ,
c! Campbell,
stance and means according to law!
,
victims of infractions which every one beholds, and
,
book,
Victor Monroe,
J. Epse Cowan,
Such a law as this is a disgrace to the statute
which no penalties arrest. The loss of the cui renPublic opinion
John Henton,
Wm. C. Skinner,
and should be speedily expunged.
cy bill of the last session of our legislature was a
James B. Walsh.
on this subject; and reThomas Jackson,
calamity which all must soon see and de|doie.
is beginning to be awalcened
to it, and led
Heretofore we have been chiefly occupied with
cent evenU have drawn such attention
Hon. Thos. H. Benton.
popular will, as encourages
national politics: hereafter the policy of the slate
to such expressions of
22, 1S39.
St. Louis,
be taken to enUst the
„
best thanks fori will be entitled to absorbing attention; and may
the hope that measures will
juu
u
return'you'm'y
reiui.i
j
i
y
Gentlemen,
our at'„.„ .„. ,/
_
_ ^^,^ ^^
^ ^^^ ^^, __ .^
_^ „„?,:„,;„
mass of the people in favor of a change in
of our your
tachment laws. We hope that another session
a modificaUon placf
leaislature will not pass over, witiiout
the genera. ,,.j.=
bein- made in these laws.
b^^^^^^^^
H. BENTON.
do not intend these remarks tojave^any^perdifferent
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and dangerously wounded by an Indian a few days

Lieutenant col. ,r. B. Brant, quartermaster since in a private broil. The Indian is known and will
The Ross faction are very indiggeneral, resigned hi^ coiiiniiivion on the. 7tli instant, and probably be talien.
announc- nant at the idea of any interefereiice on the part of our
ilio acceptance of his resignation is otliciaily
The decision of the court marttat which met at government on account of the murder of Ridge,
ed.
St. Louis last summer in his case, is not yet officially and make some pretty strong intimations of an intention to resist the authority of the laws.
Affairs are of
published.
Army intelligence. Lieut. J. W. Penrose, 2d infan- course in a very unsettled condition, though no imme-

Army.

The Wheehng Times, of the 19th, says that there
four feet water in the channel.

The planets. Venus and Jupiter have been seen
within a few days in broad daylight, the atmosphere is
so clear and transparent.

—

Governor Porter. The Keystone says "his excellency David R. Porter, has nearly recovered from liia
recent indisposition, and will doubdess in a few days
be again able to attend to his public duties in the executive chamber.''

diate outbreak is apprehended.
has assumed temporarily the duties of assistant
quartermaster at iMicanopy.
Deaths. Died at St. Augustine on the 9th inst. Ueut.
Lieutenant James Hanson, 7ih infantry, has been B. Poole, 3d artillery; Miss Sarah Faren, of New JerRail road travelling. It is estimated that about four
ordered to cut a dhect road between that place and sey; Mr. J. Taylor, Mrs. M. Porter. On the 11th, A.
road bePilatka.
E. Friedlander, of Hamburg, Germany; E. O'Meca, of hundred thousand persons travel over the rail
tween New York and Baltimore, annually; and a hke
Advertisement. The followins laconic epistle may Ireland. On the 12th, Jacob Brown, lieut. Ro'.»ley S
number
over the road from Baltimore to the ciry of
be seen in the window of a coiTee house in Fealher- Jennings, 3d artillery, of Tennessee. On the 13th
[Phil. Herald.
Washington.
ston street, city road: "Stolen from this window, a passed midshipman W. S. Smith, of the U. S. navy, a
St. Augustine.
The JVeks of the 15th inst. estimates
China cup and saucer; the set bein§ incomplete, the native of Norfolk, Va.
Mr. John Cochran, one, and probably the last of the that they have had between 8 and 900 cases of disease
ihlef may have the remainder a bargam.*"
"Bo.-ton tea parly," died at Portsmouth, N. H. a few since the 13th Sept. of which 39 have proved fatal.
Bread. No less than 149 bakers, residing in Paris
days ago, aged ninety years.
Silk.
and the bantieu, were tried at the last session of the
Harris' Pittsburg Intelligencer slates that one
Exchange on England is quoted on New York at of the stores in that city will, in a short time, be supplitritiunal of simple police, for selling bread under weighty
10S;on Philadelphia and Baltimore 110 1-2 a ed with domestic manufactured silk goods for the acElwe ink is said to contain Prussic acid, a violent poi- 107 a
Mobile II a commodation ol^ the public.
3-4; on New Orleans 5 a 6; on
110
son. Nosuclvingpens.
11 1-2.
The rev. D. V. McLean, of Freehold, New Jersey,
The Bank of the U. States of Pa. on the 7th Novemletter from Cincinnati dated 13th inst. quotes ex- obtained the gold medal at the recent fair of the Ameber reports to the auditor general, liabilities to the change on New York at 15 per cent.
rican institute, for the best specimen of raw silk, and
amount of twenty-six millions of dollars, of which 12
the
greatest quantity produced from the quarter of an
Elermann, the lasthving member of the national conmillions are notes on demand, and post notes, and
The Mommouth Inquirer says:
at acre.
Since that period it is vention, who voted for the death of Louis 16th, died
eight millions debt in Europe.
understand the silk aliracied great attention at
October.
beginning
of
Strasburg
the
said that this amount of liabilities has been diminished.
the fair, and received the highest encomiums. These it
Farmers. "In all ages and in all countries, ithas been
They estimate a surplus of five millions.
undoubtedly deserves, for we never saw a more beautiobserved that the cultivators of the soil are those who ful specimen of raw silk. When Mr. McLean pubCanada. "The news we have here from the Canaare least wiUing to part with their rights and submit
lishes a statement in reference to his experiments, showsays the New York correspondence of the Na(]as
hemselves to the will of a master.'' [W. H. Harrison.
ing thepiofits of the silk culture as we understand he
tional Intelligencer— pohtical and commercial, is very
sent
Arthur
sir
George
Eight thousand three hun
intends to do we greally doubt whether so many peothat
Fisheries of the lakes.
gloomy. It IS reported
home his resignation by the Great Western. Emigra- dred and eighty-four barrels of lake fish have gone up ple will be wiUing to sacrifice their morns multicaulis,
It cannot,
as seem now inclined to do it.
tion from Upper Canada to the United States is con- the Ohio canal frotm Cleveland this season.
Money affairs are very unpromis- we think, be too high to estimate the quantity sold here
tinually going on.
Slavers,
mentioned yesterday the arrest of five
general bank- the present seaswn at 10,000 barrels. What quantities citizens of Baltimore, charged with participation in the
ing, both in Montreal and Toronto.
are sold at other lake ports we have no means of as- slave trade.
ruptcy is apprehended.''
learn that the grand jury of Baltimore
[Cleveland Herald.
certaining.
it is stated that the union of the Canadas has been
has sent to this city for additional evidence, and that,
fully resolved upon by the governor general, without
More Indian murder. in compUance with an order from the United Stales
Florida. Micanopy, Nov. 9.
the
other.
side
or
on
one
regard to opinions, either
On the 8th I went over to Hope's, across the prairie, district attorney, Mr. Butler, the British consul at this
The special council of Lower Canada met on the and came pretty near being intercepted by a party of port has sent on documents and a seaman from one of
11th instant, pursuant to the summons. The chief
Indians; t'^ey having fired on and wounded some cat- the British cruisers.
justice and five other members have been added since
It is stated that the district attorney of Baliim9re, at
tle, just as I entered the prairie, and 1 suppose would
the adjournment in April, and it now consists of sixhave reserved their fire for me, had I not been on a the request of the grand jury, has visited this city for
teen. The governor general was present, andlaid before
fleet horse, with the assistance of whose legs I was the purpose of collecting information respecting the
the council three ordinances for renewal one relating
And
captured
slavers, alleged to belong to that port.
soon out of danger. This morning the express rider
to seizure and detention of arms, gunpowder, &c.— the
that two gentlemen belonging to the British cruirers
left here for Fort King; after proceeding about three
second to persons charged with high treason, suspitowards
that post he heard rifles fire near Mcin- have gone to Baltimore, probably to testify before the
miles
cion of treason, &,c. and the tliird to the seminary of
tosh's plantation, and after riding about half a mile grand jury.
St. Sulpice.
The president refused to receive the slavers, stating,
met two-men who told him they had been fired
The British government have made a contract with further,
upon by a party of the enemy, and one of their men in an interview with captain Fitzgerald, of the Buzzard,
war
steamer
for
to
build
a
the Niagara dock company,
Both
of these men were wounded, and that he considered them as Spanish property, and not
killed.
was
Lake Erie, of 400 tons buv.hen. The vessel will be
American. They will doubtless be condemned at Berare now in the hospital here; the arm of one, the sur
built at Chippewa, wheie the company has purchas[N. Y. Com,
muda.
geon thinks, will have to be amputated.
ed ground for a ship yard, wliich is now in course of
that
in
some
Trade. The val.ie of goods exported from Great
Gazette
states
New
York
preparation.
Fuel. The
50 Britain to this country in 1838 is estimated at ninety
Canal. The Georgetown Advocate slates that the of the yards in that city the enormous price of $14
Liverpool coal
millions of dollars, and the goods received from this
reported breach in tTie Chesapeake and Ohio canal, and !il3 the chaldron is asked for
country in return during the same period are valued at
near Willianisport, Md. was but slight, and that the wahill has been reported in the legislature of
Georgia.
Since then another Georgia, at its present session, to repeal the genera' sixty millions.
ter was let in on Saturday last.
The New York papers say that 1,500,000 bairels
breach at the same place is announced.
banking law of the slate— a law, in its principal provilearn from the Baltimdre American of the 22d sions, like the N. York law on the same subject
was re- offlour willbesentto England, and ihus $10,000,000
of the foreign debt will be paid off.
inst. that upon introducing the water into the Sus- jected on the 14ih inst. by a vote of 39 to 48.
might stand a chance to liquidate our foreign
quehanna and Tide Water canal, which was supposed
General Jackson, has been invited by the citizens of debt in this way, if it were not for the small circumto be on the very eve of going into operation, a breach
t^f party, to attend a
stance that the same vessels which carry out the flour
occurred at Otter creek, 14 miles below Wrightsville, so N. Orleans without distinction
Orleans, the will bring in foreign goods to the amount of 15,000,000
considerable as certainly to defer the opening of the ca- grand celebration of the battle of New
dollars!
will never gel out of debt in this way.
nal this fall. Water has been admitted into the canal from 8th January, ensuing.
Kidnapping.
Hudson, N. Y. correspondent of
Muddy creek clown to Havre de Grace, a distance of
Toasts. The following toasts were drank at the
twenty-three miles, and that "all stands well." Above the American states, that Abraham Dumohut, a stout Worcester cattie show dinner:
the breach the canal is navigable through a line of built black fellow, above the middle size, about 36 years
Tilling the earth An employment of man in ParaIburteen miles to Wrightsville.
of age, sutidenly disappeared from that quarter, A.ug dise it brings with it still the cheerfulness of health
strange schooner lying near that place, it is and the happiness of content, and raises him to the
Cocoonen/. Mr. Physic, of Gcrmanlown, Pa. is the 25ihshe
night.
From
whence
the
following
-said,
sailed
dignity
of true independence.
cocoonery
in
the
world.
He
proprietor of the largest
Education of the young The culture of a virgin soil,
has fed this season 1,000,000 of worms and has 400,000 came, or to what port bound, is not known. It is sup
mulberry trees growing. He is about planting sixty acres posed he was decoyed, or taken forcibly on board- Se if sowed with good seed, the harviist richly repays the
mure; and the year after he calculates on leeding^^y veral colored persons unknown in CatskiU were seen labor; if left fallow, noxious weeds alone spring up ia
on the deck of the schooner a short time previoi
baleful profusion.
millions of worms!
Agriculture, commerce and mamtfacturcs—Kn honest
MMle dates received to the ISth inst. states, a hard
The steamer Oronoke, departed from Meirv
Cotton.
and the fever had ceased. old trading firm; always successful when true to each
phis, for New Orleans on the 'id, witli a freight of 1,700 frost had been experienced,
May there be no dissolution of co-partnership
fire occurred on the 8th, in the rear of the Alabama other.
bales of cotton. The Coinpie departed on the same
by
mutual consent.
day with 500 bales. The Wordcn Pope departed on Hotel damage estimated at ©12,000.
The national team of twejily-six strong Whoever
the 4ih with 400.
Michigan election. SufTicicnt returns are received to drives or whoever holds, may there be no shoveing or
The 8 eamer Emperor, arrived at New Orleans with ascertain that the whigs have carried the state by congoading; no getting over the traces and no breaking the
2,907 bales of cotton on board, being the largest freight siderable majorities.
whig U. S. senator will pro- chain.
from up river, on a single boat this season. The steam- bably be elected, the legislature having failed to elect a
Cure for hard times Cheat the doctor, by being temer Daniel Webster luso arrived with 2,213 bales on senator last session.
perate; cheat the lawyer, by keeping out of debl; and
board; making together, 5,120 bales cotton received by
Mississippi
election. Twenty-four counties have been cheat the demagogue, of whatever party, by voting for
two boats.
for govenor honest men.
The La Grange Herald thinks that Memphis must heard from. The administration candidate their
tough name for a tender tree.
Morns multicaulis
higher than
candiship largely over ot*,000 bales of cotton this season, and is no doubt elected. He polls
congressmen so far, Though it has worm'd itsell into the affections of so
esiimales the crop of i'ayetlc county to be at least dates for congress. The voles for
themselves bit by a catterelection.
find
the
many,
may
they
never
stands,
compares
with
April
and
20,000 bales.
iillar, nor see their hopes fly away on the wings of a
November, 1839.
The Mobile Register says the prospects of the cotton
Whig.
Adm.
lUllcrfly.
crop are most cheering— that this year's crop "loiH di9,S31
8,766
Brown,
Bingham,
Signora America Vespucci left Boston for the southeted that if the last hy at Irasl from 60 to \OOfiOO bales
9,2 3
8,632
Thompson,
Davis,
ward on Saturday last. The editor of the Sentinel
in the exports from Mohile."
April, 1839.
The Tuscaloosa Flog of the Union estimates the
regrets that Boston had not more attractions for the reAdm.
Whig.
presentative of the renowned navigator, who gave a
cotton crop of this season, at 2,000,000 of bales.
6 793
Claborne,
Prentiss
8,382 name to the continent.
The Chcrolees. The Little Rock (Ark.) Star, of Oct.
Davis,
0,608
Word,
8,052
Wheat. At Newark, Ohio, wheat is selling at 66
19, says, the steamboat Lady Morgan, arrived on the
Mmgo. The celebrated race horse Mingo, was kilnis, corn at 23 cents, and flour at 35.
evening of the 14th inst. from I'urt Gibson, brings
No further distur- led in Kentucky, by a tree falling on him.
learn from an authentic source, that 15,000
lie latest news from the nation.
Ohio river. The Pittsburg Gazelle, of the IStli, says, bushels ijf wheat, were sold a few days since at Marbances of consecpicnce have tuken place though from
he river is in excellent condition for steamboat navi- shall, Calhoun county, Michigan, at 30 rents a bushel.
the roursc taken by the authorities at the fort, it would
[Buffalo Adv.
seem that some ore apprehended. A soldier wnsbhot
try,
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London, Nov. 2.
securities are not the least dealt in;
caused by the unsettled state of things between us and you little faith is placed in any of
the bonds offered here for sale, and it is not probable any thing will be done in any description till
the turn of the year.
It is then to be hoped, if the
dividends are regularly and punctually paid, prejudice will give wiy to sound and honest judgment.
Letters from Havre, are to the 27th ult. Large
receipts of cotton had come to hand from New
York, and sales for the week bad been free, in
amount full 620 bales. Rates were about the same,
but American is bought mostly.
sale in Georgia had been done at a trifle below the current rates,
and this had within the last two days induced
holders to keep back.
The market altogether
might be taken as firm. Actual stock 60,000 bales,
of which 55,000 were United States. In other
produce markets, little business was doing.
Tallow was rather brisk; 756 bris. hau arrived
from St. Petersburg. The accounts from the various French grain provinces represent the price of
grain as being very low, the anticipations as to the
abundance of the general crops being fully realized.
At Metz, however, prices were well maintained; nevertheless the appearances Irom that
"arrondisseinent" fully justified the expectation of
a favorable crop. The letters from Rotterdam and
Amsterdam represent things as being in about the
same state as when the Great Western brought you

—

_

—

—

SKtRemitta.mces by mail.

"A

postmaster

may

en-

money in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,
pay the subscription of a third person, and (rank the
letter, if written by himself."— Amos Kendall.
to

,

Some of our subscribers may not be aware that they
may save the postage on subscription money, by requesting the postmaster where they reside to frank their
letters containin"; such money, he being able to satisfy
himself before aletter is sealed, that it contains nothing
[Am. Farmer.
but what refers to the subscription.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
GREAT BRITAIN.
The steam

ship British

Queen

left

Liverpool on

at New York the evening of the
23d, with 180 passengers. The last week of her
passage she experienced very bad weather. The
Liverpool hail not arrived and consequently nothing
was known of tlie suspension of specie payments
tile 3'i,

and arrived

We

have very Utile news by this arrival.
Cotton had declined ^d. Mr. Jaudon had not succeeded in negotiating with the Messrs. Hopes. Parliament had been prorogued to the 24th December.
Prince Albert is the guest of queen Victoria, and
it is said they appear much in public together.
All foreign secuiities were much depressed, foreign exchanges further declined, the Bank of England had exhausted its credit in Paris, without producing the intended effect of giving a favorable turn
to the exchanges.
Sank of England, Oct. 2ith.
LIABILITIES.
17,612,000
Circulation,
6,734,000
Deposites,

here.

advices.

The

1

!

'

—

We

hear that a fast sailInterference urilh China.
in" vessel of between three and four hundred tons
buTthen, named the Mor, is about to be sent out lo
Canton, with orders from the British government,
in relation to the misunderstandings which have
sprung up between the Chinese authorities and capIt seems to be understood that lord
tain Elliott
Palmerstcn so far supports the views of the latter as
a very distinct wish, that no furexpressed
lo have
ther dealings should take place between the two
nations, otherwise than upon the most clearly defin-

has caused a vacancy in the representation of that
borough.
We have reason to believe (says the Maidstone
Journal) having received information from a source
on which we can implicitly rely, that an application
is now under the consideration of the lords of the
treasury, to lower the present duty on foreign potatoes and to alter the mode of estimating it.
numerous body of the tenantry ofcapf. Bryan,
M. P. assembled at Jeiikinstown to welcome his reAmongst those who participated
turn to Ireland.
in the rejoicings was a Mrs. Whelan. a hale old
grandaine, aged 105, who tripped it on the light fanShe danced
tastic toe as merrily as the youngest.
for a considerable time without any appearance of

2,525,000
Bullion,
Private and joint stock bank. From Tuesday's
An account of the aggregate amount of
Gazelle.
notes circulated in England and Wales, by private
and joint stock banks and their branches, distinguishing private fiom joint stock banks, between
the 29th of June, 1839, and the 2Sth of September,
1839. From returns directed by 3 and 4 William
fatigue.
34, chap. 83.
6,917,657
Private banks,
At Manchester several large failures have taken
4,167,313
Owing lo these failures and the pressure on
Joint stock banks,
place.
the market, the demand for yarn was extremely li11,084,970
mited and prices unsteady, sales being made at the
Henry L. Wickham.
same time, at rates varying 1 l-4d. to l-2d. per lb.
for same qualitities and description of goods.
Stamps and taxes, Oct. 28(A, 1839.
Lord Aslibuiton has laid out upwards of 100,000
The London ot the 2d November says:
Though money has been comparatively easy dur- in the purchase of laad in Devon, wilbin the last
iiie the whole of the week, there was some indica- year.

ed principles.
are so little to be found fault with,
they have taken against the contraband
opium, concession on their part is not lo be
expected; and the trade are, consequently, prepared
difficulty and susfor a continuance of the existing
pension of all intercourse lor several months lo come.
r London Morning Post, of Saturday, Oct. 19.

The Chinese

in the stand
traffic in

FRANCE.
threw a stone at the carriage of
which himself and the queen
broke the glass of the windows
which
were'riding,
and wounded the queen in the head. The wpnjan

A

vn.-siG.

11.

.-iCi4U.i.-j<M..:.iSiJvJii.-i^3iuaM34^U.i)..4:>''

crazy

woman

Louis Phillippe,

£

1

v«i,.

The grain crops in the United Kingas represented will not quite come up

to

A

I

crops.

dom which

an average, though in North Britain the production of grain this year has much exceeded that
Brougham.
done by an inn-keeper.
Three boys. Hay Leprove, of 1838. In Great Britain all the grain south of
Horrible outrage.
Pullen and Birgs, aged fifteen, fourteen and thir- Westmoreland, Cu.mberland, Durham and some
counties, have
been
teen years, are sentenced to death at Lewis, in parts of Northumberland
Sussex, for violating Elizabeth Hellingham, aged harvested and the crops well secured. In those
counties and the west of Scotland there was a large
15, in the fields near Patcham.
Horrible explosion. Harding's pocket manufac- quantity of corn still out.
The corn crops in the eastern and inland countory near Buckingham palace, blew up on the 1st
of November. Five families lived in the building, ties were well secured. The potatoe crop in Scotand they were nearly all blown to atoms. It shook land, has proved large and of excellent quality.
In London for the week ending on the 1st inst.
the palace like an earthquake.
A good the arrivals of foreign wheat had been rather large,
Cotton market.
Liverpool, Oct. 30.
The duty rose 63. inbusiness has been done in cotton to-day, and the consisting of 19,882 qrs.
Thursday the inferiority of
market has presented a fine appearance, 5,000 bales stead of 3s. per qr. on
the average price
having
caused
English
the
new
Brazil,
3-4d.
to
300
9
have been sold, consisting of
to decline more rapidly than was
10 l-2d. 700 Surats, 5d. to 5 3-4d. and the remain- of the kingdom
to the duly advancing, 23,168
der American. Exporters have taken 350 American. calculated. Previous
at 10s. 8d. perqr.
From the London Times, Nov; 1, Thursday evening. qrs. were entered for consumption
Throughout the week there existed a good deThe funds remain with scarcely any variation in
mand for old foreign wheat. Holders were geneprices, but the market is almost entirely inactive.
sell, the rise in the duty above
Consols left off at 90 3-8 to 1-2 for money, and 90 rally unwilling to
naturally had the effect of im3-4 sellers for account. Bank stock 180 1-2, India referred to having
confidence to sellers; the advance
additional
parting
to
bills,
3s.
5s.
1-2,
exchequer
lock, 247 1 2 to 8
former terms, which was in
on
qr.
per
of Is. to 2s.
discount.
tended, nevertheless, to
Mr. Henry Tufnell, private secretary of lord most cases insisted on,
business.
check
treasury.
Mr.
Minto, is to be the new lord of the
For flour there had been a fair steady demand:
Tufnell has announced himself as a candidate for
entered for consumption
Davenport, as a successor to sir Edward Codrirgton, 5,600 cwt. of foreign were
30th ult.
whose appointment to the command of Portsmouth at the custom house on the

24,939. 000

Securities,

—

A

—

close

New York Morning

American

.

—

1,470.

PER ANNUM, PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.

this is

A

.

}f5

Extract of a letter to the
Herald, dated

tion in the latter part, of a renewal of the pressure
no cause for this transpired in the shape of rumor,
but the increased caution in the monetary circles

210
Armij items relating to the
222
Amistad, trial relative to the Africins
SanAij— specie in the, of Bosion 213; report of the U. was too obvious to be mistaken.
S. bank of Pennsylvania 214; Mr. Calhoun on banks
It is understood the Bank of England has re218 ceived large accessions of specie since the publicaand banking 218; professor Drew on banks, &c.
219
Butter, consumption of, in London
tion of its last report.
218
Calhoun, Mr. on banks, banking, &c.
The British army have gained signal victories in
224
Chronicle
Afghanistan and Cabool, and all that country is now
Congress list of members 211; state of parties in 212
under their power.
reduced
219
Cotton crop, 1833-9
There have been a number of violent shocks of
215
Death, of the hon. Mathias Morris
218 earthquakes in Perthshire in Scotland.
Drew, professor, extract from: on banks, &c.
219
v^'oman died lately in Italy, at the advanced
Eggs, consumption of, in London
213 age of 143 years, after having eight husbands, the
Erections, in Massachusetts 212; New Jersey
220 last of whom survived her.
Electro magnetism
220
Electric lady
Lord Lynedoch is the senior peer of the house of
Foreign affairs— G. Britain 209; Holland, Russia 210 lords, being in his eighty-ninth year. He is in the
215
Forsyth, Mr. secretary of state, notices of
enjoyment of all his faculties, and very active
full
214
Harrisburg and Pittsburg rail road
considering his advanced years.
Internal improvements— me consequence of the 220
Reported death of lord Brougham. The London
220
Inventions, improvements, Sfc.
222 papers of the 22d ultimo, were filled with long euItaw cases in court decisions, ^c.
223 logistic articles on the chaiacter, talents and attainMerchant, from the pen of judge Hopkins
National affairs education convention, right of ments of Henry Brougham. The occasion was the
210 announcement of his lordship's death through the
search, whig national presidential convennon
223 kicking of an unruly horse and the upsetting of a
Natural soda fountain
210
Navy items
carriage. It appears that his lordship was travelling
Steamboats, comparison of, constructed of iron and towards Westmoreland with three friends, when the
220
wood
accident happened and report of the great states1821
lo
1838
219
from
of,
andexporls
imports
Specie,
death was immediately forwarded to London;
M.aine, Massachusetts 212; Ver- man's
States of tlie union
enabled his lordship to have the pleasure of
mont, Connecticut, N. York, N.Jersey 213; Pennsylva- which
posthumus character. The accinia 214; Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, N. Carohna, reading his own
Georgia 215; Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Tennes- dent did not appear to have improved the noble lord's
see, Ohio, Kentucky 216; Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, temper, if we may judge by the following note:
217
Thomas Close, Saturday.
Iowa, Florida
Slavers, case of the Amistad 222; of the Butterfly 223
Send immediately a postchaise to bring me back.
219
Trade, commerce and agriculture
Your carriage is broke to pieces, and your driver is
219
Wine, consumption oC in France, &;c.
very much hurt. I never saw so scandalous a thing

—
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Troops A, E and H, sailed on the same day, in
throughout the United States, as well as the mode of]
The Dutch journals announce the death of baron best accomplishing a general system of education the ship Hilah. Officers Captains H.W. Fowler,
ghout the country, will be discussed during the T. S. Bryant and E. D. Bullock; and lieutenant
Van Brienen, leaving an only son, the inheritor ol'
[Phil. North Amer.
G. A. H. Blake.
property to the amount of 65,000,000 of francs, .session of the convention.
2d aiiillery Colonel J. Bankhead, commanding
(£2,600,000), with the exception of portions beThe New York Star of the I4th Nov.says: By the regiment. Major M. M. Payne, and brevet major
queathed to several charitable institutions.
arrival at Norfolk of the brig Retrieve, we have acR. A. Zantzinger, on duty with regiment. Lieut.
RUSSIA.
counts of the detention of brig Two Friends at Santa
Heart quarters, Buf»
adjutant.
The Dutch papers announce the dangerous ill- Cruz, Teneriffe, under suspicion of being engaged E. D. Townsend,
falo, N. Y. where all the companies are stationeS,
ness of the empress of Russia. She has been for in the slave trade. This is the fourth capture of
excepting 1, which is at Rochester.
several months in a delicate state of health.
American vessels under like suspicions; and unforCommanders.
Officers present.
Marriage of the hereditary grand duke of Russia. tunately, except in the latter case, without the inter- Cos.
Lts. H. C. Pratt, W. F,
The marriage of the hereditary grand duke of Rus- vention of United States authority. It is matter of A. Lt. J. Duncan,
Barry.
sia with the princess Mary ot Hesse Darmstadt some surprise that the government here have not
Brooks,
Lt. C. B. Daniels.
seems to be decided on. The following is an inter- sent more of her vessels to accomplish that, which B. Lt. H.
C. Capt. S. Mackenzie,Lts. R. A. Luther, A. E."
esting anecdote on the subject: "There sprung up the English cruizers are vigorously carrying on,
Jones.
some years since, it is not known how, some doubts though at the sacrifice of one of our dearest maraD. Capt. G. S. Drane, Lt. L. H. Allen.
as to the birthof the princess Mary of Hesse Darm- time rights
one which was the great cause of our
W. A.' Nichols, (tem-i
stadt— doubts which had effect even on the mind of late war with that nation. The right of search for- E. Capt.C.S.Merchant,Lt.
porarily attached frouH
her father, and alienated somewhat from his affec- merly contented for, and which was abandoned at
company
B).
tions his lovely daughter, now not more than fif- the treaty of Ghent, is again virtually assumed by
'
Lt. H. J. Hunt.
F. Lt. L. G. Arnold,
Hence, when the heir to the Russian throne
course of

HOLLAND.

—

I

—

i

-

—

teen.

the British cruizers, and,

the

however we

undertook his pilgrimage in search of awife through may feel inclined to applaud their zeal and efforts in
Germany, to review the young princesses of the the suppression of this abominable traffic, we cannot
numerous sovereign families, the name of the prin- but consider it a dangerous innovation of our rights,
cess of Hesse Darmstadt was omitted on his list.
and a countenance of precedent which may become
Alter having travelled from principality to princi- more and more dangerous, the more we may punish
dark and fair the here- it under the late act of parliament. The end cannot
pality in search of beauty
repose
ditary prince reached Darmstadt, pleased to
sanctify the means.
in a c6urt which contained, as it appeared from his
With a view to check this action of an arbitrary
At a court circle, ule of parliament, we understand a small squadron
list, no marriageable princess.
after the presentations were over, the grand duke is about to sail for the coast of Africa and Brazil; and
suddenly remarked in the corner of the saloon a we hope soon to see an end to the humbug in our
young lady clothed in simple white, and like a Cin- courts not courts of'admiralt}' of bringing vessels
The Russian prince inquired of here under suspicion only, that they were to be used
derella unnoticed.
the grand duke who she was, and his royol highness at some period as slavers.
replied with some embarrassment, that it was his
The interests of our planters of the southern stale
daughter the princess Mary. The Russian prince are entirely opposed to the introducion of foreign
struck with the beauty and simplicity of the prin- slaves, because their resources in that way are amcess, instantly went up and accosted her, and in a ply sufiicient for their wants, and because a fuither
few hours became enamoured enough to despatch supply would diminish the value of those they have.
a courier to St. Petersburg, to say that his choice It would then have been our policy to have joined

—

—

—

—

was irrevocably made."

the general convention of the European states for
the entire extinction of the slave trade.
But with
the jealousy which has marked all our negociations
Memorials to congress are circulating in some of on this subject of maritime rights, we peremptorily
the eastern cities praying a reduction in the rates of declined all or any part in the conversation, as f
plying a right of search, which might lead to ab
postage.
and heart burnings. The offence, however, was
Education. National convention for the promo- made
one of high penal character to our citizens,
United States.
tion of popular education, in the
when caught in the act, and is punishable as pi
Ageeably to previous notice, the delegates compo- racy that is by death.
repeat again that these
assembled
on
Thursday
convention,
mornthis
sing
captures are an abrogation of our laws, if the vessel;
ing 21st instant, at 10 o'clock, at the session room captured are Aona /i^e American vessels; and
ifth<
of the Second Presbyterian Church, in Cherry street contrary, why bring them here for
adjudication ina few doors above Filth.
stead of Sierre Leone, the usual port of adjudication
The list of delegates appointed to said convention for all captures made under the British flag.
bein" called over, members appeared irom PhiladelThe courtesy claimed for the British admiral on
phia, Easton, Pa. Fj-ederick city and county Md.
that station we look upon as a mere blind to the in
York, DelaBaltimore, District of Columbia,
fringement of an article of solemn treaty, founded on
ware, North Carolina and Ohio. Among them we an.act of parliament, made
and passed without the
noticed several members of the presejit congress, slightest
regard to said treaty, or the courtesies usucommissioners of the public schools of Baltimore,
ally had between friendly powers.
and presidents and professors of colleges in various
The whig national convention for nominating canparts of the United States, as also several clergymen
didates to be supported for president and vice
of our own and neighboring cities.

NATIONAL AFFAIRS.

—

We

New

PROFESSOR GRISCOM,

president of the United States at the election in
November 1840, are to assemble on Wednesday
next the 4th of December at Harrisburg, Penn. It
was intended to consist of one delegate from each
congressional district in the union, and two delegates from each state, so as to represent the number
of electors that are ultimately to elect those officers
The Harrisburg (Chronicle states that the use o;
the spacious building just finished for the Lutheran
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to nomi- denomination, has been obtained by the committee
nate officers, and prepare business for the future ac- of arrangement for the accomodation of the contion of this convention, to consist of the following vention.

was called
On motion,
to the chair, and Z. C. Lee, of Baltimore, appointed secretary.
After which the following resolution was adopted.
Resoloed, That all gentlemen now in this city,
residents, or from other states, friendly to the cause
of education, be requested to take a seat in this convention, and will hand their names to the secretary.
After some conversational debate had passed, it was

AHMY

gentlemen:

Hon. Wra. Cost Johnson, of Frederick

co.

Md

Stanley, of North Carolina.
Professor Griscom, of New Jersey.
Kev. Mr. Gurley, District of Columbia.
Rev. George Junkin, of Frederick co. Md.
Professor A. D. Bache, of Girard college.
J. R. Chandler, select council of Philadelphia.
John Thompson, of common council, do.
Sain'l English, controller of public schools, Phil.
Sam'l Webb, of Philadelpliia city.
Dr. James Bryan, of Pennsylvania.
Joseph King, jr. of public schools, Baltimore.
Hon. John P. Kennedy, Z. Collins Lee, and Dr.
S. Collins, of Baltimore.
This committee met on Friday alternoon, at four
o'clock, when a variety of resolutions and suggestions were offered by the gentlemen composing it,
all of which were referred to a sub-committee of
three from their body, with instructions to report to
the couimittoe at nine o'clock on Saturday morning.
The question relative to tiie appropriation ot the
public lauds by congress towards the course of education, by eeUblisUinj; public schools aod seminariej

Edward

Medical staff— Oct. 9— Surgeon C. McDougall,
and asst. sur. J. B. Wells, to repair to Garey's
Ferry. Asst. sur. J. C. Glen, as soon as relievef
at Augusta arsenal by asst. sur. J. Martin, to pro
ceed to Garey's Ferry.
Oct. 14— Asst. sur. Leavenworth, ordered from
Detroit to Fort Gratiot, to relieve ass', sur. Motte
who has a leave of absence for three months.
Oct. 26— .Assistant surgeon Simons, to report to
lieutenant colonel Vose at New York, to accompany a detachment of recruits to Florida.
Nov. 5— Surgeon C. A. Finlay, ordered to Buffalo, N. Y.

2d dragoons— Co\. Twiggs left his late head
quarters at Fort C»lumbus, New Yoik harbor, on
the 1st Nov. for Savannah via Washington, to meet
the six troops of his regiment which will proceed
thence by steamboats to Garey's Ferry, Florida.
Troops G, [ and K, with tlie band, sailed Irom
New York, on the lOth instiint. in Ihe shipTrenlnn
lor Savannah.
Officers— Major Fauntlerov, adj't
Asheton; captains B. L. Beall, and M. S."Hoi
lieutenauta 11. A. Arnold, aud W. U. Sauuders.

Lt. W. W. Chapman,Lt. W. B. Blair.
Lt. A. A. Gibson.
Lt. J. Sedgwick,
Lt. L.Pitkin.
Capt. A. Lowd,
i
K. Lt. J. F. Rowland, Lt. M.L. Shackelford,
ith artillery— Major F. S. Bellon, commandingl
regiment; lieutenant J. H. Miller, adjutant; lieu- |
tenant D. H. Tufts, A. C. S. and A. A. Q. M.
head quarters, Detroit.
Station.
Commander.
Cos.
Officers present.
A. Lt. S. H. Drum, Fort Gratiot,
B. Capt. J. M. WashDearbornville, Lt. J. P. J,
ington,

G.

H.
T.

O'Brien.
C. Lt. G. C. Thomas, Detroit.
do.
D. Lt. R. C. Smead,

Lieut.T.Williatni'
(temporarily at-

tached from

A.)
E. Capt. W. W. Morris, do.
do.
F. Lt. J. B. Scott,
G. Capt. J. Munroe,

:

Co.1

Lt. E. Deas.

Lts. S.C.Bidgely,''
C. F. Woostcr.
Cleveland, Lt. J. H. Bates,
A. C. S. and A.',

A. Q. M.
Lt. J. W. Phelps.H. Capt. H. Brown, Detroit,
I. Lt. F. E. Hunt, Dearbornville, Lt. T. L. Brent,
K.Lieut. W. P. Bain-

'i

F't Gratiot, Lt.

bridge,

Bvt. Major J. Erving,

commanding

W.

Irwinl J
at DearborU-i

ville arsenal.

'

Bvt. Major J. L. Gardner,

commanding

at Fprli
'

Gratiot.

On

regimental recruiting service

New York.
American officers abroad.

— Capt.

P. H.i

Gait.

Among

the distinin France, are three cava!-'

guished foreigners now
ry lieutenants of our army, who have gone to Europe to study their profession. The Paris corres-;
pondent of the Courier and Enquirer says they
were introduced to Louis Phillippe by general Cas»>
were courteously and kindly receiied- were invited to the palace, and dined with the king, queen
and royal family; and were moreover during their
stay, accommodated with horses from the royrf
stables, which enabled them to witness all the inspections, manrauvres and reviews. They are at

—

present at the cavalry school
cuting their inquiries.

of Saumur, prose-

NAVAL.

The New York Express states that on the passage of the frigate United States from Boston, a
sailing match accidentally took ])lace between her
and the packet ship Siddons, in which the latter
was

successful.
The steam frigate FtUton, captain Perry, lefl Boston on the 6th, and arrived at New York on the 1 1th

Ncrvember.
The sloop Marion. Vf 3 Belt commander, sailed
on the 9th November from Boston for the co.ist of
.

.

Brazil.

The

following

is

a

list

of her officers:

William J. Belt, commander; lieutenants, D. N.
Ingraham, William Pearson, J. W. Mooers, George
Prentiss; surgeon, S. Barrington; assistant surgeon, C. H. Wheelwright; purser, A. E. Watson;
acting master, E. Middlcton; passed midshipmen, F.
Winslow, C. Vanalstine, T. M. Mix, George Wells,
A. G. Clary; midshipmen, G. M. Harrison, E. R.
Calhoun, G. M. Ransom, J. R. Hynson; boatswain,
Joseph Lewis; gunner, Charles Mahoney; carpontier,
Joseph Cox; saiimaker, Nicholas Buck.
Brazil squadron. Razee Independence, commodore Nicholson, at Rio de Janeiro, September 28, lo
sail on the 1st October, for Rio de la Plata.
At a marine court martial, which
Mitrine corps.
assembled recently at head quarters, of which capf;
2d lienlennnt Lafayette
L. Twiggs was president
Searcy, of the marine corps, was tried on a ch irge
of scandalous conduct; was fonml guilty, senlended
to be severely reprimamled bythe colonel comniandant and recommended to be removed from head qnar-

A.

—

—

————————
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reprimand to be read at every marine post.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
The sentence has been approved, and ordered to be Charles G. Atharton
carried into effect.
Jared W. Williams
New frigate. The North American cays: "Up- Tristam Shaw
Five administration.
wards of sixty workmen are engaged upon tiie
ters; the

I

steam

our navy yard, and more than half
lot" hei' timbers are already up.
It is expected that
they will commence her planking about Christmas.
The draft of her engines is to be furnished to
Messrs. JVIerrick & Towne, in a few days, from the
(lavy department at Washington, when they will
immediately commence its construction.
They
Uiave already made extensive preparations lor this
work, and will be able when they enter upon it, to

|

employment

to a great

number of hands.

expected that both the engines and vessels
completed in the spring of 1S41."

districts.

Levi Lincoln*
George N. Briggs*
Nine opposition and two administration
cancy £o].

RHODE ISLAND— £y
Joseph L. Tillinghast*

Two

—one

va-

Truman Smith*

Those senators whose period of service expired Thomas B. Jackson
n 1839, are not, of course, members of the ensuing James De La JMontayne
unless re-elected, or temporarily appoint- Ogden Hoffman
d by the executive of the respective slates which Edward Curtis*
hey represent.
designate them by placing Moses H. GrinncU'
heir names in italic.
The figures express the pe- James Moijroe*
Governeur Kemble
jod to which the senators respectively serve.
Richard M. Joh.nsojj, vice president of the U. Charles Johnson*
Nathaniel Jones
tales, and president of the senate.

MAINE.
ohn Ruggles,

Reuel Williams,

1841

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
[enry Hubbard,

1841

Frar.klin Pierce,

VERMONT.
'enjamin Swift,

Samuel Prentiss,

1839

Rufus Palen*
Aaron Vanderpool
John Ely
1843 Hiram P. Hunt*

C. Chittenden'

David Russell*
Dhn Davis,
1841
Daniel Webster, 1845 Augustus C. Hand
John Fine
RHODE ISLAND.
'.shel Robbins,
1839
Nehe. H. Knight, 1841 Peter T. Wagoner*
Andrew W. Doig
CONNECTICUT.
)kn. M. Mies,
Twenty-one opposition
1839
Perry Smith,
1843
\
tion.
NEW YORK.
P. Talmadge, 1839
NEW jeesey[6]
Silas Wright, jr. 1843
John B. Aycrigg*
NEW JERSEY.
S. Southard,
1839
Garret D. Wall,
1841 John P. B. Maxwell*
William Halst^ad*
PENNSYLVANIA.
fl
yjtmiiel McKean, 1S39
Six opposition.
James Buchanan, 1843

—By general

(j]

d

H. Bayard,

DELAWARE.
Thomas
MARYLAND.

Clayton,

Wm.D.

Merrick,

1839

t.i

j4in S. Spence, 1843

.

tedford

Brown,

1841

Robert Strange,

SOUTH CAROLINA.

]('

UC. Calhoun,

Wm.

1841

C. Preston,

flllson

Lumkin, 1841

1843 John Edwards*
Joseph Fonance
John Davis

J

^Ifus Trotter,

1841

DELAWARE

Alex. Mouton,

1843 Thomas Robinson.

ikr. Foster resigned November 1839, in conse- John Dennis*
qince of the passage of resolutions by the legis- P.F.Thomas
liire instructing him as to certain votes. Mr. Felix J. T. H. Worthington
fundy, present U. S. attorney general has been J. Carroll
ecled to fill the vacancy.
Three opposition and
It is understood that
^.

White

VIRGINIA

will also resi^'n.

jr. Crittenden,

KENTUCKY.
Henry

1841

Henry A. Wise*
Clay,

Joel

1843

Holleman

One

OHIO.
1843
Lewis Tappan,

1841
Am. H. Sevier,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
M.^iNE By districts.

Fulton,

Sitan Clifford

Smith
•Btjamin Randall*
A^ert

Evans*
wo opposition and

Cffrge

1845 Kenneth Rayner*
Jesse A.

Virgil D. Parris
Hugh S. Anderson

I

districts.

Walter Coles

James Garland*
AVm. L. GoggiL*
William Lucas[/]
George B. Samuel

By

Henry
Connor
James Graham*
Lewis Williams*

W

Edmund Deberry*
I

Five opposition and eight admioistratioD

[g-]

Two

administration.

(a)

The

district, left a

instant, to

fill

ticket.

Vacancy

By genejal ticket.
John Thompson

death of John C. Alvord, of the 6th
vacancy. At the election on the 11th
this vacancy, neither candidate had a

majority of all the votes. Another trial, to elect,
look place on the 25th instant, of which we have
not yet ascertained the result. Owen Baker is
the whig candidate, and had a considerable plurality
of votes on the first trial.

We

extract such of the following notes as

have marked

we

in quotations, and the statements of
view of the posture of parties in the house of
representatives, from the New York Times.
"This is the well known case of New Jer(4j
AVc put down the whole delegation as opposey.
sition, because the six gentlemen named above
have

the certificate of the governor of the state, as
to
their being duly elected.
In regard to one of them
Joseph F. Randolph, there is no dispute. But the
other five seats are claimed by Messrs. Dickerson,
Ryall, Cooper, Kille and Vroom, all administra-'

districts.

Charles Fisher

By general

their

William Montgomery

Charles Shepard

Isaac Parish

Jonathan Taylor
D. P. Leadbetter
George Sweeney
John W. Allen*
Joshua R. Giddino-s*
°
John Hastings
D. A. Starkweather
Henry Swearingen

administration.

MISSISSIPPI
A. G. Brown

I

five ailministration.

John Hill

districts.

—
—

'

Cost'johiison*
Francis Thomas
Daniel Jenifer*

Edward Stanley*
James McKay
Mieajah T. Hawkins

Joshua A. Lowell
Thomas Davee
six administration.

Bynum

By

MICHIGAN By general ticket.
One administration.
ARKANSAS By general ticket.
Edward Cross One administration.

S. Hillen, jr.

NORTH CAROLINA

ARKANSAS.

,

"Ki. S.

five administration.

Isaac E. Crary

districts.

Francis E. Rives
1845 John W. Botts*
INDIANA.
R. M. T. Hunter* [e]
/.'"i/j/on, (dec'd.) 1839
Robert Craig
Oliver H. Smith, 1843 John Taliaferro*
Geo. W. Ho))kin3*
Charles F. Mercer*
ILLINOIS.
J J. Robinson, 1841
Andrew Bierne
R. M. Young,
1843 Linn Banks
Joseph Johnson
MISSOURI.
George C. Dromgoole
Lvis F. Linn,
1843
Lewis Steinrod
Thos. H. Benton, 1845 John'W Jones
.MICHIGAN.
John T. Hill*
X-iiis Lyon,
1839
John Norvell,
Nine opposition and twelve administration.
1841

Vliam Allen,

districts.

Eight opposition and eleven administration.

Wm.

By

and

MISSOURI
John Miller

gctierul ticket.

By

By

Samson Mason*

— One administration.

MARYLAND

TENNESSEE

J,ji

By districts.

William W. Wickfrj]
T. A. Howard

William Doane
Calvary Morris*
William K. Bond*
Joseph Ridgeway*
William Medill

Isaac Leet
Richard Biddle*

By

six administion.

James Rariden*

OHIO

Newhard
William Beatty
Thomas Henry*
George M. Keim
John Galbraith
Wm. Simonton*
James Gerry
McCullough
Eleven opposition and seventeen administration,

LOUISIANA.

J

.JSD. Nicholas,

Two opposition

[li]

Crockett*

H. Williams*

John T. Stewart* [m]

Alexander Duncan
John B. Weller
Patrick G. Gonde*
Thomas Corwin*

Yorke*

W.

opposition and two administration,

INDIANA

Peter

Alfred Cuthbert,

1841
Clem. C. Clay,
MISSISSIPPI.
1839
R. J. Walker,

John

Christ'r

George H. Proffit*
John Davis
John Carr
Thomas Smith

Enos Hook

David D. Wagener

ALABAMA.

*;'

-^a. R. King,

Edward Davies*
Francis James*

GEORGIA.

^'

One

districts.

Meredith P. Gentry*
Harvey M. Waterson
Aaron V. Brown
Cave Johnson

ILLINOIS

William S. Ramsey
David Petriken
Robert H. Hammond
Samuel W. Morris
Charles Ogle*
Albert G. Marchand

Charles Naylor* [c]

1841

NORTH CAROLINA.

1

By

John Reynolds
Zadoc Casey [i]

ticket.

By districts.
James Cooper*

Lemuel Paynter
John Sergeant*
1845 George W. Tolland*
1841

Graves*

Richard Hawes*
L. W. Andrews*
Garret Davis*
William O. Butler

Hopkins L. Turney
William B. Campbell*
John Bell*
Seven opposition and

PENNSYLVANIA

VIRGINIA.
1839
Wm. H. Roane,

Urn. C. Rives,

J.

J.

Joseph Underwood*
Sherrod Williams*
Simon H. Anderson*
Willis Greene*

TENNESSEE

Joseph F. Randolph*
Charles C. Siratton*

Thomas

districts.

William

John White*

William B.Carter*
Abraham McClellan
Joseph L. Williams*
Julius W. Blackwell

Millard Fillimore*
Charles F.Mitchell"
and nineteen administra-

I

By

Philip Triplet*

John Pope*
Eleven opposition and two administration.

Frances Granger*
Meredith Malfory
Thomas Rempshall*
Seth M. Gates*
Luther C. Peck*
Richard P. Marvin*

Danisl I). Barnard*
1843 Anson Brown*

Rice Garland*

KENTUCKY

Nehemiah H. Earl
Christopher Morgan*
Theron R. Strong

MASSACHUSETTS.

By districts.

Lynn Boyd

Amasa Dana
Edward Rogers

1843

•

By districts.

Three opposition.

John H. Prentiss
Judson Allen
John C. Clark*
S. B. Leonard

.

J. c. Alford*
J. Black* [i1*

LOUISIANA

John G. Floyd
David P. Brewster

We

ticket.

R. w. Habersham*
William C. Dawson*

Edward

Edward D. White*
Edward Chinn*

districts.

Thomas

general

R. H. Chipman
Dixon H. Lewis
David Hubbard
James Dillett*
George W. Crabb*
Two opposition and three administration.

By districts.
Thomas B. Osborne*

In order to acquaint our readers as far as we have Thomas W. Williams*
John H. Brockway*
Six opposition.
it in our power, with the
members that constitute
the congress which commences its first session on
VERMONT By districts.
Monday next, the 2d December, and to put them Hiland Hall*
John Smith
dso in possession as lar as we are able to judge of William Slade*
Isaac Fletcher
,'Jie state of parties
in each house, we have pre- Horace Everett*
Three opposition and two administration.
pared the following statement.

I'.ongress,

%

ALABAMA

William B. Cranston*

NEW YORK By

Lot Warren*
E. A. Nesbit*
T. B. King*
Mark A. Cooper*
W. T. Colquett*
Nine opposition,

districts.

opposition.

THE SENATE.

Butler

GEORGIA—

John Read*
John Quincy Adams*

Joseph Trumbull*
William L. Slorrs*

STATES.

Waddy Thompson*

Francis W. Pickens
R. Barnwell Ehett
John Campbell* [A]
John K. Griffin
James Rogers
Two opposition and seven administration.

William B. Calhoun*
William S. Hastings*
Henry Williams

'

AVilliam Parmenter

CONNECTICUT

THE TWENTY-SIX COJNGRESS OF THE V

By

211

SOUTH. CAROLINA By districts.
Isaac E. Holmess
Thomas P. Sumter

Eastman

Ira

^ ""'"",*j'^''^'''^"f*,
'^''
Everett
'
'"'
Saltenstall*
Caleb Gushing*

It is

will be
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Edmund Burke

MASSACHUSETTS

frigate at

30,

Bij general ticket.

I

give

—————
— —

tion.
It is understood, therefore, that for these five
places there will be double sets of members.
shall remark further upon this point in the recapituat the close of this article.
ilation
(c)
'^Mr. Naylor had a majority of the votes of
this district, and a certificate of a portion of the relaming officers, and bis title to the srat is also au-

We

,

.
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thenticated in the manner prescribed in Pennsylvania, by the state laws; that is, by the governor's
proclamation of the result of the congressional
election in the state, as verified by the otRcial canvass and the returns. Mr. Charles J. Ingersoll,
however, has a partial certificate of a portion of the
returning officers of this district; and in the last
number of the Democratic Review, there is an elaborate biography of Mr. Ingersoll, at the close of
which, it is formally announced that he intends to
claim a seat in the house.
(d) "It is intimated in some of the Pennsylvania papers that Mr. Shelfer, the administration candidate at the polls would claim his seat on the allegation that Mr. Cooper was elected by illegal
votes, but we do not know that this purpose is seriously entertained; and therefore we shall not regard it in the recapitulation.
"Mr. Hunter is usually counted with the
(e)
opposition, and a regular administration man was
run against him in his district. But he is a zealous
friend of the sub-treasury bill, and we believe, does
not profess to be of any party.
"This seat is claimed by Mr. Barton, oppo(f)
sition, on the ground of illegal votes for Mr. Lucas, who was elected by a nominal majority of 3,
and has the governor's certificate.
(g) "Mr. Fisher run against the regular opposition candidate in his district; and we therefore
count him with the administration, as above; but
we believe there is much reason to doubt whether
he is of that party; yet we shall reckon him administration in the recapitulation.
(Ii)
"Mr. Campbell is claimed by the Globe as
administration; but in the last congress he was generally accounted opposition, and should rather be
called an independent member.
(i)
"The Georgia delegation is accounted all
opposition, and is so reckoned by (he Globe. At
the same time, it is generally understood, that four
at least of the members elect, viz: Messrs. Black,
Colquett, Cooper andNesbit, are in favor of the
sub-treasury.
(I)
"Mr. Casey is sometimes reckoned as a
conservative, because of his voting against the subtreasury bill. But in all other respects he is a
zealous administration man, and is to be counted as
such in the organization of the house.

(m)

"This

administration.

seat is claimed by Mr. Douglass,
Blr. Stuart has the governor's

however; but his nominal majority was
only 5; and Mr. Douglass alleges that votes intended for him, and whicir would give him a majority
if counted, have been improperly excluded in the
official canvass by the governor.
(n) "Mr. Wick's vole, we believe, is uncertain;
but he was elected in opposition to Mr, Herod, who
was the regular whig candidate and a member of
the last congress, and we therefore count him with
certificate,

the administration.

EECAPITtTLATIOK.

"In resuming the above, we shall in the first
place, give a table of the states, with the members
as above classed, conceding seats to all those gentlemen who have the certificates of their state e.\ecutive, and adding for a supply of existing vacancies, such class and numbers as we may reasonably
conjecture, from the present means of judgment
in our possession, they will eventually possess.

Ojtposilion .

Maine,

Adm inislralion

"We

30,

1839— STATES OF

next place, give a table, classing the members politically as above, but carrying
out separately the questioned seats, in regard to
which it is uudeistood that controversy is to De had:
shall, in the

AfMITTED.
Oppos.

Maine,
New Hacshire,
Massachusetts,

Rhode

Island,

Connecticut,

Vermont,
New York,

New Jersey,
Pennsylvania,
Delaware,

Maryland,
Virginia,
North Carolina,
South Carolina,

Georgia,

Alabama,
Louisiana,

Kentucky,
Tennessee,
Illinois,

Indiana,

Ohio,
Missouri,
Michigan,
Arkansas,
Mississippi,

Admin.

QUESTIONED.
Oppos. Admin.

THE UNION.
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Later. It is ascertained that neither of the candidated for governor had a majority of the whole
niiniber ol voles.
Morion's plurality over Everett is stated to be
The scattering votes in 20(1 towns amount to
269.
291, and 100 towns yet to be heard from.
The senate will on organizing stand 16 whigs 13
administralion. There is no doubt of the election,
which took place on Monday last, resulting in .se-

curing a whig majority in
state

all

the departments of the

government.

Specie in ilie Boston hanls. The following tables have
been prepared from the bank returns in llie secretary
[Boston Mer. Jour.
of slate's ofKce.

Dates.

30,
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PENNSYLVANIA.
The Harrisburg Keystone

1S3&^STATES OF THE UNION.
We

hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
have deficiency. According to the report of the stafis
ad- seen no calculation made for the other. There is treasurer to the legislature in Deci-mber
las', the
of the charge of embezzling no doubt but a choice will speedily be made and
commonwealth received in 1838, from the divithe public money, brought by it against the ex-go- the work prosecuted vigorously. Such things are
dends on bank stock $1.58,230; and Irom the tax
vernor some weeks since.
not suffered to languish in Pennsylvania. But our on bank dividends, $113,826 89; making togethet
convention is to be held in Pitts- owri road will be better than any which our
Rail road.
sister $272,056 89.
In estimating the probable receipts
burg to prepare measures for moving the general state can construct, by reason of superior natural
in Ihe state treasury lor the present year, these
government to make a branch of the national road advantages.
[Baltimore Jlmerican.
two items are put down at $270,000. In the same
through Piltsburg to Erie; and to have the AllegheMonthly statement of the Pennsylvania, U. S. bank. report, the state treasurer says:
ny river improved.
[Phila. U. S. Gaz.
Resources Nm. 4, 1839.
"In this as well as in my former report, I have
Expunging. We learn from the Keystone, one
Bills and notes discounted,
$34,491,970 91 undertaken to show, that the ordinary expenditures
of the administration papers at Harrisburg, that the
Bills of exchange,
4,521,669 90 exceed the ordinary revenue, and that the deficit
vote of censure passed by the senate at the last sesBills receivable for post notes,
3,072,050 52 was met by incidental revenue, which was neither
sion of the legislature, rebuking the governor's
Loan to commonwealth,
491,000 00 permanent in its character, nor of such a naturCf
message to that body, in answer to a quesiion put
Stock accounts,
13,422,074 34 that it could be safely relied on to meet demands
to him by the senate, is to be erased from the reBonds and mortgages,
313,627 13 that were yearly increasing. This incidental re*
cord, by the expunging process.
Due by U. S. bank and agencies, 10,790,816 73 venue, including the bonus received on chartering
Fire in Hummelslown.
fire broke out in HumDue by state banks ami agencies,
7,733,174 72 the United States bank, the several bonuses remelstown on the 19th inst. which consumed fourDue by state banks,
7,335,735 64 ceived for the recharter of other banks, and the
teen stables and two barns, containing a very large
Due by the United States,
5,267 32 surplus received and expended; and hereafter the
amount of wheat, rye, corn and hay. Eighteen hogs,
Real estate,
907,812 56 treasury will have to depend on its ordinary resix coivs ani three horses were burnt to riealh.
A
Banking houses,
592,090 36 sources to meet its expenditures."
person has already been arrested on suspicion ol
Deficiencies and expenses,
414,240 56
"Our ordinary revenue will not amount to more
setting this property on fire.
Notes of U. S. bank and agencies, 9,014,934 42 than $1,900,000 annually, or at least for one or two
Fire on Ike rail road.
very destructive fire
Notes of state banks,
2,350,838 87 years to come, under the most prosperous circumoccurred yesterday at the head of the inclined
Specie,
1,748,282 44 stances, while our permanent expenditure will not
plane, on the Philadelphia and Columbia rail road,
Miscellaneous,
40,144 17 hereafter fall short of $2,500,000, to $2,800,000."
some four or five miles from the ciiy.
We are informed that the commonwealth is inIt commenced about ten o'clock in the morning,
Total,
$-97,245,730 59 debted to a number of the banks, for temporary
in an out bouse used for depositing wood, and reLiabilities— Nov. 4, 1839.
loans obtained from them two years ago, under
sulted, it is conjectured, from sparks issuing from
Capital stock,
$35 ,000,000 00 gov. Rilner's administration, which have not been
the pipe of a locomotive which not long before had
Issues of late bank and branches.
647,046 90 paid, principal nor interest.
started for Columbia, and which sparks had lodged
Issues of Bank U. S. and branches, 13 ,973,918 00
The Philadelphia Spirit of the Times, (adin.)
in the wood house.
Post notes issued,
7 ,987,043 18 says
2'hey must resume on the 7th of January.—
Before aid could be rendered etfeclively, the
Descr. of exchange and interest.
794,787 96 Alter all, public opinion is the great regulator, and
flames had communicated to the fine car house,
Dividends unclaimed.
60,516 80 unless we greatly mistake the character of the
vvhicb was burned out.
The good locomotives
Profit and loss,
3 ,026,430 34 times, which in all reason we should not, the banks
therein were safely removed; but a number of conForeign exchange account.
564,178 26 severally, will, in this city resume specie payments
demned engines were destroyed.
Contingent fund,
897,853 67 by the 7th of January, 1840 the day on which
row of brick houses, immediately in the rear
Bonds to United States,
2 120,083 80 the legislature convenes, and upon which the ninety
of the car house, was also consumed the two eastAgency in London,
8, 408,652 53
days of legal popular ibrbeaiance shall have exernmost were tenanted dwelling houses the westDue to Bank U. S. and agencies, 17 ,543,819 07 pired. Public opinion points out the day alluded
ern end was used as a blacksmith shop.
Due to state banks,
2 ,715,787 90 to, and we understand from the best authority,
In addition to these, a building used as a carpenDue to slate bank agencies.
301,302 94 that at least ten of them are willing and anxious
ter shop was burned down.
Due to depositors,
Three or four insolvent
to resume at that time.
3, 192,371 90
The loss to the state is estimated at from twenty
Treasurer of the United States,
11,337 54 institutions should not be permitted to prevent it,
to thirty thousand dollars; among other articles of
any more than as many merchants, should be atvalue consumed, was a rope for the use of the plane,
Total,
$97,2-15.730 59 lowed to prevent a whole community of good,
the cost of which was two thousand seveji hundred
The foregoing statement, as certified by the ca- sound and honest men from paying their just redollars; but from the preparative seasoning which shier
of the United Slates Bank of Pennsylvania, un- sponsibilities.
It is acknowledged by some of our
it had undergone, its value probably was about
three der date of the 13th instant, shows the condition of best merchants and most experienced bankers, that
thousand dollars.
the bank on the 4th of November, 1839.
It willbe there was really no real cause for a suspension by
The car house, one would have supposed, to look seen that the bank has a profit arid loss fund
of up- our well conducted banks; but that the sad condiat it, to have been perfectly fire proof; but by an wards
of three millions of dollars, and a contingent tion of those which had speculated Isirgely, issued
unfortunate oversight, the eaves had been built of fund of almost another
million; making together, post notes, and loaned the major portion of their
wood, and thus the fire reached its interior. The the sum of three millions nine hundred and twenty- capitals out of this state and country, occasioued it.
copper roof fell in almost entire, and much smoul- three thousand dollars.
The specie on hand is less The latter are not now in a situation to resume,
dering fire is still probably beneath it.
than two millions; but the monthly statements
nor is it probable they will be, by the date before
Many of our fire companies notwithstanding the that it was lower by $400,000, three monthsshow
but shall they deter others from the
ago, mentioned
distance, were on the ground, and did what men and that it is on
the increase.
good work. Are we to experience all the evils of
could do under the circumstances.
The Harrisburg Reporter, the administration or- a depreciated currency, a stoppage of business, a.
No delay in travelling or transportation on the gan in Pennsylvania, after an examination of the re- dishonored and disgraced reputation, because three
rail road will be caused by the above fire.
turns made by the United States bank, makes the or four imprudent corporations hang on to the skirts
[U. S. Gaz. Nov. 22.
followiiig emphatic remarks:
of the sound banks for help and continuation.
We
Harrisburg and Piltsburg rail road. The legisWe ask all our readers to examine these abstracts say no. Let the solvent banks resume on the 7th
lature of Pennsylvania at its last session appropri- carefully, and then
to mark, what we now declare of January next, and let the others wind up, or
ated )|f30,000 for the purpose of making thorough as our solemn and deliberate
sentiment, that this wait until the legislature appoints commissioners
examinations of all practicable routes for a con- bank is utterly insolvent:
that her bona fide resump- to take possession of their efi'ects for the benefit of
tinuous rail road from Harrisburg to Pitt.sbur"'.
tion is utterly impracticable; and that the remaining their creditors.
The explorations have been actively prosecuted by banks in Philadelphia, and throughout the stale,
The Harrisburg Iron Gray, (adm.) says "PaTr
three companies of engineers on three diti'erent niiist prepare for resumption
and resume without lies. From present appeaiances we are led to beroutes
the northern, middle and southern.
The the Bank of the United States entering into their lieve that at the opening of the next legislature
first named route passes up the Susquehanna and
calculation.
there will be two jiarlies found among the deinO»
strikes out towards the Alleghany river, thus avoidThe solvent banks must resume by the 1st of Ja- crals. The one will be for temporising with the
ing the Alleghany mountains and Laurel hill.
nuary they have had indulgence enough let them banks and favoring them in their suspension— the
This course is the most circuitous yet the least ob- no longer hoard their gold and
silver, and depreciate other, of which we have already elected oursell (
structed by elevations or declivities. The middle their own paper. There
member, will go for making stockholders liable inis no foreign demand for
route, beginning at Harrisburg runs up the Susqueirold and silver.
Exchange is below par. New dividually for their notes, the appointment of bank
hanna as far as the mouth of the Juniata, then up Voik and the east stand firm. The
banks of Cin- commissioners to watch the banks, and prevent
that river and across the Alleghany mountain, and cinnati have resumed.
The banks of Pennsylvania them from cheating the people, and the annulling
afterwards along the course ol Black-lick creek or must and shall resume.''
of all who are not in condition to resume immediate
Conemaugh river, thence down (he Kiskimenctas,
Bank dividends. The American Sentinel says— specie payments. The temporising party will be
and Alleghany river to Piltsburg, or by a shorter We understand, that, in conformity
with the pro- composed of men who are connected with corporaacross
the
county
route
of Westmoreland to the visions of their charters, and
with what appeared to tions, and pursuing a business based upon loans
same termination. The distance by this route is be public senliment on the subject, the banks of
the from banks, and their influence which we all kno\r
estimated at two hundred and ninety miles-padding city and county of Philadelphia,
with two excep- will be considerable. The other will be composeft
100 miles from Harrisburg to Philadelphia, already tions, have declined declaring a
dividend for the of men determined to prevent another suspension
connected by lail road, the whole distance from last six months; and we learn,
that a number of the as far as in their power, and to enact laws which
Philadelphia to Pittsburg will be 390 miles. The banks in the interior of
the slate have taken the will guard the community from the inroads of bank
southern route lies through Chambersburg, which same course. This determination,
whilst it evinces sharpers.
would be the starting point, inasmuch as the Cum- a disposition on the part of the
nnderstand that at the
Pay of the troops.
banks to obey the
berland Valley road already unites that borough laws of the land,
as far as practicable, will ope- meeting" of volunteers on Saturday evening, lh»
with Harrisburg. The chief difficulties in the way rate, we apprehend with great severity,
previous
appointed
at
a
meeting, reportcommittee
on many
of this route are found in the high mountains which widows and orphans, and
charitable institutions, ed that they had conferred with the auditor general,
These are Cove mountain. Sideling whose funds have been
intervene.
invested in bank stock. and that satisfactory arrangements have been made
hill. Laurel hill and Alleghany mounlain.
The The commonwealth, also, which is a large stock- for the payment of those who were at Harrisburg
way however has been reported to be practicable
holder in several of the banks, and which has here- last winter, under the requisition of the late exethe distance 2-10 miles. The choice will lie between tofore derived a considerable
[Pennsi/lvanian,
revenue from the tax cutive.
the middle and southern route.i. The sum requisite on bank dividends, will
suffer no little inconveManufacturers. The Philadelphia North Ameroad
construct
a
by
the
middle route is estimated nience from its withdrawal,
to
and be obliged to re- rican says "Many of the manufacturing establishin the Grsensburg Republican at ten millions, one sort to further taxation
or to a lo»n, to meet (he ments of this city have bc*n compelled within a
Governor Ritner.

inits the incorrectness
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VIRGINIA.
exercise of questionable and doubtful powers by
discharge a large- portion ot their
The legislature are to meet at Richmond on the the national government, has been followed by a
One
rtu'lcuitn, owin^ to the scarcity of money.
The following is said to be tht state of quiet and harmony in the southern section
jtabhshinent alone, we uuderstand, was compelled 2d December.
hundred hands on Saturday state of parties in the present legislature of Vir- of the union, which is without a precedent in the
) dismiss nearly one
history of the republic.
ginia:
I9t."
-, Death
The
Whigs,
Con.
^dm.
The spirit of fanaticism, too, which, for a time,
of the honorable Mathius Morris,
19
wore an alarming aspect, and seemed to threaten
iucks coxuity Intelligencer of the VHh Nov. says:
In senate,
house.
56
danger to Ihe confederacy itself, has been met and
We announce with no ordinary feelings of regret,
subdued by the sober reflections of the people,
le death of the honorable Mathias Morbis, late
75
?(iresentalive in congress, from our county.
11
clearly demonstrating how safely "error of opinion
Mr.
Institution of the blind, deaf and dumb.
The in- may be tolerated, when reason is left free to comlorris died at his residence in our borough, on
stitution for the instruction of the blind, and the bat it."
aturday the 9th inst, aged 54 years, of jileurisy.
While this state of things augurs well for the per'he deceased had been, for some years, in rather deaf and dumb, at Staunton, Virginia, will go into
The Spectator of that manency of our political institutions, it enables the
elicate health; but from the nature of his disease, operation immeilialely.
place announces the arrival there of the following state governments to devote all their faculties and
lid the apparent improvement in his health this
dl, which his iriends noticed with pleasure, and gentlemen who are to have charge of it: the rev. energies to the improvement of the moral and in•hich he himself felt, no apprehensions were en- Joseph D. Tyler, principal of the deaf and dumb. tellectual condition of the people, and to sucli
•rtained of any immediate danger.
The loss that Dr. J. C. M. Mernllat, principal of the blind, and subjects as shall promote their prosperity and happiness.
in the death of Mr. Mr. Wm. Graham, teacher of the blind.
:ie community has sustained
Whatever you undertake for the accomplishment
Harper's Ferry and Winchester rail road. The
lorris, it is not for us fully to estimate.
It is to
one who knew him more inti- Winchester Virginian gives the following notice ol of these cardinal objects, and which promises to the
IB hoped that some
ately, will do justice to his memory.
He was the active operations on the rail road between that people equivalent benefits for burdens endured, shall
city and Harper's Ferry
a continuation, in lact, ot have my support.
I'ten honored by the people of Bucks, with imporThe power vested in the executive arm by the '
nt public trusts, and as a representative in the the Baltimore and Ohio rail road:
good business. We understand that our rail constitution and statutes passed in pursuance of it,
.ate senate, and in the congress of the United
Ferry
for
the enforcement of the laws, shall be faithfully
about one
tales, he performed his duty with ability and in- road is delivering at Harper's
ity; always doing, in liis
otficial character, thousand barrels of flour per day, besides other and impartially exerted for this purpose; but in the
From this pro- performance of this duty, X look with confidence to
edit to himself, and reflecting honor upon his freight in considerable quantities.
mstituents.
The mildness and dignity of his pitious beginning, and from what we know of the the aid which your wisdom and patriotism shall
lo the support which 1 shall have in the
anners, and the integrity and kindness of his abundance of the last harvest, we venture to predict give
art, commanded at all times the respect and es- that 200,000 barrels will pass over the road during scrupulous observance of the laws by all good citiem of even political opponents; but it was in the the present year. The ascending trade, also, is zens and to their rigid administration by all ptifelic
well sustained, and the travelling is rather greater functionaries.
'Cial intercourse oi private lili?, as a neighbor and
Undue excitement is, at all times inimical to railow citizen, that his character could be properly than at the same period of any former year. By
Let us then, while engaged in the
>preciated, and it was so, by a large and warmly the way, it atlbrds us pleasure to state, that arrange- tional action.
Itached circle of personal friends who keenly feel ments are being made which will place the travel- public service, forget all those unkind feelings and
blow that death has so suddenly struck ajnong ling accommodations of this road on a footing with animosities which sometimes grow out of an animatTo us he has leit the remembrance of his the best in the United States. That the safety of ed political contest; let a nobler rivalry for the gepny virtues, and the example of a high and un- passengers has always been anxiously looked to, neral good assume their place, and with the blessing
lotted name, and has passed, it is to be hoped, to maj' be inferred from the fact, that not a life or of Him, in whose hands are the destinies of nations,
e reward of good men, where neither sickness, limb has been lost or hurt upon the road since it we may hope that our labors will be signalized by
commenced operations— now nearly four years ago. "wisdom, moderation and justice," and result in the
irrow, nor care, mars the enjoyment.
Licences,
learn that a committee of the directors have increased happiness of an approving people.
The number of spirit licences granted
bill has been introduced into
The legislature.
Philadelphia in 1337-8, was 977. In 1838-9, lately walked over the whole line of the road in
0.
Decrease in one year, 127; or more than one- company with the president and superintendent, and the senate to repeal the act authorising general
;hth.
give the most gratifying account of the condition of banking and a bill is introduced "more effectually
the track, which some weeks ago was represented to comnel banks to redeem their paper in specie.
DELAWARE.
Whig stale convention. At the whig convention to be but indifferent. One of the committee w;'^'„ iv this bill it is provided, that during the suspenDelaware state, held at Dover, on Tuesday the whom we have conversed, informs ';;; mat they sion of specie payments by banks, those institutions
th of June, 1S39, the following gentlemen were found the timbers in general, perfectly sound, and will be debarred from commencing suits on any
Where suits have alpointed delegates from this state to the Harris- the decayed portions so Jew and short as not to im
notes, bonds, Ifco. due them.
continued to the
pair the safety of tbe road; and hands are now em
rg convention:
ready commenced, they are to be
lFiom New Castle county. Dr. Arnold Naudain, ployed in Removing them and substituting sound next term of the court, &.c. During the suspension
aj. Thomas Stockton, Andrew Gray, gen. Rich
timbsrs.
The friends of the improvement (and the banks are prohibited from transferring notes,
d Mansfield and Jacob Faris, esqrs.
who is not its friend who has any regard for the ge bonds or drafts payable at and discounted by such
Prom Kent county. Robert Frame, P. F. Cau- neralweal?) may therefore dismiss all fears about it. banks."
',
P. Spruance, jr. Thomas Wainwright and
NORTH CAROLIRA.
The legislature on count.^ig
Votes for governor.
arles Marim, esqrs.
At the fourth annual meeting of the stockholders the official returns of the votes, found that McDFrom. Sussx county. Col. Wm. D. Waples, Da- of the Wilmington and Raleigh rail road company,
30,807-majorit'Dougherty
nald h ad 32,634,
^ ^^^•'
i Hazzard, Shepard P.Houston, Benj. Burton and
held at Wilmington, N. C. on the 4th inst, a report
The banks. The Charleston Cou'
shua G. Baker, esqrs.
publisher
was made by the president, which represented the
P^jbl'shes
let.;..^
a
of
the lollowing extract
^-^J
MARYLAND.
affairs of the company to be in a most prosperous
ir.,re
i,
, strong
re 13
strnn» fo»ii„„
a
Maryland bonds.
feeling
New York letter writer for condition, and its future prospects highly flattering. ville, November 9:
her^
There is but little doubt
Baltimore Patriot, a few days ago, made certain He stated that the net profits for the last/iije months agai nst the bartlis
it they will be required to pay specie
before long
tements in reference to the sale of a portion of upon the rail road and stage line, that is from Ihe that
their
charters.
I
ose
The
Bank of Milledgeville'
5 per cent, bonds of the state of Maryland, de- depot at Wilmington, to the depot at Welden, were
has been protes^d in 900 cases, and I am told they
tered to the Chesapeake and Ohio canal company, #86,000. From this sum .$20,000 are to be deduct
ich are calculated to produce erroneous impres- ed, as lost by the steamboat line, which leaves a wil be sued on each in a magistrate's court.
The
legislature
is
decidedly
administration, and will cryns.
The writer says that eighty bonds were sold clear profit of $66,000 upon the entire line for the
58, 59, 60 and 72.
We have authentic informa- last five months. There are still thirty miles of the ale ud and spare not, where banks are concerned."
Cotton.
The
Augusta, Georgia, Chronicle, of the
(i
on this subject, and feel authorised to state road unfinished, and as the profits are entirely deIt a
sale of bonds amounting to $2,500 was pri- voted to the completion of the work, no dividends 4tb inst. says: Coltonhasbeenarrivingvery freely for
|ely made, which realized to the company 90 per can yet be declared. The sum of $39,000 will have the past week, both by the rail load and bv wao-ons.
it.
The holders in order lo try the market after- to be raised in addition to the receipts, before the There is, however, not much selling, as the p'rices
rds, put them up at public sale, when the most road can be entirely made.
quote sales at 8i
Looking to the early hai e a downward tendency.
them, if not all, were bid in by the holders at completion of their work, the president was instruct- to 9i, of the new crop, and of Ihe old at 8c.
nominal rates, mentioned by the letter writer. ed to procure information
regard to the rail roads Te ry choice lot of square might command 9J, but
e actual sale was a sood one, considering the connecting with Savannah and Brunswick, Geo. n<tt more.
;e of Ihe
money market and as high, if not with a view to a direct communication by steamMr. Forsyth.
The U. States secretary of state
her than any sale of state bonds for the last six boats, between the Wilmington road, and one or reached Milledgeville on the 10th November,
on his
nihs.
[Hagerstown Mail.
both of the above named places.
way to his plantation at Twiggs. The union demorhe canal.
The Williamsport Banner, of SaGEORGIA.
cratic members of the legislature, and the citizens
Jay, confirms the report of the new breach in
Inaugural address of Charles J. McDoanld, esq. de- of tlje same parly then in Milledgeville, seized the
Chesapeake and Ohio canal. That paper says; livered in the house of representatives on Wednes opportunity of tendering him a public dinner
'
he breach in the canal between Shepherdstown day, Nov. 6, 1839.
which, however, he declined.
He left there on the
t
Harper's Ferry, which had just been repaired,
Fellow citizens: Regarding the office to which I 11th.
subjoin his reply lo the invitation:
i bediately
on the water being let into it, again have been called by the people, as a trust reposed
Milledgeville, Nov. 11, 1839.
1 ke
away, being the third time this season, thus in me for their benefit, I promise you that it shall
Gentlemen: I have had the honor to receive
the large quantity of Sour and other be discharged in such manner, as shall, in my judg
I Venting
your flattering communication of the 10th inst, inIduce accumulated here, from going to the mar- ment best elfectuate its object.
viting me to a public dinner, in the name of the
s below, by the canal this season."
The present, is, in many respects an auspicious union and democratic members of the legislature,
\he mail.
It is stated that Ihe United Slates time for calm and wise deliberation.
and of Ihe citizens of the same party now in MilI fl
is to be carried from Philadelphia lo BaltiThe measures adopted by you for the acquisition ledgeville. Indispensable engagements of private
I te, by the way of the
Columbia and the York of our territorial rights, carried out by the energy business call me to the borders of the state immeI
roads
to commence on the first of January
of your own executive, sutained by the prompt and diately; the affairs of iny plantation are to be looked
t tt
owing to a disagreement, which cannot be zealous co-operation or the federal authorities, have to and arranged before I return to Washington, lo
r Imciled, as to the terms, between the contracthappily terminated a subject which has lung been which place I am under obligations to repair by the
i H parties.
The mail it is said will reach Balti- one of angry and embarrassing controversy with th. 23th of this month. Under these circumstances I
I je several hours earlier than it now does, and
general government.
must rely upon the personal kindness which prompt\ (ihington by 2 P. M.
Leaves Philadelphia at
The abandonment of the objectionable policy of ed it to excuse me for most respectfully declinin"'
'
(o'clock in the morning.
a high, unnecessary, protective tariff, and of the your invitation,
days
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The company are now on their way back with
manifestation of public esteem from members
Georgia, about $300,000 of goods of American manufacture,
of the legislature and other citizens of
and packed on the backs of mules, of
would at all times be grateful to me, but is particu- in wagons
They travel
state has been re- which latter they have five hundred.
larly so at a moment when the
miles up Red river, and then strike
deemed from the strangely false position in which it three hundred
in a southwesterly direction through a fertile
had been placed by the errors of our political oppo- off
prairie country, afTording ample forage for their
nents. With the warmest acknowledgments for the
more than kind terms in which your communication mules.
Chihuahua is in the neighborhood of extensive
every sentiment
is conveyed, I am, gentlemen, with
between two and three millions of
of regard for yourselves and those you represent, mines, producing
gold and silver annually, and giving employment to
fellow citizen,
and
friend
vour
'
about sixty thousand persons. If encouraged, the
FORSYTH.
To Messrs. Tkos. Glascock. John L. Lewis, Jokn H. whole of the trade of Chihuahua undoubtedly will
Waison, Wm. S. Whiifield, Francis H. Cone, be carried on with the United States. The trade of
through a
John Bates. D. C. Campbell, Reuben Jordan, Hen- the British with that place is carried on
port of the Pacific ocean, a distance of seven hunry E. W. Clark, Micojah Henley, M. Freeman, P.
mountains.
B. Cone, James M. Kelly, J. Dunagan, J. R. Slan- dred miles, crossing the Rocky
[New York Times.
fori, Charles Murphy, Richard D. Arnold.

A

JOHN

ALABAMA.

TENNESSEE.

Legislature.
Yesterday evening, says the Banner
Crops. Respecting the crops in north Alabama,
the Decatur Registersays Ihat the yield will exceed of the 30th ult.in the senate came up for consideraan average crop. Many of the planters are pickin- tion the instructing resolutions.
Mr. Brown inquired of Mr. Coe, who introduced
from ten to fifteen hundred pounds to the acre.The staple is very fine, and we have never known the resolutions, what was the duty on salt, which our
a more favorable season for putting it up in good senators were instructed to vote for the repeal of"
Mr. Coe replied twenty cents per bushel.
order; and it is to be hoped that it will command a
The corn crops are unusually fine; it
Mr. Brown rejoined that he agreed as to the exfair price.
barrel.
per
23
crib
at
pediency
of repealing it.
the
$\
in
delivered
is
Mr. Brown moved to amend the first resolution so
prominent cause of hard times. The bank which
was recently destroyed by fire in Mobile, is said to as to make the instruction in favor of instead against
have cost ^160,000. Had a good, plain, fireproof a national bank. Lost by a strict party vote.
In lieu of the second resolution in favor of the
banking-house— which might have been built for
been erected, instead of the sub-treasury, Mr. Anderson offered the following
five thousand dollars
eotnbustible princely palace which cost the above amendment;
Resolved, That a corporation is much safer than
enormous sum, it would have saved one hundred
and filty-five thousand dollars, to be used as active any individual agent, however responsible he may
business capital, and the stockholders of the bank be, because it consists of an association of indiviwould now have an uninjured and durable struc- duals who have thrown together their aggregate
ture in the place of a heap of ruins. The truth is, wealth, and who are bound in their corporate chawe have expended a large share of the money of racter to the extent of their whole capital stock for
which we now stand in such distressing need, in the deposites; and that it is the opinion of this
fine buildings and unproductive improvements.— general assembly that the heaviest security which
must study, ay, and practice, too, a system of the most wealthy individual could give, would not
more rigid economy, or long suSer the just and se- make the public deposites safe at the point of large
vere punishment of thoughtless, insane extrava- collections.
[Buffalo Com. Advertiser.
This amendment was in the words of governor
gance.
of congress. On motion of
Harrisburg convention. The following appoint- Polk, whilst a member
Yoakum it was laid on the table by a strict
Mr.
this
state,
the
whigs
of
made
by
been
have
ments
party vote.
delegates to the national convention:

A

—

We

as

A. F. Hopkins and John Gayle,

as delegates in

Mr. Anderson then moved

to

amend

the second

resolution by inserting the following:
Resolved, That we have confidence in the ability
Dist.— Wm. H. Smith, and George P. Beirne.
and capacity of the state hanks to perform all the
John M. Swope and James Jackson.
duties of fiscal agents for the government.
Sd Dist. Wm. M. Murphy and W. S. Jones.
This amendment was in the words of general
4th Dist.— H. W. Hilliard and W. H. Crenshaw.
Jackson, as may be seen by reference to his annual
SthDist.- P. W. Herbert and John M. Buike.
message to congress in 1S3C. Mr. Coe moved to
MISSISSIPPI.
number of the Ray- lay it on the table until the 25th day of December,
Signs of the times. A late
Missis- whicti was carried in the atfirmative. Yeas 18,
mond Times, published in Hinds county,
a
half columns of ad- nays 6.
and
twenty
sinni contained
collectors
and
Mr. Anderson then moved the following amendvertisements of sales by sheriffs,
notices of insol- ment in lieu of the resolution instructing our senamarshals three columns and more
seventeen
only
and
8<.c.
tors
to vote in favor of the sub-tieasury:
vents election candidates,
Resolved, That the independent treasury is disor^nd a'half lines of reading matter.
Louisville Journal says: We gave an ac- ganizing and revolutionary, and subversive of the

behalf of the state.
1st

2d Dist.

the United States, which was read to both houses.
From a private letter from judge White read to the
house on Wednesday evening and ])ublished in a
succeeding column, we infer that a similar communication may soon be looked for from him.

The

The

letter

of Mr. Foster

—

is

a long, eloquent and

viewed as such by Ihe candid of
and we accord to it no undeserved compliment when we say that it is a comprehensive
and conclusive argument upon all the points em-

able production
all parties,

braced in the resolutions. We will publish it at
length on Monday, with the introductory remarks,
in the house, by our representative, Mr. Watson.
motion to place the letter on the journal of the
house was resisted by a small portion of the majority, but ultimately carried, ayes 58, noes 15. Pending the debate on this motion the utmost personal
good feeling was manifested towards Mr. Foster by
Even those who had the
his political opponents.
littleness to oppose the motion on the score of economy (!) said nothing disrespectful of the author
of the letter.
The banks. Mr. Smith (adm.) introduced in the
lower house a resolution requiring the State bank
and branches, to resume the payment of specie forth-

A

with.

This resolution was discussed for several days
at length Mr. Barry (adm.) proposed the fol-

when

lowing substitute:
Resolved by the general assembly of the state of
Tennessee, Ihat the Bank of Tennessee, the Union
bank, Ihe Planters' bank, the Farmers' and Merchants' bank of Memphis, and all the oilier banks in
Tennessee, and all their branches, are hereby required
to resume and continue the payment of specie lor all
of their obligations that are due, and as last as Ihejr
become due and are presented for payment.
The following amendment was added, proposed If t,
Mr. Farquharson.
Provided that the Bank of Tennessee shall not be
required to resume the payment of specie forthwith
unless the Union and Planters' banks will agree to
e, and do resume the payment of specie at

same time.
In this shape the resolution was passed by a vote'
of 62 to 11.
The resolutions instructing the banks to resume
specie payments had been proposed in the senate by
Mr. Gillespie, and were negatived ayes 9, nays 14.1
The condition of the banks of Tennessee, as re-i
gards their ability to redeem their circulation In
specie, was as follows, on the 17lh instant:

the

—
—

shentfin Alilla
count two or three davs ago, of a
accommodate his concounty Mississippi, who, to
court by running
of
holding
the
prevented
stituents
perceive
away on the Ist day of the term. We
county in that state, a
that the sheriff of another
object
by a
same
the
accomplished
Mr Hyne,
day of the
process still more summary: on the 1st
himself.
shot
he
court
bis
term of
Wooden pavements. An experiment is about to
pavements. A
be made at Natchez, with wooden
to cover the
centlemaii has undertaken a contract
material, and has
streets under the hill with that
made considerable progress in the work.

THE UNION.

1839— STATES OF

I

Bank

of Tennessee and branches, 51 J els. in spedollar of circulation; Union bank and
cts. to the dollar; Planters' bank and

cie to the

branches, 56
branches, 45

cts. to the dollar.
further learn from the Nashville Whig of the
8th inst. that the circulation of Ihe Bank of Tennessee and branches payable on demand is now reduced to $'750,000 against $386,000 in specie on hand,
equal to 51 1-2 cents to the dollar. The principal
bank at Nashville has $138,000, in specie again^ t
daily decreasing circulation on demand of cUfi
$151,000, being well nigh dollar lor dollar.

We

OHIO.

The total
Caiial lolls.
fundamental principles of our government, and of
on the Ohio canals for 1839, was $513,311 76, beits entire practice Irom 1789 down to this day; and
excess of .^64,909 39 over these of 1838.
that it is as palpable as the sun that the eifect of the ing an
The hon. Elisha Whittlesey has been appointed
scheme would be to bring the public treasury much
the Harrisburg convention from Oliio
nearer the actual custody and control of the presi- a delegate to
the place of judge Pease, deceased.
dent, and expose it to be plundered by a hundred in
improvement of Ihe navigatioi
important
The
hands, where one under the late .system could not
Muskingum river by locks and dams, is go
reach it. In such event we should feel that the of the
forward. The locks will admit Ihe navigatioi
ing
alarm,
and
ought
just
cause
for
to
give
people had
steamboats as far as Zansville.
their most watchful attention to such an ed'ort to en- of large
amount of

tolls collected

KENTUCKY.
executive power and put in its hands the
The banks. The statement of Ihe Kentucky bant
means of corruption.
This amendment was in the language of the to the Ijtii October shows that the aggregate speci(
am
Globe, the official organ of the government at the of the Uank of Kentucky, NorlhVni bank
ARKANSAS.
was originally Bank of Louisville, amounts to $1,155,.3.50 againi
A Mr, Lewis B. Fort, has pub- time the project of the sub-treasury
Cotton crops.
an active circulation of $3,645,228, or 31^ cents
amendment
introduced
in
1831.
The
was
ordered
stating
Gazette,
Rock
Little
letter in the
large

already

I'

lished a

on the 28th September, seven of his hands
picked 2,563 lbs. cotton. .-iCe lbs. each.
tliat

the dollar, divided as follows:

to lie'on the table.

Among

other

amendments

offered

observes at the conclusion of his letter, that ing the words "with the specie clause," after the
and the cot- word "sub-treasury," in the resolution instructing
"the cotton crop has come in very line,
he ever saw of (he kjnd the senators to vote for the sub-treasury. The
ton crop exceeds any thing
—and the weather has been very fine for gathering amendment was laid upon the table by a majority
[LoutsMJuan.
move was then made to insert after the
of S.
^jgps"
The comptroller of New York, adver- words "sub treasury bill," the words "without the
Stocks
This was unanimously rejected
state stock, pledged by the specie clause."
Arkansas
of
sale
a
tises
Other amendments were offered but all rejected,
Chelsea bank, in New York, and lorfeited by the
and then came a discussion of the general merits
non-payment of the notes issued by that institution.
.Arkansas.
It ap- of tlie instructions.
The route to Mexico through
The resolutions were finally passed by both
of the company of MexiTiears from the testimony
who made a success- br.inches of the legislature.
can tiaders (100 in number),
to New OrChihuahua
from
The Nashville Whig of the 15lh inst. says: "The
expedition
ful Iradin"
last spring, that this route is instrucling preamble and resolutions passed the
leans through Arkansas
most practicable lor the house yesterday, without amendment; and this
way
every
and
nearest
the
of Red morning the hon. E. H. Foster transmitted his letprosecution of this trade, if the navigation
ter of resignation as a senator in the congress of
can be kept unimpeded.

He

A

river

$169,902
563,132
North.= rn bank,

Bank

of Ky.

Bank

of Louis.

122,256

(

Circulation. Per enl\

Specie.

was one add.

to

$1,916,286
1,560,081
168,861

36
1»

$3,645,228
$1,155,350
31i
The immediate liabilities of the Bank of Ken
tncky, aside from ciiculation are, to other banlti
866,1 13 dollars, depositors, $391,281, miscellaneou;
$30,583; availah.e resources, other than specii
bills of exchange $1,513,185, state and city bond
$1,605,000, due from other banks, $396,997, olhi
bank notes, $184,827, miscellaneous, S'58,045,The Northern bank owes to deposilers. $240,92:
other banks, $238,690, miscellaneous, $10,lMi
availables, other than specie, bills of exchanf
$1,417,140, stale and city bonds, $790,000, not
and checks of other banks, $161,261,

I
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supported as the

iipitivt^inf nt Candida' e."
i\
meeting: of 'he demoHhip wreck aiidlosf of li/a at Chicago.
earn
unty, represented by de
fegatesfrom theseveVartownshin's of saidcounly, ll^y '"* American, that durinir a violent slonn on
"'^ schooner Jefferson, capf.
in convention at Vmcennes, on Friday, the first \^^ ','"?'',' '°f ^^^,,.^,"''
'* '
day of November, 1839, Samuel Thompson was Keeler, from Buffalo, was wrecked outside the norti
called to the chair, and Martin Robinson appointed pier, and the cook and a passenger by the name of
Bliss supposed to be drowned.
The vessel struck
secretary.
On motion, a committee of five was appointed to between 20 and .SO yards from the shore, and all
prepare rules for the regulation of the meeting; on board— 8 crew and 2 passengers came near
whereupon, the chairman appointed the following perishing. Cries of distiess was heard by the citigentlemen; John Law, Elihu Stout, John Myers, zens, who rendered every possible aid. Tlie cap-

Thp- salt

monopoly.

cratic citizens ol

Kuox

At

We

i

i

'

—

Roberto. McClure and

Wm.

Raper.

The committee reported the following gentlemen
as officers of the convention, to wit: Joseph Latshaw, president; E. Stout and Samuel Thompson,
vice presidents; and Martin Robinson and Asa A.
Robertson, secretaries.
On motion, a committee <if five was appointed to
report resolutions expressive of the sense of this
meetin;;.
Whereupon, the president announced the following gentlemen as that committee: John Law, Elijah

tain nearly exhausted, jumped overboard and was
rescued.
The others, except the missing, were
saved by assistance from shore.

MISBOUKI

The Missouri Republican, of
the Burlingjon I. T. papers, we
suppose that for the present all the apprehended difBorder

difficulties.

the 12th says:
ficulties

The

From

about our northern line have subsided.
papers from that quarter are ?ilent upon

latest

the subject of any

further movements upon either
side.
From this silence we presume the citizeiis in
Snapp, James D. Williams, Wm. B. Lindsay and the disputed territory have acquiesced in the claim of
Missouri for the present.
Wm. Raper.
We take pleasure in thanking our friends at St.
The committee reported, among other democratic
Francoisville, for the information they have sent ns
resolutions, the following:

When occasion offers we will
Resolved, That, in our opinion, the worst of all from time to time.
monopolies, with the exception of a monopoly of repay it by writing at least as often.
steamer
which arrived on the 11th
The
Pizarro,
breadstuff, is a "salt monopoly;" that the citizens of"
this section of Indiana have lor a long period been inst. from Missouri river, brought ^60,000 in specie,
subjected to all the evils of this odious monopoly, received at Independence, from Sante Fe.
Among the passengers are M. Fielil, who left
and are likely to be so for some time to come, unlast summer for Santa Fe, for the
less some remedy is provided for the evil; that the h?re some time
benefit
of his health, and'five Alexican gentlemen
we
believe,
is
the
entire
remedy,
repeal
the
true
of
[Sf. Louis Rep.
duty on foreign salt; and that the hon. Thomas H. from Sante Fe.
Native iron. The cost of a rail road from the
Benton is entitled to the thanks of the community
Iron
mountain,
Missouri,
to
St.
Louis,
[120 miles],
for the honest and vigorous efforts he has made in
the senate of the United States to repeal said duty; is estimated at two anil a half millions of dollars.
and that, in the opinion of this convention, the con- The Iron mountain itself is represented to be about
vention to be assembled at Indianapolis on tiie Sih four hundred feet in height, anil three inches in
of January next should make a pubic declaration length, literally covered with brigfit shining ore;
of their approbation of this truly democratic mea- having every appearance of metal which has been
smelted. At the base of the mountain the ore is in
sure.
pieces of a pound weight and upwards, hut as you
Whig slate convention. The Watchman says the
approach the apex, the pieces increase in size to
Whigs of Indiana will hold a state convention at Inthousands of tons weight, and these immense masses
dianopolis some time during the ensuing winter,
are of a quality superior to any thing of the kind
for the purpose of appointing an electoral ticket for
heretofore known.
president of the United States, and also to nomiMijsterions warder.
The St. Louis Bulletin has
nate suitable candidates for governor and lieutenant
the following account of a singular and mysterious
governor. Throughout the state, active measures
murder:
are now being taken to secure a full representation
"Mr. Charles Rhyiner, a maker of mathematioal
from the several counties in this convention. In
instruments, on Chestnut street, was murdered on
order that the whigs of Fayette county may be reSunday last, under very mysterious circumstances.
presented in the state convention, it is proposed that
In company with two gentlemen, (Mr. Mank and
a county convention be held at the court house in
INlr. Altinger), he was hunting opposite the city, in
Connersville, on Saturday the 16th day of NovemIllinois, and had killed three ducks, when Ihey
ber.
agreed to take stands about one hundred and fiftv
ILLINOIS.
yards apart upon the lake. Shortly alter their sepaIllinois loan.
It will be recollected that Mes.'rs. ration, two guns were heard in quick succession;
Rawlings and Oakley, the commissioners who went and the comparjions of Mr. Rhyiner, knowing that
to Europe for the purpose of obtaining a state loan
he had hut a single barrel, immediately proceedeil to
returned by the Great Western in September, since the spot where he was, and there they found him
which there have been a variety of reports in re- deati shot through the liead and his game gone.
lation to the loan obtained by these gentlemen.
On their way to the spot where Rhyiner was murThe following we copy from the last Sangame dered, they saw a man coming from that direction
Journal of the 1st instant:
with three ducks, but not knowing of the murd-r at
The Great loan. Messrs. Eawlings and Oakley that time, he was pei'mitted to escape. Ttie gentleagreed to transmit to Messis. Wright &. Co. stock men then came to the city and being joined by
dealers at the west end of London, steiling bonds others, they retuined to the Illinois shore, but no
to the amount of four millions of dollars, on their clue could be found that would lead to the apprehenreturn to N. York, Messrs. Wright and Co. agreed, sion of the murderer.
The corpse was brought to
Crime must be rife in the
on their part, to advance £10,000 per month on this city on yesterday.
these bonds until they had advanced the sum of land when a man's life is taken for three ducks."
£50,000; that they were authorised to sell them
3Iissouri and Iowa.
Boundary troubles.
The
for £90 on the £100; that if they sold for £93, Charleston Mercury thus discourses upon this subthey w^e to receive the £5 as commissission; if ject:
they sold for more than that sum, the amount was
Missouri and Iowa have planted dragoons' teeth
to be placed to the credit of the state; Messrs. on a patch of ground "lying and being" in dubio.
Wright &Co. only contracting to advance £50,000. but "butting and bounding" on the ea.?t to the MisIt was, however, agreed, that should thfy succeed sissippi river, on tiie south and west to the Des
in selling the bonds, they would, in that case, con- Moines river, and on the north to a line of latitude
forming in the main the northern boundary of Mistinue to advance to the state.
There is, therefore, no certainty that the state souri. From which it will be seen that the said land
will realize more than £50,000, or £250,000 on is shaped a little like a tomahawk, which accounts
for its having irritated the flesh anil stirred the black
this so-much-and-so-long-talkedof loan.
"We farther understand that when Mr. Tilsoii blood of tlie "two powers." The governor of Misbecame possessed of the facts in the case, he pre- souri, «eeij.g that this little delta wa? another Egypt
pared a written protest against the proceedings of of fertility, abounding in corn ami oil (of hickory)
his colleagues in this business, and caused it to be did send certain valorous knighta (of the shear),
sherilfs and others, to levy black mail thereon.
served upon them."
flat boat from Galena, Illinois, laden with lead, These, like other Jasons, liastening after another
and valued at six thousand dollars, sunk on the 30th golden fleece, found to their unutterable indignation
The lead will, it and dismay, that the Iowa sheep had more horns
lilt, four miles above St. Louis.
They were themselves fleeced, and
is said, all be raised without much expense. It was than wool.
Thereupon the
insured in St. Louis
sulfered otherwise uncomfortably.
The whigs of the counties of governor of Missouri did inanul'acture and set up a
Stale senators.
Morgan, Scott and Cass, have nominated William mighty proclamation, wliich went up from the seat
L. Sargeant as a candidate to fill a vacancy in the of government awful as the genius out of the nose
senate of ttiat state, at a special election to be held of the demijohn, in the eastern tale, making no in-
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governor of Iowa,

iio

way disiieartened, but lather, like a crow in a uii.st,
becoming LirgiT in the vspor winch tlie other had
evoked about him, did issue a still mightier and
more smoky manifesto, which, it seemed, must clean
strangle

the

men "of

Missouri,

before

they could

swallow it. But these two proclamations, being so
valiant and wrathful, did the rather infuriate and put
into an ecstacy of liloody-mindedness both parties,
who are calL-d the Boggites and the Lucasites.
The press on both sides began to abound in pikes,
blunderbusses, and other atrocious weapons, and
their "voice was still for war!"
The tax gatherers
and publicans of Missouri went out againlo gather
the tythes, but were met with scoffs, and jeers, the
men of Iowa being in no sort of that bran<-h of the
Anglo Saxon tribe, who, in the opinion of a wise
statesman, do delight in paying debts. They on
the contrary have as deep an abhorrence to i)uliing
out their purses as to pulling out their teeth, and be
indeed far moie quick to show the latter than the
former.
They therelbre took hold of" the publicans,
which were of the Boggites, and shook them furiously, and setting th-i-ir faces towards the south, did
make to them many and sore applications of the
toes of boots, threatening also to row
the
up a
very freightful branch of the river Styx, which is
called the Salt river, and leadeih, as is supposed by
learned geographers, more than half-way to the dominion of the "Old Harry."
Thus stands the provocation. The two governors have raised each a great army of very terrible
words and phrases, having also seveial field pieces
of newspapers that have already thrown a vast number of "carcases" and other offensive things among
each other. There is also talk as soon as the militia get through thrashing the crop that there will
be other thrashing on hand.

iOWA.
Death. The Burlington (Iowa) Patriot announces the death, in that |)lace, of the lion. M'm. B.
CoNWAV, secretary ol the territory, after an illness
of about one week.
He died on the (ith instant.
He is represented to have been a very active and
efficient officer.

FLOBIBA.
The war. The Tallahassee Star speaks in high
praise of the recent excursion or ibiage info the Seminole country, by governor Call, at the head of 200
drafted men.
The scout was an extensive and efficient one, embracing the entire country of swamp
and hammock quite through fo the Suwanee. The
Indians have not been so hotly pursued for a long
fiiiie.
The troops were frequently close upon tlieiu
they fired on theui once or twice routed them
from their sr.cret hiding places and drove them out
company of United States reguof the district.

—

—

A

lars,

under command of captain Hutter and lieut.
the expeaition and performed effective

Wood, joined

It is aniicipatfd that Middie Florida will
remain free from Indian depredation, at least for a
time to come.
The Fioridian of the 9th inst. says:
have
been informed since the publication of our last paper that the report of either gen. Macomb or general
Scott being onlered to lake charge of the Florida
war is incorrect, and that general Taylor is still to
We are highly gratified
be continued in command.
to learn that gen. Taylor has ordered all the forces
he can spare from other points, without leaving
those sections too exposed to I\Iiddle Florida, and
intends forthwith to adopt the most active and vigorous measures with all his troops to scour file whole
countiy west of the Suwannee, and drive the IndiSeveral companies of reguans beyond that river.
lars are on thdr way to this vicinity for that object.
Gen. Tavlor will command in person. The defence
of the east will we learn be left to col. Mills, with

service!

We

We

trust this effort to
the militia of that section.
rid us of the Ibe may be successlu! and final. When

driven beyond the Suwannee, the establishment of
a line of pots oil that river, close together, keeping
up continual scouts between them, and a steamboat
running on the river may give our frontier permanent protection. The distress and evil caused to
our citizens by the past repeated calls upon our miBesides the harrassing vexations; the
litia is great.
vast amount of labor abstracted fioin the communitv: the influence of the camp life upon our young
men is not beneficial, and it is in truth one of the
inosvl afilicting grievances of a war. We believe that
gen. Taylor, if he has blood hounds, as is stated he
will, may exj^el the Indians from Middle Florida,
although as we have before staled we regard liis
lorce as too small to certainly effect such result.
It
ihe Indians are once certainly driven east of the
Suwannee and posts established, our territorial
troops can be disbanded and return to their homes
and families. To accomplish this desirable result,
all the troops now in the field should cooperate with
the regulars, and doubtless voUinteer companies
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could be raised

here and in Georgia to render the
force ertective. \V« have hpard it siateil IhnI general
K.-ison IS willing still tu coioe 'o Floiida— il.at he
and his brave men are wilhni; to sen-e their conntry
either in or ont of Florida, without reference to
a
command independent of the regular olficers. Like
true patriots they look not to self but to their country.
We liope he will be invited. We should be
gratified to see him in supreme command, but as
giving: such command to any mihiia officer,
is it
seems decided against by the war department, we
hope his military pride and etiquette will not restrain liim from bringing a battalion of
brave Geor
giansand aiding us.

BANKS AND BANKING.

Mr. Calhoun on banks and banking.
communications

in

the Baltimore

From

Chronicle, over

the signaturv of Vindex.
During the past summer the New York Commercial Advertiser charged that Mr. Calhoun
had
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opposing that substitute that Mr. Calhoiin
is
denounced ds an eiieinv of the commercial prosnerily of the northern cities.
The following is an
extract lium his speech on the 151h
February,
lor

Mr. Calhoun speaking of the substitute said—
"It proposes to fix the first of July
next for the
period of resumption; and as the inducement
to resuine, It proposes to select twenty-five
of the most
respectable and solid out of the resuming
banks to
be 'depositories of the public moneys,
and the fiscal agents of the government'
as has been already
stated.
It also proposes, and this is he
stimulous—
the essence of the whole— to make
the notes of such
banks as may resume on or before that day
exclusively receiveable in the public
dues.
Here is a
quid pro quo; something proposed to
be done for
which something is to be given.
tell the banks

This
enormous debt was incurieii in prosperous
times.
1 he abundant means of the banks from the
surplus

revenue, and a combination of other
causes induced them to discount freely. This
increased the

I

circulation, and with its increase its
value depre•lated, and prices rose proportionally.
With this
ise, enterprise and speculation seized

plainly,

make

ries of

if

you resume, we, on our part

twenty-five of you
the revenue; and

burst

fiscal

New

"The next qiiestoin is, will it be adequate?
Yes
abundantly adequate. The battery is strong
enou^-h

awaken the rtead to life; the consideration
sufncient to reinmunerate the banks for
whatever sacrifice they may be compelled
to make, in order to
resume payment. It is difficult to
estimate the
value of these high privileges,
prerogatives, as I
might justly call them.
They are worth millions.
II you were to enter into
a similar contract with an
individual, I doubt not that he could
sell out in open
market for at least thirty, forty or fifty
millions of
dollars.
I do then the inoverthe justice
tosav, that
Ills means are ample
to effect what he proposes.—
As di ficu as IS the work of resumption,
and difficult It vvill turn out to be when
tried— the induceto

Its

barriers

the swelling tide
Then be-

and deluged the land.

gaii the oppo.site

process of absorbing the excess.
II It had
been possible to return it back to the
banks, (the
sources from whence it iiovved)

we

m

the whole

communily,

and every one expected to make a fortune at once; and this in turn gave
a new impulse
to discounts and circulation,
until

We

stipulate to
agents and depositofurther stipulate that
said:
those who resume by the time fixed,
shall have the
"If we do not take advantage of the present crisis; exclusive privilege forever of
having their notes rejoin the administration in the course they
the dues of the government, in
are pur- ceivable
common
suing, EHEAK DOWN THE COMMERCIAL
th gold and silver.
PROSPERIIf the banks perform their
TY ot the northern cities, and build up on its ruins part. We shall be bound in honor and
good faith to
a commerce in the citiesofthe south, we
musthave perlorm ours. It would be a complete contract, as
a separation of the union."
obligatory as if signed, sealed and
delivered. Such is
Ttiis charge was copied into the
York Even- the inducement."

ing Star, with comments, and there met
the eye of
a friend of Mr. Calhoun, whose
personal and poiiiical relation to that distinguished
statesman, authorised him to do so, and he, under
liis proiier signature
denied that Mr. Calhoun had ever
entertained or
u Here (I such a sentiment.
The calumny was uttered under the influence of that party prejudice and
lealonsy which^have, for years,
studiously closed
Jie northern press against
every vindication of Mr.
Lalhoun s official acts and opinions, and
hence il
las been revived and is
now performir,.' its circuit
imong the subordinate agents of faction
it IS to be hoped that the
current of public sentifient, and the imminent
peril in which they are
ddced, will j.repare the more
discreet, at least ol
he commercial and manufacturing
classes, to reaon upon the subject.
If they have been arrayed
gainst flir. Calhoun, beca'ise
they believe that he
lesires to "break down
the pkospekity of the

proper limits, is not the work of a few
days, and
can be but lillle aided by u.s.
The induslryand

the vast resource of the country,
with time, are the
only remedies to be relied on for
the reduction;'
and to these, with the state legislatures
and the
public opinion the resumption must
be left
To
understand the subject fuUv we must look
a little
more into the real cause of the difficulty.

through Its debtors, the speculating,
enterprising
and business portion of the community,
the miswould have been in a great measure avoided
But circulation had flowed olf into other
reservoirs
those of the moneyed men and bankers,
who
when prices are high and buy when they arehoard
low
Ihe portion thus drawn off and held in
deposite
either in banks or the chests of individuals
was
chief

effectually lost, as far as the debtors
of the
were concerned, as if they had been burnt.

means

ol

as

banks

The

payment were thus diminished; prices

ell in proportion, and the
pressure increased as
they fell.
Though the amount in circulation be
greatly reduced, yet the banks are
afraid to discount, lest on resumption the hoarded mass
of deposites, held by indiviihials or other
banks should
be let lose, and In addition to what
might be put
into circulation, should discounts
be made, would
cause another inundation to be followed by
another

suspension.

How

is

this

difficulty

to be

safely

surmounted but by unlocking the hoarded
means'
and how is this to be done without deciding
ment will prove all sufficient. But the
the
resumption currrency
question? This'is the first and necessary
however desirable, may be purchased too
dearly- .step.
That done and all will be able to calculate
and such would prove to be the case
should the pro- and
determine which to do. The period of inacject succeed.
Not only is the offer too great, but
tion and uncertainly would cease, and
ORTHERN Cities" and have denounced Ihe
that of busimea- the mode of effecting it is highly objectionable. Its
ure which he advocates,
because they believe that operation would prove not less di.sarsfrous than the ness revive. Funds that are now locked up would
be brought again into operation, and
was proposed for that purpose, it must
the channels
begratity- bargain has been shown to be unconstitutional,
of circulation be replenished in Ihe only
ig to them to learn, that he
has no such vie.vor which I shall now proceed to establish."
mode Ihat
It can
lolive; and to be
be done with safety. Thus thinking
"The offer will have a double effect.' It will
convinced that the measure
I am
act now and have
•hich he proposes will
as a powerful stimulous to
been from Ihe first in favor of an
produce no such result.
resumption, but will act
early
Al hough the entire opposition lias
decision,
at
and
averse to all coercion or holding
the same time, with equal forcf^
been active in
to excite
'

irculating calumnies suggested
for malevolent par' purposes it
is to be hoped that the
condition of
arties is now such, that
(he public mind may be
verted from the presidential
canvass, to the o-,eat
iestion of Ihe currency;
and I therefore propose
a few short cs.ssays, to
disabuse that

em'nent
atesman who foreseeing the presentcalamity,
has
ivoted

all his energies to avert
its consequences.—
he IS not a candidate lor
popular favor— as he
sacrihced his personal popularity
to serve his
untry, and these essays will be stricily
defensive
Id relate almost
exclusively to the question of

9
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irrency, and consist moslly
of extracts from
vn printed speeches, and

the
his

a
among the banks, not only to resume out temptation to resume: leaving the disease to
the gradual and safe operation of
themselves but to prevent others
time, with as little
from resumin..
taoipering as possible. In the mean lime
ihe reason is clear. The advantage to
I hold it
each will to be umvise
to cease discounting, and to adopt
increase, as the number of the
an
resuming banksdeindiscriminate system of curtailment.
creases; and ofcour.se the
Its effects are
great point of interest
ruinous
to the business of the country
among the strong will be to restrict the
and catenproffered
ated to retard, rather than to accelerate
prize to the smallest number.
a resumpThe closer Ihe mo- tion.
The true system, I would say, would be
nopoly the greater the profits. In
to
this stru..<.|e a
iliscount with business paper as freely
combination of a few powerful and wealthy
as usual, and
banks curtail gradually
the most respectable and solid,
on permanent debts. The former
as designated in the
w-oiild
revive
substitute, will overthrow and
business, and increase the debts
of
trample down the
ne banks less than it would increase
resuiu.
Their fall will spread deUatimi
the ability of
over the

struggle

land.

Whatever may he

now published under desperate

the fate of others, in this

contest, there is one in relation
to which
ronhdent hope thai they will tend to allay
partly no doubt can be entered:
I refer to Ihe Uniteil
citement and prepare the public mind
lor a more Slates Bank ol Pennsylvania.
That at least will
spassionate consideration of the
subject of banks be one of the winners, one of the twenty-five— to
?^"."«";-y. I ask of Uie press of both parties to whom the prize will be assigned.
Its va«t reinblish them:
"''"^'"' ""^ i"fl"ential
connections
k°',K"!'.'"
b-ith
The charge against Mr. Calhoun is,
at home and abroad; the
skill and ability of
that he dees to "BREAK DOWN
officer at its head, • • •
would place it beyond
THE COMMERCIAL fKOSall doubt among the
RITV Ot the northern cities," and
victors."
^tat he has
"He starts without proper weights and will
ned the administration lor that
purpose
lead
It is
the way from the fiist.
own that he is in favor of the snb-tr.'asurV
Who the others may be
with |s
.incertain.
specie clause, and this charge of
Tins will depend mainlv upon
hoslility to the
his
good will and pleasure. It maybe
>sperity of the northern cilies
is predicated on
put down as
certain whoever they may
influence which it is sujiposed
be, that lliey will be
th.it measure
powerful and influential, and not
uld have on the banks and
unfavor,\ble to its
Ihe commerce and
interests or aggrandisement.
nufactures connected with tnere.
But the mischievous
elect will not be limited to this
f It shall appear, as in
death stru-gle in
Ihe sequel it will,— that which
so
many
must
fail
far rom measures of
and he crushed? that
coercion and oppression. migh
otherwise weather the storm. The
l-^alhoun has advocated, strenuously
final readvocated sumption, for such It
will be in effect, would be
ssures of relief and support to the
folcommerciai lowed by wide spread
desolation.
raanufdcturing interests— and that so
It is easy to
far fVem sink to suspension
but hard to return to resumpvar upon the banks he would
have given them tion.
Under Ihe most favorable circumstances
Ihe aid which the government
and
could give, by a when conducted
most favorably and canlioiisly the
tiinate use ol its

are

.

'

the community to pay them."
Those who have been taught to believe that
Mr
Calhoun had joined the administration, for
the purpose of "breaking down the prosperity
of the

northern

citie.s," will scarce credit their own
senses
are told that the above is an extract
from
speech, which has been so much denounced
that such are his opinions in
relation to the banks
and such the warfare which he has
waged against
them! But strange as they may believe
the delun to be, under which party prejudice
and jealoiisy have placed them, in
relation to the position
vhich he occupies towards the banks,
it is no less
itrange than the infiituation which
beclouds their
enses in relation to the sub-treasury.
This J will
prove hereafter.

when they

—

his

Professor Dew. Extract from the letter of
Dew, of William and Mary college. Vir°

professor
ginia.

•'

"In addition to the arguments which!
have menHoned, It may be affirmed that this

scheme must

necessarily lead to government
banking. Reirarding this fact as among what,
perhaps, may properly be termed the poleniialilies
of the

system,

I

con-

own credit, in its financial pressure
.siller It among the
most Ibrmidable objections toil
must be severe; but if coerced or
will have been vindic.ited,
preci- For example: Suppose
and it is pitated by bankrupt
the sub-treasury in full opelaws or temptations such as
hoped that the ailoplion of the great
ration and you have your
measure his, ,t wil be ruinous.
deposites of silver at
To
make
it safe ami easy
elief, will have been promoted.
several
We find our
dilierent points.
A go4s to the disbursing
"'' '""'•
es in the midst of another panic.
"
Government
can do ofhoers for payment
Tlie bank
h
1.
X? T'''
of his salary. If he gets a
but Utile.
The
disease originates in excessive ine again suspended.
What shall be done? -I'lio
ilralt on New \ork, in
consequence of Ihe exchanges
hledness. and the onlv remedy
iilion of the country is much
is payment or the
It may be worth five
the same that it reduction
per cent, premium; if on New
of debts. It is estimated
in 183,S.
"Ihat when IKe Urieans
Wlien Mr. Wriglifs bill was before
it may be at discount of
hanks suspendeil payment the
five per centum'
ieuate, Mr. Rives moved a
coinmiinitv was in- Aow, that
substitute, and it is debted
officers of the government who
475 millions.
deterTo reduce this within the mines ilus
matter must necessarily hayegrea(povrlalions, he

le

,

t

I
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who

are to be paid.
Here is a great
sourcv' ojieiitd oi pjtv.iiiage and corruption. A.:ain:
when these drafts are given, ii upon a corjvenii'nt
point, they woultl be_£;reatly preierred by the holders
to specie. They would not consequently be presented; if not presented, they sooji fill the channels of circulation, and become to all intents and purposes bank
paper. If you suppose this state of thingjs to last, the
sub-treasury would realize the fable of the lion's den;
the specie might flow in, but would never flow on;
and such an operation, ofcourse,woulil break every
bank in this country. But we are here met by the
provision that would be enacted, that these drafts
should be presented within a certain time, or not
honored. Now, to this we say, that the power that
made might easily be tempted to unmake; and so
great would be the convenience and profit of these
drafts, compared with specie, that the government
might, in a very few years, be tempted to give the
holder a discretion in the matter. The people themselves would demand it.
You would then have the
sub-treasury a batdting institution, conducted on
principles sijnilar to those upon which the celebrated Bank of Amsterdam did business. As in the
case of that bank, it might soon be discovered that
there would be no likelihood of all the silver being
called for at once; and, consequently, that a large
portion might be loaned out, or made way with, by
the conductors of the institution.
*'But again: Supposing your whole banking system should ever be endangered (and recollect it is
here, as in mechanics
the weakest lirdc in the
chain is the measure ofthe strength of the whole system) the banking system being endangered, credit
and confidence of course would tail, a great contraction would take place in the circulating medium,
bankruptcy and distress would cover the land can
you doubt for one moment, to what quarter the eyes
of all would be turned for relief in such a period of
e'r

over those
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TRADE COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE.
Imp'>rL-i aini£j:pQits oj

.i^jfxit:.

A^' llic

tJlil'--'.-itl

nii<;i;<-.['-

ihe lollowing table of die impiirisand e.\pur,s .fnpecii.,

prove itileresting. It has been compiled from pubdocuments published by congress, by the editor of
Hazard's Register, and embraces only the specie which
conies under the notice ofthe custom house, and does
ill

lic

not probably include that v/liich is in the personal possession of emigrants arriving in or departing from the
U. States.

5gg

—

—

—
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calamity? Mostassuredly toyoursub-treasury. Just
at such a period its strong boxes might be ghiited
with the precious metals. It will then have the
life-blood, the very soul of the banking system.
All that would be wanting would be to endue it with
the forms and privileges of the system.
And does
any one doubt that a people, ground into the very
dust by a momentary pressure, would hesitate for a
moment to confer such privileges when immediate
relief might be the consequence?
You might as
soon expect the ship wrecked mariner to hesitate in
seizing the plank that fortune had thrown in his
way, as to suppose that the repiesentatives of a
distressed and suffering community would pause to
calculate the remote consequences of a measure

which would check for the present the overwhelming tide of national calamity. The experience of modern limes has shown but loo conclu-

In the above table, the amount of bullion imported
exported is omitted, The agiiregate for IS years is

id

as tollows;

Imported
"

E.xported
"

sively, that, in the agony of commercial convulsions,
patriotism and virtue will be sacrificed on the shrine
of pre.sent interests.

Total

"Solar I have been considering what the people
themselves would be willing to do what change
they would be likely to call for in this sub-treasury
system. I have been supposing the executive all
this time entirely passive.
But can we anticipate
such contentedness, such inertia? Those who do,
have more conlidence in the integrity and rectitude
of human nature under strong temptation than I
have. No!
You may rest aasured that sooner or
later some popular executive wonld breathe the
breath of life into the system. You talk of this
and that device to restrain the executive of this
and that porvision to make your sub-treasury work
according to your anticipations!
Vain delusion!
Your are but binding the sleeping Sampson with
silken tlireads!
Your executive will watch for his
times and seasons of encroachment. He will build
up and arm in his own defence this mighty ally,
and wo be to that country that shall ever v\ilness
the consummation of such a monstro\is alliance!
"Mr. Calhoun relies upon what he terms the anfagonistical position of the state banks to the federal government, as soon as the latter should be divorced from the former. But what, let me ask,
can be the value of such antagonism, when you
have drained them of their life-blood? Enfeebled
and exhausted, their struggle will be for mere existence. They will become the crouching slaves of
the executive, ready to do his bidding. No, sir.
But give the president ofthe United States the sub.
treasury, hemmed in and guarded by all the devices
which the wisdom of man can devise, and I will
venture the prophesy that not one generation will
pass away before all the trammels will be removed,
every obslaole beovcrcoine, and your sub-treasury
will stand confessed to the world a colossal banking
institution, controlled and directed by theexecutive
and his minions. Rest assured that the rubicon can
never stop the onward march of an ambitious man
when an empire is the stake for which he is strug-

New

—

—

gling."

gold
—silver

$4,611,7-10

8,230,301

-$12,842,241
8269,923
872,351
$1,142,279

Total

—gold

silver

COTTON CROP OF THE V MIXED STATES FOR 183S-9.
Boles.
Last year.
Exported from
Orleans,

Mississippi,

Alabama,
Florida,

Georgia,
South Carolina,
North Carolina,

711. 5S1

7.5,177

106.171

205,112
210,171

304,210
294.334
21,439
32.000

19,675

309,807

22 200

Virginia,

At

568,562
16 432
251,742

11.436

2,2S0

other ports.

Total bales
Exported

1,360.532
1,070,004

1,601,497

276,018

Manufactured

of the United Slates. As the period is rapidly approaching when we shall be able
to form something like a definite idea as to the actual state ofthe cotton crop ofthe Uniied States lor
1839, as compared with fnrmer years, the present
information wil!iiii our reach upon the subject, will,
no doubt, be looked upon with interest. The crop
of the year ending Sept. 30, 1838. was 1,301,497
The total crop this year is now estimated at
bales.
1,365,693 bales. Decrease, 435,799.

The

collon crop

CONSOMI'TION.
Total crop ofthe United States, as above
bales 1,365,698

stated

Add—
Slock on hand at the commencement ofthe year (1st October
1838).
24.663
In the southern ports
15,736
In the northern ports
40,400

Making

a supply of

Deduct therefrom

The

export to foreign
1,072,404
ports
Less Texas, and other
4,625
foreign, included,

Stocks on hand at the

1,406,098

(Isl

Ociobe

210

—
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thinis of the year, from 12 to 15 millions of gallons.
The i,-oii="in|)iin,i oi Gii-it B. il.ilii iS also ri:;]€Ml--i-,
i

ot beer iin'

consihncd in one

nl

g.Muus
wine by liie i^UiiidL-is. The sioclc ot wliie in L mdon doclis in 1S36, was four millions five hundred
tlionsand gallons, and of foreign spirite 3,60U,000,
malsing a total of wine and spirits in bond in London, upwards of 8,000,000 gallons. Besides tbis,
the wine in bond in other parts of England, was
6,500,000 gallons, and 2,000,001) gallons in the
hands of dealers. The supply in England of wine
in spirits was therefore 22,000,000 gallons, which
added to stocUs in private cellars would make the
alr!ioii^!i lilty

ready to be consumed .S0,000,000
This qnantily was equal to a three years'
gallons.
supply, wine being consumed at the rate of 6,500,000
gallons, and spirits at 4,800,000 gallons a year.
total qnanlity

[Pe/jnt/

Magazine.

INTERNAL IIMPROVEMENTS.
a communication over the signature of "L,"
American Sentinel.
consequences of the internal improvements.

From
in the

—

Tiie

object of creating the ))ower uf steam,
the demand for capital has far surpassed its accumulation, and the medium of circulation has increased to an extent vastly beyond a due proportion
of specie, thus occasioning an inadeqiate proportion of a basis so essential for a salutary check
against di.'proportionate or too expansive issues of

For

the

paper.

The
menced
ed
If

loans for internal improvement first comthe year 182U, when the circulain
1st January of that year amourit-

on the

tion

this

to

sum

be

amount of stocks
for the

sued
nal

the

for loans is-

•

purposes of inter-

improvement by

states, specified

M.issachusetts

New

added

York

the several

below, namely,
4,290,000 00
17,114,374 41

Pennsylvania

24,1.37,«03 00

Maryland

11,200,000 00
6,319 050 00

Virginia
SouUi Carolina

lh;y must be very considerable
Iherelore, under these considerations a
scaicity of money for the ordinary purposes ol
commerce is not to be wondered at; indej-d it would
have been a wonder if such a diversion of capital
had taken place without producing it. With, however, the continuance of peace, and of the favors
imparted by a beneficent Providence, commerce
will soon find capital accumulating, and ready, at
a moderate interest, to supply its reasonable wants.
Some of the New York journals develope a jealousy entertained there, towards Pennsylvania and
its institutions, which ought not to be cherished.
Honorable rivalry may be laudable, but a rancorous
spirit ought to be eschewed.
The capitalists of Europe, acquainted with the
works of internal improvement in Pennsylvania,
and knowing how to appreciate their value, would
rejoice in having the opportunity of purchasing
tliem at any thing like their cost.
The works of
internal improvement have not fairly got into operation, though they are in a very promising way of
siiortly producing a satisfactory income, besides
paying the interest of their cost. But they are on
a magnificent scale, and she may have to resort to
loans lor a brief period, for the discharge of her
necessary expenditure. The cross-cut canal will
be completed in the spring, by which she will be
enabled, by her works, to reach Ohio, and divert
into her channels a considerable portion of the commerce which has been wont to be engrossed by

:aken into account,

—

New

3,000,1100 00

Alabama

500,000
4,148,166
5,369,000
6,101,001
10,500,000
8,5(*.«00
5,120,000

Louisiana

Tennessee

Kentucky
Ohio
Indiana
Illinois

Michigan

00
66
00
00
00
00
00

$109,343,594 07

the states for internal improvement, constitute the
radical cause of the disproportionate circulation of
The same authority shows that
pa'ier currency.
the specie in all the banks, on the Ist of Jaiiuarv,
to
amounted
.'Sr9,820,240; and on the Ist of
1320
January, 1837, to $37,915,340. At the former period, the excess of circulation was only $25,043,104,
And large
whilst at the latter, itwas $111,270,550.

on the

it

exceeds the amount of the loans

amonnt of specie in the United Slates,
of December, 1836, as given in the re-

total

lit

in

payment by banks au-

L.

INVENTIONS, IMPROVEMENTS, THE
ARIS AND LITERATURE.

aggregate amount will be .'^154,7 11, 93i 07
only ©5,526,048 more than the amount of circulathe 1st of January 1837, which, according
on
tion
to the letter of the secretary of the treasury, Sth of
January, 1S3S, was $149,135,890; demonstrating
somewhat conclusively that the debts contractid by

The

York.

The mingling of specie

thorised to issue notes of the value of one, two and
three dollars, does not demonstrate their condition
to be belter than those that, for want of legal anth.'rity to circulate such a medium, are obliged to
pay the fractions under five dollars in specie.
Banks would indeed be in a poor situation; it they
had no other evidence of properly than specie.
Commercial notes are the most legitimate; though

all sufficient.

The

as this excess is,
but $1,421,950.

Iliougli

it may be prudent
occasionally for them to hold
bonds and mortgages; and, even in some cases,
olher securities, not of a very popular description;
but, if they be good, and of a tangible nature, it is

3,550,0i)0 00

port of the secretary of the treasury, dated Blh of
the same month, was $73,000,000; and in 1819, as
reported by secretary Crawford, it was $37,000,000;
do that the speciE in"the,country was scarcely doubled during those 17 years, whilst the circulating
paper medium was increased more than three and

division, that division may be fillerl as high as
out'-r am lace of the %vat,r, and the vessel' still
comparatively secure. Moreover, a leak at sea on
board an iron vessel may be inncl; more easily discovered than it could possibly be on board wood
vessels, as it would not be hidden by a mass of
timber.
Another advantage would be perfect freedom from the smell of tiie engines room, which
could not reach the cabins, and entire absence of
bilge water, so ofli'ensive on board all wood vessels.
The plan of dividing the hold of wood vessels by

amount invested in steam ships, and the cost of ca- one
livers navigable, have not been the
nal-: anil making

$44,863,344 00

to
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Advantages of iron comparetl with wood steamers.
1. The first cost of an iron vessel is Irom 15 to
20 per cent, less than a wood vessel.
2. The capacity of an iron vessel is much greater than a wood vessel of same dimensions, in consequence of the less space occupied by the material; an iron vessel of 430 tons would present about
the same internal surface as a vessel of 500 tons
built of wood.
3. The weight of an iron vessel is not more than
two-thirds of that of a wood vessel of corre.sponding tonnage; hence the displacement of the iron
vessel is much less; therefore the diminished power
of her engines and comparative quantity of fuel
required makes the combined displacement very
much in favor of the iron steamer.
4. An iron steamer is of much greater durability without the repairs necessary by the common wear and tear of wood steamers. It was stated b^foie the house of commons that an iron vessel had been worked for 36 years, and that an iron
steamer had been constantly employed for 16 years,
and at the expiration of that lime, her bottom was
examined and found free from oxidation, the outer
scales and nist had disappeared, leaving the bottom

pevfectly smooth and clean.
Now a wood vessel
during that lime would have required her copper to
have been four times renewed, as olten recalked,
paid and painted, besides frequent and small repairs in replacing defective wood, and at the expia quarter fold.
To the diversion of capital, not only here, but in ration of that time either condemned or thoroughly
repaired, and if we add the value of the time reobject
of
accomparatively
new
the
into
Europe,
celerating transition by land and water may be quired to elfectsiich repairs, the economy of using
lion steamers will be lound enorm.ius.
fairly imputed the existing disordered and feveri.sh
5. Perfect safely from fire is another of the great
state of monetary atlairs, as well here, as in that
According to F. A. Chevalier de Gcr..it- advantages to be realized by adopting iron steamers.
country.
anived The returns of steam vessels lost in one way or
net, an intelligent Austrian engineer, who
lor the pur- another, demonstrate that a great proportion of these
in this country in November, last year,
losses have arisen from fire.
It naturally lollows
pose of gaining inlormation relative to rail roads
then over that the premium of insurance would be much less
there
were
last,
25th
June
ol
date
tinder
for iron vessels than wood.
The present custom is
8,000 miles of rail rouilscompleteil an<l in operation
of which the the use wood beams and deck, but were it necesin the United Slates; 425 locoinoiives,
sary for still further security, iron might be substigreatest number was made in this country, run on
tuted with equal ease for both.
the several roads; and that by the end of 1339 the
6. The danger of the vessels sinking by springlen;'tli of rail roads may amount to 4,100 miles,
a leak, it not entirely obviated, is very much
ing
average
cost
of
20,0(10
the
calls
•whFch, at what he
per mile, will amount to upwards of SO millions of lessened. The facility of dividing an iron vessel's
hold into depaitments by iron bulk-hoad.5, which
dollars; and the rail roads in Europe may at
can be made as tight and as strong as a boiler, is
least be estimated at the same, together making
obvious, therefore if a leak takes place in any
$160,000,000. In addition to this, the enormous very
.

means of

partitions, will doubtless

good purpose, but where so intense
as in the interior of a steamer, the

will

draw,

this,

added

to

answer some
a heat exists

wood must and

the working of a wood
absolutely impossible to

would render it
the bulk-heads tight.
danger from lightning is very mnch diminished as the whole body of the vessel is a conductor of electricity.
Lander's voyage to Africa
in an iron steamer corroborates this fact, and I find
the opinions oi the most scientific men concur on
this subject.
The captain of a steam vessel who
commanded a steamer on the Mississippi more
than twenty years, told me that he never knew a
steamer to be struck with lightning when her engine was at work.
8. In tropical climates there is a great advantage
in iron steamers, as the inter;:al temperature of the
hold would be very much cooled by the surrounding water, which would greatly add to the health
and comfort of those on board. This result wag
also experienced on board the iron steamer already
referred to which went to Africa; another advantage which will be fully appreciated by those accustomed to voyage in tropical climates is the entire freedom! from insects and other animals which
overrun wood vessels, forming in frequent instances
a perfect barrier to all comlbrt.
9. Iron steamers are less exposed to accidents
than wood steamers, if the latter for ins-lance touches
the ground but slightly and only to rub her cojiper,
which is often the case, it is absolutely indispensable, in tropical climates, to have it immediately replaced, or otherwise a few weeks will be sufficient
for the worms to destroy that part of the bottom so
exposed. The expense attendant even on such
slight repairs, particularly in the absence of docks,
would be immense. In an iron vessel, under the
same circumstances, no difiicully would arise.
Again, an iron vessel in striking a rock, would very
likely sutler an ihdenlation in her boltoio, but it
would not pass through the iron, when a wood
plank, under similar circumstances would, in all
[irobability. be broken and rent.
An iron vessel
has been thrown on a ledge of rocks, and alter
beating on it fersome time, was saved, it was found
that the bottom was greatly bruised and indented,
but still perfectly ligiit, and it was admitted by the
spectators that a common woulil vessel, under similar circumstances, would certainly have bilged and
gone to pieces. The iron bottom piesents a perfectly smooth surface, the heads of the rivets forming a plane with the plates.
10. It is, 1 believe, an understood principle, that
superior buoyancy makes a superior sea bo.it, and
its application is strong proof in favor of iron vessels for steam purposes.
We have the united testimony of many persons who have witnessed the
operation of iron steamers in heavy weather, as to
their great safety and security.
It has been urged
by some thai Ibis very buoyancy rendered them unfit for high sea use.
This argiiinent haturally carries one back to about twenty-five years since,
when it was considered indispensable, that a vessel
ol 300 Ions should diaw .seventeen or eighteen feet
of water, to enable her to hold a good wind and
make her safe in a sea way. At present the American packet ships of 700 to SflO Ions seldom draw,
when in their best trim, more than thirteen feet of
water.
11. It has been urged against iron steamers that
they are subject to extensive vibration by the action
of the machinery. I was reccnlly on board the Rainbow, (an iron steamer of 198 feet length, 25 feet
beam, and nearly of 600 tons), on an experimental
trip from Blackvvall to Gravesend and back.
had the full benefit of the tide down, and accomplished the distance in 71^ minulcs, and allowing
for a tide of 3} miles ]ier hour, we made LIJ miles
per hour through the v. aler, woi king at a pressure
ol less than Ibnr pounds, with two UO horse engines.
The very slight vibration was a subject of general
vessel,

make

7. Tlie

We

remark.
12. Another argument against iron steamers is
the difficulty of making them stilf.
It seems very
absurd, to say thai an iron form cannot he rendered
equally still' and firm as one of wood. An iron
steamer is less likely In bend or hog than a wood
steamer. The pressure is on the edge downwards,
and it would be scarcely possible to produce such

NILES'
an
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be broken, for the rivitted
be considered equally strong, or even

effect, tinlpss tlie iron

part may
strongpr tlian ttie plaie.
13. The construction of iron vessels can only be
rendered perfect by practice, lime and experience.
The drafts or models which I have seen, admit of
many improvements, but as to their eventual general adoption I have no question.
To many it appears such an innovation upon custom so iong offiablished that it is condemned without cause or
reason. I am perfectly persuaded that iron steam
vessels can be navigated for one half the expense
incurred at present in wood vessels. The opinions
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The Briiisfi American ship United Kingdom. AVe
yesterday visited a new and splendid ship of large
tonnaice, ju.ot arrived fi:om Quebec, and now lying in
the iijiddie of the river opposite to Birkenhead. The
size and appearance of this vessel have excited much
curiosity amongst those who interest
themselves in the progress of naval architecture.
interest anil

The

United Kingdom was built at Quebec, •for, and
under the superintendence of John Munn, esq. a
gentleman of much tase and talent in the art of ship
building, and of great enterprize in transatlantic navi-

—

gation
the present being the third ship of extraordinary dlraentions, wliich he has put afloat within the
present year. The vessel undernotice arrived at this
portion TTuesday last, and is so constructed, that the
powerof steam may be combined with thatof sails for
har propulsion. She has already proved herself an aduairabie sailor, having accomplished the passage in
twenty-eight days, notwithslandiug the loss of her
foretopmast in a squall, and the rigging of another
being, owing to the sea-way and tiie weigtrt of the
The length of the
spar, a labor of several days.

United Kingdom is, from stem to stern lalfrail, two
hundred and fourteen feet. Her beam is thirty-six
She admeasures twelve hundred and sixtyfeet.
eight tons; but, though a fine bottom, being rather
deeply laden with tiaiber, (and a deck load ol deals
on edge), she has, we are informed, brought home
about two thousand tons of limber. Herbollora is of
American oak and elm; her timbers and upper
works of choice materials, and the workmanship
throughout of the greatest fiilelity. She has a flush
declc, (with a small top-gallant Ibrecastle,) and seen
from either extremity, pre^'ents a longitudinal area,
resembling a spacious street. Her bulwarks are
neatly empannelled with raised mouldings, and she
Being
is pierced for filteen guns on each side.
painted below these parts with a broad white streak,
and imitation ports, she has tiie appearance of a friHer masts do not at a distance appear to be
gate.
taunt, but are nevertheless tremendous sticks, and her
yards are unusually square. Her foremast and mainmasta.-e each 71'eetO inches in giith, her main yard
J3 iiichd-s in the slings, ai.il her lo|>;;all?ul yards 45
She can spre.ut wiiun all is set,
teet in length,
bout 9,900 yards of canvass. She is tilted with
spencers of a large size. Uer di aft ol water, now

221
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under the superintendence of the inventor, by a
cloth merchant who has an exclusive license.
were she on an even keel, about 19 feet. Was she
A conditional sale has also been made lor the paa foot or two lighter, she would look much more tent risht fur the kingdom
of Belgium, for the sum
bulky, and sail, doubtless, much faster. The United of £20,000.
Kingdom is commanded by captain Alexander
Electro magnetisms. While Dr. Jacobi writes to
iVlcCale, and her crew including those in command,
Dr. Faraday that within the next twelve months he
on this her voyage consisted of 38 individuals. Her
hopes to have equipped an electro magnetic vessel
cabins remain to be finished in this country, under
of Irom 40 to 60 iioise power, it has been announced
the inspection of Duncan Gibb, esq. to whom the
Mr. Brunei (engineer of the Thames tunnel)
vessel is consigned.
We have been informed, that that
has discovered a mode of obtaining railway speed
should she not be purchased, she will be filled up
equal to two hundred miles an hour!
with powerful engines by her present proprietor;

of the most praclicable and scientific men in the but of this we are not authentically informed. She
kingdom are universally in favor of iron as a sub- appears to be well adapted either for a sailing ves.
stitute for wood in the building of steamers, both sel, or for (as before stated) a combination of the
on accountof its greater security, durability and ex- propulsive power of sails and steam. The Unileri
traordinary economy.
Kingdom has brought home some of the largest
Since the foregoing was written, I have received Amtiican timber that was ever imported. She lias
a report from the Seiiic, respecting the iron steamer pine timber on board from 29 to 30 inches in the
Aaron Mont that she was in capital condition, square, and oak of 28 inches [Liverpool Standard.
very fast, and performed her voyages to the satisfacLarge gasometer.
On Wednesday last, a new
tion of the proprietors; she was built in the year gasometer was finished and lowered into its pit at
the gas works. It is one of the largest, if not alto1S17, has run 21 years and no signs of corosion.
London, 18th October, 1839.
gether, the largest in Scotland.
Its diameter is 60
feet, its depth 20, and it will contain about 56,500
[Boston Daily Ado. and Post.
Another new steamboat. A fine small steamboat feet of gas. It is supported by eight steadying pilof 50 horse power, with two prime engines, draw- lars, which guide rods from top to bottom; it is on
ing less than two feel, has been introduced to our the principle that requires no back weight. The
waters by our old and enterprising fellow citizen, weight of Itself is about 17 tons. The quantity of
Mr. John Guilmaitin. She is designed to ascend gas for which the company had stowage before in
the Savannah, and ply on the adjoining rivers, to all their gasometers was about 120,(700 feet, so that
rice plantations and the Sea Islands, touching at this immense vessel has added nearly a half^ to their
Another pit adjoining, admitting a gasothe various blulfs and landing places, for any freight stowage.
that may offer
and as she is accompanied by two meter of equal size, has been formed to meet fiirther
large freight boats, her capabilities for accommodat- extension, and to present appearances it will in a
ing customers will not be confined. Savannah will year or two be required. The echoing sound probe the depot of all the riches she will bear with her; duced in the gasometer bv conversation is remarkaand when "old winter" sets in with his frosty nose ble; a tune played in it on a flute was quite aslonalbiet, we, in our genial southern clime, care little tonishing, while a plank thrown on it sounds in the
for the "old hunk"— it will be (ypical of a cheerful ears of a person within like a long and louilly rever.
Christmas fireside, to see the aforesaid freight boats berating peal of thunder. It is large enough to adladen with tough oak, and pugnacious "old hicko- mit three hundred men to dine under its ample cary." Bui, to our subject, the name of the stranger nopy; and we believe a pretty large section of that
is "The Despatch," and she made her first trip to number intended to partake of a cold collation unPurysburg last Saturday, and brought down a cargo der it on the platform before it was lowered, but
of cotton and wood abundantly testifying her abi- the makers were not aware of such intention, and
lowereil it when ready. Had such a vessel been on
lities.
We conclude our notice in a word. "The Des- the grounds of Eglinton at fhe tournament to shelpatch" is well calcnialed for lightering; and more ter spectators and supply them, the owner of it
[PaisUij Adv.
especially for towing vessels to sea, requiring no would have made a little fortune.
greater power than she possesses.
wish her
success.
\_S-jvannah Georgian.

MPROVEMENT,

that she is rather deeply laden, is 19 feet 6 inches
abaft, and a little shortof ID feet forward— making,

Water proof cloth. The water proof cloth of valious quatily and texture, manufaclured by the Lowell water proof company, is exciting much attention—and will, we doubt not, prove a \"aluable inIf'a piece of it is extended over a glass
vention.
vessel, and hot water poured upon it
the steam w ill
pass, and be condensed on the vessel
but not a drop
of water will pass through the cloth
showing that
water tight and will admit the
it is porous, but
passage of air or_sfeain. Ifa piece is placed beneath
a trickling rill of water from a water-cock all night,
the under side of the cloth will be found free from

Vie Indian juggler's secret.
Lieutenanl Hutfon
that the snakes which the Indian jugglers
handle with impunity, are drugged with' opium,
which renders them quiet and harmless. The elfecls of the drug will not wear off for a for a fortnighl or three weeks: a drugged snake which lieut.
Hut ton purchased, at the lap.se of three week.s, flew
at hiin unexpectedly, and nearly strangled him.
states,

Hespiration of plants.
M. Colin has lately read
before the French Academy of Sciences, a memoir

on the respiration of plants, with experiments,
proving that during the process water is decomposed,
and that the carbonic acid formed is derived from the
oxygen of the water, which unites with the carbon
of the grain.
II is proposed to examine, on a future
occasion, whether the carbonic acid thus formed, is
totally or partially disengaged, and whether the hydrogen of the water is absorbed by the grain.
Transformation of oats into rye. Dr. Weilsenborn
represents a statement of this phenomenon lo have
been corroborated in the last annual report of the
Agricultural society of Coburg, which asserts this
transformation lo lake place if the oats be sown very
late, (about midsuinmer-day), and cut twice, as
green fodder, before shooting into flower-stalks,

whereupon a considerable number of the oat plants
not die in the course of the winter, but are
changeil in the following spring into rye, forming
rio

which cannot be known fiom Ihose of the
winter rye.
"Let any one sow the oats dnrLitter half of June, anil the transformation
in question will certainly take place."
stalks
finest

iiig"

the

A

Chestnut and oak.,
gardener at Melz has grafted
upon an oak, and the experiment has succeeded. The advantages attending it in fhe culture
of the chestnut are very great, from the delicacy of
a chestnut

its roots,

which, by

this

substitute in those of the

noithern

method, may

more robust

now

find a

tree of the

soil.

The North American dioecious tree,
aurantiaca, is now growing in
both male and female, and fiowers in the
Fuxenibourg garden, in the royal establishment at
Neuilly, and at Avin-non. Its wood is said to be
elastic, it is beantifiilly veined, of a deep yellow, a
fine grain and lakes a beautiful polish.
Numerous
experiments have proved Ihatils leaves are perfect
snbslilutes for those of the mulberry for the nourishment of silk worms, making it a desirable object
cultivation, as it does not suffer from the severest
dampness. From this it would seem that cartridges for
cold, and flourishes even in a poor soil.
The fruits
prepared of this cloth, mi^ht be submerged a long
are not edible, but the roots yield a fine yellow dye.
time in watt-r, and then fired and thus a magazine
[N.
Y.
New
Era.
could be drowned in case of fire on ship board, withWith a pea-jacket of this
out injuring the powder!
electrical l.\dy.
respectable physi.
prepared-cloth, no sailor need "turn in wet, and turn
cian in a late number of Silhnan's Journal, relates
out smoking," as has often been the lot of poor Pil
fhe following curious accouiit of an electrical lady.
garlick, in daj'S gone by.
He slates, that on the eveningof January 28th, durNeither will moths trouble it, and as they are ing a somewhat extraordinary
display of the northwont to do with other kinds of cloths, punclure holes ern lights, the peison in question became
so highly
to
let
in
water
in
winter.
As an chaiged with electricity, as lo give out vivid elecin it in summer,
article for the manufacture of caps it must prove of trical sparks from the
end of each finger to the face
and we may now hope lo see fhe awk- of each of the company present.
great value
This did not cease
ward looking and inconvenient fur hat which is not with the heavenly phenomenon, but
conlinued for
a fit covering for the head either in summer or win- several months, during
which time she was conter, laid upon the shelf.
stantly charged, and giving off electrical sparks lo
Such are a few of the advantages which the com- every conductor she approached. This
was exmunity will derive from (his invention and the wa- tremely vexatious, as she could not touch
the stove
ter proof cloth can be furnished at a price but a little nor any metallic utensils,
without first giving off an
exceeding the price of cloth of similar texture, and electrical spark, with the consequent twinge.
Many other important state most favorable to this phenomenon was anThe
of the ordinary character.
atadvantages will at once occur to the mind of fhe mosphere of about SO deg. fah.
moderate exercise
[Boston Journal.
reader.
and social enjoyment.
disappeared

—

Maclara.

named maclara
Fiance,

—
—
—

—
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An American
Cloth witliout spinning or weaving.
has patented in England, and in several other countries of Europe, an invention for making broad or
narrow woollen cloths, without spinning or weaving.

The Leeds Mercury

says;

After an inspection of patterns of the cloth, we
should say there is every probability of this fabric
superseding the usual mode of making cloth by
spinning and weaving. The abridgement of labor
will be'verv great. One set of niachii^erv, it is said,
not cosliiig'n.ore llian iiiUO, will be capable of producing 600 yards of woollen clotii,30 inches in widlh,
per day of 12 hours. The machinery would be in
a week or two rea>1y for oiaking a trial at Leeds,

It
in any atmosphere approaching zero, and under the debilitating
When seated by the stove, reading,
with her feet upon the fender,'she gave sparks at
the rate of three or four a minute; and under the
most favorable circumstances, a spark that couM be
seen, heard, or felt, passed every second! She could
charge others in the same way when inulafej, who
could then give sparks to others. To make i( salisfactorv that her dress did not produce it, it was changed to cotton and wollen, without altering the pl.enoineiiPti.
Tlie lady is about Ztt. of stMiaiilry pursuits, and delicate stale of health, having for two
years previciuslysufTered from acute rheumatism and
neuralgic affections, with peculiar symptoma.

effects of fear.

—
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LAWS— CASES IN COURT— DECISIONS, &c.
'•Laws ought to be few anil simjjlr^, and such as
are alone necessary for the protection of the cominonwealth. When you legislate on points of conscience, you weaken the iniluence of laws, and
create a counter etfect."
Uniied States, vs. S. SteUinus, agent of the Balcase
iimore and Washington rait road company.
was tried at Washington last weelt, which is of
considerable importance, as touchin;; the rights of
individuals and corporations to violate a law of conSamuel Stettinus,
gress, respecting the currency.
an agent of the Baltimore and Washington rail road
company, was charged before the criminal court,
with having passed in the District of Columbia, a
bank note or bill of a less denomination than $5, in
The case was conviolation of an act of congress.
ducted by Ihe district attorney for the prosecution,
and Win. L. Brent and Clement Cox, esqs. for the
defence. The fact laid in the indictment was proved, but the courisel for the traverser contended tliat
he had a right to pass such note, that the law was
unconstitutional, conflicting with Ihe acknowledged
rights of the citizen, and the obligation of contracts by restraining the chartered rights of corporations; that congress had no right to pass it, and
that the jury had a right to decide on its constituThe district attorney on the other hand,
tionality.
called upon the jury to sustain the law as one of
congressional enactment, which they had no right
to overturn, and sought corroboration of his ojiinion
of its constitutionality, by i(s passage in the U. S.
senate by a vote of 37 lo 1, Daniel Webster in the
affirmative, and animadverted severely on the pretensions of the rail road company, in attempting,
through their agent, to violate an act of the power
to which it and its privileges owe their existence.
Before this important and interesting case went to
the jury, his honor, judge Dunlop charged them in
substance to the following elfect: that, although he
had, on a i'ortner occasion, in the case of the United
Slates vs. Orme, expresserl the opinion of the court
that it was the right of the jury to give a verdict
contrary to the inslruction of the court, if they conscientiously dilfered in opinion from the court as to
the law and fact of any cases submitted to them, it
was the bounden duty ol tlie jury to listen to Ihe instructions of Ihe court, and to treat them with respect, in:ismuch as the court in the proper and honest discharge of its duty, was bound to hy down the
law for the guidance and iustruclion of the jury.
In the present case, the court felt it a duty to instruct the jury that, if they should find the facts lo
be true as stivted, there was a clear violation of the
law. But the jury had been called upon not only
to decide upon the case, hut to overrule the decision of the court, and also lo overrule any express
law of congress. Against this it was his duty to
caution them, and to apprise them of the responsiHis honor then, in
hilily they would thus assume.
order to show the jury llie extreme delicacy of deciding upon the constitutionality of the law, read a
passage irom the decision ol chief justice Marshall
in a case where the constitutionality of a state
law was brought in question before the supreme

A

court.

counsel for the defence took exception to
parls of the charge, and the case was submitwho after a long absence returned
the following special verdict: ,'-VVe the jurors in the
case of the Uniied Stales vs. Samuel tjtcllinus, are
of the opinion that he is guilty of passing, to Ihe
witness in the case, notes of a less denomination
than live dollars, in the manner and at the time and
place stated in the evidence, but from tile said
dence not guilty of circnialing them in the District
of Columbia as a currency."

The

some
ed

to the jury,

i

Hartford, Tuesday, Nov.
Slaves per Jmistad.
adjourned term.
The
District qoiirt
19/A, 1839.
court was opened this morning at 10 o'clock, judge
l\Ir. Baldwin, in behalf of the
Jndson presiding.
Africans, presented the following plea:
To the lion. Jl. T. Judion, judge, iSrc
The several pleas of Singua, and 3-1 olher Africans, now in the custody of Ihe marshal of said disti'ict, unilc-r color of process, issued from llie honorable court, on the 2l)lh day of August, A. D. 1833,
against Ihe schooner Ainislad and the nrlicles of
personal properly on bo.ird of her, then lying in the

—

New

in said districl, on libel ol
a lieutenant in the U. Slates
the United Slates brig Washington, in the service of the Uniied Stales coast surrey,
and' on behalf of Richard W. Meade, a lieutenant
on boaril of said brig, and the olficers ami crew
thereof, and all others interesled or enlitled, claiming salvage lo be awarded Ihoiii by the honorable

harbor of

London,

Thomas R- Gedney,
;iavy,

commanding

30,
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AND CASES

And also, under process of this honorable court,
issued and served at Harllord, on Ihe 18th day ol
September, 1839, while the respondents were in
custody of the marshal of said district aforesaid, and
within Ihe body of Ihe county of Harllord, and within said district and state of Connecticut, on the libel
and claim of William S. Hollabird, esq. district attorney of the Uniied Slates, for the district of Connecticut, and on the libels respectively of Pedro
Montez and Jose Ruiz; the said respondents severally by protestation, not confessing nor acknowle<lgin"; any ol the matters or tilings in said several libels to be true as therein alleged, for plea thereto
respectively say
that they, are severally natives of
Africa, and were born free, and ever since have
been, and still of right are, and ought to be free, and
not slaves; as is iu said libels pretended or surmised
that they never were domiciled in the island of
Cuba, or the dominions of the queen of Spain, or
subject lo the laws thereof that on or about the 15th
day of April, 1S39, tliey and each of them were iu
the land of their nativity unlawfully kidnapped, and
forcibly and wrongfully carried on board ol a certain
vessel near the coast of Africa, then and there unlawfully engaged in the slave trade, by certain persons, to them unknown, and were thence in said
vessel, contrary to the will of these respondents,
unlawfully transported to the island o( Cuba, for the
unlawful purpose of being there solil as slaves, and
were there illegally landed, for the purpose aforesaid;
Ihat Jose Ruiz, one of said libellants, well knowing
all the premises, and confederating with the persons
by wliom Ihe respondents were unlawfully held as
aforesaid, and intending to deprive them of their liberty, made a pretended jiurchase of the said respondents, except Keiiu, Karl and Momgrow.
And Ihat the said Pedro Montez well knowing Ihe
premises, and confederating in like manner with the
said persons lor the purpose albresaid, made a pretended purchase of the said Kenu, Karl and Mamgrow, that Ihe said pretended purchase was made
Irom persons who had no right whatever to the respondents, or any of them, and are null and void,
and conferred no title on the said Ruiz and Montez,
or right of control over the respondents or either of
them. That afterward, on or about the 2Sth day of
June, 1839, the said Ruiz and Montez, confederaling
with each other, and with one Raymond Ferrers,
now deceased, captain of said schooner Amistad,
caused the respondenis severally, Kithoiit law or
right, to be placed by force on board Ihe said
schooner, to be transported with said Ruiz and
Montez to some place unknown to these respondents, and there severally enslaved for life.
That the respondents being treated on board said
vessel by said Ruiz and iVIontez, and Ihe captain
and crew thereof, with great cruelly and oppression,
and being of right free as aforesaiti, were incited b}'
the love of liberty, natural lo all men, and by the
desire of returning to their families and kindied, to
take possession of said vessel, while navigating the
high seas as aforesaid, near said island of Cuba, as
hey had aright to do, with the intent to relurn
therein lo their native country, or to seek an asylum
in some i'ree stale, where slavery did not exist, in
Older tliat they might enjoy their liberty under the
protection of its government. That the said schooner, on or about Ihe2eih day of August, 1839, arrived
in the possession of Ihe respondents at Culloden
point, near JMontauk, and was there anchored within
about three quarters of a mile of Ihe shore, and within the territorial jurisdiclion of the stale of New
York.
That the respondent Jinqua and others,
while said schooner lay at anchor as aforesaid, went
on shore williin said stale of New York, lo procure
provisions and other necessaries, and while there,
within the jurisdiclion of a free state, where slavery
does not exist, and under the protection of its laws,
the respondents were severally seized, as well those
who were on shore as aforesaid, as those who wereon board of and in possession of said schooner, and
were, by tlie said lieutenant Gedney, his otfiqers
and crew of said United Slates brig Washington,
fiu'cibly and unlawfully taken, al the instance of
said Spaniards, -Ruiz and Montez, wilh intent to
keep and retain them as slavea, tor Ihe said Ruiz and
Monlez lespeclively, to oblain an award of salvage
therefor from this honorable court, as li>r a meritorious act.
That lor that purpose, the said respondents were, by said lieutenant Gedney and his crew,
forcibly and unlawfully withdrawn from Ihe jurisdiction and limits of the state and district of New
York, where they were seized as aforesaid, and
brought lo the port of New London, iu Ihe district

—

—

ofConneclicut, where they were taken into custody
of Ihe marshal, on process issuing on the libel of said
lipiitenanl Gedney as aforesaid, and were by said
llic ga"! in the city of New HaPOMit .IK liir a iriiritorirtus se.rvice iii r.uizing and se- marshal confined
curing till! respuiiileuts, and holdii.j; lliein as slaved ven, i:isaid district, and subBequerdly in the gaol, in
to ceitiin Sgaiiiards bjlotiglDg lo the island of Cu- the city of Hartlbrcl, and were, while so confined
within the body of said districl and state ofCouiicc-|
ba, named iu ^aid libel.
I'li

subjected to the further process of this honorable court, on Ihe several libels and claims subsequently filed as aforesaid.
Wherefore the respondents severally say, that
neither by the constitution or laws of the United
Stales, or any treaty pursuant thereto, nor by the
law of nations doth it pertain to this honorable
court to exercise any jurisdiction over the persons
of these respondents, or any of them, by reason of
any of Ihe proceedings aforesaid; and they severally pray to be hence dismissed, and suffered to be
and remain as they of right ought to be free, and
at liberty from Ihe process of this honorable court,
under which, or under color of which they are
holden as aforesaid.
General Isham, for lieutenant Gedney and the
officers and crew of the brig Washington, denied
that Ihe Africans had any thing to do wilh Ihe question now before the court. It is a claim for salvage,
and the parties are the libellants, and Messrs. Ruiz
and Montez, the owners of the vessel and cargo.
Between these jiarties there is no difference or
misunderstanding. Lieut. Gedney and the other
officers and crew of the Washington claim salvage
for saving the profierty of these Spanish gentlemen,
and they do not resist'the claim.
Mr. Baldwin replied, that he was greatly astonished at the pretence set up by the gentleman.
The Africans are libelled as property, and the
libellanls came into court, and asked pay as for a
merilorious act, for reducing free men again to
bondage. The gentlemen who claim salvage, ask
it on Ihe ground Ihat these Africans are property,
and yet it is not competent for us to show that
they are not property. Is the court aware of the
difficulty by wdiich it is beset?
What is the consequence, if* the monstrous pretence of ^the gentlemen is sustained? Is it not claimed that these individuals are held as criminals, and if the claim of
property is not made out, they must immediately
ticut,

—
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IN COURT.

!

I

be dismissed from custody. And if Ihey cannot
into this court and show that they'are not
propeily, then their dearest rights are inevitably
sacrificed.
must be allowed to expose the injustice and cruelty of holding them in bondage. If
the gentleman on the other side is correct, there is
no redress for the Africans. All Ihe proceedings
against them rest on the libel of iieut. Gedney, and
if we are not permitted to interpose a plea lo the
jurisdiction of the court here, it cannot be done at
all.
These Africans stand before this court precisely in the lisht of the subjects of any olher nation.
utterly deny that they are slaves.
General Isham insisted that neither the Alricans
nor any of their friends had any thing to do with
the question.
Ruiz and Montez admit that the
blacks are slaves, and Ihat is sufficient for us; and
all we ask of this court is to award us our pay for
saving the properly.
Judge Judson said that from the reception of the
plea it did not at ail follow that all the allegations in
it must be admitted, or that the merits of the case

come

We

We

were lo be gone into,
Mr. Hollabird, the district attorney, suggested
an objection; as a matter of practice it was not competent lor the counsel lor the Africans to interpose
a plea, as llity were not the defendants in the case,
and no Ihird person could put in a plea, under any.
circnrnslances whatever.
Mr. Baldwin replied, with ranch warmth, that if
gentlemen hoped to prevent a hearing on Ihe merits
of the case, by interposing these technical objec
lions, he could assure them Ihat they would find
themselves entirely mistaken. They must and will
be discussed, and the courts of tliis country must
hear them. It is impossible for gentlemen to prevent it.
The court said Ihe plea in abatement must be
received, but that the merits of the case must not
be touched on this preliminary qneslion.
The only question now lo lie settled is the siltiation of Ihe schooner when she was captured.
Tha
court

was not aware

Ihat

the plea required

any

answer.

Gen. Isham said Ihat he presumed it ilid not, but
if an answer was necessary, he was prepared to
traverse every thing
he would deny Ihat there
were any negroes, or schooner, or any thing else.
Mr. Green was then called upon to prove the
position of the Amistad al the time of the capture.
Mr. Green has a libel before Ihe court for salvage.

—

The

precise nalure of his claim did not appear, but
he swore roundly and w ilhout hesitation, to several
were disproved by the concurrent lestiuiony of several officers of the brig Washington.
It was on Ihe strength of this man's stories that
Lewis Tappnn founded his impulation on Ihe offireis o! the brig.
G s;iid the Amistad was not
iiiore tliaii 25 or SO rods from the shore at the
time of the capture Ihat he heard money rattle in
Ihe trunk, which Ihe negroes brought on shore; and
facts that

—
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were 400 doub- much entitled to their freedom by the laws of Spain
loons in the trunk, ami plenty more on board.
OS if they were wdiite men.
[N. Y. Express.
Lieut. Meade and Dr. Sharpe, of the Wa,5hlngThe slaver. The cajitain of the schooner Butterton, stated that the schooner h as at least i mile from
fly, which was captured as a slaver, the 23d of Septhe shore, when she was captured'. Capt. Mather,
tember last, on the coast of Africa, by the British
of the cutter \Volcott,anil Mr. Lestor, the collector
brig Dolphin, was
examined lately by judge
of New London, testified
same

one of the blacks

told

that there

-to

the

thin*.

Two

other witnesses Irom Sag Harbor were introduced to back up the statement of Mr. Green,
and the court adjourned at 7 o'clock in the evening.
The hotels are filled with abolitionists and others,
who have come to attend the trial, and a good deal
of interest prevails here on the subject. The able
counsel on both sides are determined to contest the
entire ground inch and inch, and unless something
now unexpected transpires, the struggle will be
protracted for several days.
[Coii. 6; Enq.
Poslponcmeiit of the Amistad trial.
Hartford,
Wednesday evening. This case stands precisely
where judge Thompson left it, and the district court
has adjourned to meet at New Haven on the 7th of
January. The preliminary question o( jurisdiction
has not even been disposed of. The term of the
court lasted a day and a half, and the whole time
was consumed in the examination of witnesses as
to the situation of the Amistad at the time of the
capture, and the usual amount of altercation between
the lawyers.
The three men who are here claiming salvage on
the vessel and cargo, for some indiscribable service or

were all called on to testify.
greatly from the olficers; but after ail,
otlier,

They

dilfer

it seems, that
they are contending about a point entirely unimportant, so far as the jurisdiction of the court is concerned.
Judge Thompson decided that if the
Amistad was beyond low ivater mark, she was on
the high seas, and without the jurisdictional limits
of the state of New Yoik. That she was beyond
low water mark is conceded by all. What matters
it then, as to jurisdiction, whether she was 30 rods
or a hundred Irom the shore.
But there is one fact in respect to which these
Sag Harbor salvors and the officers of the Washington are at issue, that possibly may be of some
moment. The counsel for the Africans contend
that those blacks who were on shore at Calloden

Point, when the Amistad was captured, were in
point of law as well as in point of fact, in the body
of the state, of N. York, and consequently not liable
to arrest by any officer of the general government.
The olficers of the brig say there were 8 or 9 men
only on shore, and JMr. Green, with the other salvors, swear that there were more than 20.
Antonio, the cabin boy of the Amistad, agrees with the
statement of the officers, and names the blacks who
were on shore.
When the court opened this morning, Mr. Hollabird presented a claim forand in beh.ilf of the United
States, giving the court to understand that the ministeroi the queen of Spain has presented tothe government of the U. States a claim which is now pending
upon the United States, averring, that the Amistad
and hercargo, together with certain slaves on board
the said vessel, all being the property of Spanish
subjects, and that said vessel and cargo, while so
being the property of said Spanisii subjects, arrived
in the DnitedStates, and within the jurisdiction of
this court, and were taken possession of by the brig

Washington, under such circumstances as make

it

the duty cf the government of the United States to
cause this property to be restored to the true proprietors and owners thereof, without hindrance of
detention, as required by the treaty now in full force
between the United States and Spain.
And the district attorney further prayed the court,
that in case the claim aforesaid is well founded and
conformable to the treaty, that the court will make
such order for the disposal of said vessel, cargo and
slaves, as may best enable the United States to comply with their treaty stipulations, and preserve the
faith of the government.
Mr. Baldwin stated that the interpreter. Covey,
who belonged to the British man of war Buzzard,
was sick, and that he could not conclude the testimony on the question of jurisdiction, without his
assistance, as he wished to take the evidence of seHe therefore asked for a
veral of the Africans.
postponement of the case until to-morrow.
After some conversation on the subject, it was
ajjreed that the court should adjourn to meet at
N. Haven, on Tuesday the 7th day of January next.
The testimony of T)r. Madden was taken by the
clerk of the court at the city hotel this afternoon.
He is said to be the English agent for liberated Aflicaris at Cuba, and is a member of the mixed commission at Havana. He is obliged to go to England
'in the course of a fortnight, and the counsel on both
sides ajreed to have his testimony t:.ken, subject to

'
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cinnati, it is unlawful for a diayman to drive his
horse faster than a brisk walk upon the streets, alleys or commons.
For injuries inflicted by driving

more rapidly than in a walk, the court held that the
driver was responsible.
In the case before it, the
defendant w.as adjudged to pay two hundred and
fifty dollars damages to the injured party. The decision in this case, and the laying down the law on the
subject, in Cincinnati, are worthy of attention in

Betts, of the United States court.
It appeared' fro7n
the evidence that the vessel was cleared at
Orleans on the 24th of May, 1839, with Nathan Farnsworth as captain, and several American seamen.
The transfer at Havana, was certified by John A.
Smith, United States vice consul.
On the 28th of
June she came into the possession of Morris, who
with two mates and six Spanish seamen, sailed for
the coast of Africa on the 1st of July, by the way of

New

other populous cities.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Meschant. The following short extract is from
the pen of judge Hopkinson, of Philadelphia. I
copy il from a long essay in that able and useful peSt. Thomas.
Spaniard named Montero officiated riodical, Ihe Merchant's Magazine. The whole aras supercargo.
When the schooner was taken olf tide is worthy of being copied in every business
Cape St. Paul's, there were found on board two log paper in the union. It exposes in forcible language
books, the one written in the English and the othe'r what many of the mercantile and manufaciuring
in the Spanish language.
The cargo consisted of community have viewed as one of the great causes
powder, ruin and tobacco. The vessel was arranged of the present embarrassments of the merchant,
after the manner in which slavers are usually buiil; manufacturer and the banker, viz: ihe reckless spirit
of overtrading, and the fearlessness of incurring debt
with slave decks, water casks and boilers,

A

j

sufficient

and giving credit; a spirit that induces this cla.ss of
accommodate more than two hundred persons.
There were, however, no slaves discovered on board the community to jeopardise their own property,
to

for the defence submitted to the court and that of their confiding creditors, under the loo
whether, there never having been any slaves on olten delusive expectation of receiving enormous
board the Butterfly, the intent to become a slaver profits by givinp long and hazardous credits.
The picture is painted to the life, and is true to
would justify a confiscation of the ves.,el.

The counsul

Judge
was worthy of consideration, the letter:
"The ambition to do a great business is universal
to decide upon the case.
A decision was subsequently made by his honor and devouring. The disposition to contract debts,
becomes
eager and reckless: the obligation to pay
judge Betts in this case. On a consideration of the
matter he thought there were not circumstances them is but faintly felt, and the failure to do so,
suflicient, to warrant his deciding positively whe- hardly produces asensation of shame in Ihe defaulther capt. Morris had made himself amenable to the ter, or of any resentment or neglect toward him on
laws against trafficing in slaves or not, but that the part of his friends or Ihe public. Our commerthere was sufficient evidence against him to warrant cial community seems to make a common cause
his sending this case before the grand jury, and he with every delinquent trader, and to treat the most
Betts said the point

and he would take time

should then direct that capt. Morris ba held to bail
in the sum of $(4,00» to appear when called on.
Extraordinary case of bigamy. At the Bury petty
sessions, in England, before John Fenton, esq. M.
P. and Edmund Grundy, esq. James Shorrocks, a

daring and desperate speculations, with Ihe lenity
due to accident and mislbrtuiie."
Our correspondent is right. Nothing can be more
true than this last sentence: and under the influence
of this pernicious species of gambling, old fashioned
mercantile honor is fast disappearing. In the course
of the same admirable article
a lecture on "commercial integrity"' before the Mercantile Library association of Philadelphia.
The writer exposes to
just condemnation the preposterous ambition of men
brought up toother employments, for the hazardous
pursuits of commerce.
A merchant, not less than
the mechanic or the lawyer, should be regularly
trained where he could acquire habits of system, regularity, and exactness, and acquire a tact of cau-

power-loom weaver, twenty-four years of age, was
charged with bigamy by the father of his secoml
wife.
Piools were produced Irom the parish register of Midllelovvn ot two marriages having taken
place, the first about four years ago, and the last five
weeks since. Tlie prisoner had been residing with
his two wives in the same house, on the most
agreeable terras. The two consorts, who appeared
in court, seemed, to the astonishment of all present,
to be the most intimate frieUfls. The first wife, who
has three children by the prisoner, was asked if she lioii and foresight of calculation and decision, which
had not disapproved of her husband's second mar- are necessary to secure a sM'e and continued prosriage.
"Oh, no," said she, "I went to the wed- perity.
Hear judge Hopkinson's account of the career of
ding, and joined in the pleasures of the day." The
magistrates said that, as the case was clear, they the mere adventurer:
A man but says, "I will be a merchant," and, he is
had no other course to talce than that of committing
The creation of light was scarcelythe prisoner to Kirkdaie, to take his trial at the next a merchant.
Liverpool assizes. The younger wife, a woman more instantaneous. Whatever may have been his
previous
education
or occupation
or if wanting in
about eighteen years of age, of a most prepossessing
appearance, burst into tears, when the elder one both if he can open a counting house, and get an

—

—

—

consoled her with the utmost afitjction, exclaimin",
"Never mind, as long as I can b-jfriend Ihee, tho'^i
shaltjoin in what I have; and when he comes out,
if he cannot get work, we will keep hiin, if he stands
in need of it."

The argument in the case of J. K. Hassinger, late
president of the Gcrinantown rail road company, now
for the benefit of the insolvent laws, has,
we learn, been fixed for Tuesday, to-morrow. This
is a case of much public interest. If we are not mistaken, the nature of the insolvent laws is such that
no one is permitted to avail himself of their provisions who has applied to his own use any property
entrusted to him as agent.
Hassinger in his examination admitted, in thy plainest terms, the false creation of 4,400 shares of stock, and of loan to the
amount of $135,000, the proceeils of which were
devoted_ to his private purposes.
It is plain that bv
so vast'an abuse of trust, some parties must have
been greatly the losers, either the real stockholders
of the company, whose interests have been prejudiced by such Lssues, or tlie holders of the stock and
loan who have received it supposing it to b-j genuUnder any view of the case, it could scarcely
ine.
have been the intention of the legislature that such
frauds should be perpetrated and confessed, and the
party be allowed to avail himselfof benignant legal
enactments intended solely for the unfortunate.
IPhil Pennsyl.

applying

endorser, he is a merchant, and, as such, repairs to
the exchange, and is at once admitted into Ihe fraternity.
He puts on a bold face and brave spirit,
dashes at any thing that oflers in the way of doing
business, howevei desperate, and finds every body
eager to trust him. He relies on chances which are
a hundred to one against hiin, and his veiy hardihood obtains for him consideration and credit. His
adventifre is put to sea: he hopes to enter a closely
blockaded port, or, by some miraculous accident, to
make money where all others have lost it. If Ihe
issue be against him, he calls his creditors together,
rather with a sort of pride
for it proves he has been
doing business than with any feeling of humiliation, and telli them
what they might have known
before
that he is ruined, and has nothing to pay
them; asks, as a matter of course, for a release, and
is exceedingly ofleiided if they hesitate, or require
any explanations of his proceedings and expenditures, his properly and his losses.

—

—

—

—

N.1TU.1AL SODA FOUNTAIN. Mr. Spalding, an
American missionary, writing from Fort Vancouver,
beyond the Rocky Mountains, describes this-phemmenon, which he passed three days'journey from
Fort Hall. The fountain has several openings, one
of which is about fifteen feet in diameter, with no
discovered bottom. About twelve feet below the
surface are two large globes, on either side of this
opening, whence the effervescence seems to rise.
A stone cast in, after a few minutes, violently agiImportant to draymen. Under this head, the Cin- tates the whole fountain. Another of Ihe openings
cinnati G.azetfe of Friday gives an account of acase about four inches in diameter, is fhronsh an elevajust tried in the sunenor court of'thit city, in which ted rock, fi-om which the waterspouts at intervals
Uie f.tlierhul bp^^:-:

t

::

::r\:.,„ r.

:,ef;'jss ..taiii;^

a draymen ibr dri.u.^ Over .i^id injuring Ins child
'exception hereafter.
Dr. M. says the Africans of fife A"misf ad are 'Bdn- •hhile gotngat'a-rapWrafe through Ihe stre'els. The
ttl negroes, and not Ladinoei, and would be just as court decided that in a populous city, such as Cin-

of i.hov.: iurtv Piconds.
The waier, in all its pi o,.
periies, is equal to' any arlificfal fountain, and is
constantly foaming and sparkling. It is stated to ba
very salubrious.
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interior, bringing in large
The agent of the Baltimore ductas arrived from the
District of Columbia.
quantities of specie.
,.
J
fl
and Washington rail road company was tried on a sethe greater part ot
throughout
prevailed
At a conveniion of llie fiiendsof
Tranquillity
AhoUtiovw:!!.
five
dolpassing notes of less than
13ih day of INovem- cond indictment for
abolilion l.eld a Warsaw, Pa ll.e
and Mexico— business had been generally resumed. Largo
was chosen pre- lars denomination, on Friday last, found guilty,
quantities of goods had beeii advantageously disposed
ber 1839. Jusiah Andrews, of Perry,
dollars.
fifiy
fined
Gideon
Rocliesler, and
of in Tampico, Vera Cruz and other cities, and tne desident, Myron Holley. of
and Charles
The tide of the past season has mand for them continued to be very great.
Emigration west.
Johnson, of Erie county, vice presidents,
secre.ar^s.
been setting toward the west stronger than ever, acThe sum of two hundred thousand dollars, constiluU
J.Judd, and J.H. Darling, of Warsaw,
diswas
ot
lines
folloNving
various
the
the
on
resolutions,
notices
cording to the newspaper
ing the last instalmeni oC the indenmiiy due lo France,
Besides sundry other
The nalional had been paid to the French consul at Vera Cruz.
"wrihout oppositinn.
travel towards the "land of promise."
cussed and finally carried
judgment, every conside- road has the whole season been literally blocked up
The population of the city of Mexico is estimated
6th Resolved, that in our
which ought to control wiih "movers' wagons," and from the representations, at 200,000.
ration of duty and e.'cpediency
freemen, requires of the ahoh- people enough have changed homos from the east to the
the aciion of Christian
Ohio river. The Pittsburg Gazette of the 22d inst.
and
distinct
conto organize a
west in 1839, to add another slate to the national
tionists of the United States
the necessaterritory.
stellaiion, had 'they nil located in a single
independent pohtical party, embracing all
have not learned when the water is to be drawn
for office, and sus- Missonii, Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin, have received
candidates
nominating
for
means
ry
our canal, but naviganon is, no doubt, nearly at
Ohio, but a few out of
a lar^e portion of the "new comers."
taining ihem by public suffrage.
tor the season, ice of considerable thickness
end
an
scores
of
Ihe
the 19th years since the west, is now the starling point
havin" formed during yesterday and last night.
Banks. The Portsmoith (Va.) Times of
Mississippi is no longer
The
Upper
/ar
west.
ot
the
light
draught
ottice
tor
but
the
slowly,
of
falhng
consequence
is
rivers
in
in
our
learn that
says:
residents water
notice
having continued the utmost verge of that undefined territory—
yet no difficulty in running.
the Bank ot Virginia in this town
years boats have as
whenever presented, in- beyond talk of a still fariher west, and but a few
departure of two this morning."
to redeem its notes in specie
the Rockv the
of the na- beibie the swelling wave will break over
the 21st inst. the river had risen
Cincmnafi
on
At
structions have been i sued by the seereiary
Columbia will
hours, makin"
and pursers on this sta- Muuniains, and the quiet vales of the
six inches in the previous twenty-four
vy, requiring the navy agent
An If em with a people whose progenitors dwelt in rugged the late rise about two feet and a half. The Post of
that office.
tion to deposile the public money
England, and looked upon the Alleghanies as the that date says:—
war that
assurance has been given by the secretary of
j,
,
,
woiMd.
paymasters ot impassable boundary of the western
"Theiewere five and twenty boats at the landing
he will issue similar instructions to the
[Cleveland Herald.
like busithis forenoon; but very little doing that looks
the ariny.
bright
sunto
day
and
last
niiht,
The Erie canal was effectually closed by ice from ness. It froze hard
Banks in the west. The banks in Ohio, Kentucky,
shine, with the thermometer above freezing point.
Missouri— some are novy paying Buffalo to Albany on the 27ih inst.
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"We

We

We

.

m

New

Indiana, Illinois and
banks in Ohio
i\/r. Forsph,lhe secretary of state, reached Wash
specie and oihers are not. Of the
ot Cin- ington on the 25ih inst. from Georgia.
which do pay specie, are the Commercial bank
Trust company,
cinniiti, Ohio Life Insurance and
CinFlorida. A letter received at Savannah froni GaFranklin bank of Cincinnati, Lafayette bank, at
Clinton bank ot rey's Ferry, Florida, conveys the melancholy intellicinnati, Franklin bank of Columbus,
of capt. R. H. Peyton,
Columbus, bank of Hamilton, the banks of St. C airs- gence of the decease at Tampa,
Muskingum, of Mt assistant quartermaster; of capt. Barker, 1st infantry;
ville.of Marietia, of Zanesville, of
and
and
child of capt. Seawell.
Kentucky
lady
Tne
the
nd
of
Lisbon.
New
of
Pleasant, and
bank ot
The Jacksonville, Florida, Adyocale, of the 12th inIndiana banks do not pav specie. The biate

Pennsylvania special election. General McCullough
congress
(adm.) has been elected to fill the vacancy
occasioned by the death of W. W. Potter, (adm.) w;ho
was elected by a majoriiy of 229 votes. The lollowing

m

isgiven as the resultof the special election.

McCuilough.

learn
Missouri, we understand, does. And we also
and the
that the State bank of Ilhnois has suspended,
Sprinolield Journal is of the opinion that the other
are
There
course.
same
banks" havii oursued the

Mifflin,

Clinton,

stant, contains the following sad intelligence:
The news from St. Augustine is of the most distres-

„_,
356 niaj.

356

196

We

Pennsylvania. Gov. Porter has published a proclamation, dated the iSlh November, declaring Charles
congress
J. In^ersoll, esq. duly elecied a member of
from the 3d congressional district of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Na3lor has the late gov. Rimer's commission as

We

same district.

duly elected from the

San Andres a Neptuno, arrived
from Havana, brings 1,180 ounces ot
same port,
gold bullion, and the brig Escalus, from the
merchants.
brings 650 doubloons, consigned to sundry
Specie.

Tlie barque

New Orleans,

at

New

_

Irvm.

.

Huntington,

sing and appalling character. Some of our most usefurcilizens are among the victims to the prcvaihng epidemic; and no event can be more deeply regretlea ihan
the death of Dr. Anderson, late president of the South-

others in Ohio, which have suspended, will be
have
forced to resume again, when iheir thirty days
also
and Trust company.
expired, unless they contemplate winding up their bu- ern Life Insurance
Smith
intend keeping in our columns a standing learn that Mr. Lee, acting cashier, and judge
siness.
Neither of the papers were receivhstof all specie paying banks; and as fast as those in are also very low.
will be add- ed at this place by Saturday's mail, which \varrants
the slate we have spoken of resume, they
Our irr
the presumption that they were not issued.
ed to it. The above, we beheve, is correct.
[Cinc!)ini2(i Rep.
formalioii, however, has hitherto, as now, been derived
from private sources. The papers have been silent on
says:
The
23d
the
of
Express
Tho
N.
Y.
Cotton.
the subject. Our readers may make their own comdecline of a 1-2 to 1 cent since last week is submit- ment.
ted to on the part of the holders, and the consequence
Flour, remains steady at S6 124 to $6 50 in
export. Sales as folis, more extensive operations for
York. It is quoted at S4 25 in Louisville, and 7 37 1-2
lows:
„
in Savannah.
9
1,175 bales upland,
9
1,775 do. New Orleans,
The Alton Telegraph, says that the
Illinois loan.
]0
200 do. Mobile,
bonds for S4.000,000 have been signed by the governor,
9 3-4
300 do. i'lorida,
and were to be sent to London by a special messenger,
Is:
October,
Exports since
and that the money would be received as fast as it
Same time last year,
could be used lo advantage.

many

274 maj.
198
oO

Centre,

-

,

The Cincinnati RepuWican states tliat specie to the
amount of 880,000 or 890,000, was drawn from the
Commercial bank on the 20ih inst. carried-on drays to

,

i

i

and from there shipped to the east
packet ship Roscius which sailed from N. Yorit
in specie*
is said to have taken out $195,000
The ship Adelaide, at Philadelphia from New Orbank.
X>o. year before,
leans, brinrrs 8100,000 for the United Stales
trial, which
second
election.
At
the
Massachusetts
Express
of
York
New
says
the
According to the .... -.,-..
The state of exchange
Cherokee distarbance.
took place on Monday last, twelve whigs were elected
any export of specie. Weak
Republican of the 12th, tlie latest accounts from the to fill the vacancies in ihe Boston delegation. The the 23d, do not warrant
speae.
persists in his
Arliuckle
last only seventeen hundred doljats in
before
general
that
stale
souihwest
voles stood as follows:
The wetk from the 14th to 20Lh Nov.
demand for the murderers of Ridge to be surrendered
Silver.
For the regular whig lickct
Gold.
nc
The demand, it is belimtd, will be resisted.
to him.
3,036
S^O.OOO
For the administralion ticket
of
To Europe
'172
The general has made a requisition on the governors
Union temperance, &c.
" South America 1,185
goverThe
aid.
niiliiary
for
Missouri
and
Arkansas
The Atlas says that the votes given for the union
" V.'cst Indies
1,056
of the minor of Missouri has been .tsked tor a brigade
temperance ticket were genera iy whi^s.
From all tliis it would appear that a fight is exliiia.
SoO.OOO
In Cambridge two whigs elected, anu three vacancies
S3,236
i

the landing,

,

The

.

on Monday,

'

WS

pected.

Great excitement prevailed at St. Louis,
S(. Louis.
'Wobunn, two administration elected, but in Chelsea
in consequence of a notice
ami Hopkinton they have again failed to malte a among nien of business,
would
issued bv the Bank of Missouri lhat no currency
but its ov/n noles or specie.
counter
iis
at
received
prolahly
be
aeven.
Four whigs elected in Lowell, and
the subject, a resolunon
The Alias sums up the house, so tar as ascertained, At a public meeting held on
to
bank
the
proceedmij of
252 whins, 227 administration, and 35 yet to be heard was passed, declaring the
be "unjust in principle, and impossible, to be reduced
can be procured from.
the consequences,

We

fear that the eastern fishermen
Cod fisheries.
with their "fall
are not doing a very good business
ihe Salem papers a number ot
in
noticed
fares."
the Grand
vessels relumed wiih very shin cargoes tiom
banks. In the face of this, tne price of hsli is declming
of money.
in consequence of the hardness

We

choice.

Corn oil. We see it slated, ihat oil
from India corn in the quantity of half a gallon to the
bushel which burns as well in a lamp as spermaceti,
and emits no bad odor. The same corn will yield the

Michigan

election.

Two

to practice;

counties, Clinton

and Ea-

must and

If they vole as ihey did at
ton, nut yet heard from.
the last election, Farnsworth's (whig) majority as congressman will be 1,465.
The senaie it apfiears, will consist of 10 whigs, and

usual quantity of whiskey.
have in our possession a sample of
Copper.
and a 7 administralion. The house, of 36 whigs, and 15
copper ore, found by a friend of ours about six
have administralion.
county.
halt miles from this city, in Baltimore
the ore, W'hich
also a sample of copper extracted from
Mandamus cnsc. The U. S. circuit court for the
at this ofhce
to be very pure, and may he seen
appears
'^
District of Columbia commenced iis regular session on
*
[Baltimore lieptibhcan.
learn from the National Intelligencer,
Monday.
learn that the drought which has that Wni. L. Brrnt and Richard S. Coxe, csqrs. as
The droueht.
and south- counsel ,for Mrs. Susan Decatur, widow of the late
6) Ion" prevuiled throughout the souiliorii
weslerTi country, continues to be most distressingly commoJofe Stephen Decatur, moved the court tor a
felt.
A gentleman who travelled from Mobile to mandamus to issue, directed to iho lion. James K.
Charlesion, males that the watering of his horse on the Piuilding, secretory of ,hc navy, commanding hiin to
aiv informed that the want o
pay oertuin sumsot money ordered lo be paid lo Mrs.
woy, cost him S23.
water is severely I'clt on our aiulc road to Columbia, Dccaiiir by a joint resohiiion of congress, dated the 3d
of March, 1837, unless cause be shown to the contrary,
while the old Orangeburg road is still well watered.
whiili motion was allowed; and the court ordered that
Duel pretented. An affair between Mr. Stanley,
rule be laid and served upon the secretary, lo show
member of congress from Norih Carohna, and Mr. cause, by the 9ih of January next, why said mandaKennedy of that state, we learn from the Petersburg
shall nut issue
mus
to
all parties by
honorably
adjusted
was
Intelligencer,

We

We

We

We

We

New

the interference of frienils.
out
f

•

-1

«rii of

The

iht'

(Tpr

.iii.'H-r

uf

counsel for

in

liie

this convict have taken
ciiuri,in order to cnr-

lb'; cniiiiiitil

iilh-^'d

British Queen, is to leave
Liverpool on the 2a December.

Steamboat sunk.

N. York

The steamboat Arrow, on her

for

first

Irom St. Louis to New Orleans, sunk near Bayou
wood she
Sara on the 7lh November. While taking in

trip

to be sinking, and the passengers aiid
baofage taken ashore. The boat and a valuaenlircly
cargo, besides $10,000 in specie, were

was discovered
their

ble
lost.

V.

Tennessee

Mr. Grundy and

S. senator elected.

Mr. Foster were bolh put

in

nominulion.

In

llio

se-

In
nate, the vote stood for Mr.G. M; for Mr. I. 11.
1'. <iJ.
the house, ihe vote was for Mr. G.12; tor Mr.

I

'

Dr. Dyott.

and, whatever may be
be disregarded."

will

The steamer

ii,lu:::iuliiy

and

il!c;::Jiiy

summoning of the jurors who tried
ill the drawing and
hini, before the judges of the supreme court for a final
decision.

Orleans, reports the deMexico. The Doric at
porhire of ihe brig Dri.voll, cm the 30ih uli. from Tarnwjili iibnni
nii-n fir >!,". Vork
'/.-'!;»!!. :,:,".ji...
Vl:i- L;^ll^ll

six
1

hundred thousand

ttcl.fl

H.licd

lb:ci.-

or

A

tour days previously, with one million and a half.
British frigate was lo leave soon, wiih about (no millionsDuring the period lUc O- l»y iu f«t, iwu coa-

^

jUl> i
^ ft lit J«<il !<»•»

lUu,*

I

The vi'-e president. Col. R. M. Johnson was at LitRock, Arkansas, on the 30ih ult. on a visit from tne
Great Crossing, in Kentucky. On his arrival, a eoinllie
mitieeof ihe ciiizensofLitileRock woiled upon
of a putivice president, and tendered toliiin the honor
Jle returned says the New Orleans Louisilic dinner.
to
Rock,
LilUe
aniaii of the 18th inst. in ihe steamer

tle

on the coast.
Mr. Wtbster, who was in Paris

his plantation

at the last dates with

back by ihe
u lu.fccp.^ny of iViend--, v.e see, is expected
case in the supreme court, Boston, wns
Liverpool.
in
posipuned on Monday, to the 15ih ol December,

A

conceiucnce of bit ebseoce.

W
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Colonel Totten, chief engineer, col. Thaj'er, of the
corps of engineers, col. Cross, assistant quartermaster general, andlieut. col. Talcott, acting chief of
the ordnance department, have been appointed by
the secretary of war to unite with such officers of
the navy as shall be selected (rom that branch of service to complete the board.
l^irmy and Navii Chronicle.
Head quarters of the arGeneral orders. No. CO.
my. Adjutant general's office. IVasfiington, Nov. 22,
1.
It being ascertained that the "Soldier's
1839.
Book" cannot be furnished for twenty-cents, the
price heretofore specified, the requisite deduction of
liveniy-five cents for the sauie will be made agreeably to regulations, after thf Istday of January, 1840.
'2. That part of the regulations promulgated in
"general orders," No. 26, of April 23d, respecting
the disposition to be made of "amounts collected by
paymasters" on account of the 'Soldier's Boole," is
Instead of the paymasters demodified as follows;
positing semi-annually to the credit of the treasurer

—

7,

Midshipmen, H. Tillotson, D. R. Lambert, T. M. exhibitor, Henry Eckford constructor," for to the latCrossan, T. L. Dance, C. Weston, John Stuart, J. ter is the nation indebted for that incomparable speS. Taylor, E. Higgins, C. C. Simms, F. M. Hum- cimen of naval architecture.
phrey, R. Randolph, R. C. Rodgers, J. D. Bullock,
This noble shi|), the Ohio, is now afloat in the
Mediterranean, and her gallant commander, com.
R. W. Shufeldt, M. C. Perry.
Professor of mathematics, Joel Grant.
Hull, is the very best assurance you can have that
Boatswain, V. B. Hall; gunner, E. W. Disney; the motto which you have selected and placed on
carpenter, D. Marple; saihnaker, J. Faxton.
the medal
"U. S. ship Ohio, the best specimen of
Marine officer, 1st lieut. T. A. Brady.
naval architecture. Let her float in triumph or sink
the
brave"
will, whenever required, be carwith
vessels
war
reported.
U. S.
of
Mediterranean squadron Ship of the line ried out to the very letter.
1 pray you to assuie "gen, Tallmadge and the
Ohio, and sloop Cyane, at Mahon, Sept. 29, (rom
members" of my most grateful regards for this high
the Levant, to sail in a few days on a short cruise
mark of distinction; and to yourself, you must perall well.
Brazil squadron Razee Independence re- mit me to express how much I am gratified for the
courteous manner in which it was presented to me.
mained at Rio Janeiro, Oct. 5.
West India squadron The following is a list I am, dear sir, very sincerely, your friend and obeChas. G. Ridgely.
dient servant,
of the officers attached to the U. S. ship Warren.
T.B. Wakeman, esq. cor. sec. American In. N. Y.
Wm. A. Spencer, esq. commander; lieutenants,
received yesterday a letter from an oilicer of
James J. Gerry, Joseph Lanman, John R. Tucker,
Dan. B. Ridgely, (acting); acting master, James W. the United Sta'tes navy, at Pensacola, containing
Cooke; purser, Thomas M. Taylor; surgeon, Daniel the following melancholy list of deaths, and though
Egbert; ass't sur. Augustus F. Lawyer; midship- some of them have already been published, we give
men, Stephen D. Vallelie, Wm.E. Boudinot, John the letter as we received it.
Died, at the Naval hospital, Pensacola, on the 8th
Guest, Felix G. Mayson, Wm. A.Webb, G. D.Lemoine; prof, mathematics, Mordecai Yarnall; cap- November, after an illness of five days. Waller
William Hays, from New York, of yellow fever.
tain's clerk, Joseph Gideon; boatswain, Jas. Bray;
At a meeting of the midshipmen of the United
gunner, Joseph \V. Pennington; sailmaker, Madison
States ship Levant, held on the 9tli November, it
VVheeden.
The U. S. schr. Otsego, lieut. Shubrick, arrived was resolved, that as a testimony of respect to the
memory of their deceased companion and messmate,
at Key West on the morning of the 2il Nov.
The light ship/tei/ West, after undergoing repairs they do wear the usual badge of mourning for the

—

—
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of the United States the amounts deducted by them
for the book, the paymaster general will report to
the 2(1 auditor the whole amount of the deductions
Vide "genestated on the nay rolls for this object.
ral order," No. 5-t, of October 22d, 1339.
By order of major gen. Macomb:
R. JONES, adjt. gen.
An order issued from Fort White, "headquarters,
army of the south" 27th Oct. 1839, says: Inconsequence of the unparalleled sickness among the
officers and soldiers of the regular army in Florida,
col. John Warren's command will be increased to a has again been placed on her station in the North
In ,-iddilion to the five companies West Pass.
lull regiment.
now in service, three others will be raised. One of
Extract of a letter, dated
The Levant and Erie.
these will be under the command of Mr. C. H. Pensacola, November 5th. 18-39.
"The U. S. ships
Goldsborough. To complete the regiment under of war Levant and Erie, went to sea on Sunday last,
col. Warren, captains Curry and Tyner are placed the Macedonian and French frigate La Gloire, went
remake
their
reports,
will
under his command, and
Their move was hasty and unexout on Monday.
turns, kc' to him.
pected, in consequence of the yellow fever having
General Staff— Major L. Thomas, A. A. G. has made its appearance among the shipping. The carrepaired to Florida to supply the place of capt. G. penter of the Erie; Mr. Fitch, professor of matheH. Griffin, deceased; and capt. W. W. S. Bliss will matics, of the Levant; Mr. William A. Green, of
succeed major Thomas in the office of the adjutant the Macedonian, recently of the Vandalia, and a few
general.
n have fallen victims, their cases terminating
Major Thomas F.
Quartermasler's departinetit
On the second day
tily and with black vomit.
Hunt has been appointed deputy Q. M. G. vice It. at sea, the disease increasing on board the Levant,
col. Brant, resigned; captain S. McRee quartermascommodore Shubrick ordered her into this port to
Lieuts. S. M. Plummer,
ter, vice Hunt, promoted.
The officers now at
land the sick at the hospital.
Ist infantry, and A. C. Myers, 4th infantry assistant the hospital are Dr. Patten, lieutenant Lee, midshipquartermasters, vice McCrabb, deceased, and Mc- man Hays, Mr. Stoneall, (captain's clerk), of the
Ree, promoted.
Levant, professor Nooney, of the Erie, with a numCorps of engineers. Lieut. Beauregard, relieved ber of men.
from duty at Fort Adams, and directed to report to
"Since the Levant returned, she has had some
Diaj. Chase for duty at Pen=acola.
This is owing
cases, but not of a severe character.
detachment of United State." dragoons, com- to the judicious course pursued by her commander,
manded by captain Burchell, left Carlisle a few days capt. Smoot, who having been refused tlie use of the
since, for Fort Wayne, on tlie Arkansas.
navy yard, took his ship near to Fort Pickens, on the
NAVAL.
island of Santa Rosa, capt. Chase, of the army havCommodore E. P. Kennedy has been appointed ing politely and kindly allowed the fort to be used.
to the command of the Washington navy yard, vice Such measures have been taken as have had, with
commodore Patterson, deceased.
the assistance of the cool weather, a beneficial inCommodore James Renshaw is appointed to the fluence, and I am happy to say, that for the last few
command of the New York navy yard and station, days, there have been no new cases among the shiphoists
broad
who
his
penRidgely,
commodore
vice
ping.
dant on board the frigate United States as comman"P. S. The Macedonian, with commodore Shuder of our naval forces on the coast of Brazil.
brick's family on board, are at sea; of course we
sur.
H.
D.
Ass't
TaliaNavy orders. Nov. 13—
know nothing of their condition. The Ontario has
ferro, schr. Flirt.
a new disease, the Nassau fever: I pray it is not the
Lieut. R. W. Meade, navy yard. New York.
yellow fever.
[NorfaUc Herald.
Mid. C. R. Howard, detached from schr. Wave.
The following correspondence, as will be seen by
Prof. D. McClure. naval school, Phila'lelphia.
the dates of the letters, has recently taken place
Blanton,
W.
H.
Macomb,
W.
L.
Collins,
N.
Mid.
the American Institute and com. Ridgely,
W. R. H. McKenney, S. J. Shipley, A. Harrel, M. between
*
U. S. navy:
B. Woolsey. A. H. Jenkins, S. D. Trenchard, I. N.
lieposilon/ of the American Institute,
naval
school,
Bowland,
at the asyBrown, R.
New Yortc, Oct. 31, 1839.
lum, near Philadelphia.
Sir: The members of the institute regret that
14
Lieut. F. Chatard, leave two months, having
unavoidably
were
prevented from attending the
you
returned from the coast of Brazil in bad health.
closing ceremonials of the twelfth annual fair.
It
P. Mid. R. L. Tilghman rec'g ship, Boston.
intended that the formal presentation of the
was
months;
leave
3
Dulany,
having
reP. Mid. D. F.
gold medal awarded you at the eleventh annual fair,
turned trom West Indies sick.
as exhibitor of the United Slates ship Ohio, con15
Lt. J. R. Sands, detached from rendezvous,
structed by Henry Eckfoid, should have constituted
New York.
a part of the closing exercise of the last fair, and
18— Mid. E. L. Winder, schr. Flirt.
Nov. 22. Lieuts. H. Eagle, and H. W. Morris, that the performance of the part of the institute
should have been through general Tallmadge, the
rendezvous. New York,
president, in view of the audience convened.
As
Lieut. H. A. Adams, receiving ship. New York.
were not present on this occasion, I have been
23— Acting master Thus. Guin, relidezvous. tlo. you
requested, on behalf of the institute, to transmit
List of officers ordered tn the frigate United Slates.
Commodore Charles G. Ridgely, commander of the medal to you. Your very obedient servant,
T. B. Wakem.^n, cor. sec.
naval forces on the coast of Brazil.
To com, Charles G. Ridgely.
Captain Lawrence Kearny.
TJ. S. navy yard, New Yoric Nov. 6, 1S39.
Lieutenants, L. M. Gnldsborouih, John Marslon,
Sir: I have been lionored by the receipt of a letW. S. Ogden, H. H. Bell, A. B. Fairfax, C. H.
ter from you, of the 3Ist ultimo, as corresponding
Kennedy, John DeCamp.
Fleet surgeon, A. A. Adee; ass't surgeons, W. J. secretary to the twelfth annual fair of the American
Powell, E. H. Conway; purser, S. P. Todd, master, Institutp, accompanied by a splendid wrought gold
medal, awarded ine by the president and members
II. French.
Passed midshipmen. G. W. Grant, W. S. Rmg- of the eleventh annual fair. I am highly gratified
gold, G. W. 0oly, H. T. Wingate, H. P. Robertson. that on ils rim I find placed "commodore Ridgidy,

—
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We

customary period.
Died, on the 26th October, at the Naval hospital,
Pensacola, of yellow fever, William A. Green, assistant surgeon, U. S. navy.
At the Naval hospital. Pensacola, on the 17th October, Elisha Fitch, professor of mathematics, U. S.
navy, of yellow fever.
The Macedonian frigate, Ontaiio, Levant, Erie
and Warren sloops of war, are now in port, prepar-

unknown at present. There
at the hospital seven or eight officers and
men, under the influence of the prevailing
We hear less of the fever every day, and
sickness.
it is evidently on the decrease; in fact no apprehension need be entertained from exposuie to its virulence.
One day or two more of cold weather, and

ing for sea, destination
are

now

thirty

will leave us, never more,
Respectfully yours.
it

we

trust, to

return.

November 14. I have opened this to announce to
you the death of passed midshipman Stephen D.
Willci7ison, of yellow fever, which occurred yesterday morning, at Pensacola.

God grant that I may close this, without having
[iV. Y. Gazelle.
the pain to record another.

TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS— 1st SESSION.
IN SENATE.
December 2. Conformably to the constitution,
convened this day, Mr. King, president
pro tern, in the chair. The credentials of Mr. Tappan, of Ohio, Mr. I(7ii(e, of Indiana, and Mr. Belts,
the senate

of Connecticut, having been duly presented and
read, they were severally qualified and took their
There were present
seats.
From Maine— Mt. Ruggles and Mr. Williams.

N. Hampshire

—

^IVIr.

Hubbard and Mr.

Pierce.

Massacliuseits—Hr. Davis.
Mode Mand—Mr. Knight.
Connecticut— Mt. Belts.
New Forfe— Mr. Wright.
New Jersey— Mr. Southard and Mr. Wall.
Mr. Buchannan.
Pennsylvania
Delaware Mr. Clayton.
Mr. Roane.
Virginia
North Carolina— Mr. Brown.
South Carolina— Mr. Calhoun.
Georgia Mr. Lumpkin.
Kentucky— Mr. Clay and Mr. Crittenden.
Tennessee— Mr. White.
0/iio— iMr. Allen and Mr. Tappan.
Indiana— Mt. Srnilh and Mr. White.

—
—

M

—

—

—

—

fllttsissipiii

— Mr. Walker.

Illinois— Mr. Robinson and Mr.

Alabama— Mr. Clay and Mr.
Jlf/.ssoH(t— Mr.

Arkansas

—

IVIr.

Young

King.

Benton and Mr. Linn.
Fullon.

f

Michigan— Mt. Norvell.

On motion of Mr. Walker, the secretary of the
senate was directed to acquaint the house of represeidatives that the senate has formed a quorum,
and is ready to proceed to business.
On motion, a committee was appointed, (by the
chair), consisting of Mr. Wright and Mt. Alien on
the part of the senate, to join such committee as
be appointed by the house of reprepresentawait on the presid.-ut of the United Slates
and inform him lliat quorums of holh houses had
assembled, and that they were ready lo receive any

may

tives, to

communication he might be pleased

to

make.

—

—
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Mr. Benion then gave notice that he would on
morrow introduce a bill for the summary recovery
to-

and collection of small notes
lumbia.

The

December
ed and took

3.

in the District

of Co-

senate then adjourned.
Mr. Merrick, of Maryland, appear-

his seat.
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A

A

state.

the otiice of solicitor of the general land office.
Mr. Norvell also gave notice that he would embrace the earliest period to introduce several bills,
among which are
bill making grants of land to certain states for

Some conversation took place in regard to the
appointment of doorkeeper and chaplain. The forA
mer under the rules, is appointed on the 2d Monday in December, and the senate acquiesced in the purposes of internal improvement; and
A bill granting land to Michigan, to aid that state
proposition to defer the latter to the same day.
On motion of Mr. Hubbard, the time of meeting in the constructionof a canal around the falls of St
Marie.
was fixed at 12 o'clock until further ordered.

The

senate then adjourned.

Mr. Benion submitted several resotions, observing that it would be as well to communicate them as an initiatory step to procure inforDecember

4.

for subsequent legislative action, viz:
resolution requesting the president of the U.
States to cause to be laid before the senate copies of
records and all the proceedings of the court of inquiry and of the court martial held at St. Louis on
lieut. cul. Brant, and a copy of his resignation, and

mation

A

all

the papers connected therewith.

Also, a resolution calling for the names of all the
banks in the United States which may have stopped
payments during the suspension of 1S39, also those
that did not stop, also the banks that have refused
to pay the government in specie when demanded,
with all the circumstances of such failure, and the
correspondence to which it led; also whether any of
the departments have information or have cause to
believe that any of the government creditors have
been paid in depreciated currency since the general
resumption of 1838.
Also, a resolution calling on the secretary of the
treasury to communicate
1st. The articles of foreign import that may have
been manufactured into a dilferent article in the U.
States, and allowed a drawback on being exported;
and the value of such imports and exports; the
amount of duties received, and drawback paid, from
the year 1833 to the end of the fiscal year 1839.
2d. The amount of drawback which would have
been payable on such exporlations if the act of
March 2d, 1833, (commonly called the compromise
act), for the reduction of duties, had provided for a
reduction of drawback in proportion to the periodical reduction of duties.
3d. The probable quantities and value of such
exports and imports, and amount of duties receivable, and of drawbacks payable thereon, from the
year 184n to the consummation of the compromise
act in 1842, and. for one year thereafter, provided
the same act remains as it is.
4th. The same quantities, value and duties, for
the same time, which will be payable if the drawback underwent reduction proportionate to the reduction of the duty.
table of recapitulation and comparison,
5th.
showing the annual dilference and the aggregate
difference between the amounts of drawback paid
and payable under said act, from 1833 to 1842, and
a year thereafter, if the act remained as it is; and
the amount that would have been paid if the drawback had been subject to reduction in proportion to
the reduction of duties from the date of the act.
Also, another resolution calling on the secretary
of the treasury for information in relation to the imposition of tolls, and the annual amount collected on
all vessels passing the Louisville and Portland canal; together with the amount of dividends belonging to the United States, and the amount paid upon

A

A

settlers at i-educed prices.

A

to relinquish to the

state of Missiscent, fund arising under her compact for admission into the union.
bill to cede to the state of Mississippi a
3d.
quantity of public lands equal to that heretofore
granted to the state of Ohio for the purpose of in-

2d.
sippi the

bill

two per

then the senate adjourned.
December 5. Mr. Spence, of Maryland, appeared
and took his seat.
The chair announced the reception of a communication from the treasurer of the United States,
which would remain on the table unopened until
after the receipt of the president's message.
The resolutions submitted yesterday by Mr. Bento7i were laid on the table.
Mr. Benton gave notice that he would, at the proper time, bring in a bill to repeal the duty on imported salt, &.C.
Mr. C/uy, of Alabama, save notice of his intention,

A

A

tions.

Mr. Cave Johnson objected

until the

to the seats

—

this its first session.

as was in Iris possession touching the rights of the
several claimants to seats from that state.
Many voices cried "agreed! agreed!"

Mr.

Wm.

Cost Jolinson objected to

state passed over until

it

having the

was decided who were her

rejrresentatives in this congress,

New

Jersey, now rose and addressed the house for a few minutes; objecting to
the course of passing over the stale of New Jersey
in calling the roll. He demanded that the evidences
of the titles to seats from New Jersey, which were
ternal improvement.
bill to authorise the substitution of other in possession of the clerk, should be read; and if
4th.
land in place of school sections which are useless no flaw was to be found in the certificates of election of himself and colleagues, that they should be
or unproductive.
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, at the same time gave a admitted to equal rights with other members, none
similar notice in relation to a large number of bills. of whom would have higher pretensions, on this
floor.
Those of a public nature were:
The clerk then staled that he had a certificate of
bill for the reduction and graduation of the
price of the public lands.
the governor of New Jersey declaring William

A

Cries of "read! read!"
The clerk thereupon read Mr. Halsted's certiand then declared that he had in his hands
other certrficates irr precisely the same form in favor of John B. Jlycrigg, J. P. B. Maxwell, Thos.
Jones Yorkc, and Charles C. Stratlon.
Mr. Mercer moved for the reading of the law of
New Jersey ou the subject of congressional elecficate,

to having the law read
evidence in favor of any other claimants
had first been read.
Mr. Mercer said that the object of his motion
had simply been that the law and the testimony ia
the case might be preseirted together.
Mr. Cave Johnson insisted that all the evidence
on both sides should first be heard; after which he
had no objections to the reading of the law.
Mr. Vanderpoel, of New York, also urged the
propriety of submitting all the facts first, and then
He understood
the law which related to the case.
that there was conflicting testimony in relation to
a right to these seats in the hands of the clerk; the
of inti'oducing several bills relating to the interests testimony on one side had been read, let that on
of Alabama and the citizens thereof; also, that the other be read also.
Mr. Tillinghast, of Rhode Island, said it would
gr-anting to states and incorporated companies the
make not the slightest difference which was read
right of way through the public lands.
Mr. Norvelt gave notice that he should ask leave first since all would doubtless, sooner or later, be
But the call had
to introduce a bill making appropriations for the read; the order was immaterial.
completion of certain roads commenced by the U. been made for the law of New Jersey, in order that
it might be decided what sort of evidence could be
Slates in the state of Michigan.
Mr. Fulton also gave notice in i-elation to several read, from either party, in conformity with the law.
He therefore should consider it more convenient
bills, among others, that to set apart a belt of land
on the borders of Missouri and Arkansas as a boun- that the law should be read at once, in order to dety to settlers engaged in the defence of the frontier. termine that point.
Mr. Jenifer, of Maryland, said he understood the
And therr the senate adjourned.
clerk to say that he had received five other certificates
in the same form with that which had been
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
[During the day, every representative and dele- just read; were there any more than these six? If
gate belonging to the house was present, except not, why did he not call the names of the other cerMr. Kempsltall, (whig), from New York, who, the tified members, as he had that of Mr. Randolph.
Mr. Rives, of Virginia recommended that this
National Intelligencer observes, was detained at
home by circumstances which no true-hearted man whole matter be laid upon the table until a quorum
of the house should have been obtained; then there
will blame him for yielding to.
The delegates from territories in congress, are worrld be a house which could do something; till
from Florida, Mr. Downing; from Wisconsin, Mr. then nothirrg coirld be done, because there was no
house to do it. He thought gentlemen on both sides
Doty; from Iowa, Mr. C/tapman.
by geMr. C. J. Ingersoll, claiming the seat of Mr had better, at once, acquiesce in this course
there was a house of repreNaylor, of Pennsylvania, and Messrs. Dickcrson. neral consent. When
sentatives, although it might not yet be regularly
Ryall, Cooper, Kille and Vroom, contesting the
organized, a question could be put and decided; now
seats of the New Jersey members, were said to be
no question could even be put.
in the hall.]
Mr. Maxwell again spoke, again insisting on an
Monday, Dec. 2. An rrnusually full assemblage immediate decision on the rights of those who had
of members elect of the house of representatives
presented regular credentials to take their seats.
being convened in the hall, at twelve o'clock preThe clerk now said that there were three distinct
cisely the clerk of the house at the last session,
propositions, on which the house was requested to
Hiigli A. Garland, esq. (who continues to be clerk
vote: first, that the law of New Jersey, touching
untrl another election is made to that office), rose
elections, be now read; secondly, that tire testimoat his desk, and said that, in conformity with the
ny irr favor of the opposing claimants be first read;
-practice heretofore observed, he was now ready, if
and thirdly, that the whole subject be, forthe preit was the pleasure of the house, to call a list which
sent, laid upon the table.
he had formed of members elect of the house of
Mr. Wise. Who are to vote tolay iton the table?
representatives for the twenty-sixth coirgress, at
If not, are
Is there a qirorum of members called?

And

No objections being made, the roll was commenced, and the members of the several New England states, and also those from the state of New
York, having answered to their names.
The clerk next proceeded to the state of New
Jersey, and called the name o{ Joseph F. Randolph.
them, &.C.
Having done so, he paused and stated that there
Mr. Criitenden said he had prepared a bill in relawere five of the seats belonging to representatives
tion to the subject of this resolution, which he gave
of this state which were contested, and, not feeling
notice he would bring forward at as early a period
it to be his duty to decide the question of a right
the
States
to
purauthorise
United
as practicable, to
to them, he would, if such a course should be apchase the stock of the Louisville and Portland ca- proved by the house, pass over the remaining names
nal.
until the other states should have been gone through
Mr. Walker gave notice that he would, at the with; after which he worrld submit such evidence
earliest period when it was in order, ask leave to introduce the following bills.
bill lo provide for a standing and permaIst.
nent pre-emption system, with sales also to actual

B27

Halsled (whose name stood next upon the roll) to
have been duly elected a representative from that

bill to relinquish to Alabama the two per cent,
fund for the purposes of internal improvement.
bill to discontinue the office of surveyor general as soon as surveys are completed, and to abolish

Mr\ Maxwell, of

If any question shall
less than a quorum to vote?
be put before we have a quorum of members whose
seats are not disputed, we shall get into endless confusion.
The clerk said that, if he was permitted to reply,
he would state it as his own judgment that there

was no possible mode of deciding on the admission
of claimants to the remaining seats of theNew Jerdelegation until the calling of the roll should have
been gone through with. This could be done only
by general conserrt.
Mr. Wise. Does that mean universal consent.'
Were
If any one objected, could it still be done?
those who claimed seats to vote on that question?
The clerk declined deciding in the case.
Mr. STcrcer objected to the proposal of his colleague, (Mr. Rives), who seemed to desire that the
house should vote to lay a subject on the table before it was ascertained whethere there was a quo-

sej'

He had desired to have the law of
present.
read before the remaining testimony in
the hands of the clerk, but he should not in.sist upon
this: if gentlemen preferred it, letall the testimony
be firstgone through with.
Mr. Rives explained. He had not proposed that
a vote shoirlil be taken, but that, by general consent, the qirestion in relation to these seats should
forthe present be laid aside. He hoped that such
When
would be the disposition of all present.
the roll had been gone through with, it would
doubtless appear that a quorum was present. The
house could then return to this subject, take it up,
hear the evidence and the law, and come to a cor1

New Jersey

rect decision.

—
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York, saiJ that the propo- those of his state? Would the clerk decide? Was tieman whose name had immediately preceded his
complete the calling of Mr. H. to vote on that question? The question had presented a commission in precisely the same
Who were members of had already been decided, and decided by a com- form, and in strict conformity with the laws of the
the house? Who bnt siicli as held the regular le<;al petent tribunal, and that decision must stand: it state. The clerk had then stated that he held five
Mr. must stand as well from the necessity of the case as other commissions in the same identical words, all
certificates of their election by the people?
H. asked the clerk by what right lie had called his from all the force of precedent. He was willing signed by the governor the only regular organ of
own name? Was it not on the regular legal evi- to read the law, but he did not insist that it should communication between the state and this house;
dence of his election? And if the genllemen from be- heard before any other testimony the clerk might the oidy difi'erence being Ihat one of them containNew Jersey produced the same evidence, had they hold in his hands. The law nf New Jersey requir- ed the name of Mr. Halsled, and the former the
not the same right to their seats? If, indeed, there ed that the governor and council should determine name &( Mv. Randolph. Now, theclerk had actualwere two sets of claimants, and both produced the which of the candidates in a state election had re- ly called the name of Mr. iJajido//i/ton the strength
certificates of the governor, in conformity with the ceived the most votes, and should give to such per- of nothing else but such a certificate, and nobody
law of their state, Ihen there might be room to he- sons commissions under the great seal of the state. had uttered an objection to it. Was it then, a very
If the laws The governor in council had decided, and had gi- extraordinary thing that Mr. Halstcd should now
sitate; otherwise, how could there be?
of New Jersey declared that, to entitle a man to ven such commissions duly authenticated, and it demand to have his name called also? He could
act as its representative in congress, he must have was of no consequence, in this argument, whether not see on what ground any difi'erence should be
a certificate, signed by the governor, that lie had that officer had done right or wrong; if he had made. The clerk had acted as the temporary organ
been duly elected, would the clerk dare to insert done wrong, the house, when duly organized, had of the body of men now present, (a body met, not
upon his roll the name of any man not bringing the power to correct the wrong. He should not for the purpose of settling questions, not to revise
snch a certificate? Suppose a set of men should now touch that point at all; it was totally foreign elections, not to settle laws); and by their universal
get together, and draw up depositions that Mr. H. to the matter now to be settled. Whatever the (le- consent, he had without a solitary sign of objection
had not been duly elected by the people, would the cision of the governor might have been, it must in any quarter, called the name of IVlr. Randolph as
All agreed that he had done
clerk, on such depositions, dare to reject the com- stand as valid uritil reversed by a competent tribu- entitled to a seat.
Mr. Halstcd now came foward and claimed
right.
mission Mr. H. presented to him in due form of nal. He would read the provision of the law:
When did the privilege of a
law, and refuse to place his name upon the roll?
"Sec. V. The governor, or person administering the same privilege.
He insisted on the reading of the New Jersey law; the government, shall, within five days after re- member of congress commence? Mr. Jefferson, in
they had no right, on the threshold, to pass it over, ceiving the list, lay the same before a privy coun- that cha|iter of his Manual which treats on priviand disregard its provisions. They had no right to cil, to be by him summoned for that purpose, and, lege, had stated that privilege I'rom arrest commencset aside or postpone the claims of men presenting after casting up the whole number of votes from ed from the election of a man to be a member,
themselves as the representatives of a sovereign the several counties for each candidate, the said though he could not act as such until duly sworn;
state, and bringing in their hands the legal proofsof governor and privy council shall determine the six and then he proceeded to declare, in words to which
Mr. T. called the solemn attention of all around
their official character and rights.
jiersons who have the greatest number of votes
Mr. Halsted,o( New Jersey, said that ha de- liom the whole state for lepresenlalives in congress him that every man must, at his peril, take notice
manded, as the representative ol one of the sove- from this state, which six persons the governor who were reiurncd of record as duly chosen. All
reign states of this union, that his name be called. shall forwith commission, under the great seal of persons who were bound to do, or to abstain from
The only reason the clerk had given lor not calling tlie state, to represent this state in the house of re- doing any thing, in consequence of the election,
were bound at their peril to take notice who they
it was, that there were certain other claimants to
preservtatives of the United States."
Mr. T. prorecord.
were who were relumed
the seats of those whose names he had mentionWe bring such commission, and the clerk is ceeded to observe that thereofwere two distinct powed, but had not called as on the roll of the house.
bound to receive it as prima /ac/c evidence of our ers exercised in the matter under consideration: one
Would the clerk say that other persons had come
Such is the law of parliament.— was the power to make and declare an election of
right to sit here.
to him with commissions in their hands under the
Mr. H. here quoted a law of parliament passed in representatives to congress; and the other was to
broad seal of the slate^tliat attestation which rethe 7th and 8th years of William and Mary, de- judge of the validity of such election. These powpresented the sovereignty of the state in its most
claring that members returned by the slierifis are ers were wholly distinct from each other. The first
solemn form? a form of evidence known to the
sitting members until parliament, on petition, shall power was to be exercised by the people and by
usages of the state from the earliest days of its potheir election to have been illegal.
He said certain public officers within a state; but congress
Would he say thai? If the clerk judge
litical existence.
"that the same principal had been settled by the had passed no law on the subject further than to rewould produce such certificates in support of the
house of representatives over and over again; and quire the state to elect representatives all the rest
other claimants' demand, Mr. II. would then conin confirmation of this statement referred to the de- had been left exclusively to state legislation; and
sent that the question should be passed over as procision by the house at the late special session in the under such circumstances, the laws passed by any
merely because
posed; but he could not consent
case of Messrs. Claiborne and Gholson. He also state were binding on congress and on all otherpercertain gentlemen, however personally respectable,
quoted other precedents from the "cases of the dis- sons.
The second power was to be exercised by
might suppose that they had valid evidence of their
There the house of representatives, when duly organized
puted elections," pages 156, 72S and 729.
right to seats, though that evidence was not accordwas no case in all the history of the house where a and authorised to vote on matters falling within
ing to the laws of New Jersey, or in conformity to
regular legal commission had been rejected before
any decision of this house, or of any parliamentary the house was organized. And this was according their jurisdiction. The assemblage of genllemen
body since the remotest ages of our Saxon ances- to all law every where. Nothing was better set- here present had met for the purpose of giving validity to such a house; but it was not the house.
that one of the stars in the galaxy of our nators
tled than that the decision of a regular tribunal, ap- They were not authorised to judge whether the
tional sovereignty should be stricken out while he
pointed by law to ilecide such matters, must, wdien election of members from New Jersy was valid or
and his colleagues stood recreant by, without liftcame
up
before
any other tribu- invalid; it would be an assumption lo attempt it.
the same question
in" their voices in the assertion of the rights of the
nal, unless in cases of appeal, be received and adNow. in the interval between the exercise of these
state, and without insisting, as it was their bounden
mitted as res (iJy«i/(ra/a, according to the maxim,
some such evidence
duty to do, that her seal should be received as even
He therefore two powers, there must exist
res adjitdicata pro veritale aceipitur.
prima fucie evidence of the rights of her repre- insisted that in justice to the laws of New Jersey, of the e.xercise of the first of them, as all persons
He was entirely
were bound to respect, and to which they must yield
sentatives claiming in her name.
officers
of
that
state,
as
well
public
as
to
and the
their credence.
He appealed to the common senso
willing that any other gcnlleman should be rece'
the commissioned members, the names of such
«d here with the same courtesy as himself and his members ought to be [daced upon the roll. If other of all who heard him if this must not be so. And
if it was so, there must be a provision in the laws of
colleagues, provided they produced evidence in
gentleman claimed the seat and could prove their
very state to furnish such evidence. Accordinglj',
conformity with the law— if they brought in their
right to it, let them proceed regularly by petition.
ome stales had declared that the leturns of the shehands certificates duly signed by those public
Let them show, if they could, that the governor had
And where such returns
riffs should constitute it.
functionaries whose express and exclusive right
done wrong in granting such cerlificates; when that
and duty it was to certify the election of represen- question came up, Mr. H. trusted that he should be were made, they immediately, ipso ficlo, exempted
But if they produced no such evidence,
from arrest the persons of all whose names were so
tatives.
governor
the
had
done
right.
He
able to show that
what right had that house to reject the proof which appealed in the meanwhile to all honorable and returned:* a man thus returneil could not be refused
was in conformity with law? The constitution de- high minded state rights men not to let the reirular any of the privileges legally and constitutionally
In
pertaining to a repre.seiitalive of the people.
clared that the times, places and manner of holdacts of state authority be wantonly set aside. Were
other slates, only a certificate of the goveinor was
ing elections should be prescribed in each state by
it their own case, would they not gallantly stand up
necessary; and there, such a certificate had power to
the legislature thereof; and until congress took it
stales?
authority
of
their
the
for
into their own hands to examine into the regularity
As to the other testimony to which the clerk had
of such elections, the decisions of the stale autho*Mr. TilUnghast, in explanation, stales to the editors
alluded, Mr. H. understood it to consist of a certifi- of the National Intelligencer, from which «e derive
rities must of course be conclusive as to the rights
from the secretary ol state of New those proceedings, that he "did not mean, and think I
of those returned as elected. The house of repre- cate obtained
of
his
oflice,
not
under
the
seal
the
under
Jersey,
not express myself, lhat e.xemption from arrest, in
did
sentatives was the only body which had authority to

Mr. Hoffman, of

sition was to
"the roll."

j

New

proceed

anil

Of what

roll?

—

—

—

—

—

decide as to the qualifications of its own members;
and Mr. H's position was, that until such a house
was duly organized, certificates in the legal form
were to be receiver! as prima facie evidence of
membership. They could only be set aside by the
representatives of the people of the United States
alter a speaker had been
in congress assembled
chosen and the members sworn. If that position
was a sound one, then who here had any rigid to decide that New Jersey should be blotted out from
among the states, and the names of her lepresentaII gentletive.s omitted on the roll of congress?
men unilertook now to decide this question, under
what official solemnity would they act? Under
none. They had not taken the oath of office, and
Ihey had no right to rush to a deci.sion which might
coinjiromit and destroy the most solemn and precious rights of men. How was Mr. II. to tell who
were entitled thus to pass upon his rights and upon

—

fa\'or of the other candiBut the secretary of state was not the reporting or certifying officer known to the law; he
had no Icgil aulhority to give such a certificate, it
was in reality, no certificate at all. Besides, it diil
not pretend to state any official returns of the election, but oply the personal understanding of that ofcertilying officer
ficer as to the general result.
could only legally certify to record*:; he had no authority to certify what might be his own personal
opinions; and even if the secretary of state were
the authorised officer lo certify election returns,
the certificate he had given was not in the usual
Mr. H. however, had no objection that his
form.
certificate, snch as It was should be road.

broad seal of the state, in

this

dates.

ists,

A

J\Ir. Titlinghast, of Rhode Island, said that the
gentleman from New Jersey who had just taken his
seat bad openly claimeil to have his name called ii

the

list

of representatives from that state.

The gen

country,

commences

at the time

of election, or ex-

except during attendence on a session, and going
and returning from the same. The ca.sc I Buggesled
was one of an attempt to arrest a person holding the return or certificate of election on his
way to attend a session; and this was lo illustrate the

!

|

,

I

j
j

to

for illustration

position that the person
specific,

who

exhibits the autlrenlio,

genuine document which the laws prescribe

I

j

as the evidence oi his oleciion, nuist be recognised by \
those to whom he exhibits it as eniillod to every right J
and every privilofie which the election bestows, (wne- \
ihcr partieipalinn in the organization of ilie house, or J
exemption from arrest, or any other), whenever, at the.
appropriate time, and upon the appropriate oecasioii, 1
he asserts and claims Ihe privilege and exhibits the
.specilie evidence: until that specific evidence is superseded hy the judgment of the appropriate, competent
j

\

;

and

qualiliod iribun.d.

The (|uotaiioii which was read from the Manual on
the subject of e.xenipiion from arrest refers lo tlie parliamentary law of England."
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it

He

tatives,

and that house

it

was which must decide

who were prima, faoe members from New Jersey.
What was the house of representatives? Was it neces.sary that

it

should be organized before

it

could act?

seemed to him not. Who was to organize it?
Five gentlemen on one side insisted they must vote
in the organization.
Five others insisted as hard on
the other side that they must, and the others must
not.
As soon as there was a quorum, there was a
body which was pro hac vice a house of representatives, and they were entitled, under the constitution,
to settle the question.
They could as well do this
It

Who

Suppose he should choose to call those
who resided north of the Potomac:
would Ihey be the house of representatives of the
United States? Surely not. If the house were as
powerless as the gentleman from Vermont seemed
to suppose, he saw not where the matter was to end
they might never getany house at all. But no; necessity gave them power.
Mr. M. here referred to
the case of Claiborne and Gholson, and the overwhelming vote by which he had been put down in
an attempt to set aside their certificates on Ih
ground of an unconstitutional election: the house had
insisted on the validity of their certificates, (though
these had been left at home, and their own averment
was received as proof), and they had accordingly
been admitled lo their seats on far weaker evidence
than was now presented by the gentlemen from
strous idea.

uiembers only

—

and settle it himself.
said he had a proposition to submit.
[Mr. Biddle claimed the floor, having, as he
thought risen first; but the clerk having no authority

his

power,

I for

one, shall not recog-

then proceeded to refer to the cases of various contested elections, in which, he contended,
the very question now under discussion had been
abundantly decided. He referred to the case which
occurred at the first session of the first congress, in
which the seals of the New Jersey delegation had
been contested on the ground of informality and
corruption in the election.
To the case of Spalding vs. Meade, of Georgia, at
J.

the ninth congress,

first

session.

To the case of Turner vs. Baity, at the eleventh
congress, first session.
In this case. Turner had the
majority of voles.
Baily was commissioned. Turner claimed the seat, and got it; but Baily held it
and acted as a member a long time.
To the case of Williams vs. Bowers at the thirteenth congress, first session. Williams had a maBowers was commissioned, and acted through
one session and part of another, when the house, by
a unanimous vote, decided in favor of Williams.
To the case of Willoxighby vs. Smith, at the 13th
congress, first session, (presenting the same features
as the case last mentioned.)
To the case o( Root vs. Mams, at the 14th con-

jority;

gress, 1st session.

Here Adams was commissioned,

in the house until such time as the house
decided that Root was entitled to the seat.

and voted

To the case of Mullory vs. Merrill. Here, as in
the case last cited, Merrill held the seat a long time;
until, by a vote of the house, it was given over to
Mallory.
It would thus be perceived (Mi. J. continued)
that the clerk could not be allowed to look either
beyond or behind the certificates of election; and he

(Mr. J.) objected to the clerk exercising the power
of the clerk, unless he exercised it in the manner in
which it had been exercised by all his predecessors;
that was to say, by recognising those who had presented themselves here under the high sanction of
the laws of the several states, and under the seals of
those states.
II there had been fraud or deception,
He relet it be investigated at the proper time.
peated that he, for one, would not recognise any departure from the established usages of that body; nor
would he give his sanction to the exercise of a power
which he doubted whether the house could exercise
do so wrongfully. He
New Jersey. He implored the house not to say that rightfully, though they mightmotive,
and concluded
disclaimed
any imputation of
the clerk had power to call gentlemen in any order
that the members would at
he pleased, and make such a house as he pleased. by expressing the hope
God forbid that congress should ever be reduced to all events allow the law of the state of New Jersey
to be read.
each a state of things as that.
Mr. Biddle was understood to say that the quesMr. Johnson, of Maryland, said that when he had
tion for decision was, whether this was the approfirst risen to object against the clerk's calling the
name of any other member, he had done so from a priate stage to pass upon the disputed point of electiesire at once lo bring to the consideration of the tion.
Was this the proper time, or should the matgentlemen present the embarrassment under which ter b3 deferred until some other time? It had been
Ihey must necessarily be, when once they depar'sd proposed that the names of the members from the
from the laws and the establislied usage wl.ich had state of New Jersey should be passed over, that
characterised that house from the formation of the wherever there was a dispute the name should be
government to the present time. He desired them passed- over, and that those members who were thus
to discover at once how perfectly at sea they would admitted to their seats should be the judges of the
be if the clerk was suffered to gratify his own judg- election of those whose seats might be disputed.—'
ment at the expense of the fixed custom of the house This course seemed to have been drawn from the
of representatives.
Since the house had assembled practice ofcomts of law. In the case of insolvent
debtors, when any dispute arose, ue wejievei tilC
iiiis uiGrr.;"", I'." !""' taken occasion to look into Ifc
past course of congress, and he found that it had name was passed over, and another was called.
been the immemorial usage of the clerk to call the Now, he would ask whether this was the analogy
names of those who held certificates of relurns by which 0Uj;ht to be pursued in relation to the rights of
the authority of tiie several states, as expressed by the people? whether this body had a right to say
the laws of those states.
He held in Ida hand a cer- that any state or people should be for a moment
tificate from the governor of his state
signed by the disfranchised? that the representatives of one sovehand of the governor under the seal of the stale
'gn state should stand aside and be deprived of
and under which certificate of election he (Mr. J.) the privileges which were bestowed upon represenpresented himself here. If the house were about to tatives from another? Did not gentlemen perceive
depart from the usage which had, up to this time, the enormous consequences that must result from
governed its organization, he at least, as a member uch a proceeding? that it would go forth to the
representing a portion of the people, felt bound, at next congress and to the world as a precedent for
once, to deny the authority of the house to proceed future time?
If that course were adopted now,
further; and, if it did so, he, for one, would not re- why should it not be so forever hereafter? It would
cognise those proceedings.
] admit (continued Mr.
only be necessai y to say, "the seat of this gentleman
J.) because tiie constitution so declares, that this or that is disputed," and he will lose his seat.
Did
house can judge of the returns and qualifications of not gentlemen perceive that, at the opening of every
its own members.
The house can either exercise or session, the struggle would be to dispute the seals
usurp power, as it pleases. It can, if it pleases, of members' What more easy?
It would cost noabuse its power by the disfranchisement of a portion thing, and the result would be that the judges would
of its members, or otherwise. All that I have to say be narroweil down to the limited number of those
is, that I shall not be instrumental in that abuse, nor
whose seats might happen not to be disputed say
will I, by my voice or vote, countenance or recog- some twelve or twenty in number.
This result asIf it is to be left to the clerk to say whom suredly would be protluced, if the course suggested
nise it.
he will or whom he will not name as returned mem- by the gentleman from Virginia fMr. Rives) was
bers, who can tell where the mischief might end?
|iursued
because it had been assumed here that it
Whole districts, probably a whole slate, might be was someitiing to be called that this put a badge
thrown out of its representation.
course is ta- upon a man
that it was a sort of guaranty that he
ken. If the clerk is to depart from the uniform was- not an impostor. This was worth something.
course of his predecessors, I, for one, shall decline Did not gentlemen see that monstrous abuses \youM
answering to my name, and shall thus refuse to re- follow?
cognise in him the authority to do that which I beWhat, he would inquire, was the theory of our
lieve he has no right to do.
The very moment he present position? He took it that tlie clerk was the

—

I

I

—

My

bility,

Mr. Mercer

Mr.
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as they could elect a speaker.
The constitution declared that "the house of representatives should elect
speaker;" then they were a house before they
elected a speaker
that is, before they were organized. He therefore came, on the whole, to the conclusion that as there was nobody to decide this ques.
tion, and no body to put the question to till there was
a quorum, the clerk be advised to take the responsi-

A

members

New

How then vpas it
be left to an agreement bebelieved it would be long
And if they did not settle

before they could agree.
the question, who was to settle it? He said, the moment there was a quorum called and ascertained to
be present, then there would be a house of represen-

nise his acls.

elect whom he choose first to call a
house of representatives? And this to be done by
one who was himself a candidate for the siifirages
ol the house?
As soon as he had called 122, were
they then to decide on the rights of all the rest
Surely fcot. Necessity required that the clerk mus
admit those who presented valid credenlials. Mr.
M. had asked to have the law read; when that law
was heard, the case was as clear a one as ever had
been presented to that house. Mr. M. then insisted
on the right of each state to prescribe its own mode
of conducting and of certifying elections, and denied
Jersey had any
that the secretary of state of
right to communicale with this house as an organ of
that state.
That belonged to the governor. The
gentlemen here present had the right to make a roll
had robbed them of
oi prima facie members?
that right?
The clerk of the house? Was he to go
It was a
contrary to the records of the states?

Jersey contended they had not.

Would

steps

by,

of the

way.
But gentlemen said, "go through the roll, and then
you will have a quorum." But would the others
have a right to decide? The gentleman from New

beyond

to decide,

—

—

to be decided?
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and there being no rules of order to decide,
Mr. B. gave way, and Mr. M. proceeded.]
Mr. Mercer saM the gentleman from Vermont had
asked what use there could be in reading papers
when there was nobody to decide upon them? But
the gentleman had, in a great measure, answered his
own argument. He had maintained, and truly, that
there must be a house before there could be a speaSimply from the necessity of the
ker; but why?
case.
And the same necessity existed here. The
gentleman wished the clerk to decide what? The
clerk of the last congress decide who are the mei
The clerk to make any porti
hers of this house?

confer a like exemption, and invest witli like privileges, until its validity was destroyed by some auThe laws of New
thority competent to destroy it.
Jersey had prescribed the form of a commission; and
no commission of the commanders of our army or
navy more elfectnally invested their holders with
their respective offices, than did this commission to
members of congress. Now, the body here present
consisted of men who had a concern in this matter
they were bound to notice it, and must, at their
peril, observe who were declared ir.embers of record.
And all action of persons eveiy where touching the
whole matter, must be governed in like manner.
The evidence required by law must every where receive credence. Some had already been admitted
on this very evidence; and he could not for his life
see how others, producing the very same, could be
rejected.
If no claim had been advanced, the case
might be ditferent; but a claim had been openly set
up, and he did not know how it was to be refused.
Mr. Fillmore appealed to all gentlemen around
him to give consent that all the facts might be laid
He was not solicitous as to the order,
bel'ore them.
but gentlemen seemed to have assumed both facts
and law, of which he was personally ignorant. He
therefore implored that without further delay both
might be spread before theui.
Mr. Slade asked to what purpose it would be to
read the law? Was it for the purpose of any action
It would be idle
by any body? If so, by whom?
for the clerk to read, unless it were to enable somebody to ilecide upon some question. But here wei'e
none to decide any question. The clerk had made out
a list of certain persons whom he supposed to be
members of the house of representatives; yet he had
nothing more, in most cases, than newspaper evidence to go upon. He had acted according to ijsage
both in making the roll and in calling it.
He had
called the names in the usual order, according to the
order of stales; but he might, at pleasure, have
adopted any other order. He might have arranged
the names alphabetically; and in that case the name
of one of the Jersey members commissioned would
have been at the very foot of the list (flir. Yorke).
He had called one of these members, and none had
objected, and then he had mentioned five others who
had similar credenlials. In what position were gentlemen placed? Were they to decide who were privia facie members from New Jersey, and who not?
This question lay immediately before them; they
could not proceed a step till it was decided. But
how could it be decided? There was no house to
decide it. True, some 80 or 90 names had been
called; but the hall was filled with others whose
names had not. Who could tell who were entitled
Gentlemen were talking to no purpose.
to vote?
The candidates might beat the air and bay one
another, but the assembly would be just where they
now were. When a quorum had been formed and
duly sworn, then, and not till then, could the question he settled.
There was no use in speculating
he was for looking at the case practically. He could
have wished the cleik, instead of referring the
question to the house, (and there was no house),
had said "I take the responsibility," and settled the
question himself.
Mr. S. saw no other practicable

tween the claimants?

7,
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mouth-piece of this body a body not yet organizStill, however, it was a body met for the deed.
spatch of business. Did not tlie language which fell
from the clerk's own lips prove that this was his
own construction of the matter? The clerk had
looked round and had asked whether it was the pleasure of the house that he should do so and so; and,
in so doing, he had acknowledged that this was, lor
some purpose, a body which body was authorised
He had been permilled to call the
to instruct him.
He had decided that the credentials of the
roll.
members from the state of Massachusetts were in
due form; he had invested those members with the
badge of office, and he had said that they were members.
had he done this.' He had examined
their credentials and the laws bearing upon them, as
it was his duty to do, and he had said that ihose credentials were conformable to the laws.
Did not this
show that he considered this to be his duty in the
first instance'
He (Mr. B.) contended that the
clerk, where there was a case which satisfied his
own judgment, was bound to act upon if; and that,
had no
if, as a man of honor and truth, the clerk
doubt which set of credentials conformed to the law
of the state, he was bound to announce to the house
the names of the gentlemen whose credentials did
so conform. He had already discharged that duty
with lespectlo others: why then shrink from it now?
not do with the members from New Jersey as
he had done in the case of the members from Massachusetts?
It seemed to hira (Mr. B.) to be one of
the plainest duties that could be imposed upon a

—

Why

Why

man.
Did the credentials of the members from New
Jersey conform to the law of that state? If, in the
opinion of the clerk, they did not ifa doubt existed
which had complied with the requisitions of the law
if his judgment was at fault, the matter was to be
referred to the house, and the house might pass

—

—

upon it. Or if the clerk made a decision which was
erroneous, or alleged to be so, then also there was
an appeal to the house. It was this house, or this
body, (by whatever name it might be called), whose
ailvice the clerk must ask; but, in the first place, he
was called upon by usage to exercise a sound judgment in the premises, and, upon either side, an appeal would lie from that judgment. This body possessed the same right which their fathers possessed
when they threw of the British yoke, when under the
necessity of taking some new form of organization.
The onus, in the first instance, was thrown npoti
the judgment and conscience of the clerk. Upon
that best judgment he was bound to act; and, if any
thing was wrong, there was an appeal.
If tlie case
was so doubtful that he could not come to a conclusion, then, piobably, he had a right to ask the advice or o|iinioii of thi.s body.
Mr. Slade desired lo say a word in explanation of
his former argument
which was, (hat a bare quorum of the house might decide upon the qualiriiC'
tions of its members.
He had not been in the habit
of arguing, from the abuse of power, its non-existence.
He had spoken of that which, from the necessity of the case, must be done.
He had spoken
of the power granted to the clerk of the old
house
by immemorial usage. Now, vvhea the cleric had
called the names until a quorum had
been iormed,
he, Mr. S. contende.l "-- -^-^ jitrictriss,
L'ne clerk

7,
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haired man to the chair by doing as was done at
the meeting in Faneuil Hall or at Philadelphia.
They might have called spme one to the chair as a
moderator or a speaker that resulted from the necessity of the case.
He did not say tliat the mere
fact of one man coming to contest a seat would
make such a case as would justify the cleric in acting.
By no means. There must be a color ol
claim.
I do not mean a color of an idea, as was
once suggested here, but a color of claim, to justify
the clerk in acting at all.
He must act here upon
his conscience.
If a man came here with a certificate of election from a governor or secretary of a
state who has no authority to issue it, let the responsibility rest upon those who had abused their power.
All of us acted under a responsibility lo public opinion.
There were a thousand cases in which power
had been abused in this country, but that abuse of
power did not justify the conclusion that there was
no power at all.
In this government ol treedom,
those who abused their jiower w'ere responsible for
it. The gentleman from Pennsylvania (l\Ir. Biddle)
had himself admitted that when the judgment of
the clerk was at fault, he must defer the matter to
the house, and that the house must decide.
This
was precisely his (Mr. S's) view. But the question
presented itself what wa.s this house?
Who were
the house?
Suppose the yeas and nays were called,

—

—

who were

This appeared to him an inanswer?
surmountable objection; and he would rather run the
risk of the other course he had named than of the
consequences which must result from this. He was
prepared in this and all other cases to do his duty
here, and let the consequences take care of themselves.
If the gentlemen from New Jersey should
be improperly put out of their seats by the action of
this body, great injustice would no doubt be done;
but yet, if that injustice was done in the execution
of a fair rule, it must be left to the people to decide
the question, whether the power of this body had
been abused. He confessed his understanding was
too obtuse to enable him to point out any other mode
to

of settling the difficulty.
Mr. Sergeant, (though heard very imperfectly),
was understood to say that he regarded the duty of
the clerk of the house of representatives, under the
usages of late years, to be a limited and a very plain
one; and that whatever doubts or difficulties might
now hang over the question, were occasioned by
what seems to him to be a departure from the line of
iisa™. What did the house understand from the
clerk? Why, that there was a contest.
The worthy member from Vermont, (Mr. Slade), had said,
if there was a color of a claim, the clerk was justified in acting. According to that, then, it was the
duty of the clerk to take colors of claims, and, if he
found them, to do what? To keep out of his
seat the person who offered himself as a represen
tative of a state, however clear his case might be
The gentleman said that the clerk was competent
upon what? The color of a claim'
(o decide
However sliglil it might be, however sure he mis^
be that there Vvas nothing in it, was the clerk to
suH'er that color or a claim to interpose between
the representative ami his seat, even for a single

cisely that which, by the law of that state, is declared to be final and conclusive evidence of their
election.
Is their any thing from the governor of
New Jersey to say that there has been a mistake?
Is there a doubt as to the genuineness of the signature, or the seal, or the paper?
Does the clerk
himself entertain such a doubt?
Probably he
does, but, if he does, he has not yet said so. He
has said that there is a contest on which he does
not undertake to decide; but how he would decide,
if he were competent to do so, he has not said.
I
repeat, we are not even informed that there is any
doubt; and if it were not for this claim, or color of
a claim, the certificate would be sufficient.
How then do we stand? What is the position of
the question?
Why, that these gentlemen are in
this house, bringing with them their certificates
drawn up according to the laws of the state of
New Jei.sey, even to the letter, and that they are,
therefore, under the constitution of the U. States,
to hold their seats, unless it is shown how they are
to be displaced.
Is it not due to a sovereign state
that its solemn act, done according to law, and involving an act of executive power, should, in the
first instance, be treated with respect; that those
who intend to impeach it should not come with a
transient color of claim, but should show that that
which appears to be according to law is not according to law? What have you got on the part of the
gentlemen contesting?
certificate from the secretary of state of the commonwealth of New Jersey. It is a remarkable thing, but if you will look
through the law, you will find that there is not a
single function which the secretary of state has to
perform. I do not know that he has eveh the custody of the papers. By turning to the law, it will
be found that the governor of New Jersey, on the
returns being made to him, is to summon the counThe person who has the custody of the papers
cil.
belonging to the council is the person who has the
charge of all the papers, and I take it for granted,
therefore, that they are now in the possession of the
governor and council, or of their clerk, if they have
one.
Is there any thing from the clerk of the coun-

A

cil?

No.

This question becomes a very serious one, because, as I indicated at the outset of my remarks,
the doings of this day are, more or less, to serve as
and I say
a direction to those who come after us
that this is the fiist time that any clerk in the congress of the United States has ever challenged the
principle that, under the constitution of the United
States, the man who holds the return is entitled to
a scat. I have looked through the decision given
in the case of Moore and Letcher.
It was there
argued by many distinguished members, and,
among others, by the gentleman formerly speaker
of this house, and now the governor of the state of
Tennessee, who brought forward precedents in
support of his opinion. He argued conclusively
and triumphantly that you cannot go behind or beyond the return commission beyond the authority
which comes to you from the state. Those who
argued on the same side of the question took the
same ground. What did the opponents do? Did
Take for example the state ol Delaware, they question this principle, this unavoidable prininstant?
to be ciple? for such it is in a government like ours,
which has only one representative. Was he '"'which consists of independent states, each entitled
kept out of his seat by the color of a claim?
conclusively until congress
'° he (Mr. S.) did not undev;;,-,;-,J, [\,^ ,|„;y ot the to act exclusively and'
''^=''
"'"
rightToV"t
would tJfcE bav,e a
The opponents to a man
shall have power to act.
such.
under
clerk
to
be
usage
one
He
took
that
the
But
no
it
me^nhm.
the
to the right! of
all that was contended for
principle;
the
to
agreed
clerk
was
Every one which the
performed the duly which he
stnctness.
act according to such
vvas in.conlormity with
rule requir- now performing was applicable only to one single w'as, whether the certificate
the
of
fairspint
the
would perceive that
law of Kentucky— one side saying it was, and
the call; and it would be point, and that v.as, to the verification of the cre- the
both agreeing that if
but
ed the clerk to go through
not—
was
it
other
that
the
e to call over a dentials if! jioiiif of genuineness and form.
rvio^t^n of the spirit of the ru
to his seat.
Mr, S. after speaking of what he considered the it was, he who had it was enlillcd
ol the ru e as every man
to one conclusion;
bare quorum. The spirit
only
now
therefore,
come,
can
acted,
had
the
clerk
required the clerk tq go becoming delicacy with which
of honor would admit,
know at present, namely, that these
to say what is it that the clerk does? He so far as we
proceeded
entitled
were
see
who
and
to
names,
through all the
slate of New Jerstate gentlemen are delegates from the
were not, by something lu keeps out of their seats the delegates from the
to the^r seats and who
If their seats are liable to be contested, we
sey.
of New Jersey, although it may appear hereafter
to the law
the shape of prima facie evidence.
icno'w how that is to be done according
it may appear now— that they ate entitled
although
pro
the
things
in
two
of
The clerk had to do one
In the mean time, however,
doctrine, of the United States.
the responsibili- to tiieir seats, because, according to this
and
have a
seats,
their
sent case: he had either got to take
take
should
members if there is a color of a claim, they are to pass the the gentlemen
ty of deciding which of the ten contesting
Whether that ri-ht so to do. That, then, which appears wrong
their matter over to some other period.
raise a question
from the state of New Jersey were entitled to
should
clerk
the
that
is.
me
to""
organized,
or
house
is
at fault, and period may be until after the
seats, or to say his judgment was
which he is not competent to raise— a question
Which should he do? to what other period I know not.
that he could not decide.
house in the case of Letcher and Moore„
In ordsr to arrive at a proper conclusion as to the which this
on
To his, Mr. S's mind, there could be no disputethey
decided that it must itself settle.
clerk
creilentials,
the
genuineness and force of the
Did not gentlemen know that it
unless something is
that point.
I submit, therefore, that
several states in
were
is bound to know the laws of the
who
saying
of
alternalive
put the clerk to the
forward to impeach the genuineness of Vh.e
compelled hiin relation to this matter. He is bound to look into brought
entitled to their seats, tiiey thereby
have produced;,
gentlemen
these
which
commission
almost an impossi- those laws, and to see that the certificates are conshould tak,»
either to perform what might be
they are so, his authority they are entitled to their seats, and
to perform an act formable to them; and, if
bility, or they put it in his power
accordingly.
them
prewho
gentlemen,
five
Here are
at an end.
which might result in consequences irore serious is
The clerk having, at the request of Mr. HauihilpK
sent their commissions as representatives from New
down
put
to
decision
mere
a
from
follow
pending,
than would
Have those commissions come through the slated the order of the questions
ditficulty Jersey.
any name! The case was environed with
Mr. Randolph proceeded to say that the first
regular channel? Does any man entertain » doubt?
pn every side. Something must be done to organize
We thing, in his opinion, to be done, was to vead th»
defect in the laW of New Jersey?
there
any
Is
was
it?
the housei and what
know what it is, law, and afterwards the certificates of the other
I
a right lo have it read.
[Mr. Mercer was understood to inquire by what have
he hoped, would bo
now aver that, woid for word, letter for letter, gentlemen claiming. This,
power the first house organized. There was no and I
discussion could not be avoided; and, if
syllable for syllable, the certificate which these done.
and
clerk there.]
let the house at least have the lav*musl
come,
it
by
signed
with
them,
brought
gentlemen have
Mr. Slaile said neither was there any usoge.- five
of the state of New Jersey, is pre- before it,
They might Imve organized by calling some gi ay the governor
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wished to say a word m reply to the position law of his own state. A majority of
the people of ed further, that there was
evidence
taken by tlie gentleman tVom Vermont, (Mr. his state thought that hs had not.
The constitu- sion of the clerk, sufficiently clear in the possesto set aside Ihe
Slade), who had said that the clerk could pnt no tion, then, gave this house
the power to take the presumption
of right arising from the commissions
questions.
In this Mr. R. difl'ered. The clerk matter entirely into its own hands.
But what was granted by the governor of
New Jersey. And, supcould and must put questions. Mr. R. was pro- first to be done? The house
must be organized.
posing
this to be the case, he asked if we
ceeding, when
should voThe gentleman from Pennsylvania had contended untaiily
blindfold ourselves and permit persons
Mr. Slade explained: He had not intended to that now was the time to take this matter
to
into con- take seats as members
of congress whom we knew
say that, when the clerk had called the names of all sideration. How? By whom?
Not a step could to have no right to them,
and thus saciifice the subthe mepibers whose seats are not contested, the be taken until there was
some organization. Mr. stance lo the form?
house should Ihen proceed to organize; but that B. then proceeded to vindicate
the course which
Mr. Maxwell rose, immediately on Mr. Craig's
it should then proceed, before organization,
to act the clerk had taken.
A brief intermediate explana- concluding, in order,
as he said, to put an end to an
upon the question of the contested seats, so far as tory conversation ensued between
Messrs. Bijnum, unfounded assumption which
had been made in this
to decide who are prima, facie entitled to such seats. Slade and Mercer,
on other points, and Mr. Bynum debate. It has
been assumed, said he, that we
Mr. Randolph said he had misunderstood the concluded his remarks by reading
an extract from come here and demand
ourseats upon a mere prima
gentleman. All that he wished was that the law the journals in the case of
Moore and Letcher, and facie evidence of a claim to
them. Such, said he,
might be read, and that then the certificate of those which he cited in support
of his own opinions.
13 not the fact.
I have ascertained to my satisfacwho contested the seats of his colleagues might alMr. Galbraiih expressed views correspondin"- tion that we have received
a majorily of ihe legal
so be read. There would then be somethino- before
with those taken by Mr. Slade. He contended that vo'.esof the stale; and,
°
if a fair opportunity be given
the house.
the rule by which New Jersey was called in
her I believe that we can establish that fact beyond th«
Mr. Bynum rose to reply to certain statements present
place was simply a geographical one, and possibility of doubt. We
present here our certifiwhich had been made for facts, but which were not that
no inconvenience could result from passing her cates m due form of law, entitling
us to arrive at
so.
He knevy it to be a practice with many, in over until
the house had organized.
The clerk had that state in which we can establish the fact upon
and out of this house, to assume for a fact every
acted upon the principle that he was not to decide conclusive evidence.
For that purpose we come
thing which they thought proper. The gentleman
who were members, and in that position Mr. G. here commissioned by the governor of
the state of N.
from Pennsylvania {Mr. Sergeanl), with whom it
sustained him.
Jersey.
In reply to another observalion which
was characteristic, had assumed for a fact that this
had
Mr. G. then took occasion to advert to a state- been made, that the people and the governor of the
was the first time that ever the seat of a member
state
ment
which
are
at
had been published in certain newspavariance in reference totheir tille to seats
had been questioned who had been electeii accordpers, which represented him as having made use
of where, Mr. M. asked, was the evidence of that fact'
ing to the laws and the constitution. Did the gentleman undertake to say that he alone had the right language at a meeting in his own district on the The governor was the organ through which the
subject of this contested election, and which lan- opinion of the people of the state is expressed;
to judge of what was the law and the constitutron
and
since he had given the certificates of election
guage (he said) had been totally perverted.
in relation to this subject?
to the'
If the law and the conMr. Eocrell said the house seemed to him to be repr.-sentalivesfroin New Jersey, both he and every
stitution were so clear as the gentleman would
make out, he (Mr. B.) presumed that there would under great embarrassment, and he hardly knew member of the council, by whose advice he had in
that case acted, had been again elected to
not be a dissenting voice as to these gentlemen how to get out of it. It would be very unfortunate
theoffices
they then held. We present ourselves here
faking their seats. But this was precisely the fact for the house and the country if they should remain
(said
at issue.
He said that these individuals were not in this unorganized condition. He desired that {\lr. M.) with credentials as fair as those of any
other
members
of
this
house.
there
If
there be no possishould be as speedy an organization as possielected according to the law and the facts.
The
bility of a doubt as to the legality of these
credengentleman from Pennsylvania said they were— that ble.
The clerk took his seat under what was called tials—not to go beyond them- why is a distinction
It was a clear case; but it was
to be borne in mind
the law of pariiament. It was true that, by a rule to be set up between the rights of the representathat there were other gentlemen in this house
who
of this house, not now obligatory, the clerk remain- tives from New Jersey and those on this floor from
had an equal right to their own opinions, and to
the
ed so until a successor was appointed. He took his any other state? Have we not the same right to
exercise of their own powers of construction of
the
seat, and whatever act he did, he did under the law question the title of any other member here, as any
laws and the constitution, who saw the matter in
a
of parliament. The usage had been that the house member here has to question our right? Who brings
very different light. The gentleman thonsrht,
too,
should take the initiatory steps to produce an orga- here a higher or a prior right to ours? None: for
that It would be a reflection on the governor
of New
nization.
Jersey, that it would be disrespectful to the
No one could doubt that this house had my own satisfaction as a man and as a lawyer, I
state
have investigated the matter, and as a man and a
the power oi its own organization.
of New Jersey, to queilion the right of these
It could not be
indiwithout the power to produce a perfect organiza- lawyer I am satisfied that we have the right to the
viduals to their seats, or to doubt the propriety
of
seats we demand.
Since the organization of the
;their names being called.
Were there not others tion. The course had been for the clerk to make a government,
there never has been an instance of a
whose interests and opinions were to be respected roll and, by the law of parliament from the beginning of Ihe government to this day, only one ques- man coming forward with proper evidence of title
besides the governor and his coadjutors
in New
Jersey; He (Mr. B.) thonght that the soverei-^n tion was submitted to the clerk, and that was a to his seat, to whom a seat has been refused. No
question of necessity; Ihe question of the returns precedent can be found, in the history of this gopeople of New Jersey should be heard, and
tlfat
was submitted to him, but nothing else. He made vernment, or of any other, in which Ihe claim of the
their rights also should be respected on
this floor.
If he understood the matter correctly, the members out his roll from such evidence as was exhibit- regulariy returned member has been rejected. If
Ihe right of one person having the legal return is
of this house were not so much the representatives ed; that was the only question submitted to him;
of the executive of the state of New Jersey; they and before he could be justified in not entering some questioned, the right of another and another may be
person on the roll, he must be satisfied that there questioned; and who is to decide? Or are all reguwere emphatically the representatives in part
of
had not been a legal election. The question is, lar evidences of titles to seats to be set aside?
the great sovereign people ol New Jersey.
Here
Mr. While, of Kenlucky, next obtained the floor,
was a contest between the people and the execu- whether the return, on Ihe face of it, is a legal one?
and made a speech, of which time allows the reporHad
tive of New Jersey.
the clerk intimated any doubt on this poini?
The people called upon this
Not at all. Until he has done this, his (Mr. E's) ter 1o furnish only a brief and faint abstract. He
house to do justice; they said that the governor
had
committed an outrage upon their feelings and ri-'hts- opinion was that there was no question before the began by protesting against the authority, undertahouse. Butsuppose this was not done. If a return ken to be exercised by the clerk of this house, of
that he had been guilty of a usurpation—
a usurpadetermining what members, possessing undoubted
tion for which in some countries he
would be snb- was presented which, upon the face of it, the clerk legal evidences of
election, are or are not entitled
)ect lo high responsibility.
If the object of gentle- thought not right, was it not his duty to inquire?—
men was to get tlie names of these five individuals He might report a vacancy, or not put him on the to seats. This (Mr. W. said) was a most extraofary proposition, and, in the peculiar circumstan
called while the house was yet
roll; but Mr. E's opinion was, that such a roll as
in an unorganized
llie case
involved a responsibility wl,i>;U
"^
condition, what was to prevent the
proper to
^- make
....... o„.,.,u
should u.^.„.
be gon
names of the the clerk thought ,..-,-.
°l
clerk
ot thehouse had no color of
other five being called? The governor
through with before any question was entertained.
right to
of New Jerume. You (said Mr. W. addressing the
sey had ordered his representatives
Virtually, the clerk had passed the opinion that
clerk)
to be called
undertake to determine what certificates of
iiid he was to be heard;
election
but the oeopleof New Jer- there was no person legally returned from the state
you will receive, and which of them you will
sey had ordered Iheir representatives
of New Jersey.
It appeared to him (Mr. E.) that,
relo be called
ject.
Are
you
not
a
candidate
ind they were not to be heard.
for
right
or
wrong,
Ihe roll should have been called
re-election to the
This was a matted
in which the rights or the
through without question, and that Ihen this ques- station which you occupy as an otBcerof this house>
people were at stake.
He considered all the propositions which had tion of contested seats would properly have arisen. And, being so, do yon not, in the course you have
pursued, undertake to determine what
seen contended for by the gentlemen
members
on the other He would always presume in advance that the clerk shall compose the
house from which you seek a re'ide as impracticable.
Nothing could be done in would do his duty impartially. But the question of
election?
Under such circumstances, (Mr.
:he matter until the house had
doubt
to
as
an
election
was
one
never
to
be submitadopted the propo.said), the clerk ought not, and
ution of the gentleman from Virginia,
cannot assume to
Mr. Rives). ted to the clerk; the only question for him was, determine
who are and who are not members of the
Belore a decision could be had, it
would be neces- who had the legal return? There must be some way house. With
what kind of propriety (said he) or
lary to take into consideration
the law of the state of proceeding to an organization, and the only pracrespect
for
myself,
or for the rights of my constitu)t New Jersey, but
tical way-seemed to him to be that the clerk'should
that could not be done now
ents, can I myself for one
Jfcause this was not an organized body.
Here was go through the roll, right or wrong, whatever it shall determine whether moment consent that mu
I am or am not a member
he sacred chart that guided us
(pointing to Ihe may be, and then the house might proceed to act, ot this
house? Sir, I protest against your
constitution of the United States).
exercise
Bul°in de- and were competent to act, by a majority not to of any such
authority.
idmg this matter, the facts as well as the
decide the question who were entitled to their
law must
Mr. \V. protesting against all the glosses and sub)e considered.
"Each house shall be the jud<re of seats, but lo take the question merely on the returns.
tleties by which the true question
he elections, returns and qualihcations
before thehouse
After Mr. Everett concluded
of its^own
had been attempted to be disguised,
nembers; and a majority of each shall
said that the
constitute a
Mr. Craig remarked that in ordinary cases of con- naked question for
to consider was who
tuoruin to do business," (reading).
The house tested elections, when a dilatory investigation was according to right, members
reason and established usage!
nust be the judge of the rights
of its own mem- unavoidable, the best rule of action was that
by are enfilled to vote for officers of this house, on
bers.
Was there any law to contravene this pro- which the
the
house of representatives had been ge- assemblage of a new
ision?
congress, until the house is
If the governor of New Jersey
dared to nerally governed in past times, viz: to permit the organized?
The answer to which question was,
ontravene the rights of members of this
house let members' having the formal evidence of right to that a cerlificateof
IS acts meet with the
election,
in due conformity to
contempt they merit. He ake their seats, and hold them until a full
exami- law, had ever and invariably been held to
Mr. B ) had been told that this debate had
entille
been nation could be made; but he denied the applicabi- members to seats.
ot up here as a mere catch,
Mr. W. proceeded to quote at
to preoccupy public lity of this rule to the case of the
New
Jersey
eleclarge
several
authorities
ttention; and he doubted
to sustain this position
whether the executive of tion, on the ground that it was unlike any case
that which he considered impregnable.
'ew Jersey had even acted in conformity
The first auwith the had ever before appeared before congress. He stat- thority he
quoted was from Mr. Bynuni's speech iij
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the case of Gholson and Claiborne, in which that
gentleman maintained that the certificate oC the governor of a state was prima facie evidence, not to
be disputed, of a member's title to a seat. He then
quoted the speech to the same etiect, in the same
case, of a member from Maryland, {Mr. Thomas),
of the same political party as the gentleman from
North Carolina. He then quoted to the same effect
a speech of the late speaker of this house, (Mr.
Polk). Commentingupon these and other extracts
referred to by him, he said that no sunbeam could
be clearer than the demonstration that, according
to all usage and universal opinion heretofore, the
legal return was irrefutable evidence of title to a
•eat.
And (said Mr. White, still addressing the
clerk), you have by your own act shown your own
conviction that such is the law. When you came
to New Jersey you called the name of Joseph F.
Randolph. And why did you do it but from your
consciousness that he had, in the governor's certificate of election, a legal and sufficient title to a
Yet the names of the five other representaseat?
tives from
Jersey, having precisely similar
certificates of election, you reject, thus setting at
defiance the law whose injunctions you have yourself recognised in the case of Mr. Randolph.
After some further observations, Mr. W. took
bis seat; and
Mr. Bynum, of North Carolina, rose apparently
for the purpose of replying to the allusion made by
Mr. While to his speech in the case of Claiborne

New

and Gholson.
The shades of evening had, however, by this
time began to fall, and there was a general call for
adjournment.

The clerk stateil it as his opinion that in the present state of the house (the roll having been only
partially called; no question could be taken either
by yeas and nays, or by tellers, or by count, and
that no decision could be arrived at but by general
consent of the house.
By general consent, the house then adjourned, to
meet again at 12 o'clock to-morrow.
Tuesday, Dec. 3. At noon this day the members
elect ol the house of representatives were again
called to order by Mr. Garland, clerk of the house
for the last congress.
After which he (the clerk)
stated that when the house had adjourned yesterday
several questions were before it which still remained undecided, and a gentleman from North Carolina (Mr. Bynutn) was, by usage, entitled to the
With the permission of tliat
floor tills morning.
gentleman, the clerk said he had now a respectful
appeal to present to the house. No man had felt,
or could leel, more profoundly than himself, the
painful ditCculty of his present situation. From
the beginning he had been deeply sensible of the
liigh responsibility cast upon hiin, by circumstances, and under which he was compelled to act: and
now, before God and his country, he assured those
whom he was addressing, that he had had but one
object in view, which was, to do his duty in the
case. He was placed, as every gentleman must
percive, in an entirely novel situation. All former
claims to seats had been presented, on petition, to
the house itself; the clerk had nothing to do witti
them. To this the only exception had been the
case of Messrs. Moore and Letcher, where the
house, from the necessity of the case, had been
called upon to act previously to its regular organization; and in that instance the embarrassment was
so great that the case could not have been decided
in a fortnight, probably, had not both the claimants,
by mutual consent, agreed to retire. But, here, in
the present case, the evidences in favor of the conflicting claims had been brought to the clerk
presented in his office, and forced upon him. What
was he to do? Was he to take ihe part of the
bouse of representatives, who were made by the
constitution the sole judges of the elections, returns ami qualifications of their own members? He
felt most painlully the dirticulty of his position.
He had most laboriously and anxiously investigaterl the subject, and had come to a conclusion an to
the time and the mode of presenting Ihe subject
itself, and all the difficult questions connected with
it, to the house; ami he now very respectfully but
earnestly appealed to the house, and asked that, in
his own justification, he might be permitted to make
a statement of the grounds on which he had acted
thus far. Such a thing was not unprecedented, and
he hoped permission would be accorded him.
Mr. Janijer, of Maryland, asked whether the
clerk had decided to review the course he had pursued yesterday as to calling the names of the members elect from New Jersey; and come to the conclusion to allow the house of represenlatives to go
on with its organization without any interference

—

on

his part?

The clerk repeated the declaration nf his anxious
•olicitude as to what his duty was, but intimated

7,

organizing itself, let him proceed in calling the names of those who have produced regular
certificates of their election until somebody objects
to his doing so.
He stopped yesterday of his own
motion, after calling the name of one member,. and
had not called the remaining names of the members from New Jersey, although nobody had expressed any objection to his going on.
Many cries of -'leave" others of "object," [re
ferring to the request of the clerk to be allowed to
make a statement to the house of the grounds on
which he had proceeded].
Mr. Slade rose and desired to correct, in his
place, an error in the report of the debate of yes
in

—

A

ferday, in

the Intilligencer.
gentleman from
Jersey (Mr. Randolph) had understood him
say that the clerk could put no questions. He
explained, by saying that he had said, not that the
clerk could put no questions, but that he could put
none at that stage of the proceedings, because it
had not yet appeared that a quorum of the members elected to the 26th congress was present to
act upon such questions.
At a subsequent stage of
the debate, a gentleman from North Carolina (Mr.
Bynum) had imputed to him (Mr. S.) the remark
that, when the clerk had called the names of all the
members whose seats are not contested, the house
should then proceed to organize. Mr. S. corrected
the gentleman from North Carolina by saying that
he had not intended to say that when the clerK had
called the names of all the members whose seals
are not contested, the house should then proceed to
organize; but that it should then proceed, before
organizing, to act upon the question of the contested seats, so far as to decide who ^xe prima facie
entitled to such seats.
This explanation, Mr. S.
said, had not been reported in its appropriate connection, but had, by mistake, been placed in connection with the remark of the gentleman from N.
Jersey, to which it obviously had no relation,
while the explanation which was made in that connection had been omitted in the report.
Mr. Alherton, of New Hampshire, said he had
understood the clerk to ask permission to make a
statement explanatory of the grounds on which he
had proceeded, and he understood the house to have
acceded to the request. He hoped no gentleman
would object, and that the clerk would be allowed
to proceed.
The clerk said such had been his meaning and desire.
The few remarks he had made were" intended to express the anxiety he felt to perform his
duty in the new and difficult position in which he
found himself. The reasons on which he had proceeded he had reduced to writing and asked leave
to read them to the house in his own vindica-

New
to

tion.

Mr. Taliaferro inquired whether there was in the
hands of the clerk more than one return, in conformity with the laws of

New Jersy, of the members

elected in that state?
[Loud cries of "leave! leave!" "proceed!" no!
no! "object! objecl!"]
Mr. Stanley. 1 utterly object to your making to
the house any argument on this case. Let your
friend from New Hampshire, who seems so well
acquainteil with the statement of reasons you want
to read, get up and make an argument; but I object to a clerk's making an argument in this house,
either written ororal.
Mr. IFiscsaid that he felt it to bedue tothe clerk
by the law of usage, that he should be allowed to
make Ihe proposed statement. For one, Mr. W.
was very desirous to hear it; and his only wonder
was that all other gentlemen did not feel lie same
desire.
He wanted to hear what the clerk had to
advance as a reason why he had not performed that
plain duty which, as well by law as usage, he was
bound to perform.
Mr.
action in the matter
might possibly be influenced by what he should
hear from the clerk. The statement would have no
authority
it
could only be persuasive; let it be
heard; anil then, when the certificates and Ihe law
were all read, together with the clerk's explanation,
very possibly Ihe miiiils of all might be satisfied.
He took it for granted that the statement would include all the certificates on both sides, as well as
the whole law of the case.
He must add that, had
this explanation been od'ered yesterday, when the
reading of the certificates and the law were called
for.it would have been pecujiarly well timed.
Grics of "go on!" "agreed! agreed!" "no! no!"
Mr. White, of Kentucky, said that for one he entered his solemn protest against the gentleman at
Ihe table reading any slatements whatever.
What
officer are you, (said Mr.
W. addressing the
lerk)
what officer are you under this government? Arc we to arrest our proceedings in the orI
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that he could not depart from the course he had
thus far pursued until convinced that it was wrong.
Mr. Jani/er. If the clerk wishes the house to

proceed

a

ganization of this house in order to hear you read

some document concocted probably

last nisht,

and

calculated to mislead public opinion, and lead off
this house from the true and simple issue before it?
I am sure my friend from Virginia (Mr. Wise)
could not duly have reflected, or he never would
advocate such a permission. No matter what newspaper traps have been got up and put into your
hands; no matter what loafers may have said and
done in New Jersey with a view to defeat the execution of her laws, you are to go on and give it to
us here, and read and read till the house is disgusted
at hearing; and then what is to follow?
anew
debate is to be opened; and on vvhat?
Not on the
points before us when we left off to hear you, but
on the mailer and things, the new certificates, and
all the new points of argument raised by you at
that desk.
I never will consent to it.
I protest,
and shall forever protest, against any such course.
Not that I fear the intrinsic justice of the cause,
but because we shall open a floodgate for wbatdoes
not belong to the cause; because we shall be letting
in from all the points of the compass new matter
of debate, and shall thus enable you to spread before the public new, and, perhaps, false and deceptive, or, at least, garbled statements, which will be-

Why

fore to-morrow morning be on their way to every
quarter of the land.
I believe we are competent to settle our own af.
fairs, without asking the aid of a clerk to help us:
if we are not, it is time we went home.
I utterly
object to your interference or dictation. X should be
ashamed to permit it, if on no other ground, on account of the imputation of ignorance its casts upon
the gentlemen present, myself included.
I object
to it, and protest against it.
Mr. IFisc expressed his regret at being thrust info
a debate by one of his own Iriends, but he believed
he could convince him that it was proper, legal and
orderly for the clerk to make the statement requested.

It

was

true that the gentleman

who

'
'
'

'

'

'

.

had made
'

was

not, technically, the clerk of the house, but
acted as such only by courtesy, usage and the neit

cessity of the case. He was but the quondam clerk of
the last congress, and had presented himself here,
first, in order to render up the records of the last
congress, and secondly, under the law, authority
and duty of usage to organize the house of representatives.
This usage, and the duties it imposed,
Mr. W. proceeded to trace to the ordinance of 17S5,
which made it the duty of the clerk of the old convention to keep a roll of members and to call it. By
a lawof March 1, 1791, it was provided that the clerk
of the house was to contiriue such until another
was chosen; and under the act of 1789 the clerk
was constituted a sworn officer of the house. This
constituted a sufficient reason why he should preside on such occasions as this.
The members present wcie not sworn; the clerk was a sworn officer.
Besides, the members were presumed to be partisans they had just come from the hot mass of political fermentation, with all the blinded feelings of
parly zealots.
You, sir, (said Mr. W. ) are presumed to be above this influence of polilic.d fanaticism.
You are bound by the solemnity of an oath. To
you we look up for more equal justice. He admitted that the ordinance of 17S5 was not now expressly binding; but it gave rise to the law of usage,

—

which was.
[Mr. W. here

'

[
"

j

'

'
'

'
'

.'

'-

'

^
'
'

called for the reading of the form
taken by the clerk: it could not immediately be produced, but the rule of order was read,
requiring the oath to be taken, and prescribing the
Also, Ihe provisions on ihe same"
duties of clerk.
'
subject in the ordinance of 17S5.]
Mr. W. then addressed the clerk personally, and ,
said he was sorry his relations to him were not of
that inlimate character which would have justified
him to visit the clerk in his chamber, and there to'
talk with him as a sworn officer of congress, as a.'
man, as a Vir-ginia gentleman, as a Chrrstiiin, who
needed no oath to bind him to his duly. If the right'
foi-mation of the roll of congress was a duty, it wasa j
duty he was sworn to perform. He agreeil that the
clerk was not a juilge of the claims of members to
Iheir seats, nor was any other gentleman present at'
Genllemen nright then ask, was
this time a jirdge.
Yes, there was. There were two
there no judge?
provisions in the constitution, one of which applied
to members while ill transitu, between the time of'
their eleclion and the time of their taking the oathof
office, and another which applied
to Ihem when
duly sworn. The first declared that the times, places and mode of holding and of certifying elections
should be left to the slates, unless congress should
make a law on the subject. Congress had passed
no law; and Ihe stales had accordingly regulated Ihe
matter each in its own way.
Mr. W. proceeded to detail the mode ordained by
Virginia, and insisted that Ihe sheriffs were there Ihe
judges; they cnn9litute<l the tribunal to decide—
ol the oath

**

''

'.

!

:

,

1
f'
"
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of 1785 and a
tribunal sitting: at home under their own state sove- house, by referring to the ordinance
law of the congress of 1791, both of w'lich had as
^iity. This tribunal testifi' ,1 the fact of
the powers or duelection, not to this house, but to the member liimsell, much, and no more, to do with
Medes and
and when that certificate was shown to the clerk of ties of that gentleman as the laws of the
before the adoption
the house, his duty was not judicial at all, but sim- Persians: the one was passed
He was not to judge, but sim- of the federal constitution, and the other had expired
ply ministerial:
When did ever
ply to record. The sheriffs decided, they judged; with the congress that passed it.
in the house
the clerk simply received the name and entered the a clerk decide a question controverted
Clerk, said iVlr. W. I ask of representatives? much less make a speech or

evidence. And now, JVIr.
you, have you or have you not received that evidence in the present case? You have asked tlie
house to judge; but the house at present has no right
You must
to judge; it comes back to you at last.

act for yourself; and this is the main view which I
as a man, as a gentleman, as an
educated Virginian, as a Christian, as an officer
bound by oath to perform a ministerial duty. I
would have you to do thai at once and directly,
which you will soon be compelled to do indirectly.
For, mind you, in refusing to decide, you do in fact
Your not deciding has all the potential efdecide.
Some one must act for the
fect ol'a judgment.
house cannot. Some one out of the house must de-

would press on you

cide

this

question

—must

of necessity; for if the

who

Is
are to vote!
are Mr. Dickerson and his companions.' Or are both? If both sides
vote, or if neither side votes, the votes are lost.

house attempts

Mr. Yorke?

Is

to decide

it,

Mr. Aycrigg?

Or

—

gress?

[Mr. Wise here interposed, and asked leave to
The gentleman said it would be a monson the members from New
Jersey; but would it not equally require a vote to
pass them by?]
Mr. V. said this was no explanation; and as he
was not the catechumen of the gentlemen from
Virginia, he should proceed.
Tliey had beard
much about the law of New Jersey, but he was
happy to find that this house also had a law the
law of courtesy the law of decency the law of:
gentlemanly manners in debate; and that the man-:
ner in which the present debate had thus far been
explain.

trosity to take a vote

.

read a proclamation or a protest in regard to it? Mr.
White insisted that it was an innovation, and the
very idea of it was enough to make a reflecting man
start.
The clerk had certainly a right to publish
But was
his opinions; the press was open to him.
a speaker, who had one day made a decision, and
the next day wanted to make a long explanation
and read a book about it, to have the sanction
of the house for such a course? He piesumed not.

—

—

'

—

—

The representatives of
They had come to thi3.place armed with documenhall?

They
or were not put, by the clerk upon his roll.
took their places on that floor by inherent, independent and indefeisible right. On that ground of
right many members had been already recognised.
Those from all the New England states and those
from New York had been already recognised. His
own name had been called, and he had been received as a member on no better certificate than those
presented by the members from New Jersey. Why

—

to test this doctrine,

I

(though on that (loint Mr. B. diii'ered from him in
opinion), that the leave would be accoided by general consent.
Mr. IVMte explained, in reply to Mr. Wise, who,
he thought, had not spoken to the question before
the house. The gentleman had attempted to prove
the geutleioan at the desk to be the clerk of this

he

now moved

the

this motion be put by the clerk.
Mr. Vanderpoel inquired whether the gentleman
from Kentucky (Mr. IVhile) waived his objection to
otion made by the gentleman from Massachusetts, (Mr. Cashing).
Mr. While replied in the negative, and adhered
to his protest against any such permission being

given.
to

ple of the United States, in order to exercise the
great functions assigned to them.
He denied that.they were in such an impeifect, such an inchoate
state, that they could not act on this ca^ so far as
to postpone it lor the present till a quorum should
have been obtained. There was a necessity in the
fitness of things lor some preliminary organization;
and in taking this ground he was supported by
very high authority.
]\Ir. V. referred to, and read
an extract from tile speeeh of Mr. Everell, of Vermont, in the case of (iholston and Claiborne, in re- ,
lation to the question.
|
;

Gentlemen talked all the time about prima facie
evidence. Why, according to their own doctrine,
it was, for the purpose of the electionof speaker and
some other officers, not only prima facie but conclusive evidence.
The constitution of the United
States declared that this hou-e shall be the judge of
the elections, returns and qualifications of its own
members. And here was the great distinction between this case and other cases of ordinary contested election.
This question arose upon the returns, and not upon the merits in the more enlarged acceptation of that term.
When a memlier
presented himself here to claim the seat of another
upon the ground that the latter had received an actua' majority of persons not entitled to vote, he attempled to purge the ballot-box ol those votes.—
B"' I'e'e no such attempt was made. Here it was
ontended that the votes legally given had not been
raturned
that the governor of the stale of New
Jersey had not given all the returns. The constitution said that this house should be the judge not
only of the elections, but of the returns ol its mem-

—

A

bers.
judgment upon the returns presupposed action before the house was organized technically
in
although for all purIhe ordinary sense of the term
poses it was so. And this was requisite, in order
to prevent the first fruits being eaten or enjoyed
improperly either by one party or the other. The

—

—

observe that

il

Everett) had contended ill the extract he (Mr. V.) had read, that
the house might even go to the length of appointing a committee. He did not know that he WQultl
go to such a length as that, or that there was any
necessity for so doing. The laws from New Jersey declared that the persons receiving the greatest
number of votes from the whole. state not part, hut
the whole state
(iiot excluding jMillville and
South Amboy) should be the persons chosen to
represent the people of New Jersey.
Well; the
governor had said, here is a certificate based upon
a record of the returns made to me of all the votes
from the whole state. Now, the opponent party
stepped in and said, "There is no such record, we
deny its existence, and we bring the actual recoiil
for you."
What was the proper course? An inspection of the record.
Was there not, then, a
manifest distinction between this and ordinary cases
ofconttsted election? He did not know that he would,
at all events before the speaker was electcil, go to
the extent of examining the evidence.
It might be
very inconvenient, if nut impracticable.

—

—

there had been any thing like concurrence in the
views of those who had advocated the admission of
Messrs. Yorke, &:c. the task of answering them
would have been much easier; but such a variation
was apparent in their mode.? of arriving at the sami
result, that it induced a suspicion that the result it
self was of a very objectionable character. One gentleman said he was willing to trust the clerk: another utterly objected to it. To whom had most of
To the clerk himtheir speeches been addressed?
Mr. Everett asked Mr. Vanderpoel if the extract
self—and especially to his conscience. And what
was the object? To induce him to recede from the he read was from a speech of his? Mr. V. replied
Was it not then fair did it was, and again read the extract.
course he had taken!
Mr. Everett said there was nothing in that speech
not justice, did not even common decency demand
that he should be permitted to explain? The honor- diti'erent from the princijiles he contended for yesHe never did take the ground that this
able gentleman from Kentucky (Mr. White) still terday.
adhered, however, to his objection: what course house in determining on the original right to a seat
then remained but to pass by this case for the pre- in this house, could go behind the return. There
sent, as had been suggested by the gentleman from was one remark, however, in that extent to which
It was,
Virginia? But, the gentlemen from Mas.sachusefts he wished to give further consideration.
(Mr. .Ciis/iing) said they could take the question that those whose names were not called by the
necessity seemed
now, as the house was organized in part. But did clerk had no right to vote.
not the gentleman comprehend the difficulty, that now cast upon the house that no one could have
as soon as a question was put, both sides of the foreseen.

—

A

I

i

members gentleman from Vermont (Mr.

that the clerk of the last house of representatives
have permission to read the statement that he has
requested leave to read, and that the question on

Mr. Vanderpoel then proceeded

•

.

in proof of their official character.
They came here to take their places as of right,
not by courtesy, not because their names were put,

tary evidence

Had
wexe they not also to be acknowledged?
they not produced the same document as Mr. Randolph?
If it was good in Mr. Randolph's case, was
True, said Mr. C. the house is not
it not in theirs?
organized, but were they not a body? Were they
not men? Had they not souls as well as bodies?
And why couhl they not vote? Assuredly they
could. If there was any power inherent in the act
of organization, it was the power to vote. Here
were four questions proposed; and were they so
powerless, so manacled by these intangible abstracThere
tificate entering and calling his name as a member of tions, that they could not pass to a vote?
the house. Why rot call the remaining gentlemen were fifty ways in which the questions might be
whose commissions were in totidem veibU ihe same? decided. They could act as the house of commons
Mr. Randolph's commission was either good or bad; were in the habit of acting, (and the house of comIf it was good, mons was the source of our ideas and our proceedif it was bad, why enter his name?
in legislation). It was entered on their journal
why were not all the others also good? If it gave
Mr. Randolph prima facie a right to sit, why did it in the commencement oftheir sessions, that the clerk
not give Mr. Halsted, and Mr. Aycrigg, and Mr. of their house put questions by order of those who
Yorke, and Mr. Stratton, and Mr. Maxwell prima were present as their servant, not as their master.
After some further remarks de- And they were in the habit of dividing on questions
facie right to sit?
precatory of all idea of physical compulsion, Mr. put to them by him as their agent for that purpose.
W. again solemnly appealed to the cierk whether There was an absolute and inherent necessity in tlie
he did not in conscience believe it to be his duty thing. Unanimous consent! How was that ever
This body could as well divide on
to enter on his roll the narfies of all who brought to be obtained?
the certificates required by law? And had he a questions put by the clerk as a convention could
doubt about the formality of the certificates or com- on questions put by its chairman. And with a view
missions, if that was the proper term, presented by
the gentlemen from New Jersey?
As to the rationale of the clerk's duty in organizing the house, it was not properly to call the
names ot members, as members and require them
to atiswer "here;" but simply to call the state from
which they came, and inquire who had the evidence
of being representatives from that state. Tlie members, instead of answering "here," ought rather
What evidence
to say, "here is my commission."
had the clerk seen that Mr. W. was elected? Probably nothing but a return printed in the newspapers; and yet, on that evidence, he had been satisfied,
and he would feel authorised to call his name. And
il this was sufficient to satisfy him, could he reject a
full, regular, legal certificate, in all respects conformIf he did not in his conscience doubt
able to law?
the formal legality of the certificate, he was bound
by his oath to receive it.
Mr. Biggs addressed the house in support of the
He
clerk's request to be heard in explanation.
agreed that he had virtually decided by refusing to
call ttie other names of New Jersey members; but
as he had respectfully asked leave to state the
grounds on which he had done so it seemed very
reasonable he should be permitted to do so. Mr.
B. greatly doubted the propriety of the course pursued, but was willing to hear explanation. He
hoped, as the clerk thought he could not, in the present state of things, put a question to the vote,

—

conducted, furnished a pledge that the prophecies
Mr. Cashing, of Massachusetts, expressed a deHe thought he had almost said the wishes of certain people
sire to hear Mr. Clerk's explanation.
out of the house would not be fulfilled. Necessity
they ought to know why the proceedings of the
was the only and the sufficient power to regulate
house of representatives had been arrested by the
their present action.
They were all the creatures
gentleman in that chair. Who were those in that
of the constitution, through the agency of the peosovereign states.

We

come to you you must exercise your conscientious
judgment and do your duty, and you may as well do
New Jersey gentlemen on both sides
it first as last.
will claim to vote, and who is to settle their right?
At every vote the same difficulty will arise over and
over, and you must act at last.
Mr. W. further insisted that the question was not
now what the governor of New Jersey ought to
have done, but simply what he has done. The moment gentlemen went beyond the question, that moment they constituted this vast, numerous, unorganized, unweildly body of men into a committee of
elections.
Then they must go into tlie details of the
election, and hear all about the loafers and the unnaturalized citizens who were said to have been carted
from poll to poll by both parties. But, the true question was, what has the governor done? And this
question, M. \V. insisted, the clerk had already decided by receiving the commission of Mr. Randolph as valid, and on the sole ground of that cer-

233

claimants to the seats of New Jersey would insist
on \ oting? Would gentlemen perpetrate the monstrosity of permitting five more individuals to vote
than the constitution recognised as members ot con-
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rights, the

gentlemen^
Mr. Vanderpoel proceeded

to

say that these were
brielly the arguments which had occurred to him
in answer to the technical and formal objections
which had been raised here against the rights of the
gentlemen chosen by the majority of the votes of
the people of New Jersey.
to

But higher considerations than these bad induced
him to take the course he had already indicated
the course of resisting the claims of these generous
these generous
(he intended no personal oU'ence)
pretenders to come here merely because they exhibited their bond. Were the members of thi= body
to be so blinded by form as to render themselves incompetent to act the part of honorable and upright
men? Let it not be promulgated to the world that
the American congress is so impotent so tramelled
by form so deaf to the dictates of truth and justhat the voice of the sovereign people of one
tice
of the states of the union should be drowned or
prostrated by the small, miserable and squeaking
notes ol mere technicality.
Mr. Pope said that the house presented the most
extraordinary spectacle that he had ever seen or
read of in any civilized country. The doctrine advanced by the gentleman who had just taken his
seat {Mr. Vanderpoel) was more extraordinary
than he, (Mr. P.) had ever heard in any represenWhat was it? That gentlemen comtative body.
ing here clothed with a written delegation of power
to represent the state of New Jersey in the congress of the United Slates should be driven away,
and that another set of gentlemen, on their own
assum()tion, on their own declaration, siiould be
What said the constituentitled to he admitted.
By that instrument we
tion of the United States?
were a confederation of states, having a general
government for certain purposes, and the several
How was
states being represejited bj' congress.
this body organized?
By the constitution, each
state was lelt tree to provide for the election of
those wlio should represent its interests in congress,
unless congress, tor special reasons, thought proper
He addressed himself as the gentleto interfere.
man from Massachusetts (Mr. Cuslnng) had done,
rather to the members who came here clothed with
the authority of law than to the clerk; and he objected to the clerk introducing any thing here either
in the shape of an argument, a protest, an explanation, or a vindication.
Mr. 1-*. was mortified to find
so much dillerence of opinion among gentlemen
who professed to be on the whig side. By what
authority did gentlemen take their seats here? Mr.
P. here alluded, in a jocose manner, to the difficul-

—

—

—

—

ty which had been experienced by himseli" and
others in securing seats, owing to the unconstituNew Jersey had
tional number of those claimed.
appropriated to herself eleven seats slie was entitled only to six; and he insisted, before going
further, that five of the members from that stale at
They could not all
all events should march out.
be entitled to remain here. He had observed that
one distinguished gentleman had been pushed up
into a corner, and that three members of another
delegation had been pushed nearly into the fire.
Without intending personal disrespect, he would
aay that five of the gentlemen from New Jersey
wer(j certainly intruders, and that they had no business there.

—

How were the members assembled here, and by
what authority did they come? By the authority of
respective states. The question here raised
not by the
be first decided by the members
but by the repreclerk, nor by any other tribunal
He begged gentleinrn
sentatives from the states.
He was here by the authorito pause and reflect.
ty delegated to him through the executive organ
of the state, whether that be a governor, a secretalor each state prery, or half a doz.-n sheritt's
scribed the manner in which the credentials, or
certificate, or commission, should
be prepared.
Thcie was a political law which regulated the action of independent communities and nations
law which existed before the foundation of civilized society; and that was, that full faith and credit
shouKI be given to the executive organ of every
independent community, no matter how organized.
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power should be reserved to this house
judge of these matters, and to hear an appeal
from those who claimed to have been injured by an
improper exercise of power. This was a question
affecting the great interests of the country, andthe
principles of our government. To him this was no
party question; to him it mattered not who was
If he had his own will, he
speaker or clerk.
would be disposed to advise the opposition not to
have their speaker, if they could; but to let the
administration party elect their man, show their
hands, and take the responsibility of tbeir own
measures. He adverted to this simply to show that
in what he said he was not influenced by party

Alter some interlocutory conversation between
the two

—
7,

considerations.
He repeated, then, that according to the political law which regulated the intercourse of all independent communities, the authority delegated
through the constitutional organ thereof must be respected by all others. Would the gentleman from

New York

(Mr.

Vunderpool) contend that

it

was

not competent for and the duty of the states to ap.
point judges of election, clerks and sheriffs, to erect
a tribunal to decide who was legally and constitutionally elected? The gentleman would not assume
such a position—^all admitted its correctness. Well,
the tribunal thus properly constituted in the state
of New Jersey had, upon an examination of the
votes and returns, and every thing so far as he
knew, determined that certain individuals, six in
number, were legally elected, and had given them a
patent, a certificate, (or whatever it might be called), under the great seal of the state, clothing them
with the authority to come here and legislate. Did
not this decision stand in force until repealed in the
proper way?
And that could only be done by the
power reserved to this house by the constitution of
the United States, which gave the house the power
to decide on the returns and qualifications of its
members. If there had been error, abus? or fraud,
an appeal lay to the house. Was there any other
mode, national or state? He had been a long time
a witness of, and participator in the proceedings of
legislative bodies, in his own state and here, hut this
was the first time in his life he had ever seen a case
occur in which objection was made to an individual having regular credentials, or patent, or power of
attorney, from the constituted organs of his state,
taking his seat.
Mr. P. did not doubt that the members of the
house had a right to vote; but the question was,
who were the members? who were entitled to vote?
and by v\-hat exercise of arbitrary power would
gentlemen determine that the state of New Jersey
should not vote? This was a question which must
be settled, and the house must be cleared of all but
the constitutional number.
did they assemble
there?
As gentlemen; not to play any low game of
party.
They weie bound to look at the certificate
of his election, and, as honorable and candid men,
they were bound to recognise him as one of
tlieir

body,

if

This was

—

—

therefore, Kentucky told this house and nathrough the regularly constituted organ, that
she had elected thirteen members to represent her
on ttiis floor, the members from Massachusetts,
and South Carolina, and Virginia and all the other
stalof, were bound to give full credit to that delegation, until, in the exercise of the power conferred by the constilution, it should be found that they
wore not jiroperly in possession of their seats. The
cnnsliUition had wisely provided that, as in high
party times great injustice might be done to port)PI)$ of the people w'ho might be deprived of their

a

Boils, who would have offered it if present;
Resolved, That the representatives of the congress of the United States now assembled, to relieve themselves from the embarrassment and difficulties which at present obstruct the organization
of the house, will proceed, by the acting clerk, to
call the names of gentlemen whose rights to seats
are not disputed or contested; and after the names
of such members are all called, and before they
proceed to elect a speaker or other oliicer, or to organize in any manner, they shall, provided there be
a quorum of such present, hear and decide upon all
credentials, certificates or commissions of persons
claiming seats in the house of representatives, under the constitution of the United States and the
laws of the respective states.

Mr. Dromgoole, of Virginia, expressed his earnest
hope that all the gentlemen present would agree to
adopt this proposition; it was, in fact, the very

who
for,

all.

Mr.

al

Jersey

to

take their

seats.

7o/mson objected to the clerk's answerquestion, unless he were permitted to

Cui'f

ing this
make a full statement.
[Some confusion arose, which rendered it almost
impossible to hear what was going on.]
Mr. Jenifer insisted that the clerk ought to answer the interrogatory. It was one to which no
man but himself could respond; and, as a man of
honor, he ought to answer it.
[Mr. J. proceeded

a colleague of his, (Mr. Rives), and others
actec' with him, had all along been contending
save that it contained a pledge touching the
election of speaker wdiich Mr. R's motion had not
included, but which Mr. D. had, from the beginning, been most ready to give.
J\lr. Wise said that this pledge was all which he
had ever desired; if the proposition should be adopted, he had not the slightest hesitation in trusting
to the honor of gentlemen that the pledge would be
Without such a pledge
conscientiously observed.
should the one side of the house yield to the proposal to defer the case of the New jersey memberf,
till there should be a quorum without them, there
could be no security that they would not thereby
be thrown out of a' fair vote "for speaker; unless,
indeed, the clerk should himself undertake to decide thequeslion, which Mr. W. believed that gentleman could not, under his views of the matter, be
expected to do.
Mr. Cave Johnson, of Tennessee, said that this
proposition entirely met the views of himself and
his friends, and he was prepared to adopt it with
the single addition of a provision that, when a quorum should have been obtained, and should take
up the subject of the New Jersey seats, they would
agree to regulate their action according to the rules
of order generally observed by the bouse; otherwise
they wonlil get into inextricable confusion.
Mr. ll'isc pressed for action on the proposition
as it stood, and hoped other questions would be
deferred till this was settled.
Mr. Hunt, nf New York, presented, as a substitute for the proposition of Mr. Wise, the following:
Resolved. That this hou.^e will now proceed to elect
a luuiporary speaker, allowing ihe members from New
Jersev (producing the evidence given according to the
law of that .state) to vote on the question, "rhat iho

measuie

presented itself to his mind, he was of opinion that
a vote must be taken; and ought to be decided that
no one should take his seat unless he came with
credentials according to the laws of the state.
He
was ready to act his part independently, and to do

New

its officers.

—

a state of things calculated to alarm the

members from

elect

read a statement of the grounds on which he had
acted
and that Sir. Duncan was entitled to the
floor.
That gentleman gave vvay however, in order to afford
Mr. Wise the opportunity of proposing the following resolution, drawn up, as he stated, by Mr.

of constitutional liberty and equal rights.
state should be shut out from its representation;
and, in overj' point of view in which the matter

Mr.

quorum and

At noon the members
Wednesday, Dec. 4.
to order at the call of the clerk, who stated
that the proposition that the clerk be permitted to

No

justice to

time (the day being heavy and lowering)

came

friiuids

entitled

—

—

this

Finally, the clerk declared that a majority, in hia
opinion, were in favor of an adjournment to 12
o'clock, and so announced the adjournment.
"A count! a count!" was called amidst cries of
"No? nol no!" and the members slowly dispersed,
one member audibly exclaiming in the midst of
the hubbub, "Now we are a mob!"

they were satisfied his certificate was

When,

to

By

upon him by Mr. Wellcr.J

night again made its approach perceptible, and a
general but confused call for adjournment drowned
the voices of more than one member who was on
his legs; intending to address the clerk.
The clerk having stated the proposition to adurn, was about to declare it to be carried by general consent: when
Mr. Cashing objected to any adjournment with[He raised this
out a t)o/c of the house upon it.
objection in reference to the decision of the clerk,
yesterday, that, in the present imperfect organization of the house, no vole could be taken.]
Some hurried conversation took place across the
house on this point, in which Mr. Wise, Mr. Mercer, Mr. Proffil and Mr. Cashing took part, the latter gentleman reminding the members that, at the
first session of congress under the constitution, the
members of this house met and adjourned daily for
three successive weeks before it was able to form

right.

tion,

was

—

tion cast

How

P. concluded by protesting (without persondisrespect) against the cleik being permitted to
read or make any explanation or protest; and against
the members from jlassachusetts or Kentucky being driven from their seats by the intrusion of an
unconstitutional number, and being thus left without a chair or a stool.
The debate was continued by Mr. Rhe!t in favor
of the request of the clerk.
IVIr. Wise replied, and
Mr. Rhett rejoined. Mr. 7rai/fr then assigned his
reasons for being amongst the first to object to the
course adopted by the clerk.
Mr. Jli/crigg. with the permission of Mr. Jenifer,
rose and asked the clerk to state whether, when he
and his colleagues presented their credentials to
him, he did not acknowledge that thev were full,
formal and snfricient, and .such as had uniformlv

their

with his remarks and was followed by Mr. Weller
of Ohio, strongly remonstrating against the New
Jersey members. Mr. Thompson, of South Carolina, against departing from the customary usage of
the house
Mr. Randolph, of New Jersey, vindicating the governor of that state from the imputa-

,

—

—a
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assem-

laws, to representatives
bled here on the day appointed by law for the meeting of the 26th congress we assembled in the
place appointed bylaw for the meeting of the house
of representatives". Everyman who has taken his
seat on this floor claims to be here under the character and with the rights and privileges of a reThus having assembled, the clerk
presentative.
assumes his appropriate duties. He appeared and,
at the proper hour, commenced calling the roll according to usage and according to law not the law
and,
of usage merely, but the parliamentary lav\'
according to the usual and convenient mode, he
commenced calling the members by states, begin-

speaker thus chosen shall appoint none of the commitThat llie committee of elections
tees of the house.
And that, after the question
shall be chosen by ballot.
on the disputed seats shall have been settled by the
house, we will then proceed to choose a speaker for

I

—

the 26tli congress.

Cries of "no, no!" resounded from all quarters,
and Mr. Hunt did not press his motion.
The debate was continued with much animation
by Mr. Rives, of Va. in favor of Mr. Wise's resolution
Mr. Hoffman, of New York, in opposition to

—

—

it.

Mr. Graves, of Ken. offered the following substitute for Mr. Wise's resolution;
Resolved, That the acting clerk of this house shall
proceed with the call of the members from the different
states of the union in the usual way, calling the names
of such members from New Jersey as hold the regular
and legal commissions from the executive of the state.
Mr. G. proceeded to advocate the proposition in
a speech of great animation and warmth.
Mr. Craig, of Va. and iVtr. Pickins, of S. Carolina replied to Mr. Graves.
&h. Barnard, of New York, said he felt that it
would be proper for him to wait till he should hear
the sentimentsof others who were older, and better,
and more experienced in the business of the house,
Nor, inbefore he attempted to express his own.
deed, had he ventured to make up a definite and

7,
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ning with the slate of Maine. He proceeded as
far as New Jersey, and having called one of the six

members entitled to represent that state here, the
After he
further call was arrested by this debate.
had called one of the six names, he proposed to do,
what? To pass over the remainder, until he had
called the names of the represenlalives from other
And for what
states, as he had them before him.
purpose? For the purpose of enabling us to form
quorum of certificated, undisputed members, and
purpose alone. Why pass by New Jersey
with that object in view? And the resolution of the
gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. Wise), as I understand it, is precisely in accordance with and in
alfirmance of the position afsutned.
I ask gentlemen to reflect whether they do not
see that this proposition assumes certain important
It assumes that there are or may be questhings.
tions in the case of the organization of the house
upon which it would be necessary that a quorum of
undisputed members should be found to vote.
Now, I assume the position, and I invite gentlemen to listen to me whilst I endeavor to elucidate
it, that no question has been presetited or suggeata

for that

-pinion till he had first heard those opinions
and views with which they had been favored liom
various quarters, and opposite sides of the house.
Having heard them, lie was now prepared to make
known the conclusions which rested upon his
mind, and to act so far as he was individually concerned as a member of the house. He would proceed to state these as briefly as might be: happy if
they should seem as reasonable to others as they
seemed to him; happy, also, if otherwise, to be coned, or is likely to arise here, upon which this
vinced where his error lay.
He had one word to say in regard to the clerk and house is called to pass, or upon which it is compefinal

S35

said, he did not recognise the right of that gentleman to occupy a seat there.

Mr. B. then resumed. If they have done so, (all
either of them), I have only to say that, in my
judgment, they have claimed a right, a character,
and privileges belonging no more to them than
they do belong to any other state.
But how is it with the others? Can any man
that, with the commission which has been
spread on your table in his pocket, either of these
hers may claim all the rights and privileges
of a representative?
Suppose one of these gentlemen had been arrested on their way to the
capitol?
Does any man doubt that, by the exhibition of this commission under the broad seal of the
state of iVew Jersey, and given by the constitutional authorities, his claim to the privileges of a
member of the house of representatives would have
been respected? And, uioreover, suppose that some
small lawyer, upon the commission being presented and the claim of privilege being made, should
ofl'er to show to the magistrate beibre whom the
gentleman might be brought, that the right of this
member to his seat was to be disputed. As much
doubt

right, in

my

judgment, have the gentlemen

])re-

senting their irregular and illegal returns to question the fact that the members holding these commissions have a right to sit here and take part with
us in the deliberations and action of this body.

Can a question be raised in relation fo these returns?
I mean in relation fo the fact whether they
are or are not legal.
All f mean to say now is, that
no question arises now on the regularity of either set
of papers
in the one case the regularity being conceded, and in the other the irregularity being conceded. What then remains? I do not profess to
have much experience in legislation, or in matters

—

of government, but it has struck my mind with
great surprise that gentlemen should contend that
This body, previous to the election of speaker, can
he occupied. That functionary had tent to pass. Ifthis be so, then may I not well entertain, much less decide upon, the question how
ask, why are we arrested in the midst of a pro- the popular vote of New Jersey went in the elecbeen appointed by the house of representatives
body whose authority continued until the 4th day of ceeding necessary to our organization? Is it, or is tion of representatives in the year \iZ8. There
March last; it then ceased to exist. Its being then it not so? The clerk has told us that he wants a may be some strong obliquity resting upon my
terminated, and it was resolved into its original quorum gentlemen have told us that they want a mind in regard to this matter, and if so, I should be
elements, which never could be gathered and com- quorum oi' this house. Why? for what purpose? gl>id to be disabused of it. Such as my views are, I
pacted again so as to form a body of the form and What question is there which the house is called will take the liberty to present them to the house,
shape which that possessed. But, asked Mr. B. upon to pass in review, or what question is to be and will ask a candid answer to thetn.
It is argued that the commissions of
did the existence of the functionary cease with the presented?
I hold the house in its present state, incompetent
certain gentlemen from New Jersey are to be passtermination of the parent which gave him being?
to decide a question in relation to the popular vote
Kol he had more than a Icetal existence. The clerk ed over. Is this so? If it is, I am much mistaken
of New Jersey, further than any question may be
clerk
present
to
the
not
the
Did
views.
was born with full life; he had a complete, perfect in my
involved in the reception of the commission presentand independent being, recognised by the constitu house one of the names of the six members holding
Has any gentle- ed to us according to the law of that state. The
tion and the laws— an officer upon whom the laws a commission precisely similar?
house of representatives is a constitutional body,
varegularity
and
to
the
imposed, in part, duties to be pei;l'ormed as well af man expressed a doubt as
constitutional duties assigtied to it.
Is it not conceded on having certain
ter, as belbre, the termination of the existence of lidity of those commissions?
It has duties of legislation, duties of appointment,
point
are
right
in
commissions
those
hands
that
all
this body.
to perform.
How can Ihcse dii-.
duties
judicial
and
what
the
law
of
In my judgment (continued Mr. B.) that func- of form— that they are precisely
ties be performed before it has been organized by
tionary was not only the clerk of the last house, the state of New Jersey requires that they should
Can we legislate? Can
the election of a speaker?
urged
have
the
gentlemen
honorable
Several
but he is legally and rightfully the clerk of this be?
we pass laws? Can we pass resoluliojis having the
house and is so to continue by law until his suc- reading of that law. Why? Certainly not for the force
of laws? No; not a man here will socontend.
iformationof the intelligent and enlighlened genIt is part of
cessor shall be appointed and sworn.
Can we" make appointments to office? One apnot
for
the
should
be
read;
it
the wisdom of the common law that the public in- tleman who proposed
pointment
we can make, from the necessity of the
terest should never be permitted to suffer for want information at all of gentlemen on this floor— for
case^that is, the appointment of speaker. That is
of an incumbent to fill an important office; and in no man, in my hearing, has suggested a doubt that
only
one.
Can we elect a clerk, doorkeeper oV
the
eviclerk's
table
in
the commission read from the
all cases where an office js created for a term limitseargeant at arms, until we are organized by the
ed by law, and when no special provision is made dence of the election of these members was not election
of speaker? No; no man will contend that
New
the
law
of
with
conformity
in
letter
in all letter for
for tilling a vacancy which might occur
we can.
Buch cases, by the common law of the land from Jersey. Then wc want no quorum for the purpose
Let us come to the most imporiant of all (he duwhich we derived our origin, and by the common of passing on those commissions. They are admitimposed on the hou.se of representatives by (he
preties
the
law
precisely
what
be
to
law of our own land, this functionary holds over ted to be regular;
constitution of the United States: I mean its judicial
and continues in power until a succe.s.'Jor shall be scribes that they shall be.
powers.
What can yon do in your judicial capacity
that
he
was
clerk
the
by
informed
were
we
with
rule
analogy
this
of
But
appointed. Now, it is in
organizition?
Can you punish an offending
the common law that the rule of parliamentary law in possession of certain other papers which purpoit- before
was adopted that the clerk of our house should con- ed to authorise certain other persons therein named member? That is one of your powers. Can you
is another.
Can you arrest
member?
That
expel
a
of
representatives.
house
the
seats
in
tinue in office until his successor be appointed. to claim
breach of privilege? That is ancThis is the settled parliamentary law of England, Now, in regard to these other papers, whatever any individual for
tlier.
Can you exercise the solemn power of imand as such I regard it here, i consider that the they may be, I put this question: Is there any
Has any gentleman peachment, or entertain the qnestibn of impeachclerk has done no more than he was bound to do qtiestion in relation to them?
No man will say so.
diawii up ac- ment, or determine upon it?
by the tenure of his office. He is righlfuUy there, prentended that these papers were
Sir, the state of New No such power belongs to us in our present state.—
law?
election
the
cordini'
to
prientitled
to
all
respect,
there,
is
the
and, being
power, have you
(his
judicial
you
have
not
Well,
if
representatives
here,
and
six
vileges and immunities which belong to the office Jersey^can only have
you have got thetn, with their regular, legal com- the last remaining judicial power the power to deI regard the clerk of the house of representatives
cide in relation lo a contested seat in this house?
Are
there
any
table.
your
upon
laid
missions
having
occupying the position he occu]des here, as
Is that pretended? Have you the power to eject one member and place
commissions?
his powers enlarged in the absence of the speaker; more than six
gentleman has in- another in his seat? Nay, have you the power to
and such, according to my understanding of the Neither the clerk nor any other
are
no more com- eject a whole delegation from their seals, and to put
Tliere
thing.
a
such
parliamentary law of England, I regaid lo be the dicated
that most tremendous of
to which any member others into their places?
uniform practice; and so it ought to be here. So missions or papers in relation
regards them as furnish- all powers vested in this house. Ifyou can do this,
he
that
say
and
up
get
for
will
competent
that
is
his
powers
it
enlarged are
gentleman
will do me the favor
sure
that
some
am
New
I
the
law
of
to
according
evidence
him, and it is his duty, not only to prepare and call in" Tcgal
I beseech him so to do. What
If this is so, what question is there here by and by to say so.
the roll of the members of a' new consjress, but Je'rsey.
Are we to sit heie
it was competent is to be the form of proceeding?
admit
that
tnight
upon?
I
pass
to
the
to
question
also, when necessary, to put any
eriterlain a question as between in grand committee? or are we fo appoint a subhouse, upon a division, which the house may de- for the house to
.from a state, but I contend that committee, and refer the matter to them? A-Vho shall
cide to put questions of adjournment, of a divi- conflicting returns
not conflict. I could ask either appoint the committee? Shall the clerk? Are we
sion, upon the election of speaker, and any other these returns do
appear here, as I understand to have a temporary speaker appointed? Is fhe
questions which it is competent for the house in of the gentlemen who
voce? And
Thui they do, bringing additional returns, whether they committee to be elected by ballot or vifa
this paitially organized state to entertain.
thetnselves, or claim- when the commitlce is to sit on this solemn busiconsidered
moment,
for
ever,
a
much in relation to the clerk.
ness, will it be a subcommittee or a coinrailtee of
26lh congress?
Now, we have assembled here a large number of ed lo be, existing members of the
Where are you
Mr. Dickerson, (a contesting member), here rose, the whole? How are you to try it?
gentlemen claiming the character, rights and privi.
How? Will you send for
yielding the floor, because, he to get your witnesses?
leges which belong, by the constitution and the but Mr. B, declined

the position

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

—
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What

authority have yoii to
?enii tor
ivhen h.^re, wliat aulhonly
haveyon to almini^ter the oath? Gentl.!iiieii vi'ill
fiiiil, or. a very
little reflection, that we should be
thrown into inextricable difficulty an'i contusion if
we attempt to exercise the judicial power of this
house before organization.
B:it there is another point.
Under what sanction
will you undertake to hear, try and determine the
important question of a contested election? Shall
be iinilei the usual sanction of an oath?
The constitiition requires us to take an oath.
The constitution demamls that we should take an oath before proceeding to businesx.
It is not so expressed in words,
but the constitution expressly requires that we
should take an oath to support the constitution of
th* United States; and can you perform part cf voui
duty before the oath is taken, and reserve such'part
as you please to be performed alter?
Will gentlemen proceed without having taken the oath? No;
upon reflection I am sure they will not. I feel confident in asserting that no gentleman who is a member of llie house of represent.itives would feel himself at liberty to sit as a judge upon a question of
conte.sfed seat without having first taken the oath.
But that is not all. We have a law upon the subject which, so far as I remember or have heard, haa
not even bsen all.ided to in the course of this debate.
That law requires us to take an oath before we proceed to any other business than the election of a
speaker.
(Mr. B. here read the provision, and proceedt'd).
Will gentlemen say they can proceed
that the oath shoulil be administered?
By whom:
The l.iw require.! that it should be administered by
the speaker; and no other functionary is known to
the law under our government by whom the members can bi sivorn.
Is not this so?
And if gentlemen propose to proceed to the exercise of this extraordinary judicial power without taking the oath, or
after taking it when administered by another person
than the speaker, then let ms say that we are in the
midst of a revoiulion. From the moment such a
decision is formed, you adopt a revolutionary tribunal
you adopt a revolutionary body, and you prescribe that that revolutionary body slull take an oath
according to your forms, and to be administered as
yuu m ly point ou'. It is for these reasons that 1 feel
entirely opposed to the course proposed by the clerk,
and also to the resolution of the gentleman from Virginia, ('.Mr iVise).
I am opposed to it because I
believe that there is no question on which the house
it

—

called to pass, or upon wliich it is competent to
pass.
No qiiestion of any kind or description is, or
likely to b,', before the house, asking or demanding
What, then remains? I do not enter into
action.
the question whether the honse has the right to try
the conflicting claims of gentlemen coining here,
is

is

and bearing with them what they claim to'be the
legal evid'uce of Iheir election.
To
liave nothing now to do with that; and

my mind we

I consider it
important, in our present embarrassed condition, to
avoiil every question not absolutely necessary to be
decided.
When that case arises, I shall be ready to
meet it. As yet, it has not arisen. And, on the
other hand, it is a mjnstrous proposition to my
mind, that we should, for a moment, contemplate
proceeding to the performance ofa high judicial duty
ill our present partially organized state.
Why pass
New Jersey by? It would make very little ditfercnce, I apprehend, as regards the dignity or the
power of that state, whether she is called first or last.
Standing where she does, in tile centre of this great
eoiifederacy, as if the very lap in which the union
might repose and be safe where the south and the
north iniglit meet as on a middle ground, to study
and to le.irn the important lesson of patriotisn, of
devotion to her country, written on her plains and
in her camps— where, with the best blood of tlie revolution, she mingled that of her own childrenstanding, 1 s.iy, where she does, call her first or call
her List, you cannot take away from her her position
or her power.
Call her (irst or call her last, do but
call her to her duty, and she will be prompt to obey
the summons.
But, I ask again, why pass her

—

over?

I have endeavored to demonstrate that you
have no reason to do ho; that the reason which you
oiler does not exist in point of fact.
You say you
want a quorum. For what puriiose? Will any scn*
lleman tell me?
Let the state of New Jersey be called in her place.
Let her not thus be struck out. I say to the clerk
and to the gentlemen who are his Irienils on this

floor, let him proceed.
He has said that with tlie
permission, or bv the pleasure of the house, he will
p.is< over New Jersey.
I trust that, by this lime, he
is well iuforined that it is not the pleasure ofa large
portion of the memhers of this house tliat he should
past her over.
If I am not entirely mistaken in my
argument, it is the duty of the clerk to proceed. Let
hiin do so.
It we could adopt the resolution of the
gentleman from K'niiicky ( Mr. Gnir'i ) without
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involving ourselves in another question surrounded
withdoubt and difficulty, I would, for my own part,
coiisent to do so.
But. does not the gentleman see
iiow conflicting the opinions are in relation to it?
I
propose, therefore, to avoid the difficulty.
Let the
clerk proceed.
Sir, we wait for you— the constitution waits for you
the laws wait for you
your
country waits for you. In the name of all that is
honest, and just, and true, and patriotic, I call upon
you to proceed. In the name of the constitution
and laws, in the name of our common country, and
in the name of God, move on, move on.
The debate was continued by Mr. Cooper, of Ga.
wlio went at some length into a constitutional argument, and who made a strong appeal that the house
should take the highest evidence in its possession
being the commission of the executive offhe state
of New Jersey.
He replied to a portion of Mr.
Pickens's ob?ervations, and addressed himself, with
emphasis on the constitutional argument, to the strict
constructionists of the house.
report of these remarks will be given hereafter.
Mr. Wise then obtained the floor, but, on the urgent request of Mr. Stanley, yielded it to that gentleman.
Mr. Stanley then appealed to Mr. Wise to meet
the wishes of many of his friends by taking a sober,
republican, second thought, and to withdraw his

—

—

—

A

resolution.

Mr

Underwood followed

in

an argument

in

sup-

port

of the (iroposition of Mr. Tl-^ise as the only
practicable mode which appeared to present itself of
extricating the house from the perplexity in which
it had
been involved by the act of the clerk. He
concluded by saying that he hoped that by the hour
of meeting to-morrow members would be better prepared to vote on the question; and he therefore now

moved an adjournment.

The clerk stated the motion, but, before putting
the question upon it to the members, took occasion
to retract the opinion heretofore advanced by him,
that no vote on any question can be taken until a
quorum ofmembers is recognised. Less than a quorum may adjourn from day to day, under the constitution; but in his (the clerk's) opinion

no other business can be done without a quorum.
The adjournment was carried by the voice ofa
majority of members, and the house rose as quietly
as it ever does in the most tranquil days of the longest sessions.

—

Thursday, Dec. 5. The members elect of the
house of representatives having came to order, the
clerk stated that they had adjourned last evening
pending a motion of a gentlemen from Kentucky,
(Mr. Underwood), who had then announced that
he should present himself again to the notice of
gentlemen this morning. According to courtesy
nd precedent, that gentleman was now considered

Mr. Wise intimated his intention so to do, but, be- as entitled to the floor.
fore he did so, proceeded to make some additional
Mr. Undencood rose, but, for the purpose of at»
remarks in reference to the condition of the house
explanation, yielded to
and the prospects of the controversy a rep.ort of
Mr. //!<«(, of New York, who desired to make
which, as well as of the remarks of other gentlemen,
some explanations after which, Mr. U. resumed,
omitted by necessity in this publication, will be
and occupied the floor for some time, during which
given heieafter.
he proposed the following statement and accompaMr. W. at the close of his observations, read an
nying resolution, in favor of which he argued at
extract from the New York Times of November 29,
considerable length, as well as against the course
and which the reporter, happening to have in postaken by the clerk.
session, here inserts:
"The clerk of the late house of representatives,
"About the year LSU, a case similar to that of
in calling the roll of members of the 26th congress,
the New Jersey members occurred in this state.
A began at the stale of Maine, and proceeded regulardispute arose batween two persons, each claimin"
ly, according to usage, until be came to the state of
to represent the county of Ontario in the assembly^
New Jeisey. He called Joseph F. Randolph as a
It may be recollected that, under the constitution
of member from that state,
and then stated, in subthis state as it then existed, all the officers of the
stance, that there were feu persons besides Mr. Rangovernment were chosen by a council of appointdolph claiming to be representatives from the stale
ment, selected by the assembly from the senate.
of New Jersey, and insisting on their right to take
Under this regulation, llie party having a majority in
seats as members, wdien by law the state was entithe assembly had of course the power of filling alt
tled to six representatives only; and that he declinthe state offices with their own partisans.
Ainon" ed calling any of the claimants, believing
it to be
file candidates for assembly in Ontario at the
period his duty not
to decide wdio were entitled. A debate
referred to where Henry Fellows, federalists, and
thereupon arose, and the members elected have been
Peter Allen, democrat.
unable in the usual manner to recognise each other,
"By the law, as it then stood, the inspectors of to
ascertain whether there was a quorum in attenelection were to make return to the town clerk of
dance, and to organize the house. For the purpose,
the number of votes cast for each candidate, and
therefore, of obviating all further difficulty—
that officer was to make return to the county clerk,
•'ResoUed, That the clerk of the late house ought,
whose duly it was to add up the votes returned
and he is hereby directed, to proceed in calling the roll,
from the several towns, and to give a certificate of and
each person called who answers to his name, and
election to the candidate or candidates having the against whom
no objection is urged to his taking a seat,
greatest number.
In fact, Henry Fellows, federal, shall be counted as a mereiber, in ascertaining whewas elected by a heavy vote over P. Allen, demo- ther there be a quorum present; and each person so
crat; but the clerk of one of the towns where Fel- called, against whom objection may be made, shall not
lows had a large majority, in making his return to be counted; but, upon objection being made, the clerk
the county officer, abbreviated the Christian name of shall pass bv the person objected to, and call another.
the ferleral candidate, and returned so many votes After tlie-roll shall have been called through, if there be
quorum present of persons against whom no objecfor Hen. Fellows.
The clerk of the county, under ations
have been raised, such quorum shall proceed to
the advice of Mr. Van Buren, then attorney general
decide upon the claims of those who have not been
of the slate, refused to count the votes thus returneil, called
by the clerk, or who, if called, have been preand, rejecting the votes from that entire town, de- termitted in consequence of objections raised
against
clared a majority for Peter Allen, to whom he pre- them, and shall determine which of the claimants shall

—

—

sented a certiflcate of election. The vote of Allen
gave the republican party a preponderance of one
in the assembly, and of course prevented the federalists having the same
majority.
Allen and Fellows both appeared, and, at the organization of the
house, claimed the seat.
Mr. Van Buren, the attorney general, liad the management in the afl^iir on
behalf of the republicans, and the late Elisha Willi.iins acted for the federal party.
Mr. Van' Buren
claimed that as Allen was the certified member, he
was entitled to his seat in the first instance, and that
Fellows, even if the rightful claimant, could only obtain it by a vote of the assembly after it should be
ilily organized.
This, the correct constitutional
doclrine, prevailed.
Mr. Allen took his seat assisted in choosing a council of appointment
by
which Mr. Van Buren retained the office of attorney
gi-npi-a; -and then was ousted; Mr. "Fellows' right
being conceded by the unanimous resolution of Flie

participate in the organization of the house: Provided,
however. That nothing herein, and no decision which
may he made admitting any ono lo participate in the
oi-ganizaiion of the house, shall be construed lo bar or
preclude the house, after it shall have have been duly

organized, from investigating, judging and deciding
upon the election returns and qualincations of each of
those whose right to a seat is questioned before the
house is organized, and who may be admitted to participate in the organization of t!ie house by a decision
in pursuance of this resolution.''

Mr. Randolph, of
dress the honse,

New

Jersey, next rose to ad-

when

Mr. Vandcrpool

rose to order, and observed that

though no rules of order had been expressly adoptpresumed that the usages of the house
far prevail as to entitle a man, who had
not yet addressed the house, to precedence over
those who had already spoken more than once.
The clerk said that such would be the case if the

—

ed, yet he

would so

house."

usual rules of order «'ere to prevail; but he

was

Mr. W. concluded by expressing the belief that wholly without authority to act in the matter.
must be good aiilliorily with a large portion of
Mr. Rindotph was thereupon siilfered to proceed,
the members of the house, and that it took precisely in opposition
to the course of the clerk, vindicating
the ground for which he had been contending.
And, the election of the whig lepresentalives from New
thereupon, Mr. W. withdrew his resolution.
Jersey, and maintained that members from other
The question then recurred on the resolution of- slates ought to recognise the legally authenticated
fered by Mr. Hunt.
rtificate of the executive of (hat state.
Mr. 1-f. made some remarks in suiiport of his proMr. R. proceeded to demonstrate the illegality of
position,
credentials held by the contesting members, ncthis

'

j

.

—
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the
cording to the laws of New Jersey, and of
evidence npon which those credentials were foundprecedents to
of
number
cited
a
he
and
ed;
show that the only proper way for the contesting
house.
parlies to proceed was by petition to the
Why, then, (Mr. R. conclued), were not my col-

What

is

the

first?

To organize— to
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organize

in

testimony
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in contested cases, I will

then

proceed.

the necessity of my
If there is difficulty in lelalion I hope Mr. Graties will see
or other.
that he will a|ipreciate
any portion of us, we must do what Mr. Jeffer- proceeding in this way, and
I honestly
that course.
son says was done when lord Dunmore dissolved my motives in adhering to

some form
to

the legislature of Virginia on a sudden.

What

did

believe that to be the only

course

I

can take;

I

him that I believe no party
they do? They adjourned to a tavern— they con- nost solemnly aver to
course; and that none
mo- stituted themselves a convention, and they acted as advantage can be taken in that
leagues called? Without imputing improper
Kespccifiilly,
part.
intended
on
my
such
is
actualThey
the legislature ot the state or colony.
tives to you, sir, I know tliat tlie seat which you
H. A. Garland."
ly, instead of being assembled in the place from
and
beyond
seat
the
that
occupy is to be filled, and
Graves said that, in this state of Ihe case, the
Mr.
excluded
them,
had
governor
act
of
the
which
the
What is the mere triumph
above' it is to be filled.
gentleman from Massachasetts (Mr. Mams) could
over- adjourned to another place, formed themselves into
of a party when put in comparison with the
susgest some course to counteract the
a convention, and there acted in the name of the probably
turning of the great principles of the constitution
step taken by the clerk; as it seemed to him (Mr.
think
that
on
Well,
I
state.
This was irregular.
of our'country; Itis not for such a pitiful triumph
impracticable to organize a house
the 4th day of the session of the 26th congress that G.) to be utterly
it is
No;
contending.
are
colleagues
my
that 1 and
seat which he
can ever get organized, it is rather so long as the clerk remained in the

is to be, if we
higher and nobler ends that we come here. Is
occupied.
late to make objections on the score of irregularity. now
this that our state has been degraded and
Mr. Jdums. I commenced this address to you,
I call upon
I address myself to you, therefore.
hersigthat
this
for
Is
it
house?
struck out by this
fellow citizens, with Ihe declaration that I should
organize;
lor
you
to
people,
the
the
name
of
you,
in
nature, the only means by which she can speak as
be undef the painful necessity of appealing Irom
torn have not only duties to perform, but you are under
a soverign and independent state, is to be
decision of the clerk to the house, and I call
Who is to do a high responsibility to the people to perform that the
from her'and trampled under fool?
upon the house and Ihe majority of the house to
done
that,
you
have
When
you
The high minded gentlemen from the south? duty. Organize.
this?
for themI set aside entirely hi.s decisions, and to act
to can undoubtedly take a question as heretofore.
they
Are
sovereignty?
state
of
advocates
the
power to do it.
now call upon the whole house to discharge that selves. I have 'no doubt of their
join in this crusade against us? Are the sons of old
this proposition, I have no
submitting
in
Therefore,
relucduty
most
duty, and, in the discharge of my
Virginia to join? Is this house to be leagued against
clerk, nor to any opinion of his. I
tantly performed, I call upon the majority— that reference lo the
me and my colleagues? I hope not— I trust not.
It may,
the propose that the house itself should act.
fellow citizens majority which has the power to organize
JNlr. Mams then rose and said:
It may
choose
a temporary clerk.
pleases,
if
it
recently
house. Fellow citizens, we have been
and members elect of the twenty-sixth congress of
take what course it thinks proper. 1 put this mattold, in the offical organ of the present administraandjiot
you,
to
myself
the United States— I address
and
to the majority of the house,
house,
ter
to
the
without
house,
this
majority
of
is
that
there
a
sense of tion,
to the cleric in the chair, under a painful
members of New Jersey, or counting them as and I tell them it is their duty to organize themmy own duty. The clerk, in the performance of the
And not selves, and that no decision of the clerk can force
adverse, devoted to the administration.
an official duty assigned to him by the laws and conorganization of the house in any
only has the official organ stated this fact, but it has upon them the
stitution of the United States, commenced reading
proper. It is in the power o(
given the precise number of that majority as one manner he may ttiink
purthe
assembled,
for
here
members
the roll of tha
the house to set Ihe clerk aside; but it is not in the
everyone
and
members,
twenty-one
hundred
and
pose nf constituting the house of representatives of
obey his dictates— despotic
lo
house
power
the
of
Now,
and twenty-one!
After calling the roll, com- of them here. One hundred
the 261h congress.
house, thank
upon those 121 members to organize the as he is determined they shall be. The
mencing with the state of Maine, unlil he came to I call
the necessity of submitting to
under
not
God,
is
their
counname
of
the
call
them,
in
upon
house. I
the state of New Jersey, and the members whose
aside.
I speak
set
him
upon
you
to
call
and
I
them;
I will not say in the name of the administranames had been called, having answered, ascertain- try
not personally towards hiin; I speak of his acta and
tion, fori have no right to speak in their name
in" their presence here, he paused, after calling one
placed the house
has
which
he
in
situation
of
the
thai
name
of
in
the
and but I call upon that majority,
of"^the names of the members from New Jersey,
situation in which it is impossible for
interest and policy which they think is the interest that is, a
stated to the house that of the five other members
If he
decisions stand.
and policy of their country, to organize; and I offer them to act so long as his
from that state the seals were contested; that he
a question on the resolution which was
had
taken
resoa
the following resolution
deeming himself not authorised to decide which of to this assembly
Kentucky, (Mr.
table of your clerk, but drawn up by Ihe gentleman from
the
upon
which
lies
lution
entitled
to
were
the two° parties of five members
table, and which I have
which, like many others, is there in the limbo of Graves), and laid on the
seals, must reTei the matter to the decision of the
Ihe house, I should not have
vanity and the paradise of lools— because the clerk now brought before
house; and then, immediately or shortly afterwards,
spoken. But, one by one, these resolutions have
put
jlie queswill
not
that
he
repeatedly
sai<l
has
a'question arising upon a proposition beingpresentwell be put in
member, a friend of mine from Kentucky, been laid on the table. They might as
tion.
ed to the house, he, again, in the discharge of a
cannot put the question
(Mr. Underwood), this morning offered another re- the fire. The clerk tells us he
solemn duty, declared that he could put no quesI
Ihe table which upon them— that it is the dictate of his duty.
on
number
are
a
and
there
solution,
tion until the house was organized.
hope to have no more of the benefit of his agency,
to the end of time and lie on the table
Now fellow citizens, I am reduced to the necessi- may go clerk
the question on at least until he has gone through the process of reput
will
not
he
says
the
for
said
that
he
has
The clerk
ty of appealing to you.
I repeat, I oH'er this resolution in its preelection.
any one of them. We cannot control the clerk
will not proceed in the call, according to establishit is not mine originally, but it answers
sent form
He has referred the ques- he is here a despot. So he has acted, and so he
ed usage and custom.
purpose, and it will effect the organization of
power
which
my
native
that
by
you,
unless
will
act,
tion to a majority of the house, and then he refuses
That is all I ask; and. appealing lo this
house.
the
States,
United
Ihe
you possess from the people of
to put to this body that or any other question, with
body now, as an independent body— a body possesset aside all his decisions, and act for yourselves.
the exception that, upon further consideration, and
I call
entirely indtpendentof the clerk
powers
ing
on
the
copy
is
a
This resolulion, of which there
having in the interim consulled the constitution of
upon them to act upon the resolulion in such manor the day before by
the United States, he discovered yesterday that he table, was offered yesterday
Any member may propose an
ner as tliey choose.
A
Graves).
(Mr.
Kentucky,
thereHe,
from
gentleman
adjournment.
the
mio-ht put the question of
and if there are those (as we know
have been ottered since, amendment;
fore put it; but he gave notice that he should put no multitude of resolutions
there are) nho think that Ihe call of the New Jersey
but they all went into the same position. It is in
other question.
members ought not to be ir.ade, let them propose
thus
the following words:
Fellow citizens, in what predicament are we
an amendment to set aside those members. Let us
We are fixed as firmly and as immova- Resolved, That the acting clerk of this house shall see what the will of Ihe majority is. The clerk
placed?
We can proceed with the call of the members from the different has rendered it impossible lor us lo do so in the
bly as these columns around tlie house,
neither go forward nor backward, and the clerk states of the union in the usual way, calling the names usual way, by departing from the usual form.
he of such members from New Jersey as hold the regular
tells us that he will persist in both the decisions
In the first place, I call upon you, in the name of
executive of that state.
has made. What then is our position? I have and legal commissions from the
the people of the United States, and lo save them
After reading the resolution, Mr. A. proceeded from the evil, and, I may add, the discredit, of our
waited here four days (for we are now drawing to
the conclusion of the Iburth day) with a fixed de- to remark: '-the acting clerk shall proceed in the being here a whole week, and, for aught I know, a
It usual way"
that is to say, he shall do what, had
termination not to enter into this controversy
whole month, without organization, (for we shall
•was my intention not to have said one word on this it not been for peculiar circumstauces, it would be here certainly unlil some person shall appeal
congress,
the
last
session
of
last
At the
have been his duty to do.
question.
from the decision of the clerk, and it shall be set
Mr. Graves (by permission of Mr. jldams, who aside) I call upo.i you, in the name of the people
foreseeing that the very case which has now occurred would arise, I ottered a resolution with the de- yielded the floor for the moment) indicated to Mr. of the United Stales— that people towards whom
seemed
not
It
was
resolution
occurrence.
Ihe
sign of preventing such an
A. that some modification of
we have had so many wonderful manifestations of
Mr. G. had understood, Irom
the pleasure of tha house to consider it; and, there- now to be required.
What will they say? What
regard and affection.
house, (Mr.
fore, as well as for other reasons (among which is a conversation with a member ol Ihe
What will my conwill your constituents say?
proceed
which
to
Bof/s;, that the cferk was now willing
the difficulty of making myself heard, under
This has brought me at
stituents say to me?
majority of
I have labored since the commencement of this ses- with the roll, if it was the will of a
last lo the determination to address this house
uncontroverleil
have
should
and
were
I
seats
nothing;
whose
say
to
gentlemen
determined
those
sion) I
according to my duly. What will my conslituents
Under this impression, and
persisted in that determination if I had not seen that that he should do so.
say to ine for sulfeii'ng this house lo waste four days
under these two decisions of ihe clerk, it would be for the purpose of ascertaining whetlier such was in idle, useless debate, when Ihe first of its duties
Garmeet
and
note
to
Mr.
might
a
house
addressed
the
the case or not, he had
impossible— nay, that
was to organize, and at a time when it was imposstay here until doomsday, and not be able to orga- land, of which the following was a copy:
sible to organize without a resort lo some extraorNow, it seems to me
'
nize. This is our position.
Hovseof representatives, bill Dec. 1S39.
dinary measure? Fellow citizens, lam willing that
Here
is
a
a very extraordinary slate of things.
"Hu^h A. Garland, esq: If a majority of the the clerk, under his sense of duty, should be held
body of men assembled to represent the people, and members whose seats are uncontroverted sianify in responsible to the people for four days wasted in
peothe
of
representation
complete
and
with
a more full
writing their desire that you proceed regularly
idle debate.
I do rot say idle because there has
ple of the United States never did assemble, and the call of the New Jersey members holding com- been no good sense, or v. isdom, or reasoning, in the
propably, neier will again within these walla.— missions from the executive of that slate, v\ill you arguments; but none of them catne to the one great
to
me
to
adinducement
final
Here we are, and as a
conform to that expression of their will? Repect- polnl— that is, to the organization— the actual,
W.J.Graves."
dress this house, here we are also under the injunc- fully,
That was our
practical organization of the house.
tion of solemn duties.
To this note Mr. Garland returned the Ibllowing duty not lo be debating here, for four days, idle
convicthe
under
The clerk told us that he acted
questions, which the diclator in that chair said he
reply:
He has acted
I concede the point.
tion of duty.
responsible for that.
"For Mr. Graves: If the majority of the mem- never would put. I say he is
and he has pronounced his two decisions under the
may answer lo the people of the United
bers whose seats are uncontroverted signify in I wish he
I do not question even
conviction of solemn duty.
But I
four days.
these
has
wasted
States
how
he
with
the
proceed
their desire that I shall
whether that sense of duty was correctly applied in writing
the
say, from this time forward, the house
placed in a call of'the roll maile in the conscientious regard to now
his two decisions, but I say that we are
further, and say.
I go
house—
and
majority
of
the
house
the
the
to
pieseiit
shall
then
I
that
duty, and

for
it

for

—

—

—

_
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—

—
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position,

and that we have solemn duties

too.

my
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the 121 members who have been set down in
the
organ of the administration as the majority of
that
administration, are responsible to the people and to
the country, and to manl<inil, for any fnrther
delay.
If any one, as I have said, thinks proper lo
move
an amendment requiring the clerk to omit the members from New Jersey.
[iWr. Vanderpoel here interposed and said,
he had
such an amendment to propose. Loud cries
of
"order."]

Mr. ,idams resumed.
thinks proper, can propose

The gentleman,
it

after I liave

if

made

he
the

7.

18S9-CONGRESS.

five-sixths of their representation.
Now, the manifestations of love and affection
are various, and
different in diflerent individuals.
I do profess to
have as much respect for the rights of the
people
as the gentleman from
York, who, I understand, IS to be one of the leaders

ttx^n offered a resolution
.,''}':
that LewU
^''^^i
Williams,
the oldest member of this
body, be anpointed a chairman to serve until
the hous-e be organized by the election of speaker.
Mr. R. said, no question could be
taken until
-some such step had been taken.
The usa^e of the
last congress was for the
clerk to put questions
and he, (Mr R.) had, on a former
day, read p?e.'
cedents establishing that fact.
But the clerk had
now said that he would not put questions.
The
result was inevitable- some
person must he appoin ed to put questions. He
hoped the resolution
would be adopted.

New

ol

of this house, and

whom,

therefore, I speak with great respect and
reverence. His mode of protecting the
rights of
the people is to take away
five-sixths of their representation in one of the most important transactions that this house could perform.
mode
consists in letting them have their

My

own; and, as
they cannot have a double representation,
because
the constitution will not allow it,
I give them a reSir. Lewis Williams objected.
The proceedingpresentation
those who have the evidence which contemplated
ttieir credentials at the table—
in the resolution was out of
credentials precisely the people
form°
themselves have declared should be the He was for
similar to those of other members who
adhering to the invariable usage of the
have been only evidence to show what
°
their will is.
called in this house, and to say they
house.
shall not be
These are the reasons why I have offered the
permitted to vote, say so. my so. Let the
reMr.
Briggs
said
he
understood the clerk to be
majority sofution which lays on tlie clerk's
table.
say so, and they are responsible to the
willing to put questions.
people and
[Mr. A. was here interrupted by much confusion,
to the world of mankind lor thai
Mr. Underwood to the clerk. Will
decision.
In mv and the intermingling of many
you, sir put
voices demanding the question on my
private opinion I believe that they cannot
resolution?
say so- "Hovv shall the question
be put— who will put the
and 111 my private opinion I believe that it
The clerk. I am willing to put any question,
is the question?"]
if
the principle on which I do
rights of the people of New Jersey that
so is clearly compreare at stake
Mr. Adams (whose voice reached the ear ol Ihe bended;
here.
I say nothing of state
namely, that I do it in the capaci'^y
sovereignty or the reporter above the
of chairtumult) replied, "I intend to man of the
governor nf the state, but of the people.
gentlemen present.
These put the queslion myself."
five men come here with the authority
Mr.
Cost Johnson, f object, sir,
required bv
to your nutFellow citizens,! now wait to see what amend- ting
the constitution and laws, declaring
^ ,
questions as chairman.
themselves
lent shall be proposed to the
resolution.
After
representatives of the people of
Jersey; and Ihat as I have said, I
""'' '^''"''''''''" ''"^ prevailed throughpropose, from the necessity
the constitution and the laws of the United
States
ol the case, to put the question
myself; because I
and the laws of the state of New Jersey, have
'^*'" ""^'' ^°' "" 1"«5''<">
said protest againt the cferk being
°" his resoluaddressed at all. I tio'if '
that no other evidence shall be received
of the will appeal to the house—
appeal to a body possessing
of the peoi)le. This is the evidence, and
Mr. Lewis Williams said, if there
the only
he power to act— I appeal to the maiorilv
was to be any
evidence, that has been presented. Now,
" of the order at all, the resolutions
that be- house.
ought to be put to the
ing so, tliese gentlemen come here and
present it.
Mr. Rhett rose and said he desired to put a ques- house according to priority. \i (he clerk had the
You have already received one member presenting
power to put Ihe question on the
tion to the clerk.
resolution of the
It.
It you refuse the five others having
gentleman
from
sarnie
South Carolina, (Mr. Rhett) he had
the
Mr. .Adams objected to any question bein"evidence, it is not the members whom
adyou turn out dressed to the clerk.
"'"' "' "'<= gentleman from
''
of this house and refuse to allow to vote—
T.
Mas achusetts ?nt
(Mr. ./Idams).
it is not
Mr. Rhett said, does the clerk determine he
The latter was enthem whom you outrage— it is the sovereign
will titled to priority.
peo- not put the question?
ple of the state of New Jersey whom
Mr. Progt rose, and, addressing the
they repreThe
clerk raising to reply, loud cries were raised
clerk, said.
sent.
Whatever may be the ultimate determinayou
say
that
you
were
arrested in the discharge of
in ail parts of the hall,
"Answer that question' your duty I
tion ol the house, here are men cominoas a gentleman and a junior
here under I es or no, to that question?"
member
the forms prescribed bv the constitution
this body, have a right to
and the
[The confusion was here so great that it was alprotect myself from this
laws lor true representalives of the state
allegation.
In the exercise of that right, I ask
of New most impossible to
ascertain accurately the purvou
Jersey, in whom the rights of the
now as a gentleman, to say who arrested
people of that port of what was said.]
you?
state are vested; and you cannot
The clerk. Probably I have used a wrong
deprive Ihem of
The clerk proceeded to state that he considered
term in
that right without outraging the rights
saying
I was arrested.
of the peo- hirnself the clerk of
I will now change'^the form
the house of representatives
ple of New Jersey. In their persons is
01 the expression, and say
vested the and not the chairman of
I was not allowed lo go
a meeting.
right of the people of New Jersey to
be represented[Ciies of "Well
but you can answer a question
and if you say that it is not so,' that they
fllr. Proffit. I understand
shall not yes or no— say yes
you to retreat from
or
no!"]
be received, it is the people of
Jersey whom
The clerk proceeded to state that the clerk of the your position, and to say you were not arrested.
Ihen, I ask you to proceed— I call
''^P"^« of five-sixths of their representa- house ol representatives,
upon you to
in accordance with past
[•on
proceed and let any gentleman
usage, was compelled to make out a roll
object if he is so
of the disposed.
Now, I have heard much of this respect for
do you not proceed, sir?
the members of the 26th congress, to
Here we
the best of his are waiting
rights of the people— of this contempt
lor you.
for the si?, knowledge and
I call upon you lo proceed.
ability, and under his own responnature of a governor of the state, and
Mr. ((A. Thompson contended that, sooner
of her conn- sibfe sense of duty.
or later
Under that conviction, tie had
cil— and I have heard if said that here is a
" "°"f„,'n"sl eoine to the resolution of his
conflict made out a roll on
certain principles, which apcolbetween the rights of the people and the
league, (Mr. Rhett).
acts of the peared to him lo be
true.
Those
principles
he had
governor and council. Why, the governor
filr. Rhett then modified
and no! been permitted to state. He had
his resolution, by infronot been allowcouncil are themselves the representatives
of the eu to explain the grounds upon
which he had acted ihlV'f . '" ,','?-r °'' ^/- ^^ '^^ ^'^«"«. instead of
people of New Jer.«ey; and what
constitutes a rehat ol i\Ir. Williams. Mr. R.
performing, according to his sense of duty,
then put Ihe question
mark^.ble answer to this appeal to the rights
the
himself to the house; and the resolution
of the delicate charge whicn had
been forced upon him
was carried
people IS, that long alter this election had
apparently by a large majority.
taken Ihis first part of his duty being
performed, he hail
place— ,ong after the exercise of the aulhorily
Whereupon Mr. .idams was conducted to
by at the appointed hour of 12, proceeded,
also, accordwhich Ihis commission was given— the
the
chair by several members.
people of ing to usage to call the
roll.
His duly was, when
New Jersey have been called to pronounce upon the
roll was called, and a quorum
proceedings there was much noise
was present to
this very act, and have re-elected
'i""'°
that very go- put to the house
in IP"!!'",?
the
hall,
from
various
members endeavorino- to bo
all questions arising up to
vernor and that very council by whom the
the heard,
cerlifiand from loud conversation, pi-oducin.'''apna-'
time of the election of speaker. All this
cite was given.
the clerk
[This remark produced much came
rent conliision; but nothing like
prepared to do. In the call of the roll
intended disor, er.
sensation in the house, and Mr. A. proceeded
he When
1
Mr.
.M,„u, took the chair, there was also
Why, then, are the rights of the people oufiao-ed' was arrested
a momentary manifestalion of
[Very loud cries of "No! no! you were not
feeling
in one of the
are they to be respected?
arI respect the rights
crowded galleries, by clapping of hands,
rested!"]
&c. which
of the people in those who come
here with that
The clerk proceeded:
quorum had not been induced some members lo move th.-it the galleries
oBicial document, which is the only
one in which ascertained. The cferk
be cleared but the irregularity in
the gallery havinthen of course could not
their will IS manifested.
If you say they shall not
immediately ceased, the molicns were not
proceed further until the house had determined
pressed 1
vote. It is the people whom you oulrage.
in
You lake
Mr. Mercer then moved that the rules of the
last
away from the people, thus lepresented by persons their own mode what was a quorum, and who were congress
be adopted for the temporary
entitfed to vote or not to vote.
government
Unquestionably a
presenting docuinenis to show Ihat they
are the quorum was present; there
01 tlie house during Ihe preliminary
might be many moreproceedino-s,
people's representatives— you lake away
the riirht there might be gentlemen
who were not entitled to wfiich motion was unanimousiy agreed fo.
of five-sixths of them to vote. And if
struck me sit here. The clerk, then,
Mr. IF-isc then offered the following resolution:
did that which he was
as strange that my honorable friend
(Mr. Vander- bound lo do— he took the
Kcsolird Thai the acting clerk of
roll as his guide.
this house shall
poel), who proposes to offer an amendment,
If he
in his had put a queslion, and
proceed «i 111 the caU of the members from
a
division
by tellers had
ilie difltrent
appeals to the house abn.il the rights of the
Slates of ihe union in the usu.-U
people been called fbr, those in the
way, calling the names
affirmative passed
whilst in the very aclof flalfering llie people,
ol such meinhcrs from New
sacri- through the tellers, and
Jersey o.s hold the regular
the number was taken
fices Iheir righls and takes away Iheir
and lega commissions from the e.\ecuiivc
representa- down; then those who voted
of
that state.
in the negative.
lion— because, if the members of New Jersey
The
mo ion was then made th.at the house adjourn.
are question was lost
not called, the people of New Jersey will
On which motion, Mr. Jenifer asked for the yeas
not be
[The
clerk was again iiilerrupted by Mr.
represented. They will have no voice
Slanlii
"''""'' """'"^
whatever who rose to put to the clerk the
°"'-i^'=''-'^ '"• *lr. J. withilrcw
direct interrogato- "he cTlf'
on the all imjiorlant queslion on which we are
^
to ry: -'Who ai-rcsfed voii!"]
vote, for so 1 judge it to be from the full
Mr. Peli-iJcin having renewed the
attendance
The
motionclerk procee.led.
Whether
the
elerk was
which we find. At all events, Ihat voice will be
Mr. y,nggs rose, and said that the
arrested or not, is matter of no
motion could
consideration; he not be en ertained
suppressed in the rate of five-sixths. The cost
until a roll of Ihe house was
of was not allowed to get through his
first
roll, or lo defriendship appears to me like aomethin"
niacle out, and it was
I
ascertained who were the
have termine what was a quorum of the
house. He was members. He
read ol in the good book as occurring between
therefore hoped that the gentleman
loo prevented from performing
"
that duty.
b
The
gen- would withdraw if.
liersons, where one approaching llie other
with a I emen present might act
one way or Ihe other—
smiling face said, "art thou in health, my brother'"
Mr Petrikin insisting on his motion, a division
they might organize (hemselves as 'was done
in the was demanded,
and immediately gave him u slab under the
and
tellers
fifth first congress.
were appointed, when
He could not now put questions as there
rib.
This IS precisely the friendshi|) of the gentleappeared 103 in the affirmative, and 90 in
clerk ol the house, but, if it was the
Ihe
pleasure of negative.
man from New York. He [iroposes. as an evidence
he house, he could put questions
as chairman of
of his respect for the people, to
The
house
then,
on motion of Mr. W. C. Johnson,
deprive them of the meeting.
few remarks which

I have yet to offer.
If there is
a majority of the liouse determined to set
aside the
five members from New Jersey
who have produced
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adjourned.
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—
NILES'
Died.

NATIONAL REGISTER— DEC.

Tlie duty devolves upon us of armouncing

the death of one of the oldest and most respectable
citizens of Maryland
the venerable col.

—

—

JOSHUA

GflST who died at his residence near Westminster,
On Sunday evening last, in the 94th year of his age.
On Wednesday afternoon his remains were interred,
after the usual

funeral rites, in his lainily

burial

ground, attended by a very large assemblage of his
friends and neighbors, and by several military companions from Taney Town, who united in burying
Dim with military honors.
Possessed of >i constitution of unusual vigour,
which had been strengthened by temperance and active exercise, his very protracted life had been eiceinpt, in a great degree, from the inlirmities attendant upon old age.
It was only within a year or two
past that his physical energies began materially to
decline, since which period they have slortly yielded
to the power oftinie, rather than of disease, like the
sear leaf of autumn, that, by almost imperceptible
degrees, obeys the influence of the changing season,
till its vitalily, at last extinct, silently falls to the

ground.

For upwards of seventy years col. Gist has resided on the patrimonial estate where he first established himself at the period of manhood, and where
in his ever open mansion, during that long series of
years, he has dispenseil his generous hospitality,
while at the same time, he discharged the various
other duties of a good citizen.
Through how eventful a period has his life extended! how various and
important the revolutions in the social and political
condition of both the new and old world, has it been
his lot to witness!
Like his distinguished brother, the gailant gen.
IVloRDECAi Gist, of the iWaryland line, he was an
ardent and zealous patriot throughout the revolutionary contest, and rendered important services in
suppressing the efforts of the disaffected, whose
schemes he watched and thwarted with unceasing
vigilance and activity. Aware of his dissolution at
no distant period he long since made all his arrangements to that event, with singular exactness, extending them even to matters that are usually left to surviving friends
and then, patiently awailing its approach, he observed with Christian and philosophic
calmness the precept of the Roman poet.
Suoimum nee metuas diem, nee optes.
[Chronicle.

—

—

Lady Hester Stanhope.

Died,

June 23>

1839, at her villa of d'Joun, on Mount Lebanoni
eight miles from Sidon, in Syria, aged (33, lady
Hester Lucy Stanhope, half-sister to earl Slanhope.
This clever but eccentric woman, was born on the
12th of March, 1776, the eldest child of Charles,
third ea.-l Stanhope, by his first wife, lady Hester
Pitt, eldest daughter of William, first earl of Chatham, and sister to the great statesman William Pitt.
Lady Hester Stanhope received the grant of a
pension of twelve hundred pounds, charged on the
4 1-2 percent, duties, on the oOlh of January, 1806,
at the same date, pensions of six hundred pounds
each, were conferred on her sisters, lady Griselda
Tekell and lady Lucy Rachael Taylor, and on her
half-brothers, major the hon. Charles Banks Stanhope, (afterwards slain at Coinnna), and the lion.
-James Hamilton Slanhope, who died a lieutenant
colonel in 1825. The reason of her ladyship havinga double share* seems to have been that she was
the minister's favorite niece.
Slie told Dr. Madden
"when Mr. Pitt was out of office, I acted as his secretar}', and he had then as much business as ever.
He seldom opposed my opinions, and always respected my antipathies.
In private life he was
cheerful and atfable; he would rise in the midst of
his gravest avocations to hand me a fallen handker
chief; he was always polite to women, and a great
favorite with many of them; but he was wedded to
the state, and death only could divorce him from his
country."
[Madden's Travels in Turkey.
In February, 183S, our foreign secretary, lord
Palmerston, had received such an account of the
condition of some of lady Hester Stanhope's creditors, that he was induced to send to the British consul for Syria, instructions to stop the payment of
her ladyship's pension.
Lady Hester, indignant at
this treatment, wrote some remarkably high-spirited
letters, not only to lord Palmerston, but also to the
duke of Wellington, and various persons of influence at home, which were published in most of the

•

newspapers

in

November

last.

We

are not aware for how many years lady HesStanhope had been resident in the east, but we
believe for more than twenty. Dr. Mailtlen thus

ter

describes lier habitation; *'Her villa of d'Joun, is
eight miles distant from the town of Sidon. There
"'In subsequent documents we find her ladyship's
pension set down as X900, and a"aiii as £1,.500.
rather think it increased to the Tatter sum by the demite of others of her family.

We
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no village in its vicinity hemmed in on all sides to sir Henry Clinton to give up Andre if the
by arid mountains. This residence is shut out iiom Americans could capture Arnold.
the world, and is at the mercy of the Bedouins, if
I well recollect hearing my father say it was gethey had the audacity to attack it. But of this there nerally believed in the American army that such an
is little fear; they regard her ladyship as the queen
oiler had been made.
On mentioniug this to goof the wilderness.
The room into which I was vernor Ogden he immediately said he had reason to
ushered was in the Arab style.
A long divan was btlieve that the oBer, if any there was, was made
raised at the end, about a foot and a half from the through him.
I requested him to tell me the parground; and at the furthest corner, as well as a glim- ticulars which he did as nearly as I can recollect
mering lamp would allow me to distinguish, I per- as Ibllows;
ceived a tall figure in the male attire of the country,
"The American army lay at West Point, in the
which was no other than lady H. herself. She tate of New York, and the British were in possesreceived me in the most gracious manner, arose at sion of New York, at the time of the capture of
my entrance, and said that my vi."it atforded her great Andre. I received an order to repair next morning
pleasure.
One of the most striking features in her at eight o'clock, to gen. Washington's head quarladyship's character is, that she reads the stars, and ters, with twenty-five horse
the finest looking that
is guided by them.
Her ladyship's influence over I could select. 1 repaired thither at the hour apis

—

—

the Turliish pashas, of Syria, has greatly diminished, and for an excellent reason
that she has no
longer wherewithal to buy the rogue's protection.

—

pointed.

Gen. Washington handed

me

a letter for

Henry Clinton, with directions before I left the
camii lor New York, I should call and see the marHer establishment formerly consisted of thirty or quis de la Fayette. The letter of gen. Washington
forty domestics, and a great number of girls, whoso was probably on some subject not at all connected
education was her employment; but they have all with the real object of my journey.
deserted her, with the exception of five servants,
"I went to the marquis' quarters, and he saiil
and on their fidelity her life depends. Several at'You must set olf at such a time of day as will
tempts have been lately made to break in at night; of necessity make it near night when yuu get to
people have been found murdered who were attach- Pjwies Hook, when the commanding officer will no
ed to her, and the corpse of a stranger a few days doubt invite you to stay all night, and you must inago was found lying near her gate.
Her habits are sist on delivering that letter into the hands of the
peculiar; she retires to rest at the dawn, and rises in commanding olHcer there.
Vou must tell him prithe afternoon; she takes her meals in her own apart- vately that 'if we can capture Arnold, Andre will
ment, and never with her guests; she drinks no wine, be reprieved,' and that you have high authority for
and very seldom eats meat. Tea was sometimes saying so.'
brought in towards two in the morning.
Part of
"I left the camp with my twenty-five horse, and
her ladyship's conversation turns upon some of our reached the foot of the Bergen hill, aboutsundown.
late and most famous statesmen and politicians, of There was a strong fence drawn across the causewhich the traveller proceeds to give some speci- way and we halted. I stated that I had a letter
mens.
for sir Henry Clinton from gen. Washington, and
As to leaving this country, she said, your advice that my orders were to deliver it into the hands of
is in vain, I never will return to England.
I am the commanding officer at Pawles Hook, and to no
encompassed by perils; I am no stranger to them; I one else.
"We were i.Timediately admitted, our horses tahave suflisred shipwreck off the coast of Cyprus; I
have had the plague here; I have fallen from my ken care of, and in the evening after delivering the
horse, near Acre, and been trampled on by him; I letter 1 was seated on the right of the commanding
have encountered the robbers of the desert, ami officer and some time elapsed before I had an opporwhen my servants quaked, I have galloped in tunity of delivering the message from the marquis. I
amongst them, and forced them to be courteous; and said to him, lam authorised to say, that 'if the Amewhen a horde of plunderers were breaking in at my ricans can capture Arnold, Andre will be reprievHe seemed thunder struck and immediategate, I sallied out amongst them, sword in hand, and ed.'
after convincing them, that, had they been inclined, ly answered, 'that must be immediately attended
they could not hurt me, I fed thein at my gate, and to. I will go over to sir Henry Clinton. Do you sit
they behaved like thankful beggars. Here I am des- still arid let it appear as if I have only gone out for
tined to remain; that which is written in the Great a moment on some ordinary business.' He was gone
Book of Life, who may alter? It is true I am sur- about two hours an.l returned and took his seat.
rounded by perils; it is true, I am at war with the As soon as he had an opportunity to speak to me
prince of the mountains and the pasha of Acre, it is privately, he said, 'sir Henry Johns says a deserter
very true, my enemies are capable of assassination; never was given up."'
This statement is as exact as I can repeat it from
but if I do perish, my fall shall be a bloody one; I
have plenty of arms good Damascus blades; I use memory, it having been made to me by governor
no guns; and wdiile I have an arm to wield a hanjar, Ogden Irom 8 to 10 years ago. I commit this to
as you thought
these barren rocks shall have a banquet of slaugliler, writing at your particular request
and that
before my face looks black in the presence of my the circumstances ought not to be lost
they should appear in an authentic shape.
While
enemies."
At the period of her death, lady Hester had no governor Ogiten was living, I thought it his sole
province to do as he pleased in relation to this reEnglish attendant upon her person, though the numvolutionary reminiscence, but as he is no more, I
It
ber of her domestics amounted to twenty-thiee.
was only the day before her decease that she sent for see no impropriety in what I am doing.
You will bear me witness Mr. .Editor, that I wishto
be
medical advice to Beyrout, but it was too late
erl you to publish the narrative without my name
of service. The excellent English consul in that
attached to it; and that my subscribing my name at
city offered every assistance in his power, but it was
sir

—

—

—

—

untbrtunatel}' unavailing.

W. Thompson,

Accompanied by

an American

Ihe rev
per-

missionary, he

formed over the body the last offices of Christian
burial.
This lady, so celebrated in Europe for eccentric habits and anti-national prejudices, was n
vertheless, a woman of a very strong, we may add
undaunted mind.
The fame of her piety and her
alms-giving was diffused from Mount Lebanon, with
its settled tlvvelleis, to the furthest nomade wandering tribes of the sands of Arabia.
\_London Gentleman's Magazine, for Orjnhfr.
^indre and
.Maiheniic occurrence of the, revolution,
Some days since while in company with
esq. of Jersey city, he related to

Jlmold.

Samuel Cassidy,

all, is

because you urged me to do so.
your obedient servant,

—

I

am, very

respectfully,

Samuel Cassidy.
Jersey City, Nov. 4, 1839.

Anthracite furnace.
Burd Patterson, esq. of
PottsviUe, the protector of the anthracite furnace
which has been so successful lately in applying anthracite coal to the making of iron, has received an
appropriate present as a token of the high estimation
in wdiich his praiseworthy exertions are held by his
fellow townsman.
It was a service of plate made
from the new iron of the anthracite furnace, and cast
Co. of Philadelphia. Materiem
by Messrs. Savery
svperahat opus.

&

U3 the following anecdote connected with general
White Lead. A discovery has been made in the
Washington. As every record of our revolution is neighborhood of Plymouth of a mineral possessing
eagerly treasured, and especially respecting Ar- as a basis lor paint, all the properties of white lead.
nold's treason, and this may be so definitely relied Paints manufactured from the article have been rion, we requested Mr. Cassidy to give it to us in gidly tested by exposure for a length of time to all
such shape as would present intrinsic evidence that others, and the results have been so satisfactory as
could be rejied on which would be best effected to lead to a conclusion that the future consumption
by his permitting the relation toemanate from him- 01 white lead must be very considerably reduced.
self with his name attached. To this publicity, it is
A locojnotive church. A Nevv Hampshire paper has
but justice to him to remark that he strongly objectihe following curious adverrisement.
ed, but was persuaded by our earnest entreaties.
Found on the 3d insl. in the woods, abOut nine milca
To the editor of the N. Y. Sunday Morning Netos:
below Am-iskea;;, a meeting house supposed to have
Dear sir: In compliance with your request I strayed away in search of a congregation. As it stands
commit to paper some details given to me a few "alone in its glory" and distant fi-om any habitation,
years ago by the late governor Ogden, of New Jer- rhe finder considers it his duty to advertise it, and insey, in regard to an otter made by gen. Washington form its owners ol its "whereabout."

—

—

m^^mr^m^i.
CHRONICLE.

I

nd
Aboliilon nominatiun of candidules for president
The polilical abolilion convention in

ixJluuier-uel.

per currency in the shape of trea.tury notes, redeemable
by the sub-treasurers in the specie which will be requird in payment of all dues to the government.''

Warsaw, Gfenesee county, New York, have
Coal trade.
A paragraph in the Philadelphia North
nominatcdJames G. Birney, ot'N. York, and Francis American states that the number of vessels arrived at
J. Lemoyne, of Pennsylvania, as suitable candidates that port during the year ending on the 1st December,
for president and vice president of the United States. was ten thottsand nine hundred and seventy-one. Of these,
session at

The nominating connmittce consisted of Myron HoUey,
W.J. Chapin, and J. H. Dar.
American Colonization society. The Journtil of Com-

in speakinij of the Colonization society, says
that in a little more than a year, two expeditions have
been sent to Africa, a large number of agents have
been appointed, a new system for iheir government
introduced and enforced, a new system of economy
and accountability established in Liberia,^a very eKtended correspondence carried on both in this country
and Africa, the receipts of the society increased to
over three times the previous amount, and preparations
nearly completed for sending out a large additional

merce,

—

—

—

—

A grant was obtained last February from the navy department, of cannon, small
arms, ammunition, &c. which articles were necessary
A still larger supply has
to the support of the colony.
just been obtained, including a complete outfit of armament, for a small schooner for the colony, rifles for a
number of emigrants.

volunteer company, muskets for the re-captured Africans, &c. &c. The amount of the old debt is ascertained, and in a fair way of being settled.

American silk. An aged couple in Fryeburg, have
raised and manufactured this season, 1,150 skiens of
sewing silk, and f}yctji it of various colors, said to be
equal in appearance to the imported.

—

All Sabils day, "laHout saint" was celebrated as
usual at the Catholic burial ground. The usual display
and ceremonial of prayers and masses for the dead,
decorations of tombs with flowers and burning tapers,
took place in grand style. The impressiveness and
moral of ihe scene was, however, destroyed by the
crowds of loafers, negroes, rowdies and all manner of
people, who flocked to witness the scene; and while
they gratified their curiosity, noisily marred the solem[A^. Orleans American, Nov. 2.
nity of the scene.

'

lyju-LHuui^itLk

j,

hundred viere from foreign ports, and the remaining
ten thousand four hundred and seventy from coastwise
ports, ihe largest portion of which wei;e exclusively
engaged in the transportation of anthracite coal, while
almost every one of the remainder carried away more
or less of tms valuable fuel.

five

The presdenl's Tuessage

The New York

anticipated.

correspondent of the InieUigencer says: "The power of
the prinung press, by the way, if the message cornes aa
we expect will be shown off in this city to-night as
only one other city in the world can show it off. Huntireds of printers stand with uplifted fingers: steam and
manual power is "rasping the wheels of double cylinders.
There will be a shower of newspapers by dayhundred thoulight, the air almost dark with them.
sand copies of It will be multiplied by the rising of the
sun. This is the power of the press!"

A

Storms. Professors Espy and Olmsted have large
assemblages attending their controversy in New York,
respecting the theory of storms. The former is said,
Countess of Ida.
Fay's new novel, now in the press
by some, to have had the advantage of demonstration
of the Messrs. Harper, is pronounced to be a work of
by the late northeast gale, which was blowing during
intense interest by those who have read the manuscript.
the discussion, in accordance with his previous predicIt is said to be the very best thing that ever came from
the packet ships
that
the pen of the worthy "secretary."
The scene ia laid tion and which detained
harbor on the 3d inst. "Professor Espy says a storm
in Berlin.
has been raging at the southeast for the last 36 hours,
The Catlin collection. Mr. George Cadin sailed for and is stiU raging. Mark how it is."
England on the 25tli ult. taking with him his splendid
The steamer British Queen, left New York on the
collection of Indian curiosities, paintings, &c.
Forty-four passengers, and specie to
2d December.
The dranm. The soldiers at Fort Towson in the the amount of $400,000 certainly, some accounts say to
"Choctaw nation west,'' have erected a neat litde thea- the amount of a million of dollars, went out in her.
tre, and have performances to beguile the time, giving
Specie. Besides what we noticed as having gone
occasionally plays and addresses of their ovvn composiout
the British Queen, the A. E. Driscoll, from
tion.
The drama moves rapidly westward.
Tampico, arrived at New York on Sunday, bringing
Exchange. Bills on London 109 in New York; the
over a half million of dollars in specie, ll450,000 of
domestic looks better again; Philadelphia funds are y.
which was for the U. S. bank, and the brig Chaires,
discount; Baltimore 9; Richmond 9 a 10; Cliarleslon 6
at New York, from St. Marks, brings 45,000 dollars.
a 7; Savannah 8; Augusta 9 a 10; Macon 11 a 12; MoThe packet ship President sailed from New York on
bile 9 1-2 a JO; New Orieans 7 1-2 a 8.
Wednesday. She carried out S25,S00 in specie.
Flour is quoted in the Baltimore market at $6; at
Small pox. The Boston Times states that the small
Richmond S6 1-4; in New York S6 to 6 3-8; at Zanes"
..
"
ravages in that
city
about
ij thirty
pox is making fearful
ville, Ohio, says the Republican, 1,000 barrels ot flour
d to be
were offered at $2 75 per bbl. and no purchaser found. cases were reported in Cross street. It
very prevalent in New York also.
MuUicaulis.
The Alton, Illinois, Telegraph states
Stochs declined 2 per cent, in the New York market
that at a meeting of the Madison silk society, some
multicaulis plants were exhibited, from cuttings of this on the 3d— U. S. bank shares 68 lo 71. In Philadelyear's growth, thus demonstrating that two successive phia the same day, 78 to 79.
crops maybe raised in one summer, and lhat cuttings
Treasury notes official. Treasury department, Dec.
two or three months old will thrive as well as those of 2, 1839. Amount issued under the provisions ot the

—

m

m

—

'

.

—

Nearly l.OOO barrels were shipped by the two years.
act of October 12, 1837,
The Philadelphia North American says: "The brig viz:
Briiish Queen on ihe 2d inst. at 8s. sterling a barrel.
$10,000,000 00
Emily Davis, arrived at this port from St. Jago de CuDo. under supplelearn from the Essex (Mass.)
Brown tiniversity.
ba, the day before yesterday, liaving as part of her carmental act of 21st
Register, that Nicholas Brown of Providence, has cigo, 22,500 mulberry trees and 24,000 cuttings.
We May, 1333
5,709,810 01
ven to the "Brown university," three lots of land for
trust, for the sake ot the shipper, they are of some new
Do. under act of 2d
the purpose of erecting nn them a dwelling house for
Apples.

We

the president of that institution, and anotner college
He also pledges himself to give S10,000 toedifice.
wards the erection of the buildings, provided that an
equal amount shall be contributed by the friends of
noble bequest, which reflects crethe inslitution.
dit upon the head and heart of the generous donor.

A

Tlie Briiish Queen.
There seems no longer a doubt
of the marriage of queen Victoria with prince Albert,
of Sexe Coburg, who is now her guest and consiant
companion. Rumor mentions April as the period for

the nuptials. He is described as a "fine noble looking
fellow, with blue eyes, hair and whiskers rather sandy,
statute tall, of a cheerful disposition, more unaffected
in his manners, and he speaks English well, but with
something of a foreign accent.''

Canada. On the 21st ult. at Toronto, the right hon.
Charles Pouletl Thomson took the oaths as captain general and governor-in-chief of Upper Canada. He
subsequently held a levee at the government house.
Congress. Friday, in the house of representatives,
spent in debates similar to those we have registered, and without further progress towards a regular organization.

was

now

rather un-

exactly

how mad

species, for that of multicaulis is just
saleable in these parts."

Mad as

a hare.

We

don't

know

hares get at times, but our ancient friend of the Boston
Mercantile Journal certainly is
something. He is
pulHng a new piece of marble statuary, and says, "it is
a beautiful piece of sallpclre."
But he's an old sailor,
and perhaps better acquainted with junk than geology.

3,857,276 21

March, 1839

§19,567,086 22

Aggregate
Redeemed under the two
about
Do. under the third

first acts
15,335,350 69

1,233,064 08

act

§2,993,071 4S

Whole balance unredeemed
Ohio

river
tween six

ice.

tains.
it

The Wheeling Times of the 3d says
seems now to be at a stand. There are beOf this bala:
and seven feet water in the channel. No acts are about

river.

The

said there is considerable snow in the mounII so, the present warm weather will likely melt
raise the Alleghany.
Louisville on the 30th the river had five feet of
It is

Under

under the two

At

falls.

Levi Wooebuky.

keeper 'of one of the eating houses in
Nevy York has imported some English oysters by the
British Queen.
The compliment ought to be returned
in real

York

river oysters, ^iisl

taste.

Secretary of the treasury.

The

rev.

Mr. Pierpoint,

lately ejected

from a Boston

by his congregation, on the charge of preaching
temperance too iiitemperately, has been recalled, and
resumed his functions as their minister.
pulpit

A

Oysters.

374,459 32
82,623,612 13

the third act

and

water over the bars below the

first

to give the

cockneys a

The hon. Silas Wright was offered a public dinner
his friends
the city of
York, which he has
declined.

by

m

New

The

western papers give a lamentable acThe steamboat Wilmington burst her boilers on the
Cotton, has been selling at Augusta, at 8 to 9 cents, count of the prospects of the pork market in the west18th uli. on her voyage from New Orleans lo St. Louis,
and coniinii in freely, and at Macon, on the 21st, it was ern stales tins year. There are no purchasers at a
near the mouth of ihe Arkansas, by which eighteen
higher rate than $2 60 per hundred for the largest
selling at 7 1-2 to 8 cents.
A rt'port has been circulated that the Bank of the hogs, which price the producers do not seem willing persons were either killed or badly scalded.
Uniied S'ates had recendy made considerable purcha- to accept.
Tobacco. Stock of tobacco in first hands at Bremen
The Bloomington (la.) Post says: "We are informed —2.598 hhds. Maryland and Ohio, 462 do. Kentucky,
ses of cotton in New Orleans, and were about to ship
thai article largely to Liverpool. The report is express- that our fellow citizens, Messrs. Young and Halleck, 206 do. Virginia, 4,013 do. stems
total, 7,279.
Sales
have
purchased
40,000 pounds of pork in this county, of all kinds during the last nine months are not 8,0(JO
ly conlradicied.
at S2 per hundred, neat.''
hhds. whereas ihe sales average per annum used lo be
Mr. Calhoun and the tariff. Several paragraphs have
The Cincinnati Gazette of the 30th ult. says: "Some for ten years no less than 24,000 hhds.
recently been published, attributing to Mr. C. some
of our pork merchants are packing a few hogs on com[Richmond Compiler.
change of sentiments in favor of a higher if not a
mission. None have yet been purchased. Three dolThe fashions for fall are rather pretty, but the ladies
proieclive tarifl".
The rumor was noticed by the Rich- lars,
wc understand, have been offered; and from four must Ije merciful on their spouses aiiti fathers. Thu
mond Enquirer, and in reply to ihcir enquiries, Mr. to four and a half demanded.
One contract for ihe de- price of a new fashionable outfit is far from being a
Calhoun assures ihimi in a letter, da'ed the 22d Novemlivery of a large number, we learn has been made at
bagatelle at all times, and as far from being a joke
ber, ihat "so firlrom favoring, I believe of all calamithree dollars.''
as romance is from reality. Three per cent, a
ties that could befal ihe country, a renewal of the proA lelter from Macomb, Illinois, states lhat the high now,
moiilh is a tremendous premium to pay im silks and
tective system with its certain conscqiieni'ea, wotild be
est price offered for large pork is $2 50 per 100 lbs. nclt
satins, scarlets and velvets; and a young lady who
among ihe greatest; and it is really surprising lhat with and that a great
deal can be bought for S2, owing to
buys now, should remember that the male creature,
the light of past experience, any one of sniind iiidgthe scarcity of money and the quantity in the market.
inent and attached to the country, should ihiiik of
who furnishes her funds has to pay at least three per
making the attempt. I fully agree with you, tliat the
Provisiojis.
It is no slight advantage in these limes cent, per monlli for the use of them, besides the fork60uth,and I trust, thatthe great body of the sound and of distress and calamity, tliat the prices of provisions ing up of the sum itself. Let the ladies study a little
patriotic of all parties elsewhere, cannot be gulled by must be very low during the winter.
Not only has the political economy in such times as these, or rather let
the fullacious nrgumenis put forth in its favor.
The crop of wheat been unpreccdently large, but that of them study Whll street extravagance and diminish
[N. Y. Despatch.
growing imclligenco of the age is oppo.»ed to all such corn has been equally abundant throughout the whole their own.
schemes; and all attempts lit llie renewal of the protec- country. The prices of these great stnples must be lower
Wliiile fishery.
It is stated lhat the whole number
than they have been foranumber of years.
tive system must fail; or if successful, ba followed by a
of vessels engaged in the whale fishery, from the U.
evulsion that would speedily prostrate thesysiem, with
Pumpldn. S. G. Allen, esq. of Jersey Shore, Ly Stales in September last, is 557 of which 498 are
infinitely greater loss than gain to the nia'nufaciurers
coming %'ounty, Pennsylvania, raised a pumpkin ihis ships and barques, and 59 brigs and schooners, makthemselves."
season, which weighs two hundred and thirteen pounds, iii" an aggregaie of 160,933 tons; and the estimated
Mr. Calhoun and the currency.
It is not improbable and measures six feet in circuinleience.
Mr. Allen value of llie whale and sperm oil and whale bone, imthat the plan which a correspondent of the N. Y. Cou- also has in his possession an apple trcee limb, eighteen ported inlo the United States during the last four years,
rier aftribuies to the same gentleman, is equally ground- inches in length, Which contains forty-six beautiful apis staled to be— In 1835, total value $6,168,997; in 1836,
Ifs.
He sia'cs "lhat his plan is to issue a nalimal p ples!
*5,6S9,814; in 1837, *7,367,553; in 1S3S, $6,156,037.
PorTc.

—
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!>3"Remittances by mail.

"A

may

postmaster

en-

money in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,
pay the subscription of a third person, and Irank the
Amas Kendall.
letter, if written by himself."
Some of our subscribers may not be aware that they
may save the postage on subscription money, by reclose
to

questing the postmaster where they reside to frank their
letters containing such money, he being able to satisfy

himself before a
but what refers

letter is sealed, that it
to the subscription.

CONGRESS— Wednesday,

contains nothing

lAm. Farmer.

December

11.

In senate— The two senators from Louisiana appeared for the first time to-day in their seats.
Mr. Benton offered a resolution calling upon the president of the United States for inforniatiion in regard to
the Florida war the number of massacres, particulars
in relation to them, and the war, &c. The resolution
was read once and laid upon the table.
The president of the senate announced that a message was ill waiting iVoni liie president of the United

—

States.

Mr. Van Buren, the president's private secretary, appeared with a message, which referred to executive business, the senate went into executive session, after
which there was an adjournment.
In THE HOUSE— After much confusion, the following rewere this day arrived at towards organizing the
house of representatives.
The right of Mr. Nayhr, of Pennsylvania, to vote,
was decided in the affirmative, ayes 119, noes 112.
The right of Mr. IngersoU, of Pennsylvania, to vote,
was decided in the negative, ayes not one, noes 153.
The right of Dr. Aycrigg, (whig), of New Jersey, to
vote, was decided in the negative, ayes 117, noes 122;
four of the wing claimants from New Jersey voting in

sults

the affirmative, and three of the administration claimants voting in the negative.

New

Jersey,
The right of Mr. Maxwell, (whig), of
to vote, was decided in the negative, ayes 116, noes
122. The rights of the other whig claimants from
decided
in
the
same
way.
Jersey to vote, were
The cliairman. (Mr. Adams), observed, that he con-

New

sidered the decision unconstitutional, but as the majority had reversed his decision, the vote of those gentlemen could not be counted.
The yeas and nays were then taken on Mr. Wise's
resolution, that the New Jersey members should be
enrolled and take part in organizing the house, and it
was decided in the negative, ayes 115, noes 118. No
one voting from New Jersey, e.vcept Mr. Randolph.
Rhelt, of S. C. then proposed a resolution to the

Mr.

clerk should call the names of all the
members whose seats are uncontested, and that the
members thus called shall be a quorum to settle the
claims of members that Mr. Nayloi's seat shall not
effect, that the

—

be included in the contested seats, and that the quoshall decide the contested elections before proceeding to the election of a speaker. The yeas and
nays were demanded upon Mr. Rhett's resolution,
which was decided affirmatively.

rum

—

The vote upon Mr. Rhett's resolution, the last
clause of it referring to Mr. Naylor's right to vote, was
ayes 138, nays 92.
Mr. Campbell, of Ten. has submitted an important
proposition, that the house immediately organize by
the appointment of a temporary speaker and clerk, for
After the
the purpose of receiving the message, &c.
speaker is appointed and the house temporarily organizetl for the purposes named, the contested seats are to
be settled, and then new officers appointed. Mr. C.
thinks this the only way to get the house outofdifiiciilty.
.
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PER ANNUM, PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.

New

York and Boston banks cannot hold
FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
to their specie plan, which, however, is much apEUROPEAN POWERS.
Armies of European powers. According to the plauded. A strong sensation was experienced on
most recent, authentic and offical reports, (up to the Paris exchange, and the French funds were un.
*
.
.
.
jj
the months of January and February, 1839), the favorably artected.
actual military force of the Germanic confedera- is painful enough to see, as we pass, the newsplatlon, including Austria and Prussia, consists of
1,417,400 men, of which Austria furnishes 744,000,
Prussia 451,300, and the states of the second and
third rank in the confederation the remainder,
amounting to 22,210,000 men.
i

GREAT BRITAIN.
For the informaBritish duties on bread stuffs.
tion of our merchants we publish the following table, taken from Elliot's British tariff.
Table showing the rate of duty imposed in England on foreign wheat and flour.
Whenever the average price of British wheat
shall be per qr.

that the

—
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the tragedy of the Caloosahatchee, which was so the coast; here they had scarce completed their obdistressing a violation of the treaty of Fort King, servations, when the winter set in with great
seemed to give an opportunity for action, and her rigour, the lakes froze half over in one night, and
commander determined to risk the hazards of the in other places they had to cut their way through
Upon the receipt of the melancholy intel- the ice.
season.
"In their endeavor, Mr. F. and his son, being in
ligence alluded to, he retaliated by capturing immediately Tiger Tail, a nephew of Sara Jones, with advance, were separated from the rest of his party
ei^ht warriors and six squaws; and then proceeded for 36 hours, and had to pass one night of hard
to the Caloosahatchee, in search of those concerned frost in the dreary wilderness, without even a
in the butchery on that river; since then captain blanket, they reached the settlement, at the mouth
Mayo has in person conducted his barges five times of the Metis, at a moment when it would have
into the everglades at as many different points, be- been dangerous to remain in the woods, unproviding accompanied on these expeditions ol danger by ed as they were, for upon their arrival the snow
acting lieutenant Handy, midshipmen VValkins, storms set in with redoubled force; to say the least
Murray, Caldwell and one of the medical officers. of it, it was a great indiscretion to advance so far
The streams through which the boats passed into an unknown and difficult country at this adwere in many places so narrow that the oars could vanced season; our woods at a later period, when
not be used, and the boats were dragged through the snow is glazed, can be travelled successfully on
by means of the overhanging limbs. Whatever snow shoes, but a party at this season, merely fitted
hazard there might be in these expeditions, captain out for fine weather, is liable to destruction when
Mayo did not send his officers, but led them to suddenly surprised by deep snows, and hard weameet it. The next point which seemed to require ther; little or no progress can be made under such
attention, was Fort Lauderdale, near which the circumstances and no one can help them, for no
The party left
Indians were assembled in considerable numbers, one knows where to find them
and an attack was apprehended upon that post, but this place in sleighs for Frederickton, in New
captain Mayo reached there with two armed barges, Brunswick."
The honorable John Holmes is about to publish a
tefore the Indians were prepared for hostility.
The gallant and elTicient commander of Fort Lau- work, entitled "The Statesman; or Principles of
derdale, lieutenant Tompkins, has expressed in a Legislation and Law of the state of Maine and of
very handsome manner his obligations to captain the United States."
The New York correspondent of the National
Mayo, for the prompt interposition which arrested
the murderous purpose of the savages, and also sig- Intelligencer states that the banks of Calais, the
nified his sense of the manner in which lieutenants Medomk bank, at Waldoborough, the Frankfort
'Davis, of the navy, and Sloan, of the marines, have bank, and the Agricultural bank, at Brewer, have
He adds, "the bill holders will not
aided him in all that concerns the welfare of the all failed.
loose much."
post.
VERMONT.
Captain M. we are informed, has made what apThe Burlington Free Press, of the 22d ult. says:
peared the moiit judicious disposition of his crew
The legislature adjourned on Tuesday evening,
and officers. Lieutenant Davis, with two barges,
and upwards of thirty men being left at New river; after a session of six weeks, which has principally
are glad
lieutenant Sloan, with as many marines, on the been devoted to the revised statutes.
Miami river, and passed midshipman Thompson, this subject is thus summarily disposed of. The revised code is to be immediately printed, and go into
with an armed barge and crew at Key Biscayne.
operation on the 1st of July next, with the excepOF
UNION.
tion of a few chapters, which take effect on the 1st
MAINE.
of January.
Boundary guestion. The Fredericton Royal GaFive banks have been chattered with the real eszette, in an aiticle on the subject of the survey by tate and bond security provision, viz: at Danville,
the British commissioners, says that "in the short Montpelier, Rutland, Poultney and Felchville, in
space of three months since the arrival of lieut. Windsor county.

We

STATES

THE

Mudge and Mr. Featherstonhaugh in this province, they, with well organized and efficient parties, have examined the surface of the country,
from the western termination of the bay of Chaleur
to the western sources of the Penobscot and Chandler; the whole of the Allegash country, from its
source to its junction with the St. John's, the line
of the Roostuc from its extreme sources to its
moutl); and that of the St. John's river, from its
sources iji the highlands, which divide it from the
waters of the Penobscot, along its whole course to
the sea. To this laborious investigation they have
added a critical examination of the line claimed by
Maine as the true boundary intended in the treaty
of 1783, from Elchemin river to the Metis lakes;
this last portion of the work being ed'ected under
circumstances of great difficulty, and attended with
personal suti'erings. The line of country comprehended in this description extends about seven hundred uiiles, along the whole of which barometrical
admeasurements have, we understand, been care-

M.4SSACHOSETTS.

col.

fully taken."

The same paper adds, "the great number of interesting facts, thus for the first time collected,
must, we think, have an important inlliience on the
final decision of a question that many able men
tave in \ain attempted to settle for near 60 years."
The Gazette expresses the hope that "matters
in relation to the boundary may remain in their
present quiet state until the governuients of the
two nations to whom it alone belongs have had
sufficient leisure to weigh well the new evidence
which ere long may be laid before them, as we
have reason to know that the commissioners proceed immediately to England." IBangor IVhig.
Extract from a letter dated Rimouski, November
9th.
"The storm of the 7th has been the most
furious one known on the coast for some time
past, and we expect to hear of disasters; the tides
have not risen so high for ten years past. Mr.
Featherstonhaugh, the boundary commissioner, has
just arrived here from below; this gentleman, his
son, and two of his people, were landed at old Bic
a fortnight ago, from H. M. brig Ringdove, and immediately proceedud to the last settlements at the
Metis, under the guidance of some Micmac Indians, and, hastily provided, they by persevering
exertions, amidst very inclement weather, succeeded in overcoming all the dilficullies of that
most rapid and broken stream, the Metis, and got
to the sources of the lakes about (ixty miles from

—

—

Congressional election.
Accoiding to the official
returns of votes given on the 1 1th ult. for members
of congress, the votes in the 1st district were for
Abbott Lawrence, 4,963; Bradford Sumner, 3,665;
scattering 12.
Plurality for Mr. Lawrence, 1,298.
In the 6lh district, whole number of votes 7,662;
necessary to a choice, 3,832.
Osmyn Baker, the
whig candidate, has 3,382; Rodolphus Dickin.son,
the Van Buren candidate, 3,023; Adolphus Dickinson, probably intended for Rodolphus, 261; Henry
Chapman, 343; Edward Dickinson, 397; Israel Billings 148; scattering 103.
No return was received
from the town of Dana.
The governor and council

THE UNION.
money mar-

perty in times of severe pressure in the
ket.

The house

of John

Brown

&

Co. which failed in

Boston a few weeks since, were holders of stock in
the "East Boston sugar refinery" to the amount of
9310,000, at the appraised value of the shares by
It was estithe assignees; being $2,350 per share.
mated at this rate among the assets of the estate
from previous sales of the shares. This slock has
been sold at auction at $i751 per share, producing a
loss to the creditors of upwards of :s;210,000 upon
the single item.

HHODE ISLAND.
Prnvidence banks. Out of the twenty-one banks
n Providence, the following seven redeem their
notes in specie: Arcade, Blackstone, Canal, Merchants, Mechanic and Manufacturers. Providence, RoThe currency ol the
ger Williams, and ;Traders.
place, however, continues in the notes of the nonspecie paying banks.
Rhode Island banks. Statement of the situation
of the banks of Rhode Island on Monday, Nov. 4th,
1839, as the same appears from the returns made to
the bank commissioners.

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock,

,«;10,003,538

00

1,722,126 25
661,244 34

Bills in circulation,

Balances due other banks,
Net profits on hand,
Dividends unpaid,
Deposites on interest,
Deposites not on interest,

505,336
20,206
551,343
758,094

Total amount of liabilities,
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts,

98
20
19

60

$14,2-21,889 56

$12,701,294
399,520
287,201
387,004
123,244
323,624

Specie in banks,
Bills on other banks,
Balances due fiom other banks,
Stock in own bank,
Stock, real estate and other properly,

08
82
53
43
65
05

Total amount of resources,
$14,221,889 56
Of bills and notes discounted, there is
$4,901,593 52
due out of the state, the sum of

And
Of the

7,799,700 56
payable in the slate,
circulation, there is held by Ihe

269,412 58

bank,

1,452,713 67
In the hands of Ihe public,
the above abstract with the returns made to the commissioners, Oct. 22d, 1839, it
appears that since that date
The circulation has been increased $29,152 25
6,435 12
The specie has been increased
The deposites including dividends un-

By comparing

paid have been reduced
the loans and discounts have increased

62,550 61

And

Henry Anthony,
George W. King,
Wm. Peckham,
Office

9,596 50

bank commissioners.

of the banic com'rs. Providence, Nov. 14, 1839.

CONNECTICDT.
Harvard

university.

The

library of the

Harvard

have appointed Dec. 23, for another trial.
university contains 50,700 volumes; and by the treagood hit. The following hit at the late election surer's report, the funds amount to $679,059 34, exin Massachusetts, which turned upon the license clusive of all buildings and lands appropriated to the
law of that state, is published in one of the Boston use of the university, library, pictures, apparatus,
papers:
turniture, SiC. $2'2S,392 81 of which is left lor the
unreserved use of the college.
Ship Massachusetts, once so sound,
No more on steady course can jog;
The Liverpool Standard, of the 1st inst. contains
Her crew have left her run aground.
the following paragraph:
While qua rrelting about their grog.
"Jppalling fact. In North America, where 'civil
The Massaclwsetts eye and ear infirmary have contract marriages' prevail, in the state of Connecmade a very gratifying report of the state of that in- ticut alone, there were no less than five hundred divalu.ble (we do not think we misapply the term) vorces in a circuit."
institution for the past year: 666 persons applied lor
The U. S. Gazette, in noticing Ihe above paraadvice and treatment, of whom 544 were out door graph says: "We do not believe that the province
patients, and 122 house patients.
Of these, 555 and slate of Connecticut ever granted half the
were afflicted with diseases of the eye, and 111 of number of divorces, from the days in which the
the ear.
We notice that the number of patients people wandered out of Massachusetts to settle
male and female, siifferiiig by each calamity, was among its hills and dales down to the present time,
very nearly equally divided.
[M Y. Express.
including even the season when Dr. Niles and his
Fire at Newton. The extensive iron works of party were dominant.
Otis Pettes, at Newton Upper Falls, were destroyed
NEW YORK.
by fire last evening. It broke out near the engine
$100,000 New York state stocks,
Slate stocks.
room, and in a few minulps the whole building, 26
bearing interest at the rate of four and a half per
feet in length, including machine shop, blacksmith's cent, and issued in behalf of Ihe New York and
shop, and two steam engines, was in Haines and in Erie rail road was sold in New York on Friday
an hour and a half, was totally destroyed. None of moiningby Bleeckerfj. (;o. and brought 90 percent.
the buildings in the vicinity, including the loiindiy,
A correspondent of the
JIffairs of Ihe patroon.
were injured. The loss of property by this fire has New York Times says: "It appears that the old
been very great nearly ;ifi30,OllO worth of machine
patroon, Mr. Van Hensselaer, having a large tract of
ly, speeders, &c. was destroyed.
The whole loss land in Albany county; some say 24 miles by 40;
is estimated at nearly $70,000, of which only 20,000
others lessen Ihe quantity considerably; but cerdollars were insured.
By this fire also, nearly one tainly embracing the greater part of the towns of
hundred persons are deprived of employment, at this Rensselaerville, Knox, Beine and Waterloo leasunfavorable season of the year.
[Boston Journal.
ed the land to farmers Cora groat length of lime,
John Brown Sf Co.
The Philadelphia Norll: and, in most cases, at a mere nominal rent. A
Ainericun publishes the lollowing statement, illus- condition in the leases made it obligatory on the
trating the disastrous results of forced sales of pro
tenants, if they sold out the lease, that one quarter

^

—

—

—

—
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purchase money should be paid to the pawho still retained his right to the land.
portiou of this property has now become
very valuable.
During the life time of the old patroon, the tenants had very little trouble. If they paid the
mail sum mentioned in the lease, well il not they
were never molested;— since the death of the old
patroon, however, a dilferent state of things has
been ordered and the young patroon insists upon a
itrict fulfilment of the conditions of the leases."
The sheriff having been resisted in serving executions to recover the rents, proceeded to summons
a foimidable posse coinetatus, and placing himself
at the head of some six or seven hundied men,
marched from Albany 1o enforce the law. They
found the road obstructed, however, and the tenants
in much larger force, evincing determination to resist to the last extremity.
Under those circumstances the sheriff concluded to return, discharge his
posse, and call upon the governor lor military aid.
Meantime, a compromise it is said was proposed
between the parties.
second attempt by the sheriff with his posse,
was equally unsuccessful. It is stated that they
found the tenants embodied, as reported, a thousand strong, with two field pieces, arms, amunition,
&c. In this state of affairs the governor found it
necessary to issue orders for the militia, and as it
would have been impolitic to take the force from
Albany or its vincinity, two steamers were despatched with orders for the 1st division of artillery
commanded by gen. Sanford, and include the brigades of gen. Hind and gen. Geo. P. Morris.
These troops are armed with muskets and take 16
field pieces, and are to be accompanied by three
companies of cavalry. The whole number of men
will be over 2,000.
They are to depait on Tuesday morning, unless another boat which was to be
sent down on Monday night, should bring counter
orders.
The vole of New York.
The following table
hows the votes given at the elections of 1838 and
1839, for the respective parties, as derived from the
official canvass in each year:
1838.
1839.
Ditt.
Adm.
Whig.
Whig.

|of the
troon,

A

large

—

A

Mm.

1st,

22,()31

2nd,

24,588
24,533
23,865
23,706
23,166
22,811
17,353

3rd,
4th,
5th,
6th,
7th,
8th,

23,373
23,210
24,466
24,366
21,755
24,360
24,321
27,031

23,38-5

23,669
24,553
22,933
22,793
23,749
22,831
15,693

182,461 192,882
majority in 1838,
in 1839,
Aggregale vote in 1837,

Whig
do.

179,606
10,421
3,619

21,396
22,152
24,646
24,012
21,150
23,893
24,049
21,927
183,225
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MARYL.\ND.
The Protestant Episcopal convention for this diocess met in Baltimore last week, but failed to make
choice of a bishop, a resolution was adopted, to the
effect that the right reverend bishop Doane, of
New Jersey, should officiate until the vacancy is
filled.

S43

favor of the state. Part too of this debt is the deposite of $1,051,422 09 of the surplus revenue of
the United Slates, the repayment of which will probably never be required. Besides this indebtedness, however, the state is responsible for the loan
of $2,000,000 for rebuilding Charleston, and the
guarantee of the loan of $2,000,000 for the great
rail road
but the funds proviiled for the redemption of these loans, are adequate to indemnify the

—

Colonization.
The fall expedition of the Maryland state society, with colonists lor Maryland in
Liberia, was to sail from Baltimore or. the 13th inst. state.
The bank of the state has done a good business.
The Chesapeake and Ohio canal. The breach in
the canal is so far repaired that the water was to be Its profits for the year amounts to $210,000. This
sum has been carried to the sinking fund, which
ntroduced again this week.
2/ie Maryland slate temperance society had an in- now amounts to $948,058 39, and out of which
teresting session in Baltimore, occupying several $800,000 of the public debt will be redeemed on
days of last week. The proposed alteration iu the the 1st January next."
KENTUCKY.
pledge was discussed with great ability on both
The legislature of Kentucky assembled at Franksides, and was finally determined iu the affirmative.
fort on Monday, the 2d instant. In the senate, there
VIRGINIA.
The legislature met on the 2d instant. The se- were three candidates run for speaker namely,
nate organized by re-electing Mr. Nash, their Hanson, of Clarke, and Johnson, of Shelb)', (whigs),
great number of
former speaker, Mr. Hansford their clerk, and L. and Wingale, (Tan Bureii).
W. Allen, sergeant-at-arms. The house also re- ballotings had taken place without either obtaining
elected ttieir lormer officers, Mr. Gilmer, speaker, a majority of the whole number of the votes cast.
Mr. Munford, clerk, and col. Ward, sergeant-at- On the last ballot, the vote stood, for Hanson 12,

—

A

Johnson

arms.

Governor Campbell's message was communicated the same day. It is a document of great inWe shall enterest to the people of the state.
devor to give an abstract of it in a future number.
On the 3d instant, a bill was reported in the
house by judge May lor tlie temporary relief of the
banks of the commonwealth. The bill provides
that the banks shall not declare a dividend during
their suspension. Mr. Smith, of the Isle of Wright,

moved

a rigid substitute for the bill,

which

failed,

and with some slight amendments, the bill pa.«sed.
Mr. Watts presented the petition of Mr. Cunningham, contesting the seat of Mr. Allyn, the returned member from Norfolk. No day has yet been
fixed for the choice of a United States senator.
It is understood that John Y. Maso.v, esq. will
be the administration candidate for United States
senator. An unsuccessful attempt was made on
the 4th inst. to fix the 9th inst. as the day to go into

7,
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13.

In the house, a similar state of things existed.

Three persons were nominated for speaker— namely.
Helm, of Hardin, Morehead, of Franklin, (whigs),
and Meriwether, of Jefferson, (Van Buren). The
first ballot stood, for Hglm 26, Morehead 28, Meriwether 36. Alter a number of ballotings, which
exhibited little variation from the above, IVIr. Meriwether requested his name to be withdrawn; when,
on the next ballot, being between Morehead and
Helm, (both whigs,) the latter was chosen speaker
by a majority of 19.

TENNESSEE.

SpirituoMs liquors. They have a law in Tennessee
proporegulating the sale of spiiituous liquors.
sition has been made at the present session of the
legislature to repeal that law.
Among the documents bearing upon the subject is a report from the
The report
superintendent of the state's prison.
states that out of 154 convicts now in that establishment, sixty-one attribute their crime directly to the
the election of senator.
The hon. Charles Fenton Merger, of Vir- use of ardent spirits; sixty-six are habitual and eightyginia, has addressed a long communication to his two occasional drunkards, leaving only sir persons
out of the whole number "who abstain from the use
constituents, announcing his determination to re
of ardent spirits."
sign his seat iu congress, as soon as the organiza

A

OHIO.
houseof representatives is effected.
The legislature of Ohio convened at Columbus,
William M. McCarty and Inman Horner, are an
nounced as candidates to represent the district; it is on Monday, the 2d inst. The senate was organized
composed of Loudon, Fauquer and Fairfax coun- by the appointment of William McLaughlin, presiThe house was
dent, and Caleb J. McNully, cle.-k.
ties.
The Wheeling Times says that the discharge of organized by the appointment of Thomas J. BuchaThe gohands from the large manufactories of that place nan, speaker, and lisa G. Dimodc, clerk
still continues
a course to which the proprietors vernor's message was expected to be delivered on
next
day.
the
for
money,
pressure
have been compelled by the
The banks in Ohio have generally resumed specie
and the difficulty of procuring materials.
payments.
SOUTH CAROLINA.
The South Carolina legislature met at Columbia,
TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS— 1st SESSION.
in that state, on Monday last, and on Tuesday the
IN SENATE.
governor transmitted his message to both houses.
December 6. Mr. Wright presented the credenSpeaking of this ilocuinent the Charleston Courier
Phelps, of Vermont, who after bedignified, sensible and business tials of Mr. S. Stion of the

—

196,553
do. in 1838,
do.
375,343
do. ill 1839,
do
362.831
[Mbany Argui.
The corporation of the city of New York have
issued bonds to the amount of $1,300,000, which it
is proposed to fund at 6 per cent.
remarks.

—

"It

is

a

like document.
The subjects of the tariff, direct ing duly qualified, took his seat.
Mr. Davis gave notice that he would, at thcearElection. The majority of general McCallough, taxation, and the banking system are debatable
liest period, bring in "a bill to remit such duties and
(adm.) over general Irvin, in the late special elec- matters, but they are temperately treated.
cancel such bonds as have been required of perto
tion in Pennsylvania, v\as 101 votes.
would sooner adopt the minimum of the existing
Duties in Philadelphia. The duties on imports tariff as a permanent regulation, than unsettle the sons engaged in the whale fishery, and to restrain
for the third quarter of the present year, at question and involve the different sections of the all lurther exactions of duties upon such vessels and
the custom house in Philadelphia, amounted to union in another perilous controversy. For direct their cargoes."
Mr. Benton also gave notice that he would bring
$1,077,194 83.
we believe indirect
taxation vie have no relish
The jail at Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, is at taxation the only practicable system lor the sup in a bill for the armed occupation and settlement of
present without a prisoner a circumstance that port of the general government, and that nothing that part of Florida overrun by bands of hostile Inestablish the southern
has not existed before for 15 years.
would tend more to bring it into odium and endan- dians, and a bill to define and
Pennsylvania banks.
The Pennsylvania state ger the union, than for it to assume the attitude of a boundary line of the territories of Iowa and Wiscontreasurer has addressed the cashier of a country general tax gatherer.
doubt much whether sin:
On motion of M. Wright, the senate then adbank the following fetter:
the moneyed evils of the times are chargeable so
Treasurer's office, November 20, 1839,
much to any "inherent vice of the banking sys- journed.
Dear sib: Enclosed, I return you a check on tem" as to the improper tampering with that sysDecember 9. Mr. Prentiss, of Vermont, and Mr.
the Bank of the United States, it being for tax on tem on the part of government. The removal of Strange, of North Carolina, appeared in their seats.
the amount of dividend declared by the bank of the deposites, the destruction of the U. States
The chair informed the senate that this was the
which you are an officer.
bank, as a national institution, the consequent day set apart for the election of its officers, viz:
I have two objections to receiving the check.multiplication of state banks, and the distribution secretary of the senate, sergeant-at-arms and doorThe first is, that the bank had no authority by law of the surplus revenue, will in a great measure ac- keeper, and assistant doorkeeper; and that, if senato declare a dividend during the suspension of spe- count for our financial and commercial embarrass- tors were ready, they would please to prepare their
cie payments; and second, the dividend declared ment?.
The views of his excellency in relation to ballots.
in May will be required in specie.
Mr. .^llen rose and said, before the balloting took
See the act of agriculture, education, the militia and brigade en27th January, 1819. Yours truly,
campments, the road system, and public executions, place, he was desirous of submitting a single reso-

PENNSYLVANIA.

We

—

—

We

To

——

Dan'i, Sturgeon,
,

esq. cashier.

DELAWARE.

slate treasurer.

are highly judicious, and will we trust command
the attention of the legislature.
are glad to perceive that his excellency has
brought to the view of the legislature the necessity
of securing the lien of the state on the Hamburg

We

Honor to the brave. A sword was presented on
Saturday last by the governor ol Delaware to col.
Samuel B. Davis, as a testimonial, from the legisla- road.
ture of that state, of his gallantry in defending
The view afforded by the message of the finances
Lewistown from an attack of the British during the of the state is very favorable.
Against an aggrelate war. The ceremony of presentation took place
fate debt $3,039,243 81, we show assets
in the City Hall of Wilmington.
3,630,830 21, being an excess of $591,530 40 in

lution:

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to wait on
the president of the United Slates, and inform him that
a quorum of the senate is assembled, and that the senate is ready te receive any communication of an executive character he might be pleased to make.

No

objection having been offered, the resolution

was passed, and Messrs. .dllen and Wright were
named by the chair as the committee.
Mr. Tappan submitted the following resolution:

244
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Resolved, That the secretary of war he directed to
report to the senate what would be the effect upon the
military service of a regulation by which all officers of
the arrny, on arriving at SM(!/ years of age, should be
permitted to retire from service on half pay; and what
would be the probable annual charge upon the treasurj'
by such a regulation.
The senate then proceeded to ballot for its officers
for the 26th congress.
On the first ballot, Mr. Dickins vva.s unanimously

when

his

remarks could not be replied
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The chair stated t.hat the position taken by the
gentleman from Pennsylvania was correct in principle, and Ihat such ought to be the rule
of order;
but that the practice of the house had been different,
and gentlemen had very frequently been permitted
to
preface
a motion to lay on the table by an aruure-elected secretary of the senate, and Mr. Haight,
°
the present sergeant-at-arms, received 36 out of 37 ment.
Mr. Rkeii said he should not add a word more,
votes.
but
would now move that the resolution offered
For assistant doorkeeper there were three ballots.
On the third of which, Mr. Robert Beale, having yesterday by the gentleman from Virginia (Mr.
Wise) be laid upon the table, to afford him an opreceived 2U votes, was declared duly elected.

And

(hen the senate adjourned.
December 10. The senate held an executive session to-day, and no other business was done.

portunity to move the resolution he had read.
Tellers were demanded.
The cAair appointed Mr. Davies, of Pennsylvania, and Mr. Dromgoole, of Virginia,
to act as telters.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

The

question was about to be put upon agreeing
6.
The members elect of the house
°
called to order at noon this day by the hon. to the resolution, when
Mr. Dromgoole observed to the chair that he had
John Quiiiaj Mams, chosen yesterday to be their
been appointed to act as one of the tellers, and was
chairman, who directed that the journal of the pro
ceedings of the four days gone by should be read, ready to discharge the duty assigned him, but deand it was read accordingly at the clerk's table.—' sired first to be instructed by the'chair how be was
Considerable time was occupied in rendering it to perform it. He understood there were ten genmore accurate, by the offering of four several tlemen claiming a right to seats as representatives
Friday, Dec.

were

amendments, on each of which the vote was takenwhich
Mr. Rhitt, of South CarcJiina, rose and observed
that it was his intention to move that the motion
of
the gentleman from Virginia, (Mr IVise's originally
Mr. Graves's), which the chairman had announced
as the motion pending from yesterday, be laid
upon
the table, with a view to enable him to oifer the
following, which he read, viz;
Resolved, That the house will proceed to call
the
names of gentlemen whose rights to seats are not disafter

'

puted or contested; and after the naines of such members are called, and before a speaker is elected,
they
provided there be a quorum of such present
then hear and judge upon the elections, returns and
qualiHcations of all claimants to the seats contested-on
shall,

this floor.

Mr. Rhett observed that the resolution he had
just submitted was substantially Ihat which had
been offered last evening by Mr. .idams, with that
previously olfered by Mr. Wise, and with that offered by Mr. Graves.
Situated as gentlemen now
were, he conceived this to be the correct and
honorable course to which their duty called them.
Why should it be attempted or desired to exclude
any portion of the documentaiy testimony in the
hands of the clerk, and which it had been proposed
to lay before the house?
What could be gained by
excludii\^ it? Nothing.
While, on the contrary,
much might be gained by going into a fair and
honorable exposition of all the grounds on which,
on either side, the disputed seats of the New Jersey
delegation were claimed. The course proposed in
the resolution would, he was confident, meet the
wishes of by far the greater part of the gentlemen
present.
Some gentlemen, indeed, had said to him
that such a course would be irregular; but were
they not all in a singular and irregular siluation?
And if, under such embarrassing circumstances,
every gentleman insisted upon standing out for his
own peculiar views, in every particular, when
should they have jieace or harmony, and when
would the public business proceed? There ouo-ht
to be a spirited etfort to put an end, this day,
to the
existing embarrassment, and make a settlei'nent
ol
the long disputed point before them. The policy
he advocated was eminently a just one, whereas a
contrary course would, in his estimation, bewron"exceedingly wrong. It ought not to be presumed
that any gentleman here had advanced a claim
upon
grounds which he did not himself believe to be perfectly fair and honorable; he could not for a
moment doubt that all the gentlemen claiming the disputed seats believing themselves, in their conscience, to be true and legitimate members of
the
house of representatives.
Mr. Bidille, of Pennsylvania, here rose to order.
The gentleman's motion was to lay a resolution on
the table, and, by the rules of order which had yesterday been adopted, was not debaleable. The

the governor of New Jersey should
be allowed to
vote on that appeal.
[Here Mr. M's voice was
lost in the confusion that prevailed
in the house.]—
When again heard, he was understood to say that
as to the charge of usurpation so warmly
advanced
by Ihe gentleman from New York, that

full

opportunity would be offered for the di.icussion
alter (he motion to lay on the table
should be disposed of.

from

New

Jersey, which of them was he to admit
tellers?
He was wholly unwilupon himself of deciding between the claimants.
Mr. Jldnms replied (if correctly heard by the reporter, for he spoke in a low tone of voice) that
the
chair conceived the rule to be that such persons
as
possessed commissions in conformily with the constitution and laws of New Jersey were entitled
to
vote as members of Ihe house, and that no
others
were entitled.
This was his own opinion: and he
expressed it with the more confidence because he
had openly asserted the same opinion yesterday
immediately before the house had placed him in
the
station he now occupied.
Mr. Dromgoole said he was ignorant who the gentlemen were who possessed such commissions he°had
seen none of Ihe papers of the claimants, and
did
not know what they were. Was he to admit all
who said they had commissions accordino- to the
laws of their state? Mr. D. knew no better how
to
discharge his duty as teller than before inquiry
of
to pass

between the

ling to take the responsibility

the chair.

Mams

Mr.
replied, but, owing to the loud conversation which now arose throughout the hall,
the
part of what he said was inaudible: when heard
he was understood to say that it had been stated by
the clerk that the commissions of five other gentle
named, were in the same words with
T'^' T't°°'!l^
' ^'"'*"^''' '*"°"' ^' ^^^ -ecognised as a

Mr. VanderpoeUoolc an appeal from

11^'

the decision

tleman in favor of his own resolution had been
that
there was an attempt or desire, in some portion
of
the house, to exclude some part of the

evidence on
which the two sets of claimants to the New Jersey
seats founded their pretensions.
Mr. M. utterly
denied that any such purpose or wish had been
expressed by any body. Mr. M. had. indeed,
called
for the reading of the law of New
Jersey previously to reading the evidence on which the
conlestors
of the seats rested their claim; but this was with
no
view to prevent the subsequent reading of that testiraony, but only because he desired to have the
evidence and the law placed in juxtaposition. He
supposed, as of course, that all the testimony would
be read, and why it had not been he knew not.—
Nobody wanted to shut it out; on the contrary, he
was utterly at a loss to conceive how the question
could be acted on without reading it. Mr. M.
was
extremely unwilling to have it supposed for a moment that he had meant to exclude the reading of
any documents belonging to the case.
rvrr. Stanley wished to say a few
words in reply to
the gentleman from New York. ("Mr. Vanderpoel);
who had already, belbre he had been three days ill
Ihe house, been refeired to as one of the leaders
of
his party.
The genlleman had volunteered here as
the advocate of order and decency, and had now
undertaken to read the gentlemen from New Jersey
a
lecture on the shocking enormity of voting in their
oivn case. The chair, however," had very justly decided (hat to vote as (o their right to the seals they
claimed was not to vote in Iheirown case, but in the
case of their constituents, whose rights were at stake

in this controversy.
Mr. S. would leave the question of propriety to the good sense and conscience
of those gentlemen themselves: but his own jiidgment was, that if they declined voiingon a question
like this, they would prove themselves un«orlliy
of
the seats they claimed— it would manifest to all men
that these were not the worthy descendants of those
Jerseymen of Ihe revolution whose name would never die. The genlleman from New York was especially inilignantat Ihe thought of Ihe violation of
precedent which the decision of the chaii would sanetion.
Indeed! And pray when had (his new-born ji
al of his for precedent arisen in the gentleman's*
boiom? Had liot th. gentleman been all along raising his roaring voice against the doctrine"of"prece"-

i

,

I

lllth^

mi';^?""B^,^t"'',!:w

f^^taVsh^ct'd-con?

actof usurpa- vulsed with ho"rror-at Ihe thought that
precedenTis
putting a par. to be violated!
The gentleman had just returned
ticular set of claimants on the roll, and having
them from an European tour— he was fresh, from the court
declared members in prelerence to their opponents.
of Victoria herself,
He had been placed in the chair for no such pur- to lecture us rude and was of course well prepared
Americans on the laws of decenpose—it was a gross act of usurpation. [Cries of
cy, and to instruct the chair in Ihe principles of or"Older" others of "go on! go on!"]
It was vir- der.
For one, Mr. S. was quite prepared to trust
tually declaring that the gfutleraen from
New Jer the course of the gentlemen from New Jersey to
sey should vote in Iheirown cases, when a rule
of themselves.
If they voied, it would not be in their
order was staring the chairman in the face
which own cause, but in the case of
tion.

^!,l"'„^';:,'„1i'!,''r','°'."'"'^^"
The
chair seemed desirous of

—

declared directly lo the contrary.
He appealed
from such a deci.^ion. Were men lo be suffered to
vole in their own case? If they were, all he
could
say was, that it would present to the world an
unprecedented, and, he would add, a shocking
spec'

tacle.

Mr. Rhelt read
feree! to, which is

"No member

to the chair Ihe rule of
in the words following:

order re-

on any question in the
immediately and parlicularly

shall vote

their state, their con-

and the constitution of their country.—
Should they prove recreant at such a moment, they
would be iinworlhy of the slate which gave them
birth
a slate, whose soil, as one of themselves had
truly said, had been "drenched to a mire with
the
stituents,

—

best blood of her children."
Mr. iJnirgs called for Ihe reading of the clerk's
minute, staling the decision from which an appeal

was taken, and it was read accordingly.
is
He then expres,sed his hopefliat gentlemen would
interested."
not confound the questions belbrt them, but
that
The chair replied that the rule did not apply to they would proceed
according to the rules of order
"' ""' "" representa- and right reason, and discusS only the
question b^^
w
r
vcs from New
Jersey
vyho were concerned, but fore the house.
What was the case'
een leman
their constituents and theirstate.
It was not these from New York (Mr. Vanderpoel),
had char 'ed the
individuals own case
t was the case ol
their dis- venerable genlleman occupying the cbair^vitha
trict, and of the slate of New Jersey
gross usurpation of authority: and on what ground?
Mr. W. rAom;)son, ol South Corolina, contended
motion to lay on the table having been made, and
genlleniaii ought not to discuss his proposition thus
that a member had as much right to vote
on this the question being .ibout to be put, tellers
jn advance.
had been
queslion as any other.
When
a man brought a re- demanded; one ol the
individuals appointed as tellers
Mr. Rhelt replied that he had not yet actually gular commission
from his state, he was clothed had then risen and
demanded inslrucliona from the
made his motion to lay on the table, but had only with all the rights of
any other member of the house; chair as to which
of the ten candidates claiming
indicated an intention' to do so.
He should make and though Mr. T. should in such case
decline vot- scats from New Jersey he was lo
such a motion belbre he resumed his seat. Bui had ing, yet if
count: the chair
these gentlemen chose to vote, they had had responded
thai, in its opinion, those only were
he debated qr discussed the resolution he had read a clear and
indisputable right lo do so.
to be counted on the vote who hail commissions
to the house?
Had he enteied at all into its merits?
in
Mr. Mercer said Ihat gentlemen were confound- coulorinily with
Ihe laws and constitution of New
He had not, nor did he intend to. He entirely ing two distinct propositions, and
treating them as if Jersey.
From (his decision of the chair Ihe genlleagreed with the genlleman from Pennsylvania tlia't Ihey were
but one.
The first proposition was (he man from New York had t.dcen an
it was wrong for a genlleman who was going
appeal.
Now,
to appeal taken by (he gentlemen
from New York, Mr. B. wanted that gentleman lo walk up
make a motion which precluded debate, to a"vail
here and
Mr. Vanderpoel); the other was built upon it, viz: vote
(
that (hose who possessed (he conslilutional and
liimsclf ol' his position to discuss a proposition, whelher
those who hold regular coinuiissions from h'gal commission
of the slate of New Jersey slioulU
event of which he

^vi

i

i

first

meLbef

gentle-

man's own appeal was proof that it did not exist
Mr. M. while up, took occasion to reply to
Mr.
Rheli's remarks introductory to his motion
to lay
on the table. The main reason urged bv (hat
gen-

'

A

A

i

—

—
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be pe?initle(l to vote.
to the mark.

come up

He
He

roin the decision of the chair,
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invited the gentleman

had taken an appeal
and pronounced It to

lean act of gross usurpatioTi to decide that such perons were entitled to vote.
Mr. B. held the genllenau to the true issue. Whether these individuals
were, or were not, interested in the result of the
rote, was not the question.
The true question was,
Ivhether men duly commissioned from their state
vere or were not entitled to vote as her rejiresentaives; that was the question, the only question; and
Vlr B. again invited the gentleman to walk up and
loeet it.

Mr. Granger, o( New York,

rose in reply to Mr.
He said he had hoped, yesterday, that
length congratulate the nation on the
act that her representatives were now prepared to
^anderpoel.
le

might

ome up
ipenly,

at

to

who

their

work and

to say,

distinctly

and

who were not, to be pcrmitmembers of congress. He had

were, and

sd to vote here as

now, at last, they had reached
point where no man could hide himself behind the
oubts or the arguments of a dead clerk, but that
ne record of their olficial action would be sent forth
anxious and expectant people.
,5 an
What were
hey told? That gentlemen holdijig commissions in
very respect as their own were not entitled to a
ote in that house to lay a resolution on the table
nd why? Because, beliind the present question lay
nother, by which it must be decided whether a
.ommission under the broad seal of a state of this
onfederacy, and in all respects conformable to the
,;quirements of her constitution and laws, was or
>as not to be received as entitling the holder of it
in the preliminary stage of proceed) take a seat
igs which immediately preceded the organization
f this body.
Mr. G. had hoped that his colleague, (Mr. Van!rpoel), who had always expressed such peculiar
imiration for the dear people, would not shrink, in
lis the very first act of the
drama, from meeting
le direct issue which was tendered to him.
The
Duse had heard much about precedent.
gentlelan who, for the last three days, had been openly
ampling upon ali precedent as contemptible, now
lught to shield himself behind this very doctrine of
•ecedent to avoid a responsibility which lie seemed
'raid or unwilling to assume.
It seemed as if his
illeague wished to secure the benelit of an act,
ithout the courage for its execution.
But if the
inorable gentleman, who was so very tender on this
ibjdct of precedent, wanted a precedent for the vole
fgentleinen claiming the seats of New Jersey, Mr.
could favor him with one from the very highest
^mocratic authority. The case lie referred to had
xuried some years ago in his own state.
cerin gentleman had obtained a certificate of election
legal form, and, by advice of council learned in
e law, had taken that commission with him to Aliny to present it as evidence that he was a member
the state legislature from Ontario county.
Anoer geiiileman, from the same district, who had obined an actual majority of the votes given, but
hose name on some ol the ballots had been wrilten
an abbreviated form, had, on that account, been
nied a seat upon the floor. The latter gentleman
erwards presented himself, and demanded that
,5 case should be heard.
In those days the assemy elected a council of appointment, which council
elded the whole appoinling power of the state.
ley were the polilical warwicks of the day— the
•etters up and pullers down of kings."
The genVman who now occupies the liighest seat in this
iverninent was then attorney general of New York,
id was the great legal adviser of his party, and it
'IS by his advice that Mr. Allen had presented his
Ijular credentials, and been admitted on that ground
take his seat as a member.
When Mr. Fellows,
I; candidate who had received the majority of votes!
<me forward and claimed his seat, it was insisted
1 his friends in the house that Mr. Allen, the oppnsI; candidate, rould not be permitted to vote on the
lestion; but Mr. A. did vote upon all the inciden1 questions touching his seat;
and the house being
• lerwise equally divided, his vote turned the scale,
id the speaker of the house and the council ofapJintment also were, in fact, elected by the vote of
Is very Mr. Allen.
Yet the riglit of Fellows had
len so clear, and his majority of votes so decided,
•it
the committee ol
elections, in twenty-four
lurs, reported in his lavor.
Mr. Allen, whose vote
.altered himself that

A

.

A

1
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had been sent to the people to the democracy of
Ontario, (and Mr. G. then belonged to the democracy). The name of Peter Allen had been placed
at the head ol their ticket; and they carried him triumphantly in by a decided majority— this same PeThus had the demoter .\llen leading his ticket.
cracy of Ontario declared that the man who held the
legal certificale of election was the man entitled to
utter their voice on the floor of representatives. The
gentleman had told the house a great deal about the
"popular voice." Let Mr. G. tell that gentleman
that there was a wide difference between respecting
the popular voice and attempting to excite the popular clamor.
And who had this attorney general
been? If there was any citizen who was absolutely
free from all shadow of ambition to serve himself at
the expense of the constitution and the law, the
gentleman from New York would readily admit that
it was the present chief magistrate of this confederacy. If the gentleman had any doubt, Mr. G. would
refer him to Uie proceedings of members of the last
congress, which had been read by the gentleman
from Georgia, (Mr. Cooper), and which would demonf trate beyond all doubt or question that the principles of the purest democracy were not only held
by that distinguished individual, but concentrated
and embodied in his person.
Mr. G. said he had referred to this case of Allen
merely because he was desirous of presenting to his
colleague over the way a precedent which he could
not fail to respect.
He really did not know why the
people of Ontario had been so dead to their duty as
to sustain a man who stood up for the rights of his
own constituents by voting, as the gentleman would
have it, "in his own case." Whether it was that
they had not had the advantage ol listening to the
very courteous and logical argument of the honorable gentleman flora Ohio, fMr. Weller), orwhether
his honorable colleague was not, at that time, so
deeply embosomed in "the democracy" as to be one
of their constitutional advisers, he could not exactly
say.

Mr. G. held that if a question should come up
which would directly touch their interests in this
it must rest in the consciences of those
gentlemen claiming them. It was a question for
them only to decide. If his colleague was ready to
come up to the work, let him vote against laying the
resolution on the table; and if he did not like it, let

question,

him move a resolution that they who hold the regucoiomissions should not be allowed to vote; and
then let him go home and answer it to his constituents, and to the sovereignty of the state of New
York. Will he do it? Dare he do il?
Mr. Craig, of Va. observed that in all the questions which came up gentlemen would perpetually
meet the same difficulty. Bring the question to
what form they might, still it had to be decided who
lar

CMr.

question who had the majority of votes in the New
Jersey election now, he must be one of the most
powerful and extraordinary judges that ever adorned
He would take the lithe bench in any country.
berty of asking his colleague what evidence he was
in possession ol on which to decide so weighty a
question?

the ses-

on it.]
Mr. Wise inquired whether his colleague was informed of the presence of any evidence touching the
Mr. W. had only heard as
merits of this election.
yet about the prima faqie evidence on which seats
were to be taken, and he believed that nobody pretejided that any evidence was in existence to show

! speaker retained the chair throughout
fn,

flated

f'l

I

which had thickened around him. He contemplated him as a personification of the past, and though
many prejudices had once combined against tlie
person and the fair fame of that venerable individual,
they were all caused by and connected with scenes
and interests that now were past. Yes, sir, (said
Mr. W.) you have passed the hour of aspiration
and when I saw j'ou rise in this house, enriched
with the knowledge and experience of a public service of forty years, I did think that every man on
this floor, as he lixed his eye upon you, hoary with
age and the gathered knowledge of a long and eventful life, could not but ask liimsell, what would our
Would they have sat here four
fathers have done?
days in vain and useless discussion, unable to orgaganize themselves for the public service? No never.
And, sir, in the spirit of your presence, the
house at once seemed to revive, and, with a unanimity by which gentlemen have done themselves lasting honor, they placed you, with one accord, in that
chair.
Sir, I regard it as the proudest hour of your
life, and if, when you shall be gathered to your fathers, I were asked to select the words whicli, in my
judgment, are best calculated to give at once the
character of the man, I would inscribe upon your
tomb this sentence, "I will put the vote." That
was all that was required, that was all that was needful to break the spell that bound us in inactivity. It
only needed that one manly soul should arise and

—

A

and all the appointments in the ?tate were reby the will of that very council which Peter
<'len's vole had appointed.
Of course that council
not disturb Mr. Attorney General in his place.
Iiw, during this whole process nothing was heard
f)ut "the democracy," nothing about "popular
Ihts." But Mr. G. would go further. Thie issue

done such important service, was immediately
and his competitor installed in his seat. Yet

'sled,

W

must vole upon i!. Gentlemen said that, when the
merits of the election came up, they would be prepared to meet the question. But why could it not
as well be met now?
Why could not the actual state
of the polls as well be ascertained before the organiThe gentleman assume that patriotic responsibility. You assumed
zation of the house as afterward?
from New Jersey (Mr. Randolph) seemed to think it, and now my hope is that you will adhere to that
that Mr. C. had drawn his notions touching the moral courage which prompted your action, and go
New Jersey election from a certain blue-covered on in the same spirit to the upright and undeviating
pamphlet with which the gentleman seemed to be ilischarge of your duty.
gentleman has now made a motion to laj' on the
very familiar. Perhaps it might be so. However
Some preliminary
t.ible the resolution I offered.
it was, Mr. C. happened to think that the conlestors
of the New Jersey seats had a belter right to them vote must be taken, unless you shall determine that
shall
aside.
If the
parties
claiming
seats
stand
both
certifigovernor's
who
the
than the gentlemen
held
cates, and that the constitution gave to him and to yeas and nays are called for, the requisite number
the house the right to decide that question now as may direct that they be taken, but without a preliIn the meanwell as hereafter; and Mr. C. for one, vi-as prepared minary decision it cannot be done.
while, tellers have been demanded, and you have
to march np to the work.
Mr. Wise, of Virginia, said that if his colleague appointed them. They are bound to count the genCraig) was indeed prepared to decide the tlemen who pass between them, and to report the

[Mr. Cra/g here interposed to explain. He had
only meant to say that he was as ready to hear evidence in the cause now as he should be hereafter.]
Mr. Wise said that he had understood the gentleman as averring that he was now ready to march up
to the work and decide the question.
[Mr. Craig again observed, that though he had
said he was ready to march up to the work, he had
meant the work, first hearing the evidence, and then

U
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fraud in the credentials which had been produced.
He appealed to his colleague, and he did it in a good
spirit, in the spirit of brotherhood and kindness,
whether this was acting the part of a judge. Would
his colleague pretend that he was in a condition to
pass on this question before he had taken the oath
Neither that gentlemen nor himself
of office? No.
were to be intrusted with the decision of so momentous a question till they had given that pledge which
the constitution required at their hands.
If, on the
exhibition of mere prima fade evidence, his colleague was prepared to give judgment as to the ultimate merits of the cause, he could do far more than
Mr. W. could pretend to.
But Mr. W. had not risen at this time for the purpose of answering his colleague. The house had
now arrived at last at that position which Mr. W.
had predicted they must come to. He had told the
clerk some days ago that he might as well decide the
question first as last, because, debate the matter as
long as they might, the decision of it must, after all,
come back to the chair. The clerk had anticipated
the verification of that prediction, and had escaped
from the approaching dilemma by deciding that he
could put no question to the house, save a question
's prophecy had thus failed
of adjournment. .Mr.
of fulfilment so long as that gentleman presided over
the house: but now it was fully accomplished.
The
decision of the clerk had thrown the house on the
law of necessity. Mr. W. said that, when he saw
the gentleman from Massachusetts ("Mr. ^Adams)
rise, yesterday, in his place, hope, at the same time,
arose in his breast. As he gazed upon his figure,
he seemed to imagine that he beheld the honors

decidiii^

result to you; and then, if it shall appear that more
individuals have p.issed between the tellers than are
recognised by the constitution as being of right
members of this house, the question will then arise
in an orderly manner, which of all these are to be
recognised in the count, and the decision of that
And
question must at last come back to yourself.
how are you to decide il? Obviously by looking
into the testimonials of membership produced on
both sides. The abstract question you have already
decided, namely, that those who exhibit testimonials
in conformity with the constitutional laws of New
Jersey, shall be recognised as members and permitIt will be for you to apply the princited to vote.
ple you have laid down to the case of each individual claimant. In making this decision, the gentleman from New York (Mr. Vanderpoel) says that
you have been guilty of usurpation. Now, I am
very certain, from my knowledge of that gentleman, that he did not mean to use that word in any
sense offensive to the chair, and I am sorry that it
I have known that
appears so to have been taken.
geiiUeman during the hottest periods of our polilical

—
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contests in this house, and I repeat the assertion,
that I am confident that he meant nothing personally
Is a
ofiensive fo you. But how stands the fact?
decision

given from necessity in a state of things

where there is no law to apply to the case, to be denounced as an act of usurpation? If that gentleman
will show me how this question can be settled in
any other manner than by a decision of the chair, I
shall be very glad, and will return him my hearty
thanks.

He

has taken an appeal, but his appeal

He may call
will only bring us to the same result.
for tellers, but the house cannot decide who are to
be counted; and either the question must never be
decided, or it must be decided by the presiding officer; for there is, in the nature of the case, no other
judge. Besides, the act which you perform is, after
all, but a ministerial act, and one which ought to
He refused to
have been performed by the clerk.
perform it, and the house has thrown that responsiIt will at last be a judicial act,
bility upon you.
and surely that is no usurpation which is done from
necessity, and which gives to a sovereign slate of
this confederacy its representation upon this floor.
But, on the contrary, it would be a usurpation of the
most dangerous kind, whether perpetrated by one or
by many, to deprive that state of the representation
to which she is entitled by the constitution. I might,
in

an extreme case, tolerate a dictator

who would

We
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us entitled to consideration?
have the certificate of the secretary of state of New Jersey, verified by the broad seal of the state, that he has in his
office a file of the original poll books of the elections, by which it appears that these same gentlemen, whom this house is called on to exclude, received a majority of the popular vote.
Mr. T. said he knew that it had been averred
that illegal votes were given in the two election districts the returns of which were suppressed, which,
if deducted from the whole number of votes given,
would leave a majority of votes in favor of those to
whom the governor awarded the certificates. But,
said Mr. T. the governor himself, in the statement
he has given, never said one word about illegal
votes, and that is not now the question before the
house.
are not now about to decide upon the
elections; we are about to decide on the returns.
Before the final question as to illegal voting is determined, we must elect our officers, that we may
conveniently collect testimony.
How do I (asked Mr. Thomas) connect these remarks with the question of order? The gentleman
from Virginia (Mr. Wise) has offered a resolution
that five of the claimants from New Jersey shall be
treated as members. This resolution the gentleman from South Carolina (Mr. Rhelt) moved to be
laid on the table.
The motion for laying the reso-

1

We

secure the rights of a state, but I never can tolerate lution on the table is, in effect, as much a motion
who uses his absolute power oidy to de- to reject it as it would be if we had the proposition
state itself directly before the house on its adoption.
All
Erive her of them. It is most plain that if the
as chosen her representatives and has duly certified these rights arising from an occupancy of seats on
lier choice in all the forms of law, she is entitled to this floor, are, therefore, involved in this question.
member of congress has
her due number of representatives here: neither What are those rights?
We can have but two hundred and certain personal privileges, and when he has taken
less nor more.
forty-two members in all. If you admit five less, his seat he has those personal rights to protect, as
If you admit five more, five well as his political rights, which he shares with his
five votes are lost.
votes still are lost. I hope we shall receive the pre- constituents. He need not dwell to enumerate those
And I further personal rights. They would occur readily to every
cise number, neither less nor more.
hope that, having made a correct decision, you will intelligent person. They were privilege from aradhere to it with that firmness and courage which rest for debts, title, pay and others of like characbecomes you as having been constituted the arbiter ter, all of which were valuable and protected by
law. And yet gentlemen not only contend that
of order.
Mr. Francis Thomas observed that he was very these rights and privileges shall be secured to the
reluctant to lake any part in this debate, for he was parties by their own votes in the first instance, but
sensible that very little new could be said by any they tell us that, when once sworn in, these Jersey
body on the subject; but yet he could not sit tamely candidates are to assume such a position as to mainby and see it decided that the claimants to seats from tain their seats by their own votes, throughout the
New Jersey should dispose of a question in which session. No one gentleman is to vote in his own
they are personally interested. Before he proceeded case. But four of the New Jersey members might
fo treat of this question of order, he hoped he might vote upon the case of one of them as it arises, and
be permitted, as latitude had been allowed toothers, thus they are to elect a speaker and other officers
to say a few words looking to the merits of this and afterwards reject or pass all the measures we
It has been said from one side, that are to have before us.
controver.sy.
A more monstrous doctrine
Mr. T. here althis house has no evidence in its possession by he never before heard advanced.
which the truth of the certificates of the governor luded to the declarations made by the gentleman
of New Jersey to the five members who claim seats from South Carolina, (Mr. Thompson), and said it
Now, said Mr. T. is gave him pleasure to hear that gentleman declare
under it can be controverted.
It is true that this house is not advisthat the fact?
that delicacy as well as the feelings of a man of
ed of matters justifying a resistance, in limine, to honor would prevent him from voting under these
the rights claimed under these certificates. Have circumstances, allhough he believed that the rule
we not that before us which should make an upright strictly construed, did not forbid it.
and impartial judge refuse to decide the question in
Mr. T. asked if any member could take the
favor of those who claim under the governor's cer- speaker's chair with that generous exultation which
Is there a ought to be felt by any one called to preside over
tificate, until he has examined furlhei?
member here who does not know that there are facts such a body, if elected to it by such means. I must
not on the face of the certificates, which are mate- protest (Mr. T. said) that the chairman (for whom
Is it not notorious I must always manifest personal
respect) has
rial to the truth of this i.ssue?
that a majority of the popular vole of New Jersey usurped power in this instance that does not belong
was given to the five gentlemen who came here as to his office. He has undertaken to draw this quesrepresentatives irom that state, who have not tlie tion within the vortex of order, and to decide that
Had not the governor which the house itself only can decide; he has un
certificates of the governor?
of New Jersey himself admitted this in his several dertaken to throw the weight of his character in the
messages?
scale against us, and to determine who shall be al
[Mr. Grav'S rose to a question of order. The lowed to vote as members of this house. In conclu
gentleman was debating the merits of the question sion Mr. T. invited the members to read the rule
The facts are, that five
as to the elections in New Jersey, which was not and have the facts in view.
before the house.]
gentlemen from New Jersey claim seats on this
Mr. Tliomas said that, if the gentleman would floor, under the same evidence, and the chair depermit him to go on, he would show that in the na- cides that they can not only vote for each other,
The rule is,
ture of the main question was to be found proof that but that each can vote for himself
the gentlemen are interesti'd in the decision of the that "no member shall vole on any question in the
question now before us, and are, therefore, unde
event of which he is immediately and particularly
1 put it to thii
the rule, precluded from voting.
interested." Now, if these gentlemen have not an
house, Mr. T. paid, if we have not before ui immediate, a particular and personal interest in obfacts vthich should make us all pause if we would taining seats on this floor, then he could not con1 Hould give the seats to neither parly
do justice.
ceive of a case to which the rule would apply. He
But have we not the evidence of was in favor of requiring all the claimants froi
for the present.
the governor himself that the five gentlemen to New Jersey to stand aside, as in such cases has
whom he gave his certificates did not, anil that the always been done in the house of commons in Eng
other five gentlemen did, receive a majority of the land till the questions are decided in which they arc
Did not the governor, in the labored particularly concerned.
popular vote?
argument he made on the occasion, express his reMr. Hoffman said he had not risen to make a
gret that the technicalities of the New Jersey laws speech; but simply for the purpose of recalling the
prohibited him from iloing justice to the gentlemen attention of thi' house to the question presented,
who had a majority of the popular vote, and console and, which, if he understood it, was in the followhimsell with the belief that the congress of the U. ing shape:
States, who would be bound by no such restrictions,
A gentleman was asked by one of the tellers apwould, on hearing the evidence, award to them their pointed by the chairman to take the vote, who were
The chairman decided
Besides the evidence of the governor of authorised to be counted?
•eats?
New Jeraey hiiaself, what other testimony is before that the members holding the legal certificates were

a dictator

A

entitled to vote; and, from this

decision, an appeal

was taken.
The question, was not, therefore,
whether these gentlemen would or would not exercise that right.
The only question was, is the decision of the chair correct?
Had the chairman a
right to decide who were entitled to vote?
How,

then, was this question presented? Upon the one
side (continued Mr. H.) you are to determine that
the sovereign state of New Jersey shall be disfranchised, and no one shall vote; or, on the other, if
she was entitled, to a vote of six representatives,
who shall give that vote those holding the certifi.
cates drawn up with all the regular forms accord,
ing to the law of that state and the constitution of
the United States, or those who presented a certifi.
cate signed by an officer without power and authority to give it, and which, as yet, is unbacked by
testimony? That was the question presented to you.
Could you or any other man have decided between
these two questions otherwise than as you did decide?
And the question now is, was that decisioo

—

correct.

The gentleman fiom Virginia has said that this
question should be postponed until we had heard
the testimony
that itisenough that theseatis contested to deprive the state of New Jersey of her
representatives.
1 answer, that if the mere fact of
a seat being contested is to deprive New Jersey of
five of her representatives, then that contest has,
before it is decided, all the power and omnipotence
of a judgment, and yuu do as much wrong to the
representatives of a free state, or to the free state
itself, by depriving them of their seal for one instant, as if you deprive them of it for a whole
year. Yet, says the gentleman, wait till we have
the testimony, and then we can judge; and the
gentleman from Maryland, (Mr. F. Thomas) in the
very next breath, says you cannot determine that
question until affidavits have been taken, and the
poll-books and the witnesses examined. Before
whom? Before this house? Are we in a situation
to read, digest and properly to note the discordant
testimony which may be given? Are we in a situation to examine witnesses at this bar?
If that is
true, then forever banish your committee of elections, for such a committee must for all future time
be unnecessary. The house, at the commence,
ment of every session, must sit here month after
month, or at least until every disputed questionof
election can be settled, before it can be organized.
It is fair and honest, says the gentleman from Maryland, that this should be done.
I feel myself
unable to compete with that gentleman in f-^rce of
argument or power of language, but he will permit me to reply in language so much stronger and
better than any I could use, that it must carry conviction to my mind, at least, and probably to the
minds of all the members of this house. I read,
therefore, as part of my remarks, the following
words, inserting only the words, "New Jersey" instead of "Mississippi."
"One of the members elect from Mississippi has
already told you he will repair to the table to be
sworn. And in this he is right. Who shall infringe the principles for which he rnntends? He is
one of the chosen representatives of the peopled
He has wilh him a certificate of elecMississippi.
He aption sis^ied by Ihe governor of that state.
pears here, with his colleague, with the surne power to
take his seal that we each have, -ind they have at
much autltonly to quesUon our right to be sworn at
we have to dispute theirs."
II
Is not this conclusive? (continued Mr. H.)
the language itself is not so, I will give the name
It is the lanof the gentleman who uttered it.
guage of the honorable member from Maryland,
(Mr. F. Thomas), who has just addressed the
house. He it was who thus put his foot down, anc
stood upon the certificate issued by the governor,
and fearlessly and triumphantly demanded wtit
dared infringe that right. I take the extract of thi
report of a speech made by that gentleman in thi
case of Claiborne and Gholson, as published in thi
Globe, and I take it therefore to be collect.
Mr. TAomns asked leave to explain. And Mr
Hoffman having yielded Ihe floor for that purposeMr. T. said that the gentleman from New Yorl
(Mr. Hffman) certainly did injustice to himself il
adopting his speech as an argument. He was sun
Mr. H. could make a much abler argument than an;
he could find in his (Mr. T"s) speeches.
The character of the remarks referred to w«
that of enumeration; he was enumerating th
causes why those gentlemen were entitled to Ihei
seats, and the most paramount of them all was
that they were the chosen representatives of the peo
They came here with conimis
pie of Mississippi.
sions from the governor of that state, and thci
Such was not the fac
there were no claimants.
here. The remarks which had been read had bee:
delivered at the special session.

—
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not heard by the re-

porter.

Mr. Hoffman continued.
speech

in

no

spirit

I

have alluded to this
I did so because

of iinkindness.

was well aware tliat any language which that
gentleman used would have weight with one porI

tion of the house, at least, for its orthodoxy, and
that it would have weight with another portion of
the house for the app.irent candor and sincerity
which mark all he says. But even with the explanation which he has given, I understand that the
one reason he assigned was, (and here, he says,
lies the difference between that case and the present), that these men for whom he contended were
the chosen represpiilives of the people. That was
the foundation of his speech. But what evidence
had he that they were so.' Did it not come back to
the very evidence offered by him that the gentlemen claiming to be sworn "had the certificate of
election signed by the governor of the state?"
They were chosen representatives -they had the
certificate, which was evidence that they were
chosen; and, having proved by that certificate that
they were so, he a^ks, "who are you who dare dispute this riglit? How dare you question my certificate, given rmder authority as great and solemn
as your own?" Does the getitleman remember that
the very foundation of his argument proved to have
been laid in the sand? for that very house deter,
mined that they were nut the chosen representatives of the people, and sent them home to pass
again through all the forms of election.

—
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have been heard, the judgment of
But
the state court may be affirmed or reversed.
until then it is binding and conclusive.
[Mr. Hoffman, in answer to the remarks of Mr.
Vanderpoel, and Mr. Vanderpoel's rejoinder, although in type, for want of room, are unavoidably
postponeil tdl our next]
Mr. Biddle, Mr. While, of Va. and Mr. Duncan,
continued the debate until the house adjourned.
Saturday, Dec. 7. In the course of the morning
Mr. Mams addressed the house in explanation
of the reasons of his decision of yesterday, and
afterwards on the general subject of the existing
embarrassment in the business of the house. We

arguments

shall

847

Who, then, can tell that this question will arise
when we arrive at the election of a speaker? If it
does, the house, when organized, will be able to
decide it. The moment the hou.'e shall be organized, the functions of the chairman will be at an
end. Then there may no doubt be a full and ample debate on ihe whole qtiestion.
But upon this
the chairman can prejudge nothing
can decide nothing.
He is here only to complete the formation
of the roll of the house.
Being on that roll gives a

—

member no

ultimate right to vote.
for decision will be just as clear and

house

The
open

question
after the

organized as it is now. Where, then, is
the usurpation on the part of the chair? The chairman
has
said that his sole aim is to allay the heat
reporters'
the
position
of
the
regret that, owins to
seats, it is peculiarly difficult to hear with dis- which seems to prevail; and he earnestly prays evetinctness what is said from the chair, owing to ry gentlemen present to reflect very cooly upon the
which, as well as to tlie occasionally low tone of questions presented.
voice, in which Mr. A. spoke, it was scarcely posIt is highly expedient to avoid the recurrence of
We present the follow- all these questions in future, even when the memsible to catchall he said.
ing as exhibiting at least the substance of bis ad- bers shall be called to nominate a speaker. Now,
dress, so far as it could be heard:
there was a case which occurred at the last presiThe gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. Drom^oole), dential election which has an important bearing on
when he had been ajipointed to act as one of the the case before us now. No doubt it is in the reis

inquired of the chair whom of the members collection of all the gentlemen here.
A question
from New Jersey he should count? and added that arose in the senate whether, in canvassing the votes
he should count all the gentlemen from New Jer- for president and vice piesident, the votes of the
sey who might present themselves to pass between state of Michigan should or should not be counted;
the tellers, unless otherwise directed by the chair, for that state had not then actually been admitted
And it was on- into the union, although she had constituted herself
or, perhaps he said, by the house.
ly because the gentleman expressed a determination into a state, had chosen electors, who had voted for
to count as members those vi'ho, in the judgment of president and vice president, and had sent forward
entitled to be so counted, that the returns. When these returns were received, the
[It was here suggested to Mr. Hoffman that this the chair, were not
took place at the second election for members for that decision of the chair was given from which an question arose whether those votes should or should
appeal has been taken. The chair felt compelled not be counted; and, after debate, the senate came
Mississippi.]
to say that the gentleman from Virginia could not to the following joint resolution in regard to them:
Mr. Thomas said there were two elections held—
do as he intended, it he acted constitutionally, be"Resolved. That, in relation to the votes of Michigan,
one preceding the extra session, and one succeedcause, according to the constitution, the state of if the counting or omitting to count them shall not esing it. At the extra session the seats were given
New Jersey is entitled to but six members in seniially change the result of the election, they shall be
to these two gentlemen.
all, whereas, besides the member from that state reported by the president of the senate in the following
Mr. Hoffman said, probably the gentleman was already called, ten gentlemen claimed to be re- manner: Were the votes of Micliigan to be counted,
right.
This de- the result would be, for A B for president of the Unitcognised as her representatives here.
voles; if not counted for
B for the presiSeveral expressions fell from members in differ- claration of his was the sole cause why the chair ed Slates,
voles; but in either event
The chair- dent of the United States,
ent parts of the hall, which the reporter could not made any decision in the matter.
A B is elected president of the United States: and in
hear distinctly.
man had no thought of usurping any power what- the same manner for vice president.''
When Mr. H. proceeded.
ever; for he was aware, at the time, of what has
This resolution was concurred in by the house of
The argument is strong enough without stating since followed, viz: that an appeal would be taken
»ny thing that is incorrect.
recollection is, from his decision. It was merely the expression of representatives, and the return was accordingly made
that Messrs. Claiborne and Gholson presented them- his opinion, which it was for the meeting to con- in this form:
"The president of the senate then, in pursuance of
selves at the bar by virtue of a special election
firm or to reverse, at their pleasure. As to the charthe senate and house of rethat, after that, a new election was held, and that, ges of usurpation, of "monstrous usurpation," the resolution adopted by
presentatives, announced jhe state of the votes to the
at the second election, treating the first one as void, which have been so loudly sounded within this hall,
two houses of congress in joint meeting assembled,
Messrs. Prentiss and Word were elected. When so far as they are personal to the chairman, he will
follows:
declared
the
as
and
same
the latter gentlemen presented themselves here to only reply that, if the gentlemen who have made
"It therefore appears that, 'were the votes of Michiclaim their seats, Messrs. Claiborne and Gholson Ihem have thought by them to intimidate him in the gan to be counted, the result would be, for Martin Van
contended that their election for the extra term was discharge of his duty as he understands it, they Buren, of New York, for president of the United Staie.s,
good for the whole term. The question came be- are mistaken. And now as to the exceptions taken no votes; if not counted, for Martin Van Buren. of N.
lore the house. The house determined that Messrs. to that decision itself: the chair believes that there York, for president of (he United States. 167; but, in
Claiborne and Gholson were not elected, and finally exists much more of heat than of diversity of opi- either event, Martin Van Buren, of New York, is electsent them home for reelection. I believe that to nion on the principal matter at issue in this meet- ed president of the United States.' And I do therefore
be the fact. The house determined that they were ing. The decision can have no effect upon the declare that Martin Van Buren, of New York, having
a majority of the whole number of the electoral votes,
not the chosen representatives of the people, and main question between the parties, which of the
is duly elected president of the United States.for four
sent them home.
But, be that as it may, does not two sets of claimants from New Jersey shall vote
years, commencing with the fourth day of March, one
the whole argument of the gentleman from Mary- in the election of a S[ieaker. The chairman under- thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven."
land (Mr. F.'Tkomas) go upon the ground that the starids himself to have been placed here for the sole
And so it was done upon the electoral vote for
certificate of tile governor showed that they were purpose of organizing the house. The moment that
vice president, although in regard to him the result
the chosen representatives of the people of Missis- object shall have been effected, his power will cease.
was, that, whether with or without the vote of Mithrough,
called
been
have
sippi, and that they had a right to ask the boldest As soon as the roll shall
chigan, there was no choice, and the election was
of their opponents, what right have you, holding and the house constituted, the chairman will call
completed by the senate.
a certificate no greater than mine, to dispute ray upon them to elect a speaker, as required by the
51st
Now it seems to me that this proceeding furnishthe
seat?
Are you a member? So am I. Have you a constitution of the United States, and by
certificate?
So have I. Is yours a sovereign and rule of the house that election must be made by the es a principle on which the whole difficulty under
an independent state? So is mine. Hasyourstate nominal calls, answered viva voce: and then, if it which we have been laboring may easily be solved.
spoken through the channels which she herself has shall appear that any gentleman have voted to whom Let the members from New Jersey, possessed of
pointed out? So has mine. And what right have there is objection, the house of representatives can the regular credentials from the governor of the
you to send me home, who come here under the decide on that question. As to the pretensions of the state, be called over in the roll at the election of a
speaker. If they answer, let the report to the house
authority of a state of equal sovereignty
a state as gentleman producing regular commissions accord
Id state what would be the result should their votes be
independent, as proud, and as gallant as your own? ing to the laws of New Jersey, the chair wonh
This, sir, is the argument of the gentleman from again state his conviction that there is here upon counted, and what if they are not counted. If the
Maryland; and whatever may have been the sub- this subject far more of heat than diversity of opi- result iti either case is the same, the case will be
sequent termination of the matter, it cannot take nion. The chair would, above all things, if in his like that of the vote of Michigan. The question
away one iota from the power and the conclusive- power, allay that heat, and endeavor to bring the will be disposed of without violation of any right.
As to the question If the members when called do not vote, the quesness with which it was then urged. But does not members to a cool decision.
the gentleman from Virginia see that this question which party of claimants shall be permitted to vote tion will also be disposed of. and the right of no one
If they vote, and their votes should turn
is to be never-ending: that witnesses are to be ex- as representatives from New Jersey; it would be violated.
amined: that months and months may be consumed, time enough to settle that question when it arises. the scale of the election, let the question, whether
if we depart from establishing precedents for a mo- Upon the question taken this morning, one of the their votes shall or shall not be counted, be finally
ment, and refuse to stand by the certificate? That tellers asked the same question as the gentleman decided by the house. The right of the members
must be our rule of conduct, and by that alone we from Virginia had asked yesterday: whom of the who have brought with them the regularcredential
must abide.
claimants of the seats from New Jersey he should from the governor is at this time the right of the
This case I liken to the case of the judgment of count? but he did not, likethatgentleman, add that, people of New Jersey: if they are arbitrarily denied
a state court, as conclusive and binding until that unless otherwise instructed, he would count every the right of voting, the people of the state must be
udgment be reversed or repealed by a court hav- per.sonwho should present himself. The gentleman deprived of their representation on this floor. This
ng appellate jurisdiction. Every act under that this day, therefore, was told that, if in the count is what I wish, above all things, to avoid the supudgment, until it is reversetl, is binding. Execu- any person whose seat was contested should pre- pression of the representation of New Jersey in this
Now, as to the question whether that peoion issued to a sheriff must be served— and exe- sent himself, the tellers should report that fact to house.
shall be represented by the one set of claimants
cuted at hi« peril.
Is there an appellate court the meeting, which would then decide whether he ple
here? There is.
That appellate court is the con- should be counted or not. No such person did ap or by the other set, I believe, as I said, there is not
With regard to my own,
gress of the United States; and, when we are or- pear. The question was not practically made, nor much diversity of opinion.
last session of conganized when the chief justice has taken his seat was there any objection on either side to the count- the resolution 1 proposed at the
gress is my voucher. It was my opinion then, as it
case is called and the testimony and ing of any person who passed betweeo the tellers.
tellers,

—

—
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my opinion now, that a permanent speaker ought
not to be elected until the question shall have been
settled.
I offered it in order to avoid just what has
happened now. I foresaw that so nearly equal
would be the division of parties in this house, that
this question would arise, and that it would be productive of heat and of great delay. It was my opinion; I expressed it then, but the house did not see
fit to consider my resolution; the case was not provided for, and we must act upon the law as it now
stands; but the house, when it is regularly constituted, may provide for it by appointing a committee
to examine into the facts and to repoi-t upon them,
and decide upon the report even before the appointment, if they think proper, of a permanent speaker.
As to the immediate difficulty, I have already re-
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two o'clock, the previous question
Khett's motion, that Mr. Wise's (originalresolution, offered several days

half past

upon Mr.
ly

14,

—

Mr. Graves')

New

since, directing that the
Jersey members having the governor's certificate, should be allowed their
seats, be laid upon the table, was sustained, and on

taking the main question, there appeared for laying
it on the table 115, against it 114, but the chairman
voting in the negative, made an equal division and
the motion was therefore lost.
Mr. SmiiA, of Maine, asked if Mr. Naylor bad
voted.

Mr. Naylor said that he had. "I demand" said
he, "of any member here a right to challenge
vote.
I challenge the right of the gentleman from

my

ing seats in the convention, and that if it was the
pleasure of the convention; he would proceed to
read the credentials of each as they were presented.
Mr. Roberts, of Pa. then moved that a committee
be ajipointed, composed of delegates from other
states than Pennsylvania, to examine into the
claims of the several genllemeu whose seats were
"n dispute.
Mr. fVilliams moved to amend by referring the
subject to a committee to be chosen from the delegation of Pennsylvania.
On motion of Mr. Williams, after some little discussion, the subject was postponed for the present.
The clerk then proceeded to read the documents
presented by Mr. Cohoon, from Adams county

Maine to deny my right."
when.
marked, that when the vote of the meeting was taMr. Smith said, I shall not answer the member
The hon. Mr. Sprague of Mass. moved to postken by tellers this morning, no question did appear, from Pennsylvania, but turn him over to Mr. Inger- pone the reading of the documents for the present
there is no practical question before the
meeting, and it is in my judgment premature to
look forward in search of one.
With regard to the right of members voting upon
the question of their own admission, there is one
precedent, although it did not occur under the present constitution.
If gentlemen will consult the
4th volume of the journal of the old congress, a case
there occurred respecting the right to sit of certain
members from the state of Rhode Island. The term
for which they were elected had expired, and the
question was, whether they should be permitted,
under the circumstances, to vote upon the questions
before congress. If any gentleman wishes to look
into the case, he will find as many as six different
forms of the question whether those Rhode Island
members should be permitted to vote; and every
time the question was put they did vote, until the
question was finally given up.
The chair having now distinctly staled the
grounds on which the decision of yesterday was
made, will only add, in conclusion, the repetition of
bis earnest hope that gentlemen will preserve the
utmost coolness in thinking and speaking on this
exciting subject, and will endeavor to make up a
clear aud deliberate judgment upon the questions
which shall arise in this debate.
Mr. Graves, after further urging his amendment
with much earnestness, at the solicitation of some of
his friends, consented to withdraw it.
The residue of the day appears to have been spent
in discussing and deciding various motions for
amending the journal of pioceedings in disputing
for precedence to the floor
whether the gentlemen
claiming seats trom New Jersey were entitled to address the house
and finally, whether certain docu-

in fact;

—

—

—

ments in relation to the New Jerse}' elections, which
Mr. Duncan, who had the floor, called for the reading of, consisting of the certificate of the secretary
of state of New Jersey, list of the polls at Millville
and South Aniboy, &,c. Sec. should be read; During
this discussion vaiious points of order arose, and
during the debate on one o) them, the house, on motion, adjourned.
Monday, Dec. 9.
The discussion and settlement
of those points of order, and the reading of the documents above referred to, occupied most of the
day. Mr. Duncan, without concluding his speech,

moved to adjourn, which was carried.
Tuesday, Dec. 10. Mr. Duncan not appearing at
the hour of meeting, the previous question was called and sustained, ayes 110, nays 72; and the question whether the main question should now be put,
was determined, ayes 110, noes 48. At this stage
Mr. Duncan, appeared in the house and asked leave
to conclude his speech, but as no motion was debatable during a division, his request was out of order.
The question being stated: "whether the decision
of the chair (of Saturday) should stand as the judgment of the house?" was decided in the negative,
ayes 108, nays 114.
As this decided that the members from New Jersey who had the governor's certificates should not
vote upon the pending question, it created great
confusion in the house. So soon as something like
order was restored
Mr. Wise rose and observed that as it was now decided that the gentlemen from N. Jersey who held the
governor's certificate th )uld not vote, he moved that
the other claimants from that state, who had the certificate of the secretary of state, be allowed to vote.
Mr. JUell moved to lay this motion on the table.
Mr. Wise enquired if his motion was in order?
Mr. .4d<imj (the chairman) decided that it was;

of Pa. who has as good a right to vote as he has.
"I challenge the right of the member from Maine
then," said one of the members.
"And I," responded several voices. [Great confusion all the time.]
Mr. Smith said something
which excited a laugh.
Mr. Naylor said he had the governor's certificate
of election and the people's, and no man had a right
to question his right to vote.
Additional confusion
followed, and the house terminated it with a motion
to adjourn.
Ayes 116, noes 113.
The New Jersey members voting three of the
claimants, and three of the certified members.

soll
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and until the permanent organization of the convention; which was agreed to.
The clerk then proceeded to read the names of
the other members from Pennsylvania, claiming
seats, viz:

Messrs. Badger, Gray, Ridge, Leech, Dickey,
Clark, Clapp, Kingsbury, Henderson and Chambers.
Delaware Messrs. Stockton, Rodney, Mansfield, Farris, Causey, Spronse, Wainwright, Wep-

—

Hazzaid and Baker.
Maryland Messrs. J. L. Carr, Goldsborough,
Bowie, Price, R. J. Bowie, Howard, Dr. Alexander, Moore, Reverdy Johnson and Page.
Virginia— Messrs. B. W. Leigh, J. Barbour, Mallory, Pegram, Archer, E. Chambers, Paine, V.
Witcher, W. Martin, John Tvler, Garnett, Newton,
J. B. Hurry, J. A. Cole, J. Green, J. Jenny, H.
Berry, A. Waterman, Baldviin, P. C. Johnson, G.
W. Somers, Camden and J. Edgington.
North Carolina— Messrs. J. Owen, J. Mobar,, C.
R. Kenny, Cherrv, J. R. Loyd, F. J. Hill, W. H.
Battle, Kelly, Miller, Roane, Burnes, Davidson, T.
A. Allison and Arthur.
Kentucky Messrs. gov. Metcalfe, Comes, Tea,
Shelby, Preston, D. Banks, Price, C. McClay, T.
ples,

—

«

Frotn the Harrisburg Chronicle extra.
Wednesday, Dec. 4, 1839.— This day at 1 2 o'clock
the national convention assembled in the Lutheran
church at this place, agreeably to the arrangements
which had previously been made for their accommodation in that newly erected edifice, by the state
committee appointed to make the necessary prepations for the meeting of the convention.
On motion of Mr. rrt7/iamson, of Pa. the convention was temporarily organized by the appointment
of Mr. iJa/fs, of Mass. chairman pro tern.
A.Andrew.
On motion of the hon.Mr. Sprague, o{ Mass. the
Ohio Messrs. J. Sloane, J. Burnett, Pendleton,
chair appointed the hon. Charles B. Penrose, of J. Johnson, W. A. Rogers, W. L. Murphy, A. ToPenn. secretary. And on motion o[ Mr. Williamson, land, Creigb, Belknap, E. Cutler, Cowen, C. C.
of Penn. col. Swift, of Philadelphia, was appointed Sherman, S. Prentice, Bronson, Green, Lacy, Bentassistant clerk for the present.
ley and Sloan.
Mr. Watlcins Leigh, of Va. then moved that the
Indiana Messrs. D. McGuire, Mendenhall, A.
secretary proceed to call over the names of the de
Clarke, Perry, Huntington, (four absent).
legates by states, in the order pursued by congress
Louisiana Messrs. G D. White, Rice Garland,
on similar occasions, which was agreed to; and the Porter, Chien, Burrow, Tutors, Dupray, Duer, Masecretary being furnished with a list from each state son, Graham and J. S. Armer.
by the delegates thereof, proceeded to call over the
[None of these were in attendance, except Mr.
names, and examine the credentials of the delegales Graham, who remarked that it was due to his colfrom the several states, beginning at Maine, which leagues and particularly to the state of Louisiana,
resulted as follows:
for him to say that it was not owing to any hikeMaine Messrs. Lyman, Neal, Hyde, Vose, Pen- warmness on the part of the citizens of that state,
dleton, Bradley and Allen.
that he was found alone in the convention; but that
New Hampshire Messrs. J. Wilson, Geo. W, it was owing to the necessity which existed for the
Nesmith, J. Silly, Godfrey Stevens and Joel East- gentlemen who composed the balance of the dele-,
man.
gation, to be on their farms at this season of the
Vermont Messrs. Henry, Holly, Penny, Briggs year to attend to their crops of cotton and sugar
and Fay.
which were now on hand].
Massachusetts— MISSIS. S. J. Bates, Parker, Bru
Messrs. Miller, Jennings, Gillespie,
Mississippi
nell, Felix, .Sprague, B. Hugh, Duncan, Hoar, Hud
Nie, Delancy, Corbon, Mitchel, Pue, Chaplin, King*
son, Lee, Shaw, Ashman, Lovering, Howard, ColTappan and Perkins.
ley and N. M. Davis.
Missouri Messrs. Russel, Hunter and Wright.
Rhode Island— Messrs. King, Simons and AnMessrs. Warren, Newberry, Ralph,
Illinois
thony.
Whipple and Baker.
Connecticut
Messrs. Davis, Bordraan, Peters,
Alabama Messrs. Hopkins, Gale, Jackson, HillGladden, Phelps, Hawley, Bacon and Jackson.
yard, W. H. Fleming, Murphy and V>". H. Smiths
Niw York Messrs. Van Rensalear, Star, NichoMichigan Messrs. Bates, Drake and Bacon.
las, Silliman, Selden, Witmore, Smith, Hammond,
The states having been gone through with,
Hamilton, Briggs, Knickerbocker, Blair, Ross, GilMr. Sprague, of Massachusetts, moved that a
bert, Vorhecs, Petre, McCord, Brady, Russell,
committee of one from each state be appointed to
Whitney, White, Dunn, Spencer, Granger, Ledreport a list of officers for the convention. Agreed to.
yard. Wood, Sacket, Taylor, Dox, Lacy, Tracy,
The chair then appointed the following gentleTucker, Allen, Chattertonand Ayrault.
New Jersey Messrs. A. C. Whitehead, D. S. men said committee.
P. Sprague, Massachusetts; E. H. Allen, Maine;
Gregory, E. Marsh, Jno.D.Hager, Thos. A. HartJames VVTlson, New Hampshire; W. Henry, Verwell, Craig, Moffit, R. E. Horner.
Pennsylvania Messrs. J. A. Shulze, Lawrence, mont; G. A. King, Rhode Island; C. Davis, ConQuinton, Fraley, Swift, Darlington, Reigart, Ro- necticut; C. Starr, New York; A. Whitehead, New
berts, H. H. Henry, Micher, Audenrigh, Darling, Jersey; W. D. Wapples, Delaware; J. A. Shulze,
Fisher, Morris, Calhoun, Penrose, Williamson, Co- Pennsylvania; R. Johnson, Maryland; B. W. Leigh,
boon, Merril, Clarke, Barclay, Marshal, Stewel, Virginia; John Owen, North Carolina; N. G. Pendleton, Ohio; D.Masnire, Indiana; W.K.Warren,
Biddle, Patterson, King, Henry, Gray and Reed.
[In Ihe above, the name of Mr. McDowell is sub- Illinois; J. C. Bates, Michijan; T. C. Tupper.
Mississippi; W. H. Russel, Missouri; L. Combs,
stituted for Mr. Henry
Mr. Leech for M. King
Kentucky; G. M. Graham, Louisiana; H. W. HilU
and Mr. Dickey for Mr. Henry.]
The clerk then announced that two setts o) dele- yard, Alabama.
grates appeared from some of the districts (from
Mr. Johnson, of Ohio, said he was anxious to ofAdams,* Lancaster! and Bradford} counlles) claim- fer a resolution to the convention, which, if it were
in order, he would then piesent lor their considrra"
'Messrs. James Cohoon and Geo. Chambers boih tion.

—

—

—

lH

—

—

—

—

—

——

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

and observed "t/iut the slate of New Jersei/ cannot be
deprived of her represenlaiion in this house, and shall
not be so at long as I have a seat as chairman of the
meeting." The question to be decided was which
set of members was allowed to vote— the members
clninied seats from the I2(h district.
must now decide that.
Resolved, That the convention be opened every
Reijrart and Henderson claimed the some
A scene of confusion followed, which it would be seattMessrs.
morning with prayer to Almighty God for his ble«.
for the "Ith district.
difficult to record even if we had room, which we
(Messrs. Clark and Overton both claim scats from sing, and that the clergy of Harrisburg be le^uest^
have not.
ed to attend for that purpose.
the 17ih district.

,
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The chair pronounced the resolution out of order,
as the convention was not yet organized; and it was
accordingly postponed for the present.

A

motion having been made to adjourn and meet
again in the afternoon at 3 o'cloclf, and not agreed
^

to-

Gov. Barbour, of Virginia, made the motion that
the cojivention adjourns will adjourn to meet
at 11 o'clock, which he afterwards modified at the suggestion of another gentleman, to meet

when

to-morrow

at 10 o'clock.
Gov. B. said he was anxious to give the members
of the convention an opportunity of communicating
together, as he was convinced from the litlle experience he had had that evil consequences were very
apt to succeed hasty action propositions were

—

sometimes made by persons who if they had had
to reflect before they offered them, would have
acted differently; but having committed tht-mselves
once, they were very loathe to retract. He hoped
the convention would do nothing precipitately.
Mr. Roberts, of Pennsylvania, remarked that his
only object in moving an altt^rnoon session was to
give distant members an opportunity of returning
time

home as soon as possible. He had no objections,
however, to the views of the honorable gentleman
from Virginia.
The motion was agreed to, and the convention
adjourned at half-past 1 o'clock to meet tomorrow
morning at 10 o'clock.
Thursday, December 5, 1S39. The convention
met at 10 o'clock this morning agreeably to adjoHrnment, and at the request of the chairman,
(Mr. Bates of Massachusetts), was opened with
prayer by the rev. Mr. Sprecher.
As soon as the clerk had read the journal of yesterday, Messrs. Phelps and Falconer, of Ohio, appeared and took their seats, also A. N. Orth, of
New York, Masley and Dickerson, of Virginia, A.
Miller, of Mississippi, and J. C. Washlon, of North
Carolina.

Mr. Dickey then announced to the convention,
the disputes in the Pennsylvania delegation
with regard to the contested seats, had been compromised and that the delegation w'as now full.
Mr. Sprugue, of Massachusetts, from the committee appointed yesterday to prepare a list of officers for the permanent organization of the conventtiat

tion, reported the following:

BARBOUR,

Presi</cti(— Governor J.
of Virginia.
Vice-presidents
Gov. J. S. Peters, of Connecticut; gov. /. j1. Shulze, of Pennsylvania; gov. D.

—

Hazard, of Delaware; gov. George Howard, of Maryland; gov. /. Tyler, of Virginia; gov. Owen, of
North Carolina; gov. Metcalfe, of Kentucky; hon.
J. R. Livingston, of New York; hon. J. Burnell, of
Ohio; hon. J. C. Bates, of Massachusetts; hon.

New Hampshire; hon. E. M.
Huntington, of Indiana; E. Marsh, of New Jersey.
Secretaries
Hon. C. B. Penrose, of Pennsylvania; Geo. W. Randolph, of Illinois; Mr. Lyman, of
Maine; Mr. Pf/ine, of Vermont.
The committee also recommended to the convention that the first named secretary be authorised to
appoint a doorkeeper and an aesistant doorkeeper.
The report was unanimously adopted.
The hon. Messrs. Livingston, of New York, and
Watkins Leigh, of Virginia, were deputed by the
chairman to conduct the president elect of the convention to the chair.
On taking his seat, governor Barbour, gave utterance to his feelings, in return for the honor conferred upon him, in a strain of eloquence and patriotism, that called forth from the members of the
convention and the numerous spectators in the gallery, repeated, loud and spontaneous bursts of applause.
He said he looked upon this mark of favor
as an honor conferred upon the "old dominion,"
which he represented. He referred to the alarm
which existed throughout the country amongst the
people, on account of the maladministration of our
government, and impressed in a beautiful and lively
manner upon the members of the convention, the
importance of the occasion which had brought them
together.
When he looked around and saw so
many grey heads, and those who might well be
called the "Conscript Fathers," leaving the quiet of
their own fire sides, at this inclement season of the
year, and encountering many ditficulties on their
way hither, he could not have the smallest doubt
pf the high sense of patriotism and duty to their
country which had induced them to make so many
sacrifices, and it was a powerful testimony of the
importance of the crisis which had brought them
hither.
He referred to the abuses of our national
government, and portrayed the character of him
who now rules over us with a powerful effect. He
impressed upon the consideration of the convention,
the importance of harmony, and of burying any
thing like personal preferences where they might
tend to injure the great object for which they were
James Wilson, of

—
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They had not come here to whine afMr. Selden, of New York, said if he understood
flesh pots of Egypt, but for a higher and the propositions of the two gentlemen who had pronobler object— to give perpetuity to the republican posed an order of proceeding for the convention,
institutions of the country!
He had not come here neither of them made any provision for the states
with any personal prejudices; but to deliberate for which were not represented here at all. He would
He was consider it an act of absolute injustice for those who
the good of the nation and of posterity.
not devoted to names
and let the names of the had a great distance to come, in consequence of
candidates chosen, be composed of whatever com- which they were denied the privilege of being prebination of the letters of the alphabet they might sent at the convention, that they should be denied
convince him that, that combination would ef- having any voice whatever upon this floor, and if
fect the great object in view, and he would sing they desired harmony of action this must be attended to.
Hozanna to it, with all his heart.
He was also opposed to referring back the
As soon aslJie other officers of the convention had vote of any state to the delegation again without
first submitting it to the convention.
taken their seats
Mr. Graham, of Louisiana, asked leave to read
Mr. Russel, of Missouri, opposed the motion of
an open letter, which was written by a member of Mr. Sprague, because, he said, it did not embrace
the whig central committee of Arkansas, to the the whole ground.
He contended also I'or the ri-'ht
honoiable Alexander Porter, of Louisiana, directed of his colleagues to a vote, as they were only preto him at this place, and authorising him to vote vented by Providential difficulties from being prefor the Arkansas delegation.
The letter had been sent here.
opened in mistake by the honorable J. M. Porter
Mr, Penrose spoke at some lenglh in favor of the
of ttds place and then was given to Mr, Graham, proposition submitted by Mr. Sprague, and also in
he being the only delegate in attendance from favor of settling some system whereby each slate
should have its full representation in the convenLouisiana.
The reading of the letter was at first objected to, tion. For, said Mr. P. upon the setllement of this
but was afterwards agreed to. The purport was, question depends the harmonious action of at least
that the delegation could not attend, and they some slates; and he proposed that the electoral vote
wished the person to "whom it was addressed, to of each state be thrown in committees.
He congive the first ballot for them in favor of Mr. Clay cluded by offering the following amendment to the
for president, and Mr. Tyler, of Virginia, for vice- resolution of the gentleman from Massachusetts, to
come in at the end:
president.
It was laid upon the table.
That the vote of a majority of each delegation
On motion of Mr. Chambers, of Pennsylvania,
the rules adopted by congress for their government, shall be reported as the vote of that state; and
were adopted for that of the convention, so far as each state represented here, shall vote its full electorial vote by such delegation in the committee.
they are applicable.
Mr. Reverdy Johnson of Maryland, moved to lay
The resolution offered yesterday by Mr. Johnson,
of Ohio, relative to the opening of the convention the whole matter on the table.
Not agreed to.
Mr. Leigh asked leave to withdraw his proposiwith prayer, was taken up and adopted.
Mr. S/jrag^uc, of Massachusetts, said the delega. tion, which was granted,
Mr, Selden, of New York, spoke in favor ofthe
tion from his state had authorised him to present an
order of business for the consideration of the con- motion to proceed to the nominations in convenvention, in bringing candidates before them for no- tion. He thought it was injustice to hush the mimination, which with the permission of the conven- nority of so large a state as New York, and the
only way to arrive at the true state of the case was
tion he would read.
The substance of this proposition was, that the by a per capile vote,
of Maryland, was opposed to both
Mr.
delegates from each state should assemble in committee and appoint each a committee not to consist propositions, and offered a resolution that the conof more than
members, and that the delegates vention proceed to the nomination of candidates
in each state should ballot for president and vice lor president and vice president of the U, States topresident, and communicate the result to the com- morrow at 12 o'clock with closed doors, and that
mittees appointed by the delegation of the other each delegate give his vote as he may think best.
states, and in this way should continue to ballot He spoke at some length in favor of (his motion,
until a majority of the stales should have balloted in arguing that it was the most simple in its character
favor of some one particular candidate, and then the and of known usage, whilst the others were rather
committee to report to the convention for their fur- novel and complicated in their character.
The resolution was negatived.
ther action.
Some discussion ensued on a question of order
Mr. Sprngue supported this motion with much
ability.
He thought the proper place to settle sec- raised by Mr. Penrose, when he was permitted to
tional differences of opinion was to do it among pursue his argument in favor of his amendment.
The debate was kept up with spirit to a late
themselves, that each stale might present an undihour, in which Messrs. Shaw, of Massachusetts,
vided front.
Mr. B. IVatkins Leigh, of Virginia, said he con- Fay, of New Jersey, Hajnmond of New York,
concurred with the general objects contemplated by Hoar, of Massachusetts, Burlow, of Massachusetts,
the proposition of the gentlemen from Massachu- Merril, of Pennsylvania, Johnson of Maryland,
the collection of information, by ascertaining Taylor, of New York, and others, participated.
setts
The queslion was then taken on the amendment
the sense of the convention by an informal balloi;
but he diiJered with him in the manner of obtain- offered by Mr, Penrose, and it was adopted.
After some amendments had been suggested by
ing it.
He proposed to amend the motion of the gentle- Mr, Leigh to the resolution of Mr, Sprague, which
man Irom Massachusetts, by striking all out after were agreed to, the whole resolution as amended by
the word "resolved" and inserting a resolution, the the motion of Mr. Penrose, was adopted by the conobject of which was to request the delegates of the vention in the following words:
Ordered, That the delegates from each state be
several states to meet in separate committees and
ballot as above, and then to communicate the re- requested to assemble as a delegation, and appoint
sult of each ballot to the convention instead of to a committee not exceeding three in number, to rethe committees appointed by the other states; and ceive the views and opinions of such delegation,
further, that the vole of the absentees from the and communicate the same to the assembled comsever,il states should be given by a majority of the mittees of all the delegations, to be by them redelegates of their respective states who were in at- spectively reported to "their principals; and that
tendance. The committees appointed by the dele- thereupon the delegates from each state, be requestgation of each state to report in a conventional ed to assemble as a delegation, and ballot for cancommittee of all of them, and these then report to didates for the offices of president and vice president, and having done so, to commit the ballot dethe convention after each ballot.
Mr. Leigh supported this motion with great abili- signating the votes of each candidate, and by whom
He contended that the conven- given, to its committee; and thereupon all the comty and ingenuity.
tion would have nothing to do. under the order pro- mittees shall assemble and compare the several balposed by the gentlemen from Massachusetts, as tlie lo't, and report the result ofthe same to their several delegations, together with such facts as may
ballotings would all be done in committees.
Mr. Sprague explained his proposition to be en- bear upon the nomination, and said delegation
tirely preliminary, and to have two objects in view. shall forthwith re-assemble and ballot again forcanthe collection and the dissemination of the didates for the above oilices, and again commit the
First
views of the different members of the convention; result to theaboveeouuniltees,and'if it shallappear
and secondly the reconciling any difficulties that that a majority of the ballots are for any one man
might exist between the delegates of a particular foi candidate for president, said comroiltee shall
His proposition did not report the result to the convention for its considestate, amongst themselves.
embrace the per capile vote, but was intended to ration; but if there shall be no such majority, then
communicate the voice of the majoiity of the dele- the delegations shall repeat the balloting until such
a majority shall be obtained, and then report the
gates from each state to the convention.
Quite an interesting argument tnsued between same to Ihe convention for its consideration.
That the vote of a majority of each delegation
the movers of these two propositions and amongst
shall be reported as the vote of that slate; and each
other gentlemen of the coRrentioti,

assembled.
ter the

—

—

,

—

—

—

'

—
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represented here sliali vote ils lull electoral
vote by such delegation in the couiinittee.
The convention then adjourned to meet to-morrow at 10 o'clock A. M.
Convention met purFriday, December 6, 1839.
suant to adjournment at 10 o'clock, and the journals
of yesterday were read.
Andrew G. Runnels was announced by his colleaf^tie as having arrived I'rom the state of Michii<an,
a substitute for one of the delegates from Ihat stale,
state

who was

not present.

A letter from the committee of the church in
which the convention sits, was laid before the convention and read.
The letter respecllully stated to

14,
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evening, which was agreed to, and the convention
adjourned
Slime day, 7 o'clock, P. M. The convention met
agreeably to adjournment, and the result was the
sanie as at Ihe last meeting.
The committee from the state delegations not being ready to report under the order adopted for their
proceeding.
Oil motion of Mr. Williamson, of Pennsylvania,
the convention took a recess till nine o'clock.
Same day, 9 o'clock, P. M. The convention met
again, and Mr. R. Johnson, of Maryland, st.ited that
he thought there was no probability of the committee agreeing upon a report to make to the convention, and therelore he moved that the committee be
discharged from the further consiiieialion of the subject, and that Ihe convention take the subject into
tlieir own hands.
Mr. Harvey, of Virginia, moved to lay Ihe resolu-

the members of the convention that the coni^reg ition were in debt and would be very willins to receive any contributions that might be made by the
delegates.
Mr. R. Johnson, of Maryland, announced the artion on the table, as the committee were in session
rival of one of his colleagues.
Mr. C. M. Clay, of Kentucky, made some re- in the basement story of the building, and could not
marks in favor of pernntling every state to be heard have an opportunity of voting on the resolution.
Mr. Johnson, of Maryland, said the committee
in the convention; the minority of every state, and
every individual delegate to be heard, and those could be sent for, as they were not far off, and was
present lo vote (or he absentees from their respec- ;;oiiig on to make some more remarks on the subtive slates; and concluded by offering a resolution to ject; when
Mr. Williamson, of Pennsylvania, reminded him
that elfect, which would have been a very manifest
departure from the order which had been adopted that the question to lay on the table was not debatable.
yesterday.
The question was then taken on the motion to
Mr. Davies, of Connecticut, made some very excellent remarks in opposition to the motion made lay on the table, and it was agreed to.
motion was then made to adjourn. Not agreed
by the gentleman I'rom Kentucky spoke in favor of
to.
tlie order which had been adopted, and of the neThe committee having in the meantime come into
cessity of adhering to it.
He explained the object
of the order adopted, as he understood it to be Ihe convention, and the ground of the motion to lay
merely a mode of collecting and disseminating in- on the table being thereby obviated.
Mr. Harvey, of Virginia, moved to take up the reformation amongst the ditferent delegations which
would be finally reported to the convention for their solution of iVlr. Johnson, which had just been laid
action, and was not considered in any way binding upon Ihe table.
One of the committee then, (whose name we
upon the final decision of this convention. He concluded by moving to lay the proposition of tlie gen- could not get) stated that in all probability the comtleman from Kentucky, (Mr. Clay), upon the table; mittee would be ready to report in half an hour; he
which was agreed to by the almost unanimous vo'.e hoped therefore that the motion to take up the resolution would not prevail.
of the convention.
I

—

A

Mr. Horner, of N. Jersey, ofTered the following:
Resolved, That the delegates from the several
states, be

requested to

make

a

list

of the delegates

from their respective states, together
with the names ol their nearest post offices, and
hand the same to thecleik this afternoon, lo be published with the proceedings of the convention.
in attendance

Agreed to.
Mr. SilUmat, of

The resolution was received with acclamations
from every meniber of the convention, and from the
vast crowd which had assembled in the galleries.
Several genilems-n rose, and in short, eloquent and
patriotic language exjiressed their cordial approbation of the resolution which had been offered by the
gentleman from Maryland, and expressed their determination with that gentleman to yield the sup(lort which they had felt bound to give for another
individual, on the first balloting, to that equally
cherished name which was proposed to be put in
nomination.

Mr. Preslnn. of Kentucky, rose for the purpose
of expressing his willingness to support the nomination of Harrison, and of ofi'ering a resolution that
the convention should prepare an address to the
people of the dirt'ereni states, for the purpose of securing their hearty coopperation in the nominations that have been made.
He claimed the right
of ottering this resolution out of courtesy to the
state which he represented.
The hopes of Kentucky had been blighted in the defeat ol the nomination of her favorite son.
He went info a eulogy
upon the character of Mr. Clay, and concluded by
remarking that

this

was no disappointment

to that

There is a letter, said Mr. P.
of the convention, which will illustrate that remark, and he hoped it might be read to
the convention.
The letter had been received some
days ago, but out of feelings of delicacy, lest it
might be supposed they wished to get up a sympathy in favor of that distinguished gentleman, the
letter had not been laid before the convention heieillustrious patriot.
in possession

tofore.

The letter was called for by acclamation; and
Mr. Combes, of Kentucky, rose and said the letter
was in his possesion, and he hoped he might be
permitted to read it. The letter was then read, as
follows:

4shland, Nov. 20, 1839Gentlemen: The public use which has been made
of ray name, in connexion with the office of president of the United Slates, furnishes the motive, as
I trust it will form the apology, for this note.
I adMr. Harvey then withdrew his molion.
dress it to you, because our common residence in
Some conversation then followed on a motion to the same state appears to me to render you the most
adjourn, and the convention finally took a recess of appropriate repository and organ of what I wish
an hour, to give the committee farther time to agree now to say.

upon

a report.

After the recess of an hour had elapsed, durin;
which lime the committees were in consultation.
Mr./. Owen, of North Carolina, from the com

The convention at Harri.'burg to designate candidates of the opposition to the present federal administration, for the oflices of president and vice president of the United Slates, has been recommeniled,
and the propriety of it has been generally concurred
in by all who agree as to the necessity of a change
in the general administration.
It appeared to me
to be the best, if not the only practicable method C>f
reconciling and uniting those who, coinciding in
the general principle, entertained ditferent views as
to the most suitable candidates for those high offices, and I have accordingly frequently expressed,
and now repeat the expression of my conviction of
the expediency of an entire and cordial acquiescence
in the recommemlations of the convention.
In the mean time, appeals, directly and indirectly have been made to me by a highly respectable
convention holden in Pennsylvania, and by private
individuals, to decline giving my consent to the use
of my name, upon the ground that a distinguished
citizen of the state of Ohio is the first choice of the
opposition in Pennsylvania, and in the opinion of
that convention would be more lil<ely to conciliate
general support than i should. I have been also
addressed by various respectable and intelligent citizens of New York, directly and indirectly recommending me to decline the contest in behalf of another eminent citizen, who has been distinguished
in both the military and civil service of the United

mitlee of three from each state, appointed under thi
reportetl that they had attended
them, and had instructed him
to report progress and ask leave to sit again.
He then made the following report:
The whole number of votes cast was 254. Necessarv to a choice 128
Of the votes cast— Gen.
SCOTT, of
New Jersey, received 16.
HEiNRY CLAY, of Kentucky, received 90.
HARRISON, of Ohio, reGen. VVM.
ceived 148.
Gen. \Vm. Henry Habkison, of Ohio, having
received a majority of all the votes polled for president, Ihe committee asked leave to sit again for the
purpose of balloting for a candidate for vice president.
Leave was granted, and the convention adjourned
to meet to-morrow morning at 10 o'clock.
Saturday, Dec. 7, As soon as the journal of yesterday had been read,
Mr. Bariks, of Kentucky, said, before the final
action of the convention was had upon the report of
the committee, made last night, he desired an opportunity to express his determination to support
cordially whoever might be the nominee of the con- States.
vention. He stated that the first choice of his conWhilst I have been thus urgently but respectfulHis conslitiients were
stituents was Henry Clay.
ly approached, numerous private citizens and pubuncompromising; but it was in their hostility to
lic meetings and conventions In various parts of the
setts.
Martin Van Biiren. They had left him uninstructThe convention Ihcn adjourned to meet this af- ed as to the man he should vote for, except on the United States (one of these conventions, indeed, in
Pennsylvania itself) have done me the honor to externoon at three o'clock.
fiisl ballot;
and that now, having come here, he
press their confidence in me, and to intimate their
Slime day, 3 o'clock, P. M. The convention met stood upon the broad platform of hostility, uncomwishes that 1 might be the candidate of the opposipursuant lo adjournment, and was opened with promising hostility, to Martin Van Buren, and for
tion for the office of chief magistrate.
prayer by the rev. William Barnes of the Methodist that reason he would support the nomination.
It is perfectly manliest that I cannot comply with
Mr. R. Johnson, of Maryland, said the first choice
JEpiscopal church of this place.
Mr. Fisher, from the committee of finance ap- of JMaryland was wt'll known, and that he had come all these conflicting opinions and wishes, nor, I appointed this morninij, informed the convention that here to support, and had supported, that choice, un- prehend, with any one of them, without disobliging
they had efliniated Ihe expenses of the conveiilioii. til it was found that (here was another name, under the others.

New

York, moved that when order of Thursday,

the convention adjourns it will adjourn to meet at
three o'clock this ai'ternoon; and it was agreed to.
Mr. Eirklnnd, of New York, took up the order of
proceeding which had been adopted; and after stating that the first part of the order had been complied
with, and that the committees were now comparing
the ballot of the several states, which when completed would be referred back to them. He said he
hoped whilst he was on the floor, he might be permitted to express his sincere desire that the same
unanimity which had so far pervaded the convention
might continue lo be manifested until they had
completed their undertaking.
He hoped there was
no delegate present who was any particular man's
man, but that they were all willing and anxious to
unite cordially in the support of whoever might be
the nominee of the convention; for his own part
such was his ileterminalion.
Mr. MfFarland, of New York, presented some
proceedings of a meeting in New York, which he
aaid he had been requested lo lay belore the convention.
On motion of Mr. Preslon, of Mis-onri, they
were laid upon the table.
On uiofion, a committee of finance was appointed, consisting of Messrs. J. A. Fisher, of Pennsylvania, King, of New York, and Lee, of Massachu-

to the duties assigned

WINFIELD

HENRY

Under these embarrassing circumstances, I have
into the ranks of
the oppressors of our country, with perhaps belter thoiisht it most advisable to leave to the convention
hope of success. He was willing to unfurl the ban- at Harrisbnig the free sph'Ction of candidates ai
ner of William Henry Harrison to Ihe breeze, per- being the assembly to which, by common consent,
suaded that, as Maryland had already triumphed that impor.ant duty has been referred. Representeach delegate.
It appearing by the announcement of a member of once with the name of Harrison, she would do it ing, as it probably will, all parts of the U. State»,
hringin!; together the feelings and views of all, and
one of the slate coininitt>-e9 that tio choice had again.
yet been made in the slate ballotiin;s
Mr. Johnson concluded by oflTeiing a resolution comparing and weiirhing the local information
Mr. Williams of Peimsylvania moved lh.it the thai this convention unanimously concur in the no- which it will derive from every porfion, it will be
inrluding fuel and printing of ten thousand copiesof
the proceetlings thi-reof, fif they tlioiiglit proper to
have that number printed) and Ihe sum neces.^aiy
to defray the same would amount to about ^2 to

which they could carry dismay

convention adjourn to inset again

mination of William Henry Harrison for president.

at

7 o'clock this

most competent

to

make

a

nomination acceptable

—
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That it
to the great majority of its constituents.
will be raithful to the high trust confided to its
judgment and patriotism, cannot be doubted; and
having a full view of the whole ground, it will be
more likely to make a selection agreeable to the
great body of the opposition than any separate convention could do, however enlightened and patriotic it may be.
If the Pennsylvania convention, to
I have just alluded, be right in supposing
that the distinguished citizen whom it prefers would
be more likely to be successful than any other, he
ought to be nominated, and undoubtedly, for that
reason, will be nominated by the Harrisburg convention, should it entertain the same opinion.
With a just and proper senseof the high honor of
being voluntarily called to the otfice of president of
the United States by a great, free and enlightened
people, and profoundly grateful to those of my fellow citizens who are desirous to see me placed in
that exalted and responsible station, I must, nevertheless, say, in entire truth and sincerity, that if
the deliberations of the convention shall lead them
to the choice of another as the candidate of the opposition, far from feeling any discontent, the nomination will have my best wishes and receive my
cordial support.

which

And, gentlemen, I hope that you, my friends and
neighbors, will excuse the liberty I take in expressing to you my anxious desire that, discarding all attachment or partiality to me, and guided solely by
the motive of rescuingour country from the dangers

which now encompass

it, you will heartily unite in
the selection of that citizen, although it should not
be me, who may appear to be most likely, by his
election, to bring about a salutary change in the
administration of the general government a change
without which we shall be mocked by the forms,
and stript of the substantial benefits of free institu-

—

tions.

From the tenor of this note, I scarcely need observe that you are at perfect liberty to make such
use of it as in your discretion may seem proper. I
am, with high respect, your friend,

HENRY CLAY.

To governor Thomas Metcalfe, gen. Leslie Combes,
and ike other delegates from Kentucky to the Harrisburg convention.

The letter was laid upon the table, and, by the
unanimous consent of the convention, ordered to
be entered upon the minutes of the convention.
The president of the convention, (gov. Barbour,
of Virginia), then rose and said he hoped he might
be permitted to make a few remarks upon the mothe convention.
He said
his first choice had been Henry Clay, and he had
voted for him throughout the whole of the balloting.
He went into ati eulogiiim upon the characterof
that illustrious individual that produced an enthusiastic feeling throughout the convention.
I have
known him long, said Mr. B. from his infancy, and
have been brought in eonSict with him in the
councils of the nation— in many situations of important and of confidential intercourse, yet throughout all this intercourse I have never known him to

mentous subject before

make a single remark that was not full of honor,
of patriotism, and love of country. It was not
necessary for him to attempt to add any thing to the
fame of such a man by eulogy or otherwise; he
would occupy one of the highest pages in his country's history.
There is nothing little about him,
laid Mr. B. he cannot be made the corrupt tool of
any party, and if he had been put in nomination we
should witness a new era in our political government.
He concluded by expressing his entire confidence
in the wisdom and patriotism of general William
Henry Harrison, and in assuring the convention of
his determination to use his best efforts to carry into
effect the object of the convention in his nomina-

full

tion.
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cient republics as to which was foremost in the
struggle for liberty; and, from the feelings manifested this day, he could proudly say that, if Massacliusetls was the cradle of liberty, the old dominion had
rocked it.
He then referred to the feelings of the
delegations from the empire state and from old Kentucky, and spoke in terms of the highest encomium upon their magnanimity in surrendering their
favorite sou at the shrine of their country's peace.
Mr. Burnett said he could not refrain from expressing his cordial assent to the high eiilogiums
that had been pronounced upon the character of
Mr. Clay, but he d.-sired, before he sat down to say
a word or two in relation to W. H. Harrison.
He
then weat into a brief relation of some of the prominent features in the history of general Harrison's
life, portraying the spirit of patriotism that had acMr. Owen, of N. Carolina, from the committee of tuated him, when a boy, to leave his studies, and
three from each state appointed to ballot in the make his way to the wilderness of the west, to asstate delegation for vice president, made the follow- sist his harrassed countrymen in fighting the enemies of his country; how he had taken his knapsack
ing report, viz:
That 231 votes had been cast for vice president, upon his back, and, in the dreary winter of '91, had
and that these were given unanimously for John marched at the head of his little band, and had not
Tyler, of Virginia. That the Virginia delegation left the field until he had buried the bones of the
He spoke of his gallant defence of Fort
had not ballotted for vice president, and their rea- slain.
sons would be appreciated when made known to Meigs against the insolent Proctor, who attacked
him in that little hut of mud with a force infinitely
the committee.
Mr. Leigh, of Virginia, then stated, that as it was greater than was in the possession of general Harunderstood that theVirginia delegation were unani- rison.
He related the answer which this gallant officer
mous in their sentiments in favor of Mr. Tyler, of
Virginia, delicacy on his part had induced him tore- returned to general Proctor when he demanded
quest that they would not ballot at all, as he was the surrenderor the fort on the ground of his superior force: "Tell general Proctor," said the fearless
himself one of that delegation.
Mr. Reverdy Johnson, of Maryland, then renewed Harrison, "that I know mj' strength and I know
the resolution which had been offered by him be- his; if he takes the fort he will take it in a way that
fore the report of the committee, and laid upon the will do him more honor than a thousand surrenHe spoke of his military services at Tiptable, declaring general Wm. Henry Harriso.v, ders."
of Ohio, nominated by the unanimous voice of the pecanoe; and then turned to his civil qualifications,
convention for president, and John Tyler, of Vir- which he represented as no less illustrious than his
military.
He was a scholar, a historian, and a
ginia, for vice president.
Mr. Swift, of Pennsylvania, then rose, and spoke statesman; and what was more an honest man. In
in favor of the resolution, declaring that, although proof of this, Mr. B. referred to the fact that genehe had come here with his first impressions in favor ral Harrison had been in stations where it would
of Henry Clay, yet he was willing to surrender have been perfectly easy to have made himself rich
them up for the purpose of harmony. He had know by using the money which came into his hands, but
Mr. Clay for thirty years, and had only to learn eve- on returning from public life, he had returned a
ry day that there was more and more in his charac- poor man. lilr. B. went on at some length to draw
But he was per- the portrait of this illustrious hero and statesman.
ter that was worthy of admiration.
suaded that Mr. Clay had had a fair opportunity for He said, if general Harrison went to Washington,
nomination, and that the proceedings of the conven- he went there without havirig any griefs to avenge
He or favors to bestow. He believed there was patriottion had been all that his friends could desire.
ism enough in the land to save it, and he hoped we
felt it to be his duty, in the language of a distinguished son of Virginia, to adopt the motto, "union would be able to transmit it to our children as we
The nomination should had received it from our fathers, and, in the lanfor the sake of the union."
guage of a distinguished son of Virginia, (Mr.
receive his cordial support.
Mr. S;jraguc congratulated the friends of oureoun- fVise), he would subscribe to the motto, "union for
"
try on the harmony which pervaded the convention. the sake of the union
Mr. /. R. Livingston, of
York, then rose
Our opponents (said Mr. S.) have said that the whig
party was composed of such discordant materials and the venerable appearance of this hoary headed
that they could never be harmonized; and upon this patriot, as he stood amidst the cheers of the audiJudging by themselves, ence, bowed down with years, was cilculated to fill
they built their hopes.
they had misjudged us. In their estimation of mea- every one with feelings of awe and veneration.
sures and intrigue, they were not easily beaten; but His feelings wore much excited, and, although
in their estimation of moral excellence and patriot- his body bears evident marks of the ravages of time,
He thanked heaven yet his mind is clear, and his expression very aniism, they were grately at fault.
With Mr. mated.
there was such a thing as patriotism.
Where am I? said he. In Harrisbug! What
Clay and his friends compromise had its true meanlove of country
a wish to
It did not mean you must concede all to me, brought me here?
ing.
but was based upon mutual concession, which was see the powers that be prostrated, because I believe
rendered highly necessary in order to harmonize them to he destructive of every principle of good
Mr. L. s,"iid he had been a democrat
the feelings of the majority of the people throughout government,
since '96, and he had never been out of the harness.
the union.
He believed there were scores of men amongst The majority must govern. This is the principle
faction and dissension were its baire;
the ranks of the whigs who were competent, to be ofdemocracy
at the head of this republic, as there were scores and as soon as men were suffered to usurp the place
amongst the ranks of the opposition who were fit of principle, it was destroyed.
He went on in a strain of eloquenband lucid ilfor the head of a faction.
Mr. CAam6cr5, of Pennsylvania, said he had come lustrations to portray the evils of our government,
here with a first choice different from that which and expressed his liearty Co-operation in the great
was about to be made by the convention; that he objects of the convention, and assured the convenhad come here prepared and instructed to surrender tion that he and, so far as he knew, the entire
those preferences, if found necessary. He was wil- whig strength of New York— would go entirely for
ling to yield them in favor of William H. Harrison, the nominee.
Gov, Metcalfe, of Kentucky, followed, and in a
whom he valued as a patriot, and who was distinguished as a soldier; and he would go into his sup- very eloquent address passed merited and high enport with all the energy that God and nature had comiums upon the characterof the son of Kentucky,
(Mr. Clay), whom he said he had come there to
given him.
Mr. Simmons, of Rhode Island, had no sacrifices support. But, (said gov. M.) I am persuaded that
to make; obedience, he said, was better than sacri- if Mr. Clay had been here himself, he would have
It had been his desire,
fice; and he heartily concurred in the sentiments done just as we have done.
expressed by the gentleman who had preceded him. and well he knew it, that no feelings of personal
Mr. R. H. Vose, of Maine, said he contemplated consideration should induce any to cast a vote for
the spectacle of patriotism exhibited in the conven- him if it was at all calculated to destroy that hartion as surpassing any thing of the kind he had ever mony which was necessary to secure certain sucwitnessed. He was persuaded that the light ema- cess.
Gov. M. went on in one of the most eloquent
nating from the counsels of this great convention
would pervade the whole union, and prevail. On strains we have ever listened to, to portray the chalistening to the patriotic remarks of the gentleman racter of the party in power, and to show the way
from Virginia, (Mr. Leigh), and the gentleman in which they effect their objects.

country of his services he remained a shield in the senate of the union to ward off
the attacks of tyrants upon the constitution of our
that of IVitliam
country. The name presented
H. Harrison was equally spotless with that of the
He
illustrious individual thai they had refused.
would give it his cordial support.
Messrs. Selden, of New York, and Roberts, of
Pennsylvania, in eloquent and patriotic language,
expressed their hearty co-operation in the nomin.v
tion of IVilliam Henry Harrison for president. Although that had not been heir first choice, they
had surrendered their preferences at the shrine of
their coutntry's good, believing that the success of
the whig party and the overthrow of the despotism
with which we are cursed depended upon the choice
they had made.

to deprive the

—

—

I

Mr. Leigh, of Virginia, rose amidst the cheers of
the convention. He said, if he had properly estimated the character of the distinguished son of
Kentucky, he would not he grieved at the result
of the nomination. He had secured a fame which
would last as long as the world would stand, and
that renown was more in his eyes than all the offices that could be given him.
That he would be
satisfied, he had the utmost assurance; Mr. Clay
had been his warm and intimate friend, and he
knew him well enough to know that such was his
character. Mr. L. concluded by expressing his determination to give his heart and hand to carry out
the wishes of the convencion.
Mr. King, ot New York, followed. He said his
But he had surfirst choice had not been made.
rendered up his preference with the belief that the
choice which was proposed to be made would concentrate the greatest strength and powers against
the corrupt rulers at Washington. In surrender- from Massachusettss, (Mr. S/iragve), he vvas reing Mr. Clay, he was not surrendering him so as minded of the controversy between these two an-

—

New

A

—

—

—

In conclusion, governor Metcalfe said, in leaving
lor Mr. Harrison, I am but

Mr, Clay and going

1
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stepping from the side of one great and glorious inMR. FOSTER'S LETTER.
tical design, I honor and applaud the policy which
dividual to take my stand by tlie side of anoth
A communication from Ephrain H. foster, a sena- speaks openly, and will (esUly my sincerity by an
a very easy transition. The hunters of Kentucky,
tor in the congress of the United States from the equal boldness.
he assured them, would be amongst the foremost in
state ot Tennessee, to the general assembly of
I am instructed, gentlemen, in your first resoluthe contest on the side of Harrison; and if they
that state, touching certain instructing resolutions lutioii, "to vote against the chartering
of a national
were defeated, Ihey would be Ibundin the last ditch.
l)assed on the 14th Nov. 1839.
bank," and the broad basis of the injunction neBut he was as confident of success as he was that
Gentlemen: My determinations in regard to cessarily includes a national bank in every form and
the people were fit for self-government.
the future occupation of the seat I have now the under any modification.
I cannot obey this requiMr. Bordman, of Kentucky, followed in a similar honor lo hold in the senate of the United States sition without doing violence to my own best judgstrain.
have long since been made public, and cannot have ment and disregarding all the lessons of past expefVilson,
of
New
Mr.
Hampshire, then took the escaped the notice of those on whose accordant rience, and I cherfully embrace the occasion to
^.
r
floor and enchained the meeting for about hall an opinions ] was all along
resolved it should depend, subniit some of the reasons which influence my
hour. He said he was Irom the rock-bound slate Under ordinary
nary circumstances, I should have free- opinions to Ihe candid consideration of an impartial
of New Hampshire, which in time past was a
ly taken common rumor as the evidence of a colli
public.
publican state, but in these latter days had been sion in these opinions;
but the weight and magni[In order to make room for the residueof this ingiven over to loco focoism.
tude ol the principles involved in Ihe bitter con- teresting letter, we omit, as
being already famiHe hoped, notwithstanding the dark cloud which flicts of the day, the doubtful verdict of the people liar
to our readers generally, the detail of the arguhung over her, that the day of her redemption was on a late occasion, and the simultaneous remonment in favor of a national bank.]
at hand, and he thought the nominalions of this strances of many
whishes I could not suffer myself
Pursuing, gentlemen, the same order of subjects
convention were well calculated to ertect that ob- to disregard, have persuaded
me to aid in making up
ject.
He said they had been using arguments a more solemn and enduring record, by awaiting you have adopted, I have next to answer to a resoamong the people, but it appeared to be rather with- "- declarations of that high tribunal which, in lution which enjoins it on me "to vote for and to
use all fair and proper exertions to procure the
out effect. They had the right kind of instruments, long established usage, claims
to control thi
passage of the measure brought forward in the
but they were too heavily charged they overshot torial vote.
congress of the United States, co.mmonly calledfhe
the mark. He described, in a verv aihusing manIn consenting to adopt this course, I be^ to dis- sub-treasury bill or independent
treasury bill, the
ner, the machinery of our loco foco government.
claim all thought of forcing upon the legislature of object of which was to separate the
collection,
He said Ihey had been fighting for spoils, ami that Tennessee
an uncecessary or untimely issue; and, keeping and disbursement of the public money
they had brought them when won to the great mill,
least of all, an intention of dictating to its members fioin all banks, so
as to make the money ol the
and had ground them out like a grist (or the use of
the terms upon which 1 might be expected to re- United Slates independent of all banks,
as recomthe party; but when this was done, on examination,
main in the service of the state. The acknow- mended by Ihe president (of the United States)
in
instead of taking the toll, they had taken the whole
ledged distractions of the public mind, and the pecu- his several messages communicated to
the last congrist.
liar crisis in our affairs, added to the delicate rela
gress of the United States." As the immediate
He went heartily for the nomination, and, though
tions that connect ine with the representatives of and pressing importance of the subject
heightens
defeated, would not leave the field, he said, till, like
the people, will, I trust, secure me against the first the interest of this particular text,
it might have
the gallant Cilley, of New Hampshire, he was carimputation. For the latter, I can truly and sincere- been esteemed an act of especial condescension if
ried away with the trophies of victory.
ly disavow a sentiment of vanity that never cross- 3'our honorable
body had thought it worth while to
Mr. Merrill, of Pennsylvania, said he came from
ed my bosom. In deep and unaffected humility, I define your position with that precision which the
a state that had no sacrifice to make, and he could
confess without envy the superior qualifications ol character and gravity of the topic so eminently
not resist the opportunity of expressing his sense
many who would feel themselves proudly flattered demand.
of the high spirit of patriotism which had induced
some of the members of the convention to surren- by obtaining the distinguished office now in my
In the first stages of the sub-freasiiry, an early
keeping, and who, I doubt not, would hail an opder their favorite candidate. Pennsylvania thanked
schism divided lo professed friends of this favorite
poituiiity of signalizing their zeal in the service
them, and would respond in a suitable manner.
measure of government, and I have yet to learn
Mr. Wright, of Missouri, said he came from the of thcii constituents. My great and only object that a hearty reconciliation has happily restored
county of the great "expunger," and notwithstand- has been I repeat it— to elicit a full and frank in- harmony of purpose to the diverging elements of
terchange of political opinions, and thus to make
ing that the dark clouds of loco focoism hung over
party. The purity of the system, as recommend
the horizon, there were bright spots which indicated up some indis/nitable issues for the future consiae- and still persisted in by the president and a "Sparralion and decision of the public mind; and having
better days for Missouri.
tan band" around him, demands a chaste and unHe said Missouri owed m'jch to general Harri- read and examined the preamble and resolutions conditional "divorce" of bank and government, and
adopted by a majority of your honorable body on
son, and she was not ungrateful.
the exclusive use of gold and silver in the operaWhen she was the
14th
instant,
I appear before you now in order
ill her infancy struggling to become a
tions of the treasury.
The rigors of such an abmember of to
fulfil the cxpectalions my voluntary declarations
this great confederacy, general Harrison had stood
stemious separation alarmedan imposingdivision of
have
long
since
created.
Before
doing
so,
however,
by her, and placed her upon sure foundation. It
his friends.
They insisted upon a stealthy, unI cannot help believing it due to my character, as
hail been said that general Harrison was poor— Ihi.i
stable, and unwedded intercourse with a discarded
was a mistake he was rich in the affections of his I value the support and good opinions of my friends bride, and, for aught I know, they constitute the
and the world, that I shouldslate the reasons which
country.
strongest flank of the sub-treasury force.i.
If I
Mr. Graham, of Louisiana, expressed his deter- influence my course, and defend the sentiments I were imbued with the doctrines inculcated by your
Under this view of my jie- resolution, and disposed to guide my vote by your
mination to support the nomination of the conven- shall presently avow.
culiar situation, I confidently claim the indulgence
tion; and, although he had been in favor of Mr.
wishes, (he ambiguity of your language would
Clay, yet he would not yield to the warmer friends of all, but more especially the patience and atten- leave me at a loss which of these two sides to take.
tion of that portion of your honorable body whose
of gen. Harrison in admiration of his virtues.
But my objections to both relieve me of embarrasspreponderating counsels, virtually inviting ine to
Mr. Hotly said Vermont had never bowed th
ment, and it only remains for me to declare "unknee to Baal, and had obtained the honorable dis- retire from public life, have created the necessity of compromising hostility" and to vindicate my opopen,
an
full and free defence.
tinclion of being always right.
position to Ihe system in every form it has been
He said they would
It would be indecorous in me, gentlemen, and made to assume.
go to the white house at Washington, (Ihiough Ihe
ballot box), and, as a gallant son of Vermont, when unbecoming, to criticise the matter, the dress, or
Since the memorable revulsion of 1S37, when
he obtained the surrender of the fort, Ihey would the spirit of your preamble and resolutions the the sudden and calamitous fall of prices and the
demand its surrender "in the name of the Great facts alleged, or the inferences drawn from your ar- general suspension of specie payments prastrated
ray of fads. If the right to instruct be admitted,
Jehovah and of the national convention."
trade and coinineice, degradeil the currency, and
Mr. Baldwin, of Virginia, Mr. Bales, of Michi- the force of reason, and the common ornaments of overlhrew all the boasted but illusory promises of
gan, Mr. Hunlin^lon, of Indiana, Mr. Bruncll, and style and composition, add nolhing to the weight government on the unaided capacity of the
local
several other gentlemen, spoke in favorof tlie nomi- and strength of your commands; nor would the ab- banks, the great question of the "collection,
safesence of all, or either of these, however palpable,
nations with much eloquence.
keeping and transferring of the public money"has
weaken
the obligations of passive obedience.
The following resoluiion was offered by Mr. R.
filled Ihe largest space in the public eye.
The noWhether I admit or deny this right, I shall best ac- velly
Johnson, of Maryland, and unanimously ailopleil:
of the scheme proposed by the president, con'•It-soloed, Tli.it (his convention recouimeud to quit myself to our common constituents and the
trasted with the wretched condition of the country
the WHIG youNG men of the several slates to hold country by treating your public acts with the utmost and the former prosperous usages of the treasury,
a whig convention on the 22d of Februarv, 184(1, or respectaiid politeness. 1 shall consult the dictates of startled his adversaries, and created that fatal
diviany other day that may be agreed upon, in Ihe city my own feelings by doing so; and relying upon Ihe sion in the ranks of his advocates and supporters
of Baltimore, for the purpose of general organiza- attentive hearing and dispassionatejudgment of my which has thus far fortunately postponed the
systetion, and to adopt measures for the securing of suc- fellow citizens on Ihe arguments I am about to admatic organization of anolher untried "experivance, I hasten to submit my views on all the imcess to Ihe ticket nouiinated "
ment."
My early conviction against the sub.
The question was then taken on the resolution portant topics to which you have been pleased to treasury remain unchanged, and, from aught I can
olfered by Mr. Johnson, that William H. IlAnni- direct my mind.
Passing by Ihe danger of
?, are unchangeable.
soN, of Ohio, be Ihe candidate for presidenl. and
If Ihe first branch of your resolutions covered all
portant innovations on the financial operations of
John Tyler, of Virginia, the candidate for vice the dilference of opinion that exist between us, and the country where long and successful practice has
president, and it was unanimously adopted, and if 1 were disposed lo save ray station by the con- proveil the value and utility
of any particular polireceived with aiclaiiialion and shouliiig from all cealment ol thought, I might for the present safely cy, 1 have other strong and insuperable
objections
corners of the house.
pocket your instructions and return to my seat in to the system in question. It will multiply expenOn motion of gov. Ouifn, of North Carolina, a the senate. The warmest advocates ol a national ses and increase the patronage and the alarming
committee of one Iroin each stale was appointed lo bank wouhl not attempt that measure under the strength of Ihe exoculive arm of the federal
goinform Ihe candidates of their iiominalion.
hopeless favorof the present administration; and the vernment. The cheap and harmless diguise under
A vote of thanks was unanimously given to Ihe jealous apprehensions which induce you now lo which this young aiidloolhless power is so piously
resident for the able and efficient inannrrin which forestall the senatorial sullrage will, in all probabi- recommended to
our favor is a treacherous arguE
e had performed his duly, for which he returned lity, have entirely evaporated, or lost all their pow- ment
against its future rapid growth and dangerous
his thanks in an appropriate and eloquent address. er and influence, long before it would be my duty to maturity.
An observing eye may sometimes deThanks were voted lo the reverend clergy for act on the important subject. This, however, argues tect future greatness in small beginnings, and exIheir attendance and politeness as chaplains lo the little or nothing against the commendable freedom
perience of the past must signally deceive us if the
convention.
which prompts you to candor in an age of conceal- modest "retinue" of a new siib-lroasury does not
The convention then adjourned sine die in Ihe ment and duplicity. And although it may be that speedily swell into a lengthened liain of pensioned
utmost harmony aad jjood feeling.
an euvioua woild will still cliarge o( suspect a poli- advocates, who shall bask iu the suushtue of exe,
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yet another way in which we may discutive favor, and feed in halt-conceiil. d idleness precious mifals in her limils, which all her reon the fat of Ihelaiid. The liistory ol this };overn- sources and her utmost eneigies c.iunut sufficiently cuss this important subject, and make its dangers
apparent
the most unthinking mind.
to
th(S
action
of
states,
The geother
fearlnl
resist?
majjy
of
the
In
ment in many of its departments, and the
neral government, as I have elsewhere observed,
grovfth of the "blue book" from a few scanty sheets the public treasury, like the repelling imlsations of
collects its immense revenue by what politicians
of
depledanger
lessen
tlie
the
may
these
human
heart,
to
proofs
fearful
give
volume,
to a ponderous
tion by almost instantly throwing back the circula- call an indirect tax: and the mysteries ot a system
my ajiprehensions.
tion upon the sulfering extremities; but where are which steals in silent impunity from unconscious
I object to the sub-treasury because, in the comour national workshops, our arsenals, our armories, purses may easily deceive a well-informed comparative insufficiency of any guaranty this new
countless round of public munity, whilst it imposes heavy burdens on their
swarm of confidential money keepers can ^'ve the our navy yards, our
works, and the long roll of officials, artisans and industry. The necessary policy of our state gobe
insecountry, the public treasure must always
upon us, like a "summer's vernment avoids all subterfuge, and appealing ope/ilaborers,
ready
to
return
cure. If we could be unmindful of all the argucloud," the genial and fertilizing moisture their ex- lij to the pockets of the people, sustains itself by a
ments drawn from the weakness of human nature,
extracted? The answer direct and equal money lax upon all the properly of
hausting
influences
have
or if we could lorget the divine lesson which
Every citizen pays in projmrtion to
is short.
federal court, with the ordinary atten- the country.
teaches us to pray for deliverance 'from temptadants of such a tribunal, the deputies of the post- his wealth and means, and the aggregate amount
experience
of
the
that
tion," it still seems to me
may
be made to correspond in a reasonable degree
without
a
of
them
master
general,
nine-tenths
the last few years, bringing with it multiplied insalary, and at Nashville a "receiver of the customs" with the wants of the treasury.
stances of o/Hcial peculation astounding to the pubwithout a strong box, or the least use for one
I forbear any commentary upon the superior exlic ear, and wilhout any precedent in the history
these are the "common carriers" between us and cellences of this system of
taxation, but may briefly
of modern nations, should awaken doubt and inthe public exchequer, and they constitute the sum remark, in
defaulthese
are
passing along, that, by reaching the sense
where
now
fears.
And
spire our
a goldbounties
of
of
our
hopes
the
returning
upon
of the dullest capacity it excites the watchfulness
ters, ignobly illustrious by the splendor and magnien sub-treasury. In such a state of things, if my and jealousy of all, and tends thereby,
in an eminent
tude of their crimes? Where their ample bondsinstead of being the degree,
to secure the country against the official
men with the means of full restitution? The rob- fears betray me not, specie,
standard of value and the universal medium of ex- peculation and a wasteful
consumption of the pubber escapes wilh his ill-gotton spoil, and all the
change, will be speedily converted into an article lic money. It may yet be our duty
to consider if
wealth of his securities does not return to the counof merchandise, and, like every thing else, will rise such a .system would
not promote economy, and
try a tithe of a tenth of the loss. They were suband fall in the market in proportion to "supply and check the frightful inciease of
fraud and extravatreasurers in everything else but the name, and
demand." The present generation has witnessed
who is weak enough to believe that an empty title the effects of such a calamity more than once, and gance in the administration of the general government. But I return to the thought I was pursuing.
can change the nature of man, or sanctify his wickthe recent recollections of all save me the pain of And what, let me ask,
would be the consequences
ed propensities?
portraying the miscljiefs which necessarily follow, of the public inind if this
legislature, copyuio- the
In the search for precedents among the fraternity when the precious metals are daily fluctuating in
maxims inculcated by higher powers, should enof civilized nations, France is said to present the value, and a depreciated bank paper becomes the
graft the principles of the sub-treasury upon our
best model of a sub-treasury; but a slight exami- common and ordinary currency of the country.
local institutions, and decree the exclusive use of
nation of its parts will soon convince us that we
There is yet another threatening evil in the sysmay copy the vices without imitating the excellen- tem, too odious and too flagrant to be passed by in gold and silver in the collection and disbursement
upon our state and county taxes? Would not the atces of her system. Her sub-treasurers indemnify silence.
temjit excite universal public indignation, and imthe nation against the possibility of loss by a depoIt will create distinctions in the currency, and mortalize the shame of every
individual who should
the
lull
amount
of
the
siteof government stocks to
the better portion of the circulation will be partially dare to promote or countenance
the destructive
taxes for which they are to account; but it is no monopolized by those who live by the industry of
measure? I leave these interrogatories in the liajais
crime to make a free use of the revenue whilst it others, whilst they themselves produce nothing.
of those whose station implies a knowledge of pubremains in their hands, and the emoluments of The oflicers and agents of the general government,
lic sentiment, and whose wisdom and goodness
office consist in the rich fruits of speculation pre- from the president of the U. States down through
would not, I hope, intentionally injure or oppress
dicated upon the employment of public money. the long catalogue of federal dependants, are to be
Does any body believe that the American people provided for and paid in the precious metals; but their constituents. But principle is immutable, and
there are no distinctions warranting the policy in the
would submit to such a system?
is any one so silly and short-sighted as to believe
federal government, which would not sanction and
There are, as I conceive, other vital evils likely that they will disdain this unequal advantage, and compel its adoption by Tennessee
and every other
to grow out of this new system, and, situated as in their turn generously circulate the "glittering
state in the union.
this state is, they are evils which must fall with emoluments" of station?
Will they pay the farmer,
I am charged, gentlemen, in your third resoluunmitigated Ibrce on the labor and industry of our the merchant, the tradesman, the shoemaker, the
The sub-treasury as proposed and blacksmith, and all the scanty wages of labor, in tion, to vote in future against the provisions of a
constituetits.
bill introduced before the senate at the last session
insisted on by the president, let it always be re- the sound funds received at the public treasury? or
membered, recommends an absolute divorce from will they seek the money changer, dispose of their of congress, entitled "a bill to prevent the interbanks and bank paper, and limils the treasury of gold and silver at its superior value in the market, ference of certain federal officers in elections."
The principles of this bill are denounced as a "viothe United States in the coUeclion and disburse- and discharge their engagements by the use of a
ment of the revenue to the exclusive receipt and baser currency? Office seldom corrects the "ruling lation of the constitution of the United Slates,"
payment of the precious meluls. It every man was passion" of man, and the universal cupidity of the arrd, with an "unqualified" condemnation of the
an office bolder, or, what is equally absurd, if every human heart will readily supply self-taught and faith- approbation given by me to the measure, I am fursection of the republic could participate ratably in ful answers to these inquiries. Let us not deceive ther directed "to use all fair and proper exertions,
a public expenditure, which, with a rapid progres- ourselves. The spirit of party in its excesses, too to prevent the passage of the same or any similar

There

is

A

increase, now annually absorbs and emits an frequently deaf to the voice of reason, truth and bill."
If it could have suited the temper and dignity of
amount nearly equal to one-half of all the gold and justice, may for a season temper such insolent dissilver in the country, there might be some mercy tinctions to the public feeling, but the "sober second the legislature to have delivered a sentiment withand plausibility in the measure. But the gross thought" of the nation will soon scan the hateful out pointing a rebuke, your senators would have

sive

absurdity of all such visionary speculations stamps
the whole system with an utter want of justice and
equality, and invokes us to resist the consummation of a scheme which may limit the hopes or
crush forever the growing energies of our country.
few words will explain the thought and unveil
the latent danger. There may be from seventy to
eighty millions of gold and silver in the United
States, whilst the yearly expense of the government at Washington falls but little sliort of half
that amount, and nearly the whole of the latter
Bum is disbursed in the Atlantic states, on the gulf
of Mexico, and at our remote Indian frontier. It
is disbursed at these distant poiijts, but, by the invisible and almost inscrutable agency of the revenue laws operating on trade and consumption, it is
gathered from every part of our wide and extended

inequality, and indignantly spurn that policy which
separates the people from their government, and
elevates the servant at the expense of his master.
I could multiply objections, but content myself
by stating one or tv\'o more arguments against
The operations of a
this untried "experiment."
sub-treasury necessarily obedient to the irregular
v\ants of government, and wholly unconnected with
wonld agitate
the ligitimate calls of commerce
and afilict the country by the frequent removal
and transportation of the precious metals. An Indian war at the south might weaken and paralyze
the trade of New York, New Orleans or Charleston, by withdrawing millions of specie from those
points, and precipitating a burdensome and lifeless
treasure upon the swamps and hammocks of FloIt would be a waste of time to recapitulate
rida.
empire from every house and every poll. The the evils of such a state of things, since a slight
rich coutribute from their abundance, and the poor, acquaintance with the laws which regulate credit
unknown as it may be to themselves, send in their will teach us that nothing (i^ecb this great source
mite. The silent but searcliing energies of a trea- of national prosperity so fatally as the sudden dissury which collects without openly inserting its placement of gold and silver. These last, to a great
fingers into our pockets, exact unsparing tribute extent, constitute the foundations of the whole
from the necessities as w-ell as the luxuries of life, credit system a system whose judicious use disand the iron, with the salt and other indispensable tinguishes the present age, and the successful apcomforts and condiments of the most frugal house- plication of which has made "a lemote island in the
hold, share this great public burden in common northern ocean" the workshop and proud arbiter
with the silver and the gold, the silks and the furs, of surrounding nations. England is indebteil, in a
the sparkling wines, the costly garments, and all great degree, tor her supremacy to a wise combination of ca]Utal and credit, and she owes the stability
the gorgeous splendors of wealth and affluence.
capital.
Recent
If these assertions be true— and no candid mind of credit to the steady location of
prove how sensitively
will doubt them— and if Tennessee, in hereafter and repeated demonstrations
and how
contributing h?r portion of this great specie reve- she regards these weighty considerations,
.apecie from
nue, receives nothing back in the way of govern- sternly she checks the least efliux of
ment expenditures, will it not, in connection with its accustomed home. Shall we close our ears to
other disadvantages always operating on the pros- the lessons of experience, or refuse to profit ourperity of a new country, create a drain upon the selvei of the wisdom of others?
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been saved the unmerited censures which so studiously clothed this particular branch of their instructions.
It is possible I may have mistaken the
constitution of my country when I gave the oliensive vote in question; nor can the gray hairs of my

venerable colleague

dom

— chastened

as "be

is

in the wis-

of the law, and dating an unsullied political
diploma long belbre most of your honorable body
were old enough to have escaped your horn- hooks
always secure him against involuntary deviation.
I speak for myself, and may safely answer lor him,
that we both feel, in all becoming humility, the imperfections and short comings to which "all flesh is
heir," and from which the pageantry of office can
no more exempt the members of your honorable
body than it does those against whom you have
been pleased to level "unqualified" condemnation.
Conscious, however, of the rectitude of my own
purpose, and freely vouching for the patriotic motives of my colleague on this as on all other occasions of a long, virtuous and eventltil public life, I
appeal fur both ot us from the harsh denunciations
of the legislature to the more temperate judgments
of a maa;nan;mous people.
If we have erred at all,
it was by supporting and endeavoring to enforce
opinions promulgated by Jefferson, subsequently
copied and proclaimed by an illustrious individual
of our own neighborhood, and more recently advocated by other names favorably esteemed by a majority of your honorable body, though less known
to fame and distinction.
To run over the proofs in
support of this assertion, would be to repeat the
recorded evidences which have been hut lately
copied into every discussion of this subject; but
the solemn drapery you have thrown around the
question demands this repetition, and pardo'is or
excuses the act.

—
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vision or a dissenting voice the commons of
— was intended "gag" England"
by the remembered by their
contended
highly
immediately resolved "that
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oltlie eailieit rel'orms

"the constitutional remedy, by the elective princibe smothered by the
ple, becomes nothing if it may
enormous pationage of the general government."
Accordingly, no sooner had this great man reached
salutary
the execiitive chair, than he caused these
doctrines to be pioclaimed, and the instrument
with
up
wound
injunctions
his
conveyed
which
this

memorable

seritiment, "the right of

the people or the officers of their own free choice,
Congress posnothing is more false and untrue.
sesses no power to control these, nor is there a feature in the bill which hints at the unwarrantable
usurpation. The "alien and sedition laws" sought
to shield the officers of the federal government
against the "freedom ofspeech and Ihe press," and
the indignant murmurs of an insulted nation repelled
the wanton invasion of its liberties. The policy
we are now discussing reverses the proposition,
and is designed to secure our elections "free and
incorrupt" against the power of the president, and
the influence of that great host who owe their
"daily bread" to his bounty. The two principles,

wide apart as the poles, admit of no affinities, and
any (fede- the sober and dispassionate judment of the people
will sooner or later detect the differences, and they

elections, as a qualiral) officer to give his vote at
to be restrained, nor,
fied citizen, is not meant
however given shall it have any effect to his prejuattempt to
it is expected that he will not
dice; but

influence the voles of others, nor take any part in
deemed
the business of electioneering, that being
inconsistent with the spirit of the constitution and
If, then, in the deliberate judghis duties to it."
was
ment of this great "Gamaliel" ol democracy, it
"inconsistent with the spirit of the constitution,"

"attempt to influence the votes
business of elecof others, or take any part in the
offence to contioneering'," and if he declared the
"removal," who is he that
stitute a just cause for
evil as a violathe
prohibiting
statute
denounces a
an abridgment of
tion of that great instrument and
of speech?" It is, in fact, an oppres-

for federal officers to

will "fly to the rescue."
The election of president Jackson was hailed as
In his elea glorious era by the friends of reform.
vation they were taught to believe that they had
achieved a great and decisive victory, in defiance
of the patronage of the federal government, and
iespite the power and influence ot^ its officers. But
Jackson, like Jeffisrson, had felt, as he believed, the
sharp lances of the Prsetorian bands, the force of
discipline, and the weight of the battle-axe; and,

the freedom
The restraint is
sive use of legitimate powers!
volunbut a condition upon which every man may
like the ordinary
and,
office,
accept
or
refuse
tarily
lawfully
stipulalious of any other contract, may be

No man is bound in this country to take
enlorce.l.
be
public employment; but whoever does may
and
equitably compelled to subscribe beforehand
high
which
a
injunctions
the
all
fulfil
to
afterwards
the leregard to the common welfare may prompt
gislative authority to interpose.
And what is the "freedom of speech," of which
little understood?
so much is said, and oftentimes so
When Mr. Jefferson solemnly warned fedeial offithe votes of
cers not "to attempt to influence
business ol
others," or to "take any part in the
he
electioneering," under pain of "removal," did
the freedom
violate the constitution by "abridging
ofspeech?"

that such conIf it be true, as he has declared,
constitution," may
duct is "against the spirit of the
president, take cognot congress, equally with the
rime and defend the "elective
nizance of the crime,
"•ainst the enormous
principle" by securin^
"patronage ol the general government?
congress, interrupts
of
halls
the
enters
ruffian
the deliberabusiness bv his clamors, and insults
opiof that body by thrusting his voice and

A

tions

and committed
nions into its
Is this an abridgment of the
for the a^-'-ression.
wretch who
mercenary
The
speech."
"freedom o?
asimpiously approaches a member of the same
touch or conlrol his vote
seiiibly and proposes to
speech."
"freedom
oi
the
indulges
bv a brib.', only
once
Such wicked advances have been more than
made, but the instant resentment of an insulted lepunished the
gislature has asserted its dignity and
Was this an abridgment of the "freedom
offender.
ofspeech?" A subordinate in tile army or navy is
words of reproach or disrenot permitted to utter
counsels: he

is

arresteil

necessary and wholesome restraints do not violate
candid mind must adthe constitution— and every
that congress may
mit that they do not— can it be
principle" against
not lawfully secure the "elective
the general governof
patronage
enormous
"the
federal
creation, and the servants at will of the presiback
If nay, then indeed are we fast falline
upon the worst principles of the anti-republicui
years now
school of '9S, and it will not be many
office-holders
before the associated band of federal
its

own

dent'

einboidered by onr submission, animated by a common interest, and guided by one impulse— will virsuccession to tfie
tually control the election and
presidency, and we, "petty men," may
"Walk under [their] huj;elec;?, and peep about

To

find ourselves dishonorable graves."

fear of these dangers that 1
ill a lively
support to the bill you now reprobate; and
of partisan
allhoiu'h the gross misrepresentations
have instilled a wideleaders' beyond your halls
qneslion-like
in
measure
the
that
spread belief
age, still hatefully
the odious enirtmeuts of another
It

gave

was

my

moment

institutions,

does the truth of exspect
secure
pression excuse a breach of discipline, or
Is this an abridghis escape from punishment.
then,
these
If,
speech?"
of
"freedom
ment of the

officers, beings of

it

is

criminal for any minister or ministers, or any other
servant of the crown in Great Britain, directly or
indirectly, to make use of the power of his office
in order to influence the elections of members of
parliament, and that an attempt to exercise that influence was an attack upon the dignity, the honor,
and the independence of parliament, an infringement of the rights and liberties of the people, and an
attempt to sap the basis of their free and happy constitution."
I have yet, gentlemen, a more memorable record
to repeat, and if it carries the remedy further than
the warmest advocates of reform ever yet thought
of pushing it in this country, it certainty proves the
alai ming height to which the evil had grown in England, and may warn us what we may expect some
day or other, unless we face the mischief by times,

and check

at

once

its fearful

growth.

About the middle of the reignof the third George,
the interference and influence of the officers of government in elections of the people had ripened
into an intolerable and destructive grievance.
a common interest, and backed
by the support and countenance of the crown, they
were able at many points to turn the election in

Banded together by

But the
favor of the candidates of the throne.
whigs of Great Britain felt the crises, and met it
They made a bold rally on their
like freemen.
wounds unstauched, it was thus that he addressed strength, and parliament, by one act, disfranchised
an admiring people: "The recent demonstration of every ofiicer employed in the customs, in the colpublic sentiment inscribes on the list of executive lection and management of the excise duties, and
duties, in characters too legible to be overlooked, in the post office, "forty thousand in number."
the task of reform, which will require particularly And who is he, the friend of his country, without
the correction of those abuses that have brought being the slave of party
who is he that does not
the patronage of the federal government in conflict see in the present tendency of this abuse the most
with the freedom of elections." It is not for me to destructive and ruinous consequences? Whilst we
say how far this great assurance was afterwards for- are gravely spliting straws, and balancing doubtful
gotten or performed. But a few more fleeting years and subtle questions of constitutional law, an ormust sweep away the illustrious personage who ut- {.anized force of a bundled thousand disciplined oftered this truthful quotation: his enemies, with his fice holders, headed by one chieftain, protected by
admirers, all of thein, will soon follow. History, his bounty, and controlled by the hand that feeds
which has already recorded the text, will then write them, are silently marching to the onslaught. The
her commentary, and an unbiased and impartial enemv is upon us, and we wake not; neither do we
world must sit in judgment upon the promise and slir. 'Sc Samson slept in the embraces of a treach"Reasons of state" and the artful erous female until he was shorn of his strength,
its fulfilment.
persuasions of mercenary courtiers those lean and and delivered over in cords to the hands of Philishungry vultures that haunt alike the palaces of tines. The giant's fate forebodes our future destikings and Ihe humble tenements of a republican ny, and distant nations may applaud the heroism
these may have chilled the enthu- which, in one great act of self-destruction, crushes
chief magistrate
sia«m that dictated a noble sentiment; but truth and the oppressor and the oppressed beneath one common
An ruin: but posterity will weep over the broken coprinciple are eternal, and can never change.
equal moiety, if not the largest portion of your fel- lumns and scattered fragments of the fairest temple
low citizens, still shout the patriotic alarm they of freedom the world has ever yet beheld.
rally still under the pure white banner of democraYour fourth resolution, gentlemen, important in
cy and they solemnly admonish you to disarm the
two
all its bearings, present to the consideration
"janizaries" in lime, or to prepare your necks for
import. They were both of
01 these I am subjects of distinct
Ihe bow-string and the scimitar.
discussed in the senate at the last
elaborately
them
feeble
of
my
one humble, I know, but, to the best
session of congress; and, without a distinct recolpowers, faithful and true to the constitution and the
lection o£ the fact, an impression remains on my
country. And from the elevated platform where it
against a proposition to distribute
but whence mind that I voted
pleased your predecessors to place me
states the proceeds of the sales of the
purpose in a few more short breaths to among the
it is my
this may be, (and I am by
However
lands.
public
imposing
seize
a
last
make a voluntary decent I
no means certain) 1 am sure 1 did notintend tocomopportunity to warn my countrymen and constitumit myself for or against the policy without more
ents of every political creed, against an evil that is
mature deliberation and consultation, and so exdaily sapping and undermining the citadel of liberrepeatedly when the measure was
"The constitutional remedy by the elective pressed myself
ty.
Subsequent reflections
before the senate.
pending
smothered
may
be
if
it
nothing
principle becomes
firmer bias to previous unsettled opigiven
a
have
by the enormous patronage of the general governnions, and I am now determined to advocate Ihe dis-

in a

to a superior officer: nor

ment," by silencing

*'old

to

titles

(or

republican party embraced the evils growing out
of
of executive patronage and the interlerence
federal officers in the elections of the people.—
Even before his elevation to the presidency, Mr.
Jederson did not hesitate to deciare that "interference with elections, whether of the state or fedelatter, should be
ral o-overnments, by officers of the
deemed cause of removal," because, as he added,

of pure devotion to his country and her

when

his heart

was

still

warm and

his

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ment."

—

next to
old England
hemisphere the freest namagnitude
of
a danthe
comprehend
earth
tion on
ger which some amongst us are disposed to treat
too lightly. The jealousy of the peoplfe and the
stern dignity of a British parliament have uniformly repelled the least invasion of the "elective principle" by the pensioned officers of the crown.
They have pursued the evil for more than a hundred
and fifty years, in every form it has assumed, under
every intervening reign, and againstall opposition.
Nor has it been that sickly and hypocritical resistance which burns in the struggles of party, but too
A
olt.'n dies away on the acquisition of power.
British queen, distinguished for her viitues, adored
by her subjects, and feared of crowned heads, was
compelled on Ihe firm reinonstrance of her "faithful commons" to dismiss a confidential servant of
her household, and he a reverend prelate of Ihe
church, for having stimulated his friends to oppose
the election of a particular candidate for parliament. At a subsequent period, the first personage
under the throne, and Ihe most popular minister of
bis day, venluied to say, in answer to a complaint
of official interference in an election, that he could
see no great cause of alarm in the case presented.
Instauily, and from all sides of the house, the indignant clamors of members forced lord North to

Your Saxon ancestors of

their descendants in this

—

qualify and explain his meaning, and without a di

tributing policy. The spirit of enterprise— in its
has involved the
excess, a crying evil of the day
states, most of them, in heavy pecuniary obligaTennessee is already in the vortex, and,
tions.
without some legislative interposition, she, too, will
soon owe her millions. Without intending, then,

—

any thing I am saying, to favor or condemn the
wisdom or necessity of creating heavy responsibiliwhich may prove a blessing nr a curse to our-

in

ties,

selves and posterity, I may be permitted to express
my fears lest the means set apart for that great and
essential object will not always prove sufficient to
meet the interest on our great and increasing state
In such an event, the fearful question must
debt.
arise, will the people consent to pay a tax to dis-

charge this interest? The magnitude of this question, and the consequences of a decision either way,
should never be lost sight of by those who participate in the management of public affairs, or take
an interest in the characler and prosperity of the
Lookin;: forward, therefore, to such a crisis
state.
as not altogether improbable under our present
policy, it has occurred to me as a measure of prudence, to regarif the public domain, or our just share
of its proceeils, as our only certain resource against
any future calamity emanating from an improvident
and unmanageable state debt.
There is yet another powerful persuasion that
prompts me to favor a distribution of the proceeds

—
NILES'
of the public lands.
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situation of the central
inland states deprives them of any Just participation in the expenditures of the general government;
whilst the same cause does not exempt them from
contributing their share to the great federal revenue
outof whicti these expenditures are supplied. It is
not possible, I admit under our financial system, to
inake an accurate calculation oftiie amount of taxes
annually paid by the people of Tejinessee into the
treasury of the United States. But I have explained, in another place, the manner in which these
taxes are collected; and, if we estimate the amount
by a comparative view of wealth and population, it
cannot fall short of a million of dollars. Yearly,
then, do we pay into the treasury of the government
at Washington this enormous sum of money; and,
though few perhaps know the lact, or stop to calculate the cost, it is a constant drain upon our resources, and abstracts from our sweat and our toils,
by increasing the price of our salt and our iron, our
sugars and our spices, and almost every article we
use or consume. For all this we have no pecuniary return literally none. Not so with many other
states.
In times ol peace, the federal government
expends more public money in the city of N. York
alone in one year than falls to the lot of Tennessee
Thither and to otiier distant points go all
in fifty.
the taxes we pay, and there it is lavished upon the
profligate hirelings of power, or poured down in
golden showers on the labor and industry of stranWho is he that reflects, and does not see the
gers.
oppressive inequality of such a state of things?
When pay day comes, we are told in fraternal accents that we are one household; but when the
bounties of the family chest are to be distributed,
the "lion's share" falls to an older brother the
crumbs and the bones are ours. And now that it
may be in our jiower to apply a partial corrective
to these evils, sliall we turn our backs upon an innocent and constitutional remedy, and proudly scorn
the invitations of fortune?

—

—

A

distribution of the proceeds of the public lands
raising an unthinking voice would, in the worst of times, return to
the people of Tennessee several hundred thousand
dollars a year; it would give them some slight recompense for the unequal expenditure of the public
money; it would create at once a certain resource
for the future payment of the principal and interest
of a threatening state debt; or if, happily, it should
not be required for these last great objects, it would
bring an invaluable acquisition to the "common
school fund," and thus, perchance, enable us, in a
few years, to carry the blessings of education to the
door of every family in the state. These are mo-

— and against which we may be
—

mentous subjec's, wufthy of all consideration.
They have engaged my earnest thought, and "from
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my

future course on so great and grave a subject.
Should I become satisfied hereafter that the humanity of the measure i.s evaded or defeated; that the
poor (as, unfortunately for them, is too often the
case) are unwittingly made the instruments of the
rich; that the helpless or the thoughtless indigent
are sowing golden harvests for the greedy speculator, and that the public domain is fast evaporating,
without benefiiing honest labor and humble indmlry,
I should at once give my feeble aid in correcting
the abuse or arresting the law, and I should do so
with or without the advice of any mortal tribunal.
By your leave, gentlemen, I could give some
solid proofs of my respect for the interest of the occupant, which, however, they may be shaded or
eclipsed by the bright and commendable zeal yoi;
are displaying, may, nevertheless, excuse me the
vanity of asserting that I am "an older" if not a
"better soldier" in the cause of humanity than most
of those who are now reading me lessons of charity and benevolence.
in

Thrice within the last thirteen years have I been
called by my countrymen to a seat in the legislature
of Tennessee, and as otten has been my privilege
in my place there to support, advocate, ami defend
the claims of the occupants residing south of the
rivers French, Broad and Holston. There is at least
one witness in your honorable, body, who, if he will,
can bear me evidence how ardently and sincerely
I stood forward for this much injured people; and
there are others not far o9'

who know

that, in

more

than one important crisis of their fortunes, my instrumentality aided not a little in securing the passage of measures designed to alleviate their burdens and to remove the hardships under which they
were rapidly sinking.
During the same period, I
uniformly urged and supported every proposition
brought forward for the relief of the purchasers and
settlers in the Hiwassee district; and I voted for
every legislative measure calculated to protect and
secure the occupant within the congressional reservation.
The best moments of a short public career
in the senate of the United States were dedicated
to the service of this latter class of my fellow citizens; and if the most faithful devotions to their
cause, in my place and out of it, could have purchased for them their humble homes, they would
now be free and happy. And, however, the particular gravity of this occasion may rebuke the digression, I must risk the freedom, and, in the parting accents of a friend who has always stood by
and never will desert them, I hail these sul-ferers
with bright and lively hopes in the future.
I bow
in volutitary submission to the political ascendency
which dismisses me from public employment, but I
invite them still to look upward and forward.
The
foundations ot their peace are, I hope, surely laid,
and with seasonable exertions on the part of their
public servants, it cannot be long now before the
prison gates are thrown open and the weary cap-

the lights before me" 1 do not hesitate to say that I
am well determined to repudiate your opinions, and
to join myself to that great body of our fellow-citizens who would decree a distribution of the pro- tives set at liberty.
ceeds of the jmblic lands for the great purposes of
I am enjoined, gentlemen,
education and internal improvement.

855

which imparls sharpness and durabdity
to the laboring man's plough, whilst at the same
time it gives point to his axe and his hoe, and nails
out the piercing winds of winter from his humble
habitation.
I would touch too, with the same tender regard, that tax which swells the cost of many
tial article,

other commodities, and which, however, they may
be at times the choice of the rich, fall from necessity to the invariable lot of the poor.
To this class
I assign coarse wool, coarse woollen cloths and
felts, with cotton textures of similar quality; and
now that the period approaches when we are to
anticipate a thorough and equitable revisal of our
whole system of duties and imposts, it is well for
us to break silence, and demand a just alleviation
in behalf of all these important interests.
I have reached at length, gentlemen, your sixth
and last resolution; and happy on finding myself so
near the close of a tedious but necessary discussion,
I shall dismiss the whole
subject in a few more
brief remarks, and leave the decision in the hands
of that great tribunal
our common masters whose
unappealable decrees no public man can prudently

—

contemn or
I

am

—

safely disregard.

instructed

by

this resolution "to support, in

good faith, the leading measures and policy as
brought forward and advocated by the present president of the United States, and to use all fair and
proper exertions to carry out and accomplish the

same."
There

is in the woriling of this injunction a latitude of expression which leaves an inquiring mind
to travel about in painful uncertainty, not exactly
knowing on what particular points it is expected to
rest, or where it may be perinitteil to confess and
avoid, traverse or deny.
If it was the design of the
vague statement simply to condense all that had
been previously uttered, and no more, my answer is
already recorded and need not be repealed.
Or if
the broad and unlimited texture of the sentence was
intended to compiehend every measure of the president which might have been forgotten or overlooked
in Ihe draught of your resolutions, I am not disposed to embrace or resist "air-drawn" shadows, and
respectlully request that my silence may not be construed into the admission or rejection of any undefined principle. But if something more than all this
was meant; and if it was the purpose of your honorable body to instruct a senator of the sovereign
people of Tennessee to support not only Ihe present,
but all future "leading measures and policy, as
brou^hl forward and advocated by the president of
Ihe United States," a few words will comprise my
short but firm re|dy: I had as soon be the servant of
the president as Ais senator. The livery which decks
t!ie menial of the "white house" would sink to
deepei-t depths his self-degraded brother of the "capitnl," and the wide difference of stations would not
sufiicienlly measure the difference of dishonor.

Having now examined, gentlemen, all the principles set forth in your resolutions with the ulmost
by your fifth resolu- freedom and good feeling, and with as much regard
tion, "to vole for and use all fair and proper exer- to brevity as the great importance
of the text would
In approaching the second proposition embraced tions to procure the passage of a law repealing the allow, it only remains for ine to seal the sincerity of
Tht- policy and the pro- my past declarations, by placing Ihe oflice I hold at
in your fourth resolution, I ought perhaps to begin duties on ijnported salt."
my remarks by acknowledging the unexpected ho- priety of this injuction are no doubt recommended the pleasure and command of your honorable body.
nor I feel on finding myself, lor the first tune, agree- to the sympathies of the general assembly, in con- When I was first called to its functions by the voice
ably seated on the same political piatlortn, side to sequence of the universal necessity of the article of your predecessors, ray political opinions, corresBide with that majority of your honorable body who in question.
As an indispensable ingredient in the ponding with theirs, were supposed to acconl with
voted my bill of instructions. I am directed "to consumption of all, and a substance not to be lost the judgment and decision of the people; and I convote for and use all fair ami proper exertions to pro- sight of in the successful growth of stock, or in sented to assume the duties of an arduous station
cure the passage of a law for the graduation and re- the advancement of oth-r branches of husbandrv, wilh all the agreeable anticipations this happy
duction of the price of the public lands, and for I agree with you that it should not besubject'to union of thought and sentiment so eminently inspirgranting pre-emption rights to the occupant settlers any tax whatever. The duty ai this day is, com- ed. If recent developments are calculated to weakparatively speaking, a trifle
thereon."
if my memory de- en these gratifying convictions, or if a sudden and
and unexpected revolution in popular feeling has reversIf we happily understand alike the principles of ceives me not, but seven cents a bushel
this political text, the only diiference between us though it be true that the price of salt is much ed the friendly and reciprocal views which so lately
will consist in the difficulty of settling the seniority higher now in our own markets than it often was allied me to my immediate constituents and the pubwhen the tax was triple its present rate, and the lic, honor and conscious rectitude forbid me to stiof our commissions in the great cause of benevo
lence and humanity. I do not state the fact for the cost and difficulty of transportation equally embar- pulate for terms of office by a change of position.
particular information of your honorable body, as it rassing, yet these reflL-ctions should not discourage I surrender, without personal regret, a trust which,
might be rude in me to suppose my instructors ig- us in pushing a principle which abolishes an odious. under circumstances, I could not hope to retain
norant of the acts of a public servant whose path if not an enhancing tax. The only plausible ob- without reproach, and now deliver to the representhey have so condescendingly stooped to enlighteij, jection I can see arises from the supposed stipula- tatives of the people the commission I have the
but I desire to notify the less observing among our tions of the "compromise act," and a distinguished honor to hold in their service. It reached my hands
constituents who may chance to read your commu- and inexorable leader of the Carolina school, if without stain of corru|ition, and returns toils source
nication and this reply, that, at the last session of I mistake not, at last congress, opposed the pre- without a blot of hishonor.
congress, my honored colleague and myself did sent repeal of the duly, mainly on that ground.
I cannot conclude this solemn act without uniting
"vote for and use all fair and proper exertions to This consideration, liowever, did not have the same with good men of every political denomination in a
procure the passage of a law for the graduation and influence on the judgment of my honorable col- fervent prayer lor the preservation of our blessed

—

reduction of the price of the public lands, and for
granting pre-emption rights to the occupant settlers
thereon," and, moreover, that such a bill passed the
senate of the United States with our recorded votes
in its favor.
If, with the presumed knowledge of
this fact, it was s'ill the desire of your honorable
body to "make assurance doubly sure, and take a
bond of fate," 1 respectfilly decline the humiliating
obligation.
I wilt not chain down an opinion, howe?er bouest, or forswear both reason and experience

—

league. He voted to abolish the duty, and I dare say
I should have joined with him, but for accidental
absence from my seat when the salt bill was before
the senate.

But there are other things in this short catalogue
of the wants of the poor, which, as it seems to me,
should likewise engage our consideration, and claiin
our notice and defence. I emulate the zeal which
warras'generous bosoms, and would lower the price,
by reducing or removing the duty from that essen-

civil

institutions; that

they

may

slill

be sustained

amid the

bitter strife of party, and against the violent shocks they seem destined to encounter; and
that we, in our turn, may transmit to posterity, in

unimpaired value, the rich inheritance bequeathed
by a noble and gallant ancestry.
I have the
honor, gentlemen, to subscribe myself, with bigh
consideration, your obedient servant,
to us

EPHRAIM
November

15,

1839.

H.

FOSTER.

—
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ton crop will not fall short of 1,800,000 bales. The
editor of the Baton Rouge Gazette, who has been on
Anthracile region. The tliree principal Pennsylvania antliraciie regions, Schuyllvill, Leiiigli and Laclia- a tour through Mississippi, thus remarks: "The crops
wana, liave sliipped this season 776,000 tons of coal, of cotton are unusually fine. It is thought that they
which is 50,000 more tlian last year, but 88,000 less will make, throughout the slate, one-third more this
than in 18;^. The Schuyliiill amount is double the year than they did last."
The Attakapas (La.) Gazette of the 9th instant,
Lehi^li, and the Lehi_'h about double the Lackavvana.
states that the planters for the last two weeks have
Anthracite iron. The Pottsville Journal announces
been grinding cane, and that the quality of the sugar
the shipment from that place of the first load of anthramade
is of the best quality.
The cane also'yields well,
fifty-four tons and ten hundred weiglit
cite iron
and the weather is extremely favorable.
Ironi Lyon's anthracite iron Ittrnance.
The cotton of St. Mardn is also described as of the
Amherst college. The annual catalogue exhibits the very best quahty, and the crop abundant, at least, one
following number of students seniors 47; juniors 43; third more than last year.
sophomores 41; freshmen 33. Total, 16a.
The same paper estimates the aggregate value of the
Coul. The shipments of coal, from the Schuylkill sugar, cotton, and beef cattle, raised, in the three towns
coal regions, during the present season, up to last of St. Martin, St. Mary's and Lafayette (La.) the preThursday, amounted to 7,y76 boat loads, being 425,370 sent season, at two millions of dollars.

i

—

—

Mammoth barrel ofjlour.
col. Meacham, of O.swego

making, in England,
Cotton crorp. Great
It is contended that
to supersede Anaerican cotton.
British India is capable of growing cotton to the e.itent necessary for the consumption of Great Britain.
The average export from India, for some years, has
been one thousand million pounds. However, we think
our planters need be under no apprehension of wanting a market for their staple, even if Great Britain should
succeed in cultivating a sutficient quantity for her own
Russia and the northern
use, in her own domains.
nations of Europe have just learned that cotton forms
a more agreeable garment in a cold climate than linen,
and is, wnthal, much cheaper. We can at least, do as
well without father Bull as he can do without us.
efibrts are

[Pittsburg Advo.

A

London paper says that the barbarous
was performed a short

D

We

It will

The New York SeaMontauh Indians. King David, (known as Hanni- Philadelphia more than 4,000.
East Hampton, L. I. has, with his squaw, been men's Temperance society reports 200 captains and
Thus 2,000, seamen as regular and consistent members.
to death in their wigwam on Saturday.
The amount of domestic spirits inspected at the
uerisheth the last of the royal line of the Montauks,
long since dwindled to a few baskel making miserable public ofiice in New York in 183S, was but little more

the following quantities of niaho cotton were exported
viz: to Marseilles 7,751 bales, to Liverpool 4,912, Trieste 3,371. Leghorn 2,642, Antwerp
19,979 bales. On July 1, there remained in the government stores 36,000 bales of niaho cotton. 'I'he
price of this article in Egypt is 17 lalaries per quintal
of 100 rotolis, and at Marseilles 130f. 23c. per kilogramme. The rotoh equals 455 grammes. The talari

bal), at

from Alexandria,

cotton from

Savage.

practice of branding a deserter

time since at the lower, on a private belonging to the
The poor fellow suffered a great deol
fusileer guards.

—

The growth of cotton in Egypt, in 183i, amounted
to 50,000 bales, of which 49,000 were inaho cotlon and
400 tiea Island. During the first six months of 183a,

The exports of

New Orleans. The advertisement of the proprietors
says of her:
The Valley Forge is rendered snag proof hy the sub'
division of her hull into four separate apartments, each
perfecdy water tight; she is fireproof, in virtue of the
malerial of which the entire hull is constructed, and of
the presence of a complete and powerful fire engine;
she 13 proof against explosion, because she is provided
with Evans' safety guard, whith makes explosion impossible; she is provided with every improvement of
cabin and slate room that may secure the comfort and
convenience of passengers.

of pain whilsithe letter
was being indelibly stamped
on his back.
be remembered that
Tobacco.
learn from the North American that
county, a lew years since the quaiuily of tobacco inspected at the city tobacco
presented our corporation a mammoth cheese, which warehouse of Philadelphia, during the year ending on
was sold in small parcels at auction for the benefit of the 29th November, was 2,531 hogsheads being 1,841
the Firemen's Benevolent association, and a large fund hhds. less than in the year 1833.
The editor remarks:
was realized from that source. Our firemen have now
Although Ihe establishment of a tobacco depot in
employed Mr. Emerson to manufacture a mammoth this city was not expected to yield a profit lo the corbarrel of fl>>ur, which they intend to present to the libe- poration at once, yet it was calculated that it would
ral donor of the cheese.
It weighs a ton, and is pro- secure to it a portion of this trade, which would add
bably as large a vessel as was ever packed with that more or less lo the interests of many of its citizens,
article.
Did not the colonel understand the manage- and in the end, perliaps, yield an income from its rement of mammoths, he would be puzzled to know how ceipts.
to dispose of the unwieldy mass.
[Rochester Bern.
Temperance statistics.
The annual report of the
The Methodists. The Methodist church has increas- American Temperance Union stales that in Massaed 8,700 in the state of Indiana, during the last year.
chusetts, from 15 to 20,000 persons have, within the
The Methodists are a riourishing body of Christians, last year signed the pledge to abstain from all intoxicatand are on the increase in every section of the union. ing liquors. In New York city, more than 10,000. la

tons.

worth 5f. 5c.
Egyptian cotton.

—

burned

half-breeds.

Michigan. The whigs of Michigan had a celebraand dinner in Detroit on Monday, the 25th ult. in
honor of their recent triumph.
tion

New

New

Orleans. The
Orleans True American
slates that during the week ending on the 29th ult.
about ten thousand persons arrived in that city.

Egypt

for the present year will amount lo sixty thousand bales
of three hundred and fifty pounds. Ol this quantity
there are five hundred bales of Sea Island cotton,
which tlie pasha has introduced into Egypt. The rest
is of the quality called maho, from a triennial plant or
cotton tree, which lasts three years. Egypdaii cotton,
from the length of its staple and fineness, commands
the next highest price to our Sea Island. It sells for
sixteen dollars the hundred in Alexandria.

OAio rtter. The Wheeling Times, ot the 7ih and
Cincinnati Republican, of the 5th December, represent
the river as in fine navigable order.

than hall as great as that inspected in 1837. In the
there was a decrease in imported spirits of
twenty-five per cent.
Of 1,200 distilleries once ia
operaticMi in ihe state of New York, not 200 now remain. The chief of these are nine in the vicinity of
the city, much upheld by Ihe manufactories of imitaIn Massachusetts, in 1334, there were 118
tion wines.
distilleries; in 1837 there were only 46.

same year

"

Texas.
The Courrier des Etats Unis says, "the arby the Liverpool of M. de Saligny minister of
France to Texas, is a new pledge given of the alliance
between the two countries."
For Oregon.
A number of young men at Portland, contracted
The Memphis Enquirer thus notices the tide of emiMaine, are getting up a company to go to the Oregon
gration from Tennessee to Texas: "The fall emigraterritory.
tion to Texas through our town is now considerable.
The ophthalmia prevails among the children at the Scarcely a wagon passes destined for the promising
Philadelphia almshouse, and we learn that eighteen or young republic, without being embellished with that
twenty of them have lost one eye by this disease, and family appurtenance, western babies. The Tennessee
The dis- stock transplanted into the healthful .and vigorous
that one or two have become entirely blind.
ease is highly contagious, and unless some new ar- climaie west of the Sabine, will grow up a race of
rangements are adopted tor separating those laboring western giants'. Many of Seni in their pratiing inunder it from the other children, it is to be feared that fancy, have lunos that completely overwhelm tlie muCannot the guardians of the sical roarings of the assinine teams that convey them
it will not be eradicated.
poor make some arrangements? Additional expense, by."
if necessary, would certainly be properly incurred for
The case of the Texian ambassador In France who
[Philad. North Amer.
had been arrested for debt in New York and urged the
this object.
It is said that the Philadelphia almshouse has at this
plea of exemption on the score of his official character,
time 200 inmales more than at this period last ) ear.
has been decided in his favor in the superior court.-rdelivered an elaborate opiRed River. The last accounts received at New Or- His honor, judge Oakley,
nion, in which he cited numerous authorities, and conleans from Alexandria, on the Red River, state that the
cluded with the decision, thai the defendant was lehealih of that town had been restored, and the citizens
The deaths from fever gally free from all liabilities of arrest or detention while
liad relumed to their homes.
official capaciiy, as ambassador from a
amounted to 105, all except 6 or 7 being males. The acting in his
foreign government, and therefore ordered his imme-population of the town numbers only aboul 400.
diate release from custody.
Reading rail road. The Philadelphia Herald slates
Chief justice Jones remarked that himself and his
that on Friday a train ot SO cars was conveyed to that honor judge Talmadge, had each prepared a brief
The statement of opinion, but that judge Oakley had so
city on the Reading rail road by one locomotive.
freight of the train was upwards of 340,000 lbs. includ- fully expressed the views eiiteriained by Ihem, that
the reaiiing of their opinion was rendered thereby uaing''l,500 bbls. of flour and a quantity of iron.

The Erie canal is open for nearly
and there is a prospect that it will
be again navigable the present season.
Flour. Tlie Deyton Journal slates that a contract to
deliver 1,000 barrels of Hour at $3 62 1-2 has been madij
by a miller of that vicinity. The Middletown (O.) Mail
stales that a lot of corn was sold in Hamilion last week
at 23 cents per bushel, antl that another lot could not

Erie canal open.
the whole distance,

rival

—

In the rich corn disfind a purchaser at that price.
trict of Missouri, 12 1-2 cents per bushel is now the
[Cleveland Herald.
The Western papers generally notice the fall of produce. The MassiUon (Ohio) Gazette of the 22d nil.
quotes wheat at 50 cents, and but little iiioncy to purchase il with at that price. Oats from 15 to 20 cents.

standing price.

Gold mine. An extensive gold mine is said to have
been discovered in Randolph county, Alabama slate.
had been
Ill a single day gold to the amount ot S4,000
obtained. One lump was found worth over ii320. It
America.
13 supposed to be the richest in North

The Southern Miss. Sun of the
Horrible lynching.
19ih ult. says; Crook and Carter, who were confined
in the jail of Scott county for murder, have been taiien
by force from prison by some of the citizens ol that
county and hung! It will be recollected that they once
iiinde their escape from the jail and were retaken.—
They were brought to Rankin cuunty two or three

necessary.
This eceentric
Reo. Joseph Wolf, the missionary.
The packet ship Ville de Lyons, which left Havre on
convert from Judaism, afier wandering for twenty
the 6th October lor New York, wilh a number of pasAmerica,
proAfrica
and
Asia,
Europe,
years in
weeks since for trial, but remanded lor want of some claiming every where ibe gospel of Jesus Christ, has sengers and a valuable cargo, has not since been heard
captain of the steam ship
testimony. The people have taken the law into their at length, it seems, settled down as the pastor of a of, except a rumor that the
about the noii*
own hands, and executed them without a trial.
small parish in Yorkshire, England. [N. Y. Observer. Liverpool hearing some remarks made
arrival ol- ihe Vme de Lyons, stated lliat on the mornImportations. The value of go.>ds ex|)oried from
State stocks. 8100,000 New York slate stocks, bear- ing she left Liverpool, while signing her bills of lading,
Great Britain to this country in 183i, is esumated at ing interest.at the rale of four and a half per cent, and he heard a rumor that a Havre packet had put into
ninety millions ol dollars.
issued in behalf of the New York and Erie rail road, Cork in distress, dismasted and bowsprit carried away.
Co. and brought
Juurnul of the Franklin institute, edited by D. P. was sold ibis morning by Bleeker
The iron trade. An English periodical staleB, that
[N. Y. Jour. Com.
9J per cent.
indebted
to
Mr.,
are
Philadelphia.
U.
Joii'-s M.
in Groat Britain, there are 23y furnaces in blasi; 14 out
§1200,000 iti specie have been received in N.
N. Hickman for a copy of the November number ol
Specie.
of blasi; 31 building, and 83 contemplated. The anit is replcle wiih mailer ot
this valuable publicalion.
York from Indiana in charge of ihe fund commissioner nual produce of iron is 1,008,280 tons. The week\y
Amongst them an of that slate. This completes the payment for the next
interest to the scientific reader.
produce 19,390 Ions of iron, and 9,000 tons of bar-iroij.
analysis of the aniliracile and iron ores louiid in Lu- semi-annual dividend on the state slock, payable in
To produce this quaniiiy 3,000,000 tons of coal are rezerne and Northampton couniie.s, Peiinsylvaiiia, by London.
quired, and the labor of 40,000 persons.
a practical des^cripuon ol the Da-

'

&

We

professor Johnson;

Steamers. The steam ship Nalchez reached New
Velocity of lightning.
We frequently here persons
ult. in 70 hours from Havana.—
speak ot doing things "quicker than lightning,'' wliicL
The U. S. sloop of war Warren was at H. all well.
true, must be done in "little less ihan no uine," as It
The North Si. Louis, on her passage down Ihe Mis- has lately been afcerlained by series of ingenious eisissippi, when about six miles below Jefferson City, p)erimcnii that ihe velocily at which litthining, or tlte
struck a snag breaking her nearly in two, and sunk in electric fluid moves, is not less than 200,000 miles in a
She is supposed lobe a total loss. Her single second of time!
10 leet water.

yuerreolype process, by Dagiicrre, &,c.

Orleans on the 29ih

land sales at Milwaukie which
produced the sum of one hunclosed on
dred and twenty-five thousand dollars, all ot which il
settlers.
Tne sale continued
is said was paid by die

Lmd

Sale.

The

lale

ihe 20ih nil.

two weeks

only.

—

Orleans True Ameri- cargo was bale rope principally.
The
look wilh much interest to the result of the first
can of the 5th instant sa)^9: "It is calculated by many
iron steamboat Valley Forge, which w'as
conversant with ihu subject, that the present crop of voyage of the
Saturday last, on her first trip to
suTur will reach 85 to 99,000 hugalicuds, wlulst the cot- lo leave Piiisbarg on
Louisnnna crops.

New

We

^

'

It

Wine. The vintage in Champagne has been tolerf"
biy good this year; the quantity is an average; tqO'
[French paper.^
quabiy il is thought will be superior.

'

—
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5— 2d lieut. E. L West, to head quarters fori the Peacock and Falmouth at .inclior. Aiewdayi
During gen. Jack?on's administration Ihe amount
dnty (joined on the 25th)
after, the Porpoise arrived, and yesteWay the Flycoined has been as follows:
2,332,354
2d lieut. W. L. Shuttlevvorth, navy yard. New ing Fish. The Flying Fish parted company with
York, for duty.
817,781
the Sea Gull off Cape Horn, in a gale of wind.
7 2d lieut. I. R. Wilson, marine barracks,
1,000
Charlestown. Mass. Ibr duty.
42,663,926
TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS— 1st SESSION
19 -1st lieut. G. H. Terrett, schr. Flirt, Baltimore.
SENATE.
.3,584,000
21— 1st lieut. F. C. Hall, navy yard, PhiladelDecember 10. Mr. Allen, from the committee,
6,293,850
phia, for duty.
[.drmy 4 ^avy Chron.
appointed in compliance with the resolution of yes.
12,187,700
The sloop of war Dale.calleil in honor ot com- terday, reported that the president had been waitf'd
19,430,760
modore Dale, a distinguished veteran of the ser- on, and had returned for answer that he liad execuvice
is of 18 guns, a new vessel, splendid ly eqiiiptive communications to make.
87,311,391
Total,
Several messages in writing were then delivere^^
The whole number of eagles coined from 1792 to ed for sea. TJiis handsome model of naval archi1804, was 132,592. Since 1804 no eagles have been tecture will go to sea, from Pliiladelpliia in a lew to the president of the senate, through Mr. Vat
coined. The coinage of half cents has also been days, proceed to Norfolk to complete her supply of Buren, the private secretary of the president of th«
f
discontinued, the whole number coined ansounting sea stores, and then put to sea for a cruise. List of United Stales.
oBicers; commander J. Gwinn; lieutenants F. EnMr. Linn gave notice that he would, on the ear- f
to 7,440,713.
E. G. Tilton, H. Ingersoll, W. Ward; acting liest opportunity, bring in a bill authorising the
Maine BonNB.ir.Y. The (Me.) Democrat of gle,
surgeon,!"). Harlan; Purser, F. A. Thornton; mas- president to take possession of the territory of Ore- j'
the lOlh inst. says: "We stated in our last issue,
ter, J. M. Frailey; mfilsliipmcn, A. D. Harrell, H. gon, and lor other purposes.
that a regiment of British troops had been stationed
H.Lewis, R.P Lovell, F. Lowrey.
[Sim.
The chair having announced that the message!
at Tt^miscouata lake, on the "disputed territory," in
The United States sciiooner Flirt, under com- were all ot an executive character.
palpable violation and contempt oi" their agreement
mand
of lieut. Thos. McLaughlin, got under way
On motion of Mr. Buchanan, the senate proceednot 'to seek to take military possession of that terSunday morning, and went down the river from ed to Ihe consideration of executive business, aot
We have since learnt that they are extend- on
ritory.'
Baltimore, bound "to Florida. The following is a afterwains adjourned.
their
military
ojierations
down
the
Madawaska
ing
list of her officers:
December 11. Mr. Nicholas and Mr. Moulon apriver, and are now actually employed in construct1. T. McLaughlin, lieut. commanding.
peared in their seals this morning.
ing barracks on the north and south side of the St
Lewis, W. S. Drayton, H. H. Lewis, C. R.
M.
Mr. Benion offered the following resolution whici
John's river at the confluence of the Madawaska.
P. Rogers, J. C. Henry, passed midshipmen.
lays over:
This not only breaks the agreement made by sir
E. L. Winder, midshipman.
Resolved, Tliat the president of ihe United States bi
John Harvey and general Scolt, but is un invasion
requested to cause to be communicared to ilie seneti
H. D. Taliaferro, ass't surgeon.
of Miiine by a British militanj force, and is equivaall the informnrion wjiich the war office contains, a
John W. Marshall, captain's clerk.
lent to a declaration of war, and should be so concan conveniently procure, of the massacres of indi
G. A. Tennett, 1st lieut. marines.
[Nal. Lit.
state
and by the nation. What will
sidered by this
viduals, of families, of small parties, and of shipwreckExploring
expedition.
Strong
complaint
from
the people and government of Maine, and the
ed crews or passengers, which have taken place ii
the exploring expedition is made in tlie following
people and government of the nation say to this new
Florida during ihe present hostilities, and includlof
letter, which we find in the Belvidere Apollo. Th
manifestation of good intentions and friendly feelthose v\'liich look place before the war became omi:
ings of the British.
Whatwill now be thought of Globe however, very justly remarks upon the im- on the part of the Indians; noting, as far as it can 'b('

—

;

—

',

"

jl,

I

i

|
'

^

Was

the real object of the late survey?

miidury survey!"

The

following

it

not

[boston Republic.

from the

is

Woodstock,

(New

Brunswick), Times, of the 7lh inst.
"Sheriff Putnam, of Houlton, passed through here
last week, on his way to the Ilestook.
It was said
that he had a warrant for tht^ apprehension of the
warden. The attempt was made, but fortunately
did not succeed, as Mr. M. got an intimation of
what was going on., He succeeded in getting to th
military post at the Grand Falls, closely pursued
by the capturing party. The artillery at that sta
tion turned out, and were in immediate readiness to

warm

give the pursuers a

But

reception.

the gal

had prudence enough to call a halt befon
in sight, otherwise they would have paid
dearly lor their temerity."
Tlie same paper adds
"We do not take the libeity of advising or dictating to our executive; yet
we do think, that in order lo avoid a repetition of
the scenes of last winter, it is absolutely necessary
that a strong force be stationed in the vicinity of
the Grand Falls."

laut band

they came

—

'army APPOINTMENTS.
John C. Terrctt, of Va. to be 2d lient. 1st infanNovember, 1839.
Granville O. Haller, of Pa. to be 2d lieut. 4th infantry, 17lh November. 1839.
R. I. Powell, of N. C. to be 2d lieut. 4th infantry, nth November, 1839.
Benjamin H. Arthur, of Vermont, to be 2d lieut.
1st infantry, 1st December, 1839.

try, 16th

The National Intelligencer of the 19lh says:
Colonel Worth left Albany on Friday inurnjng for
the command on the northwestern frontier. This
movement is said to be in consequence of a rumor
prevailing there that an unpleasant outbreak had
taken place on the Canadian side of the line.
NAVY — APPOINTMENT.

(temporarily).

30

— Passed mid.

E. Lanier, navy yard, Norfolk.
S.B. Bessell, .«teamer Fulton.
"»
PurserT.B.Nalle, brig Dolphin.
ift— Lieut. A. Griffith, liiilongh, 12 months.
4— Lieut. H. Y. Purviance, rendezvous, Baltir' "J)ec.
"^

2— Lieut.

'

more, vice lieut. W.
leave three months.

Marine
vember.
Nov. 2
racks.

—

corps.

— Captain

New

M.

— Changes

Yoik,

Glcndy, detached with

from

John Harris,

to relieve

1st

to

to

captain

A

A
A

A

_

A

We

't

i

.

The Baltimore Post states that commodore Henry E. Ballard has been appointed to the command
of the Baltimore station in place of commodore
Jones, resigned.
[Nut. Iitl
Orders. Nov. 27— Passed mid. H. H. Lewis,
transferred from steamer Fulton to schr. Flirt.
29— Purser F. A. Thornton, ass't. surgeon, D.
Harlan, and boatswain N. Steinborgh, sloop Dale,
J

propriety of officers in the public service publish- conveniently done, how far families have heen broMii
ing letters of such a tenor, even if the facts were up, and driven from their homes, their houses buMi
true. There is insubordination in the practice.
and their fields and property destroyed.
.j
Mr. Benton also offered the following resolutiiitli
U. S. iliip Vicennes, Valparaiso, Chili, June 1st.
You cannot imagine what a change has taken which lays over;
trcasar)be di
Resolved, That the secretary of the
place.
Within the last two months every thing is
just the reverse of what I have said.
All the offi- reeled to report to the senate as follows:
1.
table of the import and export of gold bullion'
cers are dissatisfied, and are applying to leave.
of each, annually, from the coni;
with
the
excess
The expedition is conducted miserably. Wilkes I
mencenienl of the federal government, or as far hid
think is getting delirious. He is constantly arrestas the returns in the treasury department will enabli
ing and suspending his officers for Ihe most frivothe table to be made up.
lous misdemeanors; has sent several home unde
2.
hUe table of gold coin.
charges, and a number more will be sent liome a;
3.
like table of silver bullion.
soon as we arrive at Callao. The 1st lieutenant of
4. A like table of silver coin.
5. A table of recapitulation showing the total Mi
the Peacock was sent home under charges from this
ion 111
in .goi
ODi
nual
imports
and exports of coin and bullion
before
port,
our arrival. The crews of the different
'" '^'
uns, for
Ikl
ssels are deserting every opportunitv, and 1 do column, and the excesses in two other columns,
candidly think the whole expedition is a complete same lengths of time.
ortationst
6.
detailed stalementof the weekly cxportn
mbug. In the end, it will disgrace the navy.
coin and bullion for the year 1839, showing the naiiK
Hag and country, and could it be re-called by goand residences of the exporters, and their cousignM
vernment, it would save us from a great disgrace
in foreign countries.
^
which will be heaped upon us at the expiration of
7.
detailed table of exports and imports of cbi
the cruise.
Could I be detached from it with ho- and bullion of the United States Ibr the year 1839.
silw
nor to myself, I would he so tomorrow; but as a
coinage
gold
and
of
8. A table of the annual
volunteer in such a glorious cause, I feel bound to at the mint of the United Slates and the branch minu
from the time they were res|ieclively established, j^
see it through, good or bad, as may come.
product
of
the gold mim
the
annual
of
9.
table
A
arrived at this port a few days since, being
five months from Kio Janeiro.
Our stay has been of the United States from the time of tlieirdiscoveh
The whole ol said tables made up to the end oftSi
chiefly in Orange bay, a small bay in the island of
'"
year 1839.
Terradel Fuego
In that cold and uncivilized reA message was received from the president'•'
gion we have been lying at anchor about ten weeks.
the United States; which was laid on the table.
Fiom this place we sent the Peacock and tender
ecuti'
session; an
The senate then went into
Frying Fish south, to the westward, and captain afterwards adjourned.
Wilkes took commajid of the Porpoise, and with
December 12. The following resolution was mh'
the tender Sea Gull, sailed to the eastwaril.
The milted liy Mr. Linn,
Porpoise and Sea Gull returned lo Orange bay,
Resolved, That the president of tlie United Slatcsi^
alter being absent thirty or forty days.
The Por- requested to send to the senate all the iuturmaliojl'l
poise reached the latitude of 64° south, the Sea his possession relating to llie southern boundary liue^
Gull in company. The crews of the vessels suf. the territory of Iowa.
fered much from scurvy, &c.
The sehoouer Fly.
A message was received from the president"
Fish returned altei b>:ing absent fifty-eight the United States, transmitting severalmessagesdays.
She reached 71° of South latitude, and was an executive nature, wdien, on motion 'of Mr. tr
as far west as 105°.
She parted company with the chanan, the senate proceeded to the considcratio
Peacock in the latitude ol 63°, and that was as far of executive business, and then adjourned.
south as the latter penetrated. They both expeDecember 13. The senate met pursuant to
rienced very severe weather, and the schooner was journment, and, after the reading of the journal,l|i
slightly damaged by ice.
Our launch was fitted up journed.
^
lor an e.vpedilion ainonjr the islands around Orange
message was received from tl
December 14.
bay.
She was capsizetl and lost all bands saved, president of the United States, through bis prival
having been picked tip by the Sea Gull.
secretary, Mr. Van Buren.
The Relief, store ship, wai sent through the
Mr. .-KAiic submitted to the senate Ihe proprie|
straits of Magcllcn, from the east, and she came of appointing the standing comtnillei.'s, and tliBl^
near being lost. She lost all her anchors and wa; fore moved a suspension of the 34th rule of til
obliged to put to sea for safety.
She came to this senate, so as to enable the presiding ollicer to ij
port destitute of an anchor.
She was supplied, as point all committees, with the exception of the cliai
I understand, by an
English sloop of war, and man of the committee on commerce. Which Hit
sailed fur Callao previous to our arrival.
Wcsail- tion having been acquiesced in the senate proceSrfl
ed from Orange bay on the 22d of April, in compa- to ballot Ibr the chairman ot the aforesaid comnl!'
ny with the Porpoise. We left the Sea Gull and tee, when Mr. W. R. Kinf;, having received 26 ol
Flying Fish at anchor there. After experiencing 28 votes, was duly elected; and the senate t1i(
some very heavy weather off Cape Horn, and be- went into executive session, and soon after ai
ing troubled with had winds, we had a very long journed.
passage.
We p,irted cninpany with the Porpoise a
message was received fromtl
December 16.
lew days out. On our arrivafat thii port we found' prcsiilenl of Ihe United Slates,

.SOth

No-

marine bar-

Macomber.

i
Captain B. Macomber, lo relieve capt.B
voort on recruiting service at -New York.

C.iptain A.N. Brevomt, as soon as relieved,
rccrmting rendezvous, Philadelphia.

to
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On foreign relations— Messrs. Buchanan, Clay.ot
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spotless that it has passed even through the fiery
ordeal of party conflict and party bitterness with-

be
Resolved, That the president of the United States
that
requested lo give notice to the British "overnment
gave the right
the conventions of 181S and 18:27, whicli
its hays, rivers,
to use and occupy the Oregon territory,
cease
harbors, &c. to both parties indiscriminately, shall

out a stain. The offices you have held have added
no lustre to your character which your character
Kentucky, Roane, Allen, Bjovvii.
has not reflected back upon them. And, when I
On finance— Mtssrs. Wright, Benton, Hubbard, in twelve months after such notification.
find my colleague assailing a man to whom history
Resolved, That it is both expedient and proper lo ex- at least will do justice
a man whose character and
Nicholas, Webster.
over
On commerce— Messrs. King, Davis, Ruggles, tend such portions of Ibe laws of the United States
virtues have illumined some of its brightest pages
to secure
the territory of Oreson as may be necessary
living before my colmap,
Mouton, Norvell.
such
a
find
—when
I
Preston, the lives, liberty and property of our citizens who may
Ort ma;iu/uc!uces— Messrs. Lumpliin,
league was a boy, and mixing up with the great

line

—

reside in said territory.

Buchanan, Allen, Knight.
0/i agrici(//wc^.vles3rs.

.

Mouton, Spence,

L.inn,

Benton, Preston,

Oa the militia— Messrs. Clay of Albama, bmith,
Tappan.
of Indiana, Phelps, Fulton,
Southard,
Oft noiia; ff/utVs— Messrs. Williams,
Cuthbert, Strange, Tappan.
On public iunA— Messrs. Walker, Fulton, Clay fur live
event of his death.
„,.
,
,.
, ,,
of Alabama, Prentis, Norvell.
Mr. Prentiss gave notice of his intention, at the
On private land claims— Messrs. Linn, Sevier,
a board
earliest period, to introduce a hill to establish
Clayton, Mouton, Betts.
determine claims
hear'and
to
Tennessee,
of
commissioners
White,
Messrs.
of
On Indian affairs—
against the United States.
Sevier, Linn, Atfhite, ol Indiana, Phelps.
Young, Merricks,
Mr. Hubbard also gave notice of his intention to
0;i c(aims— Messrs. Hubbard,
introduce several private bills, which had passed
Williams, Bells.
Messrs. Smith, of Con- the seiiale last session, but had not been acted on in

strikes a ball against such a man and such a character, he ought to be sure that there will not be a
rebound that will strike the sender.
Mr. V'anderpocl said he had tried to get the floor
immediately after his colleague (Mr. Granger) had
closed, but other gentlemen of more agility than he

.

.

'

of a young and infant nation before he drew
breath, thus assailed, I cannot but regret that such
expressions should fall from a friend and cblleague
of mine. And I will only say that when the sender

atlairs

Resolved, That it is expedient to raise an additional
(rifle) for the purpose of overawtribes, or any
in° and keijping in check various Indian
or on its
foreign forces who maybe in said territory,
borders; and at the same time to give ample protection
occupations.
to our citizens engaged in legitimate
Resolved, That 640 acres of land should lie granted
territorv, of the
to every while male inhabitant of said
same
age ot '18 years, who shall cuUivate and use the
consecutive years, and to his heirs at law in the

regiment of infantry

Brown, Smith, of Connecticut.
On military affairs— Alessrs.
Wall, Pierce, Nicl.ola.s.

0;i revolutionary ciuims—
Crittenden,
necticut, White, of Tennessee, Knight,

the other house for want of time.
On motion, the senate adjourned.
Kobinson.
December 19. Mr. Preston anpeiired in his seat.
On thejudiciary— Messrs. Wall, Clayton, Strange,
Mr. Noi-vell gave notice of his intention, at the
Indiana.
of
Crittenden, Smilh,
introduce a bill for the reOn (fte/ws/ o^ce and post rouds— Messrs. Robm- earliest opportunity, to
Also, a bill
Henderson.
lief of J. and W. Beeson and others.
soM, Lumpkin, Knight, Fulton,
act
to provide For the adjustan
to
Phelps,
"supplementary
Young,
Messrs.
On roads and canals—
Detroit and
of
town
ment of titles lo land in the
Henderson, Spence, Smith, of Indiana.
for other purposes."
On pensions—Messrs. Pierce, Prentiss, White, territory of Michigan, and
to
intention
his
of
notice
gave
also
Roane
Mr.
Roane, Belts.
„,
„,
,,
the earliest period for legislative
For the District of Columbia— Messrs. Merrick, bring forward, at
of congress to an act
assent
the
giving
bill
Ciayion.
action,
a
Southard,
Crittenden, Lumpki'n,
Virginia incorporating
On patents and the patent office— Messrs. Strange, of the general assemblv of
the Falmouth and Alex'andria tail road company.
Davis, Premiss, Robinson, Spence.
notice in relation to a bill
like
a
Messrs.
gave
senate—
Linn
Mr.
the
0/1 Uie contingent fund of
certain Misto authorise payment to b6 made to
Knight, Fulton, Lumpkin.
,.
„ ,
the years 1829 and
On enrolled bills— Messrs. Smith, of Indiana, souri volunteers for services in
IS.'iO.
Henderson, Phelps.
Mr. Smith, of Connecticut, also gave a like noThe senate went into Ihe consideration ot execuAlbany and
tice for a bill to authorise the New
-(ive business, and then adjourned.
road company lo enter on creThe chair announced that, in Mount Carmel rail
December 17.
the condit a quantity of land to aid the company in
accihad
he
yesterday,
on
paining the committees
to
struction of a road from New Albany, Indiana,
dentally omitted lo name the commiltee on the pubIllinois.
the secretary Mount Carmel,
directed
since
had
but
buildings,
lic
following resolutions were then submitted:
The
Fulton,
Mr.
consists
ol
It
to put it on the journal.
By Mr. Benton:
chairman, Mr. Merrick, and Mr. Smith, ol Connec-

possessed anticipated him. He did not know why
his two colleagues (Messrs. Granger znA Hoffman)
had made him so prominent a subject in the discourse with v.hicn they had just edified us. He
had, to be sure, bad the temerity to appeal from the
decision, and, as he conceived it, the most extraordinary decision of the chair, and he also had the
further temerity lo say that it was founded in usurpation; and this had furnished his colleague (Mr.
Hoffman) an occasion for treating us with one of

.

,

'

ticut.

Mr. IVrigkt gave notice that he would, as soon as
conTess was ready lo proceed with legislative bueliectually to
siness, bring forward "a bill more
officers
secure the public money, in the hands ol
and agents of the government, and

to

punish pub-

Also, several private bills.
lic defaulters."
Mr Linn gave notice ol his intention, at the earlegislative business could be
that
liest moment
proceeded with, to introduce a large number ol
many of which were of such long acqnaint-

Williams:

.

.

•

dissent from, this most encomiastic picture, drawn
the chairman himin the presence and bearing of
inquire whether the
self, nor would he here stop to
gentleman had or had not violated the laws of good
praise in the
taste in lavishing such high-wrought
presence and hearing of the subject of if; but he
before said,
at once reiterate what he had

would

under pretence of deciding a
had decided a most momentous
question of right; and he would not be deterred by
any false or mistaken delicacy— and affected reveact
rence for gray hairs— from characterizing the
He had not impeached
as he thought it deserved.
motives
of
the
the
impeach—
to
-he did not intend
chairman; but he would again protiounce the deusurpation. It was
cision in'effect a most decided
jurisdiction that did
so because he had assumed
mover of the resonot belono- to him, and which the
that place never
chairman
the
given
thaUiad
lution
supposed to belong to him when he moved that he
It was so,
should preside over our deliberations.
not rebecause the simple ipse dixit of the chair, if
seat upon this
versed, would give five members a
formed the subject of
floor whose right to seats had
%vere not
conflict here for the last five days.
dealinr'with tiifles. When the rights of the peoinvolved and attemptple of a sovereign state were
would spealc of it
ed to be trodden under foot, he
If the
it deserved.
boldly and freely as he thought
jurisdiction, and thus
his
traniceiided
had
chair
of
the
majority
of
a
will
prostrated the expressed
not ransack
people of a sovereign state, he would
order
to give a
in
terms
mild
very
for
his lexicon
pregnant with such seri.iti'^aled aspect to an act

that the chairman,
question of order,

We

ance that he was absolutely tired ot seeing
By Mr. Linn:
The most of them, he said, had been repeatfaces.
the. national
Resolved, That the president of the United States be
edly passed by one or other branch of
consequences.
some other requested lo cause to be communicated to the senate
ns and mischievous
legislature, but, from want of time, or
He would now pay his passing respects to that
on. Mr. any information in the department of state, or any other
cause, they had not been definitely acted
done him the
relative to the disputed boundary between colleague (Mr. Granger) who had
department,
bills.
several
these
of
list
long
L. then read a
great a porot Iowa, and
the state of Missouri and the territory
honor of making him the subject of so
Notice was also given by Messrs. Norvell, Sevier,
to the
communicated
of the
purposes
herelolore
all
the
been
For
not
his rema'rks.
Walker, of their in- which has
conimumcale tion of
Clay, of Alabama,"P/en/iss and
under discusbion, his colleahouse of represenialives; and, also, to
immediately
question
nature.
private
Missouri
tention to bring in bills of a
chapter from Don
copies of any proclamations of the "overnorot
a
read
have
well
as
mio-ht
On motion ol iVIr. Benton, the senate proceeded and the governor of the territory of Iowa, in relation to gue
would have been quite as relevant
business, and then
any, tor call- Quixote; for that
to the consideration of executive
said disputed boundary, and the orders, it
as were most of his reto act in re- to the point under debate
in» out. or holding the mihlia in readiness
adjourned.
was disposed to make merry
colleague
information
marks. His
the same; and, also, any further
December 18. A message was received from the lation to
the de- with what he evidently deemed his (Mr. V s) prewhich
it may be in the power of
subject
on
the
motion,
on
professed represident of the United States; when,
tended love for the people; with his
consideration of execu- partments to give.
and majesty of the people.
the senate proceeded to the
The senate held an executive session and then spect for the sovereignty
lime spent therein,
and his doings
tive business, and, after some
said, humble as he was, he
V
Mr
adjourned.
ifnot unkindly, forced
the doors were again opened, when
had been most conspicuously,
therefore, averse as
Mr. Davis submitted the following resolution:
Into this debate, and he could
HOUSE OF hepresentatives.
treasury be inResolved, That the secretary of the
was to such a course, speak of himself
generally
he
continuation—
in
Friday, Dec. 6. Mr. Hoffman,
to the imputation of egoEiructed to inform the senate
himself
exposing
without
exacted nf any vesWithout going further into this matter, let me
1st. Whether duties have been
He would, therefore, by way of repelling the
in ihe whale hshery allude lo an expression which fell from my col- tism.
Bels of ihe United Slates employed
rights was
inference that bis advocacy of popular
of such hshenes; and, it su, league (Mr. Vunderpoel).
I allude lo it more in
for tonnage or ihe preduce
that the kindness he
regret insincere, tell the house
,
under what authority.
sorrow than in anger; and I could not but
,„ k„
hands of the
furnished to sucl) vessels behad so repeatedly received at the
unanithe
seat
by
that
taken
2d. What papers were
had
you
sir, when
to love them
were they such as have at all
people gave him abundant cause
fore Ibey cleared, and
mous voice, almost of this house— when you had Fivetimeshad they chosen him to honorable and
thus employed.
from the
times been granted to vessels
they rejecthave been been called in the midst of our confusion,
responsible stations, and never yet had
31 What amjunt of dunes and charges
your
of
sanctity
the
and
character
and are the bonds now in weio-ht of your
He could, however, imagine a case, where
paid; what amount bonded,
say I could ed him
frustration ol
years, lo produce order out of riot— I
frequent
unpaid.
disappointment,
and
„
force
man frequent
exacted of all such vessels as not but regret that the decision of such a
possib y in4th. Are duties now
hopes and bright visions might
of fees, if any, have ac- should have been pronounced, by one so much fond
It
they arrive, and what amount
but aflection for popular rights.
Irom ihis source, and younger, so much less entitled lo respect Irom all spire any thing
«Hh
.^'^Pf^'*'^"!
and
crued to officers of the customs
ambition,
experience can agentemanof high
pretentions, should
Ihat i^iliuence which the fruits of
'
resolutions:
least as lolly as his legitimate
at
following
usurthe
monstrous
a
M'rSTntroduced
peop'^ "f
»ive a monstrous assumption—
happen to be twice presented to the
the senate that the
f''
Resolved, That it is the opinion of
gift.
Let roe say to the gentleman, sir, that
pation.
trust and honor in their
to the territory of Oregon is
integrity so statL fertile highest
tide of the United Stales
your character is one of a riir'')" ^'"'1
abandoned.
be
m\\
never
and
indisputable,
.

.

,

.

'

Bv Mr.

Kesoived, That tlie committee on the judiciary be in
increasing
strucled to inquire into the expediency of
printed
the number of copies of the laws of congress
terntories, under the act ct
for the several states and
their 20ih April, 1818.

bill"

•

Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be diintormanon
recled lo communicate to the senate such
from
as has been received at the treasury department
liscal
consuls and secretaries of legation respecting the
conregulations in force in foreign countries, and not
the date
tained in his communication lo the senate ot
of January 21, 1839.

those sweet, pretty and touching euloglsms upon
the chairman, for which his friend and colleague
was so eminently qualified. He (Mr. V.) would,
upon the present occasion, neither assent to, nor

..

,

,

,

<
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and they should reject him as they woulil the unclean thing; if he shonld hazard another struggle
for the second office in this great confederacy of
free stales, and a similar fate should attend his third
ambitious effort, he would not wonder if, with such
a one, affection for the people and regard for popuand
lar rights should become subjects of derision
merriment. This would accord with the dictates
of poor, frail, unforgiving human nature. The poet
understood this sentiment, and expresses it most
pithily when he asks,

"What rogue e'er felt the halter draw
With good opinion of the law?"
surely did not consider the two first words of
the couplet as at all applicable to his colleague.
Those who knew their friendly personal relations,
would never draw such an inlerence. But his colleague had also referred us to the case from New
York, which occurred some twenty-six years ago,
(he meant the case of Peter Allen), and had undertaken to give us not only a minute account of that
case, but volunteered to us the information that,
the year next succeeding the ejection of Mr. Allen
from the New York legislature, he was elected by
a decided majority of the county of Ontario, and
that my colleague, then acting with the democratic

21,
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now a court convened with competent power to try spirit of forbearance and courtesy which he was
the question that had been so long agitated. It was happy to see had been brought here from all quarnot necessary, nay, is was monstrous, that the mere ters. The events of yesterday, (Mr. B. thought),
judge of order, which this body had created, should would sufficiently relieve his political triendg from
draw witliin the vortex of order such high and mo- the reproaches which had been so perseveringly
mentous questions of ri;;ht. He repeated that the cast upon them. The ditficully into which we had
chair, in tlie name of order, had decided a great been thrown by the clerk, or his advisers, by his
question of right the right to a seat upon this floor unprecedented course, and the dogged adherence to
one of the highest objects of laudable ambition. that course, was, at length, overcome, JMr. Chair?
He had decided it, too, as Mr. V. considered, in man, by your appointment. This step was taken
the very teeth of one of the standing-rules of this and justified by the instinct of self-preservalion.
were about to die of an abstraction.
have
house, which we had adopted to govern our delii

—

—

We

I
'

We

berations.
He meant the rule which had already been rescued from this danger. The first manly
been referred to, and which provided that "no mem- movement proved that the fetters of steel supposea
ber shall vote upon any question in the event of to be around us were mere cobwebs.
Standing, then, at the very point which we oe^
which he is immediately and particularly intercupied on Monday, at noon, Mr. B. said he was
ested'"
The chair decided that the governor's members anxious that the eye of the country should be kept
from
Jersey were not interested in the ques- steadily fixed on every step of our progress.
At the first moment after we asserted the power
that the
tion within the contemplation of the rule
iriterest was that of the constituent, and not of the of action, by placing you in the chair, a motion was
representative.
He denied the proposition that the submitted which required the acting clerk to caH
gentlemen whom the chair had adjuilged compe- the names of all whose credenlials conformed to
This motion
tent to vote [lad no interest in the question upon the laws of their respective states.
which the vote was to be taken. Their interest brought up distinctly the question, whether we
was immediate and most palpable. What was the should adhere to eslablished and unbioken usage.
Wr. V. motion upon which Ihey were to vote? It was to It proposed to do what the clerk should have done
party, had aide'd in producing this result.
lay upon the table a resolution that they should be originally, and w-hat he had always done heretosaid he knew nothing of that case, except as matter
It assumed the principle that the credentials
called and recognised as members of this house; fore.
of history, for when it occurred he had scarcely
upon this question it was that the chair had de- referred to constituted per se a right on the part of
entered his teens, and he therefore spoke with much
cided that these gentlemen could vote. The mo- a representative of a people to take a place amongsi
venerable
colhis
deference to the recollection of
ment they voted in pursuance of the decision, what those who could themselves pretend to iro higher
leai'ue, who has told us that he was one of the adult
were they? They were, to all intents and pur- badge of authenticity; and that at this stage of orand efficient actors of the scenes of that early day.
poses,
members of the house And what benefits ganization, we must, of necessity, look with deHe was sorry, situated as his colleague was, that did they
derive fiom that character? They were ference, and not in a spirit of sharp criticism, to
he had furnished him with an occasion to denomiclearly entitled to their mileage and per diem, that ostensible right which all brought here alike.
hearpresence
and
the
in
"venerable"
nate him so
The gentleman from S. Carolina, (Mr. Rhett),
amounting
to some two or three hundred dollars
ing of that gallery (pointing to the ladies' gallery)
each. They had a right to go to the speaker the has moved to lay this resolution on the table with
for whose special edification most of the observachosen
and
ask
his warrant for a view lo introduce again some one of the various
moment
he
was
evidently
designed.
tions of the gentleman were so
schemes that have led us a chase for four entire
pay, and he would not, and could iiot refus
He would tell the gentleman and the house that in their
to grant it to them.
This they could not do, if days. If Mr. B. understood him aright, he intendthat case there was no question arising upon the reordered
to stand back, as others proposed Ihey ed to move that the "disputed members" should
Mr. Fellows caiue in there by petition, and
turns.
should be. Here there was a direct pecuniary in- be passed over and a quorum be formed without
the house decided that they would not entertain the
terest in the question; and was there a mind iiere, them.
petition till the speaker was chosen and the house
This project was substantially the same as that
York the unclouded by prejudice, that did not see it?
was organized. Besides, sir, in
But this was not all. They would derive from offered on the first day of the session by a gentlemembers are sworn by the chancellor, or secretary
privileges man from Virginia, (Mr. Rives).
It had fixed his,
the
decision
of
the
chair
other
great
of state, belore the speaker is chosen? Mr. Allen
and immunities. That clause of the constitution (Mr. B's) attention at the time as one of engrossbad the certificate he was sworn as a member bewhich provides "that representatives in congress ing interest, and preliminary in its character; anil
fore the house could act upon the case, and, as
shall, during their .attendance at the session of he had endeavored to claim for it the attention and
such, voted for the council of appointment before
But amidst the medley of
their respective houses, and in going to or re- decision of the house.
he was ejected. But does the gentleman recollect
turning from the same, be privileged from arrest," topics which were thrown into the debate, in the
unsparingly
that
act
o(
the
how
how loudly and
privilege upon the mem- absence of all rules of order, it had been lost sight
surely
conferred
high
a
house of assemby was denounced by the party with
reappeared occasionally when pure weawhich he is now associated? Sir, look at the bers of this house. If the governor's members, (he of, or only
used this designation in contradistinction to those riness of a desultory and seemingly endless debate
leading New York federal journals of that day, and
by the people), should be permitted to vote, led to an impatience for somelliiiig like method,
you will see that they were actually, in token of chosen
and thus be recognised as members, was it not most and an eager desire to escape by any avenue from
their abhorrence of this deed, dated from the reign
Thus, for example, the "third, clear that it would be competent for them to avail the labyrinth in which we were involved.
of Peter Allen.
themselves of this clause of the constitution? So
The project was one which had a show of plausifourth, or fifth moiilh of the reign of Peter Mien." It
long as they were not recognised by this house, but bility about it, and addressed itself favorably to
bad been stated by the gentleman from Virginia,
suspense,
their
creditors
who
might
who were anxious to get rid of this unpleakept
in
see
those
(Mr. Wise), that Mr. Van Buren was then attorYork, and had given an official fit to arrest them, could reply that they were not sant matter as speedily as possible.
uey general of
members
of this house, and thus defeat the enjoyBut, Mr. Chairman, in our eagerness to esprocedure.
of
this
opinion in favor
ment of this high privilege. But this was not all. cape, we must not leave behind us a precedent
[Mr. Wise here explained, and said that Mr. V. Not only did the characterofa member ofthis house fraught with mischiefs far greater than any tempohad misunderstood him; that he had said that Mr. confer high privileges, but it also created disabili- rary embarrassment. The present )>oslure of afVan Buren had approved of it; but he did not say ties. Another clause of the constitution provided tairs is one which must recur at the coinmenceinent
that he had done so in his official capacity.]
that "no representative shall, duiing the time for of every future congress.
It is not a matler which
If tliat case was sanctioned by one party, it was which he was elected, be appointed to any civil passes off and terminates in ilself.
cannot escondemned by the otlier party, with which his col- office under the authority of the United States, cape responsibility to those who come after us and
league now acted. The argument resulting from which shall have been created, or the emoluments to the country. What we do is for good or evil
this case, was, therefore, neutralized; and he would whereof shall have been increased during such hereafter.
The great outline of proceeding now
therefore dismiss it with the old maxim, that "two time." The decision of the chair would determine adopted will be looked to by our successors when
wrongs could not make one right."
whether this disability was or was not created; anil the spirit of compromise and the pledges of forHe had said that the chairman had exceeded his here was another feature of interest. View it in bearance that accompanied it shall have been forwhatever aspect you please, and you perceive, in gotten.
Sower in deciding that the five gentlemen fro
Few Jersey who had the governor's certificate had the breast of the governor's members, a direct inIn considering the merits of this scheme, I must
the right to vote upon the present occasion. This terest in the event of this question— an interest assume that in practice, the task of deciding upon
Iiouse had organized in this unprecedented manner, coming not only wilhin the spirit, but the letter of and announcing the disputed and undis)uited memas he understood, for the very purpose of determin- the rule. He could have hoped that delicacy would bers will be exercised by the clerk as has bt^n done
ing this point, and now the chair very kindly inter- have been a motive strong enough to have pre- at the present session.
are now to take up and
fered, and relieve it of its apj)rnpriate functions. vented these gentlemen from voting.
The force of adopt his proscribed list.
have nothing else
It was that the house might be placed in a position this sentiinent, however, depended so much upon before us to indicate a dispute; and Ihe late moveto act.and decide this very question that we depart- the anxieties, the temperament, the passions and ment did not, as 1 understand it, proceed on the
ed from the usage that has always obtained in or- prejudices of men, that it was not always safe lo ground of disapprobation of Ihis part ot his conduct.
ganizing this body; and now, foresooth, we are told calculate upon its restraining efficacy. He had not What, then, is substantially the lesson to be drawn
that the house cannot act upon this malter, but that the most satisfactory pledge that it would be a very from our proceedings? The clerk havinsj announepotent sentiinent in tlii.s case.
ed the name of one representative from
it legitimately belongs to the chair to decide who are
Jersey
Mr. Biddle said that an clfort had been made, withholds Ihe names of the other /ire, on the ground
and are not members of this house. The gentleman
from Virginia.(Mr. Wise) had urged that there day after day, to fix upon the opposition the oiliiun that their seats are contested. Of the nature of the
could he no usurpation whenever the law of neces- of the delay which had attended the organization of contest we officially know nothing. It is proposed
He denied the house. Doubtless there would be a heavy re- now that we acquiesce in this proceeding of the
sity called for the exercise of a power.
that the chair could derive any justification from sponsibility before the people on those to whom the cleik wilhout further qurslion; that he shall proceed
It was not nownece.'sary that delay could be lairly altributod.
the law of necessity.
H<'rc hud been a with the list, and whenever he chooses to sav that
the chair should arrogate to itself this high power. mass of men, called to a high trust, struggling to a dispute exists, he is lo drop the whole or a part of
Our situation had changed. Our paralysis was take a form appropriate to legislative action, with- any given delegation. Those who may remain after
now cured, and the house was competent to act. The out a presiiling officer aulhoriscd to enforce order, this arbitrary and uncontrolled process of expurgaclerk <lecided, when we were under his auspicies, and, indeed, witliout aiiy established rules of onler tion by the clerk, are to sit in judgment on Ihe rest,
that, Ihere being no quorum c;dled, he could notpiit lo be enforced.
had been preserved from dis- taking up Ihe cases seriatim, and excluding from
a question; but nowv;» were relieved from that dilli- repiilable scenes only by the geneial sense of what the judicial function of all those who have been orculty.
Questions could now be put, and there yjas was due to the character of the country, and by the dered by the clerk to stand aside as disputed.
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Sir, is not tlie bare statement of the proposition
to show that it cannot be a safe and practiclerk, whose own re-election depends
cable one?
Ion the composition of the house, at a given mo.

i

enough

A

ment

is

made absolute and uncontrolled maslerover
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was at variance with that of others.
had no doubt that the usage there was precisely
same as here. There could be no other rule
that would enable such a body as the house of commons to get to the despatch of business.

recollection

He

the

He has only to assert that the
that composition!
of his opponents, or some of them, are rlisput-

During the discussion, he had sent to the library
for one of the popular digests, supposing that a
reference to the point might be found. The work
he held in his hand was of no great authority, but
perhaps, best suited the purpose as likely to conHe
tain only what was familiar and well settled.
then read from Jacob's Law Dictionary, (title parBrcised? I am far from supposing that any gentleman liament);
ivonld be wilfully perfidious to the pledge of mode"When the right of election is dpubtful, and conration and forbearance that seems to be loosely pas- sequently it is uncertain that candidates are duly
But the very necessity for these pledg- elected, the returning officer may, and for his own
sing roHnd.
But this
es shows that the rule cannot work well in practice. safety ought, to make a double 7 eturi.
it is our own oUspiing, and we may be willing to must be done upon the returning officer's own judg;onceal its deformities; but the next congress will ment, not upon the agreement of the parties.
If
ind this on record as the process ready prepared to two or more sets of electors make. each a return of
Iheir hands, and Viey will be disengaged from a different member, (which is called a double elecThe unlimited control must, of necessity tion), that return onlr/ which the returning' officer
pledges.
t>e given to the party having an influence over the
to whom the sheriff's precept was directed has
:lerk, and that co.itrul may be perpetrated in injini- signed and sealed is good.
And the members by
um, because we know that contests may be started him returned shall sit until displaced on petition.—
Besides, sir, who has a Sim. 184.
By the Irish act, 35 Geo. 3, c. 29, the
jp at an hour's notice.
Who has a returning officer (even though not otherwise quali:ight to give pledges on the subject?
"ight to place the exercise of his legislative tuncfied to vote) must, in case of an equality of votes
iofis at the chance of this lottery? And what is the at the poll, give his casting vote and make a
That we will not elect a return."
lature of the pledge?
speaker or transact business until these disputed
Here, then, was the rule, (and no other could
And where ever be carried out), that the right to sit of the inIs this the pledge?
cases are settled?
3 it to lead us? We have already heard it announr- dividual coming within the requisitions of the law
id by gentlemen on this floor, in swelling terms, must, in the first instance, be deemed conclusive.
;hat th-ey are not going to yield to forms and techni- Such had been the doctrine triumphantly carried
calities
to the brrfad seals of states, or the certifi- out by the present chief magistrate in the case which
that they will iiot be satisfied arose in New York
:ate3 of governors
a case to which his friends in
(vithout probing this matter to the bottom, and as- this house had not attempted to make a reply. Mr.
certaining whether governor Pennington has prac- B. said he did not refer to the principles on which, in
jsed a fraud on the people of New Jersey. Indeed! England, the ultimate right was settled on a petition
\nil so, sir, we are ple<lged to abandon the duties to the house. They turned on the Grenville act and
f legislation, to remain here in our respective other subsequent statutes, all of which were incorlarts of judges and suitors, as the clerk shall ar- porated into one in 1S2S.
Those principles were
ange us, until materials shall be collected to pass substantially the same as in our own country.
)n the alleged misdeeds of gov. Pennington.
But the question might be asked, if the majority
But suppose, Mr. Chairman, there should not be refuse to act on the old usage, what is to be done?
I quorum of undisputed seats?
Nobodj' knows, at Must Ihere not be a compromise? Must we not
iresent, how many seats are disputed. That know- yield to some scheme by which one portion of the
edge rests exclusively with the clerk. He is to "house shall, at hap-hazard, be constituted judges
lay whether I, for example, am to act as a judge over the other portion? Each one must answer these
)ver others, or am myself to be put upon trial.
questions for liimself. Mr. B. was not tenacious
'Zvevy one waits in breathless anxiety to know his about small matters; but here, in his opinion, was
ate.
And, if any advantage can be drawn from a a course proposed tiiat struck at a principle on the
lispute, will not one be trumped as a matter of sacred observance of which, in sincerity and good
The question will be, in each district, not faith, must depend the future organization of this
course?
Thy a dispute sliould be raised, but why a dispute bouse in times of deep party excitement. He could
ihould not be raised; it will serve to justify awravgle, not compromise, however he might be over-ruled.
ind in high party times any shallow pretext may Doubtless a majority might insist on any proposi)e laid hold of; it will, at least, provide a setoff to tion, however absurd, and whatever impediment it
,ome dispute on the other side equally frivolous. placed in the way of the rightful action of the goVo man ever failed at a popular election without vernment. It niight refuse to receive a message
)elieving himself very ill-used, and he is in a mood fiom the senate until the credentials of that body
listen with eagerness to representations which were explored and the allegations of opposing
end, at least, to break the fii'st chagrin of disap- claimants fully considered and passed upon.
It
lointment and sooth the smarting wounds of va- might refuse to receive the president's message on
lity.
If, then, a majority of cases be disputed, some similar alligation.
Would the senate or preffe are absolutely at the end of this contrivance
sident proffer terms of com))romise? Mr. B. said
his wretched makeshift.
You have renounced and he could not suffer himself to be jaded into an aban,)ruught into discredit the only safe and practicable donment of what he deemed a matter of vital inule. It will, at least, labor under the disadvantage terest.
)f having been, duiing one congress, decried and
Mr. B. referred to the charge of usurjoaHora which
iver-ruled.
Can you expect to lift it from disgrace had been ur^ed against the chairman for making a
uid restore it to favor, in (he face, not only of eager decision when called upon.
What was he to do?
lussions and importunate interests, but of your own Refuse to act? Take a leaf out of the clerk's book?

jsedts

order to insure a majority of those who, he
'knows, will vote for him, and lor a speaker of the
It is optional with these men when
>3me party.
jnce seated as a q'lorum to act as they please. They
have the power, and who can say it will not be exed, in

—

liital

—

—

example?

—

That instrument referred lo and
United States.
adopted the state laws, which thus acquired as high
i sanction as if they had been incorporated into it
in 1787.
The oath to support the constitution
reached to and comprehended those laws.
It seeras to be conceded that the course proposed
was in defiance of all usage in our own country;
but an intimation had been thrown out in various
quarters that the practice of the house of commons
lent a sanction to

:

it.

B. here appealed to Mr. Thomas, Mr. VanRliett, to know distinctly if they so
Iconlended.
These gentlemen were understood to
'disclaim any special familiarity with the subject,
but to have slated their general impressions.]
iVlr. B. said he had put the question in all courtesy
and respsct, with a view to know bow far his own
[iVlr.

dei-poel

and Mr.

result would be that the house must have
driven him out of the chair in order to place there
somebody who would go through this very act of
usurpation," and thus put the question in a train

The

What was the new code of evidence which gen'lemen sought to introduce here? The prima facie
oosUhe, under the great seal of a state, in all the
it was to
forms of authentication, was sneered at
>o for nothing; but the prima facie negative of a
clerk's breath was potent enough to disfranchise a
The laws of New Jersey on
a;reat commonwealth!
ihis subject formed a part of the constitution of the

—

——

for settlement.
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view to offer his resolution as a substitute; and
the question of laying Mr. Wise's resolution

upon
upon

Mr. Dromgoole, of
the table, tellers were called.
Virginia, being one of the tellers appointed by the
chair, the question being about to be put upon the
adoption of the resolution of Mr. Rhell, rose and observed to the chair, that he had been appointed by
the chair to act as one of the tellers, and was ready
to discharge the duty assigned him, but desired to
be instructed by the chair )iow he was to perform it.
The chair replied that he conceived the rule lo be
that such persons as possessed commissions in conformity with the constitution of the United States
and the laws of New Jersey were entitled lo vote as
members of the house, and that no others were entitled; and from this decision of the chair, Mr. Vanderpoel, of New York, appealed to the house.}
Mr. White then said: Mr. Chairman, for giving
this decision, you have been charged witli being
Sir, the appetite for
guilty of an act of usurpation.
The honorable
denunciation did not stop here.

member from New York (Mr.
nounced your decision

as a gross

Vanderpoel) deusurpation.

And

another honorable member from Maryland, (Mr.
F. Thomas), followed suit, and characterised your
decision as an act of monstrous vsurpalion. Mr.
While (addressing himself to the chair) said, if
you have been guilty of the high ofit be true
fence with which you stand charged, neither the
courtesy of debate, the sanctity of the exalted station you now fill as presiding officer of this house,
no, sir, nor even your gray hairs, should screen you
from the odium due lo the usurper and the despot.
But, sir, if it shall turn out, upon a fair investigation of the question, that the decision of the chair
is in strict conformity to the constitution, to law, to
all past parliamentary usage in this country, as well
as in all other civilized countries, what should be
the sentence pronounced upon your accusers? Sir,
the undivided execrations of mankind should be

thundered

in their ears.

Mr. W. contended

that

the chair

justifiable in declaring the o|)inion

was perfectly

from which the

appeal was taken— he had no alternative left him
but to decide, or shrink from a discharge of his duty.
The question remains, did he decide right? Mr.
W. remarked that, beifore he went into the argument upon the correctness of the opinion of the
chair upon principle, and upon usage and precedent,
he would call the attention of the house, and particularly the attention of the member from N. York,
(Mr. Vanderpoel), and the member from Maryland,
(Mr. F. Thomas), to an authority in support of the
decision of the chair, that he knew would not be
controverted by either of the honorable gentlemen;
and out of your own mouths, said Mr. W. I wili
convict you.
Mr. W.then proceeded to read from the speech of
Mr. Vanderpoel, of New York, delivered in the
case of the contested election of Moore and LetchMr. W. asserted that the gener in the year 1834.
tleman from New York, (Mr. Vanderpoel), in that
debate, ably and eloquently maintained the precise
doctrine contained in the decision of the chair, and
Ihe very opposite doctrine now so vehemently contended for by the gentleman. In that debate the
gentleman held the following language:
"No, sir, I go for the laws and the constitution

whether they define the qualifications of the voter,
or prescribe the manner in which this right shall be
exercised. I cannot here be persuaded eilherto
jump over the constitution or crawl under the law,
hy the captivating doctrine that the right of suffrage
constitution. Sir, I
is paramount to the law and the
know not whence we derive equitable powers so
transcendent as those which I have here, to my very
powers which
great surprise, heard claimed for us
enable us to set the laws and the constitution at decapacity,
fiance, and authorise us here, in a judicial
dispense justo exercise the despot's prerogative— to
right
and
of
notions
abstract
to
our
tice according
wron". Sir, will not this lead to a perfect mobocraSir, I had always supposed that all legal ends
cy?
civilized communities, and under free and consti-

—

Mr. White, of Kentucky, rose and asked the
clerk of the house to state what was the decision
of the chair, from which an appeal had been taken.
[The clerk here read the resolution of Mr. Wise, in
of Virginia, as follows:
tutional governments, were to be obtained by lawand that it is better,
Resolved, That the acting clerk of this house shall ful and constitutional means;
lost
proceed with the call of the members from the different far better, that the end should sometimes be
the
states of the union in the usual way, calling the names than adopt the more than Vandal heresy, that
"
of such members from New Jersey as hold the regular enil justifies the means.'
and legal commissions from the executive of that state.
This, Mr. W. charged, was the language of the
And then the following resoluliotr, which Mr. eloquent gentleman upon that occasion, containing
Rhctt, of South Carolina, offered as a substitute:
doctiines as sound as holy writ— the very doctrines
that will stand
Resolved, That the house will proceed to call the of the decision of the chair— doctrines
names of gentlemeii whose rights to seats are not the scrutiny o{ "talents and ot time." In that dedisputed or contested; and after the names of such bate the gentleman acknowledged himself Ihe power
members are called, and before a speaker is elected, of the co)istitHtion; according to his pohtical creed
they shall, provided there be a quorum of such present, /A«i, the law and the constitution was supreme, and
then hear and adjudge upon the elections, returns and
sacuficed if it
that ri'hl of suffrage itself was to be
qualifications of all claimants to the seats contested
lawoi the state. But now,
on

this floor.

,

,

clerk then stated that Mr. Rhell moved to lay
the resolution of Mr. Wise upon the table with a

The

came in conflict with the
sir democracy and popular

rights are

law and the constitution.

Now,

this

paramount to
same gentle-

——
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very Joctrine as a "small, miand those members
New Jersey UJider the
commission of the governor, executed in strict conformity to the laws of that stale, as "pretenders,
0/
comiiiR here under the cloak of a sAcerioHd."
Mr. W. appealed to
consistency, thou art a virtue!
the gentleman now to justify his present course.
He appealed to tlie good sense of every member in
the house to decide whether the opinion given by
the chair was not fully and amply supported by the
very extracts quoted from the speech of the gentleman in 1834. Mr. W. asked, what had brought so
radical a change in the gentleman's political creed?

man denounces

—

this

terable, stqueaking iechnicalitfi;"
who claim their seats from

—
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and lawless anarchy. Let the principles contended
for in this debate prevail, and the valued and established institutions of our countrj' will be transformed into a "mobocracy."
Mr. W. maintained that (he true issue before the
house had been passed over and disregarded in this
debate. It was not a question now, he contended,
who was entitled to be permanent members of this
house during this congress from the state of New

Such a principle carried out must lead to the concentration of all power in the general government.
It would override all the barriers erected in (he con-,
stitution between Ihe cential government and the t
rights of the several states, and would ultimatel]r|
end

"
*
in absolute despotism.
Mr. Duncan rose and said that he understood yesterday that after the appointment of a chairman the
rules of (he last house of representatives were
adopted for (he government of this house for the
time being.
One of (hose rules, he believed, required (hat Ihe yeas and nays should he railed alpha-

That was a question that could not now
disorganized state of this body, there
being nobody competent to decide that question unbetically.
Now, he wished (lie chairman to say
til the house was duly organized and a speaker choThe single isolated question to be decided at whether the yeas and nays would be called if desen.
Had his recent tour to Europe furnished him fresh present was, who are to take their seats as tempont- manded, and how?
The chairman stated that the rule did not apply,
ry members to aid in the organization of the house?
light upon democracy?
Mf. W. said, Mr. Chairman, I will now address You, Mr. Chairman, have answered, and answered because the organization of the hou.se was not completed.
The yeas and nays, therefore, could not now
member
from
correctly
those
individuals,
who
the
lionorable
and
those
only,
time
to
a
short
for
myself
Maryland, (Mr. F. nomas). He asked the undi- hold the certihcates in due conformity to Ihe consti- be called.
Mr. Dromgoole then rose and gave notice that in
vided attention of the gentleman from Marylanii, tution of the United Slates and the law? of the reIn deciding this, you do not un- the event of such a decision ijeing made in Ihe
(who occupied a seat iuimediately in froiit of Mr. pective stales.
W.) whilst he read from an authority which lie well dertake to settle who ultimately, upon an investiga- very teeth of the constilulion, which requires that
knew that gentleman would recognise as sound doc- tion of facts, will be entitled to permanent seals the yeas and nays shall be called when desired by
trine, however much others might be disposed to during the present congress; nor does vour decision one-fifth of the members present, he would take an
controvert it. Mr. W. then proceeded to read fjon affect that issue in the remotest degree when it shall appeal from it.
Mr. Duncan asked if there was not a rule of the
the speech of Mr. F. TAo/nas, of Maryland, deliver- arise. Mr. W. contended that the question of temed at the late session of congress, in the contested porary right was one thing, and the permanent right last house of representatives which prohibited a
Mr. W. remarked that it member from voting "on any question in which be
election of Claiborne andGholson, the following ex- a very different ihing.
mattered not to him who obtained the temporary seai is immediately and personally interested;" and whetracts:
"When the clerk had reached the names of the to aid in the organization of the house. When the ther this rule, in the opinion ofthe chairman, did not
members elected from the state of Mississippi, one question came to be tried upon its merits, he should apply to the gfuflemen claiming seats as represenof them has already told you he would repair to the vote to award (he permanent sea( to Ihe individual tatives from the slate of New Jersey?
Who shall who had Ihe greatest number of qualified voters of The chairman, slated that Ihe five members fnai,
table to be sworn; and in this he is right.
his district or stale, guided by such rules of testimo- New Jersey, who were commissioned by the all
infringe the rights for which he contends?
one of the chosen representative of the people of ny as the legislature of New Jersey have enacted vernor, were not prohibited from voting under
The gentlemen themselves were not imm^B
He has with him a cerlificaie of elec- to determine upon the returns of her elections.
rule.
Mississippi.
He apBut, Mr. Chairman, it has been contended that ately and personally interested; it was their con8fi>l
tion, signed by the governor of that state.
pears here with his colleague with the same proof your decision is in conflict with the usage of the tuents only who were interested.
This Mr. W. denied.
Mr. Duncan then remarked that if (hose certi^'
In
to take his seat that we each have. And they have English parliament.
England, as in this countrj', he challenged the pro- licales with Ihe broad seal of New Jersey entitUi
the same authority to question our right as we ha'
They have the unbroken cnstom for their duction of a single precedent, in the organization of the holders ol them lo role, he would ask gentle-i
theirs.
and the chairman particularly, what was tt
guide; and no injustice can be done to any portion a deliberative body, where the member holding Ihe
of the American people by a strict adherence to this legal return has been disqualified from acting in the bs done with Ihe certificates and broad seal of Pennii
which certainly ought to be as broad U
wholesome and convenient usage."
organization of the house.
Mr. W. said he would
Mr. W. remarked that, in that case apd upon that not weary the house by reading cases (wiiich he tfie great seal of New Jersey. In Ihe case of fhtl
occasion, the governor's certificate was conclusive could do almost without number) where the member state of Pennsylvania there were the certificate.' ol
to the gentleman's mind; so sacred that no man holding the regular certificate had taken his seat in two governors, both bearing on them the broad seal
should dare question the right of the member to the organization of the house, although, in a great of the state, certifying that two different individUfi
qualify.
Upon that occasion the gentleman held majority of the cases, upon an investigation of the als (Mr. Ingersoll and Mr. Naylor) are elected t«
What, he inquiredi
usage aad precedent in highesteem. Yes, sir, upon merits, the returned member was ejected, and prov- represent the same district.
that occasion a "strict adiierence to usage" was the ed not to be the rightful member.
Mr. W. then was lo be done in that case? Could any geiillemar
orthodox doctrine. Now, sir, the honorable mem- read from Blackstone's Commentaries, 1st volume, tell him? If the house admitted the claimants Irort"Ttie members of parliament returned New Jersey, because they possessed the governortt
ber (with what courtesy, what consistency, I leave page 181.
to himself to determine) charges you with being by Ihe sheriffs are Ihe sitting members until the house ceitificale with the broad seal, would it not necesguilty of an act of "monstrous usurpation," for de- of commons, upon petition, shall adjudge the return sarily be obliged to admit both of the gentlemei
ciding that the members holding the certificate of false and illegal."
But, Mr. Chairman, it is con- from Pennsylvania, each of whom have similar doelection, in conformity to the constitution of the tended that your decision is in conflict with that cuments, and thus give Pennsylvania one repra<
United States and the laws of the respective states, rule of Ihe house which provides that "no membei- sentative more than she was now entitled to? Be'
Is (his shall vote on any question in the event of which he ing ilesirous that the house should have time to i«i
are entitled to be recognised as members.
No, sir, the case be- is immediately and particularly interested." Mr. fleet on the subject, and the chairman also, lul
not strange, passing strange.
ing altered, it alters the case. The silting mem- W. contended this rule did not apply in Ihe present wouhl therefore move that when Ihe house adjourHbers, Messrs. Claiborne and Gholson, were good de- case.
True, Ihe members claiming to vole had a it adjourn to meet at 12 o'clock on Monday next.;l.
mocrats; that being the case, usage and precedent partial interest in Ihe question; but their constituents
[An abstract of the proceedings of the 7th, Sttjl
were safe and wholesome guides.
Ihe people of New Jersey— held the paramount 10th and 11th December, was inserted in the lai"
Mr. W. said he would not consume the time of interest in the case. It was not the case of the in- Register, pages 247, 248 and 241 ]
the house in commenting upon the flagrant absurdi- dividuals; it was emphatically Ihe case of the people
The house, on motion of- Mr. Duncan, adjournei
ties and inconsistencies of the gentlemen. He would of the stale of New Jersey. Yes, sir, it is the right till to-morrow at 12 o'clock.
simply say, O! shame, where is thy blush?
of the people of the state of New Jersey to repreThursday, Dec. 12. The members elect of thil
Mr. W. said he did not base the correctness of sentation upon this floor that is at stake here. Thi? house of representatives were called lo order «l
the decision of the chair alone upon the high au- is the great interest involved in the discussion of noon this day by Ihe honorable /. Q. Adams, thtil'
"'
thorities from which he had read.
He found higher this question, and not the small rights of personal chairman.
authority.
He looked to the constitution of tlie privilege and pecuniary compensation that may or
Alter the journals were read, Mr. Campbell, tt
Uniteil States
the constitution of he state of New may not attach to the individual members. Exclude South Carolina, remarked that, ttie house haviD{i
Jersey and the laws of that commonwealth. From (hese members, and you deprive the sovereign stale refused lo reconsider Ihe first branch, of the reaaf
these resources (Mr. W. contended) we obtained of New Jersey of five-sixibs of her representation lulion adopted yesterday, and believing its roajlb
the rules by which we should be governed in decid- upon this tlooi; and this is denominated tme and tenance inconsistent with Ihe resolution he had ining who were members upon this floor, either tem- genuine demociacy, and you are charged with being tended to offer in its stead, he now rose lor t^)!
porary or permanent. By the first, we are empow- a "despot and usurper" for deciding otherwise.
purpose of withdrawing his motion for reeonsid*'
ered to judge of the election returns and qualificaSir, Ihe moment we abandon the law we are afloat ration.
lions of our members,
liy the second and third, H|ion Ihe broad ocean of uncertainty.
The chairman stated that (be question pendio|
The stales
the time, place and manner of holding the election have the power to regulate the time, place and man
had been on a motion to reconsider (he latter pari
The constitution of the U. States ner of holding the elections; this power is expressly of the resolufion offered bv the gentleman fromf
are prescribed.
is the paramount law ofthe land, and no valid elecgranted in the federal constitution, as already ob- Carolina (Mr. lihetl), but that motion had just b<el
tion can be held until the state legislature has pre- served. The state of New Jersey, as well as all other withdrawn.
scribed the rules by which it is to be governed.
stales in this union, has exercised this right, anil deMr. Wise. Then, the bouse having refused tl
True, congress has the power to alter these rules; fined the rules of making returns of her members reconsider, the resolution is now in force. 1 mov<
but it must be done by law. This house cannot do to congress. To disregard the law of the stale, and that the clerk now proceed (o carry (he first part oi
no such inherent, omnipotent power belongs to confirm or reject credentials upon our own ideas of it into efiect by proceeding to call the roll.
it
us, as some gentlemen suppgse, ami have contended right and justice, would be the very thing the h'
Chairman. The clerk will call Ihe residue ol
Until a law is passed by congress, the law of rable members from New York and Maryland Ihe roll as directed by the resolution.
for.
the state must prevail.
(Messrs. Vanderpoel and F. Thomas) have charged
Mr. Garland, clerk of Ihe last congress, sclinj
Mr. W. contended it were worse than vain for upon you a most Jlagrant act of usurpation. Sir, as clerk of (his house, then proceeded to completf
gentlemen to talk here about "abstract rights" and said IMr. W. wo may talk of "state rights," c{ "po- (he calling of the roll of the house.
"liberal principles" upon a question of constitution. pular rights," oC "special pleading," ol "squeaking
1
When the roll had been called through
of law, and immemorial usage'.
It was ridiculous to technicalilies;" but if we disregard (he laws of the
Mr. Randolph, of New Jersey, obtained thf
hear honorable members denounce an adherence to slates, enacted upon a subject expressly reserved for floor, but yielded it for Ihe call of absentees.
well established precedent a "miserable technicali- their legislation, and substitute our own will for
The absentees being called, and having now apSuch doctrines lead lo the overthrow of all or- their solemn statutes, he boldly asserted we will peared and answered, Qr their absence having beer
ty."
der, the subversion of all governnunt.
Instead of a have established a principle that will sap the very accounleil for by their frif nds,
government of laws, which should be the pride and foundation of slate sovereignty, the last vestige of
Mr. Randolph then went on to say that he held in
boastof every patriot, we would sink into a wild liberty reserved to the members of this confederacy, his hand a paper which he wished to be read by
Jersey.

arise, in the
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Dromgoole. It v.'as handed to the chair and
we are her representatives in thel Mr.before there was any time for debate. [Orread
.
26lh congress.
,
any unI do not desire to take
Question!]
der'
principles
the
ol
This body having, in derogation
who have sent
recognise our fair advantage of the gentlemen
above affirmed, refused in part to
regular—
this paper, if tire question were
paper
a
of
authority
the
upon
credentials, and that
[Ciies of "Order, order!" "Question!"]
recognised by
as
which, emanating from an ojficer not
I to understand my colleague
Mr. Wise.
regulating elections, and
house
the laws of New Jersey
sayiu" that when no question is before the
oath,
official
an
of
sanction
therefore not under the
a right to make
not
has
house
of
this
geiillemaii
any
other papers, themstatin" merely inferences from
relating to the proceedings of this body?
I'artc affidavits, taken any motion
selves°not evidence, bein^ e^
any?
.
notice to us,
without authority of law, and without
decided that as the paper had been
chairman
The
false upon its
and proved by the law itself to be
in order for the gentleman
facts it received and read, it was
the
of
proof
as
received
face, could not be
move its insertion upon the
union; and an from New Jersey to
asserts in any court of record in the
u
i
carry further this re- journal.
iniention being manifested to
With submission to the chair, 1 inWise.
Mr.
outrage
the
consummate
sult to our state, and to
reception does not arise at
representa- sist that the question of
to
moved
upon her rights, by excluding us her
have
once,
at
might,
organization of the all. The gentleman
tives from taking part in the
paper recorded", and he had, as a part of
slate, and ol our- have his
canyou
hou-:e we, in the name of our
and
paper:
read
the
to
right
a
motion,
country, and that
selves' and in behalf of our common
prevent him. Where is your authority?
rights are outraged in not
of all the other states whose
The chairman. The previous question has been
solemnly protest
Ihe violation of ours, do most
second?
power by this body demanded: is there a
against any such usurpation of
The house thereupon divided, and the call was
do an act which
and do utterly disclaim its right to
noes 87.
103,
ayes
seconded:
the
violation of
bit
will be a bolder and more flagrant
Mr. rrt7idfr/)oei—[Cries of "Order, order!
and of the laws
when tins
con-^titution of the United States
It will be remembered tliat
than has ever downi"]
to its being
and rights of the states themselves
first introduced, I objected
was
paper
been alteinpted in this country.
the world that

.

...

tibie.

1.
XL
I object to the reailin-;.
JMr. Bynum..
[Many voices, "what is it?" "State! state!

"^'[C'riesor "read!

read!" "no! no! slate what

it

I

,,
paper
The chairman. The question is whether a
Jersey shall
submitted by the gentleman from New
made; and he has been
be read; objection has been
paper contains.
a=iked briefly to state what the
but if It 13
I know not what It is;
S/ni(/i.

'

.

,

^

Mr

of any gentleintended as a defence of the rights
clerk
man here, or of other gentlemen, 1 hope the
statement also.
will be allowed to read his

Mr

liaise.

I

hope gentlemen will not forget

(Mr. Duncan) was
the gentleman from Ohio
papers he
permitted by the house to read what

how

m

i

tiis hope that the gentlei'^'jlr Pickens expressed
course
man from New Jersey would, as was the
read,
when a paper was produced and asked to ba
oontenls.
state brietiy what were its
back
me
send
will
clerk
the
If
Mr Randolph.
myself, which will be the
the paper, I will read it
contents.
Shortest way of reaching its
What is the
order.
JMr. Smilk, of Maine, rose to

question?

.

|

]

addressed the
Mr. Vanderpoel and Mr. Dromgoole

I
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Washington, Dec. 12,

Jl.

^- 183?^^

[Loud cries of "Order! and demands for the
question!"
j
,
,,
Mr Mercer. The gentleman is called to order.
[Mr. Vmtake his seat.
stale
1 dem'and that he shall
We, the undersigned, representatives of the
J. HALSTED.
reading
for
the
call
I
seat.]
my
conat
in
as such
I am
derpoel.
of New Jersey duly commissioned
T. JONES VORKE.
declares that when a member is
state, having been
enter- of the rule which
formity with the laws of the said
Mr. Randolph. I move that this paper be
called lo order he shall sit down.
our privileges in this meetin part excluded from
of the house.
journal
the
upon
ed
house of representa[Mr. Faiideriooei, sat down.]
in" of the members of the
carrLoud criesof "No! no!"]
The previous question having been put and
to place before this body
paper s betiv^es deem it our duty
I protest against such a
Bynum
Mr
being on permitting
the
to
respect
with
ried, and the main question
and the country our views
journal. The house owes it to
the
the
on
upon
entered
go
to
ing
ourselves, and the powNew the protest, read by Mr. Randolph,
rjalits of our state and of
pass a censure on the gentleman from
therefore af- Itself to
this meeting.
insult to this ^^
er's and duties of
which
for offering an open, direct
nays;
Jersey
and
yeas
the
house
for
the
called
M"r^ Wise
the members of
I
Jersey.
firm, in Ihe presence of
as well as to the people of New
were ordered.
assembled and ol the whole house,
,.,-,.
i„.
of representatives here
precedent and all order. He has got
"Order, order,
pro- is against all
Mr. Vanderpoel rose.-[Shoufs ot
who have
American people, the truth of the following
"Order!"]-Berore a
up an insultiu" paper from individuals
no order!" "Take your seat!"
have
who
men
house—
the
tfus
if
excluded"from
whether,
the United Stales, been
single name has been called, I ask
^°l That by the constitution of
with this house than if they were
yeas and nays, the paper
prescribe by law the more connexion
but an que" lion is decided by
each state' has the power to
of Great Britain. It is nothing
journal, decide
elections for its inhabitants
will not, of course, go upon the
because
audacity
and
time place and manner of holding
power in- ebullition of disappointment
.,,,..
how we may?
own'representatives in congress; which
prevented, by Ihe firmness and pabeen
1— it must! J
have
wi
they
if
sure
be
and
"To
the time, place
[Many voices,
cludes the right of prescribing
house, from perpetrating an auda,
it appeared that
the re- triotism of this
roll was now called; when
known
making
The
and
of
ascertaining
freemen
the
manner of
negative: yeas 114,
clous outrage upon the rights of
the question was carried in the
world.
sult to congress and the
New Jersey The gentleman deserves the censure
the stale authori[Loud arid
expelled.
2 That the determination of
of the house, if not to be
by this vote that the protest
"Twas'determined
the
by
proscribed
strictly
manner
I cannot look upon him
ties autlieuticafed in the
general laughter.]
entered upon the journal.
evidence of the election ol
house has not yet been should not be
state laws i= the only
with
as a member, because the
w-^hich
The chairman. The house having complied
members of the house of representatives of ihe organized. JSut if we were organized, he would
gentleman
of the resolution of he
branch
organization
mothe
first
the very
to the
I was conscious, from
c-ui be received prior
deserve it
it now
roll,
the
completing
the inquiry from South Carolina by
conclusive until reversed by
h'juse; and is final and
ment I saw him attempting to blink
branch, which is as
lo shrink remains to execute the second
organized.
the house itself duly
what the paper contained, and trying
produce the evidence from responsibility by gelling the clerk to read it follows:
cannot
who
one
no
That
are call3
matter
"And after the names of such members
the laws of his state, that he was well aware the paper contained
proof his election, prescribwl by
will be ed, and before a speaker is elected, they shall
I hope the paper
a seat in the house of represen- that was objectionable.
hear
then
is entitled to take
present,
such
who does produce such evi- returned to the gentleman from New Jersey.— vided there be a quorum of
"
tatives; and no one
"m^.
there and adjudge upon the elections
That
night?
by
last
investigation
you
an
by
What were we told
'f and Mr. /idence can be excluded before
(Mr. Naytor
violation ol the consti- was no question in order but the question on ad- cations of\ll daimants
this
on
the house, without a gross
seats contested
and the rights of the ioiirnraenf. but now, it seems, it is perfectly in or- gersoll excepted) to the
tution of the United Slates
and introduce a floor.
der for a member to get up here
states themselves.
Foposition
I rise to submit a
I hardly know what to call it—
Drorngoole.
be
protest—
cannot
a
Mr.
of
representatives
kind
Mr. D.
4 That tlie house of
who
to that objec
quorum formed un- from men who are aliens from this house and
to the house with a view
resoluconstitutionally organized nor a
to
following
belong
the
again and again not to
then sent to the clerk's table
of the union have had an opportu- have been voted
til all the states
will receive no countenance lion:
paper
that
and
the
hope
representatives;
I
It
J.
nity to appear by all their
who
seven
members
of
consist
democratic
to
The
is not merely a majority of from the house.
Resolved, That a select committee
a constitutional q.iorum
gentlemen and men of
members of his house
alter the arbitrary exclu- have been excluded, like
be .ppoint;d vim voce by the
the posses
the representatives elect
to he
manner
peaceable
all the papers
referred
a
in
yielded
be
shall
whatever,
have
whom
honor,
to
any pretext
sion of other members, on
conduct of Z.n of the clerk relaiin" to contests for seats on tms
members from all the decision of their country. I place the
and that they report
but a majority of all the
is a commentary,, floortom the sute of New Jersey,
had an opportunity to the two sefsofmen in contrast. It
states after each state has
of New
freemen
the
by
so
considered
and to constitute a and it will be
the chair, but
addressed
appear by her representatives,
of
audacity
here
the
Several gentlemen
Jersey. On one side is displayed
who had
part of that quornin.
given, as of right, to Mr. D.
They have thrust themselves on this the floor
assembled, having no despa'ir.
themselves
pack
resolution.
to
5 That the body here
the
endeavored
moved
of sending for house-lhey have
means
no
possessing
to say
or
them
words
powers,
few
iiidi'cial
whether the people chose
Mr. Dromgoole. I have but a
to ex- upon Ihe house,
bound, in good
ready yielding
ons'and papers, not legally authorised
the other side, we behold a
The house lam sure, feels iUeli
oath, and expressly forbid- not: on
under
resolution
Gentlemen
the
witnesses
part
of
laugh.]
second
amine
[A
the people.
fa tlu^ carry out tue
consideration of any busi- to Ihe will of
South Carolina (Mr. Rhett)
den by law to go into the
they please, but—
of the gent eLan from
organized, and the.oath to may laugb if
The
of his case
ness before the house is
rrhe residue was lost to the reporter.]
which they adopted as the rule
administered to its memconstitution
spread
to
the
vote
"^
support
"^"^
Mr Merc'r said, as he intended to house, he de- mo tpract'cable^iode, in my ".P"""".
"
highest judicial function
who shall look
bera, cannot exercise the
the journal of the
upon
to appoint a committee
paper
is
object
this
this
that
of
representatives
with the claims to
belonging to the house of
question.
toal the papers connected
of the state manded the previous
arise before
receivin'and reversing the decisions
[Much confusion arose.]
sea^sManj' questions will no doubt
to their own elections; and
was addressing the hat committee: such as whether the .comnoission
authorili'es in relation
and
arose,
Dromgoole
Mr.
require the persons apevidence,
facie
prima
furnishes
that its onlypo,veris to
of the governor
produce the credentials
debateable.
the facts of Ihe case,
pearing hereVs members to
it accorded with
"'"ruTdiairman. The motion is not
respective states
Even and whflher
the suggestion of my
Irescnbed by the laws of their
at
Then
I rise lo ""der.
But,
others.
Dromgoole.
Mr.
ad many
having by law
further into the
That tiie state of New Jersey
members of the ''""^^ have no right
around me, I fbrbear going
and manner of holding .cknowledged
question.
of the nouse
prescribed the time, place
but will move the previous
spread anv paper upon the journals
'
time, place and manner of n
from subject,
comes
this
before I state
obtained:
Elections, and also the
But
first
having for th 9 pur- wiiboutits leave
Ur Wise. I rise to order.
"ambers, or per^
making known the result, and
'° ^''h"
are not recognised as
who
those
I will ask my >="
order
known
of
point
evidence
of
my
'"g"f
until I have
you have no light to
pose selected the highest kind
and
queslon
such:
as
vote
previous
to
milted
the
the par'
drav^ his call for
:
to the common law, to
corstitution,
under
remarks
the
lew
to
making.a
nations— a com"Yes, bad an opportunity of'
liamenlary law, and to the laws of
voices, "It has been received!"
done I will renew the call.
1"
and signed by the exe- '^"['ft'l'aVy'
a promise that when
mission under her great seal
question!"]
"Question,
''
congress and to and read!"
cutive—has thus made known to
pleased.
[Cries of
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[Mr. Dromgoole did not assent.]
Mr. JVise, Well then I ask, is it competent to
any man, by resolution, to propose totalce from this
house the work of investigating and deciding on
the right to the contested seats, which it has, by
adopting the resolution of the gentleman from South
Carolina, (IWr. Rheil), adopted as the Uw of its

So the house agreed
tion for a

Mr.
ther

Mr. Dromgoole's

shall

presume the question now is, whego into a ballot for the members of
I

—
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New

Jersey election, he desired that it should be
confined to some definite mode of action, and to a
distinct question submitted by this house.
He desired it should be confined to'the question, who are

committee. I give notice here that I shall not entitled to the returns of election,
as members from
vote for any one, and I hope ray friends will not.
the slate of New Jersey to the 26th congress. He
Let gentlemen appoint their own committee, and concurred in the remarks which
had been made by
action? That resolution says that the members of have it all their own way.
his colleague (Mr. JV. Thompson) in regard
this house, not a committee of them, shall examine
The chairman. The appointment of the com- difficult position in which the house was nowto Ihe
placand decide.
mittee is not to be by ballot, but viva voce.
ed.
He (Mr. P.) had undeistood that the house
number of propositions in relation to the order
Mr. W. Thompson said he held in bis hand a re- would be thus involved, and therefore he had voted
of proceeding and to points of order continued to solution upon
which he desired to say a few words, against the resolution of the gentleman from Virinterrupt the progress of business.
and upon which he should not, in imitation of the ginia, (Mr. Wise). He had voted against the reMr. Bell, of Tennessee, asked for the reading of example which
had been set by some gentlemen, solution of his colleague, (Mr. Rhetl), which wai
the second clause of Mr. Rkell's resolution; and it move
the previous question, and thus cut of all adopted as the order of this house. He (Mr. P.)
was read accordingly.
discussion and all opporlunity to exhibit the absur- foresaw, or thought he foresaw, the very difficulty
Mr. B. then said: I submit this point of order for dity of the
proposition, if there was any thing ab- with which they were now about to contend. And
the chair. Is the resolution offered by the gentle- surd
about it- He did not object to the present he would here take occasion to say, that he had
man from Virginia (Mr. Dromeoolc) in conformity state of the house; the
argument amounted to a re- voted against the resolution of the gentleman from
with the terms of the resolution? Does the resolu- ductio ad
absurdum; and that argument, practically Virginia, because he (Mr. P.) desired a different
tion contain any such limitation in regard to the
illustrated, was the only argument that could be mode of action.
If he had been called upon to
extent of the testimony to be examined a
understood by some. To this condition he thought vote upon that resolution on the first, second or
pressed in the resolution? The resolution limits the the
house was brought. What had been resolved? Ihird day of the session, he would have voted ia
examination to papers now on the table of thi
It had been resolved that the house would investi- the affirmative.
He did think, when he came here,
house. If it is to be so understood, it cannot be in ga'c this
election through a committee.
He pro- Ihat the certificate of the governor ought to entitle
order, because it is a violation of the resolution ceeded
to show that the house could not, upon any the members holding it to be called, so as
to be
which the house has adopted lor the law of its pro- ot the usages
which had governed deliberative bo- enrolled for organization.
He thought so before
ceeding. If this is to be adopted, the other must dies or
committees, move a single inch. [Here Mr. this discussion had progressed. He desired that
first be rescinded; then it will be in order.
I make T's voice was lost to
course
the reporter.
of proceeding, -simply that efficiency might
When again
no objection to the appointment of a committee, caught,
Mr. T. was proceeding]: Suppose the case be given to the organization of this house. The
but 1 insist that the terms of this resolution must that
every man in Millville or South Amboy was house, however, chose to pursue a different course.
be as broad as those of the other.
an alien, and that those g.^ntlemen vvho.hold the cer- This was his open sentiment, and he had never
atMr. Thomas. I rise to reply to the objection of tificates otiered
to prove that every man there was tempted to disguise it.
He thought it was due to
the gentleman from Tennessee, (Mr. Bell).
The an alien, would you receive that testimony? If not, the country that it was due to order,
that the
provisions in the resolution are threefold
you turn these gentlemen out of their seats, when house should have pursued that course. He thought
Mr. Proffit. I call the gentleman from Maryland they aver that they, having the majority of the le- it was due to the country that that triumphant parto order.
gal votes, had a right to sit.
In that alternative, ty, denominated the republican party, flushed as it
Mr. Thomas. It is very strange that gentlemen you decide without giving them an opportunity to was with victory, should have taken that course.
will allow some members to explain, but not others. prove their votes.
Or, if gentlemen say no, we He repeated this was his sentiment, and he had
The chairman. I presume that it was not the mean their votes to be proved, what then? You never disguised it. But the house thought proper
intention of the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. are to send for persons and papers— this
unorganized to take a different course; and it had been involved,
Dromgoole) to limit the testimony to be submitted body is to send for persons and papers. When or- day after day, in scenes which, to say the
least,
to the committee in a degree beyond what is ex- ganized, your demand is peremptory,
and you may were of very little credit to the American congress.
pressed in the resolution of the gentleman from attach (or contempt: but, unorganized, as
Hotspur It was to avoid these scenes that he desired the
South Carolina. If he does, his resolution is not in said to Glendower, "you may call spirits from
the course he had spoken of should be taken. But the
order.
If the committee shall refuse, under this vasty deep, but will they come?"
Suppose you house thought proper to allow testimony to be
resolution, to receive any further testimony, it will summon a man from New Jersey
to attend this un- brought forward.
True, it was testimony not exbe competent for any member of the house to move organized body or rather, worse than
unorganized actly lormal, but such as entitled him, being a judge
that further testimony be referred to it. I do not body, as any man knows who has attended
under the conslitnlion, to decide Ihe simple quesits protherefore consider the gentleman from Virginia as ceedings for the last few days— who
is
bound to tion who were entitled to the returns. This was a
out of order. If the committee shall be appointed, obey? or to send papers? And if
witnesses are sent question made under the constitution itself, and he
its duty cannot be further limited than as expressed
for to prove the illegal voles, and they say they will contended that this house had a right to decide that
in the resolution of the gentleman from South Caro- not come, by what process can this
body enforce its question, and could have decided it the very first
lina.
mandate? I desire gentlemen to answer me. Will day, if they had thought proper to do so.
Mr. Wi>e, Do I understand my colleague as ad- you hold up to this committee the emply sound
Mr. P. here read the following clause from the
mitting this construction of his resolution? I ask that they may send for persons and papers,
when constitution of the United Slates:
this, because I know my colleague of old.
you know, at the same time, that it is absolutely
"Each house shall be the judge of the elections,
Mr. Dromgoole. Don't make me loo old. [A impossible for you to coerce attendance?
returns and qualification." of its own members."
laugh]. The view expressed by the ch.-iiris mine.
It will thus be seen (continued Mr. P.) that the
Besides, how is this committee to act? How are
I had no idea of keeping out any testimony the we to act?
I mean nodisrospsct to any gentleman, constitution itself makes three distinct subjects
house may desire to have examined. They can but I know enough of bodies of this
kind, and of upon which this house can judge and decide
send to the committee any thing they please.
the nature of man, to know that the strongest, the nair.cly, the elections, returns and qualifications of
most predominant feeling is that of party feeling— its members. I contend that these are, in their na[Cries for the question].
Mr. S/ade rose. [LouJ cries of "No, no! Or- of parly excitement. I have seen that spirit" in ture, distinct questions. You may decide that a
der!
Question, question."]
more instances than one, trample down every prin- member, returned by Ihe majorily of voters, is enM.t.Petrilcen.
I call the gentleman from Ver- ciple of the constitution
every principle of right titled to the returns, and yet you may decide that
mont to order. ["Order! Sitdown!"]
of justice, and of honor.
What, then, is our situa- he is totally unqualified under the constitution.
Mr. Slade. I rose to ask the gentleman from tion?
are about to proceed in the absence of the Suppose, for instance, that a majority of voters
Virginia to modify
[No, no! Order! Ques- highest sanction under which men can act. Who should return bete a man under 25 years of age, or
tion!"]
can administer the oath? Can you, sir? No.
Can an alien. This goes to Ihe qualification of the
Tije motion for the previous question was se- this body? No.
member; and I contend that if he held a majority
It cannot be administered except
conded by the house, put and carried. And the by special order; and I shall propose that it be so, of votes at the polls, he would be entitled to be remain question being on the adoption of Mr. Drom- although I regard Uie proceeding as informal. ThosH turned, but Ihat he would not be qualified to take
goole's resolution
gentlemen, then, act in the capacity of private indi- his seat. And this illustrates the whole matter.
Mr. Bynum called for the years and nays, which viduals, without the high sanction required by the Ihat the questions are in their whole nature distinct
were ordered.
constitution and the laws; and the only tribunal to and separate.
So it was said a man may have a
The clerk proceeded to call the house.
which they will feel themselves amenable will be majorily at the polls, and yet may not be elected
When the name of Mr Barnard, of New York, parly allegiance. I do not choose to trust myself and so the house might decide that a man was a
was called, Mr. B. rose and said, I decline answer- or others without all the security that can be thrown member, and yet that he was not enlilled to the reing to my name, on the ground that there is no con- around us. I submit that, without the adoption of turnii.
stitutional power in this house to enter on the pro- such a resolution as I now propose, you cannot seMr. P. continued to argue the subject, at consiceeding indicated in the resolution.
cure the attendance of witnesses that you are im- derable l-iigth, and was followed by Messrs. Holmes
When the name of Mr. Cooper, of Georgia, was potent, and that you will expose your impotence to and RJielt—
As soon as Mr. Rhett took his seal
reached, that gentleman said, 1 do not vote." I have the nation and to the world. Mr. T. concluded by
A motion was made by Mr. Lewis, of Alabama,
no power to vote. It is not my duty to vole. The oHering the following resolution:
licsoUed, That the committee raised on the New that the house do reconsider the vote on the second
lioufie has not power to enter on the proceeding.
Jersey elecUon have power to send for persons nnd
pa- part of the resolution adopted yesterday on the moWhen the name of Mr. Randolph kah reached, he pei-3
nnd to swear wiinosses, and ihat the members of tion of Mr. Rhett [a motion which was suggested
rose and said.
Protesting against the right of this
said coinmiiiee be themselves sworn before
entering to Mr. Lexfis by the possible contingency of Mr.
meeting
[Here his voice was drowned in loud upon their dulies
Pichens' motion for amendment not being agieed
cries of "Order."]
Mr. Pickens then presented the following resolu- to].
The roll having been called.
tion, which was read, and which, he said, he
motion was then made by Mr. Crabb, of AlaoflerMr. W. Cost Johnson said that, before the result
ed as an amendment to the resolution of his col- bama, Ihat the house do reconsider the vote
adoptwas announced, he then openly declared that he
league, (Mr. Thompson )
ing the resolution this day moved by Mr. Dromhad not voted, because he considered the whole
"Resolved, That the cumniiftee to be raised on the goole.
proceeding illegal and void; but subsequently, he IN
ew Jersey election he conliued to the question who
And then the house adjourned.
said that, with that declaration, he would neverthe- IS
eniHJcd to the 'returns' of election for the 26tli conFriday, Dec. 13.
'J'he fnst subject introduced
less give his vote, as its eli'ect might be of some
Ihis day was a proposition by Mr. li'ise, to amend
good.
Mr. Pickens said he desired to stale very simply the journal
of the preceding day. The journal deThe chairman announced the vote to stand, yeas the position he
occupied.
If the house, in its scribed that protest as a paper purpoting to be a
123, nays 81,
wisdom, chose to raise a select committee on this protest, instead
of inserting the paper itself, which
this
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formed a par

and portion of Mr. Randolj.h's mo
Mr. W,se. I cannot yield the floor
tion
The clerk had undertaken todo this, but Mr
now. If ed to the substitute
because it changed the issue
genliemew will agree to a reconsideration
W. denied his right. Suppose Mr. W. should
and then tt might be a mere
offer agree to a vote on a direct
shadow, but shadows
proposition, I have done.
counted
a resolution which the house should
ultimately re'"'' "«-""=" P'^'-^^-d Ihe origmal
Mr. Turney. I, for one, object.
had
rc
the clerk any right in journalizing
resolutio"
the
[Loud
cries
of
"Go on! go on!"]
/act, to state, that Mr. WiJi,
Mr. Wise, I have submitted
of Vii-ginia, oHefed a
to this house to deMr. Wise
paper purporting to be a resolution
Gentlemen have now a fair proposifor a certain obPr^P^^i'ion, to be introduce°l by
t on before them to
ject instead of inserting the
meet this question directlyf and ei
e 1 he,
er'',n
sidf;\'''r?'
words of the resolu- they
but I submitted no
specific form bv
have objected.
tion?
Surely not. .He insisted that when
Let
us here no more of this
aresolu- responsibility
'
^°'"!? •" ^""^'"i' ">=" ^nJ
o ot^ ?'
charged upon us for this delay
tionwas otiered it must appear on the
A rnl'^h
journal to gentleman
'" "^^'-^ ^ '"^"f proposition and
from Tennessee, (Mr. Tariie^),
speak for itself, and not in the words
his is one
n'n
'"^''lthe
one of This^is
upon
of another.— the accredited
credentials, leavin- the oues
partisans on the other side, objects
And the same principle applied in this case.
-'''^'
^'^•=''""
We are ready to do our duty now, as we have
'«Mr. Fanderpoel si\d that the house
'° ^«
been
had not re- from the
beginning.
jected the protest, but the motion
Why are not gentlemen on
of the
''"''"'"''''
'"^P-vious question
who presented it, that it bespead upon gentleman the other side ready? They have resolved to go
the journal
into the merits of the election,
II no objection had been
and
Being answered in Ihe negative,
made, it would, on a call
How much time will be occupied inthey will do so.
Mr. U said if
lor the yeas and nays, have
gone on the journal as
a matter of course.
Mr. Turney here rose and said he
But the house had expressly
withdrew his
"^ ''°'""' g'="il>'>nfn would not
oDjection.
vo e fo^f
^ ote for the previous question.
there.
Now,
.4'?,,^' '! ',''°"'"' "°^ S°
after
He understood some
Ih"" h
this,
[I.oud cries: "Go on Mr. Wise,
had the clerk any right to place it
Sentlemen objected to the
go on "]
there, and
modification; and he
thus make void a resolve of this
Mr. W ise. There is so much confusion
house? Was it for
and mis- hoped the meaibers would understand each other
belum to say, notwithstanding the veto of
fore they seconded the
the house,
demand
for Ihe lucwous
previous
says take the question upon
1 will spread it on the record?
question.
the point as it is
Surely nol: and he
I
will proceed
had no other way of avoiding a
(And after an inlerruption), "No
The reading of Ihe substitute having
palpable disrespect
been
called
house thin by doing just as he had done.— gentlemen, I am bound to proceed."
for and the same having
\",
been again read""f
After a short paase, Mr. Wise
Must
the record still be deiiled with
said: Will .rentlesuch a docu' ".'"^"f"i '"me gentlemen to say
ment after a vote expressly to the contrary'
fhel^f
is a inisunderslandine"' '°'' '"P°'"''"= ^ •=•""""'"«« re- that there
in rel.iiinn t„ n
A debate of consideratJle length ensued, and a cTnsi'eredt'
modification
They now preten^d
nol
[Loud and general cries: "Yes, yes "1
number of precedents were introduced pro^nA
committed hemselves to my
proposilion.^n conse
Uv.Wise. Will they then entertain the
new points of order were started and decided con
quence of the proposition as originally
direct
and
offered havpropo..itron that Messrs. Aycrigg,
appenis were made from the decision
mg
been
modified.
&c. are entitled
Now, I ave?that gentleme o"
of the chairto their seats, or that they
man thereon, which reversed,hisdecision. Finally
are nSt'
°' '"' Proposit.on^elore hey
["Yes, yes."]
this whole subject was laid
h
heard
aM it.
it "r'""',
I merely proposed to
upon the table by a vote
submit adirect proMr. Wisexhen yielded the floor, on
of ayes 115, noes 51.
position,
in
some form, and I submitted it
the underin '^^y
The question now recurred upon the proposition
'''""' ""'^ "'^^ reconsidered, he
I/'hey do not like it, let
should
them vole i'^
be^enti'tfed"'''
submitled by Mr. Crabb, to reconsider
Z^-n"%
Clown.
But
if
gentlemen
the vote on
say Ihat they regard this
Mr. Underwood lose to offer a resolution
Mr. Drongoole's resolution for the
as involving an act of bad
appointment of
faith, I will undo alltl a
Mr. Wise
a committee.
I understand Ihat another
gentleman I have done, and go back again to the debate
says he will go on and debate
Mr. Crabb hoped both the motions to
Mr. Ptckens said that, so far as
reconsider
he was individu[Much confusion prevailed.]
would prevail, and that a resolution would be
ally concerned, he l:ad
no objection to vo e
introuno
Mr. Wise
duced permitting the state of New Jersey (0
Is, it, then, considered
that the vote ti.e proposition as it stood.
speak is
[Mr. P's voice w"s
reconsidered by unanimous consent'
thrpugh her duly appointed agent— the
here almost lost to the reporter],
governor
but he vvas un
Mr.
These were his views upon the question
Underwood again referred to his proposition.
'I'^Xhe h.flmade obecU
of return
o he
Mr. IFwe. I have the floor; I hope
tT,"?'^'°l'y
and not in regard to the question of election
substitute,
because the slightest deviation
the ^
gentlein
he
And here he must object to the argument of the man will not talk me out of it.
phraseology of the two p.opositions
might affect he
T.';*
gentleman from SoulU Carolina, (Mr
votes. .He supposed,
however, he was^iislaken in
ndcens) ing thatfj'"'""'"- Is it the pleasure of this meetthe vote on the resolution for
supposing
that
undertook to vary questions'
there
the appointwas any dilierence between the
'"I.'^'I^J!^! P"""'"^"
ment of a committee be reconsidered?
Which
had been put by the constitution itself
The
[General burst: "Aye, aye."]
gentleman's position was that the house
Ml. Wise
I will ease Ihe pain ofthe
should congentleman
So the chairman (no voice objecting)
sider who ought to have been returned.
and
will
make
him a proposition. I under.=land
declared
What said the vote
that
on the said resolution to be
the constitution? That this house
unanimously my Irien. from South Carolina had yesterday a e
should be the
reconsidered.
judge of the elections, returns and
solu mn in his pocket,
which
qualifications of
provided th^t Mr.
Its members.
This question was a question of
now offer the following resolution:
="« entitled to thei
rep^'''/1'%u^
s^
turns, and yet, the gentleman siiid, it
Re.solved,
Tf he"'i-r"""'
""r*-'»^=.
That J. B. Avcrica- J P R M=v„
was not who
'"'"= " "P- ' "'"' withdraw
Wm. Holsjed, Chas. c's^^UoS'^and Thos. X ioiKe| mf, e
was returned, but who ought to have been
return- are
e nailed to Iheir seats.
ed. To come to the question of election
,.!"' f'^'^Z-What
P'^'"^'' "'^ "solution of Ihe gonAnd the resolution having been read
would be the inference, by parity of reasoning'—
it is aiiaffirma1iy"e
Mr. W. moved the previous question.
prTosifior
Why, that this house should consider nut who
was
Mr.
/',^tas
requested
Mr. IFks to withdraw it
elected, but who ought to have been
^'"""'"''^
-lected
"'"
='«^™(lor what reason, the reporter
''=
tive'propl'iior"
Mr. IVUe. The question 1 believe, is now
could not hear)
upon
[Cries of "No, no— don'i— .^o on'"]
[Loud cries of "order! order'"]
the motion of the gentleman from
Alabama (Mr
Mr.
Wise
not
withdrawing tlie demandCrabb) to reconsider the vote on the
°^'^'resolution of
?™'«-' rseveral of Ihe absenMr. Hoffman moved a call of the housef°l.'T'°"
iny colleague, (Mr. Droingonle).
which tees having now arrived), Ihe doors were opened.
was ordered.
[Several voices, "who has moved that
'5""^"°" '-ecurring on secondii,!.
the questhe de™=r^
f
H
And
^
the roll having been called, 220
Hon
tion be now taken up].
udI?"
members
P''"""' l"^^''""'" «•->' taken and
answered to their names.
secondtl.
-Mr. Wise. I have done so.
And
the
names
of
the
And
absentees havin"- been callthe main question was
After a moment's pause, Mr. Wise
ordered to be taken.
continued.- ed, 223 members
were ascertained to be present
ir I could be assured by gentlemen
on both sides
Mr. Hoffman moved that the call be proceeded we'r'/oito"^'""""^'"'''' '''^'"' ->-'.»'"-ch
that we could reconsider the vote by
which this with in the usual
way.
committee was appointed, and come to a direct
''''"- °" the adoption of
ques
The doors were then closed.
M^"lF;!!,'""',"!'rf"'°"'
Mr, H ,se s substitute, was
tion upon the returns— the returns as
then taken; when the
they are sub
Mr. Hunt now moved that the house do adjourn vote stood yeas 117, nays
mitted on one side or the other— I
117, (a tie^, as follovvs
mean the re over to Mond.iy.
An hour or two would be lost in
turns ol the governor of New Jersey,
or the returns bringing
the absentees together.
%I^H~I'^T''- ^'^'"'^'' ^"""'^•'' John W. Allen
of the

_

:

T

1

-

rd°s^^Vet:r
hadteTP''

—

•

LtZt

—

'

I

j

I

•'

ii

t

Su"

•

^"S""^'"—

-

•

subordinate olficers of that stale
to
him— li I say, we could come to a direct made
vote on
the evidence now befbre us, as to
who has the
J)nra.« /licie

evidence

.would be silent.
[Very general

seats from

to

New

Jersey
•"

I

Mr. Wise.

Some gentlemen, no

doubt, expect

that I should detain the house by a speech,
and have
their business.
I think it is but fair to
wait until they have arrived.

gone about

B
ciacK,
"cA^d
tiond,

Bernard, Bell, Bfddle
Enegs, Brockwaj', Anson Brown
^';''^'^^™.

I?,"?,"'
IJotts,

Chmn,

Chittenden, Clnrk, Colquitt, Jas.
Cooper Mark
rushi'„°r''rP°''"''"'rP™'''''5™"^'°"' Crocke,t, CurtS

["Yes, yes."]
Mr. Cushins. I move the absentees be sent for ULiims, Uil eti, Edwards, Evans, Everett, Fillmore
Which motion was agreed to; and the usual mea-' James Garland, Rice Garland, Ga'es, Ge'nlr; Gid-'
say that they will reconsider the vole
dings, Gpugm, Goode, Graham,
on sures to effect Ihat object
Granger, Graves
were taken.
the resolution appointing a committee
Green, Grmnell, Habersham, hLiI,
and tha
W.I. Has inl.
Mr. Wise. Whilst we wait for the absentees
they will at o.ice take up a resolutio'n
if Henry, John Hnl, of Va.
Hofllnan HopfcinT Hum
without gentlemen will permit me,
I will modify my resodebate, to determine either that one
Hunter, James, Jenifer, C. Johnston,
or tlie mher lution so as to
C John-'
meet a doubt in the minds ofsome son. King, Lawrence, Lincoln,
set of claimants are entitled, upon
Marvin, Mason Merthe evidence be
gentlemen. They seem to think that the
lore us to take their seals, I will be
question cer, Miichelh Monroe, Mor/fnn, Calvary Moi-ris' Nay
silent, and be.
''
ol contested election is included in
Ur Nishet^Ogle (D.borne, Palen,
this resolution
every other gentleman tp be so.
Peck, P^rProffit
Randall, Randolph Rariden,
[Cries of "No-Oh no."]
I, Iherelbre. continued
Rayner, Reed Rte
[Reiterated cries of "ALTeed! agreed'"]
R.d^-vvay Rus.=.cl Salionstall,
Mr. W. modify it, so as to conlbrm to the
Sergeant, Shepard S I
Mr. Wise continued. "Can we have lhal=
journals
If for the last twenty years.
^'='"'>' SiorR, there be a solitaiy member who objects,
^rt"'Talia1-^rf l'"^T%l"'"^'
I ask'him
Ti'linglins
The following substitute was then read:
Toto rise and make it known.
land TllpIet^
T, nU« Trumbull,
T^^'l''*;, TI'TP^""land,
If he does so I shall
Underwood, P. .1° Waener
Resolved, That the credentials of the followimr
proceed with the debate.
mem^^tute, John White, T. W.
bers J"ti" B. Av^iSg, J.'hii P. B. M,ixsvell, William fe^^l-^[Mr. W. then repeated his proposition;
which Halsled. Chas. C. Stratton and
Thomas Jones Yorke
Was received with loud and very general cries
of are sufficient to entitle them to take iheir seats
in ihe
Agreed! agreed!" one or two voices saying,
p*^"""
I'
^""^^ J- Anderson,
"take house, leaving the question of contested election to
rAl''^"be A.,h,*rTo7'^Rf
the question as it now stands!"]
P^"I'S Beatty, Beirne, Blackwell, Boyd
pi
afterwards decided by the house.
Mr. Wise. Will genllemen consent to have en^- «A Brown, Burke, S
Mr. Ifisc then withdrew his former call for Ihe H
H. buder,
rvl.r W. O. Builer,
R ?™"i>"'
Bvniim, Cai-r, Carroll, C.x'ey
tered upon the journal that the vote
on the resolu- previous question, and demanded it
on the substi- Chapman, Cliffbrd, Coles, Connor. Cr.iig, Crar^, Cross
tion has been reconsidered?
Dana, Davee John Davis, J. W. Davis,
tute.
De la MonMr. Underwood.
With the coQsent of the .-entayiie
Duan,
Doig, Dromgoole, Duncan,
Mr. Pickens was understood to say Ihat he was
°
tleman Irom Virginia—
man Elv, Fme, Fislier, Fletcher, Fluyd, Earl Eastparticular in noticing Ihe resolution, and he
Fo nance
object- Galhrnith, Gerry,
Griffin, Hammond,^ Hand
iShn
cries of

Mr. W. continued.

now

"Agreed! a<rreed'"]
If genlleman on all sides

will

Wm

'

,

•

.

WiKs

'

.
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'
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Hill, of N. C. Hillen, Hollemm, and formal manner: it was a question of right; it
Holmes, Hook, Howard, Hubbard, Jackson, Jameson, was a question which arose originally. And, if the
Joseph Jolinson, Cave Johnson, N. Jones, Jolin W. gentlemen had been absent, or had just arrived, and
Jones, Keiin, Kenible, Lea'lbetler, Leet, Leonard, this the first day of the session, and they had claimLs wis. Lowell, Lucas, MoClelhn, McCu'.loh, McKay, ed their right to vote, none of the proceedings of
Tvlallor'y, Marchand, Medill, Miller, Monlgomery, S.
this house could have been obligatory on (hem, or
W. Morris, Newhard, Parish, Parmemer. Parri=; Pavn- excluded them from the assertion of their claim to
ter, Petriliin, Pickens, Prentiss, Rarqsey, Revnolds,
They now, then, appeared and claimed
seats here.
Rives, Robinson, Edward Rogers, Jamos Rogers,
their original right, and the que,"^lion he wished to
Samuels, Shaw, Albert Smith, John Smith, Thomas
He would therefore ask the
Smith, Starkweather, Steinrod, Strona;, Sum'er, Swea- be decided de novo.
"Shall their votes be
rmtren, Sweeny, Taylor, Francis Thomas, Philip F. chair lo put the question
Thomas, Jacob Thompson, Tnrney, Vanderp'iel. D. counted?"
Mr. Dromgoole rose to ask whether the tellers
D. Wageiier, Watterson, Weller, Wick, J. W. Williams, H. Williams, Worlhington— 117.
had counted all the votes. And if they had, he
So the resolution (under the 9th rule) was not demanded that the vote be announced by the chair-

Hastin'^, Hawkins, J.

—

adopted.
Mr. Smith, of Maine, rose to offer the following
resolution, which he read from his peat:
Rejolocd, That this house, at this lime, proceed to
the election of a speaker.

Mr. Wise rose and exclaimed

—

is

this

carrying-

out the fairness of my proposition?
i\Ir. Bijnum moved the previous question.
Much confusion ensued and a vaiii'ty of propositions were made— finally the previous question was
sustained by a vote of 118 to Ufl, but a motion was
made by Mr. Proffit, who voted in the atiirinative
to reconsider the vote just taken, for the purpose of
submittinjj the following:
Whereas John B. Aycrig?, John P. B. Maxwell,
William Halsied, Charles C. Stration and Thomas
Jones Yorke have filed with the clerk, of the house of
representatives of the United S ates separate commissions from the governor of the state of New of Jersey,
sealed with the great seal of said state, and attested by
the secretary of state; which commissions authorise and
coinmissiou the said .lohn B. Aycrigg, .John P. B. Mn.':well, William Halsted, Charles C. Stratton and Thomas
Jones Yorke to serve as representatives of the state of
New Jersey in the congress of the United States for
the 26th congress; and whereas said commissions conIbrin in every respect, and are in accordance with the
laws of New Jersey regulating the eieciion <>f members
of congress; and whereas the state of New Jersey cannot be deprived by this house of her right to vote in the
organizaiion of the house without a violation of the
constitution of the United States and a violation of the
6overei:jn rights of the state of New Jersey.
ResnU'ed,'TnM John B. Avcrigg, .lohn P. B. Me
'.veil, V/iiliam Halsted, Charles C."Stratton and Th'
Jones Yorite are entitled to vote for sp.^aker of the
iiouse of representatives v;henever the house shall proceed to the election of that ofTicer.

man.
Mr. Mercer rose to move for a reconsideration of
the vote by which Mr. Wise*s resolution, providing
for the call of the New Jersey members, had been
rejected.

Necessary

Jahn

Bell,

W.

1st.

235
118
102
113
11
3
5

Di.xon H. Lewis,
Pickens,
V.

W.

George W. Hopkins,
Robert M. T. Hunter,
John Quincy Ada;.:i3,
John C.Clark,
Henry A. Wise,

that the motion

Waddy Thompson,
Levi Lincoln,
Francis Granger,

_

_

Thomas Corwin,

-

5ili.

6th.

234
118

234

228

118

115

99

1

2

21

113
11

110
103

22
71
4

5

6

49

5

7

79
4

101

77
14
8

1

-

-

1

5

29

_
_
_

1

1

1

63

63

11-

]

_

i

i

-

-

i

_

_

i

_

-

-

4

11

2
2

-

_

_
_

_
_

6

39

_

1

_

2

1

3

_____
_____!
_____!

Linn Banks,
Dav;d Pelrjkin,

Ih.;

4th.

234
118

-

Zadok Casey,

Alter

would make no motion, but he
the fact that there were five gentle-

said he

3.1.

IIS

-

George Evans,

was not R. Barnwell

ad.

235

1

_
_
-

1

1

G. C. Orumj-^ole,

The chairman decided
Mr. Wise

to a choice,

Jones,
William C. Dawson,

J.ihn

in ortier,

-

Eh-jit,

-

-

.

-

-

1

sixth ballot the house adjourned until

Monday.

Monday, Dec. 16. The balloting for speaker was
wished to slate
men from New Jersey, vvho had appeared in their resumed. On the eleventh ballot a choice was efand claimed to vote. He therefore asked the fected, and Robert M. T. Hunter, of Virginia, havchair to state that fact to the house, and take its de- ing received 119 votes, out of 2.^2 ballots, was announced as being duly elected speaker of the house
cision upon it.
The chairman then announced the result of the of representatives. We annex the following as the
vote to the house, and the number of votes given result of this day's ballotings:
7ih. 8ih. 9th. 10th. lltli.
to each person voted for.
2-29
232 231 232 233
Tho chairman then said that the five members Whole number of votes
115 117 116 117 117
from New Jersey, who held the commissions of the Necessary to a choice,
80
33
12
64
governor of that state, demanded to have their John Bell,
55
14
2
John W. Jones,
votes taken before the result was announced to the
Wilham

seats

.

..5563..-1159
1111-

.

.

house.

The chairman

a majority of votes given to
house would proceed to vote again.

The clerk commenced
when —

calling the roll for

.

Jl/ercer rose to

Mams

nounced
when there was no question before it. The clerk
Mr. Yoke rose in his place and inquired: Mr. had just commenced calling the roll, but he had proChairman, is the call of the roll coinpkled;
ceeded without being told lo do so; therefore he
The chairman said: It is.
f Mr. M.) was not out of order.
Mr. Yukc. I perceive that my name has not
Mr. TFise said, in order to illustrate the position
been c.dled. I am here as one of the representa- of his colleague, he would state that the chaliinan
tives of the state of New Jeraey, with the commis- had decided that he could not put the question on
sion of the governor, in compliance with the con- his appeal while (he election was going on.
Now,
stilutioji of the United States and the iav\s of New from that very decision the gentleman had
a right
Jersey and I demand th«t my vote shall be re- lo appeal.
corded. I vote for JoAii i3p//.
The chairman said he believed it to be perfectly
[Theolher four gentlemen from New Jersey made competent for the gentleman to offer his molioi
the same deniand.]
when a speaker should have been elected; but while
The tellers reported that there were 102 voles for the house was thus engaged, lie could not receive
John Bell, 113 liir J. W. Jnnes. II for C. \V. Dim- any motion, nor could any appeal be taken from the
son, S for D. H. Lewis, 5 for F. W. Piciceiis, and 1 decision of the chair.
lor J. Garliind
no one having a majority of the
Mr. Wise said then here is a decision that an
whole number of votes given.
appeal cannot he taken. Is it not coinnetenf for my
Mr. Wise rose and inqiiiiod whether the report colleague to take an appeal from that de- isinn?
includcil the voles of the five geiill'-iiifn who liehl
The chairman replied certainly not, sir. [Loud
coininissions from the governor of New Jersey. He laughter.]
nndersloiirl that it did not.
He hopnd, therefire,
The clerk was then allowed to proceed with the
that liefore the chair announced the result of the call nf the roll.
election, it would put the qufstion to the Iiouse,
The rest of the day's segsion was employed in
thus raised informally, whether their vo'es should balloting for a speaker— Six ineffectual attempts
be counted. Now, the question arose in a l.gal were made as follows:

—

—

Levi Lincoln,
Francis Granger,
George Evans,
Zadok Casey,
Thomas Corwin,
G. C. Dromgoole,
Francis Thomas,
John Sergeant,

110

73

1

16

59

85

119
-

_

-

.

12

.

.

.

.1

.

3

.

.

-

.

.

.

1

.

.» 4

.
.

1

1

-

2

_

-

_

2

5

5

8

10

-

t-

1

-

1

1

I

7
_

11

10

_
-

3
_
-

-

-

1

-

1

1

_
-

-

1

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

12
2

24
-

-

-

-

-

1

.

.

1

_

..!---...

J.

Edward Curiis,
&orgc M. Keim,
William

113

.
.

.

R. Underwood,
Cave Johnson,
Henry W. Conner,
Lewis Williams,
John Campbell,

110

.22

.

.

aaecond John Quincy Adams,

vote,

Mr.

.

C. Dawison,
Di.xonH. Lewis,'
F. W. Pickens,
George W. Hopkins,
Robert M. T. Hunter,
.

appearing not to be
any one person, the

said that there

address the chair, (but what
he said was lo-t to the reporter, owing lo the noise
and confusion that prevailed throughout the hall).
Mr. M. was called repeatedly to order by som
member, to whom he replied, at the top of his voice,
and amidst loud cries of "order',*' "ordei!" "Let
the gentleman state his point of order.'*
Mr. TKisfsaid, my colleagug (Mr. Mercer) rise;
to a priviledged question; which is always in order
The chairman stated that the gentleman's motion
Mr. P. followed his motion with an earnest and
could not be then entertained, as the house was
animated protest against the proceedings of the
then engaged in voting for a speaker. It was not
I'.ouse, and the outrage which th« majority had cotnin order.
mitteil against the rights of the state of New Jersey
Mr. Mercer said, then he would appeal from the
by excluding her members from the floor.
decision of the chair, and askrd the chair to put the
Upon this a debate arose which was niantained question to the house on his appeal.
lanlil the house adjouriitd.
Mr- Wise said, certainly my colleague has a right
Sutitrdaij, Dec. 14.
After a variety of proceed- to appeal from the tlecision oi' the chair.
irii^s th(> members at len;5th proceeded
to execute
The chairman stated that he could not then put
the oriier of yesterday, providitig for the election the question on the appeal while the vote was bein
of speaker.
taken.
[Loud laughter.]
Tile chairman appointed the following gentleThe clerk was proceeding with the call, when
men to act as tellers:
Mr. Graves again interrupted him, and remarked
Messrs. Keiin, of Pennsylvania, Briggs, of Mas- that he should not take his seat till the house decidsachusetts, Keinble, of New York, and Cioclceit, of ed the question on the appeal taken by the genlle
Tennessee.
man from Virginia, and which the chair ^ad refused
And thereupon the house proceeded to vote viva lo put to the house. [Loud cries of "order!" "or
voce (as required by The r'lle).
der!'-J
On tlie name of Mr.
being called, that
The chairman called the gentleman lo order, and
(teiilleinan answered: reserving all my rights of ob- stated that he had already decided that the appeal
jecting hereafter to this election as unconstitutional could not be made while the clerk was calling th
^
and illegal, I vote forJ'oA« Bell.
roll.
[A sifiiilar protest was made by Mr. Wise.']
Mr. Mercer. The chair had refused to put his
liefore the result of the first ballot was an- motion to the house, and had called hiin to order

—

Whole No. of votes,

iMcdili,

Thomas Davee,

.

.

.

.

...
..
.

.

1

...--...--.,---...--.

.

C. G. Alherton,
D. A. Starkweather,

-

3
4
1

-

1
Nathan Clilford,
1
T. A. Howard,
1
Linn Boyd,
The chairman then requested Mr. Banks and Mr.
Lawrence to conduct the s]>€aker to the chair, and
Mr. Lewis Williams to administer the oath of office
.

.

.

.

.

.

to him.
Mr. Banks and Mr. Lawrence accordingly conducted the speaker to the chair.
And, when he had taken it, and the oath was administered to him, the house, on motion of Mr.
(risf, adjourned till to-morrow, at 12 o'clock.
[The National Intelligencer, noticing the result,
says, "that Mr. Hanler received, on the last and
successful Xnii\,et!rrij whig vole in the house, which,
united with the votes of nearly all the .state rights
gentlemen of the south, effecled his election."]
Tuesday, Dec. 17. At noon to-day, the speaker
of the lioiisc, (the honorable R. M. T. Hunter)
took the chair and called the house to order; after
which, he rose and addressed the house as follows:
Gentlemen of the house of representatives: The
high and undeserved honor which you have conferred upon me has been so unexpected, that even
now 1 can scarcely find terms in which to express
my grateful sense of your kindness. I trust, however, to be able to oli'er a better evidence of that
sentiment in the earnest eH'orls which I shall make
to dischargfe my duties justly and impartially.
Callerl as I have been to this high station, not so
much (rom any merits of my own as from the in-

my position, I shall feel it as espeine to voii to preside as the speaker,
not of a parly, but of the house.
Whilst I shall
deem it my duly on all proper occasions lo sustain
the principles upon which I stand pledged before
the country, I shall liohl myself bound at the same
dependence of
cially due from

lime to alibrd every facility vvilhin my power lo
the full and free expression of the wishes and sentinents of every section of this groat confederacy.
You will doubtless deem it your duty, geiillemen,
as the grand inquest of file nation, to invesligate
all matters of which the people ought to be informed;
to retrench expenditures which are unnecessary or

—

—

—
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ceedings?
And he might further ask, where had
been the oaths of the gentlemen here present for
this fortnight past, during the whole of which time
they had been sitting as a house of representatives,
had adopted rules to govern their proceedings?
my power. And although deeply impressed wilh But if Ihe honorable gentleman fiom Maryland
a painful sense of my inexperience and of the dif- would attend to the meaning of the word "busificulties of a new and untried slatioii, [ am yet ness," as used in the statute read from, he would
cheered by the hope that you will sustain me in liscover that it referred to the ordinary business of
my efforts to preserve the order of business and the the house, and not to its organization. The adopdecorum of debate. I am aware that party fervor tion oi rules constituted a part of the organization
is occasionally iujpatient o( the restraint which it is of the house.
Mr. D. had not proposed that the
the duty of the chair to impose upon the asperity house .should go into any ''business;'' and therefore
of df bate, but at the same time I know that the the law of 'rf9 had nothing to do with the matter.
just of all parties will sustain the speaker who is They were sitting as members of Ihe house; they
honestly endeavoring to preserve the dignity of the had elected their presiding officer; and certainly
house and the harmony of its members.
they could adojit any rules of business they thought
Permit mcr in conclusion, gentlemen, to tender fit— the law of 'S9 notwithstanding. When he ofyou the homage of my heartfelt thanks for the fered the resolution which was before the house, he
honor which you have conferred upon ine, and to had done so with candor and sincerity, and with a
express the hope that your councils may be so view to avoid any difficulties which ujight arise.
guided Dy wisdom as to redound to your ow u repu- Suppose, when nieinbers came up to be sworn, any
tation and the welfare of our common country.
difficult questions should be raised, where were the
The journal of yesterday having been read
rules by which they were to be decided?
He had
Mr. /)ro/ng-oo/c, of Virginia, moved a resolution deemed it but an act of courtesy to a young speaker
providing that the standing rules of order of the last to give him at least rules for bis guidance; with
bouse of representatives be adopted to govern the these he would be less embarrassed in discharging
proceedings of this body.
the duties of a new situation; and the members
Mr. Lewis ifilliams, of North Carolina, moved themselves would also be delivered from much difto lay the resolution on the table until Ihe members ficulty and delay.
The gentleman from Maryland
of the house should have been sworn in.
{Mr. Johnson) not having formally made a point of
Mr. Everett, of Vermont, suggested to Ihe chair order, but ratlier offered a suggestion lo the chair,
that it would be proper first to swear l|ie members Mr. D. put it to him whether it would not be better
before entertaining any other business.
to wave any formal decision, and let the suggestion,
Mr. Dromgoole thought it undoubtedly competent accompanied by the words of the law as read, have
to the house now to adopt rules for its government. its due operation on the minds of the house.
The question being put from the chair on laying
Mr. Johnson had no wish to go into a debate: and
the resolution on the table
he would yield with great pleasure to the suggesThe yeas and nays were demanded, and then tel- tion of the able gentleman from Virginia, could he
lers were called for.
do so with consistency and conscientiousness. But
Mr. IV. Cost Johnson rose to order. He said he the gentleman must excuse him. He thought the
held in his hand the law of 17S9, and would ask for speaker \\ould encounter no embarrassment: let the
the reading of the first two sections of il, from members be sworn as the law required first to be
which it would appear that the resolution of Ihe done, and then the very next thing would nahonorable gentlemen from Virginia was inadmissi- turally be to adopt rules of order. But according
ble at this time.
to the words of the statute, a member appearing
The first and second sections of the law were could not be admilted to his seat until he was
read accordingly, at the cletk's table, as follows: sworn. He must insist upon his point of order.
•
Sec. 1. Be il enar.led, Sj-c.
That the oath or afThe chair suggested to the gentleman from Mafirmation required by the sixth article of the con- ryland that the readiest way of arriving at a settlestitution of Ihe United States shall be administered ment of bis point of order would be to sutler the
in the form following, to wil: "/,,/}. B. do solemnly question to be taken on laying Ihe resolution of the
swear or affirm (as the case may be) that IwiU sup- gentleman from Virginia on the table.
part the constitution, of the United Stales." The
Mr. Jnhnson said he had no objection.
said oath or affirmation siiall be administered within
Mr. Graves and Mr. Cave Johnson rope simultathree days after the passing of this act, by any one neously and demanded the yeas and nays, which
member of the senate, to the president of the were ordered.
senate, and by him to all the members, and to
Mr. Lewis Williams again reminded gentlemen
the secretary; and by the speaker of Ihe house of that he had made his motion merely that members
representatives, to all the members who have not misht first be sworn.
taken a siujilar oath, by virtue" of a particular resoMr. Vnnderpoel moved a call of the house.
lution of the said house, and to the clerk: and in
['Oh no! no!"]
case of the absence of any member, from the serMr. V. Oh yes, yes! put the question.
vice of eithei- house, at the time prescribed for
The question being put, it was lost without a
taking the said oath or affirmation, the same shall count.
be administered to such member when he. shall apMr. Vandcrpoel called for the yeas and nays.
pear to take his seat.
['Too late, too late! Question, question!"
Sec. 2. Jlnd be it further enacted, That, at the
The question being now put on Mr. Williams's
first session of congress after every general election motion to lay on the table, the yeas were 116, Ihe
of representatives, the oalh or affirmation sforesaid nays 116.
sliall be administered by any one member of the
So there was a tie.
house of representatives to the speaker, and by him
The s;)eafrer giving the casting vote in the affirto all the members present, and to the clerk, pre- mative, the motion was carried, and the resolution
vious to entering on any other business, atid to the of Mr. Dromgoole was laid upon the table.
members who sliall afterwards appear, previous to
Mr. Craig, of Virginia, ottered the following reunconalitutional; to maintain ttie just relations between all of the great interests of the country; and
to preserve inviolate the constitution which jou
will be sworn to support; whilst it will be mine to
aid yon in such labors with all the means within

taking their seats, &:c.
Mr. W. C. Johnson went on lo observe that, ever
since this law was enacted, all officers, as well oi
the national as of the state govtrnmenis, were
bound lo take an oath before entering upon their
official duties.
No question could be raieed as to
the constitutionality of this law, for it was the supreme law of the land, binding on congress as on
all otlier persons concerned.
It could not be rescinded by a mere resolution of either or of both
houses; but only by the same authority which had
enacted it, viz: by a law, passed iii both houses,
and signed by Ihe president. ]3ut, lest some gentlemen might cherish a doubt, he would ask the
clerk to read the opinion of jue^ge Story, of the supreme court of the United Stales, on the constitutiojiality of the law, and its binding validity now
[The opinion was read accordingly.]
Mr. Dromgoole said, as his friend from Maryland
had raised the point of order, and had betm alio'
to accompany it by some remarks, he presumed he
should not be out of onler in offering a few words
in reply.
He should not enter into an argument :is
to Ihe constitutionality of the law of 1789; but he
might ask, where was this law of '89 when the first
hoine of representatives adopted rules for its pro-

I

solution:
Re.-:olvcd, That every member of the house cf repreresentatives of the Uniled Stales ounht, before lakins
produce at die clerk's table, or to de
posilein the clerk's ofSee the credentials by virtue o:

his seat therein, to

which he claims his seat, and in all cases of contested
no member to be permitted to vote until the
upon a report from the standing committee of

elections,

house,

by the vote of the niajority of the members present beins a quorum of the house, shall hnvi
decided which of the claimants is entitled to the con

elections, or

tested seat.

Mr. Wise. As there lies precisely the same objection to this resolution as to the last, and which
has just been sustained by the house, I, therefore,
in accordance with the views expre.ssed by the gentleman from Maryland, (Mr. Johnson), moved lo
lay this resolution on the table.
The motion was carried, and the resoultion of
Mr. Cr«j>was laid on the table accordingly.
The chair now directed the clerk to call the roll
that the members elect might come up and take the
oath prescribed by law. The roll was called and
I

I

—

Ihe members coming up where lire delegation was
not numerous, by entire dLdcgations, and, where
very numerous, h'y squads, surrounded the speaker,
who stood ill front of the clerk's table, and were

2C7

qualified; some
(chiefly from the
the uplifted hand.

dulv

New

When

kissing

England

the

book, others,

states^

swearing by

New

the state of
Jersey was reached, the
clerk called the name of Joseph F. Randolph.

Cries of "j>ass on," and in obedience lo an intimation of Ihe speaker, the clerk, iinr the present,
passed by that state, and proceeded to complete
the calling of the

The

roll.

having been gone through, and all the
iluly sworn.
The state of New Jersey was taken up, and the
name of Mr. Randolph having been ajain called
by the clerk, the other gentlemen from New Jersey
having cominissioirs from the governor came up
with him, and surrounding the, speaker, presented
themselves lo be sworn.
Mr. Randolph having
roll

members having been

ta'ien

the oalh.
The Speaker desired the remaining gentlemen to
pause, as he had reserved the question respecting
their case to be decided by the house.
[While these geiitlenien were around the speaker several members of tlie bouse, already sworn,
left their scats, and coming into. the area in front
of the clerk's table, stood behind the New Jersey
members; but the cry of '-order!" ''fake your seats!"
being heard from all sides, these gentlemen imme-

resumed their seats.]
The speaker thereupon left his station in front of
the clerk's table, and having resumed the chair, obseived that a difficully having arisen in relation lo
Ihe right of the reinainirig gentlemen fiom
Jersey to seats in the house, Ihe chair ileemed it his
duty to submit the question for the decision of the
diately retired and

New

house.
Five gentlemen from New Jersey, viz:
Messrs. Aycrigg; Halsted, Maxwell, Stratlon and
Yorke had appeared as repisentatives from New
Jersey, with the certificate of the governor of that
stale, and had demanded to be sworn.
Had the
question now arisen (/e noiio, the chair would not
have hesitated to liave administered to them the
oalh of office.
But, as certain proceedings had already taken place in the house upon the subject
and as a resoluticn had been |iassed, or rather a
negative opinion had been given in relation to their
right of voting, he deemed it his duty to submit the
qireslion to the house.
The house had once said
that these gentlemen should not act as members.
The chair left the mailer to the house.
Mr. Wise.
I would rfspectfully inquire of the
chair whether any gentleman has objected to these
centieinen being sworn? Will the chair now inquire whether any gentlemen now objects to il?
Mr. Dromgoole. Iff rightly irndersfood the speaker, he said he left Ihe question to the house to decide.
If so, the question arises of itself, whether
these gentlemen shall take the oalh.
Mr. Wise. I ask whether any objection has been
made by any gentleman here present, whethersworii
or claiming to he sworn? If there is no obj-^ction, I
presume the chair need put no question in the case,
but receive these gentlemen at once, and let theni
be sworn.
The speaker said that he should have deemed
such to have been his iluty, but for the resolution
which stood recorded upon the minutes; but, such
being the fact, he felt that it more became him to
submit this question of franchise fo the house. The
gentleman Irom Virginia, (Mr. Wise), seemed to
think tliat the chair ouglit to have waited until
some objection had been made, but the chair did
not see how this could have made any material
difference, since the question must at last have
coivie to the house, shall these gentlemen be sworn?
Mr. Wise said he had raised Ihe question simply
because a resolution, whether alfirinafive or negative, pas.sed by this house while in its unorganizrd
state, had no force or obligation of law upon this
house at present, and because he thought that possibly the house might in that way be relieved of all
He would nonfurther difficulty in Ihe matter.
move that these gentlemen, (named them), be not
sworn. This would at once raise the question,
and Ihe house must decide it.
[The chair required the motion to be reduced lo
writing.]
Mr. IVise. I move it in this negative form, because a sovereign state of thi.s union was deprived
of its vote in the election of speaker by the same
question having been raised by a resnlntion in the
positive form, the resolution having been lost by a
tie.
I Ho this lo avoid the mere trickery of form.
I will reiiuce my motion fo writing.
Mr. Diomgboh. I kr;ow that I have not a right
to Ihe floor, but, with my colleague's permission,
and while be is writing out his motion, I will ofTcr
a few remarks.
Mr. Wise. Certainly.
Mr. Graves. I object.
Alter a brief conversatioi;, BTr. Dromgoole was
permitted to proceed.

—
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It is, (said he), necessarily an affirmative proposition, and cannot coine up in any other form;
and the chair intimated, if 1 understood him, that
he put the question to the house. Tile course purcase
sued by the chair is not without precedent.
occurred in the senate, when an amendment of the

A

constitution had been proposed; and on a question
whetherit required a vote of two-thirds or ol a mere
majority to decide, the presiding officer submitted
Here there being some
that question to the body.
difficulty in relation to the New Jersey members,
the chair submits the question to the house, "Shall
they be sworn?" The chair had a right to put this
question, and to have it answered, belbre my colleauge could move his resolution. The house is in
possession of the question, and I demand its decision.

Mr. Mercer. I would .suggest to the chair that
the decision of the house, to which he alludeil, was
not that the five New Jersey members, commissioned by the governor of their state, are not entitled to
their seats in this house; the decision was, that the
credentials in their possession were not sufficient to
authorise them to take seats in the house us then
Suppose a gentleman present credencortsiiluied.
tials, which are pronounced insufficient, may he not
produce others to-morrow which shall be admitted?
The sufficiency of these gentlemen's credentials, in
this house, at present, is a new question; it is a
question to be decided now, on evidenee now (o be
adduced. Then the members were not sworn, nor
the house organized, and they had no power to decide the question, or even to go into the inquiry as
to the validity of credentials; but now we aie sworn
judges, with power to try and determine.
Mr. Wise now read his resolution in the words following;
Resolved, That Messrs. John B. Aycr;22, William
Halsted, J. P. B. Maxwell, Charles C. Saation, and
Thos. Jones YorUe are not entitled to be sworn as
members of this house from the state of New Jersey.
Mr. Wise.
colleague (Mr. Dromgoole) will
not, I hope, forget, so sioii after we have escaped
from our chrysalis state, now that we have just got
cur win^s, that one of the charges of usurpation
against the honorable gentleman who lately presided
ill that chair was, that
he assumed to put questions
to the house, in his own form, which nobody had
moved. You, sir, have not so acted; you have not
assumed to give direction to the action of this body.
You stated to us your own convictions, ami what
would be the question for this house to settle; but
you did not, on your own mere motion, undertake
to decide in what precise form the que.-tiou should
be presented to the house. That would necessarily
be a question of order. But you stated the great
question of right. Not believing that gentlemen
would oilVr a resolution in this shape themselves,!
have taken the liberty of anticipating their move-'
inents, and I move you the resolution in a negatioe
form.
If this is decided in the negative, by a tie or
otherwise, it will be what the logicians call a negatioe pregnant, ani\ will amount, in fact, to an affirmative vole. I presume the chair has no predilection for
any particular form in which the substantial question shall be placed before the house.
The chair said that he felt it his duty to put the
question to this house for decision, whether those
gentlemen demanding to have the oath administered
(o them shall be sworn; but he did not decide as to
the particular form of the proposition.
He merely
indicated what was his own impression as to what
the question would be which he should have to put
to the house, unless some gentleman should relieve
him from that necessity by subinittinga pro|)osilioii.
He should submit the resoiulion as now moveil by
the gentleman from Virginia.
Mr. Wise. Then I was not mistaken in my understanding of the chair, audi now, with great pleasure, relieve hiin hom alleinbarrassinent by moving
iny resolution; and— iinle,"s there are strong reason^
to the contrary
(pausing and looking round) I will
move the previous question.

My

—

["Hnw

can you? We have no rules!"]
Mr. Wine. Well, I will withdraw my call for the
previous question, and just submit my resolution.
Mr. Thomas. In anticipation of such a state of
affairs, my friend from Virginia ( M.r. Drnmgoole)
moved the house to adopt rules of order. His motion was laid on the table, there not being then a full
attendance of members to vote: had theie been, I
ehould not have had to trouble you now. But as
there was not, and as we have adopted no rules, and
of course there is nothing to prevent my renewing
the gentleman's motion in the same idenl'ical words"
I.iiiovo you that tlie resolution oftliegen:leman from
Virginia fMr. Wise) be postponed iinlil we shall
have again voted on the resolution for the adoption
olruh-sof order, (would have moved to l.iy it on
the table, had I not seen that it will avail nothing;
because, as soon as I should have moved my icao-
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the gentleman from Virginia might
rebut it by a similar motion.
It seems impossible
thjit we can progress till we adopt some rules to govern our proceedings. I suggest to the honorable
gentleman from Virginia if it be not expedient that

not to depart from it, and thus again throw the
house back into a scene of confusion. The case to
which he referred occurred in the special session of
1837. It was that of Messrs. Claiborne and Ghol-

we now

Mr. Duncan inquired of the gentleman from
Rhode Island what credentials had been offered at

liilion for rules,

adopt some rules.
I would with pleasure accede to the
gentleman's suggestion, were not rules of order
matters of such very great importance, especially in
our existing circumstances. They are to be the
laws of this house, and they must regulate us in deciding on all cases of elections. The mere question
whether a vote shall be given viva voce or by ballot
may give a complexion to this house.
The gentleman boasts that they have a majority,
and that the only reason (he resolution of my colleague was laid upon the table was, that all their
forces were not on the ground.
True, sir; the members were not all on the ground.
Some, who have
as good authority to be here as any one of us, are
yet without. They have been put out of the pale
of the house, and no less out of the pale of the constitution.
No, sir. Ascertain first who are your
members. Let all the states be heard on Ihfs question of adopting rules; if they are entitled to speak,
they should be heard.
We are all sworn but these
commissioned members from New Jersey: the business of" swearing thein in has ])recedence over all
other; and this house has just decided that it will not
proceed to any other business, no, not even to the
adoption of rules of order, in the face of the statute
of 1789.
I submit to gentlemen now, whether,
though we have not adopted specific rules, there be
not what I may call a common law on the subject
of order.
I submit to you, sir, whetherit is not absurd to have a question decided, and then raised
again, and then decided again, and again, and again,
ad infinitum? If the gentleman from Marj land is to
postpone iny resolution to make room to revive his
resolution about the rules, I may then move to postpone ills to revive mine, and thus this absurd, and
riiliculons, and contemptible game may be played
out.
It is absurd to contend that we are without
any restraints or principles of older, because we
have not yet adopted our code of laws.
Common
sense is a sufficient rule to decide that, when a question has been put and decided, it shall not be put
again; and that we cannot postpone each other's re-

Mr. Wise.

son.

the table.
The chair called to order.

Mr. Duncan merely asked a question. He wantknow what credentials had been offered at the

ed to

table.

Mr.

Tillinghast did not

know

the precise charac-

He understood
ter of the credentials exhibited.
that Messrs. Claiborne .-indGholson exhibited either
a paper from themselves, or papers showing they
were elected. However, the question then arose
precisely at the same point of time at which it had
arisen in the present case, wheUier sufficient evidence had been offered to entitle those gentlemen
to be sworn.
It arose, he repeated, at precisely the
same point of time
the progress of swearing
the members.
Now-, the credentials in the present
case were the certificates of the governor.

—m

Mr. Wise here rose and said that he hoped the
gentleman from Rhode Island (Mr. Tillinghast)
would here permit him lo ask a question which he
had intended to submit when he was up before. He
would ask the chair lo have reported now, and as
officially for the first time, from the speaker through
the rleik, (he credentials which had been presented,
and when the gentlemen were called to be sworn.
[The reading of "both sets of evidence" was

in several parts of the house.]
The certificate of the governor of Mr. Aycrigg
was, on the request of Mr. Tillinghast, then read;
after which, the reading of the "other side" was
called for by several voices.
Mr. Tillinghast being about to proceed
Mr. Turney rose to a point of order. The evidence on both sides had been called for.
Mr. Tillinghast said that he had called for the
reading of the evidence on one side. He had asked
merely for the reading of the credentials of the gentlemen who had asked lo be sworn. If the reading
of any thing else was a'ked for at the proper time,
he should not object.
Mr. T, here read certain passages from the joursolutions, alternately, forever.
nal of 1837, affecting the case of Messi-s. Claiborne *
[At this point of proceedings Mr. Pickens lose and Gholsnn, a precedent which, if found, as he
and asked that his colleague, (Mr. Rogers), who thought it was, to be applicable to the present case,
had been absent from the house on account of in- he hoped would be adhered to. Otherwise two
dibposition at the time the members had been weeks longer would be spent in unprofitable debate.
qualified, might be sworn.
Mr. R. was according- Under (he resoiulion of the gentleman liom Virgily qualified.]
nia, the house coiilil move on in an orderly manner,
Mr. TUlinghast said there was a natural order of and could in a short time pa=s upon the question.
precedence attached to the motion of the gentle- He feared, however, that they had not yet witnessed
man from Virginia, (Mr. Wise), which it was im- the dawning of day, and that it would soon appear
possible to overlook.
By the law which had been that they were about to return to that deep night and
recognised this morning, the house could transact those shades of confusion from which they had but
no business until the members who were lo consti- just escaped.
tute the whole house ha(i been sworn.
That was
Mr. Sergeant rose and said that he approved
the standing law under which the house had met to heartily of the course which had been adopted by
organize, and the house could not, by any standing the chair, in offering to the house the consideration
law or resolution, repeal that law. It was binding of this question, and as to the mode in which it
upon the members by the very oath which they should bf presented. That he had not understood
had taken. Tliey were proceeding in the swearing the chair to decide, but he understood that it was
of the members, and a question had arisen whether left lo the house.
certain persons claiming to be sworn should be
The gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. Wise), thus
sworn with the rest. That question involved, also, circumstanced, had olfeied a resoiulion which he
another.
Who was qualified lo act in any other (Mr. S.) considered to be in exact conformity with
business except that in which the house was then the spirit and provisions of the constitution of the
engaged, to wit: the swearing of the members? United States. The first question which presented
Did not gentlemen perceive, ttierefore, that the itself here was no less than this.
If gentlemen
motion of the gentlemen from Virginia had a natu- presented themselves, with regular credentials, ofral precedence, and which, in the nature of things,
ieiing to be swoin, were they to be excluded by
must be first determined?
kss than a majority of the house? In other words,
The speaker here interposed, and said he under- did it require a majoiity lo bring them in. or did it
stood there was only one proposition before (he require a majority lo exclude them? Those who
house, and that was the proposition of the geiille- maintained that it required a majority to bring them
inan from Virginia, (Mr. Wise).
unin, maintaineil what appeared to be a plainly
Mr. TUlinghast said he was aware of it, but that constitutional docliinc, because it assumed that to
a suggestion had been made that another proposi- entitle a gentlenian to a seat and to be sworn, he
tion .•.hoiild first be considered.
must have anmelhing more than the regular credenMr Wise inquired if the gentleman from Mary- tials of the stale: that was to say, the aid of a maland (Mr. Thomas) had nut moved lo postpone the jority of the house; and thus whether members
consideration of his (Mr. W's) resolution until the were to be admitted or not was inatle dependent
other question was disposed of.
upon that circumstance. He considereil (he deciMr. Thomas said he had not made a motion; he sion of (his house, made some days since, as being
had merely suggested it.
on this account of a very doubtful character, lo jay
Mr. Tillinghast proceeded to say that if there the least; nay, he could not consider the dicision in
was any precedent establishing the propriety of the that instance as coidbiinable to the constitution in
course proposed by the resolution of the gentleman its terms or spirit, inasmuch as that decision too
from Virginia, he (Mr. T. hoped it would be reli- Weill upon the ground thai a majority must invite
giously adhered to.
He recollected only one pre the members in, br that Ihey could not come in,
cedent where the question had arisen w'ho should nolwilhslanding they had the regular credentials.
be sworn, and in which cerLnin g-ntlemen appearNow, was that the law of the land? II there were
ed at that table bringing their credentials with a choice between Uvo modes of putting the questhem. If that precedent should be found to be in tion, was it not plainly constitutional lo give to it
conformity with the resolution of the gentlenian that form and direction which should yield lo the
from Virginia, be (Mr. T.) implored gentlemen voice of a sovereign state the greatest power which
)
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house. What were
after the organization of the
rule;
Mr. S. here read the roilowin?
duties'
comniittee of elections to
'It U.all be the duty of the
election, or
of
ceri.hcates
the
examine and report
reliirned to seive in
otheTci^dentiali, of liie taembers
consideration all such
"rid titake into their
its

umn

So.

se;

oetitions

and other matters touching

eleoliotis

and

re-

come into quesmrns as shall or may be presented, or
to them by the house.
tion and be referred

those who had the commission were

21,

1839-CONGRESS.
Jersey? He denied its existence either in
written laws or in precedents; on the contrary, he
would undertake to show directly the reverse. He
contended that the word return, as embraced in Ihe
constitution of the United States, carried with it

New

to be qualified,

controverted.
and that, at this stage, it could not be
been raised,
All the rlifficulty which had heretofore
incipient state,
that the house could not act in an
the oaths had
before the speaker was elected and
Gentlebeen administered, were now dissipated.
men could no longeravail themselves of that. Ihe
speakhouse was now organized by the election ot
and this house was
er- the oaths had been taken,
now so constituted that the most lastidious could
exno longer question the power of the house to
was
amine"iiito this question. Convinced as he
comiietent
that this power did exist, and that it was
still he
for the house to go into the examination,

every qiestion incident (o a return, and that the
house hid as much control over the returns of MiUultimate reville and South Amboy, as over the
turns of the governor. If gentlemen doubted this,
authority.
cite
would
he
Mr. D. here referred to the case of Spalding and
Meade as being precisely in point. By the laws of
Georgia, the votes were required to be returned to
the executive authorities within a limited time.—
Thev were not returned from three counties within
full
ara
to enter into
.^.v,.^.- felt congovernor
.,.. of
„. Georgia
ui= gu.c
ami the
time, bihi
that' iiuie,
which mai
wnicn

any other inquiry
Now (Mr. S. continued), if the
organization of
to
could b'c ROiie into antecedent
committee of elections lot?
the house whit was the
was organized
house
the
after
established
It was
then competent to
throU''hout, and the house was
to do the duty which, thou"-ht it inexpedient now
"it wa= in a condition
act
It was not gument.
it.
,ent
But there were some propositions
*u- jawa
l^.,.-, r^f fhif ctnta
under the constitution, belonged to
coun...
to
not in
..v,
..- rniiiit
state, nnt
lhu* *i«ii.,
ol that
uie laws ui
uy the
strained, by
sirainen,
from' Pennsylvania
gentleman
organized because every the uiMiu^uisiici*
-J
j
disiin'Tuhed {^i.,.i.v...."^
aisun^uisueu
t,
only organized, but fully
The commission, therefore, was given in
provided she nad taken (Mr. Sergeant) had advanced, which, to his (Mr them
the
state wis then represented,
contested
Meade. Spalding
to come D's) mind, were so abhorrent to the spirit of the that case to Mr.
time
in
election
her
hold
due means to
the house decided that they were not reBut, according to this constitution, and so opposed by precedent, that he seat, and
here pronerlv qualified.
the
of
commission
or
proclamation
stricted to the
all that had
the threshold.
new rule-inconsistent, as it was, with with usage, felt constrained to meet them at merits of the sub- "o-overnor but that the word "returns" embraced
inconsistent
He would not go into the full
been heretofore settled—
had been
which
of
votes
the
counties,
three
the
Siso
Penn""'"terfrom
in one
ject.
He had understood the gentleman
inconsistent with arguments running
pause, upon both sylvania to say that the house could only look to omitted to.be returned.
rnuted sprint, without break or
Mr. D. proceeded to say that it had been decided
were about to organize the state of New Jersey, or any other slate, as an
sides of the house-they
and Meade that the word
and
representatives ol a state;
Mr. D. denied this— he denied that in the c.ise of Spalding
or.'anic body.
a house without the
one porrepresentatives here that was in accordance with the constilution of the "return" embraced all the returns, and that
her
had
she
when
that too,
could not be taken without the rethem
tion
of
the
elected
of
notice
house
the
call
he
i
would
United States; and he
under the proppr commission,
party lo
election
of
a
the
evidence
of
as
mainder,
of the house, organized o-entleinan to the distinction which had been oba sneaker elected officers
whom a certificate was to be given. He maintainelections; and, all this time where served by the different phraseology used in the
its committee of
jr,of iiev.
New
governor ui
Je
uie govemui
of the
oi
duty
auiy
the
ine
was
it
that
ed
state
„.,:.,,,;'.
states—
i,,„|r
original
a
constitution itself.
l-ninmiffci/
...It tK.^ ^^tijrnc
anA his
hio commission
was New Jersey, one of the
the returns, and
sum up all
(the constituBut before he did this, he would premise a few sey to
which was a party to this compact,
With that fact. And,
Conformity with
__'>,:-, would
Ml conformity
ffiven in
u
„„,i,i» ti,o
rnomhora
His. was lo be given
dis
tha
to
declared
members
the
vvhch
enable
States),
remarks which
tion of the United
discrepancy which
one representative cuss the matter with a little more precision. They if he did not, then there was a
every state should have at least
decide, and which would require it
Where was she? Shut out— refused frequently misumlerstood each other by using terras this house must
In the case of
to the primary returns.
bock
to
go
which
the
(addressing
privilege
sir,
the
You,
in a ditierent sense.
permission 'lo come in-denied
had also been decided that
VVhere was she? A s.iilor chair), have been from infancy brought up in the Spalding and Meade, it
ihe had contracted for.
the votes not returned, owing to an act of God, or
that she should examination of Ihe great doctrine of state rights
declare
fo
house
the
of
for a maiorily
of the
gentlemen .-seriously to and the great questions involved in the powers of any other cause, or through the negligence
be admitted. He ssked the
accordance with the state and lederal governments; and it is known returning officers, were still to be counted. It was
consider whether this could be in
necessary that he should go into an argument
have
not
between
you
compact
which
in
school
polilical
aconslitution-ofa
the
to you, in
the spirit of
to show whether the governor of New Jersey acted
independent, sovereign states, whose hrst been educated, that the term Male is used in three
free
for he should feel no plearepresented, and different senses.
[Mr. D. heie alluded, in elucida- properly or improperly,
aareement was, that all should be
sure in doing so. He would take it for granted that
case
representthe
he
on
to
Ma;der
right
Mr.
made
by
tion, to the report
that all should have an equal
not count the votes
would
Pennington
governor
Was of the resolution of John Taylor.]
that body.
ed in every sta-e of existence ol
South Ainboy. But was this
If the state of
contract?
The state sometimes meant the territory; some- from Millville and
that a fulfilment of Ihe
precluded from counting
to
be
asked)
(he
house
reprf^sentatives,
machinery
known
times it meant the action of the
New Jersey had neglected to elect
forty cases on record,
complain. If the tnem- of ils government; and sometimes it meant the them? There were more tliaii
she would have no cause to
that voles not countnot appeared, there whole people themselves, who constituted the poli- in which it had been decided
bers whom she had elected had
neglect
or otherwise, should
of
consequence
in
liut it
and in ed,
tical community; and in the latter sense,
would have been no cause of complaint.
be afterwards counted. He contended, therefore,
came there, and, under the constitution, that sense alone, as sovereigns, were the states
tliey
not violating the laws of New
was
house
that
this
laws
ol
state
gothe
The
to
compact.
according
members of the federal
brou.'ht regular evidence
ever vernments were not parties to the federal compact. Jeisey, as had been argued, but was carrying thera
New'jersey— which laws had been enforce.l been
was perfectly competent for this
and had
Gentlemen, therefore, must not tell him that he into effect. It
since the adoption of the conslitntion—
every
body to!ook into all the returns, and examine and
history—it,
whole
violated state rights, because he looked at them in
acted upon through her
which these the highest character in preference lo the mere mo- compare them together, in order to ascertain whetwo years Ihe very same credentials
ther the returns of the governor of New Jersey, unher represen- tion of the machinery of state government.
eentlemen brought had been sent by
state, might not be iocindividual being able to
With these distinctions, he would call the atten- der the broad seal of that
tatives without any one
those credentials were in tion of the gentleman to the language of the con- peached for want of a compliance with the lawi
raise a question whether
Now, if the commission
unto elections.
made
relating
representaJersey,
of
Nevy
election
of
the
laws
to
relation
the
in
stitution
conlbruiity with
The con- issued were sti icily in compliance wilh the forms
lulfilment of the con- tives and the appointment of senators.
der the conslitntion— was it a
of law, yet if il were not in accordance with
purpose whatsoevei? stitution said:
tract to keep her out for any
gento
the fact of summinir up all the voles, then it was
appealed
be
composed
shall
He
it?
representatives
"The house of
What was to be gained by
question to them, of members chosen every second year by the peo. void— it was insufficient. He would like to know
tlemen seriously, and he put the
show
would
where gentlemen found their law or precedent for
He
constitution.
the
pie."
to
to coine up
that the commission of the governor
this doctrine
the aim and object for
Now, how was the .senate constituted?
Ihein in that constitution
conclusive on Ihe house. He
then he would ask
'•The senate of the United States shall be com- of New Jersey was
whicli cnu-ress was made, and
It had been
were
that he had shown it was not.
purposes
thought
chosen
by
legilimate
state,
each
from
senators
its
two
how
of
posed
them to tell him
of Spalding and Meade, that
case
here
the
came
decided,
in
who
those
the legisl.nture thereof."
to be answered by excluding
decJersey.
New
continued) was the distinction, the letiirn was only ;)rim« /icie evidence of
stale
of
(Mr.
U.
here
the
And
represent
to
The right of a inaik
right to a .seat.
Mr S then adverted to the practice of the British that ihis body was a popular body to represent the tion, not of a house
fact
of
his
having
from
Ihe
arose
celebrated case of people, keeping still in view the line of demarka- to sit in this
house of commons; and cited the
He then tion between the different slates. They were sepa- been elected and qualified to lake a seat.
election.
Mr. Fox in the Westminster
had been rate states, and the people of the different states
Mr. D. next proceeded to examine the posilioii
proceeded to rfply to the sneers which
sovereign stale, and in were separately represented. That was the princi- assumed by the gentleman fiom Pennsylvania, (Mr.
cast upon the broad seal of a
which
I'laf tl'e five members elect from New
The
consequences
feature.
SergeiMiOi
popular
evil
ils
the
government—
depicted,
our
of
ple
conclusion,
and arbi- senate was placed strictly upon the ground of inde- Jersey had been members of the house of repremust inevitably result from unauthorised
He (Mr. i).
internal attairs of the states. pendent communities. He saw his venerable Iriend sentatives for a long time past.
trary interferences in the
voice ol from Virginia (Mr. TalUiferro) smiling— in appro- wholly denieil Ihe soundness of Ihe argument, and
rDiirin" the last twenty minutes, the
if any one of hose genlleuien
the reporter on the bation, Mr. D. hoped, as he had once fully concur- the assertion that
JMr Sergeaid was not audible to
claiming the light of a seat in this body bad been
ten consecutive words, in con- red in these views of stale rights.
rifftit of the ch.iir, for
his way from New Jersey to this city,
entirely in a
in looking then into the returns from. New Jer- arrested on
sequence of Mr. S. speaking almost
before a bench of judges, he would iiiand
to the election, even if the house went be- and taken
sey
direction.]
contrary
were
slanlly have been di-^charged on the ground that ho
they
Jersey,
New
of
seal
great
the
hind
Sergeant.
Mr. Diomaoole rose to reply to Mr.
member of congress, and therefore free from
stage neilher violating the conslitulion nor cominilting was a
Mr D liad never, he said, at any preliminary
arrest.
He contended that the gentleman could not
word in relaliou to the violence on the rights of the state. On the contraof ihe proceedings, said a
the quote the decision of the judiciary, according to the
preserve
would
they
contended
who
lliey
ry,
believed
he had
merits of this controversy, because
of evidence, as the jndici.ll decision of
to
strict
rules
given
as
representation
premature, and because rights of (he people to
the whol" discussion to be
into effect this house.
It was no decision of actual luemliLT-^
no ellect except to thein bv the constitution, were carrying
he believed that it would have
in ship.
upon
agreed
as
conslitulion
the
of
provisions
the
the minds o( the
nreiudico their own minds and
were
Mr. D. went on lo argue and cite precedents in
been that the the federal compact. They inquired who
always
had
opinion
His
public.
of his reasoning, thai a member elect was
examination be- sent here by the people of New Jersey to represent support
subject ought to undergo a regular
not a nil mber in fact of Ihe house of repiesenlalives
the leport being them?
fore a committee, and that, on
he would like to know from any one in thai until he was admitted to sit Iheie. The geiillninan
But
here,
come
to
admitted
be
should
parties
in.ide bolh
from Pennsylvania had spoken of a commission as
it were nol
Brilish house ol house, learned or unlearned, if inileed,
and as was the practice in the
of New Jersey. Now, he
But rude lo speak of any man there as unlearned he embodying the slate
coinmons, deliver their own ca.«e ore lenm
shown that we were nol lo
like lo know from anyone, whether belong- (Mr. D.) )iad already
would
other
all
over
.jump
house
to
Ihe
irentlemen wanted
found
take
Ihe embodied representalion ol Ihe state itself,"
he
ulievc
or
not,
piofei^sion
legal
Iho
lo
ing
the loturu
questions, and to decide at once Ihal
embodied people of (he stale.
was sufficient, aulhorily for restricting Ihe house to the liltiinate bill (he
from the governor of New Ji-rsey
The g'ntleinan seemed to lliink that an Individumembership. returns inaile by the governor of New Jersey in
and was /iiTr sc enough to constitute
to be a member must take liis seal here
claiming
laws
of
al
please,
to
the
gentlemen
obedience, if
To-day this house w»3 called upon to decide Ihat
I
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before {he house could decide upon his ri^ht to do
80.
He (Mr. D.) mainlained that the gentleman
was in error, ami tiiat wiiere the right to a seat was
questioned, Ihat ri^ht must be decided before he
was qualilied. His qualifications must be examined
and passed upon before he could take his seat. JVlr.
D. then cited tlie cases of Benjamin Edwards and
John Richards in support of his argument. In the
latter case, he observed, there was a failure on the
part of the returning officer to return all Ihe votes;
ami the governor, not knowing how the votes would
affect the election, did not undertake to decide who
w&s entitled to a ceitificate. Now, supposing, governor Penninglon liad taken the same course, what
difficulty and time might have been saved.
The
refusal of the governor to have given a certificate
would not have at all affected the right cf the claimants to seats here.
The book of Contested Elections was full of such cases as he had cited.
He
then read IVlr. Madison's opinion with regard to
prima, facie evidence, and added that he would not
undertake to define what was meant hy prima facie
evidence. He was not so recently Irora his law
books as many other gentlemen present; but he was
most grossly deceived if it was not first biush evidence evidence of a clear and palpable character.
His opinion was, that Ihe house ought to have this
contested election properly examined lor the purpose of ascertaining wliether there was sufficient
evidence to set aside Ihe prima facie returns furnished. He was tree to admit that, in the absence
of other teBUiiiony,j}rinia facie testimony became
conclusive. It could not be said that ;)P'i;na /«cie
evidence was conclusive when there was other evidence to impeach it.
What he wanted was that a
fair opportunity might be given to argue that question.
This was the first time he had ever heard it
questioned that a certificate to a fact was not evi
dence. He desired to have this contested election
case presented to the house in a regular and tangible form, and to let both paities be fairly and impartially heard.
Believing that this was the true
course, he couki not vote for the proposition of his
colleague, (Mr. Wi.'ie).
He did not.desire to prejudge the case, and therefore he wished it to be
calmly and deliberately examined and decided. He
hoped it would be the pleasure of the house to hear
both sides, and then fairly and impartially determine

—

—

—
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house, and he cited Ihe British
parliament as his authority. He argued Ihat the
IloHse had a risht to proceed in any state of its organization to qualify its members. The house had
determined on the elections, returns and qualifications
of its members. Did not the house reject the application made by Ihe members from New Jersey?
Certainly they did. He considered the question
settled as regarded Ihe New Jersey tnemheis.
He thought, however, that the house had done
wrong in not, at first, allowing the contested election to be referred to a committee.
He was of opinion that enough had been said on the subject, and
that the house should forthwith proceed to Ihe despatch of the business of the country. The people
were looking anxiously for the president's message,
and were desirous that congress should act immediately on the important subjects before it.
Alter a few remarks tiom Mr. Briggs, Mr. Shell,
and Mr. Dromgoote, (which will be given heieafto the acts of the

ter).

On motion

of Mr. Samard, the house adjourned.
Wednesday, Dec. IS. Alter some time expended
discussing whether Mr. Cave Johnson should
,ve leave to introduce a resolution, proposing to
apprize the senate that the house was organized £cc.
which was objected to, on the ground Ihat the house
as not yet organized, the floor was assigned to Mr.
Bernard, who in a speech of twohours insisted upon
the constitutional obligation of the house to permit
the New Jersey members to be sworn, and in reply
to the argument made the day before by Mr. Drorngoole and Mr. Rhclt. He was followed by
Mr. Rayner, of North Carolina, on the same

Mr. Vanderpoel, after a few observations on delay
moved the previous question.
Mr. Charles Shepard appealed to Mr. Vanderpoel
withdraw the motion.

Two

questions of order here arose: the first of
essential point, and fell through,
after a brief conversation sustained by Messrs. Wise,
Vanderpoel and W. C. Johnson.
After which, Mr. Vanderpoel insisting on his
motion, and a question arising whether it wcis a
debateable motion, and debate arising on that question of order
Mr. Wise inquired of the speaker what would be
the effect of a decision to lay the resolution on the

which involved no

271
member choosing

than once until every
shall

to

speak

have spoken."

Mr. Wise.

deny that I have spoken twice, or
once, or at all, on Ibis quustion.
Mr. Beatly. I appeal to the house whether the
gentleman has not spoken more than twenty times.
I will leave it lo the decision of the house whether
I

he has not, since the very commencement of this
session of congress occupied more than half of the
time.
[Laughter.]

The chair. The chair would remind the gentleman from Pennsylvania that no rules of order have
yet been adopted by this house.
Mr. Wiie. 1 see Ihe gentleman has got the benefit of clergy, so he will not be hung for making his
point of order. [Laughter.] Mr. W. then proceeded to address the house, in an argumentative S|)eech,
directed chiefly in reply to Mr. Rhett, which he
did not conclude until past 3 o'clock, and of which
a report will be given as soon as it can be prepared.
Mr. IF?se concluded his speech, according to a
pledge he had heretofore given, by moving the following resolutions:
Resolved, That the committee of elections, when
appoiiiied, inquire and report to this house who ore Ihe

New

members

elec'ed from llie state of
Jersey in addition to J. F. Randolph, whose seat is not disputed;
and until the committee shall report as herein requir-

ed

Rewired further. That neither of
to seals in this

house from

or take seats as
Jersey.
lified

New

ihe other claimants
Jersey shall be quathe stale of New

members from

The

side.

to

——

—

to

resolution having been read
Mr. Wise said he felt also bound, by his pledge,
move the previous questionon this propo?i,'ion.
Mr. W. C. Johnson herf? raised the point of order,

whicii he reduced to writing as follows:
"A motion to take the previous question is not
in Older until rules for the government of the house
are adopted, nor while there are members of congress who desire to be sworn in."
In support of this proposition, Mr. Johnson aWe
for tlie reading of the provisions of the act of congress of 17S9, and of the 3d clause of the 5th article of the constitution of the United States.
[They were read accordingly.]
^Ir. Johnson was proceeding lo make sortie remarks in support of the ground he had taken;
when he was called lo order of debating the ques-

between them.
He next referred to the case of Moore and table.
Letcher, and said that the decision ol the house, that
The speaker stated that, inasmuch as the resoluneither of the parties should take a seat until tlie tion contained a negative proposition, he should re- tion.
The speaker decided, however, that Mr. Johnson
house decided v.lio was eiitithd to it, was correct gard a decision to lay it upon the table as a deand proper. He alluded to unat iie undcisloo.! to cision affirming Ihe reverse of that proposition, and had a right to speak upon the question, in explanabe Ihe practice in the senate of the Uiiiled Slates as intending that the members claiming seals from tion of his view of the question of order, confining
himself to that question.
with regard to its members. When a question was New Jersey should be sworn.
Mr. Johnson thereupon proceeded to express his
there raised, alliiough a senator's credentials miglit
Whereupon, after some further explanations, Mr.
on both branches of the question of order he
be in due form, the course adopted was to refer Vanderpoel, with this explanation ot the speaker's views
them to a committee, and let it report on the sub- view of the subject, withdrew liis molion to lay Mr. had raised the one a question of practice, Ihe other
a question of constitution and law,

—

Wise's resolution upon the table.
Mr. D. proceeded to cite the case of John LangMl. Shepard, of North Carolina, addressed the
don, which occuired in 1S25, in order to show that house at considerable length in explanation and
where the question was raised before his quahfica- vindication of the course he had pursued in referticn, the house went into an examination of his ence to the members elect from the state of New
After Jersey.
claim, and decided the right of menibersliip.
citing one or two other cases of a like character, he
The debate was further continued by Mr. Thompwent on to say that, if this doctrine, for which some son, of South Carolina, and Mr. Shepard, of Noith
gentlemen contended, were to prevail, ihat a certifi- Carolina.
cate, being in the form prescribed by law, no matter
Mr. Tarney then moved that the credentials, pahow obtained, was to give a conclusive right to take pers, and everything relating to the contested eleca seat here, then would a vital stab be intlicted on tion of New Jersey, be referred lo a committee of
the character and purity of a democratic and repre- elections.
sentative government. He concluded by reiterating
Mr. Stanley, amidst much confusion and noise
his hope that the house would let the claims of both was uriderstood to raise a question of order as to
parties be examined aiid decided upon fairly an<l the motion which had been made, whether it could
impartially.
be entertained when no such committee was in exMr. Chapman rose and asked if it would be in istence to which it was proposed to refer the paorder to move a reconsideration of the vote by which pers, &c.
Pending which question of order, the house adthe resolution for the adoption ol the rules of order
jvuirned.
was laid on the table this morning.
Thursday, Dec. 19. Mr. Wm,. C. Johnson sugThe speaker slated that the motion would not be
gssted a point of order, as to the admissibility of
in order at that time.
Mr. Jiketl asked whether the chair considered it.» Mr. Wise's resolution, and considerable debate en
self bound by the several parliamentary principles sued whether to allow him to proceed, [out of oi
der] in sta'ing his objection. Finally he witi;
which should govern a deliberative body.
The speaker said it was the impression of the drew Ihe proposition, intimaling that when occa
chair that the house was bound by parliamentary sion admitted he should renew it.
Mr. Wise. I believe, now, that at last, on my
principle.
Mr. Rheit said it was laid down in Jefferson's own proposition, I am entitled to Ihe floor. The
manual that, where a proposition was settled, it great contest in which we have so long been encould not be again brought before the house; and gaged is now at length ended.
Mr. Bealiy. I rise toorder [A laugh] and I rethe question wouhl have to come up, whether the
'house had decided whether the New Jersey gentle- fer Ihe chair to the 3Ist rule of order.
Mr. Wise. I require that the gentleman's point of
men could take their seats. He maintained that
the house, when they made the decision they had order shall be reduced lo writing, and that he shall
[Much meriment.]
already given, was then as much a house as it was write it himself.
Mr. Beatly. Tliat I shall do. He then copied and
now, not only according to the constitution of Ihe
United Stales, but also the |)arliameritary piactice sent to Ihe chaii Ihe 31st rule of order, in the words
of England. He contended that it was not impor- following.
"No member shall speak more than twice to the
tant, though it might be necessary, to have a speaker ill the chair, in order to^ive validity and sanction same question, without leaveof the house, nor more

ject.

—

—

[In doing this,

Mr.

J.

was interrupted by some

lo order, upon which he remarked that he
should speak on until the chair restrained him; and
if gentlemen, in thus interrupliiig him, were desirous of inviting a rough and tumble discussion of
this question, he pleged himself Ihat he would take
a hand in it,]
calls

After proceeding a short time

The speaker arrested Mr. Johnson, and decided
upon the question of older concerning the previous
question, that the motion ibr it must be entertained.
From the liecision of the speaker on this quesAlter some further
tion, Mr. Johnson appealed.
observations from Mr. Johnson, and considerable
confusion, making it difficult to hear what was
said, or
peal.

who

said

it,

Mr. Johnson withdrew

his ap-

On

the question being raised whether the motion
for the previous question was debateable, the speaker
decided that it was debateable, but not so as to
touch, however, the merits of the main question.
Mr. Campbell, of Tennessee, then moved that the
genileman from Maryland be allowed to proceed lo
debate the question; which, after some observations

by

Mr, Brisgs and Mr. Thomas, was agreed to.
Mr. Johnson resumed his remarks, enforcing ihe'

obligation upon the chair and ihe house to swear
in the members not yet sworn before proceeding
Mr. J.
to transact any other business whatever.
concluded his remarks about half past 4 o'clock,
when there was a loud and mingled demand Ibr the
question and for adjournment; but
Mr. /. Q Jdams rose and expressed his intenlion to submit a' few remarks to the house on the
inipoitant subject before it, which he was now
ready lo proceed with; but, as there appeared a
wish on the part of a large number of members
to adjourn, he would not insist on proceeding this

evening, and would himself move an adjournment;
which motion prevailed by yeas and nays, 117 to
Jll'i and, a little after sun.!iel, the house adjourned.

—

—
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CHRONICLE.
The legisiature of Alabama met on the
John D. Phelan was chosen speaker of the
house of representatives, and Wm. Garrett principal
clerk.
In the senate Green V. Rice was chosen presiBoth
dent, without opposition, and P. Hill, secretary.
the speaker of the house and president of the senate
were chosen unanimously. On the first day of the
Alabama.

2d

—

-

instant,

'

session, measures were introduced in the house, looking to the relief of the city of Mobile, which has been
so'^calamitously visited the past season.

Army and Navy Chronicle. It is pleasant to see this
valuable publication so generally commended.
should think it almost indispensable to gentlemen
To its pages the public journals are
tile service.
debled for most of the official announcements o! the deacknowledge
partments, to which it is devoted.

We
:

We
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The ZanesviUe Republican states that wheat was before the district court, on Monday next, or some time
[Ball. Sun.
at Massillon, Ohio, last week, at forty-four during the following week.
cents per bushel, on three months' credit.
Stocks.
In New York 18th December, U. S. bank
The Russian minister has published an ukase allow- shares77a78. Delaware and Hudson 67. Kentucky
ing the free importation of wheat flour and biscuit
bank 65 to 60.
made of it for seven years, and ofTering a premium on
Sub-treasury bill. Mr. Wright gave notice in the
these exports of 30 silver copecs for a barrel of beU. S. senate, on the 17th inst. that he will soon bring
240
for
the
first
to
lbs.)
six
puds
(200
tween five and
public
four years; 20 for the fifth year, 15 for the sixth, and 10 forward a bill more effectually <o secure the
money in the hands of officers and agents of the gofor the seventh year from the date of the ukase.
vernment, and to punish public defaulters.
[Fhiladelphiu North Amer.
Schuylkitt bank. The Philadelphia Times states that
Florida.
The St. Augustine Herald of the 5ih inst. H. J. Li vis, late cashier of the Schuylkdl bank, baa
says
"absquatulated."
He took passage in the Liverpool,

selling

Wm.

Gaston
Col. Harney, left us this morning in the
The state of his health renfor Havana via Key West.
ders a voyage to Cuba necessary. The army loses for
a season, and we trust a short one, the services of a most

which sailed from
assumed name.

New

York on Sunday last under an

A

Shipwreck.
correspondent of the Detroit Daily
Advertiser gives the following melancholy account of a
our obligauons to it.
efficient and.energeuc officer.
Bt. maj. Ashby, with about 100 dragoons is busily shipwreck upon one of the northern lakes;
Army. The New Orleans Bee announces the death
GrandviOe, Dec. 3, 1839.
of col. Wni. Foster, lieut. col. of the 4th regiment of engaged in scouring the country south of this.
Dear sir: The brig Neptune went ashore near point
Capts. B. Beall and Howe arrived in town this mornHe died at Baton Rouge, La. on the
IJ. S. infantry.
Soible on Monday of last week, and nineteen of the
26ih ult. of fever contracted while on a visit to New ing with 100 dragoons on foot. They have been scouring the swamps between this and Picolala. No "signs'* twenty souls on board were either drowned or frozen
Orleans.
The captain, the only survivor got as far as
to death.
were discoveredBritish woollens. The New York E.xpres3 of TuesMuskegoon Thursday.
Iowa. Upon the quesdon of the admission of Iowa
day says
Steam ships and "liners." Our steam ships are makWithin the last three weeks over a million and a into the union, the territorial legislaturo have passed, by ing a small fortune in letter postage alone, from S2,000
half of woollen goods have been reshipped back to a vote of 21 to 4, a resolution, that it is inexpedient at the to $3,000 each way over. This will hurry on Mr. CuEnsland. These shipments have been made for two present time to take any preparatory steps towards that nard in cstablisliing his line for the British government,
First, they would not pay a profit, and end.
reasons.
from Liverpool to Halifax and Boston. Meanwhile
next, the parties were fearful that the collector would
Matamoras. At the last dates from Matamnras, re- the enterprising Scotch merchants at Glasgow, have
seize them, as he has seized a large portion of woollens ceived at New Orleans, the federal army of 1,200 to it in seri-jus contemplation to build one or more enorThe difference to the 1,500 men was encamped witliin nine miles of that mous stcampacket ships of iron, to go 16 miles an
that have been before imparted.
revenue will be very great.
hour, and carry off all the emigrating population. So
city.
between one and the other, our "old liners,'' so beautiBulwer's las'.
new play entided "The Sea CapMaryland^Appointmntshy (he governor. John Wilful in model and accommodation, must succumb to the
tain'' is just publisfied.
mot, esq. chief justice of the orphans' court of Anne
devastating, uprooting march of science, and be content
Canada. The Quebec official Gazette advertises for Arundel county, vice Robert Welch of Ben. esq. reto become the speediest carriers forcotton, &c. reserving
sale, by order of the government, the lands of nineteen signed
always some beautiful state rooms for such as love the
individuals, who have been convicted of treason, and
J- W. Anderson, esq. register of wills for Montsea, and the ship bearing down under a press of cansome of them executed. Among these individuals we gomery county viee Solomon Holland, deceased.
vass and cracking breeze— for such as are content to
perceive the names of Andre Popineau, Joseph
The mackerel fishery.
Halifax, Nov. 'Zlih.
The be out a few d ays longer on the wide waste of waters
Cardinal and Joseph and Louis Dumouchelle. The
mackerel fishery this fall has, we are happy to learn, for the sake of those inestimable luxuries, a sv\'cet, quiet
lands are sold as forfeit.
been unusually good, particularly along the westeri
cabin, and exemption from coal dust, and the din of
Died Recently, at the Dauphin county poor house, coast prompt sales and high prices have also encou
pondorons machinery and over populated cabins and
Frank, formerly a slave of Mr. John Harris, founder raged the fishermen. At present mackerel are selling saloons, iiowever gorgeously decorated. The man of
of Harrisburg. He was born about the year 17-15, here SS 3-4 per baiTel; about 2,000 barrels, we undi
business, however, must sacrifice to the steam god
•where Harrisburg now stands, and consequently was stand have been sent to this market from Margaret's belore all other.
[N. Y. Star. ^
nearly, if not more than ninety years of age.
He
bay alone. this is indeed drawing wealth from the
Virginia.
The legislature have talien a recess until
manumitted by the late Mr. Adam Orth, of Lebanon ocean.
Our agriculturists have also been successful the 3d ol January.
{then Dauphin) county. Frank was unquestionably llie this year— a good harvest has rewarded their industry,
The refusal of governor Seward, of N. York, to reoldest inhabitant of this county
well remembered and they have no difficulty, in making satisfactory turn certain fugiuves claimed by the governor of Virwhen the Indian smoked his pipe, and when the foreis sales of all their spare produce.
[Royal Gazette,
ginia, has been made the subject of debate in the
covered what is now Harrisburg and its smiling viciniThe United States ship Ohio wa», on the house of delegates. One of the members, Mr. Bayly,
ty.
He used to say he had "turned many a furrow 4tliNaval.
of November, at 9 A. M. standing in for Gibraltar; on moving that the whole matter be referred to a select
between the canal and the bridge across the river."—
ship's company being reported in excellent health. committee, said that he considered the question one of
He possessed in an eminent degree the virtues and vice; the
Com. Hull commander of tiie Mediterranean squadron, great and absorbing interest, in which every portion of
of his race being a hard worker, a hard drinker,
our readers may remember, is on board of this vessel. the commonwealth was de.-pty involved. It was due
lounger, and exhibiting an uncontrollable temper.
to the w elfare of the people that speedy and decisive
[Nat. Int.
Frank used to assert that be had often played and
New Yorhfire. The Courier, of Bfonday makes the action should be taken by the legislature. The conwrestled witli Logan, the Mingo chieti then a young
duct of the governor of the great state of New York,
man, now so celebrated by the speech he is said to have following esiimate of the losses incurred by the fire in dictated, as it appeared to be, by a desire to conciliate
delivered, contained in "Jefferson's Notes."
Whether that city on Saturday night, and thinks that it is likely the abolitionists, was one of the worst and most alarmto
be
exceeded
the
realitv:
by
Logan ever resided on the banks of the Susquehanna,
ing signs of the times, and should awaken the people
$250,000, insured, $50,000
we have no means of ascertaining, but Frank, when W. B. Bend,
of the South to the danoers which threatened them.
in England
the mittter was explained to him, insisted that ho had,
Another speaker, Mr. McRae, expressed his eiiliie
V. Kirby
25,000 )
and that he left it before the expedition of the ''Paxton L.
concurrence in the sentiments expressed. His constiPatton
cSt
Stewart
10(),U00
All
insured,
boys" to Lancaster. If .-io lie must have pitched his
[
tuents WL^re especially interested in the matter, and a
25,000 )
wigwam on the waters of the Great Kanawlia, about Dawson, Vanpelt, &, Co.
meeting
of them, during the past summer, had requestlO.OjO ins'd at Hartford.
ntjO 11 years before he made the speech alluded Bradlv, Brooks,
Co.
ed him to bring it to the notice of the house. He
90,000 insured.
to— making L'Ogan's age at tliat time about 29 vears, Others, at least
hoped there would be prompt and decisive action, ot
which agrees with the tradition upon the subject. jPrank
the same time the utmost calmness and delibcraiion.
used also to delail the accompanying of his master and
$500,000
The greater part of this amount is insured in the va- Alter some further discussion, Mr. Gregory suggested
family to Pa.vton church, he wiid ani>thor servant
that the t^ubject be referred to the committee of tl'.c
armed, as well as Mr. Harris r.f the arms scattered rious offices in the city of New York and the foreign
whole, and made a motion to thatefiect. He believed
about the cuich. presenting a lively picture of the half insurance agencies established there.
the governor of New York was wrong; but It comportreligious, half niiliiarv appearance of onr hardy forePhiladelphia. The Philndelphia United Slates Ga- ed with the dignity of the commonwealth to take no
failiers. The clergyman was aoloncl of the Pnxton diszette states that there are six ships now loading at that step upon so important a subject without the greatest
trict miliua.
[Harrisburg Reporter.
cilv with quercitron bark, flour and wheat, for Liver- deliberation.
This motion was lost, and that of Mr.
Doctor Peck, of Washington, Ky. died in a fit of pool, besides several olliers for foreign ports. There Bayly pn:vailed.
NorfoVc election.
contested election for a member
mental excitement during t!ie great race over the Oak are also many vessels discharging «-hich have arrived
from
Europe,
the
West
Indies and coastwise ports, of the house of delegates from this b-irough, was sent
land course ut Louisville, between Wagner and Grey
Eagle. ItissaiJ that hehad $1U,UU0 bet upon the race. giving to the wharves a busy and animated appearance. back to he people.
The silting member was an ad[I'hila. Gazette.
have the returns ol the voting
Fork. The Cincinnati Gazette of the 13ih instant ministrat.on man.
on the l.'ilh, as Ibllows Joseph T. Allyn, (administraDuel. The Clmrleslon Courier learns from a gentle- states that the market for hogs has opened to some exman tliuladuel was (ought near Tallahassee, on Thurs- tent in that city. For the preceding three days thev tion), 259; 11'. E. Cunningham, (whig), 252. The polls
were to lontinue open next day.
day evening, the 12lh instant, between gen. L. Read, had sold freely at S3 50, and some a shade higher.
'i'ho bill for the relief of the Virginia banks, which
and col. Augustus Alston, in which col. A. wns killed! contract hud been made for i 000 hogs to average 190
has passed both branches of the legislature of tliit
'I'lie weapons were lilies
distance 20 paces. Col. lbs. atS-1, to be delivered between 25ih December and
5th January. The Gazette expres-ses iis opinion that state, coinains a clause requiring the banks to pay to
Alston wtis shot through the heart at the first tire.
The {litliculiy which occasioned this fatal aHair,ori- the riding rate.=i will bo from 53 50 to $-1, and thinks fieraons I pplying for the ptirpeses of change, ten dolors in specie.
They are also required to pay the iniethivse prices such oa should be quite satisfactorv (o farmgiii.iied during a po.uicai cunlest, and has been th..
rest of inc slate in specie.
ers.
cause of mucti exciicineii; lor several weeks past.
2'. W, Gilmer, ilie present speaker of the house of
Pumpkin.
Exdtunge in New York lUlli December, on Philadelhave seen n pumpkin raised in a delegates of Virginia, will not be a candidate forragarden in Elizabedilown, which weighed when token elcciiun to the house.
phia 92 1-2 a 93; on Alobile b 1-2 a 7.
from the vine 1S7 1-2 lbs. and measured 7 feet in cirEmif;rutioii.
It is slated in the Peoria Register, that
Wild child. It is stated in the Michigan city (Ind.)
cumference. There were also raised in the same patch,
2,000 Russian lamilies, flying from religious persecu- six other
iwmpkms, the average weight of nil of which Gazette if the 4th instant, as a current and gunerally
tion at home, luo about sctiling in the territory ot'
exceeded 105 lbs.
gentleman who attended the re- believed report, that a wild childor lad, isnow riuiniiig
AVisconsin.
at
hir^e iiniong the sand hills round and in the vicinity
cent fair in New York, says that -ho largest pumpkin
Ft'ur.
About 55,000 barrels reacKed N. York from there exhibited, wrs not Inr'ger than the 2ci of the above of Fisn Luke. I: is reported to ho about four feet higli
Alliauy this wtek, probably the last that will pass thi- pumpkins. In woipht they are us fellows: No. 1, 187 1-2 and covered with alight coat ofchesiiut colored hair,
li runs with great velocity and when pursued, as has
>-eason ihroiigli the cinal.
Prices drchiied—good 11.=^ 2, 122 lbs. 3, 119 lbs. 4, 86 lbs. 5, 75 lbs. 6, fiS lbs.
I, vi lbs.
western sold ut IfS 12 1-2.
Massachusetts and Conncoiiciit must yield often been the case, it sets up the most frightiful ni:d
hideous jells, and seems to mnku efforts at speaking.
The Detroit Advertiser of the 3J inst. says: "Flour the iialin to Now Jetfuy after all.
(A^. Jersey Jour.
Ii has been seen during the summer months runnin"
is becoming a drug in market.
It is almost impossible
Seizure.
understnnd that the schooner Ann, ly- tilong the lake shore, apparently in search of fish and
to dispose ol it at any priceSeveral loads were ol- ng at Jackson's wharf,
was seized last week, on n fro"s, iinl appears to be verj' fond of the water; for it
tcrcd to-duy,utS3 75 per bnriel and wc hnvj
heard of charge ol being fitted out with au imenliou of being will
plunt:6 into Fish Lake and swim with great v»>b4U barrels being sold at S3 t"v specie!
used fo the £la\e tra-Je. The qiy!sii)n will be iriei city, all the time w hiniiig most piteously.
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The country banks cannot prudently extend their
Sir: Some public prints in this country having
273 transactions while the Bank of England continues
278 to contract the circulation, and the consequences of questioned the constitutional right of the individual
277, 378 this restrictive policy are now severely experienc- states of which the North American union is com28S ed in the manufacturing districls; for although the posed to contract loans, we are happy to be able to
CaRomcLB
284—237
CTO^r&is— Senate 279, 284; house
prices of raw cotton seem still to keep up; those of avail ourselves of your visit to this country to refer
Foreign articles Great Britain 273; France, Sweeden,
manufactured goods have fallen very much of late, the point (on which we never entertained a doubt)
Russia 274; Spain, Turkey in Egypt, Greece, South
to you, and to ask your legal opinion on the subject
275 as the holders have been obliged to realise at any
America, Canadas
the want of the usual as- —an opinion which, we need hardly add, will be
Message, annual, of the president of the United States price, in consequences of
279 234 sistance from the banks; and we hear that some fo- conclusive with ourselves, and most important for
to both houses of congress
National affairs trade witli Germany, storms of the reign merchants in consequence are beginning to all who are interested in state securities.
We beg, therefore, that you will favor us with
276 appear as buyers. This is, in one respect, a favor15;h i.'istant, naval
tfaml— court martial at Philadelphia, official letter in able feature, as it promises that things have come your written answer, at your earliest convenience,
honor of lieut. Creven, compliment to com. Rid'ely down to such a level as will induce the foreign mer- to the following inquiry:
packets
W6; tsstunony of those who were enemies,
"Has the legislature of one of the Aiaericao
chants to send their orders; but it will be attended,
277
vs. frigates
in the first place, with serious loss to the present states legal and constitutional power to contract
278, 279
Ohio, message of the governor of,
have the honor to
holders of goods. The bad state of money matters loans at home and abroad;"
Webster, Daniel, letter of, in reply to Barrings, BroAmerica, and the unsatisfactory accounts from be, with great respect, sir, your obedent servants,
273, 274 in
Co. on state loans
thers
BARING, BROTHERS & CO.
China, seem to have produced some influence on the
The hon. Daniel Webster, 4rc.
English funds to- day, although there was little done,
"A postmaster may en but the prices are rather worse than yesterday.
it?" Remittances by miil.
close money in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,
"London, Oil. 16.
Cotton market. The correspondent of the Jourto pay the subscription of a third person, and (rank the
"Messrs, Baring, Brothers fy Co.
nal of Commerce writes on the 22d November.
Amos Kendall.
letter, if written by himself."
"Gentleme.v: I have received your letter, and
steamer
Liverpool
circular
per
Referring
to
our
Some of our subscribers may not be aware that (hey
that lose DO time in giving you my opinion on the quesmay save the postage on subscription money, by re- under date of 16th instant, we have to advise
have since tion which you have submitted for my consideraquesting the postmaster where they reside to frank their the transactions in our cotton market
particularly
on
that
day tion. The a'ssertions and suggestions to which you
saiisfy
continued
rather
extensive,
able
to
being
letters containing such money, he
some of the public
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains nothing and Monday the 18th in^t. up to which time prices refer, as having appeared in
[Am. Farmer.
had further advanced about l-4d. per lb. In the [irints, had not escaped my notice.
but what refers to the subscription.
'whether
the legislature of
inquiry
is,
"Your
first
been
less
has
the
demand
last two days, however,
power
FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
active and the market not so firm, and most of the one of the states has legal and constitutional
GREAT BRITAIN.
business yesterday was at a decline of l-8d. per lb. to contract loans at home and abroad!'
of
state
legislature
a
the
answer,
that
"To
this
I
The packet ship South America arrived at New from the extreme rates of the 18th and 19th inst.
York, brings Liverpool dates to the 22d and London
There has been more business doing at Manches- has such power; and how any doubt could have
to conceive.
to the 2l3t November, six days later than our pre- ter, owing perhaps to more favorable accounts from arisen on this point it is diflicult for me
vious accounts. No material incident appears to Bombay and Calcutta for goods and yarn, which Every state is an independent, sovereign, political
have occurred. The money market seems some- probably has encouraged the consumers to buy more community, except in so far as certain powers,
what easier English stocks have improved. Fo- freely, and the check of the last two days is attri- which it might otherwise have exercised, have been
established unreign exchange flat. Hamburg 13 9| a 13 10; cotton buted in some measure to the accounts by the New conferred on a general government,
maintains its price better than was expected. Am- York packet of the 1st instant, giving rather in- der a written constitution, and exerting its authority
general goThis
states.
the
all
over
(he
people
of
1-2.
The in- creased estimates of the extent of the coming crop,
sterdam 12 3 1-2 12 3J; Paris 25 62
Its powers are
feriority of the wheat crop is a prominent item in the though they are full as strong as before with respect vernment is a limited government.
papers from the different markets of the kingdom. to the supplies being retarded to an important ex- specific and enumerated. All powers not conferred
Queen Victoria it is admitted is to be married in tent, which consideration had doubtless great weight upon it still remain with the states and with the
May, to lier cousin prince Albert, second son of the in influencing the late speculations. The business people. The state legislatures, on the other hand,
powers of governprince of Saxe Cobtirg.
for five days ended last evening, is estimated at about possess all usual and ordinary
The duke of Wellington had been ill, and very 26,000 bales, of which about 7,500 have been taken ment, subject to any limitations which may be imwith the exon speculation. Fair qualities may be quoted 7 1-4 posed by their own constitutions, and,
general alarm was expressed on the occasion.
ception, as I have said, of the operation, on those
There are some indications that although the a 7 l-2d. perlb.
of the United States.
Flour. The same letter says: "The duty on powers of the constitution
government has refused to indemnify the owner?
conferred on the general government
of the opium destroyed by the Chinese government, wheat has to-day advanced to 20s. 8d. per quarter, The powers
be exercised by any individual
they intend to adopt hostile measures towards that and on flour to 123. 5d. per bbl. Yesterday about cannot of course
state pass any law which is procountry. These however, are not of a character 3,000 bbis. western canal flour sold at 293. per bbl. state; nor can any
constitution of the United Stales.
hibited
by
the
flour
is
39
a
4Is.
for
free
positive
conclusions.
quotation
justify
any
The
as
to
in
bond.
so decided
can
by itself make war, or con"Thus
no
state
The British army having completely triumphed in dull. No change of interest in other articles since
clude peace, nor enter into alliances of treaties with
Cabool, is returning to its former quarters, leaving the steamer sailed."
and in other important
In
these,
nations.
foreign
little
change
to
nohave
London, Nov. 20. We
however a sufficient force in the conquered country
powers which would have otherwise
tice in markets since our last advices of 15th inst. particulars, the
to support the policy of the government.
exercised only by
Money market. London, Nov. ISth. The quar- The transactions in almost every description of belonged to the state can now be
the general government, or government of the U.
terly averages of the weekly liabilities and assets of produce continue limited, as buyers only take suffiNor can a state pass a law which is prohithe Bank of England, published in last night's Ga- cient for immediate wants, and prices, with few ex- States.
But there is no probited by its own constitution.
zette, compared with the October returns, show an ceptions, are barely supported.
States, nor,
The
increase in the stock of bullion of £40,000.
The demand for flour is limited, western canal vision in the constitution of, the United
or have understood, in any state
securities have diminished £1,066,000, and the de- brings 34s. to 353. in bond, and about Sas. per bbl. so far as I know
the legislature of a stateprohibiting
constitution,
circulation is also free.
pojitrs £602,000, while the
or making loans, either at
The "rest" is also decreased
Stocks New York state stock, 5 per cent. 1845 from contracting debts,
£377,000 less.
Every state has the power of
by £67,000, having sunk from £3,118,000 to to 1860, 80; Ohio state stock, 6 per cent. 1850 to home or abroad.
direct and indirect, of
taxes,
collecting
and
levying
£3,051,000. This result will produce considera- 1860, 84 1-2; Pennsylvania state stock, 5 per cent.
kinds, except that no state can impose duties on
ble disappointment, as the public were prepared to 1854 to 1865,75; United State bank shares £16; do. all
merchandise imported, that power beand
goods
improveNo
93.
1841
to
1842,
favorpercentreturns
would
exhibit
a
bonds,
6
find that the present
longing exclusively to congress by the constitution.
able change in the resources of the establishment, ment on American stock.
is exercised by every state,
American state stocks. The interest exciled by That power of taxation
and that the influx of the precious metals in particuhabitually and constantly, according to its own disthe
most
and
unabated,
American aS'airs continues
lar to their coffers, would have been considerable.
of its government.
When the manner, however, in which these re- contradictory opinions are entertained as to the re- cretion, and the exigencies
"This is the general theory of that mixed system
turns are made up is considered, it will appear, that sult of their present embarrassments, some parties
And as
in America.
prevails
which
government
of
American
though the average stock of bullion is only £40,000 maintaining that the great mass of those
constitution of the United Stales contains no
greater than in the October account, yet the actual securities which were sold in the English market the
prohibition or restraint on state legislatures in reothers,
with
whilst
rubbish,
but
mere
much
greater,
because
nothing
must
be
are
quantity in hand
gard to making loans, and as no state constitutiori,
the drain continued in September and October, and equal pertinacity, contend that the foreign creditors
Upon the whole, opinions un- so far as known to me, contains any such prohibiit is but very lately that specie began to flow back are perfectly safe.
tion, it is clear that in this respect, those legislaprevalent.
are
most
America
Indeed favorable to
to the bank in any considerable quantify.
full possession of this power, a3
We shall not enter upon any detail of the reasons tures are left in the
the large arrival of the $2,500,000 by the Imogene
an ordinary and usual power of government.
frigate is not taken into account; and it is general- which influer.ce the one party or tlie other because
that state loans must
suggestion,
seen
a
have
"I
prints.
public
in
the
ly understood that the actual stock of bullion now they have been totally exhausted
regarded as unconstitutional and illegal, inasheld by the Bank of England is about £3,200,000 The following opinion was communicated by the be
October much as the constitution of the United States has
Still, a'.hough money is called a little easier, we celebrated Daniel Webster, on the 16th
declared that no state shall emit bills of credit. It
see no symptoms on the part of the bank directors last, to Messrs. B.aring, Brothers &. Co. in answer to
United States,
is certain that the constitution of the
to relieve the market by adopting a more liberal inquiries from that hrm as to the constitutional ledoes contain this salutary prohibition, but wha4 is a
power
the
and
loans,
state
American
every
the
dispogality
of
course of action; and although there is
whatever
to a
resemblance
no
has
credit?
It
of
bill
sition in other quarters so to do, the conduct of the and liability of the various states to redeem them.
bond, or other security given for the payment of
We subjoin the correspondence.
BlUlk of England deters them.
Vol. VII.— Sig. 18.
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'bill

of

credil'

is

familiar in our political history, and ils meaning
well ascertained and settled, not only by that history, but by judicial interpretations and decisions from
the highest sources.
"For the purpose of this opinion, it may be sufncient to say, that bills of credit, the subject of the
prohibition in the constitution of the United Stales,

They were paper
essentially paper money.
issues, intended for circulation, and for receipt into
the treasury as cash, and were sometimes made a
tender in payment for debts. To put an end at
once, and torerer, to evils of this sort, and to dangers from this source, the constitution of the United
were

—
28,

•

.,
-

1839— FOREIGN ARTICLES.

There has been more disposition manifested on i
the part of the public to-day to make investments
in the British securities, particularly the heavier
annuities, and there is no doubt that the discredit
which has fallen on the United Slates securities,
and the difliculty of realizing them iii this market,
tenil to turn the tide of spare or unemployed
II
British capital towards British securities, which,
under any national calamity have never, as were,
been annihilated by a refusal to pay the dividends.
This cannot be wondered at when we consider that
the American paper debt cannot be much less than

1

$140,000,000.

attended with the most gratifying results. In the
cases in which the prisoners were allowed to associale with each other, the (cci'diues (new offences by
the same parties) were after liberation as 30 to
130; whereas, amongst those who had been subjected to the cellular system, by v\hich all inter.
course with their fellow prisoners was prevented,
viz: in one case
the recidives were only 7 to 239
nearly 25 per cent, and in the other little more than
3 per cent. He adds, that some doubts had beep
entertained as to the effect of the solitary system
upon the health of the prisoners, but that experience bad shown them to be unfounded. Among
42 children confined in separate cells, there wa*
not one case of sickness, whilst amongst the childien who were allowed to be logethrr, the propor>
tion of sickness was as one to six and a half It

—

At the Dover banquet the
Dulce of Wellms:ton.
service at the duke's table was of the most magnificent description, the knives having handles of
This service was the same which was used
gold.
at the civic banquet, when her present majesty was remarked that the vicious propensities so conhonored the city of London with a visit. The ta- spicuous in the oidinary prisons were in this inbles for the company were laid out in a very taste- stance generally corrected by solitude.
[Galignani's Messenger.
them in coin, according to their stipulation. The ful manner, and the following is the bill of fare:
SWEDEN.
several states possess the power of harrowing mo- 26 tables, 25 each; 26 ditto, 23 each; 1 ditto, 124
Bank of Stockholm. The government of Sweden
ney for their own internal occasions of expendilure, each. Duke's table 172—29 quarters of lamb, 56
No stock wai
as fully as corigress possesses the power to borrow dishes roast veal, 56 ditto boiled beef, 2S ditto roast first established this bank in 1657.
hundred" thousand
in behalf of the United States, for the purpose of ditto, 120 couple chickens, 40 turkey poults, 23 created; but instead of this, three
raising arinis, equipping navies, or performing any hams, 56 tongues, 120 pigeon pies, 240 venison specie crowns were borrowed by the government, as
other of its constitutional duties. It may be added, ditto, ISO fruit ditto, 160 custard puddings, 200 its capital, and promissory notes were given for this
money, payable at sight to bearer, and carrying inthat congress itself fully recognizes this power in the lobsters, 200 salads, cucumbers, pickles, &c.
terest.
What was thus borrowed at four per cent,
iKenlish Observer.
states, as it has authorised the investment of large Dessert, etc.

States has declared, that 'no state shall emit bills of
credit, nor make any thing but gold and silver a
tender in payment of debts, nor pass any law which
All this,
shall impair the obligation of contracts.'
however, proves, not that states cannot contract
debts, but that, when contracted, ihey must pay

was loaned

FRANCE.

funds which it held in trust for very important purposes in certificates of state stocks.

at six,

.

upon mortgage, and sometimes

Nothing more important than their uneasiness at upon pledges. The bank was tliiis at once a bank
of circulation, of loan, and of pledges or pawns.
the condition of their trade with tliis country.
This last would be called, in Europe, a montdeParis, November 16.
of the state, as a political community. It rests on
The newspapers say, that the suspended pay- piete, or Lombard bank. The adiuinistralion of this
the same basis as other contracts with established
governments the same basis for example, as loans ments of the banks of America have as yet pro- bank was conducted wilh great fidelity, and in fitly
made in the United States under the authority of duced little sensation in Paris, Lyons, Bordeaux or years it had acquired a fund of filly millions.
The government, not satisfied with this prospercongress; that is to say, the good faith of the go- Havre. As respects Lyons ahd Bordeaux at least
vernment making the loan, and its ability to fulfil this assertion is incorrect. Very great, and it would ous condition of the bank, or, being compelled to
The late ineet an increased expenditure, established a new
its engagements, the state loans, it is known, have seem very well grounded, alarm exists.
been contracted principally for the purpose of mak- publication by government respecting the export "bank, into which the former was incorporated. It
ing rail roads and canals: and in some cases, al- trade of France shows that fully oaesixlh of her issued notes paj'-able in copper ecus of about six
must not be cents value. More liberal in its discounts than the
though 1 know not how generally, the income or exports go to the United Slates.
revenue expected to be derived from these works told, therefore, that the failure of such customers oid one, this bank made large advances of ils own
payment
pledged
I'ur
the
had
caused
no
sensation
among
those
with whoin paper to the government and the nobility. In a short
is directly and specifically
of the interest and the redemption of the debt, in they dealt. I can assure you that a diminut'on of time it had issued notes to the value of six hundred;
addition to the obligation of public faith. In seve- these orders is not the only unpleasant result anti- million ecus, or one hundred million dollars.
This vast circulation of )iapcr money in Sweden
ral states other branches of revenue have been spe- cipated from the late lamentable occurrences in the
produced the same results whicli a like circulation
cifically pledged, and in others very valuable tracts United States.
taste for luxury^
caused in all other countries.
general
re
failed
alarm
the
French,
has
that
the
however,
it
has
to
it
cannot
be
doubted
If,
It
of land.
suit of these works of internal improvement has has carried dismay home to every citizen of the and expense diffused itself among all classes of soUnited States now on the continent of Europe, all ciety; the state increased ils debt; property holdera
been, and will be, to enhance the wealth and abili

"The

security for state loans

is

—

the plighted faith

—

We

A

whom are naturally most anxious to know howmeans of existence may have been compromised by the suspension of payments by the
American banks.
The effects of the late events in the United
States are beginning to become inore manifest in
France. The Journal des Debuts publishes on this
subject the following extract of a letter, dated
Lyons, November 14.
be enhanced by a judgment rendered on such bond
"Business, after having been very active during
If it either could not, or would not, make provision
The news
for paying the bond, it is not probable that it could some days, has suildenly stopped.
or would make provision for satisfying the judgment^ brought from the United States by the Liverpool
"The states cannot rid themselves of their obliga- steamer has occasioned that suspension in the silk
tions otherwise than by the honest payment of the transactions."
The French navy. The French chambers have
They can pass no law impairing the obligadebt.
tion of their own contracts— they can make nothing voted £20,000,000 sterling, to augment the marine
a tender in discharge of such contracts but gold and and erect fortresses on all the sea- beards of France.
Banking in France.
They possess all adequate power of provid
A writer in the Boston
silver.
Daily Advertiser, who speaks as one having auing for the case, by taxes and internal means of re
venue. They cannot get round tlieirdufy nor evade thoritv. says:
Any failure to fulfil ils undertakings
In France till within three or four years there
its force.
would be an open violation of public faith, to be were but few banks, and the whole or nearly the
followed by the penalty of dishonor and disfrace— whole of the paper issues were furnished by the
a penalty, it may be presumed, which, no state of Bank of France, and none were allowed by her
charier of less value than 500 francs, about $100.
the American union would be likely to incur.
"1 hope I may be justified by existing circumThe Bank of Havre, by its character, issues
stances to close this letter with the expression of an notes of 250 to 1,000 francs, equal to $5!) to .§200.
opinion of a more general nature. It is, that I be- It is the only bank which has the right of issuing
the largest emporium of
lieve the citizens of the U. Slates, like all honest notes in that great city
men, regard debts, whether public or pi'ivate, and foreign trade in France. The capital is $730,000,
whether existing at hume or abroad, to be of mora' and it is restricted by its charter from having a
larger amount of liabilities
namely, deposites and
as well as legal obligation; and I trust I may ap
than three times the amount of specie
peal to their history, from the moment when those circulation
The Bank of France has the exclustates took their rank among the nations of the in its vaults.
earth to the present lime, for proof that this belief sive circulation in Paris, and the restrictions upon
is well founded, and if it were possible that any ol its operations in the charter are such as to compel
the states should at any time so entirely lose her her alway.i to be in a safe and strong position.
The Bank of Havre cannot discount commercial
self respect and forget her duty as to violate the
faith solemnly pledged for her pecuniary engage- paper having more than niRety days to run-^"i;Hrf
no accommodalion ptiper created wilhout value receivments, I believe there is no country upon eartli
not even that of the injureil creditors in which ed, shall be disconnled." The Bank of France is
such a proceeding would meet with less counte- under the same restrictions as to the duration of
nance or indulgence than it would receive from the credit on commercial obligations, but is allowed to
make a<lvances on public securities.
great mass of the American people.
Prison discipline.
'•I havsthe honor to bp.goMtleirien, your obedient
The prelect of police has adDANIEL WEBSTKR."
dressed a report to the minister of the interior, on
servant,
London, Nov. 21. We regret to learn tliat three the prison for juvenile offenders (maison desjeunes
commercial failures have taken place to day; one delrnns) which contains some striking farts. He
of the parties are connected with Lloyd's, as brok- states, that for the last fifteen months the system of
olifary imprisonment has been tried, and has been
ers, and one in the East India trade.
ty of the states.
"It has been said that the states cannot be sued
on these bonds. But neither could the U. States
be sued, nor, as I suppose, the crown of England,
Nor would the power of suing, proin a like case.
bably, give the creditor any substantial additional
security. The solemn obligation of a government,
arising on its own acknowledged bond, would not

were mined; coin disappeared from circulation.
This state of public distress continued until the
accession of Guslavus III, when he restored the
credit of the bank by reducing its circulation, for-

of

far their

bidding future issues, and by declaring ils notes to
For this purpose, he had borbe payable in silver.
rowed in Holland a large amount of silver in ingots.
The credit of the bank was restored, audits notes
again passed at their nominal value.
The exigencies of the state again required Inci eased exi>enditnres, to meet which large emission*
of paper money were made, which cost nothing.—.
This must ever be the means of paying extraordi-^
nary debts, by banks or governments, having th»
power of making unlimited issues of rag money.--*
These vast issues of notes brought with them their,
necessary attendants, a swift and ruinous deprecia*
tion of the notes, and the total disappearance of
The necessities of trade:
specie from circulation.
required the use of small money for change, and a9
specie had disappeared, the bank found it necessary,
to issue paper tickets, of very low dunoiniiialion,

which in tlie United States are termed shinplaslcra.
We have thus arrived at that experience of the ruinous eflfects of paper money, which the states of Eu[Globe.
rope have long since learned.
BUSSIA.
The emperor of Russia and

—

—

.

_

the

Napoleanites.

"The emperor," says a letter from Moscow, in the
Commeice, "will leave us to-morrow, (17th September), for St. Petersburg, to complete some diplomatic arrangements with England; wilh whicli power, it is generally believed here, the Russian cabinet
offensive and defensive'
is inclined to eiiter into an
The herealliance, provided France is excliidcil.
ditary grand duke, and tli« duke de Lruchferiber^
remain constantly with his majesty. On arriving
from the camp at the gates of Moscow, the emperorwas received and congiatulaled by the governor ge-

—

neral, pi-ince Galilzen, lo

—

whom

his imperial majes-

the hand of the duke de Leuchwith the son of the adopted
son ol Napnlean the 'great.' Then, turning to general Kleim Michel, who was with the governor general, the empeior ailded: 'The Eonaparles and the
ty replied, taking

tenber,

'I

enter

Moscow

Romanoirs may well be of accord,

for the gi-eat ob-

ject of both families is the grandeur and glory of
their country.'
marriage between the grand

A

I

ducbess Olga and prince Louis Napolean is .igain
talked of, and if is even added that, should Ihil

,

—
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prince decline the alliance, the emperor Nicholas
will turn hia eyes to one of the sons of Liicien BoIt appears that the czar is (ietennined to
naparte.
form a close uirioji with the Napoleanites, and that
his project ii warmly approved of by the military
noblesse of Russia, but not by the old aristocracy
of iVIoscow."
have read an interRussian encroachmeiUs.
esting article from the Paris National, on the subThe progress of
ject of Russian encroachments.
this gigantic power is traced from the time when
Peter the great laid the first stone of St. Petersburg, in 1703, until now when the black eagle's
wings are flapping over the domes of St. Sophia.—
Before the first named period Moscow was unknown
to the great nations of Europe; Russia possessed
not a single point upon the shores of the Baltic;
she was hemmed in by Turkey, then a formidable
power; by Poland, as yet inviolate, and by Swederj,
a vigorous enemy. Her maritime territory noiu,
borderi^d by the Baltic, extends on the north side
from the bottom of the gulf of Bothnia to beyond
the Niemen, including Finland and eastern Bothnia
which she has wrested from Sweden. She has acquired large domains from Turkey, and v^hat is of
more importance she has obtained the exclusive
navigation of the Black sea. Poland exists no
longrer.
After enumerating her encroachments towards Persia and in other directions, the article in
the National continues:
"With the incontestible evidence of so rapid and
gigantic conquests recorded indelibly on every map
and geographical work, who can for a moment
doubt of the ambitious projects of Russia, not
merely upon Constantinople, for that is beyond all
doubt, but with respect to India, as also of her capability of carrying them into execution! Sufficient
attention has not as yet been paid, nor can too
much be said, with respect to the grandeur, skill
and perseverance of the policy adopted by the
czars, from the time of Peter the great to the present
a policy connecting every thing by an indisaoluble chain, and which makes every thing tend
to the same object."
"Russia finds herself impelled by the force of
events to becduie a great maritime power of the
first class; the waters of the Baltic could no longer
suffice for her navy, and to increase her influence
in the Black sea, the possession of Constantinople
was indispensable. Her armies have already encamped under the walls of that city; she only waits
a fitting opportunity of descending once more into
the plains of Adrianople; and should this occur,
she will not stand still there, but will push onwards
to that city so much coveted by Napoleon, and
hold perpetual possession of it. This was the prediction of Napoleon."
As a means of counteracting the vast designs of
Russia, the Paris journal declares that it is of the
first importance to establish French influence and

regions

civilization in

Egypt.

The conquering

propensity so strongly characis but the natural emanation of
those vigorous qualities which constitute her namighty spirit, powerful in the
tional mind.
consciousness of vast resources and quickened by
great enei'gy of will, possesses a species of attractive power like that which large bodies possess in
physics. It draws to itself all weaker elements,
and either assimilates them with its own quality, or
with a repellant force sweeps theur from lis coirrse.
Imbecility, etfeminacy, or weakness of any kind
conseqirent upon the abuse of intellectual and
moral gifts, fall before such a power as a matter of
necessity connected with the nature of thiuijs.
may lament the occurrence of wars but so
long as nations make themselves unfit for self-government, or inco^npetent to advance the progress
of human civilization, so long will conquerors arise
to dash down the mouldering fabrics of corruption
which encumber ground that might be better occupied.
Superior strength and courage, though often
employed to subserve the purposes of unhallowed
ambition, are at least evidences of mental energy
teristic of

Russia

A

—

We

and when they triumphed it is mostly overweakRoness self generated and deserving of its fate.
man civilization is somelimes said to have fallen
before the attacks of barbarians. It was tlie civili.
zation of a corrupt people giving refinement to
vicious indulgencies which had quite eaten away
the outward
the heart of the old Roman energy
shell, fantastic and gaudy to the eye, of inward

—

—

which
sunk under the hardy blows of stern invaders who,
They were
Willi ail their ferocity, were men.
men such as Romans iveie in the days of her youthful greatness, prompt to act, despising luxury, and

rottenness

it

was

this

sort

of civilizatiorj

fearing death less than dishonor.

The world will lose nothing but will rather gain
something by the Russian possession of Turkey.
Life and vigor will be once more restored to the
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to infuse the
into the decaying car
cass of the Asiatic empire.
nation will be dis
possesiied which has already acted its part in the
course of human events, and could do little of benefit to any, if its feeble existence were prokurged.

power of Grecian genius

A

IBallimore American.
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whence once Alexander issued

SPAIN

—

vernment; and the new parly will accede to any
thing the French demand, as their army have the
aid of

all

the

thought that

French forces here.

It is generally

be the result. At Buenos
are wishiirg for a change; but the
military force kept under arms in the city, of 2,500
men, deters them from any decisive movement.
The Indians that live on the plains between Chili
this last will

Ayres the people

Madrid was me- and Buenos Ayres, have made an inroad into Buenaced with an insurrection, and troops had been nos Ayres, and apiiroached within SO leagues of the
to the capital by the government to city, driving oH"large quantities of cattle and horses;
overawe the population. Espartero has for the and in an engagement with the troops and friendly
present given up his pursuit of Cabrer.*., and the Indiarrs, entirely defeated them. They are in a
COUNT d'Espagne, a celebrated leader of the Car- body of 1,500 to 2,O0O, all mounted on horse back,
and their movements are very rapid. Should they
lists, has been murdered.
not be satistied with their present booty and conTURKEY IN EGYPT.
tinue Iheir plundering, it wrll add much to the emAffairs remain as they were.

Remains

in great distraction

summoned

GREECE.
Extract from the History of the Regeneration of
Greece, about to be published by Mr. Castanis:
During our revoluiion, a few Christians came to
Greece to oSer themselves in her defence; most of
them as lovers of Grecian reminiscence and Hellenic glory.
Among these Byron stood pre-eminent.
That great soul, atoning for past farrlts, gave himself up to our cause.
Wherr he reached Messolonghi, he addressed the citizens I'rom the tomb of Marco Bozzaris, and at last overcome with tears, he
could not speak, he could only kiss the tomb of the

barrassed state of that province.
Oar communication with Buenos Ayres is once
month only, by the English packet, but boats and
small vessels elude the blockaders at times. Our
advices are up to the lOth instant. The boats of
the French squadron were defeated with the loss of
one launch in attempting to burir soure vessels at
Point Indio, in a small river, about the 1st. They
a

lost

some few men

also.

Our market is overstocked with flour and salt
prices nominal $16, nett 7^, per bbl. and 10 rials
the fanega. Hides are selling at 36 rials, or cost
about 13 cents in exchange. Tallow 6 cents.

hero.
He did not live to see the fulfilment of his
hopes; and his memory is enshrined in the heart of Freights very low to all parts.
At Buenos Ayres, hides, heavy, are worth 3^d.
every Greek.
great many writers complain that
he has no monument in the country which he assist- sterling per lb. liglit, 3d. hore hides 3s. 6d. each.
ed.
It is singular that authors, or rather scribblers, Tallow 2d. per lb. Wool 1 to 3 pence per lb. Beef.
should allude with so little ceremony to such a de- jerked, 27 rials the qtl. Dollars, 16 paper for 1
licate subject, a? if the Greeks never would hear of silver (par in 1827); doubloons, 260 paper for 1
silver.
Exchange on London 3^d. for $1.
it, and give a reasonable reply.
Montevideo, 20/A Sept. 1S39.
When the Greeks are asked wher'e Byron's moThe troops, (marines) fr-om the French squadron
nument stairds, they point to their own glorious free
mountains, rocks and marble remnants, and reply, to the amount of 800, landed last night and this
"yonder is his tomb, for while they remain Byron's morning, for the purpose of defending the town,
name will be remembered." Already has Byron's should the forces against the Argentine army be
name been immortalized in modern Greek song by defeated. The enemy are within 120 miles of this
one of our grealest poets, Calvos, and also in a city. Produce of all kinds has advanced, as but
beautiful sonnet written by a Greek lady.
When little can come in until the present excitement is
Hides 38 rials, beef 30 do.
travellers go to Greece, they imagine that if Byron's over.
name is not uttered aloud in every street through
CAKADAS.
Poulett Thompson the new governor general of
which they pass, the nation has forgolten him. It
the Canadas, has sent a message to the legislature of
is enough to say that Byron
is remembered by the
Greeks with the deepest gratitude. If he is not Upper Canada, announcing the intention of the British government to convert the two provinces into
constantly in their mouths he is in their hearts
Moreover, Greece has hardly any time to mourn for one. The first of the terms of reunion to which the
her own children, and hardly any for her adopted governor general desires the assent of the house of
Still she does not forget even the latter.
sons.
In assembly is the equal representation of each proaddition to this Greece is poor, and must support vince iir the united legislature.
He says that alher own existence before she thinks of the dead. It though this proposition, considering the amount of
the population of Lower Canada, might seem to
is well to suggest that Byron's monument may be
place
that
province
in
a
less
Americair
Bunker
favorable
one on
posilion than
completed as soon as the
However, the necessity is not very great, Upper Canada, yet under the circumstances, with
Hill.
and what the present age neglects, another may ef- the increasing population to be expected from emigration,
and
having
regard to the commercial and
fect.
Greece called a few defenders from American agricultural enterprise of its inhabitants, an equal
marble tomb in the island of Syra com- apportionment of representation would no doubt be
shores.
memorates the valor and death of a native of Mas- found to be beneficial.
The second stipulation to be made is the grant of
In fine, every civilized nation furnishsachusetts.
ed a few allies, and Gr-eece has not forgotten them. a sufficient civil list. The propriety of rendering
However they cannot expect great attention whilst the judicial bench independent alike of the execuThe bravest tive and of the legislature and of fui-nishing the
oirr greatest warriors are neglected.
of the Americans was col. Miller, of Vermont. He means of carrying on the indispensable services of
was full of sport, and much loved by the Suliotes, a the government has been affirmed by the parliament
He distin of lJ|)per Canada in the acts passed by them for
surall band of whom he commanded.
guished himselt at Ai'gos, where he happened to he effecting those objects. In determining the amount
covered with dust by a cannon hall. Fearing that of the civil list, the house of assembly is assured
they would think him lost; he shouted to his band, that the salaries and expenses to be paid from it
will be calculated by her majesty's government
"nothing! nothing! keep on!"
Enough has been said of a subject which delica- with a strict regard for economy, and the state of
When the provincial affairs.
cy forbids our prosecuting any farther.
Thirdly, the governor general saj-s he is preparGreece is more prosperous, her actions will explain
ed to recommend to parliament that so much of the
much better the depth of her gratitude.
existing debt of Upper Canada as has been contractSOUTH AMERICA.
From the river Plate. The brig Chalcedony, at ed for public works of a general nature should after
Newport, brings advices from Montevideo to the the union be charged on the joint revenue of the
20th and from Buenos Ayres to the 10th September. united province. Adverting to the nature of the
The following letter from a correspondent of the works for which this debt was contracted, and the
Journal of Commerce, gives all the intelligence of advantages which must result to them from Lower
Canada he thinks it is not unjust that that province
moment:
should bear a proportion of the expense.
Montevideo, 18th Sept. 1839.
On these principles the governor gerreral is of
Advices are in town this day that an army of
6,500 men from the provinces of Entre Rios, Bue- opinion that a reunion of the two provinces may be
nos Ayres and Corrientes, have crossed the river effected, equitable and satisfactory in its terms and
Negro about 200 miles from this city, and are march- beneficial in its resulls to all cla.=ses. He submits
in" in this direction. The governor of this is near them to the consideration of the house of assembly
them with about an equal force, and they will pro- in the full conviction of their importance, and in the
bably meet very soon. The result of the engage- hope that they will receive the assent of that house.
ment will be important. If the army from Buenos "Fortified by the expression of their opinion," he
Ayres are victorious, they will have possession of says "her majesty's government and parliament
this place, and we shall have here a blockade the will be able at once to apply themselves to the full
development of the scheme, and to the considerasame as Buenos Ayres.
On the other hand, if this army is defeated, there tion of the provisions bv which it may be carried
will be an immediate march into Buenos Ayres, and into effect with the greatest advantage to the people
[N. Y. Eve. Post.
the result will be a revolution there, and a new go. of both provinces.
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Central wharf, by some other vessel's bowsprit
AFFAIRS.
At Arch wharf the bowhnve already noticed driving into her stern.
Trade with Germany.
the return to this coiiulry of Mr. Joshua Dodge, sprit of a schooner was foiced into one of the
who has been for the la?t ten years employed by stores.
nevertheless the
It was fortunately neap tides
our government as diplomatic and commercial
know not many subjects water rose above some of the wharves, and a conagent in Germany.
o? national interest that more require attention, or siderable quantity of lumber was washed away and
that would be more likely to repay a reasonable de- large quantities of boards were blown from the piles
gree of trouble, than that confided to Mr. D. of ex- in the lumber yard. Haverhill street, just this side
tending our commercial intercourse with the na- Warren bridge, was this morning covered with the
tions of middle and southein Europe, wherever op- boards which were blown from the adjoining lumshould by this means ber wharf. Several chimnies were blown down
portunities presented.
be in some measure relieved from our exclusive de- and out buildings demolished but we have heard
pendence on England, and for many commodities of no loss of life.
The damage done to trees, fences, barns and
might have a choice of markets. We are indeed
somewhat shackled in negotiating for commercial other buildings, in this vicinity, is very great.
Their articles of ex- Many noble elms have been prostrated, or stripped
favors with foreign nations.
port are already received here at a very low rate of of their wide spreading branches.
duties; they enjoy without negotiation every priviAl Cape Ann. The Gloucester Telegraph of the
lege that negotiation might bestow; while we have 18th says "never have we been called upon to recan cord so severe a storm, or one so disastrous and
nothing to olfer for the benelits we ask.
only plead for a fair reciprocity without being able melancholy in its results, as that which set in on
to urge any reason to show that such reciprocity Sunday morning.
Snow and rain came together,
would be for their interest. They have in present accompanied with a high wind from the S. E. which
possession the very one-sided sort of reciprocity, if soon increased to a gale almost unprecedented for
we may use such a term, which best suits them. its violence, and which continued without abateThey have a free market for their own productions, ment the whole of that day and night and most of
and they reap also a large revenue of imports upon Monday.
our commodities which are sent in return for theirs.
Property and life have been swept away to an
If our agents or ambassadors were authorised to unparalleled extent, and the scenes of suH'ering and
«ay to the German powers that unless the heavy desolation that have been brought before their eyes,
reaa
duties on American lobacco were reduced to
have involved a whole community in sorrow and
sonable scale, corresponding duties would be placed aflliction. Our shores have been literally sirewn
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forthwith upon German merchandise imported into with wrecks, surviving, but suffering mariners, and
the United States, such a mode of argumentation alas, with the dead.
would be understood at once. It would be an apOn Sunday morning there were in our harbor
peal adapted to the occasion, and it would be likely nearly 60 vessels, which had put in, in anticipato reach the tenderest feelings of diplomatic sensi- tion of a .storm.
Of this large fleet, all that could
bility.
As it is, our negociators are placed in an be seen at anchor on Monday morning were about
They mii?t solicit as a gift ticenly, and they having eveiy mast and spar cut
unpleasant position.
what should be required as an equivalent for cor- away, a solitary pole in each only standing to bear
responding favors. If they obtain any thing it is by aloft a signal of distress and for assistance.
sulferance, and we are thus compelled to look upon
These, tossing as they were like egg-shells upon
[Ba/i. ^mer.
ourselves as the obliged party.
a violent sea, and exposed to the yet raging gale,
STORM OF THE 15th DECEMBER.
liable every moment to part their cables and be
The Commercial says "those driven to sea with all on board, presented a scene
.Ot New York.
who were at the fire in Cedar street, on Saturday melancholy enough but when the eye rested upon
night, [14th] will long recollect the deluge of rain
the long line of wrecks that had been cast upon
which fell until after midnight. As we supposed,
r shore, and the innumerable fragments of others
while the rain was pouring down in this city there together with their scattered cargoes here and
was a severe snow storm at no great distance from us. there the cold and stiffened corse of a fellowThe steamboat Swallow, which left this city oji creature, and the suffering survivors the feeling
Saturday evening, ^vas unable to proceed farther
heart was subdued and almost made to bleed.
than Hudson, whence she returned this morning,
In regard to the lives lost it is impossible as yet
without any mail. The pilot of the Swallow, who
The general beascertain the precise ntiinber.
has been on the river for many years, informs us
Yesterday
lief is that it cannot fall sliort of ybr/y.
that the snow storm of Saturday uight was heavier
afternoon nine bodies had been found, exclusive of
At
Hudson
and
recollection.
his
than any within
four at Sandy bay.
its vicinity the snow fell eighteen inches on a level.
Thus have we given a long list of the disasters
The river was not frozen over, but there was too
on our shores making in al!
much floating ice between Albany and Hudson to that have occurred
hoeniylwo total wrecks, thirty-two vessels dismasted,
render it safe for the boat to proceed farther than
harbor, 84c. and twenty ascertained
to-night, but will proba- drifted out of the

—

—
—

—

Hudson.

She

will

go up

bly not be able to proceed farther than Catskill.
At the eastward, the snow fell in prodigious
are told that it lay two feet deep
quantities.
on the ground at New Haven. The cars could
hardly be dragged upon the railway, with all the
power of steam that could be raised, so that more
than three hours were required to work Iheir way
Within twenty miles of this city the
to Meriden.
snow is represented to be from eighteen inches to
two feet in depth.
The Albany papers represent the snow to have
fallen from eighteen inches to two feet in depth,
obstructing the roads in all directions.
Al Boston. The Mercantile Journal of the 16(h
says, a northeast snow storjn commenced yesterday
morning about 3 o'clock which continued throughout the day, occasionally relapsing into rain. In
the course of yesterday, the wind blew with great
fury from the eastward and last evening, for several hours, it increased to a hurricane, blowing with
more violence than it has done for years. The
gale continued throughout the ni^ht but abated
It i.s feared that this long and vioafter midnight.
lent gale has caused many disasters on the coast.
Most of the vessels in the stream draggeil llicir
anchors and much damage was done to the shipping, lying at the wharves. The list of disasters
to shipping in the harbor, which the Jo irnal reports,
occupy half a column, and include the loss of se-

We

—

—

—

—

deaths.

The melancholy details of the disaster occupies
a column of the Telegraph, concluding with the
following;
"As a great many vessels went to sea on Friday
and Saturday from the various ports in this viciiiity,
many of which were bound to ports along the coa.'t,
it is feared that the disasters have been numerous.
The accounts from Cape Cod are looked lor with
much anxiety.
At Salem. The Register of the ]6th says— "A
storm of wind, snow and rain commenced a few
hours after midnight on Saturday, and continued in
creasing in violence through yesterday. Durin;
the day, at intervals, the wind blew with tremen
dous force from the eastward and the rain fell in
The ship Sumatra, from the Vineyard
torrents.
anchored in our harbor about nooii; and had all her
light sails set until 7 yesterday morning, when she
She was spoken outside by the
first fell the gale.
pilot, who could not board her on account of the
tremendous sea, and ran in, following the course of
the boat under his direction. The Sumatra left the
Vineyard on Friday in company with the whalr
ship izette and brig Deborah, ol and lor this port
and saw them both in the bay last Saturday night,
but neither arrived yesterday, and they probably
made for aharborsomewhere. The shipping on the

coast, we fear, has suffered much, especially ves
si'ls in our bay, which were obliged to encounter
veral lives.
"At the southern wharves the gale also did much the full fury of the elements.
Newbarypori. The Herald of the 17th contain:
principal
India
wharf,
the
damage
At
damage.
was caused by the barque Creole, which drove out a long list of disasters. It states that the gale at
of the alreain, and came in contact with the brig that place was very severe. From 10 to 12 o'clock
Adelaide, which lost her bowsprit and was severely on Sunday night, tlie wind, which had shifted a
The A. dragged against the Hamburg point or more to the N. E. blew a perfect hur
chafed.
About fifteen or twenty fishing schoon'e.,,
brig Edwin, and somewhat (hiumged her sides, cane.
lighter schooner was sunk at hying at ttic wharves, have sull'ered more or less
chain plates, Stc.
'

A
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1839—NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
damage. Several of the wharves, which were over.flowed by the high tide, have suffered damage.
Thekeeperof the lights on Plum Island describes
the tide as having flowed quite across the island in
a number of places, making many deep ravines,
and causing many acres of meadow to be covered
with sand. The hotel and site, with almost all the
buildings, were surrounded with one entire sheet
of water, as well as the road leading to the bridge.
The violence of the gale was such as to remove
many sand hills, forming at the same time many
lakes and ponds. He also says that the whole
eastern side of the island has washed away to an as-

tonishing degree.

NAVAL.

Coud martial. The Philadelphia U. S. Gazette,
of the 14th says that a court martial is to be convened in that city, for the trial of several of the
In assigning duties to this
officers of the navy.
court martial, on the authority of rumour, the Gazette named an officer, whom it is gratifying to learn,
the department have no such view in relation to.
Whether the other items of rumor of the Gazette
are equally unfounded, we have not yet learned, aci
cording to them, commodore Elliott and severa^
officers of the exploring expedition "who have beei^
arrested and sent home by its commandant, lieut,
Wilkes," are to be tried by this court.
Honor to the deserving! 0£icial. Nary deparU.
ment, December 9, 1S39.
Sir: The department has observed in the newspapers a notice of your gallant and successful eiV,
forts in rescuing a portion of the crew of the Chi^

,

lian ship of

war

iSIoiiteguiilo,

which

it

appears wa*

in the liarbor of Valpaiaiso during the gale
of the 241h and 25th of July last.
Although you have already enjoyed the highest
reward ot your exertions in the success whictk
crowned them, the department would not do juslice
to its own feelings, did it refrain from exi)ressing to
you its admiration of the fearless self-devotion displ.\yed by you on that occasion, and which is alike,
honorable to yourself, to the service, and to youR
country. I am, very respectfully, your obedient

wrecked

J. ^- PAULDING.
Limt. Thomas T. Craren, V. S. exploring expedition..
Commodore Ridgely having been appointed to.
the command of the tf. S. squadron on the coasts of
Brazil, &.e. the officers on this station (where ha,

Ror^ant,

has commanded for several years) addrcs.^ed to himthe following letter previous to his leaving the com-

[N. York American.

mand.

U. S. nacyyard,N. ¥. M)lh Norcmb'r, 1839.
Sir: The uiidersigned, officers of the navy, ma-.,
rine corps, and civil department on this station,,
having heard of your appointment to Ihe command
of our naval sq\iaJron on Ihe coast of La Plata anil.
Brazil, cannot permit you to depart without an expression of their deep regret at your separation
from them, and their high estimation of your clia-.
racier as an officer and gentleman.
Many of them have served under your command
during a great portion of your official conneclion.
with this station, and have witnessed the constant-

•

,

and ability with which your d;ities have at all
times been performed, combining with courtesy andi
indulgence, a strict attention to the public interests,,
and discipline of the service.
But whilst they express their regret at being
thus separated from you, they feel highly gratified,
by your appointment to so important a command, at
a time when our neutral relalions with the belligerent powers of France and Buenos Ayres are calculated to involve questions and responsibilities of the
most complicated character; and their confidence iii.
you assures them that the honor of our flag and the
interests of our country will be gallantly and ably
zeal

sustained.

•

With an earnest wish for your coiitinuod welfare
and happiness, under all circumstances, the under.
signed beg leave to otier you the cordial assuranceof their sincere reganl and esteem.
( Signed by capt. J. D. Sloat and the other oificen I
on the station.)
»
Commodore Charles G. Ridgely, comm'g U. S.navalt
-

1

station,

N. York.

.,

returned the annexed reply:
1
yard, N. York, Nov. 20, 1839.
i
Gentlemen: Your very friendly letter of the:
25lh inst. transmitting me a leller signed by the "officers of the navy, marine corps, and civil department, on this 'station,' expressing their approbation
of my conduct, and 'their deep regret at our separa-.|
lion,' "I received this day,
To have earned the very high esteem ol those I
have been so long and constantly associated with,

To which

lie

Navy

1

,

and where all my official acts have come under Iheir
immediate notice, is the most distinguished and honorable reward that could be bestovvetl on me.
I thank you all, gentlemen, for assuiing iiie, that
on my contemplated cruize, "the honor of our flag;

1

:
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With

warm

feelings of friendship, characterislic of our profession, I am faithfully yours,
all

the

1839—BANK OF

THE

them

the appellation),
which is now among the loudest of those who denounce the policy of the bank and its issues of post
notes, was the most promijient among those who re-

business which

entitles

to

(Signed)
CHAS. G. R[DGELY.
D. Sloat, commander H. W. Ogden, and
naval constructor S. Hartt, committee.
commended extension in 1831— wasthe head and
Testimony of those who were enemies. The Lon- front of the recommendation to issue post notes in
don United Service Journal, in an article on 1837 and the very first who became the recipient
Cooper's Naval History, which it does not smother of the bank favors in the shape of what are now dewith praise, uses the following complimentary lan- nounced as "disreputable issues."
guage in regard to the American navy.
Now, if this be so, and all that we have asserted_
"From its infancy to its present state, most can be proved, where is the gratitude or the fairness
bravely, most gallantly, have the officers and men of of this identical house, and others acting in concert
the naval profession in America upheld the honor of with it, taking the ground as we all know it has, of
If, as we
their llag; tliere is scarcely one action in which the open hostility to the United States bank?
slightest imputation can be cast upon any indivi- assert, it was the first, or even among the first, to
dual; they have never avoided their enemies, ex- recommend the issue of post notes, and the very
cepting where it would have "been the height of im- first lo apply for and receive the benefit of such ispudence to have faced them; they have fought with sues how inconceivably censurable is it in thatthe most determined valor; they have in many house, now to raise its voice against a measure of
casss been successful over a nation which held un- its own recommendation and from which at a most
disputed the command of the ocean; and this very critical time in its history, it probably received more
circumstance of combating an enemy flushed with aid than any other house in the United States.
almost universal victory, adds a greener laurel to
have no feelings of hostiUty towards the house
tile navy of the United States."
alluded to; but we feel indignant that parties who
Packets vs. fii^ates.
We understand that on the have thus acted, should be permitted to pass unrepassage of the frigate United States round from buked by that public who are now suffering the
Boston, a sailing match accidentally took place be- consequences of this crusade against the Bank of
feel, and the intelligent
tween the frigate and one of our packet ships, the United States.
which resulted in favor of the latter. The packet portion of this mercantile community also feel, and
ship Siddons, captain Palmer, bound fiom Liver- think they know, that there has been a vile intrigue
pool to this port, made the frigate about twelve on foot between certain parlies in London and a
miles dead to windward, and in the course of nine small clique in this city, to ruin the Bank of the
hours was within a mile of the frigate, when it fell United States, and build up themselves upon such
calm. The United States is considered the swiftest ruin. Who these parties are, is not for us to say.
frigate in the navy, and ttiis perhaps is one of the Unfortunately for the country this combination has
few opportunities to try the sailing between nation- been in part successful; and the consequences to
al and private ships that has been recently alfonled. this community are too fearful, to render it necessaIll former tiuios it was considered impossible for
ry to say who are the pailies on this side of the waany merchantman to sail with a states vessel. Now fer that are reaping the benefits of such success, or
the former seem to have a decided advantage. The what house in London divides the "spoils of victoailvancement in the science of merchant shipbuild- ry." They have so far triumphed, that the Ameriing, has been great indeed.
The model ot a New- can merchant is in a measure placed at their mercy;
York built ship, together with her slrer.gth and and until the United States bank recovers from the
beauty, are both a subject of admiration in all parts blow thus inflicted by pretended friends whom it had
of the world where she may happen to be.
warmed into being, or until a national institution be
Capt. Jno.

I

28,

and the interests of our country will be gallantly and friendship of the bank? We leave this question
and ably sustained." I can only assure you, I will lor .the public to answer; but do not hesitate to asendeavor, at all tiaaes, to merit these high and ho- sert, that a large broker's house in Wall street, (we
will not call them bankers for they do no kind of
norable sentiments.
'
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sively that this result has followed a preconcerted
course of action by which it was hoped to procure
York
in the first instance the suspension of the
banks, as a cloak to ihe palpable rottenness of ihe
Pennsylvania institution. By Ihe sale in this market
of its post notes and bills of exchange, together witJi
the extension of its issues, through the device of a
public notice that its notes would be redeemed or

New

received on deposite at par by its namesake in this
city, this concern succeeded in establishing a drain
on our resources to such an extent that after having
remitted to Europe in two months, according to the
boasting of
specie,
all

friends, five

its

it still

more.
debts due

lions

millions of dofiars in
its vaults of four mil-

has a residue in

It is

to

now hoped by refusing payment of

New

York, and procuring claims

against this city to be demanded in specie, still to
coerce our banks to suspend, but the only effect of
this notable scheme will be to cover its projectors
with confusion and disgrace."

Now, we need not tell our readers, that the foreign
merchant has never found a more steady advocate
and friend in any press, than in the Courier and Inquirer; but it does appear lo us that upon their own
showing, this house of WotherSpoon & Co. have exhibited a wanton hostility to the success of our foreign commerce and chief moneyed corporation,
which ill becomes them as foreigners, living under
Ihe^profection of our laws and participating in all
We learn from
the benefits of our free institutions.
this same circular, that for eight years past, during
most of which time this bank was a national institution, they have been urging upon their correspondents not to confide in its solvency, and as far as
practicable, have endeavored to injure its credit.
We do not say tliey had no right to do this; on the
contrary, as there is no legal punishment forit, they
had such right. But with all right minded persons,
the moral crime of thus abusing the hospitality of a
counliy in which they are amassing wealth to be
spent in another clime the absence of that honorable and high minded conduct which we are proud

—

of nineteen-twenfieths of the
stamp these indiviforeign merchants among us
duals as mere adventurers, vi-ho, when exhibited to
the public in their true colors, will be permitted
quietly to sink into that obscurity from which accident rather than merit, appears to have temporarily
diawn them. They are only worthy of the associathat of the hireling tools of
tion they now enjoy
to

say

is char.acteristic

—

—

perceive no remedy for the
the Journal of Commerce.
Our readers are doubtless aware of the rumors
great object of Ihe parties alluded to, both
here and in London, has been to monopolise Ihe ex- which were so current immedi-ately preceding the
change business of the country; and losuch an ex- arrival of the Great Western, that the agency of the
tent has this feeling been carried, that atone mo- bank of the United States in London had failed, or
ment a desperate effort was made to break up every certainly would fail on the 26fh August. But as
learned on what grounds that ru[N. Y. Express.
institution under the general banking law, because they may not have
it may be well to state the
the principal bank under that law— the North Ame- mor obtained currency,
the 20th Mr. Jaudon called on
On
facts.
large
a
following
rican Trust and Banking company— was
The warfare against Mr. Bates the American partner in the firm of BarBARRINGS.
dealer in foreign exchange!
Co. and informed him that he would
that institution and its signal failure are loo well ing, Brothers
From the New York Courier, of the 19lh inst.
sterling on the 26th,
The history of the civilized world, does not pre- known to require comment; nor have the public require some half a million
character and amount of the securities
sent such a picture of national and individual in- forgotten that the first blow was struck through the naming the
wished
to borrow this
he
which
on
stocks)
sufficiently
(state
which
Commerce,
gratitude—such an exhibition of wanton injustice ageiicy of the Bank of
sum. Mr. Bates told him there could be no difficulty
on the pari of a whole community and individuals designates the source whence it came.
Here the matter restthe required sum.
plotting
raising
in
nefarious
this
in
agents
various
the
Of
high
respectability
of
as the late and present cruMr. Bates wrote to their agent
against the bank, and indeed against all who have ed, and on the 23d
sade against the Bank of the United States.
the particulars of Mr. Jaudon's
ventured to deal in foreign exchanges, we shall in this city, detailing
It is no.v admitted on all hands, that never was a
determination of the American
and
the
application
terms
which
and
in
large,
more
at
speak
nation so blessed with a sound, equal currency, as hereafter
called
of Barings, Browas this country during the period when the Bank their ingratitude and selfishness so justly demand. house most improperly so
not to give him the aid he asked, and
of the United States was responsible to the country Their miserable tool tlie Journal of Commerce is thers &, Co.
on
the 26th was inevitable!.'
his
that
failure
predicted
higher
much
is
so
there
while
for it, and previous to the assaults upon the institu- quite beneath notice,
time however, that this letter was
tion by the late executive of the United States. o-ame to strike at; and so would be the authors of At the same
kept in the dark with reWhenever and wherever the aid of the bank was certain circulars, signed Wotherspook &. Co. were written, Mr. Jaudon was
and his destruction was looked upon fate,
his
gard
to
and
the
impudence
required, there was Mr. Biddle found; and we need it not a duty to point out the
he extricated himself we all know;
not remind the merchants of this city, how often he presumption of the Joreign combination against the as certain!
imagine the mortification of the
extract from their circular of the 18th and the reader may
obeyed their call and came to their relief, when the bank.
house, and its friends and correspondents
government, was doing all in its power to oppress October, which was sent to Europe by the first London
here, at his escape from their honorable schemes.
apd destroy them.
need not remind them that, in steam ship after the suspension of the bank.
But to the letter. There was joy— great joy and
"New York, IS/A Oct. iaZ9— Friday, P. M.
JS33 and 4, the bank was gradually reducing its
"Upwards of eight years ago loth Sept. 1331— much rejoicing among a certain cliquf in Wall st.
discounts and curtailing its circulation, preparatory
Jaudon's fate was considered sealed
the tampering on its arrival.
to closing its business at the exf)iration of its char- we first adverted in our circulars to
the bank as a seller of exchange, was proclaimed
States with the foreign
ter; and that it was only in obedience to tlie earnest of the Bank ol the United
is- dead— ani oh what a bright vision of future profits
entreaties
nay, the most humiliating appeals on the exchanges, and the consequent extension of its
indicated the op-'ned to the very grateful and disinterested gentlepart of tlie committee of the merchants of this city, sues when the course of business
n who liad so honorably conducted towards the
opposite course
that it consented to alter its cautious policy, and by propriety and necessity of a directly
bank. But how to give the bank yet another stab
60 doing, placed itself in the power of the adminis- of action.
in anticipation of the news by the next steam ship,
council
tration and the /li/sc /rteiiiis under whose
after much grave deli"The correctness of these views has now receiv- was the great question; and
and advisement it had acted. If at that lime Mr.
the failure ol beration, the president of the Sankofjlmencawas
Biddia had turned a deaf ear to the cry for relief ed the seal of infallible experience in
to furnished with a copy of Ihe contents of the lelter
others
of
that
involving
bank,
States
United
from this city, the bank would never have found it- the
order of the clique, was straightway foruch an e.-itent that it seems even doubtful whether •A'hich, by
self embarrassed, and the parlies he then saved from
the honor of interposing warded to the secretary of the treasury!!
banlcruplcy would have been unable to unite with an New York will not have
the steam ship shortly arrived; and behold,
But
to
the
integrity
and
honesty
of
barrier
eminent London banking house, to bring ruin and sino-ly the
although Mr. Jaudon only discovered the game of
progress of fbaud and deceit."
disgrace upon Iheir benefactors.
London/nen'/s at Ihe eleventh hour, he had no''On Wednesday the 9th inst. it was officially an- his
And, in 1833, who was it that urged most strebly triumphed over all his difficulties; and that triPennsylvania
the
of
notes
nuously upon the Bink of the United States the nounced that the post
payable in this city, would umph covered with shame and mortification his enepfopriety and necessity of issuing post notes! Who Bank of the United States,
stopped mies here.
was it, that was the first applicant for the relief not be paid; and on the same day the bank
For the present we have done. In due time w6
payment
which those post notes furnished, and who it is said —or as it is fancifully termed, suspended—
show conclu- shall lay bare the whole of the intrigue we dare
would inevitably have failed, but for the timely aid in Philadelphia. The circumstances

add that there had been the same
in our navy.
The establishment of a
naval board ol" commissioners, appears in the view
of many to have been the cause, and a fatal one too,
to all improvements that are going on, and if they
did, their prejudices are too great to admit of any
innovation or improvement in the navy,
vyish

I

——

—

—

could

improvement

established, we- can
evil.
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not call it conspiracy and we content oiirselves
with asking of our merclianis to reflect on ttie course
of the Bank of the United States towards this' city
at ever}' period when lier aid was invoked, and of
the ungrateful return now made to her by the very
persons who were the recipients of her liberality.

Let them also reflect upon the interested and seltisli
views of the parties In London and this city who
seek to prostrate her; and then let them dfterrainr
hands o;
how
those parties, to the injurj- of the bank and the far
more serious injury of the commerce of our country
far it is their interest

to play into the

From the New York Courier of the 20lh imt.
Bank of the United States. Our remarks
this bead yesterday, produced an unusual d(
gree of excitement among the mercantile and
moneyed interests of the city, and as the charge
against the house of Baring, Brothers & Co. of
London, was one which involved the Aonor of that
house, we are not surprised that the public here,
should have been startled at the bare suggestion of
such a dishonorable proceeding, and demand further evidence of its truth.
charged, that on the 23d ot August, (mis
printed in part of our edition yesterday October)
Co. after being informed by
Baring.*, Brothers
Mr. Jaudon on the 20th August, that he would re
quiie some half million sterling on the 2(ith; and
being assured by them there would be no difficulty

under

We

&

in raising it upon the state slocks, 8cc. offered as se
addressed a letter to their agent in this
curity,
couiitry, divulging the fact that such an application
had been made, declaring their determination not to

—

aid him, and announcing that he
OD the 26th.

must inevitably

fail

We

now

reiterate the charge; and to exhibit the
disgraceful conduct of this house towards the Bank
of the United States, we slate furlher, that a mer-

fhant of

this city shipped a valuable cargo to St
Petersburg, (Russia), with orders to remit the proceeds without delay to Mr. Jaudon, in London, to
meet his engagements with the Bank of the United
States or its agency in that city. The cargo arrived in due time, and was disposed of agreeably to
the orders of the shipper; but the agent or consignee
in St. Petersburg has advised the house here, that
he has not remitted the funds as directed, because
letters had been received in St. Petersburg from the
house of Barings, Brothers
Co. announcing the
probable failure of Mr. Jaudon on the 2Gth of August!!
And he fuither advises Ihe shipper, that
in consequence of such information, he had remitted the proceeds of the cargo in question to the
house of Messrs. Barings, Brothers
Co. to be by
them passed over to Mr. Jaudon, in the event oi'
his note having; been dishonored!!

&

—

&

Again; two merchants in Philadelphia shipped
ditierent cargoes to Montevideo, (South Ameritheit consignees to remit
the proceeds without delay to Mr. Jaudon in London, to meet their engagements with tlie Bank of
the Uiiited Slates, which had furnished in part the
funds for purchasing the cargoes. Their agent or
consignee, replies that letters had been received in
that city, from the house of Barings, Brothers 8t
Co. announcing the probable failure of Mr. Jaudon
on the 26th August, and that he therefore retains

two

ca), with instructions to

their funds in

Montevideo

nritil

further instruc.

The consequence

is, that one of the houses
had its bills dishonored in London!!!
Now we venture to assert, that the whole history
of the commercial world, does not present a case of
such unparralleled infamy as this. The imagination cannot conceive of a more dishonorable proceeding than thus surrepticiously using a confidential communication for Ihe destruction of the party
making it. But it was not against the Bank of Ihe
United States alone, that this blow was aimed; it
struck at once the credit and the irrterest of every
American and every foreign merchant in our country trading with foreign parts, and using the credit
of the principal moneyed insliiutlon of Ihe union;
and we have but too much reason to suspect, these
degrading and disgraceful comraunicalions were
also made to Canio and Cilcuda, the consequences
may yet prove most disastrous. That lliey were so
made, we do not doubt; nor can any reasonable man

tions!!

alluded

to,

now question who it was, that insligaled Ihe Messrs.
Hottengetir to dishonor the bills of the B.ink of the
United States, which we all
blow to its credit in Europe.

krrovv,

was

the great

To

justly estimate, or rather to form some distinct
conception of the injirry to the commerce of our
country from the vile crusade against Ihe United
States bank, our readers must bear in mind that oirr

annual importations from Canton and Calcutta, are
between six and eighl millions of dollars. Undl
within the lasl twelve years, trade could only be
carried on t)y tlie-thipincnt of specie for the pur-

28,
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chase of cargoes; but dirring that period the credit
of the Bank of the United States has been so unqrrestioned, that its bills, payable six months after
their presentation in London, were equal to, and
have been used as a substitute for specie.
Thus the cargoes have in all cases arrived in this
country, been disposed of, and the proceeds remit
ted to London, long before the bills with which
they were ])urchased became due. But the success of an irrfamous and disgraceful warfare against
the bank, has most effectually destroyed these credits, as also those used along the coast of South
Americaand round Cape Horn; and in consequence,
our trade with Canton and Cirlcutta, must in future, require an immediate investment of actual
capital, and operate as a drain of the precious me
tals from the United States to the amount of six or
eight millions of dollars annually.
We will merely add, that in pointing out as we
did yesterday, the co-operation of cerlaiir parties in
this city with Barings, Brothers & Co. of Londoi
in their warfare against the Bank of the U. Slates,
we did so most reluctantly, in consequence of our
personal relations with those parties; but we ho
nestly believed that we had a duly to perform to
our country, in exposing as we have, the tendency
of their acts; which, to shririk from, would havi
rendered us unworthy of the station we occupy
How far the facts we have now stated justify our
course, we leave with the ptrblic lo determine.

THE GOVERNOR OF

OHIO.

sustain the state bank system, or to render it useful and beneficial to the community, are utterly
useless.
With entire respect for their judgment,
he inclines to a different opinion. The system has
not had a fair and impartial experiment, neither
have the public authorities always pursued the best
course to promote the interests of the banks to ensure the success of the system.
^

i

-

!

;

The

legislature in 1837 required the banks loincrease their circulation five millions, with one hand,
and to suspend the collection of five millions oC
their debts for one, two and three years, with ths
other.
This was not calculated to add to the means
or increase the strength oi the banks.
He speaks in terms of praise of the recent conduct of the State bairk and branches; also of the
stock banks of Mobile, who resumed the payment
of specie, vohrntarily, eighteen months in advance
of the time allowed them by law, and who still redeem their notes in specie, as also do Ihe Stale
bank at Trrscaloosa and the branches at Montgo-.
raery and Huntsville,

;

i

The governor says that some enlargement of tlift
circulation will be necessary, in order to sup-t
ply the people with a sufficient amount thereof lo

bank

answer

their

accustomed wants and

to girard

and

protect them against the danger and the necessity
of being compelled to sell their produce for the if-^
redeemable paper of non-specie paying banks in
other states. He says it is obvious that, if the spebanks enlarge their circulation in bills
ALA- cie-paying
payable on demand in specie, to an amount sirfiicient to meet the contemplated object, their notes
The Nashville Banner furnishes the following will be returned upon them, and srrspension will be
synopsis of the most important parts of gov. BayHence the only mearrs, which
the consequence.
by's message:
occur lo his mind, are either to authorise the banks
The governor continues to be deeply impressed lo issue post notes, for any period within twelve
with the importance, and adheres to the determinamonths, or to require the banks that are not payin);
tion of effecting some permanent connection bespecie, to furnish the entire amount of additional
tween the waters of Mobile bay and the Teniressee
circulation, say to the amoiiril of five millions, to be
river, but circumstances seera to forbid engaging in
distrihirted to each ol the banks in such proportions,
the said enterprise at present.
in the wisdom of the legislature may be deemed
He recommends Ihe establishment of a perma- as
proper.
internal

MESSAGE OF THE GOVERNOR OF
BAMA.

nent board of

improvement, and a com-

plete geological survey of the state.
He again recommeruls a change in the mode of
electing directors of the State bank and its branches
that, instead of the legislatrrre's electirrg whomsoever that body may see fit, from among the people, the law be altereil, giving the dtrty to the governor of nominating double the number of persons
required for directors, to the legislature who shall
elect the necessary boards from the persons thus
nominated. He disclaims all desire to increase the
executive's patronage in this matter, but maintains
that the boards as now electid will accommodate
themselves too liberally.
He approves of the reduction of the number of
directors in the several bonrds, made by the last

—

and recommends that a still iurther reduction be maile, and their compensation increaed so that instead of heir being merchants and
business-carrying-on men, they may, like the cashier, tellers, 6cc. devote their whole lime to the
banks.
He names it as a fatal error for banks to sell or
loan out their capital for ordinary promissory notes,
or bill of exchange, thereby destroying that just and
indispensable proportion between' basis and circulation, without the constant and scrupulous observance of which, no bank can long redeem its paper
legislature,

I

or maintain its credit.
The argument that to retain the capital woirld be to have it lying dead, idle
and inactive, when a profit could and orrght to be

made on

The governor makes

preme court of

the U. States, in relation to certain
cases taken to that court, by writ of error, from the
circuit court of the United Stales holden at Mobile
in May 1838, involving the right of a corporation
created in another state, to make a contract in its"
corporate capacity, through an agent in Alabama.
The governor alludes to the case of the Pennsylva-nia bank of the United Slates rs. Wm. D. Primi'ose,'
and another similar case, decided by judge McKin-'
ley in favor of the defendants, which decisions wer»
reversed by the supreme court at Washington, last'
spring.

He says he has respect for the general government, and has the fullest confidence in Ihe ahilily,
integrity and patriotism of the present administrastill it is not to be disguised, he goes on lo
tion
say, that lor a long series of years he has looked
upon the federal jirdiciary as Ihe most portenlous
power connected with the government. It is the
sleeping lion of the conslilulion, which, if not arrested in the practice of the principles, on which
it has almost invariably and uniformily acted, of
enlarging its powers, will, more than every other
cause, endanger the stability of our free inslitutinns.
He goes largely into the merits of Ihe question,'
pronounces the decision of (he federal court, referred
to, a palpable and direct encroachmerrt upon the
sovereignty of Alabama, if notan absolute violation
o( her constitirlion. and recommends the legislature
(o guard agairrst Ihe repetition or continirance of the
evil in future, by asserting the just rights of tha
people whose sovereignty they represeirt.

—

it, he says is fallacious, and holds it to be
banking as in architecture, that no solid or
valuable superstruclirre can be sustained, unless it
has a firm and substantial basis to rest upon.
He recommends as of great importance to banks,
OF
OF OHIO.
in Ihe collection of their debts, the appointment by
This is a long document, containing numerous
each bank of a marshal to be invested with such details of matters relating to the concerns of tha
power as the legislature may deem it necessary to slate. The agricultural interest is the first that
confei-.
claims attention. This is declared to be in a very
He states that Ihe sinking fund act, of IS35, pro- flourishing condition, and it is believed that tha
vidiirg (or the ultimate redemption of the state sirrplus products of the state this year will be much
bonds, is found to be inadequate to the accomplish- greater than they have been at any former reason
ment of the object intended, and he therefore re- since the first settlement of Ihe counir}'. Tha
commends the passage of a law authorising the mineral resources of Ohio are spoken of, and tha
election of three commissioners of the sinking fund, facililies which will in time be offered to successwho shall receive, annually, from Ihe state bank ful manufacturing indirstry, although for the preand branches, a srrrn, in gold and silver, or its eqrri- sent, agricrrltural production is titoughl to be getvalent, srrffirient to redeem the whole amount of ter suited to the inter'ests of the stale.
Ihe principal of their slock by the time it becomes
The common school system still meets with soma
due.
opposition in certain districts, yet the general operaHe feels satisfied Ihat the amorrnt of stock al- tion of Ihe plan, (ogetherwith the legislative modiready sold, is sufficient for all Ihe purposes of a fications of the last year, will probably succeed in
sound and heallhtul circulation, and recommends doing away all existing objections. In some townthat that portion of the state bonds now unsold be ships deficiencies have been found in the lands apcalled in and cancelled.
the section sixteen
propriated to the school fund
He agrees not in opinion with those of his fellow set apart for such use, being wanfirrg in several. Apcitizens who are of the opirrion that all attempts to plication to congress is advised to provide for ttieig

true in

'

an onslaught upon the sn-'
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The school ...nd has been
townships
cansiderably i,„pa>red b^ an .-Prov-de t sy.te n of
under certain circumauthorises
which
ilegislation
Ihousht
Btanccs the sale of the school lands. It is
preserving this
Ibat true policy would insist upon
devoted.
been
has
it
which
to
'property for the uses
The state of the currency occupies a consideraA statement of the
ible portion of the message.
banking affairs of Ohio shows that in May, 1837,
fractional

|

P-PO-J-

which
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authorising the president of the United
States to cause the reserved lead mines belonging
territo the United States in the several states and
tories to be sold as other public lands.
heirsbill for the relief of the widow and minor
at-law of Samuel Hill, deceased.
bill for the relief of Ephraim Sprague.
A bill for the relief of James Dutlon.
bill for the relief of Jane Waller.

A

bill

„om_ adjoining states,
but from
^JJ,,^
from our own,
only ^-^^JJ-^^,
not
-"^^,f
diflerent halls
since tlie house was opened, and the
could be preparthey
as
rapidly
as
filled
have been
been
ed-in all, one hundred and fifty-seven have
the proper
received and admilted to the benefits of
of
Twenty-seven
treatment.
medical and moral
the use of their
these have been entirely restored to
bill for Ihe relief of Thomas H. Owen, John
to society and their f^'ends.
returned
and
a^on,
state were
others.
Ithe discounts of the banks in that
pleasure to be able to as- W. Skidmore, and
It affords me peculiar
Clayton gave notice that he wonld, on toOn the 30th of September last they
Mr.
^19,505,662.
lucreasmg
sure you of the present prosperity and
morrow, ask leave to bring in a bill for the relief of
were $11,263,125, showing a reduction in the disinstitution for the mstrnctior. of
the
of
impoftance
Shubrick.
counts of the banks since May, 1S37, of eight milThe present head of this institution Irvine
the blind.
Notices were also given of numerous other prijlions, two hundred and thirty-seven thousand five
commenced in July, 1837, with three pupils. The
vate bills.
liundred and tlurtv-seven dollars. The circulation
newbuilQThe
nineteen.
to
increased
number has
resolution was introduced by Mr. Lumpkin,
has been diminished between the 30th of April and
is now occupied
ing, although not entirely finished,
post office and post
the SUth of September last, one million eight hungreat advan- asking the committee on the
by the scholars, and will afford them
roads to inquire into the expediency of creating a
dred and twenty-four thousand four hundred and
their
ol
prosecution
successful
tages hereafter in the
town
in Georgia to another
a
from
route
post
certain
ninety dollars.
he
which they have not hitherto enjoyed, i
The governor ascribes the prominent causes of =tudies,
bran- in the slate of North Carolina.
progress made by the pupils in the various
Mr. L. at the same time mentioned that the lethe present difficulties under which the country
is highly
ches of learning taught in the institution,
instructed the representafoto
paid
annually
interest
amount
of
to
the
labors
honorable to their gislature of Georgia had
creditable to themselves, and
the same;
and tion from that state to endeavor to effect
reign capitalists for money borrowed by the states and
la);ilily with which intellectual
The
teacher
papers were referred to the committee on the
which
corporations, and to the great and excessive imporunthis
to
imparted
be
mechanical knovtledge can
roads.
the
and
post
and
country,
office
the
post
into
goods
tations of Ibreign
that they are no
fortunate class of citizens, proves
debts thereby created. The too great expansion
education, but ol
Mr. Benton offered a joint resolution providing
only capabk of receiving a good
of the credit system is mentioned in connection becoming valuable and useful members of society.
that two chaplains, of different denominations, be
great
also
to
contributing
houses of congress, to interchange
with these causes as
institutions have more than met elected by the two
humane
These
over action in commercial and financial matters,
and they will stand weekly. Mr. B. said, if there was no objection, he
the expectations of the public,
have the resolution adopted at
to
glad
be
the evil consequences of which now afflict all parts
philanthrophy
would
generous
as lasting monuments of the
of the country. The governor's views upon bankand a bless- -ice.
of their projectors, an honor to the state,
chair remarked that, by a rule of the senate,
ing are set forth at some length, and after considerThe
ing to the country.
ing the project of i state bank and that of free
joint resolutions involvingexpenditure were requirreadings, on threedillerent
banking, he comes to the conclusion that a system
Ist SESSION. ed to have three separate
of independent banks, properly restricted and
days; but the rule might be dispensed with. by the
SENATE.
limited in their powers, placed under the superlanimous consent of the senate.
message was received from the
20.
December
vision of commissioners and being at all times unNo objection having been offered, the resolution
beingof an exepresident of the United States, and
der the control of the legislature, if not the best
had its three several readings, and was passed.
cutive character,
system that could he adopted, would be perhaps
executive session, and
an
into
in
Mr. Wrisht, from the joint committee appointed
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regard to the delicate state of ihia question, and a pro- Naples, Portugal, Prussia,
Russia or Sweden. The course with the other
governments of South America
Ser respect for the natural impatience of the state of internal state of Spain has sensibly improved, and a —the
Argentine republic, and the republics of Uruguay.
laine, not less than a conviction that the negotiation well grounded hope
exists that the rSlurn of peace wif Chih,Peru
and Bc^ivia. The dissolurion of the Peril
has been already protracted longer than is prudent en resldre to llie people of that
country their former pros Bolivian confederation
may occasion some temporary'
the pan of either government, have led me to believe perity, and enable the
government to fulfil ah its ob inconvenience to eur citizens
<hat tlie present favorable moment should on no ac- hganons at homo
in that quarter, but the
and abroad. The government of obhgations on
tne new govermnenis which have arisen
count be sufiered to pass without putting the question f-ortugal, 1 have the
satisfaclion to state, has paid in out
of that confederation to observe its treaty
forever at rest. I feel confident that the government full the eleventh and
stipulalast instalment due to our citizens, tions,
will no doubt be soon understood, and
of her Britannic majesty will take the same view of tor the claims embraced
it is prein the settlement made with it sumed
that no indisposition will exist to
this subject, as 1 am persuaded it is governed by de- on the third
fulfil thosa
of March, 1837.
which It conlracled with the United Slates.
sires equally strong and sincere for the amicable termiI lay before you treaties of commerce
negotiated wilh
nation of the controversy.
The fi.nancial operations of the government during
the kings of Sardinia and of the
Netherlands, the ra- the present year have, I am happy to
To the intrinsic difficulties of questions of boundary tihcations
sav, been very
of which have been exchanged
lines, especially ihose described in regions unoccupied,
since the successful. The difficulties under which
the treasury
adjournment
of
congress.
The liberal principles of department has labored from
and but partially known, is to be added in our country
known defects in the exle^se treaties will recommend
them to your approba- isting laws relative lo the safe
the embarrassment necessarily arising out of our conkeeping
of the public
tion.
-That with Sardmia is the first treaty
stitution, by which the general government is made
of^com- moneys, aggravated by the suspension of specie paymeree formed by that kingdom, and it will,
the organ of negotiating, and deciding upon the parI trust
ments by several of the banks holding public deposites
answer Ihe expettations of the present soverei<rn,
ticular interests of the states on whose frontiers these
by or indebted to public officers for notes received in paythe development of the resources of
lines are to be traced.
his country, ment of public dues, have been
To avoid another controversy aiding
surmounted to a very
and s^'niulating the enlerpise of his people.
in which a siate government might rightfully claim to
That
with gratifying extent.
The large current expenditures
the Netherlanas happily terminates
a long exisiin^ have been punctually met, and
have her wishes consulted, previously to the conclusion
the faith of the governsubject of dispute, and removes from
of conventional arrangements concerning her rights of
our commercial ment in all Its pecuniary concern has been
scrupulousintercourse all apprehension of
jurisdiction or terrritory, I have thought it necessary to
embarrassment. The ly maintained.
king of the Netherlands has also, in
call the attention of the government of Great Britain to
further illustration
The nineteen millions of treasury notes authorised
of his character for justice, and
of his desire to re- by the act of congress of 1837,
another portion ofour conterminous dominion, of which
and the modifications
move every cause of dissatisfaction, made compensathe division still remains to be adjusted. I refer to the
thereof, with a view to the indulgence of
merchants oa'
non for an American vessel captured in
line from the entrance of Lake Superior to the most
1800 by a their duty bonds, and of the deposite
banks in the
trencfi pnvaleer,and carried into
northweslern point of the lake of the woods, stipulaCuracoa, where the payment of public moneys held
by them, have been so
proceeds were appropriated lo the
tions for the settlement of which are to be found in the
use of the colony, punctually .t,u,;ou,cu
as to
lu icave
leave icss
-"..J redeemed aa
less luun
than tUB
the Original
original
"
"""* "'''"' ""''" ""= dominion of ten millions outstanding
seventh article of the treaty of Ghent. The commisat any one time, and the
Holland
sioners appointed under that article by the two governwhole amount unredeemed now falls short of
The death of the late saltan has produced
three
ments having differed in their opinions, made separate
noal'era- millions. Of these the chief portion is not
due till next
tion in our relations wiih Turkey.
Our newly appoint- year, and the whole would have been
reports, according to its stipulations, upon the points of
already extined minister resident has reached
disagreement, and these diflerences are now to be subConstantinople; and I guished could the treasury have
realized the payments
have
received
assurances from the present ruler that due to It
mitted 10 the arbitration of some friendly sovereign or
from the banks. If those due from them durstate.
The disputed point should be setlled, and the tfn r^ f'f(!l?"f
°^' "'f/'!''' """^ "•«^« °f friendship, ing the next year shall be punctually made,
and if conwil be fulfi led by himself
in the same spirit that ac- gress shall
line designated, before ihe temtorial government, of
keep the appropriations within the estimates,
tuated his illustrious father.
which it is one of the boundaries, takes its place in the
there is everyreason to believe that all the
outstanding
I regret to be obliged to inform
union as a stale; and I rely upon the cordial co-opfrayou that no conven- treasury notes can be redeemed, and the ordinary extion for Ihe setllemcnt of the
tion of the British government to effect that object.
claims of our citizens penses defrayed, without imposing on the people any
There is every reason to believe that disturbances upon Mexico has yet been ratified by the government additional burden, either of loans or
increased ta.TCS.
like those which lately agitated the neighboring British of that country.
The first convention formed for that
To avoid this, and to keep the expenditures within
pro\inces will not again prove the sources of border purpose was not presented by the president of Mexico
reasonable bounds, is a duty, second onlv in importcontentions, or interpose obstacles to the continuance for he approbation of its congress, from a
belief that ""5^ to
preservation ofour national character,
of that good understanding which it is the mutual in- the king of Prussia, the arbitrator in case of
disagree- and the protection of our citizens in their civil
and politerest of Great Britain and the United Slates to pre- ment in the joint commission to be
appointed by the tical rights. The cieaiion, in time of
peace, of a debt
United Slates and Me.xico, would not
serve and maintain.
cSnsent to take likely to become permanent, is an evil for
which there
Within the prorinces themselves tranquillity is re- upon himself that fnendly office. Allhou.'h not
en- IS no equivalent. The rapidity with which many
of
stored, and on our frontier that misguided sympathy in iirely satisfied with the course pursued
by Mexico I the States are apparently approaching to this eonditton,
favor of what was presumed to be a general effort in felt no hesitation
receiving, in the most conciliaiorv admonishes
us of our own duties, in a manner loo
behalf of popular rights, and which in some instances spirit, the explanation offered, and also
cheerfully con- impressive to be disretrarded.
One, not the least im""sled a few of our more inexperienced citizens, has sented to a new convention, in order to
arrance the portant, IS to keep the federal government always in
a
subsided into a rational conviction strongly opposed to payments proposed to be made to our
citizens, in a condition to discharge, with ease and
vigor, its highest
all intermeddhng with the internal affairs
of our neigh- manner which, while equally just to them, was deem- functions, should their
exercise
be required by any
bors.
The people of the United States feel, as it is ed less onerous and inconvenient to ihe Mexican .ro- sudden
conjuncture
of public affairs—a condition to
hoped thev always will, a warm solicitude for the suc- yernment. Relying confidenily upon the
intentions^of which vye are always exposed, and which may
occur
cess of all who are sincerely endeavoring to improve that government Mr. Elhs was
directed to repair to when it is least expected. To lliis
end, it is indispensathe political condition of mankind.
This generous Me.xico, and diplomatic intercourse has been resumed ble that Its finances should be
feeling they cherish towards the most distant nalions; between the two countries.
The new convention has resources, as far as practicable, untrammelled, and its
unincumbered.
No
and It was natural, therefore, that it should be awak'«'=<'.n''y submitted by the
presi- circumstance could present gieater obstacles
hLI" of/ that,"^'
^"Itto the acened with more than common warmth in behalf of their dent
republic
to us congress, under
immediate neighbors. But it does not belong to their slances which promise a speedy ratification: circum- complishment of these vitally important objects, than
a re"St the creation of an onerous national debt. Oar
which
character, as a community, to seek the gratihcaiion of
I cannot allow myself to douh;.
own
expenenee, and also that of other nations, have
those feehngs in acts which violate their duty as citizens,
de'" Ih^ 'commissioner of monstrated the unavoidable and fearful rapidity with
endanger the peace of their country, and tend to bring tue
till United "wT,''!f"^™"
biaies under our convent on
with Texa« which a public debt is increased, when the governupon it the slain ofa violated faiih towards foreign nament
has
""^"'^
once
^'''=''
surrendered
separa.'erus
itself
to
tions.
the
ruinous
If zealous to confer benefits on others, ihey ap- irom
mu'lhaf
that republic.
renUblir"Tl
The commissioners of both eo- tice of supplying its supposed necessities by pracpear for a moment to lose sight of the permanent ob- vernments met
new
in New Orieans in
August last "^^e loans. Ihe struggle, iherefore, on our part, to be sucligations imposed upon them as citizens, they
are sel- joint commission was organized,
anf ad ourned o <:essful, must be made at ihe threshold. To make o«r
dom long misled. From all the information'! receive, convene at the same place
on the twelfth of October efforts effective, severe economy is necessary.
conhrmed to some extent by personal observation, I n is^presumed to
"This is
be now in the performance
of ili Ihe surest provision for the national welfare; and it is,
am satisfied that no one can now hope to engage in
at the same lime, the best preservative
such enterprises without encountering public indignaof the principles on which our institutions rest.
tion, in addirion to ihc severest penaliies of the law.
Simplicity and
economy in the afl&irs of stale have never failed to
Recent information also leads me lo hope that the
chasten and invigorate republican principles,
while
emigrants from her majesty's provinces, who have
these have been as surely subverted by
national prodisought refuge within our boundaries, are disposed lo
gality,
become peaceable residenis, and to abstain from all ch'!edFot"thfyt'TJT ? 9""^''"''°" has been con- been under whatever specious prelexts it may have
introduced or fostered.
attempts to endanger the peace of. that country which
These considerations cannot be lost upon
has afforded them an asylum. On a review of the oc- tureofour
a people
late charge d'affaires
from tha eomi,?v" who have never been inatteniive to the eflbct of their
currences on both sides of the lino, it is satisfactory to and the copy
policy upon the institutions they
of it brought by him
have created for Ihemwas
not rece ved
reflect, that in almost every complaint
against our Iwforethe adjourn men of the
selves; butat the present moment
senate
at
their
force is augtlie last se,
country, the offence may be traced to emigrants
from sion
In the mean while, the
poriod hm cd for.li' mented ny the necessity which a decreasing revcn™
the provmcies who have sought refuge here.
In the exchange of ratifications having
must impose. The check lately given to
expired, I deemed
thi importafew instances in which they were aided by citizens of e.xped lent,
consequence of iho death of ih„ ^k! h tions of articles subject to duties, the derangements in
the United Slates, the acts of these misguided
men d'affaires, to send a special agem tocL^Llx^-^" the operations of internal trade, and especially
were not only in direct coniravention of the laws and to close ihe
the reaffairs of Sur
diicnon
gradually
taking
place in our tariff of duties.
ther^f Snd^to a^rZ'e
well knovvn wishes of their own government,
but met
">aterially to lesson our receipts; indeed
with Ihe decided disapprobation of the people
it is
^i„ft"ii
of the c^x'iLt^rrSarnr-^'^-'"" "' ;i.e"1iSf
probable (hat the diminution resulting
Unilcd States.
from the Inst
cause alone, will not fall short of five
millions of dolI regret to stale the appearance of a
different spirit
ars in Ihe year 1812, as the final
reduction of all duamong her majesty's subjects in the Canadas. The
ties to twenty per cent, ihcn
takes effect. The whole
sentiments of hostility lo our people and inslitulions claims against that government, has.'by a Try unei
revenue hen accruing from the cusioms,
and from the
which have been so frequently expressed ihere,and the
sales of public lands, if not more,
will undoublcdly bo
disregard of our rights which hove been manifested on
''"' nectary expenses of the
some occasions, have, I am sorry to say, been applaudgoilrlllf,
I"
J "^
""= '"°^' P""^«"' a/minislration ofiis
ed and encouraged by the people, and even by some
.ff^h.V'i'"''"
"'" "C'l-cunistances that impose the neof the surbordinalo local aulhoriiics, of the provinces
ces° itv nl-riM •cco"';''.');.
"I'd require its prompt and
The chief officers in Canada fortunately have not en
^n„l?
tertamed the same feeling, and have probably
^^"'' 'l'<^,'«sisl«lure res. the%owprevonter nmid uf,;'r"'ed excesses that must have been fatal lo ihe peace of
"<'j"S"nfi "'« Public expenditure as
mnronl,L^,f-'°
'''^™<'- By 'lie provisions of the constithe two countries.
iition. It IS only in
consequence of appropriations made
I look forward anxiously to a period when all
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both the executive and
the legislature have evidence of the strict responsibility
to which they will be held; and while I am conscious
of my own anxious efforts to perform with fidelity this
portion of my public functions, it is a satisfaction to me
to be able to count on a cordial co-operaiion from you.
At the time I entered upon my present duties, our
ordinary disbursements without including those on
account of the public debt, the post office, and the trust
funds in the charge of the government had been
largely increased by appropriations for the removal of
the Indians, for repelling Indian hostilities, and for
other less urgent expenses which grew out of an overflpwing treasury. Independent of the redemption of
the public debt and trusts, the gross expenditures of
seventeen and eighteen millions in 1334 and 1835 had,
by these causes, swelled to twenty-nine milUons in
1S36; and the appropriations for 1837, made previously
to the 4th of March, caused the expenditure to rise to
the very lar»e amount of thirty-three millions.
were enabled, during the year 1838, notwithstanding
the coatinuance of our Indian embarrassment, somewhat to reduce this amount; and that forthe present
year, 1839, will not, in all probability, exceed twentysix millions or six millions less than it was last year.
With a determination, so far as depends on mc to continue this reduction, I have direcled the estimates for
1340 to be subjected to the severest scrutiny, and to be
limited to the absolute requirements of the public service.
They will be found less than the expenditures of
1839 by over five miUions of dollars.
The precautionary measures which will be recommended by the secretary of the treasury, to protect
fiiithful the public credit under the fluctuations and contingencies to which our receipts and expenditures are
exposed, and especially in a commercial crisis like the
present, are connnended to your early attention.
On a former occasion your attention was invited to
yarioua considerations in support of a pre-emption law
in behalf of the settlers on the public lands; and also
of a law graduating the prices for such lands as had
long been in the market unsold, in consequence of their
inferior quality.
The execution of the act which was
passed on the first subject has been attended with the
happiest consequences, in quieting tides, and securing
improvements to the industrious; and it has .ilso to a
very gratifying extent, been exempt from the frauds
which were practised under previous pre-emption laws.
lie

this subject,

—

—

We

—

It has, at the same time, as was anticipated, contributliberally during the present year to the receipts of

ed

the treasury.

The passage of a graduation law, with the guards
before recommended, would also, I am persuaded, add
c'onsiderably to the revenue for several years, and prove
in other respscts just and beneficial.
Your early consideration of the subject is, therefore,
once moreearnesdy requested.
The present condition of the defences of our principal seaports and navy yards, as represented by the accompanying report of the secretary of war, calls for
the early and serious attention of congress; and, as connecting itself intimately with this subject, I cannot recon^mend too strongly to your considerarion the plan
submitted by that officer for the organization of the
militia of the United States.
Ig conformity with the expressed wishes of congress,
an ii^tempt was made in the spring to terminate the
Florida war by negotiation. It is to be regretted that
theSQ humane intentions should have been frustrated,
and that the effort to bring these unhappy difiicultics to
a satisfactory conclusion should have failed. But, after
fatenag into solemn engagements with the commanding general, the Indians, without any provocation, recommenced their acts of^ treachery and murder. The
renewal of hostilities in that territory renders it necessary that I should recommend to your favorable consideration the plan which will be submitted to you by
the secretary of war, in order to enable that department
to conduct them to a successful issue.
Having had an opportunity of personally inspecting
a-portion of the troops during the last summer, it gives
nie pleasure to bear testimony to the success of the effort to improve their discipline, by keeping them together in as large bodies as the nature of our service will
permit.

I

recommend,

therefore,

thatcommodiousand

permanent barracks be constructed at the several posts
designated by the secretary of war. Notwithstanding
the nighstate of their discipline and excellerjt police,
the evils resulting to the service from the deficiency of
Cftmpany officers were very apparent, and I recommended that the staff oflScers be permanently separated from the line.
The navy has been usefully and honorably employed in protecting the rights and property of our citizens,
wherever the condition of affairs seemed to require its
pfeeence. With the exception of one instance, where
an outrage, accompanied by murder, was committed
on a vessel of the United States while engaged in a
liMi'ful commerce, nothing is known to have occurred to
impede or molest the enterprise of our citizens on that
element where it is so signally displayed. On learning
this daring act of piracy, commodore Reed proceeded
immediately to the spot, and receiving no satisfaction,
either in the surrender of the murderers or the restoration of the plundered properly, inflicted severe and merited chastisement on the barbarians.
Jt will be seen by the report of the secretary of the
navy respecting the disposition of our ships of war, that
ithas been deemed necessary to station a competent
force on the coast of Africa, to prevent a fradulent use
or our flag by foreigners.
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Recent experience has shown that the provisions in
our existing laws which relate to the sale and transfer
of American vessels while abroad, are extremely defective.
Advantage has been taken of these defects to
give to vessels wholly belonging to foreigners, and navigatiii" (he ocean, an apparent American ownership.
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docket of each of the circuit courts, and the
number of
iniles each judge has to travel in the
performance ol his
dunes, a great inequality appears in the
amount of labor assigned to each judge. The number
of terms to
be held in eachot the courts composing the
ninth cir-

cuit, the

distances between the places at which
they
This character has been so well simulated as to afford sit, and from
thence to the seat of government, are rethem comparative security in prosecuting the slave presented to be such
as to render it impossible for the
trade, a traffic emphatically denounced in our statutes, judge of
that circuit to perform, in a manner
corresregarded with abhorrence by our citizens, and of which ponding with the
public exigencies, his term

the effectual suppression is nowhere more sincerely desired than in the United States.
These circumstances,
make it proper to recommend to your early attention a
careful revision of these laws, so that without impeding
the freedom and facilities of our navigation, or impairing an important branch of our incTustry connected
with it, the integrity and honor of our flag may be
carefully preserved.
Information derived from our
consul at Havana, showing the necessity of this, was

communicated

to a committee of the senate near the
close of the last session, but loo late, as it appeared, to be
acted upon. It will be brought to your notice by the
proper department, with additional communicahons
from other sources.
The latest accounts from the exploring expedition represent it as proceeding successfully in its objects, and
promising results no less useful to trade and navigation
than to science.

The extent of post roads covered by mail service on
the first of July last, was about 133,999 miles, and llie
rate of annual transportation upon them 34,496,878
miles.
The number of post offices on that day was

cuit duties.

A

and

cir-

revision, therefore, of the present
arcircuits seems to be called for, and
is
your notice.

rangement of the

recommended

to

I think it proper to call your attention
to the uower
assijmed by territorial legislatures to authorise
the issue
ot bonds by corporate companies
on the guarantv of
the territory. Congress passed a law in 1836
providing that no act of a territorial legislature
incorporatinff
banks should have the force of law until apnrovinnbv
congress; but acts of g very exceptionable
character
previously passed by the legislature of Florida,
were
suffered to remain in force, by virtue of which
bonds
may be issued to a very large amount by these institutions upon the faith of the territory.
resolution, intending to be a joint one, passed the senate at
the same
session, expressing the sense of congress
that the laws
in question ought not to be permitted to
remain in force
unless amended in manymaterial respects,
but it failed
in the house of representatives for want
of time and
the desired amendments have not been
made 'The
interests involved are of great importance,

A

and the

subject deserves your early and careful
attention.
The continueti agitation of the question relative
to
the best mode of keeping and disbnring the
pubhc moeight.
ney still injuriously affects the business of the
country
The revenue of the post office department for the Ihe suspension of specie
payments in 1837 rendered
year ending with the 30th of June last, was four mil'^^"^<=°'''oPos"e banks, as prescribed by the act
of
lion four hundred and seventy-six thousand six hundred
lS3fa, a source rather of embarrassment
than aid and
and thirty-eight dollars exhibiting an increase over the of necessity placed the custody
of most of the public
preceding year of two hundred and forty-one thousand money afterwards collected
in charge of the public offive hundred and sixty dollars.
The engagements and hcers. 1 lie new securities for its safety,
which this reliabilities of the department for the same period arc quired, were
a principal cause of my convening
an
four million six hundred and twenty-four thousand one extra session of
congress; but, in consequence of a°dishundred and seventeen dollars.
agreemenl between the two houses, neither then nor
The excess o( liabilities over the revenue for the last at any subsequent period, has there been any legislatwo years has been met out of the surplus which had tion on tiie subject. The effbrt made at the last
sSsion
previously accumulated. The cash on hand on the lo obtain the authority of congress to punish the
use of
tlieirtieih ultimo, was about ©206,701 95, and the cur- pubhc money for private purposes as a
crime— a mearent income of the department varies very Htlle from sure attended under other governments with signal
adthe rate of current expenditures.
Most of the service vantage-^was also, unsuccessrul, from diversities of
suspended last year has been restored, and most of the opinion in that body, notwttlistanding the anxiety
new routes estabhshed by the act of 7th July, 1838, doubtless felt by it to afford every practicable security.
have been set in operation at an annual cost of Ihe result of this is still to leave the custody of the
$136,963. Notwithstanding the pecuniary difficulties public money without those safeguards which have
of the country, the department appears to be increasing: been for several years earnestly desired by the execuand unless it shall be seriously ciiecked by the recent tive; and, as the remedy is only to be found in the acsuspension of payment by so many of the banks, it tion of the legislature, it imposes on me the duty of
will be able not only to maintain the present mail ser- again submitting to you'the propriety of passing
a law
providing for the sate keeping of the public moneys
It is gratifying to
vice, but in a short time to extend it.
witness the promptitude and fidelity with which the and especially to ask that its use for private purposes
by
any
officers
entrusted with it may be declared to be
agents of this department in general perform their puba felony, punishable wiih penalties proportioned to
lic duties.
the
Some difficulties have arisen in relation to contracts magnitude of the offence.
These circumstances, added to known defects in the
for the transportation of the mails by rail road and
xisting
laws,
that
the
and
nnusual
steamboats companies. It appears
maximum
derangement in the general
of compensation provided by congress for the trans- operations of Irade, have, during the last three years,
portation of the mails upon rail roads is not sufficient to much incieased the difficulties attendant on the collecinduce some of the companies to convey thetn at such tion, keeping and disbursement of the revenue, and
liours as are required for the accommodation of the called forth corresponding exertions from those having
them in charge. Happily these have been successfliil
It is one of the most important duties of the
public.
general government to provide and maintain for the beyond expectation. Vast sums have been collected
use of the people of the states the best practicable mail and disbursed by the several departments with unexestablishment. To arrive at that end it is indispensa- pected cheapness and ease; transfers have been readible that the post office department shall be enabled to ly made in every part of the union, however distant;
control the liours. at which the iiiails shall be carried and defalcations have been far less than might have'
over rail roads, as it now does over all other roads. been anticipated, from ihe absence of adequate legal
Should serious inconveniences arise from the inade- restraints. Since the officers of the treasury and post
quacy of the comp<?nsation now provided by law or office departments were charged with the custody of
from unreasonable demands bv any of the rail road most of the public moneys received by them, there have ''%
companies, the subject is of such general importance as been collected sixty-six millions of dollars, and, excluding the case of the late collector at
York, the agto require the prompt attention oicongress.
In relation to steamboat Unes, the most efficient re- gregate amount of losses sustained in the collection
medy is obivious, and has been suggested by the post- cannot, it is believed, exceed sixty thousand dollars.
master general. The war and navy departments al- The defalcation of the late collector at that city, of the
readvemploy steamboats in their service, and although extent and circumstances of which congress has been
fully informed, ran through all the modes of keeping
it is by no means desirable that the government should
undertake the transportation of passengers or freight the public money that have been hitherto in use, and
as a business, there can be no reasonable objection to was distinguished by an aggravated disregard of duty,
running boats, temporarily, whenever it may be neces- that broke throagh the rcslraints of every svstem, and
sary to. put down attempts at extortion, to be dis- cannot therefore be usefully referred to as a test of the
continued as soon as reasonable contracts can be ob- comparative safety of either. Additional information
will also be furnished by the report of the secretary of
tained.
The sugseslions of the postmaster general relative to the treasury, in reply to a call made upon ihat officer
the inadequacy of the legal allowance to witnesses in by the house of representatives at the last session, requiring
detailed information on the subjects of defaults
merit
your
cases of prosecutions for "mail depredations
The safety of the mails requires by public officers or agents under each administration,
serious consideration.
This document will be submitted
that such prosecutions shall be efficient, and justice lo from 1789 to 1837.
The general results, (indepeiithe citizen whose time is required to bo mven to the to you in a few days.
public demands not only that his expenses shall be paid, dwit of the post office, which is kept separately, and
will
be
stated
itself,)
by
so liir as they bear upon this
but that he shall receive a reasonable compensation.
The reports from the war, navy and post office de- subject, are, that the losses which have been and are
partments will accompany this communication, and likely to be sustained, by any class of agents, havo
one from the treasury department will be presented to been the greatest by banks, including, as i-eqiiired in

twelve thousand

the

thirtieth

seven hundred and eighty, and on
thousand and twenty-

ultimo, thirteen

—

-

•

'

New

resolution, their depreciated paperreccived for pubdues; that ihe next largest have been by disbursing'
and the least by collectors and receivers. If
the losses on duty bonds are included, ihcy alone will
be threefold those by both collectors ana receivers
whole
Our
experience, therefore, furnishes Ihe strongest evidence that the desired legislation of congress is
alone wanting to insure in those operations the highest

congress in a few days.

ilic

details in respect to the matters in charge
I would refer you to those important documents, satisfied that you will find in them
many valuable suggestions, which will be found well
deserving the attention of the legislature.
From a report made in Liecember of last year by the

lic

For various

of these departments,

secretary of state, to

the senate,

showing

the

trial

officers,

—
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dependance ot a beneficent, v^isc, or ju.-t,
in which they were placed. This
dependent on foreign credit ihan ^<"*
interests
for
s
its deb
bank, which is in proportion to the extent oi
prosperiiy of our own country, and (he piOTiBnot merely on others in feneral
for circulation and deposites,is
produce of our laborT
le e.Nportaiioii of ilie surplus
it witn
vicinity, but on all those which connect
circumstances to which I have thus adveKed
- '
' --•
'••
„;,„ fail,
„ without The to
y „• ,,a„|,
^^^^^^ ^j. ^^^^^^
reasons, devcloptdbr.
weighty
afford
me
to
appear
afTeding those in our principal commeicml
which I have on forlate events, to he added to those

fiSn

'

l^^j^j^^,

:'

^1,^
1

strengthened,

'

practice of permitting the public money l«
pecuits keepers, as here, is believed to be
country, and to exist scarcely any where
To procure it here, improper influences are opcise.
between
established
are
connections
pealed to; unwise
jiowerful state inthe government and vast numbers of
stitutions; other motives lllal^ the public good are
brought to bear both on the cieciitive mid legislative departiiients, and selfish conihinalions, leading to special
It is made the interest of bankIc'dslution, nre formed.
the
ing instiiuiions and their slockholdeis ihioughwit
union 10 use their excrlions for the increase of InxBof a surplus revenue; and,
accumulaiion
the
tion and
means
are
furnished
while an excuse is nflbrded. the
for ilioso excessive issues w liich lead to extravagant
trading and speculation, and .ire the forerunners ol s
Vast de'M abroad, and a suspension of the banks at

latter.

The

be used by
liar to this

Impressed, therefore, n.= I .ini, with the propriety of
the funds of ihe ijovcrnincnt being withdrawn lixim ihe
private use of eiiher banks or individual.s and llie public

money

kept by duly appoinicd iiuhlic agents; and

believing' us I do, ihnt such also is llie judgment which
discussion, reflection and experience have produced on
It is, at
ihe public mind, 1 leave the subject with you.
oommumiy
all events, essential lo the interests i.'f the
and Ihe business of the govcriinicni tha! » ^l^cjaipo

Eng- should be made.

——
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Most of the arguments thai dissuade us from em- convenience from occurring; but the authentic stateploying banks in the custody and disbursement of the ments which I have already submitted to you in regard
public money apply with equal force to the receipt of to the actual amount in the public treasury at any one
their notes for public dues.
The difference is only in time diiring the period embraced in them, anti the litile
form. IiT one instance the government is a creditor for probability of a different state of the treasury for at least
its deposites, and in the other for the notes it holds.
some ye^irsto come, seem to render it unnecessary to
TIrey aSbrd the same opportunity for using the public dwell upon it. Congress, moreover, as I have before obmoneys, and equally lead to all the evils attendant upon served, will in every year have an opportunity to guard
it, since a bank can as safely extend its discounts on a
against it, should the occurrenct! of any circuinstances
deposite of its notes in the hands of a public officer, lead us to apprehend injury from this source. Viev
as on one made in its own vaults. On the other hand, the subject in all its aspects, I cannot believe that any
it would eive to the government no greater security, [<ir
periotl will be more auspicious than the present for the
in case ot failure, the claim of the noteholder would be adoption ol all measures necessary to maintain tlie
no better than that of a depositor.
sanctity of our own engagements, and to aid in securI am av?are that the danger of inconvenience lo the ing to the comnninity that abundant supply of the prepublic, and unreasonable pressure upon sound banks, cious metals which adds so much to their prosperity,
nave been urged as objections to requiringthe payment and gives such increased stability to all their dealings.
of the revenue in gold and silver. These ol^je'ctions
hi a country so comnijercial as ours, banks in some
have been gready exaggerated. From the best esti- form will probably always exist; but this serves only
mates, we may safely fix the amount of specie in the to render it the more incumbent on us, notwithstanding
country at eighty-five millions of dollars, and the por- the discouragements of the past, to strive in our respection ol that which would be employed at any one time tive stations to mitigate the evils they produce
to take
in the receipts and disbursements of the government, from them, as rapidly as the obligations of public faith
even if the proposed change were made at once, would and a careful consideration of the immediate interests
not, it is now, after fuller investigation, believed, exceed of the community will permit, the unjust character of
fjur or five millions. If the change vvere gradual, se- monopolies; to check, so far as may be practicable by
vei;al years would elapse before that sum would be re- prudent legislation, those temptations of interest and
"

them.
In the payment of duties which constitute by far the
freater portion of the revenue, a very large proportion is
erived from foreign commission houses and agents of
foreign manufacturers, who sell the goods consigned to
them, generally, at auction, and, after paying the duties
out of the avails, remit the rest abroad in specie or its
equivalent.
That the amount of duties should, in such
cases be also retained in specie can hardly be made a
matter of complaint. Our own importing merchants,
by whom the residue of the duties is paid, are not only
peculiarly interested in maintaining a sound currency
which the meastire in questio.i will especially promote,
but are, from the iia lure of their dealings best able to
know when specie will be needed, and to procure it
with the least difficulty or sacrifice. Residinsr, too almost universally in places where the revenue is received
and where the drafts used by the government for its
disbursements must concentrate, they have every opportunity to obtain and use them in place of specie,
should it be for their interest or convenience. Of the
number of these drafts, and the facilities they may afford as well as of the rapidity with which the public
funds are drawn and disbursed, an idea may be formed from the fact that, of nearly twenty millions of dollars paid to collectors and receivers duting the present
year, the average

amountin

their

hands

at

anyone

has not exceeded a million and a half; and o( the
fifteen millions received by the collector of New York
alone during the present vi.ar, the average amount held
by him subject to draft Huring each week, has been
less than half a million.
The ease tind safety of the operations of the Iretisury in keeping the public money, are promoted by
the application of its own drafts to the public dues.
The objection arising from having them loo long outstanding, might be obviated, and thoy yet made to
afTjrd to merchants and banks holding them an equitiiTie

valent for specie, arid in that way greatly lessen the
amount actually required. Still less inconvenience will
attend the requirement of specie in purchases of public
lands. Such purchases, except when made on speculation, are, in general, but single transaciions, rarely repeated by the same person; and it is a fact, that for
the last year and ahalf, during which the notes of sound
banks have been received, more than a moiely of these
payments has been voluntarily made in specie, being
a larger proportion than would have been required in
three years under the graduation proposed.

—

It is moreover a principle, than which none is better
by experience, that the supply of the precious
metals will always be found adequate lo the uses for

settled

which they are required. They abound in cuuniries
where no other currency is allowed. In our own stales
where smat! notes are e.xcluded, gold and silver supply
their place.
When driven to their hiding places by
bank suspensions, a little firmness in the community
s 1011 restores them in a sufficient quantity for nrdi.iary
purposes. Postage and other public dues_ have been
collected in coin, without serious inconvenience, even
in st:ites where a depreciated paper currency has existed for years, and this with the aid of treasury notes for
a part of ihe time, was done without interruption durAt the present moment,
ing the suspension of 1337.
the receipts and disbursements of the government are

made

in legal currency

—

in the largest portion of the

no one sug^^ests a departure from this rule; and
can now be successfully carried out, it will be
surely attended with even less difficulty when bank
noies are again redeemed in specie.
Indeed I cannot think that a serious objection wotild
any where be raised to the receipt and payment of
gold and silver in all public transactions, were it not from
an apprehension that a surplus in the treasury might
withdraw a large portion of it from circulation, and
lock it up unprohtnbly in ihe public vaidts. It would
not, in my opinion, be ilifRcult to prevent such an inunion
if

it

constituted upon the same principles; is conducted by
men equally exposed to temptation; and is liable to Ihe
disasters, with the additional disadvantage that
magnittide occasions an extent of confusion and
distress which the mismanagement of smaller institutions could not produce.
It can scarcely be doubted
that the recent suspension of the United States bank
of
Pennsylvania, of which the effects are felt not in that
state, but over half the union, had its origin in
a course
of business commenced while it was a national institution; and there is no good reason for supposing
that
the same consequences would not have followed had
it
still derived its powers from the general
eovernnient.
It is in vain, when the influences and
impulses are
the same, to look for tf diflcrence in conduct or results.
By such creations, we do, therefore, but increase the
mass of paper credit and paper currency, without

same
Its

checking

attending evils and fluctuations. The
efficiency of organization
from being beneficial, are in
They strengthen the chain
of depeiidance throughout the union, subject all parts
more certainly to common disaster, and bind every
bank more eflTectually, in the first instance, lo those
of our commercial cities, and in the end. to a foregiii
those opportunities for their dangerous indulgence, power. In a word, I cannot but believe that, with
the
which beset them on every side, and to confine them full understanding of the operations of our bankino'
strictly to the performance of their paramount duty, that system which experience has produced, public
sen"
of aiding the operations of commerce, rather than con- timent is not less opposed lo the creation of a national
sulting their own exclusive advantage.
These and bank for purposes connected with cuirency and coinother salutary reforms may, it is believed, be accom- riierce, than for those connected with the hscal operaplished without the violation of any of the great princi- tions of the government.
ples of the social compact, the observance of which is
Yet the commerce and currency of the country are
indispensable toils existence, or interfering in any way suflering evils from the
operations of the state banks,
with the useful and profitable employment of real ca- which cannot and ought not to
be overiooked. By their
pital.
means, we have been flooded with a depreciated paInstitutions so framed have existed and still exist per, which it was evidently
the design of the framers
elsewhere, giving to commercial intercourse all neces- of the constitution to prevent,
when they required consary facilities, without inflating or depreciating ihe cur- gress to "coin money and regulate
the value of foreign
rency, or stimulating speculation. Thus accomplishing coins," and when they forbade the
states "to coin nfotheir legitimate ends, they have gained the surest gua- ney, emit bills of ciedit, make
any thing but gold and
rantee for their protection and encouragement in the silver a tender in payment of debts,"
or "pass any law
good will of the community. Among a people so just impairing the obligation of contracts." If they
did not
as ours the same results could not fail to attend a simi- guard more explicilly against the
present slate of
lar course. The direct supervision of the banks belongs, things, it was because they could
not have aniicipatfrom the nature of our government, to the states who ed that the few banks then existing were
to swell to
authorise them. It is to their legislatures that the peo- an extent which would expel to
so great a degree the
ple must mainly look for action on that subject. But as gold and silver, for which they
had provided, from the
the conduct of the federal government, in the manage- channels of circulation, and fill them with
a currency
ment of its revenue has also a powerful though less im- that defeats the objects they had in view. The
remedy
mediate influence upon them, it becomes our duty to for this must chiefly rest with the states from
whose
see that a proper direction is given to it.
While the legislation it has sprung. No good that might accrue
keeping of the public revenue in a separate and inde- in a particular case from the exercise of powers, not
obpendent treasury, and of collecting it in gold and silver, viously conferred on the general government, would
will have a salutary influence on the system of paper authorise its interference, or
justify a course that might,
credit with which all banks are connected, and thus aid in a slightest degree, increase, at the
expense of the
those that are sound and well mana^jed, it will at the slates the power of the federal aulhoriiies nor do I
same time sensibly check such as are otherwise, by at doubt that the stales will apply the remedy. VVithinonce withholding the means of extravagance afforded the last few years, events have appealed to them too
by the public funds, and restraining them from exces- strongly to be disregarded.
They have seen that Ihe
sive issues of notes which they would be constantly call- constitution, though theorelically adhered to, is subed upon to redeem.
verted in practice: that while on the staiiile books
I amaw-are it has been urged that this control may therf3 is no legal tender but gold and silver, no law imbe best attained and e.xertod by meansof a national pairing the obligations of contracts, 3'et that, in point
bank. The constitutional objections, which I am well of fact the privileges conferred on banking corporaknown to entertain, would prevent me in any event tions have matle their notes the currency of ihe counfrom proposing or assenting to that remedy, but in ad- try; that the obligations imposed by these notes are
dition to this, I cannot, afier past experience, bring violated under the impulses of intere.-^t or convenience;
myself 10 think that it can any longer be extensively re- and that the number and power of the persons congarded as effective for such a purpose. The history of nected with these corporations, or placed under their
the late national bank, through all its mutations, shows influence, give them a fearful weight when their iiilethat it was not so.
On the contrary, it mtty, after a rest is in opposition to the spirit of the constiluiion and
careful consideration of the subject, be, I think, safely laws. To the people it is immaterial whether these restated, that at eveiy period of banking excess it took sults are producetl by open violafons of the latter, or
the lead; that in 1817, and 1818, in 1323, in 1831 and by the workings of^ a system o[ which the result is the
An inflexible execution even of the existing
in 183-1, its vast expansions, followed by distressing con- same.
tractions, led to those of^ the slate insututions. It swell- statutes of most of thesLiles, would redress many evils
ed and maddened the tides cif the banking system, but now endured; would effectually show the banks the
seldom allayed or safely directed therii. At a few pe- dangers of mismanagement, which impunity encouriods only was a salutary control exercised, but an eager rages them to repea'; and would teach all corporations
desire, on the contrary exhibited for profit in tSie first the useful lesson that they are the subjects of the law,
What is siill wanting
place; and if, afterwards, iis measures were severe to- and the servants of the people.
wards other institutions, it was because its own safety to effect these objects must be sought in additional
compelled it to adopt them. It did not differ from them legislaiion; or, if that be inadequate, in such further
grants
or
rtsirictions
constitutional
as may bring us
emanated
from
the
measures
form;
i:s
in principle or in
same spirit of gain; it felt the same temptation lo over-is- back into the paih from which we have so widely
sues; it suffered from, and was totally unable to avert, wandered.
In the meantime, it .is the duty of the general gothose inevitable laws of trade, by which it was ilself affected equally wiih them; and at least on one occasion, vernment toco-operate iviih the stales, by a wise exerat an earlv daj', it was saved only by extraordinary cise ofjis constitutional powers, and the enforcement of
exeriions from the same fate that attended the w-eakest its existing laws. The extent to which it may do so by
institudon it professed to supervise. In 1837 it failed, further enactments, I have already adverted to, and the
equally with others, in redeeming its notes, though the wisdom of congress may yet enlarge them. But, above
two years allowecl by its charier fir that purpose had all, it is incumbent upon us to hold erect the princinot expired, a large amount of which remains to the ples of morality and law, constantly executing our own
present time ouistanding. It is true, that haying so vast contracts in accordance with the provisions of the cona capital, and strengthened hv the use of alf the re- stitution, and thus serving as a rallying point by which
venues of the government, it possessed more power; our whole country may be brought back lo that safe
but while it was itself, by that circumstance, freed from and honored standard.
Our people will not long be insensible to the extent
the control v^'hich all banks require, iis paramount obentailed upon them by ihe false system
ject and inducement, were left the same— to make of the burtlens
energetic
the most for its stockholders, not to regulate the cur- that has been operating on their sanguine,
industrious character; nor to the means necessary
and
as
far
as
we
are
it,
Nor
has
rency of the country.
embairassmenls.advised, been found lo be greatly otherwise elsewhere. to extricate themselves from these
The national character given to the Bank of England Tiie weight which presEes upon a large poriiori of the
has not prevented excessive fluctuations in their cur- people and the states, is an enormous debt, foreign and
states, corporaiions,
rency, and it proved unable lo keep offa suspension of domestic. The foreign debt of our
be less than two
specie paymenis, which lasted for nearly a quarter of and men of business, can scarcely
a century. -Aud why shoukl we expect it to be other- hundred millione of dullajs, requiring more tjian ten

—

quired, with annual opportunities in the mean time to
alter the law, should experience prove it to be oppressive or inconvenient.
The portions of the community
on whose business the change would immediaieiy operate, are comparatively small, nor is it believed that
its effect woiud be in the least unjust or injurious to
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A

wise?
national institution, though deriving its charter
from a different source than the state banks, is yet

their

extent of

which we

power and the
give, so for

practice positively injurious.

—
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By Mr. Prentiss: A bill to establish a bosrd of
This sum tive advantages to test them by the light of wisdom
miUions of dollars a year to pay the interest.
concentrate commissioners to hear and examine claims against
country, and and truth— to oppose the force which they
has to be paid out of the exports ol the
of
the
work
necessarily
was
all
this
the
United States; also, a bill granting a pension to
support—
in
their
or
must of neoessiiv cut off imports to that extent,
year to time, even among a people so enlightened and pure as Lemuel White, and a bill for the relief of Marg«nlunge the country more deeply in debt from
In most other countries, perthis foreign that of the United States.
f Barnes.
increase
of
the
that
see
,
to
easy
is
It
year
through that series
the exports haps, it could only be accomplished
Mr. Pierce submitted the following resolution:
debt must augment the annual demand on
movements, which are too often found
to the same extent dimmish of revolutionary
Resolved, That the committee on military affairs be
to pay the interest, and
it
reform;
but
radical
"real
and
eftect
any
the enlargement ot necessary to
instructed to report, as soon as may be convenient, a
the imports; and in proportion to
that they creincrease of inter- is the crowning merit of oar institutions,
the equalizahon of the pay of the officers of the
the foreign debt, and the consequent
our people, a bill for
import trade. In lieu ate and nourisli in the vast majority of
line and staff' of the army.
est must be the decrease of the
to remedy abuses
peaceably
power
and
a
disposition
have
iiii|ht
us,
we
brings
Mr. Smith, of Indiana, submitted the following:
of the comforts which it now
of
rivers
of
effusion
the
caused
elsewhere
which
have
but, in
Resolved, That the committee on roads and canals
our giiJanlic banking institutions, and splendid,
blood, andthe sacrifice of thousands of the human race.
be instructed to inquire into the expediency of making
many instances, profitless, rail roads and canals, abThe result thus far is most honorable to the self-denial, an appropriation to continue the construction of the
the capital
sorbing to a great extent, in interest upon
the patriotism of our citizens; it
and
intelligence,
the
naof
truits
surplus
the
Ohio, Indiana and
borrowed to construct them,
through Cumberiand rood in the states of
securing^ 'P,P°^' justifies the confideni hope that they will carry
And that sail! committee
Illinois, the ensuing year.
tional industry for years to come.and
comforts wnich the the reform which has been so well begun, and that they also inquire into the expediency of appropriating a sum
terity no adequate return for the
yetgone in illustrating
It will go still further than they have
labors of their hands might otherwise have secured.
of money sufficient to complete said road to Jefferson
truth, that a people as free and enlightened
stales
this debt that relief is to be the important
is not by the increase ol
show city, Missouri, to be paid over to the several
point, there as ours, will, whenever it becomes necessary,
sought, but in its diminution. Upon this
within whose limits the road is to be constructed, in
by
"self-government
capable
of
indeed
before us; not so much in diemselves to he
the same may be required, to
as
instalments,
annual
is, lam happy to say, hope
every
for
will enable the voluntarily adopting appropriate remedies
the return of confidence abroad, which
ensure an economical, energetic, and speedy complechange ol public abuse, and submitting to temporary sacrifices, however tion of the work: Provided, the states will agree to acSlates to borrow more money, as in a
people to pause great, to ensure their permanent welfare.
feeling at home, which prompts our
cept the appropriation and apply it to the object indesiraof
these
furtherance
for
the
exertions
My
own
means by which debts
discharffc the general government from
in their career, and think of the
ofliicial tended, and
contracted. If we would ble objects have been bestowed, throughout my
arc to be paid before they are
wishes for any further appropriations: And provided, also, that the
private, we must career with a zeal that is nourished by ai dent
and
public
embarrassment,
escape
states have authority to lay and collect a toll on said
the welfare of my country, and by an unlimited reliance
necessity,
or
objects
ol
for
except
cease to run in debt,
road sufficient to keep it in repair aher its construction,
the on tlie wisdom that marks its ultimate decision on all
such as will yield a certain return. Let the faith ot
and shall allow the arms and munitions of war of the
already pledged, great and controverted questions. Impressed with the
to pass on the same toll free.
states, corporations, and individuals,
constitution general government
It is due to solemn obligations imposed upon me by the
regard.
punctilious
most
the
with
kept
be
On motion, the senate adjourned to Friday mornthis desirous also of laying before my fellow citizens, with
justice,
that
to
as
well
as
character,
our national
so highly ing.
have
been
support
I
and
whose
confidence
conprinciple
of
should, on the part of each, he a fixed
honored, such measures as appear to me conducive to
But it behooves us all to be more chary m
duct.
HOnSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
By ceasing to run in debt, and their prosperity and anxious to submit to their fullest
pled -nng it hereafter.
Friday, Dec. 20. A variety of propositions and
to the consideration the grounds upon which my opinions arc
incomes
and
our
crops
of
surplus
applyin" the
less and sell- formed, I have on this, as on preceding occasions, free- poinis of order having at length been withdrawn,
di-^charge of existing obligations, buying
points
domestic
policy
of
those
ly
offered
views
on
my
pnvate,
the house ultimately arrived at a conclusive vote in
ino more, and managing all affairs, pubfic and
that seem, at the present lime, most prominently to rerelation to the right of the New Jersey delegation.
wfih strict economy and frugality, wc shall see our coundepression, arising quire the action of the government. I know that they The resolution as modified and offered by Mr. Evant,
try soon recover from a temporary
will receive from congress that full and able consibut
trom
those
causes,
not from natural and permanent
was in the following words:
subjects
merits,
the
importance
of
deration
which
the
I have enumerated, and advance with renewed vigor
Resolved, That the representatives of the 26tli conand I can repeat the assurance heretofore made, that I
in her career of prosperity.
United States now present do advise and
shall cheerfully and readily co-operate with you in eve- gress of the
Fortunately for us, at this moment, when the balance
to administer the oath required by
ry
to promote the welfare of the request the speaker
measure
that
will
tend
difficulty
ot
meetus,
and
the
of trade is greatly atjainst
law to ihe five gentlemen from the state of New Jersey
BUREN.
union.
M.
ing it enhanced by the disturbed state of our money afwho have presented credentials to the speaker and deWashmgton, DecanberZ, 1839.
to relieve
fairs, the bounties of Providence have come
sworn.
The message having been read by the secretary, mantl to be
us from the consequences of past errors. A faithful
The previous question was put and carried, and
Mr. Allen rose, and after some remarks eulogisapplication of the immense results of the labors of the
main question being on the adoption of Ihe relast seasfin, will afford partial relief for the present, and tic of the whole message, and particularly those the
perseverance in the same course will in due season, ac- parts relating to corporations and the currency, solution, the yeas and nays were demanded, and behave had full experience, in moved the printing of 1,500 copies with the accom- ing taken, resulted as follows:
complish the rest.
limes past, of the extraordinary results which can, in ihis panying documents, and 5,000 extra copies, for the
Yeas Messrs. Adams, Afford, John W. Allen,
Anderson, Andrews, Barnard, Bell, Biddle,
respect, be brought about in a short period, by the united
use of the senate, which motion was concurred in. Sim. H.
Bolts, Brisgs, Brockway, Anson Brown,
and well directed efforts of a community like ours.
Another message was received from the president, Black, Bond, Campbell, Wm. B. Campbell, Carter,
Our surplus profits, the energy and industry of our poCalhoun, J.
resolution of the
with
compliance
a
transmitting,
in
which
Proviadvantages
wonderful
pulation and the
Chinn, Chittenden, Clark, Colquitt, Jas- Cooper, Mark
proclamation
of
the
senate,
the
correspondence
and
its
climate,
its
dence has bestowed upon our country, in
A. Cooper, Corwin, Crabb, Cranston, Crockett, Curtis,
various productions, indispensable to other nations, governor of Iowa in relation to the disputed boun- Gushing, E. Davies, Garret Davis, Dawson, Deberry,
will, ill due time, afford abundant means to perfect the dary between that territory and Missouri, which Dennis, Dillett, Edwards, Evans, Everett, FUlmore,
most useful of those objects, for which the states have bad created so much excitement as to render it ne- James Garland, Rice Garland, Gates, Gentry, Gidbeen plunging themselves of late in embarrassment cessary that the true boundary should at once be diiigs, Goggin, Goode, Graham, Granger, Graves,
and debt, without imposing on ourselves or our children defined.
Green, Grinnell, Habersham, Hall, W. S. Hastings,
such fearful burdens.
The reports from the various departments usually Henry, John Hill, of Va. Hoffman, Hopkins, HuDt,
But let it be indelibly engraved on our minds that presented
James, C. Johnston, Wm. Cost Johnson, King, Lawat
the
commencement
congress
of
were
Indebtedness
rence, Lincoln, Marvin, Mason, Mercer, Mitchell,
relief is not to be found in expedients.
read, and appropriately referred: such as that from
Monroe, Morgan, Calvary Morris, Naylor, Nisbet,
cannot be lessened by borrowing more money, or by
changing the form of the debt. The balance of trade the clepartment of state containing an account of Ogle, Osborne, Palen, Peck, Pope, Proffit, Randall,
civil
creating
new
dethe
and
diplomatic
expenses
of
the
governfavor
by
our
in
Randolph, Rariden, Rayner, Ridgway, Russell, Sallonis no' to° be turned
mands upon us abroad. Our currency cannot be ini ment lor the year 1839, &c. the .annual report of stall. Sergeant, Simonlon, Slade, Truenian Smith, Stanproved by the creation of new banks or more issues the secretary of the treasury on the state of the ly, Storrs, Steuart, Taliaferro, W. Thompson, Tillinghast, Toland, Triplett, Trumbull, Underwood, P. J.
from those which now exist. Although these device: finances, SiC.
sometimes appear to give temporary relief, they almost
Mr. Wright moved to refer the latter documents Wagner, Warren, E. D. Wliitc, John White, T. W.
It is only by
invariably acgravate the evil in the end.
to the committee on finance, and that 1,500 addi- Wilhams, Lewis Williams, Joseph L. Williams, C. H.
retrenchment and reform, by curtailing public and pri- tional copies be printed; which was agreed
Williams, S. Williams, Wise 1 12.
to.
vate expenditures, by paying our dt bts, and by reformNays Mcss.-s. Judson Allen, Hugh J. Anderson,
On motion of Mr. £fn(o;i, 5,000 additional copies
ing our banking system, that we are to expect effectuni
Atherton, Banks, Beatty, Beirne, Blackwell, Boyd,
of
the
message
were
ordered
to
printed,
be
makinj
enduring
nrosperiand
an
relief, security for the future,
Brewster, Aaron V. Brown, A. G. Brown, Burke, S.
In shaping the institutions and policy of the gene- the number 10,000.
ty.
Butler, W. O. Butler, Byniini, Carr, Carroll, Casey,
H.
On motion of Mr. Buchanan, 3,500 copies were Chapman,
ral government so as to promote, as tar as it can with its
Clifi'ord, Coles, Connor, Cr.nig, Crary, Cross,
added to the report on the finances, making 5,000 Dana, Da\ec, John Davis, J. W. Davis,
limited powers, these important ends, you may rely
De la Monco-operation.
in all.
my most cirdial
tayne, Donn, Doig, Dronigoole, Duncan, Earl, EastThat there should have been, in the progress of rePetitions were presented by Mr. Wright, Mr
man, Ely, Fine, Fisher, Floyd, Fornance, Galbraiih,
cent events, doubts in many quarters, and in some a Preston, Mr. Merrick, Mr. Ruggles and others.
Hammond,
Hand, .Tohn Hastings,
Gerry, Griffin,
heated opposition to every change, cannot surpri.se u
The private bills, of which notice has before Hawkins, John Hill, of N. Carolina, HiUen, HoUeraan,
Djubts arc properly attendant on all reform; and it
been given, as introduced by Messrs. Wrig/tl, Holmes, Hook, Howard, Hubbard, Jackson, Jameson,
peculiarly in the nature of such abuses as we are-now
Cave
Johnson,
Joseph
Johnson,
N. Jones, John W.
Walker,
Wall,
Hubbard,
Critlendcn and others,
encountering, to seek to pernetnate their power by
Jones, Keim, Kemble, Leadbctter, Leet, Leonard,
means of the influence they have been permitted to were twice read, and appropriately referred.
Lewis, Lowell, Lucas. McClellan, McCulloh, McKay,
The
following
public
bills
not
object,
to
gain
were
introduced,
if
their
read
result,
their
It
is
ncqu're.
Mallory, Maichand, Medill, Miller, Montgomery, S.
twice, and referred:
for 'the few an ascendency over the niauy, by see
W. Morris, Ncwhard, Parish, Parnieiitcr, Parris, PnynBy Mr. Wright:
bill more effectually to secure
them a inonopily of the currency, the medium
tcr, Petrikin, Pickens, Prentils, Ramsey, Reynolds,
which most ot the wants ol mankind arc supplied— lo the public money in the hands of officers and agents Rhett, Rives, Robinson, Edward Rogers, Samuels,
produce throughout society a chain of dependence of the government, and to punish defaulters.
Shaw, Shcpard, Albert Smith, John Smith, Thomna
which leads all classes to look to privileged associations
By Mr. Wall: A bill lo prevent the counterfeit- Sniitli, Starkweather, Sieinrod, Strong, Sumter, Swcafor llie moans of speculation and extravagance— to ing of foreign coin, and thus to provide for certain ringen. Sweeny, Taylor, Francis
Thomas, Philip F.
nourish, in preference to the manly virtues that give dig- crimes against
Thomas, Jacob Tliompsoii. Turney, Vanderpoel, D.
the United Slates.
nity lo human naiuic, a craving desire for luxurious enBy
Mr. Walker: A bill to establish a permanent D. Wngciier, Watterson, Wellcr, Wick, J. W. Wilthose
who
which
renders
wealth,
sudden
and
ioymcnt
pre-einplion system, and one in relation to certain liams, 11. WilliaiiLs— 116.
seek them dependent on those who supply them— lo
So the resolution was rejected.
substitute for republican simplicity iind economical ha- railways and rivers in Mississipiii.
Mr. Hoffman then moved a resolution that Iha
By Ml. Clay, of Alabama: A bill for the reducbits a sickly appetite for effeminate indulgencCj and an
house adopt, for the spacr often days, the rules of
imitation of that reckless extravagance which impo- tion and graduation of Ihe piice of public lands.
veriihed and enslaved the industrious people of foreign
By Mr. Smith, of Indiana: A hill to grant to the the last house of rcprojenlatives, with the cxcep.
u.'i,
instead of those stale
land--; and at last, to fix upon
of Indiana a quantity of land for constructing tioH of the 11th, (which prescribes that in Iheeleo.
equal political rights, the acquisition of which was alike a rail road from mount Carmel to New Albany.
lion of otliceis the house shall vote viva voet), and
the object and eupposcd reward of our rovohitii
By Mr. Davis: A bill to refund the money paid in the mean Uine lo refer Ihe rules to a coinmitte*
privileges
conferred
by
exclusive
of
s;rug"li', a system
and to cancel llie bonds given, to secure the dutle; to revise and report them lor final adoption.
pnrli.il leuislution.
,
„
On Ihi,? motion a debate sprung op, which tooka
To iciiijve the iiiHiiences which had thus gradually on vessels and Ihcir cargoes employed in the whali
wide range, and in which many members pgrtlcU
grown up among us— lo deprive them of their decep- fisheries.

—
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pated. It continued until 9 o'clock, when, without deciding thf question.
The house adjourned.

—

—
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The house then proceeded to the election of a
Mr. Anderson resumed, and went on to remark
doorkeeper; when Mr. Davis, of Indiana, nominat- on the reduction which had taken
place in the
ed J. E. Dow; Mr. Briggs nominated Mr. Follans- rates of printing throughout the country
within a
'

Saturday, Dec. 21. The debate upon Mr. Hoff- bee (the present incumbent); and Mr. Lewis nomiMr. Hunt advocat- nated Mr. J. Houston.
The house voted viva voce, and the vote resulted
ed the ballot system. Mr. Tittinghust spoke of the
rules and orders. Mr. SaUoiislali defended the bal- as follows; Total number of votes given 218; nelot system.
Mr. Bell followed in reply to Mr. By- cessary to a choice 110; of which
Mr. Follansbee received
num and Mr. Pickens; contending that executive
130
Mr. Dow,
influence had been exerted in this house, and that
73
Mr. Houston,
he could prove it.
15
Mr. Cuskhig followed, in deSo Mr. Follansbee was declared to be duly
fence of the constitutionality of the Kiuaiiocc system
' electof voting. Mr. Fillmore, of N. Y. contended that ed.
The house then, by resolution, reappointed Mr.
it was not, and expressed much surprise thatso able
a lawyer as Mr. C. should defend such a position. Hunter as assistant doorkeeper, and Mr. McCorMr. jSlford, of Geo. made some remarks, and mov- mick as postmaster of the house.
The house next proceeded to the subject of the
ed the previous question.
[Mr. Stanly, made
some remarks in allusion to Mr. Pickens and certain printer to the house.
Mr. Cave Johnson moved that there be a call of
friends of the administration].
Mr. Hoffman, of N. Y. then got the floor. Some the house; which was agreed to, and the house
was called, and the doors closed.
one remarked that he had not a right to the floor.
Messrs. Beirne, Grinnell, Hawes, Jenifer, Mercer,
Then I have it by consent, said Mr. Hoffman.
For himself he was not very particular about this Rogers, of S. C. Wetter and Worlhington, were
system. He thought it the most democratic and the found absent, and were, by a vote, excused. (Se.
veral of these gentlemen afterwards appeared.)
best, and believed that its adoption would do much
Further proceedings on the call having been disto diminish executive power in the house of repre

man's resolution was resumed.

few years, owing to the introduction of steam and
other improvements. His object was to have a
committee inquire into the subject, and see what
retrenchment could with justice and propriety be
effected.
He was told that in Massachusetts the
public printing was executed in a belter manner
and for half the price which was paid here, &c. &c.

Mr. W. Thompson followed. He was satisfied,
he said, with the resolution oi the gentleman from'
Kentucky, and should not therefore press his owh.
He had been denouncing the present administration for these two years past as looking one way
and rowing another, making the loudest professions
of patriotism and economy, and contradicting them
all by its daily practice.
He wished to bring it
no\y up to the scratch. Here was a test of its sincerity; here was the experimentum crucis.
Here
vpas an opportunity to show whether they really desired to practise that economy of which they were
eternally talking; and he did not believe the boldest
of their friends would dare to vote against this resolution.
If they did, how would matters stand?
On the one side, there was a desire to ascertain, by
pensed with
a committee, whether the public printing could not
sentalives.
Mr. Everett, from the joint committee appointed be done cheaper than
The resolution to adopt the rules and orders of
at present; on the other side
to wait upon the president, reported that the prewas a determination to reward, at whatever public
the last congress was carried, and the viva voce syssident would communicate to both houses of concost, a partisan press, for it %vould amount
tem was sustained, 142 to 87.
to
gress his message, in writing, at 12 o'clock to- nothing
less than a clear donation of the difference
Mr. Stanly, of N. C. then gave notice that as op
morrow.
between what was given and the sum for which the
portunity offered he would present a resolution that
Mr. SfanZy wished to offer the following resolu work might be performed. Mr. T. said he wished
the public printing be done by contract in the city
to bring down the hard money gentlemen to the same
of Washington, and given to the lowest bidder who tion, which was read for information, viz:
Resolved, That the printing and binding of the house level with the rest o( the community.
shall give good security, &c.
If it was a
of representatives shall be furnished by contract, notice good thing, let us have enough of it; and he should
Mr. Bynum then offered a resolution that th
house will now proceed to the election of a clerk, of which shall be given in the public prints of Wash- therefore move hereafter a resolution to reduce the
ington city for
days; it being made a condition salaries of all public oflicers. There was
ptiblic printer, seargeanf-at-arms, door keeper, 8tc.
a little more
that the work shall be done in the city of Washington; specie
in the country than if the hard money humMr. Proffit moved to strike out public printer.
and the contract shall in each case be given to the low- bug was
actually enforced. Everyman in the comA member moved the previous question, which est
bidder, whose bid shall be accompanied with promunity had had his income reduced. All had been
was carried.
per testimonials of the ability of the bidder to fulfil his
reduci'd by necessity to practise not economy mereThe following was the result of the ballot for contract.
clerk.

Whole number of

N ecessary

231
116
118
105

votes,
to a choice,

H. A. Garland,

The resolution not being now in order
Mr. Stanly moved to postpone the order of the
day, in order to have it taken up and considered before going into the election of a printer.

M. St. Clair Clarke,
Mr. Jndercon, of Ky. moved the following as an
Richard C. Mason,
amendment; which Mr. S/an/y accepted as a modi8
Mr. Garland was nominated by Mr. Dromgoole, fication of his resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the execution of the order made on
of Va.; Mr. Clarke, by Mr. Corwin, of Ohio; and
the 21st instant, in relation to the election of a public
Mr, Mason, by Mr. Hopkins, of Va.

The speaker swore in Mr. Garland, and the house printer, be postponed for the present, and that the whole
subject of the public printing: be referred to a select
proceeded to the election of sergeant at arms.
committee of five memoers, with instructions to inquire
Roderick Dorsey and Dr. Wm. Jones were nomi- into the expediency of letting
out the printing to the
nated. The tellers at 6 o'clock declared the whole lowest bidder, who shall furnish satisfactory evidence
number of votes to be 217 necessary to a choice of his fidelity and ability to execute it.
109.
Resolved, further. That said committee infjuire into
the expediency of separating the public printmg from
Mr. Dorsey had
141
the newspaper presses of the country, and that, ife.\Mr. Jones,
76
Mr. Dorsey was declared duly elected and was pedient, they report the most practicable plan of having

—

the printing executed.
sworn in aceordinsly.
Resolved, also, That said committee report to this
Mr. Everett, of Vt. here moved that the election
house what amount of money can be saved by the goof the public printer, doorkeeper and assistant door ernment by the adoption of either of the plans
above
keeper, be postponed until Monday next the mouggested, and, until said committee shall make report,
tion was carried, and then
all further proceedings in reladon to the election of a

—

Everett submitted another, that the speaker
appoint a committee to unite with the commitee of
the senate to wait upon the president and inform
him of the readiness of the two houses to receive
the president's message.
The motion was sustained, and the house adjourned at six o'clock.
JIfr.

Monday, Dec. 23. The house of representatives
came to order at noon, and the journal of Saturday
having been read, was corrected in respect to its
record of a vote of Mr. Hook, of Pennsylvania,
which had been given one way and set down ano-

ther.

A

message was received from the senate apprising the house that a quorum of the senate are in attendance and ready lo i>roceed to business; and
also, that they had appointed a joint committee on
their part to wait upon the president of the United
States and inform him that the two houses are organized and ready to receive any communication
he may be pleased to make; and that the members
of the committee on the part of the senate were,
Mr. Wright, of New York, and Mr. Allen, of Kentucky.
Whereupon, Mr. Ramsey, of Pennsylvania, moved that a message be sent to the senate apprising
that body that this house is duly organized and
prepared to proceed to business.
Mr. Kande/poeiinquired whether this resolution,
if adopted, would interfere with that to go into the
election of officers of the house?

The

chair replying in the negative, the resolution

public printer be suspended.
Mr. ..Anderson supported his resolutions in a brief
speech, in which, without claiming to be intimately acquainted with the details of the subject, he
stated that he had been informed by an experienced
member of the house that the annual expense of the
public printing amounted to about ^J'SOO.flOO, and
that the profits might average about thirty-three and
The rates of printing had been
a third per cent.
fixed many years ago, and whether the cost of materials and labor remained the same now as at that
time was a subject which deserved a serious inquiMr. A. had no purpose of embarry by the house.
rassing the legitimate operations of the government;
far from it; he should be ready at all times to vote
for all necessary, proper, and economical expenditures for the public service, but
Mr. Vanderpoel here rose to order.
Mr. Sherrod Williams required him to reduce his
point of order to writing.
While he was doing so
Mr. W. Thompson, amidst many calls to order,
read a resolution he had intended to introduce, re.
ferring the whole subject of the public printing to
a committee, with instructions to give it to the
lowest bidder, &c.
Mr. Vanderpoel's point of order was understood
to amount to this: that the previous question having
on Saturday, been called on the resolution lo go
into an election of the officers of the house, it was
out oforder to introduce resolutions postponing that

lection or setting

it

aside.

The chair replied that the previous question had
and Ramsey were
appointed on the part of the house to join those on expended its force when the main question had
been taken on that resolutioa.
the part of the senate in waiting on the president.
was adopted; and Messrs.

£ticrc((

ly,

but actual stinginess, in their expenditures.

These gentlemen

in office had had their salaries
were high, and why should
they alone remain unaffected by the general distress?
Was this government to be administered
meiely for the benefit of a few pets? He trusted
not.
At all events gentlemen ought to come up to
the chalk, and vote at once upon this resolution.
Come up to it they should. The country should
see whether their professions were sound or hollow.
The)' might hope to evade it, but they were not
able.
Vote they must; and by that vote the nation
would find out whether they were the true friends
of an economical administration of the government,
or whether they desired it to be so adininistered as
to fill the pockets of a few partisan pets in office.
Mr. Vanderpoel said he wished he could be satisfied with the patriotism of the gentlemen from
South Carolina (Mr. Thompson) and from Kentucky (Mr. Graves), coming as it did so late. There
had been a squabble of this kind two years ago last
September, at the extra session, at which time he
(Mr. V.) was not a member; and he hoped that
gentlemen were not about toshow that circumstances altered principles as well as cases.
It would be

fixed at the time prices

remembered that at the special session, Mr. Allen
had been elected printer, and that the work had
been executed at another shop. Two months elapsed
and the gentleman from South Carolina (Mr.
Thompson) and the gentleman from Kentucky (Mr.
Graves), for aught he (Mr. V.) knew to the contrary, stood as silent as the grave.
Where were
these advocates of economy then, when they could
have given notice of a bill to reduce the prices?—Were lliey not chargeable with the sin of omission
in permitting the old regulations in relation to the
public printing to remain? He did not impeach
their motives; but he knew that, five or six months
ago the sober second thought of the people bad been
fully expressed in all the states.
The voice of Indiana, of regenerated Tennessee, of North Carolina, of Mississippi, had spoken; but the echoes of
their sober second thought had not then reached
the ears of these gentlemen before they reached
here at the last session of congress.
Where were
the gentlemen then, that they did not rise in their
places and give notice of a bill to reduce these expenses in some degree to lighten the burden upon
the people?
The resolution proposed to postpone the execution of the order of the house.
As he had said,
these same scenes had been enacted there two or
three years ago.
He had this morning looked at
the debate which then took place, and at some of
the votes.
He hoped, as he had said, that the house
would now see whether circumstances altered principles as well as cases.
By common consent it had
then been agreed that it was better to go into
the execution of the law of the house, and leave it

—
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pass a law to reduce the prices of
the public printing, if it should be found necessary
and proper. Was not this the best course now?
Geutlemec wanted to refer the subject to a commitHon- was the house to get the president's
tee.
message and other documents printed in the mean
time whilst the committee was deliberating? No
gentleman had made that suggestion. He believed
they had all made up their minds what was best to
be done, and it had occurred to him— for every man
had bis notions, as the Yankee would say whether
or not the same demonstrations would have been
made if there had been a different state of things.
He did not mean to say any thing about it, for he
knew nothing.
Mr. Thompson (by permission of Mr. Vanderpoel, who yielded the floor for that p;irpose) here
to congress to

—

89,

—
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Mr. Cashing asked to have two or three sentences
show what was the effect of the rates now
Mr. C, (though the authority quoted by
him was not distinctly heard by the reporter) was
or that editor, who may be sustaiiiing one party or understood to refer to a report made by Mr. Johnanother.
I have pleriared myself to go for such a son, of Tennessee, in the 24th congress, from which

titude of canvassing for the political organs of the
day precisely as we do at the hustings. I consider it beneath the dignity of this house to be caniing and scrambling to give office to this editor

law as

I

have spoken of before the session ends;

I

will not say that I will myself introduce the law,
but, if no other gentleman does so, I will. The
great and practical question, however, now before us
is, how shall we execute the public printing at the
present time? By what mode? It is necessary that
the public printing should be done in some way or
other. The law of 1819 fixed the time, the mode

read, to
fixed.

appeared that the sum of $2 20~was the rale here
paid for that which, in Boston, could be done for one

it

dollar.

Mr. Giddings
tion;

called for the reading of the resolu^

which, having been read

Mr. Lewis Williams (amidst cries of "order")
said he would state, in answer to the question how
the printing should be done in the mean time, that

and the manner; and I suggest to gentlemen whether the house could give a special order for the printing
it be exactly competent for the house to repeal the
of any document.
law at once, without the action of the other body,
Mr. "tnnbj inquired of the chair whether, if the
another plan. This
rose and said that the gentleman from New York and before we can substitute
moiion to lay on the table prevailed, the effect would
printer.
public
without
a
entirely
will
leave
us
would find that he (Mr. T.) had been consistent
not
be So bring the house to the election of printer,
upon this subject, and had maintained and voted That law fixed that one congress should elect a and thus to disregard all the propositions which had
printer for the next congiess; that is, for the purfor the same proposition two years ago.
made on the score of economy.
been
his
mahave
in
readiness
Mr, Vanderpoel continued. Believing, to say pose of enabling hiin to
The speaker said that if the motion to lay on
condition
the least of it, that this proposition was impractica- terials, presses. Sic. and thus to be in a
the table prevailed, the effect would be to bring the
the
meetimmediately
on
tlie
printing
to
execute
to
the
moved
lay
purposes,
he
ble for all present
ing of congress. But for the last four or five years, house directly to the question of the election of
resolution on the table.
printer.
Mr. Monroe rose, (amidst cries of order). He I believe, that part of the law has been neglected,
and we have elected a printer at the opening of the
Mr. HnpJcins called for the reading of a leport
desired
stated that he was not about to speak; he
of a select committee, heretofore made on this subgentlemen to come up to the vote at once. The session, which has beon a great inconvenience.
As to the argument of my colleague (Mr. W. ject.
gentleman from New York (Mr. Vanderpoel) had
Thompson) in regard to the reduction in the price
The speaker said the document could be read by
jiaired off with a colleague, and he (Mr. M.) hoped
that if the gentleman's vote could not go to his con- of labor and the reduction of the circulating medium consent.
being so great as to produce a corresponding reducMr. Tumey objected to the reading.
stituents, his speech might.
tion upon profits and capital, I have only to say, in
Mr. Graves said this was certainly a very approThe chiir called to order.
Mr, Vaiiderpoelaakei leave to reply to the obser- answer to this, that congress has power, even after priate document to be read.
the election of printer, to alter ttie law, to reduce
Mr. Hopkins proceeded to say that much reflec(Mr.
York,
vations of the gentleman from New
the prices, and to place the whole matter, by law, tion had been bestowed on the subject by the genMonroe)
upon a new and more satisfactory foundation. I tleman who was at the head of the committee.
[Cries of "orderl" "Go onl"]
Mr. Tumeij presistihg in his objection.
Mr. Lewis Williams demanded the yeas and do not hold myself bound to give the present printer
Mr. Lewis WiUiams movei thatthe document be
nays on the motion to lay the resolution on the the prices of the law of 1819. We may elect a
printer to-day, and we may pass a law to-inorrow; read.
table; which were ordeied.
Mr. Tumey moved, to lay that motion on the
Mr, R. Garland said it had been stated that the and, if we find that he is receiving more than progentleman from New York (Mr. Vanderpoel) had per prices, let congress alter the law and fix the table.
Mr. L. Williams called for the yeas and nays;
paired off. He (Mr. R.) asked if it was proper for prices. I do not hesitate to say that we have the
a gentleman to be making speeches and motions power to do so at any time; and I pledge myself lo which were ordered.
Mr. Briggs inquired of the gentleman from Virhere, when he was bound by a pledge of honor not go for a reduction in that department, if it is shown
But again the question ginia (Mr. Hopkins) what the document was.
to be reasonable and just.
to vote.
Mr. Hopkins explained that it was the report of a
Mr. Monroe explained. The gentleman from meets us, how shall we get along in the mean time?
select committee raised at the last session of conNew York (Mr. Vanderpoel) had paired off with The public printing must be done.
Mr. P. adverted to the departure of the house gress on the memorial of Francis P. Blair, and of
his colleague, but he had done so with the declaration that he reserved to himself the right to speak from its order of Saturday, by a process which he which the gentleman from N. Carolina (Mr. McKay)
did not exactly comprehend; and then, in redemp- was chairman.
on all questions that miglit come up.
Mr. IFise was understood to say that this report
Mr. Pickens inquired if the question before the tion of his pledge given, renewed the moiion of Mr,
Vujuierpoel to lay the resolution on the table.
had never been acted upon, and that its contents
house was on the motion to lay on the table.
Mr. Hoffman asked for the reading of the last were not known even to the old members.
The speaki'r replie'l atfirmaiively.
Mr. Pickens appealed lo Mr. Vanderpoel to with section of the law of 1819. He did this because
Mr. Hopkins was understood to say he had been
draw tUe motion, and that gentleman consented to he was placed in the same situation as the gentle- given to understand that this report had been sealed
man who had just taken his seat. He (Mr. H.) up, and had not yet been opened.
do so on the pledge of Mr. P. to renew it.
Mr. Pick(ns said thai, as he was somewhat in had voted against the resolution at the extra sesAnd the question on the motion to lay on the
tercstert in this question, he desired to make a few sion, believing the law binding upon their proceed- table the motion to read the report was then taken
ings, and believing that they could not by a resolu- and decided in the negative: yeas 107, nays 116.
remarks.
At the extra session of 1S37, he (Mr. P.) had tion of one body repeal that law. He wished thereSo tha motion to lay on the table was rejected.
made a motion (there being then, as now, some fore, to have the law read to see what ils limitation
The question recurring on the motion of Mr.
(hat was was.
ditficulty existing) as to this very point
Lewis Williams, (which was in the following.
And the following section of the law of 1819 was words);
lo say, that the public printing should be given to
the lowest bidder, like all other contracts, and that read accordingly.
Resolved, That the report of the select committee,
the clerk should superintend it. ife believed that
"That, aa soon as this resolution shall hove been ap- raised during the last congress upon the memorial of
the moiion was carried, hit, from some dilficully proved l.iy the president of the United States, each F. F. Blair, recommending a change in the manner of
which arose in its execution, (if he mistook not), liuuse shall proceed to ballot for a printer, to execute executing the piibhc printing, be read by ihe clerk for
the motion or resolution was within a short time its work during the next congress; and the person hav- the information of the house; also the resolutions of the
afterwards not exactly repealed, but another mo- ing the greatest number of voles shall be considered said committee appended to the said report.
duly elected; and shall give bond, with sureties, to the
Mr. Smith, of Maine, moved to amend the motion was introduced as a substitute.
suti,?faction of the secretary of the senate and clerk of the
lion by including the reading of all the report so far
At that lime he had examined the law of 1819, house of representatives,
respectively, for the prompt,
as it related to the public printing.
manner
in
which
which prescribed the mode and
accurate, and neat execution of the work; and incase
Mr. S. said his object was to have all the inforthe public printing should he executed, and fixed any inconvenient delay should be at any time experithe prices wljich should be paid; and he confessed enced by either house, in the delivery of its work, the mation that the committee had obtained in the

—

some difficulty as lo the mode the secretary and clerk, respectively may be authorised to
house had adopted, onsidering that that law was employ another printer to e.teciile any portion of the
fully in operation.
He believed, as he had said, work of the sen:ite or house, and charge thee.xcess, in
the account of such printer, for executing such work,
that the house had substitutnl another order.
allowed, to the printer guilty of
I t;ike occasion here (continusil IMr. P.) to say above what is herein
such negligence and delay: Provided, That noihing
that 1 concur entirely in the views which have
herein contained shall preclude the choice of tiie
been expressed by the gentleman from KenliicUy,
same printer by the senate and by the house of reprelaw
pledge myself
go

course of their investigation.

place this matter on a different basis; and I hopi
Ihat the session will not expiie williout the adop
tion of some such law.
1 would be in favor of
making an appropriation for the purchase of types,
paper and everything requisite for filling out an
establishment at which congress might have its
o.vn printing executed, under the management of a
superintendent. And a provision should be made
that the superintendent should be disconnected with
any political press of the day. These have long
been i,',y opinions, and I have never hesitated lo
avow thcin. 1 think the question is worthy th
I know of nothinj
consideration of congress.

dered oil Ihat motion, the iiuitioii of the gentleman
from North Carolina for the reading of a certain document, Ihe same having been objected to, is not in

that he found

ajid that I

to

for a

which

will

senlntives.''

Mr,

iJyig:5',s

said there

was

a

subsequent resolution,

passed in 1829, which, in some respects, made a
chTUge. He a.-^ked that il be read.
The clerk then read the iawof 1S29, in the words
following:

*'Rexvhrd hj/ the smnfe and house of representatives
of the United States of America, in con^^ress assembled,
'riiai, within thirty days before tho adjournment of
every congres.s, each house shall proceed to vote fijr a
prinier to execute i's work fornnd during the succeeding congress, and the person having the mniorityof all

Mr. Lewis Williams said he had no objection lo
include the whole document.
Mr. <?a/(irai(A here made the following point of
order:

Th.j point of order

is,

that a

motion having been

made tn lay the resolution of the gentleman from
Kentucky on the table, and the yeas ami nays or-

The

chair decided the motion (o be in order.

Mr, Smith, of Maine,

saiil he had offered the
that the resolution
of the gentleman from North Cirolina was not full
enough. His resolution included only so much of

amendment because he thought

document as recommended a change, without
any of Ihe reasons which operated upon Ihe commillee for making Ihe change.
He wished to hear
all, though he thought there might be some derelopof March, one thousand ei^dit hundred ond ninplecn,
which would produce a more ladical and beneficial rniided 'a resolution directing the manner
monts which might not be palatable to some genin which the
reform
tlemen.
printifiii: of congress shidl he executed, fixing the prices
Sir, I have felt this question pressing upon me thereof, and providing fiir the oppointment of a printer
Mr. M'. Thompson said (hat he was in favor of
putting us, as it does, ses- or printers,' as is altered by this resolution, be, and the the amendment
in a peculiar manner
he was for reading all.
He was
sion after session, in the pitiful and disgraceful at
understood to add, thai Ihe law of 1819, to which
santo is hereby, reecinded.''
the voles given shall bo considered dulv elccled:
that so much of the resolution approved the third

Ihe

and
day

—

—

—
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Mr. Pickens) had referred, and which
had, in part, been read, was nothing; more than a
joint resolution, susceplibla ofrepeal at any time.
(

It commenced with saying that the printing of congress should be done in the way therein set forth,
"except when otherwise specially ordered."
Some further conversation having ensued on an
incidental point of order, (not material to this re-

port)—
Mr. Wise said that they were there bona fide seeking for information on a point of stati.stic3. They
_

wished merely to know the difference between the
expense of printing done by private contract, and
printing done in the usual ino'le by the election of a
public printer. If the house was to be turned aside
from lliis important question to go into a controversy founded upon the mumurial of Francis P. Blair,
there was no telling how much time might be consumed. Certainly the house would not go through
a voluminous repoit, winch might occupy its attention for the remainder of this week, when all that
was really essential might be read in fifteen minutes
Jf they went into the report now, they would bt
turning out the whole business of (he house to enter
on one of the most bitter, sjnall, and contemptible
matters that occupied the time of a portion of the
last congress.

Mr. Vanderpoel said
more precious than aiiy

mmes

that fair play

was a jewel
diamond

that glittered in the

part.

And

the

Mr. Pelrikin was understood to object to the
reading of the resolutions,
Mr. Bund said he was not satisfied with a mere
verbal account of the resolutions.
He insisted on
the resolutions themselves being read.
He wished

know whether there was a resolution appended to
the report recommending that the jirinling
should
be given to the lowest bidder?
[Loud cries
to

ot "or-

der! order!"

"Question! question!"]

Mr. Pelrikin repeated his objection to the reading of the resolutions.
Mr. McKay said that he had told the house the
character of the resolutions, and that they had
been
mislaid.
The resolutions were in conformity to the
report.

Mr. Bond.

The gentleman must account

queolion liavingbeen then taken, the
amendment was agreed to.
And the question recurring on the resolution as
amended, some further discussion, directed chiefly
to a point of order, arose.
Alter which the question was taken, and the re

for the

res(:lution3.

The

s/jct/fer calied

Bond) to order.
Mr. Wise wished

the gentleman from Ohio
to

(Mr

know whether

man from Pennsylvania (Mr.

the gentlePelrikin) had a rio-lil
°

an order of the house?
The speaker stated that the order of the house
was, that the report and resolutions of the
select
committee be read.
Mr. Wise asked if it was not in order to inquire
what had become of the resolutions which were ordered to be read together with the report. He « ished no person to account for them but the member
of
the house in whose possession they had been.
Mr. Bell moved that the gentleman from North
Carolina have leave to state wliat was the substance
and character of the resolutions adopted by the
committee.
After a few remarks from Messrs. W. Thompson
'
Hillen and Briggs,
fllr. McKay remarked that no resolution
had been
adopted by the committee that all Ihe public printing should be done by contract only that required
by the departments.
[Here Mr. McKay found the resolutions, and sent
to object to

of Golconda, or that lay imbebbed in the
green waters of Oman. If any part of the report
was read, he should go for reading all.
Mr. Smith, said the report was not so formidable
33 the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Wise) supposed. Instead of consuming the balance of this
week, it would scarcely take the balance of the day.
It was a report full of valuable information; and,
however high might be the respect he entertained
lor the committee that made it, he was not disposed
to lake the statistical tacts or opinions wliich the investigation of that committee might have spread before lllem, without looking into the whole report
and into the arounds on which it was founded. He
wanted all the li^hl thai Ihe report could give them;
he had no idea of being confined to any detached'
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go with those genyemen who were in favor of adopting the contract system— of doing it consistanllv
with Ihe provisions of the joint resolution of 1819
Mr. Bond asked tor Ihe reading of the resolutions of the committee.

—

them

to the clerk,

who

read them to the house.]

And

B87

Ihe yeas

and nays being demanded and
taken, were: yeas HO, nays 106.
So the house adjourned until 12 o'clock
to-morrow.
Tuesday, Dec. 24. The president's
message wag
received, by the hands of Mr. Van Buren,
his private secretary, and was read at the
clerk's table.
[For the message, see this day's proceedings
of
the senate, page 279.]

The message having been read, Mr. Pelrikin
moved that the message and accompanying documents be laid upon the table, and be printed.
Mr. Vanderpoel hoped no motion would be entertained which would interfere with
the execution of

the order of the house of the 21st instant.
Mr. Pelrikin withdrew his motion.

Mr. Lewis Williams renewed the motion.
di-snltory conversation here ensued as
to the
usual disposition of the message, and as to the
number of copies that should be printed; in which
Messrs. Vanderpoel, Wise, L. Williams, Briggs,
Smith, Giddings, Graves, Dromgoole, Pope, Bynum,
Tuiney and Stanly participated.

A

Various motions were made, after which, the
motion to lay the message on the table was agreed
and the motion to print received a similar dispo-

to,

sition.

The speaker laid before the house the report of
the secrttary ot the treasury, the reading
of which,
on motion of Mr. Fillmore, was dispensed with.
The speaker announced that there were other
communications on the table.
They were all, by consent, reserved until to-morMr. Pelrikin asked leave to offer a resolution providing for the appointment of the standing committees.

The

chair ruled

that

the resolution

was not

at

this time in order.

Mr. Giddings moved a suspension of the order of
the house, for the purpose of enabling him to offer
the following resolution, which wag read for information:
Resolved, That it is expressly understood that the elecof printer shall give to the person elected no riuht
for a longer time than the house
shall hereafter deem compatible with the public intertion

to

do ihe public printing

The question pending being the motion to lay the
resolutions of the gentleman 'from Kentucky, (Mr
Anderson), on the table.
The speaker decided that it wag in order to move
The yeas and nays were demanded, and being the postponement of the execution of the order, but
ordered, and taken, were—yeas 114, nays 107.
that the resolution itself was not in order, being
Solution, as amended, was agreeil to.
against Ihe law of 1819, which specified the mode
So the resolutions was laid on the table.
The clerk then proceeded' to read the report; and
Mr. Bynumlhen offered the following resolutions: of electing a printer, and the time for which he
having concluded
Resolved, That ihis house will forthwith proceed to should act.
Mr. Campbell, of Tennessee, rose and said that the election ol a public
Mr. Fillmore inquired whether, under the law of
printer, who shall discharge thi
he should like to learn from the chairman of the se- dunes of primer untd otherwise
1819, the election was to take place by ballot or uiua
ordered.
lect committee whether the report was ever agreed
Resolved, That a select conKnittee of five members voce?
to.
be appointed to report to this house what means can be
Mr. Dromgoole said it would be time enough to
M.r. McKaij replied that a meeting of the com- adopted lo have the public printing executed in the best decide tliat question when it arose.
mittee had been held on Saturday evening, and a manner, and at the least possible cost, and that sale
Mr. Fillmore understood that this was the proper
majority of it agreed to the report.
time
the first business in order being the execution
The resolution committee report by bill or otherwise.
Mr. Bynum subsequently withdrew the above re of the order of Saturday.
of his colleague calling for the reading of Ihe report required also that the resolutions of the com- solutions, and oftered the following which were
The speaker said, in examining the laws, he had
mittee should be read. The resolutions were not read:
had some difficulty on the question; but that, in his
Resolved, That ihe clerk of this house be authorised opinion, the mode prescribed
among the papers, anil he did not known where
by the law was that of
they were; though, perhaps, they might be in his to employ some suitable person or persons to e.xecute ballot.
desk at home. He would state the substance of the necessary printing of this house, in the manner
long debate, directed not to Ihis decision, but
A
prescribed
by
the
joint
resolution
of
1819,
untd
otherthem, which were two in number only. The first
to a review of the laws and proceedings of both
was amendatory of the joint resolution of 1819, wise directed by the house.
houses in relation to Ihe public printing, to the allegResolved, That
which made certain regulations with rcard to the inquire whether a select committee be appointed to ed extravagances in this
the public printing of this house candepartment of Ihe public
size of the pages and other matters, w'hich only not be better
and cheaper done by coniract than by expenditur?H, and to Ihe efforts which one or Ihe
practical printers could understand.
The other re- the existing mode.
otiier party had made towards retrenchment in relaBolutiou was, that (he beads of departments should
Mr. Garland, of La. moved lo suspend the further lion lo it, then arose; and was participated in
by
be required to have their reports and accompanying execution of the order of Saturday last, in order to Messrs. McKa<i,
Fillmore and Dawson, and (in exdocuments printed during tlie recess of congress by take up the resolutions otiered by the gentleman planation) by Messrs. Wise
anA Vanderpoel.
contract, so that they might be laid on the desks of from North Carolina, (Mr. Bynum).
Mr. Dawson ofl'ered the following resolutions:
members at the opening of the session. The maThe yeas and nays being demanded, were orderResolved, That the order of this house in relalion lo
jority o( the committee were in favor of having the ed, and, being taken, were: yeas 134, nays 87.
the election of a printer be postponed untd the first day
public printing done by contjact, because they beSo the house refused to suspend the order.
of February next.
lieved it would be ilone as well and cheaper than if
Resolved further. That the clerk of this house be auThe house was then proceeding to the execution
done by the printer of the house. The committee of the order of Saturday last, viz:
thorised to employ some suitable person or persons to
to elect a public
were desirous that the experiment should first be printer, and Mr. Smiik, of Maine,
e.\ecuie the necessary printing of this house in ihe
had risen and nomanner prescribed by the joint resolution of 1819, until
made of doing the printing by contract for the de- minated Blair and Rives, when
further ordered by this house.
partmenls, before doing it for this house. They
Mr. Slade rose and moved that the further exeResolved further. That a select committee be appointwished to see how it would work with regard to cution of the order of Saturday last
be postponed ed to inquire wheiher the public printing of this
house
them. The committee were of the opinion that the indehnately, in order to take
up the resolution of- cannot be belter and cheaper done by contract than tiy
rule ought to be repealed which required separate fered by Mr. Bynnm.
the exisling mode.
sets of documents to be furnished to each member,
The speaker decided the motion to be in order.
The chair thought that the resolutions, as now
and that only one set should be printed, as it was
Mr. Cave Johnson appealed from the decision ol worded, were not in order.
the common practice to look at them, and then the chair.
The debate was continued by Messrs. Vanderpoel,
throw most of them under their desks; so that, by the
And the yeas and nays were demanded.
Masnn, Davis, of Kentucky, Bemd and Bijmtm. Aftime the session closed, the floor was covered with
A long discussion then ensued on Ihe point of ter which,
useless documents.
The adoption of this new rule order, in which Messrs. Bell, Pelrikin, Jameson,
Mr. Campbell, of South Carolina, moved that
would save .gS.OOO a year. Another rule they Slade, Briggs. Lewis, of Alabama, Chapman, Til- when
this house adjourn, it be to meet on Friday
wished adopted was, that, if the same document linghast and HoUeman participated.
next.
was required by each house, the order to print it
When the appeal and the motion lor the indefinite
On which mofion the yeas and nays were demandshould be made by one house only. By the adop- postponement of the further execution
of the order ed; and, being taken, were— yeas 88, nays 86.
tion of this arrangement, a great deal of money of Saturday were withdrawn.
So the house agreed to the motion.
would be saved to the country. Mr. McK. conMr. Shtrrod Williams then moved an adjournThen J^lr. Wise moved an adjournment, which
cluded by saying that he was perfectly willing to ment.
was carried in the affirmative ^yeas 80, nays 79.

—

'

—
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Agriaikaral school. The Kentucky agncuUural sofor that slate,
ciety hss projected a school of agriculture
and airangements have been made to petition the le-

27,

1830—CHRONICLE.

Bank circulation in Rhode Islani. The circulation
of 21 banks in Providence, with capital $6,845,575 00
was on the 4ih Nov. $657,902 25; on the 18th Nov.
[Providence Journal.
$824,585 25.

with a
aislalBre to incorporate a joint stock company
The hanks of Philadelphia. Bicknell's last Reporter
cnp)al of $100,000 for the purchase of a farm, build- states the Philadelphia banks are about to resume speof a
ite's, stock, &c. which is to be under the direction
cie payments -the precise dale not yet fixed.
The
students.
superintendent, and worked by the
Coal. The quantity of coal brought to Philadelphia,
term of instruction is four years, and the pupils are to since the opening of navigation in the spring, is stated
work on the farm or in the shops four hours daily and as follows:
a
out
on
laid
to
be
profits
all
tuition
fee:
pay an annual
423,248 tons.
Schuylkill region
The course of inslruction to
library, apparatus, &.c.
220,832 do.
do.
Lehigh,
be practical agriculture and the sciences most intimate121,660 do.
Lackawana, do.
mely connected with it; together wiih mathematics,
It is prochanics, modern languages and bell lettres.
posed that the state subscribe one-fourth of the stock,
and thus have an interest in the appointment of professors, &.C.

Alabama kgislature. On Monday, December 2d,
body assembled. John D. Phdan, of Tuscaloosa,

this

was unanimously chosen

speaker.

In

the

senare.

Green P. Rice was elected president without opposition.

By

Army,

and death, and consequent

resignation

the field officers of the 4tli regiment ot
in three days— a remarkable
event that may not occur once in twenty or thirty
years in Ume of peace.
Colonel Cummmgs, vice Cutler, resigned.
Lieutenant colonel Garlaijd, vice Foster, deceased.

promotion,
infantry

all

were changed

Major Staniford, vice

Riely, promoted.

[Army and Navy Chron.

Bakimore tonnage. The tonnage of Baltimore, on the
30th Sept. 1839,

is

as follows:

Tons

Permanent registered tonnage,
do.
do.
Temporary,
Permanent enrolled and licensed tonnag
Steam vessels enrolled an'l licensed
Licensee! tonnage under 20 tons.

95th.

27,831
5,714
29,566
7,754

30
55

24
83

606 12

Total tonnage of Baltimore 30ih Sept. 1839, 71,523 41

Revenue of Baltimore. The amount of duties on
imports, for the district of Baltimore, for the fiscal
year ending 30.h Sept. last, was as follovv's:
S238,551 41
ending 31st Dec. 1333,
1st quarter,
'
'
'"—
338,140 36
2d do. ending.30tfi March, 1839,
300,737 44
do.
3d do. ending 30:h June,
397,034 07
do,
4th do. ending 30th Sept.

-

—P -

.

81,304,469 33

Commerce of Baltimore. Importations into the port
of Baltimore from foreign ports, from 1st July to 30ih
Sept. inclusive in
Coffee,

Sugar,

25,644
3,559

82
875
447
274

3,013
2,569
1,686

173
56

334
65

trcs.

bxs.
brls.

Molasses,

hhds.
tics.

brls.

Coflee,

1838.

1839.
bags, 31,067
hhds. 2,5J7

193
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Vol. 7.
The packet ship George Washington arrived at
301,302,303 New York on Friday, the 27th ult.
She sailed on
3U1 the 27th November, and brings dates from London
Chronicle
Fareign urUdes—GKal Britain 239, 290; France 2J9, to the evening of the 26th.
290
590: Canton
great BRITAIN.
2S9
Legislature of Maryland, organization of
Marriage of the queen. The "special message"
290
Maryland, governor's message
to the privy council proved to be as expected, an antransand
delivery
Presideni's message, notice of llie
299 nouncement of her majesty's approaching marmission of the
It was published on the 23d of November
259 riage.
Storm, nutice of the late
293 as follows:
Treasury, report of the secretary of the
"I have caused you to be summoned at the present time, in order that 1 may acquaint you with
iO-REMiTTA.MCES BV M.UL. "A postmaster may en
my resolution iti a matter which deeply concerns
Clojo money in a Inner to the publisher ol a newspaper,
the welfare of my people and the happiness of my
to pay the siibscripiion of a third person, and (rank the
future life.
Amos Kendall.
letter, if written by himself."
thai
"It is my intention to ally myself in marriage
aware
they
be
not
may
subscribers
Some of our
may save the postage on subscription money, by re- with the prii-jce Albert of Saxe Coburg and Gotha.
"Deeply impressed with the solemnity of the enquesting the postniasier where they reside to frank their
letters containing such money, he being able to saiisfy gagement which I am about to contract, I have not
himself before a letler is sealed, that it contains nothing come to this decision without mature considera[Am. Farmer.
but what refers to the subscription.
tion, nor without feeling a strong assurance, that
with the blessing of Almighty God, it will at once
The president's message. Congress mel at secure
my domestic felicity, and serve the inteiests
and
December,
the
Alonday
2i
Washington on
of
my country.
fiom that lime until Tuesday the 24th of that
"I have thought fit to make this resolution
month, the house of representatives was detained,
known to you atthe earliest period, in order that
by discussions relative to certain contested seats,
you may be fully apprised of a matter so highly
from so far orijanizing as to be prepared to receive
important to me and my kingdom, and which I
the annual message of the president, which is usupersuade myself will be most acceptable to all my
ally transmitted on the second day of the session.
"
loving subjects
Meantime the arran^emeiits which had beeen made
J'he chartists. These restless men, it appears, are
to
forward
docuroutes
the
main
on most of the
disposed to settle down in quiet under
by
no
means
ment, with extra dispatch, to every partW tin
the severe lesson they received at Newport. Meet
fhe'pnb
iinion, had been entirely put out of joint
ings of delegates had been held at various places in
lie anxiety had been diverted by the importance
the manufacturing districts, to form another nation
of alfairs which intervened, and, as if fated to obstaal convention ostensibly, but really, no doubt, to
cles, when at leni^th the messaj^ie was transmitted
concert measures for more active proceedings.
to congress on the 24th, a tremendous snowstorm
Lodges were formed with secret signs and pass
hdd so etfectually blocked up the roads that, with
words, and emissaries under the name of lecturers
was
twenty-five
it
hours
ei'ery effort to get it on,
were going about, inciting the people to discon
rjanhing the Baltimore post office from the Capilent and rebellion.
Their operations were facili
tol, a distance which had been accomplished with
tated by the extreme depression of trade and manu
the president's anrcual message in less than two
faclures, and the consequent distress among the
hours.
Instead of the usual accounts of the rapidity
operatives.
of ttie transmission of the message, we have, fronj
The evidence taken on the examination of the
every direction, slatements of the delay to which
Newport prisoners left no doubt of the fact, that a
it has been subjected in its progress, by uncougeneral rising throughout the kingdom was intendembarrassments.
trolable
ed, and that very great numbers of men were pledged and partially organized to effect it.
Legislature of Maryland. On Monday,
In consequence of alarmitig accounts from
December 30th, the legislature of Maryland met at Merthyr Tydril, a detachment of one hundred men
Annapolis, and alter the members pesent were qua. had been marched to Cardiff. The chartist paper,
Ilfied, adjourned.
the Vindicator, wasslill circulating extensively in
0.1 Tuesday, James W. Williams, esq. of Harford Wales, containingthe most violent and stimulating
county, was elected spe.iker. Mr. Williams re- appeals and recommendations of violent measures.
ceived 33 votes, and Charles Sterrett Ridgely, esq.
The
City, 12 o'clorJc.
London, 26lh November.
of Anne Arundel, received 22 votes. John N. accounts from New York are to the 7lh inst. by the
Walkins w.is appointed chief clerk, and Henry K. packet ship Patrick Henry, capt. Delano, arrived at
Long assistant clerk; Jacob D. Hair, sergeant-at- Liverpool, and are on the whole rather better than
arins, and William Muidock, doorkeeper.
was expected Irom the advices taken out by the
On a subsequent day, the governor's message was Great weslern steamer, which was received in New
delivered, which will be found in page 290.
York on the 2d instant. It seems to be the general
opinion, that all the banks of the union, with the
One of the most disastrous storms, exception of those in New York and Boston must
Stor.m.
which has occurred during the season, commenced suspend specie payments. Consequently there has
atthe eastward, on Friday night the 27lh ult. and been much fluctuation in the securities of the difcontinued to rage with unabated fury until Satur- ferent states.
The Mexican packet Swift, after a very long
day, at noon. Much snow fell with the rain, and
the destruction of the shipping was immense. The passage, (having sailed on the I.5lh September),
gale is said to have been quite equal in violence to has arrived at Falmouth, having on board about
that of the 13;h, Ihoug'n happily not quite as des- $700,000.
In the Portland harIn American securities there has been nothing
tructive to life and property.
bor, the papers give an account of the damage done done.
off Cape Ann, to
It has been rumored at Llyod's, this afternoon,
to no less than sixteen vessels;
in Boston harbor, the shipping that the Gazette of to-morrow evening will anfive or six vessels
At Portsmouth the gale was nounce instructions for the blockade of the Chinese
sufT-.red very much.
very violent, but no damage of any consequence seas. On strict Inquiry we do not discover any
confirmation of the report.
was done in the harbor.
Cotton. The deLioerpool marlirls, Nov. 26th.
The Boston Adve.'tiser, says: "On Friday evenand continued good up to Wednesday, and the
ing last between 8 and 9 o'clock, it commenced
blowing hard from about E. N. E. and continued quantity offered being limited, holders were enathrough the night hauling gradually to the E. and bled to obtain an advance of fully Jd. per lb. on the
E. S. E. and at 2J or 3 o'clock blew a furious gale, common to fair qualities of American, and Jd. on
which continued, without much diminution until the common kinds of Sural. The market subseabout sunrise, when it subsided. The violence of quently has been well supplied, and the operathe gale exceeded that of the 15th ult. and the da- tions of speculators having in a great measure ceasmage to the shipping in this harbor is considerably ed, purchases have been made at a decline of l-8d.
We earnestly hope that the accounts from on previous rates. The sales of the week amount
greater.
lassachusetls bay will be less destructive tbaa in to 31,590 bales, (of which 9,500 American and
1,000 Surat are to speculators and 250 American
tbi) two previous gales this month,
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lor shipment), and comprise 120 Sea island at I8d.
to30d.; 6,740 Bowed 6id. to S^-d.; 7,221 Mobile,
Alabama and Tennessee (id. to S^d.; 11,400 New
Orleans fi^ to 6Jd. The sales to day amount to
about 3,500 bags, including 200 or 300 of American

on speculation. The market upon the whole is
more steady than at the close of the week, less cotton being offered for sale; the remainder American
at 6^d. b^ for Orleans.
On Saturday 3,000 bags
were sold.
Liverpool corn market, Nov. 26. The week's import of wheat, as well British as fore'ign, is small,
but we have a supply of 17,500 bbls. of American
flour.
Of the latter, and former imports from the
Uiiited States and the Baltic, 15,800 bbls, were duty
paid previous to Friday, when the import on wheat
advanced to 203. 8d. per quarter.
The very soft and unsound stale of a great portion of the new wheat, especially the growth of
Ireland, whilst rendering it extremely difficult to dispose of, has created an increased demand for old, and
the stocks in this port are materially diminishing.
Several large parcels have been taken for shipment to Ireland at 9s. to 9s. 3d. and some quantity of the better descriplion of Bailie red at 10s. 9d.
to lis. 4d. f he fijiest samples ofDantzic and English
old white have been held at lis. 9d. to 12s. 3d.
Odessa soft has found a fair sale to our local millers
at 93. lOd. to 10s. 3d. and some parcels of Mediterranean have gone off at 10s. 3d. to 10s. 9d. per 70
lbs. Irish new ranges from 6s. 6d. to 8s. 4d.
good portion of the liberated U. S. flour has
found buyers at 40s. to 423. and several thousand

A

have changed hands, in bond at 293. to 29s. 6d.
per bbl. There is now little offering. This morning 1,000 bbls. of American superfine flour was
sold in bond 29s. 6d. per bbl.
Voltaire.
Genoese editor computes that the
man who shows Voltaire's place at Ferney makes
87,000 francs a year. It is visited by 10,000 persons, on an average. In this amount are included
1,200 veritable autographs of the philosopher at 20
francs, 500 of his walking canes, 300 wigs and 800
busts at a franc each
made of Ferney larch, [ib.
bbls.

A

—

FRANCE.

The

ship Charles Carroll, from Havre has arrived
at New York, bringing Paris papers to the evening
of November 23d.
Three per cents on that day were 81f. 90c.
Government has received the following telegraphic dispatch:.
"Baijonne. November. Madrid, ISth. The Ambassador of France to the minister of foreign af.
fairs.
A decree of the queen regent has ordered
the dissolution of the cortes.
Madrid is perfectly
tranquil."
The Belgian chamber of representatives has
adopted by an unanimous vote the bill for prohibiting exportations of corn until 16th August, 1840.
The Augsburg Gazette, quoting advices of the
35th ult. says that Mehemet Ali has consented to
give up the Turkish fleet, and to content himself
with the hereditary sovereignty of Egypt and part
of Syria. The same journal, however, in its Constantinople correspondence, states that the viceroy
is inclined to restore only Candia together with the
fleet.

The

Persian charge d'affairs at Paris says the
lor the

Commerce, "continues to engage officers
army of his sovereign, and is represented

to

have

secured the services of several who have distinguished themselves in the Carlist party of Spain.
Paris, November23, There wasareport circulated in Paris, yesterday, of the death ot prince Metlernich.
are happy to state the rumor is unfounded.
The Austrian Observerpublishes ac imperial decree, declaring that in case of a prohibition of the
exportation of corn from Hungary, all grain in depot at the ports of Fiume, Bucarri, Bucarizza, Portore and Marlinschizza, shall be exempt from the
prohibition, and may be exported.
The Journal de la Meuse states that the appearance of the early wheals, in the northeast parts of
France is promising, and that the grass lands are in

We

good condition.
Paris, Nov. 23.

mander of

Captain Dupelit-Thouars, com-

the Venus frigate, lately returned from
her station in the south seas, for the protection of
the French whale fishery, has addressed a long report to the minister of the marine, coHtaining the
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results of his experience as to the actual condition
of this fishery, and the improvements to be introduced into it.
Extract of a letRussia and the Circassians.
ter from Odesa, 4th November, given by the Com-

merce:

have just received intelligence from Anapa
and Tiflis, that the Circassians have coinpletely defeated the Russian cavalry alung the whole line of
the Sundia, and on the plains of Alanzan, occasionin"' a loss of 3,600 men and several superior officers
Only a few scattered remof^distinguished merit.
nants saved themselves by flying toSouUoum Kale,
Anapa and other fortified places.
All the posts of the Russian cavalry were attacked nearly at the same hour by superior numbers, showing that the Circassians were well informed not only of the position, but the strength of
each post. This expedition was conducted by the
Circassian chief, Szamhali, in person, the same
who has aleady gained many victories over thS
Russians, and whose name has become a terror to
them.

"We

CANTON.

By the ship Morrison, captain Benson, at New
York, the N. Y. Journal of Commerce have Canton papers to July 27lh, 1839.
The difficulties at Canton had received no modification whatever, but were rather increasing: and
it is thought foreign trade will be entirely suspended
Si.on, and that further serious interruptions to tranForeigners of all nations (save
a few Americans), had lelt Canton with all their
equipage, either for their respective countries or

quillity will occur.

Macao.
Several Americans, as well as the American consul,

were

at

Macao.

imperial commissioner (now at Canton),
has just received a post haste despatch from the
emperor, of vital importance to that envoy, and
may, perhaps, be of paramount moment to foreign-

The

ers.

The said envoy made a special despatch a few
past, to the throne, "stating" that the foreigners of all nations had voluntarily surrendered
to the government of China, for confiscation the
20,233 chests opium, worth 10 a 12 millions of dollars; but the emperor, per chance, having ^eard the
in((A,i. e. that his said envoy's report was "all a
falsehood" (for the foreigners were all detained in
durance vile till the opium was aH delivered. "In
a word, 'opium' or death lo foreigners,") now orders
the imperial commissioner (envoy) in the most
emhpatic language, to remain at Canton until he
settles all the difficulties he has caused with the
foreigners; but such is quite out of the power of
that envoy to accomplish.
The emperor moreover charges the imperial commonths
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na this season. It is also believed that the Morrison has a fine cargo in teas.
There are on board the Morrison, two Japanese,
those who were sent to Japan last year in the Morrison, by the benevolent owners of that vessel
the Japanese authorities refusing to receive them
on their own shores.

EIGHT DAYS LATER FROM EUROPE.

Le Mensonge,

et la

—

tions.

The duke of Wellington

is

better.

Lord Brougham's daughter is very ill.
Louis Napoleon spends the winter at Brighton.
Lord Melbourne is about to marry a widowed

The packet ship Louis Phillippe, in 23 days from countess.
Havre, arrived at New York on the evening of the
Lord Hill has reprimanded three distinguished
28th u!t. bringing Paris papers to Dec. 3d and British officers for attending political meetings.
The reigning duke and duchess of Saxe Cobure
Havre to December 4th inclusive London to Deare expected to arrive on a visit lo her majesty in
cember 1st and Liverpool to 3011) November.
The sultan of Turkey has granted a charter to the month of March.
his subjects, which is creating a great sensation in
The foreign exchanges are once more kept with
tolerable firmness, to the quotations of the last post
Europe.
The "London Morning Herald" slates from a day, and hopes, therefore, begin to prevail in the
source worthy of belief, that lord Palmerston has city that a lavorable turn in them is near at hand.
addressed a letter to the ambassador of the Uniteii As the whole continent is literally glutted with
States in London, that her majesty's government English gold, there requires but a trifling change
intends to blockade all the ports jn the Ciiinese to induce its return to this country.
By the usual official return published by the
empire, and that the circumstances under which
this measure has been resolved upon, renders it customs, the exportation of precious metals from*
absolulely necessary for Great Britain to take this London, the weekending the 21st of November,
step.
This is a most important movement; for it was silver coin lo Hamburgh, 254,000 ounces;
Gold bars to Hamburgh, 420.
is most likely that all the British
forces in India, Jamaica, 2,554.
flushed wiih victory from Atf'ghanistan, will march
[ Tiihea.
The position of the Bank of England is daily
with alacrity to China, and reduce the emperor to
submission and to make recompense.
If to this becoming more firm, by the steady influx of baf-'
we add the quarrel between Lin and the emperor, lion from abroad, as well as from the interior of
the Chinese empire is in an unpleasant predica- England; at the same time the great reduction in
her liabilities remove all further apprehension as to
ment.
The money markets of London and Paris remain her ability to meet any call which is likely to be
dull, but with little alteration.
Cotton is a little made upon her for gold in exchange for notes. We
hear that the currency, as admiriislered by the fiantC
lower in Havre.
of England, is contracted below v\ hat it has been
It is very evident that the principles of demo
cracy are making a prodigous stride in France and known for the last 30 years; it is said that the amounl
England. The chartist movement in England is of circulation on Saturday last was under 16 milonly in the bud, and every day it is expected to lions of pounds, and of deposites not much over
break outsimullaneoiisly over all the kingdom. The five millions; the nearer approach lo this contracnext news which will probably be brought by the tion was in December, 1S22, when the circula*.
tion was only £ 16,08:^,530, and the deposites only
British Queen, will reveal a few secrets.
Notice was posted at the Bank of England, Nov. £6.213,800.
With a knowleilge of these facts, it is not sur29, as follows: "The governor and company of the
Bank of England are ready, until further notice, prising that the mercantile classes should have been
lo receive applications for loans upon the deposite put to inconvenience for want of ready money, and
of approved bills of exchange, not having more that they should be compelled to make some sacrithan six months to run, such loan to be lepaid on or fice to obtain currency, in which medium aloQe
before 17th January next, at the rate of interest of they must pay their acceptances, and other engageCapital is abundant in all shapes; and
6 per cent, per annum, and not to be sums less than ments.
there is no feeling of doubt or discredit about the
£2,000 each.
The chartists. These men are still making great solidity of trade, but the great difficulty is toobtain
efForls to create a general rising. They have caused a supply in the circulating medium, as it is found

—

—

several soldiers to desert.
"Last night's Gaiei(e contains not less than 23
bankruptcies, the greatest number which has appeared in one day for some time past." Herald,

—

Nov. 30.

trompeur, &c.
It is said at Hamburg that one of the first mercantile houses of that city will open a credit of ten
unprecedented in the history of China.
There is comparatively but little business doing millions of marks banco (£710,000) for the Bank
More trouble there.
at Canton, and since the late completion of the of England.
Chinese wall enclosing all the foreign houses.
A prodigious inundation took place in the Thames
"Canton" looks as sad as a deserted prison. There and overflowed many places, towns and villages on
has no vessel of any nation save American, entered its banks.
The "Constitutionel" states that a new minister
the port of Canton, for near four months a.iterior to
There are 30 or 40 has been appointed for the United States, in the
the sailing of this conveyance.
vessels at the outer anchorages of China, from Eng- place of M. de Pnntois, now at Constantinople.
land, Bombay, Calcutta, &c. and none of which It is to be M. de Bacourt, formerly resident French
are allowed to enter the port, "by order" of H. B. minister at Carlsruhe.
Our old acquaintance, count de Pontois, is cutting'
majesty's superintendent of alfairs in China.
The British fleet is looked lor daily from India, a figure in the east. An Auslrain paper says that
(which has been detained on account of the Per- he has thrown the Russian diplomatists into a state
sian war) and the French ships of war Astrolebe, of terror, by declaring that France will recon-nise
capt. D'Urville, and Zeete, capt. Jacquinot, were the independence of Egypt, as was done in the case
at Singapore, 3d July, from whence they were lo of Texas.
sail for China on the 5lh of the same month.
The French chambers were to meet on the 23d
At Macao (China) there is no special news. December.
That city is full of foreigners, and nn business goA new inlerual machine astonished the Parisians
ing on. Opium continues to be sold up the coast by an explosion, near the Palais royal, on the night
of China, and it is reported that the several vessels of the 29th November.
Horace Vernet has arrived at Alexandria and
are now there with a large quantity of the drug,
who by report, are determined to persevere, at all has been presented to Meheinet All, the pasha of
hazards, pending the uncertainty as to the ulterior Egypt; they had an interesting conversation about
measures England may adopt to regulate her inter- painting.
course to Cnina, "as it would appear," from a
M. de Pontois has had an audience with the sulian.
rumor, "that 12 to 15 Chinese, and two foreign
He has taken a splendid house at Pera, where he
intends to entertain the members of the divan and
were killed up the east coast, as well also, tw<
three Cltinesn by some sailors in a village aHjac
the diplomatic corps.
Coiinte Mole has delivered an eulogy on the late
The provincial authorities have -tent
to Lintiii.
high commissioners to in\esligate affairs, but whose general Bernard, at Luxembourg.
such
reports
Should
M. Thiers forms the point of attraction of the opreport has not transpired yet.
be confirmed, it remains lo be seen, what effect it position in France. Ills deportment is very altiacHe has a splendid
will have upon those foreigners who now remain at live in the chamber of deputies.
house in the place de SI. George.
Canton.
The due de Bordeaiix is running after the pretty
Reportt reached St. Helena about 15th September, that the Girard, from Canton, whence she sail- girls in Italy, instead of kingdoms.
The belief gains ground that there is to be a
ed for New York 16lh iVlay, put into the isle of
France in distress 1st September, but would proba- further shuffling of places amongst the Melbourne
bly escape damage to her cargo, which was consi- incapables now in oflioe. Lord Normanby is lo be
dered to constat of th? best teas, shipped from Chi- expelled the home office, and provided for as the
missioner with

Lord .Tohn Russell is to return to the
e office
while lord Clarendon is to grapple
with the difficulties that envelope the colonial relaprivy seal.

that with sixteen millions of notes the transactions
of the country cannot be adjusted so easily as with
nineteen millions.
\Globe.

Havre, Saturday Sath Nov. 1839.
Cottons.
By
the packet ship Burgundy, which vessel made an
unusually rapid passage, we receiverl nn JMonday
last New York dates to the 8th instant, the unfavorable tenor of which; connected with the gloomy accounts from the interior, has not only had the
effect of damping the demand with us, but has
also created a strong desire amongst the importers
to realize speedily.
The aspect of our market,
which last week assumed an upward tendency, has,
consequently, entirely changed and the reverse is
now the case.
Notwithstanding, however, that prices have receded hilly
on all the United Slates descriptions, the purchases are merely' from hand to mouth,
and appear to be made with considerable circumspection.
The clouds which had before hung over
the commercial horizon, by which only a few days
ago seemed on he eve of being dispel leil, have therefore once more lowered, and our stock of collons,
instead of diminishing, as was naturally expected,
has again accnmulated. the arrivals during the present month having amounted to 18,759 bales against
17,759 bales, outgoings.
As regards our actual
quotations they are 2 a 3f. below those at the commencement of the month.
Sales from 23d to SOth November:— 1,737 bales
New Orleans, inferior to good lair,S3f. .50c. a il2t.

£2

I

455 Mobile, inferior to gooit lair, 85 a llOf. 543
Upland, inferior and ordinary to miifTair and fair
90 a lOSf. 86 Florida, inferior and ordinary lo ordinary 87 a 9Jf.
Marseilles cotton market, Nov. 25. The sales of
the week have been of American descriptions, as
follows:— 46 bales 97f. 50c. 247 Georgia 97f. SOc.
9Bf. SOc.

MESSAGE OF THE GOVERNOR OF MARYLAND.

Delivered

lo

both houses

of

the legislature,

on T/luri-

dny, 2d January, 1840.
Gentlemen of tfie senate
and of the hovse of delegates.

The pecuniary embarrassments of the state, and
Ihe present condition of the woika of internal ioi-
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provement are the most important subjects that will
come under your consideration. The public debt
ofMaryland, accordinii; to a statement furnished by
the treasurer, amounts to fourteen millions, five
hundred and eighty-seven thousand, six hundred
and eighty-nine dollars. This sum includes but
five thousand five hundred dollars of the loan of
seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars, granted
at the last session to the Baltimore and Susquehanna rail road company. The bonds for the residue
of this loan are not yet disposed of, at\d are still in
the possession of the commissioner of loans.
Of
the million of dollars subscribed to the Eastern
Shore rail road, and of the three hundred thousand
subscribed to the Annapolis and Eikridge rail road,
the estimate of the treasurer includes only that
portion which has been actually paid.

So far as the state is liable lor the balance of
these subscriptions, or for Ihe bonds issued for the
use of the Susquehanna rail road company, an addition is to be made to the treasurer's estimate.
It is, therelore, difficult to stale precisely the
amount of the public debt. Some uncertainly in
ascertaining it, also arises from the substitulion ot
five per cent, sterling bonds for those previously
issued, at the rate of four dollars and forty-four
cents for the pound sterling, instead of the true
rale of four dollars and eighty-five cents; which
loakes a considerable dillerence in the whole
amount.
This state received,

as its portion of the surplus
revenue, 958,823 dollars; of which there remains a
balance of 647,637 dollars, deposited in the Union
bank, the Franklin bank, and the Bank of Baltimore. As the general government is not likely to
reclaim the suins dislributud among the states, the
portion received by this state is not estimated at
present as a part of its public debt; on the contrary
the balance remaining may be coiisiderpd as so
much added to its means of complying with other
engagements. Of the old productive capilal of the
state, there is still lelt the sum of 528,996 dollars,
invested in Ihe stock of different banks, The sinking fund has been gradually accumulating, till it
now amounts to 1,013,372 dollars; nearly the whole
of which sum has been invested in state slocks.
After deducting the sinking fund, the debts and liabilities of the state probably amount to fifteen millions of dollars; and, with the exception of 258,855
dollars, have all been contracted for purposes of
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sold.

'

.

'

'

'

on the public debt

in proportion to the

annual revenue of Ihe slate, exclusive of

interest paid by the internal im(ii'ovement companies, is barely sufficient to defray the ordinary ex-

penses of government, which are estimated, for
the eneuins year, at two hundred and filly thousand dollars. The whole expenditures, including
Ihe interest on the public debt, greatly exceeded
tbe annual receipts; and the deficiency in the re-

venue is supplied out of the special ileposites.—
This fund, if applied to this purpose alone, will be
exhausted in two or three years; and the bank
Stock will be the next resource for meeting the deficiency, unless some otMer means be provided in
the tnean lime. Experience has proved, that the
iaterl^al Improvement companies cannot be relied
CB. for the punctual payment of their respective

to

exceed forty thousand pounds

J

at any one time;
are at liberty to sell as much stock, as may,
be required to cover these advances, without any"
restriction as to price or time
Aller thus reim?
bucsing themselves, they are to permit the company^
to draw in like manner for similar sums;
and thisi.
operation may be repeated, till the bonds are aU-forced into the market for the payment of temporary loans. For some lime before the bonds were sent
forced sale of the slock, the higli interest of the to England, the scarcity of money, and the abunloans for which it was pledged, and the payment of dance of American securities, and their rapid fall
costs and commissions, it is impossible to ascertain; in value, made it impossible to effect a sale, or nebut the amount will considerably reduce the re- gociate a loan on reasonable terms; and the introsources, upon which the company relied for the duction of so large an amount of Maryland stock
completion of the canal. The state has invested into foreign markets, under such circumstances,
seven millions of dollars in loans and subscriptions and for so sliglit an inducement, was calculated to
for that work, which will yield neither interest nor sink moredeeply, if possible, the creditof the bonds-

The amount

chasers.
The internal improvement companies
are bound to pay the interest on their respective
portions of the public debt, before it becomes due
from the treasury. Of those that have had advances from the state, the Baltimore and Ohio rail
road company is the only one, which has fully coyiplied with its engagements. The Chesapeake and
Ohio canal company is bound "to pay annually
120,000 dollars for interest on the tvi'o million loan
pranted in 1834. It paid the whole interest in 1838,
but only 95,000 dollars in 1839. The treasury had
a claim on the Susquehanna rail road company in
1S3S, for interest to the amount of 64,466 dollars,
and received 45,000; and in 1339, to the amount of
75,082 dollars and fifty cents, and received only 82
These two companies do
dollars and fi.*'ty cents.
not yet receive a sufficient revenue from Iheir
works to defray current expenses, and are obliged
to depend on loans or the sale of slock, for the fulfilment of their engagements. The means having
failed in 1839, in consequence of the scarcity of
money, they were unable to satisfy the demands of
the treasury.

The

291

portions of the interest of the public debt as it be- company is expected, and will be
communicated to
comes due from the treasury.
the two houses as soon as it is received.
The state entered by degrees into a connexion
The Baltimore and Ohio rail road company, until
with canal and rail road companies, and still more recently, has avoided th" error of entering into
arcautiously into the plan of borrowing money for rangements beyond its means. After the completheir support.
At the extra session of 1836, the de- lion of the Washington branch, its attention wasdicisive measure was adopted of authorising the issue reeled more to the repairs and improvement of
that
of bonds to the amount of eight millions of dollars, part of the main stem which had been previously
and of sending them to foreign markets for sale. finished, than to the extention of its works towards
At that time money was abundant, American the Ohio. The two lines of road, now in operation,
securities were in demand, and the credit of afford great facilities lor travelling, and
for the transIhe state stood unimpaired, and very little doubt portation of goods and agricultural
produce; and the
was entertained, that the bonds could be disposed Washington branch yields a profit to the stockholdof according to the terms prescribed by the act of ers. The interest on the slock, issued
to pay the
assembly. But the following year, when the com- state subscription has been regularly
discharged;
missioners, who were appointed to negotiale the and a considerable sum has been annually
paid into
proposed loan, visited Europe for that purpose, a the treasury, besides from the transportation
of tragreat change had taken place in the money market, vellers on the Washington road.
and it was found impossible to sell the bonds at the
Preparations are now in progress for extending
slipulated price.
After their return, they con- the main stem from Harper's Ferry to Wheeling, and
cluded an agreement with the Chesapeake and the line between the former place and Cumberland
Ohio canal company, and Ihe Baltimore and Ohio has been put under contract. The distance frorri
rail road company, for a sale of a liirge portion of Harper's ferry to Wheeling is two
hundred and
the bonds, amounting to six millions of dollars.
ninety-two miles; and at a moderate estimate the
At December session 1837, the legislature refused whole work will cost ten millions of dollars. The
to sanction this agreement, because it was appre- means of the company, for completing
the road behended that the companies might be co.mpelled to tween these points, consist of state bonds for three
sacrifice Ihe credit of the state; but assented to a millions of dollars, of city stock for the
same sum,"
modification of it, which required that none of the ot the subscription of Wheeling for one million, and '
bonds should be transferred from the possession of of the contribution of Virginia, of two- fifths of the'
the commissioner of loans, till their equivalent in expenditures within her limits, estimated at
one '
money was paid into the treasury, according to Ihe milliori' three hundred and thirty-eight thousand,',
conditions of the loan of 1336. Yet at the same dollars. It is understood that no payments are exsession, the legislature directed the delivery of peeled from Virginia or Wheeling, till the road is"
stock to the Chesapeake and Ohio canal company, completed to the Ohio; and in the present state
of,
to the amount of two millions five hundred thou- the money market, and of American securities,
sand dollars. The bonds thus delivered to that there is no prospec t of selling the state or city bonds,
company were transferred to banks and capitalists without such a loss, as would materially diminish
on both sides of the Atlantic, to be held as pledges the resources of the coinjjany.
lor temporary loans, or sold, at the option of the
The president of the company went to England'
holders, for whatever discredited stock would bring in September, with full power conferred upon him"
in a depressed market.
The 5 per cent, sterling by the board of directors, to sell or pledge the state
stock issued in pursuance of the acis of last session" bonds; or to make such arrangements for their fu-'
and delivered to the internal improvement compa- lure sale or hypothecation, as he might deem most','
nies, will probably pass through a similar course of advantageous to the parlies concerned. In the exr'.
degradation.
When these coinpanies are pressed ecution of this trust, be deposited Ihe bonds witti*
by heavy engagements, which they generally con- Baring, Brothers 8c Co. who agreed to become tha"
tract without funds, fhey are compelled to sacrifice agents of the railroad company on the following ,\
whatever securities come into their possession, for conditions: They are to sell the bonds at certain",
the purpose of saving theirown credit, and prevent- prices, and to charge certain commissions, and aret
ing the immediate ruin of their laborers and contrac- to allow the company, after next February, to draw
tors.
The Chesapeake and Ohio canal company upon them for ten thousand pounds sterliag a month,
was in this condition when it received the 6 percent, under the limitation, that their advances are never

is increasing
amount of stock stock in 1838, and the additional 5 per cent,
sterling
payable at the loan office in stock, for one million three
hundred and seventy-five
Baltimore, in ISSS was '280,000 dollars, in 18.39, it thousand dollars issued in pursuance of the
act
was 291,000, and in 1840 it will be 330,000 dollars. of last session. These stocks have been used in
The interest payable at London cannot be ascer- the payment of old debts, and the fulfilment of extained, because no report has been made to the isting contracts, which could not be abandoned
treasurer, of the sales of our stock in foreign mar- without the payment of heavy damages to the conkets.
The amount is inconsiderable at present, tractors.
.-^
but it will be increased as the stork finds purWhat loss will result from tha hvpothecation and

interest

every year,

'

'

internal improvement.

The

—

j
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dividend till it is finished to Cumberland. Between
that place and Ihe District of Columbia, there is no
intermediate point, at which it can terminate, with
the least prospect of advantage to the state, or profit to the stockholders.
When it reaches Cumberland, it will form, by means of a connexion with
the national road, a cheap and easy communication
with the Ohio river; and will derive a profitable business from the transportatiori of coal, iron, merchandise and agricultural produce. The state will
then begin to derive some profit from her investments; and, when it is extended to the Patapsco, as
provided for in the charter, Baltimore will receive
a large portiim of the trade to which it will give
rise.
But the completion of the canal and the engagements of the company will probably require
three millions of dollars, in addition to the sums alread}* advanced; and in the present condition of the
treasury, it is a subject of serious consideration,
whether so large an addition could be made to the
public debt, without entirely prostrating the credit
of the state. It was made the duly of Ihe executive,
by an act of the last session, to propose on the part
of the state, to finish the canal to Cumberland, on
ndifion of receiving a transfer of the stoc'c, held
by the general government in the canal company;
and that proposition has been accordingly cotnmunicated to the president of the United States. If
accorded to by congress, it will be the province of
the legislature to provide means for carrying it Into
effect.
A rvport of the present condition of Ihe

They

'

which had been unfortunately pledged by the Chesapeake and Ohio canal company.
In making this arrangement with the Barings, tha
Baltimore and Ohio rail road company has entered
into the system of hypothecation, which has been
so disastrous to Ihe credit of the state; and, in entering into extensive operations, without money or
the certainty of raising it, has abandoned the pruilent and cautious policy which has generally characterised its proceedings.

The state subscription and loans to the Baltimore
rail road company amounted to
1,352,000 dollars, besides the loan of 750,000 dollars, authorised at the last session.
The last loan
was granted to enable the company to pay its debts,
and finish the road to Wrighlsville, and thus (orm
a connection with the Pennsylvania works. The
commissioner of loans, who was directed to sell Ihe
bonds issued for this purpose, has applied a small
portion of thein to the use of the company, and has
detained the rest in his hands, because they could
not be sold without loss.
As the company could
derive but little advantage from this loan, for which
it had consented to important modifications of its
charter, it made an arrangement with the city of
Baltimore for the loan of city stock, to a sufficient
amount to complete the road to Wrightsville, which
is expected to be in operation next spring.
The stale subscribed one million of dollars to the
Eastern Shore rail road, on the condition that other
bona fide subscriptions should be made, to a $uffiand Susquehanna
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No new concient amount to complete the road.
tracts have been made since last winter, and tlie
work has been suspended throughout the line, except a small portion of
its

it

in

Somerset county.

OC

debts, embarrassments and general condition, a

expected in a few days.
The Annapolis and Elk Ridge rail road company
received a subscription from the state of 300,000
dollars, a part of which has been paid in money, and
a part in bonds, whicli last remain unsold in the
hands of the treasurer. The Tide Water canal company received, in pursuance of the act of last session, a loan of a million of dollars in state bocids,
which were negociated at the United States bank,
and afterwards transmitted to England, with other
report

is

meet the engagements of that institucanal is now finished, and will be opened in the spring for the trade of the Susquehanna.
It connects the Pennsylvania canals with the Chesapeake bay, and forms au important link in the
chain of inland communication between the diB'erent states of the union.
In giving a particular account of the embarrassments into which the state has been drawn, by the
wild spirit of internal improvement, my object is to
call the attention of the legislature to the necessity
of guarding against an increase of existing evils, and
of providing, if possible, for the gradual redemption
of the public debt. I do not perceive how these objects can be eHecfed without assisting the further
issue and hypothecation of state stock; reducing
the public expenditures by a rigid system of economy, and increasing the revenue by a moderate tax
en real and personal estate, till it is sufficient to pay
the interest, and have a small surplus to be applied
Two hundred
to the principal of the public debt.
thousand dollars a year, in addition to the present
revenue, would probably be sufficient for this purpose, if raised at once; but the longer the taxes are
postponed the heavier they must be at last. The
opinion may be held by some few, that this debt is
not binding on the state; and by others, that if bimling, it will never be paid, because the people will
not consent to be taxed. But it has been contracted, and confirmed by successive legislatures; sanctioned by the people themselves, in the continued reelection of representatives, who were most prominent in creating it; and the obligations of tlie state
are in the hands of men, who relied upon her good
Jaith, and whose borrowed money has been expended on her works. It is impossible to question the
validity of tfle debt, and unreasonable to plead inability, svithout first making an effort to discharge it.
The assumption of the state debts by the general
government, has been suggested as the mostelfectiial means of extricating tlie states from their present
embarrassments; but as this measure is beyond the
control of Maryland, her safest course is to act upon
the supposition that she will be obliged to provide
It has been also
for the payment of her own debts.
proposed to divide the proceeds of the public lands
among the different stales, for purposes of internal
improvement. The friends of education are comWhether it will be applied
petitors for this fund.
to cither or both of these objects, or to the purposes
of the general government, is a question which will
probably not be settled, tillour rail roads and canals
are beyond the reach of assistance.
It has been proposed by those, who are aware of
the uncertainty of aid from the general government,
that the internal improvement companies sliould be
authorised to issue paper money based on the credit
of the state, for the purpose of prosecuting (heir
works. The Chesapeake and Ohio canal company
has frequently resorted to the expedient of issuing
scrip, to relieve itself from existing debts, which it
had no other means of discharging. For the same
reason, it has recently issued notes bearing interest
and payable in state bonds. It has been lately determined by the Baltimore and Ohio rail road company, to issue certificates (or circulation, basoil on
tl\e credit of (he s(ock which is to be paid for the
city subscription of three millions of dollars.
The stock is to be placed in (he handsof commissioners, for (he redemption of the rail road certifica(e3 as (ast as they are presented, in sums not less
than one hundred dollars. This is one of the means
relied on, for the construction of the road between
Harper's Ferry and Cumberland.
coinpanv,
constantly receiving and paying away money, may
issue a certain amount of this kind of paper on the
basis of its own operalion.s. As much o( it as is required for the payment of tolls and other charges,
may be kept continually in circulation; no( on account of the security upon which it resls, but because it answers all (he purposes of money. To
thl.t extent, it is more valuable than state or city
s(ock, and will not be funded in eilher.
When
more is paid out (ban will freely circnla(e, the operation of funding will begin; and (hen the pnper
will sink below the value of the stock into which it
securities, to
tion.
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s convertible.
Itwill bedistributed in small sums,
along the line of the works, among laborers and

banks.

and engaged

in exle.'isive condacts,

real

slockholders, that

Is, (1 o.'e

who

know

no(hiiig abon( the
\ery litde influence in choosing cfficers and directors. Many
of (hem are women and children, and all of (hem
in losing their stock, sulfer sufficiently, without being deprived of every thing else (o satisfy depositors
and note holders, who commit the same indiscretion
of trusting the banks.
The s(a(e is a s(ockholder, and has more power
(han individuals to prevent mismanagement; yet
banks might fail before the causes were kfiouii to
The stock is coidinually
the public authorities.
changing hands, and i( would be difficuK (o (race
(he liability through a succession of stockholders,
indeed it would be useless to make (he search, for
if such a provision were ingralled into bank cliai--.
ters, (he owners of shares would be found in possession of rioodifr property. The same objections
apply, with grea(er (orce, (o the plan of depriving
s(ockliold ers ol (heir dividends.
They have no con
(rol overban.ks, and many of them, no other su[;port;
and it would be rather a rigorous proceeding, to take
the bread out of their mouths, because (he government itself allowed (hese institutions to violate their
Under such a regulation (he s(ate
obligations.
would be deprived of her dividends, which could
not be conveniendy spared in the preseni condiiion
of the treasury. The officers and directors ins(ead
of being punished or restrained by a provision of
this kind, would be benefitted by its operation, in
having a large amount of unpaid dividends for (he
accommodation of themselves and (heir Irienris.
It would be in vain (o prohibit loans (o direc(crs,
because (he no^es of otlier jiersons might be discounted for (heir use. To limil (he circulalion according (o the amount of specie is an uncertain rule
for many reasons; and especially forthes'e: that the
proportions are varying every hour, and that specie
is as likely (o be demanded for ileposiles, as for
notes.
If the loans and discounts of every bank in
the state were fixed at a certain limit, beyoJid which
(hey could never be cariied without causing a Ibrfeiture of its chatter; its circuulation migld be kept
under control; its overlrading be checked, anil an
excuse furnislied for resisling (he iirjpor(una(e demands of borrowers. If (his limit were fixed by
law, each bank would have some seccuity against
the excesses ol the rest, and might be regulateil in
its own operations, according lo i's actual capital
and means. No bank ought (o be permidid to issue, pay or receive any note for a less sum than
five dollars, under any circumstance.'; or to refuse
to redeem its obligations, (ill i(s specie was entirelor their stock,

managemen(

of the banks, and

h-cive

ly exhausled.
It would (hen be seen which was standing on a
present, (hey are all
placed upon the same looting and are covered by the
same shield. They would be deprived of (he power
of drawing specie from other banks, w file Ihey were
no( [laying it themselves; and relieved from tile duly of deciding whether (he Jiublic inlerest required
(hem (o suspend or resume. But no regnlalions or
restrictions will avail, unless some means be provided for enforcing (hem; and unless (he legislalure
reserve (he power (o repeal (he charier of every
bank ihat violated the conditions imposed. The
baifks ought (o be required (o give their assent to
whatever legal provisions may be ado|.leci; and those
which refused would be left exposed (o (he penalties incuri'ed, and be compelled lo wind up their
affairs, unless, indeed, (heir broken charlers were
found (00 strong for the power and aulliorily of (he

solid loundation; whereas, at

were allowed

the privilege of issuing paper to supply (heir own
wants and not the wants of the public, the present

banking system would be made infinitely worse,
and complete confusion would be introduced int
the currency of the state.
Legislative measures are required in relation to
(he banks, private banking, and (he circuladon ol
small noles. But whether the currency will ev
be restored to a sound slate, or the operations ol
banking reduced widiin proper lirnils, is a very
doubllul queslion. There is a (endency in this,
and every other sla(e (o ex(end (he banking sys(em,
and of course (o weaken it, by (he multiplicadon of
new banks. Old charlers are renewed, long belbre
they expire; none are repealed, on account of violated obligations; and (he cliariers of broken banks are
never reclaimed. These last are offered lor sale,
as if (hey were still in existence; and banks that
suspend while others are paying specie, revive in
(iines of general suspenson; and are sometimes purchased by new companies, who wish to "sheller
'.hemselvfs under vesled privileges; or by old baidjs
in o(her s(a(es, (hat choose to establish agencies in
Maryland. Savings institutions, pri\ate bankers,
and individuals, issue (heir small no(€S, redeemable
in what are called current funds; and paper money
fills all (he channels of circuladon.
It is for the legislalure to de(ermine whe(hcr these
evils will admit of correction, and what legal provisions will be most lik-ly to aceoinplifh that object.
It appears to be the general opinion, (liat b.inks
ough( (o be placed under additional regulations and
restriction?; and (hat stockholders should be made
responsible (o creditors for all losses, and be depriveil of (heir dividends during a suspension of specie
payments, i shall first point out what appears to
me objectionable i;i the plan of subjecting stockholders (o (hese liabilities, and (hen suggest such
regulations as may have a beneficial clFect upon the

The

have paid

who do not deal in stocks, and who are
make permanent investments. It will

not
be
purchaseil at a discount, by brokers and speculators,
and sold to capitalists &t a profit, for something less
(han the price of the stock. The depreciation of the
stock, suggested the idea of issuing other paper in
its place.
If it could have been sold at par, or exchanged for bank notes or had been available in any
other form, the scheme would not have occurred to
the companies, of issuing a paper currency, not to
a small amount for circulation, but to such an excess as to coerce the conversion of it into depreciated funds.
If the state and city s(oclcs rise to their proper
value, as they certainly will if not used loo freely,
money can be raised upon them without (he inter
vention of canal and rail road certificates. At present, when the state bonds are forced into the market, and sold by suspended banks, at a discount of
twenty and thirty per cent, they are not a suitable
(oundation for a circulating medium.
If a state
bank were established, and its notes were payable
in depreciated stock, the result would be the immediate depreciation of the notes; unless they were
limited to such an amouijt as could be used in the
collection and disbursement of the public revenue.
If issued only to that amount, they would circulate
freely for other purposes; and so would the rail road
certi(ica(es, under the same liuiitations; lor the obvious reason, that they might always be applied to
(he pardciilar use, for which they would be as current as gold and silver.
The issue of cerlificates (o
any excess, would be pardcularly injurious to the
Baltimore and Ohio rail road company, becanse it is
now receiving a large income from its operations.
In projiortion as the paper fell in value, a rise
would take place in cojitracts, labor, mechanics bills
and all expenses paid by the company in that medium; while its own charges ("or i'reight and passengers W'ould be paid according to the rates fixed by
law, in depreciated certificates, purchased at a discount for that purpose.
There is another objection to this funding system; and that is its tendency to increase the derangement of the currency. When paper money is
issued by banks alone, lor sums not less than five
dollars, and redeemuble in gold and silver, there is
a possibilily of restraining it within reasonable
limits.
The banks have the benefit of its circulation, and the means of asceitaing its amount; and in
times of pressure, have aresonrce in the coin which
fills the minor channels of business.
If other corporations or individuals, issue notes for circulation
they embarrass (he operations of (he banks anc
increase the fluc(ualions in the currency.
While
they are not paying specie themselves they may
sell or exchange (heir own paper for bank notes,
and draw specie out of the banks. If canal ,nn
rail road companies, holdi^J perpetual charters,

others,
able to

stale.

I

I

1 have no( though( i( necessary (o go ii.(o an exaininadon of the causes which have led (o (he peiiembanassmenls of trade, and (o the la(e suspension of (he banks. These subji els have been
so frequently discussed, and have become .«o in(imalely connecled with parly questions, that nothing
that I could say would change the opinions of other
men in relation to (he pressures. An adverse balance of (rade is moreembarr.issing(o(he banks now
than formerly, because small notes, in alniosl every
s(a(e, have usurped the place of such silver coin, as
on accounl of its weigiit, is fit lor foreign markets.
In meeting a foreign demand, the banks have no resource in the circulation of the country, and arc
obliged (o furnish (he rpquist(e supply of .-pecie out
of (heir own \aul(s. No measuies of (he general
governmeid or of (he sta(cs, can prevent (he evils
complained of, while so many hanks are in operation; while nearly the whole circulating medium
consisls of paper currency; and while (ho immense
issues of state seruiides are distuibing (he operations of (rade, and causing money (o ebb or How, according (o (heir lejeclion or sale in foi eign inarkels.
There is another subject of importance, which,
as it comes annually uniler consideration, will probably occujiy tlic a((ention of the legislature at the
present session; I mean (he amendment of the cob-

odical

•
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of the revolutionary
war, for a country only partiiilly settled, and lor a
people ju.^t emergint; from a state of colonial depenilence, it was difficult to adapt its provisions to the
new character they were about to assume, and impossible to provide forthe successive chanires which
time miglu produce in their condition. The mode
of amending it furnishes proof; that it was nothing
more tlian a provisional organization of a new government. It has been changed from time to time
till it has become a shapeless mass of unintenigible
and contradictory provisions. Some of its great
leading principles remain in theory, but have been
rendered nugatory by legislative and judicial construction.
Some of its restrictions upon popular
rights have been repealed, and a new spirit has been
breathed into it by the people.
But every amendment has been made in reference to some particular
object, and has broken the connexion between the
provisions that remained; and no one can tell what
the constitution is, or where it is to be found.
'"But its greatest defect is, that the legislature has
power and control over it. A constitution is a limitation of power, and marks out for each branch
stilutioii.

in the uiidst

ofttie government, the orbit in vvhich it is to mo\'e.
Ours ii a cons'itution for the judiciary and the executive, but not for the legislature. I'his branch*may
abolish the other branches or take away their powers.

It
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nual

The constitution of Maryland does not make it
the duly of the executive to recommend measures to
the legislature; and I communicate my views on the

payments made within the year, is herewith exhibited, (D).
Though incommoded by repeated pressures in
the money market and suspensions of specie payment by the banks, within the last three years, the
interest and all the principal due on that debt, as
well as on treasury notes, have been punctually
paid in specie whenever desired.
A detailed

present occasion, not so much from a sense of offiduty, as from a desire to comply with what ap|>ears to be the general expectation; and I ha\'e ex
pressed my opinions lieely, not that I supposed them
entitled to much weight, but because I wislied theui
to be understood.
GRASON.
cial

WM.
KEPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY,
ON THE FINANCES.

Treasury department, Dec. 3, 1S39.
respectfully submits to congress
the following report on the finances, in obedience
to the "act supplementary to the act to establish
the treasury department:"
It is gratifying to be able (o state, notwithstanding the embarrassments of the jjresent year, that
the revenues of the general government have been
increased, the expenditures diminished, and most
ot the treasury notes redeemed.

The undersigned

Revenue and means for 1839. exclusive of trusts and
might have been supposed, that an amendthe post o£ice.
at one session would come underihe The balance in the treasury on the 1st of January,

action of the people

before

its

corifirmation

at the

1S39, which could be considered available for
general purposes, was
$2,466,661 95
data on which this computation rests are in the

The

table

annexed, (A).

The

receipts from customs, the first
three quarters, as appearing on
the register's books, are
$18,328,393
This includes about two millions
and three-fourth collected last
year in treasury notes, but not
carried on his books till 1839.
From this cause the actual receipts in this year will, to that
extent, appear larger than they
ought.
Receipts from lands the first three
quarters, includingalso some collected last year in treasury notes
5,417,286
Miscellaneous receipts
125,208
Estimated receipts for the fourth
quarter from all those sources
5,700,000
Receipts on some of the debts
against banks not available on 1st
January, 1839, but since paid
1,322,686
From the third issue of treasury
notes under the act of March 2,

1839

among

the

a part of his regiinent, to suppress
No
laborers on the Chesapeake and Ohio canal.
charge has been made lor tiie services performed,
but an account will be presented for the expenses
incurred, which cannot be paid by the executive
witriout authority of law.
With the exception of the disturbance on the canal, which was promptly suppressed, good order has
prevailed in eveiy part of the state. During the past
yeiir, there has been a considerable abatement of
crime; and very few cases have occurred, of violence
or outrage, or of the use of pistols, dirks and knives,
with wh'ch.dislurters of the public peace generally

50

larger

by

that

SI
78

00

00

$37,217,812 75
the post office

$3,649,anS 23
10,791,799 21
4,713,701 57
5,600,000 00
14,658 98

24,769,667 99

9,891,759 83

Aggregate payments
balance of
money in the treasury on the Slst
of December, 1839, of

it,

with the several

statement of the issue and redemption of treasury
notes, during 1S39, is annexed, (E).
Not more than one-fourth of a million of the
first and second emissions, and two millions and a
half of the third, will probably remain outstanding
at the close of the year.
The former emissions
have been for some months redeemable, bnt the
last one does not begin to be till March, 1840, except as previously offered in payment of public
dues. The aggregate of two millions and ihree(burths of principal is therefore all that it is computed will be unpaid of nearly twenty millions,
which were issued since October. 1837, in consequence of indulgences granted to the merchants on
their bonds, and the banks on their deposile debts.
At no one time has the amount of notes outstanding been allowed to exceed ten millions, and the
present very reduced aggregate, unredeemed, is
less than the sums still owing from the banks that
suspended specie payments in 1837, and from the
Pennsylvania bank of the United States on its bond
due in September next; and might with ease have
been paid during the present year, had the money
been received on those claims.
Exports and imports williin the commercial year
1839.
exports during the year ending September
computed to have been $118,359,004.
This is $9,872,388 more than those in the year 1838.
Of the whole exports only $17,408,000 were of
foreign origin, and of the excess in exports over
1838, only about five millions were domestic produce.
The imports during the same year were about
$157,609,560, being the very large excess of
$43,892,356 over those during the previous year.
This may be a solution of a portion of the pressure
The difference between the
in the money market.
imports and exports, being .$39,250,5-56 in favor of
the former, is larger than in any year, except three,
since 17S9, and is much larger than any difference
in the valuation of the same articles with the proIt must, therefore,
fits in the foreign trade added.
except so far as reduced by an unusual quantity of
goods consigned here from abroad, and yet in store
unsold, be a very decisive evidence of an increas-..
ed indebtedness by this country to other nations.'!
And except so far as this new indebtedness may
consist of stocks sold and the proceeds returned
here in merchandise, it must furnish another proof
of one immediate cause of the present pecuniary
pressure.
,,
The history of our commerce during the twenty ;
years fiom 1818 to 1838, presentsa singular change"'
in the last half of that period, which lends strongly _'
to illustrate the correctness of these suggestions.,'
During the first half of it the excess of imports'
overexports was only about seventy-five millions
of dollars, or in the proportion of near seven millions and a half annually on an average.
But during the last ten years of it the excess
was near two hundred and twelve millions, or over .
twenty millions annually; and thus more than two
hundred and fifty per cent, greater than it had been.
Supposing thatthe seven and half millions were
composed principally of the fair profits and difference in valuation, the excess over that rate in the
last ten years must constitute a debt, either merIt equals near one
cantile, state or corporate.
hundred and thirty-seven millions before 1839.
The debt thus computed to have been created
abroad, by stocks and otherwise, within that period,
will, with the amount of previous indebtedness,
form an aggregate quite as large as has been estimated by many from other data.
Further particulars, possessing a general interest
and relating to this subject during the last six
years, are exhibited in the statement annexed, (F).
Additional information of some importance concerning our exports and imports, from the commencement of the government to 1838, inclusive,
has been prepared, and is subjoined in other tables,
(G and H). These tables are intended lo be in a

-.

A

,

'

1,000,000 00

35,661,427 82

Leaving an available

1,556,384 93

37,217,812 75
General exhibits of the receipts and expendiarm themselves. The law in relation to fines and
man tures in 1838 are presented in the table annexed,
imprisonment requires some modification.
not able to pay a fine, may be kept in perpetual im- (B).
The funds computed to be not available, nor apnri.sonment, unless he is releaseil by the executive.
reference, and are calculated,
There ought to be no necessity (or such interfer- plicable 10 public purposes, at the commencement form convenient for
"
comparisons, to throw
providing
for
the
at the close of the present year, can be seec in by easy as well as extensive
obviated
by
be
whicli
might
ence,
subjects of commerce and
several
light
on
new
release of the oll'ender alter a limited confinement. the table before mentioned, (A).
industry connected with the
man was s.'u'ein-ed by a dis'iict court of Anne Di'tails of the expenditures in the first three other branches ofexhibit
not only the whole exArundel county, to be imprisoned ten days and fined quarters of 1839 are also given in the subjoined finances. They
'
ports and imports in each year, but the consumpand battery. statement, (C).
five dollars, for committing an assault

A

;

',

,

amount

than they actually have been
within those quarters
Estimated amount of notes redeemed in the fourth quarter

statement of

The

penditures on that account will

appear

report.

30, 1839, are

3,857,276 21

Aggregate means,

Expenditures for 1S39, exclusive of
expenditines.
and firsts.
In the discharge of my ofHcial duties, very few
things have come lo my knowledge, that are deserv- Civil, foreign and miscellatieous, for
the first three quarters
ing of your attention. Various official reports and
communications have been received, and will be Military, for the first three quarters
The arms heretofore received from Naval, tor the first three quarters
communicated
the general government, have generally been distri- Estimate for all, during the fourth
quarter
buted to militia companies as directed by law and
The muskets lately received Funded debt for the year
special resolutions.
from the ordnance department, have been retained
in the armory, ami these are all that are now fit lor
There ought to be always a supply of arms Redemption of treasury notes in the
service.
first three quarters, interest as
at the seat of government for sudden emergencies;
well as principal
but if the old system is continued, of dislributiiig
tliem as fast as they are received, and of receiving This includes two millions and
three-fourths paid in for duties
in exchange for Ihein. such as are not worth repairand lands last year, but not caring, 't will be better to abolish the armories and get
ried on the register's books till
rid of the expanse.
1839.
From this cause the exLa-^t summer, col. Thruston was ordered out wiih
a riot

A

fore the executive.

ment proposed

»ext; but members arc elected and re-elected on account of their general character and influence, and
very seldom in reference to any particular measure.
The legislature, on great occasions, has been obliged to act in its conventional capacity, because there
was no other practicable mode of introducing saluBut it is time that the povverof
tary amendments.
legislation should be separated from the hiijher power of legulatirig the principles and boundaries of the
government; and tliat a permanent constitution
should be formed by a convenlion of the people.
There are some, who think that the people who
lived in Maryland in 1776, deprived themselves and
all succeeding generations, of the power to alter the
present constitution, or to make another, except in
a prescribed Ibrin, and through the agency of the
general assembly. Those, wtio believe that the
people have made no such surrender of power, are
nevertheless of opinion, that the most regular mode
of calling a coiiven'ion.is by means of the constituted authorities. The legislature might by two sucThe call o(" a convention might be
cessive acts.
provided tor by an amendment of the present constitution, which would remove evt-ry scruple; and
by tlie same means the state might be saved from
any addilio'nal expenses. By omitting one session
of the legislature, and having a convenlion to sit in
its place, nothing would be added to the oidinary

293

pay the fine, and being a stranger
Public debt and treaswy notes.
and without funds, he remained in the Annapolis
The condition of the small remains of the fundjail fifteen months before his case was brought be- ed debt has not materially allered since the last anto
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tion of the latter, and the clianges in the whole ag- them.' It is proposed to apply $3,014,711 to the
gregate value of each principal article, whether service of the ensuing year without re-appropriaexported or imported, and the progress of our fo- tion, and the residue of about $541,866, not being
reign trade to and from each state separately, as required in order to accomplish these objects, will
far back as is practicable, and to and from each go to the surplus fund.
It therefore follows, if all
country of much commercial importance abroad. the new appropriations called for are made, that
few of the most striking results are condensed the whole charge upon the treasury in 1340, excluin a note, (I).
sive of the treasury notes outstanding, will amount
Esliinate of the receipts and expenditures for 1840. at least to $31,152,106, of which, as previously obFor reasons hereafter to be explained, the re- served, it is computed that $20,000,000 will be exceipts into the treasury, the ensuing year, cannot pended within that year for ordinary purposes, or
be estimated so high as in 1839.
two millions and three-fourths more, including the
Jfrom the best information possessed by this de- redemption of treasury notes. From these statepartment, it is computed that the aggregate of them, ments, it must be perceived that our condition in
available for public purposes, will not exceed relation to the deposite of another instalment of

A

$!8,600,000,

viz:

from

Customs
Lands

$15,000,000 00
3,500,000 00
100,000 00

Miscellaneous

Add to

these the balance available
and applicable to other purposes,
it is supposed will be in the
treasury on the first of January,
1840

which

The

efficient

means

will then amount,
gate, to

1,556,385 00

in that year
in the aggre-

20,156,385 00

If congress should make appropriations to the extent desired by the
different departments, the expenditures for 1840, independent of
the redemption of treasury notes,
are estimated at
20,000,000 00
Including all the treasury notes to
be redeemed, the aggregate expenditure would be about
22,750,000 00
This would leave a deficit in the
treasury at the close of the year,

amounting

But

to
there will be

2,593,615 00

due from the U.

States bank, in September next,
its fourth bond, about
•The principal now due on the treasurer's deposites in other banks,

on

which suspended specie payments in 1837, is
Should all these claims be collected

2,526,576 00

1,149,904 00

in 1840, they would prevent a deficiency, and leave an available

'balance in the treasury of nearly
1,082,865 00
It is not, however, considered prudent to rely
exclusively on the collection of these debts.
One mode, then, of obviating any ditficully from
that circumstance, vvill be to reduce the aggregate
of new appropriations, by postponing some and
lessening others, so that the means probably available will be sufficient to meet all calls upon the
treasury, and leave in it an average balance of
about two millions.
It is believed, for reasons enumerated hereafter,
that such a reduclinn is possible without essential
injury to any useful object, and that this balance is
the smallest, which is adequate to secure promptitude and good failli in public pnyments, so heavy
in amount as ours, so unexpected at times in the
demands for them, and so dispersed over a wide
territory.
If the appropriations are not thus reduced, it will be wi.se to provide seasonnljly in some
other way for the amounts of the contingent deficiency, and of such a balance.
According to the opiniojis of the different departments, as lo the sums of money proper for each,
and which constitute the basis of the estimates
submitted to congress, the new appropriations required for the next year will equal
the sum of
#18,280,600 55
Viz:
Civil foreign inter-

course and miscellaneous
Military services,
pensions, &c.

$4,981,344 19

by new loans or otherwise, find means to employ
armies of laborers in consuming rather than raising
crops, and should prices thus continue in many
cases to be unnaturally inflated, as they have been
of late years in the face of a contracting currency,
the effect of it on our finances will be still more to
lessen exports, and consequently the prosperity and
revenue of our foreign trade. It will also impede
the sale of the public lands by diverting labor from
the soil to works which, for some time, must be
wholly without profit. Circumstances like those,
with the scarcity of money and high rate of interest
abroad produced by them and other occurrencies,
not necessary to be now repeated, have already diminished the income in the present year below
public money with the states remains much the what it otherwise would have been, and will probasame as at the close of the year 1838. Consequently, bly manifest their power much more in the year
the views then expressed by the department have to come.
continued lo govern its course.
The.estimates for revenue from lands have been
This state of the finances renders it also unneces- reduced the most in proportion, because, besides
sary to submit any remarks upon the impolicy of the diminution of sales, which will probably be
providing for the additional deposite or distribntion caused by the present and prospective scarcity of
of surpluses not likely to occur, or for any donation money and fall of the prices of produce, the amount
of the proceeds of the public lands, while they are received from them during the present year has,
as
all needed to defray the ordinary expenses of the
was anticipated by the department, been much ingeneral government.
creased by the temporary power of the late preBesides the further objection to some of these emption law.
measures, arising from their apparent conflict with
The urjiisual quantity of land newly advertised
constitutional principles, it must be manifest, that
during the year 1839, and Ihe consequent large reif the proceeds of the lands should be given away
ceipts connected with that cause and the pre-empwhen needed to discharge appropriations, the detions, are circumstances not likely to recur in 1840.
ficiency must be made up by the unpleasant alterIt is believed, therefore, that ihe low estimates
native of a resort to loans or increased taxation.
submitted as lo lands will prove si;fficiently high,
Explanations concerning ilie estimates of receipts.
The estimates of receipts from duties and lands unless a graduation bill should pass. The effect of
such a bill, judging Irom reason and from analogy to
during the next j'ear have been made lower than
the graduated prices, under which laniTs are now
lor 1839, for the following reasons:
selling, on account of the Chickasaw Indians, at
further reduction of certain duties, amounting
Pontitoc, much more freely than elsewhere within
to nearly $800,000, will take place after the close
the same state, would be to add considerably to the
of the present year. It likewise happens that, subrevenue for a few years.
subsequent to a large importation and a fall of
prices in the articles exported, as in 1839, the Explanations of the estimates as to ihe expenditures
and of some farther reductions in thrm.
amount of imports oIleH declines for one or two
The estimates ol expenditure for ordinary puryears.
After 1825, it declined uninterruptedly for
poses in 1840 are in the aggregate about five milsix years.
The contractions and expansions of our paper lions less than what it is computed will be spent in
currency have at tiines proved another striking in- 1839. This great reduction has been proposed, aldication of the reduction and increase in importa- though the expenses of 1839 will be quite six milt'ons.
Without dwelling here on the intimate con- lions less than those ol 1S38, and those of 1838 were
nexion between them as cause and effect, by means somewhat less than the expenses of the previous
of the foreign exchanges, and Ihe necessity, after year.
The various items of Dew appropriations asked
overtrading and overissues by the banks, of drawing on them and adjusting large balances in specie, fur are, as usual, in the amounts requested by the
different departrneuts having charge of the dillerent
it may be observed that a diminution in the circulaIf any omissions or miscalculations occur
tion of paper has been going on for several months. subjects.
Hence a diminution in the imports has already in them, they must therelore happen from inadvertcommenced, and is confidently expected to continue ence by those officers best acquainferl with the business within their own peruliar province.
for some time.
But, in the present condition of the country and
The country is also supposed to be supplied with
foreign merchandise iii greater abundance than it the finances, it is not expected that much necessity
was a year ago. This will lead not only to a re- will arise, either in the opinion of those departments
duced demand for the importation of more goods, or of congress, to make important additions to the
On Ihe contrary, it is conbut to a greater export of what is already here, to sums now requested.
other and better markets, and thus, by increased fidently hoped that some reductions from them can
drawbacks, as well as diminished imports, materi- be effected without material injur) to any great na-

A

ally lessen the

next receipts from customs.
The price of some of our principal articles of exports being lower, the same quantity will likewise
liirnish less ability to make purchases abroad, and,

where the quantity

is

larger, the

commercial em-

barrassments both there and here will tend to prevent buying, on either side of the Atlantic, much
beyond what is needed for early consumption.
The greatly increased liabilities on the part of
many corporations, and states, for the payments of
interest and dividends on their stocks owned by foreigners, will still more sensibly affect the revenue.
Those payments must require millions of exports
either in produce or specie, which will lead to no
returns in additional imports. It is believed that
within a few years pnst an annual tax or drain on
this

country has

thu.«

been created, equal

to

twelve

8,213,610 74
or thirteen millions of dollars.
Naval service,
6,085,645 62
This is a new and important element, besides
For further particulars as to these, see the annu- overbanking and overtrading, to disturb the
indus-

estimates hcrewilh submitted, (J). Besides
these, the permanent appropriations, which, by existing laws and the modification of thein recommended, first become cliargeable on the treasury in
al

1840, amount to #1,586,000. They are, in the war
department, $1,236,0011; in the navy, 340,000; and
public debt, $10,0(10. The principal on treasury
notes falling due will be about ,$2,750,000 more.
The appropriations alreaily made and chargeable,
which will remain uncalled lor at the end of the
present year, are estimated by the dilferent departments, at the further sum of .^11,827,371, though
that is considered by the under.signed as likely to
be about two millions too small. Of these they
compute that nearly $8,270,793 will be required,
in order to accomplish the objects contemplated by

commerce and finances of the union.
lis
rapid srowlh has been accelerated by the distribution of the surplus iniioposite among the states,
try, the

tional interest.
It is difficult in a young, growing and enterprising
to restrict public expenditures within
reasonable limits. Certain exigencies also occasionally occur requiring extraordinary sacrifices. When
patriotism and honor demand large pecuniary contributions, the latter are richly repaid by their tendency to impart vigor and security to the former.
But, an expenditure of twenty millions for ordinary
purposes, though much reduced from the aggregate
during a few years pflst, is belived by the undersigned to be more, instead of less, than sound policy
justifies, while the present unusual embarrassment
in moneyed affairs shall contine.
Indeed, strong
doub's exist if it be not more than the real necessities of the general government usually require.
The reasons for this conclusion are briefly these:
It is true that such an expenditure, equalling only
a dollar and a fourth per head of our popiilalion, is
not a very large one to sustain a confederacy with

community

such widetv extended duties as this. If reduced to
the amount of imposts, which are the real burden,
and if compared with the taxes elsewhere, equaling
templing them in several instances to new and un- sometimes fifteen dollars per head, under political
profitable enterprises, and stimulating delusive institutions of different forms and less frugality, Ihe
hopes of still further dislributions. Its influence pressure from that source here would seem to be refor evil has been aggravated by a few other causes, markably light.
some of them temporary in duration and limited in
But it should be remembered that the people of
extent, but o;hers dili'used in a degree over consider- the
U. States are obliged to defray a large amount
able portions of the civilized world, and presenting of other public expenses
imposed upon them by
wnie singular anomalies in credit, currency and state authorities, and, at the same time, that their
trade.
But without enlarging on the consideration Ibrins of government, among various excellencies,
of them here, the following conclusions may be re- have been preferred particularly for their economy.
garded as inevilabln.
Hence the true question with them in respect to
Should the slates not spcerlily suspend more of expenditures, is, not how large burdens can be
Ibeir undertakings, which are unproductive, but, borne, but how much can be dispensed with. It
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is-not what is splendid, but vvhat la useful and neNot liow much can be collected from
cessary.
theui without sulfeiing, but how much can be left
with them, both of money and power, and insure all
the benefits of the social system.
As the interests and wishes of the people formed
the government, they should control it.
Considering these circumstances, and the severe
simplicity and frugality befitting a republic, what
Etmount of public~expeitses is necessary?
lu 1831, It was calculated that the ordinary expenses of the general government need not exceed fifteen millions of dollars. The undersigned expressed
an opinion four or five years alterwards, that sixteen
or seventeen millions, would then be sutHcient; and
he still believes that, uotwithslanding the continued
increase of our population and wealth, they might
with prudence be limited to eighteen millions in
1840, and, perha|)s, alter the expiration of most of
the present pensions and the removal of the rest of
the Indians, be for some lime diminished still lower.
Indeed, in point of fact, so recently as 1834 and
1835, the whole yearly expenses were duly seventeen and eighteen millions, independent of the pubThough the amount has since been inlic debt.
creased by wars, pensions, Indian removals ami
other peculiar causes, deemed at the time, in most
cases, sufficient to justify
he appro[)riittions by
large and ol'teu unanimous votes in congress, yet a
reduction has been going on during 1S38 and 1839,
and all the or.lin.iry expenditures would not in the
present year, but for the pension list and Indian
disbursements, exceed the smallest sum last mentioned. The whole increase, however, has not been
confined to these two items, nor could the v\liol
reduction sal'clj be, which, in the opinion of the
I

,
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made for these additions at different periods; but
they cannot be now applicable for the continuance
of them

all.

295

soon, if ever. Such are numerous special donations
and grants: durable public buildings of all kinds,
dry docks, improvements at navy yards, forts, arsenals and arms, roads and harbors constructed, obstructions in rivers removed, the manufacture of
weights and measures, the survey of the coast,
much of the removal of the Indians, the extinguishment of Indian tilles, and most of the existing
pensions. But unpleasant as is the task of reduc-

Thus, the enlargement of our naval expenses
from less than half a million yearly before 1795, to
more than six millions now, was in some degree
justified from time to time, as an efficient aid to
foreign intercourse with semi-barbarous people, and
for the protection of our. commerce and citizens
tion, it may also become necessary to go farther,
against injustice or rapine whether in remotest
and diminish on a general pro ra(a scale or otherAsia, or nearer quarters of the globe. The inwise, the compensation to all officers, civil and micrease of pensions from only forty or fifty thousand
It is
litary, executive, judicial and legislative.
dollars yearly at first, and only eighty tliousand as
surely
much better to do this, so far as the public
late as 1811, to nearly four millions now, was deexigencies may require and justice sanction, than
fended on various grounds. But in most cases it was
expose the treasury to bankruptcy, by continuconsidered less as a liberal charity than as a paythe certain
ment of Ihe revolutionary debt to a patriotic soldiery ing to make appropriations beyond
who advanced arduous services in the field rather means provided for the payment of them, or to reof
peace,
a
period
to Ihe spendthrift and susort,
in
than money, and endured sufferings in the estabcidal policy of affecting permanent loans to defray
lishment of our liberties, which a grateful posterity
ordinary expenditures. Peace is the time to pay
should endeavor to remunerate. The Indian exrather than incur debts, and it would be wiser for
penditures, enlarged from a few thousands to three
any nation even to hoard during peace than to boror four millions of dollars, have been regarded as
row largely, and thus encumber still more those enthe
efficacious means of improving permamost
nently the condition of the aborigines, as widely
extending the boundaries of civilization over the
new states, and, in a fiscal view, as profitable advances of money, soon to be fully repaid by the
sales of lands to which the Indian title has thu.*
been amicably extinguished. The other group of
items, for forts, light houses, roads, harbors and rivers, some entirely new, and the whole augmented
from fifty thousand dollars to three or four millions,
have, on several occasions, and to a proper extent,
been considered as prudent precautions for national defence and useful aids to the extension and security of commerce.
Some expenses of smaller
magnitude may have swollen quite as fast as these;
others with less rapidity; and others still have been
wholly created since 1797. Part of them have apparently become a permanent charge on the treasury, and pait undoubtedly may be, as others have
been, properly discontinued. But, without time
now to go into the consideration of details as to
any except these four enumerated classes, it may be
addeed that these are, when united, nearly quadruple all !he other ordinary expenditures; and either
of those four classes alone amounts yearly to a sum
about equal to all the other ordinary expenditures
and more than the whole of every kind except the
public debt, each year, from 1789 to 1797.

undersigned, sound economy appears to require,
In the inijuiry as to the amount of expenditure
which should be considered necessary, light may
sometimes be obtained by adverting to the increase of
population and wealth. Looking to those if the ex
penditure, independent of the public debt, was reasonable in magnitude during the first eight years of
our present government, the sum of seventeen or
eighteen millions arum dly would not now be greatly
disproportionate, nor probably be found either much
deficient or very unnecessary.
It would be nearly
five times the average amount about half a century
ago, while our population, since that time, has undoubtedly increased more than four- fold, and our
wealth and resources have probably increased in a
The last remark, however, is a
ratio still larger.
matter of inference from variou's data, more or lessaccurate in themselves; such as the average importions, which have only doubled in the last forty or
filty years; the foreign tonnage; which has increased
but in a like ratio; the exports of domestic produce,
which have quadrupled since 1792; and the whole
tonnage, including domestic as well as (breigh, which
lias also quadrupled and become more than proportionally elficient by introducing into it over eight
hundred steam vessels.
Other data, less accurate but not less sure indications of a still larger increase in wealth are to be
ibund in the vast extension of agricult'Ure, manufactures, the mechanic arts, and various useful applications uf steam, as well as in opening roads and
canals, building up flourishing cities, enlarging our
territory, diffusing practical education, and multiplying, by ways loo numerous for repetition, the
cSmforts, advantages, and powers of a great and
prosperous people.
But such general considerations, though beneficial ill comparative examinations, are usually better
tests of the ability to pay than of the propriety of
the expenses themselves.
scrutiny into the principal items of the latter, and their amounts at this
time, compared with those from forty to fifty years
ago, will aid much, in connexion with the considerations before mentioned, in forming a more accu
rate judgment on the propriety anl necessity of
most of the present expenditures. It will show
what branches have since spieling Into bein_
what, from their character, should or should not be
-longer continued.
Some suggestions were submitted on this subject
in the last annual report, and its importance must
be the excuse for adding more on this occasion.
The expenditures nominally connected with foreign
intercourse hjve increased least. Those connected
with the war department have increased most.
The civil and miscellaneous charges continue comBut several of our heaviest
Jiaratively moderate.
burdens, such as the navy, the pensions, Indian disbursements, and a class consisting of light houses,
fortifications, roads and improvements in harbors
and rivers,' have augmented very largely since the
Some of them
first eight years of the government.
have increased more than fifty fold.
On a careful examination it will be seen that va-

A
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The

precise periods

when

the greatest increases

happened, and the ratio of them have not kept an
uniform pace with the progress of population
wealth. In many respects the ratio has not been
nearly so great during the last ten or twenty years
Thus, the whole exas in some previous terms.
penses of the government in 1793, with the exception before mentioned, were about three millions
yearly; and in 1818, after the lapse of a quarter of
a century, had increased, though in a period of
peace to fifteen millions of dollars or five fold, while
our population in that period has only doubled.
But, during the next sixteen or seventeen years, a:
in 1834 and 1835, the expenses had enlarged not
twenty-five per cent, while our population had
During the
vanced at least sixty-six per cent.
present year, though in intermediate periods, chiefly
from Indian wars and removals, considerably higher,
they will not exceed the amount in 1818 more than
sixty -.oix per cent, while our population has since
increased more than eighty-four per cent. Again,
take the progress in the ordinary civil expenses,

ergies and resources
s

the Creeks and Cherokees, the

Black

Hawk

and

Florida wars, while equal caution may well be exercised in deciding on their necessity, yet, when
once that is admitted, less objection exists to temporary measures for relief, like treasury notes or
short loans, provided a permanent increase of taxation is not likely to be required in the end.
In voting for extraordinary charges, as well as in
sanctioning, from sympathy or justice, unexpected
approfiriations towards laige private claims and interesting local objects, it often happens that heavy
payments are imposed on the treasury for purposes
not contemplated iii the ordinary estimates.
And the obvious propriety of generally making
at the same time some new provision of means adequate to the discharge of such adilitional burdens,
But, when
is sometimes unfortunately overlooked.
acting on these or other cases, if congress cannot,
consistently with its views of duty to the country,
adopt the course suggested, and restrict Ihe amount
of appropriations, whether ordinary or extraordinary,
to the certain current revenue, the only remaining
courses which seem defensible are these: either to
provide for recalling portions of the public money
now deposited with the states, or establish an adequate system of direct taxation, or at once resort
to the contingent power contemplated in the existing laws concerning the tariff when changes become
necessary for purposes of revenue, and restore the
duty on several articles of luxury now free.
On some permanent safeguard under fluctuations in
receipts

and expenditures.

Much

has at times been wisely done by congress
supply means for meeting unexpected deficiencies.
But all legal provisions heretofore adopted
for that purpose having expired, our financial operations will be constantly exposed to danger, unless
some permanent safeguard under contingencies is
to

established.

These circumstances must constitute an apology
once more explaining some of the grounds in

for

a measure, and earnestly asking
speedy legislation concerning it.
The principal sources of our present revenue are
sensibly aH'ec'ted by fluctuations not only in commercial prosperity, but in the crops, the banking
policy, and credit systems of even foreign nations.
The influence of these causes seems to become
yearly more changeable and more uncertain in its
favor of such

extent.

only one hundred per cent.

of expenditures
has not enlarged foity per cent, having been not
over five millions and a half in either 1837, 1833, or
probably 1839, while our population has advanced
eighty-four per cent, or more than double that rate.
AM can thuspeceive where, when, and in what, the
the principal reagreatest increases have occurred
sons, whether sufficient or otherwise, assigned for
several of them, and the ample opportunity which
still exists for further retrenchments, so far as the
public interests are supposed by congress to require
them, in any or all of these large burdens on the
public treasury.
As some encouragement to hope for a continued
reduction in several of them, without injury to any
of the important establishments of the country, it
may be observed, that portionsof these items of expense, and several smaller ones, must cease forever
with the temporary occasion for them, and others
completed, require renewal
"rtbus *ilidicltions, more or less plausible, have been will not, whence once

success.

The preceding remarks are applicable to ordinary
expenditures. .But for extraordinary ones, such as
within a few years past, the expensive removal of

which include those of the executive, legislative
and judicial departments, miscellaneous and foreign
intercourse; all of them united, were but a little over
half a million of dollars in 1793; while in 1818, they
had increased to nearly four millions, or eight hundred per cent, though our population had augmented

But since the

uhich are naturally crippled
is so conducive to

by war, but whose whole vigor

Numerous illustrations in support of these views
have been referred to in former reports. Some of
Ihein show a sudden and great falling off in the regular receipts, though during peace, as the duties
in 1816, from nine millions in one quarter, to only
three in the next; and as the sales of public lands,
from twenty four' millions in 1836, or an amount
over half of all received in the previous forty years,

last date, that class

—

than three millions in 1838. But the returns from the districts in some slates during the
two years present additional facts equally
striking on this subject.
In Michigan, for instance, the sales of public
lands in 1836 exceeded five millions of dollars.
to less
last

They

1

fell in

1838

to

only :8I154,284; and in Missis-

where, in 1835 and 1836, they exceeded three
millions each year, they fell in 1838 to only $96,636.
As before intimated, a portion of such extraordinary fluctuations results from the vacillating character of the sources from which our revenue is deBut most of them are evila inseparable
rived.

sippi,
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any contingency
That authority also It has not been in making large payments or large"
expired in June last, and while in force contained transfers, when using lor deposite either the stare'
Receivers and
requisitions immediately to receive those notes in banks or the United States bank.
payments when ottered, and at the same time pre- collectors have also in many places cfliected pay-'
venting the reissue of tliem, which proved to be ex- inents with promptitude and lo great amounts, andceedirigly inconvenient anil hazardous; which have almost every trouble in transfers by them would be*
the receipts. The expenditures, which may be already rendered two additional acts of congress ne- obviated by the authority heretofore asked lor the
sanctioned by congress annually, are very uncer- cessary, and which, in a moneyed crisis like the treasurer, to receive money for lands in advance at'
tain in th>'ir amount, as well as doubtful in the pro- present, not only endangers all fiscal operations, but points mutually convenient to the purchaser and the
But the greatest detect in any former"
portion of them, which will be called for within the would have stopped some of the most important of treai^urer.
them, if not obviated in a degree by seasonable ar- system, connected with this distuibing subject, hasyear, or in any particular portion of it.
of
always
of a different character.
favor
rangements
made
in
anticipation
difficulty.
been
It consists in
considerations
in
of
similar
and
All these,
The department, therefore, is now without any a want of an absolute prohibition to eiD)doy the*
some permanent provision on this subject, apply
with still greater force than they have heretoibre. resort, temporar}' or permanent, in case of material public money for any private purpose whatever, and'
The available balance in the treasury lo facilitate deficiencies; and considering all the circumstances in the want of severe penalties to enlrirce 'such a'
before mentioned, with the dangerous liability in prohibition, and ofotheradequate checks and guards,'
its operations, is much smaller than has formerly
been usual. The receipts on the debts still due law to have the whole of the outstanding treasury possessing a preventive operation on both the minds
from banks, after two previous disappointments as notes paid in at any moment for public dues, with- and acts of officers, sufficiently powerful to diminish
to some of them, must be regarded with increased out a power remaining to issue others in their stead; defalcations.
This defect has exposed the treasury to constant
doubt, and if they should be paid wilhin the considering also the present revulsions in the comcoining year, the out.standing treasury notes be- mercial world, which affect so seriously the receipts losses, from the foundation of the government, and
come redeemable in the first half of it, and must from both duties and lands; considering the disasters under all systems hitherto in use. It can be etliecbe discharged some months before the bond of the which are befalling the banks and rendering our lually remedied by no official regulations, as these
collected funds in some cases wholly unavailable, have neither the extent, respect, nor force of laws,
United Slates bank falls due in September.
The introduction of steam in voyages across the and the advances necessary to be sooi> made for the but only hy such new legislation, both penal and
Atlantic, besides the great revolution it must pro- large payments of pensions, and treasury notes fall- prohibitory, as has been repealedly recommended
duce in other respects, will so expedite orders and ing due in March, the earliest attention to new le- by this department, and as experience in most other
imports, as to produce a sensible departure from gislation on this subject seeras highly prudent, if countries has shown to be iniiispensable to check
the former more uniformal periods of laying in not indispensable, lor the effectual security of the peculations in the most effective manner.
The correctness of the statement as to the existstocks of certain kinds of merchandise in advance, public credit.
and must thus add to the irregularity in our receipts The manner of keeping the public money, wiih Ike pro- ence of these losses under all systems and all administrations of them, which have prevailed since'
per guards against losses.
from imports, as well as to the uncertainty in preDuring the present year, the public money has the present form of government went into operation,
viously estimating their amount.
The practice of incurring expenses in certain been kept in the following manner. Where suitable has been shown generally from official records in
cases, sometimes legislative, and sometimes mili- banks could be obtained, in conformity to the act of reports made to congress within the last two years,
tary, or of a different character, in anticipation of June 23, 1336, it has been placed in them, in general and they will appear more in detail in a reply, ^oon
When such could not be obtained, and lo be presented, to a resolution of the house of reappropriations, and occasioned by unexpected ne- deposite.
cessities or unusual delays, seems to be increasing. the amounts were likely to be permanently large, presentatives, calling for particiilais concerning deIt augments the risk of a temporary deficiency, or were not collected by any public officer, the mo- faults in "each administration," from 1789 lo 1837.
It is not proposed to enter here into minute partibecause large sums thus become payable in a mass, ney has been placed in banks, or. special deposite,
and forthwith from the treasury, when most of the either in the modified form, as explained last year, culars concerning the results as contained and exmembers of congress, at the time of making the or under particular stipulations in writing. In other hibited in that rejily. But a few general statements
appropriations, expect that the burden will be cases, where it was small in amount, or likely to be from them will throw light on the topic under conwanted immediately for public use, it has remained sideration.
spread somewhat equally over the whole of the en
Losses appear to have occurred from defaults
with those collecting it till drawn for.
suing year.
Oidy two banks are now employed as general de- among officers in every "administration" or presiWhy then should not a constant safeguard, oi
Their dential term from the formation of the present gosome permanent remedy under such iiregularities positories, under the act of June, 1836.
be provided! The omission lo do this can haidly names and the amount of public money in each, vernment. Thus, among disbursing officers, they
subject to draft at the last returns, are annexeJ.fK). are Ibiind in every term since 1789; among collectbe considered the true check on extravagant expen
A tabular statement is also appended, which ing ofKcers in each since 1793, and among deposite
diture, as that check would seem lo consist rathe
shows the condition of those banks and the reasons officers, or banks, in all since 1817.
in a forbearance to make unnecessary appropria
for the discontinuance of three of that class, since
The largest amount of loss from each class, with
tions, than in a refusal to provide ainple means fo
the last session of congress, (L).
in the period described, has been by deposite oflipaying with promptitude under all probable coiitin
In respect to the system at present in use, it is cers, consisting of banks, and including, as the regencies, what has already been appropriated, and
has thus received the deliberate sanction of congress. not proposed to add much to the comments, which solution requires, the depreciation on such of their
The national pride, no less than its honor and cre- have been submitted on its defects, in former re- notes as were taken for public dues. The loss by
ports.
The failures among the banks within the this class, at the lowest estimate, has exceeded six
dit, appears to be concerned, in adopting some measure on this subject, stable, efficient, creditable to last few months have again strongly illustrated those millions and a half of dollars; and, adopting a comdefects.
pulation made by a committee of the house of refree institutions, and possessing a paramount influ
Without further legislation, this system cannot presentatives, in 1832, would equal thirty-five milence to preserve unspotted the public faith.
The states now possess, separately, quite as deep be made, and it certainly is not now the most safe lions. The next largest amount of loss, as asceran interest in such an arrangement as the general and convenient one, whether congress intend to tained and computed by the proper bureaus, has
government, since a blow on the credit of the laltei' continue a system of banks, or adopt one indepen- been by disbursing officers, and has been alittle unwould, like an electric shock, be (elt through the dent of banks, or employ a mixed one composed of der five millions. And the least loss has been by
whole of them, and inevitably depreciate still mor both. But it is a syslecr forced on the department, collecting officers, not much exceeding two millions.
by the peculiarities of the existing laws and the pre- The aggregate of all these losses, taking the lowest
their immense amounts of stocks.
It is be- estimate for banks, is about thirteen millions and a
It is hoped that an actual firihire to furnish means sent condition of our b.inking institutions.
lieved to be the best one possible, consistent with half.
If, in connexion with this subject, were conto make prompt payment, under all contingencies
and thus producing the very violation of good faith them. Under the present arrangements no eventu- sidered the losses in cnllecling the revenue by the
80 much to be deprecated, will not be necessaiy to al losses are supposed to have been sustained, which non-payment of bonds for duties, on viliich credit
awaken its guardians to the urgent imporlanceof are properly allributable to this mode of keeping the was given to merchants, something over seven afld
some such remedial provision; a measure, without public money. Any small ones, which are likely to a half millions of dolfirs must be added, incr>asing
happen, appear to be the result of the usual risks the aggregate to more than twenty-one millions.
which, in the shape of an investment or large ba
incident to the mere collection and disbursement of The piopoitionafe losses by these cla.sses have been
lance on hand, or authority given to postpone cer
the money, without reference lo the manner of thus: Those by the bunks and by the duty-bonds
tain classes of appropriation when the revenui
roves insufficient for the whole, or some power to keeping it, and these kinds of risks are inseparable amount to more that two-thirds of the whole. The
E
orrow money, or issue, on interest, when necessa- from any system heretofore in force on this subject, losses, either by the banks alone, or the merchants'
ry, drafts or exchequer bills, no financial system in whether consisting of an United Srates bank, oi
bonds alone, have been nearly as great as by bolli
any enlightened country has been, or can be, long state banks, or either of those mixed with individual disbursing and collecting officers united; and either
administered with safely and honor.
officers.
is more tlian threefold as great as by collectors and
In our system, the provision on this subject was
An exclusive use of bank corporations for collect- receivers, and several millions more than by them
very uniform and permanent, fill the extinguish- ing and disbursing, as well as keeping all the public not only from 1789 lo 1837, but from 1789 down to
ment of the national debt in 1335. Previous to that money, could alone dispense with the employment the present moment.
of individual officers lor the two former purposes,
time, a large balance beyond the expenses for ordi
The particular losses in each presidential lerin
rary purposes was generally collecfeil, and beint which has prevailed from the foundation of the go- being also desired by the resolution, they have been
kept on hand till near the close of the year, so as to vernment. Such an innovation has been proposed ascertained; and, as they furnish a striking solution
hy some, and more especially in the large seaports. of some of the general causes of (hose losses, the
assist in any contingi»ncy, was then, if not thu
But it woulil create a radical change in the whole periods in which the largest and some of the shiallrat
wanted, applied towards the payment of the debt.
Alter that time, the first re.^ort in the event of theory of all our collection laws.
It would subject
ones happened among each class of public agents
fluctuations was temporary, and consisted of the ac- the government in most of its fiscal concerns to an may be usefully designated hire. Among the bank8>
cidental and unexpected accumulation which im- entire and humiliating dependence on moneyed cor- the' largest losses were from 1813 to 1817, (hen conmediately followed. When parls of that accumula- porations. And should the latter, though increased sisdngp entirely of depreciation on notes taken, and
lon were expended, ami the residue was divided so much in power, not aspire more to misuse it, yet next from 1821 lo 1824, consisting (hen chiefly of
among the states, instead of being invested and held a wider door would thus be opened to sinister influ- deposiies; while from IS29 to 18:13, and from 183*
to meet deficiencies, the recall of it, as fast as need- ences as well as to great fiscal derangements and to IS37, Ihcy were smaller than in any period since
ed for the latter purpose, was still sanctioned by ultimate losses. Recent events have evinced the 1813. Among disbur.sing officers, looking to the
congres"", anil constituted (he next permanent reme- dangers of these so strikingly as to justify all in be- amount disbursed, the largest losses were from 1821
But this power of recall was afterwards taken ing more mistrustful, and to render the fui'ther con- to I82,j, next from 1817 to I82I, and next from 1809
dy.
from the treasury department, and instead of it the sideration of such a pl.in unnecessary.
tolSlS, .'"lid they were smaller Iroiii 1829 to 1833, and
payment of one inslalmcnt was postjioned, and a
The chief difnoully under Iheold systems need 1833 to 1337, (iiaij in any odier leiui whatever, ex-

from the periodical contractions ami expansions incident to tlie present detective system of banking,
in a country so full of enterprise as ours, with such
freedom in pursuits, such lacilities of intercourse,
and such stron; temptations lo rash speculation.
The fluctuations, however, are not conlined to

for aid in

very Uipited autiiorit; given to issue treasury nates ouly be understood cleaily

to

be duly ajipreciated.

pect from 17S9 to 1793.
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extent than was before customary, and the suspenfrom 1829 to 1833 was onlj' nineteen cents, and from security, arid a diminution of the difficulties and
1833 to 1837 only twenty-six cents; wliile in some sponsibililies he has of late years been coinpellnd to sions among thein have been less general, by not
reaching, it is computed, over one-tliird of Ihe
immense
collecof
such
through,
period
p.iss
in
a
dollars
and
two
was
as
liigh
as
it
previous terras
In this class the most numerous tions and disbursements, accompanied by so severe whole number in the United Slates, though includsixteen cents.
ing, perhaps, more than half of the whole banking
losses, compared v^ifli all in'office, were from 1817 revulsions in commerce and such harr^ssing bank
ciipital.
Of those suspending, fortunately only
to 1821, next from 1821 lo 1823, and next from 1313 suspensions.
Dwelling no longer now on this topic, he is con- three or four held any considerable amounts of pubThe smallest proportion in this respect,
lo 1817.
except durijig Ihe first Iwo terms under the consli- vinced, not only lliat the measures for greater ."e- lic money deposited with them since 1837, and
disbursement of the they, as well as the rest now in public employ', have
tul ion, was from 1829 to 1833, and except those curity in the collection and
and the third terui, the next smallest was from 1333 public money, but all the olherprovisions heretofore made cominenrlahle exeitions to meet with fidelity
of an indepen- their engagements lo the treasury.
establishment
recommended,
in
the
1837.
lo
The admonitions, however, which the late susAmons collecting officers, if looking to the amounls dent treasury, for keeping and transferring it, should
Prominently among these last, pension has given in respect to the importance of
collected, the largest losses were (rom 1797 to ISO I, be early adopted.
some
new legal provisions connected with the keepprinand
the
between
the
banks
separation
is
the
and
1817
lo
1821,
next
lion\
lo
1813,
next from 1809
ing of the public money, have not been slight, and
next from 1S05 lo 1809. The most numerous de- cipal fiscal operations of the government. That
advantages, which have already been sufficiently adverted to.
faults, compared with the whole number of that would be likely to produce many
They appear lo be equally strong in fiivor of some
occasions
class in office, were from 1809 to 1813, next from have been explained so fully on former
1805 to 1809, next from 1321 to 1825, next from that only a few of them need here be adverted to, new legislation or additional regulations as to the
kind of currency which should be received for pubbriefly.
It would render a bankand
this
very
The
ratio
to
1828.
from
1825
and
next
1821,
to
1317
not lic dues.
of them from 1829 to 1833, and 1833 to 1837, was ruptcy of the treasury impo.ssible, by a wide if
hi relation to this last point the constitution and
payments. To the
not one-fourth as large .is in some of the periodsjust general suspension of specie
this, the government laws are now explicit enough concerning what condiscredit
of
loss,
vexation
and
previous
less
than
any
Indeed
it
was
piiumerated.
stitutes money.
terms from (he foundation of the government, ex- has alreadv been more than once subjected, and a U.
But the practices under them, in receiving other
experience abroad and
cept four, and the number of such defaulters was States bank, judging from
analogy at home, would form no more effectual things than gold and silver as money, or rather as a
less lliaii in any piesitlenlial term since 1804.
The accounts of the post office establishment be- guarantee against it, than slate bank? during pe- currency or substitute for money, have continued
convulsions in trade, if ad- so long and been at times so loose as to create much
ing kept separately, and its officers acling in the riods of extraorilinary
present imperfect system of danger and difficulty. The views of the departcapacities both of collecting and diibursirg, are not ministered under the
under similar defective ment on all portions of this subject were so fully
included in the above results, but will be given in banking; or, in other words,
charters, and occasionally similar false banking explained to congress on previous occasions, and
the special report in distinct tables.
would relieve both more particularly in September, 1837, as to render
separation
princijdes.
Such
a
On a careful review of these ilala it mus; be oband the government from any further ex- it unnecessary to repeat them here.
vious, that in the absence of any penal prohibilion the banks
But some illustrutioiis and confirmations of those
embarrassments
importunities,
to
mutuaT
posure
and
purposes,
private
to use the public money for
Both, and doubtless beneficially views, contained in the transactions of the presentof other adequate securi\ies against misconduct, the and criminations.
more to their own resources year, are new, and are as Ibllows:
increased losses during some of the terms mention- to both, would be left
In sundiy instances banks, as well as individuals,
the others' favor, wheed must have happened more from the strong temp- and less lo dependence on
cupiility on the one hand or po- holding the treasurer's ilrafls, have insisted on specie
tations to misuse the money, combined witli the ca- ther instigated by
Instead of increas- in payment, and refused lo accept the current notes
litical ambition on the other.
expansions
extraordinary
to
war,
incident
lamities
diminish, executive power; for the of specie paying banks.
and contractions in the currency, and great specula- ing, it would
This they had an undoubted right lo do, and thus
would be stripped of all bank influence, and
tions and convulsions in trade, than Irom any pecu- latter
its
stead ncitherthe use nor possession the idea has been strongly corroborated, that howallowed
in
be
or
irust,
public
in
liar rapacity among those then
under agents not select- ever much both pnlihc and fiscal convenience may
any special neglect on the part of those who were of the public money except
alone, as in case ol the banks; little in- be proipoted by the use of a paper currency, lor
then either accounting officers, or possessed of the ed by itself
creased in number, guarded by adililional securi- either large or distant payments, yet Ihe receipt of
•
power to appoint and remove unfailhlul agents.
any thing short of specie, or the notes not only of
Thus in 1S31, 1832 and 1833, prosperous but not ties, and forbidden by the severest penalties to use
It would specie paying banks, but such as are convertable
private purpose.
speculating years, in the interior scarcely a single a dollar of it for any
into specie on the spot, and at par. can neverellecthat
in
paper
issues,
improvident
lo
check
tend
loss is supposed to have happened among receivers,
degree deteriorate the exchangeable value of tually protect the public credit. The practical imthouo-h some were then reported for suit on previous some
portance of this question under our present system
paper,
and
it would sewell
as
of
itself
as
specie
collectors
said
of
be
defaults; and Ihe same may
possible currency in the present state will be the more obvious when it is understood that
then, and in 1335, prosperous but not speculatinr cure the best
In tine, it would re- near twenty millions of the twenty-five expfuded
laws.
years on the sea board. But, in more calamitous of the constitution and
inducements to hoard what could not be used this year, for ordinary purposes, have been, and
periods of tr.ade, like 1737 and 1798, 1808 to 1813, move all
payment of what could not be will be paid by drafts drawn directly on collectors
1813 to 1321, and 1337, sometimes succeeding for profit, to delay
employed, to augment taxes or tariffs for and receivers, and must therefore be met, not only
otherwise
[nultiplied
defaults
the
speculation,
others of rash
can
yield
no emoluments, and to in- by them, but in specie or its equivalent. It seems
deposites
that
among collectors as well as disbursing agents. So,
dulge in reproaches or suffer inconveniences, as impossible, also, that eventual eihbarrassment and
in similar periods in the interior, like 1818 to 1821,
by public drafts, occasional losses by bank failures and suspensions
deprived,
being
do,
at
now
banks
rethe
among
increased
and 1836 and 1837, they
funds which, under the proposed system, would should be obviated, if any thing but specie is long
ceivers and the banks much in a ratio with the in- of
only add to the risk and responsibility of the de- kept on hand by public agents of any description.
ordinate thirst for hazardous investments, and the
his gains, and would therefore be ISor can any system operate as a check on over
overwhelming disasters which ensued from them pository instead of
issues by banks, restrain the tendency lo gambling
iladly parted with.
and overissues of paper money.
biinleir.g imfilulions generally, and ihe speculations, and aid gradually in improving the
Condilion
of
this
to
be
of
is
illustration
strong
very
Another
currency of the country, as well as preserve in pupublic
dues.
receivable
money
for
land
of
found in the periods of the greatest losses on merThe condilion of the banking institutions gene- rity the true constitutional standard of value, unless
chants' bonds, compared with the whole amount of
States is always a topic of some the notes received are speedily paid over for public
United
the
in
rally
highest,
the
were
losses
Tliese
duties collected.
But it now possesses less with debts, when acceptable to creditors, and, at brief
financial interest.
from 1825 to 1829, of any term since the commencegovernment than it did when the con- intervals, any of them left on hand are returned for
ment of the government, doubtless in a great mea- the general
them
was more intimate and ex- specie lo the institutions that issued them.
between
nection
mercantile
specusure "rowing out of the excessive
It appears that the effect which such a course
tensive.
lations and failures of that period; and the next
would proilucc in the currency at large, by permaIt is regretted that space remains on this occasion
probably
resulting
1821
to
1825,
laro-est were from
wjlhdrawing specie either from banks or
nently
condition,
than
their
concerning
more,
little
but
from like causes; while from 1829 to 1833, a period for
would, in ordinary tiine=, be much
a reference to the special report which will soon from circulation,
of comparative regul.irity in trade, the loss was
In the
last authentic returns that less than many persons have apprehended.
from
the
submitted
be
and
less
1S03,
since
smaller than in any other term
payments
of the above twenty milcollection
and
can be obtained.
than even from 1793 to 1797, and 1797 to 1801.
In the meantime, however, it may be inferred lions by collectors and receivers, the whole amount
utility
and
feasibility
the
to
topic,
a.;
other
the
Ou
from returns not very numerous, and from some ge- on hand with all of them, at any one time, has selof additional checks and penalties against defalcaexceeded one million and a half.
drawn from neral data, that since the first of January last Ihe dom
tions, the illuslr.ilions referred to, as
At New York city, where near two-thirds of the
circulation of those banks now paying specie has
twenly-seven
of
Out
these:
are
examples abroad,
of the whole union are collecteil,and where
customs
curlaileil quite one
aierage
been
an
on
probablj,
governments, in respect to which accurate slategross receipts this year will exceed fifteen milalmost third, or between sixteen and twenty millions; that the
inents have been obtained, and whichinclude
of most of the others had not been lions of dollars, the amount ou hand at any one
circulation
the
world,
the
in
country
every important civilized
increased at the time of their late suspension; that lime has not averaged half a million of dollars.
twenty-six seem to prohibit any private use of the
As an illustration of the system of drawing for
the aggregate amount of specie in all of them is not
public money, either by collecting or disbursing
reduced more than eight or ten millions; and thai, this money speedily, it may be added, that the
agents
de|iosite
In six cases only do the
agents.
lelt at the chise of each week, subject lo
amount
instituthese
exchange,
foreign
since the fall in
appear to be allowed the use of public ti.nds, and
dralls, has seldom equalled one-twentieth of a miland the tions, with a few exceptions, originating in gross
that is only when those agents are bulks,
principles, by embanking
correct
from
departures
money is placed with them in general deposite. In
At the recent suspension of specie payments
barking in trade and by making large investments
the employ
a great majority of these governments,
business men, nor for most of the funds in the custom houses were comd long
„ loans,. often not to
nient of Diiblic funds for nrivate purposes by any
ui
of bank notes; but nearly half of those in the
posed
ar^^^^^^
purposes,
business
not only prohibileiUut punished common
wdiaVever is noi^o^
L"e is whatever
agents
disposed to land offices consisted of specie. Though the notes
.^
y_^|
.^^^,_,^
^^ t,,^ ,^i„ ^^^^^-^ p,y,nents, provided they lelt
by severe penalties, sni-h as imp
ou hand were issued by banks paying sjiecie, and in
forbearance and indulgence
former
their
exercise
instances
souie
galleys, the penitentiary, and in
each other, and the community touards good credit at the time they were taken, yet even a
More minute checks and guards also are in- towards
Se»lh.
It is a source of much satisfaction to add part of them, suddenly becoming irredeeraaWe, has
to discre- thein.
troduced in most of them, and li-ss is left
suspension has caused far less em- caused some inconvenience, several protests, ami a
recent
the
that
here.
Ihaii
tion or regulation, even in monarchies,
barrassment, delay and probable loss to the treasury, few injurious delays, with both receivers and colThat course of making full and explicit sialulory
At the former suspension, as specie w-as
deposrtes in banks or Ihe possession Inclors.
by
whether
duly
and
points,
important
pMvisions on all these
occurred heretofore on the only currency then alloived to be taken by reto dege- of tlieir notes, than have
Teslr. cling executive discretion, so liable
most of these ilifficiillies were obviated
c: ivers,
urged similar occasions.
repeatedly
been
befjie
has
tyianny,
into
nerate
Two re.isons exist for lliis. Tiis banks have of wiili them, and v\here confined chiefly to the depocorrt-ct
by the uiuleisigued, from a regard us well lo
pubac late been employed and their notes talien to a less site banks and targe collectors. The great amount
I
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of specie which llie receivers then iiossesscd contributed much also to the general relief of the treafurnished most opportune
sury, and especially
means for making legal as well as satisfactory pny•ments of the heavy' Indian annuities, soon afterwards falling due in (lie west.
Some considerations were intended to he next
presented on the permanent deficiency a|ipreliended as likely to happen in the rei'enue, alter 1S41,
under the operation of the present farilf. But the
length to which this communication has already extended, and tue doubt whether congress may deem
it advisable to legislate so long beforehand in anticipation of an event which possibly, but not probably, may be avoided, have induced the department
to postpone for the present any particular remarks
on a topic involving considerations of so difficult
and agitating a character.
Miscellaneous.
Some of the leading changes, which this depa_rtment during the la?t five years has thought proper
to urge as material in connection with the fiirances
may, before closing, be summarily and perhaps usefully condensed, and presented together to the consideration of congress.

They are as follows:
A new organization of the

4,

18i0— CONGRESS.

ment, it is proposed to postpone the consideration of
mojt of them to special reports to rongiL?:S, and separate communications to suitable committees.
Among rhe latter is a mass of questions, chiefly
connected witli the public lands and the custom
house establishment. Among the former are the
state of the light houses; the progress in the survey
of the coasi; the manufacture of weights and measures; the condition of the mint arrd its branches;
the situation of our trade with the British provinces
and West Indies; the disfiosition (iiade of our depotes with the several states; and various other subjects of minor importance.
In a note annexed (IVl) are explained briefly a
few topics still different, and some of them more urt;ent in their character, such as the exclusive employment of one of the present comptrollers as a
com missiouer of the customs; a revision of the number and compensation of officers in the cusloms, and
especially their pay duiing the past year: the requirement of official security from di.strict attorneys;
in the commencement of the fiscal year,
also the commercial the same as the calenyear; appropriating, in certain cases, lor five
quarters, and keeping and publishing all accounts
and returns by quarters as well as years; new provisions concerning papers in whale ships and vessels
on the coast of Africa; a declaratory act as to the
duties on silk and worsteds; and the further extenion of the laws for the relief of insolvent debtor:s.
Within the present year, the business as to the
French indemnity has been closed by distributing
the additional interest obtained on the first lour instalments. The si.xth payment due from the kingdom of Naples has also been received, and divided
among the claimants.

hange

making

treasury department in
to ensure a more appropriate division of labor, a stiicter accountability, and a closer
supervision over the collection of the revenue by
officers exclusively devoted to it.
An increase of the checks and securities against
delimits in all officers, whether collecting, keeping
or disbursmg public money, and more especially by
prohibiting its use for private purposes under severe
penalties.
Some provident fund, to be formed wlien any ocThe annual exhibit of the condition and business
casional and accidental surplus happens to be in the of the general land office usually accompanies
this
treasury, (but never designedly raising one by taxa- report, but, from its length and
importance, it will
tion) which shall be employed to meet contingencies be presented separately in a few days.
The very
and fluctuations instead of our beinz compelled fre- successful progress made in bringing up the arrears
quently to resort to loans or increased ta.ves; and, in of business, and in the despatch of
the enormous
the absence of such a fund, a permanent authority to amount of current duties devolved
on that office by
be given ibr the procurement of means, when need- the unprecedented sales in 1S35 and 1836, deserves
ed, under unexpected deficiencies.
special notice.
It has enabled the commissioner to
reduction in the orduiary expenditures, so as for dispense with the employment of
nineteen ot his forseveral years not to exceed seventeen or eighteen
mer clerks. Disagreeable and embarrassing as the
millions ot dollars annually, unless, when the revediscontinuance of official services usually is, a strong
nue is abundant, the great national works, which it sense of its propriety in an economical view has led
is intended to complete in any event, should be has
to the measure on this occasion without any special
tened more, and, when the revenue is smaller, be direction by congress. It
is also again urged as a
proportionably retarded.
proper topic for legislalion, and without w-hich it
The passage of occasional pre-emption and gra- cannot be effected, that the number and consequentduation laws as to the public lands, under judicious ly the expense of the olil land offices
be reduced, by
limitations concerning the quantity sold in any one uniting several with others
adjoining, where the
case, and for the prevention of frauds and partialiquantity of business has become mnch lessened.
ties.
similar course as to some of the collection districts
To reduce the tariiT, whenever (he amount of re- on the sea board has before been recommended, and
venue juslities the measure; and always regulate its is still considered worthy the attention of
congress.
provisions with a paramount regard to finance, dis- In all these, as well as in larger
savings, economy
couraging articlesof luxury, and encouraging useful is undoubtedly true wisdom. Respectfully,
anil necessary ones only as incidental objucls in ta-

such respects as

A

A

LEVI WOODBURY,

ii:en; rd'

invalid peiisions, in certain

cases; and also

bill granting a pension to Daniel Waller; which
were read a first and seconil time, and referred to
the committee on (lensions.
On rrotion, those parts ol the president's mes»
sage treating of commerce, finance, Indian and military allairs, &c. 8tc. were severally referred to the

a

appropriate committees.
long list of private bills, of which notices have
been heretofore given, were severally introduced
on leave, twice read, and referred, viz: by Mr.
Linn, Mr. Clay, of Ala. Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Knight,
Mr. Wall, Mr. Wright, Mr. Fulton, and others.
Mr. Benton, on leave, introduced a bill to repeal
an act laying duty on imported salt, and granting a
bounty on pickled fish when exported, Slc. also, a
bill lor the more easy collection of small bank notes
in the District of Columbia;
which were twice
read, and appropriately referred.
Mr. Wall, fiom the committee on the judiciary,
to which was referred the bill to amend aji act to
provide for the punishment of certain crimes
against the United States, and Ibr other purposes,
and the bill to prevent the counterfeiting or uttering
of any counterfeit foreign gold or silver coin, reported the same without amendment.

A

Mr. Hubbard from the committee on claims, rebill to establish a board of commission-

ported the

ers to hear

and adjudge claims against the United

Slates.

The

resolution, offered some days .since by .Mr.
Tappan, irr relation to there firement of officers over
60 years cf age on half pay, was taken up and

adopted.

Mr. Benton submitted the Icllowing resolutions:
Resolved, Thaw the secretary of the treasury be directed to communicate to the senate all the information which it IS in the power of the departnrent to obtain as to the value of the different stale bonds in the
London marker; also, the value ot the different rail
road and canal stocks of the respective states in the

home market.
liesolved. That the president of the United Slates bo
requested to obtain from the consiituted auiborities in
Florida a statement of all the territorial bonds issued
and authorised to he issued in that territory, with copies
from the journals of the council, showing every thing
that was done in authorising the issue of such boniis,
with the names of the members of the council at the
lime, their votes in each case, the names of the governors who may have approved laws for the issuing
of territorial bonds, or who may have signed or endorsed the said bonds; also, the purposes for which said
bonds were issued, and, when issued in favor of corporations, the names of the corporations, and the
copartners and their officers, and the use made of said
bonds, and the present value of said bonds in the
American and European markeis, with the condition
of the corporations which have had the use of said
bonds, and how far they are fulfilling the purposes for
which they were created; also, a siatenientnf all the
acts of incorporation which have been passed by the
said legislative council of Florida since the 3rl of March,

1823,

and

the acts in

amendment

iherecf,

and when

and how said acts were reported to the president of
Secretanj oflhe treasury.
the United States to be laid befijre conuress.
Resolved, That the president of the United States be
the United
requested to cause the proper inquiry to he made of all
vileges, whether in banking or commerce.
disbursing officers and agents, and all contractors,
The exclusion of small bank notes from circula1st SESSION. (the post office department inclusive), to asceriain from
SENATE.
tion, so as to enlarge the quantity of specie within
them whether the.v have sold or exchanged the governDecember 27. The vice president arrived, and ment drafts, or other government funds, or their own
the country; increase the use of it', and especially of
drafts on the |,'overnmenf, during the years 1333 and
gold, for common purposes, and thus protect as wtdl took the chair this morning
Several messages, in writing, were received from 1339, for paper money of the follows descriptions:
the banks against runs or panics as the laboring
1st. Bank notes of the late bank of the U. Slates,
classes from losses and depreciations incident to eve- the president of the United Slates: one calling the
and especially notes of a le.«s denomination than S20,
ry paper currency, like ouis, not founded or, a specie attention of congress to some new legislation on the
2d. Bank nores of the present bank of the United
basis as broad as the paper itself.
And finally, llie subject of papers to be provided by law for Ameri- States, and especially notes ot a less
denomination
rapid extinguishment of any national debt, and the can vessels engaged in the whale fishery; wfrich, than $20.
creation of no new one of a permanent description on motion of Mr. Davis, was referred to the com3d. Post notes of the present bank of the U. States,
mittee on commerce.
in peace.
iind especially any of such notes of a less denominaAlso, one containing a letter fiom the secretary tion than $100; also, of a less denomination than $20;
A prominent feature in the policy which has thus
been recommended as to our fiscal affairs, has been of state in relation to the law for taking the 6th and which had been iriade paj-able at more ihan sixty
to leave to state legislation all rnalters of doubtful census; which was referred to the commitlee on days after dale, or which were not due, or which had
been altered by the pen. And, if so, that they report
jurisdiction, as well as all clearly of a domestic and the judiciai-y.
Several communications w*>e also received from the times and places of such sales or e.\chance9, antl
slate character, whether connected wiih the revenue
or the currency, the exchanges and commerce, or the difierent departments, such as exhibiting ac- with whom made, and the amounts so soItT or exsome other exciting interests of the country less in- coiinls of their several expenses for the year 1839; changed.
Also, that the president conimunicole to (he senate
termingled with the immediate business ot Ihis de- the transfer of such apjrropiiations as have b.'en
the iiJime of any disbursing ofticer, agent or comracpartment. The undersigned takes pleasure in ac- made under sanction of laws of 1809 of 1820. &c.
tor who jliall full to answer lire foresoing inquiries in a
knowledging that several of those enumerated mea- &c.
re;<ionable lime.
Also, that he communicate a list of
Petitions from private individuals were presented sui;!i 'icasury or post office drafts
aures did not originate with him; yet thijy have all
in favor of disbursing
received his earnest official support, and he is grati- by Messrs. Tappan, Robertson, Clay, of Ala. Smil'i, iiil'h ti -. .igcnls and contractors for the ycois 1838 and
conLinn,
that
have
taken
by
Conn.
and
others.
lii)
fieri
sleps
already been
of
;,s tlinll appear to have been sold, with the names
gress insuring in pait the success of some of" them.
Mr. Prentiss presented the petition of Nallumiil ol th, cidorfpis, and to whom paid. ThtTi the seeroThe rest, as well as those, are again respeclfnlly Jacobs, a soldier of the revolution, praying lor ar- ';iiv i)t ihe ireii-irtv cause inquiries ro be made of the
coinmendeii to favorable consideration, hoping that learages of pensions, which was referred to tin- tlrp.'^iic hanks, since the general resinnption of specie
p:iyni(iii3 in
183i. whether the government draffs
the scrutiny of longer discussion and iefioctioii may co:nmittee on pensions.
Mr. A^orDc/i inlroriuced, on leave, a joint resolu- which have been sold by dishurangdflicers, agents and
have satisfied its members that the lull adoption of
contractors have been usually paid in specie, and, if
them all would promote the durable pi'osperily of tion authorizing the president to cause certain sur- .so, all the particulars as to the several
sums and lotsl
the finances, and at the same time be in harmony veys to be maile; nini a bill for the relief of certain amount paid, and to whom
paid, and when, as nearly
with the constitution, and favorable to most of the companies of Michigan militia; both of which were as can be stated.
•reail twice, and referred.
givat interests of the country.
Mr. Benton also introduced Ihe following resoluIn respect to several reihaining matters cnnnecleil
l\Ir. Prentiss, agreeably to notice, asked and obtion, which was laid over and ordered to be print*
with the nuineroas duties devolved on this depart- tained leav« to bring in a bill to authorise the pay- ed.
ritf legislation.

In connexion with this policy of protecting freedom of trade, to resist monopolies anil exclusive pri-

Hon. R. M. Johnson, vice president of
States, and president of the senate.
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Resolved, That there is nothing in (he consiicution of
the United States which can authorise the legislative
power of ihe union to assume the debts of the states
wiiich have been contracted for local objects and state
purposes.
2. That the assumption of such debts, either openly,
bj' a direct promise to pay tliem, or disguisedly, by
going security for their payment, or by creating suiplus
revenue, or applying the national funds to pay them,
would be a gross and flagrant violation of the constituiion, wholly unwarranted by (he letter or spirit of
that instrument, and utterly repugnant to all the oojecis
and purposes for which the federal union was formed.

On motion

of

Mr. Young,

it

4,
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was

Resolved, That the committee on commerce be instructed to inquire into the expediency of esiablishing
a port of entry and delivery at the city of Cairo, in the
state of Illinois.

On

motion, the senate adjourned over to

day next.
December 30.

The

vice president

Mon-

communicated

to the senate the report of its secretaty in relation
to th»! disbursements of the contingent fund of the

senate.

Also, a communication from Ihe secretary of the
treasury in relation to the foreign commerce of this
3. That, besides its flagratit unconstitutionality, such
assumption would be unjust, unwise, impoliuc and country, and the policy of foreij^n countries in redangerous, compelling the non-indebted sia'.es to incur lation to that commerce.
Also, from the same, a communication from the
burdens for others which they have refused to incur
diverting the national funds from na- commissioner of the general land office in relation
for tiieinselves
tional objects to stale objects
and thereby creating a to the general operations of that office. Of this
necessity for loans or taxes, or issues of federal paper document 1,000 additional copies were ordered to
money, to supply the' place of the funds so diverted
be printed
500 for the use of the land office.
prostraring the barriers of economy, moderation aud
Also, from the 'War department, containing a
saleiy, in the creation of stale debts, by separating the
statement of the coiitingeiit expenses of said departfunction of contractor from that of payer of the debt
ment.
extinguishing the sense of responsibility in the conAlso, from Ihe secrelary of the navy, in relation
tractor, and making the federal government the ultimate
payer of all the obligations contracted by the slates for to the contingent expen.ses of that department.
Mr. Lin/i presented the following memorials, 8tc.
establishing a dangerous precetlietr own purposes
memorial from the legislature of Missouri on the
dent, which nuist soon be followed up by new debts
on the part of the states, and new assumptions on the subject of pre-emption.
invading the rich's
part of the federal government
Also, from the same, requesting the sale of certain
and mortgaging the properly of posterity, and loading unsold lands.

—

—

—

—

A

—

—
—

their own
creating
national debt of large amount at the start, and
of a nature to perpetuate ils own existence begetting
a spirit in congress, which must conslanlly caler for
distribudons, by preventing necessary approjiria'ions,
and keeping- up unnecessary taxes laying the founda;ion for a new and excessive tarifi" of duties on foreign
imports, to fall unequally on difierent parts of the union,
and most heavily on the planting, grtiin-growing, and
provision raising stales, to their manifest injury, and
probable great discontent involving disastrous consequences, either to the union itself, or to ils members,
as tending to the consolidarion of the slates, and their
ultimate abject dependence on the federal head as the
fountain of their supplies; or tending to the annihilation
oi the federal head itself, by stripping it of ail its means
ot' natural defence and self-support, and reducing it to
the helpless imbecility of the old confederation— giving a
new impulse to the delusive career of the paper system,
already in a stale of dangerous overaeiion insuring
the establishment of another national bank and, finally, b%etting a passion for periodical dislribiitions of
lands and money, and extensions of federal credit,
which could find no Umil to its deman'ds until the national domain was exhausted, the federal treasury emptied, and the credit of the union reduced to contempt.

unborn generations with debts not
a

new

—

—

—
—

4.

That the debts of the states, being

by foreigners, and constituting a

now chiefly

stoclt in foreign

held

mar-

now greatly depreciated, any legislative attempt to
obtain the assumption or secuiityshipof the U. Stales for
their payment, or to provide for their payment out of the
national funds, must have the effect of enhancing the
value of Ihai slock to the amount of a great many milhons of dollars, to the enormous and undue advantage
of fijreign capitalists, and of jobbers and gamblers in
stocks; thereby holding out inducements to foreigners
to interfere in our affairs, and to bring all the influences
of a moneyed power to operate upon public opinion,
kets,

Also, from the same, requesting a grant of land
for the erection of a deaf and iliiinb asylum.
Also, from (he same, a series of resolutions respecting the national road.
Also, a memorial respecting patents. Mr. Linn
expresse^d a wish that Ihe commitlee on public
lands would give this matter theirearliest attention.
Mr. Buchanan, presented a petition from sundry
citizens of Pennsylvania, praying areduction of the
postage, so that ten cents shall be the highest atnount
charged.
Petitions were presented from private individuals
by Mr. U'Ibbard, Mr. Davis, Mr. Criltenden, Mr.
Southard, Mr. Morton, Mr. Roane, Mc. Pierce, Mr.
,/lllen and Mr. Benton.
The following bills were introduced, and on leave
read twice and referred.
By Mr. Clay, of Alabama, a bill for the benefit of
the Selma and Tennessee rail road company.
Also, for the benefit of the Gainesville and Narkeeta rail road company.
bill to relinquish the reversionary interest of
the United Slates to a certain reservation of land in

A

Alabama.

A

bill for the discontinuance of surveyor general
those districts where surveys are completed;
to abolish the office of solicitor of the general
land office.
Also, the bill, granting Ihe right of way to stales
arid incorporated companies through the public

in

and

lands.

By Mr. Prentiss.
force an act entitled

A

899

mediately preceding the commencement of the present
session of congress, in consequence of special legislation by congress on private claims.
The several resolutions offered at the commencement of the session were then severally taken up
and adopted, with the exception of that offered by
Mr. Pierce, in relation to the equalization of pay of
the officers of the army; which, at Mr. P's suggestion, was laid over, because he desired, when it was
acted on, that there should be a full senate.
The resolution of Mr. iJe«(on, directing the secretary of the treasury to put certain queries to the
surveyors of the ports of Louisville, Cincinnati and
St Louis, and the captains of steamboats, relative
to the Louisville and Portland canal, and the charges
of the same on the trade of Ihe river, being
under consideration.
Mr. Smith, of Indiana, proposed the following
amendment which was adopted:

"And

also the capacity of said canal, at this time, to

admit without delay the commerce of the river that
must necessarily pass through the some; and whether
one canal at that point, of any given capacity, containing the necessary locks to overcome the falls, would he
sufficient to pass without delay the .commerce ascendin" and descending the river for future years; and also
whether, in order to aflibrd full and ample facilities in
overcoming the falls of the Ohio, so as to passthe commerce of the river, a canal on the Indian side of ihe falls
of sufficient capacity to pass boots of the largest class,
in addition to the canal on the Kentucky side, is not or
will not in a few years become indispensably necessary, taking into consideration the probable increase of
the comniercp; and that the secretary of the treasury be
directed to report to ihe senate the result of his inquiries
at the earliest day practicable."

After some remarks from Messrs. Crittenden,
Smith and Benton, the resotution as amended was
adopted.
The senate went into an executive session, and
soon after adjourned.
Dcceihber 31. The following memorials and petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr, Hubbard: From the legislature of Wew
Hampshire, in relation to the currency.
By iVlr. Pierce: From the same, in relation to the
distribution of the iiublic lands.
By Mr. Roane: From the legislature of Virginia,
in relation to military land warrants.
By IMr. Southard: From the trustees of a Presbyterian church in New Jersey, stating that said
church was in the occupancy of the American
troops during a portion of the revolutionary war as
a barracks, and that when the troops had to retreat
on advance of the British forces, the church parsonage, and other adjacent buildings, were destroyed,
in consequence of said occupancy, and they now
pray compensation for the destruction of the same.
This petition, with another of like impoit, was referred to the committee on revolutionary claims.
Mr. Benton moved to add 2, .500 copies to the
number heretofore ordered of the message of the
president of the United States.
Under an old law
of the senate, 1,500 copies were the number fixed
on, and the 2.500 which he now asked for woufd
not more than give about the -same ratio that Ihe
1,500 did under the piior law.
He desired to
spread the message and accompanying documents
along the military posts of the west, «iid, with all
the number ordered, he had but supplied a small
portion of his constituents.

bill to revise and continue in
"an act to provide for persons
disabled by known wounds received in
revolutionary war."
upon our elections, and upon state and federal legisla- the
bill making an appropri.tlion
By Mr. Sevier:
tion, to produce a consummation so tempting to their
to complete the movem**nt ofMhe raft on Red river.
cupidity, and so profitable to their interest.
bill to re))eal certain acts reMr.
VVlliams:
By
5. That foreign interference and foreign influence,
specting navy pension.":; and the bill to regulate Ihe
i n all ages, has been the bane and curse of free governments, and that such interference and influence is far pay of masters of the navy.
senator near sugj^esfed 1,000, which modificamore dangerous in the insidious intervention of the
By Mr. Norvell: The bill granting to the count)'
motieyed power, than in the forcible invasions of fleets of Kalmazoo, in Michigan, a certain quarter section tion was adopted, and that further number of the
message and documents was ordered.
and armies.
of land.
memorial of the house of Fritz,
By Mr. Davis:
6. That to close the door at once against all applicaAlso, a bill granting to certain persons, therein
tions for such assumption, and to arrest at their source named, the right of preemption to acertain tract Smith St, Co. owners of the brig Rob Koy that had
the vast tide of evils which would flow from it, it is nebeen wrecked on a V03age to Halifax, Nova Scotia.
of land in Michigan.
cessary that the constituted authorities, widiout delay,
By Mr. Davis, from the committee on commerce: The wreck was taken up by some persons at Mar(hall resolne and declare their utter opposition to the
The bill to refund money paid and to cancel the blehead, Massachusetts and there sold for the beproposal contained in the late London bankers' circular
nefit of Ihe salvers.
The owners claim reimbursen relation to state debts, contracted for local and state bonds given to secure duties upon certain vessels ment of ,<fl, 200 duties, « hich they had paid. Repurposes, and recommending to the congress of the and their cargoes employed in the whale fishery.
on commerce.
By Mr. Norvell, from the committee on com- ferred to the committee
United Stales to assume, or guaranty, or provide for,
On motion of Mr. Smith, of Indiana, the memojoint resol0!on authorising the president
the ultimate payment of said debts.
merce:
rial of the legislature of Indiana of the last session,
to cause certain surveys to be made.
Mr. Tappan introduced the following:
Mr. Tappan submitted a resolution for an amend- relative to a canal at the falls of Ihe Ohio, on the
Resvlced, That a committee of three members be apIndiana side, and all petitions on the same subject
pointed, who, together with a like number to be ap- ment to the constitution, to take etf'ec\t when twoon the files ui the senate, were referred to the compointed by the house of representatives, shall direct the thirds of the states shall have adopted the same,
expenditure of all moneys appropriated to purchase making the tenure of office of the judges cf the su- mittee on roads and canals.
memorial from numerous steambooks for the library of congress.
By Mr. LMn:
preme and inferior courts seven years, (if they so
On motion of Mr. Hubbard, it was
long behave themselves); and those who may have boat companies in relation to the adoption of some
Resolved, That the committee on pensions be in- been in office at the time of the adoption of this system to prevent the explosion of steam-boilers,
structed to inquire into the expediency of amending amendment for twenty years, tlieir commissions to and requiring some practical test of those persons
the acts of congress granting pensions for dlsabiliries expire in one year; those in oflice ten years, their employed to act as engineers.
incurred (luring the last war, so as to have the pen. commissions to expire in three years; and the comAlso, resolutions from Ihe legislature of Missousions of such invalids commence at the time this disamissions of all who have not been in office ten ri, ill relation to the public lands.
bility was received.
Also, a memorial from the same legislature, in
seven
years.
Ordered
to
be
years to expire in
On motion of Mr. Fulton, it was
relation to Ihe sixteenth sections.
printed.
Resolved, That the committee on commerce be inAlso, asking a grant of land for aid of common
Merrick,
motion
of
Mr.
if was
On
structed to inquire into the expediency of establishing
schools.
Resolced, That the president of^the United States be
ports of entry on the weslern border of the slate of ArAlso, a grant for Jefferson city, in said state.
communicated
to ihe senate a
be
to
cause
to
river;
requested
Arkansas
river
and
Red
on
located
kansas, to be
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, from Ihe committee on
and also of entitling all forcigri merchandise exported staletiient showing, in a condeuFed form, the amount
drawn frpm the tieusury in each year of the five years im- public lands, reported the bill relinquishing to tbc
overiand from ihoe© porta into Mexico to drawback.
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A

A

A

A

A

A
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tier

comir>.ittee

claims, rciM.rled the following

recommended

bills

on private land
wilhout amend-
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January 3. Mr. i)ir7cso;i, of R. L and Mr: GrunTennessee, appeared to-day.
Agreeably lo notice given on Tuesday last, Mr.
Calhoun asked leave, and introduced a bill to cede
the public lands to the slates, in which they are respectively situated. The bill was read by its title,
,d, on motion of Mr. C. referred to the committee
on the public lands.
Soon after^
Mr. Clay (ofKy.) having given notice of his in-

dy, of

iVIost of
at previon.>i sessions of the
senate, but not acted on in the other Body for want
of tim*':
hill to authorise (he issuing of a patent to the
copy-right bill,
heirs or the Isgal representalives of Francis Rivard, tention to uiove to inlioduce the
slated that he regrelted tliat he was detained by indeceased.
disposition this morning, and prevented from being
bill to confirm certain land claims in Missispresent when the bill svas introduced by the sena
sippi.
claims in the tor from South Carolina (Mr. Calhoun) loi ceding
bill to confirm certain land
the public lands to certain stales within which they
Ouachita land district, in the state of Louisiana.
are situated. He had wished to suggest some other
bill to confirm land claims in the district bereference of it than to the committee on Ihe public
tween the Rio Hondo and Sabine rivers.
would move a reconbill to settle the title to certain tracts of land lands; but, unless some senator
sideration of the order of reference to that commitin Ihe stale of Arkansas.
which he
bill to amend an act confirming certain land tee, he could not otfer the suggestion

nient,

atjd

their passage.

them lud been passed

A
A

A
A

A

A

the state of Michigan.
confirm the title to a certain tract of
county of Mobile.
bill to confirm certain land claims in the
Greensburg land district, in the state of Louisiana.
A bill to conlinue in force the act for the final
adjustment of private land claims in Missouri.
bill to transfer to the citizens of Ihe parish of
Concontia, in the slate of Louisiana, the interest of
the United Stales to a certain tract of land.
A bill authorising a patent to be issued to Joseph
Cainpaii, for a certain tract of land in Ihe state of

claims

in

A

bill to

land

in Ihe

A

wished to make.
[Mr. Southard moved the reconsideration, and
Mr. Calhoun objecling to it without some salislaclory reason]

—

standing committees of the house. Mr. W's request
was granted, and the rrsolulion for Ihe appointment of committees was then agreed lo.
On motion of Mr. Briggs, it was resolved Ihat
when the house adjourn it adjourn to meet on Mon-

day next.

Mr. Lewis, of Ala.

at Ihe request of a friend from
(Mr. Cooper), moved a reconsideration of
by which the house had agreed to the joint
resolulionJVom tiie senate, for the a)ipoiiitmeiil ot
chaplains; but, as Mr. L. bad not voted in Ihe allirmalive on Ihat question, the motion was declareii
out of order under Ihe rule.
Tlie question now recurring from Tuesday last
on the resolutions moved by Mr. Dawson, of Ga. in

Georf;ia,
the vole

relation lolhe public printing

Mr. Giddings, of Ohio, w ho had Ihe floor on those
resolutions, rose to address Ihe house; when
Mr. F. rAojnas said Iheiehart been an interchange
of opinions on Ihal side of the house, and he believ.
ed there was now a general wish llial tliis subject of
Ihe election of a printer, &c. be postponed no longer than the 2d ot January next; anil he understood
the mover was willing so lo modify his resolution.
The chair said this modification could only be

A debate of some sharpness ensued between Mr. done by general consent.
C/uyand Mr. Calhoun, which, as we shall hereafMr. Lewis Williams suggested Ihat Ihe postponeter give il in lull, it is not necessary for us now to ment extend to the loth of January.
And after a
give a sketch of.
desultory conversation, in which Messrs. F. ThoA
Some remarks were also made by Mr. Walker, mas, Dawson. Bri^iss, Cashing, h'illmnre, Stanly,
Mr. Gnmrfy, Mr. .4//«i, Mr. Preston and Mr. White, Bynvm, and Everett look pari, Ihe first resoUitinn
alter which Mr. Calhoun called for the reading of was modified by i\Ir. Dawson, the mover, so as lo
postpone lo ihe \t)th of January, instead of the 1st
the bill, which was read accordingly.
The question of reconsidering the reference of of February. The second resolution was adopted
Michigan.
lands
was
public
committee
on
the
to
Ihe
the
bill
with
same
committee,
a slight modification; and Ihe consideration of
reported,
from
the
also
ii"n
Mr.
then put, and decided by yeas and nays in the nega- the third was postponed to the lOlli of January..
a nuinbir of bills for the relief of individuals.
Mr. Crabb reneivfd the luolion of Mr. Lewis for
,Mi'. Brown introduced, by leave, a bill supple- tive, as follows:
YEAS— Messrs. Belts, ClayofKy. Clayton, Critten- a reconsideration of the vole for appointing chapmentary to the act establishing branches of the
den, Davis, Dickson, Knight. Merrick, Piielps, Pren- lains: he did so, he said, at the request of his colmint of the United States.
On motion of Mr. Merrick, a cleric was allowed tiss, Preston, Ruagles, Southard, Wall, While, of Ten- league, (Mr. Lewis); ai.d as he hail voted in the af15.
nessee
Ihe motion, coming from him, was in
to the committee for Ihe District of Columbia.
NAYS— Messrs. AUcn, Benton, Brown, Buchanan, firmative,
Older: and on this motion a debate forthwith arose,
On motion of Mr. Norvell, Ihe meujorial of na- Calhoun,
Clay, of Alabama, Grundy, Henderson, Hubin which the motion was advocal. <1 by Messrs.
turalized citizens of Ihe United States, to have bord.
King, Linn, Lumpkin, Mouion, Nicholas, Northeir rights recognised and secureil, was taken vell. Pierce, Roane, Robinson, Sevier. Smith, of Conn. Cooper and Rice Garland, and opposed by Messrs.
from the files of Ihe senate and referred to the com- Siniih, of Indiana, Strange, Tappan, Walker, Whi;e,of Wise and Nisbel, ol Ga.
The debate was continued by Messrs. Stade,
mittee on forc-i;;n relations.
Li.iiana, Williams, Wright, Young— 28.
Several private bills were introduced, together Crabb, Cooper, Craig and Rice Garland, when
On motion of Mr. Li-nn, it was
Resolied, That the committee on commerce be in- with several resolutions which will be noticed hereMr. Hopkins rose, he said, for the purpose of putstructed to inquire into the expediency of making an after.
ling an end to a debate which seemed lo himduite
appropriation to improve the harbor of the city of St.
The bill reported from the committee on public unnecessary. And he moved the previous question;
Luuis, Missouri.
lands, relinquishing lo the state of Mississippi the whicli was seconded; and the main question was
Mr. TVorueH submitted the following:
two [ler cent, lund accruing under the act lor her ordered *o be now taken.
Reitolved, That the committee on Indian alTuirs be
admission inio Ihe union, was, by general consent,
Mr. J. Davis, of Pennsylvania, asked Ihe yeas
instructed to inquire into the expediency of making an considered in committee of tlie whole, and ordered and navs on Ihe main question; which were orderappropriation sufficient to efiect, by peaceable and pe- to be engrossed.
ed.
inducements,
the
immediate
recuniary means and
A private bill for the relief of John H. Jacox And the main question, being on the motion to
muval west of the Mississippi of all the Indians now in
was also ordered to be engrossed.
reconsider, was then taken, and decided in the neterritory of Florida.

—

the

The senate then adjourned to Monday next.
Mr. Benton submitted the following:
Uesohed, That the secretary of the treasury be diHOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
rected to communicate to the senate the estimated
The house came to order at
Friday. Dec, 27.
amounts which will be receivable from the salt duly
during the years 1840, 1S41, 1S42, and 1843; nlso, the noon, and Ihe journal having been read,
communication was laid before the house by
estimated amounts which will he payable on account
of fishing bouniies, and allowances to fishing vessels, the speaker fioui Ihe lion. Charles Fenton Mercer, reduriiiL^ the same years; the said estimates to be all
signing his seat as a member.
made tm the basis of a non-alteration in the present
On motion of Mr. Taliaferro, it was laid ou the
laws regulating the said duties, bounties and allow- table.
ances.
The following communication wa." received from
Also, That the secretary be directed to communicate Ihe president of the United Stales:
to the senate any inlormation in the treasury departTo the house of representatives of the United Slatcc:
ment goin" to show whiit fishiag bounties, and alluw1 herev\ilh comuiunicate to congress cojdes of a
ances to fishing vessels, have been unduly or illegally
letter from Ihe governor of Iowa to the secietaiy of
drawn since the passage of the act in 1313 for renewstale, and of Ihe document; transiuilled with it, on
ing llie duty on salt, and reviving the fishing bounties
Ihe subject of a di.<pute respecting the boundary
and allowances consequent thereon.
line of Missouri.
The disagreement as to the exMr. Wall submitted the following:
jurisdictions has produced
Resolved, That the committee on commerce be in- tent of their respective
a
slate
great
excitement that I Ihink it neof
such
into
expediency
of
making
the
an
to
inquire
s'ructed
appropriation for the removal of certain obslruciions in cessary to invite your early attention to the report
the navigation of the river Passaic and of Newark ol Ihe coinmis.-ioner appointed to run Ihe line in
bay, in the slate of New Jersey.
question under Ihe act ot the ISIh of June, which
The senate then proceeded to ballot for chaplain, was sent to both houses of ccngressby the-secretaiy
when, on the second ballot, Ihe rev. Mr. Cook- of slate on the 3Uth January kst.
man, having received 20 votes, was declared duly
M.

—

A

'

On motion

of Mr. While, the secretary proceeded to inform Ihe house of representatives of said
election, and of the religious tenets of Ihe chaplain.
The bill to amend the act for Ihe punishment of
certain crimes against Ihe United Slates was taken
up in committee of Ihe whole, and, alter some explanation fioin Mr. Widl, was ordered to be engrossed lor a lliird reading.
The bill to establish a board of commissioners lo
hear and adjudge claims against Ihe United Slates
was taken up in coinmiltee of Ihe whole, and, alter
some few observations from Messrs. Hubbard and
Tappan, it was made the order of Ihe day for Wednesdav next; when,
On'inolion of Mr. Kins;. Ihe senate proceeded lo
the consideration of executive biisine.-s, and, alter
a aliurt aestioo, ajjourncd lo meet oii Friday next.

Mr. -^dams was understood

the vote by

lo give

notice of his
intention to ask leave lo iiilrnnuce a bill providing;
for carrying into elfcci the objects of the Smithsonian biquesl; which motion was ordered to be entered on the j-iiirnal.
Mr. Ciiwe JoAiiso/i movedihe ado]i(inn of the resolulion providing for the printing ol 2(I,IIIMI copies of
the president's message, viz: 15.IH10 without \he
accompanying dociiinenls, and 5,1/00 wilh them.

Mr. Stuji/y moved an adjournment, which motion
(by a \ote ol 03 ayes lo 79 noes, taken by Idlers,
Messrs. Craftft ami C.Johnson acting in that capacity), was rejected.
So the house refused to adjourn.

Some desultory conversalion ensued as lo the
mode in which Mr. Johnson's motion should, according to the rules, be put.
Wlien Mr. J. modified it so as to move to take
from the table llie message and the resolnlion above
referred lo. (where llicv bad been laid by the vote
ol the house on a former ilay).
.\ii iiilerinediale motion fiir adjournment ha\ing;
BUREN.
been uiade and withdrawn
Tr«5Ai;ig/on city. Dec. 23, 1839.
The question on Mr. Johnson's motion was taken
The me.'-sage was read and oidered to lie on the and carried.
table, and lo be printed.
So the message and resolution were again before
The joint resolution from the senate for the ap- the house.
pointment of two chaplains was taken up and
Mr. Cave Johnson then demanded Ihe previous
agreed to.
question on Ihe adoption of Ihe resolution.
]\lr. Hoffman, from Ihe committee to revise the
Messrs. Crabb and Can were appointed tellers,
rules ol Older, inlroiluced a resolution extending and, by ayes 101, noes not counted, the demand for
Ihe lime lor which those of the last congress have the previous question was seconded.
been adopted until Ihe lOth day of January next.
Mr. Sf«)i/y inquired of Ihe chair whclher the efThe resolution was agreed to.
fect of Ihe previous question would not be to cut
Mr. H'i.sc, on leave, introdiurd a resolution that off the amendment olfeied by himself, reducing the
Ihe chair appoint the standing committees of the number of copies lo fi.OOO.
house.
The speaker replied aflirinatively.
Before its adoption Mr. W. said he wished lo adMr. Lewis Il'iV/ii/ms demanded Ihe yeas and navs
dress, through the cliair, a word lo bis ton-'tiluent-^, on taking Ihe mail) queslion.
which was the expression of his desire that lie
Mr. Stanly was understood to give notice that he
luijjLt b« excused lium being placetl on any of the would, at the suggestion of several of bis frieodi.

VAN

elected.

gative: yeas 12, nays 163.
So the house lelused to reconsider
which the res.^lulion was adopted.

—
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his arnejidraent so as to
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read 10,000 instead

(i, 111)0 copies.
INIr. Umkrwuod snid liis vote would depend on inloiioation as lo the number which it was usual to
pri„t.
Mr. Hubbard, of Alabama, said the usual number was that designated in the resolution.
And the question, shall the main question be

of

now

taken? was then put and decided in the afliryeas 109, nays 73.
So the main question was ordered to be now put.
And the main question being on the adoption of
the motion lor printini;, as above stated,
Mr. Slauhj asked lor the yr.is and nays; which
being ordered and taken were: yeas l.;il, nays 54.
So ttie motion was agreed to.
Mr. Thom/ison, ol Soiitli Carolin-i, rose and moved a reconsideration ol" the vote wSiich had just been
He was proceeding lo make some remariis
tak.'n.
ill relation to the piesident's message, when
Mr. Jameson rose to a queslion of order.
nialive:
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Messrs. J. Q. Adams, of
mamifactures,
Mass.; Nisbet, of Ga.; Sladc, of VI.; Tillinghast,
ofR. 1.; Worthington,nl Md.; Dromgoole, of Va.;
Mitchell, of N. Y.; Eastman, of iN. H.; John Davis,
of Penn.
On agriculture. Messrs. Deberry, of N. C; Dennis, of Md.; McClellan, of Tenn.; Smith, of Vt.;
Hammond, of Pa.; Shaw, of N. H.; Sweeny, of O.;
Doig, ofN. Y.; Hook, of Pa.
On Indian rffairs. Messrs. Bell, of Tenn.; Lewis
Williams, of N. C; Alford,of Ga.; Cross, of Ark.;
Chinn, of La.; Shepard. of N. C; Lucas, of Va.;
Hunt, of N. Y.; J. W. Davis, of la.
On military affairs. Messrs. Cave Johnson, of
Tenn.; Thompson, of S. C; Miller, of Mo.; Coles,
of Va.; Keuible, of N. Y.; Allen, of Ohio; Monroe,
N. Y.; Sumpter, of S. C; Goggin, of Va.
On the mitilia. Messrs. Keim, of Penn.; Carter,
of Tenn.; Griffin, of S. C; Wagener, of Penn ; P.
F. Thomas, of Md ; Goode, of Ohio; Rogers, of
N. Y.; Triplett, of Ky.; Ridgway, of Ohio.
On nav.il affairs. Messrs. F. Thomas, of Md.;
Reed, of Mass.; Holmes, of S. C; Kini, of Ga.;
Grinnell, ot N. Y.; Anderson, of Maine; Robinson,
of Del.; Holleman, of Va ; Proffif, of la.
On foreign affairs. Messrs. Pickens, of S. C;
Cushing, of Mass.; Dromgoole, of Va ; Granger, of
N. Y.; Bynum, of N. C; Hawes, of Ky Howard,
of la.; Everett, of Vt.; Clilford, of Maine.
Messrs. Pope, of Ky.; JeniO'l the territories.
fer, of Md ; Ramsey, of Penn.; Campbell, of Tenn.;
Stuart, of 111.; Brewster, of N. Y.; Davis, of Ky.;
Montanya, of N. Y.; Fine, of N. Y.

On
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question was put on suspending the rules
for the purpose staled, and the yeas were 109, the
noes 77; there not being two-thirds, the rules were
not suspended.
Mr. Bell said that be wished to move an araendt to the )>roposition of the gentleman fiom Virginia, when in order, and he read a resolution proposing that all memorials, &c. on the subject of slavery be relerred lo the committee for the District of
Cidnuibia vvilhoiit debute.
Wr. Hiie objected lo the amendment as being
incompatible v\ ith his rrsolutioi., and so not in Older.
Jlr. Bell said he would then otTer it as a distinct
csolnlion; and he thereupon moved for a suspension of the rules to enable him to offer such a resolution.

Mr. irj'se gave notice that, as a southern man,
he should object to all debate or action of the
house on the subject of abolition as unconstitutional.

Mr. Bell said, if it was not the general wish of
the house lo entertain his resolution, he would not
press it at this time.
Mr. v^i/i/ws said he had no objection at all that
Mr. Jameson observed that he had moved and sent
petitions and memorials praying for the abolition of
a resolution lo the table when the gentleman from
slavery in the District of Columbia should be referSouth Carolina rose to make a motion. Now, he
red lo the committee for the District of Columbia.
(Mr. J.) would ask of the cAaiV whether the genBut these were not the only memorials which had
tleman's motion took precedence of his own?
reference to the subject of slavery. There were
Mr. Thompson said he believed that they had no
for lis abolition in the territories; others
others
right to argue the question of order until the cfiuir
praying for tlie abolition of Ihe slave trade between,
had given its decision.
stale and plate; others against the admission of new
The speaker stated that the gentleman from MisOn reoolutionary pensions. Messrs. Taliaferro, slave stales, &c. These surely ought not to go to
Eouii (Mr. Jiimeso/i; being first in possession of the
In
of Va.; Carr, of la.; Amirews, of Ky.; Steenrod, of Ihe committee for the District ot Columbia.
floor had a rii;iit to make the motion he had done;
Va.; Rayner, of N. C; Ed. Davies, of Penn ; Brock- regard to the others, he had no objection that they
alter which it was coii.petent for the gentleman Ironi
should go to that committee; and he had no doubt
way, ol Conn.; Taylor, of Ohio; Hand, of N. Y.
South Carolina lo m.ike Ids motion. Tlie chiiir hail
On invalid pensions. Messrs. Sherrod Williams, the committee would make a report upon them
let the gentleman from South Carolina have the
of Ky.; Morris, of Ohio; Chittenden, of N. York; wliich would be entirely satisfactory, at least, to tire
floor, because he supposed the gentleman fiom MisDoan, of Ohio; Strong, of 3f. Y.; Randall, of Maine; southern portion of the house.
souri had given way lo him.
Mr. Pickens inquired of the chair whether a moMorris, ofPa.;Palen, of N.Y.; Edwards, of Pa.
Mr. Sherroi Williams moved that the house do
On roads and canals. Messrs. Ogle, of Pa.; lion to suspend the rules was debateable?
now adjourn.
The chair replied in the negative.
Graves, of Ky.; Carroll, of Md.; Hill of Va.; Smith,
And the yeas and uays were demanded, but not of la.; Starkweather, of Ohio; Rayner, of N. C;
Mr, Jldamssd.\i\ he was merely making a suggesordered.
tion to the gentleman from Tennessee, (Mr Bell).
Colquitt, of Ga.; Blackwell of Tenn.
0(1 patents. Messrs. Fletcher, of Vt,; Beatty, of He otily asked Ihal the memorials on the different
The question was then taken by tellers, when
there appeared
ayes 91, noes not counted. So Pa.; Prentiss, of N. Y.; Newhard, of Pa.; Paynter, subjects he had named should be referred to appropriate committees.
Let the chair appoint them;
the motion was carried, and the house adjourned of Pa.
On the public bvildinf^s and grounds. Messrs. he had no objection to thai; and let them be as strong
until Monday.
wished
on one side of the quesLeonard,
as
any
gentleman
Petrikin,
Penn.;
of
of
Mass
of
Lincoln,
;
Monday, Dec. 30. Mr. Kcmpsfiall, the hitheito
of Ohio.
tion; only let the house have areport upon the peabsent member from the stale of New York, ap- N. Y.; Keim, of Penn.; Hastings,
Messrs.
Peck,
titions.
and
business.
revisal
unfinished
On
his
seat.
peared, was qualified, and took
Mr. Bell said there were so many conflicting
of N. Y.; Parish,of Ohio; Jackson, of N. Y.; James,
The following gentlemen were announced as
opinions among the gentlemen around liirn, that,
ofPa.;Dana. of N. Y.
having been appointed by tiie cpeaker to compose
Messrs. Johnson, of Va.; Law- on the whole, he concluded not to press his motion
accounts.
Of
the standing committees of tlie house:
The resolution, however,
rence, of Mass.; Johnston, of N. Y.; Marchand, of at the present moment.
Of elections. Messrs. Campbell, of South Caro- Pa.; Floyd, of N. Y.
did but express what had always been Mr. B's opilina; Rives, of Va.; Fillmore, of N. Y.; Medill, of
mileuge. Messrs. Williams, of Conn.; Wil- nion as to the direction these memorials ought to
On
O; Crabb, of Ala.; Brown, of Tenn.; Fisher, of N. liams, of Mass.; Morgan, of N. Y.; Leet, of Penn.; take.
C; Smith, of Conn.; Bolts, of Va.
i\lr. ll'z'ic inquired whether it would be in order
Allen, of N. Y.
OfwaijH and means. Messrs. Jones, of Va.; BidOn the expcndituresofthe state department. Messrs. for him au'nin to move for a suspension of the rules
die, of Pa.; Atherlnii.ofN. H.; Lawrence, of Mass.;
Underwood, of Ken.; Bynnm, of N. C ; Crabb, of in order to introdirce his resolution?
Y.;
Evans,
of
of
N.
Vaiiderpoel,
Rhett, of S. C;
The c/irt!> replied that it would not, this day.
Ala.; Lowell, of Me.; Trumbull, of Conn.
Me.; Connor, of N. C; Cooper, of Ga.
Mr. Wise their gave notice to all members of the
On the expendiiures of the treasury department.
Of Claims. M.'ssis. Dawson, of Ga.; Russell, Messrs. Evans, of Me.; Atherton, of N. H ; Oiboie, house that whenever iiny abolilion memorials should
Willia.ns,
ofN. Y.; Banks, of Va ; Giddmgs.of 0.;
presented, he should instantly object to their
of Conn,; Warren, of Geo.; Jone.a, of N. Y.
of N. H.; Gentry, of Tenn ; Hill, of N. C; GalOnlheexpeniiluresof the war department. Messrs. ception, and move to lay the question of their re
braith, of Penn.; Mallory, of N. Y.
ception u|)on the table. He utterly denied that
Garland, of La,: Howard, of Ind.; Wagner, of
On commerce. Messrs. Curtis, of N. Y.; Hillen, Y.; Holmes, of S. C; Cooper, of Penn.
tills house possessed any jurisdiction over the subof Md.; While, of La.; Burke, of N. H.; Toland,
0/1 ihe expenditures of the navy department. Messrs. ject.
of Penn.; Habersham, of Ga.; Parris, of Maine;
Saltonstall, of Mas3.;'Vanderpoel,of N. Y,; SimonMr. Garland, of Louisiana, moved to suspend
BotH, of Va.; Weller. of Ohio.
ton, of Perm.; Green, of Ken.; Gerry, of Penn.
the rules, with a view to move the rdlowing resoMessrs. Corwin, of O.; ReyOn. public lands.
On the expenditures of the post office department lutions:
Crarv,
of
Mich.;
nolds, of III.; Lincoln, of Mass.;
Messrs. Marvin, of N. Y.; Boyd, of Ken.; Lowell,
Resolved, That the freedom of speech, of the press,
V/iiife, of Ky,; Fisher, of N. C; Garland, of Va ;
of Me.; Davis, of Ken.; Brown, of N. Y.
and of the people peaceably to assemble and to peiition
Hubbard, of Ala Thompson, of Miss.
Messrs. the government for a redress of firievancies, are rights
On
the expendiiures on public building.
On the posl office and post roads. Messrs. McKay, Stanly, of N. C; Fornance of Penn.; Gates, of N. secured to every citizen by the U. Slates; but, in the
of N. C; Hopkins, of Va,; Chapman, of Ala.; Marexercise of thi.sc ri^^his and pHvileges, no citizens or
Y.; Henry, of Peim.; Earl, ofN. Y.
vin, of N. Y.; Leadbelter, of O.; J. L. Williams,
body of people in one state of this union has the right
Mr. Wise said that, in view of a queslion which so to use them,orany of rhem, as to deprive the citizens
of Tenn.; Anderson, of Ky.; Butler, of S. C;
house
and
the
agitated
the
had heretofore greatly
or people in anotiier sfate of their rifihts and privileofps,
Br.uvn, of Miss.
would now move that the rules of the or of tlie property secured to them by the constitution
For the District of Columbia. Messrs. W. C. country, he
be suspended, in order to his moving the fol- and law*!.
Johnson, of Md.; C. H. Williams, of Tenn.; Beirne. house
Resolved, Thai the powers ^ivcn by the conpiitulion
lowing rcsoliilion:
of Va.; Clark, of N. Y.; Davre, of Me; Giahau.,
Resolved. Thar, upon the presentation of any memo- to congress to exercise exclusive legislation in all cases
HawBlack, of Ga
of N. C; Cranston, of R. 1
whatsoever over such district (not exceeding ten miles
rial or petition praying for the abolition of slavery or the
kins of N. C.
state
the
union,
square)
as mny by cession of particular slates and the
or
of
districMerriioi-y
any
slave trade in
On the judiciary. Messrs. Sergeant, of Pejin.; and upon the presentation of any re.solution or other acceniancenfcorigress become iheseai of government of
Cr,\ry, of Mich.; Holfinan, of N. Y.; Turney, ol paper touching that subject, ihe reception of such me- the United States, gives no right or authority to take the
Tenn.; Mason, of O.; Samuels, of Va.; Colquitt, luarial, petition, rcsolurfon or paper shall be con.sidered privam properly of any citizen in sucli district for public
ofGi,; Storrs, of Conn : Barnard, ot N. Y.
as objected to, ana the queslion of its reception shall be iisp wiilout ju^t compensation, and much loss does it
On revolutionari/ claims. Messrs. Craig, of Va.; laid upon the table without debate or further acdon confer the power to take such jiroperfy for no use at all
vviihout the consent of those immedintely interested,
Rindolph,of N. J.; Hail, of Vt.; Taliaferro, of Va.; thereon.
Mr. W. demanded the yeas and nays on the mo- and without makiuL' any compensation for it.
Pjrmenter, of Mass.; .Montgomery, of N. C; RoResolved, That the interference by the citizens of any
tion to suspend the rules for that purpose.
g?rs, of S. C; Elv, of N. Y.; Swearingen, ofO.
of tiie states, sviih the view to the abolition of slavery
Mr. Stanly moved a call of Ihe house. Having
On public ev/iC'iditnres. Messrs. Briggs, of Mass.;
in the District of Columbia, is endangering the rights and
lo withdraw his motion, it
consenlfd
after
shortly
Dunla.;
Rari'len,
of
Smith, of Me.; Bind, of 0,;
sec.iriiv of the pei^pleof the District, and that any act
immediately renewed by Mr. .ddans, but ne- or measure of contiress designed to abolish slavery in
Cdn, ofO.; Crockett, of Tenn.; Hull, of Vt.; Wat- was
gatived without a count.
this District would be a violation o\' the faith implied in
ttroon, of Tenn.; IMcCulloh, of Pa.
rules
should
the
be
vihether,
inqttii'ed
Bell
Mr.
of
III.;
the ceFsions made by the state of Virginia and MaryOn prirate land claims. M'^ssrs. Casey,
proposed, an amendment to the reso- land of said territory, a just cause of alarm to the peoGirland, of La ; Calhonn, of Mass.; Dillett, of Ala.; suspended as
ple of the sinvehojdin? states, and have a direct and inWick, of [a.; Bntler, ot Ky.; Hastings, of Mass.; lution would be ill order.
evitable tendency to disturb and endanger thia union.
The chair replying in the BfErmativc
Jameson, of Mo.; White, of La.
JVlr.

order.

l^hompwn

said

he also rose

Let the gentleman reduce

to a

question of

his question of

oriler to writing.

;

—

N

;

;

;
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house will nut consider any pro- posal and management of the fund bequeathed by the
position, petition, remonstrance, or memorial, resolu- late James Smilhson to the United States for the
tioil, motion, or paper, asking or requiring, or in any
establishment of an insdtution for the increase and
manner relating to tbe abolition of slavery in the Dis- diffusion of knowledge among men.
trict of Columbia or the territories; nor will this house
On motion of Mr. A. the bill was referred fo a
petition,
remonstrance,
meproposi'ioji,
any
consider
select committee of nine members, consisting of
morial, resolution, motion, or paper, asking or requiring,
Messrs. Adams. Ogle, Shepard, Garland, o( Virgior in any manner relating to ilie abolition of the slave
nia, Lewis, Albert Smith, of Maine, Barnard, Cortrade in the District of Columbia or among the several
icm and Cum/j6e^/, of South Carolina.
states o*" this union.
Mr. Duncan offered (he following resolution:
On t!iequ>;s(ion of suspension of the rules to allow
Resolved, That the speaker i'j heieiiv advised and diof otfetin^; these resolutlon.>!, Mr. G. demanded the
yeas and nays, which were otdered by the house. rected to swenv into office Messrs. Philemnri DickerMr. ./Idams wished, before voting, to inquire of son. Peter D. Vroom, Daniel B. Ryall, William R.
Cooper, and Joseph Kyle, members elect from the state
the gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. Garland) wheof New Jersey, and said niembeiv thereon be directed
ther it was his understanding Ihat these resolutions,
to take their seals until the contest is rejjularly deterwheti offered, were to be debated? or whether the mined by the house.
preuious question was instantly to be called upon
The question having been raised whether this reResolved That

ihis

them.'

soliilion

Mr. Gar/ami replied

was now

in

—

could be in order to receive the resolution of the lo represent her in Ihis hall. He had, however, no
genlleman from Louisiana, since they w^ere, in sub- disposition lo push the question at this moment; but
stance, the satne with (hat of Mr. Wise?
they ter- he knew no reason why i( should not be discussed;
minated in proposing the very saine thing.
and, as there was a disposition to adjourn, he would
The tskair replied that, should the rules be sus- give way to any gentleman who v^'ould make the
pended, he did not think the resolutions would be motion, OS he wished to occupy the attention of Ihe
in order.
house for some time on tf.is subject.
Mr. Wise, Will it be in order to offer my resoThe chair rfasserted its decision thatasuspension
lution to-morrow?
of Ihe rule was necessary.

—

The chair declined deciding that question till toMr. Jenifer inquired if the reception of petitions
morrow.
would be in order (o morrow morning?
Mr. ^dnms said he hoped the gentleman from
The speaker replied afiirinatively.
Virginia would not offer his resolution again to-morMr. Jenifer moved an adjournment, but withdrew
row morning, but be content with what he had wit- the motion.

nessed this morning. He had had an expression of
the opinion of the house that it would not submit
encroachment upon Ihe rights of tbe
people.
member here inquired whether the question
was debaleable.
Mr. ^dams. If the Gentlemen from Virginia is
permitted lo debate it, I will.
After an inquiry by Mr. Jllford and an explanation by Mr. R. Garland -as io the import of the reso-

A

lutions.

Mr. Duncan (hen (ook an appeal from the decision of the chair, that a suspension of the rule was
necessary.
And, the question having been put to the house,
the decision of (he chair was affirmed.
Mr. Everett moved an adjournment, but wKhdrew
the motion for the purpose of enabling the speaker
to lay before the house a great number of executive
roinmunications: .ill of which, having been ordered
to be printed, were appropriately disposed of.
The speaker hid before Ihe house certain documents in relation to (he New Jersey election.
Mr. L. If/ittams inquired what they were, and
how !hey came into possession of the speaker?

The question was put on suspending the rules, to
enable Mr. R. G/iWm/irf to oiler them, and lost: ayes
1117, noes 82, (not two-lhiids).
.Mr. Waddy Thompson moved that his motion,
The speaker said they purported to be sundry demade on Friday last to reconsider the vote of the
popidons from Spottswood, in New Jersey, and Ihat
house otdering Ihe printing nr20,fl00 copies of the
Ihey had been addressed to Ihe speaker oi'die house.
president's message be now taken up and considerThe reading was called for, and objections were
ed.

Mr. Jameson opposed the motion
and insisted on his ov^'n right to the

as not in order,
floor on a reso

lution he had jireviously olferod.
After a contest by Mr Jameson against the decision of the chair, Mr. Tknmjison was permitted to
proceed in an examination at large of Ihe message,
which he characterized as written with the highest
ability, dexterity and art.
He then went into a review, in order, of Ihe several subjects treated in it,
in a speech of some length.

Mr. W. Thompson having concluded
Mr. Duncan demanded the previous question on
the motion to reconsider.
Mr. W. Thompson Ihereujjon withdrew the motioTi to reconsider.
Mr. Underwood asked the general consent of the
house to liy before (he house certain propositions
(o amend the rules of (he house, and which were
read for informalion.
After some conversation, those propositions, on
motion of Mr. Grve Johnson, were referred to the
select committee heretofore appointed or. the subject of the rules.
Mr. Crabb moved an adjournment, but withdrew
the motion.
'file house then, on motion of Mr. Cave Johnson,
took up anil adopted (he re?olnlion, offered on Friday last by Mr. Jameson, providing for the printing
of 10,000 copies of the report of the secretary of the
treasury.
On leave given, Mr. Sergeant offered a resolution
directing letters overcharged with pctslage to be
brought (o the bouse as heretofore; which was
agreed

lo.

Mr. jldtuns, in pursuance of nnlice heretofore given by him, introduced a bill providing for (he dis-

Jersey, and whose claims had not been acted on.—,
He hoped the house would proceed in the regular,
way, act with grea( caution, and bear in mind (hat
what Ihey did on (his occasion would be regarded;
as a precedent hereafler.
The house oiighl not,,
then, (oo loosely refer these matters to a committee
before any pefidon or question of contested rights
came before it. II the house was willing (o receive
a resolution that would relieve it from the difficulty,
in which it was involved, he was now prepared lo
offer one.
The genlleman from Ohio, (Mr. Duncan), in his opinion, had made the only motion that
was in oider this morning, for it was a priviledgedmotion, inasmuch as it related (o (he question as to
who should occupy the vacant seats of the repteseu-'
talion from New Jersey.

Mr.

sM

he (bought (his ques(ion was just
ought to be Ihat it should be reoi' no other course to be pursued,'
after the decision which the house had made, (ban
to refer Ihe subject (o the committee of privileges
and elections. And why? Because he agreed with
the genlleman from Alabama (Mr. //w64a«i) (hat
IVise

in (he altitude

order

These,
The chair decided that the first business before
he con hi assure the gentleman, were no caucus reso- the house was (he reception of petitions; and (hat a
lutions.
They had been drawn up by himself; and suspension of the rule would be necessary to enable
but two other inenibers of the house had ever seen the gentleman from Ohio {Mr. Duncan) to offer the
or read them.
After they were received, it would resolution at this time.
be in the pleasure of the house to give them such
Mr, Wise suggested (h.at many gentletnei: on
dirfclion as it pleased.
both sides were absent, who should, he thought, be
Mr. Jldums. Then I shall vole against suspend- .present when Ihe vole was taken.
ing the rules to receive them.
I cannot trust Ihis
Mr. Duncan said he believed this was a questii
house against the previous question. I must vote of privilege, and Ihat, as such, the resolution was in
in the negative; though I should be happy to see order without a suspension of Ihe rule.
It was a
the resolutions offered, and fully and freely debated proposition which had never yet been presented
in the house.
That is what the country wants.
question involving the rights of Ihe state of New
Mr. Gates, of New York, inquired whether it Jersey, and of the members whom she had elected
Ihat he could not tell.

to a further

,,
"

ferred.

—

it

He knew

no question of contested election was then before.,
the house, and because there must be a ri;^ht of possession before the question as to ihe merits of Ihe
election could be contested.
The question of claim
lo seals was before the house.
The question of
prima facie evidence of right lo seals here, as (he;
gentleman from Alabama liad correclly slated, had
been p.iilly decided by the house. One sel of gen->
llemen, on one side, had been rejected, whilst, «i(hi
regard lo (he o(her set, on the opposite side, no decision had been made. He wished it lo be distincfly,
understood that when the gentleman had been heretofore asked to bring forward Ihe administration'
candidales, the house was (old that it was their in-'
tenlion (o act liberally, and (ha( Ihose gendeinen"
would not claim their seats. And it was not unlilV
this morning that it had been presumed, or pretended, that they would claim their seals.
The gen-*
tlernan from Ohio (Mr. Duncan) had, this morning,
notwithstanding there were so many absentees, ir.o-*
ved, that Mr. Dickerson and his associates be sworn
in, and Ihe chair decided, and correctly, after the*
action of the house on the subject, (ha( (he mo(ion
was not in order (hat (he rule must be suspendedby a vote of two-thirds, lo enable him to makesucli
a motion, and the house sustained (he decision of
the chair.
He (Mr. W.) was in favor of referring
(he credendals, which were a prima facie (ille (o a
seat, logelher wi(h all the papers, properly authenticated, before the house, (o (he commitlee of elections, who would judge as lo the character of the
evidencu, and receive what ought lo be received,
and reject what oii-ht to be rejected. This, he
thought, was the proper course lobe adopted. The
•

—

'

house miglil,

in

one week, perhaps

in

twenty-four

hours, if Ihe committee were permitted lo take (he
papers, liave a repor( from Ihein selling forth who
should lake seats lis sitting members while they,
in Ihe mean ti:iie, could be investigating the evidence in relation to (he con(es(ed election.

'

—

While the contested election was in process of
adjudication, (hose gentlemen having a prima facie
title lo seats might take them, and (hen the repoit
of (he cominiltee on the claims of olher persons
might be received and discussed at once so that
mittee of elections.
Mr. Turney moved lo refer also Ihe certificates of New Jersey, as every othei stale had been, might
Ihe governor and of the secretary of state of New be represented until (he quesdon of Ihe contested
election should be decided.
Jersey.
He did conscienliously
Mr. IVise hoped (he motion would prevail.
say Ihat he had rather, as far as he was concerned,
The speaker said he had not in his possession the that Mr. Dickerson and his colleagues should occilcertificates of (he governor.
py seats on (hal floor, per fas aut nc//s, ha n (hat.''
Mr. Turney modified his motion so as lo refer all New Jersey should be deprived of five-sixlhs of her.
Ihe papers which were on the table relating to (he represenlation while this contested election was besubject.
ing investigated,
made.
A motion was made by several gentlemen simultaneously to refer the said documents to (he com-

.

'

—

.

'

I

Mr. Hubbard, of Alabama, said he was (o(ally
opposed to any reference whatever. There was no
case ofcontesiiul election to go to the commiKee.
Ail Ihe questions which had been discussed here
had been in reference (o the returns onl.y. The
question, and the only question, which had been before (he house wao; who were relurned as members
from (he s(a(e of New Jersey? In his opinion, (hen,
enough to refer Ihe question of
it would he (ime
conlest when it shall have been raised, to (he committee ol elections.

Mr. Duncan inquired of-Ihe chair whether the returns of (he polls at South Ainboy and Millville,
which were suppressed, were to be considered as
included in Ihe motion of reference, and would b.'
sent Willi the other documents to the comm;((ee of
elections?

The speaker slated it as his opinion (hat the papers referred toby Ihe gentleman fioin Ohio (Mr.
not be included in the reference,
and that no other papers would be sent to Ihe commitleethan Ihe depositions jus( laid before Ihe hon^c.
Duncan) would

Mr. J5W/ said he fully concurred in (he remarks
Mr. Duncan remarked (hat he had so supposed.
which had fallen from Ihe gentleman from Alabama, If (ho.seileposKions were, as he suspected, lop sided,
(Mr. Hubbard). He (Mr. B.) did not know (hat he should object to their reception.
.\ny peiilion had been preSLMited lo the house conMr. Randolph said (hat (he depositions had been
testing the seats of siding members, for (he house (aken in accordance
with the law of

New Jersey.
had decided that five members from New Jersey \yhich required Ihat
they should be transinitfed "(o
should not take (heir seals. This quesliou ought (o " P speaker of (he house
of rcprcsentalives.
be biough( fairly before (he house, and. if no other
Mr. Brings inquired of Ihe chair how these depogentleman would, he would bring i( forward as a sitions had come into (he
possession of (he house?
privileged molion.
There hail been four or five
The s/icn/ccr staled Ihat he had received Ihem by
gentlemen wailing here ever since the Session com- mail, directed to him
as speaker of the bouse of remenced, claiming seals usrepresenlatives from New presentalives.

"
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said that tliev vveie not properly
time.
The rule «as, when

lioiise at this

speaker received pipers by mail, to retain Ihein
over the slates lor the presentation ol
then such papers were presented
when the name of the state from whence they came
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(he slave trade in any district territory, or state of the
union and upon the presentntiou of any resolution or
other paper touching that subject, the reception of such
memorial, petition, resolution, or paper shall be considered as objected to, and the question of its reception
shall be laid upon the table without debate or further
action thereon.

803

question of ordering them there was
no quorum
voting.
So they were not ordered.
Mr. Jenifer obtained the floor, when
Mr. Crabb rose to order, contending that Mr
bergeanl's resolution, involving a change
in the
ruh'S of the house, must, by rule,
lie one day for

was called.
And the question was then taken upon suspend- conside.-ation.
Mr. JSe?/ maintained that the only motion in order
But the ctiair ruled that the house, in volin"
was on the reference of the papers to Ihe committee ing the rules, and decided in the negative yeas 87,
to
suspend the rules to receive the resolution,°did
not two-thirds.
of elections. If those gentlemen holding certificates nay 85
suspend this as well as every other rule interfering
So the house refused to suspend the rules.
were not entitled to Iheir seals, let the committee
with
Its
present
action
on
A message was received from the president of
such resolution.
say so.
The motion of the s^ntleman from Ohio
The debate was then continued by Mr. Jemfer,
was a privileged motion, and the ojdy one in order. Ihe United States, Iraiismitting a report made by
Orlr^ Lewis, ol Alabama,
and Mr. Hoffman.
There was no regular question in lelatioii to seals of the secretary of the trsasury in regard to some difMr.
W.
CosiJoAdson,
of Md. said he should vote
the gentlemen from New Jersey before the house. ficulties which have occurred coiiceining the kind
of papers deemed necessary to be provided by law and with great pleasure for the resolution of the
Mr. B. was preceeding, when
gentleman Irom Pennsylvania, (Mr. Sergeant).
He
Mr. Duncan reminded the chair that he was enti- for the use and protection of American vessels entlioughl
It
due
to
convenience and due to the coungapd in the whale fisheries, and inviting the contled to Ihe floor.
try, and he could say with the
gentleman from AlaThi^ speaker said the genlleman from Ohio (Mr. si Ji-r.atinn of congress to some new legislation upon
bama, (Mr. Lewis), that he had had petitions
the
subject.
lyihg
Duncan) was entitled to the tloor.
Also, a message from the president of the United for weeks in his drawer, but could not offer them
Mr. .BeH then observed that he hoped the gentleman from Ohio, after what had been s.nid by Ihe States, transmitting copies of communications from till late in the session. Gentlemen would find that
unless
this
rule
should
be
gov.
adopted,
Lucas in relation to the boundary between Misone-half of their
genllemnn from Virginia ("Mr. Wise) as to the abpetitions could not be got before the
committees
sence of members, would not press the question un- souri and Iowa.
He had one word for the south, as a soutliern man
Also, a message from the president of the
til there

—

j

4,

should be a lull house.
M.r.Jldmns expressed hiuiself

in favor of referpapers relaliji; to the subject to the
committee of elections,*wlio should be vested with
power to send for persons and papers, ami be instructed to inquire and report to this house who are
members from the slate of New Jersey.
Mr. Duncan said Ihat he understood he was in
order, and Ihat Ihe question before Ihe hoi
the reference of some evidence, taken in
Jersey
to the com
ittee of elections.
Ha had risen to inquire whether certain olher papers, that were not
in the possession of the house, were embraced in
the resolution of the gentleman from Tennessee.'
He had been told there were no papers but the one
which the gentleman held in his hand, and which
he (Mr. D.) took to be evidence in support of the
claims of the certificated members.
He thought
there were olher papers lo be produced, wliTch
would go to show what were the claims of the adverse party. He would therefore oppose Ihe motion.
Mr, D. then yielded the floor to
Mr. Turney, who moveil an adjournment; which
was agreeil to. And the house adjourned.
Tuesday Dec. 31. Some time was consumed in
a motion to amend Ihe journal of Ihe house, so as
:(o prevent the resolution which had been submitted
by Mr. Duncan, requesting the speaker lo swear in

ring

all

the

N

—

United States, transmitting a report from the secretary
of stale on the subject of the law providing for
taking the sixth census of the United Slates.
Also, a message from the president of the United Stales, communicating a report from the secretary of state in relation to applications on the part
of France for the extension to vessels coinino- from
the colonies of French Guiana and Senegal of th
'"'"^''^ granted by the act of the 9lh of May, IS2S,
» "Jesse's of the same nation coming from the is
lands of Guadaloupe and Martinique, and for the
repayment of duties levied in the district of New
York upon the French ship Alexandre and part of
her cargo. "The circumstances under which these
duties were demanded," says the message, bein"-,
as staled by the secretary of the treasury, of a cha-

racter to entitle the paities lo relief, I recommend
the adoption of the necessary legislative provisions
to authorise their repayment. I likewiseinviteyour
attention to the evidence contained in the accompanying documents as to the treatment of our vessels in Ihe port of Cayene, which will doubtless be

found by congress such as to authorise the application to French vessels coming from that colony of
the liberal principles of reciprocity which have
hitherto governed the action of the legislature in
analogous cases "
Mr. Ohinn, o( Louisiann, moved to suspend the
Mr. Dickerson and others, and which had been declared out of order by the speaker, from appearing rules in order to his offering the following resoluon the journal of that day's proceedings— the house tion:
Resolved, That all petitions, memorials, resolutions,
however refused to amend Ihe journal: yeas 72, nays
and addresses of every description, touching the aboliThe orders of the day, being Ihe reception of tion of slavery in the District of Columbia, or in the

petitions, were several times called for.
Mr. Coles moved a suspension of the rule, to
enable him to offer the following resolution:
Resohed, That every petition, memorial, resolution,
proposition or paper, touching or relating in any way,
or to any extent whatever, to the abolition of slavery
in the states of this union, or either of them, or in the
District of Columbia, or in the territories of the United
States, or either of them, or the removal of slaves from
oiie state to another, shall, on the presentation
thereof,
without any farther action thereon, be laid on the table

territories, or in any manner relating to the
existence of slavery or the slave trade in the United
States, be referred without debate to a select committee.

states or

but one who boasted very little about it, and
it was
he hoped that all southern gentlemen
would
henceforth speak each for himself, individually
and not lor"the south."
He wished Kentlcmeii
would not adopt that phraseology.
He hoped
gentlemen would not raise their tiny voices here
as
speaking "for the south." For one, Mr. J.
would
allow no southern man to speak for him.
He recognised no southern gentleman as his pioneer,
or
as authorised to act or speak for him.
As a southern man and a southern representative, he
should
act and he should speak here fo'r himself
and for his
constituents.
Mr. J. said he felt sick and worried
at hearing gentlemen speaking
here eternally of
"the south," and "the south."
He e.specially disliked to hear this Irom gentlemen in whom
the south
would not consent to repose her interests,
and if
she did, would often have them sacrificed.
[A
laugh.]
This Mr. J. said was his sixth session
in congress; and he represented a
district which
this:

was perhaps more interested in this abolition question than any other; but he did not
talk about it—

He would

not discuss il; but when the hour for
action came, he believed he could be found
in front
of some who were wont lo speak a great
deal and
very loudly about it— nor was that sayii,..

much

very

for his own fortitude.
[Laughter, loud and
long.]
He held that his constituents' voice should
be heard, and their petitions examined;

and unless
was done early, men who had been, some of
them, knocking at these doors for justice for half
a
century, must once more be turned away without
a
hearing.
Petitions coming into the house at so late
a pei lod of the sf ssion was one chief cause why
bills
remained piled up in hundreds on Ihe speaker's table
at Ihe close of the session, and were
finally lost
simply for the want of a'MCto pass them.
Mr. Garland, of Louisiana, moved the previous
this

On this motion Mr. Granger, of New York, demanded the yeas and nays; which, being ordered
and taken, resulted as follows: yeas 112, nays 66. question.
["Agreed! agreed!"
There not being two-thirds in its favor; the motion
Mr. Bynuin hoped, after he had thus been three
to suspend the rules was negatived.
times
personally attacked, that the gentleman
Mv.. Sergeant, of Penn. made a similar motion,
from
Louisiana would withdraw his call]
that he might move the following:
But Mr. GuWn7i(i refused.
Resolved, Thnt the SOth rule of the house be so alwithout being debated, printed, read or referred.
Mr.
Black,
of
Georgia,
tered that the daily presentation of petitions be allowed
wanted to know whether
Mr. C. was proceeding to remark, when
it would now be in order to
for twenty days from this day.
move an amendment '
The s/icaArecsaid the question was not debateable.
On this motion the yeas and nays were demand- which he read as follows:
And the question on Ihe motion lo suspend the ed, but refused; and the vote, being counted bv tel"Provided, nevertheless, that nothing herein containrule was taken, and decided in Ihe neeative as fol- lers, stood as follows: ayes 113, noes 36.
ed shall authorise the reception of any petition
or
lows: yeas 87, nays 84— (two thirds not votinoSo the rules were suspended, and Mr. Sergeant other paper pra} ing lor the abolition of slavery iu the
"
therefor, as reqiiired by the rule).
thereupon moved his resolution, modifying il, how- District ol Columbia, the states of this union, or the
S» the rules were not suspended.
ever, so as to limit the time to twenty instead of territories thereof,''
Mr. Wise then moved a suspension of Ihe rule thirty days.
The chair replied in the negative.
to enable hiin toolferlhe resolution which he had
The previous question was seconded, (ayes 114),
Mr. Lewis Williams regretted this modification,
olfered yesterday, and which, he said, was diflereiit and gave notice that he should move to amend the put, and carried; and the main question
being ori
from the one voted on just now. The resolution lesokition so as to extend the time to thirty days,
the adoption of Mr. Sergeant's resolution,
the resohe offered denied the reception of abolition petitions,
Mr. Dynum hoped that the house would pass no lution was adopted without a count.
This resolution admitted the reception. The one such resolution. He called upon every gentleman
On motion of Mr. Evans, the house then adwas a southern, the other a northern resolution.
from the slaveholding states to defend that interest journed over to Friday next: ayes 95, noes 52.
Friday, Jan. 3.
Mr. Granger inquired whether the motion of the which had been this day assailed here. Should
Immediately after the reading,
gentleman from Virginia was in order, inasmuch gentlemen suffer this resolution to pass, they of the journal, Mr. Jemfer rose, and made some re"
as a resolution of a character nearly similar had would put
it in
the power of the house more marks in reference to the report of the debate of
just been voted on.
The c/tair ruled the motion to seriously to attack that great interest. He was not Tuesday last, which had appeared in the Globe in
be in order.
going to discuss the question of slavery, but as a which Mr. Bynum is reported to have remarked,
Mr. Wise thereupon persisted in his motion, and southern man, after the hints which bad been among other observations, "that it was Ihe usual
gave notice that he should offer a similar motion, already thrown out, and from the multitude of anti- practice of that party after taving two or three buleven if it should consume hours, every morning of slavery petitions which it was understood were to lies lo attack a gentleman and do him injustice
to
his life, until he got a distinct vote upon his reso- be poured upon the house, he was led to hope that "luse to let him reply to such attacks.
every southern man, and every northern man will*
lution.
M'hen Mr. Jeiiifer had concluded, Mr. Keim arose,
.Mr. Granger asked the yeas and nays on the mo- southern principles, would vote against such a pro- but Mr. Bynum obtained the
floor in a reply to Mr
lion lo suspend; which were ordered.
position.
With the evidence of an attempted com- Jenifer, aud was followed by Mr.
Stanly on the
Some remarks then ensued, as lo points oforder, promise before their eyes, he trusted that those to same subject; the debate was of a personal characwhose constituents this was a vital interest, and ter.
between Messrs. Adams, Wi^e and Williams.
The reading of Ihe resolution was then called for, who therefore could never compromise it in any
Mr. Keim in a feeling manner announced the
form, would unite in preventing a door being death of his colleague William W.
and it was read, as follows:
Potter, and proReaalved, That upon the presentation of any memo, thrown thus wide for a flood that was to overnhelin posed resolutions of respect,
which were adopted.
rial or petition praying for tie abolition of slavery or if.
He demanded the yeas and Bays, but on the The house then adjourned.
'

^
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application of Mrs. Decatur tor
at this port, was decision adverse to the
Imander of the brig Colorado,
J he
of the navy.
Slates anthorilies in a mandamus agaiijsl the secretary
uniieo c=iates
the United
by_ toe
>;esterday
erdav arrested Dv
merits of ilie
Arkan^a,. Col. B. H. Martin, a whig delcgale from
to an- three judges grounded their decision on the
this cltv and held to bail in the sum of S1,000,
at
arrived
convention
and gave a
still farther
Arkansas ^j ihc laie Harrisburg
Ihis 'city for case; jucge Thurston went
in
men
ted
enh
having
ra^charlo
after the corivention swe
jurisdiction of the
that place on Monday, two days
a butcher very able argument against the
..-Texk^navyor
navy or army, Rufus Hughes,
the Texian
adiour.ed.havmg travelled upwards of three thousand
Benson, a lailor, and court.
but had been de- in Fulton market, Benjamin
miles, expressly to attend that body,
Orieans to farm out
Ja(<kson, watermen, were
Markets. It is the custom in
James
and
Tolford
Robert
twenlynine,
in
reached
tained by low water. Had he
offence, and all the markets annuallv.
For the coming year, the beef
the conven- iileo arrested, charged with the same
iwo Slates would have been represented
market of that city has been rented for S54,400, being
held to bail in the similar sum of §1,000 each.
(ion.
Com.
[Jour.
$3.100more than last year, and the vegetable market fot
Banks. The capital of the Philadelphia banks, exadvance of S2,700.
party of 100 emigrants from the pine S36,00U, being an
Emigrants.
clusive of the Bank of the United Siates, is sixteen
a
Chicago
clad mountains of Norway, passtjd through
Natchez. The Natchez Courier of the 2d instant
millions five hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
since to settle in Wisconsin.
weeks
few
full list of all the persons who died in thai
contains
a
Michigan paper stales that there
Dl>icks 1/1 arms.
Emigrants fur Liberia. Extract of a letter from juiige city from the 8ih of September, when the first ca5e of
many ol
are in the two Canadas, 3,000 colored troops,
flow fever was announced, to the 20tli of November
Wiilulon, general agent of ihe American colonization
are runaway slaves from the Uniied States.
During
iollowinu, when the epidemic disapjjeared.
society, dated Washington, 25ih Dec. 1839.
[Bait. Sun.
emi- that period the whole number of deaths from every
"I sent oft' this morning to Norfolk 52 Kentucky
Boston. Between forty and fifty cases of small pox grants fir Liberia— also 34 from Virginia, liberated cause was 235, of which 69 occurred in Septembef-,
All
these
Of
abotil
November.
Randolph.
31
and
in
135 in October,
have recently appeared in Boston.
by Mr. Hnnton's will, and 6 by Miss
Virginia 34, who re- 180 were reportcti as cases of yellow fever, and of
learn from the Globe that pretty well fitted out, except the
Van Buren conmntion.
comfortable.
one-half the residue the nature of the disease
them
about
to
make
good
deal
Washingquire
yet
a
at
now
congies.s,
the Van Duien membefs of
was not specified. Very few of those who had resided
central conithe 17ih insi. a fire broke out at Milton,
Fire.
ton, approve ol the suggestion, or call of the
many years in the city were numbered among the vicconmiitee of N. Hampsliiie, for a Van Buren national
Pa which desiroved about twelve buildings, mostly sta^ tims. During the epidemic of 1837 in ihe whole of
next,
45,000.
vention, to meet ai Baltimore, on the 5ih of
Loss
bles.
the months of September and October, there died 244
vice
and
president
for
candidates
for the nomination of
The Journal of the Franklin persons. In estimating lite comparative fatality of tho
Franklin Institute.
seems
*
devoted to
president. The Globe adds that this proposition_
Insiiiuie,and the .Mechanics' Register is
two epidemics if is to be remembered that in 1839 the
civil engito meet the universal approbation of "thepany."
&c.
sciences,
physical
ihe mechanical and
greaier pan of the pnpulatioii left the city, which was""
letter has been received in Bos- neering, the arts and manufactures, and the recording very far from being the case in 1837.
The blooJ hounds.

now
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much
ton from Forti.eon, Florida, which sais— "The
will artalked of blood hounds, to scent the Indians,
hence tor
rive here next week, a sloop having sailed
them last week. The Indians are as fearless as ever,
and the war is as hkely to continue ten years as ten

This Journal is published in Philadelof inventions.
It is a
phia, and edited by Thomas P. Jones, M. D.
deservuseful publication, especially to mechanics, and
improveing of the publi, patronage as a record of the
ments of the age.

weeks."

Navy Chronicle states
The editor of the Army
that he has seen a living specimen of Ihe horned fr'
whose existence was many years ago strongly doub'

&

Catholic chajieU in England. Accordin" to the returns made to parliament, there are about five hundred
Roman Catholic chapels in England, of which numFifty )-ears since
ber, seventy are situated in London,
Britain.
the Catlioli'cs had but thirty chapels in all Great

ihat of a frog, and is about tlie
same size, but the skin is like that of the lizard—scaly
long as the body, tapering
it has a tail, half as
climate
It was in rather a lorpid state, the
to a point.
Canada. Serious apprehension was entertained of
of Washington being too cold fur it. Tins frog was
an attack on the night ol 14ih ult. fn. n "the huiitera,"
brought from Fort Towson, by lieut. Wdlot Martin,
an appellation, assumed probably as being more strict;
of the 5;h infantry, as a present from an officer station"patrioL=. '
)y appropriate than their former one oi
ed there to col. Hook, of Washington.
"The utmost vigilance" says the Buffalo papers "was
manuscript poem, entitled Charlemagne,
Goethe.
evinced by the provincial authorities who deiernnned
It was a false alarm.
di.^covered among the papers of Goethe, toge-

The body resembles

—and

A

not to be caught napping."
Coal traile. The Leliigh coal trade for the present
season has ceased. Total, 220,405 tons in 5,239 boats.
Cincinnati. The population of Cincinnati and suburbs, as ascertained within the current year, is 47,91)0,
The population in 1830 was 27,000; showing an increase ot more than twenty thousand in nine years.

Circulation of the London press. OiEcial returns
daily circulation of the foUowing

show the average
London papers:

lion
6,bS0

Chronicle,
Herald,
Advertiser,

(),394

4,936
2,672

Post
Sun, (evening)
Standard.
Globe,

i>.o'S

3.m
2,95j
1,363

Courier,

The Weekly Despatch

circulates
.'il,413

in a week,
Weel.lv Chronicle,

Bell's Life in

44.306

London,

The Weekly Despatch

cannot but wish

l.S,ei5
.

states that in the yeai-s ItiJ7

and 1833. its aggregate amountofsiampswas5,317,000
—an average weekly of 64,413
The number of stamped d.iily and weekly pub.icayears named amounitions in London, during the two
in tljo two years ol
,,j ,0 149— with a circulaiion
53,015,201.
'i'lie

revenue

to

the

government

,

amounted

to

[DukncH-s Reporter.
Another revolutionlionnry patriot has de-

£2Ufiii.
Deaths.

Mr. Adam Danlz, of Scioto, in
to the grave.
the 95'h year of his age. He served ihroughcul the
revolutionary war.
Tiie rev. Wni. McSherrv, president ol the Georgetown colle.;e, died on the ITili, alier a short illness.

scended

Debt of the slates. The following is a slaicmenl of
tl
the debts nov.- owing by the several states of

Maine,
Massachusetts,

New

York,

Pennsylvania,

Maryland,

$054,966 Oi)
4 290,000 00

18 2(32,40o 00
27,306,790 00
]l,492,9.-i0 73
6,662,(189 00

Virginia,

Souih Carolina,
A'obtima,

5.753,770
10,800 000
23,735,000
7,143,166
7,369,000
6.101,000
11,890,000

12

lugit-

since).

W.

New

York stale, was
Taylor, of
N. B.— Mr. John
in congress '^0 years; Mr. Newton, of Virginia, 30
years; Mr. John Randolph, about '26 years, Mr. Macon,
S.Smith,
of Maryland,
of North Carolina, 38 years; Mr.
39 years; .Mr. Findlay, of Pennsylvania ,28 years, (the
[New York Ejytress.
latter four in both ho'uSes.)
Schuylkill bank. The Philadelphia North American
says, that a presentment was read on Monday in the
criminal court by the attorney general, charging H. J.
Levis, Peter Wager, William Badger, John Miles,
Saint and Robert Doniiell, with a conspiracy
to defraud at the late election for directors of that insti-

i

Georgia. In the senate of Georgia, the resolution
Silk.
Our friends at Economy still occupy the foreand
nominating Martin Van Buien for the presidency
ground in the silk nianufactuie. A member of the soJohn Forsyth for the vice presidency of the Uimed
yeas, 50— ciety has exhibited to us the "eneral result of their opeStales, was adopted on the Uth instant—
The depositions of Misa
ration for the past year.
navs, 35.
.,
,
i
resolutions Gertrude Rapp show that eighteen hundred and filiyB.ith branches of the legislature adopted
five pounds of cocoons have been produced, and ont
to adjourn on the lOili ult.
c
hundred and eiahty pounds of raw siU, the premium on
Mr. Kilgore, a representative in the legislature h-om
which, will aUow her from the stale Ireasurv.lhe snugf
Wilks county, died at .M'.liedgeville on the8:.i ult.
sum ot $455. The silk will yield, of the difteteni kinde
Hiizen's Panorama of Professions and Trades, or manufacmred, on the average, three thousand six hua-,
With eightyevery Man's Book, by Edward Hazen.
dred yards, 'I'he value of the manufactured article,
two fine woo.l enuraving^. This work is intended to adiied to the premium, will show the extent of the oiieintroduce a new branch of study into our schools, ration.
[Beaver Argus.
being ilevotcd to a subject of peculiar interest, not
Storms.
The Boston Times maintains that profes-i
only°to the young, but also lo those if a mature age
sor Espy is but now vamping old theories in relation to
As
attention.
their
of
wonhy
it
much
in
find
will
who
s'udy storms.
the book throws light upon a department of
Seamen are much wanted at the present time in New
heretofore almost enlirely neglected in our schools, and
has been gotten up with much care and expense, we York. They command fifteen dollars permon'h Ut
,

Times,

Morning
Morning
Morning
Morning

has been
several
tlier with a tragedy, two other dramas, and
tive pieces of poetry.

Old members of congress. Mr. C. F. Mercer, of Virwho has just resigned his seat, has been in congress sin -e 1817 (22 years), having been elected eleven
Mr. Lewis Williams, of North Carolina, who
times.
is called ''the father of the house," being the oldest
member, was first in the house in 1815 (21 years

ginia,

it

abundant success.

,

,

Viewed

as an

attempt to introduce the young to a better acquaintance
with things, it may be considered as an important

We

wages, with small stores.
Steam' vessels. In the U. S. district court, on Satnrc'ay,
the Mariland and Viiginia steamboat company was
fined i5lJJfcr an omission to have the stetimbcatJewtsa

are authorised to say that no- inspected and examined within twelve months, accordJesse Hoyt, c-'O.
thing is known iii the treasury department, or believed ing to the provisions of the act of congress.
to e.vist, which justifies the siatement made elsewhere,
The capital invested in steam vessels in Scotland
of New York is, or has hi en
collector
that the present
amounts 10 tliree millions pound sterling. The steam,
[Globe.
a delaidtcr.
vessels belonging to Britain number from 650 to 9t)t),^
The population of L-indon
London and Paris.
sing about 170,000 Ions, and the power of 70,t0l)'
amounts to 1,70J,000, and that of Paris to 1,200,000.— horses.
Thus the two capitals of the civilized world contain a
York on her fourThe Lireipoul steamer left
population of neariy three millions of inhabitants-—
having ihirtv-one passen^eis^i
number exceeding the united population ol all the other teenth trip, on Saturday.
York staj)'
$1,300,0,11) in specie ascertained: New
capitals of Europe.
ijl,500,000,
and a large miiato
the
amount
of
bonds
"Love?' Knowles' new play b inserted entire in the ber of bills of exchange.
13
h.
Now York Express of the
The Bcptisl education society is about to establish aia
Large dividendfor dull times- The Atlaritic insur- institution in Nashville, Tennessee, for the education
ance company has declared a semi-annual dividend of of ministers. The Baptist church in that city has lirta
lOli instant-.
fif een per cent, payable on the
a nett increase of fifty-one nicmbera within the last

New

[iV. i'. JiiMr.

of Com.

Massachusetts. The nfu:ial returns of votes for cotincullors and senators, show that t..ere are fifieei whigs
and thirteen administration senatore elected, and that
there are twelvo vocnncies. 2 in Suflblk, 3 in Franklin,
All these vncan6 in Worcester, and 1 in Plymouth.
with
cios are to be filled uy the house, and ol course
pnriizans of the party that is in majority in that body.
The Boston Post (admiuislration) reasserts that Morton
! elected governor, and that ihey have also n majonly;
whilst thelBoston .-\ this (whig) gives a list of the nanus

two montiis.
Thepotodvr mill of the American powder fbmpnnj*,
Th»
in Sudbury, was blown up on Monday morning.
cause ol the explosion is unknown. Mr. Joseph Lain*
son, of Russell, had just entered the mill, for the purpose of selling the works in motion, when ihe accident
No other pentook place, and he wasinstandy killed.

00
00
60
On
[Boston Mer. Journal.
son was near.
00
Ohio,
Tract sncietu. At the annual ineeiing of the New
00
Indiana,
18ih, collections and
the
society
on
Tract
ciiy
York
n,6();),000 00
Illinois,
to the amount ii[ /went)2,.'i00 009 00
of the numbera elect of the house of representatives, subscriptions were taken up
Missouri,
dollars.
Preliy well for hard
00
classifies them, 277 whigs and 223 admimslfation. five hundred and fifty
7,000.1)00
and
Mississippi,
[-four. Com.
frtjin the
times.
3,0i)0 000 00 All election 10 fill the \acancy in coiigress
Arkansas,
5 310,000 00 6th district took place on the 23d inst. usymen Baker,
Yazoo city in ruins. It is our melancholy duty to reMichigan,
the
esq. was tho whig candidate, and Isrtiel Billings,
cord a dreadful calamilv by fire, which vLsitod our city
$170,807,189 86 abolition and adniTnistration candidate.
yesterday (Sunday). Nearly one half of the ciiy is a
Mandamus. The Globe of Tucs lay last says, we un. mas.1 of ttslies and burning ruins.
Enlisting seamen for the Trmm nary. Edwin W.
[Yatuc Wkie of Dk. 9,
Dis'rict court yesterday gave an unanimous
dorstand
the
and
com
navy,
Texian
Moore, commodore in the
Louisiana,

Tennessee,
Kentucky,

,

.

^

,
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By the England, capt. Waite, which arrived on
307 Saturday, we have London papers to the 7th De309 cember, and by the United States, the intermediate
307
papers since the 24th November; we have also Paris
310
dates'to the 5th inclusive.
320
Chronicle
The continental news is not of much importance,
Cu/igress—senate 316, 317, 313; house of represcntataiives
318,319 but the more favorable slate of money allairs in
Cotton crop
307 En!rland,and the reaction in American tiade is reForeign articles Great Britain 305; France 306; Spain garded as highly important and interesting.
307
Turkey, Egypt and Te.\iis ib.; Canada
GREAT BRITAIN.
Inventions printing machine; daugerrotype; dynaMarkets.
Cotton.
Money. In commercial and
niomeier; solodiiication of carbonic acid gas 312
money att'airs prospects seem somewhat brighter,
313 although the price of cotton after the arrival'^ut of
iron manufactured with anthracite
Medical convention
the Great Western had receded.
National affairs
The Great Western, which left here on the 16th
313
Secretary of war, report of the
November, reached Bristol on S.iturday morning,
States of the union
Massachusetts, leirislature orgaLetters
nized, &c.; Pennsylvania, list of legislature; South the 30lh, making her trip in 13J days.
Carolina, legislature adjourned; Georgia, candidates were received by her, says the Liverpool Price
nominated; Alabatna, nominations for president, &.C.; Current of 7th December, which ellectedan immediate change in the market.
'-Several holders reTennessee, baoK resumptions, ajiti-liquor law
tor; Kentucky, legislature, governor's messsage; Ohio, ceived ordeis by her to effect sales, (though not we
governor's message; Indiana, governor's message, imagine to any serious extent), and they placed
311; Illinois, abstract of the governor's message 312 their stocks on the market more freely again; this,
TarifT, reduct.on of duties
307 together
with more favorable accounts regarding
Treasury noies
307
the coming crops, now estimated at 1,600,000 bales
at least, produced a decided alteration, and several
EASTERiV
"SMUGGLING."
parties immediately commenced selling at lower
perceive that some of the Baltimore ediloi
rates; since which (he market has given way to
are attempting to create an excitem'^iit against the the extent of fully
id. per Ib. on the currency of
post office department, because packages of letters last week in American descriptions. This decline
have been sent through to Philadelphia by passengers will very likely induce the trade to buy more conon the rail road.
learn also that the rail road siderably again, for it is now understood that verycompany stopped the trunk of a passenger at Balti- few mills are working short time, they having nearmore on Sunday last upon suspicion that it contained ly all again resumed full work wilhin the last day
packages lor the Philadelphia post office.
or two.
Yesterday the market, though dull, was
Do these editors perceive the extent to which the not worse, and sales were estimated at about 3,500
principles advocated by them will lead?
bales.
W'e understand that no atlempt has been made
The resumption of full work by the manufacturto send the mails by the rail road since the 31st of
ers, anil the growing confidence expressed in letters
last month.
But in consequence of the great iinand the papers, that the worst was passed, will more
nortance to the business of Philadelphia and New
than compensate for the temporary fall of cotton.
York of an early receipt of letters from the south, The
prices were lower than at the same period of
the postmaster at Ballimore was instructed to take
the preceding year
after a greatly diminished imthe |iackages for those cities out of the mail, and
port; and it seems reasonable to infer that they
send them by a special messenger upon the rail road.
would decline no further.
Now, have the company any right to stop that
The Great Western carried out large remittances
messenger or his baggage? Have tliey any right,
in bills of exchange and in specie— as well as intellias couiinon carriers, even to know that he is a spegence
of the most favorable aspect of monetary afcial messenger, or to inquire what he has in his
fairs in this country generally.
These facts, taken
trunk?
in connection with the abundance ol the crops in
It they have, they may, upon a similar pretence,
this country, and the decline of prices, which perstop any other passenger or his baggage. A mermitted sales to be maile, gradually produced a good
cbuiit cannot send his cleric with a trunk containing
The sales of
feeling iti the English markets.
his letters, samples, 8tc, without subjecting hiinseli
American cottons were large being 22,000 bales
to the danger of having his baggage tossed out at
for the week, but of course at a decline of ^d. per
the depot.
lb.
a good symptom, however, in the present stale
Is it possible that the states of Maryland, Delaware and Pennsylvania, have conferred on this of things. Corn had fallen, but American flour had
improved 23. per barrel.
company such a power?
Appoiniments by the president

—

Army Appoininienis
Bahtinoi'eand Ohio rail road company, report of the
Banli ot the Unite i States, directors of the
Cliesapeake and Ohio canal, sale of bonds

|

—

—

—
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United States bank shares rose fen shillings, being quoted at the last dates at £, 16 10s. per share.
American state stock, issued by those states whose
banks pay specie, rose also from two to three per
cent.
A general feeling of confidence was returning towards American commei-cial affairs, in spite
of all the opposition made to them by the East Incompany?
The posimaster general, we understand, believes dia interest. Mr. Jaudon felt the benefit of these
he has the same right to -send a messenger along events. It is stated on competent authority by sethis road, without having his baggaje overhauled veral London papers, that lie had succeeded in neor examineil, that any merchant or individual has. gotiating an additional loan of £900,000 sterling
ith the Rothschilds, who were to become the EuHe deemed it no more his duly to inform the company of his intentions than it is the duty of a ropean agents of the United Stales bank, Mr. JauMoney was also getmerchant to inform them beforehand of his pur- lon being about to return.
poses of a similar character. He knew that, in the ting more plenly, although the Bank of England
It is true the exinterest.
had
lowered
the
rate
of
nature of the case, the fact that the letters vtete
hanges on Paris had risen in London 3- 10 of one
conveyed by a passenger or passengers, would soon
become generally known, and could not be con- percent, while they were at our last dates only 1-10
but it was still believed that the
cealed from the company. All the clamor on the of one per cent.
score of Secrecy, "smuggling," £ic. is out of place, bullion in the bank had increased to £3,000,000,
and is undoubtedly dictated by misapprehension or and was still increasing— the bank probably refusing to lower the interest, in order to prevent specudisappoinimrut.

Can they stop the baggage of a public messenger
or a private one?
Can not a merch.int or a departthe government send letters or ilespatches
over their road contrary to their will? Are all the
people and. the government itself to be embargoed
in tlieir lawful business by the assumptions of this
ment of

—

PER ANNUM, PAYA»LE IN ADVANCE.

The American minister and Mrs. Stevenson had
returned from their tour in the north of Enj,land.
Lord Diincannoii is to succeed lord Elrington as
viceroy of Ireland.
Sir John Colborne has been made baron Seaton.
The Spanish count d'Espange has not been murdered after all.
Daniel O'Connell's son Morgan, has been made
register of deeds; a fat office.
The bishop of Litchfield and Coventry is dead.
Lord Kingston is dead.
Lord Brougham's only child, his daughter, is
dead.
Another match has taken place between the
American horse Raffler. and the great Glasgow
mare for $350 to trot ten miles. The horse won
easy.
The tories are in a high rage because the queen
has not stated whether prince Albert be a Protestant or not.
This furnishes good long arguments
as to whether Victoria, marrying a Papist, and
turning Papist, could or could not be ejected froui
the throne.

Lord Palmerston has written to the East India
and China trade association, declining to give the
intentions of government in regard to affairs with
China, and stating that "the merchants must take
such steps as they may think proper to secure their
interests."

The number

of bankrupts in England and Wales

from November

1833, to

1,

matter,

and then

was

to

meet on Monday,

The queen is in fine health and spirits. She is
means.
highly delighted to think tliat her approaching nupActing for the country, and not for himself, he tials are received so well by all classes. She has
bas a right to expect that he will not be vilified lor had another lunatic lover, named Stockbridge, a
his etions to avail himself of all legal means to ex- tea dealer, who entered the palace and swcre he
pedite the public correspondence,
[Globi.
was the king of England.
"•
Vot. Vll.— SiG. 20.
to

assert

them by

all

lawful

November

1,

1S39,

was

930.

A

son of O'Connell has been performing at the
Colchester theatre.
method of printing stuffs with madder has been
found in Vienna. France offers 30,000 francs for
the discovery.
During the last three months 200 fires have happened in London, attended rath the loss of sixteen

A

lives.

The French and Dutch governments
tiating a treaty of
ticles

of which

is

are nego-

commerce, one of the chief arFrench colonial su-

to aduiit the

gars into Holland at a lower rate of duty than sugars
of any other nation.
In Englanil the chartist disturbances seem at an
end, notwithstanding occasional (laming manifestos sent up from south Wales by the correspondents
of the London papers, respecting "intended risings."
Sergeant Wilde had been made solicitor general,
and his seat in p3rliaraent being thereby vacated,
he bad again ottered himself as a candidate for

Newarir. 'He would be opposed by another distinguished barrister on the tory side, Mr. Thessiger,
and much interest is expressed by the London paThere can be no election,
pers as to the result.
however, until'after parliament meets, as the new
writs of election can then be issued.
The grain market offers no promise to shipments
from the United States.
A trotting match for fifteen hundred sovereigns
(§7,500) was won by the American horse Bob Logic, against a Birmingham and a Glasgow mare. The
distance, 10 miles, was trotted in 40 minutes and
;conds— no great trotting after all. The Glasgow mare, though coming in third, challenged Bob
to a separate three mile heat, for 70 sovereigns,
which Bob won almost without an effort.
London money murhel, Thursday, Dec. 5. Af erfect calm existed in all the markets; but subsequently a sudden cliange for the better took place.
Consols advanced 1 -4 per cent. Some of the better descriptions of American stocks have also advanced from two to three per cent, within the last
This may be accounted for from a
lay or two.
better feeling existing on these matters since the
[Chronicle.
arrival of the Great Western.
The U. S. bank stock has improved upon a statement of it? assets and liabilities published by Mr.
Jaudon. The stock is quoted at £16 10s.
[ihrald.

We

uiiderstanil further, that it is the purpose of lation.
!the postmaster general to lake the proper advice as
Parliament
Herns.
to what the rights of the government are in this January 16.

1,476.

FOR THE FUTURE.

Dec. 6lh.

Alabama

U.

fives

£

S.

bank stock remains

steiling, 80;

the same.
Louisiana do. do. 87;

Maryland sixes, 77; New York fives 1855, 83 1 2;
Ohio sixes, 87 1-2; Pennsylvania fives, 76; South
Carolina do. 80.

Dec. 7/A, 12 o'clock. Three per cent, consols
for account, 921-2; -3 per cent, reduced
X 2 do. 98 5 8a3-4.

shut; do.

90 l-2a5-8; 3

—

1

806
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The Shakspeare Cliff tunnel. The southeastern
railway arlvanccs; the tunnel through Slialispeare's
There are only two tunCliff is nearly completed.
Shaknels on its line of roail. and that through
dreaded experiment.—
most
the
was
speare's Cliff
There is now a passage (narrow in some parts it is
being
Irue) from one side of the cliff to the other,
an arch, measuring three quarters of a mile in
It is well worth a long
leno-th, cut in solid chalk.

wafk

to see the finished portion.

One

of the gal-

leads from the beach to the main tunnel,
which 13 a beautifully turned elliptical arch of beand thirty feet in height. On some
twenty
tween
occasions a blue light is thrown up which produces
leries

j

11,
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some

talk of a loan being in progress of negotiation
sterling, between the porte and an
but" thisdid not obtain credence.
The hatii sheriff lately promulgated by the Oltoman empire, has given great umbrage to the cabi-

charged by the institute and the municipality to
examine the question, is only wailed lor to enable
the city of Paris to conclude with Mr. Curtis d
London, a treaty, the project of which was adopted
in 1837, since which time Mr. Curtis has constantly kept the stipulated guarantee of two millions of
francs at the disposition of the city, subject to the
signature of the treaty. The Presse attiibutes the
inferiority of the mortality in London as compared
with Paris, notwithstanding its crowded population,
to its excellent arrangements for a plentiful and
cheap supply of water, and anticipates a similar resuit for Paris, should the proposed treaty between
the municipalitv and Mr. Curtis be carried into ef-

for

£5,000,000

agent o{ Rothschild,

net of St. Petersburg.

TEXAS.

The New

Orleans Courier of the 13th nit. says
have onr files of Texian papers to the 2Sth ult.
The president's message is a long documeut, of
which we have already published an outline. GeA new paper
neral health pervades the country.
has been commenced at the capii-al c^alled the Aus-

We
|
i

I

tin City Gazette, of which Mr. Whiting is proprietor.
A fire has already occurred at the capital defect.
a strange and almost unearthly elfect. Among the
execution of this mur- stroying two houses belonging to Mr J. Burke.
The
Peytel.
Execution
hills,
Dover
of
the
compose
which
masses of chalk
whose case has excited the deepest interest in bill has been introduced in congress by Dr. Franportions of clay are found totally disconnected, derer,
France, tool; place on Monday, Nov. 4th, at Bourg. cis Moore, the editor of the Houston Telegraph
either with the surface of the ground, or with each
was a notary of
all perThe geologist's attention is also excited by It will be remembered that Peytel distinguished imposing a tax of one thousand dollars on
other.
sons retailing intoxicating liquors in less quantities
the town, who had formerly been a
the different varieties of chalk— one soft, one hard,
member
of the Parisian press, enjoying the friend- than a quart. It passed the senate unanimously and
with
one
and
flints,
with
filled
pure,
one
perfectly
ship and acquaintance of Lamartine M. de Balzac, ivould probably pass in the house. Tlie rev. Amos
IKentisli Times.
organic remains.
Peytel Roark, of the Cumberland Presbyterian church,
Jules, Janin, and the leading literary men.
FR.^NCE.
contracted a marriage with a young lady of proper- was elected chaplain to the senate; and rev. John
made
chiefly
usual,
is,
as
The news from Paris
suspect,
to
reason
too
much
there
is
Haynie, of the Methodist Episcopal church, chapas
ty,
and,
up of accounts of emeutte.s, conspiracies and deMany arrests have been with the intention of murdering her as soon as pos- lain to the house of representatives.
tails of political intrigue.
pressing interfortune.
At
his
acquire
her
sible
to
The Texas Typographical society on the ]3th
"inthe
of
explosion
the
made in consequence of
vicinity cession, she made a will in his favor, and was five ult. met and passed resolutions expressive of their
fernal machine" recently exploded in the
that it months encienle, when she was found assassinated, respect lor the me'mory of the late publisher of the
now
said
is
though
it
royal,
palace
of the
as also Peytel's domestic, near the bridge of Aii- Houston Morning Star, Mr. E. Humphreys, who
was rather intended to frighten than hurt.
was not suspected for some time; his died at that city of the prevailing epidemic on
Three persons, Vilocq, Bechet and Ailard, who dert. Peytel
He said that his servant shot the 12th ult. Mr. H. was formerly foreman of (his
story was plausible.
put
been
have
jilots
republican
before figured in
travelling carriage and essayed to office.
in
the
his
wife
upon trial at Paris, charged with being concerned
kill him; but pursued by Peytel, the master dashed
Moniteur
the
called
The Texas correspondent of the New Orleans
journal,
a
of
production
the
in
out the domestic's brains with a hammer. A long Bulletin gives the annexed flattering desciiptioii
Republican.
train of circumstantial eviilence proved that this of Austin the new capital.
French defeat in Mgieis. It appears that the
story was made up. The excellent character of the
"The accommodations at the public houses in
emir, Abdel Kader, with the Arabs and native unfortunate servant
the irreconcilable statement this city are much better than was anticipated.
troops, has declared war on and defeated the
of Peytel with the testimony of the medical wit- Two excellent hotels are kept, one by Messrs.
loss.
I'
considerable
with
Algiers,
French army in
nesses as to the nature of his wife's wound and suband the other by Mr. R. Bullock.
was a surprise and a severe and sanguinary one, by sequent death, form a chain of circumstances which Spicer St Clark,
Both of these houses are conducted strictly on temHostilities commenced
all the accounts we read.
brought the crime home to Peytel. The verdict of perance princi[de3. No bar is kept, nor is any inthe
the
25th,
till
on the nth Nov. and continued
the jury was confirmed by the court of cassation, toxicating liquors furnished at either house.
date of the marshal's latest despatch. Success
and on Monday he was brought to the scaffold and
"This city is beautifully sitnaled in a picturesque
almost uniformly attended the arms of the emir. guillotined.
country, ot the loot of the Cordiliaras mountains,
His troops, according to the correspondent of GaLater from France. By the ship Iowa, Pell, mas- about 120 miles from the coast. It is on the Cololignani's Messenger, had burnt several farms, master, from Havre, we have Paris papers to Sth ult. rado rivei, and it is thought the stream will be nasacred many people, and entirely swept away seThe Moniteur vigable to this point by steamboats. No produce
a little later than by the England.
veral posts. It was reported that they had cut of!
publishes two royal ordonances, calling into service having been raised this high up, there has been no
heads.
350
of the second class of 1838; another an- inducements offeied thus far for commercial entermen
25,000
The French papers breathe war and vengeance. ticipating a sum of 20,000,000f. on the revenue of prise.
The Moniteur, (government paper) says,
1840, for the extraordinary expenses of the new ex"The city was laid off in May last; the first sale
"War has broken out in Algiers. The govern- pedition to Algiers for w hich sum an appropriation of lots occurred in August. It now contains a poment has taken the measures required by the digni- IS to be asked when the cliambers meet.
A Sabbath school was orgapulation of 1,500.
ordered
been
have
Reinforcements
ty of France.
There is nothing later from Africa.
nized 1st of September, and has ever since been in
to Algiers in men, horses and material, and 25,000
Pr.sbylerian church was
The annexed news is important, and may further successful operation.
men will be immediately called under arms." complicate the affairs of the east.
organized on Sabbath, loth of October, and a MeOther journals add, "the' 5Sth and 3d regiments
Cairo, Nov. 14.
the next Sabbath thereallcr.
on
church
thodist
are ordered to Toulon, and to Africa, with 29
the The city is improving with astonishing rapidity in
I have only time to announce to yon that
squadrons, picked from the different regiments.
Egyptian army, commanded in Arabia by young every respect. It is intended to make it the "seat
The dukes of Orleans, Nemours and .\umale, have IbTahim pasha, has just gained asignal victory over of science and the residence of the muses."
asked permission to go to Algiers." The Messen- the troops of the iman, in tlie province of JaLater from Texas. The steamer Columbia arger says, "an embassy is immediately to be sent [o
It is staled that a considerable number of pri- rived at New Orleans on the 10th instant, bringing
seb.
the emperor of Morocco to intimate to liim to take soners and the town of Sanna have fallen into the
Texas dates to the Sth inst. The only news of inone side or the other, and either break with Abdel hands of the victors.
terest is the following:
Kader, and prevent his getting arms and ammunition
The entire possession of the Yemen will brin,
Lieutenant Turner of the Galveston volunteers,
from Morocco, or else prepare for war with
Ali near to the English establishment.
Mehemet
had just returned from San Antonio. He stales
France."
Five per cents. l]2f. 50c.— "that the company, with the whole of col. Karnes'
Vec.Gth.
Paris,
'•Private letters from Algiers of the 24th ult. deThe report is current that we rommand, was at San Antonio when he Kft. Capt.
Threes, S2f. 30c.
scribe the plain adjoining Algiers as in the posseshave experienced a fresh reverse at Algiers. Tliey Wilson's company had lost but one man. Win. R.
sion of a corps of about 4,000 mounted Arabs. On
speak of 1,5110 to I,S0U men being massacred by Sisly, "ho accidentally shot himself. James Hasthe 21st a convoy, which left that city for one of
This rej.ort, which at the close of ex- kius' had been wounded in the same way, but is rethe Arabs.
the camps, fell in with them, and the 3S men of
hours had acquired a certain degree of covering. They had an engngcinent with a parly
,.,.....-„
which its escort consisted, including throe officers,
strength, was regarded as the principal cause of the of Cumanches, on Nov. 2— killed ten of them, took
decapitated.
and
The
sword
the
to
put
all
were
depression in the funds to. day.
one prisoner, besides 41 horses and mules. Some
Arabs attacked a village lately established in the
The whole of our brave army is exasperated at of the Houston volunleers talk of joining the I'ede.
plain, killed 42 of the colonists, wiiose heads they
hearin" the account of the murders committed on ral party in Mexico, when their term of enlistment
on
fire.
houses
The
their
set
also cut off, and
our soldiers at Algiers. Several regiments solicit exiiires. The Galveston volunteers arc better aware
doubtful tribes had all joined Abdel Kader, Those
honor of Ibrming pari of the expedition which of what is their duty. The majority were to return
who remained faithful to the French had their pro- thebeing prepared.
.\n expedition was
to their homes in a lew days.
is
perty plundered and destroyed. Those of them
soon lo leave Austin for the higher waters of the
SPAIN.
who were fortunate enough to escape the carnage
All Colorado. The object appears to be to chastise Ihe
dates are of the 20th Nov.
Madrid
The
Carree.
the
Maison
Two
round
encamped
then
were
expected, would Cumanches, and explore the country.
regiments marched from Algiers on the 24lli, but was quiet. The ministry, it was
majority in the next cortes and be
The news from Mexico is that col. Ross is now
the inclemency of the weather added to the disor- obtain a small
themselves.
mainlain
marching through the country at the head of about
to
able
operations.
military
The
the
der, and paralysed
The count d'Espagne, of whose murder detailed 2,000 men, and his numbers are daily increasing.
city was exclusively committed to the protection
accounts have been ))ublished, is said lo be still He has also taken two Mexican towns, and in the
of iho armed citizens.
alive; and Ihat the rumors ot his assassination were first eiig.igement about 300 prisoners, including
The prince de Joinville, in command of the Belle
put afloat by the Chrislinos, in order to throw odium several officers. The federalists recommended Ihe
Ponle frigate, with two men-of-war steamers, had
their ad'versaiics, and enable the count lo ellecl indiscriminate slaughter of the prisoners, to which
on
presented
to
the
visited Constantinople, and been
col. Ross objected; the whole number then immehis escape.
It was expected he would pass the? winter
sultan.
diately joined Ihe federal army; the ordcers were
TUnKEY AND EGYPT.
in
the
Bosphorus.
remaining
vessels
his
Peru,
at
The federalists of the
mcnlion
set at liberty on parole.
November,
letters
oflitli
Constantinople
The Fiesse states Ihat
S:ipplu of water in Paris:.
rising, and as sooo
prospect of the riiflerence between province of Durango were also
the important queBtion of supplying i'?.» whole of there was every
satisfactoiily as organized are expected to join the main body
speedily
and
being
Turkey
and
Egypt
mean*
of
pipes,
which
has
by
Paris .with water,
Ross.
col.
n'lout
under
pastia
is
Kcihchid
The vizier
been many years under con.-iideration, and iriquent- arranged.
The s,.nate o( TesMS li.id refused to confirm
into elFoct =(ime new icfnriiis in lli'^
ly on the point of solution, when some oHi.i.il de. carrying
!)unhi|i, as minister
laws ol (ho Ottoman empir.', Ii'oin noniin:ilion of 111.' Ii.ui. Uicl:;iul
Iiy was sure (o be interposed to prevent the ac- iniMBlraiion and
to the United States, and he will,
plenipotentiary
anticipated to
co-nplishment of so desirable an object, is now so which the most beneficial results are
therefore, be immediately recalled.
was
Thrre
Turkey.
of
manufactures
Arago,
trade
and
tlic
whohasbeen
report
oIM.
advanced that the
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The

following is a list of the apby the president and confirmed by

I

I

the senate:

James Webb, attorney general; Charles Mason,
Ist auditor; F. VV. Ogden, district altorney, Ist.judij

!

cial district; J. R.
cial district; gen.

Reid, district attorney, 2d judito run

M. Hunt, commissioner

the boundary line between Texas and the United
States; George W. Smyth, surveyor to the boundary

Hamilton P. Bee, clerk to the same; Joseph B.
Brown, consul at Key West, U. S.; Walter Smith,
consul at Mobile U. S.; Thos.
Dexter, consul at
Boston, U. S.; R. L. Anderson, coUectorof customs

line;
.

A

I
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until the thirty-first

.Appointments by ihe president, by and with ihe
advice and consent of the senate. John P. Anderson,
to be attorney of the United States for the western
district of Pennsylvania, in the place of Benjamin
Patton, resigned.
Arnold Plumer, tobe marshal of the United States
for the western district of Pennsylvania, in the
place of Seth Salisbury.
James Points, to be marshal of the United States
for the western district of Virginia, from the 13th
day of January, 1840, when his present commission
will expire.

307

day olDecember.eighteen hun-

dred and forty one, presents -the following scale -of
reduction:
Articles subject to an ad valorem of

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

25 to pay 23 per cent.
do.
26 per cent.
do.
29 per cent
do.
32 per cent.
do, 35 per cent.
50 do. 38 per cent.

30
35
40
45

^

J.

N. Barker, comptroller.

The Philadelphia North American of yesterday
has the followinj; paragrapli on the subject:
Reduction of duties. The reduction of duties on
John D. McCrate, Wiscasset, Me. from the 6th foreign merchandise imported from and alter this
CANADA.
The union of the two Canadas. The resolutions of January, 1840, when his present commission day, (December 31), isonly one-tenth of the excess
of the amount of duty charged by the tariff of 1832
proposed by Mr. Sullivan, the solicitor general, in will expire.
Alexander W. Wyllj, district of Brunswick, Ga above 20 per cent. Thus 'the duty on woollens,
favor of a reunion of the two provinces, have passvice
J.
which was fixed in 1832 at 50 per cent, was by Mr.
N.
Mcintosh,
resigned
ed the legislative council of Upper Canada by a
Charles C. P. Hunt, district of Miami, Ohio, from Clay's compromise bill, reduced as follows, being 3
vote of 14 to 8
coupled with "an humble address
to her majesty," praying among other thiiigs (in the 13th inst. when his present commission will per cent, every two years:
3833,
December 31,
the event of the union being carried into effect by expire.
47
"
John W. Dough, district of Teche, Louisiana,
1835,
parliament) that the seat of the united government
44
'<
1837,
and legislature be at socr.e place within the present from 30th ult. vice Edwin L. Cockle, deceased.
41
"
Land
o^xers— registers.
1839,
limils of Upper Canada, convenient of access to the
38
John Miller, Batesville, Arkansas, vice Isaac
After December 31, 1841, the duty will be 29 per
inhabitants of both provinces— that the permanency
of the seats of members of the legislative council, Folsom, whose commission will expire on the 30th cent, and six months thereafter 20 per cent. the
lowest rate.
and the power given to the sovereign lo make those instant.
Wm. W. Stevenson, Little Rock, Arkansas, from
Bank of ihe United States. The following perseats hereditary, remain as they now are under the
31st inst. vice Samuel L. Rutherford, who declines sons were on Monday elected directors of the
act of George III
that there be a qualification reU. S.
Bank for the ensuing year, in place of the retiring
quired of members of the house of assembly, "nei- a reappointment.
Christopher H. Dabbs, Ouachita, Louisiana, vice member.s:— Lawrence Lewis, John R. Neff, Robei't
ther so high as greatly to limit the choice of Ihe
Andrew
Taylor,
George
A.
Roland,
resigned.
Har.dy
and
Jas. Martin.
The reelectors, nor so low as to introduce into that body
James McGoffin, St.^Stephens, Alabama, from tiring members were Messis. C. Hickman, Caleb
persons having but litlle pecuniary interest in the
31st ult. when his late commission expired.
Cope, J. J. Vanderkemp, John Bohlcn and Amcolony, nor properly qualified in other respects*'
brose
Alanson
While.
Saltrnarsh, Cahaba, Alabama, from 24th
All the members of the old board,
that provision be made for the "enregislraiion of
of Febiuary, 1840, when his present commission with the exception of the five old members above
voters, and holding the elections''
that "all writenumerated, have been re-elected. But one ticket
ten proceedings of the legislative council and as- will expire.
was brought forward.
Receivers.
sembly shall be in the English language, and none
J. W. Borden, Fort Wayne, Indiana, vice John
National medical conveiition. The third decenother" that "ai the end of the space of
years,
Spencer, whose commission will expire on the 30th nial national medical convention, for the
all debates in the legislative council, or assembly,
revision of
the Pharmacoposia of the United States, assembled
shall be carried on in the English language, and instant.
Stephen R. Rowan, Shawneetown, Illinois, from in the City Hall, Washington, on the 1st Jan.
none othar," and that "a new division of the coun1840.
31st
inst.
when his present commission will expire.
The following medical societies and colleges
ties of Lower Canada be made by tlie imperial
Felix G. Allen, Jackson, Missouri, vice Ralph were represented in Ihe convention, viz:
goverjiment, so as to secure a due proportion of Ihe
The
Guild,
whose
commission
will
expire
the
on
Slat
Rhode
Island
Medical society; Ihe New Jersey Merepresentation in the united legislature to the
instant.
dical society; the College of Physicians of PhiladelBritish inhabitants of Lower Canada."
D. J. Chapman, Bafeville, Arkansas, vice Aaron phia; the University of Pennsylvania; the Jefferson
In the house of assembly, the two first of the reW. Lyon, whose commission will expire on the 31st Medical college; the Delaware Medical society; the
solutions approving of the reunion upon the terms
instant.
Washington University ot Baltimore; the Medical
expressed in the message of the governor general,
Anthony W. Rabb, Washington, Mississippi, and Chirurgical Faculty of Maryland; the Medical
were adopted on the 16th inst.; tlie second, which
from 31st ultimo, when his late commission expired. society of the District of Columbia; the Columbian
regards an equal representation of each province in
the uniled legislature, after being debated at great
John Vaughan, esq. yesterday resigned the vari- Medical college; the Vincennes Medical society of
ous vice consulships held by him for a very long Indiana, and the Georgia Medical society. The
length, by a majority of 29 to 21.
period.
Sweden and Norway, Portugal, Austria credentials of the delegations from the White MounThe Montreal Gazette of the 24lh, thus speaks of
and Brazil, were all represented in this city by Mr. tains' Medical society of Vermont, from the Medithis result:
cal society of New Hampshire, from the Albany
"This decision angurs well for a concurrence in Vaughan. Richard Selduer, esq. has been appoint- Medical society,
and from the College of Physicians
ed vice consul of Sweden and Norway. John Dethe whole series of resolutions
the (wo first being
and Surgeons of Lexington, Kentucky, were prethe most important, and the remaining two having vereux, esq. the same lor Brazil; and Daniel J
sented by the president, but the delegates were preonly relation to points, with regard to which little Desmond, esq. has received the appointment of
vented from attending.
or no difference of opinion can possibly be etiter- consular agent for Portugal, and will exercise the
The convention elected Lewis Condict, M. D. of
functions of vice consul lor that government.
tained in Upper Canada
the civil list, and the
New Jersey, president; George B. Wood, M. D. of
shall
notify
the
appointment
Austrian
of
the
consucharging of the debts of Upper Canada, for public
Philadelphia,
vice president; N. W. Worthington,
[PAi/. Gsi.
works, lo Ihe joint revenue of Ihe united province. lar agent in a few days.
M. D. of Georgetown, D. C. secretary; Harvey
Thus, happily, no impediment will be thrown in
Treasury nates. Treasury department, January 1, Lindsly, M. D. of Washington city, assistant secrethe way of the reunion of the legislature ot Upper 1840.
Amount of treasury notes issued under the tary.
Canada, in as far as regards the principle of the provisions of the acts of 'l2th October,
The chief object of the convention being the re1837, 21st
measure. And, in truth, after a careful perusal May, 1838 and 2nd March, 1839
#19, 567,086 22 viflon and emendation of the Pharmacopteia of
of the debates in both houses, in as far as thev have Of this amonni, there has been
1830, this subject engaged its altention primarily,
reached us, we must confess it appears to us that
redeemed
16,808,750 92 and after mature deliberation and a free interchange
no serious objections were ever urged against that
of opinion among the delegates from different parts
The whole difficulty seems to have re- Leaving the amount outstanding
firinciple.
.$-2,758,335 30 of the union, the convention referred to a committee
ated solely to the details of the measure."
Levi Woodbury, sec. of the treasury.
of seven members all the documents in its possesBut whatever the feeling in such quarters and
have obtained from Ihe custom house in this sion, with instructions carefully to revise, prepare,
in Upper Canada, in regard especially to charging city, the following statement of the duties on im- and publish
the
Pharmacopoeia of the United
the debts of U. C. upon the united province, the ports for the three quarters of the year ending 30th States for 1S40, under the authority of this convenQuebec Gazette holds other language. It regards September, 1839.
tion.
the proposition very much in the light in which the
Total
Arrangements were also made for the assembling
512,194,155 02
Barings' suggestion touching the assumption by
1st quarter
of the fourth decennial convention in Washington,
#4,309,500 21
Uncle Sam of the state debts, has been viewed by
"
2nd
3,688.864 42
on the first Monday in May, 1850.
the democratic press iti "the states."
3 id
"
4,195,790 39
Other business of great interest to the medical
In reference
to a remark of the solicitor general, in the course
12,194,155 02 profession of the country was transacted; and a zeal
of a speech in favor of the reunion, that "it was Amount of three 1st
lor Ihe extension of medical science, together with
evident to him that the only means of discharging
quarters of 1838
7,778,813 85
a spiritof generous cordiality, was manifested by Ihe
our obligations, of faithfully satisfying the public
7,778,813 85 delegates, which must contiibute greatly to secure
creditor, was by uniting Upper to Lower Canada,
the objects of the convention.
Difference in f.ivor of 1839
who^e surpltts revenue atone could enable us to reHaving passed votes of thanks to the officers of
$'4,415,341 17
deem our obligations'' the Quebec Gazette says;
the convention, and to the board of aldermen for
INew York Evening Post.
The tariff. Another reduction of duties takes the use of their room, the convention, after a«Bes"To all this, the holders of these obligations, or debentures, in London, Upper Canada, and elsewhere, effect to-day, under the provisions of the compro- sion of three days, adjourned.
[Nat. Intel.
to Ihe amount of a million and a quarter of pounds mise act.
The change is thus officially announced
The cotton crop of the United States. As the peat interest, together with the expectants of another to the collectors of customs by the treasury depart- riod is rapidly approaching when we shall be able
to form something like a definite idea as to the acmillion already appropriated or promised, and their ment:
First comptroller's office, Dec. 30, 1839.
tual state of the cotton crop of the United Stales
respective friends and connexions say amen!"
The collectors of the customs are reminded of that for 1S39, as compared with former years, the preP. S. Since the above was written we learn that
the whole series of union resolutions, pro\'iding for portion of the compromise act of the 2d of March, sent information within our reach upon the subject
the equal lepresetitalion of iioih provinces, ]icrtna- 1333, [iroviding for Ihe abatement ot an adclilioiiai will, no doubt, be looked upon with interest.
The
nent civil list, and the joint assumption ot the pub- tenth of the -excess over the ad valorem duty of 20 crop of the year ending September SO, ISSS, was
lic debt, were agreed to in the house of assembly, percent, and which, in its operation from and after 1,801,497 bal^s.
The total crop this year is now
the thirty -first day of December of the present year, esiiraatedal 1,365,698. baits. Decrease, 435,799.
by a majority of 13.
l^lbany jlrgus, January 3.
at

San Augustine.

Collectors

of the customs.
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Consumption.

Total crop of the United States,
as above stated,

Bales 1,365,698

Add—
Stocks on hand

ment of

at the

the year,

(

lit

In the southern ports

In the northern ports

cnmmenceOct 183S),
24,665
15,735
40,400

Make

a supply of
Deduct there from
The export to foreign
ports,

1,406,093

1,072,41)4

Less Texas and other
foreign, included,

Stock on hand at the

4,625
1,067,779
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BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.

11,

1840— BALTIMORE

barrels of flour exceeding by

121, .'521

barrels, the

Thietee.vth a.vnual repoet of the PRESr- quanlity received during the preceding year.
DEXT AND DIRECTORS TO THE STOCKHOLDERS
Since the 30th September and up to the 20th
OF THE Baltimore and Ohio rail road com- mo, 99,670 barrels have been brought down; in
pany.
of

Offline

^

month of October, 29,389;
the

Ballimore and Ohio rail road company,

Jamianj

1, 1841).

Pursuant to the provisions of the chartor, the president and directors of llie Bitltiinore and Ohio rail
road company submit to the stockholders a statement
of the art'dirs of the company for the year ending the
1

1

30th of Sept. 1833.
'First:

— or the

tion

at

njain stem to its present terminaHarper's Ferry; and of the Washinirton

branch.
Tlie revenue and expensesofthe main stem, during
the year, are shown by the annexed statement, prejpared by the secretary, marked A; to which is subjoined a summary statement, in the usual Ibrin, of
the affairs of the company, ou the first of October

muked B.
Tlie statement
exhibits a speedily increa.sing
and a growing excess of receipts over the expenditures. 'At t!ie end of the year 1838, the excess was litlle more than seven thousand dollars, and
on the 301h of September last, it amounted to up-

;1S3.9,

A

'.'

trade,

wards

ot

stateuient

twenly-seven

A

also

shows

thousand

that the

dollars.

The

operations of the

with those of the Washington branch, leave an excess over expenditures of

main

s:era, in coTuiection

:$68,o9a 70.
It shoidd also be observed, that of the increased
.trade of the past year, dour is the chief article, and
that 011 :he (ransporlaliou of it, as will be hereafter
sla'ed, the^cnmpauy loses at the present rale of loll,
per ton, per mile. The
liltle less than two cents
system of economical expenditure, however beretofue announced, of which the improved condition of
L.he road^autl the alteration
at the planes constitute
a material part, is maturing as rapiilly as the nature
and state of tlie service will allow; and notwithstiindinj the increased trade, in Ihe article of flour
sspecially, the expenses of transportation beingcreiited with items not carried info file accounts, at
Ihe end of the year, and an extra supply of fuel for
the me of the present year, have not exceeded, but
liie contrary have fallen short of those of Ihe previous year.
Tile means of the company being inadequate to
.reconstruct the remainder of the road to Harpev's
Ferry, upon the substantial plan heretofore adopted,
thorough renovation of the timber of the
,i more
iresent track, and the entire renewal of lour miles
immediately west of Parr's ridge, became iiidispen-

m

jable for the

accommodation

oi'

the traiie,

and the

of the passengers; the delapidated condiof the old engines and passenger and
jiirJen cars, made it ncce-isary in some instances
inlirely to renew them, and in otlie;s-lo make exLensive repairs, requiring among other things, a
stock of materials, to be used during Ihe current
,'ear, cosiing not less than
nine thousand dollars.
Ii"r0in tliese causes combined, the expenses of Ihe
nain stem during the year have been greater than
:hey otherwise would have been; and they cannot
'35 exiiected to be materially less, uiilil the moving
)ower aiiil machinery can be made as efficient as
.he extent of the trade aix! the. safety of the passeiileciirity
:ion,

;e IS

also,

'

demand.

Frjra the same causes. It became necessary durng the year to purchase and put upon the road,
ive new locomotive engines; and in addition to
hesa, lour others have been purchased, and will be
m the road in the course of the present and eiisung month. During the same period, thirty-two
lingle house cars, each calculated to contain tweny-five barrels offioiir, have been conslructed for Ihe
'a-iiu stem, and many of the old platform cars, hereofore used lor granite, have been converted into
)p3ri box cars i'or the transportation of liour.
Conracts ti.ive also been ouule for tour new passenger
:ar3, lo be delivered in the course of the months of
February and JMaich next.
The new road around Ihe planes was completed
luring the year, and has been in operation since tiie
iioiilh of June last.
Although the time has been inlulficient fully to test the advantages of the change,
he etfects may be in part inferred from the preceding observation?; and every confidence is entertain'd that the expectations of the board from this altera
ion will be realized.
Besides the net saving in aciial expenditure, considerable facilities are afforded
o the passenger trains; and in the transit of burleu trains bi'tween Ballimore and Frederick and
harper's Ferry there is an average saving of at least
'orty eight hours.
Tlie burden trains are now freIpienlly brought from Harper's Ferry to Ballimore,
Here discharged, and returned again to Harper's FerV, within twenty-four tiours.
During Ihe year, ending on the 30th September,
\\t,< were brought on the road to Baltimore 2(>4,0,33
'

from the

in

economy

granted by Virginia and Pennsylvania, and less than
charged upon other roads', in other states of the
union.
Flour is not only the most burdensome, and most
liable to injury of any article brought'iipon the road,
but less indulgence is shown to Ihe company forany
delay in its transportation. It is an article also, highly important to the interests ol Baltimore and to the
community; and it is seen, that fully lo accommodate this trade, the board have expended not only the
capital of the stockholders, but the revenue derived
from the road.
strong appeal, therefore, is made
to the state, having so great an interest in the success
of the company, to authorise an adequate toll tor this
branch of transportation.
It is believed that with a reasonable increase of
toll upon flour, in no wise onerous to any interest
whatever, the time is at hand when, from the profits
of the main stem, a dividend may be made to the
stockholders.
Nevertheless, the obstacles arising from the peculiar construction of the road, involving heavy expenses in repairs, both of the track and machinery,
will for some time remain, and the just expectations
of the state and stockholders and of the community
at large, can only be fully realized by pushing on
their enterprise to the west, with .the utmost energy
and despatch.
From Harper's Ferry, every mile of the road may
be said to pass through a country of great fertility,
abounding in mineral resources, and capable of adding immensely lo the trade of Baltimore.
At Cumberland it reaches a point, second in importance
only to the Ohio river, and until it reach that point,
neither the travel on the road, nor the trade of Baltimore, can be secure from Ihe rivalry of Ihe Pennsylvania works. To that poini Iherefore, the board are
urged forward by every consideration both ot interest and duty.
From the statement of revenue and expenditure
from the Washinslon branch, marked C, it will appear that a sufficient surplus accumulated during the
year, to warrant a further distribution among the
stockholders, and the board accordingly declared a
dividt'nd of four per cent, payable on and after the
30th day of November List. So that It will appear
that with this dividend, and the bonus from the Wasiiington branch, the slate continues to receive within
a fraction of six per cent, upju the entire aicount of
her present investment.
The necessity of constant expenditure upon the
deep cuts in this road, and also of ballasting wilh
gravel those parts of the track, where a soil unusually retentive of water was encountered in the excavation, a difficulty alluded to in a former report,
siill continues, and has served to diminish the surplus, which otherwise would have remained for dividend.
Second As to Ihe extension of the road beyond
Harper's Ferry.
At the date of the last annual report, the surveys
west of Harper's Ferry, to Wheeling and to PillsSubsequcnily to lliat
burg, had been completed.
period, the board directed the location of the route
from Harper's Ferry to Cumberland, preparatory to
the letlings, and also of Ihe greater portion of the
Of that portion, lying
lines v\'est of Cumberland.
between Harper's Ferry and Cumberland, the location was completed early in the last spring; but
that of the remaining part being unfinished in October last, the board deemed it an act of proper
precaution, during the difficulties in the money
market, to suspend their operations west of Cumberland, and accordingly called in the corps ot engineers wdio had been engaged in that part of the
is

A

'
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gagements, and upon stipulations exempting the

company from damages, in case of an inlerruption
in the work for Ifie want of means lo prosecute it.
iVlost of the contracts were signed in the month
the
November, 40,845. and of August, and the work fairly commenced in Sep-

1st to the 20;h ultimo,

the greatest

ROAl).

lilt,

29,436 barrels.
it has hitherto been
possible to attain, the transportation of fiour is estimated to cosl now little less than six cents per ton
per mile, and by the existing charier, the company
is permitted to charge no more llian four cents per
ton permile; less than is authorised by the charier

With

AND OHIO RAIL

tember.

During the existing difficulties in the money marunder the uncertainty of advantageously
disposing of the stale and city stock, it has been the
policy of the boaril to circumscribe the work of the
contractors, and submit lo a moderate but steady
prosecution of tlieir enterprise, rather than, by advancing too rapidly, to incur the necessity of sacriket, and

ficing the

means

at their

command.

The

force at present employed, however, amounts
men and 466 horses, and up to the 1st ultimo, the work actually done amounted to ^185,659,
leaving lo be done the estimated amount of 1,378,298
dollars. Many of the light sections remain untouched; but all the heavy parts of the work are progressto 1,49.5

ing with good speed, under judicious and

energetic

management.

The

completion of the work must, of course, depend upon the energy and rapidity with which the
means of the company will enable the board to push
it forward; and these again depend chiefly upon the
state of the money market.
But at the rate at
which the graduation, masonry and bridging are
now progressing, should the means of the board enIhe materials for the track, and
the next year,
lo be completed and in use
to Cumberland in the year 1S42.
The means of the company for Ihe extension of
the road west of Harper's Ferry consist:
able

it

to [irocure

work with spirit during

prosecute the

the road

J^i)s(

may and ought

— Of the subscription of the city of Baltimore

amounting

to

f 3,000,000.

Second— 01

that of the

state

of

Maryland of

$3,000,000.

— Of that of the state of Virginia, amount$1,360,000, and
ing
Fourth — Of that of the city of Wheeling of
TTiird

in all to

$1,000,000.

According lo the present law, the subscription of
the stale of Virginia will not be available until the
completion of the road, and il is therelore apparent
the
that, under circumstances, the chief reliance of
the subscriptions by the city
of lialtiinore and the stale of Maryland.
The former is made, expressly, upon the condition "that the whole sum shall be exclusively app!!«
ed to the pposeculion of the work in an unbroken
line from Har:per's Ferry, or such pi„'[ near that'
place as shall be selected, from which Ihe extension
shall be made."
This condition plainly indicates the intention of
the city couticils, by extending the road in an unmOll?" ''1^1 '° keep open an uninterrupted trade
from the country through which it will pass; and aa
it will require not less than the amount of the subscription to complete the road from Harper's Ferry
to Cumberland, the whole sum may be considered
as exclusively applicable between these points.
The subscription is payable to the company in
money, in instalments not exceeding $1,000,000 in
any one year. It is also made the duty of Ihe commis.sioners of finance to borrow the sum necessary
to meet the payments by means of a city slock created for that purpose, and at their last session the
city councils levied a direct tax in order to pay the
interest upon the inslalmenl of the first year.
Up lo the present lime, Ihe only payments on account of the city subscription have been made by
loans from the banlis of Baltimore, procured, at the
instance of the company, upon a pledge of city stock

company must be upon

furnished for that purpose by the commissioners of
finance; and it is believed that the work may be
carried on until the first of Februaiy next by the

same means.

The subscription on the part of the state was originally payable to 'the company in money, by the
surer, to be raised Irom the sale of currency
bonds, bearing an interest of 6 per cent. These
bonds however, were directed to be offered for sale
sold elsewhere:
first in Europe before Ihey could be
and in order lo provide for the interest for a period

ofthree years, could only be sold at a net premium
necessary measures having been taken for of 20 per cent.
These terms proving impracticable, and there beprocuring Ihe right of way, the whole distance berepresentations of
tween Harper's Ferry and Cumberland, with the ex- ing reason to believe, from the
commissioners in England, that
ception of the section immediately adjoining Har- one of Ihe state's
to, and would be
adapted
were
better
bonds
sterling
per's Ferry, was placed under contract in the course
in the European market, the legislaof the I.I.St summer. For the section of Harper's Fer- more saleable
last session, subslituted in lieu of the
their
at
ture,
and
the
last,
November
were
invited
in
proposals
ry
bonds, sterling bonds, bearing an inbids being now received, that portion also will be old currency
interterest of five per cent, payable, principal and
immediately let out.
In order to piovide for the interest
London.
in
est
have
been
contract
under
already
The sections
equal
to
193,200,000
bonds
of
amount
an
for 3 years,
let out, at [irices not exceeding the estimates of the
directly to the company
engineers, lo contractors who, as a body, are believ- was issued, and delivered
subscription, the company
ed to be fully competent to comply with their >n- in payment of the states'
service.

The

—
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giving the requisite guarantee for the punctual pay-

ment of Itie

interest.

Independently of tlic adaptation of the bonds to
the European market, it was obvious, from inquiries
made in New York and PAi/acZWpAio, thatlhey coulil
not be advantageously disposed of in the United
States; and at the request of the board, the president
was induced to proceed to Europe, there to malie
Such arrangements as he should deem best for Iheir
final disposition.

By

the time these bonds could be prepared and

forwarded to London, a very unfavorable change
had taken place in the European market. American securities had accumulated there in an unprecedented quantity, and a general depression had
taken place in their value. Many causes conspired
to weaken confidence in American credit; the efforts
of the Bank of England to render money scarce and
of greater value, also, made operations in American
stocks still more difficult; but the sales of Maryland
sterling bonds, of a like character, in small amounts
and at reduced prices, and the universal knowledge
that there would be forced .sales of similar bonds, at
even less rates, rendered a sale of any portion of
those belonging to the rail road company, unless at
prices prejudicial to the credit o/ the state, and

ruinous to the interests of the company, absolutely
impossible.
these causes, and since the great change
which has taken place in the money market in Europe, and in the investment by capitalists, it is believed that any large operations in American stocks,
upon advantageous terms cannot in future be relied
upon. On the contrary, without being sacrificed to
to the great injury of state credit, they must be disposed of gradually, under judicious management, as
tlie wants of the capitalists may require.

From

all

Constilting not more the interests of the company,
than the credit of the state, so necessary to the prosecution of all her public enterprises, the president
declined disposing of any portion of the bonds committed to him, at the prices established by other
sales; and from the »ame motives, deemed it advisable to place them in a train of sale, when circumstances shaH render it expedient securing in the
mean time,—first, the .idvance of such amount of
capital as Ihe future necessities of the compan]^are
likely to require; and second, such an agency as
would exert the greatest influence, in sustaining Ihe
credit of the securities, and in the event of sale, be
most likely to obtain the best price. Such an arrangement, notwithstanding the high value of money in England, and the liability of other bonds of
the state to be sold at reduced prices, the pr-esident
succeeded in making with the house of Messrs. BarIt will be optional
ing, Brothers ^- Co. of London.
witlr the company, from their view of their necessities, to accept the advances, and previous to its
disposition abroad, there is nothing to prevent a sale
of the stock in the United States, should an oppor-

—

tunity offer for that purpose.
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malely interwoven, by the sale of Ihe city stock at
its par value, of maintaining the s'ale bonds com-

—

mitted to this company, and, so far as their management can effect it, ihe credit of the slate itself,
upon the secrrre basis on which they have been
placed; and amid difficulties destructive of almost
every other enterprise, of pressing forward to com-

—

pletion that which Ihe whole community is so impaliently awaiting.
The expedient m.iy not be successful; but the
stake is too great, and the crisis loo urgent, lo warrant Ihe board in leaving it untried; and they confidently rely upon their fellow citizens of all parties
and of every class, and upon Ihe public authorities,
lo

sanction

adoplion and encourage
order of Ihe board,

its

its

By

tion.

prosecu-

LOUIS MeLANE, president.
[A]
Statement shewing the revenue and expenses of the
Baltimore and Ohio rail road, for the year ending
Ist October, 1839.
The amount received for the transportation of passengers and merchandise
for the year ending Ist October, 1S39,
is
$407,347 50
And Ihe dividend received from the
Washington branch is
41,304 00

Making together
The expenses have been

$448,651 50

as follows, to wit;
transportation
$148,242 54*
repairs of railway '
97,920 74
repairs of locomotives
31,465 74
repairs of burden cars
14,011 03
rei)air3 of passenger cars 4,199 50
repairsof the Monocacy
&, Harper's Ferry bridges,

For
For
For
For
For
For

and of depots

aird

water

9,860 20
expenses and .saand various contingent expenses
7,001 15
For irrlerest on the million
and other loans
67,350 90
stations

For

office

laries,

Making

AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.

The company have

ges, to wil:

Transportation expenses P50,345
Repairs of railway
336,454
Repairs of locomotive
74,155
Repairs of burden cars
62,474
Repairs of passenger cars
10,936
Repairs of the Monocacy
bridge, of Ihe Harpers'
Ferry viaduct, and ofde2b',3t>0
pots and water stations

amounting

with a
stock

And on

lire

account

That entire confidence may be felt in Ihe certiamount of city stock will be
received by the company, simuManeously with each
issue in payment of so much of Ihe subscription, on
tiie part ot the city, and be imnjedialely vested in
two commissioners, in trust, for the holders of Ihe
certificates; which, in form, will be orders upon the
commissioners to transfer the stock when demanded in the proper amounts.
Better security than is here presented to the creditor, or one less exposed lo Ihe mischief which the
existing laws ol the slate intended to pi'evenl, could
not be desired, and would be worthy of public confidence and an extended favor in a season of less
embarrassment than that in which the community
is

now

placed.

In the success of the expedient will be found the
ol prosecuting this great enterprise, with

means

$213,433 33
company's own
114,125 00

Office of the Baltimore and
Oct.'l, 1839.
J. I.

332,558 3^
Ohio rail road companfffi

ATKINSON, secretary.

[C]
Statement of the affairs of the IVashington branch op
the BalHore and Ohio rail road, on Ihe ist of Oe?i
tober, 1SS9.
The Wa.ihington branch rail road has
stock
$1,650,000 00)
there have been expended in
making the road, and in real estate
and depots, locomotive steam power,
1,665,362
and burden and passenger cars

Showing an

And showing a

surplus of rerenue of $68,599 70
of the Baltimore and Ohio rail road company,
October I, 1839.
J. I. ATKINSON, sec'y.

[B]

Summary statement of the affairs of the Baltimore and

over- expenditure
count of capital of

$15,362

The revenue from the transportation of
road company, on ilie \st of Oct. 1839.
passengers and merchandise, for Ihe
The company have received for stock $3,932,972 50
year ending 30th September, 1339,
And for stock in the Washington
194,075
has been
branch road over and above the

051

rail

million loan

y,

created for the pur-

pose

$207,289

32,600 00

Making

And

06>

on ac-

After making a dividend of 10 per cent, in stock,!
and 4 per cent, in money, last year, there nSc
$13,214 09
mained

together
$4,015,572 50
they have expended Ihe follow-

From which are lo be taken the
lowing expenses, to wil:
Bonus

lo

per's
real

fol-

the state, onefil'lh of Ihe receipts from
jiassfogers
$37,363 91
Expenses of transportation 29,242 71
Repairs of railways, machinery and cars
56,845 48
to

Office

ficates, the requisite

of Baltimore,
pledge of her

And

Office

Ohio

:

$332,558 33

payable out

for the city

Leaving

in sums of $100, or upwards; and
such certificates there is reason to believe Ihe contractors and others may and will accept without loss.

$150,585

to
bills

]

Of which have been given

clined planes
ridge

whenever presented

]|

revenue

a sui'plus

The company have

of location round Ihe inpurpose, a large majority of Ihe board has

as

-1,381,716

And shewing

available.
to offer the conlractors and proprietors
of lands, in payment for their work, and the right of
way, certificates, authorising the transfer at par of
the six per cent, stock of the city of Baltimore

17

09

and on other money
296,042 04
Office expenses and salaries, printing and various
contingent expenses
24,897 79

Frederick and HarFer-ry, including
estate, locomotive
steam power, passenger
and border) cars, and an
item of $43, 115 14 called "deferred intei'esi"
and alsoincluding the re-

this

55
40
52

Interest on the million loan

can only arise from a continued depression in the
money market, or Irom an inability on the part of
the city of Baltimore to pay her subscription.
It is obvious, however, that unless some disposition can be made of the stock created for the purpose, the city of Baltimore will not be able to comply with her eng.igements, and therefore, the board
feel called upon to assist, by any legitimale means
in their povfer, to render the stock immediately

For

of their

380,051 80

The necessity of using Ihe advances, ofwhich the
ing, to wit:
company has the option from the house in London, For construction of road

determined

lo Ihe credit

revenue account including dividends
from the Washington branch road $1,532,301 24
Against which go the following char-

Office expenses, taxes

on

property, &c.

6,395 36

Elkridge Landing
bridge annuity

1,250 00

Irrlerest,

construction and change

For surveys,

at

Parrs'

$4,145,774 10

right of way,

graduation and coritingencies west of Harpers'
Ferry including the amouiit paid lo the agent
for negotiating the state'
stock
246,741 65

*$76,1S6 St
a surplus of revenue of
of the Baltimore and Ohio rail road company

Oct. I, 1839.

J. I.

ATKINSON,

CHESAPE.IKE AND OlIIO CANAL.

secretory.

If IS 3 grail

ficallon to ris to be able to slate, for Ihe inrnrrnatiot
especially of our re.iders in this district, Marylafln
and parts adjacent, that information has been I*
ceived by letters from London, under date of th'
6Ih ultimo, of the sale of a sirfiicienl amount of Ift"
Making
$4,392,515 65 iVIaryland state five per cent, bonds issued it) b*'
half of the Chesapeake and Ohio canal coinpafr
(added to the sales of said bonds made by Ihe til
Shewing an over expenditure of capital of
$376,943 i; rectors in this country) lo pay all the old debt««
tire company lo banks and bankers in Ihe Uiiitft
*The superinlendent of (ransportation has paid over Stales and
in Europe, and leave o surplus for th
for sates of horses, coal, oil caslis, &c, $9,107 22, Ihe
redemption of Ihe company's scrip (notes) nowil
cicdiliuK of which was suspended on the 30th Scpiem[Ifat. Intel.
bcr, 1839, for the sclllcnrent of sonre outstanding debts, circulation.
and with which the c.\pensc8 of transportation aio now
to he credited.
*Four dollars per share of the
The sirperintendeni also reports that the extra quanabove nientioned surplus was,
tity of firel on hand at the end of tire year, with which
on Ihe 30ih Nov. 1839, dividexperr.ses of trnnsportation are to ho credited, nrnounled arnong the stockholders
$66,000 00
ed to 1,600 tons of coal, equal lo 89.750. These two And this sum reserved to po toBums, amounting together to $18,857 22, when credit*?d
wards the extinction of the
will gliow the e.xpensea of transportation for tiro year
debt due by lire reverrue lo iho
eirdilrL' 30th Senlomber. 1839. to he less, hv $6,814 07.
carrilal
in ISfi RO

'

~
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legisliture of

MAINE.
Miine assem!il."l

Beaver— James Sprott,* Wm.
Alleghany- George Darsie,* John McDowell,*
Penniman,* Robert Carothers.*

MASSACHtrsETTS.
legislature met

'

—George
Delaware —John K.

inst.

PEVNSYLVANIA.
1

ing,

carried

—

laid

—

seat.

following
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the following morn-

—

—

Congressional eleclton. In the 6th congressional
district ot Massachusetts, the whig candidate, Mr.
Baker, is declared by the governor and council
elected by 80 m.ijority and will at once take his

Districts.

On

17th.

—
—
—

In the senate, Daniel P. King was
ellDSen president, and Chis. Calhoun, clerk. In the
house. Robert C. Winthrop, was elected speaker,
and Luther S. Gushing, clerk. The vole for speakerstoodR. C. Wiuthrop, (whig), 239; Nathaniel
Wood, (V. B.) 224; maj. 15.

The

Potts.

Butler

Boston on

at

Wm.

.

l3t

The Massachusetts
the Ist

was on December

however, a reconsideration was moved and
33 to 3-5. In llie afternoon the bill was
on the table. Whether any thing further would
Zeilin.*
be done on the subject, was problematical. In the
Somerset and Cambria— Fred'k Neft", Jonas Keim.*
lean time the old law continued in force.
Lycoming Clearfield and Clinton— Isaac Bruner,
IJour. Com.
James H. Laverty.
The hon. Felix Orundy. It appears that the hon.
Adams— Daniel M. Smyser,* William Albright,*
Felix Grundy, attorney general of the U. States
Centre Samuel Strohecker.
who was recently elected a senator of the United
Crawford— Gaylord Church, James Henry.
States by the legislature of Tennessee, did not conGreene Levi Hoge.
sider himself constitutionally eligible at the time of
Venangn James R. Snowdcn.
his election, and we learn from the Nashville Whig
Erie— William M. Watts,* Samuel Hutchina.*
Mercer— Samuel Goodwin, John Hoge.
of the 14th that on that day his resignation was laid
Whigs and anti-masons thus (") democratic mem- before the legislature- It concludes by saying that
bers 63 opposition 32.
he had resigned the office of attorney general, and
SOUTH CAnOLISA.
was then, in every sense of the word, an "inhabiThe legislature of South Carolina adjourned on tant" of Tennessee. On the same day Mr. Grundy
Saturday, 21st ulf. The list of acts comprises but was again elected by the legislature, a senator of
twenty-one, and they were generally of a private na- the United States
no other candidate being named
\^Balt. Post.
ture.
A bill to provide against the suspension of in opposition to him.
specie payments by the banks was defeated.
KENTnCKT.

at Au?'ista,

Stephi-n C. Foster was chosen
inst.
presiilent olthe seinte.and E. Hamlin, speaker of
the house. The latter received 103 votes, agiiirist
93 forE. H. Allen, whig.

on the

OF THE UNION.

1840— STATES

11,

Morton.*

STATES OF THE UNION.
The

REGISTER—JAN.

GEORGIA.

is a list ot state senators for 1839-40.
Philadelphia city— Frederick Fraley,

At a meeting of the democratic members of the
legislature of Georgia, the following persons were
norainaled as candidates for congress, viz: Thomas

Henry S. Packman.*
2, County of Piiiladelphia— .Uic/wci Snyder, Charles
Brown, Samnd Sleuenson.
Henry 3fy3. Montgomery, Chester and Delaware—
Sterigere*
rrs,' Nathaniel Br.ijke, John B.

The legislature of Kentucky met on Monday, the
At first, there was considerable difficulty in elffcting a speaker of the senate. On the
second day, Mr. Hanson was elected, the two op"
posing candidates, Messrs. Johnston and Wingate,
2d instant.

.

Glasscock, Alfred Iverson, D. C. Campbell, Junius
•'
Hillier, Josiah S. PatlHrson, Robsrt W. Pooler, having withdrawn.
Francis H. Cove, John H. Lumpkin, Hopkins HalMr. H'lin was elected speaker of the house on
4. Bucks- Wi««iin T. Rogers.
sey; and as candidates for electors of president and the second day.
5. Berks—Jo/m Miller.
„
,
Gov. Wickliffe's message was received and read
A. vice president, Valentin*- Walker, Wm. B. Hoff6. Lancaster and York— John S'rohm, James
man, Wm. B. Bullock, John Robinson, John Bates, upon the 3d. inst. It is an able document, and not
CaldweU, Tnomas E. Cochran.
Thomas F. Anderson, Milner Echols, Samuel unreasonably long.
7. Dauphin and Lebanon— John Kdlinger.
Union- Gloves, Wm. A. Tennville, Thomas Wooten, Sa8. Huntinflton, Miffin, Juniata, Perry and
This is
Message of gov. Wickliffe of Kentucky
luel Beall.
Robert P. Maclay, James M.Bell.
a very sensible document, and like all others proCAarfes Frailey.
5. Columbia and Schuylkill—
ALABAMA.
the gubernatorial head of
annually
from
mulgated
Sliortz.*
10. Lehigh and Northainpton— A5ra;mm
The Van Buren state convention assembled in the several states, is mainly interesting to the ge£6enerer
11. Luzenie, Monroe, Wayne and Pike—
Tuscaloosa, on Monday week, and nominated Mar- ^ral reader for its authentic statistics.
tin
Van Buren, for president, and William R. King,
Northumberland
The taxes paid by the good people of Kentucky,
11 Lycoming, Centre, Clinton and
of that state, for vice president, subject to the deciJldbert P. FUnmting.*
are considerably less pro rata on their property,
sion of a national convent'"
13. Bradford and Susquehanna— Elihu Case.
than what is assessed and paid by any other state
B.
PenAdams—
C.
and
are
the
candiPolk,
Cumberland
V.
King
and
J.
14. Frankhn,
William R.
His excellency advocates the cause ^
in the union.
rose, Tkos. C. MdUr.
dates brought nut by the f ends ot the administra- of internal improvements in that state, with gieslt .[^
„ Plumer.
„,
^ ,
15. Bedford and Somerset—Jo/in C.
tion party.
earnestness and cogency of reasoning. There ara.j.
17. "Washington— John Evving.
of
president
Col. Sykes has resigned the office of
now completed, or nearly so, 813 miles of state
18. Fayette and Greene— IV m.-F. Coylnn.
homas the Decatur, Ala. bank, and Mr. Geo. W. Carroll roads, and 120 miles of the Green river have been
19 AUcheny and Butler— Wm. Purviance, I
has been elected to fill the vacancy.
made navigable during the whole year, by means'''
S. Williams.*
T u
T o
of dams, locks, fee. and also -SO miles of the Ken-,'^'^
•20 Beaver and Mercer— John J. Pearson.
TENNESSEE.
Sierrett.
The whole in-.Joseph
M.
Erie—
and
river up from its month.
of
compelling
tncky
21. Crawford
Bank resumption. On the subject
22. Jefierson, McKean, Potter, Tioga, Venango and
banks immediately to resume and continue debtedness of the state is less than one million, to "^j
,

,

,

.

—

.

|

Warren— Samue;

Haijs.

^

,

,

Indiana, Armstrong, Clarion, Cambria and
Clenrfie\d—Findla!j Patterson.*
,.
„
New members thus (*)— democrats 17, in ito/ic— op-

the
specie

payments

for all their dues, the

Tennessee say nothing of

have been equally unsuccessful. The
house passed a resolution to that effect December
13, by a vote of 3S to 33; tho3e voting in the affirposition of all classes, 16 in roman.
mative except five being Van Buren men, and
Hotise of representatives. Philadelphia city— Benja- those in the negative whigs, except eight.
The
min M. Hinchman,* Jesse R. Burden,* William A. resolution was then sent to the senate for c&ncurCrabb,* Edward E. Law,* J. Coleman i isber,* George
nce.
Gratz.*
Jacob
Rush Smith,*
_
^.
The senate, after debate, voted to non-concur,
Philadelphia countv— Benjamin Crispin, Abraham
Helffenstein Edward A. Penniman, William Bonsall, and accordingly returned the resolution to the house.
Franklin Lee, J. W. Griffith, Francis Lyons, Daniel
But on a sober second thought, they concluded
D. George.
they had missed a figure, and wished to act upon
Backs— Stokes L. Roberts, William Fields, Samuel the question anew. So they sent their clerk to
Penro.se.
the house, December 18th, with the following mes,
„
i l
ai
Chester— Joseph Badey, Joel Swayne, John Morgan, sage:
Joshua Ilartshorne.
t
t>
r
""Mr. Speaker: The senate are disposed to reLancaster— Abraham N. Cassel,* Benjamin G.
consider their vote, non-concurring with your resoHerr,* James Henderson,* Joseph Konigmacher,*
lution, requiring the several banks of this state to
Kauffman.*
Benjamin
George Ford,*
and I am consespecie
York— Jacob Stickel, William Snodgrass, R. Gra- resume the payment of
quently directed most respectfully to ask its return
ham.
that
body."
to
ZimJohn
McKinney,
S.
Abraham
Cumberland—
But the house had by this time altered their
inerman.
Perry— WiHinm B. Anderson.
minds, as well as the senate; and on the question
Berks— Adam Schoener, Henry Flannery, Peter Fil- of taking up the message for consideration, the
So the resolution
bert, Daniel B.Kutz.
votes stiod— yeas 27, noes 39.
Schuylkill— Augustus Holmes.
,
„ ,,
,
of the house was not concurred in the senate
Norihampton and Monroe— Richard Brod.iead, jr.
wishing to concur, but the house not permitting
John Flick, Moses W. Coolbaugh.
^Jour. of Com.
them to do so.
Lebioh— Benjamin Fogle, Michael Kitier.
The Tennessee
j^nli-liquor laio of Tennessee.
Pike'and Wayne— Ephraim W. Harakn.
Northumberland-Charles Hegins.
house iif representatives have had a hard battle on
S. Wilson,
Some of the genMiffiin, Juniata and Union— Abraham
the subject of the license laws.
William Cox, sen. Isaac Hottenstein.
tlemen'not being satisfied with the prohibitory law
Columbia- William Colt
t u
t.
t>
passed a year or two ago, introduced a bill having
Washington— Wilham Hopkins, John Parke, Ro- for its object to render the old law more "liberal."
bert Love.
There appeared to be a decided majority in favor
Johnson.
William
Hill,
Westmoreland- Samuel
of the measure, and the only difficulty was how to
Armstrong and Clarion— Charles Evans.
shape the new law. On this point, there were of
Indiana- Allen K. W"ork.*
course different opinions. Some wanted this proWilcox.
Jefferson, McKean and Warren— Wm. P.
At length after
Flenniken.
vision embodied in it; others that.
Robert
P.
Andrews,
Fayette- Wm.
a great deal of labor, the new bill was concocted
Bedford— Thomas B. McElwee, Martin Ley.
most
into a shape which the striped pig gentry, or
Frankhn— William McKinstry, James NiU.
Monfomery— Charles D. Jones, Enos Benner, Geo. of them deemed satisfactory— though Mr. Nave,
(Knave), wished "all freemen in this lower world,"
Snyder."
residing in Tennessee, to sell liquor or drink it, in
Dauphin—Valentine Hummel, William Mc Clure.*
,^
Lebanon— Goileib Kinule,*
_ .^
large quantities or small, as might suit them best.
Luzerne— Chesier Butler,* Joseph Gnthn.
On" taking the question on the new bill, it was
Sustjuehanna Charles Chandler.
found to be such a piece of patch work, that a maBradford— David F. Barstow.
The votes stood—
jority were not in favor of it.
Tio"a and Potter Lewis B. Cole.
So the bill vras rejected. This
yeas' 33, nays 39,
Joseph Higgins.
23.
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legislators

.

its

bank slock, which

'-

worth the

is

To complete all her improveface of it or cost.
ments will cost in all only ,#6,176,379. This comparatively small expenditure will give to the state
the lull benefit of 813 miles of excellent public
roads, and 853 miles of slack water navigation,
capable of floating steamboats of 200 tons burthen
at the dryest

..

season of the year.

.

,

.

,

,

—

.

i

—

—

Hiiatius.i-Ja— Jo:i2 M.owison,*

.
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OHIO.
:«
appears by the message of the governor ofup
that
slate,
en
the
banks
of
of
discounts
the
that
Ohio,
On (he in
in May, 1837, amounted to $19,505,662.
reduced to ;^
first of September, 1839, they were
have,^,
»ll,26S,12-3. Their circulation appears to
been diminished between the 30ih of April and the,,^
It

1,824,419.

.,a

From the same dacument,we learn

that 15,000,000:dt

30th of September

last,

,ff

be required to complete all the public
works which have been commenced by that state.:,;
lU
Their completion is urged by the governor.
The revenue of the state, from various sources, „
amounted, during the last fiscal year, to #528,851.^-3
dollars will

18.

The amount received from tolls on the various
canals in the state was $478,483 51. Increase
since last year $42,534 17.
The school funil amounts to $271,844 63. Of
the different counthis $200,000 have been paid to
ties

...

''«=
the past year.
amountsi'-l
tolls collected on the national road

The
to

•'*

*62,496 10.

85.-.>n
The total debt ofthe state is now $12,«19,830
The revenue from the state penitentiary amount»ni

to ,$54,000.

35,000dollar3.
Expenditures
"

$19,000.

Excessio

.'fg

INDI.\NA.
Governor Wallace's message to the legislature ot
Indiana was delivered on the 3d instant. We glean
from it some statistics, not having room for lengthy
extracts.

:j

.

assessment of taxable property in the stales.,,
1889 is as follows:
^a.o-<ii"'
*^"'^^1' ,12
Lands, 7,475,320 acres,

The
for

Town

lots,

Corporation stocks,
Personal property,

"'Ifi^filS

1,;'^^^

, =
15,1)^7,634

97,218,415

NlLES^TSTAtlOfTAL Rtuis i ER-^JAN,

312

The propeifyin

lands, Sec. unassessed

at $14,209,425.
The state debt created
as follows:

by

is

estimated

sale of stock

bonds

11,

1

840— INVENTIONS, IMPROVEMENTS,

i&c.

livery of state bonds to the
lions, half a million of which

is

road iron,

amount of four mil
Our readers may suppose that, after reading the
was to be paid in rail highly wrought descriptions of the new arl, which
and §250,000 more to be drawn for on we have transferred lo
our paper from European

the delivery of the bonds. The governor infot.... prints
we were prepared to lorm something like an
For the Wabash and Erie canal,
gl,727,00tl the assembly that he hesitated to sign bonds to the
adequate conception of its powers; but we can only
For the Lawrencetiurg and Indianaamount of $4,000,000 in the present deranged state say as the queen
"
of Sheba said after examining the
polis rail road,
221,000 of financial atfairs, and in fact executed such pa
exhibition of the glory of Solomon, "the half was
For' bank stock in anticipation. of
pers to the amount only of gi;500,000_that sum riot
told us."
We
can find no language to express
surplus re-venue,
294,000 being necessary to secure the contract.' Other ne
the charm of these pictures painted by no mortal
For the system of internal improvegoliations for smaller sums are mentioned.
In re
hand. We .are not surprised to learn that France
•"fn's,
5,932,000 ference to the state canal, the aggregate cost of and
all Europe are so enthusiastically interested in
For the state bank,
i 890,000 which when completed, will be over eight millions
the wonderful discovery.
of dollars, more than usual dilficulty has been exWe are told that the shop windows in Paris, in
.j}10,064.000 perienced in the etibrts made to procure means for which
the photographic pictures are exhibited, are
The whole amount of lands in the state subject ils |)rosecution. The failure to
negotiate loans for so beset by the crowd that the streets are impassible
to taxation is now 8,922,122
'

'

•

'

acres.
ThisAvill be augmented in 1843 to more than fifteen millions of acres.
The revenues of the state are estimated to be
adequate to meet the interest on the state bonds,
but the failure to procure money from tlie sale of
other bonds has caused great embarrassments amon<'
the contractors on the public work. Governor Wal°
lace recommends to provide against the dilapidation of those portions of the works which are left
unfinished
to finish some entirely and others to
points when they may be rendered available.
The condition of the state bank is represented as
healthy. On the 31st of October her assets amount-

—

«''

'0

And
,

§6,240.328 25
her

liabilities,

excepting

to

the state and stockholders, to

3,493,042 60

Excess of assets,

65
^3,124,497 00
l!021,490 00
The bank has not suspended specie payments.
The attention of the legislature is directed lo the
importance of the harbor at Michigan City, and the
need of an appreipriation by congress lor the construction of a harbor.
Tlrere have been 473 arrivals and departures of
vessels at that port the past year.
There have
bfien shipped 272,400 bushels of grain, and
10,368
barrels of flour, besides large quantities of pork and
other articles of which no account has been kept.
There has been discharged 1,850 tons of merchandise and 9,000 barrels of salt.
The necessity of
improving the Jiaibor is exemplified by the fact,
that within three weeks previous to the 23d of ^lovember, ten vessels have been stranded in the vicinity, and the cargoes of some of them
entirely
''os-t.
[Cleveland Herald.

Her

5!f2,747,2S5

circulation at that time

was

Specie.

,

ILLIN'OiS.

,

Governor Carlin's message. The legislature of
assembled in accordance with the governor's proclamation, of the 19th of October last.
The message enters directly upon the chief subjects
this state has

which seemed by

pressing impo:tance to require legislative action befoj-e the usual period ot
the session.
reduction of the state debt and a
suspension of many of the pitblic wort-: which require continual and heavy expenditures are urged
as prominent topics for consideration.
Tlie debt
of fllinois, on the completion of all the wcrks au/tliqrised by law, will amount to twenty-one million
three hundred and tbrly-six thousand "foitr hundred
and tbrty-four dollars, from which will accrue an
annual interest, amounting to about one million
three hundred thousand dollars.
•
The message refers to the circumstances under
which this heavy responsibility was incurred, and
alludes to the enterprising, speculative .spirit which
was'the.n active throughout (he country. The pollcy of simultaneously commencing all the works
and constructing thcrh in detached parcels, thus
making the completion of ttie most important d?.
pend upon the completion of the whole, is spoken
of as ahke at variance wilh th/s; principles of sound
economy, and destructive to the interests of the
state and to the system in all its parts. The vast debt
already incurred, the interest of which must be
promptly paid, and the deranged state of Ihe monetary aflairs of this and other countries, making the
negotiations of loans on acceptable terms exceedingly ditBcult, if nut impracticable, interpose in the
opinion of the governor, insurmountable obstacles
to the successful prosecution of the system as ;jow
authorised by law. It is therefore earnestly recomm.ended to concentrate all future labor and expenditures upon the most useful and pronrising works,
arid for the improvement of such of the lai'ger class
qJ rivers as may be| susceptible of steamboat navi
gation; and to suspend operations and expenditlieir

.

A

tures

upon

all

others, at least until

the

first

are

completed.

The

informed of the results of various negotiations which have been entered into
dijrinp the year lor the sale of state slocks. Messrs.
Raw lings and Oakley, two of the fund commissioners, contracted wilh a house in London for Ihe de.
legislature

is

the carrying on of this work, aside from the
derangement of the financial a/fairs of this country
and of Europe, is, in a great measure, attributable
to a provision in the law rendering the
payments of

interest annual.
It is usual in the case' of bonds
generally issued by stales to stipulate that payments
of interest shall be made semi-annually or quarterly, which of course gives them preference
in the
market over such as provide for less frequent payments. The discussion of topics connected
wilh
the subjects of finance and internal
improvements
occupies the greater part of the message.
The consideration of the banking affairs of the

M. Daguerre, we are also inlbrrawholly occupied in answering the letters simsovereigns of Europe, who all
reem anxious to understand the new art.
We hope Mr. Gourraud will stay so long among
us as to give us a few practical lectures: and also
to furnish an opportunity for our citizens of taste to
in their vicinity.

ed, is

ply of the various

see this collection of nature's

Dynamometer.

own paintings.
The Boston Daily Advertiser

thus notices a machine in the "mechanic's
tion" of that city:

"The next machine

in order is a

by Samuel Batchelder, esq. of Saco.
state aliords matter for the concluding
portion of
lieve, is a machine entirely new, and
the document. The views of the

governor are expressed without reserve, and the opinion
is rieclared that the incorporation of comp.inies
for the re"ulation of the financial oi)eralion3
-,
, of
„. the
,„, ,.„„„„„
country
is at war with the genius of a
free "-overnment.—The message dwells at some length upon what are
considered to be the evils of a currency liable to
expansions and contractions. In connection wilh
the late suspension of specie payments by the State
bank of Illinois, it is said that, in the opinion of the
executive, no exigency can possibly happen to jus
tify the refusal of the bank to pay her obligations
at
maturity. The capital stock of this institution was
augmented three years ago bv slate subscription
to #2,000,000.
Some charges" are brought against
the bank without other specification than common
rumor, to the effect that instead of confining her
operations wilhin the provisions of her charter and
the ordinary functions which properly pertain to
a
just exercise of her privileges, she has engaged in
speculatiiig in Ihe staple products of the country,
or furnishing the greater part ot her capital to a
few favorite individuals for this purpose. It is recommended that no law be passed to legalize the
suspension of specie payments on the part of the
bank, and that a rigid and thorough examination
be
instituted into its condition.
[BaU.Jlmer.

IOWA.

Upon the question of the admission of Iowa into
the union, the territorial legislature have passed,
by
a vote of 21 to 4, a resolution that it is
inexpedient
at the present time to take any
prcparatorv
sten,
r
i-i
/
towards that
end.

INVENTIONS, IMPROVE.MENTS,

A

&c.

printing machine of extraoiriinary powers is in
operation in New Jersey. The following paragraph
in reference to it is from the Philadelphia
U. S. Ga'

zette:

A

scientific gentleman of our city felt so much
interest in the printing machine now in operation

in Hanover, New Jersey, that he wrote
to that place
lor information, and learned that the machine
is the
invention of Mr. Thomas Trench. The rags are
taken to ;he mill and made into paper; that paper
is run on a reel and taken to the printing
machine,

which prints six spelling books in one minute, and
three hundred books in an hour,
The "sheets are
printed on both sides at one operation.
The types
are set on an iron cylinder, and one revolution prints
a book.

The ink

is

supplied by a roller

moved by

machinery.

Mr. Thomas Trench is making a Diachine now
which prints two common bibles in one minute.—
Tlie machinery is not complicated.
We have seen
samples ot the work, which appear to be very
good.

exhibi-

dynamometer,
This we beit

supplies a

want which has long been felt. Its obj^'ct is to
measure the amount of power, nscd in
g any
q'|™''ly of machinery, or the degree of power,
"''"i y^l"<:h a"y steam engine or water wheel
is
working at any time. It'is so constructed that the
whole power communicated fiom the wheel or
drum of the engine, either by a belt or gearing,
may be made to pass through the machine, and,'
while so passing through

it,

the

exact amount of

power exerted
scale

is weighed by means of a steelyard
and weight, wilh the accuracy of a Dearborn

balance.
At the same lime, the velocity is indicated by a clock index-, showing the number of feet
which the hand moves per minute. The weight
indicated by the balance, mulliplied into the nulnber of feet indicated by the clock, shows the number of pounds raised one foot per minute. This,
we believe, is the first successful attempt to allain
this object, and it is here attained, as is obvious on
inspection of the machine, with mathematical accuracy. The machine will be for many purposes,
of considerable practical utility."

Dr. Wehsler's
nic acidgas.

lecture on the solidification

of carbo-

Having attended

a former lecture of
recent discovery, with Ihe
I cannot but call
the attention of
the public, particularly of young persons, to that
which he intends to deliver this (Saturday) evening,
as announced in the newspapers.
But, as I am apprehensive that the extremely curious subject of it,
as described in the usual scientific language, is not
fully understood, I beg leave to state in a more popular though less exact form.
It is, in plain language, converting one of the component ingredients
of Ihe common air we breathe, into a solid body, so
that it can be seen anil handled.
And surely, il any
experiment in the wonderful science of cliemistiv.
is calculated to excite our astonishment, this is such
a one.
Common air, as chemists inform lis, is not a simple substance, but a mixture ofseveral kinds o(air$,
as they m.iy be called, technically denoininnted
gases; lorming together a compound which may be
compared to a mixed liquid consisting of water and
spirit, or other fluids.
One of the gases contained
in common air, is called carbonic acid gas; and the
reducing of this gas to a solid body is the sutiject of
Di. Webster's singularly curious and inleresling expuriment.
Wlien, however, it is is said to be rendered solid, it must not be supposed that it is made
a hard body like iron or stone; though solid, it is soft
and yieliling, like wax, butter, &c. and in ils general
appearance, at a little distance from Ihe spectators it
bore no inconsiderable resemblance to ice cream.
One of Ihe lemaikable proptnties of this new
body, as it may justly bo termed, is its cnpacily of
producing the most intense tiegree of coM of which
ive have hitherto formed any conception.
By mixing a portion of it with mercury, the mercury is
frozen in a few seconds, into a selid mass, like lead;
and, when in that state, if brought into close contact
with Ihe hand, or other pait of the flesh, will almost
instantaneously produce a blister. This experiment
of freezing mercury is exhibited in the course of
the lecture.
Wluit the results of this extraordinary discoveryma}' be, no man will venture to piophecv. But
Ihe siin|de expeiimeiit itself, as performed by Dr.

Dr. Webster on
highest interest,

this

The Dnguerreottjpc. The New York Observer
has been favored wilh Ihe sight of a large number
of pictures from a collection of the exquisitely
beautiful results of this wonderful discovery, just
arrived from Paris, several of them by Daguerre
himself. The collection is in the hands of M.
Gourraud, a gentleman of taste, who arrived in the
steam packet British Queen, and who made himself
acquainted with the mode of obtaining theseresults,
under the immediate instruction of M. Oainerre.
I\I. Gourraud is on his way to the
Havana lor the
purpose of Ir^nsmitliiig lo'Paris|ihotographic views
of the scenery of that part of the world.
Webster, is certainly one ol the most wonderful and
Of the excellence and beauty of these pictures, interesting in modern science.
the Observer savs:
IBoslon Daily Mv. and Pal.

—

NILES'
.The Pkildelphia Inquirer says:
day shown a specimen of Ihe iron

.

NATIONAL REGISTER^-JAN.

We wcm yesterinnniifactuied

al

Pettsville, exclusively of the iron ore of that region,
and through the agency of nnthracite coal. Judges
describe it as equal to any thing of the kind ever imported. The proportion of iion obtained from the
ore, ranges from 25 to 40 per cent.
The ore may be
obtained in almost any quantity, in the immediate
vicinity of the coal veins; and it is said to work more

and to make better iron, than any ore that
has yet been tried. Iron furnaces can be erected
within lifly yards of immense bodies of coal, while
the sofl coal, not merchantable, answers admirably
for the furnaces.
The coal does not cost more than
$1 and I 25 per ton, and the ore can he obtained at
Ihe rate of from $2 to .$3 per ton.
In the anthracite
furnaces, every particle of the iron is obtained. The
experiment has been fully successful, and has produced no little satisfaction among Ihe liiends of
American manufactures, and those interested in the
r.ipidly,

prosperity of the Schuylkill coal region. The furnace is now in operation, and runs off from 5i to 6
tons every 24 hours.
are assured that in no instance has a particle of charcoal been em|iloyed.
This is a great matter for Pennsylvania, and, properly followed up, cannot but be productive of the

We

most important

A

results.

writer over the signature of

"anti-patent"

The community isquite alive
to the operations of the furnaces at Mauch Chunk
and Pottsville, making iron with hot blast and anthracite coal.
This is the commeiicemcnt of a nev/
era in the iron business ot Pennsylvania, which is
destined to become Ihe largest and most important
business in the United Slates.
It has generally happened, that the introduction of
any thing new in any branch of manufacture, has
set numerous heads to work to contrive some new
application of the novel principle which may secure
to its inventor a fortune from a patent.
I would be
florry to see the iron busines.5 of our state encu{nbered farther in this way. Mr. Crane has already
secured a patent for the application of hot blast and
anthracite coal, which is equally applicable to the
common reverberatory furirace, by furnishing it with
an air chamber under Ihe grate; and then this furnace
may be applied to puddling iron or remeltina: it, or
heating it for welding or rolling. The .«ame combinain the Inquirer, says:

may also be used in a similar manner in the
furnaces of steam engines lor rising steam, and in
furnaces for almost any purpose.
The anthracite doej not readily combine with oxygen, unless previously brought to a red heat, and
when cold air is blown upon it in a rapid current,
tion

fact, in all fires or

I

most instances, is to chill the tire instead of increasing its heat.
1 send you these remuiks for publication that no
ODe may hereafter lay claim to a patent for the application of hot air and anthracite coal to any of the
pMrposes above mentioned, unless he invents some
superior form of furnace in which to use them.
its efi'ect, in

KEPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
War

department, November 30, 1839.

Sih; I have the honor to submit to you Ihe (blloiving report u^^on the several branches of the public service confided lo rny charge.
The armj', as will be seen by the accompanying
report of the commanding general, has been ke[)t
In Flori<la,
oil active duty during the past year.
on the vvestern. northern and maritime frontiers,
the troops have been constantly and usefully employed. The experience of the last summer has
confirmed the opinion, always entertained by the
department, that great and decided advantages may
accrue to the service from keeping the troops together in as large masses as the circumstances '{
the country will permit.
The camp of instruction
at Trenton, and the concentration of the regiments
of some few of the posts on the northern frontier,
were attended with the most salutary effects, and
it a.4brds me the highest gratification to be able to
bear testimony to the exertions of the superior officers, and to the zeal and industry evinced by those
of every grade in their camp and garrison duties,
and in drilling and instructing their men. On this
occasion, as well as in the field, the deficiency of
company officers was ajiparent, and the injury to
the service from taking so many staff officers Iroin
the line was sensibly felt. Indeed, it is manifest that
the army cannot bs efficient under its present organization, and that the staff ought to be se])ai-ateil from
the line.
Some further legislative enactments are
required to prevent improper recruits being re
ceived into the military service, and to puriish per
sons who knowingly and wilfully svrear falsely when
taking the oath required by regulations to be adniini,«te,rcd to them.
JMinors not unfreqnently impose themselves upon the recruiting officer, by
swearing that they are of age, or by producing false

IJ,

1840—WAR

certificates of the consent of their parents and guardians lo their enlistment, and after reeeji ino-^iheir

DEPARTMENT.

and the important

«13

and haibor of New York
are still very ine Ifeclually protected,
and will reclothing, and otherwise putting the gdVernment lo niain
so even after all the works now in
progress
expense, claim to be released on the'p'leaof being shall be
completed and armed. II is obvioius that
under age. The commission of this ciime is of so the entrance
of Ihat harbor at -the narrows cannot
frequent occurrence as to call for a remedy. It is be defended
by the works on Long Island -aloneperjury, and out to be so regarded and punished. but that the
o,xpnsite-sh(.re on Staten Island, uiust
Experience at some of the recruiting stations where likewise- be fortified.
The state of New York, in
boys have been taken into the service, with the whose possession the
lands still remains,' has erectconsent of parents "and guardians, as drummers and ed some works there
which are so entirely ineffimusicians, convinces me that a plan similar to that cient that their existence
in their present condilion
so advantageously carried into effect in the navy
IS calculated to deceive
the i.>nbraht, who miijlit
might be adopted with great advantage in the army; attempt their defence,
and even alibid lacililie's to
and I recommend an extension of the law of March an invading force in its
eflbris to enter the harbor.
2, 1837, providing for Ihe enlistment of boys for Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Charleston, Savannah.and
the naval service, to embrace the army and ord- the ports in the
gulf ail require further protection
nance.
to render them safe from attack,
in a report preThe woiks directed by congress to be construct- paiing in reply to a re.^olnlion of the senate,
calling
ed on the northern frontier have been commenced lor inlormation on thi? sutijecl,
I shall enter into all
and are in progress. It is to be regretted that, owing the details connected with it; but
I cannot refrain
to some misunderstanding, the appropriation asked froin remaiking here that
a due regard lor the sefor to enable the department to Ibrlify the outlet curity and honor
of Ihe country requires that an
of Lake Champlain was struck out of the bill lor effort should be made with as
little delay as posthe defence of the country.
This work is deemed sible to place our exposed IVonliers in
a peifect
of essential importance, as likewise one at or near state of defence. Intimately connected
with this
old Fort Covington, and barracks at Black Rock, subject is the organization of
volunteer corps in ihe
and in the neighborhood of Detroit. Hopes are en- iminedia e vicinity of the forts. The
policy and
tertained that congress will not again withhold the even necessity of this measure
have been staled in
necessary appropriations to enable ihe department iny preceding reports, and are almost
too obvious
to commence these works, and to complete those to need repetition.
Even under the former verv
already begun with as little delay as praclicable.
defective system of keeping the n-giilar Ibices
in
state
The disturbed
of Ihe Canada frontier, and the garri>on within the Ibrls along our v\
hole line of
absolute necessity which exists to keep upon that frontier, they are in.sntticient for their defence
line as large a (orce as can be spared from other But if the army of the United States is to
be renpoints, will require the erection of permanent and dered efficient and its disci|pline preserved, it
must
comfortable barracks. One of the piincipal causes be kept logelhr r in masses, and the gairison
duty
of desertion is to be found in the crowde.l and un- be performed by small detachments, aided in case
coratbrtable condition of the soldiers.
I sjieak from of need, by the neighboring militia.
Accompanymy own knowledge, Hhen I say that our soldiers ing this report is a minute detail of the nninber of
are better paid, fed and clothed, than any troops in troops required to man the forts upon the maritime
Europe; but an equal regard to truth forces me to and inland froniiers. These must be drawn chiifiy
acknowledge that they aie worse lodged. Indeed, from the people, and, to be effective in war, they
I feel compelled to state that the comfort of the must be drilled and taught their military duties in
soldiers in this respect, fias been totally neglected. time of peace.
A plan for this purpose was subIt is essential to their health, their morals ami their mitted to congress in 1837, ar.d again recominenddiscipline, that good barracks should be constructed til the following year, but not acted upon. Having
wherever the troops are lo be permanently quar- understood that the chief ohji-clion lo its adoption
tered, and that they should be decently furnished consists in its being limited lo a coinparalively
and supplied.
small body of men. and that it was the desire of
The causes which call for the speedy completion congress, as well as of the nation, that a plan lor the
of the chain of posts upon the western frontirr have
mization of the militia of the U. States should
been so often stated, that it appears unnecessary to emanale from this department, I have thought it
But it is proper forme to add, ray duty to make the attempt, and although I enstate them here.
have
become more imminent tered upon the task with i-eluctance and great difthat these dangers
from the presence there of the Seminoles and Che- fidence, I feel confident that the project herewith
rokees, who lately emigrated under circumstances submitted 's practicable, and Ihat, while it will dinot calculated to render them friendly to the whites. minish' the burden of personal service irow exacted
The turbulent and ambitious character of some of from the citizen, it will ensure the prompt and efthese chiefs, and the cold-blooded and cruel mur- ficient applicalion of the national force to the naders committed by their orders upon their unoffend- tional defence.
ing countrymen, whose only crimes were their
It is proposed to divide the United Stales into
friendship for the whites, their love of peace, and eight military dislricts, and to organize the militia
their devotion to the best interest of their nation, in each district, so as to have a body of twelve
may lead to fatal consequences, in spite of the thousand five hundred men in active service; and
prudence and lorbearance of the public authorities. anolher of equal number as a reserve. This would
In virtue of the stipulations of the treaty, and in give an armed militia force of two huiiilred thoupursuance of our duty as guardians of the red men, sanil men, so drilled and stationed as to he rearly to
and of our obligations to see the laws of the coun- take their places in Ihe rard;s in defence of Ihe
try duly executed, (for one of these chiefs was country, whenever called upon to oppose the enemurdered with circumstances of savage barbarity my or repel the invader. The age ol the recruit to
within the boundaries of the state of Arkansas), be from twenty to thirty-seven. Th->' whole terra
orders have been issued to demand the murderers, of service to he eight years
four years in the first
and to take measures to extend the protecting arm class, and four in the reserve. Orie-fburih part
of government over the unfortunate men who sign- (tvventy-five thousand men) to leave the service
ed the treaty of New Echota, and who are pro- every year, passing, at rhe conclusion of the first
scribed and outlawed by the willing iustrumenis of term, into the reserve, and exempted from ordinary
the vengeance or ambitious projects of John Ross mililia duty altogethi-r at tlie end ol the second.
In
and other chiefs of the nation. It is, therefore, of this manner twenty-five thousand men will be disthe last imporlance that the Ibrtresses on that lion- charged from militia duty every year, and twentytier should be completed and the force strengftien- five thousand fresh recruits be received inio the
city

.

'

—

ed.

The solicitude felt by you at the close of Ihe last
session of congress on tile subject of the defences
of the country on our maritime frontier led to a
They
still closer examinalion into their condition.
were tbund, as had been belore stated, unfinished,
unarmed, and totally inadequate lo protect the harbors they are intended to guard from the attacks of
a comparatively small force. This convic;ion, forced upon my mind by the reports of the chief engineer, has since been confirmed by personal inspection in every instance where it has been in my
power lo visit the works. Our principal cities on
Ihe seaboard are at this lime exposed lo be laid under contribution, and our navy yards lo be destroyof defending them
eil, without the possibility
When the works now in progress in Boston harbor
are finished, that place will be peifeclly secure;
and a small addition to those at Newport will deprive an eiieiny of that fine roaristead; but Portsmouth is entirely defenceless, Pensacola exposed,

—

service.
It will be srrfiicient lor all useful purposes that the remainder of the mililia, under certain regulations provided, for their government, be
enrolled and be mustered at long and stated intervals; for, in due process of time, nearly the whole
mass of the mililia will pass through tiie first and
second classes, ami be either members of the active
corps, or of the reserve, or counted among the exempis, who will be liable to be called irpon only in

periods of invasion or imminent peril. The manner of enrolment, the number of days of service,
and the rate of compensation, ou^ht to be fixed by
law; but the details had better- be left subject to «
regulation
a plan of which I am prepared to submit lo you.
Congress having expressed a desire Ihat an atteiript should be made to terminate the war in
Florida hy pacific measures, and appropriated a
sum of money for that pi.rpose, the department,
earlv in the spring, despatched major general iMacomb to opeu a communication with the Indians,

—

—

—
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He
if possible, to treat with them.
wiln difficulty in obtaining an intf rview with some
of the chiefs a)id hfadinen, and made an arrangement which it was hoped might put a stop to this
long protracted war. Irs only result, however, has
been the loss of many valuable lives. Our people
fell a sacrifice to their confidence in the good failh
and promises of the Indians, and were entrapped
and murdered with all'the circumstances of cruelty
and treachery which distinguish Indian warfare.
Composed, as the Florida Indians are, of Ihe remnants of tribes that have taken refuse there, and
acknowledging no common head, no treaty stipulations that are not sanctioned by each and every
tribe can be regarded as biniling; nor can the government consider the country pacified until there
has been a general submission of all the chiefs of
Ihe various tribes of Indians inhabiting Ihe peninThe ex|ierience of the last .summer brings
sula.
with it the painful conviction that the war must be
prosecuted until Florida is freed froin these ruthless
savages. Their late treacherous and cruel conduct

and,

succeeded the withdrawal of the troops
I
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at present stationed

It was believed that the citizens of the
United States upon that border had been convinced
of the impropriety of interfering in the concerns of
their neighbors, and of the criminality of violating
the laws of the country.; and notwitlistanding the
alarming information communicated through the
department of state of the existence there of new
combinations and conspiracies against law and order, hopes are entertained that no real danger exists of any further outrages being perpetrated by
our fellow cit:7.ens on that frontier. If, contrary to
our just expectations, those persons who have
sougiit refuge within the territories of the United
States should themselves cornniit any acts of violence upon the persons or property of her majesty's
subjects in Canada, or persuade others to do so,
and renew the disgraceful scenes enacted upon
that frontier during the last season, it may become
necessary that the wisdom of congress should de-

there.

vise some means of effectually restraining them
from further violating the laws of the country which
too generally known to require a repetition of has offered them an asylum.
Having twice brought to your notice the importthe revolting recital. It has been such as is calculated to deprive them of the sympathy of Ihe hu- ance of establishing a national foundry, I feel some
mane, and to convince the most peaceable of the reluctance to speak of it a third time; but Ihe neWith this cessity of our possessing an efficient train of field
necessity of subduing them by force.
view, the regular Ibrces have been augmented in artillery, and an ample armament for the fortificaFlorida as much as the circumstances of the coun- tions, is so ui'gent, that this defect in our system
In a country
try will permit, and orders have been given to is constantly forced upon my notice,
change, for the pre:ent, the theatre of operations. situated like ours, and governed by a policy which
The frequent murders committed in west and mid- seeks the greatest gooil to the greatest numbers,
dle Flornla show that there are still small bands of warlike preparations ought to be chiefly, if not alIndians lurking there; and it is the determination together, defensive, and a numerous and well-apof the department, in the first place, to drive them pointed artillery, combined with the skill and chafrom that portion of the territory, and free the set- racter of our light troops, together with the extent
tlements from further molestation. In the mean of our means to compel an enemy to keep together
time, the posts on the Atlantic and the gulf will be in masses, will constitute the most efl'ective elemaintained, in order to protect the passing trade, ments of defence throughout every portion of the
In attaining this end, which has
in which etlbrt it is expected Ihe navy will co-ope- United States.
rate.
For this purpose, tlie vessels hitherto em- been kept steadily in view lor the last two years,
ployed on the coast have been transferred to that the departtnent has encountered great obstacles
department.
from the want of a national establishment where
Until the operations of the campaign were inter- experiments can be made aiui perfect models conrupted in the attempt to negotiate with the Indians, structed. The small arms manufactured, or rather
they were coni'.ucted with vigor and ability under those which will be made henceforth in this counthat zealous and indefatigable officer, brigadier try at the private as well as national armories, will
general Taylor, who accomplished all ihat could be challenge a comparison with any in the world.
This desirable end has been brought about by imexpected with the very limited means at his com
mand, spread out as they were over so extensive a piovements begun and perfected in the national
Throughout the whole of thi armories; and, by requiring the same im|)rovements
field of operations.
disastrous war, the officers and men eng,iged in it in theii- machinery, equally good arms will be obhave endured fatigue and privations, 9ickne.<i3 and tained from the private contractors. But we have
suffering, without a murmur or complaint, and have, no means of pursuing the same method in founding
on all occasions, exhibited the qualities of brave cannon, and the result has been an uncertainty in
and good soldiers. With untiring perseverance, their manufacture, which may be attended at some
they have opened roads through the swamps in future period with the most fatal consequences.
pursuit of the enemy, and, whenever they could There would likewise be very great economy in
bring him to battle, displayed the utmost coolness having a national manufactory of gunpowder, and
and intrepidity; in every instance driving him from at all "events an appropriation ought to be made at
his fastnesses.
But all these exeitions ami sacri- the present session to enable the dejiartment to lay
fices have proved unavailing.
Heretofore the In- in a stock of materials for the manufacture of this
dian populaliou of our states and territories has necessary article.
In answer to its inquiries on
been expelled by the gradual increase and advance* this subject, the department learned, with great
of a supei-ior race.
Whereas, in Floiida, the at anxiety, that there was not a sufficient supply of
tempt has been made, for the first time, to drive saltpetre or sulphur in the coimtry, at the close of
the last session of congress, for three months' supthe aborigines from the unsettled wildernes", oi
what is slill more difficult, to catch them for tli
ply of our armies in case of war.
This deficiency
purpose of trans[>or'ing them beyond ils limits.
has been partially remedied; but the war departIf the Indians of Florida had a country to retire to, ment ought to be authorised to keep on hand at
they would have been driven out of the territory least a tweivemonlh's supply of these necessary arlong aKo; but they are hemmed in by the sea, ant' ticles, which may be stored for any length of time
must defend themselves to the uttermost, or sur without risk of destruction or deterioration.
render to be transported beyond it. To roduc*
While speakiug of the wants of the ordnance, it
them to Ihat extremity, spread, as they are, over ; affords me great pleaSHre to be able to slate that
space of at least forty-five thousand square miles o
there h.is been lately an improvement in the organicountry, abounding in provisions suited lo Iheii zation of that branch of the service, combining
habits, defended by a climate benign lo tliein, hut economy with greater efficiency, and Ihat the board
fieadly lo Ihe whites, and presenting dilRculties to of ordnance officers which I was authorised to emthe march of armies that have been often dosciibed ploy last year has been assiduously engaged, and
and cannot be exaggerated, will require great ex- has made great progress in reducing to a system
ertions, arul, probably, other means than those the mode of fabrii-ating all kinds of ordnance stores,
hitherto tried.
and in fixing their patterns, forms and dimensions.
The passage of the bill introduced in the senate The conslruction of war rockets has been comduring Ihe last session, arjd partially acted upon in menced, and experiments are in progress to test
congress, for the military occupaiion of Fl.Triila, their effects; while those which have been tried in
would, it is believed, be attended with beneficial firing hollow shot from howitzers of the largest
effects; and I further recommend that authority bo calib"r have been entirely salisfactory.
The new
given to the executive to raise one Ihou.sand men buildings autlviriscd by congress for arsenals, magato serve during the war in Florida; who shall re- zines and depots of arms, are in progress of con^ceive the pay of dragoons, and, upon ils termina- struction, anil Ihe works generally have been pressThese men it is proposed ed on as far as the funds would permit.
tion, a bounty in land.
to arm and equip and ilrill in a manner to render
At the risk of being importunate, I must again
them equal to Ihe Indian warrior in vigor and en- urge Ihe expediency of selling the mineral lands.^
durance, and to employ them in active operations Fxperience has confirmed the views formerly preduring the ensuing winter. The exigencies of the sented on this subject, and proves conclusively Ihat
service at this particular juncture couipel mo to no benefit whatever results to the United States
ask this additional force. It will be seen that the from the present system of leasing them, while the
state of Ihe western frontier requires the forces advancement of Ihat portion of the country is senthere to be increased rather than diminished, and sibly retardcil, and the product of the mining operathe condition of the Canada frontici- will not allow tions much diminished by it.
is

—

The

duties

of the quartermaster's department

have been performed with an

ability, intergrity

and

promptitude, which reflect Ihe highest credit on all
its officers, and their accounts have been rendered
Its
with commendable despatch and accuracy.
present organization is sufficient to enable it to discharge all the duties which may devolve upon it in
peace or war; and while it has contributed essentially to the efficiency of the service, it has intrbduced great economy in the administrative branches
of the army.
The works under the direction of the quartermaster general have been carried on as rapidly as
circumstances would permit. The southern section of the great western road, extending from the
Red river to the Arkansas, (one hundred and forty
The middle section
miles), has been completed.
extending froui Fort Leavenworth to JMarias de
Cyzne, seventy-two miles, has also been finished,
and measures have been taken to continue the
work to Spring river, eighty six miles further.
One hundred and twenty-eight miles will then remain of the route to Arkansas, which will be worked upon the next season. The survey of the route
from Fort Leavenworth to Fort Snelling has been
completed; but as the country presents an open
prairie, that may be traversed in all directions
without difficulty, I shall not do more than mark
out the most direct route, unless otherwise instructed by congress.
The difficulty of obtaining laborers at Fort Smith
has retarded the progress of that work. The defences projected on the Illinois liver, west of the
boundary of Arkansas, have been commenced by a
detachment of dragoons under lieutenant colonel
Mason, and will be prosecuted vigorously the next
season.
1

beg once more

to call

your attention

to the

sub-

ject of paymasters, and to repeat my recommendation that two of the present paymasters should be
appointed assistant paymasters general, with the
])ay and emolumerits of lieutenant colonels, who, in
addition to their present duties, should have the superintendence of such of.ficers of this branch of the

service as serve with armies in the field; and, further, to renew my ap[>lication in favor of allowing

paymasters employed in paying volunteers and
militia in active service a small per centage, to cover unvoidable losses and disallowances in the settlement of their accounts.
It will be seen by Ihe report of the surgeon general that the medical staU' of the army has been
actively and steadily employed during the past season. The officers of that important branch of the
service deserve great credit for the manner in which
they have discharged their laborious and responsible
duties.
The disposition they manifest to avail
themselves of evei-y opportunity to collect fai^s
which may afford useful contributions to science is
justly apprecialed by Ihe department, and will be
encouraged. The extensive disbursements oi the
medical officers render it necessary that the bureau
here should be able to exact the strictest account-

liom them, and to examine and revise the accounts so as to close them monthly, if possible.:
Owing to the want of proper assistance, they had
been suffered to fall into arrears, and have only
been brought up by keeping in the bureau an officer of the corps from important duties in the field.
the office here be alI recommend, therefore, that
lowed an .additional clerk.
The extensive s^'stera of river and harbor improvement«, involving, as it does, a very large expenditure of public money, requires revision, both
in regard to Ihe principle upon which such improvement's ought to be authorised, and the manner
It is appain which they ought lo be conducted.
rent that too 'many of these works have been authorised without that detailed examination which is
necessary to determine either their extent or general usefulness, and commenced without inquiring
whether the advantages lo result from their completion are commensurate to the cost of their construction.
[Many of the artificial harbors, therefore, are
allogether too small for the trade they are intended
to shelter.
Some of them are misplaced, while
others, again, have been commenced with so liltle
judgment, that il would prove a cheaper process to
move the town to a convenient position than to
remove the obstacles which obstruct the channel of
the river that leads up to il; and yet large sums of
money have been expended in the latter attempt.
The already important and daily increasing trade of
Ihe great lakes and estuaries which encompass and
indent the United States, demands the fostering
care of Ihe government; but, in order Ihat ils interference may be elfeclually and constitutionally exerted, it ought to be confined to such works as areof
general utility, and not exicnded into every creelc
ability

—

where a favored village m.iy require easier
access tor a inaikctboat. This abuse which is calor inlet

,

[

—

—
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bringthe whole sj'stera into deserved dis- cond regiment. Every facility has been afforded by
repute, can only be remedied by directing a previ- the French government to carry out this arrangeous examination to be made by tliis department ment.
into ttie nature of the proposed worlc, and a full reRecent examinations ofthe proceedings of courts
port on the proper method of obtaining the object martial have convinced me ofthe necessity of some
contemplated, setting forth the public, not partial, further legal provisions and fixed rules to render
advantages likely to result from it, as well as the them efficient, as well as fair and Impartial tribunals.
probable cost of its completion.
Justice to the public and to the army requires that
I beg leave, through you to offer my objections to
this should be done with as little delaj' as possible.
the restrictions sometimes imposed by congress on From the want of power to compel the attendance
Ihe manner of conducting works of internal im- of citizens as witnesses, of a proper guide, and a
provement. The appropriation is frequently ac- well instructed judge advocate to aid the officers
ciliated to

companied by directions

to

expend

the

money

ac-

cording to a given plan. Now, it not unfrequently
happens, that when the plan to which the department is confined ccmes to be well examined, it is
found to be inapplicable, and, heretofore, large
sums have been thrown away in attempts to carry
them out, because the engineers did not think themselves autlrorised to alter or amend them in any
particular.
On the coast and on navigable waters,
gales of wind or floods

may

atfect, so materially,

the structure of the place to be worked upon, as to
require a total change of plan; or impro^'ernents
may be discovered or sugnested, which never occurred to the original projector, and which may require an entire alteration in the mode of conducting the work, in order to secure efficiency and
economy in its execution. The light house projected on the Brandywine shoal is an example of
the pernicious effects of this restriction. To execute
this work according to the plan adopted by congress, will require so much more than the sum appropriated, that it has been deemed prudent not to
begin the woi-k at all until the whole estimated
cost is placed at tlie disposition of the department;
the situation of the site rendering it very hazardous
to leave a half finished work exposed to the fury of
Whereas, it is possible, if
the winds and waves.
the department were left at liberty to act, that the
object might be attained at mucli less expense.
The report of the chief of the topographical engineers, containing a more than usually detailed
statement of the history and progress of the works
under the immediate superintenilence of that otficer, will be presented in a few days; together with
detailed estimates of the probable cost of each
work, and of the sums required from year to year;
the same course will be jiursued with respect to the
improvements and civil works under the superintendence of the chief engineer, so as to present to
congress, at one view, the whole subject of internal
improvement. The plan of district and general inspection and supervision by superior officers of topographical engineers, lately adopted, seems calculated to ensure the faithful execution of the works
under their charge. Many officers of this corps
have been actively employed during the past summer in the discharge of their military duties, rendering services which justify the expectations entertained by the department when it was incorpoSome few works of internal
rated into the service.
improvement remain under the superintendence of
the chief engineer, and an account of their progress
will be found in the annexed report of that officer.
It is highly gratifying to me to be able to speak,
from my own personal observation, of the activity,
order and good management which reign throughout the works, both military and civil, which are
conducted by the officers of this corps.
The present condition of the military academy
at West Point is very satisfactory. The importance
of this institution to the character of the army is
fully understood by the depirtinent, and its interest
will be watched over with vigilance and care.
I cannot refrain from again calling your attenlion
The
to file condition of the barracks at this post.
objectioris urged to the misei-able accommodations
of'the soldiers apply to the quarters provided for t!ie
proper regard for the health, morals and
cadets.
discipline of the corps reqviires that a more spacious
and commodious building should be erect-:d there.
I recommend to your favorable consideration the
suggestions of the chief engiiieer in relation to the
practical instruction of the cadets in field engineering, and the creation ol a body of sappers and miNo army can be considered complete and in
ners.
a condition to take the field without a corps of well
instructed engineer soldiers; whic'.!, to be effective,
must be taught their important duties in time of
The services of such men will be highly
pe.ice.
useful and economical at all times, not only as aids
to the inslruclion of the cadets, but in Ihe preservation of the fortifications when they are, as at present, stripped of their garrisons by the exigencies of
.

A

.

the service.

Finding some deficiencies

in the

dragoon service,

as to its regulations and details, with your permission, three young officers ofthe first regiment have
been sent to the cavalry school at Saumur, to be followed next year by an equal number from the se-

composing tlje courts, their decisions are uncertain,
Irequently loose and contradictory, and too often
conflict with those of preceding courts. I beg leave,
therefore, respectfully to recommend that a written
system for the direction of courts martial be prepared, which may be framed so as to be made ajiplicable to the land and sea service, and that a judge advocate be appointed.
From the report ofthe commissioner of pensions,
it appears that the number of invalid pensions
has
not diminished, but increased, during the last six
years.
In November, 183.3, the number of invalid
pensioners was 3,875. It now amounts to 4,236.
This increase is to be attributed, in a great mea.=ure,
to the hardships and dangers to which the troops,
both of the army and militia, have been exposed
during the campaigns in Florida. The number of
pensioners inscribed on the rolls under the act of
March IS, 18 IS, for revolutionary services, has gradually decreased from about 20,000 to 8,215.
Under the act of June?, 1832, the number of applicants
amounts to 34,918. Of this number, 31,668 have
been pensioned. The lists of pcnsioneis under this
law have been reduced to 2-1,086. The number of
persons who have applied for the benefits of Ihe law
of May 15, 1828, which was intended solely for the
relief of certain officers andsoldierr of the continental army who served to tlie end ofthe war, amounts
to 2,156.
Those who were pensioned amounted to
1,186, of which 624 are yet on tlie roll. The number of willows' claims, exhibited under the act of
July 4, 1836, is 4,771, of which 3,094 have been
admitted; and of this number who were pensioned,
oidy 2,512 are now on the rolb, and supjwsed to b.'
living.
Under the law granting five years' pay to
the widows of revolutionary officers, solriiers, seamen and marines, who were married prior to 1794,
the number of claims amounted to 6.267, and 4,456
of that number have receiveil the bent fits ofthe law.
During the last year few claims have been aiimltted
under the act of July 5, 1332, entitled "an act to
provide lor liquidating and paying certain claims of
the state of Virginia;" a considerable number, however, yet remains unsettled. The sums paid during
the past year, under that law, amount to $8,910 22.
The vvhole amount expended the last year, umler
the several pension laws, is $3,090,664 69.
Great inconvenience

is

their line of inarch for the
the spring.

efficiency.

As

the period Is fast approaching when Ihe states
be altogether relieved from their Indian popuwhich presented so serious an obstacle (o
their advancement, and the Indians themselves be
removed to a permanent and peaceful home, far
from the causes which led to their degredation and
were rapidly producing their ruin and extermination, it becomes a subject of grave consideration
and deep anxiety to determine on the most eligible
and practical mode of providing for their government. Many projects for the belter government
and civilization of the Indians have been presented
to congress, and one of them partially acted upon.
will

lation,

The

—

government.

The beneficent intenlions of government, in appropriating large sums for Ihe education ami civili
zation ofthe Indians, have from some cause or other,
been frustrated, or, at best, but partially realized.
If we expect to extend among these people Ihe

refusal of some of the tribes to assent to its
provisions occasioned its failure, which is scarcely
A confederation of dissimilar
to be regretted.
tribes, a majority of Ihein utterly barbarous, inigiit
have been dangerous, and certainly would have
been productive of much confusion. The exjierience, however, of the last summer, convinges nie
that something must speedily be done to prevent
the Indians assembled west of the Mississippi from
have lately seen a
destroying each other.
council, composed of the most civilized portion ef
a tribe whose long residence among the whites had,
it
was hoped, taught them the elements of sellgovernment, and the first principles of religion and
justice, assembled together to license the most
atrocious crimes, and sending forth from its bosom
a gang of desperadoes to murder their peaceable
and unoffending brethren an order which was
e.vecuted with circumstances of savage baibarity.
The motive for this cruel deed was to inflict vengeance upon those who signed the treaty of New
new decree has since gone
Echota in 1833.
foith, outlawing others who have, •n like manner,
offended the party in power, and they are condemned to be hunted down and destroyed like wild
Tr.;3ty stipulations call for the interferbeasts.
ence of the government in all such cases; but soma
permanent provision is required to prevent a recurrence of similar excesses. Tribunals in tho
country for the prompt trial and punishment of
crimes would perhaps proi-e the most efficient method of restraining these people from treacherously
murdering each other. The fear of retribution
might prevent a tyrant chieftain from sending fortb
assassins 1o wreak his vengeance upon those who
refuse to humble themselves before him, and Ihe
certainty of punishment deter them from executing
such orders. Sucli tribunals would contribute
most essentially to ameliorate the condition and to

We

The

destitute.

early in

dian funds. From my ex]>erience of the management of the pay ilepaitment of the army,' and from
the similarity of the duties these officers now perform with those proposed to be imposed upon them,
no doubt rests upon my mind that the scheme
unites, in a high degree, economy, security and

oflice

_

neutral ground

approve and recommend to your favorable consideration the plan suggested by the commissioner
of Indian affairs for the future disbursement of InI

experienced from being

period fixed by law for Ihe duration of the
of commissionerofpensionsexpires in March,
1840, and I respectfully recommend that it be continued for such term of time as shall be deemed
most expedient by congress.
I cannot avoid again adverting to the very serious
inconvenience inflicted upon the poorer class of
pensioners by the law pf the 6th of April, 18.38,
which fixes Ihe period of eight months for the return
The
(o the treasury ol unclaimed pension funds.
present operation of the law is unnecessarily burdensome to the officers charged with its execution
at Washington, and very harrassing to the pensioners, who frequently, after taking long journeys, in
the hope of receiving the sum awarded to them by
government, return to their homes disappointed and

315
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obliged to intrust the payment of pensioners to corporations and individuals, who receive no compenThe ordy insation for transacting the business.
ducement of the agents to continue in office is the
hope that congress will pass a law allowing them
some compensation. Should congress, however,
think proper to adopt the plan recommended by you
for the safe keeping of the public money, the establishments for that purpose might be charged with
the payment of pensions, without any further cost
to

DEPARTMENT.

adoption ofthe plan proposed by him for the education ofthe Indian youth of both sexes.
I abstained from carrying into full effect the treaty with the Winnebago Indians this year, because
1 was willing to give'them time to deliberate on the
expediency of at once removing to the country
southwest ofthe Missouri; a measure which, while
it would be advantageous to the government, would
prove highly beneficial to the Indians. From causes
already slated, the neutral ground, to which Ihey are
to be removed, unless tliey consent to cross the Missouri river, cannot be regarded as Iheir permanent
place of residence.
It is now the liunling and battle ground of two warlike nalions— Ihe Sioux and
Sacs and Foxes to whose incursions, if not active
hostilities, they will be exposed; and it is enclosed
within the limits of a great territory, destined, at no
distant period, to become a state, from which the
general government will be expected, by friendl}'
negotiations, to remove the Indian population.
Their existence in the country they now inhabit is
attended with such serious arid increasing inconvenience to the white population, which encircles and
hems them in on every side, that their removal will
not be delayed beyond the ensuing spring.
If the
efforts to obtain their consent to establish their permanent residence southwest of the Missouri should
unfortunately fail, they will be required to take up

j

,

|

|

A

Indians by preventing unprincipled
men from introducing among them spirituous liquors and gambling tablus, and otherwise seeking
10 take advantage-of vices they themselves have
Having fomented.
practically useful to them in after life.
The exploring party, to which I alluded in my
heretofore dwelt fully on this topic, I shall content
has, during the last iumi*cr,
myself with referring you to the full and practical last year's report,
and examined with care the great valley of
visited
afIndi.in
view taken of it by the commissioner of
Jagues, and that of the Mayeiines, which
fairs in his report, and 'recommending the early the river

blessings of knowledge, civilization and Christianity,
we must establish schools within their own country;
and begin by teaching their children what will be

civilize the

—
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waters into tiie Rfil rivprolthe north,
as likev\ise tlie rich ami f.-rtile table lainl which
senarates thes-> two valleys. Their researchi'i exlend 10 Devil's Like, sitiiale between the 4Sth and
49ih dej;rees of iiorlh latitiiile, which was loiuid to
be between tbrly and forty-five miles loti», ami, in
places, half that width; its shores well 'wooded,
and its waters, which are as salt as those of the
ocean, and abound in fish, interspersed with nnm'-rous islands, likewise covered with wood. These
ph3'-=ical characters are common to sever.Tl ottu:r
smaller lakes that are found in this region of coundl*cii3rj;es Its

salt is so abundant that in many places
it efflor sees on
the surface of the earth.
From
Devil's lake Ihe party proceeded fa?t to the ^reat
valiey of Ihe north Red river, making a reconnaissance ot the streams which fall inio il on Ihe
western siile. This, wilh Ihe northern slope of llie
great prairie, is represented to he a countiy of surpassini; ferlility and beauty.
The slope rises to a
fine table land, about nineteen hunihvd feet above
ttle level of the sea, and is watered by ireqncnt
streams abounding in fish, that, atier swelling tuo
small lakes, form it their coiifluetice the river St.
Pf-ter's.
The soil of this table land is very rich,
and will support a numerous pop\dation, that would
enjoy the advantages of inhabiting one of the mos
beautiful and healthy regions of the (ar norlhwest
When the calculations of the observations marie
this summer shall be worked out, the depaitment
will possess all the materials necessary to enable it
to construct a physical and topographical map of
this portion of our couTitry, which, added to that
already in our possession, from the same hand, of
the so\irce3 of the Misiissippi and north Rp'd river
will present, at one view, the va^t region of country comprehended between the 87lh and lOOth defjree of longitude, and 4llth and 49th degree of norti
lili'ude.
it is believed
that these explorations
cautiously and slowly eonilucled, will piove much
more useful in Iheii results, both as regards the
geography and natural history of that portion of oui
country, than the great expeditions which havf
preceded them, and" which could not devote tht
time necessary to acquire the accurate information
now sought for. They have been carried on stead
ly for the last three years; and it is believed Ihat an
equal term of time will be required to complete
them, by extending our researches over Ihe Rocky
mountains to the shores of the Pacific ocean.
Hopes are entertained that congress will continue
to view this enterprise favorably, and enable the
department, by an early appropriation, to despatch
the eX[)ioring party in due season.
I have asked for an appiopriation for survevs
connected with the mdilary defences of the country.
One object of this request is to enable the
department to commence liydrogrnphical surveys nf
the lakes.
The great and increasing commerce of
these inland seas demands the allenlion of government. There exists no correct clinrl of them. K"avigators are constantly exposed to I'ncounter unknown dangers, and Ihe annual loss of life and pro-

try, wher.i

perly is very great. This impoilant work ought
not to be longer delayed. All which is resppctf.illy
S'ibmiifed,

To

J.

the president
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ticular states.
He diil not think it right that such
a measure should be committed to the hands of senators exclusively representing the donees.
He
thought that a committee nuglit to be consliiuted in

which the old states should have a fuller and fairer
representation.
should preserve, whatever we the question as a candidate for the chief rcagistramay do, the decorum of legislation, and not violate cy; and Mr. C. had consequently Ihe only alternative of the illustrious individual at the Hermitage,
the decencies of justice.
Whilst up, Mr. Clay would be glad if any sena- or of the man who was now distinguished in the
tor would inform him whether the administration is house of representatives, and who had held so many
in lavor of or against this measure, or stands neupublic places with honor to himself, and benefit to
tral and uncommitted.
This inquiry he shoulrl not the country. And if there was any tiuth in history,
make if the recent relations between the senator the choice which Mr. C. then made was precisely
who introduced this bill and the head of that ad- Ihe choice which (he senator from South Carolina
ministration continued to exist; but rumors, of had urged upon his friends.
The senator himself
which the city, tlie circles, and the press are full, had declared his preference of Adams to Jackson.
assert that those relations are entirely changed, and Mr. C. made the same choice; and experience had
have, within a lew days, been substituted by others approved it from that day to this, and would (o eterof an intimate, friendly and confidential natnie. nity.
History would ratify and apjirove it. Let
And shortly after the time when this new stale of the senator from South Carolina make any thing out
things is alleged to have taken place, the senator of that part of Mr. C's public career if be could.
g.U'e notice of his iHtention to move to introduce Mr. C. defitd him.
this hill.
Whether this motion has or has not any
The senator bad alluded to Mr. C. as th« advoconneciion with that adjustment of former diileren- cate of compromise. Certainly he v\ as. This goces, the public would, he had no doubt, be glad lo vernment itself, to a great extent, was founded and
know. At all events, it is important to know in rested on compromise. And to the particular coinwhat relation of support, opposition or neutrality, promi>e to which allusion had been made, Mr. C.
Ihe administration actually stands to this momen- thought no man lught to be more grateful lor it
tous measure; and he (Mr. C.) supposed Ihat the than the senator from South Carolina.
But for Ihat
senator from South Carolina, or some other senator, comprorai.-^e, Mr. C. was not at all confident that he
could communicate the desired information.
would have now had the honor to meet that senator
Mr. Calhoun said he had sup|iosed that no man face to lace in this national capitol.
hac| as much occasion for delicacy in referring lo
The stnator had said that his own position was
political compromise as Ihe senator from Kentucky. (hat of stale rights.
But what was the character of
That senator had refiirred to some transactions in (his bill? It was a bill to strip seventeen of the
the political course of Mr. C. which occurred some states of their rightful inheritance; to sell it for a
twelve or thirteen years ago, and had allurled to mess of pottage; to surrender it for a trifle a mere
certain passages in which Mr. C. was accused of nominal sum. The bill was, in* ettijct, an attempt
changing his political relations. But that senator lo stiip and rob seventeen states of this union of
knew that it was others wdio had changed their re- their property, and to assign it over to some eight
lations to political subjects and political measures or nine of Ihe slatss.
If this was what the senator
rather than Mr. C. wdio had followed less in regard called vindicating the rights of Ihe stales, Mr. C.
to those subjects and measures than he was follow- prayed God to deliver- us from all such rights and
ed.
The senator was accustomed to have his ex- all such advocates.
ample followed by others; but Mr. C. had not
Mr. Calhoun said the senator from Kentucky enusually followed il, and especially would he not tirely mistook Ihe character of the b:ll.
It was not
follow it now.
But Mr. C's personal relations only a stale rights measure, but v\as indispensable
must of course follow his political relations. The to the )ieace and prosperity of (he states, as the
senator had now got the whole story, and Mr. C. only measure that would well ttiect the object in
trusted it would be satisfaclory in regard to the ru- vie w.
mors to which he had alluded.
Having used the word compromise, Mr. C. felt
Mr. C. found it impossible to move without giv- bound to refer the senator to that particular coming occasion to accusations of changing his grounds. promise; snd the senator had said in reply that if
If he was against the chief magistrate, he was any one should be thankful to him lor that comprocharged with changing his opinion. If he was iii mise
favor of him he was then accused of changing his
[Mr: Clay. Not to me.J
political relations.
But he had not changed at all;
Mr. Callioun. The senator alw.iys claimed to be
he stood now where he has always stood, and that the author of that measure; and I am not in the
was on the unchangeable purpose lo bring back Ihe smallest degree thankful to him for it. I knew he
eovernment to its original simplicity and economy. could not avoid it. I was his master on that oc"" witli others, had succeeded in expungin.
casion, and I forced it upon him.
I wrote home at
whole of the senators' American System, and other Ihat time half a dozen letters, saying that (he seextravagances, so as to give the government a na(or would be obliged lo accede (o a compromise.
chance of taking a fresh start. And it gave Mr. C. I will now explain all that. The eilect of
nullifipleasure to say that the best part of the measures cation is this: that, when a state interposes,
(he
ol the present chief magistrate were
approved by lUiijorKy must somelimcs yield to the minority.
Mr. C. and Mr. C. was happy of the opporliinilv Those who are lo have (he smallest
share of the
ol making these declarations, and he would
stand lo plunder in the majority, aie sure togetaway. In the

We
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them. Nothing should prevent Mr. C. from s
SENATE.
porting a man while he was politically right. The
Agreeably to notice given on Tues- senator from
Kentucky had given liic government
day last, Mr. Calhoun asked leave, and introduced
a wrong direction.
Mr. C. had resisted the proa bill to cede the public lands tothe slates in which
ceeding, and he should continue to ilo so, standintliey are respectively situated.
The bill was read on the ground occupied by JMr. Jefferson
and otheis
by Us tilh-, and, on motion of Mr. C. referred to Ihe
of his class.
commiltee on the public lands.
Mr. C/uy said he had understood the senator as
Soon alter
felicitating himself on the opportunity which
had
Mr. Ctaij, of Ky. having given notice of liis in- been
now alfordi-d him by Mr. C. of d'efinin" once
tention to move to introduce the copy-ri^ht
hill
more his political position; and Mr. C. 111011 say
stateil that he regretted that he was detained
by in- that he had now defined it very clearly,
and
had apdisposiliiui Ibis morning, and prevented
from beiu" parently given it a new defiiiition.
The senator
present when the bill was introduced by the sena'
now declared that all (he leading measures of the
tor from South Carolina (Mr. Oalhnin)
for cedin" present administration
had
met
his
approbation and
the p«hlic landi to certain slates within
whichthev should receive his support. It turned
out, then,
are situated.
He had wished to suggest some other that the rumor to
which Mr. C. had alluded was
reference of il than to Ihe commillee on the public
true, and Ihat the .senator from South
Carolina might
lands; but, unless some senator would move
arelerealter regarded as a supporter of
this adiniconsideration of the order of reference lo that comnislralion, since he li.id declared that
all its leadin"millee, he could not oiler the auggesliou
which he
cosures were approved by him, and should
have
wished to make.
his support.
[Mr. Sothard moved the reconsideration, and
Also to the allusion which (lie senator from
Mr. Ci/toM« objecting to it without some salisfac- ^
South Carolina had made in regard lo Mr. C's.
suploiy reason]
port of the head of anotlier
administration, (filr.
Mr. Cltiy went on to observe that, as Ihe comAdams), It occasiontd Mr. C. no pain whatever.
mittee was cnnstituled. fmirofils five
members It was an old story, which had long been
sunk in
were from the new states- He meant lo offer no
oblivion, except when (he ^senator and
a few odiers
disrepeet to lliein; but be must say that this was
a thought proper (o bring i( up.
But what were (he
measure whi.di, disguised as it may be, and coloralac(sol Ihatcase?— Mr. C. was then a member
of
ble as lis
Jiinuar;/ 3.

—

provisions were, was, in elfecl, a donation

ot

the house

of representatives, to
upwards of lOO millioua of acres oflho comsons had been returned, from
property

mon

of

all

the states of

tilii

union

to par-

As to one of those three candidates, he
was known to be in an unfortunate coiulition, in
which no one sympathised with him more than did
Mr. C. Certainly the senator from South Carolina
did not —That gentleman was therefore out of
sidency.

whom
whom

duty of the house to make a selection

three perit

was

(lie

for the pie-

American System, (he constituents of the senator
obtained a very small portion; they were rather of
those that were plundered. At the time when gen.
Jackson occasioned the lorce bill, the senator from
Kentucky had lost the manufacturers; gen. Jackson
had supplanted him: and a senator not now present, was also in the way of superseding him in that
interest.
The senator from Kentucky was therefore flat on his back, and nolhing would answer his
own purpose but Ihe compromise. It was with
him compromise or annihilation. It was necessary
that either he or the American System should lall.
was not my desire to mention these things; but the

It

senator went out of his

way

to

touch on kindred

subjects, and I therefure felt myself compelled to
make these statements. I have'alluded to my letters on that occasion; and I predicted in them on
the third day of Ihe session that this question would
terminate as it did.
Sir, I will go further.
I yielded a good deal in

compromise. It was my first proposition that
should go out in 1S4I), proceeding in an equal
proportion for every year of 15 per cent. Audi
will say further, that at the session before we
nullified in South Carolina, I and others said
(hat (he
qnesdon must be settled.
It was seven years
which I then fixed on for its termination, and it
would have been carried in that time but for certain circumstances.
In regard to all 1 yielded; my
colleague (Mr. I'lcston) knows why I did it, but
I do not choose to state
it here.
And I should now
have said nothing on the subject, if the senator
had been silent himself. But he has no gratitude
thai
It
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South Carolina owes him no t^rati- or not. I did it in noway for the purpose of of- of Illinois, praying to be allowed the right of pretude. H<! acted under the necessily of the case.
fence, and by the way, I rel'erred to a nunor whirh emption to said lands.
I, backed by the «;allant state wliich I represent, is afloat of new relations, public and political, wilh
Mr. fFn/fci-iemarked that it was his design atau
compelled the senator to break down the system the head ol the administration, and stated that I early day, to introduce a bill for the sale of the miat one decisive blow, and it is my opinion that it would not have made the inquiry but foi that fact. neral lands.
will brinjj back the government to its original prin- And is it not right, in regard to a great measure, lo
The committee were then discharged from the
ciple.
know whether or not it has the support of Ihe ad- further consideration of Ihe memorial.
I am sorry to be obliged to prolong ministration?
JVtr. Clay.
Mr. Clay, of Ala. fiom the committee on public
He wouldat once have put an end lo
But I made no allusion to com- the discussion if he had simplj' said he knew no- lands, reported a bill for Ihe graduation and reducthis discussion.
promise till it was done by the senator himself.
I
thing of the views of Ihe administration, but had in- tion of the pi ice of public lands, wilh vaiiousaiiiendmade no relerence to the event of 1825, till he had troduced this measure independently. But, instead inerits; which were ordered to be printed.,
made it; and 1 did not, in the most distant manner, of this, he gets in a passion because I relerred lo
Mr. Walker, tiom Ihe committee on public lands,
allude to ntillilication; and it is extraordinary that this rumor, and concludes by saying that Ihe greater reported a bill authorising the president to cause the
the senator himself should have introduced it, es- part of the measures of Ihe present administration lead mines in Missouii to be sold.
moajent
when
pecially at a
he is uniting with the are approved, and they will be supported by him.
Also, several private bills without amendment,
authors of the force bill, and of those measures
Mr. Walker argued briefly lo show that Mr. and the bill lo cieate a new land dislriat in the state
which put down nullification.
Clay ought already lo have know the answer lo his of Missouri.
The senator says 1 was fiat on my back, and that question, as Mr. Calhoun had long since introduced
Mr. Norrell asked to be discharged from the furhe was my master. Sir, I would nut own him as this measure, while he was yet opposed to the ad- ther consideration of the petition of America Vesmy slave. He my mastei! and I compelled by minislralion. He also insisted that the bill ought pucci.
The following bills were introduced on leave,
him! And, as if it were impossible to go far enough to be referred lo the committee on the public lands.
in one paragraph, he refers to certain letters ol his
Mr. Grundy saul he had been formerly opposed twice read, and referred:
own to prove that 1 was flat upon niy backl and, to this bill, and should be so now. He therefore did
By Mr. Linn, a bill to allow a drawback on goods
that I was not only on my back, but another sena- not wish his vote at this lime to be regarded as an exported to Mexico, and to protect Indian trade,
and for other purposes.
tor and the president had robbed me! I was flat on indicalion that he was in favor of the bill.
By Mr. Fulton, a bill to provide for the defence
my back, and unable to do any thing but what the
Mr. Jlllen expressed himself in the same manner
of the western borders of the states of Arkansas
senator from South Carolina permitted me (o do!
as Mr. Gnmdy.
1 introduced the comSir, what was the case?
Mr. Preston said this bill would have a para- and Missouri.
By Mr. Nicholas, a bill to revive the act authopromise in spite of the opposition of the gentle- mount elii?ct on the finances of the counlry. It was
man who is said to have robbed me of the manu- a question whether it would not increase laxalion. rising claimants to land in Arkan.'-as, Missouri,
It met his uncompromising opposition. In this view it was important, and Mr. P. therefore Louisiana and Mississippi, io try the validity of
facturers.
That measure had, on my part, nothing personal in preferred that it should goto the committee of fi- their claims.
Mr. Grundy moved to take up the resolutions of
it.
But I saw the coiiduion of the senator from nance.
They had reSouth Carolina and his friends.
Mr. Calhoun said the bill, as he had drawn it, Mr. Benlon, laid on the table yesterday, on motion
duced South Carolina, by that unwise measure, (of would lead to no reduction of the revenue. It was of Mr. Lumjilrin, in regard to the general governIiullilicatioij), to a state of war; and I therefore not to go into operation till June, 1S42, thus leaving ment assuming the debts of the respective states,
wished to save the etl'usion of human blood, and time lo adjust the taiifl. He saw no reason why it <tc. And they were accordingly taken up. Mr.
especially the blood ol our fellow citizens. That should be taken from the committee on the public G. then moved to refer the resolutions to a .select
committee ol' seven.
was one motive with me; and another was a re- lands.
gard for that very interest which Ihe senator says I
Mr. White said he was entirely ignorant of Ihe
Mr. Lumpkin, in older that the substance of the
helped to destroy. I saw that this great interest contents of this bill; but if the reference should be resoluljons might be condensed into smaller bounds,
had so got in the power of the chief uiagistrate, reconsidered: the bill could then be read, and he offered the fof owing subslilule:
that it was evident tliat, at the next session of con- would be better able lo decide to which coininiltce
Kesuhed, 'i'hiit the assumpiion hy the general governgreis, the whole protective system woulu be swept it was most appropriate.
ment of ihe debts of ihe siaies contracted for local purby the board. I therefore desired to give it at least
Mr. Calhoun called lor the reading of the bill, poses, whi-iher 11 shall be a direct assumpiion which
would make the general government responsible tor
a lease of years, and for that purpose, I, in concert which was read accordingly.
with others, brought lorwaid that measure, which
The question of reconsidering the reference of said debts, or indirect by a distribution of the public
was necessary to save that interest fiom total anni- Ihe bill to the committee on Ihe public lands was money among the stales to enable iheni to pay their
a pledge of public lands for the said purpose,
then put, and decided by yeas and nays In the nega- debts, or
hilation.
or oihervvise, would be impuliiic and dangerous, unjust
But to display still fuither the circumstances in tive,— yeas 15; nays 28.
and unequal among ihe members of the union, and
January 6. Mr. Benton; irom the committee on wholly unauthorised by the letter and
which the senator is placed, he says, from that very
spirit of ihe conday ol the compromise, all obligations were cancel- finance, moved to be discharged Irom the conside stitution.
led that could, on account ol it, rest on liiin, on ration of the bill lor Ihe summary recovery of small
Mr. Grundy moved to refer the wholelo the proSouth Carolina, and on the south. Sir, what right bank notes in Ihe District of Columbia, and that the posed select committee of seven, tube appointed bv
^
has he to speak in the name ol the whole south? or same be referred lo the committee on the judiciary. the chair.
The hill from the house of representatives, makeven of South Carolina itsell? For 11 history is to
Mr. Preston said he was averse to acting thus
be relied upon, if we may judge of Ihe luture from ing partial appropriations for the expenditures ol prospectively and hypothelically on any important
the past, tile lime will couie when the senator can- the government for the year 1840, was lead twice, matter of this kind; and he was more especially so
not propose to be the organ even of the chivalrous and referred to the committee on finance, and by since healing the remarks made yesterday on these
this committee reported with an amendment, and resolutions by the senator from Mi.«souii.
and enlightened jteople ol Soutli Carolina.
He had
Sir, I am not one of those who are looking out by genertil consent read three times and passed.
understood liom those remarks that some of the
My course is The following bills were also read a third lime slates were supposed to be contemplating Ihe profor what may ensue to themselves.
nearly run; it is so by nature, and so in the progress and passed: The bill relinquishing to the state ol ject of coming belore congress lo induce this goof political events. I have nothing to ask ol the Mississippi Ihe two per cent, fund; the bill lor the vernment lo assume Ihe debts of Ihe re.^pective
senator, of the south, nor of Souih Carolina, nor relief ol John H. Jacox; and the bill to prevent ihe states.
But Mr. P. was not aware that any ol the
states ol this union proposed lo come bt-lore conyet ol the country at large. Bu: 1 will go, when I counlerfeiting of foreign coin.
A message was received from the president in gress lor any such pnipose. It had indeed been
do go, or when 1 choose lo go, into retirement, with
the undying conviction that, for a quarter of a cen- relation to the employment of steam vessels in the suggested in another quarter, vihich, however, was
not entitled to such respect as to make it a matter
tury, 1 have endeavorecl lo serve and to save the revenue service.
Also, from the treasury, a report showing Ihe fit for Ihe notice of the senate. It was unworthy
country, faitlilully and honorably, withouta viewto my own interest or my ov\n aggrandisement; and condition of the banks of the District of Columbia of their consideration at all, unless it should be pioof that deliglUlnl conviction and consciousness no up to the close of the year 1839. And stating that posed by Ihe states. Peihaps it would turn out
human being nor all mankind can ever deprive me. all those banks had suspended save Ihe Patriotic that the states had nothing of the kind in view; and
The seiialor is in the habit of at- Bardc of Washington.
at all events Mr. P. was opposed to such prospecJVIr. Cathouu.
Mr. Wright's sub-treasury bill was reported to- tive and hypolhetic legislation; it might lead to setacking me, and if I were not thus compelled to defend myself, 1 would pass over the whole n. alter. I day, and notice given that he should call it up on rious consequences; it might, lor instance, involve
the senate in a phdge which, in some points at
rise now simply to supply some remarks which had Monday next.
The resolution introduced by Mr. Benton some least, unforeseen circumstances might render imescaped my memory, and they are amere matter ol
days previous, relating to the assumption of the proper and inexpedient. Mr. P. therefore, thought
1 was opposed to Mr. Crawford as a canhistory.
didate for the presidency; and alter my name was stale debts was taken up, when Mr. Benton ad- it the duty of the senate to wait till Ihe supposed
withdrawn, I took no pait in the election. 1 was a dressed the senate for upwards of two hours in fa- casus faderis had aclually occurred, and then procandidate lor the vice presidency, and abstained vor of all Ihe leading principles contained in the nounce their deliberate opinion upon it.
same.
Regarding Ihis subject, as Mr. P. did, as having
frjin taking any part, and Irom all electioneering.
On motion of Mr. Grundy, the question was lo reference to Ihe states of this union, and therefnre
When the election was decided, I saw the course
which ivlr. Ad-^ms was determined to take, and I be taken on the separate propositions by yeas and of very great consequence, Mr. P. was unwilling
loanticipale thi:t any state would act a wrong or
then could not hesitate to take my stand in the way nays.
Mr. it/;np4ra expressed himself satisfied with Ihe violent part toward this government; and, even if
of resistance.
correctness of the principles laid down, but he expected it, he would not thus interfere with a
I do not know what has induced the senator from general
Kentucky to get up a discussion on this bill, and at thought it better the motion should be laid on Ihe preventive policy. And even ifa stale should thus
What his motives are for all this he can table", for the present, which motion was acquiesc- apply lo this government lo assume its debts, Mr.
this time.
P. would feel it his boiinden duly to treat the apbest tell; but I leel those personal invectives as ex- ed in and the senate adjourned.
January!. Private memorials and petilioiis were plication and the applicant wilh the most perfect
tremely unpleasant, and I would not introduce them.
Bat when they are introduced it is requisite I presented by Messrs. Lumpkin, Clay, of Ala. Smith, respect and decorum; and if the request must be
denied, ifshould be done in entire courtesy. As a
of Con. Linn, Davis, White and King.
should protect myself.
Mr. Prentiss, Irom the committee on public lands, slate rights man, Mr. P. thought the slates, not only
Mr. CUy. One word. Does not the senator feel
further considera- in important matters, but even in forn-alilies, should
that he himself brings his political character into de- asked to be discharged from the
assembly of ever be treated with decorum and respect. And
tion of the memorial of the general
bate?
I simply made the inquiry (and I put it to
for the establish- he (lid not think it right to anticipate that they
the senators to say if such vwis the fact) lo know Missouri, praying a grant of land
whether this measuie, which involves in all about ment of a system ol common schools; and also from would do any thing wrong, and send Ibrtli a brvtutn
athoisahd irtilliuns of the public lands— whether the further consideration of the memorial of a num- ifuhnci, to prevent it. And he even felt himself
administration ber of the settlers ou the niineral lands, in the state bouM lo hold himself unpledged in tbese.malters;
tliis measure had the sanction of the

on

part, and"
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Monday, Jan. 6. After Ihe reading of Ihe journal,
Mr. IF. B. Calhoun, of Massachusetts, rose ami
submitted the following resolutions:
Resolved, That the house has heard with deep sensiOn leave given, Mr. Sherrod Williams offered
biliiy of the death of the lion. J. C. Alvord, amember elect
the following resolution, which was adopted:
of this house from the slate of Massachusetts.
Resolved, That the memorials and petitions presentResolved, Tnat the members and officers of tiiis
ed to the house of represcntaiives at the last congress,
and upon v^llich favorable reports were made, and on house will testify their respect for the memoir of the
which ihe house did not finally act, and such memo- deceased by wearing crape on the left arm for thirty
rials and petitions as were piesenled at the last congress and referred, upon which the committees did not
The resolutions having been read,
make reports, be again referred to the committees to
Mr. Calhoun said: I do not rise Mr. Speaker, to
whicli the said memorials and petitions were hereto- give utterance lo a labored eulogium upon the
fore severally referred.
character of Mr. Alvord. I rise simply to say that
The business first in order was the motion sub- he was regularly elected a member of this congress,
mitted yesterday by Mr. W. Thompson, to reconand that lie died several months anterior to the comsider the vote ordering the printing of 5,000 extra
mencement of Ihe jiresent session. He was very
copies of the map of "the seat of war in Florida,
young; and, had he been permitted lo lake his place
accompanying the report of the secretary of war. amongst us, would undoubtedly have been the
A spirited debate here arose, in which Messrs. youngest member upon this floor. But, young as
W. Thompson, Cave Johnson, Banks, Wise, Graves, he was, he had acquired very prominent and enviaSmith, of Maine, Giddings and Crafy, participated. ble
rank in the community where he resided.
And the question on the motion of IVlr. W. Thomp- Heaven had given him a high order of intellect; his
son was then taken, and decided in the affirmative, mind was richly cultivated; his judgment was mawithout a division.
ture; and his general attainments extraordinary. In
So the vote was reconsidered.
the. profession to
the study and pursuit of the law
And tlie question then recurring on the adoption which he had devoted himself he was eminently
of the resolution to print 5,000 extra copies of the
distinguished; as he was, also, in both of Ihe halls
said maps.
of legislation in his native state. Had he lived lo
On motion of Mr. Banks, the resolution v\as laid take pail in the proceedings of this body, he would,
on Ihe table.
have added largely lo his fame and reI am sure,
Mr. Brown, of Tennessee, asked leave to intro- nown. He died, sir, in Ihe midst of the warmest
duce at this time, with a view to have laid on Ihe affections,
and Ihe fondest hopes of his friends, his
table and printed, the following joint resolution:
associates, and of the community where his lot was

gentleman from North Carolithough, as far as he now knew, he concurred wilh ing paired off with a
Yet he did not na, otherwise, he would have voted in the aliimathe s°nitimenl3 of the resolutions.
therefore moved
intend to compromise
desiring at the
to lay the resolutions on the table,
same tiuie that it should be fully nnderstood that in
the
doiu"- this he in no way expressed opposition to
doctrines of the resolutions, but only to their adopliimsflf.

tion

He

under the circumstances.

Mr. Clay, of Alabama, called for the yeas and
this motion; which were accordingly ornegative
dered- and the question was decided in the
nays on

YEAS.— Messrs. Betls, Clay, of Ky. Clayton, Crittenden Davis, Dickson, Henderson. Merrick, Premiss,
White,
Preston, Ru''£:les, Smith, of Indiana, Southard,
o( Indiana, While, of- Tennessee— 15.
Messrs. Allen, Benion, Brown, Buchanan,
Calhoun, CUiy, of Alabama, Fulton, Grundy, Hub-

NAYS —

Kmg, Lmn. Lumpkin,

bard,

Nicholas, Norvell, Koaiie,

Robinson, Sevier, Smiih, of Conn. Strange, fappan.
Walker, Willi, Williams, Wright, Young—-20.
The resolutions, together with the substitute ot
Mr. Lumpkin, were then referred to a select committee of seven, to be appointed by the chair, Mr.
Beidun having declined to act as one of that committee.

The

.

senate then pioceeded to consider the bill
for the occupation of Florida by collec-

providing

armed settlers.
The bill was advocated at length by Mr. Beniun,
and opposed by Messrs. Tappun and PreUon
[Their remarks are necessarily deferred.]
The bill being still under consideration—

tions of

—

tive).

—

—

senate (afteran executive session) adjourned.
The bill lor the armed occupation Joint resoluiion to amend the constitution of the UnitS.
ed Stales, in relaiion to the election of president.
of Florida was again discussed.
Resolved by the seriate and house of representatives of
Mr. Clay, of Ala. spoUe in answer to Mr. Pies- the United States
of America in congress assembled, two
provisions of
ion, of yesterday, and advocating the
thirds of both houses concurring. That the following
It wa.s ordered to be engrossed.
the' bill.
amendment
to the conslitation of the United Slates be
Mr. PresfOKinlimated his intention to make some proposed to the legislatures of the several states, which,
remarks v\hen the bill is on its passage to-morrow. when ratified by the legislatures of three-fiurths of the
The bill making an appropriation for the remo- states, shall be valid, loall intents and purposes, as part
val of the rait on Red river, was discussed on the of the constitution, lowit:
''No person w-ho shall hereafter be elected, and shall
question of its passage by Messrs. Crittenden, Pierce,
serve the period of four yearn as president of the UnitKtng and Davis, and passed.
eligible to that office.
Tlie bill ill relation to the cancelling of bonds, ed States, shall be again
Leave was not granted.
&c. of vessels employed in the whale fishery, was
Mr. Jameson then rose and said: Mr. Speaker, I
discussed by Messrs. Davis M\d Wright, and on morise to do what I intended on j esterday lo have
tion of the latter, postponed until to-morrow.
the floor before the
The following bills were ordered to be engrossed done, but failed in obtainingannounce
to this house
house adjourned; that is to
for a third reading:
the dealli of Ihe hon. Albert Gallatin Harrison, one
Samuel
Robertson,
W.
H.
relief
of
lor
the
bill
from
the
slate
of
Missouri to
members
elect
of
Ihe
H. Garrow, and J. W. Simontnn.
He died at his resiIhe twenty-sixUi congress.
bill (or the relief of Wm. Whitehead, late colMissouri,
of
fever, in
dence,
Fulton,
bilious
near
lector of Key West.
Ihe month of September last.
In his death, not
bill lor the relief of Walter Loomis and Abel
only Ihe bereaved widow and his children sustain
Gay.
the loss of an amiable,
a deep and abiding loss
bill for the reliefBenjamin Murphy, of Arkankind, and atfectionate husband and parent
but
sas.
Missouri lost one of her favorite and ablest sons.
bill for the relief of R. T. Banks, of Arkansas.
The senate took an executive session, and ad- Always true lo his trust, and faithful lo the interests
of Missouri, my lamented predecessor had obtainjourned at half p-:..sl three.
January 9. The vice president presented to the ed for himself a deep seat in the affections of her
people.
I have
I have known Ihe deceased since
senate a message in relation to the disputed bounknown myself, and many on this floor were also
dary line; also, a message from the president in rethey
well
acquainted
with
him;
and
will
bear
me
calling
for
30th
ull.
the
inof
ply to a resolution
witness to Ihe fact that he pos5es5ed all those noformation in relation to the suspension of banks.
ble qualities and virtues which of themselves conAlter the transaction of private business, the sestitute the high road lo honor and distinction.
nate resumed the consideration of IhL' bill providing
He had filled witli credit to himself, and lo the
for the occupation of Florida by armed settlers.
entire satisfaction of Ihe people, more ditficiill offibill
was
fi-irther
the
proposed
by
nieasiire
The
opposed by .Mr. Crittenden and Mr. Pie^ton, and ces of honor and profit, in the same length of time,
than any man who has ever resided in Missouri.
advocated by Mr. Pierce.
On motion of Mr. Strange, (the subject still He was called by Hiin in whose hands life and death
are held, from the theatre of action, in Ihe meridian
being up), the senate adjourned.
of lifV; and but few have passed from time more to
be lamented than Mberl Gallatin Harrison.
Few,
MOUSE OF REre.ESENTATIVES.
Saturday, Jan. 4(4. Alter the reading of the if anv. can fill his place as thi; ajjeni or representative of Missouri; and avoid is lell in that domestic
journal, Mr. Evans, introduced "a bill making apthe hc-irtofbis amipropriations, in part, lor the support of govern- circle in which he moved, and in

The

January

cast.

Such, in brief, was James C. Alvord; and never,
am confident, has the house of representatives
been called upon to pay a tribute lo the memory of
one more worthy.
The question was taken on Ihe resolutions, and
Ihey were unanimously adopted.
Mr, Duncan moved a suspension of Ihe rules to
enable him lo offer a resolution, proposing lo refer
all Ihe papers and testimony relating lo the New
Jersey disputed election lo the committee of elections; and, on that motion, demanded Ihe yeas and
I

nays.

Mr. Calhoun asked the gentleman to give way to
enable him lo make a motion, which was of immemorial usage, lor the adjournment of Ihe house as a
testimonial of respect to the memory of Ihe deceas-

A

ed.

Mr. Duncan immediately acceded

to said request;

A

when

A

Mr. Calhoun moved that the house adjourn tiU
to-morrow, which was agreed to; and the house

—

A

then adjourned.
Tuesday, Jan. 7. The journal of yesterday having been read
Mr, Campbell, of South Carolina, rose, and (being most imperfectly heard) was understood by the
reporter lo refer to Ihe action of Ihe house in relation to the conlested election in the state of New
Jersey; and pioceeded lo say that it was one of Ihe
most solemn duties of the house lo determine who
were the gentlemen entitled lo the five vacant seats
from thiit stale. II had been usual for gentlemen
claiming seats lo present to Ihe house a memorial

—

—

A

ment,

for the

read by

On

year 1840;" which, having been twice

its title,

was passed.

motion of Mr.

Tillinghast, the resolution ol
the senate providing for the appointment of a committee on the library was concurred irr.
Mr. Ramsey rase and said that, for more than ten
dnvs past, he had had in his possession a petition

able, intelligent

vo1i:,u'

ialli>'

IIS, nays C; (not
alliiif,.i;iv,.

;,-

h.dng twoby Ih,.
( Mr. Naylor

r,.qMir.,l

rule), so the rule was not suspended.
Elated, thai he did \\oX vote, in consequence

olbav-

New

and bereaved widow, that no pow-

—

Resolved, That a copy of this resoluiion be served on
Halsied
.John B. Aycrigg, Jolm P. B. Ma.\well,
Chas. C. Strntion, Thos. .Tones Yorke, Peter D.

Wm.

Mr. Harrison was a native of Kentucky, from
whose land so many able and chivalric men have
emanated the birtii place of a great many members

Vroom, Philemon Dickerson, Wm. R. Cooper, Daniel
B llyall and Joseph Kille, all citizens of New Jersey,

—

i\.n

lell

niK.divo: yens

thilds

ing resolutions:
"Resolved, Tliat all papere or other testimony in possession of or within the control of ibis house, in relaJersey for representation to llie late election in
tives to the 26ih congress of the Uniied States, be referred to the comniitiee of elections, with instructions
to inquire and report who are entitled to occupy, as
members of this house the five contested seats from that

er on earlh, no human being can fill
a void thai
can only be filled by Ihe constant presence, aid
and protection of the Spirit of the Eternal God.

Iroui citizoiis of the third congressional district of now on ttiis floor fioin other stales.
the state of Pennsylvania, complaining that their
Mr. J. then offered the following resolutions:
liflits had been violated in this house by the house
Resolved, unanijnonsly, Thiil this house lias received
pfrinitting a gentleman to take his seat who was with deep sensibility the annunciation of the death of
not entiiled thereto, and requesting that an invesli- the lion. Albert G. Harrison, one of the iaie representagatioii (night be inaile inio the frauds which had tives elect from the state of Missouri for the twentybeen coininilted in that election. Mr. R. asked ei.Nih congress of ilie Uni'ed Slates.
Resolved, unnnimoushj , That the members of this
leave now lo present the petition.
Iinu'^e lender the widow and relatives of the deceased
Objection having been made, Mr. R. moved n
their sympathy on ihifl mournful event, and will testify
fuspeiision of the lule, and called for the yeas and
heir reopeci tlir his memory bv wearing crajie on the.
nays; whidi vv.re oii'ered, wli.'ii it was decided in

the

or petition selling forth substantially the grounds of
their claim; but no movement of that kind had as
yet been made.
He thought that Ihe house should
wait no longer; and he therefore moved a suspension of the 'rule to enable him to offer the follow-

l!rxi,!r.'.l,

lor

I'll'

uniil

'i'liai,

as

iii'iiiory ol the

ii

fiivtlirr
-.U

rVHlenoe of

to be representatives from that slate in iliis
congress: and that ihe service be made upon each gentleman iiersonnlly, or by leaving a copy at his usual residence.
Mr. Bell said he probably could relieve Ihe gen-

claiming

tleman from

:

their re:>|iecl

.\;i.-ei, the liouse will

I

ndjourn

Monday

And

next, ni 12 o'clock M.
(ben the liouse adjourned.

South Corolina (Mr. Campell) from

the irece.*sity of offering these resolutions, by bringing forvxard a privileged motion.
He (Mr. B.) had been informed Ihe other day,
and again on inquiry, Ibis morning, (though not by
llie genlleman from Ohio), that there v\ere still five

I

here in attendance from d.ny to dny
!o sit and \ot.claiiningto ho (jiialifii d as tiieuili.'r-i
as i.'priS'-nlatives iVoni the slate of New Jersey;
and yet the chair had not been enlightened as to
He (Mr. JS) bad not
that fact by any genlleman.
gentleihtin

—
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end thereof, the words "and that of the secretary of war; and also to take up, on redone so long since; and, in order to give additional the committee have power to send for persons and ference, the senate bills on the speaker's table. The
strength to the inf'ormalion he had received, be papers."
former of the two motions gave rise to some discuswould now state (not as a matter of complaint or
Mr. Bell then proceeding to offer an amendment, sion as to the disposition that should be made of the
irregularity against the gentlemen personally) that
Mr. Rives said he objected. He voted for the various parts of the report, but no action was had
these five gentlemen were exercising the tranking suspension in order to vote for the resolution of the on either when the house adjourned.
privilege as members; that they had seats within the gentleman from South Carolina as presented, and
Thursday, Jan. 9. Some debate was had on the
bar of the house, with their names written upon he was of opinion, therefore, that the amendment reference of tlie hill from
the senate making approthem; and that as many of them as chose (and as of- ought not to be entertained. (Much laughtei).
priations for the removal of theRed river raft, which
ten as they chose) received stationery from the cleric,
Mr. Bell moved to amend the resolution by strik- was participated in by IMessrs. Curlis, Vanderpoel,
or under his authority, as members of this house. ing out all after Ihe word "resolved," and inserting McKay, Lewis IVilliayns,
Biddle, Rice Garland,
Wow, an irregularity so gross as this (irregular he the resolutions proposed by him. (See above).
Pope, Cross, Jones, of Va. H. Everett and Milchell.
meant, as to Iheir own body), was unparalleled in
Mt. Randolph proposed (Mr. B. having yielded Its further consideration was
postponed until tothe history of this house.
He asserted that those the floor for the moment) to amend Ihe amendment morrow.
pentiemen had either a right to be qualified or to be by inserting in the second resolution, after the
Mr. Mbol Lawrence rose and ask»d the consent
informed that the house would not admit and quali- words "notify the governor and council of New
of the house to present at this lime a paper, which,
fy them. This was the second month of the ses- Jersey," the words following:
he said, he was desirous In have referred to the
sion; and yet these gentlemen were here day after
"That the commissions issued by him, according to committee
on foreign afiairs. It was a memorial
day, exercising many of the most important privi- the laws of said slate, to John B. Aycrigg, John P B.
from merchants of Canton, in China, in relation to
leges of meuibersj though they had never been Maxwell, Win. Halsted, Charles C. StratFon and Thotheir condition at the present moment
American
brought forward in such a manner as to entitle them mas Jones Yorkehave nor been deemed sufficient by
It was known to the
the house to authorise their holding the same, and to merchants resident there.
to their enjoyment.
house that there had been great interruptions to
For the purpose of discharging a duty he would be sworn in as members of this house, and also.''
Mr. Bell accepted this as a modification, and trade there, and that the lives and property of Amemove that the question be taken up, and that the
then proceeded to address the house in remarks of rican cilizens
chair either qualify tliese gentlemen, or that the
some length, a report of which will be given at an
Alter slight objeclion, if was referred to the comhouse take a proper order about Ihfm, and determittee on foreign affairs ann ordered to be printed.
early day.
mine that they shall not be qualified. Upon the
The New Jersey contested election being the
Mr. Duncan next obtained to the floor, and gave
strength of the informalion lie had received, he
business now in order,
way for a motion to adjourn.
moved that the gentlemen be qualified, or that the
Mr. iJo//s, of Virginia, who was entitled to the
Mr. Jo«es asked leave of the house to move to rehouse determine they should not be qualfied. He
fer the report of the secretary of the treasury on the floor, was proceeding to address the house, when
had not received that information from the gentle- finances,
Mr. Hoffman rose and said that it would be renow lying on the table, to the committee
men themselves. If he had been misinformed, orif of ways and means.
collected that the report of the committee on the
the gentlemen had withdrawn, let the house be inrules had been made the special order for this day
Mr.
Evans
then
moved
fo
take
and
consider
up
formed of the fjct. And if the chair decided that
at one o'clock.
And gave notice that he should
the motion indicated by him (Mr. B.) was a privi- the amendments of the senate to the bill making move it.
leged rriOtion, he would read what he proposed to appro[iriations in part for the support of governMr.
Bolls
having
indicated his wish now to pro.
ment lor 1840. The amendments were accordingly
submit to the house in consequence of it.
ceed, addressed the house at great length on the
The speaker said he would hear the gentleman's taken up, and concurred In.
subject of the contested election generally.
The
resolution
from
the
senate
appointing
a
comproposition before deciding.
[At half past one Mr. Hoffman called up fhespeMr. Belt said he made the motion upon the pre- mittee on enrolled hills was taken up, and concurcial onler above referred to; and on motion of Mr.
sumption that it was a privileged question, to have red in by the house.
Mr. Ciocketl gave notice that, on to-morrow, he Cave Johnson, the consideration of Ihe report of the
these gentlemen sworn or not.
would ask leave to bring in a bill to amend an act commilteewas postponed until Tuesday next; was
Mr. B. then read the following resolution:
made Ihe special order for that day, at one o'clock;
Resolved, That Philemon Dickerson. Peter D. Vroom, entitled "an act to authorize the state of Tennessee
William R. Cooper, Daniel B. Ryall and Joseph Kille, to issue grants and perfect titles lo certain lands anil the present rules were ordered to be continued
who are in at'endance claiming to be admitted to sit therein described, and to settle the claims to the in force until Thursday next.]
and vote in this house of representatives from the state vacant and unappropriated lands within the same,"
Mr. Bolls having concluded his speech
of New Jersey, are not, and cannot be, legally and passed April 18, 180(i.
Mr. Randolph, of New Jersey, addressed Ihe
constilutionally.members of this body, until the regular
On motion of Mr. Duncan, the house adjourned chair, when
returns or certificates of election granted to five other at 4 o'clock.
Mr. Monroe, of New York claimed the floor, induly qualified persons by the governor and council of
fVednesday, Jan. SIh. The journal having been asmuch as IVIr. R. had spoken repeatedly before.
said state, m the exercise of the authority vested in
The chair reminded Mr. M. that though Mr. Ranthem by the laws of said state, pas.-^ed in conformity read, a conversation ensued between Messrs. Rives,
with the coiistiiution of the United States, shall have of Virginia, and Brings, in relation to its correclion; dolph had repeatedly addressed Ihe house on the
been set aside, cr adjudged void, upon due investiga- which issued in striking out the enfry of an objec- general subject, yet it had not been on the preseirt
tion had. in the form and manner prescribed by the tion made by Mr. R. to a modification by Mr. resolution.
Mr. Randolph insisting on his right to the floor,
laws and usages of the house.
Campbell, of South Carolina, of his own resolution
That, (continued Mr. B.) is the resolution which touciiing Ihe New Jersey election.
he was permitted to proceed, and went intoa deI propose to sufatnit, supposing that thirse gentleMr. Cooper, of Pa. indicated his wish fo offer the tailed history of Ihe entire New Jersey case, quoting documents and calling for Ihe reading of alfidai
men are slill in attendance claiming to be members following resolutions:
vits, until past 4 o'clock, when a motion was made
and to be qualified as such. Then 1 shall offer a
Resolved, That the postmaster general be directed
second and third resolution, reaching the object to communicate to this house the late arrangement to adjourn, and negatived by yeas and nays: yeas
proposed by the gentleman from South Carolina, made for the transportation of the mail between Phi- 64, nays 104.
After more affidavits had been read, the motion
and which are in the following words:
ladelphia aiid Washington city; over what route the
Resolved, That the house having decided that John B. same is carried; whether tne di^tnnce by said route is was renewed, and again lost: yeas 58, nays 78.
Aycrigg, Wm. Hal-ted, John P. B. Ma.xwell, Charles greatef or less than under the former arrangement;
Tfie reading having been resumed, and much
C. Sratton and Thomas Jones Yiuke, the persons whether the time required for its transportation between uneasine.ss being manifested, Mr. K. tiimself moved
having the regular and legal certificates of election, the said places lias been increased or diminished by to adjourn, and the motion was at length carried:
shall not be admitted to sit in this house and vote as the change; whether the communication between New
yeas 67, nays 58.
other members until it shall have been established, by York and Boston; and the south and southwest, has
So the house, at near 5 o'clock, adjourned.
thereby, and
was
felt

it

to be particularly his duty, or lie

to add to the

—

sufficient proof, that there
no fraud, mistake of the
law, or other error, made or committed by 'he governor
and council of
.Tersey, in the returns or certificates of elecnon granted as aforesaid; and said decision
being contrary to the usual practice of the house in
such cases, the speaker be directed to notify the go-

New

been

facilitated Or

whether the

retarded

price paid for the transportation of the

increased or diminished, and what

is

same has been
the amount of

Tobacco

in Europe.

The

high prices of

the ditference.

American tobacco in Europe have, it appears, !ed
And whereas it is alleged, t<5 the great discredit of to the cultivation of that article on Ihe continent to
the government, that the eastern mail has been clana considerable extent.
The Richmond Whig pubvernor and council of
Jersey of the proceedings destinely and fraudulently transmitted, by the agents
lishes a letter from the house of G. and C. Kregof the house in the premises, to the end that the people of the post office department, from Piiiladelphia to Balof said state may be duly informed of the causes which timore, by the cars of the Philadelphia, Wilmington liriger, under date of Antwerp, October 3t), which
have for the present deprived them of tlie services of and Baltimore rail road company, notwithstanding the C0i;lains the following stiteinents on Ihe subject:
The production of home leaf has increased to an
five of the representatives to which they are entitled postmaster general has discontinued his contract with
by the law and constitution.
the said company for carrying the said mail; Therefore, incredible extent since the rise in the value of the
Resolved, That the returns and all other papers or
Resolved, That the postmaster general be requiretl article in the United States, and the cominoii lots
testimony in possession of the house relating to the to communicate to this house whether it is tru'^, as al- of American tobacco are almost entirely supplanted
five vacant seats in ihe
Jersey delegation be re- leged, that such fraud has been committed upon the by it in Europe.
The majority of consumers havferred to the committee of elections; that said commit- said company by any officer or agent, person or pering become more used to home grown leaf, a great
tee proceed to examine the returns and all other testi- sons, connected with or in the employment of the post
fall ill Ihe value of the exotic plant only, can bring
or

New

New

mony which may

be submitted to them, according to
the rules and orders of the house, and that said committee first decide and repart to the house who are enfilled to sit and act as members by the returns.
These resolulions, (continued Mr. B.) can be offered separately or together.
shall offer the first
I
one, if the informatiori [ have received be not contradicted: that is to say, that the-'se gentlemen are
here claiming admittance as members. I am i
formed that one of them at least is in attendance.
long debate then ensued principally in relation
to points of order, when finally Mr. Rives de.manded the yeas and iiays, and the rules were suspended: yeas 132, na).-; 23.
Anit tiie [|i!i-.-lion recurrin;; on thi.' adoption of
the resoiiiliuii
Mr. Bell obtained Ihe floor, but yielded it lo Mr.
Campbell, to enable him to moilify his resoliilioQ to

A

—

office

department; and,

if so,

whether such

officer

a^enl, person or Jiersons, have been_ removed or discnarged; and that a full statement of the facts relating
to ihe transaction be communicated to this house.
But Mr. Duncan cldiming Ihe floor, having yesterday moved Ihe adjournment, and being desirous
of resuming and concluding his speech on the
Jersey election, the chair decided that he was entitled to the floor.
Mr. Duncan then ad'Iressed the house in contmu-

New

the latter again into general use, and this viiil only
become ai)parent after the ciilfivation of the former
have been checked by veiy low prices of the
latter, so as to render the production of home grown
tobacco unprofitable to the planter. This, we fear,
cannot result in the corning season, even if prices,

shall

as seems to be expected, should give way considerably in the United States, but in the following
year prices may again attain a proportion which
ation of fiis speech commenced yesterday, anil con- would leave a chance of operating with advantage.
tinued to speak with great animation till 3 o'clock. As to the liner descrijitions of American tobacco,
which cannot he siippliid by Euiof»ean production,
When he concluded
Mr. Bo'.h, of Vii i;inia, took the floor; but. yiidd- they r.re likely to be better .siipporltil, but great

ing lo a mariilest

di.'-p

Msition in iha liouse tliat

way

(au'io'i

any
This motion was several times withdrawn and reInewed, efforts having been made to icfei the rf^ort

0;

9Ti(l
circurnsf ectioii will he nect^ssary in
laiion in Ihein, as experience h.is shown
consumption is also materially decreased

Ibat their

by hijh prices.

,
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Mcisrs. James G. Berney

Anii-sUeenj nomiaulions.

iwjiiiiiie.l tor presiF. I. L3 IVl .y.ie, wn„ were
dejt and vice president, have bJth declined ihe nomihi,
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Increasing the toll. The Lancaster and Harrishurg
road company have increased the lolls on flour
transported on that road, from seven to thirteen mills per
rail

I

bbl. for

Post

"The

ojjice

building.

A letter from

contractors of the

new

Washingt9n says

post office building are

and have made a proposition to
give it up, losing thereby the 20 per cent, reserved
from the nayments already due. It is saitl that the
Cincinbuildin" i-annot be completed under two millions of dol-

each mile.

tireciof their bargain,

The iron boat. The Valley Forge arrived at
says— ^i.^cty nati on the 15ih, from Pittsburg. The novelty of her lars."
and material attracts much attention
Rhei^s,
construction
Morgan
J.
rev.
the
by
p^rsu.is were baptised
Zachariah Paulson, the long and well known editor
She runs well.
ice was cm among the river folks.
of the Bap-ist church of Trenton. The
of Poulson's Daily Advertiser, (the oldest daily newsaway fjr the purpose hi the water power race-way, at
Lo.is of the brig Virginia and a company of V. S. arpaper in America) has retired from the editorial chair,
a place near the church. The imiuersmns occupied tillery. Tne Boston Advertiser publishes the following and transferred the same to S. C. Brace, and T. R.
about forty m'nuies. Pers ms were employed to stir letter from its correspondent daied Portsmouih, N. H.
Nevvbold. Otiumcum dignitate to the old editor, for he
lo prethe water, during die performancie ol the rite,
Dec. 27, 1S39.
deserves it, and success to the new editor.
concourse was gathered to
nations.

Baptism.

The Trenlon,

(N.

.T.)

Gazette

A

large
its fieezinu.
upon this" unusual occurrence, many of whom
at
stood upon ths ice; and boys were skating around,

vent

looli

same

lime.
,
d
the Baptist
\ protracted meeting has been held
church for several weelis, and very many have applied
for admission to the socieiy.
llie

,

m

,

.

,

war of Missouri and Iowa. All the military
operations have been suspended till .luly ne.xt, by a
m'liual agreement upon the part of the auihorities of
the state and the territory to wait the action of conThus this alarm has blown over.
gress.
Bor.i4:r

Private letters received in

November

Montreal,

25,

from Quebec, state that the oorJcr troutiles had reconimeiicd, on the disputed territory, between JNew
Bruns.vicic and Maine.
Baltimore. Tlie council- of the city mot on Monday
electlist.
In the first branch Samuel Brady, esq. was
ed president Stephen H. Moore, clerk, .loseph Nelson,
reading clerk, and Jacob Giosser, doorkeeper. 1 lie second branch, the members of which are elected lor
two years, retains the organization given to it last year.
Boston. Jonathan Chapman, esq. the whig cantliTiie vote stood lor
date, is elccied mayor of Boston.
Ciiapman 4,a63, for Sumner, (admin.) 3,042. The
whole whig ticket for aldertiian is also chosen by a
majority over the administiatib.i and temperance tickets
united. The votes for the temperance ticket in eight
out of the twelve wards were 4(j3.
Cannl tolls. The tolls collected on the New York
state canals up to the 1st December, in each of the five

Sie: Great fears are entertained here lor the safety
of the brig Virginia, of Jacksonville, E. Florida, Charles
Willey, master, which sailed from hence for New York,
on Wetinesday, the 11th iiist. having as passengers
lieutenants Fowler and Grafion, and about forty reof 1st regiment U. S. artillery, secruits of company
women,one of whom was the captain's and another the mate's wife, and the residue wives of the soldiers; also two other men passengers and several children making in all about sixty souls on board.

D

—

The Journal says, there has
Louisville postmaster.
been a change in the Louisville post office. Mr. Jas.
M. Campbell has been turned

out,

and Mr. Geo. L.

Douglass appointed in his pkice.

Mayor of Albany.
council,

on

Monday

At a meeting of

the

common

evening. Jared L. Rathbone, esq.
ol the oily for the current
[Argus.

Reskipment. It appears by the N. Y. Express, that
..ithin the last three weeks over $1,500,000 worth of
woollen goods have been reshipped back to England.
Russia. To give some idea of the extent of the Riisslan empire we may state that, last year, by the official
reports, the number of births were 2,333,982; the number of deaths 1,586,733; and the number of marriages
433,424.
Saturn. Until very recently it was generally supposed, that this planet was surrounded by only two
rings; but it has lately been shown by Mr. Encke, of
Berlin, llial iiss probable there are three, and M. Dumouchel, of the Roman college at Rome, thinks he has
seen several openings in the ring, and that it is more
than quadruple.

was re-appoinled mayor
"

year.

The Madison papers. It was understood in Washington last week that the Madison papers, so long expected, would be out this week or next week. They will
create something of a sensation in the political world.

The manner in which the banks
Ohio have resumed specie payments is ihus describ-

Specie payment.
in

letter dated Cincinnoti, Dec. 23, 1839.
"Our banks do not issue their specie paying notes,
but pay out such as they receive on deposile and in
payment of debts, viz: Indiana, Kentucky, &c. but
after dale,
Mormons. The Mormons have purchased a tract of principally their own post notes at 12 months
at oifferent banks about the country
20,000 acres at the' head of the Des Moines rapids of and some payable
"
'i/i current bank notes.*
the Mississippi, on both sides of the river, including the

ed in a

town of Commerce. This name is changed to NanSh'pwrecJiS.
It is stated that the nuijiher of lives lost
Hebrew. The whole purchase money by shipwreck on Cape Ann and Cape Cod on and
amounts to $70,000, a large porporUon of it on long since Sunday, the 15th inst. is greater than the whole
payments.
number lost for the last twenty-live years.
An item in the toreign news states that the brig PeJoseph Smith, jr. Sidney Rigdon and judge Higbee,
have started to Washington lo petition congress tor re- trel, hound from Dalhousie, Nova Scotia, to Stockton,
past years, are asfollows, viz:
with timber, was cast away November 29lh, on the
c., =.
=,
out
the Missouri persecution.
lief^growing
of
S1,5J1,S4I
li33
[New York American.
coast of File, ami all on board perished except one seaI,6l3,0i3
ld36
man. Among the lost was a lady ill whose trunk was
1,-2J3,933
1837
The money market. The news from England has found 40JZ. in bank bills. The brig had touched at
1,590,244
1833
had quite a favorable efiect on the money market. U. Siromness, where the unfortunate woman got on board.
1,5^3,741
S. bank stock sold in Phdadelphia, on Monday, at 85; Her name was Elizabeth Wagstaff
The gale is reShowing the tolls of the present season to be 814,000 and in New York at 84 an improvement of 6 1-2 per presented to have been severe in the extreme.
last yea:
cent, since Saturday.
less than in 1336, and only 5i>8,50J more than
Snow. The Marlborough Gazette of Thursday states
[Argus.
According to the estimate made by the that whilst all the surrounding counlies are covered
Mortaliti:
Coinage. The Washington Metropolis stales, that National Endowment Assurance society, in England, wiih snow to a considerable depth, not a particle ot it
from the foundation of our government up lo 1337, the the '-children of men" come into the world, and go out has fallen m St. Mary's county, only forty or fifty miles
!3t)9,5M,6'i3.
voo, from the

.

mi

coinage in

—

this

Dartmouth

country has been

college..

at the following average:

Rev. Samuel G. Brown, son of

the
the laie president Brown, has been appointed to
chair of rhuioric and belles letters, vacant by the death
of prolesior Pcabod)'.

On the 2Sth ult. two boats
Disaster near Lynchburg.
having on board 'Id kegs of gunpowder, were blown,

Every moment,
"
"

minute,

"
"

day, 24 hours,
week, 7 days,
month, 30 days,
year, 363 davs,
generation, 30 years,

"

hour,

south ol Marlborough.

1

50
3.600
8(".,400

60.1,600

Superficies in Georgia.
According to a recent survey, there are found to be 35,515,526 superficial acres
of land in Georgia.

The steam

ship President.

This splendid

vessel,

2,592,000
.
which has for some time past been building at Lime"
33,536,000
house, England, by the builders of the Briiish Queen,
and tiieir entire loads,
"
up, togeilier with
946,080,000
has at length been launched. She is said to be the
and fJiir persons killed, and one had his shoulder dislolargest
ship in the world; herdimensiohsare asfollowS:
Naval. The U. S. brig Dolphin left New York for
cated. The accident occurred at Joshua Creek Falls,
Extreme length 263 Icet; length for measurement, 230
sea on Thursday. The following is a list of her olflabout 11 miles from Lynchburg.
teet; lengih for keel, 220 feel; breadth, 42 feet; breadth,
esq. lieut. commanding; lieuis.
Eighth of January. Yesterday waq a glorious day cers: Charles H. Bell,
including paddle boxes, 64 feel; depth in the hold midJames Finilloy Sehenck, James P. McKinstry; Robt.
Ii was the anniversary
liisiory of our country.
five otlier boais,

ships, 23 loei; height of upper deck, 7 feet; diameter of
passed assistant surgeon; 'I'hos. U. Nalle;
day on which the brave troops of oir couniry, T. Barry,
paddle wheel, 21 ;eet; draft of water, with cargo, 17
purser;.?. R. M. Mulbny, John S. Neville, passed
ihe gallant Jackson, achieved a most important
teet; burthen lon.s, old
measurement, 1,921 67 94;
Greai prcparaiions midshipmen; G. E. West, James Lndd, Win. F. Spi- weight of engine, boiler, &c. 500 tons.
victory over ihe British army.
The engine is
midshipmen; J. R. Neilley, purser's clerk.
were made in New Orleans to celebratti ihe day in a cer,
600 horse power
Thus it apuears the President is 126
priiicipul
acand
the
occasion,
manlier worthy cf the
Eiigelman, the German book- totis larger, and has 100 horse power more than the
Oriental literature.
tor in the victory was to be present.
She isdesunedfor the trade betweiii
seller of Leipsie, is about to publish a work, entitled British Queen.
An election is to be held in the neighboring district '"Bibliotheca Oriental!^" containing a list of oriental this country and England.
instant, for books, including grammatical works; especially those
of Virginia, on Wednesday ne.\i, the loih
Travelling.
It has been estimated that about 400,000
a member of coogress to supply tlie place ol Mr. Mer- primed in England, France and Germany, buch a persons travelled over the rail road between New Yoi k
Messrs. William M. McCarty, Cnthberi publication hiis long been nnich wanted, and will be and Baltimore annually; and a like number over the
cer rB.=igned.
Poweil and Innian Horner, are announced iis candi- eagerly welcomed by the oriental scholar.
road from Baltimore to the city of Washington.
[Nat. Int.
dates for the vacancy.
Philadelphia. The following appointments of hic;h
The tides. The Sun says there has not been, within
Another destructive fire occurred coiis:ables have been made by ihe mayor and recorJer the recollection of the oldest citizens, a season when
Fire in Natchez.
inNaichez on the loth ult. It originated in a coll'ee of Philadelphia: John McLean, Jas. Young, John K. the tides in the Chesapeake and its tributaries have c.xliouse in OUR of the front buildings under ilie hill, oc- Murphy and Levin H. Smith.
perienced such great variations first extremely low,
cupied byF. Bi-ignole, whose loss was US 13,000, no inPork Cost of packing pork. As much pork is this iiiid then again rushing up to a great height. At Balsurance. Samuel Foster lost his store, dweihiig house season put up on ajcouiit of owners, we have thought timore, not many days since, an old gentleman observlencand out houses, and in goods about $i 500. His
it not uninteresting to give the packing chargfes.
The ed that he never saw Ihe tide so low. On Sunday
iiieiits were valued nt §5,000, and were insuiedfor
following are the rates established for the pork busi- week at Centrevillc, the tide rose about four feet abo\e
Jam'-s Ramsey, a leniiiit, los5 trifling.^ Ken- ness, by the chamber of commerce in this ciiy;
4:3,000.
an ordinary tlood tide, and overllowed many adjacent
Suodrv
inconsiderable.
loss
rem,
unJer
ticky hoiel
For puicliasing hogs, with funds in hands, 114 per fields. Houses near the shore were flooded. No very
sofculaiions were alloiit as lo the ciiiise of the fire— cent.
serious damage, however, occurred.
whither it was the work of a fiei of gamblers whohved
For cutting hogs, including receiving and weighing,
Hidden treasure. Somebodv has found, by digriiv,
and carried on operations in Brign.ile's house, or was 12 1-2 CIS. per head.
on Coney Island, N. Y. aboui 81,000 in silver, w'liicii
accidenial. There was a good deal of exciieinenl.
For rendering lard, 1-2 ct. per lb.
had been buried in the earth. As this is 'he beach on
For nailing and boring, weighing and marking kfgs, which it is supiiosed dial the
Galvanism. The Lancaster lotellitcncer, aftcrgiving
pirates Gihbs and Wans,
1-4 half do. 5.
the pnriiculars of the recent c.teculion of Kobler at the 3 c. bbls. 6
ley buried their money, the pro.-pect of getting a rich
some de:ails of ihe experiFor we'ghmg and marking lard, on consignment, prize has drawn together a number
iiiil of llni place, publishes
of persons, and the
do.
4.
kegs 2c. buls. 5 half
nienis which wcie id'-erwnnls made on ihe body wit'
beach is now alive with them, digging away wiih the
For packing and trimminfj pork or beef in bbls. ex- most i)eiseveriiig industry.
1hP"i>lvanic battery, elcciiiciil machine, &.e. Atier ai
hellowi
clusive of barrel, salt and pickle, 30c. each.
tificTal breathing was csuihlished by mr'Oiisof a
Wooden pavements. Amaziuh Nash, of Calais, N. Y'.
Kohl:
For weighing bulk pork or bacon, per 1,000 lbs.
thu g.nlvaiiio battery was applii'd; u
has invenicd a machine for making six square paving
12 1 2rts.
moved his onus and logs, his lef bniii was ra sed fro
For packing pork or b icon in hlids. exclusive o! blocks, with the circular saw. The blocks arc to be
the bo.'; upon which he lay to his br iM, and his Ii:
sawed lion the round log, with llie cross cut, and lilted
ntch something, c.iopcrage. 37 1.2i:. per hlid.
gers were opened and shut, iis il lo
passim
his eyes wcr.
N. B. Silt and cjoporage furnished at the market with [lie Circular saw.
fiis foil lures exprepsed every
Weather. The National Intelligencer slates ihpt the
opened and cl 'led M|)idly, his jaws moved as if chew price.
bio
S:orage charged after the articles arc ready for deli- thermomcier stood in Washingion city on Thursday
iiig, and he broaiheu wi.h sullicieiil power lo
very.
ICiiicinnau\'hroit.
mornins las', "several ilegrces below jero.'
a candle five times in succession.
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FOREIGN ARTICLES.
ENGLAND.
Hibernia, capt. Cobb, arrived at New York,
on the morning of the 10th instant, from Liverpool,
with London papers of the 10th, and Liverpool o[
The principal
the 11th ultimo, being 3 days later.
intelligence she brings is that of Mr. Jaudon having
succeeded thioiigh the intervention of Messrs. Roths
cliilds, to affect another loan for £900,000 sterling,
for which are to be issued stock debentures bearing
an interest of 5 per cent, at 92. And a collateral
security given of Ohio, Indiana and Pennsylvania
United States shares in Lofidon hail immestock.
diately risen in consequence, and had been sold at

The

from

A

£19

to

£19

Liverpool

10.

letter of the

change has taken place

11th says "no

in cotton, the

material

demand

is

moderate, but freely supplied, better qualities are

most difficult of sales.
Lord John Riissel had issued a circular requesting
the attendance of the members of parliament on the
16tli January.
Intelligence of considerable interest had been received from India. On the 18tli of September, the
Anglo-Indian troops set out on their return from
They were about to depose the chief of
Glelzni.
the principality of Kelat, for alledged unfriendly
treaty, favoracts towards the English interest.
able to England, had been concluded with the prince

A

the successor of Runthem the navigation of the
Stuledge.
conspiracy tor the overthrow of the English
power in India had been discovered at Karnaul, 270
strong detachment was dismiles from Madas.
patched thither by the gov. general, and the fort sur-

of Herat, and another with
ject Singh, securing to

A

A

rendered without resistance.

JAMAICA.
Incendiarism in Jamaica.

By

the schooner Arcot,

that 3,000 Mexican
their march towards

in

New

we

of a destructive fire, done by
the negroes, and property lost of upwards of one
hundred and fifty thousand pounds, and no insurlearn

ance!

MEXICO.

New

Orleans fully confirm the
previous account of the fall of Matamoras. The
siege coraraenced on the 12th ult. and lasted tliree
diys, during which there is said to have been great
sixty to ninety of the
Blaughter on both sides
Tejians, alone, being killed. After the place had
Burrendered, the officers of the centralist party were
permitted to depart for the interior without molesprivate property, in all cases, being retation
when the government troops aiid the inBpecled
habitants of the town, proclaimed in favor of the
federalists, greeting the raising in the city of their
Intelflag with long, loud and deafening cheers.
ligence was also received of a bloody revolution
having broken out in the city of Mexico, in the
midst of which Bustamente was deposed. The
standard of federalism was being raised throughout
the states of Mexico wherever heard from.
The schooner George H. Wetter, from Tampico,
whence she sailed on the 20th ult. brought no political news of importance, exceptifig a report, current in that city, at the time of her departure,
Vol. VII.— SiG, 2L

Late

arrivals at

—

;

:

I

——

(Orleans.

made

not

TEX.4.S.

We

From the
to the 31st ult.
various New Orleans papers before us we make up
the following items. Judge Waller has been appointed postmaster general, and Alden M. Jackson,
Congress was
collector of the port of Galveston.
still in session at Austin, but was expected to close
proposition was
about the middle of this month.
before congress to adopt the common law of EngIt was proland, which it is thought would pass.
posed in congress to lay up the navy in ordinary,
with the exception of one brig and a schooner, and
Provisions vvere plenty
to sell the steamer Lavola.
have Texas dates

A

that the object of the least consideration.

The meeting of
much

yesterday was consequently lookinterest, and it affords us pleasur,
most perffi t
faction were manifested by the nui.^ero.i.> ottj^jvholders present.
There was not, during the morning, heard a single complaint nor an angry query,
and we trust that the report put forth and receiveti
with such evidences of satisfaction, will tend to
renew general confidence, and aid in restoring a
state of feeling necessary to the resuscitation of
trade in our city.
ed to with

to state that the

I-

Bank of the United States, Jan. 6, 1840.
general meeting of the stockholders of the
of the United States was held this day at ten
The Colorado Gazette deprecated the action of o'clock, A. M. agreeably to charter and pursuant
the volunteer Texans in their descent upon Mata- to public notice.
moras, and seems to fear that it will do an essential
Alexander Henry, esq. was called to the chair
The bill, to grant and T.Leaining Smith appointed secretary.
disservice to the new republic.
at Austin,

and the general condition of the country

A

Bank

was good.

the bonds of Texas for $100 ia exchange for $80
The president presented a report from the diviin specie cash, and bearing an annual interest of 10
dend committee, which had been made to and
per cent, has passedthe house of representatives of
adopted by tlie board of directors, as to the condiTexas, and gen'l Hamilton was only waiting for
tion of the bank, which was read by the secretary.
the action of the senate to leave at once for EuThe committee appointed on the 31st ultimo to
rope.
The sale of Galveston lots by the company,

For lots 43 by 120 enquire whether any, and, it an}', what dividend
at immense prices.
$1,800 were freely paid. The San An- for the last six months should be declared out of the
war was spoken off the mouth of profits of the Bank of the United States, report:
That from the statement herewith submitted
Orders were waiting for her at Galthe Sabine.
marked A, it will appear that the amount of profits
veston, to repair at once to the mouth of the Rio
arising
from discounts, exchange, interest andother
fall
of
Matamoras.
Grande, in consequence of the
sources, during the past six months, is one million
one hundred and twenty-one thousand nine hundred
NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
and three dollars and seventy-nine cents,
.Appointments btj tlie president, by and wilk the ad$1,121,903 79
Henry D. Gilpin, of Deducting from this sum
vice and consent of the senate.
Pennsylvania, to be attorney general of the United
the current expences
States, in the place of Felix Grundy, elected a seof the bank and its
nator of the United States from Tennessee.
officers and agencies,
John J. Coleman, register ef the land office at
for the same period,
$190,261 89
Huntsville, Alabama, from 31st December, 1839, And interest on bond to
when his late commission expired.
134,094 76
the United States,
John P. Helfenstein, register of the land office for
324,356 65
has gone off

$1,000

to

tonio schooner of

the district of lands subject to sale at Lima, in the
Ohio, from the 20lh of February, when his
present commission will expire.
Albert Badkolet, register of the land office for the
district of lands subject to sale at Vincennes, in the
state of Indiana, from the 14th of January, 1S40,
when his present commission will expire.
John C. Pedrick, to be consul of the United States
for the port of Rin Grande, in Brazil.
Jesse D. Bright, to be marshal of the U. States
for the district of Indiana, for the term of four years
from the 19th day of January, 1840, when the term
of service of the iiresent marshal will expire.
Samuel Allinson, to be consul of the U. States at
state of

which arrived here yesterday from Savanah-la-Mar, Lyons,
Jamaica,

government troops were on stockholders of the United Stales bank, held yesMatamoras, to assist in frus- terday at the banking house. Our readers need
not be told that the three or four months past have
been marked by more excitement with reference to
fiscal matters and banking than any other period of
time within memory, and the important part which
the U. States bank has been made to perform has

trating the designs ot the federalists on that city;
but, fiom recent accounts from the latter place,
they will be "a day after the fair." The Wetter
brought S'l 50,935 72 in specie to different houses

in

France.

Charles S. McCauley,to be a captain in the navy,
from the 9lh December, 1839.
Harrison H. Cocke, to be a commander in the
navy, from the 3d March, 1839.
Wm. J. McCluney, John B. Montgomery and
Horace B. Sawyer, to be commanders in the navy,
from the 0th of December, 1839.
George McCreery, to be a lieut. in the navy, from

March, 1839.
John A. Winslow, Benj. Moore Dove, James R.
Henry
Waike, Thornton A. Jenkins and Joseph C. Walsh,

the 3d

Sully, Bernard J. Moeller, Ferdinand Piper,

to be lieuts. in the navy, from the 9th Dec. 1839.
John C. Mercer and Samuel C. Lawrason, to be
surgeons in the navy, from the 9th December, 1839.
Edward Bissell, to be purser in the navy, from
the 30th December, 18.39.
John O. Connor Barclay, James B. Gould, Chas.
H. Wheelwright, Richard W. Jeffry and Thos, M.
Porter, to be assistant surgeons in the navy, from
the 17lhof October, 1839.
Wm. A. Nelson, Wm. G. G. Willson and John
H. Wright, to be assistant surgeons in the navy,

from the 9th December, 1839.
United States bank report.

We publish

this

morn-

ing the proceedings at the annual meeting of the

The

To

amount to
$797,547 14
sum must be added the ba-

nett profits will
this

remaining to the credit of
and loss, as reported by the
dividend committee, amount-

lance

profit
last

3,021,289 32

ing lo
also the following sum of two
millions six hundred thousand dollars, being the balance of the bonus
lor the charter foe the unexpired
term of twenty-six years, hereto-

And

fore charged to profit and loss, and
now, by order of the board, restor-

ed to that account, to be rateably
distributed throuehout the remain2,000,000 00
ing term of the charter,

Amounting together to
From which is to deducted

$6,418,836 46
the

sum

one hundred and
thirty-nine thousand nine hundred
and ten dollars and seventy-lour
cents, being losses, and expenses of
interest, and exchange, and specie
1,139,910 74
in Europe and in the U. States,
of one million

Which leaves the sura of
$5,278,925 72
Five millions two hundred and seventy-eight
thousand nine hundred and twenty-five dollars and
seventy -two cents being the aggregate of nett profits.

The committee further report, that the statement
herewith submitted marked B, extiiliwts the last
returns of suspended debt and reai estate, with ai>
estimate of the probable loss, and an account of the
interest due on the same.
The statement C presents a coBiparative view of
these several subjects, aurt the statement marked
D presents the state of the coatingeut fund tq. meet
the losses of the bank.
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THE UNION.

extricating the rail road compafy, thus sancSTATES or THE UNION.
tioning that monster; (a corporation which may be
MAINE.
Governor Fairfield has transmitted his annual legally bankrupt on one side, and blooming in fresh
other) they have voteil to run the
$6,000,000 00 message to the legislature. On the subject of the youth on the

will

appear that the amount of the contingent land

meet

to

losses is six

millions of dollars,
be added the interest
on tliat part of the suspended debt
estimated good, amounting; to six

hundred and twenty-eight thousand
seven hundred and thirty-five dollars and sevenly-eight cents

state ,$600,000 further in debt to perfect their lien
on a road that thuS far has little more than paid the
expense of keeping it in operation; they have re-

controversy with Georgia, he is very calm. He
thinks the feeling in JMaine to interfere with the
state rights of Georgia, as to slave property, is subsiding, and believes the only point in dispute is
whether the two while men claimed by Georgia,
were, in fact, fugitives from justice. "The governor has had a correspondence with the lieutenant governor o( New Brunswick, respectingthe
armed occupation, by two British companies, of
Temiscouata lake, in the disputed territory, and
having ascertained such to be the fact, he calls
upon the president of the United States for that
protection from invasion guarantied by the constitution.
Sir John Harvey seems to admit such an
occupation to be in contravention of the agreement between him and general Scott, but excuses
himself upon the ground that it has taken place

To which may

628,735 78

6,628,735 78
estimated probable loss on sus6,392,651 22
pended debt and real estate is

The

$236,084 56
hundred and thirty-six thousand and eightyfour dollars and filty-six cents more than the estimated probable loss.
The attentioB of the committee has
been called to the great reduction in
under the authorities of Lower Canada."
the liabililies of the bank in the
MASSACHUSETTS.
item of post notes, which on the
The Atlas of the 4th says:
The absentees.
30th of October last amounted to $9,205,SS4 00
eighteen members appeared in the house of repreWhilst at the present time the amount
yesterday
to be sworn, 12 of whom are
sentatives
00
5,000,000
outstanding is less than
whigs and 6 are Van Buren.
Since the vote for speaker, therefore, 25 memexhistatements
From the foregoing
whom are whigs of the
#5,278,925 72 bers have appeared, 15 of
biting a surplus of
most unflinching and uncompromising stamp, and
The committee are of opinion that a dividend 10 are Van Buren. The vote lor speaker showed
could BOW be declared by tije bank, and strong in- 251 whigs, 221 Van Buren. Adding the 25 absenducements to suggest that course would press tees who have since come in, as divided above, it
themselves on the coramittee, if they considered makes 266 whigs, 231 Van Buren. Total 497.
only their wishes to meet the very natural expectaA majority of the committee of the legislature,
tions of the stockholders of the institution, who have reported that Marcus Morton has a majority of
have looked with great confidence to a regular dis- one vote for governor. The vote stands as follows:
tribution of the profits at the accustomed periods. wdiole
number 102,066; necessary for a choice
But, upon mature consideration of the subject, 51,034; Marcus Morton 51,034; Edward Everett
they are induced to believe that the permanent in- 50,725; scattering 307. The entire committee did
of
benefits
terests of the institution and ultimate
not agree on the report, and a minority report was
the stockholders themselves will be promoted by made. The question is yet to be decided by the
withholding

Leaving

Two

The aca dividend lor the present.
legislature.
tual condition of the banks of this state, and reNEW YOHK.
spect for the legislature, now on the eve of assemNew York legislature. On Wednesday the three
and
bling, furnish additional motives to this course,
senators elected from the third district drew lots
admonish the board to direct all its means, and iir for their respective terms of service, which resultmost strenuous efforts, to replace the bank in a ed as follows: Mr. Sandford is senator for one year,
position of increased strength at the earliest posMr. Humphrey lor two years and gen. Root for
sible period.
four years. The three year term is held by Mr.
The committee, therefore, offer the following re- Paige, a Van Buren man, who was elected a year
solution:
Resolved, That it is inexpedient, at this time, to
declare a dividi-nd out of the profits of this bank.
All of which is respectfully submitted,

Gen. Root offered a resolution for a call of a
to amend the constitution of the U.
States, limiting the election of a president to one

ago.

convention

—

appointment of members

bill imposing penalties on the banks for
suspending cash payment, and compelling them to

jected a

of

resume within a reasonable time.
The new tux bill. We are requested

to

call at-

tention to the notice of the tax collector of this disto-day.—
trict, which will be found in our paper
Two new provisions in the tax bill of this year are
estate
real
out
the
all
is,
that
first
The
important.
of the parishes of St. Philip and St. Michael, is to be
returned on oath of the proprietor at its actual value.
The other is embraced in the provision of the act
which imposes a tax of one-eight of one per cent,
upon all purchases and sales of bullion, specie,
bank notes, bills of exchange and stocks, which
may be made by any brokers or agents in this state,
or indifor, or on account of any bank comjiany
vidual, without the state; and also upon
purchases and sales as may be made by

all such
any such
broker or agent, upon his own account, or lor account of others engaged in the same pursuit."
There has been some discussion and not a little
astonishment at the imposition of such a tax. We
understand that the Charleston delegation one and
all questions
all have relumed an "ignorumvs" to
about this remarkable novelty— even the chairman
washes his
bill,
reported
tlie
who
of the coramittee
[Charleston Mercvnj.
hands of all participation.

GEORGIA.
of Saturday morning, says
of the session appears to have been thai,
the bankr
for extending the privileges and capital of

The Argns
The

bill

at Milled"-eville,

and changing

its

name

to Ihatoli

The leading features
the Central bank of Georgia.
the AU'
of this bill, which is before us at length in
authogusta Sentinel, are these: The new bank is
w liili
capital,
its
of
amount
the
rised to issue double
the cncu
the clause in the old charter, restricting
amount of sjiecie on hand and bill; o
the in
other banks, as well as that which limits
debtedness to the amount of capital, or to an;^
lende'
money
new
the
that
so
amount, are repealed;
lation to the

The new ban,
borroiv all it can jet credit for.
promistexpressly authorised to refuse specie on its
c
pay cash on demand, if the holder he the agent
directed t
a bank ivhich does not pay specie. It is
for
it)
got
can
be
that
as
soon
sell at par, (as
tb
stock owned by the state (except that pledged to
university) in the Bank of Augusta, the Planten

may
is

to

H

term prohibiting the
Georgia, and the Daiien ban
congress to office also prohibiting the removal bank of the state of
pait of the capital ol tt
from office by the president without the consentof —the avails to become
the senate, and appointing the secretary of the new bank.
Of the 48 senators who voted for this "bill
treasury by congress. Mr. Furman introduced a
abominations" all but four were friends of the fedi
bill providing for the election of a senator in conThe following staleinent of ships in commission gress the day after the passage of the bill it was ral administration.
passed
Droll legislation in Georgia. A bill
introduced
Fnrter
Mr.
house,
an^ong
onC'
In
the
read
and the stations on which they are cruising is
whii
the 12th inst. yeas 45, nays 39,
the documents accompanying the report of the his bill lor the election of state printer for four senate on
superior or inferior courts of tti
years, and Mr. Thurlow Weed was named in the vests with the
secretary of the navy.
restrictions, tl
and
conditions
certain
under
still
state,
bill
was
The
Mediterranean.— Commodore Isaac Hull, com- bill by a majority of ten votes.
power to incorporate churches, hotels, volunteer at
house adjourned.
mander. Ship of the line Ohio, flag ship, captain under discussion when the
manufacturing companies, change the names of i
PENNSYLVANIA.
Joseph Smith; frigate Brandywine, captain Wm. C.
dividuals, &c.
Harrisburg, Jan. 7, 1840.
Bolton; sloop Cyane, commander W. K. Lattimer.
The Central bank bill has been passed; whi
The
house met this morning at hall past 11
Commodore Alexander Claxton, comPacific
to issue bills to double t
o'clock, and the secretary of the commonwealth authorises the bank
mander. Frigate Constitution, flag ship, captain read the returns of election without iiderrnption, amount of its capital.
A\ e uudeistand in co
Daniel Turner; sloops Lexington, captain John H. as the administration had a decided majority withFirst eflect of the law.
paying out to the membei
Clack; Falmouth, captain Isaac McKeever; St.
out contesting anv of the seats of whig members. sequence of the bank
hundred thousand dolla
Louis, (oinniander French Forrest; schr. Boxer,
Upon the calling of the roll, 79 gentlemen answer- under the law, about one
time suspeni
lieutenant commanding VV. C. Nicholson; Sha:k,
The house then went into an the Central bank has tbr the first the coeicion
e<l to their names.
lieutenant commanding A. Bigelow.
and that too under
election for speaker, and Mr. Hopkins (the late specie payment;
Commodore J. B. Nicholson, speaker) was elected on the first ballot, having re- a hard money parly legislature.
Coast of Brazil
•„
The legislature on Saturday last passed a bill
commander. Razee Independence, flag ship, com- ceived 59 votes.
By the bill
modore J. B. Nicholson; sloop Faiifield, commanThe senate met at three o'clock in the afternoon, rather an extraordinary character. are to set 10
reports,
der Charles Boarman.
and after being organized proceeded to an election banks, in their semi-annual
by the directors and stocktioldi
West Indies Commodore W. B. Shubrick, com- for speaker. Mr. Rogers, of Bucks county, re- the amount due
ten th
the amount of any such exceeds
when
and
scattering
and
2
Penrose
!);
Beverly
ceived
votes;
Mr.
Macedonian,
captain
16
Frigate
mander.
names and the amount are to
Kennon; sloops Ontaiio, comm.inder J. D. William- votes. Mr. Rogers was declared to be duly elected. sand dollars, their
liecordei
[Millcdgeville
It is understood that all the old officers of the published.
son; Erie, commander Wm. N. Taylor; Levant,
At a meeting, m Milled
Tlie presidcncii. ^-c.
Joseph Smoot; Warren, commander VVm. A. Spen- house will be re-eljcted. Mr. Buehler is expected
The contest for ville of the members of the Georgia legislatun
to be elected clerirof the senate.
cer.
following res<
ardent, as five ad- the state rights whig party, the
unusually
he
printing
will
be
East Indies Commodore G. C. Read, comtions were adopted:
for the "spoifi."
mander. Frigate Columbia, commodore G. C. ministration papers are looking
parly
of the s(
riglits
Ucsolved, That the stale
[Phil. Nut. Gaz.
Read; corvette John Adams, commander Thomas
riquested to send I;
ral counties In Ibis state, be
SOUTH CAROLINA.
count
W. Way man.
such
as
delegates
many
as
The results of the late session are thus grouped each county
ol the gen
Exploring expedition Lieutenant commanding together in the Charleston Mercury:
entitled to members in both branches
to be held in Millet
Charles Wilkes.— Sloops Vincennes, lieutenant
convention,
to
a
the
assembly,
requiring
resolutions
They have rejected
commanding C. Wilkes; Peacock, lieut. command- bank of the stale to abstain from speculation in ville on the first Monday in June nexl. to nomii
ing VV. S. Hudson; store ship Relief, lieut. com'g stock and to wilhdraw her ciiculation of small bill.<; candidates for congress; candidates lor presii
A. K. Long; brig Porpoise, lieut. coin'g C. Ring- they have granted an extension of time for enlarg- and vice-president of the United Stales, and
to vote for the latler.
gold.
ing tlie capital of the Bank of Charleston, because, electoral college
opii
Resolved unanimously, as the deliberate
Schooner Grampus, lieut. com'g if required now, the stockholders might find it neSpecial service
neither William Henry 1
John S. Paine.
cessary to let the unselect public into a share of of this meeting, that
Buren, is entitled to the v
.dttuntic coos(— Steam ship Fulton, captain
speculation; they have re-chartered the rail rison nor IMattln Van

M. NEWKIRK,

Chairman of the dividend committee.
motion, the said report was approved, and
the meeting adjourned.
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C. Perry.

the
road bank, independent of

all

ohiigalion to

assist

of the state rights [.arty in Georgia.
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of general interest.
In relation to the banks of that state, there are

The
state,

and the faith of the state is pledged for the redemption of their bills.
State credit is not an effectual
guarantee in ai(t of bank credit always, judging by
this example, as this pledge has not been able to
Jceep Alabama bills at any thing like par, out of
the limits of the state. The banks, it seems, have
ten millions of capital, and have afforded the peoThe gojile only a circulation of three millions.
vernor shows the great evil of government or legislalure directorship.
He gives as an example the
fact, that two sets of directors, elected of course by
the legislature, and the members of the legislature of
two successive years, obtained accommodations to
a larger amount, and will probably be the cause of
greater loss to the banks tkaii ike whole community
uciides.
This looks bad enough, and tells a poor
tale for Uate mumigement in bank atfairs.
.\ Tuscaloosa paper says that a bill has been introduced into the senate of Alabama, to impose a
Single genfine upon all bachelors in that stafe.
tlemen of 25 are to pay ^5, and $3 for each and
every year over that age.

OHIO.
the banks
Ohio house of delegates have
reported bills to repeal the charters of the Ohio
Life Insurance and Trust company, and the Bank
of Chillicothe. The bills were read a first time and
The committee
ordered to lie upon the table.
Ohio legislature.

and currency

1840—MESSAGE OF

—
THE GOVERNOR OF

amount of

The message of the governor to the Alabama legislatare at its opening is spoken of favorably by
the southern press. It oliscnsses but few subjects
Bome singular disclosures in the message.
state bank and branches are owned by the

18,

The committee on

in the

these institutions have forfeited their
charters by the issuing of post notes.
state that

ILLINOIS.

VVe understand that a resolution before the directory of the State bank yesterday, to resume
specie payments to-day, was lost by a large maThe 60 days duritig which by the chatter,
jority.
the bank may suspend specie payments, e.vpire today. The bank having declined to resume, and
the legislature having refused to legalize the suspension, tbe charterof the bank is therefore forfeitWhether the legislature will I'estore it, or not,
ed.
by the bank's submitting to certain measures of
reform in her charter, remains to be seen. It is
impossible for us at present to say what will be the
VVe understand that the directory of the
result.
bank have passed a resolution discharging the clerks
and some other officers of the bank, after a certain
day, which we understand to be a preliminary
measure to the closing of the concerns of the bank.
[111. State Journal of Villi ult.

MESSAGE OF THE GOVERNOR OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK.
Fellow citizens of the senate and assembly;
The experience of the past year teaches us that
the most perfect form of government and the most
favored condition of society cannot exempt us from
VVe have, nevertheless,
the vicissitudes of life.
great cause of thankfulness to the Universal FaThe seasons have been propitious, we have
ther.
been free from the ravages of peslilence and the calamities of war; the earth has yielded abundant fruits,
and notwithstanding the embarrassments which
have been felt by every class of society, the comforts of life were never more equally or more profusely distributed. Industry has not been diverted
from its pursuits, and mutual confidence, although
temporarily shaken, has still a firm support in the
prevalence of morality and the supremacy of the
laws. The credit of the state remains nnimpai.-ed,
and its currency has in a great degree escaped the
evils which have elsewhere proved disastrous.
Peaceful relations have been maintained with foreign countries, and the harmony of the states
The great safeguards of
has not been disturbed.
our liberty remain; all the elements of our national prosperity have b;^en preserved; and we are
permitted to rejoice with increased confidence in
the durability of the union and the perpetuity of
public institutions.
The officer having charge of the fiscal department will lay before you full information concerning the condition of the treasury. The revenues of
the state have increased during the fiscal year.
The auction duties have amounted to .§225,401 84,
being an increase over those of the preceding year
of .$S3,299 49. The amount received for salt duties has been §189,363 12, being an excess over
those of the previous year of .§180,333 57.
I respectfully refer you to the report which will
be submitted by the commissioners of the canal
fund, for detailed information concerning that liind
The
and the operations of the commissioners.

tolls, including rents of surplus water
and sales of lands, on all the canals during the last
fiscal year was $1,656,902 11, being an increase
over the receipts of tbe previous year of ^165,202
15.
The whole amount of charges upon the canals
excepting interests on loans, was $599,099 37,
which deducted from the receipts leaves the nett
proceeds from tolls $4,057,802 74. The amount
of charges has been increased $139,111 78, during
the past year by payments, in pursuance of legislative direction, for the Glenn's falls feeder, for the
improvement of the Tonawanda and Ellicot creeks,
and for the Black River canal, and Erie canal feeder
and by payments under special acts for previous
liabilfties, leaving the ordinary charges at $459,987
59.
The charges of the preceding year, after deducting the extaordinary payment for the Glenn's
falls feeder, were $562,315 32, showing a diminution in the ordinary charges during the last fiscal
year of $102,327 73.

The ])rodiictive capital of the common school
fund at the close of the last fiscal year was .$1,932,431
99, to which has since been added the sum of
$45,647 64, making an aggregate of $1,978,067 63.
The revenue during the year, including $165,000
appropriated from the income of the U. S. deposite
fund, to the support of common
schools, was
$282,472 27. The amount paid out of the treasury
was $275,000.
The capital of the literature fund is $263,164 38.
The revenue during the year, including $28,000
appropriated from the income of the U. S deposite
fund, was 43,409 07.
The amount paid from this
revenue was $47,978 46.
The bank fund has a capital of $818,850 50. Its
revenue during the year was $36,6.38 20. There
has been paid during the same period to contributing banks, on account of dividends, $29,682 51.
The improvement which has taken place in all
the revenues of the state, while it must be highly
gratifying to our fellow citizens, will, I hope, only
conduce to greater economy in the management of
public affairs.
The fourth instalment of the U. S. surplus revenue, which was directed to be distributed among
the states by an act of congress, is still withheld.
The portion of that instalment due to this state is
Relying upon prompt payment
$1,333,178 57.
of that instalment, the state has loaned an equivalent sura to her citizens.
I cannot doubt that you
will insist upon ihe fulfilment of the pledge of the
federal government, and will, at the same time, prothe withdrawal of the instalments already received.
Two hundred and nine convicts were received,
within the year, into the state prison at Mount
test against

Pleasant.
The wdiole number of convicts in that
prison is eight hundred and five. The amount received for labor during the past year including, the
value of marble furnished lor the construction of
the new state hall, was $73,203 34.
The expenditures, including moneys paid for the completion of
the prison for female convicts, and the expense of
transportation of convicts, were .$73,449 81.
The number of convicts in the state prison at

Auburn

is

six

hundred and sixty-five.

The number

received during the year was two hundred and twenty-eight. The earnings of the prison, during the year,
were $60,161 46, and the expenditures $51,671 21.
The high reputation whicii this state had acquired from the improvement of its criminal code, and
from its system of penitentiary discipline, has recently become impaired by very general complaints
of inhumanitv in the management of our prisons.
While the jmnishinent of offenders should always
be enforced with firmness, the spirit of the age
manifestly requires that discipline should be tempered with kindness; and that moral influence,
rather than severe corporeal punishment, should be
employed to secure the submission, and promote
the reformation of the convict.
I trust that you
will bestow early attention upon the defects of the
present system, and I respectfully suggest that pro.
vision be made by law for ihe instruction of con-

——
.
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and with the most salutary results. The establishment of a similar institution in the western part of
the state is desired by a very large number of our
fellow citizens. The proposition derives weight
from the consideration of the expense of transporting oH'enders from distant counties, and the cost of
maintaining them in a populous city, and will doubtless receive at your hands the discriminating favor
to

which

it is

justly entitled.

The institution lor the instruction of the blind
continues to discharge its responsibilities with good
success. It has sixty-six pupils, of whom fifty-nine
are state pupils, and there are sixty-nine vacancies
to be filled from the different counties, in pursuance of the law passed at the last session. The institution for the deaf and dumb administers its inestimable benefits to one hundred and seventy pupils,
maintains its high reputation, and enjoys the unmeasured confidence and kindness of the communiamong whom it is located. One hundred and
twenty of these pupils, being the full number allowed by law, are supported at the expense of the
ty

state.
I transmit a report of the commissioners appointed to superintend the erection of the lunatic asylum,
from which you will learn that they are prosecuting
their important duties with efficiency.
Our scientific institutions continue to maintain
their high reputation.
Twenty-five students were
graduated at Columbia college within the year, and
that institution has now one hundred and thirtyeight members. The number of graduates at the
university of the city of New York was twentyeight, and its present number of under-graduates is
eighty. The grammar school connected with that
institution contains two hundred and sixty pupils.
One hundred and six students received their first
degree at Union college, and it has now two hundred and seventy -eight members. There are ninety-two students at Hamilton college, and seventeen
were graduated within the year. Geneva college
has thirty-three students.
The state is a creditor of the university of the
city of New York for materials furnished by the
state prison at Mount Pleasant and used in the con-

struction of the collegiate buildings. The trustees
of that institution will apply for a relinquishment
of the debt.
I have great pleasure in transmitting
to you a document containing a view of the rise,
progress and present condition of the university.
The liberal principles upon which it was established, the munificent endowments of its founders and
patrons, and the perseverance with wdiich it has
surmounted many and great embarrassments, as
well as the promise of its usefulness, guaranteed by
new and auspicious councils, commend the appeal
of the trustees to the favorable consideration of the
legislature.

You will learn with great satisfaction that the
for the establishment of libraries in
the school districts has been carried info successful
operatio.i in most parts of Ihe state, and that measures have been adopted, in pursuance of an act
past at the last session to secure an efficient visitation of the common schools.
Although our system of public education is well
endowed, and has been eminently successful, there
is yet occasion for the benevolent and enlightened
action of the legislature. The advantages of education ought to be secured to many, especially in
our large cities, whom orphanage, the depravity of
parents, or some form of accident or misfortune
seems to have doomed to hopeless poverty and ignorance. Their intellects are as susceptible of expansion, of improvement, of refinement, of elevation
and of direction, as those minds which through the
favor of Providence are permitted to develop themselves under the influence of better fortunes; they
inherit the common lot to struggle against temptations, necessities and vices; they are to assume the
law providing

same domestic,

social

and

political

relations;

and

they are born to the same ultimate destiny.
The children of foreigners, found in great numbers in our populous cities and towns and in the vivicts, and for supplying them with such books as cinity of our public works, are too often deprived
shall conduce to their reformation.
of the advantagesof our system of public education,
I also invite your attention to the condition of in'consequence of the prejudices arising from differour county jails. The baleful influence of vicious ence of language or religion. It ought nevertn be forassociation is too often promoted by the defects in gotten that the public welfare is as deeply concerntheir construction, and the experience they furnish ed in their education as in that of our own children
f do not hesitate, therefore, to recommend the esis calculated to destroy whatever remains of generous spirit or virtuous motive=. Their defects de. tablishment of schools in which they may be inmanil correction, not less upon the ground of econo- structed by teachers speaking in the same language
my than from considerations of humanity, and if with themselves, and professing the same faith.
we would not fall into a common error, we should There would be no inequality in such a measure,
seek to reclaim less hardened offenders by cultivat- since it happens from the force of circumstances, if
ing their moral feelings while we arc dispensing the not from choice, that the responsibilities of education are in most instances confided by us to native
punishment awarded to their crimes.
You will learn from the report of the managers citizens, and occasions seldom offer for a trial of
of the house of refuge, that the responsibilities of our masrnanimity by committing that trust to perthat institution have been discharged with elfiency sons differing from ourselves in language or reli-
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Since we have opened our country in all its
every nation, we should
evince wisdom equal to such generosity by qualifying their children lor the high responsibilities of

gion.

lullriessto the oppressed of

citizenship.

The time assigned for the completion of the geological survey of the state is about to expire. High
expectations of its usefulness have been raised by
the partial reports which have Irom time to time
been submitted to the legislature, and provision
should be made for the ))reserviiliori of the invaluable scientific treasures which have been collected.
Extensive as the collection is, it will probably be
continually increased by new contributions. The
place assigned for its accommodation should, thereThe encouragefore, be spacious and accessible.
ment of agriculture, by the more general dissemination of the sciences which it employs, has been the
subject of frequent recommeHdations from this department, and of much discussion in the legislature.
The geological survey may be regarded as laying
the foundation of institutions for popular instruction
in these sciences, and I confidently anticipate that
it will not only develop the mineral resources of
the state, but will secure to agriculture its rightful
consideration and influence.
The whole number of the militia of the state is
180,103, of which 7,427 are cavalry and horse-artillery, 9,256 are artillery, 160,420 are infantry, including light-infantry and rirtemen, and 3,000 are
cavalry anil artillery attached to brigades of infantry.
It is manifest that the militia system has lust
some of the popular respect with which it was once
regarded, and has received little of that legislative
care which is necessary to preserve the usefulne.'S
and efficiency of all our institutions. This cannot
be prudent, unless it is wise to forget in jieace the
probability of war, and in undisturbed tranquillity
the danger of civil commotion. I trust, therefore,
that you will take measures to bring the subject before congress, in order lo accomplish the necessary
reform. It is possible that some of the defects of
the system may be reached by our own legislation.
At present the rich and the fortunate evade, in a
great degree, the performance of military duty,
while its expenses and sacrifices fall without abatement upon those members of society who are least
If it be necessary to preserve
able to bear them.
the organization of so many of our citizens as are
now enrolled, which is at least doubtful, it is, at all
events, just and consonant with the spirit of our institutions, that the taxes and burdens of the militia
service should be equalized.
The laws by which judges of the county courts
are authorised to interfere with the boards of supervisors in the appointment of commissioners of
deeds, county treasurers, and county superintendents of the poor, manifest an unjust and unwise
distrust of tiie intelligence and virtue of the people,
and a want ofdue regard to the sacredness of the
The democratic principles of the
judicial ofiice.
I
constitution demand the repeal of those laws.
niso respecfully recommend that provision be made
for the election of commissioners of deeds by the
people.
The imprisonment ofnon-resident debtors against
whom no fraudulent practice or intent is alleged,
operates injuriously to the interests of trade, and can
be defended upon no ground which was not abandoned when the great principle was established in
this state that the personal liberty of the honest but
nnlbrlunate debtor out not to be subjected to the
caprice or cupidily of an unfeeling creditor.
Foreigners entitled to be naturiilized, and desirous of tile privileges of citizenship, ought rather
lo be encouraged than deterred, as they frequently
are by the onerous charges attending the requisite
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the full ate measures for restoring the supremacy of the
and uninterrupted exercise of the elective franchise laws. Unwilling, however, to resort to tlie extreme
by all those, whether rich or poor native or natura- remedy until every other measure had failed. I
lized, whatever may be their employment or condi- deemed it proper for the sheriff to sue out process
tion in life, to whom that inestimable privilege is in the name of the people against the resisters, and
to make a farther etibrt to perform his duty with the
guaranteed.
The constitution provides that every male citi- aid of the armed power of his county. iVIeasures
zen of the age of twenty-one years, who shall have were taken at the same time to have in readiness a
been an inhabitant of this state one year next pre- sufficient force to sustain thesheriff if the effort thus
ceding any election, and for the last six months a to be made should prove ineffectual. Information
resident of the county where he may olier his vote, was subsequently communicated to me by him that
shall be entitled lo vote in the town or ward where he had proceeded with the armed power of his
he actually resides. High judicial authorities differ counry and had been met by a large concourse of
It is within persons, sufficient in number to overpower hiiD,and
as tothe meaning of the word resident.
the power of the legislature to define this terra, and assembled with the obvious purpose of obstructing
such a measure is highly necessary, as well to re- him in the performance of his duty. This informalieve doubts as to secure the enjoyment of the elec- tion was accompanied by a renewal of hi? applicaStill desirous, if possible,
tive franchise to those of our fellow citizens whose tion for a military force.
occasional or temporary employment in the naviga- to prevent a resort lo such force, I issued a proclaresisters the nature of
setting
before
the
mation,
public
upon
our
tion of our canals and rivers, and
works, produces doubts concerning the place where their conduct, and the painful, but inevitable, consequence of persisting in it, enjoining Ihera to disthey are entitled lo vote.
The reorganization of the court of chancery, perse, and appealing to all good citizens to assist in
with an abridgment of the jurisdiction and patron- maintaining the supremacy of the laws. In order,
age of the chancellor, is alike indispensable to en- however, in any event to secure this result, I directsure the personal security of thecitizen, and to pre- ed, as required by law, a military force to proceed
serve the harmony of our judicial system. The to the scene of resistance, and provided lor a reinIt is
proceedings in that court are attended with vexa- forcement, should it be found necessary.
Questions of creditable to the citizens who had inconsideralelv
tious delay and intolerable expense.
equity peculiarly demand the consultations of a become involved in unlawful proceedings, that they
bench, and the mass of appeals, interlocutory mo- dispersed very soon after these measures had been
tions and original causes is too great for any one adopted, and the sheriff proceeded without additionchancellor to hear and decide, consistently with a al military aid to execute the process of the law. It
proper discharge of the duties required of him as a soon became manifest that no farther organized resistance would be offered, and the militia were i
member of the court for the correction of errors.
The benefils anticipated from the reduction of thereupon immediately withdrawn. Although the {
the number of justices of the supreme court, and occasion was one to be deeply regretted, yet it is a
the distribution of a portion of the powers and du- source of satisfaction that a very large proportion of
ties among eight circuit judges, have not been rea- those engaged in the resislence were immediately
convinced of Ihe error of their proceedings, relinlized.
I therefore respectfully suggest the expediency quished their designs and manifested a cheerful and
of dispensing with the office of vice-chancellor and patriotic submission to the laws. It is also gralilycircuit judge, and of providing for amendments of ing that this desirable end was attained with little
the constitution which shall direct the appointment public inconvenience, and without destruction of :j
of three chancellors, with co-ordinate powers, and property or loss of life. To this result, the mili'ia,
by their alacrity, prudence and good conduct, conof additional justices of the supreme court.
The collection of debts is unnecessarily delayed tributed in an eminent degree.
The resistance to the shei iff rose out of a conby forms, embarrassed by technicalities and burthened with costs. The evil experienced, might, troversy between the tenants of Ihe manor of Rensand its proprietor. The lands in that
selaerwick
prevented,
had
the
nedegree,
have
been
great
in a
cessary rules of practice and pleading been estab- manor are held under ancient leases, by which mines
lished by the couit themselves. It is worthy, howe- and hydraulic privileges, rents payable in kind,'
ver, of consideration, whether the power now ex- personal sei vices, and quarter sales are reserved.
ercised by the court of chancery in reaching the Such tenures, introduced before the revolution, are'

to establish the necessary safeguards for

;

I

—

equitable property of a debtor may not be entrusted
in a great degree to the common law courts, and
whether the ruinous expenses attending the foreclosure of mortgages in cfiancery may not be avoided by the more staple method of sale alter advertisement, and after personal notice to parlies having
encumbrances on the mortgaged premises. The
forms of pleadings are unnecessarily prolix, and dilatory, and evasive pleadings ought to be more effecParties snould be allowed to pertually prevented.
fect judgments in vacation as well as during the
terms of the courts. The alienation of land should
be facilitated by requiring all incumbrances and
aliens to be recorded or docketed in the coiinty
where the land is situated. The jurisdiction of
justices' courts ought to be extended to litigated
cases where the amount involved does not exceed

regarded as inconsistent with existing institutions,
and have become odioiis to those who hold under
them. They are unfavorable to agricultural improvement, inconsistent with the prosperity of Ihe
districts where they exist, and opposed to sound
policy and the genius of our inslilulions. The extent of territory covered by the tenures involved
in the present controversy, and the great numbers
of our fellow citizens interested in the questions
which have grown out of them, render the subject

Disabilities in relation to the
legal jiroceedings.
acquisition and alienation of real estate by resident
foreigners are a remnant of feudal principles, believed to be not only unnecessary tor the security
of the state, but inconsistent with the spirit of our
constitution, and injurious to the general prosperi-

the same power over the remedies upon contracts
between landlord and tenant as over all other Ibiins
one hundred dollars.
The compensation of public officers is generally of legal redress. JN'or is the subject altogether
It was brought
derived from the equal contribution of those lor new in the legislation of the slate.
whose benefit their services are rendered, but that under consideration in 1S12, by a bill reported by
of attorneys, solicitors and officers of the courts of three jurists of distinguished eminence and ability.
justice is unhafipily oftenobtained fiom those whose I trust, therefore, that some measure may be adoptcondition ought rather lo excite sympathy than to ed, which, without the violation of contracts, or
expose them to additional burthens. The legisla- injustice to either party, will assiniilale the tenures
ture should, in a season of adversity like the in question to those which experience has pioied
present, diminish the expenses of legal proceedings, to be more accordant with the principles of repubas far as can be done consislenlly with the full and lican government, and more conducive to the geneperfect administration of justice, would advance the ral prosperity, and the peace and harmony of so-

ty.
It is worthy of your consideration, whether
the time has not arrived for the adoption of a more
liberal policy, and whether the temporary relief
from these disabilities which has heretofore been
granted, chiefly in favor of individuals, may not
now be made general an<l permanent.
I beg leave to refer you to the suggestions contained in my last message, concerning the laws
regulating elections.
It is of vital importance to
the security of our institutions, not only that our
elections should be conducted with imparliality,
and should thu» express the will of the majority of
the people, but tliat there should be entire and uni
The acquiesc
versil confidence io tlieir purity
«nce required of the minoiity cannot bo expected
to be rendered with cheer lU loess, if it be at all questionable whether the public will is truly expressed.
1 cannotdou-bt Hut you wUJ fee) it to be your duly

permanent usefulness of the profession of the law,
promote the happiness of society, and deservedly
obtain the gratitude of the people.
It was represented to me, on the 5th of December
last, by the sheriff of Ihe county of Albany, that he
had, on many occasions during several months previous, been resisted in the performance of his duty,
and prevented from executing process of the supreme court, and that he had been unable to overcome the resistance with the unarmed force of his
county. He thereupon applied to me to call out a
sufficient military force to enable him to execute
Proofs were subthe process committed to him.
milted to me, which went to show that the resistance was preconcerted and organized, and fluit it
extended over a large portion of his county. The
nature and duration of the resistance complained of,
appeared to ine to require the adoption of immedi-

ciety.
requisition

.

1

worthy of the consideration of the

i

legislature.

While' full force is allowed to the circumstancethat the tenents cuter voluntarily into such stipulations, the state has always recognized its obligation to promote the general welfare, and giiaid individuals against oppression.

A

The

legislature has

was made upon me

in

July

last,

by the executive of Virginia, lor the delivery of
three persons as fugitives from justice, charged
with having feloniously stolen a negro slave in that
state.
I declined to comply with "the requisition,
upon the grounds that the right to demand arid the
reciprocalobligations to surrender fugitives from
justice between sovereign and independent nations,
as defined by the laws of nations, includes only
those cases in which the acts cnnstitnting the olfcnce charged are recognized as crimes by Ihe universal laws of all cii'ilized countries; that the object of Ihe provision contained in the constitution
of the United States authorising the demand and
surrender of fugitives charged with treason, felony
or other crime, was to recognise and establish thrs
principle of the law of nations in the natural lela-
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of the states as independent, equal and sove
reign coinuiunities; that the acts charged upon the

lioirs

I

I

I

persons demanded were not recognized as criminal
by the laws of this state, or by the universal laws
of all civilized couutiies; and that consequently
the case did not fall within the provision of the
constitution of the United States.
The governor of Virginia in his last annual message referred the subject to the consideration of the
legislature of that slate, and declared that my construction of the constitution of the United States
could not be acquiesced in or submitted to. He
added, that if it were allowed to prevail, and no relief could be obtained against what he designated
as a flagrant invasion of the rights of Viiginia,
eitlier by an amendment of the constitution of the
United States, or by the action of the legislature of
Virginia, it might ultimately become the important
and solemn duty of Virginia to appeal from the
cancelled obligations of the national compact to
oii:;inal rights and the laws of self-preservation.
1 confess my surprise that it
should in any part
of [he union be regarded as a new arid startling doctrine that the tonstitutional power of the executive
ot any other state to demand the surrenderof a citizen of this state to be carried to the former and
trii-d for an offence committed there, is limited to
cases in which the olfence charged is recognized
as criminal by tile statute laws of this slate, by the
common law, or by the universal laws ot mankind.
IVurcan I withhold the expression of my sincere
re,Tet that a construction of the constitution, manife.-^lly necessary to maintain the sovereignty of this
stale, and the personal rights of her citizens should
be regarded by tlie executive of Virginia as justifying, in any contingency, a menace of secession
from the union.
The subject is one which appertains to the executive department. The duties of that department
:n such cases are prescribed by the constitution of
[he United States, and not by the constitution or
laws of this slate. Nevertheless, the respect 1 entertain for the executive of Virginia, as well as the
Jeference I owe to the legislature of this state, induce ine to transmit herewith the correspondence
which has taken place.
Our fellow citizens in various parts of the state
»ill very justly call your attention to the condition
)f the currency.
are a commercial people.
We are rendered so by the location of our country,
ts physical formation, its variety of climate and
)roductions, and its internal commnnications by
and and water; by the operation of republican inititutions and equal laws; by our wants; by our relources; by our enterprise; by the mutual confince arising from moral and intellectual ciillivaion; by the intercourse existing among the cilizens
it the several stales, and
by our relations with 16reign nations.
The federal government has heieofore encouraged commerce by entering into comnercial treaties, by the establishment of a navy, by
he reduction of imposts; and by the improvement
f rivers and harbors on our lakes, as well as on the
ea board. The legislature of the several states
ave seconded this policy by increasing the facili-

We

The promotion ot" commerce in all
branches allbrds the most effectual encourageagriculture and manufactures, because
ommerce is only an exchange of productions.
The wauls of one region are supplied by the labor
r another, and thus the industry of all is rewarded.
)ur internal commerce knows no political or georaphical lines. It pervades every region, seeking
nd exchanging the surplus productions of every
-partment of industry.
To effect this exchange a currency or medium is
hidispensable, and it should every where have the
ighest attainable uniformity of value.
A mixed
urrency, coin|)Osed of coin and paper, redeemable
n coin, has unavoidably resulted from the condiion of our country and our intercourse with foeign nations. That such a currency is far better
ban one exclusively metallic, is proved by conies for trade.

ts

aent to

fasting the general prospeiily of the coiinlries in
fliich il is employed with the condition of those
fhich use only the precious metals.
But it is atfended by the disadvantage of a liability to expanion beyond the legitimate wants ol trade, and in

rderto prevent such expansions as far as possible,
nd mitigate their evils, it must be subjected to
egulation.
It is a consequence of the independent
ction of the legislatures of the several states, that

money issued under their authority must,
the absence of adequate regulation, be unequal
security and in convertibility, and the amount
ssued must often be disproportioned to the exigenies of trade.
Heretofore Ihe federal government
las discharged the responsibility of such regulation,
lilt, for some time past, congress has made no proision for that important purpose, and the currency
I the country has been supplied by paper money

he paper
n
1
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issued under the authority of twenty-six different carry the currency of the country to Ihe principal
If the amount of its issues collected at the
states, in amounts limited by other wants than those mart.
of trade, and regulated upon other considerations place assigned for redemption were to be made
than those which regard the general interests of the known to any bank, it could be required to transmit
its funds to that place after a reasonable interval of
whole country.
The exch.inge of productions between distant time, and thus be relieved from Ihe necessity of
parts of the country is burlhened with ruinous ex- providing an equal amount to meet demands at
penses, and the prompt collection of debts is ren- home. If this system should receive legislative
dered impossible. Internal commerce has suffered sanction, the comptroller might be required to apa check, and derangement is felt in every depart- ply the safety fund without delay to the redempment of business. The expenses, losses, and sacri- tion of the balance which a bank had neglected or
fices resulling from the embarrassments of trade refused to pay after receiving the requisite notice,
if such balance did not exceed a just proportion of
fall ultimately upon those engaged in productive
industry, ami cause a depreciation in the value of the whole fund. This system has been partially in
labor, of the fruits of the earth, and of the soil itself. operation, and is understood to have been very sucIn the present instance, the evils have been aggra- cessliil. These suggestions are submitted in the
vated by a long and severe derangement in our fo- hope that they may be useful in your discussions of
reign commerce. As if the neglect of its appropri- this important subject.
The necessity of a revision of the general bankate and important functions were not enough, the
federal government has contributed to increase the ing law, as recommended in my annual message
general embarrassment, by manifesting a persever- at the last session, has greatly increased during the
ing hostility to the institutions of the states, and past year. It is alleged, and with too many evihas disturbed the general confidence by efforts to dences of truth, that the stock deposited with the
introduce a metallic currency. The introduction comptroller as a basis for circulating notes, has
of such a currency is impracticable, and would be been in some instances purchased or paid for with
unjust if it were practicable, because it would re- the notes issued upon the same stock. Such a proquire our citizens, in the absence of necessity or ceeding is manifestly an evasion of the statute, and
quale motive, to reduce the value of labor and care should be taken to guard against it for the
properly to the depreciated standard of a specie future. Some of Ihe associations have issued post
circulation.
To the people of this state, and all notes as currency. This practice is unquestionably
who resort to her great commercial market, the a violation of the spirit of Ihe law, reprehensible in
measures adopted by the federal government to itself and fraudulent to the community.
It ought not to excite surprise that the system of
carry this project into effect, have been productive
of linmitigaled evil, while the earnestness with free banking should in its commencement have been
which our fellow cilizens, in some portions of the embarrassed by difficulties, or that institutions should
union, sustain those measures, proves that they en- occasionally have been established where they were
dure the same evils with a fallacious hope of being not needed. When we reflect that we have been
able to transfer to themselves a considerable por- for thirty years improving the system of banking by
tion of the commerce which is now enjoyed by incorporations, we ought to exercise forbearance
New York. I trust, therefore, that those measures towards one which has just come into existence.
will receive no support from us, but that whatever In the midst of a pecuniary revulsion only two of
influence the sanction of the legislature may have, the associations have been closed, and they have
There is,
will be exerted in favor of a policy that shall im- occasioned no loss to the community.
mediately restore the prosperity of the union, and therefore, no sufficient ground for doubting the
final success of the system, with those modificapreserve the commercial advantages of our state.
The currency heretofore established in the state tions which experience may from time to time sugthrough the agency of safety fund banks had a safe gest. Among these there should obviously be a
and wholesome action while the currency of the na- plan for the redemption of the notes of tbe assotion was regulated by the federal government. But ciated banks similar lo that suggested in reference
While the system affords
that system became odious as a monopoly, and the to the safety fund banks.
unequal distribution of its privileijes and the cor- all the requisite facilities and security for sound
rupting tendency of applications for legislative char- and safe banking, it is obviously so much more
ters spread discontent and alarm throughout the equal in its operation, and so much less liable to be
state.
From these circumstances resulted the law perverted to political designs, that I trust you will
which authorises the business to be carried on by omit no effort to correct its defects and ensure its
Either of these sys- successful operation.
associations without charters.
Permit me to express a confident hope that you
tems would, under ordinary circumstances, have
furnished a currency for this state, which within will not add longer delay to that which has already
our own boundaries would have been uniform and unfortunately occurred in filling the vacancy in the
readily convertible into specie; and as exchanges representation of this state in the senate of the U.
are generally in favor of this state, would have States.
The action of the federal government, always
been equally useful in other states. Although our
banking institutions have not, as on a former occa- important, has within a few years past excited unsion, suspended Ihe payment of specie, the farmer, usual interest. Under the uniform system of policy
the mechanic and the merchant, are obliged to re- maintained from the foundation of the government,
ceive bank notes whose full value cannot be realis- our country enjoyed a career of prosperity intered without presenting them for redemption at a rupted only by brief intervals in which that policy
The commerce of the state is em- was counteracted by circumstances arising out of
distant ]>lace.
barrassed, and agricultural and manufacturing in- the violation of our rights by belligerent European
The country has experienced a great
dustry are oppressed with the extortion of brokers nations.
and u.-urers. However Ihe federal government may change within the last three years. A pressure is
interests and throughout its whole exall
its
the
evils
of
UUJn
functions,
proper
choose to neglect its
onr domestic currency are within your reach, and tent, and every effort to rise has been followed by
greater depression. The federal executive, in his
I trust they will be the subject of speedy and efrecent communication to congress, extends no hope
fectual relbrm.
these evils, but urges the adoption of
It is a high privilege to furnish a circulating me- of relief from
measures, the very discussion ol which has producby
charconferred
be
privilege
whether
that
dium,
disastrous consequences.
We arn
ter, or enjoyed under the more equal operation of a ed only the most
an industrious, economical, enlightened and virtuous
It partakes of the responsibilities and
general law.
hindered
by
hereditary
is
no
prosperity
Our
state,
people.
of
a
sovereignty
dignity which belong to Ihe
and its profitableness has been evinced by extraor- inequalities of political rights or social condition.
dinary dividends and accumulations. It is there- We have enjoyed peace and tranquillity for twentyIf then there be any virtue in forms of
fore not demanding an unjust or unreasonable equi- five years.
valent to require those who enjoy this privilege to government, ours ought, if well administered, to seprosperity and general content and
national
Various
cure
currency.
uniform
maintain a sound and
plans have been suggested to accomplish this im- happiness. The power and influence of the exeOne of these contemplates the em- cutive department of the federal government, are
portant object.
ployment of the bank fund, with equivalent con- greatly increased, and the history of that governyears, exhibits a constant
tributions from associations formed under the ge- ment, for Ihe last few
the executive to control the
neral law, to redeem in the city of Albany the bills struggle on the part of
of the several banks. It is probably a sufficient representatives of the people. His appeals from
objection to this plan, that it would pervert the their decisions have been tried by popular elections
bank funri from its ligitiinate object, and jeopard for the first, second and third time.
A second system is to require the In such trials the representative has to contend
its security.
combined influence
country banks to redeem their notes either in the singly and unaided against Ihe
The and patronage of the government. Not content
city of New York or in the city of Albany.
objection to this plan is, that it would be unjust to with the already overshadowing powers of the narequire a banking institution to provide funds for tional government, the president has arraigned bepaying its liabilities at two places, at its own coun- fore congress the institutions of the states, and tho
The force of this objection is states themselves, and has discussed their domestic
ter and elsewhere.
weakened by the fact that the operations of trade concerns with as great freedom as if they were re-
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sponsible to the federal government, and were not
sovereign in the conduct of their municipal ali'airs.
These innovations furnish a new demonstration of
the error of those who, at the adoption of the constitution, supposed the federal government too unstable, and the power and influence of the executive
department too limited, The time seems to have arrived, when the ailoption of measures to restrain
the increasing power of the executive, and maintain
the necessary independence of the states, should
no longer be delayed. Among such measures none

would be more safe, more etfectuai, or more in
harmony with democratic principles, than amendments of the constitution of the U. States, which
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injustice to other claims upon the public munificence. The act of 1833 directed the enlargement
to be undertaken when the canal board should be
of opinion that the public interest required the im-

provement, and

its

extent was submitted

to their

It will not, I hope, be deemed disrespectful to remark, that the first step in this great
undertaking, the delegation of the legislative power
to a board not directly responsible to the people,
was a departure from the spirit of the constitution,
so unfortunate in its consequences, that it should
remain a warning to all future legislatures. The
expense of the enlargement is now estimated at
$28,402,863; yet the law by which it was autho-

discretion.

THE GOVERNOR OF
Of the Erie canal enlargement,
Of the Black River canal.
Of the Genesee Valley canal.

Making an aggregate of

N.

YORK.

$23,402,863 02
2,141,601 63
4,900,122 79

$30,441,587 79

insteail of $15,375,202 49; the original estimated
cost of those works.
The practice has recently obtained to some extent
of testing the expediency of any proposed improveent by adding to its estimated cost the real and
nominal indebtedness of the state, together with
the sums for which the credit of the state is pledg-

ed or in any event authorised to be pledged, and of
assuming that the aggregate will be the debt of the
should vest in congress the appointment of the rised, passed without any estimate having been sub- state if the proposed improvement should be adoptchief financial officers of goverinuent, and limit the mitted to the legislature, and with scarcely any dis- ed. This test has also been applied to the undertenvire of the presidential office to one term.
cussion
If completed on the present scale, the ca- takings in which the state has already engaged, with
It is a source of the highest satisfaction, that not- nal will surpass in magnitude every other national the following results:
withstanding all adverse circumstances, the prose- work of internal improvement; yet all the respon- The existing canal debt for works
cution of works of internal improvement with pri- sibilities in reference to the dimensions and cost of
completed, (exclusive of the
vate capital has not been arrested during the past
enlargement seem to have been cast off' as unErie and Champlain canal debt,
year, but has been carried on with patriotic and worthy of the consideration of the legislature. The
for the payment which a fund has
praiseworthy assiduity and with great success.
same act provided that after the year 1837 the exaccumulated).
,$3,476,859 6S
That section of the New York and Erie rail road, penditures upon that work should be so limited as The debt of the general fund.
2,472,217 92
about fifty-live miles in length, which extends from to leave from the canal revenues, without reference The a'jgregate sum for which the
Tappan, or the Hudson river, to JVIiddletown, in to auction and salt duties, an annual income to the
credit oi^ the state has been hereOrange county, will soon be completed. The re- state of at least three hundred thousand dollars, over
tofore pledged and directed to
sult will, it is hoped, vindicate the whole enterprise and above all ordinary repairs and expenditures on
be pledged in aid of canals and
irom unjfist prejudices, and contribute to hasten its the Erie and Champlain canals.
rail roads,
4,610,000 00
consummation. The Long Island rail road has been
In 1836, lor the first time, an estimate of the ex- Estiniated cost of the enlargement
extended farther into the interior of the island. By pense of the enlargement was submitted to the leof the Erie canal, and the conthe completion of the Utica and Syracuse and the gislature by the ca'nal board, by which it was calstruction of the Genesee Valley
Syracuse and Auburn rail roads within the past culated at $12,416,150 17. the canal commisand Black River canals,
30,444,587 44 '
year, only one hundred miles of rail road remain to sioners had previously estimated the expense of the
be finished before our citizens will enjoy the facili- Genesee Valley canal at $1,890,614 12, and that
Making an aggregate of
$'41,00o,645 02
ties of a passage by steam power from one extre- of the Black River canal at Sl,068,437 20.
The confidence of the people in the policy of inWith
mity of the state to the other, and the steam navi- this information before them the legislature of 1836 ternal improvement has sustained a severe shock
gation of the remotest western lakes w'ill be con- increased the annual income to be applied to the from the discovery that the state was committed by
nected with the steam navigation of the Atlantic. uses of government to four hundred thousand dol
the legislature to an expenditure of thirty millions
The completion of the rail road from the coal mines lars. They also directed the construction of the of dollars, for the completion of three works alone,
at Blossburg, in Pennsylvania, to the termination Genesee Valley and Black River canals, and pro- upon estimates of the same works rising only to
of the western branch of the Chemung canal is an vided that their deficiencies of revenue should be about fifteen millions; and calculations exaggerating
event of great importance to the central part of the paid out of the treasury, and authorised a loan of the the liabilities of the state to forty millions of dollars
state, and among its beneficial results we may anti- credit of the state to the New York and Erie rail have not been unsuccessful in adding imaginary
cipate an increase in the revenues of that canal.
road company to the amount of thre millions of dol
alarm to the consequences of past errors, in themThe various surveys directed by the legislature lars.
selves sufficiently embarrassing.
at its last session, with a view to the improvement
The subject was again agitated in 18.37. The
The only act which was passed at the session of
of the northern tributaries of the Hudson, to the
canal board reported that Ihey did not believe the 1839, appropriating money lor the purposes of intension of the Chemung canal to the line of the state enlargement could be completed at the cost before ternal improvement, was one directing the sum of
of Pennsylvania, to the extension of the Black Ri- estimated, for the season that the plans of some of seventy-five thousand dollars to be expended in the
ver canal to the St. Lawrence, and to the construc- the mechanical work had been changed, and that navigation of the Oneida river. With the exception of a canal in the valley of the Connewango, parts of the line had, been, and others probably tion of an act authorising a variation in the plan of
have been successfully prosecuted.
I transmit
would be, varied. They stated that the cost of constructing the locks on the Genesee Valley canal,
brief statements which have been submitted to me construction was greater than when the estimates by which a saving of about five hundred thousand
by the engineers engaged in the two first named were made; that tiieydid not believe, if prices were dollars will be made in the construction of that work,
surveys. I am certain you will not withhold what
the same as at the time the estimates were
and several acts directing surveys in various parts
ever of encouragement and support can be extend' that the cost of the work wonlil exceed the esti- of the state, there was no other legislation during
ed cotisistently with the financial condition of the mates, except the increase occasioned by chan,
that session upon the subjects of internal improvestate, to our fellow citizeris who feel an interest in of the plans or of the line.
They added that they ment. Aside Irom the duties jji-escribed by these
these several improvements.
I recommend a con
could not form an opinion of the additional cost of acts, all that the agents of the state have been calltinuation of the survey of the northern brandies of the work beyond the estimates, but they did not be
ed upon to do in relation to internal improvements
the Hudson as necessary to a more perfect acquaint- lieve it would amount to a large sum, exclusive of has been to comply with legislative directions, given
ance with the extensive region of country which damages; that the amount would greatly depend previously to the session of 1S39, and to provide,
will be opened to commercial intercourse by thi
upon the prices of labor and provisions, and that in pursuance of pre-existing contracts, for the eximprovements contemplated in that section of the there had been no estimate of damages to indivi- penses incurred in the prosecution of the public
state.
duals.
They also gave it as their opinion that
works by the canal commissioners.
The general policy of prohihiling the transporta- was for the interest of the state to proceed with the
Such are the circumstances nnderwhich the pubtion of freight on rail roads which run parallel to enlargement, so that it might be completed sooner lic interests have been confided to our care.
The
the canals, is not altogether without question.
than was contemplated by the act of 1835. It is discovery of the errors of our predecessors haa {
There can, however, be but one sentiment as to th
evident that this report did not tend to shake the happened at a time when confidence is impaired,
expediency of suspending the prohibition durin
confidence of the legislature in the ability of the property depreciated, the sale of real estate ai restthe season in which the navigation of the canals is slate to complete public works, since the house of ed, and the currency disordered.
At such a period
arrested by ice.
A prohibition at that time opi assembly rejected, by an almost unanimous vote, a the financial difficulties of the state are liable to be
rates injuriously to the agricultural interest, and resolution contemplating the repeal of the laws di
exaggeraterl, its resources undervalued, and its liatends to produce a monopoly of the necessaries of reeling the construction of the Genesee Valley ami bilities magnified.
life at a time when want and misfortune are felt Black River canals.
In ascertaining the true financial condition of the
most severely by the inhabitants of our populous
In 1838, the late executive recommended a more state, there may be deducted from the debt of the
cities.
speedy enlargement of the Erie canal. It was ob general fund the sum of ,«;2,«S0,000 borrowed from
Apprehen.sion.3 prevail that the public credit may vious fi'om the condition of the finances of the state the canal fund.
Both of these funds being the probecome too deeply involved in the prosecution of at that lime, that this could not be effected without perty of the state, this is a loan made by the state
works of internal improvement. The project of contracting a debt. The assembly responded to to itself. We may also deduct from the liabilities
enlarging the Erie canal was adopted by the legis- thisrecomrnendation by passing a bill directing the ot the slate, the ph'dges of its credit to rail road and
It arose from the necessity of re- commissioners of the canal fund (o borrow, on the canal companies, these pledges having been made
lature of 1835.
pairing such parts of the canal, especially the locks credit of the state, one million of dollars lor that upon conditions, as is understood, which afford an
and aqueducts, as were worn by time and use.
object.
The senate amended the bill so as to an ullimale indemnity to the state. Regarding the
With the great increase of trade, delays and incon- thorise the borrowing of four millions of dollar Erie and Champlain canal debt, as extinguished by
veniences were experienced in consequence of the instead of one million. In this shape the bill be
the means provided for its redemption, the actual
limited dimensions of the canal and the want of came a law. This law required the canal commis- debt of the state, as it stood at the close of the last
double locks. It was manifest, too, that the canal sinners to put under contract, with as little delay fiscal year, would then be as follows:
had not completely accomplished the objects of its a.s possible, such portions of the work as were men
Debt of the general fund,
$1,392,217 92
construction, inasmuch as a con'^iderable portion of tioned in their report of that ye.ir, and such othei Debt of the lateral canal.s. completeil. 3,476,839 60
the western tr.ide continued to seek a market by portions as, in the opinion of the canal board Debt contracted for unfinished works,
seeined
It
important,
other routes.
therefore, to would best secure the completion of the entire
viz:
increase its capacity, and thereby reduce the ex- enlargement with double locks on the whole line. Enlarirement Erie canal, 2,500,000 00
It was maintained that by
jiense of transportation.
It v\'as reserved lor the assembly of 1839 to dis- Black Rivercanal
591,114 10
the use of boats of one hundred tons burthen, in- cover that the estimates which had been the basis Genesee Valley canal
2,000,000 00
stead of thirty tons, the expense of transportation of such important legislative action during the pre- Oneida river improvewould be reduced fifty per cent. In this view the ceding three years had been widely erroneous. The
26,000 09
ment,
expediency of the enlargement was incontroverti- canal commissioners were required to review their
-5,116,446 10
ble, if the expense should not he disproportionate, estimates of the unfinished works.
They reported
and the requisite funds could be provided without that the expenses would be as follows:
Aggregate state debt,
Si9,985,503 63
/
',

'
|

'

,

,

'
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on hand a balance
of funds burrowed lor the construc-

But

their r-'mains

of the Genesee
Valley canal,
$939,604 4S
river improvement,
25,000 00
tion

T

Fur Oneida

State debt over funds in hand.

>,020,899 20

I

The amount"

required to complete
the enlargement, as ascertained by
deducting the sum already expend-

ed and the sum borrowed and remaining in hand at the close of
the last fiscal year Irom the last estimate made by the canal commissioners would 'be,
j^l9,292,886 93
complete the Genesee Valley ca-

To

nal,

To

complete the Black River canal,

2,900,122 79
1,550,155 53

Aggregate required

to complete the
canals, according to the last esti-

mates,

The

interest on this
cent, would be,

sum

at 5

$23,743,165 23
per
#1,187,158 25
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embarrassed as almost to have ceased, would ex- Valley and Black River canals, and by abandoning
tend throughout the whole community, and with such ot the auxiliary canals already completed as
fearful aggravation, the losses and sulferings that cannot, by increasing the rates of toll, be made to
as yet have been in a great measure confined to the yield a re>/enue equal to the interest on the cost of
mercantile class. These losses and sulferings would their construction.
It might well be doubted whether the Genesee Valley and Black River canals
fall with peculiar severity upon the agricultural portion of the community, because the laborers, if dis- would have been undertaken thus early had true
charged, would generally seek subsistence in agri- estimates of their cost been submitted to the legiscultural pursuits, instead of being as they now are, lature, and had the prospective engagements of the
consumers of the abundance which contributes to state been truly understood. If we consider the
produce a depreciation of the value of our staple sacrifice that would be made of the sums already
productions. Nor does it appear that our fellow expended, and the claims for damages which may
citizens in various parts of the state, whose desires reasonably be apprehended, if these works should
for the advantages of internal improvements have be discontinued, such a measure would be as quesbeen so intensely excited and so earnestly express- tionable on the ground of economy as it is objeced, have determineil to forego those advantages, he- tionable on principles of justice to the large portions
cause precipitancy has characterized the past ma- of the state interested in their completion. The
nagement ot public affairs, and because their hopes, value of property in their vicinity has undoubtedly
on the eve, as they supposed, of being realised, have ereatly increased, business has adapted itself to the
encountered new and more embarrassing discou- I'acilities they have created, and none but the most
disastrous consequences would follow their abanragements.
The policy indicated by public sentiment, and donment.
demanded by the circumstances of the times and
The construction of the several auxiliary canals
the condition of the state, is to retrench the expen- was authorised without
a confident expectation of
ditures upon our works of internal improvement and immediate revenue. The legislature
deemed it just
prosecute the system with moderation and econo- to equalize the advantages of internal
improvement

my. It is essential not only to the rightful action,
The surplus revenue from the canals during the but to the stability of the government, that the will
past year was $1,057,802 74. The interest at 5 of the people, when clearly expressed, should be
per cent, on the sum estimated as necessary to com- obeyed by their representatives. This principle is
plete the canals, to wit: on $23,743,165 35, would peculiarly important in relation to questions of rePublic opinion is, morebe $1,187,153 26, exceeding such surplus revenue venue and expenditure.
by the sum of $129,255 52. The surplus revenue over, manifestly right. The existingand anticipatwould, with the ordinary increase, furnish sufficient ed revenue of the canal must be, as heretofore, the
funds for completing the unfinished works, if ap- basis of any new loans which the legislature shall
plied exclusively to that purpose. But by the laws see fit to authorise, since taxation for purposes of
of 1835 and 1S.36 an income of four hundred thou- internal improvement deservedly finds no advocate
sand dollars was directed to be retained annually among the people. These revenues have been disfrom this surplus revenue, and the sumof $126,230, turbed in ttie general derangement of pecuniary
which is required to pay the interest on loans which affairs, and cannot now be the basis of that safe calhad been contracted tor the enlargement of the Erie culation, without which it is hazardous to pledge,
canal and the improvement of the Oneida river at to a great extent, the credit of the state. Nor can
the close of tile last fiscal year, is chargeable upon we resist the evidence that the credit of some of the
the canal tolls. Deducting these items, there is states is less firm than heretofore. It is worthy,
serious consideration, whether our own
left a surplus of $.531,552 75 applicable to [mrposes therefore, of
of internal improvement, which leaves a deficien- might not be impaired by offering large amounts of
cy of $633, 605 52 in the amount necessary to meet stock in a market, already filled with Amarican seIt is doubted whether the Erie canal
interest on the stim required to comjilete the curities.
works now in progress according to the corrected would not have been adequate for all useful purpoestimates.
Stating the result in another form, the ses if the scale of enlargement had been much less
nett annual revenue of the state, applicable to pur- extensive than that fixed by the canal board, and
poses of internal improvement, without taking into it is certian that smaller dimensions, or a more tarconsideration the anticipated increase of canal tolls, dy enlargement, would have been adopted, had the
would sustain a debt of orily $10,631,054 80, while estimate of the canal commissioners presented truly
You will, however, find the
the sum of $23,743,165 25 would be required to tile cost ol the work.
question of reducing its dimensions embarrassed by
complete the public works.
the fact that about one-half of the work has been
This state, however, may confidently anticipate
accomplished or put under contract.
an increase of canal tolls, and consequerit increase
The parts of the work which are peculiarly exin the revenue of the Erie and Champlain canal
pensive are the aqueducts and locks, and these
fund. This increase, although not contingent, is of
have engaged the early attention of the commisuncertain amount. Since tlie year 1326, it has avesioners in consequence of the decay of the old
raged about eighty tliousand dollars annually. This
structures, which threatened a suspension of naauijmenlation of tolls must progress with the invigation.
It is evidently impossible now to secure,
crease of commerce upon the western waters, which
with equal expense the same advantages that might
would be greatly accelerated by the enlargement of
have been obtained by adopting a more limited
the Erie canal.
scale of enlargement in the first instance.
It is,
Various opinions are entertained as to the future however, respectfully submitted whether it would
In 183Sthe not be expedient to refer the plans of all the
nett annual increase of the canal tolls.
works
commissioners
reported
to
the
nal
legislature, in progress, including the enlargement of the
Erie
that, in their opinion, the aggregate tolls would canal, to competent engineers, to ascertain
what
reach the sum of three millions of dollars, within a portions of the same may be delayed without detfew years after the completion of the enlargement. riment to the public interest, and what expense
Without attempting to speculate upon a point so may be saved by executing other portions in a
incapable ol demonstration, it is sufficient to re- manner equally effective and durable but more
mark, that every opinion admits the certainty of an plain and economical than that hitherto pursued.
increase to an amount that will be adequate, at It seems quite certain that if the legislature had
some future period, to pay the interest upon the enjoyed the services of a board of internal improvelargest sum which the exigencies of the state re- ment, including competent engineers, no such
dequire, while no calculation that is based upon the lusive estimates would have become the basis of
actual increase of canal tolls during the last three legislative action. I would recommend the estabyears alone, will justify the prosecution of the works lishment of such a board as one of the first meanow in progress with the rapidity which, in the sures for retrieving our former position. For the
opinion of the legislature of 1S3S, was warranted purpose of guarding against a dangerous increase
tiy the fallacious estimates of the canal commission- of debt and the possibility
of taxation, I respectfully
ers.
The question then arises, what, under tiiese recommend that all issues of stock shall be so limitcircumstances, shall be the policy of the legislature. ed that the interest on ttie whole debt of the stale
Waiving in this place the consideration of remote shall at no time exceed its surplus revenues, and
consequences, it may be asserted that the public in- that the increase of those revenues be relied upon
terest does not now demand, nor would the immedi- for the ultimate extinguishment of the debt.
The
ate welfare of the people admit, the abandonment of adoption of this principle, there is reason to believe,
the .system of internal improvement. During the se- would be sustained by the people, ami would place
vere pressure we have experienced, the industry of our credit upon the most impregnable ground. Althe citizen has been stimulated, and the wages of though its effect might be to delay for a season the
labor, the prices of the produce of the earth and the progress, it would ensure the completion of those
value of property have been sustained by expendi- great works in contemplation in dili'erent parts of
The sud- the state, and which a very large portion of our
tures in the prosecution of this system.
den arrest of such expenditures, and the discharge citizens continue justly to regard with unabated
of probably ten thousand laborers, now employed interest.
upon the public works, at a time when the circulaIt is proposed in some quarters to effect the netion of money in other departments of business is bo cessary retrenchment by discontinuing the Genesee

by means of important lateral works, where the revenues to be derived from them directly, and their
contributions of the Erie canal, might be expected
to be equivalent, after a reasonable lapse of time, to
the interest upon the cost of their construction.
It
was assumed, also, that the system might be extended, so long as the revenue of all the public
works should be found sufficient to defray the expenses of their maintenance, yield a surplus adequate to pay the interest upon the whole debt contracted tor their construction, and eventually discharge the principal. These limits have been observed in the construction of all the public works
which have been completed, although fears are expressed lest they may be passed in the undertaking.s
now in progress. There would therefore be gross
injustice in abandoning Ihe Oswego, the Cayuga
and Seneca, the Cliemung, the Crooked Lake and
the Chanango canals, and thus visiting upon the
regions enriched by them the consequences of errors of calculation in regard to works undertaken
subsequently to their completion. It is true that
each of these canals, considered separately from
the Erie canal, yields a revenue insufficient to defray the interest on its cost.

But their revenues are increasing, and their deficiencies are diminishing.
The rates of toll upon
them

are the

same which

are established

upon the

Erie and Champlain canals. Unless an universal
law of trade should be reversed, their business, now
insufficient, and consequently their revenue, would
be diminished by raising the rates of toll. A ruinous depreciation of property in the regions which
they traverse would inevitably follow, and the legislature would soon be obliged to reconsider a
measure of such questionable policy and absolute

Nor is it to be forgotten that these works
have scarcely as yet had a fair experiment. The
increase, however, in the revenue of the Oswego
canal during the past year, justifies the belief that
it will soon defray
the interest upon its cost.
The
laws authorising the construction of the lateral canals, looked forward to an extension of their trade
by connecting them with similar improvements beyond the state. However distant it may be, that
connection must eventually take place. These canals will then no longer be regarded as exhausting
Their construction will be
the wealth of the state.
vindicated, not only by their promotion of the public
prosperity, but also by their liberal contributions to
the public treasury.
injustice.

In my annual message at the last session of the
^recommended the rapid prosecution
I commendof the enlargement of the Erie canal.
ed also to favorable consideration the New York
and Erie rail road, and a rail road from Lake Chainplain to the St. Lawrence, as works of great public
importance, and worthy, if they could not be otherwise speedily accomplished, of being constructed at
IVIy opinions in relation
the expense of the state.
to the public importance of these and all other improvements commended on that occasion are unchanged. I am moreover convinced that these difficulties, as well as the cost of these improvements,
have been as greatly exaggerated as their probable
revenues have been undervalued, and the just claims
of the portions of the state interested in their construction have been overlooked. It is no longer
doubtful that rail roads may be constructed by the
state as suitably as canals, and that the public convenience requires that the former as well as the
latter should as far as practicable be controlled by
legislature, I

the state.

It is

probably unnecessary to remark,

that the recomiaeadationi then submitted to the le-

—
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gislature to expedite the enlargement of the Erie
canal, and to provide i'or the immediate completion
of the works before mentioned, proceeded on the
assumption of the substantial correctness of the
various estimates of the canal commissioners, which

are discovered to have been very erroneous.
Our fellow citizens residing in the jjortions of the
state which will be traversed by the rail roads before mentioned, are alarmed by the great expense of
the enlargement of the Erie canal, while those interested in the accomplishment of the latter undertaking regard with disfavor other applications for
These jealousies, the obvious tenlegislative aid.
dency of which is the disappointment of every
claim upon the public munificence, have given new
confidence to the opponents of all improvements.
I cannot doubt that your views and policy will be

comprehensive and magnanimous, and have reference not to local or temporary interests, but to the
general and lasting prosperity of the state. I confidently hope that the unexpected discovery of the
extent to which the engagements of the slate have
been carried by former legislatures, may produce
such moderation on the part of those who claim to
share in the public munificence, such concessions
of local interests, and such convictions of the importance to the whole state of the improvement of
each section, as to enable you to adopt a plan of
fiscal operations which will reinvigorate the public
credit, and effectually secure the completion, without unnecessary delay, of each of the important
works before mentioned. The retardation which
has become necessary ought by no means to be considered as an abandonment of the policy of internal improvement. It is the fortune of enterprise to
encounter obstacles and delays in the attainment of
even demonstrable results; and certainly no undertaking so vast as our system of internal
nprovements was ever more eminently successful, or en
countered obstacles less serious than those which
now check its prosecution.
The present crisis has produced renewed oppoIt is bnldly denounced
sition to the entire system.
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now

prescribed.
Our national independence was sought and obtained not alone for those
who achieved it, nor for one generation only, nor
for a narrow cycle of years, nor ibr any period, but
for all generations and for all time.
Our republican institutions were designed, at their foundation,
not alone for three millions of American people,
but for us and as many millions as shall, in all times,
rise up and demand their protection.
No citizen
can be deprived of that protection, because he was
not of the generation by which it was guaranteed,
and no disloyal citizen can excuse his delinquency
by pleading a limitation of allegiance.
In the great struggle for independence, the inquiry was not raised, what generation shall sustain the
expense of the conflict? During a period of almost
sixty years occupied in paying the debt which was
incurred no citizen questioned its justice.
The
principle of internal improvement derives its existence from the generous impulses of the revolutionaIt regards Ihe future welfare, prosperity
ry ase.
and happiness of the people. Its agency is everywhere felt to be salutary in encouraging emigration,
and the settlement and improvement of new lands,
in augmenting national wealth, in promotintr agriculture, commerce, manufactures and the diffusion
of knowledge, and in strengthening the bonds of our
It is recited in the Declaration of
national union.
Independence, as one of the wrongs committed by
the kinsof England, that he had endeavored to prevent Ihe population of these states, and for that purpose had obstructed the laws for Ihe naturalization
of foreigners, had refused to pass others to encourage their migration hither, and had raised the conditions of new appropriations of lands.
The father
of his country had none of Ihe modern scepticism
as those

when in
mended

his

first

message

to

congress he recom-

a facilitation of the intercourse between
distant parts of the country by a due attention to
the jiost office and post roads.
The population of the United States was confined
for almost two centuries to the Atlantic coast, but

the mighty mind of Washington perceived that a
region far more extended, fertile and salubrious, lay
beyond the borders of the thirteen states; that inasmuch as the sovereignty of the union was distributed among the cultivators of the earth, the political
power of the government would find a centre in that
region; that if the natural barriers between that region and the east should remain unchanged, the
west would at no distant period cast off its union
with the maratime slates; but that if those barriers
could be surmounted by roads and pierced by ca.
abandoned, and that the obligations assumed in its nals, connecting its inland navigation of lakes and
prosecution may be cast olf by subsequent genera- rivers with tide water, the wealth and population of
Ttiese priiiciples have been boldly avowed, the whole country would be vastly increased, and
tions.
and have tended to impair the confidence of man- the state be bound in an indissoluble union of intekind in the integrity and good faith of the people rest and affections. Imbued with these sentiments,
of this state, but they derive no support from our he stopped not in his farewell address to discuss or
Reason and experience teach tliat every to recommend his favorite policy, but boldly predictliistory.
Imman society has a continuous identity suscepti- ed, as a certain event, that progressive improvement
ble of indefinite prolongation and incapable of di- of interior commnication by land and water, the
vision.
auspicious results of which are only just beginning
The citizen of every state feels, as it has been tu be realized.
well said, that, although mortal himself, he is part
It is a fact as interesting as it is instructive, that
of a community that may, and he hopes will, be the solicitude of the father of his country knew no
perpetual. He is conscious that every im])ortant rest after the achievement of her indepeiidence,but
measure of government in which he may be en- passed directly from the cares of that great strugole
gaged is, in some degree, the result of causes ante- to the greater and even more glorious work of
rior to his own existence, and maybe productive strengthening the union of the states, and perpetuatnot only of consequences immediately a/I'ectin" ing their liberties. In 17S3, immediately alter Ihe
himself and his contemporaries, but of others pel- close of the war, he proceeded up the difficult navivading the whole state, and distant as its dissolu- gation of the Mohawk to Fort Stanwix, now the
The daily labors of life, although stimulated site of the town of Rome, and crossed to Wood
tion.
by immediate necessity, are cheered by the expec- creek which empties into Oneida lakeand affords an
The generous efforts of imperfect communication with Lake Ontario. The
tation of distant good.
public benefactors, by whose inventions, instruc- noble and patriotic sentiments inspired by his obtions and achievements, our race has been raised servations were thus expressed: "Taking a contemfrom the savage condition through every imperfect plative and extensive view of the vast inland navisocial state to the freedom and dignity"of self-go- gallon of the United States, I could not but be struck
vernment, have always been directed to objects with the immense diffusion and importance of it,
more remote than those of itnraediate or personal and with the goodness of that Providence who had
advantage. Benevolent desires for the welfare of dealt hi? favors lo us with so profusea hand. Would
those who shall succeed us, produced not only in- to God we may have wisdom to improve themi"
dividual and domestic exertion, but social action in The connection of Lake Ontario with Ihe Hudson
every form adapted to relii've the necessities or by perfect canals, instead of the diflicidt and obpromote the welfare of mankind.
structed navigation of the Mohawk and Wood creek,
Animated by such impulses, and aroused to such Ihe mingling of the waters ol Lake Erie with
efforts with reference to distant periods, men seem those of the same noble river by means of
a
to approximate here towards the dignity of charac- canal, Ihe conversion of Fort Stanwix into Ihe
ter to which our race is destined in a future state. centre of a constellation of cities and villages, with
The susceptibility to such impulses, and the power all Ihe consequent benefits of these improvements,
of making such efforts are among the strongest reflect additional glory upon the fame of Washingproofs that such a state awails us.
The human ton, and prove that Ihe efforts of this state iti fulfilheart knows lew passions stronger or more nniver- ment of his noble aspiration have been crowned
sal than the desire to be remembered when we shall with the blessing of that Great Being to whom
it
have ceased to exist, and it estimates the value of was addiessed.
fame by the lapse of time through which that fame
His contemporary, Jefferson, one of Ihe most sathe
portion of the earth it may gacious of American statesmen, as well as one
may endure, and
as unconstitutional, foreign to the legitimate sphere
of legislative action, destructive to the liberties of
the people, and ruinous to their welfare. The specious theory is promulgated, that the duration of
national existence is divisible into periods corresponding with generations of men, and that the state
has at no time a right to undertake the construction
of works which will leave a charge upon a subsequent generation. It is a necessary consequence
of these principles, that the entire system must be
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of national prosperity and union, and recommended
to congress the policy of appjying the surplus revenues arising from imposts upon luxuries and from
the sale of the public lands to the great purposes of
public education, the improvement of the navigation of rivers, the construction of roads and canals,
and such other objects of public improvement as it
might be thought proper to add to the constitutional
enumeration of federal powers; operatioiis by which,
as he well remarked, new channels of communication would be opened between the states, the lines
of their separation would disappear, their interests
\vould be identified, and their union cemented by
new and indissoluble ties.
It is worthy of remark, that none of the distinguished founders of American liberty stopped to
calculate Ihe question of revenue when they recommended this enlightened policy, designed to increase the prosperity and cement the union of the

The distinction between internal improvements and measures of public defence, upon the
ground that the former cannot rightfully be carried

states.

on with the revenues of the state or the use of its
credit as Ihe latter, is arefinement of modern times.
The statesmen of the revolution evidently regarded
free iritercommnnication as one of the means of national defence.

Had it been then understood, as is now asserted,
that internal improvement is a departure from the
ligitimate power of government, the opposition of
the British king to emigration and his raising the
conditions of new appropriation of lands, would
have found no reprobation in the Declaration of
Independence, and the improvement of roads and
expense would not subsequently have obtained an equal place with the promotion
of education in Ihe executive recommendations of
Washington and Jefferson. No such absurdity was
then conceived as the proposition, that while a nation may employ its revenue and credit in carrying on war, in suppressing sedition, and in punishing crime, it cannot employ the same means to
avert the calamities of war, provide for the public
security, prevent sedition, improve the public morals, and increase the general happiness.
rivers at the public

All ttie questions now raised were deliberately
and decisively settled in the adoption of Ihe policy
of internal improvement by this state in 1837. Th«
estimated cost of the Erie and Champlain canals
was six millions of dollars, and the whole sum was
required to be expended within seven years. The
revenues of Ihe state were at that time inadequate
to defray the ordinary expenses of the government
without a resort lo direct taxation. In this emergency the only question raised, was upon the ability
of the state, not upon

its

right to

employ

its creilit.

people of this
appealed to the federal government lor its all sufficient aid, and tendered lo other
states a munificent partici|)ation in the fruits, as an
inducement to them to share the risks of Ihe enter-

Unconscious of

their resources, the

state alternately

prise.

Notwithstanding the failure of both appeals, no
opponent was encouraged to inculcate, as is now
profanely held forth, that the attempt to overcome
the pliysical barriers to intercourse between the
dilferent regions of Ihe state was an encroachment
upon the Divine prerogative. It was resolved on
the contrary, that whether Ihe great enterprise was
regarded with a view to commerce and finance, or
on Ihe more extensive scale of policy, it would
evince a want of wisdom and almost of piety not to
employ, Ibr public advantage, those means which
Providence has placed so completely within their
power. They looked into futurity and attentively
listened lor Ihe warning which it might send forth,
but far from heating, as is now insanely imagined,
the cries and curses of unborn millions, and the
maledictions of their ovvn decendants, they were
cheered on by voices which assured them tbatlheir
young and enterprising slate would soon be without a rival, that the commerce of halfa world would
be hers, that posterity would bless forever those
who should commence and prosecute the great enits consummation, and that contemporawould vindicate its chief defender against the

terprise lo
ries

ass-aiilts

of his enemies.

asserted, as dogmatically as it is now,
and ruin would be the consequences of
improvement, and estimates of revenue, Ihe
correctness of which time has already triumphantly
vindicated, were denounced as vitsionary and chimerical.
Phantoms of debt were then, as now conjured up lo an agirregale of boundless millions and
ingeniously apportioned among Ihe citizens, as such
debts now are, by imaginary assessments according
to Ihe latest census of the state.
Notwithstanding all these discouragements, Ihe
work was undertaken, stocks were issued redeemapervade. The motives and achievements of the of the most ardent volaries of lilierly, pronounced ble by a snbcequeni generation, and revenues then
revolutionary age knew no such miserable bounds roads, canals and rivers lo be the great Ibundation
existing, revenues created for the purpose, and leIt

was then

that taxation

internal
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venues anticipated from the works to be construct- the Delaware and Hudson canal company. It gives Delaware and Hudson were constructed hy the state
ed, were all devoted to the payment of the interest me sincere pleasure to be able to inform you that and all the rail roads together with the Delaware
and the extinguishment ot the debt. In 1S21, the it has in this instance been crowned with the most and Hudson canal, were built bj incorjiorated assopoople, by their representatives, assembled to revise cheering success. The cost of this canal is said to ciations. From the various acts by which their conThe canals were still unfinished, have been one million eight hundred and seventy- struction was directed or authorised, the following
their constitution.
five thousand doUais, and of that sum five hundred principles may be deduced as settled in the policy
and their results uncertain.
Yet no such absurdity was proclaimed as that of thousand dollars have been obtained upon the credit of the state. That it is not only right, but the bounexcluding internal improvement from the subjects of the state, which holds lor its security the first lien den duty of the legislature to adopt measures lor
of legislative action, nor was the dishonest sugges- upon the canal. There is no reason to apprehend overcoming physical obstructions to trade and comtion of repudiating the public debt for a moment the slightest loss or inconvenience from the measure merce ill this state, and lor furnishing to each region
On the contrary, all that had been adopted to assist the company. How far you can, as liir as reasonably practicable, facilities of access
entertained.
done was approved, and the convention, with inte- consistently with other claims upon your favor, ex- to the great commercial emporium of the union, forgrity characteristic of a just, generous and enlight- tend the relief they ask, will, I am confident, re- tunately located within our own borders; that whatened people, incorporated into the cotistitution the ceive an impartial and just examination and deci- ever contributes to increase the prosperity of the
city of New York is beneficial lo every part of the
pledges which had bi'en given by the legislature to sion at your hands."
An addtional loan of the credit of the state to the stale; that it is of paramount importance to provide
the public creditor, and made them thenceforth and
forever a part of the organic law of the state. Delaware and Hudson canal company to the amount such channcds and thoroughfares, as will render triThese pledges have been sacredly preserved. Am- of three hundred thousand dollars followed this butary the trade of other stales, and especially that
ple funils, received from the revenues originally de- recommendation. The policy has been further car- of the territory bordering on the shores of the great
voted to the enterprise, have accumulated and been ried out by loans to rail road companies. Capital lo western lakes; that it is just and wise lo equalize Ihe
set apart for the payment of the debt, although the an amount equal to the snm for which the ciedit of advantages of internal improvements by ihe cctiday for linal payment has not yet arrived, and (hose the state is pledged has been derived from Euiope struction of auxiliary or lateral works as far as the
funds now await the public creditor, a rebuke to Upon the inducement held out by the legislature, it physical formalion of the country and a judicious
has been paid to citizens of this state and expended use of the public funds will permit; that the legislaterrorists who predicted eternal taxation.
The construction of such works by associations by them in the construction of works of internal ture may direct the coiislriiction of such woiks at
incorporated by the legislature is denounced as no improvement with a view to the profit of our citi- the expense of Ihe state, or authorise their conbtrncless unconstitutional and dangerous than their pro- zens, and the improvement and advancement ofpor- tion hy as.=ociatii>ns, and may aid them by loans of
secution by the state, and a stranger to our institu- tions of the country which have not jiarticipated the credit of the stale upon condition of perfect intions would suppose, from the violence with which equally with other regions in tne benefits of works demnity; that taxation lor pur])0ses of internal imconstriicted by the state, I will not stop to present provement must necessaiily be nnequal, and would
all such associations are assailed, that they are innovations upon well settled principles of govern- the ruinous eliecls which a repeal of the laws in become oppressive; Ihat the system can be carried
The opponents of internal improvement question would visit at this crisis upon the prospe- on lo the full extent of the exigencies of the state with
ment.
If to maintain the public faith a judicious use of the revenues to be derived from
object to its prosecution by the general government, rity of the state.
by the state governments, or by incorporations, and inviolate it were necessary to argue from the incon- the public works Ihein.selves; and that it must at no
would leave it to be carried on only by individual veniences which would result from its violation, time be so far extended as to hazard the nece.ssity of
taxation to pay Ihe interest or principal ol the debt
enterprise and with private capital. It is manifest that faith would not be worth defending.
The people of the state are intelligent and en- created for that pur[)Ose.
that as there are no private fortunes among us adeLet us next inquire what has been the financial
quate to such enterprises, the exclusion ol legisla- lightened, their legislature is elected by their fiee
tive action and that of coriiorations, would be and universal suffrage; and they understand fully results of this policy, so far as it has been earned in
Such the measures discussed at the capital, and their con- the construction of works alreaily completed. The
equivalent to a prohibition ot the system.
associations had their origin in the necessities of a fctitution secures accountability by bringing before cost of all the completed public works has been
scanty population, dispersed over a broad territory, them at short and stated periods their representa- $12,072,1)32 25, which sum was borrowed chiefly at
It is among the happy 5 percent.
Of this amount, excluding the Eiieand
requirinir extensive improvements and yet enjoying tives in every department.
wealth limited indeed, but distributed with great results of American constitutions, tiiat the people Champlain canal debt, for the payment ol which a
equality. They are found upon that piincipleof have proved themselves more watchful in the guar- fund has been aeciiinnlated and been set apart, there
social labor which always obtains in the settleuient dianship of the public treasury, more enlightened in remains unpaid the sum ot $3,476,839 66, which is
The surplus revenue from the canals
the selection of objects of public munificence, and not yet due.
of new countries. Since it is always their d
This reto invite emigration and stimulate business, rather more scrupulous in the discharge of national obli- during Ihe last year, was ,$1,067,802 74,
gations, than those who have administered any other venue is sufficient to pay the balance of the debt for
than to provide comforts or facilities for a popula
It is not from such a people their construction, w ilh interest thereon, in less than
tion already dense, their work are not unfrequently lorra of government.
that a violation of public, failh is to be apprehended. four yyars, and is equal annually to almost nine per
profitless.
It is
Tney are to be considered rather as agents in The proposition to repeal these laws, if made at any cent, hpon the entire cost of all the canals.
equalizing and rendering available the contributions other time, would have passed at any other time un- surely not uuAorlliy of consideration, that these reof individuals for the public benefit, than as mono- noticed; but when presented at a crisis like the pre- sults have been attained wilh the use ol capital
The same principle and iorm of sent, it seems to proceed from a perverseness of which otherwise would not have reached our shores.
polies of wealth.
association are adopted by every other department. moral sentiment, the very recklessness of which is Nor ought it be forgotten, that the policy has also
Our manufactures are. carried nn by similar agen- ordained by a wise Providence as the most effectual called into action associated capilal lo Ihe amount of
nine millions of dollars, which has been expended in
cies, and our colleges, our public charities, and even security against its evil designs.
Their
Within the period of twenty-three years, which the construction of public impro\ emenis, bv which
our religious societies, are corporations.
agency has always been employed in constructing has elapsed since the adoption of the policy of in- the value pf agricullural productions has been susworks not deemed of sufficient importance to war- ternal improvement, the following works have been tained, labor encouraged, iiidiislry stimulated in all
its departments, and new facilities of communicallon
rant their assumption by the state, and yet of too completed, and are now in succes.'ful operation.
great magnitude to be constructed by individuals. The Erie canal, connecting the Hudson river at opened in various parts of the slate.
But how unimporlant is the increase in the reveWhen the necessities of the country were greatest, Troy and Albany with Lake Erie at Bufiiilo, 371
their agency was most freely employed ami encou- miles long; the Champlain canal, connecting the nues of the government, compared with the more exraged by the mgst liberal charters. As those ne- same noble river at the same points, with Lake tensive, commercial, agricultural and polilical recessities' diminish, they are properly regarded with Champlain at Whitehall, 79 miles; the Oswego ca- sults afiecling Ihe rondilion of the peo|)le of thi.s;
The navigable waters of the sla'e open to digreater jealousy, and the powers and privileges con- nal connecting the Erie canal at Syracuse with Lake state.
lerred upon them are more carelully restricted. Ontario at Oswego, 3S miles; Cayuga and Seneca ca- rect commerce wilh Ihe city of New York in 1817
Those who unite in such associations under the nal, opening a navigation from the lakes thus named scarcely exceeded three hundred miles in length.
sanction of law for purposes of public improve- to the Erie canal at Montezuma, 23 miles; Delaware It is less than forty years since Quebec was genement, necessarily incur the censure of others who and Hudson canal, from Rondout on the Hudson to the rally regarded as the destined marls ol ihe norlhern
happily excuse themselves from every contribution Delaware river, 81 miles, and continued by rail road regions of this stale, and Baltimore and New Orleans
or sacrifice for the public welfare, upon the ground to the coal beds of Pennsylvania; the Crooked Lake confidently anticipated Ihe liadeof our southwestern
The commerce of the slate has now ils
of their objections to llie prevailing forms in which canal connecting the Crooked lake with the Sene- frontier.
such contributions and sacrifices are made. But ca lake, and thus with the Erie canal, 8 miles; the wharves on the shores of her lakes, rivers and
they may offer in extenuation of their error, that Chemung canal, connecting the Chemung river at bays, along an extent of twelve hundred miles, to
the sublime repose of the father of his country was Elmira with the Seneca lake, and thus wiih the which must be added four hundred miles of canals in
occupied with the plans of internal improvement Erie canal, 28 miles, with an extension to Corning, other states and three thousand miles of lake coast,
which were to be carried out by means of similar 16 miles; the Ciieiiango canal connecting the Sus accessable through our articfial channels.
By
qiiehanna river at Binghamptou wirh the Erie canal at means of these improvements, the advantages of
ai'encies, and that even he did not deem it deroga
navigable commnnicalion wilh the ciiy of
tory to his fame or patriotism to be the president Utica, 97 miles; a continuous line of rail road fro
New
of a canal company, alter having won the highest Albany to Auburn, 170 miles; a similar line fiom York, have been riislributeil over a territory of twenLockportto Lewistown and Buflalo, 47 milt
ty-five thousand square miles, equal to one-half
honors of the republic.
of
The policy of loaning the credit of the state to road from Rochester to Batavia, 35 miles; a rail the surface of the slate, and already sustaining more
such associations is condemned with unmeasured road from Schenectady to Saratoga Springs, 21 miles; than one-half of its population. Their etfecl' in
BalLston
Troy
to
Spa,
25
miles;
a
some
quarrail
road
from
required
from
a
equalizing
the
will
be
local
and
you
advantages of the difTerent porseverity,
ters to repeal all the laws by which snch loans rail road from New York lo Harlem, 8 miles; a rail tions of the state is proved by the fads Ihat llie
have been authorised. This policy had its origin road from Brooklyn to Hicksville, on Long Island, average population per square mile of the regions
termination
of
rail
road
from
the
the
miles;
a
thus opened lo commercial intercourse is forty-eight
in 1827, and was thus explained and defended in 27
1329 by the distinguished citizen who then filled west branch of the Chemung canal to the Tioga rail while that of the regions not thus accommodated is
Buflalo and Osewego, Binghnmpfon
the executive chair of this state, and now adminis- road in Pensylvania, 14 miles; a rail road crossing only seven,
In his the ridge between the Susquehanna at Oswego aiul and Elmira, which nature seemed to have excluded
ters the government of the United Slates.
annual message to the legislature he observed, the Cayuga lake at Ithica, 29 miles; and a rail road from commerce with Nevv York, now enjoy greater
"it will doubtless be attentively considered how- from the line of Massachusetts at West Stockbridge facilities of access than Ulica did before the canals
were made; and Chicago, a thousand miles distant
far the public burthens arising Irom the construc- to the city of Hudson, 30 miles.
These works constitute the internal improve- exchanges her produclions for the merchandise
tion of works of internal improvement may be reof
lieved, and the efforts of the state judiciously aided ments which have been made in Ihis state, exclu- the same city at less expense and with less delay
than Oswego could have done at the same
by the encouragement of individual associations for sive of turnpike. Macadam and common roads.
period.
miles
colleclively
exhibit
756
of
canals
and
which
this
in
They
The
leading
rase
wheat
The
ol
Chatauqiie county, on the border of
the same purpose.
All the canals except the 1 the state, displaces that staple on the
policy has of late years been adopted, was thai of 406 miles of rail roads.
shores of the
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only constitute a part of that great system which
Hudson; and Orange and Duchess
quish its culture lor the more profitable agriculture the enlightened mind of Washington foresaw would
required to lurnish the daily supplies olagreatcily. o|ien channels to the Atlantic coast lor the producLumber from Tompkins and Chemung, and ship tions o(" the west, and bind the states in indissoluble
timber from Grand Island, supply the wants of the bonds of ali'ection and interest. Her prosperity is
Iron from the b.mks of the Au increased by all that advances that of any of her siscity of New York.
Sable is exchanijed lor the salt of Onondaga. The ter states, and she sntfeis soon and severely every
gypsum of Madison and Cayuga fertilizes the fields calamity that falls upon them. She learns with surof Pennsylvania, and the coal of that state is moving prise from the annual message of the president of
Rail the United States, that although the federal governto supply the place of the forests o( the west.
roads have immeasurably increased the facilities of ment has unlimited possession of the imposts upon
intercours-^ and expedited the transmission of intel- foreign commerce, and derives fifteen million annuligence.
Political influence and power are distri- ally Irora the city of New York alone, ils revenues
buted among the cultivators of the earth, and our from that source are deemed insufficient for its orShe hears with astonishment
state, from an inferior position, has risen rapidly to dinary expenditures.
unquestioned ascendancy in the union. The clouds Ihe suggestion made by the president, in violation
which so oflen rise over the commercial cities ol of every principle of enlightened economy, of magEurope, cannot casta permanent gloom over the nanimous policy, and of the established and often
jirosperily of a state, which according to the senti- recognized conditions of the trust to consume the
ment of jetierson, has wisely secured herself by the revenues arising from the sale of the public domain
improvement of roads, canals, rivers, education and for the ordinary purposes of government, and thus
the other great foundations of national prosperity prodigally waste, in temporary and often needless
people thus enriched will not aban- and extravairant expenditures, the richest inheritance
and union.
don the system to which they owe their wealth, be- that providence ever bestowed upon any people.
The canals of this state have opened the way for
cause the agents by whom it has been conducted
may have erred or been unfailhful; nor will they be emigration to that domain, have furnished facilities
blopped in their career by obstacles whicli time for the transportation of its productions, have immeasurably enhanced its value, and thus have greatmust diminish and enterprise will overcome.
The prudence, moderation and economy which ly contributed to increase the revenues which it has
She may, thereare now recommended, will only reinvigoiate our poured into the national treasury.
energies and confirm our ability to prosecute this lore, with peculiar justice demand a dividend of
system until every part of the state shall enjoy its those revenues, and a partition of the national doinestimable advantages. The pressure which has main. The wants of many of the states will induce
No a more favorable consideration of a policy so emifallen upon the country cannot long continue.
commercial fluctuations here or abroad can perma- nently enlightened, just and equal, and it cannot be
nently rejiress the enterprise of the people, or check reasonably doubted that the voice of the people of
the progress of the state in wealth and pupulalion. this state, if clearly, expressed in its favor, would
Our canal revenues improve even under the most meet with a hearty response from every part of the
adverse circumslances, and although they may be union. It is demanded not only upon Ihe grounds
minted in their increase for one year or for two of justice and financial expediency, but ^y coiisideryears, they will soon regain their progressive power. tions deeply atfecting the public liberty and the
Unlike other coininiinilies, this state borrows no maintenance of our institutions, since the possession
money for purposes of war or defence, to )>ay sala- of this domain, and the control of the large revenue
lics or pensions, or the interest or princifiai of for- derived from it, cannot fail to increase the preponmer loan, or even to endow institutions of learning, derance of the federal government.
The cursory view which has been taken of the
benevolence or religion. Her income is sulficient
lor her wanis, without taxation: the value of her condition of the state and the measures requiring
productive properly is double the debt she owes; her your consideration, was perhaps unnecessary to prosurplus income is double the interest she is required duce a conviction that you have been called to your
to pay: and the revenues derived from her canals, if high trusts at a period when you will be embarrasiudicionsly managed, will be adequate to every en- sed by extraordinary difficulties, and when your dis"lerprise which the interests of the people shall de- charge of those trusts will be regarded with great
solicitude.
It is not a time to aggrevate existing
mand.
The rapidity with which the system of internal evils by sudden and violent changes of policy, bold
iraprovemenis shall be prosecuted, and consequent- experiments, or rash improvements. The immely the period at which its full advantages shall be diate wellare of the people and their permanent prosrealized, depend not altogether upon the legislature. perity will be better promoted by a steady adherThe federal government holds in trust for the statis ance to the settled policy of the slate, with economy
about a thousand millions ot acres of land, the value and reirenchment in its prosecution, and by the preof which, at the lowest government price, is one servation of institnlions intimately connected with
This im- the policy and with the various individual interests
dollar anil twenty-five ce'nts per acre.
mense domain, the property of the states, was ceded of our fellow citizens. Nor ouglit we to forget that
by them to the general government, as their trustee the counsels of government are ineffectual to proIn 171)0, mote the common welfare, if they are not guided by
lor their common interest and benefit.
eonu-iess veiy propeily lodged the avails of the pub- that sense of dependence upon divine favor, which
That the remembrance of past blessings is so well calcudebt.
national
the
p.iyinent
of
the
lic buds for
cheerfully relin-

A

The revenues which Ihe
has bi'eii discharged.
should be
f,-deral 'niveininent derives from imports
.lebl

all ils expenses, and that government
ot the
has no Irgitimate right to use tlie proceeds
It neither constructs works of interlauds.
public
systems of educanal improvement nor establishes
The state governments are charged with these

sulficient for

tion.
responsibilities,

and with Ihe regulation of their own
municipal attairs. The sum which has been leceivtreasury from the sales oi lands,
federal
cd into the
exceeds fifty millions of dollars. A bill passed bolh
of these
houses of congress making a distribuli,jn
proceeds, but was lost for want of the executive approportion of these avails which equirelieve her from
tably belongs to this state would
postponing Ihe prosecuthe necessity of delaying or
already undertion of any one of the public works
and would enable her lo assume others in
proval.

The

taken

which her citizens have engaged. Her interest in
immense domain remaining nnsol.l as a resource
which would enable her to extend her improvements

Ihe

until

shall be distant
no dwelling within her borders
fifteen miles from means of rapid coin-

more than
'"

New Yurie need not solicit Ihe federal government,
qiiarteis, lo assume or guraiias is proposed ill some
the debts of the several state.s,
tee the payment ol
lands. Her credit needs
public
Ihe
of
upon a pledge
her enterprise migh
no such extraneous support, and
the credit ol
orippled by the nation's giiaranly ol
be

other stales, upon whose

legislalion

she can have
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1th, 1S40.

REPORT FROM THE SECRETARY OF THE
NAVY.
Navy depiirtmenl, November 30, 1S39.
Sir: In the performance of a duty annually devolving on this department, I have the honor to
submit the following report:
The squadron now employed in the Mediterranean comprises Ihe Ohio ship of the line, the frigate
Brandy wine, and the sloop of war Cyane the whole
commanded by commodore Isaac Hull. No inter-

meut,

now on the station. By the last accounts, afquarter continued in a state of great
confusion and uncertainty. Revolutions of rulers
rather than principles still agitate these regions so
favored by nature, and the commerce of neutrals
continues to require the protection of a competent
naval force.
Commodore Claxton has been directed to employ
one of his vessseis in cruising within he gulf of
California, and along the northwest coast of America; and, if circumstances will permit, to despatch
another to visit (he Sandwich and Friendly islands,
with a view to afford countenance and protection to
vessels of the United States employed in the whale
are

fairs in that

fisheries.

The squadron

on the Brazilian station, under

commodore Nicholson, compiises

a razee and a sloop
of war; the brig Dolphin having been ordered home
for repairs, and to convey to the United States the
seamen whose term of service had expired, or was

about to expire. The frigate United States, under
commodore Ridgely, appointed to succeed commodore Nicholson, is fitting out for the purpose ol relieving that officer, and is now on the eve of sailing.
The sloop Marion has preceded the United States,
and the brig Enterprise is also destined for that station.
The squadron will consist of a fiigate, a sloop
of war, and a brig, and will be increased as occasion
requires.
Interoal dissensions still agitate the states bordering on the river Plata, apparently with increasing
violence; the novel system of a war of blockade, so
vexatious to neutral commerce, continues lo be prosecuted by France, and Ihe necessity tor a naval
force in that quarter is increased rather than di-

minished.
The squadron operating in the gulf of Mexico and
West Indies, was reinforced by two sloops of
war, and the whole placed under commodore Wm.
Shubrick, appointed to succeed commodore Dallas,
who retired from the command. The misunderstanding at that time existing between Mexico and
France having since been adjusted, and the latter
having relinquished the blockade of the ports of the
former, two sloops of war and a schooner, which
were ordered to the north for repairs, have not been
replaced by others.
The schooner, after undergoing the necessary reShe has
pairs, was employed on special service.
since returned, and is now destined for a cruise on
the

the coast of Africa.

Subsequently lo the withdrawal of these vessels
from the West India station, a third sloop of war,
requiring extensive repairs, was ordered to the
iiorlli, and has arrived at Norfolk.
The squadron
now comprises a frigate and four sloops of war,
which may be increased should circumstances indicate the propriety of such a measure.
The force employed in the Indian and China seas
consists of the frigate Columbia, and corvette John
Adams, under commodore Read, who arrived at
Macao on the 28lh of April last, and continued
there,

by the

Canton,

last

accounts, at the earnest solicitacitizens resident

American consul and

tions of Ihe
at

who

considered themselves iu a some-

what critical position, in consequence ot the decisive measures taken by the Chinese government for
the suppression of the illicit trade in opium carried
on by English residents at that place. These apprehensions were, however, subsiding, and it is pre-

sumed

that

ceeded

in fulfilling his

commodore Read has long

since progeneral iiislructions.

Columbo, having received information
that a daring act of piracy, accompanied by the
murder of two American citizens, had been recently
coinmilled by Ihe inhabitants of Mnckie, in the
island of Sumatra, commodore Read, acting under
ruption to our commerce has occurred in that sea his general instructions, promptly proceeded to the
since my last report; ami by the answers of the re- scene of outrage.
Here having vainly sought respective consuls of the United Slates, resident at the dress by the restoration of the plunilend property
principal [)Orts, to the queries of our commanders, and the surrender of the murderers, he infiicled a secopies of what have been received at the depart- vere anil merited chastisement on the barbarians.
ment, it appears lliat no obstacle is thrown in its
The South Sea exploring expedition left the island
way by the authorities of any nation on its borders. of Madeira on the 2dth of September, 183S, and arAt the date of my last annual report, the force in rived at Rio Janeiro on the 23d of November followthe Facie, under commodore Mallard, consisted of a ing.
Alter replenishing his store, and refreshing
ship of the line, two sloops of warand two schooners. his crews, lieutenant Wilkes then proceeded, in the
The ship of the line and one of the schooners have execution of his instructions, to survey the moiith
returned lo the United States; the other schooner is of Rio Negro and its neighboring coasts. Thence
now on her way; the two sloops of war have been he proceeded to Terra t\el Fuego, where, leaving a
ordered home, the period of their cruise having ex- portion of the squadron and scientific corps to propired, and may be expecteil early in the spring.
secute their researches, he stretched into the southTo supply the place of the force thus withdrawn, ern ocean, between the lOolh degree of west lona frigate ol the first class, under commodore Clax- gitude on the western coast of Palmer's land; reton, who succeeds commodore Ballard, sailed from turning, he joined the vessels left at Terra del Fuego,

While

at

—

May last, with instructions to land
Her interest is the common interest ot New York in
Her prosperity is iiulissoliibly con- our minister, Mr. Ellis, at Vera Cruz, and thence
all tlie slates.
proceeded
with
all diligence to her destination.
She
improveinternal
nected with theirs. Her works of
lias beeu Ibllowed by a sloop of war and a schooner,
magnificent as they may be, will uevertheless

no check.

and the squadron now consists of a frigate, a sloop
of war, and a schooner, all of which, it is presumed

and arrived

at

Valparaiso on the 15lh of

May, 1839.

During the passage, the squadion separated in a severe gale, and did not join company till the 25lh of
March.
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comptrolA portion of the squadron penetrated to the 70th repoited by the fourth auditor and second
degree of south latitude, where it encountered vast ler.
pensions,
pay
to
required
will
be
About
$155,000
masses of ice, and narrowly escaped being frozen
the 1st January, 1810, and
Lieutenant Wilkes became satisfied that, ow- which will become due
<ip.
reported.
be
may
they
as
arrearages
meet
to
impossible
it
was
season,
ing to the lateness of the
The whole amount of the fund having heretofore
to'make any further progress, the undertaking was
bank, state and corporation stocks,
relinquished wilh tlie inlention of resuming it at a been invested in
are now greatly depreciated, the sum above
which
more favorable time of the year.
the sale of less
The expedition, with the exception of the Sea stated cannot probably be realized by
§90,000 of stock?. In the hope
Gull which separated in a gale, arrived at Valparaiso than #80,000 or
from this
recover
degree
some
the that they may in
oil the loth of May last; left that port for Callao
state of depression, and unwilling to make so great
filh of June, and sailed thence lor the Sandwich
be
subject
the
that
suggest
would
sacrifice,
I
been
a
Islands, since which time no despatches have
brought to the early attention of congress.
received from the commanding officer.
March,
1837, the capital of the navy
of
the
3d
beOn
without
been
not
has
expedition
Thus far the
previously
having ascertained beyond all pension fund was $1, 115,329 53; and
nefit

to

commerce,

reasonable doubt, that various shoals and obstruc-

have no existence.
whether employed in professional
duties or scientific pursuits, are stated by lieutenant
Wilkes to be ardent and indefatigable in their exertions; and there is reason to believe that, if no new

tions laid

The

down

in charts

officers,

unknown

lands or islands,
discoveries are made of
ot the
it will be because none exist in that region

globe.
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similar ditficully occurs in cases of disabilities,
occasioned or aggravated by habits of intemperance
and dissipation. Yet all these seem equally comprehended in the various provisions of the pension
laws; and no matter whal may have been the term

of service, whether years, months or days, all claim
a share, of the navv pension fund during life, under
It is true that
a liberal construction of the statutes.
these laws declare that the proof must be satisfactoYet, what may
ry to the head of the department.
satisfy one man, may not operate in like manner on
another differently constituted; and hence has arisen
much diversity of practice under the adminislration
of dilierent person.s.

Accompanying this re)!ort is a document exhibiting a statement and analysis of the various public
acts of congress in relaiion to navy pensions and
the navy pension fund. The miilliplication of these
laws, and the various constructions placed upon
them at different times, seem to indicate the proprie-

more
to the act of congress of that date "for the
equitable administration of the navy pension fund,"
to
the annual interest and dividends were sufficient
Under this act the
defray all the expenditures.
navy pen.sion fund has decreased with increasing ce-

adopting a less complicated system. I would
the occasion to state, that whatever dismay be made of the subject, it has become necessary to relieve the department from
Ihe labor and responsibility of this portion of his

ty of

also take
position

portion of the pensions granted in
its provisions involving arrearages
years anterior to its passage.
many
commencing
The pensions to invalids now on the list are for
lerity, a large

conformity with

continuance of disability, as duties.
The steam frigate Fulton has been employed life, and not during the
Almost every application for a pension involves
the case before the passage of the act of tl:during the past season under captain Perry, who is
exauiiiialion of
those to uudows until they shall the necessity of a close and critical
Tsssil
July
14th'of
prosecuting
in
superintendence,
charged with their
together with a reference to various laws,
testimony,
attain
until
they
children
to
those
and
ar;y or die;
various experiments with Paixhan guns, a circum- marry
ought
to be done
as
it
required
to
do
this
the
time
and
There the age of twenty-one years. It is therefore cerstantial report ol which is daily expected.
Ihe materially interfere with other and indispensable
will be tain that at the end of two years at farthest,
is little reason to doubt that the results
avocations.
the
Under
exhausted.
navy pension fund will be
highly interesting and important.
The act of 3d of March, 1837, on which I have
least prospect of any
The surveys directed by acts of congress have existinglaws there is not the
number of pensioners or the amount thought it my duty to offer these remarks, has been
been prosecuted to the extent of the means placed decrease in the
principal source of the decline of the navy penwill
the
Under the act of of their pensions; and, consequently, congress
at Ihe disposal of the department.
Under its operation, that fund has sunk,
sion fund.
called upon to redeem the pledge contained in the
the 3d of March, 1837, the tlnited States schooner be
little
more than two years, from $1,115,329 to
in
make
to
April,
1800,
23d
the act of
Experiment, and steamer Engineer, loaned by the ninth section of
liave before staled, about
deficiency in the navy pension fund arising .§253.139; and as I
any
dithe
good
under
employed
been
have
war department,
.$55,000 will be required to meet demands, which
own legislation.
rection of lieutenant Glynn in surveying the harbors out of lis
the
due
on
1st of January, 1840.
will
become
1837,
The first section of the act of 3d March,
of Beaufort and Wilmington, North Carolina. These
I again take occasion to invite your attention to
pensions to widows or children shall
surveys have been completed, and will bs laid be- provides that
dry
for
a
dock at New York.
appropriation
the
husbands
the
demise
of
be paid from the date of the
fore congress at the present session.
The sum of $100,000, as assigned in the year
condition is, that the demise
The United States brig Consort is now fitting out or fathers. The only
No
dis- 1835 to that object, having, with the exception of a
seivice.
naval
the
in
happened
have
under lieutenant Glynn for the puipose of com- shall
or small amount lor .surveys, been no part of it expendact, tinction whatever is made in regard to the cause
pleting other surveys, directed by the same
of difficulties in the selection of
death, or tlie period of service of the ed, in consequence
which were relinquished in consequence of the manner of
I earnestly reall
a site, has reverted to the treasury.
and
footing,
the
same
on
placed
all are
sickness of his officers. It is confidently anticipated deceased;
re-appropriation.
commend its
partake of the national bounty.
that the whole will be completed and a report made alike
The discovery of a new and more capacious enfor more than thirty-seven
pensions
of
Arrearges
to congress previous to its adjournment.
which, if
one instance involving the payment of trance into the harbor by lieut. Gedney,
In compliance with the provisions for the second years, in
had been long since forgotten, has rethan .$20,000, have been paid under this sec- ever known,
section of the act making appropriations for the na- more
the only plausible objection hitherto urged
moved
diminulion
the
rapid
caused
mainly
has
val service of the year 1839, two steam frigates liave tion, which
measures which aporiginally constituted for the sole purpose against the expediency of a
been commenced, one at New York, the other at of a fund
seamen only, disabled pears to be recommended by so many consideraThe engines and boilers have been of providing for officers and
Philadelphia.
tions.
naval service.
contracted for, and are now in progress. These in the
The central position of this port, the facilities reclaim has been presented on account of an intwo vessels will be built on the same model, one to
sultirg from its two entrances and outlets, at a great
dividual who died in ISOO, about a month alter his
be propelled by vertical, the other by engines
distance
from each other, and the ample means Ihe
sum
entry into the service, and 11 allowed, a large
inclined plane of the same power, wilh a view to
But not being certain city alibrds for repairing, manning and supplying
will be required to pay it.
test their respective advantages and disadvantages,
vessels
of
war, all point it out as a station deservsuci
authorise
to
intended
was
this
that this first section
there being a great diversity of opinion on
attention.
As an additional reason, it
The third profuse expenditure of the navy pension fund, I ing peculiar
question among practical engineers.
refer the is proper to state that two ships of the line are now
now
and
payment,
the
suspendeil
have
steam fiigate authorised by the act aforesaid, has
navy
yard
in a state of rapid decay,
lying
at
the
claim for the decision of congress.
not yet been put on the stocks, it being in contemdock,
The second section of the same act provides that which cannot be repaired without going into
plation to adopt a model presented by a distinguishalmost a certainty
removed
without
nd
cannot
be
which
or
granted,
been
have
which may
ed officer of the navy, to be propelled by a differ- "pensions
and of total loss. A very few years will place them beshall hereafter be granted to officers, seamen
machinery.
of
ent descrinlion
naval service, disabled by wounds yond the reach of recovery, and they must be either
By your direction, the schooner Grampus, under mariners, in the
broken up, or sink where they now are.
injuries received in the line of their duty, shall
lieutenant Paine, sailed from Norfolk in September or
I deem it proper, also, to bring to your notice an
the time when they were disabled."
from
commence
instrucwilh
last, for the coast of Newfoundland,
abuse
of great importance to the interests of the serwith
discriminate,
to
impossible
It has been found
tions to inquire into the nature and causes of the
Numerous instances occur of the enlistment
degree of accuracy, in cases occurring at siicli vice.
any
vesAmerican
certain
of
condemnation
seizure and
of minors; and it is obiviously impossible to distlie precise time at which the
to
as
periods,
remote
sels engaged in the fisheries. Lieutenant Paine has
between those who are, and those who are
criminate
wound
of
the
date
disability commenced, and the
returned, after performing this duty in a satisfactory
that of not, of legal age.
or injury has necessarily been assumed, as
manner, and reported the result of his cruise.
After receiving the advance of pay, and becomin
allhough,
pensions,
the
of
commencement
The frequent and increasing violations of the laws Ihe
many cases there were strong circumstances indi- ing, perhaps, indebted to the purser in addition, ihey
for the suppression of the slave trade on the coast
apply to a lawyer or magistrate, procure a habeas
that the disability did not occur until long
of Africa, by vessels owned by foreigners, but pros- cating
this corpus, and obtain their release without any legal
It may also b- remarked that under
afterward.
tituting the Hag of the United States to their nefaThe inthe act of 3d of March 1837, in connec- obligation to pay the debt thus contracted.
of
section
two
fast
that
direct
to
rious purposes, induced you
ol April structions to recruiting officers authorise them to
tion with the 8th section of the act of 23d
sailing vessels, of the smaller class, should be fitted
injured, thirty cause an oath -to be administered in cases of doubt;
1800, persons wounded, or otherwise
out, for the purpose of arresting these violatiori.s of
com - but it has been decided that its violation does not
or thirty-five years ago, may receive pensions,
our laws and of the rights of the people of Africa.
Cases
the time when the injuries were sus- subject the olfender to legal juinishment.
One will probably have sailed before this report Is mencing from
analagous to these frequently occur in the enlisttained, although they have remained in the sercomplethe
waiting
is
only
other
the
received, and
of full pay, and ment of apprentices authorised by act of congress.
enjoyment
the
since,
in
ever
vice
all
tion of some necessary repairs to follow with
must continue to do so until congress shall otherwise They are occasionally presented by jiersons claiming
practicable despatch.
to be the parenis or guaidians, and received accordNamj pension, fund. The number of invalid penUnder the liberal construction given to Ihe navy ingly. After remniniiig until they are sufficiently
pay
sioners is 456, and the sum annually required to
educated, and capable of being useful to their real
pension laws ot the United States, it has been herewidow
penof
number
The
74.
them is PS,844
and full pay may parents, tlie latter come forward, prove the whole
of their tofore assumed that full pensions
sioners is 330, and Ihe annual amount
case a fraud, firocure a habeas corpus, and release
same
the
to
time,
same
the
be allowed at one and
pensions is ®62,0B4. The number of minor chilbeen considered the apprentice after he has been maintained and
their pen- persons; and sometimes it has not
dren pensioners is 115, and the amount of
in executing these educated at the public expense.
discretionary,
even
or
ry,
pensions is $14,314; making an aggregate of 901
I would, therefore, respectfully recommend the
and
iaws, to exclude persons afilicted with diseases
sioners, and $110,122 74.
every passage of a law authorising recruiting officers to
infirmities, to which mankind are subjected in
The amount of stock to the credit of the navy pen- situation, and under all circumstances of life. It is cause an oath to be administered to persons offering
§390,832 25
sion fund, 1st of Oct. 173S, was
discriminate between disabi- for enlistiijent in cases where their majority ia doubt2d1,139 00 at all times difficult to
On the Isl of Oct. 1339,
constitutional pre- ed, and in every case, to parents or guardians prelilies occasioned by hereditary or
the direct senting boys as apprentices to the navy, the viola-*-137,693 25 disposition to disease, and those that are
''"^°' tion of which should be declared a perjuiy, and sub-''
and
penof
paym^ent
was applied to the
ject the offender to legal prosecution and punishment.i"-^tTan°o
service.
ce
st
naval
the
to
sures inciuental
sions granted by acts of congress, and accounts
'

1

A

°mTsum

1

thTXl
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Should llii9 system of apprenticesliip be carried
which it is susceptible, I loolc f'orWiird to it as a source of great aud lasting benefit to
There is e\ery reasonable prospect of its
the navy.
becoiniiii; a nursery for tlie supply of petty officers,
one of the most important constituents in the service, nor can I doubt but that it may be made the
lueans of supplying a large number of capable, intelligent seamen, more strongly attached to their
country by the benefits she has coid'erred on them.
The result, thus lar, has been highly encouraging.
spirit ol excitement and emulation prevails amotig
these boys; their cotiduct, with rare exceptions, is
correct and exemplary; exami)les of profligacy and
cases of desertion seldom occur; commanders of vessels of war are, without exception, anxious to have
at least one-tenth of their ci'ews composed of them;
and the reports from receiving ships give uniform
testimony to their general deportment, their habits
of order and industry, and their capacity for the acquisition of those branches of learning, and that
jiractical knowledge ol their profession, which lit
then: for lulure usefulness.
I have endeavored to call the attention of magistrates, parents and guarilians, to the means all'orded
by this system, of providing for that large class of
unfoitunate children which has become so numerous, most especially in our large cities, and which is
without the means or the prospect of a comfortable
maintenance, or of acquiring even the rudiments of
to the extent of

A

education.

If,

instead of permitting

them

to live in

idleness, exposed to every temptation, and plunging
prematurely into every vice, they were apprenticed
to their country, they would receive such an education as benefits their station and acquire those habits
of sobriety, honesty, order and industry, which
would go far to render those who are so apt to become the bane of society, efficient supporters of the
honor and interests of their country.

18,

1840— CONGRESS.
Mr. Linn said he regretted exceedingly that his
young friend, the delegate from Iowa, had written

ing vessels generally, at the disposal of the depart
ment for all such purposes, at the precise period
they are wanted, and before they deteriorate by
time and exjiosure.
Another advantage would be greatly simplifying
ccounts at all the naval stations by disbursing oHi-

He had certainly misapprehended the
Mr. L. iiad not intendtenor of Mr. L's remarks.
all to say what he had represented him as
saying.
Mr. L. did not enter at all into the merits
of the qneslion, but merely called the attention of
the senate to a memorial on this subject presented
here ten years ago. To thi.s his colleague (Mr.
Benton) would testify. Mr. L. had said that congress had neglected this memorial, and that nothing by them had been done. Missouri had urged
th's memorial on congress, in reference mainly to
prospective difficulty with Indian tribes as to this
boundary. But Mr. L. had not at all entered into
the merits of the question; that was still to be investigated; and to this investigation Mr. L. had
merely endeavored to call the attention of the senate and the country. This memorial, which was
presented ten years ago, then predicted tbe very
this letter.

ed at

ers, and at the treasury.
These, and other minor results of convenience and
economy, in my opinion, all unite in recomuiending

the measure.

Should the further sum of $3-10,000 be transferred
from the appropriation for the gradual improvement
of the navy, towards completing the two steamers as
proposed in the estimates, the remainder of that appropriation,

become
not, in

amounting

to

Jf4IO.OI)0,

which would

available in 1840, by the existing laws, will
probability, be necessary, as the balance

all

on hand will be sufficient to meet all expenditures
under that head for the ensuing year. That portion

may, therefore, it is believed,
be postponed until 1841, without injury to the service, sliouhl it be thought expedient, provided the
whole amount of transfers is eventually returned.
It will be perceived that the board of navy commissioners has again submitted an estimate for addi-

of the appropriation,

which had now arisen.
Mr. Linn knew that Iowa had no

evils

which are daily becoming more indisto the prompt discharge of Ihe public business committed to its superintendence.
The multiplication of records, the labor of investigating past
transactions, so often necessary to refer to. and
tional clerks,

Ohio, Indiana and Illinois had by
electors had some influence in
And this matter respecting
Iowa was even more unquestionable than that respecting Michigan. But Mr. L. had not called the
His whole obrights of Iowa in question here.
ject was to bring the subject fairly before the committee on the juiticiary, before whom Mr. L. and
But, whatever might
his colleague were to appear.
be the decision here on the subject, the legislature
It would be neol Missouri could not accept it.
cessary to call a convention of the state; and,
should that convention refuse the decision of congress, the question must then go to the U. States
courts, and, whatever they might decide in regard
to the boundary, according to the act of 1820, to
This was the
that decision Missouri must submit.
Mr. L. again disclaimed all deultimate tribunal.
sign to enter now into the merits of the question.
Mr. Way, of Ala. said he had not presented the
memorial with a view to debate at this time. But,
whalever the gentleman from Missouri had done
before, he had made somewhat of a speech on this
occasion.
Mr. C. had not examined the merits of
the subject; but he could not acquiesce in the declaration of the senator from Missouri that Iowa
had no interest in this question. He must insist,
on the contrary, that she had an interest, in full
proportion to the value of the territory in question,
and she was under as strong inducements as Missouri to retain it, to add to her strength and reBut Mr. C's object was not debate, but to
sources.

weight which

pensable

their presidential

settling that question.

which increases with the lapse of time, combined
with the progressive expansion of the country, and
all call for additional labor and
additional means for its performance.
The plan for

growth of the navy,

a reorganization of the department, prepared in pur-

suance of a resolution adopted at the last session of
congress, contemplates such addition to the number
of clerks, as is deemed essential to carry it into operation should it be adopted, and will render any furUnder the act of congress which directed a revi- ther action on this point unnecessary.
Believing that the creation of a higher grade of
sion and extension of the rules and regulations of the
.service, approved 19lh May, 1S32, a boaid of naval rank, than is now recognised in the navy, will be adotficers was convened by the department, and their vantageous to the service, for reasons which have
proceedings communicated to congress. No action, been too often presented to require repetition, I
however, was taken by that body, in consequence, again offer the subject to your consideration. ReJ. K. PAULDING.
and as by the provisionsof the law, those regulations spectfully submitted,
To Vie president of ihe United States.
were not to be carried into effect until they had received its sanction, they have remained ever since
a dead letter, never having been promulgated.
Believing, however, that a revision of the old regulations, with a view to their adaptation to laws
subsequently passed, and for the purpose of taking
advantage of the results of experience, would conduce to the good of the service, the department has
directed the board of navy commissioners, under the
authority of the act by which it was constituted, to

attend to that duly.

The

board

is

now engaged

in

peiformance, at such intervals of leisure as the
The remultiplicity of its other labors will permit.
vised system will probably be laid before congress
before the expiration of their present session, and it
is believed that, with some modification of the law
Its

"for the better government of the navy," passed in
the year ISOO, the whole will form a riystein, which,
temperate perif ailministered with a firm, steady,
severance, will, so far aa its influence exten'
tain the navy of the United States on that eminence
which it has attained in the estimation of all nations.
feel confidence however, that the only sure ami
I

means of maintaining the characterand discipline of the service, is to keep in commission as
many vessels and employ as many officers in active
duties, as is compatible with the resources of the
country. This, alter all, is the vital principle of
professional excellence, ami it is on this I rely as the
only solid basis for a naval establishment, not formidable from the number of ships in ordinary or on
the stocks, but for its experience, its discipline and
cHi-'ctual

habits of hardy endurance. For this reason no diminution of the force in commission has been contemIhe
plated in the estimates herewith presented. All
retrenchments will be found in other branches of expenditure, and the current service of the ensuing

year has been

left

untouched and undiminished.

The estimates of the board ofnavy commi.ssioners.
1840, have been made with
for the naval service of
cninpalible with
every regard to economy deemed
Whenever vaiiacountry.
Ihe
of
interests
thc'ieat
estimates and the
tions occur between the present
preceding ones, short explanatory notes are appendthe change.
ed, giving the reasons lor
respectfully to
i take this occasion

recommend

under one general
(he passage of a law, for bringing
building
head all the special acts which authorise the
vessels, as well as those
particular
of
rebuilding
or
relating to their repairs.
reported during the last

A bill

lor this

purpose was

'
is
and ""
ion of congress, ""'
failed to become a law in con:
sumed fob
quence of inability to reach it in time. I conceive
service by
will be highly advantageous to the

it

placing materials

for building,

repairing and equip-

TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS— 1st SESSION.
SENATE.

10.
The vice president communicated
senate a letter from the department of state,
showing the number of clerks, &c. in that depart-

January

to the

ment, their compensation, SiC.
Also, from the treasury department, in obedience
a resolution of the senate, in relation to the
prices of certain stale stocks in the London and
Havre markeis.
Also, in obedience to a resolution calling for the
records and correspondence of the court of inquiry
and court martial in the case of col. Brant.
Also, a petition from Chauncey Hall, in relation
to a steam engine.
Numerous [uivate memorials and petitions were
presented and referred.
Mr. Clay, of Ala. presented a letter from the delegate of Iowa, to the effect that the undersigned
begged leave to state that, from one of the city
papers of the morning, he perceived that one of
tbe honorable senators from Missouri had made a
speech on the disputed boundary between the state
of Missouri and Iowa; and inasmuch as the teiritoiy was unrepresented, he had good reason to hope
had, Misso
t, until an investigation could be
would refrain from charging Ihe general government with ill treatment.
The letter goes on to say: "If the undersigned
ight be permitted to refer to the liberality of congress towards that slate, he is sure that the recent
addition of an immense ilistrict of country Vvould
not be the only instance of the libeiality of the
treneral government towards the state of Missouri.
Your petitioner has no fi^ars for the final result of
this question; he only hopes Ihal. if nothing but
the con.stilutional boundary will be accepted by
tliat stale, your honorable body will not consider it
your duty, though possessed of the power, to extend
Should the legal boundaher constitutional limits.
ry be found to run through the heart of our flourishing territory, our people have too much pride
to stand out against the deliberate opinion ol congress, and seek redress elsewhere.
On the contrary, if it shall appear that Missouri already occupies more than her constitutional limits will allow, he hopes for an award of the balance found
At this time the undersigned forin our favor.
bear? referring to any of the numerous documents
in his possession, going far, in his opinion, to sustain the claims of the territory— fearing that doii

to

so previous to the subject coming before a committee might bo considered premature on bis part.'

interest in this

question, for, in the contest of Ohio with Michigan
on a question of boundary, whatever rights Michigan might have were compelled to be overslaughed here; though Mr. L. had no doubt that the

have

this subject suitably referred.
Mr. Norvell said that he should not have risen,
but lor the allusion of his honorable friend behind
him from Missouri, Mr. Litin, to the Michigan

i

.

boundary. He had no doubt that his friend had
touched the right chord, when Ihe decision of that
question had been ascribed, in some degree, to the
number of electoral votes controlled by the states
if Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, upon that occasion.
He had, however, risen to second the motion of the
senator from Alabama for the printing and reference of the letter of the delegate from Iowa. It
was, he believed, couched in respectful language.
It had relation to a boundary line between that territory and Missouri, in which Ihe people of Iowa
had an important interest, lie protested against
the idea that they had no interest in the question
It appeared, from the whole action of this government, that the territories of the union possessed
neither rights nor interests of any kind. He trust
ed that such a doctrine would be no longer entertained.
In the present controveisy, he confessed
his sympathies to be with the people of Iowa, but
not, he hoped, so deeply enlisted as to induce him
to ilo injustice to Missouri.

Mr. Linn said perhaps he bad committed an error in his language; but, he merely meant to say that,
as a party to this question, Iowa had no interest in
it.
As a question to be settled, it lay wholly between the United States and Missouri. And would
any body now say that the decision of congress on
this qneslion would be binding on Missouri? Would
any one say that Missouri could be lorced into acquiescence to it? The ultimate appeal was beyond
the reach of congress, and if cong-ess did not settle
Mr. L. preferred that
it, the
courts were open.

congress should settle it; but if they determined
that Missouri had no right whalever to the territowould be met by a spirit of resistarice on the part of Missouri
Mr. .'lllen said he was not aware that the subject
of presidential electors had any thingto do with the
case of the Michigan boundary. He was then a
ry, the decision
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January 13. This morning, Mr. IFAi/e, of Tenhouse of representatives, and in a
speech at that lime, lie had taken the same (ground nessee, presented the instruclions received by him
which he slioiild tal;e now; that alter the settlement from the legislature of his state in relation to a naof the controversy, Michigan had only a resulting tional bank, sub-treasury, &c.
contingent interest in the question; but as a party
Mr. While begged leave, in order that he might
to the controversy, she had no interest at all; the neither be misrepresented nor misunderstood, to
question was wholly between Ohio and this go- ead the answer which he had determined to send
to the legislature.
While he agreed with the revernment.
But Mr. A. had now risen chiefly to express his solutions in objecting to the establishment of a nadissent from the doctrine of the senator from Mis- tional bank, he dissented from them on the subaouri, as a final appeal on this question.
The V. treasury system, giving his reasons at length great
States supreme court had no junsiliction over this in that answer, and concluded by resigning his seat
questioK by the constitution, and into that jurisdic- in the senate.
tion it would not be drawn.
It was a question beA message was received from the war departtween severeigH powers, with which that court had ment, showing the appropriation necessary for the
Indian department for the year 1840.
«io right to interfere either directly or indirectly.
Mr. Wright, from the committee on finance,
Mr. A. would remarlc, further, that he had never
looked at this question as to the right of Missouri asked to be discharged from the message of the
or the United Slates to this territoj-y. But he hoped president, in compliance with a resolution of the
congress would act on this subject purely in refer- senate, in relation to the banks which had suspendence to such .Hghf £s shoyld be found toexis^tiR the, ed. On motion 2,000 copies were ordered to be
formation of the constitution of Missouri, aod with, printed.
Also, from the report of the secretary of state in
out any reference whatever to the presidentiai election.
If Missouri had a right to the territory, let nelation to the privileges and restrictions of the U.
her have it, without setting up as a scare-crow the States commerce with foreign nations 2,500 copresidentiai election. Let her have exact and equed pies of this document were ordered to be printed.
The bill for the armed occupation of Florida, was
justice.
Mr. Buchanan said this was purely a judicial then taken up, when
Mr. Benton replied to all the objections offered
question, and one which required the senate to act
by senators.
iipon it with perfect calmness -and deliberation.
Mr. Preston replied in a few remarks, when the
They would hear both sides; and il their decision
should terminste the controversy, it oyght to be by bill, on motion of
Mr. Tappan, was recommitted to the committee
its moral weight and strict impartiality, alter a
thorough and calm investigation. But what was en military affairs. The senate then adjourned
January 14. The vice-president communicated a
now to be seen? The question was introduced as
to whether the supreme couft would have jurisdic- report of the secretary of war, in obedience to a
tion io this ease if it should be decided against resolution asking whether Rock Island was abanMissouri. Could it be of any earthly benefit to doned as a military post by the United States.
The secretary said in his report that it had not
Missouri to decide tiiis question in advance? Mr.
been abandoned, but would be retained as a post
IB. trusled this question wonM not now be agitated. They had had enough of the Ohio and Michi- for the defence of Iowa.
The following memorials, pelitions, &c. were
gan war, without entering now into an unnecessary
controversy. Let (he question be settled on iis presented and appropriately referred.
By the vice president, a memorial relating to the
merits by congress; and then, if Missouri sliould
mot acquiesce, she might take that course which reduction of postage.
By Mr. Grundy, from citizens of Milwaukie
she should think proper. Mr. B. hoped the senate
would go on and settle the real question in con- praying a confirmation of their land titles.
By Mr. Linn, from the citizens of Oregon, pray,
troversy.
After a few more explanatory remarks by Mr. ing the United Slates to take possession of the terLimi and Mr. Clay, of Ala. the memorial was re- ritory, and extend its jurisdiction over the same.
.Also, from citizens of Missouri in relation to the
ferred to the committee on the judiciary.
Mr. Merrick presented a memorial from citizens same.
Petitions were also presented by Mr. Mien, Mr.
«f Maryland and the District of Columbia, suggesting that the science of agriculture might be Roane and Mr. Norvell.
Mr. Prentiss, from the committee on public lands,
promoted by reports from the committee on agrito whom was referred the memorial of the legisla
culture.
Mr. Walker presented a memorial from nume- ture of Missouri, praying for a grant of land lor the
rous citizens of Florida, in favor of a division of education anil instruction of deaf and dumb perthat territory by the "Suwanee" river.
.Mr. W. sons in that slate, reported a bill granting a townstaled that a great body of the citizens of East Flo- ship of land for that purpose to each of the states of
rida were in iavor of such a measure; they desired the union not hereloibre provided lor.
Mr. Walker, from the committee on public lands,
that it might be formed into two slates, a^ their
interests were in some measure separate and dis- reported a bill for the benefit of the Galena and
tinct.
Mr. W. thought it a matter of great im- Chicago Union rail road company.
Mr. Norvell, from the committee on public lands,
portance, and well wortlij'the consideration of congress.
to whom was referred the bill, introduced by him,
Mr. Calhoun suggested that it might lie on the making grants of public land to certain slates lor
table for a lew days, as there were rumors that a purposes of internal improvement, reported the
constitution had been formed.
He agreed with the same without amendment.
Mr. Fulton, from the committee on public lands,
senator that it was, indeed, a matter of grave import, and should be proceeded in with all due deli- reported a bill to piovide for the defence of the
western borders of Louisiana, Missouri and Arkan
beration.
Mr. Walker assented, provided that the motion sas.
Mr. F. submitted a resolution calling on the se
sliould be considered as niade, (and so entered on
the journal), to refer it to a select committee, and cretary of the treasury to know what steps, if any
had been taken in relation to the selection of a site
that the senator would call it up in a few days.
for a marine hospital on Arkansas river.
The memorial was then laid on the table.
Also, that the committee on commerce inquire
Mr. Wall from the committee on the judiciary,
made an unfavorable report oa the petition of J. S. into the expediency of establishing a marine hos
(iital at Little Rock, Askaiisas.
Kowlettee.
On motion of Mr. King, the chair filled the vaAlso, reported a bill to amend an act to provide
cancy in the coiuniittee on Indian affairs; caused by
for taking the sixth census.
Mr. Clay, from the committee on public lands, the resignation of Mr. H7it7e, with the name of Mr,
reported a supplemental bill to the act granting Sevier.
Mr. Prentiss, agreeably to notice, asked and obpre-emption rights to settlers on the public lands,
tained leave to bring in a bill for the relief of the
approifed June 22d, 18.38, uilh an amendment.
The senate resumed the consideration of the bill administrator of Joseph Edson.
Other bills were introduced, on leave, twice read
for the occupation of Florida by armed forces.
Mr. Strange adilressed the senate at much length and referred.
In pursuance of notice, Mr. Norvell asked and
in opposition to ttie bill.
Mr. Tappan moved to recommit the bill, with obtained leave to bring in a bill supplementary to
instructions to make sundry amendments, the chief the act to abolish imprisonment for debt in certain
of which wa'^ understood to be that the lands grant- cases; which was read twice, and referred to the
ed for am eH settlement should not come into pos- committee on the judiciary.
The vice-president having announced as the spe
session of the settlers till January, 1842.
of tlie

—

motion of Mr. Wall, the inolion of Mr. Tap- cial order the bill to provide for the colleclion, safe
pan, with his amendments, was ordered to lie on beeping and transfer of the public money, which
the table till to-morrow, and the amendments to be was discussed as to its details chiefly, until tht

On

printed.

After an executive session, the senate adjourned
outil

Monday.
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boundary, calling on the president for all information not heretofore given in relation to that subject.

The sub-treasury bill was again discussed, the
question being on raising the salary of the receiver
at New Orleans to $4,00(1.
Which motion failed.
Mr. ./?/;en then moved that it should be g3,000
per annum, which motion was carried.
Mr. Seiner then moved to reconsider the vote in
elation to the increase of salary of the New York
eceiver, so as to equalize it with that of New Orleans; but the motion was lost, ayes 20, noes 21.
The salaries of other officers were fixed at 2,500
dollars.

On motion
ness,

the

senate went into executive busi-

and then adjourned.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVKS.
Friday. Jan. 10. The journal havingbeen read
Mr. Randolph, of New Jersey, resumed the floor,
and concluded the speech he had commenced yesterday, in which he went into a general review of
the New Jersey case from the beginning, arguing
in vindication of the course of the governor
and
council, and in favor of the right of his colleagues
claiming under their commission.
Mr. Smith, of Maine, next obtained the floor, and
went into an explanation in regard to the case of
Roberts, in Maine, which had been alluded to yesr
terday by Mr. Botis, who read a speech of Mr.
Smith's containing doctrine alleged by him to be
directly opposite to that Mr. S. now advocated.
In the close of this explanation. Mr. Smith introduced an eulogium on general Jackson,
Mr. Starkweather, of Ohio, rose to address the
chair, when he was reminded by the speaker that
Ihere remained but three minutes to the time fixed
in the orders of the day, for the election of
printer.
Mr. Bell inquired of Mr. Starkweather, whether
the argument he proposed making, was directly
on

amendments moved by Mr. B. or could as well
made should the amendments be withdrawn.
Mr. Starkweather replied that he intended to

the

be

speak

to the general subject; such as had been
the
practice during the debate pursued by other
"an"

tlemen.

Mr. Bell said he was willing to withdraw the
amendments, if thereby the time of the house would
be saved; but as the gentleman's speech would be
made whether it was withdrawn or not, he held
himself irresponsible for the further continuance of
the debate.

Mr. Starlcweaiher then commenced

his

speech

and had proceeded some time, when

The

speaker announced that it was 1 o'clock, the
time fixed for Ihe election of a printer to the house,
this being the day to which that election had
been
postponed.
[Cries of "Go on; go on!"]

Mr. Rices, of Virginia, moved to postpone the
orders of the day, and suffer the present debate
to
proceed.

The yeas and nays were demanded, and ordered
on this motion.
.Mr. Clifford, of Maine, inquired of the chair,
whether the order of the day was now binding, the
rules and orders of the house having been sw^pended
to receive the resolution

now under

debate?

The chair replied that his own judgment was,
that the order of the day was suspended with

the
and orders; but the recent pracof the house had been the other way, and the
chair declined assuming the responsibility of chang^
•'
ing it.
A debate on order hereupon arose, and, it havinf
proceeded some time, the chair reconsidered its
opinion before expressed, and decided that the
orders of the day were suspended, as well the
special order as all others, and that the debate
must
therefore proceed.
From this decision Mr. Giddings took an appeal,
which was discussed for some time, but eventually
rest of the rules
tice

withdrawn.

Mr. Starkweather then resumed his speech,
which he prosecuted with great animation till past
two o'clock. Mr. Starkweather having concluded
The speaker gave the floor to Mr. Clifford, of
Main, when
Mr. Bolts rose and appealed to the courtesy of
the gentleman fiom Maine to allow him to reply to
certain remarks which had fallen from another gentleman from Maine (Mr. Smith).
Mr. Clifford declined yielding, on the ground (as
the reporter understood the gentleman i'n a subsequent part of the proceedings to say) that he had
times, but unsuccessfully to obtain the floor.

endeavomd many

Mr. Bolts then resumed his seat, remarking that,
whenever Ihe gentleman from Maine, in a similar
January 15. A resolution was introduced by Mr, case, should appeal to his courtesy, (Mr. B). woulj
WHliams,o{ Maine, on the subject of the Maine yield the floor to him with the greatest pleasure-.

senate adjourned.
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speak in terms not to be misunderThe unfinished business of yesterday (being the history would
proceeded to addiess the house,
of stood.
,
resolutions of the chairman of the committee
the history of the controversy
Under these circumstances, it did not become
Carolina], proregular elections, [Mr. Campbell, of South
He wished
further.
from its inception. In doing so, and in the
all the him, Mr. B. to say any thing
of
committee
that
to
reference
to vin- posino- the
distinctly understood that he reprocess of liis argument, Mr. C. procee.ied
the New Jersey contest- it however, to be
the house in llie paperl &c. in tlie case of
having disavowed any indicate the conduct of the cleric of
announced by the speaker, uarded the gentleman as
to read, ed election) having been
degree,
to him, in the slightest
course which he had adopted, and proposed
impute
to
tention
the
to
entitled
being
which and Mr. Clifford, of Maine,
by
reasons
the
speech,
If that was not so, it
own
his
falsehood.
part
of
a
as a
the statementof
course, and floor from yesterday—
disavow an}' inten•he cleric was governed in tjkiiig that
irom
the gentleman did not distinctly
genlleman
the
requested
and
rose
Mr Boils
herepersonally offensive, Mr. a.
which, it will be recollected, the house had
the floor so as to ena- tion to use remarks
permission Maine [Mr. Clifford] to yield
distinctly lo the house.
tofore refused to the clerk himself
to the gentle- wished he would say so
ble him [Mr. B.] to put a question
said he would slate his own
here
speaker
lo read.
The
Simlk].
[Mr. Mbert
The chair did
the reading of the docu- man's colleague,
Clifford then

Mr.

i

commencing with

]

Mr- Peck objected to
to
ment as out of order. He was willing to listen
genllemau might
a speech of any length that the

floor.—

Clifford persisted that he had the
would
trusted, he said, that no other gentleman
He had but litobject to the reading of the paper.
knew something ot the
tie experience here, but he
proceedings of legislative bodies, and he had never
known objection made to the reading of a paper,
Haste
unless there was a manifest disposition to

Mr!

He

Mr

,

j

if the point of order was dehe wished to submit his reasons

bateable.
for objecting.
Mr. Clifford said he

wished

to

read this as a part

of his speech.
The speaker said that, objection having been
ot the
made, the paper could only be read by leave
Mr.' Clifford

moved

for leave,

and asked the yeas

which were ordered.
^
^^
^
Mr. 'll'isc hoped the gentleman from New York,
would withdraw his objection to the
Pec/.')
(Mr'
papers
that
better
was
leaiu'ng, although it certainly
published rather
so voluminous as this, should be
take this
than read. For his own part, he would
hear this
occasion to say that he always wished to
himself.
clerk
the
from
and
read,
paper
Mr. Mitchell suggested that the paper be read by

and

n'avs;

,

its title.

.

^.

^.

Mr. Peck withdrew his objection.
Mr. Andrews, of Kentucky, renewed

it,

and

dicated his intention to persist.
Mr. IVise said the genlleman from

lo

which

it

bad reference were made. It was no
been deferred until

fault of his that the matter had
|

Peck inquired
If so,

in-

morning. He occupied a position before the
of
house which was at all times a painful one— that
oliensive
haviiii' to reply to remarks of a personally

this

And probably, it would be right, before
demand
he proceeded to do so, to make an explicit
from the gentleman from Maine, [Mt. A. Smith].
The o-entleman's remarks were of an offensive chagentle,-acter— of a character which probably the
man himself was not fully apprized of. Mr. B. now
this house,
called upon him to state distinctly to
whether in the language "vile and base slander,
u-ed in reply lo [Mr. B's] remarks characterizing
the New Jerthe course of the democratic party on
that hissey contested election; and the language,
the lie to the
give
wouhl
come
to
time
all
tory in
general
charge which he [Mr. B.] had made, that
him
Jackson was a tyrant, was intended to apply to
to say
intended
gentleman
the
whether
personally—
and base
that he [Mr. B.] was the author of a vile
relation to
slander, or that he had uttered a lie in
answer.
general Jackson? He required a distinct
Mr. Smilh said that before he replied to the dethe genby
him
upon
made
peremptorily
mand thus
S.]
tleman from Virginia, [Mr. Bolls], he [Mr.
would inquire of the chair whether, after answering
reply to such
the demand, he should be allowed to
the gentleman from Virginia should be

character.

Uhio (iMr. remarks as
read documents permitted by the chair

,

impression ol what bad been said.
Maine yesternot understand the genlleman from
thing personal to
day, (Mr. Smilh) as imputing any
would at
chair
the
or
Virginia,
the genlleman from
once have arrested him in his remarks.
the opiwas
such
that
believed
he
said
Mr Smilh
language was
nion of the house. He thought his
to make
sufficiently clear then— he had endeavored
not succeeded, it was beit so now; and ifhe had
himself more
cause he had not the ability to express

Clifford acceding
in his
Bolts said he regretted it had not been
yesterday,
to catch the eye of the speaker
question which
that he might have submitted the
remarks
he desired "now to submit, at the lime the

Mr.
Mr.
power

to

make subsequent

to that

explicitly.

.

.

u-

,

ir

himselt
said he should then not think
say any thing further.
gentleman
the
to
appealed
and
rose
Duncan
who was entitled to the floor on the

Mr. Botls
at liberty to

Mr
(Mr

Clifford)

for a moJersey contested election, to yield
paper
ment to enable him [Mr. D.] to name a
part ot
which he intended to have introduced as a

New

his speech,

and he contemplated inserting

in the

it

printed report thereof.
Mr f/ijord having yielded,

i

Mr. J)u«can proceedpart ol the
ed to say that it was nothing more than
delivered some days
first instalment of his speech
gallery had
the
in
gentlemen
some
ago and which
office.
turned into rhyme, and sent to the Globe
tune for it.
Mr. D. added that he had got a good
it— let us
[Cries from many parts: "read it— sing
hear

it— tune up," &c.]
.,,
Duncati, in some apparent bewilderment
,

,

Mr

to the

mode

in

which he should communicate

as

the

floor—
rhymes
The speaker said the gentleman from Ohio was
to the house, still retaining the

out

ol

order.

,i
j
allowed
Mr. Mitchell moved thatthe gentleman be
,.

to sing his song.

,

.,

^

,.

.1

Duncan) had been permitted to
The speaker interposed, saying that the gentleanswer.
.,
more irrelevant than this.
Maine [Mr. Clifford] was entitled to the
The speal;er replied that he could only say that man from
XlmMr. Granger inquired what the paper was?
and that the gentleman from Ohio, [Mr.
Irom
floor,
gentleman
the chair would not permit the
Maine
from
gentleman
the
that
said
speaker
The
out of coh] would take his seat.
to make any remarks which were
(Mr Clifford) had described i( as a paper drawn up Virginia the chair heard them; nor was it in order
Duncan then resumed his seat amidst much
Mr
his course ord?r, if
,

,

,

.

-

the part ol the house,
by remarks ot a manifest disappointment on
to reply, to remarks out of order
a
continued throughout the day, and threw
in the discharge of his duty.
character. It would depend on the courtesy which
the residue of the proceed
over
Some lew words of inquiry passed, not distinctly similar
shade
melancholy
[Mr.
Clifford],
Maine,
of the other gentleman from
repor'.er.
the
by
beard
was entitled to the floor on the question pendWhen the question was taken, and decided in the who before
rising to resume his argument—
the house, whether he [Mr. S.] would '"Mr C/iforii
ing
readaffirmaiive: yeas no, nays (iS.
Mr Peck inquired if the clerk had finishedunderafforded an opportunity to reply.
be
read.
be
to
paper
He
the
permitted
So the house
book. Mr. P. understood not.
his
Mr. Smilh said he would then like to know whe- mo- his
nnd
clerk had skipped the title page
The clerk therefore read the paper containing
the
that
he
that
stood
to
him,
give
way
ot the New ther his colleague would
The house had required
reasons lor declining to call the names
the gentleman many o( the anecdotes.
the appen- might reply to any remarks which
should be read, and Mr.
Jersey members, and proceeded to read
to that the whole document
subsequent
make
might
Mr.
B.
precedents by Irom Virginia,
wdiole of it.
dix thereto, being a citation of the
_
chair might con- P wished to hear the
his answer, and which remarks the
the
which his course wsssutained.
Mr Clifford did not acquiesce, he said, inhouse
be in order?
gentleman. The
The reading of thislatt.-rducument had progress- sider to
"laid down by the
principle
afiirmately.
Mr
Clifford replied
certain dohave
a
when,
to
permission
little,
but
a
ed
granted him
Mr. Smith said he had then no hesitation in re- had
himself ol the
Mr Reynolds moved that the house adjourn.were plying
from cument .-ead, and he might avail
to the demand made by the gentleman
or only a part ol it.
Mr. Stanhj asked the yeas and nays; which
iirivilefe of using the whole
reading
if he pleased.
the
not ordered.
u
u j
S. had He had a right to suspend
had
In regard to the remarks which he, Mr.
who
Mr. Bolls appealed to the gentleman
Jackson,
Mr. PpcA-'insisting on the reading—
motion, to submitted to the house in defence of gen.
the least objection
not
had
he
said
moved the adjournment to withdraw the
Mr Clifford
holding as he did the
queslion to the gen- he had simply to say that,
whole document.
enable him lo put a distinct
that individual, in to the clef k rciding the
the remarks character and public services ol
reading of
tleman from Maine (Mr. Smilh) belore
The clerk then resumed and closed the
with the whole civilized world, in the highcommon
public prints.
the
into
went
[read yesterday].
gentlemen
statement,
to bis
of that
and veneration, he would never permit the appendix
Clifford resumed his arguiiunt
Mr.
Mr Clifford suggested that Mr. Smilk was not at est re=pect
which,
such
to
Alter
replying
without
his character to be assailed
speak until past 3 o clock, when
present in his seat.
As to the character of that individual, and continued to
assailment.
Mr Botls said that the gentleman not being preenterlain dif- the floor was obtained by
„,
But, in men did entertain, and had a right to
to say.
in reply, who had proceedPenn.
sent, iie could not say what he had
of
Cooper,
was
a
Mr
Whether Andrew Jackson
when he
the reiporters w'ould with- ferent opinions.
tlie mean time, he hoped
when ed in hut a lew introductory sentences
And
of opinion.
matter
was
a
not,
tyrant
or
hadsnhmitadjournCranston foran
hold the remarks which the gentleman
the lie to yielded 10a motion by Mr.
h«, Mr. S. said that all history would cive
were deted today.
on this molion the yeas and nays
,•
.,
.
charge made against Andrew Jackson that he menu
the house adAnd the question recurring on the adjournment, (he
sup- manded, but refused, and therepon
he
(and
meanttosay,
or
said,
he
tyrant,
Messis.Po^eand Cliap- was a
tellers were demanded; and
unso
intelligence
posed that every man of common
Osmyn Baker, memman were appointed tellers.
erroneous ^""TaZiay, Jan. 14. The hon.
rstood him), 'that that opinion was an
And the affirmative vote having been announced uiie, and that all history would so stamp it. He had ber electlmm the state of Massachusetts, appearhis seat.
took
and
qualified,
any
w.is
ed,
to charge
said he loo much respect for his station here
eli'^^Ur^Slunly (amidst some cries for order)
A motion was made bv Mr. Lincoln, (whichyeshouse, with hayhe wished to gentleman upon this floor, in this
debate), to amend the journal of
had asked the yeas and nays, because
The yeas in 'uttered a wilful and deliberate lie. He should cit,.! some
adjournment.
the
to the point
related
for
it
voted
faras
so
who
proreedin.'S,
know
constituents would terday's
observed that be'ashamedofhimself, and his
presentation, by Mr.
and nays had been refused. He had
were to make such a de- of order which arose on the
the tellers, which be ashamed of him, if he
memorials.
only seven wbigs passed thiough
he said, or meant to say. was, that L. of certain
AH
claration.
adminislration
the
of
supporters
the
showed that
The motion of amendment, was, on the motion
elsewhere, tliat Andrew
adjournment, although the opinion offered here or
on the table— ayes S4,
did occasionally go for an
all of Mr. Care Johnson,
Jackson was a tyrant, would be pronounced by
their names.
record
to
afraid
were
they
history to be false and erroneous.
the committee
And the negative vole having been counted,
in '"'on' leave given, Mr. Jones, from
genlleman,
the
stood
undei
he
said
Botls
Mr.
So the house adjourned.
introduced a resolution authere appeared 49.
as disclaiming an of ways and means,
consent, the the explanation he had offered,
general
clerk; whictt
By
11.
a
J'tn.
employ
to
Salurday,
motive in any thori.sing that committee
communication from intention to impute any improper
speaker laid before the house a
. , .
that he was utterly in- was agreed to.
enclosing a printed thin" he had said— as saying
to submit a
treasury,
leave
the
asked
of
Johnson
secretary
Cost
ir.
the
Mr
gentleman with uttering a
for the year capaljle of charging any
for the Discopy of the receipts and expenditures
similar resolution from thecommitlee
erroneous
an
was
it
that
but
falsehood,
the committee on pub- [deliberate
lS:i'9; which was referred to
mere matter of opinion, as to which trict of Columbia.

by the clerk of the house

in relation to

.

...

.

\M

lic

expenditures.

impression— a

|
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Mr. Petrikin objected.
Mr. W. Thompson rose and

said that, for the first
lime since he had had the honor of a seat in this
house, he was about to ask for a suspension of the
rule, to enable him to otfer a resolution heretofore
submitted by his friend from Virginia (Mr. Wise),
who was now detained from the house by indisposition.
The resolution was in exact conformity to
the action of the house yesterday, upon the subject
nf abolition; and, by its adoptiorj, the house would
save itself infinite time and unpleasantness.
Mr. Cldnii demanded the yeas and nays, which
were ordered.
Mr. C. said that, before the question was taken,
he would ask that a resolution which he would send
to tlie clerk's table, and which he intended to offer
in case of tht; rejection of the other, might be read
for information:
The speaker said it could only be read by leave.
The resolution was read as follows:
Resoleed, That all petitions, memorials, resolnlions
and addresses of every description, touching the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, or in the
states or territories, or in any manner relanng to the
existence of slavery or the slave trade in the United
States, be referred, without debate, to a select committee, with instructions to consider and report thereon.
Mr.
(who is very imperfectly heard by
the reporters on the right of the chair) was understood to allude to the lact, that a motion to suspend
Iherule for the introduction of the same resolution
(introduced originally by the gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Whe) had been twice rejected by the
house. And with a view to prevent the motion
being again brought up, he moved the indefinite
postponement of the motion to suspend.
The speaker said it was not in order to make a
raotion for the indefinite postponement of a motion
to suspend the rule.
Mr. Black asked that a resolution which he had
prepared might be read for intbrmatinn, in order
that his course upon this question might be understpod.
The chair said it was not in order, but the resolution could be read by leave.
Mr. Hoffman inquired of the chair whether, if
the motion to suspend the rule prevailed, the effect
would be to postpone tlie special order, (commencing at one o'clock), which was the report of the
select committee on the rules and orders of the
house?
The speaker was of opinion that the effect of the
motion, if it prevailed, would be to postpone the
special order, provided the resolution was not disposed of before the time for the special order ar-

Mams

Mr. Underwood having

said, in that event, the

house would
be left without rules of order for to-morrow. It
was all important that they should be considered
to-day, having already been twice postponed.
Mr. Black inquired ot the chair whether, if the
motion to suspend the rule prevailed, it would then
be in order for him to move to strike out from the
resolution all after the word "resolved," and insert
his proposition as an amendment?
The speaker having replied in the affirmative
Mr. Black gave notice that he should do so, in
the event of the motion to suspend being agreed to.
And the clerk having proceeded to call the names
of the members, and being about to call that of

—

Mr. Underwood
Mr. U. rose and

risen
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and addressed

th<

speaker
The speaker put the interrogatory, "were you
within the bar when your name was called?"
Mr. Underwood replied that he was. But he had
risen for the purpose of making a statement, if the
house would hear him.
The speaker said the gentleman could only pro
ceed by leave.
Objection was made.
And the names of the gentlemen who had voted
having been read over.
Mr. Underwood rose and said that his name had
not been read.
He wished to vote, but there was
one thing upon which his vote depended. If he was
to understand
The speaker
the gentleman was not in order.
He must answer ay or no.
Mr. Undei-wood desired to be informed by the

sM

what

the effect of the resolution would be?
be that, if adopted, the abolition petitions
were laid on the table, witii the motion? If so, he
should vote in the negative. If the efiijct was to
leave the petition in the hand of the member, he
should vote in the affirmative. Upon that question
his vote depended.
He had no desire to avoid re-

chair

Was

it

to

—

sponsibility.

The

speaker said the gentleman was out of time.
Mr. Vanderpoel protested against the proceeding
of the gentleman from Kentucky.
Mr. IF. Thompson submitted to the chair that the
gentleniari was obliged to vole; (and read the rule
applicable thereto).
The gentleman being within
tlie bar of the house must vote.
Mr. T. liere made a remark as to what he regarded to be the effect of the resolution, but which the
reporter could not hear.
Mr. Cushing objected to any explanation as to the
inleniion of the resolution.
Mr. Underwood sniii, if it was the opinion of the
chair that these petitions would not be laid on the
table, he wished to vote in he affirmative.
[Cries of "order!" "order!"]

And the chair then announced the decis'oii as follows: Yeas 128, nays 77.
So, two-thirds not voting therefor, the rule was not
suspended.
JVIr.

Hoffman

called for the spcial order.

Mr. Campbell, of S. C. asked leave to offer a resolution authorising the committee of elections to employ a clerk.
Objection was made.
point of order was here raised by Mr. Adams,
(^3 the reporter understood) that the call for peti-

A

tions

rived.

Mr. Hoffman

— —
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came up

tled to priority

as unfinished business,

and was enti-

over the special order.

The

speaker decided that a special order, to have
precedence over a class of business which, by the
rules of the house, has priority over it must have
been made special by a vote ol two-thirds; but that
a special order, made such by a majority only, would
take precedence over other business of the same
class, not made special.
Mr. R. Garland appealed from the decision.
Some debate ensue, which resulted in the withdrawal of the appeal, and in the success of a renewed motion from Mr. i/ojfman, that the house proceed
to the special order.

[The report of the select committee of the rules,
of which Mr. Hoffman was chairman, proposes several alterations in the rules; the principal of which

said he should ask to be excused from voting, unless he might be permitted to ask
e
of the chair certain information on Which his vote
That "no member shall speak more than once (inwould depend.
stead of twice, as the rule now stands), to the same
The speaker read the rule, that "all motions to question without leave of the house, unless he be the
excuse a member from voting shall be made before mover, proposer or introducer of the matter pending;
the house divides, or before the call of the yeas and in which case he shall be permitted to speak in renays is commenced; and any member requesting ply, but not until every member choosing to speak
to be excused from voting may make a brief ver- siiall have spoken."
That a motion to fix the time to which the house
bal statement of the reasons for making such reshall adjourn shall have the same right of priority
quest," &c.
The chair, therefore, was of opinion that the gen- over every other question as a motion to adjourn.
To alter the rule which recognizes and defines
tleman was out of order.
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these words
"that the duration of a speech should
not exceed one hour."
Mr. Dawson suggested a further amendment—

"and that each member entitled to an hour, shall
have the liberty of transferring that hour.
Mr. fF. Thompson suggesled, as a further amendment, that the house should appoint timers, as was
done on the race course, and should change the
clock for independent second hand watches.
Mr. Biddle moved the previous question; which
was seconded.
In answer to an inquiry, the chair stated that the
main question would be on the rules as amended by
the committee.
Mr. Lewis Williams appealed to Mr. Biddle to
withdraw the demand for the previous question; but
the latter gentleman persisted in his motion.
And the main question was ordered to be now
put.

Mr. Lewis V/illia.ms demanded the yeas and nays;
which were ordered.
And the main q\iestion was then taken and decided
in the alJirmalive
Yeas 126, nays 77.
So the rule, as amended by the committee was

—

adopted.
The debate was further continued on an amendment declaring the motion declaring the day to
which the house will adjourn, as well as the motion
to adjourn, itself, not debateable; when that amendment was carried by yeas and nays: yeas 98, nays 74.
The question next recurred on the modification of
the effect of the previous question, which was discussed at great length and finally adopted without
alteration by yeas and nays: yeas 101, nays 95.
And then the house, at past 4 o'clock adjourned.

Wednesday, Jan. '\5. The journal having been
Mr. Campbell, of S. C. moved that the committee of elections be empowered to employ a clerk.
And a desultory conversation (-nsued as to the nece'sily for a clerk, the compensation he should receive, tic. which resulted in Mr. Campbell's modifying his motion so as to limit the compensation
of the clerk to $;4 per diem, while in the ilischarge
of his duties; in which form the motion was aTee
read,

to.

Mr. Howard, of Indiana, was, at his own request,
excused from serving on the committee on the expenditures in the war department.
Mr. Hoffman, chairman of the select committee
on amending the rules of order, called for the order
of the day; which was the consideration of that
comuiiltee's report. And that being taken upas the
unfinished business of yesterday, the question recurred on the only remaining amendment reported

by the committee.

Mr. Adams suggested that this resolution wa.i
not in order, as it had nothing to do with ths rules
of order, which subject alone had been referred to
the committee.
Before any decision was given by the c/iaiVon this
point of order.
Mr. //o^maii addressed the house in support of
the resolution, urging, as his chief argument, that the
presence of the desks, rendering members very comfortable and affording them facilities for writing letters, fic. prevented gentlemen addressing the house
Irom being fully sensible how weary it often was of

listening to their speeches.
Were this accommodaremoved, the house would be obliged to listen;

tion

it would soon be perceived when a speaker
wearying the house, and no man had hardihood
enough to induce him long to persevere against a

and then
wa.5

general expression of fatigue and ennui. He appealed to the rapid despatch of business in the British parliament as an illustration of his position.
Altera brief debate, in which the resolution was
opposed by Mr. Banks, of Virginia, that gentleman
called for the [irevious question.

When Mr. Lewis Williams moved to lay the resolution on the table.
Mr. Adams again raised his point of order, insistng that the committee were not competent to report such a resolution, it being irrelevant to the obAnd the name of Mr. Underwood having been the effect of the previous question, so that it shall read ject of their appointment.
This chair decided the resolution to be in order;
called, that gentleman did not answer to his name. as Ibllows: "The previous question shall be in this
It and the question being taken on Mr. IFjV/ioms' moMr. W. Thompson said he would not submit to form: 'Shall the main question be now put?'
shall oidy be admitted when demanded by a ma- tion to lay it on the table, it was carried: yeas 119
this Irom any quarter.
jority of the members present, and its eflect shall noes 55.
And the roll having been called through
So the resolution was laid tipon the table.
Mr. Vanderpoel rose and inquired of the chair be to put an end to all debate, and bring the house
Mr. Coles, of Virginia, moved as a lurtheramendwhether the gentlemen from Kentucky, (Mr. Under- to a direct vole upon amendments, and then upon
ment to the rules, the substance of the resolution
at'ood, had voted? Mr. V. believed not.
The house, the main question," &.C.]
The following resolution was also recommended proposed by him a few days ago concerning aboliunder its rules, had a right to insist that every gention petitions.
tleman who was within the bar at the time his name by the committee for adoption by the house:
Here begun a series of proceedings and debate,
'Resolved, That; alter the adjournment of this
was called should vote. Was this the right time to
session of congress the speaker direct the desks be- covering the general subject, which continued unraise the question?
The speaker thought that the proper time would
be after the list of those who had voted had been
read over.
Mr. Vanderpoel said be should then bring the question ap.

fore the seats of the

The

first

members

to be

of the above mentioned

rise to a debate.

removed.

amendments gave

til

Ihe hour of adjournment; Messrs.

son,

W. Thomp-

Monroe, Granger, Crabb and Gentry partici-

pating

in

the debate.

Mr. Coo/jcr, of Georgia, obtained
Mr. Clark, of New York, moved to amend the
amendment of the committee by adding thereto on his motion, the house adjourned.

the floor, and,

.
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succeed Dr.

coast in the east. Pennsylvania will then begin to
will flow from
Appalling calam'lij. Steamhoal Lexington destroyed realize in earnesi the advantage which
her stupendous system of internal improvements.
hy fire, and nearly Ivio hundred lines lost.
[Harrisburg Chron.
From the Bridgeport Republican Standard, Jan. 14.
Convention in Ohio, The friends of ihe administraThe Lexini»toii left New York fur Stoningion on
Monday. 3 o'clock, P. M. having it is believed about tion in Ohio held a convention at Columbus on the
large quantity of 8ih of January, for the transaction of business conone hundred and fifty passengers.
cotton was placed upon her decks. At 7 o'clock, when nected with their party operations. The hon. Thomas
about two miles from Eaton's neck, the cotton took L. Hamer, late a member of the house of representaGotives, was chosen president of the convention.
fire near the smoke pipe.
The boat was headed for the shore as soon as the vernor Shannon was re-nominated for election to the
efforts to extinguish the fire proved unsuccessful. She gubernatorial chair.
panic
was
the
such
yet
boats—
three
was provided with
Election of United States senators. OniTuesday last
which took possession of all minds, that they were N. P. Talmadge, esq. was elected United States sehoisted out while the boat was still under headway, and
nator from New York, receiving in the senate 19
immediately swamped.
votes, against 10 for all others, and in the house 69
The engine a few minutes after gave way, leavmg against 59.
her utterly unmanageable. The jscene which then enDaniel Sturgeon, esq. was on Tuesday the 14th inst.
sued, is described as most appalling.
chosen by the legislature ot Pennsylvania a senator of
Captain Chester Hilliard, of Norwich, a passenger
the United States, in place of senator McKean, whose
lew
these
on board, from whom we have gathered
term of service e.xpired on the fourth of March last.
particulars, stales that soon atier the engine stopped,
The vote on joint ballot stood for Sturgeon, (adm.) 87,
the passengers beg.in to leave the boat on boxes, bales,
Charles Ogle, (whig), 26, and Richard Biddle, (whig).
so
he
was
firemen,
of
the
with
one
&c. In company
17.
lashed
fortunate as to secure a cotton bale, to which he
Florida. The Tallahassee Floridian of the 28th ult,
himself. He remained upon tliis bale, the vvmd blowin" off Long Island shore, until 11 o'clock this morn- says '"On Saturday night last, the dwelling of major
of J. S. Taylor, about six miles from Moniicello, was ating, when he was taken up by the sloop Merchant,
to the ground. The family
Southport.
J tacked by Indians and burnt
J
His companion, in the meantime, bad been released made their escape.

CHRCtNICLE.

pico

1

Two

others were taken
his sufferings.
up by the sloop, a fireman and the pilot of the boat.
Both were neailv insensible. It is surprising that any
should have survived the exposure. Tliere is too much
reason to fear that the threo are the only survivors. It
that the others may have been
is, however, possible

by death from

saved.

The boat drifted up the sound wiih the tide, and was
Capl. H. states she
off this harbor about midnight.
walch.
at 3 o'clock, as he mnrked ihe time by his
The efforts which last night were made, in this vicinity and at Southport, to go in aid of the suflerers,

sunk

proved, owing to the ice in the harbors, and to untoward circumstances, entirely unavailing.
learn that a boat which succeeded in getiing out
of Southport harbor, after reaching the middle of the

We

sound, was compelled to return.
The account which we have given of this awful
catastrophe, is exceedingly imperfect. It may be we
imagined that our informant is hardly in a situation to
furnish

many

details.

The Amistad. The trial of the Africans, taken on
the schooner Amistad, is now in progress at New Hi
ven. One of the witnesses on Wednesday, was i
lerrupted bv ihe judge, who said he was fully convinced that the men were recently from Africa.
The army. The war deportment has issued an op
der that the officers of the array wear the usual military mourning in testimony of respect to general Bernard, lately deceased in France.

of

to the State

bank

of

Alabama and branches

is

Boston and PoHland rail road. This road was opened to passengers yesterday, to within a few miles of
rail
E.xeter village. This furnishes forty-four miles ot
road between Boston and this city.
The public debtof Boston is estimated atl*l,bUO,ouo.

Burning of

the steamboat

of Missouri.

Belle,

We

Misstated, on Saturday, that the steamboat Belle, of
Cape
souri, was burned whilst slopping to wood above
Girardeau on the Mississippi, on the Illinois side. The
inleresting acSt. Louis Bidletin gives the following

count of the disaster:
,,
have received several highly interesting accounts
Belle,
of the terrific explosion at the burning of the
there were nearly 15J
supposed
One says that it is
kegs of gun powder on board, and that the explosion
very nearly resembled an earthquake. The water was
very much agitated, and the Susquehanna steamboat trembled'like a leaf. A log house, which stootj
on Ihe bank near the river, was partly unroofed, and
out.
the chiiikings between the logs were shaken
Pieces of the wreck were thrown to un immense dis.

We

,

tance.

Canals.

The Harrisburg Reporter

stales that the

water was drawn ofi' from the I'ennsylvania canals on
"Tuesday lust. On the opening of the nayimlion next
spring, the great Pennsylvania chain will have two
Imks'adtled to it of the most imporiant character. At
the western extremity will be added the cross cut canal, openin" a communication wjth the Ohio state
canal and iLake Erie; and iit the eastern end will be
added the Susquehanna and lido water canal, renderini' perfect the communication with the navigable waThese additions will add
ter's of the Chesapeake bay.
about four hundred and fifty miles of canal to the
Pennsylvania chain, besides the thousand of miles of
lake navigation in the west, and the whole Atlaniic

iNorfolk Herald.
at the bar of Tam-

Propagation of fruit trees. Take the scion for graftFebruary and until the buds begin
grow considerably, dip each end of the shoot in
melted pitch, wax or tallow; and hurry it in the ground
the buds uppermost, the body in a horizontal posiuon;
and at the depth of two or three inches. Trees thus
Shoeobtained yield fruit in three or four years.
[Alex. Gaz.
maker's wax will answer.

ing, after the 1st of
to

A New

Profitable office.
a sheriff in that city has

Orleans paper states that
$250,000 in three years.

made

Relief to Mobile. The committee of relief, in Mobile,
under dale of the 4ih instant, acknowledge the total receipts of moneys subscribed for the relief of the sufferers by the late fiires in that city, to be $26,395 66

Receipt.
The New York Star gives the following as
a remedy .for the croup: "Cut onions into ihin slices;
regards the between them and over them put browii sugar— when
yet attended the sugar is dissolved, a teaspoonful of the synip will
any of the ladies' fairs for charitable purposes, has just produce almost instantaneous relief. This simple and
been witnessed at New Oilcans. The very large sum efl(!ctual remedy for this distressing malady, should be
of 814,033, was received by the ladies of that city as known to all having the care of small children.
the proceeds of a fair in aid of the Female Orphan
Refined sugar. The Boston Post publishes a stateasylum, held on the four or five days immediately ment of the number of barrels, boxes and pounds of
preceding Christmas. The receipts at the door, for
refined sugar exported from that port from January 1
the entrance fees of visiters, were, alone, $2,147.
to December 20, of the past year, and the places to
Fatal temerity.
learn through the Centreville which it was exported. The aggregate amount exMd. Sentinel, that on Chrisimas day a party of whites ported 2.951,916 lbs. The principal amounts were,
and blacks assembled at a shop or store abouttwo and to Naples 735.235, Trieste 823,395, Pale'mo 440,670,
a half miles from Elkton, where, ns is customary on Valparaiso 622,732, Genoa 129,740, Smyrna 107,422.
such occasions, after pushing the ardent for some time,
Shipwreck. A correspondent of the Detroit Advertiser
they had a trial of skill at target-shooting. After this states that the brig Neptune went ashore near Point
was over, two ol the best "shots'' among them, a white Saible on the 23d tilt, and nineteen of ihe twenty souls
man and a black man, declared that they could shoot ^^ board
or frozen to death. The
drowned
were
_ _
^^^ either
^
^
the hat from each other's heads, without injury to their cap'tain, the onFy survivor, got as far as Muskego
r _. r.
.,
persons. Accordingly they agreed to make the trial. the '26th, but he had both
feet frozen.
It was settled that the black man should shoot first,
State securities. The interest on the Maryland state
which he did, shooting the hat from the white man's
head without injuring his person. It was now ihe stocks, which fell due on the 1st instant, was paid, ac.
white man's turn to try his skill; and both having taken cording to a New York paper, in specie, or currency
their stations, he levelled his gun, and blew the brains vv'iih a preinium of 9 per cent, added.
The interest on the Illinois state bonds, due in New
out of his more skillful but unfortunate rival.
York on the 6ih inst. has been puctuaily paid there.
Great performance.
The Philadelphia U. S. Gazette
Syraatse and Utica rail road. The directors of the
states that the locomotiveengine which some short time
ago brought sixty-nine laden cars over the Reading Syracue and Utica rail road have issued a circular to
rail road, on Thursday last conveyed eighty-six cars on Ihe stockholders, explaining why the late call for the
ihe same road.
Among the items conveyed were./i/- final instalment was made.

The most successful result, as
amount of money realised, which has
Fair.

We

i.'!

_

—

j

—

cwin"

was

Poison. The members of the family of Mr. Gigon,
poisoned with arsenic, are all recovered, and
are considered by the physicians as out of danger from
its effects.
The virtues of the hydrate peroxide of iron
as an antedote for arsenic has been fully tested in this
instance, as there is no doubt the lives of these sLx persons have been preserved by its timely use.
[Philadelphia Herald.

sixty-one
Banks of Massachusetts. The abstract of the bank teen hundred and sixteen barrels of jioiir, and
tons of iron -the gross load conveyed, exclusive of enreturns of"Massachu3etts, made in November, shows
lender, being three hundred and forty seven
gine
and
118.
Total
to
be
stale,
that
in
banks,
the number of
moved with this
amount of bills in circulation, S7,873,3'2J 50. Total (ons, (of 2,240 pounds). The engine
Its weight,
amount due from the banks, 8153,273,050 36. Total train at the rate of twelve miles an hour.
including fuel and water, is not quite eleven tons.
amount of specie, Sl,833,272 99.
Gubernatorial veto. Governor Porter has vetoed the
Alabama. The insolvent and doubtful debt
Bank

esiimated at five millions. The largest bad debt is at
Mobile; the smallest at Hunisville. The branch at
Huntsville, it is said, will not lose $50,000.

on

who were

—

,

as surgeon of the naval hospital at this

S. sloop of war Erie,
the 20ih ult. —all well.

The U.

A

,
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document we learn

that the

whole cost

of the

road was S9U,959 92. This includes necessary stock
on hand, and for future repairs, to the amount of
820,500. The average cost per mile was $17,200.
I'lie cost of construction has exceeded the estimates
bv about $250,000 of which 8109,000 was caused by
the work being of a different character from that contomplated in the estimate.
bill passed by the legislature ot Pennsylvania, at ils last
The receipts on the road for the five months it has
session, for appropriating S22,00Q for the erection of a
been travelled oyer were $115,301 58 of which $97,778
lunauc asylum in that state.
59 were applied toward the construction of the road
Great sale of Louisiana slate bonds.
are informOn the 12di of the present month there were $2,312 92
ed that at a meeting ot tho council ot the second muni, due for carrying the mails which are not included in the
cipaliiy, last evening, an offer was received and accept- above stalonient.
ed for the bonds of the state, bearing five per cent, inThe expenditures, on transportation account, were
terest, received by the niunicipality in exchange for its
$23,599 26, and they include the sum paid for a year's
own, under the law of IStli March, 1839,
supply of fuel which is yet on hand.
The offer, we learn, was made by John Minturn,
The number of passengers who were carried over
esq. of this city, and was par, cash, deducting Ihe the road
from the 3d July to 3Uth November, was
amount due him by the municipality for paying, about 77,488.
S200,000.
As the amount of state bonds exceeds
It is estimated that the receipts for passengers upon
X1U0,000 sterling, tho municipality treasury will receive
road will amount to $200,000 per annum, and the
between two and three hundred thousand dollars in Ihe
expenses to $73,000,
cash, a sum sulBcient to place its finances in such a
The usury bill which passed the lower house of the
position as to be independent of anv po.ssible contingen[Neiv Orleans Bulleli
Ohio legislature, recognizes contracts at eight per ceni.
cy.

We

Hartford town meeting. The town meeting on the
subject of selling liquors and ^vines, was held yester^
day. The following lesulution was offered and passed
Resolved, By the electors of the town of Hartford, in
legal

town meeting assembled,

that all persons

have

li-

berty to sell wines and spiriious liquors, within the town
of Hartford, for the current yearThe vote on the question, stood-^ayes 138; iioes 51
Legislatures,
The Virginia house of delegates met
on the 3d inst. agreeably to tlieir adjournment. In the
senate, there was not a quorum,
The legislature of Ne» Jersey rerossembled at Tren
ton on Tuesday last, the Hih instant,

Methodist college. This enterprising sect of Christians
have been endeavoring to establish a college in Missipsee it staled that a subscription of $76,000 has
pi.
been made to efiuct tlis object, and a committee has
been appointed to select a site,

We

We

Naval.
learn that Dr. Thomas Williamson has
received orders to proceed to the Mediterranean
fleet surgeon of the U.S. ships on that station, vice surgeon B, Ticknor; anti that Dr. George Blacknall will

The Virginian, It is with great satisfaelion we find
that this brig, having on board 40 recruits of company
D. of the 1st regiment United Sia'cs artillery, and
which sailed from Portsmouth, N, H. on the 16th ult.
was spoken on the 26rh December, lat. 32 38, long.
76 10, by the brig Wotumpka, arrived yesterday from
Mobile.

The

Virginian had been blown off, lier crew was
and she was bearing up lor Charleston.

frost bitten,

shins.
Judge Story has made a decision in
the United States circuit court, reversing the judgment
Massachusetts, in the forfeiture^
of bonds in the case of the whaling ship Isabella, of
Fairhaven, Judge Story decided that a whaling voyage
is not a "foreign voyage," inasmuch as a voyaa», which
is to be essentially performed upon the ocean, from its
nature and objects, is not deemed foreign to the coun-

Whale

of the district court of

try.

A

writer in the Zanesyille
Wheat market in Ohio.
Republican states that there have been two millions
one hundred and fifty thousand bushels of grain said
tliis

year in that county.
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money

pay

"A

postmaster

may

en-

in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,
the subscription of a third person, and Irank the

letter, if written

by himself."—Amos Kendall.

home of our subscribers may not be aware that ihey
save the pjstage on subscription money, by requesting the prjstmasicr where they reside to frank ihcir
letters contaminjr-such money, he being able
to satisfy

may

liimself before aletter is sealed, that
but
hat refers to the subscription.

w

it

contains nothin"
"

[Am. Farmer.

SS-The coniinenceinent of a newyear tempted us
few editorial remarks, but the crowd of
important documents deniandin:; insertion, induced
as to throw aside our manuscript rather (ban omit
any of them. The arduous task of brino-in>' up the
.nnmbeis of the -sixth volume of the "Register,"
which had been omitted by onr predecessor, has been
at length accomplished, and they have
been (brwarded to subscribers from time to time. The title
paije and index of that volume will be
forwarded
durins; the succeeding week. Wear? now busily
employed in preparing indexes for volumes Ibiir and
five, which were also ocaitterl by him.
They will
|be completed and transmitted as early as
possible.
,The index of the current volume, we ho|)S to furnish the week after the volume is completed, (about
to indulge in a

FOREIGN ARTICLES.

first

week

IN-

ADVANCI

charge of one penny on each letGREAT BRITAIN.
ter, given to the postmen who go
round with bells
Foreign, miscellany.
vast conspiracy for the is 3,000 a year.
The reveniKi'in London is about
overthrow of the English power in India is said to £6,000 a week, above
£300,000 a year. The
have been discovered at Karnaul, an independent franks
amount in a morning to 4,000 or 5,000, or
MohammeiJan principality, the fort of which is 270 more.
miles from Madras.
strong force was despatchThe report on emigration, from the Scotchman,
ed thither by the governor general, and the fort was shows a
remarkable change in the stream of emiinvested and taken without resistance, as well as gration.
that of Joudpore.
The following account is given
immigrants who left the British Isles in 1838 for
of the discoveries made at Karnaul:
Canada
"The discoveries have been almost exclusively From
NiWa Sco- United
Total.
States.
Cape.
confined to the Nuwaub's Zenana, which proves to
tia, ^c.
be a perfect arsenal upon a most extended scale; England, 1,572
12,566
292
and you will stare to hear that there have been Scotland,
721
3,215
found concealed in various ways under ground and Ireland,
2,284
1,109
1,760
in gowdowns, whose doors and entrances had been
built up— between 400 and 500 pieces ol artillery
4,577
14,332
292 14,021
33,222
of which fully 100 are in such a state of equipment
In comparing his with the average_ emigration
_
_^
for the proceeding six years, we find tliat the^'lioTe
as to be ready for active service in the field at a fnumberof emigrants in 1833 was less than one-half
days warning.
of
the
average
"A great many exceedingly well constructed furnumber of the preceding years. To
naces are now ;standing in perlect order lor cast- the United. States the number was less than a half,
ing guns and shot, and the ruins of many have while to Australia, on the other hand, it increased
been found in various places. An immense quan- more than four-fold. In the half year ending June
tity of shot of all sizes, grape and canister,
lang- last, the number of emigrants was .greater than the
ridge, hand grenades, and shells of variot-is diame- whole of 1838.
The number of British emigrants who landed at
ter
allmade of sjjecies of pewter,"but containinomore lead and less zinc than the compound so calU New York in the nine years ending 1837, varied
ed usually does, have been found: while of copper, from 11,500 to 59,000, and averaged 26,000. In
lead, and zinc, a considerable store has been ferret-' the year 1836 at was 59,075.
If we add to this
ed out. Several very fine brass guns (1 should men- 27,728 who went to Canada, 1,621 free settlers, and
.j,823 convict's who went to New South Wales, and
tion that almost the whole of the pieces found
in
probably 3.000 to other parts of New Holland and
the fort are of brass) have been dug up, and
two
mot tars of the same metal, which, for size, and per- the Cape, it follows that no less than 95,000 persons emigrated in that one year.
haps also for beauty of casting, promise to
rank
A third edition of lady Bulwer's novel of Cheveas the most remarkable of their genus in
Europe."
ley has appeared.
She has a new work in press,
We shall be glad to see the work noticed
a

A

A

—

—

'

be-

entitled "Female Freqmasons."
A new story by the author of "Jack Sheppard,"
Baron Menneval, who was for many years the
secretary and friend of Napoleon, has a work in the entitled "Guy Fawkes," is about to appear in
[iV. y. j3mer. Jan. 11.
press dedicated to M. Thiers, which contains some Bentley's Miscellany.
cuiious revelations on many interesting points of
From Guatemala. Letters from Guatemala, re-

low:

Napoleon's reign, and on his general policy as re- ceived in
York, state that our charge, Mr.
gartjed England.
He enters at large upon (he ques- Stephens, and the artist, Mr. Catherwood, had gone
tion of the assassination of the Due D'Engliien, of to the little river, Nicol,
on the division line bewhich he declares Napoleon to have been perfisclly tween Guatemala and Yucatan, to examine the ruins

New

innocent.

M. Menneval

be believed— and
in March), when the whole series there is
every reason to believe him, for ha is a hi"hwill be ready for binding.
The additional labor ly respectable man Napoleon, so far from giving
v,liic!i these deferred iinmbers, and
especially the his consent to the execution, had sent an order to
indexes, have imposed upon the editor on comprevent it, which order the party to whom it was
mencing the publication, can scarcely be estimated addressed either did not choose
to obi'y,or pretendby others than publisher.^. Most "heartily shall ed not to
have received. M. Menneval also reveals
Jwe rejoice at the termination of those hibors, as a curious fact as to the marriage of
Napolnoii with
it will enable us not only to devote more
time to Marie Louise. So far from having solicited this
jthe appropriate duties of editing the
Register, but alliance, he demanded the haml of a Russian prinjwill likewise affor.l an opportunity
to resume that cess, and for three months was led to believe, by
[regnhirity in issuing the nninbers, which
has been the emperor Alexander, that his application was
I'fn some slight
degree unavoidably interrupted dur- agreeable to him; but in the meantime
the emperor
ng this tour of double duty to which we liave been of Austria
offered the hand of his daughter, which
lUbjected.
Our readers have no doubt prope.-ly Napoleon, not believing Alexander to~ be sincere,
ippreciated the magnitude of this undertaking.
agreed to accept. Some part of this story has been,
So soon as we shall have fairly brought up lee- I believe, previously
told, but never in such a way
way, we design to endeavor to make some further as to
carry a conviction of its truth. There can,
jrogress in improving the publication—
deviating however, bs no doubt of it now, coming as it does
rery cautiously from safe precedents,
\\a propos? from such authority.
hevertheless to try to keep pace with the improvehear that Dr. Wolff has resigned the incumments of the limes, both in the conlenis and ap- bency
of Linthwaite. The parsonage is so exposed
oearance of the work.
Our object is to make it to the weather and the climate so severe, that lady
vorthy of a place in the library of every public Georgiana has lost her health
there, and the doctor
nan, and to render it amongst file most useful ofpe- himself
has been subjected to almost constant sore
'lodical publications in the bands of the
private throat, although never before troubled with that
;itizen.
In order lo eiTect this object, more atlen- complaint, even during the hardships
he has enlon will be paid to registering real
fuels, and to countered in his various travels.
He will leave, we
:he imparlance of the information conveyed,
tiian understand, in February nsxt^
\_Leeds Intel.
o the haste of communicating the mere news of the
That "Love" is both agreeable and ])leasant to
lay— much of which is only eKaggerated rumor.— all of high and low degree, isapparent from the fact
iincerely aiming at impartialitylowaids all men that the
receipts of Covent Garden theatre, for the
ind all parties, it is our purpose to give a
faithful last week, exceeded £2,000.
inpress of passing incidents— a history of the times,
London post office. The alteration in the general
o which future reference may be made with con- and two-penny post offices will
take place this week.
iience, by any who are actors upon the busy tliea- At present the ordinary business
of each day is, in
re, as well as by those who may hereafter
seek an the inland olfice alone, 95,000 letters received, and
lequaintance with them, and with what has been. In 40,000 sent; annually
23,475,000, exclusive of the
lid of this design we solicit that patronage
and sup- number in the foreign office department, and ship
>Vt which alone can sustain such an undertakin'='. letter office, and altogether independent
of the twoind tak^! this oppirtu.iilv of returning our acknowl
penny post. The number of newspapers daily vaIgm-nts to in;- piiij;.-. lor th'^-increa.sed patronaire ries from 3;), 000 to 70,01)0 (on Suturd.iy
40,000 and
vhich has already b;en extended to us since the
on Monday 50,000). The rettcnue from charges
ivEBrsTEH has come into our hands.
for early delivery in London, is £4,000, and the
Vol. Vlf.— Eig. 22.
th"

PER ANNUM, PAYABLE

sum obtained by
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—
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is to

of the ancient city of Palenqiie.

gentlemen, Mr. Walker and

lieut.

*

Two

English
Caddy, had also

same place. There are, it appears,
fourteen stone houses, but the dilapidations _by neglect are serious.
set out for the

TEXAS.
Emigrnlion to Texas. The Galveston Gazette of
the 7th ult. states some facts which disclose an immense emigration to the new republic. It says that
fifteen large vessels have arrived in the last three
days, bringing 1,200 passengers and extensive cargoes of goods and provisions of almost every kind.
Most of the persons arriving have come with the
intention of settling permanently in the country.
majority of them are, we believe, agriculturists,
and the "balance dither mechanics or those who

A

whsh

to settle

permanently as merchants.

Among

them is a great numberof steady and industrious
Germans.
From the number of persons who have arrived,
and the accounts we have had of those expecting
to come, we should not be .surprised if the number
of emigrants during this season, through this port
alone, should reach thirty thousand.
We have
more reason to believe that it will exceed, than
that it will fall short of this number.
What the
number for the whole country will be it is impossible to conjecture, but it will doubtless be very
great.

Extract of a letter to a gentleman of
dated Galveston, December 7.
The
Galveston is to be the great
solved!
cominercial city of the republic. About four hundred houses have been erected, some of them large
and neatly fini'hed. Persons now here are supposed
to be about 3,000.
Galveston.

this

city,

problem

is

"Twenty-seven

—

vessels in

port— some

large,

400

steamboats. They leave every
Orleans. The price of lots has
advanced on Ifie public sales, which commence
aiain on the 23d."
The Bulletin, dated at Austin, says:
"At an early period of the session, Dr. Francis
Moore, jr. (the able and independent editor of the
tons burthen
five

days

for

five

New

•

;
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inlroducert into the senate abill,

dollars on every
impose a tax of one thousand
less quantiperson retailing intoxicating liquor, in

to

ties than a quart.
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25.

THE STEAMBOAT
reAll lands (hat have been offered for sale and
In the chronicle of our
main unsold ten years preceding the 3(lth June,
a dol- some particulars of the loss
1S42, may be reduced to a price not less than
ino-ton, and the melancholy
lar the acie.
It is but loo true that
to file.
All that remain unsold 15 years, to be reduced

has inHon Isaac Parker, of Houston county,
representatives 75 cents.
troducpd a bill into the house of
years and
All that have been offered for sale 20
heavy
imposes
it
gambling;
of
for the suppression
cents.
It remain unsold, 50
provisions.
penalties on those who violate its
cents.
years,
25
25
unsold
remain
All that
and become a
ceded
will undoubtedly pass both houses,
All that rsmain unsold 30 years, shall be
which they are situate.
society immediately to the stales in
''Vnthe 19th December, the Texas Bible
alunsold
remain
which
lauds
Prooided, That all
of Austin.
holds its first annual meeting in the city
public sale for ten years,
Burnet, ter having been ottered at
Addresses are expected from vice president
under the foregoing provicome
not
do
which
and
and from several members of congress.
provisions of graduabeen sions, shall be subject to the
Presbyterian and Methodist churches have
cession, at the respective periods ol 10, lo,
Sunday school is in successlul tion and
organized here.
commenciBg Irora
sale,
the
alter
years
30
and
Ihe 20, 25
operation. The city is rapidly improving.
they had been o.ierone thou- the expiration of 10 years after
present population is considerably over
sale.
for
ed
Subscrip, ^
.,.
sand A week-day school is in operation.
be subject to the same

A

LEX INGTON.
last

number,

we gave

of the steamboat Lexdestruction of human
Baltimore has sutlered

the loES of four of its estimable citizens, Messrs.
Church, Keirle, Walker and Weston. Bt.'low, we
furnish some further particulars of this lamentable
catastrophe.
Passengers on board the Lexington. The loilowing list given by the Journal of Commerce, comprTses, including children, 72 passengers, only one

whom, (capt. Ilillijrd, of Norwich), is known to
be saved; and 33 persons attached to the boat, only
two of whom are known to be saved. Total, 1U5.
Capt. Chailes Hihiard, the only passenger known
to be saved; Mr. Isaac Davis, of Boston; Mr. John
Woolsey,
Corey, of Roxboro', Mass.; Mr. Chjs.
of Boston; Mr, John Brown, of Boston; Mr. J. Porof

W

Salem; Mr. Abraham Howard, firm
of Howard 84 Merry, Boston; Mr. H. C. Craig, firm
A
of Mailland, Kennedy & Co. N. YoikMr. Robert
Schultz, N. Yoik; capt. J. D. Carver, ol Plymouth,
Mass. of bark Biontos; Alplionso Mason, esq. of
Gloucester, Mass Mr. Chas. Bracket, cleik lo N.
Bracket, N. Y.; capt. Foster of Providence, laie of
&
the John Gilpin; M:-. Jesse Comstock, clerk of the
boat; Mr. Robert Blake of Wientham, Mass. presiFowler of N. Y.;
dent of Wrentham bank; Mr.
Mr. Wm. A. Green, firm of Allen & Green, Provilands.
Henry, firm of A. St S. Henry,
tion in our new city."
Samuel
Mr.
dence,
it
and
bill,
the
of
features
leading
the
These are
Much interest VNas felt in the decision of congress
Manchester, England; Mr. R. W. Dow, firm ol Dow
will undoubtedly pass, and secure to Mr. Calhoun,
upon the negotiations for a loan in Europe, entered
vote k Co. N. Y.; Mr. Charles H. Phelps of Stoidngton;
much as a candidate for the presidency, the electoral
into by general Hamilton, and there was
the widow of Henry A. Winslow. firm of Winslow
states
of
the
and
existence,
in
of nine states already
doubt expressed whether the terms would not be
York; Mr. John Winslow, of PioviWisconsin, Florida and Iowa, that are to be admit- &, Co. of New
rejected.
dence; Mr. William Winslow of do. father of the
ted lo the union before the election of the succesabove. The thiee last mentioned persons were resor.
NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
with the corpse of Mr. H. A.
The bill will, beyond all doubt, produce much turning to Providence
,ippoinlments by the presidenl, bij and with the adWinslow, who died in this city a few days since.—
the union.
Joseph Redue, sur-^ sensation throughout
vice and consent of ihe senate.
Rev. Dr. Follen, Boston; Mr. Joiin Brown, Boston;
Webslefn leception on Monday last, by th
veyor and inspector of the revenue for the port ot
Mr. Adolphus Harnden, superintemlant of Harn-r at
!,..„.„..
.-.
;
•jyj^. , ..
Chester, Md. from the 6th instant, when his latent whigs of the legislature of Massachusetts, now in den's express. He had in charge §:20,000 in specie
enthusiastic.
most
was
commission expired
Boston,
at
session
for the Merchant's bank, Boston; and from forty to
district of
White
J. R. Harde'nberg, surveyor for the
The meeting was held at the state house in the filly thousand dollars in bank notes; Mr.
Perth Aniboy, and inspector of the revenue for the evening, Mr. King, of the senate, presiding. There of Boston; Mr. Pieice, of Poitland, mate of the
port of New Brunswick, N. J. from the 6th instant, was an' immense multitude of spectators; and when Brontes; capt. E. J. Kimball; capt. B. T. Foster.—
when his late commission expired.
Mr. Webster's well known form and face were re- These captains had recently returned al1er several
Hiram Perry, surveyor and inspector of the reve- cognised, as he approached, the welkin rang with years absence, and were on their way to visit their
Everett, of Boston,
Mr.
nue for the port of Albany, N. Y. from the 6lh in- cheers,
families at the east.
stant, when his late commission expired.
Mr. King briefly addressed Mr. Webster, and returnin" fiom the burial of a brother, who died here
Benjamin Stiles, collector of the customs for the the latter re'plied in a speech of more than an hour, last week. Mr. Royal T. Church, ot Baltimore; Mr.
district of Hardwicke, Ga. from the 6th instant, in which he rivettcd the undivided attention of his Richard Picket, of Newburyport; capt. Low, agent
Ballon, or
when his late commission expired.
hearers.
of the Boston underwriters; Mr.
Thomas Nelson, collectorof Ihe customs at RichHe spoke of his absence, what he had seen abroad, Billiard, of N. York; capt. Theophilus Smith, Dartmond, Va. from the 6th instant, when his late com- his return, and of the lamentable condition of things mouth, Mass.; Mr. Charles S. Noyes, clirk of C. B.
expired.
mission
ISSlUn eAjMiCU.
he found here on coming back. He cohdemned the Babcock, New York; Mi. J. L. Sheaf, N.Y'ork; Mr..
John Dangerfield, jr. collector of the customs for tone and doctrines of the president's message, and Albert E. Harding, firm of Hardins S4 Co. N. Y'ork;
instant,
le district of East River, Va. from the 13th
the
cordially approved the Harrisborg nomination, bear- Mr. John HoyI, mail contractor; Mr. Henry J. Finn,
when his late commission expired.
in" his testimony to the character and services of comedian; Mrs. Russell Jarvis, of New York,and
James Dell,collector ol the customs for the district gen. Harrison.
two children; Mr. John W. Keirle, of Baltimore;
of St. John's, Florida, from the 13th instant, when
The meeting adjourned when JMr. Webster had Mr. Weston, firm of Weston 5c Pendexter, Baltihis late commission expired.
finished, and Mr. W. was then introduced to the more; Mr. John G. Brown, firm of Shall &. Brown,
of
public
lands
surveyor
to
be
Milburn,
William
members individually. Altogether, the scene must New Odeans; Mr. Walker, of B.illimore, with Mr.
in the states of Illinois and Missouri.
have been most gratifying to the pride and affections Keirle; Mr. Stephen Waterbuiy, firm of Mead &
Matthew Birchard, at present solicitor of the gene- of Mr. Webster, as it was honorable to his constitu- Waterbury, New Yoik; a son of Mr. C. Woodward,
treasury,
the
in
of
Ihe
ral land office, to be solicitor
ents,
l^- i- •itiner.
of Philadelphia; Blr. J. A. Leach, son of I^each
place of Heniy D. Gilpin, appointed attorney geneNoah Hinckley, Porll.uul,_
The Smithsonian Insiitiile. Mr. Adams in his Lnvpjoy, Boston; Mr.
ral.
Warner, firm of
disposition of Mr. Sinitlison's Mr. E. B. Patten, New York; Mr.
the
for
providing
bill
of
the
United
Edmund Christian, to be marshal
Sir..^..
N. ^F. Dyer,
..j-,
York;
Bliss, i^ev%
d.iss,
New
j v .-, .i.^.
Loop
i^oop
k
k,
Warner,
appoint
appointed,
shall
be
trustees
that
legacy, proposes
leeacv,
......
TVT.in.niol
__l.. -f 1)..„:..4
rVT,.
States for the eastern district of Virginia, from the
han.el
Mr
^a
Bramtree;
formerly
of
forming a bodv politic and corporate by the title of of Pittsburg,
23th of December, 1839, when his former term of ,..u c_:.i
:.... I.., i:
;„„..« ,=„ and
Ro.'ston: John
Browii, a colored man;,
i'„.
1,„ increase
o„,i dil
^i !_
Hnlifii-1.
nf Boston;
JoiM Brown,
Hobart, of
the
Institute for
Smithsonian
the
service expired.
Bradlbid, of Buston, from Kingston, Jafusion of knowledge among men." The amount Mr. H. C.
Norris Wilcox, to be marshal of the United States
Lee, of Boston; Mr. J. G. Low,
of the fund in Seplember'lS33 was $503,318.— inacia; Mr. Chas.
tor the district of Connecticut, from the 28th d.iy of
of the Boston
the provisions of tlie bill: of Boston; Mr. John Lemist, treasurer
some
of
are
following
The
January, 18-10, when his present commission will
of Roxbuiy, Mass.; Mr. Jolinacompany,
Leather
The tiustees are to consist of the vice president
empire.
Stoujlilon, Mass.; Mr. Philo Upton,
of the United States, the chiefjuslice of the United than Linfield,
E.r,-emont, Mass.; Mr. Van Cott, Stonington, Conn.j
Mr. Calhoun's land bill. The following outline States, the secretaries of state, treasury, wac and
mT. Stuyvesant, of Boston, capt. iNlatlison; a gentleof this bill is given in a letter lioin Washington to navy, the attorney general of the United Slates,
man, lady and two children, who arrived from Philatogether
Washington,
of
the
city
mayor
of
the
Herald.
and
York
New
the
by the morning line, name not known; Mr.
delphia
representatives,
Mr. Calhoun's land bill, introduced on leave last with four members of the house of
Robert Williams, of Cold Spring, New York.
Friday, was printed to day, and I have obtained a and three of the senate, to be annually elected by
Captain Childs, coinmander; H.
compaotj.
lionfs
(hot
the
fumf
proposes
He
houses.
checkmate
to
Mr.
Clay's,
respective
decided
a
their
It
is
copy of it.
Newn;an, steward, E. Thurbur, 1st mate; Mr.
and although reported the last session, prulty much shall be placed in the treasury of the U. States, and P.
Manchester, jiilot, (saved); Joe Sand, heail waite
in Ihe shape it now stands, it was not particularly Ihe faith of the United States pledged lor its preHemsted, chief engineer, AVm. Quimby,
attended to by the peo[ile, as it was then supposed servation, undiminished and unimpaired, with six Corlland
Johnson, wheelman; 11. B. Schultz,
per cent, interest, which shall be paid annually, and 2il do.; Martin
Mr. Calhoun was flat on his back.
Benj. Cox, and Chas. Smith (saved),
The fust section of the bill enacts that all the applied to the purposes of the fund; that no part of Geoi-e
fireui'en, five colored waiters; Sus»n C. Hiilctimb,
college,
school,
any
applied
to
of
Alabama,
be
within
the
states
Mississhall
fund
the
public lands
chambermaid, colored; Joseph Robinson, cook, cosippi. Louisiana, Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio university, institute of education, or ecclesiastical
Howell, 2d do. do.; Robert Piters, do.;,
Oliver ..„..,,,.,-....„...•.-—--.-lored; <jii>c'
from the
uie lunu
fund luieu;
appropriations uom
that an
all appropriaiions
istahlishmenl; mat
and Michigan, with the exception of sites for forti- stalilistimenl;
8 deck hands; 1 boy, deck hand; 2 wood passers;
principal
of
the
and
not
20th
interest
of June,
hall be from the
fications, arsenals, Eic. shall, after tl^e
amp; and that the sum of thirty thousand ilol bar keeper.
1842, be ceded to the states within the limits of »hich
How many more names will yet have to be added
lars, part of the first year's interest accruing on said
they lie, on the following firms:
The
will determine.
That Ihe slates shall pass irrevocable acts, fund, be appropriated towards the erection and es- to this melancholy list, tim?
1,'iist
steamboat line here, is of opinion that
binding themselves to pay 50 per cent, of the sales tablishment, at the city of Washington, of an aslio- agent of the
passcnzersdid not exceed 75or
numberof
whole
the
ertective
most
to
the
day
adapted
before
the
1st
observatory,
or
of
February
lands
on
nomical
of such
he asked the clerk on MoiidaV
and continual observations of the phenomena of the 80, and the pilot says
of each succeeding year.
many passengers, and that he replied
I'hat the minimum price, now estab- heavens; to be provided wilh the necessary and altcrnoon how
Secondly
75.
to
70
pubperiodical
for
the
books
unchanKedtill
remain
June,
instruments
and
30th
best
,
,
lished by law, shall
fire commenced,
It was about eight hours after the
1842; but alter that period, may be reduced to the lication of the said ohsei vations, and for the annual
The pilot says that a»
composilion and publication of a nautical almanac. before the boat went down.
following BcM«:
.

.

Thirdly— The

lands are to
erection ol two
tions are in circulation lor the
survey, that they now
build- legal subdivisions, in sale and
churches— Presbyterian and Methodist.
same reservations; and are to be
the
including
are,
erected
will be
ing for a seminary of learning
Lands
for cash. only.
states,
the
by
offered for sale
exposed for
that remain unsold alter having been
The two principal hotels in the place (that kept sale, shall be subject to private entry, for cash only.
Spicer
by H. Bullock, and the one kept by Messrs.
As soon as the president of the United States is
abstinence
Clark ) are both conducted on the total
informed ofiicially of the acceptance of any state of
principle.
conditions expressed in the bill, he is to WithThus you see that moral and literary improve- the
surrender the
drr.iv the public land oliices, and
ment is keeping pace with the progress of popula-

ter Felt jr. of
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MESSAGE OF GOV. PENNINGTON.

ate as midnight half the passengers migtit liave been
aved,-had assistance arrived. So we are infoj'med
ly captain Jennings, of the sloop Ganges, who as-

bably lose his toes, and one of his fingers on which
was a ring, and which prevented the free circulation of the blood.
He first got upon a plank, but
isted in taking care of the pilot and fireman on afterwards exchanged it for a bale of cotton.
If
ioard the sloop Merchant on Tuesday evenin
he had left off his boots, he would probably have
The Lexinglon was provided with three
saved his feet in better condition. After getting
;oats, incTudiiig a life boat, but they were all"ren- ashore he could see no light, and almost in despair
ered useless by the confusion and haste of the ino- sought a tree to shelter him from the wind, but beShe also had a tire engine, with ttie ueces- fore taking his lodging for the night, he gave one
jient.
'ary apparatus, and a suction hose.
more thorough look, and descried the light of Mr.
Her value is estimated to have been $'30, 000
Hutchinson's house. Crowly had two flannel shirts
artially insured.
She had on beard about 130 bales on. Had no coat on when he jumped overboard, and
f cotton.
lost his cap at the out-set.
Left the boat half an
This is by far the most (iistressing steamboat dis- hour afterthe fire broke out. Tied his vest around
3ter which has ever occurred in Long Island sound, his head.
He is about 20 years old.
indeed in this portion of the union. The sutferThe New York Journal of Commerce has the
igs of that awful night can never be described, nor following
no'e trom a correspondent:
onceived.
Mr. Stearns, of Baltimore, left that place in comMr. Warner was not on board; neither was Noah pany with Mr. J. W. Keirle, Mr. Walker, Mr.
[inUley, of Portland.
The son of Mrs. Charles Church and Mr. Weston. With these friends he
/oodward of Philadelphia (G. H. Woodward) is contemplated keeping company to Boston, but
lid to have taken passage on Saturday for New
wishing to n^ake a familiar call at my house, and
'

r

,

!aven.

not

knowing

the boat had altered her time of start-

John L. Sheafe, of Portsmouth, was not on board. ing, he was compelled to wait two days. In this
The New York Journal of Commerce has the 161- case, friendship (he had been a clerk with me) was
wing account, derived from captairi Hilliard liim- the instrument in the hands of Providence for savdf, of tlie manner in which he made his escape
ing, another life.
I am requested by the relations
om death:
of the above named four Baltimore sulferers to otfer
Captain Milliard left the boat at 8 o'clock, P. M. a liberal reward for the recovery of their remains.
hat was halt an iioiir after tlie fire broke out. The
Yours, respectfully.
exinglon had run within two miles of the shore,
id ten minutes more would have laid her on the
SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM THE GOVER;ach, but the helm gave out, the boats had been
JERSEY.
NOR OF
Town away and each one was left to take care of
I herewith transmit a communication lately made
mself.
Captain Hillard then made a co-partnerlo me from Washington by five of the members
ip with Mr. Cox, one of the hands of the Le.xinglor life or death.
They took a large square of congress from this state, announcing that Ihey
11,
have been excluded from their seats in the house
le of cotton, and in the first place cut some sailof representatives, and in the most extraordinary
3th into sTrips, and passed them around the centre
iiier.
I present it to you with feelings of the
the bale to hold on by.
They then passed a rope
und each end of the bale, and the ottier end oi the most painlul regret that an event should have oc-
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pe around the rail of the boat, and so gently lowed the bale to the water.
Tlven each with the
ick end of his rope in his hand, they letthemselvei
wn upon the bale, and liaving taken their position
3t olf, hauled in the ropes, and floated away. They
gilt have built a rait of cotton bales, but in the
(nsternalion which then existed, they supposed that
y such craft being discovered would be instantly
lerloadcd, and that their own feeble hojies would be
gtroyed.
They picked up a piece of board directwiiich being used as a paddle, enabled them to
,ep tlieir vessel head on to the sea, and in this
ly they rode, nearly dry, sitting face to face, for
tveral hours.
Then a sea heavier than the rest, or
.iking more unfairly, capsized the bale and threw
nil into the sea.
Tliev were, however, fast by the
lies, and by means of the strap around, thev were
lie to recover their position.
They were both wet,
iwever, which made a vast ditlerence in the power
the cold upon thein, and besides their paddle was
Mr. Cox began not long afterwards to speak
It.
(ipondingly. Captain Hilliard endeavored to cheer
lln up, and sustain his spirits, but they continued
ndroop, and at 8 o'clock he fell from tile bale, as
Ji been already staleil, and was lost.
Captain Hilliarii was in the cabin when he heard
The fire was then
t? cry of fire, and ran on deck.
Izinj out through the casement around the smoke
])e, and he thinks it might have been extingui^heasily wilh a few buckets of water, if they had
l?n instantly applied.
rile coroner's inquest i* still engaged in the exiination of testimony.
Mr. Marbury, the assistant U. S. district attoriVt was in attendance at the inquest, for the pur[le of commencing legal proceedings against the
eamboat company, if necessary.
The American ol Tuesday afternoon says: From
I testimony
before the coroner's inquest, given
I Mr. Comstock.the agent of the Sound steamboat
cnpany., it is made clear that the alledged charges
I I the iron chimney
pipe was cased round with
lot, and that combustible cargo was slowed in
cigerou3 proximity to that pipe, are wholly un.ftiided, while, in all respects, of chains, iron rods,
,€ra tiller, and other means of safety, the Lexing,t
was well provitleil. The dreadful calamity,
Irefore, of her destruction, must be set down as
t
result of want of coolness and presence of mind
jdanger.
Ve cannot ascrtain that there is any further auiitic iiiioimation in relation to those lost.
ruDr, which
it seems almost cruel to repeat, that
-bother persons had floated ashore alive near
.Ljenport, on Long Island, is in circulation, but
rjitleinen who have been down along the shores
Search of friends, could not trace it toany authensource,
1n regard to Mr. Crowley, (who floated ashore
e on a cotton bale) the doctor thinks he willproi
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curred so calculated to disturb the friendlj' relations

which have hitherto subsisted between
and the federal legislature.

By

this state

this violent proceeding, the authority of the

been treated wilh -contempt, and she is
despoiled of one of her most precious constitutional
rights.
Without indulging any expression of the
natural feelings which the occasion is so well suited
to inspire, and under a deep sense of the obligation
of the executive lo communicate fully with the
legislature in a case which so intimately alfected
the interests of the people, and the reputation and
sovereignty of the state, I commend the subject to
your prompt and serious consideration.
state has

By the constitution of the United States, the
elections for representatives in
congress, the time, places and manner, are expressly
reserved to the states, until they are altered by a
taw of congress. Accordingly, this state, in common with every other member of the union, has
made full provision on the subject. Our laws prescribe when and where the election shall be held,
how the result shall be ascertained, and by whom
This commisthe commission shall be granted.
sion, under the seal of the plate, gives to the holder
a righl, in the first instance, to be sworn and to
lake his seat as a member of the house. Thus far
the power of the slates and the state authorities are
complete, and cannot be intercepted by any auIt was seen,
thority known lo the conslitution.
however, by the framers of the constitution, that
cases might arise in which, from a non-compliance
with the laws of the states, or by frauds in the
election, the person holding the commission would
not, in justice and equity, be entitled to the seat.
The provi.=ion, therefore was wisely made that each
house of congress shall have the right to judge of
the elections, returns and qualifications of its members.
But you will observe that they must first
become a /toiise, within the meaning of the constitution.
It could never have been intended that a
body of individuals assembling at Washington at
the time fixed for the meeting of congress, before
they are organized or are 'sworn, aiut before the
necessary ofhceis are chosen to preserve order,
should be deemed a house of repre.iientalives.
When they become duly organized, and not before,
the house is constituted "the judges of the elections, returns and qualifications of its own members." It may then, on application of others claiming a belter right, investigate fully the lille of any
member to his seat. It is then competent to enquire into the elections, to receive evidence, send
lor persons and papers, look into the returns, correct irregularities or frauds, and to do whatever
else may be necessary to enable it to "judge"
whether the persons holding the commissions, or
the claimants, have been duly elected by the people.
By this course of proceeding, no state can be
unrepresented, and any injustice or informality
power of holding
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that may arise from the imperfect or irregular operation of the state laws, may be corrected.
It is no part of our complaints, therefore, that the

house of representatives should, vihen organized,
investigate, and investigate thoroughly, the qualifications and pretensions of its members.
That it
possesses the power, has never been doubted or denied.
But it is the attempt of an organized body
of men to exercise this high prerogative viithout
the forms of law, of which we complain, which act
can be characterized only as a monstrous usurpation.
It was by a summary proceeding of this sort,
that New Jersey has been deprived of five-sixths
of her representation in congress. The title of
the five representatives who have been thus excluded, without a hearing, without investigation,
and without even so much as the form of a trial,
has not been impeached in any respect whatever,
and they now stand clothed wilh precisely the same
powers, and are entitled by the constitution and
laws to equal piivileges with the men by whose
occurrence they have been excluded. Wliat other
view can we take of this case than as an insult
offered directly to the state whose commissions
these gentlemen bear, and a violation of the conslitution of the United Slates.
This proceeding is materially aggravated by the
fact that the honse is engaged in the transaction of
business which deeply concerns the people of N^ew
Jersey, the same as if they were'fully represented.
large appropriation of the public moneys has
already been made without regard to the claims of
this state to a voice on the subject.
With the same
propriety, the representatives from the other slates,
who have conspired to exclude New Jersey thus
from her proper participation in the business of Ihe
h.ouse, may go on without her consent to appropriate Ihe public revenues, alienate her title (sealed
with the best blood of the revolution) in the public
domain, or involve us in the consequerices of a
As a precedent, it is
disastrous system of finance.
fraught with the greatest mischief; and if the positions which have been assumed are to prevail, the
very first principle and the only security of representative government will have been subverted.
It will then always be in the power of a minority
to rule, since the mere act of questioning the title
of members deprives them of their seats. It is believed that the case is without a parallel in the his1 may venture to say that no
tory of legislation.
example ol' the kind can be found in the history of
any state legislature, in the usages of congress or
British parliament.
The case is not at all affected by the well known
fact, always understood and recognised, that th, re
is a grave queslion as to five of the seals fiom New
Jersey, to be settled ultimately by congress.
There are two returns from townships, which under
the laws of the state, could not be counted by the
Whether they are such as should be
state officers.
counted by congress, (which has very different
powers over them from otiicers acting under the
positive directions of the state) is a question for

A

There is still another and more
the house to settle.
important queslion remaining, growingout of frauds
alleged to have been committed, not by mistake or
oversight, but by a systematic plan to allow aliens
not naturalized, the privileges of voliug. As to
one of the disputed townships, we are not left to
conjecture on this point, for you well remember
that the fact was clearly ascertained by an open
examination before the legislature last year.
I
pretend not to know, and if I did, should think
myself not warranted in expre.ssing any opinion aa
parties
claiming
the
election,
to which of the two
will appear on a full and final examination, entitled
to the seals; and have no other desire than that
But all this has no just
justice should be done.
bearing on the case before us. It constitutes no
ground of justification for that violent exparle proceeding, in which the case was prejudged, and the
state left with but a single representative on the
floor of congress.

What were the pretexts for the act? The claimants produce a cerlificale from the secretary of
the stale of certain estimates arid returns, by which
it would appear, that if the returns from two townships in the state, which were rejected returns and
never forwarded to the governor, had been counted,
there would be a majority ol votes for the claimants.
This certificate possesses no authority whatever. It does not relate to any paper or record belonging to the oliice of the secretary of the stale,
and was issued without the authority of law. It
might as well have certified a private letter or a
column of a newspaper. In Ihe absence of a more
convenient plan of deposit, it has been customary
for the governor to lodge executive papers in the
secretary's office for safe keeping, and that practice
was followed in the present instance. But titey
form no part of the

files

or records of bis office.
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it alleged that any law of the state was violated
manner of awarding "le certificates! There
your statute book and by it the governor and
council are directed to make up the result from the
clerk's returns, and f'loin them alone, and the commissions were awarded alter a careful estimate of
all the returns from all the clerks in the state.
Without a violation of the law and -nf my official
oath; without passing by the advice of the council,
and disregardins; the unvarying practice under the
law from its enactment, no other course could have
been adopted. I take my stand by the side of the
law of the land! and amid t!ie storms of party, seek
no other security than an approving conscience and
a firm conviction of having (aithfully discharged my
But I have the f.ir'th.^r satisfaction to'know,
duty.
thit my judgment has been fully confirmed by yo>i,
gentlemen and the people of the stale. But suppose
I3o you hold your executive
It were otherwise.
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judiafforded of the public pro- trine of economy is earnestly inculcated.
expenditures of the state, cious credit system is clescribed as indi.opeiisabli' to
an enlightened business community. He rccpgiven as gl,(j21,119,84
ends an early lesumption of specie payments by
The public property,
the expenses $-2,708,863 47.
such as bank stocks, n\il roads and public works, are the banks, and measures to gnaid against the like
estimated (o be worth §33, 259, 085 28. The im- suspension in future. He expresses th^ opinion
provements are estimated at their original cost, and thai the condition of most of our banks is as sound,
Thus, the balance in reality, as those of other states. They are said
the stocks at their per value.
her debt and properly contrasted, to have as much specie in their vaults and as good
against the state
The balance against the slate last debtors. The law prohibiting sm.ill notes is appior
is ,«;882,578 52.
year, her revenue and expenses compared, was eil, and provisions are recommended lo render it)

An

perty

elaborate

view

is

— the reveiuies and

The revenue

for 1839,
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must, says the governor, re$•1,087,743 63.
sort to taxes, the sale of public improvements, or to
No matter what the difficulty of obfuMlier loan.
the state debt must be paid.
taining the money

enforcement more efiectual, by driving back

ihe

small notes of the other^sutes. He suggests the
propriety of immediately inquiring into the coudilioil
of the banks, and of affixing tlieeailiest period loi
The suspension of specie jiayments is next advert- resumption, that their affairs and the public want!
He thinks it would bf
ed to, and in considerable detail. That course is and expectations justify.
deprecated in the strongest terms, but the ;;ov«rr.or expedient to graduate this resum| lion, so as lo mak«
argues that it does not always follow that banks are one fourth or more payable forlhwilh, and the resi'
recommends the ap^
responsible for his acts to'the congress of the Unit- unsound and unable to pay ail <leinands against due at suitable periods. He
commissioneis, for one
ed States? This would be new doctrine for an in- them, because they do not pay specie for their poinlment of three bank
two and three years one to be appointed annuallj
depent state. I am alone responsible for my public notes. In Pennsyh'ania, he says:
"There are filty-two banks, with an aggregate for the future, with power to examine into the con
acts, let me say, to the legislature, and the people
wind them up, if unsound
of my own state, and I deny all right to pass upon capital of more than sixty millions of dollars; but dition of banks, and lo
them otlicially by any other earthly power. Whe- such has been the disregard of law by some of them, or having violated their charters. He reromineiKl;
compelling all the banks in thi
ther, therefore, the decision in granting the certifi- that they have not, made any return; and the re- the passage of a law
monweallh to receive each other's notes at ]
cates was right or wrong, congress at all events, turns made by several of them, are so very imperso long as the respective banks continue to redeen
is bound to receive the credentials thus furnished, fect, that it is impossible to arrive at any thing like
notes in specie; and on failure at any time o
oftheir
circulation,
specie
their
accuracy
as
to
the
amount
they
adthat
state
to
them,
the
oC
mandates
as the
the bank com
mit her representatives to their seats, until others or debts due to them. But from the best data with- any bank so to redeem its notes, that
in my reach, the amount of their notes in circulation missioners be required, forthwith, to take charge G
can show a belter title.
each b nk b
and
that
operations,
it and c|ose its
may
computed
at
not
less
than
thirty-three
milbe
this
views
of
you
my
to
I have thus presented
lions of ilollars, and the amount due and owing to permitted to pay out at its own counter, nothini
case.
I find in it no palliating circumstances; noat the option c
thing but a most unprovoked violation of our rights them, principally by corporations and citizens of but its own notes or specie, unle.-s
He recommend
as a state and impeachment of our character as a this commonwealth, is perhaps about seventy mil- those who have demands upon it.
people.
"What action you may think proper to lions of dollars. This amount is due lo these banks the banksto be prohibited from purchasing or hold:
stocl
take upon it must be left .to your judgment and from individuals residing in all sections of the state, ing any bank slock, except their own, or the
As the immediate representa- and engaged in all kinds of business. Stocks in our of this state, or the United States; and tl.ien only i
sound discretion.
He recommends a repeal ol th
tives of the people, you know best their feelings and rail roads, canals, turnpikes, &c. are held by some small quantities.
Also, a prohibition of post notes.If there be not a deep and settled of these banks, aijd in the shape of subscriptions, proxy system.
their wishes.
amended cor
feeling of injury in the mind of the people, I have bonusses, or dividends, they contribute largely to Also, that the power contained in the
should be mad
not properly appreciated their character. It is not the general fund in the state treasury, and to the stitution, of repealing bank charters
in llv
charter
bank
fundamentat
article
of
every
support
of
the
a
common
sch'ool
system.
Their
charcase,
that
among the least alarming features of the
the question has always been carried against the ters expire at various periods between the present state. Also, that the three months now allowed ft
e and 1870, and the .stock in them is owned by a banks lo pay specie after susjicnsion. be cut dow
rights of the people of New Jersey by a party vote.
Also, that the directois of the banks I
I trust, gentlemen, you will vindicate the abused great number of persons of all ages, classes, coiiili- lo 30 daj-s.
honor and violated rights of the states, in firm and tions and pecuniary means. The capitalists of the rendered personally liable for Ihe payment of a
issued
country,
as
notes
by
Ihe banks respectively under Ihe
well
as
those
moderate
of
means,
wiyour
solemn
will
enter
you
tones.
That
manly
protest before the country, against the usurped dows, orphans and guardians, all own stock in our direction, if at any time the same is in circulatio
powers of congress, and tall upon them even now several banking institutions. From this cursoty and the money due to depositors, shall exceed tl
to reconsider and reverse an act which can only glance at the subject, it is evident tliat the business, ratio of three dollars for one of ^the specie in the
tend to alienate the feelings of a slate among the interests and banking institutions of the country, vaults. Also, that after a ceitain period no small
most devoted to the union. I would now and for- are intimately connected together, and mutually notes than those for ^10 be issued. Also, that
bank be allowed to make a higher dividend than
ever deny the power of congress to bind this state exert a powerful influence on each other."
He then proceeds to show that the banking system per cent, per annum. Such banks as have df clan
by her acts, while she denies u? a representation in
There will be but one feeling with your has greatly extended throughout the whole union, dividends during the suspension, are censured
that body.
They cannot but see in this act to- wilhin the last twenty years. In legislating on the strong terms, and it is recommended that their clia
sister slates.
wards New Jersey, what may be their own fate, subject, however, he says, we must take things as ters be repealed. He says he will cheerlully sign
whenever, for party purposes, the like action to- we find them and that the banking system has, for bill, recognizing Ihe principle of rendering stocl
wards them shall seem expedient. They should be good or for evil, stamped- its influence on every holders liable in their personal capacity, for tl
called on to declare their opinions on the powers of commercial, manufacturing and agricultural interest notes of the banks, in case the corporate fuuds
inadequate. He recommends a total separation b
congress now for l!;e first time asserted on the floor among our citizens. Abrogate the enlire system
of congress. While 1 am satisfied that, consulting he adds and we know not in what condition it may tvveen Ihe state and banking insliliilioris. An uuf
the wounded feelings of the peo|de,you cannot re- plunge us. Real estate and all commodities of com- pendent treasury for the general government
An investigation as to illegal
probate, in too strong terms, the whole of this pro- merce, agriculture and inanufaclures, now bearing warmly approved.
ceeding as unconstitutional, illegal and void, I would the highest paper price, must fall greatly in value; usurious interest, is recommended; and on the co
and by that fall in price, thousands of enterpris- viction of any bank lor this practice, a rejic.-.l of
still desire that you may be led into no violent or
The people of New Jersey are ing and inilustrioiis f(?llow citizens will be irretriev- charter is advised. Savings institutions and lo
indiscreet action.
The poor, he contends, and those in companies are ccnsu.-ed in terms of severity, i
friends to their country, and will abide by her for- ably ruined.
woe. I would see you take moderate circtunslances, would be obliged to bear inquiry is recommended into the allegations agail
or
for
for
weal
tunes
law for Ihe more adequate punishment
counsel liom your patriotism os well as from your he brunt of the hardships. The rich being the cre- them.
feelings knowing that it is always more noble to ditors, have little to fear fiom such change in our frauds and breaches of tiiist on the part of bank
system
of
currency;
is
it
llie
debtor
of
colleclors ofcan.nl tolls, is recoinineitcU
the
part
the
ficers.
and
wrong,
and
In
hope
that
comsutler wrong than to do
the day will yet come when our public councils niunily on whom ilie chief burden is cast. In adopt- The policy of undertaking any new public works,
He says that the last loan IVom the
will be guided by men who will regard the congress, ing coercive measures against the banks, it should disapproved.
the laws, the rights of the states, the peace ancihar- not be Ibrgotteu. that the ]ien.-il ccnsequeiices do not S. bank was obtained from thai institulicm as a I
fall on them alone. The vast number of individuals,
resort, and after all applications elseuhere, w(
inony of their country
from whom so many millions are due to those insti- found unsuccessful. The sum of $-2,000,000 nii
VVM. PENNINGTON.
tutions, would feel most oppressively the blow.
be obtained for the ensuing year, and perhaps
Trenlon, January 15, 1S40.
Nor would it be right or just to cast flie great mass equal amount for the year alter, and $-(:00,OflO on
ol innocent stockholders, beyond the pale of legisDirect taxalion
MESSAGK. OF GOV. PORTER.
before the 1st of next mouth.
"We b<ive received a copy of the message of the lative protection. The officers and directors, who frankly recommended, (is the only possible'reme
govcinor of Pennsylvania, and give below an ab- are in fact r[iargeable with most, if not the enlire lo extricate the commonwealth from her present c
stract of it, taken from the Philadelphia Inquirer blame, would readily screen themselves from it, barrassinents.
hide the laws, take care of themselves, profit by
and Courier.
The U. S. bank, he remarks, is compelled to 1(
It is for
Allusion is made to the disgraceful scenes at Har- Ihe sufferings and losses of the innocent, and leave the state at 4 per cent. $0,000,000.
lisbtirg, on the 4th of Dec. 1338, and .some proper those to perish, who had little, if any, active age'i/cy
„ slalure to decide whether the money to be
remarks are ofTered In relation to the supremacy of in producing the present slate of things.
tameil from that inslitution, would be belter If
These views strike us as nlto,gether sound, and direct taxation. The governor prefers the lat
the laws. Acknowledgments are made to a gracious
Providence, for a season of general health and abun- we do not hesitate to give them our cordial appro- course.
dant harvest. The aggregate amount of the stale val. "I know of no other mode of securing uniform
The subject of corporations is touched iipoi
debt is estimated at iB34,141.G6.3 80. The whole and contempoi-aneous action," says Ihe governor, "on that of general education is properly noticed
ainouut of loans authorised at the last .se.ssion, this important subject among all the stales ol the common schools are ndveiled to in becoming
Of the slnte debt, $29,914,00.3 32, union, except through the agency of Ihe general go- guage. Also, a new appnrlionment of the repreS'
$6,542,0(10.
re- vernmenl; which, if not already possessed of the latives anil si?nators of Ihe state.
bears an annualinterest of $1,194,700 Ifi.
joice to observe the soi.timent that onr public debt power necessary for tl at purpose, should be clothed
In conclusion, the commonwealth is said to be
with it by an amendment of the constitution," He boring under an enormous stale debt
but Ihe
has boen contracted under full aulhorily of law
that the failli and honor of the pcnpio are pledged, estimates the state aid coiporalion debts iliie lo vernor expresses the opinion thai )uiHliiM-e, disi
in the most solemn manner, lo the [ aymeiit of the Europe, at $-220,000.(!00; beaiingnn annual interest tiou and economy on the part ol h; r h gislaiuie.
interest annually accruing, and to the payment of of ,'?!12,()00,000.
proper view is taken of the ma- eculive and citizens, will, in a few years repi
nia for bori-owing money by the states, and the doc- her on the solid footing of indeiiendence.
Her t
the principal.
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her engagements, while the and our ability to that eflibrt, and we gathered hope
(ieteniiiiidlion of her citiziiDS coiresp iiids with that
and confidence wherever they could be found. Jt
ability.
Hii.pijii what miy, he ad.U— Ihe inte;;nty
is not surprising, therefore, that onr governors, leand fiilslity of the people of P.-nnsylvania; are pledg- gislators, and people have deceived themselves, and
ed to make ^ood her contracts witli those who^i deceived each other, in pursuit of this (avorile ob
money has constructed her stupendous public im- ject. It forms no just ground of censure against
provements, and that the pledge so made shall be the active supporters of our system of internal im
scrupulously redeemed.
provements, that they have fallen short, far short, of
also take from the National Intelligencer the public expectation in the amount of revenue they
afford.
The time may, perhaps, arrive, at no very
following remarks and extracts from the message.
distant day, when the increase of our population,
From the National Intelligencer of June 11,
business and wealth, will enable ns to realize the
The message is the longest document of the flattering anticipations of the early friends of the
kind we ever remember to have met with, filling, as
system; among whom, as an unwavering advocate
it does, nearly twice as much
space as the presi- and
supporter of that system, on judicous princident's late message to congress.
It abounds, neverples, I am proud to claim a rarik.
It is immatetheless, in facts, speculations and recommendations,
rial what we had hoped, or what we now desire, on
which have really so interested us in the perusal,
this subject; it is our duty, as prudent and faithful
that we should be glad lo be able to lay the greater
guardians of the public interests, to examine it wit h
part of the message before our readers.
From its candor, and to act upon it without concealment or
^reat extent, however, we must, for the informafear."
tion of our readers, content ourselves with brief exThe governor then goes on to make an expositracts IVqui some parls of it, and references to others.
tion of the resources of the state, which, without
"It thus appe.irs that the state debt amounts to
taxation, he considers as wholly inadequate to me3t
the vast sum of ^34,141,653 80— of which the
"We are
the demands upon it created by its debt.
Sum of $29,914,003 32, being due UDon the state
now," says he, "compelled to forego all temporary
loaus^. bears an annual interest of #1,494,700 16.
expedients, and to look the (me sta(e of things in
"This aggregate state debt ^ with Ihe exception
the face.
We must resort to taxes, to the sale of
bf $130,000 Oil, appropriated at the last session of
The
the public improvemenls, or to further loans.
the legislature to the survey of a railway from Harpublic improvements cannot be sold but at a most
ri^burg to Pittsburg, to slock in the Franklin rail
ruinous saciifice; and as to loans, it is doubtful
road, and to stock in the Pennsylvania and Ohio cawhether we can procure them at all, unless at an
^al, ai abjve stated)was contracted prior to Januaunwarranted rate of interest. Notwithstanding all
ry 15, 1339, the ilay of my inauguration.
It is true
these difficulties, this sura due by the state must be
that the sum of .$6,524,000 00 was authorised to
paid."
be borrowed since that period; but the whole of
Before considering the alternative modes of taxathis large amount (with the abova exception) was
tion, Sec for this purpose, the governor turns to and
ippropiiated lo the payment of debts and liabilities
discusses the present state and condition of the
jiue, and laliing due in the year 1839, for the paybanks of the commonwealth, and of the U. States
inent of which no provision had been made when I
generally, upon which he makes the followiirg
pntered upon the duties of my office.
sound practical and sensible observations:
(•"It is evident from this simple statement of the
"In legislating on this subject, however, we canpublic debt, that whatever may be its amount, or
not close our eyes to the peculiar condition of the
whatever the inconvenience we suffer from it, none
must take things as we find them.
M the responsibility rests upon me. All the addi- country.
are not considering what would be the proper
lious that have been made to it, since I carae into
course if we were now about to introduce (or the
itfice, have been either lo pay debts already due, or
first time, a system of banking in Pennsylvania.
.0 prosecute
contracts for works then commenced
That question was settled long ago, and by a conind in a s'ate so forward as to forbid their abandoustant and rapid progression it has been entwining
nent.
Tliis public debt has been contracted under
itself with every interest and every measure of po[ull antliorily of law.
The faith and honor of the licy in this commonwealth. It has, for good or for
jeople are pledged in the most solemn mannertolhe
evil, stamped its influence on every commercial,
baymiuit of the interest annually accruing, and to
inanufactuiing and agricultural interest among our
'^i. final payment of the principal.
Every conside- citizens. Under the operation of this system, and
ation of .luty, integrity and natijnal fidelity, binds
on Ihe faith of its continuance, in«9ome form, all our
to
th'j
13
honest perlormance of our part of the barbusiness lias been undertaken, our contracts between
gain with Ihe holders of the certificates of our loans.
individuals entered into, and their debts contracted,
.t is immaterial whether we received
these loans in
our internal improvements commenced, and our vast
laper money, or in gold and silver; whether in
state debt fastened on the people. Abrogate the ennerchaudise, rail ro id iron, or any other commoditire system, and we know not into what condition it
y; we have received a con-ideration in something;
Real estate and all commodities of
will plunge us.
.vt have
issued the certificates of stock, and we
commerce, agriculture and manufactures, now bearnust abide by tlie contracts which we ourselves ining the highest paper price, must fall greatly in value
cited others to make with us, and ratified in all due
and by that fall in pi ice, thousands of Ihe enterprising
brms of laws.
and industrious of our fellow citizen? will be irre"I stated, in my inaugural address, that I believ- trievably ruined. The ten years immediately followid althougli the stale debt was large, and a consideing the last war with Great Britain furnish us some
able portion of it had been incurred by injudicious instructive lessons on this subject,thougli very inadeegislation and expenditure, yet that
I was con- quate to portray the consequences that would follow
vinced the public improvements constructed by it, the same causes in our present situation. And what
ind the general increase of the value of the proheightens the evils anticipated is, the reflection that
)erty in the commonwealth, were fully equal to the
the poor and those in moderate circumstances would
vhole amount of the debt. I still entertain the be obliged to endure the brunt of the hardships.
iame opinion; but, in submitting to your considera- The rich, being the creditors, have little to fear
ioii a statement of the resources of the coinmonfrom such change in our system of currency it is
vealth, I (eel it to be incumbent on me lo exhibit the debtor part of the couimunily on whom the
lie actual productiveness of our internal improveIn adopting coercive meachief burden is cast.
nents in a light somewhat less flattering than that sures .against the banks, it should not be forgotten
in which it has usually appeared.
I am constrained
that the penal consequences do not fall on them
!o pursue this course, by a high sense of duty, and
alone. .The vast number of individuals, from whom
jiot by any desire to arouse
hoslilily against them, so many millions are due to those institutions, would
|>r to weaken the
confidence ot the public in their feel most oppressed by the blow.
Nor would it be
lillimate value and utility.
It has been customary, right or just to cast the great mass of innocent
litherto, to slate the gro.ss amount of lolls derived stockholders beyond the pale of legislative protecrom our canals and rail roads in such a manner as tion. The officers and directors, ndio are, in fact,
o convey tlie impression Ihat they yielded that chargeable with most, it not Ihe entire blame, would
luui, clear of all deiluctions for management and readily screen themselves from it, elude the laws,
epair.s.
The constant yearly increase of tolls has take care of themselves, profit by the suffering and
ierved as a powerful stimulant to the jirosecutiou losses of the innocent, and leave those to perish who
md extension of the entire system of our improve- had little, il any, active agency in producing (he
nenls.
Men of sanguine feelings have confidently presen( state of things. This is a m.alter worthy of
ooked forward to an early day on which the (oils your most serious and deliberate consideration.
irising from our improvements would not only pay
"On reference (o (he history of all commercial
he interest on the whole state debt, but yield, in nations, if will be found (hat very considerable fluciddilion, a large surplus to be applied to the extin- tuation in the currency operates directly, and with
;uishinent of llie principal.
Local interest, and greatest severily, on the laboring part of the comirdent public enterprise, readily concurred in this munity.
While currency is in a state of transition,
)pinion.
We had embarked in the system too from a cheaper lo a dearer medium, the prices of
leeply, bolli in [lecuniary investments and in state wages are first affected, without an immediate cor)ride, to turn back.
The great undertaking must responding change in the price of the necessaries of
;o through; we had pledged our faith, our firmness, life.
Tho.'ie who carry on extensive busines.? opera
lity is

ample

to

meet

all

We

We

We

.
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kinds are soon compelled to curtail or
numerous induslrious operatives are
thrown out of employment, or compelled lo resort
to other occupations that they do not understand, tor
(he means of suppordng their families.
Besides
(hough Pennsylvania inighl abrogate her banking
system altogether, yet we have no assurance (hnt
-oiher slates would follow her example.
It would be
difficult, if not impossible, to prohibit their bank
notes fiom circulation among us, and we should
thus suffer the worst evils of the banking system
without its benefits; for the banks of other stales
would be situated beyond the reach of our legislation and control.
I know of no other mode of securing unifoim and cohtemporaneous acdon, on (his
impo'rlan( siibjec(, among all the slates of (he union,
except (hrough the agency of the general government, which, if not already possessed of the power
necessary for that purpose, should be clothed with it
by an amendment of the constitution."
Again, we quote the message:
'*A system of credit, acted on with caution and
sound judgment, is not -only wise and judicious,
but iudisjiensable to an enlightened business communi(y. The hones(y, industry and capacity of a
poor man, is his only capital, and unless it gives him
credit where he is known, there is little ])ractical
difference be(ween (he condidon ol (he honest and
dishonest, (he capable and the ignorant man.
The
station of men in society, on the opposite principle,
would be fixed by their birth, and merit would be
regarded as a bootless qualification. This is not the
doctrine of nature or of our Declaration of Independence, and American system of government.
"The credit system will be seldoni abused in the
case of individuals; but not so in that of corporations of all
stop, and

lions and governments.
When men judge in their
individual relalions, (hey weigh things well; when
as members of corporations and governments, their
caution corresponds with their share of the responsibility.
Our present condition illustrates the truth
of this position, and calls aloud on the representaLet no
tives of the people to pause and reflect.
more state debts, not indispensably necessary to preserve the faith and honor of the states, be contracted: let no certificates of loan be issued, and no
commercial commodities be imported for a few
years.
wilt thus overcome our presenl difficulties, and re-e.stablishour credit at home and abroad.
This is the only course dic(a(cd by prudence and

We

honesty."
The governor then goes on to make a variety of
recommendations in rctercnce to the banking institutions of the state, such, for example, as the passage of laws for requiring a graduated resumption of
specie payments by the banks: for the appointment
of a board of bank commissioner.s; for preventing
any bank of (he commonwealth from purchasing and
hoiiling of bank stock, or any other stock except
their own, and tlie stock of the stale or of the United
States; tor repealing (he law authorisingbankstockholders to vote by proxies; for prohibiting the practice of issuing post notes; for making (he directors
of banks personally responsible for notes issued under their direction, if at any time they exceed in
amount (he ra(io of (hree to one of specie held by
the banks respectively; for restricting bank dividends to seven per cent, per annum on Iheir

slock, &c.
As if to signalize this executive message by a
union of (he extremes of truth and error, the governor winds np his plausible if not practical recommendations on this head by an eulogy on. (he merits
of "an indcpendenf (reasury for (he gener.il governmen(," and "(he laudable efforts of (he presiden( of
(he UuKed Stares on behalf of it!"
After reviewing further the resources of the state,
the governor brings himself to the following conclusions as to the best mode of overcoming the present financial embarrassments of (he E(ale; which
we must say, without reference, however, to hia
allusions to the previous state administrations, are
characterised by a sturdy integrity and a manly
breasting of responsibility which command our respect:

my own

opinion in favor of a rewith no inconsiderable deit must be obvious to every
citizen of the commonwealth that his house, his
rm, and his property are all pledged, beyond pos-

"In expressing

sort to taxation,

I

do

it

gree of reluclance; but

bilily of release, to the ullimate payment ol the
and (he interest thereon accruing, agreeably to the stipulation with the loan-holders. Nor
The state
is this the worst view of our situation.
has been actually compounding, for years past, from
a million (o a million and a half interest annually;
and (he qnesdon is now submitted whether we are
thus to continue adding, half yearly, this enormous
amount of insterest to the principal of our s(a(e
debt, and to continue in this pusillanimous course
of policy, from year to year, of shuffling oS

s(ate deb(,
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be overweight or overbulk,they hav
an undoubted right to refuse to take it, but for n
other reason. And in accordance with this princi
pie, it was probably never before heard of in thi
feet. If there

Alfthey want to know, to ensure a ready
>..,.„.
cmnpliance will) this indispensable call upon their
patriotism, is to know the necessity ol the measure.
The experience of more than half a century fortigood sense of the peofies me in the belief that the
appealed
ple of this great commonwealth is rarely
responsibility ot rethe
assuming
In
10 in vain.
commending this measure, I am fully sensible of
what is to be encountered, and aware of the consequences that are to follow; and if, in this expression
the
of the honest convictions of my own mind, and
fearless discharge of the duties incumbent on me,
citizens, I
I shall not be borne out by my fellow
I
shall at least have the consolation to knew that
have done that which I conscientiously believe to
be right, and which I think will bear the reflection
the
of alter years. The time of evasion is gone;
miserable
iinblic mind has bean too lonir fed with
The time for action is at hand. Our
expedient
ountrvexnectsevervmanto do his duty, and he
enou.'h for the crisis should give
t hat has not nerve
those better fitted for the emeigencv. Neiplace
ilace to thos
Iher the present legislature nor myselt had any
thin" to do with contracting this debt it is fixed
upon us by those who have gone before u=; and the
same rule of prudence and sound policy that would
govern the conduct of a private individual holds
equally good in the case of the commonwealth,
under this state of things. The private individual
would tax his industry and his property to the ut-

.country, that a rail road company refused lo carr;
the legal weight and bulk of baggage on account o
the materials which composed it.
lu this state of the law and the facts, I cannot bu
look on the act of the company in stopping the truni
Post office department, January 8, 1S40.
referred
to, as a high-handed assumption of powei
Baltimore.
Joshua Vansant, esq. postmaster,
it is in the motiT
Sir: Your letter of the 6th to the contract office, as little justifiable in itself as
The company had refused t
stating that the trunk containing packages for New which dictated it.
by congrese
ofi'ered
terms
on
the
in
mails
depot
the
the
convey
York and Philadelphia, was stopped at
never heard c
your city, the preceding day, by the vice president demanding a rate of compensation
this country orany other, bein
me.
service
in
before
like
a
laid
for
has
been
company,
rail
road
of the
of $500 per mill
When instructions we're given you to take out of $•50,000 per annum, or upwards to
give this rate c
York and Not being authorised or willing
the mail the packages of letters for
arrangement
made
department
the
special
compensation,
a
by
forward
ihem
Philadelphia, aud send
on other lines; bi
messenger in order to give them the greatest prac- for the conveyance of the mails
correspondence between the nort
ticable expedition, it was not supposed that the de- to keep up tlie
expedition, W8
partment was altpinptins to uilringe upon any riiht knd the south with the greatest
To them willing to hire sjiccial messengers to pass over thi
or orivileire of the raifroad company.
such special messenger, could only be known as a road dailv lo carry the letter packages, or so man
weight of baggage a
passenger, subject to the laws and regulations, of them as did not exceed the
comp!
chargesand fees which govern and are required troin lowed by law to passengers. This did the
gave them tvt
other passenger. Limiting hiinsell.to the ordi- ny no harm. On the contrary, it

THE POSTMASTER GENERAL AND THE
RAIL ROAD COMPANY.

New

'

I

|

any

brought thei
naiy weight of baggage allowed to be carried, it vvas additional passengers every day, and
peryear. What motiv
not supposed that the company had a riglit to inquire ingSaday, equallo $2,920
away
this sum i
throwing
in
them
should
stop
it,
actuate
less
to
much
can
of what it was composed,
pam- clear profit? They are under no necessity to chanj
it be found to embrace letters, newspapers or
their hours to run in the night, to cross the Susqui
phlets.
whatever whic
Claiming nothing of the company whieh is net the hannah in the dark, to do any thing
danger or inconvenience. Wh
right of every traveller passing over their road, the biin'^sthem loss,
extraordinary ste;
department saw no necessity or propriety in inform- Iheu'can be the motive of this
other thj
that these special messengers I am sorry not to be able to perceive any
most to pay ofl' a debt, and the interest upon it, ing them befoiehand
public to all practicab
be emnloyed, although it well knew that a determination to put the
that was consuming the avails of his industry and would
letter correspondence with tli
its
would
fn
fact
inconvenience
the
business,
their
the from the natu're'of
his substance; so, also, it seems to me, should
view of coercing submission to their exorbitant i
known to them.
representatives of a wise and judicious people. immediately become
motive it would gii
Grave considerations arise out of this assumption mand. If there be any other
Taxation would pay the interest; it would eventuto
company,
road
me pleasure to know it, because it is a reproach 1
on the pait of the rail
ally constitute a sinking fund to pay ort'the piin- of power
institutions created,'
of
a government messenger, or our country and our age that
progress
till
the
arrest
continued
should
be
and
state
debt,
the
cipal of
be its maslei
passenger, by slopping the trunk whieh serve the public so often assume to
the income of the public improvements would ren- any other
As one whose duty it is to maintain the right
baggage. If this department has not a
der longer taxaliou unnecessary. The crisis de- contains his
over the road, the public is connected with one of the great d
messenger
special
to
send
a
sagaright
far-reaching
the
most
of
mands the exercise
it incumber
conveyingpackages of letters or papers, neither has partments of the government, I deem
city, the calmest judgment, and the most fearless
government. Messen- on me to vindicate by all lawful aud constitution
the legislature will meet it any ofher departmentof the
I am sure
patriotism.
depart- means, the right of the government to send speci
navy
and
war
treasury,
slate,
the
gers
of
Comperils.
in the right spirit, to disarm it of its
whatever baggai
conveying papers of the utmost importance messengers over this road with
ing, as yon do, from all quarters of the state, and ments,
fif
peace and securily of the country, t chooses to entrust to them not exceeding
po'ssessing a more intimate knowledge of the circum- to the business,
not occupying more th;
and
their
weight,
stopping
in
by
pounds
course
their
arrested
in
be
Rtates and wants of the people than I can, 1 most may
obedie
your
respectfully,
Verv
the act of conveying two cubic feet.
cheerfully surrender this important subject to you, baggage, because thev are in
KENDALL.
papers which belong to the government. „rvant
satisfied that prudence and justice will direct your letters and
The principle does not stop here. There is noaction upon it."
GENERAL'S REPORT.
public mesThere are many subjects of interest peculiar to thing in the law which distinguishes a
Post office department, Nov, 30, 1S39,
from the agent of a merthe state which are rel'eired to in the residue of senger with his baggage,
Sib: The post roads of the United States covci
or his baggage. The comthis message, which more concern the people of chant, or other citizen
30lh day of June last, wet
right to refuse to cany the by mail service on the
that state than our readers generally. The following pany have the same
miles in e
travelling to N. York as nearly as can be ascertained, 133.999
paragraph, in reference to the value of a thorough trunk of a merchant's clerk
transportation on that d
annual
of
rate
The
has
tent.
because
it
geological survey of the state, is, however, of gene- upon the business of his employer,
about 34,496,873 miles, and its cost 3,2S5,6
letters or papers in it not his own, that they have to was
ral interest:
viz:
"The coal and iron of Pennsylvania are more stop the trunk of a messenger of the government. dollars,
CoU
Miles.
and every other citivaluable, as sources of wealth aud employment, Every merchant in Baltimore,
$S64,5
11,447,147
this road, is liable lo By horse and sulkey
along
agent
sends
an
zen
who
precious
metals
are
in
countries
the
mines
of
than
1,900,4
19,633,676
coach
and
stage
of
his
slopping
By
the
arrested
by
where they are found. They furnish investments have his busines.s
ground that it contains something By steamboat and rail road 3,396,055
for large amounts of capital, give constant employ- trunk upon the
ment to numerous operatives, and, under ordinary which the companv do not choose to convey.
$3,285,6
34,496,878
Total
If they can stop the trunk of a messenger or agent,
circumstances, with prudent management, yield a
This is exclusive of transportation by steainbc
contenls, they
certain and legular profit to all engaged in th2 bu- public or private, on account of its
vessels, under the fifth and sixth sectio
other
the
and
traveller
for
other
any
trunk
of
the
stop
portion
the
upon
can
of
tolls
They pay a large
siness,
dolli
to be of the act of 1825, which costs about 16,300
our public improvements, and constitute the most same reason. Any ordinary traveller is liable
important share of freight for those engaged in arrested in his journey by the arbitrary stoppage of more.
the year have !;encrally been
of
letlings
The
something
there
is
that
pretence
the
transportation upon our canals and rail roads, as his baggage on
which lower prices than for some preceding years, but
well as for numerous vessels engaged in the coast- with it which does not belong to him, and
years a/
their so low as the same routes were let four
ing trade. The value of coal and iron must neces- the rail road company choose to put under
Most of the service which was last year su?pei
sarily be much enhanced by the recent successful ban.
eslabln
routes
the
new
and
Does not this assumption ofright to stop a trunk ed has been rtstcred;
application of anthracite coal as fuel for smelting
few cxci
If the ed'by the act of 7lh July, 1838, with
the rig/ii of search?
iron ore, wdiich will, in all probability, introduce a embrace another rijht
operation.
in
been
put
have
lions',
trunk
new era in the iron business in our commonwealth. company have a right to stop a passenger's
The speed of the ordinary mail having been so
lake
Slionld the experiment become generally successful, on account of its contents, can their right to
crea«ed as to reduce the time of transit between
of which little doubt is entertained, it will save us the necessary steps to ascertain whatthose contents
to nine days, the cxpr
be denied? Cannot they refuse to carry any York and New Orleans
the necessity of importing large amounts of iron
discontinu
contents shown mail, which ran in seven, has been
(or rail roads, as well as other purposes, which trunk unless it be opened and its
which yielded bu
branch,
sonthwestorn
and
the
connothing
is
there
Pennsylvania, in that event, would"t)e able to fur- to them, that they may know
trunk
mam
the
with
fell
cost,
of
its
small portion
nish in abundance, not only for lier own use, and traband in it?
suspension of spe
It is possible that the recent
On adverting to the charter of this company
that of her cili7.enF, but for a large portion of lur
in a large portion ol
hanks,
the
by
conpayments
that
it
find
1
Maryland,
Possessing, as Pennsylvania does, the granted by the state of
sisler states.
mav again ch--ck the increased reveniK
great bulk of the iron ore and anthracite coal for- tains the following provision as to lolls on passen- union,
nee
the department so as lo make rrtrenchmenl?
mation of this country, in alternate strata in the gers, viz:
in any event, they will be incoiisidcrat
exceedbut,
not
sary;
passengers
"For the transportation of
same territory, and sitiiateil in a quarter of the niuon
On the oOlh of June last, Ihe number of post
peculiarly accessible by means of her geographical ing four cents a mile for each passenger and bag12.780, showing an increase of 261 dur
position, and canals and rail roads, she must enjoy, gage not weighing more than fifty pounds, oroccu- fices was
\
the preceding year. The number established
almost exclusively the great revenue that will arise pving a space of more than two cubic feet."
was 340. T
"No power is given them to discriminate between 601, and the number discontinued
frnm this source. A larire portion of our public
appointed, including m
poslm.isteis
of
agents
or
number
between
citizens,
or
private
men
debt abroad was contracletl in the purchase of rail public
The ficers, w.a9 2,888.
road iron, which would have been obtained in this principals, oH'cring themselvf-s as passengers.
The number of post offices this day is 13,028.
carriers who are bound to
piocuie
had been
country
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if it

possible to

it

company

here

are

common

persons ollering with their baggagi
baggage, the law gives them
As to quantitij, they have a
supply;
if
so,
there
is
and
adequate
cheap
_....,
--,
„,.
n
,-^,
every reason to think that the numerous rail roads right to see that it does not weigh more than (illy
cubic
in nearly all the statei of the union, that have beenlponnds. or occupy in space more t*ian two

It is confidently believed that the coal and iron
fields of this commonwealth will hi . ..fter furnish

convey

1

all

to the character of Ihc
no right to inquire.

The number of mail cnnlraclors in service
Of thi;, uu
the last year, was about 1,833.
489 have' been fined, or had deductions made
The aggrep
their pav, for sundry delinquences.
.«22.i
of fines' is <*37,73^' 62, and ol deductions
i
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the public that a connected mail line should be had
on this great thoroughfare, I have not felt myself
at liberty to accept any service which would longer
admit of the present injurious drlay at Philadelphia.
Minor considerations it was proposed to waive; but
without elfect. The consequence is, that the de4,621,837 16 partment may be deprived of the use of that road
The expenditures were
for the next contract term.
$386,739 18
Excess of expenditures
Rail roads cheapen travel and the transportation
This excess was made up by surplus funds of of produce and merchandise, and no reason is perpreceding years.
ceived why they should not also cheapen the transThe revenue of the year ending on the 30th of June portation of the mails under the same circumstanlast, was
$4,476,633 ."56 ces. When the mails are carried in stages or on
The engagements and liabilities of the
horseback, the de.partment exercises an absolute
department for the same year, were 4,624,117 S6 control over the hours. But the proposition of the
company in question more than doubles the ordinaExcess of engagements and liabililies $147,479 30 ry cost of such service, and denies to the departIf even the sum
Tlie sur|)lu3 "still ou hand has prevented embar- ment the control of the hours.
rassment.
demanded were not the highest the department can
The cash on hand, according to the latest reports lawfully pay for any rail road service, it would for
of postmasters, is .$206,701 95. There is also re- these reasons be "deemed much too high for the sermaining in banks $33,4.33 72,of which only $2,907 vice proposed.
03 is available. More than half the available funds
Nor is the sum of $300 per mile deemed too small
The
on hand will be required to pay balances due for the a compensation for the service required.
services of the last quarter.
travel would still go with the mails as it does now,
Compared with the preceding year, the revenue and many passengers who do not travel at all or
has increased about 5J per cent, and the aggregate lake the Pennsylvania lines to the west, would
increase was $241,560 59.
leave New York in the evening, if this compa^ny
From a comparative stateihent, embracing the re- would convey them to Baltimore by the next
turns of post ortices yielding over .$100 per quarter, morning, there to take the established lines to the
The department, therefore, asks
it appears that the revenue of the quarter ending the south and west.
30th September last, exceeded that nf the corres- them to do only what it is believed to be their inponding quarter of last year about 8!- per cent. It terest to do.
Experience has proved that travel is increased
IS feared, however, that in consequen.'e of the derangement produced by the suspension of payment in proportion to the reduction of its cost. This
by so many banks, this rate of advance will not be has been illnstrated on steamboat routes. But rail
'
maintained through the year.
roads have an advantage over steamboats, because
The accounts of postmasters are rendered with a they can reduce the cost of travel without reducing
promptitude which can scarcely find a jjarallel in their own charges. By runnjng in connection with
the business of mankind. In a list of so many thou- each other, and enabling travellers to proceed on
sand post offices, there are necessarily many inci- their wav by night as well as by day, they save
Jenis, such as .sickness, deaths, resignations, ab- tavern bills to the fraveller, and greatly reduce his
sences, removals, changes in mail routes, &c. Sic. expenses.
A great increase of travel is the certain
which prevent the regular rendition of accounts, the consequence. In this close connection, therefore,
new appointments alone averaging last year 722 consists their highest interest. All rail roads in
per quarter. Most of the accounts are forwarded connection with each other, will ultimately find
to the department by the first mail alter the ternii- their profit in considering themselves parts of one
uation of the quarter, and out of a list of 12,781) system, in submitting to the inconveniences of
post offices, lor the quarter ending 30th June last, their respective positions, and in so arranging their
there were but 217, the accounts of wliich were not hours of running as to make connected travelling
received bfore the termination of the next quarter; lines, and not impose on travellers the necessity of
and of this number about 40 had been veiy recently stopping at intermediate points in their journey.
established, or had not been supplied with mail.-i.
And it is this close connection, most favorable to
The moneys received by postmasters are, in ge- rail roads in reference to travel, which the departIt is beneral, paid over with equal promptitude.
ment requires for the transmission of the mails.
lieved that about 11,000 of the whole number paid Ought the companies to ask, or the department to
04, excluding re:nissions, the whole amounting to
$73,804 63.
great majiirify of the contractors have performed the service with the most exemplary punctuality.
Tlie revenue of the department for the year ending
the 30th June, 1S3S, was
.Ji4, 2.35,077 97

A

over the proceeds of each quarter to contractors pay, exorbitant sums
within two weeks after its close. Of that class of interest to rendei?
proportion of delinquents is reThe draft oIHcers in general pay,
when dravvn upon, with equal punctuality. "I'lvo
cases have occurred, within the year, indicating the
necessity of furiher legal restraints upon postmasters intrusted with large sums of money.
When it is extensively inculcated as a principle,
that the public money, instead of being retained
for the public service, ought to be made use of in
private opiirations, it is not surprising that some of
the postmasters, notwithstanding the utmost elfort.s
of the department to prevent it,* should practise
upon the precept. Nothing is likely to make them
all duly sensible of the heniousness of the o/fence
but an act of congress, declaring it to be a crime,
punishable according to the magnitude of the sum
thus applied.
Congress have heretofore fixed the maximum of
compc .isation to be paid for the transportation of
the mails upon rail roads at .$300 per mile. It was
obviously their intention, that, where the maximum
of compensation is given, the rail road companies
shall allbrd the public, in. return, the best practicable mail accommodation.
Under existirig arrangements, the groat mail for
the south and west is detairied six to eight hours in
Philadelphia. Desirous, in the renewal of the contracts to take effect in January next, to put an end
to this detention, the department offered the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore rail road company, the maximum of compensation allowed by
law, on condition that they would carry two mails
a day, one connecting with the night line from N.
York, and the other with the morning line. It is
the night line which brings on the great mail, and
to carry it forward without interruption, it would
be necessary for this company to leave Philadelphia
not later than one o'clock, A. M. This the company
declined doing for the compensation offered, and
were willing, for the $300 per mile, only to continue the present Sf-rvice, running one d lily mail,
and that a' hours most convenient for their other
business. Deeming it essential to the interest of

postmasters, the

markably small.

Certain

it

is,

for that

that if the

which

it is

their

own

fear of the principal owner upon the New Haven
line, or so extensive a combination existed, that no
suitable boat could be chartered on any terms, to
run on that line in opposition.

The department is consequently powerless, under
existing laws, to give the country the best practicable mail service in that direction, without lubmitlinglo palpable extortion. Rather than submit to
the latter alternative, I have deemed it my duty to
continue the mail upon the land route, and refer to
ingress for a remedy.
-In these days of combination and monopoly, that
which exists on one steamboat route may be expected on others of more importance, unless prevented by timely precautions. An effective remedy
in this case, and a preventive in all others of a similar character, may be found in putting it within the
power of the department to run steamboats temporarily in such emergencies, to be discontinued as
soon as reasonable'contracts can be secured. The
case in question shows that the department cannot
The only efrely upon chartering suitable boats.
fective means appears to be, to authorise the postmaster general to purchase, or build two or three

service, or direct the war or
to add a few such boats to their
present force, with a view to aid the post office department when occasion may require it. The existence of the power and ability of the department to
put oil a line of steamboats in cases of attempted
extortion, would undoubtedly avert the necessity of

boats suited to the

navy department

ts

exercise.

Great difficulty

demands of

rail

road

to

subject of a special report.
AditKculty somewhat similar has arisen upon the

it

was

found in bringing to justice

without reference to the value of their time.
Cases of extreme hardship have been presented to
the department, and allowances asked for out of its

ses,

funds, but in cases where the process of the court
could reach them, it has been decided that the department could not lawfully add to the allowance
provided by act of congress. It seems but just,
that men who are required to devote their time to
the public, should be paid not only their actual ex-

penses, but a fair compensation.
The radical change in the rates of postage on letadopted in Great Britain has attractect

much attention in the United States. To enable
me to furnish congress with information on that
essubject, and all others connected with the post
tabiishmeuts in several of the most considerable
European countries, I have despatched one of the
special agents of this department to Eurone with [:^structions'to visit them in person, and furnish
minute details of their organization and operations.
Many documents and some interesting particulars,
have been received from him, but he has not as yet
been able to prepare himself to make a detailed reAs soon as such report shall be received, it
port.

me

intended to submit to congress all t.he information
may contain for their consitieration. With the
highest respect,
To the president of Ihe United S'ates.
is
if

let for daily

service at

$6,000, with a proviso that if the company should
be dissolved, the contractshould be at an end. Last
spring they gave notice of dissolution to the departmentr Their successors refused to continue the
service for less than $30,000 per annum. The department offered $6,000 for six times a week service, and $3,000 for daily; but the new company
would only reduce their exorbitant demand to
.'*15,000, with the privilege of selecting their own

AMOS KENDALL,

NAVY DEPARTMENT.
tlie navy, of a plan for ihe
reorganization of the navy department.
Navy department, December 30, 1839.
Sir: In compliance with a resolution of the house
of representatives of the United States, passed the
19lh of February, 1839, directing the secretary of
the navy to "report to this house at the commencement of the next congress a plan for the reorgani.
zation of this branch of the public service, adopting
as the basis of his plan the division of the duties
now performed by the board of navy commissioners,
and their assignment to separate bureaux," I have
the honor to submit the following outlines of a system based on the principle presented in the resolu-

Report of the secretary of

steamboat route between New York and New Haven.
Formerly, the mail was carried six times a week on
tion.
that route for $4,000 per annum. At the last regular
letting in that section,

is

some cases, on account of the inadequacy of the present laws to secure tiTe attendance of distant witnesses. The compensation allowed to them is not sufficient to pay their expennail robbers in

ters, recently

be satisfied, most of whom arc
not willing to serve the public as they serve individuals,-and seem to think that the government is
bound to make their investments profitable there
will be little left of the means of this department
to pay for the conveyance of the mails on other
lines, mucli of the interior of the country must be
deprived of them altogether, and the rates of postage, instead of being reduced, mu«t be increased.
Hopes are entertained, however, that the company in question will yet accept the provision which
congress has made. It appears to be so obviously
their interest to avail themselves of the additional
travel which a well connected line would bring
them, and to prevent the withdrawal of a large portion of the western travel which would inevitably
follow thu organization of aline for the conveyance
of the great western mail upon the Pennsylvania
roads, that perseverance in their refusal cannot reasonably be expected. In the mean time, the department is proceeding to make the best arrangements it can, for the mail service, without reference
to the use of that road, and with the determination
in no event to make any contract with the company which shall not secure a close connection with
If circumstances should
the mail from New York.
hereafter require it, this matter will be made the

companies are

843

hours for the service. The department then withdrew ils propositions, and made an arrangement for
the transportation of its mails by land.
Subsequently a temporary arrangement was mad«
with a gentleman of great energy, to charter boats
and put on another line for the purpose of conveying the mails. After making several efforts, he reported to the department, that although boafscould
be procured for any other service, so great was the

Before, however, entering on the details, it may
not be without its uses to present a concise sketch
of the motives and proceedings which led to the
present organization.
Immediately on the conclusion of the late war
with England, the subject of a reform in the administration of the department occupied the attenAlthough the events of that war
tion of congress.
exhibited such ample and decisive evidence of perfection in the model, construction and equipment
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of our vessels, as well as the valor, skill and disci- stores and materials, and the construction, arma- entering into a lull examination of the question, I
pliiKi with which these admirable qiialiti'-s were ment, eipiipment and employment of vessels of would respectfully recommend that the ministerial
directed to the protection of our commerce and the war, as well as all other matters connected with duties hitherto performed by the board of commis*
acquisition of national glory, still an opinion pre- the naval establishment of the United States.
sioners be classed under three separate heads, and
vailed, more esjiecially among the most judicious They are also authorised, by and with the consent committed each to a single officer, who shall be inand experienced officers of tlie navy, that various of the Secretary of tlie navy, "to prepare such rules ilividually responsible for their performance. They
and>.'xtensive reforms might be introduced with and regulations as shall be necessary lor securing are easily susceptible of division, and naturally argreat a Ivantage to the service as well as benefit to an uniformity in the several classes of vessels and range themselves as follows;
the Ct<i:ntry.
their equipnienl; and for repairing and refitting
The first comprehends whatever relates to the
The representatives of the states and of the peo- them; and -lor securing responsibdily in the sub- construction, repairs, equipment and preservation
ple shared in this impression, and on ths IStfi of ordinate officers and agents; which regulations, of vessels of war, and the officer presiding over its
Alarch, IS 14, the senate of the United States passed when approved by the president of the United adininistialion would require, toaid him in the pera resolution directing the secretary of the navy States, shall be i^espected and obeyed until altered formance, a chief naval conslructor; an engineer
*'to devise and digest a system for the better organi- and revoked by the same authority; and the said qualified to superintend the opciations of steam; a
zation of the department of the navy o( the United rules and regulations, thus prepared and approved, draughtsman and at least three clerks.
States." On the 15tl) of November following, the sliall be laid before congress at their next session.
The second division would comprehend the consecretary accordingly presented a report, accom- It shall also be the duty of said board, upon the re- struction, ri^pairs and preservation of all buildings
panied by a bill corjtemplaiing, among other things, quisition of the secretary of the navy, to furnish all on shore belonging to the navy, or used for naval
the establishment of a board of inspectors or com- the estimates of expenditure which the several purposes, and, generally, the superintendence of
missioners, with powei's so various, extensive and branches of the service may require, and such other navy yards, hospitals, magazines ard other appenindependent, as in a great measure to supersede information and stalemenls as he may deem neces- dages to a na\al station.
This officer would rethe most important funclions and prerosjatives of sary."
And in Ihe last section it is provided -'that quire to have placed under his direction a civil
the head of Ihe dep.irtment.
The ground assumed nothing in this act shall be construed to take from engfiiieer, a draughtsman and one clerk.
as the basis of this division of executive power, as the secretary of the navy his control and direction
The third division would comprise the purchase,
stated by the secretary of the navy, was, "that the of Ihe naval forces of the United States, as now by manufacture, collection and distribution of all produties enjoined, or which necessarily devolved on law possessed."
visions, clothing and materials of every description
that officer, particularly during a period of active
In the commencement of the performance of ils required for the use of the navy. To enable the
•and diversified hoslilily, are beyond the powers of i.-iinisterial diilies, difficiilties arose betueen the officer charged with these duties to perform them
any individual to discharge to the best adiantajic, head of the department and the board of commis- in a satisfactory manner, he would require
cannot, be doubled; though, by great labor and as- sioners as to the boundaries of their respective
A captain in the navy, as inspector of ordnance;
siduity, with adequate professional qualifications, rights and duiies.
Practice, experience and re-' a commander or lieutenant as an assistant; and on^
he may possibly perform the general and most es- llecfion have, however, long since settled these clerk for contracts and correspondence.
sential branches of duty, with tolerable success."
conflicting claims, and it is believed that no serious
captain or commander, having charge of charts
The report then proceeds to state, "that our navy collision has since occurred to disturb that harmony and instruments for hydrographical purposes; a
is not excelled in any thing which constitutes ef- of action so essential to the well-being ol Ihe serlieutenant and two passed midshipmen, and a lificiency, perfect equipment and general good quali- vice.
No principle is settled; no decision involv- thographer.
ties, will be admitted.
The same energy, skill, ing a principle adopted or carried into effect, withsurgcnn to superintend the purchase of medivigilance and inlrepidity, which dislinguished the out the sunc'ion of the secretary of the navy.
cines, hospital stores and surgical instruments, and
commercial naviii;ators of the Uniled States, charac- The ministerial duties connected with the construc- to perfoiin such other duties io connection with
terize the officers and seamen of the navy.
The tion anil equipment of vessels of war, the procure- the medical branch of th'e service as maj' be resame superiority of construction which gave to its ment of supplies, and the superintendence of navy quired of him by Ihe ileparlment, and an assistant
commercial marine that celerity and security for yards, have been assigned to the board of navy suri;eon, or clerk, to aid him in their performance.
which it is distinguished, may be seen in the Ame- commissioners. The responsibility of the board,
One clerk for contracts and correspondence for
rican navy, which is truly indigenous and distin- in its action on these, is complete.
But allhough slop dolhing and provisions.
guished from any other. The independent charac- the journal of ils proceedings distinctly shows
One clerk for contracts and correspondence for
ter of the nation is manifestly seen in the genius which of the members assented to or dissented timber and
all other lualeiials for building and
of the navy. The classes ol our ships, their form, from any decision on a paiticular subject, the reso- equipping.
construction, ornament and equipment, have been lution calling for a plan for a reorganization of the
Two clerks for keeping general returns of retested by experience, and found to have been hap- deparlment seems to consider this evidence of re- ceipts and expenditures of stores, as made by Ihe
pily adap'.ed to circumstances, coinpelliUE the ene- sponsibility insufficient, and to require a system naval siorekcepers
at home and abroad, and examy to employ ships ol the line against frigates, or which shall place each member more distinctly be- mining into their correctness.
to construct a new class of ships.
Their efficiency fore the public in his in.lividual capacity. For this
One clerk for general miscellaneous corresponand perfection have extorted the praise of the purpose, a classification and distribution of the du- dence anil lor recording letters.
enemy."
ties of t!ie department is obviously necessary.
As this distribution of duties would impose a
It wouM seem that a system which produced
The duties of the secretary of the navy naturallv greater proportion of labor on the cfBcers directsuch results could not have been radically delec
arrange themselves under two distinct heads. The ing the first and third divisions than on the second,
tive, either in its general principles or in their prac
first conipiises those connected uith Ihe more geIhey might, perhaps, be rendered more equal by
tical application. Slill it was unduubledly wanting neral and comprehensive interests oj' the state.
assi:;ning the ordnance and hydrographical bureaux
in various parts of its internal administration, and Among these, may be classed recommendations for to
the second division. These are sufficiently disthese defects were briefly and comprehensively increasing and distribuling the force to be commis- tinct
in their nature to ]irevent any difficulty or
summed up in a report of the naval committee of sioned as the exigencies of the case may seem to collision wilh others, and this arrangement would
the house of representatives, of which the honora
require, and the direction, employment arid disci- more nearly equalize the labors of each.
Iile William Reed was chairman, and to which wai
pline of all persons belonging to the navy.
Under
The officers at the head of these three divisions
referred a resolution directing an inquiry "whetlie:
the olher head, 'may be arranged everything con- might be called together at the pleasure of the
any, and, if any, what means of retrenchment
nected with the construction, equipment and main- secretary of the navy, for the purpose of discussing
economy and of reform in the general management, tenance of the naval force. The former requires such subjects, or settling such principles as he
anil of extension ami efficiency in the naval esta- no special technical or professional knowledge or
should deem proper.
blishment, may be praclicable and expedient."
ex|)erience,as resort may at all times be had to the
This board, or council, though not permanently
The defects supposed to exist, and proposed to advice of those who possess the requisite qualifica- in session, would be at all limes within calls, and
be remedied, were:
tions.
They may, therefore, be properly left to could bo convened without trouble or delay. If
"First. The excessive and laborious duties of his superintendence and direction.
Such is nol, doubts arise in his mind as to the propriety or exthe secretary.
however, the case with the second class of duties, pediency of any contemplated action requiring a
"Second. The want of sufficient checks upon, the adequate performance of which calls for lonj practical knowledge of professional or technical
and the consequent irresponsibility of, subordinate professional experience, and it is believed can be matters, he might avail himself readily of tlie comagents.
more completely attained under the ministration ol bined experience of all Ihe members
If they dif"Third. The great latitude allowed comman- competent naval officers.
fered in opinion, they could furnish their reasons for
ders of vessels in allering, repairing and furniahing
Tliese duties are not only very numerous, but that did'erence, on the weight of vihich he' would
their ships."
exceedingly various and complicated, and involve decide, and. if they agreed, it would afford Ihe most
It will thus be seen that, with the exception of great diversilv of opinion among naval officers of
A secretary would be
solid basis for his "decision.
the first, all the defects which Ihe committee could all nalions. Experimenis are continually in pro- required to reconl llie«e proceedings and perform
in
discover
the orgjniz.ilion of the navy depart- cess among the great maritime powers of Europe, other dulies.
It is believed that essential advanment consisted in the ab.<ence of a proper system having in view some real or imaginary improve- l.iges wonld result from such an organization as is
of checks and responsibilities in the disbursemenl nu'iit in olfensive and defensive operations; new here recommended. Great power of ahstraclioii
of the public moneys, and in the great latitude al- elements of power are brought in aid of old modes is necessary to take general and comprehensive
lowed to cominande:s in altering, repairing and of warfare; and that these lalter will, at no distant views of a siihjecl, and to present it to Ihe mind in
furnishing their shi[>d.
Tieriod, be, in a great measure, superseded, has be- all ils variety of aspects.
This result, it is con.
To remedy these, and to relieve the secre- come an ordinary prediction. Should Ihe introduc- ceived, can best he attained by the discussion and
tary of Ihe navy from Ihe performance of those va
tion of steam, as an auxiliaiy to naval warfare, be comparison of the opinion.s of difTerent men.
It
rious and discordant duties which from a want of sanctioned by the results of experience,
it must be
may also he remarked that the retliainis of countechnical anil piolessionai knowleilgc it wasscarcply obvious hat new and very important duties will desel and opposilion are often necessary to arrest
possible he could arlequalely pcilorm, or which volve on the secretary of Ihe navy, rendering the aid
prccipitale action; and hence it has been the unifrom their extent ami variety, no one individual of professional science and experience still more inform policy of all free governments to leave as little
was able to accomplish, a board of navy commis- dispensable in the administration of the departas possible to individual discretion anil power.
I
sioners was eslahlishcd, such as exists at this time. ment.
would therelnre respectfully recommend that Ihe
The act creating this board confers on it "the
An opinion extensively prevails that tlie v.uious officers placed in rhaige of the lliree divisions of
power to adopt such rules and regulations for the dulies classed under the general head ofminisleri.il
cnnslniction. supplies and navy yards, be consigovernment of their meetings as they may judge would be performed in a more salisfi'-lory manner
dered as conslitulinu; a boaril of council when called
expedient;" attaches lliein to the office of Ihe se- by being classilieil, and the execution
of each con- logeiher by the head ol Ihe depaitineni, but that at
cretary of the navy, under whcse su^eiintendence fided to a single
naval officer, instead of a board of all other times, and especially in Ihe exercise of
they shall discharge all the ministerial duties of commissioners; and that,
of consequence, Ihe laller their ministerial functions, as previously slated,
faid office relative to tlic procurcnmit of naval is not otily inexpedient,
but injurious. Without Ihe head of each division Shall be person.ally charg-.
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the duties appcrtainint; to it, and held
ed with
individually responsible lor their peifonnaiice.
By a relerence to the act establisliiri:; a board of
comiiiisiioners, it will be perceived that no such
division ot'iluties and rcsponsibiiilies appeals to be
contemplated. Accordingly, none was made by the
head of the department, a^nd the members have always continued to act together as a board, without
individual responsibility to the public; although it
might appear questionable whether their respective
duties could not have been designated by the secietaiy of the navy without contravening either the letter or spirltof thelaw. The head of Ihe department,
however, did not think proper, or did not leel authorised, to direct this division of the ministerial
functions of the board, and hence it is that cacia
member has continued to act on principles settled
by discussion and deliberation, in which each one
partook, and the opinions of the majority prevailed.
The consequence has been, not only a defect of individual responsibility to the public, but a vast ac-

He would

all

1840—THE
him

NEW JERSEY

in the'

performance of

his duties.
to the apportionment of duties
the officers here recommended, in compliwilh the resolution of congress, I have not

With regard

among
ce

deemed

it

necessary to be more minute and parti-

It is believed that the interior arrangements
necessarily grow out of every new system
of organization will be best adjusted by practice
and experience. To prescribe these belorehand, 1
conceive will rather lead to dirticulties than obvi-

cular.

cession of labor, since each member, being anvwerable alike for the action of the whole, became
equally involved in the obligalion of taking personal cognizance of every thing that was done.
Under these circumstances it became impassible to
go through Ihe great and increasing mass of business which inevitably devolved on them, wilh that
decision and promptitude the interests of the ser-

•

25,

require one clerk to assist

vice require.
Since the assignment of the ir.inisterial duties
connected wilh the construction and equipmei.t of
vessels of war, the procurement of supplies, and
the superintendence of navy yards lo the board of
navy commissioners, the secretary of the navy has
been relieved from a portion of his previous labors.
system of accountability in regard to disbursing
officers has been adopted, and is now in operation,
which exjJerience has proved to be effectual, so far
as laws and regulations alford a substitute lor the

hicli

ate Ihem.
It will be perceived that the organization here

presented will require the creation of two or three
officers, and a considefable addition to the number
of clerks now assigned to the department. This
augmentation I consider iiidispensable; and I would
lake the occasion to stale, that the number now allowed is totally inadequate to perform the duties
required of them, within the time and in the manner which the public interests require.
The rapid growth of the country produces a corresponding accession to the duties of every department of government and every public servant.
The multiplication and complexity of laws involving new powers, new restraints, and new duties
The
call for additional labor and circumspection.
great increase of public records and documents
renders all reference to the past more embarrassing,
and Ihe frequent calls of congres's, imposing a neity for researches which comprehend the history and transactions of the department from ils
first organization, all contribute to render the duties
of every officer and clerk more difficult, compli-

A

Commanders
restraints of honor and integrity.
have also been subjected to uniform rules in repairing and furnishing their vessels, from which no
deviation can be made but with the express consent
of the navy commissioners.
In the mean time, however, and since the passage of the act establishing the board, other additional duties, principally originating in laws subsequently enacted, have devolved on the secretary
The rapid and daily increasing exot the navy.
tension of the pension list; the multiplication of
pension laws greatly enlarging the system and rendering it more complicated "by their v.irious provisions; the extreme caution required to prevent
those impositions which are so frequently attempted, and, it is feared, are often successful; the labor
consequent on the lapse of lime, distance of space,
and other causes of doubt and obscurity, have all
combined to render this portion of the duties of the
department exceedingly delicate and important, as

by a reference to iny annual report.
would respectfully recommend the ap|iointment
of a special and permanent officer, who should be
will be seen

cated and laborious. Very many ot the objections
uigeil against the administration ol
heretofore
this department oiiginated more from a deficiency
of clerks than from any radical defect in its' organiz.ition.
it

In every change or modification I have deemed
my duly to present to the consideration of con-

gress, I have contemplated reserving to the head of
the department that responsibility which is inhe-

rent in the pow'er of general supeiinledence and
control confided to him, and of which he cannot
divest himself. For the general administration of
the department, and for the consequences of measures adopted through his recommend.^tion, and
carried into effect under his supervision and sanction, he must, and it is presumed will always, be

willing to be accountable.
The organiz.ntion proposed will not relieve Ihe
head of the department from this obligation. The
highest and most importani of his functions will remain to him. and he will slill stand before the people responsible for the great interest committed to
Enr-iigh will remain to employ all his
his charge.
time and task all his faculties to the uttermost.
honor to be, with the highest respectj
have
the
I
J. K. PAULDING.
your obedient servant,
To the sj>eaker of Hie house of representatives.

sir,

I

charged wilh the examination of all claims arising
under the various pension laws; have two cleiks to
assist him in the correspondence and copying in.
cidental to the performance of his duties; be attached to the department, and subject to the direction of the secretary of the navy.
There is another portion of the duties of the department, which would seem to require (o be assigned to a special officer. Courts martial are obviously indispensable to the discipline of the service,
and. cbnsequenlly, to the well-being of tlic navy.—
They are of frequent occurrence, and cannot be

)

THE NEW JERSEY CASE.

after the election of a speaker, these remonstrants
of him lo be sworn as represenlalives of
the state of New Jersey. The speaker then stated
that, in consequence of the proceedings wdiich had
already been taken in relation to our rigbts to seats,
he declined to administer to us the oaths of office,
although his own opinion therefore expressed, in
another situation, (that we were entitled to q'lalify
retnaineil unchanged, and he therefore submitted
our demand to be svvotn to the house. And thereupon the representatives of the twenty-sixth congress of the United States then present, by a vol?
of 116 to J12, rejected the following resolution,
viz
'•Resolved, That Ihe representatives of the twenty-sixth congress of the United States now present,
do advise and reqnest^the speaker to administer the
oath required by law to the five gentlemen from the
state of New Jersey, wlio have presented credentials to the speaker, and demand to be sworn."
Your remonstrants woukl remark upon this reso-

demanded

:

First. That it does not propose to decide upon
the right of these remonstrants to their seats, but
merely to give the speaker advice.
Secoyid. That the nvmbers of this body not being organized according to the constitution, had no
right to give advice on the subiect.
Third. That it was the duty of the speaker, imposed upon him by law, lo administer the oath to
the duly commissioned members from the state of
New Jersey; and that no advice or request of any
body of men, however numerous or respectable,
could absolve hiin from the performance of that
duly.
Fourth. That if the request or advice of a majority of the representatives of the twenty-sixth congress would have been entitled to Ihe respect of an
authoritative decision, yet the resolution above recited being the expression of the opinion of a mi.
nority of those representatives, was enlitled to no
say the opinion of a misuch consideralion.
nority, because, by adding the vote of the speaker
(who thought we ought to be sworn) and the five
votes of the reinonstranls. (who were as much entitled to vote on the question as any member present), ihere woiiM have been 113 in I'aror of the
resolution to 116 against it, exclusive of the absent
whig members who, we are informed; accord with
us in opinion.
Not being able, therefore to recognise "in the resolution of Ihis body any legal or constitutional decision against our right to seals as members of Ifvis
congress, nor even the expression of ihe opinion of
Ihe majority of the members on this qiieslion, vv«
cannot'consent to comproniit Ihe rights of llie stale
of New Jersey, or our own, by asking as a matter
of favor to be admitted to those seals in this hail,
which we, as the representatives of a sovereign state,
claim as of right.
But having received from Peter D. Vrooin, Phi-

We

lemon Dickerson, William R. Cooper, Joseph Kille,
and Daniel B. Royall, esqrs. written notice that

of the five whig members from
Jersev, against the proceedings of the house
of representatives, read to the house by Mr. Botts,
of Virginia.

Remonstrance

the representq^lives

of the twenlij -sixth congress,
.

now a^scmbted:
the undersigned representatives of the state
Jersey in the twenty-sixth congress, do reof
spectfully remonstrate against the course of proceeding 'adopted by this body in relation lo our
riohts, and to Ihe rights of the people 5f the state
ot^New Jersey. andsubmil the following statement:
They require, in the preparation of
avoided.
appcaredin the hall of represenlalives at the
charges and the conduct of prosecutions, a degree commencement of this session of congress, claimtxpeiiol texhnical and praclical knowledge and
ing to represent the sovereign stale of New Jersey.
cn.e which rarelv falls lo the lot of any but pro- W"e produced, as the eviilence of ourright
I'n all cases of this kin:l, Ihe deknown to Ihe laws of that!
fessional men.
vide
the highest
partment is compelled lo depend on temporary se- slate, to the constitution of the United States
lections, frequently, of necessity, made without parliamentary usage, and to international law_a
adequate means of acquiring in'formalion which commission under the great seal of the state of New
might enable it to judge of their propriety; and Jersey, and signed by the executive thereof; to
hence it arises, that the decisions of courts martial which commission, now on your table, these reare frequently set aside for informality; expenses monstrants for grealer certainty refer.
is itiare incurred to ho purpose; and the service
By a vote of this body, before it was constitutionjured by the example of olfences escaping their ally oro-anized, anil before any of its members were
merited punishment.
sworn,'aMd without the exhibition of any other or
permanent officer, possessed of the necessary better title to seals than these remonstrants had
lake
qualifications, whose duly it would be to
presented, a decision was made denying our risht
cnarge of all former proceedings relating lo^courts to vote, in relation to the proceedings of that body,
in future;
martTal, and all those that might occ
preparatory to its organization as a house of repreof
tin
the
e.varaine all charges presented for
ment: sentatives.
department; make the preliminary
previous to its organiza-

We,

New

We

A

for all trials,

and conduct them

per.-ionally lo

an

i

the diHicullr

sue, would, I believe, obviale all
growin:; out ot the existing arrangem-m.
-al=o of opinion such an

appointment wouh'

very considerable expense, and so
purposes of cconq^y.

lar sub-i

"-a
I

ve th(

'

lution:

New
To

CASE.

Against both these decisions we did then, and do
now, protest, as illegal and uncoiislitutionai; and,

they intended to contest ourright to seats as memmeis of thetwentysixlh congress, we shall proceed
briefly to examine the grounds on which they S(?ek
to queslion such right".
Our riglit to seals on this floor is founded, in the
first instance, on the commission of the state of New
Jersey, heretofore referred to, and laid on your table.

The

adverse claimanls have sought to invalidate
hy the produ.-tion of a p.ii'er, ]Mirporting
certificate of election rclunis, siined by
James D. Westcott, secretary of state of New Jersey, and which has been rea(i in your hearing..
Wo remonstrate against the receplion oj this paper as evidence, ami deny that it is enlitled to any
this tille

lobe a

.onsideration whatever
First. Because the secretary of the state of New
Jersey has not, by law, the custody of the election
returns, or any manner of official connection v\illi
them, and is not authorised by law to certify them
or to give copies thereof.
Second. Because the pretended ccrlificales ate
deceptive, erroneous and false.
Third. Because it gives only tlie aggregate ma-

jority which would have existed if all (he votes,
illegal as well as legal, had been counted and duly

returned.

Where.as ypur remonstrants insisl.thaf if Ihis body should inquire into the votes actually given at

said election, they can count only the \'otes of legal
voters, and that ail illegal votes must be deducted
also,
by a vote of 117 to 117, to adopt a re- from the aggregate amount given to each of Ihe saiil
.i^nd these remonstrant.!
insiilclaimants respectively,
credentials
were
our
"that
declaring
sjlulion
house charge and offer to prorc, that mo.ie TfiiN two
licient to enlille as lo take our seats in the
AND THIRTY ILLEGAL VOTES have been
of representatives;" thereby impliedly negativing HUNDRED
counted Av the said secretary for each ofllie caid claimour rights to seats on this floor.

This same body,

tion, refused,

—

—
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to Ihe good faith of this house, and respecllully
ants, and enter into the
stated by him to liiive been received by said cl.iim- ask, ifit is right, if it is just, if it is in accordance
with the provisionsol that solemn compact, upon the
anfs respectively.
Jersey entered into this union,
And your remonstrants fiirllier insist, that ttiere faith of which
should be deducted IVom the aggregate number of that this body should proceed to transact important
Jersey have a
votes given to said claimants, the number ol" one business in which the people of
returned in favor of the deep iiderest, while five-sixths of her representaIiundred and three votes

aggregate amount of votes and

New

New

—

said claimants from the township of Saddle river, in
071 acconnl of the gross fraud
the county of Bergen
practised in that lownsldp by robbing the ballot
BOX of a number ofle^al voles given for these reinoa-

1

|

\

equitable commissions to agents in whose favor
awards have been made, and those awards detained
in the treasury for debts due the United States.
The resolution olfsred yesterday by Mr. Williams, calling on the president for certain correspondence in rcl.ition to the Maine boundary, was
then called up, when
Mr. Buchanan moved to so amend it as to read
*'or so much thereof as he may deem consistent
with the public interests;" which amendment was
adopted.
Mr. Ruggles then submitted the following:
Resolved further. That the president be requested to
communicate to the senate, so far as may not be incompatible with the pubhc interest, whether any, and,
if any, what measures have been laken under the act
of March, 1S39, or otherwise, lo cause the removal or
expulsion ot the British troops which have taken possession of a portion of the territory of Maine, claimed
i)y Great Britain; and especially whether since the
last session any military posts have been esiahlished in
Maine, or any other niiliiary measures adopted, preparatory 10 a just vindicaiion of ihe honor and rigfils of
tJie nation and of Maine as connected with the persevering claim made by Great Britain to a portion of

from taking part in its dtliberations?
lias New Jersey ever tailed in the most
scrupulous performance of tlie terms of tiiat glorious compact on her.part? Has she ever failed, on
her country's call, to furnish her quota of blood and
of treasure.' Is it only in days of danger, when a
foreign enemy is hovering on your coast, or menacing your border, or desolatijjg your capitol, that you
will recognise the right of iVew Jersey to stand by
your side; and to fight in the front rank of the battle?
If New Jersey is to be denied an equal participation in the legislation of this union, has she not
a right to demand of you, not in the language of
supplication, but of bold and indignant remonstrance, to give her back the blood and tears which
she has expended in your cause to give her back
the brilliant gems slie has contiibuted to adorn the
proud columns of your national glory to "give her the
tives are prevented

1

1

j

!

slnmls, and inserting an equal number of fraudulent
voiesfor said claimants.
And your remonstrants further insist, that there
shouljl be deducted from the aggregate amount of
votes given to the said claimants, in the said certificate of said secretary, two hundred and ninety-six
votes, polled lor them in the township of South Amboy, in the county of Middlesex— because the election belli in said township for an inspector of said
election was illegal, fraudulent and void; and because it does not appear tiiat Ihe person who acted
as one of the inspeclors of said election, in the said
township, was duly qualified according to law; and
because the judges and inspectors of said election,
in said-township, did knowingly receive and count back tlie precious pearls which she has cast into
to raze
for said claimants the votes of twenty aliens, al- the splendid vase of your national honor
out from the dazzling pages ol your naval and mithough objected to by respectable citizens.
Ami these remonslranls further insist, that the litary history the gallant achievements of her Bainwhole election in the, towrjship of Milville, in the bridge, her Lawrence and her Pike. But these recounty of Cumberland, ought lo be set aside, and monstrants forbear to give utteratice to all the emothe whole number of votes, amounting lo 2(16, tions they (eel, for tliey will yet hope that obligagiven in said township, to the said claimants, be tions so sacred will he no longer disj-egarded.
They therefore respectfully insist, that it should
deductnd from the aggregate amount counted for
them, because Ihe judges and inspectors of said be ascertained, as soon aspracticabl'^, who are duly
election, in said township, did, on the morning of comuiissioned as the representatives of New Jerthe fir^t day of said election, proclaim and declare sey, in conformity with the laws of that state, and
that they would receive and count the votes of the constitution of the United States
And, to that
aliens, in direct violation of law, and with the in- end, request that their commissions be referred to
lent, as these remonstrants charge, and believe, to the committee on elections, and that said commitdefraud the legal voters and citizens of the state of tee be directed to inquire who are entitled to apNew Jersey, as well as these remonstrants of tiieir pear as the sitting members from New Jersey.
rights
And these remon^ti-ants are the mere con- And if it shall be found that your reinonstrarits
firmed in the belief of this fraudulent intent, liom have alone the right to take, in the f;:-st instance,
the fact that, previous to the reception of llie saiil seals in this house, they conceive it to be due alike
alien votes, the wiitten opinions of two respectable lo themselves, to the state they have the honor to
lawyers, one of each of the contending political represent, and to the highest anil best interests of
parties, were produced and laid before said judges our common country, tliat they should firmly insist
and inspectors, stating explicitly that aliens were on the enjoyment of that right, until adverse claimnot entitled to vote; and notwithstanding such opi- ants shall, on petition lo this body, and on full innions they ilid receive and count the said alien vestigation, cause it to appear tliat they are duly
voles.
elected members of the 2Cth congress
which these
And, also, because tliis novel and alarming doc- remonstrants are well assured cannot be done, and
trine was at the oaid election, in the townships of therefore, confidently affirm, that the majority of
Newlon, Hardeston, Byrum and Vernon, in the legal votes were, at that election, given for these
county of Sussex, and in the township of South remonstrants.
JNO. B. AYCRIGG,
boy, in the county of Miildlesex, and in the townT. P. B.
ship of Milville, in the county of Cumbeiland, simiillaiieously promulgated by the judges and inCHAS. C
spectors of said election in said tovvn3hi|-.s, (uho
THOS.
YORKE.
belonged to Ihe administration parly), and was by
lVashinglon,Jan.iSd, 1S40.
them carried into practical operation by knowingly
receiving large numbers of alien votes in each of
1st SESSION.
said townships.
The promulgation and adoption ol
SENATE.
such alarming and illegal doctrines by the judges
January 16. The following memorials and petiand inspectors attached to theadministiation party, tions were presented;
and by Ihose only, in parts of the state distant from
By the rice president, from the legislative council
«ach other, and the reception immediately thereaf- of Iowa, in relation to the completion of a certain
ter of large numbeis of alwh votes, could hav? been road.
Also, from the same source, asking a grant
tile effect only of pre-concert and design, and the of land for tl>e improvement of Iowa
and Cedar
result of a deep and deliberate conspiracy to de- rivers.
AI.=o, from the same source, asking the
fraud the majority of Ihe citizens of New Jersey survey of Skunit liver. Also, for a survey 'of the
olthe privilege of electing their own representa- lands of the tcriitory in which the Indian title has
tives.
been extiyguished.
There remonslranls tnill be prepared to sustain tliis
By Mr. Pliclps, from citizens of 'Vermont, in retiatemeni Ai/ /iron/, whenever they shall have an op- lation to reduction of jiostage.
portunity of producing their evidence. All of their
By Mr. C/ay, of Kentucky, from numerous citievidence would have been now ready, had it not zens engaged extensively in the manufacture of sebeen lor the improper and unjustifiable interference gars, praying an increase of iluty on foreign segars.
of Ihe friends of the adverse clai man Is, by threats of
Also, a memorial of a committee of Ihe American
indict!nenl against the ollicers emploved by us to Silk society, asking the patronage of congress
(u the
take the testimony, and by intimidating our wit- publication and gratuitous circulation of the journal
nesses from attendance, and by persuading them of said society.
not to be sworn after they had attended.
After some remarks by Mr. Clatj, Mr. Calhoun
These remonstrants regret the necessity of going and Mr. Grundy, the ujemorial was referred.
into evidence oflhn matters herein stated.
They
Mr. Williams, from Ihe committee on naval
made a sincere effort to save to the country the ex- affairs, reported a bill lo repeal certain acts respectpense, and to this house and to themselves, the time, ing navy pensions, and making finther provisions
trouble and vexation of such a conlest, by propos- in relation to navy pensions, with auieinlment,
ing to the arlverse claimants, in the month of March which on his motion, was made Ihe order of Ihe
last, that both they and we should resign our claims day for Tuesday next.
to seats, and submit the question again to the peoMr. Wright, from the commiltee on finance, nskple, by a new election.
But our proposition was eil leave to be discharged from Ihe further considerejected.
Whatever, therefore, of delay lo the bu- ration of Ihe memorial of the AgricuKnral bank of
siness- oftlR' nation, of cxjieiise lo the country, of Mississippi, asking a suspension of
a jndgmenl
trouble or vexation to the members of this house, against them in favor of Ihe United Slates.
Mr.
has already occurred, or may hereafter occur, can- W. slated that the officers of the treasury were innot he attributed to these remonstrants'.
duced to extend to Ihem all the indulgence Ihey
Unwilling lo abandon the sacred trust wdiich has could under their power.^.
been reposed in them, these remonstrants would
Al.so. Irom Ihe same committee, reported, withmake one more aj>pual to the justice, to the honor, out amenclmcnl, B bill to authorise Ihepajmonlof

—
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territory of that state.

Mr. BuchaJian said, as he said before to the gentleman's colleague, that it was a subject of great
delicacy, and, Ihough he woulil throw no impediment in the way of its adoplion, he would be glad
if the whole matter could be permilted lo lie over
untd to-morrow, which

v^'as acquiesced in.
The senate resumed the consideralion of the bill
providing lor the collection, safe-keeping and trausler of the public money.
On motion of Mr. Benton, the bill was further
amended by striking out that pait of it which authorises the receipt by government of such paper
as may be receivable by law, by yeas and nays, as

follows:

— Messrs.

YE-IS

Allen. Benton, Belts,

chanan, Calhoun, Clay,

ot'

Brown, BuAlabama, Clay of Kv. Clay-

ton, Crittenden, Davis, Fullon,

Hubbard,' King, Linn,

Lumpkin, Merrick, Moulon. Norvell, Phelps, Pierce,
Prentiss, Pre.ston, Roane, Robinson, Rubles, Sevier,
Siuiih, of Conn. Strange, Tappan, Walker, While,
Wiieli!-33.

N.VYS — Messi-s.

Dickson,

Smiih,ofIndiana. Williams,

Henderson, Nicholas,

Young— 6.

Mr. Walker moved to stiike out that part of the
bill which authorises the secretary of the treasury
contract for the use of Ihe vaults of individuals
and corporations; which motion was agreed to.
Mr. Clay, of Kentucky, with the approbation of
Mr. Buchanan, suggested that it would be best to
pass file bill to-day; but, lAIr. //cnderson expressing
a desire to offer an amendment to the bill, the action on it was suspended by consent, and, after an
executive session, the senate a'djourned.
to

January

17.

Mr. Cuthbcrt appeared

in his seat

to-day.

Mr. Wright presented

three petitions from citizens of the stale of New York, severally praying
the establishment ol a port of entry and collection
district at Cold Spring, on Long Island, in said slate.

Mr. Pierce presented Ihe petition of Luke Woodbury and others, praying Ihe establishment of a
mail route.

On motion
Ordered,

of Mr. Clay, of Ala.

That

the

committee on the public lands be

discharged from the

fiirther ctinsiileration of the resoK'gislaiive assembly of the territory

Iiihoii pas.sed

by the

of Iowa, in favor of the survey of ihe lands in that territory to which ihe Indian tiilc has been exiinguishcd;
and that they be referred to the commiltee on finance

Mr. Sfcicr gave notice that to-morrow he would
ask leave to introduce a bill for Ihe protection of
emigrant and other Indians west of Arkansas.
Mr. Strange, from Ihe committee on patents, to
which had been referred Ihe pelililions and memorials of Stephen McCormic, F. A. Chevalier De
Gecrston and Chauncey Hall, asked lo be discharged from the further consideration thereof; which
was agreed to.
Mr. S. also, from tlie same committee, to which
had been referred a bill for the relief of Chailes M.
Ivpller and Henry Slone, and a bill for the relief of

Hazard Kiiowlcs, reported the same w ilhout amendment.

Mr. Clay, of .-Ma. Irom the committee on the
public lands, to which the subject was referred, reported a bill to authorise registers and leceivers to
administer oaths required lo be laken by purchasers
of public land; which was read, ami ordered to a
second reading.
Mr. C. also, in pursuance of notice, asked and
obtained leavo to introduce a bill for Ihe relief of
certain selllers on the public lands, who were depiived of the benefits of Ihe pre-emption act of Ihe
19th June, 1S3I; and a bill for the relief of Sullon
Stephens; which were severally read twice, and
referred to the commiltee on the public lands.

—
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Wright, from the agents of the steam vesbetween New York and England, askchange in the revenue laws as will entitle
them to drawback on coal brought from England
anil used in their homeward bound passage.
By Mr. Clay, from Mary Brush, an indigent wi.
dow, stating that her late husband had assisted, by
an invention of his, to heat and ventilate the house
of representatives, for which he had never t)een
compensated, ami praying that remuneration might
be made. Mr. C. said he had advisetl the old lady,
wdio appeared destitute and lorlorn, to apply to the
house now so well lieated for compensation, but she
desired that he would present it, and, in accordance
with her wish, he had done so, and moved that it be
referred to the committee for the District ol Co-

By Mr.

sels plying

ing such

laws of the territory. The amendment was
agreed to, and the bill was ordered to be engrossed
fof a third reading.

by Mr. Williams, csWrng

847
site for a

marine hospital on the

Clay, of Alabama, from the committee on
public lands, reported a bill lor the reliefof certain
settlers on the public lands, who were deprived of
the benefits of Ihe act granting pre.emption rights,
approveti June 19, 18S4.
Mr. Sccifr.from the committee on Indian aflairs.
reported the bill to provide for the security an, (iro-^
tection of the emigrant and other Indians west of

Mr.

tentiary.

the

resolutions offered

1840— CONGRESS.

of a
By the vice president, from the territory of Iowa, lo the selection
-""peni- Arkansas
asking an appropriation for the erection ol a

On motion by Mr. Merrick, the memorial anJ
papprsof John Kurtz, owner of the ship Alleghany,
were referred to a select committee.
Mr Benton, from the committee on military afthe bill for the
fairs, to which had been referred
armed occupation and settlement of that part of
bands
Florida overrun and infested by marauding
amendof hoslile Indians, reported the same with an
ment, the purport of which was to render the setamenable to
tlers under tlie provisions of the bill

The

55,

1

Missouri and Arkansas, without amendment.
Mr. Phelps, from the committee on roads and canals, reporied the bill granting the right of way to
slates and incorporated companies through the public lands, without amendment.
The resolution siibniiltcd yesterday by Mr.
S/roHge, asking the committee on the judiciary to

for copies of the correspondence
with the British government on the northeastern
inquire into the expediency of so amending the law
boundary, and with the British minister and the
as to circulate, free of postage, in Ihe respective
government of Maine on the recent occupation of
taken
states, such papers as should publish the laws of
the disputed territory by British troops, were
lumbia.
„
States, was taken up, when some discusup and agreed to. Also, the resolution olrered by
By Rlr. Mien, from the Portsmouth and Edenton the United
had
sion arose as to Ihe proper commiltce to which the
what
of
information
land.
public
for
grant
of
Mr. Ruz!;les, asking
turnpike company, asking a
resolution should be leferred, when
been done by the president towards expelling the
Mr. Merrick, from the board of health, asking
By
Mr. Davis lemaiked that he thought the subject
exigency of
British troops, or iii providing'for the
for the erection of a lunatic asylum.
ought to be referred to the committee on the post
an invasion, was agreed to after some debate.
Also, from certain citizens of Washington, asking
roads, to which committee the meThe senate resumed the consideration of the bill for the improvement of certain streets and avenues. office and post
for reduction of postage, &c. had been sent.
providing for the collection, safe-keeping and transBy Mr. Grundy, from Eilwaid Fanning, in re- morials
it time that the post office laws should
thought
He
fer of the public money.
lation to the exploring expedition.
revised and amended.
By Mr. Tappan, from Lewis Feuchtwanger, ask- be The resolution was referred to that committee.
Mr. Henderson moved to amend the bill by strikauthorising the secretary ol ing to be allowed lo issue twenty thousand dollars
in,"- out the provision
motion of Mr. Clay, the commit'ee on the
On
at his dis- worth of cents in German silver.
the treasury to appoint special agents,
were instructed lo inquire into the expereturns,
Mr Wrhhl, fiom the committee on finance, to judiciary
cretion, to examine the books, accounts,
of piiblisliing a stereotype edition of the
diency
of
secretary
of
the
it,
letter
ping
which wasT' referred the
the money on hand, and the manner ol ke.
United States, to embrace the laws of a
ofthe
laws
public money; and war, asking an appropriation for the removal of 'he
at the various depositories ofthe
general nature.
requisition that this duty Stoc'kbridg'e and Maiimee Indians, asked lo be disto insert in lieu thereof a
submitted the follow ing:
Henderson
it
aiitl
that
Mr.
district mar- charged irom its further consiileration,
should be performed by the various
Resohed, That the secretary of tlie treasury inform
Mr. H. briefly urged in favor be re'lerred to the committee on Indian alliiiis.
shals and attorneys.
senate if there bo not a considerable number, and
of
he
memorial
the
employed,
of
consideration
been
had
the
Also, from
of this, that improper agents
donation claiins or settlement rights
the Ladies ofthe what number, of
some of them members of congress; and one of them the relio-ious society denominaled
under the acts of conL-rrss of 1813 and 1819, for lands
Mr. H. Sacred Heart; and that it be laid on the lable.
had recorded a slander on the state which
situated in the slate of Mississippi, soiiili ofthe 31st deof
consideration
the
from
under
Also, to be discharged
represented.
rrree of north latitude, which have been proven
,
,,
the repfal of diilies
these laws, and survcj-ed, platted and returned to the
Mr Wriahl urged in opposition to this amend- the resolution of the senate lor and
that it be refer- surveyor's office ofthe district by the deputy surveyor
ment that the attorneys and marshals depended lor on marble busts, statuary, 8cc.
to
but
titles
the
library.
thereto,
attorthe
jinted
that an
ofthe United Stales opi
red to the joint committee on
their business on the collector; and
greaiest
Mr. Williams, from the committee on naval af- which are thereupon suspended on irnputanon of irreney had actually been involved in the
of gularity in the siirvevs in regard to loirn and location.
petition
the
New
on
report
(that
at
unfavorable
committed,
made
an
fairs,
fraud which had ever been
°
excepted to ex2. Also, whether or not the .'mveys
William Hebb.
York).
or diminish the quantity of lai;d to which claitnMr. Strange, from the same committee, made an ceed
The amendment was lost by yeas and nays as
aius are entitled..
Warner.
Samuel
pelitionof
the
verse report on
exceptfollows:
3. How long since these surveys have been
„ „
,r
1
T'
Kiiigh;,
Mr. Pierce from the committee on pensions, re- ed, and what proportion of them have been perfected
YEAS.— Messrs. Clay, of Kv. Henderson.
Sinilli, ol lu- ported a bill providing for the continuance ol the
Merrick, Preston, Robinson, Iluggles,
iu 'I'lf
,.(•,,
,
transfer
to
and
pensions,
land
geneofSce of commissioner of
4. What is the description and quality of
BuNAYS —Messrs. Allen, Benlon, Belts, Brown,Dickthe business heretofore transacted at the navy de- rallv, in which these surveys are made.
5".
whether, in the opinion of the commissioner,
And
chanan, Clav, of Alahaniu, Clayton, Cuihbeit,
lo that office.
partment
Lumpkin, Moiibelter ecoson Fullon, Grundy, Hubbard, King,
Mr. Linn, from the committee on private lanu if such surveys be irregular, it would not be as mlde,
Roane, bervier.
lon, Nicholas, Norvell, Phelps, Pierce,
discharged from the considera- nomy for the government to confirm tliem
Wliite, Wil- claims, asked to be
of re-survey.
Smith, of Con. Strange, Tappan, Walker,
of the legislative council ofj than incur the e.tpense
memorial
the
lion
of
The senate resumed the consideration ol the bill
liams, Wright, Young—29.
.,j,..ii,„
lie
word,
Wisconsin, in relation to the confirmation ol the
safe-keeping, and
Mr. Henderson now moved, after the
and that it to provide for the collection,
shall be titles of Francis Laventure and others,
The question being
Jirections of the secretary of the treasury
transfer of the public money.
lands.
public
the
on
committee
the
to
authorised be referred
passage
followed," to insert, "so lar as they aie
its
on
the
explain
Mr. Williams introduced a bill lo
by law;" which motion was agreed to.
Mr. Walker spoke at much length, chiefly in rethe fifth section of the act for the better organization of.
Mr Davis, having made some remarks as to bill
Iply lo Mr. Clay, of Kentucky, and in aigument to
the marine corps.
that the nominal reduction of the price of laavowed design of some senators to make this
show
of
Also, a bill to regulate the pay and emoluments
having urgone of a purely metallic currency, and
bor and capital, by specie, is no real reduction, bein no way ad- pursers of the navy.
productions all equalcause
it makes them and their
ed also his own desire that it should
the
for
provide
to
bill
Mr. Sevier introduced a
moved so to
it renmit a government paper currency,
ly cheap; while, tiy means of that cheapness,
and protection of Ihe emigrating Indians west
amend it as to exclude positively all such cur- safety
ders the sale of the productions of such labor and
Arkansas.
and
MissiMiri
of
certain in a foreign market.
capital
into
inquiring
alMr Strange submitted a resolution
This motion, after a strongly marked debate,
Mr. Buchanan (after an interval) said he had inas
and po- the expediency of permitting such newspapers
did still intend to speak on this subject.
most wholly on the principles of currency
congress free of charge to tended and
Davis, Wright, Bu- would nrint the laws of
had supposed, however, that some gentleman
lilical economy, by Messrs.
He
the
m
same
and
the privilege of circulating the
have
yeas
by
negatived
was
yValker,
chanan and
on the other sidi^ might wish to follow the senator
stale wherein they are printed.
B. hoped the senays as iiiUows;
which was con- from Mississippi, but if not, Mr.
IVIr Prentiss offered a resolution,
Messrs. Belts, Clav, of Ky. Claylon, Critnate would pass this bill informally till to-n:orrow.
adopted, instrucling the committee on
Prenand
Phelps,
=idered
iMerrick
Knight
and it was so
Dickson,
prepared;
was not now
tenden, Davis,
ol granting as Mr. B.
Ruggles, Smith, of Indiana, pensions to inquire into Ihe expediency
tiss, Preston, Robinson,
account of a dis- passed accordinglv.
a pension to Ebenezer Swan, on
to the consideration of exjiroceeded
senate
The
ol
Messrs. Allen, Benton, Brown, Buchanan, ability incurred by him in the Diililary service
ecutive business, and soon after adjourned.
t.rnndy, HenCalhoun, Clay, of Ala. Ci.ihberi Fulton,
the United Slates.
r t.,
Lumpkin, Moulon, NiJanuary 22. Mr. Clay, of Alabama, desired fo
occupation ol b lorid,,
derson, Hubbard, King. Linn,
bill providing for the
The
Conn.
biniili, of
third lime, refer some documenls to the committee on the jiidicholas, Norvell, Pierce, R,«ne bevicr,
settlers having been read a
Wright, Young by armed
to the ciaty, connected with the resolution offered by him
as
Prcstoyi.
Strange. Tappan, Walker, Williams,
Mr.
by
remarks
was alter some
27.
yeas and yesterday, in relation to tlie publication of a stereo,
impracticability of the measure, passed by
Mr. Yoimg having made a few remarks, undertvpe edition of the laws of the United States. Mr.
nays as follows:
t^
i_
prostood to be in opposition to the billBuchanan,
Brown,
C. said that an edition of 10,000 copies couhl be
Benton,
Allen,
Messrs.
a provision
Grundy,
Mr Crittenden moved to amend it by to
Cuihbert.Fi.lton,
cured at one dollar and thirty- seven and a hall cents
Ala
guard, as Calhoun, Clay, of
Nicnolas, per copy.
rcnuiring the secretary of the treasury
The papers were referred.
Hubbard. King, Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton,
Conn.
far as may be, against a S>'''""'"^"' If '','„"";; Pierce, Roane, Robinson, Sevier, Smith, ol
Uv. White presented a petition fiotn cerlain set1 he bill was
lands of
rency; which motion was agreed to.
Walker, Williams, Wright, Youn"--24.
tlers of Milwaukie, asking that the title to
and nays, as
Clay, of Ky. Clayton, l^r t- Francis Laventure and others be not confirmed.
then ordered to be engrossed by yeas
N \YS—Messrs. Betts,-Henderson,
Knight, Merrick,
Davis, Dickson,
petition from certain manutenden,
a
presented
iollows:
_
Betts
Mr.
„
„
Buchanan, Phelps, Prentiss, Preston, Smith, of Ind. Strange,
Alessrs. Alien, Benton, Brown,
facturers of wool, asking a revision of the revenue
Grundy HubCalhoun, Clay, of Ala. Cuthbort, Fullon,
Muuton Norvell Pierce,
TheTub treasury bill was then read a third time;
bard, King, Linn, Lumpkin,
Mr. Preston, from the committee on military afStrange, Tappan, and on the question, shall this bill pass?
Roane, Sevier, Smiih, of Conn.
relief of gen. Wool and
at great fairs, reported a bill for the
Mr. Clay rose and addressed the senate
.Walker, Williams, Wright--24.
George Croghan.
tCr
col.
Clayton,
of
Ky.
Clay,
Betts,
Messrs.
len"th; when,
,.
.
committee, reported a
same
the
from
Merrick,
Benton,
liiiidit,
tenden, Davis, Dickson, Henderson,
On mo'ion of Mr. Walker, the senate ad|onrned. billi\lr.
of Missouri
Pre.^'on, Robmsou, Rugfor the relief of certain companies

on the president

,

,

.

.

,

•

1

.

.

'

.
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.

,

,

I

j
I

YEAS—

NAYS—

,

YEAS—

.

,

YEAS—

NAYS—

Nicholas, Phelps, Prentiss,
Ypung-lS.
nlcG, Smiili, of Indiana, White,
The senate then adjourned till Monday.
petiJanuary 20. The Ibliowing memorials and
appropriately referred.
tions were presented and

,

Janvary2l.

1

The

vice president

,

communicated

secretary of 'hs treato the senate a letter from the
senate, consury in obedience to a resolution of the
general in relation
surgeon
the
from
taining a letter

volunteers.
Mr.CZiri/, of Alabama, introduced a
reliefof the Eagle rail road company.

,

„

bill

,•

for

.u

the

—

—

The

providing Tor tliecollection. sa'e-lii'i-ping
traiislei of the public moneys cominu; up agani

an>l

bill

qiiesMori of il-s passai,'e
Tlie siibjifct wa-i fiirllier ilisciHscil bjchnaun, Mr. Clay, of Ky and Mr. iValke,;
Oil
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ITi';

Mr.Bu
a

till

latt-

hour; wlien

On

motion

of

Mr. Henderson,

tlie

sena:e

ad-

was going

to write

such a

letter,

25,

nor do

I

1840— CONGRESS.
believe

know a;iy thing about it up to this day
trom any other sonice save Ibis article in the
"Globe." What construction others may put upon
my letter I do not know, but I am sure that i.o
iiiau, not himself predisposed to the temptation of
bribery, would convert that letter into an overture
that they

of briber}-.

journed.

further in this article, that the letter
to the speaker of this house, and I will
particular attention of the speaker to this
passage particularly: "It was shown by him, as it
ought to have been, first to the speaker, anil, with
his advice, to another gentleman of distinction,"
(leaving it to be inferrecl, Mr. M. remarked, that
the person to whom the letter was sent showed it
to the speaker, with a view that the speaker irijht
lay it before the house.) "All considered it a gross
overture of bribery.'^
I do not know, (continued Mr. M.) whether the
speaker did so consider it, but I
The speaker here interposed and said: The speaker
knew nolhing of that article until he saw it in-the
"Globe." It was entirely unauthorised by him, and
the speaker had never expressed the opinion that
the gentleman from New York, (Mr. Mitchell), h&t\
been guilty nf an overture of bribery. He had disipproved of the proposition itself, and had told Ihe
gentleman from North Carolina, (Mr. Fisher), that
it was entirely inadmissible.
Mr. Mitchell resumed. As to the inadmissibility
of the proposition, that might all very well be. No
doulit many circumstances might have occurred between the time the letter was written, and the time
at which the election might take place, which
might render the proposition inadmissible.
This article also states that the letter was shown
It is stated

was shown

HOUSE OF BEPP.ESENTATIVE3.
Thtirday, Jan. 16. The business tirsi in

order

report of the select committee on the rules
and orders of the house the queslion immedntely
pendiin beinj the resolution of ftlr. T/tompsoii, ol
a. Carolina, in relation to petitions touching the
abolition of slavery.
Mr. Cjo;)cr, of Georgia, was entitled to the floor,
but yilded it to Mr. MifcheU, of New York, who
obtained the general consent of the house to maUe
an explanation.

was

tlie

—

Mr. Mitchell

sa^id:

Mr. Speaker, in consequence
the- other day by an honora-

of the course pursued

ble gentleman Irom South Carolina, (Mr. Pickens),
in alluding to an article published in one of the
papers of this city in relation to the public printin", I feel constrained to ask the indulgence of the
house to permit me also to make a few remarks in

relation to an article
ol

Tuesday evening

which appeared in the "Globe"
the same subject, and which

''n

call the

personally concerns myself. The article says:
"It is tine that general Dull' Green was ottered
ten tliousan.* dollars if, by the u^i' of his name, a
few of the state rights party could be induced to
join the federal party, and secure hi.« election as
public printer, provided he would surrender the
einploynient so obtained to Gales 8c Scaton. This
proposition was made to general Green directly,
by Mr. Mitchell, a member from New Yoi k, in a to another gentleman; none of them, however, save
This letter was sent by general Green io the speaker were named. The speaker having disletier.
a member of the house from North Carolina, with claimed giving to the letter the chararter which
a view that it might be shown to some one ot this article states he did give to it, I do not know
that any further notice need be expected from me
It was
the state rights party of South Carolina.
shown by hnu,^s it ought to have been, first to the at this time. But, should I receive a copy of Ihe
speaker; and, with his advice, to another geiille- letter, I shall take the earliest opportunity of laying
mau of distinction. All considered it a gross over- it before the house.
INole by Ihe reporter. Subsequent to the explature of bnhenj. The member who made this proposition, although he used in his letter -the term nation here given by Mr. Mitchell, a letter was received by hiui, of which the following is a copy:
'ii'c' in making i-l, and gave assurance that if 'adroitBaltimore, Jiwuai-y 15, 1S40.
ly managed* the whole federal vote could he conDe.\r sin: I have just seen the article in the
centrated on general Green for the purpose named,
yet disclaimed speaking for his party. If we mis- Globe in which mention is made of your letter. I
state, in the slightest particular, the purport of the need not assure you that I shall repel the imputaI have not time to prepare a copy, but will
letter, .Mr. Mitchell can p.ut all right by producing tion.
send oTie by the next mail. Yours. &c
it."
•

Mr. M. continued.
remark that, previous

It is

proper for

to the

me

publication

here to
of this

had received certain intimations of a similar character to those contained in it; and with a
view to place myself in a situation to defend rayself, I wrote to gen Green for a copy cf the luller
article,

I

r.-ferred to.

That

letter

was vvrillen'by me

at

tliis

de?k with great haste, and I did not even think it of
I,
sullicient importance to retain a copy of it.
therefore, as I have said, wrote to general Green
for a copy, before this publication appeared in tlie
• Globe."
1 have waited four days, but csyet have
recciveil no answer; atid I feel it due to myself to
notice this publication without liaving the letter before me.
This article in the "Globe," so far as is intended
to involve me in the imputation of making a proffer
of bribery, is entirely false. I merely wrote a letter
to gen. Green, suggesting that he should come here,
and be a candidate for printer, but without making,
or intending to make, any offer of any sum of money
to any person in that behalf. I told iiini I was most
anxious to defeat the election of Mr. Blair, and that
T admitted it was almost impossible to elect Messrs.
Gales 8v Seaton; but that, it he was on the gionnd,
thought he might be elected; and that, if the
I
choice should fall upon him, and he should be unable himself to do the printing, he might probably
make an arrangement with Messrs. Gales & Seaton,
by which it might be done on terms mutually satisfactory. 1 considered such an arrangemnnt to be
justified by Ihe circumstances in which wi; were
placed here. If there was bribery in that proposition, then there was bribery in the »;higs voting lor
a sub-treasury man as speakerof this house. There
was no more impropriety in the whigs of this house
voting for a sub-treasury pi inter than in voting for
a whig as a speaker, who was in favor of that uioa-

sure,

The allusion which is made in this ar'icle to votes
entirely trratiiitoiis.
I jicver made any mention
of voles. The proposition made simply and alone
that g-neral Green should be a. candidate.
I wrote
the -tier upon my own responsibilitv; and it is due
to Messrs. G.iles '& Seaton to declare, as 1 now do
\^

1

in

my

place, that

I

never intiiuated

to Iheiii thai

I

—

The gentleman from New York jcommences the
by sayiiii: that it had bef-ii disli.ectly aseerijined that Messrs. Gales
Seaton could not be
elected public printers, and that his aversion to Mr.
Blair was so great that lie was disfiosed to go all
lengths to deUat his election, and that he believed
that, by the acquisition ol a few votes gen. Grei n
could be elected; that he supposed the profits of the
printing to be worth about thirty thousand dollars,
letter

&

that, if it was inconvenient to gen. Green to do
work, he might make an arrangement with
Messrs. Gales 8c Seaton, and divide this amount
gen. Green retaining ten thousand dollars without
responsibility or caie. and the other parties talking
twenty thousand dollars, and doing the })rinting.
The gentleman said that he wrote this letter to
Baltimore, and th.it lie also addressed one of the
same character to Cumberland. Gen. Green, for
reasons which it is not necessary to explain, sent
tills letter to me, and desired me to talk with certain gentlemen
not naming them, but intimating
so strongly who they were that I could not misunderstand the allusion. I saw at once the impropriety of this letter; and, a short time after receiving it, you may remember, Wr. SpealoT, that I met
you. I stated to you that 1 had received a strange
letter; I pulled it out of my pocket and read it,
you looking over me, and I asked you ii I should
show it to the genllemen conceined. You united
with me in saying that the proposition was not to
be entertained for an instant, but you said nothing
of an overture of bribery.
I asktd you if I should
consult others, and you said 1 ought lo do so, as I
had bf^en requested so to do by gen. Green. I parted from you, and a few moments afterwards I met
with a gentleman, not a member of this house, but
a gentleman ol standing in the other body.
1 men-

and
the

—

tioned the subject;
of this character.

I

told

He

him

I

had received a letter
w ish to see it,
strongest terms as

said he did not

and at once denounced
an overture ol bribery.
and neither you nor I,

it

It

in the

was

who

that

gentleman,

said that this

sir,

was an

overture of bribery. And in relerence to this point
it was that the editors of the Globe were mistaken.
I then determined either to send the letter back,
or to keep it until I saw him, and then to hand botli

own and Mr. Mitchell's) back to him.
But, for my own sake. I thought it would be proper to show the letter to another genlleinan. at that
time my fellow lodg: r. 1 asked him to read it very
carelnlly
to read it twice over.
I presume he did
so; if necessary, he can speak for himself.
A few
hours afterwards general Green stepped into the
room. So soon as he came in. he nientioiieil the
subject.
GREEN.]
I replied to him that 1 had consulted oi.e
Mr. Fisher, of North Carolina, then rose and. or two friends, and that tliey seemed to look upon
(underthecourtesy of Mr. Cooper, who again yield- it as an outrage. Not^another word passed; he took
ed the floor), proceeded to state that he presumed the letter, and that was the end ol it.
it was known to all gentlemen here that he was the
Mr. Speaker, there is another error in Ihe 'Globe'
gentleman iiom North Carolina to whom allusion which, probably, 1 ought to correct. The language
was made in this publication, and that, as such, it there used is such as inigtit lead to the conclusion
was necessary that some explanation should be that the statement was made with your knowledge.
made by him also.
It was right in you, therefore, sir, to make the
I regret extremely, (continued Mr. F.) that my
statement you have made. Neither you nor any
name has been brought into connexion with this one but myself knew that the statement was forthmatter. I have no ambition to figure in such things; coming.
And I repeat, the editors of the "Globe"
and probably it is to be attributed to that very feel- are mistaken in supposing that you or any one else,
ing that this subject has not sooner been brought except Ihe gentleman of the other house, not oi*
before the public.
this, declared the letter to be an overture of bribery.
The simple^ way to make statements upon such Whether it was or was not an overture of bribery,
subjects is to tell a plain story as it occured. This every man can come for himself to as correct a
I will endeavor to do.
conclusion as I can.
About the time that congress met, I received a
Again I express my regret that I have been conletter from general Green, (which I took to be
nected with this matter.
It was none of my seekcircular), informing me that he was a candidate for ing, and
got rid of it as soon as I could.
the office of printer to lliis house, and that he could
Mr. Mitchell rising iu reply
be, (or "thought" he could be, Ihe reporter not beMr. JJolincs. of S. C. said: Before Ihegenlleman
ing sure), elected. Like all such applications,! proceeds, I w ish to say a word, as it appears I am
thought no more about it. I saw him a few days here particcps criniinis. It is but due lo the genafterwards, and he never uienlioned the subject. tleman froiiiNoith Carolina, (Mr. Fisher), and to
Hut, about the time the speaker of this house was till' statement he has made, that I should corroboelected, I was astonished to receive another letter rate every word thereof.
He submitted the letters
from gen. Green, enclosing me a letter which had to me. I read them, and, so far as my recollection
been written to him by the gentleman from New serves, not one word or statement of his is incorletters, (his

—

DUFF

^i

I

York, (Mr. Mitchell). And

I will now endeavor to
rect.
When the letters were shown tome, I e.\pressed no indignation, lor I bad heard belore I came
I can, the main
staleinent which appear- iiere that this was a very corrupt body, and having
made upon the strength of a so heard, and having read these letters, one of them
conversation which the editors of the Globe held doming from a member of congress, I began to
with me, and was published by my consent. Still, think it was a matter of couise.
[General iuiighhowever, it contains one or two inaccuracies. The ter] The only remark I made was that I supposeditors of the "Globe had been charged with having ed in time that I .'•hoiild be initiated; for it appearnegotiated in this sort of manner with gen. Green. ed lo me so very pxlraoidinary that a jiroposition
They felt Ihe injustice nflhe charge; they heard of of this kind should be made, that the viiy boldnees
this transaction; they called upon me for"llie truth, of it scared me Iiom my propriety
[Iho last
and I felt it ri^lit, in justice t,i Ihein, to make the words of the sentence were not heard by the restatement. Still, however, as I have said, there porter.]
are one or two inaccuracies.
Mr. Mitchell said, if Ihe letter was here and
And now, to the contents of the letter, which, could be read, if it were here lo speak for itself,
though I cannot give them verbally, I can give no commentary iieed be made
Allhough what
distinctly.
the centlemen from Norlh Carolina (Mr. Fishtr)

state,

from memory, as distinctly as

points of that letter.
ed in the Globe was

The

—
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between them and

not staled half of
has staled is true,
wiiat was in it: and it will be loiiud that gentlemen have been conloundinj cny letter to ijeneial
Green with llie letter of gen: Green to Ihein. What
/ proposed to gen. Green was one thing— what gen.
Green pioposed to them was another. If general
Green ottered a bribe to any of these gentlemen,
they can tell I know nothing about it. I did not
1 proposed to gen. Green to
offer to bribe them.
be a candidate lor printer, and look the gronnd that,
I
in a certain event, the whigs v\ould go for him.
sav there was no otier ol bribery, and any man who
looks upon the proceeding in that light can have
but a poor idea of what constitutes bribery. If any
gentleman should entertain that opinion when the
still

he

lias

have been read,

let

him

rise

"Now, what had

were iniporlant or to the point.
Did I in my letler recommend to

candidate for the otHcfe of public printer. It alluded not in Ihe remotest degree to any per.=on other
Instead of the inducement of the
than himself.
whole of the profits to become a candidate, I sugwhereas Blair was prompled
gested only one-third
to seek an election to the same oIKce by the protfer
of the whole. II it would he bribery in Dulf Green's
being a candidate under such circumstances, would
be, with the prosit not be equally so for Blair to

gen. Green, not to adopt any course which the public would not sanction?
Mr. Fisher s.iid it was very likely that the gcnHe could not recollect all
tletnau had done so.
thai was in the h-ller, but, as the gentleman said he
had made such a recommendation, Mr. F. supposed

—

so.

pect of getting the entire profits of the job?

No
the

was

to

allusion is made to the state rights party, to
friends of gen. Green, or to "their voles," as
alleged, or to any other number of votes. The

come

a cand'date for the public printing.

Had

not

Sir, Ihe letter itself brands this
overture of bribery!
charge as an arrant falsehood, and the author of it
Let him make good
as a falsifier and calumniator.
PerI defy him to the task.
his charge if he can.
haps, aiid in justice I cannot hut so believe, my letter has in some way got mixed up with others of a
very diflerent comple.xion. Hence the mistatements
In regard lo
Sir, I have done.
in reference to it.
Ihe offensive manner in which my name has been
diagned into this unpleasant controversy, I have
nothing to say. Those who have been instrumental
in bringing it about are responsible to their own
cnnsciencpg for their conduct, and to the public for
Here 1 leave it.
reasons to justily it.
Mr. Jones from tiie committee of ways and mean.9,

from it. There was no proposition made
any body oilier than gen. Green what he may
have pioposed to gentlemen of this house was best reported the foiUwing

I'lirthest

—

to

themselves. It is due, however, to gen.
Green to say that I do not believe that he made a
proffer of bribery, or any thing out of which a
charge of that liind could be drawn. That this
gentleman's conduct in tliis matter may appear in a
proper light, and to show that he has neither acted
dishonorably nor in bad failh towards me, I will
ask the attention of the house to the following exact from his letter to me enclosing the copy of
mine, which Ihe house is already in possession oi:
"Dear sir: I hand you a copy of your letter. I
cannot withhold my surprise at the use that was
made of it, but 1 cannot believe that Mr. Fisher or
Mr. Hunter has authorished the language of the
Globe. I will give that attention to this matler
which it requires at my hands. Your frienil,

known

,

proposition.

Mr. W. Thompson was understood

349

from North Carolina. What proposition? I made
none lo him, nor lo any one connected wilh him.
He spoke of ••/fliers." What letters? I wrote one
If there were letters of
letl&r, and one letter only.
an improper chaiacter shown to that honorable genlleman, let them be produced. I wrote but a single
letter, and Ihe house has seen that that contains no
impioper or "outrageous" proposition either to that
member or lo any body else.
As for the iiiadinissability of the proposition, of
which mention has been made, I do not exactly
know to wliat gentlemen allude. Sir, I made, I repeat, no proposition of any kind, ?ood, bad or indifferent, except the single one lo Dutf Green lobeter

Was there any thing in such a
I a right to i!o thai?
have a strong desire to defeat Blair, and would be snggeslicn of an outrageous character? Surely it
and gen. Green's to acto
suggest,
privilege
was
my
personally.
oblige
you
to
to
do
so
way
in a
fflad
Write me on the receipt of tlii.i, and, if you can, cept or not, as lie might deem expedient. I must
be in this city at the earliest possible moment. I notice the rnlerence made on yesterday by the gendirect this to Baltimore, and also a duplicate to tleman from Noith Carolina to the figure cut in this
Cumberland. Truly, in haste, your obedient ser- business by a riislinguished member of the other
house (Mr. Calhoun). He is the great planet around
"CH. F. MITCHELL.
vant and friend,
which all these lesser lights, who have volunteered
"Gen. Green, Ballimore."
The house would judge how far the charge of in this business revolve. They can verge and diIn this instance, that disbiibery, contained in the Globe, was made good. verge, as be may desire.
Here was ihe letter, and it spoke tor itself It was lin^nished gentleman, as is alleged by the member
pronounced my letter a gross
a simple proposition to Dutf Green to become a f.om North Caioliiia,

and move

And here the matter rested.
The house then resumed the consideration of the
report of the couKnittee on Ihe rules and orders; the
pending question being on the motion of Mr. VV.
Thompson to insert the following amendment:
••Upon the presentation ol any memorial or petition praying lor the abolilion of slavery orthe slave
trade in any district, territory, or state of the union,
and upon the presentation of any lesolulion or other
paper touching these subjects, the question of the
reception of siich inefiiorial, petition, resolution or
paper shall be considered as made, and the question
of its reception shall be laid upon Ihe table without debate or further aclion of the house."
Mr. Cooper, of Gi. was entitled to the floor, but,
before proceeding to address the house, declared
his willingness lo torero his right thereto, if the
genllemaii from South Carolina would withdraw his

mind was

Now

.tainly stated all that

must be

my

&

from New York iSlr. Miiclieli) to gen. Green. But
he (Mr. F.) niada no such charge. The letter
would speak for itself Piiobably he had not slated
had cerall the ideas coni^iined in tlie letter, but he

it

passed through

this: that you should (in the event of your
S. to share equally with them
election) offer G.
respectively the profits of the otiice, after allowing
them a fair compensation out fur their personal services; Ihey to do all the work at their oiiice, and
you lo be elected to the station.
"The profits cannot be less, for Ihe wdiole congress, than SaO.OOit; this would give you $10,(100,
you having no responsibility or trouble in the mat.suggest thison my own responsibility;
ter.
I
but, nevertheless, I hazard nothing in the conjecture that if you are here and put in, the thing can
X
be managed adroitly enough to insure success.

my

Mitchell.

opinion,

simply

He shall have
that the house take action upon it.
sanction.
Mr. Fisher, of North Carolina, said he had made
no charge of bribery; but he uould say, that if there
was any otfer of bribery in either of the letters, it
was not in that ot gen. Green, but of the gentleman

Mr.

my

will siicceed-

—

letter shall
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Blair, the latter, in

—

say that ra-

ther than there should be any division amongst his
friends (as he thought now was likely to take place
on his propo.5ition)'he was willing to withdraw the
resolution.
The noise in the hall during these proceedings
was so great as lo render it almost impossible to
hear any thing that was going on.
Mr. Biddle appealed most earnesllv lo the generosity of the gentleman from Sou'h Carolina not to

withdraw the rtsolulioii, but to give him (Mr. B.)
an opportunily to set himself right on this matler.
Mr. Hani remarked, it had been fashionable in
this house for gentlemen to define their position.
He was solicitous lo do so for himself on Ihia agitating question. He did not intend claiming the ear
cflhe house for any great length of lime, but wished an opportunily of re-asserting and explaining
the position taken by him on this question in 1835.
He had sought this opportunily yesterday and
trusted it would not be denied him to-day.

to

•'DUFF GREEN."

in reference to the speaker is cor
lo the full extent in regard to the other

His prediction

reel— not so

bills:

A

bill making appiopriation for the support of revolutionary and other pensioners for the year IS-40.
Also, a bill making approprialioiis lor the cnnent
and conlingent expenses of the Indian department,
and for tlie fulfilment of the various treaty stipulation.s with the Indian tribes for the year 18-iO.
Which bills were twice read, and, on the inolion
of Mr. Jonr.s referied to the committee of the whole
on Ihe slate of the union.
Mr. Jones also laid before the house a document
from the Indian department, giving a detailed stalement of the estimates made by the Indian department
to accompany the bill above reported: which was or-

dered to he printed.
The question before the house being on a motion
made yesterday by Mr. Graves, of Kentucky, to reconsider the vote of this house by which Mr. Coles'
resolution re'pecling the reception and disjiosal of
abolition petitions

was

laid

on the table

Mr. Gr«iT.5 moved a call of the house; which mogentleman. The gentleman from North Carolina
the house was called accordingly.
on yesterday undertook to give a statement of the tion prevailing,
closed, and excuses for absentees
contents of iny letter, and I read from the paper The doors were
when, 199 members being prewhich I hold in my hand his remarks as therein re- made and accepted;
opened, and fuither proceedwere
doors
the
sent,
recollection
with
my
ported, and which correspond
Ihe call sus|)ended
of what he said: ••The gentleman (said Mr. Fisher) ings in
Mr. Colquilt now claimed the floor, having made
from New York commences Ihe letter by siying
motion last evening lo adjourn.
that it had been distinctly ascertained that Messrs. Ih?
The chair said that Ihe inolion lo reconsider took
Gales ft Sealon could not be elected public printers,
precedence, and must first be decided.
that
he
so
great
was
Blair
aversion
to
that
his
and
On this decision along and desultory debate arose
was disposed to !{o all lengths to defeat his elecHon
ns of order.

Mr. Thompson not wilhdrawing his amendment
Mr. Cooper proceeded to address the house until
a quarterto two o'clock.
The debate vvas further continued by Messrs. hou
Biddle, Watlerson, Stanley and- Bolls.
On motion of Mr. Bolls, the rules of order of the
house, which would have expired the day followin", were further continued for one week.
Mr. Co;<?i«((, of Georgia, moved Ihe adjournment,
which was carried, and Ihe house acijoiuned.
The journal having been read:
Frida'f. Jan 17.
house
JVIr. Milchell asked the indulgence of the
to read the letter alluded to on yesterday in his
statement, a copy of which he had received:
" Washington, Dec. 18, 1839.
DE.A.B GENER.A.L: As We sluill, in a few days,
elect a printer to the house for the 26th congress, it
has occurred to me and other of my political friends,
that such an arrangement could be made with you
as would justifv tlie entire whig parly in supportneither expect nor ask
ing you for that' office.
you to sacrifice a single principle wdiich you proiVs=, nor to do any art not justifiable to your consclenc-and to tlie world.

We

"I

am

elected,

Gales 8c Seaton cannot be
Ihe contest has come to a strife

satir,fied that

and

that, (t

consideration on the table. When, after a very dethe gentleman from North Carolina a very peculi
sultory conversation,
oieraory, for he could remember what I did rot say
IMr. Graves said that, with a view to relieve the
and
language—
—undertaking to give the identical
house from embarrassment, he would, for the pre1 leave
yet he could not remember what I did say!
sent withdraw his motion to reconsider.
the gf nlleman to give a salisfactory explanation to
Messrs.
J\Ir. G's right to do so was disputed by
As it now stands, his position certhis if he can.
He is welcome lo Campbell and Vanderpoel ;h»t the chair ruled it to be
tainlv is not one to be envied.
Did I allude lo "their votes?"
all tiie glory of it.
Mr Fisher having, in the meanwhile, entered Ihe
Did [ allude to "aversion" to Blair? Did I say I
he understood that during his abwould "go all lengths to defeat his election?" No- house, said that
from Ihe house, while in attendance on the
sence
gentlework
of
the
all
the
kind
it
is
thing ot the
the gentleman from
elections,
of
coniinitipe
man's own singular and peculiarimaginalion- There
some reflecdegree excep- York iMr. Mitchell) htid indulged in
is nothing in my letter in Ihe least
hini; he could not of course, notice these
upon
tions
attaches
credit
or
odium
of
whatever
tionable, and
he asked that
but
them;
heard
he
hail
not
remarks,
;.s
to it, belongs to mvself alone; for I wrote wholly on
known and noticed, that when
my own responsibility, consulting but a single indi- the fact should be was not present. Presuming,
they were made he
vidual.
would be reported and
remarks
Ihe
ethereal gentleman however, that
I have a word to sav lo Ihe
should look It
shruHk, as nubiished in to-ninrro\v's papers, he

—

New

from Soulh Carolina (Mr. Holmes) who
wre such a- r.q.iiied an/
insliiiciive ai.d thMT thpr.., and if th-v
lio told n.s on yesl>=rday, wilh such
he
not, ut
no,,
nem u
il
should notice them;
him, he slicjiu
fioin him
fiom
holy horror from the proposition contained in the notice
say nothing more on the subject. Mr. F,
Uhould
this
matfiiend
in
his
him
by
to
exhibited
<'/im"

—

MILES'

S50
said he

—

-

also understood that

the

same
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had made some remarks oii'his IViend IVom South
Carolina, (Mr. Holmes),
lie now wished to announce Ihe I'jct that when these remarks were made
that gentleman also was out of the house.
Mr. Colguitl now at length oblained the floor, and
'
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the letter of the gentleman is before the public; my
stateiueut is before the public; the statement of the
gentleman is before the public, and I will ieave it to
them to say whether tiie letter does not bear out
every thing I said. What did 1 soy? I will read
an extract from the gentleman's letter, to show how

<^<-ntIeiT)aii

—

said notliing of the kind, as the

letter

sufliciently

proves.

There

nothing in the character of the gentleman's remarks on the present occasion to require
further leply or notice.
Mr. Fisher replied: In giving my statements, I
did not pretend to give the exact words in the gentleman's letter, nor did I pretend to give all that
is

it agrees
with my statement. Air, F. heie
read Ihe following extract:
"It has occurred to ine and other of my political was in it.
I forgot the most material parts of it
friends, that such an arrangement could be made I forgot all about "ad? oil ma7tageme7it."
As to what
with you as would justify the entire xvliig party in I said about Mr. Blair, I ask if the letter does not
way to
supporting you for that olfice."
justify me in what I said.
I will quote the gentleMr. Vanderpoel, who moved that wlien Ihii liouse
Now, what was the arrangement that would justi- man's own worils: "I have a strong desire to defeat
adjourn, it adjourn to meet on Monday next.
fy the entire ichig parlij in supporting gen. Green Blair, and would be glad to do so in a way to oblige
Mr. Andrews •lemanded the yeas and nays, which for that olfice? The letter tells. It is tliis:
you personally." But, sir, I have done with Ihe
were ordered; and being taken, were yeas 36, nays
'*Now, w*hat had passed through i»y mind was subject.
142.
simply this, that you should, in the event of your
Mr. Graves then rose and said, with the assent of
Ko the motion was rejected.
election, offer Gales 8c Seaion {o sliare cqiutlly with the gentleman from Vermont, who is entitled to the
Upwards of an hour was consumed in various mo- them, respectively, the profits of the oflice, after al- floor, and the permission of the house, he desired to
tions to adjourn, objections thereto, Cidls for yeas lowing them a fair compensation out, for their per- submit a few remarks upon the subject of an article
aiitl nays, i^c.
sonal services; they to do all Ihe work at their office, in the Globe of last evening, impugning the proprieAn eifbrt was made by Mr. Joite^, chairman of the and you to be elecled to Ihe station.
ty of his conduct in withdrawing the motion yestercommittee of ways and means, to introduce a reso"The profits cannot be less, for the wiiole con- day for Ihe reconsideration of the vote laying the
lution instructing the cleric to emjdoy some suitable gress, tlian $-30,000; this would give you $10,000, proposition of the gentleman from Virginia on the
]»ei"Son lo execute tile prinling of the house for ai you having no trouble or rcsfionsibility whatever.*' table.
The following is the article, to which he rerlimited time, (the order liHretolbre taken ibr that
Tiiat is ihe consideration, Mr. F. said.
It is very spectfully asked the attention of the house:
purpose having expired by ils own limitation).
tiue the gentleman says he "suggests this on his
"In the house the abolition discussion is continuMr. J. said there were sundry bills and leports re- own responsibility;" but he goes onto s.iy, "but, ed. Mr. Coles' resolution, which would, if passed,
ported to-day (with accompanying documents) nevertheless, I hazard nothing in the conjecture, have closed the debate, was laid on the table. Mr.
which t!ie house slioulil have an opportunity to ex- that, if you are here, and put in, the thing can be Graves, some days ago, moved a reconsideration;
amine, and he had made this motion with a view to managed nrf/oi'Wi/ Moiig/i to ensure success." I know this prevented Mr. Thompson, from Mississippi,
speedy action.
not, said Mr. F. what tliegentleman^s ideas of ethics iiom moving it.
Mr. Graves, to-day, having carmotion to suspend the rule for the introduction may be; he may think Iliere is nothing tike bribery ried tile reconsideration, withdrew the motion, and
of the resolution lailed.
Yeas 102, nays ()7 (two- in his proposition; but I leave it to the house and to so Mr. Coles' proposition was lost; it being held that
tliiids not voting in the affirmative)
the world to say whether its object was not to mov
it was too late fur any other to move the reconsiderSo the rule was not suspended.
in a certain direction, and oliering .§10,000 to pro- ation.
This looks like finesse."
Mr. Gentry gave notice that he should to-morrow iluce a certain result. If it were proper to refer to
Here (said Mr. G.) it is asserted that, after my
or on the earliest opportunity which presented it- geneial Green's letter, it would show that he looked motion was carried, I withdrew it. This is known
self, ask leave to bring in a bill providing lor the
upon the tiling as pointing directly to certain gen- to be untrue, for there never was a vote upon my
assumption of certain debts of the ."-tates, and for the tlemen in this hoire. The gentleman says he spoke proposition; and, if there had been a vote cariyappropriation of Ihe proceeds of the public lands for of no i'0/e.s, and alluded to lio particular individual; ing il, I would not have the light then
to withdraw
the payment thereof.
but was it to be supposed that he would come out it."
Mr. Curtis gave a similar notice of a hill for the in a matter of tiiis kind, and name individuals occuBut the charge to which I have particularly risen
relief of certain insolvent debtors of the United pying a particular position on this floor?
The gen- to ask the atiention of Ihe house is, that 1 was guilStates.
tleman knows how to "manage such ihings too adroit- ty of a "finesse," and thereby virtually practised a
And at about 5 o'clock the house adjourned.
ly" to become so very specific as to name indivi- fraud upon the gentleman from Blississippi (Mr.
Salurdaij, Jan. 18.
The business first in order duals, or even to name their party name or designa- Thompson) and Ihe house. If I had been guilty of
was tlie proposition of Mr. W. Thompson, of South tion.
object, however, said Mr. F. in rising, a finesse to deceive the gentleman from Mississippi,
Carolina, to amend the rules and orders of the house. is to say tliat my statement is before the woild, with (Mr. Thompson), and
had thus prevented him from
Mr. Stude, who was entitled to the floor, being Ihe letter ol the gentleman and his statement, and availing himself of the opportunity of submitting a
about to addi-ess the house
let Ihe world judge how they agree together.
The motion for reconsideration, upon the last day ho
Mr. Leel asked him to give way to enable him to main leadine; object of the gentleman's letter was could under the rules of Ihe house, make the motion,
make a motion that the house now proceed to the the olfer of $'10,'o00, to produce a certain result. I it would have been a fraud upon him and upon the
election of printer.
Mr. L. said it was iiulispensa stated that in so many words, and the letter will house, which would, according to my views, have
biy necessary ttiat some provision should be made bear me out jn it.
shown me unworthy of a seat here. I never heard
ibr the execution of the printing, lor that the public
Mr. MilchcU then rose and said: Mr. Speaker, the that the gentleman from Mississiyipi, or any other
business was sutli?ring.
The chairman of the com- house will bear me witness that throughout this con- member here, had the least idea of making such a
mittee of ways and means had yesterday made a troversy I have acted only on Ihe defensive.
It has motion, and hence I could not have made Ihe momotion to provide temimrarily for the printing, it be- not been of my seeking, nor do I wish to piolong it. tion I did, to prevent
another from doing the same
ing indispensably necessary to facilitate the public
In regard to Ihe absence of the gentleman from thing.
business.
North Carolina on yesterday, when rny remarks were
Sir. Graves continued at some length to. vindiMr. Slude declined to yield the floor for that pur- submitted to the lioiisc, and the letter to gen. Green cate himself and was followed by Mr. Boyd, of
pose.
read, of which he .seems to complain, I can only Kentucky, Mr. Stanly, Mr. Thompson of MissisMr. Biddie asked Mr. S/«<ii; to \ii>ld(or a mo- say that I was not accountable for his not being in sippi, and Mr. Slade, on the same subject, until
past
nteiit, to enable him to present a petition which he his seat, nor was I aware
of his absence until I had 3 o'clock, when the house adjonineil.
had had in his possession lor several days, on the proceeded some time in my remarks.
Monday, Jan. 20. After a correction of Ihe joursubject of safety guards to prevent steamboat exI rose, sir, to redeem the pledge I had given
nal, ill which Mr. Keim's vote had been wrongplosions.
day before to submit my letter to general Green to ly recorded
Mr. Slade expressed his willingness to yield, if the house immediately after I had received it. This
Mr. Slade, who had the floor fioin Saturday, rose
any way could be devised by which Ihe motion I did as soon as the journal had been read
and resiHned his speech in opposition to Mr. IK.
might be made, and he still retain the floor.
In regard to the correctness of theslatementgiven Thompson's resolution in regard to Ihe reception of
Mr. Biddle asked that the petition might' be re- by Ilie gentleman of the contents of my letter anil abolition mcmoiials,
in which he went at large into
ferred by universal oonsent.
upon which I commented on yesterday, I desire to the general suhject. He continued to occupy the
Wliich was objected to.
draw his attention to this particular passage. I ilo door until a quarter past three o'clock.
Mr. "('"/s/icr lose and said: The house will recol- this, not for any purpose of my own, but to enable
After Mr. Slade had concluded—
lect that, on yesterday, I made known to it that I the gentleman to give a satisfactory
explanation of
Mr. Garland, of Virginia, obtained the floor.
was absent from the hall when Ihe gentleman from it, inasmuch as it is totally at variance w ilh the conMr. n. Garland asked Mr. G. to give way, to
New York submitted a copy of his letter to general tents of my letter. This is the extract I allude to, enable
him to have read a pioposition which he deGreen, and his remarks upon it; and that I could not and upon which I yesterday animadverted, but not
sired to submit ns an aciiendment.
then take notice of them, for the reason that I did in an olfensive manner: "The
gentleman (said Mr.
Mr. .^//on/olvjectrd. He should (he said) obnot hear them. I stated, however, that when these Fisher) from New York commences the
letter by ject to the intioduciion of all propositions, until
remarl;s should appear in tlie papers, if I esteemed saying that it had been distinctly
ascertained that such lime as eveiy gentleman who might wish to
them of such a chaiaeter as to require a mtii'c from Messis. Gales Ist Seaton could not be elected
imhlic be heard on the ]^roposition immediatily before the
me, Islionlil notice them this moining. I have read printers, and that his aversion to Blair
was so great house had spoken. He was himself unxious lobe
the report of the gentleman's remarks in llie Na- ihat he wa^ disposed
to go all lensilhs to defeat his heard, and he had given notice to the house to that
tional Intelligencer of lliis morning, and 1 t.\ke it for eleclion. and that he believed that,"
by the acquisition etlei't a week ago. So far as he was concerned, he
granted that Ihe icporl is correct, though I have of a few votes, general Green could' be,
&c." Now. would not submit to any action, until this proposibeen informed by some gentlemen of this house that sir, there is not a particle of this in my letter! and
tion was fairlv and amply discussed.
some things are reported to have been said by tiie yet the gentleman undertook to state its contents
Mr. It. Garland said he did not wish to offer the
gentleman which were not delivered by him to the '•dislincthj!" 1 want the gentleman, for his own
proposition at this lime; he merely wished it might
house. Such as they were, they require some slight sake, nut for mine, to exphiin this
iinaccouiilahle be lead.
notice fiom me.
infirmily of memory.
It seems to be due (o the
Mr. Garland, of Va. expressed his willingness
I neeil scaicely
allude to the circumstance that house, to the country, and. above all, to Ihe
genlli^- to bring ihc proposition to the notice of Ihe house,
the gentleman chose to deliver llio.ie reuiai ks in rav nian's own character.
Did I state that I was "dis- 'n behalf of the gentleman from Louisiana.
absence.
Whether thi-* was doii" inadverlenllv, or poscil to go alt lengths to defeat Blair," as Ihe genIVlr. Jford said he should object.
with u view o("manni;ing t.'ic Ihin:; irlniilli/," I h'ave tleman alleged? Sir, the direct contrary.
I slated
The leading of Mr. Viice Ga)7an(i'.s proposition
it to this hoiiSG to cnncln'di
hut 1 will s^'y, for my- ex|iressly, dislino41y, f/ji;?/iv/ioi//y, to general Green,
was here called Ibr.
self, that I never will rise or. this floor and direct that I did nut
wish'him to do any thing "not jnstiliMr. .^//i^irf objected.
iny remarks to a genlleinau behind his back, or in aide (0 his cmi.scji.iice
and to Ihe world." 'j'li.it 1
Some conversation ensued, when Mr. Garland,
his absence.
I look upon this proceduri! as not in s'and by.
Did 1 say "that by the acquisition of a of Va. yielded the floor to Mr. Black, wbo moved
occordance with wh-it a gentlimaii should do. J3ut fill! I'offj general Gicen
could bo elected," Sir, I an ndjouinmrnt.

addressed the house in support of the resolution of
to auiend the rules and orders of the house.
After which Mr. Uladc proceeded to make some
remarks, but had not progressed tar when he gave

fully

Mr. Wuddij Thompson,

|

j

A

I

1

My

—

;

—
NILES'
The yeas and nays were

—
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called for and ordered,
lavor of tlie njotion 53,

and being taken were, in
it 52.
So the liouse adjourned.
Tuesdaij Jan. 21. iVIr. Garland, of Virginia, wlio
was entitled lo the floor, rose to address the house
on the subject of Mr. IF. Thompson's resolution in
regard to the reception of aboliiion petitions, meagainst

morials, Sec.

When Mr. W. C. Johnson requested Mr, G. to
yield tlie floor for a moment lo enable him to offer
the following resolution; which was read for information:
Resolved, That llie clerU inform llie mnyor of Wnshino:ton that he have 'eave lo lake from the surplus wood
belon.^ing to this house, 40 cords, if so much be necessary, for the iramediale distribution amou^' the suffering poor of the ciiy.
Mr. Gur/awd expressed his entire willingness to
yield the floor, provided it was generally understood
that he should proceed so soon as the resolution was
disposed of.
Mr. Griffin objected to the introduction of the
resolution.

Mr. W. C. Johnson indicated that he would move
a su.ipeusion of the rule, provided the genlleman
from Viiginia, (Mr. Garland), vvo(dd yield the

A
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rhight hold them, and then quietly to consign
Mr. R. Garland asked how the printing was to be
them to the table. He had risen, therefore, for the done, no printer having been appointed, and
the repurpose of moving an amendment to the pending solution authorising the clerk to have the
printing
proposition, which would conlorm to the previous done having expired?
practice of the house.
Intending as he did, to put
Mr. Jo/iCf said all he had moved was Ihe order to
an end to the discussion by moving the previous print. liut he would further ask leave to
introduce
question, he would not go into the discussion, as it a resolution empowering the clerk of
the house lor
uiight have the appearance f5[ presenting him in
ten days longer to get the printing of the house
light of doing an unfair thing by preventing replv. done under Ihe resolution
of 1819. He said that
He moved to amend Mr. IV. Thompson'.': resolution the public service imperiously required that some
by striking out all after the words "of any," in the such order be passed. It was now impossible
lor
first line, and inserting
the members of the house to inform themselves as
"Petitions, memorials, remonstrances, addresses, to measures ol the most vital
importance. The acresolutions, propositions, or papers of any descrip
tion of coiigiess on some of the bills, already retioii, touching the abolition of slavery or the slave
ported, was necessary belbre the Ist of March; and
trade in the District of Columbia, in the lenitories unless the bills and explanatory
documents accomof the United States, or in any state of this union, panying them wrere printed, how could
members
or the tran'sportation of slaves from any stale, dis- inform themselves so as
to be prepared to vote uiitrict or territory of the United States, to any other dcrstandingly in legard to
thejn?
slate, district or territory, or relating in whole, or
The chair said the resolution could be offered
in jiart, in any way, or to any extent whatsoever, to only by general consent.
these subjects, shall be laid upon the table without
Mr. R. Garland objected.
a question, and without action or debate, and the
Mr. W. Cosl Johnson requested Mr. Jones to mosanie shall not be printed."'
dify his resolution so as lo confine it to bills and doMr. D. made a few lurlher remarks in support of cuments which had thus far been repoited.
*
his amentmeni; when
To this Mr. Jones assented.
Mr. Jldanis rose to make an inquiry from Ihe
Mr. R. Garland said he must still object, unless
chair on a point of order, but the reporter could not the gentleman would further modify
his resolution
hear it.
so as to require the clerk to get this printing done
Mr. Dromgoole then moved the previous question. on the best terms which could be obtained in the
Some discussion followed on a point of order.
district.
^

that purpose.
resolution of a similar
character had been repeatedly adopted.
Mr. Garland inquired of llie chair whether, if
he yielded the floor, it would be understood that he
Ehould proceed in his remarks after the motion had
Alter which, Mr. Dromgoole's amendment was
been disposed ol?
The speaker said there could be no such under- propounded lo the house: when
Mr. Briggs contended that, as this amendment
standing. If the gentleman yielded (he floor, he
might be permitted to resume it again by general proposed the same disposition of abolition memorials, &c. as was proposed by the resolution offered
consent.
So Mr. G. did not yield,
a few days since by Mr. Coles, of Virginia, and
Mr. Pope asked Mr. Garland to yield the floor which had been laid on the table, it could not be
for the purpose of enabling liim to lay on the table, in order.
with a view to have printed, a report on the subBoth the resolutions were read, and the point of
ject o( the disputed boundary of Iowa.
order debated for an hour, when the chair decided
Several objections were made
mingled with the amendment of Mr. Dromgoole to be out of orcries of "it is of no "use
there is no one to print der.
it."
From this decision Mr. Dromgoole took an sppeal;
similar application was made by Mr. Proffil, but the decision of the chair was affirmed by the
for the purpose of enabling him to introduce a re- house
yeas 120, nays 6-1.
solution which he, (Mr. P.) deemed of great imcontest now took place for the floor; Mr. Blaek
portance, as calling for imformation which the claiming it to offer a short amendment declaring that
country the whole countiy demanded. Mr. P. abolition memorials shoulii not be received.
said that if the introduction of tlie resolution gave
Mr. Dromgoole finally obtained it to speak to the
rise to one woid ol" debate
if a single objection original resolution, (Mr. Thompson's): whereupon
was made he would consider it his duty, in return after remarking upon Ihe length and unprofitableness
for the courtesy of the gentleman from Virginia, to of the debate, he moved the previous queslion.
Strong appeals were made to him by Messrs. W.
withdraw the I'esolution, giving notice, however,
that upon the first opportunity, the subject should Cost Johnson and Dawson to withdraw it, anil he
asked leave to explain; but the house refusing, he
be brought before the house.
Mr. Garland having yielded the floor, Mr. Proffit adhered to his motion.
Mr. Hoffman then moved a call of the house;
read the following resolution:
Resolved, That the secretnry of war be directed to which motion prevailing, the house was called acinform tliis house, at his eaWie.s7 convenience, whether cordingly. The doors were closed, and the absenhe has or lias not ordered or auihorised t' e use oi'hlood- tees calleii; when the call was suspended.
houndsi[\ die war with the Indians in Floiitia; also, if
Mr. W. Thompson's amendment having been read
such order or authority lias been given, wheriier any the chair inquired whether Mr. Dromgoole's call for
tmportalwn of bloodhounds has been ordered, and from the previous question was seconded?
what country; also the name of the agent employed to
Mr. Hoioard, oi' Indiana inquired wdiether it would
purchase and select such bloodhounds; also, ihe num- be
in order to move lo lay the resolution of Mr.
ber of bloodhounds ordered; also, whether any bloodThompson on the t.'.ble?
hounds have actually arrived; and also, if the use of
The
chair replying in the affirmative, he said
bloodhounds is determined oil, the secretary of war is
further directed lo state the name of the oli'icer in ihe that he should not make the moliou till he had slated
American army under whose immediate charge and his reasons; but the house refusing leave,
Ttie question was put on seconding tlie call for
command said bloodliounds are to he used.
After the resolution wasread, some member mak- the previous question, and decided, by tellers, in the
ing objection to its introduction, Mr. P/o/R/ with- negative. Ayes 98, noes 99.
floor for

—

—

A

A

—

—

—

—

drew it.
Mr. Garland then proceeded

in his remarks, and
addressed Ihe house until hall past one o'clock.
Mr. .Bui/e?% of S. C. iollowed in some remarks,
in the course of which he vindicated the administration and the administration party generally
from the imput.ition of favorit>g the docliincs of
abolition, the advocacy of which, he contended, was
one of the characteristics of the whig parly of the
present day. Mr. 3. was once or twice called to
order by the chair, but proceeded with his remaiks,
in obedience to a call from several parts of the house
that he should do so.
Mr. Dromgoole rose, he said, for the purpose of
bringing ttiis debate to a close. He woukl not undertake to reply to remarks that had been matte by
other gentlemen, because, from the motion he was
about to submit, he did not eotisiiler himself at liberty to take part in the discussion, either on the
one side or the other. The simple question to be
decided was, whether the house would adopt a
standing rule in regard to ceitain classes of petitions which, as experience had shown, were crowding in upon them, and in relation to which the
house must have some standing regulation. Four
years* experience had shown that the only practicable mode of quietly disposing of these petitions was
to permit theia lo be presented by the gentlemen
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who

Mr. Jones said he saw it was impossible for him
shape his resolution so as to please every body;
he had already yielded with a view to nieet the
wishes of genliemen, but he could go no iurther.
Mr. y;. Garland. Then I object.
Mr. Jones. I must then move that Ihe rule be
suspended to allow me to move the resolution.
Mr. iJri^gs, of Massachusetts, thought it would
be better to reconsider the order to print, and modify the order as now proposed by the mover: then a
vote of a simple majority would be sufficient, whereas the rules could not bo suspended but by a vote of
to

He moved a reconsideration.
Mr. R. Garland said he hoped the house wofild
not reconsider; he should give his vote against it.
Instead of the liouse appointing a printer, or taking
up the resolution which had been moved as to a
more economical mode of having the printing done,
it was alteinpled, by
a roundabout process, to let
the clerk, in effect, appoint the printer to this house.
Every body knew who would get the printing if the
clerk had any control in the mattei; and the practical cliect of ordering him to get it done was to allow him to appoint the public printer. To thisMr.
G. was utterly opposed. If the resolution should
be so modified as the require the jirinting to be done
on the best terms, he should vote for it; otherwise
he should continue his objection to its introduction.
two-thirds.

Mr. Biiggs nowvvithdrew

his

moiion to recon-

sider.

Mr. Mams, who had been

entitled

to the floor,

having yielded it at the request of Mr. Jones, said
he had done so only that an appropriation bill might
be reported; but as a new subject was introduced,
a debate on which might occupy the day, he claioied his right to the floor.
JMr. Sergeant wished him to waive his right

Mr. Adams thereupon offered the following
amendment:
Resolved, That the following he added to the stand'
ing rules of the house, to be numbered the '21st:
"Every petition presented by the speaker, or by any

long enough to allow Mr. S. to report a bill supplementary to the census bill.
Mr. Pffri7cm objecting to this^
Mr. .ddams insisted on the floor, and thereupon
proceeded to adilress the house at length in support
of the lesolution, moved by him yesterday, to
amend the standing rules of the house.
Mr. A. continued to speak until a few minutes
past two o'clock, and when he concluded.
The speaker g3ve the floor to Mr. .Alford, of Geor-

member

gia.

with a brief verbal statement of

its

contents,

shall be received unless obiecuon be made lo its reception for special reason; and whenever objectifiii shall be
made to the reception of petition, the name of the nieniber objecting, and the reason of the olijection, shall be

Some

struggle ensued as to that right; after which,

Mr. Jllford proceeded and addressed the house
until past three o'clock.

Mr. Hunt, of New York then rbtained

Ihe floor;

entered upon the journol. The quesdon in every such
case shall be, *'!^hall Ihe pctilion he rrjetfer}? and no petion shall bo rejected but by a majority of the members

but appealed

present."
He said that the proposition was general in its
character, not referring lo abolition petitions more
It proposed that none should be
than to all others.
rejected but bj' a majority, and for reasons assigned.
It admitted the principle that the house might reject a memorial; but insisted that the name of the
person objecting should be recorded, and the reasons for the rejection given.
He therefoie moved an adjournment.
And the house adjourned.
Wednesday, Jan. 22. Mr. Jones, from the committee of ways and means, reported Ihe military

had been granted to other geniiemen, by adjournment.
And Mr. H. having submitted that motion, Ihe
as and nays were ordered, and, being taken, were:
yeas 85, nays 9-1.
So ttie house refused to adjourn.
Mr. Hani again took the floor, and was proceeding lo address the house
When Mr. Monroe rose and said he was sure Ihe
house could not have heard the reason which his coileague.had assigned for the motion he had made, or
that they would have accorded the indulgence w hicti
was asked. He moved thai the house do now ad-

appropriation
certain

was

laid

bill

for

the

year

18-10;

to the house, on the ground of bodily
sposilion, to extend to him the indulgence which

which, with journ.

Which motion was agreed
documents and estimates accompanying it,
journed.
upon the table and ordered lo bo printed.

to,

and the house ad-

—
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By a

Alabama.

late repori ol

bsnk commissioners

state ot Alabama, it has been shown that the
liggroijate los3 by insolvencies and the dclaloation ot
one of the tigents of the bank of England falls but little

of

ilie

short oi five 77ti7/(o.-iS divided os tbllows:
81,000,000, sunk or supposed to be lost at the Decatur

branch,

mother bank, Tuscaloosa,
Mobile branch,
IMotgomery branch,

1,000

01)0, at the
2,(100,000, at the
500,000, at the

50,000, at the Hun'isville branch,
300,000, estimated deficit oi European agent,

84,850,000 squandered, according to all accounts, in
every direction, and never more to be returned to the
public cofiers!

Army.

One hundred and

United States

si.vty

re-

under the command of lieutenants May and
Merril of the 2d dragoons, sailed yesterday. on board
the brig Saratoga, for Florida.
cruits,

The Amislad
cided

Oil the

Judge Judson has,

case.

at length, de-

case of the tjlacks of the Arnistad,

who

murdered the captain and other persons on board the
schooner. He sots them free. Had they been whites
they would have been tried and e.teculed as pirates.
The following are the grounds of the decision:
1. That the district court for Connecticut has jurisdiction, the schooner having been taken possession of,
in a Ipi^ni sense, on the "hiijh seas.''
2. That the libel of Thomas R. Gedney and others,
properly filed in the district court of Connecticut.
That the seizors are entitled to salvage, and an
will be ordered, and one-tlilrd of that
amount and cost will be decreed just and reasonable.
4. That Green and Fordham of Sag Harbor, who
claim to have taken original possession of the vessel
and cargo, cannot sustain their claim, and therefore
their libel is dismissed.
6. That Ruiz and Montez, through the Spanish
minister, have established no title to the Africans, as
they are undoubtedly Bozal negroes, or negroes recently imported from Africa, in violation of the laws
of Spain.
6. That tha-demand of restoration, to have the question tried in Cuba, made by the Spanish miniblcr, cannot be complied with, as by tlieir own laws it is certain.they cantiot enslave these Africans, and therefore
cannot properly demand them for trial.
7. That Antonia, being a Creole, and legally a slave,
and expressing a strong wish to be returned to Havana, a restoration will be decreed under the treaty
is

3.

apprisenient

of 1795.
8. 'I'hat these Africans be delivered to the president
of the United States, under the 2d sec. of the act of
March 3, 1S13, still in force, to be transported to Africa, there to be delivered to the agent appointed to re[JoiLriial of Com.
ceive and conduct them home.

Bankx. The Agricultural bank of Mississippi placed
the United States district attorney,
ilie hands ol
promissory notes to the rrmountofone million of dollars
to secure the govcinnient debt of S570,000.
in

A

bill aiulioiising the Illinois state bunk to renew i's
notes, ^vas introduced and debated in the Illinois legislature on the lOih ult.
The si.\ty days would e.\|iiie on
The bill was
the 20ih, and its charter be forfeiied.
ordered to be engrossed for a tliiid reading, and its

passage was considered ccrttiin. It was not, however,
consiiiercd a certain index of their final action on the

hank

question.

Conilensed stalcrnent of the condition of the hanks
o/Hoiilli Carolina, as returned to his excellency the go-

Tcrnor,

November,

1S39.
Li<ib:Ulies.

11,593,491 71
4,041,723 17
2,277.2<)0 12

Capital,
Circulation,
Dcposiies,

Duo
Due

banks,

Loans,

l,0b2713 67
307,206 98
1,865,513 56

estate,

Specie,

Bloodhounds in Florida.

21,903,838 39

IS

lbi,fl03,374

Stocks,

Real

89

2f.,Cl)3

2763.974 47
1,197,335 03

state treasury,

Profits,

The Qnincv

21,903,833 39
(Florida) Sen-

of the lOih inst. slates that col. Fitzpatrick had
arrived fi.iiii Cuba, with thirty or forty bloodhounds,
they had been placed under the command of

tinel

I

cape. Cullnl=.
'.
ii>,.;
K. mI, the newly ap.
at T.nilahassee
,.
•I 1V of U. S. dra,:,
riirr.'d v>r'i lu.i. iry honors, and
,cJ by many of the cui/.cns of that ciiy.
'

1

pointed

on

till.'

i

.

'

;

.

I

1

,.

-

i

I

:

iiica.
The Jamaica Koyal Gazelle
csliinale.s Ihe deficiency in the crop
of Ihe ishiml, at one-lhiid Ihe exports of last year.
The fiilliiis oil. as shown by ollicial returns, has
been on the following articles: On sugar, to Ihe
amount of 18,135 hhds. ::!,070 iLeices.and 1,510
baircl.>;— in ruin, 9,826 piiiicbeons, 165 hhds. and
39fi casks; on collee. 4. 397. 974 lbs. and on einser,
l,542ca.«k9. and 1,062 baes. The.ie deficiencies,
it is st^il 'd, b,.viresulted from the waul of labor
The seasons
(not laborer.,) to lake olt' the crops.
liavu been favorable and reductiona abundajit.
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naval force to negotiate at the
regret to learn that the slave trade on the ward in sending a
the English for a treaty of comcoast of Alrica is carried on as brisk as ever in spite same lime with
merce. The opium trade is annihilated at one blow,
of the untiring vigilance of Ihe British cruisers; and
365—367 it is still more painful to know that the parties en- and great ruin has fallen upon speculators in India.
SOUTH AMERICA.
358, 359
gaged in the traffic are American citizens, and their
From Rio Janeiro. By the brig Leander, which
Foreign articles— Earope, Africa, Canton, South Ame- vessels built in this country.
356
rica, Me.\ico, 355; 'I exas
Boy, Har- arrived here yesterday, in the remarkably short pasare informed that the schooner
360—363
Letter of lion. H. L. White
days from Rio Janeiro, we learn
vey, master, of N. Orleans, was seized in September sage of forty-two
National ct^uiVs— appoinments, coast survey, north;
the following particulars of the state ol things in the
355 last, at British Accia, by H. B. M. brig Lynx, lieut.
eastern boundary 354; army
Brazils:
she
where
Leone,
Sierra
to
Broadhead, and taken
Folitics uf the dai/— dinner to Mr. 0. F. Mercer, 357;
In Rio Grande, the rebels had been repeatedly
3ji was duly condemned as a slavei, and tlie captain
judge White, Mr. Calhoun, Mr. Webster
16lh Novem- bealen by the imperial troops, and it was thottght
Stales of the union— Massachusetts, legislature; New detained a prisoner. However, on Ihe
would soon be forced to submit.
they
organizby
was
boarded
ber, the Saluda spoke the Lynx, and
York, destructive conflagration, legislature
In the northern, or cotton grov\'ing provinces, ored; Maryland, report of the treasurer of the western lieut. Broadhead, who informea captain Waters, that
The city ol Canals
shore; Virginia, hank absolution; South Carolina, the captain of the
Boy was then on board, and der was about to be restored.
advance of state stocks: Alabama, governor's message would be conveyed to Monrovia for delivery into had been retaken from the rebels.
The occupation of Oyapockoby the French, had
356; Tennessee, resolution of the legislature instructing; the custody of the United Slates aaent at that place.
sensation at the court of Janeiro, and
senators; Kentucky, emission ot state bonds; Ohio,
Lieut. Broadhead also stated that there was a made quite a
debt and liiiances; Illinois, message of the governor;
imperial government was determined
great number of American vessels on the coast for it was said the
Missouri and Iowa, difficullies not settled; Miclnihe Brazilian territory.
of three lying in a river to resist such an usurpation of
knew
and
that
he
slaves,
the
meeting
oi
governor,
gan, assault on lieutenant
by the brig Leander reaches to
intelligence
The
board.
slaves
on
legislature, votes of governor and lieutenant go- wailing a chance to take
357
From the 1st of November to the time when the the 6th November.
vernor
Montevideo dates to the 31st of October have
Saluda sailed from Sierra Leone, there had been
Havana. The United States friARl'lCLES.
twenty vessels under Portuguese, Spanish and Bra- been received via
gate IndependenceJiad just arrived from Rio, havzilian colors, brought in by the British cruisers, and
LATEST FRO.M EUROPE.
The sloop of war Fairing
the small-pox on board.
New
York,
at
arrived
has
Garriclc
comlemned.
The packet ship
sail the next day for Buenos Ayres.
Capt. Waters informs that several of the com- field was to
bringing London dates to the 13th ult. and Liver[Louisiana Courier, Sec. 27.
pool to the 14th. By the Burgundy, Havre dates manders of the British armed vessels told him that
Mr. Pickett, American
Revublic of Ecuador.
they had received strict orders from Iheir govern
of the 16th and Paris ori5lh were also received.
unless charge d'affaires near Ihe Peru Bo ivian confedera.
Fit not to interfere with American vessels,
They contain no news of any moment, but a defrom
board, liun,°adc!ressed a note to the minister of foreign afabstract
were
on
an
slaves
belo.v
give
proof
that
was
positive
We
cotton.
in
cline
fairs of the republic of Ecuador, claiming for Ihe
the contents of the evening edition of the Journal ol or the vessels were in British waters, as was Ihe
favors and privileges which
Boy, where the right of search was United States the same
case of the
Commerce.
were granted to Spanish American States. In rethe
to
avoid
respects
order
other
used
in
but
in
lower,
was
little
This
caution
exercised.
Cotton IS a
enacted the following:
congress
the
this
note
ply
to
all ground of collLsion with Ihe United States.
news is favorable.
1. That all Ihe Spanish American republics may
The colony is represented to be in a flourishing
U. S. bank shares were quoted by the London
priuileges than those acand
greater
favors
obtain
Manchester
Our
£18.
at
condition.
Sun,' December 13lh,
18 5s.
On learning the state of things on the coast of corded to European nations.
correspondent says
2. The United Slates of North America shall be
The French in Alrica were hard pressed by Ahdel- Africa, the question forcibly suggests itself, why
republic, with option of Ihe
where
Algiers,
have not Ihe United Stales a half dozen smart clip- considered as a sister
Kader, and had mostly retired into
same favor and privileges, that may be granted to
they expected to be attacked by 25,00(1 Arabs. The pers to suppress the unlawful traffic, in which the
republics.
American
Spanish
reinforcethat
receive
It
is
true
soon
engaged!
are
however,
country
Ihis
vessels of
French would,
3. The measure of these favors, shall be at Ihe
ments which would enable them to assume the of- one U. S. vessel has lately sailed for Alrica, but the
pleasure of Ihe slate.
fensive. The camps had been abandoned by the nature of the traffic demands a squadron of light
4. To no nation shall privileges be granted as ihe
positions
being
vessel
fortified
single
whether
a
craft.
It is questionable
French troops, only a few
most favoi;ed nation.
maintained. The farm houses on the plain had all will not promote the views of the brigands, as she
5. "The terra, most favored nation, shall be expirate clipthe
one
of
by
Arab3..
dogged
the
regularly
bv
may
be
destroyed
been
cluded from all treaties with this republic.
repeal or revision of the corn laws will, it is pers, while the others are engaged in loading with
MEXICO.
iixed duty slaves.
said, be advocated by the ministers.
The brig Francis Ashby, which left Vera CriTz
have been politely furnished with files of the
of lbs. will it is thought be fixed upon.
arrived yesterday morning.
December,
on
the
22d
the
conThe queen of Spain has d.smissed all her mi- Liberia Herald, and of Africa's Luminary,
religious com- She is the first vessel fioin that port in two months.
nisters and appointed others more liberally dispos- tents of which bespeak a thriving and
received is not of a very satisfactory
news
The
a
peruto
tell
from
impossible
claim.
her
be
and
would
England
It
munity.
ed towards
General dissatisfaction seems to prevail
The bonds ol the Bank of the United States, is sal otllie papers that they were issued by a colored cliaracter.
government, in consequence of
of tlie new loan of £500,1100, population. The records of the marriages and deaths aii-ainst Ihe present
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made payable at the banking houses of the
Messrs. Rothschild in London and Paris. They
bear an interest of 6 per cent, per annum, and are
nayable oiie-half in October 1S4I, and the other in
October, 1842. The subscription price is 92 per
cent, payable 22 per cent, on subscription, 35 per
cent, on the 15th January, and 3o per cent, on the
12lh of Februaiv. It is stated that portion allotted
to France will be readily taken there, and will tend
to improve the exchanges.
The king of Denmark is dead.
are

The French journals assert that the new war in
Algiers has been excited by the jealousy of England. The English ministerial paper, the Chronicle
retorts by saying, "that their African colonization
excites not our jealousy, but our compassion."
Some new arrests of persons said to be implicated in the atfair of the infernal machine, had been
made

in Paris.

There had been a di<iastrous gale in the Mediterranean. At Barcelona several vessels of war a.'id
others broke from their moorings, causing much
Thirty-two
confusion, but no lives were lost.
Spanish vessels, a Swedish brigand British schooner, were lost on the coast of Tarragona during the
gale.
Cabrera, the Carlist chief, has written a letter denyini^ that he had entered into any negotiation for

the suspension of hostilities.

AFRICA.

By the arrival yesterday of the packet ship Saluda, capt. Waters, from Monrovia, whence she sailed
on Ihe M!li Noveiiibsr, .\e leain I'lal the healUi of
the colony was gooil at the time of her departure.
The Saluda brings home a cargo of cam wood, palm
oil,

ivory,

&c.

Vol.

Vn.— Sis.

arbitrary measures which it thought fit to adopt in
order lo create supplies for a new expedition against
Texas that of exacting a duly of 15 percent, on all
foreign goods de internaciori.
The result of this act, to which a great number of
the members of congress are opposed, has been the
prostraiiou of Ihe commerce of Vera Cruz.
complete
ley, that the great eventof his life should be honored
The Courier of yesterday announces, under Ihe
in every section of the globe, by men of all colors
a respectable merchant arrived from Vera
pled<reof
tongue!
and almost of every
Ciiiz", oil boaiil the F. A. that congress had passed
l^^Qrfo!k Beacon, Jan. 16.
another bill to establish a tax ot one real (twelve
CANTON.
a half) on all the inhabitants no matter of
Latest from Canton. The editors of the Journal cents and
or sex.
of Commerce have been favored with the following what age
state of things will of necessity produce Ihe
This
dated
letter,
overthrow ot the central government and the re-esCanton, AvguH S, IS39.
see from
system.
The Robert Fulton is loading for New York, and tablishment ol Ihe federal
Ihis moment Ihe triumph of the Norte Mexicannii
other
no
and
Sept.
of
will get away about the 1st
secured.
revolution
American
vessel is likely to leave for two months.
conducta of $600,000 arrived at Vera Cruz a
Teas and silks are quiet at pretonnage, is scarce.
few days previous lo the departure of Ihe Francis
sent, and promise to be cheaper, if ihe Biilish merchanls continue at Macao and do not Hade. The .•ishbv'.
The Courier says, "we know from another source
British superinlendeni is determined, to kick up a
lately arrived in Mexieo
row if he can, but as he cannot do much without a that the French who have
very ill treated by the inhabitants and
force from England, some months must intervene. I have been
them are preparing to leave the couii.
expect England will pocket the loss of Ihe opium, that many of
and end.'avor to arrange matters peaceably. Willi a
In 'another article under the head of Texas and
powerful force a treaty could be easily ob.ained with
from verbal information that
Capt. Elliot has involved his govern- Mexico, we have stated
the emperor.
declared in favor of federalism. This
ment to Ihe extent of three millions sterling, since Vera Cruz had
departure of
He made a ereat mistake in news appears to be incorrect, as at the
the 23d of March.
Ihe kind had laken place.
Canton in my opinion, at„l his proceedings the Ashby nothing of
ittin
lanmn.
Loms
[N.
0.
Ills
Ilyb-. sustained by his government.
will hardly
The affairs bf Mexico are drawing lo
to con
e \
however hi
internal disorder. Bustamente
with
convulsed
is
She
of
China
ror
to a fair uinl islanding with the
Ana is i''"-j'h 'he dysentery,
and the present time Is mo-t favor.ible lo gain the is in prison-Santa
acknowledge that iheir exOur scv.-mmeiit, X hcpe, ^^iil not be back The Veia CrUz papers
point.

are like ours, and Ihe title of honoiable, which, by
the way, ought to have been dropped long ago here,
is used l)y the colonisls.
Our Methodist friends will perceive thai Ihe centennial celebration ot their church was duly observed in Liberia. What a tribute to the genius of Wes-
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topography and hydrography, grounded upon and
included in a great number of triangles, which
ttiemselves are based upon the main trianguiation.
Views for the guidance of the navigator approaching the shore, have been made on the whole extent

TEXAS.

By the Neptune steam packet llles ol the 2Sth are
received at New Orleans from Galveston. The most
important piece of intelligence is the passage through
both branches of congress of gen. Hamilton's loan
Jt was adopted with all the Diodificatiojis sugbill.
gested by general H. in liie house of representatives
by a vote of 29 to S, and in tlie senate by a vote of 9
learn further that the sanction of the preto 2.
sident had been received.

We

feeling,

harmony and decorum

prevailed in the coiigres.s of ths young republic,
during the discussion of tliis important bill. The
members seem solely actuated by a desire to promote by the most available and honorable means,
the public credit, the safety and honor of the coun.

do so now.
President Lamar, under dale of Dec. 21, issued a
proclamation warning all citizens from crossing the
line of Mexico, as prescribed by the congress in
1336, and all who invade that country before hostilities are olficially armounced to be renewed are to
The pacific line of
forfeit their claims on Texas.
policy for Texas, consideiing her position and the
infancy of the republic, and the necessity of her
s'liengthening her relations abroad, may be the true
one.
The New York arrived yesterday from Galveston.
No mail hail arrived from Austin since thedeparlure
of the Neptune. Great irregularity exists in the

Texian

]iust pllice.

Tlie thermometer on the second was down to
freezing point, the same as in this city. The late
blast, we doubt nut exiendeil to HavanV..
The Galvcslouian newspa]ipr comes tons improved in appearance and editorial matter. The papers
of our neighbor are generally well conduclerl.
Forty-seven buildings are going up in Galveston.
Two companies of soldiers have lefi Galveston for
the intPiior, under command of captain Wright.
great .^300 race was to come olf at Galveston
yesterday.

A

The new

long wharf is done and ready for vessels.
from Texes we see that a proposition was before congress to adopt the common
law of England, and it was thought it would pass.
I3y the last arrii'als

NATIONAL AFFAU?S.
Jlppoinlt\enls by the prcxidcnl, by and ici'/A the adand consent of the senate. Joseph A. S. Acklin, to be attorney of the United Slates Ibr the

vice

of the oiilsirie coast of Long Island; these are of
two kinds, the one guiding, the other warning.
The first are as[iects of the shore from the most
points of a channel or entrance ot' a poi't, by which
the seamen is guided in his jiroper course in approaching; the second kinds are views taken from
rocks, shoals, or other dangerous places in the approaches of the shore which the views given shall
warn him to avoid.
The views of every light house have been taken
double;
first, from the habitual ship channel at a
distance; and second, fiom the proximity where
the light house becomes entirely visible.
The
south shores of Long Island being well known as a
dangerous coast, special direction was given to
draw views from the habitual ship channel outside,
at every shoit interval, by which the approaching
seamen may reconnoitre the port to which he is
near, and guide himself in his course by the views
which he is thus shown that he will meet in succession in his inteniied course.
The secondary trianguiation has been extended
over New Jersey between the Raritan bay, the
Delaware and the sea shore, and has been continued
so far southerly as to lay out triangles for future
extension westerly to join the head of the Chesapeake, including the northern monuments of Mason's and Dixon's line.
It is stated that this line
has been applied to conclude upon the length of a
degree of the meridian in that latitude, and that the
result has been used in former times by European
mathematicians in th^ir comparisons with the other
measurements of degrees in dili'erent parts of the
woild, but that nnsati.^factory results have always
followed. It is now proposed in the course of the
survey to verify the meiidional distance by means
of the trianguiation, either by the former or by new
astronomical observations.
The place of Cape Henlopen light house will
form a point of the main trianguiation to bind up
and compare with all accuracy the results of the
latitude and longitude determinations made there,
on Ihe occasion of the passage cf venus over the
sun in 1769.
The results of the whole work, in trianguiation,
topography and hydrography, as far as obtained at
the end of the last year were collected last spring
into one mass, upon the scale of l,100,000ths; every
seperate sheet is numbered and its limits marked,
so that any execution of maps within the limits of
the work can be guid.^d by this preliminary register of the work.
The same system is to be continued. The corps of assistants are employed during the winter upon calculations, e\'ery calculation
being made Ihree-lohl, and also upon the reduction
of >onie of the works to ultimate maps.
The balance of money remaining from the last
appropriation will be sufficient to make ready for
final execution, lor drawing, ice. the whole exle.it
of the coast and country adjacent, from the New
.Tersey shore to the end ot Rhode Island shore,
This part of the coast, forming in some measure a
whole work by itself, anil containing about three
thousand square miles, w ill be executed upon two
different scales, for the ditiereiit purposes they must
naturally serve in future.
supply of the best
quality of large drawing paper a]ipiopriate to the
work, from the manufactory of Aunonney, has recently arrived at New York.
With the view to
prepare for engraving maps, copper jdates have
been ordered in Vienna, from Hungarian copper,
on account of its best quality; these are expected
to arrive in a few months,
it is thought that one
hundred thousand dollars should be appropriated
by congress at the present session, as it w ill be
necessary lo begin incurring special and new expenses, for the arrangements required fbrexecuting
final drawings and beginning to engrave.
may venture to believe from the style of this
report, and the careful, minute and scientific examination which it denotes, that this survey, when
finislied, will be the most thorough, complete and
masterly work of the kind ever accomplished.
The go\'ernment may be consitlercd fortunate in
having found so able a man as Mr. Hnssler to conduct the undertaking.
[ISalt. Amer.

—

try-

President Lamar's administration is considered
decidedly popular.
The Neptune had been detained two days at G.ilveston awaiting gen. H.dinilton's return from Austiri, tliat tiis despatches might b? forwarded to England by tlie packet of the lOih from New York.
Gen. H. came passenger in the Neptune.
The sales of Galveston lots went otf with much
success.
Col. Ross* name has been stricken from the rolls
of the army, and dissatisfaction is expressed by conHis
gress at his invading the Mexican territory.
troops have been erased fiom the pay list.
The estimated expenses for the year 1839, according to the treasurer's budget is $1,947,657; and that
the receipts should be
$400,000
From customs,
500,000
DTect taxes and land,
Sales of lots in Austin and Calhoun, 1,300,000
These latter estimates are thouglit by far too high..
The Neptune brought 1,700 h-tlers!
The government are determined 4o pursue a conciliatory peaceful course of moderaHon even towards
Mexico, of whose weakness she might linve taken
occasion during the Fiench blockade, and will not
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succinct account of the various examinations himade, and announces that the survey of the
whole of the country from tlie New Jersey shore
of the Raritan bay, Sanay Hook and Shrewsbury,
to the waters of the eastej'n states, is completed in

chequer is drained, the national Iionor is tarnisht^d,
and even tlie existence of the republic is threatened." The Texians and federalists seem to be carrying every thing before thein, and England will regret a departure from her usual course o£ policy in
not acUnowledging the independence of Texas.
She may find it nece.ssary to acknowledge that independence, in connection with that of all Mexico.

The utmost good

1,
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noithern and middle districts of Alabama, in the
place of Jeremiah Clemens, elected to the legislature of that state.
George W. Churchill, to be attorney of the U.
We
Stales for the district of East Tennessee.
Const survey. The superintendent of the survey
of the coast of the United States, F. U. Hassler,
esq. has made hi.s eighth annual report to the secretary of the treasury. The survey is based upon a
system of trianguiation, main and seconrlary, and
was begun in the neighborhood of New York
Oiitrnoics upon the ./Irkansits frontier.
sound, as a centi'al part of llie country, presenting
We copy
the greatest ficlMlv and b.^st prospects for iarije Ihe foUnwinc from Ihe Little Kork Times of the
trian;les to s-rv- as InuMd.dioin ol liu. w„rlc, and 2:t.l ult:
On Sitiirflny la^t maj..r E. R.clor arrived
produce the greatest quantity of data for that pur- at this place with five prisoners from Ihe Cherokee
The report gives a nation three Indians and two white men, who are
jioso in the shortest time.

—

safely lodged in jail.
Contrary lo what has
been generally supposed here, these men were not
taken on the charge of being concerned in the
murders of Ihe Ridges and Boudinot, but tor other
crimes. An Indian named Terrill, and two while
men named Shrum and Newman, were taken by a
command under lieut. Northrop, of the dragoons,
for unmercifully beating and leaving for de^d, a
teamster named Ballard, because, as they said, he
worked cheaper than they would. Jack Terrill, a
brother of the one taken, and principal in the affair,
made his escape; but it is believed he will be taken. After they had whipped Ballard, taken his
pistol and knife, and left him for dead. Jack, in
order to make sure of their victim, returned and
all

stamped upon his head. Ballard however recovered.
The same party also attacked and dangerously
stabbed a son of colonel Whinnery, of Washington county, and threw a Missouri hog driver into a
fire and shockingly burned him.
Jack Nicholson
was taken by a command under lieut. Porter of the
infantry, lor some time since whipping and cutting
of.}' the
ear of a man named Laxlon. He is the
man whom John Richardson on the gallows, declared to be concerned in Ihe murder of the Wright
family.
George Waters was indicted last summer,
with others, for the murder of a while man in the
nation.
He has been considered a desperate character, and bid tiefiance to any attempt to take him;
but major Rector, with three chosen men in the
most daring manner, succeeded in capturing him.
Leonard Randolph, also concerned in Ihe same
murder, is now in Texas, near Jonesborough, of
which fact major Rector has apprised the commanding ofiicei at Fort Towson, so that he will
probably be taken.

We

regret to learn that lieut. Northrop, who is
to be a brave officer, and deservirig of much
praise, received a severe wountl by the accidental

sairi

discharge of his own pistol, while attempting to
take a man named Drew. The ball lodged in his
leg, near Ihe knee, and it is feared that he will lose
either his leg or his

life.

M.njor Rector assures us that gen. Arbiickle is
determined, at all hazards, to scour the country,
and bring to justice all offenders on the frontier and
in the nation; and that his zeal and perseverance
entitle

him

to

much

credit.

Northeastern boundary. The message of governor Fairfield lo the legislature of Maine, delivered
on Friday, January 3d, communicates the following facts in relation'to the disputed territory:
"The views which I have presented in this communication upon the subject of the boundary were
those entertained independently of what is now an
ascertainetl fact, to wit: that our territory is actually invaded, and, of course, are to be modified by
tlial circumstance.
Official information of that
f.ict was received by me a few days since, rt'hile on
my way to this place, in a reply of the lieutenant
governor of the province of New Brunswick to a
letter of inquiry adlressed to him by myself in relation to this subject.
It is admitted that one or
two companies of British troops have been stationetl
at Temiscouata lake, but it is alleged by the lieutenanf governor to have been done, not by his own
orders, but by the authorities of Lower Canada.
This movement I cannot hut regard, under whatever branch of British authority, or on whatever
pretence, it may have been made, not only as a violation of the spirit of the arrangement agreed upon
in Maich last, but as clearlyan invasion of our territory.
Under these circumstances, I deemed it to
be my duty immediately to communicate the lacts
to the president of the United States, with other,
though less olfici.-il, information received of the
building of barracks by the Gritish government on
both sides of the St. Jolin"s, near Ihe mouth of

Mndawaska

river, which 1 did, calling olRcially for
that action on the part of the general government
which the case required and the constitution and
laws of Ihe United Slates clearly enjoined.
copy of the communication to the president, and of
the correspondence between the lieutenant governor
of New Brunswick and myself, is herewith laid be-

A

fore

you."

The

following are the documents referred to;
Kxecntive department, Saco, December 12, 1S39.
Sir: Having seen in the public prints, extracts
from some of Ihe provincial papers, staling that
two regiments of British troops had been statioiied
at Temiscouata lake, in the disputed territory, I
have been iriduced to inquire of j'our excellency
whether there be any foundation for these reports.
A niovemrnt so clearly in violation of the agreement entered into through the uiedialion of general
I
shall not permit myself to believe your
exrellency would make, without stronger evideiice
than a m wspaper p:\ro;'raph.
The extreme sensitiveness of the public mind
upon this subject, I trust your excellency will per-

Scott,
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JOHN FAIRFIELD,
Governor of Maine

J

His

gen. sir John Harveij,
Lieut, gov. province of New Brunswick.
Governmenlhou.se, Fredericton,[N. B.)Dec. 19, 1839.
Sir: I have ihe honor to acknowledge the re*
ccipt, this day, of your excellency's letter of the
12th instant.
Whatever movements of troops may have taken
place on the side of Lower Canada, have been made
by authority superior to mine; but I apprehend they
have consisted, not of two regiments, but of one or
two companies, [as small a detachment as can well
be made to so great a distance, c>nsisten!ly with
the maintenance of a due degree of discipline], for
the protection of certain buildings which have been
constructed for the better accofntnodalion of her
majesty's troops on their march between the lower
and upper provinces, and of the provisions, stores,
and other public property therein deposited.
copy of your excellency's letter shall be transmitted by me to the authorities in Canada, who, I
can assure your excellency, are as anxious as I am
that the spirit as v\ell as the letter of the agreement
entered into between your excellency and myself,
under the mediation of general Scolt, in March

fi

I

:

t

!

excellency^

-
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ceive, affords additional reasons for an early explanation.
I have the honor to
be, with high respect, your
excellency's obedient servant,
.

:

—

—
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Head Quarters of the army,
Washington city, January, 4, 1840.
Sib: In conformity with your directions, I have
considered the two qiie'ries contained in the resolution of the senate of the 27th of December, 1839,
viz. 1st. "What would be Ihe effect upon the military service of the country of a regulation by which
all officers of the army, on arriving at sixty years
of age, should be permitled lo retire from service
on half pay!" 2d. "What woulil be the probable
annual charge upon the treasury of such a regulation?" And I have the honor to report that, upon
an examination of the probable ages of the officers,
there does not appear to be in the whole army more
than eight who liave arrived at the age of sixty,
and lew, if any of them, would be willing to retire
on half pay, because the half pay would be too
small to attbrd them a decent subsistence. The
highest half pay would nut priJbably exceed thirtyseven and a half dollars a month, and the lovv'est
twenty-five; but let it be supposed that four, or
one half of them, should retire on the half-pay list,
say two colonels and two lieutenant colonels, the
expense a year for the two colonels wold be, at
#37 50 a month each,
$900 00

For the two lieutena-it
month each,

colonels, at

Tolal expense a year

$30

a

720 00
$1,620 00

Of the officers above sixty years of age, here
should be scrupulously observed on our part. are many of them hearty, hale and effective men,
have the honor to be, with high respect, your capable of rendering good service, and aie now actively and usefully employed.
excellency's most obedient humble servant,
I

last,
I

J.

M.
His

gen.

lieut.

HARVEY,

gov. N. Brunstoick.

As
tion

it is
is

to

presumed

that the object of the resolu-

allow officer?

who may conceive them-

selves unfit for the active duties of the profession
to retire, and make room for others more efficient
in physical power, and at the same time to provide for such officers above sixty years of age as
may be willing to retire, I would respectfully beg
leave lo suggest a jdan of a more extended nature,
and on a more liberal scale of compensation, liee
from any expense or burden to the government,
which, besides having the advantage of economy,
12th instant, to a.'cerlain whether these reports would render the corps of officers quite effective,
were well founded or not. His answer, under and consequently improve greatly Ihe condition of
- date of December 19, I
received yesterday, while the whole service.
plan is this: Let every ofHcer who, from age,
on my way to this place.
letter and the reply
are both herewith enclosed,
it will be perceived wounds, or olher infirmities, shall become unfit to
that two compardes of British troops have actually perform the duties of his office, be retired from serbeen marched into the disputed territory, and sta- vice on his ordinary pay, without rations, or other
tioned at Temiscouata lake, where, it is well allowances whatever; and let the officer next in the
known, extensive barracks had been previously line of promotion fill the place of such retired offierected. This is clearly a violation of the spirit cer, with the rank of the relired officer, with the
of tlie airangement entered into between the lieu- emoluments belonging to that rank, and the pay of
tenant governor of New Brunswick and myself, in the commission from wfiich he may be promoted.
March last, though the orders have been issued by So that, if a colonel be retired, the lieutenant colonel, who, according to the established rules of prothe governor of Lower Canada.
1 siibmit, also,
whetiier the contingency contemplated by the act motion, should receive the vacant colonelcy, would
of congress of March 3, 1S39, has not occurred: be colonel with the pay of lieutenant colonel, and
whether the facts ilo not clearly show an invasion the emoluments of a full colonel. This promotion
of the state of Maine, which ttie executive govern- would vacate the lieutenant colonelcy, which, in
ment of the United States, under the directions of like manner, would be filled by the promotion of
the act aforesaid, as well as under the obligations Ihe major, who would enjoy the rank of lieutenant
colonel, v\ith the pay of major and the emoluments
of Ihe constitution, is bound to repel.
I
may add that I am well informed that the of lieutenant colonel; so would the eldest captain
Brilish government is also erecting barracks upon be major, with the pay of captain, and the rank,
both sides of the St. John's, near the mouth of the command and emoluments of major; so with the
Madawaska river, and that troops are concentrating elilest first lieutenant, who would ije captain, with
at Grand Falls.
Under all these circumstances, I the pay of first lieutenant, and the cmolumontt of
deem it to be my duty to call unon Ihe government captain; and so down to the foot of the regiment,
of the United States for that protection of this state where there would be a vacancy, which could be
from invasion guarantied to her in the constitution. supplied by the brevet second lieutenant, or gradu\\ ith the highest respect, I am, sir, your most ate of the military academy, or new ajipointinent,
according to circumstances.
obedient servant,
FAIRFIELD,
Governor of Maine.
Now the effect of this plan will be seen by exHis excellency M. Van Buren, president of Ihe U. S. hibiting the cost of a regiment as it exists, and the
cost of a regiment with a retired colonel on ordiAKHY.
\0n superannuating army officers.
Official report nary pay, and it will be seen that there will be an
from the secretary of War, in compliance with a actual saving in money, with the advantage that all
resolution of the senate, on the subject of permit- the officers would be effective.
If the relired colonel shall have served forty years, he will leave eight
ting otJicers of the army lo retire on half pay.
rations a day to the public, which eight rations are
In senate January 8, 1840.
worth, at twenty cents each, (the regulated price),
IVur department, January 7, 1840.
Sir; In repiv to the resolution of the senate of .$1 60 a day, or .$.584 a year, and the additional exIthe 27ih ultimo, asking, f.rsf, '•what would bi the pense of placin:; a second lieutenant at the foot of
effect upon the military service of the country of a the regiment wi^.l be $300 a year, making an ac(See table herewith,
regulation by which all officers ol the armj% on ar- tual saving of $2S4 a year.
riving at sixty years of age, should be permitted to made out by the paymaster general, marked A).
retire from Ihe service upon half pay," and, second, Now, if the wdiole of the officers of the army, sup"what would be the jirobable annual charge upon posed to be non-effective, were retired on the same
the treasury by such a legulalion," I have the principle, there u„uld he s.vncll.iii- like twenty
honor to submit the accompanying report by the officers eleven in the artillery, and nine in the inicommanding general, and venture to hope that the fantry. The extra rations received by these officers
importance of the subject will be deemed a suffi- for long service, computed atone ration for every
fcient apology for his presenting at the same time a five years' service, are estimated to amount to sixtyfour rations a day lor the artillery, and fifty for the
jlpl.in calrul.ited lo provide for ilisabled officers and
infantry; makitig 1 14 r.iticns a d.iy saved. or41,610
}!to i-^ii.Jer t-iie ^'e^^'ice more eificient.
respectfully,
ru
jst obedient servant,
ralions' a year, at twcn'y cents. a:nnunting lo the
Very
your
I
sum of $3,3a2. Now, to supply the twenty vacant
J. R. POIiNSETT.
second lisutenancier, rccjsioned by the rrfirement
Hem. S. M. Jokifion, prmident of the isnaie.

of Maine.
Executive department, AnguMa, Dec. 23, 1839.
Sir: It having been reported to me that a large
number of British troops had been stationed at
Temiscouata lake, in the disputed territory, and
seeing extracts from the provincial papers confirmatory of these reports, I deemed it i)ro[ier lo apply
directly to the lieutenant governor of the province
of New Brunswick, which I did by letter of the
excel, gov. Fairfield, Saco, state

My

My

—
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of the twenty officers, will cost, at $300 each,
$6,000 ayeai; which sum, deducted from $8,322,
leaves a clear saving of $2,322 a year.
By the present s)slem, all officers receive full
pay and emoluments, whether they are capable of
service or not, and the effective officers are obliged
to do Ihe duty of Ihe non-effective, without any advantage; but, by the above plan, the non-effective
officer will have a reasonable allowance made him
on being retired, and the officer who will be obliged
to do his duly will receive advanced rank with additional emoluments; so that, if the proposed plan
be adopted, it may be expecled that all parties interested would be satisfied.
I have the honor to be,
sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
ALEX. IVI ACOMB, maj. gen, com'g in chief.
Hon. J. H. Poinsett, secretary of war.

A.
Present organization of a regiment of infantry.

—
NILES'
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The legislature of Virginia, by a vote of eighty
to forty have legalized the stoppage of payments by
This shows what dethe banks until March next.
pendence is to be placed on laws made to restrain
error occurred in the senate yesterday, in the countthe improper action of incorporated companies.
In
jr: doorkeeper, and Abraham H. Grovesteen, assising oftlie votes for lieutenant governor.
tant doorkeeper,
governor Seward communicated the first place an act is passed, with due solemnity
The report should have been
and formality, imposing severe checks upon the
40
his annual message on the same day.
Whole number of ballots
banks, lest they should abuse their power, end in the
.MARYLAND
21
Necessary to a choice
22
Abstract from the annual report of the treasurer q/' second place, the abuse is no sooner committed than
His honor, George Hull, had
18
the Western Shore.
The receipts lor the fiscal year, they Tare forthwith not only absolved from the con
Hon. Nathan Willis, had
sequences, but a direct and positive sanction is given
Legislature. The vacancies in the Massachusetts ending 1st December, 1839, were as follows:
MASSACHUSETTS.

Error in counting

the votes for

Hem. governor.

An

the house of delegates George W. Patterson, of Livingston county, was re-elected speaker on the first
ballot; Philander B. Prindle, was chosen clerk; IWinos McGowen, sergeant-at-arms; Samuel Francis,

filled uilh"" whigs and -5 adminisit seems, had inllyiinduce some of the whigs to show
their liberality by giving their votes fop the administration. Partie.H now stand 22 whigs, IS ad-

senate have been

The

tration.

ence enough

fifteen gallon law,

to

ministration men.

NEW

I'ORK.

About seven o'clock
Destructive confiiigraiions.
evening, a lire broke out in the four story brick
store No. 18. Front streel, near the corner of Broad

Auction

duties,

Bank bonuses.
Bank stock, for

dividends,

Costs of suits.

6,316

Fines and forfeitures,
Indian lands.
Interest, on personal accounts.
Licenses to auctioneers,

—

last

of billiard tables,
to dealers in lottery tickets,

occupied by Jaines H. McNiesh, commission merchant. The whole interior of the building

to

hawkers and pedlers,
of marriages,

street,

•was destroyed, but the principal part of the contents was saved.
While the above fire was still burning, another
broke out in the four story brick store No, 164,

South

street,

occupied by Jssse P. Forker

8c

Co.

dealers in junk. Sec. which was entirely destroyed,
and the buildings on each side of it were more or
The firemen, supposing that the
less damaged.
fire was entirely subdued, lelt the ground about 11
o'clock, but between 1 and 2 o'clock this morning,
the flames were seen to burst through the roof of
the large building known as the "Thomas H. Smith
store," and a destruction of pro|ierty ensued, scarcely equalled by that of any conflagation in this city
since the great fire of Beceinbei-, 18.35. Of the
amount of the pecuniary loss, it is impossible to
give any thing more than a mere estimate. II may
be stated in round numbers at from $1,000,000 to

$1,500,000.

The

stores destroyed

were seven

in

number,

as

The

large store fronting on South and
some years since by Thomas
H. Smith, at a cost as we have heard it stated, of
about $100,000. It was one of the finest buildings of the description in the city, anil though but
four stories in height, was higher than most of the

follows:

Front

streets, built

five stories stores.

It

was occupied by J.

J.

Hicks,

as a storage depository, and filled with merchandise of the mosfvaluable description, amotig which
were the cargoes of the ship Nantasket, of Boston,
which ariived here on the 2d December, and the
ship Covington, of Ballimore, which arrived here
on the 27th October from Canton
In addition to these cargoes there was a quantity
of other merchandise destroyed in the store, among
which were about 200 barrels of flour, and a number of bales of cotton. Some of the property was
rescued from the flames, consisting of cotton, and
say about two or three hundred boxes of teas,
principally, we judged from the marks, belonging
The building itself
to the cargo of the Nantasket.
is entirely gone, one only of the side walls remaining to tell where it was standing.
George B. Brueii, esq. had an office upon (hese
premises. The next building adjoining, on Front
street. No. 261, was used as a public store.
i>ortion at least of the goods were saved (rom this.
No. 259 Front streets, also occupied by J. J. Hicks
as a storage warehouse.
No. 2.57 Front street,
corner of Dover street, occupied by Eggleslon &,
Battelle, dealers in iron.
There appeared to be a
large stock in the store, very little of which could
have been saved.
On South street the following buildings were entirely destroyed: No. 162, corner of Dover street,
occupied by E. Dayton Jt Co. ship chandlers, a

A

block maker, and H. Dougheity,

sail

maker.

A

part of the stock of JNIessrs. Dayton was saved,
and we understand that they were insured. No.
163, occupied by John Gilmarlin, grocer, and others.

No. 164, where the fire originated, occupied by
Jesss P. Forker &. Co. as a junk store. No. 165
and 166 conipose<l the South street fiont of the
Thos. H. Smith store. No. 167 occupied by Thompson 8t Coffin, grocers, and others, appears to have
been very slightly damaged.
One ot|the stores on Front slr.-^ct was used by the
custom house, and was full of dry goods, hardware,
&c. held in bond or not entered. The hardware,
on the first floor was most of it saVed, nothing besides.

The goods in the public store are eslimated at
.^250,000, and the whole loss will not be over estiat a million of dollars.
{N. Y. Cam. Mo. of 28th iiJt.

mated

The legislature of New York assembled at Albany,*on Tuesday. 'In the senate the lieut. governor
(ook the chair at the opening of the session. In

of ordinaries,

lor races

and

fisheries,

to traders,
to victuailprs,

Miscellaneous expenses, a repayment.

Road

stock, for dividends.
Special <leposiles. (in Bank of Balti-

moie) for principal and interest
State lotteries.
State tobacco inspection in Baltimore,
Tax for colonization.
Taxes for the use of the colonization
society.

Taxes in chancery,
Taxes on plaintilft.

1

—

Bait, and Ohio rail road co.
for int.
on the state's advance §3,750, for
l-5th of receipts from passengers on
the Washington branch $37,368 91
Ball, and Susquehanna rail road co.
for

account of interest,

Chesapeake and Ohio canal company
for

account of

interest,

Direct tax for 1825,
Eastern Shore treasury,
Franklin bank of Baltimore

—

so much
of the state's special deposile.

Land

office.

State's hay scales in Baltimore,
State's live stock scales in Baltimore,
States Pratt street wharf in Baltimore,

Union bank of Maryland

—

so
the slate's specialdeposite.

United States road fund.

much

of

15,626 46
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have any rebehalf of the bereaved citizens of concession and compromise," that we
The sentiineiits thus uttered do credit to cord of.
The negotiations of this young state, for the sale
the heart of the writer, and will no rfnubt be reof its boufls, &c. do not seem to have been very
sponded to by the voice of the whole state.

legislalure, in

Mobile.

[New

Orleans Bulletin.

skilfully conducted.

from Tuscaloosa, January 1st, says—
"Today report.s were made, and among them was
a report upon a bill offered by Mr. Moore, of Marengo, proposing to re organise the banking system
of this state, and to establish a "Citizens' bank."
Upon the bill ami the report much discussion ensued, and although gentlemen had often avowed in
their place that our present system was rotten to
the vey core; that they would originate measures
to wind them up; that they were at present a curse
to the country; yet strange to tell, upon a motion
to indelinitely postpone the bill, the vote was-—
ayes 67, noes 26 those very gentlemen voting in

A

letter

—

A contract made in London last November, by
Messrs. Rawlings and Oakley, on behalf of the
with Messr?. High &, Co. of th.it city, stipulated that four millions of bonds should be put into
the hands of the London house for sale— they
agreeing to advance .$500,000 in rail road iron, and
$250,000 in cash. Ttie governor only ratified this
contract to the extent of $1,500,000.
Some further sales of bonds were made in the
United States— 300,000 to J. Delafield, of this city;

state,
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one whose whole course has
been characterized by so much of patriotism and
public virtue, and has' been peculiarly marked by
the most gentlemardike courtesy and the kindest
feelings.
Youi numerous friends here are unwilling to part with you without some public demonstration of theirrespect and friendship, and have
deputed us to invite you to a public dinner, at such
time as may suit your convenience.
We have the honor to be, dear sir, with the highest
respect and esteem, your obedient servants,

ed public. servant, but

JOHN TALIAFERRO,
WM. C. DAWSON,

HENRY

A. WISE,
W. THOMPSON, JE.

Hon.

Farmers' and Merchants' hank of
$500,000
Onondaga, at Fayetteville, in this state; and a loan
of $128,000 was negotiated with the Poughkeepsie
Locomotive Engine company! payable at the AtThe governor's draft
lantic bank in New York.
for the first instalment of this loan, however, was
to the

C. F. Mercer.

Mr. Mercer's

reply.

Waskinston, Dee. 25, 1839.
have received, with great sensibility, the flattering testimonial of your regard afTENNESSEE.
forded me by your invitation to partake of a public
Resolutions have passed both houses of the legisdinner prior to ray departure from my Dative state
lature of Tennessee, instructing Messrs. White and protested.
The bank of Illinois seems to have stepped in and our (iual separation.
Grundy, U. S. senators, to vote against the distribuand aided the slate successfully in her difficulties.
Differing, as we have done, on several points of
tion of the proceeds of th" public lands.
Some of the counties, it seems, have refused to public policy, I prize the more highly that approKENTUCKY.
The senate of Kentucky has passed a bill autho- assess the taxes imposed by the last legislature; bation which you have generously bestowed on the
justly motives which have guided my public conduct.
rising an emission of state bonds, in small sums, for whereupon the governor very honestly and
A prior engagement will carry me to Virginia
the purpose of paying the laborers on the public says:
never
be
resorted
to, and
proceedings
should
Such
conis
house
bill
the
immediately on the resignation of my seat ill the
in
works. The passage of the
cannot be tolerated in a government like ours, house of reiSresentatives;" but it will give me pleasidered doubtful.
where the people elect their own legislators, through sure to meet you again on any day you will do me
OHIO.
Public debt and finances of Ohio. The actual whom they can only legitimately redress their griev- the honor to appoint, after the termination of the
public debt of Ohio, incurred to others than itself, ances. There can be little doubt of equity and present week.
which the law is foundis nine millions of dollars, in round numbers.— justice of the principle upon
Accept, gentlemen, for yourselves, and be pleased
There is a domestic debt, which consists simply in ed, that each individual should pay fax in propor- to convey to those iriends'^^hom you represent, my
the transfer of funds from one account to another. tion to the value of his property, but its details are grateful acknowledgments for this recent manifesThere is also a considerable amount of subscriptions justly' considered exceptionable, and call for a spec tation of their favorable regard, and believe me to
The actual debt was in- dy revision. I would, ttierefore, recommend this be, with profound respect and very high esteem,
to public works unpaid.
curred and is payable in the manner following, viz: matter to your consideration, and hope some mode vour friend and fellow-servant,
$400,000 will be provided by which its inforcement shall, in
1S25, at 5 per cent.
C. F. MERCER.
1,000,000 all cases, herealter be insured.
1826, at 6 per cent.
Hon. John Taliaferro, Wm. C. Dawson, H. A. Wise,
"
The state bank of Illinois, in which the state
1,200,000
1827,
and IF. Thompson.
"
having
suspended
specie
millions
ot
stock,
vns
two
1,200,000
1828,
General Mercer did not return to the city until
"
600,000 payments, while the bank of Illinois maintained hers, Friday last, and then under the necessity of leaving
1830,
"
100,000 the governor recouimends that the state bank be it again on the following morning; but his friends
1832,
"
20,000 held to a strict accountability, and especially that determined not to be altogether deprived of the
1S36,
'
700,000 no legislative indulgence to the suspension be grant- pleasure of expressing their regard and respect for
1837,
"
2,010,000 ed.
1833,
him, and therefore oidei-ed a dinner at Brown's ho"
1,820,873
MISSOURI AND IOWA.
1839,
and invited him to meet them. There was not
We Were led to believe, some short time since, tel,
time to give information through the city, or many
Iowa
at the course adopted by the legislature of
$9,050,873
otiier friends, both in congress and among the inOf this amount, .^4,300,000 is redeemable in 1850; had obviated all further apprehensions of difficulty habitants of the district, would have rejoiced in the
$4,503,000 in 1856; #473,000 in 1860; and the rest between Missouri and Iowa, in reference lo the dis- opportunity of uniting in testifying their respect.
puted boundary. We find, however, that the trouble Still there was an assemblage of forty or fifty genat the pleasure of ttie state alter 1856.
is not yet over.
The last St. Louis Bulletin con- tlemen, consisting of senators, representatives and
[Cincinnali Chronicle.
of the
tains the proclamation of governor Boigs, of MisILLINOIS.
priva'e citizens. The hon. Mr. Southard
reiii which he dissents from the resolutions pasThe message of gov. Carlir. has, says the Xew
senate, presided, and the hon. W. Thompson,
York American, at least, the merit of frankness in sed by the legislature of Iowa, and adopted by the presentative from South Carolina, acted as vice preits exposition of the conditioa of the state and its county court of Clark county, to suspend all hostilisident.
debt.
ties until the 1st day of July next, and calls upon
After the dinner (a most excellent and well servThe actual liabilities of the state incurred chiefly all the officers of the state, civil and military, to exed one) was removed, Mr. Southard called atlenrespective duties to their full extent in
for works of internal improvement, amount to someand touching
lion to the guest, in some eloquent
what over eleven millions.
conformity with the laws of the state. \_Nal. Int.
with proremarks, in which he referred briefly, but
MICHIGAN.
The amount of debt on interest is
$10,630,000
of gen. Merfeeling, to many of the incidents
per
Annual interest thereon at 6 percent.
Lieut. governr,r Mundy, of Michigan, while pro637,000
filled,
had
he
which
stations
public life, the
ceeding Irom the senate chamber at Detroit, Dec. cer's
The available resources of the state
discharged
the able manner in which he had
amount to three million one hundred
26th, wasassa-iited and severely cowhided, and his and
Among
duties to his state and to the union.
hishifh
thousand dollars of bank stock, on
face cut, by col. Edward Brooks.
The latter in a
at the colother'thing, he alluded to his education
which the estimated dividends are,
248,000 caid, states that it was an affair altogether of a prireputation there,
lege of New Jersey, his literary
Which, deducted from the interest payavate nature, r.part from politics, and that he had
still Ireshl,- rewere
won-which
the honor-, he had
ble on the debt, leaves unprovided for,
389,000 thought at tl,e time the party attacked was no longer
Mr. b and othe 3
me,nt.red in after years, when
It nowhere appears in the message how this de- lieiit. goyr.rnor.
the affirmative.

I
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.

.

Gentlemen:

...
...
...
...
...
...
"...
...
.

.

.

.

ficiency, and the ordinary expenses of the state, are
to be met
nor what the amount is of direct taxation.

—

The Michigan
Jan.

6,,

I

and refused positively

to

receive

his

second honorary de

Of

unavailable resources, there are 270,182 acres
of canal lands, equal according to estimate to five
and a half millions of dollars?
The whole system of internal improvement when
completed is to cost $21,840,444 requiring at 6
per cent, interest tlie annual payment of $'l,3r'j,786
POLITICS OF
DAY.
The governor, in view of this enormous r.mount.
CINNEK TO GENERAL C. F. MEHCEE.
of the embarrassments of the money mai.ket, and
From the National Intelligencer.
the pressui'e of taxation on tiie state, recommend
We mentioned in our last paper that a poWio
that all future expenditures be confided to the great dinner had been given to the hon. Charles Fenton
chatDiels of communication, so as to complete them, Mercer, on Friday' last, in this city, on the
occasion
instead of working in separate and unconnected un- of his retirement from congress,
of which he has
dertakings
lew or none of which would be availa been a distinguished and mott valuable member for

—

...

THE

—

were completed.
more than twenty years. His veiy numerous and
in whieh this young state has thus attached friends— who love him for his
talents, acinvolved itself, is made evident by this single para- quirements and virtues— offered him Ihe
compligraph from the governor's message:
ment of a public dinner several days preceding,
I am aware that the system is the result of mu- at which time the (bllowing correspondence
took
tual concession and compromise, and that its ad- place.
vantages were to be dispensed as equally as possiWashington, December 24, 1839.
ble tliroughout the state, by the construction of imDear sir: It is generally understood that you
provements in almost every county, and appropriat- intend shortly to lesign your seat in
congress.
ing to those in which no improvements were to be Whilst it is a matter of general regret that
Ihe counmade, $200,000 in lieu thereof.
try is about to be deprived of your valuable services,
This is the most comprehensive system of log- the members of the house of representatives
feel
rolling, softly referred to by the governor as "mutual that they shall lose not only
air able and enlightenble until all

The manner

.

I

- "C

also referred
.,,
,:
nsfingiusned services of gen. M. in
the legisiature of his native stale- to his
views and exertions on the great questions of
education and of African colonization— to his eminently
valuable services .n congress— and to his earlv,
ardent and suecessful labors in practically originating
and carryin.^
forward that stupendous and truly
national work"
the Chesapeake and Ohio canal.
The remarks of

Mr. S. cannot be more fully recollected.
He closed
by offering as a sentiment—
Charles Fenton Mercer— a scholar rare
and ripe—
a patriot of enlarged and liberal views—
a man without reproach. We may testifv our respect and
love
lor him without the purity of our principles
or of
our hearts being called in question.
General Mercer made a reply such as those who
know the .>iensibilify of his heart and his powers of
touching eloquence may imagine, but no sketch
of
it
can be attempted. It did honor to his feelingsbut his heart was very full, and at times histongue'
almost refused to do its office. He concluded
with
offering the following toast:

—
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United Slates. The offspring of mutual concession: may it be sustained
and perpeluated by mutual i'orbearance.
Several other gentlemen addressed the company
in llie course of the evening, and gave ajjimated
portraits of gen. M's character, public career, and
merits; among them, gen. Thompson, of South Carotin?; jutlge White, of Tennessee; gov. Barbour,
of Virginia; gov. Pope, of Kentuclcy; Mr. VV. C.
Johnson, of Maryland; Mr. Wise, of 'Virginia; &c.
The company separated, towards 12 o'clock, wilh
the most heartfelt wishes for the prosperity and happiness of their guest.
The slate of the country.
Mr. Wise, of Virginia,
being invited to attend a public dinner given to gen.
Mercer by his constituents, on his retiring from congress, utters tfiis warning voice in his reply.
"General Mercer is leaving us al a lime when no
friend of his country must absent himself for a day

The

from

constitution

of

the

The dangers

his post.

daily thicifen around

the institutions of the people. The slates themselves are now struck at, and one of the sisters ol
the confederacy has at length felt a blow from the
mace ol despotism which has almost staggered her
out of the union. New Jersey stands at the door
of the house of representatives claiming in vain to
be admitted, under tiie solemn compact of the constitution, to the seats of representation.
By the
fraud and force of a reckless party spirit, through
the instrumentality of a nominal officer, she has
been deprived ol five ontof si.t ol her members, and
that officer has been thus enabled to re-elect himself to a place which he has abused for selfish and
party purposes.
To accomplish these purposes,
immoral and base in themselves, by these means,
violent and unconstitutional, the federal government has been for weeks virtually dissolved. The
wheels of government have been stopped the legislation of the country lias been arrested
the business of the people has been delayed
their treasures uselessly expended
their honor and dignity
insulted
their rights violated, to enable the administration to usurp a majority in this housel
If such
wrong could be perpetrated to obtain this majority,
what wrong may we not expect this majority to at-

—
—

—

—
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members of both houses of congress, and of my

fel-

low citizens now in Washington, toapublic dinner.
This testimonial from you, and those whom you represent, is esteemed by me as more thaii a compensation lor all the services it has been in my power
to render tlie public, and I feel pursiiaded has been
dictated more by liberal sentiinenis and kind feelings than by any merit in my private charat;ter, or
worth as a public man.
Little as I feel myself
worthy of such an honor, I cannot deny myself the
pleasure of meeting, perhaps for the last time, at the
festive board, so many gentlemen revereil for their
virtues and distinguished for their talents.
As you have been so obliging as to allow me to
name the day on which 1 can conveniently meet
you, I take tlie liberty of suggesting Friday next.
Do me the favor to present to those whom you
represent my most profound acknowledgments for
llie honor they have conferred by their invitation,
and to accept lor yourselves my besf thanks for the
flattering terms in which it has been communicated.

With sentiments of the highest respect,

HUGH

must say, be

his feelings what ihey may, he has not
placed ci;e either in my tine position or one lliat is
agreeable to me. I am no aspirant to the presidency, or ever expect to be. To hold ine np as
such is to do me great injustice, and weaken me
in my effort to carry out the principles and policy
for which I have long contended, and which I hold
far more dear than any thing in the gift of the government or people. To accomplish an object I
hold so high is and has been the sole motive, lor

many years, for my remaining at my post here; and
whenever I find that my presence is no longer of
any avail tov\ards it, I shall cheerfully retire, leaving to others to struggle for an honor which, however high and worthy of contest, has long had but
few charms for me. As to the political movements here, to which your correspondent alludes, in
relation to what he calls "the succession," and
which he says is absorbing every thing else, I know
If they exist, he does well in represent-

notliing.

me as passive as to what is going on. All
who know me know that there is not a member of
lam your congress who takes less interest in that to which

most obedient servant,
L. WHITE.
To the hon. Win: C. Preston and others, commit-

ing

he alludes.
It is well

my

known to all rny friends here, that
is, that they should be
perlecliy passive as to what relates to office, and to
vote for the names of those presented, by those
wilh whom we are acting, unless there should be
some valid personal objection, in order that we
might have greater weight in carrying out the measures we desire.
In all this, I make no com])Iaint, nor do I intend
censure, and had the letter appeared in a paper of
any other state, or in any other than a friendly one
in my own, it would have passed without notice
from me.
But, having devoted the best portion of
my life to the service of tlie state and union, v^ithout the hope, or even the desii^ of reward, except
such as flows from the conscious discharge of duty
under trying circumstances, I cannot but feel sensibly any circumstance (such 1 believe this to be)
calculated to cast doubt on ray real motives, by
holding me up as an aspirant for any office in the gift
ol the government or people.
Yours truly,
J. C.
In introducing Mr. Calhoun's letter the Mercury
has the following among other pertinent remarks:
It is amusing to compare the three last whig inventions touching Mr. Calhoun, put forth within a
few weeks of each other.
wish individually, was and

tee.

The

dinner to judge White was given yesterday
evening at 6 o'clock, at Brown's hotel, Washington.

The correspondent of the New York

Star of Jan.

21st says:

'•The dinner to judge White last night waj all,
and even more, than his most sanguine" friends anticipated.

All of the distinguished

members of

both

houses of congress were present, to do honor to the
patriotic, virtuous, independent and fearless ex-senator from Tennessee.
Hugh L. White is a remarkable man. He reminds one of those stern patriots, virtuous heroes and statesmen, whose names
are found recorded on the pages of ancient historjf.
Indeed must the times be disjointed when such
men are driven by the scourge of party feeling from

the councils of the nation.
In reiily to a complimentary toast from the president, Mr. Preston, judge White arose and marie a
tempt to perpetrate.' There must besomelhingdan- most able and eloquent speech of about an hour's
gerous and disastrous to our ilearest interests con- duration, it elicited from the large company present
templated by an usurpation so bold, so reckless, so the most hearty applause. He went into a history
foul, 30 rank.
I apprehend something worse even of his connection and acipiaintance wilh that rethan what has ever yet been done by the worst of markable man of the age, gen. Jackson. He porrulers, and shall be thankful if the worst motive of trayed Ills character with truth and felicity.
He
their conduct is only to force upon the country said he was made up of all strong points calculated
First, they gor up a rumor, which was.spread by
an executive measure, which heretofore has been to make him fast friends and unyielding enemies. all the whig papers, that Mr. Calhoun had all at
tbrice rejected by a duly organized congress."
He never forgave those whom he looked upon as once become an advocate of the protective tariff.'
his enemies.
Me had another peculiartrait; he was And how Ihey lauded him! They always thought
TKIB[7T£ OF RESPECT TO JUDGE WHITE.
coiistanlly having a controversy with some person, forsooth that he was too intelligent and patriotic and
Washington, Jan. 14, 1S40.
of the most bitter characrer.
He could not live or high-minded not to abandon the sub-treasury, emsir:
large
Dear
number of the members of
rest without it.
Judge White jdedged himself to brace the American System, and coalesce with Mr.
both houses of congress, and of your fellow citizens
now in Washington, wishing to offer to you some the support of the Harrisburg nomination, and pass- Clay! After all that had been passed, there would
ed an eloquent eulogy ii})on the character of gen. have been, in their eyes, nothing revolting in such
testimonial of their esteem lor you personally, and
of the very high consideration in which Ihey hold Harrison. Gov. Davis, ol Massachusetts, followed a conjunction.
Secondly, they repeated the same hosannas and
your public virtues and services, have appointed judge White, and spoke in the most complimentarj'
manner of Ihat gentleman; he concluded by a toast flatteries, when they got up another absurd rumor
us a committee to invite you to a public <iinner.
In discharging this duty, we cannot repress an in allusion to the great west, whereupon Mr. Clay Ihat Mr. Calhoun was in iavor of the election of
expression of the deep regret which we (in com- arose at the spontaneous call made upon him, to old general Harrison. It was to be the making of
mon with those who have deputed us) feel, that the respond to the sentiment. I need not say how pa- tlie whig cauj^e.

CALHOUN.

A

public councils, at this important jiinclure, should
be deprived, by your retirement, of a slatesmau,
whose long experience, whose grave and solid wisdom, whose stern integrity, and steady patriotism,
seemed to present to our age a surviving father of
the republic.
doubt not, sir, thai, in the consciousness of
having performed your high duties according to your
deliberate judgment of them, you will find ample
"lace under the temporary miscnnstructinn of party, ai.A we feel assured that, having passed through
that trial r.o.„ v,l,ich the wisest and best of no age
liave been exempt, the time will come
when, by
universal consent, your reputation will be considered by your country as a valuable poilion of lis moral weallh.
beg the favor of you to name a day when il
will be convenient to you to meet us.
With great respect and esteem, vie are, sir, very
sincerely, your obedient servants
C. PRESTON,

We

We

WM.

J. DAVIS,
J. J. CIUTTF.NDEN,

WM.

C.

DAWSON,

THOS. CORWIN.
JOHN M. BOTTS,
K.

GARLAND.

LEVI LINCOLN,
JOHN WHITE.
GEO. W. CRABB.

JAMES COOPER
JOS. TRUMBULL.

EDWARD STANLY
JAMES MONROE

GEORGE EVANS
JOHN T. STU.-^RT
JAMES RARIDEn'
W. COST JOHNSON
J, L.

TILLINGHAST
Committee

To the hon. Hugh L. White.
Gentlemen: Your favor of this date

vsas receiv-

ed a lew minutes since, and in it I very iinexpect«dly ftnd myself invited, by a large number of
the

triotic

were

his

remarks— how warmly they were

received.
He said he had but one feeling fondling
the contest, upon which we had just entered
an
ardent desire for the success of gen. Hariison.
'And sir,' said he, 'if we all do our duty, he will be
sure to succeed: every thing looked to this result.'
Messrs. Preston, Biddle, Corwin, Wadily Thompson, Habersham and Austin, of Boston, followed
Mr. Clay, at the instance of the company."
MR. CALHOO.S'.
The following letter from John C. Calhoun
to the editor of the Charleslon Mercury, appears in a recent number of that paper.
It
refers to an epistle published last December in the
same journal, which made some noise among the
opposition, who seized upon it as an evidence of
"bargaining lor the presidencv," on the part of Mr.
Calhoun— as a proof that Ihe'queslion of "the succession," as Ihey coll il, was causing divisions
among the leading friends of the ailministration, together with other inferences which they thought
likely fo bring the democratic causa into danger
and disrepute. The letter, it will be remembered,
was on the subject of the speakership, and incorrectly threw out the idea that Mr. Lewis had been
opiio'ieil in caucus by certain supporters of the administration as a nullifier, &c.

—

And now,

thirdly, this same Mr. Calhoun, beplaced beyond doubt his adherence to
and his hostility to the whole whig
policy of consolidation, and has not allowed personal considerations to embarrass his discharge of
his public duty, is denounced by them as a mean
and dishonorable bargainer for power; and no epithet of contumely is too vile for these high minded
whigs to apply to him.
They feel ihat he is above them, and that the
disinterested support of the south has insured the
triumph of the republican principles enforced in
the measures of tlie administration, and that the
struggle of the whigs for the spoils is now despe-

cause

h>^

li.ns

his principles,

rate

—

"AiViC ilia lachn/mct.**

MR. WEBSTER.
Daniel Webster. The following le"tler addressed to the duke of Ruiland, wan
r.'ad by him alter the nnnual dinner of the Lieceslershire Agriciillnral .issociation, of which he is president, and published in the London papers.
"London, Km. 16.
Letter from the hon.

"Mv DEAR

—

DUKE: lam obliged tojou lor the
manner in which, presiding at the meetof the W.ilthani Agricultural association, you
were pleased to refer to our conversation at Belvoir,
and I have still higher ple.isure in noticing the just
Washington, January 7, lS4t).
and liberal sentiments expressed by you on that ocDEAR sir: I enclose an extract from the In- casion respecting the relations of our respective
Irlligencer, which will show you what those
who countries. Such sentiments, I assure you, will be
are opposed to me are making of the letter of vour
heartily reciprocated on our side of the Atlantic
correspondent, repuhlished in that paper. 1 know England and the United St.ites
are not only the two
not who your correspondent is, nor have I any reamost coinmeicial countries in the world, but they
son to believe that he was actuated by any unkind
are also those two which have the greatest degree of
feelings towards me in writing the letlerj but I
intercourse with each other.
respeclliil
in;;-

My

—

—
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S59

Does it purport to prescribe the duty of the legis"This will sirilce any one'who shall compare the a teacher some half a century ago, and was treated
small amount ol' annual traJe between England and with a good deal of hospitality at the time. An old lature in time lo come.
As Ihe question which has hitherto divided those
France ivilii (he ^reat auionnt of that between Eng- gentleman the other day, pointed out to me the site
land and the United Slates, and ye' France is with- in State street, (near Globe baidc) where he hired who now come forward wilh this compromise, is a
Mr. Webster went on with constitutional question in what manner is this comin si»lit of England, with 33,000,000 or 3J, 000,000 his room of a tailor.
of people, and the United States are 3,000 miles off, his Scotch tour said he had been among Ihe agri- promised?
Does Ihe compromise leave Ihe constitutional
cultural districts there
had omitted going to Sivitwith half that amount of population and, nolwith
standing the piogrec^s which may be expected in- zerland, 8cc. with his family, for Ihe sake of these power unloiiched and entire? without stipulating to
some branches of manufactures in America, theie is and other considerations in deal Britain and final- forbear its exercise, at any lime herealter, or does
ly he embarked for home November 22d, full of ad- it surrender the constitutioRal power, or stipulate
rio reason to doubt that this intercourse will conor give a pledge, or create an ar"-utinue, and pei'haps be increased, by the rapid in- miratiofi lor many things and many men he had not to use it
ment, founded on faith and promise, not lo use it
seen, but more ofan American than ever.
crease of population in Aujerica.
hereafter.
"While the U. Slates continue to import Biitish
THE COMPROMISE ACT.
commodities, it is evidently the interest of England
These are questions touching the general chaMh. -Webster's speech. Our readers were told racter of the measure.
that those her customers should increase bnih in
numbers and in the abilily to buy and consume her some week or ten days ago, in the course of some
1. I tliink that there is a plain attempt to restrain
products.
On the other liand, every intelligent per- rr marks made by us on the dispute between Mr. the discretion of future legislatures.
Sec. 3. Four first lines. These have no effect
son in America sees, not only the evils which would Calhoun and Mr. Clay in the senate, as to the reensue from any interruption of the hai'/non}" existin*^ lative position of each, in reference to the compro- whatever, except as a declaralion, that thislaw shall
between the tv/o counti'ies, but the embarrassments mise bill — that we had in our possession certain not be repealed. That must be taken to be their
also wiiich must be felt in America whenever any notes of a speech made by Mr. \Vebster, when that purpose, as they have no other effect.
They<are
and that we hoped to equivalent to saying, "this law shall not be repealdiasters occur sufHcient to deranj^e Ihe general pros- bill was under discussion
induce Mr. W. to write it out for publication. The ed."
perous course of trade and business in England.
Add to this, the proviso, at the end of the 5th
"The intimate relations of commerce subsisting annexed correspondence will explain what has
section
and the whole proviso, in the 6th section.
between the two countries, the well known laws of since transpired:
Office of the N. Y. .American, Jan. 20th, 1840.
These all, either impose, or imply, restraints upon
trade am! exchange, and the important fact that both

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

countries use, to a great exlent, a repiesenlalive paper currency, necessarily cause any great embarrassment which may be felt in one to be exteinled
Your grace was quite righ, I think,
to the other.
Amein your observations on the subject of corn
rica is indebted to England in various ways, and is
likely to remain so, wiiile Ihe interest of money rera;iins much lower in the latter country than in Ihe
former.
"We have this year a most abundant wheat crop;
and if England sliould have occasion to import corn
or flour, boih countries would be benefitted by her
should be paying
taking her supply from us.
so much ofour debt, andshe would be receiving her
supply without the necessity of sending abroad
specie; and it is undoubtedly true that the short crop
in England last year, leading to so heavy an export
of gold and silver to the continent, most seriously
a-:fected commerce and business in the United Slates
as well as in England.
"Let us hope, my dear duke, that between two
Christian nations, speaking the same language, derived from the same origin, enjoying the same literature, and connected by these mutual ties of interest,
nothing may ever exist but peace and harmony, and
the noble rivalship of accomplishing most for the
general improvement and happiness of mankind.
"Allow me to close this letter with an invitation,
which, if given some years ago, would have passed
for mere compliment, and that is, thalyoii will come
and see us. You are fond of excursions by sea.
Eighteen or twenty days will take you from Belvoir
Castle to the Falls of Niagara, and you may see
much of America this side of the Alleghany, and
something of what is beyond, and return to England
in a period hardly longer than an ordinary recess of
parliament.
Nature has done much in America

—

We

Dear

You

noticed an article in
the New York American, respecting the notes which
you gave me, long ago, of your principal speech on
the compromise bill, in 1S33.
As intimated in the article, I beg leave lo express
an urgent wish that you would write out the speech
for publication.
I should have sent Ihe notes to
Boston, but understanding that you wei-e expected
lobe soon in this cHy,on your way to Washington,
I have detained them til! your arrival. You will find
the notes to be full, and the labor of revising them,
and of pulling them into a proper form for publicaYours, very truly,
tion, cannot, I think, be great.
sir:

probi-.bly

is

so well entitle you.
"I have the honor to be,
fully yours,

my

make any useof thejn which you

think proper; but

any part of them, as
wish them to be published
without any alteration whatever. It will be understood, that what is published is not a speech, but
heads, or notes, for a speech.
Yours respectfully,
if

they should be

notes

made by

pi.uilished, or

ine,

I

DANIEL WEBSTER.
Charles King, esq.

As the disposal of these notes is left entirely w-ith
us, we have thought it best at once to give them to
the public, and accordingly they follow these lines;
precisely and literally as they were when first placed in our hands several years ago, and where the
original manuscript indicated that capitals or italics
were to be used, we have used them, and not else.In exact copy of ihe original notes from which
Webster spoke in opposition to the compromise

dear duke, very faith-

DANIEL WEBSTER."

My

own situation unexpected. I think opinions
are advanced, and measures jiroposed, tending to
surrender, or to endanger, a great practical power
of the government.
Under circumstances likely to give it a favorable
reception.
No zealot for forced protection. Went wilh Massachusetts in ISIfi and in 1S21.
Reason for wollen bill in 1S27— Bill of 1828.
I have never wished to do more, than to fulfil the
provisions of 1S24.
The power, always in the constitution.
bill is now proposed as a compromise.
It is
brought forward by those leading gentleman, on the
side of protection.
It is seconded by Ihe leader of those who held
the whole power unconstitutional
who propose to
annul the laws of congress on that ground.
Uniler these circumstances, it cannot be improper to see on what grounds this compromise is to be

A

—

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

ditference was that "we are a Utile later"
ten or twelve days, or so
nothing more. As
own reception, he was quite mod'?st of course,
and said liule more than enough to show that he
had been greatly gratified. He thought a fine feeling towards us generally prevails in the father-land.
To Louis Piiilippe he paid a very high compliment
for his personal qualities.
The king, he intimated,
cherishes a warm regard for America, which is much

main
some

—

made.

to his

enhanced by personal attachments; and you of course
are aware that his majesty figured here in Boston as

Mr.
bill,

March. 1833.

Hon. Mr. Websler's account of his tour,
correspondent of the Journal of Commerce who was
present at Ihe dinner recenlly given to Mr. Webster at Boston, writes as follows:
He gave us a very pleasant, rapid sketch of his
general impressions abroad
talked about English
verdure the air of antiquity in that land whirh
strikes an American so forcibly
and so on; the
leading great men he had seen
the courts, parliament, 8tc. As to all these his remark was, in brief,
that he was struck wilh the general correctness of the
notions which prevail about tfiein among ourselves. On
the wdiole, we seem to understand Ihem about as
well as the mass ot the British public do. Boston,
he thought, considering its far greater proportion of
readers, was quite ahead of Dublin in this respect.
And there-was good reason for it the closeness and
freedom of communication now enjoyed. See. The

As

the measure proposes to extend through many
years, does it bind, or attempt to bind, the discretion of congress hereafter.
Does it contain any stipulation, or pledge, or any
thing intended to be, or which may be regarded as
u stipulation or pledge, that this act of congress
shall not, at all times, be as much subject to be repealed, by a mcyority of both houses, as any other
J

in future.

The

effect of the whole act is this.
All duties over 20 per cent, od valorem, shall by
a series of reductions, be brought down to that

amount.
These are duties on the protected articles.
They shall reach that point, Dec. 1S42.
From that time the duty may be diminished, on
all articles, below 20 per cent.
but not raised
above it.

—

Before that time, rates less than 20 may be altered, by raising or lowering
provided, always, they
are kept below 20.
CHAS. RING.
There is, then, no discretion allowed to congress
at any time hereafter, to raise any duly higher than
20 per cent.
New York, Januanj 20, 1840.
It may lower duties on some contingencies.
Dear sir: I have received your letter, together
It may vary them, on others; siill keeping them
wilh the notes of my speech on the compromise
below 20 per cent.
bill, which have been so long in your possession.
But
it cannot, in any state of the country, in war
But I doubt the exjiediency of my revising those
notes, or attempting to put them into the regular or peace.
On any article of luxury, raise a duty above 20
form of a speech. It might be thought rather a
per cent.
speech of 1S40, than the speech of 1833.
This appears to me most extraordinary legislaThe notes, however, are yours, and you may

worthy to attract your notice. Man, I
hope, has done something; and, at any j-ate, you,
and your connections and friends, would be sure-->l
receiving that respectful and hearty welcome to
which your character and your ho5[iilalily to others where.

which

congress

act.'

—

tion.

Wliat will be our condition in 1S42.
We shall be under the influence of this restraint.
Our hands will be tied. We can impose no duly higher than 20 per cent.
II. Does Ihe bill surrender, as far as such a measure can surrender, the conslitulional principle.
I think it does.
1, The words in Ihe 3d § can have no meaning
but as a pledge, that duties shall be laid with no regard to protection. Their immediate aulhor admits
them to be immaterial, as words of enactment.
They express only opinions. Opinions may be expressed in resolutions, not in laws.
We cannot enact opinions.
It is said gentlemen on the other side do not consider Ihem as a pledge.
Their silence is eloquence.
They do not halloo till they are cut of the wood.
They are aplcdge. They are intended'to be so, and
will be so regarded.
2. Specific duties, and discrimination, are both
abandoned, as to all protected article,?."
It is said may be used, under proviso in § 5. But
these are vnprotccled articles.

—

As

to all protected articles,

nation

is

Now,
tended

therefore,

discrimi-

given up.
this

is

just

what "South Carolina has con-

for.

All her late papers insists on this, and it is here
surrendered.
It is just the exact reverse of the
w-hcrle doctrines of Mr. Clay heretofore.
The compromise, then, is a surrender, on one
side, of the permanent principle; and an allowance,
on the other, of a few years longer enjoyment.
For a poor lease for 8 years, we surrender the inheritance.
say to South Carolina, "sacrifice your tem-

We

porary interests, and we will sacrifice our permanent principles."
Give us an annuity pension us put us on half
pay for 9 years and we will surrender the constitu-

—

—

tion.

Y'ou insist there shall be no discrimination. You
insist on an equal ad valorem.
Let us enjoy our
present advantages 9 yeavs, and we will consent
that your construction shall be engrafted on the constitution.

make this surrender.
be our condition in 1842? A laughing
..f theme for all the poets, laureate in the monarchies of Europe.
ftiassachuselfs will not

What

stock to

will
all

nations.

—
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How is this expedient, since Mr. Clay has found
beginning of the session, that South
Carolina means nothing but a lawsuit. All this sacrifice is to be made, then, not to avoid civil war,
manacled itself!
but a war of processes.
treaties
1, We cannot make commercial
This measure can give no permanent peace.
2. We cannot countervail foreign legislation
to
The country will not acquiesce in it.
principle
Suppose we had applied a similar
An attempt will be made, at next session, and at
our navi;;ation, at any fixed rate, we should not have
session, to break up this compromise, and lo
every
trade.
EnglisU
any
in
had a ship
relieve
the constitution and congress from their
our
If we were under a colonial system, would
shackles.
condition be worse than this.
will feel bound to undo it.
They
masters
less
us
leave
well
i^.i conqueror could not
Will Pennsylvania consent to see this work of
of our own legislalion.
Never.
Discrimination is every thing, in all countries. destruction to her interests go on?
She will make perpetual war against it. So will
impracticable.
Prohibition
all the wool-growing country. So will all the counyree lists inadequate.
Mere incidental protection from equal ad valorem, try of free labor.

An admirable eximple ol'the power of self-government.
Slates surrendered

A

\

to

te

resoiutions, and

—

—

nothing.
IVIr. C. always argued so.
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Discriminating and specific duties are the
substantial power.
I

asked, "what will

am

I do,

.

when

whoU
.

L.

WHITE,

the legislature of Tennessee, on declining to obey
certain of their resolutions of instruction, and resigning the office of senator of the United States.
IX THE SENATE OF THE U.MTED STATES, JAUrABY 13, 1840,
Mr. White rose and addsessed the senate to the

To

.

discrimina-

nation will not suffice?"'
can do no more.
I answer
But that is enough. It will accomplish all our
purposes.
cannot protect things essential to national

—We

following etfect:
Mr. President: I have a duty to perform this
morning, before we proceed to any regular order of
the day" Presuming that the business of presentamendment.
Smith's
independence. Gen.
is now over, I proceed to discharge it
Where do we get the power, to impose these re ing petitions
with as little delay as possible.
straints?
When I reached this place on the 29th of Noare agents, not owners.
one of our officers
Public servants, not proprietors of the constitu- vember last, I was (urnished by
with a letter which contained several resolutions
.

,

We

We

tion.

adopted by the legislature of Tennessee, condemning one of the votes given by the senators from that
state, at the last session, and instructing them how
I believed my
to act in future, on many subjects.
duty to my state and to the public would be b
Will gentlemen them- discharged by remaining in my seat, and continuing
,

This

the last will and testament of the 22d

bill

congress.

The answer always is, this bill will be repealed
before 1S42. The country will not tolerate it.
Then, why pass
But,

who

it?

will repeal

it?

—

.

,

Ma

Bring

articles

crease revenue.

now

at 30,

down

20,

to

it

will in

Ready made clothing— boots

AND SHOES, &C.
Spirits.

2. It will

break up

all

— read,

small capitalists in the cot-

ton business.

respecttuily to
influence my conduct.
That I may be the better understood, I will notice each of the resolutions in the order in which

they are adopted.
First. As one of your senators, I am instructed
"to vote against the chartering, by congress, of a
national bank."
This instruction .corresponds wilh the opinion 1
have repeateUly expressed and acted on, and I could
now feel no difficulty in conforming my vote to

your wishes on

Oils.
It will destroy this branch of buII. Woollens.
bIuoss, 20 per cent, on wool, and on woollens; de-

certainly

.

.

,

,

would deposite

it.

Are we, then, justified in taking less care of the
money than a prudent man would take of
With great deference to your better
his own?

people's

judgment,

I think not.
It often happens that the receiving officers have
on hand much larger sums than that named in the
supposed case, and as the sum is increased, and the
lime it is to be kept between its receipt and disbuisement enlarged, the danger of loss, when in
the hands of an individual, is increased likewise.
Again. All experience teaches us that large sums
of public money left in the hands of Individuals,
It will either be
will be misused and squandered.
used by the individual himself for his own purpose,
whom he may
friends
importunate
or loaned to
wish to accommodate, and who aie sure not lo be

able to return

it

when

called lor.

It is said,

to

his credit,

To

the honorable the general

assembly nf the state of

Tennessee.

Ge:;ti,emen: On the 29th of November last, in
the cily of WashiiiKlon, I received a copy of sundry preambles and six resolutions, which appear to
have been adopted by you on the 14th of that month,
repreinstructing your senators and requesting (he
it must sink.
sentatives in the congress of the United States how
abandonment
entire
an
In this respect, the bill is
to act on a variety of subjects.
of the whole system.
An answer to the resolulions would have been
Immediately the less substantial establishments
given, had I not believed it my duly
A rush into other branches will follow. immediately
will fall.
post assigned me by your predeThe ruin of the woollen interests, is the ruin of lo remain at the

stroys both.
Lonj before 1842. This business will sink.
It will
at once.
It is^just as well to make it free
be a doomed interest— Us destruction forever. And

this subject.

Secondly. I am instructed "to vote for, and use
and proper exertions to procure the passage
of the measure brought forward in the congress of
the United Stales, commonly called the sub-treasury
bill, or independent treasury bill," &c. kc.
The following, with many other reasons induced
me to believe I ought not to comply with the instructions contained in ttiis resolution.
It has often happened, and will generally be the
case, that a considerable time must elapse between
the receipt of public money from ttie debtor to the
United States, and its disbursement to their creditors; during this interval, the money will be much
more safe in the custody of well selected banks,
than it can be in the hands of individuals,supposiiig
the in to be faithful.
Suppose anyone of your honorable body had one
hundred thousand dollars of his own money, which
he did not intend to use for six or nine months, and
lived in the vicinity of a bank of respectable standing, would he keep the money in his own house,
under his own care, or would he deposite it in bank
If he
for safe- keeping until he wished to use it?
was a prudent man, regarding his own interest, ha
all fair

I

Mr. Lawrence, Mr.

duty, without further
cannot obey the instruc-

We

.

As a measure of public policy, it subjects us to
foreign legislation— restrains us in our means of
self defence.
,1s to effects on particular interests.
It will destroy all i]rinting establish1. Cottons.
ments— iow^pHmfmortui

my
I

banks are irresponsible, therefore not
be trusted. In my opinion, generally they are
They have
ore responsible than in.dividuals.
ore means with which to pay, and if they f;iil to
ake payments when required, they are as much
amenable to the process of a court of justice as individuals are; and, in addition, they are to be found
come in relation to them.
with much more certainty, as a corporation aggreThe subjects of which they treat are of vital in- gate can verv seldom abscond, or leave the counlry,
the
that
anxious
I
am
and
country,
terest to the
which an individual easily can, and often does do,
opinions 1 entertain and express upon them should when he misuses the public money.
neither be misunderstood nor misrepresented; I will,
need all the checks which can reasonably be
my
from
deviating
therefore, lake the liberty of
imposed on our collecting and disbursing officers.
usual course of delivering my sentiments, (which Banks have been found to furnijh one highly benehas been not even lo use note's), and will now read ficial upon both of these classes. By a regulation
the answer which I have prepared, and intend, between the treasury department and each deposite
without delay, to forward to the same body which bank, the latter has been required at short periods
adopted the resolulions.
the treasurer,
to furnish its account current wilh
to
Mr. White then read his answer in the follovvin
and on the face of it to show all sums deposited

.

.

it

some of those resolutions, and
assign some of the reasons which

tions contained in

attend to the business of the senate, in the mannine years, ner I had been accustomed to do, until some of the
..ifier they hare enjoyed its benefits for
time, when subjects specifically mentioned in the resolutions
loill they stand up to repeal it, just at the
should be placeil before the body for discussion.—
the enjoyment of the other side commences?
On this day of the last week the honorable chairThny cannot well do it.
bill,
They say, "the south will see the folly of it, and man of the commillee on finance reported a gave
unto
be
it
admits
commonly called the sub-treasury bill, and
This
repeal."
consent to the
to be a compact.
notice that on this day he would ask lor its conrepeatable, e.rcept by consent
This being one of the subjects mensideration.
Practical difficulties. 20 per cent, on the value.
tioned in the resolutions, the time has arrived when,
What is the rule of value? Cotton.
in my opinion, it is respectful for the legislature of
1. Does it suijercede the minimum.
my state that I should present '^em to this body,
2. Does it act on the minimum value.
of 1S32, to the end that the members of it, as well as the
3. Does it adopt value, according to § 7,
acquainted with
and consider rainimums or duties. Different re- community at large, may be made
what the generaf assembly has chosen to express
sults.
I move that the
as public opinion in Tennessee.
Cloth at S cents a yard.
preamble and resolutions which I now send to the
In I case, duties less than 2 cents a yard.
"
laid on the
and
piinted
do.
read,
1-2
may
be
"
secretary
6
In 2 cases,
"
do.
table.
5 1-5
In 3 cases, "
the resolutions had been read Mr. White
After
Wliich is right?
,
What rule of value? Is law practicable? proceeded and said:
Iron.
•
Mr. PresidenI: As I am now a member of this
Not a fraction of a cwt. and not 2 years,
Sugar.
invoice.
every
body, and'my instructions have been read and oron
but a variation
dered to be printed, I consider it proper that I
Practical operation.
measure offinance, objectionable; because should follow the example set by others, and make
1.
which I have
diminution of duties, in some cases, will increase equally public the conclusions to
to

selves?

deem

[

delay, to inform you that

!

!

Now, however, bills are presented to the
upon some of the subjects embraced in your

deration.

out, since the

Congress
congress.
spectacle to all nations.

power

WHITE.

H. L.

whom.

when such

deposites ware maile, and by
this account with the .ac-

By comparing

themcounts furnished by the respective officers
whether they
selves, it can readily be discovered
By the proare misusing the public money or not.
posed chan"e, and allowing the collectorot receiver
is wanted
to be himself the keeper nnlil the money
and Ihe
for use, you have no check whatever,
squaube
may
officer
an
by
received
whole money
ilered before

it

is

-wanted' for disbursement, without

any means of defection.

therefore, conclude the sub-treasury billousht
objections
not to be passed, if there were no other
being less seto it save that of the public money
cessors, until some of the lualters specified in them
the wool growing interests.
But there are other weighty objeclioiKs,
for its action.— cure.
senate
the
presented
to
be
should
The middle states— Glass. Sugar.
Coal.
Iron.
The only plausible reason which can be assigned
Although I might entertain an opinion different
QCJ-TAc arlizans the adze lists, kr.
discard banks entirely and appoint
employed by your honorable body, and why we should
liiuds, m''sl be.
And why is Ihis surrender maih-? What will 6c from that unwilling
opinion, yet, sub-treasurers keepers of the public
that
surrender
to
be
might
a
unworthvof confidence. If that
the effect, 'is not the effect to give nuUilicalion
are
banks
that
the
the
action
ol
the
if no case should be presented for
you ought
that
follow
necessarily
triumph, over the protecting system.
opi- be so, does it
senate, in relation to which such difference of
discharge
'l"he triumph over the manufactures is not to be
eilher not to receive any bank notes in
nion existed, I could perceive no good leason why
or, if received, that you
completed in 9 years.
government,
the
lo
of
dues
upon
a
.
state what course I would pursue
arc depothey
whom
Over the constitution and laws, it takes place at I should
with
should order the officer
subject which miijht never be presented for consi-

—

.

once.

,

,

I,

'
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sited for safe-Ueeping, immediately to call upon the
banks for specie to their amount. It is absurd to
say we will not deposite with the bank, because
we have no confidence in it, and at the same time

allow our officers to receive bank notes and retain them in the hands of our officers up to the time
to

pay the money away. There is less
lirobability that the banks would redeem their notes
in specie when called on, than that they would deny the payment of specie for money received on

we

wish

to

deposite.
The practice then of receiving nothing but specie
from debtors, or of immediately converting the
notes received into specie, and locking that up
until the time of disbursement arrives, must be resorted to, in order to carry out your wishes.
This I apprehend would be luinous to society.
large portion of the specie that might otherwise
circulate would be withdrawn from the use of every
person a considerable jiortion of each year. This
would effect the pricis of property, of labor, and of
every thing else, and would render it next to impossible for even a prudent man, who happened to
be in debt, ever to extricate himself.
Besides this, the heavy draws for specie upon
banks would compel thein, in a short time, either
to wind up or to do a very precarious business.
Whenever a suspension of specie payments would
take place, we would have a depreciated paper currency, on which to do the business of the country,
and specie would become an arlicle of merchandise.
The man in office, or who had a job or contract
with the government, would receive his salary or
his pay in specie, which he would immediately sell
for bank papei-, receiving a premium of some ten

1,
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Let one year only pass wilti all your revenue in
specie, and that locked up, your state bank
paper currency deranged, and wdiat then? Those
who may wish to carry out this system will then
ecur to the sound doctrine advanced by the late
president (Jackson), "that the money of the country ouglit not to be kept locked up by the governer,t, any more than llie arms belonging to the citiAnd it
zens; both will be sure to be misused."
will be urged that society is suffering for a sound
circulating medium.
We must pass a law autho-

this money to be loaned, the interest will
ease us of the payment of such taxes, and, by circulating treasury notes or drafts drawn by one of
these treasurers upon another, we will have a sound
paper currency, good every where, anil bottomed
on a inetalic basis. This doctrine will become the
democraiic doctrine, and every man who opposes it
will be denounced as a bank bought federalist; the
law will pass, and, in due form, we shall have the
treasurij bank.
And whatthoi?
The purse and l/ie sword will bevniled, and apower to increase the purse, as need may require, not by
adding eagles and h.ird dollars to our funds, but by
issues of paper in such sums as may be deemed
necessary and proper. This bank, with its pecuniary means, and the credit and resources it will
possess, can either destroy or render subservient to
the views of the executive any state bank which
may be in existence. The whole moneyed power,
not only of the federal government, but of all state
banks, being thus placed in the hands of the president, he will be able to control the destinies of
the country.
His will becomes the law of the land. He will
or fifteen per centum, and with that paper pay his never again have to apjieal to "^Ae sober second
debts or purchase such properly as he might wish. thoughts of the people" to carry any favorite meaThis jiractice is at this moment in operation. For sure. His first recommendation will always secure
every hundred dollars paid me as a member of con- its speedy enactment into a law.
In the views which I take of this subject, I may
gress, I can receive one hundred and eij;ht or nine
dollars in bank notes, and with them [ray the land- be in error; but they are sincerely entertained. In
the first instance, 1 placed my vote against it, unlord who feeds or the tailor who clothes me.
It has appeared to me, if we commence this en- der the belief that such were the sentiments olthe
Afterwards, I was instructtire operation which your resolution contemplates, people I represented.
and go into tliis thorough hard money system, we etl by the legislature to continue my opposition. 1
lid so, from a conviction that I was right; and
shall presently, in Tennessee especially, be in a deplorable condition. Look at its effects: all debts nothing would give me more pleasure than to con
and taxes are to be paid to the federal government form my vote to your wishes, if the measure wer'
in hard money, or in bank notes, for which the an ordinary one, or if I believed the error of sane
specie will be immediately rece'ived, and the specie tioning it could be corrected; but, believing, as
thus received is to be locked up securely, until it do, that the power once granted to the executive
is paid out in discharge of some debt due by the can never be recalled, and that its exercise will
governrnerd. Suppose our first year's taxes paid take from the people that freedom of thousjht and
in all the states, amounting to some twenty-five or of action which alone entitles our government to be
thirty millions of dollars; (hat is only to be returned consiilered free, I most respectfully but decidedly
into circulation when the federal government pays state that I cannot and luiW not obey the instruction
the debts which it owes. What chance will Ten- contained iit your second resolution.
Your third resolution unqualifiedly condemns the
nessee have to receive, by federal disbursement,
have provisions of a bill of the last session, entitled a
any portion of what she may have paid?
no forts, no foundaries, no arsenals, nofortifications, bill to jirevent the interference of certain federal
no army, no navy, navy yards, or dry docks. In officers in elections, declares Ihe same to be a vioshort, w"e have iie.xt to no objects upon which the lation of the constitution of the United States, unfederal government expends money, therefore none qualifiedly condemns the votegiven in favorofsaid
of it would be refuriied to us. AVe must pay up bill by my colleague and myself, and insfructs
our full proportion of all indirect taxes in hard your senators to vote against, and to use all fair
money, with a certainly that little or none of it and proper exertions to prevent, the passage of the
would be returned to us by federal expenditures, same, or any similar bill.
When my colleague and myself gave our votes
and, in the course of a very few years, we must be
in favor of that bill. We acted under the same sodrained of every hard dollar we now have.
There is another class of objections against this lemn sanction of an oath to support the constitumeasure, entitled, I think, to still more grave consi- tion of the United States that the members of your
<lerations: the additions it v/ill make to the powers honorable body did when they voted in favor of this
had the benefit of
of the federal executive. Every officer with which condemnatory resolution.
the money is lo be deposited, or loft lor safe-keep- very able arguments botii for and against the bill.
We examined it with all the care we could, and
inff, will be appointed by the ]»resident, and removable at his pleasure. We might as well give it came to the conclusion that it was not unconstituto the president himself as entrust it to those whom tional, and, believing that the prevailing practice
of the president interfering in elections, both state
he can and will control.
This plan will multiply officers, and increase and federal, through the instrumentality of officers
considerably our expenses at its commencement, who hold their places during his pleasure, called
and, in the end, no man can foresee the swartns of loudly for a remedy, we voted in favor of its pasdependents it may generate, and the additions it sage.
If your decision was final, I \vould not be so
may occasion to our expenditures of the public
childish as to ask of you to reconsider the constimoney.
By the use of the patronage already belonging tutional question.
To men of ordinary capacity, or equivocal
to that officer, we all know and feel that a large
portion of the power vested in the legislative de- moral character, I might make such a request, from
partment exists only in name; it is in substance a belief that the decision was a /ms/y mie, producvested in, and expressed by, the president as he ed by some extraneous iiijlvence, and that a more
wills; shall we, then, give him a controlling pow- deliberate investigation of the subject might lead
er over all the pecuniary resources of the federal to adilferent conclusion; but, when I reflect that
the leading members of that majority wdiich passed
government.' For one, I cannot consent to it.
Lastly, this sub-treasury is nothing but a step- the resolution are men as much illstinguisbed by
ping stone to a bank created by the federal govern- their moral character as by their intellectual attainment, bottomed on its own funds, attached to the ments and deep research on objects connected with
treasury department, and all placed at the control constitutional law, and see that my vote is not
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But there is a higher earthly tribunal than your
honorable body that will judge both your vole and
mine, and pass sentence dispassionat.^ly, without
any predisposition to unqualifiedly condemn either

of us, but in charity hojjing that each believed,
when giving his vote, he was acting correctly. To
that tribunal, then, our common constituents, through
you, their .imme<iiate representatives, I beg leave
respectfully and briefly to assign some of the reasons which influenced the vote comphiined of.
Every officer named in that bill holds his office
at the will of the president, and is liable to be dismissed whenever it is the pleus-ire of the president
to dismiss him.
Each and every one of tile offices
The qualification
is created by act of congress.
for the office, the tenure of it, and the duties to be
performed by the officers, are, and were, matters
of legislative enactment.
The president has no
power to dismiss or control one of these officers,
merely because he is president, but because conThe bill itself
gress ii/ /i/«) gave him that power.
expressly provided that all these oflicers should be
secure in the right to vole on all elections, according to their own juilgment, and only forbade their
interference to control and influence the votes of
others.
I affirm

that congress hail the power to create
these offices or not at its pleasure. That, when
they were created, congress could prescribe the
That, if it had been deemed
duties of the officers.
necessary, congress could have enacted that Ihe
oliicers should hold the office during good behavior; but that if any one of the officers interfered
to influence the votes of others, in any election,
either state or federal, it should be a misdemeanor
in office, for which he should be dismissed.
When the bill complained of was under consideration, congress had exactly the same power over
the subject that it had when the offices were first
creating. They might have repealed the law entirely, and thus have turned out every one of these
officers.

Suppose, instead of the bill complained of, a
had been introduced and passed, stating that,
whereas these officers were in the habit of inter-

bill

fering to influence the votes of the citizens in elections, therefore, be it" enacted, that the I.tw creating their offices should be repealed, £<.c. would
your honorable body venture the opinion that such
law would have been unconstitutional and that
these officers would still have remained in office?
I

think not.

On the question of constitutional power, there
can be no distinction between the case supposed,
and Ihe bill complained of. If the one would have
been conslilutional, so is the other.
Piior to the year 1820, these officers held their
Congress then believed
office during pleasure.
many of thein had misdemeaned themselves, were
defaulters, Sec; and, with a viesv to provide a remedy, on the 15th of May, in that year, an act uas
passed changing their teniite, and limiting each of
them to the term oi four years, and made Ihem removeable at plcasuie wilhin these four ye.irs. Has
it ever been thought thai thai act was unconslitutional?
Not at all. Yet such an objection might
have been urged with much more force in that case
than in

this.

reasc?n assigned in your resolution why
was unconstitulional is, that it took from
these officers the liberty of speech, and the conslitution provides that "congress shall pa.^s no law
abridgin"g the freedom of speech and of the press."
This provision in the constitution was intended
for the safety and protection of the common citizen who holds no office. It was foreseen that those
in office might abuse their trust, and, to protect
themselves against exposure, might pass laws restraining the citizens from censuring Ihem, either
Now, in your
in speeches or through the press.
resolution, you exactly reverse the matter, and
suppose it was intended to protect the iustiumetits
of the president, who hold office at his will, in their
endeavors to influence and mislead the jteople in
elections.
During Ihe administration of the ehler

The only

this bill

Mr. A<lams, many complaints were made and
charges urged, both in speeches and through the
press, by the citizens, against him and those in office
under him. Willi a view to silence the citizens,
and to maintain and shield those in office, the sedition law was passed.
The republicans, one and
all, condemned it as unconstitutional and unjust,
and they were right in such condemnation.
Your resolution maintains now, exactly the same
doctrines then advanced by the federalists. They
wished to silence the people, that they might retain
of the president, or of those who will never have only ^^condeinned,"'h\it"uiiqualiJiedlt/ coridemned," their places and power; and your resolution seeks
to allow the officeholders to go forth with all their
I cannot hope (hat one of my humble pretensions
any will which does not correspond with his.
It appears to me no reasonable man can think, if could urge any thing which would occasion even power and influence, to mislead and corrupt the
we commence this system, we are to stop short of a doubt in your minds of the correctness of your people, obtain their votes in elections, and thus rC'
tain their offices with all Iheir emo/iim«fi(s.
decision.
such a bank
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Does your honorable body intend

to

alfii in

that

con;;ress has no powei- to regulate the conduct of
Are Ihey lo be allowed to go
this class of officers?
forth on days of election, and, with a view to procure votes for the presi.lent or his favorites, ^romise money or offices, jobs oi- coiilracts, by whicii
innch money may be made with but little labor?
ofliceholder, in making these promises to influence voters, wo\iki he using his powers of speech,
which the resolution affirms congress cannot abi idge
or lessen. If the pi-oposition can be rnaintaiiied,
then congress had better go home, and yield up
everything to the president and the corps who hold
office at kis pleasure.
We will alter a little reflection, perceive that this
resolution not only unqualifiedly condemns your
senators for their vote, but necessarily the conduct
and opinions of others whom the country has most
delighted to honor.

The

The only reason assigned in your resolution why
this bill was unconstitutional is, that it abridgedihe
freedom of speech. If you are correct, how dare
Mr. Jefferson, "the apostle of liberty," in his letter
to governor McKean, use the language he did on
Still more, when he came into office
this subject?
as president, why did he dare to issue his circular
letter, prohibiting this class of officers, on pain of
dismissal, from interfering in elections fuiliier than
He was sworn to support
to give their own votes?
the constitution, and if congress abridges the freedom of speech, secured by the constitution, by the
enactments proposed in this bill, it follows clearly
that the president in his circular, violated the same
provision, by pronouncing the like pcnalti/ lor the
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them from the painful alternative of being
compelled, not only to vote, but to electioneer for
candidates, not of their choice, but of the president,
on pain of dismiss,->l from office.
The great object was to prevent the president
from controlling the people in the choice of their ofThis class of officers,
ficers, stale and federal.
whose daily bread for their families depended on
executive favor, were constrained, as a part of their
official duty, not only to vote as the president wished,
but to endeavor to influence others to do so likewise.
If they did not perform this duty, they were dismissed, and, with their families, left to starve. An
enlightened statesman once called them "the enlisted soldiers of the president.'*
A politician, who knows as well as any other
man the motives by which men are influenced 'ji
relation to elections, says; "Whenever he sees ari
officeholder interfering in elections, he concludes
he is thinking of his salary and his bread, and is a
very unfit adviser of tlie people."
By the passage
of this bill it was hoped the instruments for misleading the people would be taken from the president; that these "enlisted soldiers" would be discharged from electioneering duties, and yet receive
their pay; and that, if Ihey performed the duties of
their offices faithfully, they might safely vote according to the dictates of their own judgment,
and yet be secure in "their salaries and their daily
bread."
By your fourtli resolution, as one of your senators, i am instructed to "vole against the measure
heretofore brought before congress, which had for
its object the distribution among ttie states of the
proceeds of the sales of the public lands." In jussolve

tike offence.
I defy an^' person to condemn thi; one
without condemning the other; unless, indeed, we tice to myself, as well as to my constituents, I must
suppose tJiere is a class of politicians who believe be permitted to state the manner in which my mind
the constitution does not, and ought not, to impose has operated on this subject at different times, and
any restraint U]ion the president. I fear such a sect under different ciicumstances.
When a bill was first introduced, having such
has lately sprung up, and is increasing. It cannot
distribution as that spoken of lor its object, I voted
be too speedily suppressed.
a:;ainst its passage, and in favor of the veto of the
The late president, general Jackson, in his inau- chief magistrate, on the ground that no such distri{jural address, when '-he was fresh from the peobution ought to be made until the public debt was
ple," i;:rulcated the same doctrine with Mr. Jetierall paid.
son.
"To ])revent ttie patronage of the governUpon looking into the deeds by which those lands
ment from b:dng brought into conflict with the were ceded to the United
States by the respective
freedom of elections, was a duty inscribed in chaslates, I found that they were conveyed in trust,
racters too legible to be misunderstoo.!," &.c. was
to pay out of the proceeds of their sales our public
was
this
language
then
used.
How
the strong
h,e
debt then owing by the United States, and that the
duty to be discharged? Did we not, one and all,
residue should be for the joint benefit of each of
believe he would discharge it as Mr. Jefferson had
the several states, including those making the ceswithout
viodone? If, then, these presidents coulil,

lating the constitution, prohibit these officers from interfering inelections, why could not congress, by its

enactments, piohibit them likewise?
No satisfactory answer con be given
tion.

to this ques-

sions.

At that time a portion of the public debt was unpaid, and I deemed it improper to distribute any
part of this fund until the debt was fully discharged, that being the primary object of the donors.
When a like bill was afterwards introduced, I not
only voted for it, but gave it such support as my
feeble'abilities enabled me.
By this lime the jiublic debt had been fully
paid, and we had a very large sum in tiie treasury
beyond the necessary wants of the federal govern-
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we shall be much more in want
of it.
Your honorable body may be satisfied tliat a
majority of our citizens are willing to relinquish
their interest in this fund, but I am not so satisfitd,
and, as a senator in congress, I will not do any act
by w hich such an idea is lo be sanctioned. It may
be, in the course of a very short time, that this fund
will be indispensably necessary to save our citizens
from heavy taxation, and I stiould uever forgive
myself if, by yielding to your instruptions, I did
an act which produced a serious injury to the people who have so long honored me with their confidence.
By the last clauses in your fourth resolution, I
am instructed to vote for graduating the price of the
public lands, and for granting pre-emptiou rights to
occupants.
Tliese instructions correspond with the o]iinions
I have maintained and acted on; therefore, 1 should
find no difficulty in contbiming to your wishes iu
that in a sliort time

relation to them.
In the filtli resolution,

your instructions are "to
vote lor and use all fair and proper exertions to procure the passage of a law repealing the duties on
imported salt."

This subject has been before the senate on seveoccasions since I have been a member, and ray
votes have ever been in favor of removing this duty,

ral

and

I

should,

still

conviction that

conform

my

my

conduct

to

my

settled

past course on this subject has

been correct.
In your sixth resolution you state that you "hearapprove the leading measures and policy of the
administrations of Andrew Jackson and Martin
Van Buren," and instruct "your senators to support
in good faith the leading measures and policy as
brought forward and advocated by the present president of the Uniteil States, and to use all fair and
proper exertions to carry out, sustain, and accomplish thesaoie."
The phraseology cf this resolution is so general
and indefinite that I am not sure I comprehend the
meaning ot your honorable body; but believe j'ou
intend that I shall support all the leading measures
of the chief magistrate, as well those hereafter to
be brought forwaid as those heretofore recommendTo instructions of this description I could not,
ed.
with propriety, pay any attention w batever.
Our fathers and statesmen believed Ihey had done
much towards the security of civil liberty when,
by the constitution, they divided the great powers
conferred into three departments, each, in its sphere,
independent of the other two. These were the legislative, the executive, and the judicial.
If the powers of any two of these departments
should be placed in the same hands, the whole machinery of the government is destroy^ed, and the
checks interposed are removed.
You instruct your senators to conform their votes
on all the leading measures to the will of the president, who is at the head of the executive department. If you have a right lo give such instructions, and your senators are bound to obey, every
other legislature in the union has the same right,
and their senators would be equally bound to yield
obedience.
Why not let the president at once make the law
and then execute it? If we are bound to vote as
he recommends, it is a solemn mockery to consult
us at all. The law would not be the will of the
By this prosenate, but the will of the president.
cess the whole legislative power would be yielded
up and suirendered to the executive.
believe that continued
I have been educated to
watchfulness and constant jealousy of those in power are essenti,il to the preservation of liberty.
Your honorable body would now leach me a different lesson, and, instead of being a sentinel on
the watchtower to siKird the liberty of my constituents, I am to betake myself to slumber, examine
nothing, but vote .on all leading measures as the pretily

The president already had the power vested in
him to dismiss these officers at his pleasure; and
congress unquestionably had the power to limit his
discretion, by specifying the cases in which he
should exi'rcise it. If, then, ray colleague and I
erred on this question of power, with great' tlef^r- ment.
ence I submit that the company with which our
I could not doubt the power of congress to make
opinions were associated ought, at least, to have the distribution, because tliere was an express trust
softened the asperity of the language in which our that this fund should be (or the use of the respective
condemnation was pronouncetl. If there was any states; we had a large sum on hand whicli I thought,
one subject above all others upon which I believed in honesty, belonged to the states, and the propormy colleague and I could not mistake the senti- tion belonging to Tennessee, I believed, would be
ment of our constituents, it was that embraced in highly useful in enabling her to make internal imtliat bill.
provemenls, and in providing a system for the eduTo prevent the president, through those officers, cation of those who might be unable to bear the exIn addition to
from interfering in elections, was a theme upon penses of educating themselves.
whicii the fiicnds of the late president (Jackson) these considerations, I perceiveil, if this large sum
had dwelt the most, both in and out of congress. was not distributed, it would encourage asystem of
In 1S26, a rorainiltee of the senate, of which I was extravagant expenditures incbnsistent with the wela very humble member, through their chairman, faie of the countrj'.
I still believe these views were sound, and that,
had made a mosi able report, the principlesof whicli
were applauded by the whole parly, and b;/onr slate if I committed any error, it was not giving my supI believe it
in particular. Upon them, mainly, general Jackson port to the first bill as well as the last.
came into power; he gave them his solemn sanction would be unwise, perhaps unconstitutional, for the sident may recommend.
in his inaugural address, in presence of thousands federal government to impose taxes for the purpose
If this be the kind of service to which your seof witnesses. I had been twice elected after my of collecting more money than is necessary locai-ry nators are to be applied, I never can perform it, and
opinions were well known upon this subjecl; and out its affairs, to the end that it ini^ht have a sur- feel myself unsuited to a station which I have herenow, when I endeavor faithfully to carry them out. plus to distribute among the stales: but this fund tofore considered most honorable as well as confito be unquutilh'dbj condemned lor doing so, and that stands on a different ground: it is a trust fund, which denti.il.
hy those who then professed to think as I sincerely belongs not to the federal but to the state governAfler your resolutions shall have performed their
I am sure that,
wonted office, and my resignation shall have been
did, was what I did not anticipate.
The ordinary duties necessary and proper for the received, hetbre electing my successor, I hope iii
upon this subject, iiiv practice has corresponded with
my piofessions. Still, I should feel degraded, if I regulation of our commerce with foreign nations your wisdom you will either rescind or expnnga
were to pronounce any old associate a traitor, or liken ought to be siilBcieiit to bring info the treasury as this sixth resolution. Our common constituents,
him to Benedict Arnold, because at this time he dis- much money as would defray the economical ex- the free and chivalrous citizens of Tennessee, I
penses of the federal government, and each of the hope will ever be represented in the senate by fliose
agrees with me in opinioTi.
'They are greatly mistaken who suppose the ob- slates ought to receive its fair proportion of the pro- whose principles and feelings are in accordance
with their own; and while this resolution is sufferject of this bill was to take from this class of offi. ceeds of the sales of the public lands.
1
consider Tennessee as honestly entitled to her ed to remain, no man can accept that high station
Precisely the reverse
cers any riiiht whatever.
was theinteiition. It was to emancipate llicm from proportion of this funil as any of your honorable but one who is himself enslaved, and fit only toreIt hoily is to a tract of land devised to him by
his present those in the like condition with himself.
the sinviih bondage in which they were held.
was to enable every man of them to vote accord- father. It appears to me even at this time our state
I have now troubled you with all the remarks I
ing to the dictates of bii own judgment, and to ab- very much needs her proportion of this fund, and deem it necess:\ry to make upon your six resolutions.

.
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taken separately, but do not feel that I will have
di.-charged my whole duty until I have shown the
deduction to be drawn IVom them when connected-

They contain the political creed ot
present chief magistrate ot the United Stales,
as expressed through his Iriends in the Tennessee
ly considered.

tlie

and what is it.'
By the 2d resolution it is proved he wishes the
whole moneyed power of tliu United States vested
in him and subject to Ins control.
By the 3d it is proved he will not agree that the
legislalure;

patronage and power he no\v exercises shall be
either lessened or regulated by law.
By the 4th it is proved that, in order to have full
cotieis, he \\ishe3 the states to surrender their ri'.;ht
to the moneys arising from the sales of the public
lands; and
By the 6th it is proved that he wishes congress
compelled to vote lor every leading measure he may
recommend, and I am instructed in good faith to
give my aid to maintain this creed.
These instructions I cannot and will not obey.
So far from it, luy creed upon these points is:
1st. That the power over the public purse ought
to be constantly kept under the control of the legis-
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For the sake of place, I
You have instructed
which, entertaining the opinions

er.

I

do, I

learlwonld

not be forgiven for, either in this world or in the
nexl; and, practising upon the creed I have long
professed, 1 hereby tender to you my resignation
of the trust confided to me as one of the Genatois
troni the stale of Tennessee to the congress of the

United Slates.

Allow me

to

add

my sincere prayer that the gover-

may so overrule our dissensions
and promote the jirosperity
constituents.
I have the honor to be, gentlemen, your obedient
servant,
HU. L.
Senate chamber, Jan. 11, 1840.
Alter which, Mr, JVhite proceeded and said:
Mr. President, I have now finished my task;
nor of the universe

as to secure the liberty

of our

S63

pow- proposes to carry out its financial policy. I no longer
will never
me to do those things war again^i the machine; it is useless here. It is
cringe to

common
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henceforth I am to cease being a member of this
body. I cannot share with ibrraer associates the
honors, the privileges, or the emoluments of a
At
senator in the congress of the United States.
the same time I will be relieved from my portion
of the labors, and from sharing with you the high
responsibilities which necessarily pertain to the

against the policy that I desire to say a single parting word. The policy of the adininislration has
heretofore been too equivocal to be undeistood; but,
thanks to the senators who have supported this bill,
tliey have come out openly and manfully, and have
torn the mask from Ibis measure. It is openly avowed and m^iintaiued here, that the policy of the administration is to crush the banks— to drive out of
circulation paper money
to annihilate credit
to
reduce the circulation to coin, or specie to diminish
the value of real and personal estate at least onehalf to att'ect the price of produce and of free labor
in a like proportion
to arrest all further state and
individual enterprise and improvements.

—

—

—

—

—

therefore, no longer be any doubt in
this mailer.
Let the states and individuals who
have enter;d into contracts with reference to the
state of currency at the time, and who expected to
pay in a like currenc}', no longer rely on that delusive hope.
The eiuer[)rising, industrious man,
witliout capital, wlio relied on credit to aid his en-

There can,

may abandon the idea. The banks may prepare to wind up their concerns, if the government
can force them to do so, and their debtors to pay in
In taking my leave of you, in the utmost since- gold and silver. The farmer may calculate on rerity my prayers are, that, collectively and individu- ceiving less than half his former prices for his proally, you may be enabled to pursue a course which duce.
Let the free day laboier prepare for such
will afford you the highest comforts in this life, and times as he has never witnessed, as state an<i indithat your labors may be so blessed as to secure you vidual improvements must cease.
In a w'ord. let
the greateful remeinberance of the present and all the federal officers, execilive officers of the courts,
succeeding generation.
and the capitalists of the nation look up and rejoice,
but let all other classes prepare for the crisis.
1st SESSION. have done all, at this and former sessions, we coulii,
SENATE.
to arrest this fatal policy, to stay the hand uplifted
Januanj 23. The vice president communicated to to give the blow, but the executive arm has proved
the senate a message from the president of the U. too strong for the legislative.
The administration
States, in obedience to a resolution ol the 17th inst. is inexorable. I have no hopes of arresting iiere this
calling lor all the correspondence between the measure, or the policy of the administration. I subAmerican and British authoiities in relation to the mit the matterto the people, who have the power,
disputed boundary.
with them be it. 1 am now ready to give my vote
On motion of Mr. Williams, 5,000 extra copies against the bill.
were ordered to be printed.
Mr. Merrick said he understood the senator from
Also, communication from the war department, Ohio (Mr. Tappan) to signifv that, if the debate
containing a report of the surveys of the mouth of should be continued till to-morrow, Mr. T. in that
the Mississippi.
case, wished to speak himself. [Mr. T. was under- The following petitions were presented and ap- stood to assent.] Mr. M. said it was his purpose to
propriately referred, viz.
express his views and opinions in refprence to this
By Mr. Buchanan: From citizens of the county imponant matter. It was one on which he cotjld
and city of Philadelphia, asking that a steamboat not consent to give a silent \'0te. His constituents
may be built, to be employed in the revenue service must know his reasons for opposing it. If the sein the Delaware bay. Mr. B. commended this mea- nator from Ohio wished tosjieak first, Mr. M. would
sure to the coniinitlee on commerce hy stating that give way.
[Mr. Tappan. No.] Then, as it was
a vessel of that character could no where be more late, and the senate were wearied, Mr. M. moved an
usel'ully employed than in that quarter, as by the adjournment.
aid of a steam vessel, ships could be brought within
On Ibis question Mr. Tappan demanded the yeas
the breakwater, where they would be entirely safe
and nays, which were ordered; and the senate refrom the influence of storms.
nays 21.
fused to adjourn by yeas 19
By Mr. Hubbard: From the legislative council of
Mr. Merrick said as the senate had seen fit to reWisconsin, asking the aid of the government in the
him
the indulgence which he asked, though he
fuse
construction of a iienitentiary.
By Mr. Crillenden: Statements of the affairs of was not aware of any motive which could iiiiluce
the senate so to refuse, yet, as one of its members,
the Louisville and Portland canal company.
By Mr. Grundy: From Thomas Elibert, asking he was bound to bow in thi.s case to the will of the
remuneration for ahorse lost in the military service majority. But he did expect his request would be
granted him, when he recollected the usual courtesy
of the United States.
Mr. Tappan inquired of the chairman ofthe com- of the body, and when he had assigned what he
good reason for his request. He wished
mittee for the District of Columbia if he was about thought a
particularly to examine some papers on this subject,
to make a report in relation to the banks ol the
sent to tlic senate by the head of the government,
District of Columbia within a short period, as he
which had heretofore remained in possession of the
had a measure to otfer conneL-fed with that subject.
ergies,

station.

lature.

2d. That the patronage as well as the expenditures of the executive are already too large, and

ought

—

to

be reduced.

3d. That, instead of surrendering the rights of the
states to any portion of the public moneys, they
ought to ailhere to those rights, and in due season
provide for a lair distribution of the land funds;

and
Lastly, for no consideration ought we to agree
that any other portion of the legislative power shall
be vested, either directly or indirectly in the president, save that which is already vested in him by
the constitution of the United States.
At last, no person can help .seeing that the difl'er-

cnce between your honorable body and

myself

is,

that you wish to add to the power and patronage of
the executive; I wish to lessen his power and patronage.
On the decision of this contest by the American
people, in my opinion, the liberty of the country
depends. Should your creed prevail, ere long the
whole legislative power vested in congi-ess hy the
constitution will he transferred, substantially, to the
president, and the only use of congress will be
to stan'l between the president and jiublic odium,
when laws are enacted which are disapproved by the

people.
In addition to this, the election of state officers
and state legislation will be regulated according to
Should
the will of the executive of the union.
mine prevail, the states will retain the powers they
now jiossess the powers of the federal government will remain divided intodillerent departments
in substance as well as form. Which of these creeds
will best secui'e the liberty, the happiness and prosperity of the people, I cheerfully submit for decision to the freemen of Tennessee.
In England, this would be the common contest
between the prerogative of the crown and the J'rivileges of the people.
Those maintaining your
side would be called tories, those loainlaining mine
would be called whigs. Here, it is a contest between the pati'onage of the president and the right
of suffrage ot the people. 1 w'M not at present
give those who maintain your creed any name
you may give those who maintain mine, any one
Mr. Merrick saiti he coi.dd not say exactly at
you choose. "Names are nothing with me."
inot'o is, "principles in preference to men;" while what time the committee would he read}' to report.
Some
I sometimes think that of some of my opponents The matter had been before the committee.
ought to be, "men without principles;" iliough I of the banks had asked for a renewal of their charwould be sorry to intimate that such a motto would ters, and others had not yet done so.
Mr. Tappan then gave notice that he would,
suit your honorable body.
trouble you v,ith no further obse.'-valions some time hence, bring in a bill to regulate the isI shall
on these important topics. It has been m}* aim to sues ofthe hanks of the Di.stric( of Columbia.
t-lr. Merrick submitted a motion inquiring into
state mv opinions with candor, and to maintain
them with firmness; but, at the same time, to treat the expediency of so amending the 47Ih rule of the
your honorable body with the most perfect respect. senate as to aa'mit the reporter of the supreme court
I was called to the service of my state fitieen and the district attorney within the bar of the seyears ago, without any solicitation on my part. nate.
The bill providing for the collection, safe-keepWith reluctance I accepted the high station I now
occupy. I have been continnetl in it, perhaps, too ing and transfer of the public moneys, coming up
long for the interest of the country. I have been again on the question of its passage
Mr. Henderson spoke at length in opposition to
thrice elected by the unanimous vote of your predecessors,
^ly services have been rendered in the bill, and co-laterally in favor of a United Slates
times of high party excitement sometimes threa- bank.
Mr. Tappan was understood to say that he had
tening to^buist asunder the bonds of this union—
and your resolutions contain the high co.Tipliment been desirous of speaking on this subject, and still
that bitter political opponents can find only a snlila- proposed to do so if the debate should be further
ly vole worlliy, in their judgment, of "unqualified protracted; but, if the bill could pass to-day, he
would net by speaking delay its passage.
condemnation."
Mr. Smith, of Indiana, said: The final vote is
I hope it will be in your power to select a successor who can bring into the service of tlie state about to be lalcen. In a few minutes this bill will
more talents. I feel a proud consciousness more pass, leaving this body. I do not rise to make a
purity of intention, or more unremitting industry, speech on the bill. I view it merely as a portion of
the machinerj' of the administration by which it
he never can.

—

My

—

We
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committee, and to which Mr. M. had no access. He '
had asked the chairman of the cominiitee for them,
but had not obtained them till yesterday, when the
him turn examining
late adjonrnmerit prevented
them as he desired. As the senate thought proper
not to allow hiin to examine these papers, he should
not say so much as he should have done if Ihey had
given him this opportunity. However, as he was
required to speak now or not at all, he would state

some of his objections to the
Mr. M. now proceeded in

bill.

his arguments against
nearly an hour, when he gave way to
Mr. Smith, of la., who moved an adjournment.
Negatived by yeas and nays yeas 18, nays 23.

the

bill, for

—

Mr. Merrick having concluded
I\lr. yjayis spoke lor some time, chiefly
tion to a supposed effect ofthe bill, that

in
it

opposi-

would

reduce the prices of labor and capital.
The bill was now passed by yeas and nays as

fol-

lows:

YEAS— Messrs.

Allen, Benton,

Brown,

Buch-

anan, Calhoun, Clay, of Alabama, Cuihlieri, Fulion,
Grundy, Hubbard, Kins, Linn, Lumpkm, Jloiiinn,
Norvell, Pierce, Uo.ine, Sevier, Smith, of Con. Siran-e,
Tappan. Walker, Williams, Wriahi— 24.
N-A.YS— Messrs. Belts, Clay, 'of Ky. Clayton, Crittenden, Davis, Di.\on, flenderson, Kniiflir, Merrick,
Nicholas, Phelps, Prentiss, Preston, Robinson, Ruggies. Smith, of Ind. White, Young
18.
The senate tb«n adjourned.

—

—
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a hard case against some of her peoIn addition to the violence and deslrnclion of
improvenients, these Mormons had three hundred
certificates fioin the land office for land puichased
by them in Missouri, from which they had been
By Mr. Walker: From Henry Wood, asking re- driven not only by the people, but by an order liom
iineratlon for goods seized while he was a licens- the governor,
Mr. Linn said that he could not believe (hat an
ed trader among the Indians.
By Mr. Clay: From citizens of Gettysburg, Pa. order from the governor, which was in violation of
every law of God and man, would be executed by
in relation to the culture of silk.
niittee on finance.
By Mr. Merrick: From James Williams, asking the people. In the absence of all testimony to the
Mr. King presented a memorial from the legislabound to believe that the governor
ture of Wisconsin territory, in relation to ports and to be relieved from a judgment obtained against contrary, he was
him as surety for Henry Ashton, late marshal of the and other authorities had done their duty. It was
harbors.
impossible to avow the conclusion that if the senate
Mr. ybiing presented a petition from citizens of District of Columbia.
report made by Mr. Davis from the committee entertained the subject and referred it on ex parte
Illinois, praying that their pre-emption rights may
on commerce in relation to allowing the Steam testimony, and the appropriate commiltee should
not be set aside by claims of certain Polish exiles.
the goMr. Cia]/, of Alabama, from the coinmiltee on Navigation company of Europe a drawback on the make a report, reflecting on the conduct of
people were likewise conpublic lands, asked to be discharged from the con- coal used on the homeward bound passage, occasion- veinorol Missouri, the
was
imorders.
It
his
demned
as
they
carried
out
debate.
short
ed
a
and
sideration of llie memorial of the Columbus
They must stand innoMr. Wright, from the committee on finance, re- possible to separate them.
Portsmouth turnpike company.
Also, from the memorial of the general assembly ported a bill allowing the vestry of St. Philip's cent or condemned together.
Mr. L. said, from his absence from home, here and
church, Charleston, S. C. to import an organ free of
of Alabama, a.^king a new land district.
elsewhere, he had not an opportunity to learn all the
Mr. Linn, from the committee on private land duty.
committee
also
asked
to be discharged particulars of their disturbance, and the causes that
The
same
try
claimants
to
enable
bill
to
the
reported
claims,
led to such serious results.
But the Mormons were
the validity of their claims to lands in Missouri and from the further consideration of the report of the
secretary of the treasury in relation to the modes of accused of committing the first aggressions, by
Arkansas.
destroying property
burning
houses,
plundeiing
and
disbursing
revenue
foreign
and
the
in
collecting
lands,
on
public
the
committee
Mr. Noniell, from
and other acts of violence, saying that they were
reported a bill to create an additional land office in countries, and that it lie on the table, and 10,000
within the limits of the New Jerusalem, which had
copies be printed.
Michigan.
Mr. If^£'6s/er submitted a resolution directing the been given to them exclusively by the Lord. If these
Mr. King, from the committee on commerce, made
committee on commerce to inquire ii.to the expedi- charges were correct, the Mormons were the aga report on the memorial of Edmund Fanning in reency
of ascertaining whether the laws relating to gressors, and brought upon themselves the pnnishlation to an exploring expedition. The memorialist
ineiit which followed: the people defended themsteam navigation require revision or amendment.
stated the cost of the expedition at .ffl50,000, and
The senate then proceeded to take up the bill to selves the military were called out to support the
make
up
intending
to
ibr
$50,000
congress
asked
board
ot commissioners to hear and ex- civil authority, and bloodshed and violence ensued.
establish
a
the balance from private sources. The committ
amine claims against the United Slates. This bill, The wfiole subject had undergone an investigation
thoui'ht the prayer unreasonable, and ought not to
after having been discussed forsome time by Messrs. by the legislalure, and by the judicial tribunals
be granted.
Henderson, Sevier and Pieston, with what results he was not prepared to say.
The senile proceeded to consider, as the special Hubbard, Prentiss,
Their Mormon prophet, Joe Smith, was at one lime
was postponed until to-morrow; and.
order, the bill to establish a board of commissioners
Norvell, the senate adjourned. in custody with others, hut cscapeil. He said he was
On
motion
Mr.
of
to hear and examine claims against the United
Janua,rij 23.
The following memorials and peti- very unw illing to believe that either the legislature
States.
or juniciary would do injustice, or aid or even countions were preserited and appropriately referred.
Mr. //uliiard explained and advocated the bill,
By the vice president: From the assembly of Iowa, tenance oppression, and he wished that, if the parstating that it was the same in form wliich was asking that settlers on the 16th sections may be al- ties implicated by the Mormons were to be tried at
two-lhiuls
of
the
about
majority
of
parsed by a
lowed pre-emption rights to alike quantity on other the bar of the senate, they might have an opportunisenate at the last session of congress.
ty to be heard.
unappropriated public lands.
The hill was advocated by Messrs. Hi'bbard,
Mr. A'orvcll said it appeared to him that congress
Also, from the same source, asking that settlers on
Smith, of Connecticut, Merrick, Giundy, Prentiss the mineral lands of the United States be allowed had no business with the subject at all, and that the
and Davis.
memorial should go no further.
the right of pre-emption.
It was opposed by Messrs. Calhoun, Sevier, TapMr. Preston said it was unusual on a preliminary
Also, asking an increase of compensation for the
pan, Strange and Henderson,
question of this kind to authorise a committee to
reporter of the supreme court of said territory.
Mr. Tippan moved to amend the bill by making
Also, from the Howard institution, asking the aid send for persons and papers, and he would suggest
the decisions of the comniisBinners final in all cases of congress in support of that institution.
that It be sent to the committee, and if necessary
involving not more than .«;5,000, but subsequently
Also, from the Bank of the Metropolis, asking a they could ask for powep to send for persons and
wilhdrew the motion.
renewal of its cliaiter,and the light of increasing it? papers.
the
further
consideraHubbard,
inolion
of
Mr
On
Mr. Linn said he did not wish, as a representative
present capital.
tion of the bill was postponed till Monday next.
Missouri, to move to hay the subject on the taBy Mr. Calhoun: From Matthew J. Keith, asking fn
The senate proceeded to the consideraiioii of exe- compensation for propei"ty destroyed in Florida.
ble, hlUt he would do so if no other persons did.
cutive business, and soon after adjoniiicd to MonMr.. Norvell moved to lay it on the table.
By Mr. CInyion: From citizens of Wilmington,
day next.
Mr. Young cnlled Ibr the reading of the memorial,
Del. praying the employment of a steam revenue
January 27. Mr. V/ebsler ani Mr. Tulmadge ap- cutter in the Delaware bay.
which was read accordingly, giving a long and mipeared this morning, and, alter being duly qualified,
By Mr. Young: From Joseph Smith, Rigdon Hig- nute account of the transactions in question.
took their seats.
Mr. Benton asked wilh what view the motion had
bee, and others, of the Mormon faith, setting Ibrth
The z'i«? presirfraf communicated to tlie senate a grievances under wdiich they labored while in Mis- been made to lay this matter on the table?
That it may lie there forever.
Ml-. Norvell.
report from the war department, in compliance with souri, and asking the interposition of congress in
Mr. Benton. I am against that, but I am willing
a ivsolutloh of the 30th ult. inquiring what amount their behalf.
Alter some remarks from Mr. Young, giving a that it should be laid on the table to be taken up
of money would be necessary to complete the Cum
general description of the contents of the memorial, again.
>
berland road through the states of Oiuo, Indiana an
he moved its reference to the committee on the juMr. Preston expressed the hope that it would not
Illinois.
He thought a fit and resptctadiciary.
be laiil on the table.
Also from the navy department, transmitting a
Mr. Linn, said he hardly knew what should he ble disposition ought to be made of it, that it should
account of the appropriations lor the naval service
A sovereign state undergo a proper investigation and receive a fitting
for the year 1339, showing the arnoiinl expended done with a memorial like this.
seemed about to be put on its trial before the senate answer.
and the balance remaining in the treasury.
Mr. Norvell said he made the motion because he
of the United States, and he was entirely opposed to
Also from the president of the United Slates, con
The memorial and documents thought congress had no power on this subjec(.
tainiiigthe correspondence between JMr. Stevenson the jurisdiction.
these
and,
if
papers
were
ex
parte,
dewere
wholly
Mr. Prcsfoft called for the yeas and nays on the
relation
to
the
ne
government
in
British
and the
groe.s belonging to citizens of the United Slates set pended on alone, hey couhi not fail to make impres- subject.
Mr. Benton a«a\n urged that the question should
tree by the authorities of Bermuda and at the Ba- sions unjust and injurious to the state and people of
Missouri. Her popiilalion was made up of emi- be on laying (he memorial on the table only for a
hamas.
the day or two, and M.V. Norvell modified his motion
grants from almost every slate in the iinioh
Also, from the navy dep.irlment, in complianc
young, enterprising, vigorous, intelligent, viituous accordingly.
wilh a resolution of the 2d March last, asking Ih
Mr. Clay, of Kentucky. With (hat unders(andamount that would be required (or the iriililary and and religious, respecting the right,') of others, and
He was en- ing, I am indilTereid as (o the motion; but I have
willing and able to protect their own.
naval defence of tlie eounliy.
The following were presented and appropriately tirely unwilling to believe that, amid such a popula- risen to say that the subject ought to be refeired,
tion there was not a sufficient number of persons to and that inquiry siioiild be made by the committee
referred:
By Mr. IJ7ii7iT, of Indiana: From citizens of Mil- prevent such flagrant acts of wrong and oppression whether it is a matter of grievance, and, if it is,
waukie, remonstrating against the confirmation of as were coinplainetl of by the memorialists. At all whether congress has anj' power of rediess.
The subject was now temporarily laid on the table.
the land tiiles of Francis Laveiitiire ami others, evenhs, he would not consent that a black mark
By Mr. Huggles: From citizens of Wiscasset,
and remonstrating at the same time against the should be placed here upon the character of the state
without
them
an
giving
opportunity
of
people
Maine,
or
asking a reduction of postage.
Wisconsin,
asking
of
legislature
the
memorial of
By Mr. Wright: From citizens of Westchester,
that confirmation, on the ground that several mem- being heard; and if these papers should be referred
bers of said legislature were personally interested to a committee, he would move that it have power New York, asking for a reduction of postage.
to send for persons and papers, that the invesligation
Mr. Merrick Ijliom the commitltee liar the District
in said claim.
Also, two memorials from citizens of Wisconsin, might be searching and thorough. Mr. L. said (his of Columbia, r,'por(ed a bill to ircorporale the
was truly an extraordinary state of things, when an Flamouth and .\lexandria rail road company.
to the same efloct.
.Mso, a bill concerning the estates nl iiliots or luBy Mr. I'renliss: From Pamela Allen, widow of indejiendent state should be arrainged ai this bar for
natics and infants in Ihe^Distiict of Columbia.
Sam'uel Allen, a soldier of the revolution, praying a viidation of lierown municipal laws.
Mr. Young said he had depended on the memorial
Also, a bill .->utliorising the grant of Iclteis testafor a pension.
document relating to the es- for the statements wliich he had now made to the mentary and of administration in the District of CoBy Mr. Sevier:
He did not regard the whole stale nf Mis- lumbia.
tablishing nf a port of entry at Van Bureii, in the senate.
souri as implicated; but be thought the memorialists
Mr. Preston submitted the following resolution:
stale of Arkansas.

Jimuanj 24.

Mr. Sturgeon appeared ami took

his

seat.

Tlie vice-president (•o{t;miinicated to llie senate the
annual report of the coniinissioiier of tlie patent office; laid on the table.
Ml-. Buchanan presented a memorial from a number of citizens of the state of Pennsylvania, asking
coni?ress to impose a moderate duty upon the importation of silks, which was referred to the coin-

By Mr.

New

From

Wright:

York,

citizens cf

Albany county, had made out

in relation to a mail roite.

By Mr.

Sturgeon:
county, Pennsylvania,
price of postage.

ple.

From

citizens of Franklin
asking a reduction of the

A

—

I

—

A
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which such officer was wounded, or the occasion or accident by which he was otherwise disabled.
Also the rank of the officers aforesaid at the time disability occurred, and the nature of the service or pariicular siaiion occupied by each individual at the time
he may have been wounded or otherwise injured in the

365

the resolution that he might bring
hiciself as near to the [losilion occupied bv his colleague, now absent, as circumstances woufd permit,
tie was going on lo say that certain members of the
Geoigia delegation lia<l been denounced in ad\ance
and gov. Call, commencing with the war of Florida.
by a certain soulhern paper
The motion subinitled Ihe oth.er day by Mr. Mer- line of his duty, together with the per month pension
When he was called to order by Ihe chair, and by
granted in each case.
rick in relation to .such modification of the 47th rule
oices from all quarters of the fiouse, and, after some
The resolution was agreed to.
as would admit Ihe district 'altorney and the reporfurther
eflbrts to address the house, he reluclantly
The bill to establish a board of commissioners to
ter ol the supreme court within the hall of the setook his seat.
hear and examine claims against the United States
nate, was taken up and rejected.
Mr. Jltiffnian wished Ihe motion for adjournment
H-as read a Ihird lime and passed.
The senate resumed the consideration of the bill
The following bills were then severally considered suspended that he might move a further exiension
to establish a board of commissioners to hear and
of the rules of order.
He stated that otherwise, liie
in committee of the whole, and ordered to be enexamine claims against the United States.
former resolution expiring to-night, the house would
grossed for a third reading.
motion to exclude private land claims from the
to-morrow be altogether without rules.
bill confirming certain land claims in the Ouanays
operation of the bill was negatived. Yeas 10,
Mr. Black again rose and said that, by the assent
chita land district, in the state ofLouisiana.
SI.
of the genlleman from North Carolina, (Mr. Bybill lo transfer to the citizens of the parish of
motionby Mr. Walker to make all decisions of
num), he would move lo suspend the rules, in order
Concordia, in the state of Louisiana, the interest of
the board adveree to the claimants final, was negathat he might introduce his resolution in regard to
the United Stales to a certain tract of land.
Yeas 12, nays 31.
tived, alter debate.
pi luting.
bill confirming certaivi land claims in Louisiana.
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, alter some remarks, was
Mr. Leu-is Williams again objected; the gentlebill for the reliefof Obed P. Lacey.
understood to move to recommit the bill, with inman from Georgia had no right to make such a moof Mr. Hubbard, the senate proceeded
motion
On
either the gentleman from North Carolina must,
structions to reduce Ihe number of Ihe board to one,
lion;
to the consideration of executive business, and soon
and to assign the duties of the proposed special soproceed, or the motion on adjournment must be put.
Negatived after adjourned.
Mr. Bynum said he would yield lo the floor for the
licitor to the solicitor of the treasury.
motion lo suspend, on the understanding that he
Without a division.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
should be enliilt'd to if to-morrow.
The bill, afi>r .some minor amendments, was orThursday, Jan. 23. The unfinished business was
[Cries of "No, no; no understandintr.' ]
dered to be engrossed lor a third reading by yeas
amend
Thompson
to
Ihe resolution of Mr. WadHy
l\lr. Turney then iiinewed his motion lo adjourn.
and nays, as lollows:
the rules by adding thereto Ihe following:
Mr. Huffman again reminded the iioiise that it
YE.-\S— Messrs. Clayton, Criitenden, Cuthbert. Dathe presentation of any memorial or peti"Upon
vis, Dixon, (jrundy, Hubbard, Kins, Knigiit, Linn,
would be uiihout any rules of order unless his mopraying lor Ihe abolition of slavery or the slaveMerrick, Nicholas, PierCe, Prentiss, Preston, Roane, tion
tion to extend the time in the former resolution
stale of the union,
Robiqson, Smiih, of Conn. Souihard, Spence, Stur- trade in any district, territory, or
should be received; and he renewed the molion that
other
resolution
or
of
any
presentation
the
and upon
geon, Walker, Wall, Williams, Young— 25.
the foriiier rules be continued in force for ten da}S
iMessrs. Allen, Benton, Belts, Brown, Cal- paper tonohing that subject, the reception of such
longer.
houn, Clay, of Ala. Clay^ of Kv. Fulton, Henderson, memorial, petition, resolution, or paper shall be
Mr. Kac/c objecling
Strange,
reSevier,
of
its
Ruggles,
question
Moulon,
Nurvell,
Ihe
Lumpkin,
considered as objected to, and
The ques'ion was put on adjournment.
Tappan 16.
ception shall be laid on the table, without debate or
Mr. Stanly demanded the yeas and nays; which
The senate then ailjourned.
further action thereon."
were ordered, and resulted as follows: Yeas 98,
January 29. The vice preside7il commuuicntei to
As a substitute for which proposition, Mr. ,Adams Nays 52.
the senate a report from the department of war, in heretofore moved the following:
So the motion prevailed, and the house adjourned.
cotnpliance with a resolution, siiowing the number
Resolved, That ihe following be added to the standFriday, Jan. 24. Mr. Hoffman, by permission of
of persons mas-acreed and |)roperty destroyed by the ing rules of the house, to he numbered the 2Ist:
inaraiidinK Indians of Florida since the commence''Every peuiion presented by the speaker, or by any Mr. £ynum, (who had the floor from yesleiday),
ment of Ihe war.
member, with a brief verbal statement of its conienis, moved that the rules of the house adopted at the
Also, a mHosaije from the president of the United shall be received, unless objection be made to its re- last congress, (and Ihe temporary adoption of which
objection
by this house expired last evening), be continued
States, containing furllier correspondence in relation cepiion for special reason; and whenever
to the reception of a petition, the name
until the further order of the house.
to Ihe disputed northeastern boundary between the shall be made
objecting, and the reason of the objecmember
the
of
Mr. Bynum signified his assent.
British minister and the secretary of stale
The quesiion
tion, shall be entered upon ihe iournak
Mr. Hand wished to introduce an amendmrnt
Mr. Ui^/iums moved Ihe priming o( 5,000 exlra
rejected?
be
petition
shall
the
in every such case shall be,
copies of the message and documents; which was and no petition shall be rejecled but by a majority of excepling certain inles in relation lo the previous
question. His amendment was read for informaordered accordingly.
the menihers present."
Mr. IFuW, fiom'the commillee on the judiciary,
Mr. Hunl, of New York, being entitled to Ihe tion.
iMr. Hoffman, claiming the floor, moved the prereported the bill referred to it for the speedy collec- Hoor—
tion of small bank notes within the District of CoMr. Cooper, of Pennsylvania, rose and appealed vious question upon his motion.
Mr. Hand contended that, as no rules were now
lumbia, with a recommendation that it should not to Mr. H. to yield the floor, to enable him to ofler a
pass, and the committee substituted in its stead a resolution which he had some days since attempted in force, the previous quesiion could not be enbill for the collection of bank notes of and under Ihe
!o introduce in relation to the transportation of the forced.
The chair decided that, allhough the resolution
denomination of ,$20, issued by hanks wilhin the
District of Columbia.
Mr. Reed made a similar appeal with a view to continuing the rules hail expired, yet the previous
question, as established by parliamentary law, still
Mr. Benion, from the committee on military af- have referred a certain bill from the senate.
fair--, reported a bill for the relief of the corporate
Mr. Heigeanl also made a similar appeal, lo ena- existed, and therefore the motion of Mr. Hoffman
authorities of Mobile.
ble him to make a report from the commiltee on the was in order.
The previous question was thereupon seconded,
Mr. Strange, from the commiffee on the judioiary, judiciary, (the nature of which was such, Mr S.
reported a bill for the reliefof Thomas L. Winlhrop said, that he was sure no objection would be made put, and cariied,and the main question on Mr.
and others, 'directors of the New England Missis- to its reception at this time if the house would hear Hoffman's molion was agreed lo without a division,
ho the rules of the preceding congress w'ere
sippi land company.
what it was).
Oil motion of Mr. Webster, the resolution offered
Mr. Hunt expressed himself willing, in return for adopted, and continued as the rules of this house
by him on a former day, instructing the committee Ihe courtesy which the house had extended to him until otherwise ordered.
Mr. Hand applied for the yeas and nays, but Ihe
on commerce to inquire wdielher the existing law on last evening in adjourning somewhat before the
the subject of steamboat navigation requires revision usual hour, to yield the floor for the inlroduction of chair decided that his application was too late, the
and amendment, was taken up.
any proposition that would not create a debate or decision of the house having been announced beMr. W. made an explanation of this resolution, deprive him of the opportunity he had long sought fore it was made.
Bolls then rose and observed that it had
fllr.
and at the siiggeslion of Mr. Grundy the resolution of expressing his sentiments on the all absorbing
\vas laid on the table until tomorrow to enable Mr. topic before the bouse. Under any other conditions, been the cuslom of the house for gentlemen to notice here newspaper statements.
In conformity
Webster to prepare amendments to Ihe law on this he could not yield.
subject.
But numerous objections were made to the intro- with precedents on that subject, he begged to read
Mr. Young moved to postpone the order of the duction of any of the matters above referred lo, and to the house a letter which had been placed in his
hanils as having been written by a reporter in this
day for the purpose of taking up the bill for the con- the call of "proceed! proceed!" was very general.
tiiiualion of ihe Cumberland road through the stales
Thereupon Mr. Hunl commenced his remarks, house for the Charleston Courier.
He then read the letter as follows:
of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, so as to make it Ihe and continued to arldress the house with great ani"In the house, Mr. Bolts allempted to get up
order of the day for Wednesday next. The question mation till past three o'clock—
on poslponement, was carried by yeas and nays,
When after an earnest struggle for the floor (in another pistol aflair, in consequence of remarks
yesterday by Mr. Smith, of Maine. Mr B.
to
that
he
made
staled
moved
Georgia,
then
of
Younc;
12.
Mr.
Habersham,
yeas 25, nays
wdiich Mr.
which 1,^,1 been erdeavoring for two monlhs lo obtain it. in his'speech of Thursday, was very liberal of his
it the special order for this day two weeks;
Was agreed to.
and had never yet been able, to succeed) it was abuse on Andrew Jackson called him a tyrant,
iinposter, and of couise every thing vile and vilThe senate then took up the bill to repeal certain awarded by the chair (then occupied by Mr. lanons. Mr. Smith, in his reply yesterday,
stated
acts respecting navy pensions, and making further B/iggs) lo
j
commenced
that liislory would give Ihe lie to Ihe opprobrium
"
who
Carolina,
North
Bynum,
of
Mr.
pensions.
provision in relation lo navy
support of Mr. Thompson's which had been hea])ed upon Ihe hero of New OrThis bill was slightly amended; and, afler being an earnest speech in
proceeded till 4 o'clock, when leans, and Ihat his memory would live when his
explained by Mr. Williams, and some remarks from resolution, ai.d had
he gave way for a motion made by Mr. Turney to abusers and Iheir abuse should be forgotten, &.c.
Mr. Souihard, was postponed until Monday next.
To the remark about history Mr. Bolts took exMr. I'restun submitted the following resolution:
Mr. Black, of Georgia, entreated Mr. Turney to ception, and expressed a great deal of uneasiness
Resolved, Thai the secretary of die navy furnish the
move
lo
a
to know whether it was used in a personal sense;
him
enough
lor
long
who
navy
motion
the
the
of
suspend
senate wiih the names of all officers
lo get Ihe and intimated that if it was so intended, daggers,
were aduiitied to ilie roll of navv pensioners be'ween resoliilion thai the clerk be empowered
pi.-tois and bowie knives would be the consequei.re.
the 30ih dav "f.line, 1300, the Jay iliat the act of the printing of the house done under the resoluliori of
iliis lhr»at
rneut of the nai
I'r.
Mr. Sudth, (who by the way is a
April, ISO'i, fir the belle
i:J|0, inilil liiither orderrd by the house.
Resolved, That llie presidentof the United Slates be
requested to communicate to the senate the cause of the
reinovid of gen. Call from the government of the territory of Florida, and the correspondence connected
therewith, and also that between the depariment of war
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Lewis), replied Ihat he meant,
he said, and that if gentlemen

ive fl'r.

introdiiclion ol the resolution.

casioned bv wimnds received in battle, from those who
Mr. Black (amid much confusion and loud cries
were disabled from other causes; also designating the
been
of order) was understood to say that he had
nature and degree of disability in each case, and the

as

usual,

lacked

a

all

that

quantum

snfftcU of that scarce
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CO ninuii sense, to understand words, he really could
MOt at thjs tiine waste the money of the people by
giving; the chivalrous member from Virginia an opportunity of exterminating liim, or vice versa.
With (his explanation Mr. Botts seemed satisfied,
and said a few words about 'whatsoever' insult was
intended not being applicable to him, kc. and took
his seat, much mortified at the laughter with which
the conclusion of this tragic farce was received by
the audience."
Mr. B. said he had no motion to make, but he
submitted to the speaker and to every gentleman
on tiie floor whether they did not all recognise the
statement read as a base fabrication throughout
lalsehood from beginning to end. And he further
submitted whetheTit did'not become the dignity of
the liouse that its courtesy in affording seats in the
hall to persons in the character of reporters should
jiot be prostituted by the admission of blackguards

—

as letter writers.

Mr. Petrikin gave notice that he should ask
leave to introduce a bill for the reduction of duties
rail road iron.
Mr. Keim presented a petition from Charles J.
Ingersoll, contesting the seat of Charles Naylor, a
member of this house, and asked that it be read by
the clerk.
Objection being made
Mr. Keim claimed it as a light, on the ground of
on the importation of

privilege.

Mr. Ramsey supported the motion; and, the
house assenting, tlie memorial was read, and referred to the committee of elections.
JNIr. Campbell, from the committee of elections,
a^ked and obtained leave for that committee to sit
during the sittings of the htuise.
i\lr. Ramsey asked leave to present a memorial
from certain citizens of the third congressional
district of Pennsylvania, to the same end as the
memorial of Mr. Ingersoll, above referred to; but
objectioji was made ami leave refused at this time.
Mr. Sergeant, ol Pennsylvania, from the committee ou the judiciary, asketl leave to report a
bill to amend the bill directing the taking of the
census.
Objection was at first made, but Mr. S. moving
to suspend the rules to allow him to report the bill,

and
Mr. Luwrence, of Massachusetts, remonstrating
and adverting to the importance of the bill and the

;

,

|
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If they wanted further evidence I would refer them
to Ihe remarksof a certain member of this house,
who characterised the northern democrats, who
usually vote for preserving the constitutional obligaiions imposed on them, and who are opposed to
an interference with the rights of the south, as
'southern slaves.' He would refer them to the remark made by a certain abolitionist of the house
(Mr. Peck) when the vote was about being taken
on laying Mr Coles' resolution on the table, 'now,
come up you southern slaves, and show yourselves.'
Yes, sir, this was the languaije applied to these pa-

Mr. Bynum said he made no personal allusions.
never deemed it an offence to call a man an aboHe never denied that there were some

He

litionist.

few democrats in the abolition ranks. Their votes
sftowed that there were from five fo ten of them in
this house.
But what he wanted the country, and
the south particularly, to know was, that there were
from si.\-ty-five to seventy-five deeply died abolitionists in the whig ranks in that house.
Mr. B. then proceeded in his general argument,
and addressed the house till past three o'clock, when
the floor was obtained (among a dozen applicants

for it) by
high-minded men," &c. ikc.
Mr. W. Cos( Jotason, who indicated an intention,
Mr. P. continued. Now, I do not read the remaining portion of the report of wiiat followed, before he concluded to olf'er a new proposition, dif-

triotic,

grossly untrue or unjust in referone particular, but because iny
a correction in regard to such
read, and to say that I should
portion as I
not have regarded myself as pei'sonated or alluded
to, if no other language had been used, or nothing
had transpired, except what is reported in so much
as I have read.
I say I .should not have
supposed
myself personated 01 alluded to, because there is no
word imputed to me that I have ever used, iiritil I
used it in reading the report. It would have required great obliquity of hearing to have supposed
that, whatever, I might havesaiil, I had alluded to
"southern slaves," or used any such phrase or term.
I have used none such.
I rega:ded myself yesterday as personated (and I therefore made the inquiry, which I need not further allude to) by language
which I cannot repeat in licec verba, but which I
can substantially state. Ko much of the report as
I have read, down to the first period in the paragrapii terminating with the words "southern slaves,"
be correctly given. I underI do understand to
stood next that the member using this language
turned round, looking me full in the face, and, with
indications made directly towards me, said, "the
voice came from a member behind me
it
cime
from a rank abolitionist." That was the language,
or the substance of it; and it was by that reference
that I supposed myself personated, when I took occasion to say, as 1 now repeat, that, so far as the
language imputed to me the charge of being an abolitionist, it was untrue.
Those who know me,
here or elsewhere, know that the charge could not
be less true of any human being than of myself. I
have no further explanation to make; but I desire to
have the report corrected in this particular: that I
should not have regariled myself as alluded to by
the language imputed to me; it is language I have
never used, or any thing like it. I regarded myself personated by the manner, by the indications
made directly towards me, accompanied by the
charge that the declaration came from a rank abo
litionist.
I do not desire the statement to go before
the country uncontradicted, that I could have been
capable of using such phrases as are here reported
in inverted commas.

not because
eftce to

it is

more

only desire

tfian

make
have now

is

to

—

president's anxiety that as little delay as possible
should take place in the passage of so necessary a
bill, the objection was withdrawn; and thereupon
Mr. Sergeant reported a bill to amend the bill
directing and providing for the taking of the sixth
census of the people of the Urdted States.
The bill was twice read and referred to a committee of the whole on the state of the union.
Mr. Davis, of Kentucky, from the select committee on the boundary between Mi.^souri and
Iowa, stated that that committee was ready to report.
He referied -to tlie excitement which had
Mr. Bynum, who was entitled to the floor, rose
existed on the borders of those two portions of the and said, he regretted exceedingly a continuation
union, the course recently pursued by the gover- of the most unpleasant controversy that occurred
nor of
issouri, and the hope of the committee that yesterday evening; but in justification of the obserthis report would be effectual for allaying the ex- vations he then made, he would read an extract from
isting excitement.
a report in one of the journals of Ihe day, showing
Mr. Hubbard, of Alabama, objected. He said the evidence on which his remarks were predicatthat the house was already in the midst of a war ed. In the report of the proceedings on Mr. Coles'
of the abolitionists aeainst the slaveholding states; resolution, he found Ihe following:
let this first be settled before it looked alter the war
"Mr. Peck move.l for a call of the house. There
between Missouri and Iowa.
were some northern slaves there, he said, whom he
Mr. Bynum thereupon resumed the floor. In the wanted to be emancipated. Mr. P. then called for
course of JMr. B's remarks a personal reference to the yeas and nays on his motion; wdiich were oranolher member gave rise to some altercation and dered, and the question being taken, it was decided
some excitement. Some incidental proceedings in the negative: Yeas 86, nays 113."
were had thereon, which resulted in leave to Mr.
In another part of the same report he found a
B. to proceed, and then the house adjourned.
motion made by the same gentleman, as follows:
Saturday, Jan. 2.>. Hon. Mr. McCarly. member
"Mr. Peck moved a call of the hou'ie, but subseelect from the state of Virginia, vice hon. C. F. quently withdrew his motion.
We have, said he,
Mercer, resigned, appeared, was qualified, and took some refuge slaves from Ihe north that I wish brought

M

his seat.

—

•

in."

fering from either of those now before the house.
He did not, however, read the resolution, but was
making some remarks in reply to those of Mr.
Adams, when, at a little past four o'clock, be gave
way for a motion for adjournment.
Before the house adjourned, certain documents
from the post cfrice department, containing the estimates for the current year, were, on motion of
Mr. Jones, referred to the committee of ways and
means, and ordered to be printed.
Jersey case was
Additional testimony in the
also received and referred to the committee on elec-

New

tions.

Mr. Lewis and Mr. Carr demanded the yas and
nays on adjournment, but they were refused.
And the house thereupon adjourned.
Monday, Jan. 27. The question before the house
being on Mr. TI'. TAompso/i'sresolution on the subject of abolition memorials, Mr. IF. Cost Johnson
was entitled to the floor, having commenced a
speech on the subject of that resolution on Saturday last; but he yielded at the request of
"Mr. Jones, chairman of the coinniitlee of ways
and means, who thereupon reported from that coip-

—

mittee the general appropriation bill for the civil
for the
current year; also, the appropriation bill for the
pensions of revolutionary soldiers; together with
estimates, Sec. connected with the above: which
were referred to a committee of the whole, and
ordered to be printed.
Mr. Jones then expressed his wish to move the
following resolution:
Resolved, That the clerk of this house be authorised
to employ some suitable person or persons to execute
the printing of the bills which have been reported, together with the acconipanyiui? estima'es and documents, ill the manner prescribed by the joint resolution

and diplomatic expenses of the government

of 1S19.

Mr. Geddings moved to amend the resolution by
striking out all after "resolved," and inserting the
lollowing:
"That, until the further order of the house, the clerk
be directed to procure the printing of the house to be
done by such persons as will do it with the least expense

to t^o/ernLnent."

Mr. Jones moved the previous question on

his re-

sol ui ion.

Mr. Gcddir.gs moved Ihe previous question on

his

aiMeudinent.
The m 'tionof Mr. (JfA/i/ij-s for the previous ques!ioii was seconded, put, and carried; and the main
qiiesfioii being on the adoption of his amendment
It

wa^ decided

in the affirmative

— Yeas 109, nays

65.

So the amendment was

The question

agreeii to.

recurring on the resolution as araend-

Mr. Duncan moved

a reconsideration of the vote

just taken.

Which was decided

in the negative:

Yeas lOS,

nays 110.

So the vote was not reconsidered.
The question then recurring on the adoption of
the resolution as amended—
Mr. Smith, of Maine, asked the yeas and nays;
which were ordered, and, being taken, were, yeas
ll.j,

naysS7.

The journal of yesterday having, on motion of
This (said Mr. B.) was the r.'port of the proSo the resolution, as amended, was adopted.
Mr. Pelrikin been amended in ceitain pnrticulars
ceedings on the day Mr. Cotes' resolution wns
Mr. JJ'm. C. Johnson then rising to resume his
Mr. Perk rose and asked permission of the house acted on; and as it has remained uncontradicted to remark?
to correct some portion of a report of ycslerilay's this day, I am warranted in presuming that it
Mr. Davis, of Indiana, said he rose to a privilegwas
proceedings wfiich appeared in one of tlie daily correct. It was true (he said) he made a mistake ed question he wished to submit a motion to repapers of this city, and by which he felt liimself in using the term "southern slaves," instead of consider.
aggrieved.
"northern slaves;" but, even with that mistake, the
Mr. Briggs submitted to the chair that the genThe sjieakcr inquired of the gentleman from gerdleman alluded to could not avoid knowing for tleman Irom Indiana, (Mr. Davis), could not now
North Carolina (Mr. Bymi'ii), who was enlilleil to whom the allusion was intenderl; nor could anyone submit his motion, inasmuch as the gentleman from
the floor from yesterday on the subject of abolition doubt at the time that the term "northern slaves" Maryland, (Mr. Wm. C. Johnson), had the floor.
petitions, whether he 3 ielded the floor!
was applied to those members of this house who are
And the speaker so decided.
Mr. Byimm said certainly, for an explanation.
for preserving the constitution, and sustaining Ihe
An appeal was made to Hr. Johnson to yield
Mr- Pcc/r then proceeded. I see by one of the peace and tranquility of the country, with Ihe per- but Mr. J. pledged his word that, after Ihe cxpiririty papers (the Globe) that the following proceed- petuilv of our institutions.
It was" the first time. ence he had had this day, he would not again yield
ings of" yesterday are re(iorfed:
(Mr. B. said), on the floor nf congress, that to call the floor to any living man.
"Mr. Bi/num said if Ihere were any doubts in the a man an abolilioni<t was deemec' so oU'en-iive as to
Mr J. then proreedin:; in hi-j r-mark-i, (it being
minds of the southern people as tovvhowv'ie and call forth a jross and wanton insult in reply.
now twenty minutes past three o'riotk), and conwho were not abolitionists in that house, they need
The speaker informed Mr. B. lliat no personal
perse
al- tinued to address the house until half past lour
only refer to the speeches and votes of its membtrs. lusion would be permitted.
o'clock, when he g-ive way to

—

—
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Mr.

Fctiikin, who moved an adjournment.
then the house adjourned.
Tuesday, Jan. 28. Mr. W. C. Johnson, who
held
the floor from yester.lay, resumed his
remirUs on
Arifi

such';^/;:r;s s^s^'^^s^n-bifl^p^iS
considered
objected
and

ofa certain abolition memorial presented
by Mr. McKennan, of Penn.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

in a former congress

his speech,

of-

fered the following proposition as an amendment
to
amendment heretofore offered by Mr. Mams:
"That no petition, memorial, resolution or other
paper, praying ihe abolition of slavery in
the District of
Columbia or any state or territory, or the slave
trade
between the states or territories of the United States
in
which It now e.Kists, shall be received by this
house, or
entertained in any way whatever.''
After some remarks from !ilr'. Vanderpoel
he moved the previous question, which was seconded
by
the house, and on the question, 'Shall
the main
tlie

M

'''°'''' '"

in-in^^^^he^;:^^^
M.. D.
n made some remarks
iVlr.
,

1

tion,

and stated

if

'^'"'^^^

^"

'» '""
I

.

in

support of his mo-

tion.

It

it.

call lor the

previous question was seconded,
'

nays 104.

^^r^^^Zl^X^,
T^^"^^y
ade by Mr. Craig-, he withdrew

r

tvi

1 he chair decided that, the house havin<'
.,
^
Ici-ii.I II,
r..i:
__..
sidered
the resolution
which it had passed. The floor
was open to any member to move a new
proposition, whether he had read
it previously
to the
house or no.
From this decision Mr. Jameson took an
appeal.
Mr. Duncan moved the previous question
on the
appeal, which was seconded, put, ami
earritd
And the question recurring on the appeal,
the
aecision of the chair was sustained by
the bouse
yeas 104, nays 92.
Mr. Graves was thus pronounced to be in
order
in moving his resolution as an
amendment.
.,

tion.

and tne main question was put and carried by
veas
and nays. Yeas 110, nays 107.
was carried by yeas and nays— Yeas 116,
So tlie resolution of yesterday was reconsidered.

"^

f bein
objection
the motion

the house would no-rpp fn ron^.,

'

The

Parmenter withdrew

Alford moved an atljournment.
'hirtis of New York, made
an effort to have
Duncan demanded the yeas and nays.
bill committed in relation
to the registers
Alford thereupon withdrew his motion.
~
.Is, being
i>.„„, of Indiana, moved a ,econsid;ration
of regr^Zisin^^^^^^^^^^^^

oifering the following:
Resolved That this house will now
proceed to the
elecuon of a public printer, who shall proceed to
execute the printing of this house agreeably to
the requirements
and
compensation of e.\is:ing laws, until such
question be now put?"
aws are
Mr. Rhetl demanded the yeas and navF; which the meanmodified by the legislation of congress; and in
time a
were ordered, and resulted as follows: 'Yeas 147 appointed by thecommittee of seven members shall be
chair, who shall within twenty-one
nays 61.
legislative days from the date of their
appointment, reSo the previous question was carried.
port to this house what amendments,
if any, are necesMr. W. Thompson wanted to modify his resolu- sary to the more prompt, perfect and economical executiiionof the pruning of congress; whetJier
tion by adopting Mr. W. C. Johnson's
the same
as an addishould be let out to contract, or whether
tion to the end of it; but this not being
it would be
in order, more
e.xpedient to execute tiie same by u
and some discussion arisinj; on points of order
coni»ressionai
Mr. W. C. Johnson modified his resolution so as printing house, press and type belonging to con^re^s
°
and subject to its superintendance.
to propose to' amend Mr. ^(ilr/m.s'
amendment now
Having explained the objects of the- resolution
pending by striking out all butthe word "resolved "
Mr. D. demanded the previous question on its adonand inserting his in lieu
'

thereof.
In this form, liis amendment was pronounced
by
the chair to be in order.
And the question being then put upon its adop-

xth

,

,

Lincoln
Pidans, Vanderpod and Hunt, to allow tliem
to explain the reasons which governed their votes
on the

havinsj concluded

memorial

'

Mr. J. in the course of his remarks yielded the
floor severally to i\Iessrs. ,Mams, Gravger,

Mr. Johnson,

that a

congressional district of
a.s
to,
the question of its re- rn
achusetts, contesting the seat
ception shall be laid on the table, without
'ef a sittinodebate or
be received and
lurther action thereon.
ferred to the committee
election
Resolved, That no pelition, memorial,
resolution oi
„
„,
other paper, praying for the abolition of
»>' Peck, of, ]\ew York, objecting, some
slavery in the
exola
>
t"^
District of Columbia, or any state
°
or territory, or the "^''°" '"ok place; when
slave trade between the states or territories
The chair de ing the motion not to be a
of the Unitprivied btates, in which it now exists, shall be
^pd one,
received hv
'his house or entertained in any way
whatever.
Mr.

the subject of Mr. Thompson's resolution
in relation
to abolition petitions.

disposition

^
of Ihe

I

..

:

I

,

,

-

Mr. Rice Garland requested fdr. Groups to
yield
the floor to enable him to offer an
ameiidu'ent to
the amendment; which Mr.
Graves consented
to do.
And the proposed amendment of Mr. Garland,
which directs the said committee to inquire
also
'•into the expediency of entirely
separatin'' the
patronage from the newspaper or
public priss of
the country," was then read.
Mr. Graves then addressed Ihe house at considera.ile length on the subject
of the public printin''
and the necessity of reducing that branch
of the
public expenditure, entering into some
details to
show wherein, in respect to printing for
different
departments of the government, abuses had
been

Mr. Graves, moved to amend the resolution by
question then recurring on the resolution of striking
out all after the word "resolved," and in«erling as follows:
until the
"That the communication of Gales
Seaton, sent to
house should have been fully organized by the ad- toe speaker
ol this house, tou»!.iing the public prinUn"
mission of the New Jersey members.
and the whole subject of the public printing, be referre°d
This motion was ruled to be out of order.
te a select committee, to inquire into
the plan of e.xeMr, Slunly moved a call of the house, observing
practised.
?^'"''' ''"'' '" '^P'"'' ^y '''" "f otherwise; and
Mr. Graves continued speaking until
^^""^u
that he saw some anti-slavery abolitionists dodginS that
t.he prinung which has been or
may hereafter be twenty minutes to four o'clock.
°
°™ered
by
this
the question.
house, shall, until otherwise ordered, in
Mr. Graves having concluded
The chair decided that, after the previous ques- all things e.xcep: prices, be done in the manner preThe speaker gave the floor to
scribed by the joint resolution of conc^rcss relaiiiig
tion had been ordered, the motion for
to
Mr. Davis, oY Indiana,
a call was that matter,
approved March 3, 1819.
And the cTerk proceeded to make the who said that before he
out of order.
few remarks which he deof this house under the sunervision and conirol
of the
The resolution, as amendesl, was again read, and committee of
accounts, is hereby authorised to make a signed to otter on the general subject, he would inthe yeas and nays having been called upon it,
quire whether it was in order to move to
contract or contracts with some person or persons
it
amend
to
was decided in the affirmative, as follows:
the amendmeiH of the gentleman from
e.xecute said work upon the best terms it can
be done
Kentucky,
Messrs. Alford, Andrews, Athertsn, Banks, 111 the District of Columbia, provided the prices shall
Beiruc, Black, Blackvvell, Botts, Boyd, A. V. Brown
The s;>fofersaid there was an amendment, pend'^ ^^""^
''^ ""^ '''''"''^^''' J°'"' resolution
A. G. Brown, Burke, W". 0. Butler, S. H. Butler, By- "f 'im9°"
ing to the amendment of the gentleman from
Kennum, J. Campbell, Wni. B. Campbell, Carroll, ChapMr. Graves then inquired whether the chair had tucky, (meaning
the proposition of Mr. Rice Garman, Coles, Colquitt, Connor, M. A.Cooper, Crabb,
e communication of Gales
Seaton, referred to land)
Crais;, Crockett, Cross, .Tohn Davis, .T. W. Davis,
Gar- in the resolution in his possession? If so, he asked
Mr.
Divis.
Has
Ihe
amendment
to
the amendret Djvis, Dawson, Deberry, Dennis, Dillett,
Drom- that the clerk be directed to read it.
;nf been recognised as legitimatelv
gpole. Earl, Eastman, Fine, Fisher, Fornance,
before the
.Fames
Mr. Dromgoole inquired whether that communica- house? Has it been
tiarland.R Garland, Gerry, Goggin, Graham, Graves,
read?
tion had ever been communicated by the .speaker
The
to
speaker
said
the
Habersham,
clerk
Hawkins, Hill, of Va. .1. the
informed the chair
S'n'"';. .?'";?'"•
house?
that
Hill, of N. Carohna, Holleman, Holmes, Hopkins,
It had been read.
HubThe chair replied that it h.ad not.
bard, Jameson, Jeniier, Joseph Johnson, VVm. Cost
[A discussion here arose
to poin's of order, in
Mr. Dromgoole then insisted that it could not be which several
Johnson, N; Jones, John Wni. .Tones, Keinble, Leadmembers participated, and much
belter, Lewis, Lucas, McGarty, McClellan, McCulloh, in order to refer to if.
confusion ensued.]
McKay, Medill, Miller, Monlanya. Montgomery, NisMr. Graves required that Ihe question of order be
Messrs. Briggs, Davis, of Indiana, Wise and
bet, Parish, Parris, Petrikin, Pickens, Pope, Prentiss, reduced to writing.
Vanderpoel severally staled to the house their im.
ProiHt, Ramsey, Rayner, Reynolds, Rhett, Rives, J.
The chair decided that if was not in order to refer pressioiis as to the precise order
and position of the
Uo;ers, Sainufh, Shaw, Albert Smith, Stanly, Siecn- to a
paper in possession of the chair, which had not vatious proposiliims which
had been presented
rod, Strong, Sumer, Svvecnv, Taliaferro, Taylor,
F. yet been communicated to the house.
yesterday and to day in relation to the publicprintI h.jmas, P. F. Thomas, W.
Thompson, J. Thompson,
Mr.
Wise inquired whether it could not now be
friplett, Turney. Warren, Watterson. Weller,
John communicated?
After which, Mr. I
While, Lewis Williams, Joseph L. Williams, C.
s propounded the direct
Mr. Graves saiti, if the speaker would send it to question, does the chai
Williams, S. Williams, Wise, Worihington— 114.
cide that it is in order
to amend the propositi
Messrs. Adams, Judson Allen, John AV. him, he would read it in his place.
of the gentleman from
Mr. Smith, of Maine.
Allen, Hush J. Anderson, Sim. H. Anderson, Bnker,
Does he take an appeal Kentucky?
Barnard, Beatty, Bell, BidJlo, Bond, Brev/ster, Brians, from the decision of the chair?
The speaker decided that it wag not in order so
Brockwav, Anson Brown, Calhoun, Carr, Casey, ChitThe chair said the paper could not now be read. to do.
tendsn, Clark, ClilTorJ, .Tas. Cooper, Cranston, Crarv,
Mr. GrdDcs thereupon modified his resolution by
Mr. Vanderpod appealed from that decision.
Curtis, Gushing, Dana, Davae, E. Davies, Doan, Doig,
omitting so much as referred to Gales St Sealon's
The rule.of order was further debated by a numDuncan, Edwards, Elv, Evans, Everett, Fillmote,
communication.
ber of gentlemen, when after some rem.irks from
Fletcher, Floyd, Ga'es, Gentry, Giddin^s, Goode, GranMr. Jameson now rose to order.
Mr. Wise, he moved the previous question, which
gsr, Gnnn.jll, Hall, Hand, W. S. Hastings, J. Hasuncs,
Mr.
Graves
required
him to reduce his point of
led by the house, and the main question
Henry, Hjffman, Hook, Howard, Hunt, Jackso'n,
•d to be put.
Jainos, Ciias. .Johnston, Keim, Kenipshall, Lawrence, order to writing; when, after some altercation as to
Leet, Leonard, Lincoln, Lowell, Mallorv, Marchand, whether this was necessary
Mr
Garland asked the yeas and nays; which
Mr.
Graves, with the assent of Mr. Jameson, were ordered.
JVfarvin, Mason, Mitchell, Monroe, Morgan, S. W.
Mirris, Calvary Morris, Naylor, Newhard, Ogle. Os- moved an adjournment.
And the question was, "shall the decision of the
borne, Piilen, Farmenter, Pavnter, Peck, Randall, RanAnd thereupon the house adiouriied.
chair stand as the judgment of the house?"
dolph, Rarideii, Reed, Ridgwav, Edward Roo-ers, RusWednesday, Jan. 29. The first business before
And the roll having been called, there appeared,
sell, Salton^tall, Sergeant, Siiiionton, Sinde, .T. Smith,
the house was the unfinished business of yesterday,
'
yeas I3fi, nays 71.
Truernnn Siniili, Starii weather. Storrs, Steuart, Tilling- being
the resolulion which the house has agreed io
hast, Toland, Trumbull, Underwood, Vanderp.oel, D.
So
the deci.=ion of the chairs was sustained.
reconsider, directing the clerk to cause the printing
IX Wngener, P. J. Wagner, Wick, J. W. Williams,
for the hoiis" to be executed at the least expense.
The question before the house (under this jiidg^H. V/ilHanif
103.
The immediate question before the h»use was a ment) being the amendment to the amendmen^f,
So the house
iiestinn of order raised by .Mr. Jameson, of Mis(as pioposed by Mr. R. Garland)
Ii:ij'v^:l, T'l'it !tp:;n the presentation rf any me>uri.
But, before tiie house entered on it.
tnir.alor peci:ioa iiraying fjr the aboliiiou of s'averv
Mr. Davis, of Indiana, took the floor, but yieldMr. Parmenter, of Massachusetts, asked permis- ed to Mr. Brings, on whose motion, the
or the slave trade in any district, territory or slat
house ad>lie union, and upon the presentation of any resolution
'ion to present a motion which be consideied as of journed.

the

Mr. Thompson, as thus amended,
Mr. ,ddams moved that it be postponed
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Florida.

his inaugural,
The mayor of Albany,
d resources of that
a statement of the liabilities
subjoin the aggregate.

Albani/.
iiy.

We

Permanent
Temporary

1,

a body of water in the
vicinity of Tallahassee, Florida, several miles in extent,
is said to have entirely disappeared

CHRONICLE.
fives
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Lake Jackson,

Great cargo.
Chaiiesion hist

loans,
loans.

cotton,

The
week

—

|

British ship Scodalid cleared at
for Liverpool, with 2,718 bales of
lbs. and 740 barrels of tur-

weighing 900,000

§114,035 74 peniine.
402.883 42
GeneralJackson lescheA New Orleans the morning
160,001) 00
of the bill iust. from Vicksburg, accompanied by a miAppendage to a duel. It will probably be recollected litary escort, and was received by an immense jirocesTallanear
place
took
duel
sion of soldiery and citizens— himself riding, with his
thai a few weeks since a
hassee, between gen. L. Read and a Mr. Allston, in silver locks uncovered, in a barouche drawn by four
which the latter was killed. "We learn from the Bruns- while horses. Conducted to the cathedral, an oration
wick, (Geo.) Advocate of the Uth insi- that on the 5th was delivered; thence he passed the troops in review
of the on the public square, and at night attended the St.
insi. the general and Mr. Willis Allston, brother
deceased' met in the dining room of the principle hotel Charles theatre, which was crammed to excess, and
of Tallahassee, and that an affray took place between where an anthem composed lor the occasion was
them, in which Mr. A. discharged two pistols at gen. sung; and, also. Hail Columbia, by the whole compaR.the ball of one of which passetl through his side, and ny. The veterans of '14 and '15 were out. The genethen attacked and cut him severely with a bowie knife. ral was not able to go to the balile ground.
Gen. R. was alive at the last accounts, and expected to
Georgia. An unsuccessful attempt was made in the
How delightful this "chivalrrc" state of so- legislature of Georgia, to repeal the private banking
survive.
ciety, where you lull one day and are killed the ne.xt. law.
Jan.
23.
IPennsi/loanian
Indiana.
bill to abolish imprisonment for debt,
The total amount of the ex- passed the Indiana house of representatives, on the
AroostooJc expedition.
to December 20ih
penses of the Aroostook expedition,
6th instant, by a large majority.
""-"
follows:
(excepting the civil posse)
Massachusetts. l\e Bay Slate Democrat of ThursPay of the troops,
day has ihe following:
(iuartormasler's department,
All right!
The Senate yesterday, as will be seen by
S226,765 39
our legislative report, accepted the majority report, declaring judge Morton elected governor, by a vote of
The Globe of Saturday thirty-two to seven. Mr. Savage who made the miBloodhounds in Florida

Due

the e:ty.
City properly.

A

opening 8270,000; water pipes S(i0,000; inteiest
Itjan 310,000; wells andpunips l!jl8,000; pubschools Ijl95,5y0; levying tax S13,00u; errors and de
linquencies $500; almshouse $250,000; board of health
$6,000; commutation of alien passenuers S200; coroner's fees $3,000; contingencies l!>23,000; courts $35,000;
charities $6,000; cleaning streets $140,000; street expenses $50,000; elections $7,000; fire department
$46,000; house of refuge 4,000; house of detemiiin,
Harlasm, 8500; interest 5>150,000; intestate estates
lands and places
1,800; justices' courts $16,000;
813,000; lamps and gas $120,000; markets, for repairs
and salaries, &24,000; mayoralty fees $100; public reservoir §5,000; penalties $3,000; police $33,000; printing
and stationery *24,000; repairs and supplies $16,000;
real estate $1,500; roads and avenues SSd.OOO; watch
$234,000; salaries $55,000; tavern and excise licenses
slreels

on water
lie

$1,500.

The bonds and the water loan of the above may be
regarded as extraordinary; they amount to $3,623,460.
There is an item of 1S24,000 for printing and stationery. They must pay for their printing in New York,
and ti^e stationery, to come to such a sum.
$6,081,150
The whole amount is
3,623,460
Deduct loans and bonds,
Current expenses for ordinary purposes,
Ohio.

'

;

says:

file Florida papers

announce

norily report vesting for it.
To-day, the house concurred with the senate in accepting the report by a vote of 454 to 45.
The election for councillors in Massachusetts has
resulted in the choice of the whole whig ticket by more
than 30 majority. The locos have the governor, and

the arrival of col.Fitz-

bloodpatrick, from the island of Cuba, with a pack of
hounds, imported, as we understand, by the authorihave ascertained that the
ties of the territory.
war department is only acquainted wiih the circumstance through public rumor, and know nothing of the
mailer officially. It does not surprise us that die inhabitants of a country which has been so cruelly desci-

We

nothing

else.

Michigan. The hon. A. S. Porter, who, ere this is
with elected to the- senate ot the United States, from the
lated, and where every hearthstone is sprinkled
state of Michigan, is a son of judge Porter, of Niagahlood, should resort to any imaginable means to prora
Falls, and a brother of Peter B, Porter, jr. a popumurderous
tect their families from the prowling and
lar and efficient member of our own legislature from
savages.
[Albany Evening Jour.
the county of Niagara.
Cuba bloodhounds arriiied! An officer of the army,
The Michiga.i house of representatives completed
says the Madisonian, just arrived in Washington from its organization on the 8th inst. H. Acker was electthirtij-three
with
vessel
that
a
reports
Auijustine,
St.
ed speaker, and Mark Howard clerk. ParUes in the
bloodhounds had entered one of the ports of the penin- house stands 26 whigs, 15 administration.
sula before he

left.

Mississippi.

Robert

J.

,

1840— CHROMICLE.

Walker has been

re-elected

The Democratic convention

$2,467,GaO

of Ohio (Phos.

president), met at Columbus on the 8di
January, on the public square in the snow. They reassembled next morning in the theatre. They have
nominated Wilson Shannon, for re-election as goverThey recommend a national convention to meet
nor.
at Baltimore on the 5th May, and they recommend
JIartin Van Buren and R. M. Johnson for re-nomi-

L.

Hamer,

natioli.

is

Population ef Ohio. The official census last spring,
completed. The white male population alone, ovet
is 291,132 souls.

the age of 21,

Fennsijlvania. The Philadelphia North American,
of yesterday says:
'The meeung of the stockholders of the Schuylkill
learn that the statebank was held yesterday.
ment submitted to them showed a surp us of neai
$600,000 tor the stockholders, alier payi.ig all their'
debts, leaving the Kentucky baiik out ol the question..
Another petition has been presented to the legislature,'
praying for the appointment of a board of directors.
As matters now stand, the interests of stockholders:
are much jeoparded, as the present board dechnestak-;
ing any step which may involve them in personal re-

We

sponsibility.

The medical department of the university of PenD'
Cairo, Illinois. The Messrs. Wright, of London, a senator of the United States from the state ot Missylvania contains about 450 students exceeding thati
the' angle of land formed by the Ohio and Mis- sissippi for six years from the 4th of March, 1841,
His ma- of any former class within the last twelve years.
sissippi, and"on the point of which is Cairo. They have when his present term of service will expire.
dollars
to
continue
tho
ball.it
both
branches
of
the
legisjority in the joint
of
sent out a million and a half of
yesterday copied
Shipwreck and loss of life.
improvements, and offer a loan of four millions to Illi- lature was 26, Mr. Prentiss having received thirty-seven repori of the loss of the bng Herald, of Boston, for Galnois to complete her great central rail road, which is out of the forty votes given against him.
to have been ihe ship Harold,
cuita.
It turns out
constitution
of
Mississippi
prohibits
the
The
new
Cairo.
at
terminate
to
Howes, from Calcutta.
introduction of slaves into that state as merchandise or
The Boston papers of j'esterday say she was destroyregret to learn, says the Kingston, (U. for sale.
Canada.
Under this provision the federal court at
C.) Chronicle of the 15th, that sir George Arthur has Jackson recently decided that all coniracts for negroes ed by fire at sea, Oct. 26, lat. 4 SO, S.; long- 26 23, W.'
Five persons, Mr. Henry Parkman, (grand son of^
resigned the government of this province. His excel- brought into that state and sold since the 1st of May,
lency, it is said, forwarded his resi'tnation by the last 1838, are null and void. This decision will efleci ex- the late Henry Parkman, esq.) of Boston; one of the
Bell,
trip of the Great Western, and which has been ac- isting contracts to the amount of two millions of dol- supercargoes; Mr. Henry Erving, of Boston;
of New Hampshire, (son of gov. Bell), passengers;
cepted.
lars
Mr. Samuel P. Nash, first officer, of Boston, and one
Patriot
morning,
says
the
this
sunrise
Colder yet. At
Mobile. The committee of relief, in Mobile, under seaman, were drowned.
of the 17th ult. the thermometer siood at two degrees dale of the 4ih inst. acknowledge the tolal receipts of
Ausun, another superCapta:n Howes, Mr.
above zero. The coldest morning this season, except moneys subscribed for the relief of the sufli^rers by cargo, Mr. Blunt, 2d officer, and 14 others, with the
that of the 2d ult.
the late fires in that city, to be S26,395 66.
rest ot' the cresv, after being seven days in the long
trie
thermometer,
morning,
yesterday
At Washington
Nantucket. The sea-girt home of the whalemen, is boat, landed at a place about 20 miles north of Per"in an exposed northern aspect,'' was down to zero.
in danger of being absorbed in the ocean.
The late nambuco, to which place they proceeded, and thence
The thermometer at filmira, N. Y. January 27th, gales came near blotting it out fi-om the map with all Mr. Austin, under Nov. 5, wrote to his brother iii
was '23 degrees below zero.
this city, via Liverpool and New York.
„,
,
,„,
its historic fame in the annals of heroic adventure.
thatThursday
the
16ih,
mention
papers
Muiiireal
The
The loss of property by the Haloid is estimated at
The Enquirer says:
was the coldest day of the season— ihe thermometer at
$11 1,000, which is fully iiisured in Boston.
with
and
storms
What
seas
Nantucket
has
been
al8 A. M. was at 22 below zero, and coniinued the same
The cargo consisted of saltpetre, indigo, hides, ,S:c.
most washed away! During the past months Boreas
during the day. On Friday it was at 20.
has raged so horribly around us, that the tides have
Steamboat decision.
decision, which may be imlearn that one of these convul- been higher than at any time within the period of fifty
Earthquake,
portant to the owners of steamboats and tho trt. veiling
Consequently great inroads have been made public generally, was lately made by the court at Walsions of the earth was sensibly felt in the vicinity of years.
Friday
last.
on
county,
Herkimer
Fairfield,
upon our sand-bank in different parts of the island, do, Maiue.
man on a passage Irom Boston to Port[Albany Journal,
though, fortunately what is taken from one part of it, land refused to pay his fare, and was detained on the
is only carried to another.
However, at Siasconset, Doat for nearly an hour alter her arrival. The action
have the particulars to-day such \vas the run upon the bank there, that
Fire at Wilmington.
it has bewas brought lor false iinprisonnicnt. "The jiiry returnof the conflagration, which destroyed .150 buildings, come necessary to remo^e the houses which stood
ed a virdiet ofone dollar daniogcs and twenty-live cenia
about one-third of the business part of the town.
upon it, to a greater distance fi'om the margin; and
The fire commenced near the court house, which that interesting hamlet has been lost, forever, ihal very cost against the captain of the boat.
was destroyed, as were the two squares N. W. and N. spot, no doubt, fjitliliilly chronicled in the memorj; of
Texas. Letters from New Orleans bring information
K. of it, except the Bank of Cape Fear, and two small many a lt»\iiii: p;tir, whore, their first vows of afreciion that col. Bee has been appointed minister to ihe United
houses north of it, and three brick buildings on the N. were locncli .iili.r plinhteo! Mr. Franklin Folger, it States from the republic of 'I'cxas, vice eencral 1 luiisquare.
tho
N.
W.
of
W. angle
lap.
Col. Bee, it will be lecoUecied, was the iniiiisier
is said, w.'i:^ cai rii'd down the avalanche, and was, with
The ofiices of iho Advertiser and Chronicle, the cus- much dilficuhy, rescued from his perilous situation.
deputed fiom 'l'o*as to the republic of Mexico, but v as
[Nat. Int.
tom house, tho Clarendon and Kcslon's liriel, were
passtiiie has also been cut through Biant Point and not received by the latter.
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loss,

it

is

computed,

will

amount

A

to

Smith's Point, where the stump of a tree was laid bare,
having probably been embedded there for many years.
What will become of us?
Add to this, the island is ombargoed with ice, and
all communion wiili ihe continent cut ofl*.
Wliat is
worse, a thousand poor persons arc suffering, as wood
and coal arc all exhausted.

§500,000.

Flour trade. Tho demand for shipment to Europe
has ceased, and there me now but a lew transactions
for the
liere is

the West Indies.
The stuck
small, notwithstanding the inspections in De-

home market and

cember rcuchcd upwards of ninety thoiisnnd

barrel?.
in.spcctiou lor the year 183'J were nearly one milPric.cs in this market now range from
lion barrels.
S6 25 to $6 50 a barrel, and in the interior from ^2 75

New

The

L'liely
Ihirlv

l:i .,rly

th'V.lsund

bu-ii'

l^'

imivi;:,..

for
,1

corn, and
•„

.LUd

Last week twenty timinand bii>in.ls
Flngluiid.
at sixty cents a bushel for that \iurpose.

The

following is the estimate of expendiliiics of Ihe city of Ni'W York lor the year 1840.
"Bonds payable $1,423,460; water loan (Croton
aqueduct) !i?2,200,000; charges on arrears of assess-

toS5.
there has been a good drinatid

York.

nicnisSlOOOO; do. do.

and

lu

were

^li|'!!

[New York HeraU.
I

t^2.').iiO);

ii:;iila!iiig

and pining

docks
sew-

streets,

»225,O0O; docks and slips $10,000; firt commis»iuners 184,000; interest on opening and regulating
sireuts $10,000; liens on lots $2,0(X); fencing lots S2,000;

ers, i.tc.

houaht

Ia.ves 1510,000; cleiiniiig

Gen. \yashinglon^s opinion of profane swearing ha3
ohen been quoted, but cannot be too olicii rei'eated^
It is recorded in the orderly book of the army uiideS
command of Washington, dated at head quarters, in
the city of New York, Augusts, 1776:

"The general

is

sorry to be informed that the foolish

and wicKed practice

ol profane cursUig and sweating,
known in an American army, is
growing into lashion he hopes the olficcrs will, by
example as well as iufiuence, endeavor to check it,
and that both they and the men will ntlecl that we can
have liulflijpe ol the blcssii'g of heaven on ouriirriis,
if wo liiHitli It by impiety and fully; added to tliis, il
is a vice so mean and low, without any lemplatiou,
that every man of sense and character detests and de-

a vice heretofore

spiscs

it."
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auspicious to the restoration of tranquillity throughJ
tlie president
&
1
372 out that kingdom.
jHRokicle
334
The London money market presents no new feaC-Mgrcss—senme 379, 380; house
380—333 ture.
Severely cramped it still is, but that we
Jixplunug expedition, letter from the commander
of knew
It was before.
Certain it is, however, its em373, 374
V
,
„
I'omgn
articles-Eaghnd, Cliina, Bermud.a, Me.'sico barrassments have not increased, but in one respect diminished. There had been no
^^^''^
export of
369,
370
,
T
Jjexington,
furllier account of tlie
370- 37^> specie or bullion to the continent during the week
A'udopiaZaJuirs— appoinments, by the president;
north- preceding our advices.
This, it is true, is partly
eastern boundarv; the substance of the
documents to be attributed to the wise policy of the Bank of
laid before tlie United States senate
372; the Semi- England in furnishing bills
through the Messrs.
nole war; a summary of Mr. Benton's bill;
weights iiarings, and that (hey were able to
do this is at
and measures, report of F. R. Hassler; the general
least so far a favorable symptom.
Whether they
P?5' ?'"?«' f™"> t'le year 1789 to the prese.it time
will be able to continue to keep
down in this way
fi; the letter of hon. John M. Bolts relative to abo- the
rates of exchange, when the Baltic
litioa petiuons 373; naval, death of
ports open
com. Chauncey
with their avowed short crop of grain,
exploring expedition, letter from the
appears to
commander to
us very doubtful. Indeed as the
the navy department
373 374
season advances
Puhtics of the day— sen. Harrison and gov.
Tyler's ac- and the deficiency in their crop becomes more se-

Appomtments by

.

.

,

.

and stealing whatever they find.
It is estimated
tha no less than eighty thousand
persons in Paris
daily have recourse to Ihe
public bounty

lla^Xped'"''"

'"

^"^""' """"'='^"'""5 'o^n^

There were exported from London
to China
during the week ending December
19, 295 805
ounces of specie, and 38,000 ounces
to Calcutta
American flour in bond ia 31 shillings.
Lord Durham is apokeu of to succeed
lord Ponsonby to Turkey.
Mr. Cunard's line of steamers commence
riiuning on May 1st
The new steam ship United
States wi 1 soon take her place in
the Transatlantic
line, and leave Liverpool
April 20.
Glasgow. Heavy failures continue to
occur at

Glasgow- withm

the last few weeks failures to the
extent of between 200.009 and
300,000 pounds
ceptance of the Harrisburg nomination
in
'
379 verely lelt. It IS not iinlikelv that the supplies they that city alone.
union— Massachusetts, gov. Morton's mes- will require from this country
will, in addition to
From the Banker's Circular.
New York, comptroller's report, the general our lull crop of cotton, being
then at market, create
have goo.t ground for stating that the
banking law 374; Pennsylvania, resumption, annual a
bullion
heavy demand on them lor specie to ship
to the in the bank at this instant
report ol the treasurer on the finances, the
considerably exceeds
governor's U. Stales.
The grain averages remain the same. £o,5f)0,(m The
special message relative to loans, the state loan,
amount ofsilver exported since
the
ho
King
1
William steamer was totally lost in the 4th of December,
rules for authenticating pension claims, Mr.
to Hamburg chiefly— reach
Pen- August last,
at the entrance of New Caslle
rose's tariff resolutions 375; the annual
harbor ing above .a:200,000 in value-is°forthe
report of the
regulation
Ihiladelphia board of trade 376; Virginia, senatorial New South Wales.
She was built in England in of the exchange, and the
highest authorities in the
182B, and was about 400 tons burthen.
elecnon; Georgia, rail roads; Alabama, the debt of
No lives lost city on this matter, express great
the
state; Mississippi, the new governor, assault;
'Ji"tcd Stales bank.
The following circular the exchanges will be set to right confidence that
Teiiwithout renewed
iiessee, the bank; Kentucky, the Schuylkill
bank 377; which 13 without date, was issued by Messrs! difficulty and alarm.
Ohio, the legislature, bank reform, repeal ot charters -Karing S4
Co. relative to the alfairs of tne United
The Liverpool steam ship was to leave
abstract ot the first annual report ot bank
Liverpool
commis- States bank, and will be read with mlerest:
on the 20th of January.
sioners; Illinois, state bank; Michigan, gov.
Wood"I'he late loan made by the United
States bank
The Great Western was adveitised to
bridge's message
378 /or about two years,
leave
and for £800,000 on deposite Bristol on the 2llth of
February.
0! Pennsylvania and other states' stock,
at a price
'riie Gazette de France
HOLES.
announces that the pone
which gives 10 per cent, annual interest
to the had issued letters ad fuluram ad
ENGLAND.
memoria7>i,m'oThe packet ship Patrick Henry, at New York subscribers, shows what rate of interest must be' hibiting the slave trade. The apostolical
letters
paid to obtain any amount
of money on the best are dated December 3.
brings Liverpool papers to the 20'th December
be- American securities,
and serves therefore, as a
ing nine days later than our last advices.
London money market, Dec. 25
From the guide to Ihe capitalists
here lor their purchase of
journals before us we make up the follovvinK
American stocks: Alabama, (sterling)
sum state stocks.
.5;Loui.
quote Ihe last prices of the prin- siana, (sterling) 5
inary of intelligence:
89; Mexican, 6 57 7-8; do
The British Queen arrived and landed her letters hirt''i!f';""
"1 "'""^^ "^"^'""^ ''"^ '"^«" '''"'«• (deferred) 6; Michigan, 6; Mississippi,
i.t .„„o( ..jj
!l'^^l
.!,_»
.__
(sle,!
buT^rtlidrtVat
ij
j^j these
'""
rates, only smali Img) 5; Neapolitan,
at Gravesend at 10 A. M. 2V,1 D
!''1' '"'"
eiXr. L
5; New York, (payable 1855).
^".'!
and passengers by her were at LivernooTihe mor,
^^1^. ';'<=. practicable
5 80; Ohio, e 90; Pennsylvania, 5 77 1-^2:
"f^"*'""^'
South
'=°';",""'='' '^1' '" 'heir value destroys speing of the 26th. Her long passage 'was
Caiolina, 5 82 1-2.
caused bv p„i,,;
""^"y y<^^'^ "'ill be required 'for
sliong head winds, having hid hefdrcks
Markets—Liverpool, 24tt December, 1839.
swei)t bv
T'"'''
Our
a sear&c.
She ^as to sail again on he
'^ =" f^^'"'^' '" last circular was under date of the 14th
o^' our '"w- ""'w '? '""T^ ^l'-'^'
instant
''" ""' "^""^ ''"' """ ^"<='' «™dual i or some days
March, The packet ship Cambridge had not ar ^^ -7
''
subsequent, the quantity of cotton
pressing
"'^
•^""='"
on
"''
the
nved;thewincLhavingbeeneasterly^severalvLls
market conlinucd to exceed the de
^=''"='<" »eci£s j.nown
"'^
states which do not
>
„„- tho
r..„,_?j
over-issue, and which inand, particularly of the better
the „,„„.
coast „i
ol England.
qualities, and these
The cotton market had sust.iined itself better laitninlly meet their engagements to their creditors luilher declined l-8al-4d. per lb. while the depresas the confidence in the
resources and national sion on all under fair, was slight
perhaps than was expected, having declined
and has since been
only honor of the United
States remains undiminished recovered; the
about ifi. Sales were moderate. The money
demand having been more general
market in t lis conntiy, as well
as Ihe conviction that by for lour or five days
in England continued in an unsettled
past, and less anxiety evinced
state— United such investments
England
employs her annual sur by holders to realize.
States bank shares were quoted
IS oalO.
Par- plus of capitai both
safely and profitably, encouliament was to meet on the 26th January
The market has consequently assumed rather
The rages her best customer, and binds
more closely the more firmness and steadiness; for, though the
queen's marriage, it was stated in the Times
would lies of mutual interest
conbetween the two countries. sumers still appear pretty generally
lake place on the 4lh February. Strenuous
to confine their
efibrts
"Jjut if the old scheme of internal
were making all throush the kingdom to repeal
improvements operations to the supply o( present wants,
there
the in the union is to be
carried
into
effect on the vast has been some little speculative
corn laws. From Huddersfidd, Leeds,
demand and some
Rochdale and scale and with rapidity
lately projected, and by the purchases for
Bradlord, the accounts of the stat<3 of
export, which have produced a fair
trade were means of foreign
capital, a more comprehensive extent of business;
discouraging in the extreme. In Bradford,
but the lair and good qualities
one of guarantee than that of
individual stales will be re- are still dull and difficult
the largest failures known in the
lo sell, and the market
trade, Messrs
quired to raise so large an amount in
Hinds
a short time. altogether, though more steady, is by no
Co. spinners, had occurred, and
means brisk
had cast
riatinnal pledge would
undoubtedly collect
a general gloom over the town.
The sales for the week ending the 20lh instant
capital together from all parts of
Europe, but the amoniiteii to 24,000 bales, of which 7,340
fn France, the chamber of deputies
were Up
has been forced sales of loans
made separately by all the in- land at 5 3-4a7 1-4; 8,440 Orleans
opened by a speech from the king. It is
at 5 3-4a8 3-4only re- dividual states, in
reckless competition, through a 4,S00 Alabama and Mobile
markable for Its allusion to the good understamlinoat Sa7 1-2, and 50 Sea
number of channels, render the terms more
existing between England and France on
and Island at 20a30d. per lb. About l,80o bales were
the Turk' more onerous for
all, lower Ihe reputation of
ish, Egyptian and 011 the Spanish
Ame- taken on speculation, and 20,000 by export buyers
question. The rican credit, and
(as reliance is almost exchisively On Saturday, the
prosecutions for conspiracies against the
21st instant, the business was
"-overn
placed upon the London mark(-t),prnriucetemi)orarv
ment continue, and one of the conspirators
eslimatod at 3,500 bales; yesterday about 4,000,
tliand
mischief here, by absorbing the
floating capital
marquis de Crouy Chanel, has made his
to-day about 3,000 bales have been sold. The'
escape" diverting money from
imregular business, derangin" port continues very light.
feome importance is attached to the
Fair qualities may be
presence at
Rome, of the duke of Bordeaux, and the French banking operations, and producing an unnatura] quoted at 6 5-8a7d. per lb.
balance of trade against this country.
Icgitiinatists are said to be hurrinj there
Flour in bond is in regular fair demand at SOaSls
in crowils
"It would seem, therefore, as if most
of the states The most recent sales have consisted chiefly
to see him, which of course is vieVed
with an evil must either pause
of the
in the execution of their works best
eye by the government of Louis Phillippe.
parcels— western canal, &c.— at Ihe laller
mis- ot improvement, or some
general system of com
understanding has taken place at a port
price.
parcel of American wheat, of good qualiin the bina'ioii must be
adopted.
Mauritius, between the commanders of an
ty, was in the market to-day, and held
at 8s. 4d. per
En»lish
"All corporation stocks are neglected, nor
and French ship of war, of which the Paris
do we 70 lbs. in bond; it would no doubt sell freely at
8s
pa"peis hear of any transaction
in bank shares, e.\-ceplin
would make a national affair, but which, no
The duly on wheat remains at ISs. 8d. perqr. and
doubt ' those ol tlie United Slates bunk.
Will be quietly settled by the two
on flour lis. 23-4d. per bbl.
governments.
"We
have
the honor to be youpobedientservants
From the possessions of France, on the coast
From the quality and condition of the new wheat
of
(Signed) BARING,
Africa, the accounts are still calculated
CO."
appearing in the different markets, an opinion is
to give
The French newspapers
;reat uneasiness to the government.
The French 01 the distress prevailing are filled with accounts gaining ground that the late crops were more exin every part of France. tensively damaged
seem almost entirely confined to their militarv
than was generally supposed
sta- Wot only
the mannraclnriMg towns but in
tions.
the some time back.
agricultural districts great numbers of
In Spain, no military movements
people are
Turpentine continues dull. A,bout 1,700 barrels
between the reduced l„ a stale of
..dual starvation.
tontending parties has taken place,
Bands of sold to-day by auction at lis. lOd. for middling
but Ihe no
to
Iched neople traverse the villages,
some
Uot. of alfairs tl^ere seems growing
'''™^- beg12s. .sd. |>fr cwt. for piime quality.
^ec
The tobacco
^",''l-^^'
gradai;
»uadiiy mote
.1!^' buMl'T'.'™'"','
more .j-ins,
'"fbreaking
but (lie greater orUon
ojici, house
Vol. VJI.— SiG. 34
maikLt U 11-at.
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1840—THE LEXINGTON.

Lexington, anil Ihe finding of Ihe four bodies menTEXAS.
in this paper of Saliirilay. says:
advic"S from Galveston, received at New tioned
'•Captain Biown, of Smi'.htown, who appears to
Orleans, are to Hit' 14th inst.
hniiest, plain spoken man, rel,\ies a circumAdvices from Aiisiin to the 1st, stale that colonel bean
stance in connection with the disoovrry of ihese
Burleson had defeateil Ihe Indians at P.-cau Bayou.
bodies, which we should not relate, if he did i".t
with a loss of six killed and twenty-five prisoners.
He
tell it with an apparent conviclion of ils tiiilh.
Captain Lynch fell in Ihe combat. 11 was ascertainsavs that on Monday night he dreamed Ihat a beat
ed also that colonel Ross liad been killed in a stieet
bay, that he in
The Mexicans have begun to had come on shore' in Sniithtown
fi»ht in Gonzales.
wenl to Ihe
Their last cara- consequence ro--e before da_\ light and
trade freely with Ihe Austinians.
whtre. about half an hour alter sui.rise, he
van consisted of one hundred and seventy mules, spot,
discovertd Ihe boat, and immediately cidied iifon
specie.
of
dollars
Ihonsand
hundred
and some
and
neighbors and Ihe coroner, Dailiog D. Whitney,
Congress was to adjourn on the 17th, after pass- his
-iq. to accom|iany
tice was revoked.
, t,
.^
In the,...,
-•:-.' him to secure the bodies. This
re- in-- a law lo seellonize Ihe Cherokee lands.
Captain MacMichaels, of the Robert Fulton,
v.iih great rare, and in a way to prevent
done
'one v.iili
was
wife
The
fell.
chief
families, had been Burleson fight, Eirg, a noted
ports that the Brilish, with their
'"'''*"
s"si>ic on Ihat anyone ol the vidnable
„.,... Ihe
'"" suspic
leave Macao, and were of Bowles was among the canliired.
nbli-'ed by the Chinese to
bodies, hail heei. dislniberi.
Some time since, a British vessel (the Agnes) property about the
Kon-, 35 miles
that the body of Mr. Finn, the conneon board Ihe English ships at Honi;
staled
appears
is
It
It
enii;;raiils.
Captain Elliolt, cinet super- arrived at Galveston with
has
eastward of iVlacao.
consul at New dian, one of the passengers in the Lexington,
Texan
the
Woodward,
that
John
his
hoisted
flas
intendent of the EnRlish trade, had
It was lound floaiing, with a life
capitalist, been recovered.
Fort William.-- York, h-fld sold to a Mr. Iken, an English
names,
more
two
Alsolliat
toil.
on hoard the English country ship
attached
preserver
suspended, lar»e quanlilies ol Texan lands, to which he had
The British trade with China was totally difficullies, noFthe shadow of a litle, and that the.se emigrants Benjamin D Holmes and William Dexter, bolli of
adjustment of tlie
anil no prospect of an
lands ot Boston, are to be added to the list ol victims.
trade, how- who had come out. had purchased their
without aid from En-land. The opium
Several suits have been commenced again.sl the
Their disappointment inav be easily imabriskly, and at liij^h Iken.
ever was carried on v-ry
company by persons in this citv, who had gupds on
Galveston,
in
h-ld
w-as
meeting
large
coast of Cliina, under the gined.
{ Prcvirlenu lovnial.
urices, on the eastern
of the Lexington.
board
to
presided,
would prevent tne possi- some days ago, at which general Hunt
and Env,....
New- Yoik
the
o.t: i,rv.
„,„ Cornier
British flag. This alone
copvlioin
iiu.i
^..
vve copy
conduct
Woodwaril's connuci.
opinion
n on of Woodward's
their op
-xnress <heir
the Enslish trade wHh Can- express
si,h,oined
bility of a renewal of
the
'quirer
It
discharge.
immediate
his
lead to a suspension ot all Tiley recommended
eventually
'"';.'"""y;V;&"'''The
the
may
L^^
Iron,
saved
and
ton,
f^'" 'these emigrants do- Ihe only passciger
^''^
is said that congress will grant
-.'< "as it is ihe most
detail, but
in ut.i.ii,
somewhat III
foreiern trade.
-^
is Miiiicviiun
,
account IS
aCCOIlIll
,,
head rights.
i. ....."
to their
addition IV
IN auui'iwii
llioiis Ol
laiiu Tn
of land
..J,
between the Ln£;lishi. nations
the fire ol
during
proceedings
Tireie was much irritation
Ihe
of
explanatory
preThe
Sabine has ovei flowed its banks, so as to
lired into several
having
former
was
the
it
whole
as
and Chinese,
Large quan- any Ihat we have seen, we copy the
line.
boundary
the
of
vent
the
tracing
comthe
under
an attack,
iuiiks and haviii" made
iven before the cotoner:
out.
junks at lilies of cotton'are on its banks waitinir to set
mand 'of captain°Elliott, on the lorts and
Captain Chester Hilard sworn. I went on board
Mr. Yates, Ihe bearer of the French treaty, has
eastward ol Hong
Kow Loore, a few miles to the Chinese
the Lexington at 3 o'clock, P. M. 1 don't know the
Austin.
had been arrived at
I estiKonf it was reported several
of passengers she had on board.
number
dated
Justin.— X letter from Austin, (Texas),
was a Mandarin ol rank.—
that there were
killed amongst which
at the mated Irom Ihe miniber at the table
having a hall December 31, says: "The accominodaiions
but 1 have since been induced lo
Captain Elliott narrowly escaped,
passengers;
150
expected.
was
than
claimed Ihe victory. hotels here are much better
was loo large. I paid no
throu'^h his hat. The Chinese
best hotels in tbe believe that'the estimate
been issued by the high Board can be had at Ihe very
ver°v severe edict had
particular attention to l|ie lading of the Ireighl on
place at g2 per day. par money; at private houses,
pro|ic.ilinn of the Irci-ht
greatest
commissioner, in consequence ol the above attack,
the
Ihii.k
I
board;
conLots
from 75 cents 1o ^1 per day is charged.
intended blockade.
of

CHINA.

The

China,
ship Robert Fulloii, at N.York from
25th September.
sailed fVom Hon;; Kmi- on tlie
with a
early part of SeptfMnbrr a boat
Ill the
anil the
nn.nber of British seamen di.^apneire.i,
them.
captured
having'
Chinese were suspected of
ship ol
On the 11th, captain Sioilh of the British
Elliott, decaptdir.
of
advice
the
wich
war Vola^e,
Canton, which was
clared a blockade of the port of
But meanwhile the
days.
to be enforced alter six
merchants
American
the
found;
ini^in" crew was
shTpmasters protested, and on the 16th the no-
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and the notice

.stowed under the proLands in Ihe vicinity of coiiMsled of eolton; it w-as
to rise in value.
within menade deck. There might have been boxes of
Austin are much in demand. Good hind
notice.
not
did
but
I
board,
at $5 per 'oods on
five miles of Ihe city can yet he obtained
Between the wheelhouse and engine, there was
Stransers, and many of Ihcin of a valuable
acre.
pass; whell er more
to
them
person
of
for
a
snllicient space
class, are constantly arrivins; and many
lands than sufficient for one person or not. I cannot s.iy.
are becoming interested in Auslin and in the
bales stowed in tbe pascotton
of
tier
wasa
There
in ils neighborhood."
next to the wlieelhouse;
s ige; I ihiiik on the side
think there were over
LEXINGTON.
I went into the forecastle; I
inciaffecting
baggage cars, the life
ing
four
lotion
or
The
thiee
The widow's mile.
the forecastle
promenade
dent, connected wilh Ihe burning of the steamboat boat was on Ihe starboard side of the
Lexington, is related in the New York Commercial deck, forward of Ihe wheelhouse; I took no notice
lo char
Advertiser:
of the boat, until I saw peisons endeavoiing
.
The reader may bave noticed several advertise- her away; she was covered with canxass; I also
after the
away,
unfortuof
lowered
bodies
boats
the
quarter
for
rewarils
two
Ihe
.«avv
arnv.il ments, offering
nate individuals who perished in Ihat sad calamity fire broke out, but did not notice them before.

the

trade continued wilhout molestaSeveral vessels
the Chinese.
tion on the part of
Danish fligs, were
under the Ainerican, Spanish and
Bruish maemnloyed in bringing India cotton and
Hong Kong, at hl-h
niilactiires to Canlon from
The British siiip Mermaid had
ra'es of freight.
Kong, and was employed
been purchased at Hong
business, under the American Mag,
ill the Itei-'hling
between there and Canton.
and silks was
An addilional expoit duty on teasmeet
tb« exlrato
about being laid by the Chinese,
by the unsettled state
O'dinary expenses occasioned
English; new
the
and
them
between
of atfairs
river,
have been built at the entrance of the

The American

forts

tinue

THE

,

,

and chains thrown across it. An
and
Singapore, reports that several
at St Helena from
generally indicating
sailing tor the —Ihe amount ottered
f»ily armed, were about
rafts

vessels
with a determination ol carryeast coast ol Chin.i,
trade.
in"- on the opium
Chinese authorities,
"under a decree issued by the

Ihat Ihe

surviving relatives are in affluent or at least comBut in one instance the
Ibrlable circumstances.
mentioned is only five dollars— the piltance ol
teiribleloss

a poor widow, who i'n Ihe sudden and
of subsisof her husband has lost also the means
betence, and amid the grief and desolation of her
reavement, has also to encounter the woesof poverBER.MUDA.
severe distress.
and
immediate
of
ly—nerhaps
has received
The Norfolk Beacon, of Monday,
contrasted her situation wilh Ihat of others
Gazette, of the Utli ol January.
the Bermuda Royal
who had sulfered like her, in this calamity. Tlie;/
There is nothing new in the island.
can nourish their grief in the welcome solitude of
schooner Tom, S.iiith, master, from

American ships were allowed

to

proceed

at

once

with a petition trom
the Bjgue, in compliance
merchants.
of the Ainerican

to

some

look supper about six o'clock: there n-ere
one-half
set, I should think more than
of Ihe cabin. These tables were filled,
length
the
lo wait
and some of the passengers were cninpi lied
ran, peihi ps, 12 to 14
for the second table; Ihe boat

We

two tables

knots per hour;
Slipper

I

Ihink Ihat we must have laken
o'clock; I Ihink that Ihe
to three quarters of on

somewhat before 6

supper occupied from half

capt. Child, and cannot say
Ihe table or not.
supper that 1 heard the
It was about an hour alter
liiiiiii g
alarm of fire. I was Ijien on the point of
The Danish
committing all Ihat they wish
homes,
own
their
oii; 1 think in> beilh
into
boots
put
Delaware,
and
coat
bound to the
in- I had my
St Croix 2T days,
done lo Ihe charge of sympathising friends, or of
Oil. ult. having lost
45 or 49. the Ihird hngih alt Irom the
No.
was
Hamiltoii'in distress on the
and
they can leinuneralc,
Captain Sinlt died agents whose services
gale.
companion way and very near it, on liie slai board]
both masts in a severe
may command; she must lake up the biir- sidi'; I did not, at Ihe lime, apprehend any tl.mff j
illnnss conlracl-d during therefore
on the same day of an
den of her sorrow, and while it is weighing upon serious; I slipped on my coal and boots and went
reside in Baltimore.
parents
His
the storm.
hustle of the world, to
ovemal on <
with he her heart, go forth into the
on deck; I put on inv bat and took my
The Brilish man of war Winchester,
o-ather up as best she may Ihe wliere-wilhal to siison deck I di.^coveird Ihe
1
'f.ot
sir Thomas Harvey, sailed
And my arm: When
fla.' of vice-admiral
Tain her own life and Ilia; of her little one.
fire, aid 1 think a part
on
pipe
Jamaica.
sn.oke
to
bound
of
Ihe
141h
casin"
fio"n Bermuda on the
widoivhood was this one ot
also on fire; Ihire was
arrived at the first errand of her
of the promenade deck was
S Inconstant, captain Prmg,
II
and sorrow— to abstract from her little store,
passengers, and much crnlnsion,
from Vera Cruz with
a "real rush of the
Jam'.ica on Ihe IStli ult.
perhaps to obtain from Ihe kindness of friends
or
paiticularly; Ihe alter
cnlonotice
and
not
governirient
could
the
so" Ihat I
(ei5!),l>!H)on board, for
willing indeed hut no heller able than herself lo
and the fire was
on the 21st lor Barbadoes and
part of the casing w-as burning
nial bank, and sailed
spare it, the trilling sum with which she hopes lo
miaht
alt; 1 thought at Ihe lime Ihat Ihe fire
laking
England.
Ihe melancholv satisfaction of one more look
buy
Ibe piomenade
lielow
the
fire
MEXICO.
be siiUlned; 1 saw
of her husband, and of commilling
fire
the 13th ult. contains upon the body
did not notice whether lliere was any
1
of
ckiVodcioso
Havana
The
There w-as some
and
Government Journal, it decently lo consecrated -aith.
below the main deck; 1 was aft at Hie time,
nn .irticle from the Mexican
thing in this ellbrt ol' liumble nifection that touched
never hellie truth ol the
could not, Iherefore, see distinctly; I was
inciharrowing
the
wh ch co.'tia.l'Cts most iin.pialiliediv
than
all
Mala- our feelings even more
'ire o
board of .U- Lexington, and know nollimg
ol the
recounts formerly rec-ive.l
thought ol the fore on
pipe.
de- dents of Ihe burning itself.
isls.-Tlie Mexican edit,
of the consiruclion of Ihe smoke
mor..s by the f d.Ta
widow's mite in scripture.
not only not caplii e.l,
is
Mata.iioras
nothing of the commander, but from what
S.1W
I
that
add
individuals
Clares
p. S.— U'ill not some benevolent
sa.isiacgreat
suiiposed they
him
lorward,
I
gives
it
crewthe
are pre- I could hear of
wh ch he ackl.ov^ ledges
the widow?
4U() men to Ihe reward ollered bv
Ihe fire engine; I e-awr
t^oitos.iv.buttl,atlhe fedeial anny ol
somewhat, but we were at work trying to rig
except in pared lo increase the amount
not made use
where
were
no
they
exist
think
and
cannon,
used,'
of
biickets
and 10 pieces
should like lo give it such an aihlition as would in- no
but can't say how
imagination of some fanatical writer.
body.
of 1 saw fire buckets on board,
,1 e heated
special elforia for the recovery of Ihe
of Me.pa has been cap ur- duce
town
Ihe fire engine was not gel to work, as
think
the
I
that
many
Ihe
acknowledges
denies
He
The New York Cnminercial
ihe
or thai there is any place
nothing ol it. I shortly alter went upon
"d by the federal forces,
seventy-seven dollars for the "poor wi- I saw
le village. receipt of
is even a con«,d,-rab
promenade d"ck, previously my attention bad been
ol (hat name which
dow" who ollered five dollais, all she had in Ihe
w-eie riifhing inl«
who
passengers,
the
HesaysMa,am..as,=.thonglM,oM...,«
to
ilirccted
«oilil— tor the recovery of the body of her dead
wrnt on to Ihe quarthat 'h
the unarler boats, and when I
thin" of a place; and
husband, lost in Ihe Lexmgton
Tli.yp.einet
filled.
fimi tbey are dealing will,
ter deck Ihe Vato w-ere bolli
•vttempt il^ capture, will
.i;..i.eives.
arliclo is of
Mexican
The
l^b:';Wl^iya«ie^:i-^to'de.Uoy
wiml-mill.
nioic than a
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well as Ihe hoals, wliicli were Iht-ir only iiieciri.s of
I don't ri>collecl how the lady was dressed, or
salary.
iv.tiI to ihe sUrboaid boal, wliicli Ihfy
(
not see any other child wi h
w-hal she sai<l.
I did
were loWririn;^ away; they lowered it until she took the lady. I coiilil not iio'ice pariicniars, as it was
tile

water, anil then

lorw.ird tackle

ami no

on-^

I'all;

coiil

i

[

tliink

I

3aw some one

was

at all

at the

tiine

il

events

nut ihe

do

the boat was instantly filled with water, there
at tlie time some liventy persons in her;
the boat passed imtnedialely astern, entirely cl
I then went to the other side; Ihe other boat was
cleared away and lowered in Ihe same manner as
the other, fuil of passeni^ers.
This boat fell astern
entirely <lisen!;agcd, as the olher had done; she lt?ll
away before she had entirely filled with water.
By this time the fi.e had got to goina; so that 1
pretly much made my mind up -it
a case."
I
thought Ihe best thing that could be done was to
run the boat a-hore, and for this purpose went to

ban:?

j

1

ws

—

We

I

We

We

1

to

astride

tall;

the wheelhouse to look for capluiu Cldld, expecting
to (iad him there.
I foiiml captain Child there.
I
advised him to run lor the shore. The captain replied that she was already beaded for the land. The
fire by tttis time began lo come :;p around the [iroinenade deck, and Ihe wheeihoiise w;ts completely
filled with smoke.
There were two or three persons on the promenade deck near the wlieelhmise,
and their attention was turned lo the life boat. I
was at this time apprehensive that the promenade
deck would fall Uiroiigh. The life boat was cleared away. 1 assisted in strijiping olf the tarpaulin,
but! had no nolion of going in her, as I made my
inind up that if they got her down on to the main
deck they would serve her as they had done the
Tne steamer was then under h^
others.
Tliey cleared her away, 1 think launched heroverthe
Belbie 1 left Ihe piomenade deck [ thought it
side.
was time for me lo leave; however, as the fire was
biirsliug up through tlie deck, 1 then went aft and
down on to the main deck. They were then at
work with Ihe hose but whether by Ihe aid ol the
engine 'or not I cannot say. I did not know at the
time that there was a force puinp on board.
The sinoke was so dense that I could not see
distinctly wha. Iliey were about.
lliiiiK that the
I
coiiiuinnication with the fore part of the boat was
by that lime cut olf. Up to this time, Iroin the fiisl
liearinjj of the alarm, perha|)S twenty minutes had
elapseil.
The einine had now b"eii stopped about
five minutes.
I then recommended lo the few deck
hinds aid passengers who rem lined to throw the
cotton overboard.
This was done, myself lending
my aid. I told Ihe passengers that tliey must do
something for themselves, and Ihe best thingthey
could do was lo take to the cotton
There were
perhaps ten or a dozen bales thrown overboard,
wiiich were pretty much all ttiere were on the larboaid side which had not taken fire. I then cut oti'
a piece of line, perhaps four or live f.ithoins. and
with it spanned a bale of colton, which I believe
was the iast one not on fire. It v^as a very suns
squaie bale. It was about lour feet long by three
feei wide, and a loot and a half IliicI:.
Aided by
one of the firemen. I put Ihe bale upon Ihe rail,
round which we took a liirn, slipjied the bale down
below the guard, when we both got on to it. We
got on th-' hale before we lowered it. The boat
then lay bioadside to Ihe wind, and we were under the lee of the boat on the larboard side.
placed ourselves one on each end of the bale, facing
each other. Wiih our weight on the bale it remained about one-third out ol liie water.
Tile win was pretty lies i, and we drifted at Ihe
rate of about a knot and a half
did not la-li
ourselves to the bale, hut coded the rope up and
laid it Oil Ihe top of the bale.
My companion did
not like the idea of leaving the boat immediately.
but wished to hold on to tlie guards. I determined
to get out of the way, believing that to remain
there much longer it would he pretty hot quarters.
accordingly shoved Ihe b.de along roumi the
Tii-^ miunent we had reacheil the stern, we
stern.
left the lioat and drifted away about a knot and a
This was just S o'clock by my watch which
half.
I took out anil looked al.
As we left the wreck I picked up a piece of
board, which I used as a paddle or rudder, with
lo the sea."
Wliicli to keep the bale '*en
At the time we left the boat, there were but few
I saw one lady.
persoiH remaining on board.
The
The rea-on why
ladies' cabin was then all on fire.
I noticed Ihe laily was, that her chi'd had got overVVe
biiard and was then about two rods from her.
passed by the child so near, 'hat I could put my
hind on lo it as it lay on its back. The lady saw
us approa'hing the child, and. cried out for us to
We then drified away from theboit, and
save it.
in ten minules more we could see no persons on
biMrd except those on the forecaslle. I sliouM
think the child was a fomah' from its dress. I
think it hail on a bjuuit. Xtl« cUild was dead
wben we paaaed il.

time [iretly ron^li; 1 had as iiiMcli as 1 conid
manaj;e niy bale of cotton; we were sitiin;;
ol' the
bale, with onr feet in the water, i
was wet up to my iniildle from Ihe water which at
ticnes washed over the bale, we were in sight ol the
boat all the time tdi she went down, when we were
about a mile drstant; when we left Ihe wreck
vvas clonily, but about 9 o'llock, it cleareil oii. and
we had a fine night of it until the luoou went down;
looked at my watch as ol en as every half hour
I
through the night; the boat went down at 3 o'clock;
il was so cold
as to make it necessary for me to
exert myself to keep warm, which I did by whip|iing my hands ami arms around my body; about -1
o'clock, the bale capsized with us; a heavy sea
came and carried the bale
endwise; my coin
paidon was at this time i ilh me; we managed to
get on to Ihe bale on its ipposile side; we at this
time lost our pie e of tir nil, and aflerwarils Ihe
bale was ungovernable, and went a» it liked; my coinfianion had complained a good deal of the cold from
our fust setting out; he liiirm seem to have that
spirit about him that he ought to have had; he was
continually lieltmg liiuisell about things which he
had no busine.ss to do. He said his name wa< Cox,
and that his wife lived in this city, at 71 Cherry
street.
He appeared to have given up all hopes of
our being saved. On our lirs starling from the
boat I gave him my vest, as he had on hischest only a
flannel shirt.
He had on pantaloons, boots and
cap
He said he was a fireman on board the boat.
Cox remained on the bale after it upset about 2
or 2 1 2 hours until it was about day light.
For
Ihe last half hour that he remained, he had been
speechless and seemed to have lost all use of his
hands, as he diil not try lo hold on. I rubbed liiin
and beat his flesh, atid used otherwise every effort
I could
to keep his blood in circulation.
It was
still very rough, and I was obliged to exeit myself
to hold on.
The bale coining bioad.-ide to tlie sea,
It gave a lurch and Cox slipped off
and 1 saw him
no more. He went down witlioiit a struggle. 1
then got more into the middle of the bale, lo make
it lide as it should and in that way continued unlil
at least for almut an hour.
I got my fVet on the
bale and so remained iinlil Ihe sloop picked me up.
The sea had by this time become quite smooth,
On seeing the sloop 1 waved my hat, lo attract the
attenlioii of those on board.
I was not frozen in
at <iie

ilisenj;.ii;fil,

have unhooked Ihe
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The steamboat Statesman, leli the city on Wednesday morning, for Ihe purpose of visiting the
places and shores contiguous to the spot where the
late fatal accident occuired, had not returned this
morning. Capt. Brooks, id' the Nimrod. however,
spoke heron Thursday evening at Soulhport, and
liom him we leain, that after leaving the ci'y, she
proceeded along the coast of L. ng Island to Eaton's
Neck, where the people first seemed to have any
knowledge of the disaster.
Thence she proceeded on her search, and on arriving oti' Oldfield Point, there peiceived wagons
loading articles that had apparently drifted ashore.
On landing, it was found that these were trunks
and bau'gage belonging to the passengers of Ihe
Lexiiiiiton, and the wreck master there had taken
thein under his charge.
There they also found the
dead body of Mr. Pliilo Upson, of EgremonI, Mass.
which had been washed ashore with a life pr-serveraiound it. From Ihe papers about him it ia
supposed he followed Ihe business of a patent leather dresser.
The Statesman then crossed to

Soulhport, Connecticut, where capt. Manchester,
the pilot, is laying, who was saved, and yesterday
inorningpursiied her cruize further to the eastward,
along tlie Long Island coast.
We understand from a source on which we can
rely, that the pilot, capt. Manchester, says, that
shortly after Ihe fire bioke out, he went to the
wheel house, got the wheel hard up, and then Ihe
rope parled, it being hide rojie, connecting with
the chain and iron rods.
He then sprung ilown lo
launch the life boat, which was broken by the paddles, as has been already described.
bale of cotton was his next resource, to which
he found a man lashed. Finding, dining the night,
that Ihe man was dead, he cut his body loose, fearing it mieht cause the bale to turn over. Manchfsler was picked up, lashed to 'he bale, senseless, and

A

how he

caine so lashed, he does not recollect.
Smith, one of the hands also saved, says that he
at about S o'clock and swam 'o a
bale of colton. alter floating on which five bonis
and a half in the water, he got back to the wreck
and warmed himself for an hour by Ihe fire, and
then got on that part of the wreck from which he
was picked up.
There are some discrepancies with captain Hil.
liard's account, in the statements made by theseinanj' part.
dividnals. and some improbabilities.
We however
The name of Ihe sloop was the "Merchant," cap- give them as they fell from their lips, to aid the julain Meeker, of SouUiport.
I think captain M. and
dicial investigation which will no doubt take place,
those on board the sloop are entitled to a great deal into the cause of this lamentable catastrophe.
of credit, as they did more on the occasion than any
The postmaster at Soiilhporf. Ct. writes that the
one else. It appeals that they tr-ed during the bodies of Mr. Heinpsffad. of Brooklyn, (fir=t ennight to get out to the aid ol those on board Ihe'Lex- gineer.) and that of Job Sands, (head waiter), a
iiigton, but in coining out the sloop grounded on colored man, had floated ashore at that place.
the bar, and they were compelled before they could
We are told that the driver of the Riverhead
get her off to lighten her of part of her cargo.
It staje, who arrived here at ten o'clock, yesterday
was 11 o'clock when I was picked up. The sloop morning, by the Loni; Island rail road, says one
had previous to reaching me, spidien the light boal person has been sa\'ed from the Lexington. He
In make inquires relative hi Mie direction ol the fiie. floated ashore opposite Kiverheail, about forty miles
On going on boiird ol Ihe sloop i had every possi. beyon.l the place where the disaster occiiired he
ble allenlion paid me
they took me into the cabin was unable to give his name, but strong hopes were
and then cruised in search of others. They picked expressed by the physicians in attendance thai he
lip two other living men and Ihe bodies of tv\o would recover.
He was left at the house of Mr.
oihers.
The liviiiir men «ere captain Mancliesler, Terry.
pilot of Ihe Lexinglon, and llie olher Ciiarles Smilli,
This latter information appears to lis rather apoa hand on board.
We have endeavored lo trace it lo an aiicryphal.
Al the time I went to the wheel house and saw Ihentic source, but without success. This much,
captain Childs, he seemed confused, he said they however, we believe is tine, that one of the letter
were rn lining for the land; he then went to the hairs on board the Lexinsjloii has been picked up
wheel house, an.l Ihat was Ihe last I saw of him. I at Riverliead or f5rookhaven, marked '-Charlesiown"
rather think he stayed there until he snflbcated, as j,in\ arrived al tlie post oHice here yesterday- afii rI don't know that he
was seen afterwards. As re- iioon. The driver ol the mail stage, which brnng' t
gards the tiller ropes. I don't know certain any It. heard the rumor of bodies also beinj wahed
thing about them, but I had the iinpr^ ssion lliat the ashore, but nothing positive. In addition to this,
tiller ropes were burnt oti, hut cannot fell positively.
we may add that some genileman who lave be'
Directly over the fire room was a grating laid across, out on the island, on Ihe inelancholv~'task of seektlirongh which I eoni see down; I Ihiiik that afler ing the bodies of reliiions or friends, have returnthe life boat was thrown overboard, that a person ed without hearing any thing of the above indivicould have passed from the fiire to the alt of the dual at Riverhead. Late last evening we heard
vessel on the promenade deck.
I did not know that Mr Dow, the brother of one of the unfortunate
tint there was any extra steering "ear on board.
oasser.L'ers, hadretnined in the belief that he found
I
did not nolicc wdiether Ihe tiller was shipped or not. llie corpse of hiin he sought, but it was so disfigurBi/ a juror
How near to the sinoke pipe was the ed by ice and in other ways, that he could not
cottiiii or other baggage slowed?
speak positively.
Jliiswer.
I don't know, I did'nt notice.
All kinds of rumors were afloat as to the bodies
Q After you went to the wheel house, how soon washed ashore on Long Island. One individual was
did Ihe pilot leave.'
said to have reached the city with information that
Why, if il w,is him who hove over the life the person who had come ashore at Riverhead, h id
Jl.
boal, he went while I was there.
died on the following day, another that f uir more
I don't know thai I have h,ad any couversation dead bodies had
been ioiinil there. We merely
with captain Vanderbilt, relative to what ought lo mention these reports, repeating that after mnch
have been done when 'l>e fi.-e broke out I do thii k, inquiry we could trace Ihem to no satisfactory
however, that when I first saw llu; lire, there won d source.
have been little riifficnl.y in pntling il out with the
It will be scarcely credited, yet we have heard
tmcicets, if ttie eiigjne biixl bieu stojuSedc Ttra quar- from two or tbree qaartere, and oneof wbith mob-
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Benjamin R.Petrikin,

every consideration, that the sloop Im- the officers, and a strict discipline of the crew, the
large portion
proveraent, of BrooUhaven, was in sip;ht of the boats could have been launched, and a
whole, might
burning steamboat ilnring the whole time of the of the passengers, and crew, if not the
saved.
been
have
conflagration. That the hand on deck, on seeing
It is the opinion of this jury, that the present inthe flames, went below and called U]) the captain
who was in his berth. He came on deck, said it spectors of steamboats, either from ignorance or neto namust be a steamboat, and (hen turned in again. It glect, have suffered the steamboat Lexington
such an instance of brutal vigate the sound at the imminent risk of the lives
i.s painful even to relate
certificate
giving
a
the
passengers,
of
property
and
indilference to human suHering.
We learn besides the passengers whose names slating a full compliance with the laws of the Unitalready published, that among them is IVlr. ed States, when in our opinion such was not the

titled to

vice J.

W.

register at

Dubuque, Iowa,

Worthington, resigned.

George R. Girault, register at Chocchuma, Miss.
vice William Van Norman, resigned.
Henry P. Womack, register at Greensburg. La.

vice Nicholas Baylis, resigned.
William E. Sawyer, receiver of public moneys at
Mardisvllle, Ala. vice Levi W. Lawler, whose
commission expired on the 31st December, 1839.
Woods Mabury, receiver at Jeffersonville, la.
vice D. W. Slnane, deceased.
we have
McName, receiver at Helena, Ark. vice
Edwin
John iVIarshall, a glass blower who has left a wife case.
That the system, as adopted on board the Lex- David Thompson resigned.
and three children.
receiver at New Orleans, La. vice
Lewis,
dangerA.
S.
boats,
is
blowers
board
of
using
on
of
ington,
ot
Journal
New
York
Four bodies fo'iiid. The
resigned, who was appointed
's, whieh has been proveil to the jury by competent Thomas H. Kennedy,
Commerce states that on Tuesday morning, Mr
that the conduct of the officers of during the recess of" the senate, in place of R. M.
And
witness'
Stoney
near
worthy
farmer
a
Brown,
Nathaniel
13th
resigned.
the
Carter,
of
on
the
night
Lexington,
steamboat
Brook, Long Island, discovered one ol the boats of the
Jonathan Kearsley, receiver at Detroit, Mich,
steamboat was on fire, deserve
the Lexington firmly imbedded in the ice, about January, when said
from the (acts from the 10th of February, 1840, when his present
half a mile from the shore. The boat was itself full the severest censure of this coitimumty ;
jury, that the captain and pilot, commission will expire, agreeably to the nominaof ice but on cutting it out. the bodies of Mr. proved before this
in the greatest hour of danger, left the steamboat to tion.
Craig.andMr. Brackett, ofNew York, Mr.
George W. Cole, receiver at St. Augustine, FloA. Green, of Providence, and Mr. David Green, of her own guidance, and sought their own safety,
gardless ol the fiite of the passenger;; instead of the rida, vice John C. Cleland, removed.
Philadelphia, were found.
The substance of the
Northeastern boundary.
retreating
to
the
tiller, aft, when
pilot
captain
or
letters
and
artithe
found
were
On all the bodies
'riven from the wheelhouse forward, and the ropt?s documents laid before the U. S. senate on Thurscles of value which the passengers had before the
that time a day, respecting the state of affairs on the boundary
accident. In the pocket of Mr. Green, of Provi- there being burnt otf, there being at
tiller, there appeared to queslion, is thus stated in the National Intelligenience, were found $15,000 in bank bills, sundry communication to the said
...
it
cer of Saturday:
All the bodies were brought to New be no other thought but self-preservation. And
letters, &c,
The material papers are those furnished by the
to the jury, that the odious practice
appears
further
York.
carrying cotton in any quantities on board of pas- department of state, consisting, as follows:
It is presumed that these gentlemen were in the of
1. A letter from Mr. Fox, the British minister,
shall be liable
boat when it was lowered. It struck the water bow senger boats, in a manner in which it
take fire, from sparks or heat, from any smoke to Mr. Forsyth, secretary of state, dated in Novemfirst and was capsized, and the presumption is, that to
censure. ber last, complaining of the violation of the agreebeing strong they held on, and found themselves in pipe, or other means, deserves the public
Signed by James Goadbv, Thomas E. Burlew, ment entered into between the agents of the two
the boat when she riglited, but the boat full of waHarriott, Teunis Fokkes, James Green, P. governments last winter, by the opening of roads to
ter. Having no means of bailing out the water, and S. H.
McVeagle, A. S. the Aroostook, and the occupation of a part of the
<louhtlcs3 chilled with cold and exposure, the un- M. P. Durando, jr. Edmund B.
Abraham Crencling, Robert Buttle, Richard disputed territory by a body of armed men employChase,
happy men were only sustained with their faces
ed bv the authorities of the state of Maine.
above the surface, and finally, when their strength M. Hoe, Henry V. Davids 12.
2.' A letterfromMr. Forsyth, written some weeks
We, composing part of the jury, in the case of
(ailed, their heads fell upon the cross seats, where
afterwards, replying to the complaints of Mr. Fox,
fully
and
exexonerate
they were found. Mr. Green, of Providence, in the the loss of the Lexington,
opening of the roads iu question is not a rebow, and Mr. Craig, in the stern, the others in the culpate captain Stephen Manchester, from any that the
blame or censure, after the breaking out of the fire cent measure, but merely carrying out a policy
centre.
adopted twelve or fourteen years ago; that the armThe place where the boat was found is the head on board. Signed,
VINCENT./orman,
ed body spoken of is only a posse employed to drive
of a bav, two miles from the sea, with only a very
off intruders; and that nothing has been done on our
E.
narrow "inlet, and there can he but little doubt that
side incompatible with the spirit of the agreement
January 3\st, 1840.
the boat floated into the position where it was found,
between the agents of the two countries; whilst on
within twenty-lour hours of the disaster.
British side acts have been dune which may be
AFFAIRS.
Information has also been received that captain
agreement,
the president, by and with the ad- justly complained of as infringing the
..Appointments
by
Wools'-y had found a writing desk, belonging to
J^larcus Derkheim, juch as erecting barracks for troops on the St.
vice and. consent of the senate.
capt. Eleazar Kimball, with ^440.
United
States for the Hanseatic lohn's, placing troops on apart of the disputed teroftlie
consul
to
be
1 trunk, marked J. C. Brown.
free city of Bremen, in the place of Joshua Dodge, ritory, kc.
1
do. belongingto Mrs. Winslow.
letter from Mr. Fox justifying what the
3.
resigned.
Charles Bosworth.
do.
do.
1
Franklin Clinton, to be a lieutenant in the navy British authorities liave done, on the ground of the
Which
William Marshall.
do.
do.
1
that the legislature of the stale of
report
current
from the llth December, lt'39.
capt. Woolsey has in charge.
nullify the
James K. Bowie, to be a lieutenant in the navy Maine had an intention to abrogate and
[Bait. Jlmcr. Jan. 25.
agreement made between the two countries last
from the 17th January, 1S40.
From the New York Timec.
corroborated
strongly
was
too
rumor
Robert Ezell, collector of the customs for the dis- spring, which
Enquiry into the cause oftlie calamity of the Lexgovernor Fairfield at the opentrict of Edenton, North Carolina, in the place of by the language of
ington. The coroner, has in this case, been throughDuncan McDonald, whose commission will expire in" of the'session of that legislature not to justify
exertions,
to
produce
zeal
ami
in
his
untiring
out
precautionary measures, which have not been reon the 29th of February, 1840.
design to infringe the
in evidence, every fact and circumstance that could
Nicholas Willis, collector of the customs for the sorted to however, with any
by any possibility, be brought to bear upon the mat- district of Oxford, Md. vice John Willis, deceased. a^'reement, &.C.
Fox,
ter, under investigation.
4. Another letter from Mr. Forsylh to Mr.
William F. Haile, collector of the customs forthe
At the meeting of the inquest yesterday morning, district of Champlain, at Plattsburg, New York, vice in which he says that there is no reason to apprethe coroner briefly addressed the jury. He inform- D. B. McNeill, resigned.
hend such an intention as is imputed to the legislaprecautionary meaed them that he had no more testimony to lay beDennis Prieur, collector of the customs for the ture of Maine; that the alleged
fore them, and requested that if any of the jurors district ot JMississippi, La. vice J. W. Breedlove, sures are therefore altogether gratuitous on (he part
could suggest any means by which any additional resigned.
of the British authorities in New Brunswick, and
facts could be brought to light, that they would sugust be considered "a bold infraction" of the agreeThomas A. S. Donephain, collector of the cusgest the same. The jury were then given in charge toms for the district and port of Natchez, Miss, ment of last winter; and that, if the Brilishgovernall the papers and documents, and they retired to vice James Stockman.
ment uphold this |.roccedingon the part of its agents,
regarded by tins godeliberate upon a verdict.
George D. Hale, collector of the customs for the such a course on its part will be
At 6 o'clock in the evening, it was announced district of Gloucester, Mass. vice William Beach, vernment as evidence of a want of that friendly
that they had agreed, and they then came in with resigned.
disposition on the part of Great Britain which has
the following:
James R. Pringle, collector of the customs for the hitherto been believed to exist, fic
"That the deceased, Stephen Wati'rbu- district of Charleston, S. C. from the 29lh January,
Verdict
In connection with this subject it affords us no
following editorial
Lader
Silas
Thorburn,
Benja.
and
Upson,
Philo
ry,
little gratification to quote the
1840, when his late commission expired.
Jacob C. Bates, came to their death in consequence
James R. Thompson, surveyor for the port of article from the Intelligencer of Saturd.iy:
of the burning of the steamboat Lexington, iu Long Town Creek, Md. vice William B.Scott, resigned.
Upon the subject of the present slate of the
United Stales and
Island Sound on the 13th instant."
Alexander K. Phillips, .surveyor Fredericksburg, boundary queslion between the
Great Britain, as some opinion may be expected
The jury also appended to their verdict, the fol- Va. vice Adam Cooke, deceased.
more mature
after
that,
say,
only
can
we
lowing:
Ely Moore, surveyor. New Yoik, vice Hector from us,
imconsideration of the matter, we do not see any
Presentment From the testimony adduced before Craig, removetl.
only danger
The
about
it.
alarm
of
cause
mediate
coroner's
vice
inquiry
by
the
inquest,
to
inWilliams.surveyor,
River,
Va.
court
of
East
the
William
second
a
undertaking
Fairfiehl's
is Ihat of governor
vestigate the causes which led to the destruction by Fr.incis Annstead, deceased.
province of New
Joseph Litton, surveyor, Nashville, Tenn. vice campaign against her majesty's
fire of the steamboat Lexington, the inquest are of
think it quite likely, however,
Brunswick.
opinion that the lire was communicated to the pio- Joel M. Smith, resigned.
experiment of that
Nathaniel P. Porter, surveyor, Louisville, Ky. that he had enough of his last
rnenaile deck by the intense heat of the smoke pipe,
undertaking
sort to deter him from inconsiderately
or from sparks irnm the space between the smoke vice Edward S. Camp, deceased.
the diplopipe and steam chamber, as the fire was first seen
Aaron Hart, surveyor, Pittsburg, Pa. vice John another. The question is in the hands of
matic agents of Ihe two nations; ami itinay be hopnear the casing of the steam chimney above the pro- Clark, removed.
ol it will not be marradjustment
friendiv
ed
that
a
They
are
further
Va.
of opinion that the
menade deck.
Jcllersou L. Sangston, surveyor, Wheeling,
certamed or defeated, "as it probably (and almost
Lexington was a first rate boat, with an excellent vice Thomas P. Norton, rcsigneil.
of Maine's resolving
Bteam engine, and a boiler suitable for burning wood
Charles J. F. Allen, appraiser, Boston, Mass. vice ly) would be by the state
an
hands;
her
own
into
business
the
ao-ain to take
but not coal, with the blowers allarhed. Furthor- John Crowninshield, resigned.
constituinoro it is our opinion, that had the buckets been
Edward A. Raymond, appraiser, Boston, Mass. interference forbidden by Ihe terms offhe
to which neither this
and
Slates,
United
the
of
of
tion
commenc(.'inent
the
the
fire,
it
would
manned at
vice Levi B. Lincoln, removed.
could submit
Marvellous Eastham, register of the land office, government nor that of Great Britain
have been immediately extinguished. aUo, inastheir
much as the engine could not be stopped from the at Springfield, Illinois, vice S. A. Douglass, resign- without surrendering, or at least compromising
|
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In reference to this matter we have
pleasure in
statirjg that the memoranciu.n
published in the papers ot the (lay (and amon^ others in our
daily paper of yesterday) as having been issued
by sir John
Harvey, in relerence to existing relations,
turns out
to be a blunder of some editor
or otiier, who has
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also shown a large number of yards
intended for
the custom houses, most of which
were finally adIjusted.
The delicacy of the instruments made use
of in adjusting them, and the
minuteness of the difference they indicate, would surjirise any
uninitiat-

ed person. I was no less pleased with
the measures
raked up an old inemorandiim out of the
ashes of ot capacity, which were undergoing
their anproxithe warof 1S12 belween the two countries,
and ap- mntive adjustment.

jihed It to the present day!
"Sufficient lor the day
the evil thereof"
have not quite so nearlv
approached the awful gulf of a war with Great
Bri'tam that her provincial governors should

We

IS

particularly gratifying to know that
we
have now standard weights, exceeding in
number
It

is

neatness of workmanship, elegance of form,
puri-'
think it ty of metal, and accuracy of
adjustment, those of
necessary to be is-iuing recommendations of
neutra- any other country.
It will be still more gratifying
lity to non-combatants on
both sides of the border
when the standard yards and the measures of
ca"
That day, we trust will never come.
pacity shall be distributed to all parts of
the unionand as soon as the great labor "requisite
The Seminole war. Mr. Benton's plan for
for their
terminating this war may be gathered from the follow- tinnl adjustment will permit, this distribution
will
ing.sumraary of his bill, talcen from the Baltimore be etj'ected.
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The amount

of compensation which we understand her majesty's government finally
agreed to
pay, and was yesterday received
by the American
minister,

amounted

to

between twenty and thirty
ILondon Courier.

thousand pounds sterling.

House

of representatives, Jan. 15, 1840.
Messrs. Gales I^Seaton: As my
course on the
subject before the tiouse to-day,
connected with the
abo ition petitions, may be liable to
some misrepresentation, I beg leave (0 offer the
following as iubstanlially what I intended to have
offered as an explanation of my vote, which I was
cut off from doing by the operation of the previous
question, and
afterwards refused by the house, and
by the votes
of .southern supporters of the
administration.
opinion is, and always has been, and
that
opinion has been strongly confirmed
by my inter.
course here, that every consideration
of propriety
and policy requires a difierent course of
action from
which has been pursued by our southern
iiiends in
tne disposition to be made of
petitions touching this
°
question.

My

American:
The general post office. The subjoined table
of
"This bill, as reported to the United States se- the progress
and general condition of the postolfice
nate by Mr. Benton, from the committee
on milita- department, is taken from a late
number of the
ry afiairs, proposes to grant to the first white
settlers
"Democratic Review."
not exceeiling ten thousand men, able to
bear arms'
Since the
who shall settle in such parts of Florida, east of the been eleven opening of the revolution, there have
postmaster generals. Benjamin FrankWe are continually presenting false issues before
Suwanee aiid south of Cape Sable, as shall be
de- lin, the first in order was chosen, by congress
under this hoiLse and the country, and keeping the quessignated by the president of the United
States, a the confederacy, on the 2(jth of July,
1775
His tion alive here and elsewhere, by connecting the
bounty of three hundred and twenty acres
of land successors were Riidiard Bache, Ebenezer
Hazard subject of abolition with the right of petition
each, upon certain conditions named in
the subse- Samuel Osgood, Timothy Pickering,
If I could control this matter.
Joseph Haquent part of the bill. The most important
I would have these
of these bersham, Gideon Granger, R. J. Meigs,
John Mc- petitions received, leferred, reported and acted upon.
are that the settlements shall be in
stations, each Lean, William T. Barry
and Amos Kendall.
1 would have a distinct i.ssue made
including not less than fortv i.or more
before congress
than one
A
project is now in agitation to reduce
the rates on Its constitutional power, its jurisdiction over this
tiundreJ men; each settler to onga2;e in
the cultiva- of postage; it tliis should be carried
subject, and bring all gentlemen of
into operation
tion ot grain and vegetables Ibr his
all parties, to a
own support or the receipts of the post office would be very
mate- direct vote upon it.
lor sale to others, using the public land
about the rially altered, and its ordinary expenses
would have
This question has, I believe, been kept
station for this purpose; each station
to be protect- to be defrayed in part
alive to
by
some
other
branch of the accomplisli political purposes
ed by a block house which the settlers
which I wish to see
are to put government.
Popular sentiment appears to favor speedily
up with the aid of the United States troops;
checked; and whenever we can get a
rations the conteioplateil reform.
vote
JV.
Y.
Era.
f
here,
and clolhmg lor one year to be supplied by
it will be found that the
fanatics of the north
the goTable of the post office department,
vernment; and arms and ammunition furnished
from 1789 to the have nothing to hope from congress and will cease
on

T-

imrs.

and twenty acres of land, as named above;
the selection to be made by each settler accordin.'
to i)iiority of settlement, or by lot,
when two 'or more
claimants date from the same day of
settlement

I
I

1790
1791
1792
1793
1794

'

The bill provides also for frequent in.spections of J1795
|!79e
the varioiH stations; for the survey ot
the lands re- 11797
ferred to in the first clause, and for the
openii.r)- of [1798
three land offices in the district, so soon as
the same 1799
can be safely done. The lands granted to
settlers 1800
are to be Iree from taxation, and
unalienable even 1801
by judicial sale, until the patent issues and
for one 1802
year thereafter. Any settler failing to comply
with 1803
the terms and conditions of the act
I

'

I

shall forfeit all

rights arising

under the same.

The

the senate."

bill

has passed

Weights and measures. Accompanying the
report of F. R. Hassler, esq. to the treasury
department, on the the subject of the coast survey,
there
IS also a report from the same genlleman
relative to
the progress of preparing standard weights
and
measures for the United States. This latler work
is
nearly completed; some remaining experiments
being not yet concluded in reference to the
liquid capacity measures. The operation of castin" the
half
bushel measures will also require longer
"time— as
the process cannot be done at all seasons
of the
year with equal success. The weights have
been
finally adjusted and have been distributed
throughout the union. They exceed two thousand
pieces
In number, and weigh overtwenty thousand
pounds.
We notice a communication in the National Intelligencer, in which the writer speaks highly of
the
admirable manner in which this important
work
has been executed under the direction of
Mr.
H.issler.
It was written and puhliihed
without the
knowledge of tliat gentleman. Tlie writer says:—

I was shown sever.il fine balances, of
a peculiar
construction, with which the work had been
executed, and was informed of the variou.^

advantages

'

1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
ISIl

IS 12

r.

•

Receqils.

^"""'"gg.

<5;32,140

46,294
67,444
104,747
123,947
160,620

.•JG.eO?

95

54,531
72,040
89,973
117,893

2s'2

1799

1.31,572
1.50,114

2

19.5,067

213,998
232,977
264,846
280,804
320,443
327,045
351,823
893,450
421,373
446,106
478,763
460,574
506,634

179,084
188,038
213,994
255,151
281.916
322,364
337,502
377,367
413.573
452,885
422,828
498,012

.551,684

49.5,969

587,247
649,208

.540.165

81.3

703,1,55

730,360
1,043,065

l?2fl

Miles ofannualviailtrans-

$37,9.3,5

lt.14

1815
1816
1817
1818
1819

„

Eipenditurcs.

961,782
1,002,973
1,130,235
,,204,737
1,111,927

1821

1,0.59,087

]tflS2o
1824
1825
1826
1827
IS2S
1829
1830

l-lll-f.'!
1,130.115
1,197.758
1,306,525
1,447,703

499,099

1,521,6.33
1,664,7.59

845 '41
1

7'

799V
208V

2,'2y8'5:

2 2085:
3,057'9f

3 279 45
3's04'8f
3 504 8f

4 19020
4,'25o'ofl

4 499 45
4'55o'oo
4 600(10
4;6on;oo
4 694 00
4 694*00

5 307 00
5 6oroo
6 336 OOi

91(,-,515

6767

1,035,832
1,1,7,86,
1,160,926
1,184,283

1.156,995
1,188,019
1,229,043

lor nice

weighing— the precautions

reqliisile to ob-

18.31

1,0.36.267
2,2.58,570

here, I desire to know it, and
I
holding interest of the south to
sooner the better.

001

7 677'oO(

8%l'oo\
8 800 00
9''>Oo'oO(

b;990:00(
10 100 ''4(
10,.330,31(

10 6-38 78

1,366712

,05469^

1,468,959
1,691,044
1,879,307
1,959,109
960,791
2,266,100
2,9.30 186
2,977,131
2,763,041
2,841,766
3,532,163
4,62i;837

12 8r> 831
13 709'oSfl

1370000

de.sire the

know

it;

slave

and the

Yet I do not feel disposed to break off from
the
southern delegation on this important
question, amimay, therefore, give a vote in direct violation
of
the strongest convictions of my own
judgment, that
we may present an undivided and unbroken
front
hoping the time is not far distant when
they will
concur with me, and unite in putting this
question

to sleep lorever.
This is a hasty and brief skefch of the
views I
intended to present, if the rules of order
had allowed.
As they did not, and the chances of getting
the floor prior to the call of the
previous question
are very remote, I ask the favor of
you to "ive this
a place in your paper. Respeclfnlly,
&,c.
,

JOHN

M. BOTTS.

NAVAL.

s'lSSOO
5,60,00

681,012
727,126
748,121
804,422

l-'",572

1,773,990
1,919,300

ogo

14 500 000
15:46869"
1832
23 62.5 02
tain accurate results, and the method of weio-hino- 1833
2,617,01,
26 8.54 485
by combination, by which small differences" tha't 1834
2,823.749
25'500000
the balances are incapable of indicating, can
2,993,556
be de- 1835
25 869 486
termined with the greatest accuracy.
1836
3,408,323
27 578 6^0
I saw the yards intended as standards
4,100,605
for the 1837
32'597'on6
difierent stales, all finally adjusted, each yard
4,235,077
fur- 1838
34;500;202
nished with a matrix, on which is trace'd a yard
His excellency, Mr. Stevenson, the
American
decimally divided. They are pficeil in boxes so
minister, attended yesterday at the treasury
departarranged and furnished with implements, that
ment and the B.nnk of Engiand, and closed
the ne
copies can be made with all the accuracy and degotiation which has been pending so
long between
spatch requisite lor practical purposes, without
the government and that of the United
States retouching the original standard, or injuring the divi- lative
to the number of slaves claimed
by American
sion from which these copies are to be taken.
This citizens as their property, and which
having been
arrangement will preserve the standards, and at
shipwrecked some eight or nine years a^-o
in the Ba
the same time render them of greater utility. I
was hamas. wero liberated bv ll,« „,„I,.,;h„° „. .,

which they possess over those usually employed

to torment us with their vile
petitions, and we shall
be relieved of the daily distraction
occasioned here
by their presentation.
I am anxious to know how
we stand. I want to
know who are with us, and who are against iisand
If I am mistaken in the
strength of the abolitionists

present time.

application at the nearest military post.
At the return of peace and the removal of the
Indians each
settler who shall have complied
with these conditions, or his widow and heirs at law
in case of his
death, shall be entitled to a bounty of
three hundred

Official

As

a

— General

order.

Navy department, Jan. 28, 1840.
mark of respect to the memory of com.

Isaac Chauncey, one of the senior
officers of the
navy, and president of the board of
navy commiswho died at Washington on the 27th inst
the flags of the navy yards, stations
and vessels of
the United States navy, are to be
hoisted half mast
and thirteen minute guns fired at noon
sioners,

on

after the receipt of this order.
Officers of the navy and marine

crape thirty days.

Exploring expedition.

J.

K.

tlie

day

corps will wear

PAULDING.

The

following is a copy
received at the navy department:
U. S. ship VmC£n7ies,Malavia'Binj, Sept.
15, ,839.
Sir: I have the honor to report my arrival
at this
anchorage, after a passage of sixty days
from Calof a letter

lao;

having been employed

in

examining and sur-

veying many of the islands to the northward
and
eastward; and take leave to submit the
following
report of the operations of the exploring
squadron,

under my command, since my report dated at
Callao on the 1st of July last.
We sailed from Callao on the 13th of July, after
completing our supplies of stores and outfits, having been much expedited by the facilities
and kind
attentions of captain McKeever, in command
of the
United States ship Falmouth.
We steered a westerly course through the trade
wind, with fine weather. On our track we
passed
over the location assigned to an island, as

laid

down

on Arrowsmith's chait, but .saw nothing of
it, or
any appearance of land in the vicinity.
On our route, daily observations were made of
?",<"'fep_gea temperature and dip.
We made the

^^^.

——
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days to complete oui
I ^liall remain here a few
observations, and procure a supply of wood, water.

oC rtiiich we conipl.-ti'di siiivuy, anil ascprlairifd
the lonsiiiJiie of iis southeast poijit to be 136 iles;.
vegetables lor the crew, and
21 iiiiri"li sec. west, and latitude IS deg. 32 luin. Iresh provisions and
proceed to carry out jour lurther instructions with
4J sec. south.
have
the honor to be, sir, most rethe
despatch.
1
all
Serle
Island,
to
proceeded
Fiom thejice we
spectlully, your obedient servant,
diitance from Clermont de Tonniii being 27 miles
WILKES,
island;
the
survey
ol
careful
made
a
we
a<;ain,
Here,
Commnvilin^ exploritig exjiedition.
findiui; its southeast point in longilmle 137 (leg. -t
To the lion, J. K. Paulding, secretary of the navy.
inin. 10 sec. west, and latitude 18 deg. 21 min. 10

I

Ml a nieasnre dipfiident upon
The senatorial repr-'Seniation, ba^ed upon
the saiiie priiiriple, is believed to be at vaiiance
The
with the spirit of republican instiintions.
number of clelegates in the lower house is thought
[Ball. Jlmer. Jan. 31.
to be too large.

which

at present is

piDpeity.

CHARLES

sec. south.

NEW

THE

UNION.
STATES OF
We saw nothing of Minerva Islatid.
MASSACHUSETTS.
We then proceeded to the northward, toward the
Gov. Morton's ../leicli. The fiist annual commudiiappointmen' group of Byron, and in our way
nication 01 governor Morion to the legislature ol
fell in with Hon'don Inland, (which was uninhabitThe subject of the
ed); and found its southfast puint in longitude 13S Massachusetts is before us.
receives pdrlicular attendeg. 47 ii.in. 3C sec. latitude 14 deg. .n5 iiiin. 40 sec. curieiicy is the first th.it
Into the discussion of this tlie governor goes
tion.
south.
From thence to Wyhite, one of the dijappoint- willi great directness, and expresses llie belief that
vices of the banking system, as it now
raent sroiip, the norliiwfst point of which we lound llie two chief
are _/iis(, its character ol iiioiio|)olj ; and Sfin 141 <leg 17 min. 24 sec. west longitude, and 14 exists,
expansion and departure Iroiua
deg. 10 mill. 30 sec. south latitude. We surveyed condly, its loo v\ide
ce to the first, he belli ves
the isUnd, ami had conuiiiinicalion with the na- specie basis. In reler
lie in the exorbitant value of
does
not
evil
tliat
the
second
isFrom thence we steered to the
tives.

eonlerred, but in the lact that the
land, Otooho, and found the longitude of its centre the privileges
cieate,s a bank, does not
to be 141 deg. 29 min. 50 sec. west, and latituile special legislation, wb ch
the slate in fa14 deg. 3 inin. 20 sec. south. After which we in some measure imply a pledge of
compelling
again steered to the southward for Ravaka, laying vor of the institution. A general law
with an
securities
deposite
associaiions
to
navigation;
anil
banking
to at night, ov\ing to the dangerous
treasurer or
on the 3(l!h of August we made an island to the officer of the government, whether
the
since
eflect;
have
same
would
the
comptroller,
chart,
any
down
on
laid
not
northward of Rarika,
to the people that the sewliicli I named King's island, Iroin the name of one idea would be conveyed
were in the opinion of tinof the crew of this ship, who tirst discovered it curities ttius deposited
made a survey of it, and found the goveinment suliicient to entitle the issues of the
from aloll.
great exlongitude of its centre to be 144 deg. 37 min. 45 bank to full credit. The tendency to too
latitude
15 deg. 44 min. lOsecaoulh. pansion which IS named as the second essential vice
sec. west, and
opinion
landed, but could find nn inhabitants, although of the banking system, is one which, in the
serious atthere were appearances of the pearl fishery having of the governor, oii.;ht to receive very
upon
length
ilwells
some
at
The
message
tention.
been carried on tiy the natives.
From tlience we visiteil Rarika, and made a sur- the circumstances which follow from excessive is
inordibe
which
are
said
to
paper;
some
ol
to
lagoon
sues
of
its
entrance
of
the
longitude
vey of it; the
nate importations of gools from abroad, the drainis 144 deg. 57 min. 52 sec. west, latitude 16 deg.
landed, and found the ing of specie from the country to pay for them, since
5 min. 30 .sec. south.
took on board an En- tne paper which constitutes the currency at home
natives very friendly.
which
from this island, who had been left by w ill not serve as such in foreign countries; to

loniptroller, in Jiis first report, stales that the
paslyear'has not fiirni.'^hed a lair criterion by which
One-half
io judge of the opeiation of the s\stem.
of Iheliew banks have been in business but a few
months, and during that period deiaugemenls of an
unusual character have alfeclnl the geneial state of

The
I

the currency, so that it is riifliciilt to judge what
elf'.ct the action olthe new system would have upon
the elements of trade and finance in oidiniiry times.
It appears that the opportunities atfoided by the
law forengasing in the husiness of banking were

One hundred and thirtyseized upon with avidity.
four Certificates of the formation of associations
have been filed; seventy of which have commenced
business, and also three private indivi.hial banks,
making seventv-three new hanks. Securities, such
as the law demands, have been obtained and de-

We

We
We

in tlie pearl fishery

some time

pre-

the westward, and in sight of R,irika, we discovered another large island, which is not laid
down on any chart, which I named Vicennes island,
aller this ship; lis southwest point is in longitude
145 deg. 12 min. west, and lalilude 16 deg. 39 sec
south; "northwest point in longitude 145 deg. 13

To

min. latitude 15 deg. 52 min. 40 sec.
From thence we made Carls Hoff, 28 miles to
the westward, and in longitude 145 deg. 2.S min 3B
sec. latitude 16 deg. 36 min soiilh which finding
erroneoiiilv laid down, we surveyed.
From thence we made King G-orge's Group, and

two islands to the westward ot tlien,
which liaVe hitherto b-en considered doubtful, and
w-re supposed to be the Waterland of Le IW.iire.—

s .iT.'hed for the

northern island, Wilson, or Waterland. is in
longitude 146 deg. 5 inin. 57 sec. latitude 14 deg.
26 min. west; these wesurveyed, ami having ascertained the existence of two isl.inds. I nameil t!ie
eecon.l one Peacock isl.ind, as that ship first mad.,
the signal of having discovered it; its longitude is
IIB deg. .?4 min. H.-re I had an opportunity of observing the eclip-e of the sun.
Tlie squa.lroh then separateil; the Peacock passed to tlie Riirick chain of islands and .ilong the
south side of Prince of Wales Island, the Vinceiin s taking the north side, the Porpoise and Flying
Fi~li having been ordered to make investigations

The

of islands in that vicinity.
Th 'se islands h;ivo been carefully examined on
sid'-s. which has resiiUe.l in detecting many
eirors of the chart and of former detf rminations.
ilea Island,
From thence we prnceedeil to
which we surveyed; and from thence direct to this
anchorage.
The explorations and surveys were made in the
bolts ami vessels, frequently running with the vessels within a quarter or a' half mile of the shore
and coral reefs, and I am happy to infirm you that,
notwithstanding the dangerous navigation among
these islands, we have escaped without accident,
and I fl itter myself that I have carried into elfect

all

p.irt of your instructions referred to in the notes of admiral Krnsenstiera, which
re attacheil and forin'-d a part of them.
No opportunity his been omitted tn land upon
the islands, and establish » friendly intercourse
wi h the natives, and to make all possible observations and colleciions ill the dillerent depaitinents,
all of which will be disposed of agreeably to your

w

instructions.

On my

here, I
by the ob-^ervations h.id
arrival

posited to the amount of $7,168,6(17; and upon this
notes amonutingto more llian .^6,0110, 000 have
been put in circulation within the last fifteen

sum

mouths.
without

has wound up its business
two others are likesame cmirse, and it is believed that

One bank

loss to ttie bill holder.^;

ly to follow the

are a.lded the fluctuations in business, unexpected a similar safety will be the result.
revulsions, falling of puces, and other evils of a siThe amount of the circnlalion of the safely fuml
milar nature.
as appears by the report of the hank comThe message proposes no special remedies for banks,
missioners
on the 1st of January. IS39, was
the ilelects thus pointed out in the banking system
The amount of ciicnlaliiig notes of
.$19,373.14!).
of the state, except to recommend the passage of a
the free banks, on the Ht of January, 1839, was
small
deof
law to proiiibit the issue of bank notes
The whole circulation of the state w.ns
.«396 3111).
nomii.a ions.
therefore, on the 1st of January, 1839. 919.769,449
The message alludes lo the course of legislation
For the ia-;t year Hiding December Isl, 1839, the
which has prevailed for some years in the stale.
amount of cuciil.iting notes issued by the liee
It app.-ar.s that special laws lor the promotion ol
banks, was §;6.(I22,0I9; amount of safet> fund not. s
atmore
been
private and paiticiilar interests have
in circulation at the same date, .$12,011(1.(1(11), maktended 10 than acts of a general nature. Of the nine
ing the entire cliculation on the 1st of December,
hundred acts which weic passed in the last four
thecircnlalion had,
l.'<39, $1S.012,019; showingthat
years, seven hundred lall under the denoininalioii
diminished dunng the year, S1.757.44(l. This
of special l.iws.— Ol these special acts more than
statement does not include the amount ol post notes
is
space
Considerable
liall relate to corporations.
issued by a lew of the free banking companies.
then devoteil to the silbj ct ol corporations.
Tlie issue of such was not deemed legiiiniale by
In connection wilh the subject of internal imthe comptroller, and did not obtain lo much extent.
provements, the message stales that grants have al
The comptroller sugiresis a p'aii forthe better adready been made by the legislature sufficient to
justment of the details of the system in relerence to
gnu
b
complete every undertaking that has been
transaciions of the various'banks with one anothe
worthy of public patronage. The liabilities iiivolv
ther.
In nrderthat balances may besettled prnmpted in these grants, including the subscription lor
wilh regularity, he ri commends that a board
and
Iv
the slock of the Western rail road, will amount 'o
consisting of a delegate from each hank should sit at
something over five millions of dollars: the anjiual
souie cenlral point, ami that a majority of such deleaciiuinterest of which with incidental expenses
gates should select .some bank or banking associaiiig will be about three hundred thousand dollars.
agent.
tion, in the city of Albany, a.', an exchange
The expenses of the state government lor some
The ag»iicy being establisheo, eveiy association
\e.us past have gone beyond the ordinary revenue.
notes
of
all the
the
send
it
to
liberty
shoiihrbe at
Yet in the opinion of tlie governor a resort to dirpdeiii|ition; on a given
l.ir exchange and
Economy and re others
rect taxition is unnecessary.
a.ssort,
in each week, theexcliauie agent should
day
trei.chmeiil, it is believed, will suffice to bring future
the note.s

M

ino'Jt fully "11 that

—

with considerable intirest. The lestiictions upon
banking being removed, and the right of issuing
notes bi-irg "extended to all who might cl oose to
embark in the business, under certain regulations
and conditions, it « a" reasonable to exptct that
great changes, attend, d by excitements and fluctuations, wonhl mark the introdncltoii ol such a system; espirially wlien the safety fund organization
established upon ilitierent prim-iptes still continued
to hold ail important place in the business world.

We

glishman
a vessel engaged

YORK.

General bankine law of New York Comptrolreport.— The" general banking law ol New
Yoik biiiig based upon a system hilheito nnliied
in this coiintiv, its ojieralion has been ngaidfd

ler's

expenditures

v^ithiii

the limits ol existing sourcesol

leveliue.
llie

governor recommends some alterations in the
system. In relerence to the right to two

jiidici d

jiiiy of the same question of fact, it is be.
lieved that no good rea-on exists for its continiiihce; and it isthouglit that with pronerprecaiMions
and witn suitable proagainsl accident or siippri

lii.its

by

new

wlien

new evidence may

ha
been discovered, the Mg/.i of ujipeal from the deci
sion of a question of fact may safely and wisely be
vision for

trials,

aholislied.

Some alterations in the militia system are sugThe public schools are spoken of with
cominendation. Allusion is made lo the act of
183S "to regulate the s.ile of spirituous liquors."
Its repeal is recommended on the ground that it has
failed to promote the objects lor wdiich it was enacted; that it has produced in its adininislratioii
much moral and political evil, and has disturbed
was gratified to find that the peace of society by the engendering of discord
at Point Veners, I found and animosity
gested.

'---'-'"

:•....-., :>

;.,

coiint

and arrange

in

separate packages

all

receiveil al the aL'encv, adjust the b.ihinces between
the dill-rent associations.' seal each package, and
give notices by mail to the lespiclive associations

of the flinoiint due from each, which notice should
require the balances to be paiil at the agency at
times to be adapted to the distance of the dtbtor association from

it.

Various additional regulations are thought desirwhich the
able towards fixing the kinds of stock
associationu
coiriplioller may receive as cash from
requiring certificates of legal formation for banking
purposes; and also hnw far the comptroller may he
authorised to make advances on the security of such
stocks whenever any association

fails in its

busi-

ness.

The whole experience of the free banking system
result of
thus far gives nothing ih'fiuite as to the
The decrease of circulation, imthe experhnent.
place in
ticed in the past year's triirsactious. look
circulation
the issues of the safety fund notes: the

of the liee banks having increased nearly
II,..,
„r fi„. mhers diminished.

ti,„,..,i.., ,;„....:.

in

propor-

Whi-lher
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(liM workin!; of both systems, or vvlietln'r it is to
b? .iscribril iii |).r.t lo llie present i-xi^eiicics ul the
times, we Cdniiol uiitiertalie lo drci i»-.
[B'//i. ^mer. Jan. 29.

of

PENN-SVLVANIA.
Resumption. '•T.idt tlie twiiks of the coitimonbe aiKl Ihey are hereby onlereii and required
lo resume S|Kcie [layiiieMls for all their oliligaiioiis,
whether in notes, iL»posiles or other liabilities, on or
beibre the liiteeiit;) ilay ol February, eiajhteeii hundred and tbrly, and continue the payment ol the
aforesaid obliicationa in gold and sdver, provided
that no special .i^^reement entered inio between the
directors and the banks, shall be ettiected by the
passage of this act."
Till! foregoing is the first section of the bill reported by the committee on banks, and as passed on
second reading by ths house of lepreseiitatives yeswe.iltii

terday.

The second section provides for the appointment
of bank commissioners, and also, for the lorfeiture
of the bank charters under certain circumstances.
The nature ot the other sections is given in our
sketch of tl: proceeilings oil them.
The bill is now on third readins;. The amendment of Mr. Gratz is drawn in strict accordance
with the recoiiimtnlations of the f;overnor, but
cannot pass. Tiie bill as it has passed a second,
will pass a third readinj;.

[Hariisbur^ Telegriiph. Jan. 31.
learn from the Harri.-bnri; Reporter that the
the bank..; of Pennsylvania lo resiiine
specie pay.neiils, finally passed the house on Thursday by a vote ol 69 to 24. Tne time fixed in llie

We

bill c.iinpellinic

bill is

the 15th I'Vbruarv, 1340.
repoii of the state treasurer on the finances.

Annual

The amount of tiie
The public property

debt is Zii I41,e63.—
estimated at ,<J33,25i),fiS5,—

.stale
is

This consists of bank, turnpike, rail load, canal and
bridge slocks, lo which is added Ihe amount of apTlie report goes
propriations to the public works.
into detail showing how the various loans under
acts of tiie last session have been ap[ilied.
About thirty millions of the slate debt hear an
annual inierest of 5 ppr cent, amounting to
$1,50U,0U0; adding the sums necessary lor repairs
and the expenses connected with the canals and
public works, two millions annually will be re-

quired to meet the state's

liabilities.

Estimating

tne net receipts lioin tolls lor the ensuing year at
million, there will be a deficiency of one milThe treasurer relion to be supplied tiy taxation.
coinmends that no additional taxes be imposed upon
the agricultural population of Ihe stale: bnt that a
tax will be levied on stocks, bonds, JiC and an increased Sax on retailers of mercha.idiS", oi tavern
licenses; that brokers be taxed and also pleasure
From these sources, according to tlnC3rria;;es.
esliinated amount ol propeily tiiat would thus be
subject to laxaiioii on the plan recoiiiiiirndnl, the
sum of .<J3!II.UI1I) could be raised. I'his, wilh sonir
relreiichmenls in Ihe expense of government, and
the probable increase of revenue from the public
woiks in succeeding years, would be sulhcient, it
is thoughl, to relieve the finances of the common-

one

weal'h Irom embarrassment.
The legislature »ill have

to

provide immediate
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gencies, and several otliers appear
d. sire to meet the ein-rg ncii-s. but have not Ihe
Copies of the correspondence on the sub•ibility.
ject are herewith Iransmilted.
It will be p'-rceived that, not having the means
so lo do, the intert'St Ihis i^y due by the commonwealth to her cieilitors is unpaid, a ciicuinslance
which the executive, anxious as he has been for
maintaining unsullied the credit of the commonI cannot too
wealth, has been unable to avert.

assigned me, I assumed all its responsibilities also;
and having never shrunk from Ihe performance of
any duty, I have felt myself imperatively called
upon to make this coinin'uiiicatiou to you, in the
iullest confidence and belief, that the p.itrio'ism and
good sense of our coininon consiituents will b 'ar us
out ill our honest and anxious endeavors to extricate

meet the payment of interest due on the
1st of February, which will require something more
than §61)0,0011. There is also the sum of $220,1100
borrowed in August last to pay a deficiency on in
terest then due; this is payable in IMarch and must
the state from the financial dilhciilties and embarbe provided lor.
rassments encountered on entering upon the disOn Saturday the Isf instant charge of our public duties.
Governor's messiige
the following message was received from governor
DAVID R. PORTER.

means

to

—

Porter.
ihe senate and house ofrepresenlalii'es of the
commoiiwealHi of Pennsylmniii.
Gextle.iien; By Ihe provi.'ioiis of Ihe act ap
proved on tne 23.1 ult. entitled '-an act to aiilhorisi
a loan." the governor is authorised to negotiate a
permanent lo.in tor $370,000. He is also autho-

February

Isl,

1S40.

To

rised to negnli.ile a te.nporary loan for the saui"
sum in antlclnation of Ih- siid permanent loan.
As $(ii)0,(mO of the sum authorised to be borrowed, is required to supply a deHrit in the intpriial

this

iinprorenient fund, lor the payment of interesi
day due, I directed the secretary of the coiu-

mouwe.dlh immediately upon the apfiroval of Ihe
said act, {on ihe 23d ultimo), to wrile to the banks
of P.iiladeiphia, and the Harrisbiirg bank, inquiring
ol each of l!:e.n whether they would agree lo make
a permanent or temporary loan to the common
wealth of six hundred thousand dollars, or any part

The

state loin.

The United

Stales Gazette of the

4lh instant says: "We are informed thai Thomas
Diinlap, esq pifsident of the Bank of the United
Slatesi yesterday made arraiigemenls for an advance to Ihe stale of S370,OIIO, on behalfof that institution and siichof the other banks as might unite
Penu.sylvania
ill it; amongst which, the Girard and
banks have immediately agreed to participate to
Ihe extent of ,$100.01)0 each. Full provision is thus
made for the payment of all interest due on the
public debt, at lioine and abroarl, and a new proof

furnished of the sincere desire which is cherished
by our great stale institution to uphold the best interests of Pennsylvania, and to maintain her faith

untarnished.

"With calm and judicious legislation, sustained
by the firmness and'independence of the executive,
upon which we count with certainty, aided by a
moderate share of toleration for incidental and temporaiy inconvenience on the part of the communiPennsylvania on this day.
Answers have been received from all the banks. ly, the path of prosperity will soon be reopened,
The Bank of Peiinsylvania proposes lo lend on and the keystone of the American arch again stand
Some of the others out in full and bold relief. Foreign dictation, and
temporary loan Jlll'o.oOO.
foreign coriepiracy, and paii;y trammels, will all
otter to take proportioual parU oa certaia contin
thereof, upon the terms specified in the said act,
the same to be placed to her credit in the bank ol

OF THE UNION.

375
now

assured;

her
greatness and her wealth depend on herself, and she
will prove true,"
Important to pensioners.
The two houses of the legislature have agreed
to Ihe following:
That at a joint meeting of Ihe committees on pensions and gratuities, of ihe senale and house of representatives, they have a'jreed to adopt the lollowing system of rules in relation to services remlered,
requisite to authenticate claims
often or loo impressively urge upon the le;;i3latiire and the evidence
viz:
the paramount duty of maintaining at all hazards for revolutionary pensions,
1st. Two month's service in the revolutionary or
Whilst urging upon
the public faith and credit.
Wayne
them the adoption of such wise and judicious en- Imlian war, prior lo the treaty made by gen.
actments as may |ireveht the recurrence of an with the Indians, at Grenville, in the year 1775,
gratuity
his
widow,
lo
a
or
shall
entitle
the
soldier,
of
growing
out
revulsions
event inevitable Iroin ihe
the unnatural and exhausted system of credit wilh of loitv dollars.
2d. Four month's service shall entitle applicants
which our business community has been inflated,
best alternative to an annuity of forty dollars, payable half yearly,
I beg leave lo recommend as the
which can present ilseU, the passage forthwith of to commence on the Isl day of January, 1838.
3d. Widows and old soldiers, who were married
a joint resoluliou authorising the issuing ot slate
Grenville, in 17.9,5,
slock for the interest falling due this day, lo be de- previous to the treaty formed at
or a graluily and anlivered to the holders of the stock for the amount shall be entitled to a gratuity,
according
to Ihe service
be,
iiiiily,
as
the
case
may
delerminaof
due them respectively, as an earnest
performed by the husband.
lion to make provision as soon as Ihe necessary
4lh Proot of Ihe petitioner's being in necessitous
legislation can be had, to meet the exigency and
circumstances, required in all cases, or a certificate
redeem the credit of the commonwealth.
m a member of the legislature, staling that hi
I Irust I may he excused in this communication,
personally knows the petitioner to be poor and in
for saying to Ihe represenlalives of the people in
need of assistance.
the legislature, thai whilst Ihey owe a duly to the
5th. Proof, by one or more credible witnesses,
wants and wishes of their immediate consiituents,
that the service was performed in the Penn.sylvania
theie is a paramount duty to the commonwealth at
line, or in the militia of Pennsylvania, will be reengageits
credit,
meet
its
to
maintain
large, to
quired.
ments, and to prevent its cliaiacter for good faith,
6th. The petitioner to set forth, in his or her pefrom being sullied. No man, were he concerned
tition, the service performed, the length of lime
an
alone as an individual, would go further to fix
served, and the tact of his or her being in indigent
e.irly day for the resumption of specie payments by
circumstances: to which statement he or she must
the banks Ihan I would, if by so doing Ihe desirable
be sworn or affirmed.
Bui, placed as I am,
results would be prodnCHd.
7th. When positive evidence cannot be obtainas the executive of the commoriwealth, to preside
ed, relative to the services rendered, a detailed
over her interests, 1 feel bound !o say, regardless of
statement of the time and kind of service rendered
any denunciation, which may be poured forth from
by the applicant, and the officers iimler whom he
any quarter, that I believe if too rigorous a system
served, verified by his own oath, and accompanied
of measures be adopted to coerce the payment of
by Ihe depositions of two or more respectable perIhe liabilities of the banks, immediately, the credit
sons, staling that they are acquainted with the pedisasof Ihe state must and will be seriously and
titioner and that he is worthy of credit, and that
trously att'ecled.
they believed his statement to be true; that he is
Let assurance be given to the public that a cer generally reputed, by those who have known him,
tain fixed day, wilhiii a reasonable time, such re- to have been in the revolutionary war.
The rethen
be
will
that
it
place,
and
sumption will take
sppctabilily of the deponents to be certified by two
permanent. Lei them understand that the indul- justices of the peace of Ihe neighborhood where
gence lo their debtors by the banks, is rendered they reside, or one or more members of the legislaabsolutely necessary by the existing pressure and ture.
And the like evidence shall be received in
the cumbrous public debt with which the state is support of the applications of the widows of revoloaded, and no one can doubt, but that in a spirit of lutionary soldiers.
patriotic liberalily, they will waive the immediate
8!h. Those receiving pensions from the United
exercise of a positive right, for the more certain Slates, are not, on that account, to be excluded
and ultimate accomplishment of wdiat we all so Irom receiving a gratuity or annuily from the state,
much desire. I refer to the message communicated
9th. No person who has received a gratuity at a
to you at Ihe coin.nenceineni of the present session former session, can be allowed a repetiiion on a
for mv views in detail; and, aware of the responsi- new application, without additional evidence to
bility'! have assumed, I leave the subj-ct to the ju.slify tlie same.
calm and reflecting consideration of the legislature.
From these rules it will be perceived that posiWhen I look upon me the duties of the station tive evidence is alone admissible, and in all cases
to manifest a

fail.

Her onward march

is

required lo prove the poverty or necessitous cirWith regard to Ihe serof a claimant.
vices alleged in each application to have been performed, general repute, accompanied by a detailed
stalement, by the applicant, ol the time and kind of
service renoered by him, anil the officers iiniler
whom he served, together with the affidavits to his
credibilityof twooi more respectable witnessesduly
accredited by Ihe certificates of two justices of the
peace of their neighborhood, or of a member of the
Such is the unlegislature are deemed sufficient.
avoidable defect of testimony resulting from the
lapse of time, that simple justice, it appears to the
committee, imperatively requires this indulgence.
The same reasons, howi-ver, do not apply lo the
question of poverty. The latter is susceptible of
easy solution by positive and direct proof. This
the committee, Ibllowiiig the example of its predecessors, have deemed it a duty in all cases to exact.
Mr. Penrose's tariff resolutions. The following
preamble and resoluliou were otii^red by Mr. PenThey breathe
tose, \t\ Ihe senate, on Ihe 7th iilt.
the purest spirit of American patriotism.
Resolution for a tariff of duties to protect domestic
products and manvfuclures and to restore and preserve a sound currency.
Whebe.\s, Hie protection of domestic products
and inaniifaclures was established as the policy of
the country from the Ibundation of Ihe government,
having received the sanction and approbation of
every department of that government from the earliest period; bearing evidence, wilh the clear expression of the cons'itnlion itself of its constitutionality and wisdom: And v:hereas, a policy so long
established, and under which our country had
reacUed a degree of prosperity unexampled in Uia

cumstances

—
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history of nations, should not be abandoned foi
lii;ht or transient causes, a policy which invited the
talent, the enterprise, and capital of the country to
aeelc investments under its )irotection, a policy
minpjled with ail the business relations of the country, to which the habits of our people are conforme<l,
and which, while it is illustrated by the eHorts ol
native genius in the mechanic arts unsurpassed,
and unequalled by the rest of the world, gives emp'oyment to the honest and intelligent industry of
millions of our people. To permit it to be destroyed
wdl be lo revolutionize the business of the country,
to deprive the medunics and laboring classes of
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and national credit,
of the reduced price of agricultural and domestic
products, of the languishing and depressed condition
of alhbranches of industry, of the ruined and depreciated state of ournalional currency which so fatally
prevails, and we are called upon by the sufferings
of the people, and every consideration of wisdom
and patriotism, not only to affirm the existence of
the evil, but to point oi:t and enforce the remedy.
leled prostration of individual

That remedy
it

is in

a judicious

tariff,

which while

will secure to the general government a sufficient
to meet our national expenditure without a

revenue

THE UNION.

preservation of human life which it would be
the means, under Providence, of insuring on these
dangerous shoals, besides a vast amount of valuable property, would amply repay the cost of its

The

erection.

A

survey has been made, hy a competent engineer, under the direction of the government, for
the purpose of establishing an ice harbor, by means
This most desirable obof piers, at New CastU.
ject should not be lost sight of by our community.
It is a most imporlarit step towartls the advancement of our trade, that more than one safe and

resort to loans or the worse expedient of the issue commodious winter f.arbor should be constructed
occupation, and spread ruin and distress all around. of treasury notes, will, at the same time, protect the on the Delaware river, lietween this city and the
To say of it Ihat it is a .system of taxation, op- industry of our own people, create a domestic mar- capes, wdiich would at all times be accessible lo
pressive lo the people, is a perversion of terms.
ket for all the products of our land, and guard us vessels. The board accordingly, addressed a comWitii more reason may it be asserted, that if it im- from the ruinous evils of a disturbed and depreciated munication to the public authorities, urging upon
them the erection of severat such harbors.
poses laxe.-, it imposes taxes upon the foreign pro- currency.
The completion of the Pennsylvania and Ohio
dncer and mannlacturer tor the benefit and protecIf by reason of the proceeds of public lands, a
tion of the mechanic, the laborer, manufacturer and fund held by the general government for the com- canal, so long and so anxiously desired, is now
II the consumer of mon benefit of all the states, the public money in nearly effected, and the whole line is expected to
the larmer of our own country.
the foreign product or article, pays the whole, as the treasury should exceed the wants of tlie general be navigable next spring. Philadelphia may then
any part of the duty levied in almost every case, ii government, the difficulty will be at once avoided look, we hoi>e. for a large increase in trade from
is because he prefers the foreign product, or article,
by the distribution of the excess among the states to that source. We regret to state tliat no steps have
yet been taken by the board of canal commissionto that which is produced in his own country, or which it rightly belongs, and the amount of rev
manufactured liy his fellow citizens, and is rich from the tariff may be kept wilhin the wants of the ers, towards the exiension of the state canal from
enough to gratify his taste, or caprice, by indnlging government by the entire prohibition of the impor- Pittsburgh to Beaver. When this link is completthis prelerence.
And if such duly be paid by him tation of products and manufactures produced and ed, there will be a continuous communication by
wliile he is able to aliord it, that duty fosters and manufactured in our own country in sufficient abun- canals or rail roads, from this city to Cieveland, on
jirotects the domestic industry of the country.
dance to supply the demand at reasonable and fai Lake Erie. But, in order to make this great ai.d
costly work available to an increased extent, it is
This policy not only gives employment to mil prices. Therefore,
lions, filling the country with comfort and prosperity,
Resolved, by ihe senate and house of representatives important that a further reduction of the tolls
charged by the slate on certain articles, should be
but by the enterprise, industry and competition to of the commonwsalth of Pennsylvama, in general awhich it gave life, brought or was bringing every sembly met. That the senators in congress from this made prior to the opening of the canals next
product and manufacture to a lower price than state be instructed, and the representatives in con- spring. Much produce will otherwise continue to
while we depended upon foreign countries for a sup- gress from this state requested, to propose and vote find its way to New Orleans or New York, at a
ply,
it multiplied and it cheapened consumption, for a bill, so gradually to increase the tariff of dulics less cost than it can at present be bi ought to Phif liis policy alone will comer upon us independence on foreign products and merchandise imported, as ladelphia. Among the articles most atl'ecfed by
be enumerated flour,
in fact, of all the world.
effectually to protect the domestic products and our high tariff of tolls, may
Pennsylvania, as a state is greatly concerned in manufactures of the United States, and as far as wheat, bacon, hemp, lead and tobacco, from the
inteiest, to maintain this policy which her patriot- practicable fo prevent the imports into the country interior, and also some descriptions of merchanism approves. Her i'.\tensive mines of coal and irom exceeding in value the exports of our domestic dise destined for the west.
The board believe they speak the feelings' of
iron, sources of wealth, not only to her own citizens products and manufactures.
nearly every individual interested in the welfare of
but to the citizens of other states, are sufficient lor
Annual report of the Philadelphia board of trade.
Philadelphia, and the commonwealth, when they
her domestic consumption, and that of all her sister
At the annual meeting of the members of the Phiexpress their disappointment at not having procurslates.
She has incurred a debt of thirty millions
ladelphia board of trade, held on Friday evening,
ed from the state the authorily to commence the
of dollars in the construction of public works to
the ITth inst. Robert Toland, esq. was called to
Ojien tliese resources.
enlargement of the union canal. An appropriaShe depends in a great dethe chair, and C. G. Childs was appointed secretation of lour hundred thousand dollars, made by Ihe
gree upon the transportation of her coal and iron to
ry.
The following report Irom the board of direc- legislature at their last session, failed, in conseenable her to pay this great state debt, and lo save
tors was submitted to the meeting, and having been
quence of the refusal of the governor to give his
her people from taxation. She, as well as lii;r citiread, was unanimously adopted, and ordered to be
It is needless to enlarge upon
assent lo the bill.
zens, have made large investments, in the confidence
published in the daily papers.
the importance of this measure to the welfare of
that this salutary policy of the countr)' should not
trade. the city.
It is mortifying to contrast the active
be destroyed. Should her just expectations be dis- To ihe members of the Philadelphia board of
Gentlemen: Your board regiet that the pros- and untiring energy manifested by the people of a
appointed, while the whole country must sulfiir, her
ighboring cily, in pressing forward to complecitizens would be made to bear a greater share of pect of betler times, in which they placed too
year, has not tion, an enterprise which they hoped would divert
evil, in proporlion to the liberality of her expendi- much reliance at the close of last
Confiding in Ihe acknowledged in- to their storehouses one of the most extensive
tures in her great works of public improvement, been realized.
the benefits of which aie felt by the nation at large. dustry and enterprise of the American people, branches of our internal trade, with the indifferEver disposetl to preserve the peace and happi- feeling assured that the great foundations of our ence exhibited by our state, and even by citizens
ness of her sister states, she acquiesced in tile act national prosperity were still unshaken, and the of Philadelphia, to their progress. Men who have
of congress of eighteen hundred and thirty-three, sources from whence Philadelphia had ))rincipally contributed nothing towards the immense sum exwhich adjusted the tariff on the principle of com- derived her wealth were yet flowing and inex- pended by Pennsylvania on our internal improvehaustible, your directors were perhaps too eager to ments, have succeeded in opening a direct compiomise.
But the time has now arrived, when it becomes believe that the strength of the storm was expend-, munication with our slate works. But the board
ed; too ready to mistake the halcyon rays which may be permitted to hope, that with proper exerlier again to assert her steadfast opinions on this subject, and to ask that the national legislature should they caught in the intervals of the clouds, for the tions on our part, and under the disadvantages
sure
signs of an universal and jiermanent calm. under which Philadelphia suffers from the limited
make provisions for the protection of her interests
ami, those of the nation, which are already greatly Though disappointed in the measure of their ex- capacity of the Union canal, our neighbors will
oppressed and put in jeopardy by the operation of pectations, ttie past year has by some means been not be able to divert any extensive portion of trade
one of general oisaster to the commercial interests from its accustomed anil legitimate channel. That
this act.
Recent experience betler and wisely tested by of Philadelphia. Troubles of no ordinary charac- they will eventually obtain a portion of this trade,
the slow and gradual reduction of the tariff under ter have come upon us, but brighter days await us. perhaps a valuable one, without the enlargement
The great value of the city ice boat has been of that communication, may reasonably be concedthe compromise act jlias proved, at once, that the
This boat has succeeded, ed. With but half the eiforls which have been
benefits anticipated by and to those who sought the fully tested this season.
oveithrow of tlie system, have not been realized by in spite of a degree of cold rarely surpassed in our made hy the citizens of Maryland, in llieir enterthem, and that as in ihe reduction which has already latitude, in keeping the river Delaware open, so as prise, Pennsylvania may nlace our possession of
token place, great evils have been brought upon the to enable vessels lo arrive at, and depart from our the trade, now endangered by their success, becountry, so to permit the system to be overlhrown, wharves. No reasonable doubt can now. exist, yonil the reach of hazard.
The Lehigh Kavit,alion company have, with a
would be to surrender not only the interests of our from actual experience, that ihe plan of keeping an
own commonwealth, but the prosperity and happi- open communication with the sea at all periods of becoming spirit, pressed lorwaid iheir rail road,
ness of the people of the nation to foreign interests the year, is entirely practicable. T!ie board trust designed to connect their works at White Haven
This woik
that this valuable auxiliary to our trade will not in with the state canal at Wilkesbarre.
and influence.
will prove another great tiibulary to the prosperity
We import foreign goods, or they are imported by future be neglected.
The steam tow boats, which have also been of Philadelphia. In addition to the increased facithe agents of foreign manulacturcs to the amount of
irom lorty to sixty millions of dollars or more annu- found of vast importance to our trade, by enabling lities it will give to our northern counties for comThis sum is a debt to fo- vessels to arrive and depart with certainty at all munication with this cily, and the profit it will seally, beyond our exports.
during a large cure to the enterprising and important com)iany
reijrner.i which must be paid in specie, for there is times, were ujifortunaloly laid up
nolliing else vvhich lliey will receive irom us for it. portion of the past seasons, in consequence of the who have undertaken this work, it will open to us
While then our laborers, our mechanics, our ma- refusal of the governor to approve the bill passed a market with some of the richest agricultural, and
nufacturers, our farmers are deeply injured by these by the legislature, providing for the permanent hitlierlo insulated counlies in the slate of New
excessive importations, while liabils of expensive support of these boats. We'have theeatisfaction York. It is highly gratifying to learn that powerand unprofitable luxury are stimulated by them, to add, that one of them is at present in successful ful furnaces for smelting iron ore with anfracile
city coal, are now actually being built on the line of
this excess of foreign imporlalions biings us, with operation, sustained by the liberality of our
that company's works, where inexhaustible beds
crippled means, annually in debt lo foreigners lo an authorities.
The erection of a new light house on Brandy- of both these very valuable minerals abound, and
enoruious amount, and occasions a drain of specie
troni us, exhausting that essenlial basis of a good wine shoals, is in progress, under the direction of which, when completed, will not only greatly add
currency, and thus producing indiviiUul and national an experienced United States engineer; but the lo Ihe revenue of the company, by the increase of
distress and bankruptcy.
appropriations previously made by congress have their lolls, but also by the sale of water power,
And whereat, the present reduced condition of proved inadequate for its completion. Your board which they possess to' the extent of many miles;
the tariff IB one of Ihe prime causes of the unparal
have memorialized congress upon the subject. and that this new enterpiise. the success of which
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seems no longer problemnlical,

will

in

no small
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general conviction that no election could be made,
and the universal sense of weariness, exhaustion

degree increase the trade of our city, and add to
the resources of the coinmonwealUi. This rail and disgust."
GEOEGIA.
road also opens to us a wide spread region of the
Georgir. rail roads.
The energetic enterprise of
finest timber land, hitherto unapproachable to commerce. The coal trade, still in its infancy, is de- the Georgians is worthy of all commendation. It
stined to add greatly to the wealth and business of appears this gallant state can act as well as think
for herself, and that she is above asking help to adPhiladelphia.
The Reading rail road has been completed from vance her grand system of internal improvements.
this city to that borough, within the last year, and In this respect, she is the "empire state" of the
has recently been opened for travel. It has already south. The Savannah Georgian (Jan. 9) gives
proved beneficial in bringing to our market sup- these flattering details:
A new locomotive engine called the John Bolplies of flour, iron and' various articles of produce,
since that great artery to Philadelphia, the Schuyl- ton, has just been landed, and is to be immediately
The
kill canal, has been closed by ice.
It is satisfacto- placed on the track of the Central rail road.
ry to find that the last mentioned company, whose engine is from the manufactory of Messrs. Rogers,
energy and enterprise are deserving of all praise, Ketchum &. Grosvenor, Paterson, N. J. of a someare still successfully jjrosecuting their useful la- what different plan of construction from those albors.
By raising their tow-paths, by increasing ready in use on this road; and from the successful
the capacity of their reservoirs, by adding to the operation of several engines made at this eslabli.^hnumber of the twin-locks, which are reported to ment, there is every reason to expect that the John
be nearly complete throughout their entire line, Bolton will not disgrace her name.
Contracts for heavy portions of the grading hai'e
and by other recent improvements, they appear to
be prepared to carry on extensive operations on the recently been taken, payable ii] part in the stock of
opening of the spring trade. The affairs of this the company. The whole of the superstructure has
company seem to be in their usual prosperous con- also recently been put under contract to the Oconee river, a distance from the city of 148 miles, updition.
wards of 130 miles are already graded.
In a commercial point of view, our prospects
The track is completed, ready for use to the 99lh
though somewhat overcast at present, are never
In the increased number of mile, and in a few days the daily use of the road will
theless encouraging.
arrivals at our port, we perceive that our commerce, be extended to the 100 mile station, where suitable
both foreign and domestic, is rapidly increasing. stores and accommodations for travellers are alreaIn producing this desirable result, the steam tow dy nearly completed.
and ice boats have exerted no inconsiderable share;
cargo of iron of Ihe frail pattern is daily exas have also, to a large extent, the great and inex- pected from Europe. This cargo is to be followed
In up by others at short intervals, until the order lor
haustible staples of our state, coal and iron,
1S33, the whole number of vessels which arrived 2,000 tons is accomplished.
at this port, was 11,324; of which 464 were from
The public will perceive by the above statement
foreign ports.
In 1839, the inimber of arrivals wag of facts that the course of our great enterprise is on11,709; 521 of which were from foreign ports. The ward, and that we have abundant cause for the fullforeign imports in 1S38, amounted to .$'10,417,81.5; est confidence in its rapid progress lo its terminaduring the first three quarters of 1839, they were tion at Macon.
.$12,571,164. The amount of groceries and merOur readers should also bear in mind that the
chandise despatched to the west by the Columbia Monroe rail road has some time since been finisln-d
In to Forsyth, and the remainder to connect in De
rail road alone, in 1838, was 43,259,912 lbs.
18.39, the amount had increased to 49,561,012 Ibs. Kalb county with the great state road is all under
Manufactures of various kinds, particularly in contract, and in rapid progress towards completion.
iron, are advancing with celerity; and the well
The grading of the Western and Atlantic rail
earned reputation of our mechanics for superior road (1. e. the state road) is also nearly completed
skill, has attracted extensive orders to our city
to White Plains, a distance of about 100 miles and
from Europe. Our local improvements, have kept favorable contracts have recently been made for the
pace with the progress of our manufactures. Dur- remainder of the grading thence to Ross' landing,
ing the past year, nearly twelve hundred new making a continuous rail road connection from Sabuildings have been erected in the city and liber- vannah to Tennessee, as follows:

A

ties,

many

of

them upon

a

scale

with our wealth and resources.

THOS.

P.

commensurate

By order,
COPE, president.

Central

rail

Monroe

rail

road fo
road.

Macon,

Western and Atlantic

rail

road

C. G. Childs, secretary of the board.
Philadelphia^ Januurij ISth, 1840.

VIRGINIA.
Virginia United States senator.
An attempt was
to elect a senator in place of Mr. Rives, by
the legislature, on the 29th ult. and continued, without success, on the 30th and 31st. The result of
the first day's ballotings was as follows:
166
Whole number of votes,
84
Necessars' to a choice,
70
For W. C. Rives, in the house,
"
"
13—83
in the senate,
61
For J. Y. Mason, in the house,
"
"
18—79
in the senate,
Scattering, in the house, 3; in the senate 1.
Mr. Rives, therefore, lacked but one vole of an

made

election.
Mason received SO votes,
On the second trial.
but there was no other change.
On the second day, (.SOth), Mr. Rives received
on the first trial 82 votes Mason 81 scattering 3.
Mr. Griever, in the house, who voted for Mr. Rives
the first day, voted for Mr. Mason on the second
day. Another trial was made with the same result,
and no body was elected.
The result of the joint vote, on Friday, was as

Mr

—

—

follows:

For Mr. Rives 23; for Mr. Mason 80; for Mr.
Allen (whig) 63. A second call of the roll in each
house iiroduced the following joint result: For Mr.
Allen 76; Mr. Mason 79; Mr. Rives 11. A third
Mr. Allen 81); Mr. Mavote resulted as follows:
(84 being necessary to an
son 81; scattering 5
What" followed is thus briefly sketched
election).
by the editor of the Richmond Whig:
""At 9 o'clock at night, the election of senator
was indefinitely postponed, after a trial of tin-ee
days. The house, in the first place, proposed to

—

The senate
until 11 o'clock this day.
the resolution by substituting indefinite
ayes about 25. The house disagreed;
the senate insisted; and the house receded by a vote
of 67 to Co. The vote in both houses was a mixed
one some of each party voting for it, under the

liostpone

amended

postponement

—

—

To this may be addeil the Hivvassee rail road extending to Knoxville, Tenn about 95 miles, making in all upwards of 000 miles ot roail to connect
Savannah with Knoxville, which we confidently
predict will be in successful operation in three
years from this time.
There are noiu, if we include the Georgia rail
road, 422 miles of rail road graded in Georgia,
which we believe cannot be exceeded by any state
in the union.
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The ex-governor was armed

sissippian.

with pis-

and a bowie knife and whilst Mr. K. was preparing with similar weapons, he was arresteti and
held to bail. The ex-governor, however, bid defiance to the sheriff and made the assault. The result is not stated.
tols

TENNESSEE.

Bank of Tennessee. The Tennessee house of
representatives, by a vote of 40 to 32, has docideil
to reduce the number of branches of the Bank of
Tennessee to two one at Jackson and the other
at Knoxville— the principal bank to remain at
Nashville.

—

KENTUCirr.
Sctmylkill bank.

On

Ihe 27th

lilt,

the governor

Kentucky addressed a letter to the cashier of the
Bank of Kentucky, asking for information relative

of

fraud conimitled in the Schuylkill bank, to
that officer made tfie following reply:
Louisville, Dec. 28. 1839.
Dear sik: I have the honor to acknowlerlge llie
receipt of your letter of the 28th inst. requesting
information in relation to the false issues of stock
certificates of this bank, at it.s agency, the Schuylkill bank, Philadelphia, by H. J. Levis, the late
cashier.
communication to your excellency on
this subject has been deferred, in the hope and
hourly expectation of receiving farther and more
circumstantial accounts of the fraud, than what have
been communicated in letters from Philadelphia,
which were written just at the moment when tho
development was made, or shortly alter it. Those
letters afford but little informalion in addition to tho
statements published in the papers of the day; I
consequently have to regret that, in complying with
your request, I have (oviung to the continued failures in the arrival of the eastern mails) so little s.itisfactory informalion to communicate on this momentous subji-ct. Having received anonymous and
confidential letters prejudicial to the Schuylkill
bank, the necessary steps had been taken by this
bank for the removal of the agency; and, on this
day week, near the time when we had reason to
to Ihe

which

Sank of Kentucky

A

expect its consummation, letters were received
from a number of Philadelphia friends, giving the
overwhelming inlelligence that Levis had ovvnerl
to the issue of 10,800 false certificates.

In subsequent communications, the number is
increased to 13,000 Levis, we are informed, avers
to the former number.
The transfer clerk states,
that this work of fraud commenced in 18;JS, and
continued in May last, when he left the Bank of
Schuylkill. To what extent the spurious and genuine stock have become mixed, or how the transfer books have been kept, we are as yet unijiformed.
The returns or reports of stock from the
Schuylkill bank tothis bank, have been satisfaclo.
ry, and but lor the anonymous and confidential
communications alluded to, no circumstance had
occurred to induce suspicion of impropriety on Ihe
part of Ihe Schuylkill agency.
The statements made by the agencies in New
York and Philadelphia, of the niimoer of shares on
Ihe books of their respective agencies, preparatory
to the July dividend, when compared with the number of shares on the books of the bank, showed the
united number to correspond with the whole number of shares held by individuals, companies, &n.
in the Bank of Kentucky.
These statements, w ith
such as had been previously fiiinishetl, all produc-

—

We hope soon fo speak of the Augusta and
Ihe game results, is evidence sufficient that
Waynesboro' rail road, a work so important to Sa- Levis
knew, by the manner of keeping his boo!;s,
vannah, Augusta and a rich section of middle Georor by some other means, how many genuine shares
gia.
ought to be on his books, because Ihis bank and
ALABAMA."
the New York agency were checks upon hiin. an^l
The debt of the state of Alabama, according to the he was apprised of the fact that a
diiiVuence of one
It is comstate treasurer's report, is §15,400,000.
share would have led to an investigafioii. Tiie
called
long
and
short
of
bonds,
prised in two classes
agent, in accordance with the custom in referrnce
bonds. The latter are issued at two, four and six
to the duties assigned, issued cerlificates to the
years, amount !o .$5,000,000, and bearan annual instockholdurs on his books, alter full payment of
The other class of bonds
terest of :iil3,000,<l00.
their stock was made, and issued other certificates
amount to $10,408,000, fall due at dill'erent periods
in case oftransfer. taking in the original certificales.
between the years 1S50 and 1886, and bear a semiOur friends in Philadelphia, imcneilialely on Ihe
\_Jlmer. Jan. 29.
annual interest of $260,500.
discovery of the fraud, employed eminent council

—

Bank suspension. The Alabama legislature has for the bank an injunction for the Baidc of Kenrefused to legalize the bank suspension in that state. tucky was granted, and served on the Schuylkill
Levis has made a transfer of his prnpeViy
bill to that etiect in the house was laid on the ta- bank.
In the senate securing first his bondmen, $20,000 of boirowed
ble by a vote of 52 ayes to 40 nays.
a joint resolution of a similar purport, was also laid money, and Ihe balance of his estate to his creditors, and 1 notice in a paper of the 21st, from Phion the table^ayes 19, nays 10.
[Post of iSlh-uU.
ladelphia, that he has gone to Europe in the LiverMISSISSIPPI.
pool.
The agency books are .still in the Schuylkill
The new governor was inaugurated at Jackson bank; they were refused on the 17th, on the applion the 9th instant. The Brandon bank begged the cation for their removal, as advised by the presilegislature, by a petition, to take back its charter. dent of the Bank of the United Slates.
Mr. Pope,
the president, is in or near Philadelphia at this time,
The petition was laid upon the table.
The Natchez Courier gives the particulars of a if no accident has happened to him he left the day
disgraceful affray which occured at Jackson on the after receiving intelligence.
I close this commu9tir instant, near the door of the representatives nication with an assurance lo your exctdlency, that
Ex. governor Runnels made an assault on information will be promptly given of the farther
hall.
Mr. Kearney for something published in the Mis- developments that may be made of the most mys-

A

—

—

—
1
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legistalure.

Ohio a

suiittiii;!

111.-

lu icjiuii

lo

In ine

lesululiuii

UN

coiiiiuicife
iliB

i

ou<e of represi-nlaboui.

lias

making

jiuiiisuiiui"

by ciiiitineiueni la the
oi

liiiiii

il

an

0;l!

nc.

|ii-Mik-iiiiaiy, lor

exceiding ^e^t^ nor

hoi

iii-

b.iiiks acid Un- tiiirtiicy

liuuse a bill

any

it-iijjUi

aav.|.li-il

ss

I

uireclois or ortici-rs ol anj
banking instiluiioii »iiliinlhe stale, to ls^ue, l»i
ciiculuiion vvitii.n me Slate or elsewhere, jiosi notes

Uian uiiet years, lor

or

(iiyaoie

Uii.s

were

ai li.e

llie

on lime,

same lime

'llie

same co.nmiuee
inquiie inio

tiirecteil lo

llie

uuKinir a|| post notes previously
issued, payable on deiiianii in gold and silvei, ji
llie counicrsol the banks issuing; tiieni.
A usuiniioii siaiing that slavery is an ihslitution
recognised by the cunsuiutioii, was passed by a
two only voiing in the negative.
laige majoiuy
Aiiollier lesol.iiioii on liie same snbject declared
that "llie unlaivlnl, uimise and unuansliluiiohal
eXj.cU.eiiCy

oi

north

Willi

ol
the laiiatical abulilionisia ol the
the dumtslic iiistiliitions ol tile soutli-

slates," wasliiylily rriniiiial.
Bank lejonn. in llie house of repieseiitalives
of Uhio, the b.ll to repeal me charier ol the (Jiullicot:ie Bank, and of the Trust co.npaiiy, uhicli had
been oideied lo be engrossed lor a third leading,
oil the 2htli ull. by a larit nuijomy, was on the
21sl laid ii|ion the laole;""aii.l there it will lie,"
sajsa coire.-pohdenl of the Ciiicinnjil Uaietle,
vvriiuig lioiii Columbus.
The legislature of Ohio has
ilcpeuL oj ckarleis.
ilccid d by a vole of both houses that it has he
I

rij^ht 10

ripeal any act ol a foniicr ie;;isia.iire.
llie Jiiduimuul report of llie Oiii:k

AoSiiai.l uj

misiiuneis.

It

appeals

lliat llie

cnaner^d

com

cj|ii al ol

the miriy seven banks in Onioainouiil to IS,ll(l(l,()(lli
on which tnele has been paid j*ll,aui,j7y
07; ol tins amount paid in, §5,91)1,931 is
by ciiii ns ol Ouio and $o,ilM.iH6 by non-resinollars;

oumd

all

the

rail

mads

in

that slale.

liie d smi-sal ol operatives and
neers.
A new board ol woiks is proposed
created, whose duty ii sh dl be to wind up the
ness of Ihe lale lioaid, and one of Ihe rules
a.lopled for its L'uidance, is thai no sale of state
is to be made at less than par value.

The
engito

be

busi-

be
stock
lo

mUHIGAN.
Gov.

IVondbriflgc^fi message.

some matters

After tonchingupoti

relative to the slate's representaiioii

conjress, gov, WoodbriiUe enters U|pon the conIt
sideration of the financi.il atfaiis ol Michigan.
}ppearsllial fioin Ihe period of its coininenceinent
the expenditures of Ihe stale gaverninenl have exceeded by a large amount its fixed and onlinary income. That this result should appear iii a lime of
genera! ptace wilhoiit exliaordinaiy exigencies to
call for large disbiiisemenls, ini| lies something radically delectiv , in the opinion of the governor,
either in the financial system adopted, or in its
modes of administration. Vaiioiis practices inconsistent with sound economy aie alludetl lo as some
of the causes of these excessive expenditures.
Among such it is thoiighl that Ihe principal source
ol wasteliil dilfusion ol Ihe public moneys is to be
found in the custom which seems to have obtained
of crowding into the general approprialion law provisions for Ihe payment of various disconnecled
claims U|ion the government claitiis oflen obtained suddenly in the way of amemlDients, and under
circumstances wdiich preclude the possibility of a
In view oi this
full and lair consideration ol them.
evil the governor recommends t! at no peciiniaiy
appropriations, except such as concern the contiii:!enl expenses of the legislature, be perinitted to
finil place in tile general appropriation law, unless
previous special report of
it be on the footing of a
the auditor general, or ol some of the appropriate
standing commlilees of Ihat branch of the legislaInre in which the claim may be.
The system ol internal improvements projected
and partially carried onl. and p-rvading all parts of
Ihe slate, is Ihoiij;ht to be altogether too exlen.^ive
in

—

sembly."

s.

lor the presfiii

means ol

Ihe commonvveallh.

Every

consideration ol prudence foibids, sajs the governor, the furtlier prosecution of this ;;reat and favorite work.
Such un ieitakings as are nearly finished il is Ihionyhi may be completed with such means
as Ihe stale can command, and the idea is suggested
that other woiks which Ihe state uiider present circuuistances cannot coiisisteiiily carry on might be
siiccesstnlly prosecuted by private companies upon
terms lair and equiKible, The hope is also expiessid that Ihe public lands uiihin Ihe limils of the
state may, by the action ol the general government,
b come the means of supplying resources for the
In
fulnre complelion <A iinporlant public works.
conclusion, however, up.m Ihe subject of internal
improvement the message recommends an iinineihate suspension or repeal of all existing laws relative to the syslein, excepling so much as relates to
the running ol cais upon Ihe rail roads already in
use, the regiilalion. receipt and application of the
tolls collected Ihereon, oi so much as in any wise
regards the r ceipl ol the inslalments due and accruing upon Ihe five millions loan and Ihe paynitnt
In conneclioi; with Ihii
ot the slipnlali d interest.

.

i

—

i

.

,

t
1
'

cl.-ai t-xposiiion
it is thought proper that a lull and
every part of the woik
comprised in Ihe general plan should be made out
and be submitted lo iiispeclion.
The message alludes lo some misunderstanding

of the aclinl condiii.m of

I

i

—

on

works with

"It is reported Ihat several of Ihe banks of this
have within a short perioil, issued a kind of
currency, coming within the description of paper
above referred to, as post notes. Some of the issUi s have fallen under our observalion, and are made
payable at dili'erent periods, and at dilferent places,
within, and without the state. There is yet another description of notes issued, payable, some in
current bank notes, and others in the notes of banks
that were at the time of issue, and still coniinne
in a state of suspension.
"It h IS be.-n supposed, that Ihe laws of this state
held all bank paper issued as a currency, as payable on liemand; and Ihat although banks may atlenipt lo evade llie payment of their issues in gold
and silver, by making ihrm payable al a fnliiie day,
or 111 the notes of other banks, or any other e\idence of debt, it will not avail them against a demand inaile under the law. There being, however,
no attorney seneial of the stale, with whom the
bank commissioners coulil confer upon this, or any
oilier point Ihat might arse in Ihe discharge ot
their diilies, they have tlionght proper to present
Ihe matter to the consideration of the general as-

Under the head of "illegal circiilnlion" Ihe is
T.iB circulation of all thn charlered banks in the sues ol ihe followinj banks are named.
Maumee Insurance company,
B irtf on ihe ymhoi Apiil, ISSa, was §S.3II9 141 Si);
Oiiio Riil load company,
n li.e aiHii of iXo.emoer, ISS'J. $'.3,IM7,77» 2:i;
aiil
Olis, Arnold and company.
being a nilictiou in tiie space ol seven uioiilhs ol
Mechanics' and Traders' association,
«3,l:iil.3tj3 50.
E. F.asiin.
ii.nr specie on the SOtli of April, 1S39, was
Orphans* Institute,
g;-J,6()2,(i42 10, and on the 3t)lli November, 1S39,
Washington Social Library society,
$l,sl51,3o0; showing a diininulioii of $'811,261 20
Franklin Silk company,
in the spate ol seven moiilhs.
Monroe Falls Mannlactiirimg company.
The loans and discounls amount lo $!.5, 1)57. 939
The law is defective in prohibitinT llie issue and
12; of which 932 indiviiliials and firms liaw l;orrowed ill siuns of 85,(100 and u,. wards !j'7.743.351 f ircnhtinn of iinanthorised paper. Legislative ac65 and 8.77i iniiiviclnais and linns haie horinwed tion is rerominendfd to supply 'he deficiency, not
in Sdiiis under five thonsand dollais li(;7,314,.'jy7 47. only in relation to illegal circulation, hut al'O ii
The dir- ciors and oliiceis of Ihe banl.s luiv- bor- ifspect to '•foreisn bank notes " The Bank of St
rowed and become security lor neaily live inillidhs, Clair Mirhi^nn, has had bills to the amount of
or abuiU one-thinl ol Ihe entire loans and discounls .$125,000 in circiilaiinii endorsed "payable at llie
hank of Ciich-ville" in Ohio— also a sinall amount
made by the bulks.
The annual dividend prior to (he time o( in.=pec- of paper was iml in circulation in 1S3.S, by the
tinn, amounted loupward..^o a iniilnm, neiilj half of Bmkof Ponliac, yi/ZcAiR-'i?!, payable at Sandusky,
liug oul (,f Ihe Ohio, which from the testimony of the cashier ol
v\hich was paid lo stockholders re
Ihe
stale. Delinqm-nries lo llie amount ol .«;-'ll,U00 have the Bank of Sandusky has been discontinmil
been disciH'uvil in the stale tax o diudei.ils since amount in circulation is said to be small. The ar1825; aiiil the coininissioneis are of ti.e 0|nnio that rangement for the redemption of these notes is so
pr.or lo Ihis lime, "valid cl.iiins to a large a,nonnt verv pifcaiioos, that Ihe bill holders, are in immi
exEl .ig.iinsl •• veial inslih. lions." It i^ leroniniend- nent danger of loss, in the opinion of the comniission.'ts.
eii Ihartheinoney l.ianed. or Ihe cap i.al slock he axiin
Under lhi.s head the commissioners
Stock notes.
ed instead ol the iliiideiids. I'riifi's nndivnltd
in the banks lolhe aiiniunt ol iffiOII.Ddi) upon winch say:
"When individuals apply to tbe legislaliire for
no revenue acciin-s to Hie slale, which Ihe commissi. mi r,< think should be "iininedialely subjected an actnl ircorporatinn to hank, the charier is granted under the supposition Ihat the corporators have,
to the l.ixilig power of the sl.ile."
Ahhongh Ihe demand lor pppcie to pav debts or can command, Ihe real capital necessary to ab
abroad lu.'s been unusually great, ihe rommis.-ion- sorb the stork. But modern banking has found a
ei3 are ol Ihe opinion, lli.it the Imsijlily ol llie substitute, and inslead of payinsr np Ihe silhsciip
banks lo each other, have increased lliediain of Ihe lion upon slock, in specie or its equivalent, in
They disirusied stanC'-s are not uiifommon where the slock note of
]irt'Cion3 metals Iroin lluir vaul's.
The the snh^crih'r is taken as money, and maile to perone another and Hie public (lisiMisleil ilieni.
frrn its nllice, in eslablisliing Ihe insliliilion."
inassul community made no excessive demands
The report closes with some remarks on the
The banks themselves and Ihe biok.rs are charge.
h.uiks
Cincinnali
course
the
proiwrlion of hanking facilities inonopnliziil
of
large
The
l.uill.
Willi the
nd officers of llm banks; on Ihe
in em|do\ iiig an agent to puicluise cunlry hank hv the ilirectors
„oles— (ihey it liising tor.-ceive (lieinal llieirconn- practice orchniging nsiirioiis interest by discountters 111 the payineiil of debis as they had loinurly ing hills of exchange inste.ad of doing domestic
hnsiiiess paper, an.l a di=seitatinn upon the subject
aiid send Ihem home lor redemption, proriiinc)
shall refer to the report again.
duced a retaliatory spirit on the part of Ihe country of "exchange."
[Diri/lon Jovrnal, Jan. 21.
banks. An attempt to fniii an agency in CinII.I.INOIS.
cinn.di wiih availnble ineaiis In Ihe amount of
The Van Bnren lejishiture of Illinois havepa.ssed
$:j(h),il(lO, by the counliy banks, to connieracl ihe
The extent of Ihe deir.snd a hill to enahle the state hank to relievo its credicity banks is disclosed.
of some of Ihe banks, by oilier bankim iiislitnlions lors. The hill pa.ssed gives Ihe bank power to reshown in the inlorinaiioii elicit. .1 from Ihe new notes, and discount paper, ihe proceeds nf which
is
cashiers ol Ihe West Union bmk. Urhana bank and are to be devoted to the payment of notes lieretolore
the Commrrci^l bank id' Cii.cinnnli. The Wet cxecute.l totlie hank.
The Illinois house of representatives has passed,
Union bank paid upwards ol ninelynine Ihousaii
<lollai«. In specie lor its own notes lo Ihu Couiinei- by a vole of 57 to 40, resolulions for susiiending
d>n

-.itiiri-i

iay:

erii

OF THE UNION.

ivsohlion- p quire li.e ti'iance c.i.inmiltee to report
a lull provi.iing lor Ihe loial suspension of.ili public

state

—
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1840— STATES

hank ol Scioto. 0!iio Life and Trust, Lawr.'neehurg branch of Ihe Iiidianj Sfile hank, an.l
;lie Alaysvilie branch dl IheKen'iirky bnik; win. si
(he Coiiimeicial hank of Cincinnati paid onl six
hundred and Ihirty thons .ii.i dollar^, in specie, lo
"Ihe country bunks'* in redemption for its own
notes; and the Ijrbana bank had ilemands for ••large
sums of Clin ami eastern liinds;" from Cincinnati,
in one instance. iJ'iC.OOO In coin was drawn by the
Commercial bank of Cincinnati.
It is the 0|iinion of Ihe commissioners that Ihe
susiiension would have been general among the
bahk^ in the month of October last had not the
bank law last session been in existence. As il was,
Ihe suspension was liiiiit'd, and the hanks generally iesuin>-d within Ihiily days.
The issue ol post notes, is most pointedly conlemned by the cotuiiiissioners. In conclusion they

sliiiit'iiiious afiil

1 aiii, uiosi

8,

which has arisen between the agents of the stateem|>loyed in laying out Ihe roiile of a ship canal,
intended lo connect Lake Superior with the wains of Ihe lower lak^s, and the Uniled States auihoriiiesal Fort Brady.
A correspondence on the
siibj'cl had been opened bv the lale executive of
Michigan with the presidelit oflheUnHecl Slates,
which will be shuilly subiiiitled to the legislator...

In reference to the prnviding ways and means to
Ihe charges m'cessary to the support of governuient, the message advises a resort Indirect tax(ition.
The present arraniiemeTits with regard to
Ihe assessmeni and collection of taxes are thought
lo he detective.
The snbject of the currency is dwelt upon at
some length, and Ihe opinion is expressed Ihat Ihe
onlv radic.il mean? nf cure lorpresent disorders are
An exaill the hands of the nalional goienin.ent.
m-nntion however is ur;ed into Ihe banking syslo be wholly
t in ol the state, which has proved
d. fray

We

—

i

ladeqiiatP to the task of sui>plying a sound and
An increase of the circnialing
to he nquired for the snccessliit

(

equable cnrrrncy
medium is thought

1

prosecution id business and ihe ready development
of the rcsouices and induatrv of the state.
[Ball. Jiatr. Jan. 27.
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a iiien.orial, numfroiisly and i(
bv ritiz-ns ol Bosion, a-king
ns. d in Ihe steam packet;
As the subject was alreadv b-lore the senate, IVoi
noitedon.hewoiild
another qnaiter. and hail b.-ei
move that i' li- on the table.
By Mr. Diivis, lioin citizens of St. Joseph's,
Florida, asking for the division of a collection

OF THE DAY.

By Mr.

l-Hers from
Pfgrain. ol
fix h state
ViiKiriia, aiul tvvi-nly othnrs, ((Hii' liom
repn-senled), sen. Harrison anil Mr. TylfV rptnni
tlie nou.iimaccepting
answer^,
siibjntne.l
ei) the

The acceptance.

gen. Oivcii,

8,

lo

fit-n.

By Ml.

U-'ffis^er.

spi c ablv

signed

i!r,i«bai"k

on the coal

r.uchiinnn,

379
several

of a like

pe

kind. (Ill which Ihe moiion to receiie
the table.

Also, fiom citizens of

was

l.iiil

on

York and Adams counties,

Penns* IvHiiia. asking that a iiiodeiaie duy misht
be iinposf il on silk imported into the United Stales.
from ciliz'iis of Pnilad-lphia. asking the
Also,
tioriof (he Hirii>hnr|r cotiveiitii.n.
same. Mr. B. said he was instructed to say that
GENERAL HAKRISOn's BEPLY.
this memorial was signed by every large iinporling
district.
1S39.
Dec.
IH//1
North Bend,
A so, from citizens of Apalachicola, asking that a house in that city.
Gentlemen: I have the honor to arknowleilge
Also, from citizens of Philadelphia in relation to
of 'he liglit-honse be er. cteil .it Cipe San Bias.
tlie leceipt of your letter from Harrisburs
Bv Mr. Clay, ol Alabama, frnin citizens of that the employment of a steain cutter in the Delaware
7lh instant.
bay.
However objectionable in the opinim.3 of many state, asking the change of a certain mail route.
Also, irom William IMoriow, asKing to he reAlso, from certain coach lace weaver.^ in Newsel-ctof our IVIIort- ciiizens, inav h- the [noji- ol
ol the lieved on accoiiiit of a contract, which he alleges to ark, N. J. stating that, by a constrnctiou of the
in" 3 caiKlidate for tile t"0 liighest offices
peculiar have been violated on the part ot the government coiiils in regard to the revinne laws, Germ?ti siik
go'iV'rnment by a gener.il convention, the
By Mr. Willhimn, fioin citizens of Maine, pray lace can be imported cheaper tliaii the couiiin.ii
to the
circiiinstaiices in which the party (.p,.osi d
worsted lace can be inaniilactnred. They comhave ing a reduction ol [lostage.
present aduiinistraiion were placi-d, seem to
By Mr. Fullon. Irom citizens of Arkansas, asking plain that the decisions of the couit are wrong, and
ol acunity
that
secure
to
ailernalive
Uft ttiem no
the
improvement
appTOpriatioii
for
of
Bayou
of the treasury right, and ask ihe atlentioii ol
for
an
those
nur.berof
The
tion so necessary to their success.
congress.
characters ol Bariholouiew.
states represented, and tlie exalted
from
of
Sturgeon,
citizens
Philadelphia,
from Barnet Gibbons, asliing remwneiation
By
Mr.
Also,
noiniot
task
delicate
the delegates to whom the
leavins no room asking that Ihe l.iws in relation to the sale and trans- for properly in a vessel in whicii he was conveying
natins; a candidate was committed,
troops to Florida.
with fer of'ships be amended.
accordance
in
was
decision
their
mat
to doubt
Also, from citizens of Ihe same city in relation
By Mr. Benton, several petitions from oflicers of
constituents, I
the wishes of the majority ol tlieir
which, in to slavery. The motion to receive this petition was the line of the army, asking an equaiiz'ition of their
accept with gratitude the nomination
lie on lire table.
ordered
to
with the staff.
pay
you
convention,
1h«
of
obedience to a resolution
Mr. Gi'Ki/rfi/. from the special cominiffeeappointgy JVI1-. Cluti fro J. L. Smith and others askhave done me, gentle.nen, the honor to communied on tfie resolutions offered by Mr. Ber.ton
that
a new- dep.irtineiit of the government may
ing
cate
gard fo ffie debts oi the states, made a report, con- be' formed to preside over education and agriculture.
But however high I may value this evulei.ce ot
large a por- cluding with resolutions, concurring almost n holly The petition goes into a hisiory of liie advantages
the attachment and confidence of so
beg you to be- with the resolutions referred.
to be derived trom such a departinei.t ol the ^o-^
tion of my Itliow citi/.enF, I must
The report was r^:ad by Mr G. and its argumr nts verninent in the coll.c'ion ami dissemination of
more thoioii'.;hly
lieve genlleinen, that no one is
retired were chiefly directed against the debts ol one por- uselnl knowledge, in the propagation of seeds, imselecting
»
in
that
am,
than
I
convinced
candidate, tion of the people being paid by another; ag.rinst pleir.eiits of husbandry, ice.
and unprelendiTig individual lo be their
circninslances getting in debt at all; and long and most decisively
By Mr. Cliiy, ci( Alabama, Irom a battalion of
the convention were i. finenced by
|o set against any distribulion among Ihe stales of a sur- troops in relation to pioperly destroyed in the Fiorigovernments
popular
ofien occurring in
alihongli plus revenue, or of the proceeds of the public lands.
(horses. Sec.) whose claims werenjerled
aside the higher claims of otiier citizens,
Mr. /Jrafon moved Ihe printing of 311,000 extra by the third audilnr as not coming w ilhin the laws.
(ounded upon the possession of the most distinmost copies of the report.
On inolion ol Mr. Hnbbnrd, the bill to provide
guished talents and the performance of the
every
An earnest and animated debate n-as continued for the payment of d.nnages sustained by indivieminent services to their country, united to
ol the Ibronghont the day bv Messrs. Nicholas. Grvniiy.
duals by wars with the Indian trib-'S in 1.1311," was
other quality n-cessarv to the discharge
Crillenden, Beiil.ni, Smith. olTndiana, Southard,
republic.
taken ii'p, and made the outer of the day for Monduties of chief magistrate of this great
that I shoiMd em- Brown, Preston, King and Webster.
day week next.
It may perhaps'be expected
On motion of Mr. King, the report was rfcomprinciples upon
brace this occisionio declare the
On motion ol Mr. Pierce, the '-bill to continue
the same cnmiiiittee, witliont iirstrnclions,
which the adimnis'ralion will be conducted, il llii' mitteif to
Ihe office of coiuinissioner ol pensions, anil to transthe presiden- 10 be modifii'if by them according to their views
efforts of niv Irl.'iids to place me in
fer the pension business heretofore Iransacled in the
in
aft-r
this
dnbate.
But having,
tial chair s.ioiihl prove successful.
navy d partment to that olfi.:e,'' was considered in
anoilier
The senate then ailjoirrired.
a letter to the hon. Har.ner Dennv, and in
coiiiini leeof the w' nil', and ordered to be engrossed.
ch have
January 3J. The vice president h\A hefurf Ihe
To tUf hon. Sherrod Williams, both of wh
A joint re.solutioii was introduced by Mr. Ta/ibeen made puoiic, ^iveii iny views at some length senate a report of the secretary of war, made in jian. to the eincl lliat all petitions presented to
vested
obedience to a resofulion of the senate of the 15lh either house ol congress, and nulavurably reported
of t.ie charjcler and ext-iit of tiie powers
It
consider
instant, in relation to internal iinprnvemenis in Ihe on, should not again b- receiveil, unless on alH.lavit
b, the consii.ution in the president, 1
lerrilory of Wisconsin; which was read, and order- of some additional and iiii|,orlant tesliiuoiiv.
unnecessaiv to repeat them here.
gentlem-n, proper at thi- ed to be piiiit' d.
1 deem 'it. lui vever,
A nsoliition was submilteil by Mr. Smith, of
qnenlly
Also, a representation from Johiel Brooke, jate Connei'iicut, calling on the secretary of war to state
time to renew tlie assurance heretofore fr.
made, thatsliouhl I be elected to Die p,-esidei.cy, 1 Indian agent; wliicli was referred to the committee Ihe difference of cost between cast iron cannon and
caudi
a
be
to
will under no circiinistances consent
on private land claims.
wrought and brass cannon, and tf'e comparative
daie for a seco.id ti-r:n.
Mr. C/<'!/,of Alabama, presented the petition of vulmrofeach kind.
With the liighest consideration, gentlemen, tor Williamson Sniitli. praying remuneration for ex
The s' nate resumed the consideration ol Ihe ream,
your
yourselves and those yon represent. I
penses inctirrtd and services perlorined by liiin
port of the select coinmittec on Mr Benton's resoW. H. HARRISON.
ilow citizen,
under a contract with a governmerit agent, for the lutions, respecting the debts of the states, and espeCirolina,
tfc.
To the hon. John Owen, of N.
removal of the Cherokee Indians; wliicli was really in regard lo their assumption by the United
GOVEKNOR TVLER'S REPLY.
ferred 10 the committee on the judiciary.
Slates governinent.
mililnisbaii:. Va. Dec 16, 1S39.
Mr. Chn/. ol Keritnckv. presented the petifio.iof
Mr. C/ii(/, of Alabama, spoke at large in vindicathe
as
Gentle.men: Tne nouiination which,
a number of citizens of" Philadelphia, Pa. and ol tion ol the report and roiii'iidttee, and against the
jou have
or.'ansol the laie Hirri. burg convention,
citizens of the s'ate of Millie, for a congress of na- dislribnlion among the stales of any portion of the
sensibility
with
a
accepted
communicated to me, is
tions; which was refeiT. d to the committee on
pirblic revenue, and mainly on the L'roiind that it
is
greatly augmented by the tact, that whils; it
foreign relations.
would now be equivalent to an assumption of Ihe
me, it was at
result in nb way contemplated by
Linn presented the petition of the heirs of debts ofthesfates.
Mr.
en
that
tended by the unanimous concurrence of
Thoinpson, deceased, praying the confirmaMr. Crittenden replied brit flv, ami mainly to the
mynaiiie Joseph
lightened and jialriotic body. To have
tract of land; which was reeffect that he had always hem in favoi ol a just anil
who is tion of tlieir title fo a
asOTciafed with that of the eminent patriot
ferred to the roinmittee on (irivafe land clai'iis.
equal distribulion of the pioceeds of tin- lands
of itself
put in nomination fo- the first office, is
to
committee,
the
select
from
Grundy,
Mr.
among Ihe states as Ihi-ir rightful pi-opeily; and
long
regarded by ine as no ordinary honor. His
uus recommitted the report siihinitted much more wonhl he now be in favor of it when
council which
and faithful services to the country, at the
yesterday on the resolution offei-ed some tirrie since some of them were in difficulty.
distiii
board and in the fi-ld, have won for liim a
assumption
id'
Mr. ' Beninn, in opposition to the
The senate adjourned.
Ihe surest by
giiisiied name in history, and furnish
Ihe debts of the states by the general governinent,
February 4. The vice president communicated
guarantee that should he be elevated by tlie popu- reported it, with some modifications; whicli were
his adminisoffice,
expcutive
tlie
chief
to
the senate a report frcun the secietaiy of the
lo
voice
lar
and pru- read.
resolution, of tlie
tration "f governmental adiiirswill be just
ensued, in which Messrs. Grundi/. treasury, in compliance with a
discussion
A
tor h "
claims and settlement rights in the state
donation
dent, and wise. With the connitutiou
advocated
the
sustained
and
Wright
T'l'ihll Hnbbnrd, and
only
aim
his
country
Mississippi.
his
of
and the good of
report, and Messrs" Preston. Southard, and Merrick
Also, from the war department an abstract report
not but that his exertions would be exclusively di- opposed it; whwi it was inlbrinally passed over.
the other.
rected to uphold the one, and to advance
The senate went into executive business; and of the returns of the militia.
Madison
of
Jefi'trson.
The friend and supporter of
Mr. Tappan gave his views at some length in re.
then adjourned until Monday.
of a
and Monroe, and the immediate descendant
lalion to certain petitions sent him from Ohio, and
February X. The irrce ;);-csiVcn( commiinicated to
present the.-n.
signer of the Declaration of Independence, can b
nf
the trea- declined to
secietary
from
the
report
senate
a
[the
creed,
none other than true to his early n lublicm
Mr. Preston returned him thanlts. in Ihe name of
and ol sury, showing the contracts made iu that departand the devoted advocate of free principles
the soiitfi, for the stand taken by himlS:i!).
meiit
for
t'emlemen,
to
be
honor
I have the
iiopnlar rights.
Tlie following memorials and petitions were preAlso, from the president of the United States,
JDHN TYLER.
your obed?ent servant,
sented and referred:
enclosing a report Irom the superintendent of the
John Oioen. esq. nnrl others of Ihe comiiiillce.
By Mr. Fulton, from Henry Wilson, asking lo
mint.
The following memorials and petitions were pre- locate irnapmopriated public lands.
1st SESSION.
By Mr. Youns. lioru the Galena Chamber of
sented and ref.rred:
senate.
appropriation for llie removal
By Mr. S//11//1, of Indiana, several petitions of Commerce, asking an
Jaminrt/Sn. The following memorials and petilajiids of the
male and female citizens of Jelfeison county. In- of crrlam obstructions in the lower
tions were presented:
aiiaiusf slavery in dilferent forms; and on the Mis ssippl river.
diana,
the
Legislature
from
resolutions
Bv Mr. Phelps,
citizens of Wisconsin, askfrom
While,
Mr
laid
on
was
moiion
the
ainst Ihe ceding of question of their reception,
of Vermont, remonstrating
in
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may

be exposed to Eale, and pre-emption rights
At the request of Mr. Calhoun, who expressed a
granted to settlers thereon.
desire to speak to-morrow on the subject, it was
By Mr. Taiiu, twin certain citizens, aslting sur- informally passed over, and the senate adjourned
veys to be made wilh a view to the creation of a
Fchrvanj 5. Memorials and petitions were preship channel across tl»e Isthmus of Panama.
sented by Messrs. Cloy, Tallmadge, Williams,
By lUr. Merrick, from thi- directors of Ihe Bank Roane, Pierce and Young, all of which were referof Alexandria, asking an extension of the charter red.
tor the purpose of winding up business.
Mr. Prentiss, from the committee on the public
Also, from Noah Fairbank, in relation to se- lands, reported a bill to proviile for satisfying outcuring steamboats against the disasters of fire.
standing claims to bounty lands for military serviMr. Benton, from the committee on military ce? in the late war, and for other purposes.
affairs, reported a bill for the relief of certain comMr. i?e«ton, from the committee on military afpanies of Michigan militia.
fairs, reported a bill to authorise the president of
Mr. Merrick, from the committee for the District the United States to raise fifteen hundred men for
of Columbia, reported a bill to authorise Ihf erec- the defence of Florida.
lioii of a hospital in the city of Washington, and
Mr. Hubbard intioiluced a bill for the settlement
for other jnirposes.
of the claims of New Hampshire against the United
Mr. Nicholas introduced a bill to authorise States.
Louisiana to sell the lands heretofore appropriated
Mr. Clay, of Ala. introduced a joint resolution for
lor the use of schools.
taking the ensuing census of the United States.
Mr. Fullon introduced a bill to perfect the titles
The resolulrons submitted yesterday were taken
to lands south of the river Arkansas, held under up and adopted.
New Madrid locations and pre-emption rights of Mr. Clay, of Ala. submitted the following:
JS14.
Resohed, That the committee on the public lands inMr. Linn introduced a bill to quiet the titles of quire into the expediency of establishing a higher minicertain land claimants in the stales of Missouri and mum price for the lands contained in the Miami Re-

Arkansas.
Mr. While s\ibmi(ted the followinE: resolutions:
Resolved, That the secretary of war be dirncfcd to
inform the senate what means have been tilion to ascertain and satisfy the debts of the Winnebago Indians, for the paymeiit of which the residuary sum of
§150,009 was appropriated by the treaty of November,
1S37, made with thai iiaiion.
Also, what causes have
interposed to prevent the removal of these Indians west
of the iMississippi iu pursuance of said treaty.
Resolved, That the committee on roads and canals
inquire into the expediency of cau.^insj a survey to be
made of the Ohio river, at the little falls, widi a view to
pscerrnin the practicability of improving the navigation

serve, situated iu the state of Indiana.
The bill to repeal certain acts respecting

navy

and making further provisions in relation
navy pensions, was read a third time, and passed
Mr. Preston submitted the following resolution:
Resohed, That the secretary of the treasury be di-

liensions,
to

rected to inform the senate whether, in his annual report made at the commencement of the present session
of congress, and the estimates therein contained of expenditures proposed for the current year, he has included any sum or proposed any appropriation for the construction and continuation of the Cumberland road,
and, if not, whether the omission was unintentional or
designed.
Mr. P. wished to have it adopted at once, but

NAYS—

Messrs. Belts, Clay, of Ky. Clayton, Crittenden, Dixon, Henderson, Merrick, Nicholas. Phelps,
Prentiss, Preston, Ruggles, Sevier, Smith, of Indiana,

Southard, Spence, Tallmadge, White— 18.
And then the serrate adjourned.

HOUSE OF EEPRESENTATITES.
Thursday, Jan. 30. The unfinished business of
yesterday was the consideration of the several propositions pending in relation lo the public printing
of Ihe house of representatives, and which were

immediately as follows:
First, the resolution of

Mr. Giddings,

in the fol-

lowing terms:
Resohed, That,
the

until the further order of the house,

clerk

house

to

be directed to procure the printing of the
be done by such persons as will do it with

the least expense lo government."

To which Mr. Graves heretofore moved the following amendment:
"Resolved, That the whole subject of the public printing, togeiher with the communication of Gales
Seaton, on that subject, be referred lo a select committee,
to inquire into the best plan of executing the same, and
to report by bill or otherwise; and that the printing
which has been or may hereafter be ordered he exe-

&

cuted in all things except prices, in the manner prescribed hy the joint resolulion of congress relating to
that niatter, approved March 3, 1819.
And the clerk
of this house under the supervision and control of the
committee of accounts, is hereby authoriseti to make a
contract or contracts with some suitable person or persons 10 execute said work upon the best terms it can be
done iu the District of Columbia, provided the prices
shall not exceed lliose fixed by the aforesaid joint resolution of 1819."

To which amendment Mr.

Rice Garland hereto-

moved the following amendment: Insert after
"same" the following:
"And into the expediency of entirely separating the

fore

the word

patronage from the newspaper or public press of the
country."
following resolution, submitted by Mr. Web- Mr. Jllen objecting, it will lie over one day.
Mr. Davis, of Indiana, who was entitled lo the
sier, was taken up and agreed to:
The senate having resumed the consideration of floor from yesterday, rose and said that, since he
Resolved, That the committee on commerce be in- the report of the select committee on Mr. Benton's had had the honor of a seat in this body, his course
structed to inquire whether the laws respecting vessels r-esoiutions in regard to the debts of the slates
had uniformly been of that character which was
propelled by steam do not require amendment, and
Mr. Calhoun addressed the senate at length, chief- conducive lo the despatch of the public business;
whether it be not expedient, amon^ other provisions, ly on the subject
of a distribution ainongthe slates of and allliongh he had intended, in justice to himself
10 make the followinsi, viz:
a sui-plus revenue or the proceeds of the public lands; and to his own sense of duly, to have replied to
Ist. That the owners or masters of all steamboats or
and on the evils ol a protective tariff, from which some of the remarks of Ihe gentleman from Kenvessels propelled in whole or in part by steam, employtransportation
passengers,
of
or of gnodq, he argued the embarrassments of the country bad tucky, (Mr. Graves), yet he was willing lo forego
ed in die
wares, or merchandise, or of both, lor hire, shall be chiefly arisen, and that il was injurious even to the this intention, and lo make one more effort to bring
the house to a vole on the proposition which he
deemed to all intents and purposes common carriers manufactures.
thereof, and shall be liable to all die duties and lesponMr. Preston argued briefly that all had been done lt,ad intended to have submitted the day before yessihiliiies imposed on such cairiers by the common law. on this subject which could be done, or ought lo terday.
And every restriction, liniitotion, or qualification, of any be done; and that by the full concessions on the
Before he took his seat, he desired to make one
such duties and responsibilities, by any special notice olherside that the states were amply able and wholly or two explanalory observations. He was about to
or contract, or other proceeding on the pr,rt of such disposeil to
pay the debts contracted by them, a make an ertbrt lo lay upon the table the proposicarriers, shall be deemed utterly void and of no validity,
great part of the mischief which the report might tions which were now pending before the house,
or force, or effect whatever.
otherwise have done was probably counteracted. with a view to bring the house, if" he could, lo
2d. That whenever any loss, damage, or injur)-,
a direct vole on his own.
And, in order that he
shall occur to any passenger, or to any goods, wares, (jr He therefore moved to lay the whole subject and
might distinctly untlerstand his own position, he
merchandise on board of any such steamboat or other the report on the table.
would inquire of the chair whether it was in order
Negatived by yeas and nays as follows:
vessel propelled in whole or in part by steam, from fire
or steam, or collision wilh any other vessel, the same
YEAS-^Messrs. Belts, Clav, of Ky. Clayton, Crit- for him to move to lay on the table the propositioir
shall be deemedlullpnmu/'ide evidence of negligence tinden, Dixon, Henderson. Meri-ick, Phelps, Prentiss, of the gentleman from Louisiana, (Mr. R. Giirsufficient to charge trie proprietors of such steamboat Preston, Ruggles, Smith, of Ind. Southard, Sponce, /crriiij, without connecting with it the proposition
or other vessel propelled by steam, and those in their Tallmnde, Wliite— 16.
of Ihe gentleman liom Kentucky. (Mr. Graves).
employtnenf, with the full amoant of such loss, or
Messrs. Allen, Benton, Brown, Buchanan,
The speaker said that, in the opinion of the chair,
damage, or injmy, until they shall show, beyond any Calhoun, CIny, of Alabama, Cuthberf, Fulton. Grundy.
a motion lo lay the proposition of the genlleman
reasonable doubt, that no negligence whatever had oc- Hubbard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton, Nicholas,
from Kentucky, (Mr. Graves), on the table, would
curred on their part.
Norvell, Pierce, Roane, Robinson. Sevier, Snrith, of
3d. That if any inspector or inspectors, appointed Con. Sturgeon, Strange, Tappan, Walker, Wall, Wil- carry with it the whole subject matter.
Mr. Davis continued. He was admonished, not
under the law to which this is a s'lpplement, shall care- liams, Wright, Young—29.
lessly or negligently perform the duties ret|uired of them
The question now being on printing Ihe usual nly by his own sense of what was right, but by
the condition of the country, of Ihe necessity of
hy law, or shall make or sign any certificate required number of copies of the report
by the same act, knowing the same to contain any false
Mr. Smith and Mr. Henderson briefly assigiied proceeding lo the transaction of the public busiRtarement, he and they shall be deemed guilty of high
of carrying out the great purposes for which
their reasons Icir voting in favor of the motion, but ness
misdemeanor, and shall, on conviction thereof before
they had assembled. He woiild.lherelbre, he repealcould not be heard by the reporter for the noise.
any court oj die United States having competent juris1, forego the determination of justifying himself fo
The usual number of copies wore then ordered to
dieiion, be punished by line not exceeding S500, and
the house for the course he had taken, and, in older
by imprisonment not exceeding ninety days, according be printed, by yeas and nays as follows:
YE.'\S— Messrs. Allen, Benton, Bett.s Bi-own. Brr- to get at Ihe business of the country in a legal and
to the aggravation of the offence, and shall also be liable in civil action to all damages which shall be occa- chaiinn, Calhoun, Chiv, of Ala. Cnihbnrt, Di.xon.Fultnn, constitutitmal form, acting under laws already existsioned iliereby to any person or persons whatever; and (Irnntlr, llemlersoii. Hubbard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, ing in relation to the public printing, acting under
Niehi)l:i«. Norvell. Pierce, Prentiss, Roane, a resubiliim of this leuise adopted many days ago,
that the cnnimittee be instructed further to iii(|iiirn and Mont
report to the senate what judicial decisions have Ik'ou Robins>m, Sevier, Smith, of Conn. Smiih. of Indiana, that they would go into the election ol public prinmade under the existing law, and especially wheilior it Sturgeon. Strange, Tallmadge, Tappan, Walker, Wall, ter, he should move to lay these various propositions
has been the effect of any such decision to render the While, Williams, Wright, Young— 36.
on the table, wilh the distinct understanding that he
Messrs. CIny, of Ky! Clayton, Crittenden,
existing law imoperative in any part of die country.
desired to introduce his own proposition, and that
Merrick, Phelps, Rugtdcs, .Southard, Spencc ^S
The resolulion of Mr. Preston calling on the premotion of Mr. Grvndy, the siihject of the re- he made the motion, (if it was competent for him
On
sirlent for the causes of the removal of governor
port was postponed, and made the special order for lo do so), lor the purpose of introducing that proCall, of Floriila, was taken up, and. alter being so
position.
Monday next.
amended as to strike out so much as requests the
The speaker. No such conditional motion can be
Mr. Benton, (his motion being now in order by
president to "give his reasons," was ado|ited.
entertained.
his having given a previous notice of it), moved the
The senate having i-esuiued the consideration of printing of 30,000 extra copies of the report.
Mr. Davis. I will then try another expedient.
the rpporl of Ihe committee on Mr. Benton's resoluAfter some remarks from Mr. Prcii/iss and Mr. Where a motion lo suspend the rule, lo lay on the
tion ill regard to the debts of the states
table, or lo reconsider for a specific object has been
Lum]>kin
iMr. Phel/'s addressed the senate in opposition to
The question was put, and 30,000 copies of the made, and the object distinctly avowed, the courthe sentiinHiils and printing of the report, but
report were ordered lo be printed, by ye.as and tesy of this house has never denied to a member
especially in vindication of Ihe slate of Vermont,
Ihe right or opportunity lo carry out his inleHtion.
nays, as follows:
who was not in debt, from the charge tliat her deMessrs. Allen, Benton, Brown, BiKhanan, I move to lay the peinllng pi'oposilions on Ihe table,
sire and request that the proceeds of Ihe public
Calhoun, Clay, of Ala. Cuthberl, Fulton. Griinrlv. Hub- for the purpose of intr-odnring a resolution which I
lands should be equally distributed among the stales bard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton,
Norvell, Pierce, send to the chair, and which I desire may be read
amounted at all to a proposition for assuming the Roane, Robinson, Smith, of Conn. Sturaeou, Strange. for information; for I am sure, looking to .some redebts ol the slates.
Tappan, Walker, Wall, Williams, Wright, Yoiinij— 27. marks which fell yesterday from the geiillcinan
thereof
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Mr. Davis then modified his motion so as to lay gested, the house would proceed in accordance
from Kentucky, (Mr. Ginticsj, that my proposiwith the resolution.
the whole subject on the table.
tion is not distinctly understood by tlie house.
Mr. Hoffman demanded the yeas and nays on the
The reading of the various pending propositions
Mr. Rice Garland. I notify the gentleman from
Indiana, since lie talks of courtesy, and since he was then called for; and they were accordingly read call; which were ordered, and were yeas 140,
was one of tfiose who attempted yestenlay to de- in the order in which they are given above; Mr. nays 44.
So a call of the house was ordered, and was proRice Garland having modified his proposition so as
frive me of ray right to move an aoiendmcnt, that
to insert the word "political" before the word ceeded in until 208 members answered to their
shall object
names; when
"newspaper."
[Very loud calls to order.]
Mr. Jldams said it was customary, when comAnd the question on the motion of Mr. Davis, to
The proposition of Mr. Daeis, as heretofore relay the whole subject on the table, was then taken, niittees liad leave to sit during the sittings of the
ported, was then read.
Mr. Black asl^ed leave to have read, for informa- (by yeas and nays, as heretofore ordered), and was house, to permit the members thereof to vote at
any lime; and on a call of the house were always
tion, a propusition which he would send to the decided in the affirmative: Yeas 116, nays 108.
excused if absent. Mr. A. then moved that the
So the whole subject was laid on the table.
chair, and which, he gave notice, he should offer
to the house if the motion to lay on the table preMr. Davis, of Indiana, then rose and said that, in members of committees viho were absent, be notilivailed.
order to carry into practice the views he had ex- eil that there was a call of the house; which motion
Mr. B's proposition, (of which the reporter could pressed in relation to the transaction of the public was agreed to.
The names of the absentees having been called
not procure a copy), was then read.
business, he was about to make another motion.
Mr. Davis, of Indiana, ajain submitted his mo- He desired that the resolution which he had sent to over,
Mr. Dromgoole moved that all further proceedon to lay the pending propositions on the table; the clerk's table this morning might now be read.
ings in the call be suspended; which was agreed
on which mo'ion the yeas and nays, (having been
Mr. Rice Garland objected to the introduction of

—

,

demanded in
Mr. Lewis

several quarters), were ordered.
William!^ moved a call of the house.

this matter?

Mr. Black hoped the gentleman might be permitted to have

it

read.

[Loud calls to order.]
Mr. Lewis Williams insisted on

his

motion

to.

as being out of order, except by a
Mr. Turney moved that the house now proceed
suspension of the rule.
to elect the committee, by voting for one member at
Mr. Black appealed to Mr. Davis to yield the
a time.
allow
him
to
offer
a
substitute.
floor to
Mr. R. Garland demanded the yeas and nays on
Mr. R. Garland insisted on his point of order.
that motion; which were ordered, and were
yeas
The speaker requested Mr. Garland to reduce it
.54, nays 1.32.
to writing.
The speaker Ihen said that each gentleman, when
this resolution

Mr. Rice Garland inquired whether, as propositions were being read for information, it was in
order for him to move the reading of an order, issued in the "Globe" of last evening, id relation to

for

a call of the house, and asked the yeas and nays;
which were ordered, and, being taken, were yeas

—

—

Pending which
his name was called, would vote lor the five memMr. Dawson called for the orders of the day.
bers to compose the coniinitlee. He then appointed
Mr. Davis, of Indiana, insisted that he had the
Messrs. Brings, Burke, Floyd and James Garland,

floor

— that he had not yet yielded

it.

as tellers.

The speaker said the gentleman from Indiana,
Mr. Hopkins asked to be excused from voting,
(Mr. Davis), had the floor; the gentleman from
and gave his reasons therefor; but the house refused
170, nays 14.
Louisiana, (Mr. Garland), being in the act of resaid request.
So the call was ordered.
ducing his point of order to writing.
The house then proceeded to the vote, vivn voce,
And, the roll havijig been called over, 208 memDuring which operation, a number of members
bers answered to tlieir names, 'f'he names of the ab- rose, and addressed the chair, but they were in- and the roll was sone through with; but before the
result
was annouced,
sentees were then called over, when there appeared variably called to order.
Mr. Pope moved that when the house adjourn, it
present 218 member's.
Mr. /J. Gffrfnnii having reduced his point of order would adjourn till Monday next.
The doors were then closed, excuses were reto writing, which was, in substance, that resoluMr. Banks said it was clearly out of order to subceived, several motions for enforcing the call, &c,
tions were not now in order on any subject, and mit such a motion in the then condition of the
were inade; when
could only be introduced bj' universal consent, or house, it being divided upon a vote.
suspension
of
all
further proMr. Black moved a
by a suspension of the rules
The cliair, (Mr. Lincoln), decided that it was in
ceedings thereon.
Mr. G. read parts of the 20th, 21st, 22d and 23d order.
Mr. Lewis Williams asked the yeas and nay.«
rules, specifying and defining the order of business,
Mr. Peirikin. Was there ever such a thing heard
which were ordered, and, being taken, ^vere -yeai
and also the 24th rule, which is as follows:
Was ever the like known— that the chair had
of?
120, nays 87.
"The business specified in the two preceding entertained such a motion when the house was
proceedings
on
the
call
all
further
were
dis
So
rules shall be done at no other part of the day, divided upon a vote? I appeal from that ilecision.
pensed with, and the doors were opened.
except by permission of the house."
The chair said it had been done at the last sesThe question then recurring on the motion to lay
The speaker said, Ihe chair is of opinion that the sion, under similar circumstances, when the house
on the table,
reoolution of the gentleman from Indiana, (Mr. was in the act of electing a cominittoe.
Mr, Rariden rose and inquired of the chair wheDavis), is not now in order. The chair is of opinion
Mr. G;ij7i/i called for the previous question on
ther the otiiCL- of public printer was created by any
that ttie subject in order and now pending befnre
B appeal; which was seconded, and the mam
t or joint resolution of the two houses, and whethe house is the unexecuted order for the election qupsti(uj wasoidered
which main question was,
ther the compensation was (ixed thereby?
of printer.
"Siiall the d.'cision of the chair stand as the judgThe speaker replied that, by permission of the
Mr. Wise inquired of the chair whether that order ment of the house?"
liouse, ttie clerk could read the law.
had not expired?
Mr. Peirikin demanded the yeas and nays but
The clerk having proceeding to find the law.
The speaker said he was of opinion that it had they were not ordered.
Mr. Rariden (referring to the interrogatory above)
been only |iassed over, but that it had not expired.
The question was then taken, and the decision of
went on to inquire, and, if that be the case, wheA motion being here made by Mr. Bcatly for the the chair was sustained.
ther the house nas power to change the compensaorders of the day
The question then recurred on the motion to a<ltion after the election of a printer.
Mr. Davis saiil he had the floor, and that he would journ till Monday next; and the yeas and nays hav[Loud calls to order.]
make a motion in accoidance with the decision of ing been ordered upon the same.
The speaket said that that was not a matter for
He
moved that the house do now prothe chair.
Mr. Pope withdrew his motion.
the chair to ilecide.
ceed to the eleclion of printer, and on that motion
Mr. Davec renewed the motion: but the yeas and
Mr. Black inquired of the speaker whether, if
be demanded the previous question.
nays having been ordered upon it, he also withthe motion lo lay on the table prevailed, it would
The house continued to sit till a late hour, and drew it.
be in order to olfer any other propusion in relation
went into an election for a luiblic printer, the reMr. JJi-rtJis again renewed the motion.
to the subject?
Mr. Lewis demanded the yeas and nay; which
The speaker. The chair is looking into that ques- sult of which was reported by Mr. Vanderpocl as
were not ordered.
tion, and will decide it when it coines up in order. follows:
207
Total number of votes given.
The question was then taken on said motion, by
Mr. Stanly desired information of the chair.
104
Necessary to a choice,
count, and carried in the affirmative ayes 89, nays
Would it not I'Pipiire a vote of two-thirds to bring

—

—

—

—

this subject again before the house, if the

lay

on the

table should

now

motion

lo

k Rives received
Gales h Scaton,

44.

no

votes.

92
2
T. W. White, (of Richmond, Va.)
1
Jacob Gideon,
1
S. Stambaugh, (of Philadelphia),
1
Dnff Green,
So Blair & Rives were declared to have been
house
for the 26th conthe
printers
to
duly
elected
be

The speaker said that, if there was any other
matter which had the priority, the subject could
not again be taken up but by a vote of two-thirds.
The clerk being then about to read the law above
referred to

Of which—
Blair

prevail?

Mr. Bcatly objected.
Mr. Davis, of Indiana, wished his motion to
It was to lay on the table

distinctly understood.

the proposition of the gentleman from Louisiana,
(Mr. R. Garland), and the proposition of the gen-

And the house adjourned.
Friday, JaA 31. The first thing in order was the
execution of the resolution of Mr. Black, to elect a

gress.

Mr. D. coniiniitte of five, viva voce, to inquire into the prowould inquire vi'hetlier the prior proposition offered priety of reducing the jiresent tariff of prices for
by the gentleman from Ohio, (Mr. Giddings), executing the public printing, or of having the
would also go to the table with the others, if the same done in a national office, to be established
tleman from Kentucky, (Mr. Graves).

for that purpose.
The speaker suggested that if the house would
proceed lo Ihe eleciion of a committee, and vote
for one member at a time, it would soon ascertain
ject matter.
Mr. J3/act again making the pointof order.above the practicability of the plan. He thought it would
take but a short time, should that mode be adopted.
stated as coming from him
Mr. Graves inquired, why not vote for all at ihe
The spra/cfrsaid he would decide it when it came
same time. He thought the resolution required it.
regularly up.
Mr. IVise ]>i-ftlcsted against the mode of proceed- Mr. G. then moved that there be a call of Ihe house.
The chair said the resolution required that the
ing here adopted. Let the house decide upon matters before it, and not upon questions iu anticipa- whole five should be voted for at the same-time;
and 33 objection had beeu aiuda to the mode sugtiou.

motion prevailed?

The

vail,

speaker said that the motion, if it should prewould, of course, take with it the whole sub-

The house having

lietermined that when it adjourns, it would adjourn till Monday next.
Mr. S. Williams moved that it now adjourn.
Mr. Peirikin demanded the yeas and nays; but
they were not ordered.
The question was tlien taken, and decided in the
affirmative; and the house adjourned till Monday
next.
Monday, Feb. 3. Mr. Briggs, from the committee ap])ointed to count the votes lor five mem ber.i
lo constitute the select committee on the prices of
the public printing, reporteil as the result of the
votes given on Fiiday last, that Messrs. Black, of
Georgia, Prentiss, of New York, and Davis, of Indiana, had been elected, [two vacancies remaining
to be filled],
Mr. Grai-es inquired of the chair whetherit would
be in ordei'to move a reconsideration of the ttie vote
just reported?
The chair was understood to say that when the
election was completed, such a motion would be in
order.
The c/m(> announced that Ihe house would now
proreed lo vote for two more members of the select

commiltee.

The same gentlemen as before were appointed
count the voles.

to

—
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be a call or the

Ijullif.

TIk- qups'ioii b'-in;! talcpn, ths ayes were 16, the
qucini.ri hiving voied
no-^i 87.

N

—

1

Mr. Graves rfiieweil Hit- ijioiion.
1 lie ay.'-; w^re now 43, the no^s 66.
beiri; iin q'loriiiu—
Ml. f t'ii ifcm ileinandecl a

There

still

i
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s-jid

e auieiidineni;

which were

Tellers Were also a^ked

count of the members

8,

he did not ask the genlleinan
2. VVheilier the csiimate on which Ihe bill is li,unded
from Gor;;ia i,lVlr. B.) or Ihe coinuiiUee loaheror was not niace by said agent prii^r lo die closing up of
modily tbe resohilion. The house was at liberly the rati in .August las^ and whether any saiislaciory
data e.^i^l fur coiriputing ihi- probable cost of remo\iiig
lo iloso, and that was what he asked.
the prestiii impediments to navigation.
Mr. Lewis M'Hliams asked the yeas and nays on
3. Whether die sums apprupilaled by ihis bill are

Mr.

Mr.

lil'ick

asked

lor,

ri

fused.

message.

ed to hy Mr. Mams;
Mr. R. Garland moved a call of the hoii«e, and follows:
llie )eas and ly-ty; which, bi'ini^orJered,
**y?e If ejincted, i^c. That ihe president of ihe senate.
re.'^ulinl a.t loilowf, viz: Ytas 87, nays 77.
Ihe speaker of the nouse of repieien:a;ivts, a chairman
So tiie Cdll w,is oalered.
of a coiuiiiiiiee of Uie wh.^le, or a cliairiuaii of a selei:t
Tiie cteik proceeded lo cnll the roll, when 186 3uniuiitteeof eiiher house, shall be empowered to admeuibi-rs wnre lonhd lo have responded lo their ninisier oailis or alFirmaiions lo wiine.sse", in any ease
''
.-Vpproved Miy 3. 1793.
Absentee.-) were called; l'J4 members under iheir exa-niiiaiion
nanies.
•Be it enacted, ^c. That ihe chairman of anvstandre-poiided; Ihe doors were closed, and excuses
conimihee, either of ihe house of represeniatives
;
were oflered and accepted, when the call was sus-

it

Wheiher

the bill is not of such a characler that
oiighr lo have or'ginaied
this house.
Mr. Thomas, ot Marj laud, sn]ii>osiiig that these
4.

law refervihich having been read, as

pre.=^nt.

deiriand d

accompanying ihe presidenr*

called for in the estimates

and refused.

for the readiiiijof Ihe

m

instnu lions might pioduce debate, asked Mr B. lo
deler his motion till the other senate bills should
ha-. e been disposed of.
But Mr Biddle, after some hesitation, concludtd
not lo do so, and look the floor to adilress Ihe liiuise
in siippoit ol his luotion: but the usual hour of adjournuient hi.ving arrivrd, he yielded the Hoor for a
uiolionof adj-Miriiinent, and thereupon.
of the senate of ihe Ui.ited Siares, shad be empowThe ou-e adjourned.
ered lo administer oa'hs or afTirmatioiis lo witnesses in
Wednesday, heb. 5. Petitions and memorials beany case under llieir exanniiaiion; and any person
who shall he };uiliy of perjury bifiie such conimitiee ing the business belore the house, and Ihe state of
Yuik liaiins been calf d thiougli
shall he liable to the piiiiis, penalhes and disabilities New
Mr. Pelrikin, of Pennsylvania, rose to present a
prescribed for the punishment ol ihc cri'ne of wilful
petition.
and corrupt perjury '' Approved Februarys, 1817.
When Mr. Randolph, of New Jers'-y, rose and
The q-iestioii on the amendment of Mr. ^dnms^
as modified bv hiui, was takr-n, and decided in the b^'^gr-d to remind the gentleman from Pennsylvania
that he state of New Jersey was here yet.
atiirinative without a division.
[Loud and general laugliter.]
So Ihe amendinenl, as modified, was agreed lo.
Mr. Randolph Ihen beeged leave to inquire of the
And. the queslion being taken, the iesolulion,a3
chair whether the spi-aker h,.d lectived certain jmnt
amended was adopted.
The house then resumed Ihe iinrinished business resolu'ions from the legislature of the sta^e of l\ew
Jersey; and, if so. whether it was his intention to
of yesterday, being the election of chaplain.
The lesult of the several votes were as fol- present Ihein lo the house? And, if iiol, wheiher
the speaker desired to slate his reasons for declining
lows:
2.1.
4th. to do so?
1st.
3d.
The speaker said that he had received certain reWhole number of votes given 182 176 181 175
92
89
92
88 soluiions ol the council and general assembly of the
Necessary to a choice,
22 withdrawn. stale ol New Jersey, diiccled to him as Robert M.
31
Rev. Mr. Oanlortli received
slate ol Vir-.
13
5 «itlidravvii. T. Hun'er, a representalive from Ihe
R.v. Mr. AVilmer
These he bad declined to present, for rea35
do. ginia.
19
Rev. .Mr. Balth
letter
governor
Pennington.
stated
in
a
to
sons
00
00
1
Rev. Mr. Babbitt
Mr. Pickens said that, if il was in order, he
55
Rev. Mr. Bates
85
92
16 withdrawn. should like to hear ihe .speaker's answer read.
Kev. Mr. Boyd
Mr. Lewis Williams suggfsled that the letter of
34
42
77
83
Rev. Mr. Braxton
So Dr. Bates was declared to have been duly governor Pcnningloii to the speaker, and the answer
theielo, should both be read.
elected.
Mr. Il'i'sf was understood to say, he presumed it
A message was received from the president of the
presumed Ihe speaker
United States on the siibjecl ol diiiies paid on linen, was not an official leller.or he
written it without the advisement
woollen and cotton ijoods, the [iresent uioile of es- would not have
timaling which the message declares lo he injurious of the house. Mr. W. believed it was a personal
Idler, in answer lo a commnnica'ioii addiessed to
revenue.

—

,,en,l.-d.

I

Mr. '.V. Co<:l Johnson askeA p»rmission to move
a resolution to ijr.inl a po.iion of the surplus wood
provided lor the warmini? of the house to Ihe m.iyor ol k\'d--inni;ion for the use oi the poor: but the
libn«e refused to giant leave.
The House Iheii proceeded to vote.
And the election having been completed, Mr.
Brigfs, fioMi the coiiiniillee of lelleis, announced
the re.<ult to b- llu't the lollovvini ^enlleineii had
received a plurality of votes viz: Mr. R. Gailaiid,
of L'liiisia'ia.and Mv. Ecans, o\ Maine.
And so they were declared lo have been duly
elecled.

This co^npletes the cnmmiltee of five.
On motion of Mr. Brigics. the house then proceeded lo the election of chaplain.
The following S'^'dl'inen were nominated:
By Mr.Biinard.of N. Y. Rev. J. N.Danlorth.
By Mr. P-,tiikin, of Penn. R-v Mr. WiNner.
By Mr. E. Divis, of Penn. Kev. Mr. B.ibbitt.
Bv VV. C. jniinsnn, of Md. Rev. Mr. B^lch.
B/ Mr. Salinnstall.ofMass. Rev. Mr. B.Ues.
Rev. F. VV. Buyd.
By Mr. Sinilh, of Maine,
By Mr. Ciockelt, ot Tenn. R-v. Levi R Reese.
By Mr. Talialerro.of Va. Rev. T. Brr.xton.
By Mr. Parris, of Maine, Rev. Mr. Donnelly.
Tile

following is tlie result of the (irst vole.
of votes given 184; necessary to a

Whole number
choice 93.

—

—

29
Rev. Mr. Da.iforlh received
19
Rev. Mr. Wiliner
31
Rev. Mr. Balrh
to Ihe
19
R:?v, Mr. B.ibbitt
The message was referred to a committee of the
29 whole house on the state of the union, and oidered
R'V. Mr. Bites
20
Rev. Mr. Boy,l
to be printed.
9
R-v. Mr R-^se
Mr. B'lnks. of Virginia, asked leave to introduce
24
RiV. Mr. Br.ixlon
4 the I'ollowin;;:
R-v. Mi.Dj.melly
Rewlced, That the 20, h rule of ihis hou'-e be revived
The n.iMies ol rev. Mr.'Donnelly and rev. Mr. and coiiiinued in full opcraiion uiiiil ihe 15 h inst. inRei'se Hvre then withdrawn.
clusive.
And, wiilioiit proceeding further in the election,
The resolution was received by general consent

Still, as it was
the speakf-r in his piivate cipacity.
an intercommunication between a sovereign state
organ of this house, he desired, and
hoped all would unite with him in the d. sire, that
the letter and answer should both be lead.
Mr. Pe/rrtm objected.
The speaker. It was a letter addressed to the
speaker in his individual capacity, and, therefore,

anil Ihe hit;hest

cannot be read.
Mr. Randolph said he felt bound to avail himself
of Ibe first opporliinity to present the joint risolufrom the military committions relerrnl lo. and that be now moved that they
coiumiltee of five,
Mr. hliicl:. lio.n
tee, intiodiici-d. on leave, a bill providing for the
(Tiaiib'' sp-eail upon the journal and bepiiiited.
ap))oi..ted on t!ie subject of piiolic piiiilm^, iiilro
raising of 1 6;i0 men to s»rve a:;aiiist the Florida
sriipls of the resoluiions aildressed to the speaker,
duc'-d Ihe loliowiiii resolutions, the adoplion of
[iidians: which was read twice and r.'f. rred lo a
but not presented by him.)
was necessary to the purposes of
which, he sai
cotMinitiee of the whole on 'he state of Ihe union.
Mr. Leiidbeller submit'ed to the chair that this
the invesii_'aiicin:
Mr. Joh'isin. ol Viru'ii.ia, asked leave to intro- being pelitioii day, i-fsolntions were tiot in orih-r.
liiiMli'ti, T.nt ihe select committee on printing apduce a resohilion directing the clerk lo pay the
Mr. CuMns: siibniitled that resolutions from
poiiiiod by res iliitio-i of iliis Iwuse on Ihe 30 h iiil. be
amount of extra poslajje on packets, &c. directed to sovereign sl.itcs had always been presented on the
imihoriftd and |ji-r.niti--d i.i employ a clerk ^u lacilnaie
member? of the house on public business.
-:i'il cnmmiltee.
and re.:-nr,l li i-" (.dm^-same day willi peldiuns.
".'
Mr /Jiomn-oo/p obJHcling^
:re he nuihorifed tosiim!.-.-.n
Resfil'.
Mr. Rindolph. I move, Mr. Speaker, that Ihe
ihem, re-.-11- -I
i:i!h, befu.e
>i
Mr. Johnson stated his reasons for requesting the joint resoluiions be spread UjOn the Journals, and
niniiiin
lii
ilieirfonsideralion.
r; -i.'jiiir I
leave; but Ihe house refus.-d leave.
iaiiv" t.i
printed.
be
Mr. ./hi mis suiirested that Ihe resoliiiions ini^ht
Mr. Pelrikin, on leave, iiiliodiiced a bill to repeal
Mr. Craiz called for a division of the question.
be .-iiinidified Dv .-^rikinu' out the second resohitioii as an act lo leleuse Iroin duly iron prepared for ami acspeaker, (lo Mr. Rando'ph). Does the genTlie
select
comsiirp-illuoiis. Eveiy stamlinu'and every
lually laid on railways or inclined planes, approved
ask lor the reading of the resohilions?
initlee po.s-essed, h'v law, the power of suminonino; •14lh July, 1S32, and logradnale the duty tobepiid tleman
Randolph (alter a moment's hesitation) leMr.
inolo
Mr.
B.
asked
He
witnesses.
and examiiiini;
on such iron hereafter imported from foreign counpli>d athrnnitivelv.
difv it accordin^lv.
tries: it was twice read and referred to the commitMr. Hand inquired of the chair whether resoluMr. Bl'iclc said he had reported the resolutions tee oil inaniifartiires.
iions were m oriler when petitions were in the
under the instructions of ihe coinmillee, where lliej
IMr. Pope, on leave, reporled a bill fiom the coincould not, miltee on the territories to establish the norlliern course of pri-sentaliou?
had undergone some disi-iission. H
The speaker said the uniform practice of the
II Ine
Iherelore, make the inodihc ilion suu'sested.
tioiindary line of Missouri; which was t.vice read
states on
law WHS as the j;enl|eman slated, Ihe retention of the and referred lo a coiniuiltee of the whole on the house had been lo receive resoluiions of
pelilion day.
second resnliilion could do no harm.
state of the union.
principally
occurred
debate
hiiig
desultory
and
strike
A
to
move
Mr. .*/./ms then said lie shoul.l
On motion of Mr. Curtis, the bills from the senate
order, and the question of wheller
out Ihe sr-cond resolution, as it v\as unnecessary.
on the speiker's table were taken up for the pur- upon ponds of
reail or not, and wheMr. liliick- said the i-esolulions would Ihen be in- pose of re|Vi-f nee to their apriropriate comiiiittees. Ihe rorrespoideiice should be
the house should be sii-pended lor
the
rules
of
ther
inwere
eli-'cliial lor llic purposes lor which Ihey
And the first of Ihem, viz: .\u act making an
Much coiiliision existed, and belore
this purpose.
complete
removal
rafl
appropriation
the
of
Ihe
tend>-d.
to
,.^
adjourned.
Mr. Mams said he would then modify his motion of the Red river and for other purposes, having been Ihe question was decided, the house
,\iiiong the petitions and memorials presented
DO as to Strike out the second resohilion. and append taken up
during this dav, we notice the following:
to Ihe end ol the fiisi the words "and thai the s!iid
Mr. Biddle moved to refer it with the following
By Mr. Hastings, of Massachusells: Tbe peticom.niltee shall have liberly lo send lor persons and insirnctiohs:
tion'of Daviil Du-tiipoil ami tivenVy-IW" other citipapiTS,"
of money hy ihe Bank of lizens
I. Wliclher ilic advance
of Meiidon, Mass. for h reduction of lelter
or
to
alter
liberty
not
at
he
was
Mr. liliick said
Arknnsiis, which it is ime of ilie nbjecisnf iliis bill lo
postage, so as not lo exceed ten cents on a single
resolulions, as he hail repc.iled them
the

I

ou-i- ad|nuriied.

riiesd'i/. Fel,

5.

and adopted without a division.

0,1 leave
the select

siver.—

Mr. IVaddy

r/ioin/)Son,

,

.

.<:

I.i

:.

i'

'I

.

ii

.-.

.

i|-

I

.

,

.

inndily the
underthe inslrucliuiis of Ihe comm-llee, A proposition was madn in cominillM-, that the words.
"«ilh Ihe power to s.-iid lor persons and papers"
Should tx) ineerted, but it was objected to.

leinihiirse. was iiol innde v.i'li full Unowli-dsr.- ihiii the
aiient of ihr Lulled .Sniti-s who elll i-icd ihi- loan «'ns

as Ml iK> liu-e of n known rel'usul
congreey lu oppruiirian! nvnof to Wiv wxxk.
per'or.

-IS v/i-ll

letter; r-lerred to Ihe couiinitlee

on the post

office

and post roads.

By Mr Reed: The

In
j

{

Hvw

Biilmii,

petition of

eiiga^

ia tbe

many

wb«le

citizens of

iiatiery.

On

„

jirps-niiiis

pi-lilion

'li'S

titioners sialic

llial lliey

1 he peyear past li-eii

Mr. R. remarked:
liave (or a

required to give bjrjds for diiiies

own ve^Sfls, and taken hy
foreign tunnaje duty aim'
is alleged or snspected.
masters ol the whale ships use

their

nay

(rand

on

oil

iiuporled in

—

joint resolnlioiis

t

troiii

soverr-ign states

The speuker replied that, in any view of the case,
and under the practice of the house, the paper ref-rred to would come up this morningoii a uiotion to

it

Vessels
tiope it may be attemled to without delay.
are constantly arriving;, and aie subjected to the
evils complained of; referred to the committee on

commerce.
Also, the petition of Daniel Weed and 76 others,
citizens of Ipswich, Ma^'sachnsetls, pravinj that
the exportation of ardent spirit to the S.indwich
Islands maybe prevented, and for the prohibition

of ardent spirit into the United States; referred to
the committee on commerce.
By Mr. Purmeiiler: A memorial from Lemuel

and others, coniestini; the rijht of
to a seat in the liniise of lepresenli.
the sixth congressional district of Massachusetts, set ini; torlh that he was not chosen by
a majority of the votes of said district, as required

W. Wneelock
Osmyn Baker
lives' Iroin

by the laws of Massachusetts and the constitution
of the United States. Relerred to the committee
on elections; to which coininillee, on motion of
Mr. Liiico/ii, the ceriificale of election siven to
Mr. Bvker by the governor of Massachusetts was
also referred.
By Mr. Hall: Rpsohitions of the general assembly of the state of Vermont, in favor of a distribution of the proceeds of the public lands amontr the
several slates; laid on the table and ordered to be

printed.
The journal of yesterday havnursrtaij, Feb. 6.
been read
The speaker rose and said that the chair begsjed
leave to maice a short explanatio* in relation to a
subject wh'ch had been under discussion yesterday.
It I'lad been sii^s;-:s'ed to him, by several srentlemen.
thai it was probably due to himself, to the h.uise.
and to the relations whicli he bore to it, to state the
fasatis upon which he had refused to present the

—

print.

unih-islond
it

'ct.

Ii

now

Then

before

made

tl.ereof.

—

tliat

the decision of the chair this
it

had be, n cistomaiy

to

iiinnii

spread

ii|

amend

the j.nriial of
the repoit woiih
relat.d lo the said joint re.'olu- yeas and iia\3 were oidered,
(including the resolipioiis themselves), and on 'he journnl?
Tlie'.'i/)eii/.e/- answered affirmatively.
inserting in lieu thereof a statement, as drawn up
Mr. i'uMifi/lhen demanded the yeas and ni
by hiiusell', as to the fac's connected with the piewere oidei. d; and
sentation, and winch statement was based on the whi.h
Mr. Crurij withdrew his motion.
nund that the resolutions never had been received.
And
the cpn stion was then taken, and decide
remaik:;
Mr. L. supported this motion in a few
Ihe iltiriuiiiive: yeas 15,>, nays 1, (Mr. Tvrnej/
arter which,
the report'was laid on the table, and ouh
So
Ohio
from
(Mr.
genlleinan
said
the
Mr. Reed
teadbetter) proposes an amendment to the journal, lo be printed.
and. among other things, to introduce an ex|uession
On motion of Mr. Henry,
I
as follows, viz: "After a desiilloiy debate," &c.
Resuhtd. That the cr nnnii'eeon lliepui'lic land."
object to the introduction of any such expression in and ihtv are hereny insiiueted toircnire into ihe
Some of our desnilory debates are suf- pedimcy iif milking provision fur issuing land scri
the journal.
siiti^fv liiiliiary hcafniy land warranis, or make
ficiently hnmi.ialing.
odier ininiediiite provii-iun for all cases of oiitsiani
It reminds me of an anecdote in the early settlemilitary or leviliitionary land warrants, for iliR s
indivi
ual
was
ment of old Plymouth colony. An
laciicin ol wiiich ihereriniam no lands appropriate.
found guilty of siune small ciime, and puni^lled. ac
said coniniillee injy deem expedient.
cording lo llie severity of the times, by whipping.
On iTiolion of Mr Jei ifer,
After putting on his coat, he was about niiiking nlf,
Ilesohed, That a select committee be appoints
but was called back bv Ibe magistrate and informed
twaniine into tie tobacco trade oi the United S
recording.

that portion wliicli
tioiis,

i

He
one shilling to p.ay for
and forjiiru countries, and report to this house \
replied that he did not care whether it was recordej^l measuics have been adop'rd by our government u
or not.
In my opinion, the [iroposed amendment is ihe resolution of the 28th February, 1837, in lelatii
entirely unnecessaiy, and only adds to the journal Ihe hiiih duties and lesirieiions iinpnsed in lor
lualtei'not at all to the honor of the house.
couniries upim tobacco imporied from the Ut
Sillies, "iili such other intormation as said coniir,
I move, Mr. Speaker, that the proposed ainendm;iv deem proper to commuflicale relating to
ment be lad npon the table.
Mr. Tillinghiist said the question rot admitting of traae.
Mr. Eell gave notice that he would intrcdu
debate, he dnl not ri'e to debate, but lo ask a queslo
lion of the chair, or of the clerk, through the chair, hill to secure the hvedom of eh ctions, and
whether it had not been the invaiiable practice since vide inoie elfectually lor the laitblul admiiiisln
that he had

the formation of Ibe government, without exception,
to enter at large upon the journal the resninlions
passed by the legislatures of the st.ates, and at their

iniitht

[The reporter could not procure a copy of the
above rorrespondeiice in time for this day's publication, but it will appear hereafter.]
The correspondence having been read

was

Ihe

I

an unnecessary debatf, and ilo away with the ne nays 86.
So the amendment was laid on (he table.
cessity of suspending th- rule, as moved yesterday
And the question reciiiring on the motion to print
by the gentleman from Viigini.i, (M'-. iVisf).
the said joint resolutions
[Cri'-s of "Agreed! agree, i!" on all sirles.]
Mr. Tarneij demanded the yeas and nays; which
read:
then
was
correspondence
The (ollowing
ordered.
First, a letter from governor Pennington, (of the were
M P«/m«n/C'' desired to be informed how the
state of New Jersey), trarisinilliiig eoni-s./ a preGarland) intended
g.
rnaii Irom Virginia (Mr.
nil
that
ol
|.-v;«:^!nie
amble and resolutici- ol' tMbe lail heliiie to
stite, and requ"-tiMg lliii the sai:,^
(in much good humor) replied (bat
Garland
Mr.
to
was
a.ldr.s-d
ihi'-h
l-""r
congress
2(ith
the
slioiifl go in favor of Ihe motion to
the honorable R. M. T. Hunter, a re;,.r^setilalive he ihaight he
piiiit, as he wished to patronize the "Globe."
from the state of Virginia.
queiHon
was (lien taken, and decided in
the
And
acknowl^dg
speaker,
Secondly, the reply of the
Yeas 94, nays 92.
ing the receipt of the above commuiiicaion. but de- the artiimative:
So the motion to print was agreed to.
clining to pres.-'nt it to the house, as it seemed ti
Petitions and meirorials were then called for,
deny his title to the olfii-e of speaker, and the right
Tliis (commencing where the call was arrested yester
ol tnose who had chosen him for tl'at olEce.
day.)
and were presented by Mr. Randolph, of Newthe
propriety
of
to
the
question
as
reply raises no
resolutions IhemscUes, orof the right to adopt them. Jersey.
The speaker [\\er: laid before the hou»p the pro.
C.ipies ol the resolutions retained until the speaker
meeting of the miiiniity (u the memshould be advised of any other disposition desired ceedings of a
to be

li

llie

.

"

them,

Mr. ii. Garland Iiiquired whether it was in
understand that the resoWi.\?
house on the motion to net to amend the original motion in this
Mr. Pi-lrikm suggested lo Mr. Craiy lo w'lllidi
print.
his nioiion, and lo call tor Ihe jeas and i.ays on
Tlie speaker replied in (be affirmative.
repnil on the table and print it
Mr. LearlbiUerhtre rose and submitted a inotior> inolion to lay the
Mr. Tunieij imjuiied ot the chair whether, if
yesterday by sinking oi t

Mr. Randolph

request forwarded to and presented in tlie house?
The speaker replied that the clerk inlbrmed the
chair that the journal in llie present instance, as now
maile
up. was in conformiiy to the uniform usage.
him
forwarded
to
joint resolutions whic'i had been
Mr. Jones, of New York, called for the yeas and
from the legisliitiire of the state of New Jersey. If
the motion to lay on the table; which Aere
nays
on
this
desired
he
house,
the
pleasure
of
the
was
it
morniin to Uy before it tlie correspoiirlence be- ordered.
And, after some conversation, the question was
tween the t'lveruor of N.nv Jer-ey and hi.n«elf
tend to put an end to taken, and decided iu the affiimalive: Yei
the siihj

npi n

journals the meiniuials of slate legisl.ilui
Tlii- had hem geneiallv, but not iiniversallv.
He wished, ihere'tore, that the leppil id
case.
miuorilv of the legisl.iiure (in reference lo w h
there was as binding .in obligation on this hoi.st
reference to Ihe report of the majority) sl.o
III
be spread ujion the journal.

lo

upon

ot ttie h )iise

pressing the conviction that that rule, applicable lo
a certain class of papers, did not apply lo resolutions

laws as siiail elfectually free them f-oin the evil*
complained ot. 1 bed; leave to cdl the attention ot
the committee on commeice to the subject, and

inj;

lave Ihe action

to

lutimis are

which has renderi'd

.Mr. Randulfh. so as that the sain re| oil ol Ihe i
noiily stioui.i bespr. ad on the journal* ol the him

on a point of order raised yesterday, that the joint
resolutions presented by him giving use to d. bate
must, by the rule, lie over one day; and Mr. R. ex

necessary, in the
opinion of the secretary of the treasury, to make
the requisitions named in the memorial. They
ask lor relief, and p-av lor tlie enactment of such
States,

— —

courtesy to ine speauei lo enauie OHM n. .,.-.-,„,.
why he did not, as the speaker, lny Hie
before the house. Tne coinmuni

the leasons

Mr. /i/igg.s sugge.'tid whether these refoliitii
now appear on the
their own men. to cation of llie speaker would
Nn journal, and Mr. VV. was satisfied. He would, would nit Ii" on the journals (without inoliuii)
liu'lU money.
tb- nlliir- had done.
The oftnera and ttieretore, withdraw his motion.
Mr. Ciaii/sM he nndetstood Ihat they ir.Igl
So the motion lo suspend the rule was withdrawn.
the fame vessel's
journal, and he wisi
Mr. Randolph being about to make some remarks nil ht not he put upon the
nearly fiHy J'eais.

have been used lor
The fines or ppnallies have bi-en lelirupiished by
the jjovernuivnt, on petition to !lie secretary o( the
treasury. The petitioners also allcj^e that the U.
States are snbjecled to very considerable expense
in payment of (e.-a to cii.«tnm house oHii^ers. These
evils an<l vexnions, it is nndersood, arise Iroin
their iisiii<; d.'f-'Ciive vessel's papers, whicn patiers
have been furnislied by the custom house officers,
used in the whale vovajrfs for nearly filty years, and
have been considered altogether siilficient, until a
late decision ol the circuit court ot the United
papers as

ol

executive patronage.
Also, a hill to repeal the fiist and second sett
of the art eiitillid "an act to liuii the term of
tain officers therein named, and for other purpoi

ol

approved

May

1:1,

1S2I).

Mr. Davis, of Indiana, presented a memorial
convention id delfi;ai.-s liom the states ot Ohio
diana and Illinois, h. Id at Teire.Hante, in tlie
of Indiana, lor the purpose of recoirmendiiig
measures as may be b.-st calciilattd to iiisuii
final coinphtion'ot the Cumberland road with
least possible d.lay, which he moved to refer Ii
committee of ways and means.
i

Mr. Casei/ moved Ihat the said commitlec b
striicted to repoit a hill appropriating one hiir
and filly thousand dollars lor each of the slat
Ohio, Indiana and

Illinois, lo

he expendi d

oi

natiun.il ro.ut in said states iu the year 184il, n
said ay
the direction of the war de])arttneiit
prialiou to b.- subject to all Ihe instriiclions
condiiions ol former appropriations on said loa

—

Mr- Cjobb ohjerted; and.
it

w.isoi-der. d that the

lahl

after

some conversa

instructions be

piintcd

on the table.

presented (he statiiles of the terr
of W'ifc^nsin, piss.d by the legislative assei
thereof, a! a session coin'mencing in Nov. 1333
at an adjouined session coniniencing in J.illi
lS:i!), and llie local acls of the territory ni'Wisin, passed at the same sessions, and, on mo

Mr.

D'jIij

the said statules and acts were referred to (he
inittee on llie territories w ith instructions t!,a
held
the
said coniUiitiee do inquire and report whether
in
bers of the legi-lalure of New Jersey,
them, ought lo be disapproie.
city of Trenton, in rela'ion lo the proceedings of laws, or any of
the c.. tigress of the United Slates; and whethei
congiess on the contested election in that state.
Mr. Randolph moved that the same be laid on the laws, passed bv the governor and legislative as
blv are in loice in the said I' rrilory until they
table and priu'ed.
Ml Bealhj called for the reading thereof; and the have b"-n submitted to congress.
A 'iioii"!! was made lo adjourn, at half pa
clerk having accordingly read the said proceedings
o'clock; the yeas and nays weie deinanth-d; w

1'he. spealcrr suggested to tlie gerilleman liomA'irginia t,Mr. Wise) that it would probably now be
part
beiler to with.lraw the motion lor a suspension of in
Mr. Dana moved that the further reading be disthe rule, as the object for which it had been subpensed
with.
mitted had been at.ained.
After some conversation, Ihe house deteruiinod
Mr. Wise said, certainly— 'iiat was his only object.
He hatl submitted the motioB osly as an act to disjiense with the further reading.

i

the

being called, the're wer^— yeas 21, nay
the house refused to aiijoiiin.
Droi/is:oo'e moved a call of the house; w

loll

S.i

Mr.

On

uKJtioii

of

Mr. Hoffman^,

the houSe

a.ijoii:

1
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A

The Amislad.
Hartford paper says, the fact stated in IhiS paper that an appeal liad been made, from
the late ilecisii)n ofju'ige Jiidson, in behalf uf the
Africans, by their trieiid<, wo are requested to say is
incorreyl.
had our information from a respectable source, and supposed it to be true.
It was, no
doubt, premature.

We

Army. The Little Rock Gazette, of the 25th uli.
states that three companies of the 3d regiment U. S.
infantry passed up the river en roiUe for Fort Gibson.

They were commanded by capl. Lewis, and amountto 178 men in all.
Capt. Walker and 2d lieuts.
J. Currier and W. H. Garden were in command of the

ed

companies.

The dense swamp, and close thickets, through
some poruon of the Picolata road passes, is

w'licl;

beinji

cleared a disttince of 120 yards on either side, by orde^
-'
of
Churchill. This is a very excellent disposi^_
lion, as it will completely destroy the covert places-

which gave the enemy such advantage over
vellers between tliis place and Picolata.
[S'(.

the tra-

Auguslinc N'ews, llth

ult.

9,

1S40-CHRONICLE.

to settle Ihe question of survivorship
between the husband and wife, who shared an ocean grave on that
appalling occasion. All the harrowing incidents
of the

nated Tilgbman A.

as a candidate for gover-

dreadful catastrophe have been of course disclosed
by
W.
Owen, George
the evidence, so tar as they could be collected
from the Boon, Thomas J. Hurley, J. L. Robinson, A.
Kennesurviving witnesses and sufi'erers; and a beantiful
mo- dy, VV. A. Peaseelee and J. M. Loman. It is said
del o( the boat is placed before the chancellor,
to illus- that the greatest harmony
prevailed
at
the meeting,
trate the evidence and the argument.
The ablest coun- and not a doubt seems to be entertained of
the tiisel are engaged in the cause, and a
theme so studded umphant success of the democratic cause
in that slate
with the materials of eloquence, will doubtless
call for at the coming elections.
The names of Martin Van
the highest eflorts of forensic power.
The honorable Buren and Richard M. Johnson, are placed under the
HtJGH S. Legare, commenced the argument yesterday,
editorial head of all the democratic papers throufhout
inbehall of the survivorsltip ol ttie wife, and
enchained the state as candidates for president and vice
presithe attention of his audience, until the
adjournment of dent.
the court, with a speech of thriUing effect,
[Dent.
and rarely
James ncer. The Richmond Compiler of Saturday
equalled power, magnificence and beauty.
understand that ho will resume and conclude his ar"uinent says, the river rose on Tuesday night upwards of five
teet, caused by the rain of Tuesday.
to-dayThe proprietors
[Charleston Courier.
ol warehouses and lumber yards on the river
were
Election, The election for congress and state
sena- securing their moveable property as fast as possible.
tor in the London district, Virginia,
part ot Mayo's bridge had been already swept away,
resulted as follows:
and the remainder would go with the surroundin" ice.
CO.VGKESS.
Counties.
MeCarly. Powell.
Bachei's dam had parhally yielded to the pressure, and
my.
Loudon,
fecrs were enierlained that it would be swept
3S3
648
372
away
Fairfa.x,
altogether, in which event great destruction of
18
182
157
property
Fauquier,
would be occasioned by the immense torrent thus let
316

We

A

Banks, ^c. The correspondent of the N. American
under date of N. Yorlt, .fan. 30 says, the great event of
to day is the sale of 0. S. bank bills by auction. They
hud bei>n marked, sued, secured and more besides per830
529
haps. The chief parcel ofSSO.OUOsold at 97, which was
Mr. Horner received 69 votes in Fauqui
qiute above public e.\pectRtioii, and gave rise to the
The poll in Fairfax county was kept open three days.
guess that the bank itself was the buyer, and to the
Gen. Jackson— The eighth of January. The
recepfurther guess, that it is done with the inteniion of retion ot general Jackson on the Sih, was
such as must
sumption. But this of course is guess work. Another
have been extremely gratifying to the aged and
parcel of smaller amount sold first, and at a rale corwarworn veteran. He was escorted to the city down the
responding
93 1-2 a 94.

Howard

nor, Benjamin S. Tally (or lieutenant governor,
and for
electors for president and vice president
William Hendricks, George
Ewing, Robert D.

loose.

The Whig
by the

says: "The destruction of Mayo's bridge
ice will be of serious inconvenience to the
city

It can be replaced.
A meeting is called to-dav in
Manchester on the subject; and in diis paper, Mrs.

until

Mayo publishes a notice for proposals to rebuild.
"A bridge is indispensable, and we hope it will be
erected prompily, and on a plan that will ensure
safety
in the immense travel across it.
"During the last thaw upwards of one hundred batteauxand a large canal boafpassed over Bacher's dam

of e.xchange with Pliiladelphia,
believe both parcels were in precisely

to the rate

river by a convoy of four steamboats, laden
with pasI
sengers and soldiers, with cannon firing and
colors
same legal position.
streaming. At the levee, a crowd of several
thousand at Maiden's Adventure fulls.
Co'ton is selling as for some days past, say 400 or
And three hundred have
oOO bales a day, at steady prices. Nothing doing in spectators hailed the gallant old chief on landing. The been destroyed on
different parts of the river during the
waving
ot hats, and a chorus of enthusiastic
°
flour.
cheers,
announced his touchin!» the shore, which twenty-five thaw."
Bills on England 7 1-2 a 8 1-2 prem.
years ago hi^-i valor had defended.
Bill Johnson— United States circuit court.
procession was
Uoroestic exchanges stand precisely as quoted yesAt thcadthen formed, consisting ol a military escort,
terday.
and the Joumed session of this court, judge Conklinfpresidiii
citizens, ana the general was conducted
in an open 'he celebrated "Bill Johnson of the thousanirisles,"w
Bixl root sugar.
It is estimated, according to a carriage along the
levee and Canal street, amid a sea tried for a violation of the neutrality laws, in setting on
paragraph in the Philadelphia liKiuirer, that the amount 01 human heads, to the state
house. From tiience the toot a miUtary expedition against the province of Upper
of beet root suirar, manufactured in France during procession moved
through Canal and Charters streets Canada, and sentenced to one year's imprisonment in
last vear, was 100,000,000 lb.s.
In Prussia and Ger- to the Place d' Armies and the Cathedral.
The city the county jail, and a fine of five dollars. [N. Y. Cour
many .30,000,000 lbs. The Troy Whig states that in battalions turned out in large numbers,
and made cerMoney. The American of January 29 says: "The
llie western part of Michigan, 240,000 lbs. were manutainly a magnificent display.
But all the pride, pomp
factured the last season, and there is every probability and circumstance ot war
was forgotten and overlook- money rate in Philadelphia is one per cent, a month
out ot doors, and on good paper. In New
of its forming a valuable portion of the products of ed, 111 the eager desire to
York, the
gaze on the "old general."
rate was from 1 to 1 1-2 per cent.''
that section ot the country. Indeed, there can be no Truly, he was a spectacle
worthv the veneration of the
doubt that sullicicnt sugar might be manufactured people, who owe so much
Ohio.
state convention of the friends of Harrison
to his military achievefrom beet raised on the fertile soil of the west, to sup- ments. His head was white,
as if the snow of a and lyler is proposed to be held at Columbus on the
ply all the demands of the inhabitants of that region; hundred winters had fallen
upon it; and the palid and 22d ot February. The last Scioto Gazette contains die
and this, too, without interfering with other products.
vvan aspect of his features indicated the near
names ol nine hundred and filiy delegates appointed
Wo may add, that Mr. Child, of NorthamptOi of the aoed hero to "that bourne whence no approach
traveller at a mceiing of the whigs ol Ross county, to represent
Mass. rucenily received a prize of SilOO from the Agi
returns.
that couiiiy in said convention.
cultural society of his stale, for having maile a su
In passing along the throng, wc noticed the ''cneral
Rhode Island. The whig state convention of Rhode
cessful e.xperiment in the iiianufaclure of beet root trequently returning the salute
of spectators, and the Island,
assembled at Providence, nominated on the
sugar. Mr. Child is a lawyer by protession, and we wave of white handkerchiefs
by "ladies fair," never fail- 17th
instant Samuel W. Jung, of Johnston, for the
trust that our iiortliern farmers will not long allow him ed to moe^ with a response
from the gallant veteran.
office pt governor, and Byron Diman, of Bristol,
to remain "solitary and alone'' in the glories of sugar l;_roni the Place d' Amies the
for
procession moved into ilie
the office ot lieutenant governor.
making.
Cathedral, where an eloquent and appropriate address
The administration nominations for the same cfTices
Copy right. Sir Walter Scott's Life of Napoleon, was delivered by judge Watts.
understand the re- are John Brown
Francis, of Warwick, for governor,
sold wiiii tiie primed books, for X"1,HOO sterling. The marks of the oraior were listened to with great satisfacand Nathaniel B. Bullock, of Bristol, for heutenant
net receipts of the copy right, on two hrst editions, tion by the general, who signified how much he felt the
governor.
only exceed A'lO.OOJ.
Moore's Lite of lord Uyron honors done him in a brief reply. It was the intention
to march the old hero to the scene of his exploits—
X' 1,000.
Tvbacto. The Virginia tobacco crop for 1839, proves
the
fiie L fe of Sir
Scott, by Lockhart, £12,500; the battle ground— the plain of Chalmeties— butilie fatigue to bo largo and of a good qualitv.
It is estimated at
"f !''.^j, day wa-s too much even for the iron frame
two hrsi years ol' the copy iigiil.
of 4d,oO0 hhds. The whole croj) ot the United States is
Bvroii's works, according to the statement of Mur- Old iPickory, enfeebled as it.had been bysickness, and estimated at much less than
lormer years. Our anbroken by the hardships of war. For this reason the nual exports have averaged about
ray, X'20,00U.
100,000 hhds.
spectacle closed at the Cathedral and from thence
Mo.;ic's Lalla Rookh, ±'3,000.
gen.
Transylvania universUy.
understand ihat the
Kill wcr's novels average troiii £1,200 to £1,500 cacli; Jackson was coiidiicied to the siilendid sqiartments
rev. h. J. Bieckeuridge, of the second
for K:enzi he obtained £1,000. Marryutt's, Irom £1,000 prepared for him at the French Exchange.
The pa- chiireh ol Baltimore, has been elected toPrcsbyieriaii
the o'ifico of
geant, on the whole, was well got up, and handsomely
to £1,200.
president of Transylvania university, at Lexington,
Mrs. Trollope's "Factory Boy,'' first published in conducted. The victor of New Orleans has reason to Kentucky.
be pfeased with the cordiality and enthusiasm of his
monthly iiuiiiburs, re-published in a volume, £1,700.
The weather. The year, 1839 closed with very cold
Wlule the citizens of New Orieans enjoy
Sir Waller Scott's Waverly, according to Loekharl; welcome.
'I'he annexed statement will give the reader
2-3,500 copies were sold, previous to the saleol the cur- the satisfaction of having paid marks of honor and weiiiher.
rent ediiiou at 7s. per volume, which would realize veneration to their champion and hero, who has come some idea ol the weather.
Petersburg, Virginia, Jan. 1, 6 degrees below zero;
above £7,00,1; and tliii was but one out of twenty-two, on his last visit, to gaze lor the last tune on the scene of
Newburyport, Dec. 31, 9 degrees above zero; Rudand,
[Ar. Q. BuUetin.
by ihe stinie author. 'I'he great collective edition, with his glory.
Departure ofgen. Jackson from New Orleans. On the Jan. ,1, zero; Washington, Dec. 31, 5 dcrces below
notes by Lockhart, reached an average of 25,000 per
volume. 'I'he net profit upon that edition, supposing 13ih instant, the ceremony of laying the cornlf stone zero.
The average range of the thermometers in Hartford,
the publishers profits 3s. per volume, would amount to of the monument—to be erected on the battle ground
£120,000 over and above iliat on loinier publications, at New Orleans, was performed, at which general Connecucut, Friday morning, the 17tli insl. was 15
on each novel. The copy right of iIr- first, expiretl at Jackson was nresent. Tlii-j over, he was escorted by dcg. below zero- the coldest morning by 10 or 12 deg.
experienced
the
military,
die present winter.
the olficcrs of the city, members of the
the end of four years,
it is sujipuscd sir Walter Scoit
At Springfield, Mass. on Thursday morning, the
gained by his svrit|iig, now comprised in eighty vo- legislature, and others to the steamboat, in which he
departed, amid the farewell greetings of the numerous thermometer stood at 14 to 18, and on Friday moriiing,
lumes, over a quarter oia million sierliiig.
at
30
below
zero.
citizens,
who
had
assembled
to look, probably, lor the
Mr. Lockhart, editor of the Quarterly Review proIn Albany, Friday last was far the coldest day of the
fessor Wilson, of Blackwood's Maguziiie professor last time, npon Ihe brave defender of their eitv.
Thus, says the New Orieans Picayune, in allusion to winter. The iherniometcrstood at 6, A. M. at 44 beNapier,ofthc Edinburgh Rvview,aiiti Theodore Hook,
[Penu. Inq.
of me New Monthly, do not receive less dian £1,000 the ceremony just completed previous to his dcpariure, low zero.
At Columbia, Pa. on Friday morning, 17th instant,
thus Icrininated gen. Jackson s visit to New Orleans
per aniiiiin each, on average.
a
Ur. Maciiulcy, Dr. Souiliy, Mr. Barrow, and other city with whose history his name will be enwoven the therniomeler, at Gossler's hotel, stood at four deeminent men, received one hundred guineas for a sin- though no marble inonumcnt should ever raise to per- grees below zero— Ihc coldest day, (says the Courant)
since 1835.
gle article, ill the Ciiiarlcrly mid Udinbiir!;h Reviews. petuate his memory.
^'^^'^''-'"', Lebanon (N. Y.) on the morning of
"Niclioliia i'N'ickelby," by Boz, a very young writer,
tho
Cas.
highly successful expcrimcnl has been made Ibth
inst. thonieroury wasdovvn to30 degrees
[AT. Y. Exprvis.
sold tor £3,000.
below
in Lnndon Inr the production of gas from water
and tar zero.
combined.
The gas burned with a ilaiiie ns pure and
Caiirl of equity
Survimrship.
case of ihc highest
^yheatinOhio. The Ma^ssiUon Gazette slates that
inieiest is iioa' pending before chancellor J. Johnson, bright asthat from coal, whife the expense of its producin the court of equity, for this district, now sitting iil tion 13 much less, and the process much more simple liny cents, cash, per bushel, is the lowest price at
It was estimated that gas from lar which wheat has been sold at that place the present
Ii is known among the
this ciiy.
iM-ofcssion, o.s the ant expeditious.
and
wilier
could be furnished at one-thirtl of the price
case of PeU and Ball, a suit instituted berwcen the
Massilloii being immediately on the canal, and
represeniaiivcs and the lute H. S. Ball ami lady, ol charged lor coal gas by the companies.
an
import depot for the surrounding agricultural district,
this eily, two of Ihc iiiilorlunate victims in thu cxplofiiAJiM. The democratic convention
which was wheat ot course, bears a top nrice, at thai place, comBiun ami wreck of llie sieuni jiackct t'ulaakx, iq order held ai
Indianapolts iii this slate, oa the 8tb ult.
nomi- parod wiih points souiewiiat disiam, or in the interior.
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ship Philadelphia, at New York,
brings London papers to the evening of the 27th
December, being two days later than our last ad-

3S9— 391

The news from America by the British
was considered lavorable; more so than had been
expected.
The ship President had arrived from New York,
with 1,800 bbls. of Qonr.
Mr. Sauzet, the '-ailministralion" candidate, had
been elected president of the French chamber of

The packet

Congress—senate 39G— 393; house
Florida war,
vices.
Foreign articles Great Briiain, France 335; Iloiland,
Cotton continues _/irai. The demand for bread3S6
Jamaica, Trinidad, Havana
stutlsison the inciease; and money is not in as
395, 396
Indepciidejit treasury bill
great
demand as at our previous dates.
anNational affairs Appoijitment by the president,
The lords of the treasury have refused (o allow
thracite turnace, inieisting congressional tables, 3i6;
appointment of coinnntlees of ihe senate, election of the importation of foreign flour into Ireland, in the
speaker of the house of representatives 3S7; organi- face of a large memorial from Belfast.
zatio.n of the committees ol the house of representaThe London Times of the 27lh says that money,
tives, indeniiiity for slaves, correspondence between without being in any great request, still commands
the speaker of the house of representatives and the interest at the rale of six per cent, per annum at the
governor of New Jersey, 38S; northeasiern bounda- stock exchange.
ry, correspondence on, 339
391; American slocks
The Herald says that the chartists have again
391-395
in England
commenced holding secret meetings in London.
Northeasiern boundary, correspondence between Mr.
Queen
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Re;)eal of cliarlers,

Resumption

in Tennessee,
legalised,

Suspension

iO"REMtrrANCES BY MAIL.
close
to

"A

postmaster

may

en-

money in

pay

a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,
the subscription of a third person, and trank the

deputies, by a handsome majority.
by himself." Avios Kendall.
The French have gained further advantages over
of our subscribers may nut be aware that they
save the postage on subscription money, by re- the troops of Abd-el Kader, in the neighborhood of
questing the postmaster where theyre.?ide to frardt their Algiers.
letters containing such money, he being able to sa'isfy
The Carlist general Cabrera, in Spain, has been
himself before a letter i.i sealed, that it contains nothing repulsed in an attack upon Berga.
[Am. Farmer.
but what refers to the subscription.
The Journal du Havre of Ihe 23d announces that
Florida war. The following letter from Wash- the French minister of marine had ordered a general
filth maritime disington pills the best f;ice, we ]iresuine, upon the levy of seamen throughout the
land
employment of the bloodhound; hutvvha! can com- trict, including all the seamen employed on
was to comThis
measure
arsenals.
and
ill
the
pensate for the impression to be made on the civiplete the manning of the squadron in reserve, of
lized world by the fact of a Christian people emthe preparation with all
ploying; brute beasts as allies against the untutored which the minister ordered
possible despatch.
savage?
letter, if written

Some

may

Extract of a

letter

from Washington

to

a gentleman

A

difficulty, it

seems, has taken place between

Ihe captain of the British frigate Racehorse and the

in this city.

"The arrival of the bloodhounds in Florda has French inhabitants of an establishment in Guiana.
caused much conversation and some excitement The Paris papers make as much noise about it as
did those of London, not long ago, about some
squabble between certain French and English officers on the coast of Africa.
The prince de Joinville arrived at Algiers on the
23d December.
Official nodfication of the late king ofDenrnark's
death had been sent to the court of France by the
chevalier de Koss, the Danish envoy extraordinary,
who also prtscnted his credentials from his nev^•

here. I learn, on Inquiry, that the late governor of
the territory (Call) sent out to Cuba, colonel Fitzpatriclc of the lejjislative council (ani) not of army),
The secretary of war neither
for those animals.
suigested the importation, nor has he sanctioned
their employmenl; but has, I learn upon good authority, given orders that if the dogs are used
against the Indians at all, it must be only as follows: Each dog to be muzzled so as to make it
impossible that he shall be killed by the Indians,
or bite or worry one. The conductor, holding the
leash; trots along, on foot or horseback, by the
side of the dog, put upon the tract of the Indians.
It is said '.hat this species of hound will follow, by
the nose, the track of any given man for days together, and at an interval of thirty or fitly hours.
It is thought by the people of Florida that, in this
way, the enemy can be followed with certainty
hammocks and
into their most secret fastnesses
The conductors, imporled wjlh (he
swamps.
hounds, are not fighting, but timid men, and will not
move a step without troops at their heels, nor approach near enough to see or be seen by the

Liverpool, Dec. 26.
Cotton market. The sales
day are 4,000 bales at steady prices. The
transactions are wholly to the trade. There has
been a good business done in the cotton market today about 4,000 bales jirincipally American descriptions have been sold, no change in prices.
The funds are not ariected to any extent by those
temporary pressures, which only prove the abundance of wealth in the midst of Ihe scarcity of money.
Consols, for the opening, have realized 92 to
Exchequer bills
to day, being a shade higher.
;}
have been quoted 4s. to 2s. discount, and India
bonds 7s. discount. Bank stock, 177 to 17'(. The
share market has been almost deserted this morning.
The committees
Imiiortation of four prohibited.
of the Belfast public bakery lately addressed a memorials to the lords ot the treasury, praying that
llify might be perinittetl to import foreign flour into
Iiei.ind, as the people of England may do in Eng-

this

GREAT BRITAIN.

386
400
393, 399
3S5

—

land.

At present American flour can be purchased in
England for about 24s. per cwt. whereas the best
flour here costs

from 27s.

to 28s.

though the

Ame-

Yet we are not
is about 2s. per cwt. belter.
permitted to import a pound of the latter article,
at a time when Irish flour is unfit to be used in our
rican

bakeries!

This

is

one ofthe many evidences which we have

of the monstrous laws thatinterfere with our supply
of food. The following is a reply to the memorial

above referred to:
Treasury chambers, Dec. 19th, 1833.
Gentlemen: The lords commissioner^ of her majesty's treasury have had under their consideration
your memorial, praying the removal ofthe prohibition of the importation of foreign flour into Ireland, and their lordships have directed me to acquaint you that they cannot comply with your request.
I am, gentlemen, your very obedient ser-

R. GORDON.
The Belfast Flour and Bread company, Belfast.

vant.

FRANCE.

Wednesday being Chrislmas day, the French
chambers did not mee(; but on Tuesday M. Sauzet
was elected president of the chamber of deputies
by a majority of 172 out of 274 votes. The opponumber of 92, voted for M.

sition in a mas.s, to the

Odillon Barrot.

The speech from the throne appears to have produced much disappointment in the French cajdtal,
and the only phrase in it which has given general
satisfaction is that which declares that France will
sovereign. The court was oidered into morning never relinquish lis conquests in the north of Africa.
With that exception, the speech is considered to be
for the late king.
moderate, even to despondency, and people wonder
London, Dec. 27. The contents of the letters and
why
Louis Phillip has been induced to speak in so
papers brought by the Biitish Queen steamboat
humble atone.
have given satisfaction to the commercial interests
the state ofthe war in Africa, the
Respecting
connected with the U. States. It appears to be the
night contained the
general opinion that mercantile aHaiis have taken a Moniteur Parisian of Monday

following:
in America, which it is to be
'•Government has not yet received any detailed
hoped, will be participated in shortly on this side
report ol the affairs which took place on the 14th
pf the Atlantic.
and
151!i instant, between Boufl'arick and Blidah.
treasury
minute
inreaders
will
see,
by
a
Our
have however, received the following on the
serted in this day's paper, that ministers will keep
subject:
faith with the country respecting the reduction of
"On the 14lh, at the moment when the moveable
postage, whatever may be the result on the recolumn, composed of the 2d and 17th light infanl.dmerican,Feb. 6th.
enemy."
venue.
trv, 400 cavalry, and four pieces of artillery, wag
that
London, Friday, liafpast 2 o'clock.
leaving Mcred for Blidah, it perceived the enemy
resolution has passed the seResumption.
those commercially connected wilti the U. Slates
As soon the troops ofthe Emir were
in the plain.
nate of Tennessee requiring the banks in that state
have had time to comjiare notes, the feeling is jiretwill in reach, the cavalry fell upon them, and our
to resume specie payments forthwith.
Should the
ty general that the accounts receivi'd per the BriChasseurs attacked the Arab iiifranlry, who had
stock banks refuse to comply with the requisitions
tish Queen are much moie favorable.
been thrown into disorder, with the sabre, and drove
of the resolutions within 60 days, the attorney <reTieo o'clock. The money market is in a very them into a ravine.
iieral is ditected by scire facias to require them to
The infantry completed Ihe dispersion of the
appear and show cause, if any exi>t, why their tranquil stale, and the only occiirreiuu likely to
disturb it for the present is the occurrence of the enemy and pursued them intothe underwood which
charters should not be declared forfeited.
41h of January, which, when commercial afi'airs in covers the first decljvities of the Atlas.
great
what
is termed a
thriving
generally
a
condition,
is
number of bodies were left on the ground by the
Repeal of charters. The legislature of Ohio
Several Arabs, at the moment when
fugitives.
have decided, by a solemn vote of both houses, heavy day.
that they have the right to repeal any act of incorpoCorn cxc!ian!ie. There is lillle d"iri^- in wheat, our soldiers fell on them, cried out 'grace!' They
ration.
but holders are not at all disposed to take lower were Souaves, who had passed over to Ihe enemy;
The preamble and resolution setting forth this rates, and speculators have turned their attention our cavalry showed them no pity. During this
doctrine, were adopted by the house on the 20th of moie to bonded flour, or to wheat in Ihe Baltic, combat, about 300 Arab horsemen were endeavoring to manceuvre on our rear, and 100 Chasseurs,
New i'ork Jmcrican of Feb.6.
January.
where prices have advanced to 43s. for Rostock.
There are buyers of flour in bond, say Silesiau at who formed the rear guard, received orders to attack them vigorously. Tie Arabs were overthrown
Suspension legalised. The senate of Michi- 31s. and Amf rican al 32=. jier IDG lbs. nett.
gan have negativeil a resolution directing the comThe latest advices Iroin Ilavre give the review of at the first shock, and alter having lost a great
mittee on banks to bring in a bill requiring the the week ending the 2;st in.danl, tiom which it ap- number olraen and horses, fled in all directions. The
banks of D.droil to pay all their notes and liabili- pear.s that business I;. id uol b,-cii vriy active of late, c.liiinn tlii-n marched on, and passed the night in
ties on demand in specie.
and that there had been butlittle alteiaiioii iu prices. the uiiper camp of Blidah.
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At 6 o'clock in the morning of the.lSlh, whilst a
convoy was proceeding (roin the camp to the town
of Blidah, the 2(1 light infantry, supported by the
artillery, marched against the Arabs who had shown
themselves at the foot of the Atlas, between the
town and the Chiffa. The regular infantry of Abdel-Kader was again dispersed, and experienced
still greater losses than on the preceding day. The
2d light infantry which fought under the eyes of
the 23d and 24thof the line, who occupied the camp,
acquired by this affair new claims to the esteem ol
the army.
After this check the enemy no longer ventured
to bring forward regular troops; some horsemen and
a few Kablyes alone conlinued to fire on the plain.
Every thing is quiet at Koleah an<l in the Sahel.
On this side the enemy has not attempted to approacli ourlines.
On the 161h a moveable column,
commanded by colonel Lafbniain, was mancevring
between the Aiafch and the Haraise.
If they
should have succeeded in coming up with the enemy, he has, without doubt, again received a sevei'e
lesson, for the troops were full of ardor."
The Toulonnais of the 20th inst. brings letters
from Algiers of the IGih, which however add little
When the Phare left,
to our previous accounts.
two squadrons of cavalry were engaged with the
Arabs, near the Maison Carree, 20 of the former,
including a chief of squadron and another otlicer,remained on the fiield. Abd-ei-Katler wassupposed to be still at Medeah, but was shortly expected on the banks of the Chiffa, where the main
boily of his forces was encamped, under the Gominand of his lieutenants, Berkani and Embareck.
Marslial Valle being apprehensive of an attack
against his country seal, which is situate within
half a league of Algiers, had caused the furniture
of it to be removed to the fort of the emperor.
The camps of Ouel Cl:andel, of Harba, and the
Arrach, and generally all the fortified points,
which forjued the connecling link between Coleah
and Bidah, had been evacuated by the French,
leaving the Arabs masters of the entire plain.
According to a letter from Blidah, the loss of the
French

quarter amounted to 200 men. One
of the 24th regiment, consisting of 104

in that

company

rank anil file, and their captain,
been decapitated by Ihe Arabs.

The

IVloniteur publishes

phic despatches:
"The maritime perfect

M.Thomas,

h.id

the following telegra-

to the minister

of marine.
Toulon, Dec. 22.

According to the report of the captain of the
Neptune it was rumored in Algiers, that on the
11th the column commanded by general Rulhieres,
proceeding with provisions to the camii of
Koleah, had had near Maelina a serious engagement, in which the Arabs had been again defeated.
\vhilst

"The same report states that a vessel which ar
rived from Orau on the 18th had brought intelligence of the resumption of hostilities in the west.
The chief of the Garabas had been killed in an
affair against our troops."
The Monituer also states that by the last report
from Africa the number of sick in the various hos-

15,

1S40— NATIONAL AFFAIRS.

debate on the budget for 1840 was opened. The
following document was first read:
"Noble and mighty lords.
In consequence of
your request that we would take into consideration
the project of law for a loan to be charged on the
colonies, it becomes necessary to provide means
for completing the ways and means to cover the
e.ypense of 1840.
With this view we submit to
your consideration the subjoined project of law,
recommending you to God's holy keeping.

NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
.Appointment by the president, by and with the advice and consent of the senate.
George W. Jones,
to be surveyor of the jniblic lards for the
terrilo-'
ries of Wisconsin and Iowa, the 1st day of
J

1S40.

Anril
I

>

Anthracite furnace.
The smelling of iron ore
with anthracite was considered to be an chject
of
such importance to those inleres'ed in the iron
'•\\'ILLIAM."
works of Pennsylvania, that a considerable sum was
"The Hague, Dec. 21."
offered by several persons of capital and liberality
to
This project is for producing a sum of 11,220.000 any one who should keep a furnace
in blast with
florins, to meet the expenditure of 1840; and likethat fuel for three months.
The surcessful result
wise a sura of four millions of florins, which is of the exjieriment was announced
some time ago;
required for
the
Syndicate, making together the space of three months, howcvi r, elapsed
but
15,741,000 florins.
lately, whnn Mr. William Lyman, the
superintenThe chamber then proceeded to the debate of dent of a furnace in Pottsville. called upon
the comthe budget which was rejected by 50 members mittee who were to be the
umpires in the matter
voting against, and only one for the project of law and invited them to wilness the
results of his underfor fixing the expenditure for 1340, so that his mataking.
public dinner was given on the occasion,
jesty was to be requested to take it into further con- at which the committee,
with Nicholas Biddle. esq.
sitleration.
at their head, were present, after having
examined'
His excellency the minister of finance then de- the scene of Mr. Lyman's labors and
other iron works
clared that he was authorised by his majesty in this in the borough.
case to withdraw the budget of the ways and
Mr. Biddle's speech, in reply to a complimentarv
means, as well as the project of law presented
toast, contained many interesting particulars
relathis morning.
tive to the manufacture of iron, and the
vast import•Amsterdam, Dec 24. The budget is rejected.
ance of the mineral resources of Penn.sylvania.
Iroii
Dec 25.— 250 hhds. of tobacco (Virginia) had
and coal, those two great elements of weallh,
were
gone off' by auction at 26 to 36 centimes per A
now united, and both made to subserve one common
killo gramme.
purpose of utility. He slated that, within
the last
J.-lMAirA.
five years, iron and steel had betn
into
The New Orleans Picayune of the I2lh ultimo, Pennsylvania alone, to the amount impoited
cf forty-nine
contains the following intelligence from Jamaica.
millions of dollars, notwithstanding the fact
By the fast sailing British schooner Will Watch, state abounded with the native raw materialthat the
to an
arrived last evening from Montego Bay, Jamaica, extent almost illimitable.
The United Slates conwe have received full files of papers up to the 15th tain at least eighly thousand square miles
of coal land
of December.
exceeding sixteen fold all the coal regions ol
The new governor of Jamaica is said to be very One uninterrupted range of coul formation Europe'
extends"
popular, and compels the negroes to work.
from Pennsylva;iia to Alabama,— a distance of
nine
.Another slaver. Her Britannic majesty's schooner hundred miles and contains fifty
thousand square
Skipjack had brought into Montego Bay a prize, the miles— surface greater than Ihe
whole superficial
a
Portuguese brig Ulysses, with 52.9 slaves on board, area of England.— Of the fifty four
counties of Pennwhich she captured ofl: the Isle of Pine? a few days sylvania, thiity have iron and coal in
Ihem; of her
previous, after a chase of 12 hours. The captain, 44,000 square miles of territory,
10,000 teem with
Fernandez, a Portuguese, escaped with 13 passen- these indigenous materials of national
weallh. Great
gers, chiefly captains of captured slaversj and six Britain possesses in all but
2,000 square uiiles of
negroes.
Fernandez took with him about $8,000. coal and iron lands; the state of Pennsvlvania,
thereFlour was very scarce at Montego Bay, and it was fore, alone contains resources five
times as great as
feared that the slaves would meet with the same are those of the country which
takes from us anfate which had befallen a previous lot brought in nually ten millions of
dollars for manufactured iron.
there, die for the want of Ihe proper farinaceous
In a general view of Ihe condition of (he connfooil.
try, Mr. Biddle referred to Ihe course of trade
for
Thegovernmentof the island of Jamaica has passsome time past, and stated that within the last ten
ed a law laying a duty of 2s. 6d. sterling per barrel
years we hail imported silks to the value of
118
on all flour imported af'ler the .^Ist of December,
millions of dollars, wines to Ihe amount of 40
mil1839, and proportionate duty upon pork and several

A

.

—

other articles of produce
said laws to continue in
force until 31st Dec. 1840.

TRINIDAD.

—

British island of Trinidad.
The
says:
have received by the sh^p
Metamora, captain Lowe, just arrived from Trini
dad, a most encouraging account of the colored

Emigration

to the

New york Sun

We

lions,

and iron worth 84 millions;

in all, articles to

amount of 243 millions of dollars, and these
of products which might either have been
dis'
pensed with to a great extent, or supplied from
home resources.

—

—

;

—

INTEKESTINO fONO RESSIO?J.\L TAHLKS.

figures,

appointed by vice president, Johnson, September, 1837, being his

first

act in the chair

!

the

too,

In allusion to Ihe slate debt of Pennsylvania,
Mr.
B. spoke of it as being no object of dre.id.
II Eno-pitals had diminished.
The numbrr, which was
land can pay the interest of her national debt
of four
emigrants
who went out in this "vessel in Oefober thousand millions
on the 1st Nov. 2,390, had been reduced to 1,778
of dollais from herdoraeslic means
last, under the protection of the government.
Of and industry, there seemed
on the 1st inst.
to be little cause of apTlie Gazette Piedmontese of the 19th observes, the two hundred who went out, every individual prehension in regard to Pennsylvania,
possessine,
with regard to the eastern question, that "the in- had employment the day they landed, and in one as she does, such abundant elements
of native wealth!
tervention of the great European powers in the or two instances Ihe most intelligent obtained em- This observa'ion may be applied
to all Ihe slates of
ployment
as
overseers
at $50(1 per annum; no one
ditl'i-'ience between the porte ami Mehemet All had
this union.
Let but the policy of Ihe country be
not yet entirely ceased, but that it was so moilitied receives less than .$1 per day, and rations, and the ilirecled towards fostering domestic
industry: let
England, France and most earn $1 50 per day. Captain Lowe is highly the sentiment generally prevail
as to be me?-ely negative.
that our only reli1st, that he spoken ol as a commander, and the ftletamora will, ance for
Auslria had declared to the viceroy
independence is upon our own labor and
might open if he pleased, direct negotiations with we understand, sail again with emigrants about the indigenous materials which nature
has so libeThe Trinidad papers rally supplied at our
the" porte, but that the powers would not grant the first of next month.
hands, and there need be no
their sanction or guarantee to any peace that did speak in the most flattering terms of the persons cause of distrust in reference
to the future.
The
gone
out,
and
invile
as
many
agricultural
laborers
equitable
footing;
2d, that no coernot rest on an
vast regions included within the territory of
the
cive measures would be resorted to against Mehe- as will also go, promising ihem high wages and Uni'ed States are filled with the
embryo germs of
met Ali, unless in consequence of the advance ol every advantage.
national weallh, which require only the aid of art
his army into Asia Minor or of any other aggresHAVANA.
and industry to become productive to an
sions against Turkey on the part of Egypt."
The steam ship Natchez at New Orleans brings which the past history of the human race is extent
inadeParis, December 24.
Funds.
Five jier cent. dates to January 11. The only news is the resig- quate even to typify. It is
fortunate for us that our
1121'. 15c.; four and a half per cents lli7f.; fourper nation of the governor, ffeneral Ezpelela,
on the mountains abound with coal and iron instead of
three per cents 80f. 40c.; ex- 10th, on account of ill health, and the arrival from Kold and silver; that our soil
cent. 102f. 50c
yields not spontaneous
change on London, orie mouth, paper, 25f. 20c.; Spain on tfie next rlay of his successor, his excel fruits; that our climate breathes not
the enervaling
money 25f. 20c.; three months, paper. 23f.; money lency Don Pedro Tellez de Giron, prince of An- lemperature of Ihe tropics. We have
a high desLast prices. Five per cents 112r glona, who landed from the Spanish frigate Isabella tiny oll'ered to us upon nobler
24f. 97 l-2c.
terms; to win it will
40c.; three per cents 80f. .55c.
11, under a general salute of artillery, and was re- show that we deserve it. Every
production wrouHit
HOLLAND.
ceived tiy all Ihe troops of the capital.
out of Ihe elements which the earth furnishes will
The Hague, Dec. 23.
Rejection of the l)uil^et.
The new governor of Cuba, is the prince of An- stand as a witness of manly effort, as well as
of the
In the sitting of the second chamber to-day the glona, a perfect Tacon of a fellow.
bounty of nature.
[JSu//. .American, Jan. 31.
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Venn.
Buchanan,^

N.Y
Wright,*
Aia.
King,*
G'a.

Lumpliin,*
Lou.
Moiiton,*

Mo.
Benton,*
Ala.
Clay,*
Blaine,

Williams,*
Miss.

Walker,*

Mo.
Linn,*

Ten.
White,
N. H.
Hubbard,*
Con.
Smith,*

N.J.
Wall,*
III.

Robinson,*
III.

Young,*
N. H.
Pierce,*

Md.
Merrick,

N.G.
Strange,*

R.I.
Knight,
Ind.
S.Tiith,

Ky.
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of representatives:
We are indebted to the Madisonian for the following table of the committees of the ishouse
speaker Hunter's appointments of standinc committees of the 26th
The organization of the committees of the house of representatives. The subjoined
right hand coThe state to which each member belongs is superadded. The number of the political party on each cominitlee in figures on the
congress
columns.
lumn; with speaker Polk's appointments of the 25th and 2-lth congress, also on the right hand

Names of

the

30
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me as such, I am not disposed to cavil
about mere matters of form, nor do I iraaijinethat a
)ersonat di^^respect was intended to be ottered to me
ly tliose whose station anddignity alike forbid such
a supposition. But when an omission of Ibrm seems
designed as a mode of denying the rights and privileges of the house of representatives, of which I am
the organ, it becomes my duty to do nothingwhich
may recognise the propriety of such an omission.
I have retaiu'^d the copy of the resolutions transmitted to me until I shall be further advised by your
excellency of. any other disposition which it may
be proposed to' make of them.
In conclusion, I beg leave lo express my regrel
that I should be unable to comply with any request made of me by the council and general assembly of New Jersey.
I have the honor to be, with great respect, vour
obedient servant,
R. M. T. HUNTER.
to accredit

,

NORTHEASTERN BOUNDARY.

in relation to the nortlieastern boundary question, communicated by the president of
the United States to the senate.
Executive department, Saco, Bee. 12, 18S9.
Sir: Having seen in the public prints extracts
from some ofthe provincial papers, staling that two
regiments of British troops had been stationed at
Temiscouata lake, in the disputed territory, I have
been induced to inquire of your excellency whether

Correspondence

A

move(here be any foundation'for thise reports.
ment so clearly in violation of the anangement entered into through the mediation of gen. Scott, I
shall not permit myself to believe your excellency
would make, without stronger evidence than a newspaper paragragh.
Th': extreme sensitiveness of the public mind
upon this subject, I trust yonr excellency will perf.eive, alFords additional reasons for an early explanation.

have the honor

I

to be,

with high respect, your

excellency's obedient servant,

JOHN FAIRFIELD,

15,
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undersigned by the British authorities in the province of New Brunswick, make it the duty of the
undersigned, her Britannic majesty's envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary, to call the
immediate and serious attention of the government ofthe United States to the extensive and iinscrupnlous, (although it is to be hoped and believed
the unauthorised) acts of encroachment which continue to be carried on by the people nf the state of
Maine, within the line of the disputed territory.
It is unnecessary here to recapitulate the terms of
the several agreenrients which were entered into in
the months of February and March last, first between the secretary of state ofthe United States and
the undersigned at Washington, and afterwards between the lieutenant governor of New Brunswick,
the governor of Maine, and major general Scolt, of
the United States army, tor the purpose of averting
the danger of local collision upon the frontier, pending the final seflleraent ofthe boundary question between the governments of Great Britain and the

province of

p;en. sir

New

A

excellency.

were, of new proprietary claims upon the lands
are yet in dispute, may end by embarrassing
the action of both governments; of the government
lo whom the districts shall be finally allotted, and of
the government which will be called upon definitely to relinquish it.
The same argument has been held, and the same
principle has been contended for, by the government of the United States no less than by the government of Great Britain. It will be in the immediate recollection of the government of the U.
States that when, in the year 1837, an alleged act,
or design rather, of encroachment of a far less direct
or objectionable character than the operations referred to in the present note, namely, the survey of

it

which

projected line of rail road from Quebec to St.
Andrew's, passing through a part of the disputed
was complained of, and remonstrated
against" by the president, her majesty's government
immediately consented to order that survey to be
The undersisrned cannot doubt but
relinquished.
United Stales. The terms of those agreements, and that the government of the United States will now
their true intent and meaning, are sulficiently well on their part, be guided by a similar and reciprocal
known. Her majesty's authorities have, on their disposition.
The undersigned, therefore, while protesting in
part, not only scrupulously ailhered to the letter and
the name of his governspirit ofthe engagements referred to, but they have the first place, "formerly, in
been desirous upon every occasion of interpreting ment, against the acts of encroachment by the peoenumerated and complained of,
in the most frank and liberal mannerany point upon ple of Maine, above
urgently, also, and for the ends of peace and good
which a doubt or cavil could arise.
The undersigned, however, regrets to say that will, appeals to the government of the U. States to
of'encroachmen's to be desisted
the same correct and scrupulous observance has not cause those acts
marked the conduct ofthe people of Maine^ or that from, in order that whenever a practical adjustment
obtained no minov
of the subordinate officers employed by the go- of the line of boundary shall be
or incidenlal occasions of dispute may remain to
vernor ofthe state.
The armed posse from the state of Maine, which obstruct that final and friendly settlement of the
controversy when the undersigned feels pursuaded
it was agreed upon should be allowed to remain in
both governments
the disputeil territory, within certain limits, for the it is the equally earnest desire of
himself of
purpose of guarding the timber upon the disputed to accomplish. The undersigned avails
of state of
lands from waste and spoliation, has already ad- this occasion to renew to the secretary
distinguished convanced, itappeers, far beyond those limits, extend- the U. States the assurance of his
H. S. FOX.
ing its operations, and its armed occupation of the sideration.
Hon. John Forsyth, Sfc. ^c. ^c.
country, along the whole way from the valley ofthe
Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Fox.
Aroostook to the mouth of Fish river into the valDepartment of stale, Washington, Dec. 24, 1839.
ley of the Upper St. Johns, and thus into a portion

governor of Maine.
John tlarvey; lieut. gov.
Erunnvick.
of the Madawaska settlements. All this is clearly
Government house.
at variance with the terms and spirit of the engageFrederiddon, (N. B.) Dec. 19, 1839.
ments sii^ijed by the governor of Maine, under the
Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, sanction and guaranty of gen. Scott.
this day, of your excellency's letter of the 12th inst.
The establishments, also, which have been formWhatever movements of troops may have taken ed by the persons composing the armed parties on
dace on the side of Lower Canada have been made the banks, both of the Aroostook and the Fish
ly authorily superior to mine; but 1 apprehend thej
rivers, have assumed an aspect and character more
have consisted, not of two legihienls, but of one oi decidedly military, and more resembling a pertwo companies, (as small a detachment as can well manent national possessionof thecountry, than can
be made to so great a distance consistently wilh th
be either required or justified in the civil posse
maintenance of a due degree of discipline), for the of a land agent, holdiiig, for the sole purpose of
protection of certain buildings which have been preventing trespasses, the temporary occupation of
constructed for the better accommodalion of her a district which is claimed by two parties, and
majesty's troops on their march between the Up- the title to which is not yet settled between them.
per and Lower Provinces, and of the provisions, These establishments or stations are fortified with
stores and other public property therein deposited. entrenchments and with cannon; and the number
copy o( your excellency's letter shall be traiis- of armedinen composing their garrisons is far greater
A permanent state
aitted by me to the authorities in Canada, who I than the occasion can warrant.
an assure your excellency, are as anxious as I am, road is also being constructed from the fiontier
that the spirit as well as the letter of the agreement of Maine into the valley of the Aroostook, and
entered into between your excellency and myself, from thence on the south side ol St. Johns to the
under the mediation of gen. Scott, in March last, Fish river, the object of which road is to connect
hould be scrupulously observed on onr part.
those porlions of the disputed territory witli the
I have the honor to be, with high respect, your towns of Aiii'usta and Bangor, and other acknowBxcetlency's most obedient humble servant,
ledged parts o'fthe state of Maine.
J. H.\RVE Y, maj. gen. lieut. gov. N. B.
It moreover appears that land surveyors, acting
His excellency gov. Fairfield.
under the authorilv of the state of Maine, are emSaco, state of Maine.
Secretary of stale to the go- ployed in marking out lots and townships within
the aforesaid portion of the disputed territory; and
vernor of Maine.
that sales of lands are being made, with deeds reDepartment of state, Washington, Jan. 2, 1841).
Sir: Your letter ofthe 2.3d ult. to the president gularly drawn under the authority ofthe state, as if
has, with its enclosures, been received, and relerred those lands, lying withing a region which her mato this department.
The informalion therein con jesty's government confidently claims to be a rightsained respecting the alleged occupation by British ful possession of the British crown, formed on the
troops of a portion ofthe disputed territory had be- contrary, a recognised part of the public domain of
fore reached him from another quarter, and, by his the state of Maine.
lireclion, had immediately been made the subject
It is true that the present course of encroacliment
land by the citi>f representations from this department to the British and the wrongful occupation ofthe
ninister, accompanied by a request that he would zens of Maine, whether acting as unauthorised inTOmmunicate such information in relalion to the dividuals, or with the sanction of the authorities of
the
lUbject as he might have in his possession or could the state, cannot in any wav place in jeopardy
shall
>btain from the British colonial authorities.
Pre- eventual rights of Great Britain, for whatever
uming that the desired information is (o be prociir- be the line of boundary between her majesty's posse.ssion and the republic of the United States, de!d from the last mentioned source, sufficient time
golas not yet been alibrded for that purpose: but I am
finitely recognised and decided upon by the two
nstructcd by the presiilent to state that, so soon as vernmenls, either through the attainment of the
in answer is received from the British minister, its
true line ofthe treaty of 1783, or through the adopgovern(urport shall be communicated to your
tion of a conventional line, her majesty's

His excellency maj.

389

a

territory,

The undersigned, secretary of state of the UStates, having, in pursuance of directions from tlie
president, requested the governor of Maine to communicate to him such information as might be in
his possession in relation to a complaint preferred
by Mr. Fox, envoy extraordinary and minister ple-

nipotentiary of Great Britain, in a note dated the
2d ultimo, of alleged encroachments on the part of
the state of Maine upon the territory in dispute oii
the northeastern frontier of' the United States, is
enabled by a recent communication from the governor of the state, to lay before Mr. Fox, for the
information of his government, the following statements and observations.
With reference to the first ground of complaint,
the undersigned is informed that, early last spring,
the land agent of Maine despatched a small frorce,
consisting'of about twenty-five men, to Fish river,
for the purpose of dispersing a band of trespassers
understood lo have been operating at that place, in
consequence of which the trespassers' camps were
broken up, some of them driven off, and a few, with
their teams, brought to the settlement on the Aroostook, but subsequently relearsed; that the land agent

pursuance of what he deemed his duty,_
again sent a party of about the same number of
men to the month of Fish river, to extend a boom
across it, in order to prevent the limber, which had
been cut by the trespassers, from being driven out
into the St. Johns, and to hinder further depredaThe object of the expedition had
lions by cutting.
been accomplished, and the party remained on the
ground at the date of the governor's communicain further

tion.

So far the undersigned is unable to perceive that
any thing has been done by the people of Maine in
any way contravening the spirit of the agreement
entered into by Mr. Fox, or that of the arrangement
proposed by gen. Scott, and subscribed to by the
In the
authorities of Maine and New Brunswick.
the mouth of
first place, the territory contigious to
the Fish river on either side of the St. Johns, can.
the
in no proper sense, be considered as included in
iMadawaska settlement. It is distant some twentyfive miles above it, and the two points are not connected by any continuous occupations or settlement
But even if the point referred to,
of Ihe country.
formed part ofthe Madawaska settlement, the agreeFebruary stipulated that in the
27lh
ment ol the

of necessity for dispersing notorious trespasment will have to rely upon the federal government event
from
sers or protecting public property depredation
'
'"'"
""'"
ofthe United States, in conjunction with the go""'' be
conducted
would
armed force, the oper
John Fairfield, gov. of Maine.
vernment of her majesty, to. assert and carry out by
agreements beloiiilly or separately, according to
and
previews
the
be
may
tlie decision, whatever
Mr. Fox to Mr'Forsylh.
tween the governments of Maine and Brunswick.
Washington, November 2, 1839.
tensions of the inhabitants of the slate of Maine
Under such an agreement negotiated through the
Information which has been reported to her Bri- notwithstanding.
of gen. Scolt, the governor of Maine was to
agency
in
the
establishm.ent,
annic majesty's government in England, and more
But it is evident that the
nTaintain within the disputed territory, under a land
ecent intelligence which has been conveyed to the mean time, of new interests, and the growing up, as
I

have the honor

to be, respectfully,

ency's obedient servant,
tfis

excellency

your excel-

JOHN FORSYTH.

'

I
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and
acent a small civil posse, armed or unarmed, to pro- years the state has been occasionally surveying
lotting those lands, grantine them for literary
tect the timber recently cut, and to prevent furth
depredations without any limitation as to the sphere charitable and religious purposes, and selling them
small lots to actual settlers. Of this right, so
of its operation within the bounds of the disputed
To the attainment of Ihose ends, the ac- long exercised, Maine alleges that she has done
territory.
nothing
to divest herself, and that the discussions
agent
land
the
Maine
detached
l)y
parlies
the
of
tion
appears so far as the undersigned is informed, to and negotiations upon the Maine question of boundary could not have had the effect of weakening
have been strictly confined.
As to the military aspect and character alleged her title to rights she had so long been in the habit
by Mr. Fox to have been assumed by the parties of enjoying.
It is with no little surprise that, in the face of
on the Aroostook and Fish rivers, it appears that
those despatched to the last mentioned points, com- the complaints which form the subject of Mr.
posed, as stated, each uf about twenty-five men, Fox's note, the president has received intelligence
neither militia nor soldiers, but hired laborers, of her majesty's colonial authorities having recentwere it is true, armed with muskets, and had ex- ly stationed a regiment of regular troops, part at
tended a boom across the river, and erected a block the north, and part at the south end of Lake Tehouse for its protection and their own against the miscouata, and of her majesty's forces having comnumerous bands of lawless men, grown desperate menced building barracks on both sides of the St
by being deprived of their accustomed plunder, Johns, at its confluence with the Madawaska
and over whom her majesty's authorities appear to Such proceedings on the part of the agents of the
1

British government, would, if true, constitute such
a flagrant contravention to the existing understanding between the parties, that the president cannot
but hope that the report which has reached him of
the occupation referred to is founded upon incor-

have exercised but Utile control. Such measures
of precaution cannot but be regarded as dictated
by prudential motives, if not by the necessity of
the case, and the fitness and extent of the preparation appear to the undersigned questions which
could not understandingly be discussed away from
the scene of action, and which, of necessity, can
only be properly decided by those persons whose
safety

was

rect information.

The

may have

Upon the Aroostook, which has been the pivot
of the operations of the lanil agent's po.sse, a larger
number of men has been employed. They
also extended a boom across the river, and erected
near it a fortilication of hewn timber, and a few
more temporary buildings. The twenty-five or
thirty men stationed there are likewise armed with
muskets, and, it is believed, have also two small
The remainder, about one
pieces of artillery.
hundred and twenty-five, have, for the most part,
roads for summer as well
opening
in
engaged
been
as for winter communications, and in preparing
Any preparafacilities for supplying the posse.
tions short of these would, it is stated, have been
insufficient to protect the public property; and the
authorities of Maine cannot repress a sentiment of

their convenience.

The construction of the toad leading into the
valley of the Aroostook would not, it is apprehended, have been deemed at this time a just cause of
complaint had Mr. Fox adverted to the fact tl>at
the work was commenced as long ago as 1826, under an appropriation by the legislature of the stale
of Maine, and that from that time it has steadily
advanced, so that another year will probably see it
completed from near Mattawamkeag Point, in the
county of Penobscot, to the Aroostook river, and
thence to the mouth of Fish river, on the St.
Johns. It is, therefore, no new project, conflicting with any existing arrangement, nor with any
uiulerstanding to which the slate of Maine has become a party, but the exercise of a lawful right
over a poition of the territory in dispute, of and
over which it ever has had possession and jurisTo say nothing of other advantages andiction.
ticipated from the completion of the road, it will
allbrd great facilities lot preventing trespasses
upon the public lands; and, indeed, it is considered
that trespassing upon the streams emptying high
up upon the St. Johns cannot be prevented without such a road.
The governor of Maine considers that, in carrying on the work referred to, the state has done no
more that is inconsistent with the respective rights
of the parties than have the authorities of her majesty's province in constructing, and recently, as it
is understood, in thoroughly repairing a permanent
mail road over a large portion of the tenitory north
of the St. Johns.
The last allegation in Mr. Fox's note forming a
cause of complaint against the state of Maine relates to her inanngeinent of the land* upon the
Aroostook. In this particular, the undersigned is
enabled to observe that the proceedings complained of dilfer in no way from those which M.iine,
since her separation from Mass.ichusetts, and the
last named state previously to it, have ever pur-ued
regard

to

the public lands.

For the

in his possession in relation to the suband that he will, by such representations as
the circumstances, if founded in fact, will obviously suggest, impress her majesty's colonial authorities with a sense of the inexpediency and imprudence of such proceedings, and of the unhappy
consequences likely to attend their persistence

ject,

suprisethat these should now be made a subject of
complaint, when, but a short time since, the establishment was assaulted by a party of some fitly
men, suitably equipped, commanded by a ca|)tain
of militia, and bearing the queen's arms, in the
repulsion of which the occupants displayed a spirit
of forbearance and moderation sufficiently in harmony with the avowed and sole oliject of their occupation of the territory; and that surprise is in no
way diminished by the fact that the agents of the
British government have just completed extensive
and permanent barracks on the same territory,
north of the St. Johns, and are in the habit of
transporting troops and munitions of war over it at

in

undersigned requests that Mr. Fox will
to him such information, if any, as he

communicate

to be secured.

therein
to

The undersigned avails
renew to Mr. Fox the

guished consideration,
Henry S. Fox, esq. ^c.

Mr. Fox

to

himself of this occasion
assurance of his distin

cancel or infringe the forms of those pft:
visional engagements, so long as the same are ol
served with fidelity by the other party.
The particular motives, and the amount of tt
present movement of troops, have been explaine
in a frank and satisfactory manner to the goverm
of Maine by the lieutenant governor of New Bruii!
wick, in a correspondence which has been ma(
public, and which it appears, has been ofiiciall
communicated by the governor of Maine to tt
president of the United States.
rities to

With regard, however, generally, to the reinforci
ment of military posts, and other defencive and pri
cautionary measures, whether along the confines

r

the disputed territory, or within ihat portion of
where, according to the provisional agreements bi
fore cited, the authority of Great Britain was not'
be interfered with, the undersigned has to obseri
that the adoption of such measures by her majesty
authorities cannot be, with reason, objected to
complained of by the government of the Unitf
States, when regard is had to the reports whi<
have for some time past been circulated, (and
the prevalence and consistency of those reports tl
United States' government are themselves fnl
aware) respecting the probable intentions of tl
legislature of the stale of Maine to revoke, durii
its present session, the provisional agreements no
in force, and to authorise some new and extensi'
act of aggression over the stipulated territory .And the undersigned has regretted to observe th
the language of ihe governor of Maine, in his r
cent message to the legislature, at the opening
the session, is calculated to encourage ratlier tbi
to restrain such rash and obnoxious designs.
The undersigned avails himself of this occasit
to repeat to the secretary of state of the Uniti
States the assurance of his distinguished consider

JOHN FORSYTH.
IfC.

Mr.

^c.

Forsylh.

Washington, Jan. 12, 1840,
undersigned, her Britannic majesty's envoy
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary, has the
honor to acknowledge the receipt of the official
note addressed by the secretary of state of the U.
States on the 24th of December, in reply to a previous note, which, by direction of his government,
the undersigned had addressed to the secretary of
state on the 2d of November, in relation to variousand continued acts of encroachments committed by
the authorities and inhabitants of the state of
Maine, within that tract of territory on the northtern frontier of the United Slates, the true title
to the possession of which, according to the terms
of the treaty of 1783, is at present in dispute between the British and American governments.
The undersigned has lost no time in transmitting
to her maji sty's government the official note of the
He lias, in the mean time, to
secretary of state.
express his extreme regret that the explanations furnished by the aulliorities of the state of Maine, and
communicated to the undersigned by the secretary
of state, in relation to the encroachments complained of, both as regards the construction of roads and
public works, and the sale and alienation of lands,
are of a character which must render them altogether unsatisfactory to the government of" Great Britain.
It would appear, in fact, as if a relerence by
the general government to the authorities of Maine,
of the complaints preferred by Great Britain, had
produced no other reply or explanation from the
authoritie.a of Maine than a reiteration of their in-

The

tention

to

complained

persist in
of,

the commission of the acts
in accordance with the ob-

whether

ligations of international justice or not.

c

>

H.

tion.

The honorable John Forsylh, ^c.

S.

FOX.

(jc. SjC.

Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Fox.
Department of stale, Washington, Jan, 16, 1840.'
In a note which Mr. Fox, envoy extraordiuaii
and minister plenipotentiary of Great Britain, »
dressed on the 12th instant to the undersigned, s
cretary ofstate of the United States, Mr. Fox, i
hiding to a complaint made by the undersigned
certain reported movements of British troops in pc
tions of the territory in dispute between the tv
countries, disclaims all intention on the part of ll
British authorities to cancel or infringe the ten
of the provisional agreement entered into at ti
beginning of the last year; and this disclaimer
connected with an assumption of the right of Gre
Britain to strengthen posts and take measures
(military) precaution, not along the line only, b

within portions of the disputed territory, as, by tl
terms of the agreements refeired to, no inteifcren
was to he attempted pending the negotiation of f
boundary question, with Ihe exercise of British
thority in the neishborhood of Lake Temiscouat
"and at other points" within a portion of the ten
tory supposed to be embraced in the terms of t
arrangements. Mr. Fox having stated that he bi
referred to his government the representations
the United States against the military movemeu
alluded to, the undersigned, under a confident expe
lation that the matter will present itself to t
minds other majesty's ministers in a light dilier«

-

from that which it is umlerstood by Mr. Fox, won
have refrained from any further remarks on the su
jecl;

but, in order to obviate the risk of

any

iiiisa-

prehension as to the views of Ihe president CO
cerning it, and inasmuch as the ground assumed
Mr. Fox, with respect to the import of the ixii
ing arrangements would, if admitted by the Unit
States, uive to those arrangements a scope not i
thorised bv the langnaje in which they are ex pre!
I

The unilursigned does not permit himself to relinquish the hope that, througli the wi.sdorn and inbe the intention
tegrity of the general government of the United cd, nor by what is "believed to
the undersigned shog
Sidles in unison with the sincere endeavors of her the parties, it is proper that
the exprt
majesty's government, it will still belbiind possible call Mr. Fox's immediate attention to
signed by him and I
to bring the pending controversy of the disputed provisions of the agreement
subscribed
boundary to a satisfactory and amicable conclusion; undersigned, and of that which was
the gover*
but it is certain that the public acts, and public under the agency of general Scott, by
declarations of the authorities of Maine are con- of Maine and the lieutenant governor of N)
tinually calculated, as far as in them lies, to render BrNnswick.
The main object of those agreements obvioi«
such amicable conclusion more diflicult and more
was Ihe restoration and future maintenance of tri
distant.
With reference to the concluding part of the ofE quillily in the disputed territory; and as the inei
of most surely attaining that object, the enliie<
cial note of the secretary of state, wherein observa
military force, to wlij
tions are made upon certain reported movements of elusion from its limits of all
delegation to the CI
British troops in the neighborhood of I>ake Tomis- ever side belonging, and the
of all powert
exercise
of
the
exclusively
couala, and at other j)oilils within that portion of authority
With Ihat view, under the first mi
the territory where, according to the provisional juiisdiction.
it was only in c se
agreements,
those
tioned
of
of
last
agreements entered into at tlie beginning
trespass, is
year, no interference was to be attempted with the necessity for disiiersing notorious
from depredation tl
exercise of British authority, pending the negotia- protecting public property
either side 8
on
employed
to
be
was
force
armeil
tion of the boundary question, the undersigned can
conducted by conce
distinctly assure thesecrelary of slate that there ex- then the operation was to be
lit
'
separately, according to agree
ists no intention on the part of her majesty's autho- jointly or

I
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tvreen the governments of Maine and New Brunswick. Tiie otiier was the result of ttie comterajilated '-concert'l bet ween the governments of" JVl-iine
and New Bninswidc; was intended tn carry ont
the object of the fiist, confiding to the slate of Maine
the duty of protecting the timber recently cut, and
of preventing farther depieiialioris, and prescribed
that these objects were to be accomplished through
the agency of a civil posse.
Accordingly, the governor of Maine engaged lo witlidraw, without unnecessary delay, the military force of the slate.
Without regard, therefore, to the limits within wdiich
either paity had before exercised jurisdiction, resort to military force, for any purpose whatever
was interdicted to both parties? With reference to
thee.\teMtof territory which each parly was to contin;ie to exercise jjiiisdiction, the tir.st agreement
left the question of right where it had before stood,
and only ex|>ressed the conflicting ur.derstanding of
that great question by the governments of the Uriited States and Groat Britain, respectively.
The
agreement between gov. Fairlield and sir John
Harvey provided likewise, that the question of possession and jurisdiction should remain as it then
stated where it stood by providing that Great Britain was to continue holding, in fact, possession of
a part of the territory, meaning that part embraced
in the Madawaska settlements, in the occu|)ancy of
which as well as in the enjoyment of the usual
communications between New Brunswick and her
inajesty's upp';r province, the governor of Mai le
disclaimed all intentions of disturbing the British
authorities.
Beyoml the Madawasl;a settlements,
(herelbre circumscribed by the limits within which
they stood at the dale of the agreement the United
States cannot, under the terms of that agreement
recognise in the British authorilies the right of extending jurisdiction, much less that of forming any
military establishments beyond or within them; and
those consequently which formed the subject of the
representations in the note of the undersigned of he
]2{h of December. pu5hed as they are alleged to
have been into tracts of country far beyond any acknowledged limits of those settlements, and wholly
unconnected with them, cannot be viewed in any
other light than a bold, infraction of existing arI

rangements.
That such is a just view of the agreements cannot
be disputed by Great Britain, as her majesty's government has adopted and acted upon it. In the
note of Mr. Fox complaining of the encroachment
on the part of Maine, and of an armed occupation of
part of the disputed territory by ihat state, bolh are
treated as incohsistent witti the existing arraiv^einents; and it is presumed her majesty's government will not attem[it to apply one rule of construe
tion to defend the military movements of its coloni
al authorities, and another to sustain complaiuti
against the state government for acts which are not
Jbuntled upon any apprehended necessity of the use
of a regular military Torce for olfensive or defensive purposes.
Nor can it be imagined that it will
be contended that those arrangements are not perfectly recipr-ocal, or that there" is any dili'erence in
the character and the extent of the Jurisdiction to
be exercised by Great Britain in one portion, and
that by the state of Maine or the United States in
the other portion of the disputed territory comprehended within the temporary arrangements made
to preserve Irairquillity in both, and guard against
any hostile collisron between the state and colonial

ivernments.
The undersigned, having laid Mr. Fox's note beis instructed to state to him that
no reason is peVceived for doubting the disposition
of the governor ofMaine scrupuloirsly to adhere to
the spii-it of the exisiiiig arrangements, to avoid ail
a:ts tending to render more difficult and distant the
final adjustment of tlie main question of boundary
between the two countries; but in repeatitrg assurmces of the readiness of the United States efoveriibient to contribute, Uy all means in its power, to
irr amicable termination of the
difference, the unlersigned is bound lo decfare that a persistance in,
jr a repititinn of, such acts on the part of her malesty's agents as those now complained of, would,
f avowed by Great Briiain, be considered as but
little in accordance with those assurances.
The undersigned avils himself of this occasion to
'enew to Mr. Fox the expi-essionof hisdislino'irish!d consideration.
FORSYTH.
fore the president,

JOHN

Henry

S. Fox. esq. ^c.

War

SfC.

department, January 22, 1840.
Sir; In reply to that portion of the resolirtion of
he senate, referred by your dir-ection to this departnent by the s^eret^ry of state, which requests
'ou "to commirnicate to the senate, so far as may
lot be incourpatible with the public irrterest, wheher any, and, if airy, what measures have baen
aken under the act of congress of March, 1839. or
therwise, to cause the removal or expulsion of the
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British troops, which have taken possession of a
portion of the terrrlory ofMaine, claimed by Great
Britain, and especially whetlier, since the last session of coirgress, any military posts have been established in Maine, or any other military measures
adopted, preparatory to a jirst vindication of the

391

and the existing arrangements observed

in

good

faith.

The president, to whom Mr. Fox's note has been
communicated, has directed me to express to yon
his anxious desire that no occasion should be permitted to call in questinr, the faithful obser-vance,

honor and rights of the rralron and of Maine, as con- by the governments of the United States and Maine,
nected with the persevering claim made by Great of the arrangements referred to a sentiment in
Britain to a po/'tion of the ten-itory of that state," which he rs confident your excellency will freely
I have the honor to state Ihat the circumstance of a concur
and to request that you will transmit to
portion of lire territory of Maine claimed by Gi'eat this department such information as may be in posBi'itain having been occupied by Britisii troops session of the government of Maine in relation to
was rccerrtly communicated to the government, the acts referred to, in order that an appropriate anand having been made the subject of remonstrance, swer may soon be returned to Mr. Fox's communiand becouro a matter of discirssion between the cation. I have the honor to be, &c. &c.
two governments, no measures of a character reA. VAIL, acting secretary.
ferred to by the resolution have been taken, either
His excellenaj John Fairfield, gov. state of Maine.
under the act of congress of March, 1839, or otherAmerican stocks in England. A large space
wise.
A careful military reconnoisance of the rindis- is dovoted in our coturns to-day, to the republicaputed boundary of the state of Maine was made in tion of an able pamphlet, published by an Ameri1S3S, and the result submitted to the senate during can in London, repelling the injurious calumnies

—

—

—

no approprialion of the city articles of the London Times respecfof fortifications orr the ing the credit of American stocks, and the moral
purpose, none were commenc- sense of American communities, as to the obligation
ed; and (as is fully set for'th in your last annual mes- of debts.
We cannot err in saying, alike fr-ora the initials
sage to congress) it did not appear that the contingency contemplated by the act alluded to iiad oc- used, and internal evidence, that this vigorous and
defence of the public faith of America,
eloquent
curred, nomilrtary measures whatever were deemed
two states named, is from the
necessary, or were adopted. Verv respectfully, and especiallv of the
i)iicr, esq. of this city, who has for some
penof
Jo/tn
your most obd't serv't,
J. R. POINSETT.
months past been in Jingland.
To the president of the United Stales.
It is a little unfortunate indeed, that just at this
Acting secretary of state to ilie p:overnor of Maine.
juncture Pennsylvania should have suffered the day
Department nf state, Was/dngton, Nov. 6, IS39.
interest on her stocks to pass over withSrR: The British Minister in a note addressed on for paying
the contract, but this is the effect
not
the 2d inst. to this departmeirt, states that informa- out fulfilling
of deliberate purjiose, much less of doubt about or
tiorr which had. reached his government in England
and more recent intelligence received by himself unwillingness to meet the obligations she has incurgross mismanagement of her finances.
from the authorities of the province of New Bruns- red hut of
wick, had made it his duty to call the attention of She wiil yet make good, and speedily, her char-acter
the government of the United States, to the alledj- lor integrity.
Mr. Duer, in the note B, with a few masterly
ed facts, Ihat, Istly. The armed posse stationed by
of his vigorous and logical pen, exploded
the state ofMaine for the protection of the public touches
these
fallacies; birt, who shall estimate the wrong
property in the disputed territory had extended its
to our country?
operation arrd its armed occtrpalion of (he courrtry they have done
As an appendix to the pamphlet, the report of Mr.
aiong tire whole way from the valley of the AroosVerplanck,
in the senate last year, (April, 1839),
took to the mouth of the Fish river into the valley
r-evenue and finances of this state, is pubof St. Johns' and thus into a portion of the Mada- on the
waska setllenrents. 2dly. That the establishments lished at length, with the just commendation of
one of the most disformed by persons composing Ihe armed parties, on '*heing drawn and presented by
writers, scholars, and statesmen that the
the ban'.cs both of the Aroostook and the Fish river, tinguished
and, as srich, to be
Stales have produced,"
United
had assumed an aspect and character decidedly mi[N. Y. .American.
entirely relied upon.
litary, and more representing a permanent national
possession of the country than could be required in A VINDICATION OF THE PIInLlC FAITH OF NeW"
YoRK AN'D Pennsylvania, in reply to the
the civil posse of a land agent, temporarily occupyCALUMNIES OF THE TiMES.
ing it for the sole purpose of preverrling trespasses.
[These observations were written at the time
That those establishnrents were fortified with entrenchment and cannon, and garrisoned by a num- they bear date, and w-ere intended for publication in
ber of armed men, far greater than the occasion the very respectable journal to the editor of which
It has since been thonsht exwould warrant.
3dly. That a permanent state thev are addressed.
joad is being coiistructed, leading into the valley of pedient to adopt tlie pi-esent mode of publication,
the Aroostook, and from thence, on the soirth side but it has been deemed unnecessar-y to change the
of the St. Johns' to the Fish river, the object of original form of address.]
London, Sd December, 1839.
which is to connect those portions of the disputed
territory with the towns of Augusta and Bangor, To the editor of the "Morning Chronicle."
Sir: As a citizen of New York, having some
and other acknowledged parts of the stafe of Maine.
4thly. That, moreover, land surveyors, acting under pride in the character of the state, and some knowthe "authority of the state, are employed in making ledge of its resources and finances, my attention was
oirt lots and townships within the same )iorti.on of recently directed to the article headed "money marIhe disptrted territory; and that sales of lands ar-e ket anti city intelligence," in the Times of JFriday
being made, with de'eds regularly drawn under the last, (29th November), and I was requested to state
how fir its allegations w-ere consilenf with truth,
authorily ofMaine.
The British Minister, pi-otesling in the name of and its predictions with reason and probability.
his government against acts of encroachment on Ihe reply was, that its assertions w-ere untrue, and its
part of the people of Maine, as being at variance speculations extravagant, and that the whole was an
with the agreem.ents entered into, in the month of attack, as malignant as it was groundless, on the
February last, fii-st, between him and the secretary character and morals of a friendly people. The eviof state, at Washington, and sirbsequently by your dence that I gave to the friends who consulted me,
excellency, the governor of New Brunswick, and in justification of this replj', was deemed by them
major- general Scott, for the pur-pose of averting satisfactory and conclusive; and, in compliance with
the danger of local collision on the fr'ontiers peird- their solicitations, I now desire to submit lo the
ing the finaf settlement of the boirndary question public, by the aid of your journal, the substance of
between the two governments, thinks that the es- my observations. The subject is one of grave imtablishment, in the mean time of the new interests, portance, and it is a claim, not of favor, but of
and the growing up as it were, of new jiroprietary justice, that I should be heard.
The object of the article in question is to impeach
claims upon the lands yet in dispute, which are
likely to be the result of the acts re.''erred to may and destroy the credit of New York, and with it that
of
all American statesthat have contracted a foreign
both
governactioris
of
the
embarrassing
end by
The writer ojiens his attrack under cover of
debt.
ments.
admission that slocks of some few
In support of this opinion, Mr. Fox states that a the hypocritical
are of a sounder description than the
stales
the
of
the
part
of
United
on
the
simiiar reasoning was held
those state,', with good faith
Stales, when in the year 1837, tiris government re- rest, since the ability of
government and people, to pay at
monstr-ated against an alledged act, or design rather, on the part of the
their
loans, cannot reasonaon
dividends
ihe
least
of encroachment of a less 'objectionable character
of the states thus exthan the operation to which he refer-^, namely, the bly be doubted. At the head
survey of a projected line of rail road from Quebec cepted from the general condemnation, he seems
York, and he then proceeds to
to St. Andrews', passing through a part of Ihe dis- disposed to place New
true, that even the bonds of
puted territory; and he adds that, for the preserva- show, were his statements
muehsoiinder than the rest, are yet,
tion of peace between the people on both sides, N.Yoik, though
and of good wiltbetween the two nations such acts even to the verge of worlhlessness, pecarious and
There is boldness at least in this mode ot
as those complained of ought to be desisted from, insecure.
the. last session of congress; but as

was made

for the ereclion

sites selecteil for that

—

—

—
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warfare. It is attacking American credit in its
strongest holil, and it is with evident triumph that
"If the bonds
the writer, sii^^ests the question
even of New York, of all the states the most flourishing, populous and enlightened cannot be deemed sale and trustworthy, can any confidence be

—

placed in those of any otlier in the union?" Without hesitation I answer, none whatever. But in reif the allegations of tiiis writer in return, I ask
spect to New York are proved to be a tissue of misrepresentations and falsehood, can any confidence
be placed in the assertions of the same writer,
any
in respect to any other state, or, indeed, on
other subject? Will the public hesitate fo adopt ray

—
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"to e.fect the ultimate redemption of the principal
of its debts, if the will to redeem its faith be not
wanting;" and it is the truth of this insinuation, that
no reliance can be placed on the honesty of its government and people, that the libeller next seeks, in
The abilily of
It is well.
his mode, to establish.
New York to pay its debts is admilted; its resources
are unquestionable and undonbted; the only issue
now made relates to its probable good faith; and
this issue I would renounce my country were I
I meet it with entire confidence
forced to avoid.

where, opposed to an extended scheme of internal
improvements, and, of course, opposed to any furloans for such purposes, and to this extent, i(
may be said, Ihey are opposed to the system.

|

The libel proceeds, "and not only are Ihey (i. e.
the strong party, constituting a large majority of the
people) opposed to the system, bill in all their meetings, and the public ads of their leading members,
the loans that have been contracted are repudiated
as having been contracted without any aulhority
derived Irom the constitution; with this reprobation
of the loans in principle and as a whole is coupled
also the denial of any claim for interest, and a determination to refuse payment of it." In the following paragraph it is asserted, that these "principles of action" had become so frequent as to be
made "decisively the subject of pledges regularly
subscribed to bolh in ami out of the legislalure;"
and in the next it is said, that to these principles
all the candidates lor ofiice nominated by the democratic parly at the recent election in the cily "had
signified their unqualified adhesion."
'it is needless that I should again apply to this
man the epithets he so constantly deserves. I have
brought hiin a criminal before Ihe tribunal of the
public, whose credulity and patience he has long
abused, and I furnish the evidence of his guill; it ia
the public voice that must pronounce his sentence',
In all the assertions that I have last quoted there i9
not one atom of Iruth; not a minute and solilary
/( !S not tnie that the democratic parly, ol
particle.
any other party in the city of New York, or else,
where, in any proceedings of any of their ineetings
have repudiated the loans contraled by (he state as
unconslilulional, have denied the claim of ils credi'
tors to interest, and avowed their determination to

and just pride.
We have now come to Ihe actual indictment, and
the very words must be given, as every line and
even phrase is material. "It must be understood
party exists in that state (New York)
'VVere my sole object the vindication of New York, that a strong
main opposed fo the loan system, and that party constiI might content myself with showing that the
may
be seen in the result of the recent
tutes,
as
argument
his
rests
writer
this
on which
allegation
namely, that there exists in that state a laige parly,
now the majority of the people, who "repudiate lis
loans as unconslitutionid, and avow their detsrmiiialion to resist their payment," is wholly destitute
But to show, this is not sufficient for my
ot truth.
purpose. It is a thorough and final exposure of the
unprincipled writer who prepares the city articles

members to the slate legislature, a large
For the present 1 stop.
majority of the people."
the positive assertions; a strong party in the
state, constituting a large majority of Ihe people,
and this not a doubtful or merely probable fact, but
rendered certain by the result of the recent elecThe words are, "as may be seen
tions in the state.
in the result," as if a paper containing a full and
purpose
this
I
and
intend;
now
of the Times that I
statement of that result were then before
to effect by furnishing such evidence of his utter authentic
happens, that on Friday last (Nov
disregard of candor, truth and justice, that no ex- him. Now it so
been received
furlher credulity even of 29tli) the latest intelligence that had
left for the
the weakest and most prejudiced

cuse shall be

of those

whom

The libeller
his statements have hitherto misled.
begins by saying that it is remarked by those interested in American state slocks, that although se-

election of

Mark

from
city

New York was by the packet which left that
on the morning of the 7th November; the elec-

tions, not only in '.he city, but Ihroughout the slate,
(for they are held in all the counties on the same
days) terminated on the evening of Ihe Cth, anil

veral of them "are entirely unsound, as is now adleft, not one-third of the 40,000
mitted on all hands, and without any olher hope of when the packet
numerous wards of the cily of
the payment of dividends upon them but in the levy ballots cast in the
been counted, nor was the result resist its payment. /( is nol live that such princihad
yet
of new loans." yet that there are some that "pre- New York
public acis o(
there known as to a single county. ples of action have appeared in the
sent an unexcepiionahlesecuriiy in the internal re- of the contest
Ihe recent elections is a matter any of the members of that party, have been made:
sources of the slates Ihemselves, and the beneficial The actual result of
subscribed
to in of
regularly
pledges
of
subject
the
present
argument;
the
consequence in
nature of the improvements upon which they have nf very litUe
creditors of New Yoik, and Ihe out of the legislalure, or have bfin adopted and
been expended." Tliis is pleasant, indeed, and most the security of the
in any manner, unqualified or limited,
sanctioned
faith,
woulil
have
ils
of
redemption
of
the
certainty
Some of the states (such is the meaning
strange!
ever parly had succeeded in by Ihe candidates for office in Ihe recent elections
intended to be conveyed), actually unable to pay been the same which
Each assertion is deliberately
to the facts as showing for New York.
even the dividends on present loans without a resort the election; but I advert
who prepares those ar- false, and conclusive proof of the falsity of eaci
writer
conclusively that the
to new; and this a fact so certain and manifest
spread and open to the eyes of Iheii
for the Times, which are said to exert so itn- and all was
holdticles
the
very
even
hands!
all
on
admitted
it
is
that
was open to his eyes in lliei
portant anil even decisive an influence on public author as he wrote,
ers, it would seem, of the stocks in question, forced
busy malignity, he waj
utterly careless of the truth, and ready very journals which, with
to admit that they are valueless, and Ihemselves de- opinion, is
materials to assist him in
fact, known or unknown, that he then searching for new
any
assert
public
is
to
English
of
the
portion
What
frauded!
or prescribed,,
voluntary
task,
of
his
execution
the
There
is
purpose.
imoiediate
his
thus ready to admit as a manifest truth a manifest thinks may suit
the public mmd.
for the suggestion of a mistake; he of deceiving and poisoning
falsehood', I am unable to say; but, assuredly, a false- no room here
It would be useless ihat I should produce th«
information
deceived
by
any
have
been
not
could
exists
that
there
gross
than
hood more palpable and
meetings of the demoderived from others; the New York papers were actual proceedings of the
a single state unable to pay the dividends on its prethe cily ol New York, the pledgej
Jie had just read and examined them, cratic party in
sent Toans, either by means already jjrovided, or from before him;
tliat they exacted from their candidates, or the adprecisely
the
facts
were
that
knew
therefore
nor con- and
its untouched resources, was never ullered
in my view the dress (hat Ihey issued to Ihe public, since the subNor, in respect to any one state, can any such as I have stated. It is true,
ceived.
proceedings,
strong [larty of which he speaks terfuge would still remain that tlie
other refutation be necessary than a reference to its success of the
in
his view of the pledges and address produced by me were not those
but
immaterial;
mere population, as ascertained by the last census, would have been
It is for him
party their success would have to which the writer intended to lefer.
without taking into consideration the fact, that since doctrines of that
the.triumph of a party avowing who has m.ade the asserlions I deny, to establisb
the period of the census the population in most of been all important;
him
to Ihe proof.
challenge
now
I
and
truth,
their
to
them
that he snbsequenily ascribes
the new states has actually doubled. The states the principles
him, in behalf of the people whose good
ould indeed have been a fatal and final blow, not I call upon
unable to pay even their dividends! There is not
may
I not add, in beand
iuipeached
he
has
faith
probably
to
but
York,
of
New
ily to the credit
a single state thai, with its present popnlalion, could
ready failli he
other stale, and to inflict that blow, half of the English public, whose too
not ineet the payment of its dividends, for which an that of every
has too long abused- 1 call upon him to produce
they had triumphed was made.
adequate provision has not been otherwise made by the assertion that
the co!iinim
print
in
him
to
require
evidence.
I
his
York—
The true result of the eleclions in New
an annual tax, so trifling and insignificant that lis
of the Times the proceedings, public arts, pledgW
is now known and may as well
a tax so speak of the state
existence woulil hardly be felt or known
he has built his cahiinwhich
upon
addresses,
and
Times
is
the
Ihe
parly
of
strong
The
moderate thai, distributed by the head, it would be be slated.
Van Buren party, v\hich, it a|>pears. nies; to publish, not his version of the conlenls. bul
less in amount than the poorest laborer in England, democratic, or
exactly as they opi>eai>
the result of the elections," the documents themselves,
struggling to escape, and hardly escaping the horrors "as may now be seen in
New York, togelher with
a large amount of the people ed in the newspapers of
of the workhouse, is forced by taxes direct and in- far from constituting
jninnaU
dwindled 'into a lean and wotiil mi- Ihe names and d.ays of publication of Ihe
direct, annually to pay; and in most of Ihe slates of the state, has
nc
from which he shrill exiiact Ihem.,• From llie .i;.
-• New York,
...,
cily
........ w. the
j of
say 43. 2d, nority: with the excp,plionof
the imposition of a tax thus mo<leiate,
ui
producing,
upon
him
ol
laid
now
have
cessily
I
throughout the stale a signal
$1 a poll,— if continued for a few years, would be they have Mistained
by repealing (ill
the whigs and conserva- proof he cannot escape; it is not
opponents,
their
interest,
but
deleal;
pay
of
the
for
the
merely
.s'ulficient, not
it to myseU
extending
by
or
country,
abuse
of
my
legislature,
the
branches
of
both
Ihe final discharge of Ihe principal of the debt. lives have earned
of the govern- that he can shelter himself Irom my just and necci.
Whether some of the new states will be able to and are now in the entire possession
be nstructive to know- sary challenge; he must produce his evidence, or 1
meet the regular payment of their dividends with- ment of the state. It may
cannot be deceived in saying Ihat an insull
assigned by ihemselves, of this iinex
out a resort to taxation, and whether the people of the cause, as
make indilibit
party long triumphant in the indignant public will stamp and
those slates will consent to be taxed for such a pur- peeled defeat of a
oneslrnng, expres.'ivc, dishonorin
the brand
and
influpatronage
all
the
by
supported
iiose, are questions that have been raised, and have stale, and
brow.
his
upon
write
now
Ihat
I
governmint: it is, that a jiortion
excited some doubts in the mind." of those who have ence of the general
The whole truth is Ihi.'i no more than this: Thl
the city of New Yoik had asserted
a partial knowledge of the subject; but the false- of Ihe party 'in
York, thif
doctrines which the Times a-cribes democratic party in the city of New
hood, that in any s'ate the means of payment do not some of the very
Van Buren paper, from an interior they might render eirectual their hostility lo liMihfl
exist and may not be drawn forth and applied by a to the whole.
result of the loans, prior lo Ihe recent elections, exacted iron
of
the
me,
speaks
before
now
county,
t(
power,
is
proper exercise of legislative
candidates for Ihe legislature a declaraiuMi il
election in these terms— "We h.ive lost the senate, their
startling from its novelty, as it is monsiro
wore opposed to pledging tin
probably the house. The rabid and insane doc- writing Ihat "Ihey
I adil with regret— a more striking proof and
extent.
the slate for internal improveim nls.'
credit''of
city
New
of
parly
the
in
of
our
portion
of (he gener.il ignorance of Ihe English public in trines of a
declaration
or pled;:e aie e.\actlj
this
words
of
The
thousands of votes in the
regard to the actual condition of the ALuerican stales York have lost us
those that I have given, and few as they are, lliej
could not possibly be given, than the grave state- countiy."
vindication of the parly andil:
the
sulficient
for
are
party
there
is
a
that
But the assertion remains,
ment of this unlrulh, as an admitted fact, in the
idle to peci
opposed to the system of loans, and candidates, since it would have been
columns of aleadingjournal of the metropolis. Not in the state
of the loans to which they wi COD
parly, it may be thought, may hereafter gain fy the obiect
that I here impute such ignorance of tiie wiiter, but this
constitutiona ngh
to
deny
the
meant
they
posed
if
This
asserpower for which it is stnurgling.
his reliance on the ignorance of his readers is most the
of the government to borrow at all and for an ,.i;r
tion might be true, without allecling the argument,
apparent.
add, in jiislice to a p; IV 11
impairing Ihe credit of the slate, or at all pose whatever. I
Tiio writer next, with a lesiiilical candor, pro- withouf
It might whose views and course in politics I am si
""
lew diininisliing the security of its creditors
lli
ceodi to rank the slate of New York among the
the opposed, Ihat to impute to Ihem a denial id ihi
but
is nol: there is no such party in
true,
be
security;
and
unexceptionable
that present an
siaie. validity of the existing slate debt, and a delci minj
thiougliout the stale
acting as such throughout
add that there can be no reason (o doubt its state, that is
is as absurd as it :s utl
cily of New York, not else- tion.t" resist its payment,
nol merely to pay the dividends, but even There is a party in the
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very ground on which they object to
(ulure loans distinctly is
the magnitude and consequent burtlien of the debt they must create; in
otlier words, that, if contracted, they wUl be binding, and inust be paid.
Tlie magnitude of a debt
Iiaving no legal nor moral sanction, and therefore
never intended to be paid, could hprdly be a subject

just, since the

15,
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contents be there appealed to as eviilence of the
true sentiments of Ihe American people!*
few
words shall conclude my history of the "society for
social reform."
Its members are chiefly foreigners
by birth bitter enemies of thecountries they liave
left, not welcome inmates of our own.
Theii- numbers are perhaps one
perhaps (I would be just to
of alarm.
them) two hundred; and of the forty thousand
B-it, it may be thought, can all that has appeared voters ill Ihe city, they may influence (I am geneon this subject in the city articles of the Times be rous in the calculation) possibly twenty. Their
untrue'
Is (here no foundation whatever for its re- doctrines, it has been seen, coincide with those impealed asserlions that "doctrines and principles of puled Io (he more violent of the chartists; but their
action," in relation to state debts, such as have numbers, it must be confessed, are unequal, nor are
been quoted, have been extensively promul»;atcd in the dangers with which they threaten our governthe United States, and are assented to by vast num- ment or its creditors quite as formidable as those
bers of the people?
Alter all the clamor that has that seem to menace England.
been raised, the p,iiiic that has been excited, can it
I return to the libel, and lind that 1 have omitted
be true that there is no party whatever, no states- to notice an incidental passage of much significance,
men nor public men, nor even private imlividuals, in which the writer says that, "a formal exposition
who have publicly denied the oblisation of state of a committee of the New York legislature, with
debts and advised the people to resist their pay- respect to internal improveinenls, and the loan .sysment.'
('eriainly, there is no such party, no such tem, has been adverted to sometime ago."
He
statesman nor public man, nor, so long as the con- means to say, that this report of a committee redition of socie'y remains unchanged
so long as commended the "principles of action," he had just
there remains even a tolerable respect for law and exposed; and in speaking of it as formerly adverted
morals— is there any hazard that there will be? But to, he doubtless refers to the city article in Ihe
private individuals undoubtedly there are by whom Times of September 4, which is probably the most
these doctrines have been espoused and proclaimed, elaborate attack upon American securities, (he reand it may amuse as well as instruct ymir readers sources of the slates, and the good laith of the goto know where these individuals are io be found, vernment and people, (hat l;as yet appeared.
It
and who they really are. In the city of New York contains these passages: "In Ihe stales of Newthere is a smnll body o( men
a faithful hand of the York and Pennsylvania the mass of the people have
disciples of Robert Owen and Fanny Wrif^ht, and already, in public assemblies, repudiated the loans
zealous apostles of the tenets of their teacliers
so contracted, and declared against acknowledging
who denounee marriage as an odious monopoly; or paying the interest on ihem." The voice of the
the institution of property as the prunal curse, the people, however, has been echoed
which is worse,
fount and origin of all evil; and religion as the although what might have been expected
in the
grand imposture by the aid of which all other legislature; one branch of each of Ihe legislatures of
abuses are maintained and upheld.
These per- New Yoik and Pennsylvania has stigmatized the
son^, deeply affected by the miserable condition of Ibieign state debt so contracted already, and declarman in every country and under every government, ed against the acknowledgment and furtlier paynien(
have resolved to unite their efforts for the reforma- of interest, in proceedings and committee reports
tion of abuses, wherever they exist, anri the final formally drawn up."
expiration of all sooial, moral and political evils;
The offence of the writer in these passages is
and for that purpose they have formed themselves much grayer than any I have yet exposed, the ininto a society, to which thej' have given the appro- tention more wicked, the calumny more dangerous.
priate and comprehensive name of the "societv for If the assertions here made be true, and especially
social reform."
Among other abuses that iiave if it be true that one branch of tile legislature in
caused th^ grief and extorted the groans of tliese each of the great states tliat are named, has concosmopolite reformers, is the existence of a state (k-bt, demned the foreign stale debt already contracted,
which Ihere was any obligation to pay, lias appear- and resolved to resist its payment, the question as
ed to them an intolerable grievance, and they there- to American faith is settled: no confidence can be
fore appointed a committee of their ablest men to placed in the governments or people; the worst
consider and report tlie best means that could be charges against them are true; Ihey may be regardadopted for abating the nuisance that is, not the ed as now convicted of intentional fraud; the state
debt, but the obligation.
This enlightened com- bonds are worthless paper; those who would issue
mittee (a deep thinking Englishman, somewhat or sell thein, swindlers. But if the charges which
obese, by traiie a baker, was their chairman) met, these assertions imply are false, are there any terms
pondered, and resolved, and in their report, which of reprobation too strong to express our sense of
the society adopted and published, the notable dis- the moral delinquency of the wriler, who, to serve
coveries iliat state bonds are bills of credit, and the interest of selfish, or gratifj' the malice of vinslate laws authorising loans null and void, because dictive men, has invented and published them? Tiic
no state constitution says that such laws may be charges are false each distinct assertion, a disIt is painful to repeat the words,
passed,* were first u.=hered to the worlil,' and, la- tinct falsehood.
mentable to say, by their publication, added not a but, for the occasion, they are the best Ihe language
little to
the contempt and ridicule
they have supplies, and never was their use more justifiable
hitherto exciled no stronger feeling
with which and necessary. Neither in New York or Pennsylthe authors and their society, since their existence vania have any such assemblages of (he people been
became knowui, have been generally regarded. IIovv held, or atiy such legislative proceedings been had,
little prescient were the authors of this report of as the writer describes; and the falsehood would not
the celebrity they were destined to attain! Proud have been more certain and monstrous had he afth.j'igh they doubtless were of the result of their firmed that the mass of (he people of England in
labors, how unconscious of their future success aiul public meetings had resolved to defraud the cre(!itors
vast inSuence! Little could they expect that their of the state, and that the house of lonls or commons
discoveries, grjnd as tliey felt them to be, would be had sanctioned Ihe repoit of a committee recommendailopted and sanctioned by the leading conservative ing the extinction of the national debt by a nadonal
journal of Eiigland as a sound, though novel, expo- bankruptcy. The occuirence of such proceedings
sition of American constitutional law', and as such, in New York or in Pennsylvania is as tnoraiUj imI forbear on (Ins oci\r preferable to Ihe ill-dij;3s;e.l opinion of the pal- possible as in England itself
try statesman and feeble-minded lawyer, D.miel casion to repeat iiiy call on the libeller to produce
Webster! Still less could they anticipate that their his evidence; I know that no such evidence does or
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Of New York I speak from positive inreport, probably first read in the ill lighted room of can exist.
an obscure alley tavern to- some half dozen or dozen formation, and of Pennsylvania with a confidence as
admiring arlisans and laborers, smelling wol'uily of absolute as even knowledge can inspire. (See note
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sliii less could they aniicipate that this
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revert to the original libel, and rejoice to
find

that a few remarks will suliice to complete
my ungrateful though necessary task.
The residue of

the

with statements and calculations rerevenue and resources of New
York, that are said to be taken from a recent address of the democratic party to the electors of Ihe
article is filled

lalive

to the debt,

city.
The details, as here given, are a series of
misrepresentations and blunders, most of them ignorant or wilful perversions of the facts by the
writer of (he arlicle, and some, no doubt, chargeable to the authors of (he address
an address to the
passions of an excited people on the eve of the

—

was meant to influence, and full of the
exaggerations which it is usual to employ on such
occasions.
It is not my purpose in this communielection

it

cation

to refute the errors and inisstalements of
which I have spoken by a true exposition of (he
debt, resources and financial policy of
York;
my sole object is to vindicate the character and honor of the state, by repelling Ihe imputation of probable— I had almost said jiossible bad failh on the
part of its government or people; and this, I trust

New

—

has been effected.*
Whether there are or are not sound reasons cf
policy, looking to the financial condition ol England, that should discourage her capitalists from investing (heir funds in American securides, and whether many of the American states would not best
consult (heir own permanen( interest by forbearing
to enlarge their present loans, are questions I mean
not (o discuss. t
It may be desirable, lor many
reasons, that American stocks should be excluded
from the money market of London; but let the exclusion, if desirable, be elfecleil by fair and honorable means. no( by such (hat, while (hey disgrace (he
press of England, insult and outrage the feelings of
America. It is a grievance not to be endured— an
intolerable injury, that the people of the United
States should be held forth, daily and weekly, to
the contempt and odium of England, Europe and
the civilized wni Id, to the execration and scorn of
every honorable man in every country that the
English press can reach, as a nation destitute of
faith, morals and religion
as a nation of greedv
speculators and profligate swindlers, eager to promise because IheV mean not to fulfil, and rusliin?
to borrow, in the hope to plunder.
It is with extreme reluctance, Mr. Editor, that I
have prepared these observations; it is not without
a feeling as of personal degnulation (hat I submit to
defend my country against the imputations to which
I have referred.
It is now about two years
about
(he time of the arrival in London of the agent of the
Bank of the United Stales that a systematic attack on American credit and o the American cha-
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i

ract.r

was begun

in this

city.

Who

are (he real

authors of this attack, anil what their motives, I
omit to inquire. What are the private interests affected by the introduction of American securities,
Ihat seek their own protection in the destruction of
(heir rivals, I know not, nor care to know; but
against the means employed to effect Ihe purpose,
against the mode ol warfare Ihat has been adopted,
I earnestly and solemnly protest.
During the period I have named, a toirent of course vituperation,
of virulent abuse, imputing acts and motives the
most vile and dishonorable, has been poured from
Ihe columns of the Times and other journals, on
Ihe Aineiican states and the American people. For
a long time I hoped and believed thai calumnies so
wicked and dangerous, so prejudicial to the interests
of both countries, and (hercalening Io their peace,
would be indignantly rebuked and repelled, at least,
by a portion ol Ihe English press and of the English public; but such has not been the case; and if
general silence is to be deemed a proof of general
acquiescence, Ihe accusations against us are believed to be true.
Under these circiiinslances it

becomes Americans

in future to remain silent; it is
not fitting that we should appear as' criminals at
bar, to plead our innocence.
I know that our
silence has been censured; but what is it that we
are required to say?
That we are not quite as dishonest and fraudulent, as lawless and unjust; not
quite the cheats, and swindlers, and levellers, and
anarchists, and infidels, that your press has chosen
to represent us; thai we are not quite sunk Io the
level of the savages that suriound us; Ihat we retain

your

*Thi3 report is referred to in the city article of the
Times of 4:h Ociober, but I find ihat on some points
has deceived me; the name of the association to which the report was made is not given.
*Some of the state constitutions, my impression is, Tlie writer probably thought that it would be well not
contain an express, though needless provision, tlintthe to e.vcite a suspicion that the "social reformers" were
*.9ce note B.
legislature shall have power to pass all sucli lav/s as only a branch of the "tocinlisis" of England, as haptSee note C.
they may deem the public good to require; but ibis, pens to be the case. J find also that in this article no
tSce city arlicle o( Times, November21, in which an
doubtless, appeared to the .society for social reform, as e.\prcss appeal-is made to the contents of the rcpoit ns e.xiraci is given t'rom a pretended letter of an Ameriit will to the editor of the
Times, fur too eencrnl and evidence of the opinion of the majority of the people; can, (the letter or the American certainly fabricated),
vair:ie an authority.
The present conslitution of the but I am fully per.=;uaded, after careful ir.'iuiry and in these pleasant terms:— ".America is not the countrv
state o( New York contains an express recosnitinn of searcii, that no oilier evidence that the V!e'.\s the re- it is cracked up to he; too many .'jHculirors and yaiiithe debt exisiing at the timo of its adoption (1^31), and port expresses are embraced by any portion of the blers^ndeed, to be plain. I look upon it, from Slaino
iiia'-:es an inviolable provision of certain funds for its
people can be produced thaJi the report il.telf. I pro- to Florida, it is one vast swindling shop." And ihis
payment; but perhaps this recognition of past loans test, however, ayuinst its reproduction. It is no; the is quoted to prove that .Mr. Webster is uitcilv mistaken
was iuterjireted by the social reformers as an inierdic- evidence I demand, nor such as I think will now satis- when he savs that his countrymen believe that they
are mnraliv boun-f to pav tlieir debts!
tiou of future!
fy the public.
r?port would, be
it

my memory

—
I
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The writer, as if following the address, next says,
"that one branch of the legislature of New York
(the pretext as to Pennsylvania I have been unable "It is observed that to meet this amount (i. e. the
of interest) two ways are open viz: as by
already
deficit
loans
conthe
stigmatized
to discover) has
truth, have not cast off all re;jaril for decency, and
tracted, and dcclare'd against their further acknow- the present system, to borrow annually and perpetulaw, and order, and religion. No! no! nol
thereon,"
or
by taxation." The'words "as by the preas
ally,
inlerest
payment
of
the
ledgment
and
people
the
that
If the English nation can believe
the meetings of the society for social reform are sent system" are an interpolation of the Times, and
of the United Stales are so corrupt and demoralizdoubtless
the evidence that "the mass of the people the misrepresentation they imply gross and unparthat
no
private
faith,
and
public
of
destitute
ed, so
borrowed
in public assemblages have repudiated the loans," donable; the state of New Y'ork has never
rel'iance can be placed on any engagements they
one dollar to meet the interest on its debt, but, on
may form, it is well that we should know that such &.C.
the contrary, the funds originally appropriated, and
Note
B.
us;
not
regard
which
you
with
are the sentiments
Some of these misstatements, showing very clear- by the constitution of the state solemnly pledged,
that we may seek, by humblte apologies and whining
writer or his gross ignorance, for that purpose, have not only proved sufficient to
remonstrance, to soften your prejudices and propi- ly the ill faith of the
it
may be expedient to notice. He says, "that the meet the interest on the whole debt, tut have yieldmeasures
necessary
tiate yowT favor, but that the
ed a surplus, from which, during Ihe last ten years,
may be taken for abolishing for ever the intercourse amount of state debts for infernal improvements/o;ihe present year is shown (i. e. in Ihe addressl eight millions of dollars of the principal have been
that, whilst it continues, must continue to subject
discharged, and the same funds yield a surplus for
the
year"
Are
words
$
10,25(1,000."
The
to
be
"for
us, as a nation and as individuals, to contumely,
equivalent to "for the service of the year," and the Ihe present year sufficient to meet the interest on
insult and dishonor.
plainly
is that the amount given an additional debt of fifteen millions, (dollars^.
conveyed
to
be
idea
people
American
The true feelings of the
was intended to be borrowed and expended during
The calculations that follow, intended to show
apeak of the pasi; I cannot answer for the present
intentional, and is not found that the payment of the debt when it shall reach its
towards England, and all that England holds vene- the year. The error is
The whole debt of the state on Ihe maximum of $43,000,000 will require a tax of $21
in the address.
unlittle
rable and dear, have in this country been
1st February, 1839, was $10,45.1,640, but from this on every man, woman and child in Ihe state, need
I speak from a thorough and intimate
derslood.
provided (and not detain us long. From the statement of the
knowledge vvhen I say thatj on this subject, the sum is to be deducted a fund now
bond and mort- Times it would seem that this will be required as
representations of your travellers are in an especial partly in bank and partly secured on
amount- an annual tax to meet the annual deficit of interest,
decree untrustworthy and fallacious. The Ameri- gage) lor Ihe payment of the old canal debt,
leaving the real debt that is to say, a capitation tax of $21, on a populacan people, as a nation, is English; as in language, ing to j}-2,702,68S, thus
[Report of Mr. Verplanck, from the tion of 2,700,000 lo meet a deficit of $1,479,000!
so in character, habits, feeling and even prejudices. .ifT ,742,952.
relation to the debt, reve- The blunders of the address are bad enough, but
Tliey are proud of t'leir Anglo-Saxon descent; committee on finance in
April 19lh, not quite equal to this! The meaning of the address
proud ol the mother country from which they boast nue and financial policy of the state,
Senate documents. No. 96].
1839.
is, that this tax will be necessary to satisfy the
to derive their language and liteiature, Iheir laws
this balance have since b;eii added about
To
carhole debt, and the blunders of its authors are; first,
the
very
infancy,
our
religion.
From
and tlieir
$2,000,000, making the whole debt less than that Ihey suppose the whole debt to he paid bythe
Jiesl dawn of reason and knowledge, our affections,
sterling at the taxation of a single year, whereas, as the succeshy the operation of a thousand causes acting on every $10,000,000 say two millions pounds
the year; being less than has been paid by sive loans will become successively due, the amount
faculty of our minds, and every feeling of our hearli; close of
New York alone in payable in any one yearwill nol exceed .$5,000,000,
our purest and noblest affections are drawn as by a the inhabitants of the city of
magnetic force towards our glorious father land, and the couise of a very few years (less than six) in a sum not requring an immoderate, but to be met
were they not checked as they seek .their natural taxes and assessments for city purposes. The "old by a very reasonable tax; secondly, they make the
home, and repulsed, and scorned, they would bind us canal debt" consists of the state bonds falling due present population and wealth of the slate the basis
No in 1S45, the holders of which may at any time re- of their calculations, not choosing to remember that
1o England with chains stronger than adamant.
ceive payment on application to the coiomissioners both will probably be doubled when Ihe loans bemanif<?3tations of a singular esteem are necessary
nothing more than a decent civility, nothing luon of the canal fund. Again: it is said that there is a come due, that is, taking an average, twe'nty years
deficit of funds to meet the ordinary expenses of the hence; and lastly, they cast out of view altogether
than a show of tolerable candor, an ordinary mea
sure of common justice, is required to make us your government, out of which has already arisen a debt the value of the impiovemenis on which the state
Were this true it would follow that loans have been and are to be expended, although
of $2,232,000.
allies
war
in
firmest
your
friends
in
Deace,
truest
But if you will not be otherwise; if you desire tc this sum is to be added to the amount of Ihe debt those improvements in their present state yield an
before given, and it would also follow that Ihe st.ate annual income of about $1,500,000, and when entrample on our affections and symiialhies, and ex
tinguish our reverence and love; if you would com- has been in the habit of borrowing, not merely to larged and completed will augment that income, no
pel us to forget our common origin, would erase defray the prime cost of its canals and other public sane man doubts, to more than three millions.
Such are the facts and reasoning of a parly adfrom our minda the recollection of fhe past, and works, but to meet the ordinary expenses of its godeny us any share or interest in the deeds, the men, vernment, a course as unjustifiable and pernicious dress on the eve of an election.
Aote C.
the hooks, the learning, the principles, that we have as can well be imagined: but it is not true.
The state of New York is possessed of a fund
I am very far from believing that this proscripfondly valued as our common inheritance and common glory; if, in place of the natural and powerful called "the general fund," arising chiefly from the tion of American stocks is required by any sound
sentiments that attracts us towards you that, met proceeds of the sales of its public lands, the income reasons of financial policy; on Ihe contrary, I am
and answered, would cement an indissoluble friend- alone of uliich was formerly sufficient to defray all persuaded that the most imporlant interests of
ship, would make us one nation, in heart, and mind, the ordinary expenses of its government; but within Great Britain are intimately connected with the
and purpose, so that the ocean that sepirrnles should the last ten years more than t«o millions (the debt support of American credit, so that, within certain
raise its billows in vain to divide tis;-if, in place of above spoken of) have been taken from the capital limits, her capitalists should be as willing to lend as
these sentiments,!/ is your wi/Mo cherish in your of this fund and expended on the canals, and in the the Americans are desirous to borrow. The capiown bosoms, and to plant in ours, an enmity and book of the treasury Ihey are charged as a debt from tal borrowed by the United States is not so withThe debt, therelore, drawn as to interfere in any manner with the cirliatred intense, enduring, unquenchable, it ii in the canal to the general hind.
your power to accomplish the object. It is this is one that the state owes as proprietor of the canals culation, or derange Ihe currency of this country.
speaking gene- to the state as proprietor of the fund; in olher It is used here in payment of the debt Ihatthe Unitobject that the press of England
rally, I speak the truth— is now laboring to eftect, words, it is not a legal but a book-keeping ficlion. ed States in the course of trade annually contract.
unless its efforts shall be arresled by a timely As to any future deficit, if any arise, it will be pro- It is transferred by bills from the banker lo the
and
will ef- duced in thesame manner, namely, by the expendi- merchant, and is taken lo America, not in bullion
aufl decisive expression of public opiiuon
tiiie of the capital, instead of the interest of funds but in British goods; every investment made, while
J- D.
fect.
alreadj belonging to the state, and the probability it adds to the income of the capitalist, swells the
Nolc A.
During the last session of the legislature of New- even of such a deficit may be delerinined from the profits of the manufaclurer.
The sithject is too important and extensive to be
York the following proceedings took place in the faqt that the income of Ihe state for the present year,
senate: "The committee on finance made a very (arising from canal tolls, auction and salt duties, in- discussed within the limits of a note, but I may
full and able report, in relalion to the debt, revenue terest on mortgages, and olher sources), after pay- perhaps suggest some liiiita lo aid Ihe reflections of
and financial policy of the state, in which they re- ing the whole interest on the debt, repairs of carials, those who may feel it their duty to consider it.
There is an annual deficit of Ihe exports of Amecoinmeud the steady prosecution of certain works and expenses of the government, it is already asnf intfTiial improvement already coinmciiccil, and certained will exceed a million of <lollars. It is rica to meet her imports irom England, amounting,
an increase of the state debt hy gradual and siicces- proper to add that the misstatements last noticed it is believed, to nearly three millions sterling, and
From the views of the are not chargeable to the Times, but the "supprcssio Ibis in the natural state of the commerce between
sivi> loans for that object.
Ihe countries will probably continue to be annual
leport a single member of the committee dissented, veri" which they involve is siilficient lo mark Ih
and he olfereil to the senate a counter-report, wliich character of Ihe eleclioiieering addres.s from which for many years; it can only be met by an extension
of credit in some form, and if not thus met, it is cerIn this he denied the policy they are taken.
lie real in his )ilace.
Again, a series of calciilalions is next given to tain that Ihe commercial relations between England
of the contemplated improvements, and denounced
the proposed additions to the public debt as extra- show that Ihe debls of the state in Ihe year 1S44 and Ihe United Stales cannot much longer be mainIt is impossible that the United States
vagant .uid tending neces.-arilj; to llie imposiiion of will amount to $43,000,000, and that, deducting the lained.
net revenue of the canals, there will then remain should continue to purchase of England all that the
fivx^'s for the pavment of the interest, and avowed
his fears or his belief that in that event the p-ople $1,479,001) annually of interest to be provided for. wauls of Iheir inhabitants require if they must
would reimdiiitc (the very woid ii«eil by the Times) Tliat these calculations are erroneous, even absurd- export annually fioin twelve lo fifteen millions of
'
the loans so contracted. Wlien he had finished, his ly so, it would be ea.sy to prove; hut as they are dollars in specie to meet the balance of their paypolitical enemies in the senate expressed Iheir found in the address, 1 shall content myself wiih ments; to prevent this constant drain of bullion a
he received and print- observing that if the rule that the friends of internal diminished import will be indispensable, and it is
shoul.l
paper
wishes that t!ie
ed, but this his friends opposed, perceiving the error improvements (the party in favor of increasing the only by an increased duties that Ihe necessary diand the imputations to debt) have laid down for regulating future loans minution can be ed'ected. It is also clear that such
Ihiit had been commilted
whicli their parly would be exposed by the publi- shall continue to be observed, it is almost impossi- an increase of duties cannot be limited to the mere
calinn of such .^entimen's, and the end of ihe alf.iir ble that the debt should reach Ihe amount stated in excess of imports: it must be general in its nature,
\va» that Ihe dissenting memher asked and obtained the year IS44, and ijnile impossible that a deficit and lo be effectual, nearly prohibitory in its result.
permission 'o withdraw his ])rolest, which accuid- of funds for the payment of interest should ever It is this view of Ihe suhject Ihat has raised the
That rule is: so to adjust the loans nf each hopes of the friends of a high tariff in the United
iiiglv is nol to be found in the proceedings of Ihe exist.
sen.ile, and my b -lief is, has never been published. year as that Ihe annual interest of the whole debt Slates, who are now confident in their predictions
This tr,insaction was the subject of much cominant shall always fall within Ihe clear income of Ihe that within two or three years from this period Ihe
state, the average income of the last two or three Uniled States will be independent of Ibreign supill the newspapers, nor can I'doubt thai (his reject[Verplanck's plies, and that Iheir manufactures will be raised
ed and suppressed report, not ol a cominilloe h'llof years being taken as the measure.
dissenting member, is the evidence of the Tdiics report, page 12],
and firmly established on the partial niin of those of
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my view

of the best interests of my
own country it is not desirable tliat these predictions
slioiild be accomplished.
No such con6dence has yet been placed in the
American governments or people as they have the
rif;ht to expect and claim; no such confiiience as
the true knowledge and candid estimate ol' their
condition, resources and character would certainly
inspire.
The confidence hitherto giveji, mixed as
it has been
with ignorance and prejudice, has
been doubtltil vascillating, full of jealousy and
fear, liable to be shaken by the lighest breath
of suspicion, and by a continued blast from the
Times utterly overthrown.
It is not a blind and
unreflecting confidence that is required; but that
which is the result of inquiry and knowledge, that
which is prudent and discriminating, is cautiously
given and firmly inaintained. The absence of this
reasonable and stable confidence is the grand disturbing cause, the main source, of the evils under
which both countries are now suffering, and of the
still greater, with which they are threatened.
The suspension of specie payments by the banks
of the United Slates, in 18.'!7, and that in the present year, were produced by the same cause; the
sudden and capricious withdrawal of the credit before given, and the demand of the immediate payment in specie of a debt for which it was believed
an adequate provision had already been made.
Substantially, the same cause
the une.xpected necessity of paying a foreign debt in bullion, that could
not be met by exports
would have exhausted the
vaults of the Bnnk of England, and compelled that
institution to stop its payments, but for the credit
extended to it by the Bank of France.
similar
credit timely given from this country to the banks
in the United States, upon securities unquestionably solid, would have prevented all that lias occurred; the commerce between the two countries would
have sustained no interruption; the orders from
America would have been as frequent as usual, and
the distress now felt, rapidly spreading, and certain
to increase, in the manufacturing districts of J^ngland, could not have arisen.
No man of common sense can believe that the
commercial relations of England and the United
States can continue if they are to be Uahle periodically to the reverses and revulsions that have recently attended them. They must cease, unless
they can be placed on a satisfactory and permanent
basis.
The conviction of this truth is now deeply
impressed on the minds of the people of the United
States, and its effects will soon be apparent in their
In

—

—
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.

legislation.
It is for the slalesnen

what means

of England to consider by

the necessity for such legislation can

be prevented.

THE INDEPENDENT TREASURY BILL
AS IT PASSED THE SENATE.
A bill to |)rovide lor the collection, safe-keeping,
transfer and dislursement of the public revenue.
Be it encicled by the senate and house of representatioes of the United Stales of America in con-

That there shall be prepared and
provided within the new treasury building now
erecting at the seat of government, suitable and
convenient rooms for the use of the treasurer of the

gress assembled.

U/iited States, his assistants and clerks; and sufficient and secure fire proof vaults and safes lor the
keeping of t|ie public moneys in the possession and
under the immediate control of the said treasurer,
wdiich said rooms, vaults and safes are, hereby constituted and declared lobe the treasury of the United Stales. And the said treasurer of the United
States shall keep all the public moneys which shall
come to his hands in the treasury of the United
States, as hereby conslituteil, until the same bo
drawn therefrom according to law.
S-'C. 2. And be it faither enacted. That the mint
of the Uniteil States in fiie city of PhilaJelphia, in
the state of Pennsylvania, and the branch mint in
the city of New Orleans, in the stale of Louisiana,
and the vaults and safes thereof, respectively, shall
be places of deposite and safe-keeping of the public moneys at those points respectively; and the
treasurer of the said mint and branch mint respectively, forihe time being, shall have the care of alL
public moneys deposited within the same, and shall
perform all the duties required to be performed by
them, in reference to the receipt, safe-keeping,
transfer and disbursements of all such moneys, according to the provisions hereinafter contained.
Sec. 3. And be it farther enacted. That there
Fliall be prepared and provided, within the ciislom
houses now erecting in the city of New York, in
Ihe slate of New York, and in the cily of Boston in
the state of Massachusetts, suitable and convenient
rooms for the use of the receivers general of public
moneys, hereinafter directed to be appointed at those
places respectively, and sufficient and secure lire'
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proof vaults and safes (or the keeping of the public
moneys and collected and deposited with them respectively; and receivers general of public money,
from time to time appointed at those points shall
have the custody and care of the said looms, vaults
and safes respectively, and of all the public moneys
deposited with the same; and shall perform all the
duties required to be performed by ttiem in reference
to the receipt safe-keeping, transfer and disbursement of all such moneys, according to the provisions of this act.
Sec. 4. And be it further enaclei. That there
shall be erected, prepared and piovided, at the expense of the United States, at the city of Charleston, in the state of South Carolina, and at the city
of St. Louis, in the slate of Missouri, offices, with
suitable and convenient rooms for the u«e of the re
ceivers general of public money hereinaflerdirected
to be ajipointed at the places above named; and
sufficient and secure fire proof vaults and safes for
the keeping of the public money collected and deposited at these points respectively; and the said
receivers general, from time to time appointed at
those places, shall have the custody and care of the
said offices, vaults anil safes, so to be erected, prepared and provided, and of all the public moneys
deposited within the same; and shall perform all
the duties required to be performed by them, in
ference to the receipt, safe-keeping, transfer and
disbursement of all such moneys, according to the
provisions hereinafter contained.
Sec. 5. And be it further enacted. That the pre
sident shall nominate, and, by and with the advice
and consent of the senate, appoint four officers, to
be denominated ".-eceivers general of put)lic money," which said officers shall hold their respective
offices for the term of four years, unless sooner removed therefrom, one of which shall be located in
the city of ^ew York, in the state of New York,
one other of which shall be located at the city of
Boston, in the stale of IMassachusetts; one other of
which shall be located at tlie'city of Charleston, in
the state of South Carolina; and the remaining one
of wliich shall b-? located in the city of St, Louis,
in the state of Missouri, and all of which said officers shall give bonds to the Uniled States, with
sureties, according to the provisions hereinafter contained, lor the faithful discharge of the duties of
their respective offices.
Sec. 6. Andbe it further enacted. That the treasurer of the United States, the treasurer of the jniiil
of the United Slates, the treasurers, and those acting as such, of the various branch mints, all collectors of the customs, all surveyors of the customs
acting also as collectors, all receivers general of
public moneys, all receivers of public moneys at
the several land offices, and all pnslmasler.<, except as lieieinaftT paiticularly piovided, be, and
they are hereby, required to keep safety, without
loaning or using, all the public money collected by
them, or otlierwise at any time placed in their possession and custody, till the same is oidered by the
proper department or officer of tiie government to
be transferred or paid out, and when such orders
for transfer or payment are received, faithfully and
promptly to make the same as directed, and to do
and perform all other duties as fiscal agents of the
government, wdiicli may be imposed by this or
any other acts of congress, by any regulation of the
treasury department, made in conformity to law,
and also to do and perform all acts and duties required by law, or by direction of any of the executive departments of the government, by agents for
paying pensions, or for making any other disbursements wliich either of the heads of these departments may be required by law to make, and which
are of a character to be made by Ihe depositories
hereby constituted consistently with the other official duties imposed upon them.
Sec. 7. And be it further enacted. That the treasurer of the Uniled Stales, the treasurer of the mint
of the United Sates, the treasurer of the branch
mint at New Orleans, and the receivers gener;;l of
public money herein before directed to be appointed shall, respectively, give bonds to flie United
States in such form, and lor such amounts, as shall
be directed by the secretary of Ihe treasury, by and
with the advice and consent of the p.-esident, with
sureties to Ihe satisf.iction of the solicitor of the
treasury, and shall from time to time, renew,
strengtlien and increase their official bonds, as the
secretary of the treasury, with the consent of the
president may direct; any law in reference to any
of the official bonds of any of the said officers to
the contrary notwithstanding.
Sec. S.'And be it furtlier enacted. That it shall
be the duly of the secretary of the treasiiiy, at as
early a d.iy as p-ossible after the passage of this act
to require from the several depositories hereby constituted and whose official bomls are not herein before provided for, to

execute bonds
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terms to meet the
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new and
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increased duties

imposed upon them respectively by

this act,

and

with sureties and in sums such as shall seem reasonable and safe to the solicitor of the treasury and
from time to lime to require such bonds lobe renewed and increased in amount and strengtliened by new
sureties, to meet any increasing responsibility which
may grow out of accumulations of money in the
hands of the depository, or out of any other duty or
responsibility arising under this or any other law of
congress.
Sec. 9. And be itfirllier enacledj That all collectors and receivers of public money of every characacterand discription within the District of Columbia
shall as frequently as they may be directed by the
secretary of the treasury or the postmaster general,
so to do, pay over to the treasurer of the United States
at the treasury thereof, all public moneys collected
by them, or in their hands; that all such collectors
and receivers of public moneys within the cities of
Philadelphia and New Orleans shall upon Ihe same
direction, pay over to the treasurers of the mints in
their respective cities, at the said mints, all public
moneys collected by them or in their hands and that
all such collectors and receivers of public monei's
within the cities of New York, Boston, Charleston,
and St. Louis, shall, upon Ihe same direction pay
over to the receivers general of public money in
their respective cities, at their offices respectively
all the public moneys collected by them, or in
their
hands, to be safely 'kept by the said respective depositories, until otherwise disposed of according to
law, and it shall be the duly of the saiil secretary
and postmaster general to direct such payments by
the said collectors and receivers at all the said places,
at least as often as once in each week, and as much
more frequently in all cases, as they in their discretion may think proper.
Sec. 10. And be it further enacted. That it shall
be lawful for the secretary of the treasury to transfer the moneys in the haridsol any depository hereby constituted, to the treasury of the United Stales;
to the mint at Philadelphia, to the branch mint at
New Orleans, or to Ihe offices of either of the receivers general of public moneys, by this act directed to-be appointed; to be there safely kept, according to the provisions of this act; and also to transfer
moneys in the hands ol any one deposilory constituted by this act to any other depositary the safety of
the public moneys, and Ihe convenience of Ihe public service shall seem to him to require: wliich authority to IransieF the moneys belonging to the post
office department is also hereby coi.feired upon the
postmaster general so far as its exercise by him may
be consistent with the provisions of the existing
laws; and every depository constituted by this act
shall keep his account ol the money paid to or i.'eposited with liiin, belonging to the post office department, seperate and distinct from the account kept
by him of other public money so paid or depcsiled.
And for the purpose of payments on ihe public account, it shall be lawful for the treasurer of the
United Slates to draw upon any of the said depositories, as he may think most conducive to the public
interests, or to the convenience of the public creditors, or both.
Sec. 1 1. And be it further enacted. That the moneys in the hands, care and eusfody, of any of the
depositaries constituted by this act, shall be considered and held as deposited to Ihe credit of the treasurer of the Uniled Slates, and shall be at all times,
subject to his draft, whether made for transfer or
disbursement, in the same manner as though the ,eaid
moneys were actually in the treasury of the United
States; and each depositary shall make returns to the
treasury and post office deparlmenl of all moneys received and paid by him, ai such limes, and in such
form, as ?liall be directed by the .secrelaiy of the
treasury, or the postmaster general.
Sec. '12. Andbe it furl Iter enacted. That the secretary of the treasury shall be, and he is hereby
authorised lo cause examinalions to be made of Ihe
books, aeconiils, and money on hand of the several
depositaries rnnstituled'by this act; and for that purpose lo appoint special agents, as occasion may require, with such compensation as he may think
reaoiiable, lo be fixed and declared at the time of
each appointment. The agents selected to make
these examinations shall be instructed lo examine as
well the books, accounts and returns, of the officers,
as the money on hand, and the manner of its being
kept, to the end that unifbimiiy and accuracy in the
accounts, as well as safety to tlie public moneys may
be secured thereby.
S-c. 1.3. And be it further enacted. That in addition to the examinations provided for in the last [ireceding section, and as a further guaid over the public moneys, it shall be the duty of each naval officer
and surveyor, as a check upon the receiver general of
public moneys, or collector of the cuslofus, of their
respective districts; of each register ofaland office.
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and
as a check upon Ihe receiver of liis land oHicp;
of the directors and siipeniileiident of each uiint
and branch n.liit when separate offices, as a checl:
upon tlie treasurers, respectively, olthe said mints, or
the persons acting as such at the close of each quaras
ter of the year; and as much more frequently
they shall be directed by the secretary of the treasury, to do so, to examine the books, accounts, regeneral
turns, and money on hand, of the receivers
of public money, colleclois, receivers of land offices,

treasurers, and persons acting as such and to make
a full, accurate, and faithful, return to the treasury
department of their condition.
Sec. 14. Jind be il fiiHher enacted, Thatthesaid
officers respectively

whose duly

it is

made by

this

act lo receive, keep and disburse, the public moneys, as the fiscal agents of the government, may be
allowed any necessary additional expenses forclerks,
necessary exfire pioof chests, or vauls, or other
penies of sufe keeping, transferrins and disbursing
said moneys; all such expenses of every character
of
to be first expressly authorised by the secretary
the treasury, whos"e directions upon all Ihe above
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taxes, sales of public lands, debts and sums of money, accruing or becoming payable lo the United
Slates, lo be collected, and |iaid in notes of speciepaying banks, shall be so modified as that one-lourth
part of all such duties, taxes, sales of public lands,
debts, and sums of mouty accruing or becoming
due to the United Slates, shall be collected in the

currency of the United States; and from and after
the thirtieth day of June, which will be in the year
one thousand eight hundred and forty-one one other
fourth part of all such duties, taxes,' sales of public
lands, di-bts, and sums of money shall be so collected, and that from and alter Ihe thirteenth day of
June, which will be in the year one thousand eight
hundrerl and forty-two one other fourth part of all
such duties, taxes, sales of public lands, debts, and
sums of money shall be so collected; and that from
and after the thirteenth day of June, which will be in
Ihe year one thousand eight hundred and forty-three,
tlie remaining fourth part of the said duties, taxes,
sales of jiublic lands, debts and sums of money,
shall be also collected in the legal currency of the
Uniled States; and from and after the last mentioned

of regulation and otherwise so far day, all sums accruing, or becoming payable- to the
followed by United States, foi duties, taxes, sales of public lands,
whole num- or other debis, and also all suras due for postages,
to the general post office department;
ber of clerks to be appointed by virtue of this sec- or otherwise,
shall be paid in gold and silver only.
tion of this act shall not exceed ten, and that Ihe
Sec. 21). And be it further enacted. That from and
aooregate compensation of 'he whole number shall
will he in the
noF exceed eight thousand dollars, nor shall the com- after the thirtieth day of June, which
forty-three,
pensation of any one clerk, so appointed, exceed year one thousand eight hundred and
every officer or agent engaged in making disburseeight hundred dollars per annum.
or of the
the
United
States,
account
of
ments
on
the
seThat
enacted,
beit
furlher
'Sec. 15. Jnd
gold
cretary of the treasury shall, with as much prompti- general post office, shall make all payments in
receiving or disburstude as the convenience of the public business, and and silver coin only; and any
evade,
or
who
shall
neglect,
officer,
agent,
or
ing
withdraw
the safely of the public funds will perinif,
preceding
the balances remaining with the present deposita- violate the provisions of this and the last
act, shall, by the secretary of the
section
of
this
kcepsafe
and
confine
the
moneys,
public
the
ries of
treasury, be immediately rejiorted to the president
i-i"-, transferand disbursement of tliose moneys lolhe
ol the United States, with the facts of such neglecl,
depositaries established by this act.
evasion, or violation and also to congress, if in sesmarThat
ail
enacted.
Sec. 1(>. ^nd be it further
cf
shals, district attorneys, and others, having public sion, and if not in session, at Ihe commencement
money to pay the United States, and all patentees, the next session after such violation.
Sec. 21. And be il further enacted. That no exwishiu" to make payment for patents to be issued,
may pay all such moneys to the treasurer of tlie change of funds shall be made by any disbursing ofUnited States, at the treasury, to the treasurei of ficers, or agents, of the government, of any grade or
either of the minis, in Philadelphia or New Orlearis, denomination whatsoever, or connected wilh any
anexchanne
to either of Ihe receivers general of public money, branch of the public service, other than
or to each other depositary constituted by this actas for gcdd and silver; and every such disbursing offishall be designated by the secretary of the treasury, cer, when the means for his disbursements are furin othi-r parts of the United Slates, lo receive such nished to him in currency legally receivable under
paymer:ts, and give receipts or certificates ofdeposite the provisions of this act, shall make his [laymenls
in the currency so furnished, or when those means
therefor.
Sec. 17. Jndbeit further macted. That all ofTi- are furnished to hiin in drafts, shall cause those
ceis charged by Ihis act with Ihe safe keeping, trans- drafts to be presented at Iheir place of payment and
law, and shall make
fer and disbursement of Ihe public moneys, olheis properly paid according to the
than those connected with the post office department, his payments in Ihe currency so received for the
are hereby required to keep an accurate entry of dr.ifis furnished, unless, in either case, he can exeach sum received, and of the kind of money in change the means in his hands for gold and silver at
which it is received, and of each payment or trans- par, and so as to facilitate his ]iayinents, or otheraccommodate the public service and proniole
fer, and of the kind ot currency, in which it is made; >A ise
and thai if any one of the said officers or of Iho.se the ciiculalion of a melnllic currency: Ami it shall
connected with the post office depart inenl, shall con- be, and is hereby made, the duty of the lieati of the
vert to his own use, in any way whatever, or shall proper department immediately to suspend from
use by way ot inveslment in any kind of property or duty any disbursing officer who shall violate the
merchandise, or shall loan, with or without interest, provisions oi' this section, and forthwilh to report
any portion of the public moneys, inlrusled lo him the name of the officer, or agent, to ihe president,
for safe keeping, disbursement, transfer, or for any with the fact of Ihe violation and all Ihe circumoilier purpose, every such act shall be deemed and stances accomftanying the same and within the
adjiidg.d lo be an embezz'ement of so much of Ihe knowledge of the said secretary, to the end that
said moneys as shall be thus laken, converted, in- such officer, or agent, may be promptly removed
vested, used, or loaned, which is hereby declared lo from office, or restored fo his trust and the performbe a fi'lony, and any other officer, or agent of Ihe ance of his duties, as to the president may seem
United Stales, and all peisors a.lvising or ]'artici- ju=t and proper.
Sec. 22. And be il further enacted, That it shall
paliiig in such act being convicted thercol before
any court of Ihe United Slati s of competent juris- not be lawful for the secretary of the treasury to
diction, shall be sentenced lo imprisonment lor a term m.-ike or con'inue in force, any general order, which
of not less than six months nor more ihan five years shall create any difference between the ditferent
and to a fine equal to the amount of Ihe money cm- branches of revenue, as to the funds or medium of
paj'mcnt in which debts or dues according to the
bfXiled.
Sec. 13. ^nd be it farther enacted, That until the Uniteil States may be paid.
Sec. 23. And be it further enacted. That it shall
room, oliices, vaults' and safes, directed by the Mist
four S-'Clions of this act lo be constructed and pre- be the duly of the secielaiy of the treasury to issue
pared for Ihe use of the treasurer of ihe United and publish regulations lo enforce the speedy preSlates, the treasurer of the mints at Phlladilphia sentation of all government drafis for payment al
and New Oilcans, and the receivers geneial ol ihe the place wdiere payable, and to prescribe the lime,
public money at New York, Boston, Chai lesion, according to the dillerent distance: of the depositaand SI. Loui-, can be conslrncled and prepared for ries from the seat of government, williiii which all
use, il shall be the duty of Ihe secretary ol ihc Irea- ilrafls upon them, respectively, shall be presented
sury lo procure suitable room for officers al their for payment; and. in default of such presentalion
respi'clivc locations; and lo contract fo: such use of to direct any oilier mode and place of payment
But in all those rrguvaults and safes as may be required lor the safe keep- which ho may deem proper.
ing of the public moneys in the charge and custody lalions and directions, it shall be the duly of the
oflhose oinceis respectively, the exixnso to be paid secretary of the treasury lo guard as far as may be,
against those drafis being used, or thrown into cirby Ihe United Sillies.
SfC. 1!). jlnit be it further enacled.'l'hn\, [inm nm\ culation, as a paper currency or medium of ex
after Ihe 3ddi day of June which will be iii the year change.
Sec. 2t. And be il farther enacted. That the rcone thou.-iand eiglil hundred and forty, the resolution of congress of the Ihirleenlh day of April, in ceiveis general of pubiic moneys be directed by this
the year one Ihou^and eight hundred and sixteen, so act to hi; apfiointed, .shall receive, respectively, the
far as it authorises the receipt in payment ol dulics, following salaries, per annum, lo be paid quarter
subjects, by

way

as autliorised by law, are lo be stiictly
the said officers: jProvided, that the

all

yearly, at the treasury of the United States, to wit:
the receiver general of public money at New York
shall be paid a salary of four thou.-^and dollars per
annum; the receiver general of public money at
Boston shall be paid a salaiy of two thousand five
hundred dollars per annum; the receiver general of
public money al Charlesloii shall be paid a salary of

two thousand

five

hundred dollars per annum; and

the receiver general of public

money

at

St.

Louis,

two thousand five hundred
annum; Ihe treasurer of the mint at Phila-

shall be paid a salaiy of

dollars per

delphia shall in addition to his present salary receive
five hundred dollars annually for the performance of
the duties imposed by this act; Ihe treasurer of Ihe
bi'anch mint at New Orleans shall also receive one
thousand dollars annually for the addilional duties
created by this act: and these salaries, respectively
shall be in full for the services of the respective officers nor shall either of them be permitted to charge
or receive any commission pay or perquisite, for
any official service of any character or desciiplion
whatsoever; and the making of any such charge
or the receipt of any such compensation, is
hereby declared a misdemeanor, for which the
officer convicted thereof belore any court of Ihe
United States of competent jurisdiction shall be
subject fo punishment by fine, or imprisonment or
botii at the discretion of the court before which the
offence shall be tried.
Sec. 25. And be il further enacted. That the treasurer of the United States be, and he is hereby authorsed fo receive at the treasury, and at such other
points as he may designate, payments in advance
for public lands, the payment so made in all cases
to be evidence by Ihe receipt of the said treasurer
of the Uniled States; which receipts so given shall
be receivable lor public lands at any public or private sale of lands in the same manner as the cur-

rency authorised by law to be received in payment
Provided however. That the
(or Ihe public lands.
receipts given by the treasurer of the United State.',
pursuant to the aulhorily conferred in Ihe section;
shall not be negotiable or transferable by delivery,
or assignment or in any other manner whatsoever
but shall in all cases be presented in payment for
lands by or for the person to whom the receipt was
given as shown upon

And

its

face.

further enacted. That for the
for the construction of the
officers of the receivers generals of public nionej'
by this act directed to be erected at Charleston,
South Carolina, and St. Louis, Missouri, there shall
be, and hereby is, appropriated, lo be paid out of
any money in the treasury r.ot otherwise appropriated, ihesum of len thousand dollars, to be expended
under the direction of the secretary of the treasury,
who is hereby required to adopt plans for the said
offices, and Ihe vaults and safes connected therewith, and lo cause the same to be constructed and
pre|iared for use with as little delay as shall be consistent with the public inti rests, and the convenient
location and security of the buildings to be erected,
provided, however. That if the secretary of the treasury sliall find, upon inquiry and examination, that
suitable rooms lor the use of the receiver general at
Charleston can be obtained in Ihe custom house
now owned by the United States at that place, and
that secure vaults and sales can be constrncted in
that building for Ihe sale keeping of the public money, then he shall cause such rooms to be prepared
anil fitted up, and such vaults and safes to be conslrncled in Ihe custom house al Charleston, and no
independent office fhall be Ihere creeled.
Sec. 27. And be it further enacted. That for Ihe
payment of the expenses authorised by this act,
other than those herein before provided for, a sufficient sum of mom y lie, and Ihe same is hereby appropriated, lo be paid out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriatedSec. 2S. And tie il further enacM, Thai all acts
or part of acts which come in confiict wilh Ihe provisions of this act be, and Ihe sanie are hereby reSec. 26.

purchase of

be

sites,

it

and

pealed.

TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS— 1st SESSION.
SENATE.
February fi. The rice presideni communicated to
the senate, from the Indian department, a leport, in
compliance with a resolution ol the SOth December last, containini:inforinaIion relating to the PorlThis report
hiiul and Loiiis\ille canal company.
was referred lo the committee on roads and canals.
Also, from Ihe war department, covering fifty copies of the Army Ilegisler lor the year 1840.
The following meinerials and petitions l\ere presented:
By Mr. Pierce, from colonel Many and other
oflici-rs of the .'fd regiment of iiilaiiliy, piaying that
the officers of II;b line of Ihe army may be placed
upon the same looting, in point of pay, with the
officers of (he several staff corps.

—
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By

Mr. Nivholas, from masters of steamboats,
asking the establishing; of a light house between
Mobile and New Oi leans.
By Mr. Phelps, from John S. Morton, asking
relief from liability of surety given for a certain
paymaster in the army.
By Mr. Benton, a table, sliowing the state of
the public debt, the receipts lor customs and the
public lands.
Mr. Wright, from the committee on finanqe, asked to be discharged from the further consideration
of the report of the secretary of the treasury in
lalion to the execution of the 13th and 14th sections
of the act to regulate the deposites of the puhl
money; and that it be hid on the table.
Also; to be discharged from the further consideration of the memorial of the legislative council of
Wisconsin, asking an appropriation for the erection
of a penitentiary; and that it bs laid upon the table.
Mr. Linn submitted the following motion for
consideration:
Resolved, Thnt the secretary of vvar be requested to
send to the senate Iris opinion of the expediency of
establishing a line of military posts at suilabie places
and distances from the Mis.souri river, near the mnaih
of the Platte, into the passess of the Rocky Mountains
most usually traversed to descend into the valley of the
Oregon or Columbia river; the effects of such a measure in giving encouragement and protection lo the
American fur trader; facilitatint; intercourse between
the valleyof the Mississippi and the great western ocean;
aiding and protecting trading caravans; overawing and
holding in check various Inclian tribes in front and rear
of such posts; the number and kind of force necessary
for such service; the probable cost of keeping up said
posts; and whether it would be necessary lo increase
the military force of the United Slates to accomplish
these objects.
Mr. Linn submitted the following motion, which

was considered and adopted:
ResoUed, That the committee on pensions be instructed to inquire into the e.xpediency of so amending the
pensions laws as to authorise the commissioner o( pensions to pay to the administrator or administrators on
the estate of a pensioner, where the widow is dead, the
-

amount coming to the children of the deceased, but, at
the same time, not to make this fund liable for the debts
of the deceased.
Mr. Cliiij, of Alabama, moved to take up the resolution submitted by him yesterday, calling on the
committee on public lands to inquire into the expediency of establishing a higher minimum price
for the lands in the Miami Reserve.
Mr. Smith, of Indiana, moved to amend the resolution,

A

which having been acceded

to

debate then arose, in which Messrs. White,
SmitA. of Indiana, Ouy, of Alabama, iJc't/o«, Walker.

King and

On

others, participated.

motion of Air. White, the question was taken

by yeas and nays, and decided

in

the affirmative,

33 follows:

YEAS— Messrs.

Allen, Belts, Brown, Clay, of Ala.
Clayton, Cuthbert, Fulibn, Grundy, ffubbard, King,
Kninht, Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton, Nicholas, Norvell,
Phelps, PreniFss, Roane, Sevier, Smith, of Con. Smith,
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Mr.

TVjjDpan introduced a bill to regulate the issue and circulation of bank paper in the District ol

Columbia.

The

resolution offered

by Mr. Preston,

calling

NAYS —

Brown,

respect to the

Cumberland

road,

came up

in

in its

order.

m

—

—

—

YEAS—
NAYS—

By Mr.

Robinson from citizens of Illinois, in
of Ihe road from New
Albany, Indiana, to Mount Carmel. in Illinois.
By Mr. Walker, from the executive of ]\Iissisppi, submitting a report l>om the slate engineer,
containing a survey of the co;ist of Mississippi.
By Mr. Wall, from Jas. Brown and thirty-nine
olhers, in relalion to Ihe culture of silk.
By Mr. Ti/^/mfrfge, from citizens of Philadelphia,
asking that a duly be imposed on foreign silk.
By Mr. Sturgeon, three memorials in relation to
the culture of silk.
sureties of Samuel Swartwoiit, late collector of
By Mr. Linn, from citizens of Kentucky, asking
N. York, asking for an act to authorise a compromise that military posts be e.^tablished in the Oregon'
with the goveriiment of claims against Ihein.
territory, so as to protect Ihe trade of the valley of
Mr. Buclri'wn presented Iho petition of numer- the Mississippi in that quarter.
ous ci'iziuis of liie U:iiteJ States, asking that a
Mr. Benton submitted some resolutions introducduly be iui|iosi.'d o.i loreign silk.
ed hy hiiri in 1831, which were ordered to lie on the
Mr. Fulton, from the couiinittee on public lands, table, and be printed.
reported a bill to eslablish a seminary of learning
By Mr. Sevier, from citizens of Iowa, asking the
ill the territory of lowi.
xtinguishmentof an Indian title.

Wright and Preston.
of Ala. the motion lo
take up the resoliiliou was laid on the table by yeas
and, nays
yeas 2.3, nays 15.
The'senate then adjourned.
February 7. Mr. Norvell presented the credentials of Mr. Augustus S. Porter, senator from Michigan, who was duly qualified, and took his seat.
The vice-prerident commuiiicaled to the senate
a message from the president of the United Slates.
Mr. Wriifhl presented a memorial from Messrs.
Quaokenboss, liirdsall and Charles L. Livingston,
tenden,

On

Norvell.

motion of Mr.

—

Claii,

certain half-breed Indians, asking a division of the tract
authorised by
treaty at Prairie du Chien, on the
shore of Lake

Pepin.
Mr. Smith of Indiana, from Ihe committee on
roads and canals, to which the subject had been
referred by a resolution of Ihe senate, reported
a bill
Mr. Your.g o/fered the following substitute for making an appropriation,
payable by instalments,
that originally offered by Mr. Preston:
of a sum sufficient to complete the- Cumberland
/ve.TOtosrf, That the president be requested to commuroad
the states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and
nicate to the senate whether, in the general report of
Missouri, and transferring the road to those stales
the secretary of the treasury, inade at the commence
under certain restrictions. The bill was accompament of the present session of congress, and the estimates therein contained of expenditures proposed, he nied by an elaborate report.
One thousand extra copies of the report were orhas included any appropriation for the construction
and continuation of the Cumberland road; [and if not. dered to be printed.
Mr. Linn submilted a document which had been
whether the omission was unintentional or designed by
him or the secretary of war.]
belore Ihe select committee on Ihe territory
of OreiVlr. Clay, of Alabama, moved to lay the whole
gon, compiled by Mr. Greenhow, a clerk in the slate
subject on the table; on which question there was department. Mr. L. said he would not
be underlie.
20
a
Yeas,
nays, 21).
stood as submitting the paper on the authority of
The vice president voted in the negative. So the the department. He had heard of such a paper,
motion lo lay on the table <lid not prevail.
anil was lavored with a copy; and he must say
that
Mr. King said, as he had perceived something o( it was one of the most useful papers on Ihe subthe kind would pass, though unusual, uncalled for, ject, it treated that could be well
conceived. It
and unnecessary, he moved to strike out the latter contained a condensed history of all the facts
repart of the substitute which made inquiry as to tlie lating lo that interesting portion of
the coiinlry
intention of the president and secretary of the trea- Irom its first discovery, alid would give
the comsury.
mittee great aid in its researches.
Mr. L. said
Mr. Walker proposed a substitute for the substi- he could not very well ask for the printing of more
tute.
Mr. W's substitute making the call directly than the usual number, as he had been so often graon the secretary of war.
tified in that respect before; but the document,
he
Mr. Tappan moved the indefinite postponement would undertake to affirm, was worth all that had
of the subject, on which question the yeas and been hitherto published.
nays were yeas, 22 nays, 22.
Mr. Preston moved Ihe printing of 2,.500 copie.s;
The vice president voted in the negative. So the which motion was agreed to.
motion to post[iOne did not prevail.
The special order, being the r£port of the select
Mr. King's motion (Mr. Walker's not being in committei' on Mr. Benton's resolutions in regard to
order) to strike out Ihe latter part of the stibstiiute, Ihe debts of Ihest.-ires, coining up, Mr. Grundij movwas then carried in the affirmative—yeas, 31
ed that, when the queslion was taken, it should be
nays, 12.
taken separately on Ihe different branches of the
The substitute, as amended, was now agreed lo resolutions; and on that he would ask the ayes and
Mr. Crittenden said Ihe resolution was now a nays.
mere call on the president, asking him to explain
Mr. Prentiss moved to strike out the words "diIhe report of the secretary of the Ireasiiry, which he rectly or inditectly," in the first resolution.
thought rather loo embarrassing a subject for the
Mr. Crittenden said he had prepared resolutions,
president; and Mr. C. would therefore vote against which he intended to move as a substitute for the
the resolution.
resolutions of the report; if, therefore, his honoraMr. Webster made a few remarks, nearly to the ble friend from Vermont (Mr. Prentiss) would insame effect.
dulge hi in by withdrawing his amendment, he would
The resolution, as amended by the substitute, move lo strike out the resolutions of the report, and
was now rejected by Ihe following vote:
insert Ihe following:
Messrs. Fulton, Robinson, Wright, Young
Resolved, That Ihe debts of the several states, so far
—4.
as they are known to the senate, have been contractMessrs. Allen, Benton, Beits. Brown, Bu- ed in the e.xcrcise of the undoubted riicht and constituchanan, Calhoun, Clay, (of Alabama), Clayion, Crit- tional power of said states respectively; and that there
icnden, Cuthbert, Davis, Di.xon, Henderson, Hubbard, is no ground to warrant any doubt of the ability or disiving, Linn, Lumpkin, M.Trick, Mouton, Nicholas, position of those states to fulfil their contracts.
iVorvell, Phelps, Pierce
.KcsoZtiei/, That it would be just and proper to distriPorter, Prentiss, Preston,
R"ane, Raggles, Sevier, Smiih, (ofConnecIicut). Smith, bute the proceeds of the sales of the public lands among
(nl Indiana), Stiirseon, Strange, Tappan, Walker, the sevi ral stales, in fair and ratable proporiions; and
Wall, Webster, White, Williams— 39.
that Ihe condition of such of the states as have contracted debts is such, at the present moment of pressure
The senate then adjourned till Monday.
February 10. The vice president communicated and difriciihy, as to render such disiribution especially
expedient and important.
to the senate a report from the secretary of war,
Mr. Prentiss withdrew his amendmentshowing the number of clerks employed, and salaMr. Allen moved that Ihe resolution be printed;
ries received, in

on the secretary of the treasury for inlbrmation

of Indiana. Spence. Strange, Sturgeon, Tappan, WalkWall, Wrii;ht, Young— 30.
Messrs. Benton, Henderson, P^obinson,
that department.
Rusgles, White— 5.
Also, from Ihe secretary of Ihe ireasury, showing
On motion of Mr. Wall, the general orders were
postponetJ for the purpose of taking up the bill lo an account of miscellaneous claims.
Also, from the secretary of war, showing contracts
amend "an act to provide for taking the 6lh census
or enumeration of the inhabitants of the United made by the department for 1839.
Also, from Ihe war department, in compliance
Slates, approved ftLirch 3, 1839.
Mr. IFu// having explained the bill, it was amend- with a resolution, containing a report from the romuiissioner to investigate claims against the Miami
ed and ordered to be engrossed for a third reading.
Mr. Preston moved to take up the resolution sub- Indians for the year 1839.
Also, from' the treasury department, in complimitted by him yeslerday, calling on the secretary of
the treasury (or iulbrmalion whether the estimates ance with a resolution otSd of January showing Ihe
in his annual report included any sum lor the fur- estimated duties on salt bounliesand allowances lor
the years 1840, 1841, 1842 and 1843.
ther continuation of the Cumberland road.
The following memorials and petitions, were preOn this resolution there was considerable debate,
by Messrs. Smith, of Ind. While, Robinson, Crit- sented and referred:
er,

397

By Mr. Buchanan, {mm

relalion lo the completion

which motion was agreed to.
When, on motion of Mr. Sevier, the senate went

into an executive session.

And

then adjourned11.
The vice president communicated
the senate a rer)0it from the secretary of war,
showing the expenditures of the national armories.
Mr. Buchanan presented four memoritds from citizens of Pennsylvania, asking z moderate duty to
be imposed on silk.
Also, from several citizens of Philadelfihia, remonstrating against the use of bloodhounds by Iho
government in the war with the Florida Indians.
He moved their reference to the committee on mi-

February

to

litary affairs,

Mr. Benton desired that the petitions might be
He did not conceive it necessary to have
Ihem referred lo the committee on military afidirs,
a.s there was no snch thing done by the government.
If their sympathies induced Ihem to inake this remonstratice. it was misdirected, and he Wi-.s unread.

willing to entertain the proposition that bloodhounds
re employed with the knowledge of the governnt. He presumed they were signed, like another
class of petitions, by women and children.
Mr. Buchanan sn\A he had presented these memori.ils,,and asked Iheir reference to the commitlee
on military affairs, in order that the Irue state of Ihe
fact might be presented, by their report lo Ihe senate and the country.
He. could tell his friend
frtuu Missouri that these memorials were signed
by a great number of highly respectable and well
informed ei;i/ens. There were no women or children among Ihese meniorialisls. It is true he might
have ansivered them himself, anil assured them
that these bloodhounds had been imported into Flo-

—
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civil authorities of that territory,

out the knowledge of

tlie

with-

war department; but he

the better course to have a report
lew lines
IVora the commiltee on military ailairs.
from that committee would place the whole subject
in its true light before the people, and disabuse the
public mind, which had been excited by feelings of
bumanilv highly creditable to our nature.
M. Benton said he perfectly agreed with the senator that they were signed by good men, but that
hail

deemed

it

A

they were "well iuformed," he could never admit;
at least, so far as this question was concerned, he
conceived them the worst informed. This matter
was only asserted by the opposition newspapers,
and it ought to have been known that the government has expressly repudiated the employment of
bloodhounds in the war.
Mr. Jfreslon had heard with surprise and with
great gratification that the government had not been
instrumental in the introduction of bloodhounds into
Florida to hunt the Imlians. He happened to know
the gentleman who had brought these dogs, and
he would not have come without some authority,
though he knew not at ihe time to what extent the
government might have been implicated. The gentlemen, however, had not satisfied him so distinctly
on another head; and that was, whether they were
to be permitted to be used now that they were here.
He v\ould express no opinion, hut he threw out the
suggestion whether it would not be proper to have
a leport from the committee on military affairs, or
an official report from the war department, simply
slating the fact that it was wholly unauthorised by
the government.
Mr. Benton then read from some memorials of the
society of Friends, asking that peaceable measures
He professed
might' be tried with those Indians.
great respect for the society of Friends and their
philanthropic views, but they were not informed
of the many attempts made by the government at
pacific overtures, which had only been repaid with
He went into a statement of
treachery and blood.
the perfidious butchery of col. Harney's men at a
time when the government and Iheir troops were
doing all in their power to cultivate the most fiiendIf the senate thou;iht the subject
ly relations.
eight to go to the committee on military affairs, so
belt, but he did not think it proper to tolerate lor a
single moment the imputations which had been
cast on the government.
Mr. Lumpkin said that the longer he lived, the
more he was opposed to wars and fighting; but although he would not as a public man nor as an individual, have introduced these animals for the
purpose of hunting these wild savages, yet he felt
in his conscience that the people of Florida had a
They had been butcherjustification in their use.
ed in cold blood by bands of these assassins at the
(lead of night, their houses burnt, and other property destroyed. This was not the first time in
the history of the country that bloodhounds were
resorted to for the purpose of hunling the savage
He would pledge himself to show
foe to its lair.
on the statute books of some of the states, that
encouragement was held out for the rearing of
bloodhounds as a means of d( fence against savages.
The memorials were referred to the committee

on military

affairs.

Mr. King, from file committee on the judiciary,
reported a bill to authorise the secretary of the
treasury to refiindthe duties collected on the French
ship Alexandre.
Mr. Preston, from the committee on the library,
reported a bill to regufate duties upon productions
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iroper one, in his opinion; and as that committee of the people and commerce of the United States, as
affected by the recent measures of the Chinese golad already reported a bill on the same subject, h.e
vernment for the suppression of the contraband or
conceived'it perfectly proper to let this lie on the
forcible introduction of opium into China; also, whether
table until it was taken up by the person introducthe British government has given notice to that of the
ng it.
United States of a purpose to blockade the ports of
table.
the
The bill was then laid on
China, or of other hostile intention towards that goThe special order having been taken up, being vernment; and any other information possessed by the
the assumption of state debts, Mr. Mien rose and executive in relation to the above matters.
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be diaddressed the senate at great length against the
substitute offered by the senator from Kentucky, rected to transmiito this house a statement of the commerce and navigation between the United States and
(Mr. Crittenden,) when.
China
from 1821 to 1839 inclusive, exhibiting for each
On motion of Mr. Phetps, the senate adjourned.
year the amount of specie; the value and description of
February 12. The following memorials were manufactured articles; the value and description of
presented and referred:
oiher merchandise; and the total amount exported; the
By Mr. Smith, of Indiana, from a commissioner o.uantiiy and value of teas; the value of silk goods; the
of Iowa, asking to be paid for his services in a sur- value of other merchandise; and the total amount imported; the number of sliips; the amount of tonnage; and
vey of the line between Iowa and Missouri.
By Mr. Young, Document No. 12, in relation to the number of seamen employed.
The resolutions were agreed to.
the Mormon dispute.
On motion of Mr. Curtis, a bill from the senate
Mr. Linn moved to take up all the papers relating
in
relation to the registers of vessels employed in
table
the
on
been
laid
to the Mormons, which had
fishery was taken up, read twice, and reat a prior day, with a view to refer them to the the whale
ferred to the committee on commerce.
committee on the judiciary.
The house then went into committee of the
Mr. Linn asked to have the document obtained
from the department of state, in relation to Ihe ter- whole on the state of the union, [Mr. Lincoln, ol
took up the bill
ritory of Oregon, printed under the superintendence Massachusetts, in the chair), and
of the author, Mr. Greenliow, and that the whofe making appropriations for the payment of certain
be under the general supervision of the committee. revolutionary and other pensioners of Ihe U. States.
The merit's of the bill was discussed by Messrs.
By Mr. Walker, a memorial from certain citizens of Florida, asking a division of that territory. R. Garland, Jones, Banks, Marvin, Holleman, Reed,
Pelrekin and Craig.
Also, one for admission into the union.
Mr. Craig proposed an amendment, (handed to
Mr. W. said he had presented the memorial some
time ago, and expressed his desire at that period to him for that puipnse by Mr. R. Garland), providing
that no money appropriated should be placed
At
the
sugcommiltee.
have it referred to a select
gestion of the senator from South Carolina, (Mr. in the hands of pension agents more than one
Calhoun), he had, however, suffered it to be defer- month before the time for the payment of the said
red until a more appropriate period, and he would pensions.
To this amendment Mr. Underwood proposed an
now move its reference to a select committee of
amendment, providing for an allowance to the penfive.
Mr. Davis moved that the subject be referred to sion agents of a certain per centage on the money
disbursed by them, but limiting the total amount to
the judiciary committee.
The propriety of the reference was debated by be received for such services by each of said agents
Messrs. Davis, Walker, Clay, of Alabama, Sevier, in one year to $1,500; and prohibiting any agent
Tappan and Merrick; after which Mr. X)uKis asked from using or loaning the public money entrusted to
imprisonment for not
for the yeas and nays; when there appeared for the his hands, under penalty of
less than one nor more than five years.
noes 22.
motion, ayes 13
by Messrs.
continued
further
The
debate
was
Philadelphia
and
By Mr. Wall, from citizens of
New Jersey, asking that a moderate duty be im Stanly, Beatty, Sergeant, Underwood, W. Thompson,
Leet, Bell, Curtis, Jones, of Virginia, and White, of
posed on foreign silfc.
By Mr. Webster, a memorial of the same kind. Kentucky.
In the'course of this debate an incideiifial alluBy Mr. Benton, numerous papers obtained from
authentic sources, in refation lo salt and the salt sion made by Mr. Stanly to the course of the goduties, which were referred to the committee on vernor of Pennsylvania, in relation to the resumption of specie payments, called up several memfinance.
Mr. Prm/!ss, from the committee on public lands, bers from that state, and led to some discussion on
reported a bill lo fix the minimum price of the landi its political condition and its legislative measures.
acquired by the Miami treaty of November 6, 1838 The chairman (Mr. Lincoln) attempted to arrest
the discussion, which, however, the committee alMr. (FaW, from the committee on the judiciary
lowed to proceed.
made an adverse report on the petition of American
Mr. Monroe finally submitted a motion which,

—

citizens asking a repeal of the naturalization law:
Mr. Noi-vcll introduced a bill to authorise the
states to tax the lands within their limits belonging
to tlie United States.
The sp;cial order having been taken up, Ihe (as

sumption of state debts), Mr. Smith, of Indiana,
occupied the senate until a late hour, ,speakin|
chiHliy in reply to Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Allen.
On motion, the senate adjourned.

HOUSE OF KEPRESENT.iTIVES.

Friday Feb. 7.
Mr. Jones, chairman of the com
miltee of ways and means, wished that, by consent,
the house would now go into committee of the
whole on Ihe appropriation bill for the pay of reof the fine arts.
volutionary pensions.
Mr. CIdij, o( Ah\. from the commiltee on public
Mr. Pic/if/is suggested to Mr. Jones that he should
lands, reported a bill to authorise the legislature of
vary his motion so as go into committee on this
Louisiana to sell the lands heretofore appropriated
bill at one o'clock, and let the intermediate time be
for schools within that slate.
devoted to the offering of reports of committees and
The lesolulion introduced by Mr. Linn, a day or resolutions.
two since, calling on the secretary of war for inforAlter some conversation on this suggestion
mation in relation to the number of mililary posts
Tlie question on suspending the rules was taken
required for the protection of the trade of Oregon
yeas and nays, and decided as follows: Yeas
by
was taken up and adopted.
100.' nays 41).
Mr. Tiipjian moved that a bill introduced by hiir
Tiieie being two-thirds in the affirmative, the
of
regulate the

some days

notes within
the table.

issues
bank
since, fo
the District of Columbia, be laid on

Mr. Merrick contended that the bill should be referred to the committee for the District of Columbia, and had, in fact, made that molion when the
bill was first introduced on leave, but, from some
cause unknown to him, no qiicslion had been taken

The bill, by taking its ordinary
it at the lime.
course, (viz: reference lo the comniillee for tin
District of Columbia ), could be acted on as early o
indeed earlier than by any other mode.
Mr. Tippan objected to its n f'eience to Ihe com

on

He had no inIhe District of Columbia.
lintion ill the first iiislance to move its reference to
The judiciary comuiitlee was the
that cominillce.
iiiitlce for

—

he said, he offered with entire deference lo the representatives from that state, that the further consideration of the affairs of the slate of Pennsylvauntil
nia, now under discussion, be postponed
Monday next, and be made the sjiecial order for
that day.
The collateral discussion died, however, by a
natural process. After which, the debate proceeded
on the subject matter properly before the committee; and no action was had when.
On motion of Mr. ]V'hite, of Kentucky, the committee ros?, reported prosress, and had leave to sit
again.
And then the house adjourned.
Sidurday, Feb.S. The business before the house
being the memorial heretofore presented by Blr.
Davis, of Indiana, from the national convention of
delegates from the slates of Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois, held at Terre Haute, in the state of Indiana, for the purpose of recommending such measures as may be best calculated to insure the final
completion of the Cumberland road with the least

which memorial Mr. D. had moved
committee of ways and means
molion Mr. Casey had heretofore
amend by adding thereto the following

possible delay,
to refer to the

And which
inovi'd

to

instructions:
"And that said committee be instructed lo repoit
a bill making an appropriation of one hundred and
o'clock, go into committee
fifty thousand dollars for each of the slates of Ohio,
of the union lo lake up Ihis pension bill.
Indiana and Illinois, to be expended on the nationThe question was put on Mr. Jotics' molion for al road in said slates, in the year ISJO, under the
going into committee of the whole, and carried direclion of the war department; said appropriation
without a count.
to be subject to all the restrictions and conditions of
Mr. Pickens aslced and obtained leave to intro- former appropriations on said road."
duce the following resolutions;
A debate on these instructions arose, which ocJtcsuhcd, That ihe president of ihe United Sin'es be
cupiid the house the whole of Ihe day, in which a
requested, (if in his opinion it he not incompatible with
motion of
number
of members participated.
the public interest to do so), to coinmuntcate to this
Mr. Pirkens to lay the instructions on the table
houee any information in his possession respecting the
debate
112.
The
nays
was
negitived
yeas
by
86,
citizens
of
the
United
States
doinc
condiliim of tho
business during the past ynar in China; the stnto of was coiitiniied without any final decision till the
When the house adjourned.
ilhe Ameiican trade witii that country; and the interests hour of adjournmcni.

rules

Mr

were suspended.
Jones then

moved

that the house, at one
of the whole on the state

A
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Monday. Feb. ir
The speaker announced (he gentlemen,
he would,
busmes3 in order to be the reception
of reso- called through, waive
utions; and, thereupon, the
stales were called in The
subjec( had been

399

.

first

as the states had not yet been
his right (o speak at this (ime.

(he state of Indiana, for (he
purpose of

ZT"'

T' h

'''''

recommend
-'-lated": „:

befbie the house forsix year«
']
sine
su?e",'he
(he final compledon
of the Cumberlar,H .r. a
wi(hou( any action or vote on its part,
although (he' with the least
poss/ble delay, which memo,
senate had p-assed the bill on two
3,
occasions almost
Mr Cujhing suhioided the IcHowins resolulion: without objection. In consideration of this fact
[he hoped the house would agree
to the motion he
And
the
ll'f
°'
United
quesdon
Stales be now submitted, that
being on the adoption of
„„ . i V^''^'""'R'"'^'^'''<="'
requested,
the bill be referred to the com,f, ,n his opinion,
the
compatible with the niibli?
mstmctions, heretofore moved by
mitlee of the whol" on the state
Mr. C'asey
interest, to communicate to this'
of the union, and
house any iniS maMr. Mason, of Ohio, who held
tliat It be made the
tiou
the floor from Sahe posst;ss.on of the government
special order for the 3d of turday
respecdn» the
resumed
and concluded his remarks
assemblage of Indians on the
ill arch.
in f^
norlhwesler^n
outer
vorot the object contemplated
dnd especially as to the interference
Af;ier some conversation on a
in the instruc omof the officers or
point of order, a expressing his
willingness, however, as one
-^1"'" «'''l' "-e Indians o7ll^ division of (he question was moved and ordered
of the
ifn-nylT
-"'T"
lends
United biates in
ot
he measure, that the instructions
the vicinity of ,he Great
And the queslion being taken, the bill was 'reshould
Mr. Naytor also otfered the follouingLakes.
be so modified as to strike
out the specific sum
"°"'""'"' ferred to Ihe committee of the whole on the state aiid leave it
which lie over one day under the rule- resolutions
lo the committee of
of the union.
ways^nd me^s
R^'oUed, That the secretary of
the navy be renue<^tMr. Graves then waived his inolion for the
""^^ "'=" '"-''
ed to transmit to lh,s Iwuse copies
spe- Tedir and^rop^er."""""'
of all the proceed- cial order; and, on his
motion, the bill, together
Mr. Mason continued to speak till
''^'''
°Philade!phi; in the with a report made at
near 3 o'clock
•rrfssg',"™"
the last session of con.'ress
'"""''-T
.'"'^
<^°"'''"=' "f explain Jesse on
the subject, was ordered to be printed.
^'- -P'"-"^' of
'TJ^'"
U. Whott, ot tlie n'°
United
States navy, together with co
the_ opposite side of the
^I question; when Maine^o ;
Mr. Crockett, \n pursuance of notice n-iven, asked
pies of the statements and
opinions of said co^rt, and
'''"' ^'"^' "'"^i"'''' 'he floor,
and obtained leave to introduce a bill
ul all the testimony, d atrram^
and naneis f.U»n t,A"^
t'o amend an
and moved
mif"-^""'"'
°r
an
an adjournment;
introduced in the (o,.,rse~of the ^aid
which motion preact entitled an act to authorise the
state of Tennesi^^u^o'.
Re^olved^ That the secretary
thereupon, before i o'clock,
of the treasury be re- see to issue grants, &c.
Read twice, and referred jouine'd
adquested to infurm this house
whether his dep^artmeut to the committee on the public lands.
umbreKas and parasols covered
^'^•Mr. Be//, in pursuance of notice heretofore given
.-^'''^ '"'''^'^t '"^'°^« the
?lk imported
i^'*^'';S'^
houre'w.,'s''^i''
with silk,
noiise
Pwas
the
into the United Slates; and
co.,sideration
of
how long tliey have been so admitted free, if so asked leave to introduce a bill to secure (he Iree- convenlion held at Terre Haute,the memorial of a
in Indiana prayt
and the dom of elecdons, and (o provide more
efiec(ually
ng for an appropriation for the
"'""' "'=^""'" "''* ''' ^--" for the administralion
Cumberland road
of execHlive pafrouage.
;^To"dmit°rnrtl.em'
logelher with a resolution
founded then on, and
Objecdon being madeMr. IK. C.%/mson offered the following
resohi^'
Mr. Belt moved (hat leave be granted.
1^""^,- "' ^"'"•'''' instructing' (he
lions, which were laid over
CO n7l.,
f^'-whom the
under the rulecommittee
to
memorial was referred to
Mr. Birnet/ asked the yeas and nays; which were
'^1''" ?"'' "' '^"^ United Stales being
introduce a bill appropriating one
a ordered.
nanv?to Th'''
hundred and f.lly
pam
the national compact, pcsseses
an interest in the
thousand dollars to each of the states
public domain 111 proportion lo
of Ohio I, The question was taken on the motion (or leave
tlie federal population
of each, or in the terms of the
'""''"^''"S on Ihe road through
compact, accordin "to the to introduce the bill, and was decided in the affir- »'o"e st'ats
'""''"'''"" "^ ''>« Se»eral charge and mative: yeas 91- nays 74.
So leave was granted.
Mr Hoffman was entitled to (he floor,
expenditure':"'"
The bill was read a first timehaving
yZesoted, That those states in
whose favor congress
Mr. Cane Johnson, moved the question of con- 'I'riltl 'if'i J°''™'"t"'^'''''''''''J"' """^ had risen to
has not made appropriations of
address the house, when
the public domain for sideration.
the purposes o education are
Mr. Cotes asked him to yield the floor
entitled to such app -oMr. Belt gave noiice of his intention to debate
for a propriations as will correspond
position that, by general consent,
in a just propordon w th and
the executive
the bill lies over.
those heretofore made in behalf
co,-nmunications addressed io the chair,
of oilier stStes
On leave given, Mr. Bell introduced another bill had
and whic-i
Resolved That the entire'
proceeds of sales of the
accumulated
on
the speaker's table,
entitled a bill (o repeal the first and second
public lands of the United
might
be
sections taken up, and relerred.
"
Stales should constitute a
lund to be disir.buted, upon some
ol an act entitled an acl to limit
the term of cerfair and equitable
Mr. Proffit objected
Gentlemen from Virginia
principle, to all the s'a.es
of the union, to beTiJpI.ed tain offices therein named, and for other purposes
had
occupied
four or five weeks of the time
by the states severally to promote
of the
general education, to approved May 15, 1820.
house, and it was hard they should
now be«rud"^
P"''P"5'-'^.°f "«"nal improvement, or to
The bill having been reail twice
the devotion o( a few days
be pvnin^f A
to a measure o"f sudi
''"''''"' ""^
Mr. Bell said he wished thai the bill should take vital
='=>* may' think
besrcSdntf,"''
best calculated to promote its
f^'^''
importance (o (he wes(.
weltare.
1(3 place wi(h the bills on the table,
on second
Mr. Coh'S did no( press his request
Rf^olved, 1 h.-it the policy indicated in
the foregoing reading.
resoluMns woulrl have* the tendency of
Mr, Coo;,er, of Georgia, made a quesdon
checking hi
Mr. Petrikin moved (he reference of the bill lo der
of orwastctul and profligate e.-spenditures
as (o a
by the feciral the
commiKee on the judiciary, and it was referred (understoodportion of the subject before the house
^'"1;^""'''. "' 'I'e same time, leave abunto be Ihe instructions intended
innf rr"'
accordingly.
for the
committee) being according to rule.
ethciently ali the necessary operations
Mr. Curtis, in pursuance of notice, asked and obof governm»nt
The cliaif decided that it was now
tained leave to iniroduce a bill lor Ihe relief
too late to
"'" ef"'"»^"d spirit of the constitution
of cer- raise hat question, as
the resolulion had been re
anrd^-Vu
intention of the various acts of tain deblors lothe United States, and to repeal cerceived, and thus far debated.
cessio
tain acts in
their order.

A great number of resolutions were
amous "hich were the following-

offered

Z'

m

"

-

^

L fS'I?

^htZl'jr^f'i

«^

'

'

rel.ition to such debtors.
Mr. Cooper did not press his objection
having been read (wice, i( was, on moVinous oilier requests were addressed
to Mr
(o the coinmiltee on the iuresolutions.
Hoffnum lo yield tlie floor for the inlroductiou
'ciary.
of
Ou motion of Mr. C. H. Williams,
dulej-eiit subjects, desired by
particular gentlemenThe call of Ihe states and territories havino- been biitrindiiig
Ilesohed, That a committee,
'
these
requests inuldplying—
consisting of one mem- gone through
"
with
ber tipm each state, be appointed
^
Mr.
to inquire into the
On motion ol Mr. Stanly, the house, at 5 o'clock ins sled Hoffnan made a general declination, and
expediency and propriety of creatini;
'
on his right to the floor. He then
a national bank
adjourned.
proceed''P"'' ^y b'll or oil.erwise.
ed (o address the house in a speech
"h
marked by (hMr.'^"P/"
Tuesday, Feb. 11. On motion of Mr. Edward
0-/« ottered a resolulion providing
for the
usual elegance and animation
of that gentleman,
appointment ot a select co^nmiltee
on th? subject Davies. ol Pennsylvania, the reading of the heavy which occupied nearly one hour
in the delivery!
t)t coin-i^e, and directing
mass, of resolutions entered on the journal
the said committee to inof yes- Many competitors struggled
for the floor, butit was
quire into the expediency of
terday was dis]iensed with.
discontinuing Ihe opegiven by the chair to
la ions at the several
The other portions of the journal havin"- been
branch mints of the United
Mr.
Hubbard,
°
of Alabama, who spoke with oreat
btates w.fh leave to report
read
by bill orolherwise.
spirit 111 opposition to the
proposed instructTons,
And Mr.
Some discussion arose on a motion made by Mr. and
m,,ved a suspension of the rules
(o (lie whole measure.
for
His speech elicited
."'/""'"^"'"g llie resolution at this jMams to correct Ihe journal in relation to two re^ Irequent bursts of meiriinent
from (he house
ime'^
olutions
which
had
been
presented
yerterday: the
'"".""
""•* "'y "" 'hat motion,
Mr. Hubbard having concluded, (he
which were ordered;
T"'
speakergave
*
and, being taken, were-^ one by Mr. Garrett Davis, in relation to the open- tile floor (0
o
°
yeas 61— nays 104.
ing of negotiations with Great Britain as to the
Mr. Howard, of Indiana, who adressed
So the rules were not suspended.
(he house
surrender of fugitive slaves, fro.m Canada; and the
(or two hours, in favor of (he
appropriation, and iu
Mr. fWse offered the following
other by Mr. Rliett, in relation lo slaves driven by
resolutionreply lo several gentlemen who had
spoken in ^
titsolved, That Ihe secretary
stress of weather into Bermuda, and (here liberated.
oreof war be reque'^ted to
vioiis parts of the debate.
The correction proposed by Mr. ,Mams, as subthe'^informationTn his ,»sWhen
^"
Mr.
H.
had
concluded,
se "on
the speaker
gave
'"^ flepartment, respecting the im- sequently reduced to writing by him, was as fbl- the
^
"^
b
floor to
'?
u .r»?;., l^
of bloodhounds and their
Mr. Pickens, who proposed an amendment
-mr^ of r ''"P'VJ'™'^'"
to Ihe
"Mr. Jdams inquired of the chair whether these instructions,
.^" ^^^"P"'^ have been einploved) by
th»^, f. „
providing that the memorial be refer^y ''"= aitlioritics of the tern' resoliKioMS came under the rule on Ihe subject
.nr„ „ m""^^'''"!'"'
of red to the committee of
'™''
wavs and means within"^^ Seminole Indians
slavery?"
[i. e. Ihe rule recently adopted on
%hl
VT''^' was ordered
"''V'
fhe tl
the
resolulion
luctions (o inquire in(o the expediency
lo lie over one day
of inakina:
mot:on of Mr. Win. Cost Johnson].
°
In pursuance of notice beretofoiv
tl:e said appiopriadons.
given Mr Jju
The speaker deciiied that tliey did not.
drews of Kentucky, introduced
Mr. p.thensaid he would move and adjournment
a bfll allowing the
The question being taken on the proposed but snggeste<l
lustees of Centre college to
lliat,
before
dispose of lands here- amendment, and
that question was put,
(here being no quorum volin"
tofore gran ed to the trustees
the numerous executive
of the D..af and Dumb
communications on Ihe
A call of the house was moved and refused.
asylum of the state of Kentucky;
speaker's
which was read
And (he question recurring on (he adoption of relerred. table should, by consent, bp taken up^ and
Uvice, and releried lo Ihe comm'ittee
on the public (he amendment
lands, and ordered to be printed.
The speaker said it could be done by general
conl\!r. „idums asked (he yeas and nays
°
(hereon, sen ^
In pursuance of notice heretofore
by him, which were ordered, and proceeded to make
a fevj
Mr traces (the slate of Kentuckygiven
And, no objection having been made,
having' been remarks in suppori of Lis molion.
a great
called) introduced a bill to
nuuiberof execntu-e communications were
authorise the p.rrclK,«e
bid beOn inolion of Mr. Tnrney, and by a vo{e of yeas fore (ne house,
obj. stock h,.M by individual., in (he
and appropriately disposed of.
L'ouisvil e lie, nnys 52, the amendmeid was
laid on the table.
an.l Poilland canal,
On leave given, Mr. R:issell presenled a resoluand lo make the navigation
The house
I.tl^'n^''^'''
V""bills in accordance

-co.mmittee report one or more
with the provisions of the fore-'oin'^b"'"o

The

don

of

bill

Mr. C. referred

•*

'

.

Jr"

1

'

'ttr'^t

L

"

.s

I

(lien passed lo (he orders of tlie day, lion
°
d:rectin:r the comniiltee on
levohitionary penIhe unfinished business being (be memorial
hcrclo-' «'--5!o inquire into Ihe
having been read twice
expediency of graiiting
Ibre presenled by Mr. Davis, of Indiana, from the
Mr. G)acf.5 suid l( had been his
ions to ceriain persons (herein
iiaineci- whicti
intention to sub- inaiional convention of delegdes
from (he stales .-f rest.liition was adopted.
mit some lemaiks; but, at the
suggeslioi. of seveial Oiiio, Indiana and
Illinois, held al Tene Haute, In
The house then adjourned.

tliereof

The

free.

,

bill
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Exploring expedition. Mr. B. C. Cutler, of Brooklyn,
expedition, datlearii from llie Wilniinplon, N. has received a letter from the exploring
Appointment.
Island of Olabeite, September 1st,
^. ^^u.ji-liser that captain J. A. Switt, of the U.S. ed Mataval bay.
marked Woods' Hole, Mass. 26:h Jan.
cn"iiieer corps, has been appointed- by the national 1839, and post
1840.
It is from commander Hudson, of the U. S.
e.\°culive to visit France, for ilie purpose of examining
ship Peacock. He speaks of capt. Wilkes and the
tlie Ibnilicalions ol that country.
officers and crews being on shore. Nothing said of the
banlis.
The
PliiBanks. Western and souViwestern
missing vessel. The expedition, at the date above
ladeiphia Senunel says:— it appears Iroin the testimo- mentioned, was on its way lo the far souih, being last
ny before the legislature of Onio, that six millions of lioni Callao and, (we presume), the Sandwich islands.
owned
siaie,
are
by
of
that
banks
the
uf
me capital
From the tenor of the letter, it is inferred that the health
persons not resident therein. The bank of Kentucky, of the squadron was good.
with a capital of five millions, and the Nortliern bank
of
Fires in New York.
The a^sregate amount of losses
oi Jieniucky of three millions, with the exception
the subscripdon in live per cent, bonds by the siate, are by fire in the city of New York within the last three
almost wholiy owned by persons residing in the Atlan- months, is said to be at least three miUions of dollars.
Tennessee, Indiana and
The banks
tic states.
Georgia. The plan adopted by the state of Georgia,
also held principally by eastern capitalists.

CHRONICLE.

We

Pennsylvania debt. The Philadelphia Inquirer says
llie state debt of Pennsylvania is estimated at S18',
every man,ivoman and child in the comnionwealih.
The tax paying population, it should be remembered,
nta to about one-Jlfth of the entire number ol souls

that
for

within

its

borders.

Raleigh. The town Raleigh, N. C. has been blessed
with an extraordinary exemption from disease during
The whole number
the year ending on the 21st ult.
of deaths in that period was but 44, viz: 11 white adults
and 9 children; 8 black adults and 16 children.

m

Illinois are

.

A

very large meeting of those
Resumption meeting.
favorable to immediate resumption by the banks of
Pennsylvania, was held in Philadelphia on Tuesday,
at which George M. Dallas, late minister to Russia,
Resolutions were adopted in favor of an
presidecl.
immediate resumption of specie payments by the banks;
also approving of the conduct of the 69 members ot the

making payment for the coiisiructionof the Western
and Atlantic rail road in six per cent, stale stock, house of representatives of Pennsylvania who voted
meets with great favor among the contractors. For for the resuinption bill.
[Bait. Sun
that part of tlie line extending from Plains to Ross land
St. Louis.
The St. Louis Republican says that the
ing on the Tennessee river a distance of 33 milesthai city has increased about fifty per
whole
of
The
commerce
of
170
proposals
handed
in.
there
were
more, ii,c. exceeds twenty millions.
under contract, cent, over the preceding year, notwithstanding the presThe New I'ork city banks. According to an official the distance will be immediately put
twenty-five per cent, cheaper, it is said, than the work sure of the times, and the low waters in the rivers tho
statement, the loans of 22 New York city banks, on
past summer.
heretofore done on the same road and paid for in cash
of January, 1839, amounied to 16^6,947,375.

m

Mississippi, and lar^e portions of
Several ban.is
some of those of New Orleans, were established by
It is supposed
capitals, derived from the same source.
that the amount invested in these various banks, by
the citizens of Boston, New Vork, Fhiladelplua, Balti-

of

—

the 1st

lime this year, 26,900,173 dollars. Decrease,
Lexington.
public meeting was held in Boston,
Januarv 1839, i;5,00:i,S5a.—
Specie
on Thursday last, at which the mayor presided, on the
Decrease, »513,2I6. CirculaJl.-litS.l^?.
It resultsubject of the destruction of the Lexington.
414,028,737.
UeI'liis
year,
Sra,'Wl,243.
183U,
tion in
ed in appointing a committee of fifteen with a view
crease, tpl,41J5,5Ut;.
subject of steamboat disasters. Anomember of the Illinois to investigate theappointed
State bank (if Illinois.
to present the subject to the
ther of five was
legislature, unuer da.e of January 20, writes to the notice of the legislature.
Some of the resolutions, unaeultor of the Si. Louis Biirieiin,- as follows: 'I have nimously adopted, censuring the company, and projust been informed by one ol the batik invesligaiing nouncing the boat to be"unsafe for winter navigation,''
committee, that the bank is in a better condition than are in tlie face of facts, brought out here belore the
any similar institution in the United States. Her lia- coroner's inquest.
[N. Y. paper.
bimies amount to about a>3,0U0,UU0, and her means to
Louisiana.
Hon. Rice Garland, now a representamore than li>7,000,OUO, although some of the committee
ihiiik that some of the tiansaciiuns have been impru- tive in congress form the state of Louisianii,ha3 been
dent; yet all concur in the opinion that there has been appointed a judge of the supreme court of that state,
nothing corrupt.''
, and, it is stated in the New Orleans papers, will imme,r.
Rumors aifecling the credit diately resi"ned his seat in congress for the purpose of
MaiilMltiin bank, N. Y.
[Nat. Int.
of the Manhattan bank were rife in New York on accepting this lionorable appointment.
Thursday, lite Courier of Friday, referring to it,
Mails. The Delaware State Gazette says, that the
believe the upshot of the matter is this,
says:
aiiri Philadelphia
Baltimore
the
ommitlee
appointed
by
that the cashier of the institution has advanced money
rail road company, returned from Washington without
oil the hypodiecation of a large amount of shares in
with the post master general,
Kentucky bank stock, it is said $500,000, on which making any arrangement
so that the mails will be continued on the present
cashier
says
he
The
deliciency.
there is now a heavy
made the loan lor the bank, but die direciors refuse route.
to recognise ii assuch, diey having had no knowledge
Meteors. By the observations of scientific men on
of the transaction. At any rate, it cannot in any way some meteoric displavs, which took place in England,
allect tlii; solvency of the bank, us surplus luud alone and on the continent of Europe, on the 12ih of August
being more than adequate to meet the deliciency."
last, it has been ascertained to be enUrely practicaBank resolutions. The resolution passed by the ble to ascertain the diiit;rence of longitude through this
bank some nine ago, allowing an extension upon all means.
the
sixty
days,
on
paypaper
of
business
discounted
The New York Express of Wedil/oney matters.
ment of ten per cent, of the principal, expired a lew
understand the banii has extended nesday, P. M. says The banks of this city have redays since.
ihe resolutiim lor sixty days longer, but now requires duced the discounts as follows:
one-hall
shall
notes,
1839, they stood at Sf35,947,375
business
1st
January,
discounted
the
Oil
that on all
26,900,173
1810,
l-««s- ««?•
paid up.

Same
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Steamboat accidents.

"We

—

be

Canada. It was rumored in town yesterday afternoon, that a despatch had been received Iron'i Toronto,
announcing that sir Geo. Arthur had ceased to bt
heuteiitiiit governor of Upper Canada, and that the
lionor.ible Mr. Cliiet Justice Stuart had been sworn in
administrator of tiie goveriiiiie'ii; alto, that one-halt of
proceeds of the Jestnis' estates and ol the seminary uf Si. Sulpioe was to be approiuiated to Upper Canada Catholics from the date ut tlie union, as the
"ranis were originally given for the support of the
KomanCathohc religion "m the province of Quebec,"
which dien inoluueil both the provinces ot the Caiia[.Montreal Herald.
jge
i'he sum of $160,000 has been appropriated by the
Canidia.i as.-enibly to mdenmiiy persons lor losses arisprovinces. The nioing out uf the late invasions ol the
originally emanated troni col. Prince.

tiie

iion

Camil. The canal commissioners of Pennsylvania
have the following reference to the tide water canal,
in iheir late report.
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water canal, extending irotn Columbia to
the Chesapeake, having been comWisconisco
pleted during the present season, and the
canal being in a state of foiwaidiiess, an immense in-
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The northern frontier. It is not generally known
York Star) ihatorders have been trans(says the
mitted by the British government to the authoribes of
Upper and Lower Canada and Nova Scotia, to place
and
the whole line in an immediate slate oi delence;
fortifications and redoubts will be erected from Mackinaw to Passamaquoddy. The principal points, we
have no doubt, will be on the coast ot Lakes Erie and
Ontario— on the St. Lawrence and the northeastern
boundary. It is already said that extensive barracks
Fort
are in progress of erection opposite Detroit; that
Maiden is to be repaired; two steam frigates built at
Chippewa; and other works ol importance in the pro-

New

vince of

New

Brunswick.

The Virginia tobacco crop. We extract from the
Lynchburg Virginian's review of the Lynchburg markets I'or the week ending Thursday, 22d ult.
Vv'e have closed another year and tobacco has been
declining from February

—

strange, then, that there should have been failures? and ruilier, is It not strange that there should be
so few? The banks, just subsequent to the 1st January, increased their discounts several millions, which
gave sonie encouragement, but contraction afterwards
began as above slated. This conlracrion, together with
the fact that the southern and western receipts are cut
ofl', lias reduced the city to a state of distress in money
matters never before known. It is not surprising that
prothe value of every thing has been brought, down
to a
perty, produce and every species of commodity
point never before known.
Is

Ohio riter—freshet. The Wheeling Gazette of Jan.
29th says; Tlie late break uji in the Ohio, has been
energy, and will doubtless turiiish a
gentleman,
particularly destructive to coal boats.
of tonnage than that heretolorc derived
whose mean.s of infornialion, we place reliance,
upon
canal. To
'from all other sources on the Susquehanna
states tiiat at least 'thirty have been desiruyed in this
accumniodaie the increase ot trade, tlic board would neighborhood, ilie loss of which to the owners, will be
propriety ot
rcapecifully urge upon the legislature the
Many hardIrom lifteen lo twcniy tliousaiid dollars.
doubling till the locks on this division duiiiig the ensu- working, industrious men, who have risked their all in
approbaIf this suggestion should meet tlic
in.T year.
business, are completely broken up.
Sp'JO.UOO will this
iio°iofllie legislature, an appropriation ol
Harris' Piitsburgh Intelligencer slates, that on the
be required to carry it iiilu ellect.
breaking up of the Moiiongahela, the ice ran with
learn tliat some new valuable such force as to destroy and sink almost all the coal
Copper mines.
Cinicnt
didi'oveiies of copper liavo been made on tlio
bouts between Brownsville and that city.
this state, about sixty
river. 111 the soiithorii part ot
Patterson. It is stated that twenty-four manufacmils linn Brilcview, and some distance above the
iioi^ turing establishments at Patterson. Iiave entirely susuve
river.
ilial
(.ir-i
on
made
I'l
„
I,
and that tlie men. women and
iilar drscription of the mines, but if pended their oprralions,
I,
richness be true, they children who were lately employed in tliem, are entiiely
,,!'-,
!!iiir extent and
li:,
idle, and very many nl them literally depeiiilent upon
any yet discovered. Will sonio of c
(M
,. ,,ii\
chaiity, for their very scanty allowance of daily food.
let us know more of ibis matler.

We

Tennessee. Alexander Anderson has been chosen a
senator of the United States from the state of Tennessee to fill the vacancy occasioned by the resignation
of judge White. He has of course been elected as a
friend to the present administration.

A

amount

>

Sub-treasury resolutions. The Rhode Island legisla[Bait. Sun.
ture rejected the sub-treasury resolutions.

The crop inspected
till now.
has
in 1S39, has proved larger than was expected, and
e.xreeded the calculations made a year ago, full S.O'M
iihds,; no one cstimaling the crop "rown in 1833 at
more than 20,000 hhds. To diis false estimate, we
may attribute the high prices which have been paid
5510,512,703
n ild speculatioii
during the first months of the vear.
On the 1st January, 1839, it was supposed the mer- was excited, which cariied the arlicle greatly beyond
chants of the city could not be screwed down below its value, for we have never had so mean a crop in this
about l'36,000,000; but stale, 'i'he high prices given in Great Britain lias
the line they stood at— viz:
we now see that they have been screwed down circu caused neariv the whole "crop lobe exported to that
len and a half millions more,
ar kinndom, which will make the stock there an average
lation included
"The stock on the conlinent is small, and stiil
amount even lower than that of the city of Boston.
59,047,202

with renewed

,

steamboat

Circulation the Isl Jan. 1839, S5,494,243
"
"
1840, 4,028,737

The SuMiuel.aiiiia canal irade, hideiitly anticipated.
coimiieiice
therto ciiinparaiively niiiniponaiii, will now
"leatcr

that the

$20,000 were insured. A part of the cargo, the engine
The boat is lost.
id furniture will probably be saved.
The sieamboat Western, on her passage from Cin_.nnati to New Orieans has been snagged somewhere
on the Mississippi, and will prove a total loss.
[Wheelirig Gazette of Jan. 27.

,

We

We learn

Somerville, was lately snagged and sunk, near tho
mouth of Arkansas river, on the Mississippi. The
Somerville was an entire new boat, built at New Aland cost :?35,000, of which we underslaiid that

i

Newark Daily Ade.

iirices have advanced but little.
Our last foreign advices are up to the 22d of November, whicn represent tobacco as dull both on the
conlinent and in Great Britain, and the manufacturers
buy very sparingly expecting a reduction in price.
The crop of 1839, in Virginia, is large, and the quali'v

We

estimate the quantity made at 45,100
very good.
our inspections
hliiis. but should prices get very low,
for the year 1839 and 1840, w ill not e.tceed 36,000 lihds.
Our stocks of tobacco in Virginia and the Atlaniic
so for
cities were never smaller, and must continue
four months to come, unless prices should advamie.
Our friends expect from us an opinion as to prices for
accuracy
with
crops, the season; this we cannot give
at any lime, much less in times like tho present, when
the currency of the country is deranged, and moneyed
arrangements so dilficull to make; yet wc do think,
that under no circumstances can tobacco be so low as
in 1839, I'or 'V! look at the foreign e.qiorts for three
years previous to the last, and wo find an average of
100,000 hhds. a year, all of which have been consufued,
and actually a small stock on hand the Isl of January,
1839, and the export of manufactured tobacco has
If
the
greatly increased in the last three years.
initial supply be needed, wc shall have no surplus, alhave accounts fiMin
tliough our crop is abundant.
the west, which assure its the crop is large in fonusections, while in others it is not aslirgc us the previous
y,.ar— wo estimate the crop at 40.000 hhds.

We

Vireinla legislature. On the 27lh ultimo, Daniel A
Wilson, of Cumberland was elected judge of the general court to supply the vacancy occasioned by the
deatli of judge.

Wm. Daniel.

—
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whether for rail roada, steamboats, or for other
purposes, which has been imported free of duty, or
on which the duly has been remitted since the first
day of January, 1832; together with the names of
the person or persons importing the same, and the
amount of the revenue which would have accrued
to the government had the duties been regularly
charged fhereon." I have the honor to silbmit a
report from the register of the treasury, containing
the information required.
The amount of duties
uhicli have already accrued on such iron, and have
been, or are to be reuiittcd, appears to exceed the
very large sum of three millions and a half of dollars, being, in fact, a donation, or free subscription,
by the general government, to that amount, chiefly
in aid of rail roads.
Respectfully,
iron,

sury notes; report of the secretary of the treasury in
reference to iron imported free fur rail roads, steamboats, &c.; northeastern boundarj', correspondence
on
401
States of the union. New York, annual repoWof tiie
bank commissioners 402; Pennsylvania, message of
the governor on the loan and proceedings of the house
thereon, report of the state treasurer on the receipt of
money from the United States bank, classification ot'
the niembers of the legislature 402, 403; Ohio, cost of
public works, interest of the state debt, classification
of members of legislature; Illinois, state bank, in- Hon. R.

—

ternal improvements; Michigan, report on internal
improvements, election of senator; Iowa, adjournment of the legislature; Wisconsin, resolution passed lor admission into the union
403

Sub-treasury— Mr. Clay's speech on
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Levi Woodbury, sec. of Vie treasury.
M. T. Hunter speaJter of the house ofieps.

northeastern boundary.
Correspondence

in relation to the northeastern

JKrREiiiTTANCEs BY MAIL.

"A

postmaster

may

en-

money in

a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,
to ])ay the subscription of a third person, and Irank the
letter, if written by himself."
Amos Kendall.
Some of our subscribers may not be aware thai they
may save the postage on subscription money, by requesting the postmaster where they reside to frank their
letters containing sucii money, he being able to satisfy
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains nothing
but what refers to the subscription.
[Am. Farmer.
flO" Today we insert Mr. Clay's speech on the
sub-treasury bill. In our next number we propose
to give Mr. Buchanan's reply thereto.

boun-

dary question, communicated by the president of
the United States to the senate.

The gov. of Maine

to

the acting secretary

of

state.

Executive department, Saco, Nov. 21, 1839.
Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 6th instant, reciting certain complaints that have been made by
the British government; through its minister Mr.
Fox of the authorities of this state for certain alledged proceedings on the part of the latter, in relation to "the disputed territory;" and I lose no
time in complying with the request "to transmit
such information as may be in the possession of the
government of Maine in relation to the acts referred
to, in order that an appropriate answer may soon be
returned to Mr. Fox's commanication."

The first complaint is, "that the armed posse
Together with to-day's publication we stationed by the state of Maine for the protection of
the
public property in the disputed territory, admail the index to vol. 5, or 55, fifth series, which
has just been published. The index to the remain- vancing beyond the stipulated limits, has extended
ing vol. 54, is now in the hands of the compositors its occupation of the country along the whole way
and will be shortly completed, which will leave from the valley of the Aroostook to the mouth of
only the current volume to complete the whole Fish river into the valley of the St. Johns, and
thus into a portion of the Madawaska settlements."
work up to the present time.
This complaint is probably founded upon the following facts: Early last spring, the land agent of
NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
appointments by the president, by and with the ad- the state sent a small force, consisting of some
vice and consent of the senate.
A. H. Hall, receiv- twenty-five men, to Fish river, to disperse a band
er of public moneys at Augusta, Mississippi, from of trespassers understood to be operating at that
17th iiist. vice James L. Joil}', who did not qualify. place. The enterprise was successful. Their camps
Isaac W. Jewetf, collector of the customs for the were broken up, some of the trespassers driven off,
district of Pearl river. Miss, vice Samuel Learned, and a few with their teams were brought out to the
Index.

settlement on tlie Aroostook, tliough subsequently
Halloway, surveyor and inspector of the released. The laud agent, deeming his work but
revenue, at North Kingston, R. I. from the 15th in- half accomplished, again senta small force about the
same numt)er of men as composed the first party,
stant, when his late couimission expired.
John M. Moriarly, surveyor and inspector of the to the mouth of Fish river, to extend a boom across
revenue, at Gloucester, Massachusetts, vice Alphon- it to prevent the timber which had been cut by the
trespassers being driven out into the St. Johns,
so Mason, deceased.
and to prevent further depredations by cutting.
Treasury notes. Treasury department, Fe- That force has remained there until the present time,
bruary 1, 1843. Amount of treasury notes issued and has, I believe, been signally successful
in acunder the provisions of the acts of congress of 12th complishing the objects of the expedition.
October, 1837, 21st of May. 183S, and 2d March,
This proceeding violates no stipulation ever en1839
$19,567,036 22 tiled into by the authorities ofifiis state. In no
Of this amount there has been reproper sense can the Madawaska settlements be
deemed
17,358,822 55 said to include the territory as far west as Fish
river, upon either side of the St. Johns, it being a
Leavingonfstanding the sum of
$2,208,263 67 distance of some twenty-five miles above itand the
Levi Woodbcuy, sec. of the treasury.
two not being conn 'cted by continuous occupations
The report of the secretary of the treasury, show- or settlements. But, supposing the Fish river tering the immense graluily (three millions and a half ritory to be a part of the Madawaska settletnents,
of dollars) given to the rail road companies, brings even then, I maintain, there has been no infringein very appropriately a striking communicalion, on ment of the stipulations on the part of this state,
a kiiulreil subject, we rrceived some iletys since, referred to by Mr. Fox. In that arrangement, newhich we now insert
Tlie rail road companies re- gotiated through the agency of general Scott, the
pay the government for a bounty of three millions right was not relinquished, on the part of this state,
and a half, by attempts at the most enormous extor- of going any where upon the disputed territory
tion upon carrying the mail, wherever their mono- with an armed posse, for the purpose of protecting
poly is such as to exclude competition. We would the timber then recently cut, and to prevent further
but such right was expressly rereferring to the relaxation depredations;
call attention, while
of the tariff on iron to favor the rail roads, to the served, or rather the intention of exercising it was
president's message in regard to the coiistrucfion distinctly avowed.
put upon the tarirf laws on otiier imports. It will
So far as I am informed, the armed posse have
be found in the proceedings of the house. [^Globe.
confined their operations to the objects before stated,
Treasury department, December 23, 1839.
and have given no just cause of complaint, unless
Sir: In obedience to a resolution of the house of the prohibiting colonel McLaughlin, the provincial
representatives of the 14th January, 1839, directing land agent, from driving timber down the St. Johns,
the secretary of the treasury to furnish "a tabular into the province of New Brunswick, constitutes
statement showing the quantify and description of such cause. And in regard to this, I must be perresigned.

—

Wm.

—
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mitted to say that the authorities of Maine can see
no reason for making a distinction between persona
attempting to drive our timber fiom the state into
a foreign j urisdiction, whatever may be the pretence
set up.
Secondly, it is alledged "that the establishments
formed by the persons composing the armed parties
on the banks both of the Aroostook and Fish river
had assumed an aspect and character more decidedly military, and more resembling a permanent national jjossession of the country, than could be required in the civil posse of a land agent temporarily occupying it for the sole purpose of preventing
trespasses. That these establlsments were fortified
witli entrenchments and cannon and garrisoned by
number of armed men far greater than the occasion
would warrant."
The parly at Fish river, as before stated, is composed of about twenty-five men not militia or
soldiers, but hired laborers.
A boom has by them
been thrown across the river to stop the timber in
its passage down.
They have erected a block
house near the boom, and are armed with muskets.
If this assumes "an aspect and character" in the
eyes of our provincial neighbors "decidedly military," we hope it is not formidable enough to
create any alarm. But whether it is a force more
than sufficient to protect the public property of the
state from numerous bands of lawless men, grown
desperate by being deprived of their accustomed
plunder, and over whom their own government
seems heretofore to have had but little control, is
a question which this state must be permitted to
decide for itself. In such a case it would be degrading to consent that limits should be prescribed
by any power whatever. If the right to protect
our territory from invasion, and the public property from plunder, be clear and undeniable no less
so is the choice of means for carrying that right
.

—

into effect.

Upon the Aroostook a large number of men have
been employed. Abootn has been extended across
the river; a fortification of hewn timber erected
near it, and a block house and a few other more
temporary buildings put up. The men stationed
what is called the fort, say twenty-five or thirty
number, are armed with muskets, and I believe
they have also two small pieces of artillery. The
remainder, say one hundred to one hundred and
twenty-five, have been engaged for the most part
in opening roads for summer as well as winter
communications, and preparing facilities for supplying the posse. How far these proceedings furiiiiih ground for the comi)laiiits of the British government, you will judge. That any preparations
short of them would have been insufficient to protect the public property, to me seems to be clear.
At all events, the complaint at the extentof this
force was hardly to have been expected from the
British government just at this moment, when a
few days only have elapsed since some fifty of its
own subjects, bearing the queen's arms, and otherwise suitably equipped, headed by a veteran militia captain, made an assault, in the dead of night,
upon that very Ibrce whicli is now described as
"greater than the occasion would warrant."
No better justification is needed for tlie course
which has been pursued by Maine, especially .in
regard to the force employed, than a reference to
this case.
Nor is the force of the circumstance
diminished by the tact that this attack was repulsed by the firing of but one gun; for a disposition is
manifested which may not alwaj'S exhibit itself in
so harmless a manner.
Again: the complaint of
our "establishments upon "the disputed territory
fortified with entrenchments and carmon," would
seem to come with but littie show of consistency
from the British government, when it has just
completed most extensive and permanent barracks
upon the same territory, north of the St. Johns,
and is in the habit of transporting troops and munitions of war over it at their pleasure.
The third allegation is, "that a permanent state
road is being constructed, leading into the valley of
the Aroostook, and from thence on the south side
of the St. Johns to the Fish river, the object of
which is to connect those portions of the disputed
territory with the towns of Augusta and Bangor, and
other acknowledged parts of the state of Maine."
That a road commencing near Mattawamkeag
point, in the county of Penobscot, extending to the
at

in

—
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extracts from the provisional papers confirmatory
of these reports, I deemed it proper to apply directly
to the lieutenant governor of the province of New
Brunswick, which I did by letter of the 12th inst.
to ascertain whether these reports were well founded or not. His answer, under date of Dec. 19th, I
received yesterday, while on my way to this place.
letter and the reply are both herewith enclosed.
the legislature of this state as early as 1826; from
anoIt will be perceived tliat two companies of British
and
in
progressed,
which time it has steadily
into the disputther year, probably, will be nearly if not quite, troops have actually been marched
To say nothing of other advantages ed territory, and stationed at the Temiscouata lake,

Aroostook river, and fhence on to the mouth of Fish
river, upon the St. Jolms, is in process of construction, and is even now passable the whole way with
some vehicles, is certainly true. But It is not perceived why, at this particular time, it should be regarded as a cause of complaint. This is no new
thing. An appropriation for this road was made by

I

My

completed.

where, it is well known, extensive barracks have
been previously erected. This is clearly a violation
of the spirit of the agreement entered into between
the lieutenant governor of New Brunswick and
myself in March last, though the orders have been
issued by the governor of Lower Canada. I submit also, whether the contingency contemplated by
the act of congress of March 3, 1839, has not occurred; %vhether the facts do not clearly show an
sion; but is the exercise of a lawful right over that invasion of the state of Maine, which the executive
government of the United States, under the direconly
have
not
we
which
portion of the territory to
the legal title, but over which we have ever had tions of the act aforesaid, as well as under the obligation of the constitution, is bound to repel.
possession and jurisdiction.
I may add, that I am well informed that the BriBut again, may I not inquire with what propriety
tish government is also erecting barracks upon both
and consistency this complaint is made on the part
sides
of the St. Johns, near the mouth of the Madaof Great Britain, when she has herself constructed
waska river, and that troops are concentrating at
a permanent rail road over a large part of the terriFalls.
Under all these circumstances, I
Grand
understood,
is
which,
it
Johns,
the
St.
tory north of
to call upon the government
was very thoroughly repaired the present season, deem it to be my duty
of the Uijited Slates for that protection of this state
and over which tier subjects are constantly passing?
guaranteed
to her in the constitution.
from
invasion
actsurveyors,
The last allegation is, "that land
With the highest respect, I am sir, your most obeing under the authority of the state, are employed
FAIRFIELD,
JOHN
dient servant,
same
within
the
townships
lots
and
marking
out
in
Gov. of Maine.
portion of the disputed territory, and that sales of
His excel. Martim Van Buren, president U. S.
being made with deeds regularly drawn
land

anticipated from it, it is manifest that it will afford
great facilities for preventing trespasses upon the
public lands; and indeed, I may say that tresspassing upon the streams emptying high up upon the St.
Johns cannot be prevented without such a road.—
This, therefore, is no new project, got up in violation of any stipulation or understanding, to which
this state has in any way been a party, or for the
purpose of gaining an additional extent of posses-

are

under the authority of Maine."
That iVlaine is now managing, in the particulars
mentioned, these lands- upon the Aroostook, and
those south of the St. Johns, in the same manner
that she has been accustomed to since her separation from Massachusetts, and as that state managed
them prior to that period, is true. For the last
thirty years we have been occasionally surveying
and lo'tting these lands, granting them for all literary, charitable and religious purposes, and selling

notes have displaced those of the safety fund
banks, in the hands of the community, being readily exchangeable for them, the funds thus acquired
have been employed in this manner to a consideraBy such a process the ability of the
ble extent.
safety fund banks to discount is lessened, while
corresponding discounts to the community are not
furnished by the associations.
The report is chiefly taken up with discussions
relative to the various modes which have been suggested for keeping the issues of the country banks
at par in the city of New York, by which an
equalized currency. may be diffused throughout all
parts of the state, so that remittances may be made
without loss, and business be facilitated in all its
During the period of suspension, beopei-ations.
ginning in 1837, the legislature as a condition for
waiving the forfeiture incurred by that act, provided that so long as the suspension continued each
bank in the state should receive the notes of otiter
banks at par in the payment of debts. This arrangement ceased so soon as the resumption of specie payments relieved the city banks from the obSince that time the
ligation imposed by the law.
rate of discount upon most of the western paper
has ranged in the city of New York from two to

NAVY.

In answer to a resolution of the
year, calling for a report from the president, on the military and naval defences required
for the country, the navy board report that
1. In respect to steam vessels of war, looking at
our numerous and exposed harbors, and liability to
attack by the same species of force, not less than
forty armed steamers of different sizes and power,
would be required.
The average cost of these is estimated at 335,000
And has this boun- dollars
in small lots to actual settlers.
each, making for the whole forty a grosssurn
dary question so far advanced, it maybe asked, of thirteen and a half millions
of dollars.
on
remonstrance
without
a
that we cannot now do,
2. In respect to vessels of war— the present force
the part of the British government, what we have
repair, excluding a
fit for service, or worthy of
been so long in the habit of doing? Have the al- ship of the line partially built at Sackett's Harbor,
most interminable negotiations all the eiforts that consists of 11 ships of the line, 1 razee, 14 frigates,
have been put forth-^all the events that have oc- 21 sloops and 6 smaller vessels; and they estimate,
curred, especially the exciting events of the last
that to complete the force that they suppose could
ye.v, but served to weaken our title, diminish our be manned upon the occurrence of war, an addition
Sure I am that
rights, and curtail our privileges?
would be required of 14 ships of the line, 15 friquietly
view,
or
such
a
adopt
Maine will not readily
over and
gates, 11 sloops and 24 smaller vessels
She has been indulging
yield to its consequences.
above the steamers referred to under the first heard.
the hope that some progress towards an acknowThe
cost of building and arming this additional
ledgment of her rights and the acquisition of her
force is estimated at $19,260,000.
property had been made, and I am well pei-suaded
3. For the completion of the navy yards, docks,
she has no disposition,'at the present time, to make
&c. at the different stations, a sum of $24,000,000
any retrograde movement.
would be required, in addition to wliich a new naval
now
request,
I
have
In compliance with your
establishment, in the waters of Narragansett bay,
communicated the lacts upon which the complaints is recommended as indispensable in time of war.
of the British government are supposed to be
[N. y. Amer.

Naval

senate

defence.

last

—

—

In doing it, and in the accompanying remarks, I have had no intention or desire of producing irritation, or adding, in any degree, to the
excitement already existing. The subject is far
too momentous, and too nearly involves the peace
of the countries interested, to justify any remarks
founded in passion nr feeling. But it is due to the
state, whose organ, upon this occasion, I am, as
well as to the whole country, to speak plainly and
without disguise. And, under this solemn impression, 1 must say that Maine, in my opinion, has
done nothing which she was not fully justified in
doing, and nothing which she will not be ready to
defend with her best powers. Anrl further, that,

THE UNION.

founded.

per cent.
It would seem unjust to compel the country
banks to redeem their notes at their own counters
and also to provide for their redemption at a distant
five

point.

Yet

their issues are intended to serve as

money; the tendency of their notes

is

towards the

city, the great centre of trade; the fact of this ten-

the issues are made; and the
understanding is implied, that they are to answer
The reall the purposes of money in that market.
port declares that whatever may be the duty of the
banks in the matter, this point is certain, that all
the bank notes of the state ought to be made curYork, and that the
rent at par in the city of
object can only be efiected by fresh legislation.
After considering various plans which have been
mentioned for the accomplishment of this object,
the report recommends a direct enactment by the
legislature to comjiel all the banks to keep their

dency

is

known when

New

The design
at par in the city of New York.
not to oblige them to redeem in specie, but in
current funds. The provision, it is stated, should
be that each bank out of the city of New York
should designate some public place in that city for
paper
is

the redemption of its notes, by advertisement in
one of the daily newspapers of the city, and that
any bank failing for the space of thirty days lo redeem its notes at such place in funds current in the
city, should be liable to be proceeded against by
the bank commissioners as for any other violation

of

its

charter.

A

comparative view of the liabilities of all the
aggregate at the respective periods of
January 1, 1S39, and January 1, 1S40, shows that
a reduction has taken place to the amount of twenty
millions; and the process of contraction did not
commence until about the first of October last.
tdcs in the

A

reduction of so large a sum of the liabilities of the
banks, says the report, within so short a period as
about ninety days, is unprecedented, and could not
have been produced withont severe elfort.
[Baltimore American.

STATES OF THE UNION.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Antoher message. On Wednesday, governor PorYORK.
It ter sent another message to the legislature of Pennreport of the New York commissioners.
loan had been
is known that there are two different systems of sylvania, stating that the $870,000
banking now in operation in the state of New taken, but there was a deficiency of 40,000, or upYork the safety fund system, established many wards, unprovided for. This deficiency seems to
years ago; and the plan instituted by the general have arisen out of some error or miscalculation of
banking law, recently enacted. In reference to the late treasurer. The message was as follows:
these the report states, that being organized upon To the senate and house ofrepresenlalives
different principles, restricted in tlieir operations by
of the commoniveulth of Pennsylvania.
Gentlemen: I have to communicate to the lescarcely any rule applicable to both, and possessing
powers which are not common to both, the effect gislature, that the loan authorised by the act of the
of their operation upon each other, and through 23d January last, has been taken as follows:—
tho\igh she has not yet taken military pos.session of them upon (he public, was difficult to be foreseen, $100,000 by the president, directors and company
continued
disposition
on
territory,
a
the disputed
and is yet but partially developed. The tendency of the Bank of Pennsylvania; $100,000 by the
the part of the British government to delay a set- thus far, it is believed, has been to contract the vo- Girard bank; and the remainder by the Bank of the
tlement of the boundary question, will not fail, in lume of the currency. The circulation of the char- United States: by reason of which the commonmy opinion, to induce such a step, whatever may tered safety fund banks on the first of January, wealth is now able to pay offand discharge $650,000
bo the consequct;ce3, should she not be relieved 1839, was' $19,373,000; of banking associations of the interest which fell due upon the 1st instant

NEW

Annual

—

—

from that responsibility by the action of the genegovernment.
With the most earnest drsire for a just, peaceful
and speedy settlement of the question, I have the
honor to subscribe myself, with high respect, your
JOHN FAIRFIELD,
most obedient servant,
Governor of Maine.
Jl. Vail, esq. acling secretary of slate.
The gov. of Maine to the president of the U. States.
State of Maine, cxecnlirc drpartment,
Jlugustn, December 23, 1839.
Sir; It having been reported to mo tliat a large
ruinber of British troops had been stationed at Temiscouata lake, in the disputed territory, and seeing

ral

under the general law about ,$1,315,000; making upon her loans.

The amount provided by the legislature for the
payment of interest in the said act of the 23d of
Jan.
last, was evidently fixed by the report of the state
tions $6,612,000; making in all $16,041,000.—
Here is shown a falling oil' in the amount of circula- treasurer on the subject of finance.^, of 9th January.
From a statement now furnished by that officer,
tion of more than lour millions of dollars in one year.
The embarrassments of the times, however, have it appi-ars that the whole amount of interest due on
.$718,610 78
the 1st instant, was
had their effect in producing this result. The cu
tailmentis also accounted for partially by the fact Deduct the appropriation of the 23d of
in all $20,688,000.

Fund banks

is

now

The

circulation of the Safety
.$10,629,000; of the associa-

banking associations under the general law
are not prohibiied from purchasing their own notes
at a discount. This has been a more profitable business than that of discounting, and there is reason
to believe, according to the report, that as their
that the

January,
Paid from treasury,

$650,000 00
$27,750 00
677,750 00

$40,860 78

a
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Thus there is a balance of f 40,860 7S; for the
decree of urgency, too, so urgent that a short postILLINOIS.
payment of which immediate provision should be
State bank of Illinois.
The house of delegates ponement of the consideration of the measure, to
made by the legislature.
of Illinois has passed a bill reviving the charter of admit of the filling ot" vacant seats in the senate by
It may not be improper to add, that the further the State bank, which has been forfeited by suspenaction of the legislature on the subject of the joint sion. The Sangamon Journnl states that the proresolution recommended in lay message oi the Ist visions of the bill, as amended, are that tlic bank
instant, is now unnecessary.
shall be revived, with all ils privileges, and its forR. PORTER.
feiture of charter set aside, and suspended until theFebruary, 5, 1840.
end of the next session of the legislature, upon the
When the message was read in the house of re- following conditions: That it shall not make any
presentatives, as we learn from the Telegraph, Mr. loan on an hypothecation of its stock; that it shall
Broadhead oifered a resolution authorising a loan of not part with any of its specie, so long as its sus$40,000 to supply the deficiency of interest an- pension continues, .unless for the purpose of change;
nounced in the governor's message.
that it shall not loan above ten thousand dollars to
iMr. Penniman, of the county, moved to amend any firm or individual; shall continue the branches
by inserting a provision, that no bank shall be al- at their present location, and limit the amount of
lowed to take the loan which does not pay her notes, their stock; lays some further restriction on the dideposites and liabilities in specie.
rectors; that it shall not call in above 10 per cent,
Mr. Morton moved an amendmentto the amend- at A time, on notes discounted, and shall make
ment, requiring the money to be taken from the monthly reports of its condition to the governor.
United States bank at four per cent.
It is also provided that, upon its failure to comply
On these motions a discussion of some length oc- with any of these iirovisions, the suspension of its
curred, in which Messrs. Broadhead, Penniman, forfeiture shall be immediately set aside.
[Sun.
Church, Nill, Morton, Butler, Konigmacher and
Illinois internal improvements. The senate of IlliHinchman, participated; when the amendments nois
have passed a law repealing, as far as they could
were voted down, and the bill passed.
do it, all the internal improvement laws of the comThe "monster" will, of course, have to shell out monwealth, and abandoning the works. It is thought
again. And it is probable we shall hear no more, for
the house will agree to it.
correspondent of "the
Of that sort of St. Louis
this session, of repealing Is charter.
Argus gives the following brief account
"agitation," there has been enough for glory, and
of the condition in which things will be left by this
a little too much for the public interests, already.
legislature.
The state treasurer of Pennsylvania, in compliOut of 300 miles of rail road, some 20 are comance with a resolution of the house, of the 22d January, 1840, inquiring "how much money has been pleted, the rest is in evefy stage between completion and commencement— embankments half formreceived from tlie Bank of the United States, under
the act of ISth February, 1836, as payment to the ed, bridges half built, an immense amount of timber
common school fund or otherwise, except on loan, lying on the ground; the first is left to wash away;
designating the amount of each payment and the the second to tumble down and decay; the last to
time received into the treasury," makes the follow- rot in utter uselessness, unless some kind persons
will take it for fire wood or fences.
large amount
ing report:
Premium on charter of the Bank of the United of contracts are now abandoned by the state.

DAVID

A

i

A

MICHIGAN.

States, received in the treasury office ol Pennsyl-

vania, in the following payments, viz:
Bank of the United States,
14th March, 1836, $600,000
"
"
19th
do.
100,000
"
do.
nth April,
100,000
"
"
do.
16th
50,000
"
"
do.
SOlh
150,000
"
do.
6th July,
100,000
"
"
do.
7th
88,000
"
do.
7th Aug.
62,000
"
"
do.
8th
100,000
"
"
9th
do.
50,000
"
do.
9th Oct.
50,000
"
"
do.
10th
50,000
dii.
3rd March, 1837,
50,000
"
"
do.
20th
100,000
"
"
do.
31st
150,000
"
lOlh April,
do.
150,000
1st May,
"
do.
50,000
"
"
do.
20th
500,000
Received 1st instalment for common
schools, 8th June, 1836,
100,000
2d do. 24th Julv, 1837,
100,000
3d do. nth June, 1838,
100,000
4thdo. 4lh June, 1839,
100,000

Received of the

00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00

liams

OHIO.

The Dayton

Journal says:

4.

00
The Democrats, last year, had a majority in the
00 legislature; but, alter repeated trials, failed to elect
00 a senator, and adjourned without filling the vacancy.
00

44 farmers, 20 lawers, 9 merchants, 8 physicians, 3
.hatters, 2 gentlemen, 2 brick layers 2 printers, 2
.cabinet makers 2 carpenters, 2 innkeepers 1 saddler, 1 blacksmith, 1 tanner, 1 coach maker.
In looking over the

IOWA.

The

legislature of Iowa adjourned on the 17th
extra session will be held in July next, to
make a new apportionment of the representation
in the territory.
An attempt was made before the
adjournment, to remove the location of the seat of
government from Iowa" city, the place selected by
the commissioners, in the past summer, and at
which public buildings are now being erected. The
proposition was, to submit it to the people, to determine whether lovva city or Mount IPleasant
should be the place.
ult.

An

report of the board of public works for the past
year, the following facts appear: the engineering on
the different improvements has cost $61,319 32 for
WISCONSIN.
1839. The tolls on the Ohio .canal amounted to
The territorial legislature of Wisconsin have pass$433,599 84; but $213,827 13 of that sum have
been used up in ex{)enses and repairs; being more ed a resolution, declaring it expedient for the territhan one half, and leaving $209,772 71 nett reve- tory to ask to be admitted into the union at this
nue to pay interest on loans. The tolls on the Mi- time. They have also passed a law proi'tding for
ami c:mal were $80,796 23 of which $44,991 29 the holding of a convention of delegates from the
were swallowed by e.vpenses and repairs; again con- several counties in the state, to fi,x the boundaries
siderably more than one-half, leaving only $35,805 of the territor;y.
04, of nett revenue, to pay interest.

The whole amount of

interest payable

on our

was .$632,696 77. The canals-have furnished $245,577 75, leaving $387,019
02 to be paid by farmer's taxes, with wheat at 50
cents and corn at 30!
The Ohio legislature is composed of 45 farmers,
28 lawyers, 7 physicians, 16 mechanics, and 10
merchants. Of these lOS members, 30 were natives
of Pennsylvania, 24 of Ohio, 14 of Virginia, 9 of
Connecticut, 6 of New York, 5 of New Jersey, 3
of Kentucky, 2 of Delaware, 2 of Maryland, 2 of
Ireland, and New Hampshire, North C.irolina and
Tennessee, leach.
[Springfield Republican,
state debt for last year

habits of business, will not expedite its passage a
singlehour! Refused by the concurrence of senators
who, not representing on this subject the present
sentiments and opinions of their respective states,
seem unwilling to allow the arrival of those who
would fully and fairly represent them!
It is remarkable, sir, that, judging from the vote
on the engrossment of the bill for a third reading, it
is to be hui-ried through the senate by less than a majority of the body.
And if the two senatoi-s from
Tennessee had clung to their seats with the same
tenacity with which other senators adhere to theirs,
who would have been instructed to vote against the
bill, and are violating their instructions; and if the
senate were full, the vacant seats being filled, as we
have every reason to believe they will be filled,
there would be a clear majority against the passage of
Thus is this momentous measure, which
the bill.
both ils friends and foes unite in thinking will exert
a tremendous, if not revolutionary, influence upon
a meathe business and concerns of the country
sure which has so long and so greatly distracted
and divided our councils, and against which the
people have so often and so signally pronounced
their judgment, to be forced through the senate of
the United States.

—

Mr. President, it is no less the duty of the statesman than the pliysician to astertain the exact state
of the body to which he is to minister before he
ventures to [irescribe an.v healing remedy. It is
with no pleasure, but with profound regret, that I
survey the present condition of our country. I
have rarely, I think never, known a period of such
universal and intense distress. The general government is in debt, and its existing revenue is inadequate to meet its ordinary expenditure. The
states are in debt, some of them largely in debt, in-

The report of the board of internal improvements,
of Michigan, contains 93 pages, and from it we
glean the following; There was expended on the
Central rail road the past year, $176,802 38; Southern road, $227,171 33; Northern road, $39,122
09; Havre branch $613 10; Clinton canal $93,221
35; Saginaw canal $15,980 69; St. Marie canal
they have been compelled to resort to
1,006 18; on Grand river $7,007 04; Kalamazoo somuch that
expedient of contracting new loans to
river $2,063 86; Salt Springs $16,000 00; Iron the ruinous
upon prior loans; and the people
$108,980 GO. Th" whole amount of appropriations meet the interest
with difficulties, greatly embarrasson all the works of internal improvement.^, amounts are surrounded
to $2,118,000 00.
The expenditures $1,510,315 fd, and involved in debt. Whilst this is, unfortunately, the general state of the country, the means
29.
of extinguishing this vast mass of debt are in conElection of senator. The legislature of this
Property is falling in value all
stant diminution.
state, on the 2eth ultimo, elected Augustus A. Porthe great staples of the counti-yare declingin price,

OO
00
00
00
00
00 ter, esq. (whig) of'Detroit, United States senator,
00 to succeed the hon. Lucius Lyon, The vote in the
00 senate was, for Porter 10, for E. Ransom 6. The
00 vote in the house was, for Porter 30, Y. Pitcher 1,
00 E. Ransom 8, A. Edwards 3, I. Biddle 3, R. Wil-

Whole amount received,
$2,900,000 00
The legislature of Pennsylvania is' composed of

—

legislative bodies now in session
seats which have
remained vacant, not by the fault of the people, but
from the inability of those bodies to agree in the
choice of senators, has been refused by the vote of
the senate; refused, scornfully refused, although
whether the bill be transmitted two or three weeks
sooner or later to the house of representatives, owing to its unorganized condition, and its known

SPEECH OF MR. CLAY, OF KY.
ON THE SUB-TREASUKT BILL.
rose and said: I have been desirous, Mr.
President, before the passage of this bill, not to
make a speech, but to say a few words about it. I
have come to the senate to-day unaffectedly indisposed, from a serious cold, and in no condition to
address this body; but I regard this bill as so pregnant with injurious, and dangerous, and direful consequences, that I cannot reconcile it to a sense of
duly to allow it finally to pass without one last, although unavailing effort, against it. I am aware
that the decree for its passage has gone forth

Mr. Clay

—

—

and destined, I fear, to further decline. The certain
tendency of this very measure is to reduce prices.
The banks are rapidly decreasing the amount of
About one-half of them, extendtheir circulation.
ing from N. Jersey to the extreme southwest, have
suspended specie payments, pi-esenting an image
of a paralytic, one moiety of whose body is stricken
with palsy. The banks are without a head; and,
instead of union, concert and co-operation between
them, we behold jealousy, distrust and enmity.
We have no currency whatever possessing uniform
value throughout the whole country. That which
we have, consisting almost entirely of the issues of
banks, in a state of the utmost disorder, insomuch
that it varies, in comparison with the specie standExard, from par to fifty per cent, discount.
changes, too, are in the greatest possible confusion,"not r-Terely between distant parts of the
union, but between cities and places in the same
That between our great commerneigliboi-hood.
cial marts of New York and Philadelphia, within
five or six hours of each other, vacillating between
seven and ten per cent. The products of our agricultural industry are unable to find their way to
market from the want of means in the hands of
traders to purchase them, or from the want of confidence in the stability of things. Many of our
manufactories stopped or stopping, especially in
the important branch of woollens; and a vast accumula'lion of their fabrics on hand, owing to the
destruction of confidence and the wretched stale of
exchange between different sections of the union.
Such is the unexaggerated picture of our present
condition. And amidst the dark and dense cloud_
that surrounds us, I perceive not one gleam of
It gives me nothing but pain to sketch the
But duty and truth require that existing
picture.
diseases should be fearlessly examined and probed
shall otherwise be utterly into the bottom.
capable of conceiving or applying appropriate remedies. If the present unhappy state of our country had b!en brousht upon the people by their follight.

We

ly

and extravagance,

it

ought

to

be borne with for-

——
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the local banks,
and without complaint, and without re- currency of the country. It leaves
uncontrolled, unBut it is my deliberate judgment that it where it found them,unreformed,
been— that the people are not to blame— checked in all their operations. It is a narrow, selturns away from the
and that Ihe principle causes ol existine: embarrass- fish, heartless measure. It
their hard and inexments are not to be traced to them. 'Sir, it is not people, and abandons them to
fate; leaving them exposed to all the pernithe
feelings
orable
excite
the
lime
or
waste
to
purpose
my
currency, utterly
unsound
of
an
consequences
what
long
on
cious
oi members of the senate by dwelling
My object is a bet- irregular and disordered exchanges, and the greatI suppose to be those causes.
It is worse; it
all business.
in
derangement
one
est
acceptable
hope
more
a
and
I
ter, a higher,
perpetuates the very evils which
to consider the remedies proposed for the present aggravates and
going into
exigency. Still, I should not fulfil my whole duty the government will not redress: for, by
creating a new and additional deif I did not briefly say that, in my conscience, I the market and
disables the stale
believe our pecuniary distresses have mainly sprung mand for specie, it cripples and
furnishing
from the refusal to recharter the late Bank of the banks, and renders them incapable of
governUnited States; the removal of the public denosites that relief to the people which a parental
powers
institution; the multiplication of stale ment is bound to exert all its energies and
trom

titude,

pi-oacli.

has not

that

banks

in

consequence; and the treasury stimulus

to afford.

The

divorce of the state from banks, of

the only separation
to them lo extend their operations; the bung- which its friends boast, is not
manner in which the law, depositing the sur- which it makes it is a separation of the governdisunion of the inconstituency
a
the
from
the
executed;
ment
))lus treasure with the states, was
treasury circular; and although last, perhaps not terests of the servants of the people from the interpeople.
the
the
the
velo
on
ests
of
of
power
the
of
exercise
the
least,
This bill, then, is wholly incommensurate with
bill for distributing, among the states, the nett proIt
the evils under which the country is suffering.
ceeds of the sales of the public laiids.
them not only altogether unprovided for, but
leaves
What, Mr. President, is needed, at the present
no word of cheering
A aggravates them. It carries depressed
crisis, to restore the prosperity of the people!
people.
It
hope or encouragement to a
.sound local currency, mixed with a currency posleaves their languishing business in the same state
sessiiig uniform value throughout Ihe whole coun-

given

—

ling

—

rency ol the country, his property, in eflect, becomes reduced to the value of $2,500. But his
debt undergoes no corresponding reduction. He
gives up all his property, and remains still in debt
$2,500. Thus this measure will operate on the
debtor class of the nation, always the weaker class,
and that which, for that reason, most needs the protection of government.
But, if the eflect of this hard money policy upon
the debtor class be injurious, it is slill more disEnastrous, if possible, on the laboring classes.

checked or stopped, employment
will become difiicult, and the poorer classes will be
subject to the greatest privations and distresses.
Heretofore it has been one of the pretensions and
boasts of the dominant party, that they sought to
elevate the poor by depriving the rich ot undue advantages. Now their policy is to reduce the wages
of labor, and this is openly avowed; and it is argued
by them that it is necessary to reduce the wages of
American labor to the low standard of European
labor, in order to enable the American inanuiacturer
to enter into a successful competition with the European manufacturer in the sale of their respective
fabrics.
Thus is this dominant party perpetually
changing; one day cajoling the poor, and fulminating against the rich; and the next cajoling the
It was but
rich, and fulminating against the poor.
yesterday that we heard that all who were trading
on borrowed capital ought to break. It was but
yesterday we heard denounced the long-established
policy of the country, by which, it was alleged, the
terprise will be

of hopeless discouragement.
But its supporters argue that such a system of
convertible paper as this country has so long had is
radically wrong; that all our evils are to be traced
poor were made poorer, and the rich were made
to the banks; and that the sooner they are put down
and a currency exclusively metallic is established, richer.
metallic
that
such
a
argue
Mr. President, of all the subjects of national
further
They
better.
the
currency will reduce inflated prices, lower the wa- policy, not one ought to be touched with so much
the
ges of labor, enable us to manufacture cheaper, and delicacy as that of the wages; in other words,
In dwelling, as I have
thereby admit our manufacturers to maintain a suc- bread of the poor man.
And all these often done, with inexpressible salislaction upon
cessful competition with foreigners.
there is not
results, at some future time or other, are to be the many advantages of our country,
one that has given me more delight than Ihe high
brought about by the operation of this measure.
There is not one which inlabor.
manual
of
price
currency
purely
opinion,
a
President,
in
my
Mr.
dicates more clearly the prosperity of the mass of
metallic is neither desirable, in the present state of
In all the features of human socithe community.
the commercial word, nor, if it were, is it practicaety, there are none, 1 think, which more decisively
ble, or possible to be attained in this country. And,
welfare than a permanent high
general
display the
if it were possible, it could not be brought about
wages, and a permanent high rate of interest.
without the most frightful and disastrous conse- rate of
course,
I do not mean those excessive high rales,
Of
quences, creating convulsion, if not revolution.
of temporary existence, which result from sudden
Of all conditions ol society, that is most prosper- and unexpected demands for labor or capital, and
ous in which there is a gradual and regular increase
which mav, and generally do, evince some unnaof the circulating medium, and a gradual but not tural and extraordinary slate of things; but I mean
too rapid increase in the value of property and the
a settled, steady and durable high rale of wages of
In such a state of things,
price of commodities.
Such a state delabor, and interest upon money.
business of all kinds is active and animated, every
monstrates activity and profits in all the departdeparlment of it flourishes, and labor is liberally rements of business. It proves that the employer
warded. No sacrifices are made of property, and
can attbrd to give high wages to the laborer, in condebtors find, without difficulty, the means of dissequence of the profits of his business, and the borcharging promptly their debts. Men hold on to
rower high interest to the lender, in consequence
what they have, without the apprehension of loss, of the gains which he makes by the use of capital.
and we behold no glutted markets. Of all condiOn the contrary, in countries where business is
tions of society, that is most adverse in which there
dull and languishing, and all the walks of society
is a constant and rapid diminution of the amount of
are full, the small profits that are made will not
Debtors become unable
the circulating medium.
justify high interest or high wages.
to pay their debts, property falls, the market is
Wages of labor will be low where there is no
labor
is
thrown
out
glutted, business declines, and
course but little or no demand for
In such a state of things, the ima- business, and of
of employment.
density of population, the
Sellers become labor; or where, from the
gination goes ahead of the reality.
is great, and the deemployment
for
competition
numerous, from the apprehension that their proper
mand for labor is not equal to Ihe supply. Similar
will
fall still lower; and perchasers
falling,
ty,
now
carefully
and
And now allow me to examine, and
to the reduction of the rale of inwill
tend
ses
investments
to
make
from an unwillingness
candidly consider, the remedy which this bill oilers scarce,
Our vast unpeopled regions in the west
terest.
with the hazard of almost certain loss.
to a suffering people for Ihe unparalleled distresses
protect us against Ihe evils of a loo crowded popuHave gentlemen reflected upon the consequences lation. In our country, such is the variety of prounder which they are writhing. I will first analyze
and investigate it as its friends and advocates repre- of their system of depletion? I have already stated fitable business and pursuits that there is scarcely
sent it. What is it? What is this measure, which ha.s that the country is borne down by a weight of debt. any in which one can engage wilh diligence, inso long and so detply agilated this country, under If the currency be greatly diminished, as beyond tegrity and ordinary skill, in regular and ordinary
the various denominations of sub-treasury, indepen- all example it has been, how is this debt to be ex- times, that he is not sure of being amply rewarded.
dent treasury, and divorce of the state from banks! tinguished? Property, the resource on which the Surveying our happy condition in this respect, it
What is it? Let us define it truly and clearly. Its debtor relied for his payment, will decline in value was, during the last war, remarked by Ihe present
whole principle consists in an exaction from the and it may happen that a man, who honestly con- lord Jelferics that America was the heaven of Ihe
people o[ specie, in the payment of all their dues to tracted debt, on the faith of properly which had a poor man, and the hell of Ihe rich. There was exgovernment, and Ihe disbursement of specie by the value, at the time, fully adequate to warrant Ihe travagance in the observation, mixed with some
government, in the payment of all salaries and of debt, will find himself striped of all his property, truth. It would have been more accurate to have
This is its and his debt remain unextinguished. The genlleall the creditors of Ihe government.
said that, with good government, it was an earthly
simple and entire principle. Divest the bill under man from Pennsylvania (Mr. Buchanan) has put heaven both of Ihe rich and poor.
consideration of all its drapery and paraphernalia, the case of two nations, in one of which Ihe amount
It is contendcil, however, thai the reduction of
this is its naked, unvarnished and unexaggerated of its currency shall be double what it is in Ihe
nominal; that an exclusive
This ex- other, and, as he contends, the prices of all property wages would be only
principle, according to its own friends.
currency being established, Ihe prices of all
specie
lliey
clusive use of specie, in all receipts and paymenis will be doubled in Ihe former nation of what
and that the laborer would
fall;
commodities would
of the government, it its true, is not to be instanta- are in the latter. If this be true of two nations, it
be able to command as many of Ihe necessaries of
neously enforced; but that is tlie direct and avowed must be equally true of one, whose circulating mehe can at present.
as
wages
low
his
life
with
aim and object of the moasure, to be accomplished dium is at one iierioil double what it is at another.
The great error of senators on Ihe other side is,
gradually, but in the short space of a liltle more Now, as the friends of the bill argue, we have been
regard the existing
sufficiently
not
they
do
has
that
currency
than three years. The twenty-eight sections of and yet are in this inflated stale, our
society, the habils and usages wliich
the bill, with all its safes, and vaults, and bars, and been double, or in somelhing like that proportion, structure of
All
short, the actual stale of things.
prevail;
in
come
to
we
must
down
necessary,
and
and
examiners,
have
of
what
was
general,
receivers
bolls, and
should be founded upon the connothing more nor less in view than the exaction of Ihe lowest slandaril. Do they not perceive that wise legislation
as it is, and even where reform
specie "from the people, and the subsequent distri- inevitable ruin to thousands must be Ihe necessary dition of society
man, for example, owning pro- is necessary, it should be introduced slowly, caubution of that specie among the officers of the go- consequence?
and vigilant attention to
vernment and the creditors of the government. It perty to the value of #.5,000, contracts a debt for tiously, and with a careful
But gentlemen seem disposetl
reduction
of one- half of the cur- all consequences.
Ihe
touch,
actual
By
the
p,000.
nor
profess
to
touch,
not
does

try; a re-establishment of regular
tween different parts of the union;

exchanges be-

and a revival of
people want, in short, good
government at Washinglon; the abandonment of
rash and ruinous experiments; the practice here of
economy; and the ))ursuit of the safe lights of experience. Give us these; and the growth of our
population, the enterprise of our people, and the
abundance, variety and richness of the products of
our soil and of our industry, with the blessing of
Providence, will carry us triumphantly through all
our complicated embarrassments. Deny these
persevere in a mal-administration of government
and if is in vain that the bounties of heaven are proiusely scattered around us.
There is one man and I lament to say, from the
current of events and the progress of executive and
party power but one man, at present in Ihe country, who can bring relief to it, and bind up the
bleeding wounds of the people. He, of all men in
the nation, ought to feel as a parent should feel,
most sensibly, the distresses and sufferings of his
family. But, looking to his public course and his
official acts, 1 am constrained to say that he surveys
unconcerned the wide-spread ruin and bankruptcy
and wretchedness before him, without emotion and
without sympathy. Whilst all the elements of destruction are at work, and the storm is raging, the
chief magistrate, standing in the midst ot his unprotected fellow citizens, on the distinguished position of honor and confidence to which their suffrages have devoted him, deliberately wraps around
liimself the folds of his India-rubber cloak, and,
lilting his umbrella over his head, tells them,
drenched and shivering as they are under the beating rain and hail and snow falling upon them, that
he means to take care of himself and the official
corps, and that they are in the habit of expecting
too much from government, and must look out for
their own shelter, and securily, and salvation!
general confidence.
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to consider tlieinselves at liberty to legislate for a
new people, just sprung into existence, anil commencing its careers-one for which they may, with-

lishing banks to share the advantages as well as the now, such are my deep convictions of the fatal
tendisadvantages of the system.
dency of this project of a sub-treasury, that I would
Banlcs, bank notes, a convertible paper money, greatly prefer the employment of the agency
of
out reference to what they see all around thera, are, therefore, inevitable. There is no escape from state banks. But whilst
I should entertain hopes
speculate and theorize at pleasure. Now, if %ve them.
You may deliver as many homilies as you of their success, I confess that I should not be withwere such a people, and were deliberating on Hie please, send forth from this capitol as many essays out strong apprehen.^ions of their failure.
bequestion of what was the best medium of circula- and disquisitions as you think proper, circulate lief is, that the slate banks
will be constanly extion to represent the property and transact the bu- president's messages denouncing them as widely as posed to disorder
and derangement without the cosiness of the country, it is far from being certain you choose, and thunder forth from a party press operation of a bank
of the United States; and that
that it would be deemed wisest to adopt an exclu- as loud and as long as you can, against banks, and our banking system
will only be safe and complete
sive specie standard.
But, when we glance at so- they will continue to exist in spite of you. What, when we shall have both a bank of
the United States
ciety as it actually exists, with all its relations and then, is it the duty of a wise practical federal states- and state banks.
ramifications, its engagements, debts, wants, habits, man to do?
Since he finds a stale of things which
are told by the president of the United States,
customs, iiolhing can be more unwise, it seems to is unalterable, to which he must submit, however, in his message at the opening of the
session, that a
me, than to attempt so radical a change as that convinced he may be of the utility of a change, great moneyed power exists in London
that exerts a

My

We

which

contemplated.
I cannot ailmit that the laborer, with his low
wages, would be in as eligible a situation as he now
is.
The argument excludes all consideration of
his condition during the transition from the paper
to the specie medium.
In the descending process
from an abundant to a scarce circulation, there
would be for him nothing but distress and wretchedness; and he would be in the greatest danger of
starvation befoie the el dorado of gentlemen was
reached. The adjustment of prices to the state of
the currency is not so sudden a work as is imagined.
Long after the specie standard should be established, tile old prices of many articles would remain; and all foreign productions which enter into
the consumption of the poor man would continue
unaffected by our domestic currency. If it be true
that there would be no alteration in the condition
of the laborer, if he would really get as much, in
value, in the new state of things as in the old, how
is that of the capitalist, engaged in manufactures,
to be improved?
Would not his situation also reis

his duty is to accommodate his measures to this
immutable state of public afiairs. And, if he cannot trust the eight or nine hundred local banks
which are dispersed through the country, create a
federal bank, amenable to the general government,
subject to its inspection aiiH authority, and capable
of supplying a general currency worthy of its confidence; make, in short, the government of the
whole partake of the genius and conform to the

powerful influence on this country; that it is the
result of the credit system; and that every bank established in a remote village in this country becomes
bound to that power by a cord, which it touches at
its

pleasure.

There

is, sir,

some

truth

in this representation,

and every genuine American must feel it with shame
and regret. It is a melancholy fact that the arrival
of steam vessels in the port of New York from England is looked for with more curiosity and interest,
on account of the financial intelligence which they
bear from London and the Bank of England, than the
arrival of the mail from congress. Our people have
been taught, by sad experience, to expect nothing
good from the councils of their own country, and
turn their attention towards the operations in a fo-

fixed character of the parts.

Mr. President, I never have believed that the
banks were competent to supply such a general
currency, of uniform value, as this people wants, or
to perform those financial offices which are necessary to a successful administration of this government. I pronounced them incompetent at the
period of the removal of the deposites; and we reign country.
1

Was this eager mquiry into the
transactions of the Bank of England made durin"
the existence of the Bank of the United States. No°
sir, no, sir.
You denounced this bank as a monster,

foretold the unfortunate state of things that now
exist.
But the party in power, which nov\ de-

nounce them, proclaimed their entire ability not
only to supply as good but a better currency than destroyed it; and you have thrown us into the jaws
that which was furnished by the Bank of the U. of a foreign monster which we can neither cage nor
main unaltered?
States, and to perform all the financial duties which control.
You tore from us our best shield .against
The assumption that an exclusive hard money that institution fulfilled. After that party had suc- the Bank of England, and now profess to be sur-'
circulation is best for the laborer, best for the ma- ceeded in putting down the Bank of the United prii^ed at the influence which it exercises upon our
nufacturer, best for the country, is against all the Stales, and got their system of state banks into full interests!
We do not find that the continental naexperience of the world. Beyond all doubt, Eng- operation, it continued, year after year, to an- tions of Europe, that have national banks, complain
land is the most prosperous of all the nations of the nounce to the public that all its expectations had of the influence of the Bank of England upon them.
old world, and England is the greatest paper money been fully realized.
On the contrary, the Bank of England has recently
country that exists. Her manufactures find a marA bank of the United States established by this been compelled to apply to the Bank of France for
ket in every portion of the globe; her operatives government would not only furnish it a currency in a large sum of specie to sustain its credit and chaand laborers are paid better and fed better than an
which it might safely confide, in all receipts and racter.
in Europe.
Have the manufactures of the hard payments, and execute every financial office, but it
But, sir, we must look to higher and much more
money cojinlries of the continent prevailed ove would serve as a sentinel; a cement, and a regulator potent cause than the operations of any bank, fothose of England, and driven them out of the mar- to the state banks. The senator from Pennsvlvania reign 01 domestic, for the lively interest which is felt
ket, in fair competition? Far from it.
Their poli- has urged that the present Bank of the United States in this country in the monetary transactions of Engcy is to exclude, by prohibitions and heavy duties, of Pennsylvania has a charter more extensive than land.
In England the credit system, as it is called,
the entry ot British goods into their ports. Eng- that of the late Bank of the United S'ales; that it exists in a much more extensive degree than in this
land has sought to make treaties with thera all, and is in fact the old bank with a new charter; and that, country; and if it were of the nature of that system, as
especially with France, upon the basis of free trade; with all its vast resources and means, it has been not is alledged, to render one country tlependent upon
and France has replied that her manufactures are only unable to act as a regulator of the local banks, another, why should not England be more dependent
too much behind those of England to admitof their but was recently the first to set the pernicious ex- upon us than we upon England? The real cause of
being placed upon a footing of equality. Paper ample of a suspension of specie payments.
our dependence arises out of the unfavorable bamonvy inflated— England manufactures about
Mr. President, can the distinguished senator be
of our foreign trade.
import too much
two-thirds of all the cotton exported from the U. serious in his description of these attributes of the and export too little. We buy too much abroad, i
States; and her cotton manufacture alone is proba- Pennsylvania bank?
If we would shake olf this
Surely he must have intended too little at home.
bly greater than that of all the rest of Europe.
that part of his speech for some other theatre.
In degrading foreign dependence, we must produce
But, Mr. President, if the banishment from cir- the first place, Pennsylvania, besides sundry other more or buy less. Increase our productions, in all
culation of all bank paper, and the exclusive use onerous conditions of loans and subscriptions to ob- the variety of forms in which our industry can be
of specie in this country, were de.<iirable, is it jects of internal improvements, levied upon thepre- employed; augment the products of the soil, extend
practible, can it be possibly brought about?
ent bank, in the form of bonus, some four or five our manuiactures, give now stimulus to our tonnage
I have
said that the legislator is bound to have due regard
nillions of dollars.
Then, the general government and fishing interests, sell more than we buy, get
to the wants, wishes, necessities and condition of has withdrawn from it the seven millions of stock out of debt and keep out of debt to the foreigner,
the country for which he acts. But a praclica which it held in the oldbank acircumstance which and he will no longer exert an influence upon our
American statesman has a furtherduty to perform I have no doubt has tended to cripple its operations. destiny.
that of attentively considering the distribution of And if is wholly without the deposites of the goAnd this unfavorable balance of our foreign trade
the power of government in this confederacy. vernment, which the former bank possessed.
In- is wholly independent of and unconnected with the
Here we have local governments for the respective stead of being an ally, the general government has nature, of the character of the currency of the counstates, and a general government for the whole. been in the relation of an enemy to it.
And it has try, whether it be exclusively metallic, or mixed of
The general government has but few, limited and had to encounter all the enmity of a powerful party paper and the precious metals. England, in a great
well defined powers, the states severally possessing within the bosom of the commonwealth. So farfiom measure, by means of that credit or paper system,
all power not denied to them or delegated by thi
assuminff the office of a regulator of the local banks, now so much denounced, has become the centre of
federal constitution.
Whatever difference of opi its late distinguished president, upon whose authori- the commerce, the exchanges, and the moneyed
nion might exist, if it were a new question, it can
By the extent, variety and
ty the senator relies for proof of the extent and li- operations of the worldnot now be controverted that each of the twenty
berality of its new charter, expressly declared that it perfection of her manufactures, she lays most nasix state governments has the power to bring into had ceased to be a general agent, and had retired tions that admit them freely under contribution to
existence as many banks as it pleases. Banks have within the circle of its state duties.
So far from her. And, if we had no currency but specie, we
accordingly been created, and will continue, and having derived any strength from its connexion with should be just as much exposed to the moneyed
must exist, in spite of the general government. the late Bank of the United States, there cannot be power of London, or, which is the true state of (he
The paper of banks will therefore remain, as it has a doubt that that connexion rendered it far less effi- case, to the efl'ectsof an unfavorable balance of trade,
been, a part of the general circulation, in defiance cient than it would have been, if it had gone into as we now are.
should probably be more so;
of any policy which this government may proclaim. operation with an unencumbered capital, freshly because a large portion of the specie of the country
And if one or more of the states were to adopt the subscribed, of thirty-five millions of dollars.
being in the vaults of a few depositories, it would
hard money policy, there would be others which
To guard against all misconception or misrepre- be easier then to obtain it for exportation, in the
would find, in tlie very forhearaiice of certain mem- sentation, I repeat, what I said on a former occasion, opeiations of commerce, than now, when it is disbers of-the confederacy to establish or continue that, although I am convinced, thoroughly convinc- persed among nine hundred or a tliousand banks.
banks, a fresh motive to create and sustain them; ed, that this country cannot get along well without
What was our condition durins; the colonial state,
for tlie issues of their banks wooM run into the a bank of the United States, I have no thought of when, with the exception of small amounts of gostates which had them not, and they would thus proposing such a bank, and have no wish to see it vernment paper money, we had no currency but
appropriate to themselves, at the expense of others, proposed by any other, until it is demanded by a specie, and no banks? Were we not constantly and
all the benefits nf banking.
Was not our specie
I recollect well how
clear and undisputed majority of the people of the largely in debt to England;
banks were originally first introduced into many of United States.
perpetually drained to obtain supplies of Blitish
the southern and western states.
They found
Seeing thata bank of the United States could not goods? Do not you recollect that the subject of the
themselves exposed to all the inconveniences, with- be established, two years ago I expresse<l my wil- British debts formed one of those matters which
out enjoying the benefits, of the banking system; lingness to make an experiment with the state banks, were embraced in the negotiations and treaty of
WlU (hey were reduced to the necessity of estab- ralher than resort to this perilous measure. And peace which terminated the revolutionary war? And
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discns- would not do, without tlie co-operation of a bank
th-,t it was a tonic of anory and protracted
told you , ha you would
arranged
by Mr. of the United States.
it was^finally'^
aUertuntd
u
n
ong dim,
J
sion1 long
find them a weak league— a mere fleet of open boats
Jay's treaty of 1794?
^,.
^
„
withe, and which the
hickory
a
together
by
which tied
Look into the works of Dr. Franklin,
found than first storm would disperse and upset. But you
there is more practical good sense to be
continued, year after
and
warnings;
our
all
scorned
where.
compass
any
is to be met with in the same
to piift' and praise the operations of these
He was the Egent of Pennsylvania from about the year,
had Ihe boldness, in Ihe face of this
You
banks.
of
out
breaking
until
the
century
last
middle of the
time the abused nation, to aver that the country had been
the revolutionary war, and a part of the
Massa- supplied by Ihem with a belter currency and better
agent, also, of the colonies of Georgia and
of the
the specie exchanges than it had been.by the Bank
1

We

i

m
.

,

,

His coi respondence shows that
chuselts.
from them
of the colonies was constantly flowing
of British goods, insomuch that the
purchase
for the
colonies were left absolulely destitute of a local currency; and one of the main objects of his agency
was to obtain the sanction of the parent country to
those issues of paper money which the necessities
Pennsylvania compelled her to make. The issue
of

was strenuously opposed by the mercliants engaged
ditificulty
in the American trade, on account of the
which it created in making colleclions and remittances home. So great was that drain of specie,
were
that we know that Virginia and other colonies
constrained to adopt tobacco as

a substitute for

money.

The principal cause, therefore, ol the influence
of the moneyed power of London over this country
of our dealings with
is to be found in the vast extent
The true remedy is to increase our manuher.
factures and purchase less of hers, and to augment
our exports by all the means in our power, and to
diminish our 'imports as much as possihle.
must increase our productions, or economize much
more than we have done. New Jersey, before the

ments on the public account, it shall be lawful for
the treasurer of the United States to draw upon any
of the said depositaries, as he may think most conducive to the public interests, or to the convenience
of the public creditors, or bo(h."
Thus is (he secre(ary inves(ed with unlimited authority to transfer the public money from one depositary to another, and to concentrate it all, if he
But, without this provipleases, at a single point.
sion, the city of'New York necessarily must be the
place at which the largest portion of the public money will be constantly in deposite. It collects alone
about two-thirds of the duties on imports, and i.i
becoming, if it be not already, the money centre of
It is not indispensable, to create
(he United States.
a bank of issues, that the place of issue and the
place of payment should be identical. The issue
of the paper may be at one city, and the place of
payment may be a difi'erent and even distant city.
Nor is the form of the paper material, so as to carry

United Slates? Well, by your own measures, by
your treasury circular, distribution of the surplus,
kc. you accelerated the catastrophe of the suspenYou began with promises to the
sion of the banks.
people of better currency, better times, more securiand
you end with no currency at
civil
liberty;
to
ty
all, the worst possible times, an increase of executive power, and a consequent increase of danger to
You began with promises to fill the
civil liberty.
of the
it into the general circulation of the money
pockets of Ihe people, and you end with emptyin,
country. Whether it be in the shape of bank notes,
theirs and filling your own.
drafts, is of no
treasury
notes,
or
post
check,
bank
constituted
I now proceed, sir, to the object which
consequence. If there be confidence in it, and Ihe
I have
the main purposes of my rising at this time.
convenient amount, passes by delivery,
hitherto considered the bill, as its friends in the se- paper be of
the holder to demand the specie upoa
nate represent it, as a measure simply for exacting and entitles
face, at his pleasure, it will enter into the genespecie, keeping it in the custody of officers of the its
and the extent of its circulation will
circulation;
ral
adacourse-of
it
in
government, and disbursing
governed by the amount issued, and the confiI mean now to show that, whatever be
ministration.
dence which it enjoys.
its friends here may profess or believe, the bill lays
I presume that no one will contest these princithe foundations deep and broad of a government
them to the provisions of this
treasury bank, under the sole management ples. Let us apply

We bank— a

revolution, being much pressed for £100,000 stering. Dr. Franklin proposed a plan by which she
could, in one year, make up that sum. The plan
•was this: She was in the habit of importing annually from England merchandise to the amount of
£200,000. He recommended that the ladies should

of the president. Let us first define a bank. It may
have three faculties, separately or combined. The
faculty of issues, entering into and forming a part of
Ihe circulating medium of the country; that of receiving deposites; and that of, making discounts.
Any one of these three laculties makes it a bank;
and by far the most important of the three is that of
the power of issues. That this bill creates a bank

bill.

The

last

clause of the tenth section, already

cited, declares:
"And for the

account,

it

purpose of paymenta on the public

shall be lawful for the treasurer of Ihe
to draw upon any of the said deposi-

United States
taries as he

may

think most conducive to the public
public credi-

interests, or to the convenience of the
tors, or

both."

Here is no restriction whatever a? to the amount
and shall now
amount of silks, calicoes, teas, &.c. of issues, I most sincerely believe,
There is nothing to prevent
or form of the draft.
which they had been in the habit attempt to prove; and the iiroof will be first exThere is
his making it for $-100, or $50, or »'10.
intrinsic.
secondly
and
traneous,
of consuming; and in this way, by saving, the colouse of bank paper; and the
the
prevent
to
nothing
As to the exiraneous proof, I rely upon the reny woulil make the required sum of £ 100,000. If
draft will have the number of signatures usual to
Unitpresident
of
the
the
late
of
declarations
peated
we would, for a few years, import only half the
On more than bank paper. It will or may be signed by the treahis annual messages.
amount from England (hat we have been in the ed States in
surer, register and comptroller.

buy only

half the

durino- the year,

one occasion he stated the practicability of estaNow, sir, let me suppose that a citizen has a deblishing a bank on the revenue of the government,
upon the government for $5,000, and applies
and to be under the superintendence of the secreta- mand
receiver gevetoed the charter to the treasurer for payment. On what
he
when
And
treasury.
ry
of
the
supposing
that
this
utterly deceive themselves in
you, he will be asked, have the amount?
will
neral
States,
he
expressly
United
of the
measure is demanded hy a majority of the people of of the late Bank
In what
York?
New
at
general
receiver
declared that, it congress had applied to him, he On (he
the United States, and in alleging that this is proven
One-half of the sum in drafts of §100, andcould have furnished the scheme of a bank free from sum'
by the result of elections of the past year. That
treasurer cannot
The
drafts
of
$50.
other
in
(he
meaning
a
constitutional objections; doubtless
there were a vast majority of them opposed to it all
He
drafts.
The present chief magistrate and lawfully decline furnishing the required
of the
was demonstrated incontestably by previois -lec- treasury bank.
have, also, re- is bound by law (o consult (he convenience
The elections of the last year did not in ma- the present secretary of the treasury
tions.
are
e;iven to him. What
drafts
The
creditor.
public
peatedly, in language, in their messages and reports,
ny, perhaps most instances, turn at all upon the
There is not aspo(,in (he
true, but suffi- will he do with (hem?
In several states the peo- characteristically ambiguous, it is
merits of this measure.
circumference of the U. States, in which these
ciently intelligible, intimated the facilities which whole
ple were ileceived by assurances that the subcommand
a premium or be at par.
commerce and business of Ihe country would drafts will not
treasury was at an end, and would be no longer the
to the south and west of New York
drafts issued by the treasury in vir- Every where
In others, the people had reason to be derive from the
agitated.
of from 1-4 to 2 1-2
premium
a
command
tliey
will
tue of this bill. The parly, ils press, and its leaders,
dTssatisfied with the conduct of their banks; and
Every where, east and north, (hey will
have constantly put this sub-treasury scheme in per cent.
they were artfully led to believe that this bill would
hat I again ask, will (he holder do with
par.
be
at
States,
and
United
of
the
with a bank
supply a corrective of the errors of the banking competition
commit the indiscretion or folly of
contended that Ihe issue was sub-treasury or bank them? Will he
system. And where they have apparently yielded
himself to (he hazard
But how can they be com- cashing thesedralts, and expose
of the United States.
their assent to the bill, it has been that sort of assent
of losing or carrying (he specie
convenience
in
and
each
other,
if
competition with
which the patient yields, whose constitution has pared, or come in
every where
Being
thing.
such
most important function of a bank of the United about him? No
been exhausted and destroyed by the experiments tlie
than or equal to specie, he will retain the drafts
that of supplying a medium of general cir- better
of empiricism, and who finally consents (o take the States
his home, and use them in
to
with
him
them
carry
and
is not to be performed
culation and uniform value
last quack medicine offered to him in the hope of
his business. What I have supposed likely to be done
bill?
saving his life. I know tlie people of the United uniler this
by one, will be done by every creditor of (he governI pass to (he more important, and, I think, conThey are ever ready cheerfully to
States well.
drafts, to a considerable extent, will resupplied by the provisions themselves men(. These
submit to any buiden demaniled by the interest, the clusive proof,
main out, enter the general circulation, and compose
paid
to
all
money
that
providing
After
the
bill.
honor, or the gloryof their country. But what peo- of
currency of the country, comcommon
the
apartof
due.s,
government for duties, public lands, and other
ple ever consented to increase their own burdens
particular places, as notes of the Bank of
with the treausurer of the United manding, at
unnecessarily? The efl'ect of this measure is, by shall be deposited
done: and now do, a premium, but
have
Stales
the
U.
tenth
mints,
the
the
and
general
exacting specie exclusively from Ihe people, and Slates, the receivers
any where being certainly good for the amount on
paying it out to the official corps and the public section enacts:
is perfectly plain and inevitable.
"That it shall be lawful tor the secretary of the their face. AlKhis
creditor, to augment the burdens of the people, and
And the amount of this element of government drafts,
of
any
in the hands
It is an insult to treasury to transfer Ihe moneys
to swell the emoluments of office.
currency of the country, will be somehereby constituted, to the treasury of the in the general
Ihe understanding and judgment of the enlightened deposilary
governed by the amount of the annual di.sto the mint at Philadelphia; to the what
peojile of the United States to assert that they can United States;
(hegovernmen(. In the early admibuiscmen(sof
branch mint at New Orleans; or to the offices of
approve such a measure.
treasury bank, its paper will comgeneral of public moneys, by nistration of this
No true patriot can contemplate the course of the either of the receivers appointed;
I( will be as
implicit confidence.
general
and
mand
.safely
be
there
to
be
parly in power without the most painful and morti- this act directed to
(he paper of (he Bank of the Unitthan
better
much
They began some years ago their kept, according to the provisions of this act; and ed Stales or the Bank of England, as the resources
fied feelings.
one
deany
hands
of
(he
moneys
in
transfer
aUo
to
was
danStabs.
It
war on the Bank of the United
are superior (o those o( any
by this act, to any other deposi- of the United Stales
gerous to liberty: it had laded to luliil the puiposes posltarv constituted
mere priva(e corporation. Sub-(reaSurer3 and retary constituted by the same, at his discretion, and
of its institution; it did not furnish a sound curren
ceivers general may fly with the public money comconvethe
and
moneys
public
safety
of
the
cy, allhough (he sun, in all its course, never shone as the
seem to him (o mi((ed to (heir charge may peculale or speculale
of
-- the
..._
-- public service shall
upon a better; it was, in short, a monster, which nience
as they please, and, unlike (he condition of banks,
to trapsferihe """cys be
was condemned to dealh, and it Was executed ac- require; which aulhonty
whose fraudulent officers squander the means of those
is also hereby
department
office
cordingly. During the progress of that war, the longing to the post
the nation remains bound for Ihe rethe postjnaster general, so far as ils institutions,
slate banks were the constant theme of praise, in coideired upon
provi- demption of all paper issu>Kl under ils authority. But
the
with
consistent
be
may
by
him
exercise
They
speech and song, of the dominant party.
the late Bank of the United States ac-'
pappcrof
the
consddepositary
every
were the best institutions in (he world, free from all sions of existing laws; and
where, more or less, in
keep his account of the mo- quired a confidence every
danger to public liberty, capable of carrying: on the (u(ed by (his act shall
It was received in
out of Ihe Uniti^d States.
and
(o
(he
belonging
him,
with
deposKed
(0
or
paid
exchanges of !he country, and of pprforming the ney
Canton. The governand
at
Europe,
in
Canada,
from
sepaiate and distinct
financial duties to government, and of supplying a post office department,
general will have a much
other public moneys so ment drafts upon receivers
of
him
kep(
by
account
the
the
of
(ban
Bank
people
for
(he
far better currency
And for the purpose of pay uiore sure aud extensive circulation? Who \mII
the United States. We told you that (he state banks paid or deposited.

habit of doing, we should no longer feel the influence of the London money power.
Mr. President, gentlemen, in my humble opinion,
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doubt ttioif payment?
Who will question tlie
honor and good" faith of the United Stales in tlieir
redemption' The bankers of Europe the Rolhschilds and the Barings
will receive them without hesitation, and prefer them to the specie
they represen', whenever the rate of exchange
is
not decidedly against tliis country, because
they can be more safely and conveniently kept
than specie itself And, with respect to our state
banks, the treasury drafts will form the basis of their

—

—

operations.
They will be preferred lo specie, because they will be naore convenient and free irom
the hazards incident to the possession of specie.
The banks will require no more specie than (he
wants of the community for change make necessary.
Thus, sir, will these government drafts, or bank
notes, as they may be called, remain out in circulation.
The issues of the first year, under appropriations of the public revenue, will be followed by the
issues of succeeding years. More and more will it
be perceived lo be needless and indiscreet to cash
them; and more and more will the specie of the
country accumulate in the custody of the receivers
general, until, after a few years, the greater part of
the specie of the country will be found in the vaults
of the depositaries, represented by an equal amount
of goveniinent paper in circulation.
I can conceive of no case or motive but one for'withdrawing
the specie from the vaults of the depositaries, and
that is, when, Irom an unfavorable state of our foreign trade, the course of foreign exchange is much
against us; and then this system will furnish great
facilities to the export of the precious metals.
In process of time, it will be seen, as was observed with respect lo the Bank of Amsterdam, that
there is a much larger amount of specie in deposite
with the receivers general than is likely to be called
for by the paper representing it in circulation, in the
common transactions of, the business and commerce
of the country. And what has been done before
will be done again.
Government, in a time of nebi; tempted to increase ils paper issues
dormant specie capital. It
tempted again and again to resort to this expedient, since it is easier to make emissions of paper
than to lay the burden of taxation on the people.
The history of American paper money, during the
revolution, of French assignats and of government
banks, throughout the world, tells the whole tale,
and gives you the denouement.
But we shall be informed, as has been insisted,
that this bill cautiously guards against the dceneracy of the system into a government bank, by the
provision, contained in the 23d section, enjoining
the secretary of the treasury "to issue and publish
regulations to enforce the speedy presentation of
all government drafts for payment at the places
where payable; and to prescribe the time, according to the different distances of the depositaries
from the seat of government, within which all drafts
upon them, respectively, shall be presented forjiayment; and, in default of such presentation, to direct
any other moile and place of payment which lie may

cessity, will

upon

the credit of this

will be

deem proper."

Then

depend upon the secretary of the
treasury whetiier we have a government bank or
it is

to

not!
We are delivered over to the tender mercies
of his legislation in the form of the regulations
which he may choose to issue and publish! And
the extraordinary power is vested in him, if any
dare violate his regulations, of denouncing the
severe penally of receiving payment "in any other
mode and place which he may deem proper." Now,
sir, between a dralt on the receivers general at St.
Louis ami at New York, there will be a difference
at all times of at least two per cent.; and at some

periods a

much

greater difference.

Is

it fittino-

is

accordance with the genius of free in.slitutions,
with the spirit of a country of laws, to confide such
a power to a mere secretary of the treasury? What
a power is it not to reward political friends or
puaish political enemies.
But, sir, I look at llie matter of this restriction in
B higher point of view. You cannot maintain it.—
Why should you? You have provided all the
means, as you profess to believe, of perfect security
for the custody of the public money in these public
depositaries.
Why should you require the holder
of a government draft, often ignorant of the legislait in

tion of the secretary of the treasury, (o present it
for payment by a given day, under a severe penally,
depending upon his discretion? Will not the inconvenience to the community, of a precise day and a
ghort day, lor the presentation of the draft be vastly
greater than that of the public in retaining the
money for an indefinite day, until it suits the holder's convenience to demand jiaymenl?
And will

you not be tempted

to keep possession of tile specie,
for the incidental advantages which it affords?
Ah!
iir; are we to overlook the possible uses to which,
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corrupt days of the republic, this dormant specie
may be applied in the crisis of a political election
or the crisis of the existence of a party in power?
Congress will be called upon, imperatively called
upon, by the people, to abolish all restrictions
which the secretary of the treasury may promulgate
for the speedy presentation for payment of fjovernment drafts. The wants of the people and the necessity of the country for a paper medium, possessing a uniform value, and capable of general circulation, will demand it at your hands, and you will
be most leady to grant the required boon.
should regard the system according to its true and
inherent character, and not be deceived by provisions, inevitably temporary in their nature, which
the policy or the prudence of its authors may throw
around it. The greatest want of this country, at
the present period, in its circulating medium, is
some convertible paper, which, at every exlremify
of the union, will command the confidence of the
public, and circulate without depreciation.
Such
a paper will be supplied in the form of these goin

STATE DEBTS.

reason whatever, and
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you

that it is his perogative!
That you have no right to interrogate him as
to the molives which have prompted
him in the
exercise of any of his constitutional powers!
Nay,
more; if you apply to a subordinate a mere
minion
of power— to inform you why he has
dismissed any
oi his subordinates, he replies that he
will not communicate the grounds of his action. I have understood that, in more cases than one, the person
acting as postmaster general has refused this
session
to in form members of congress
of the grounds on
which he has dismissed deputy postmasters.
have witnessed the application of this power of
a
treasurer of the United States recently,
without the
pretence of his failure to discharge his public
duties, all of which he performed
with scrupulous exactness, honor and probity.
And what, sir, is the consequence of a power so
claimed and so exercised. The first is, that, in
a
country of constitution and laws, the basis and the
genius of which are, that there is, or should be,
the
most perfect responsibility on the part of every,
vernment drafts.
even the highest functionary, here is a vast power,
But if the restriction which I have been consider- daily exercised with the most perfect impunity,
and
ing could be enforced and continued, it would not without the possibility of arraigning
a guilty chief
alter thebankcharaclerof this measure. Bankor no magistrate.
For how can he be imneached or
bank is a question not depending upon the duration brought to trial if he will not disclose, and
j'ou have
of time which its issues remain out, but upon the no adequate means of
ascertaining, the grounds on
office which they perform whilst out.
The notes of which he has acted?
the Bank of the United States of Pennsylvania are
The next consequence is that, as all the officers
not deprived of their character of compo.sing a part ot government, who hold
their o/Iices by the tenure
of the circulating medium of the country, although to which I allude, hold them
at the president's
they might be returned to the bank in some ten or mercy, and without the possibility
of finding any
tnenty days alter their issue.
redress if they are dismissed without cause,
they
I know that it has been argued, and will be arbecome his pliant creatures, and feel that they are
gued again that at all times, since the commence- bound implicitly to obey his will.
ment of the government, the practice of the treasuNow, sir, put this government bank into operary has been to issue its drafts upon the public de- tion, and who aie to be charged
with the adminispositaries; that these drafts have not heretofore cir- tration of its operations?
The secretary of the
culated as money; and that, if they now do, it is an treasury, the treasurer ofthe United
States, the reincident which attaches no blame to the govern- gister and the comptroller of the treasury,
and the
ment.
receivers general, &c.
Every one of them holding
But heretofore these drafts were issued upon his office at the pleasure and mercy of the president.
banks, and the holders of them passed to their Every one of them, perhaps,
depending for his
credit with (he banks, or received payment in bank bread upon the will-of the president.
Every one of
notes.
The habit of the country and habit is a them taught, by sad experience, to know thai his
great thing was to use bank notes. Moreover, there safest course is to mould his
opinions and shape his
were bank notes of every kind in use those which conduct so as to please the president. Every
one
were local and fhose which were general in their of them knowing perfectly that, if dismissed, he is
credit and circulation.
Now, having no Bank of without the possibility of any remedy or redress
the United States in existence, there are no bank whatever.
In such a deplorable state of things,
notes which maintain the same value, and command this government bank will be (he mere bank
ofthe
the pulic confidence, throughout the union.
You president of the United States. He will be the presicreate, therefore, an inexorable necessity for the dent, cashier and teller. Yes, sir, this
complete subuse of government diafts as a medium of general jection of all the subordinate officers ofthe
governcirculation, and argue from a state of things when ment to the will of the president will
make him
no such necessity existed!
sole director, president, cashier and teller of this
The protestation of the friends of the bill in this government bank. The so much dreaded union of
chamber, the denunciations of its opponents, and the purse and the sword will at last be consummatthe just horror which the jieople entertain of a go- ed.
And the usurpation, by which the public devernment bank, may prompt the secretary of the posites, in 1837, were removed, by the advancement
treasury slowly and slyly to lift the veil which ofthe one and the removal of another secretary
of
masks its true features.
government bank may the treasury, will not only be finally legalized and
not suddenly burst upon us, hut there it is, embodied sanctioned, but the enormity of the danger of that
in this bill.
And it is not the least objection to the precedent will be transcended by a deliberate act
measure that it depends upon the the discretion of a ofthe congress of the [Jnited Stales!
secretary of the treasury to retard or accelerate the
Mr. President, for ten long years we have been
commencement of ils operation at his pleasure.
warring against the alarming growth of executive
Let the re-election of the present chief magistrate power; but, although we have been occasionally
be secured, and you will soon see the bank dis- cheered, it has been constantly advancing and never
closing its genuine character. But, thanks be to receding.
You may talk as you please about bank
God, there is a day of reckoning at hand. All the expansions. There has been no pernicious expansigns of the times clearly indicate its approach.
sion in this country like that of executive power;
And on the 4th day of March, in the year of our and, unlike the operation.s of banks, this power neLord 1841, I trust that the long account of the ver has any periods of contraction.
You may
abuses and corruptions of this administration, in denounce as you please the usurpations of congress.
which this measure will be a conspicuous item, There has been no usurpation but that of the execuwill be finally and forever adjusted.
tive, which has been both of the powers of other coMr. President, who is to have the absolute con- ordinate departments of this government and upon
trol of this government bank?
have seen, with- the states. There scarcely remains any power in
in a few years past, a most extraordinary power as- this government but thatofthe president.
He giio-have seen, in a free, re- ges(s, originates, controls, checks every thing. TlTp
serted and exercised.
presentative, republican government, the power insatiable spirit of the Stuarts, for power
and preclaimed by the executive, and it is now daily en- rogative, was brought upon our American throne
forced, of dismissing all officers of the government, on the 4th of March, 1829.
It came under all the
without any other cause than a mere difference of usual false and hypociilical pretences and disn-uises
opinion. No matter what may be the merits ofthe of love of the people, desire of reform, and'riitfiofficer; no matter how long and how faithfully he dence of power. The Scotch dynasty still
continues.
may have served the public; no matter what sacri- We have had Charles the first, and now have Charles
fices he may have made; no matter how incompe- the second.
But I again thank God that our delitent, from age and poverty, he may be to gain a verance is not distant; and that, on the 4th of
March,
subsistence for himself and his family, he is driven 1S41, a great and glorious revolution, without blood
out to indigence and want for no other reason than and with convulsion, will be achieved.
that he diffVrs in opinion with the president on the
sub-treasury, oi some other ofthe various experiOF
DEBTS.
Mr. Grundy, from the select committee, appointments upon the prosperity of this people. But this
If you call upon the president to state the ed on the 17th January last, made the following
is not all.
reasons which induced him, in any particular inkepobt:
stance, to exercise this tremendous power of disThe followjng resolutions, introduced by a senamission, wrapping himself up in all the dignity and tor from Missouri, [Mr. Benton'], were referred by
arrogance of royal majesty, he refuses to assign any the senate to a select committee:
tells
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That the assumption by the general government the losses of those which have suffered themselves
of the debts of the states, contracted for local pur- (o be misled by too sanguine a temperament, or by
poses, whether it shall be a direct assumption, erroneous estimates?
which would make (he general government reTo illustrate the present condition of our states,
sponsible for said debts, or indirect, by a distribu- they may be compared to a neighborhood of fartion of public money among, the states, to enable mers.
few have made valuable improvements
them (o pay (heir debts; or a pledge of public lands upon their farms, for which they are in debt; a few
for the said purpose or otherwise, would be impo- others have borrowed and spent vast sums of money,
litic and dangerous, unjust and unequal, among the
in making improvements of little orno value; others
members of the union, and wholly unauthorised by have pursued the safe and economical course of
the letter or spirit of the constitution.
spending no more than the moriey received for their
To these resolutions the committee have given surplus produce; and have improved their lands
(hat consideration which is due to the important gradually, without irunning in debt.
At length it
interests involved; and cannot but concur in the is proposed that the whole neighborhood should
3. That besides its flagrant unconstitutionality, general principles and conclusions which they an- join together and pay off their debts: the first class
retaining all their valuable improvements; the sesuch assumption would be unjust, unwise, impoli- nounce.
The points presented for their consideration are, cond throwing most of (heir losses upon the shoulders
tic
and dangerous, compelling the non-indebted
states to incur burdens lor others which they have is it just, expedient and constKutional Ibr the Unit- of their more prudent neighbors; and the third to be
refused to incur for themselves; diverting the na- ed States to assume the payment of the debts of the taxed without an equivalent, for the benefit and retional funds from national objects to state objects, states referred to in the foregoing resolutions, or in lief of their enterprising, but improvident friends,
and thereby creating a necessity for loans or taxes, any way to provide means for their payment, di- "ut as the whole neighborhood does not contain
In whalever shape the sub- cash enough to pay the debts; it is proposed to peror issues of federal paper money to supply the place rectly or indirectly?
of the funds so diverted; prostrating the barriers of ject is presented, the principle and the results are suade, and if need be, compel, the economical and
economy, moderation and safety, in the creation of the same; and if the assumption or payment of these prudent to mortgage their farms and property, substate debts by separating the function of contractor debts, by the general government, be improper in ject to an annual assessmen(, to pay the principal
and interest of their neighbor's debts, without the
from that of payer of the debt, existiuguishing the one way it must be so in another.
Is IT JUST?
slightest interest or benefit to themselves.
sense of responsibility in the contractor, and makIt is not in the power of the committee to ascerWhat would be said of a proposal, that the coring the federal government the ultimate payer of
porate authorities of New York should impose a tax
all the obligations contracted by the states for their tain precisely the indebtedness of each state, beown purposes; establishing a dangerous precedent cause a portion of their bonds only have been sold; on all property and persons in the city, to pay the
which must soon be followed up by new debts on some have been hypothecated for partial advances debts of every citizen, from the gambler in slocks
the part of the states, and new assumptions on the on them; and others are in the foreign market; to the honest laborer who has been involved by
part of the federal government; invading the rights therefore the aggregate cannot be positively and sickness and misfortune? Would not all the civiand mortgaging the property of posterity, and load- accurately staled. It is sufficient to know thatmany lized world denounce it as unjust and tyrannical?
ing unborn generations with debts not their own; of the states liave incurred liabilities, and that the Would it not be, in fact, an atrocious violation of
creating anew national debt of large amount at the aggregate of them would constitute a large debt; moral principle, by which one man's property
start, and of a nature to increase continually its but all the states are not indebted alike, in propor- would be taken and given to another?
distribution of debt is but another phrase for the
own amount, and to perpetuate its own existence; tion to their contribution to the revenue of the gebegetting a spirit in congress which must constant- neral government; some of them are not indebted at distribution of property. If half a million of the
ly cater for distributions by preventing necessary all; New Hampshire, Vermont, lihode Island, Con- New York debt be distributed to Connecticut, it
appropriations, and keeping up unnecessary taxes; necticut, North Carolina and others, do not appear will take half a million of the property of Conneclaying the foundation for a new and excessive ta- on the list of indebted states; and the debts of seve- ticut to pay it. To (hat amount the property of the
These states people of Connecticut will be taken from (hem, and
ritf of duties on foreign imports to fall unequally on ral others are comparatively small.
Nor does it
different parts of the union, and most heavily on the have exprcised no influence or control over the given to the people of New York.
planting, grain-growing and provision-raising states, others which have run in debt, and do not profit by make the least difl'erence in the effect, whether this
to their manifest injury and probable great discon- the expenditures out of which these debts have ari- transfer be made through the instrumentality of
New Hampshire had nothing to do with the congress, or of the state legislature. If some memtent; involving disastrous consequences either to sen.
the union itself or to its members, as tending to the rail road projects of Illinois, and could not profit by ber of the Connecticut legislature should offer a bill
consolidation of the states, and their ultimate abject them if completed. Nothing, therefore, could be to tax the people of that state half a milliion of
dependence on the federal head as the fountain of more unjust than to require her to pay any part of dollars, to give (o the state of New York, with the
their supplies;Dr, tending to the annihilation of the that large debt, which has been contracted by the view of aiding her to p.ay off the debt contracted in
making her internal improvements, what support
federal head itself, by striping it of all its means of state of Illinois (o carry those projects into effect
national defence and self-support, and reducing it The same injustice would, in a greater or less de- would he receive? The injustice of the proposito the helpless imbecility of the old confederati'on; gree, fall upon three-fourths of the states of the tion would be so palpable, and its effects so mongiving a new impulse to the delusive career of the union, if the existing state debts were to become a strous, that the only response he could expect
would be an universal burst of indignation. Yet
paper system, already in a state of dangerous over- common charge.
There is another point of view in which the in this would be the precise effect of an assumption
action; ensuring the establishment of another naIt
of the state debts by the general governm.ent.
tional bank; and, finally, begetting a passion for justice of this measure would be palpable; the in
would be the taken of (he proper(y of one state,
periodical distributions of lands and money, and ex- ternal improvements of some of the states yield
tensions of federal credit, which could find no limit large revenue to those states. The debt of N.York and giving it to another; of one set of men, and
to its demands until the national domain was ex- is about fifteen and a half millions of dollars; and giving it to another; as directly in violation of every
hausted, the federal treasury emptied, and the cre- her canals yield a revenue more than sufficient to right and moral obligation, as a law for (he equal
pay the interest. The assumption of that debt, by dis(ribution of property among all members of the
dit of the union reduced to contempt.
4. That the debts of the slates being now chiefly the general government, would throw the cost of community.
It may probably be assumed
Is IT EXPEDIENT?
held by foreigners, and constituting a stock in fo- (hose improvemen(3 upon (he other states, leaving
reign markets now greatly depreciated, and legis- New York to the enjoyment of all the revenues as a sale rule of action, in public as well as private
With what justice could Con affairs, that whatever is morally right is inexpedilative attempt to obtain the assumption or security- yielded by them.
If, then, the assumption of the state debts by
ship of the United States for their payment or to necticut be called on to pay a part of the expense ent.
provide for their payment out of (he national funds, of a canal in New York, the tolls on which were to the general government be unjust, it follows that
accrue
exclusively
to
the
benefit
of
the
latter
state?
it
inexpedient.
But there are other objections
is
must have the elfect of enhancing the value of that
stock to the amount of a groat many millions of This would be one of the direct effects of the as- on the score of expeiliency, of a most formidable
The icsponsibility of a represen(a(ivc
dollars, to the enormous and undue advantage of sumption of the state debts by the general govern- character.
Connecticut, New Hampshire, Delaware, who imposes (axes, to the people who are taxed, is
foreign capitalists, and of jobbers and gamblers in ment.
stocks, thereby holding out inducement to foreign- North Carolina, Georgia and other states, would be the great anchor of republican government: and
ers to interfere in onr affairs, and to bring all (he in- made (o pay (he chief cost of the New York im- (his measure in quesdon would seriously impair it.
If these debts can be thrown upon (he general
fluences of a moneyed power to operate upon pub- provements, without receiving any portion of the
lic opinion, upon our elections, and upon state and large and growing revenue which (hose improve- government, (hen the duty of providing means to
ments
yield
to
(hat
state.
The
same
principle
appay
(hem, will be removed from the numerous and
federal legislation, to produce a consummation so
tempting to their cupidity, and so profUable to their plies to the valuable improvements of all the other direct representatives of the people in the slate lestates.
gislatures, and cast upon their few representatives
interest.
Nor would the injustice be less, in requiring in congress.
5. That foreign interference and foreign influstates which have had nothing to do with them, to
The proposition is one to release state legislaence, in all ages and in all countries, have been the
pay for improvements in other states which are not tures from their most important responsibilities
bane and curse of free governmenis; and that such
valuable. S(a(es, like individuals, when (hey enter those of raising the money to meet engagements
interference and influence are far more dangerous
upon such undertakings, do it with a view of deriv- contracted by their aulliorily. If Ibis pVinciple is
in the insidious intervenli<in of the moneyed power
ing a benefit, and making a profit from them. In to be introduced
if slate representatives may conthan in the forcible invasions of fleets and armies.
all these cases of s(a(e debts for internal improvetract debts, and throw all responsibility of piovid6. That, to close the door at once against all apments, as well as banking, sanguine anticipations ing means of payment upon congress, (a body not
plications f^ such assumption, and (o arrest at (heir
have been indulged that the income yielded by the chosen by the same constituents), and make it their
source the vast tiile of evils which would flow from
investments would enable (he states, at no distant duty to provide for them, (here is an end of all seit, it is necessary that the conslituted au(horities,
day, to pay oir(hc principal as well as the inlerest curity, all economy, all moderation, in the expenwithout delay, shall kesoi.ve and i)Ecr,.\RE (heir
of (he debts contracted. The idea of inviting the ditures of the slate governments. Their action
niter opposition to the proposal contained in the
other slates to share in (he profits of these enter- here(ofore may be considered parsimony, comparlate London banker's circular in relation to
state prises, was never thought of; and had the extrava- ed wi(h the profusion which m-iy beexpectedwhen
debts, contracted for local and slate purpose;
they
recommending to the congress of the United States gant calculations on which they were founded been the slate authorities are led to believe that
realized, such a project as the present would never have nothing to do but (o spend all the money they
to assume, or guaranty, or provide for, the ullimate
have been suggested.
can borrow, the ultimate payment to be provided
payment of said debts.
Now that the error and miscalculation have in for by congress.
Also, the following, offered as a substitute by a many instances
been discovered, is there any jusThe idea now is, that the assumption of state debts
senator from Georgia, [Mr. Xvmplcin}, was refer tice
in throwing upon (he stales which have pursu- is (o be ex(ended only (o (hose contracted for interred to the same committee:
ed a provident and prudent course of legislation, nal improvements; but if the practice be once in-

jfieso/ue'i,. That there is nothing in the constitution of the United State? which can authorise the
legislative power of the union to assume the debts
of tlie states which have been contracted for local
objects and state purposes.
2. That the assumption of such debts either
openly by a direct promise to pay them, or disguisedly by going security for their payment, or by
creating surplus revenue or applying the national
funds to pay them, would be a gross and flagrant
violation of the constitution, wholly unwarranted
by the letter or spirit of that instrument, and utterly repugnant to all the objects and purposes for
which the federal union was formed.
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truduced.it will undoutitedly notsfop al that point.
One slate has run in d^'bt to make a valuable canal;
another to establish a profitable bank. Is there any
reason why the other slates should pay the one debt,
and not the other? One state has run ia debt to
construct a worthless rail road; and anotlier to establish a bank, which has been plundered by its
directors.
Is there any reason why the loss should
be thrown on other states, in the one case more
than the other? No ditFerence can be found in principle, and none is to be expected in practice.
Nor does the principle confine itself to the assunaplion of existing debts, but embraces, also, the
current expendituresirf the states. If it be deemed
expedient to assume the debts of the states, it is
apprehended that it will.=oon be found expedient to
call on the general government to pay their current
expenditures. After it is consented to pay the first,
it is difficult to perceive on what ground a refusal
to pay the last could be placed.
The compensation of all executive, judicial and
legislative officers, as well as all incidental expenses
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grow out of the removal of all effective checks gulations; all the powers of legislation, within their
upon expenditure, would rapidly augment that debt, respective limits, were ample and uncontrolled;
until there is reason to fear, the interest upon it they could raise money, by taxation, to meet every
would exceed in amount the value of all the exports emergency; still a more perfect union was necesof the country. What would then be the conse- sary to give them the characteristics of a nation,

tably

|

both at home and abroad. Therefore, to secure
unity of action for great national objects and purposes, the convention which formed the constitution was convened; and the constitution itself was
a concession or grant of powers, previously possessed by the states, and yielded up by tliem to the
new government; and so jealous were the stales,
lest the federal government should claim powers,
by implication, which were not delegated by the
constitution, that the tenth amendment expressly
provides "that the powers not delegated by the
constitution to the United States, nor prohibited by
it to the states, are reserved to the states respecforeign lands.
The only circumstance that makes the debt of tively, or to the people." Were any thing necesGreat Britain tolerable is, that the interest is paid sary, beyond the original instrument itself, to give
The effect there is, to con- its true character to this government, this amendto her own subjects.
centrate property in the hands of a few, while it ment would clearly show it to be a government of
oithe state governments, will become a charge upon impoverishes the great mass; but it does not throw limited powers, restricted in its action to subjects
With us, a na- confided lo it by the constitution; and every atshall have twenty-seven her wealth into foreign countries.
the general treasury.
governments to spend money, and only one to raise tional debt operates differently. It does not in- tempt, on its part, to legislate upon other subjects,
among
ourselves, isnnauthorised by that instrument.
crease
the
wealth
even
of
a
few
from,
and
the
least
distant
that
the
most
it; and
one
One of the evils most severely felt prior to the
It operates upon all of our
responsible to, the people. The direct responsibi- but impoverishes all.
constitution, was the inability of
lity of the slate legislatures to the people, in raising people, in proportion to its magnitude, as the Bri- formation of the
the
congress of the confederation to raise money,
and
toil
are
who
sweat
tish
debt
operates
upon
those
that
essential
money, will be entirely destroyed;
check upon expenditure will be cut off; the salaries taxed to pay the interest. If it shall ever raise to by taxation, for national purposes: and this was one
of state officers will be raised; extravagance will the magnitude which is to be apprehended; if the of the strongest reasons which led to the formation
every where take the place of economy; the states fearful inroad now in agitation, be made upon the of the new government; and can it be believed for
the constitution enwill rival each other in their attempts to get money principles of responsibility in our government, it a moment, that the framers of
from the treasury of the United States; as their ex- will made the people of the U. States co-laborers tertained an idea, that the slate debts, which might
cuse for levying taxes, the members of congress and co-iufferers with the people of the British isles. be thereafter contracted for local purposes, should
will justly plead, not an increased expenditure, The same men will hold he debt of Great Britain be paid out of the general treasury.
In the enumeration of the powers of congress,
caused by their own votes, but the demands brought and America; for their aggrandisement must the
upon the government by the action of the states. people of both countries labor, with this difference: contained in the eighth section of the first article
All the checks which render governments careful of that the people of Great Britain labor for lords of the constitution, there is the power conferred to
to pay the debts
expenditure, will be removed from the state, as among themselves, and our people would labor for lay and collect taxes, &c. and also
Why give this power exof the United States.
well as general governments; and the country will lords beyond the sea.
pay
the
debts
of the United
pressly
congress
to
to
the
increases,
proportion
foreign
debt
In
as
our
enormous
debt,
to
be
sucfirst be plunged into an
ceeded by a system ofgrinding taxation, from wliich means of raising a revenue to pay the interest upon Slates, if the design was, that it should possess the
several slates, which
neither we, nor our children, nor our children's it diminishes. Our revenue is chiefly raised from power lo pay the debts of the
children can ever hope to escape. There is another duties on imports; and if imports diminish, our might be created for local purposes? If such had
If importa- been the intention of the convention, a different
effect of the proposed measure, which will, in a means of raising a revenue diminish.
great degree, be immediately felt, and will increase tions shall cease, in consequence of demands upon phraseology would have been used. If the object
with the progress of time. It is not proposed that the country to pay interest abroad, this resource had been to create a government with the powers
for it, would not the first clause of the
the general government shall levy a tax lo pay off will be entirely cut off. The government must now claimed
eighth section be made to read, "to pay the debts of
the debts to be assumed, but shall run in debt itself, then resort to a system of internal taxation, reach
To preserve ing every hamlet and hearlh in the country. It the United States and the several states?" Within an amount sufficient to pay them.
rigid application of the
the semblance of equality in this scheme, (he ge- must take all the income of our people, beyond a out insisting upon the too
which prevails in courts of jusneral government must give to the states less in- bare subsistence, as that of most of the British peo- rule of construction
expression of one thing is the excludebted, sums of money equal in proportion to the ple is now taken, to send abroad for the purpose of tice, that "the
For instance, sup- paying the interest upon our foi'eign debt. Every sion of another," your committee feel warranted in
largest debt it shall assume.
that in a constitution of delegated powers
pose that a state has incurred a debt of eight mil- man would be made to feel that he is laboring for saying
and defined objects, Ihe absence of a grant or delions of dollars, with a single representative in the masters beyond the sea, and to deplore the policy
claration
is conclusive against the existence of the
plantacountry
the
made
their
which
had
virtually
popular branch of congress. In order to make its
power claimed.
benificence equal, the general government must tion of foreign fund-holders; and this free governNor is this power to pay the state debis, necesgive to all the other states sums of money, which, ment their overseers and taskmasters.
This is not an overwrought picture of the conse- sary or proper to carry into execution any of the
added (o their debts, if any, would make them
powers delegated to congress by the constitution;
equal to that state, upon the basis of federal re. quences which would naturally follow the carrying
out
of the principles now suggested. If any think so far from it, there is no necessary or proper conall
To
raise
the
other
taxation.
presentation and
popula- nection or relation between it and any one of the
states to the same level in that respect, would re- so, let them look at the mass of the Brilish
delegated powers; and the effect would be to comquire not less than nineteen hundreri and thirty-six tion and the condition of Ireland. Likecauses must
If they shall not be realized pel congress to lay taxes, for purposes not federal,
millions of dollars, to which amount tlie United produce like effects.
The here, it will be because our people are too intelli- and for which the taxing power was not conferred
States must rush into debt at a single plunge.
on the general government. It would alsodisqualify
interest on this debt would, at five per cent, be gent and too firm <o be seduced or driven into the
this government for the performance of its own
ninety-six millions eight hundred thousand dollars fatal policy of creating a heavy national debt.
functions and appropriate duties. No means "for
annually, a sum equal to the fair average value of Upon our system of government, the effect of the
the common defence" of the country would remain
When
fatal.
be
necessity
suggested
must
of
policy
domestic
produce
of
from
the whole annual exports
collector
of
at the command of the general government; all its
the United States. Nearly all this debt would soon* the general government becomes the
proceeds, consoli- moneyed resources would be sunk in the abyss
find its way to foreign hands, which now hold most taxes, and the distributor of the
which the scheme of assumption contemplates.
The
states
accomplished.
will
have
been
dation
of the state debts, constituting an annual drain upon
But there are further considerarions showing that
our country equal to its interest. Nothing is more will lose Iheir power, their dignity and their indeno such measure comes within the scope and conevident than that if our government were not in pendence. The state governments will become the]
It is not pretended
of the constiiulion.
temptation
their
losing
government;
general
debt abroad at all, all its exports would be returned subordinates of the
that all the internal improvements entered upon by
II sink into inmportance from day to day, they
to it in money and articles of merchandise, adding
states are such as the general government
the
and
redemption;
power
of
the
without
significance,
The conto the wealth and comfort of the people.
177S, who could constitutionally make under its own direct
dition of a country connected with other nations is, the objects of those, in the convention,
Many of them are entirely local in
direct control of authority.
in this respect, not different from that of a farmer desired to subject the states to the
accomplished;
or their character, and of so little general, or even lohave
been
power,
will
the
central
among his neighbors. If he be not in debt, all his
cal utility, that, if finished, the income from them
if all do not sink in a mass beneath the calm sea of
surplus produce, when sold, brings someth
them can would not keep them in repair. If the general goreturn to enrich him, or add to the enjoyments of consolidated and despotic power, none of
bloody re- vernment furnishes the funds to construct these
If he be in dr^bt, a part of his surplus be rescued but by convulsive throes and
his family.
united as works, or assume the payment of the money which
produce must go to pay the interest. If the in- volution. If, happily, we should remain
under the has been borrowed for such purpo.ses, will it not,
terest on his debts be equal to the value of his sur- one people, it would be substantially
agent of in effect be the construction of these works by the
the
plus produce, he cannot pay it, and^ at the same control of a single government, itself
general government? Will it not be doing that intime purchase any thing for his family; and if the a foreign money power to collect its revenues in
resist
foreign diiectly which it has no power to do directly? will
impotent
to
too
poor
and
too
America,
interest exceeds his surplus produce, he is every
Seeing that it not sro beyond the most latitudinous consttucyear becoming poorer, and must be a bankrupt in aggression, or preserve order at home.
tend to produce tiou of the constitution wbich has ever been conthe end.
So it is with our country. The interest the measure of assumption would
first step in it will tended for, even under the phrase "general welon a foreign debt must be paid out of its surplus such consequonces; and that the
your committee can- fare?" But aside from this view of the subject, it
produce. Just in proportion as that debt and the produce them in some degree,
is, in fact, Ihe constnictinij or making local interhighly inexpedient.
interest increases, the imports of the country must not but look upon it as
improvements in the states by the general goIs IT CONSTITUTIONAL? To decide this question, nal
be less than they otherwise would be; and if the
only to Ihat instrument vernment in the worst possible form. The slates
interest become equal in value to the exports, im- reference must be had not
select Ihe objects of improvement, with a view to
adopand
formation
of
its
history
to
the
but
itself,
assumption
portations must cease altogether. The
At that time the states were, separately, in their own convenience and advantage; the works
of the state debts, and the project to make the states tion.
constructed upon their own plan; the contracts
Ihe rights of sovereisrnty;
equal, would be a fearful stride towards tfiis state Ihe full enjoyment of all
by the agents of the slates; the profits.
The extravagance which would inevi- no want of power was felt as to their internal re- are made
of thin;

quence?

The

cessation of foreign trade, the break-

up of the great mercantile

interest of the counour ships would, indeed, sail freighted with the
rich products of our soil, but would bring nothing
in return.
All would be swallowed up in paying
The crops of
interest on the debts of the nation.
all our cotton region; the surplus flour of the middle
and western states; the surplus products of our
fisheries and manufacturing skill, instead of increasing our national wealth and individual comfort, woidd all be sunk in this fathomless ocean of
national debt, and all go to enrich the people of
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assessed according
pro- the states for quotas of money,
Nothing remains but to examine whetherthe
the new constitucan be right- to the lands and improvements,
ceeds of the sales of the public lands
raise taxes, direct
or tion vested in congress power to
objects,
mentioned
before
the
fully applied to
aid or interposition of the
the
without
indirect,
and
sevethe
can with propriety, be distributed among
!•
„
It seems to your com- states.
ral states for such purposes.
When moneys are raised, under the provisions ol
of this subject,
may lay and mittee that a careful consideration
by duties and imposts,
every such im- the constitution, particularly
'^"The result would be, that congress
its bearings, should dissipate
all
in
only
the
propornot
ascertain
impossible to
and excises,
collect taxes, duties, imposts
When the revolution broke out, there it is obviously
pression.
by each state; and there
provide for the common dewithin the limit? of tion really to be furnished
to nav the debts, and
but were vast tracts of unsettled lands
compacts of cession
is but one mode by which the
len^^nd general welfare of the United Slates
it was proposed to form
When
provinces.
the
of
some
states
to the sevcial
carried into effect; that is, by the payment
be
can
there
which
also to raise money to give
states
the
states,
the
It a confederation of
purposes
land sales into the
public
and
the
intents
of
all
proceeds
to
the
gift,
of
bo
a
should
It would
insisted that these lands
amounts
lor which were no vacant lands
they common treasury, thereby lessening the
would be a new object added to those
not to the benefit of the states in which
taxes; it would be an enure,
have
to be raised from the people of the
which
United
con-'i-ess is empowered to lay
the
of
congress
ot were situated, but to the
contri(hey
assumption
as
proportion
an
exact
constitution;
in
states,
interpolation in the
common pro- several
States, and ought to be considered as
The bute to the general charge and expenditure. Alpower, gross and palpable.
benefit.
perty, to be disposed of for common
that no such thing as an
for (he purpose of
obvious
money
quite
raise
is
though
it
can
congress
confeof
articles
If
some of the states to the
objects, why can they assent of
distribution of the proceeds of the sales
givin-' it to the states for such
delayed for years; because this prin- actual
and companies. deration, was
was ever thought of under
not raise it to give to corporations
them; and but lor among the several states
canals ciple was not recognised in
and
roads
rail
yet there was no difficulty irt
the
confederation,
all
for
the
pay
conIf they can
our present
can tne the compromise of that question,
poitionsof any given sum
which the states have undertaken, hovv
have been adopted. ascertaining the exact
never
probably
would
stitution
corporaeach state was to be credited; congress
power be denied them to pay for all which
influence of the leading men ol the for which
wisdom or folly, may The talents and
divide it according to the proportions
tions or companies, in their
devoted with the utmost solicitude had only to
the general go- revolution, were
the last assessment.
of
They
question.
have undertaken? Why may not
distracting
of
this
every unsuc- to the settlement
broadshoulders
so under our present constitution.
not
its
it
is
But
upon
resolutake
through
vernment
appealed to the states interested,
in the country, payUnder the system of indirect taxation now in use,
cessful speculation of this kind
congress, and otherwise, imploring them,
each state pays;
and lurnishing money tions 10
it is impossible to ascertain what
to
independence,
in" the debts now contracted,
and
union
liberty,
nevertheless,- to be by the love of
ascertain what proto the and, of course, impossible to
to^cotoplete them; the whole,
cede the waste lands within their limits,
arising from the sales of
owned by the original projector.?;
disposed of as com- portion of any given sum,
and
held
be
to
States,
United
burdens
To dilands, should actually belong (o it.
The constitution has taken care that the
mon property. As early as the tenth ol October, publicsuch a sum among the states according to the
all the states
of the government shall fall equally on
eighty, congress declared the vide
be equal seventeen hundred and
terms of cession, is, therefore, impracticable. The
lands,
'AH duties, imposts and excises, shallbasis
these
ol
proceeds
the
which
ol di- purposes to
way in which these compacts can be carried
throuo-hout the United States," and the
cession, should be applied, to vyit: only
constitutional rule. case of their
moneys into the
lands which into effect, is by paving these
rect tlxes is fixed by a general
can "Resolved, That the unappropriated
where they'witl lessen the amount to be
treasury,
Stales
Of what value are these restrictions, it money
United
the
to
given to may be ceded or relinquished
and
intended by the
stale
as
one
precisely
from
taxation,
taken
by
raised
constitutionally be
state, pursuant to the recommenof the general by any particular
Decembei compacts. This view of the subject seems to your
another, through the instrumentality
dation of congress of the sixth day of
binding effect of
The
conclusive.
be
to
committee
ol
government?
benefit
common
u lu
i
»
last, shall be disposed of for the
idea
all hands they are
Accordingtothe principle upon which the
and formed into the compacts is not denied. On
government may the United States, and be settled
to be as obligatory as the constitution itself.
admitted
become
of assumption is based, the general
shall
which
and
they
pay its debts. It distinct republican states;
If there be one way, and but one, in which
raise and give money to a state to
members of the federal union, and have the same
in th.
admissible
more than one state, or all, are interested
independence, can be executed in letter and spirit, is it
con rights of sovereignty, freedom and
it
Is it safe, legal or constituit?
from
depart
great
to
scheme, it is not with the view of making
to
a
were,
etibrts
semblance ot as the other states." These
this plain !>ath, and bewilder
stitutional, but to give it more the
and most of the states ceded the tional, to abandon
that all the extent, successful;
in (he mazes of coiis(ruction and assumpequality and justice. The principle is,
their wastelands to the United ourselves
raised be given principal part of
of securing (o each state in
pretence
the
under
tion,
states may be taxed, and the money
were
the cessions
principle States. The words in which
other modes the benefits intended by the compacU
to one or more states; the constitutional
are somewhat different, but, in efli'ect, they
or all the states be- made
cession?
j9 the same, whether one, two,
used
of
language
the
is
were the same. The following
the states,
If we were to adopt the population of
come the recipients of the money raised. 11 con- in the cession made by the state of Virginia, on the
It results, then,
numbers, or the lands of the
stitutional for all, it is so for one.
seventeen hundred and eighty- or the representadve
imposts and ex- first day of March,
of the states, as the
property
entire
the
or
states,
that notwithstanding "all duties,
territowithin the
congress four to wit: "That all the lands
do it with a perfect
cises, must be equal in all the states,
not reserved basis of distribution, we should
ry so ceded to the United States, and
may refund to one state', by way of gift, irom the or appropriated to any of the before mentioned pur- conviction tliat it would fail to secure the rights
when there
compacts,
it may pay, and
amount
whole
accordingtothe
the
state,
treasury,
each
of
general
officers and solwhich poses, or disposed of in bounties to
path, leading dithereby destroy that equality of taxation
considered as lies before us a broad and beaten
diers of the American army, shall be
was intended to be secured by the constitution. a common fund, for the use ond benefit of such of rectly to that result.
The evident object of all the compact provisions
What dillerence can there be, between ,not tax- the Uuited States as have become,.or shall become,
may pay?
of the public lands, was to make
ing at all. and refunding to a state all it
members of the confederation or federal alliance of on the subject
To your committee, the idea of raising money to said states, Virginia inclusive, according to the them the property of the United States, collectively,
whatever,
purpose
the application of
state
give to the states, for any
general charse and not separately, and to secure
ob_ usual respective proportions in the
common benefit, in (he same
Sppears so utterly at variance with the general
be faithfully and bona fide the proceeds to the
provisions ot and expenditure, and shall
be applied;
special
should
the
money
as
public
well
o(her
as
and
scope,
as
ject
purpose, and for no other use manner
serious argu- disposed of for that
fund for general or
the constitution, as scarcely to need a
These cessions were made and not to create a separate
reading the or purpose whatsoever."
property they have
common
As
purposes.
inent to explain it. Let any man, alter
special
conwhen
confederation,
the re- under the old articles of
proceeds of sales have,
history of the times from the beginning of
power ol taxation. By always been treated, and the
convention in gress did not possess the
treasury, like any
volution down to the meeting of the
on the sums at all times, been paid into the
produced those articles congress determined
that, after the adoption of
fact
The
revenue.
other
173S, and tr;icing out the causes which
weldefence and general
whether it was [wanted for the common
apart as a fund
that auo-uat assemblage, ask himself
apportioned the constKution, coiigiess set them
were
which
Slates,
United
the
fare
of
power tor
debt, confirms Ihis
any pari of the design to raise up a new
proportion to the value for the payment of the public
given to tlie anion" the several states, "in
be
to
money
raising
the purpose of
surveyed, position.
r.u
of the' land within each state, granted or
The answer must be in the negative. As and the buildings and improvements thereon;" but
That debt was a charge upon all and each ot the
states'
difficulties was,
by them,
heretofore stated, one of the chief
state states, according to the amounts paid
the taxes to raise them were laid only by (he
pay
to
money
as
get
expenditure,
not
general
could
the
respectively, towards
that the confederaiion
the instru- Isgislatiires.
the current expenses of the government.
the debts of the United States, through
To this rule of apportionment the cessions ot much so asthe
the object,
to the
belonged
lands
(he
that
fact
mentality of the state governments; and
was
The
It
states directly alluded.
that
devise means by Virginia and other
States, and not to the several states;
in relation to this point, was to
proceeds of the sales of these lands were to be a United
which to supply the wants of the United States common fund, for the benefit of the United States, they were a source of revenue to the United Slates
with
them
was
leaving
pledge
(his
states,
which
the
on
of
purposes
without the agency
were to partici- for general
in the benefits of which the slates
any new
ample resources to provide for themselves. 1 his
propor- based. Nor has the question received
pate, "according to the usual respective
was the great object of the statesmen oi that day, tions in the general charge and expenditures," or, shape in consequence of the payment of the debt
lioin
That pledge did not
and the utmost limit of their views. So far
call on the for which (hey were pledged.
money lor in other words, whenever congress shall
compacts of cession; it was a
intending to create a new power to raise
quotas of money for the alter or impair the
they had states for their respective
of those compacts,
execution
faithful
in
the states, it cannot be doubted, that if
taken
expenditures of the general government, they shall step
supposed it possible, that such a dangerous attempt
in strict conformity with their provisions.
give credit to each lor their due jiortion of the pro- and
would ever be made, they would have inserted an ceeds of the land sales, "in proportion to the valu«
When the debt was paid, the lands stood in the
To mothe pledge was made.
express prohibition in the constitution.
granted or surveyed, same position they did before
experi- of the land within each state,
dern times are we indebted, an.l not to the
The terms o( the comp.act controlled them still. It
improvements thereon.
lor and the buildings and
of congress to see
duty
imperative
the
and
is,
ence and designs of our revolutionary fathers,
of
was,
portion
to enjoy its due
pervcit the con- Each state was thus
ratio
this attempt to mar their work and
common fund, allhough that the slates profit by the sales, in the exactcharge
accomplishment ot benefits arising from this
general
stitution, to cover objects, the
the
ir respective proportions of the
of
constiThe
treasury.
own
its
into
none of it came
treatby
done
be
only
can
which
expenditure,
which will be fatal to that purity which it was ingave congress power and
equality it tution subsequently adopted,
for the ordinary
tended to preserve— to that justice and
of the pub- in" them as a source of revenue,
to make regulations for the disposition
government. That the one
was intended to protect— to that state independence
interfere with the terms of piM-poses of the general
to maintain lic lands, but did not
objects
is to profit in
state
highest
each
its
which
ol
one
by
which it was
and only mode
cession. Those lands were still to be disposed of for
—to th.it liberty, which il was intended to make the common benefit of the United States, in which due proportion by the sales of the ceded lands, can.
faith, is further evlgood
in
from
departed
not
be
due
proits
your each state was to share, according to
provision in the acts of
''Trom%'he foregoing view of the subject,
charge and expenditure; but dent from the additional
that the portion of the sreneral
shall be applied to the
committee have arrived at the conclusion
proportion was to be cession, that the proceeds
stale tlie criterion by which the
"for no other use or purand
object,
specified
assumption by the general government o the
introone
new mode
cnntrncled lor ascertained, was changed by the
them to the payment
debts, which have been, or may be,
States with money pose whatsoever." To apply
United
the
furnishing
for
duced
unjust, inadopt any other rule l>y
local objects or state purposes, would be
Instead of calling on loftho stale debts, or to
to carry on the government.
unconstitutional.
expedient, and

benefit of the stales
any, are for the exclusive
remains
which they are situated, and all that
is the poor pr'vil^ge
government,
general
for the
may
they
which
money
of raising and paying the
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by them, would,
therefore, be an entire departure from the cornpacts.states shall profit

gained?
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There is a portion of the public lands witli which
the compacts of cession had nothing; to do.
allude to those of Louisiana and the Floridas, purchased of France and Spain. It will not bo denied
that these lauds are the common property of the
United States, in which the several states, as such,
have no claims whatsoever. They were purchased
with the money of the whole; and it must be admitted that, like any other species of public property, they should be sold for the benefit of the
whole. Yet wherein does the title of the United
States in these lands differ from the title of those
which were acquired by cessions from the states?
None can be found in fact, or in the practice of the
government. They have both been treated as a
common fund; as a source of revenue to meet the
necessary expenditures of the government, and lessen the amount to be collected by other means.
There is no difference in principle, and there has
been none in practice, between revenue raised from
duties on imports, or from sales of public lands.
All have gone into the same treasury, and been applied, promiscuously, to the same objects.
But if the proceeds of land sales, and the income
of the government from other sources, are to be
considered different funds, and one can be applied
to purposes to which the other cannot, what will
be the practical result? That the United States can
purchase lands with the revenue raised from duties
on imports, has never been doubted. Out of those
means has Louisiana and the Floridas been paid
ibr, and numerous purchases made of the Indians.
Can it be maintained that the money with which
these purchases were made could not be distributed
among the states for the objects contemplated, but the states or by the United States, they are still from any duty whatever.
The memorialists therefore as,k congress to pass
that the money arising from the sales of the same taxes on the people: whether the states or the Unitproperly may be? Can the nature of the public ed States be in debt, it is still the debt of the people. an explanatory act, imposing the same duties on
money be altered by being invested in lands, and To throw the burden from one sovereignty u|ion silk umbrellas and parasols which were paid under
then replaced from the proceeds of sales? If so, the another will not pay the debt, nor detract from its the acts of July, 1832, and March, 1833, until the
United States have only to convert their money into oppressiveness upon the people, except so far as it month of March, 1839. They conclude by declarlands, and their lands into money again, to acquire may produce the unjust result of compelling one ing that upon the action of congress "depends the
a power over the public revenue which is not given part of the people to ]iay the debts of another. If it support of many thousands who are engaged in this
them by the constitution. At this moment a per produce the further effect of lessening the respon hitherto growing branch of domestic industry, which
tionof the revenue arising from customs, is, in fact, sibility of the representative to his constituency, in has amounted to millions of dollars per annum; but,
iuvested in public lands. If the cost of Louisiana the contracting ofdebts and laying of taxes, it should if admitted free of duty, umbrellas and parasols must
and the Floridas be included, the public lands have for that reason alone be opposed by every friend of cease to be of American manufacture."
Mr. B. said, if the senate were a proper forum in
not refunded the amount paid for their acquisition republican government.
and preparation for sale, ty a large amount; and if
All is well as it is. The intelligence and energy which to debate or decide judicial questions arising
the principle were now introduced, that the pro- of the people, in the various states, are competent under our own laws, he thought he could convince
ceeds of land sales may be given to the states, al- to extricate them from present embarrassments, and the body that the first construction of the comprothough the money paid for them could not, we guard against their recurrence, by means much mise, which had prevailed for six years, was, and
should see a gross' inconsistency adopted in the more cheap and safe, than by deranging our system that the late construction w'us not, warranted by the
practice of our government, the results of which it of government, and entailing a debt on the United spirit of that law.
In what condition, (said Mr. B.) had this recent
would be impossible to foresee. In every view we States, calculated to oppress and impoverish our
take of the subject, we are satisfied that there is no children and ourchildren's children. The states did conslruclion placed our umbrella manufactures?
difference between the power which congress pos- not come into the union with the expectation to be All the articles entering into the manufacture of
sesses over the revenue which arises from customs, taxed for the payment of the debts of their sister umbrellas, such as whalebone, brass and iron, now
and the money received from the sales of the pub- states, having agreed only to contribute what may paid a considerable duty. To the extent of this
lic lands; and to construe a <lifierence out of the be necessary for the legitimate purposes of the ge- duty the foreign manufacturer enjoyed a premium
language used in the compacts of cession, would neral government. To compel them to pay the over the domestic manufacturer, because the umbe to defeat the very object for which that language debts of their neighbors, contracted for internal im- brellas of the former were imported altogether free
was employed. The whole scope and object of the provements or any other object of a state character, of duty. He did not believe that any senator who
conditions annexed to the cessions, was evidently is to impose upon them burdens not anticipated, voted ibr the compromise bill would say that he
to make the lands common properly, and their pro- and to which they have never, by any concession, intended this act should produce any such effect.
Mr. B. trusted that the committee on finance
ceeds a revenue, to be applied to general purposes agreed to submit; Therefore,
would determine that a revenue duty of 20 per cent,
precisely like that derived from all other sources.
1. Resoh'ed, That the assumption, directly or inTo make these cessions so read as to defeat the directly, by the general government, of the debts should be imposed on the importation of foreign
great object they had in view, would not be favora- which have been, or may be, contracted by tlie silks, and this would relieve the petitioners; or, if
report an
ble to the faith of compacts, or the preservation, of states for local objects or state ]i\irp05es, would be this should not be the case, they would
explanatory bill, placing the umbrella manufacturconstitutional restraints.
unjust, both to the states and to the people.
assumption would be ers in the same position they had occupied for the
therefore conclude that the application of the
2. Resoh'cd, That such
moneys arising from the sales of public lands to the highly inexpedient, and dangerous to the union of six vears previous lo March, 1839.
The memorials were then referred, and ordered
payment of said debts, or their distribution among the states.
would be to be printed with the accompanying documents
the states for such purposes, is as unjust, inex3. Resolved, That such assumption
pedient and unconstitutional, as a similar applica- wholly unaulhorised by and in violation of the con- from Samuel Wright and William A. Drown, the
manufacturers.
tion of any other portion of the public revenue; and, stitution of the United Slates, and utterly repug- committee of umbrella
Mr. Benlon moved the printing of certain documoreover, in direct violation of the terms and spirit nant to all the objects and purposes for which the
ments which had been referred to the committee
of the compacts of cession.
federal union was formed.
finance in relation to fishing bounties and allowNor can such a measure be palliated by the plea
4. Resolved, That to set apart the public lands, on
duties.
that there is, or is likely to be, a surplus in the or the revenues arising therefrom, for the before ances, and salt
Upon
this motion an animated debate arose, and
inexequally
unjust,
vvculd
be
treasury, over and above what is wanted for the or- mentioned purposes,
consumeil the remainder of the day. ^v. Benton,
dinary purposes of the general government. On the pedient and unconstitutional.
openrd the discussion, and was followed by Mr.
contrary, the progressive reduction of the tariif of
1st SESSION. Allen, of Ohio, who was replied to by Mr. Clay, of
duties now in operation will so reduce the revenue
SENATE.
Ky. and Mr. Preston, both very lucid speeches.
as to make the proceeds of the public lands necesFebrunrij 14. Mr. Pierce presented the memorial Mr. Benton resumed, and was followed by Mr.
sary to meet the wants of the most economical adof
citizens
Wright in favor of, and Mr. Calhoun, who opposed
others,
ministration; and if they are diverted from their of Samuel E. Coves, and 159
of the prinfins;, in an argumentative speech.
present objects, their place must be supplied by an Portsmouth, New Hampshire, upon the subject
of
most
that
Mr. milker moved that when the senate adjourn,
'said
P.
Mr.
nations.
congress
of
a
people;
and
increased tariff', or a tax directly on the
which motion was
what is the difference between a tax to raise money the signers were known to him either personally or it adjourn till Monday next;
They were engaged in the various agreed to. And then the senate adjourned.
for distribution, and a tax to enable the government by reputation.
commur^'icitcd
president
of
them
17.
The
vice
say
Pebruar)j
just
to
but
was
it
life,
and
to distribute, or to supply the place of moneys dis- pursuits of
intelligence, re- to llie senate a messaje from the president of the
tributed? The practical effect is precisely the same. that they were gentlemen of great
intro- United States covering a letter from the secretary
They
worth.
moral
high
and
spectability
of
dollars
the
proceeds
of
three
or
four
millions
If
asking legislative action to guard
be annually distribut- duced the subject, (which is treated with clearness of the treasury,
the sales of the public lands
against (he fluctuations and conlined to the states, and thereby a necessity be created, and ability), by the declaration that "it is a grow- the treasury
pro- gencies in the collection of revenue.
and
classes
of
all
men
inir
among
sentiment
that
tariff'
to
as no doubt it will be, to increase the
On motion of Mr. Wright, referred to the comwar
as needless as it
as though
-..
it not the
...^ ..„.„,.
same thing
amount,
.....„„,..,..=
is ......
^ the- tariff fessions, that international
J,
finance.
were increased for the purpose of distribution? is confessed to be ruinous to the reso'arces and mo mittee on
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of a people," and as "the most fruitful causes
And by
what is
ral government has given away to the states three of war, (in their estimation), flow from the unsetor four millions of dollars annually, and has taxed tled state of international law, they present a prothe people to the .same amount to make up the de- ject of a congress of nations with a view to the
ficit in its own revenue.
double object of the amicable adjustment of naYour committee cannot refrain from noticing tional disputes, and the more definite one of the
someof the consequences which must follow from establishment of a code of international law." Althe measure proposed, with regard to the public though Mr. P. did not concur in all the views exlands.
It must retard the settlement of the new pressed by the memorialists, he entertained for their
states; it must operate againstthe allowance of pre- opinion a high respect, and moved the printing of
emption rights; against a graduation of the price of the memorial, and its reference to the committee on
the public lands, and every other indulgence which foreign relations.
Jlr. Yotuig presented a report addressed to the
a liberal spirit towards the new states might dictate
right hon. Charles Poulett Thompson, president of
and recommend.
It is believed that a different policy ought to be the board of trade in Great Britain, on the subject
pursued; that the strength and wealth of the nation of an inquiry into the number of accidents on board
consists, not so much in the money to be exacted of vessels propelled by steam, the causes leading to
as the price of the public lands, as in the increase such accitlents, and the best mode of prevention;
containing much valuable information drawn from
of its population and the cultivation of its soil.
Your committee cannot but look with distrust the experience of that country, as well as the counand apprehension upon every scheme calculated to tries of France, Belgium and Holland; which, on
distuib the balance of power as constitutionally and his motion, was referred to the committee on compractically adjusted between the slate and general merce.
Mr. Buchanan said he rose to present a petition
governments. Each state reserved to itself, in the
formation of the constitution, an unrestricted pow- signed by C'27 citizens of the city and county of
er of taxation, competent to supply them with the Philadelphia, "manufacturers of, and employed in
means of executing all their constitutional powers. the manufacture of umbrellas and parasols." These
At the same time the power of taxation was confer- petitioners stale that, under the 21st clause of the 2d
red upon the general government, merely as the section of the tariff act of July, 1832, a duty of 25
means of enabling it to execute its few delegated per cent, ad valorem was imposetl on the importapowers. So far the system has worked well; and tion of umbrellas and parasols, of whatever mateeach government has provided for itself. Why shall terials made; that this duty continued to be collectwe not permit them them to travel quietly on in the ed from the time that the act went into operation
paths of safely and peace? Is there any danger in until the month of March last, when under a new
the beaten track, or any certain good to be obtained construction of the compromise act of March, 1833,
by departing from il? Whether taxes are laid by silk umbrellas and parasols have been admitted free
this operation
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Also, a copy of "Hazard's United States Commercial and Statistical Register," sent by the publisher of that work, and intimating that it might be
valuable for the use of congress.
Mr. Buchanan said the work contained, to hi?
knowledge, a great deal of statistical and valuable
information, which it was desirable that congress
should have in its possession. He thought it advisable, therefore, that a number of copies might be
taken for the use of the library of congress, so that
members and senators could at all times have access
He would, therefore, move that it be
to the work.
referred to the joint committee on the library.
The following memorials and petitions were presented and referred:
By JMr. Webster, from James Delano, in relation
to French spoliations prior to 1800.
Also, from Alexander Vattemere, proposing a
plan for interchange of copies of valuable books,
specimens of natural history and fine arts, between
this government and other nations of the civilized

.

world.
By Mr. Clay, a memorial, numerously and respectably signed by citizens of New Orleans and
inhabitants generally of Louisiana, asking to have
the naturalization law considered, repealed, or remodelled.
Also, from citizens of Maine, asking a congress
of nations for the settlement of national difficulties
without a resort to arms.
Also, several from citizens of the United States,
asking that a duty may be imposed on foreign silk,
and the home manufacture of that article cherished.
By Mr. Tullmadge, from citizens of New York,
asking the passage of a uniform bankrupt law.
Also, from citizens of Oneida, asking thai intoxicating drinks may not be used in the army or navy,
or in the Indian trade; that its sale or use may be
suppressed at the capitol; and that its further importation maybe prohibited.
Also, from numerous citizens of Oswego, New
York, praying the abolition of slavery in the territories of the United States.
Also, several of the same character from other
Motion to receive ordered to lie.
quarters.

—
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those who fought
a leading part in the revolution
and bled on that memorable occasion always supposed they paid the price, the dear price, that purchased those lands; and their descendants had fondly believed that they could consider those lands as
a part of their own fair inheritance.
The resolutions seemed to have been diawn up
on account of a bill pending in congress for a transfer of those lands to the new states within which
they were located. But, sir, (said Mr. D.) as that
subject will be under consideration of the senate
very soon on the resolutions introduced by the

—

vernment, should we do it? And yet here was a
plan to get rid of a thousand millions of acres to dihonorable senator from Kentucky by way of sub- minish patronage. Such a plan, he thought, could
stitute for the resolutions reported by the select not command the serious approbation e^en of the
committee, and which have been for some days senator from South Carolina.
pending before the senate, I have taken occasion to
Mr. Calhoun said he would not be provoked into
introduce them at this time, and therefore move debate on this subject. It was not the proper time
you, sir, that they be read, laid on the table, and for discussing the merits of the question. He never
printed.
had any confidence in the results drawn by the seMr. Calhoun expressed his astonishment at the nator from Kentucky. And (said Mr. C.) I will
He could scarcely conceive that a re- undertake to show beyond all doubt that morally,
resolutions.
spectable state like Rhode Island, would pass reso- physically and politically, it \\ill be the best step
lutions without having seen the bill; and yet that that can be taken; and I will show, moreover, that
must be the inference. These resolutions make a it is based on principles of strict justice; and I defy
direct avowal that the lands are to be given to the the senator or any ot'bis friends to prove the contranew states. It was clear, then, that that state had ry position.
either not seen the bill, or that she had taken her
Mr. Clay. The senator from South Carolina has
account of it from letter-writers who dealt with been pleased to say that he has no confidence in me.
tiiith as with fiction.
He was prepared to show Sir, I reciprocate it with all my heart, and go a
that there would be as much, or very neatlj' as step further, and say I have no confidence in the
much, placed in the treasury by his bill as by any senator whether in the past, present, or future.
The object was to give to the new [Mr. Calhoun. I said in your results.] Well, I apother system.
stales a sufficient interest in the matter to make ply it to the views of the senator.
Instead of asthem zealous agents for the government. Another serting what he will do, and in a bold and rapid
event would be to deprive the general government manner drawing his results from his own facts, and
of at least one-third of its patronage; and it was saying, "I defy the senator to show," &c. let us disastonishing to him that gentlemen on the other side, cuss the subject before an imperial tribunal, the
who pretended to war against executive patronage, people. That was the true way to proceed to trial.
had never alluded to this consequence. All that The senator's description of his own arguments
was held up in these resolutions was the idea of a was quite equal to his opinion of his own powers;
clear grant to the Dew states, against which he pro- but (said Mr. C.) let us meet at Phiilppi, or any
tested.
He was impelled to the conclusion that where else, on this subject, and I will pledge myself
Rhode Island had not seen the bill, but had acted to show it is one of the most wanton, wasteful and
upon information derived from newspapers or letter- extravagant measures that ever emanated from any
writers.

Mr. Dixon said that he wohM not take upon himDavis, from inhabitants of Boston, asking
self to say that the legislature of Rhode Island was
that the memorial of HallJ. Kelly, in relation to the
well acquainted with the details ol the bill relerred
establishment of a colony at Oregon, and a grant of
to by the honorable senator from South Carolina
land to the said Kelly, may be favorably considered.
(Mr. Calhoun) when the resolutions under discusThis memorial seemed to take an active interest in
were passed. Neither would he undertake to
promoting the views of Mr. Kelly, and shows forth sion
say upon what information the leglislature of his
the services he has rendered in exploring the trackstate had acted: whether upon newspaper authoriless wilds of Oregon.
ty, as the honorable senator had suggested, or by
By Mr. Merrick, from the Bank of Washington, listening to the tongueof common fame, or whether
the Bank of Potomac, and another, asking for an
its members had been governed by their own imaextension of their charters.
ginations, was not material, inasmuch as they were
By Mr. Wall, from citizens of Burlington, re- not mistaken in point of fact. Sir, (said Mr. D.)
monstrating against the use of bloodhounds in the it is the general principal of distribution of the proFlorida war.
ceeds of the public lands among all the states that
By Mr. Southard, from citizens of New Jersey, these resolutions contemplate, and not the bill now
remonstrating against the use of bloodhounds.
pending in the senate which provides for the transBy jMr. Young, from the mayor and common fer of these lands to the states within whose geocouncil of the city of Chicago, asking an appropria- graphical limits they might lie. That bill might be
tion for the erection of a barrier on the lake, to pro- as perfect in all its provisions as the honorable setect the city from inundation.
nator supposes it to be for his purposes, and yet be
Also, resolutions from the legislature of Illinois, very exceptionable to the legislature of Rhode Isin the shape of instructions to her representatives land, as well as to her citizens, who believe
to procure the passage of an act of congrffss grant- themselves entitled to their just pruftortion of those
ing each alternate section of land on the dilferent lands. It was, sir, the principle, anci not the details
rail road routes in Illinois; or the whole of the un- of legislation, that drew forth resolutions from the
sold public lands in her limits, on condition that legislature of Rhode Island which I have just had
one- third of the proceeds should go to the govern- the honor of submitting.
ment of the United States.
Mr. Calhoun could have no objection to Rhode
By Mr. Buchanan, from numerous citizens, ask- Island indulging in her own views; but what he
ing that a moderate duty may be imposed on foreign found fault with was, that the resolutions had not
given a fair representation of the facts. They were
sift.
Also, seventeen memorials remonstrating against wholly wrong in their views, and contain an implied censure on himself. The bill had nevercon^einthe use of bloodhounds.
Also, some memorials in relation to slavery. plated an unconditional transfer of the public property.
Motion to receive ordered to lie.
Mr. Clatj was of opinion that the legislature had
By Mr. Wright, from numerous citizens of New
York, stating that the unfortunate state of the coun- liretty correctly described it. Whnt said the bill?
try required the passage of some uniform bankrupt Did It not propose to give one half for the management of tlie other? So the resolutions of the legislaw.
By Mr. Dixon, resolutions from the legislature of lature of Rhode Island could not be wholly incorrect;
Rhode Island, in favor of the distribution of the they were half right, at lea.^t, according to the proproceeds of the public lands among the several visions of the bin. We had extinguished the Indian titles in nine new states, and the whole cost of
states.
Mr. D. said these resolutions had recently come surveys and sales would not b? more than five per
to his honorable colleague and himself, and were centum; yet here, in one sweeping clause, it was
passed by tlie legislature of Rhode Island at its last contemplated to cede one-half, the result of which
The deep and pervading, thoiisih common would ultimately be a cession of tho whole. And
session.
The bill constitutes each new state a collecinterest which his state liad always felt in relation why!
tor of this revenue, and their necessities might tempt
to this subject, had caused it more than once to ex
press its views and its claims tliroudi the medium them to use it, and year after year we should have
of its legislature. History would bear its ample applications to give time on these collections. Betestimony tliat Rhode Island hail uiingleil liorcx'^r- sides, tlie states might think proper to use paper as
tions in the lirst and last ellbrts pnslsteil in by the a circulating medium, while this hard money adcountry in that eventful struggle which had confer- ministration would receive nothing but specie!
red this domain. Those of his stale who had taken Would you say to the state, you shall not sell your

By Mr.

land for the money which you are content to use
These, with other causes,
yourselves?
would in a few years become so ]ierplexing and so
embarrassing, that we should be glad to relinquish
the whole.
iVIr. C. alluded to the remark in relation to the diminution of the patronage of the general government.
That he admitted, was very desirable; but then it might be effected at too great a
sacrifice.
Suppose we were asked to get rid of the
army or navy to diminish the patronage of the go-

among

public man.

Mr, Calhoun said it seemed to be the object of
the senator from Kentucky to get up excitement on
the question. His object in rising, in the first instance, was merely to correct an error; so that the
remaks of the senator were perfectly gratuitous.
He did not know how it was, but he could scarcely
ever rise to speak that the senator from Kentucky
did not make assults upon liim insome way or other.
came here to do the public business, not to excite amusement in the galleries.
He appealed to
the senate whether lie had ever made an assault or
indulged in a personality in regard to that senator.
He hoped the matter might be closed, and the public business gone on with.
It was unbecoming the
senator's years as well as his to proceed in that way
any further.
Mr. Clay said the senator made appeals to the
senate whether "he had ever made assaults on the
senator from Kentuclcy." If he were so disposed,
he, too, might appeal to the senate and to truth
who began this matter. When he (Mr. C.) rose
to make a remark or two on the bill, not to argue
its merits, the senator said he had no confidence in
my results. Was that language proper or parliamentary, or was It the language of courtesy? He
understood very well the wily course of the senator
it was to give a tliurst, and place himself in
the amiable attitude of self-defence.
Mr. C.
then stated as he now stated, that the bill was a
clear grant of one moiety to the new states, which,
in its inevitable consequence, would end in the
absolute relinquishment o( the whole; and the senator chooses to construe that into an assault. And
speaking in his own person his fovorite person
"I will show— I will defy
first person singular
have no confidence in the results of the senator.'*
unwilling as any senator to
I repeat that I am as
Indulge in personalities, and as little in the habit of
doing so. In that business I have been more sinned against than sinning. I have been far more an
object of attack than the senator from South Carollna^as well in the senate as by tlie public press,
and in private circles, I have sometimes treated it
with contempt, sometimes with indignation, but
have never been so peculiarly sensitive as the senator.
Mr. C. said the senator and himself stood
in "anlagonistical"
positions
their feelings all
differed, moral, political and social, and he had no
idea that the senator should cover himself v\'ith the
cloak of sympathy, and irlve a thrust without being mot. I stand (said Mr. C.) like the senator
from South Carolina, on 7)11/ reserved rights! And
especially in relation to this land hill I feel, and
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Some

further remarks

houn and Mr. Clay;

when

were made by Mr. Co<-
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rose and said it seemed to him, on
reading tlie resolutions of tlie legislature oC Rhode
Island, that the senator ('rem South Carolina, misconceived the intention of the legislature, in supposing that the legislature intended to censure that

Mr. Knight

gentleman; they were opposed to his bill, and had
expressed ati opinion against it not only against
that bill, but against all other propositions to cede
the public lands to any of the states without a proper equivalent. The legislature did not believe
that his bill provided such an equivalent, and passed resolutions against the general principles of it.
The legislature (said Mr. K.) is in favor of the
proposition of the senator fiom Kentucky, dividing
the proceeds of the public lands among all the
states, and has expressed an opinion in favor of
that measure, but with no intention of casting censure on the senator from South Carolina. A cursory reading of the resolutions clearly satisfies my
mind that there is no censure of the senator contained in them, and I am confident, from the knowledge I possess of the gentlemen who compose that
legislature, that no such intention was entertained
by them; but that they are decidedly opposed to
the bill introduced by that senator is certain, and
as strongly in favor of the proposition of the senator

—

from Kentucky.

The question was then taken, and the resolutions
were ordered to be printed, and laid on the table.
Mr. Benton, from the committee on military
asked to be discharged from the further
memorials remonstrating
consideration of the
against the use of bloodhounds in the Florida war;
and submitting to the senate certain correspondence
from the war department in relation to the same;
which was ordt red to be printe<l.
Mr. Walker, from the committee on the public lands, reported a bill to authorise the laying off
the towns of Madison and Burlington, in the territory of Wisconsin.
Mr. Norvell, from the same commiltee, reported a bill authorising the states to tax any lands
affairs,

within their limits sold by the United States.
Mr. Tou,ng,Uom the committee on roads and
canals, reported a bill to authorise the construction
of a road fiom the town of Dubuque, in Iowa, to
the northern boundary of Missouri.
Also, a bill making appropriations to complete
certain military roads in the state of Arkansas.

On motion of Mr. Davis,
Resolved, That the president of the United States
be requested to transmit to the senate such information
as he may possess, showing the iiecessity of further
legislation in regard to the papers of any vessels bound
on foreign voyages.
The senate then proceeded to take up the special
order, viz: the report of the select committee on
the assumption of stale debts.
When, after some discussion on a point of order,
its furthtr consideration was postponed, and the
senate proceeded to the consideration of executive
business.
After which, it adjourned.
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On motion

of Mr. Norvell,
Mr. Pickens then proceeded in his remarks in opResolved, That the committee on private land claims position to the appropriation for the Cumberland
be instructed to inquire into the expediency of granting road, and addressed the house until a quarter to
eighty acres of land to Charles McKenzie in lieu of a two o'clock.
similar quandty sold to him by the land office at MonMr. P. explained that he had offered his amendroe, in Michigan, the tract so sold b%ing overspread by
ment as a substitute for the instructions of Mr.
the lake.
The special order having been taken up, being Casey; that he (Mr. P.) should vote for his amendment, and then, if the latter prevailed, that he
the assumption of state debts,
Norvell submitshould vote against the entire proposition; a course
ted the following, which he moved should be apwhich, he said, was strictly parliamentary.
pended to the resolutionsof the select committee:
Mr. P. was followed by
Resolved, That while the senate of the United States
Mr. Pro^(, of Indiana, who continued to address
is fully impresssed with the importance and correctness
of the principles contained in the foregoing resolutions, the house, convulsed as it was eveiy few minutes
by bursts of merriment, until past 3 o'clock, when
it is not intended thereby to create any doubt of the
constitutional right of the states to contract debts, nor he resumed his seat.
Mr. Marvin, of New York, offered the following
of their resources, disposition, or ability to fulhl tlie engagements which ihey have contracted for purposes of amendment:
internal improvements as well as for other subjects with"Also, that the committee of ways and means be
in the range of their reserved powers.
instructed to report bills in accordance with the
Mr. Hubbard rose and addressed the senate for estimates contained in the reports from the chief
near two hours, when.
engineer and the chief of the topographical enOn motion of Mr. Norvell, the amendment offer- gineers to the secretary of war, and communicated
ed by him was ordered to be printed.
fo congress by the president, making appropriations
On motion of Mr. Clay, the senate adjourned.
for the year 1840, for the continijation of the conFebruary 19. The following memorials and pe- strncticn or improvement of harbors and roads, and
tilioiLS were presented and referred:
the navigation of rivers, lor which appropriations
By Mr. Ruggles, from inhabitants of Maine, pray- have been heretofore made.
ing congress to adopt measures to adjust internaWhich having been read
tional difficulties.
Mr. Barnard asked hi.m to accept of a modificaBy Mr. Voung, from inhabitants of Illinois, ask- tion of it: but l>efbre complying with the request,
ing that a circuit court may be held at Chicago, and Mr. M. proceetled to address the house for half an
the salary of the judge increased.
hour in .support of the amendment as offered, when
By Mr. Benton, additional documents in relation the modification having been read, Mr. Barnard
to salt, which he prefaced with some remarks.
changed a word or two at Mr. Marvin's request, so
Mr. Davis, from the committee on commerce, as lo cause it to read as follows:
reported a bill lo authorise the secretary of the trea"Unless in any particular case the committee
sury to use ctiemical orotheroil in the light houses, shall be of opinion that the particular worli ought
and to make the necessary alterations for that pur- to be entirely discontinued, and in such case (if
pose.
any) the committee shall submit to this house the
Mr. Young, from the committee on roads and reasons which lead to such conclirsions."
canals, reported a bill to authorise a certain MisIn this form Mr. Marvin accepted the modificasissippi road company to enter, on credit, a quan- tion as a part of his amendment.
tity of land.
Whereupon, Mr. JJaniorrf obtained Ihe floor, and,
He conMr. Clay addressed the senate at large on the it being late, moved an adjournment.
assumption of state debts, against the report of the sented to v\ithdraw the motion, however, at the
select committee and all the several amendments. request of
On motion of Mr. Sevier, the senate adjoured.
Mr. Black, from the select comtinitte on printing,
who, by direction of that committee, moved a resoHODSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
lution granting the committee further time to sit,
Thursday, Feb. 13. Mr. Sergeant, on leave pre- the ten days to which it was limited by its appointsented a letter from Samuel Hazard, esq. addressed ment being about to expire.
After some conversaiion the resolution was
to the speaker, accompanying a copy of the rirst
volume of "The United States Register." Read, adopted, and the committee had leave further to
extend their sittings till the first day of March next.
and referred to the committee on the library.
JMr. Bell inquired whether this arrangement
The unfinished business was the memorial presented by Mr. Davis, of Indiana, from the national would not rescind any contract with the public
convention of delegates from the states of Ohio, In- printer, and which was conditional in its provisions
diana and Illinois, held at Terre Haute, in the state referring to the time of the committee rendering its

Mn

of Indiana, for the purpose of recommending such
measures as may be best calculated to insure the
final completion of the Cumberland road with the
least possible delay, whtch memorial Mr. D. had
moved to refer to the committee of ways and

report?

Mr. Black said that no such contract existed.
iimitafion of the committee to ten days as the
period within which they must report did not affect
the printer elect.
Mr. R. Garland inquired whether that part of
the rosolution originally adopted, which made the
report of Ihis committee the special order every day
after it came in, until it was finally acted on by the
house, would be infringed, or would still remain in

The

February 18. The vice president communicated
to the seriate a resolution passed by the legislative means.
council of Iowa, asking the passage of a law of
And the question bring on the adoption of the
congress to authorise the election of the governor of following instructions, heretofore moved by Mr.
Casey:
said territory by the people.
"And that said committee be instructed to report
The following memorials and petitions were presented and referred:
a bill making an appropriation of one hundred and force?
Mr. Black said it would, of course, still remain
By Mr. Linn, from the legislative council of Wis- hffy thousand dollais for each of the states of Ohio,
understanding of the comconsin, retiionstrating against the confirmalion of Indiana and Illinois, to be expended on the national in force. Such was the
the land titles of Francis Laventure, and others; road in said states, in the year 1S40, under the di- mittee.
succeeded
in getting certain docuMr.
Hand
appropriation
war
department;
said
relation
conof
the
of
correspondence
in
to
the
rection
also, copy
committee of ciaims; and
firmation of a grant, by the British government, to to be subject to all the restrictions and conditions ments referred to the
then
Jonathan Carver, by the Nodowixo Indians in the of former appropriations on said road."
Mr. Barnard renewed his motion for adjournAnd for which instructions Mr. Pickens yesteryear 1767.
ment.
By Mr. Young, additional documents from the day moved the following as a substitute:
The house adjourned.
"And that the raoinorial be committed to the
mayor and common council of Chicago, in relation
Friday, Feb. 14. Mr. Rives, of Virginia, asked
committee of ways and means, with instructions to
to the erection of a barrier to prevent inundation.
By Mr. Buckamin, from numerous citizens of consider the expediency of reporting a bill in favor leave to introduce a resolution oideriiig the printof the journal of the committee of elections in
ing
duty
Ihe
measure."
asking
an
increase
on
foreign
Pennsylvania,
of
of
Mr. Pickens was entitled to the floor, but yielded the New Jersey case, together with the testimony
silks.
taken thus far by the committee in that case.
By Mr. Sturgeon, several petitions from citizens it for the moment to
Objection being made, and the resolution having
Mr. Russell, who (after some conversation) subof Pennsylvania, asking the abolition of slavery in
the District of Columbia, and the abolition of the mitted, by general consent, a motion that the com- been read lor information, Mr. Rives moved to susslave trade between the states; and admission of no mittees should, on to-morrow, be called for reports pend the rules, to admit his offering it.
Mr. Russell called for the"orderof the day, (which
state hereafter that tolerates domestic slavery. Mo- until the hour of one.
Mr. R. observed that it was well known that the was a call for the reports of standing committees).
tion to receive ordered to lie.
brief discussion arose on the question wheAlso, eleven memorials from different quarters of committees had not been called for reports during
ther the motion of Mr. Rives was in order, when it
the United States, remonstrating against the use of the presetit session.
was decided by the chair to be in order.
The motion was agreed to.
bloodhounds. Ordered to lie on the table.
Mr. Wise appealed to his colleague, (Mr. Rives),
Under a similar courtesy from Mr. Pickens,
Also, from inhabitants of Washington, PennsylMr. Cave Johnson made an effort to have referred to withdraw his motion, on the ground that another
vania, asking that Texas may not be admitted into
to the committee on military affairs tfie bill from colleague of his, (Mr. Bolts), a memberof the comthe union. Motion to receive ordered to lie.
Mr. Clay, of Ala. from the committee on public the senate, now on the speaker's table, providing mittee, but now absent from the city, desired that
the motion for printing might be postponed until
lands, reported a bill to grant other lands to the inha- for the armed occupation of Florida.
And Mr. Dromgoole made an effort to have re- his return.
bitants of townships deprived of the 16th sections
Mr. Rives regretted that he could not comply
ferred to the comtniltee of the whofu on the state of
by Indian reservations.
Mr. Pierce, from the committee on military affairs: tfie union the ann'ual message of the president of with the desire of his colleagues; the papers referred
to
in the resolution were voluminous; if the printreported a bill to equalize the pay and allowances of the United States.

A

the officers of the line and staff of the army.

But

tlie effort

in both cases proved unsuccessful

ing was done now,

all

would have an opportunity

•
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and reflect upon them. He concluded by
Mr. Crary having concluded, the speitker gave
Mr. Corwin spoke till twenty minutes past three
demanding the yeas and nays on his motion; which the fioor to Mr. Goode, of Ohio, who holds it for to- o'clock, and, when he concluded, the
speaker eave
morrow. And then the house adjourned.
were ordered.
the floor to
Saturday, Feb. 15. The orderof the day was the
Wr. Randolph.ofN.J. moved a call of the house,
Mr. Bell, who yielded it for a moment to enable
memorial presented by Mr. Davis, of Indiana, from the speaker to present to
but the motion was negatived.
the house the following
Mr. Campbell, of South Carolina, chairman ol the the national road convention, composed of dele- message from the president of
the United States;
committee of elections, expressed a wish that, by gates from the states of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, To the house
of representatives:
to read

^

consent of the house, he be permitted to address it,
briefly, before the vote should be taken.
[A general cry of "Leave! Leave!"']
Mr. CraJ^, of Va. objected, and Mr. Campbell iMd
not press the request.
The yeas and nays were then taken on the motion to suspend the rules, and resulted as follows;
viz; yeas 85, nays 73.
There not being two-thirds,
the rules were not suspended to allow Mr. Rives to
make his motion for printing.
Mr. Reipiolds, of Illinois, made a brief explanation of a misunderstanding on his part of the meaning of something which had previously been said
by Mr. Crabb, of Alab. on the subject of the Cumberland road.
The house (hen passed to the business of the
morning, which was a call for the reports of standing committees; and the committee of elections,
which stands first in order, having been called
Mr. Cave Johnson rose and moved that that committee be authorised to print the whole of the papers now before them for their own use; and on
that motion demanded the previous question.
Much commotion took place. Mr. Crabb loudly

held at Terre Haute, in the state of Indiana, for
the purpose of recommending such measures as
may be best calculated to insure the final completion of the Cumberland road with the least possible

—

which memorial Mr. D. had moved to refer
committee of ways and means
Mr. Goode, of Ohio, being entitled to the floor,

delay

to the

rose to address the house; when
Mr. Sergeant made an effort to get the census bill
reported from the committee on the judiciary, stating
that the marshals were waiting its passage that they
might enter on their duty in taking an enumeration
of the population of the union, and that he presumed no amendments would be offered to the bill, and
no discussion had upon it.

But Mr. Tillinghast stating that he had an amendment to offer, and suggesting the probability that
others might also be proposed,
Mr. Goode courteously declined toyield the floor,
and then proceeded to address the house for three
hours, chiefly in reply to an attack made yesterday
by Mr. Crary, of Michigan, on the military character of general Harrison, and particularly his arrangements in the battle of Tippecanoe and concalled upon Mr. J. in justice to the committee of duct on that memorable occasion, and down to the
elections, to withdraw his motion.
The committee time of the resignation of his command. Mr. G.
ought to be heard; he demanded that it be heard.
made large reference to historical testimonies and
Mr. Campbell, the chairman of the committee, official documents in support of his statements.
united iti the request, and asked to be heard as the
He resumed his seat about half past thi-ee o'clock,
organ of the committee.
and was succeeded by
But Mr. JTo/mson refused to withdraw his motion.
Mr. Corwin, of Ohio, who also replied to Mr.
Mr. Briggs thereupon moved a call of the house; Crary's military critique, which he lashed with merwhich was ordered ayes 85, noes 58.
ciless severity, exciting great merriment in the
The house was then called; 187 members answer- house. He continued to speak till he had gone
ed to their names; the doors were closed; absentees through this part of his speech, and was about encalled over, ajid some excuses had been received, tering on the immediate subject before the
house,
when the hour of one o'clock having arrived, to in relation to the Cumberland road, when he yieldwhich hour the consideration of the subject of the ed, at a late hour, to a motion for adjournment, and
Cumberland load had been postponed, a motion the house tliei-eupon adjourned.
was made that further proceedings in the call be
Monday, Feb. 17. Mr. Jones, chair-man of the corafor the present suspended; which motion prevailing. mitttee of ways and means, moved to
suspend the
The orders of the day were demanded; but pre- rules to enable him to introduce a resolution that the
viously to their being called,
house will, to-morrow, at one 'o'clock, resume the
Mr. Sergeant, of Penn. on leave, moved that the consideration of the pension bill.
house take up, for the purpose of reference, the
Mr. Jones now moved his resolution to take np
census bill from the senate. And the bill was ac- the pension bill to-morrow, at 1 o'clock; and on that
cordingly taken up, twice read, and referred to the motion he demanded the pr-evious question,
which
committee on the judiciary.
was seconded, put, and carried, and the resolution
Mr. Tillinghast wished to get some amendments adopted.
thereto, contemplated by him, printed for the inMr. Sergeant, chairman of the judiciary commitformation of the house; but it was refused.
tee, appealed to Mr. Corwin, who was still entitled
Mr. Russell called for the reports of committees; to the floor on the Cumberlajid road question, to
but the chair decided that the orders of the day give way to allow him to report from his committee

—

took precedence, the hour of one having arrived;
and the house accordingly resumed the considera-

the census bill.

The immediate question before the house was
amendment proposed last evening by Mr. Mar-

Mr. Coi~win said that he understood it to be the
decision of the chair (and he believed the dicision
to be a correct one) the debate on the Cumberland
road could not be resumed at this time without a
vote of the house

as amended by Mr. Barnard, of New York
Mr. Barnard being entitled to the fioor, rose and

"";|^°"!,'''

tion of the subject of appropriations for the
berland road.

Cum-

the

.

Mr. Lincoln here
''.

^^"^

""^

insisted that,
'"

°'''.'«'' '<>

by the rules of

P'eseirt petitions

Mr. Corwin, resirming, said that he feared toyield
house at large in support of the
amendment, going into the whole policy of works to the request of the gentleman from Pennsylvania,
(Mr.
Sergeant), lest the subject should not be reof internal improvement, especially those com
inenced by the general goverment and still in pro sumed, for ill that case it would requir-e a vote of twoaddressed

the

gress; the obligations of the compromise bill; the
policy of the existing admi.iislralion on these sub
by the president's message and
the re|)ort of the secretary of the trc.isury. Sac. Sec.
He continued to speak until 3 o'clock.

thirds to lake itnp.

is

I submit to congress a communication from the
secretary of the treasury, repeating suggestions
contained in his annual report, in regard to the necessity of an early provision, by law, for the pi-otection of the treasury against the fluctuations and
contingencies to which its receipts are exposed,
with additional facts and reasons in favor of the pro-

priety of the legislation desired.
The application assumes that although the means
of the treasury for the whole year may be equal to

"" expenditures of the year, the department may.
notwithstanding, be rendered unable to meet the
claims upon it at the times when they fall due. This
apprehension arises, partly, from the circumstance
that the largest proportion of the charges upon the
treasury, including the pa}'ment of perisions and the
redemption of treasury notes, fall due in the early
part of this year, viz: in the months of March and
May, while the resources on which it might otherwise rely to discharge them cannot be made available till the last half of the year, and partly from the
fact that a portion of the means of the treasury consists of debts due from banks, for some of which delay has already been asked, and which may not be
punctually paid.
Considering the injurious consequences to the
character, credit and business of the country, v\-hich
would result from a failur-e by the government, for
even so short a period, to meet the engagements;
that the happening of such a contingency can only
be efl'eclually guarded against by the exercise of
legislative authority; that the period when such disability must arise, if at all, and which, at the commencement of the session, was comparatively remote, has now approached so near as a few days;
and that the provision asked for is only intended to
enable the executive to fulfil existing obligations,
and chiefly by anticipating funds not yet due, without making any additions to the public burdens, I
have deemed the subject of sufficient urgency ami
importance again to ask lor it your early attention.

M.VANBUEEN.
February 17, 1S40.
On motion of Mr. Jones, the above message was
referred to the committee of ways and means, and
ordered

to be printed.
Mr. Bell rose and said that he felt a little, embarrassed as to an application which had been made by

friends around him.
Some gentlemen were under
the impression that this discussion would be continued from day lo day, until the subject w-as disposed
of; but he apprehended that, if not terminated
this
evening, it wouM go over to this day two weeks, unless a special order should be made in relation to it.
Other gentlemen had expressed an anxiety to have
an opportunity, during the remnant of the evening,
of presenting petitions, which could only be done
by an or-dortothat effect, or by unanimous consent.
And, again, other gentlemen had expressed their
anxiety to have the questicm taken at some early
day, and their fear that, if this evening was passed in
discussion, iro opportunity would be given to take
the question.
He was ready, in courtesy and in
justice to the business of the house, to yield to any
reasonable pioposilion which might be made. If it
was the sense of the house that the question should
be taken immediately, he «ould not occupy its
lime in any remarks, however desirous it might be
to him to submit a few observations.
Or, if it was
the sense of the house to postpone the further consideialinn of the subject to a particular day, he
w-ould acqiriesce.
Whatever course the house
might think proper to adopt, he should feel himself
constrained, in courtesy, to accede to.
Mr. Casey would make a suggestion.
The

Mr-. TJncoln insisted on his motion that the house
proceed to receive petitions; he expressed regret
that he wa.« constrained by pr-essing this motion to
interfere in the progi-e?s of the gentleman's speech,
to which no man had listened with more pleasure
Mr. Crary, of Michigan, then ob(.ained the floor, than
himself; but if the petitions were not received
and addressed the house until five o'clock. In the
now, it would be two weeks before the opportunity
course of his remarks, Mr. C. criticised at great
would occur again.
length, and with much severity, the military chaMr. Corwin appeareil to be hesitating, when the
racter and services of general Harrison, and dwelt
hall resounded with cries of "go on, Corxnn."
He
particularly, (amongstolher things), on the order of
original proposition as to the instructions was offerllien moved that the house do now resume the
conbattle of Tippecanoe, with a view to show the abSo far as he was concerned, he was
sideration of the instructions proposed to be given ed by himself.
sence of the skill and talent which were attributed to the
committee of ways and means in r-elation to willing to forego (he desire he felt (o adilress Ihe
to that officer.
house, anil he believed (hat he might say lor a numthe Cumberland road.
Mr. Lincoln made it a point of order, that it was
ber of (he friends of the measure, that (hey were
The motion jirevailed; ayes 79, noes 56
not in order to put aside tl.e irnpoi'tant business of
The house having thus determined to resume the willing and anxious to take the question this eventhe country for the purpose of irrelevant debate of subject, and Mr. Corwin being
ing.
Other subjects woirld come, up on which
entitled lo the floorthis natuie on a distinct and definite proposition
Mr. Sergeant renewed his' request, and Mr. C. gentlemen might have an opportunity to express
pending before the house.
I'ing way. Mi-. Sergeant, by consent, reported fi-ora their views on all the various malters which had
Mr. Oraiy allited to the great latitude of debate ihe judiciary committee the censirs bill, which was been brought into this discussion; and, in oi-der that
allowed to other gentlemen without interrirption, read twice, and refen-ed to (he committee of the the subject before the house might be referred !o (he
and, in obedience to the general cry of'"go on," whole on the state of the union; Mr. S. expressing committee, (if it was the pleasure of the house so
proceeded to the end of his remarks, several gen- his earnest hope that the bill would be taken up im" to ilo), and that the commiKee might act upon it, he
hoped the question might be takeii this evening.
tlemen making specific motions timl he should — pdiately after the pension bill.
have leave to do so, and Mr. Og/i!, of Pennsylvania,
Mr. Corwin then, at length, proceeded with his
Mr. Belt said he understood, then, that no gentleexpressed the conviction he felt-that no true friend speech, and advocated with much eagerness the in- man wished (o speak.
of gen. Harrison would be afraid to listen to all the siructions lo the committee to report a bill maltin
Mr. Rhetl beg'od to remind gentlemen of what
gentleman had to say.
appropriations for the Cumberland road
they themselves had said, that it was their desire

jects, as exhibiled

|
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that the question should be discussed in all i(s bearings fully; and that, after it had been discussed, the
question should be taken. He believed that Ihrce
gentlemen bad spoken against the appropriation,
and that nine had spoken in favor of it.
Some further conversation followed, the result of
which was that
Mr. Bell proceeded in his remarks, and continued
(o address the house until a little belore 5 o'clock;
when, in accordance with suggestions from gentlemen about him, Mr. B. offered a proposition extending the time fur the reception of petitions and memorials until the first day ot March.
Objection was made, and'some proceedings had,
when it appeared that no quorum was present.
Mr. Beil then on the understanding that he
would be entitled to tlie floor for the purpose of
closing his remarks when the subject next came up
in order gave way to a motion to adjourn, whic^i
prevailed.
And the house adjourned.
Tuesday, Feb. IS. The journal having been

—

.

—

read
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Mr. Fillmore then moved that he have leave to
read what it was proposed by the resolution and the

drawn.

which

Mr. Campbell, of South Carolina, (chairman of
the committee of elections), then rose, and entered
at some length into a statement of the proceedings
of the committee; speaking especially in regard to
his own course as a member of that committee, and
in vindication thereof.
At one o'clock, Mr. C concluded; when the
speaker, first having given the floor to Mr. Fillmore,
announced the special order of the day, being the
consideration of the pension bill.
On motion of Mr. Jones, of Virginia, the house
resolved itself into committee of the whole on the
state of the union, (Mr. Lincoln, of Massachusetts,
in the chair), oti the bill making appropriations for
the payment of the revolutionary and other pensioners of the United States for tbe year 1S39.
The amendments of Messrs. R. Garland and Un-

The chair decided that this did not apply to papers belore a committee, and that Mr. F. could not
demand the reading of the papers in question.
From this decision Mr. Adams look an appeal,

Mr. Davix, of Indiana, rose and asked permission derwood, was debated by Messrs.
White, of Kentucky,
to submit a resolution, extending the time for the Garland,
presentation of petitions and memorials.
Mr. Cave Johnson reminded the house that there
Were some important propositions to come up to-day.
Mr. Davis did not wish, he said, to interfere witli
any special orders. There were many petitions
and memorials yet to be presented, and there was
one very important subject in the shape of a memorial now before the house, (the memorial under discussion for some days past, in relation to an appropriation for the Cumberland road).
It was important that gentlemen should be fully heard on that
subject, and that the action of the house should be
had.
Mr. Turney objected.
Mr. Jones, of Virginia, said th.it there was a very
important subject now under discussion before the
committee ot ways and means, irpon which they
expected to report to-morrow and upon which action would be indispensable between this and the
time to which probably the debate on the Cumberland road might be extended.
If such a resolution
was to be adopteii, action could not be had.
Mr. Lewis Williams would observe, he said, in
reply to the remarks of the gentleman from Vii-ginia, (Mr. Jones), that it would be in the power of
a majority of the house at any time to put an end to
the debate on the Cumberland road by the application of the previous question.
Mr. Davis, of Indiana, then moved a suspension
of the rrde, for the purpose ol introducing the following resolution, which was read lor information:
Resolved, That the time for the presentation of petitions be extenJcd and conunued until the first day of

22,

he had been of opinion that his public duty required
him to make the motion, yet, as the substitute
which he had now offered covered the whole ground,
he was willing to withdraw the demand.
So the call for the previous question was with-

Wise, Evans,

Tillinghasl, Rice
Triplelt,

Jones,

Graves, Curtis, Bell and Pope, and

to print.

Mr. Briggs said Mr. F. or any other member,
had a right to demand the reading of any paper
it

was moved

to print.

which was warmly supported by Mr. Smith, of Connecticut, in a brief speech of great spirit and animation.

But

further proceedings on this subject were cut
by the expiration of the morning hour.
orders of the day were called, and after an
effort by Mr. Rives to have them postponed, in order
to go on with the pending debate, were voted
^yeas
97, nays 92.
off'

The

—

The first order was the reference of a bill from
the senate to continue the works on the Bed river
raft.

Mr. Biddle, who had moved instructions to accompany the reference of the bill, had the floor to
speak

to those instructions,

but yielded

it

at the re-

quest of

was not terminated till past 5 o'clock, when the
Mr. Jones, chairman of the committee of ways
committee was brought to a vote on Mr. Garland's and means, who reported a bill additional to the act
amendment to the bill, proposing to limit the time for the issue of treasury notes.
within which advances should be made to pension
The bill was read at large, referred to the comagents; which amendment was rejected by a vote mittee of the whole on the state of the union, and
of 78 to 52.

ordered to be printed.

Mr. Jones inade an effort to get it made the special
Kentucky, then moved to amend
by striking out all after the enacting clause, order for Monday week, to continue such every day

Ml'. White, of

the

bill

until disposed of, but did not succeed.
and inserting the following:
Mr. Biddle then took the floor on the senate's bill
"That the secretary of war, with the approbation of
the president of the United States, be, and he is hereby to continue the work in removing obstructions in
authorised to transfer the unexpended balances of ap- the Red river laft.
He continued to speak until a

propriations heretofore made to the different classes of quarter past three.
the general pension fund, to any of those classes of
Mr. B. having concluded,
which the specific appropriations may be deficient, for
Mr. Cross, of Arkansas, made some statements
the purpose of meeting the various claims upon any of showing the condition
of the raft; what had been
the classes of said general pension fund."

done; the means necessary to complete the removal,
On this amendment the vote was taken by tellers, Sec. He insisted on the injustice of abandoning the
and resulted as follows: yeas 52, nays 73.
work, and dwelt on the advantages to be derived
So the amendment was rejected.
by the government of the United States (as well by
On motion of Mr. Jones, the committee then rose the people of that region) by its completion.
and reported the bill to the house.
Prompt action, he said, was necessary, if any was
Mr. Curtis moved an adjournment, but, the yeas to be had, in making it useful, and giving to
it full
and nays being ordered, withdrew the motion.
eff-ect.
Mr. Clifford, of Maine, moved the previous
Mr. C. called for the reading of sundry documents
question.

Mr. Lewis Wdliams renewed the motion

from the war department, showing the urgent neto ad-

journ.

—

passed.

The house then,

cessity of action;

which were read

at the

clerk's

table.

The yeas and nays were

again ordered, and, being taken, resulted as follows: yeas 22, nays IIG.
So the house refused to adjourn.
The previous question was thereupon seconded,
put and carried, ami the main question being on
March.
Mr. Tiifney called for the yeas and nays on the engrossing the bill, and ordering it to a third reading, it was decided by yeas and nays as follows:
nolion to suspenil the rules, which were ordered.
Mr. Petrikin moved a call of the house, which yeas 1-35, nays 0.
So the bill was ordered to its third reading.
was refused.
It was then read a third time, when Mr. Turncy
And the question was. then taken, and decided in
the negative yeas 91, nays G6; (not two-thirds demanded the previous question, which was sevoting in the aiiirinaiive, as required by the rule). conded, put, and carried; and the bill was then

So the rules were not suspended.
The jDusiness first in order was the resolution
heretofore submitted by Mr. Campbell, of South

amendment

at

6 o'clock, adjourned.

Mr. Rice Garland regretted

that the

gentleman

froui Pennsylvania, (Mr. Biddle), had brought into
this discussion some of the topics on which he had
spoken, and urged upon him to withdraw his objections, that the bill might be referred to a committee.
Much, if not all of the information which the gentleman sought to elicit, might be found in the documents which had been laid on the tables of members;
and even if it were not so, he, (Mr. R.) hardly
thought that instructions wci'e appro|iriate in regard
to this matter.
So great were the wants of Ihu

people, and, indeed, of the government

itself,

arising

out of this obstriiciion, that tlie agent, in the absence of funds, had been induced to cafl on the people to aid him, and had procured an advance of
.$7,000 Irom the bank, to prevent the work from being absolutely destroyed. But, at the same time,
the agent had never undertaken to pledge the Ibilh
of the government. All he had done was to express
the hope th.at the government would' reimburse the
amount, and on that alone the advance had been
founded. He had never given any assurance. No
charge had been made of a misapplication of the
funds; and,- if any step was to be taken, the better
plan would be to make a representation of his conduct to the executive, and not to adopt a course the
effect of which would be to embarrass the people in
having lliis great work completed. The agent had
certainly violateil ilie strict letter of his duly; in
that he (Mr. G.) did not jiistify him; but he did not
think his conduct had been such, under the circiimstances, as would justly lay him open to severe
censure.
Mr. G. also dwelt on the advantages to arise from
the completion of this work, and on the necessity of
a large appropriation for that purpose. The small
appropriations which were from time to time made
were ineffectual, because, whilst men were working
at one end, the raft was forming at the other.
Thi.s
bill made an appropriation which was to clear it.
He hoped, therefore, the gentleman would withdraw the instructions, and suffer the bill to be re-

Wednesday, Feb. 19. The speaker laid before
Carolina, from the committee of elections, the pend- the house a communication from the post office deing motion was on the demand, heretofore made by partment; which was referred to the committee on
Mr. Cave Johnson, for the previous question.
expenditures in the post office department.
Mr. C. Johnson said he wished to offer an amendMr. Carter, of Tennessee, appealed to Mr. Fillment in lieu of the one he had offered the other more, of New York, who had the floor on the subday.
ject of printing certain paper's before the committee
Mr. Campbell, of South Carolina, said he had of elections, to yield it that he might offer a resolubeen instructed by the committee of elections to tion which he imlicited, but Mr. F. declined, apaccept tile amendment offered by the gentleman preh(^iitling it v;ould lead to debate.
from Tennessee the other day as a modification of
The chair then announced that the subject before
the original resolution.
the house wa? the resolution heretofore offered b}'
The speaker said that as the previous question Mr. Campbell, of South Carolina, with the amendwas pending, there could be no debate. If the ment of Mr. C. Johnson, and that Mr. Fillmore, of
gentleman wished to modify, he could do so.
New York, was entitled to the floor.
Mr. Cave Johnson then offered the following
Mr. Petrikin rose to order, insisting that it was
amendment in lieu of the above, offered by him on not in order tor the member of one of the commita former day.
tees of the house to refer, in the house, to what had
"That all the proceedings and papers before the com- passed in the committee.
mittee of elections in relation to the New Jersey elecThe chair decided such to be the rule.
tion be reported to the house by the committee, with a
Mr. Fillmore remonstrated, and a long debate on
statement of the names of the individuals who received
order aiose. Mr. F. insisting on the necessity of
a majority of all the votes given at the elections for
members of the 2Giii congress, in that state, and that his stating facts in vindication of the committee,
Mr. F. had
the same be primed fur tnc use of the house and the and the chair insisting on the rule.
committee, and that said committee have leave to have proceeded some time, and was reading a resolution
such other papers and documents in reladon to other %vhich had been adopted in committee, when the
contested elections pendini; before them printed by the question of order was again raised and discussed by
public printer of pongress.*'
Messrs. Cave Johnson, W. Thompson, Smith, of
ferred at once.
Mr J. then said that he had been called on by Maine, Petrikinani\ Rives.
Mr. Beatly then obtained the floor, and expressed
At length, a motion was made that Mr. Fillmore
various members of "the house to withdraw the demand for the previous question; and also by several have leave to proceed, and the que.ilion being put, his desire to make a few remarks; but he gave way
to
a motion for adjournment; which prevailing.
be
j!)unannounced
to
when
Mr.
the
yeas
were
95,
desired
to
give
members of the committee, who
The house adjourned.
some explanation as to their course; and although can demanded the yeas and nays.
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the reach of injury, has been considerably damaged,
American Vespucci, who recently sailed from New and that it will probably be impassable for a short time.
[Nat. Int.
for Havana, is said to have written a work on
We perceive that .some of the small fry Buenos Ayres and Montevideo. The arrival of the
this country.
work brig Drone at Boston, has furnished the Journal of
of the press call in question her ability to write a
of the kind. The honorable Joseph M. White, of Commerce with letters and papers from Buenos Ayres
Florida, informed us last summer, that he had read a of the Utb, and Montevideo the 20th December. From

CHRONICLE.

!

Orleans

portion of her volumes— the portion devoted to the discussion of the institution of slavery as established in
and, that it was, beyond all comparison,
this country
abler than any thing else that he had ever seen upon

—

that interesting

and impor.ant

subject.
{^Louisville Journal.

Arkansas coal. Mr. Walker, a gentleman practically acquainted with coal mining operations, left at
our office, a few days since, a specimen of e.xcellent
anthracite coal, which he had procured on land belonging to Mr. E. B. Alston, at Spadra Blufl', in Johneon" county, a few yards from llie bank of the Arkansas. From a partial experiment we made in burnin<J it, we think it the best we have ever seen, fioni the
fact of its igniting more freely than any coal of the
kind used east ot the Alleghanies. This is the first
anthracite we recollect hearing of being found west of
the mountains, and will no doubt prove a profittible
source of business to the miners, and an economical
Mr.
fuel for domestic and manufacturing purposes.
Walker has leased the land of Mr. Alston, and gone
to the north to procure laborers acquainted with the
business, with a view of immediately entering on the
have no doubt that in a few
prosecution of it.
months such of our citizens as wish for a more economical fuel than we have heretofore been using, will
be aole to obtain a supply of his coal, which will make
a saving of full tifty per cent, in the cost of the article.
The mere price paid for hauling wood in Little Rock,
would more than pay the whole cost of the anthracite.
The additional comfort of its use will prove a great in-

We

I

ihese

we learn

(according to-a

summary prepared

to

our

Evening Post) that the representative
house of Buenos Ayres had passed a decree declaring
hands

in

the

the leaders of the insurrection in the southern part of
the province to be outlaws, and promisini^, "after the
termination of the present glorious war of liberty," to
reward the officers, soldiers and civil employers in the
"infected ilistrict," remaining faithful to the government
with donations of land.
The Gaceto of 9th, contains despatches with particulars of the rout of about one hundred Inaians, who had
made an incursion on the Santa Fe frontier; tliirty
were killed and they lost all their plunder.
actions took place on the 23d and 29th November, between tielachments of the hostile armies iii the
province of Corrientes, in both of which the troops of
governor Lopez were victorious. In the first, according to the official account^ seventeen of the revolutionary party were killed, and as many more taken prisoners, together with one thousand horses. Ricardo Lopez
Jordan, tlie leader of the party, was among the prisoners, and had arrived at Buenos Ayres under guard.
In the second affair, about eighty of the revolutionists

Two

were killed including a captain and two ensigns
"Eleven were made prisoners,'' says the official de
spatch, "including the abominable brutal unitarian, colonel Pratricia Maciel, and ensign Ramon Espindolas,
both of whom have been shot this day, expiating by
On our
their death their horrid crimes and treason.
part we have unfortunately had four killed and five
wounded."

citizens once become
Canals. The Cincinnati papers state that the Miami
familiar with the process of ig- canal has been opened for business since the 10th inst.
Tlie canal from Cleveland to the Ohio river was to
niting it, the difficulty of which is the only objection we
ever hearil urged against it. One good fire ol it, will be opened for trade throughout its whole length, on the
in ordinary weather in this climate, last the whole day 17th inst. This is an unusually early resumption of
without replenishing, and prove a saving, not only of canal navigation.
The Pittsburg Gazette of Tuesday says, that the
money, but of the annoyance of constantly replenishing
^
cross-cut canal will be open for navisjation, according
a wood fire to preserve an even temperature.
[Arkansas Gazette.
to present expectation, as soon as tlie Pennsylvania
and Ohio canals. The cross-cut canal connects the
attempt to rob
Attempt to rob the Union hank.
Ohio canal with the town of Beaver on the Ohio river
this insiitulion was made on Thursday night last.
thus opening a communication between the first
During the absence of a clerk who sleeps in the bank, named work running through the heart of Ohio, and
some person effected, by the aid of false keys, an en- the great Pennsylvania improvements terminating at
attemiited
the
next
front
door,
and
trance through the
Philadelphia, and by the opening of the^ide water cairon vault which is on the same floor. In this they
nal in the spring, at Baltimore also.
were unsuccessful, in consequence of the breaking of
City bank at Buffalo. The state comptroller has
the key.
made
by
the
ofnotice by ail advertisement in the Evening Jourwas
given
On Friday morning an effort
ficers of the institution to open the vault, bqt the key nal that the notes of the city bank of Buffalo will conblacksmith was sent for, who tinue to be received at par tor all state dues, and that
would not enter.
took oH'the door, when the broken key fell out. It is the most effective measures will be adopted to realize
of brass, and retains much wax about it, showing that a sufficient sum of money to pay all the bills or notes
the robbers had evidently taken its dimensions on a pre- of that bank with as little delay as possible.
vious visit— or by the aid of what is technically called
Mr. Clay. The distinguished senator from Kentuca "dub key."
ky, proposed to visit the scenes of his boyhood and the
As these fellows may visit some other institution in place of his nativity, iii the county of Hanover, Virthis city, it would be well to provide a heavy dose of
The whigs of Richginia, on the 22d of this month.
lead and "Duponl's best" for their reception.
mond are preparing to receive Mr. Clay with the
[Buffalo Com. Adv. Feb. 9.
strongest demonstration of their respect and attachmeeting was held at the city hall, on Friday
Bloodhounds.— The Florida war. The recent impor- ment.
measures for the reception.
tation of bloodhounds into Florida, to be used for the evening last, to enter into
The Richmond Whig says: "Thousands wish to
purpose of tracing the Indians to their coverls in the
swamps and hammocks, has causeu considerable dis- join in the dinner and ball which Mr. Clay's presence
correspon- will give rise to. Whigs from all quarters of the state
cussion in many pans of the country.
dence on the subject submitted by the secretary of war will flock to Richmond, to take part in honoring the
literally tilled 'the measure of
to the chairman of the committee on military affairs in illustrious citizen who has
the senate, goes to shovy that the importation referred to his country's honor.' Ladies from the country around
was made by the authorities of Florida, and that the for hundreds of miles, will desire to be present at the
dogs are to be used "as guides to discover the lurking dance."
pla'ces of the Indians, and not, as has been erroneously
Dragoons.
omitted to mention, a few weeks
believed, to worry or destroy them."
since, that a detachment of 70 dragoons, belongini! to
The secretary stales that the government was not the 1st regiment, had passed up, on the steamboat Trithese
dogs
the
importation
of
consulted on the subject of
dent, on their way to Fort Wayne, to strengthen the
Iiy the governor and council of Horida, and was igno- garrison of that place.
They were under the charge
rant of the transaction until after their arrival in the ler- of capt. E. B. Birdsall.of the 8ih U. S. infantry, and
riloiy. but the department did not feel itself justified in were a fine looking body of young men.
Capt. Birdto
be
dogs,
appoar.s,
are
it
The
fori id ling their use.
sail passed down on the Trident, on Saturday last, on
muzzled, and each is held wiih a ioasli by a keeper who his return, having left the detachment at Fort Smith.
always accompanies the animal when engaged in lol
[Arkansas Gazette, Jan. 15,
[Amcr.
lowing the track of a fugative.
Earthquake. About three o'clock on the morning of
The bloodhounds, lately received from Cuba, have the 30th January, many of the people of St. Louis
been subjected to many experiments, the results of
were aroused by the shock of an earthquake, which
which have been very satisfactory. They follow a trail
sensibly shook the houses. One of the watchmen
twcntytbur hours old with rapidity and accuracy.
stated that the shock was accompanied by a loud re
troops
now
by
the
employed
S Jine of them are to be
port or no'se, ,and that the shock was sufficient to shake
scouring the country between the mouths of the Wacasthe icicles from the caves of the houses.
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Bridges over the Potomac. The long bridge, we re
cret to say, after, resisting the running ice for tliirly
hours, gave way about 11 o'clock on Monday night,
with a tremendous crash, owing to the pressure of the
immense bodies of ice which floated down the river.
are also .sorry to learn that about two hundred

Wo

yards of the bridge have hecii entirely swept awny, including the draw and the buildings occupied by the
bridge keeper on the Virginia side ot the river. By this
untoward occurrence, Iravelliiig to and from the south
will be seriously impeded, anil much inconvenience
arise to the citizens of this district especially.
are also sorry to learn that the chain bridge

We

obovo Georgetown, which was supposed

to

bo beyond

Buckeye, and several smaller ones south of it.
Murray's building on the corner east of the Buckhave got
eye was burnt, and all of its contents.
but litde town left. It was with the greatest exertions
that we saved Mr. Werden's property and our stables.
The Illinois State Register says, that on the 21th ult.
site the

P.

We

steam mill at Hillsboro, III. was consumed.
About two thousand bushels of wheat were destroyed.
loss was estimated at from 12 to 15,000 dollars.

the large

The

No insurance.

W.

Gilmer, the whig
Thos.
elected governor of Virginia by the

Governor of Virginia.

was

candidate,

legislature of that state, on the 8ih ballot, on Tuesday,
last.
received the precise number of votes necessary to a choice, the democratic senator from Accomac
is to enter
district, Mr. Poulson, voung for him.
upon the discharge of the duties of the office on the 4th

He

He

of

March

next.

A

Indiana cotton.
Bombay paper of October 26th
understand that
received in New York, cays-"
the court ofdirectors have engaged twelve Americans to
proceed to this country for the purpose of improving the
cultivation and cleaning of cotton, and that they may be
shortly expected to arrive in Bombay."

We

Kentucky iron mountain. It appears Missouri is not
the only state which contains an iron mountain. Near
Greenville, Kentucky, about thirteen miles from Green
river, there is said to be a hill, the surface of which
includes about 5,000 acres, almost entirely composed
of iron ore.
letter to the editors of the Louisville
Journal, gives some account of this great mineral formation, the property of Messrs. Buckner and Churchill,

A

who have commenced mining operauons and
furnace on the spot. The writer says

erected

"At the point where the enterprising owners have
commenced mining, the stratum W'as at first about 8
feet thick.
It has rapidly increased to upwards of 18

The lower surlace dips and the upper rises, the
about three inches, and the other over one inch
Hence, after penetrating ihe
Ihe horizontal toot.
hill 60 feet farther, the stratum of ore will be more than
40 leet in thickness, and near the summit of the hill
From the uniform
will exceed several hundrsii feet.
dip of the lower, and rise of lire upper surface, there
is every reason to believe that it increases to a vast
thickness. I'hat the top of the stratum preserves an
angle elevation equal to that of the hill, is, tor a considerable distance, very obvious. The entire mass after
removing a slight covering, not over two feet in depth,
feet.
first

to

is good and pure ore, the whole of which without rejecting any part, is fit lor the furnace without washing,
cleansing or separation; and every 100 lbs. of it, by actual test yields from 40 to 45 lbs. beautiful metal."
Within a short distance of tliis vast iron region, coal
is found in abundance.
The navigation of the Green
river will soon be opened by means of locks and dams
so as to afford tree communication with the Ohio, so
tliat great facilities are afforded for the successful working of these mines.

Maryland

stocks.

The American

lowing extract "from 9n

don

to

his

intelligent

correspondent in

this

contains the

merchant
country,

in

fol-

Lon-

dated the

We are gratified to learn by it, that
19tli December."
there is an improvement in American securities, more
especially those of Maryland.''
"American slocks are belter, but particularly Mar}'Co. have taken the
sterling, since Barings
agency they are worth to-day seventy-eight to seventy-nine per cent."

land

—

&

JVt-iu York business concerns.
The following sombre
account of a Hairs we copy from the New York E.\press of Saturday last:
Many of the banks resemble in their business appearance the dry good stores in Peari street. The officers like the merchants, are there, but they are without customers. The paper that is offered, is now, a
large portion of it so weak, that they find it difficult
Into select sufficient on which to make their loans.
deed, in ihe experience of nearly forty years, ihrough
periods of embargoes, wars and various restrictions on
commerce, we have never seen less spirit and courage
among merchants than at the present time. Those

that are in debt find it next to impossible to realize
anything. Those out of debt, and these are few indeed, have no wish, nor is there any inducement to
make new engagements. Not only are the mercantile
branches of trade affected, but the mechanical suffer ill
the same proportion. The irechanics arc out of employ, and at a season of great suffering too. No plans
are on foot for building; and some of our best contracThe capitalist who lives on
lors have had 'e give up.
his money is also an equal sufferer, for his slocks have
depreciated, and have fallen, in some instances fifty
per centum. Real estate has dechned to a point not
Elcctioji of presidential electors in Pennsylvania. Th
Known rents, particulariy stores, are 30 to 50 per cent,
day (in which the slate of Pennsylvania votes for the down. I'liis is a giooniy picture, we know, but it is
has
ihe
election,
been
changed
by
ne
presidential
not more gloomy than the fact justifies.
It will take place on the fifst Wedneselection law.
Teas. It is computed that the average annual conday of December, 1S40. 'I'he state will consequently
sumption of lea in different countries, is as follows:
be the last in which the choice takes place.
France, 230,000 lbs.; Germany, 2,000,000 lbs.; Holland,
Fires,
There has been a destruclive fire at Spring2,800,000 lbs.; Russia, 6,500,000 jbs.; United Slates,
field, Ohio.
The only parliculurs which we have yet 8,000,000 llis.;
Great Britain, 38,000,000 lbs.
seen ore contained in the following hasty note, under
li is estimated according lo the latest advices from
date of 14lh instant, published in the Columbus JourEngland, that die slock of tea at present in London, is
nal.
35 000,000 lbs.
Half past two o'clock, A. M.
T'l.ra.'!.
The estimated increase of the population ot
fire broke out this evening, which has nearly
b-.irnt our town up.
Tlio large buildings burnt oppo- Texas during the past year is 100,000.
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Appointments by the president
420

The sum of

7,

418

Buciianan, Mr. speech on the sub-treasury

—127

peicted in the

mam

near four millions, in specie, was exIncontant fiigate, from the Spanish

1

'Conferences have been actively openf-ri at Paris
a treaty of commerce with Holland.
M.

for

Rochussen on the part of king William and Messrs.
The Jlmislad schooner. The British government, Desaugiera and Englehart on the part of Louis
Congress senate 427, 428; house
428—431 it seems,
have been actively interposing in the af- Phillippe.
Foieigji articles— Gteai Britain, France, Holland, Rusfair of the Amistad, and promptly sent despatches
Reinlbrcements continue to embark for Algiers.
sia 417; China
418
The guillotine is introduced into Constantinople.
National ajairs— Appointments by the president; re- to their minister here, to intercede with our governspecting bonding of duties, &c. 418; fi-om Florida; ment in behalf of the negroes; also, they directed
More than one-half of the silk looms in Lyons
speaker of the United States house of representatives; their minister at Madrid to ask for their liberty, are without work, A declaration to this effect has
naval
419 should they be sent to Cuba— and at the same time been published in the Ccnseur de Lyons, by 125
States of the union. New York, choice of mayor by to urge Spain to enforce (he laws against Monies foremen of manufactories.
the people, arms of the state, non-imprisonment act, and Ruiz.
The French merchants at Montevideo have ad.Bub-treasury, acknowledgment of deeds, &c.; Penndressed a petition to the chamber of deputies for a
FRANCE.
sylvania, and interesting report respecting the banks
sufficient French force, to put an end to the abomi419; Virginia, state loans converted into stock, time
Havre papers to the 8th and Paris to the 7th Jan.
nations of Rosas, the dictator of the Argentine reof meeting of legislature, bank bill; Alabama, relief have been received by the packet ship Duchesse
Chronicle

432

—

—

P

,.

public.
They mention, among other facts, that a
law; Mississippi, taking possession of the branch of d'Orleans, at
York.
the Brandon bank at Paulding; Ohio, curious deciThe Paris papers of the 7th contain the reply of boat's crew of a whaler, ten in number, having survived Ihe wreck of their vessel, were driven on
sion in the legislature; Indiana, issue of treasury
chamber
the
of peer and chamber of deputies to
shore twelve leagues from Montevideo,
notes; Illinois, the bank accepting the recharter
They
the king's speech. The ministerial party carried
420
were immediately attacked by a party of the dictaSub-treasury, Mr. Buchanan's speech on
420—427 every thing their own way. The duke de Nemours tor's cavalry, 80 in number, five were instantly
appeared and took his seat among the peers, entirely
shot dead. The midshipman was then barbarously
recovered from his late dangerous sickness. The
beheaded, and his head carried away on a spear as
95"Rejiittances by mail. "A postmaster may en- peers had adopted their
address, which was a coma trophy.
The remainder having been severely
the
publisher
of a newspaper, plete echo of the royal message.
close money in a letter to
The chamber of wounded were taken prisoners.
to pay the subscription of a third person, and frank the deputies had theirs yet under discussion.

New

letter, if written

Some of our

by himself."

subscribers

Amos

may

United States bink stock was quoted

Kendall.

not be aware that they

may

at

£17

153,

All business in

was suspended,

American

in expectation

in

save the postage on subscription money, by requesting the postinaster where they reside to frank their

arrival,

containing such money, ke being abx- to saiisij
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains notliing

letter fiom Calcutta, of the 13th November,
says the English ship Nymph arrived there from
China, after a very short passage, and brought the

letters

but wliat refers

to the subscription.

[Am. Farmer.

FOREIGN ARTICLES.
GREAT BRITAIN.
At last we have the pleasure of announcinj;, (says
the New York Commerial) the arrival of several
ships from England, being eight days later. The
only one that we have yet intelligence from is the
Tarolinta, capt. Smith, from Liverpool, whence she
sailed on the 4lh of January, in comp.Tny with the
Virginian and Westchester. Our files, we presume,
are indebted to
are on board those vessels.
Mr. Kelley. a passenger, for London papers to the
3d, and Liverpool of the 4th of January inclusive.

We

Rumored ministerial cha7)ges. Marquis of Normanby to go to Paris as British ambassador vice
Lord Granville to go to liidia as
lord Granville.
governor general, vice lord Auckland. Lord Eblington to take lord Normanby's place in the home
ottice, and the duke of Davonsliire to be lord lieutenant of Ireland.
The corn m.irket had not advanced the averages were lower, and consequently the duties had

—

increased.

The duty on foreign wheat was raised to 203. 8d.
per quarter; on flour, lo 12s. per bbl. American
flour in bond had been sold at previous quotations.
The money market was easier. Stocks were
The state of trade in Manchester improvrising.
ing and cotton gd. per lb. higher.
tile stock of cotton on hand, on 31st Dec. was
250,490 bales of which 206,000 is in Liverpool.
The deliveries to the trade during the year were
1,058,676 bales,
Liverpool cotton market, Jan. 2. There has been
a fair business done to-day at rather higher prices.
The sales are 5,000 bales, 200 Pernams, 9 1-8 to
9 1-2; 30 Bahia, 9 3-4; 40 Maranham, 9 1-2; 30
Egyptian, lid.; 400 Sural, 4 1-2 to 5 l-8d.
.-ill
kinds of
Liverpool corn market, Dec. 31.
free Hour were in limited request at former prices.
Of American in bond, however, some farther sales
were made li)r holding over at 31s. piT bbl. but 31s.
6d. to 323. bein< now askinl, serves lo chrck the
demand the buyers relusing to comply with the

A
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that they

HOLLAND.

The

story of the ahduction of the king of Hol-

which had been first circulated in other countries, began about the 3d of January to be heard of
intelligence that at Canton all communication be- in Amsterdam, particularly on 'change.
Large
tween the English and Chinese was entirely broken sales of stocks had been made and a reduction of
off. At Macao, a collision had taken place between
prices had taken place.
the Chinese, and the English and Portuguese reRUSSIA.
sidents, which ended in the expulsion of the PorA difference has arisen between Russia and Chiva
tuguese and English from the town, of which the or Khieva,
An expedition is to be undertaken
Chinese had taken possession. All communications by Russia to be accompanied by a large number of
were forbidden, except with the Americans, who camels, which are the only animals which can be
were acutely profiting by these events lo extend eniployc'il in the transportation of provisions and
their commerce.
The letter adds, there seems to war munitions across the sandy and barren country
be very little hope of an amicable arrangement.
which must be passed. The shah of Persia has
The Paris correspondent of the Commercial Ad- offered Russia all the assistance in his power in the
vertiser writes as follows, under date of 7th inst.
war against Chiva,
The accounts from Algiers are satisfactory, inasCorrespondence of the Courier and Enquirer.
much as the Arabs are beaten in every action. It
Paris, January!, 1840, The non-arrival of the
cannot be concealed, however, that they light well,
and although dispatches always represent them to
be defeated, they have never yet been captured nor
has any body of troops been annihilated,
telegraphic dispatch from Blidah of the
December aiwiounces that a column of French tioops
ttacked the Arabs near Blidah, and jiut thein com
pletely to the route.
Three flags of the kalif of
Mileana, a cannon, .and a great number of muskets
were captured,

A

A letter from Oran expresses great fears of an
attack by the Arabs in that quarter. The island of
Raehgoun, about a mile from the mouth of the
Tafna, is occupied by a French battalion of infantry, but in this very spot during the last war, the
French, having been b.?aten by an overwhelming
force, vvere blockaded by the onetny far si.v weeks,
and were not relieved until the arrival of a consider-

able reinforcement.
It is ascertained that

Abel Kader receives supMorocco, which pass through Tlemecen and Nedroma, The emperor has given to him
the title of grand kalilh.
The Commerce contains a long and violent attack upon the French government for not protecting its agents against insult in foreign states. Having alluded to the "insults upon the French flag by
the Engli-^h," the Commerce inquires what has
been done in the ah'.iirs of the French naval of.lcer
taken away by an American vessel, which .was capadvance required.
tured during the blockade of Vera Cruz, and reThe packet ship Sampson, at New York from specting the French vice consul at Newport, in the
London, sailed on the 4th January, and brings Lon- United Slates, who was dragged from his house,
and put into pri.^^on, •ir,".idds this journal, "the
don papers to that date.
The emperor of Russia is said to be seriously represeiitaiives of France arv: to be insulted by the
American authorities with impunity, what strength
ill^with the constitutional or hereditary malady
will they have, what respect can they inspire
insanity.
The queen's marriage. It is known every where, among the half-barha.rinn gnvprnmen'g of the new
says the Brington Gazette, on the continent, in all continents? The uiiiil?try must !,ive an account
courts, great andsmall, that the three Cobugg, falhei in tile first discussion of the chambers of the steps
and two" sons, are to arrive about the 20th of Janua- which they have taken to demand for. Ihis insult a
ry, and that the marriage is to take place on the 8th satisfaction, required alike by the security due tc
our tiade and the honor of oui flag."
of Febiuary.

—

Circulars have been issued by the banking house
Co. of Liverpool, announcin"
have reduced the rate of interest on discounts to 5 per cent.

London of Leiand, Bullen

securities

of the Liverpool's

plies through

land,

Liverpool steamer from New York, has naturally
occasioned much uneasiness among the citizens
of the United States resident in France, It was
said on the Bourse' to-day, that she had been telegraphed on the 5th instant, but it was probably a
mere rumor.
The trifling rise of a sou in the 4 pound loaf, to
which in the outset I referred, is not material, only
inasmuch as it shows that the accounts I have all
along given you of the late harvest were correct.
With some impoitations and no exportalions of
wheat and flour we may get on until the crops of
the present year shall have been gathered, hut we
shall have no redundancy.
The state of trade has not yet improved. From
Lyons, the accounts received continue to be unfaTwo-thinlsof the hands are unemployed.
vorable.
In Paris, similar complaints exist. The returns
for the year just terminated have been published;
and they demonstrate the truth of all that has been
In the year 1839 there were
said on the subject.
one thousand and thirteen bankruptcies in Paris,
and Ihe debts of the bankrupts amounted to sixty
In 1S37 "the year of the Amemillions of francs.
rican crisis," there had been only 515 bankruptcies
and for only twenty-seven millions of francs.
The shares in the loan to the Bank of the United
Stales by Messrs. lluthscliild are more firm, or
more in favor, than at the (kite of my last. They
I feel bound to observe
are quoted to-day at 94^.
that confidence in the improvement of money
affairs in the United Slates is fast returning here.
Correspondence of the Journal of Commerce.
Havre, Jan. 7, 1840. On the vvhole, holders of
cotton having shown more firmness, and been able
to recover very nearly the ground lost during the
previous week, but although we have had a fair
amount of transactions, the purchasers continue to
have, generally, but very little confidence in the
present rates. The sales of the past eight days
have been 7,800 bales, owing to the prevalence of
casteily winds latterly, the arrivals have not exceeded 7,000 making our stock 61,000 bales.

—

—
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We are likely to receive at least 35,000 bales
more, before the end of the month.
We finish the
Cotton.
Marseilles, Dec. 31st.
year in perfect calm. The stock and price are reduced. There is no American cotton in first hands.
An improvement of
Havre, Feb. 7th. Corn.
2f. per sack of 200 h. was realized on wheat last
Foreign descriptions remain the
market day.
same.
Flour.— We have no sales of American flour to
announce. There ia no disposition on the part of
buyers to come fornard at the prices asked, 38 a
40f. per barrel, accordint; to quality.

—

—

—

—

CHI^fA.
From, the New York American, Feb. 25.
ship Robert Fulton, with dates to 25th September, from Canton, has arrived.
blockade of the Chinese ports had been declared by the British resident to take e/fect, in six
days; but the order was speedily revoked. Meantime, it was protested against by the American

The

A
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Revocation of the blockade.
The safety of certain of
Official public notice.
her majesty's subjects supposed to have been cut
off by the ofReers of the Chinese, having been ascertained, and negotiations being made, upon the
basis of the withdrawal of the proclamation against
the lives and liberties of her majesty's subjects: It
is hereby declared that until further notice be given,
founded upon Ihe results of such negotiations, the
blockade notified by me upon the 11th instant, will
not be established, and vessels continuing to enter
will be permitted to pass unobstructed.
Given under my hand on board H. M. ship
Volage, at anchor in Hong Kong bay, this
16th day of September, IS39.
Signed,
H. 3IVIITH,
Captain of H. M. ship Volage.
At the request of captain Smith of II. i\l. ship
Volage, the above notice is circulated.
Signed,
E. ELMSLIE.

no prospect of an adjustment of the difficulties,
without aid from England. The opium trade, however, was carried on very briskly, and at high prices,
on the eastern coast of China, under the British flag.
There is much irritation between the English
and Chinese, the former having fired into several
junks and having made an attack under the command of captain Elliot, on the forts and junks at
Loore, a few miles to the eastward of Hong
Kong, it was reported several Chinese had been

Kow

killed, among which was a Mandarin of rank.
Captain Elliot, narrowly escaped, having a ball
through hia hat. The Chinese claimed the victory.
The American trade continued without molestaSeveral vessels
tion on the part of the Chinese.
under the American, Spanish and Danish flags
were employed in bringing India cotton and British
manufactures to Canton fron Hong Kong at high

The British ship Mermaid had
rates of frieght.
been purchased at Hong Kong, and was employed
and treasurer to the superintendent.
in the freighting business under the American flag
The American trade was rather thriving by the between there and Canton.
merchants as the document annexed will show.
difficulties between the Chinese and the British.
Blockade of the port of Canton.
An additional export duty on teas and silks was
Oj^ctal public notice. The high eommissioner, The following decree, issued on their application, about being laid by the Chinese, to meet the exSec'tj.

—

and governor of these provinces having publicly
forbidden the regular supplies of food to her majesty's subjects, having commanded the people to
fire upon and seize ithem, whenever they go on
shore to purchase provision; and certain of her
majesty's subjects having been actually cut off:
Notice is hereby given, that it is my intention, at
the requisition of the "chief superintendent of the
trade of British subjects in China," to establish a
blockade of the river and port of Canton; and notice is hereby further given, that none other than
vessels acutually within the port, or foreign vessels entering within six days from the date hereof,
will be allowed free egress till the blockade be declared raised.
Notice of the blockading force will be hereafter

promulgated.
Given under Jny hand on board her majesty's
ship "Volage" at anchor in liong Kong bay off the
port of Canton, this day 11th day of Sept. 1839.
Signed,
M. SMITH, captain
of her Britannic majesty's ship Volage.
Protest of the Americans.
llong KOng. nth Sept. 1S39.
"Protest of the American merchants and ship masters, against the blockade of the port of Canton,

by the British."
undersigned, citizens of the U. States of
at present in
Hong Kong bay, in the waters of China, having
heard a report that it is your intention, at the requisition of the chief superintendent of British
trade in China, to blockade, after the expiration of
six days from this date, the river and port of Canton; and that the force to be employed it is under.stood will consist of her Britannic majesty's ship
Volage, under your command, and such merchant
vessels as can be conveniently armed for the occasion.

beg leave, mrist respectfully,

therefore,

to

present to you, and through you, to her majesty's
chief superintendent of trade in China, that the
right of such a blockade cannot be recognised by
the undersigned, and if attempted to be carried
into effect to their injury, or the injury of the
American shippinc and interests, will be considered by the undersigned, and by their countrymen,
an infringement of their legal and just rights; it
being contrary to the laws of nations, existinntreaties, illegal and without precedent.
We hereby enter our most solemn protest, and
do now solemnly protest against such a blockade,
as we understand from report, is now pro))osed to
be enforced.
And we do hereby give notice that we shall hold
her Britannic majesty and her government responsible in the fullest manner, for whatever lives may
be sacrificed, and other losses that may be sustained by American citizens, in consequence of said
blockade and sudden proceedings of her majesty's
officers in China, and we shall further hold you
)iersonally and all persons acting under your authority responsible for whatever lives may be lost,
or injury sustained, in person or property, by any
American citizen. We have the honor to be, your
obedient aervunts,
RUSSELL Sc Co.
& Co.
A. A. RlTCfTIE,

WETMORE

S.J!.
J.

HAWK,

RYAN.

jniiN CODMAN. jr.
AVM, W,\CMICHALS,

CARTER,
crimen WESfoN.

JOS. n.
To U. Smith,

esq.

Hong Kong

JOiiN' CUNMNfiHAM,
captain of U. D. M. slap Volage,

bay.

the port to trade, they request that those of their
ships which shall presently arrive, may proceed
directly to the Bogue, there wait to be examined,
and then pass on to Whampoa, &c. Uc.

Now,

having handed up this petition, have received the following reply from Lin, the high comI

missioner, viz:
have examined and find, that whenever a foreign vessel comes to Canton to trade, she must wait
until she has been examined by the officers of the
imperial dynasty, to ascertain that she has not
brought any prohibited articles, after which she
can enter the port and trade.
Who is this Elliot,
that presumptuously dares to prohibit the vessels
of other counlries from entering the port? Such
conduct as this is inexpressably obstinate, and it
will be impossible for me again to excuse his offence; besides, strictly commlinding the military of
every port to seize Elliot and restrain him [from
such doings]
That which Sturgis and others have
petitioned, that their ships may sail directly up to
the Bogue and there anchor, we have ordered
the said kuenmin-foo to grant that it may be so.
But lest there come some scheming persons among
the outside foreigners, there must be the greatest
watchfulness maintained by the fleet of war junks
collected at the Bogue; they must daily exercise
and keep up the strictest vigilance.
also request the admiral of the fleet, that as soon as an
American ship reaches the Bogue, he will order
two vessels to go along side and examine whether
there be on board any prohibited articles or fire
arms, to be introduced against the laws; alter which
the pilot will carry her up to Whampoa; they need
not at all anchor within the chain passage. It is
thus that 1 manifest my sincere compassion, and
enable them speedily to return home. I also issue
a proclamation, that the foreigners of all countries
may know thatour ships of war will protect them,
if they quickly enter the port, not loitering or popping about as formerly: let them [when entered]
wait until the governoi-, fooyuen and admiral issue
an edict, and when they depart let them receive

We

.

The

America, merchants and ship masters

We

indicative of a good disposition on the part of the traordinary expenses occasioned by the unsettled
Chinese authorities to our countrymen:
state of affairs between them and the English, new
Teeang, acting kuenmin-fbo of Macao, &c. &c. forts have been built at the entrance of the river,
issues this clear proclamation:
and rafts and chains thrown across it. An arrival
Whereas it appears that the American merchants, at St. Helena from Singapore, reports that several
Sturgis and others, have petitioned "that on ac- vessels, fully armed, were about sailing for the east
count of Elliot's wishing to prohibit their entering coast of China, with a determination of carrying on

is

We

the

opium trade."

NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
.Appointments by the president, by and with the adWilliam Selden, of
vice and consent of the senate.
Virginia, to be treasurer of the United States in the
place of John Campbell, superseded.
George Washington Montgomery, to be consul
of the United States for the port of Tampico, in

Mexico.
Franklin Peale, to be chief coiner of the mint of
the Unitpd States at Philadelphia.
Jonas R. McClmtock, of Pa. to be melter and
refiner of the U. S. mint at Philadelphia.
Charles Lane, to be marshal of the United States
for the district of New Hampshire, for the term of
four years from the 3d day of March next, when his
present commission will expire.
Charles N. Garrett, to be marshal of the United
States for the district of Louisiana, for the term of
four years from the 30th of April next, when his
present commission will expire.
Elias Rector, to be marshal of the United States,
for the district of Arkansas, for the term of four
years from the 20th June next, when his present
commission will expire.
Samuel B. Marshall, to he marshal of the United
States for the district of middle Tennessee.
James P. Grundy, to be altorney of the LTnited
Stales for the district of midille 'Tennessee.
Robert J. Chester, to be marshal of the United
States for the district of west Tennessee.
John Mills, to be attorney of the United Stales
for the district of Massachusetts, for the term of
four years from the ISIh day of January, 1840,
when his former term of service expired.
H. L. Holmes, to be attorney of the United States
for Ihe district of North Carolina.
Edward McCrady, to be attoineyof the United
States for the district of South Carolina.
Charles Walker, 10 be attorney of the U. States
for the southern district nf Florida.
Henry W. McCorry, to be a.tloriiey of the United

their chop, &c. 8tc.
Slates for the district of west Tennessee.
Having received the above, besides taking the
Charles Weston, to be attorney of the U. Slates
reply and sending it to the said American mer- for the territory of Iowa.
chants, Sturgis and others, for their obedience,
Robert M. Charleton, to be attorney of the Unituniting all the particulars, I issue this edict, that ed States for the district of Georgia.
all merchantmen who come to Canton to trade
may fully know its contents; let them accord their
From ihe North American.
obedience.
When your ships arrive and have proSome time since a letter was addressed by the
ceeded to the Bogue, let them wail until the boats proprietors of this paper to James N. Barker, esq.
from the admiral have examined that there is no- the comptroller of the tre.asuiy, making enquiries
thing contraband, nor any' warlike weapons on whether goods imported into New York on account
board, when the j)ilot will carry them to Whampoa. of Philadelphia merchants, when our navigation is
They are not to anchor within the chain (lassago, impeded, could not be bonded in this city, thus savnor are they to loiterand groupe about, delaying ing trouble and expense to them. To this letter Mr.
their entrance.
It is right that all be obedient, and Barker has returned the following reply:
not oppose.
Treasury Jeprt. first compi. office, Jan. 27, 1840.
..i special edict.
Taonkwang, 19 year, 8 month, lllh day Sept.
Gentlemen: I duly received your letter of Ihe
IS, 1S39.
3d instant, in which you refer to the uncertainty of
The Journal of Commerce, upon the authority access iluring the winter months to the port of Phiof capt. McMichaels, of Ihe Robert Fulton, states ladelphia, and the consequent necessity imposed
that "the British with their families had been oblig- upon Ihe merchants there of using the packets from
ed by the Chinese to leave Macao, and are now on Europe to New York at that season for the imporboard the English ships at Hong Kong, 35 miles talion of such articles of merchandise as are urgenteast of Macao.
Captain Elliot, chief superinten- ly needed.
dent of the English triule, had hoisted his flag on
In view of these circumstances, it would seem
board the English country ship Fort William. The that such importions are at present greatly embarBritish trade with China is totally suspended, and rassed by Ihe refusal oi the collector at N. York to

—

—
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importer at Philadelpliia,
way entirely acceptable to

tlie

although secured in a

the coliector at that port, in consequence of which
it becomes necessary to employ and pay a commission house in New Yorlc for the couipietion of the
entry^and you submit the questions:
I. Is this required by law, or is it a practice
adapted capriciously by the collector at N. York?
II. If the former, would there be any objections
to a modification so as to enable the merchants at
Philadelphia (o secure the duties at that port, and
allow the merchandise to be entered on a certificate
from the collector there to that effect, upon which
the permit will be issued for the delivery in New
York the examinations to be made and the duties
ascertained atNewJfork, monthly or quarterly returns of the respective amounts being made to the
collector at Philadelphia?
III. If, on the other hand, the present practice is
not necessarily enjoined bj' the existin;} laws,
would thei'e be any inconvenience in a chanije properly guarded, which will not be more than compensated- by the facilities it would yield to Philadelphia and other ports for a fair participation in trade
as convenience may prompt, especially as it would
enable the merchants at Philadelphia to pay their
duties at home
and these being payable in a fixed
currency, will be received in Philadelphia without
depreciation or loss to the government?
To these questions, which appear to embrace the
snbject matter of your letter, I have given an attentive consideration, and would beg, as the most
satisfactory response I can otter, to enclose a copy
of a letter addressed to me when collector at Philadelphia, by iVIr. Secretary Ingham, bearing date the
21)th of January, 1S30, merely suggesting that taking the plan recommended, with the alterations
which the existing relations of the treasury render
expedient, as the basis of any arrangement of the
sort contemplated, the details under whicli the facilities might be extended must be matters of mutual
and reciprocal agreement between the collectors of
the respective ports of Philadelphia and New York,
or such others as may be enabled to assist in the
promotion of your objects. I am, yours, &c.

—

—

J.

The

N.

BARKER,

comptroller.
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detachment of men, sent in pursuit of deserters, were fired on near Fort Brook, on the 1st inst.
by the Indians. Three men were wounded, and
the sergeant, whose horse was shot from under him
at the commencement of the attack, is missing and
is supposed to be killed.
On the 5th inst. a train of twelve wagons, returning from the interior, when about ten miles from
Carey's Ferry, were attacked by a party of Indians,
12 or 15 strong, who fired upon and Icilledone man,
named Farson Camell. They also killed two mules
and wounded four others. The Indians plundered
the wagons of their covers and the provisions be-
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Choice of mayors by the jicople. A bill has passed both houses of the legislature of this state, carrying into effect the amendment of the constitution
adopted by the people at the last election, for the
choice of mayors of cities tiy the people. Tfie
law is general in its operation, (excepting the city
of New York, for which a special amendment has
longing to the train. On the arrivafof the wagon been heretofore adopted) so that the peopfe of each
master at Garey's Ferry, the quartermaster's men city in the state will be called upon to elect a
were immediately sent in i)ursuit, but no signs of mayor at their next charter election notice of
the Indians were discovered.
which is to be given by the inspectors of election
IBrwisivickt Geo. Jldvocaie, Feb. 11.
in the usual form.
[N. F. Amer.
More Indian massacres.
this morning receivArms. A. Chandler, commissary general of the
ed the distressing intelligence that the family of state, has made his report, in which he states that
Mr. Rowlett, at Rowlctt's mills, in this county, among the warlike implements of the state, are 260
about 30 miles from this city, were massacred by a brass cannon, 287 iron do. 49,016 muskets, 2,SSS
party of Indians, just befoie sundown last evening. rifles, 1,134 carbines, 6S3 pair of pistols, 2,125
Mr. P. W. Rawlett and a mulatto man were shot swords, Sic. The city arsenal is reported to be in
down by the Indians before they had shown them- a dilapidated condition and to require immediate
selves.
The Indians then approached the house, repair.
and the inmates were shot down in attempting to
Non-imprisonment act.
In the non-imprisonmake their escape. Mrs. Hollis, a daughter of Mr. ment act now before the legislature of New York
Daniel Rawlett, was seen to run some distance from an amendment has been inserted to exempt stranthe house before she fell.
One individual, a Mr. gers from being imprisoned for debt. The EvenRobinson, we believe, who was near the premises, ing Star approves of the amendment, and says:
alone escaped to tell the story. The elder Mr. "There are hundreds desirous of coming to this
Raw left and one of his sons were from home when city on business, yet are apprehensive that some
the massacre took place.
persecuting creditor may consign them to the cataImmediately after receiving this intelligence, the combs immediately on their arrival."
Franklin guards, with great spirit and promptitude,
Sub -treasury. The New York legislature have
mustered under lieiit. Roberts, (the captain being passed resolutions opposed to the sub-treasury
absent from the city), and having chartered the scheme. In the senate they were passed by a vote
steamer Roanoke, to take them up the river to the of 16 to 9, and in the house by a vote of 92 to 7.
landing nearest the scene of the massacre, started
Acknowledgment of deeds, ^c. Governor Seward
has leceived a communication from D. Brent, esq.
off in pursuit of the Indians.
By the Commerce we also hearof an attackwhich consul at Paris, with a bill which has been submitwas made upon a party of U. S. dragoons, near ted to the legislature, giving authority to consuls
Rocky Bluff, on Friday last. The party were fired and vice consuls of the United States in foreign
on by the Indians and several of their mules killed. countries to take acknowledgments of deeds,
The soldiers fled and the Indians took possession of mortgages. Sic. of property situated in this state.
their provisions and baggage.
similar bill has been sent to the governors of the
[jlpalachicola Gazette, Jan. 29.
other states, in the hope of procuring a uniform
correspondent of the N. Y. Courier states, that law on the subject.
PENNSYLVANI.\.
general Taylor has issued an order to the detachhave before us an inments pursuing the Indians, to make no prisoners,
An interesting report.
and that a copy of thij order is now on file in the teresting report from Ihe auditor general, in answer
war department.
to the resoulution of the house of representatives of
17th of January last, requiring that officer to asceiSpealcers of the U. S. house of representatives since
tain the amount of five dollar bills, the amount of
the adoption of the constitution.
ten dollar bills, and the amount of twenty dollar
Sneakers.
State.
Cong. Years.
bills of the several banks of this commonwealth, in
1789 F. A. Muhlenberg, Pennsylvania.
1
circulation on the first of April, 1839, and the 1st
2
1791 Jonathan Trumbull, Connecticut.
of January, 1840; and also the number of persons
1793 F. A. Muhlenberg, Pennsylvania.
3
holding stock in the several banks, saving institu1795 Jonathan Dayton, New Jersey.
4
tions and loan companies of this commonwealth, to
5
1797
do.
do.
the amount of five shares and under, ten shares and
1799 Theodore Sedgwick, Massachusetts.
6
under, twenty shares and under, filty shares and
ISlil
7
Nathaniel Macon, N. Carolina.
under, one hundred shares and under, Hve hundred
8
do.
do.
130;J
shares and under, ami over five hundred shares; the
9
1805
do.
dopar value of such stock, the number of shares held
10
1807 Joseph B. Varnum, Massachusetts.
by females, executors, guardians and all other trus11
do.
do.
1S09
tees or ofiTcers of benevolent institutions, the resiKentucky.
12
1811 Henry Clay,
dence of such stockholders, and their titles of no1813 > do. resigned, Jan. 1S14 do.
13
biiitii.
S. Carolin~a.
1814 5 Lnngilon Clieves,
The United States bank is given by itself.
Kentucky.
14
1815 Henry Clay,
learn that on the first of January last, the number
do.
15
do.
1817
of persons holding stock in the institution, was as
do.
16
1819)
do. (resigned)
follows:
N. York.
1320 5 John W. Tavlor,
864 persons.
5 shares and under,
Virginia,
17
1821 Philip P. Barbour,
"
"
661
10
Kentucky.
IS
1823 Henry Clay,
"
732
20
N. York.
19
1825 John'W. Taylor,
"
994
50
Virginia.
20
1827 Andrew Stevenson
"
"
588
100
do.
21
do.
1829
"
614
"
500
do.
22
1831
do.
"
80
600 and over,
18.33
do.
23
do. (resigned)
The par value of the stock of the institution is
Tennessee.
1S34 5 John Bell,
$100 per share, and -the shares ar& held as follows:
do.
24
1835 James K. Polk,
29,876
Shares held by females,
do.
ilo.
25
1837
"
executors and guardians,
4,236
26
1839 Robt. M. T. Hunter, Virginia.
trustees,
16,248
Total 14 .= penk^r.«; nf whom 6 were troin northern
"
benevolent institutions,
1,753
states
5 from southern states, and 3 from western
The number of stockholders in Europe and else[New York Express.
states.
where, excepting the United Slates, is as follows:
Great Britain and Ireland, 1,185; France, 36; Spain,
NAVAL.
The Norfolk papers inform us that the U. S. fri- 59; Portugal, 6; Germany, 10; Holland, 26; Belgate United Stales, cajit. Kearney, from N. York, gium, 1; Prussia, 1; Denmaik, 2; Switzerland, 4;

—
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following is the extract from the letter of
alluded to by Mr. Barker:
"The laws require that the entry be made with
the collector of the district into which the merchandise is imported, and that bonds be given for
the payment of the duties to such celleclor; but
that as the bond is to be given to the satisfaction of
-such collector, he is entirely at liberty to take the
bonds of merchants of another district, provided the
principals be residents and the sureties citizens of
the United States.
I have also stated to the chairman, that there appeared to be no dithcultyin such cases, except in
ascertaining the sufficiency of the parties to the
bonds; but that as the collectois of Philadelphia
and New York, would no doubt be equally disposed to promote the general interest of commerce,
and to give all lawful and proper facilities to so
highly respectable a portion of the commercial
community, as those who desire this accommodation,
I presumed that an arrangement might be made between you and the collector at New York, by which
that difficulty would be removed, and the object
effected without serious inconvenience lo any. The
bonds might be deposited for collection in the Bank
of the United States at Philadelphia on behalf of
the collector at New York.
I would recommend to you and the colleetor at
New York, to enter into such arrangemeiit; anil
seeing no insecurity to the reveiiue nor any other
public disadvantage that can result from it, I address tliis communication to you for that purpose.
I will write by this mail to the collector at New
York, and will thanlc yoa to correspond with him
on the subject.
The simplest mode that occurs to me foreffpcfing
the desired object is this; after the merchant at
Philadel|>hia has estimated the account of the duties accruing on his importation into New York, he
will execute the usual bond wiili sufficient sureties
to the coliector at New York, and present it to yon,
who on being satisfied with the sufficiency, will so
You
certify upon it to the collector of New York.
would of course adopt the same rules, and exercise
the same tliscretion as in regard to bonds taken in
the business of your own district. It might also
be well that you should Iceep a note of the bonds arrived in Hampton roads on Sunday night, and
which you may thus certify, and give advice of came up the next morning to the naval anchorage,
when the usual salutes were exchanged.
them to the collector of New York.
The Potomac of 4 guns came out of the dock a few
Signed,
S. D. INGHAiVl,
days since, and is fi'.ling lor service with despatch.
Secretary of the treasury."
The broad penant of commodore Warrington has
From Floriila. Captain Nock, of the steamer Flo- been shifted from the U. S. ship Java, to the Delarida, arrived at this port on Saturilay evening last, ware, of SO guns, capf. C, W. Skinner, Ih; receivhas furnished us with the following Indian iieu»:
ing stiip at Norfolk.

Mr. Ingham

THE UNION.

Orders have been received

A

A

We

We

—

1

West Indies, 52; East Indies, 1; South America, 2;
Mexico, 3; Nova Scotia, 2. Making in all, 1,390,
foreign stockholders.

The

holding slock in the bank, are:
marquises, 2; counts and ciuntesses, 8;
barons and baronet:-, 28. Maknig
forty-two nobles in all.
The number of stockholders in the United States
nobility

earls, 2;

lords, 2; knights,

is

as follows;

Maine

16;

New

Hampshire

23; Ver-
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mont

4;

Massachusetts 1C6; Khode Island 40; Con-

necticut 60; New York 236; New Jersey 1 17; Pennsylvania 1,481; Delaware 51; Maryland 239; District of Columbia 37; Virginia 211; North Carolina
27; South Carolina 340; Georgia 36; Ohio 22; Kentucky 18, Tennessee 4; Indiana 2; Illinois 4; Alabama 1; Missouri 2; Mississippi 1; Louisiana 11.
Making 3,133 stockholders in the United States.
The five dollar notes of the bank in circulation
on the 1st of January 1840, "under the 8th section
of the improvement act, passed July 19, 1839,"
The ten dollar notes in
amounted to $20,000 00.
circulation on the first of January, amounted
to $1,831,110 CO— and Xhe twenty dollar notes
,$1,138,880 00. The notes in circulation on the
first of April. 1839, were as follows:
none.
Five dollar notes,
$2,136,000 00
Ten dollar notes,
1,046,000 00Twenty dollar notes,
Other banks. Fifty-one bonks, savings institutions and loan companies, exclusive of the United
States bank, have replied to the inquiries of the auditor general, in the whole or in part. The number
of live dollar notes in circulation on the days indicated, was as Ibllovvs:
Istof April, 1339,
$1,783,215
1,175,-535
Istof January, 1840,
Ten dollar notes in circulation.

$1 ,816,250

1st of April, 1839,
1st of January, 1840,

Twenty

1,660,161

1,379,140

Istof April, 1839,

The number

776,740

of persons holding stock

as fol-

is

lows:

Five shares and under,
"
Ten
"
Twenty

3,422
2,905
2,831
2,647

"

Fifty

"
One hundred
"
Five hundred
Five hundred shares and over

1,408

933
52
14,198
39,860;

The number of shares held by females is
by executors 10,956; guardians, 5,541; trustees
10,185; officers of benevolent institutions, 1,635,
iiilen of nobilitxj
de Survelliers.

'i

.

The

gentleman

title

is

count

The

stockholders of these institutions reside
principally in their immediate vicinity.
[ Telegraph.

VIRGINIA.
Slate loans converted into stock.

A

bill

has pass-

ed the Virginia house of delegates, to convert the
state loan of $150,000 to the Winchester rail road

company

company.

into the stock of the

Time of meeting of legislature. Tlie legislature
of Virginia have passed the bill for changing the
time of meeting of the next general assembly.

Bank

bill.

The bank

bill

which has passed the

house of delegates, Virginia, imposes no restraint
on the banks which they can reasonably complain
of, and only requires them to pay specie, when the
banks of Philadelphia and Baltimore shall have resumed specie payments.

ALABAMA.
The legislature ot'Alabama

Jllabama- relief law.

passed a new relief law extending the time of
indebtedness to the State bank and branches and
authorising the issue of post notes by tlie state and
slock banks. We have not yet seen a copy of the
act, but we find the following notice of its leading
leatiires in the Nashville papers:
The act provides that the presidpnt and directors
of the state bonk and branches shall adopt such
measures in the collection oi'debts due or coming due
on the extended debt (of 1837), the seven percent,
loan, together with all nbtes or bills of exchange,
they have in suit, or in execution, or upon any obligation, as to collect or call in a sum not exceeding
twenty per cent, per annum and interest, until the
legislature shall otherwise direct, upon the amount
now due or coining due on any of said debis, until
the legislature shall otherwise direct, as to conlbrin
to the safety of the banks, and to the ability of the
debtors to discharge their obligations. The nonspecie paying branches at INlobilc and Decatur ore
allowed until the 1st July 1841 to resume specie

lias

payments, and are directed

to increase their issues

—

The specie paying
branches at Tuscaloosa, Montgomery and Hiiutsville, and the two stock banks at Mobile are aulliorisfd, but not comjielled to issue, each, half a milIn reference to
lion of twelve months post notes.
half a million ol dollars each.

lluntsville Democrat says
that should the branch in that place embrace the
jiroli'ered privilege, the post notes will be received
iVoin ilate of issue, on the most favorable basis, in
exchange for eastern funds, which the branch will,
this last provision, the

in a short time, be picpaied to fiiinisli.
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MISSISSIPPI.
The Baltimore American says It appears that
a recently determined measure of the Brandon
bank, to close ils branch at Paulding, in Jasper
county. Miss, and to transfer the bills receivable to
the mother bank for collection, has met with strenuous opposition on the pait of the folks of Paulding.
At a public meeting called for the purpose of
deliberating on the subject, a committee oi' five was
appointed to carry out the course of action designated in the following resolution, which, it will be
seen, involves the forcible detention of the branch

—

Thus

far, sir, it will be perceived that this bill
in the settled [lolicy of the counexcept merely to provide that the public money, in the intermediate time between its receipt
into the treasury and its disbursement, shall be entrusted to our own responsible officers, instead of

makes no. change

trv,

irresponsible corporations.
In addition to these provisions, the bill contains
what has been commonly denominated the specie
clause.
This section provides that one-lburih of
the dues of the government shall be collected in
gold and silver aller the 30th June, 1840, one-half
after the 30th June, 1341, three-lourlhs after the
bank at its preserit location:
Resolved, That this meeting proceed immediate- 30th June, 1842; and after the 30th June, 1843, all
ly after the adjournment, to take possession of the the revenue of the government shall be collected,
vault, books, papers and all other things belonging and all ils disbursements shall be made, in gold and
to the branch bank at this place, and place them in silver coin.
the hands of the committee of five who will provide
Now, sir, when separated from Ihe details necessary to carry these principles into execution, this is
for their safe keeping.
the
bill, the whole bill, and nothing but the bill
OHIO.
member of Ihe Ohio legisla- which has excited so much unnecessary alarm
Curiovs decision.
throughout the country.
ture has been (or some time on his trial before that
In discussing tliis bill, the senator from Kentucky
body, on a charge of forgery, and a motion made to
expel him. The question was lately taken as to has divided his remarks into two general heads.
He has first considered the hill according lo what ils
his guilt, and the requisi'e number of two-thirds
voted that he was guilty of the charge. The vote friends say it is; and, in the second place, has diswas then taken on the motion to expel, v\hich was cussed it according to what he himself believesit to
be.
In my reply I shall invert this order, because
decided in the negative not two-thirds voting
it is necessary first to prove that the senator himfor it.
self h^s entirely mistaken the nature and effects of
INDIANA.
learn from the Louisville Public Advertiser, the measure, and that its friends entertain a just
conception of its character.
that a bill for the relief of the contractors on the
The senator held up the bill triumphantly to pubpublic works has passed both houses of the legislalic view, and declared that it contained within its
ture of Indiana. According to the Advertiser, it
provides for the issue of treasury notes, of the de- provisions a great government treasury bank. Now,
nomination of $5 and $50, to the amount of if I cannot make it manifest as Ihe light of day that
$1,500,000 half the sum in five dollar notes, and in this proposition he is entirely mistaken, I shall
The ttien agree to surrender the whole argument. The
the other half in notes of fifty dollars each.
senator has had an unsuccessful chase, through the
five dollar notes are to be made payable in one
provisions of this bill, after the lurking monster.
year, and the fifty dollar notes in two years; the.
he succeeded in dragging him into light, I
former receivable for state taxes in 1840, and the Had
fund for the redem.ption of those should have been one of the first men in the counlatter in 1841.
instant death.
But,
outstanding at the exiiiration of their respective try to assist in putting him to
"He must have optics sharp, I ween,
times of payment, to be set apart out of the first
sees what is not to be seen.''
means obtained from the sale of the interest of the
This, I think, has been the case with the senator
state in any lots, properly, or debts due from banks.
from Kentucky.
Imprisonment for debt.
bill to abolish impriNow, sir, what is a bank? According to the
sonment lor debt has passed the house of represenusual acceptation of the word, in our country, it
tatives of Indiana by a large majority.
It receives deposites, it
performs three offices.
ILLINOIS.
loans monej" upon discounts, and it issues a paper
The state bank of Illinois has accepted the terms currency. I acknowledge that, in order to constiof recharter proposed by the legislature.
tute a bank, it is not necessary that it should perform all these three functions. There are banks of
MR.
PA.
discount and deposite merely, and there are also
ON THE SUB-TREASURY BILL.
banks of deposite and issue only; and this latter
In senate January 22, 1340.
class of banks are the most secure of any in the
Mr. Buchanan rose and said Mr. President: It world, when ttie deposites are confined to the preis not my purpose on the present occasion to go
cious metals, and the issues, in the form of certifivery much at length into a discussion of the pro- cates, do not exceed the sums actually deposited.
I intend, in a great degree,
visions of this bill.
Such was the Bank of Anislerdam, and such is
indeed almost exclusively, to confine myself to a now the Bank of Hamburg. It would be difficult
reply, or at least an attempt to reply, to the remarks to form an idea of a bank of issue alone, wilhout
deposites or discounts, although I know, fiom the
of the senator from Kentucky, {Mr. Clay).
In all discussions, if we desire to arrive at a sa- utter inability of the Bank of England to regulate
tisfactory conclusion, it is absolutely necessary that the jKiper currency ol that kingdom, the question
we should distinctly understand wiiat is the ques- has been seriously considered whether one bank of
Then, let me ask, what is issue ought not to be established, anil all other
tion to be discussed.
the n,iture and character of the independent trea- banks be prohibited from emitting paper currencj'.
sury bill now before the senate?
It is certain that, at the present moment, a bank of
Since the origin of the government, our own re- issue, purely as a bank of issue, does not exist on
sponsible officers have always collected the public the face of the earth.
Now, sir, this bill does not
revenue, and have always disbursed the public re- authorise the public depositaries to receive money
venue. Heretofore, during the intermediate space from individuals on deposite; and it not only does
of time between ils collection and its disbursement, not authorise them to loan the public money enbanking corporations. trusted to their care, but it makes such an act a
it has been deposited with
The obj{_'ct of this bill is to provide that our own felony, punishable by fine and imprisonment. This
responsible officers shall be substituted as deposi- bill, then, clearly does not create a bank either of
taiies, instead of banking corporations; and that deposite or discount, and the senator has not conthese officers shall berealter not only collect and tended lor any such proposition. He has confined
disburse the public money as they have alvVays himself to prove that it will create a bank of issue;
done, but that they shall also have the custody of if and I shall examine this proposition a little more in
detail.
between its collection and disbursement.
And, in the first plane, if thrre be a bank lurking
Under the provisions of this bill, every officer
throughout the United Slates who receives public in the bill, then we have had a treasuiy bank in full
money is constituted a depositary. But there are operation ever since the origin of the government,
certain points where very large sums of public mo- without having the least idea of its existence until
ney are collected, or are disbursed, or both; and at the senator from Kenlucky made the discovery.
these points, both the secuiily of the revenue and There has been no period offline, since geneial
Washington was first inaugurated in liS.*, until the
file public convenience require that there sliouhl
be depositaries distinct from, and independent of, present day, when the treasurer of the V. Slates
These points arc Philadel- did not draw his warrants, either on bunks or rethe collecting officers.
phia, New Orleans, New York, Boston, Charleston ceiving oilicers, in favor of disbursing officers or
and St. Louis. Accordingly, the bill proposes lo creditors of the government. Without (Jiis power
convert the mint at Philadelphia and the branch the treasury department could not exist. Deb's
mint at New Orleans into places of public dcposite, could not bo paid to individuals, neilher could the
and entrusts the custody of the public money lo Ihe public revenue be applied to accomplish the obThere is
treasurers of these inslilutions respectively; and it jecls contemplated by the conslitiition.
creates sub-treasuries, each to bn under the control no other conceivable mode of cnmiucling this
of a receiver general, at New York, at Boston, at branch of the public business. The bill makes no
change whatever in this ancient and nccessaiy
Cliaileston, and at St. Luuis.
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dollar notes in circulation.

1st of January, 1840,
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practice, except to impose an important iimi'ation
upon it which has never heretofore existed; and yet,
according to the senator from Kentucky, it creates a
banlc of issue; and the drafts drawn by the treasurer on the public depositaries, in favor of public
creditors and disbursing officers, are to be the paper

which renders

it

29,
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come such a circulating medium.
And what is this tremendous power vested in the
secretary of the treasury by the 23d section? Independently of postmasters, tliere are, perhaps a hundred and fitly receivers of public moneys in the
currency which it will throw into circulation. This United States. These are scattered from Maine to
and from the Atlantic to the far west.
is the sum and substance of his whole argument on Georgia
this point.
He might, with the sam.e reason, con- Some of them are at the distance of fifty miles, and
tend that, if an individual in extensive business had others are a thousand miles from Washington. From
deposites in several banks, and was in the habit of the nature and necessity of the case, the discretionsecretary to reguSaying his debts and advancing money to his agents ary power is conferred upon the
y drawing drafts upon these banks, therefore he late "the speedy presentation" of these drafts, acThe cording to the d'itferent distances of the depositaries
himself had established a banlc of issue.
from the seat of government; but even this is to be
cases are precisely analogous.
In what part of this bill has the senator discover- done in such a manner as to prevent them from beed the charter of his bank? He has referred to one, ing thrown into circulation as a paper currency or
and only one clause, lor the purpose of proving its meilium of exchange. And yet this is the tremenexistence.
This is to be found in the tenth section dous power so much to be dreaded! No other proof the bill, and, as it is very brief, I shall read it to vision could have been uiade. It would have been
a work of endless and unncceFsary labor to have atthe senate. It is as foilow.s;
"And for the purpose of payments on the public tempted to enumerate each of the depositaries in the
account, it shall be lawful for the treasurer of the bill, and to have prescribed the time within which
United States to draw upon any of the said depo- drafts on each of them should be presented for payThis is a mere matter of detail which must
sitaries, as he may think most conducive to the ment.
public interest, or to the convenience of the public be yielded to the discretion of the secretary.
And now what, in plain English, is this governcreditors, or botli."
There, sir, is the charter; and what is it but a ment bank? It is no other than the power which
mere recognition of the power which I have just has always been exercised by the treasurer of the
been describing, and which has existed, and must United States, to pay the public creditors, and to
necessarily have existed, ever since the origin of advance money to the disbursing officers by means
the government? It requires the treasurer of the of drafts on the public depositaries; with a new reUnited States to consulL both the public interest striction, however, imposed upon the holders of
and the convenience of the public creditor, or both, these drafts, requiring their speedy presentation, for
in selecting the depositary on which to draw his the express purpoje of preventing the possibility of
warrant. This he has always done. In the iirst their ever becoming a circulating medium.
place he must select a depositary with whom there man who can distinguish between a hawk and a
13 an amount of money sufficient to meet the draft; handsaw can discriminate between this simple proand among such depositaries he must, unless the vision and a great government treasury bank.
The senator, feeling that he has no foundation on
public interest forbids, draw upon that one where it
will be most convenient for the public creditor to which to erect his treasury bank in the bill, as it is,
a never-failing resource to
receive his inoney. "Why, sir, this clause, sa terri- has taxed his fancy
fic to the imagination of the gentleman, might be alarm our fears as to what it will become hereafter.
«tricken from the bill altogether, without producing He leaves the present far behind, and looks for(he slightest inconvenience. The practice which ward to the future. He predicts that, in less than
it prescribes is that which must necessarily be pur- three years, necessity will compel us to change the
Having
sued in paying the debts of the government. And independent treasury into a bank issue.
yet this simple and necessary power is the only giren his fancy the reins, he tells us how this will
part of the bill on which the senator relies to es- be perlormed. The secretary of the treasury, intablish his great treasury bank!
stead of giving single drafts on the depositaries for
But I said that this bill contained an important the amount due to public creditors, and the sums to
limitation which had never heretofore existed. This be advanced to disbursing officers, is to have drafts
was introduced at the special session of IS37, upon prepared upon bank paper, in the likeness of bank
my own suggestion. It was then apprehended that notes, of the denomination of twenty, of fifty ,-and ol
the holders of these treasury warrants might not a hundred dollars. These drafts he is to pay out
present them for payment within a reasonable time; like bank paper. The restriction is to be repealed
and that a large amount of them might remain out- requiring their speedy presentation to the depositastanding, and be used as bills of exchange.
As ries. They are to become the general circulating
these outstanding drafts would necessarily lepresent medium of'the country. In less than ten years the

may be, shall never be used as a paper currency
medium of exchange?
Suppose itw-ere possible that the secretary of the
treasury, without authority, and in the very face of
the provisions of this bill, and the known and avowas

or

ed opinion of its friends, should, as the senator su]ipose's he might, circulate these government dratts
in the form of baiik pajier. and of the denomination
of twenty, fifty, and a hundred dollars, what do you
think would be the consequence? He would instantly be deprived of his oflice for this violation of
law, and would be justly held up to public execration.
In justice to that officer, I ought to say that
I am not not one of those who consider it possiLle
that he could ev'er dream of pursuing such a course,
whilhout the express authority of congress; and I
may venture to predict, with unerring certainty,
that such an authority will never be conferred upon
him by the present party in power. But even if he
should thus violate his duty, whilst the 23d section
of this bill shall remain in force, these dralts never
could become a general circulating medium; and
therefore, there could never be, as the senator supposes, an accumulation of forty-five or fifty millions
But,
of dollars in the hands of the depositaries.
even if this miracle should be accomplished, and a
future president should attempt to embezzle this
inoney for the purpose of subverting the government, there would still be one most unpleasant ob-

Any

—

an equal amount of gold and silver in the hands of
the depositaries, it was apprehended that, unless
they were speedily presented for payment, a ma«s
of them might continue floating in the community,
and thus produce an accumulation of specie in the
hands of the depositaries Which might prove injurious to the banks. To prevent this evil
to render the draught upon the banks for specie as light
as possible
and to cause the gold and silver to flow

—

—

out of the treasury into general circulation as rapidly as it had flowed into it, this amendment was
adopteil.
It now constitutes the 23d section of the

and is as follows:
"Sec. 23. Jlnd be it farther enacted. That it shall
be the duty of the secretary of the treasury to issue
arid publish regulations to enforce the speedy presentation of all government drafts for payment at
the place where payable, and to prescribe the time,
according to the diiferent distances oT the depositaries from the seat of government, H'ithin which all
drafts upon them, respectively, shall be presented
for payment; and, in default of such presentation, to
direct any other mode and place of payment which
he may deem proper. But in all those regulations
and directions, it shall be the duty of the secretary
bill,

-

of the treasury to guard, as far as may be, against
those dratts being used, or tlirown into circulation,
as a paper currency or medium of exchange."
One might have supposed, from the extreme horror of the gentleman lest the bill might' contain a
treasury bank, that he would have been delighted
with the provisions of this section. Not so. On
the contrary, he has declared, in the must solemn
manner, that it confers a tremendous power on the
secretary of the treasury, to which no people, jealous of their liberties ought to submit. The senator
is haid to please. He first denounces, in the strongest terms, the tenth section of the bill, because the
treasury drafts is-ued under iti; authority will, in his
opinion, become the circulating medium of his treasury bank; and, almost at the very next breath, he
denounces, in terms equally strong, the very section

421

yers, the exclusion of any conclusion which might
by posssbility be drawn from these general words
in favor of government paper.
But again: did not the senator from. Kentucky
perceive with wdiat alacrity the friends of the biil
supported the amendment ol his colleague, (JMr.
Crittenden), imposing it upon the secretary of the
treasury as a solemn duty, to take care, in his regulations for the speedy presentation of government
drafts to the depositaries, that these drafts, as far

impossible that they ever can be-

way. He would then, under the provisions of this bill, be guilty of felony, and would
from the wdiite house to the penitentransferred
be
tiary.
The truth is, that "these hydras, gorgons,
and chimeras dire," exist only in the senator's ima-

stacle in his

—

gination.
The senator, in a triumphant tone, exclaimed that,
by the passage of the bill, the union of the purse
with the sword will be consummated in the hands

This, if true, would indeed be
It would be the deafh-knell of civil liberty
country. Wheresoever the power over the
purse and the sword is united in the hands of one
man, there the government is despotic. If any executive magistrate, bo he king, or be he president,
possess the sole power to declare war, to raise armies, to impose taxes, and to expend the public money at his pleasure, there must be an end of civil liberty in that country. This, and this alone, is what
I understand to be a union of the sword and the
But, under our constitution and laws, the
receivers general are to have between forty and purse.
neither has nor ever can have, the power
fifty millions of gold and silver in their vaults, to be president
declare war? No, sir; the conrepresented by the same amount of treasury drafts over either. Can he
confers this power upon congress.
expressly
stitution
in circulation, and in the possession of the banks.
could not raise
The government then, calculating that the demand Can he enlist soldiers? No, sir; he
Florida, because congress
upon these depositaries will not require them to a single company to go to
and support armies.
keep this amount of specie on hand, will draw it alone has the power to raise
taxes upon the people, or borrow
out clandestinely for their own purposes, as was for- Can he impose
exclusively vested with
merly done from the Bank of Amsterdam; and some uionev? No. sir; congress is
taxes and borrowing inoney.
future president will, by means of this stolen mo- the power of laying
shall have reached the treasumoney
afier
this
But
the
liberand
destroy
ney, subvert the government,
or
ry, can he apply a dollar of it to any use, public
ties of the people.
be drawn irom the
Now, sir, is not this the merest fancy picture that private? No, sir; no money can appropriations made
of
consequence
treasury,
but
in
the
sewas ever sketched? It is ail the olispring of
Nay, more; if the president were so
nator's own prolific imagination. It it all prophecy, by congress.
of his high station as to enand no fact. Even by his own showing, there is no far to forget the duties
with any of the depositaries, and
collusion
ter
into
a
On the contrary, every
foundation for it in the bill.
public inoney out of their possesprecaution has been used to prevent the possibility draw one dollar of
!sion,he would, like any other citizen, subject himof any such occurrences.
this is the union
And what reason has he to predict thatthc friends self to fine and impiisonment. And the senator has
sword, which
of this measure will change all their principles and of the purse and the
phrase, I thought, had
This
described!
feelingly
so
lenew
purposes in less than three years, and, by
and had passed into oblivion; but the
gislation, convert the independent treasury into a had its day,
a spectre', for the purgovernment bank? Has not every senator perceived senator has again conjured up
our fears.
alarming
pose
of
the holy horror with which my friend from Missouri
The senator tells us that he has been warring in
(iMr. Benton) was inspired at the bare idea that the
the extension of
government might ever issue "notes, bills or paper," vain for the last ten years against
His executive power and influence. Now, sir, if he had
receivable in payment of the public dues?
warring against the
lynx-eyed jealousy seizeil hold of these general ex- informed us that he had been
in favor of an increase of executive
pressio'ns, ir» the ]9lh and 20th sections- of the bill, executive, but
my humble opinion he
and, although there was nothing on the face of the power and influence, in
much nearer the mark. It is,
earth on which these words could operate, unless would have come
which has ever been
spectacle
strangest
the
perhaps,
which
possibly on some straggling treasury note
of the earth, that in this war,
[night remain unredeemed long afterit became pay- presented on the face
"He waged by the senator's political party against the
able, yet he had them stricken from the bill.
has been endeavoring to deprive himsnufte'd the tainted breeze"from afar; and, although executive, he
they I'.ave been struggling to
there was no present danger, yet he saw a possibi- self of power, whilst
making this self-sacrifice.
from
prevent
him
hereafmeaning
have
a
might
lity that these words
senator of a few instances; and
the
Let me remind
ter, and that, in future years, the government might
I hapinternal improvraents.
be willing to issue "notes, bills or paper," and first, in regard to
of the other house during the
member
to
be
a
pened
for
his
voting
therefore, we all united with him itr
not intend now
amendment. This was, in the phrase of the law- administration of Mr. Adams. I do
of the president.
fearful.
in this

I
'

—
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any censure upon
speak merely of historical
to cast

that administration.

I

In those days, by
facts.
virtue of an act of congress, the president exercised
the discretionary power of makinp; as many surveys
for internal improvements as he thought proper, all
of which, it was hoped by those interested, would,
at some future day, be con.'tructed by tlie general
Splendid projects of such improvegovernment.
ments were piesented to dazzle the fancy and excite
the cupidity of almost every man in the country.
Our eng;ineers were constantly traversing the union
from east to west, and from north to south; and before they were arrested in their career, the estimated
cost of completing the improvements which they
had surveyed or projected, if my memory serves me,
amounted to more (han one hundred millions of dollars.
Here was a vast field for executive influence

and power. The fat jobs which might have been
bestowed on favorites; the actual expenditure of immense sums of monej', and the alluring hope presented by the mere survey of any rail road, turnpike
road, or canal, in which masses of people felt an interest, all, all contributed to swell the tide of

tive

intiuence.

more tempting

Now,

sir,

execu-

was there ever a

to executive ambition than this

lure

pow-

er of pouring out the public treasure to benefit, and,
in their estimation, to bless a large proportion of the
people of this country? What was the conduct of
the old Roman in regard to this question; For the

good of

his

country he sacrificed

all

this

power and

patronage. His veto of the Maysville road
arrested the whole system; and, strange as it
may seem, a portioii of the gentleman's ten years'
war against the executive consisted in denouncing
this voluntary surrender of executive power an influence as ruinous to the best interest of the coun-

all this

bill

try.

Again: the very

bill

now before

the senate, against

which the gentleman has been warring, is one of the
strongest proofs which the present chief magistrate
could give, that he is willing to abamlon a large portion of executive influence.
In 1837, there were
bstween eighty and ninety government deposite
banks, scattered over every state in the union.
What an immense political power might have been
exercised by the president through the agency of
these banks!
know, from letters read at the
called session, that they were not very scrupulous,
"where thrift would follow fawning." Affiliated as
they were, it the president had been disposed to exert
an improper influence over them, they might have
been used with prodigious effect to accotnplish his
purpo'ies.
The selection of these depositaries the
amount of the public money which they should receive
how long they should retain it, and in what
manner Ihey should conduct (heir business all, all
was left to executive discretion. What a boundless
field for executive influence is that which the present president now desires to abandon!
And yet
the senator, both at the called session, and the session succeeding it, warred in favor of compelling
him to retain in his hands this unbounded source of
political patronage and power.
He preferred then,
and, such is his detestation for the present bill,
would, I presume, even now prefer, the deposite

We

—

—

—

bank system to the independent treasury.
Can any man, in sober earnest, compare

the influence which the executive will acquire under this
by the appointment of four receivers general of
public money, with thatover this affiliated league of
state banks, which he now desires to abandon?
Think ye, sir, that, if any of the leading officers of
government, or any of the favored minions of executive iiower, had desired a loan from one of Ihese
banks, be would have asked in vain? Under the independent treasury bill, such favors can never be
extended without subjecting both the oHicer granting Ihein and the recipient to punishment in the
penitentiary.
The senator complains that the power of removal
from office should exist in the president, and says
that h,; is not at all satisfied with (he arginnentiii
the first congress on which it was rested.
This
power has been exercised, without interruption, ever
since 1789.
It is not, then, a recent usurpation.
The first congress of the United Slates which ever
assembled, by their construction of the constitution,
solemnly declared that the power of removal was
vested in the president; and many of the members
of this congress had themselves been members of the
federal conveniion.
Since the gentleman addressed
the senate, I have ex.imined the debate, and tiarticularly Mr. Madison's remarks upon this subject,
and I think they ought (o prove satisfactory to every
mind. He sketches the argument in favor of the
power with a master's hand.
How could the presiilent execute the laws at all
if this power did not exist?
Suppose he should discover that one of the receivers general created by
this very bill was applying the public money (o his
own use. If he were deprived of the power of rebill,

moving him from
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he might be obliged to look ments in 1S37. The imports were greatly diminishpatiently on and sufler him to embezzle millions. ed in 1837, being less than they had been in 1836 by
Suppose a foreign minister were violating his in- nearly fifty millions of dollars. In 1838 they sank
structions, and betraying the best interests of his down (0 (wenty-seven millions less than they had
country abroad; what is to be done? Without the been in 1837, and nearly seventy-seven millions less
exercise of this power, the president would be com- than they were in 1836. In 1839 we had another
pelled to wait until the mischief might be entirely expansion, and our imporis were forly-four millions
consummated until the country might be ruined
of dollars greater than they had been in 1838. This
before he could recall this corrupt or wicked minis- expansion preceded the explosion and suspension of
ter.
I might present a hundred similar instances.
specie payments in the month of October last. Thus
This power is essential to the performance of the we have become such skilful architects of ruin, that
duty imposed upon the president of seeing that (he a single year was sufficient to prepare the late ex^
laws are faithfully executed. Without it he would plosion.
be deprived of the necessary means of executing this
There never has existed a radon on earth, except
high trust reposed in him by the constitution. It is, our own, (hat could endure such rapid and violent
therefore, wonderful how the existence of this pow- expansions and contractions.
It is the buoyancy of
er could ever have been seriously contested.
youth it is (he energies of our population it is
If this power of removal did not exist in the pre- the spirit which never quails before difficuKies
sident, it would follow as a necessary consequence which enables us to endure such shocks without utthat the senate must remain in permanent session ter ruin.
Yes, sir, adifl*rence in the amount of our
for the purpose of sanctioning removals from office imports, be(ween the years 1836 and 1338, of sevenas Ihey might become necessary throughoutthis vast ty-seven millions of dollars, is sufficient to excite
and growing country. The public interest imperi- the astonishment of the world.
ously demands that some power should always exist,
What causes chiefly operated to produce (his
competent instantly to remove all oflicers the mo- speedy recurrence of the second explosion and the
ment they are discovered to be betraying their trust. second suspension of specie payments? Three may
But the constitution never contemplated that the se- be mentioned.
In (he first place, after (he bank
nate should be in session permanently.
Heaven suspension of 1837, every person who wa? friendly
forbid that this should ever be the case! After hav- to well regulated banks, if such a thing be possible
ing been in the political atmosphere of Washington under the present system, ardently desired (hat (he
for six months, it is necessary that we should go different state legislatures might impose upon them
office,

—

—

home

to mingle with our constituents, and to breathe
(he pure air of the country.
The American people
never will consent, and never ought lo consent, that
our sessions shall become permanent.

—

some wholesome restrictions. It was expected that
they would be compelled To keep a certain amount

of specie in (heir vauKs in proportion to their circulation and deposites; that the foundation of a specie
basis for our paper currency should be laid by prohibiting the circulation of bank notes at the first
under (he denomination of (en, and afterwards under
(hat of twenty dollars; that the amount of their dividends should be limited; and, above all, that, upon
(he occurrence of ano(her suspension, their doors
should be closed at once, and their affairs be placed
its Iriends, which I have endeavored
The difl'erent legisto prove, is the in the hands of commissioners.
true construction.
Much indignation was expressed at
latures met.
Before I address myself directly to the senator's the conduct of (he banks.
They were severely
argument, allow me to indulge in some general ob threatened; but at last they proved too powerful for
servations.
Indeed, it would almost seem as if most
the people.
What has been the financial history of this coun of the stale legislalures had convened for no other
lor the last twenty-five years?
I can speak with purpose than to legalize the previous suspension of
positive knowledge upon this subject during the
specie payments.
No eificient restrictions were
pe
nod of eighteen years since I first came into public imposed; and (he banks were thus taught (hat (hey
life.
It has been a hi-tory of constant vibration—
of might thereafter go unpunished, unwhipt of justice.
extravagant expansions in the business of the coun
Past impunity prevented them from reducing their
try, succeeded by ruinous contractions.
At siicces business and curtailing their profits in such a manBive intervals many of the best and most enterjirising ner as lo render them secure in the day of trial.
men ot the country have been crushed. They have They have fallen again I fear again to enjoy the
fallen victims at the shiine of the insatiate
and insa- same impunity.
tiable spirit of extravagant banking and
In the second place, the immense amount of mospeculation.
Starting at the extreme point of depression of one ney loaned to many of the states in England, a large
of these periods, we find that the country h.as been portion of which was brought home in the form of
glutted with foreign merchandise, and it requires all foreign merchandise, afforded great facilities for
our eflbrts to pay the debt thus contracted to foreign over-trading, or ratiier over-buying.
nations.
At-this crisis the banks can do nothing to
And in the third place, the conduct of (he Bank
relieve the people.
In order to preserve their own of (he United States gready tended to produce these
existence, they are compelled to contract their loans excessive importations.
That institution became
and their issues. In the hourof distress, when their (he broker for the sale of all slate bonds in Europe.
assistance is most needed, they can do nothing for It endeavored to monopolize the entire coKon trade
their votaries.
Every article sinks in price, men of the connlry; and it drew bills of exchange on
are unable to pay their debts, and wide-spread ruin England most freely, at moderate rates, against the
pervades the land. Durins this first year of (he proceeds of these bonds and of its cotton. Every
cycle, we are able to import but comparatively little temptation was thus presented to speculations in
foreign merchandise, and (his aflbrds (he country an foreign merchandise.
opportunity of recruiting its exhausted energies.
These three causes combining have occasioned a
The next year the patient begins to recover. 'Do second susjiension of specie payments within two
mestic manufactures flourish in proportion as foreign years after the first, and produced that bloated cregoods become scarce. The industry and enterprise dit-systrin from the wreck of which our country is
of our citizens have been exerted with energy, and now deeply suifering.
our productions have liciuidated the foreign debt.
I most heartily concur with the senator from
The third year a fair business is done. The country Kentucky in one of his positions.
certainly
presents a flourishing appeal ance. The banks, re- produce too lillle and import loo-much.
Our exlieved liom the drains of specie required for foreign panded crcdil-systeia is (he great cause of this caexport, begin once more to expand, and tempi the lamity.
Confine it wilhiii safe and reasonable
unwary to their ruin. Property of all descriptions bounds, and this disaslrous effect will no longer be
commands a fair price. The fourth or the fifth year produced, I( is not in the power of congress to do
ihe era of extravagant banking and speculation re- much towarils a consummation so desirable.
StiU
turns, again lo be succeeded by another ruinous re- we shall do all we can; and fhe present bill will exvulsion.
ercise some influence in restraining (he banks from
This was the history of (he country up (ill 1S37. making extravagant loans and emitting extravagant
Since (hen we have travelled the road to ruin much issues.
more rapidly (han in former years. Before that peWl'.at eflcct has (his bloated syslem ol credit proriod it had required from three to six years to gel up duced upon the morals of (he country?
In the large
an expansion and i(s corresponding explosion. We commercial cities i( has ccnver(ed almost all men
have now wilnessed the astounding fact (bat we can of business into gamblers. AVhere is (here now (o
pass (lirough all (hese changes, and even from one be (bund (he old fashioned importing merchant,
suspension of specie payments to another, in little whose word was as good as his bond, and who was
more than two years.
content to grow rich, as our fatheis did. by the suc1( is curious (o observe with how much accuracy
cessive and regular profits of many years of patient
you can read (he ever-changing condilion of this industry? Such men were the glory and pride of
couniry in the varied amount ot our importations. commerce, and elevated (he charac(er of (heircounThe year 1836 was one of vast expansion, and pro- try bo(h at home and abroad. I ask, where are
duced (he explosion and suspension of specie pay- they? Is not the race almosi extinct! All now ric-

Having now

replied to

the arguments adduced
by the senator under liis second general head, and
having, I think, demonstrated that the bill contains
no government treasury bank, I shall proceed to reply
to those which he urged under the first general
head.
It will be recollected that this was to consider the
bill according to the construction placed
upon it by
all
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vernment depositaries. The half-way house has ed had it not been for the passage of the deposife
Although (here may been abandoned. The accommodations there are bill
ill the lottery of speculation.
The adoption of this measure was a choice of
longer good. It is in a ruinous condition, and evils, but it was a much less evil than to have left
be a hundred chances to one against him, each,
eagerly intent upon the fjolden prize, overlnolcs the can no longer shelter those who formerly took re- nearly forty millions of the public money in possesintervening rocks and quicksands between him and fuge in it. The banks have blown up twice within sion of the banks. Under the independent treasury,
little more than two years, and thus blown this ar- system, we shall never again be placed in such
it, and, when he fondl-y thinks he is about to clutch
a
Such has gument of their friends sky high. No statesman, dreadful dilemma.
it, he sinks into bankruptcy and ruin.
been the fate of thousands of our most enterprising after our recent experience, would now think oi
I was very much astonished that we had no hoplacing the people's treasure wrth the banks on ge- mily from the senator
citizens.
against the specie clause of
If the speculator should prove successful and win neral (leposite for safe-keeping.
the bill.
Even this seems to have lost much of its
Far dilierent is the independent treasury. It pre- terrors. It is no longer the terrific monster
the golden prize, no matter by what means he may
which
nts every guaranty which can be atlbrded for the was to devour all
have acquired his wealth, this clothes him with hothe banks and establish a pure
nor and glory. Money, money, money, confersthe safety and security of the public money. It will be metallic currency for all the
transactions of all the
The republican in the custody of officers appointed by the govern- people of the United States.
highest distinction in society.
simplicity and virtue of a Macon would be sub- ment, responsible to the government, and punishaThere could be no independent treasury without
jects of redicule in Wall street or Chesnut street. ble as felons for every violation of tiieir trust,
In
this clause.
If you were to receive bank notes in
The highest talents, directed by the purest patrio- the day of danger, when the country is involved in payment of the public
dues, and retain them in your
war, the money will always be ready; and at such
tism, moral worth, literary and profes.-jional fame
possession, you would, in this manner, encourage
in short, every quality which ought to confer dis- a crisis the banks would almost certainly suspend
the banks as much to make extravagant expansion^
tinction in society
sink into insignificance when specie payments. Besides, they are ineie state inas though you placed the same amount with them
compared with wealth. . Money is equivalent to a stitutions, over which we have no control; and they on
general deposite. Besides you would thus conmay, when they 'please, convert our money into
title of nobility in our larger commercial cities.
fer a dangerous power upon the secretary of the
rags, and then place us at defiance.
This is the effect of our credit system.
They are be- treasury, enabling him
favor some banks and to
We have widely departed from the economical yond the reach of punishment under our authority. ruin others; and, even iftothis
power should not be
habits and simple virtues of our foretathers. These The federal government cannot justly be considered
ab.ised, suspicion would always surround its exerare the only sure foundations upon which our re- independent if we must resort to state banks, or to
cise.
You
must separate from the banks in every
publican institutions can rest. The desire to make any other power except our own, for the purpose of
particular.
Evils, both to them and to the country,
an ostentatious display of rapidly acquired wealth keeping the money raised from the people by taxawill follow from the least connection with them.
lias produced a splendor and boundless expense un- tion until it can be applied to execute the great
Besides, if you receive bank notes at all, to the exIcnown in former times. There is now more ex- powers conferred upon us by the constitution.
tent of the amount which you hold in hand, you intravagance in our large commercial cities than exAgain: Public opinion has annihilated another arcur the very same risk of having them converted
ists in any portion of the world which I have ever gument against the independent treasury.
The se- into irredeemable paper
by an explosion of the
seen, except among the wealthy nobility of Eng- nator from South Carolina, (Mr. Preston), in March,
banks as if they held them on general deposite.
land.
Thank heaven, this extravagance has but 183S, in his terdcrness towards the state banks, and
The senator commenced his speech by presenting,
partially reached the mountains and valleys of the for the purpose of enabling them to resume specie
us the most gloomy picture of national distress.
interior.
The people there, so far as their potential payments, proposed that we should, for a limited He predicted
that this distress would continue to
voice can be heard, are determined to put an end period, receive their irredeemable paper in the payincrease during the present year, and that it would
to this bloated credit system, which threatens to ment of dues to the government.
Much eloquence affect all classes of the community.
-The suffering,
involve not only their private fortunes but their po- was also formerly wasted upon the extreme cruelty
he thinks, will be peculiarly severe during the apof having one currency for the government and anolitical liberties in ruin.
proaching summer. I might say to him,
After the revulsion in 1S37 after the banks had ther for the people. Thank God! we hear no more
"Thy wish was father Harry, to the thought.''
blown up, and left the government without a dollar, of all this. No person now contends that, under any
I do not believe, however, he would desire that
the president found it necessary to conveife con- circumstances, the govei'nment ought to receive degress.
It then became indispensable to take a new preciated bank paper.
Such fantacies have proved the people should suffer, in order to accomplish any
But if, without contributing to
departure. The course which ought to be pursued too light for earth. They have risen to the moon, political purpose.
was the question. The banks had betrayed our where it is said the crude notions of speculative po- this result himself, it should be the will of the powtrust; they had converted our money into rags by a liticians are still floating about, and have a local ha- ers above to involve us in pecuniary distress between this time and the presidential election, he
species of alchymy the very reverse of that wiiich bitation and a name.
was attempted in Ibrmer times, of converting baser
The senator charges us with having employed the would doubtless bear tfie dispensation with Christhings into gold. The president then recommend- state banks as depositories, and having commended tian fortitude. It would furnish political capital for
ed an absolute divorce between bank and state, and their conduct in the highest terms. This was a his friends, and might contribute greatly to verify
his political friends in congress cordially responded grievous sin, and grievously have we answered it. his prediction, that gen. Harrison will take possesto this recommendation.
We then gave our ban- The difference between him and us is this: that, af- sion of the white house on the 4th of March, 1841.
In my opinion, the senator has greatly exaggeiatner to the breeze with the motto of an independent ter they had shown themselves to be utterly untreasury inscrib.-!d upon it. Have we not firmly worthy of our confidence, we abandoned them; but ed the extent of the existing distress.
That all
and immovably maintained our position? Had we at that moment he clasped them to his bosom. Ad- classes of the community have suffered in some debeen the cormorants after office which our enemies milting that there has been inconsistency on both gree is certain; but intense suffering has been chiefly
have described us to be, we should have yielded sides, the state of the fact is this: we adopted the confined to the large commercial cities, and those
our convictions when we found one state after state banks; they betrayed us, and we east them off portions of the union, such as the state of Mi.=-.si3another abandoning our standard. Neither the love lorever. The opposition denounced this S3'stem in sippi, where the banks have so evidently ruined the
of power nor of place made us falter. We did not the beginning, and piophesied it would prove a peo|)le as to place all doubt of the cause at defiance.
yield to the "panic of the moment.
We have ever failure; but at the very moment when their predic- Where is there the country under the sun on which
since kept this issue distinctly before the people, tion was verified, they embraced these castaways a bountiful Providence has poured out more blesshonestly believing that a separation of the govern- themselves with all the ardor of lovers.
These ings than on Mississippi? No population on the
raent from banks was necessary to promote the best hanks, as depositories ot the public money, are now globe, in proportion to their number, produces a
and dearest interests of the country. In the opi- repudiated by all parties. Their day has passed, larger amount of wealth from the cultivation of the
nion of our political opponents, we stood self-immo- anil we shall here little more of them in connexion soil. And yet the bounty of Providence has been
counteracted by her miserable banking system, and
lated.
But the people have at length glorously come with this subject.
to the rescue.
The senator is entirely mistaken in
All men are wise after the fact; but, to look back, her people are now subjected to intense sutt'ering.
supposing this bill to be unpopular. In every in- it has often occurred to me as wonderful how we In this instance the effect flows so palpably from
stance, during the elections of the last year, when could ever have confided in the state banks as safe the cause, that every man sees and feels and know.s
the question of an independent treasury was dis- genera! depositories of the public treasure.
Our it. W'lat an astonishing fact was that stated by
tinctl}' made before the people, the result has been system of banking is the very worst and the most the Senator from Mississippi, (Mr. Walker), that,
either the election of the administration candidates, irresponsible that has ever existed on the face of the in those counties of his state wliere banks do not
or a greatly increased nuinber of votes in their fa- earth. The charters of these ^anks nowhere im- exist, there is no suffering, even at the present moIf you wanted an illustration of the pernivor.
Is it not certain that if the congressional pose any efficient restraints upon the first instinct of ment!
elections in those states which elected their mem- their nature, which is to make as much money for cious effects of the banking system, when it tempts
bers in 183S had been postponed until 1839, we their stockholders as possible.
They will, there- farmers and planters to abandon their ovin proper
should now be in a triumphant majority in the other fore, always expand their credits and "their issues in business, and embark on the ocean of wild speculahouse? The whig party know this; and I am the day of delusive prosperity without regarding the tion, you could not have one more striking than
freatly mistaken in the signs of the times, if they approaching storm. The immense deposites of the that presented by Mississippi at the present moave not determined that this bill shall pa.is. They government increased this fatal tendency, whilst ment. I am not aware that there is much indiviwill no longer give us the battle cry of an indepen- the public money was freely loaned, and its security dual distress among the mass of the people in the
dent treasur}-. The bill is destined to become a placed at hazard, for the benefit of their stock- interior of Pennsylvania. There it is chiefly conlaw during the present session. I prophesy this holders, but for the ruin of the country. The won- fined to those who have been tempted, in the day of
result, and prophesy it solely upon uiy oj>inion of der perhaps ought rather to be that they held out prosjierity, to go beyond their means by the facility
tlTe sagacity of the whig party.
It is possible I so long, than that they should have finally exploded. of obtaining bank accommodations.
may be mist.Tken, but, if I should, I shall have one
In 1336, the immense amount of these deposites
But if I read the signs of the times aright, the
consolation in my disappointment. II my political had stimulated them almost to madness. The ex- crisis has passed, or rather is gradually passing
existence depended upon the result, I should rather pansion was then great beyond all former example. away.
We cannot return to a state of prosperity
have the success of the independent treasury iden- Speculation raged throughout the land. The sus- before the presidential election; but the condition
tified with the re-election of Mr. Van Buren, than picions of the country were aroused against the go- of individuals generally will not be one
of intense
other
in
his
favor.
vernment,
and
the
banks
were
any
argument which can be used
charged with granting suffering. The resources of this vast country are
It, alone, would be sufficient to defeat the hero of peculiar favors to men high in office, and to influen- so great, and the productive classes
are so indusTippecanoe.
tial partisans of the administration.
They were de- trious, that with two years of fair play they can
Now, sir, great changes have taken place in pub- nominated "the pet banks." Such was the general produce as much wealth as the speculators have
Tlie prominent sense of the insecurity of the public money in their been able to squander in one. There will be
lic opinion since September, 1837.
no
arguments then uiged upon this floor against the possession, and such the jealousy which existed great suffering duing the next summer, unless it
independent treasury bill have nearly all vanished among the people in consequence of their connexion may be in our large commercial cities.
away. We now hear no more of a system of well with the government, that I verily believe the preAfter presenting, in glowing colors, the distress
regulated specie paying state banks to act as go- sent chief magisirate would never have been elect- of the country, the senator asks, what measure
of
sire to

grow

rich rapidly.

Each

takes his chance

—

,
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have we proposed? I might ask him,anreluin, wliere he will fitid any clause in the constitution conferring power upon congress to regulate the
banking and credit system of the respective states,
and thus strike at the root of our calamities and
embarrassments? The present administration have
not had the slightest agency in creating the existing
distress, and can do but little to arrest it, or prevent its recurrence. Tliis is a duly which devolves
upon the states. Still, we have proposed a measure
w'-iich we believe will produce this etfect to a limited extent. Our chief objects in adopting the
independent treasury are, to disconnect the government from all banks; to secure the people's money
from the wreck of the banking system, and to have
it always ready to promote the prosperity of the
country in peace, and defend it in war.
Incidentally, however, it will do some good in checking the
extravagant spirit of speculation which is the bane
relief

of the country.
In the first place, by requiring specie in all receipts and expenditures of the government, yon will
create an additional demand for gold and silver, to
the amount of five millions of dollars per annum,
according to the estimate of tlie president.
lar^-e
portion of this sum will be drawn from the banks,
and this will compel them to keep more specie in
their vaults in proportion to their circulation and
deposites, and to bank less. This, so far as it raaj'
go, will strike at the root of the existing evil.
I
fear, however, that it will prove to be but a very

A

inadequate restraint upon excessive banking.
In the second place, this bill will, in some degree, diminish our imports, especially after June,
1S42. I most Iiearlily concur with the senator in
desiring this

What

result.

is

We

vernment.

Take,

for

example.

New

York.

A

public creditor receives such a draft on the receiver
general in payjnent of debt.
Will he carry it to
New York, receive payment, and transport llie specie
from that city? Such instances will be rare. He
will generally doposite it to his credit in the bank
with which he transacis his business, wherever that
may be. This bank, if not in New York, will transmit it for collection to one of the banks there; and
thus these banks will draw the specie from our depositary as rapidly as it is drawn from them for the
payment of the public duties. Thus the equilibrium
wdl be preserved, so long as the government is withoiit a large surplus.
In other instances, these drafts
Will be sought after and procured by individuals
having duties to pay, and they will be presented to
the receivers general, and accepted by them
instead
ol gold and silver.
1 come now to another, and
the most important
portion of the gentleman's argument.
If the president had taken the senator from Kentucky undruhis
umbrella, and wrapped his India-rubber cloak around
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of controlling will? Has it not been exultingly prostate
claimed by its former president, that it new has a
[Here Mr. Clay said this was not a possible case.] much better charter from Pennsylvania than that
Mr. JSvchanan replied that all things are possible, which il had received from congress? This is strictand wonders will never cease. I admit that such an ly the truth; for such a charter as that under which
event is not verj' probable; but, should it ever occur it now exists was never before granted to any banktrue as the needle to the pole, the senator would ing corporation, either in England or this country.
steer direct for a national bank. This is the sena- The United States, it is true, ceased to be a stocktor's sovereign panacea for regulating the currency holder, but it enjoyed the privilege of selling their
of the country, and restraining the extravagance of seven millions of slock, for which it could have
procured, and doubtless did procure a large adthe state banks.
I admit that the true issue now
before the country is between an independent trea- vance.
From the very nature of things, this vast monosury and a national bank. "The pet bank" deposite system has been such an utter failure that ano- poly, with a capital of $35,000,000, could not have
ther resort to it cannot be seriously contemplated become a state institution.
single state, with
by any considerable portion of the American peo- more than a suflicient number of state banks already
ple.
I feel the ulmost confidence in the success of in existence, could not have furnished employment
the independent treasury, should the law be ably and for its immense capital. It would have starved within such narrow limits.
efficiently executed; but, should it fail, the next ex
Did it, in point of fact, confine its operations to
periment will doubless be another bank of the United
Pennsylvania? No, sir; it aspjred to regulate the
States,
currency
and exchanges of the whole union. This
Waiving, at present, the constitutional question,
on which I have often expressed my opinion before was the high political duty to the performance of
the senate, I propose to take up the senator's argu- which it proclaimed itself destined. To tell me that
ment, and prove that such a bank would not regu- this bank all at once changed ils character and belate the currency if it coulii; and tliat even if it felt came a mere state institution, simply because it had
the will to do so, it would be entirely destitute of the receiveil a charter from the legislature of Pennsylnia, is to deny the evidence of our own senses. Was
power.
not the currency i.ssued under the new charter, as
Would such a bank, then, if it could, control and well
as that under the old, declared, in 1836, to be
regulate the loans and issues of the state banks?
In the best currency which
the world had ever seen?
the affairs of human life, if you expect one agent to
Did not the new notes command the same premium,
restrain another, you must render their interest conall over the union, with the old ones; and would
flicting.
This proposition is emphatically true when
they not still continue to command the same presuch agents are banking corporations, intent upon
mium if it had not fallen fallen from its high
declaring the largest possible dividends among their
estate?
stockholders. Now, a bank of the United Stales, so
Why, sir, it became, in fact, more a bank of the
far from feeling any interest adverse to the state
United States afterit received ils Pennsylvania charbanks, would have the very same inducements wilh
ter than it had ever been before.
It bought up slate
them to make extravagant loans and issues. The
banks and converted them into branches in Louisiaduty of such a bank as a regulator of tlie currency,
na and in Georgia; and it shot out its branch
would be directly at war with its interest as a bankagencies over the whole union. In New York it
ing institution. You cannot raise men above tlie
has established a branch bank under tlieir free bankselfish passions of their nature, by making them dig law.
rectors and stockholders in a bank of the United
Since its new charter, not content with the whole
States.
When their interest as bankers conflicts United
States as the theatre of its operations, it has
with their duty as regulators of the currency, the
established an agency in England, and aspired "to
history of mankind points you to the probable result.
beard the lion in his den," and to become the rival
Like the state banks, they'wifl always extend their
of the Bank of England in London itself. It scornloans and their issues, whenever they think they can
ed to confine itself to banking operations alone; but
do so without endr.ngering their own security. Thi;
has invaded the province of the merchant, and has
is the powerful instinct of self-interest.
It is ab
attempted to monopolize and regulate the whole cotsurd, then, to expect that the president and directors
ton trade between Europe and this -country.
And
of a bank of the United States will ever become safe
yet this bank is now said to be a mere Pennsylvania
and
of
currency,
very
to steer the ship

A

—

the condition of the

importing business at the present moment? It is
almost exclusively in the hands of British agents,
who sell all the manufactures they can dispose of
in other portions of the world, and^ then bring the
residuum here to glut our markets. According to
our existing laws, they receive a credit from the

government for the amount of its duties. They sell
the goods for cash, and this credit becomes so much
capital in their hands to enable them to make fiesh
importations.
The independent treasury bill requires that all duties shall be paid in gold and silverand after June, 1S42, the compromise law will take'
away the credits altogether.
shall then have a
system of cash duties in operation, which will contribute much to reduce the amount of our importations, and to encourage domestic manufactures.
In the third jilace, this bill will make the banking
interest the greatest economists in the country, so fa'r
as the government is concerned.
Their nerve of
self-interest will be touched in favor of economy,
and this will induce them to unite with the people
in reducing the revenue and the expenditures of the
government to the lowest standard consistently with
the public good.
They will hereafter abhor a surplus revenue as much as they delighted in it formerly, when they used it for banking purposes.
Any surplus which may exist in future will be lock,
ed up in gold and silver in the vaults of our depositaries; and, in proportion to its amount, will deprive
the banks of so much of their specie.
They will,
therefore, become the paitisans of reducing the revenue to the actual and necessary expenditures of
the government; so that the specie may flow out of
the sub-treasuries with a rapidity corresponding with
its influx.
Nothing but a large surplus can seriously injure the banks.
This was demonstrated to jne
by one of the most distinguished financiers which
our country has over produced, not himself, I believe, friendly to the ijidependent treasury.
These
treasury drafts, in the natural course of business, will
find their way either into the banks at the very points
where our depositaiies are situated, orinto the hand:
of ijidividuals there having duties to pay to the go-
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him, and made him his palinurus

eflicient regulators
the
in the
institution!
own interest as stockholders. It would
Now, sir, how has it succeded in the task which
be easy for me to prove, from historical facts, that
it imposed upon itself— of regulating the bank issues
neither the former nor the present bank of the Unitand the foreign and domestic exchanges of the
ed States ever did exercise a regular and efficient
union?
In little more than one year after its charter
control over the issues of the state institutions.
On from congress had expired, whilst, in all respects,
the contrary, whenever their interest impelled them
it was under the
same government, and

face of their

to

extend their

own

issues, they f.ave

pursued

continued

this

course; and thus, instead of checking, they have
given loose reins !o the state banks. Both the Bank
of the United Stales and these banks have thus together rushed on, and, with united forces, have ministered to that spirit of overtrading and extravagant speculation which has so oflen desolated our
country. Time will not permit me to do more than
refer to the vast expansions of. this bank in 1817 and
1818, in 1823, in 1831, and in 1S34.
These produced ruinous contractions and universal distress.
I think I may affirm, wilh perfect safety, that at each
of these periods, instead of restraining the state
banks, it took,the lead. Has il ever preserved the

to pursue the very same course of policy that it had
done before, it became insolvent, and suspended
specie payments with less Ihan one million and a
half of gold and silver in its vaults, or less than one
dollar for twenty-three of its capital, to meet all its
immense liabilities. Their amount at the time I do
not recollect at present, nor have I the means of as-

certaining

it

in

my

possession.

Now,

sir, I would ask the senator, is there the
reason to believe that, if this bank had contiiuieil to be the depository of the public revenue
until
May, 1S37, its fate would have been averted, or that
v.-e should not then have had a general
suspension
of specie payments?
Why, sir, the public deposites
state banking institutions in a sound condition? Let
would only have added fuel to the flame, and would
Mr. Gallatin answer this question. He says that
have tempted the bank to enga^^e in still wilder speone hundred and sixty-five of our banks broke beculations. The overbanking and overtrading of ]83(>,
tween 18H and 1830; and during the greater part
which were conducted under its auspices, would
of this period, we all know that the present Bank
have become slill greater the expansion woiild have
of the United States was in active existence.
been still more extravagant the bloated credit sysgreat object, however, at this moment, is to tem, which enabled us in that year to import foreign
prove, from the present condition of the Bank of the merchandise to llie value ol nearly one luindred
and
Uiiiled States, how hopeless it is to expect that any ninety millions of dollars, might have raised
out imsimilar institution can ever ho relied upon as a re- ports up to two hundred and fifly millions; and the
gulator of the currency. That bank still exists, if catastrophe which followed would have been still
ils present condition may bo called existence; and
more dreadful.
this is the first occasion on which I have ever known
In order to repair ils tilleii fortunes, true to the
the senator to be guilty of ungratefully abandoning law of its nature, this bank has since
proceeded from
an old friend in the hour of calamity.
Before 1 one extr.Tvagance lo another, until it is now almost
take my seat, I shall endeavor lo identify the gen- a heap of ruins.
Instead of controlling and regulattleman and his parly with this institution. "They ing the other banks of the country, it has notoriouswere lovely in life, and in death they shall not be di- ly been the chief, nay, almost the only cause of the
vided."
existing suspension of specie payments.
The glory
It issnid Ihatthe Bank of the United Stales is of which
ils friends now boast is, that it ha.s been
now but a mere state institution. But is ils charac- able lo borrow i;800,000 sirrling. at an extravagant
ter changed by changing the source whence it de- rate of interest,
from private bankers in England to
rives ils charter?
Is it not slill the same intitution save it from immediate bankruptcy and ruin.
Alns!
that it ever has been, with the same capital, the how are the mighty fallen!
same ilirectors, the same stockholders, and, until
And it is by the creation of another such instituvery icconlly, has it not been governed by the .same tion thai the senator geeks to regulate the currency

least
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and control the bank issues of the country!

expeTliis would be to adopt, as our grand reguan institution precisely similar to that which
has been tlie great author of our vast bank expansions and our Ijloated credLt system; and which has
fallen under the weight of its own extravagance.
With all the expeiience which the people of the
United States have had upon this subject, it will be
long, I trust, very long, before they return to a
bank of the United States.
this is faith against fact; speculation against

rience.
lator,

But I propose to prove that, even if a bank of the
United States had the disposition to restrain the
loans and issues of the state banks, it would not possess the power.
I suppose a case, for the sake of
the argument, which can scarcely ever exist, because, as a regulator of the currency, it would have
a duty to perform directly at war with the interest
of its stockholders.

The

i

j

I

I

i

j

I

1

i

only mode by which

it

has been thought

that this object could be accomplished was for the
B.>uk of the United States, confining its own business within safe and proper limits, to receive the
notes of the state banks on deposite and in payment,
and to call upon them at short periods to pay the
balances in specie. But in the nature of things, it
would be impossible for such a bank to receive the
notes, and restrain the over-issues of more than a
very few of the eight hundred banks which are now
scattered over this country. Each of these banks
has its own limited sphere of circulation, and they
are not compelled to receive the paper of each other.
In point of tact this is not generally done; nor could
any bank of the United States be required to receive all the notes which these eight hundred paper
manufactories are constantly pouring out upon the
public.
From the law which regulates currency,
that which is the worst has always the most exteneive circulation.
Individuals will always hold fast
by the gold and silver, and pass away the bank
notes; and of these notes they will pay out the
doubtful, and preserve those which are above suspicion.
No bank of the United S ates, however
great its capital, and extended its powers, could
ever reach the evil. It could never transact bu.?i-

ness with 'one bank in ten, I might say in twenty,
of the whole number.

But it is vajn to speculate upon this subject.
Experience is the best teacher.
One fact is worth
one hundred arguments. Independently of the adverse exjjerience of our own country, the expei'iment has been tiied by the Bank of England under
the most auspicious circumstances, and it has utterly failed.

The

—
—

real capital of the

Bank

of

England

about
has ten branches
is

seventy millions of dollars, and it
at the most commercial and manufacturing points
llie kingdom.
In 1536, the rate of foreign exchange was largely against England. The specie
ot the bank -was, therefore, gradually drawn from
It becaine necessary,
its vaults for exportation.
for its own salvation, that it should make a vigorous
elfort to diminish the amount of the circulating paper medium, and thereby restore the equilibrium of
the foreign exchanges. The bank credits and currency of England had become so inflated, and, in
consequence, the prices of all articles had advanced
to 3(1011 a standard, that, to use the language of a
British statesman, it had become the best country
to sell in, and the worst country to buy in throughout the world. It was profitable, therefore, to import every foreign production which could be admitted to entry, and, on account of the high paper
prices of tlieir domestic productions, their exports
were greatly diminished. The consequence was, a
continued and ruinous drain of specie from the Bank
of England to adjust the balance of the trade against
that couniry.
The bank well knew thaf, if it could
limit the amount of the paper circulation, it would reduce the price of their iioine productions in the same
proportion, and thus render it profitable tor loreign
merchants lo export British manufactures instead of
For this purjiose it contracted its loans and
specie.
issues, in the vain hope that the joint stock and private banks would be cou;pelled to follow its example.
Jn our slang, it put the screws upon them. What was
the result' I. shall not enter upon a detail of partiof

It is siiliicient to say, that, as it contracted, the other banks of the kingdom expanded their
a greater
loans and their issues; and that, too,
proportion than its loans and is.sues were iliminished.
Prices still continued tori3e,and bullion s ill continued to be drawn out of the bank for exportation. The
utter irapotency of this grand regulator of the currency to control the other banks and keep the pa-

culars.

m

per currency of the kinodom within such limits as
to arrest the exportation of gold and silver, has thus
been so clearly demonstrated that many of the ablest
British statesmen despair of accomplishing the object in any other maimer than by restricting the is-
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bank, and regulating should raise and when they should fall, would be a
their amount by the agency of the government.
most tremendous instrument of irresponsible power.
Here, then, is an important fact incontesfably esta- It would be a machine much .more Ibrmidable than
blished.
If this be true
and there can be no ques- this government, even if the administration were
tion of its truth
I would ask the senator how a as corrupt as the fancy of some gentlemen has paintnational bank, even with a capital of fifty millions ed it. There is a natural alliance between wealth
of dollars, could regulate and restrain, within pro- and power.
Mr. Randolph once said, "male and
per limits, the loans and issues of eight hundred female created he them." Combine Ihe mone3'ed
state banks, scattered over the whole extent of this aristocracy of the country, through the agency of a
vast country?
The thing is impossible. It could national bank, with the administration, and their
not be accomplished by such a bank.
united power would create an inflence which it
And what is the condition of the Bank of England W'ould be almost impossible for the people to withAccording to the testimony stand. We should never again see these powers in
at the present moment?
of Mr. Horsley Palmer, its president, given before hostile array against each other. In the days cf
the secret committee of the house of commons, pre- gen. Jackson we witnessed the exception, not the
vious to its recharter in 1833, the principle on which rule. Give any president such a bank as I have
described, and we shall hereafter have a most peaceit had proceeded in regulating its issues was to keep
as much coin and bullion in its coffers as amounted ful succession. With all the power of the executive,
to a third part -of ils liabilities, including sums de- combined with all the weallh of the country, he
posited as well as notes in circulation. Experience would be the most arrant blockhead in the world if
had established the fact that this rule of one lor three he were not able to re-elect himself and to nominate
of circulation and deposites was the safe proportion. his succussor. All the forms of Ihe constitution might
The people might still be deluded
Its necessities have compelled it to de]iart widely still remain.
from this rule of its own creation. Instead of being with the idea that they elected their president; but
able to regulate the loans and issues of other banks, the anirnaling spirit of our Iree institutions would be
It
ne forever.
secret but all-pervading moneyed
it has with difficulty been able to save itself.
has been going down and down, until, according to influence would sap the foundations of liberl}', and
the last quarterly statement of its condition which I render it an empty name.
The immense power of such an institution was
have seen, it had not one pound sterling in bullion
In this manifested in the tremendous efforts which it made
lor seven of ils circulation and deposites.
Had he not enjoyed more
respect it is in a much worse condition than many against general Jackson.
In order to save popularity in this country than any man who ever
of the bank? in our own country.
itself from utter ruin, British pride has humbled it- lived, these ellbrts would have proved irresistable.
self so much that the Bank of England became a As it was, the conflict was of tlie most portentous
suppliant to that of France for a supply of bullion, character, and shook the union to its centre. Inwdiich was graciously though condescendingly grant- deed, the bank at one time would, in all hiiman proed.
This fact is the highest evidence which it is bability, have gained the victory, had the election of
possible lo presentoftheadvantages which a country, president chanced to have occured at that period;
the basis of w hose circulation is gold and silver, en- and we should then have witnessed the appalling
joys over another couniry, wliose paper currency is specta<:le of the triumph ot the bank over the rights
The constitution of the
greatly expanded. The Bank of England will pro- and liberties of the people.
bably never see the day, under its present charter, country and the deii:ocratic parly w-ould then have
wheu its bullion will again be equal to one-third of been prostrated togethf-r.
Indeed, one bad crop,
On Friday last, when I very unexpectedly adilressits circulation and deposites.
in its present condition, would drain it ot ils gold ed the senate, I stated a principle of political econoand silver for the purpose of purchasing foreign my which I shall now read from a book. It is this:
''That if you double the amount of the necessarj' cirgrain, and compel it to suspend specie payments.
Neither this bank, nor the bank of tiie United Slates culating medium in any country, you thereby double
can ever be relied upon as regulators of the loans the nominal price of every arlic>. If, when the
and issues of the other banks of their respective circulating metiium is fifty millions, an article should
cost one dollar, it would cost two if, without any
countries.
The senator from Kentucky would have "a well- increase ot the uses of a circulating medium, the
He lays quantity should be increased to one hundred milresulaled Bank of the United States."
lions." The same elfect would be produced whegreat emphasis upon the words "welt-regxiijied,"
Does he mean to insinuate that the present Bank of ther the circulating medium v.'ere specie, or conIt is the
the United Slates, under ils charter from congress, vertible bank paper mingled with specie.
was not the best regulated bank which the world increased quantity of the medium, not its character,
ever saw? I liad thouglit that, in his opinion, this which produces this effect. Of course I leave out of
bank was perfection itself. The truth, however, is, view irredeemable bank pap"r.
I do not pretend that, on ques'ions of political
that any regulations which you can prescribe in the
charter of such an iiL4itution will be disregarded economy, you can atlain mathematical certainty.
whenever a powerful interest dictates their viola- All you can accomplirili is lo approach it as near as
The principle which I have stated is suftion.
Ijike the strong man in the Scriptures, it will possible.
snap the cords by which it is bound as if they were ficiently near the truth to answer my present purFrom this principle I drew an inference lliat
thread.
It will calculate upon violating its charter pose.
with perfect iinpunily, because it well knows how the extravagant amount of our circulating medium,
unwilling congress would be to inflict so much evil consisting, in a great degree, of the notes thrown
upon the country as would necessarily result from out upon' the community by eight hundred banks,
Once put such an institu- was injurious to our domestic manufactures. In
its sudden deslruction.
tion into successlul operation, and you can no longer other words, that cxiravagant banking and domeslic
regulate its motion by the restrictions of its charter. manulactures are directly hostile to each other.
I did not iind.jrstand that Ihe senator from MasThe present bank was ever a lawless institution,
up until the dav wdien it fraudulently seized upon sachusetts, (Mr. Davis), contested the general prothe entire circulation of the old bank, illegal branch posilion that an increase in the currency of any
drafts and all, and compelled congress to pass a law country, without any increase of the uses of a cirmaking it a penitentiary o.fence in its officers to culating niediiim, would, in the same proportion,
Under its state enhance Ihe price of all the productions of hat
reissue these "resurrection notes."
country whose \'alue was not regulated by a loreign
charter, it has b.3cn true to ils original character.
Although it now has a charter such as no other demand. He could not have C(uilested this princibanking institulion ever had, it has already been ple. If he had, ail history and all expeiience would
guilty of several palpa'.do violations of this charter, have been arrayed against iiim.
The discovery of the mines of South America,
independently of having twice suspended specie
payments. I shall not trouble the senate wiih the and the consr^quent vast iricrease of the precious
enumeration of ihese violations. It is now at the metals put into circulation in Ihe form of money,
mercy of llie legislature. It has pronounced its own have greatly enhanced Ihe nominal price of all prodoom under its own charter; and it now only re- peity throughout the wcild. Indeed, it is now a
mains for the legislature or the governor to cany mater of curious amusement to contrast Ihe low
this sentence into execution, through the agency of prices of all articles three centuries ago with their
Whether they shall enforce present greatly advanced rates. The Bank of Engthe judicial tribunals.
this forfeiture or not is for them in their wisdom lo land recognises and constantly acts upon this piin\\''lien prices
determine, not for me. I shall not, in this place, ciple, though often wiiiiont success.
attempt to interfere with their high and responsible become" so high, in consequence of a reduiulancy of
dulii'S, although I should consider it the ereatest of a paper currency and bank credils, tliat it is more
all bank reforms if this bank could be blotted out profitable to cxpoit the precious metals from the
kingdom than ils manufactures, this bank constantof existence.
The senator ridiculed the idea that the establish ly diminishes its loans, raises the rate of interest,
.rnent of a new bank of the United States could prove anil reilnces its circulation, with the avowed objrct
dangerous to civil liberty. Such a bank, with a of reducing pricfs to srich a standard as v\ilt render
capital of from fi'ty to a hundred millions of dollars, it more profilable to export merchandise tlian bulwith branches in every state of the union, directing, lion. Itis in this manner that the bank seeks lo reby its expansions and contractions, when prices gulate the foreign exchanges.
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But why need we resort to foreign nations lor
illustrations of the truth of this position, when it
has been brought home to the actual knowledge of
every man within this country? Have we not all
learned, by bitter experience, that, when our periodical expansions commence, the price of all property begins to rise? It goes on increasing with
the increasing expansion, until the bubble bursts;
and then bank accommodations and bank issues are
contracted, the amountof the currency is reduced,
and prices fall to their former level. This is the
history of our own country, and we all know it. A
certain amount of currency is necessary to represent the entire exchangeable property of a country;
and if this amount s'hould be greatly increased,
without a corresponding increase in the exchangeable productions of the country, the only consequence would be a great enhancement in nominal
I say nominal, because this increased price
tirices.
will not enable the man who receives it to purchase
more real property or more of the necessaries and
luxuries of life tlian he could have done before.
Let me now recur to the proposition with which
I commenced; and I repeat that I do not pretend to
mathematical accuracy in the illustration which I
The United States carry on a trade
shall present.
with Germany and France; the former a hard-money
country, and the latter approaching it so nearly as
to have no bank notes in circulation under the denomination of five hundred francs, or nearly one
hundred dollars. On (he contrary, the United States
is emphatically a paper money country, having
all of them emitting
eight hundred banks of issue
notes of a denomination as low as five dollars, and
most of them one, two and three dollar notes. For
every dollar of gold and silver in the vaults of these
banks, they issue three, four, five and some of them
as high as ten, and even fifteen dollars of paper.
This produces a vast but ever-changing expansion
of the currency; and a consequent increase of the
prices of all articles, the value of which is not regulated by the foreign demand, above the prices of
At partisimilar articles in Germany and France.
cular stages of our expansions, we might with justice apply the principle which 1 have stated to our
trade with these "countries, and assert that, from the
great redundancy of our currency, articles are manufactured in France and Germany for one-lialf of

—

Let ihe present
an example. In Germany, where the currency is
purely metallic, and the cost of every thing is retheir actual cost in this country.

to a hard-money standard, a piece of broadcon be manufactured for fifty dollars the
manufacture of which, in our country, from Ihe expansion of our paper currency, would C05t one hundred dollars. What is tlie consequence? Tlie foreign French or German manufacturer imports tills
clolh into our country, and sells it for a hundred
Does not every person perceive that the
dolla-3.
redundancy of our currency is equal to a premium
of one hundred percent, in favor of the foreign
manufacturer? No taritf of protection, unless it

duced

—

clotli

amounted
vantage

to proliihition,

could counleracl this admanufactures. I would

in favor of foreign

that I could arouse the attention of every
manufacturer of the nation to this important subject.
The foreign manufacturer will not receive our
bank notes in payment. He will take nothing
home except gold and silver or bills of exchange,
to

Heaven

'

wliich ore equivalent. He doe.s not expend this
money here, where he would be compelled to support his family, and to purchase his labor and materials at the same rate of prices which he receives
On the contrary, he goes
lor his manufactures.
home, purchases his labor, his wool, and all ofin-r
articles wliich enter into his manufacture, at half
their cost in this country, and again returns to inundate us with foreign wollens, and to ruin our do1
might cite many other
mestic manufactures.
examples; but this, I trust, will be sufficient to
draw public attention to the subject. This depreciation of our currency is, therefore, equivalent to
a direct piotection granted to the foreign over Hit
domestic manufacturer. It is impo3.-!ible that our
manufacturers should be able to sustain such an
iine(iual competition.
Sir, 1 solemnly believe that if we could but reduce this inllateil paper bubble to any thing like
reasonable dimen.sions, New England would becunc
the most prosperous manufacturing countiy that
the sun ever shone upon. Why cannot we manufacture gooils, and especially cotton goods, which
will go into successful competition with Britisli
manufactures in foreign markets? Have we not
the necessary capital? Have we not the industry?
Have no not Hie machinery? And, above all, are
not our skill, energy and enterprise prov.'rbial
throughout the world? Land- is also cheaper here
tlian in any other country on Ihe face of the imrtli.
posses every advantage which Providence can
bestoiv upon
for the manufacture of (ottnr,; but

We

m
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all counteracted by the folly of man. The
less than it does the English,
because this isanarlicle the price of which depends
upon foreign markets, and is not regulated by our
own inflated currency. We, therefore, save the
freight of the cotton across the Atlantic, and that of
the manufactured article on its return here. What
is the reason that with all these advantages, and
with the protective duties, which our laws afford
to the domestic manufacturer of cotton, we cannot
obtain exclusive possession of the home market,
and successfully contend for the markets of the
world? It is simply because we manufacture at the
nominal prices of our own inflated currency, and
are compelled to sell at the real prices of other nations.
Reduce our nominal to the real -standard of
prices throughout the world, and you cover our
country with blessings and benefits. I wish to
Heaven I could speak in a voice loud enough to be
heard throughout New England; because, if the attention of the manufacturers could once be directed
to the subject, their own intelligence and native
sagacity would teach them how injuriously they
are affected by our bloated banking and credit system, and would enable them to apply the proper

they are

raw material costs us

corrective.

What

the reason that our manufactures have
any sort of competition, even
those of British origin?
It is because England herself is, to a great extent,
a paper money country, though, in this respect, not
is

been able
in the

to sustain

home market, with

From this very
to be compared with our own.
cause, prices in England are much higher than
they are upon the continent. The expense of living is there double what it costs in France. Hence,
all the English who desire to nurse their fortunes
by living cheaply, emigrate from their own country to France, or some other portion of the continent.
The comparative low prices of France
and Germany have aHxirded such a stimulus to
their manufactures that they are now rapidly extending themselves, and would obtain possession
in no small degree, even of the English home market, if it were not for the protecting duties. Whilst
British manul'actures are now languishing, those of
the continent are springing into healthy and vigorous existence. It was but the other day that I saw an
extract from an English paper, which stated that
whilst the cutlery manufactured in Germany was
equal in quality with the British, it was so reduced
in price that the latter would have to abandon the
manufacture altogether.
The senator from Massachusetts, after all our experience, doubts nliether our currency has been
inflated beyond the proper degree; and to prov^
that it has not been, he says that the rates of exchange upon England have often been below par.
This fact does not tend to prove that our paper
currency is not inflated at home. Our foreign exchanges are ragnlated by the specie slandfaid of
the world, not by the amount of our bank issues
at home; and whether they are above or bolow
par, depends upon whether we are the debtor
or the creditor nation. We ought always to be, and
would always be, the creditor nation, if it were not
for our extravagarit speculations in foreign merchandise, produced by the redundancy of our paper
credits and circulation.
Our immense exports of
cotton ought always to produce a balance of trade
in our favor; and yet this is rarely the case. There
is generally a particular period, however, in the
progress of each one of our expansions and confractions.vvhen exchange is in our favor. This
occurs after our cotton and otherexports have paid
the debt previously contracted to forei^jn nations;
and before we have had the time and ability to get
fairly underway in a new career of extravagant
importations. To say that this circumstance proves
that our paper currency is not inflated, is an argument which 1 cannot understand It [iroves nothing
but that Proviilence has provided us a resource in
our vast production of cotton, which enables us to
repair the injuries «'hich we suffer from our extravagant speculations. It does not touch my argument to show the pernicious influence which our
expanded currency exerts on our domestic tnanutactnres.
If it were not for this cau^-?, exchanges
would not only be occasionally, but always in our
favor; and the Bank of England could not exercise
that contrnlling influence over our banking in«litu.
tions of which the senator from Kentucky so loudI3' complains. This influence is derived solely from
the fact that we are almost always the debtor nation,
as we must continue to be, until our wild speculation.s shall be arrested.
In addition to Ihe reason Biiggeated why foreign
exchange has sometimes been in our favor, notwithstanding our extravagant importations,! might
add another which has operated with vast power
during the last two or three years. This is (he
immense amount nf money which several of the 1

states
riod.
bills

have borrowed from England within that peThis money constituted a fund on which
were drawn to a large amount, and conse-

quently reduced the rate of exchange. The payment of the interest on this debit, particularly
as we shall probably not soon increase the principal, will operate hereafter in a contrary direction,
and will tend to raise, not reduce, the rate of our
foreign exchanges.
But the senator from Kentucky, (Mr. Clay),
leaves no stone unturned. He says that the friends
of the independent treasury desire to establish an
exclusive metallic currency as the medium of all
dealings throughout the union; and also to reduce
the wages of the poor man's labor so that the rich
employer may be able to sell his manufactures at a
lower ]irice. Now, sir, I deny the correctness of
both these propositions; and, in the first place, I,
for one, am not in favor of eslahlishing an exclusive metallic currency for the people of this country.
I desire to see the banks greatly reduced in
number, and would, if I could, confine their accommodations to such loans or discounts, for limited periods, to the commercial, manufacturing and
trading classes of the community, as the ordinary
course of their business might render necessary. I
never wish to see farmers and mechanics and professional men tempted, by the facility of obtaining
bank loans for long periods, to ab.indon their own
proper and useful and respectable spheres, and
rush into wild and extravagant speculation.
I
would, if I could, radically reform the present
banking system, so as to confine it within such limits as to prevent future suspensions of specie
payments; and, without exception, I would instantly deprive each and every bank of its charter
which should again suspend. Establish these or
similar reforms, and give us a real specie basis for
our paper circulation, by increasing the denomination of bank notes first to ten, and afterwards to
twenty dollars, and I shall then be the friend, not
the enemy of banks.
know that the existence
I
of banks and the circulation of bank paper are
so identified with
the
habits of our people
that they cannot be abolished, even if this were
desirable.
To reform, and not to destroy, is my
motto. To confine them to their appropriate business, and prevent them from ministering to the
spirit of wild and reckless speculation by extravagant loans and issues, is all which ought to be desired.
But this I shall say. If experience should
prove it to be impossible to enjoy Ihe facilities
which well regulated banks would afford, without,
at the same time, continuing to suHi?r the evils
which the wi<le excesses of the present banks have
hitherto entailed upon the countrj% then I should
consider it the lesser evil to abolish them altogether.
If the state legislatures shall now do their
duty, 1 do not believe that it will ever become necessary to decide on such an alternative.
We are also charged by the senator from Kentucky with a desire to reduce the wages of the
poor man's labor. We have been often termed
agrarians on our side of the house. It is something new under the sun to hear the senator and his
friends attribute to us a desire to elavate the wealthy manufacturer at the expense of the laboring
man and the mechanic. From my soul I respect
the laboring man.
Labor is the foundation of the
wealth of every country, and the free laborers of
the north deserve respect, both for their probity
and their intelligence. Heaven forbid that I should
do them wrong! Of all Ihe countries on Ihe earth,
we ought to have the most consideration for the
laboring man. From the very nature of our institutions, the wheel of fortune is constantly revolving and producing such mutations in properly
that the wealthy man of to-day may become the
poor laborer of to-morrow. Truly, wealth often
large
takes to itself wings and flies away.
fortune rarely lasts beyond Ihe third generation,
even if it endure so long. We must all know instances of individuals obliged to labor for their
daily bread whose grandfathers were men of fortune.
The regular process of society would
almost seem to consist of Ihe clforls of one class
to dissipate the fortunes which they liave inherited,
whilst another class, by their industry and economy, are regularly rising to wealth. We have ail,
therefore, a common interest, as it is our common
duly, to protect (he rights of Ihe laboring man;
and, if 1 believed for a moment that this bill would
prove injurious to him, it should meet my unquali-

A

fied opposition.

Although this bill will not have as great an influI could desire, yet, as far as it goes, it will
benefit the laboring man as much, and probablj'
more, than any other class of society. What is it
he ought most to desire? Constant employment,
regular wages, and uniform reasonable prices for
the necessaries and comforts of life which lie reence as
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his condition un-

der our system of expansions and contractions?
has suUered more by them than any othtr class
of society. The rate of his wages is fixed and
Jinow; and they are the last to rise with the increasing expansion, and the first to fall when the
corresponding revulsion occurs. He still continues to receive his dollar per day, whilst the
price of every article which he consumes is rapidly rising. He is at length made to feel that,
although he nominally earns as much, or even
more than he did formerly, yet, from the increased
price of all the necessaries of life, he cannot supHence the strikes for higher
port his family.
wages, and the uneasy and excited feelings which
have at different periods existed among the laboring classes. But the expansion at length reaches
the exploding point, and what does the laboring
man now suffer; He is for a season thrown out of

He

employment altogether. Our manufactures are
suspended; our public works are stopped; our
private enterprises of different kinds are abandoned; and, whilst others are able to weather the
storm, he can scarcely procure the means of bate
subsistence.
Again, sir: who do you suppose, held the greater
part of the worthless paper of the one hundred and
sixty -five broken banks to which I have referred?
Certainly it was not the keen and wary speculator,
who snuffs danger from afar. If you were to make
the search, you would find more broken bank notes
in the cottages of the laboring poor than any where
And these miserable sliinplasters, where are
else.
they? After the revulsion of 1S37, laborers were
glad to obtain employment on any terms; and they
often received it upon the express condition that
they shon'.d accept this worthless trash in payment.
Sir, an entire suppression of all bank notes of a
lower denomination than the value of one week's
wau-es of the laboring man is absolutely necessary
He ought always to receive his
for^his protection.

wages

in gold

and

silver.

Of

all

men on

the earth,

laborer is most interested in having a sound and
stable currency.
All other circumstances being equal, I agreee
with the senator from Kentucky that that country
is most prosperous where labor commands the highI do not, however, mean, by the terms
est wages.
tlie

"highest wages," the greatest nominal amount.
During the revolutionary war, one day's work com-

manded a hundred dollars of continental paper; but
this would scarcely have purchased a breakfast.
The more proper expression would be, to say that
that country is raost prosperous where labor commands the greatest reward; where one day's labor
will procure, not the greatest nominal amount of a
1

depreciated currency, but most of the necessaries
and comforts of life. If, therefore, you should, in
some degree, reduce the nominal price paid for labor, by reducing the amount of your bank issues
within reasonable and safe limits, and establishing
for your paper circulation, would
Certainly not; because the
this injure the laborer?

a metallic basis

price of all the necessaries and comforts of life are
reduced in the same proportion, and he will be able
to purchase more of them for one dollar in a sound
state of the currency, than he could have done in
the days of extravagant expansion for a dollar and a
So far from injuring, it will greatly benequarter.
It will insure to him confit the laboring man.
stant employment and regular prices, paid in a
sound currency, which, of all things, he ought most
to desire; and it will save him from being involved
in ruin by a recurrence of those periodical expansions and contractions of the currency which have
hitherto convulsed the country.
This sound state of the currency will have anoHe
ther most happy effect upon the laboring man.
will receive his wages in gold and silver; and this
will induce him to lay up, for future use, such a
portion of them as he can spare, alter satisfying his
immediate wants. This he will not do at present,
because he knows not whether the trash which he
is now compelled to receive as money will continue
to be of any value a week or a month hereafter. A

knowledge of
from

this fact tends to

his dwelling,

banish

and induces him

to

economy
expend

all

as rapidly as possible, lest they may beworthless on his hands.
Sir, the laboring classes understand this subject
It is the hard-handed and firm-firsted
perfectly.
men of the country on whom we must rely in the
day of danger, who are the most friendly to the
passage of this bill. It is they who are the most ardently in favor of infusing into the currency of tlie
country a very large amount of the precious metals.
The senator has advanced another position in
which I am sorry I cannot agree with him. It is
this: that a permanent high rate of interest is indiNow, sir,
cative of the prosperity of any country.
a permanent liigh rate of interest is conclusive evihis

wages

come
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dence of a scarcity of capital, and is indicative of
any thing but prosperity.
I think, therefore, it
will puzzle him, with all his ingenuity, to establish
his proposition.
To render a country truly prosperous, capital and labor must be so combined as
each to receive a fair reward. In England, when
the rate of interest was very high, the country was
not at all in a fiuurishing condition; but as capital
gradually accumulated, and the rate of interest consequently sunk, she became more and more prosperous, though she did not reach her highest eleva-
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a grant of land for the purpose of establishing an asylum for the dumb and the blind.
By Mr. Norvell, from officers of the 1st regiment
of artillery, asking an equalization of pay between
officers of the line and staff.
By Mr. Porter, from a meeting of citizens in Poniac, Michigan, signed by the chairman and
secretary, asking for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia and in the territory of Florida;
asking congress, so far as it could exercise the conititutional power, to prohibit domestic slavery,
to
tion until money yielded considerably less than five admit no state into the union that tolerates slave'ry,
per cent. But this subject is so little relevant to remonstrating against the annexation of Texas,
and
the question under discussion, that it is scarcely asking that steps may be taken for the recognition
necessary to pursue it. If it were, it would be easy ofHayti.
to show that a high rate of interest, generally, if
Mr. King would ask if the senator was requested
not universally, enters into direct conflict with the to present these papers, for it
seemed to him that
wages of labor, which the senator is so anxious to such request did not appear from what
he had heard
maintain. Suppose, for example, that it required --^ad of the papers.
a capital of $20,000 to put and preserve an iron
Mr. Porter read the caption of the papers, showmanufactory in successful operation. In one coun- ..ig that they were directed to the
representatives
try the interest of this sum at ten per cent, would of Michigan, and were intended
for publication.
amount to $2,000; whilst in another it could be
Mr. King then moved that the motion to receive
procured at four per cent, or $800. The difference lie on the table.
would be gl,200; and, unless this amount can be
By Mr. Porter, from the Farmers' and Mechasaved either by a reduction in the wages of labor, nics' bank of Michigan, asking that a certain
sum
or in some other manner, the manufacturer who due the United Stales might he divided
into four
pays the higher rate of interest cannot endure the equal instalments, Sec.
competition.
high rate of interest almost always
By Mr. Linn, asking for the services of a cleric
presses upon the wages of labor.
for the committee on private land claims for a given
If the gentleman's theory be correct. Wall street time. Agreed to.
must be a perfect paradise of prosperity. There,
By Mr. Walker, asking for the printing of 500
the rate of interest for a long time has been perma- extra copies of the surveys of the state
of Missisnently high, varying between two and four per cent, sippi.
Agreed to.
a month, or between twenty-four and Ibny-eight
Mr. Wright, from the committee on finance, reper cent, per annum. Post notes of the Bank of ported the bill from the house of representatives,
the United States have been discounted freely at making an appropriation for the payment
of revotwo per cent, per month. With these facts before lutionary and other pen?ions, with an amendment.
"m, Mr. Jefl'erey would not now declare, as the
By general consent, this hill was ordered to be
nator informs us he formerly did, "tliat this coun- read a third time, and passed.
try was the heaven of tlie poor. man, and the hell
Mr. King, from the corauiittee on commerce, reof the rich."
He might probably reverse the po- ported a bill regulating commercial intercourse with
sition, though it would be equally extravagant one the port of Cayferine, in the colony of
French Guiway as Ihe other. A country in which a rich man nea, and to remit certain duties.
can realize from twenty-four to forty-eight per cent,
Mr. Young, from the committee on pensions, refor his money, would certainly be any thing but a ported a bill to establish an additional pension
agenplace of torment for him. Btit what is the condi- cy at Springfield; in Illinois.
tion of a poor man in such a country?
When capimotion of Mr. Nicholas, the bill extending the
On
tal commands such an extravagant interest to liquisame privileges to the claimants of land in the
date commercial debts, it will no longer be used in
states of Louisiaila and Mississippi to try the valithe employment of labor; and hence poor men must
dity of their claims as had been extended to Misnecessarily be thrown out of employment. Such a
souri and Arkansas, was taken up and made the
condition is any thing but a heaven lor thera.
order of the day fur Monday two weeks.
The senator exclaims with holy horror, "the
On motion of Mr. Non-ill, the bill making apStuarts are still upon the throne, and Charles tlie
propriations of public lands to certain slates for
second has succeeded Charles the first." He has, I
purposes of internal improvements, was taken np,
think, been very unfortunate in this historical alluand made the special order for this day two weeks'.
sion, if he intended to compare our Andrew with
The bills ordered to be engrossed yesterday were'
the first Charles. The enemies of Charles cut off
severally read a third time and pa.ssed, with the
his head, whilst our Andrew, politically speaking,
exception of that lor the relief of the heirs of Macut tlje heads off all his enemies; and many of them
dame De Lusser.
were in such terror of him, that they dreaded he
On motion of Mr. Pierce,
might turn the metaphor into a reality, and cut off
Resolved, That the committee on mjlitary afl'iirs be
Charles the second did not instructed to inquire into the
their heads in earnest.
e.'ipediency of afTordin"
succeed Charles the first. Aly lord protector inter- Samuel Cult such aid as may enable him to make
fur"
vened. Although he and the senator from Ken- ther experiments in his late discoveries and improvetucky are as di.fl'erent in other respects as two able ments in munitions of war.
Tlie report of Ihe select committee in relation to
and brave men can be, yet, vvhilst he was speaking,
it struck me that theie was one striking point of the assumption of state debts was now taken up,
resemblance between them. And what, sir, do you the question being on Mr. Claifs motion for an inthink that was?
lord protector always began definite postponement; when
Mr. Sevier rose and addressed the senate at
and ended evey thing as the senator has begun and
ended his speech with prnt/er. Then, in regard length in favor of the general principles of the reto the second Charles, I have a little to say.
Of port.
After Mr. &cicr had finished, the question on
all men, the senator ought to be the last to disparage our Martin. I have read of a great conquered the indefinite postponement was taken, by yeas and
general, who always pronounced his conqueror to nays, which resulted as follows:
be a very able and brave man, because, as the hisMessrs. Belts, Clav, of Ky. Clayton, Crittorian observes, it would have lessened the merits tenden, Davis, Dixon, Henderson. Merrick. Purler,
of the vanquished to have been overcome by a fool Prentiss, Ruggles, Smith, of Ind. Spence, Tailmade,
15.
"Whiteor a coward.
The senator, in speaking of Martin,
Messrs. Allen, Benton, Brown, Buchanan,
ought rather to exclaim,
Calhoun, Clay, of Aiabtima, Cuihhert, Fulton, Gi-unriy,
"Great let me call him, for he conquered me."
Hubbard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, Woutcn, Nicholas,
If, in addition, tlie little magician should be vicPierce, Roane, Robinson, Sevier, Stuiijeon, Strange
torious over the hero of Tippecanoe, in the great
for

,

A
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battle to be fouglit the approaching autumn, and I
full faith that such will be Ihe result, then he
will go down to posterity with all "his blushing

have

honors thick upon him."

Thanking
I shall

tlie

senate for their patient attention,

now resume mv

seat.
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Tappan, Walker, ^Vall, Wii!iams,V/rielii, Young— -27!
On motion of Mr. Grundy, »w subject was further postpout'd until Monday next.
On motion of Mr. King, Ihe senate then took np
Ihe adverse report made by the committed on Indian affairs on the claim of Jubal B. Hancock.

The claim was advocated by Messrs. King, Clay,
of Ala. and others, and opposed by Messrs! Sevier,
Hubbard., Lvjnpkin. <\ud others.
Mr King moved that tlie report be re-committed
to the committee, with in.struclions to report a bill

Feb>-uanj20. The following memorials and pewere presented and referred:
fbr his relief.
On lliis motion the yeas and nsys were demandBv Mr. iVright, from numerous citizens of New
York, praying the passage of a uniform bankrupt ed; when there appeared fbr it 9, against it IS.
On motion of Mr. Norvell, the senate adjourned.
law.
By Mr. White, a joint resolution of the legislaFebruary 21. The c/iatV submitted- various meAlso, morial- of the legislative assembly of the territory
ture of Indiana, asking a certain mail route.
tioiis

—
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of Iowa; which were referred to the appropriate lilion to the proper tribunal pray for the benefit of. the
act.
These shall be deemed voluntary bankrupts.
committees.
3. That it should apply compulsory to merchants
Mr. Wright presented a petition of citizens of
traders, whose debts 10 one or more creditors shall
and
banl£a
uniform
passage
of
New Yorli, praying the
dollars, and
amount to a sum not less than
rupt law; which was referred to the committee on wlio have or shall fail in business, or be apparently inthe judiciary.
Such persons
solvent, or unable to pay their debts.
Zachariah
Mr. Lumpkin presented a memorial of
to be deemed involuntary bankrupts, and to be subWilliams, and Robert W. Williams, praying for re- ject to the provisions of the act upon the petition of
imbursement of losses sustained by the appropria- any creditor or creditors whose debts together e.\ceed
tion of their property to the uses of the army in the
late Creek war; which was referred to the committee on claims.

sum

of
dollars.
4. No voluntary or involuntary bankrupt to be entitled to a discharge who shall, in contemplation of
bankruptcy,
iniending
to take the benefit of the
and
Mr. Linn, from the committee on private land
act, knowingly give any preference, by any payment
claims, to which was referred the. bill supplemenor transfer of property, to any one or more of^ his crean
act
Ibr
tary to an act, entitled "an act to amend
ditors, to the exclusion of his creditors generally.
the appointment of commissioners to adjust the
5. Every bankrupt, surrendering all his property and
claims to reservations of land under the 14th article rights of property for the benefit of his creditors, and
of the treaty of 1830, with Ihe Choctaw Indians," conforming to all otiier requisitions of the act, shall be
entitled to a full discliarge from all his debts, and shall
reported the same without amendment.
On motion by Mr. CZny, of Ala. the report of the receive a certificate of discharge from the prof^ tribucommittee on Indian affairs, in the case of Jubel B. nal. But if he is guilty of any fraud or concealment
Hancock, was referred back to the committee, with in respect to his prt^erty, he shall not be entitled to
any certificate; or, if^granted, it shall be avoided on
additional documents.
proof of such fraud.
The resolution submitted some days since by
6. All creditors coming in and proving their debts
that
no
rules
joint
amend
the
to
so
Tappan,
Mr.
under the bankruptcy to he bona fide debts, to share
claim which had been twice reported on in either in the bankrupt's property and etfecis pro ra(a, without
house, adversely, should again be presented, was any preference or priority, except debts to the United
taken up and discu-ssed by Messrs. 7\ippan, Pren- Stales, which are first to be paid.
7. The district and circuit courts to have concurrent
tiss, Calhoun, Davis, Linn, Mien, Hubbard, Strange,
Buchanan and Wall; when, on motion of the latter, jurisdiction in all matters of bankruptcy, to be exerand with the assent of Mr. Tappan, it was laid on cised summarily, and, for this purpose, the said courts
to be deemed alvva3^s opened.
the table for the present.
8. One commissioner only to be appointed in any
The senate then adjourned till Monday next.
one case, to act in bankruptcy, on the proof of debts,
February 24. The following ruemorials and pe-'
&-C. and one assignee only, to collect and administer
litions were presented;
the bankrupt's elTects. Tlie commissioner and asBy the vice president, from Chauncey Hall, ask- signee to be appointed in each case by the court, and
ing the issuing of a patent for the discovery of a subiect at all times to its orders in all things touching
process by which cast iron may be tempered.
their duties, and the sale and distribution of the eflects.
9. The proceedings in each case to be finally closed
By Mr. Davis, from Charles Prot, Thomas Rhodes
and others, who deplore the guilt and evils of war, n-ithin two years from the lime of the bankruptcy, exregarding it as inadequate to Ihe re.tress of national cept as to matters which may he then pending iu law
suit in law
injuries, and as likely, in most cases, to multiply' or equity; but the pendency of any such
or equity is not to suspend the general proceedings in
the evils it aims to prevent or redress.
the case, nor postpone distribuuon and settlement, so
Maine,
askof
By Mr. Williams, from citizens
far as they ca n be made
ing, in eliect, the same as in the preceding peti10. AH suits by. against, or concerning bankrupts,
tion.
to be brought within two years after the bankruptcy,
By Mr. Prentiss, the memorial of a military con- and not afierwards, except on causes of action which
vention, holden in August last in Vermont, con- shall not then have arisen. But all debts not payable
taining a system for the organization artd discipline till a future day may be proved in the bankruptcy, and
of the militia of the United Statt-s; and, also, a paid pro rata, with proper abatement for interest or
general plan for the military defences of the discount.
11. Any person proceeded against as an involuntary
countrv.
to be entitled at his election, to trial by jury,
By iVIr. Merrick, from the corporate authorities bankrupt
to ascertain the fact of such bankruptcy.
of Geor:;etown, asking that the charter may be ex12. No person to be entitled to a discbarge who shall
tended; also, that the cliarter of tlie Farmers and be proved to have lost, within
years before his
Mechanics' hank may be renewed; ttiat a perma- bankruptcy, by any gaming, waging, or betting of any
nent stone bridge may be erected over Rock creek, kind, whether at one or more times, the sum of
and remonstrating against any further obstacles to dollars.
tlieir

commerce.

By Mr. Sturgeon, from cilixens of Philadelpliia,
three separate memorials, all asking for the erection of a new custom house.
Also, from citizens of Allegany county, in relaThe motion to receive was ordered
tion to slavery.
to lie

on the table.

By Mr. Lumpkin,

five

memorials

in relation to

the

13. The circuit court in each district to establish a
rate of fees Ibr the officers of the circuit court and district court, in all cases in bankruptcy; and those rates
to

he published.

14. The act to continue in force five years, and until
the then next session of congress.
Mr. W. was lolloweil by Mr. Bxichanan, Mr.

Tallmadge and Mr. Wall,

all

friendly to that great

object.

the rev'-nue.
By Mr. Fullon, from citizens of Arkansas, asking to locate land for Ihe purpose of education.
By Mr. i'oung, from the Galena (Illinois) chamber of commerce, praying that Galena may be made
a port of entry.
By Mr. Clayton, from citizens of Delaware,
against the uso of_ bloodhounds in Florida.
°By Mr. Wright, from numerous citizens of New
York, ennao-ed in the manufacture of umbrellas
and parasols" asking that a duly of 25 per centum
be reimposed on all imported parasols or umbrellas, which had been taken olf by the decisions of

Mr. Buchanan

The report of the select committee on the subject of assumption of state debts, was then taken
up; when, after Mr. Pliclps had addressed the
two other petitions from citizens of senate against the report and resolutions
On motion of Mr. Crittenden, Ihe subject was
\'nrk, asking congress to establish a uniform
passed over informallv, in order that he might have
system of bankrupt law.
By Mr. T.dlmadge.a m-morial of the same kind, an opportunity of making some further remarks.

New

carried out in detail, embrace
all that was necessary.
Tint i!ie circumstnuees of the country require
1.
that ccumrKSSSliDulil exercise its coUfiiniJionnI pnwer
ofcsinljlisliirtsn uniformsystemofhaukiuptey through-

thought would,

when

out the Uuiled Stales.
•2.

Thai

ii

should be

made

whatever owing dubta not
dollars

who

Hhall

avow

applicable to

all

less in amount di.ni
their insolvency, .'inil

persons

hv

p.

remonstrating against the use of bloodhoundun the
Florida war.
Also, from a number of citiz^'is of Philadelphia,
praying a revision of the laws in relation to the
transfer of American vessels abroad, by which they
allege that the slave trade is encouraged.
Mr. Knight asked to be excused from serving on
Mr. K.
the committee on revolutionary claims.
said he was already on several committees, and he
found Ihe duties too arduous, and asked that he
inighi be excused, and some younger member, better suited to Ihe task, appointed, and that the chair
have the appointment.
The chair nominated the colleague of Mr. Knight
(Mr. Dixon) to the committee.
Mr. Tallmadge presented the resolutions of the
legislature of New York, against the«ub-treasury
bill; on which, after being read, a discussion ensued
between Messrs. Tallmadge, Wright and Tappan,
when the resolutions were ordered to be laid on the
table, and printed.
Various reports were received from committees

on private claims.
Mr. Bucltanan moved to lake up the resolution
submitted by him yesterday in relation to the currency.

Mr. Webster would prefer that it should lie over
day; in which Mr. Buchanan acquiesced.
The senate held an executive session, and then

for the

adjourned.

Mr. Grundy presented the credenof Mr. Jllexander Jlnderson, of Tennessee, who

February 26.
tials

qualified and look his seat.
The vice president communicated to the senate a
report from the secretary of war, in obedience to a
resolution making inquiry as to Ihe number of military posts necessary for the protection of the American trade in and about the Rocky mountains.
This document was referred to the select committee on the territory of Oregon.
The following memorials and petitions were presented and referred;
By Mr. Clay, of Alabama, a joint resolution of

was

the legislature ot Alabama, proposing the cession
of the unsolil lands to the stale on certain conditions; and also to allow ceitain settlers who were
deprived of their pre-emption claims, to locate lands
acquired under the Cherokee treaty.
By Mr. Tallmadge, (ram the manufacturers ofsegars, asking that such duty may be imposed on foreign segars as will protect the manufacturer.
By Mr. King, joint resolutions of the legislature
of Alabama touching certain mail routes.
Also, from the same, in relation to the subject of
claims growing out of Indian hostilities.
Mr. Young, from the committee on roads and canals, made a report to be dischargid from the furasking
ther consideration of the memorial of
a donation of land for the improvement of Iowa and
Cedar rivers, and that it be referred to the committee on the public lands.
Also, to be discharged from the memorial of the
same place in relation to a survey of Skunk river,
and that it be referred to the committee on commerce.
Also, adverse reports on the memorial of the same

offered Ihe following resolutions
for the consideration of the senate.
Resolved, That a select committee be appointed for
tlie purpose of inquiring into the expediency of proposing to the states such an amendment to the federal
constuution as will secure a larger specie basis for tlic
circulation of the country, by prohibiting the issue and
circulation of bank notes and other paper currency of for a Macadamized road.
denominations so low as to prevent the circulation of
On the memorial of the same, for construction of
gold and silver in the ordinary transactions of business certain roads.
and in payment of the wages of labor.
On the inemorialof the same, asking the improve-

the courts.
Also, one or

signed by 240 citizens of New York.
By Mr. Webster, from numerous citizens in relation to Ihe same.
Mr. VV. addressed the senate at some length,
sliowing llie necessity of such a measure, and the
number of persons, husbands, fathers, $ic. whose
services were, in a measure, lost to the country
and themselves Ibr want of a haukrii|it law. Mr.
W. gave the following outline of such a bill as he

that hence the merchant would be obliged to forego
the business. The memorialists also state that not
ore than one-eighth of the business was done on
American account, and they ask that the revenne
laws may be so remodelled as to alfbrd proper protection.
Also, twelve memorials from different sections,

ment of certain tenitorial
Mr. Young introduced

roads.
a bill

for

the

relief of

the Mississippi and Rock River canal company.
The resolution oti'cred by Mr. Buchanan in relation lo Ihe currency was then taken up, and, after
some remarks from' Messrs. Webster, Buchanan and
Strange, it was, on motion of Mr. Preston, laid on

bills of a private nature was considered the table.
commitee of the whole, and ordered to be enThe report of the select committee on the assumption of the state debts came up as the special
The amendments of the house of representatives order; when Mr. Crittenden addressed the senate

Several

in

grossed.

reducing Ihe salary of the clerk on Ihe census returns from #2,01)0 to .fltLljOO, were concurreil in by
yeas 27, nays 6— and then the senate adjourned.
February 25. The following memorials and petitions were presented and referred;
By Mr. Buchanan, from a large number of iinporliiig merchants of the cily of Philadelphia, slating that formerly the importation of woollen goods
had afforded a fair remuneration to iniporters, but
that of late years /urc/g)i ogrucies had been established, which prevented a fair competition by the honest merchant, and that woollens were now sold at
a price below what they could beimporlei! for; and

at great length against the report

And

and resolutions.

then the senate adjourned.
HOtJSF.

OF BEfRESENTATIVES.

Thursday, Feb. 20. So:ne time was taken up in
discussion upon Ihe journal of yesterilay, and, on
motion of Mr. Fillmore, Ihe same was so amended
so to make it appear "that he was called to order
whilst reading the resolution."
Mr. Russell asked leave lo offer a resolution providing that the several standing committees which
had not yet been regularly called for reports should
be called to morrow, and that the said business

—
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should have preference over all other until the
whole of the committees had been called.
Objection being made,
Mr. Russell moved a suspension of the rules, and
asked for the yeas and nays; but
Mr. Fillmore, (who had the floor on the proposition heretofore introduced by Mr. Campbell, of
South Carolina), from the committee of elections,
to have such printing done as might be necessary to
facilitate the investigation of the New Jersey contested election, and to which proposition and amendment, otfered by Mr. Cave Johnson, was pending),
said he foresaw that the little time allotted to him
would be consumed i]i debate and taking yeas and
nays if he yielded the floor, and he insisted, therefore, on his right to proceed.
Mr. Graves nnd Mr. Campbell, ofSoulh Carolina,
also made eflbrts to introduce propositions, (which
were not read); but Mr. F. on the same ground de-

would not be
he yielded

affected if the subject

29,

was
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laid over,

to.

Mr. Sergeant, who moved that the house resolve
committee of the whole on the state ol
the union, for the purpose of taking up the census
itself into
bill.

Mr. Jones, of Va. gave notice that, if the house
went into committee, he should ask that the bill
providing for the reappointment of commissioner of
pensions be taken up.
On motion of Mr. Sergeant, the house resolved
itself into committee of the whole on the state of
the union, (Mr. Banks in the chair), on the census
bill.

And
Mr.

the

having been read through
of Alabama, moved an amendment,
which was to add the number of lu-

bill

//i/66rtrri,

the object of

natics, Indians and persons imprisoned, to the other
statistics already required to be recorded.

Mr. Petrikin opposed the amendment on the
The question immediately pending, (in the case ground that it was an interference with wliat beof the New Jersey contested election), was on the longed to the state legislatures.
appeal taken yesterday by Mr. Adams from the
J\lr. nice Garland also opposed it as unnecessary.
decision of the chair, that it was not in order for He w'ent into an explanation of the reason of the
the gentleman from New York, (Wr. Fillmore ),Xo imperfections of the last census bill.
read to the house, on a motion to print, a resoluThe amendment was rejected.
tion adopted in the committee, and which bad not
Mr. Petrikin objected to the compensation proposed to be given to the person who was to superbeen repotted to the house.
The appeal was debated at great length.
intend the operation of taking the census, and movMr. Adams had talcen the appeal, he said, under ed to reduce his salary from .$2,000 to $1,500;
an absolute necessity. His opinion was, that the which, after a desultory discussion, was agreed to.
gentleman had a right to read the paper; and, furHe moved a further reduction in some other sather, that any member had a right to call for the laries, which was not agreed to.
reading of it. It was absuid to c*'*il upon a man
Mr. Dawson, of Georgia, moved to increase the
to vote upon a queslion of printing a paper, when allowance of the marshals' assistants, by raising it
it was denied to him to show what it contained. one-third.
He was not willing to grant permission to a gentleThis motion gave rise to an extended debate, in
man to do that which he had a right to do. Mr. A. which Messrs. Dawson, Smith, of Maine, Graves,
clined to yield the floor.

<Iwelt at much length on the importance of this right
to the minority
whose rights, he contended, were
ali'eady sutTiciently pinched by means of the previous question, motions to lay on the table, and
punctilious and captious questions of order.
He
quoted Jelierson's Manual, SiC. in support of the

—

Smith, of Vt. Sergeant, Carter, Bond, Walerson,Ja
meson and McClellen took pari; and, during the
course of which, the course and character of the
marshal of East Tennessee, (Mr. Wood), were
brought into question Mr. Carter assailins:, and
Messrs. Waterson and McClellen defending him.

—

The amendment

appeal.

The appeal was debated by Messrs. Petrikin,
Banks and Pope; the two former gentlemen sustaining, and the latter opposing the decision of the
chair.
Mr. Banks, at the conclusion of his remarks, asked Mr. Adams to withdraw the appeal; and, before
taking his seat, moved to lay the appeal on the
table.

Mr. Adams said that the gentleman from Va.
(Mr. Banks), asked him to withdraw the appeal
without assigning any reason why it should be
wiilidrawn, and then, instunler, moved to lay the
appeal on the table. This was a fair example of
all the proceedings of the majoiily in this house.
Mr. Granger rose to make an inquiry of the
chair.
The gentleman from Va. (Mr. Bunks), hzA
made a motion, as Mr. G. under.^tood, to lay the
appeal on the table. If that motion prevailed, would
it not carry the resolution with it?
[Cries of "certainly, certainly."]
speaker had not responded to this inquir}'.
withdrew the motion.
recurring on the appeal.
Mr. Briciis addressed the house at some length
in opposition to the decision of the chair, urgii:g
that, in order to know whether a paper should be
printed or not, a member was entitled first to know
its contents, or that he must otherwise vote in the
dark.
Mr. B. had not concluded when, the morning
hour having elapsed, the house, on motion of Mr.
Jones, of Va. p^issed to the orders of the day.
Mr. Graves asked' leave at this time to have referred certain documents which were read for information.
Mr. Albert Smith rising and objecting,
Mr. Graves moved a suspension of the rules, and
asked the yeas and nays, which were ordered; and

The

When Mr. Banks
And the question

—

being taken,, were yeas 118, nays 82.
So the rule was not suspended, (two-thirds not
voting therefor).
The house then took up the bill making appropriations ibr the payment of the revolutionary and
other pensioners of the United Stales for the year
1340, which had been returned from the senate
with an amendment antliorising tlie several pension
agents to administer the oaths required to be taken,
and to oliarge the same fee as is allowed to state of.
ficers for administering similar oaths.
On motion of Ml'. Jo.'ies, of Va. the amendment
Wi'.^ concurred in.
The business next in order was the bill on the
speaker's table making approprialions for the removal of the read river rait.
Mr. Beatty, of Penn. was entitled to the floor;
but, on the understanding that his title thereto

'

taken by Mr.
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Adams from

the decision of the chair,
that it was not in order for the gentleman Irom
York [Mr. Fillmore'] to read to the house, on a motion to print, a resolution adopted in the committee,
and which had not been reported to the house; and
that the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Briggsl
was entitled to the floor on the appeal.
Mr. Casey prevailed on Mr. Briggs to give way
to him to introduce a resolution, in eflect, that the
rule which declares that within a given number of
ditys after the commencement of the session, petitions shall be in order every daj-, be extended for
ten (lays further.
Mr. Fillmore (who had the floor on the proposition heretofore introduced by Mr. Campbell, of
South Carolina, from the committee of elections,
to have such printing done as might be deemed necessary to facilitate the investigation of the
Jersey contested election, and to which proposition
an amendment, offered by Mr. Cave Johnson, was
pending) and from which theabove appeal originated, claimed his right to the floor, and objected to the
introduction of the resolution.
Mr. Cirsey moved to suspend the rules.
Mr. I''illmore persisted in his right to the floor.
The speaker said the gentleman from Illinois
[Mr. Casey] had the right to make the motion to
suspend the rules, the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Briggs] having yielded him the floor for
that j/urpose.
Mr. i^ilmore contended that the gentlem.an who
yielded the floor was not himself entitled to it, inasmuch as the appeal under the 23th rule was not debatable; and on that ground he claimed it.
The speaker saiil, from the reading of the rule,
the gentleman fiom New York [Mr. F. jwasrijjht,
and the question would be on the appeal.
Mr. FfZ/more said he would be disposed to yield
the floor to any proposition which would not give
rise to debate.
Mr, Casey said bis motion could not cause debate,
inasmuch as it was one to suspend the rules; which
is not debatable.
Mr. Vanderpoole denjanded the yeas and nays oa
the appeal.
Mr. L. Williams moved a' call of the house on

New

New

of .Mr. Dawson was rejected.
Mr. Petrikin then moved a preamble strongly reflecting on the conduct of the last congress in its which
hasty legislation at the close, which had occasioned
I\lr. Granger demanded the yeas and nays; which
the imperfections of the census bill, and rendered were ordeied, and were
yeas 72, nays 96.
the present amendatory bill necessary.
So the house refused the motion for a call.
Mr. Dawson remonstrated with warmth on tlie
The question was then tak«n on the appeal, viz:
gross want of decorum in thus attempting to cast "Shall the dtcision of the chair stand as the judgreflections on the conduct of another congress, and ment of the house?" and decided, by yeas and nays,
animadverted with much severity on the fact that in the affirmative yeas 99, nays 83.
such a paper should be moved by one ol the senior
So tlie decision of the chair was sustained, viz:
members of the house.
that Mr. Fillmore could not read the resolution
Mr. Petrikin replied with equal warmth, insisting passed in committee without leave of the house first
on his right to pursue the course he deemed right. had.
Mr. Dawson disclaimed any thing uncoarteous
J\!r. /Jhssc?/ appealed to Mr. Fillmore lo allow
tov\ard Mr. P. peisonally.
him to move a resolution for the postponement of
Mr. [Fise supported the views of Mr. Dawson, the presfnt subject, and for the recejilioa of reports
and commented on the effect of the degrailation of from committees during the residue of the morning
the character of congress in augmenting the power hour.
of the executive.
He denied the preamble to be in
Mr. Fillmore declined yielding the floor.
order; but
Mr. Cave Johnson expressed a wish to modiiy his
The c/iUiV ruled it to be in order.
amendment in reference lo the printing of papers
Mr. Dromgoole animadverted on the character of before the committee of elections.
the paper as including the senate with the house in
Mr. Fillmore would not give way for either of the
its censures, and interceded with Mr. P. to withpropoposilions; when
draw it.
Mr. Johnson said Mr. F. had been called to order,
Mr. Petrikin manifested great reluctance, but at and had taken his seat; an appeal from the decision
length consented to withdraw the proposed pream- of the chair that he was out of order had not been
ble.
sustained, and therefore hs could not, by the rules,
Mr. Sergeant moved that the committee rise and proceed, if any member objected.
report the bill.
Mr. Petrikin objected to Mr. i^'iZ/more's proceedMr. Underwood moved to amend by adding an ing.
additional sectioa to the bill, changing the ratio of
The chair said the gentleman could not proceed,
representation so as to allow one representative to and orilercd the 2Slh rule to be read to sustain his
every 75,000 persoiis.
opinioa, as follows:
Mr. R. Garland moveA to amend the amendment
"If any member, in speaking or otherwise, transby striking out 75 and inserting 60.
gress the rules of the house, the speaker shall, or

—

—

Both the amendments were rejected without a
count, and the bill was laid aside to be reported.
'file committee then, on motion, took up the senate bill to continue the office of comuiissioner of
pensions until the 4lh of March, 1S42 and to transfer the dutie.s of that officer from thfe navy department to the office of the commissioner, and also to
transfer one clerk.
Altera brief conversation on the allowance of the
commissioner.
The committee rose and reported both bills to

the house.
In the house the latter bill was taken up; wl'.en.
Mr. Pro/fit, of Indiana, moved to reduce the salary of the commissioner from $S,000 to $2, 500,
and demanded the yea? and nays.
When, at near 6 o'clock, the house adjourned.
Friday, Feb. 21. The chair announced that the
question immediately pending (in the case of the
New Jersey contested electioii) was on the r.ppeal

any member may,
meiiiber so called

call to order; in
In

o.'der

down, unless pcrmilted

shall

which case,
immediately

tl;e

sit

explain; and the house
shall, if ap|wMlid lo, decide on the case, but without debate if llieie be no apjieul, the decision of
tlie chair sliaM he subniilled lo.
If the decision be
in favor of the member called to order, he shall be
at liberty to proceed; if otherwise, he shall not be
jirrmiltcd to proceed, in case any member object,
without leave of the house; and, if the case require it, he shall be liable to the censure of tha
hou«e.'"
Mr. Bell objected lo the construction the speaker
had given the rule, and appealed from the decision
of (bec/iair.
Mr. Fillmore demanded the yeas and nays on the
appi-al; which were oidered.
The morning hniir having expired, ?.lr. Russell
movid that the house proceed to the oidof^ of the
day.
to

—

—

—
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Mr. Campbell thereupon offered the following
motion the yeas and nays were demanded by
resolu(ion:
Jofmsoii, and were ordered.
Resolved, That the committee of elections be authoquestion bein; taken, the yeas were 91, the
nays 102; so the house lefused to pass to the orders rised to send for persons and papers in reference to
the contested elections from the third congressional
of the day.
Mr. Rice Garland ro.'e to order, and insisted (hat district of Pennsylvania and the sixth congressional
district of Massachusetts.
as Friday and Saturday were set apart for the conOn this resolution a debate arose, in which a
sideration of private bills, and private business
number of members participated, and several
exclusively, to go on with the debate on a resolulion
amendments proposed, but withdrew, when
of
change
involved

On

Mr. Cave

The

of tiie order
business, could
a
not be dune but by a.vote of two-thirds.
The chair so deciding.
Mr. Holleman took an appeal.
The question was debated for a long time by
Messrs. Garland, Ciishing, Cuve Johnson, Marvin,
Clifford, Briggs, Dromgoole, Evans, Turney, Holle-

man and

Tillinghast,

when

the previous question, which
being secondi-d, put, and carried, and the main
question being "Shall the decision of the chair
stand as the judgment of the bouse?" it was decided bv yeas and nays, as follows: veas 1 13 nays

Mr. Turney moved

6-1.

So the decision of the chair was sustained.
A number of private bills on the speaker's table
were then taken up on their first and second reading, and referred to the appropriate committees.
On motion of Mr. Chapman, of Iowa, the bill for
the relief of JamesM. Morean, togetherwith a memoral for ihe pay of the militia of Iowa, called out
to repel invasion by the state of Missouri, was referred to the committee on military atfaiis.
On motion of Mr. Evans, it was resolved that
when this house adjourns, it adjourn to meet on

Monday next.
Some struggle

then ensued (there being no private b\isiness yet on the calender) to proceed to the
consideration of various kinds of business.
After which, on motion of Mr. Sergeant, the rules
were suspended for the purpose of taking up the
act amending (he act in relation to the census, which
bad been reported yesterday IVom the committee
of the whole on the state of Ihe union, with cer-

amendments, which were concurred in; and
having been ordered to a thir4 reading at
was read a third time, and passed.
The house then took up the bill pioviding for the
reappointment of (he commissioner of pensions,
and which said bill had been reported from the committee of the whole on the state of the union, with
an amendment (offered by Mr. Proffit) reducing
the salary of the said commissioner Irom ^3,000 to
^'2,500 per annum.
After some further remarks from Mr. Proffil, the
amendment was debated by Messrs. Graves, Gidtain

the

bill

this time,

Mr. Rives, moved the previous question. Mr.
Biddle demanded the yeas and nays.
The chair said the main question would be on
the resolulion.

The demand

the previous question was se
conded ayes 92, noes 62.
And the question being "shall the main question
be now put.'"
Mr. Lewis Williams demanded the yeas and
nays, which were ordered; and, being taken, resulted as follows— yeas 124, nays 74.
So the previous question was carried.
And the main question being on the resolution,
division of the question was demanded.
The chair, after some discussion had, decided
that the question was devisible; and it was divided
accordingly.
And being first put on giving power to the committee to send for persons and papers from the
third congressional district of Pennsylvania, it was
decided, by yeas and nays, in the affirmative'
yeas 136, nays 50.
It was then put on granting the same power in
reference to the sixth congressional district of
Massachusetts, and decided in the affirmative
yeas 106, nays 56.
Mr. Jo«es, of Virginia, rose and said he was in
siructed by the committee of Ways and means to
report a resolution making bill No. IS, being the
bill to provide for the issuing of treasury notes,
the special order for Thursday next, after the hour
of one o'clock.
The speaker said that the first business in order
was the call of the states fur resolutions; and that
the gentleman from Virginia could only offer his
resolution by general consent.

—

for

A

Objection being made
Ml. Jones moved a suspension of the rule.
Mr. Lewis Williams asked the yeas and nays;

which were ordered.

Some conversation followed on a point of order,
when the question was taken, and decided in the

—

——

negative yeas 103, nays 80.
The speaker then called for resolutions, commencing in the reverse order of the states and

It being now after 4 o'clock, Mr. Reynolds moved an adjournment; which motion prevailed.
Anil the house adjourned.

Tuesday, Feb. 25.

The

sp«afrcr laid

before

(ue

house the following communications:

A

message of the president of the United Stafc--,
in compliance with the resolution of the house of
representatives of the 7th instant, communicating a
report from the secretary of the slate, containing
all the information in possession of the executive
respecting the trade to China.

Also, a letter from the secretary of the treasnry,
transmitting a report from the commissioner of Ihe
general land office, and other papers containing the
information called lor by the house on the 10th instant, in relation to the sales of public lands since
the year 1S30, and the quantity of land unsold which
has been offered for sale for periods of ten, fifteen,
twenty, twenty-five and thirty years.

The speaker having announced the unfinished business of the morning hour, (as s(a(ed hereafter,)
and Mr. Tillinghast holding (he floor
Mr. Graham, of North Carolina, asked Mr. T. to
yield the floor, and Mr. T. having done so for the
moment.
Mr. Graham asked leave to offer the following
which was read for information:

resolution,

Resolved by the senate and house of represenlaiivis of
United Stales of America in congress ossein' hit.
the sum of three thousand dollars be, and the
are hereby, appropriated, out of any money in the
Ireasuiy not otherwise appropriated, to be e.xpendcd
under the direction of the commissioner of public
buildings, to construct two inclined planes to the Potomac bridge, so as to facilitate the running a ferry boat
between the broken parts of said bridge; and also ro
hire the use of a boat and the necessary hands to work
ihe

That
same

the

same, and transport

all

persons, produce

and stock,

without charge, over that part ofthe Potomac ri%'er from
which a portion ofthe bridge was removed and carried

by ice and freshet.
Objection having been made.
Mr. Graham moved a suspension ofthe rule, and
asked the yeas and nays, which were ordered; and,
being (aken, were yeas 67, nays 91.
So the house refused to suspend the rule.

off

—

Mr. Russell claimed a similar indulgence, for the
purpose of enabling him to submit a resolution, the
purport of which was understood to be, that the committees should be called for reports.

Mr. Cave Johnson objected

to the introduction

of

the resolution.

The

speaker was understood to suggest that file
house would get along much faster with the business before it, if gentlemen would permit the busiterritories.
dings&nii W. IViompson, at much length, and in favor
A great number of resolutions were then offered. ness to proceed in its regular order. If the hou>e
thereof.
Mr. Casey, on the state of Illinois being called, could once get clear of (he business with which (he
Mr. Smith of Maine replied at some length to offered
a resolution providing that the time for the speaker's (able was now encumbered, much diLlMr. Graves When iMr. S. was about concluding, presentation
of petitions and memorials be extend- culty would probably be obviated. In that event,
several gentlemen (some twenty or thirty) rose
ed and continued for four days from and after the it would be competent to-morrow for a majority of
and claimed the floor, as having first addressed the
(he house (o go in(o commKtee of the whole after
25th inst.
speaker.
Mr. Jones, of Virginia, said he felt constrained the morning hour, whereas, as matters now stood,
The speaker smA that a number of gentlemen had
a vote of two- thirds was requisite to that end.
to object.
adilressed the chair at once, and before the gentleMr. Russell moved a suspension of the rule; but
And, as the resolution, giving rise to debate,
man from Maine [Mr. Smith] had actually concludMr. Tillinghasl understanding that he could reed his reinai ks; and tliat, if gentlemen would be must, under the rule, have been laid over.
ceive no assurance that he should again have t! e
Mr. Casey moved a suspension of (he rule.
sealed, and lake a fair start, he would deciile who
On which motion, Mr. Jones, of Virginia, de- floor, if he yielded i( now, claimed his right to p
had the floor.
cecd. And he was about to do so
The speaker then gave the floor to Mr. Davis of mand the yeas and nays; which wereoidered.
When Mr. Johnilon, of New York, rose and w Mr. Lincoln rose (o inquire of the chair whether,
Kentucky, who spoke in favor of the amendment,
if the resolution was agreed to, the effect would be understood to ask leave to offer a resolulion, uhKli
and had not concluded, when ho gave way to a mo(o continue the discussion on the Cumberland road? he desired might be read for information.
lion for an adjourntnent, which prevailed.
Objected to.
And the house adjourned until 12 o'clock on Mon- (This subject, it will be recollected, came up originally in the form of a memorial).
The bouse then proceeded (o the consideration
day next.
The speaker said he was of opinion it would.
of the unfinished business ofthe morning hour beMonday, Feb. 24. The speaker laid before the
And (he question was then taken, and decided ing the New Jersey contested election.
house the following communications:
A letter from the secretary of the treasury, trans- in the negative yeas 104, nays 62.
The question immediately pending was on a
In pursuance of notice heretofore given, Mr. point of order raised on a former day, or an appeal
mitting a communication from (he commissioner of
the general land oliice in relation to certain Spa- iS/unr(, of Illinois, asked and obtained leave to in- taken thereon, and which was stated from the chair.
troduce a bill granting pre emption rights, to actual
nish clainis.
Mr. TilUnghast (Vk-Uo vias entitled to the floor)
Also, (ransmitting information called for on the setllers on the public lands; which was read twice then spoke at considerable length on the point of
6th instant, in relation to expenditures in the territo- by i(3 (itle, releired (o the committee on public order, arguing against the decision of the chair, and
lands, and ordered to be printed.
ry of Wisconsin.
in favor of Ihe appeal.
Mr. Rariden (leave having been denied) moved
A letter fiom the commi.^sioner of the general
After which, Mr. Vanderpoelrosc and said he reland office, commuiiiraling infbrmalion called for a suspension of the rule lor the purpose of taking gretted exceedingly that his friend from Pennsylvaby the house on the lOtb instant, touching the pub- up and consitieiing (he resolulion heretofore offer- nia (Mr. Petriki't) had felt himself called u|'ou
by
him.
ed
lic lands in Tennessee.
(by a sense of duly, no doubt) to make the objecMr. Proffil asked for the yeas and nays, which lion which had called forth the
letlerfrinn the first comptroller of the treasudecision on which
ry, transmitting a list of balances standing on (he were ordered.
the appeal was founded.
The remeily was worse
books of (lie revenue, which have remained unsetAnd, after some conversation on a point of order, than (he disease. If his colleague (Mr. Fillmore)
\
tled by collectors of (he customs and olhers and (he quesdon was (aken, and decided in the negahad proceeded, he might have delivered'his speech,
which have been due more (ban three years prior tive yeas 79, nays SG'.
and probably two or three other members of the
to the snih September, l^HO.
On ihe state of' Kentucky being called,
iiiniitce of elections mi^ht likewise have done
Mr. Camp'o-'U, chairman of the committee of
Mr. Graves (leave having been denied) moved a so), and by this time probauly the question might
elections, a»lceil the cnnsent of the house to offer a suspen.sion of (he rule for the purpose of taking up have been taken.
i\Ir. V. did not know but that:
resolution from that coinrnitlcc.
anil considering the resolution olfercd by him the Ihe gentleman from Pennsylvania might he techni.Objeclion lieing made by Mr. Dauics, of Penn- other day, proposing an investigation, by'the cnm- cally co.rect; and, before making Ihe motion which
sylvania
inittec on expenditures in the post office depart- be (Mr. V.) proposed to make, ho would appeal (o
Mr. C. movtd (o suspend the rules; which mo ment, in the case of Mr. Kobinson, lorincrly a the gentleman (n wKhdiaw the objeclion on which
lion, after some de.sulloiy convcrsalion, was agreed clerk in that dcpardncnt.
all these other difficullies had been raised.
to without a count.
But the house lefused to suspend (he rule.
Mr. Pdriken declining to dp so.
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Mr. Vanderpoel moved the previous question; cerning all things whereof he was accused. The
and there was a second. And the main question permission, in that case, was given by royal prerogative, and as an act of clemency to a poor, despiswas ord'ered to be taken.
On the call of Mr. Lewis Williams, the original ed, captive, humble Chrislain. Mr. F. could never
proceedings in this matter, as entered on the jour- return such thanks in this place, nor consent lo
nal, were read, and also the resolution and amend- yield his own rights and those of his constituents by
consenting to speak on that floor by permission of
ment now pending.
And the question, "Shall the decision of the any body. He woidd, however, avail himself of
chair stand as the judgment of the house?" was the courtesy which had been extended to him so
then taken, and decided in the affirmative, (by far as to move an amendment to the amendment of
yeas and nays, which had heretofore been ordered): the gentleman from Teniiessee as now modified,
atid would, on some other opportuiiity, if he should
yeas 96, nays 91.
obtain the floor, speak to the subject of that amendSo tlie decision of the chair was affirmed.
Mr. Care Johnsonttien moved that the gentleman ment when he could speak as of right under the
from New York (Mr. Fillmore) have leave to go constitution.
He then moved to amend Mr. Johnson's amendon in order.
The speaker stated that a motion to that effect ment by striking out the woid "forthwith," anditihad already been made by a colleague of the gentle- serting after the %vord3 "greatest number of," and
before the word "votes," the word "legal;" so as
man from New York, (Mr. Hnnd).
Mr. Si!Ja)7, of Illinois, (the hour having elapsed), to read "and that they be instructed also to report
moved that the house proceed to the orders of the which five of the ten individuals claiming seats

delivered lo said clerk, for the use of the house, a large
quantity of stationery, and has presented his Ijill for the
same, amounting to $19,521 64; and that said stationery,
(particularly the paper), is of an inferior quality, and is
charged at prices equal to 20 per cent, above the usual
prices of stationery of the best quality, and by which difference of price and quality this government, (if aaicj bill
is allowed), would sustain a loss of more than S4,000
for the stationery already dehvered; ond that, if said
contracts should be sanctioned by this house, and continued in force during the 26th congress, the governmernnient would be subjected to a sacrifice of more
than 1615,000, arising from the employment of anothtr
person to perform the duties which the clerk himself
is required to perform by the resolution of this house
passed March 3, 1827, and under which it has been
the uniform practice of the clerks of this house to furnish the stationery, until the making of the contracts
above referred to: therefore.
Resolved, That the clerk of this house has no power
or authority to make any prospective contract which
will require an application of moneys out of the contingent fund of this house, or an appropriation by confrom the state of
Jersey received the greatest gress to satisfy the same, without the express authority
day).
of this house; and that the contracts referred to in the
Mr. Vanderpoel asked the yeas and nays; which number of legal votes."
foregoing preamble are wholly inoperative and void.
were ordered.
Mr. Bromgoole asked if the words in the amendAVsoh'erf, nevertheless, that if the said Langtree shall
Some conversation ensued as to what would be ment, as modified by the gentleman from Tennes- (in writing), elect to give up and cancel the said two
the business before the house if the motion to pro- see, were not marked as a quotation? and whether conlracts, then in that event the committee on accounts are hereby authorised to audit and allow to him
ceed to the orders of the day was negatived.
Jersey law?
they weie not taken from the
After which, Mr. Stuart, of Illinois, withdrew
Mr. Fisher, of North Carolina, now took the his hill for sationery already delivered, and services
his motion to proceed to the orders of the day.
floor, and went at large into a speech in support performed, under snid contracts, subject to such deMr. Jlicc Garland renewed the motion
of the amendment, and in which he also entered ductions as osightto be made therefrom on account of
and the prices charged therefor. And that
And the yeas and nays were called for thereon, into the constitutional argument of the right of the quality
said committee have power to send for persons and
and were ordered.
members to hold seats oti the ground of legal re- papers.
Afler some further conversation on the effect of turns, until their election could be looked into,
Mr. SmiWi replied, that if it was the general wish
the motion as it regarded the business before the which right he strenuously denied. As Mr. F. alof the house to act on the resolutions at this lime,
house
luded to what, he said, would probably appear
and he could be assured that by yielding he should
negaThe question was t.iken and decided in the
when the journal of the committee's, proceedings
not lose the floor, he would give way with pleasure.
tive: yeas 91, nays 11(1.
and all the papers should cmne to be printed
Mr. /. Gar/amisaid he hoped no gentleman w-oulil
So the house refused to pass to the orders of the
Mr. Crabb raised a question of ordg"; which was
object to the adoption of the resolutions, so far as
day.
argued by that gentleman, Mr. Bell, Mr. Proffil,
they went to propose an inquiry. With the arguThe speaker then said tliat the question recurred and Mr. Banks.
ment in the resolutions he could not agree; in that
York
on the motion that the gentleman from
When the chair having decided that Mr. Fisher he
considered the mover as wrong; but, as a friend
(Mr. Fillmore) have leave to proceed.
was not in order
and r^'lative of the clerk, he expressed a hope that
Mr. Hand rose to modify the motion heretofore
Mr. Proffil objected to his proceeding without
no one would object to the inquiry. The feelin''3
submitted by him, that his colleague have leave to the leave of the house. This course Had been
anil character of the clerk demanded it.

New

New

—

•

New

proceed.
Mr. Rice Garland rose to a point of order. Was
to understand the spe;iker to decide that, by the
refusal of the house to proceed to the orders of the
day, the question that had been pending thereby
cbntinued to be tlie subject before the house?
The speaker replied affirmatively.
From this decision Mr. Garland appealed.
And the question being on the appeal, some remarks were :nade by Mr. Garland against the decision, and by JMr. Pickens in favor of it; when Mr.
P. moved the previous question, which was seconded.
And the main question was ordered to be now
taken.
Mr. Ji. Garland asked the yeas and nays, which

pursued with Mr. Fillmore for even reading apapcr
Mr, Cai'C JbAnson objecting
in part, and he was for even handed justice.
Mr. Smith addressed the house at great length in
At the request of Mr. Smith, of Connecticut, opposition
to (he amendments of I\Ir. Cave Jolmson,
Mr. Proffil consented, however, to waive his oband Mr. Fillmore. He occupied the floor until a
jection: when it was immediately renewed by Mr.

ceed; and thereupon, he demanded the previous
question.
The demand was sustained by the house, and the
previous question was put and carried, and the resolution was adopted. So Mr. Fillmore was allowed
to proceed.
He was about to atldrt'ss the house,
when Mr. Cave Johnson expressed a desire to modify
the resolution he had offered in relation to printing
papers before the comoiittee of elections, and modiiied the aiue.ndment so as to read thus:
"To report to this house such papers and such of
their proceedings as they may desire to have printed
by order of the house; iind that ihey he instructed

had proceeded tor some time, animadverting with
the cotir.'^e of Mr. Fisher in attacking the conduct of the cotnmittee, when he
gave w-ay to a motion for adjournment; but the
house refused to adjourn: yeas 91, nays 94.
Mr. Smi/A thereupon resumed, and had spoken
for a brief period, when the motion to adjourn was
renewed. It now succeeded: yeas 91, nays SO.
And thereupon the house adjourned.
Wednesday Feb. 26. Mr. C. Johnston, of New
York, adtlressed the speaker, atid said that he rose
from his seat to make an appeal to his honorable
friend ftoin Connecticut, (Mr. Smith), nUu was entitled to the floor.
He wished to present for the
consideration of the house two resolutions which
he regarded of much, importance, not only as to the
principles involved in them, but to tirevent what he
considered an unauthorised application of the moneys of this government.
Mr. Smith consented to have the resolutions read;
which were accordingly read by the clerk, as fol-

he

.Andrews.

quarter past three o'clock.
The speaker then gave thefloortoMr.

of Pennsylvania, for alluding to the contents of
papers now before the committee. The same ob-

"legal."

JJioes, who
Mr. Hollcman thereupon moved that Mr. Fisher
yielded it for a moment to enable
have leave to proceed: which was agreed to. He
JMr. Fi'Wmorc so to modify his amendment as to
was soon after again called to order by Mr. Cooper, insert
the word "lawful" in lieu of the word

Mr. Rives then proceeded to address the house
was renewed and reduced to writing by at
length in favor of the amendment of Mr. C.
Mr. Granger; but after a desultory conversation, Johnson,
and in reply to some of the argumeuts of
the chair decided that as the papers to which Mr.
Mr. Smith. Mr. R. liaving concluded—
F. had alluded, though now before the committee
Mr. Welter submitttil some remarks on the same
of elections, had once been before the house, it was
side, in the couise of which he w as called to unler
were ordered.
in order to allude to their contents.
by the speaker, for pronouncing the speech of Mr.
And the question, '-Shall the decision of the
Mr. Granger took an appeal from this decision, Smith
a reiteration of the slanders put forth against
chair stand as the judgment of the house?" was but, after some discussion had taken place, withthe adininidtration through the party press, &c. but
then taken and decided in the affirmative; yeas 162, drew if, and Mr. Fisher, proceeded to the end of his
was aliowed to proceed, a motion to that eliect havnays 13. So the decision of the chair was affirmed. sneech without fui'ther interruption. He resumed
ing been made and agierd to.
Mr. Hand now modified his resolution so as lo his seat about 4 o'clock.
When Mr. W. had concluded, the speaker gave
make it read that Mr. Fillmore have leave to proMr. Smith, of Connecticut, rose in reply, and

also to report forthwith svhich five of the ten individuals claiming seats from the state of
.Jersey received the greatest number ot votes from the whole
state lor representatives in ihc congress of the United
States at tlie (.lection of 183S in said state, with all the
evidence of that fact in their possession: Provided, that
nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to
prevent or deltiy the action of said committee in taking

New

testimony, and deciding the said case upon the merits
of the election."
Mr. Fillmore said that he returned his most sincere thanks to the house for the disposition manifested in the vole which had just been given; bttt
he must be permitteii to say that, so long as he
should be honored with a seat upon that floor, he
never could consent to debate any question by the
mere permission of the house. Ho hoped the
house would not con.^ider him the Ie5s grateful for
its kindni'ss because he could not consistently avail
Iiimselt of it.
He remembered that, on a certain
ocrasion, Paul tlianked Agiippa h:;cause he was
permitted to answer for himself before him con-

jection

some warmth on

lows:
Wherean, it is alleged that the clerk of this houfe,
without the authority of law, or sanction of tlie house
of representatives, did, on the 2j:h day of March and
23 J day of December last, make two several contracts,
in writing, with one ItD. U. Lanytree, ond by whieii
contracts said Lan^trcc agreed to furnish all the salionery, and execiite all the lithographing and copper-plate
engraving which should be required for the HCiih congress, as

may more

fully

appear by referring

to said

contracts respectiveJy:
A/j'? i/-7ierra.s, it is alleged that, in pursuance of said
contract or contracts, said T.arigtfee, (who i.s neithtir a
stationer, lithographer, nor engraver), hasftifnisiiedand

the floor to
Mr. Crabb, of Alabama, who, in obedience to the
suggestions of several gentlemen about him, (and
it being now half past 4 o'clock), moved an ad-

journment; which motion (yeas 79, nays 88) was
rejected.

Mr. Crabb then proceeded in his remarks, and,
?ome time expressed himself willing to give

after

wav

to

Mr. Grinnell,
adjourn.

who

desired to

move that

the house

Mr. Cave Johnson rose to inquire whether the
gentleman from Alabama, (Mr. Crabb) had yielded
the Hocr?

Mr.

Cra/)4, to

(Mr. Johnson).

Do you want

to

get the floor to move the previous question?
r. Johnson.
I do.
Mr. Craid. Then that is an argument which does
net adiiress itself to my mind; and I shall nut yield
the door.
Mr. Briggs (addressing himself to the chair)
suggested that the uniform practice of the house
hail been that a gentleman, giving way in the midst
of his remarks to a motion for adjournment, retaitied
(lis linht to the floor when the subject again came
upThe speaker said such had been the uiiifortn prac-

M

tice.

Mr. Fillmore. (Mr. Crabb yielded

for

the pur-

Then I move the house adjourn.
Mr. Cave Johnson d.emanded the yeas and nays,

pose).

which were ordered, and, being talcn, were yeas
79, nays 75.
So the house adjourned.
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Post note.i. It is stated that the current e.xpenses of
had. The Citizens' bank is in danger, with near
^ „
money. the state government ol Maine are to be paid in post
paragraph m the ITovi- §850,000 in specie in it— $400,000 government
treato be issued with the siirnature of the%tale
notes,
that
fire,
to
the
up
Everett,] It is ihought by those that have been
$5 to $50 payable one year from
dence Journal: The honorable Alexander H.
I have no time for sury, in sums of from
t^'iba and the C lize.is' bank will be saved.
has been appointed special envoy, to go lo
bank bills of that slate.

CHRONICLE.

We

Apvoinlmenl.

examine

.

.

I

find this

dale, in current

furih^i ;.arliculars, as the mail is clositig.''

the charges against consul 1 nst.

Paine's tones. Most of our readers will doubtless reThefire at Springfield, Ohio. V/e mentioned yesteryears ago,
this to-do that was made several
day that a fire broke out in the town of Springfield, member
removal
are glad (o learn tljat the dLllieulnes
about
the bones of Thomas Paine, and their
desavsiiud
which
instant,
14lh
of
the
night
on
the
ate
direction have (Ohio),
ovei; a
Lookms!
Cobbet.
William
England
by
with' re"ard to the SchuylliiU bunk
to
could
before
it
now ac- stroyed a considerable part of the town,
paper we stumbled upon the following law
been aJjusted; and that the directors are
"Ot under. From the Springfield Republican, extra, London
be
o!
discharge
the
in
tively and industriously occupied
of February 15. we learn that the fire commenced about
Roils court, Decmnber 14. Foiall vs. CMett.- Mr.
their duties.
7 o'clock, P. M. in a stable, in rear of the old post of;
Pemberton stated the particulars of this case, which
Custom house seizures. It would seem that the laxity, fice. It extended thence rapidly, and the flames raged
Cobbett, M. 1".
Swartwout's time for four hours, chiefij' in the eastern part of the vdlage, was originally against the late WiUiam
or dishonesty, which existed during
who was a trustee under a will of Mr. Robert toxall,
custom house, has before their destructive progress could be stayed.
in relation to passing goods at the
property undor an asother extreme.
particulars of tosses, and who had settled the trust

The

Philadelphia Inquirer

The

Schuiilhill bank.

We

Ciiused the present collector to err in the
tria s
Within the last eight days, there have been nine
in this ciiy, on goods
in the United States district court
invoiced below
seized by the custom house for being
there was a vertheir cost, and in every one of thein
that the custom
dict for the claimants— thereby showing
seizure
house had acted erroneously in making the
One of those cases, which was tried yesterday, was „.
ought to
peculiar hardship upon the importer, and
as to
circumspect
moke the collector somewhat more
.
what sort of appraisers he employs.
,
t,
,
The article seized was leather, imported from i'aris,
and invoiced at 1,603 francs; nut tlie custom house apper
torty
about
prai'^ers valued it 784 francs higher, or

The following hastily gathered
not probably embracing the whole, are given in the
above nam^d papei:
Peter Murray, merchant, loss of building and goods,
$15,500—insurance in Sprinafield company ©3,000.
J. M. Linn, building, $9.000—insurance in Spring-

sumed mistake as to his powers.
The parties agreein" among themselves

—

.

V/iiiting

& Kilbourne,
&

booksellers, loss

$2,000—in-

surance in Sprinnfiold company $2,500.
'
Halsey, printers, loss $1,500— insurance
Gallagher

damage by wliieh its value was considerably ditrial, it
minished. When the question was brought to
was indisputably proved, that the ariicle was actual y

We

merchant

of

ladelphia.

Haw

losses.

Iron rails. The Miner's Jouriial states that "Mr.
"'At 5 o'clock, it was seen that the fire was raging be- William Lyman is now engaged in casting iron rails
tliat it could
for the branch road leading from Greenwood to the
tween the staling and the plastering, and
Mount Carbon rail road. Tiiey are to cost $45 per
not be arrested.
The alarm was now general, and the lodgers, many ion, and are undoubtedly iinich the cheapest rail that
,

,

,

m

Stcaniboals.
There are said to be 700- steamboats
in the inlernal navigation of the U. States.

employed

.:

this

,

cabanks, and thus appropriated also the niercantde
[Phil. North Ame.
pi,.,l,

New

some days

like

sides,

New

ehown

i

1 hitheir own obligations
Some of the states above named have, t:cPennsylvania, borrowed largely ot tlmr

embarrassed in meeting

A

said,

r

tiie

t

C

is

,

am making every exertion to
my spring engagements— please

"I

meet

Wm.

learn that the reverend Dr.
Election of bishop.
Williamson and Ma?on,
ot
B Gudsdeii, long the pious and eslecmod rector
of $300 or less each.
yesterday elecied, others, had losses
St Philip's church, in this ciiy, was
The National Road office was kept in Murray s
in this city,
by the Kpiscopalian convention, in session
important papers were saved.
a majority building. All the
by
Carolina,
South
of
diocese
the
ot
bishop
The total loss i" but little short of $50,000.
of seven votes,
of one vote among the clergy, and
otiiee of the Springfield Republican was
printing
The
the
ot
members
anionn- the lay delegates, who were
contents; and the proprietors
oftico consumed, with all its
coiiveTuiun. Dr. Gadsden's compodtor for the
indebted to a neighboring printer, for materials
gifted, admired were
vvas the reverend Stephen Elliott, the
wherewith to issue the "extra."
South
the
in
literature
sacred
and pious professor of
[CiMrhston Mercury.
correspondent of the CinInsurance in Prussia.
Carolina college.
ninnaii Gazette remarks, that the Prussian monarchy
The great fire in New Orleans. The following ac- is perhaps the best regulated government in the world.
Orleans True American, are all
count troin the
attention which a
"every
by the mad tins In proof, the writer says:
the additional particulars we received
wise and provident government can bestow, is paid to
Orleans:
morning, of the great the in
is evinced, in a reThis
the people.
welfare
of
the
M.
True .i«i' n,:aii U'lfc, Tuesday, leb. 11, S A.
house
The markable degree, by die fact, that if a farmef's
Fire raging!
St Louis 11. huiii/e .Irrlroycd!
the government restores it to the slnne condimagnificent dome— t;ost be brunt,
Si, Louis c\eliLui<:e, with its
tion it was in previously to the burning; a fund being
rums.
mrissol
wrue.uuu
we
hour
6;l,7UO,ubO— is, ut the
that purpose by a small premium exacted
ptist
o clock, provided for
and this tax,
Tlie fire broke out this morning at lull
in the shape of tax, on each house,
from the sparks e?eam.ig througli a
i„ the fifth story,
though very small, is suluoiont to cover the amount ol
chimney. Tlie keeper of the hotel had been
''
it

Kentucky:

in

provide funds to
have me advised
prospect of the pork market. I hold claims on
can transfer
the state of Kentucky for $3,800, which I
would antor her 6 per cent, state stock bonds, il they
..
to pay my debts with."
swer
Dr. Rogers' stabling, &c. loss lii-500.
nor will
.......
..-.
debts with,"
uou,o
to
1,0
pay
ausvvei
answer
jjjj
"not
not
will
win
They
ney
i
lurrav's
Mrs. McCracken occupied a_ porlion of Murray's
thr
ot Ohio, Indiana or Illinois, atiswer
irierable the bonds
__._!.,
,,,11
1,
.i.„„„ „,„,„„
nnv
Hont'
building as a boarding house. Her loss is com laeraoie
debts
their
purpose; although these states will pay
—the estimated amount, we have not ascertained.
merchants iu no other form, and the latter are thus
Linn and Williamson and the

company

$1,000.
P. A. Springman, grocer, loss $1,500- no insurance.
N. Ross, grocer, 81,200— no insurance.
loss 1,000— no insurance.
merchant,
L. Rinehart,

in Spriirafield

such goods
invoiced rather above the price fur which
it was imcould be bought in Paris, from which place
a verdict
ported. There was, as a matter of course,
[N. Y. Jour. Com,
fortheclaim.int.

in the chimney,

iir-

&

On this appraisement
cent, above the invoice price.
and it was
the custom house officers seized the article,
possession, it stifiered
testified, that while in Iheir

cracked

as to the

ranfemenls; and, in the application as to the cost, the
son and next representative of Mr. Cobbett stated that
tho
there were no funds of his father's to administer to,
whole of the property conung to his hands being a box
field company 155,000.
anxious toget rid ot as soon
Co. hardware dealers, between of bones! which he was
R. W. Butler
,
r rr.
5.000 and S6, 000— insurance in Hartford company as possible.
These hones are said to be the remains ot 1 oni
=3,000.
about the
©3,000— insurance in Paine, the author of the "Age of Reason,"
.T. G. Natringcr, merchant, loss
disputes.
many
so
identity of which there have been
Harford company 1S6,000.
Mrs. Kneefly, eoiifecuonary, loss $1,700— no insurStates and merchants. One of our Marketstreetfriends
has handed us the following extract of a letter irosi a

,

Temperence in Ireland. The rev. Mr. Matthew, of
to the
Cork has recently, during three days, accoroing
Limerick Reporler, administered the total abstinence
person.-,
pledge to one hundred and thirty thousand
who flocked into the city irom the surrouundmg conn
-

take the pledge from Ihe rev. gent.
man. There is at present executing by one manuh'
temperaii.
turer in Birmingham an order for 70,000
try, in

medals

order

for Ireland.

77/1 ^'«™t/i/i"'i'iit

the

i-

to

pas„n'

1

is lii'Oi

The rail road train vviiii
"eer.
Philadelphia came in yesterday
Havre

about iLr r.siKil Ij'iur. Tlie river yesterday, at
rapidly, but
de Grace wasbi'diand confinued to run

small pieces,
there was very litrie ice, and that mo-stly in
Philadelphia found
so that the passengers to and from
no difficulty in crossing.
,
a . j

A lame mass,

past
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